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( Paid Aav«rtn«m«nt> »

6I0UP DISCOUNTED AUTO INSURINGE

lir KSSOGIIITED STHDENT MEMBERS
College Student Insurance Service has worked with the auto
insurance industry for five years to prove that the college stu-

dent deserves lower insurance rates. Now ASB members often

realize reductions from 20% to 40% below comparable policies.

This group-oriented policy is written through the Associated
College Student Underwriters and provided under an exclusive
agreement with College Student Insurance Service, Inc.

For personalized quote call 451-1393 or fill in the blank below
and send it to CSIS. 726 Santo Monica BJvd. («202) Santa Monica
Calif. 90401.

Joumsfism, phys ed, speech . .

.

Three depts face elimination

•Birth Date:

Zip:

Married?

Model:

Namm
Address:

Telephone: ISchool:

Year and moke of cqr:

Present policy expires (date):

No. of y•drslicensedlo drivel

No. of moving violations, lost 3 yedrs:

No. of Occidents responsible for (3 years)
with domoge exceeding $100:

L ^.i^'""

Review is urtSerway for possible

elimination or substantial change

of the journalism, physical

education, speech departments
and teacher-training in the

graduate school of education.

Members of ad hoc review

committees have been meeting
since the Chancellor Charles E.

Young's announcement on March 5

of a programmatic review of these

departments and basic courses

here which parallel those taught at

the high ^hool level. The com-
mittee must submit reports by
April 15, with a final decision by
the Chancellor May 28.. > ,^

At the Academic Senate meeting
March 8, Young denied charges

made by faculty members that the

decisions have already been made.

He said it would be "premature" to

have determined if any of the

programs would be changed.

"The committees have not been

asked to rubberstamp these

assumptions about the pjrograms,"

he said.

Vice chancellor David Saxon, a

member of the Chancellor's

special steering committee for

programmatic review that ap-

pointed the ad hoc committee

members, said, "It is simply not

true that these reviews are a lot of

window dressing. It is a question of

making an educational policy

under the resources available to

us."

>vS./College Student Insurance Service
726 Sonia AAonka Blvd. ('202) Santa Moni«o, Calif. 90401

UCLA
DAii:r u

Ann L. Haskins, fcditor-in-Chitf

Volume No. LXXXIll No. 1 Wednesdav. March 31, 1971

Helpline 825-7646
iMi

Published Monday through Friday, during the school yo«r, txctpt during vacation and
^*T^!lf!."*".

•**'''*<**' "v **»< Communications Board ot the Associated Students of UCLA, JM
westMwAd Plaia, Los Angeles, California »0024. Second class postage paid at the Los Angeles Post
OHice Copyr ight 1971 by the Communications Board of the Associated Students of UCLA.

Managing Editor David Lt«s
Sll^^"'**ir* /» Deborah A^in, Joan Weinstein

News Editor »L -
, Rick Keir

For this year and next, this
campus has had to eliminate 261
full-time equivalents (FTE's) due
to proposed budget cuts.

The reviews are based on the
recommendations made last
January by the Academic Senate's
Committee on Budget and In-
terdepartmental Relations. The
committee called the programs it

recommended for review
''peripheral to the basic mission of
the University."

Besides the four departments,
the basic cburses also being
reviewed include requirements in

American History dnd In-

stitutions; levels 1-3 of instruction

iri Spanish, French, German, and
Latin, Subject A, English 1, and
Math 1. Changes in these depart-
ments and courses could take place
as early as fall, 1972.

According to Saxon,"' similar
reviews of the departments of

dance and Theatre Arts, will begin
on a long-range basis next fall. The
Budget committee also recom-
mended that these be changed.

Young said, "It is my hope that

out of this situation we maintain
the same level of competence in

departments and save funds at the

same time." -

* Af!9il^f. * MeidCf V •-•

DOWN
SLEEPING BAGS

MOUNTAINEERING
SUPPLIES

By the makers of the bag Hil-

lary took to Everest and sup-
plier to leading world expedi
tions. Direct mail order import
from New Zealand at a fraction
of retail cost. For detailed bro-
chure write: Antarctic Products
Co.. P.O. Box 223 Nelson, New
Zealand

4.--'

RELLI
Radial Tires

'•

'"^j

For
American, European and Japanese cars

The Veifh-Pirelli

Volkswagon Tire

TM If 1 |^8u

1118
M. i^.i ..jl- ';w^ jj; iii^. P> f1 I f i

*p|^ "t^ "flp ajrr -^ *r T "vT, M
, ,#

'»v

Westwood Blvd. Just North of Wilsh

M ^ ^ $

ire

* "^
-! *'

" ^ .--•**«•

560 X 15

Block Tbis

+ 1.50F.E.T.

and old fice

h-
.,-L

m
* *' .>

474-2501 • 272-1594

1875 Westwood Blvd

I block S. o^ S.M. Wvd

W heel Alignment • Balancing

Brakes & Battery Service

VM^
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SPACED-OUT CREW-Apollo 14 astronauts Alan
Sttepard (right), Stuart Roosa (center), and Edgar
Mitchell (left) spoke to a capacity audience
yesterday afternoon in Royce Hall. Th^ir presen.

tattvM, spoHboreo oy ine Associated Students
Speakers Program, included narration of film and
slides.

GRADUATES
|

**When you get that
diploma "

1

Weslwoocl VilLqe SluJi^

r
10961 Wevburn Ave.
GRanll? 3-3774

I

A college graduatejust doesntw^
thewarm wdcome he used to.

There's a lot of competition in the job market
today. And a college degree alone just

doesn't carry as much weight with some
employers.

That's why Honeywell developed their

Postgraduate Studies Program. A program
designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college major is. If

you can qualify you'll be ready to learn com-
puters from one of the world's top computer
manufacturers and leading educators.
Honey veil. .^

You'll be ready to start right off in

the fastest growing industry around.
An industry that doubles in size and
opportunity every five years.

There still won't be any brass bands
around to graet you, but you will get a

warm handshake. All you have to do is

mail this coupon. Or call (714) 8700120.

Admissions Officer
HoneywelJ Institute of Information Sciences
2600 East Nutwood Avenue
Fullerton. California 92361
Phone: (714) 870 0120 or

(213) 380 0770

D I would like additional informatior

I
on your program.

I
I am interested in

I
D Day Evening classes.

I
Name: *!_ ___

I College.

I

I

College Address:. I'l -^

Phone:

Home Address:

Phone:

The OtherCompiilerComp^im

^, Honeywell

r

HUNTINGTON HARTFORD THEATRE
A CAST OF 26 IN A SMATTfRINO,
HUMOROUS PLAY OF OUt TIMESI

OPFNS WED., APRIL 7
ttiacttf Pricf Prttttvi April |-|

HENBY FONDA n

THE TBIAL
OF A. LINCOLN

DItiCTEO lY

MILTON KATSEIAS

STUDENT DISCOUNT certificates available now on cam
pus at Administrative and Student Centers, at student
store an52f in Drama Department Discounts also available
at box office upon presentation of ID. Offer good all
perfs except Sat. eves ffirough April 17 but hurry!
Offer may be revoked at any time!

TICKETS ON SALS NOWt BOX OfPICE,
L AND AT AU AGflkliSI

1015 VINE STREET . HOLLYWOOD 00028 . 4020060

^VS E^ELIVE3IS
THE MOST DELICIOUS SUBMARINE SANOWIGHES

RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR - 50c CHARGE

OPEN EVERY DAY, INCLUDING SUNDAY 11 A.M.t1 P.M.

CALL: £78-0375
-r*-*«!ilfhS|j»f- -fiijij.

,T '#

•V ,m^ <•

l4v

Party C«t«rinf Ask aoout our 10 toot i«nd»irttn.

IISHKU
$1.35

12 inch

iU. II 61
All Sopi's

Submarines ^r^
liberally filled with

delicious meat, crisp

Wiiiiiitiw

.80
6 inch

"Itttuco. tdmifdtt, onions, twWt popperi. provolone choott
•nd spiced with oregano. salt, poppor. and special

Kalian sauce . . . served on a fresh sesame seed roll.

1. M«rc«llo 4 Sophi«
'

combination (cotio safami. ham. and mortadelia) more tt^an
a love flftair; a whole Roman orgy

2. Th« Rocliy Graziano
good, old tashioned hard salami tor good, old-fashioned hard jaws.

3. The Anne Megnenl
coffo salami sort of ladylike, txjt don't mess around.

4. The Al Capone
mortadelia (an Italian Bologna), txjt you can't turn your t>ack on It.

5. The Sinatra
roast b9el; not really Italian, but there s a taste of the old country

ft. The Dean Martin
ham some like it heavy on the sauce

7. The Herectiet Bernard!
pastrami

. what's a nice Jewish tx)y doing with a
name like Bernardi?

Soft drink, milk 20 Coffee . 1

5

SIT DOWN

CATERING

10968 LrConte • Westwood Villate

Between Broxton and Gayley

I

>

with this coupon

-r ~*"- -^- '^'

III I J discount

On Any Giant Sepi

GoodfKrO April 15, 1971

»#•«%
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Men/Wom«n ^

5.9PM$80wliM-F
PARTTIME 1

Schedule char. 'J

"V s 'Hi

i^H ii j|^4.ed

1 2 sharp men/wom^n desperately needed for immediate openings

in advertising — sales department. Miss Heldman, 870^358,
1 2-5 PM.

THE

FRACTURED
COW

Perfect Hamburgers and
Delicious Steaks in a

Congenial Atmosphere

Beer & Wine

Aerospace Studies

IC, sec 2 will met M lOMlC. sec 1

vi^ill meet Tu 1 ; 21C, sec 2 will meet
Tu 2.

Anatomy
217 added, to be arranged, I.D.

11663; 253, 257 are deleted.

Anthropology
IB, quiz Ig added, Tu 10-12, See

Welf 48, I.D. 13037; IB, quiz Ih

added, W 11-1, See Welt 154, l,0«

13038; IB, quiz II added, F 10-12,

Soc Welt 154, I.D. 13039; IB, quiz Ij

added, Th 10-12, Soc Welt 48, I.D.

13040; 22, lect will meet TuTh 2-

3:15, LS 2147, exam code 17; 107B
added, MWF 9, HH 329, exam code
2, ID. 13241; 120 will meet TuTh
12:30-1:45, HH 118, exam code 15;

132, lab sec l and s€?c 3, 145. 274, 286
are deleted; 1MB will meet In HH
220.

_ 175E will meet Fl-5^ HH 330;

175F will meet Sat. 8-5, field; 198,

sec 1 added, Revltallzatlon &
Social Movements, W9-n, F 9, Soc

Welt 154, exam code 2, I.D. 13590;

198, sec 2 added. Use ot Computer
in Data Analysis, TuTh 11-12:15,

GBA 3357C, exam code 14, I.D.

13591; 198, sec 3 added. Computer
Program ot ^reColumblan Art,

ToTh 2-4, RH 248, code 17, I.D.

13592;

199 added, to be arranged, I.D.

13595; 251 B wHI meet with time to

be arranged; 258 added, W 2-4, HB
3123, exam code 9, ID. 13745; 270C

will meet Tu Th 3-5, AAelnltz 2586;

272, consult department tor

meeting place; 279, time and room
change (held in the Bahamas.);
280 added, given in Bahamas for 8

units only, I.D. 13851; 296 added, F
r-'4, HH 216, -Lb. 13^28; M 297 ad-

ded, Tu 3-5, Pub HIth 41268, exam
code 17, I.D. 13929; Archaeology
205B added, MW 10-12, MS 4233r
**(am code 3, ID. 14000.

D By Popular

Demand
Grimble is

back!

Come in and see us anytime

939 Broxton - Westwood Village

473-2301
Weekends 'ill ) am

The International Student Center offers

the following conversation program for

the Spring Quarter:

English Conversation

Gmrman Conversation
Italian Conversation
Swahili Conversation
French Conversation
Persian Conversation
Spanish Conversation
Japanese Conversation

Tuesday, 7:30 pm
Friday, 7:30 pm
Tuesday, 7:00 pm
Tuesday, 6:30 pm
Tuesday, 7:30 pm
Wednesday, 7:00 pm
Wednesday, 4:30 pm
Thursday, 8:00 py
Friday, 6:00 pm

<ii I ]

Architecture and Urban Planning
Consult department. Arch liie, for
schedule ot Classes

Art

1 A, quiz 3 will meet M 8; IC, quiz
2 will meet M 8, Dickson 3273; liac
225, sec 2, 231, 282, sec 3 are
deleted; 119B added. The Arts of
Atrica: The Guinea Coast, TuTh
9:30-10:45, Dicksoo 2160E, code 12
I.D. 15426; 123A will meet MW 3!

4:15, Oickson 4230, exrfm code 8;
150C, sec 2 will meei In Dickson
4257; 201 will meet F 2-4, Dickson
4260; 222B will meet Tu IM
Dickson 4260

240 will meet M 11-1, Dickson
4260; 260, sec 2 will meet Tu 2-4,

Dickson 1300; 260, sec 3 will meei
W 1-3, Dickson 4260; 263 will meet
M 1-3; 281, sec 2 added, W 2.S,

Dickson 5230, I.D. 15882; 287, sec 1

will meet in Dickson 4231 ; 287, sec 2

will have time to be arranged; 288,

sec 2 will meet Tu 3-6, -Dickson
5284; 403B will meet W 9-li,

Dickson 4260.

Astronomy
3, lect sec 3 added, MTuWF 11,

GBA 1278, exam code 4, I.D. 17060;-

198 added. Experimental Course in

Modern Topics in Astronomy, MW
1-2:15, MS 5203, exam code 6, I.D.'

17150; 260 added, Sem. on Current
Astrophyslcal Literature, Th 12,

MS 8118, I.D. 17280. *

Bacteriology

10, lab sec 2 will meet MW 25, LS
5109.

Microbiology

222c Is deleted; 252 added, time
to be arranged, I.D. 18410.

•i4»

i

Taught by the foreign students at UCLA they offer an
excellent opportunity to learn the language as spoken
in the'foreign country. Interested persons need simply
to sign up at ISC on the first day of their attendance.
There is no charge. (1023 Hilgard Avenue)

Coin Op Laundry KLEENCQ ^Z^VT^ > I
I T r . r^CMTco beauty balon-Boutique?
Income Tax Service CENTER Leather Shop |

5-...........^---^^.-.
1101 Gayley- Weslwood Village ^ $

t. r__. . t *-«0^«SIONAL CLEANING* | .Vpl.t^c^^fl"^**^^^

i

i

I
*

3

Factotum
—Custom Leather and Brass—

s
I

Sandals, Bags,

Belts, Buckles, etc.

THIS COUPON
GOOD FOR ONE

REt Leofher Barrette

478-7297

©«• pmr p«rMn/«KpirM 4-16-71

«
*
*
*

#
«

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING*
This coupon sntitlM baoror to

25% DISCOUNT
o« ono ordor ol prolMtionol dry doaning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON
PLUS BLUE CHIP STAMPS

EXPIRES 4-15-71

This coupon muH occompony in-comrng ordor

This coupon good for

^m DISCOUfSIT
on any suede or leather
garment cleaned and

refinished

Exp irat 4-15-7,1

*

I

t

s
t

KIEENCO SHOE REPAIR

1 Pair

HEELS
FREE

Men's or Women's-with
one pair at regular price

of equal value

Biological Chemistry
^

^lOK will meet Tu 1-3, F 11, Hltti

Sci 63-105, exam code 15.

t

Biology

lA, lab sec 7, and sec 9 are
deleted ; 1 B, lab sec 9 and lab sec 10

will meet W 25; IB, lab 13 added,
Tt^9-12, LS2317, I.D. 19561; IB, lab
14 added, Th 2-5, LS 2317, I.D.

19562; 21, lect added. Field
Biology, MWF^12, LS 2142, exam
code 5, I.D. 19^60; 21, disc added,
MW 2, LS 1V13, I.D. 19661.

Bdtanical Sciences
Courses 12, 151 are deletedv 111

added, MWF 11, room to be
arranged, exam code 4, I.D. 21135;

(Continued on Page 5)

SHOE SHINE
or

KEYAAADE

^ FREE -
wJrt» minimum ordir of $2.00

t
I

I Galerie de CoiHurei
i

I

t

4f>

1101 Goyley - on tho mezzanine

air conditioned

Lafesf in shag cuts, color,

permanenfs, and sfraighfening

Popular Prices__

477-5533

NOW OPEN
,1new

GoUrio Boutiquo and Noodlework

t

*
it

• INCOME TAX •
SERVICE

FI«w.«r4Cooii *5
up

FlMnar&Cooli

^%%4c)|c9|c«9|e4c)|e4c:^^^ '^ ^ f>

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, loculty, staff

Fast ProfessionoJ Service

1101 Goyley - Westwood Village

886-7475

^y Appomhwnt Only

t

*

*

y

KIEENCO LAUNDRY
ONE COUPON PER PEtSON
1km coupon antiHM booror to

I WASH LOAD

RHE
(FULL 12lb WASHER)

Expires 4-15-71

• Kleonco Coin-Op Dry Clean •

TKi« coupon onlitlM boorar »o

ONE 8 LB. LOAD
WFA?'NG APPAREL

Coin-op Dry Clooning

for

ONk COUPON PE» PERSON

'olu*

S
*
*

*

*

No feminine spray
can stop it.

The "other" odor. It starts in
the vaginal tract where no spray
can work. You can't spray it

away. And it's more offensive
than external odor caused by
perspiration.

That's the reason you need
Norforms*.

. . ttie second deodor-
ant:" These tiny suppositories
kill germs- stop odor in the va-
ginal tract for hours. Something
no spray can do. And doctor-
tested Norforms can be used as
often as necessary. They insert
easily, quickly.

Get Norforms protection for
the "other" odor no spray can"
stop.

The second deodorant.

I-

V

-JfW :t* J|k A ife: iK- %z *
PHpir« 4-15-71 Froo S».om Fini.King M

- -<: 1-l< 4.. ^^ ^ ,|, »4, »,i, ^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ,^^ .^^^^ ^^

I

FREE NORFORMS MINIPACK j
plus informative booklet! Write:
Norwich Phsrmacal Co., Dept.CN-A.
Norwich. N.Y. 13815. (Enclose 250
for mailmg. handling.)

Name

Street

I

City_

State.

I

2iP-
Don't forget your zip code.

Deeisions, decisions, decisions. .
.

'

# ^«-W V« W\ »« SB II I Wwm.^^ H^^ KA^-K. .M.A .A. ^ \

Wedngada y. AAarch 31, 1Q71

(Continued from Page 4)
117 added, AAathlas, AAW 1-5, Bet
133, exam code 6, I.D. 21155; 596PT
added, I.D. 21403; 597PT added,
I.D. 21433; 598PT added, I D
21463; 599PT added, I.D. 21493.

Business Administration
Consult department GBA 3250,

for sctiedule of hours and rooms for
classes.

Ctiemistry

lA, lab 15z; IB, lab 15s; IC, lab
15q, 15u, 15v, 15w, 15x, 15y; ICH,
lab 4; 6C, lab 15j, 15L are deleted;
IB, lab 14q added',- Tu" 5:^0,9:20
p.m. W Young 1067, I.D. 23370; IC,
lab 3u added, Tu 8-11:50, WYoung
1379, I.D. 23434; IC, lab 4r added,
Tu,>-4:50, W Young 1336, I.D.
2(6100; IC, lab 8q added, Th 1-4:50,
W Young 1067, I.D. 23465; 6C, lab 6j
added, W 1-4:50, I.D. 26150; 6C, lab
lOj added, F 1-4:50, I.D. 26160; W
Young 2379.

C.E.D. (Council on Educational
Development)

IB, added. Freshman Program,
I.D. 92906; IISC added. Freshman
Seminar Preparation and Leading,
to be arranged, ID, 9»32; 135B
added. Black People's Theater In
America, F 10-1, GBA 3343B, I.D
93080; 144 added, Asian American
and U.S. Policy in Asia, M 2-5, HB
2216, exam code 8v ID. 93144; 146
added; Prep, for Field Work In
Urban Minority Communities,
TuTh 2-5, Campbell 3111, exam
code 17, I.D. 93150;

148 added. Poetic Voices of the
Black Diaspora, MW 1-3, Kinsey
164, code 6, I.D. 93165; 152 added.

The Kibbutz, TuTh 1112: 15, Soc
Welf 162, exam code 14, ID. 93177;
153 added, Women's Social Status
and the Law, Th 1-4, GBA 337 IC
exam code 16, I.D. 93180.

C.E.D./History

104 added. Explorations in
Psychoanalysis & Hist., Th 7:».
10:30 p.m., Bunche 6275, exam
code 24, I.D. 93020.

C.E.D./C.S.E.S.

103, lect added, Asians in
America, Tu 3-5, HH 118, code 18,
ID. 93250; 103, disc sec 1 added, Th
3-5, HH 122, I.D. 93251 ; 103, disc sec
2 added, Th 3-5, HH 130, ID. 93252;
103, disc sec 3 added, Th 3-5, HH
131, I.D, 93253; 103, disc sec 4 ad
ded, Th 3 5, Soc Welf 48, ID. 93254.

C.E.D./C.S.E.S./History
118B, lect added. Relationships

Between AAen and Women in
American Society, Tu 12:M-,1:45,
HH 220, exam code 15, I.D. 93324;
118B, disc 1 added, Tu 2 4, HH 127,
ID. 93325; 118B, disc 2 added, Tu
7:309:30 p.m., GBA 3343C, I.D.
93326; 118B, disc 3 added. W 9-11
HB 3123, I.D. 93327; 118B, disc 4
added, Tu 7t3D-9:M p.m., GBA
3357C, I.D. 93328; 118B, disc 5
added, Tu 2-4, GBA 337 IC I.D.
93329; n8B, disc 6 added, Tu 7:30-
9:30 p.m., GBA 4343B, ID. 93330;
1188, disc 7 added, Th 2-4, HH 127,
ID. 93331; 118B, disc 8 added, W 3-

5, G BA 3371 B, I.D. 93332; 118B,disc
9added, W 12-2, HQ 3127, I.D. 93333.
C.E.D.— Chemistry (High

Potential) 99X added, ID. 92980;
C.E.D.—Mathematics (High

Potential): 99X, sec 1 added, I.D.

"STUNNINC,,.DAZZLING . . . CHILLING
!"

Charlf's rh^mpiif* I 4

Visit the future where luve
^* is the ultimate crime.

TH «H^ iST
A-

Rl5^'(?'°'n'^!f?l!"^MV'^ • ^" A'^^^'^^" 2o«»'°P« Production • Stamnq
Kobert Duvall and Donald Pleasence • with Don Pedro Colley Magg-e McOmie

T^,.Z1 f^ ^«c^^:^'color» . Techn.scope* • Executive Producer Francs Ford
uoppola . Screenplay bv George Lucas arvj Walter Murch . Story by George Lucasf^oduced by Lawrence Sturhahn • Directed by George Lucas • Music by Lalo Schifr.n

:;:::r3?r^ iGPi-^r^-^

.'-"oVo".:;;? NOW SHOWING

!

Dally: 12.30 • 2:30 • 4:30 • 6:30 • 8:30 • 10:30 p m
MWaiHit Slitw Fri. fc $at. at 12:00

T
ON HOLLYWOOD 8LV0
n»f ~.ciMLAND 463-3263

Seminars for

Teaching Assistants

Spring 1971
"'Classroom Interoction and Its Impacton Learning"
0^%r\ an opportunity for

— Open exploration of your experience of teacfiing
— Personal exchange of your ideas about teaching and learning
with other TA's

— hriformal discussion of "live" class situations

Tim«: Thursdays I pm to 3 pm starting April 1st

location: 3228 Murphy Hall
To •nroll: Come to first meeting

Sponsored by the Center for Reading and Study Counsel. For
further information phone 825-3341 or 825 4071.

'Mnsir uctional Strateqies for the TA"
Offars on opportunity for:

— Video-tape "practice" teaching
— Informal talks by Distinguished Teachers
— Learning about instructional decision-making

Tim«: Mondays 10 am to I 2 noon starting April 5th or

Thursdays i 1 :00 am to \ pm starting April 1 st

Location: 170 Royce Hall
To anroll: Come to f irst m eetiimQ.
for Information phone: 825-3521 or 476-3465

t>^i ' -ttiufi iof College Teaching"
Speech 596S - Timp to bp orronned

93010; 99X, sec 2 added, I.D. 93011;
99X, sec 3 added, I.D. 93012; 99X
sec 4 added, ID. 93013.

Classics

Latin 495 added. College
Teaching of Latin, to be arranged
ID. 26955.

Dance
36C, sec 2 added, TuTh 2 4, WG

214, exam code 17, I.D. 28099; 37C.
^ec 2; 150C, sec 2 are deleted; 171

E

will meet MWF 12, WG 214, exam
code 5.

(Continued on Page 6)

UCLADAILYBRUJN S

MANNY'S bA!:3EH SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • W«$twood Village 478-9102 or 477-9207

4^^^^4^4^^^^^4^4^4^^^^

Potter's Studio
1 1656 OLYMPIC, WLA

• Classes • Memberships
• Gallery

coll: A77'7757 Anytime -^

t

I

X

'J
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4^

4

Special Stuoei
LARSEN and LAUHER t SHERMAN and SHERMAN present

V>^ ^ r-i.»y^ a hilarioMS new
hit musical of the

frantic 40's

r

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

P/ITTVstarring

Of im "AUDMEws sIstek''
A special $2.50 STUDENT TICKET will be available

for full-time students V2 hour before curtain for

all performances (subject to availability).

I.D. REQUIRED.

IVAR Theatre rues. fri. 8:3o i
w*«kdoy. t $»»

Saturday 7:30 I 10:30
\ ''.fSi.t^'u^

Sunday. 7.30 -- 4 u.so. 5.50. 4 50

IMS N. IVAR
HOLLYWOOD 90021
MO 4-7T21

t
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥W rt\j *-/ 1X1 - . . ^ . .

All.^ 'lllll
i^ A -^ ¥-' ,"

i.
'

' •IIIIIIIL

%S ^Lk m. Vm SAL 10 to 6
m ^•'"^•^''''"••••""iMiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMniiMMiiiiVnVnr

WK BEIIIVE THISE SUITS ARI ^

!n**-"

_u

^ '3 SB'TS '*'*
D

fcil^ from *^3 to *75

UNBELIEVABLE!!
p ""-"r m^ f - '*«JB»^^.

ALL
SIZES
REG.

SHORTS
AND LONGS
DOUBLE &
SINGLE

r^

•65% Polyester 35% Rayon
• Fully Lined — First Quality
NO SUIT OVER $49.00

i IJ

-.^-

TOP QUALITY SPORT GOATS

$
LI WOOt

FULLY LINED S4V
SIZES 34 TO 41 VALUE
ALL COLORS A PATTERNS

1000's OF ivttdS SLAC^*^'
SIZES
26 to 58
ASSOtTEO STYLES
EAItKS i COIOIS

2029
Jl^waan Otympic &Jonto iMonica Mvd*

ALSO ATI 2a00 rAtAMOUNT tlVOr^ DOWNEY

U -
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GUITAR

STRINGS

Spring is scheduled...

25Z

ANY BRAND

OFF with this ad

• FREE INSTALUTION
• OFFER ENDS April 10

WEST LA. MUSIC
LA.'t only Complmfm Music Sfc>r«

OwilorB • tand Untrvmijtt • DhNm • Sh«*tMusic^'
* RmHoIs • UMOfM in Hum, FoIIw Rodi, )mz.

1 1345 Santa Monica Bid., W.LA.
479-6898

(5 min. from campus) '1

CPald AdvertiMmcnt)

(Continued from Page 5)
Economics

1, quiz sec 7, 14, 16, 19 and 23 are

deleted; 1, lect sec 3 added,
MTuWTti 12, GBA 2284, exam code
5, I.D. 29035; 2, quiz sec 1, 7, 10, 15,

16, 19 are deleted; 101 B, sec 3 will

meei MWF 12, Bunctte 2173, exam
code 5; 102, sec 1; 147 are deleted;

109 will meet TuTti 9:30-10:45, Soc
Welt 175, exam code 12; 141 will

meet TuTti 11-12:15, Bunct)€ 2150,

exam code 14; 201A will meei TuTti
4-5: 15, Bunct)e 2160, exam code 19.

Education

100, sections 1,'2 and 4 will meet
InMH 130; 100, sec 3 Is deleted; 112,

sec 1 will meet MW 11-1, MH 344,

exam code 4; 112, sec 2 will meet
MW 1-3, MH IX, exam code 6 (2-

hour labs to be arranged F 11-1);

124A, lect sec 2 wfti add 2-hour labs,
to be arranged; 124A, lect 3 will

meei TuTh 1-3, MH 126, exam code

16; 1248, lect 3 will meet TuTh 911,
I^H 126, exam code 12; 124B, sec 4

(lect and labs); 214D; 253B; 261E;
264 are deleted; 124C, lect sec 3

added, TuTh 2-4, MH 344, exam
code 17 (labstobearr.), I.D. 31244;

201C will meet In MH 132; 209C
will meet Th 3-6, MH 301, exam
coee 18; 233 will meet Tu 6-10 p.m.,
MH 131, exam code 22; 252C will

meetiW 6-10 p.m., hAH 301, exam
code 23; 256, sec 2 will meet M 2-6,

MH 126, exam code 8; 261 B added,
W9 1, UES cont. room, I.D. 31457;

261 F will meet W 2-6, MH 145A,
exam code 9; 2621 added, Alt Sat. 9-

4, MH 344, CD^e 20, f.D. 31481; 269A
added, Tu 9-1, MH 348, exam code
11, I.D. 31490;

270E added, W 6-10 p.m., MH 221,

exam code 23, I.D. 31503; 416A will

meet Tu 8-12, MH 124, exam code
11; 423, unit value Is 4 (one cour-
se); 423, sec 2 added, I.D. 31641;
423^ sec 3 added, l.p. 31642; 436A

lAICOIVIE TAX
SERVICB

Flesner & Cook up Flesner & Cook

20^ DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, fdculty, staff.

Fast Professional Service

I 101 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

f
886-7475 473-8

1

27
By Appointment Only

APRIL 4 & 5
^— -•. IP. <nr *» .«i* ?

I if ...

J. GILES BAND & LITTLE FEAT
APRIL 7

FROM
THEmm^ENGUND

Special Gutst Artist ^AcNcVY
— jippiL Q^J^""^ RIOPELLE

^\.iiU

^^ ^^ -^h "^ ^' "^ ~ "'

JtFFkfcv -...in

Santa llSBlea e
Available at all Ticketron outlets, Wallicii's Music City Stores

Mutual Agencies and S.M. Civic Box Ottice (393-WS1)
I'rotliicrd by (;()\(;».RI ASSOCIA

„^^,;ji^^y-
,,^t :»:.:.'

added, W 4-8 p.m., HH 210, exam
code 20, I.D 31658; 440, sec 2 ad
ded, to be arranged, I.D, 31716.

Engineering

20, sec 3 Is deleted; iqob
recitation sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are
deleted; 100B, Ject 2 added, MW 8
10, Boelter-43^, exam code 1, | d
33206; 110B, lect 3 added, TuTh 1-3
Boelter 4283, exam code 16 I Q
33207; 1048, sec 1 (rec and 'lab)-
109A, sec 5; 125A, sec 3; 126A, 220A
are deleted. 120C will meet TuTh 5-

7 p.m., exam code 20; 1168 addedMW 8-10, Boelter 5436, exam code
1, I.D. 33434; 172B, title,
"Nonlinear Programming/' will
meet TuTh 5-7 p.m., MS 6229, code
20; 1858, lect and lab will meet In
Engr I 2040; 186A will meet in
Boelter 5280;

219Dwlll meet TuTh 3-$, Boelter
5514, exam code 18; 220(rwill meetMW 3 5, Boelter 5280, exam code 8;
227A will meet TuTh 8-10 Boelter
3750, exam code 11; 2328 will meet
TuTh 5-7 p.m., MS 5233, code 20;
244 added, TuTh 3-5, Boelter 5252
exam cod618, I.D. 33963; 258D will
meet TuTh 9-10:15, Geol 4677,
exam code 12; 295A will meet TuTh
10-12, Boelter 5264, exam code 13;
298, sec 4 added. Selected Topics in
Biomechanics, MW 10-12, Boelter
6417, code 3, I.D. 34187; 298, sec 5
added, TuTh 9-11, Boelter 5514,
exam code T2, I.D. 34188; 298, sec 6
added, MW 5-7 p.m., Boelter 3760,
code 20, I.D. 34190.

English

^' sec 3>, 32 and 34, 35, 36 are
deleted; 10G, disc sec la, Ig, ij;
and IOC, disc 2a, 2f, 21 are deleted;
130, sec 2; 135C; 141, sec 3; 245 are
deleted; 70, sec 2 added, MTuWTh
9, Geol 3656, exam code 2, I.D.
35191; 161, disc 1 added, W 9, HB
3115; 161, disc 2 added, W 9, HB
3119; 171, sec 2 added, MTuWTh 10,
RH 154, exam code 3, I.D. 35471;
272 will meet TuTh 2-4, RH 264,
examcod^ 17; 300 will meet MW 2-

4, HB 2134, exam code 7.

(Continued on Page 9)
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Students' store

uca
nngi, b l«v*|. ock«rman union. 825-771

1

open Mon-Fri 7:45am.-7:30p.m.; Sat IO-3

juniors, seniors, graduates .

SHOW YOUR CLASS!
ORDER YOUR UCLA

RING ON THE
FIRST DAY

OF SCHOOL

Norm CoHiff. John Roberts rep

will be in the Jewelry department
of the Students' Storertomorrow
Thursday, April 1 and Monday,

''

April 5, to help you with your selection.

;.>F«^'"'- i5»^

'i

'

Wedntdav. AVirrh 71 UCLA DA 1 1 , .K (MM

Warner Bros ^—

\-.

To prove it we're gonna sell

you all the records on the

following labels

\
?fr

^m

Reprise

at the low price

of $2.56 per disc

($5.98 list price

§,ligKtiy higher)

M

Atlantic

^ .

«

2YCA6!)On

mruA
t''i

•';-^?1^

^ H
Jf#^^"—• j^B

WSm
Hi1EHp
fc^E^ JH

Cotillion

Elektra

7TIERASfJU.S

While you're

in our store look around.

Check our everyday low prices

on rock, folk, & blues LP's.

You'll see what we mean when we say

.
DO-RE-MI saves you real bread

r
OHIO'S NAY

'i'*.f-i.<w«;'H5ISHBW.»jiS..E^,««!»,H'«: =

-4-..

all

now
only % :Ak

per disc

S5 98 list price

slighHy higher

OFFER ENDS MAY 1

RAMCHO MRK
10665 W. Pico Blvd.

Los Angeles, Colif. 90064

879-2160 • 47S-2#43

INC.

OPEN 7 DAYS

MINTWOOD SQUARI
11651 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90049

J^6.3264
't
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30,000,000 AMERICANS CAN'T BE WRONG
and 5,000,000 FRENCHMEN AGREE!

T»,

Th« only auth«ntk Franch crap* ratlouroni

Sarving 105 voriatia* d Franch crapa* ond omalaMaa.

OPEN 7 DAYS 11:30 AM TO MIDNIGHT
FRI. & SAT. TO 1 :00 AM

1084 Glendon Ave., V\fosfwood Validated Parking

UPC combines interests
f

of campus policy groups!

Conwjoin our 6W9?5 L,

RESUME PREPARATION
Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.

Wednesdays at 3:00 p.m.

JOB INTERVIEW PRACTICE —
Tuesdays at 1:00 p.m.

SUAAMER JOB SEARCH
Daily at 3:00 p.m.

Inlormal .., Just drop in... Everyone welcome!

PiaceiHeni s career Planning center
B't'g- IG X. 52981

NEED
MONEY?
Try Babysitting.

Ploce your name on a list

which we circulate to employers.
Daadlinafor the Spring

Quarter list is Wadnaadoy,
AprH 7 at 5:00 p.m.

Come to

Placement & Career
Planning Center
BIdg. IG (eastof Moore Hall)

»

>:•

<•••

i

n

jfi^y:^::^^y:::^:;^^:r:::r::::^^:^^^

By Rick Keir

DB Staff Writer

When asked how University policies change, most
students will probably say Regental policy has a
dramatic effect on the nine campuses, but depart-
mental policy has the most immediate effect on tiieir

day-to-day education.

Few students will list student government, the
Academic Senate or the campus administration as
affecting their daily existence here. These agencies
work slowly and respond to different constituencies
which may have conflicting ideas.

But there is an agency which combines the in-

terests of these three groups and recommends
changes of policy to practically anyone— University
Policies Commission (UPC).
UPC was originally established to advise the

Chancellor on policy changes. It has, since then,
recommended policy changes to the librarian, the
editor^n-chief of the Daily Bruin, the campus police
and others.

Three students, three administrators, three
faculty members and the campus ombudsman are
members of UPC. Three meipbers of the non-
academic University employes will be elected to
UPC this quartei*.

Each member serves for two years. Fred Case,
professor of business administration, will begin his
term this quarter as he replaces Herbert Schwartz,
professor of law, as one of the Academic Senate
appointees. The other two faculty members are
Richard Baum, professor of political science, and
Russell O'Neill, UPC chairman and professor of

5

engineering.
(Continued on Page 33)
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Records
and Tapes ALL RECORDS R SED Records from 99

— V

—Tapes from 88

MUSIC ODYSSeY WELCOMES BACK NEWAND RETURNING STUDENTS

BRING THIS AD IN FOR A FREE $1.00 VALUE «ECORD CLEANING
CLOTH WITH ANY ALBUM PURCHASE

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER THIS OFFER EXPIRES SUNDAY APRIl 4

There's always something FREE at Music Odyssey

n 91 ^v!" ^ w!^!! BLVD., W.LA. 477-2523
Open Mon-Thurs. lOam- 1 1pm Fri and Sat lOam- 12 midnite Sun 12 noon-8pm

''»,.

••A»K THE MAN WHO
WKAR8 THEIM"

n,

MARK BOOT SHOPS
10921 Weyburn Aye., Westwood. in the Village

THE MARK "30"
The perfect go between, our handsome boot from
Spain. An Intermediary that is as much at home
with flares and wide belts as It is with o town
and country suit.

Manly proportioned in design with a notlceoble
brass buckle and double stitched trim. Unllned
saddle leather which mokes it quite flexible ami
very comfortable.

30.00

More changes . .

.

(Continued from Page 6)
English as Second Language
33A will meet MTuWThF 4-6, HB

2112. exam code 9; 109K will meet
in He 2131.

Folklore and Myttiology
118 Is deleted; 201A added, Tu 4-

6, Bunche 11382, I.D. 37685.

French
4G, sec 2; 132A, 202, 203B, 205C

are deleted; llSCwill meet TuTh 2,

HH 122, exam code 17; 259B added!
Tu4-6, HH146, I.D. 38653; 260Awin
meet Tu 2-4, HH 146, exam code 17;

495 will meet Tu 6-8, HH 122, code
22.

Geography
191 is deleted; 278C added, to be

arranged, I.D. 40543.

Geology
121A added, instruction during
summer, June 20 Aug. 14, 1971, I.D.

41270; 121 B added, instruction
during summer, June 20-Aug. 14,

1971, I.D. 41275; 248 Is deleted.

Germanic Langt.'ages

IGE is deleted; 101 will meet AAWF
9, HB 2126, exam code 2; 126 will
meet in HB 2216; 210B will meet In

RH 266; Dutch-Flemish lOlC will
meet MWF 1, HB 2216, exam code
6; Scand. Lang. 185 will have time
to be arranged, RH 326.

History

IC, disc 19 added, M 1-3, Bunche
1265/ ID. 43600; IC, disc 20 added,

CAL JET CHARTERS

W 1-3, Bunche 1265, I.D. 43601/"^,
disc la, IL, Im are deleted; 141C;
197, sec 7 and sec 13; 240H, sec 1

Bre deleted; 142C will meet in Soc
Welf 121; 139C will meet in Bunche
2150; 143B added, MWF 10, Soc
Welf 170, exam code 3, I.D. 43979;
143C will meei TuTh 113^7:15,
Kinsey 141, exam code 14; 174B will
meet in MS 4000A;

176B, disc sec l added, Tu IM,
HB 3119, I.D. ^4126; 176B, disc 2
added, Th ll-l, HB3119, I.D. 44127;
176B,jJlsc 3 added, Tu 8-10, HB
3123, I.D. 44128; 1 76 B, disc 4 added,
Th8-10, HB3123, I.D. 44129; 185 will
meetTuThl2:30-l:45, SocWelf 170,
exam code 15; 190 added, I D
44223; 197, sec 2 will meet M 2-4: M,
exam code 8 (Bunche 3156); 197,
sec 16 will meet Th 2-4:30, HB 3106,
exam code 18; 197, sec 20 added,
(U.S.), Tu 2-4:30, Soc Welf 154, I.D.
44337, exam code 17; 198Cwlll meet
TuTh 3:30-4:45, HH 2, exam code
18;

211C added, Tu 3:M-6, HB 3115,
exam code 17, I.D. 44460; 215C will
meet in MH 132; 222B will meet In
room 2216 of Humanities Building;
230H will meet W 3^5:M, GBA
3357C, exam code 9; 2»L will meet
Th 2-4:30, Bunche A152 exam code
18; 240J added. Near East, Th 1-

3:30, Bunche 3164, code 16, I.D
44618; 240M added, Japan, F 2-4: »,.
Bunche 3161, exam code 7, I.D
44627; 261B will mQe\ M 2-5,

Bunche A170, exam code 8.

Italian

2, sec 1 will meet in Soc Welf 178;— \
I

Europe 1971
(Australia & Japan] I

"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with pur '

reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier
!before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with on

unknown charter airline." I

I

I

I Fiigltf

I '315

I

I
•\\7

I
'115

I •118

I

I
'251

I 'aiz

I

I
'134

I

Mas

{
•125

I •222

•319

Round I'rip— West Coast to Europe

(86 days) LOS ANGELES to LONDON"
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

(83 days). OAKLAND \q AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

(42 days) LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (TIA)

(72 days)' OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

(90 day s) OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

(68 days) OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to LA/OAKLAND (TIA)

(93 days) OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

(87 days) LA/OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/L.A. (SAT)

'.(43 do^s) OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (AFA)

(29 days) OAKLAND/L.A. to LONDON
LONDON to LA/OAKLAND (BMA)

(32 days) OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND (AFA)

(29 days) LOS ANGELES to LONDON '

LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)
(30 days) OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND (SAT)

One Way- West Coast to Europe
one way OAKLAND/L.A. fo AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv. April 25
one way OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA) Lv. June I 7

one way OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

one way OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

one way OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM (AFA)
oneway OAKLAND/LA. to LONDON (BMA) ...^.,

One Way — Europe to West Coast
oneway LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA) Lv. June 27
oneway LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA) Lv. July 26
one way LONDON to L.A./OAKLAND (BMA) Lv. Aug 24
one way OAKLAND to NEWYORK (^^AL) Lv. June T5

New York to London
(SOdgys) NEWYORK fo LONDON Lv. June 18

LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL) Ret. Sept. 5

(62doys) NEWYORK to LONDON Lv, June 27

LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL) Ret. Aug. 27

(69 days) NEWYORK to LONDON Lv June 25

LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)-, - Ret Sept. I

Special Flights to Japan
(45 days) L.A./SAN FRANCISCO to TOKYO (Varig) Lv. June 19

TOKYO to SAN FRANCISCO/L A. Ret. Aug. 2

(38 days) LOS ANGELES to TOKYO Lv. June 29

TOKYO to LOS ANGELES (C.A.) Ret. Aug 5

Special Australia Charter $595
(47 days) SAN FRANCISCO to SYDNEY Lv June 30

(OANTAS) SYDNEY to SAN FRANCISCO Ret Aug 15

Christmas Flights- 1971-72

'185

Lv. June 13

Ret. Sept. 6
^

Lv. June 14

Ret. Sept. 4

Lv. June 15

Ret. July 26
Lv. June 16

Ret. Aug. 26

Lv. June I 7

Ret. Sept. 14

Lv. June 20
Ret. Aug. 26

Lv. June 20
Ret. Sept. 20
Lv. June 22
Ret. Sept. 12

Lv. June 23
Ret. Aug. 3

Lv. July II

Ret. Aug. 8

Lv. Aug. 3

Ret. Sept. I

Lv. Aug. 22

Ret. Sept. 19

Lv. Aug. 4

Ret. Sept. 2

Lv.

Lv.

Lv. June 18

Lv. June 24

Lv. Sept. 3

Lv. Sept, 29

Pric«

$299

$299

$279

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$289

$279

$299

$259

$289

$139
$179
$179
$179
$139
$139

$149
$165
$165

$85

$189 I

I

$189
I

$189

$399

$399

8C added, MWF 12. RH 362, ID.
471^, exam code 5; 3, sec 6 will
meet MTuWThF 8, RH 248, exam
code 1; 3, sec 8 is deleted; 5 will
meet MTuWThF ll, RH 340B,
exam code 4; iiac win rrm^\ MWF
3. HB 2210, exam code 8; 116B will
meet MWF 2, HB 2214, exam code
7; 256B will meet M 4 6, RH 340B.

Journalism
101 B will meet F 1-5, exam code

7; 199 added, I.D. 48100; 281 will
meet In Soc Welf 50.

Library Service
240 will meet in MS 5203.

Linguistics

215B will meet in HB 2131; 225F
added, to be arranged, I.D. 51320;
225H will meet MW 4-6, HB 2106,
exam code 9; 250C, sec 2 added, F
9 12, GBA 4343C, 6xam code 3, I.D.
51426; 596A, sec 2 added, I.D. 51491.

African Languages
101C, sec 3 added, MTuWThF 12,

HH 216, exam code 5, I.D. 51604;
lOlG, sec 1 and sec 2 will meet in
Bunche 1265; 104C will meet Tu 9-

12, Th 10-12, FH 1243D, exam code
13; lllC will n>eet In HH 216; 131C
will meet in Bunche 3117; 150A
added, MW 12-2, Bunche 3164,
exam code 5, I.D. 51711.

Mathematics
1, sec 6 added, MTuWF 10, IMS

5118, exam code 3, I.D. 53105; 2A,
quiz If, 2A, quiz 2d, 2B, quiz 4, 2C,
quiz 4; 3A, quiz 3; 3B, quiz 2d, 11 A,
qulz2, 3, 5, 6; IIB, quiz4; llC, quiz
4b, 4d; lie, quiz 5b, 5d are deleted;
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2A lect sec 2 will meet In MS 5200;
2r,quiz 1 will nr>eetinMS3970; 2B,
quiz 3 will meet In MS 5137; 3C, lect
1 will meet In MS 4000A; 11 A, lect
will nrieet in MS 5200; 3C, quiz sec
le added, Tu 1, MS 5147, ID. 5333S;
3C. quiz sec If added, Th 1, MS
5137, ID. 53336; 3C, quiz 2e added,W 11, MS 5128, I.D. 53345;

lie, lect sec 2 will meet In MS
4000A; lie, quiz 2e added, Tu 9, MS
6201, I.D. 53615; llC, quiz 2f added,
Th 9, MS 5233, ID. 53616; llC, quiz
3e added, Tu 12, MS 5128, I.D.
53625; 1 IC, quiz 3t added, Th 12, MS
5137, I.D. 53626; 12C, quiz Id, will
meet In MS 5128; 12C, quiz 2b will

meet In MS 3915A; 12C, quiz 2d will
rr\^\ In MS 3915A; 12C, tect sec 3
•dded, MWF 2, A^ 51 1 7, exam code
7, I.D. 53840; 12C quiz 3a added, Tu
2, AAS 5138, ID. 53841; 12C, quiz 3b
•dded, Th 2, AAS 5118; ID. 53842;
13A addKl, MWThF 2, MS 3974,
exam code 7, ID. 53880; 15 will
meet MWF 2, MS 5233, exam code
7;

38, quiz lb will meet in MS 3915D;
50 will meet in MS 5128; 152A, lect
will meet MWF 10, Kinsey 141,
code 3; 152A, quiz 1 added, Tu 10,
MS 5147, ID. 54282; 152A, quif 2
added, Th 10, MS 5138, ID. 54283;

(Continued on Page IS)
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(16 days) OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDA^A^
AMSTERDAM to LA 0AKLAND"(TIA)

('6 days) OAKLAND to NEWYORK

Lv Dec
Ret Jon

Lv Dec

I

I

I

$595
I

I

I

I

I

18 $139 I

18 $249

j
W2 ('6 days) OAKLAND to NEWYORK Lv Dec 18 $139 I

L NEWYORK ro OAKLAND (TIA) Ret Jon 2 j
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hese Charter Flights ore available only to students, foculty and staff of the LIniver i

s ity of Colffornig, ond members of their immediate families' I

J

There ore NO MEAABERSHIP FEES l"

I

All flights via certificated airlines flymg |et equipment Complimentory meals and I

beveroges served in flight '|

I
For Applico*ion & Further IfWormotion wrH*

j

I
Col J«t CSort«rt, 2150 Gr—n Str*««, Son Froocitto, CoMornio 94123; or coll j

1^^^ (Areo cod.) 41 5 922 1434 _j

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOURS
1. Purchase any Iar$ pizza at regular price.

2.M forpr free FRISBEE at time tf purchase
Tiisomiriiiimimiiiiri
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Send any Photo (B/W, Color or Slide) with Check or Money Order

To: CAirFORNIA PHOTO STAMPS
8558 W. Third St., LA. 90048

Ailow 3 weela for delivery.

Hm 101 usee for greeting cords. leMerKeodt, tkonii-yoo note* and yeorfcoot.

Youf_Photo is T9^orr\e6 unharmed Add 25^ with each order for fax & postage
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-u.
A nng of exceptional elegance -thig ,s the
lovely oval diamond solitaire- cut and
polished to release all the beauty, clantyolarnnd fiery brilliance possible- Set inIHK yellou gold, it combines the classicand the new

$1350.

0€dof
Ike &^a^

Ihn, fnl '"^'"'"•"'V •« «"<»// diamonds
lnroIlT°" !,'"' °^ t>nll,a,(ce around the

^ ^ f-'tQagcment nng $695
,
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1035 weitwoodblvd
gronite 9-6753
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*>''odihow 2-3943
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Editor:

I was somewhat appalled to read
the letter from Alan Dauger (Daily

Bruin, March 4) criticizing the

"Treaty for Peace" which is now
being posted on bulletin boards on
this campus. While this country is

busy systematically bombing
Southeast Asia back into the Stone
Age, he picks up his magnifying
glass to scrutinize the "Treaty for

Peace "and — lo an(| behold — he
discovers that it is politically

biased. If he showed as much
concern about the amoral policies

pursued by the United SUtes in

Southeast Asia as he did about the
fine print in the treaty, it would be
much more to the point. Instead lie

is preoccupied with splitting hairs
over the interpretation of certain
paragraphs. ^ ^

The purpose of this treaty is to
give concerned pebple the op-
portunity to disassociate them-
selves from the policies now being
pursued by this country and to
express solidarity and sympathy
with the victims of U.S. aggression
in Southeast Asia. It should be the
objective of the Graduate Student
Association and all other student
bodies to endorse this treaty and
show that the students at UCLA
have some moral conscience.

Gerard L. Keman
Graduate, Engineering

Bicycles
Editor:

In a previous letter to the editor
concerning bicycle ihefts on

ISC PERFOIMINe

MIISICMIIS

Audition and Rehearsal on
Sundtiy, ApriU, 2:00 p.m.

*bring your instruments

Internofional Shident Center,

1 023 Hilgard

campus, I suggested precaution-

ary measures that campus cyclists

might utilize. Due to a recent rash
of bicycle (hefts, I feel it necessary
to expand^pon these measures.

As stated before, the frame
number is the only means of

positively identifying your bicycle.

It is the singular ipripst important
identifying featured This is the
reason that it is imprinted on the
frame of the bicycle rather than on
a metal plate attached to the
bicycle. The advantage of bicycle

registration is obvious when one
considers that at present ii is

difficult to locate or determine the
owner of a bicycle that is not
licensed, and it is difficult to verify
ownership if the individual claims
the bicycle does not have a record
of his frame number, or receipt of
purchase.

There are a number of locks that
can be purchased to safeguard
your bicycle. They vary in make
and operation, but all generally
serve the same purpose.
Three brand names in particular

that have been recommended by
local bicycle dealers, (and even
some campus cyclists) are Ronis,
Tralock, and American. They .can
be purchased at most bicycle
shops. If these are not available,
then be sure ti..purchase a good
lock. A cheap lock gives cheap
results; and you will have cheated
yourself in the end by trying to
"economize."
More than 150 bicycles were

stolen lait year, and from all in-
dications this year's number of

Cover Girl

For The Campus &

Career Girl

after-holiday sale

1 080 Westwood Blvd. Phone: 473-3 j 1W Los Angeles, Calif
90024

thefts is likely to exceed the last
If your bicycle is stolen, it is very

important that you report the theft
to the campus pojice immediately.

John McGee
Intern, Campus Police

WomLib
Editor: .

The very articulate responses to
the 'Heroines" letter (Daily
Bruin, Feb. 19) are sincerely ar>.
predated, but those who may have
forgotten should be reminded that
the Revolution is a matter of
principle, not personality The
author of that letter is not the issue
We should be fighting, not so much
against people as for such things as
liberation, independence and love'
The phrase "The Rights of Man"

of course includes women equally
with no inferiority implied.
Much of what is said in the name

of women's liberation completely
contradicts aristocratic and
romantic notions of heroism
honor, chivalry and femininity; we
are all supposed to be lady and
gentleman scholars, not mindless
brutes! {\ni why shouldn't the
idea of "mistress" be defended?)
Women's liberation is a worthy

cause. Women should be liberated— from lesbianism and female
chauvinism especially. The new
femininity in feminism should be
emphasized. Those who wish to
fight for lesbianism as a moral
ideal belong, not in women's
liberation, but in gay Hberatioh!
Let's^ot degrade the nobility of the
Revolution by making it all absurd.
Men must do something -.

something radical! — to deserve
the love, admiration and affecUon
oi women. (GenUemen, the ladies
are telling us that we must be
worthy of fdmantic sexual-love.
We must be worthy of them,' and
they, of us! ) And what better place
is there to demonstrate virtue than
in the Revolution? Where are the
heroes?

For the Liberation of Man!
Rob Myers

Senior, Political Thedry

'?
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DB Editorials

Finale
Only ten more weeks until . ^ r^inals ! -- :^:;::::::::::

Final examinations, one shot three-hour con-
ceptual emetics during which the student is required
to offer all the salient points of a course, present themm a coherent fashion, and write legibly — when the
professor, who Has been "teaching" the subject for
twenty years relies on his .%.es each quarter for
memory and organization.

The phenomenon of finals is not totally without
Its humourous aspects, as nothing is more laughable
than the claim by finals fans that finals are a
"learnmg experience" despite the fact th^f the
student has a slim chance of ever seeing his final
again and thus learning from his mistakes, and that
finals are usually graded by "readers" thereby
freeing the professor from any responsibility for
concepts which he may have presented with less than
brilliant lucidity.

..^.In addition, the idea of an examination —
especially "objective" examinations -^ which
determines the student's grasp of the material is
alien to the ideal of critical thought and original
inquiry which are supposedly the components of any
academic community. Term papers, "take-home"
finals, and even short bi-weekly quizzes all present
greater opportunities for the student to utilize what
iie has learned and correct his misconceptions than
does a three-hour final examination.

BuT then, that would be a lot of work for the
professor, and after all they're dedicated to
scholarship ...

Mo
In c^ase anyone failed to notice the change

because of finals, the remodeling of Kerckhoff Hall
has entered yet another stage. The ticket office has
been moved from the second floor to the old post
office at the west end of the first floor. Non-vending
post office business is also being handled there.
Check cashing has moved to the old post office ac-
cording to one of the few signs posted to clarify the
confusion. After all the money spent on remodeling
surely someone can cough up enough for some poster
board. Thtse who spent their vacation in Kerckhoff
may be used to the changes but unless the campus
knows where to find the relocated services what good
is remodeling?
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Student peace treaty explained
By Tristine Rainer and Don Brannon

On Sept. 17, 1970, Madame Nguyen Thi Binh of the
Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG) of
South Vietnam put forward in Paris a comprehensive
eight-point proposal for peace in Vietnam. As this
peace initiative was being reduced to a wine and
bottle joke by U.S. negotiator David Bruce, it was
celebrated by other nations as a face-saving device
for Nixon and a document whose content probably
had majority support in the United SUtes.

Following Madame Biph's proposal on Sept. 27 the
editor of Saigon's largest daily newspaper and a
prominent member of the South Vietnamese
National Assembly, Ngo Cong Due, announced in
Pans the demand for total, immediate withdrawal of
all U.S. troops, an end to U.S. SUPPORT OF THE
Thieu-Ky-Khiem regime and the creation of a
provisional coalition government which would
organize free elections in Soutl^ Vietnam. The Due
statement was immediately endorsed- by powerful
personalities and organizations inside South Viet-

( printed below). The final documente represent the
hopes and demands of every respected Vietnamese
leader in North and South Vietnam

The People's Peace Treaty is an imporUnt
document for a number of reasons. First, it breaks
through the lies and distorUons of the Nixon Ad~
ministration and the US press about what is reaUy
going on in Vietnam. Nixon and his negotiators in
Pans are continually trying to create the impression
that they are quite willing to negotiate a reasonable
settiementof the war, and that it is the intransigence
of the PRG which sUnds in the way. IN FACT JUSTTHE OPPOSITE IS TRUE As the treaty sttois. the
liberation forces are more than wUling to enter
negotiations on the simple premise of the US
willingness to withdraw its forces and leave the
future of Vietnam to the Vietnamese people, to be

"

determined through open and democratic
procedures By now. it seems undeniable, then, that
It IS the U.S. government and their puppet regime in

JOINT TREATY OF PEACE

BETWEEN

THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, SOUTH vT^TOAM AND NORTH VIETNAM

PREAMBLE

Be It known that ttiWAinerican and
Vietnamese people are not enemies. Thewar is carried out in. the names of thepeople of the United States and SouthVietnam, but without our consent. Itdestroys the land and people of Vietnam.
It drains America of its resources, its -

youth, and its honor. ''

We hereby agree to end the war on thefollowing terms, -so that^ both peoples 'can

live under the joy of independence and cand^vQit^ themselves to building a societybased on human equality and respect forthe earth. In. rejecting the war we alsoreject all forms of racism and dlscrintin-atton against people based isn color, class,

wh^Ah"? "!w
°^i*3ia; and etrmttf- groupingwhich form the basii of. the war policies?past and present, of the United States

government.

TERMS OF THE PEACE TREATV

iET%"SEZ?^^rw„--\- T:^]^i.'z JSJcVimr^^ZD^'^-- '^'^—"

government sets a date for total

f.

withdrawa!-"*"'"'
'"*'^'' ''*'"' " °°°" " '"e u.s

«<=r:SLr^ultrca^J*redn??!e^°.^^!;;rN^?:n"le"n:„°' '" ^^'- P^'—".

ProJJ^i:„:i^\^S,„\",X*J^S^:.-«-'^-^^et„een^U^S^ .«„.. „, ,,„„ ,^ ,^ ,,^

• wUMrLTn^trSo'pI."""""'"" °" '"= P-"-"-" <o guarantee the a.f.ty of .11

viE^NL^S^^S^ER ?S'?SsuI^ ?HEI™«I^:;?°?^1°" "LJ^'r"^-'"""' "" ^"^ "^"•"^'^ °r SOUTH
PRISONERS CAN BE RELEASED

'^° SELF-DETERMINATION AND SO THAT ALL POLITICAL

d;.ocr,tlfe?:"rb^^"'?!l%,'?i:/ P-r^i°-' ccution ,over.„e„t to or,.nl«
Which all south Vletnaniie «n ;«u"pate f rletv w??^ "."tt"'

°' «'«"°" ^
foreign troops.

partic pate freely without the presence of any

tv The South Vietnamese pledge to enter di<tnnaai^r..= ^r ^
eafety and political freedom of those LuJhv!etnaL^5

Procedure, to guarantee the
the U.S. or with the U.S;-»upported regime

"'*'"""*« ""o have collaborated with

'^-^"cl^\i''\T.^/.V.lt'^Zl^^^^^^ neutrality of LaoT^
interfere in the internal affairs of ^ll^s^ two "un?ri«r' '°" '"' "°' '°

ques"&ns"'!rth"rs"p?r°t' ITV^T^.^T.^^lltTJ^l'l. )'".''" '"" "-'^ "'' o'"*'

^

ence and political^reedom of th^p^S^l.-^^f "Ji:?^ara';;d'\hT5:iJ.^°|t.'J:.:"*"-""^-

PLEDGE

BY PJ\TIFYING THIS AGREEMENT. WE PlPnrp Tn Tairir wti.^t^,,,.,
IMPLEMENT THE TERMS OF THIS JOINT TRPrTY^ND TO JnS.IR? r^^^?^!'^''^ ^'^^ APPROPRIATE TO
OF THE UNITED STATES.

ik^aty AND TO INSURE ITS ACCEPTANCE BY THE GOVERNMENT

Tony Auth

INTeLLl6eNCt IKUlcMei> INVASION or ThAe N<?JiTH

w^mY Bpm6 CHiM/v mo Tne wak (oo?^ Wf^^M^ M'^P.

nam's cities which President Thieu has until now
needed in order to survive.

The Due statement has been followed by the
creation of a popular front, MSVN, representing over
1000 national and regional organizations not af-

filiated with the National Liberation Front (NLF)
which are now in open political struggle against the
Thieu-Ky-Khiem government.

Student tour

In response to these developments, a delegation of

16 students, acting on a mandate from the 23rd
National Congress of the U.S. National Students
Association, recently traveled to Vietnam to in-

vestigate the feasibility of framing a treaty of peace
between American and Vietnamese students
Because of the peace initiative of the PRG and the
new mass anti-war movement inside South Viet-

namese cities, the Vietnamese said that a separate
peace treaty was necessary not only with American
students but with all people in this country. They
strongly welcomed this initiative, coming at this

dynamic moment in their own history, when
American and Vietnamese coordination has the
potential for ending the war.

Despite the efforts by the Thieu-Ky-Khiem
government to stop the student delegation from
making contact in South Vietnam, one delegate
member was able to sHp through Saigon's security
net and engage representatives of non NLF student
organizations m the drafting of the treaty At the
same time, student leaders from North Vietnam and
the NLF developed a treaty draft with the U.S.
student delegation in Hanoi The two documents
were formally joined into one statement in Paris

Saigon which are unwilling to negotiate because they
have no intention of settling for anything short of a
complete military victory which guarantees their
continued political and economic control of South
Vietnam and all of Indochina.

Hypocrisy

Besides exposing the hypocrisy of Nixon and his
military supporters in Washington and Saigon, the
treaty provides an avenue through which the people
of the US can demonstrate their opposition to the
US government by making peace directly with the
people of Vietnam If the government refuses to
recognize and act upon the needs and desires of the
people of the United States, then we will have to take
matters into our own hands and end the war our-
selves

Furthermore, the People*s Peace Treaty comes
at a cnjcial turning point in the war in Indochina.
Because of the mcreasmg non-NLF opposition to the
Thieu KyKhiem regime, the Saigon military is now
m danger of being ousted this spring by a neutralist
coalition which wants an immediate negotiated
settlement and the withdrawal of all American
forces and support The precariousness of the Saigon
government is also heightened by massive NLF
infiltration of the army and the governmental
bureaucracy Last fall the CIA admitted that there
were at least :W).()00 NLF agents in the upper levels of
the Saigon regime; 20.000 in the officer corps of
AKVN. 7000 in the intelligence service, and 3000 in
the political bureaucracy The combination of this

internal and external opposition to Thieu and Ky
suggests that their political life is reaching its end.

X.
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North Campus Student Union unnecess: f*^
*>'

(Editor's note: Ms. Woodbridge is a Graduate Student

Association representative and a spokesman for ttie

Student Association of Latin American Studies.)

The North Campus Student Union Expansion Committee
has met recently with the Board of Directors of the Student

Association for Latin American Studies, and various other

student and faculty groups on campus to discuss plans for

the construction of a "satellite" student union on the

location of the present "Gypsy Wagon."
We, the students of Latin American Studies, wish to

publicly outline our opposition to this proposed construction
on the following grounds. «

The North Campus Student Union Expansion Committee
has expressed great concern with the "life styles" of the
North Campus. We feel that the division of the campus into

factions or regions on the basis of real or supposed dif-

ferences in "life styles" is a divisive and decentralizing
tendency detrimental to the understanding and interaction
of students from all different areas and disciplines. The
underlying function of a "student union" is to provide a
central meeting place on campus for all students regardless
of discipline or life style. The present student union meets
this requirement, being centrally located and no further
than a three-block or nine-minute walk from the furthest
areas of the campus.

The North Campus Student Union Expansion Committee
is concerned with a "total space development strategy", or,

with the "responsible use of space". We would like to
suggest that this concern be more fittingly named the
"totally get rid of space committee". There is so little open
space left on campus now that the construction of a non-
essential building in the area seems particularly
reprehensible. The site of the present Gypsy Wagon is

small, and^a permanent building there will cramp what
little remaining space there is mercilessly Besides, the
construction of a North Campus Satellite Union will

logically be followed, someday, by the building of a South
Campus Student Union. Perhaps they will choose the
Botanical Gardens as the next area to be developed.
We would like to suggest, next, that the North Campus

Student Union Expansion Committee's preoccupation with
student "feeding patterns" reflects the expansion of the

By Margaret Woodbridge
University's function as a catering or restaurant service, a
tendency which is growing at the expense of its efficiency in

serving as a public institution of higher education. This is

also being done at the expense of the student through
continuously rising fees.

The North Campus Student Union Expansion Committee
has voiced concern with priorities for building. Since all

students are arbitrarily charged by ASUCLA and are
required to pay registration fees, we would like to see some
priorities established for the use of student-derived funds
and monies. The construction expenses for the proposed
facility will come, as outlined in the article appearing in the

March 3 Daily Bruin, from ASUCLA reserves and surplus
registration fees Although these funds are currently
earmarked for construction and cannot be used directly for

educationaJ^purposes, if enough opposition and concern is

voiced they can be put to better use. We wish to suggest that
there are bettet, more suitable and more urgent uses for

student monies than for non-essential construction. If

student funds have been and are accumulating we would
like to see them returned to the students, possibly by
lowering the mark-up on books and supplies purchased in
the student store or by lowering the prices of food in
existing facilities. ASUCLA fees might even be lowered,
although in this time of inflation this may be wishful
thinking. If students are being overtaxed and student funds
are accumulating, let these funds be rthumed to the
students rather than used to subsidize continued non-
essential building!

In answer to those who would raise arguments con-
cerning tiie inconvenience of existing facilities on the North
Campus, we maintain that this only serves to point up"the
laziness and lack of ingenuity of those who make the
arguments. Is the University student body, faculty and staff
already too flabby and lacking in energy to manage a
seven-or eight-minute walk from Dickson, Mac Gowan or
the Law School to Ackerman Union? Is cutting an eight-
minute walk to a four-minute walk that urgent a priority? If
so. it tesjtifles to our growing laziness and dependency on
unnecessary conveniences.

While we admit that the Gypsy Wagon is an eyesore, the
argument that present facilities are inadequate has only

some basis. With a little ingenuity and planning, people
living off campus can easily eat better and pay less by
bringing lunch from home. If they fail even at this and can't

muster the energy to walk to Ackerman, the existing

vending machines and Gypsy Wagon do provide adequate
snack and lunch food. They are more expensive than
bringing your own lunch, but they are certainly no more
expensive than eating at Acke^^an. When you consider the

per capita expense of building a whole new student union,

even on a smaller scale, you might have second thoughts
about the allocation of student monies and the established

priorities. ASUCLA charges a flat fee per student and offers

neither great savings for quarterly dividends. Please
consider that whether it is necessary or not, we, the

.

students, will be footing the bill for a new student union. It is

not a gift.

, In closing we would like to deplore the manner in which
this proposed construction has l)een put up to public
viewing. Although there was a vote taken in the recent
student referendum concerning student opinion toward the
construction of a new North Campus SateUite Student
Union, we suggest that the positive response gotten in the
voting is not necessarily indicative of student feelings. A
referendum is NOT the place to air public issues if the issue
has not been publicized and its pros and cons discussed
openly before the actual voting. The students who voted in
the recent referendum may very well have never l)een
exposed to the issue before, and certainly had no knowledge
of the arguments against it. It seems a misuse of
democratic processes to put an issue up for referendum
when it has not been adequately publicized and debated,
when potential opposition has not been given a voice.

' The North Campus Student Union Expansion Committee
has seen flt to use the positive vote gotten in the referendum
as an indicator of positive public backing. We take this
opportunity to present our opposition and hope that other
groups and individuals will join in speaking out against this
unnecessary and extravagant use of student funds. The
building of a new student union is not to be taken as a
foregone conclusion until the actual construction begins. If
public debate was not encouraged before the referendum, it

should certainly be encouraged now, before it is too late
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At Your Service*
This Spring Quarter, explore the resources of

THE STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICES

Individual

VAUGHN

DISCOy II PRICE
on

PERSONAL COUNSEL . .where you will be listened to and be
heard while you gather your forces and take a fresh look at

alternatives.

EDUCATIONAL& CAREER INFORMATION. . .aresourceforques
tlons regarding your major, your career, graduate school. Make
informed judgement on current occupational literature, university
and professional school catalogues, discussion with experienced
counselors.

READING AND STUDY COUNSEL . ..ndivdual counseling Im
mediately available in reading, study habits and approaches to
math and science. Follow-up appointments as desired.

WRITING COUNSEL
. .all phases of writing process from initial

impulse to final draft; possibilities, problems, specific tasks, from
essay-type exams to advanced papers.

LEARNING SKILLSDEVELOPMENT.aresourcefor anyone whofeels
the need to upgrade present skills or develop additional pro-
ficiency in the areas of communication and basic math.

For further information stop in at

STUDENT COUNSELING CENTER
(82)5-4071 or

READING AND STUDY CENTER
(82)5-//44

\

Group
Signup Required

PERSONAL EXPLORATION. . .in srriall groups with trained coun-
selors, discover the ways you relate to others. Special groups

,
for marital, pre-marital concerns.

WRITING GROUPS. . .through individual eHort and group In-
teraction centered around the writing of group member^, parti-
cipants move toward increased self- and sense-awareness' more
authentic self-expression in written form.

STUDY AND EXAM SEAAINARS. . .for students who wish to ex
plore a variety of study and reading techniques enabling them
to cope more effectively with university work.

READING GROUPS. . .to help students develop flexible ver-
satile effective and efficient reading skills necessary for course
work from freshman to graduate levels.

SPEECH AWARENESS GROUPS. . .for' ^^oplT who wish to in
crease their awareness, ease and expressiveness in speaking
situations. Through individual participation, group discussion and
v,deo;tape feedback, members will experience and expand their
«;n«nkina exoressiveness.

3334 Murphy Hall, phone
I

—

jL,

271 Social Welfare BIdg., phone

New Spring Items

'8i-Sw'tng- Blazers of light

weight dacrc'- woe:
,

Vatighn Disc. Price
'

Dbub e K'^ • S'3:ks

Vaugfin Disc. Price '

: > Vaughn Disc.

Priced

UnT'^A r°K?^'*
*"!'°"' '^°'^^ '^ °" ^«9ularly enrolledUCLA students. No records ore kopt of interviews. The Serv cesore oersonol resoiirrp^ not nrlminu : «;. ...

-Jervices

VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE

in ourWestwoodand
Downtown Los Ange-
les Stores at Vaughn

A r SA IHF f{ (.ATI-;
^1 ' VV •**^<-"-i R*v,) h\ i s. Ol.v.

Dow«r:-':,<wn J
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Peace treaty...
(Continued from Page 11)

It is as a response to the disintegration of all don.cstic suDoort (ex-
pect for the U.S. militory) that Saigon has undertaken its most recent
military adventure into Uos. Only a quick military victory can save
Thieu and Ky by freeing their mUitary forces to orush all domesUc .h->.
position and turn South Vietnam into a totol police state (a direction in
which It has already traveled far). Since Uos obviously is not the
knockout blow which the United States and Saigon mihtary are lookinfl
for, it is not surprising to find Ky saying (on Feb. 10) that he is con-
sidering an mvasion of North Vietnam itself. The seriousness of this
possibility IS underlined by the fact that the Pentagon leaders refused
recenUy to rule out this possibility when questioned by newsmen Further
reason for concern is given by the facts that the military has just reac-
-iivated all its career doctors and given them crash courses on radiation
poisoning; a Pentagon study recenUy released describes the Ho Chi Minh
trail as an ideal place to use tacUcal nuclear weapons and there has been
a concerted effort to move ail peasants ou( of northeastern South Vietnam
and central Laos. What this means is that the stage is probably being set
for a major escalation which may weU involve nuclear weapons and risks
dragging ys into a thermonucl^ holocaust.

For all of these reasons, it is imperative that we begin to transform
the People's Peace Treaty from just another document into a pledge to
action. A wide variety of plans for major actions in May are presenUy
firming up in numerous places and institutions throughout the country
These include mass marches and acUons aimed at shutting down citi^
and a whole range of community and campus actions which specifically
tie the war to its repercussions at home - inflation, unemployment
welfare cuts, repressions. On campuses in the Southern California area'
support for the treaty is rapidly growing. For example, ^dent referenda
on the treaty will take place soon at USC, UC Irvine, Cal State Fullerton
and Claremont - with the strategic imphcation attached that if the
majority of students approve the treaty, then their campuses will be
declared at peace with the people of Vietnam, which in turn will mean
that ROTC and war-related research will no longer be tolerated.

other plans include a statewide conference on implementation of the
treaty to be held at UC Santa Barbara on April 3-4, continuing actions in
Las Vegas, sponsored by the National Welfare Rights Organization, to
force the restoration to Uie welfare rolls of 2200 children and 800 motiiers
illegally cut off recenUy

; on May 2, a march up HoUywood Boulevard, led
by the Entertainmei^t Industry for Peace and Justice, followed bya rally
and entertainment fft Uie Hollywood Bowl, which will feature the anti-war
show presenUy being performed for GI's, on May 3 and 4, lobbying at
Congressional offices, draft boards, etc; and on May 5, shutting down Los
Angeles' corporate offices with mill-ins, etc. No business as usual

At UCLA, copies of the People's Peace Treaty are being circulated by
members of the Peace and Freedom Party.And from noon to 1 :30 pm on
April 1^ at Janss Steps, members of Vietnam Veterans Against the War
will present a miniature Winter Soldier Tribunal,, in which they will give
evidence of American war atrocities as Well as discuss larger issues such
as the arm^H forces racist attitudfes and brutalizing practices. Further •

information on the Winter Soldier Tribunal will appear in a forthcoming
issue of the Daily Bruin.

HARRIS
SLACKS

FASHION
A new updated look!
Groovy Flares coming off

narrow at the knee and
trim in the thigh and seat.

Top front pockets with
blind stitched plain bot-

toms. Stripes, plaids,
solids. PFL (Pressed for

Life).

SIZES: 30-38

Patterns & Solid Colors

$12.00 and $13.00

Bonkomericard Masferchorge 4^
Volidalecl Porlcing in Rear

I
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10AD
TtACK
DIRT

COMPETmON
DESBTT

NEW
NEW
NEW

RIDERS
Of all w«lcom«d to

the OUTRIDER
motorsport accessories

DEPARTMENT STORE
10545 W. Pico Blvd.

Los Angeles. Calif. 90064
879-3350 (LA.) (213)474-6650

Cross Streets;

East Off of Westwood Blvd.

West off of Lo Cienego Blvd

on Pico' Blvd"

s^ii

The OUTRIDER Store is a unique new concept, catering to the motor-
cycle rider and enthusiast. Here now, for the first time, any rider can find

helmets, goggles and gloves • Leathers and riding boots (all styles,, colors and
sizes) • Tires, tubes and botteries (installed if you wish) • Windjjhields, lug;

gage carriers, handlebars and mirrors • Saddlebags, shocks, speciol fork

assemblies • Tools, spray paints, custom seats, gas topks: Over 1 ,000 popular
ahd hard to find items to choose from AND IN STOCK. NO WAITING OR
BACK ORDERING. PICK 'EM QFF THE SHELF DEPARTMENT STORE STYLE AND
AT LOW-LOW BUDGET PRICES. RIDE YOUR AAACHINE OVER AND CHECK IT

OUT.

Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily (fo 9 p.m. Thurt.)

and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday

'%
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Reaction varied to new 24-hour dorm i

By Dave McNary
OB Staff Writer

V

Over half the residents of the University dorms here
now have 24-hour visitation privileges.

According to a chancelloriai vdecision niade last

quarter, st||«lt8 21 yetfrs of a^e* aod minors ,«ith

have the option of establishing 24-hmir visitation^ _ _ • . .'<« - «- ^ -

parentalldWht, may Uve on dorm fldttrg

opposite

(based o

goiiigtol.el*vI

'he r<"Uhi'?

m tion forth^

"Most of the igirls wanted to be able to rescind their

consents in order to keep the floor together. Some of

them don't want to lose the good feeling we've got on the

floor, and others don't want to lose roommates."

Alan Hanson, associate dean of housing — students,

said that under the circumstances, it was the fairest

thing the Housing Office could have done. The selection

I^Oteow^to be restricted was based on the number of

Stidenta whodidnot wish visitation privileges or who did

unlimited visitation had to be made e3i;p[icitly clear in %
the agreement to avoid any legal pro6lenis."

I

w|ic-:;:e Loyiilties

^Ptili

It

{larawjn added that he wal pleased residents se^moH
To iSonsider .%^tie{>. to a floor more imp . .. .„

.

'.-4iaviog increased vfeitatlon.

Jim Kent, a freshman who is on au upca iioor sn d
The inconvenience this willtceale^?' d^'^^n'f -r^-n^ f€t

bo worth it
'

ri!«')vfii

1 f(fc5l|Sr»^ receive paitntia c(||b^

_ Jtii^ts with conwmt were * ''
^'"**^- i^^^u

•o there) would have this option.^
in«? "restricted** floors bavnfte current

ji^ ..t>4.i;. .,, noon to 10 pjQ^ SlMlay tlirdligh Thnr-
g sday fs. t amn to 2 a.m. on Friday and Saturday. N^^"
the V J '1 last quarter ;^residents who-*«iii pareiiu.

^ fconse? Uji: 24rhiiur visitatfon, bM who were on r^tnrft^
•: fio* ^lad the choice of renaaini

n fJw>r. r)nly a-IHOi rmu
Probit vs

:
' !:n Bo<Jkratfi .s did .-y other residents of thini

:
^' ^^^^irieik men's -- a rej^dictett floor I'or next iiimriv

:'. - '':^ded (he e()if^?*ent hv had to 24-hour visttati.-ii Hv
': ••"*^ doing tt mii of ixmvenience. Why should i

g itrover ?w'ia Kslujition h;u^'- lo make n?w fnends, when
^; I'm pent ei nerer -.

:^ Stev" 1 rs(K.snr nother floor member v^lo plaas to

g rescind im immmt said, "For my needs, itif- present
^sltuatlb:> m aflequale '' T wanted to h ^ gui m my
grroom .f/ter Jiotirs. f ^;

' nk v-'u-.u,r^ u^m\Mmn^
gajiyhON^. h'K rm real :,ri. .. „.,.,• ;,, .;,. ,,, ^.. .- 24 hour
•$:piiLitiii.

S- Gearhart, j.visisf- ,

.*
,. * ^ ..;. i ..,..', ,i , ,.."-.'t

mriflSh

He also said the return address was on both the
'^

outside envelope and the head of the letter. However ;^;

mention of where to return the consent form was not §:
made until the last paragraph of the second page. '§

f:
Postponed

residents ( whichjw^s earlier ej^pressed by the Chan- .v

ceileryjgjjl^im^mentattcn d visitation could have ^'

^ |»Stponed unti| fall quarter when many residents :?

are new and can be assigned ^ ;. Charlene Anderson S-

a women's house advisor, said, "Pewle seem anxious to i?

get 24 hour visitationri)ut most people would like to stay ^:
where t? ^re. Most people feel — why couldn't they §.
•n V

othr !.» questfone^thei*
al"-f vjth rise form for co
as iubly oC fleanclt Hall H* »

'^u-rimg last month '^ul)mitted un -

-!e Housing ()CtJce

'**We, Uie as>e!jii,.r: of Hedrich

f f

i ft ""'

It *M |>art;iits

}\HtH)n. 1*he

'aterut*iH fo

HsU, li'.) on rer'Td
*'xpn^ssing .» disteatislacfifHt wU.U the 24 boui' visitation

the h'ttiT <iml also fha^
'* !C Ol3St:»S

i^ut :ii Kaplan, Hedrick Hall president, said, "A lot ji
of people li": tin: uorrtib 'Xf<; r r>>-'' !:-:^e next year. They ^
deserve the op|:>ortunitv ;. have Visitation." ^

Hanson ;:>aid the r*-:,i;U

ijuarter wfniid help hk^

prrK!edin>- next year

Additjt-;^lly, then* has be*.-

\:vil.»»(;..L ;,rKul a lions llus Yi'ii

ifif i?

iiu , ing visitation thi ^
to plan for visitation :?

? t ! r>

ft-

S:'ljfn;Ci;,n:,' ?it of :c^

,

ji? hough Hajtet<=^ in- :§

^IfitHir Visitation- now
'"*"

.»o uu i-lcui way ui re'
en

f ,r, f '

^|#/ 'Biases'
^ "biases of the Mer'
piduation (^^ ;-:i;-)h>)'> uu-

s, thu' '

Hanson said,

nirKViily de:u wiib tije

S.!,<}ti'i? H ': (*hr» rj.J^i'^, the

<».n h-v \i: *:>v rooiu at al!

--"D-

n?h; Cfofit

"W
•-u.m.* * t « • t • • »- •••W.j :«..:«:.:c.:.;^V

I m
.

..iv>v,i^i, 14 11 toiijixciii, aditi, ine new ***•

visitation dnp«n'f matter — people would just be able to ^
do wl ^t Uh y r> «i; dv Ho^np l.-aUy." while another H
house ..< ftv,svr \uiu d: -

,-. ,v;:.;; ,r- ;.-.^ ;H*»nHf»^»ff^j||jj i'jr
Irj:

^^^ ,."'""''',
r- ^^^ "- ----- **^-^ ""-^<«** ^ ue there, 5;

^"^"^J^ ^^^y ^^*"^ y^ c^*^ «*o is Just wave good-bye.** S

'?!-5'oj^'fii

KH!\U^CH^V KING KONGI D^ft center

What Do They All Have in Common?
ANSWiR: Th.y ollN.v.r .usM « $y.t.n, f,^ UNIV;!?SITY STEREO
P.--.fM I. Th. $.m« ».,. w« H«. LARGE tod mm. Systems

Ci=-;.».^ device * i'Mttsmhh- n/H*-sk^ie

fij'i-*" > .it*^ --^

n100 Watt Harmon K
>

AM/FM Stereo Receiver, blacltout dial
completely solid -ti^** BSR automatic
changer with b«..c. dust cover and
5HURE cartridge. Wh-^rf-^^l^ v r^

sand fillaH cfVAaiff^*- (••'-*

Low m.. .',

switch • Pov lau
over Included • s?

til9i r "• fn., a'

OM r«Eivi

J,
( i ,; i;

iuiy»^ » Dust

•••••••• 131.
«•'«•

LON6 BEACH
Old Housa A^

2725 Eoft Pacific Coost Highwoy
(

ivsl faff WCWrrr )

434.09t 1

HAUp

CONCORD 40 WATT
AM/FM Stereo Receiver BSH autat«*ar> I |

rx^hai^fer base, dust cover, SHl'Hr. I

'

ma«3ittjc cartridfe. two
i walnut sp^ak^ "^

«r 9y^«iiis. Good system thai vou i ^\n

add ti>

""$271.

fw f^ «WF

#> f
t- »

ilili

WEST LA
Pinir Garoga At:

3378 South Overland Av«
•39-2216

UNIVERSITY STEREO

VAN NUYS:
Garage in AiWy.

4626 ^« Van Nuys Blvd.

(Juii off Vtn/uro fwy.)

981-1731

Sponsors course

The UCLA Draft Counsehng
Center is sponsoring a course in
military law^and counseling this'
quarter. Richard Fox, an attorney
specializing in mihtary law, and
Robert Breeze, director of the
draft counseling center, will
conduct the course at 7:30 p.m.
April 13 and 20, in room 1359 of the
School of Law.

The Draft Counseling Center,
located in room 2114 of the School
of Law, is open from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Fraday, fnd Monday and Wed-
nesday from 7 p.m. until all are
taken care of. This year the center
has also extended its hours to
provide special counseling for
members of R.O.T.C, Reserves,
National Guard and active
military from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on
Thursday. Conscientious objectors
and those opposed to war on the
basis of conscience can receive
counseling on Tuesday.

I (Paid AdverttMment)
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5 MIN. FROM UCLA
SPECIAL RATES

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
FREE PICK-UP &

DELIVERY SERVICE
TO AIRPORT

With 24 Hour Notice

476- 1 24
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^"^ n-pqo Freewoyl
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Changes . . .

(Continued from Page 9)

152A, quiz 3 added, Th 10, MS 5225,

I.D. 54284; 191 will meet MWF 11,

MS 5233, exann codeLj4; 220C will

meet TuTh 1-2:30, MS 7608, exam
code 16; 227A will meet MWF 2, MS
4233, code 7;

246B will meet MWF 12, MS 5233,
code 5; 266C will meet MWF 9,

Kinsey 230, code 2; 275C will meet
MWF 1, MS 5225, code 6; 276C will
meet MWF 12, MS 5217, code 5;
285D will meet WF 12:30-2, MS
6627, code 5; 285E will meet MWF
1, MS 6201, code 6; 285G will meet
MF 2-3: », W 2, MS 6627, code 7;

_ ^851 will meet AAf 2-3:30, W 2, MS
7608, code 7.

Medical Microbiology and Im-
munology

251 C, correct unit value Is one
I unit (1/4 course).

Meteorology
4C will meet MWF 9, Boelter

9436, exam code 3; 3, lab 5 added,
Th 1-3, MS 9407, I.D. 56045.

Music
70S, and 170S are deleted; 70

E

will meet Tu 7-9:30 p.m., SH 1439;
also Music 170E; 71G, sec 2 added,
I.D. 51304; 170M added, W 3-5, SH
1345, I.D. 57737; 171G, sec 2 added,
I.D. 57762; 198N added, MWF 10,

SH B424, code 3, I.D. 57830.

Naval Science
2C, sec 3 added, W 3, MG 120,

code 9, I.D. 59072; 102C, title Is:

Leadership and the Naval Judicial
System; 103C Is deleted.

Near Eastern Languages
Arabic
IC will meet MTuTh 8-10, HB

3119, exam code 1; 102G will meet
MWF 8, Tu 8-10, HB 2210, exam
code 1; 130C is deleted.

Hebrew
" 120C will meet TuTh 9:M-T0:45;
BuncheAl70, code 12; 220 will meet
Th 12:30-3, Bunche 3165.

Persian

, 190C Is deleted.

Turkic

102A will meet MTuWThF 9, HB
3127, code 2; 103B will meet MWF
9, HB 3131, code 2; TuTh 10, HB
2210.

Nursing
101 B, lect will meet M 8-10, exam

code 1; 105, lect will meet W 1-3
exam code 6; 105, lab will also
meet TuTh 8-i2; 205A will meet
TuTh 10-12, HIthScI 14141, code 13;
205B will meet TuTh 10-12, exam
code 13; 410 sec 2 will meet TuTh 1-

3, HIth Scl 14141, Code 16; 410, sec 3
will meet MW 1-3, HIth Scl 57236;
420 will meet Th 3-5; 436, 475, 434
are deleted; 470 added, Th I0-12,
ID. 62275; 476B, sec 2 added, W 1-4
HIth Scl 14141, ID. 62291.

Oriental Languages
lOlC, sec 1; 203B are deleted;

109C wilJ.meet In Bunche 3288; 122
added. Readings in Modern
Chinese Lit, MTuWF 11. HH 122,
exam code 4, ID. 63115; 172B will
meet MWF 11, Soc Welf 167; .177
will meet tn Soc Welt 398.

Pharmacology
233 Is deleted.

WMlrtaaday. March 31, 1971
Political Science
no, disc sec 5, 6, 7, 8; 185, 197 B;

197D, sec 3; 224E are deleted; 113, code 21; 197D, sec 2 will meet Tu 2-

disc sec 1 added, M 3, Bunche 3153, 5. HB 2216, code 17; 199 added, I.D.
ID. 72140; 113, disc sec 2 added, W^?-^5;

Physical Education
niB added, MW 1-3, MG 102,

exam code 6, I.D. 66327; 280F is

deleted.

Physics

3BL, sec 5 is deleted; 5 added,
Intro to University Physics,
MTuWTpF 2, Knudsn 1200B, code
7, I.D. 69085; 6C, lect will meet in
Knudsn 1220B, lect 1; 6C, lect sec 2
added, MTuWF 9, Knudsn 1200B,
code 2, I.D. 69800; 6C, lab 9 added,
Th 10-12, Kinsey 166, I.D. 69114; 6C,
lab 10 added, Th 12-2, Kinsey 166,
ID. 69115; 6C, lab 11 added, Th 3-5,
Kinsey 166, I.D. 69116; 6C, sec 12
added, M 12-2, kinsey 166, I.D.
69117; 6C, sec 13 added, W 12-2,
Kinsey 166, I.D. 69J18; 7B, sec 14
add^ (Jab) Tu 10-12, Kinsey 130,
ID. 69200; 7B, sec 15 added, (lab)
Th 10-12, Kinsey 130, I.D. 69201;

10, sec 2 will meet MWF 12,
Knudsn 1200B, "^Th 12, Knudsn
1220B; llOA will meet MTuWF 8,
Knudsn 1 240 B, exam code 1; 115A
will also meet Th 1, Kinsey 247;
n5B will also meet Th 1, Knudsn
1220B; 226B will meet TuTh 11-

12:15, Kinsey 346, exam code 14;
231C will meet MWF 9, Kinsey 230,
exam code 2; 240B will meet in

Kinsey 346; 260 added, I.D. 69672.

Physiology

203, 204, 212 are deleted; 211

added, F 3:»-5:30, off campus,
I.D. 51150. ,

Planetary and Space Science
205 added, Geophysical Data

Analysis, I.D. 71570; 224B will meet
TuTh 9-10:15, Geol 4677, code 12.

3, Bunche 3153, ID. 72141; 113, disc
3 added, F 3, Bunche 3153, ID.
72142; 113, disc 4 added, F 9,
Bunche 3157, I.D. 72143; 113, disc 5
added, Tu 2, HB 2134, ID. 72144;
and disc 6 added, Th 2, HB 2134,
I.D. 72145; 139 will meet in Bunche
4355, sec 1; 139, sec 2 added, MW
11 1, Bunche 4355, code 4, I.D.
72250; 149, sec 3 will meet M 7 10
p.m., Bunche 4269, code 21;

159 will meet MW 10-12, Geol
3656, code 3; 169, sec 2 added, TuTh
2 4, HB 3119, code 17, I.D. 72391; 186
will meet WF 8-10, Bunche 3211,
"exam code 1 ; 197D, sec 5 added, Tu
J.- 10 p.m., Bunche 3288, code 22,
I.D. 72552; 197D, sec 6 added, TuTh
^1^, GBA 2236, code 16, I.D. 72553;
197D, sec 7 added, Tu 6:30-9:30
p.m., Bunche 4355, code 22, I.D.
72554; 197D, sec 8 added, to be
arranged, I.D. 72905; 197D, sec 1

will meet M 7 10 p.m.; Bunche 3173,

214A will-meet M 7 10 p.m.,
Bunche 4269, code 21; 218B, sec 1

will meet MW 68 p.m., Bunche
3288, code 21; 218B, sec 2 added,
MW3 5. HH 144. code B, ID. 72653;
221 will meet Tu 7 10 p.m., Bunche
3153, code 22; 228D added, Th 1-4,

HH 210, code 16, I.D. 72694; 231A
will meet Tu 7 10 p.m., Bunche
3165, code 22.

Psychiatry

198 added. Special Courses in

Psychiatry: Urban Life Styles, W
9-n, NPI C8-872, ID. 74550; 199
added, I.D. 745^5; 457B will meet W
1-3, NPI C8-861, code 6; 458 will
meet F 24, NPI C8-861, code 7.

Psychology —
10, sec 1 will meet MTuWTh 12,

Soc Welf 147, code 5; 41, sec 2

added, MTuWThF 9, FH 1260, code
2, I.D. 75057; 101 will meet MW 1-3,

UCLA DAILY BRU IN 15

code 6, FH 1260; 110, disc 2a added,
F 1-3, FH 1260, ID. 75122; 121, lab
sec 5, 6; 127, sec 1; 142; 149; 273;
298. lect 2; 402 are deleted; 121, lab
2 will meet M 14; 121, lab 3 will
meet W 9 12; 124, sec 2 added, to be
arranged, ID. 75201;

133C will meet W 2 5. code 9; 134
will also meet Th 10, FH 6461; 150
will meet TuTh 2 3:15, FH 2527,
code 17; 170A added, Behavior
Modification, ToTh 1-2: 15, FH 1176,
cqd« 16, ID. 75324; 170B added, F

;T; FH 2258A, ID. 75325; 174 will
meet Tu 2 5, FH A258. 2288, code
17; 198, sec 1 added: Levels of Con-
sciousness, TuTh 2 3:15, FH 6461,
1.0. 75378, 198, sec 2 added: Soc.
Influence as Mechanism of Per
sonallty, TBA. I.D 75381; 198, sec 3
added: Org. Development In an
Athletic Team. TuTh 6-8 p.m., GBA
4320. ID. 75383; W8, sec 4 added: W
9 11. NPI C8-872. ID. 75384; 198.

(Continued on Page 16)

•(Paid AdverttsemrjU)'

^

INTERIMATIONAL FILM SERIES

All films -Wednesdays of 8:00 p.m. except as noted

4-7

4-H

4-21

4-28

5.5

.5-12

5-19

5-26

6-2

.
^*^^* ***• f*'*"*® Player - from France, Truffaut's great
^- cinema piece starring - Charles Aznavour, Marie Du

' Sols, & Nicole Berqer

The Thief of Bagdad - Legendary tale Irom the Middle
East, with Sabu

Thn» -Cardinal - filmed in Rome, Vienna. U.S.A.. with TbrtT
Tyrone, Romi Schnider and Carol Linley

Zulu - filmed in Africa^with Stanley Baker, Jacic Hawlcins.
Michael Caine

^

To \^e announced - film to commemorate the Mexican
^ "Cinco de Mayo"
Animal Form —George OweH's trortoon faWe of oornme
The Shop on Main Street - from Czechoslovakia, with

Ida Kominsko. Josef Kroner

Boy on o Dolphin -filmed in Greece, with Sophio Loren,
and Alan Ladd

The AAod Woman of Choillot - starring Katherine Hepburn,
Charles Boyer. Yul Brynner, Danny Kaye

International Student Center ^

1023 Hilgard Ave. L.A.. Calif. 90024

477-4587 \':

THE ;;)^>-

Xli€>V
IN •®^^^

T€>VN
Tired of driving up and down
streets looking for an apart-
ment? Finding the manager not
in and the apartment not the
right one anyway? SCAN-A-PAD
will solve your problems in a
tmique way. SCAN-A-PAD now
represents over 15,000 apart-
ments on the West side and cata-
logs vacancies with 35mm cofor
slides.

This, along with a data sheet
containing thirty-three pertinent
facts makes SCAN-A-PAD the
place to go when you need an
apartment.

We have bachelors to 4 bed-
rooms, from $90 to $1650 per
month. There has to be a fee for
a service such as ours but we are
sure you will agree it is minimal.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

Famous US. Women Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's nght 20 pounds m 14 days!
The basis of the diet is c hemHal food
action a'nd was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is

maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep »fuU" no
starvation t)ecause the diet is de-
signed that way! It's a diet that is

easy to follow whether you wdii,
travel or stay at home

This is. Konestly. a fantastically

successful diet. If it weren't. t1ic U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-
mitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski^m gels: tx)ae weight tliescientllTcr
proven way. Even iPyou've tried all

the other diets, you owe it to youi^-
self to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is. if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a

reminder.

Send only $1.00 ($1.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is O.K. to: Ski
Team Diet. P.O.Box 15493, Dept.
ST. S«n Diego, Caltf. 92115
Don't order unless you expect to lose

20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

Mr. C

scnnnpflD
11941 Wilshire Blvd

477-1221
Suite 1

ha s a

fl/EI/lf ENLARGED STORE

10^55 Weyburn Ave.
in the village

•

....J.-

BEAUTIFULLY REFURBISHED
^ ft#rve fh« W«ttwood and
Scmfa Monica ar«os k«tf«r

— EnlargecJ departments and a

complete selection for spring
— A courteous stoff to serve you
better with new extended hours:

The place where men *s

styled clothing need
not be expensive**

if IrliAHi^t

COUNIS INVME men :
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Changes . . .

(Continued from Page 16)
sec 5 added: Behavior Change,
TBA, ID. 75855; 198, sec 6 added:
Social Dev. of Minority Child, Tu 4-

6, FH 1354, ID. 75857;

209 added, M 9 12, M 15, FH
A456, ID. 75443; 229B added, TBA,
ID. 75518; 262 added, TBA, I.D.

75648; 298, sec 5 added, TBA, I.D.

75745; 409 added, TBA, ID. 75775;

596, sec 2 added, ID. 75831.

Public Health

44, sec 1 will meet MTuWTh 9,

Geol 4660, code 2; 44, sec 2 will

nf>eet MW 11-1, MG 103, code 4; 100

will meet In HIth Sci 53 105; 109 will

meet Tu 9-12, PubH 16Q85, code 11;

114C.will meet MWF 10, PybH
16071; 114E; 116, lab only; 131; 275;

285; 290H; 290M, sec 3; 290N; 411

are deleted; 130A will meei in

PubH 21235; 155 will r(\ee\ WF 1,

PubH 31235, code 6; 150 added, MW
911, PubH 41235; code 2, ID.
77175; 160B, lect 4 added, MWF 12,

PubH 71257, code 5, I.D. 77215;

160B, lab added, ID. 77216;

212C added, WTh 3-6, PubH
66079, code 8, I.D. 77345; 224B will

meet in PubH 61235; 242B will meet
in PubH 41268; 247B will meet Th 2-

4, PubH 41235, code 18; 274 added,
W 1-3, PubH 71257, code 6, I.D.

77593; 282B will meet W 3-5, PubH
61235, code 9; 283 will nyee^ Tu 1-3,

PubH 41268, code 15; 284 will meet
Th 2-4, PubH 71257, code 18; 290A
will meet M 11-12:30, PubH 41235,
code 5; 290B, sec 2 added, M 9-11,

PObH 71257, code 1, ID. 77684; 290C

added, TBA, I.D. 77686; 290E will

meet F 2 4; 290G, sec 1 added, Th 2

4, PubH 61235, code 18, I.D. 77698;

290G, sec 2 added, W 3 5, PubH
41235, code 9, ID. 77699; 290G, sec 3

added, to be arranged, I.D. 77700;

290J, sec 2 will meet F 13, PubH
.41235, code 7; 290K will meet Tu 3-

5, PubH 41268, code 17v 290L will

meet Tu 13, PubH 71257, code 15;

290L, sec 2 added, TBA, I.D. 77714;

290L, sec 3 added, TBA, ID. 77715;

290M sec 2 will meet in PubH 41268;

290Q added, TBA, I.D. 77728; 290R
will meet TuTh 1-3, PubH 16085,

code 16; 290S will meet Tu 1-12,

PubH 41235, code 13;

404 will meet in room 31235; 421
will meet Tu 9-11, PubH 16071, code:*
11; 4X will meet TuTh 10-12, code^
13; 450B will meet TuTh 1, Helth
Set 23 105, code 16; 453B, sec 2
added, W 8 12, PubH 16085. code 2,

I.D. 77821; 456C will rr\ee\ tA\N 13,
PubH 16071, code 6; 471 will also
meet W 1-3; 479A will meet M 2-5,

PubH 61235, code 8; 480 will meet
M 9 12, PubH 61235, code 1.

Public Service Curriculum
100, sec 1 will meet W 6-9 p.m.^

MS 7608, code 23; 100, sec 2 will

meet Th 2-5, Law 1327, code 18; 100,

sec 3 added, Th 3-6, Soc Welt 200,
code 18, I.D. 78312.

-(Paid Adve

Radiology

481 added. To be arranged, %).
78625.

Slavic Languages
Russian

102C, lect will meet MTuWThF
12, Bunche 1221A, exam code 5
(discussion sections deleted); 198,

sec 1 will mee\ TuThF 1, Bunche
rUsemenO^

ISC Weekly Schedule

for the Spring Quarter
Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

H

i

—Closed evenings
English Conversation classes daily 1 1:00am-
1:00pm

Cquversation Classes - chec4< other ISC ad
for listings

Modern Dance - 7:30 pm No charge.
Wednesday Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad

' for listings

International Film Series- 8:00 pmNocharge
check ISC listings in other ad
Drama Supplement - 7:30 pm"MoverTent &
Sound: A Means to Communicate" taught

:—^byJon Acevski.

Seminar - 7:00 pm "Everything You've Al-
:ways Wanted to Know About Visiting a

^
Foreign Country But Were Afraid to Ask"
see DB article

Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad
for listings

Rap Sessions - Begin April 15 to include
speakers such as Lou Ashe of Belli and
Ashe, Attorneys-at-Law; Joel Rogosin, Pro-
ducer at Universal Studk)s; Dr. Chiapelli
expert of Machiavelli literature; Zubin Mehta'
conductor LA. Philharmonic Orchestra and
many others. 8:00 pm

Lan?*^
- ''•00 pm"EstrangedlnAStrange

Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad
for listings

Happy Hour - 5:00 pm Join us for wine and
cheese.

. .the tnternational way of ending
a long week. ^

Folk Dancing - 8:00 pm Learn through par-
ticipation. No charge.

Ballroom Dancing - 1:00 pm Teachei^and
learners: Refresh your abilities in the ol'cha-cha or waltz. Sign up at ISC reception

Dance sponsored by INAMORATO - goOpm-

$ L50S''
^'"^' refreshments - $2 guys/

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

I

6 00 pm ' ^'' '^'""'* - 200-

fSrsal'? nn "^

*'"'if
''"^ - Audition and re-

M EX T hw i-""
^^'?e your instruments.

^^O^^V-K'S .rsVsSVoTeTn

v'TJ Studei i i CenterW2A H.lnnrHj. . .nue, Westwood/477- 4587

3117; 198, sec 2 added, TuThF 12,

Bunche 3117, I.D. 79491.

Polish 102C will meet MWF 12-2,

Bunche 3161.

Czechoslovak 102F will meet
with time to be arranged.

Social Welfare
Consult department for schedule

changes^ _

Sociology

1, quiz sectioins 10, 11, 12 are
deleted; 18 will meet TuTh 8-9:15,

HH 2, exam code 11; HOB added,
TuTh 9:30-10:45, Bunche 3165,

exam code 12, I.D. 82117; 123 will

meet MWF 10, HH 118, exam code
3; 125 will meet MWF 9, W.G.
Young 2276, exam code 2; 132 will

meet in MS 5117; 136 will meet in

; Soc Welf 121; +46 added, MWF 3,

HH 220, ID. 82235, exam code 8;

198, sec 1 added, Soc. of African
Religion, W 2-5, HH 329, exam code
9, ID. 82310; 198, sec 2 added.
Research on Asian American
Communities, W 2-5, RH 224, code
9, ID 82311;

218B will meet F 1-3, HH 232,

code 7; 222, 245, 256, are deleted;
253 added, M 1-3, HH 208, code 5,

I.D. 82453; 271 will meet F 3-5, code
20; 596, sec 2 added, Tu 3-5, HH 232,

ID. 82631."

Spanish

IG; 5, sec 6; 8A, s*?c 4; 8B, sec 2;
9A sec 1 and 2; 9B; 25, sec 7; 100,

109, sec 1 ; 244; 280C are deleted; 3,

sec 6 will meet MTuWThF 8, GBA
3357B, exam code 1; 121A added,
MTuThF 2, RH 246, exam code 7,

I.D. 84250; 145added, MTuThF 12,

GBA 1270, exam code 5, I.D. 84307;
204A added, TuTh 4-5:30, HB 3127,
exam code 19, I'^D. 84393; M251

added, Studies In Galiclan-
Portuguese and Old Spanish, W 3-5,

HH208, code 9, I.D. 84521 (same as
Portuguese M251); New course
number replaces 253; 278 will meet
Tu 3 5, HB 3123, code 17.

Portuguese
8B added, MWF 11, Bunche A152,

code 4, I.D. 84725; 100 is deleted;

132 will meet MTuThF 1, HB 3127,

code 6; M251 added, (same time as

Spanish M251), I.D. 84850; 253A

added, W 4 6, I.D. 84885, room HB
2222, exam code 9.

Speech
106B will meet Tu 9-12, Melnitz

1409, and Th 9-11,' code 12; 111

added, TuTh 1-3, Kinsey 184, exam
code 16, ID. 86090; 261 added, Tu 7-

10 p.m., HB 2216, code 22, I.D.

86265; 268 will rr\eei M 7-10 p.m.,

HB 2106, code 21.

Subject A "^
^

Sec 1 is deleted.

Theater Arts

113^ added, F 9-1, Melnftz 1409,

code 3, ID. 88355; 114; 179B, sec 1,

198N; 200, sec 1; 209A; 479A-B-C,
sec 1; 485A; 485B are deleted; 116

will meet Tu 7-10 p.m., Macgwn
1453, code 22; 126A, sec 1 will meet
TuTh 9-12, in Melnitz 1462A, exam
code 12; 126A, sec 2 will meet only
in Melnitz 1462A; 134, sec 1 will

meet in HH 213; 134, sec 2 will meet
in Macgwn 2353; 134, sec 3 will

meet Th 9-12; 134, sec 4 added, MF
9 11, Melnitz 1441, code 2, I.D.

88443;

135C, se<f 1 will meet in AAelnltz

V453; 135C, sec 2 will meet M 1-4,

RH 362, code 5; 137C will meet in

AAelnitz 1453; 145 Will meet TuTh
10, AAacgown 2204B, code 13; 164,

sec 2 will meet TuW 9-5, AAelnltz
1425A; Th 1-4, AAelnltz 2534, code
20; 164, sec 4 will meet W 9-5, code
3; Th 1-4; 179Awill have time to be
arranged; 179B, sec 9 added, TBA
I.D. 88692; 179B, sec 10 added
TBA, I.D. 88693; 180C added, M 9-5
AAelnitz 1462, I.D. 88699; 181A, lect
will meet In 2534 AAelnltz; 181A, lab
2 will meet W 1-4; 181A, lab 3'will
meet Th 9-12;

181C will meet MW 9-12, exam
code 2; 186C, sec 2 added, Th 95
AAelnitz 1451, I.D. 89250; 196 will
meet W 14, code 6; 198B added, F
15, AAacgwn 1330, I.D. 88761; 200,
sec 2 will meet Tu 2-5, AAacgwn
2329; 206A will Tr\ee\ Th 3.5,

AAacgwn 2330; 206C will meet Tu 3-

5; 208B will meet W 2-5, AAelnitz
1441; 209B will meet M 2-5, Melnitz
1441; 215 will meet F 3-6, AAacgwn

"3312; ZZ~
^ ^~

265B will m«et futh 3-5, AAelnltz
2586; 270 will meet Tu 7-10, Melnitz
1453; ;275A will meet F 9-12, AAelnltz
1453; 288 will meet Tu 1-4; 370 will
meet F 3-6, AAacgwn 3312; 432, sec 1

will meet in HH 213; 432, sec 2 will
meet in AAacgwn 2353; 432, sec 3
added, Th 9-12, Soc Welf 50, I.D.
88973; 434, sec 1 will meet Th 9-12,
AAacgwn 3308; 464B, sec 2 added,
TuTh 1-3, AAelnltz 1425A, I.D. 89107,'

480C will meet in AAelnltz 1462.

Zoology

111 will meet MWF 1, LS 2147,/
code 6; 115 will meet MTuWTh 11,

LS 2147, code 4; 130, lect will meet
MWF 9, LS 2322, code 2; 211 is

deleted; 250 added. To be
arranged, I.D. 90590; 251 added, To_
be arranged, I.D. 90595; 596WC
added, to be arranged.

'/:,'>:'<'?S'^'^'X^^
.V v:*w**Sia':

il BERKMIN
Hollywood's top vocal coach, gives you the TRADE SECRETS of PRO-
FESSIONAL SINGING In his best-selling book "Singing Takes More
than a Voice."

Send $2.00 to

Melrose Publishing Co.
9:545 Robin Dr.

Lbs Aogeles, Ca. 90069 ., ., ... c* _i * e.Also available in your Student Store

"A remarkable picture."

«Ct....
Archer Winsten, New York Post

exciting true
Rex Reed

"The iuok of classical movie
making. Tight and tough

-- New York Times

If

vmcafroRi
« underbelly
of Amerka."

^london Guardian

-^
<&

i^.

i<

\k>y

jT

&
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Barbara Loden*s

Best\
Film /

e";:d\^"^;CrT'V;o^^;?,ea?J;!:.'^^ ^r"",^ h°^^"
P^cographed and

Exri t <::tN/E ENGAGEMENT! ~~~ " '

'

DAILY 6:15. 8:05. 10 05
SAT 4 SUN. 2:3^^:15.6:20.8 20. 10:20

1067 GLENDON AVE.

^Vestwood Village

GR 7 0097 TR 9-9077
' )ne Halt Block
^ rom Bullock's
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Studcfu intern here

assists UC lobbyist
-My job will be to establish the idea that students care about

what goes on in Sacramento," Linda Silverman said of her role as
one of four students working with Richard Twohy, student lobbyist
tor the University of California system.,

"I want to create a closer tie between students and the
legislative body. I will inform students of what bills will affect
them. It is too late to initiate bills (because the last day they are
accepted is April 15), but I will try to make the bills which affect
students easier to understand," she said.

Silverman, a 20-year-old junior in poliUcal science here will
spend this quarter in Sacramento assisting Twohy. She will eara up
to 15 units as an intern. However she is not being paid for the mb
and must therefore pay all of her expenses.

*

Last summer Silverman worked on the government internship
program in Sacramento with State Senator Rodda of Sacramento
She spent the summer researching bills on noise pollution and
cruelty to animals.

Silverman has an optimistic attitude toward the student lob-
bying idea. 'Tve seen how the Legislature works and believe that
the lobby will have an impact. It may be a far-fetched idea but I
think it will work," she said.
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Silverman plans to attend law school in Sacramento after her
graduation next year.
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LbcrURE — Michael Straight, deputy chairman of
the National Endownfient for the Arts, Washington,
D.C, will speak on "Twigs for an Eagle's Nest:
Government Support for the Arts" at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the Ralph Freud Playhouse, Macgowari

Hall, undar the auspices of the Committee on Public
Lectures. He is author of "Make This the Last War";
"Trial by Television," a study of the Army.
McCarthy hearings; two novels, "Carrington" and
"A Very Small Remnant," and a play "Caravaggio

kmA# AZt"tensions
ofbusii

at Union Bank
r»

Graduating seniorsare offered th<l? op|x)rtunity to become the

new kind of banker needed now by Union Bank! The bank where

Tomorrow's Banking is happening Today invites you to join us

and participate in oux unstructured management training program
where you set the pace. See your Placement Director today —

for an on-campus interview appointment.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

•^;

UVENUP

AN OLD

TRADITION

with "ffigh Ridge" TwiU Slacks

• wider bdt loops

• v-pocket flaps in back
• cuffless tinished bottoms

^machine wash andjiry^^
• pressed for life

. • white, tan, brown, navy, gray

IZ.UU Other Harris Slacks from 8.00 to 16.00
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LET US GATHER AGAIN _
tlttstimeintheapenUmdof0m§tm

i
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TICKETS $10.00
-*->#

r
•••

1

at the Monte La&go Ranch
New Mexico

DAYS AND NimlTS OF MUSIC
featuring bonnie & delaney

ERIC BURDON & WAR
BO DIDDLEY-REDBONE

BROWNING - St. CLAIR - STILROC

more soon to be announced

6,500 Acres of Open Land
Free Parking
Free #
Free Me^fical Facilities

Participate in the Hlming of a Major Motion Woture
settle WtXh us - land avaUable for those who

want to Mve in an open community
[$Z50.«o an acre - advance ti<iiets
*^«*ve sio.oo credit towaias nurchais^

Mare Irafomuitfon Atioilalii^By -^U

Cinnabar Cine n a Ltd.
P.O. Box 178 ,^—

Agoura, California 91361

n,
SBND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER—NO CA <:« PI pa c#r

send me tickets at $10.00 each Dsend me more information on Land Purchase D
enclosed is dollars, send to n

I
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by Stan Berkowitz
By all rights, Vanishing Point should be a big hit. That's

what it was intended to be right from the beginning, and I

see no reason to prevent it from being so. True, there's no
surefire formula for movie success these days, but the
film's Writer, Guillermo Cain, and director, Richard
Sarafian, have apparently spent a lot of tinie studying other
hit movies^ and from them have taken those elements which
seemed to have the most popular appeal.

For starters, there are car racing scenes straight frdm
Bullitt. Although the chase through San Francisco occurred
early in that detective film, that was what people were
talking about when they left the theater. So it would seem
sensible in view of Bullitt's tremendous popular appeal to
have some car racing scenes in the next big hit movie.

Next, the filmmakers considered locale. Rural (or
redneck) American was presented in Easy Rider, Five
Easy Pieces, and Little Fauss and Big Halsy. While that
atmospheric element probably was not enough by itself to
sell those films, it certainly didn't hurt any, and it did seem
to indicate a back-to-the-roots trend. *

The recipe now calls for a hero. Someone like the Jack
Nicholson character in Five Easy Pieces. Someone who
doesn't know what kind of life he wants to lead. A footloose

hero who tries to find himself by wandering around the
country (preferably, the souther.i and southwestern parts
of it).

And finally, a gut-yvrenching ending is needed. That's
what turned the trick for Easy Rider and every relevant
film since then, and that's what Vanishing Point has taken
for its own. — r-^~,.

The problem is now to assemble all these ingredients
into a movie. Cain is to be complemented for his ingenious
screenplay which begins by introducing us to Kowalski
(Barry Newman), who works for a company which deUvers
cars from Denver to San Francisco. This route of course
takes him past western America, Christian religious sects,
redneck hoodlums, deserted freeways, and Death Valley.
With that problem out of the way, Cain takes up the problem
of a hero. Through flashbacks we learn that Kowalski has
been a medal of honor winner in Vietnam, a policeman, and
a stock car racer. This inferred disillusionment is added to
by the surfing death of his girl friend.

So far so good, but who's going to care about a guy who
just drives from one city to another, even if his alienation is

just as fashionable as could be? He could meet all sorts of
interesting people, like Dean Jagger as an old rattlesnake
trapper, or Delany and Bonnie and Friends as revival
singers who also just happen to bring some pop music to the
film, or a newly "married" pair of homosexuals (this time
they are males. In Fiv^ Easy Piece, they were female and
they had a loKmore lines. ) But none of this would be^nough
for a hit movie. Even Cleavon Little as disc jockey "Super
Soul' who broadcasts Kowalski's progress wouldn't be
enough. What is needed is a sense of urgency.

Cain achieves this by having Kowalski make a bet that

he can make his trip in fifteen hours. The bet is for the price
of a few uppers and its not even made until the trip is un-
derway, it's that casual. But Kowalski takes it seriously,

and almost from the first mile the highway patrol is after

him — and a sense of urgency is achieved.
Now the fun really starts The bad guys are redneck

highway patrolmen who have the audacity to try to stop our
speed-freak hero, who just wants his freedom of the road.

Luckily iwc Kowalski, the car he happens to be driving is

capable of holding its own against the Highway Patrol cars,

and this factor makes for plenty of Bullitt-style excitement
— made even more enjoyable by the fact that our loner hero
makes fools of those universally detested nuisances, traffic

cops.

All that's missing now is a little skin, and that's provided
by a motorcyclist's girlfriend who rides around the desert
on her Honda — stark naked. After Kowalski meets up with
her, he heads off to an ending which comes as somewhat of

a surprise to say the least, but then again, so did Easy
Rider's ending, and everybody liked that one . . .

I suspect that the film's ending will not bother the

filmmakers very much, as they'll be having more im-
portant things to do, like keeping track of their receipts and
possibly making a new film. Some idealists may argue that

to do a film just to make money is wrong. But according to a
certain motion picture executive, it's only wrong if the film

ends up not making any money.

Claire's Knee CappHl by

V trEM ReDM

Claire's Knee directed by Eric
Rohmer, late of My Night at

Maud's is a puzzling sort of film in

that what it says is seemingly at

odds with how it says it. Dry, low
keyed, excruciatingly slow in spots
(although sumptuously
photographed) and consisting
primarily of a series of extended
introspective conversations, the
film makes a case, or pretends to

make one for the inevitability of

blind, irrational passion. Upon
closer examination however, this

.chasm reveals itself to be wholly
intentional and the film unusually
satisfying.

Jerome, a French diplomat in his

mid-thirties who is about to be
married spends his last weeks as a
bachelor at his idyllic childhood
nome in the French countryside in

the company of a lady writer
named Aaora, with whom he en-
joys a Platonic friendship. She is in
the midst of writing a story about a
man who falls in love with a very
young girl, and proposes to Jerome
that he help her resolve the plot by
allowing her to observe him pur-

coquettish, precocious 16

" Old named Laura. Jerome

Cl II n<T

nevertheless manages to maintain

his aloof detachment and writes off

his interest in the girl as purely

"clinical". Enter Claire, Laura's

more sophisticated and alluring 18

year old sister who demonstrates

not the slightest bit of interest in

Jerome, preferring to spend tinr^e

with her attractive and attentive

boyfriend. All Jerome's defenses

are abruptly stripped away as he

finds himself irresistibly attractkl

to a girl to whom he lias barely

spoken.

Jerome's romantic tumble is

sublimely ironic because he has

-tried so earnestly to portray

himself as rational, clear-headed

and unemotional. The reason that

he has finally decided to get

married, he tells Aaora, is that

after living with his girlfriend for

six years he knows he can "get

along' with her. A woman's looks

make absolutely no difference to

him he insists, since women are all

alike physically; what matters is

their intellect. Romantic passion is

unrealistic he contends, and

patronizingly chides Laura for

believinr "" '* s-^'^ >'«» riotnifo ^\\

film's end however "order" has
been restored. Jerome returns to

his fiancee and Claire is reunited

. with her boyfriend after a breach
instigated by Jerome's telling her
that the boy has been unfaithful.

(The other characters in the film

also make suitable matches).

The orderliness of the conclusion
is mirrored throughout in the style

of the film, a style which finally

belies the film's "vision." There is

almost no action in the film ; for the
most part, the characters sit

around and reflect on past ex-

periences, and frequently reflect

on their reflections. Their cool and
rational philosophizing gives no
hint that intense passions lie

smouldering beneath the surface.

The most "titillating" scene in the

film comes when Jerome finally

succeeds in touching Claire's knee.

JIven art (represented by Aaora 's

story ) is portrayed as artificial and
lacking in spontaneity. Rohmer
further reinforces this detached
tone by periodically cutting to

calendar dates (for example, the

words "Monday, the first of

August" will fill the screen for a

couple of moments) in a manner
reminiscent of Godard's distancing

devices. The counterpointing in the

film between Jerome's spon-
taneous passion and the subtle

subdued way in which it is

pro*:

—•«*i;

pntoH ic triTi chnrri \i\ h\^ ':xn

Jerome is attracted to Claire

precisely because she is so cool to

him. and seems to present no
concrete "danger")*. In the final

analysis Jerome can't exercise

sufficient control over himself to

keep his emotions in check, but

neither can he abandon himself to

his passionate instincts.

Surprisingly enough, Claire's

Knee is hardly ever dull, in spite of
frii» fi fci.: f f" '1 I rirfk^

characters themselves are so
animated and more importantly

because they are so keenly ob-

served. Jean-Claude Brialy is

marvelous as Jerome, supremely
confident of himself and his

masculinity at the outset, and then

frustrated and deflated at his lack

of success with Claire.

Rohmer's film is quiet about its

insights, and perhaps somewhat
f £~krr\ r-v^-v -rv^;< ,4;fr:....i. If

Laura.
demurs, but is intrigued by the
g'rl's attentions, and they have a
quietly ^mW- .,uhr.:u^h not overtly
sexuai

i tialiuiibiiip; Jerome

this and acspne ni^ prtnrr,uit :?«:?-

that Aaora is using him as a guinea

pig ( to complete her story ) he finds

himself unthinkingly and un

calculatedly aroused by Claire By

suspicious of the cool detachment
which Jerome initially affects and
the irrational feelings he later

demonstrates. (It seems likely that

characterizations, and the
uniformly inspired performances
of the actors. This film never

becomes sterile, because the

1 > 1 n. ic< 1 1 1 U

1

whimsicality of a Truffaut film for

example but the depth and
quality of its observations make
the effort worthwhil'e.

_:ll
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The film's abundance of bad
taste is only superseded by its
scarcity of plot. First we have a
.cene showing Kastner at work
then we have a scene showing
Kastner in bed, followed by a scene
vvith Kastner pacing in moody
neditation. The bed scenes by far
predominate, and are supplied by a
young nymphomaniac (JoAnn
Cameron) and a lady advertising
exec (Joanna Barnes) who just
happen to be mother and daughter
The film went wrong when it

decided to ape The Graduate and

The hero, played by Peter ^^of^n^'-ate on sex^ Had it focused

Kastner, is a "boy genius" in the
'"^^^^^ ^" its spoof of advertising

advertising world who is forced to
^""^ commencals it might have

u=»i.ip=>, «.uu even cuiiipirtc Sacrifice his integrity on the cross [fi^Hnf,,
»" son^ething unique,

scenes from its predecessor. The of commercialism. The trouble is ?/ .1!^ h r f^^^^
significant,

entire film is handled with in- Kastner's character is not sym- .'
^"^ ^"^ ,®' ^'^^ '""^ Kastner is

credible bad taste, and is about as pathetic. He has unfairly kept his ^"°^" standing on a dock thinking

I
subtle as a laxative commercial, fiancee dangling for six years, V^ "V^^ „^ ^^^ o^ his

I
B.S. (the initials teU it aU) is yet makes repeated attempts on her "^"^^ ^"^

JJ-lt
^ ^ ^^ ^'^^

fone more movie on the theme carefully maintained virtue and
^"^tner man. With a sudden switch

•alienated youth vs the big, bad puts up no struggle at all about
ine symbolic, the dock is shown

establishment." It is calculated to yielding his integrity. Unlike fTn f^ ^^^^ ^" waving

be shocking, relevant and Dustin Hoffman's graduate there ll" .^ Ifl"^" m
^^- ^^ ^^^ ^^^

irreverent, but succeeds best in is nothing truly likeable about him
"^'^sed the boat" so did this film

z
^»"8 repellant. to elicit our sympathy. -Jeanne Grandilli

B.S. I Love You is a bad and
blatant imitation of The Graduate.

It has stolen characters,

relationships, and even complete

I Around Town
Things being as they are, we've

decided to come back a day early
this quarter and tell you the way U
will be on the arts scene this

weekend. First off, you culturati
will find a good and reputable
classical guitarist playing in Royce
on Sunday night. .His name is

Michael Lorimer and tickets are
probably pretty scarce so scrounge
hard.

Zubie Mehta and the Phabulous
Phil t^m up with superstar pianist
Andre Watts tomorrow, Friday
and Sunday for three ace concerts
at the Music Center Pavilion. The
program includes Tchaikovsky
and begins at 8:30 p.m. on Thur-
sday and Friday and 3:00 p.m. on
Sunday. Student tickets are
possibly available, but you better
check first.

On the p)easant-level concert
menu the weekend and ensuing
week hold many golden goodies.
First off, libido-fantasy fans will
find Eric Burdon and War's visit to
El Monte Legion just what the
junkie ordered. Following hot on
the heels of that extravaganza are

Gladys Knight and the Pips, the
Chambers Brothers and Sweet-
water at the Long Beach Arena on
Sunday. This one's an interesting
lineup and one of the few occasions
that a Motown group is straying
from the safe confines of the
Motown revue or the nightclub
circuit.

Moving right along, Johnny
Winter and the rocking J. Geils
Band (plus LitUe Feat) fill SM
Civic the next night in a boss
concert for Concert Associates. It

should be next to godliness.
On Wednesday night, the Kinks,

Fanny and Jerry RiopeUe fill thJ

same slot, and we feel it necessar
to mention that before we go oil

half-cocked telling you about thl

much more important fact tha'

those same Kinks, for whom Intr

and Index have been the world
premiere champions ov^r the las

four years, will play in Our Ver
Own Pauley Pavilion a mere thre

days later for a mere $2.00 a ticke

We have modestly decided to ii

elude a picture of Kink-genius Ra
Davies somewhere in this colum'
so you can see vyhat the specie

really looks like. Boz Scaggs an
his fine S.F. band will also be a

the bill. Remember kids, and thi

is not to detract from those lir^

people at Concert Associates whi

put on all those fine concert."^ all thl

time, the Kinks are in Pauley fcjj

two bucks an ass. G«t to it! I

On the club scene, things hav^j

been interesting, what With .Johl

Mayall and bunches of other

making recent appearance
locally. Coming up are thl

following:

At the Whisky beginning tonigh-

' MMWM.M
, „.„....„

a
»««>«..... ^.,.. ,
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Design for Living

by Ivan Webster

'W 'tnWlWr-

their playing of it must have b^n lightLd^ and ^J.
"^^ ""^«'"^

wackiness gives wavtoXliri?,^ =^ . i '"^ '*"*" *""* <=»here. The
ledium, biai^e the DlavP^T. ^ ^^*^ "^"^ '>""='">' '^o'" there to

deliver nXmridiLtlZM "".'u"*
°" '°P »' '^eir lines: not

you feel as yr'm BhMf vn^ 12!"' ^^ '""'"*"'• «"<* «" evening long

Uof y:f.^re'f^l:LTroraraX rnt^^v.:.'^"^^'^
'^^ '"

do II rrt^ra'^t w^^^m-:'^Pr'^^^n Simply won,
which he moves h^nlZ.^ ZTL ^f'''

'°^*'''* '»"' fashion in

message to be^eXos th.?ir« L ^T'^^^ **^' *^ ^^'^ "^e plays
but If s^o us<>^^tz^^^:^:^:!^-^i^^^^
the tiger Coward's lii . , y^^ ^^. A ^ "^'^^ the tiger is

Whelming wit as overwhelmedr
" itrrc are nut so much over-

If false reverence is the nJ

take toward a subject, falsi

production of Design For Li^

battering-ram abandon is add
than with respect to the substa

prime instance. She is, we are

together the funny, threes!

struggling painter, and Leo, a

points out, is thicker than w
But why doesn't Miss Smi

to make herself endearing to

unexpected body moveme
herself throughout the even mi

her further off.

Similarly ,i[lobert Stephe
_He's aji alarming, powerful b

aHhis performance comes to

Leo, but he failed utterly to su

have put me on his side as a r

The play's attitude towar

however heavily) relations bet

Coward's part, a completely

thunder-drum exclamation by'

coy and smirky and boyishly

there a wink in the eye? ) not f

suggestiveness seemed de.si

establishment audience, and

embarrassed, laughing nen
This production doesn't m

Tammy Grimes and Brian He

strutting, and made it all \o<^^

More B.S.

)uring the vacation, NBC aired

made-for-TV movie called

inished. When it was
pscreened at a movie theater it

tked like a made-for-TV movie,

th all the flatness and blandness

It the label implies. Oddly

jgh, the film seemed to im-

jve when shown on the tube, at

ist so said one critic. Con-

yentional as the film appeared at
the press review, a post screening
dinner catered by Chasen's
assured that no one would be .sorrv
he came.

, The vacation also saw another
rerelease of Fantasia, which
proved that it was Walt Disney and
not Zachariah who was ahead of
his time. But if you don't go soon to
see It that's all water down the
dram, because the film will be

fc-'.vj^.

^

W'

'.

:

m
z

^><

leaving Loews. Then if you want to :
see Fantasia you might have to \
wait until it's rerereleased next :

year. •

Next Friday midnight at the |
Plaza Theater. Night of the Living I

Dead will screen for $1.50. Next i

week: Lee Marvin and Angie
Dickinson in Point Blank and after
that, H. . . Coming up: Don
Siegel's The Killers also with Lee
and Angie. If you miss any of these
violent classics, we'll punch you
out Understand?
On the brighter side of things, the

Silent Movie Theater is presenting
another Laugh Show. Tickets are
$1.00 and the theater is closed
Sundays.

The Cine-Cienega Theater's
Russian film Festival continues
with Eisenstein's Strike until
Saturday. On Sunday begins his
epic of the Russian Revolution, T«n
Days that Shook the World.
Now at the Los FeUz Theater is

Bunuel's latest, Tristana, which
was the subject of one of the Intro
section's many fine reviews last

quarter.
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ire the J Geils Band and Dreams;
the former are reportedly a
mockout while the latter feature
landy Brecker, formerly of B, S
indT.

At the Troubadour, Melanie
lakes her first local appearance

7

Stevens; it may already be too late
on that one.

P.J. 's features the Isley Brothers
in their first local appearance in
some time. The Isleys have been
around making good soul music for
a long time; check them out.

and Sonny are two of the staples of j

blues. Coming 'in next week is I

young bluesman John Hammond, •

who after seven years of scuffling, :

may finally be on his proverbial :

way. •

Always the unusual - Priced Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY
1 1984 Wilshire Blvd.. W. LA. EX4-7922

J

At the Ice House in Pasadena
j

through the weekend, Maffitt and :

Davies. Coming next week, the :

Dillards. At the good ol' Beach :

House in Venice, the Flying :

Burrito Brothers, who have a new \

album due by June on A&M.

The Bitter End West, to con- :

elude, has thankfully survived the :

ordeal and has resurfaced as one of
j

the most ambitious places in town. =

Their fare is esoteric music, :

drama and good environment. :

They are, strangely enough, in the ;

same place they've been for the :

last several months. Take a look \

some night. :

AESTAURANT
i » A.)

I
, , «M. * w^**- V -^y^

Open 7 Days

U AM to 2 AMBetween Barrington- and Bundy

11813 Wilshire Blvd GR8 0t23

since her ascendance to the raim ui

jStar. It should be crowded so phone
tor reservations. Next week. Cat

ine Asn Grove features Brownie
McGee and Sonny Terry through
this weekend (see photo). Brownie

Look out for the following free :

concerts at Janss Steps next week: •

Earth. Wind and Fire and Bones,
j

Powertothepeoplerighton ! !

!

|

-"'"^
...

kind of deft, light understatem

tfving fails to achieve Withou

-t\

jying and deadening attitude one can
-^erence isn't much better. In this
le players are the thing, and their
nore with respect to their audience
the play. Maggie Smith's Gilda is the
to believe, the giddy glue that holds
>artnership she has with Otto, a
^ssful playwright. And glue, the play

le play point this out? Why the strain
^ that daffy nasality and those jerky,
twists, bends, even at times hugs,

[s doesn't bring Gilda closer, it-puts

'Otto in lovable, shaggy dog fashion.Ma three-act shaggy dog story is
[sympathized with Denholm EUiot as
^ny of the fight in the man that might

hpUed (and they are on)y implied,
^0 and Otto is a sniggering tactic on

roH
^^^*^ ^ exploited with

wh ^K°"
Stephens and Elliot play it

^"ich is to say, for real and yet (is
wnich is to say - dishonestly. Their

r^^y to titillate a shockable LA.
L \^"^ everyone was thoroughly

,
^ sighing with bewilderment.

Th
^^

u*^
''^^"^ Private Live<with

"ey,threw awi^v ilnf**^ -"^ v*^'^* "^
K»y as fli

ICou/n A •
-feilj^il^ doii. iiiai

Wh w
'^ P'^'

'
" ^y ^»^t DesignFor

^^ardbecom. abore.
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England's Humblebums a Pop and Folk Fusion
i

1

<=^

Let me introduce you to an exceptional pair of pop/folk

singers who call themselves the Humblebums. They're

from Scotland, and despite the fact that they've released

two extraordinary albums, Tlie Humblebums (Liberty LST-

7636) and Open the^t)oor (LST 7656), they are virtually

unknown in the States. ^

Gerry Rafferty paid his dues playing bass in countless

rock groups and brings a pop and folk flavoring to the duo's

sound. He sings in a thin, nasal stream and sounds like his

jockey shorts are too tight. His counterpart, Billy Connolly,

holds the distinction of naming the group and is rooted in

country blues and folk. He possesses the voice of a Scottish

leprechaun who has been out to sea after a stint with the

Irish Rovers.

^ The Humblebums' melodies are a pure delight, as are

their pleasant strawberry harmonies. Like many other of

the more successful fokies, the Bums are very lyrical and
offer many clever and humorous tales. "My Apartment" is

about a naive "son of a religious man" who darts ffom a
girl's advances only to be propositioned by a homosexual
war hero. "Let me go home, back to my apartment," he
says. Or savor if you will "Everybody Knows That" : "Zsa
Zsa Gabor is the world's greatest actress/And the sex star

of the fifties got her first break on a mattress/But
everybody knows that." But what will happen tomorrow,
the song asks — nobody knows that. Billy and Gerry write

about what ever comes into their individual minds, whether
- it be about odd characters, real or imagined, or sentimental
trips into nostalgia. **'-'

The boys are derivative and delve into many styles
which only adds to the variety and enhances the listenable

experience; "Patrick" is an alluring Scottish folk ditty,

"Crusin' " a lazy blues complete with shde guitar, and "Joe
Dempsey" a blue grasser which reminds one of the stan-
dard "Combread and 'Lasses (Sassafrass Tea)." There's
more too. The fun "Silk Pyjamas" has a 1920's feel and
starts off with some "Bonnie and Clyde" piano quickly

followed by a kazoo: "When you think I'm with the floozy

mamas/I'm lying home, baby, in my silk pyjamas." Also of

note is the Oitark drinking song "Good-Bye-Ee!" and the

bossa nova shuffle.

The Humblebums also benefit from fine orchestral

arrangements, and occasiohal help from a tinkling fifties

piano and a jigging fiddle. Open the Door is the most recent

release of the two and reveals a slight improvement in

instrument selection and arranging.

These guys possess many of the same attributes as your
current favorites, Emitt Rhodes and Cat Stevens, and quite
clearly are too good to go unnoticed. It will do you well to

pick up on their albums, or if you're unsure, why don't you
call your nearest radio station and maybe they'll help you.

—Harold Bronson

,fcS¥^;

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR
Mon. Sat.: 10:00 A.M. thru 3 30 PM -Sundays 10 30 AM thru 3 30 PM.
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is protest

is love

is rebellion

is the

(Slctofilie
Heart"

"Miss Bujold's performance

is superlative in this film

>y of love and tragedy!"
- LADIES HOME JOURNAL

Genevieve

Bujold

Donald

Sutherland
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EXCLUSIVE ENOAGCMENT

NOW PLAYING!

A LAEMMLE THEATRE

t04S MOXTON AVC

WISrwOOO VIIU6E
272-0501 • 4774»59

Mon. thru Fri. 6:30 • 8:15 • 10:15 PM
Sat. Sun. 2:30 • 4:15 • 6:20 • 8:20 • 10:20 PM

Summer School

Vor those of you who don
give up one for the other.
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There are 2 six week seaaiona at B^rk^lev IT r t a ^. * t^ „.sessions of various lengths at Irvine Riv^t^f^t^c Sv ^- ^^ Davis. And

and SanU Cruz. *
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Santa Barbara D Santa Cruz D U.C.L.A.
I am a D student, D teacher at:
I am interested in these courses:

D San Diego

When all hell broke loose at Berkeley In 1964,
Max Heirich, graduate student, was there to

'

record jt. His txwk—based on taped recordings
made at the time, confidential memoranda,
student surveys, and private documents from
all sides—vividly reconstructs the dramatic
exchanges of the conflict^t preserits not on|y_
an absorbing andTmmediate account of The
Free Speecn Movement, the first such
upheaval, but gives unique perspective on
collective actions by large groups of every sort.

Illustrated with photographs. $6.95

Name
Add

City/State/Zip

*
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HE BEGIN
fcKKfcLEY 1964

ax Heirich
Available at vntir local bogkstore

"COlu/VlBiA UNIVERSITY PRESS
N^w York. New York 10025
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b training Credulity: 'Andromeda
The Andromeda Strain, adapted

from Michael Crichton's best-

seller, is an intriguing and
suspenseful piece of science fic-

tion. However, unlike 2001, the last

extra-terrestrial smash, it is

disappointing in its lack of

imaginative tion. There is

now. and since the whole thing is
kept top secret the suspicion
naturally occurs that maybe
somewhere it is happening. A film
that affects one so personally
cannot help but be emotionally
gripping, if only in a superficial
way. i

nothing m the Andromeda Sttain

which you couldn't have seen on
the late, lamented series, Star-

Trek. Together with its 'G' rating,

sponsor-getting suspense, and
banal presentation, the An-
dromeda Strain is a sure bet for its

television debut within 2-3 years.
The Andromeda Strain is the

code name for a lethal life form
brought back to earth from space.

It has already ravaged one town,
and it must, at all costs, be
prevented from spreading into the
atmosphere. An uncomfortable
feeling of re,ality is imparted by the
careful documentation of the film's

five day time span — especially as
it is dated February, 1971. One
really feels as if it were happening

Most of the suspense and most of
the film centers on the attempts of
four doctors to isolate, idenUfy and
control the unearthly pathogen.
Regrettably, the four doctors are
very much type-cast. Arthur Hill
as Dr. Jeremy Stone is a male
Katie Winters: cool, calm, un-
flappable, and passionately
devoted to rules and proper
procedure. David Wayne as Dr.
Charles Dutton is your basic,
sympathetic human: cautious,
vulnerable and a bonafide grand-
father. At one point his life is

gravely imperiled and the stoic Dr.
Stone says, '*Look at him. The poor
devil is scared to death." We then
cut to Dr. Dutton who is quaking
and gasping most pathetically.

Jeanne Grandilli
James Olson as Dr Mark Hall is
your abrupt, no-nonsense, angry
young man He makes a hobby of
not smiling and gets the hots for a
computer with a sexy voice. Kate
Reid as Dr Ruth Levitt is your
traditional female scientist
sardonic, be-spectacled. dumpy
and sexless. A self-styled radical
she says things like, "The
establishment conna go booip"
which is not only bad grammar,
but gratuitous as well. For added
human interest the script calls for
a lot of friction between doctors
Hall and Levitt. When things reach
-kindling temperature there is a life
and death confrontation from
which the two antagonists emerge
the best of friends. Naturally. It
happens, in movies all the time.
The thing which bothers me most

about the Andromeda Strain is its

obvious and unseemly attempt to
be politically and socially relevant.
It is unnecessary and annoying in a
work of science fiction to feature
middle-aged characters discussing
the state of the establishment.
Neither was it called for in one
sequence to caricature the
president's spokesman as a hare-
brained idiot. It all struck me as
being a trifle too ingratiating.
The film gets off to a rather

deceptive start In an opening
sequence a man is searching
through the wreckage of th€
destroyed town when we hear him
babble hysterically about
something white — a false tactic

which leads one to conjure up
visions of albino martians which
are never deUvered. The monster
mood is quickly replaced by a
clinical one;

The doctors are taken to a tan-
tastic, subterranean structure
called Wildfire, and the plot— ^.,

.\^''V^ Ant

development Dr Hall's nail-biting

ordeal to prevent detonation milks
the last drop of suspense, but is

ultimately farcical During the last

ten seconds, the suspense ceases to

be an integral part of the drama,
and becomes an obvious and
contrived attempt to draw sweat.
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SEE WriAT A DIFFERENCE OUR WAY MAKES.
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A MAJOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

WESTWOOD VILLAGE ^"*

Kirkeby Center, 10883 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 477-3001

ASSETS $475,810,000- i CAPITAL FUNDS $33 823.000- Ci HOLDING COMPANY fITY NATIONAL CORPORATION
rj SUBSIDIARIES: CITInATiOKiAL BANCOnPOnAMUN. CNH MORTGAGP CORPORATION f! ^PriLIATg'

CITINATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRUST
'Aa ol 0«€*ait>«f 31. 1t70

Member F.D.I. C.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, CALL 465-1234 ANYTIME.

Member Fertpraf Re-serve System

thickens as w« kiarn it is set to self-

destruct in five minutes should it

become contaminated by the
Andromeda Strain. Upon his
arrival there Dr. Hall is given a
large red key. which invests him
with the Awesome power to prevent
detonation — should the occasion
arise From the way he keeps
clutching at that key you just know
he's going to have to use it. When
contamination does occur it

happens incidentally — we don't
know what happened; we're just
told that it did. Considerable
dramatic impact is lost by failure
to focus on this most crucial

Ihe audience laughs more
amusement than relief.

in

- f-rsrm.^
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The ending is nifty, but after
building one up to a crescendo of

suspense it is altogether anti-

climatic and unsatisfying. It seems
to be Ihe expedient vogue among
film-makers to simply snip one's
film after 120 minutes and call it an
ending This practice is justified by
the profound and unsettling effect
it has on the audience Maybe so,

but it also creates an impression of

incompleteness. A good ending
should resolve its loose ends and be
pmotionally satisfying

FnilP COOPERATIVErVUn STUDENT-RUN PROGRAMS

SUMMER ON KIBBUTZ
Work, life, seminar -an unparalled opportunity
to experiment for those conskiering kibbutz as
a new way of life. Includes work with Americans
about to start a new kibbutz. June 22 to
August 24. $665.

ARCHAEOLOGY AND SOCIAL
PROBLEMS
Juxtaposition of ancient Israel and the problems
Of a modern society; double program includes
fully accredited classroom work at Tel Aviv
University, time on an actual "dig", and a
traveling seminar on social problems in modern
Israel. 6 credits, June 23 to August 30. $799

SPRING SEMESTER IN
JERUSALEM

•a**-

JUNIOR YEAR IN JERUSALEM
itudy in fully accredited classes at Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. No Hebrew required;
semester program begins in February and
includes special interests summer work; year
program begins with summer of Hebrew study

for applications and information:

HAMAGSHIf ** STUDENT''*'
ZIONIST IFNT

'fc?-

- - -
•
*' ** » •. ^^.. ^w.w^, 11 I luui 1 i^i^ib/:) I } 54

Summer programs in cooperation with
American Zionixt Youth founrf^fio"
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More Records: Bethlehem Asylum

The album was recorded at a

studio in Macon, Georgia by a five-

man group, employing various

woodwinds and reeds, but Com mil

Yourself (Ampex A-10106) is still

about as ho-hum as a record can

get. This is little more than a bunch

of friends getting together to put

out an album ; only one song seems

to have any artistic polish at all.

Most of the time on this album is

spent on jams, riffs repeated to

allow individual members time to

solo and attempt to develop
something. But picking a pattern to

use usually means picking a

pattern easy to remember and
follow, and therefore one that will

not tax the solo abilities of those

players with limited expertise. If

the jam is extended over four

minutes, the boredom starts to set

in. Try to imagine "Light My Fire"

in a twenty minute version. The
two chord alternation eventually

becomes oppressive and confining,

leaving no more territory to ex-

plore. Such is the case hejre.

Although Bethlehem Asylum in-

clude seldom-heard instruments

(alto flute and soprano sax) there

is nowhere to go in the

claustrophobic musical fabric, and

unfortunately the repetitions go on

for six and a half to ten minutes.

Making it all the worse, the

drummer and bassist are usually

content to accent every beat of a

four beat measure, providing an

extremely clunky rhythm. Pile on

top of this some of the lamest piano

and guitar solos (the sax and flute

solos are more tolerable) ever

recorded and you get the entire

depressing idea.

Just to mention some points of

interest — On "Sea Rider" the

group makes an obvious attempt to

duplicate the Zappa Hot Rats

sound, and they succeed for a few

measures, even eventually

resortmg to the standard drunken

rendering of 'You Oughta Be in

Pictures" that the Mothers

dragged out for a cut on the

Weasels album. It's good for a

cheapo laugh.

There is, however, one small

gem, the album's shortest song,

"Talkin' Bout Love," which,

althoygh a copy of Chicago,

provides 2:05 of bouncy, happy

music with a pleasant lead vocal

and harmonies in the right places.

If anything is to be salvaged from

the general disaster, "Talkin'

Bout Love" might make a fine

single, but there isn't anything to

back it with.

In the end, the most memorable
thing about the album is that the

group pianist's name is Rot>ert

Christian Gandhi, a name which

has more class than anything the

band plays.

—Mark Leviton

PSAEswoman atUCIA

ItimesadsqK
That's hibw many Times PSA
connects Los Angeles with.

San Francisco. Ss^n

Diego, San Jose

Oakland, and Sac-

ramento. With lowest air fares.

Meet your campus rep halfway.

Or your travel agent

^^'PSA

j^JJ^^Nesyou

ANNALEE McDONOUGH / 475-5060

Louis Benson

Drummer Louie Bellson and his

ebullient 19-man orchestra,

featured weekly on ABC-TV's
Fearl Bailey Show, will appear in

two concerts Sunday, April 4, at

5:30 and 8:45 p.m. at Bemie
Man'aker^s, Lido Manor, 12229

Ventura Boulevard, a half-block

west of Laurel Canyon Blvd., in

exotic .StiiHinrity , , . :

Sunday's double-header,,
presented by Big Band Concerts ,1*,

Inc., will mark the first local

concert dates for the Bellson or-

chestra since they, drew record-^
breaking, tumaway crowds last

summer at the Pilgrimage Theater
jazz concerts.

Youthful followers of the Bellson

aggregation will have their own
special Und6r-21 section at the

Shawn Phillips, a young
musician from Texas and former

back-up musician for Donovan, has

quite a lot going for him. He is

excellent on guitar and sitar,

writes all of his own material, and

has an interestingly different

voice. Unfortunately, in spite of all

these assets, he hasn't managed to

employ these qualities to create a

cohesive blend of sound. His first

album, Contribution _(A & M
SP4241) was a pretentious effort, a

hodge podge of ideas and plans

resulting in a disappointing debut

record. His newest release, Second

Contribution (A & M SP4282) is a

great improvement over Con-

tribution, but it, too, is a disap-

pointment.

Phillips' songs concentrate on

his awn personal experiences,

feelings,^ and influences. Most of

the time, the songs are too per-

sonal, and leave the listener

wondering just what is happening.

The sorrow and happiness
reflected in songs based on per-

sonal experiences are important

statements by artists, but these

son^S must have some universal

quality in which others can iden-

tify. Phillips, with an emphasis on

truth and-4^ealism, has alienated

everyone else from sharing or

caring about what he has felt.

Another major failure in Phillips*^

songs is the lack of diversity in

melody. Second Contribution
follows the new trend in albums in

concerts with reduced prices for

both admission and s(kt drinks.

Reservations and further in-

formation are available at 769-7445

and 766-5200.

which there are no separations

between tracks. This is usually

fine, as a few seconds of silence are

not needed to differentiate between
songs in most albums. In Phillips'

case, this separation is needed,

because all of his melodies seem to

flow into one another, resulting in

one continuous, monotonous
melody.

There are moments in this album
that should not be missed. The last

cuts on Side 1 and Side 2 are simply
masterpieces — two songs which
do manage to bring everything

together Phillips has to offer. The
song on Side 1 is entitled 'The
Ballad of Casey Diess." It has a

lyrical melody and lyrics which tell

the story of a young man. It is

simple, alrect, and universal. The

^ id* !^«. - <w tfi i
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other song is called
*

'Steel EyesT^a
beautiful song about a girl who has
to say goodbye, (the influence of

Joni Mitchell is clear) There are
incredible guitar passages tied

together with the lyrics, which are
combined with a very effective

technique composed of long pauses
throughout the song.

If Shawn Phillips is capable of

creating' two good songs, he ob-

viously has the talent and the gift

for writing many more. Second
Contribution cannot be said to be a

successful album if the other nine

songs do not come across. One can
only hope that perhaps given a

little time and effort, Phillips'

'third contribution" may be the

one to establish him as a major
talent.

—Marsha Necheles

*Hot<T^ts!

MEN'S

EXCLUSIVE 8l HI STYLO).

CLOTHING & FURNISHINGS

IIIWI6 h eo!
OF WESTWOOD

1091 Broxton Ave.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

BANKAMERICARD 473-6088 MASTER CHARGE
'^ II •""!? O: ii"""^ Hi w-^.
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BEAUTIFUL
CALFSKIN SUEDE
Chocolate Brown or Beige

Order now for early Spring Delivery

Name.

Address.
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QO
Includes Postage

I C >ty. State. iTip:

SIZE 5 D 7 9n 11 13 bROWN Q BEIGE QSend check or Money Order to:

MQRQAN SUEDES. 1808 U a.on St.. San Francisco. CA.94123
MULTI COLORED SWEATERS
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WE'VE DONE SOMETHING
*

Expanded Legal Aid Service
Speakers Program-Best Ever
Helpline ,

Tutorial Project

Saved Regent's Matching Funds — -

Direct Assitance Facility

Expanded Administrative Internship Progra
Proposed Amendment to Regent's Standing Ord
Student Lobbiests

,

• - >4

Student Fund
Supported Child Care Center
E_§tablished Regent's Visits to UCLA —
Supported Women's Center
More Library Hours

m
ers

r

"«r

-**
V.JN

THERE'S MORE TO BE DONE..
Reform Tenure

Student Union Expansion -.

Improved Teaching — Curriculum Reform
Westv/ood Master RIan

V

More Input of Financial Aids
•^-Jtm^

WITH YOUR HELP..:
Much has been done. Your help is needed to expand student

influence, in the university. With your help the Zentners and the

Grahams wouldn't be fired . . . student monies wouldn't be squan-

dered on needless capitol outlay . ^^ the faculty will fulfull its teach-

ing responsibilities ; . . the system will respond . . . you can be-

come responsible for the use'of your funds.

Please, call 825-2639 or stop by Kerckhoff Hall 304 if you

want to help^ogether we can do something.
'

I '

Sponsored by the Student Legislative Council

' ( ; . ;;; ; .T'

,*m
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Swedish soprano Birgit Nilsson in concert here
r*

By Ivan Gerson

DB Staff Writer

Dramatic soprano Birgit Nilsson

will hold a rare song recital at 8:30

p.m. today in Royce Hall. General

admission tickets are available at

$6.50.

The arias will include "Dich

theure Halle" from Wagner's
"Tannhaeuser," "Suicido" frpm
Ponchielli's "La Gioconda," "Vissi

d'Arte" from Puccini's Tosca"
and "Pace, pace mio Dio" from
Verdi's "La Forza del Destino '.

Miss Nilsson will sing three

Wesendonck Lieder, "In

Treibhaus." "Traeume," and
"Schmerzen", along with three

lieder by Strauss, "Morgen",
"Wiegenlied", and "Zueignung."

Rounding out the concert will be

six Scandinavian songs sung by

Miss Nilsson, who, in her native

Sweden, carries the honorary title

"Hovsangerska." The songs are

"Svarta roser," Demanton pan

marssnon" and and "Var del en

drem " by Sibelius and **0g jog vil

ha mig en hjaertenskjaer,"- "En
Svane " and "En Drem " by Grieg.

Marta Birgit Nilsson was bom at

West Karup, Sweden. "They tell

me that I sang before I could

walk," she said. "I spoke and sang
very early in life. I even sang in my
dreams."

When she was five she sang at a

Christmas concert in school, ac-

companying herself on the organ

while her mother worked the

pedals which Birgit could not

reach. _
in spite of the child's obvious

vocal talent, her father adamantly
opposed Birgit's taking up a

musical career. "He needed a son

to take over the farm," she ex-

plained.

scholarships, too. When I went
home in the summer to work on the

farm, sometimes I would be down
to my last pennies. But I was
proud. I never would ask them for

money."
In 1946 Birgit Nilsson took ad-

vantage of an unexpected chance

to sing the role of Agathe in "Der
Freischutz" at Stockholm's Royal
Opera House. She learned the role

in three days, and so impressed

rPald Advciite«n«iil)iqH

INCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesher & Cook

SERVICE

$gop

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fast Professional Service
1 101 Goyl^y Ave. Westwood Village 886-7475

.
By Appointment Only 473-8127

,»

Westwood Village Jewelers

Special sale on Lloyd Watches 17 jewels, incabloc.

Swiss out. calendar, waterproof, $29.95

15% OFF ON ALL REPAIRS
(with this coupon)

1 136 Westwood Blvd. GR3 3087

Across fronn Richfield Station

WINSTEAD CAMERA
10897 W. Pico Blvd. W.L.A.

20"/o DISCOUNT

TO ALL STUDENTS
V^STUDtNT CARD

r*

We Can Speciaf Order Anything Photographic

475-1424 Mr. Graham. Mgr.

"It's a very ola larm, myseu
being the seventh generation on it.

Although my parents weren't poor,

I had to do everything, being the

only child: I worked at the farm
chores, but at every opportunity
she sang."

When Miss Nilsson was fifteen,

she went to Baastad to audition for

the choir master there. Predicting
that she would become a great
singer, he urged her to go to

Stockholm for intensive study.

In Stockholm, she was selected
to study at the RoyahAcaderay of

Music, a training ground for world-
famous opera singers. There she
received the Christine Nilsson
Scholarship, named in honor of the
great nineteenth century soprano
(no relation).

After the first year her funds ran
out and Miss Nilsson was forced to
support herself. "I sang at wed-
dings and funerals, in choirs and
played small roles in films; I had

SP

Is your contribution to mankind
being swept up on the 7:30 run?

^

oiiiciais mat eventually she was
awardecl a contract. In 1947 she
made her formal debut at the
Royal Opera House as Lady
Macbeth in Verdi's ''Macbeth,"
singing under the baton of Fritz

Busch. Miss Nilsson has remained
on the roster of the Royal Opera
House ever since then, and in 1954

she received the above mentioned
title of Hovsangerska.
Outside Sweden, Birgit Nilsson

received her first major
engagement at the Glyndebourne
Festival near London, on June 20,
1951, as Electra in Mozart's
'Idomeneo". Early in 1954 she
made her debut at the Vienna State
Opera and she has since appeared
there regularly in all her famous
roles. 1954 was also the year of her
Bayreuth Festival debut, singing
the role of Elsa in "Lohengrin", a
debut she has followed there with
many other performances as
Isolde and Brunnhilde.
Her La Scala debut occurred

when she opened the 1958-59 season
as "Turandot", making her an
overnight sensation in Italy, and
resulting in becoming a permanent
star of La Scala and a guest star in
other Italian opera houses.
Miss Nilsson's career is not only

f

a chronicle of international
triumphs but also contains a
healthy portion of operatic
mishaps, and because she so often
performs in the Wagnerian
repertoire, those mishaps have on
occasion taken on proportions of

heroic mishaps. -

f-

In Florence, a deep intake of^
breath during "Walkuere" caused
the zipper of her costume to rip

with a carefree abandon. During
another performance of the same
opera, an untried chemical used
for creating the stage-effect of

smoke in the last act sent her to

bed for five days with a nasal
membrane infection.

A stage director once had the
idea of using huge fans to create
the illusion of salty sea air in

"Tristan." The fans merely stuffed

the stage dust down Nilsson's

throat, leaving "Wfer cursing, not

Tristan, but the'director.

When Nilsson sang her first

"Salome" in Stockholm, her
doctors had advised her against

doing the Dance-of-the-Seven-
Veils, due to her having been ill

prior to the performance. The
stage director devised a dance in

which several ballerinas would
dance around her while she was
standing fairly motionless. But the

Corps de Ballet of the Stockholm
Royal Opera went on strike and for

a subSfeqifent performance the

curtain was lowered during this

famous dance. This, of course,

seemed rather ludicrous to Miss
Nilsson.

She went home, choreographed
her o\yn dance and advised the

manager of the opera company
that for the following performance
she would consent to do the dance
herself, provided the lights on
stage were low enough that the

audience would have to strain tjieir

eyes to see what she was doing. "It

went encouragingly," she noted,

"and at each following per-

formance of the opera the lights

got brighter and brighter, — in

close parallel to the growth of my
confidence. Whenever I do the

dance today, the lights are working
full force." ' -

"After a dress rehearsal," she
said, "the management of a

production of Tristan and Isolde

decided to change the color of my
first act costume and sprayed it

green. It was a nice color indeed. I

jumped into my costume in the last

minute and discovered that the

nice new color made me green all

over."

(Coniiniicd en Pai^e 32)
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^ corry COM (199.00 v«»)

Is your only mark on the world the
amount of garbage you put into it? Or are
you as concerned with the environment
as we are.

We publish Clear Creek. A positive
magazine about the environment, telling
precisely the way things are and what you
can do about it.

'^atures mclude articles by
" '^"'ucre and concerned scientists

an organic cooking and gardening section- as well as a children's page.

Get Clear Creek at a newsstand now.
50^ a copy, $5.00 a year. For subscrip-
tions, write: Clear Creek, 617 Mission
Street, San Francisco, California 94105.

We've no illusions about saving the
world singlehandedly, but maybe if we all

get together. .

.

f';a/9'-^il
# ,_^

Our roiuUry. Ignore it and it wiU HO awavi
I

-m CORONA 250 ($260 00 V-)

^DLER PORTABLE
)LYMPIA PORTABLE

189"
49.88

59.88

' '^r;r^-^tC: FACTORY REBUILT

/ICTOR ELEC. ADDER
COMMODORE ELEC. ADDER CR
^AULTIPIIFRS TIMFS, EQUA
n rcTDT'>i?r r a t c a \ ajors

/ ""^ "T /"-v /^ /"V

67.88

69 88

BANK ''**"^'

AMERK ARD 1 GAYLEY AVE

Visitor's Center:

hospitality, warmthi
By Susie HaUgo
I>B SUff Repwter *>

Where do you go when you are with your parents and new on camous*^
Where do you go if you don't know where you are or where you",^7o^7
You can go to the V^,tors Center, Murphy Hall 1215. provided yi^
find Murphy m the first place. ^ ^^ yuu can

"The purpose of the center is to provide hospitality and warmth tn
visitors. UCLA is such an overwhelming place whenonK crrS^h^tiWe try to calm down and welcome the visitors " M^hTw ,

foreign visitors, said.
'"^' ^^"^ "f^ngX^y. guide to

Most students on campus are unaware of the center although ««. !
proximately 500 foreign and domestic visitors annually tak^ advance Sf
its services. Visitors range from senior citizens to ambassadors to faci^tv

*

wives to scienUste. U.S. Ambassador to Fpnce Charles Lucet was
escorted around the campus in October.

The center provides a reception area for visitors, where visitors are
met welcomed and assisted. This includes assisUng students and thei^
families with campus orientation. Mrs. Wrigley, along with Yolanda
Gonzalez, who handles domestic visitors, escort and provide limmal
interpretation for large and small groups.

Escort
They also escort touring groups and University guests through the

Japanese Gardens. Reservations for the public to view the Gardens are
made through the center. Literature and information on campus events
concerts, exhibits, lectures, recreation areas available to the oublic'
along with city information, maps and assistance with hotel reservation^
and transportation are also provided there.

"The center here is well-known throughout the world Not manv
universities hafve visitors centers. The center does a terrific job of selling
the Umversity to both foreign and domestic visitors. It is unique in what it
does, and there is a tremendous need for it," Louise Bosshard, overall
supervisor for the center, said.

Campus tours are given every Tuesday, starting at 1 p m in the
Schoenberg lobby. On the first Tuesday of each month the tour covers
most of the campus, with emphasis on north campus. These walking tours
of campus usually last one and one-half hoifrs.

The Visitors Center is open from 8 a.m-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday. (It is closed from noon-1 p.m. daily.)
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Cornwell of Westwood
N«iddoor to AAcDonald't

Sprir^g Sale Specials

Suitt 39.00 -^ up
^ L«vis 3.99

distinctive leatherwear

& outdoor fashions

1 124 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood Village

Los Angeles 24, Calif.

GR8-4787

FINE MEN'S WEAR
TAILORS SINCE 1927

discounts for students 20%

NUMBER 1 CL

Olympic poster contest deadline nears
mm*-

The 1972 Olympics Committee is sponsoring a poster competition for
African Artists to design an Olympic poster. The deadline for all ap-
plications is Monday.

For further information broclmres, and applications for contest
entry, those interested should contact the African Studies Center Bunche
Hall 10244, or call X53860.

SIUbENTDISCtOliNT

ONE HOUR SERVICE
(no extra charge)

DRAPERIES - KNIT BLOCKING
ALTERATIONS - COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE

1126 WESTWOOD BIVD.
(1 Block North o«|£erl»by BIdg.)

(betwaen Kirli Drugs and th* BroHkellar)
'

NUMBER 1 CLEANERS

>'«^

478-6310
""^"rVATUSS

V.ESTWOOD
•^ PLANT ON PREMIS.ES i^lLLAGE

n 0/
f^c^f to McDonald's

STUDENT DISCOUNT

ATTENTION!

!

ATTENTION! !

Black Students Black STudents

Black Staff

Want to learn how to write proposals ?

Get information on jobs?

Know where the scholarships are?

Do you know where to get fellowships?

Do you know about the Center's Charter Flight

to'Africa?

GET ON THE CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN

STUDIES MAILING LIST

£ROPOSAUA«mNG TRAINING CLASS - CED
146 Starts Tuesday, April 6th at 2:00 pm „in

Campbell Hall 31 1 1 . This 4 unit course is taught

by Leroy Higginbotham.

Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor- Limit

15 students.

ATTENTION! BLACK STUDENTS & STAFF
; ..i i(

The UCLA Center for Afro American Studies Is compiling a mailing list of Black students and staff at
UCLA. We want to mall Information to Black students and staff regarding various Center programs,
job opportunities, sct>olarstiips and fellowstiips, and various ottier resources of interest to tt>e UCLA
Black community. If you would like to t>e "privy" to current t^ppenings In tt>e Center, please fill out
ttie form below and bring (or mall) It to tt>e Center's offices In Campbell Hall 3720 or to ttie Nommo
Office, Kerkctioff Hall 114.

Wfint to learn more about your African i

heritr^qe? HINT: Then participate in i

Name Student( ) Staff ( )

Home Address

A » \^ r^ at UCLA. Volunteers!

P»^ "i ij pf^if Henderson at xd/^uo i

I

1

f

Campus Address

Year in School

Phone

Ma|or

^^ Juanifcs S' iohnx 5^^79.
Thank you so much for participating in this effort to Identify Black students and staff interested in

Center activities.

ivn> in;(vi ,t|iia ws*. ^m =*>ii-i ^mi' 7-'',:' Tf^r w^^ a«ei i5^: ^^\ '=>-s,s

I f

J
^^-.
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Class in mk
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8:30 PM
TO

lOOPM

Cofe

IFOLKDANCING i,OPEN NIGHTl

DANSSA
Israeli- Greak-Battian-lnlemaHonal

GREEK NIGHT WEDNESDAY 7:30 PM

1 1 533 W. Pico
CALL
OANI OASSA 838-6605

IHE NEW DIUFT UW; II MKNUIIL FOR

UWYERS UNO COUNSELORS (6lh

EfllII0N197II -
Proving medical, psychTatric disabiTlties; conscientious objection;

sample forms, defending criminal charges; denials of due pro-

cess; discharges from service; case digests; referral directory.

Ann Pagan Ginger, editor. 300 large pp.

National Lawyers Guild, Box 673a, BeHieley 94701.

$6.18 ($7.68 airmail)

A course in counseling minority group members
is being offered in this quarter as a 4 unit psychology

class (Psychology 409) for both undergraduate and
graduate credit on a Pass/Fail t>asis. Approximately

20 students from the course will begin doing minority

peer counseling in the fall quarter under a work-

study grant.

"Such a program is vitally needed/' said Dr.

Robert Bems, a Student Health Service psychiatrist,

'^because some minority students from ghetto areas

feel more comfortable with their peers than with
white professionals.

^~~

"Very few minority students come to the Student
Health Psychiatry clinic, in spite of the fact that

some of these students often have more difficult

adjustments to make to university life than do other

students.'*

Dr. Harry Ingham, head of the Student Health
Psychiatry clinic, agreed: **We feel that minority
students would feel freer in discussing their

problems with a counselor close to his age and of the
same ethnic background."

The program is being organized under the
supervision of the Student Health Service Psychiatry
clinic with the cooperation of the four ethnic studies
centers.

Harry Kitano and Alan Nishio of the Asian-
American Studies Center, Ray Castro from the
Chicano Cultural Center, Tony Perley of the
American Indian Culture Center, and Leroy
Higginbotham of the Black Studies Center have
participated in the planning and organizing of the
pi^ogram.

(Continued on Page 31)

Graduation speaker

applications available
Applications are now

available for the undergraduate
student speaker at com-
mencement. All interested
undergraduates who are
receiving their degrees in June
can pick up an application in

Kerckhoff. Hall 304.

tE3)eCtnber|Box

Fine Pipes and Toboccos
1134 Westwood Blvd.

Ph. 479-3800

WESTWOOD SHOP

JUST ARRIVED --2000 PIPES!i- »V»»-.'»1

S?^
o^

\.\^

3 for $1195,,., 50 vdu«)

^

20% RaductioM on all Famous Sarling Pipot .

COMPLETE LINE Of PIPE ACCESSOtlES. CIGA«S 4 UOHTas
Come In And Hove A Pipeful of Our Exofic Tinderbox

Tobocco Blends Free!

m«unv< le: im-ftt yt-tî tirtmrnym

BE PROUD
of your ancestry! Display an historical

coat-crf-arms print. Full color, authentic.
beautiful, decorotive. Use as poster or
frame! 16" x 20" Arms of Royal FrOnce,
RoyaJ Britain; Imperial Germany;
Oarist Russio. Royal Spain - 18" x
24" Perprint$l.25Add25<forrT>aiJing
per order.

Royal Heraldry. 06 P.O. Boat 1961
St. Louis, Md. 631 18

Poll sci offers special -

classes , honor proseminars
The Political Science department will offer eight special studies

classes and ten honor proseminars this quarter.

Special Studies Courses
P.S. 119: ''Woody Guthrie and Social Change" by Prof. Wolfenstein;

permission of instructor necessary to enroU. Will meet from 6:30-9:30
p.m. Tuesdays in Bunche Hall 3153.

P.S. 139/1 : "Soviet American Relations and the Future— An Era of
.Negotiation or ConfronUtion?" by Prof. Spiegel; hmit 20 students. Will
meet from 10 a.m.-noon Tuesdays and Thursdays in Bunche Hall 4355.

P.S. 139/2: ''Modem (Conference) Diplomacy" by Prof. Means.
Will meet from 11 a.m.-l p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays in Bunche Hall
4355.

P.S. 149/1: "Politics hi the Post Industrial Society" by Prof.
Halpem; limit 20 seniors. Will meet from 2-5 p.m. Mondays and Wed-
nesdays in Bunche Hall 4355.

P.S. 149/2: "Emphical Research hi Political Ophiion and Vothig
Behavior" by Prof. Hensler; prerequisite P.S. 141. Will meet from 11
a.m. -12: 15 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in Bunche MaU 3165.

P.S. 149/3; - "*PoUtlcs of Repression" by Prof. Scoble. Will meet from
7-10 p.m. Mondays in Bunche Hall 4269.

PS. 169/1
: "Government and Politics of Brazil" by Prof. Kaufman.

Will meet from 11 a.m.-l p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays in Bunche Hall
1265. V

P.S. 169/2: "Comparative Studies in Communist Politics" by Prof.
Kolkowicz. Will meet from 2-4'p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in Bunche
Hall 3169.

Additional information concerning these courses may be obtained
through the political science department in Bunche Hall.

Students whoThave completed four upper division poliUcal science
courses with a 3.0 GPA are eUgible to take a PS. 197 Honors Proseminar

.

P.S. 197A: "International Relations (topic to be announced)" by
Prof. Zoppo. Will meet from 2-5 p.m. Mondays in Bunche Hall A152.

PS. 197C: "Three African Crises: Congo, Nigeria. South Africa" by
Prof. Emerson. Will meet from 11 a.m.-l p.m. Mondays and Wednesdaysm Bunche Hall 4355. (Conthiued on Page 31)

Do YOU eivo II Damn Moui

Chinose, liiipino. Japanose.

Korean. Sanioan. . .and Dther

llslan-llniorican Kids?
The Asian-American session of UNICAMP is

looking for counselors who are willing to do
Sonne work in exchange for a rewarding ex-—gerience. The session will be held from Aug ust

i

CONTACT IF^'
#• p#»

FiHED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
REFITTED ^ Ophmefrist

• Westwood Villoge ^0959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 11

STROKIATH
BE YOUR OWN ASTROLOGER

bfMhTn^.fV'
° compofrized description of the heovens ot the time of your'b.rth. on astrology pr.mer plus guidelines and workboolc for seK-anolysl

send exoct time and ploce of your birth and $5.00 in check

ASTROMATH
P.O. Bm 2482S

LA 90024

or money order fo:

9-18.

There will be a mandatory meeting at 3:00 pm
on_^ug. 12. 1971, in AU 3517 for all those
interested. •

A work-weekend will be held on April 16-18
at the UNICAMP site in the San Bernardino
mountains to plan the session.

W' ^**v'

For more details and signupsT-Tall orTea^ a
message at 825-3881 or Campbell Hall 3232

y.

' '•A/*?'Z

« ... ,'

X/

Omnibus:

studies

abroad
Omnibus is a study and travel

information center which is

located in Kerckhoff Hall 306.

Omnibus is part of the Camjius

Programs and Activities Office

and offers students and other

members of the university com-

munity, information on more than

400 overseas study programs,
community service projects,

cultural exchange programs and

travel data in dver 100 countries.

Some of the experiences offered

include working as a Peace Corps

Volunteer in Africa, studying

archaeology in Greece, learning

Japanese in Japan and living in a

kibbutz in Israel.

Study abroad

Information is available on U.S.

colleges and universities which
sponsor undergraduate and
graduate study and study-tour

programs abroad of varying
length, which accept students from
other institutions.

Some of these programs have
deadlines which are fast ap-
proaching.

F'or those who are interested in

independent study abroad. Om-
nibus has names and addresses of

foreign universities and data about

Wednesday, AAarch 31. \^1\ UCLA DAILY BRUIN 2?

IN
rPaid AdvertlAcaiciill

TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

SEkviCF

$rup

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

^Q%\ Professional Service
101 anyley Ave. Westwood Village 886-7475

By Appotntment Only 473-8127

EXHIBIT — A sculpture exhibit by
through April lo in the Kerckhoff Hall
is sponsored by the ASUCLA Gallery

their facilities, degrees offered,
admission procedures, tuition,
scholarships, "'

living ac-
commodation, cost, and sources of
further information.

There is also information on
special short-duration courses in

various fields in foreign univer-
sities

,
at low cost housing and

tuition.

(Continued on Page 31)

Bring guitars:music BOF, JBBF
students planning to take the university students, are

classical guitar class. Music requested to bring their guitars
60F or 160F, which is open to all to the first class session.

Walter Balas is on display now
Second Floor Gallery. The exhibit
Program.

AnENTION
FOREIGN STUDENTS
Martin Lewin Tronscorgo, Inc.

2?40 N. Figu^roo St
Los Angeles, Calif. 90065

Speciatiz«$ in

Baggage Shipments
* Air- Ocean- Truck

Piclt-Up and Delivery to

Shipping Point

Complete Packing Service

Insurance and Documentation

Estimates given without

obligation

Tel. 225-2347
Serving Students for Over

Fourteen Years

LGLAMI AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS

Indigenous artWorks ot the

Hopi. Nava(o. Acoma, etc.

I I 607 San Vicente

1 bik. N. of Wilshire

Open
Mon thru Fri

11:30 to 6 pm Brentwood
Sot 10 to 6 pm

820 1955

••#»..

- %4

4

H.U.D.D.LE. environments 478-1 112
10918 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village
Open doily - noon til ^5 pm evenings 8- 1 A3\on.. Fri Sot'
closed Sunday ^ *-

New Books Used Books

Pi

Ride the Tram to CBC - Get

Yoiir Textbooks

Paperbacks

Technical Books

Trade Books

Supplies

TRAM HOURS
Wed., March 31 - 10 am-6 pm
Thurs., April 1 - 10 am-6 pm
£ci^ AppU 2 - 1 am-6 pm„

We can

Buy

Your used books at

Top prices

STORE HOURS
Mon. -Fri — 9 am-8 pm
Sat. — 9 am-5:30 pm

Sat., April 3 - 10 am-5:30 pm
Mon., April 5-10 am-6 pm

Record Sale- Classical 8, Popular 994-$177

We also vail { e

COLLEGE BOOK CO.
Thm Complete Boek Store

V002 WesKvood 6lvd.

Westwood Village

477-8051 8791838

BANKAMERICARD • MASTERCHARGE VALIDATING

uML I.
»»»»wi* >«# »i
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Furniture Co-op offers many services
The UCLA Furniture Co-Op is more than a source

of furniture and appliances ; it is also the place where

savings-oriented students may obtain any of the

hundreds of articles used in the household — from

pillow cases, pots and pans, cutlery, glassware,

record players, to the occasional TV set.

The Co-Op has received a new shipment which

includes many **hard-to-get" items, such as at-

tractive desks, dressers, chests of drawers and

lamps, as well as coffee, end and side-tables.

Co-Op members should come as soon as possible

to take advantage of this situation, since business is

on a first-come-first-served basis.

Students who are as yet not members should come
to the warehouse from 1 p.m. Saturday, or from 4

p.m. Wednesday. All currently enrolled regular

UCLA students, are qualified for membership. The

entry fee is $1 and members pledge to work for the

Co-Op five hours. Against this pledge they deposit

with the CoOp $12.50 that will be refunded in full

after the work is completed.

Furniture and appliances are loaned for a small

service charge which allows members to retain all

articles as long as they remain enrolled at the

University. Members are then expected to work five

hours for the Co-Op once every year. Smaller items

like cutlery, plates, linen, record players, and so on,

members may buy outright.

For further information call 391-7204 (24-hour

answering service) or 397-7743 (Wednesday af-

ternoon; Saturday all day) or come to 3327 S.

Sepulveda Blvd. — south of National Blvd. (CJet into

the alley behind the Akron store and proceed south to

the warehouse building.)

What's Brew'n on campus
TODAY

Special Activities

Birgit Nllsson, Swedish dramatic soprano, will

perform works by Wagner, Strauss, SibeliouS/ Grieg,

Puccini, Verdi and Ponchielli, at 8:30 p.m. today In

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $6.50, $5.50,

$4.50.

Signups and applications are now being taken for

(Paid Advcrttoement)

the Asian-American Session of UniCamp at Camp-
bell Hall 3232. For further information call X5-3881.

Activities at the International Students Center
today include English Conversation Class from 11

a.m.-l p.m.; French Conversation at 7 p.m.; Persian

Conversation from 4:30-6 p.m.

(Continued on Page 32)

CONCERT — Eioz Scaggs, a group from San Francisco, will open a

concert featuring The Kinks at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, April 10, in Pauley

Pavilion. Tickets are $2 at the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office, now in

Kerckhoff Hall 140. , .

This
applicator

^t ^ ^^ H

was
a week

Travel Plans
for Europe?

Writ* SOFA. SOFA is the operator
of over 5000 Student Charter Flights
connecting more than 50 European
cities. (Also Tel Aviv. Bombay.
Bangkok. Nairobi ) Up to 70% sav-
ings oyer normal fares.

Dear SOFA, Please send me infor-
mation on all travel bargains for
individual students in Europe, in-

cluding listings of 3iud«nt Flights.

Addiwss '

Ji,.'— .

City- ; . _ State Zip

Mall to: SOFA. European Student
Travel Center. 1560 Broadvt^ay, New
York. NY 10036. (212 586-2086) 5

For tours to Eastern Europe, stu-
dent hotels riding & sailing camps.
contact NBBS. 576 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10036 (212 765-7422).

AwoitetKeTect.^

GREGroduate DAT Dentist

LSAT Lawyer MCAT Doctor

ATGSB Business
• Preparation for tests required for ad-

mission to post-graduate schools

• Six session courfss ,
* Small groups

• Voluminous ttudy Material for home
study prepared by experts in each field

LOCAL CLASSES
LOS ANGELES AREA

(213)273-1890

STANLEY H. KAPLJ^N
KDUCATIONAL CENTER

TUTOniftC AND GUIDANCE SINCE 1S38 ^
1675 Eatr leit) St., Brooklyn

(Jill IIA-INO ^^ ' * I

TMIN.IVH KAn.AM. A»F)IIAT(I

Tkt Tulortm^ Srhuoi uilA thr Nation ui^ Rrpul»ln

Crusode
for

World Fr^«dom

*'
Dear Reader

by

JUNIOR-EWORLD STATESMEN
GEORGE N . HOLMES

Facilitator

P.O. BOX 2<43ai
~ WESTWO00, CALIF.

Zip 90024

Confidential to Avid Reader:
Although yoor suggestion

concerning a daily box sum-.
*mary for What's Brew'n" is

theoretically sound, it is highly

impractical for a number of

reasons: The sheer bulk of

announcemients that go into

Brew'n would take a box that

covered an ad-free page and a

half for an average week; also

the shape of our pages is often

irregular, and could not ac-

commodate this type of layout.

Thank you, however, for the

constructive criticism.

Buy DB classified ads

A.Q

Mgsis>
PRE-FIL

9

TM

Emko research has produced

a new applicator for applying

foam contraceptive . . . new
Emko Pre Fil features an ap-

plicator that can be filled in

advance of use. . up to a week
ahead of time.

J[he^fi Mi ng^ of an ap^lica

t

or at

the time of need can be emo-
tionally disruptive . . . can lead

to "skipping"... Emko Pre-Fil

is a way tohelp overcome
this problem ... to assure

better family planning.

Emko Pre-Fil . . . highly effec

tive, substantially free from

side effects, easy to use.^ Ask

your physician about EMKO*
and EMKO PREFIL^^,

Av/r^iL'^hl*:* .-^t {\t\\vi c frvr Ckt' ^\\ /i-\ ry.

TMC CMKOCOMPANT.ST LOUl*. MO

'^^<1#

Have thevisionofthe oneness oflife-
jt

jp^.

^

Beyond all the magnificence of her temples and tombs
and monuments. Beyond all the brilliance of her festivals and
feasts and holy days. ^^—-^

Beyond all the beauty of her mountains and valleys and cities.
Beyond all this, and more, lies the true vision of India.
~i. ^You will find it within the spirit of the People. For they are

the exemplification of the total oneness of life experience.
From the seeker of truth and the prince of wisdom.

To the scholar and the doctor.
To the fisherman and the farmer.

J The People of India are the soul of India.
Let us help you to understand the motivation and the meaning behind her cultureand architectural masterpieces, her forgotten crafts and magnificent works of art.
Let us help you get acquainted with her in a way so few have come to know.

f.re.Tn'rfcl.'lf";r"'' " r'T "^^^^.[^^ P^«P»^ Program," reduced studerit-rate traveltares (at least half the regular fare on rail, bus, and certain domestic flights)
, youth hostels

^uident::;S:.^'^^^
^'^^ ^ ' ^ ^^^> '--^-^'-^ - -^ -"^ge a'nd inlversity""'^

TouSjoffice^bvSna;r ^'*"'
'^'^t ^§?' ""' contactus,Th^eGovemm^ntof India

1 ourist <Jttice by mailing the coupon to the address closest you. New York- 19 E 49th St

^ncSXico
"'^''"'^'^^"^^"•'^"^^^^^

The vision of the oneness of life. A gift from India.
1
lease send me your free 52-page brochure telling me all about India.

Name .,

Add ress

City

^

State. —Zip.

J-

x>cciiiaia.itSdriutherworld»

*j{«

Om \ iS^liMUo
(Continued from Page 29)

Information on community service projects and
work camps overseas, in which students volunteer

their time, share in living expenses and pay their

own transportation is also available at Omnibus.
Travel resources available at the Omnibus Office

include:

Charters: Information on charter flights for
students, staff and faculty, other than those available

at ASUCLA Charter Flights Office; information on
student charter flights connecting 51 major cities in

Europe, USSR, Africa, Israel and the Far East can
be as much as 50 per cent less than the regular fares.

Hostels: Information on youth hostels and student
hostels which are a great bargain and offer endless
opportunities of meeting other student groups.

Kurail Pass and BriUil Youth Pass: Information
on student rates and regular rates in Eurail Passes.
Student-rail pass is almost certainly the best travel
bargain you can buy. It includes two months of
unlimited second class travel, on the over 100,000-

mile railroad system in 13 countries. The regular
Eurail Pass is for those who prefer to travel in first

class luxury and is for varying lengths of time — a
three week pass for $110 one month for $I40,

travel jnfo
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Poli Sci
(Continued from Pa^e 28)

PS. 197D/1
:

"Civil or Higher Education - its Meanmg in a Modern
Contest" by Prof. Campbell. Will hold an orientation meeUng from 13
p m. tomorrow in Bunche Hall 4355.

P.S. 197D/2: ''Crises in British Democracy" by Prof. Sacks Will
meet from 2-5 p.m. Tuesdays in Humanities 2216.

P.S. 197D/4: ''Evolution of Anglo-American Law Books" by Prof
Grant. Will meet from 7-9 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in Bunche Hall
4269. * __ \'.

P.S. 197D/5: "Disarmament and Arms Control: Reality or Utopia"
by Prof. Garris. Will meet from 7-10 p.m. Tuesdays in Bunche Hall 3288

P.S. 197D/6: "Selected Topics in Japanese and West Pacific
Studies" by Prof. Baerwald. Will meet from 1-3 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays (contact the poli sci dept. for location).

P.S. 197D/7: "Assassination and Terrorism" by Prof Rapaport
Will meet from 6:30-9:30 p.m. Tuesdays in Bunche Hall 4355.

PS. 197D/8: "Religious Liberty (First Amendment r''rin con-
junction with P.S. 238D). Will meet at a time and place to be announced.

Counseling class,..
(Continued from Page 28)

^

Several of these leaders have expressed a hope that some minority
students might be interested in a career in counseling or related fields
through the program.

The program will consist of two phases. The course in Minority Peer
Counseling in spring quarter is the first phase, and is designed to train
students in the counseling process, especially as it relates to ethnic
groups. Berns and Ingham will teach the course with the aid of guest
speakers.

In addition to a two-hour weekly lecture on topics like crisis in-
tervention, emotional problems of the college years, and minority group
characteristics, the course will provide a two-hour small group ex-
perience weekly to include role-playing, discussion and encounter be-
tween the participants. -

In the second phase of the program, to begin next fall, about 20
students will be selected from those who have taken the course to actually
counsel students of theif niinority group under the supervision of Student
Health Psychiatry. The selected students will be divided among the
Black, Chicano, Asian-American and American Indian groups and will be
paid through work-study for their efforts.

All interested students are urged to attend the first class session, to
be held at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Campbell Hall cafeteria (Room
1201). Permanent meeting times will be discussed at this meeting. For
further information, please call Stanley Sue or Jill Janovici at Ext. 5-5343.

Enrollment forms for the course may be picked-up at the Student Health
Service Psychiatry clinic on ''A" floor of the Medical Center ( A3-062)

.
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Be fitted by Experts

Bra ond Girdle

Specialties

G«7 1773

BANKAMEtKAtD

I A I 1/ A MASTEt CMAtGE
VAUDATED PAfKING
WITH PUtCHASE

931 WESTWOOO BiVD . WHSTWOOD VILLAGE

ELECTRIC SHAVER SHOP
SALES & SERVICE

REMINGTON • SUNBEAM • NORELCO • RONSON • SCHICK
• REMINGTON AUTHORIZED SERVICE DEALER
• 24 YRS EXPERIENCE
• GENUINE FACTORY PARTS
• FACTORY PRICES
• SAME DAY SERVICE

10910 LE CONTE WESTWOOD VILUGE
GRa-2322

At So. Entrance to UCLA

aprjl 15— 18

I

Yimm J
has added a complete

Yardage -^ Trimming Dept.
come and see for yourself

fantastic discount prices
138 WESTWOOD BLVD. 8726 W PICO

479-9055 Ol 56458

WHO SAYS THREE'S A CROWD?
Academy Award Winner^

MAGGIE SMITH
n.

'•^" § i5 /

Robert Stephens

./

Denholm Elliott
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DE/IGfl FOR LIYinG

nOEL COUiPRD

March 16- May 1, 1971

MUSIC CENTER
ftAHMANSON
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THEATRE

STUDENT TICKETS/$2.50
Tick«tt available in advance at
Music Center Box Office. 135 N. Grand Ave.
Student I.D .Required.
Ptione 626-7211 for information.

$1.75 Student Tickets alto available
Vi hour before curtain for att

performances (Subject to availability).
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(Coattnaed from Pii«r 30)
Everything You Always Wanted

to Know About Visiting a Foreign

Country But Were Afraid to Ask. a

discussion grtxjp, will nieet from 7-

9 p.m. The Interr^ational Film

Series begins at 8 p.m. A^ovement

and Sound will nr>eet from 7:»-10

p.m.
• English Conversation for foreign

students will also meet from 11

a.m. 1 p.m. daily in Campbell Hall

1118. All foreign visitors who would

like to practice speaking English

or hear It spoken may come.

Groups also meet from 2-4 p.m,

daily.

"La Belle Epoque" continues on

exhibit at the Grurrwald Gallery \r\

Dickson. Hours are 11 a.m. -5 p.m.

weekdays and 15 p.m. weekends.

. An exhibition of Braziliana, in

honor of Project Brazil, will be on

display through AAay 4 In ttie

University Research Library.

The George (Mickey Retro-

spective exhibit continues through

Sunday in Dickson Gallery. Hours
are 10 a.m. -5 p.m. dally, 1-5 p.m.

Sunday.
Pianist Johana Harris will

perform a benefit concert for the

Nandy Kendall Robinson Fund
(music sct>olarshlp) at 8 p.m.

today In ^Schoenberg Auditorium.

Tickets are $2.50.

Speeches and Seminars
The CD. O^Malley International

Symposium on the History of

Medicine in England in the

Hasseling Your Way Through UCLA? ?

Can^t Find Your Way Through the Maze?

'«>i

Got Questions You Need Answei^ing? ?

VISIT US at the CAMPUS SER^CES CENTER
Level 1 Ackerman Union or Coll Us at (82) 53740

(runnor has it that HUMANS con be found there)

VMi olFer inlomxilion ond ossisfonce rdgcirAnQ:

Campus Progroms, Recreational Affoirs/ Careers. Job Plocement, Housing, Foreign Student
Problems, Student Health, Financial Aids. Veterans Affairs, the Draft, the Student Counseling
Services, the College*, the Ombudsman's Office, the Dean of Students' Office, Registration
or>d other Cocnpus Services.

K we do not bww to your question wre will help you find il.

4i

SiipSm TAX FREE CARS E%k_

For your next trip to Europe order your new European cor through
^•pSideJA^e ore located only o few s lept from the fermmof buHdtrm^ar
the new Amsterdom Schiphol Airport. We ore open every day of the week.
Popular cars such as oil Volkswogen models. Volvo's. Flats. MGB's BMW
and other mokes ore reody for immediate purchase and delivery ot low taxtree factory established prices. Insuronce ond home shipment arrangements
con be mode in just a few minutes.
Mini cost — nxxi^ vocation
— multi sovip>gs.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

ShipSide. P.O Box 7568.
Amsterdam Airport.

1
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Library holds book

collection contest
The University Ubrary is sponsoring the 1971 Robert B

Campbell Student Book CoUection CompeUtions. Students who own

book collections may compete for two series of prizes, graduate

and undergraduate Special prizes will also be awarded at the

discretion of the judges.

To enter, each contestant must submit a bibliography of his

collection with a ^ort statement describing how^and why the

collection was assembled. The bibliography is limited to not more

than 50 titles. Paperback books may be included.

The undergraduate prizes will be donated by Mr. and Mrs.

Campbell of Westwood's Campbell's Book Storey the original

donors of the competition. This year, the graduate and special

prizes are sponsored by the Graduate Students Assn., the Library

Staff Assn., the Friends of the Library Assn., and the Book

Publishers Assn. of Southern California.

Judges of the collections will be Mrs. Edward Heller, Regent,

Roberi Kinsman, I>ean of Graduate Division, and William

Longstreth, professor of English at Los Angeles Harbor College.

Entry blanks and informational brochures are now available at

the reference desks of all hbraries on campus. Entries must be

submitted by April 28. Interested students may discuss their

collections with the following committee members: Janet Ziegler,

University Research Library; Janic Koyama, College Librai7;

John Hill, Geology, Saundra Taylor, Special CoUections.
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Seventeenth Century will be held

from 9: 30 a.m. -4. 30 p.m. today and
tomorrow in the Biomedical
Library, fourth floor, and the Clark

Library. For furtt>er Information,

call X56841.

Mayor Douglas Dollarhide will

speak on "Black Mayor — Black
Town" at noon today in Campbell
Hall 1201.

Henry J. Bruman, professor of

geography, will hold a film lecture

on "The Geographic Setting —
Physical Geography, Flora,

Fauna" with the film, "Brazil:

Portrait of a Country," as the first

in tt>e Extension series on "Brazil:

Titan in Transition" from 7-10 p.m.
today in Humanities 1200. Tickets
will be on sale at the door.

Alan F. Sandy, assistant
professor of English, (with per-

formers Keith and Rusty McNeil,)
will speak on "What's Happening?
A Look at ttie Scene" as ttie first in

the Extension ^ries on "Rock and
Beyond . . .Social Poetry for the

70's" from 7-9:45 p.m. today In

Young Hall 2276. Tickets will be on
sale at ihe door.

Dolores J. Sloan, assistant
professor of communications arts.

La Verne College, will speak on
"Do We Really Love Them?" as
the first in the Extension series on
"Social Issues as Young People
See Them" from 7-10 p.m. today in

Room 458, Wilson High School, 2800

Snowden Ave., Long Beach,
Ticketsf^/jll be on sale at the cipor.

Birgit Nilsson ...

(Continued from Pance 26)

•*The overture had already begun and I went on stage in tears. After
five minutes my hands were so dark a green that I could not see the dif-

ference between them and the costume. Bt-angaene became green,
Tristan became green all over, and at the end, I was as green as a tree
from the top to the bottom.

"Today I still have no idea what I did on stage and still have the
wonderful memory of that first act on my body. The second act was
better, as I had a costume change; but then, during the long love-duet, I

got the green color back from Tristan who had not changed his costume.
The man who sprayed my costume also cried. He had used water

color instead of I-do-not-know-what. It was all a great mistake.
**

=Take Command
I..

of Your Future
ENROU NOW IN THE UCLA ARMY ROTC PROGRAM

THROUGH UCLA EXTENSION

TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

Siay Drah deterred fhrovgh your undergraduate and
graduate schooling.

Receive $50 per monfh while offending the

r-—r-—^ odvanct- -• r'

Serve as on Army Officer

for a maxTmOm of two years active duty

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

(Tuition, Books. Fees and $50 per Month)

for more inhrmation, contpd f/ie

PROFESSOR OF m lumkY SCIENCE
•^oonn 132, Men's Gymnasiurr^, UCLA

825-7381

(Continued from Page 8)

The three student members
appointed by the undergraduate

and graduate councils are Steve

Halpem, Peter Bouvier, and Clint

Burch. Bouvier is Graduate
Student Association (GSA)
president and Halpem is a general

representative on Student

Legislative Council (SLC). The
Campus Ombudsman is Donald

Hartsock.

The three administrators are

James Hobson, vice chancellor of

administration; Noi-man Miller,

vice chancellor for student and
campus affairs and Charles Z.

Wilson, vice chancellor for

academic programs.
UPC deals with matters which

i
the members believe are urgent

and important to the community.
Sometimes Chancellor Charles E.

Young asks UPC for a recom-
mendation on a certain issue, but

the various memtfers usually raise

questions and ask for recom-
mendations.

Gene Wilhelm, UPC executive

secretary, sees this commission as

a model for future campus
governance. He said in the future,

UPC can be expanded to more
easily bring together the diverse

interests of the faculty, ad-
ministration, students and staff.

The addition of staff members will

"change the whole complexion of

. UPC. A significant portion of our
campus will hav6 a unique op-

portunity to participate in decision
making," Wilhelm said.

UPC has dealt with two widely
publicized issues this year —
library hours cutback and a
Student Conduct Committee (SCO.
appointment. In fall quarter when
the cutback in library hours was
announced, UPC members in-

terviewed the librarian at one of

their first meetings. They asked
him for specific reasons for the
curtailment and he answered that

campus-wide departmental cut-

, backs necessitated the decrease.""

VPV urged head librarian
Robert Vosper to continue^
discussions with vice chancellor
David Saxon about appropriating
more money.'

.

Later, Vosper reshurfled the
library hours after a poll showed

^more students would prefer the
libraries open until 11 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday and until 5 p.m.
on Friday instead of until 10 p.m.
Sunday through Friday.
But Vosper $till needed more

money to open the College and
Research Libraries until midnight.
When the Regents appropriated
funds for the library, UPC
members thought this would solve
he problem. However, an

I I r^^^ XX I " I
Wednesday, March 31, 1t71UPC affects library, safety poncyPage 8) assistant librarian said thi« .^ ......_._
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assistant librarian said this an-
propriation had already been
projected in the original hour
decrease.

Another controversial issue
raised during fall quarter con-
cerned student representation on
the campus body which recom-
mends chancellorial discipline for
students who break rules UPC
niembers reviewed the ap-
plications of four faculty members
^"^ four students who would
comprise the SCC/

All of them were approved ex-
cept the GSA candidate William
Prahl, a first year law student.
When he was denied UPC support,
Prahl spoke to members of the
Student Bar Association, which
urged a student member boycott of
see hearings if Young did not
appoint him.

According to debate at the UPC
meeting, Prahl was denied support
because he disagreed with some of
the sec rules. But he had told UPC
members he would abide by them
and urge some changes.
Young later appointed Prahl.
In another much-publicized

action, Wilhelm called a special
meeting to hear the parents of
Sunny Lyn Dagowitz, the
sophomore murdered in a parking
structure last December, plead for
more safety precautions.

,
UPC adopted several resolutions

urging safety reforms. Vice
Chancellor Hobson has instituted

several of these. In four specially
designated areas during the
evening, extra parking attendants
in scooters escort women to fheir

cars. A parking structure has been
repainted to discover how best to

illuminate the area and ex-
periments are continuing with
other structures. More campus
police have been recruited and
walking patrols will be established
in highly-traveled areas.

Most of the issues have been
raised by the student members of

UPC. Bouvier has asked for UPC
approval of a Graduate Appeal
Board, a proposal that he is

presenting to an Academic Senate
committee. Bouvier said he asked
UPC for its approval because he
could use the expertise of the

members in , finalizing the
proposal. _^_-..^_„,,

Bouvier has also proposed the

establishment of a University
police-community relations t)Gard

and he is on a UPC sub-committee
which is studying the proposal.

Clinton Burch, also a student

member, asked UPC to investigate

a survey conducted by the

American Council on Education

(ACE)7Treshmen were asked to

fill out cards in their reg packs

WP-ST
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volunUrily which ask questions Most of the student service.

dlZ £f'r"^* ^^'^^ ^^^ such as the Student Health Service
discovered there is a possibility and the Campus ActiviUes Service
this data could be used in the future Office (CASO ) receive registration
to Identify so-called radical fee funding
students Then, it urged UC This UPC subcommittee was
President Charles J. Hitch to established this year with each of

last year had to justify

current Jxidget requests.

thdr

eliminate the ACE questionnaire
UPC has two permanent sub-

committees. The judicial sub-
committee is currently revising
the campus rules and regulations.
The registration fee sub-

committee will recommend next
year's registration fee spending
prioriti^ to Young.

tlft three UPC interest groups
represented, with a majority of
students. Halpem, sub-committee
chairman, has appointed four
other students, one administrator
and one professor.

Halpem has held public hearings
at which all organizations
receiving registration fee funds

Since it is the first time in recent
campus history that these agencies
have had to justify their requests
publicly, many representatives
were apprehensive and confused.

But Halpem said he is generally
pleased with the results. The sub-
committee is planning an all-day
conference to plan its recom-
mendations which will be prepared
by April 15.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
CARD
AVAILABLE

M

Registration Happening
Can You Dig It?

KLEENCO CLEANERS
1101 GAYLEY (Corner of Kinross & Gayley) 477-5566

WE GIVE
BLUE CHIP
STAMPS

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

on25% OFF
ANY SINGLE ORDER OF

PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING
AT «EG. PRICE

1 DAY SERVICE NO EXTRA CHARGE-
E>ipir»« 4-20-71

Thif coupon m««» accompany iivcoming ord«r

(EXCEPT

SAT.)

*3

*2 ONE COUPON PER PItSON
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

IDRESS SHIRT LAUNDERED
FREE

with an order of 5 or more

1 DAY SERVICE
HANGER OR b6x

^ NO EXTRA CHARGE
E]if>irM4.2a71

Thit coupon muc« occofnpony ifvcominB ordor

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

1 UCLA SWEATER CLEANED
AND BLOCKED

with cleaning

orcl*ro<$5 00
or mora

This coupon may not be used in. -

conjenction with any other discount
ExpirM 4-20-71

This coupon mutt accompany in-coming ord«r

#4

FREE

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
OfF

REGULAR PtICf —-—7
on any Suede or Leather

GARMENT CLEANED AND
REFINISHED

EspirM 4-20-71

TSii coupon muc< occompany in-<omMig ordor

et»

polyester diagonal
rib knit jean by

camel, brown,
grape, white.
It. blue. navy,
sizes 5- 13. $16.

Perma-press blouse
in teeny print by

inc.

navy, copper
sizes 9-1 5. $10.

\ 3
,*fi^ ll-W*)/- *"l .^*tT-.

^*/

"Los Angeles
6150 wilshire blvd.

Century City

10 century city shopping center

Westwood Village

947 westwood blvd.

Sherman Oaks

Newport Beach
^ ^b fashion island

Palm Springs
1 16 south palm canyon drive
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presents fen courses for the spring quarter 1971. A
brief description of eoch course' is presented below to-

gether MTfth registrotion information. CED courses dre

regular credit courses, and are taken for a grade (or

Pass/Ndl Pass with the consent of the instructor). Further

information about courses may be obtained by contoct-

ing ^he instructor, or the CED secretary C6ro\ Davis,

2107 Murphy Hall, extension 55467 (after 1:00 p.m.)

CED/HISTORY 1(J4

}
EXPLORATIONS IN PSYCHOANALYSIS AND HISTORY
Instructors: Robert Wohl (History), Victor Wolfenstein (Political Science)

"" 4 umts

The c^> .r - eij: ofetheori oi psychological ond historical interpreiaJipn. rhe ClOSB). Th« class will me«4 Thursdoy evonings from 7:30 fo 10:30 in Bunche
usesorvo oOvses cr ::'e-htstor-. -' ecology o$ morol history, psychology ds vision- Hall 6275 (ID 93020). Finals code: (24)

ory history, ano problems of r">'v^'Cal interpretotion --' V

The course will direct itself to the porticular sint,,. „(
An understanding of ttie soical position of "merVnl 1

^'"^" ""''^^ °"^ '°*-

into the relationship between cultural mythrond^awTr ;''"""
n"

'"^"'^^

this relationship from an historical and inte drsdolinorJ ^7^ *'" ^"'""'"^

include both lega^an* lay readings Sexia nlf ? ^ ^ n"^*'
°"^ *'"

functioning of the low will also be covered .nn!7^'".?
'"'

T^" °' '^^ '°'''°^

law, employment law. and welrelaw tt;3'3':,n.\7': •°P- - '-ilv
work groups; each group will follow its tonifw .k *'V!'l^

'"to a-number of

iects will deal with Lbjectrof onlern'ora^v i^^
''"°''"^- ^^' ""^

Lble subjects will be: sLuldpX.Z labor tiw^KeV?"^ Tfr' '*'"' '°'-

Colifornio disability insurance includ^ disobiZs conneded w'Jh""'
''°"",

What has been the effect of the new Californio fn^il ?
pregnancy?

finanCl credit problems of divorced'a^l'^Te aS wom^^AreT.'bTjmfolwomen ,n pr,son. Students mterested in other areas may design the^ own pro

CED 153

WOMEN'S SOCIAL STATUS AND THE LAW
Instructor: Raine Eisler (CED)

4 units

Th« clots will m«#l on Thursdays h-om 1:00 to 4:00 in GBA 337 IC (ID 93180)rinals cods: (16)

Th. i~h-w«o»r i» a lowy.r .p«:ioli,i„g i„ con.tiMional oH„ct. «( wom,n'. riahh.and It director oMh. Wom«n'i C»n»»r L«g<i| Progrom.

L^in°.^J* fP"",|» 9"^"«^ ""<* ond.rgrodua»,.; «,rollm.n» will b. Iimit.d

^Jl M.% ;
" "^ °".

^''c*^'^!:
°' " '•"• "^•^•^ o< looming GooU •

Praraquisite: parmifiion of intlruclor. Enroll in CED offica. •

CED 146

I FIELD WORK IN URBAN MINORIT
Instructor: teroy Higginbotham (Architecture)—'—'

—

"^"—1 '—
.

•

,-

4 units

COAAMUNITIES

The course is designed to inlorm the urban mipority student of problems which
con"rrvr„ty leoders ^ove m getting thAir ,^rgonizatioJI^»o 5erve the urgent de-
T^onds of people s ^ from urbc ser^. The lcou\e will consist erf four
protects, the hr$t^udied by oil ^e students in the class, the next^three worked
on by thre« grdvps. studying four typical inner city crises, exomining the back-
ground, attempting to ofrive at o solution, ond drowing up a proposalfor the
solution to the problem

-a

Th« doss will m««« on Tuesdciys and Thnmlays from 2:00 fo 5:00 in Compbdl
Holl 3111 {ID 93150). Enrollment will be limited to 15. Prerequisite: permission
of instructor. Finals code: (17)

This course w.l encourage students to confront the ways the IsVue of Voce inter-
poses Itself between the Asian American and his individual/life chances It willbegm with the student and lead logically into increasingly wider contexts- iden-
tity education/socialization; economic structure; U.S. policy in Asia. Some sub-
lects studied wilj be assimilation vs. exclusion, education and the value system
Asian labor- urban and rural, and the evacuation and relocation of the Japarrese-
Americans during WW II.

^

.—^ CED/CSES 103

ASIANS IN AMERICA
Instructor: Frank Odo (Asian American Studies Center)

4 units

ir^'

.
^ jT i i i

' <tn/iWi<ie>'***~*

Mn OQ?Jm ^ T^ ^r'''7*
^'""^ ^'^ ^ ^'^ •" "«'"•• I'fi^or lech^res^

(lU VJ250) and on Thursdays from 3 to 5 for discussion (ID 93251-93254) (1Homes li2; 2. twines 130; 3. Haines 131; 4. Social WeHore 48). Finals cpde-

.ft-

CED 152

THE KIBBUTZ
Instructor: Igal Yonnoy (Near Eastern Languages)

4 units

"»-«*«-

.^

^ e wHI pr^ .yjy . ^^J^ gj. ^ working example
of cc~-.nor l»vK>g. T^e fife style of kibbuti members as individuals and as a
group will be eiuimioed from the perspectives of child psychology, soclolizotion
monogimeot. economics, ond culture ond education. A number of popular con-
ceptions of the k4)butz will be e.omined and often challenged. Each topic will be
dealt with by o person kno^edgeoble in thot porticuior oreo.

The doss will meet on Tuesdoys and Thrusdoys from 11:00 to 12-15 in Social
WeHore 162 (ID 93177). Enrollment will be limited to 40 sh>dents. Finals code.

»i

CED 144

ASIAN AMERICANS AND U.S. POLICY IN ASIA
w- —

Instructor: Frank Odo (Asian American Studies Genterp "
.,-..5=*^-™™^^

^ / 4 units
'

The course will provide a seminar format within which to examine the historical T*^« class will meet on AAondays from 2:00 to 5:00 in Humanities 2216 (ID 93144)background and present context of U.S. relations with the nations of Asia as they Enrollment will be limited to 15. Prerequisites: previous course in Asian or Asian
bear on the lives of Asians in America American history or foreign policy, and permission of instructor. Finals code: (8)

-»-^'-

CED/CSES/HISTORY 1188
8ETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN IN

Imtfuctof: Gary iNkish (History)

Second quarter of o two^uorter course; o study frorr rs-
of White Anglo-Saxon Protestant middle, dosS socier.
present, with other groups presentedJijLdispkjy controUng
theme is the "seperotion of the sexes", in American We.

4 unrfs

•n Ihe P«^lans 80 the
styles. TtrtrC n^}r»rr\'^^r%

«rt-n^
•»..*•

wJ^ <J?roi?!!L.*^
Tuesdays from 12:30 to 1:45 in Haines Hall 220 for lec-

-Sl ki I- uZ;^ ,ztr ^" per week fro discussion (see below). Enrollment

IiL«!Jl"^Jl f^J*"'**^^-
Prerequisite: CH)/CSE5/History llSAoVper-moMonof instructor. Finds code: (15)

7^pm
7 30^30 p«

9-11«
127

93326
3l23«ilI7

2^p»
"CtA 3357C
G8A 337IC

9332«
93329
93330

TKundoy 2-4 pm »omm\27 93331

23332-
F- »iMnofMh«s 3 1 27 93333

CED 135B
BLACK PEOPLE'S THEATER IN AMERICA

Instructor: Moidie Norman (CED)

, 4 unrfs
A seminar for the r
Itferoture nl tho

vr^^p i-^ c.r'^rV^ ^T*

Hie

America prior to 1930.
^t orttsts m • - ^ 7o i.uw in kHSA 3J43B (ID 93060). En>

Preraquisile: CH> 135A or permission

CED IB

FRESHMAN PROGRAM
nstructors: Rosemary Park, Vol Rust ^Education)

4 units

ft

i:

1^

Cosponsored by the Student Educational Policy Commission. Second quarter of

a two-quarter interdisciplinary sequence exploring educational philosophy and
nature of the university. Major emphasis is upon idea of self-responsibility and

self-direction in learning; participation in student-led seminar is primary compo-
nent of program. Optional lectures and other components.

Enrollment in seminars should be done in the SEPC ofTice (Kercfchoff 331) prior
to computer enrollment. Seminars to be arranged (ID 92906). Prerequisite. CED
1 A or consent of instructor; freshman status.

I

CED 118C

FRESHMAN SEMINAR PREPARATION AND LEADING

Instructors: Rosemary Park, Vol Rust (Education)

4 units

Cosponsored by the SEPC and offered simultaneously with CED 1
BFreshmon

Program. Third quarter of three-quarter sequence tor upper division .lud«nl..

offering practice in planning and leading small seminars of freshmen.

CLOSED. Time to b« arranged (ID 93032).

fc«*<Httes*SjjT«t!l*SS^^ ...;;.':3jsjn s^«?§i®a
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^ UCLA Aludtrtti witH cvrrtnt ifijtu tiwi car

; : Recreation Privtiefe

Affairs IS pleased to offer certate

is t. . ertr?'"-' :. -^'

.

ttjver' ' ^ *-• f^
*
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say be accommodated ifi classes

memters

IcAaaaos to

^ —*r wftti

':•'<* Of! a

>lwp

losiiB dp tor CRA classes (exceff^Art Mntd Dance claoses for

t.Noacadaiiik credit is 9tvc« for tHeaoclasses. ^t^
ENROLLMENT: Wed* - if, AAarc* 21, im 12aoo»-Vp.m. W iMtn^OymKt
TN5TRUCT10N BEGINS on Mo^da^ April 5; INSTRUCTION ENDS Friday, jMf 4.

AQUATICS .
*1

1#-V1am

nam 12

2-3 p«
1 lam 12

Bogiimtiifl Swimming A4

fntermadtote VtAmmm% toTh

Semor Life Sairing TuTh

Mlator Safety ftostrvctiop MWf
ART

Saf

¥«omon's GyiR Pddf

t
M

Mar

BADMINTON Mon tHrv Fri

Tms
BASKETBALL Mon ttim Fri

Sat A Smi
Sat

Fri

12 nooA'ipm
7-9:30 pm
10am 5pm, 7-9pm
lOam-Spm
Iftam-Spm
12 noon-Spm

12 noon-6pm
1 2:30pm; 4-10pm

vr,,;;^-^'^ : tn 200 •:•

... .P'r P*^ Vi (IL.

;v^;; ^ ii. W;,i..^;j's Gym •:•:

Men's Gym 200 200 >•:

Men's Gym lOS

MAC "B" 115*'

X

<vt.

i Adults ^•'Tfc

^ ^BODY CONOmONtNG, Mefl

I ItoTh

II ^K^ Tom

10-11, 11:30

•12:30, 1-3

9-30^1f:30am

I

^ DANCE

i

Sal^

'0

Saf

DUFFERS GOLF StaH Only** MVH^
^EXERCISE FOirWOMEN
^ Isotonics

lO-n, H:30
12:30

1

13

Recreatton

MAC "B" lis
^

Rccrcdf ion Center

CONOITK>NIN€ Mon. W^d, Fri

Toes A TlM»rs 12 noon-2:30piii; ^-lOptn MAC'B" 115*'

Sat A Son 100^ 5pm .^«^ MAC'!'' IIS**

Mon ttiro Thurs 8am tarn Soulh Field

Fri, Sat, Sun Bam-lOam

(Coed)

GOLF

HANDBALL

JOGGING

SOUASH

SWIMMING

Man tliru Fri

Sat A Son

Mom IHro Fri

Sat A Sun

Mon thru Fri

Sat & Sun
Mon thru Fri

Mon ttiru Fri

Mon »^-'

VOLLEYBALL Doily

MCS
Slim *n Trti

MWF
MToVPfli

pm North Field

Ham- 12 noon Men's Gym 105

UMoonipm MAC'B'MIS
12 noon-lpm Women's Gym 200

if. CYAONASTICS.A-TRAMPOLINE
g Sec I V
? Sec. It ^ f

y. SCUBA# C£|iroUment

WF

Sec.

X
If

* 12 noon-lpm Men's Gym 200A

l-3pm

ffs at Orientation Meetino April 1, S-?pm, Men's Gym 102)

Tues 3^m
Toes 5-

SCRC Parle Pool

Mon, Wed, Fri

FIELD SPORTS Sat A Sun
TENNISH Mon, Wed, Fri

Twos A TtHirs

.AAon tliru Fri

Sat & Sun

Sam-iOpm
lOam-Spm
8am 2pm; bprn-dnisk

lOom-Spm
8am-9pm
lOom-Spm
llam-lpm. Coed
1 pm-2pm. Coed
12 noon-lpm.
Women Only

Oam-Dusl(
7-0:30 pm
1-2:30pm

lOoffl-Spm

8am-3pni^ -^

0am-1pm
8am-6pm
8am-^pm

South Field

MAC "B"**
MAC "B"**
Field and Track#
Fii^ldOt Traat

Men's Gym 303 A 304

Men's Gyro 303 A 304

AAen's Pool

Women's Pool
Wo'-^^?t'- P«of

SanH Crt :_

Wo. r? 1 iym
Men's Gym 200

Fields

Sunset Courts
,^4tonoel Courts
^^ South Courts

/
'

"o-^rts >*

X

I CANYON RECREATION CENTER Swtrr

..Mi J ,: Li i i^ £^. 'j|,

^ff Only -

WATER SKUNG

Mon ttoro Ttoin I0am-3pm
Mon rhru timn S-4:30pm

Aprit b 15 & 29 3:30 5pm

South Courts

Sunset Canyon

^

(Moviffnoptm necesMfY. Coma to SCRC Park Pool en above timo A dalM.)

_*_ Classes boom April 1., ^ . „ - ..
*' GoH Instruction is oftorad to mtottii^il students by the Dopt. of Physical

Apr. 3- Apr. 24 10 am :

Apr. 25-End of Quarter if -

Afir. 3-Apr. 24 u i>

Apr, 25-^hd of Quarter 12 ni^,, ,p„i

lOant

:: tiprs>

lOeiiii-iSpni

^ours:

Park Pool

Park Pool
Fan- • '" oi

Faftii.«*,...'

^ Education.

1 1 Basic SCUBA fee: tnM
^ 99 Each porsonwiffsionvD for one

.V
• •

y.

J Charted Iprttwp^

^ studenH at mo torn

I

tioenty-mlMfte dual lesson. A 54.00 fee is

bnBs; flMse balks will becag>e ttte property of the

Mm

- ^ -^ 1/-20: 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
closes at 9:45 p.m. vireekdays^nd 4:45 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.

I iidCK team pv?ir^'irr^ 2-4 p.m.
^e

' S
§9 Classes, tourj.«i<.ie;.is, URA Tennis Club and Women's Extramurals take-iv
precodonce as scheduled by Recreation Services and Facilities.

13, v: ^-—

]

V.
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Chimbo atop All-U as iivi s

prepare for spring quarter
Chimborazo is atop the All-U point standings goinc into the «?nHna

quarter with 532 points^Second is Sigma Alpha Epsilon at 518 followed bv
Lambda Chi Alpha with 507, Fubar (503), Sigma Nu (489) M d^^rth
(462). Delta Tau Delta (445), Cork (421), Jefferson (350), and Beta Thete
Pi (333).

In the independent div^ion, the UCLA Band is far ahead of White
Blood and the Maccabees, but final standings have yet to be determinpd
due to the postponement of the All-U Basketball Finals last ouartPr
between Gary's Wonders and the Hard Guys.

In the dorm basketball playoff last quarter, Chimborazo defeated
Hydra, 41-40, on a last second desperation shot by Jeff Rahlmann Phi
Kappa Psi emerged as the fraternity champion, defeating SAE, 64-56 in a
playoff.

in the soccer playoffs, UCHA won All-U honors, defeating Fubar 1-0
Lambda Chi was the fraternity champion.

'

v"^:

Will Clever is the new All-U singles handball champion after
defeating Ken Kroopf of Sigma Nu. Richard Massoon, competing for
Inverness, won the dorm title. Clever teamed up with Doug Garbin to win
All-U doubles honors, defeating Charles Hodge and Scott Brown of
Chimborazo in the finals. Mike fiuscher and Jeff Lucas of SAE won the
fraternity title. ^j-^^-^'v^-^

• • • *

Manager's meeUngs for softball begin on April 6 for fraternities
April 7 for the dorms, and April 8 for the independents, all in MG 201 at 3
p.m.. The water polo meeting is scheduled for April 14 in MG 102. Com-
petition in both sports begins April 19.

Other sports scheduled this quarter include wrestling, track, bad-
niintori, doubles volleyball, and swimming. For more information
contact the IM Office in MG 118.

—Steve Lesser

'"!

.X. .,

^

myi'W^ .

^i

AMERICAN R ECORO—Freshman Tom Bruce set an American record
in 100 yard breaststroke at the NCAA Swimming Championships at Iowa
State last weekend, where UCLA finished third behind Indiana and USC.
For details of the swimming championships and the activities of the other
UCLA varsity teams overthe quarter break/ turn to page 39.

Asst. Basketball Manager Les
Friedman won the last PSA con-
test, correctly guessing UCLA and
No. Carolina as the NCAA and NIT
winners and Kansas and West.
Kentucky as the fourth and third
place finishers in the NCAA
tournament. Les picked Penn as
the NCAA runner-up and Michigan
as the NIT runner-up. PSA will

contact you through the mail, Les.

JUNE BRIDES
Select your China or Cyrstol poHern

now for delivery in June (or ony other

month) and save from 20% to 50%.

Choose from all the world famous mano-

focturers of bone china, porcelain and

cut crystal.

Call or Visit

Buyers Service

195 So. Beverly Drive-Suite406

Beverly Hills, Co. 90212

Open 1 0:00-5:00 Mon-Sat.,

Tues. till 6:00 P.M.

Phone CR3-8526 for Prices

Wednesday, March 31, )971 UCLA DAILY BRUIM n
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SET FROM
CHICAGO:

$i;99
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vi.

SUPER nnc
VALUE ««

««• MS ftxo emjm

t* imr <om (ooi I

Your own
Portable

,^, Pop Festival

by 19

Contemporary
% Artists!

^^x:&»'Sr^^'
f^(

in I*"**!]

"'S*.

rrt,^

FROM THE
MUSIC COMPANY
COLUMBIA AND EPIC
RECORDS AND TAPES

Thousands of Albums
All Major Labels

Values \o $6.98 KThlA/ OOi^
Westwood
270-3142
1025 Westwood Bl

Lo Cienego
Grand Opening Soon
Word Shopping Center

Hollywood
466-7276

6666 Hollywood Bl

Pork ianm
Sooth Lake Tahoe

RosefTieod

280-3323
Rosemeod Square

29 Pier Ave
Hermosa Beach

IE FOYER DE FRANCE

LUNCHEON &

DINNERS

>(Paid AdvcrtiMment)

Westwood

474-0948

INCOME TAX

HEUVIET
HOUSE LUi

Flesner & Cook
SERVICE

Flesner & Cjook

^ WHERE THERE'S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS"

• iOWfST HELMtT PRICIS ANVWHlRt
^•XCliO US At I. I.f«.1 STANOAflOt

20% DISCOUNT

FROM $11.95

12010 W. PICO BLVD..
iOS ANGELES. CALIP. §0064
£Om,>ns [ a^', i ' •*

t'

PHONE TODAY (213) 47»-43a3

to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fast Professional

1 101 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

vzia

Service

By Appointment Only

8867475

tS r
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified A • 4-

y/tMp Wanted. 3 >/ Servkas Offered. M >^ Travel. 13

AOVIRTISINO OFFtCIS

K»rcl(hoff Hall 112

phwM: Ms-nai

CUMifi«d «dv«rtl»liif ratM
IS wortft - »1.M d«y, S conMCUtiv*

inft«rttons - IS.M
Pay«M« in atfvaiKt

DEADLINE 10:M«.m.

No t«l*plion« ord«r«

THE Dally ftruin ffivas full support to t»»o

Univortity of CalHornia'i policy on non-
discrimination and thortfort clastlfitd
advortising sorvict will not bo mad*
availaMo to anyono wtio, in affording
housing to studonts or offoring lobs,
discriminatos on tho basis of raca, color,
roligion, national origin or anctstry. Noittior
tteo Univorsity nor tht ASUCLA A Daily
Eruin has Invostigatod any of tho sorvicos
offorod boro.

Announcements

GAY Therapy Groups M/F; no attompt to
change/to work with what is/37«-S7S9.( A A «)

ATTENTION GIRLSI

Having troubi* mooting tho right man? Join
THE YOUTH ASSOCIATION. Momborship
froo. Limitod oxclusively to girls undor 30.

Sond for details an application. The Youth
Association, P.O. Bo« Mt. San Fernando.
flMI. (AAf)

FREE DO IT THYSELF IfOSTUME
BROCHURE FOR 9TH RENAISSANCE
PLEASURE FAIRE, Paramount Ranch,
Agoura, April 24 2S, May 1-2, M, 1S-U.
Write: Faire, Box 4i070,L.A. t004«. Also Lg.
Faire Posters iri) SI. fA A 13)

LOOKING for sales girls to si i Delila 2006

on campus Call Mrs. Carol Schafar at 304-

74M for details. (3M3I)

SINGER, Female Under 24. Attractive. Join
pop group with contracts /good pay. 47f-0714,

2 71 1304 before 7:00. ' (3 A 4)

ARRANGER/Musicians sought by singer-
writer demo recordmg my/your songs.
MUS-LA, BOX412, Hlywd.«002l (3A4)

ADDRESS envelopes, $100 week, send self-

addressed, stamped envelope: Quality
Distri jtors, 1SS Bnarwood, Suite 323, Fort
Coilin», Colorado ( 3 A 4)

GIRL, with own cary> to drive woman.
Minimum ten hrs. References. Phone 137-

2S49. (3 A 4)

SAFE driver use own car for UES 3:00
o'cloctc pick-up. S3. SO. 422-9110 AM., 5S3-1337,
PM. (3A4)

SERVICES Unlimited has expanded and has
more part-time lObs tt>an ever before! 47S-
tS2l. (3A4)

GET involved in the automotive world.
Pump gas S2.00 hr. Call Services Unlimited,
47S-9S2I. (3M31)
—' r-—-•

I

P/T Sales for national marketing firm in
Westwood »r9a. XInt. pay - will train. 444-
2171. (3 A 4)

MALE student live in BH physician's home,
$S0 mo., handyman, repairs, maintenance,
CR4 2333. (3 A 4)

GIRL Friday. Sharp. Needed by professor.
Student OK. EX S-423S. (3 A 4)

^Miscellaneous

PIANO - Singer looking for drummer,. bass

;

begin mformal iazz-slowrock group. Contact
George, 474 2485. (5 A 4)

Social Events

'DROP-IN' programs Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students SI. 25. Call The Group Center for

free brochures, 454 3030. (5 0TR)

JOIN Valley Beth Shalom family for
traditional Passover Seder, April 9 or 10.

Call 78a-4000. (SA4)

^l rersonat ••••#•«•••••••••«••••• i

y For Rent......•••••••••••••••••

A-Phi-O, Community Service.
Lounye.

AU ALevol
HAi)

PRE -Mods! Fifth Annual Framed Con-
ference at LA County - USC Med. Center,
Saturday, April 3, 8:30 AM. Find out vvhat
medical schools wanti Talks by Deans of
Medical Schools. Reservation: 747-3093, 744-
7121. (1A2)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw-
Neighbors for house 'apt. info-. 294-2290;
wknds, 292-5175. (7QTR)

$125. Private Suite Doctor's home. Garden/
view. Mature faculty member. Professional
person. References. OU2-S274, HO3-5505. (7 A
4)

'

PRIVATE room and batlvin private home.
Beverlywood section. Transportation
needed. Ptjor- "1' ^^13. (7 A 4)

y Entertainment 2 J^l%r Sale ................
WILDERNESS hiking and climbing courses.
Spend 3 weeks in Colorado this summer.
^SM, Box 9755, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55440 (2 A 4)

IF YOU LIKE SEX.
..YOU'LL LOVE

The Westwood Village Saloon
'Where good friends meet.'
Cocktails, wine, beer, food.
Corner Wilshire A Veteran

1 bik.eastof San Diego Fwy.
Open 11 AM 479 9803

.....f ...« 70
AIWA Stereo Tape Recorder, 4 mos. old. 3
heads, 3 speeds. Separate channel controls.
935-4700. $250, best offer. (10 A 4)

BRAINWAVE Feedback. Elec-
troencephalophone teaches alphawave
Control, altered states of consciousness,
nformation, IOC. J A J Enterprises, 8102-D,
iainbridge, Wash.98J10. (10 A 4)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,
90704. ^ (2 0TR)

^Help Wanted........ 3

EARN extra money. Sell Shaklee Products
and help light pollution. Call for details 381-
^**''<**V» (3A4)

MOTHER'S helper, part time, walking
distance from UCLA. 47S-5S5S. ( 3 M 31

)

NEED money? Place your name and
number on fhe Placement ft Career Plan-
ning Center Babysitting List. BIdg. 10.
Deadline April 7. (3 A 7)

NOSTALGIC (THE SOUTHERN CAMPUS)
Students' Yearbooks from 1921-22, 1922-23,
1951. ScNOol location at that time was at 855
N. Vermont. Also have original negatives
and pictures from annual. MAKE OFFER,
7459018 (10M3I)

AUCTION OF UNCLAIMED*!"*
; PROPERTY
Public notice is hereby given that certain
merchandise which has been in the custody
of the UCLA lost and found departmofit, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90024, for more than Six (4)
months witftout being claimed by the owners
will be sold at public auction for cash only.
The auction will be held April 3, 1971 at 10:00
AM. The Receiving Department, 741 Circle
Drive South, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024. ( 10 A

FOR Sale Art Supplies: large easel, can-
vasses, frames, aluminum cabinets,
refrigerator, stove, typewriter, desk, book-
case, curtains, drapes. Telept>one 279-
'^'5- (10M31)

HOTPOiNT Refrigerator , eleven cubic ft.,

$48. Water heater, 40 gal., $28. 870-1 188. ( 10 M
J I I

MALE student live in BH physician's home,
$$0 mo., capable gardener, light chores, CR
*">» (3 A 4)

RUG M X 14 like new, 23 inch TV, portable
Royal typewriter, upholstered day bed. 274-
1544 after noon. (10 A 4)

FEMALE student live in BH physician's
home. $50 mo., cooking/ light housekeeping
for six, CR 4-2333. (3A4)

You are just the type
we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
$45 per month while helping others.
Come in to 1001 Gayley. Suite 210

or
Call 478 0051 9:00 AM 7:00 PM daily

PART Time interviewers Survey Research.
Attractive

: Female, male 20 plus. 985-5231 . (

3

A 4)

FOLK guitar teacher for girl, II, with one
year of lessons. Must come to home near
Venice and Fairfax, hour per week. 275-
"3» (3A4)

ESTABLISHED, reputable, poster company
wants to buy black & white pf>otos/$25 $50
ea. for print only /you still own negative. Call
Peggy at 394 2701 (3M31)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474-4315

JUNE BRIDES

Soloct China and Crystal pattorn
summer dollvory and save

2S%teS0%
BUYERS SERVICE LTD.

Its So. Beverly Dr.
•overly Hills, Calif, h^...

Mpn.-Sat. ig:0O>S:00 CR3-tS24

ATTENTION students! Join the American
Vigilantes, help save our country! Read
THE AMERICAN VIGILANTE by Alaric,
Brandon Press, 221 Columbus Ave., Boston,
»WU8S.02n4.$4 95 (lO AW)
THE INDEX A reference for hundreds of
items: supplies, merchandise, services
needed by every retailer, opportunity seeker
over 70 headings, over 500 listings only

$2.00. Mary Hudgens, 1219 N. Beachwood
Dr.. 0203. LA. Cal if. 90020. ( to A 4)

$75. KLH Model 11, 3 yrs. old, exc. cond., 392
0124after 4 00 PM and weekends. (10 A 4)

yServices Offered 11

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270, 870

^^ (11QTR)

TAX Returns. $3 up. Personal service by
student employee with $ yrs, professional
^Rperienc^ CUAUJ

ROCI< Group: Film Producer wants un
signed group or single performer free totravel, over 17 Able to record. Call for in
tor view 444 7227

{J\l )

GIRLS, want a part time iob dealing with
people? Afternoons, evenings, weekends
Services Unlimited 475-9521. (3M3n

XEROX COPIES
Our prices are LOW

MIMEOGRAPH-DITTO
PRINTING

Thotes and Dissortatlont
A Specialty

1 2 1 K i --
. - .' . i f > ( t * * 1 K- . i j

1

5

K.i«*rs: 8:00 AM to8:M PM

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Tree delivery, free service. 24

hr. phone. 274-9119. (IIQTR)

PIANO Lessons Beginners, intermediates:

Certified Instructor $3.00 per 1/2 hr. $5 /hr.

Call824 2758, 8 IOAM.,472 1994, aMer7
PM. (11 A 4)

LEARN to drive stickshift on 4 speed
Sportscar or Automatic Astro Driving
School. Call 559 151S. (11 A4)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
873 SO IS, eves, 783 3509. (11QTR)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd.
457-4390. (11QTR)

RENT FURNITURE
Student Discount. Rates low as SS/Mi

Student Special Sale:

Purchase sofas from $30

chairs from $20

U-RENT FURNITURE
1301 Westvi^ood Bl.

WLA
Call 478-0854

14733 OxnardSt.
Van Nuys

Call 787-5330

Master Charge/BankAmericard

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free
Consultation LuCia R.E. 10921 Wilshire
(corner Westwood Bl.) 477-2193 Mon., Wed.,
Fri., Sat. . __. (11 A 13)

"the BEST JOBS
ANDHOWTOG^TTHEM!

HOW MANY GOOD JOBS.ARE LOST?
DON'T TAKE CHANCES ON YOUR FIRST
INTERVIEW!
GOOD JOBS ARE TOO FEW FOR YOU TO
GAMBLE. •

EVERY JOB IS WON OR LOST IN THE
INTERVIEW. • *'

NEW, EXCITING 12 INCH L/P ALBUM BY
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
RECRUITER REVEALS
TECHNIQUES THAT HELPED
THOUSANDS GET THE
-JOBS THEY WANTED!
WRAT IS THE EMPLOYER LOOKING
FOR?
HOW TO GET HIM INTERESTED IN
WHAT YOU WANT!
SPECIFIC ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC
QUESnONSl
ONLY S4.95 POST PAID. MONEY
GUARANTEE
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDERDEPARTMENT B.
JOHN LAWRENCE ENTERPRISES
4055 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 418
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90005

BACK

TO:

AUTO Insurance: cancelled - declined - too
high. Low monthly payments - Student
Discounts - Ask for Bob, 394-2225. (.11 A 77)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES, 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (11QTR)

BLOW-UP your grandma, boyfriend or
family car. Giant 2 ft. posters. Send your
plMto any siie (returned) $2.95 plus 25<
postage to Personal Posters, PO Box 42972.
LA, Calif, 90050. (HAD
MODERN Dance classes. Marie Mar-
chowsky former soloist Martha Graham Co.
Adults children. 3112 Penn Ave. SM. 828-
9000/445-3433. (II A 20)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. ThriMy Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11
QTR)

IDENTIFICATION CARDS, BIRTH
CERTIFICATES, PRESS CARDS. In-
formation, send stamped, self addressed
envelope, DAYNE COSMIC LTD., Box 124,
La Verne, Calif. 91750. (11 A 4)

for J Travel 13

CARS in EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O. BOX 49504
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,
Africa, India. 40% off. Intra European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills. Ca.
90210.274 4293. (13QTI^)

BRITISH Rail offers the $35 Youth Pass 15
days unlimited rail travel (ages 15 thru 22).
Also:
$40. 15 days
$55. 21 days.
$70. 1 month.
Thrift coupons for no time limit. $40. Gives
you 1000 miles and $40 1500 miles of rail
travel. Contact your travel agent or call
British Rail 424-5149. (13 QTR)

SAILING Cruise 150' clipper ship Departs
June 18, for 4 wks. Share expenses Eric.
(213)378-2405 (,3 A 4)

8t»i ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff
EUROPE Many departures ( including one-
ways) Irom $24f

EUROPE Israel. One way rovfid trip

student travel discounts SOFA inter

European student charter (lights Contact:

ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., •4. LA. 90049

834S449 (IJOTR)

EUROPE CHARTERS Several schedules
from $250 roundtrip, $1S0 on^* way. Coor
dinator: Professor Margaret Paal, 247

Roycroft, Long Beach. 90003. 213 438-2179. ( 1:

A 4)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fit«

Student Rail-pass 2 months $125.00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC-Dopt. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

»72_2283or 784 U77 _

ONE way Jet LA Europe from $200. One way
ship NYC-Europe from $140. One way Jet
NYC Europe from $138. Phone 441-4171. (13
M 31)

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

S109S. Europe: 4 weeks, 6 countries. $715.

Israel Europe 11 weeks, S119S. Japan: 4

weeks, $1011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave., Culver
City. (213)839 5247. (13QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVEJRSITY

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS. 1?71

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authoniedft Approved
by tho University of California

on ALL Camouses

LA..iONDON/LONDON-LA.
Fit.

2

3

4
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14
'}%

Fit.

5

Fh.

15

Dop.

6/21

6/22

6/23
6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/M
7/14

8/8

9/4

7/24

Ret.

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10
9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

8/25

Viit Prko
10 $275
8

9

8
10

10

9
4
7

4
3

4

$275
$275
$275

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
S27S

ONE - WAY LA - LONDON *

Dop.

fr/24^^''-'" SI 50

ONE-VM^Y l6nDON-LA.
Rof. Prko

9/9 $150

$453

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LALIBERIA/LIBERIA-LA
Dtp. «•*•

July 13 Sept. 9 8

•WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to.bonafide memtiort of the
University of California (students, faculty,
staH, rogistored alumni, immod. family
living in ttie same housoftold)

• $ 10 12

charter flights

UG a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. A 5 p.m.

825 1221

EUROPEAN Safari 13 weeks. 14 countries,
via iMats/luxury minibuses & lodging.
Stopping summer festivals. Groups of 7 not
'tour', $950. Inter-Europe flights. Call JLM,
744 3477,444 4191. Write PO Box 77074. (13 A
4)

^Jjqj^lTDEhrr TRAVEL.
.BTTER FLIGHTS

1007

LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

1 June 15 Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24"-Sep 5 11 $275
5* June 27 Sep 13 12

• LA/London/Amsterdam
$275

6 July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14— LA/London $148
2C July 26— LA/London $139
3E Aug 19— LA/Madrid/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 —LA/London 3123
5E Sep 12—LA/London $123

ONE WAY FLIGH'i'S FROM EUR<5PE

IW June 14—Amsterdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA S|139
3W Sep 16--London/LA $148

ONE-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 $79
Available only to Universie-y of
California students, fackljty, ..^.

employees, extension and Alumni '-^

Members plus immediate families.

VJI^X CHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

I

EUROPE. S22S 385, also Israel, Japan.
Summer & Fall (lights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev
Blvd.. LA, 90048 451-3311. ESEPUCLA

isMaatmsiSit

y Tutoring, r

STATISTICS tutoring. Data Analysis for MA
and PhO research in Behavioral Science. Or.
Linn. 473 8743 (14 A 4)

y Tutoring. ]4

TUTOR math, ail ltv«l$. call Don. 47t-S203
after 4 PM. (I4M31)

FRENCH French: Expor. Parisienne born
tutor. Grammar, cenv. accent spec. OU i-

9243. (14M31)

GRADUATE Rtcord Exam preparation.
LSAT, etc. Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 120 S. Robertson, 457-
4390 (I4QTR)

GRE, LSAT preparation. Individual in-
struction Academic Guidance Services, 120
S. Robertson. 457-4390.

( QTR)

w *Yff'f*g ••••••.....•..•••......... I

J

TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math A technical typing.
Accurate, rapid service. 741-55M. ( 15 OTR)

RUTH - theses, term papers, manuscripts.
EXP.,Mrliends. daily S-9.I2I 1142. (1S0TR)

j,

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near
campus. Call Esther 824 7491. (15 QTR)

TOPOUALITY TYPING
DISCOUNTED TO STUQENTl-

WATTS SECRETARIAL SERVICE
(213)299 3135

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA, 90001.

Speciahiing in THESES, ESSAYS. A
MANUSCRIPTS! Expert Work on Both IBM
Composer A IBM SELECTRIC 35C per*
page/Composer work by hour. (15 A 4)

I'M lUst your type (IBM Executive). Neat,
accurate typing theses, reports, anythng.
Call 4 8 PM Fritii 839 1 174. ( 15 A 4)

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscripts.
Exp. Wkends, daily S-9, I2t 1 142 ( 15 QTR)

General Typing with background in Law,
AAedicine, 'A Engineermg. 478 3832. Call
before 4 PM. (MA 4)

I I
——

—

— ^

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice, 397 3304. OSQTR)

-

P-ROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES. 479
8144,477 4382. (15 QTR)

TYPlNG-editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM Selectric. Eng. grads.
iNancy 472 4)43. Kay 824 7472. (ISA 4)

V "anfea*;........,,,,,. ••••••• 16
PROFESSOR and wife wish rent air con
ditioned (urmshed apt. (at least 3 rooms)
June through August; exact dates flexible.
Y'rtte, Forrest Wasserman. Box 1)31
MacMurray College. Jacksonville, III.

*3450 ( 14 A 8)

GRAO. student, wife, small dog desire 1

bdrm. air conditioned apartment, summer
rental. Walking distance medical complex.
Reply: 2103 Cornell Rd. #5 Cleveland. Ohio
44104. (14M31)

STUDENT teach 4 1/2 yr. old girl swimming.
Evenings- 553-8328 or leave message Brooke
HelmMO22301. ( 14 A 4)t
^ Apts, - Furnished, 17

THEVILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles

Fireplace. Ige heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bldg. maid available. North of Wilshire.

convenient to Iwys.

4)1 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479-8144 (17QTR)

TOKYO 6 week summer flight 5343*
'Includes US departure taxes

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839 2401
4248 Overland Ave . Oept A . Culver City

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-
^ricnced Univ. Prof. Positive result* any
exam Easy conversational method (trial).
473 2492 (140TR)

ONE Bedroom apt., scenic patio, lease. Off
Beverly Glen, very quiet. Call 474-3439 or 825-
1**7. (17 A 4)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APARTMENTS TO SHARE $50

Mrs. Kay • GR3-1788, GR3-0524

SISO. Beautiful, very large 1 bedroom,
shutters, separate dinette, unit heat. 132 S.

Harper Ave., LA. WE 5-4420, appoint. ( 17 A 4)

433 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-M12

$210 2 iMtrm., 2 bath, nfr transportation
available April I 1328 Barry Ave. 479
10)42. ()7A4)

400 BUILDING
1 dnd 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Idealfor year round

living. Heu fed pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

LARGE, clean, attractively furnished
(relatively new) singles Accom 2. Air cond.
Block UCLA Pool, sundecks, garage. 425 441

Landlair 479 S404 (17 A 4)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2BE t JIO , 1 1/2 BATH
Hi -^ i I ;.i >*ui^L . PATIO
10824 Lind^M*- o Hilgard

p::: ::Sft¥ftSWSft:«Wx
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Swimmers place third at NCAA's
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The UCLA swim team capped its first undefeated dual meet
season and its second straight Pac-8 championship with a third
place finish behind Indiana and USC at the NCAA Swimming
Championships last weeked at Iowa State!

The Bruins netted 202 points in the three<lay meet for their
highest finish ever in national competition. The Hoosiers who
captured their fourth consecutive NCAA swim tiUe, collected 349
points to use's 260.

Not one Bruin finished first in the meet dominated by the
world-class swimmers of Indiana, USC, Tennessee and Stanford-
Gary Hall, Mark Spitz, and John Kinsella of the Hoosiers Frank
Heckl of the Trojans; Dave Edgar of the Vols; and Brian Job and
John Ferris of the Indians.

Strangely enough, it was depth that netted the Bruins their
third-place finish. This was quite a turnabout from' the 1970
championships when, with three first place finishes from Olympian
Mike Burton, UCLA finished fourth. In this year's championships
Bruin coach Bob Horn's team had enough talent to break 13 UCLA
school records in the 17 events they entered.

The outstanding Bruin performance at Iowa State was turned
in by freshman Tom Bruce, who set an American record of : 56 8 in
the 100 yard breaststroke prelims, breaking Job's old mark of • 57
However, Job came back in the finals to nip Bruce for the gold
medal :57.2 to :57.6.

^

Other top efforts of the meet were turned in by Barry Townsend
and Rob Clarke, two freshmen. Townsend erased 1968 Olympian
Zac Zorn's school record of :20.9 in the 50 yard free with a second-
piace time of :20.7. Tennessee's Edgar won the event in a meet
record time of :20.3. .

^^

Clarke finished second to Indiana '^s Spitz in the 200 butterfly
finals, 1:52.1 to 1:51.0. According to Bruin assistant coach Buzz
Thayer, "No one figured for Clarke to be in the finals. But he gave
Spitz a real challenge, pushing him all the way to the finish. We
figure in a year be will probably be the best in the world in the 200
fly."

Another freshman, Bemie Stenson, turned in a lifetime best of
1:55.5 in the 200 IM prehms and came back in the finals with a
1

:
55.9 fifth-place time. Sophomore Steve Doyle took fifth in the 200

back with a 1:54.5 time aft^r finishing third in the 100 back with a
clocking of : 52.1.

,'In the freestyle races, the Bruins' times did not matcWthe ones
they clocked at the Pac-8 meet. Steve Center, hampered by
bronchitis, finished fifth in the 200 free (1 :41.2), fifth in the 500 free
(4:36.5), and ninth in the 1650 free (16:23.0). *Dave O'Malley, a
sophomore like Center, finished Uth in the 100 free ( :47.6), seventh
in the 200 free (1:42.3), and 10th in the 500 free (4:41.0).

Finally, in the relays, the Bruins were in the top six of all three
events. They finished third in the 400 medley (3:25.6), lixth in the
400 free' (3:06.7), and second in the 800 free (6:51.2). All three
clockings are new school records.

"We were quite happy with our performances since the meet
showed that our team, composed mostly of freshmen and
sophomores, can hc^ its own in face of top competition," Thayer,
said. "Next year, I expect the team title to be a three-way race
between Indiana, USC, and UCLA "

After the Bruins, Stanford finished fourth and Cal State Long
Beach fifth.

Highlights of the NCAA meet are to be shown on ABC's Wide
World of Sports this Saturday ^t 5 p.m.

—Tom Wong and John Sandbrook

break wrap
Vol leybailers host Loyola tomorrow

UCLAs defending NCAA champion
volley bailers host Loyola University tomorrow
night in Pauley Pavilion at 8:00 p.m. The match
will be the first competitive action for the Bruins
since a lopsided victory over USC earlier this
month.

The long layoff during the quarter break
enabled the Bruins to rest some nagging injuries
to key personnel.

"With respect to injuries the rest did some
good/* commented coach Al Scates. "The only
real question is how much our overall game will be
affected by the break." The Bruins, who goi in
siome infor^nal play in several pickup games,
appear to be in good shape as they begin the main
portion of the season.

< April is the action month for volleyball.
Following Thursday's match with l>oyola. UCLA
takes part in the Region 13 Championships
Saturday at Pierce College and have a match with
Cal State Long Beach next Wednesday in Pauley.
The 49ers reached the fina|s against UCLA in last
year's NCAA finals.

The NCAA regiona^s'are set for April 9 and 10 at
UC Santa Barbara and the finals return to Pauley
April 23 and 24 as UCLA tries for its second con-
secutive national volleyball crown.

^Jim Crew

P
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Gymnasts take

third in Pac-8

The Bruin gymnasts took third

place in the Pacific-^ but failed to

send any competitors to the NCAA
tournament at the University of

Michigan^

California won the conference
meet, scoring 153.75 points to 152.95

for runner-up Washington UCLA
scored 133.15. USC 129.25 and
Oregon 115.00.

Individually, Gary Albitz was
fourth in rings. Bill Beach took
fifth place on the high bar, and
Danny Uyeda also was fifth on the
side horse. The top three finishers
in each event became eligible for
NCAA participation.

The Bruins closed the regular
^«sason losing to USC, 152.90 to

148.10. on March 13. On April 30,

UCLA will host the Bruin Gym-
nastic Classic in Pauley
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iordon Campbell ^

Ruggers go winless on Canada trip

g
n

Vancouver. B.C. — Canadian hospitality at this (All Star team) which was almost the full Canadian
time of year refers only to indoor activities, as any natonal team,
action outside invariably results in ^ drenching. The refereeing was even more suspect than
The visiting UCLA rugby team was drenched in before, causing Ihe partisan crowd to boo the referee

more ways than one during their week-long, three The Bruins led 8-6 at the half but were overwhelmed
game tour. The weather was cold and wet, and the in the second period, losing finally 25-8
host teams'^hospitality, even colder. For the first Monday was the l^st chance for redemption and
time ever under coach Dennis Storer, the Bruins put the Bruins were intent on salvaging at least a part of
together a treee-game losing streak. the lour. The opponent for the day was the University
The ordeal began on Thursday afternoon against of Victoria, ranked number two next to UBC

the University of British Columbia in a game to throughout the year. Once again the Bruins came up
determine the winner of the World Cup. The 'World' empty-handed, losing the game 6-0 Ewn more
is a newspaper in Vancouver that invites a team startling, the referee handed out twenty-six penalties
from the UC system to oppose the University of against UCLA, and only five against Victoria
British Columbia for the symbolic trophy. The A disconsolate Storer refused to blame his team
Bruins had won it two years in a row, having and preferred to cite the poor and foreign playing
trounced the Canadians last year, in their last conditions as the main reason for the Bruins demise.

"^!,?^.*"f : u -, .
^'^ praised the Canadian opponents, but insisted that

This time was to be different, however, as the the Bruins would have played better had they been
Canadians, playing in thick mud, quickly jumped more familiar with the conditions, or if they could
ahead. Helped along with some rather questionable have played on a dry field.
refereeing decisions, UBC moved ahead 14-0 in the The Bruins close out the yar this weekend at the
first eight minutes of play. The Bruins tried to play Santa Barbara tournament, which gives them one
catch-up, but ended up losing 17-10. The only Bjruin last shot at the national championship All of the top
consolation was that they outscored UBC, two tries to teams in the country will be at SanU Barbara except
^^^-

. Stanford, the one Ameni<:an team to conquer the
Saturday saw the second game of the tour, played Bruins this year

again in heavy mud, against a Representative XV ^ —John Reich
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UCLA Daily Briiin Classified Ads » -n

y/Apts. - Furnished. // ^Apts. to Share 19 Vloom and Board 24

\ :(

S170. Well-furnished very large two
bedroom, 5 closets, separate garage. WE 5-
6620, appointment. (17 A 4)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. lorn. apts.

Perfect to stiare for 2 people.
Rents $17^-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool-Subterranean garage Elevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk to beacti - Near Freeway.
2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573
2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5556
2311 Fourth St., SM 392-5686

J165. Redecorated new furniture, carpets,
drapes, pool. Parking, shopping. Prefer
technicians. Staff personnel. WLA. 836-
3033 (17 A 6)

y/Apts.-[inhirnished. 18

FEMALE share large bedroom. Half mile
campus. No lease, utilities paid. 10539 & half
Wilshire. 475-5657. $85/mo. (19 A 6)

MALE-Meals. maid service, lovely Bel Air
home, privacy 5 mmutes drive to campus

IN private home, Beverly Hills Large
furnished room J70, kmall $40 Ask
nsferences Please call 27l"^«i4 (26 A 6)

69 f^lREBlRO red/blh Landau Lovw
mileage, «lnt cond »2.o«^ 6SI 1479 alter S4

~ (J9A6)wknd

Call 472 4)65. (24A6)

ROOMMATE wanted: Single with kitchen, 2
blocks from campus. S70 a month plus
utilities. 475)371. ( 19 A 6)

FEMALE share with 2. 2 bedroom, pool. S70
/mo. WLA. 15 min. campus. 826 5800.
Reggie, Viv. (19 A6)

FEMALE roommate $33 /mo., one bedroom,
short ride to campus. Call Suzie: 477-5268;
Work: 475 2532. (19 A 6)

FOR sale 1 Hedrick m
Call Greg, 824 1768.

en's dorm contract.
(24 A 6)

LARGE sunny quiet. Private Brentwood
home Female Separate entrance, bath $$
mo. OR 6 1721. Eves. (36 A6)

TR« 69 E«ceHen) condition 8 track stereo
Maki« oiler 826 9447 '79 A 6)

RIEBER Girl's dorm contract Spring
Great view, 3rd floor Joining sorority
Discount Call Bonnie 828 5446. ( 24 A 6)

•
Room and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25

$60 MAN over 21, Separate entrance, non
smoker Telephone Walking distance, no
housekeeping Work available 801 Malcolm
''^^^'"^ (26AA)

^Autos for Sale 29

$8 VOLVO New rebuilt engine, new clutch
runs e«tremelv well $100 Call alter si« tiA
30" (29 A 6)

'55 CHRYSLER Imperial Hemi Ertgmt
E«cellcnl condition Reasonable J9S 80J)
evenings (29 A 6)

MBENZ 19«i I90SL Convertible $1650
(XMA$24> Privaleparty 837 3760 (29 A6)

MALE roommate immediately, to share
large bedroom with grad. S46/mo. WLA,
eves., 478-3886. (19M31)

J'75-HUGE 2 bedroom 1 bath unfurnished
apartment. 1811 l9th St., Santa Monica,
^•teen minutes to UCLA. Limited to four
students per apt. Two apartments available
*5& #7 $400 to move in. Go & see, then call if

•nterested 456 8894. (18 A 6)

MAN share large one bedroom apf. with 2

studious fellows. Pool, garage. 625 Landfair
«79 5404. (19 A 6)

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share large

apt. (own bedroom, bathroom). Prefer

24/over. Palms, quiet. 839 1621. (19 A 6)

GIRL: Share spacious two bedroom apt

w/two. 459 Landfair. $75 /mo 478 4190, 478

6171. (19A6)

WORKING mother needs light housework
help Room, board, TV, and negotiable
salary Week days free to 3 PM. Nwar UCLA,
625 462S days, 474 8447 evei. ( 25 A )

'67 TRIUMPH Spitfire 28.000 miles Ongmal
owner Radio, heater $975 /best r-ter 839
8434. (29 A 9)

'68 VW sunroof, automatic, new fires, «lnf
condition $1150 Alter 3 30 816)636 (29 A«)

FEMALE Private room Night babysitting
Two school children. Help with dinner.
Flexible hours. 826 2)90. (25 A 6)

PORSCHE 64 Convertible Fsbuously cared
for New engine at 40,000 Loaded foreign
extras Best cash offer $2850 are». HOi sin
days ST4 9419 weettends eves (29 A*)

'66 OLDS 442 coupe Automatic, buckets,
power, original private party Eicellent
$1200 Steve, 276 4700 (29 A 6)

ROOM and board plus $15 wk. for girl
student m exchange for babysitting, light
housekeeping Ouiet, private room and bath
Must have car or drive 654 3090 (25 A «)

'69 RAMBLERS Wide selection defroster,
heater, 2 & 4 doors Must sell Make offers,
474 2593. (39 A 6)

^ ^Room for Rent 26

'59 RAMBLER sta wgn Best offer Ex
cj^llenf cond Call after 12 784 5545 (29M3<)

'68 COUGAR. It green, black interior, auto,
air. very clean Sacrifice 823 6309 days ( 29 A
6)

>/Apf$. h Share 19 Z^"*'** ^<"' ^<''*- ^'

WANTED: Person to share large Topangi

4« VL**,"
**•* ' °^" foom. $80. Tree*, stream

_
^'*^* (19 A 6)

f*MALE, share beautiful, spacious one
''^droom apt. w/one. Block campus, A/C,
P<>ol $90 your share. Call Andrea, 477

BEAUTIFUL room, bath Reliable male
Quiet home Campus one mile Mornings 651
0900 After five 270-3343. ( 26 A 6)

FOR SALE '64 Oldsmobile Jetstar Modile
Good condition Aqua with white interior
SlOO or best offer 4740882 eves (29M3I)

'62 PORSCHE S 90 Cabriolet yellow Im
maculate Low mileage $l.7$o EX$ 43)5 (29M 111

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A I AUTO SERVICE
7957 Wan Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant
Call 894 707$ 24 Hours

A-1

•853 (19 A 6)

'^EMALE: Share furn. comfortable 2 bdrm.
n.«-'

**'^** Monica, $85 Carol 392 947 1/825-
OSCO. (19A6)

IMMACULATE 1 bedroom /den /livingroom
''fireplace /patio 1218 N Beverly Glen
(25,500. Contact Femma 826 4685 (2) A 6)

COMPLETE privacy Bel Air. 3 bdrms
Large grounds Trees Pool. Unique $75,000

Sands 476 6464 (21 A 20)

BRENTWOOD, bus to UCLA, 2 bedrooms
^/outside playroom. 1105 Amherst, $37,900,

owner, 826 8527 (21 A 6)

be^^'^'"^ ''^*** (violinist) to share two

SLEEPING Room $37 50 /month, 1 person
Share bath with another West LA (Federal
Ave ) GL1 4086. (26 A 6)

ROOM and shower off garage Refrigerator,
no cooking Walking distance campus. Male
only 476 2476 (26 A 6)

$90 Newly decorated room Kitchen,
laundry privileges Private home Women
only Graduate, faculty or with good
position, references Near UCLA, by
Sepulveda /Montana • 472-7657. (26 A 6)

63 VW nearly new motor, has air con
ditioner, good tires Priced at $595 GR3
'635 (29 A 6) V
61 BUICK Special, V 8, std trans , r/h. good
^engine, transportation $23$ 483 3281 (after

*!: (29 A 6)

'62 TR4 Triumph sports c»r $$•$ Reliable
' ( 29 A 4

)

Cycles, Scooters

ror joic. .,,,,, „,,,,„,, «5(/

«:'*isical 1

OWN
(19 A6)

Ml i ynch. GR'>
. sirl*«*II*^ ' ^°P»"9» S85 /month. TreesMrean,, qrass. yard, parking 455 2544eves

(19M31)

SHARE large Westwood house with 3

students, 10 m\r\ Walk to campus 436

Levering 472 0725 (22 A6)

IB Va ^kk\ \U^k. jft^^rful room—Walk in

closrt Vif mity LaBrea /Olvmppr »38
^244 (26

QUIET, comfortable, convenient, room foi

responsible student. 393-9)09 (26 A 6)

%*\9% »n4 Service
RMItns intuitu

<ti)]W«%hffiffefim«c«
Culver City

. IM2S90

64 LAMBRETTA motorscooter. )2$cc. 3
seater. excellent cond , only 4. 000 mi $1$0
Call Rom, 2:3 657 8948 ()0A6)

70 HONDA Trail 90 $.000 miles, excellent
condition 393 5282 (30 A 6)

70 HONDA 90 Trail, 140 mi , paid %Ui. sell
$115, '71 license At student Union 4^6 daily
^*31737 (30 A 6)

HONDA 90 street model Good condition
Special tires Call evenings GR2 37«i days
'•' 454$ (MM)))

JSEO Vespa and Helmet Scooter in ^^^
condition Call Jon Isenberg 472 38)1 (30 A 6)
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anner for UCLA Hi:

UCLA i^ ' UCLA 57
• •
• • BYU ^ \: CSL8 'jj^ '^'-^^'

UCLA
FG-A FT A R PP TP

UCLA
FG A FT A R PF TP

'-'•

Rowe 5-11 3-6 9 8 13 Rowe 3-6 6-12 12 12
'-**

Wicks 6-^- ^'-5 20
w

14 5-13 8-12 15 18

X- Patterson 6-U 1-3 11 <» 13 r'diier:»on 2-8 1-1 5 5
:•:

Bibby 6-13 3-3 9 3 15 Bibby 4-18 33 6 11

;•: Booker 2-6 0^ 1 2 4 Booker 0-4 0-0 2

':.] Scholiekl 6-13 0-2 6 3 12 Schofiehl 3-9 0-0 3 6
':'• farmer 5-9 13 6 11 Farmer 3 1-2 4 1

:: Betchley 3 4 1-1 7 Betctiley i i 2-2 4

Ecker 13 M 2 Ecker 0-0 0-0

TOTALS 40 a i3 62 13 91 TOTALS 2 21-31 47 17 57

:•.< ^ f=G %: 45.5; FT %: 47.8 FG %: 29.0; FT % 67.7

TurnoVers: 13
M Turnovers: 12

1

BYU
FG-A

Toilestrup 0-3

Kelly 9>U
Cosic 8-18

Fryer 8-19

Miller - 4-11

Bunker .. -. 1-3

Jorgensen O-i

Sarkalahti 0-0

Bailey 0-1

TOTALS 30-72

FG %

FT-A R PF
1-2 1 2

6-6 5 I

22 23 3

2-6 4 3

25 5 3

0-0 5 4

0-0 1

0-0

0-0 1

13-21 44 17

: 41.7; FT %:

TP
1

2A

18

18

10

2

73

61.9

CAL STATE LONG BEACH

FG-A FT-A R PF TP
Trapp 5 13 5-6 16 3 15

i
• •

• •

Terry 4-4 3-4 6

Lynn 3-10 1-3 5

Williams 17 00 4

Ratle« 8 14 2 4 4

McWilliamis 0-1 0-0 2

Taylor 0-2 2-4 ^^

TOTALS 21-51 13-21 39

O FG %: 41.2; FT
Turnovers: 14

3 11

4 7

3 2

5 18

2

2 2

22 55,
%: 61.9

Turnovers : 19

k Si C LA 68 UCLA M ',

( ''. l:':1SaS 60 Vftlanova 62 :•

KANSAS
FG A *^T A , .} f 1 P

V ft LANOVA
FG-A P-r.A R PF TP :•

Robisch 7-19 3 J • / .intfp Ml 1 1 2 4 9 .

Rus^ll
'

5-12 -7 1 r? PiH-tei- v"'i 2 1 5-<S 8 } 25
\.

Brown 3 8 1
-;i

1 ^'^:'S*-r':li =11 516 .12 6 ,1 IV .-

Stallwortti 5-10 2
' ^

;rvgjr-.f: , i.¥ ! 1 4 a ; -:•

Nash 3 V \ ^ 1 li -'iM'ii
' a.-4 2.3 ^ 4 2 >,

Kivisto \.U 1-4 1
.'

i T'^ V ! 0.0 '^ (1 :•:

CanfiekJ 0-0 c
'*

i ! t \ ihO Gd ii :'•

Williams 0-1 V •

\,
/ ' 7"'

'
.!i: ':,} *0--U 27 14 42 ':[.

Matthews 0-0 f G %, 41,9. FT 7fc.^' :•:

2j^«.:^„ 0-0 '.J lurnovers: 10
,',

AUa 24-60 1" i ^

''<.
' '^:5.2

fJ€l.A

FG A Ff.A R )?P TP
:j

UCLA
FG-A FT A R

Rowe 7-10 2^4 15

Wicks 59 11-13 8

PF
2

2

TP
16

21

Rowe
W;ck\

i'..4blJV

2 -1 V' 4-S 8

:w 1.1 9

iy- U 18 3-5 8

6 ri s ?i 2

1

1

8'

IS,

i
Patterson

Bibby

3-11 O'-O 6

6-9 6-6 4

2

3

6

18
SCtOu^: :0 ''

'-' 0.0 ' ! f

i
Bo«ker
Schofield

Farmer

1-2 1-2 5

^f^^ 0-1

0-2 0-1 2

3

3

1

3

2

r .
:.

»' ....
i ,»

.'/ •:*? 14.1 a 29

FG %: 5- '
: r T

7 (>.'n

•.V

1
Betchley 0-0 0-10 - / '.-'• '-' !, < ':> , .

'

n
Ecker 0-1 M 1 2

'

1HiH 0-0 0-0

Chapman 0-0 0-0 1 2 1
TOTALS 23-47 22-30 42 18 68 -

J::

JIEGt%: .... FT
'Turnovers; 11

%: 73.3 - ;!:;

i

?:

It isn't that we think that UCLA's fifth Straight NCAA basketball championship isn't

such a titg deal. |t's just that we are going to wait until Monday to puMish the annual

basketball souvenir edition of the Daily Bruin.

But some people just can't wait, though. The National Basketball Association held its

annual college Idra ft two days ago. Sidney Wicks was the second college player selected,

being picked by the Portland Tr;;ixers <
* ' -ent first to Cleveland -» •*- '-^ •

round. Curtis Rowe was selected by the Detroit Pistons in the. first roioid, and Steve Fat-

i

•y

W-NVA*. ;•«':.>:«;W!:fe:::S!:::::

terson was Cleveland's first pick In -the second
Bruin was selected by the NBA.

or the tSth maa drafted. No othfn*

•.•.•-•-•-•-•-V.V.*c
'.•-•••.•-•••-•.•••••-•-' .•.V(.•-•^.•.•.•••.•.•..••sv.v.v .•-•-•...•

J

.Wi :-&-:':':«:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:»:-:-:-:vX^^^^

Track, tennis, baseball—al! off and running
Tracksters dump

Kansas 84-70
Last Sunday's UCLA-Kansas track meet was

supposed to be the Bruins' first real test of the
season, and UCLA came through in convincing style,

topping the*Jayhawks at the Track Stadium 84-70.

The margin would have been an even more decisive
89-65 had the Bruins not been disqualified in the 440
yard relay

The disqualification occurred on a zone violation
during the baton exchange from Steve Gibson to John
Smith and it cut the Bruins' lead to 27-23 rather than
increasing it to 32-18. According to coach Jim Bush's
dope sheet, the Bruins needed a win in the relay for
an 80-74 victory.

Kansans Doug Smith and Dave Anderson then
upset UCLA's Joe Balasco in the mile, running first

and third (Ruben Chappins saved second), cutting
the Bruins lead to 30-29 Then with their expected 1-2

sweep of the 120-yard high hurdles the Jayhawks
roared into the lead 37-31.

The pressure was on UCLA and especially on the
sprinters Based on past performances, Kansas
could expect to pick up at least a few second places in
the dashes.

It was not to be.

The 440 was the first dash and it was indicative of
what was to come. Smith, Reggie Echols, and Eugene
Williams swept it, putting the Bruins back on top, 40-

37. In the 100, Ronnie Welch and Wayne Collett ran 1-

2 and the lead was 48-38.

It was 71-00 before the 220 and the Bruins needed
first and second to clinch the meet. Mark Lutz and

* Tom Scavuzzo of KU had times as good as any of the
Bruins and were supposedly in better shape. But two
Bruins were equal to the challenge. Welch once again
got off to a great sUrt and Smith finished strong to
edge Welch for first and wrap up the meet — two
events before Kansas swept the two-mile and UCLA
won the mile relay to officially end it.

Freshman James McAlister best typified the
Bruins' readiness for the first crucial meet of the
year. He was the first participant in the long jump,
the day's opening event All 4,252 fans' attenUon was
focused on him as he went 26'3 3/4" on his first leap
breaking the meet, stadium, and UCLA records for
the event

The hnnr." nosi Iciinessee, the defending
Southeast Conference champion, Saturday.

By Clark Conarri

DAI LYcr>rnf 11 M
Basemen no.l in Anaheim

with five wins in six days
The baseball Bruins earned a championship of their own over the

quarter break in winning the Anaheim Collegiate Baseball Tourname^it.
The Bruins, in all, won five games in six days, capping the tourney with a
9-6 triumph over Chapman College.

Pitcher Rick Pope went 8 2/3 innings to claim the victory, striking out
17 men, a career high. Pope, fully recovered from the arm trouble that
slowed him last year, is now 6-1 with a 1.73 earned run average.

UCLA is now 17-8 on the season after dropping a 5-0 decision to
Gonzaga University on Monday. The Pacific-8 baseball race opens on
April 13 when UCLA meets USC.

Center fielder Ron Diggle was named co-MVP in the Anaheim
tourney along with Chapman's Myron Pines. Hitting .528 in the six
games, Diggle raised his season's average to .361. He has 27 runs batted
in for the Bruins' 25 games thus far.

Infielder Ralph Punaro joined Diggle on the all-toumey team while
third baseman Mike Gerakos was left off, despite hitting .391. Gerakos is
the leadmg Bruin batter at .370 overall.

The Bruins hit the road Friday against Harbor Junior College and
play a doubleheader Saturday at HoltvUle against the California Angels'
farmhands. The next home game is Tuesday afternoon at Sawtelle
against Occidental College.

By Tom Singer

Week's Schedule

i

Thursday:

Varsity Volleybill: vs. Loyola at Pauley Pavilion, 8 OOp m
JV Baseball: vsjPierceat Sawtelle Field, 7:00 p.m.

Friday:

Varsity Golf: vs. Gal State Long Beach at Bel Air CC, 1:30p m
Varsity Baseball: vs: Harbor JC at Harbor, 7 30 p m
WomI^?r*V 1' j;^''*^"'^ ^* B^^i" Tennis Stadium, 2:00 p.m.Women s Basketball: at Fresno State, 4 pm.

Thursday-Saturday :

Varsity Gymnastics: NCAA Cham ^

IVptters top second

ranked Trinity^ 8-1
The UCLA tennis team uppedits unbeaten record,

to 7-0, With two walkaway wins against highly-ranked

opponents during the quarter break. The two Op-

ponents, Notre Dame and Trinity, managed to win
only one of 18 matches between them, being drubbed
in contests that justified the Bruins' premier No. 1

national ranking.

The Trinity match, in particular, was a disap

pointment for those tennis enthusiasts who expected
a closely fought battle the nation's number one and
two teams.

The meeting was close only for the first few

minutes, when Trinity's top two players appeared to

be headed for victories against the Bruins top

players, Jeff Borowiak and Jim Conners
'""

Dick Stockton, Trinity's top player, led Borowiak
3-1 in the third set, after having split the first two,

winning the first 6-2, and losing the second, 6-7.

Borowiak rallied however, and took the set and the

match 7-5. Trinity's Bob McKinley won the first 6-4

from'Connors, but then lost the next two 3-6 and 6-8.

The remainder of the singles matches went to the

Bruins with considerable ease, Jeff Austin winning 6

3, 7-5, Elio Alvarez 6-3, 6^, Bob Kreiss 6-4, 7-5. and
Mike Kreiss 6-1, 6-3.

The lone Trinity win came in Ae main doubles
match, in which Stockton and McKinley overcame
Conners and Austin 5-7, 6-3 and 6-2.

The remaining two doubles matches also came to

the Bruins, the Kreiss brothers winning 7-5, 6-3, and
Alvarez teaming with Modesto (Tito) Vasquez and
winning 6-0, 6-4.

The Bruins' easy sucess was even more notable

when it is remembered that one of their top players

Hahoon Rahim had to miss the match, because he

was overseas playing in the Davis Cup for his native

Pakistan.

The Bruins other notable win came against Notv^'

Dame, 9-0, a team expected to be one of the best '

the midwest.
The Bruins now will play host to a couple ^ f

Pacific Eight opponents over the weekend, meetiii^^

California on Friday afternoon, and Stanford en

Saturday The fSfo l attmrtinn in thn mntrh Will'

'Mttiimi

UCLA
All:/'
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at University of Michigan,

:m(ymcx^. «c>ICc>9i^-. W. ,.|I£K^MU4MK,>MC>«K >4«KW^

"• »•* * *-*-*A *-* ««.« » *«-••««%««« *«*«•« «•• *«4 •• *-- • •••«•««• V t 'Oui

be the rematch of last year's NCAA singles final

between Bruin Jeff Borowiak and the Indian*^

Roscoe Tanner.

By John Reich

.'^•JkUimd,^^
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APRIL 4 & 5

MlfNNY WINIf
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Plus

J. GILES BAND & LITTLE FEAT
APRIL 7

FROM ^m^^ENGLAND

$»eciil Gutst Artiil ^KAc^C^lC
' "T* iERRY RIOPELLE

APRIL 9

JEFFREY CAIN

Saala imitalsa Slvls
All seats reserved: (6.50, 5.50, 4.50

Available at alt Ticketron outlets, Wallich's Music City Stores,

Mutual Agencies and S M. Civic Box Office (393-9961)

Produced byCONCFKr ASSCHilAT

HiLLR COUNCIL'
900 Hiigard Avenue

474-1531

PASSOVER
CELEBRATION

^"/oy 9 KosheriPesach Banquet -

Hillel will conduct the Second Seder,

Saturday, April 10

We will also be serving Passover meals during the
week - Please make your reservations by April 7.

Please call Hillel 474-1531 for further information.

f?

iii

I

Includes all above ingredients
for only $ 1 .95
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New teaching method applied
By Susie HaUgo
DB Staff Reporter

Eric Flamholtz feels he has come up with a

teaching method which is ''highly motivating,

satisfying and brings about self-discovery and selif-

actualization" for students in his graduate business

administration classes.

He has used this method for his "Human Resource

Management" and 'Behavioral Foundations of

Accounting and Information" classes and one topics

course.

These classes deal with the factors underlying the

formation and execution of managerial policies

relating to the selection, development, adjustment

and motivation of individual employes.

When the quarter begins, he hands out a

bibliography of basic material for the course and
poses questions to be answered or cases to be solved

by the class. Cases are descriptions of real

predicaments and situations found in the business

world which the students are to analyze and provide
possible solutions.

Divided

The class is randomly divided by Flamholtz into

groups of five to seven students. Each group acts as a
unit, with research and other tasks divided among its

members for solving problems and preparing case
work. A spokesman is elected from each group who
reports to the entire class assembled in a plenary
session.

"What goes on in the group is of the utmost im-
portance. Active participation is satisfying in itself.

The self-discovery which surfaces in the group is

highly motivating. The plenary sessions provide
different attacks to the given problem. Students also
provide feedback to other groups' solution or
analysis of the problem," Flamholtz, an assistant
professor of information systems, said.

"Student participation in ttie work of the group is

very high. If one or two students in a six-man group
do not do their share, the group loses 16 to 33 per cent
of its effectiveness and the others will very likely

impose social controls on the laggards to carry their

part of the load," Flamholtz said.

Participatory

Flamholtz said, "Participatory learning leads to

participatory management, in which all the mem-
bers of the ntanagement team are motivated to make
a contribution to the enterprise rather than wait to be
told what to do and how to do it.

"

His classes are often conducted in the behavioral
science laboratory of the school of business ad-
ministration. He sits in a central room and observes
a number of surrounding rooms through one-way
mirrors. He listens in on the conversations by a
sound system.

"The students know I'm there although they can't
see me," he said. "They are usually unaffected by
my hidden presence, though occasionally someone
will look in my direction and say, 'I wonder if he
heard that?'

" -—: »
-

*.. »•

Project

A terfn project is required of each group. It is

chosen by the group and produced in a cooperative
manner. The projects are never based simply on
library research. Material is gathered by working
with business organizations, hospitals or government
and c'ommunity agencies.

Technique

Flamholtz developed his teactiing technique with
the aid of course evaluation questionnaires he
handed out to students. He then determined what was
the most effective way of teaching by figuring out

, what was working and what was not. He discovered
small groups brought about more student in-

volvement and activity.

Grading in his classes is determined by the quality
of the term project, written assignments and his own
subjective analysis of the individual's contribution to

the group.

Although his method may seem ideal, it has two
major drawbacksrOne is it would require a different
set of facilities from those which are now available in

schools, although a class can be conducted in a single
large room by locating the groups a§ far apart as
possible.

The other problem is that of cost. Although
Flamholtz has used the method for a class as large as
60 students, it works best in classes of 12-25. "Small
classes are educationally desirable but are not
practical for financial reasons today," he said.

UCLA "5r
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Kahane to speak

at noon Monday
Rabbi Meir Kahane, the

executive director of the Jewish
Defense League (JDL), will

speak at noon Monday in the
Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom under tjhe auspices of

the Associated Students'
Speakers Program.

Take Command
of Your Future
ENRCXl NOW IN THE UCIA ARMY ROTC PROGRAM

1 (

TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAMS AVAIUBLE

Stay DraH def9rred fhrough your undergraduafe and
graduate schooling.

Receive $50 per month while oMending the

advanced course

Serve as an Army Officer

for a maximum of two years active duty

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAIIABIE

(Tuition. Books. Fees and $50 per Month)

For mor9 information, conhd fhe

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE

h I

INCOME TAX
SERVICE —-
$5 up

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff

FasI, Professional, Service

FLESNER & COOK
I 101 Gaylay Ave.
Westwood Village

886 7475 473-8127
ByAppomhnoot Only

f.wurii 132, Men's Gymnasjum, UCLA
825-7381

DOWN
SLEEPING BAGS

MOUNTAINEERING
SUPPLIES

By the makers of the bag Hi!
lory took to Everest and sup-
plier to leading world expedi
tions. Direct mail order import
from New Zealand at a fraction
uf retail cost, l-or detailed bro
chure write: Antarctic Products
Co., P.O. Box 223 Nelson, New
'' ""'ond
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Chance/for discusses

programmatic reviews
By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Chancellor Charjes E. Young said yesterday the current programmatic
reviews of "basic courses, the sciences and three departments herewould have produced only "general decisions" by the end of this
academic year,- ^
"The reviews are pari of a long range plan rather than immediate

budget decreases;- Young said at the semimonthly press colren^^wi^members of the Daily Bruin.
J v ^=^ conierence witn

"If an entire program is to be eUminated, it would be eicht or 10 vear«
before any changes would become significant "

The 2-month timetable being used for review had come under heavy
cnticism. Charges m the departments (journalism, physical education
fP*^^;

^f"^. "'?.^'«'.'='?f
'""»"« program in the graduate school of

education), the basic courses paralleling high school work (levels 1-3
of Spanish German, French and Latin, Math 1, English 1, Subject A and

iT'h^' il"n^.m^nJ'Ji If"\""r* ^"** "f* ^"** Phy^'^^"' ^^^^ would
not be implemented until fall of 1972. However, the ad hoc review com-
mittees will make their iniUal reports April 15 and final reports on May 15
with final decisions May 28 by the Chancellor on their recommendations
Charles Lomas, chairnian of the speech department, said in a letter toYoung, It seen^ incredible that an action so gravely affecting such-
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No suspect in

Dagowitz case
No one has been charged with the

murder of coed Sunny Lyn
Dagowitz in a campus parking
structure last December, although
more than 300 persons have been
questioned, according to Sgt. Sid
Nuckles, of the Los Angeles Police
Department
Police are looking for a white

male between 5'6" and 5*8"

(drawings at left). Anyone who
knows of a potential suspect should

% call Sgt Nuckles or Sgt. Gary
•ft" Hroda at 485 2531
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Prof evaluation

editor

- antique leWelry - contemporary jewelry - trench bikin.s -

large numbers of faculty should be token at such an accelerated time
scneouie.

Young offered some speculation as to what the results of this review
would be. He said, -I suspect there will be some basic changes in the
concept and operation of the graduation requirements of elemenUry
foreign language." A possibihty he mentioned was "two-tracking" of
foreign language curriculum, whereby a mechanism would be provided
for those students who were unable to take foreign language in high
school. Without the requirement, he added, substanUal reductions in the
workload and costs of elementary language would be realized
"We would have both improvement in the curriculum because of the

.^€view and by the fact that there would not be people taking the classes
for requirements who couldn't care less."

^
Young also mentioned the possible ehmination of the American History

.and Institutions requirement, which would affect the heavy enroUments
in arge lower-division classes used to satisfy the requirement, such as
Political Science 1, and History 7A and 7B.

^—
For the three departments and for the life and physical sciences whose

programs "could be strenthened through reorganization," Young said he
believed there would be at least "some structural changes undertaken "
The basis for these reviews came from recommendations made by the

Academic Senate's Committee on Budget and Interdepartmental Affairs
which along with the Committee on Courses, the Committee on
Educational Policy and the Graduate Council, are in the process of
university-wide review of curriculum.

'^

The budget committee, according to Chairman J. Dean Swift, "devotes
Its time to the general allocation of academic resources." The recom-
mendations from which the current reviews stem were made in January,
with the sUtement, "As an alternative to an across the board cut, we
suggest that the required savings be generated through a careful inquiry
to the foUowing ..." which were termed non-ess^nUal to the function of a
firstirate UniversitJ^.

In this particular rfeport, the committee also suggested that programs
in dance and theater arts be reviewed (similar reviews will probably
begin this fall), raised questions as to the duplication of function of some
departments, and the "over-extending" of departments "in order to-
achieve distinction in all fields."

A number of people, including Pete Bouvier, Graduate Students
Association (GSA), president, have proposed that a programmatic
review of all departments be made. Bouvier said, "We suffer now
from the results of past small changes, done too fast, too politically and
too easily."

However, Young said that the administration had believed it would be
most useful to begin these specific reviews as soon as possible.

Bouvier further condemned the steering committee that appointed five
review committees because only one has a student member. Young said
the consensus of the steering committee was that the question of the
restructuring of a department was not a matter of student concern.

post available
Applications are now

available for the position of
editor of the Professor
Evaluation Booklet.

AU interested graduate and
undergraduate students should
contact the Student Educational
Policy Commission in Ker-
ckhoff Hail 331 for further In-

turmation.
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Straight to speak

Michael Straight, deputy
chairman of the National En-
dowment for the Arts,
Washington, D.C.. will speak on
"Twigs for an Eagle's Nest:
Government Support for the
Arts'* at 8 p.m. today in the
Ralph Freud Playhouse,
Macgowan Hall.

m
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The YARD SCHTICK
Westwood's newest fabric shop
's open for business. Featuring:

Fobrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

lei iir camera's IhiverSlly AltOeX
stereoroom

OUR GOAL:
TO MER VOUR

FORDT
1 006 Broxton 477-0880

diOBOoolly ocroMfrom W«,fwood Villog*

CONCORD
AM FM STEREO

120.00 Value
Z^O

^H;£K:Ma!Bte4i''='#5#::S^

BEL-ArR CAMERA
927 westwood blvd. westwood, calif. 90" 24
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WE'VE eOI SEFS IN IIIIR lELFir!

Shal[«sp9ar«. Dickens. Twoin and Emerson ore jus* o few o< rKe oufhors
whose complete works ore sitlir>g on our shelves. waitir>g to uplift your
heart ond enrich your mirxi Doyle, Dumas, Flaubert, too. Attroctive sets,

ottroctive prices. 50,673 boob, all fields

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
n6l3^N VICENTE (pas* VA Hospital) 826-1217

'^f,
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LIVE MUSIC AND DANCING

c-o
'at

COORS ON TAP

BUMPA-DUMPA BROS. Wed. thru SuTT

504 Pitchers Thurs. & Sun.

BRUINS-Show ID card at door for

free pitcher Fri. & Sat. night

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
OPBN EVEITY DAY 11-2 828-5404

n

OBIGWAL

BLUIJEAN

LEVI'S®
• Shrink to a perfect fit

• with famous buttonedlly

• great for format wear
• sizes 28 to 38

M ^mmmlm^m hmM^m Social balance sheet Thursday. April 1, lf7l
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The Communication Archives,

open from 10 a.m. to noon and 1

p.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through

Friday in Royce Hall 240, has the

following tape recordings of past

campus speeches available:

Mioio. Joseph IIZ7 (2-«-M)
Alinsky. Saul II2« (l-17-<t>

Allrn. Steve 124 <3-»-«S)

Aptheker. Herbert IIC2 (Z-lZ-7t)

Armour. Rkhard IIM (l-«-7l)

Armstrong. Kenneth 128 (3-22-«S)

Association of College Unions If (lt-l-M>

Avneri. Uri I ITS (l*-7-7f)

Baez. Joan IIM (S-24-S8>

Bayh. Birch ililS4 (I2-4-C9)
Beilenson. Anthony 143 <ll-I7-«5>
Belli. Melvin 115 (II-1I-C4)
Benglesdorf. Irving #147 (t-Z-M)
Ben-(;urion. David #81 (3-847)
Bradbury. Kay #13 (IO-23-«4>. #ff7 (1-I7-C4)

Bradley. Thomas #I2» (2-lMi)
Brown, lulmund #M (ll-2f-«7)
Brown. George #137 (4-24-«>. 1172 (S-ll-7«)

Bruce. I>enny #48 (2->-M)
Bunche. Ralph #32 <4-2l-«S). 1131 (2-M-«i)

( aldweU. Erskine #23 (3-S^).IW (3-1-C7). 1182
(•-3-70)

(app. Al #178 (l*-IS-7«)
(armichael. Stofcely #*l <S-24-«7>

Champlin. Charles #IS7 (I-I4-7Q)

Chancellor. John #39 (l»-ll-«5)

Ciardi. John #30 (3-31-45)

Cleaver. Eldridge 1113 (l»-4-«8)

Cohen. Sidney #4» (3-2-M). 179 (l-2»-f7)

CYanston. Allan #115 <19-l<-f8). 1183 (ll-S-79)

Davis. Angela #148 (IO-8-fi)
DeBakry. Michael #133 (^7-«)
Dos Passos. John #85 (4-28^)
Douglas. William O. #19 (12-18-84)

Eban. Abba #188 <lM2-78)
Enberg. Dick #184 (2-27-70)

Eriich. Paul #181 (2-4-78)

Evers. Charles #128 (2-18-89)

Need help ?̂

Call UCLA Helpline

825-7646

Farmer. James 148 (18-1S-8S)
Fay, Paul #99 (2-2-88)

'Ferliaghetti. Lawrence #145 (S-28^)
Fottda. Peter #189 (11-18-70)
Ford. Gerald #87 (5-18-88)
France. Pierre #55 (3-28-88)
Froines. John #198 (11-28-78)

Ginxburg. Ralph #8 (9-38-84)
Golden. Harry 1132 <3-y88)
Gore. Albert 17 (9-28-84)

Hannon. Mike #37 ( 9-2845)
Hirschman. Ira #191 (II -23-78)

Jacobs. Paul #114 (18-11-88)
Janardin. Swami #185 (11-18-78)
Jordan. Frank 171 (18-24-88)

Kahane. Melr #195 (12-5-78)
Katxenbach. Nicholas #12 (18-28-84)
Ketcham. Hank #199 (1-25-71)
King. Martin L. #33 (4-27-85)
Kirk. Russell #81 (4-28-88)

Leonard. Sheldon #100 (2-9-88)
Lemer. Max #152 (11-14-88)
UeMer. Wesley #76 (I-2S47)
Uncoln. Eric #78 (2-847)
Upsett. SymoMT 1194 (12-4-70)

Mankowitx. Frank 141 (10-28-85)
Max. Peter #200 (2-8-71)
Mead. Margaret #58 (3-3046)
Melvttle. Arthur #112 (8-9-68)
Mosk. Stanley #73 (1-1347)
Mundt. Karl #7 (9-2844)

TOHO LA BREA THEAI

KANETO SHI<

ODD AFF
PLUS f

' AKIO JlSSOJI'Si^ THIS TRANSIEnI
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STARTS MARCH 31

Orme, SMmley 1151 (11-11-88)

Peers. WilHam #21 (2-18-65)
Premlnger. Otto #124 (12-4-88)

RaMW. Vetckak #123 (12-248)
Rafferty. Max #50 (3-9-88)
Ribicoff. Abraham #135 (4-9-88)
Kichtfrdson. Ralph 4^144 (5-1840)
Riles, Wilson #173 (5-22-70)
Roach. Hal #193 (11-30-70)
Rockwell, George #88 (5-1447)
Rogers. Carl #83 (4-747)

vSchlesinger. Arthur #156 (1-10-70)
Schurrmann. Franx #110 li-31-68)
Schwarz. Fred #84 (4-17-87)
Serling, Rod #72 (11-11-66) ^i:
Sherman. Alan #181 (10-28-70)
Soladay. Salle #177 (10-12-70)

Teach-in #142 (5-13-89)
Thomas. Norman #63 (4-27-86)

Thurmond. Strom #79 (2-1547), #184 (11-9-70)
Trinkaus. Walter #43 (11-17-85)

Inruh. Jesse #101 (2-1448). #158 (1-1(^70)
I MAS Meeting #103 (2-2248)

Vietnam Viewpoints #107 (5-24-88)
_

Wallace. George #2 d-iO-63)
Ward. Baxter #125 (1-1549)
Welch. Robert #89 (5-1747)
Wirin. AL. #98 (12-147)
Winters. Shelley #192 (11-25-70)
Wilkins. Roy #44 (12-245)
Wooden, John #169 (4-1S-70)
Wray. Fay #188 (11-18-70)

Yorty. Sam #22 (2-26-65), #122 (11-21-68)
\oung. Cliaries #146 (5-23-69)

THE LOS Ar^GELES PHILHARMONIC
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Technology conference set
A bi-national conference on "Technology — Threat

and Promise to the Quality of Life" will begin at
10:30 a.m. Sunday in the Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

Noted speakers from the humanities, engineering,
social and physical sciences and industry will try to

draw up a social l)alance sheet on technology's im-
pact, totaling up k>oth gains and losses.

Sponsors of the conference are the School of
Engineering and Applied Science here. University
Extension and the Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology.

^ The conference will formally open at 10:30 a.m.
with remarks from vice chancellor David Saxon. The
remainder of the morning session will he devoted to
points of view of the engineer-scientist and the
humanist-historian, presented respectively by
Chauncey Starr, dean of the school of engineering
and applied science here, and Lynn White, professor
of historv

Following a iunch break, the conference will
reconvene in the Grand Ballroom with a round table
discussion moderated by Irving Bngelsdorf , lecturer
m chemistry here and nationally syndicated science
columnist.

The panel hopes to tackle such questions as : are we
developing into a two-culture society? Can every
problem caused by technology be solved by another
technological device? How valid are arguments pro
and con in the ABM debate? Can life have meaning
without time-tested value systems? Will the ad-
vancing thrust of technology increase or lead to
control of pollution? How does the university Cit in?

Sessions are open to the general community, and
there is no admission charge. Luncheon is $6 per
person and $3 per student. Reservations may be
made through Continuing Education in Engineering
and Science, Math Sciences 6115, ext. 53344 or 51295.
For general information on the conference, phone
651-3321.
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SANTA MONICA
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Corner Santa Monica Blvd
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LOS ANGELES
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Hollywood Blvd. at Ivor
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ANTISEPTIC
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luxurious

dryness

even for those who
perspire heavily

When you discover Mitchum
Anti-Perspirant, you will
enter a new world of under-
arm freedonfi and luxury. It

keepa you drier than any anti-

wetnen agent ever put in an
aerosol spray can. By anybody.
Even if you perspire heavily,

you will find that Mitchum
Anti-Perspirant gives positive

protection— keeps underarms
absolutely dry for thousands
who could never find that
protection in popular "de-
odorants." If you perspire
moderately, it will give you a

new sense of comfort and
fastidiousness.

Its positive protection does
not decrease with use but
builds up. After the first 4

days of use, almost everybody
finds that they need use
Mitchum Anti-Perspirant
only every third or fourth day,
rega- "—.^ of bathing.

So whether you perspire
heavily or moderately,
doesn't it make sense to move
up to the positive protection
of Mitchum Anti-Perspirant?
With complete underarm

luxury you get complete gen-
tleness to normal skin and
safety to clothing. And full

efficiency as a deodorant, too.

Product of the 57-year-old
trustworthy Mitchum labora-
tory. Recommended by over
500 jdepartment stores and
th.ousands of drug stores.
Liquid or cream, !^0-day
supply if used daily, $3.00.
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DB Editorial

UCLA 3
Once again the administration is proceeding along

a course littered with the confusion of unexplored

concepts. In announcing the review and possible

elimination of three departments—speech, jour-

nalism, and physical education—as well as possibly

(Jrastic revisions in foreign language and other

general requirements, the administration has

presented criteria without adequately clarifying the

nieaning.

According to tKe "^"paperwork, programs were
examined on three grounds: being peripheral to a

departmeat's main purpose, duplicating work of-

fered in some other segnient of higher education, and
being non-eiiSential to a fjrst-rate university.

Out of this examination emerged the three

departments. New committees are studying the

situation to devise the least painful ways to resolve

this budget problem. Meanwhile in the midst of all

these committees no one has questioned why only

these long belabored departments should be coughed
out of this analysis.

The three criteria have never been defined. When
asked what is meant by peripheral, or what the

campus's main purpose is, or what constitutes

duplication, we are given three departments as

examples. We are not given any accompanying
explanation for why these three departments
exemplify this criteria. Obviously, such an ex-

planation would constitute a definition and help to

eliminate the confusion swirling about the current
discussions.

Of course, close scrutiny of the criteria might show
other, politically less vulnerable departments lined

up alongside the UCLA three.
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Uncle Sam and You
By Mark Peterson
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The last article indicated that the 3A hardship

deferment may be one of the few remaining

deferments if Pres. Nixon abolishes student

deferments. This article will discuss who is

eligible for hardship deferments and how to try to

obtain the deferment.

You are eligible for a hardship deferment if your

induction would create an extreme financial or

emotional hardship for a dependent. The depen-

dent who suffers the hardship must be your

parent, grandparent, brother, sister, wife, child or

handicapped person with whom you live. Also, the

hardship must be extreme. Since an induction

always causes some hardship, the hardship on

your dependent must be unusual.

The hardship which would arise if you were

drafted can be financial or emotional. If you give

money to a dependent who could not get along

without that money you have a claim for financial

hardship. The dependent can be getting welfare^

help from other relatives or other forms of

financial support so you do not have to be the only

source of support for the dependent. The test is

whether or not your support is necessary; if you

were drafted your army pay would not be enough

support and no one else could make up the lost

financial support.

You may also claim a 3A deferment if you

perform necessary services for a dependent which

no one else could perform. For example, if you

nurse an invalid parent and perform personal

services that no one else could perform, your

induction would clearly be an extreme hardship on

that parent. Finally, you may claim a hardship if a

dependent would have a severe emotional problem

or possible psychological breakdown if you were

drafted. The emotional dependency claim may be

used with any other hardship claim.

Thus, even though your claim is primarily

financial, a psychiatrist may say that your

dependent might suffer a breakdown if you were

drafted so that he or she could not work and Nvould

have even greater financial need.

There are no rules to tell the draft board

whfether they must give you a hardship deferment,

it is completely up to the discretion of the board.

Therefore, to get a hardship deferment you must
play on the sympathies of your draft board. Yqu
must carefully present your hardship situation to

the draft board, bringing out all of the heart-

rending possibilities.

You should first write a letter to the draft board
briefly describing the hardship which would arise,

if you were drafted. In the letter you should also

ask for the "Dependency Questionnaire," S.S.

form 118. Keep a copy of the letter, the completed
form and any material submitted to the draft

board.

When you receive the form complete and return ^
it within the period stated on the first page. The |
form asks primarily about financial hardship,

|
asking about your income and expenses and g
possible support from other relatives dr your wife. |
Do not lie on the form but paint as bleak a picture |r*

I.V
•y
.V
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as possible. Remember that other relatives have g;

obligations of their own so they may be unable or ^
unwilling to take over the support you are giving to %
your dependent. The form also provides a space

iijl

for you and your dependent to make a statement. S
Be sure to make such statements.

If you claim a hardship deferment only because

you provide either essential services or emotional

support to your dependent you should, never-

theless, return form 118 although you may leave

the financial questions blank. In the space where

you can make a statement remind the board that

you are not claiming financial dependency, but

emotional dependency.*'^

No matter whillhthe basis for your claim you

must get letters supporting your hardship claim

from friends, neighbors, ministers, doctors,

psychiatrists, social workers and anyone who can

write about your dependent's needs. The letters

should explain how the person is dependent on you

and what would happen to the dependent if you

were drafted. Be sure to read the letters before

they are sent to the board to make sure they add to

your claim.

After the board receives the completed form and
....

the letters they should give you a personal ap- i-ii

pearanee. If they do not, send a copy of all of the iij:

information to the state headquarters of Selective
jij:

Service and ask that they ask the board to give you j.v

suOlj ap appearance. You should bring to the %
personal appearance your depiendent or some S
other perspn such as a minister who can explain

^he situation. The board may not listen to the

/witness, buWif they will he should be helpful.

You should be able to elaborate on your hardship

claim and answer any questions the board might

have. Watching day time soap operas should put

you in the proper frame of mind while preparing

for the appearance.

If the draft board turns down the claim for your

hardship deferment you may be able to get an
appeal to the state appeal board. You should use

that appeal and add any more material to your file

that you think may be helpful. Also, before both

your personal. appearance and the appeal you

should ask to sy the government appeal agent. He
may be helpuu in suggesting whJh!^ additional

material you can present to make the case more
convincing. Be careful when ^ou speak to him,

however, since he also represents and reports to

the draft board.
•;•;
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To: Young, From: GSA
Ch&ncellor Young:

Recently you appointed a
Steering Committee for

Programmatic review which, in

turn, generated several sub-
committees for specific review
purposes. Several problems have
arisen in regards to both the scope
and the composition of these
committees and we would like to

apprise you of them. The following
constitutes an official position of

the Graduate Students Association
(GSA), as voted unanimously by
the GSA Senate on March 9.

We are extremely distressed
with the fact that no students sit on
the sub-committees. Rumor has it

that the faculty involved
specifically oppose the seating of
students on the committees and
would like to remove students from
the steering committee as well.
Whatever the reason for the ex-
clusion of students from the
committees, GSA must, in no
uncertain terms, strongly deplore
and condemn this action. Sti^ents
are intimately and directly con-
cerned with the results of the
review process and have,
moreover, considerable input to
offer. We feel this input to be a
needed corrective to the kinds of
process likely to be used by the
faculty members of the sub-
committees. We are well aware of
your habitual policy of maximizing
5;tllHlpnt inrMif In*^ ^Up TJrii\ *v

F' '"^ ^^5»; I Suuugiy^
- b you to take action to insure
student membership on all of the
ad hoc subcommittees of the
steering committee.

We are even more concerned
about the implications of the
mechanism and scope of the
steering committee. This
University is cursed with the relics

of bad planning and overhasty
reforms which do not cut to the
heart of our problems. It is not at
all clear to us that utilizing a
limited review procedure of a few
departments will really solve the
problems of this campus. As Gary
Wehrle pointed out in a letter sent
to the committee on March 9, also
fully endorsed by the GSA Senate,
the need is for a review of all

departments, not just a few, more
defenseiess than others, which are
particularly susceptible to the
budgetary knife at this time. No
department currently constituted
on this campus should escape a
thorough review including the
consideration of its very existence.
Are political science or physics any
more legitimate than speech and
physical education? Likely not. Is
the best dance department in the
United States less valuable than a
mediocre School of Education''
Hardly.

The University is in the process-
of reassessing itself. We are in a
time of budgetary crisis; we should
be in a time of vaiue crisis as well.
Vye have before us the spur to goad
us into re-evaluating everything
that we currently consider
traditional, everything that we
currently do. To confine our at-
tention to a few departments, a few
FTE and budget cuts, is like the
surgeon cutting off a surface mole
and allowing internal cancer to
spread The real need is for us to

examine our whole ^icademic

picture ruthlessly and con-

structively to examine the entire

academic structure wi^ a view

towards academic necessity*,

meaningfulness and quality, as

well as towards budget savings. No

time deadline is so important as to

excuse hasty deliberation and

hasty reforms which will haunt us

later, and time deadlines are too

often a nice excuse for bad plan-

ning and poor decisions. We fully

endorse the letter of GSA Com-

missioner Wehrle. If the purview of

the committees remains limited

and the implications of the end

result projected continue, we must

view the committee as a political

device, as a dangerous and hostile

mechanism in the campus. In that

event, GSA pledges that we will

fight the procedure in every

possible way including the state

level. We do not accept any of the

projected plans including

departmental white papers as

legitimate. We do not accept the

faculty members on the steering

committee nor the budget com

mittee, Grad Council, or CEP as

sufficiently unbiased to do an

adequate job. We deplore the

prejudgment and value statements

inherent in the singling out of

departments. For once, we cannot

condone and must not condone

patchwork and political reforms

and actions which do not face the

rt Hirectly

We urge upon you consideration

of these issues.

Peter L. Bouvier

President. GSA
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Campus 'rumors' abound
Editor:

Brother H. Martyn Junior
dropped into my office just l)efore

the Great San Fernando Quake. It

had been a sunny warm
predecessor to spring and he had
walked over to admire the Gothic
girders of Pauley Cathedral. H.

Martyn's verbatim report follows:

"While I was in the area, I

decided to check out the current
campus rumor that J.D. Morgan
has made a firm offer to NASA of

$29,000,000 for a 30x30 patch of

Moonturf, to match our prior

acquisition of Astroturf last year.

(If Americans do come per-
manently to the Moon, can
professional sports be far behind?
he asked dramatically.) It was a
lovely day and only 4:45 p.m., but
there was no 'responsible person'
available in the Athletic Office to

answer my question. Must have
been a death in the family.

"Next, I went over to the ROTC
field to see if it were true that it had
been plowed up for Victory Gar-
dens for 'The Duration and Six.'

But no one was marching with or
without shouldered guns — they
must all have been indoors lear-

ning to be gentlemen from the
officers — and so I could not locate
the field to verify the rumor.

"I" went next to visit Murphy
Palace where one of my friends

lives. In these dire times of crises,

budget-tightening and inflationary

recession, a newer rumor has
floated down from Hitch
Headquarters, north of here in A
Zone, that our beloved ad-
ministrators are going to take a
voluntary cut themselves (i.e.,

proportionate to those already
imposed upon students, faculty and
lesser staff) — and that such
charismatic actions will soon be
visible in specific budget cuts with
regard to assistant vice chan-
cellors, secsteno help, paperclips,
Chivas Regal for Regents'

meetings, and getting the Palace
rugs cleaned this year. But the
Assistant Vice Chancellor for
Chivas Regal and Rugs couldn't be
found, and so that rumor also can
neither be denied nor confirmed as
a True Fact.

"Following this^ I wrote a letter
simply asking 'how much of the
$100,000,000 UC could/would save
in a decade by shifting over to the
delightful quarter-system had we
in fact saved thus far?' But no one
would tell me politely what to do
with this letter, still unaddressed
and unmailed.

"However, I was finally able to
confirm one rumor, by reference to
the Sunday Sports Section of the
liberal-leftist Los Angeles Times.
It is true: In the last six seasons of
worship, at least 1,001,324 rapt
congregants have packed Pauley
Cathedral for Bishop J.D.
Morgan's Saturday Services. This,
of course, is better than the
combined efforts of Dr. Coue,
Daddy Grace and L. Ron Hubbard
during his Dyanetics phase. And in
this otherwise Joyless Lenten
season, we fervently pray that
President Hitch and the Regents
will take due notice of just these
facts . .

."

Thus endeth H. Maetyn's last
known report.

_^, Harry Scoble
Professor, Political Science

elective courses to be taken in the
history or humanities division of
the College of Letters and Science
(a& well as the College of Fine
Arts) — courses to be chosen in
consultation with the major ad-
visers — are not in addition to the
"usual 15 upper division courses",
but part and parcel of the 15 upper
division courses required for a
French major; Plan C.
May I also invite all prospective

French majors to consult any one
of the major advisers (Profs.
Allais, Atlas. Gans, Perkins,
Weinroth, Werner) to learn more
about the m^ny flexible options
available for the French major
under the revised program?

LQra Weinroth
Chairman. Committee of Major

Advisers
French Department

I

THE MOVEMENT"^
TOWARD ,^,
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Zentner

Editor:

.rfi'."

Anyone who wants to fire Jules
Zentner is crazy. I went to UCLA
for about five years, and he was by
far the best teacher I ever had
because he was the only one who
ever really, really thought about
what it means to be one.

Brigette Worth

French

Editor:

cJlMp

Please permit me to correct a
slight misunderstanding which
crept into your other wise ex-

tensiveand accurate description of

the revisions planned by the
French department.

In the new Plan C, French
Studies, the six French literature

courses and the six upper division

The terephone-book-size book

with EVERHHING in it

HOWARD ZINN: "A-feast of perceptions, ideas, feel-
ings - conveying more of the thought, the mood of the
movement than anything I have seen in print .

luxuriant ... it stimulates intellectually.and visually, and
has the remarkable quality of being sober and joyiful

at the same time." •* \'

''

NOAM CHOMSKY: "A brilliantly evocative account of
the moirement, capturing its insights and confusions
and, most important, the hope it offers for the future.
This may prove to be a prehistory of the social forces
that will help shape a decent future.*' '

Already In Its SSth thoutand.
Publtahtd by Pilgrim Prmi and Alfrad -At Knopf

HELPLINE 825-7646
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Announcing

the

Cuts deplored
Kditor:

FREE JEW AS HUMAN BEING
MEETINGS

rr.^- T ^A„.. BUBERIAN HASIDIC-ZEN
First m««fir>g: TuMdoy, April 6
Fim* 7:30 PM
"""=

SiXrA'rr. jewish-western law
Suc««ding m««fings will b« arranged
(# times and ploces which fit the needs
ond desires of each section.

/-

JEWISH
NON>MEETINGS r

Shabbcrf services, including communal •

meals, music, and dance, will -i>e de-
veloped oA the homes of students and
fcKulty. Announcements ¥vill be mode
weekly OS to tt«e location of the Free
Jew U Shabbot. CMher celebrations will

be created as the muse (or neshomo)
inspires.

UNIVERSITY

ETHNIC MINORITIES

JEWISH LIFESTYLeS

YIDDISH and CULTUR

ANTISEMITISM

SYNAGOGUES? ?

ZIONISM

474-1533

In 1966 1 was a member of Youth

for Reagan. Two years later, I

enrolled at UCLA and since that

time I have witnessed a decline in

the number of classes offered, an
expansion in the number of

students crowded into the

remaining classes and a constant

attrition in the number and quality

of professors. This year the Los
Angeles campus alone is scheduled

to lose an additional 90 faculty, and
those professors remaining cannot

be expected to long endure a

situation where even a basic cost-

of-living salary increase is denied

them.

And now comes the news that

UCLA J is considering the

elimination of the speech, jour-

nalism, and physical education

departments. Although Chancellor

Young termed these departments
''not essential to the basic mission
of the University," when asked
what that mission was he replied

that he had no idea, and that it

would take years to determine.
Great. While Chuck Young and his

friends are pondering the
University's mission, hundreds of

students are finding themselves
out of a major, out of a department
and out of hick as far as getting a
degree that will mean anything.

Meanwhile, Governor Reagan
insists thp University "will not be
hurt" by his "temporary" cut-
backs. Governor, we've had your
temporary cutbacks for four years,
and I can assure you there is

precious. litUe "fat" left to trim.
When it gets to the point that three
departments may get the ax,
certainly that must be obvious.

And isn't it ironic that whetf*
everyone is so concerned with the

need* for communication, the two
departments most involved with
that — speech and journalism ^
are the first to go. Apparently, the
art of the spoken word and the art
of the written word are no longer
relevant in today's University
atmosphere. Relevance, as far as
UCLA is concerned, has been
reduced to a chancellor who must
keep his job and a governor who
must balance his budget. What
ever happened to the "Creative
Society," Governor?

Michael Gallant
President. Undergraduate

Speech Association

Graham
Editor:

I was quite shocked to read about
Dr. Edwin Graham and other
professors at UCLA being denied
tenure. I had Graham for
Chemistry IB four years ago. I had
nine courses from the chemistry
department from nine different

professors Graham was in my
mind one of the best of all those
professors. He is an excellent

lecturer presenting material in a

way that allowed students who
literally fell asleep in other
chemistry courses to be interested

in what was being said for the

whole lecture. I am happy that I

have already had the privilege to

learn chemistry from such an

outstanding teacher, but I am
sorry for the future Uclans who
will not have this opportunity.

Frank Bonaccorso
Department of Zoology

University of Florida
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Do you want the Chancellor to decidelvliat courses and majors

are available?

Sign petitions in support of the Department of Speech during

the first week of Spring Quarter on Bruin Walk and in the

Humanities Quad.

If the "Mission 'of the University" is not to co
then vyjiat is it?

municate.

Sponsored by -ts in Sptjc/j
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Nonviolent response to army recruiting urged
Fditor

Recently, the Pentagon began a
national television campaign to

sell its image to the American
public and to encourage enlist-

ments in the armed forces. These
commercials tell people who are
interested in enlisting to call 1-800-

243-6000 for information on their

nearest military recruiters. This
number is an answering service in

Connecticut, and all calls made to

it from anywhere in the country
are free of charge.

If people who oppose the U.S.
military policies in Indochina and
elsewhere began to call this

number on a regular basis, the
switchboard would be jammed,
and the Pentagon would have to

change its television commericals.
Therefore, we are urging everyone
opposed to the war to dial this

number once every day or so. Rap
witnihe secretaries about the war,
ask them why they work in such a
lousy job, anything. People could
also get the phone numbers of their

local recruiters while they're at it

and talk to them as well.

This project wouldn't be any
major victory if successful, but on
the other hand it requires very
little effort, and will get people to
thinking about the possibilities of
nonviolent resistance.

Cornell University Vietnanr
Mobilization Committee

Conspiracy
Editor:

In reply to and extension of the
letters regarding the Westwood
Food Conspiracy (Daily Bruin,
Jan. 10), I would like to comment
that there are other food co-ops in

Listen for
the sounds
of love . .

.

Where do you hear them?

In a plea for help from
someone who needs it? In a
dialogue between students and
the Establishment? In a talk
session for a marriage-on-the-
rocks? At a Catholic Mass
conducted in an Episcopal
Church?

You'd be surprised.

The sounds of love are
everywhere — anyone can
hear them. If they listen.

The Paulists listen. But,
like everything in life, the
things that matter most are
the hardest

It isn't easy being a Paulist.
But then, the best things in
life never are.

If you arc interested in
more information about the
Paulist priesthood, write to:

ReT. DoMid C. Campbell, C^^.
Vocatioa Director
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the area offering such a range of
products and prices that no one
seriously interested in power to the
people, health or price need
patronize any capitalist calorie-
pusher Right here I am active in
the local secUon of the Los Angeles
Natural Foods Co-op, offering the
least polluted food available from
the most trustworthy sources at
the best possible prices. Groups
similar to both ours and the Con-
spiracy exist to the east, west, and
south of here, and on Harrington

Avenue there is a genuine
cooperative supermarket with
complete supermarket facilities
which won't save you money, but
won't use your money to line a rich
man's pockets either. I'U be glad to
provide whatever information I

have to anyone interested.

Contrary to the attitude ex-
pressed by the Conspiracy letter, I

contend that only the rich can
^fford to eat poisoned foodr Not
^nly are they the only ones who can

afford replacement parts for their
bodies, but pesticides, preser
vafives. puffing, popping, dysing
and hormone injections contribute
to the power of giant oil and
chemical corporations and cither
elements of big agribusiness which
profit only the rich and powerful. Is
it worthwhile to poison your body
and sell your brothers and sisters
and descendants into serfdom just
to save a dime or so a day on food?

Food is only the beginning.

Control of real property is the basis
of power I am quite prepared to

put up $4000 or $5000 toward the
down payment for the purchase of
cooperative housing if others will

join me and put up the equivalent
of one or two years' rent in ad-
vance for the down payment. If

you're interested write me at 11219
3/4 Richland. 90064 or at 825-0266.

George K. Tucker
Graduate. System Science
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Unfair' So much more bike
rhon rhe others.

350E Bighorn

Ni^ All new Kawasaki enduro-de-
signed models offer nnore for
the money. Like our capa-

^ citor discharge ignition sys-
tem. No cleaning. No
gaping. It's called CDl-

^ it's a Kawasaki exclusive.

^ ^ i^ Tunable suspension mul-
^" -**- ti-adjustable Hatta Forks,

pegs, rear shocks. More
Kawasaki exclusives. They

set up your bike for the kind of

_ riding you want to do.

Rotary valve, two cycle engine...
double loop alloy steel tube frames... 5- speed

constant mesh transmission, give you the top hand in the dirt.
Koivasaki is onl/ unfair \o competilioa

500SMach rk

ANAHEIM
Norm Reeves. Inc.

909 North Anaheim

TriCity Cycle

9041 Katella Avenue

AZUSA
Bert's Motorcycles

915 West Foothill

CHATSWORTH
Welty's Motorcycles

21114 Devonshire

FOR A FREE DIRT TRAIL MAP SEE YOUR NEARBY KAWASAKI DEALER
COSTA MESA

Champion Motorcycles

2112 Harbor Boulevard

DOWNEY
Norm Reeves, fnc.

9536 East Firestone

FONTANA
Jim Barnes Cycle City

8171 Sierra

GARDENA
Honda of Gardena
15' th Western

LONG BEACH
Long Beach Triumph
624 W Pacific Coast Highway

LOS ANGELES
Three Star Sportcycles
1525 La Cienega

MONTEBELLO
Steve Hurd Motorcycles
1405 Olympic

ONTARIO
Ontario Cycles

lolt

CITY OP INDUSTRY
Motorcycle Specialties

15816 Aroar

CORONA
Corona Motorcycle Sales

14724 F 6th Street

HOLLVWOOD
Hollywood Cycle Center

1339 North Highland

LA HABRA
Lebard & Underwood
221 East Imperial Highwa

Norm Reeves Inc

15745 Lakewood Boulevard

RIVERSIDE
An/a Cycles

y 1605 University

RIVERSIDE
C H Motorcycles
4020 Tyler

SAN BERNARDINO
Doug Douglas Motorcycles

• 24769 E Fifth Street

Dubs Cycles Sales
434 West 4bth

SAN FERNANDO
San Fernando Honda Triumph
958 North Maclay

SAN PEDRO

SANTA ANA
Roy s Motorcycles
12461 Westminster

SANTA MONICA
Possman Scooter
2701 Pico Boulevard

TEMPLE CITY
Temple City Kawasaki
5663 Rosemead

UPLAND
Upland Cycle
1745 Foothill Boulevard

Century Motors
1640 South Pacific Avenue

SANTA ANA
Draco's Motorcycles
1629 South Standard

VANNUV5
Bob Git>bons & S<m

_^ 14329 Victory Boulevard

Heller Cycle
17554 Venture Boulevard

¥*^.-
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Two birth control means out/ined ilmpressions of Morse

Refraining from sexual intercourse during the

fertile period of the woman's menstrual cycle is

known as the rhythm method. In order to use this

method effecUvely, careful records must be kept of

the length of the menstrual cycle for at least the past

eight months, and a family planning doctor or

counselor should be seen for a full exiSlanation of how

to use this method

In any group of women, the day on which ovulation

(release of an egg for fertilization) '6ccurs is

variable A careful record can be kept of ovulation

time by taking a basal body temperature. The

thermometer is placed in the vagina each morning

before any movement and a temperature is recor-

ded Two days before ovulation the basal body

temperature begins to drop. Following ovulation and

until the end of the cycle, the basal body temperature

rises.

While the temperature drop is often missed (since

it is only about 1 degree Fahrenheit), the tem-

perature rise has proven to be a good indicator of

ovulation, although it is not exact. The time of

ovulation can now bd considered, along with the

theoretical assumptic/ns that sperm can survive

about 48 hours in the vagina and that the egg can

survive 24 hours after ovulation, in order to deter-

mine the "safe" days of the cycle.

Unfortunately, early ovulations may result in

pregnancy with this method. Cases of pregnancy

resulting from intercourse during menstruation have

been reported. Another problem is that a vaginal

infection may cause a rise in basal body temperature

resulting in a false prediction of time of oviilation.

The number of "safe" days using this method

varies. A woman with an irregular cycle mjay have a

week or less in each month, when she may have

intercourse.

Vasectomy
Vasectomy is a minor operation performed on the

• By Andrew Moss
Wayne Morse's mind turns before you like a finely-jeweled

timepiece. The issues that would drive other men to isolation or

defeat revolve through it as they have for almost 20 years. Morse's

voters found him and his beliefs expendable. But he isn't defeated.

That's the fire of his love for the law, a fire that may be keeping

that face ruddy and the speech bristling.

I saw him speak recently to a businessmen's anti-war

group—the Home Furnishings Businessmen for Peace. I had

always viewed Morse as the eccentric, the man who'll vote alone

against 98 or 99 colleagues for the sake of self-righteousness. Morse

is not the eccentric.

He is the man who votes where his sentiments lie. He won't

spare his colleagues when they lie, and with passion he demolishes

the Gulf of Tonkin resolution as based on an outright untruth. It

seems curious that this constitutionalist, this aged and be-vested

gentlemen, should be the one to chronicle the erosion of freedom in

the United States, should warn of war with China, of the coming of

totalitarianism in the United States. His greatness lies in a fun-

damenUl honesty, and of being in a position that tested his honesty.

Morse talks now with the anecdote, now with the moral lesson.

When he's through, when the context has crystallized, the anec-

dotes have become court cases that point to a truth. Morse was in a

position, on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, to show now

the reasons why Americans have lost faith with their government.

It has lied to them in the case of Tonkin; it has now arrogated to

itself (in the form of Richard Nixon) the right to tell what it wants

of its wars and wanton destruction of peoples around the world.

Morse is a thin man. From somewhere within him a great

passion rises near the end of hi§ talk. We're plunging toward a war

with China; we can never win it. War for 25 more years. Unilateral

intervention where we deem fit. And the willful suppression of the

truth at home.
The tragedy is that the precious law is crumbling, and the

leaders are dissolving it in their cynicism. And when it crumbles,

"we'll become a government of men, not of laws," say^ Morse.

Perhaps we never were a government of laws. Only np^^ a^w men,

maybe one or two, revere th^m.

Overpopulation Information Center i^:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::^^^^^^

male, which prevents permanent contraception. In

the male, sperm is produced in the testis and travels

through the vas deferens on its way to the penis

where it is ejaculated.

Vasectomy, which is done in 15 to 30 minutes in a

doctor's offjce or hospital clinic, consists of tying the

vas deferens and removing a piece of it. Since there

is one was on each side, the procedure is done twice.

Following the operation, the male hormones remain

the same and sperm is produced in the testis. The

sperm travels through the vas deferens until it

reaches the tied off portion, and stops. At this point,

the sperm cells are re-absorbed as are other body

cells.

In the actual operation, a small incision is made on

the scrotum under local anesthetic. According to one

student who has recently undergone the operation,

the worst part is simply the partial shaving of the

pubic hair. After the operation, a bandaid is put over

each incision arid the person walks out. A man is as

potent after the vasectomy as before, and in fact

many man fed more at ease no longer having to

worry about an unwanted pfegnancy.

While the vasectomy is sometimes reversible, it

should be considered a permanent method since it

may prove to be non-reversible. It is a difficult

operation to reverse and the cost is about ten times

higher. While many hospitals and doctors still limit

vasectomy to individuals with several children,

restrictions are now l)eing changed.
;:-"•V

It is possible for married and single nten without

childrem to get vasectomies. Vasectomies are

available at no cost to individuals with httle income.

More information about voluntary ^sterilization,

and names of clinics and physicians doing vasec-

tomies are available at the Overpopulation In-

formation Center.
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Creotor o^ Lo Sirodo. TK* WhM* Sh^ik. 8'/^,

Juli«t oItH* SpiriH, and Satyricon, Fred erico

Fellini considers LA OOICE VfTA (1961)

HIS GREATEST WORK. One of the "top l6

film classics of all tinrie," his nnasterpiece is

a commentary on a lost generation in a

decodent civilization. A must ••• film for all

Fellini Fans.

2 shows each night at 7:00 & 10:00 Fri. April 2 Sat. April 3

Faster than the games people play. More powerful than a connplete nervous breakdown. Able to

leap tall tales at a single bound. Look, down there og^that album, it's a pleasure, it's a pain, it's

J

SUPERSHRINK, who
can change the course

of egos; bend minds
in his bare hands;

and who, disguised as
Alen Robtn, mild-mannered

creator of

"Welcome To The LBJ Ranch,'

fights a never ending
struggle for truth,

justice and the Amertkan Way.

The hilarious "Sessions in

ACTUAL TAPED VQK ,. .,;Aui..

nil.IIP

kiN Rail
k^ *MM* »> LINDSAY. HUMPHREY. MAYOR DALEY, a ^

L
Janus Records. 1700 Bfo.*dway. New York. N Y 10019

GOi * , * ^ ,,. j\

.

I mURM^:ND,
', L.B.J, ditvi /uiLLinM BucKt_£Y.

Also available exclusively on GRT 8 track cartridges and cassette*
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Art as Reality
by Jeff Schultz and Marco Alpert

"Bergson argues in Creative Evolution that even con-
sciousness is an extension of man that dims the bliss of
union in the collective unconscious."

—Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media
Inthese days of modern times, when the very essence of

man's existence is pervaded—shot through, as it

were—with an all-encompassing ennui bordering on
boredom; when an other-worldly disjointing tends to
transform even such mundane tasks- as the brushing of
one's teeth or the walking to one's class into a non-
Euclidean ^vghtmare of misplaced steps and undotted i's;

and when the political exigencies of the moment become
such that they allow nonselective i^htlism to replace the
indigenous existential fratnework (after all, Camus was
French), one cannot fail to be aware of the fjpistemological
ontology of the oyeraai^r cinematic conception
(metaphysically speaking, of course).

'
'

So, then, My Elbows Are Leaking.
The reknowned French film*critic Andre Bazin once

observed. Add to this the memorable words of the immortal
Goethe, which have inspired generations upon generations
upon generations of filmmakers, words which have
provided immeasurable influence throughout the entire
course of film history—from the first tentative stumblings
of Heinrich Rosebury to the subtly transcendental
achievements of those winsome Poles, James and Bobby

tisMaS; 'i'ijfiyvVjSStK.MJ^
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Oczysczzenia. 'Einen Sportwagen! Einen Wagen hat sie
schon. und jetzt braucht sie einen Sportwagen! Ja ja sie
Uat alles, und wir baben nichts!"

Ostensibly about alcoholism, one need not delve too
deeply beneath the Worsted fabric of the film's convoluted
surface to discover implications probably unknown even to
Its Tanzanian director Loostoo Men. Not one to be in-
timidated. Men has often been favorably compared with the
late President Coolidg^us probably explaining the origin
)f his nickname, "Loudmouth Loostoo ' Men is a critical
storm center. But in spite of all the controversy that has
raged over this director's stylisUc propensities, one thing
remains incontestable

Along these san:- lines, there is inherent in the
nuitiplicity of theological values* a strong potential for
homogeneous rationalization. The Roman Catholic Chur-
ch's recent pronouncement that virgins may well be the
truly liberated women in society could radically alter the
^hole ritual of film going. One can only hope that the
lluminated dogmas of St. Catherine the Bare (1796- ) will
reverse this dangerous trend.

My Elbows Are Leaking is not an important landmark in
'

he development of the empiricist conception of geometry.
Nor is it meant to be.. -'*

Irrites de ce premier Crime, les monstrt^s ne s'en tinrent

^ pas la; ils I'etendirent ensuite nue, a plat ventre sur une
' grande table, ils allumerent des cierges, ils placerent

^ r image de notre sauveur a sa tete et oserent consommer
sur les reins de cette malheureuse le plus redoutable de no6
mysteres.

Ah, Bartleby! Ah, humanity!
Ah, shit.

Japanese "Hair": Freaky But Just As Groovy
by Jim Bickhart

"Hair"—Original Japanese Cast Recording. RCA
LSO 1170

I woke up this morning, my head very misty like
the fog which shrouded my view of the morning
breakers normally visible outside my eight-foot wide
plate glass window in my rather large, scrupulously
well-kempt beachfront apartment living room.
Falling out of bed I commenced to do my calisthenics
in an attempt to recirculate the erstwhile dormant
blood in my groggy vessels, my theory being that
whilst a human is in unconscious repose his blood lies

fallow and cobweb-like structures build up within the
arteries in the areas of his body most remote from
that most vital of bodily organs, the heart. Exercise
begins the blood to rushing about like rainwater in a
stormdrain, clearing out the cobwebs and rein-
vesting the limbs with vigor
My constitution thus renewed, I set about to

freshen myself up for the day. knowing full well that
oy ten o'clock my contemporaries would be ex-
pecting a full bit of performance from me As I

passed down the hallway to my scrupulously ap-
Pomted washroom, equipped with separate shower
^nd bath facilities, two sinks, a three-color toilet and
^^^'^^ree warp-around mirrors, I gazed again out a

thorough washing of the face including special at'

tention paid to the ears, eyes and nose, then an im-
maculately clean shave, with straight-razor
naturally; and finally, a hair-styling procedure
which would have made Arturo, my exclusive bar-

ber, most proud. Every hair received what must
have certainly approximated individual attention.

Back to the dressing alcove of the bedroom,
pausing to note the continuation of the heavy mist
outside, 1 proceeded, rapidly deciding upon my outfit

for the day. 1 donned my trousers, a shirt (with no
undershirt, of course), a pair of brightly colored

stockings and my beach-walking shoes, planning to

undertake a brief prebreakfast stroll on the strand to

investigate what mysteries the fog may have been
holding. 1 then headed for the main entrance.

How slow these foolish humans are, thinks young
Clyde, a mere thirteen feet high, gray-green in

shading, covered with unsightly scales, patiently

sitting on the porch outside a beachfront apartment

awaiting the imminent emergence of his long-

awaited breakfast Ah, here he comes the door

opens, a quick bite, a quicker swallow! Now to wait a

minute for the digestion process to begin ere I jump
back into the water to play with my friends My, how

'-' "^ " ' ^*" ^ %M» \-f\M 1 va •lata a v/a »J • a KkU **v* \~m vk f^ ••iv****.*- _^._,„__ , ^ ^ •>

Window to view the normal morning panorama I that pleasant hair oil always makes such a delicious

hoped would be awaiting me. Still, the low-lying fog difference

persisted Damn the luck, I thought f noticed with an air of positive concern that the

In my bathroom, I attended to every detail of my conditions outside my apartment were considerably

grooming agenda with scinpulous attention First, a darker than they had appeared through the windows.
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Aierlcai Ciiema
Dickson Auditorium

Saturdays 7:30 PM /

Ev«s. 475-2513

N«w tariM bagins April 1 7 with

RIO BRAVO
ond

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES
both dir«ct«d by HOMKMO HAWKS

15140 Suns«t Blvd.

Poc. Palisod e<»

454-5525

WIZARD OF OZ

ARISTOCATS

PACIFIC'S

leverlif Hills

4 Acodamy Aword NominotiontI

Rob*rf Mitchum • Soroh MiIm

^ ^ ^ RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)
Wilshire Blvd. of Canon Dr. .^ ^ . . ,:;,„ _ ,

^
'

1 L.IL c « 1 n in Moo.Fri.: 8:30 PM Wad : 2:00, 8:30 PM

27 1 1 !
2*1 ^' '^~' '^^ ^''^ ''' ^"' ^~' ^^^ '*''

ireiiwood I

2524 WilsKir*

(of 26th St.)

Santo AAonica

8293366

WHERE'S POPPA

JOE

Thw od good for I «r— ttud odm. w/ paid I, Mon&Tu•s nit*.

Breiiwood ll

2524 Wilshir*
(oi 26th St.)

Santo Monica
829-3366

This

Westwood Village

GR 72487

PAHON

qd good for I fr— ttwd odm w/poidi, Mon. & TuM. nit«

The RoHing Stones

GIAAME SHELTER (GP)
Doily 1:30.3: 15. 5:00, 6:45. 8:30, 10:15

Fri& Sot Midnight Shows 12:00

eme-cieiiega
755 N. La Cienegot.
657-2800

EitdiSAT

«•••"«•*"• STRIKE

TEN DAYS THAtSHOOK THE WORLD
BEZHIN MEADOW

Clieraina DQine
Sunset Near Vine
Hollywood
466-3401

Worthy Successor To "Sound of Mustcl"

SONG OF NORWAY (G)
t&St«r«o* Ail SooH Rosarvod

Mon..Wed. 1 :30 & 8:30 • Thurs. & Fri. 8:30

Sot&Sun: 1:30, 5:00. 8:30 PM

Conn
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Torzana
345-2222

WHERE'S POPPPA

JOE

oeiMar
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

Clark Gable • Vivian Leigh

GONE WITH THE WIND
(Both uncut v«rtiora)

Sponcair Tracy

IT'S A MAD, MAD WORID
^Ends. Tuos Adults. $1 00

•»

Eicore
5308 Melrose
469-3545

Two Doys Only

_ RACKET BUSTERS
CRIME SCHOOL

Fri. & Sat. CASABUNCA
BIG SLEEP

Sun.. Mon.. Tu—..-KID GALAHAD * SAN OUENTIN

eomoi
loBrea at Malrosa
WE 4-2944

LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS

GIRL IN MY SOUP
$1 p«r porton with this od (Good on 1 tidiat only)

The Yeor's Big One

JLi.iwfJSi.'*"^''^ THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G)

il^M^i*"""'" °°"^ '^^° • '=~ • 5:30 .

8:00 • )0:30pm

LOS Fellz
1822 N.Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-2169

Acodemy Nominee "Best Foreign Fih

TRISTANA

Also 5 Acodemy r^ominoted Shorts

••Ml I
-1) *•»'«

•••••••••'
••••••Jl
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^iiica I

iJi2 2nd Street

Santa Arnica
"15 1 -8686

2ApMlorth«Pri<«ol)l
Cn^lon Hoston in

PLANET OF THE APES
also

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES
^*<»* *p'»7-iH»K.nftA»t HIM FtCTIW*!

iti u .1 . 4.1 y II

Winner of 8 Academy Awords
Audrey Hepburn & R«x Harrison

MY FA.>

ClASStCS FESnVAl

I Record Review

: •

e

I Emerson,
I
m
m

\ Lake,
m
m

Palmer

After three years spent

reviewing films, it could be thought

that I might not be able to review

records. Nevertheless,. I feel

perfectly qualified to bring all my
vast experience into judgment of

the new record by Emerson, Lake
and Palmer. First things first, the

cover painting is tasteful, almost
too tasteful—to the point of being

bland. It is printed onsa flimsy

cardboard cover which could do
little to protect the disc inside.

But that's unimportant, because
my biggest complaint is that all

that is going to happen to this

particular piece of plastic has

I
already happened. Despite its

: extreme thickness (none of this

super-thin vinyl stuff for Cotillion),

: the disc features so many annoying
hisses and clicks which are so loud
that on some tracks they ictually
dominate the delicate music
( which would seem to be not bad at
all, if it c^ould be heard).

—S. Berko\vitz

Less Music
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Those who are interested will be surprised to
lerstand and furthermore they may even
over. At the Whisky this week will be Doug
,ton and the Troubadours. Ash Grove heats up the
House with some red hot blues, while Three Dog
ht is captured live in the wilds of Tarzana
Moving onward, we fmd the Matt Mazer Ex-
rience drawing them like flies to the Now Grove

Haskins and the DB Zoo Parade serving up
iicious Ventura-style surf and soul sounds at the
;ach House, and the Rose Robinson—Botombert
mperman Blues Band at the Parisian Room.
Crosby, Stills. Keilerman and Elias are at the
lirfax Kazoo every Friday night, Mitch Cannold
d His Big Kerckhoff Wheels are in KH 400 every
ursday. Opening soon at the Forum, Kirk T.K.
enry and the George Christopher Blues Band.
Harold Bronson, a fine new group named after its

ladie and featuring Neil Young, Garth Hudson, Eric
lapton, Vivian Stanshall and Elvin Jones, will play
free concert at the Westchester Home For Junior
pileptics and Aircraft-Noise Afflicteds on Monday
ght.

Captain Beefheart and the Magic Band, featuring
heir recently-added new lead singer, Barbra
treisand {complete with her vast seven octave
inge), open at the Hong Kong Bar sooner than you
ould hope.

Paul McCartney and His New Beatles, featuring
hree ^x-members of the Archies, will play one night
It Reseda High School next Tuesday night during the
ntermission of the PTA meeting.
And prior to our migration on to the consideration

if the living expression of roqk-as-art, begrudge us, if

you will, the opportunity to turn your sly eyes to
upcoming televised delights.

•

The well-respected Hymson Oh-No Band, in
'seclusion recOrdinf^heir rock novel for the last year,
will emerge in October to perform it hve in the
unexpurgated form on Ed Sullivan's premiere show

• next season. '-^ ——

^

More pertinently, tonight is^thenight for the

StIZ ^ ' ^^" ''"^"'^ "^ «f Kharmic

wfi tit u^';^'"^
^' moderator for the evening,

Hus^Il Orchestra, the Leon RusseU Singers and

bn^nl K^^'
Hayworth and Metermaid), and last

leas^Lln^t)?
"^'"^""^ ^^ y^"^ ^^^»^ imagmation

ippnH. T^^^^"''*^'"'"'*^^^" ^'"^^^ Russell's,agenda includes an 87 chorus version of ^Halleluiah
I Love Me So (Do Lhe Funky Honky)" and his iew

'eaturin^T*''
'^'^'*'^, ^^"^^^ ^^"^ Beethoven's ninth

!h M^ ^"^ Cocker's version of "A Song of Joy "
Itshould be far out, ouUsite, right on. groovey

crr.*'V 'tnl^^.'
'^P' ^^' ^ 8«^ soulful ^aXof

knew -t ?n'S.^^
"^^ '^^^^ ^^^ '' ^^ ^^^ ^ -

Whilst drifting from bar to bar on downers last

Nnrth H^n ^^^L'
'^ '*^^Py reviewer wandered into

North Hollywood's famed Lavender Loft where Mickand the Stones were getting it on and on and on for
ne few whose channels of communication allowedmem to find out about it ahead of time Mick
prancing even more than usual that night, was in a
mellow mood and tried out his crooning fork on a
very attentive, very capacity house.

The group appeared to be preparing their new act
for Vegas that night, and the boys in the band worked
up a spirited tap dance routine to open the show
Mick followed with seething versions of "Giri From
Ipanema. " "Chances Are," Those Hazy, Lazy Days
Of Summer," and the 'Theme From Love Story "

i

The band offered its instnimental of the night a long- i

,,tJme favorite at the Loft, 'Trouser Press.'" Mick i

canrie back with his classic offering to the S-M portion i

of the audience, "Satisfaction," and was later joined i

by his old friend Rod Stewart, who came up out of the i

audience to sing "Close to You" with an almost J

tearful Jagger. Mick closed with "There's No s

Business Like Show Business, " he and the band i

waved goodbye to their many friends in the crowd, :

and then changed back into their female im-
''

personatc^r outfits to go back to their hotel on.Santa i

Monica Blvd in West Hollywood?
'

:
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OOS IS c
The Up-To-The-Minute Poos

Juhet of the Poo
Poo Last Summer
Splendor in the Poo
Poo of a Nation

'^^^

Attack of the 50-foot Poo
I Was a Teenage Poo
To Sir, with Poo
A Place in the Poo
There's a Giri in My Poo
A Poo in the Dark
Poo Over the River Kwai

. Jhe Greatest Poo on Earth
• The Rolling Poo

The Jefferson Airpoo
Blood Sweat and Poo

: 1 Wanna Hold Your Poo
: 1* ailing in Poo with You
: Poo There, Georgie Girl

\
Poo is Just Around the Corner

He's Got the Whole Poo in His
Hands

I Ain't Gonna Work on Magcie's
Poo No More

War and Peace in the Global Poo
The Poobaggers
Poo in the Willows
Citizen Poo
Wuthering P6o
The Poo of Frankenstein
Guess Who's Coming to Poo
Last Days of Pompoo
Born Poo
Monterey Poop
The Poo and the Ecstasy
Gone with the Poo
What Makes Sammy Poo'^
Frank Zappoo
The Incredible Stringy Poo
l>et's Spend the Poo Together

•^

'***«•••»»»««•«»

Magical Mystery Poo
The Poo on the Hill

Poo Keeps Falling on my Head

The Best Things in Poo are Free

This Land is Your Poo
Battle Hymn of the Poo
The Poos They Are A-Changin

Everything You Always Wanted to

Know About Poo
"say it with poo"
"take poo and sue"
'*je vous aime beaupoo"
"power to the peopoo"
swiniming poo
poo cl'etat

"take two and poo"
"snap crackle and poop'

"Uncle Sam wants poo"
split-poo soup
sham poo

Raw! Raw!(Sis 'boom
Harlot is the newest offspring of L.A.'s rapidly

pelling copulation explosion. The film begins with
Ihschoolers Mary and Melody thumbing for a ride,
t actually just looking for some autoeroticism!
Inding the car somewhat less than private, the two
Tls and their newly made boy friend go into an
nator where Mary proceeds to get the shaft. As
iry, actress Fran Specter is given a part she can
illy sink her teeth into, although in a number of

knes, she simply blows it. The rest of the cast all
^ve a real feel for their parts, and most of them
pe off very weU.
All this dalliance catches up with Mary and her

rades begin to go down the tubes. The efforts of her
|acher, Vice-principal James, to bridge their
tneration gap brings a new wrinkle to the plot (and
[so Mr. James trousers). Mary proves that she
hows a thing or two about the latest in lavatory
khnology, but Mr. James is up to her tricks,
l^oroughly earning his title of Vice Principal. Things

t out of hand however, and both of them are called
1 the carpet (and also the desk, the chair and the
landelier) in the office of the Girls' Vice-principal,
Mss Gladstone, who administers a firm tongue-
Ishing to Mary. In confirming everyone's suspicions
^ut high school girls' vice-principals. Miss

Gladstone calls upon Mary to emulate the fabled
Dutch boy who saved Holland by sticking his finger
in the dyke. But Miss Gladstone soon reveals a split
in her personality, and she and Mary turn their at-
tention to Mr. James, in doing so, agilely demon-
strating the truth in the old adage that two heads are
better than one.

Meanwhile things are looking up for Melody,
hitchhiking outside the shool. She latches on to a
masochistic hotrodder whose perversions are all
behind him. When Melody berates him for making an
ass of himself, he simply turns the other cheek. You
really have to hand it to the modest Melody for
handling herself so well in sticky situations.

Melody's untimely death gives co<lirectors
Howard Zeihm and Mike Light an opportunity to
insert some necrophilia into the hole-filled plot, but
they pull out of doing it, possibly for fear of offending
some one. Because of this shortcoming, the film
tends to peter out at the end. If you decide to see
Harlot, go at night and take advantage of the Beverly
Cinema's special policy on nocturnal admissions. If

you go tonight, buy your ticket at the Hollywood-
Sunset Free Clinic and your altruism will com-
pensate for your voyeurism.

—Peter Meter and LM. Horneigh
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Naiioiai
10925 Lindbrook Driv(

479-2866

MAKING IT (R)

Sot. Midnight Show 12:15

Daily2:15,4:15, 6:15. 8:15. 10:15

Irieiiii
7425 Sunset

876^212

George Segal

WHERE'S POPPPA?
JOE

$1 AdmiMion for I porton with this cowf>on

Pai Pacilic
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
Free Parking

Academy Award Nominee

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE
Af>gela txinsbury

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
$1 AdmiMion lor I porton with this coupon

jtorry, not good Sot. Night)

PACIFIC'S

railages
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

Now Policy • All Soott to«orv«d

TORA!TORA!TORA!(G)
Daily 1:30 • 5:00 • 8:30 pm
Regular Admission Prices

PACIFIC'S

PfCMrood
Pico Near Wesfvvood
272-8239

Hurryl Lost Weekl

George C. ScoH"« Joanne Woodward

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS (G)
Mon.-Fri 6:30, 830, 10:30 P M

S & > 1 2:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30. 8:30

Plaza
Westwood Village

GR 7-0097
TR 9-9077

w^

Best Film" Venice Film Festival

Barbara Lod^n's

WANDA
Midnight Show Fri , Apr. 2 "Night of tho Livif^ Oood'

Reoeii
1045 Broocton

Westwood Vil

BR 2-0501 V

Genevieve Bujold • Donald Sutherland

ACT OF THE HEART

Starts Wed. Milos Forman's "Taking Off'

siieii Mavie
611 N. Foirfc^

OL 3-2389

$1.00

OrooviMt Movi* in Town!

GIANT LAFF SHOW

LAUREL & HARDY
CHARLIE CHAPLIN - WILL ROGERS

JIAAMY FINLAYSON - MACK StNNEH

iQlio La Brea
La Brea at Ninth
WE 4-2342

THIS TRANSIENT LIFE

ODD AFFINITY

Village,
961 Broxtbn

yVestwood
478-0576

LOVE STORY (GP)

12:15.2:15.4:15.6:15.8:15. 10:15

Ashgrove
8162 Melrose Ave.

OL3-2070

Now thru Svndoy

BROWNIE AAcGHEE
&

SONNY TERRY
+

Chicago Bluesman SHAKEY JAKE
COMING: John Homm*f«d'

^080 Lincoln Blvd.

AAorino del Rey
'^21-6969

Diacothoquo on »h« Marino * iTt fun

Now Ploying EARTH ISLAND
NEXT: EASTER VACATION PARTY

Wod Nito, Stwdont Nit* • Thura Nito. Done* Contot*

Tuot & Swn FIEf ADMISSION

Jazzarrrs
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

Oiftcothoqu* on tho Strip • Now Hopponing

BERRIES • STAYNS
SPARE CHANGE • MOTHER BUTLER

DiKfl«hoquo for dl ago* • AAon Oonco Contoat
(Grond PritoSSOO) • Wad. Lodiot Nigt^-LodiM

Fro« • Avditiont Wod & Thurt NigM

Trouiiailogr
9081 Santo Monica
LA
276 6168

Blvd.

Now Tfirv Svndoy

MELANIE
Jackson Bro¥vne

" NEXT: Cat Stovont • Corfy Simon

Now iKrtj ^>r\At

W Hill A OU
8901 Sunset Strip

6524202
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DREAMS
Next: Block Oak Arkansas • Roy Kennedy

Dofxing* * Co«Tipl«#« Dtnn»rt
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Project Brazil celebrates

Brazilian culture on campus
By Susie Hatago

DB Staff Reporter

WE HAVE TO STOP MEETING LIKE THIS— Hedonlcs Film Society
will present Fellini's "La Dolce Vita" at 7 and 10 p.m. Friday and
Saturday in Social Welfare 147. The film stars Lex Barker, Marcello
Mastroianni and Anita Eckberg. >

What's Biw'n "

Special Activities ^
The 1972 Olympics Committee is sponsoring a poster competition for

African Artists to desigrT' an Olympic poster. The deadline for all ap-
plications is Monday. For Information, come to Bunche Hall 10244 or call

X53860.

Signups and applications are now being taken for the Asian-
American session of Unicampat Campbell Hall 3232. For information call

X53881.

All male students interested in service to the campus and the ldiir~*

. munity should go to Ackerman Union "A- Level Lounge betwee^O a.m. -2

p.m. within the next two weeks.
Activities occurring at the International Students Center include -

English Conversation from 11 a.m. l p.m., Spanish CdnVersation from 8-

9:30 p.m., Chinese Conversation from 7-8 p.m. and "Estranged in a
Strange ^and," a discussion group, which nr>eets from 7-9 p.m.

English Conversation for foreign students will also meet from 11

a.m. 1 p.m. every day in Campbell Hall 1118. Groups also meet from 2-4

p.m. on an informational basis.
^

(Continued on Page 16)
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•HAtATIYA BHOJAKi ^

2807 Moin St. S M. 399-90M

INDIAN FOOl
DiHerent Dinners Every Nig+it

VE6.-$2.2S NON.VEG.S3.00
^ues -S<» 6-9:30 P.M.

BIT O SCOTLAND
193a Weetwood Mvd
1% biodu Sov«K of S.M. Mvd
474^23. 474-9049

BRITISH SEAFOOD
Dinn«r« $2.25 & $2.30

Food to Go

CHEZ FROMAGE
Contwry City "

Shopping Contar

SS3.5582

FONDUE HAPPENING THUtS NfTE
Unutuol SondwicKot

C«P«-*Mo - Capp«Kcino
Fino Chooto- Poetry -Too

CHUNKY'S
91SBroirtott •473-6062
(Nortli of Bruin Thootro)

GIANT BEEF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Dogs

HATCH COVER
261S Wiltktre

S.M 82S-5404

FOOD
DANCING

POOL

Project Brazil, a series of exhibits, films, lectures

and a concert will focus on the history and culture of

this largest Roman Catholic nation and fifth largest

nation in the world during the spring quarter here.

The paintings of Rio de Janeiro artist Maria Vasco

are currently on exhibit at the International Student

Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave., until April 28. Her style of

painting demonstrates her totally uncommitted

expression of art, generally known as "avant-

garde." The young Brazilian is considered one of the

most promising and talented representatives of the

Brazilian new art scene.

Concurrently on display is the Brazjliana Exhibit

in the foyer of the Research Library until May 4. The

exhibit features a unique collection of valuable

documents on Brazilian history never before publicly

displayed. The 12 documents — letters, decrees and

an essay^^ bear the signatures of nine men who
contributed to Brazil's development from the mid-

18th to the early 19th century. King Jose I, Emperor
Pedro i. King Joao VI, Emperor Pedro II, Jose

Bonifacio, Deodoro da Fonseca, Floriano Peixoto,

the Baron of Rio-Brancp and Santos Dumont are

represented in the collection.

The documents are on loan from the David Car-

neiro Museum in Curitiba, Parana, Brazil. Prof.

David Carneiro lectured here during the spring
semester of 1966. He has since maintained close ties

with the University and made available these

documents for exhibit in the library as part of^

Project Brazil.

Music

The music of Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-

Lobos will be presented in a concert on April 29 in

Schoenberg Hall by the chamber orchestra here
conducted by Mehli Mehta. From April 19-30 a Villa-

Lobos Exhibit will be displayed in Schoenberg Hall.

Project Brazil is also sponsoring a film festival in

May to introduce American audiences to the
"Cinema Novo," (the New Wave) of the Brazilian
film industry. The Cinema Novo is a challenge to the
inquiring and intellecUially curious mind because the
films embody much of the fury, virility and ardor of
Latin American life. -v ^^

"

The five films to be pffesented are: "Three Views of
the Yanoama." April 29,30; "The Big City," May 6,

7; "The Hour and Time of Auguste Matraga," May
13, 14; "Black God, White Devil," May 20, 21; and

i»"Land in Anguish," May 27, 28.

The filn\s are in Portuguese with English subtitles.

Each film will be shown twice and there is no ad-

, mission fee. The -first showing of each film is at 3

p.m. on Thursday evenings in Humanities 1200; the

second showing of each film is at 1 p.m. on Friday

afternoons in Bunche 1209B. Anyone may attend

Lectures

A lecture series on "Race and Class in Brazil" will

be given April 23 and 24 by Prof. Thales de Azevedo
of the University of Bahia in Brazil. Prof. Eulalia

Lobo of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro will

discuss "Brazil: From Slavery to Modernization" on
May 19 in Dickson 2160.

VBrazil: Titan in Transition" is the title of the

University Extension course being offered this

spring. The course will bp held from March 31 to June

16 from 7-10 p.m. on Wednesday evenings in

Humanities 1209. This course wiU culminate in a

month-long study tour of the cwmtry itself.

The tour will run from June 26-July 25 and is

spQnsored by the Latin American Center and the
* Social Sciences Extension here. Staff members are

associate history professor E. Bradford Burns and
Lois E. Smith of Social Sciences Extension. In-

terested students and adults should contact Burns^t
X53761.

The study tour will cover both historical and
modern sites in the South American country ^

Project Brazil cliairman Burns said an expanded
academic program of Brazilian studies during the

last few years here have created "the greatest

concentration of studies on Brazil in any U.S.

university this year." During this spring quarter

seven undergraduate and graduate courses are being

offered in six different departments: political

science, history, geography, Latin American studies,

anthropology and Portuguese.
Project Brazil has been a year-long campus in-

terdisciplinary program of lectures, courses and

cultural events. "The idea of the project was to

display the unique concentration of Brazilian

,
scholars and classes here to the students and

public," Burn? said. V
Most of the Events are free of cliarge; for further

information and details regarding specific offerings,

call X5-3471.

Buy DB classified ads

ckotc*

Cornmr WMtood & UnArook
Op«n 24 Hour* 478-2732

11 PM~n AM
STEAK N' EGGS

KotK brown*, »oait, bwttar, j«f|y

$1.05

>A CREPE
1064 Oi«^on Av« 478-0437
0|>«n7Doyt 11:30-1 AM

IE FOYER DE FRANCE
10658 UndbrookDr.

474-0948-WWVai<««

105 SPECIALITIES OF
AUTHEMTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & 'OMELETTES'

LUNCH S 1.50 & $1.75
DINNER $3.25 & $4.25

uttaA>

irTTlE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 UCont*
iUCon»« at Goyl«y)

For 30 min. dolivary

477-2006

»«™ icfiiyeiulur
• 2 iCtCUB- TRAVS

• AD

12423 Wil»»«r«8lvd

LA. 826-9210

SINCE 1949
Famous For Our P'nza

PI2A PALACE
Om^mf & Woybwrn
478-0788

PIZZA
MOVIES

SANDWICHES

I

r.f.
I r

12220 Kco
Pico at iMndy 478-6734

DANCING - POOL
ENTERTAINMENT - PIZZA

EPrS GIANT SUBMARINE
0968 U Con** 478-0375

i&Ooyl«y

Op««D«ay 11.11

WE DEUVER

tvVli
^f^-^'S ICE CREAM

Op»#i hit I ] 3
'!'

, ..i,^

Oowrmat SondwicKos ond k« Cr

'•'y-f ^fi'rM. :Jn-'i»-Kl ; iji«aH;L

iHKRMOStAr
• STORAGE INDOOR

• COmHrONE

STEVE GL.ASS
CAMPUS REP
477-40n X 442

'Oa' AVAIIA81E ro.

"•^XDlAIt-DtUVtllv
. J,

Campus Leasing
^ .._.

'^••'^« ' Slvduat Hotti

(FOREIGN STUDENTS
'.• US ship your personal

_ effects home. We are spe-

cialists in international
packaging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220

Volts.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

4829862

i\-ED
-» -^ .-

;^; . %. [2Y?
Try Babysitting.

Ploce your nome on o list

which we circulate to employers

Doodlifiafor the Spring

Quarter list Is Wednetdoy,
April 7 at 5:00 p.m.

Come to

Plocement & Career

Planning Center

"^^^u IG (eost of Moore Hoi

Travel, nostalgia on film

at theater in Westwood
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By Ivan Gerson
DB Staff Writer

Thinking of traveling to Europe?
Want to get detailed information on
the trip, tours, expenses, film,

language, etc.? Want to see
documentaries and historical films

for a nostalgic look at that country
or America?

Probably everything you 'cl want
to know about these topics is

available at the Audio-Visual
World School of Living History,
located at 1732 Westwood
Boulevard, according to director
Donald Klipper.

klipper is a film researcher for
UCLA extension who is trying to
"relate the past to the present so
that we can understand where
we're at by looking at where we've
been."

To achieve this goal, Klipper has
devised two programs: a complete
guide for a person interested in

traveling or reliving past travels;
and a series devoted to history
through records, documentaries,
hewsreels, cartoons and en-
tertainment films from any decade
or year dating back to 1895.

"UCLA offers charter flights to

anywhere for discounts, but I've
traveled to over 33 countries in the
world and have found that if you
don't prepare what to do in ad-
vance, which is a very difficult

project, you can waste a lot of time
and money," the 49-year-old
Klipper said.

Travel night

"Monday nights are travel
nights. This Monday a grand tour
of Western purope commences,"
Klipper explained.

"We show educational,
documentary and travel films of
the countries in question. Before
the film I tell people what to look
for and after the film I answer
questions and hand out brochures
and information obtained from the
tourist offices of each country.

"I began these travel shows in

Inglewood in 1962. I've collected

Even bathing every day
can't stop it.

Feminine odor starts inter
nally, and no amount of bath
ing can remove it. Soap and
water simply can't reach the
area where the odor starts.

That's the reason you need
Norforms*

. . . the second deodor-
ant:" These tiny internal sup-
Positoues kill germs—stop odor
^1^'^'^ yet safely. In fact, gen-
ne, doctor-tested Norforms are
so safe and easy to use, you can
use them as often as necessary.
No bath or shower can give

you Norforms' protection. Get
Norforms, and you'll feel se-
cure and odorfree for hours.

The second deodorant.

J^REE NORFORMS MINI-PACK
Norwich Pharmacol Co.. Dcpt.CNB.
NorwMrh. NY 13815. (Enclose 25i

^ mailing, handling.)

Name.

Street.

City_

State.
Zip.

^n*» foffet your zip code

;^ . ^J

films from over no countries My
wife speaks several languages
fluently and is an able assistant.

"I've been a camera buff for
years," he said, "and I owned
three camera shops of my own in
the 1950's, so 1 can offer
professional camera instrucUon
and I can get film and develop it at
a discount. When people return to
the United States. I offer my
editing equipment to them free and
help them make a cohesive story
out of their pictures."

Tickets for the travel films are $1
for students and $1.50 for general
admission and can be purchased at
the door or by mail.

(Continued on Page 16)

Ljoor Future

AwoitetKeTects

GRE Graduate DAT Dentist

LSAT Lawyer MCAT Dodbr
ATGSB Business

• Preparation tor tests required for ad-
rnittion to post-graduate schools

• Six session courses • Small groups

Voluminous study material for home
study prepared by experts m each field

LOCAL CLASSES

Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office, now located in KH 140.

— (Paid Advf rti«« me nt ) -

LOS ANGELES AREA

! 2 1,3) 273-1890 t-

STANLEV M. KAPLAN
eOUCATIONAL CCNTCR

TUTORING ANOCUIOANCE SINCE 1938 '^

197$ Eatl 16th St.. Brootiiyn

(III) IM-IMO

ITANirVN KAnAN *rraiATft
Wi<»it«» tii» * WaltM«>an • O

r** Tulufinf SrhoiA uilA ihr \f

FUN PARTY AT

^^land

Sunday, April 18, 1971 i-.

$4.25
Admission to Disneyland, uhtrmTfed use of

all adventures & attractions, FRE£MRKING.
Service Center, Kerckhoff Hall 140, While fhey last

At Your Service*
This Spring Quarter,>,explore the resources of

THE STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICES

• •>.

ndividual

PERSONAL COUNSEL . .where you will be listened to and be

heard while you gather your forces and take a fresh Idok at

alternatives.

It

EDUCATIONAL & CAREER INFORAAATION. . .a resource for ques-

tions regarding your major, your career, graduate school. Make

informed judgement on current occupational literatureroniversity

and professional school catalogues, discussion with experienced

counselors.

READING AND STUDY COUNSEL * .individual counseling Im-

mediately available in reading, study habits and approaches to

math and science. Follow-up appointments os de&lrod.

WRITING COUNSEL . .all phases of writing process from initial

impulse to final draft; possibilities, problems, specific tasks, from

essay-type exoms to advanced papers.

ING SKILLSDEVELOPMENT.aresourceforarvyonewhofeels

the need to upgrade present skills or develop additionor pro-

ficiency in the areas of communication and basic math

For further information stop in at

STUDENT COUNSELING CENTER, 3334 Murphy Hall, phone

(89)5-4071 or

Group
Signup Required - -^

PERSONAL EXPLORATION. . .in small groups with trained coun
selors, discover the ways you relate to others Special groups
for marital, pre-marital concerns.

WRITING GROUPS. . .through individual effort and group in-

teraction centered around the,writing of group members, porti

cipants move toward increased self- and sense awareness, more
authentic self-expression in writ'ten form.

STUDY AND EXAM SEMINARS. . .for students who wish to ex

plore a variety of study and reading techniques enabling them
to cope more effectively with university work.

READING GROUPS. . .to help students develop flexible, ver

satile, effective and efficient reading skillsi necessary for course
work from freshman to graduate levels.

SPEECH.^WARENESS GROUPS. . .for people who wish to m
crease their awareness, ease and expressiveness in specking
situations. Through individual participation, group discussion and
video-tape feedbock. members will experience and expand their

coAnlfinn Pxnresslv eneSS.

(82)5-7744

^. ^u. 271 Soc io ! W elfar e B Idg., p t TV.: ;tr

'Services avoiloble without chorge to all regularly enrolled
UCLA students No records are kept of interviews. The Services
are oersonal resources no* '"^" - istrati - "• --

•»• »»«••%•

•
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^' Audio-Visual World films . . .

PARTTIMEM«n/Women

5-9 PM $80 wfc M-F

12 sharp men/women desperately needed for immediate openings

in advertising - safes department. Miss Heldman, 870-6358.

1 2-5 PM.
Jt

WITH MaA-SHULMAN
iBtlM* atilMor 0/ Railt Round the Fia$, Bo^ . . .DohuCilUt . . . ««r.>

ESP RevisUed

r—L A few weeks ago I did a column on extra-aensory perception (or

ESP, as it is called by its many friends and relatives). The amount of

mail I received from you about this column, dear readers, was so heavy
that I find myself with a heart full of gratitude. (I also find myself
with a ruptured postman.) I would of course like to write each one of
you personally, but that is obviously not possible, so I will try to
answer some of your questions in today's column.

QUESTION: Last night I tried an ESP experiment with my boy-
friend, PrecogJJissen. He sat in one room and ivrote a list of numbers.
I 8at in another room and tried to guess what numbers he was writing.
Out of 25 tries I guessed wrong 25 times. I feel icky and worthless and
have decided to kill myself. What future can a person have without ESP?

ANSWER: You must not despair. Lots of people without ESP
manage to live useful and productive lives. For example, there was a
coed at Duke a few years ago, Maud Gonder by name, who tried guess-
ing numbers, just as you did. In fact, she tried it every single day for
the entire four years she spent at Duke, and all she ever got was wrong
numbers. But it didn't hurt her one bit. Miss Gonder today is gain-
fully employed as a telephone operator in Durham, North Carolina.

QUESTION: This has nothing to do with ESP, but maybe you can
tell me anyhow. What can you do for dry hair?

ANSWER : Wear a wet hat.

QUESTION: My ESP telk me I wan put on earth to do some kind
of important job, but I don't know what it is: So fdr I've had hundreds of
jobs and I Hill haven't found the nght one. How will I know when I do^ANSWER: You'll know, don't worry. Take, for example, the fa-mous case of Hans Helmut Steppenwolf. He too^orew; he was born for
some exalted task, but what? First he worked in Kansas gleaning beans
but that wasn't it, so he got a job with a logging firm in Montana
Here the erstwhile bean-gleaner worked as a stump-thumper But that
wasn't it either, so he moved to North DakoU where he tended the
furnace in a granary (wheat-heater). Then he moved to Omaha and
got a job admittmg cattle to the stockyards (meat-greeter) Then hewent to New Orleans and worked for a chiropodist (feet-treater) Then
to Mmnesota where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Las
Vegas where he determined odds at a crap table (dice-pricer) Then toGermany where he pasted camera lenses together (Zeiss-splicer)

Still Hans Helmut hadn't found it. Back to America he moved
a^d got a job m Milwaukee at the Miller High Life brewery, inspecting
the ingredients that go into Miller High Life Beer and rejecting those
which were not perfect (malt-faulter).

And so finally, at long last, fulfillment came to Hans Helmut For
this was his mission, his lofty purpose on earth- to make sure that youand I and every other life-loving, health-oriented, flavor-directed

hoTtTTJm w'^riT^'t-^u'^"
knowledge that the next can or

bottle of Miller High Lif^ which passes our discriminating lips will be
just as free of fleck and fiaw as the last can or bottle of Miller HighLife which passed our discriminating lips; that can after can, bottleafter bottle, keg after keg. Miller High Life will remain ever amber

k;^di;TndTcie;ar^^^
'^""^' ^^"-^^' ^-' ^^^' ^--i^^^ ciecent;

And so, dear friends, to that small but shining list of human bene-fartors-men like E. Pluribus Ewbank. for histance, who inv^nJed^th^opposable thumb without which millions of castane players wo^d beunemployed; women like Rosa L. Sigafoos. for instance, wh^rnvent^the bio-degradable roommate- let us humbly and gratefullv «HH t^name of Hans Helmut Steppenwolf. Right orwatc^fufmah-f^

Surely the sl^y of Hans Helmut has Uft a h.r^r.
V Miller Hiah Life and 8vowtor» ,

jr. ...^ ... rejnove Mtd lump. It comes in cocans, bottles and kegs.

.,-u--L

(Continued from Page 15)

The other film program is a "time machine" qr

"dial-a-year."

"As a kid I was always attracted to movies. As I

grew older I became convinced that they provide

people with a great picture of an era. So I've spent

the past 20 years collecting films from every year

since the beginning of the motion picture industry

(1895).

At 7 p.m. tomorrow the Audio-Visual World will

present "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" and "A Raisin

in the Sun." On Saturday the showings will be Andy

Panda in "Meatless Tuesday" and "Odette." All

tickets are $1.75.

At 7 : 30 p.m. on Sunday Klipper will present "Forty

Years of Sex — Films That Made the World Blush."

This series is a survey of erotica through the century.

Tickets are $2.50.
r

V
"I began my collection of films in 1952. I bought

them used, discarded or in unfortunate condition

from all over the United States and Europe. By 1966 I

realized that it was a full time job, so I sold my
businesses. Because of my photographic experience

^o'
NS-^^ Ac

AO^ M
®tv

'%^>
"^c/

e,-

HOT
^s,

Pants
e

peoson^
B\o^

The Saffron Robe
blO

USES . i^. . I

i!?f^ "Folk Dresses

,e- AND

vA^ Mexican (J^ °^6, " ^q ^^ " Shirts ^V>^^e.. Q.

J^
^AAXI Mon. to Thurs. & Sat.

%^ DRESSES ^^
10:30-7:00 pm

<«r

10:30-9:00 pm
Sun. 12:00-5:00 pm 6\V^\

I'm able to re-edit, take scratches out of, research
the original titles and preserve them," Klipper said

**I now have over 2000 films, probably one of the

most complete collections in the world. I've spent
over $75,000, but the collection is probably worth
twice as much as that now.

"I've also researched the eras of each film, ob-

tained recordings from the period and can produce
the authentic era's moods and point out *In Jokes.

'

"Eventually I hope to b^ye them put on video tape
cassettes for public and classroom use," he said.

"I think the films are more than entertaining. They
show the history of their times; that is, the reality

and the fiction."

When asked what he thought was one of his most
unusual finds, he said, "It's a film made by a British

firm in 1921 of Charlie Chaplin on iui ocean cruise.

"The firm had to sneak the film equipment on
board because Chaplin was touchy about his private

life. In one scene the ship's crew started a *Chaplin-

Walk-alike-Contest.' Charlie ended up being the

judge and gave the winner a prize from his own
pocket."

Brew'o . .

.

(Continued from Page 14)

Speeches and Seminars

Michael Straight, deputy
chairman. National Endowment
for the Arts, Washington, D.C., will

speak on "Twigs for an Eagle's
Nest:. Government Support for the
Arts" at 8 p.m. today In the Ralph
Freud Playhftuse.

•,-,— ..

H. Arthur Stelner, professor of

Political Science, will speak on
"General Elections in India,
March 1971: Outcome and
Prospects" at 2 p.m. today in

Bunche Hall 4269.

V. E . Benes, memt)er of technical
staff. Mathematical Researcti
Center, Bell Telephone
Laboratories Inc., Murray Hill,

N.J., will speak on "Mathematical
Problems in Telephone Traffic" at

10:30 a.m. today in Boelter Hall

8500.

(Continued on Page 17)
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college graduatejust l^^^snft get
thewarm welcome he used to.

There's a lot of competition In the job market
today. And a college degree alone just
doesn't carry as much weight with some
employers.

. That's why Honeywell developed their
Postgraduate Studies Program. A program
designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college major is. If

you can qualify you'll be ready to learn com-
puters from one of the world's top computer
manufacturers and leading educators,
Honeywell.

You'll be ready to start right off in
the fastest growing industry around.
An Industry that doubles in size and
opportunity every five years.

There still won't be any brass bands
around to greet you, but you will get a
warm handshake. All you have to do is
mail this coupon. Or call (714) 870-0120

Admissions Officer

9^°^*^'*'^!'k'."^**^"** °^ Information Sciences2600 East Nutwood Avenue
"nee*

Fullerton, California 92361
Phone: (714) 870 0120 or

(213) 380 0770

D I would like additional informatior
on your program.

I am interested in

D Day Q Evening classes.

Name:

College:

Brew'n ends it a
(Continued from Page 16)

Frederick Jellnek, associate professor, depart-
menjof Electrical Engineering, Cornell UniverVitv
Ithaca, N.Y., will speak on "A Two Cycle Algorithm
for Source Coding with a Fidelity Criterion" at 2 d m
today In Boelter Hall 8500.

^
The CD. O'Malley International Symposium on

the History of Medicine in England in the Seven
teenth Century will be held from 9:30 4: M p m todav
in the Biomedical Library, fourth floor, and the Clark
Library. .

"^

URA Clubs

The SCUBA class will hold Its introductory
meeting from 5-7 p.m. today in Men's Gym 102 There
will be a film, "Anyone for Diving?" and all in
terested persons may attend. For information call
the Recreation Center at X53671 or Men's Gym'l4 ai
X52060.-
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Ack'e'rmrn' 1? "^'"oJT'"
^^* ''""^ ^^ P^ '^^y ^nMCKerman Union 2408.

M I,'l%^*«"''*,S»**»*n9 Club Will meet at 8 p.m. todayat the Santa Monica Ice Palace

todIv^ir!"fh**^'u.^'^*'
^*"'' ^"' ^^* ^'^'^ 7^0 P'^-Today in the Women's Gym 200

on Firid^^7"'''"''
^'"*' ^'" ""^^ ^'^"^ ^^ P '^ ^^^y

^^^^ Hapkido Club will meet from 3:30-5 pmtoday in Memorial Activities Center B 146

in ll^^^'^uT
'^^^^'^ ^'"^^ ^"' "^^* ^» "OO" tod-ym Boelter Hall 8761.

innl^^^fu'"^"''
*^*'**** Club will meet from 5-6 p.m.today in the Women's Gym 200

noJh
^ Mountaineers will meet at noon today on the

northwest corner of Moore Hall Lawn.

••*•» ><y»»^».w , •» * «iii. I •>.»,.

PLEASE HELP
Community Services Resource Center

S^!^'::^^::'^::^:^: IZ'^ZZl'^^^^^^^^^^^ «--- center and IS supported by
Cathy H^n after 2 p.m. in Kerckhoff Hall 309^'cZ25:;^:^:;^ ^^c^I^^^^^!^

Community Need
AAales are needed to supervise 8 to 12 year old

boys In weekend camping and other recreational
activities.

The EYOA is seeking Interested students to
help the poor In a variety of ways.
Be a big brothei»as well as a tutor to an 11 year

old bov in W L.A. L_
Students are needed with an interest in

working on an environmental magazine.
. One or *wo students are needed to do research
for a public relations firm on the campaign for
community college board of trustees.
Be a teachers aide or a seminar leader ai a

nearby high school. All subjects Included,
special emphasis on social studies.

Volunteers needed to work with Ex-Helps
youth drop-in house in Santa Monica. Group
counseling, telephone counseling, or drug
counseling experience needed.

^ Educational Projects
Tutors wanted to work in Watts area

elementary school. Hours open. Minimum of any
two days of the week. Some experience will help.
Meeting: Monday, A^jrll 5, In Bunche Hall 1209B
ai 3:00 p.m.

Campus Need
Students are needed with a proficiency in any

subject who can tutor free of charge or at a
reduced rate, TAjtees will be UCLA students who
cannot afford standard, tutoring fees.

jz^ '
•" -r^ Requirements

Interest in children; time.

Willingness to help.

Tutoring ability in h istory, spelling, and math

Interest in ecology 8. journalism.

No salary is available but an expense account
may be provided.

Teaching ability & interest

Transportation to Santa Monica.

Credit Available
Possible IW credit

Requirements
Tutoring ability in any University level sub

ject, especially foreign languages.

Availabre Resources
Tutoring help Js available jo Engineering,

French, Spanish and AAath.

Loans available for
male grad students
Ten $1000 interest-free loans

for 1971-72 are now available
through the Jake Gimbel
Scholarship Loan Fund to
qualified male graduate
students. Applications may be
picked up in the Financial Aids
Office, Murphy Hall 3109
through April 9. and must be
turned in there by April 30.

EAT IN

TAKE OUT
Delicious FooH

CHICKEN.

HAAABURGERS-

SEAFOOD
at Reasonable Prices

1 1645 Son VincenteBlvd.

Brentwood - PKone 826 5010

Hrs I 1:30 AM 9 PM - 6 Days

WE'RE NOT
YOUR 'BAG'

1 r you wont fo travel the
outdoted bus-to-hotel-to-muieum-lo-bu$

to-hotel routine. We're just fun young
people moving through Europe in snnall

groups and comping 'coosethot's exoctly

where it's at.

So come, %•% our Europe the

European way. 6 weeks —$795.
Bob 726, Sierra Modre^ Co. 91024

Hasseling Your Way Through UCLA? ?

Can't Find Your Way Through the Maze?

Got Ouestibns You Need Answering? ?

VISIT US at the CAMPUS SERVICES CENTER
Level 1 Ackerman Union or Coll Us at (82) 53740

(rumor has it that HUMANS can be found there)

We oll«r inlormation and assistance regarding:

Campus Programs. Recreational Affairs, Careers, Job Placement, Housing, Foreign Student

Problems. Student.Health, Financial Aids, Veterans Affairs, fh6 Draff, the Student Cuunieling

Services, tKeColleges. the Ombudsman's Office, the Dean of Students' Office, Registration

and other Campus Services.

^© answer to your question we will help you find it.

W
No Sweat, Foreign Student!

e will ship your personal effects bock to vour K„.„„ .1.

professiorx,! e«,ciency - at charges that Wt hur,° -
""'

Call Us Now:
7497491

»• sail 220V

DnCK TO "" ^ ^

FResm f^uit.vege

flu 0*GA
UilTMUUE Mt

UIT

COObKS

>A75«€

A £:^^^*£^^.''^-l'^«> Colo Hii^JG '

Ki^I,»^itmL AOOITIO€!) Of'

^liMiVMMKi

mm£\
JUST Sivm

T>ttPtoPLt

AsPo%ieti

^XX) Hiipanl Avenire

474.1531
HiLLEL COJINCiL

SABBATH SERVICES
April 2 8:15

Oneg Shabbat follows

YIDDISH
Dr. Zygielboutn will begin a new quarter of feachinq
language, foikJQre, folksong, and literature.

Please note the room change-2150 Bunche
7:00 Beginners.^ 8:30 Intermediates

JOIN THE HILLEL PERFORMANCE
DANCE GROUP

7:30 URC Auditorium
Male participants or* urgsd to com*

UNANIIvlOUSLY ACGLAIfvieD AS
"ONE OF THE ALL TIME GREAT FILMS!"
Winner of 7 Academy Awards including "BEST PICTUREr

*=^)^#R1>^

s..r„^Al EC GUINNESS ANTHONY QUINN JACK HAVVKINS JOSE

ANTHONY OUAYLE CUUOE RAINS ARTHUR KENNEDY.. OUAR SHARIF

".'•xuc-f., PETER O'TOOIE »« Kwtfucf scrr»«».,, b, R08f RT BOIT p-,<v<t* ^ SAM SPiEMl
0..»<i^ *, MVIO LEAN »^.i^*p.w4.«SUP(RPAMA\nS»OII^0« . tw.,,,- f.ct-« .« TECHWCOlOR*

-mCLtJSiVF tMOA&eMCNT
i • ««*<li>^

I* il ( i< ,• i « f jl »(••-•«-'.

_l

•CHCOUIC or PCIti^OMMAMCCS
Monday t^iru Tt>urv)ay . X) 4
r "(lay 4 S«turd*v . 1 » %004aJ0
^"Oay 1 00 4 JO 4 8 00

^::.£fi&
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presents ten cojurses for the spring quarter 1971. A

brief description of eoch course is presented below to-

gether with registration information. CED courses are

regular credit courses, and are taken for a grade (or

Pass/Not Pass with the consent of the instructor). Further

information about courses may be obtained by contact-

ing the instructor, or the CED secretary Carol Davis,

2107 Murphy Hall, extension 55467 (after 1:00 p.m.)

CED/HISTORY 104

EXPLORATIONS IN PSYCHOANALYSIS ANDHISTORY
Instructors: Robert Wohl (History), Victor Wolfenstein (Political Science)

4 units

The course will exploretheort of psychological arid historical interpretation, the CLOSED. Th« class will m«et Thursday evenings from 7:30 to 10:30 in Bunche
uses ond obuses of pre-history, psychology as moral history, psychology as vision- Hall 6275 (ID 93020). Finals code: (24)^

ary history, and problems of historical interpretation.

iK, m
m Urn m

CED 153 .

WOMEN'S SOCIAL STATUS AND THE LAW
Instructor: Raine Eisler (CED)

-The eourse will direct itself to the Dorticlnr .,„, t

An understanding of the soicol oosiHon ^f a
"' °' """"^^ ""''«'• °"^ 1°*-

into the relationship between coC al l,f'?? ""T^ ^"""'^^ °" '"''"i^V

this relationship from an h?s"o kal onH \ /"^'°*- ^^^ """« *'" ^^""^'"^o

include both legal and Toy readinos sJ. I ^'T^^ P°'"* °' ^'«*' °"d will

functioning of the law w°l a so b" .o^t^ed t^^^''"''"?
°' T" °' "^« »°^'°l

law, employment law, and v^l^re °aw T^ XJ^J,:^*^^
work groups; each group will foltow ^'J / wl

*''' ^'""'e '"'o ° number of

lects Will deal with Lb,>c.ro on^moora^^^^^^^
'"°^'"- ''' ^'"^

sible subjects will be: Should potecZThri^^" °^ ?'°""°' """^- ''°'-

Californii disability insurance TndH^ H ^, T ^" ^"'^"^^^ '° '^^"^ Should

What has been the'etrecrof he new Caiff"!
'" ,"?""'"' "'*' pregnancy?

financial credit problems of divorced and TJ TJ ""^ °V°'^en, including

women in prison^ Students ^^i:::^.::^.-':;r-7^jt^:t:::^.i

4 units '

F!'i^«'codrn67***J'"
^*""**'°^' '"^ '=°° *" *'°^ '" ^"'^ 3371C (10 93180).

Th, in.»roco»r i« a lowy-r tpacialiilng in conttiMional aspects of women', rlghttond I* director ofJho Women's Center Legal Program.
'

te*30°.!'J'
°P«" /» flj-"**""*** °"<l undergroduot..; «,rollm.nt will b. limited

L? to ^ r'l
•• ** °". «'„''Sr °' " *'"'' "S**-^*"' of L«.rning Goal. "

.•nt to AA,. E..l,r ,n core of CED, 2206 Murphy Hall. f^ea.. include a .tomped
t.lf-addr.,..d po.f cord with which you will be notified of your occI^rrH'PrerequLite: permii.ion of instructor. Enroll in CED office.

occepionce.

I

CED 146

PREPARATidN FOR FIELD WORK IN URBAN MINORITY COAAMUNITIES
Instructor: Leroy Higginbotham (ArchitecturejT

4 units "
V

^'

i'v.

The class will m««t on Tuesdays and Thrusdays from 2:00 to 5:00 in Campbell
The course is designed to inform the ur^ban minprity, student of problems which ,n. cia» w... meer on luesaays ana inrusaays from MW ?o D:UU in Campbell
commun.ty leaders have rn getting 4he»r oraanliations fo serv^ tb§,uraent de- i. Holi 3111 (ID 93150). Enrollment will be limited to 15. Prerequisite: permissionmands ot people suttenng from urbah misery. The course will. consist of four ol instructor. Finals code: (17)
projects, the first studfed^ by all the students In the class, the next three worked 4

*

on by three groups; studying four typical Inner city crises, examining the back-
ground, attempting to arrive at a solution, and drawing up a proposal for the

**

solution to the problem.

CED 152

THE KIBBUTZ *

Instructor: Igal Yannay (Near Eastern Languages)

4 units

The course wrtl provide *an in-depfh study of the kibbutz as a working example
of communal living. The life style of kibbutz members as individuals and as a
group will be examined from the perspectives of child psychology, socialization
manogement, economics, and culture and education. A^ nurriber of popular con-
ceptions of the kibbutz will be examined and often challenged. Each topic will be
dealt with by a person knowledgeable in that particular area.

The class will me^t on Tuesdays and Thrusdays from 11:00 to 12:15 in Social
Welfare 162 (ID 93177). Enrollment will be limited to 40 students. Finals code:
(14)

CED/CSES 1031 >ff^^'

ASJANS IN AMERICA ^

I
nstructor: Frank Qdo (Asian American Studies Center)

'f ' -.J

«^

Th.s course w,l encourage students to confront the ways the issue of race inter-poses "»elf between the Asian Ar^erican ond his individuol life chances It wi Ibegm ^v,th the student ond lead logically into increasingly wider contexts- d»n

lllL\Z'^lT^TL °"\ economic structure; U.S. policy in Asia. Some sub-
lects studied w,ll be assimilation vs. exclusion, education arid the value systemAsian lobor- urban and rural, and tKe evacuation and relocation of the Japanese-Americans during WW II

^"hJu.ioao

—nj**

4 units

(lo 9d250) and on Thor.doyi from 3 fo 5 for diKutiion (ID 93251-93254) 1}Horn.. 122; 2. Hoine. 130; 3. Hoin- 131; 4. Socio! W.lfor. 48). Finai. cod!:'

« ,

CED 144

ASIAN AMERICANS AND U.S. POLICY IN ASIA
Instructor: Fronlc 03o"fAsian American 'Studies CenterJ

4 units

The course will provide a seminar format within which to examine the historical
background and present context of U.S. relations with the nations of Asia as they
bear on the tv^;., of Asians In America.

The class will meet on AAondoys from 2:00 to 5:00 in Humanltiet 2216 (ID 93144)
Enrollment will be limited to 15. Prerequisites: previous course in Asian or AsianAmerKon history or foreign policy, and permission of instructor. Finals code- (8)

CED/CSES/><ISTORY 1 1 8B
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN IN AMERICAN SOCIETY

Instructor: Gary Nash (History)

4 units
Second quarter of a two-quarter course- a studv from an hct i

of White Anglo-Soxon Protestant middle class society from the'purUon's^o'ihe ]^
''^In o^LT'**.**"

^"•*'^* »'»'" '2:30 .o 1:45 in Hoin« Hall 220 for I.C-
present. with other groups presented to display contrasting styles The aoverninn .,Vi}'°,P^^' ""V.tT'

'^"" P*"" *'*^ *"'> ««»«'»»«>'« !»•• below). Enrollment
theme Is the "seperotion of the sexes", in American life

'

9°"*'"'"9 »"." }" '.'""•<' »» '«> 'tudenH. Pror.qui.lt.: CED/CSES/Hi,tory 1 18A or p.r-
mittion of instructor. Finals cod« (IS)

O CED IB

FRESHMAN PROGRAM
Instructors: Rosemary Park, Vol Rust (Education)

OitcuMton •cKent:
~

1. To»»doy 2-4pm Ho.nw 127 93325
2. Tuctdoy 730-9:30 pm GBA 3343C 93326
3. W«dn»»dov 9-11 om HumonifiM 3123 93327

4. TuMdoy 7:30>9:30 pm GBA 3357C 93328
5. Ty««doy 2-4 pm GBA3371C 93329
6. Tuwdoy 7:30-9:30 pm GBA 4343B 93330

7. Thursday 2-4 pm
8. W*dn««day 3-5 pm
9. W»dn«sday 12-2 pm

Haln«f 127 93331
GBA 337 IB 93332
Humanifl»t3127 93333

4 unU%

Cosponsored by the Student Educational Policy Commission. Second quarter of

a two-quarter interdisciplinary sequence exploring educational philosophy and
nature of the university. Major emphasis is upon idea of self-responsibility and
self-direction in learning; participation in student-led seminar is primary compo-
nent of program. Optional lectures and other components.

Enrollment in seminars should be done in the SEPC office (Kerckhoff 331) prior
to computer enrollment. Seminars to be arrangmd (ID 92906). Prerequisite: CED
1 A or consent of instructor; freshman stotus.

• i'^ I :i K

A semioor for he purpose of explorina oil ext

^"erico prior to 1930.
"

Instructor: Maidie Norman (CED).

OIJH %«fll .r>,^,^ r,,,j^^^_, |^_^.^, ;f;;X
'*:4tm*n? wi'TT h^ t,m.t«K^ k> 20 stud «r

J

D 135.A or parnussiOf^

't«^

CLi^llSC

FRESHMAN SEMIN^^ ppfpap^tION '^ND LEAD"^'G

Instructors: Rosemary Park, Vol Rust (Education)

4 units

S€f€ .,/ wii R, Freshmnn Wi ^. «B^ -m^ 4 • • • • «4I

Program. Third quarter of three-quarter sequence for upper division students,

offering practice in planning and leading small seminars of freshmen.

t-ts \ii^ r *v^2|;
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iDAILYl
BRUIN RTS
Track men get little rest as SEC
champ Tennessee comes to town

60ND RETURNS— Darwin Bonu diiu the rest of the Tenner>cr Vols visit

UCLA at 1:15 Saturday in the Track -Stadium. Bond has bests of :21.0 in

the 220 and :44.9 in the 440 for the defending SEC charaps. Tennessee has

already won eight of ten indoor meets this year.

• OFFICIAL NOTICES
%-

TO: All DepaHments
FROM: Campus Programs and Activities Office

RE: Official Notices

The procedure to follow in submittinK copy for Official Notices is

as follows: -

—

' '

""
* ^~

1. Send Official Notices to Mrs. AnnMarie Meehan, Campus Programs
& Activities OfTice, 312 Kerckhoff Hall (Ext. 53139). DO NOT $END
DIRECT TO THE BRUIN.

2. Set margins for 55-8pace line.

3. Copy must be double-spaced.
4. Please submit 3 copies of each Notice.

5. Copy deadline Is 12 noon THREE (3) working days prior to ptib-

lication dftite.

Because Official Notices are funded by the Campus Programs and
Activities Office, we request that you limit your Notices to items of an
OFFICIAL NATURE ONLY (not announcements or advertising), and
make them as brief as possible. Th^ maximum number of insertions
in the Daily Rruin is three issues. Official Notices are run on Mondays
and Thursdays l!)NLY. Please do not send requests, therefore, for your
Notices to be run "every day" or "until further notice."

If you have any questions, please contact- Mrs. Meehan at the above
address or telephone number.

FROM: Aerospace Studies

Cut off date for enrollment in Aerospace Studies 131 for Fall 1971
has been extended from March 15th to May 15th.

FROM: Dean of Students Office

University regulations require completion of a physical evaluation
by all entering students, and by all students re-entering after an absence
of more than one quarter. Registration for new and re-entering students
will not be considered complete until this requirement has fa^een fultilled,

and additional fees and penalties may result from^failure to do so at
once. —Byron H. Atkinson, Dean of Students.

FROM: Dean of Students Office

For your information we have listed below the various "administra-
tive fees" which have been instituted by different departments on campus.
These charges are made to cover administrative processing costs.

SERVICE CHARGES
by department based on actual

UCLA's undefeated track team,

4-0 this year and now the winner of

12 straight dual meets over two

seasons, hosts Tennessee, the

defending Southeastern Con-

ference champion at 1 : 15 Saturday

in wtiat figures to be another stiff

test.

Head coach Jim Bush feels the

Volunteers are much deeper than

the strong Kansas team the Bruins

whipped 84-70 last Sunday. Ten-

nessee has already won eight of ten

indoor meets. However, as the new
quarter starts, the Bruins will be

adding depth of their own.

James Butts, the national junior

college triple jump champion (52-

3/4) from East Los Angeles will be

added to the UCLA roster as weU
as senior sprinter Reggie Robin-

son. Warren Edmonson, the

promising speedster who has been

sidelined with a leg injury the past

month, is expected to run the 440

yard dash in his return to com-

petition.

Five events, the high jump, 440,

880 yard run, 220 dash, and the mile

relay, are likely to determine the

meet winner.

Lonnie Hance of Tennessee has a

seven foot high jump best but has

managed just 6'6" this year. His

teammate Tony Wilson has leaped

&-10 this year. Bruins Doug Huff

and Rick Fletcher each have 6-10

1/4 bests this season.

In the 440 the Vols' Gary Womble
(45.6), Darwin Bond (46.9), and

Audry Hardy (46.9) will probably

be challenging John Smith (45.7),

ATTENTION .

^MINORITY STUDENTS
A representative from G>lumbia University, COLLEGE OF PHY-
SICIANS AND SURGEONS, will be on odmpus to meet informally
with minority students interested in a medical career.

WHEN: AAonday, April 5, 1:00 p.m.

WHERE: A266 Murphy Hall

/Edmonson (46.9), and Eugene
Williams (48.1).

The 880 yard run should be the

most competitive event of the day.

James Craig (1:48.0) and Dennis
Flood (1:49.1) both have better

lifetime bests than Bruins Bob
Langston (1:49.2) and Paul
Williams ( 1 : 49.3) but at least seven
men could win the event based on
this year's times.

Tennessee's times for the 880 this

season include Craig (1:53.0)

Flood (1:53.8), Wilbur Hawkins
(1:53.8), and Danny Zoeller
(1:53.4). UCLA's best to date are
Langston's 1:51.6, Dick Tikker's

1:52.6 and Williams' 1:54.9.

The 220 yard dash is nearly

equally loaded. The Volunteers
have Womble (20.9), Bond (21.0),

Bob Hauk (21.2), Trevor James
(21.1), and Merlyn Hood (21.4),

while the Bruins can counter with

Smith (20.7), Reggie Echols (21.0),

and Steve Gibson (20.9).

If the mile relay should decide

the meet, Tennessee will probably

go with the quartet of Womble,
Bond, Hardy, and Abron Hen-
derson which has posted a 3:06.0

time. The Bruins' best time to date

is 3:14.3 by Henderson Cooper,

Edmonson, Smith, and Collett but

it was early in the year and UCLA

'

*has never been pressedVln the

event.

Clark Conard

Breakage (Charges will be ai

replacement costs.)

Changes in Study List After Announced UsAe (each petition)
Duplkate Registration and/or Other Cards from Registration

(each petition)

Duplkate Student Identification Card (each petition)
Late Filing of Announcement of Candidacy
Late FUing of Shidy List

Late Payment of Fees
Late Registration
Reinstatement Fee
Removal of Grade I (each petition)
Returned Check Collection
Emergency Room Medical Center
Prescription Fee Student Health Service (SHS)
Library Fees
Residence Halls Transfer or PeHtion Fee
Late Health Exam
Failure to Meet SHS Appointment
Faihire to Clean Out Gym Locker
Failure io Meet Student Teaching Assignment

3.00
Packet
3.00
3.00
3.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
2.00

varies
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
1.00

Noreko introduces the micro-thin hes
Shaves up to 44% closer,50% faster

than ever before.

SNiVN^^

:^^Xx^

0.09 mm

FROM: Graduate School of Education, Office of Student Services
Studoits completing the requirements for the Standard Teaching

credential at the end of the current quaHer must obtain credential aoolt

SSf ^^i^^^S" ^T"!t?***'^l
*" the Office of Student Services, Moore Hall

201. Any delay Ui this matter could affect future employment.

FROM: Graduate School of Education, Offkre of Student Services

MANDATORY ENGLISH TEST FOR CREDENTIAL CANDIDATES
n you are enrolled In your first education course or have not pre^viously taken the English test, you must register in advance To tX theteat this quarter at the Hmes and dates offertd Pnr nH^inVi^li i #

mation and the testUig schedule. pleSi? con^a cred«Hal c^ *2l?'"
in the Office of Shident Services, MooreHall 201

"•^*""*' counselor

Sign-ups wUl be taken in Moore Hall 201 Anril «^A«rii ia r\««^ii
for .tan-up. i, Friday April 16. T^^ ,4li be do"« ^ril'l^O

*

FROM: Financial Aids Office

WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

from '
-w with lower middh A- ^__.

TTTTm I'^r-m Ui.rw^k., u.>ii T.^a"^ ****** •tn»*r *t»r itimr mnrt'? tn^^ arn,"}i:^l^. ' °' "" •*"*""*•" 5'»«'- "»»" <••% are

New super Microgroove'
0.09mm-thih heads shave

you up to 44% closer^han the ones
that beat the blades. ^^

New 90-sk>t designmOb shaves
^ you up to 50% faster,^|^and far

g smoother thanJast year's.

Whichever Tk-ipleheader III

you buy, cord model or

echargeable, you get

new micro-thin

Tieads—plus all the

proven quality

features of

the world's

. favorite.

Rotary
action for

smoother
shaves.

Floating

heads to follow'

,
your face. 18

self-sharpen-

ing blades. With
pop-up trimmer for

sideburns. And metal

travel wallet.

.TM

Trlpleheader lit

cord model 35T
Most advanced
version of the
world's favorite
shaver.

?

Deluxe Trlpleheader, III.

Rechargeable model 45CT
Delivers up to twice the
shaves per charge of any other
rechargeable. Use it with or
without the cord.

v^; i*?/t pjorrr. American Phiiips Corporation,
100 .East 42nd Street, New York. N. Y. 10017.

Go/fers experience mediocre breakPlavinc both good and bad coif nvor fK« ^^^*^#OC##lPlaying both good and bad golf over the quarter
break, the Bruin golfers' fortunes ran hot and cold
accordingly.

The hot portion came when UCLA won the All-Cal
tournament over the Alisal Country Club and Birnam
Wood courses near UC Santa Barbara. The Bruins
finished with a 923 team total, 13 shots better than
runner-up UCSB. Sophomore Mike BeUmar finishid
second in the individual competition with rounds of
76-72-148. He was one shot back of tiUist Brian
Garbutt of UCSB.

**"^"

Freshman Jim Porter took fourth place (74-
78-152) while captain Don Truett ended ud in a tip
for fifth (80-73—153).

F
*
a ue

Following the tourney, the Bruins challenged
UCSB and California to a three-way match at Oiai
and once again came out on top.

From this point on, however, Kelley had litUe to
smile about. The Bruins lost to the Camp Pendleton
Marines, 35-19, last Friday. Truett, Porter, and Pete
Laszloall had 75s. Bill Eaton shot 76, Rene Grivel 77
and Bellmar, who's in the midst of a slimp lately had
an 82.

UCLA finished sixth in a field of eight at the San
Fernando Valley State Invitational, playing what
Kelley termed mediocre golf. Valley State won its
own tourney with a 754 team total. UCLA had 780 as

l^s'nnlv"^ ^M ^" 1.^ "^^^^ ^"^ «*^^ P>«^ teamswas only eight strokes

w?th%t
*^

^1! \^ ^'^*" ^^"^"^ ^»th 75-79-154

Truett finished at 157. Porter at 159. and BeUmar at

onrr^ilfn
*"^*^^^^ ^^^ Bellmar and Laszlo are

w^nfri.M^'^J^ "1 ^ ^-^^*^ P^^y^'f to determine who
will take the final spot in the UCLA conUngent that

next wi^
the Western Intercollegiate tournament

next week at Santa Cruz

sh^nlT/"''/*^^
^^ *^^^ ^' ^" starUing. After'

shooting under 80 m nine of his first ten compeUUve

fnnr r' ^'l.
1?'"^ ""^^ ^" ^^ ^^'^^^ tourney, his last

our rounds have read: 82, 82, 81, 80. This has given
Laszlo an opportunity, and so far he's made the most

Th.
'";t*|^/^rst of the two playoff rounds, he holds a

three-shot lead, 75-78.

Jri'^f P^'P'^
reached a personal milestone at theend of last quarter with a hole-in-one on the seventh

ho e at Brentwood Country Club, a 142-yard, par-3.
rruett also made news, but in a different way In around against San Diego State, Don had seven birdies
on the front nine shooting a six-under-par-30. His
D^ckside, however, was not as prominent: a four-
over 40 after birdieing the 10th hole.

—Doug Kelly

Netters remain No. 1, down Ariz StThe Southland tpnniK sr^^m* ic :« iu .
* » Ifca %^ ^bThe Southland tennis scene is

beginning to resemble that of the
basketball one earlier this year,
with defending national champion
and top-ranked UCLA finding
neighboring USC breathing down
its neck.

The last national poll placed the
Bruins on top, followed by Trinity
(Tex.) .Rice, Stanford, and then
USC. But that was over a week ago.
Since then, the Bruins routed
Trinity, 8-1, last Sunday. USC
completed the sweep Tuesday by
beating theTexans 0-3. The Bruins,

m the meantime, kept up their own
winning ways, beating Arizona
State 8-1. Trinity's two losses
certainly will drop it down in the
rankings, and USC's win might
move the Trojans into the second
spot.

Indications point to another
UCLA-USC clash for the national
championship. The teams meet for
the first tim^^ week from
Saturday, April 10, at UCLA and
provided both remain undefeated,
they'll be playing for the No. 1 spot
in the nation.

The only remaining hurdle for

both teams appears to be Stanford,
which together with California,
arrives in Los Angeles Thursday
for weekend matches. Cal and
Stanford are also undefeated.
Stanford, ranked fourth nationally,

possesses one of the finest singles'

players in the country in

sophomore Roscoe Tanner. The
Indians' depth, though, remains to
be proven.

On the other hand, both
Southland teams have shown that
they have the depth required to^win
tough matches.

—John Reich
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IM Schedule
ACTIVITY
Softball -

Water Polo
Golf

Badminton
Wrestling

Track & Field

Volleyball (2-mfan)

DATES OF PLAY
April 19-June 7

April 19-June 7
April 23-

AAay 3-13

AAay 3 7

AAay 14 & 21

May 10 20
Swimming & Diving AAay 17 & 19

TIAAE
3-5 p.m.
2 7 p.m.

7-11:30 a

3-5 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
2-5 p.ni.

2-5 p.m.
2-5 p.m.

m.

DAYS
AAon Fri.

AAon & Fri

Friday

AAonThur.
AAon-Thur.

Friday

AAon-Thur.

AAon & Wed

The only uuthentii French crepe
restaurant Serviny 105 varieties of

Frent
'

•(! omelettes "

^.riik.u^

ii
\ji| .„ ,^_^ ^

Managers A^eetings: Softball, April 68; Water Polo, April 14.

>*iiWi

luoH uitiiuuii Mve. , vaiioaiea parking

Open 7 days 11:30 a.m. to midnight.

Fri. & Sat. to 1:00 a.m.

A ' < ' JU J^—»-

'^' "PHVV"" ' ^"*'»'"

JT?*«^*M(t5'*<^i'*«»*-'- W TROUPi

FRI ^ SUN 8:30 • SAT 8 & 10:30

"LITTLE MirRDERr' -AUTHOR

JciEs mmin
Miite House

uca

Thursday, April l, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 21
cJ

( Paid Adv*r1i««m*flt>

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL I
666 LEVERING - EVERYONE WELCOME *

(At StrathiTiore 2 blocks W of Dorms)
9:45 A.M. and 7:00 P.M. SUNDAY WORSHIP

•aii^ n^
Fotxi and Conversation after Service.

479 3645 JACK TABER, CAMPUS BAPTIST PASTOR 823 6248

GUITAR

STRINGS
ANY BRAND

OFF with this od

• FREE INSTAllATION
• OF«R ENDS April 10

// ^1^^

1. /J

y."

WEST L.A. MUSIC
LA.'s only CompUt* Music Stor*

• Ow««or« • Band Imf l«nH • Drum* • SKmI Music
• R«n*al> • L*M<M 7 » Mw-^ FdW Rock imx.

& Qcaticol Ouitor ~~

1 1 345 Santa Monica Bid., W.L A.

479-6898
(5^in. from campus) •2

;alc T!**"'

,-f

'^T

WHAT HAPPENED-ANDWHY
Pulitzer-prize winner,
James Michener, recreates
the tragedy at Kent. In an
eye-opening book conden-
sation he reveals, step by
step, the events that led to
the fatal shootings. It is all

here, includingthesurpris-

ing reactions from adults
and students across the
country, and Michener's
advice about handling the
division between American
lifestyles. Oneof38articles
and features in the April

READER'S DIGEST

Students' store

r
i

a
i'H

£^ "-i .1.-

we're recycling texts!

Used text books can stretch out your precious bread
so check our supply and make it easy on yourself.

and of course, we have the new
texts you'll be needing.

'

'r''^l

1 1^ 1 I* ir'

\

^' • • • I i -^< -' '«

- Saturday
Review

STUDENT DISCOUNTI
-with Ad & I.D.~ I

any peri, except Sat. 8 p.m. |

, ,^— ...jw. tmK^f^'yr' .-jji

CENTURY CITY (n.AYHOUSE

new buy-back piace"^

Our Buy-Back counter's gone for the great outdoors!
You'll find It In the window of the Student's Store
—the one farthest away fronn the Westwood Plaza
entrance. We think yoi^III find it much
more convenient.

^:-r- rd€tA r iprovemenr.
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UCLA Dai: Bruin Classified

ADVERTISING OFFICES

Ktrckhoff Hall ni «

PhOfM: 125-2221

Classified a«v«rtt»in« ratM
IS words - »l.$« day. $ cons«cwflv«

insertions - ** 0<L

PayaMo in advanca

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.

No tolophono ardors

THE Daily ftruin fivos hill support to ttM
Univorsity of California's policy on non-
discrimination and tha(olert classlfiod
advortlsinf sorvico will not bo mad«
availabl* to anyono wHo. in affordint
ho4ising to stwdonts or oMortitfl (oto.

discriminatos on tho tMsis of raco, color,

roliffion, national ori«in or ancostry. Noittior

ttM Univ^sity nor tti« ASUCLA « Oaiiy
ftruin has invosfi«atod any of ttio sorvicos
offorod noro.

Announcewenfs,

GAY Womens' Service Center, \ 1M Olendale
Blvd , 413 t2}3 Get acquainted dinner every
Thorvday, 7 PM. (AAl)

CAY 'n>erapy Croups M/F, no attempt to

chan9«/to work with what is/37i-S7Sf . (AAA)

ATTENTION GIRLS!

Havinv tro«»Me moetinf ttie rifHt man? Join

THE YOUTH ASSOCIATION Membership
free. Limited exclvsiveiy to girls vnder M.
Send for details an application. The Yovth
Association, P.O. Bon Hi. San Fernando.
f1J41. (AAf)

FREE DO IT THYSELF COSTUME
BROCHURE FOR 9TH RENAISSANCE
PLEASURE FAIRE, Paramount Ranch.
Aaoura, April 24 2S. May ) 2. 19. tS-14.

Mrite: Faire, Box 4M70,L.A. 90M4. Also Lg.

Fairef>osters^Sl. fAAIJ)

Sochi Events

JOIN Valley Beth
traditional Passover
Call rat saae.

Shalom
*--<

—

family for

il 9 or 10.

(SAA)

^Personal •... I

MY darling Dana Why doni you write me
I'm out in the J unfile - Joe Brum. (1A1)

A-Phi-O, Community Service. AU X-Lovel
Lovn«e. (1 A «)

PRE Mods' Fifth Annual Premed Con-
ference at LA County USC Med. Center.
Saturday, April 3, • 30 AM. Find out what
medical scftools want! Talks by Deans of

Medical Schools. Reservation: 747-3093. 74«-

^ EhferkiinmenL.. '2

1^;

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation Call 21 3-CA l-i«49. (2 0TR)

WILDERNESS hiking and climbing courses.
Spend 3 weeks in Colorado this summer.
ASM, Box 97SS, Minneapolis, Minnesota
SS440. (2 A A)

IF YOU LIKE SEX
..YOU'LL LOVE

The Westwood vma«e Saloon
'Wttore good friends meet.'
Cocktails, wine, boor, food.
Corner Wilshire A Veteran

1 bik. east of San Diofio Fwy.
Open } 1 AM 479-9M3

CATALINA weekend
^pecfat grovp
Telephone Avaion, 747

90704

/ttoliday cottayes.

Box A44, Avalon.
(2QTII)

/Help Wania••••••••••••••a

MATURE Babysitter in house, or mine.
Twin boys. U mos. old. Full time. S$9-3012.

eves. (3 A 7)

MALE student live in BH physician's home.
SSO mo., capable gardener, liyht chores, CR
A-2333. (3 A A)

FOLK guitar teacher for girt, 11. with
year of lessoftT!^ Must come to home r

Venice artd Fairfax, hour per week. 27S-

3339 (3 A A)

y/H» WaniU 3 VServk.5 Offered. M V ^^'»^*'-

SINGER, Female. Under 2A. Attractive. Join

pop group with contracts /good pay. 479-0714,

?71 I304be>ore 7 00 (3 A A)

ARRANCER/Musicians sou«ht by sin«er

writer demo recording my/your songs
MUS LA, Box 412, Hlywd 90021 (3 A A)

ADDRESS envelopes. S100 week, send self-

addressed, stamped envelope: Quality
Distributors, Mi Briarwood. Suite 323. Fort

Collins. Colorado (3 A A)

NEED money? Place your name and
number on the Placement ft Career Plan-

ning Center Babysitting List BIdg iC
Deadline April 7. (3 A 7)

IS BEGINNING THE HARDEST PART?
Get experienced help with your literature

search, abstracting, indexing problems. We
also supply document facsimiles, state-of-

the art surveys, MS advice. Call

DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES 477-

4044. (nA7)

TUTOR needed immed 3rd or 4th year
German maior only. Lucrative. 379-7403. (3 A
7)

STUDENT with car to sit for newborn in my
home in Brentwood. Tues. and/or Thurs.
9:30-4:30. 472-O041. (3 A 7)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring dose friend.
FH3Sao 9 2:)0. 2 hours credit or tl.SO each.
Newsubiects. (3 A 7)

CALL Services Unlimited and tell us what
kind of part-time iob you would like. 47S-
9$2r (3A1 )

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474-A315

SERVICES Unlimited is an organiiation set

up to help collofie students find part-time
t0toS.47S9S21. (3 At)

You are just the type .

we're.looking for.

REGULAR pLaSMA DONORS

S4J per month while helping others

Come m to 1001 Gayl*y. Suite 210

Call 47I4MS1 9:00 AM • 7:00 PM daily

FEMALE Student live in BH physician's
home. SSO mo , cooking/ light housekeeping
for SIX, CR A-2333. (3 A A)

GIRL, with owa car. to drive woman.
Minimum ten hrs. References. Pt»one 037-

2SA9. (3 A A)

SAFE driver use own car for UES 3:00

o'clock pick up. $3 50 A22-911I AM., SU-1337.
PM (3 A A)

SERVICES Unlimited has expanded and has
more part-time jobs than ever before! 47S-

9S21. (3AA)

P/T Sales for national marketing firm in

Westwood »r9». XInt. pay - will train. 444-

2t7t. (3 A A)

MALE student live in BH physician's home,
SSO mo., hartdyman, repairs, maintenance.
CRA2333. ^- _^ ( 3 A A)

^lAiscelhneous ••••••••

PIANO • Sin9oc looking for drummer, bass;
begin informal laii-slo'v rock group. Contact
George, 47i-24ts. (SAA)

'DROP IN' pro9rams Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students Si. 25. Call The Croup Center for

Iree brochures, 454-3030. (5QTR)

y For Rent,

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. '^A-21|9I,

vrknds, 792 5175. (7QTR)

S125. Private Suite - Doctor's home. Garden,
view. Mature faculty membeV. Professional
person. References. OL2-537A, HO3-550S. (7 A
4) ^-^

PRIVATE room and bath in private home.
Beverlywood section. Transportation
needed. Phone 037-5713. (7 A A)

y For Solo. «.••••••* 10
COMPLETE stereo system Roberts AM
FM stereo receiver, Aiiuarius sound
speakers, B.S.R. record changer, diamond
stylus List $300. Sell 1145 new. 721-0207. ( 10 A
7)

ATTENTION STUPENTS! Join the
American Vigilantes and help save our
country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press. 221
Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass. 021 1A.

S4.9S. (10 A 20)

FURNISHINGS entire house • leaving
country bookshelves, skies, elec. ap-

Inglewood. (10 A 7)^

AIWA Stereo Tape Recorder, i mos. old. 3

heads. 3 speeds. Separate channel controls.
93SA7&C.S2S0. best offer. (10 A A)

BRAINWAVE Feedback. Elec-
troencephalophone teaches alphawave
control, altered states of consciousness.
Information. IOC. J ft J Enterprises, 0102-0,

Bainbridfo. Wash.90110. (10 A A)

AUCTION OF UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
Public notice is hereby given that certain
merchandise which has been in tite cu stody
of the UCLA lost and found department. Los
Angeles. Calif 90024, for more ttian six (A)

months witttout being claimed by the owners
will be sold at public auction for cash only.

The auction will be held April 3. 1971 at 1000
AM. The Receiving Department. 741 Circle
Drive South, Los Angeles. Calif . 90024. (10 A

RUG 11 K 14 like new, 23 inch TV, portable
Royal typewriter, upholstered day bed 27A-
l544aftei-noon. (lOAA)

JUNK BRIDES

'Select China and Crystal pattern
summer delivery and save

25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Or.
Beverly Hills. Calif.

Man.-Sat. 10:0O-S:0O CR3-tS34

ROCK Oro«*p: Film Producer wants on-
signed 9ro«»p or sin9le performer free to

travel, over 17. AMe to record. CaII for in-

terview. 444-7227. (3 A 3)

PART-Time interviowors Survey Research.
Attractive r Female, male 20 plus. 90S-S231 . (

3

A t)

THE INDEX A reference for hundreds of
items supplies, merchandise, services
needed by every retailer, opportunity seeker
over 70 headings, over 500 listings only

»2 00. Mary Hudgens, I2lt N Beachwood
Dr.. f203. LA, Cal if. 90020. (10 A A )

S75 KLH Model 11. 3 yrs. old, exc cond., 392
0124 aHer 4 00 PM and weekends (lOAt)

y^Servkes Offered, II

AUTO Insurance, lowest rotes for stwdonts
or employees Robert Rhoe, 039-7270. OTO^
"*' (110TR)

' " exTra n*oney. SoN !EK^

^ ^ tp hghl pollMlioii. Call .

7401. days.
^4s. 301-

(3AA)

Sportscar or Automatic
School. Call 5S9-1SIS.

' on n ipoiB
Astra .Driving

(11 AA)

a_'eU>r.> UK. L^'-i SISS. (3AA)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
%tude««ts and employees Call ANon Tiinl
•73^501$, ev,^ TtHm TilOTR)'

TAX Returns. S3 up. Person*! service by

student employee with 5 yrs professional

experience. (11 A 14)

TELEVISION rental All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr phone. 274-9119 (11QTR)

PIANO Lessons Beginners, intermediates:

Certified instructor S3 00 per 1/2 hr. S5 /hr.

Call 024 2750. 0-10 AM. ; 472 1994, after
\

PM. (11AA)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free
Consultation LuCia RE. 10921 Wilshire

(corner Westwood Bl.) 477-2193 Mon., Wed..

Fri.Sat. (11 A 13)

SPEED Reading; itudents entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 020 S. Robertson Blvd.

_A$7-4390. (11QTR)

TbfeAVJU(^flT<^ n^GT^i-
AND FEMALE SEXUAL ANXIETY

Couples must t>e married, living together.

Cooperation of husband necessary Therapy
provided without charge, on outpatient

basis, and is mainly verbal. No physical

interactions involved except those in privacy
of home.
Requirements: Preliminary tests and in-

terview, availability for maximum of 20

sessions, twice weekly, for 3 months. This

research is designed for woi^on who ex-

perience some tension or avoidance reac-

tions in sexual situations, and is being in-

vestigated for doctoral dissertation. Call 025-

5343 (Tues. ft Fri ), AOO-3954 (Mon., Wed..
Thurs.) or complete forms in Room A 3040,

Health Sconces Bldi^.^ _ t\^^^>

AUTO Insurance: cancelled declined too

high. Low monthly p^iyments - Student
Discounts Ask for Bob, 394-2225. ( 1 1 A 27)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATEi. 2151 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (HQTR)

BLOWUP your grandma, boyfriend or

family car. Giant 2 ft. posters. Send your
photo any siie (returned) S2.9S plus 2S<

postage to Personal Posters, PO Box 42972.

LA. Calif . 9W5*. (HAD

THE BEST JOBS

AND HOW TO GET THEM!
How many good jobs are lost? Dont take
chances on your first interview! (»ood lobs

are too few for you to gamble. Eoery |Ob is

won or lost in the interview.
New. exciting 12 inch L/P album by
professional personnel recruiter reveals
techniques that helped tttousands get tt>e

lObs they wanted

!

Whal IS the employer looking for? How to get

him interested m what you want! Specific

answers to specific questions!
Only 54 95 post paid. Money back guarantee.
Send check or money order to:

Department B.

JOHN LAWRENCE ENTERPRISES
40SS Wilshire Blvd., Suite 411

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90005
Allow 2 to 3 vireeks for delivery.

MODERN Dance classes. Mane Mar-
chowsky former soloist Martha Graham Co.
Adults children. 3112 Penn Ave. SM. 020-

9000/AA5-M33 (11 A 20)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimunli
purcftase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart. 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11
QTR)

XEROX COPIES
Dor prices are LOW

MIMEOGRAPH-DITTO
PRINTING

Tlieses and Dissertations
A Specialty

POSTERS-TYPESETTING
121 KERCKHOFF Hall, Ext. 52S1S

tTOOAMlPt:!h.

IDENTIFICATION CARDS, BIRTH
CERTIFICATES, PRESS CARDS. In-
formation, send stamped, self addressed
envelope. DAYNE COSMIC LTD.. Box 124,
La Verne. Calif . 91750. (11 A 0)

w iruvoi************•«•»«••••»••••• 13

EUROPE. S225205. also Israel. Japan,
Summer ft Fall flights. E.S.E.P.. 1217 Bev.
Blvd

, LA. 900a. AS1-3311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13QTR)

CARS in EUROPE
• RENT or BUY
SPECIAL REDUCTIOI^

TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS
REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMK)BILE ASSOC

PO. BOXA9504
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049

EUROPE Discount flights Also Israel,
Africa, India 40% off. Intra European
charter flights Student ID cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Dr.. Bev. Hills. Ca.
90210 27A-A293 (130TR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
tt»e S35 Yovth Pass 15 days unlimited rail
travel (aves 15 thru 22). Also:

S40. 15 days
SSS. 2 1 days.
$70. 1 month.

Thrill coupons tor no time limit. $44
you 1000 miles and $40 ISOO mi|of
travel Contact yovr travel agent
British Rail A2A-5149.

Oives
of rail

or call

SAILING Cruise 150' clipper ship Departs
June 10, for A «rks Share expenses Eric
(213)370-2405 •**

*t,3A4;

ttt) ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

,—:l' students. faciHtY -t ...EUSOPt Many «»»ortwos (inciodtnn
ways) from S240*

TOKYO 4 wook swmmer Hi^ht $343*
•iiKiodosu ^ i-^>ort«re taxes

Call Flighted «n; (213)029 2401
4741 O^B,i«n«< f V.*<"pT

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISC A 114*7 San Vicente Blvd . '4 LA, 90049

126 S649 jMQJ^

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE ft MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediateticketing intra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 months S125 00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Veiitura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks. Calif 91403

172 2203 or 784 1677

TOURS UNRECIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO' Europe 8 weeks, I countries.

S1095. Europe 4 weeks. 6 countries. 5715.

Israel Europe 11 weeks, 51195 Japan: A

weeks, 51011 EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING 4248 Overland Ave , Culver

City. (213) 839 5247 I13QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS 1971

An official Charter Flight "
j

OporAtion Aulhoriiedft Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Camouses

L A.-LON0OfVLONDON.L A.

FH Dop Rot ^s Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 $275

4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
6 6/24 8/22 8 $275
7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 9 $275
10 •• 7/n 8/9 4 $275
11 7/14 8/31 7 $275
12 ••

8/8 9/8 4 $275
M 9/4 9/27 3 $275
10 7/14

ONE-

V

a/25 4 $275

MAY LA -

1

LONDON .,

FH. Dop -

5*- 6/24 $150

cu
ONE.^%I^Y LONDON-LA •

0»l^srn.

15 -^9/9

rffCO

$150

SPECIAL APHICAM FLIGHT

LALIBERIA/LIBERIA-LA

DeP. «• / ,
July 13 Sept. 9 I

••WAITLIST ONLY
Availabfe only to bonafide members of ttte

University of California (students, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immed. family
living in tt»c same housettoM)

S4S3

as
uc

chartdr ftighto

a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. ft 5 p.m

825 1221

EUROPE CI^ARTERS. Several schedules
from S250 roundtrip, 5150 one way. Coor-
dinator: Professor Margaret Paal. 247
Roycroft, Long Beach. 90003. 213-430-2179. ( 13
A 4)

TTMT STUDENT TRAVEL*UINX CHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07 iMxgrtop, wmiwcxxl

LOS AWGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Return Weeks CostDepart

1 June 15 Aug 15 9 $275
2 Juno 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24-~Sep 5 11 $275
5* June 27 Sep 13 12 $275

* LA/London /AasterdeuB
6 Joiy i Sop *

.»g7 S

y Typing 15

ALL kinds Of typing
CR2 0421.

reasonable rates. Cal
(15A7)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math ft technical typing.
Accurate, rapid service. 741-SSiO. ( IS QTR)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts.
EXP .wkends. daily 5 t,t3l-1142. (1SQTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, near
campus Call Esther 02* 7*91. (15 QTR)

< TOPOUALITY TYPING
DISCOUNTED TO STUDENTS

WATTS SECRETARIAL SERVICE
. ,(213) 299 3135

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA. 90000.

Specialiiing m THESES. ESSAYS, ft

MANUSCRIPTS' Enpert Workon Both IBM
Composer ft IBM SELECTRIC 35C per
page/Composer wdjjdfby hour. (15A«)

I'M lust your type (IBM Executive) Neat,
accurate typing theses, reports, anythng.
Call 4 8 PM Fritii 839 1874 (15A«)

RUTH - theses, term papers, mauscnpts
Exp Wkends.daily S 9. •2i tU2. (ISQTR)

General Typing with background in Law,
Medicine, ft Engineering. 478-3032. Call
before 6 PM (15 A 4)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric/
'' Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law

-7

8

Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

OWE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E Juno 14—LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19—LA/Hadrid/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

OWE WAY FLIGHTS tjtCm feUW6l>E

IW June 14--Ai»8terda«/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA S139
3W Sep 16--London/LA $148

ONE-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 $79
Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployoes, extension and Aluomi
Members plus isoMdiate faailies.

UNigsi^sTjasi?^-
10Q7

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
IM WKSniOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

EUROPEAN Safari 13 weeks. 14 countries,
via boats/luxury minibuses ft lodging.
Stopping summer festivals Groups of 7 not
'tour', 5950 Inter Europe flights Call JLM,
744-U77 ^«« «lf ! Write PO Bo « 77074 (13 A

T or can i X >

(13 QTR) J lutonng. ••••••••••••••••••••••• 14

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex
perienced Univ Prof Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational mettiod (trial).
473-2492. (14 QTR)

STATISTICS tutoring. Data Analysis for MA
and »»hO research in Behavioral Science Or
I (ftn 471 •74) n< A 4)

LSAT.etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services. 020 S. Robertson. *57
4390.

.irw
i. U .'

T'-'-'ation^

school. Alice. 397 3304. (ISQTR)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE. IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES'. 479

8144,477 4302. ^. ,^^ (15 QTR)

TYPfNG-editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM Selectnc. Eng. grads.
Nancy 472 4143. Kay 024 7472. ( 15 A 4)"

.V VHanied. ]6
' s

STARTING early childlH>od magaiine. All-

interested parties please contact Mr For-
man, 441 4494 after 4:00 PM (14 A 7)

ADVENTUROUS girl, 33, seeks same for.
different/excitins toipr m Israel this sum*

'

mer 704 4012. ^ (14A7)
-,

—

—^—c-«t-

PROFESSOR and wife wish rent air con-
ditioned furnished apt. (at least 3 rooms)
June through August; exact dates flexible

iWrite, Forrest Wasserman, Box 1131
MacMurray-College, Jacksonville, III.

S2450. (16 A 8)

STUDENT teach 4 1/2 yr. old girl swimming.
Evenings 553-0328 or leave message Brooke
Helm HO2-2301. (16 A 0)

^ Apfs. - Furnished, 17

SUBLET or share (female) furnished 1

bdrm. apt. Easy walk to campus. 5190 /mo.
477-5404. (17A1)

ONE Bedroom apt., scenic patio, lease. Off
Beverly Glen, very quiet. Call 474-3439 or 825-

1447 (17A6)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool • Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA ft Westwood
<- GR7-2144

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

BEAUTIFULLY furnished rooms, utilities

paid from S4 daily, from S35 weekly. Brent
wood Motor Hotel. GR2-0944,GR2-9155. (17 A
7)

633GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/ Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-4412

S210 2 bdrm.. 2 bath, near transportation.
available April I. 1320 Barry Ave 479

0142. (17 A 6)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnistied or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gaylev at Veteran
478 1735

LARGE, clean, attractively furnished
(relatively new) singles. Accom. 2. Air cond
Block UCLA. Pool, sundeckt. garage. 425 641

Landfair 479 5404. (17 A 6)

505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE $50

MRS. KAY - GR3-17M, GR3 0524

S150. Beautiful, very large 1 bedroom,
shutters, separate dinette, unit heat. 13J 5.

Harper Ave.. LA. WE 5-4420, appoint. ( 17 A 6)

"
CAMPUS TOWERS

BACHELORS SINGLES
2 BED- ^ TUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH

HEATED POOL PATIO
fHilg*rd

(14 0TR) ,^^

i?

S170 Well fuinM.nod very large two

bedroom, s t i««.»i soporate forage WE 5

4420 *in.' ' -»..nt (17 A6J
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Reflections on five straight NCAA titles

Five in a row, seven In eight years. It's a reality now the
fulfillment of many people's dreams a long time ago Now
that feat Is accomplished, accomplished in perhaps the
most beautiful athletic facility In the world (and the worst
for a basketball game). Who knows where It will ail end?
A very disturbing thought is that how all of this Is being

taken for granted by everyone. Have you looked at the local
papers? On AAonday, two days after the championships the
follow up basketball story was on page 2 of the L A Times
If this was such an Impossible feat, I would think that It
should be noted as such.

Speaking of the L. A. Times, UCLA will be covered by Jeff
Prugh again In the near future, while Dwight Chapin who
has covered the Bruins for the past two years, will switch
back to covering USC. The switch begins with the beginning
of spring practice on April 14.

A number of Interesting news Items appeared In the last
two weeks. First, the head basketball coach at the
University of Utah, Jack Gardner, was fired five days after
the NCAA Western Regional Tournament was completed
Jhat was a nice bit of timing so that the University of Utah
did not come out In a bad light.

Then, South Carolina announced Its Intentions of pulling
out of the Atlantic Coast Conference as of August 15 The
stated reason was In protest of that conference's high
academic requirements for admission. Needless to say
USC was never too happy about the ACC's post-season
basketball tournament set-up either.
The fall ABC-TV football schedule was released earlier

this week. The UCLA-Texas game from the Coliseum will
be telecast regionally on September 18, while the UCLA-
USC game will be televised as usual nationally on
November 20. USC will be televised only once (the latter),
Stanford vs. Oregon on September 25, Purdue vs
Washington on September 18, and Washington vs. Cal on
November 6. ,

The 1971 All Pac-8 team was released over the quarter
break also: — •

FIRST TEAM SECOND TEAM

Sidney Wicks UCLA-
Curtis Rowe UCLA
Stan Love Oregon
Paul Westphal USC
Phil Chenler Cal

useRon Rlley^

—

Steve Hawes Washington
Jackie Ridgie Cal

Ansley Truitt Cal

Freddie Boyd Oregon St.

Claude Terry Stanford
Dennis Layton USC ^

HONORABLE MENTION: Jim /Weredlth, Washington St.,
Charlie Johnson. Cal

In the final Pac-8 stats, UCLA was third In team oftense
behind Cal and WSC; first in team defense, fourth In field
goal percentage behind Oregon, Oregon St., and
Washington; seventh In free throw percentage ahead only
of Washington; and second in rebounding behind Cal.

Individually, Sidney Wicks Was the fourth leading scorer,
behind Love, Terry, and« Hawes. Henry Bibby was the
fourth leading free thrower, behind Dana Pagett of USC,
Bill Drozdiak of Oregon, and Dave Steward of Washington
State. Sidney Wicks was fourth In field goal percentage
behind Neil Jurgensen of Oregon State, Riley, and Hawes
And Wicks. Rowe, and Patterson were the No. 4, No. 7, and
No. 10 rebounders in the conference. Together they
averaged 30.9 rebounds of the team average of 49.4.

And, of course, the Bruins' perfect 14-0 conference mark
was only the sixth time in history that a team has posted a
spotless mark. All the six teams have had UCLA on their
uniforms and each team had John Wooden on the bench as
head coach.

For once. Bruin fans must agree with John Hall. Henry
Brtjby should have made the all-tournament team at
Houston.

The funniest incident to come out of the NCAA Playoffs
was reported in yesterday's Hera Id- Examiner. Pac Eight
official Mel Ross was named by the University of
AAarquefte basketball team to Its 1971 all-opponent ieBm
along with four other players (including George Trapp of
Long Beach State). Ross was the official In the Mid-east
regional g^me between AAarquette and Ohio State In
Athens, Georgia who called the fifth foul on AAarquette's
All America guard Dean AAeminger with 5:09 left to play In
the game. Meminger had never fouled out of a college game
before. And, needless to repeat, Marquette lost the game to
_Qhio State, 60-^9, its first and only loss of the year. _^

John Sandbrook
in Building MAC. Two other courts are currently being
reinforced and should be available for use In early May.
Track followers are going to receive a double treat next

Saturday. There will be a double dual meet at the Track
Stadium on April 10, beginning at 1:30, Stanford vs. UCLA
arjd California vs. USC.

This was designed to provide local enthusiasts the op-
portunity to see very possibly the three best teams In the
country all in the same afternoon. Cal, of course, was the
1970 NCAA outdoor champion until Its title was taken away
because of an ineligible athlete. And UCLA was voted the
Np. 1 dual meet team of 1970 and was predicted to repeat In
1971. ^
No one seemed to notice, but that little Vlllanova school

that UCLA played in the finals at Houston already had hvoNCAA championships to^lts credit this year — Ihdoor track
and cross-country.

The initial list of football letters-of-lntent ^^re printed on
the following page and if you look closely, you'll see USC Is
cleaning up this year. The four biggest names In Los
Angeles are destined to become Trojans: Pat Haden and
John McKay of Bishop Amat (surprise), Allen Carter of
Bonita, and Anthony Davis of San Fernando. I guess It

didn't help that Carter's high school coach at Bonita was
former UCLA quarterback Larry Zeno.

In case anyone is looking ahead, the NCAA Western
Reglonals in 1972 are scheduled to be held in Provo, Utah a\
BYlJ> with the finals scheduled for the Los Angeles Sports
Arena on March 23-25. Tickets are no>M available by mall
from the L. A. Sports Arena for $20 a ticket (covering both
nights). No order more thaA four can be accepted, and
include 50c for mailing. The address Is:

NCAA Finals
P. O. Box 1972

Los Angeles, California 90054 ,

;"

.
Another late item was released over the break. Bruin

sophomore swimmer Steve Genter was named Athlete-of
the Month for Southern California by the members of the
United Savings/Helms Hall Board.

The number of handball courts is currently down to three

Checks should be made payable to the L. A^^Sports Arena.
And toiget in one last dig. Jim Murray was vo^ed sporf-

swriter orthe year recently for the fifth straight time. And
Chris Schenkel was voted sportscaster of the year Oh
come off it.

Finally, UCLA now has 20 NCAA championships to Its

credit, but it still Is fifth on the all time list behind USC (49),
Oklahoma State (32), Michigan (26), and Yale (25).

VCL.A Daily Bruin Classified Ads
y^Apfs. - Furnished. 17

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

.

Furn. 1 and dens, i bdr-ms. / siimies.
Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.
patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet
bidg.. maid availajDIe. North of Wilshire,
convenient to fwys.

411 Ketton Ave. (off Gayley)
479 8144 (17 QTR)

>/Apk. to Share 19 ^Room and Board 24 ^Hoom for RenI 26 ^Autos for Sale.... 29

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. torn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.
Rents S175-23S per mon. per apt.
Dot-Sutiterranoan garage-ElevatoT^

Private patios & balconies -ocean view
Walk to beach - Near Freeway.
2002 Fourth St.. SM 3?2 5573 ^
2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5554
2311 Fourth St.. SM 392 5484

>U5. Redecorated new furniture, carpets,
drapes, pool. Parking, shopping. Prefer
technicians. Staff personnel. WLA. 834-
3"3 (17 A 4)

)/Apk.-Unhmished. 18

FEMALE share large bedroom. Half mile
campus. No lease, utilities paid. 10539 A half
Wilshire. 475-5457. »85/mo. •(19 A 4)

ROOMMATE wanted: Sin&fe with kitchen, 2
blocks from campus. 570 a month plus
Jtilities. 475 1371. ( 19 A 4)

GIRL: Share spacious two bedroom apt.
w/two. 459 Landlair. 575 /mo. 478-4190, 478-
*''!• (I9A4)

FEMALE grad (violinist) to share two
bedroom apartment walk UCLA. 5125. 400
classical records. 473 7944. ( 19 A 4)

-FEMALE : Share turn. comfortabte~2-t>drm .

apt., Santa Monica, 585. Carol 392 9471/825
'

0500. (19 A 4)

MAN share large one-bedroom apt. with 2

studious fellows. Pool, garage. 425 Landfair
179 5404. (19 A 4)

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share large
apt. (own bedroom, bathroom). Prefer
24/over. Palms, quiet. 839-1421. (19 A 4)

FEMALE roommate 533 /mo., one bedroom,
short ride to campus. Call Suiie: 477-5248;
Work: 475 2532. (19 A 4)

FOR sale 1 Hedrick men's dorm contract
Call Greg, 824-1748. (24 A 4)

. . M 0^ •

MALEMeals, maid service, lovely Bel-Air
home, privacy 5 minutes drive to famous
CalM72-4145. (24 A 4)

/ Room and Board

Exchanged hr Help.., 25

BABYSITTER Live-in, small salary, room
& board, no housework Close UCLA 474-
3277.. , <2S^;>

58 50 week large, cheerful room Walk in
closet Vicinity LaBrea/Olympic 938
^"V (24 .=

^Aufos for Sale 29
'49 MUSTANG GN2 774 conn XInt. 52,000
/Offer Private party 398 8247, 870 1430 (29 A

•48 289 MUSTANG only 20.000 mi . new tires,
excellent condition '71 license 4444475
O"'"'' (29 A 71

and board plus 515 wk. for girl
in exchange for babysitting, light

ROOf^
studeiit

housekeeping. Ouiet, private room and both
Must have car or drive 454 3090. (25 A 4)

WORKING mother needs light housework
help. Room, board, TV. and negotiable
salary. Week days free to 3 PM.Near UCLA,
425 4425 days. 474 8447 eves. (25 A 4)

FEMALE Private room. Night babysitting.
Two school children Help with dinner.
Flexible hours. 824 2190 (25 A 4)

*»8 VW sunrooT, automatic, new tires, xInt
condition 51150 After 3 30 834 3434 (29 A4)

•49 RAMBLERS Wide selection defroster.
healRr. 2 & 4 doors Must sell Make ofl«r». 4
474 2593.

( 29 A 4)

'48 COUGAR, It green, black interior, auto,
air. very clean Sacrifice 823 4309days (29 A ..

4) <>

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4OO0 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below. Dealers Price

ATXUTO SERVICE

A-1
'44 OLDS 442 coupe Automatic, buckets,
power, original private party Excellent.
51200 Steve. 274 4700. (29 A 4)

7957 Van Nuys Blvd
across from G M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

'41 BUICK Special, V 8, std trans . r/h, good
/engine, transportation 5235 483 3281 (after

Ah
,

(29 A 4 )

'40 STUDEBAKER Lark, one owner. 20,000
actual mi $250, terrific transportation car
457 1574, 10 AM 3PM (29 A 7)

'47 TRIUMPH Spitfire 28.000 miles Original
owner Radio, heater 5975 /best offer 839
**^* (29A9J

'42 TR4 Triumph sports car 5585 Reliable
but homely Call J9J JOIl alter 4 (29 A 4)

5175- HUGE H bedroom l bath unfurnished
apartment. l|n mh St.. Santa Monica.
Mfteen minutes to UCLA Limited to four
students per apt. Two apartments available
»5& *7 5400 to move in. Go & see. then call if
•nterestofi 156 8874 nBA4)

^ House for Sale.. 21 >/ Room for Rett! 26

M BENZ 1941, I90SL Convertible, 51450
(XHA 524). Private party 837 3740. (29 A.4)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale.

t, ;ac-5jwi^aw>^'^.ii:*" .i-s-t^

)/Apts. to Share..•••••••••••• 19

IMMACULATE 1 bedroom /den /livingroom
'/fireplace /patio 1218 N. Beverly Glen.
525,500. Contact Femma 824 4485. (21 A 4)

COMPLETE privacy Bel Air 3 bdrms.
Large grounds. Trees. Pool. Unique. 575,000.

Sands 474 4444 (21 A 20)

ONE bedroom apartment to share 5 minutes
walk from campus 558.50 per month,
utilities included for spring qtr. Call 477 7130
"'g^'^^j ^^ ^ (19 A 2)

WANTED: Person to share large Topanga
«c")?" •P^'Pwn room. S80. Trees, stream.^ '*^* (19 A 4)

FEMALE share with 2. 2 bedroom, pool. 570mo WLA 1$ min. campus 824 5800
**e9gie,Viv. (19 A 4)

fEMALE. share beautiful, spacious one

^r*!?!!!' *»** *'/o«e. Block campus. A/C.pw 590 your share. Call Andrea, 477
'^ (19 A 4)

1 'i?.*" !• *•»••'• apartment, private entrance,

m,. w * ^<^^A Utilities, phone, laundry
^ncluded575 Ann: BR 2- 1 459. 477 5939 ( 19 A

BRENTWOOD, bus to UCLA. 2 bedrooms
w/outside playroom 1105 Amherst, 537,900,

owner, 824-8527 (21 A 4)

yHouse to Share 22

SHARE large Westwood house with 3

students, 10 min Walk to campus 434

Levering 472 0725 (22 A 4)

^Room and Board .;. 24

WANTED Girl's Weyburn dorm contract at

discount lor spring Please call 454 8004 (24

A 1)

RIEBER Girl's dorm contract Spring

Great view, 3rd floor Joining sorority

Discount Call Bonme 828 5444 (24 A 4)

IN private home, Beverly Hills. Large
furnished room 570, small 540. Ask
references. Please call 271 8814. (24 A 4)

LARGE sunny quiet. Private Brentwood
home. Female. Separate entrance, bath 595
mo GR 4 1721. Eves. (24 A4)

540 MAN over 21, Separate entrance, non
smolter Telephone Walking distance, no
housekeeping Work available 801 Malcolm.
4745147 (24A4)

BEAUTIFUL room, bath Reliable male.
Ouiet home. Campus one mile Mornings 451-
0900 After five 270 3343. (24 A 4)

SLEEPING Room 537 50 /month, 1 person.
Share bath with another West LA. (f^ederal
Ave ) GL1 4084 (24 A 4)

ROOM and shower off garage. Refrigerator,'
no cooking Walking distance campus. Male
only 474 2474 (24 A 4)

590 Newly decorated room Kitchen,
laundry privileges Private home Women
only Graduate, faculty or with good
position, references Near UCLA, by
Sepulveda /Montana 472-7457. (34 A 4)

OUIET, comfortable, convenient, room for
responsible student. 393 9109. ( 34 A 4)

43 VW nearly new motor, has air con
ditioner, good tires Priced at 5595 GR2
7435. (29A4)

PORSCHE 44 Convertible Fabuously cared
for New engine at 40,000 Loaded foreign
extras Best cash olfer 52850 »r9», H04 Sni
days ST4 9419 weekends eves (29 A 4)

30
:*

49 450 ^A FIREBIRD Scrambler Low
mileage, clean S9S0 w 7o Holsclan trir
51050 559 1447

, jq ^ ;,

'58 VOLVO New rebuilt engine, new clutch,
runs extremely well 5300 Call after six 454
1025 129 A 4)

'44 LAMBRETTA motorscooter, I25cc, 2
seater, excellent cond , only 4,000 mi . 5150.
Call Rom, 313 457 8948 (30 A 4)

'49 FIREBIRD red/blk Landau Low
mileage, xInt cond 52,095 451 3479 after 5 A
wknd (39 A 4)

'
'

- -— - - ^. —
TR4 '49 Excellent condition 8 track stereo
Make offer 824 9447 (29 A 4)

.'70 HONOA Trail 90 5,000 miles, «acellent
condition 39} S282 ()0A4)

4

'70 HONDA 90 Trail, 140 mi , paid 5345, sell
5315, '71 license At student Union 4.4 daily
343 1737 (MA4)

USED Vespa and Helmet Scooter m good
condition Call Jon Uenberg 472 2in (10 A 4)

•m»-

'55 CHRYSLER Imperial. Hemi Eng.ne
Excellent condition Ri>aionahU l«s §031

'^ 4) u
c

¥^ 1
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Discussed by UC faculty

N
Gradprograms threatened

Street venders' rights

in Westwood discussed

By Susie Hatago

DB SUff Reporter

An all-University faculty con-

ference at the UC Irvine campus
two weeks ago focused on the

future of graduate and professional

programs at all UC campuses.

One hundred fifty-four faculty

members from the nine UC
^campuses — 17 faculty members
from this campus — spent two days

at the Irvine campus Discussion

centered on academic graduate

education, as it was generally

concurred professional programs

such as law and medicine are not

suffering from the same kind of

budget cuts or job shortages.

The major share of UC's

energies and financial support is

directed toward the training of

graduate and professional

students, but state and federal

budget cuts, plus other factors, are

SMC Id hold rally

opposing war today

The Student Mobilization

Committee (SMC) will hold a

rally against the war at noon

loday in Meyerhoff Park.

The purpose of the rally is to

build support for the April 24

demonstration in San Francisco

and nation-wide moratorium on

May 5.

steadily reducing support for this job market for doctorate holders in

By Mel Aranoff

DB SUff ReportefL

kind of education

The VC system has the sole

responsibility among California's

public institutions for producing

doctoral'degrees. Almost one-third

of the University's more than

100,000 students are involved in

graduate or professional

programs.

the next two decades.

"The impact of these changes on

the demand for PhD's for

University and college teaching

over the next several decades is

bound to be substantial," Hitch

said. He also said few PhD's would

be unemployed, but instead

"underemployed."
of"The personal costs of un

Faculty research and graduate deremployment are severe, as

education are paid for by a sub- witness the present unhappiness of

stantial part of UC's annual aerospace engineers and space
operating budget. scientists who aren't able to find

But, the future of graduate and employment at levels for which

professional programs is gloomy they were trained,

because ' "And the social costs, for such

- The proposed budget of
r^ProTine'JS^-^'^Tso p^r

Governor Ronald Reagan for 1971-
aociorai level ^5U,uuu or so per

-71 1 A^ «« o .w... «^r,» ^.,* i.1 doctor — are more than we can
71 mcludes an 8 per cent cut m
state support for sponsored

research and holds overall UC
spending at its present level.

— Federal spending cutbacks in

resea.rch and for the training of

grad!uate and professional

students.

— A surplus of PhD's in some
academic fields and disappointing

predictions about a declining job

market for highly trained people in

the future.

— Rising discontent of many
graduate students concerning the

way they are being trained.

UC president Charles J. Hitch, in

an opening speech, said declining

birth rates and the rapid growth of

new PhD programs around the

country would result in a declining

afford. .
."

Hitch said the dechning market

for PhD's for college teaching, as

well as restricted budgets, are

major considerations » jn^ - the

deliberations of a University-wide

task force which is studying UC's

future growth.

The task force wiU present its

final report by the end of June. It is

expected the force will recommend
abandoning the basic idea behind

UC's rapid growth in the 60's —
that all eight would become very

large, comprehensive universities,

such as this campus and Berkeley.

The task force will likely

recommend enrollment ceilings be

lowered and the other campuses be

asked to specialize in som^
academic areas but not in all. ^

During the week the streets of Westwood Village are virtually void of

street venders except for the Pretzel Man, and a few plant and candle

venders stationed in front of a few stores. The weekends, with its large

movie lines, usually brings in a number of street minstrels and acrobats.

They stay close to protective awnings and maintain that they have not

been bothered by either merchants or the police.

"Enforcement of laws regarding street venders and peddlers are

probably discriminatory," according to the Pretzel Man. The Pretzel

Man said he has had no difficulties with the authorities himself, but this is

because he has made all "the proper agreements and arrangements."

The street life both on campus and in Westwood Village has noticeably

calmed down since the end of last summer when the police asked a

number of peddlers to end their solicitations in Westwood. David Fife,

vice president of the Westwood branch of the Bank of America and for-

mer president of the Westwood Chamber of Commerce, said he informed

the police that several local merchants had complained abQut the ven-

ders. Fife said only when police found violations did they ask the peddlers

to move on.

Regulations

Asked about regulations concerning the peddlers, Noel R. Slipsager,

deputy city attorney, said, "Downtown is still preparing ordinances

concerning this." The most recent court decision on what is permitted to

be sold was handed down in 1921, according to Slipsager. "Ordinance 187

Cal 640 allows theater tickets and books to be sold on the streets," but

does not permit any other printed matter to be peddled, he said.

Ira Sohn, a graduate student here, and an occasional peddler, was
charged last September with violation of the Municipal Code. Sohn, who
peddled Black Panther papers arid the "Bank of Amerika scenic checks,

'

was found not guilty. Subsection J of Section 42.00 of the Municipal Code, 1

which limits sale of newspapers and "other such printed matters" to

sidewalks and safety zones, was cited by Sohn as permitting the sale of

his materials.

Survey
A random survey of Westwood Village merchants revealed no official

complaints about street peddlers, though some owners expressed relief

from the venders' absence.

The Pretzel Man said venders who have not remained on the streets

"should have expected to'have been hassled at, first. You only stay if you
learn the ropeS. You can't give up." _ „—*. ^^^^
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heard while you gather your forces and take a fresh look at

alternatives.
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tions regarding your major, your career, graduate school. Make
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work from freshman to graduate levels.

•

SPEECH AWARENESS GROUPS. . .for people who wish to in-
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Young's programmatic review critici<.oJ
By Dave McNary
DB SUff Writer

Department chairmen whose programs are presently
under consideration for elimination or substantial reduc-
tion have found fault in the ChanceUor's programmatic
review.

William W. Johnson, journalism department chairman,
said in a letter to Chancellor Charles E. Young, "If we have
not been able to prove our right to exist in recent years, it is

unlikely we will be able to do so in the next few weeks.

"

Young had earlier asked for the ad hoc review com-
mittees '*to determine a timetable for phasing out the
present programs." The committees are reviewing the
departmenst of journalism, physical education, and speech,
teacher training in the graduate school of education, basic
courses which parallel high school work and the life and
physical sciences as a whole.

However, he later denied that the decision to change
programs had already been made, saying |hat it would be
"premature" to do so. Young addednhe decisions com
cerning the reviews would be of a long-range nature rather
than an immediate reaction to the budget cuts.

SUtus

Johnson explained the reason for his pessimism lies in the
record of the decisions regarding the journalism depart-
ment, as it has twice been turned down in its efforts to
achieve school status. Additionally, "well-prepared"
programs proposed in comniunications and journalism —
radio/television have been turned down, he said.

Finally, because of the threat of elimination, the
department may lose a $1 million endowment from
Nathaniel Dumont, Beverly Hills industrailist who has
supported journalism awards and graduate fellowships in

journalism here for several years. The endowment would

pudge asked to disqualify!

himself in Davis hearing
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (AP) — A.pre-trial>iearing for Angela Davis
and Ruchell Magee in the Marin County courthouse slayings was
delayed again today when Davis' attorneys demanded that the
latest judge disqualify himself. .

.

Superior Court Judge Alan ^A. Lindsay, newly assigned to the
case, called a recess until the afternoon "in order to give me an
opportunity to review it or see its validity."

Davis, 27, avowed Communist and black militant, is charged
along with Magee, with murder, kidnapping and conspiracy in the
escape attempt which took the lives of aSupenor Court judge and

^ three other persons last August 7.

•^ Ju<lge Lindsay asked Magee for any comment on the

^: disqualification motion.

:^ Magee, 31, a Sari Quentin convict charged specifically with

:| shooting judge Harold J. Haley, replied, "I'd like to join in that

a motion."
,

.,

^ The motion asked Lindsay to step out bitcause " he is not and
cannot be devoid of bias and prejudice."

Outside, the "Committee to Free Angela" passed out leaflets

>A saying, "Lindsay's standard, however fair, exceeds his own per- ^
•s sonal and professional qualifications." '^

Lindsay is the fourth judge assigned to pretrial proceeding. The
previous one, John P. McMurray of Inyo County, disqualified

himself two weeks ago when Magee alleged prejudice.

On Wednesday U.S. District Court Judge Samuel Conti in San
Francisco threw out as "legally frivolous" all but one of a series of

petitioii0< by Magee

fund a new program of scholarships for television
documentary production.

"Prejudiciar*

Charles W. Lomas, chairman of the speech department
also indicated he believed a decision has already been
made, saying, "The designation as peripheral to the basic
mission of the University' is highly prejudicial to the
possibility of an objective review."

Lomas said the review committees could challenge the
assumptions on which these programs are based, but he
argued this certainly did not encourage the committee to
make an open review He also said the tight time schedule
(committees make reports on April 15 and May 15 with a
final decision by the Chancellor due May 28) would hinder
the needed depth of the reviews.

He furthet- Speculated that the reviews might be designed
to "kill-off smaller departments and strengthen larger
ones," with the result of making UCLA something of a
Caltech, rather than an ifbtiti^tion "dealing with the many
aspects of life.^^^^^

Lack

Donald T. Handy, physical education department
chairman, discussed the "lack of criteria set forth for the
reviews." He said, "Programmatic review should be made
of all departments, rather than singling out the most
vulnerable dep)artments." (The three are among the
smallest departments on campus: journalism, 5.8 FTE's
(full-time equivalents); physical education, 21.5; and
speech, 16.5.)

According to Handy, students and faculty in the depart-
ment were "bothered by the assumption that their
department should be changed or eliminated. "Unless
criteria are developed and stated that are valid and applied

equally toevery department, I beheve the rights of students
and faculty are being infringed," he said.

•Solid"

Johnson said his department "needed no defense," that it

was "a solid program, tightly taught by people with im-
pressive credentials. Our alumni are in responsible
positions in some of the most important media in the
country " The 1970 Professor and Course Evaluation
Booklet rated journalism ninth among 62 departments here
in "overall teaching effectiveness."

Johnson asked, "What is the function or mission of the
University that excludes journalism? In light of its im-
portance and the growing realization that new standards
must be reached it would seem to me a matter of public
obligation not just to maintain this program but to
strengthen it."

Quality

Lomas said sources outside the campus have said the
speech program here rates on a level of quality with the
best departments in the country. He also said, "Speech is

essentially a teaching department: each professor teaches
at least five courses a year The teaching function is central
to the University, yet many other departments are not
carrying their fair share of the teaching load."
According to Handy, the physical education department

here has been rated as one of the top five departments in the
world. The department has been a leader in innovation in

the field The changes that have taken place in curriculum
and research are incredible," he said
He added many people have the incorrect impression that

worit in PE is done on a very low level of academic quality.

Hamy pointed out research programs in neuromuscular
physiology, human performance, movement behavior,
perceptual motor learning and others. "The department
has changed so radically that it is almost unrecognizable
from others on campus," he said.
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
I.ef us ship your personal
•"•els home. We are spe-
cialists in international
pockoging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220
Voltt.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. ^hST.
LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

The Prolecsor Evaliiziiofl

coShiSt ccuuS An EUlior
The next edition of the Professor and Course^valuotion Booklet is now
beginning to be planned. Improvements and changes Will be made- ~'~~^.

new ideas will be incorporated.

A qualified person is needed to work with the Booklet's advisory committee
in planning the questionnaire, format, and procedures for next year's
edition. The editor will have major responsibility for directing the actual
pr^oductlon of the Booklet, Including overseeing the computer proceTsTng
of the evaluation data.

Criteria for the selection of thfe editor will include experience In evaluation
and evaluation techniques, understanding of statistics and computer metho-
dology, interest in the educational aspects of professor evaluotion, and
evidence of dependability and maturity.

All interest applicants will be asked to^submit a two-page resume of Their
background and possible suggestions for improvements in the Booklet.
Applications will be accepted through noon Thursday, April 8. For further
Information about the position and application procedure, please come
4o the Studefa-E4u€Gt40fKi4 Po licy Comm ission office, 33 i Kerckhoff Hall—^ —
(ext. 52759).
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SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT EDUCATIONAL POLICY COAAMISSION OF SLC
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Six mkton courits * Small group*

Voluminous study matarial for home
Rudy prepared by experts in each field

LOCAL CLASSES

—

LOS ANGELES AREA

(213)273-1890

FREE

918 Broxton just north of the Bruin Theater

Lei's G«« Acquoinled Offer:

LARGE PEPSI and FREE FRENCH FRIES

Featuring

new outasight

taste on an

onion bun

With purchase of any of fho boiow

"THE 1/2 LB. RAMROD'

THE 1/4 LB. WRANGLER

The largest

all beef

burgers In the

territory

STAML^Y H. KAPLJU>i
0UCAT10NAL CCNTEW

TUTonmcANOcuiOAMCEsiNcr leja '/C-»

M7S E«t l«* St..

Tk* Imtmrtm̂ .Vft.MW •«* rk« \^tnmmt^ Hrfutmlimm

Giant '/. lb. all

THE GRfAT DANE" '',t':l'°'

Valid with this coupon only. Offor good all day April 2nd, 3rd & 4fh
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Tucson 5 ' re/eased

from Jail in Arizona
ByDaveMcNary
DB Staff Writer

Lee Weinberg, of the counseling center here, and the four other Venice

residents who comprise the Tucson 5" were released last week from jail

in Arizona.

The five had been serving time for contempt of court charges

originating from their refusal to testify last October and November in a

grand jury investigation after being subpoenaed to appear. They were

released following th€ dismissal of the grand jury.

The Tucson 5" and Gordon Baxter, a student arrested here by un-

dercover agents following the Chicano Moratorium in January, will

appear at a noon rally Monday in Meyerhoff Park, sponsored by the

Tucson Working Committee
Their time out of jail may be cut short, however, as the "Tucson 5" —

Weinberg, Pamela Dohaldson, a former student here, Karen Duncan,

David Scheffler, and Terri Volpin — have been re^ubpoenaed to appear

in Tucson next Wednesday, April 7. Andrew Willis of Berkeley has also

been subpoenal to appear April 23.

,
Grand jury

No new grand jury has yet been convened. The grand jury was in-

vestigating alleged purchases of dynamite and other explosives last May
by the Weatherman faction of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS):

The only indictment delivered by the grand jury during its six-month

session was against John Fuerst of Berkeley, an alleged Weatherman, on

charges of willfully possessing 120 sticks of dynamite bought in Arizona.

Connection

Weinberg said, "I know almost nothing about the Weatherman. I

believe there is no possible connection between what the grand jury was
supposed to be investigating and what in fact they were investigating."

She said her refusal to testify was not related to particular events, but

'to the violation of her constitutional rights, her right to privacy, and the

objection that the questions were vague, irrelevant and immaterial.

Part of the alleged violation included the use of immunity as **a coer-

cive tool against the witnesses."

Immunity
Immunity provides that self-incriminating evidence provided by a

witness will not be used against him at that time by that court. Each
witness refused to testify, was granted immunity, and again refused to

testify They were then all charged with contempt and sentenced for the

duration of the grand jury.

V.

•

Regents, Hitch accused

of using delaying action

§

The questions asked of the five witnesses during the investigation

concerned personal and. political affiliations and activities. These in-

cluded discussions of persons, events and organizations at UCLA during
February, 1970, although the alleged explosives purchases did not occur
until three months later.

''$: By A.L. Haskins

S DB Staff Writer

% The UC Board of Regents and \5C President

^j Charles J. Hitch have been accused of trying to

•S delay action on formalizing student participation

Sin campus governance until after this year's

:j student body presidents leave office.

j§ The charge was denied by Hitch who said the

^ matter was postponed until the April meeting for

v: further consultation and in the absence of specific

S wording for the change.

jij: Tom Tosdal, \i£^ Santa Barbara student body

|:j' president, speaking for the UC Presidents Council,

$ made the charges before a meeting of the UC
:| Board of Regents March 19 in San Francisco,

ij: "If the Regents do not vote on this matter in the

ginext tWo months the current student body

:•: presidents who have worked on this proposal for

g; most of this year will be out of office," Tosdal said

|v afterwards. "Our successors may not want to push

:':|: this particular issue and it takes a great, sustained

i§ effort to move the Regents, especially on

•:•: something like this.

jij: "When we go out of office all the work this year-

*|i|:may go down the drain," Tosdal said. "If the

:?: Regents do not act before we leave office th^

•jij proposal may be effectively killed without the

xj Regents having declared themselves on student

>:| participation.

:j: "Further, the Regents can place the blame on

S us, or our successors, for failing to follow through,

jiji
you know, the old transient population argument,"

:•:: he said.

•ii: The proposal would provide wording to

.vi guarantee student participation in departmental

:^: decision making. Present wording in the Regents

$: Standing Orders which govern the University has

>J been interpreted to hmit membership in depart-

vi ment governance to faculty members above
§: certain steps on- the tenure ladder.
.V

^ The students want to change the wording to

:^ extend formally departmental decision making to

:S -include student representation.

s-:

Response from both the Academic Council, \i

representing the nine campus Academic Senates^ %
and Hitch's office has supported the general ijij

student proposal except on the questions of tenure %
and promotion. Keith Schiller, undergraduate
student body president here, said specific

language for changing the standing order would be
ready sometime this week.
"We'll have to see how this general agreement

on principles holds up when we start talking

specific language," Schiller said. He added he
anticipated opposition on more than just the

promotion and tenure questions.

Bob Johnson, University vice president for

administration, denied any attempt was being ::

made to kill the student proposal. jij

~"We didn't want to be committed to bring in :j:

specific wording by next meeting if agreement :j:

cannot be reacheid among various parties," :•:

Johnson said. He added he was hopeful such ?:

wording can be agreed upon by the April meeting :•:;

At Hitch's suggestion the Regents indefinitely jij:

postponed the matter, asking Hitch to prepare a jij;

progress report for April.

Usually well-informed sources attributed the :?

Administration's reluctance to fear of a move by :ji

conservative Regents to prevent further ex- ijij

pansion of participation in departmental decision :•:;

making. •:?

"The Presidents' Council has been suspicious of 5;

the support from conservative Regents on this jij

issue, but this argument shows where s^tudent and jij

Administration interests diverge," Tosdal said, jij:

"Hitch is prepared to delay this to take the chance
;:i:

of getting nothing rather than getting something
:j^

bad that the Administration will have to live ijij

with," he said. ^•^

"We're concerned that if this matter does not

come to a Vote next month it will be delayed until

we are out of office and, in the absence of any
student pressure, the matter will die, letting the

Regents off the hook on the question of the sin-

cerity of their stated support for increased student

involvement in decision making."

//>••.
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THIS MOVIE IS SO POWERFUL BECAUSE
IT SHOWS WPIAT REALLY PiAPPENED
YOU FEEL THE TREMENDOUS " IMPACT WHEN YOU WATCH PEOPLE
CAUGHT IN AN EVENT GONE COMPLETELY OUT OF CONTROL. "

IT'S ALL HERE. 300,000 PEOPLE WHO CAME TO ALTAMONT,
CALIFORNIA, THE ROLLING STONES_^ THE JEFFERSON '

AIRPLANE, TINA TURNER, THE HELlT' S"ANGELS . SOMEONE
WROTE IN ESQUIRE MAGAZINE, 'THERE ARE SOME THINGS WHICH
AREN'T TRUE, EVEN IF THEY DID HAPPEN. ALTAMONT IS^LIKE THAT.'

'FABULOUS ENTERTAINMENT'
NEW YORK TIMES
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- Kahane to speak

at noon Monday
Rabbi Meir Kahane, the

executive director of the Jewish

Defense League (JDL), will

speak in the Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom Monday under

the auspices of the Committee
to Free Soviet Jewry, not the

Associated Students* speakers

progranr as was reported
yesterday.

The JDL is a militant Jewish

organization, concerned with

the state of Israel, urban crime
.

and freedom for the Jews of the

Soviet Union. Kahane, who also

appeared here last December,
was arrested early in March,

;

along with 900 others, for

holding a sit-in in front of the

Soviet Embassy in Washington.
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THE ROLLING STONES . .

GIMME SHELTERDirected y^Kt n;»„,r< »*,.-_,__ - '^^ ^^ma^ i^m ^

Roundtrip Jet air fare for

STUDENTS -I- FACULTY
YOUR CHOICE OF A FREE

PSYCHEDELIC BLACKLITE POSTER

BY JOINING NOW!

UNIVERSAL STUDENT ORG.
8693 Wilshire Boulevard

X BeverlyHills, Calif. 90211
t Telephone: 657-4602

Directed by David Maysles . A Ibcr t Mayslysies. Charlotte Zwerin- A Maysles Fi 1ms . Inc. Product ion 'Ki^j..
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Saturday and
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Could be 'American disaster'

i

Rising drug traffic discussed
S
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WASHINGTON (AP) - In the last year,
arrests for drug smuggling rose 88 per cent!
Seizures of marijuana tripled. They multiplied 15
times in the case of cocaine, more than doubled for
hashish. Local arrests of dope pushers and users
soared across the United States.

This is part of the picture of rising drug traffic
outlined by government officials last week before
an extraordinary White House gathering of top-
l[evel leaders of the nation's religious bodies.

"At most, we have 10 years to prevent a social
catastrophe, if it is not too late already," said John
Ingersoll, director of the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, which has 1,000 agents
ferreting out suppliers.

"Cancer"
Myles J. Ambrose, Bureau of Customs com-

missioner, said the drug "cancer in our society"
has spread with "frightening speed and intensity"
among the young, in colleges, in businesses and
the military.

"We have an epidemic on our hands that can
produce an American disaster," he said. "We've
lost niore Americans to heroin than there are
victims of the war.'*

^"

The gathering involved a daylong presentation
of facts, figures, drama and films, depicting the
scope of drug abuse, expanding efforts of the
government to combat it and appeals to the church
leaders for help. President Nixon, saying the
"heart of the problem " lay in the human spirit and
motivation, told the churchmen; "If there is an
answer, you have it."

Religipus leaders

It was the first time the Nixon Administration
had met with the country's religious leadership,
including top officials both of the mainline and
smaller denominations, Christian and Jewish.

"It is clear that on this issue we all have a
responsibility, and it's something wrtan move
together on in various ways," commented the
Rev. Dr. A. Dale Fiers, of Indianapolis, chief
executive of the Christian Church Disciples.

The Rev. Dr. J. H. Jackson, of Chicago,
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president of a 5.5-million member predominantly
black denomination, the Baptist Convention of the
U.S.A., said after hearing the reports of increasing
drug abuse and its ravages: '^

I

"We've come to a crisis and an impasse The
government has recognized it as a moral problem
and also the dynamism of religion ahd its

responsibility for renewal in our culture and for
restoring the lost values of the nation."

Rock cultur(p

John C. Broger, director ot the Armed Forces ...,

Office of Information, linked drugs to the rock- %
music culture, citing evidence from song lyrics,"^
the youth underground and rock festival scenes.

"My personal conviction is that we are facing
the worst crisis in 1,000 years," he said.

Dr. Bertram S. Brown, director of the National
Institute of Mental Health services, said part of
ihe solution is finding "meaningful alternatives
for turning people on to life rather than a
chemically induced haze."

He described damaging effects of various
addictive drugs. As for marijuana, he said two
more years of research now in progress will be
needed to determine the full effects, but it already
is known that marijuana can "impair memory"
and users of high-potency marijuana sometin>es
develop anxiety and panic.

Saigon

In Saigon, Ambrose caid, "^you can buy
marijuana as easily as toothpaste" and heroin
almost as easily.

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development George Romney
also stressed the spiritual nature of the problem
citing a vacuum in values, meaning and purpose,
particularly among the young.

Egil Krog Jr., the President's deputy assistant
for domestic affairs, said concern shown by the
religious leaders indicated the value of another
possible similar gathering in two months, with
fuller chance for mutual discussion.

The White House is sending them a question-
naire on their views about reconveni;ig.

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
, PALM SUNDAY - HOLY WEEK

6 PM - Holy Communion
827 Molcolm ( I bik •Oil of UCLA)
Supper and Conversation

IwtKeron Compwt Minittry 900 Hilgord 475S926
AlC - ICA

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • WesfwoodVilloge 478-91 02 or 477-9207

INCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

>:•

I
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SERVICE

'20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, ioculty, staff

Fast Professional Service
101 Goyley Ave. Westwood Village ®?^?^?5

By Appointment Only 473-8127

-uAPO^s^'^r.

AL GUEST STAR C/SPECIAL GUEST STAR

Ihe Rev. L>r. J. H. Jackson, of Chicago, naire on their views about reconveni;ig. §:

Extra Added Attraction ELVIN BISHOP

Fri. Apr.16 8PM
Saiia MMlea ll«li

~
Alt seats reserved $6 50, 5 50. 4 50

Available at all Ticketron outlets. Wallich's Music City Stores,
Mutual Agenpjes and S M Civic Box Office (393 9961^

Prod III
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SEPC committee to select

newprofevaluation editor
A new process of selecting the editor of the

• Professor Evaluation Booklet has been established,

according to Mitchell Cannold, Communications
Board (Comm Board) chairman.

Formerly chosen by Comm Board, the new editor

will be selected by an advisory committee under the

Student Educational Policies Commission (SEPC)
composed of Rhonda Abrams and Paul Greening
from SEPC, Mickey Henschel from Comm Board,

Howard Wolff and faculty advisor Russell Hardwick.

The new editor will also sit on this committee whicjh

will have ultimate responsibility for the booklet

including its composition, alterations and pubhcation
form.

Comm Board will still have the power of approval

over the advisory committee, but will "rubber

stamp" its actions, Cannold said.

Applications are now available in the SEPC office.

Kerckhoff Hall 331 and are due by noon Thursday,

April 8. Abrams said the committee is seeking

someone who "has an interest in the educational

aspects of the booklet, has experience with

evaluation and competence with statistics and

computer methodology.

"It is most likely to be a graduate student, but

qualified undergraduates are welcome and en-

couraged to applyW the position ^Iso."

.g
Your Photo on Stamps

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
in Stamp Form

reproduced from any size photo,

snapshot or negative

''color optional at extra cost

EACH PHOTOSTAMP ... is a professional, high gloss photograph, clear,

brilliant, sparkling, perforated, with gummed bocks, just like a sheet of post-
age stamps. A,^.

HAS HUNDRED^ OF USES ! . . personalize your stationery, salesmen's cal-

ling cards. Invitations, announcements, greeting cords, graduation albums
and thank you cords.

\

GET YOUR PHOTOSTAMPS . .
.

"

by sending your PHOTO (which Ts

..returned unha,rmed) and remittance
" to CALIFORNIA PHOTOSTAMPS

8558 W. Third St.

LA. Col. 90048

SHEET OF 100 SMALL
SIZE OR 50 LARGE SIZE

$2.00
_

. \

plus 254 saUs tax & postage

Write for additional information - allow 3 wics for delivery

lege graduate just
warm welcome fa

Tttere's a lot of competition in the job market
today. And a college degree alone just
doesn't carry as much weight with some
employers.

That's why Honeywell developed their
Postgraduate Studies Program. A program
designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college major is. If

you can qualify you'll t>e ready to learn com-
puters from one of the world's top computer
manufacturers and leading educators,
Honeywell.

You'll be ready to start right off In
the fastest growing industry around.
An industry that doubles in size and
opportunity every five years.

There still won't be any brass bands
around to greet you, but you will get a
warm handshake. All you have to do is
mail this coupon. 0'' call (714) 87001 20.

Admissions Officer
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences
2600 East Nutwood Avenue
Fullerton. California 92361
Ptione (714) 8700120 or

(213) 380 0770

D • would like additional information
on your program.

I am interested in

D Oey Evening classes.

Name:

College:

College Address

Home Address

The OtherComputerCompany

Honeywell -

• X

Arrowhead meeting

gets mixed reactions
The recent three-day conference at Lake Arrowhead on the Chan-

cellor's committees for programmatic review received mixed reactions

from those attending.

Pete Bouvier, Graduate Students' Association president, termed the

conference a "$3,000 shuck" while Benjamin Aaron, Academic Senate

chairman and chairman of the steering committee for the review, called

it "worthwhile."

Bouvier said, "I found it very mismanaged, larded with poorly

organized reports by the review committees and incredibly loaded

against any possibility of real discussion of the validity of the whole

procedure."

Aaron said, "It was better that we had this than not. It was extremely

valuable from the point of view that people involved in the review

received large amounts of information.**

Attending the conference were the steering committee and the ad hoc

committees appointed to scrutinize the area designated for review;

faculty members from the areas named and various other students and

faculty.

Bob Walther, graduate student in speech, questioned whether three
He^said, **! enjoyed it very much

to>^t
real cor

days were needed for the conference

but I don't think it was necessary to go off to Arrowhead

"It was valuable but there was a lot of confusion as to wlfet we were
there for. By the procedure, there was no way to get a real (inclusion

he added.

Gary Wehrle, graduate student member of the steering committee and
a member of Student Educational Policies Commission (SEPC), said, "It

was helpful to me because of my involvement with the process. I was also

encouraged that the review process took a broader view of the issues than

before, such as talking about a stronger communications program rather

than ehminating departments."

Jack Keogh of physical education indicated his department was
pleased with the process: "People listened to us and got some un-

derstanding of what we're about." William Johnson of journalism
commended the review committeeon journalism and speech for "a very
good job of investigation." ^

Aaron said he was also pleased that persons aggrieved by the process
could express their complaints. However, he was disappointed that no
new ideas came up nor any feasible plans to save money (without a large
initial outlay).

Wayland Hand, chairman of the journalism and speech review com-
mittee said the conference had served to relieve some of the tension over
the reviews. He^added, "It was worthwhile as a sort of preliminary sense-
taking.'^

—

"

^
-'•

•

Assembly puts 18-year-old

vote on ballot in Nov. 72
SACRAMENTO (AP) - A measure to put the 18-year-old vote on the
November 1972 ballot was approved by the Assembly today after its

backers beat back an attempt to tag a lower drinking age and full

majority at 18 onto the voting bill.

The vote to put the amendment to the State Constitution on the ballot
was 60-9, with 54 votes required to approve a constitutional amendment.
The attempt by Assemblyman John Briggs (R.-Fullerton) to add full

majority to the measure faUed 37-29 with 34 Democrats and three
^publicans in opposition. Supporters included 28 Republicans and one
Democrat.
But Democratic Speaker Bob Moretti of Van Nuys claimed the Briggs

amendment was an attempt to kiU the 18-year-old vote. .

.

He said polls show 60 per cent of the pubhc supports the le^year-old
vote, but the same 60 per cent oppose 18-year-old drinking.
The amendments would grant 18-year-old adulthood for purposes of

marriage, all civU and criminal law, drinking and child support.

SPECIAL OFFER

STUDENTS
X4i'e Qamberc^usic Society

PRESENTS

(^amber Ordiestra
Conducted by

NEVILLE MARRINER
^ELEGANTLY JOYOUS CONCERTS....EXHILARATING'

Martin Bernheimer, Los Angeles TlmesJ

MONDAY, APRIL 5
8:30 p.m.

Handel -Martin

Vivaldi

UOYD HOLZCRAF
Organ

fIRST CONGREGATIONAL I
CHURCH f

6th 4 Commonwealth

MONDAY, APRIL 12

8:30 p.m.

Handel - Haydn
Stravinsky -Strauss

MALCOLM HAMILTON
Harpsichord

MUSIC CENTER
MARK
APFR
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Activities set to rtlzo Ur:i Camp funds
By Steve Alnsworth

DB Staff Writer

Uni Camp Drive Week— to begin

Monday — will feature numerous
activities in the hopes of raising

$10,000 and recruiting student
counselors for this summer's camp
sessions, according to Mickey
Seigel, camp drive chairman.

Camp Drive Week is designed to

help meet the costs of sending 1,000

underpriveliged childrento the San
Bernardino mountains for 10 days.

The $10,000 goal for camp week will

send 200 children to camp, Seigel

said. The proceeds from Mardi
Gras will supply the remainder of

the needed funds, which total about

$50,000 for the summer.
However, Seigel said an ad-

ditional $30,000 is required to build

flush toilets which are required

before the camp can be opened in

June.

The special activities will begin

at noon Monday on Janss steps

when singer Bob Hurd will give a

benefit concert. At 7 p.m. the Uni
Camp movie "Summer Is For All

Year," from which this year's

theme is derived, will be shown in

Reiber Hall. The movie is narrated

by Eddie Albert.

Several week long activities are
also planned. A booth on Bruin
Walk will recruit new counselors

and sell buttons for 25 cents each.

Phi Sigma Sigma will run Ujii

Shine where they will shine shoes

and donate all proceeds to the

camp fundf ^

Students in several dorms are
planning to make beds during the

week for a small fee and donate
their profits to Uni Camp.
Donations will be solicited from

students here in all 10 a.m. classes

Wednesday. In addition, donation

cans will be placed in the Coop and
Terrace Room.
"Summer Is For \\\ Year" will

be shown again Wedne;iday at noon
in Moore Hall. Before the show, a

drawing for 25 tickets to a showing

of "Point Blank" will be held. All

students who sign up to be coun-
selors on Bruin Walk before
Wednesday will be eligible.

Collections for Uni Camp will be
made Thursday morning from 7:30

a.m. to 10 a.m. In the parking lots.

Students who would like to help

collect the donations are asked to

Tm HilsarrAvr'^T °'l'^ "^•^ "^^ 8™"P '^°''«'" *"' «'*» camp Drive Week will end atat 900 Hilgard Ave. or the Uni give a benefit performance at noon noon Friday when 25 tickets to theCamp booth. Thursday on the Janss steps movie ' 'If" will be raffled

m^Mii^tAt
l^t '^^''"

fmmm
i 4
If «

'»>

Students who signed up as coun-
selors during the end of the week
will be eligible for the tickets. Both
sets of tickets were donated to Uni
Camp by Harriet Diamond of the
Plaza Theater Midnight Film
series.

Camp Week will alsd serve lo
recruit counselors for this sum-
mer, under Bill Oliver, counselor
recruitment director.

"Counselors have to be able to

work with kids and give up 10 days
of their summer," Siegel said.

Students who sign up as coun-
selors will be able to list the session
they would prefer to work in this
summer. Their choice will not be
final, however, and they will be
screened before the final counselor
choices are made. Counselors
serve on a voluntary basis.

This summer, five sessions will

be held on each of the two camp
sites in the San Bernardino
mountains. The first session, from
June 30 to July 9, will be for

younger girls on the lower site The
upper site session will be run by
cdurtselors from Cal State L.A.
The second session will be for the

younger diabetic children (July 12-

24) on the lower site an4 for older
diabetics (July 11-24) on the upper
site The diabetic children come
from the Children's Hospital and
the Los Angeles Metabolic Clinic.

The third session (July 28-August
6) will be for younger boys on the
lower site. . Students fromv-UC
Riverside will run the sessioa on
the upper site. t^'

The fouth session will be ethnic
oriented with an Asian session on
the lower site (August »-18) and a
Chicano session on the upper site

'

(August 10-19).

The final session will be for

blacks on the lower site (August 25-

September 3) and a teenage
session on tfe^ upper site (August
24-September 2). Seigel said the
conselors for the teenage session
will probably be restricted to

experienced counselors because it

is usually more demanding than
the others.

Activities for the summer
sessions include fishing, hiking,

archery, overnight hikes, baseball,
arts and crafts and lizard hunting.
Both sites feature a largd swim-
ming pool and warm showers.

Visit the future
where jpve

is the ultimate crime.

T>IXII38
Warner Bros presents THX 1 138

Robert Duvaii and Donald Pieasence

Technicolor* Techniscope*

Jn"oVo".I.h; 4th RECORD NA/EEK I

SiiAktax free cars

Daily: 12:30 • 2:30 • 4:30 • 6 30 • 8 30 • 10:30
Mitfflitht Show Fri. t Sat. at 12 00 ON HOLLYWOOD BLVD

ne.-i' Hr>»'tLANU 463-3263

HiLLEL COJNCiL

SABBATH SERVICES
April 2 8:15

On ©g Shabbat follows

^MM) Fliipard Avenue

474-1531

Dr. Zygielbaum will begin a*new quarter of teaching

language, folklore, folksong, and literature.

Please note the room change— 2150 Bunche
7:00 Beginners 8:30 Intermediates

JC: HILLEL PERFORAAANCE

Auditorium
MoU participanH ar« urg«d fo com«

For your next trip to, Europe order your new European cor through
ShipSide. We ore located only a few steps from the ternninal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport We ore open evet^y day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen mode's, Volvo's, Fiats. MGB's, BMW
and other mokes are ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low, tax

free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements
con be made in just a few.m^nutes.

Mini coft — mcRi voccition

— mulfi savings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

ShipSide, P.O Box 7568,

Amsterdam Airport.
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The Master of Space&Time

i5[£TH£mpiERfORrninTH6 PiffiAJKPAiPCLrorwrwacA

ITSA MOVING PICnjRC

wow
M€reOGOlOWYN MAYER p.e^amj XD€ COCKER MAD DOGS A ENK3llSHMfN

v.^lEONtUSS£U E««cu«.y« Producer JfWY MOSS AjK)co»ePfodwce< SIDNEY IEVIN
Produced by P«E»E AOOGE MAIWY MARKS ond ROBEteT ABEl DfactKi by «eR« AOCGE

An A&M film In Aiso^ioton Wii^ Creoiiw« Film Assoc KJies In Coky

^ The nlfiuMte in SnrriNiiNl SiniiiiI !

InstaIIecI EspecJAlly for ''WoodsTock
AItec LANsJNq 4 TRAck SysTEM
80 pulsATJiNtq u/Ans per c^anneI!

NoMT Playing
Daily 6 00 8;l 5' 10:30 PM S«t. Sun 4 Hoi 130 • 3:45 • 6:00 • 8: 1 5 • 10:30 PW

EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT '

"•! I Qi "*^

NATIONAL GENERAL S

^0*"Mi^BBB WILSHlRf AT
LA CitNEGA

OL. 3-0863

''A remarkable picture."
—Archer Winsten, New YorH Post

stunning, iieart-breakinig,

exciting, sad and true."
—Rex Reed

"The loolt of classical movie
making. Tight and tough."

— New York Times

Make this coming Sunday worth
your while by taking a short trip

out to the valley to check out the
incredible big band sounds of Louie
Bellson's ebullient 19-man or-
chestra at the LIDO MANOR in

Studio City. It's easy enough to
reach (Ventura Freeway to the
Laurel Canyon Exit, 1/2 block west
of Laurel Canyon Blvd.), and the
sounds are more than easy to listen

to.

Since they've been featured on
the Pearl Bailey Show on
television, the Bellson organization
has been sweating extra hard to
make their music bigger in its

appeal, its resonance, and its ef-
fect. And they've done it. They

sound like 9 X 19 men, and actually

begin to rival the big band ex-

citement of the master of this sort

of thing, the great Gerald Wilson.

Bellson's drumming has gotten

heavier, more furiously ironic, in

recent times, and he knows how to

hold his own out front in aliandoned

solo, and how to icx^ortably
complement the zealous,

aggressive work of his sidekicks

It's an evening that stays with

you. There'll be two performances,
at 5:30 and 8:45 p.m. It's at 12229

Ventura Blvd., and a special

section for minors with reduced

admission and soft drinks has been

reserved for Bellson's younger
fans. Try it.

—Benvolio Jones
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ofAmerica."
- Uncton Guardian

Barbara Loden's

.ij '^f /Best\
V nim /

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT' a ^afmiu., . .^..._ -
'•

NOW PLAYING WUHBl ^oezGiENooNAvr-— m^m^^*^Hii^^W
.Vp<^Tyv6od Village

\

. DAILY 6:15. 8:05. 10:05
SAT & SUN. 2:30. 4: 15. 6:20. 8 20 10:20

JR 7.0097 TH »-9077

rom Bullock's

Office of Cultural &
Recreational Affairs

presents

An Afternoon Of

ROMANTIC
CHAMBER MUSIC
James Carpenter Violin
Kurt Snyder French Horn
Armen Guzeljmjan Piano

SUNDAY, APRIL 4
2:30 p.m.

Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center

DB Editorials:

Reg fee
One of the most important meetings on this campus

in some years will be closed tomorrow to public view.
Members of the University Policies Commission

(UPC) sub-committee which recommends spending
priorities of the student registration fee have decided
to air their views in a closed meeting.
Their action surprises us because we thought this

new subcommittee was established this year in order
to allow the campus community a view of spending
priorities and a chance to influence them.
Steve Halpem, chairman and a student govern-

ment representative, has done a good job so far in
allowing the community to view his committee's
hearings. He has called the 42 agencies that have
previously received student reg fee funds to justify
their present requests in public meetings. He has also
appointed four other students, one professor and one
administrator—Which allows student members to
have a substantial voice.

However, th^ese committee members have not
aired their opinions about each program, which are
most important for the community to hear.
Halpern said the members will discuss the merits

of each program in tomorrow's six-hour marathon
meeting. He said it will probably be the first of
several meetings aimed at presenting a priority list

to the Chancellor by April 15.

We believe the community should be informed of
'- the progress of these deliberations so, perhaps,
members, especially student members, can be of-

fered input.

It is inappropriate and somewhat dishonest for
committee members to bombard committee wit-
nesses with questions while they hide away from
revealing their reactions to those hearings.
We urge the members of the sub-committee to

reevaluate their shortsighted decision in their
meeting today and allow a Daily Bruin reporter to
attend the deliberations—and thus allow students to

see more clearly where their money goes.

L Calley
The spray-painted slogan *Tree Calley" on an

obscure campus wall assumed a nation-wide echo
this week as a determined political **cause.'*

Sloganism is masturbatory and anti-logical in

essence, but this impassioned scrawl brings forth a
stream of moralistic considerations from its ad-

mittedly narrow point of view.
It is important, we feel, to view the Calley-My Lai

atrocity in its broadest and, hence, most moralistic

sense. Politically, to demand the freeing of one man
turned military machine is as solitary as the singling

out of this same man as a scapegoat and conscience

easer for the thousands of less infamous murders at

the hands of our imperialist forces that characterize

the war.
Moreover, all , discussion of Calley on a political

level is hinged on the assumption that we are able to

relate to 27 premeditated murders, indeed, to

thousands of strategically calculated murders, in

some sort of rational way. The obvious truth

necessarily overlooked for political commentary is

that we absolutely cannot relate to even one death in

the name of America as a reality anymore; the scope

of American extremism in the defense of an in-

defensible idea has taken us even further into absurd

pohtical speculation.
But some aspects of the absurdity of the Calley

trial exist so far out of the realm of basic hupianity

that they demand comment.
It is absurd that the American military should be so

publically pretentious as to assume responsibility of

moral judgment for the damnable acts of Calley.

It is eqn^llv absurH tHaf Pnllpv a soldier to the end,

^'v^ooUbi>0^ Ul SO OUVlUU^l^ aii mviv/^

distorted mind, should be held to k sentence of life

ai i hard ;h) instead of being given actual help in

restorni^,^ hi- fuimanity.

Letter to the Editor
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lz::enness is sucli a drag'
l!:ditor:

In the educational process, we
have become alike. Yet, there
maybe those of us that differ, but
only externally. The garments of

concealment have done their job
well You don't know me and I

don't know you. Yet, the common
denommator that is distinguish-
able is loneliness, during final

exam week, or is it all through the
quarter? Is this part of continuing
struggle for the preservation of
self?

Yes, we are protective because
we don't want to get hurt. But in

doing so, who is hurt the most?
When I called for help, no one
heard me. When did you call?

During final exam week? Weil,
what did you say? I called for help
inmany ways, one of which is "hi".
May we talk or are you hesitant to

speak because you might divulge
something that pos^^ibly could give
me an advantage on the final exam

. . "For real" . . . that really

hurts.

You are bleeding to death and
the "band-aid" of competition does
nothing but exacerbate the pain.

The inscrutable competition,
whieh is ubiquitous, has clothed
itself into grades. In a moment, let

us reflect on the last week of the

quarter. The designation of which
quarter is not important because
they all end the same. The echo
(grades) of the final exams are a
way to determine how much you
have learned in a particular

course The implantation of the
seeds of education brings forth an
apogee of bitter fruit. The ger-

mination of which, is discontent,

despair, frustration, and in some
instances, suicide. This bitter fruit

is A, B, C, D, F and incomplete
The emasculation and dehuman-
ization of grades has taken a toll of

students whose damage is in-

determinable. Moreover, the
spectators who watch this carnage
of human life have preferred to

ensconce in the professionalism
and esprit de corps of the
University.

It is a stressful situation taking
final exams. The lumps in your
throat makes it difficult to

swallow. However, it is a necessity
to do so. In which case, you drench
a stomach full of butterflies The
ensuing intrusion of a tension

headache has caused a thinking

malfunction:^ can't think! 1 can't
think! Finally, 1 start to write in

my blue book

1 said, "Hi", "What it is," **?" or
.

whatever. But conversation was
curt. The scarcity of which
manifested itself during final exam
week. Moreover, the double edge of

the final exam facilitates some
students to graduate, others to be
put out, and others to advance to

the next undergraduate status. The
laconic utterance of salutation

really means "l-know-thpt-you-
know-know-that-1-know" exams
are stressful. Yet we fail (no pun
intended) to do anything about it

The dominance of the final exam
has caused students to sublimate
their mterest.

The sublimation of .emotion,

feeling and love into oblivion is

confined to final exam week, or is it

generally true of the educational
process'^ A process that in-

carcerates me so that I can not say
"Hi" during final exam week How
many times have you wanted to

say "Hi", but couldn'f A number
of times, I hear you, but in par-

ticular during final exams "Have
a nice day," and "Good luck" are
only temporary shields which can
render only temporary
moll(j^cation from the effects of the
final exam As we are led to the

execution, we are not blindfolded,

or are we*^ The effectiveness of the

executioner and his paraphernalia
of D's, F's and incompletes will

necessitate our observatioB

How sad is the outcome of the

final exams No matter what grade
was awarded, we lose. We lose,

because in the attainment of the

grade, we have not perceived the

relationship among other students.

We are unable to love each other.

You are not supposed to feel or to

be felt Won't you stop next time
upon the recognition of ^'1 love

you.' which maybe incogirito.

Then how can I recognize it? The
terms -are r familiar . . . "Hi",
'•Hello." "What it is," "Have a
nice day" ...
- -.—r^--- Roy Mcwre

Senior, Sociology

te^S*M33t*S^(.2^i2Lii^ ...,. ,,.„,, „.; , , M

IB ^HiSlB
COLLEGE TOWN

Westwood village i§ fillmi

with lawyer$ and teaehera and
doctora in the making.
Hollywood atreeta auggeat a
different breed..One alender lad

i remember from laat night.

He stood on a corner in a quiet

street (even though it waa
Saturday) and wore a powder
blue auit too big in the

shoulders. Though a citgar^e
dangled wiMh aurpriaing grmca

from hia fingera» he waan't ao
healthy'looking or emigrant aa
the boya who croaaed the atreeta

in Weatwood. And he didn^t

aeem ao aure of himaelf.

I wonder about CIiom aure
ones. After they grab the day,

how will they trgot tluU fMil*

youth wfio atainda on the corner
and waita for tli« aignal to

change?

Sin$9Baareat

"'ilUHMi'iHiiiilb

"

yOiethar I ^imM la^mWtmrn^m^
weird freak tryUigtoput me matm ofi kgr. liy-l^ r^im |» Umi
front of the room -> my body iiMrly O0tato^« 4 ttvinf iioM
machine progrdmTMd to mind ttt awn Jwi^lttt. Ml^ Pnt/Mt.
And the chick it all theMmp aimng thefa/kahlng on mw wamUng

to get it on but aaauming I'd figure ahe vma juet aome ouiragaoua
hustler.

Two hundred lonely people shining each oiher on. "You Flrat

Then Me." No one taking a chance. Each of ua on thia grataaque
merry-go-round buying aafe tripa from faceleaa men who give ua
some shuck and jimjfbout the guarantga of no^pain-rawid'-trlpa.
And in the fine print — the pain of tonelineaa and the vain hope of
ecstasy.

And the faceless men ~ our parents not really digging each
other, our plaatic heroea bollinf on aome Hollywood movia ttt* our
personal gwus turned into portable demigods — all preemtttng ua
with ready made scripts for aafe living have baeome faealaaa only
in becoming part of ua, A voluntary reUnqui^Ing of one'e

uniqueneaa to the static directivea ofa prefabrieatad htmdbaok.
Many of us spending a lifetime desperately trying to flUfltl

Many of us spending a lifetime desperately trying to fulfttl-me

prophecies of those irrelevant bibles. Paralytica playing It aafe
using each other's mask as conclusive proof of the /utility in tohinf
chances.

And me wondering would she have dug me

MiheWolley

ii^Ui
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Doctorrequests help
Two Bits

I 43

AKIO JISSOJI'

THIS TRANSIEN

STARTS MARCH 31

*!•

DIRECT FROM SAN FRANCISCO!
ONLY LOS ANGELES APPEARANCE

She Committee.
THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE

BECKMAN AUD., CALTECH
Two different shows!

Regular show — Thurs. Apr. 15 8:30
Improvised show — Fri. Apr. 16 8:30

$3 50-4 50-5 50 at Caltech. 332 S. Michigan.
Pasadena and all the usual places. (213)

793 7043. FREE for students (ID required) spe-
cial workshop Fri , Apr. 16 at 4 pm.

TlCKEinON

MtXTI CLAUDE KIPMfS MIME THEATHE — April 17, t:30.

7e iiiM*<c of Sfravintky and Barfok. S3-S0-4.SO-5.50

rrtlUr MILEY PEHFORMS his music — AprU ?f . f :}0.

Iitclmdimg "A ffoinbew In Cvrved Alr'\ Sfmd9ittt: S2.00

Editor:

I am a young psychiatrist

working with a fine, flexible staff

to create innovative growth op-

portunities in a family-like en-

vironment for 40 young men in

residential care at the Children's

Treatment Center at Camarillo

SUte Hospital. These teenagers,

ages 12-16, and all basically

beautiful, are from backgrounds of

emotional deprivation and find

themselves in all different kinds of

trouble, showing their unhappiness

in many ways.

This letter is an invitation for

volunteers to work with us to help

fulfill the boys' dteperate need for

warm involvement with trusting

human beings who can help them

feel they are worth something, who
will listen and answer their

questions with honest respect.

Then, perhaps, they may come to

feel that change is possible and

worth taking a chance on. The
momentum and direction of their

lives will only change if they wish it

so.

In exchange for your com-
mitment of empathy, genuineness

and positive regard for kids, we
offer you the possibility for

exhilerating growth and agonizing

disappointment. In addition,

clinical supervision and didactic

training is available from our

professional staff.

If you are at all turned on by this

opportunity and want more in-

formation, please call me at (805)

4«2-4671, ext. 420 or drop me a note

at the hospital. Any amount of

time, any kind of growth producing

involvement, any special quality, if

it is genuine and perservering, can

find a place in our program.

Richard A. Martin, M.D.

Children's Treatment Center

CamariUo State Hospital

'Help wanted'

Editor:

HELP WANTED: Trainees to

learn various phases of agriculture

and light manufacturing from the

ground up. Vast new areas soon to

be developed. Thousands of

positions are now being filled.

Starting salary $5000 per year with

fare paid to the training area. Get

paid while you learn.

REQUIREMENTS: sex: male;

age: 18 to 30 years old; language:

must speak Vietnamese fluently;

experience: must presently be

employed by the Republic of North

Vietnam in a mihtary capacity.

Contact one of the Southeast Asia

_ A hurricane.

Six hundred people were
Itilled by one in New England in

1938

Four years later, eleven

thousarKJ were killed by one in

India.

The winds of a hurricane

.are o>fer 75 miles an hour.

It takes the form of a circle

or an oval, sometimes as much
as 500 miles in diameter.

There Is no prevention

But if we reduce the ele-

»t>ent of surprise, we can reduce
its deadly potential.

And we've taken steps so
that it will never surprise us
again.

RCA has designed, devel-

oped and produced the world's

most advanced family of weather
satellites. It's called the ITOS
program.

It's the most sophisticated

weather detector yet devised by
man, and perhaps one of the
most beneficial facilities man
has created since he broke the

bonds of earth

From the detailed photo-
graphs transmitted back to
earth, we can see the formation
and plot the course of hurri-

canes, typhoons, storm centers.

We can spot sea Ice and snow
cover. Calculate wind speeds

Anywhere on earth.

This program exemplifies

the importance of interdisciplin-

ary engineering, the engineer-

ing concept of the future.

It is becoming increasingly

more apparent that in the fu-

ture, the engineer will touch
virtually every aspect of our
lives. From medicine to the arts

to education to leisure products.

"

And he will do this in con-
junction with other disciplines

to complement, overlay, and
unite his output for an end re-

sult that is both balanced ahd
complete.

Think for a moment about
an endeavor which, like mete-
orology, is seemingly unrelated
to classical engineering: the
graphic arts industry.

Recently, RCA engineersT
working in conjunction with that

industry, developed the world's
most advanced electronic type-

setting machine. It's called the

VideoComp.

It can set type as fast as

900 lines per minute." Compare
this with the 15/minute of me-
chanical typesetting, or the 300/

minute of photosetters.

It is our goal ultimately tq^

-|>ro(luce an RCA electronic
printing system that will accept
a manuscript as input and de-
liver printed copy — packaged,
addressed and sorted — to the

shipping dock

Now consider another fl6ld

which had previously been out-

side the realm of the engineer,
medicine and health services.

We've been involved in the

development of a mobile labora-

tory to provide comprehensive
physical examinations in on-the-
spot locations to people other-

wise out of the mainstream of
our health services.

And we've reseacched a
high-speed turbine drill to in-

crease the efficiency and de-
crease the pain in dental work.

And we've done extensive
work in developing facilities for

teaching speech to the retarded.

Communications? Comput-
er education? Oceanography?

We're involved with them. And
with so much more.

We like to think that at RCA
the driva toward innovation
should be everybody's concern.

Because this concern is

needed if we are to continue

^he forward direction of crea-

tive technology for people.

You may be planning a ca-

reer in industry— if so, you could
be part of our vision of the future.

We invite inquiries through
your College Placement Direc-

tor— he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career.

We are an equal opportu-
nity employer. ^

Development Foundation agents m
your area now for more details

One solution to ending our in-

volvement in Vietnam frequently

recommended is to remove the

American soldiers from the scene
Because of the strong objections by
certain groups to this plan, it is of

interest to consider another ap-

proach. Why not remove the North
Vietnamese troops from the scene"?

It is possible this could be ac
complished by providing them with
an attractive offer. Presently their

options are few and not very at-

tractive: guerrilla warfare, a

jungle grave or life in a govern-
ment-sponsored South Vietnam
defectors' camp.
Where governments couldn't

develop such a plan because of

typical inflexibility, private
citizens could do so with relative

ease.

As for the Hanoi government, no
effort is required on their part

Each soldier would make his

decision privately and in-

dependently of Hanoi. Each soldier

would have the opportunity of

actively casting his vote for peace.

The economics of this approach
look very favorable for both
countries. Suppose we can sign up
200,000 North Vietnamese soldiers

and we spend a generous amount,
say $10,000 a year on each one. This

would amount to about 2 billion

dollars a year which would be

spent on the young* men of North
Vietnam. This certainly wouldn't

hurt North Vietnam; it would
probably help them eventually

The benefits to our country

would be even greater. First, we
could bring our troops home since

they wouldn't be needed over

there. In addition, our present level

of military expenditure in Vietnam
could be reduced from 25 billion to

2 or 3 billion dollars a year.

Mark Hansen
Tlieatre Arts j

KUV
Editor:

KLA, the Big U's own radio

station is becoming a sore subject

The program material is excellent,

but What good is it when, as often

as not, the transmitters are out of

order?

I do not feel the answer is

eliminating what little KLA ther^

is. I urge KLA to maintain its

transmittiers and work for the

power to be heard by all of UCLA
Michael Filkoff

Freshman, Psychology-

Mathematics

The only authentic French crepe

restaurant Serving 105 varieties of

French crrprs and omelettes

dated parking

Open 7 days 11:30 a.m. to midnight,

Fri. 4 Sat. to 1:00 a.m.

N£ED

Try Baby«mir>Q.

Ploc» your fKime on a lift

whkh we circulot* to employers
D«adlin«for the Spring
Ouorter Dst is Wedni
April 7 al 5:00 pjn.

i ^1. itm«nt & Car*«r
Wanninn C«nt«r
ii.vkj

. v_> ,»att ol Moore Holl)
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Ignorance polled here

Like all communities, UCLA has a number of

political rituals. Each spring students elect a
government. They vote on periodic amendments and
referendums, as badly phrased as they may be. Each
day we read the Daily Bruin — not the greatest
paper ever to greet mankind, but nevertheless full of

information. Yet how many students really have an
idea of their political surrounding on campus? If they
know, how many care?

Between Feb. 15 and 18, this author and staff un-
dertook the first montly Cronin Poll, a careful
scientific sample of the first 100 students who happen
past Kerckhoff Hall. The results are hardly sur-
prising, but they say a lot about the politics and
process of communications on this campus.

The poll began with a querry about the basketball
teams the Bruins had played the previous weekend.
Seventyeight pei§pns, or 78 per cent, correctly an-
swered Oregon and Oregon State. Only 65 per cent
knew what the Graham and Zetner controversies
jwere concerned with, however, despite nearly
constant discussion of tenure and faculty hiring in

the Bruin. Still, many wouldn't consider two-thrids to

be that bad.

Students were then asked to describe or somehow
identify four programs or organizations — S.L.C.,

E.O.P., D.A.F. and SAP.
Seventy-five per cent identified SLC, Student

Legislative Council, while 74 per cent named or

descril)ed the Educational Opportunity Program.
Both, of course, have been here for some time.

Then came D.A.F, the Direct Assistance Facility

project. Well discussed in the Bruin, criticized as a
power play by others, and the benefactor of several
large advertisements, this program could only be
"described or identified by 7 persons.

Further, once they were told of its identity, only 4

out of the 100 knew it was to be located in LaMancha.

By John Cronin
Many didn't even guess while others said Bio Med,
the Med Center, Murphy Hall, Kinsey Hall, and even
Sproul Hall.

One student was adamant that if was centered in
the Powell Library Building. SAP., and some
guessed, does not exist, though two students iden-
tified it as the Student AssisUnce Program. Another
said: M must be a SAP. for taking this test." That
gave the D.A.F., student governments largest new
project, but a five per cent advantage over SAP.
When it came to personalities, 93 students knew

Chancellor Young while 86 could supply the name of
the basketball coach, John Wooden. In comparison,
only 37 people could name the undergraduate
studentbody president, Keith Schiller.

Perhaps the lesson that can be learned from this
poll is that while we have had some success with the
most major issues, student government must find
some better means of communication with the
students than pouring funds into Daily Bruin ad-
vertisements.

Faculty should be asked and encouraged to give
short plugs on new or available services or refer to
relevant campus issues. Better use must be made of
campus living constituencies for communication.
Short plugs could be given different programs at
home basketball and football games or mentioned in
short articles in the programs.
I'm sure Dick Enberg would help with a few short

comments before games or between raindrops
during stall games, but nobody has thought to ask
him. Students have a pride in their basketball team,
but little more then idle curiousity in student
governmenL. l| is time for SLC to take it to the
students, nof just advertise and hope that the
students will come to them. i

In the meantime, if someone stumbles into Kinsey
and asks for the D.A.F.^don't refer him to Powell
Library. '

.
^

GIRLS - YOUR LEGS AAAY BE WORTH
$2,500 CASH! -ENTER THE SCHOLL
EXERCISE SANDAL BEAUTIFUL LEGS

CONTEST
Scholl, manufacturer of the Scholl Exercise

Sandal, the fashion clog tha?~works while you
play, is looking for the

BEST LEGS ON AN AAA^RICAN CAMPUS.

PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES!

A winner and a runner-up will be selected from each
state ancj' there will be one national grand prize win-
ner. National grand prize winner will be awarded
$2,500 cash - Each state finalist will receive 2 Hang
Ten HotPants outfits plus a pair of Scholl Exercise
Sandals — State runners-up will receive a pair of Scholl
Exercise Sandals.

RULES: Must be registered female student in a U.S. college or

University. Must send full-length photo, suitable for judging,
name of college, your name and home address to: Times Square
Station, Box. 812, New York, N.Y. 10036. No purchase required.
Decision of judges is final. Corltest closes July 31, 1971.
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HELPLINE 825-7646
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^ Wl BELIEVE TNESE SUITS ARE

Q^MPipii)L£ JO SUITS SOLD

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR
Sat 1000 A.M tliftt 3 30 PM SMWtoyi 10 JO AM thfy 3 30 PM

THE PUREST SCIENCE FICTION THRILLER

TO COME TO THE SCREEN IN YEARS
!

"

- Ju6iih Crist, NBC-TV, New York Magazine

"SPEUBINDING SCIENCE FICTION DRAMA...

I found it engrossing!"
Charles Champlin, L.A. Times
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TECHNICOLOR- PANAVI^ION

GIL MELLE ^ uNfVERSAL PICTURE
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turn mum ttitn G'i^'^

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
NOW PLAYING!

Every Day at 12:30 • 3 00 • 5 30 • 8 00 A 10 30 ^^ *••
;
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f'nr GROUP SALES Information c»ll Ed Pfu** P>>on» 985 4 321
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• 65% Polyester 35% Rayon
• Fully Lined — First Quality

NO SUIT OVER $49.00
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OPEN
EVERY

LINDAY
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TO

i/ TOP QUALITY SPORT COATS

if.f if

ALL WOOL
FULLY LINED M^
SIZES 34 TO 48 VALUE
ALL COLORS & PATTERNS

c«wrr IOTA

lOOO's OF MENS SLACKS!
MARKED £

'SIZES
26 to 58
ASSOHTEO STYLES

PAIIICS i COLOtS

A

JMw««n Olympic & Sonia Alonko Blvdi
Watt lot AngalM

FOK JTYLE
Also AT 12000 PARAAHOUnrilVO. - DOWNEY r*
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to your good ttaies.

Try a pair.

LBttBTS to theEditor:

SOS criticized
Kditor

:

The SDS surely is brave. Let's

face it— it takes a lot of courage to

write fiery letters to the Daily

Bruin. As they pound out polemics

on their typewriters, fake radicals

like Hankowski must have the

greatest revolutionary fantasies.

We can almost see them dreaming

of leading thousands of workers

over that last barricade. How
satisfied they must feel!

SDS should ask itself this

question: Why is SDS so impotent?

Delivering grandiose speeches on

campus is as easy as it is

meaningless. Such impressive

rhetoric! How exciting! What filn

ito be a big-time revolutionary!

Why doesn't SDS ever go to union

balls? What's the problem? Is it

because you think that workers are

too dumb to understand your

grandiose visions?

The majority of radicals, like the

majority of students here, come
from nice, comfortable, middle-

class homes in the suburbs.

They've been pampered all their

lives. Now they are suddenly

concerned about the ''plight of the

workers. '* What do bourgeois
radicals know about workers?

What's that? You say that you
worked in a canning plant last

summer in SDS's "Work-In"? That
isn't working — ifs slumming!
The work may have been dull

and monotonous all right, but you
<€ame back to UCLA in the fall,

didn't you? Studying for Mickey
Mouse; "relevant" courses is

nothing compared to factory work,
and you know it.

So the bourgeois radicals remain
on campus. They talk big. They
rant and rave and write letters to

the Daily Bruin, for they are
unable to do anything else. Maybe
they work part-time, bat if they
ever run short of money, they can
always write Mommy and Daddy.

,

They remain political infants,

unable to leave their sandbox
called UCLA.
SDS can teach Ithe workers

nothing. They don't need any
"revolutionary" pamphlets from
guilt-ridden Sunshine
Revolutionaries. Such practices
show the elitist character of

pseudo-radical philosophy.

The worker-managed firm and
the worker-managed economy will

not come about from the romantic
rhetoric of SDS. SDS thinks
workers are too stupid to realize

their own tr^e interests. SDS:
Grow up. The workers don't need
you.

T. H. Kernan

Activism
Editor:

Your editorial of March 2 seems
to be highly representative of the

modem radical tradition. Is it

really valid to equate a lack of

student activism on this campus
with an attitude of indifference?

Just because you maintain that

there are things decidedly amiss in

the system, does this necessarily

mean that everyone should em-
brace that identical viewpoint?

Better still, just because you
propose that there are things

wrong with the system on this

campus and in the country as a

whole, does a mere assertion make
it so?_ •

I feel that your editorial smacks
of the turmoil-for-the-sake-of-

tucmoil mentality which so per-

vades the contemporary academic
scene. Are ^e~ nec^^artiy~
"destroyed human beings"
because we do not get on the

bandwagon at every beck and call?

Think!

Dean W. Gudgel

B. A., Political Science '70

HICKS SLACKS
available at

MEN'S APPAREL
^ Casual - Dre»$ - School - Work — Ploy

BANKAMERICARO DINERS MASTER CHARGE

1 191 1 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
2 BLOCKS EAST OF BUNDY DRIVE- GR 8-9595

OPEN DAILY 96, FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9, SUNDAY 1 1-3
^AKK PHI IN PKK'S ^AtKINO lOT

-Take Command

of Your Future
ENROU NOW IN THE UCLA ARMY ROTC PROGRAM

TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

SHiy Drah deferrmi through your undergraduafe and
graduafe xhoollng.

Receive $50 per month while attending the

advanced course

Serve as an Army Officer

for a maximum of two years active duty

t

SCHOURSHIPS AVAILABLE

(Tuition, Books. Fees and $50 per Month)

for more Information, contact the

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE

L

"^oom ]S2, Men's Gymnasium. UCLA
825-7381

• • • I • »'•• •••••t«<(«itiia<

Letters

Correction
Editor

:

I would nice to correct one point

and clarify another in the report

(Daily Bruin, March 2) of the

exchange between Prof. George

Abell and myself.

To simply report that "people

from the universities are not good

people" is to completely overlook

the context within which a remark
similar to that one occurred and

the point I was trying to make. I

was not trying to assert that* there

has been no important resistance

within universities to the

calculated inhumanity of the

Amerikan Empire. Nor was I

arguing that there will be no future

resistance by those in universities.

Rather, I was trying to argu^ Hiat

the University is designed to

convert us into mechanized elitist

robots, and that it only too often

succeeds. The fact that it has not

completely succeeded only points

to contradictions within the larger

social order (and consequently the

University) which cannot be
overcome by promises, en-

tertaining lecturers and
"educational improvements."

I did not wear a grean shirt but a

tan shirt.

Sterling Robbins
Lecturer. Anthropology

Auth
Editor:

I have admired the work of Tony
Auth for some time and I thought it

was about time I told him so. I

think his work is excellent.

_ Unlike some people, he realizes

that his readers do have some
mentality and does not spell out

everything he is trying to say.

I look forward to more of his

work in the Daily Bruin.

Dorothy Telson

School of Public Health— w^ ',

EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

BRIDGE LOOSE? STRUTS
CRACKED OR BUZZING?
STRINGS TOO HIGH?
WE REPAIR ALL TYPES

OF STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
Nev< Martins, Yamahas

MANN S GUITAR SHOP
1441 WESTWOOD 4771238

Bit 0' Scotland

ORDERS

^> TO
^ ' TAKE OUT

FISH i
CHIPS
SHRIMP
CHICKEN
DINNERS

LUNCHEON & DINNER SERVICE
to Privaf* Groups

Op«n TuM Hirough Sun - 4 P.M Till 9 P M
FfKloy II 30 AM Fill 9 30 PM.

CLOSED MONDAY
1938 WESTWOOD BLVD WLA

DOWN
;

SLEEPING BAGS

MOUNTAINEERING
SUPPLIES

By the makers of the bag Hil

'ory took to Everest and sup-
plier to leading world expedi-
tions. Direct mail order import
fror- i^i w Zealand at a fraction

^^-^;; cost. Por detciiled bf6-
chure write: Antarctic Products
Co., P.O. Box 223 Nelson. New
Zealand
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Why not individualize UCLA factory?

Individuality is not respected at UCLA. Certain unjust rules need to be
changed.

Radical individualization aims to right academic wrongs and correct a
frequently intolerable academic situation. As a domesUc policy, in-
dividualization focuses attention on at least two areas: individual majors
and independent studies courses You are now invited to consider certain
rules and certain proposed structural changes.
The rules related to individual majors are found on page 71,

'Regulations Governing the Mnjor," General Catalog, and read as
follows

:

—

^

'*A student who has some unusual but definite academic interest for
which no suitable major is offered in the University of California and who
has completed at least three quarters of work (a minimum of nine
courses) with a grade-point average of B (3.00) or higher may, with the
consent of the Dean of the College and with the assistance of a faculty
adviser appointed by the Dean, plan his own major. The individual major
must be approved by the Executive Committee of the College before it

may be accepted in lieu of a departmental or interdepartmental major.
The faculty adviser shall supervise the student's work in lieu of a
department or committee, and the student's study list must be approved
by him before it will be accepted by the Registrar. The Dean must certify
that the student has completed the requirements of his major before the
degree is granted."
No suitable major is offered in the University of California

!

Why a minimum of nine courses? Why not something lower? 5? 2? None
at all!

—Why a GPA of 3.0? Why not a 2.0? And why not for probation students?
They need individual majors more than anyone!
Who IS the Dean of the College and what are his views? Is he sym-

pathetic to the cause of individualization? feminism? abolition? student
liberation? academic reform?
What kind of 'assistance?" Does "assistance" mean indoctrination?

Who are these faculty advisers and what are their views?

By Rob Meyers
Do students have a voice in the choosing of these advisers?
Who are the members of the "Executive Committee" and are any of

them individualists'' feminists? Are they sympathetic to the cause of
individualization and student liberation?

Who is the Registrar and what are his principles''

The rules related to independent individual studies couirses (199's) are
found on pages 65 and 66 of the Academic Senate Manual, Assembly
Approved Variances, and read as follows:

(A) All special individual studies courses for undergraduate students
are numbered 199. These courses are structured by the instructor an() the_
student at the time they are initiated.

( B) Registration in special studies courses for undergraduates must be
approved by the Chairman of each department or the tt<^d of the duly
constituted interdisciplinary program concerned. This approval must be
based upon a written proposal.

(C) limitations:
)

(1) Enrollment requires the consent of the instructor who is to

supervise the study The applicant shall show that his background is

adequate for the proposed study.

(2) Credit for supervised individual studies in a single term is limited
to a maximum of 8 units. Subject to the provisions of Divisional
Regulation 312, the student may take a 199 course on a Passed/Not
Passed or letter grade basis, but the total number of units allowed in

individual study courses for a letter grade is 16.

(3) At the close of the term, some tangible evidence of work ac-

complfshed, signed by the student and the supervising faculty member,
shall be filed by the department for an appropriate period of time. The
department shall designate the form of the evidence acceptable for this

purpose.

(4) On the advice of the instructor(s) and chairman concerned, the
dean of a student's college or school may authorize exceptions to the
limitations listed.

(Continued on Page IS)

tn ttie minds of many, mod-
em tectinology tias created a
monster.

Ttie computer.
We've atf heard the stories

about people making, say. a $30
purctiase. And ttien being billed

tor $3,000 by ttie computer.
Nonsense.
Ttie danger Is not ttiat ttie

computer makes mistakes, but

ttiat tiuman errors remain uncor-

rected while ttie mactline rolls

on, compounding ttiem.

Computers are literal

minded. Ttiey must be correctly

instructed to tielp us in ttie

solution ot problems. Ttiey do
exactly what they are told. Not
what they ought to have been
told.

The computer is man*s
assistant. Not his replacement.

The unaided human mind
needs help to cope successfully

with the co/nplexity „af our
society.

^,.. Intellectual aids, such as

computers, will not only in-

crease the skill of our minds,

but leave more time for human
creativity by freeing man of bur-

densome routine tasks.

Qo we really believe that

ourachievements in spacecould
have been accomplished with-

out computer assistance?

Do we really believe that we
can function efficiently in our

complex modern environment

without computer assistance?

The answer, of course, is

Obvious.

In truth,
J
the invention of

the computer pan be compared
with the invention of the printing"

press.

Engineers pnga^fed" 7h the

development of computer sys-

tems are convinced that over
the next decade it i^ possible to

develop networks of intercon-

nected computer systems capa-
ble of offering a wide variety of

services to the public.

By necessity, one-way
mass communications — radio,

television—deal with a common
denominator of entertainment.

This situation can be changed
by developing computer-based
systems that offer each indi-

vidual an almost unlimited range
of entertainment and informa-

tion Each individual will select

what he wants, and to how
great a depth he wants to delve

into the areas in which he is

interested.

At his choice of time.

Apply this principle to

education

What it amounts to is mdi-
vidualized instruction. To meet
simultaneously the needs of

many students.

From a practical stand-
point, limits to excellence In

education are almost purely
economic

The computer provides a
solution by performing high
quality instruction for large
numbers of students, economi-

-fally.

Our goal is to make it pos-
sible for a teacher to provide In-

dividual guidance to many stu-

» dents, Instead of. few.

Yet, computer-assisted in-

struction is not a concept which
has been enthusiastically em-
braced by all. There are many
who feel that the computer will

replace teachers.

Not so
This interpretatiori implies

mechanizing, rather than per-

sonalizing, education.

Everywhere'ln our lives is

the effect and promise of the
computer.

Its ability to predict de-
mand makes it possible to

apply the economies of mass
production to a wide variety of

customized products.
It will allow for the use of

a computer terminal device for

greater efficiency in home shop-
ping and much wider diversity

In home entertainment
It can be a safeguard

against the boom and"bust cycle
of our economy.

In short, the computer
means accuracy, efficiency,
progress.

The computer affords us
-itver'way to store knowledge In

a directly usable form— in a way
that permits people to apply It

without having to master it In

detail.

% And \iVithout the concomi-
tant human delays

The computer is indicative

of our present-day technology
-—a technology which has ad-
vanced to such an extent that

man now is capable, literally, of

changing his world
. We must insure that this

technological potential Is

applied for the benefit of all

mankind

To achieve this potential

we will need creative concerned
people

That s where you come in

—you may be planning a career

in industry— if so. you could be
part of our vision of the future

We invtie inquiries through

your College Placement Direc-

tor—he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career

We are an equal opportu-

nity employer

RCil

ARETHEY

<# • A'"%' 9%^ ' wm
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DAVE'S PHOTO SiUVICi
Special Student Rates

PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U WAIT

Phylogrop»>s tof Medical & Nofs.inj Students • I D Coids

by ProlesiiOMoli Doily '<• b • Sui I /* 4

lUVVU W,ls»ii»eBUd Co. yeie. u-i A v.- A( i
.
.^s tr.;,n ^ t-.itMnl riuig -1

'

3 4U.

A^
Language requirement defended

*-

* Would you like to study acting?

* Would you like to spend the summer in Israel?

* You can do both for less than thof cost of a

summer in New York. .

SUMMER THEItTRE WORKSHOP
In ISRAEL - 7 Weeks

Acting classes — Israeli Theatre — Kibbutz living — Tour Israel

Professional -Faculty headed by Jack Davidson
Limited Openings: Write the American Zionist Youth Foundation

515 Pari Avenue, New York. NY 10020 or

Call: 213 666-7672

V

TXI WKjEAi; fKm LIVE WG/WlfALLY'

BACKTOv" •

IFR6SM PRUIT.VECtTI^Es NOT* 0»ifi UIT

COOBIfS

A
— A

r*iK

'»^i^*L»'^»cmc ADDlTlUCb OF '

ANV KIN)0,A«VO

e«esft4fifK|

^SI>SmH

fSTDtET

rne PtoPLt
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Kditor:

There has been much discussion

in the recent past, concerning

reasons and justifications for the

study of foreign languages, both at

UCLA and elsewhere. Some people

have argued that language courses

here have not k)een correlated with

corresponding cultural realities;

others have said that those who are

satisfied to remain monolingual in

this shrinking world of ours are

guilty of "linguistic imperialism".

While there is some truth in these

assertions, their implications

should nevertheless be analyzed.

Why is it necessary that

"linguistic imperialism" be

abolished and language courses be

more relevantly correlated with

the cultural realities of the par-

ticular society whose language is

being studied? Perhaps a specific

case in point will serve, at least

partially, to answer the question.

Previous to World War II, only a

small per centage of the total

American population possessed a

reasonable command of the

Russian language. During the Cold
War years, especially during the

era of Senator Joe McCarthy, all

those too openly professing a

knowledge of the Russian language
or any aspect of Soviet history or

culture were suspect of being
Communist subversives. At that

time, the widespread pppular
opinion in the United States was
that the Soviet Union was far

behind us in its scientific

technological advances, and so the
study of the Russian language was
offered in a limited number of

public schools and universities.

Then in 1957 the Soviets set the first

artificial earth satellite into orbit,

and a crisis mentality immediately
gripped the American public as a

feverish "catch-up-with-the-

Russians" campaign began in

educational institutions across the

country. Today, the study of

Russian is flourishing in the United

States as never before. The im-

plications of this fact become clear

when one observes other languages

which are being studied with in-

creasing frequency. It is no mere
coincidence that, out of all foreign

languages being studied at

educational institutions in the

United States just since World War
II, the more popular are languages

of those nations of significant

potential economic and military

rivalry with the United States.

This fact may serve to raise the

question of the entire raison d'etre

of education in the United States. Is

it the purpose of education to

further scholarship and erudition

as virtuous ends in themselves, or

is its goal to continue Cold War
preparations and thus unwittingly

foster a national crisis mentality?

While nobody can deny the im-

portance of concern for in-

ternational politics, a mature and
scholarly, academic community
must graduate beyond the reliance
on politics and econonwics as
reasons for foreign language and/-
or related area study if it is to

maintain a respected position of

leadership in society at Targe. It

should be seen, for example, that

knowledge of a foreign language
may open doors to new levels of

scholastic erudition in other fields,

or that the language itself offers

fascinatirig possibilities for
linguistic and anthropological as
well as historical investigation. It

is the duty of .our nation's

educational institutions to lead the
American public into new areas of

academic pursuit without
necessarily having the direction of
their curricular expansion dictated
by political considerations. If the
American public is to come out of
the Dark Ages of international
consciousness, political necessities
cannot be permitted to imprison
academic excellence in their
penitentiary of ignorance.

Lawrence K. Marsh
Graduate. Near Eastern

Languages and Uterature

requirement in the College
of

Letters and Science, a brief history
of this vexed question may prove
useful as a basis on which students
may wish to plan for the future

On two separate occasions in the
recent past, proposals to modify
the present requirement of five
quarter courses (or their
equivalent) in one or two
languages (Senate Reg. 458 in
(O) have been brought before the
faculty of the college. On the first

occasion two years ago, the faculty
was asked to vote on a proposed
reduction to three quarter courses
in one language, and a proposal to

let students satisfy the
requirement either by completing
a fifth quarter course in one
language or by passing a reading
examination administered by the
language department. The first

proposal was defeated 237-219; the

second proposal was defeated 236-

215.
....—

^

Editor:

- In response to many requests for
information about a possible
revision of the foreign-language

The second occasion was less

than a year ago at the meeting of

the College faculty June 15, 1970. At
that time the Executive Committee
of the College recommended
adoption of a four-quarter course
requirement to be satisfied in one
of three ways: four quarter
courses (or their equivalent ) in one
language; 3 quarter courses (or

their equivalent) in one language
and one linguistics course; and 2

quarter courses (or their

equivalent) and two linguistics

courses. * After a lengthy, and
generally unproductive discussion

this motion was tabled.

At, the present time it appear^
that a renewed effort is being

mounted to reduce the language
requirement. However, in view of

the fate which befell earlier ef-

forts, it would seem unwise for

anyone to assume that such a

proposal would be passed in the

near future. Certainly, no proposal

could be passed before the deadline

for spring quarter withdrawals. In

any case, if a reduction were
passed by the faculty, or if the

college requirement were com-
pletely abolished, it would simply
mean that the college would leave

the question of language
requirements to the discretion of

individual departments, many of

whom have already indicated that

they would be certain to insist upon
some degree of language
proficiency for their majors.

Edward I. Condren, Secretary

Faculty of the College of

Letters and Science

'Pa*" Advertisement

r

AN '^•«"M^V THE HEUHLE WHO BROUGHT YOU THE RADIO SHOW
THE CREDIBILITY GAP PRESENTS
WOODSCHTICK AND MORE

(-^HAjI.

._»«Slfc.
^DAYS AT OUT. SIX AND ELEVFN PM nu .^. ,^5 ^ p„

The Now Celebration
presents

"DON QUIXOTE"
—a Russian film classic,

directed by Grigory Kozintsev

".
. . Even o free counfry rarely produces a film

so nchly eridowed with spiritual mear^ir^g."

— Brooks Atkinson

Admission — FREE

Sunday Evening, April 4,

5:30 p.m.

Rop session iollows - Popcorn & Soft Drinks

Westwood Presbyterian Church
lUb^:^ Wilshire Blvd. (east and across from

Ship's Restaurant)

Individual

.

.

.

(Continued from Page 13)

(5) Departments may impose addiUoqal limitations on their
supervised individual study courses ...

,

Who are the various chairmen and what are their^views on student
liberation? feminism? abolition? individualization? radical reform*^
What constitutes "acceptable evidence?"

Instead of only 8 and 16 units, why not 16 and 32? or 32 and 64? or
something higher? Why not 180 units of independent study? (Why not
i7,000 independent students studying independently at an independent
University?) What kind of man is the Dean? Is he likely to authorize
exceptions? What are his principles? '

And who or what, on behalf of students, gets to impose limitations on
the power of departments to impose limitations on independent individual

study?

The following is only one example of "additional imposed limitations,"

from rule number five above:

"Application for English 199 ( Special Studies) : These courses are open
only to Senior English majors who have an overall grade point average of

3 25 and who have completed at least six upper division English courses
prior to the quarter in which the special study is undertaken ..."
Why only English majors? Why not anthro or poll sci majors? Why only

seniors? Why are those in lower grades discriminated against? Why a
GPA of 3.25 and six upper division English courses? Why not lower
numbers? (I was told that these rules don't mean that much and are
waived all the time And I was told that professors like to limit the use of

I99's because they are not paid for sponsoring 199's! Clearly, this is

totally unjust. Professors should be paid; these courses deserve top
priority !

)

These are just a few of the rules in the structure that need changing,
immediate changing! Please understand that I am being very critical of

certain rules and not of particular persons. As a matter of fact, the people
in my experience have been very cooperative and have aided in-

dividualization greatly. Nevertheless, I am only one out of 27,000.

The kinds of majors that exist are: departmental, interdepartmental,

and individual majors. The majority of students are "channeled"
through departmental majors. What do you think would happen if , after

all these years, the majority of students suddenly boycotted depart-

4 mental majors and "channeled" theirselves through individual majors?
Teachers would then either have to make their courses relevant-

responsive-interesting-attractive or face the possibility 'of teaching in

empty classrooms! The kinds of courses that exist are: dependent studies

courses and independent studies courses. What do you think would
happen if students enrolled in independent studies courses, satisfying

their oWn educational needs? Teachers could not longer have a vested

interest in ignorance?

Will you do something to help change these rules? Will you do
something to help realize the ideal University?

Lernfreiheit! For student liberation and the liberation of Man.

Friday, April 2, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 1$

mightier

than the

sword.

Letters

should

be typed

triple spaced

with

margins

at

10 and 65.

/a 3ar6era4
RESTAURANT

PIZZA
Open 7 Days

11 AM to 2 AM

^

Bet\A^»«n Barrington and Buody

11813WilshireBlvd GR 8 0123

^^e%-
A/:

L^S^ V

[L[i(aQiiir[pi>q)ii
Nights Tues. Apr. 13 & Wed. Apr.lAsPM

All seats reserved: $6.50. 5.50. 4.50

Available at all Ticketron outlets, Wallich's Music City Stores.

Mutual AgerKies and S M Civic Box Office (393 9961)

rroiliiciJd hv ( l)\r.lRI ASSiKilATIS ^
• ,V .V ( ..1.11.

Dial Help

HELPLINE 825 7646

Columnists

should

apply

at

the

DB.

«>^^•^^»n«H»A

FOR *297 YOUGET

A lOO-Watt
.„:..S^^^v...;;!ii^'.A^a..'{?^,>::-.;

mi

kardon | Receiver

AM/FM Stereo, Blackout Dial,

Already wired for

QUADRAPHONIC
Processor

'"*%tn>i

AND
SL95B

Transcription Turntable
TOP OF THE LINE

•Viscous Damped Cueing

•Synchronous Motor

•Needle - Pivoted, Gimbolled Arm

•Base Dust Cover and

Cartridge included

A 1^ I r^ Two Acoustic Suspension, Two- Way Speokei

/\|nU Systems m Solid Walnut Cabinets

LIST PRICE SOb

All For ^297 (LIMITED QUANTfTY)

COMPLETE STEREO

434 09 ii i

WEST LA

839 2216

VAN NUYS
981-1731

SYSTEMS FROM

CAl JET CHARTERS

Europe 1971
(Australia & ifapan)

"Don't be nrjlsl^d by lov^er prices, investigate first! Fly with our

reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier

before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an
unknown charter airline.^-;

Round Trip— West Coast to Europe
Flighl

•315
'

•117

•115

•118

•251

•119

•316

•317

•134

•135

•125

•222

•319

(86 days)

(83 days)

(42day»J

(72 days)

(90 days)

(68 days)

(9.3 days)

(87 day

(43 doys)

(29 days)

(32 days)

(29 doys)

(30 days)

One
xrfie way
one way
one way
dne woy
one way
one woy

LOS ANGfeLES fo LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

OAKLAND to AMS*€RDAM
AMSTERDAM Id OAKLAND (TIA)

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (TlA)l

OAKLAND to LONDON
'

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TtA)
OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM '

AMSTERDAM to LA /OAKLAND [iW
OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

"

LA/OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKIAND/L A (SAT)

OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (AF A)

OAt<LAND/L.A. to LONDON
LONDON to LA /OAKLAND (BMA)

OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND (AFA)

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

OAKLAND/LA to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to LA /OAKLAND (SAT)

Way- West Coast to Eu
OAKLAND/L.A. lu AMSTERDAMtllA^
OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

OAKLAND/L. A to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

OAKLAND/LA fo AMSTERDAM (AFA)

OAKLAND/L A. to LONDON (BMA)

Iv. Joo« 13

Ret. Sept 6

Lv. June 14

Ret Sept 4

Lv. June 15

Ret. July 26

Lv June 16

Ref Aug. 26

Lv. June I 7

Ret. Sept 14

Lv. June 20
Ret Aug 26

Lv. June 20

Ret Sept 20

lv, JoiM)^22

Ret Sept 1?

Lv June 23

Ret. Aug 3

Lv. July I I

Ret Aug 8

Lv Aug 3

Ret. Sept. 1

Lv. Aug 22

Ret Sept 19

Lv Aug 4

Ret Sept 2

rope
iv. April 25
Lv. June I 7

Lv. June 18

Lv. June 24

Lv Sept 3

Lv Sept 29

One Way — Europe to West Coast
'601

•701

•624

•100

•252

•123

'336

one way
one way
one woy
one way

(80 doys)

(62 days)

(69 days)

V845 (4^(iay>i

C646 (38 days)

LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA) lv Jxjne 2/

LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA) Lv. July 26

LONDON to L A/OAKLAND (BMA) Lv. Aug 24

OAKLAND to NEW YORK (AAL) Lv June 15

New York to London
NEWYORK to LONDON Lv June 18

LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL) Ret Sept 5

NEWYORK to LONDON Lv June 27

LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL) Ret. Aug 27

NEWYORK to LONDON Lv June 25

LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL) Ret Sept I

Special Flights to Japan
l.A /SAN FRANCISCO to TOKYO (Vang) Lv June 19

TOKYO to SAN FRANClSCb/L A Ret Aug 2

LOS ANGELES to TOKYO Lv June 29

TOKYO to LOS ANGELES (C A) " Ret Aug 5

Special Australia Charter $595
Q9I0 (47 days)

(OANTAS)
SAN FRANCISCO to SYDNEY
SYDNEY to SAN FRANCISCO

Lv. June 30

Ret AijjQ 15'

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
•901

•902

I 16 doys) OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERD/ >

AMSTERDAM to LA OAKLAND (TIA)

(16 doys) OAKLAND to NEWYORK
NEWYORK to OAKLi^ND (TiA)

Lv Dec 18

Ret Jon 2

Lv. Dec 18

Ret Jon 2

Pr'trj-

$299

$279

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$289

$279

$299

$259

$289

$139
$179
$179
$179
$139
$139

$149
$165
$165
$85

$189

$189

$189

$399

$399

$595

$lA

These Charter Fitghit or* available only to students, foculty ond staff of the Umver
sity of California, ond members of Iheir in^mediote families.

There ore NO MEMBEISHIF FEE$
All H|ght& vto f eftiti(oti>d oirlinet flying jut et^utpment Cnmpl^nantfif y monk nnd

beveroges served inflight

For Application & fMt^\%»r Inlormofion write:

Col Je* CHorters. 2150 Grmm\ Street. Son Froncisco. Colifornio 94123. or coll

|Areocodel41S 922 1434

\
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To celebrate the openinftf the largest record-tape

store in the known worl&lue Thumb Records and
San Francisco Records aigiving away 4,000 brand
new stereo LPs to U.C. Li Bruins! Bring in this ad
and take your choice ol|ither the San Francisco

All Day Thumb Sucker
ds. Only one record per

Records Sample LP or t)

LP from Blue Thumb Rei

person, please. And youlust bring in this ad. San-
Francisco and Blue Thuf) have only 4,000 LPs to

urry! When they're gone

ecessary!!

give away so you'd bett<

they're gone. No purchas

I*.

r

bankameri MASTER CHARGE

FRE^ Irking
YESi YES

OF THE i

INCLUDING IJ

88CI-SUN0L1- BLVD. Vv £ ARE TWO

ARTISTS ON RECORD:

COLD BLOOD it HAMMER ^ TOWER OF POWER • VICTORIA
DAVID LANNAN

^VERY NITE
[>L MIDNlTEil
P^^J HOLIDAYS I

Jib ^Abi OF WhioKY-A-GO-GO !

!
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EPISCOPALIANS
THIS SUNDAY EVENING

UNIVERSITY EUCHARIST
6 p.m., ^ ChQp*4 ci St AlbcM> s OmicK

across •.-^'^ ^'-^ foctiity C*«*«

followed bv on «rio»^"^ol Supp^^ O* ***^ CSopIo*'^'? ''C%id#fK*-

474 -25 1

6

i

It

*~ ^
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t HARRIS
SLACKS

Ufa DP

TUDinOI

vitk *¥-*' Rf(Hre" Twffl SUdB
•• m

IZJN tJBte

KINKS CONC£:RT—Tiaiets are r>ow an sate for the

Kifiks-Boi Sca99S> cw»cert to be hetd 8:30 p.m.,

Satwrday* A#ri4 ltr«i Pauley Pavilioii . Tkkets »re

t!)
S2, and may be purchased at tt>e Kerckhoff Ticket

Office, (which is now located in Kerckhoff Hall 140,

which used to be the oM post office).

M^V 3reum on. (utnuHis todiu/
Sipeoal Activities

'

The 1972 Ov^D»cs Committee^ is sponsoring a

poster comp. ^ for African Artisk to design an
Otymp^ poster. The deadline for all applications Is

Monday. For information, con>e to Bunche Hall 10244
or call XS»60

SiiP«ps and apphcitiwn are now being taken for
the As»dn American session o^ Unicamp at Campbell
tHall 3232. For iniormatioo call XS3B81.

The follMnng events are taking place today at the
MunafwMal StvAwl Center (ISC), 1023 Hilgard
Ai* E^ifsK cor^vy sat^ classes from n a.m.!
-

"^
- ^^ppy Hour from S-6

pm. .Japanese Corrversation class from 6-7: 30 p.m.;
Amar dance ret«earsal for the kiddie Eastern

from t-ll 30 p.m.
r. a Rctrespectrve Exhibition," 58

will continue on exhibit ttw-ough
Sjnday .^ ti^ Dickson Art Gaiiery . Gallery hours are

- 5 p m Monday-Satjrbay 1-5 p m. Sunday.
IS SI. free to men-^bers of the UCLA Art

•ie**ts and sta" a^ faculty tiere.

Birgr^ Assarsor assirtant head, cultural div'tlion.

^oDer SteDr>ens

dowment for the Arts. Washington, D.C., will lecture

on "Government Support for ttie Arts in Sweden and

in tt»e U.S.A.—A Dialogue" at 3 p.m. today in the

MacGowan Little Theater.

Dah-Teng Jgng, assistant professor of engineering

here, will present a seminar on "Computational

MettK>ds for Gas Film Lubrication Problems" at 4

p>m. today in Boelter 5264.

Meetings

Gay Liberation Front will meet at noon today in

Kerckhoff Hall 400. The Gay Students Conference, to

be held tomorrow at Ca I State Fullerton, will be

discussed.

English Conversation for foreign students wiii also

meet from 11 a.m. -1 p.m. every day in Campbell Hall

1118. Groups also meet from 2-4 p.m. on an in

formational basis.

URA Clubs

The Tennis Club will meet from 2-4 p.m. today on

tt>e South Courts.

The Hapkido Club will nr>€et from 5-6: 30 p.m. today

»n MenrK)rial Activities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will nr>eet from 3-5 p.m. today on

Field 7.

^a^>r*^i>^-> ^_. The Mattia Yoga Club wUI^ meet «t 4KXXi today in.

f*^^:. ^ Women's Gym 200. _ _ ^ ..^
(Continued on Page 16)c*»imr*an. fiational En

\NHO SAYS THREE'S A CROWD'?

MAGGIE
Denhi>>T» Hfiott

[>MGn FOR uvinc
S'

ooa coujfiRD

6-Mayl. 1971

p.
U9CCT\TFI?

X STUDENT TICKETS/ $2.50

laS it Grand Ave
t n D4

1 Ht\n?^

4
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By Susie Hatago
DB Staff Reporter
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An invitational poster contest, open to all full-time un-

dergraduate and graduate students at accredited colleges,

universities and art schools in Southern California, is being

sponsored by the Design for Sharing Committee here.

Competition entries should be consistent with the

philosophy of Design for Sharing which attempts to meet
some of today's needs by distributing free tickets through

over 50 organizations to the program of Fine Arts

I'roduction here. Older persons, who for many reasons

would otherwise be unable to attend, and young people who
never or rarely have such opportunities are the guests at

these performances.

"Those of us who work in the arts can help play a vital

role in lessening the alienation," Mrs. Blanche Wither-

spoon, chairman for the contest, said. 'The performing arts

use schedules

pre-med sessioh

for tomorrow
MEDICUS, pre-med society

here, will be one of. the

organizations participating in the

fifth annual premedical conference

of Southern California to be held at

the use Medical School tomorrow.

The conference is designed to

give premedical students a closer

look at medicine, and to let them
know what medical schools, are

looking for in their applicants.

The conference will begin at 8:30

a.m., with registration at Seaver

Dormitory on the medical center

campus, located at t%9 Zoilal

Avenue, and will last the entire

day.
•

The conference will include a

tour of the USC Medical School and
the Los Angeles County-USC
Medical Center, with presentations

by the coronary care unit, chronic

hemodialysis unit and other

departments. Lunch will be

provided, afterwhich there will be

a general meeting with a question

and answer period by Dr. Robert
Earl, assistant dean of UC Irvine

Medical School ; Dr. Martin Pops,

assistant dean of UCLA Medical

School; Dr. Paul Friedman,
assistant dean of UC San Diego
Medical School; and Dr. Daniel

Ivler, associate dean of USC
Medical School.

The cost of the conference will be

$3 each. For reservations, call 747-

_3Q93 or 746-7128. _ -

- ''

.

can help to unlock the individual creative impulses we all

have — they can help to actiieve a sense of human pride
and self-esteem. Through the arts we learn how to com-
municate with each other.

Universal

"The arts offer a universal language and play an im-
portant role in creating a sense of belonging to a larger
community," she noted. They aid in closing the gap bet-

ween people of all ages, colors, tastes, talents, needs and
backgrounds."

Prizes include a $500 Judith S. Thomas Foundation
Award, a $250 Design for Sharing Committee Award and
three honorable mention gift certificates from Michael's
art supplies (Westwood ) , in $100, $75 and $^ categories.

Applications are available from Mrs. Witherspoon in

Murphy Hall B324 or by calling x51140. They must be
received no later that«\pril 23 and should be sent or brought
to her.

' Posters must k)e received at 405 Hilgard Ave., Loa
Angeles 90024, in her care, no later tlian 5 p.m. Tuesday,
May 11.

Sixe

Poster size should be 30x40 inches. Any medium may be

used in preparation of the entry. All entries become the

property of the Design for Sharing Committee and may be

used for reproduction, exhibition and promotion.

Contest judges include artist and graphic designer Saul

Bass; architect Quincy Jones; creative designer and co-

founder of Carson Roberts advertising agency, Jack
Roberts; Henry Seldis, art editor of the Los Angeles Times
and Mary B. Sheridan, Times Woman of the Year and
director of Sheridan-Solon and Associates graphics design

agency.

The panel will select winning entries best portraying the

Design for Sharing theme, originality and t^rtistic merit

For further information, contact Mrs. Witherspoon at x5-

114Q.

THE GREAT SOUNDS ON
ATLANTIC •ATCO*COTILUON

uiopd/to<k Ittio
3«i'*-rcoasiw>f.-

^. *
...

M

i,*-
'm.

CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG
FOUR WAY STREET

Atlantic SO 2-902 (Two LP Set)

WOODSTOCK TWO
Cotillion SO 2-400 (Two LP Set)

DAVID CROSBY

IF I COULD ONLY REMEMBER MY NAME
Atlantic SO 7203

^CJ^

'^
Ts-

«%Wm^H^ -m

HfHil^i THiHt i ALWAYS
A^ SALE IN i»l«00flESS

'

y» LOWEST HELMET FfUCit ANVWHIRi
StXCEEO U.S.A.S.I. Z-M.t tTAMOAIIOt

l-ROM $11.9'

12010 W. PICO tLVD.,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. SOOM

PHONE TODAY (213)47M3§3

KING CRIMSON

LIZARD

Atlantic SD 8278

CACTUS
OM WAY>..Oa AN<m««

ALEX TAYLOR

WITH FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS

Capricorn SD 860

KATE TAYLOR

SISTER KATE

Cotillion SD 9045

CACTUS

ONE WAY . . . OR ANOTHER

Atco SD 33 356

DELANEY& BONNIE

MOTEL SHOT

Atco SD 33 358

HERBIE MANN
MEMPHIS TWO STEP

Embryo SO 531

On Records & Tapes (Tapes Distributed by Ampex)

Send for FREE Catalog: 1841 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10023

DONATION REQUESTED Hedonids presents Social Welfor* 147

Creator of lo S»ro«*o, Th« WKif* SK*ili. 8'^.

Jwlt«( ol tK« Spoilt, nnd Sotyricon, Fredonco

F«llmi conitdvrs LA OOiCE VITA (19^1)

HtS GREATEST WORK One oi ih« 'top 10

film daisies of oil »tm»," fiis masterpiece is

;a commenfory on o lost generation in o

decodent civilixotion. Atmtwt ••• fifm for all

Fellini Fans

2 shows each night at 7:00 & 10:00 Fri. April 2 Sat. April 3

. . t""!

m
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MWWom«n > p/^RTJIME
5-9 PM $80 wk M-F

1 2 sharp men/women desperately needed for immetfiate openings

in advertising - soles department. Miss Heldman, 870-6358.

1 2-5 PM.

O'Mahony's
OLD COUNTRY LOUNGE

ENTERTAINMENT FRIDAY & SAT NIGHT

Now Appearing: | Hq | RIO
ALl'wELL DRINKS: 75c

2029 Main St.. Santa AAonica 399-9807

(2 Blocks South o* Pico on Moin Street)

f

i, bag s^ hair floodies . etc

.

come visit our new ioocceisoWlc locafion:
detf in the ollec^ ^e^ind Jeans Wc<f4>Conte4Mro

IIIO GAYLEYAVe. W£STWCX)p • 473 9S^9

III

>(Pald Advertise mrnO

ISC-Weekly Schedule

for the Spring Quarter
,Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
4*

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

closed evenings

English Conversation classes daily 1 l:00an>
1:00pm ^ .

^^^^
___.

.,

Conversation Classes -check other ISC ad
for listings

Modern Dance - 7:30 pn\ No charge.

Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad
for listings

International Film Series- 8:00 pmNorharge
check ISC listings In other ad
Drama Supplement - 7:30 pm "Movement &
Sound: A Means to Communicate" taught
by Jon Acevski.

Seminar - 7:00 pm "Everything You've Al-

ways Wanted to Know About Visiting a
Foreign Country But Were Afraid to Ask"
see DB article

Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad
for listings .Z

Rap Sessions - Begin April 15 to Include
speakers such as Lou Ashe of Belli and
Ashe, Attorneys-at-Law; Joel Rogosin, Pro-
ducer at Universal Studios; Dr. Chiapelll,
expert of Machlavelli literature; Zubln-Mehta,
conductor LA. PhilharnDnIc Orchestra and
many others. 8:00 pm
Seminar - 7:00 pm"Estranged InAStrange
Land"

Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad
for listings

Happy Hour - 5:00 pm Join us for wine and
cheese. . .the international way of ending
a long week.
Folk Dancing - 8:00 pm Learn through par-
ticipation. No charge.

Ballroom Dancing - 1:00 pm Teachers and
learners: Refresh your abilities in the ol'

cha-cha or waltz. Sign up at ISC reception
desk.

Dance sponsored by INAMORATO - 9:00 pm
2:00 am Live band , refreshments - $2 guys/
$1.50 gals.

*

Rehearsal for AMAN - 1:00 pm5:00 pm
Rehearsal for Song of Earth Chorale - 2:00-
6:00 pm
ISC Performing Musicians - Audition and re-
hearsal 2:00 pm Bring your Instruments.
NO EXIT by Jean- Paul Sartre - performed
at 7:30 pm Tickets at ISC $2.50. Foreign
students free entry - must sign-up at ISC
reception desk.

inte rnatk-.al Student Cente r

1023 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood/477- 4587

PLEASE HELP
Community Sen/ices Resource Center

This advertisement is organized by ttie Community Services Resource Center and Is supported by

SLC and tt>e Programs and Activities Office. For more information on any of ihese positions see

Cathy Hanan after 2 p.m. in Kerckhoff Hall 309 or call 825 7368 after 2 p.m. Monday ttirough Friday.

Community Need
• AAales are needed to supervise 8 to 12 year old

boys in weekend camping and ott>er recreational

activities.

• The EYOA is seeking interested students to

help the poor in a variety of ways.
• Be a big brother as well as a tutor to an 1 1 year

old bov in W I. .A.

• Students are needed with an interest in

working on an environmental magazine.
• One or two students are needed to do research

for a public relations firm on the campaign for

community college board of trustees.

• Be a teactters aide or a seminar leader at a

nearby high school. All subjects included,

special emphasis on social studies.

• Volunteers needed to work with Ex-Helps

youth drop-in house in Santa Monica. Group
counseling, telephone counseling, or drug
counseling experience needed.

Educational Projects
• Tutors wanted to work in Watts area
elementary school. Hours open. Minimum of any
two days of the week. Some experience will tielp.

Meeting: Monday, April 5, in Bunctie Hall 1209B
at 3:00 p.m.

Campus Need
• Students are needed with a proficiency in any
subject who can tutor free of ctiarge or at a
reduced raie. Tutees will l>e UCLA students who
cannot afford standard tutoring fees.

Available Resources

Requirements
• Interest in chikJren; time.

• Willingness to help.

• Tutoring ability in history, spelling, and math.

• Interest in ecology & journalism.

• No salary Is available but an expense account

may be provided.

• Teaching ability & interest

• Transportation to Santa Monica.

Credit Available
• Possible 199 credit

Requirements
• Tutoring ability in any University level sub
ject, especially foreign languages.

• Tutoring help is available in Engineering/
French, Spanish and Math.

oocibeoooobocooooooooooooooooooooooboooeoeoc

Social dub to sponsor dance at ISC tomorrow
The Inamarato presents "Willie Boy and his

Comrades" from 9p.m.-2a.m. Saturday at the In-

ternational Students Center.

Inamarato is a membership-social club that is

geared to college students "who enjoy social and
cultural life," according to a club representative.
The International Brotherhood Band Vill be

featured. It was the first group of its kind to play at

the Monterey Jazz Festival last summer.
There-will also be a dance contest held and a door

prize given out. Refreshments will be served.

Admission is $1 for members. Tickets for male
guests are $2; for female guests, $1.50. For further

information call 876-7Jr4, Ext. 308, or 879-0623.

Announcing

FREE
the

JEW AS HUMAN BEING
MEETINGS

r
First meeting: Tuesday, April 6
Time: 7:30 PM
Place: Hillel Lower Lounge,

900 Hilgard Avenue

Suceeding meetings will be arranged
at times and places which fit the needs
and desires ol each section.

JEWISH
NOh4-MEETINGS

Shobbat services, including communal
meals, music, and dance, will be de-
veloped at the hocnes of students and
faculty. Announcements will be made
weekly as to the location of the Free
Jew U Shabbat. Other celebrations will

be created as the muse (or neshama)
inspires.

-BUBERIAN HASIDJC-ZEN

JEWISH-WESTERN LAW
ETHNIC MINORITIES

JEWISH LIFESTYLES

YIDDISH and CULTUR

ANTISEMITISM

SYNAGOGUES? ?

UNIVEJSITY
ZIONISM

'• .1. f

-ij V^" *i^
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Classical guitarist Lorimer to perform here
By Ivan Gerson
DB Staff Writer

Classical guitarist Michael Lorimer will play a varied

selection of music at 8:30 p.m..;Sunday in Royce Hall.

Tickets are $2.75 on up and $2 for students, available at

the door.

Lorimer's program includes works by Dowland,
Couperin, J.S. Bach, Turina, VUla-Lobos, Tarrega, Sor!

Ohana and Alberiz.

Three composers' works to be performed are tran-

scriptions or derivations from music for other instruments.

The "Pavan and Galliard" by Dowland originally were
intended for lute by the composer, one of the Elizabethan

period's greatest virtuosos of the instrument.

The "Pavan" is the first of seven 'Passionate Pavans,' all

based on the theme of Dowland's lute song "Flow, My
Teares." The "Galliard" is based on one of Dowland's lute

songs "If My complaints."

The "Tombeau of Blanchrocher" was written by Louis

Couperin for harpsichord.

Intended
'

J. S. Bach's "FYelude, Fugue and Allegro" was probably

intended for the lautenwerke or lautenclavicymbel, a

harpsichord with gut strings making it sound Hke a lute.

The 24-year-old Lorimer was born in Chicago, Illinois, but

brought up in the Los Angeles area. He began his guitar

playing when he was about ten as a result of a night class in

"thte instrument taken by his father at Beverly Hills high

school.

"I was fascinated by the sounds of the guitar and harp-

sichord as a kid, but when I heard my father's record of

Segovia, I had to play guitar.

Lorimer first gave a solo recital at age 14 at a municipal

park. At age 15 he began making his own transcriptions

because of the dearth of classical guitar music. By age 17 he

was studying with his idol Andres Segovia.

Last in series

Bathroom tour continues:

South Campus reviewed
By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

(F^ditor's Note: For those of you who remember way back in fall quarter, we ran a'series of 'ar-

ticles on women's bathrooms on campus, and then began a series on men's Johns. This, at long
last, is the final arUcle in that series. For those of you who don't rememl>er the other two parts,

well, they were a lot like this one.)

For some of us, the first two installments of the campus restroom tour

just won't be enough. The true restroom connoisseur will go over the

campus high and low in search of places to go.

For some students, it is a world apart, a never-never land of

microscopes, test tubes and computers. Others have found a home here.

We'll start in fairly common territory, with Moore Hall, at the top of

Bruin Walk. Room 141 is like the done in the same old batterred gray
marble style as the one on the ground floor of Powell library. One staU

door is off at the hinges.

One flight up, and we come to room 241, which is exactly the same as

141 without the 30 years of wear and tear.

Wartime priorities

Across the street is one of the few remaining marks of wartime
priorities, the Placement Center. Within the administrative part of this

gray claptx>ard building there is no place to go, so you need to move next

door, where the interviews are given into room 118.

This is the only place on campus that doesn't have that restroomy look

to it. The space was clearly intended to be used for something else.

Needless to say there is no grafitti on the walls. - —
The first of the large science buildings is in back of the center, Knudson

Hall. There is one place per floor, all with the suffix 163. The only room
with any wall-writing is 1-163, but that shouldn't hold anyone back, as

some people took the time to add their own paranoia with comments to

the "In Case of Emergency" Civil Defense handbills by the stairway^.

They are worth reading.

(Continued on Page 24)

HiL^COUINCiL
900 Hilgard Avenire

474-1531

PASSOVER
CELEBRATION

^njoy a Kosher L'Pesach Banquet -

Hillel will conduct the Second Seder,

Saturday, April 10

^^ will also be serving Passover meals during the

vv-c-ek - Please make your reservciliuns by April 7.

"'^'"^-^mummimimmm^- .¥S»;,

Lorimer's nicknameis "Tiger." "A friend of mine gave it

to me in the second grade. I had a lot of frockles, and he
probably meant "Leopard," but the name has stuck," he
said.

When asked alx)ut audiences, Lorimer, wtio is a guitar

instructor at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music and
at UC Berkeley, noted, "I like young audiences, especially

the ones at Berkeley.

"They wear all kinds of clothes and come just to hear the

music. I used to be known as a pre-hippie hippie l)ecause I

wore whatever I happened to put on. But I've found that if

you do that, it usually takes the audience lialf the concert to

adjust to your dress."

Asked about drugs, he said, "They've never interested

me.

Meditation

For Lorimer meditation seems to offer the gateway to

greater understanding of life, to greater awareness and
through this awareness to a clearer view of the world.
Lorimer practices transcendental meditation^ as taught

by the Maharashi Mahesh Yogi, about twenty minutes each
day.

He spoke of levels of consciousness and the ultimate
freedom from tensions that hamper understanding.
He said, "The world will need many holy men in the next

few years.

Technology

"Technology has gone far beyond man's capacity to use if

for good. Holy men do not surround educated men, today.
We need men with God in their hearts to guide us.

"

When asked if meditation has helped his guitar playing,
he said, "I don't attribute anything in that direction.

"My playing has improved through the years and I listen

to all kinds of music That helos some," he explained.

.(Paid Advertise ni'ent).

CHRIST DIED FOR YOU!
will YOU answer?

Sun 10:00 A.M. Morning worship and coffee

Maundy Thurs. 7:00 p.m. Holy Communion -

Good Friday. 7:00 p.m. "Way of the Cross"

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 StrotKmor* Drivo, Lot Angolos, California 90024

Amot A. Schmidt, Potior (213) 47a-9579
Sorving tKo camput community at tho Univortity of Cdiifornia at Lot Angol^t.

^m

"A memorable, tieart-warming 90 minute% . .

."

**Who would believe history could be
so entertaining and enligtitening?"

"I hope you will replay your special so our parents
might have the opportunity to see it." -

THE PEOPLE SAID IT ALL

!

When it ran before, a

flood of letters and
telegrams came pouring

in almost the moment
"Swing Out Sweet Land''

was over.

We've printed a few

typical comments above,

partly to remind you
how special the show
was, but mostly to

make sure you're

watching again when . .

f^ f f% I k .• J"
1 * .^

4 MM^' f *

tlt^

±^'''
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i f At f 1 I
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^

IN "SWING OUT SWEET LAND »»

Thi*r<?f!?iv ^ ril8 8:5y if !

(Check for local time and station)
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ANMEUSER BUSCM INC . ST lOUIS
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People stomp their feet, clap
their hands and shout their heads
off on Johnny Winter's new live
album with an intensity you won't
hear on other live albums.
~ And with good reasoin Johnny
Winter And's performance on those
nights was some of the rockin'est
music ever played.

About the greatest tribute a
group can receive can be heard on
this album.

Except for maybe bringing
their music into your home.

'
1*<M'*'

; ^ ^^ »lii. mtt^

MUSIC OF OUR TIME ¥U HE MUSl^ ' i» I /"^ 1 ^ I

-f^^

SEE JOHNNY WINTER AT THE SANTA MONICA CIVIC AUDIT .UM THIS MONDAY, APRIL 5th

*« wrwLn;%om.n
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TICKET INFO
A weekly rundown on the status
of $1 tickets, on sale to UCLA
students only in the Kerkrhnff
Hall Ticket Office.

$1 TICKETS

ON SALE MONDAY

MASTER'S CONCERT — Carole Long is the choreographer for
"Shadows and Aspirations/' a Master's Thesis Concert in Dance to be
given as a {oint effort between the University and the Inner City Cultural
Center at g:30 p m. Sunday at the Inner City Theatre. General admission
is $1.50; students. $1. Tickets may be obtained at the Concert Ticket
OHice, loesi Le Conte, or at the Inner City Ticket Office, 1030 S. New
Hampshire.

Brew'n . .

.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-

-3:30 p.m. today in AAemorlal Ac-
tivities Center B 146.

The Karate Club will meet from
5 7 p.m. today in Women's Gym
200.

The Kenpo Club will meet at

noon today in Menr>orial Activities

-Center B 146;

Special Activities

"Sparries in the Piklerpips/' a
theater production designed for

children in grades one through six,

will t>e presentedwt 10 a.m. and 2

p.m. tomorrow, and at 1 and 3:30
p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $2
(adults), and $1.50 (children).

Classical guitarist Michael
Lormier will perform a concert
featuring the works of Dowland,
Couperin, Bach, and several Latin
composers, at 8:30 p.m. Sunday in

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets
^re $5, $4.25, $3.50, $2.75, and $2
(students).

iContinued oji Page 26)

BUCKMINSTER

FULLER
ON \-

SPACESHIP

EARTH
"^"T^acia^iw^i^

the Worfd "Fremlere ot the "uncut ver
sion (100 minutes) of a film by

ROBERT SNYDER
architect, engineer, inventor, auttx>r scientist, teacher,
philosopher R. "Buckminster (Bucky) Fuller, "the
Leonordo Am Vinci of our time" (Marshall McLuhan)

APRIL 17, 8:30 & 11:00 PM
' ROYdHALL

—-^^If it hadrftbeen for the waten'
wcU havehe&\ just another pretty face.

Im p, H m^*

ISC PERF0RMIN6

MUSICUNS
Audition and Rehearsal on
Sunday, April A, 2:00 p.nn.

"bring your instruments

International Student Center,

1023 Hilgord

ni ft ;^ii^ H W SAI 8 4 IU:JU

"irrni Mu»t>csc' autno<

JCIES FEIFFERS

4'

e
?±^iS3

|XCF?l:riAiiM( Y FUNNY

If "I'^-^i T^ DISCCDISCOUNTI
I

I

^ *

We found this old tray in the attic the other day. It's one of those things that

make you wonder how you ever managed to get where you are. We have to give full credit

to our water: the naturally-perfeOt brewing water of Tlimwater, Washington.

We certainly didn't get where we are because of our hard-hitting advertising trays.

stop m and help us celebrate 75 Years in the Same Location Oiympia Brewing Company.Turowatec.W—h. 8 to 4:30 every day. *Oiy *^

I

.JM
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More bathrooms toured

.

(Continued from P^e 21)

If you've wondered how the

campus can accommodate 27,000

students, part of the answer can be

found next to the inverted fountain.

The psychology building, Franz

Hall, is actually one old brick and

two modern cement buildings.

These connect over to the Geology

Building, which is also in the same

structure with Slichter Hall and

Young Hall.

Perky

There are five restrooms in the

modern one fo the left, in C521,

A521, 1634, 2524, 4521, and 8521, all

done up in a perky white and blue

that almost jumps out at you. But

this avoids the main annoyance of

being there: the layout of them
makes no sense, to say nothing of

not having any place on floors 5, 6

and 7. As you wander down the hall

in search of one, you can't help but

wonder if this is some sort of

massive joke being played on you

by the psych experimenters who
inhabit the building.

In the middle part, there are

three places, all the same B274.

1274 and 3274 The high point here

is in a psych experiment signup

room. A260A, whose walls are

covered with grafitti without the

distractions of a restroom

The old Franz Hall building has

two dull brown places, with marble

walls and wooden stall doors, in A-

184 and 2160 Additionally, if ywi

get you're kicks from taking part

in illegal actions. Franz Hall is tiie

place to be. It is to be used bv staff

members only Wlielher you conie

in contact with any potty patrol or

not, it may not be worth your time,

as the insides are exactly the

as the other two

-4Dverall, the graffiti is

existent.

X. Courtyard

Next stop is, past that big open

courtyard into the right side, which

is now called Young Hall, formerly

the Chemistry building Don't be

bothered by the smells en\anating

from the halls here, as this is

where the Chem labs are located

The education received here is

no more evident than in the two

Urge piaces on ihe first and second

^noors. 1057 and 2057 The quantity

of grafTitti has been nu^tched only

bv the Diatton art center studcnte^

but sadlv only la llwse t«« places

in the Chen \mMm ^^>«^ *^
plenty oC other ^ots M«, »IIA,

MOT, mSS. 5iSlS JAd 6t«?, «<»ch is

<tf the citMwert t*li^es on

and

ij^ not fibe the at-

Aside fnMK tiie 9cieiice

jd wortL. UKre are

ftre ottVBSbers. gas

signs,

to make you

of iosi flOBfi to the

ORGANIC CLEANER

BDSIC

CAU AFTER 6 p.m.- 826-7300
SHAKLEE PRODUCTS

(?/;e/;//;^ OFF TtlE BOLT
May /... Fabrics 'n Fun Things

SALES -

HELP

WANTED
must be able

to sew

CALL FOR

APPOINTMENT

278-5429
2011 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
2 Blocks South of Santa Monica Blvd.

In partkular, 5313 is to be

avoided, due to a sign 8 feet away
on 5318 that reads Warning: Toxic

vapors may be emitted from fume
exhaust duct at any time."

If It seems that the large number
of restrooms m the Chemistry

building is a case in overkill, the

next part of the structure, Slichter

Hall ^ Space Sciences), offers an

easy remeday: there is one
restroom for the entire five floors.

Reeks
This spot is in 3840. It's very

small and dark and reeks of cigar

smoke. The building itself is on

Hilgard Ave , facing Parking
Structure 2.

Next in the same complex is the

Geology building, with the simple

compromise of one restroom per

floor. 1690 in the basement with

some North Campus TA's and 2690

are nicely decorated in light purple

and warm red tile. 3664, 4664 and
5664 are similar to the places in the

Chemistry building without the

sanjie depressing atmosphere in

the halls.

Across the Science- Quad is

another mammouth complex—the
Engineering and Math-Science
buildings. There are plepty of

restrooms, but the bdflding Ss so

large that this turns |6ut not to be an
advantage. You can walk for miles
in the corridors and not find any
place, unless you already know
where a spot is.

The interiors of the Engineering
buildings are very clean and the
restrooms follow suit. On the East
sidcv you have 2269 among the
boilers and pipes of the building,

3269, 4271, 5269 and 7269. From the
fourth floor up, there's a nice view
down on a sort of tropical plant
courtyard at ground level. No one
is ever there, however.

\
On the north side there is a large

room on each floor, all are suffixed
with '754", while on the South side
each are pretty much alike. These
are: 1553, 2553, 3557, 5559, 6559, and
7559. Grafitti, engineer-sty1ef=

i

..'

-*"'

KOREAN CONCERT—Lee Dong Youp will direct a concert featuring the

music, song and dance of Korea to be held at 8 p.m. Sunday In Schoenberg
Hall 1325. A group of 15 musicians and dancers will perform in this con-

cert, which will include folk opera, court dancing and a 16th century
''Drum Dance." Before the concert, there will be a tour of antique in-

struments in Schoenberg Hall 1230.

appears on the fourth and fifth

floors, and is among the best on
campus.

Used
It should be noted that 5269 gets

used by a lot of people and not only

smells but sometimes has water all

over the floor. Hardly the place to

stop and relax. *
The Math-Science building is

slightly older, and it has the added
convenience of giving a list of its

restrooms on the building direc-

tory. 4211 is poorly lit; 6209's door
says that only the faculty may use
the room. I found that it is exactly
like any other and again if you get
your kicks doing illegal acts, it is

no trouble to get in.

7205 is designed in a blood red on
brown and 8207 is just a little bit

away from the planetarium,
weather devices and radar
equipment, making it probably the

safest restroom on campus, but

there isn't any grafitti to be found.

Engineering 1 is tucked away
behind this complex and at the side

of the Ackerman Union. As the

final stop on our tour, its restrooms

more or less epitomize the UCLA
restroom: dull brown or green, a

little dingy an() lacking in any

creativity on the walls. They are

located in 1165, 2163, 3163, which

has a huge anteroom, and 4163.

Recognition

All that needs to be said is which

of all the restrooms deserve

special recognition. First, the

Royal Flush:
'~

1. Ackerman Union 3508-B:

Clean, qujet and with plenty of

stalls, probably more than

anywhere else.

2. Kerckhoff 211: an old-style

comfortable place.

(Contiuued on Page 26)
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Warner Bros

To prove it we're gonna se

you all the records on the
Reprise

foil owing labels

WN NOmiSON

HDEET CHOIR
IM~ niuiv iurv TV

i

r

at the low price

of $2.56 per disc
I'

($5.98 list price

slightly higher)

'4

i

Atlantic
igT—rWii, miM La t-^a^JK—

(ZEGffi!)

2YEA(2!)On

Cotfllion
.. ...^.uu4:Mi^mi^^^iM

i

Elektra

"

y^"" v ' « " r

THF RASTAI

S

SEARCH AND NEARNESS

m

While you're

in our store look around

Check our everyday low prices

on rock, folk, & blues LPls,

K

per disc

$5.98 list prke

sligKHy higher _-"''

OFFER ENDS MAY 1

You'll see what we mean when we say

DO-RE-MI saves you real bread

RANCNe PMHC
1066S W. Pice tlvd.

Lot AngelM, Com. M064
879-2 1M • 47f-SM3

INC.

MINTWOOD SCHMM
11631 Son Vicente Blvd.

les AngdM, Calif. 90049

OPEN 7 DAYS

- - nth
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ART EXHIBIT— A sculpture exhibit by Walter Balas It now on display in

the Kerckhoff Hall Second Floor Gallery through April 10. Balas has

studied In Warsaw, taught graphic arts, and now lives in Los Angeles. His

works include all phases of decorative art, and have been collected in

Europe, Canada and the U.S.'

[Paid Advertise me nO

INCOME TAX
Flesner& Cook Flesner & Cook

I

SERVICF

$gup

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA sftudents, faculty, staff.

Fast Professional Service

1101 Gay ley Ave. Westwood Village 886-7475
By Appointmenf Only 473-8127

. .•.•XOWK-X"'- ".v.-'.-.'.'iXv.-.

,

iV.

Sat. Apr. 24 spm
at the Fabulous

Manchester & Prairie in Inglewood
All seats reserved $6.50, 5.50/4.50, 3.50

(locludtt 2%c municipal admittiont tan)

Tickets available at Forum Box Office (674-6000).
All Ticketron Outlets including Sears. May Co., Bul-
lock's, Broadway , Harris & Frank or call 21 3-878-221

1

for Ticketron" Outlet nearest fOu.

rr«Klm;rd hy (OM IKI Xss(H;|.\n> ..

Environmental

internships

now available
By Rick Kwan

DB Science Editor

An attempt to place students in

environmental internships this

summer is being made by the

Office of Environmental Studies

(OES) here, in Kerckhoff Hall 409.

The effort is headed by Ross Bates,

assistant director of OES for the

internship program. As presently

envisioned, four or five students

will be selected to pursue work in

various governmental and con-

servation-minded organizations.

Applications for internships are

ayailable from OES and are due

April 9.

Bates and other OES volunteers

have contacted several such
organizations, and have received

positive responses from many. The
following are examples of the

organizations which have ex-

pressed interest in the program
and their respective job descrip-

tions :

Environmental Quality Study
Council, Sacramento— perform

research for a final report of policy

recommendations to the governor

and state legislature.

Environmental Protection
Agency, San Francisco— act as a

research assistant in one of the

administative offices for the' San
Francisco office (Pacific South-

west regional EPA headquarters).

Sierra Club, San Francisco-
pursue a project you are already

working on under the auspiciesW
the club.

Sierra Club, Sacramento-
compile data for the Sierra Club
lobbyist on air pollution, power-

Brew'n . .

.

(Continued from Page 23)

The following events are taking

place at the International Student

Center (ISC), 1023 Hilgard Ave.,

ballroom dancing from 1-5 p.m.
tomorrow, the Aman folk dance
performance group will rehearse
from 1-5 p.m. Sunday, the Song of

the Earth Chorale will rehearse
from 3:30-6 p.m., and the ISC
Orchestra will rehearse at 2 p.m.
Sunday.

URA Clubs

The Soccer Club will meet at 10

a.m. tomorrow on Soccer Field.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will

meet from 2-10 p.m. Sunday in

Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.
~'

'LA DOLCE VITA'— Hedonics film society will present two showings of

'Ta Dolce Vita/'' starri-ng Lex Barker, Marcello Mastroianni and Anita
Eckberg, at 7 and 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday in Social Welfare 147.

plant siting, coastal management,
environmental education, off-road

vehicles and class action suits.

Planning and Conservation
Leag^^, Sacramento— observe
legislative hearings, keep records

of voting trends, and research the

implications of such trends.

Asked what kind of applicants

OES is looking for, one volunteer
responded . that they are,

"People interested enough in

environment to want to spend a
whole summer doing something
about it without getting any sub-

stantial remuneration." About
$200-250 will be available to each of

the interns.

Education (WICHE) about the

environmental internship concept.

WICHE itself is funded by the

Economic Development Ad-
ministration, under the U.S.

Department of Commerce. To
date, the program has been co-

sponsored by WICHE, wl^ch has

been providing OES with in-

formation based on its previous

experience with similar programs.

Selected interns will be writing

interim and final reports which
will be published by WICHE. It is

expected that the reports will also

be of value to QES. Under present

plan, the interns will be awarded
most of their payntients at the

beginning of their appointments.
OES was originally approached However, a significant portion of

last October by the Western In- the sums will be held back until the

terstate Commission for Higher final reports are submitted.

rooms
(Continued from Page 24)

3. Dickson 2284 et al: high-qualil|' wall scrawls.
4. Schoenberg 306: unique—has all kinds of noise and a shower.
5. Knudson 1-163: everything a restroom should be—clean, well-lit,

convenient and possessing good grafitti.

the losers have~tolnclude: ^'

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet 1. Engineering 5269: oVerused and undercleaned.
atl O a,m.$undayin_Women^st^ynL_^2. Men's Gym 115: uncomfortable.

! „ -
^-

~^
3. Powell Library basement : Since it is the onTy place in the building, it

The Karate Club will meet at 10

a.m. Sunday in Men's Gym 200.

The Soccer Club will meet at 10

a.m. Sunday on the soccer field.

The Cricket Club will meet at 10

a.m. Sunday on South Field.

too gets overused. Just filthy.

4. Franz Hall : all of them are hard to find. '

5. Chemistry 5313: toxic fumes? No. thank you.
I can't think of too much more to be said about UCLA restrooms.
For all you true fans of the flush, happy hunting in the Med Center. I'm

not sorry to leave it out.

Hasseling Your Way Through UCLA? ?

Can't Find Your Way Through the Maze?
Got Questions You Need Answering? ?

VISIT US at the CAMPUS SERVICES CENTER
.^ T

Level
1 Ackerman Union or Coll Us ot (82) 53740

(rumor has it that HUMANS can be found there)

W» olf«r information and attittanc* regarding:

Campus Programs, Recreotional AHairs. Careers, Job Placemerit, Housing, Foreign StudentProblems, Student Health, Financial Aids Vrt^ran. M.u. ,.,„ n.,.<, ,u„ t.^.^. K,T.lSer vices, the Colleges, the Omh '^""'"''"9

Other Campus Services.
^" ' '""^''' ^**9»straTion

M w« do no* know tK« answer to your qw;;„.on wo will holp you find H.

BEER. A BUCK A PITCHER,

Beginning this Friday & Soturday, Gulliver's offers you o frothy pitcher of beer
(Coors light or Schlitz dork) for only a bock. Not only ore we offering
Lilliputian prices for gigantic thirsts, but greot entertainment as well.

This weekend. Carolyn Coy (UCLA - AKO) will be premiering at Gulliver's and
filling the old oak tavern with her folk vocals and guitar renditions There'll be a
cover charge of 50< for the latecomers (after 9pm). so be here early. . .and beot
the capitalist, at their own gome. Stop by. You'll like what you see And hear

flit |>% ^t*^

2260 We««wood Uvd.

(o midgef s step sowtKof Olympic)

By David McNary
DB Campus-Sports Writer

Nothing from the Daily Trojans'

bag of tricks could save them from

their worst baslcetball loss in

Pauley Pavilion — a 3-0 romp by

the girls of the Daily Bruin — as

the pT's smaclced into the pure

raw-guts power of the vengeful

Bruins and thudded resoundingly

to defeat in an undertime game
held March 12

"It was no sweat," said Sunbeam
Dotseth, the game's top scorer

with two points. (This was her
career high.) **We practiced
against those offenses for weeks
before. It was a team effort."

Acting Head Coach Jerry
"Mercury" Morris explained the

lopsided ^ictory, (since Head
V^oach Martin Rips neglected to

attend the five-minute game) *The
team really wanted thki one. They
were really up for the game; you
know, high on sports, not drugs."

> Morris and his two assistants

Kenn **Bull Durham" Guernsey
and "Depraved Dave" McNary
were resplendent in denims, shirts,

socks and tennis shoes. The girls

looked nice, too.

Both tenacious defense and
aggressive offense won this tilt for

the Bruins. Sue *'The Stud"
Cochran was responsible for the

team's constant penetration into

the inner perimeter. That
manuever gave the Bruins their

first point, as Cochran stole the

ball, put up a fine hip-shoulder-

head-and-pelvis fake on two
startled Trojans and fed the ball to

the Big Woman, Jan "Sven"
Sveridson. The Trojan defense was
so completely disorganized that it

could only foul The Big Woman,
and she responded by getting the

Bruins into the book by canning a
free throw.

Defense
The Bruins held onto the 1-0 lead

for most of the game, apparently
content to rely on fine defensive
work by Cochran, Victory Vicki
Nadsady and Susie Hatago, The
Samurai Terror. The harassing
defense resulted in 11 Trojan
turnovers, as Cochran, Hatago and
Nadsady forced their opponents
into foolish ballhandling errors.

-rCochran said, '*Man, it was
rough out there. Those Trojan girls

really got bitchy when we kept
taking the ball away from them.

DB girls shiii om m [•!% 3-0 in
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'(Paid Advertisement)

TERM PAPERS UNLIMITED

WE GIVE RESULTS!

Write:

34 Clifton Street

Maiden, Mass. 02148

OrCall:(6)7)3211388

ET CHARTERS|$349

S.F. - TOKYO ^0*4

SF. - TAIPEI S-^^
S.F. - HONG KONG $39

Round Trip
Connecting to all Asian Cities

Summer school
In Hong Kong

Co-operotlng college

Son Froncitco Stote College

I

^or Informotlon Contoct

^onlord, CdH. 9430S
^•« 1415)968.2571

Add rest

7^^

1

We made a lot of mistakes, but
those Trojaws^ weren't really
together as a team. We were "

However, the team saved their
offensive KO punch until the end of
the game.
Teamwork, indeed, is what

produced the climax of the game
and the demise of Troy. With both
time and the stamina of the Bruin
girls running out from their
exhausting defense, Cochran again
stole the ball, flipped a flare pass
out to Hatago, who bombed the bait
down to Judy "Ringer" Davis, a
former Bruin who was substituting
for Nadsady. Davis looked around
and saw the remnants of the SC
zone exploded by the precise
execution of the play.

Now, as she passed to Svendsen
hear the bucket, Sunbeam Dotseth
faked her woman right out of her
tennies, and was in perfect position
to put up the rebound of Svendsen's
push shot, a la Rowe and Wicks.
Streaking upward, Sunbeam
reached the ball at exactly the
right instant to casually arc the

tQfl if II ninfinin

liuiiyiljiiii uiiiuuiu
sphere up and watch it convert. It

was all over at 3-0.

Finest moment
"I got real excited when that

happened; ! was so proud of the
team," McNary said. "It was my
flnest moment as a coach, even if I

did ruin that pair of pants."

The Bruins' efforts left them
limp with exhaustion, but eager for

more competition. "If we can jell

out there," Nadsady explained,
"there really isn't anyone who
could stop us."

It has been reported that the

Trojan girls have been severely

demoralized as a result. The
former news editor is now doing
missionary work in Burma, under
the name of Sister Cuthelberta,

three are now housepainters in

Azusa, two believe they are
Australian gibbons and one has put
in an application for transexual
surgery. S

"I don't think we pushed those

*$&!i8)$s too hard," Cochran said.

"You gotta look out for yourself

and your own team in this game.
You cJ^n't give away a thing."

Moi*ris would not speculate on
the prospects of a national
championship, saying, "We'll play
them one at a time," but added, "I

wouldn't trade our chances wUh
anyone. These girls just might go
all the way."

INTRODUCES
VaOFF

»;

With a Youth Pass-

port card you get Va

off on all TWA
domestic flights, on a

standby basis. And
reduced rates at many

places you'll stay.

'w

Ybuth Passport
fMTi r«M MiiTifiaTitii CAM AmieAnM f«i «iit ii mm t%

MARCH T l«>73

tlffiwtort (CertfUeMer)

No. 4000274^5iw Youth Passport cards

cost $3 and are available

to students aged 12 thru 21.

AND 2 YEARSTO PAY

With TWA's Getaway
Card, you can charge

airfare, hotels, meals,

cars, just about any-
- thing to just about

anywhere. And then

take two years to pay.

The Getaway Card
is available to most
students in the U.S.A.

For additional

information contact TWA
or your local travel agent.

On*, Wny Fliaht. A, « Aunlint,

,..*«

TWA's Getaway Program
U.S.A./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa
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By Bob Achen

« t'

There is a camp just short of the sea

Where dwells a band of thieves.

A bunch of rogues so daring and brash.

Its hard to quite concieve

tntil. that IS, you've feh their lash.

And learned at once to grieve.

Oh. out of the hills they came running;

Running, gunning and running:

And across the land went bounding.

The shots they fired resounding.

As weak men shook and others wept.

To submit to such^a pounding

Less than two years, by Julians watch.

Has gone since that Spring day.

When The Giant at last left the key.

Conscripted by Lord Pay
The nation s coaches smiled with glee:

'Now we shall have our way!"

Fools aboisid where hope rules the day.

Nor less on fields of play

Oh. how sad to see the coaches glee.

"That they shall have their way"
When reasoned pause would beg them s^.

The Bruins still held sway'

Once inclined, forever convinced.

The nation's roundball tribes.

(Not to mention certain well read

Journalistic scribes)

Declared the Brum Dominion dead.

With gleefull diatribes.

But deep in the hills of Westwood
There schemes a wizard true.

A Wiley ^wrt of a cunning sort

Who has very much to do.

With the running gang that rules the court

With scutcheons Gold and Blue.

Go mark him well, as best you can.

His is an artfull guise.

Modest, humane, even somewhat shy;

A parson to the eyes!

^irt know him by the cavalier band
That up and steals the prize

They should have known so very long ago.

(Since nineteen fourty nine)

That this shyly, slyly, burning ego.

Would find a way to shine,

And on the court where the brave dare go.

Would feast on foes sublime.

A

A ROCK OPERA

JESUS CHRIST --SUPERSTAR
A DECCA RECORDING

Sponsored by The Wesley Foundation Serving UCLA

For further information: Phone 474-45 1 1 , 474-6669, 474-2645 (evenings)

Fellowship Hail

Westwood United Methodist Church
10497 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, 90024
(Wilshire at Warner)

Sunday, April 4, 1971

7:00 p.m.

Free Admission
Free Parking
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we're recycling texts!

Used text books can stretch out your precious bread
so check our supply and make it easy on yourself.

and of course, we have the new
texts you'll be needing.

new buy-back place""

Ou^ Buy-Backcounter's gone for the great outdoors!
You'H find it in the window of the Student's Store
-the one farthest away from the Westwood Plaza
entrance. We think you'll find it much
more convenient.
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by, Wrestling Wrapup

Notice had been given years before;

With Bragg, and Moore, and Naulls;

Of what the court surely held in store

For those who shoot the balls

Nothing but luck could reverse the score.

Not even Boyd's desparate stalls.

Two elfs at first stoled the first priie,

With dash. lust, and daring.

Hazzard at first opened their eyes;

And then the great pairing;

F^or with Goodrich all had to realize.

Two thiefs beyond camparing.^

Then came the giant, so tall, so silent.

And the records all fell.

And if he was of a peculiar bent.

No fan will ever tell.

For this man erected a monument
No one can dispel.

But the best was left the Wizzard knew.
As he rubbed his hands

And called out loud, as all kings do.

For moi-e unconquered lands;

"Bring them all. your tried and true.

For my daring devil bands.-^"

And out of the hills they came rwning

;

Running, gunning and running;

And across the l^d went bounding.

The shots they Tired resounding,

As weak men shook and others Arept.

To submit to such a pounding

Yet every fall the partisans cry

:

"They're not as good this year."

Folly leads them ever again to try

The Champions banner bear.

And so to send their bravest to die.

Somewhere over there.

The King is alive.Long live the King.

And so too the Bandits Five.

And let the nation know the ring.

Of those who live to strive.

Under t>anners blue and gold to bring.

Glory to the Bandits Five.

Now they come running as never before;
With fists up. teeth bared;

To at last lay to rest the old lore.

That any can be compared.
To the cunning bands that take the floor

Which the Wizzard has prepared.
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Ruggers still hope for national championship

The 1971 season v^s to be a vear of rphniiHinct r^.. ^u tt^t *

Plagued by the .ossJf„u.erou/suV/rs7^^^^^^^^^
Storer was faced witti the prospect of trvine to mntinno th^ .

'
^^^"^^^w^^s

the Bruins had estab.ished'ln th'^astf&SSrd^KtEto
fill in the numerous vacancies. ^ piayers lo

?^f,'"^"' ^K*''!'^'^a n^
'^^'^'^ "^'^^ ^" ^'"^^^"g overall record of 22A which

liftntsTdeT
'^ " '"''^' ''''^ '''' ''' ^^^^'^^^ American oploneni^t

'P \?Ait^' ThiMir"" f\^^ """^^T '^^"y ^^^ S^'"^' ^^^ 14-9 loss to Stanford atPalo Alto. That loss, which was only the second loss to an American team in the
last three years, also ruined the Bruins bid for an outright national chamDion^hTn
With the season over, the Bruins will now have to wait for^L'S^^

the new national champion, chosen from a handful of teams that are currenUyclaimmg the title as their own. Of all the major contenders, the Bruins finished
with the least number of losses ( 1 ) and played the hardest schedule in the countnT
Personnel-wise, the Bruins came up with a number of new stars for the present

and the future. ^ ^^^iji^

Ron Scribner.^he running back, came into his own early in the season and
became one of the best centers in the country. Other footballers Jim Berg' and
Dave Dalby became important members of the team.
Vince Pasquarelo fully came into his own this year," and was one of the most

consistent players on the team. Newcomer Skip Niebauer fitted in quickly as did
.Ed O'Connor who had to miss the first part of the season. Returning stars Timmy
Desmond. Dave Sugden and Steve Auerbach also played consistently throughout
the years.

This years losses will again be numerous, including five year veteran Dave
Stevenson. Bruce Bergey, and Gordon Bosserman are also leaving, as is Dennis
Miirphy. the former footballer who is graduating from Law School.
A bright note, though, for next year will be the return of full-back Randy

Thaman, who missed this year on his field trip for his doctorate in geography.

—John Reich
'^^

Wrestlers have disappointing finish at NCAA's

The UCLA wrestling team completed its 1971 season with a disappointing
showing at last weekend's NCAA Wrestling championships at Auburn University.
After the Bruins had rebounded from a below .500 dual meet season with a sur-
prising third place finish in the Pac-« meet three weeks ago, UCLA finished far
behind the top teams in the country at Auburn.

Six Bruins were eligible for the NCAA meet, based on their performances in the
Pac-8 meet. Of the six, Hollinger had high hopes for three men, Eddie Oquendo
(118), John Meikle (126), and Don Widmer (Hwt), besides frosh Gilbert Mendez.
As it turned out, Meikle was the lone bright note for the Bruins at Auburn. After

receiving a bye in the first round of the tournament, Meikle had little difficulty in
working his way into the semifinals, but he lost late in the third period of that
match when, leading with about 30 seconds to go, his conservative Uctics cost him
a takedown and the match that would have placed him in the finals.

Meikle subsequently lost the consolation match to Greg Surenian of Lehigh
University for third place, 2-L

~-

—

Ed4ie Oquendo lost his quarterfinal match when, according to teammate
Meikle, he was caught off guard by a strange move and pinned.
Don Widmer, a darkhorse in the heavyweight division, lost in overtime to the

eventual NCAA second-place finisher, 4-3. Again, according to Meikle, Widmer
led 3-0 in overtime. Then, in the last 30 seconds, Widmer lost one point on an
escape and another on a penalty for stalling. With ten seconds left in the overtime,
Widmer'3 opponent took him down for the winning two points.

Oklahoma State, as expected, won the NCAA team title for the 25th time of-

ficially (OSU also claims three unofficial titles). Oklahoma SUte, which also won
the UCLA Invitational earlier this year, now has 32 NCAA crowns overall, second
only to use. r

Iowa State finished second to Oklahoma State while the only Pac-« schools in the
top ten were Oregon State and Washington. Another West Coast school, Portland
State, finished in a tenth-place tie.

: —Steve Lesser
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'ff'^^/ts Five
(Continued from Page 28)

More courtly than arty of the others.
Is the band that now rules

Headed by the terrible Black Brothers.
TTiey turn all foes to fools

With a stance, and a face, that smothers,
They show their awesome tools.

Heading this band they'll long remember
Is a desperado true.

Fierce of face, brash of stance, consider
The foes that his glares undo.

Consider the giants he idly dismembers,-
The intriguing teams unglue.

Bl Sidney rides at this forward spot.
These highwaymen to lead.

A thiefs quickness, a duelers fine shot,
A pickpockets speed;

Je sweeps the court with eyes blazing hot.
And leaves the foe to bleed.

Sit-Cuftis mans the opposite flank.
Fleecing less artfull foe.

Tall with intense pride, he earned his rank.
As all his rivals know,

"By faking them into graves bank upon bankT
Laying them row upon row.

(Continued on Page 29)

l^aJtl Advertisement)

Can you give

Exceptional Love

Standing courtly at center. Lord Patterson
Displays his stately cast.

Ever the noble this Don could gun.
And rebound twice as fast. i •

Then under the hoop he'd dart for fun-.

A conman loving his craft.

Count Bibby, the prize thief of them all.

Gamely cavorts at guard.
Craftsman he is at handling the ball,

A prince at trying hard
As a shooter he shoots with a callous gall

,

That leaves the nets quite charred.

At the other guard a pair of Grand Dukes
Practice their devilish skills.

Schofield and Booker, two lovable crooks.

Took turns at making their kills.

Their names won't appear in the record books.

But in their companions' wills

Go mark them well, these cavalier knaves,
Who run and-gun for fun. -^^r

Bolt your door lest these renegade braves
Sneak in neath the midnight sun.

To lay your warriors in. humble graves,

Mute monuments to Number One.

lliink of this on those cold winter nights.

V'hiTe huddled by the fire:

Countless are those who set their sights.

And for glory do aspire.

By challenging the might of these five knights.

Then on the hardwood court expire.

Nor look to tomorrow, the Wizzard lives;

The Bandits Five remain. r
New names will come the glories to rehve.'

'

' And the heritage maintain.
The Gold and Blue stands for those who strive.

The Champions who xeiga.

i:i::?>:r:!::%:::!::::%::::%:::::::::S:W

Join a

URA

Club

ATTENTION
MINORITY STUDENTS

A r«pr«t«nt€ifiv« from Columbia University, COLLEGE OF PHY-
SICIANS AND SURGEONS, will b« on campus to m»«f inlormally
with minority students int«r«st«d in a medical career.

WHEN: Monday, April 5, 1:00 p.m.
WHERE: A266 Murphy Hall
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'Another ASUCLA revitolization improvement.

to an

ional Child?

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project
Orientation for New & Returning Tutors
Wed., April 7, 7:00 p.m. AU 2412
Office in Kerclchoff 407 ^

And out of the hills they'll come running;

Running, gunning and running;

And across the land go bounding,

The shots they fire resounding.

As weak men shake and others quake.

^

To submit to such a pounding

<^ «^.' -kfl 111' l'
'

>;•'= ^

ROAD
TRACK
DIRT

COMPETITION
DESERT RIDERS

are all welcomed to

the OUTRIDER

motorsport accessories

DEPARTMENT STORE
10545'W. Pico Blvd.

Los Angeles. Calif. 90064
879-3350 (L. A.) (213)474-6650

Cross Streets

Eos» Of of Westwood Blvd

West off of La Cienego Blvd

on Pico Blvd 6

-i>

Iponsorekfby SIC

'^^
J. GEILS BAND & LITTLE FEAT—

^

APRIL 7 8^

2nd SHOW

,

APRIL 48 pm'

TICKETS NOW
ON SALE

I

FROM
rni mmsiENGLAND

Special Guest Artist fJ!Ac/^^^Y
Iff

'*f «-T

Xi

JERRY RIOPELLE

APRILS TpIT

WW fflf « » ^ # ^J^Mmm vLp mM' ##•'

ALSO JEFFREY CAIN

I

^aal<;& lyiHEiCS Hill
,6 50. 5.50. 4 50

Available at all Ticketron outlets, Wallkhs Music City Stores

, ncies and
'

T
M,;'

Produced by CONI^it

The OUTRIDER Store is o unique new concept, catering to the motor-

cycle rider and enthusiast. Here now. for the first tinne. any rider can find

helmets, goggles and gloves • Leathers and riding boots (all styles, colors and

sizes) • Tires, tubes and batteries (installed if you wish) • Windshields, lug-

gage carriers, handlebars and mirrors • Saddlebags, shocks, special fork

assemblies • Tools, spray paints, custom seats, gas tanks: Over 1,000 popular

and hard to find Items to choose from AND IN STOCK. NO WAITING OR
BACK ORDERING. PICK 'EM OFF THE SHELF DEPARTMENT STORE STYLE AND
AT LOW-LOW BUDGET, PRICES. RIDE YOUR MACHINE OVER AND CHECK IT

OUT. ^

Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily (to 9 p.m. Thuri.)

and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday

*•
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CRESTLINE
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CATACINA
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^Htlp WontmL^.
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EUROPE 0«tco««it «i»»«ts Also Itraal.
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darter Hi^U Stwdent I O cards Caolact

EASC nJ N ft*ve*viy Oo Bev H'»«V Ca^

••7 It ?7*4J»1 (UQTR)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LOHOOH AMSTERDAM/LA
Jw*iel5 Sept >S S2*»

jwAen^Sept 7 S34f

i«M2S/Atf« I* S}*«

A«« 2* Sept 2* S2*«

S«p< 2enc«4vta AMStIS*

immediate tichet.ng tor discount »•»•»»«

L^Mdwi la Tel A¥i¥ *77 to Att>ens »$/ to

P,ni»TT t^M to Nairobi SISO ^arge

«isca«iits o« cars and many ott»er tliqhts

Caatad Pral P Bentler UCLA 277 $200 c/o

S efr« Travel. •7$ Santa Momc* Blvd Bew
(13 All')ts

••• m
^A^)

y Smrkes OBeretL. 1

1

m At)

&«RL Fr««*« Saia'Y
foa E&v-cm

EuBOPE Israel One way round trip

s'.oent trayel discounts SOFA inter

Ei*ropean student ctiarter flights Contact

ISCA "447 San Vicente Blvd , '4 LA, 004*
,.^^44, (130TR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

l«i«i«4»att ticketing Intra Europe fiH

Itaicnt Hail pass 2 monttvs $125 00

Stwtfent grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO SOFAAGENT VIC Oept UCLA
llSaV Ventura Blvd. Suite C
SAerman Oaks. Calil V1403

t72 22»3 or 744 1477

BRITISH RAIL OFFERS
the $)$ Youth Pass IS a«iys unlimited rait
travel ( ages l $ tttru 22) AIM

sat iStfayft

ts$ 21 tfays

S70 I mantti

TiM-itt coupons far no tima limit. S4t. Gives
you 1000 miles an6 440 i$00 miles of rail
travel Contact yawr travel agent or call
British Rail 434 $I4«. .()3QTR)

TOURS UNREGIMENTED* THE ONLY
WAY TO CO* Europe t weelis. i countries
$I0«$ Europe 4 weeks. 4 countries. S7)s
Israel Europe )i weeks. $n«$ Japan t

weeks. $1011 EXPERIMENTS in
TRAVELLING 4244 Overland Ave , Culver

CARS in EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX4t$04
LOS ANGELES. CA 900*9

EUROPE. $22$ 2tS. also Israel. Japan
Summer ft Fall flights E.S E.P . 1217 Bev
Blvd. LA. t004t 4$) 331) ESEPUCLA
members (>3QTR)

8th ANNUAL
JETCHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty artd staff

EUROPE Many departures (including one

ways) from $244*

TOKYO * week summer flight $343'

'Includes U S departure taxes

Catt: Flight Chairman (2)3) 439 2401

4244 Overland Ave . Oept A . Culver City

a »
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lOCST PART?

JAS^ A^aCC Caii
ASSOOATES 477-

(11*7)

SAILING Cruise )$•' Clipper ship Otp^rll

j«ne II tor 4 wks. Share expenses. Erk,

(213)374^244$ (13 A4)

ASUCLA ^

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS- lf71

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorized & Approved
by the University ol California

en ALL Camouses

EUROPEAN Safari 13 weeks. 14 countries

via boats/luiury fninibuses ft lodging

Stopping summer festivals Groups of 7 not

'tour . $9$0 Inter Europe flights Call JLM.
744 3477, 444 4)91 Write PO Boi 77074 (HA
4)
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FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN E«
perienced Univ Prof Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (tnaii

473 2492. (14 0TR)

LA.-T.6NbOf^lONPQN.LA

STATISTICS tutoring. Data Analysis for MA
and PhD research m Betiavioral Science Dr

lUiuu 473 1743. _rT^~~ : (irAi)

•en SI •»
$ TTV

yv

service :>t

(11 A 14)

Ra«.

3A».

Srtl
ZM-PI**

special
•'ee service. 24

[)1 QTR)
3A4

•ART T«

ADORERS

E^EC*C^..YS«S aawaated facial and
rwnaeaOy re«»««e4. Pt—
\jmC*a R E 1«931 Wilshire

Bi <77-3t^ Man . Wed.,
f^ VP! (1)A13)

CIA a SPEED

^Uiiscmnt^^o^

Its entering
Academic

Blvd.
(110TR)

12 •• 8/8
14 9/4

II 7/M

^s Prica

10 $275

8 $275

9 $275

8 $275
10 $275

10 $275
9 $275

4 $275
7 $275
4 $275
3 $275
4 S27S

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation

LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, t2« S Robertson. 457

4390 (140TR)

GRE. LSAT preparation. Individual m
struction. Academic Guidance Services, 120

S Robertson 4$7-439t (QTR)

y lypifig —••••••••••••«•••• 15

EXPERT TYPIST ft STENO MY HOME
NEAR CAMPUS FINEST EQUIPMENT
AND SKILLS 134 t42$ OS A 2)

COi»CER«»EO

1>2SI SAB

^tATNIEttfT ol FRIGIDITY
iprEaAALESEXUAj^AN-XfETY

TTierjfcPY

Hm plnrs«cat
i>e« privacy

f74-24RS.

lXSSZJ

ONE - yf&Ct LA. - LONDON
Dap.

6/24 S150

ONE.>^Y L<»ipONkLA.
t«l. Prka

9/9 $150

IRB CIAL ALBICAN gHOMT

ALL kinds ot typing reasonable rates Can

GR24421 (ISA/)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty math ft technical VP4"^9

Accurate, rapid service 741 $$40. (1SQTR)

RUTH ttieses. term papers, manuscripts

EXP , wkends, daily $ 9, 424 1142 ( 1$ QTR i

'OROP-IN'
»1«

^for Ranf.

Cahbzs-
ill ft FnJ.

ARTIST Si

PrrvaCf arri
AUTO

(7 At)
(11 AIT)

LALIBERIA/LIBERIA-LA

Dap. R**-

_ i«lY 13 Sept. 9 t $453
"WAITLIST ONLY
AvaMaMt aaly ta tanafidi membars 9t tiM
Upi¥ar4ltv af Calilarnia <s««da«9«, facwttrj
staff, rfistarad alamni, iminad. family
living in flie same liawsalMM)

mghls

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

Wteaes , letter*, .ate Reas<wi«Mtr«tes, near

campus Call Esther 424 7491 nsOrffT

TOPOUALITY TYPING
DISCOUNTED TO STVPENTS

WATTS SECRETARIAL SERVICE
(2t3) 299 3135

ATT4IACT1VE
ie«ratrd,Cr(

ant ft

2»2 Sirs

NUH
RENT TV OR STEREO S)0 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES 23S3 WESTWOOD
•LVC C7V357B- (11 QTR)

Kerchkhoff Hall 20$ D
Between 4 a.m. ft $p.m.

42$ 1221

(7 0TV)
2 fl

»I2S Pi I la to'^^ ''**^*^* *

Mc^an RtHi tnces OL2-SZ74. NOS-aBS. 17 A

I) S2.9S p4as 2SC
PO Bna OfTI.

(11 A1)

PRIVATE raoM and BaMi m pn%
Beverlyaad sactvaa Tram

lMMtI7S713.

^ VBdfWawliA

THE BEST JOBS
(7A4)

EUaOPE CHARTERS Several schcddiM
(ram S2$4 roundtrip, $i$4 one way. Caar-
lina«ar Professor Margaret Paal. 247
2avcraft, Lang Beach, 9g443. 213-434 2179. (13
A 4)

TTNTS^i^iO! TRAVEL*VJI^XCHARTER FXJGHT8
IO07
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>OHN LAWRENCE ENTERPRISES
4BU RMtfNre BTvd.. Svfte 4)t
LOS ntC^LES CALIFORNIA ftttS

2 la 3 wc«As ta

7

I

LOS aiigexes/uwpow/los awgeles

depart Return Meeks Coat

Jvme 15 Aug 15
June 19 Aug 15
June 24 Aug 22
June 24 Sep 5
June 27 Sep IJ
* LA/London/Ansterd4
July 1 Sep 3

Aug 17 Sep 19
Sep 5 Oct 3

4tn B4Kliif»«Ham Rd , «-A nOM
Spec.al.i.ng m THESES, ESSAYS *

MANUSCRIPTS! EKpert Work an ftoth IBN<

Composer ft IBM SELECTRIC 3$< ^r
pa9e/Compaser warkby hour. (i$A4)

I'M lust yawr type (IBM Executive) Neat

accurate typing theses, reports, '"y;""'

Call 4 PM Fritli t39 H74 (\%^^)

HUTH theses, farm papers, t"****'";'?!*;

Exp. Wkands. daily $-9. t2ft 1143 (ISQTR)

TYPING editing Term papers, resumes,

letters, theses. IBM Selectnc Eng grads

Nancy 472-4143. Kay t24-7472 ( 1 5 A 4)

General Typtng with background m Law,

MedKine. ft Engineering 4713432 Call

before 4 PM. "^^*'

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electric

Expert tYping, fast. Pick up/deiiver, i«w

Alice7397-3Jt4. (1$QTRt

$275
S275
$>75

11 $275
12 $275

$275
$244
$254

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE. IBM TYPlNCi

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES 479

•)44.477-43t2. (ISQTR)

HP^
^'li I iii

1
' 7TiialifiiM3w&i>iiifi?3»

C3WE WY rLKJWTS TO "BogSPf

FLAMENCO 6 »di Ti
USt /

/caaa. ft'-Sft. 474-4)44.

i/4aS-34X3

ciMt*i Marie Mar-
satotst Martha Graham Ca.
a. 3)12 P«Mi Ave. SM. tlt-

(11 A2t)

2E June 14--LA/U>ndort $144
2C July 24--LA/London $1)9
3E Aug 19—LA/H*drid/rrank $11S
4E Sep 4 —LA/London $123
5E Sep 12—LA/London $123

Y yon^Bu.
GUITARIST sin«er
and tolk rock local
Pawl.

••••••••• ]b

wfork.

for duo Blw«i

451 1314, eves
(I4AI)

OWE WAY rLIGHT^ FW0M~1ngSpr

FREE

Mart. )7a
OTR«

)*^12.

SIvd. 4l4.V7tf

.

())

IW June 14--Ansterdan/LA
-fW Aug I —London/LA
3i« Sep 14—Umdon/IA

$139
$139
$144

TheawctianwdihahaOd Aprd 3. ten at to Ot
AM The Rictivii Pipiitiirt. 74) Orcfta

Drive Saplh, Las MgiMi. CalH OtBK. ()tA

XEROX COPIES
LOW

MlMEO««APM.OITTO
PRINTING

COMPLETE siarafl

FM sferea receiver, A^aarurt
rv. B S.R. racard ciMii«a
L«stS3tB SaRt)4taa« 71)dai7. ()t A

POSTERVTYPESETTING
t2) KCRCKHOFF HaM. Evt $2S)S

4.44 AM ta 1:34 PM

ONE-WAY
LA/HEW YORK CITY
June 15 $79
Available oaly to Uaiv«rsity of

GR AO student seeks single room wlt^ l**"^

on or oft campus. Call Jim, 424- 3»44 <uA« ]

STARTING early ctiild»»ood maganne All

interested parties please contact Mr For

man. 441 4494aHer 4 44 PM. n4A^

ADVENTUROUS girl, 33. seeks same ^or

difterent/cicit'tng tour in Israel '»»'**"'?,

mer 7t4.4t)2. _ ..
"*-^ -

wish rent a.r con

(at least 3 rooms)

dates fiex'bi«

BoK nil

PROFESSOR and wife
ditmncd fwmishad apt.

Jane ffimafh Aw«^t , eiact
Write. Forrest Wasserman,
MacMwrray College. Jacksonville

424St.

Ill

(14AI)

California students. faculty,
loyees. extension and AIusmI

rs plus laMdiata fanliu,.

\J}^?S{^^SlTNSrm^

STUDENT teach 4 1/2 yr

Even«n«s $S3^3at
Helm H02 2311.

l/2yr.aWg«rlsw.fnm.n9

or ).ave message BrooM

ry* Read THE AMERICAN
IT Aiari c "" Ma ProM. 221

Awi^ •adiBa • ^21)4.
MO$ (MAM)

TiJFsjTTFltATIOPI CmrOT ilRTN
CERTIFICATES, PRESS CARDS, tn-

LaV

stamped, self addressed
OAYNE COSMIC LTD . Bai 124.
Caw 917St. ())A4)

TELE 477-1111 or 473-4443
IM HESTWOCD, MOXTGM AT MSTBOIW- $17t

4^
'mi 4^.fil i*^> w|^

''• "if mm'' ^.. oiU half

WELL FURNISHED >^7 »^»* ,4
, $ ciasets. separate tf^ ''" *

S Camin. St.. LA. WE ^, /J,

Bmins on the road
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Basebalier^ in Holtville

Pepperdine's Dan Vorhies

hurled a seven-hitter Tuesday as

the Pepperdine Waves drowned

UCLA, 4-1, at Pepperdine.

Tom Miles, attjempting a

comeback on the mound for the

Bruins, was tagged for three runs

in the fourth inning before being

relieved by Mike Sanfgrdin the

sevenths —
It was the Bruins' second con-

secutive loss following their win in

the Anaheim tournament. Overall,

UCLA is 17-9. Pepperdine is 10-10.

Earlier in the season, UCLA
defeated Pepperdine 13-1.

Tomorrow, the Bruins travel to

Holtville to take on the California

Angels farm club. Locally, the

Bruin junior varsity faces Harbor

Junior College at Harbor today and

travels to Cal State Fullerton for a

noon doubleheader tomorrow.
—Ed Burgart

Volleybaiiers at Pierdi

The UCLA volleyball team
journeys to Pierce College
tomorrow for the Region 13
volleyball championships. The
day-long competition brings
together many of Southern
California's finest club teams,
including the Charthouse and
Balboa Bay Clubs. The tourney is a
preview of the upcoming Pan-
American games, as many of the
participants will come from the
various teams entered here.

One of these could be UCLA's
Kirk Kilgour, senior two-year
letterman from Manhattan Beach.
Kilgour, an exceptional spiker,
captains the defending national
champion Bruins and is one of the
outstanding volleyball players in

the country — collegiate or club.

Kirk will have plenty of help,

though, as UCLA guns for a second

straight NCAA title. Returning
from last year are Ed Machade,
Dick Irvin, Bruce Herring, along
with Kilgour. John i^ajec and
Larry Griebenow are the new
starters, replacing Dane Holtzman
and Ed Becker.

Following the Region 13 playoffs,

the Bruins meet Cal State Long
Beach (1970 NCAA runnerup)
Wednesday night in Pauley
Pavilion. It will be the third league
game for UCLA, the Bruins having
won the first two over Loyola and
use last quarter.

Time is growing short for the

Bruins, as they must begin
preparations for the Western
Regionals at UC Santa Barbara a
week from today. The NCAA
championships will be held April

23-24 in Pauley Pavihon.

—Jim Crew

Bu^ DB classified ads

OLD FACE — Donna DeVarona doesn't swim for the UCLA women's
intercollegiate swim team anymore, but that doesn't stop the 1971 edition

of the girls' team. I^st weekend, at the DGWS national championships,
UCLA finished 12th of 73 entries. Host Arizona State took the national

title. The girls' next meet is next Saturday against UCSB.
There is another undefeated UCLA baskettiall team around campus

these days. The girls' team is currently 11-0 before its 4 p.nfi. game today
at Fresno State. The Bruin Dolls are currently seeded No. 2 behind Cal

State Fullerton in the upcoming ECCSCC tournament to be hekl April 15-

16 at Fullerton. ^ i

UCLA Bruin Classified Ads
y^ Aph. - Furnished. 17 ^^ Apfs. - Furnished. 17 :^ Apfs. fo Share 19 y^Room forRenf 26 >^Aulas for Sale 29

SPACIOUS 1 bedroom furnished Wilshire

blvd. apartment. Sublet for summer. Short

walk from campus S175. Females / married
couples only. 474-3332. (17 A 8)

^^M^IfteM^K*^^^Be*^I^Mi^^k#4Hft9^H^o4^B4P0i^4>^^^ I

THE VILLAGER
• Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg , maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479-8144 (17QTR)

jr—
BEAUTIFULLY furnished rooms, utilities
paid from S4 daily, from S35 weekly. Brent-
wood Motor Hotel. GR2-0944, GR2-91SS. ( 17 A
7)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.
f^ents SI 7S-2}S par man,par apt.

SUBLET or share (female) furnished 1

bdrm. apt. Easy walk to campus. $190 /mo.
477 5404. (17 A 1)

LARGE, clean, attractively furnished
(relatively new) singles. Accom. 2. Air cond.
Block UCLA. Pool, sundecks, garage. 42S-641

Landfair.479-S404. (17 A 4)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE -$50

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

MAN share large one bedroom apt with 2

studious fellows Pool, garage. 425 Landfair
179 S404. (19 A 4)

S8.S0 week large, cheerful room, Wjlk in

closet. Vicihity LaBrea/Olympic. 938
9244 " (24

FEMALE roommate wanted. Shart large
apt. (own bedroom, bathroom). Prefer
24/over. Palms, quiet. 839-1421. ( 19 A 4)

'49 RAMBLERS Wide selection defroster,
heater, 2 A 4 doors Must sell Make offers,
474 2593 (29 A 4)

Pool -Subterranean garage Elevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk to b«ach - Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., 5M 392-5573

2()45 Fourth St., SM 392-5554
2311 Fourth St., SM 392-54S4

$145. Redecorated n«w furniture, carpets,

drapes, pool. Parking, shopping. Prefer

technicians. Staff personnel. WLA. 834-

3033. (17 A 4)

555 LEVERING

S150. Beautiful, very large 1 bedroom,
shutters, separate dinette, unit heat. 132 S.

Harper Ave., LA. WE 5-4420, appoint, ( 17 A 4)

^Aph. - Unfurnished. 18

S1SS, Ten mlh. to UCLA. Newer one
bedroom; carpets, drapes, stove,

refrigerator. Great landlord. 839-1497. ( 18 A.
8)

GIRL to share apartment, private entrance,
3 blocks UCLA. Utilities, phone, laundry
included S75, Ann: BR2-1459, 477-5939. ( 19 A
7)

^ House for Sale.i 21

BRENTWOOD Glen pati6, dining room.
Fireplace, carpet/drapes 3 bdrm,, 2 bath,
gardeif S49,0O0, owner. 474 4895, (21 A 8)

IMMACULATE 1 bedroom /den /livingroom
/fireplace /patio, 1218 N. Beverly Glen,

$25,500, Contact Femma 824-4*85. (21 A 4)

$40 MAN over 21, Separate entrance, non
smoker Telephone Walking distance, no
housekeeping Work available 80) MalcolnV'
474-5147, (24 A 4;

'. k , .

BEAUTIFUL room, bath. Reliable male
Quiet home Campus one milt. Mornings 451-

0900 After five 270 3343, (24 A 4)

SLEEPING Room: $37 50 /month, 1 person
Share bath with another West LA (Federal
Ave) GL 1-4084, (24A4)

ROOM and shower off garage Refrigerator,
no cooking Walking distance campus Malt
only, 474 2474, (24 A 4)

'48 COUGAR, It green, black interior, auto,
air, very clean Sacrifice S2]4}09days ( 29 A

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted BeJow Dealers Price

A I AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from GM Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

A-1

COMPLETE privacy Bel Air 3 bdrms
Large grounds. Trees, Pool. Unique. $75,000

sands 47644t4.
'"-

'
—'-^'

^ ' — < af Aa» )

BRENTWOOD, bus to UCLA, A bedrooms
w/outside playroom^ 1105 Amherst, $37,,9O0«.

owner, 826 8527: ' . (21 A4)

$90. Newly decorated room. Kitchen,
laundry privileges. Private home Women
only Graduate, faculty or with good
position, references Near UCLA, by
Sepulveda /Montana 472 7457. (24 A 4)

QUIET, comfortable, convenient, room far

responsible student 393 9109: (HA A I)

^Abfos for 5o/e„.T.;.^...... 29

'47 TRIUMPH Spitfirr 28.000 miles Original
owner Radio, heater SV/i /best offer 839
8434 (29 A 9)

— - — .. —.^ -
I

.^-.^ - ,14

'42 TR4 Triumph sports car $585 Reliable
but homely . Call 39) 308 1 after 4 ( 39 A 4)

$140, UNFURNISHED modern 1 bdrm,,

upper, new shag carpets/drapes, A/C, built-

ins, near Melrose-LaBrea. 553-7544. (18 A 2)

Singlas • i Bedroom

Families OK
Pool • Elevator - Laundry

:
Walk UCLA 4 Wcstwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR)

ONE Bedroom apt., scenic patio, lease. Off
Beverly Glen, very quiet. Call 474-3439 or 82$
1**^ (17 A 4)

633 GAYLEY
5Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Denosfts accepted Spring Quarter

I
' 473-6412

i2lo 2 bdrm,, 2 bath, near tr.ansportation,
available April I. 132* Birry Ave. 479-
0142 (17A4)

4uu BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round
living. Heated pooL private patio,

elevator, sub. parlcing. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

*170. Well-furnished very large two
bedroom. 5 closets, separate garage WE 5
4420. appointment, (17 A 4)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

3BED „.__, 1 1/2 BATH

$1,5 HUGE 2 bedroom 1 bath unfurnished

apartment, 1811 19th St,, Santa Monica.

Fi'teen minutes to UCLA. Limited to four

students per apt. Two apartments available

*5 & *7, $400 to move in. Go A see, then call if

interested. 454-8894, (18 A 4)

J Apfs. la Share '9

GIRL share lovely two bedroom with one

other $95 /month. One block to campus^ 473

9484.
(19AB)

^ House fo Share 22

ROOMMATES needed to share furnished
Brentwood house in nice neighborhood.
Private room, 5 mm. from campus, bus line,

shopping. From $70 to $100. Call BoJ>, 479

5988 (22 A 8)

^Room and Board .......... 24

MEN: Clean rooms, exc. food, good at-

mosphere. $290/quarter. Alpha Gamma
Omega, 477 4351 (24 A8)

'48 PONT F\rttfxra isor iffwwr XfWfrmf
/brakes /windows AM/FM, Landau, low
mileage, private party. 273-4073. (29 A 8)

^0 FALCON wagon. $125, Call 474 1954, 4 8

PM, (29A2)

-H9-MU STANO ONJ tM cunn—Xint -97, 000
/oiler Private parly )98 1247, 170 1430 ( 29 A
7)

'61 289 ^Oit ANO oniy 20.666 rn
i'

, new tireii"

CHcellent condition. '71 license. 444 447S.
Offer (39 A 7)

~ir-"-rrr*

'48 VW sunroof, automatic, new tires, alnt
condition $1150. After 3 30 834 3434 (29A4)j

'44 OLDS 442 coup« Automatic, buckets,
power, original private party. Eactllent
$1200 Steve, 274 4700, (29 A 4)

'47 OATSUN roadster eicellent mechanical

condition Stereo, new top, looks good $1000

8J4 2005 (29 A 2)

'44 CHEV Impala conv $200 or offer 379

7441, Espanoldespuesde 4 PM. « A J)

'48 VW sedan Red, bik interior Excellent
mechanical condition, clean car $I200 820
3493, (29 A 8)

'41 BUICK Special, V 8, std trans , r/h. good
/engine, transportation $235 48) 1281 (after

4), (29 A 4)

'40 STUOEBAKER Lark, one owner, 20.000
actual mi $250, terrific transportation car
457 1574, 10 AM )PM ( 29 A 7)

M BENZ 1941, I90SL Convertible, $1450
(XHA524) Private party 837 3740 (29 A 4)

FEMALE: Large, funky apt, (own room),

i62.50. Near busses, share w/*®"'*'!
^^J,

J98 4360, eves^ • .
(IVAB)

F~¥MAir;^mmate, P'^'^\S\tmoT»U
Brentwood ont bedroom apt. S82.50/mo^ Cai

FOR sale i Hedrick men's dorm contract.

Call Greg, 824-1748. (24 A 4)

MALE Meals, maid service, lovely Bel-Air

home, privacy 5 minutes drive to campus.

Call 472 4165 (24A4)

826 6145, eves
(19A8)

WANTED Person to share large Topanga

Canyon apt., own room, $80, Trees, strearn

455 1474.
"^

'

FEMALE share with 2. 2 bedroom, P?©'^ *'»

/mo WLA 15 min. campus 826 5800

Reggie, Viv.

WANTED Girl's Weyburn dorm contract at

discount for spring Please call 454 8004 (24

A 1)

RIEBER, Girl's dorm contract Spring

Great view, 3rd floor Joining sorority

Discount. Call Bonnie 828 5444, (24 A 4)

'69 TOYOTA Corona Encellent condition

New tires. Owner must sell, 823 2459. (29 A 5)

'64 VW I500S sq bk wagon $600 Excellent
transportation 379 7461 TOU732 (29 A 2)

'61 CHEVY Impala V 6 Std trans . new
battery and clutch, godd transportation Jay
9810956 (29 A 8)

fVifw

(19 A6) y
FEMALE, Share beautiful, spacious one

bedroom apt w/one Block campus, A/C,

pool. $90 your share Call Andrea, *''

8853.
'

FEMALE roommate $33 /mo , one «»edroorn,

short ride to campus Call Sune: 477 5268,

Work: 475 2532.
(19A6J

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25

'49 DATSUN sedan 1600 Excellent
mechanical condition, rides great $1200 824

2005 (29 A 2)

'68 convertible VW Excellent condition,
• Cadillac green, radials, AM/FM, glass rt»r
window $1595 /offer 828 5936 (29 A 8)

'68 MGB Clean low mileage, good school

transportation 51600 /best offer 474 6455 (29

A 8 >
-

HEATED POOL PATIO
10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5 5584.

ONE bedroom apartment to share 5 m^noiei

w?lk from campus $58 50 Pe; ^0"
J,

Utilities included for spring qtr. Call
^'^J J^'j»

nights
I

FE^4ALE share large '>*<'^«'"^
..t**'*. "J,*

campus NO lease, utilities paid. '053» A ha'f

Wilshire. 475^5657 $85/mo. IHTJI

ROO^^a'tE wanted Single ^.th kitchen 2

blocks from campus $70 a '"«>"»''
P'JJ

ut ilities, 475 1371 !

GIRL: Share spacious two ^ed^^jj apt

w/two. 459 Landfair. $75 /mo *'»-^»?, *7,
4171. ^ \

-^

FEMALE grad (violinist) to share two

Jmnnm.pVt^ent w^lkUCLA $ ^600

classical records 473 7¥64

BABYSITTER Live in, small salary, room
& board, no housework Close UCLA 474-

3277
,

,. (25 A 7)

ROOM and board plus $15 wk. for girl

student in exchange (or babysitting, light

housekeeping Quiet, private room and bath,
j

Must have car or drive 654 3090. (25 A 4)

'49 VW Bug excellent 19,000 mi new rad

tires, pinstripe, hurst sh.ft.l34 5905. 477 4254

$1595 '^'AB)

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire convertable Runs

excellent, new transmission, radio, heater

5450/paymentsor 487S»irm 275 9905 (29 A J)

'43 VW nearly new motor, has air con
ditioner good tires Priced af $59r' CR2
7435

V, (39 A 41

PORSCHE 44 Convertible F«buously cared
or New engine at 40,000 Loaded foreign
extras Best cash offer 52850 »rt». H04 5in
days ST4 9419 weekends eves (29 A4)

'58 VOLVO New rebuilt engine, new clutch,
runs extremely well 5100 Call after six 454
1075 (29 A 6)

Cycles, Scooters

ror ^Oio..... ..•••• «/U

68 HONDA CB 350 Excellent condition with
good helmet $400 478 7105 (30 A 8)

67 HONDA CA 140, very good condition, only
500 miles $240 Phone 19* 1397 (30 A 8)

69 650 BSA FIREBIRD Scrambler Low
mileage, clean $950, w/'70 Hoiscian trir ^

St050 559 1647 (30 A 7)

WORKING mother needs light housework
help Room, board, TV, and negotiable

salary Week days free to 3 PM Near UCLA,
425 4425 days, 474-8447 eves. (35 A 4)

'»9 FIREBIRD red/blk Landau Low
mileage, xtnt cond $2,095 651 3479 after 5 •
wknd ,

I

- .. .
(29 A4>

. —, fiml*
'

;

TR4 69 Excellent condition 8 track stereo

Make offer 826 9447 < '9 A 6)

'64 LAMBRETTA motorscooter, IISCC, 2

stater, excellent cond , only 4,000 mi., $i$0.

Call Rom, 213-457 8948. (MA4)

FEMALE Pr^vate room Night babysitting.

Two school children Help with dinner

Flexible hours 824 2190 (25 A 4)

^ Room for Renf 26
r

—
'.

IN private home, Beverly Hills Large

furnished room $70, small $40 Ask

references Please call 37IBII4, 128A8J

55 CHRYSLER Imperial Hvrrn Engine
Excellent condition Reasonable 195 8031

pven'
~- - .

70 HONDA Trail 90 5,000 miles, excellent

condition 191 5283 MO A 6)

'70 HONDA 90 Trail, 140 mi , paid $345, sell

$315. '71 license At student Union 4 4 daily

343 1737, (J0A4)

——
-;T~Ir^^77un^comfortable2-bdrm. ^ARGE sonny quiet Private Brentwood

rp^s'a'nla Mo^ca, $85 Carol 392 947, /. 2
5^- nom^^Fem.ie ^Separat ce, bath ^$95

0500

USED Vespa and Helmet Scooter m
condition Call Jon Lsenberg 472 2811 (30 A 4)

r :\.t;j||CTfV- -r^^ffum^":

. f
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Jeff Borowiak James McAlister

Netters begin Pac-8play,

The UCLA tennis team, fresh from its rout of second ranked Trinity, co^^pues its dual

meet season this weekend, hosting California today and Stanford tomorrox^^ the Sunset

Canyon Courts. Today's match will begin at 2 p.m., while tomorrow's will start at 1 p.m.

Of the two Pacific-Eight opponents, Stanford appears to be the tougher obstacle. The
Indians are ranked fourth nationally, and their roster includes the U.S. Amateur Indoor

champion Roscoe Tanner at the number one singles spot. In addition, their second-ranked

player, freshman Alex Mayer, teamed with Tanner to win the Amateur Doubles Indoor title.

California, unbeaten in its five dKlal matches this season, does not possess outstanding

players like Tanner, but has shown steady form in its matches. Included in the five wins are
8-1 scores against Oregon, Oregon State and UC Santa Barbara, and 9-0 against British

Columbia and Pepperdine.

Cal coach Kevin Merrick jsays that his team will be at full strength for the weekend,
although he concedes ''that UCLA may be even better than it was a year ago.'*

The California line-up consists of Bob Aloo playing number one, Steve Stefanski, last

year's state JC champion at two, Larry Parker at three, Mike Mullen, Peter Campk)ell, and
Randy Thomas.
The Bruins will be shorthanded once again, as Pakistani Davis Cupper Haroon Rahim will

miss both matches. Rahim is playing in the Davis Cup against India.

Senior Jeff Borowiak will once again play at number one while freshman Jim Connors will

play second. The remainder of the order has not been set, owing in large part to the Bruins'
remarkable depth. -—^^

Trackmen hope for lucky

^Brum coach Glenn Bassett will choose the

remaining players from a squad that includes Jeff

Austin, Elio Alvarez, Modesto Vasquez, Mike Kreiss»

Bob K^reiss, Steve and Ron Cornell. ^

Stanford is also unbeaten in dual matches, and will

be hoping to avenge their two losses from last year.

The Bruins beat the Tribe 8-1 at UCLA, and 6-3 at

Palo Alto.
r

One of the highlights of the match on Saturday will

be the rematch of Bruin Jeff Borowiak and Indian
Roscoe Tanner The two met in last year's NCAA
singles final, with the then Bruin junior emerging
victorious in three sets. Tanner gained some revenge
over Borowiak earlier this year in the finals of the
National Indoor Title, winning 7-6, 7-6.

By John Reich

i

i

Today:
WEEKENDSCH£DULE

no. 13 against Tennessee
UCLA, remaining the nation's top dual meet track team after Sunday's conquest of

Kansas, faces another challenge to that lofty position at 1 : 30 tomorrow in the Track Stadium

in Southeastern Conference champion Tennessee.

Coach Jim Bush rates the Vols on a par with KU, whom the Bruins defeated 84r7lh.

'They've got aWery good team and I expect the meet to be close," said Bush, "They have

better half-milers than Kansas and Kansas swept the event last weekend. Their quarter-

milers are good and they have four hurdlers better than ours. They'll probably sweep the

highs, and possibly the half."

Though the Vols offer a stiff challenge. Bush has added ammunition of his own. Sprinter

Warren Edmonson, injured against Long Beach State, returns to action Saturday in the 440

and mile relay. "We'll run him easy and see how it goes," cautions Bush.

Reggie Robinson, out with grade problems winter quarter, goes in the 440 relay and 100

while junior college transfer James Butts competes for the first time for UCLA in both the

long jump and triple jump. He's the national JC triple jump champion with a S2-0 3/4 best

"This is the strongest team we've had this year with the addition of these three," com-
mented Bush, "although we are not at full strength as yet. Jean Pierre Corval (tendonitis) is

still out, and could be so for quite a while. Joe Rippinger pulled a hamstring against Kansas
and he's out too." A third, Ron Johnson, is still sidelined with a shin ailment.

While Robinson was out, Bush had used Wayne Collett in the sprints, but he indicated that

CoUett would run the 440 intermediate hurdles and the relays against Tennessee. Bush is

anxious to get Corval in action so as to use Collett in the 440 and 220. But that could be
awhile.

'

'Overall we're in^ prettv «^<^^ .,..» " Bueh coi^
tinued. "The only place we re hurting is the high

aYiVdVbXWfiaWi

y. hurdles. Our best hurdler, Fred McNeill, must report

for spring football practice in two weeks.'l,

Golf : vs. CaTSfarte Long Beach at Bel Air CC, 1 : 30 ^
JV Baseball: at Harbor JC, 7.30 j?

Tennis: vs. Cal on Sunset Courts, 2:00 $:

^ JV Rugby: at Santa Barbara Tournannent (through Saturday) •?

g; Women's Basketball: at Fresno State, 4:00

Tomorrow:
Tennis: vs. Stanford on Sunset Courts, 1:00 $:

Track: vs. Tennessee in Track Stadlunn, 1:30
Crew: Class Day at AAarina Del Rey, 4:30

:j:j:

Volleyball: Region 13 championships at Pierce College ;jS

Baseball: vs. Angels Farmhands at Holtvllle, 1:00
j§

JV Baseball: at Cal State Fullerton, noon doubleheader :§:

Lightweight Crew: Newport Regatta, 8:30 a.m.

Long jumper James McAlister will also be
reporting for spring ball, but he will continue jum-
ping. McAlister will be on hand for all the home
meets, as per agreement when McAlister entered
UCLA. James will not travel with the trackmen, but
Bush figures his team will be all right in the long
jump with the possible exception of the California
meet.

Bush is hoping for a good showing from his runners
this weekend. "Our runners have to come along," he
says. "Oregon is just three weeks away (April 24)

and they've got as many good runners as we do." —
By Doug Kelly

Crew begins with Class Day at the Marina
By John Wood and John Sandbrook

DB Sports Writers
The sport of crew has always been thought as an East

Coast stronghold, but if Jerry Johnson and the 1971 UCLA
crew have anything to say, those ancient Elast Coast rowing
trophies at Harvard and Penn may soon end up on the West
Coast.

Last year, the University of Washington pulled a major
upset by winning the IRA's, symbolic of t^ie national
championship. UCLA did not compete in the IRA's last

-June, due to conflict with final exams, although the Bruins
had beaten the Huskies twice in 1970.

The 1971 edition of Bruin coach Jerry Johnson's squad
begins its season at 4:30 tomorrow at the Marina Del Rey
boathouse in its annual Class Day races: seniors vs.
juniors, etc.

Six two-year men
Johnson has sbc two-year lettermen returning from last

year's Pac-8 championship team: Rob Baldwin, Sanford
Bettelman, Duncan Henderson. Ken Jablonski, Jim
Lasswell

. and Dftnnis Phelan, Retiirning one.v&sir U^-
termen include Sam Gi ._
Pollosco, Lyles Randies and Jack Salyer

Earlier tomorrow morning, at 8:30 a.m. in Newport
Beach, the Geoff Strand-coached Bruin Ughtweights will

compete in the Newport Regatta and then hop back up to
Marina Del Rey for the Class Day races. Traveling to
Newport will be Chuck Jackson, Larry Daugherty, John
Kemp, Mike Kent, Lawrence Kryske, Frank Lackie, Chuck
Linden. Bob Losey, Herb Love, Gary Nelson, Bart Patton,
and Roger Stephens.

Yet to decide

Johnson, StfSiid; and frosJi coach Jim Jorgensen hasyet
to decide on a line-up for their first boats, just jockeying
combinations at this stage of the season The season,
however, is not far away, beginning with Loyola next
Saturday at the Marina.

The following week, April 17, UCLA travels to Cal to face
the Bears and return a week later to host USC and SUnford
in a thanigular meet at Wilmington, an area long noted for
its infamous choppy waters and swirling whirlpools
On May 1

,
the Bruins host UC Irvine, a school that excels

^•*^« v^: ^-^i
V^ r^«^ « «'^ w*

» hi *lirvv-

« f6r the NCAA
tAJiu uuc lani iMovemocr in l»ng Beach.

Then, the race of the year comes on May 8 against those

" aiui

defending national champion Huskies at the Marina. Last
year, the Bruins defeated Washington on its home course in

Seattle, the first home loss for the Huskies since 1954.
UCLA repeated that victory a few weeks later in the

Western Sprints, the equivalent of the Pac-8 championship,
but Washington gained the final laugh by winning the IRA's
while the Bruins sat home.

Western Sprints in Seattle
Two weeks after the Washington race, t|)e JBruins and the

Huskies will probably meet again in the final heats ot the
Western Sprints, but this time the Sprints are in Seattle,
where the Huskies have been beaten just that one time last
year since 1954.

After the Sprints, the IRA's will be held on June 17-19 at
Syracuse, New York. And in cafe you're wondering, final
exams are scheduled for June 9-15.
Crew has existed as a regular varsity sport here only

since 1963, although it had existed since 1933 as a club sport.
Smce 1963, however, the trend has been up, up, and away,
beginnmg with the big double in 1966 a b>^lhoiiSft of Lhcir
own at the Marina and the first „_ ,

And, as Johnson likes to say, "We haven't lost to them
yet."
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Eight seniors end UCLA hoop careersi
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RETURNING TO LQS ANGELES FROM HOUSTON,
MARCH 28 — Now it was the marning after. The fifth

consecutive NCAA champiooilHp bad beccMpe a reelity the

day before, a 6MS win over VtUaiiova rtinvaTtng the 3rear.

Scm it was early Sunday morning The celebrmtiog had
gooe CD the night before, the quiet kind of ceMratkn that

Sydney Wicks called "a pnvate form of jubilation
'

With baggy eyes, the Ufl.A players boarded flight 57 of

Continental Airlines, scheduled to leave Houston Ii>-

tercooOnentaJ Airport at 1006 ifm Sunday The flight took

off right on time, just like everytluig elae the UCLA
haskftball team seemed to do in 1971

The sky was o\'eocaii| in Houston that momii^ but the
Boeing 720B jet soon broke through the ckxids into the
sunny skies above For eight individuals, the three-hour
plane trip to Los Angeles would be the last trip ever as
members of the UCLA basketball team.

• • •

Rick Betckley Age : Zl Homet^wA : Menle Park
After two years on the UCLA varsity. Rick Betchley is

leaving UCLA at the end of the summer irtiion. hoping to

attend Stanford Law School next fall. After one year of
frosh ball and sitting out the IMB^ seaaoo as a redkhirt,
Betchley came into his cmnj^us year and played the last

nine minutes of the championship game against Villanova.
Rick was one of the rarities in the UCLA program — a

player not recruited by John Wooden. **Athl^tics

always a large part of my life and I thought I could make it

here." Betchley explained.

Now after four years m the program, Rick looi:ed back on
his role on>the team "This year, the championship meant
much more to me Last year. I felt that I dkin't have that

year.

much to do with It I had hoped to play quite a bit more
jf^

bu 1 came to realiie that the team here «t LLLA

of se\'en playii* members in any year and last

year I didnt happen to be one of them."
^ ^ ^-t

'

Would he go through it all again, if be had the chance.

•Yes. 1 think I would, ,^etchle^ ansv^-ered -John

Wooden's program is an extension of his rules ^^ ^^fj^
harmony between people as a fundamental rule 1 don l

agree with certain things But the end result is always quite

rewarding," be smiled

K«iB\ Booker Age: 22 Hometown :
Loog Beach

Kenny Booker, who surted 29 games for UCLA this

season.' was dejected vnth his performance in the finals

against Villahoxa's zone ^^
•I can play with anybody in a nmnmg game. ' Booker

said "\ have to move and run I wish I would have come to

UCLA as a freshman Booker was a JC transfer from Long

Beach CC where he played forwards I would have known

exactly u-hat to do I was a center in high school and then a

forward, and it was difficult for ine U> £U io a( guard.

especiaDy in a slow game
*

Booker said he did not realJy feel like a starter all year '*!

was alwav-s John Vallelys replacement, right through to

the last game It's also hard to play when you know if you

make one mistake, you're liable to be taken out." he added.

Booker said that pro ball was his game, and he had been

drafted by Indiana of the ABA.

was JoknEcker Age: 22 Hometown: Los .\ngeles

John Exrker sat in his seat most of the way home. "Tm
happ>' it's all over.' be said quietly "I try not to think of

whether Td want to go through it again. That's passed. I

made the decision a long time ago and since then there have
been a lot of good things and a lot of bad.

Ikl B Wr

•But this spring Vm going to try to fmd our wU
at, Ecker rtchned and said. "I may play

baskethli!'"
Europe or I may come back to grad school." he said^
children a lot and I would Uke to teach, maybe in qtu
school I like UtUe kids, they have their headsW^
better than most adults. Kids are naturally curious ^A\l
want to learn, but often they are channeled hke littl

into the right holes and that is discouraging ^^
•Most of the time I just try to keep my mouth shm-.

Ecker recaUed later. ''I try not to get mto trouble PennL
like to hear from the people who are scoring and not f

those who sat on the bench. It's regrettable but I ^lT^
have a httle of that in me too

** ^^'

George .Morgan Age
:
21 Hometown : .\iexandria V

If there is one member of the UCLA baskeibalj team th!
IS a virtual unknpwn, it would have to be George More
the team manager /or the past two years The guv ut
picks up the jersies. gives the players a drink of'wateJ
dunng the timeouts, makes sure the players are on t^
busses—that's George.

'

As for the seven players, UCLA will be soon a memon for

George also. He^is graduating in June. * Wliat I wil] do''' he
answered to a question. "I don't know. My draft lotten
number is *138, so that is of prime concern right now
George has received a championship watch just as the

players do for the past two years. How does it feel beiMa
part of the team, yet knowing he will never play •»

•It's a Walter Mitty thing," George answered There aa
certain status about this team and I wanted to be part of it

You have a job to do as manager, but in return vou get the

greatest seat in the house.

•But more than anything else you get to know the players

and coaches as they really are — real human beings You

(Continued on Page 7)
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Curtis Rowe and Sidney Wicks Steve Patterson Terry SchofieM

,:i?:-

Kenny Booker

ii«
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And speal( it And understand it. And write It
And read it. And travel with it . And make love
with it And make a favorable first impresskHi
with it And make a sale with It. And make a
luting friendship with it. And make a merger
with it. And buy groceries in Acapuko with it.

And ignore sub-titles with it. And get a job with
it. And read menus with it. And read Cervantes
with it. And declare your independence with it.

And your intentions. And forget your troubles
with it. And your inhibitions. And discover San
Antonio with it. And Madrid. And Buenos>Ures

Take Command

i i
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of Your Future
ENROa NOW IN THE UCIA ARMY ROTC PROGRAW

TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAMS AVAIIABIE

Stay Oroft dttnntd through your undergraduate and

graduate xhool'mg.

'-I

Heceive $50 par month while offending the

odvonced course

rve as an Army Officer

maximum of two years active duty

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAHABIE

(Tuition, Books. Fee^ond $50 per Month)

for moTB information, coftifocf the

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE
om I j^, Men's Gymnasium, UCLA

825-7381

UCLA Oallv •r««ii,
NCAA
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By Buddy Epstein

^

JK^.. 'You think we should beat BYU, don't you?" UCLA coach John Wooden asked as the
iruins travelled to Utah for the 1971 West Regionals. "You'd even say that we should beat
them nine times out of ten or maybe 19 of 20, but can you tell me that tomorrow won't be the
.16 time they beat us."

Throughout the quest for the 1971 NCAA Basketball Championship, and the ones in 1964,

H5, 1%7, 1968, 1969 and 1970, Wooden maintained that any^team that advanced to the NCAA
T )urnattient could beat any other team. -^—^:-^""' r :::ii:^:;-:„::-,.^.—^ __Z_11Z

Z But UCLA now has 28 straight victories in tournament play, five streig]»t NCAA titles, and
seven in the last eight years. Each is a record. The odds are phenomenal. How could it be
d )ne?

'You mean the 28 straight, the five in a row, and the seven of eight," Wooden pondered in

e wake of the achievements. "It can*^be done. No it can't be done, but it has been.

So it can't be done
"A lot of things had to fall in place," was the best way Wixxien could explain the paradox.

'We needed a lot of good fortune, but we also needed a lot of good players, and a lot of hard
fork. We did not have serious injuries ... Oh, just so many little things have to fall in

lace."

Jack Kraft, head coach of the Villanova Wildcats, summed up Another factor in the Bruins

fbility to buck the odds.

"The Bruins are too good a club with very smart people on their bench. Too often it is

^erlooked what that man, John Wooden, on the bench means," he said as he prepared his

iam to face the Bruins in the finals.

And then there is the winning attitude that goes with UCLA basketball. Almost every time
le Bruins took the court during the last five years, for most of the 28 straight tournament
fins, UCLA was favored to win. The players gave the air that they thought they could win,

UCLA has been a confident bunch for the past five years.
^'^

They figure to lose

By contrast, each team that faces the Bruins is the underdog. They enter the game with

le notion that they could pull the upset of the decade by toppling the Bruins. This is a losers

ittitude, brought about by success after success for the Bruins. —

r

:

— ^

Translated into terms of basketball, the Bruins can retain their poise under pressure. You
{et the idea thit the Bruins feel they should win at any time in the game. They are able to

laintain discipline in their game because they've seen its results.

Conversely, the Bruin opponent usually begins to feel the pressure in tight situations.

Subconsciously, it seems that each opponent has the same idea . . . that somehow UCLA
'ill pull it out. And UCLA did pull it out again and again, losing only five games in the last

five years Of those games, only one was during the conference season before the race had

Jen decided.
^ ~^ - —

Coming down Is easier

"I would much rather have my teams overconfident than with a lack of confidence,"

^ooden explains. "It is easier to bring a team down to reality than it is to give them con-

fidence.

On the subject of the value of confidence, Wooden hedged some. "In many games we have

;n given a clear edge because of our position, but often that depends on the com-

ititiveness of our opponent. In some cases, the challenge of knocking UCLA off the top can

Inspire players and teams to great performances."

But somehow these great efforts have always fallen short when it mattered. The poised

Bruins accepted the pressure and responded.

Confidence based elsewhere

"Actually," Wooden said, "poise and confidence come from other things." referring to his

I

pyramid of success chart that lists the factors that make up success. "Poise and confidence

I
are resting on top of teamwork, mastery of fundamentals and conditioning. As a coach, I am
[more concerned with these basic things. The others will follow from them."

Also, victory after victory after victory.

UCLA's streak has posed certain questions in the basketball world. "Is domination by one

ichool a good thing," is the most common.
"I'm not sure that one school winning so much is good," Wooden said. "It creates things

" e envy, jealousy and suspicion. This is not good.

But that does not mean that I don't want to continue winning. I want to win every game
'e play," Wooden said. "If I didn't, I wouldn't be coaching."

Another opinion

A group of coaches, gathered together at the National Association of Basketball Coaches

'Onvention, had different ideas. "As long as basketball is dominated by a man like Wooden
land a school like UCLA, I think it is a good thing," one of them said. "It gives everyone else

a goal to shoot for, something to aspire to. Now that may just be because Wooden is such an

pdealistic man and UCLA is a fine school. If someone less were to dominate, it might cause

[suspicion and ruin the game."

But St. John, as many of his critics «all him, is at the Bruin helm, and for this reason the
UCLA basketball dynasty has appeared with greater power and -dignity than almost any
other sports dynasty throughout history. Even critics of UCLA and Wooden respect his
achievments and the manner in which they were accomplished. He has been selected coach
of the year four times ( 1964-1%7- 1969- istyo) by the NABC and has been presented CQunUess
other awards including "Father-of-the-Year" in 1964

"
-^^ : :_„. J

— Although Wooden accepts each award with the same amount of humility, almost
atnazen-icnt, he says that his family comes first "I know my church ought to come first,''"

the man says, "but I'm afraid my family often comes in ahead."

Basketball stays on the court

Wooden says that he does not bring basketball home. "I could never put my profession
before my family or my church. I never bring basketball home, although my wife often
helps me with problems I have with the team that do not relate to basketball.

"She is a great help in those problems," Wooden said almost gazing into the back of his

mind. "Every once in awhile She has a suggestion about the team," he added, seeming to

come back to reality, "and I talk about them with her."

Throughout the eight year dynasty there were big names: Gail Goodrich, Freddie Gosa,
Keith Erickson, Kenny Washington, Fred Slaughter, Walt Hazzard, Mike Lynn, Edgar
Lacey, Mike Warren, Lewis Alcindor, Lynn Shackelford, Kenny Heitz, Lucius Allen, John
Vallely, Henry Bibby, Sidney Wicks, Curtis Rowe, Steve Patterson. Almost all of the great
Bruins have gone on to professional careers, but each stirs special memories in the mind of

Wooden and the Bruin fans. "Each one of my players, no matter what he jjiid on the court for

us, goes with my special blessings and I wish each of them only the best," Wooden says.

"Each one of them was different."

Wooden continued speaking of his alumni. "Walt Hazzard calls me every year before the

tournament to wish us luck," Wooden said. "This year John Vallely also called. All of them
stop by when they are in town to see how we're doing.

"

-—These are the things that are really meaningful in the Bruin dynasty^
"Two things about our seventh championship made me very proud," Wooden said after it

was over. "Several reporters told me they were amazed at how quiet and unassuming our
players were after winning the championship. I want each of my players to be able to except
victory and defeat with grace and I think they did well. The other thing that pleased me the

most," he said, "was when the manager of the Astrodome told me 'your team leaves the

locker room cleaner than any team we've ever had in here.'
"

fwis1963-4 (30-0) -^The fact that this was my first NCAA championship team is reason enough
for it to be myfavorite ... it used the exciting press defense exceptionally well, it was a

very colorful and fascinating team . . . and it came closer to realizing its full potential tlian

any other team I have ever seen." —John Wooden

1964-65 (28-2) — "A change in the pressing defense worked wonders and Keith Erickson
established himself as a truly great safety man in this type of defense. Who will forget the

way that Kenny Washington performed in the final game against Michigan? It was
reminiscent of his brilliant performance against Duke in the 1964 championship." —Wooden

1966-67 (30-0) — "This championship was attained by the least experienced starting team,
four sophomores and one junior, to ever achieve such acclaim ... I was pleased to learn

that I could work an unusually tall and talented superstar, Lewis Alcindor, into my idea of

team play without his teammates losing their identity." —Wooden

l%7-68 (29-1) — "Since all starters from the 1967 champions returned plus^the addition of

two fine starters, Edgar Lacey and Mike Lynn, from our 1965 champions, an excellent team
was expected Therefore, I was very pleased to have this team make UCLA the only

school to have accomplished consecutive championships twice," —Wooden
I.

1968-69 (29-1) — "The Significance of this championship revolved around it being the first

time ever for three in a row and the fact that we were able to accomplish what was expected

in spite of all the pressure. The unusual physical characteristics of Lewis Alcindor was a

tremendous factor in this "accomplishment." —Wooden

1969-70 (28-2) — "Although my 1964 players undoubtedly will continue to hold first priority in

my thoughts, the 1970 group will remain somewhat close. There was no Alcindor, but Steve

Patterson played our high post offense very well, Sidney Wicks and Curtis Rowe were a

superb pair of forwards an(j Henry Bibby and John Vallely complemented each other and
made an outstanding pair of guards." —Wooden

-•"-iv^
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iUPER SIDNEY- Brum All-American Sidney Wicks played both the final g^me against
Villanova and the semifinal game against Kansas with a badly sprained toe. His presence
on the court, however, intimidated each opponent as UCLA captured its fifth straight NCAA
crown. Wicks played on three NCAA Championship teams, 1969-1970-1971. Wicks was named
to ttte all-tournament team.

By Buddy Epstein

DB Sports Editor Emeritus

A triple image of Steve Patterson graced the cover of more than 20,ooo pra

distributed at the NCAA basketball finals. Someone must have known^
terson wotild have his greatest night as a Bruin in the final game, leadiiw

past Villanova (68-62) to its seventh NCAA Championship in the span ofV
eight years.

*

It would have been hard to predict that Patterson would be the hero a

before when UCLA began the quest for the fifth straight crown. Patterson*

thir^ member of the heralded UCLA front line of Sidney Wicks and Curtis

But \Vicks badly sprained his toe in the warm-ups for Thursday night s sec

'

game with Kansas, and it was up to the rest of the Bruins to pick-up some '

slack.
*'

Wicks, by his presence alone, remained an intimidating force on the

however, and his injury was not openly revealed. Sidney contributed son

rebounds to the victory and directed the Bruin attack showing the comp
nature UCLA fans have come to expect

A great competitor

"Sidney played on courage alone out there. He is a great basketball plavf

he needs no excuses," Wooden said in response to a question after the game
was hurt Thursday night and we were very concerned about his foot It waspn
in ice all day yesterday. But Sidney gave us his best effort and I am very m
him."

^
Wooden admitted that the injury to the Bruin Ail-American worried himbi

for the reasons one might think. .,
_

.

^

"We had a fine team in the early 50's (195a to be exact) and my key bestpil

Don Bragg, slipped coming out of the shower after the last regular gani(rl

season. He broke his big toe. We were knocked out of the tournament in Hk!

round."

But UCLA was not to be knocked out this Ume. From the opening of tlK

NCAA Toiirhamerit; UCLA was favored to,break all of their own records and

their 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th straight tournament wins.
When the Bruins arrived in Salt Lake City, the sight of the Far-West Regia

was 26 degrees and snowing. But UCLA warmed up spirits the minute tin

town.

BYU respects Bruins
"They're number one," said Pete Witbeck, one of two BYU assisUnts fit

for head coach Stan Watts, in the hospital recovering from serious sui

"That's all you have to say. They're number pne rating is legitimate. Thej

the best front hne in the country and most coaches around the country woii

UCLA if they had to pick one team."
BYU, the first team to face UCLA in the Regional, was a hot shooting team

had shot better than 50 percent from the floor in their last nine games.
Their star was one Kresimir Cosic, a seven-foot Polish center who the

writers called "the wild giraffe."

Cosic scored 18 points, and resembled a giraffe more closely than a basfc

player. A teammate of his, Steve Kelly led all scorers with 24. But UCLA w
game. Six Bruins were in double scoring figures and Wicks pulled df

rebounds. Terry SchofieW ignited the Bruins, hitting five of seven shots in Of]

half. The UCLA defense forced BYU to take bad shots and limited the Cougl

41.7 percent from the floor. The final score was 91-73, but the game ec

halftime.

On to the Regional Finals
—UCLA earned the right to face Long Beach State, a 78-«5 winner over Pac

the other first round game. Before the Bruin win, Long Beach coach
Tarkanian said, "I'm very sincere. We would like to see UCLA win because

like to play UCLA. They're the number one team and if we don't win, wen
from Southern California, and we'd like to see them go on."
But '^rkanian saw more of his wishes reahzed than he would have liked

Beach did get its chance at UCLA, but the team from Westwood in Sa
California was again the one to advance.
Tarkanian apparently had some idea of what he bargained for, though

Forty-niners gave UCLA its closest call in the tournament.
Long Beach used a 2-3 zone defense that seemed to thwart any Bruin eff

taking over the game. The forty-niner zone gained a 31-27 halftime edge, f(

UCLA into a 22.9 percent shooting average for the first half. Three of the

starters were held scoreless from the floor and Henry Bibby missed sev

tempts, Kenny Booker missed four and Patterson missed six. Additionally
Beach forced nine Bruin turnovers in the first half.

Pressure free throws
In the last 25 seconds of the game, however. Wicks hit four free throws o

one-and-one situations to permanently break a 53-53 tie and send UCLA o^\

final round of four with a 57-55 win.
"It was the most painful loss I've ever had," Tarkanian said after the

upset. "We did what we wanted to do. We never played better than we plaj

that game. We played just the way we wanted. We took a few bad shots, bu^r

situation that was not bad."
Tarkanian was pleased that his team was in the game. "Last year, ICI

us right out of the tournament. I figured that what I'd done wrong was to psy

the kids so much on what a great team UCLA was, that they walked out there

struck and got trampled. This year, I told these kids (only one Long Beach sti

George Trapp, returned) that UCLA was another team. Most of my kids

summer ball with Wicks and Rowe and some of the other UCLA kids and ther

no reason they should get scared out there totiight."
"These players all know each other," Wooden concurred, "and they seem H

harder against one-another I didn't see any emotional flair-ups, it waslnstr
hard competition."

THE 1»71 NCAA BASKPTRAi i r Ja ^-o.r^..., . . . ^
•Ht thf twii u .

Ass>mbitd hurridty lor this pi^yrt just

•ccomplishments. Kenny Booker I»m7.«i^7"'" •Pff*'^ content and satisfied with th»ir

- - - is of fans swlm^ tJ! r'^I^L"'"' ^.f*'"
'''^'''^ "* ^" «•»» ^^ crowd
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Senate to discuss

its reorganization
By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

Academic Senate reorganization will be discuss^ at a 3 p.m. Senate

meeting today in Haines Hall 39.

Proposals, if approved by the Senate i)6day, will be placed on a mail

ballot for the vote of the faculty at large. The proposals were originated

by a special conmiittee to reorganize the Senate. Major proposals for

change include:

—Giving exclusive jurisdiction for all legislation substantia l ly af-

fecting the Los Angeles division of the Senate.
"

—Restructuring of representation to the Legislative Assembly as to

departmental representation and ex-officio members.
—Action of the Assembly and the entire division being subject to mail

ballot either by a vote of one-third of the Assembly members present, or

written petition of 200 Senate members, rather than 35 Assembly

members or 25 per cent of those present; or written petition of 35 Senate

members.
—Meetings of the division must be called by the chairman on petition of

200 Senate members, rather than 10.

—Defining the limits of what may be considered at a meeting of the

division of include: Senate agency reports and recommendations,

memorials to the Regents, petitions of students and referenda proposed

by the Assembly.
—Reduction of the terms of future chairmen and vice chairmen of the

Senate from two years to one year.

—Increasing graduate student representation as consultants to

graduate council and requiring a student membership of two un-

dergraduates and two graduates on designated Senate conunittees,

rather than "one or two" of each.

At the March meeting, the discussion centered around the proposals

involving the number of Senate members needed to call a meeting of the

division

David Wilson, political science professor, favored a larger number of

members being required to call a division meeting. He said, "We've had a

lot of experience with meetings that are not representative of the division

and tend to temporarily disenfranchise a large amount of the faculty
"

John Bauman, law professor and chairman of the special committee,

said some of the faculty regarded division meetings as "coun-

terproductive" and being dominated by small interest groups

David Kaplan, philosophy professor believed the division meetings

were useful and said, "I think that it's tragic that debate of University-

wide issues is regarded as counterproductive."

Engineering professor Morris Asimow, also a member of the special

committee, said of the DroooKals. "We think it's a workable compromise

MwsL LS were useful and those who felt

SMC rally condemns
Nixon'sVietnam policy
The anti-war movement has staried to dig the political grave of the

second President who has not met his pledge to end the Vietnam war,

according to David Chamberlain, regional representative of the Student

Mobilization Committee (SMC).
Speaking at a noon rally Friday in Meyerhoff Park, Chamberlain told

approximately 50 people that "those who have the power to end the war
are beginning to move." He added, "The material impact of war on
people's lives is moving them into artinn, "

Chamberlain urged active support for a demonstration scheduled in

San Francisco April 24. Sponsored by SMC and other anti-war

organizations, the demonstration will "probably be the largest mass
demonstration ever in this country, "Chmaberlain predicted. Unlike past

anti-war demonstrations. April 24 will not be student-oriented. A greater

emphasis has been placed on involving "women, labor, Third World and
GI's," he said. —
Describing the war as a symbol "Of "male chauvinism," Chamberlain

noted '

'women are going to be marching as wometR^gainst the war .

"

The regional United Auto Workers (UAW) has also endoresed and

supported the April 24 demonstration, he said. "When American workers

begin to move in their own material interests, they don't mess around,"

he added. "Once they begin to move, they'U move fast."

A member of the Worker's League ( WL) also spoke for a few minutes at

the rally when Chamberlain called for any additional comments The WL
member, who did not give his name, opposed working through Congress

to end the war. "The name of that is a popular front, and a popular front

has spelled disaster whenever it has occurrcki in this century," he said.

. A*i-'»*.- •>''*•
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^hey were a waste of time.
it

NOON RALLY — The "Jacton 5/' and Gordon

Baxter will speak at noon today in Meyerhoff

Park. The five are, left to right, Pamela

Do .^ if* on, a former student here; Teri Volpin;

David ScheHter; L— Weinberg, of lt>t coMn—Mfig

center, and Karen Duncan. They have been re^

subpoenaed to appear again this Wednesday in

Tucson. ^_^.^
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TICKET INFO
A weekly rundown on the status

of $1 tickets, on sale to UCLA

students only In the Kerkchoff

Hall Ticket Office.

$1 TICKETS ON

SALE WED. 4/7

CONCERTGEBOUW
ORCHESTRA OFJ\MSTERDAM

=1.-^-
—

''
, BERNARD HAIJINK, CONDUCTOR

Brahms TRAGIC OVERTURE, Stravinsky SYAAPHONIES FOR WIND INSTRUMENTS (1920); Mohler SYMPHOtslY NO. 9 ^
FRIDAY, MAY 7 - 8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL
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IS YOUR FAMILY BANKING SATISFACTORY?
SEE WHAT A DIFFERENCE OUR WAY MAKES.

Mm----—
' A MAJOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

.^ I. .. ^ WESTWOOD VILLAGE
Kirkeby Center. 10883 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles 477-3001

ASSETc .^'. " -

n 5ti.
n HOLDING COMPANY: CITY NATIONAL CORPORATION

BT - .-*

Member r.D.I.C.
Memb€»r Federal Reserve Systerri

SBA forms committee

to expand legal aid here
By Marti Ann Fleming

DB SUff Reporter

The Student Bar Association (SBA) here has established a campus

relations committee to worli with other student groups and ad-

ministrative offices, to make legal expertise more readily available to

members of the campus community and to provide pracUcal courses of

action for student grievances, according to Henry Espinosa, SBA

president.

A^ong the projects planned this quarter is involvement with tenant-

landlord legal disputes in Westwood, a project which has attracted the

cooperation of the hoursing service, according to Steve Hjelt, committee

chairman. The campus relation committee is worldng with Chuck Mq-

Clure, campus advocate, in determing the scope of the advocate's office.

There are also plans to interest law students in work with the Legal Aid

Service, located in Murphy Hall, which offers legal advice to students

with problems off campus. Hjelt, underlining the legal nature of the

committee's role, expressed hope that the committee could provifle the

means for law students to use their talents to solve the legal and ad-

ministrative problems of other students in the university.
f

SBA has been an important influence in the law school, according to

Espinosa. Student members vote on all faculty committees, including

those of admissions and curricula. SBA also promotes increased ad-

missions of black and Chicano students, and is involved in the nation-wide

effort to circulate the ''People's Peace Treaty" on campus, according to

Espinosa.

He said SBA is also attempting to organize law students on a state-wide

level, and has initiated lobbying trips to Sacramento. 'The legislators,

most of whom have legal backgrounds, have listei^ to law students,"

Espinoza said.
~ ^

Issues with high SBA priorities are cuts in California rural assistance,

possible cuts in Medi-Cal and UC spending, he said.

DAIl^
Ann L. Haskins, Editor-in-Chief
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ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.
4*

OUR GOAL
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

w^i r?^''^^*

]006Broxton 477-0880

^ diagonally across from Westwood Village

Thegjre^ FREE 7" Tolon zipper/$1 . sole.

FROM $11 95

PHONE TODAY 1213)479-4383

ATTERTIOK!
A STOCK DIVIDEND

STOCK DIVIDEND ... A bonus event greater than
the normal Vaughn Discount Price. Suits, Sport-
coats, Slacks, Sweaters at Stock Dividend Prices.

SUITS SPOBTCOATS
Sold nationally to $97.50 Sold nationally to $29.50

STOCK t ^

DIVIDEND
PRICE %^ ^^

Sweateis
Fine English Sweaters sold

nationally at $15.95

STOCK %m r^
DIVIDEND K 1^ r

PRICE W^^ ^

STOCK %i

DIVIDEND
PRICE

Dress Slacks sold nationally

to $29.50

STOCK
DIVIDEND
PRICE

'9.88

•411ft CtlOl

CA«M WCICOM. ^^ W T

18 Stores

n the West
at. 1927

937 Westwood Mvd.
Woetwood

611 S. Olive

Could cause human suffering MofKtoy.AprllS, 197) UCLA DAILY BRUiN

lyal poses problems
SACRAMENTO (AP) — A federal

official said Thursday a planned

rock festival in the California

desert could cause both human
suffering and environmental
damage.
The caution came from J.R.

Penny, California director of the

Westwood Lib

meeting set

The Westwood Liberation

Front wfll meet at 8 p.m. today

in Bradford Hall, 481 Gayley

Ave., Westwood to discuss

future block parties in West-

wood, the food conspiracy, a

tenants* union, the Peace
Treaty and other issues.

U.S. Bureau of Land Management poor access to the area over 25
(BLM) which is the landlord for miles of poor desert roads, blowing
most of the Southern California sand, extreme temperatures and

CtmqrabdfMm ffrum^

desert region

Penny said BLM officials had
been advised that 300,000 to 500,000
young people might gather in the
Panamint Valley west of Death
Valley tor the festival over Easter
weekend.

Penny said Inyo County officials

had obtained a temporary
restraining order in an effort to

halt the festival, but that neither
the county nor the BLM had the
forces to stop large numbers of

people from going into the area.

Penny cautioned that young
people risked a threat to their

health by attending the festival, if

it comes off as planned. He cited

riVnliiVH

BOOKSHOPS

EXTREMEiY LARGE STOCK
EvtaiHS 'til 10

6743 Hollywood Blvd.,
HO. 9^191 • CR. 5-8191
Topongo Ptoxo, Conogo Pork
PHoi>« sta-ai?!

PARTTIMEMon/Wom*n

5.9 PM $80 wk M-F

1 2 sharp men/women desperately needed for immediate openings

in advertising -^ soles department. Miss Heldman, 870-6358,

I 2-5 PM.

.-\'«W*V^ ->,<•

i*

\:^j''^;>^M

''
.- e-teet Hang len i si uonon knit ^

stripes & solids thrive on sun & water. 6.50- v
'' "0. You needn't be barefoot to get 'em at ^

m^ms^" iSi^WPp'iiig^'^r^-r^T? » '."

the lack of water and shelter.

Kahane to speak

at noon today
Rabbi Meir Kahane, the

executive director of the Jewish
Defense League (JDL). will

speak at noon today in the

Ackertnan Union Grand
Ballroom under the auspices of

the Committee to Free Soviet

Jewry.

Little Caesars Pizza Treat

10974 LE CONTE AVENUL WESTWOOD VILLAGE

477-2006

"
THIS AD WORTH 504 OFF ON
ANY MEDIUM OR LARGE PIZZA

•xpiros April 12

?*

CLASSICAL

RECORD

VOX turnabout and
candide stereo

1.69
£-aL

Schubert
Trout (Kentner, Hungarian String Quartet); Rosamund, (String

Quartet, Casals)

4Various ll«naissance and Baroque Music

Beethoven ^ ^

Cantata on peoth of Joseph II; piano concerti *3,4,5; Sonatas

12, 14, 8, 23, 26, 26; Creatures of . Prometheus; Chamber
Music for Flute 18,

Bartok
Cantato Profono; Concerto for Orchestra

Stravtnsky
Oedipus Rex

Bach
Violin and Harpsichord Concerti

.Mahler .^^
- -^ -. - " -

. ...

Das Lied von der Erde

Plus • • •
"—Works by Ives, Fo$s,S<:rtQbtTT, Grieg, Vivaldi, Telemann, Haydn,

^.,— Chopin, Brahms, Buxtehude and more.

f^isl

turnabout 5-record sets 4.99
Music for Lute, Guitar and Mandolin; Bach — Complete Concerti

(except Brandenburg)

VOX stereo 5-record set The World of Bartok

4.99

as
UC

record store

m-f 9:00-5:00; s 10-3

records, a level, ockermon union, 825-771 I

Us« your Bankfamm^'tcard or Mostor Chargo

tfiire ere eigm great Improvements in fh» stor«t

*«noth«r ••ffm^nt of th« ASUCLA rsvitaliMtlon program

'"mmif&ii
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CED course examines TV ills discussed]

DRIVE IN EURO
Student discounts on Overseas Cor delivery! All European

models, shipping and low cost insurance.

Call for student savings:

276-4456 Drive In Europe

(Paid Advertisement)'

HILLEL COUNCIL
900 Pliigard Avenue

474-1 S3

1

YIDDISH
Dr. Zygielbaum will begin a nev^ quarter of teaching

language, folklore, folksong, and literature.

Please note the room change—2150 Bunche

7:00 Beginners 8:30 Intermediates

JOIN THE HILLEL PERFORMANCE
DANCE GROUP

7:30 URC Auditorium y^
Male parfkipontf are urged to come

^'

tit

\ III

— . f\.

women's s?cip' status
By Dolores Brooks

DB SUff Reporter

•*rm not tiere to proselytize Women's Lib," Riane Eisler said,

describing CED 153 course, Women's Social Status and the Law.

"It's not a Women's Lib course. It's to help women and men understand

women's status. **It's an expriment both in content and in form," she

said.

The course which meets from 3 pm to 5 pm Tuesday and Thursday in

Haines Hall 118, is based on the assumption that students learn not only

from the instructor, but from each other. With this in mind, Eisler has

structured the course to combine cognitive and group learning.

Cognitive learning, the more common method (lecture and discussion),

is combined with group learning. Class members will organize themelves

into research teams. For their projects, the teams will delve into such

topics as protective labor legislation, child care, and women in prisons

and jails. The course has an extensive reading list, and authoritative

guest speakers will be on hand to augment discussion of each topic.

For example, during the session on criminal law, scheduled speakers

include an attorney, a parole officer and a woman who has be&a in prison.

Eisler is deeply involved with Women's Lib, being a columnist for

Everywoman, a feminist newspaper; a meml)er of the advisory board of

Women's Rights Law Reporter, a new legal journal; director and
organizer of the Women's Center legal program. She has written a book

on women and the law in addition to several plays and novels. %
The class was established from "the desire of women on campus for

courses dealing with women." Since she is in the field of law and involved

with Women's Lib, "It's a natural thing for me to be doing.'*

Grades will be l)ased on the team projects. Students will not t>e limited

to academic research but will be able to learn from the community.
Teams working on women's penal reform, for example, will have the

opportunity to visit a women's prison.

•v

in series!

w

«
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Students, faculty and t
memt)ers of the community $
are being taught how to t
"revolutionize television" at a I
series of public lectures 7:3o |
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Wednesdays i
through June 2 in Bunche Hall ^
2178. ^

§K Leading the lecture-

1

g: discussion series is former w

I TV-commentator and |
ig producer Mark Davidson, who |
g: also has been teaching the ^
« social problems of media at i
^: use, Valley State and Cal ^

g State Fullerton. :|

g "Students and other under- i
:^ represented groups are not S
g: being told about the simple S

Or, for ttiat matter, Is Los
Angeles? Or Ctiicago? Or Ptilla-

delphia? Or Dallas?

Or any other city groping

its way to an unintiabitab4e

anachronism.
A curious situation tias de-

veloped in America. Eigtity per
cent of ttie people in ttiis coun-
try live on less ttian ten per cent
of ttio land area.

There used to be a good
reason for this.

At the time of the industrla<

revolution, we congregated in

cities because that's where the

sources of energy were. Coal.
Wafer. Electricity.

And our communications
network was so limited that we
had to be in close proximity to

each other for business and
social purposes.

No more.

.

There are no longer any
good reasons to continue this

hopelessly outmoded life style.

With the advent of the
whole spectrum of new com-
jnunications available to u»
(wide-band communications,
la<ier beams), we will have the
op^x>rtunity to live in signifi-

cantly less dense population
centers.

This is no Idle prophecy.
The concept is quite real-

istic and well within the bounds

of engineering capabilities

which we alteady have.

Not only do we have the

tools to provide the means for

new styles in human settle-

ments, but also to rebuild, in a

sociological sense, the crowded
inner core of our major cities.

The combination of inter-

national satellites and cable
will provide the means of bring-

ing individuals all the informa-

tion they need or want without

l^;'jnterference or control.

And without the need to be
in any specific place.

(Think for a moment about
the Apollo 11 moon landing In

July. 1969. 500 million people
around the world saw, via tele-

vision, precisely the same thing

at the same time. Being in New
York or Los Angeles held no
advantage over being in Keokuk
or Harrisburg.)

Historically, we've been
preoccupied with moving peo-
ple and objects. Thus, our Intri-

cate network of highways and
—railroads and airlines — all of
which have become enormously
inefficient (not inherently, but in

application).

The future will see us mov-

ing information, not, by neces-
sity^ people and things.

Your home will be the ab-
solute center of your life.

You will work from home,
shop from home, "visit" with

family and friends from home,
receive in your home any intel-

lectual or cultural achievement
known to man.

Fantastic, yes. Fantasy, no.

It is quite within reason to

expect these changes by the
1980's.

If we want them.
If we want to change. If we

want a better life for ourselves.
Technology has advanced

to such an extent, that man is

now, literally, capable of chang-
ing his world.

Yet, today, a certain gap
has developed between the po-
tential of technology and Its use
by mankind.

There is an obvious contra-
diction In a method which can
land a man on the moon, yet
tolerates, perhaps even accepts
as Inevitable, poverty and Ignor-
ance here on earth.

There is a contradiction In
a method which affords the best
of everything for some, ahd next
to nothing for others.

So we must, in a sense,
catch up with the technological

potential and apply it for the

benefit of all mankind.
All we need sacrifice are

the antiquated work practices

and our anachronistic traditions.

At RCA, through research
and product development, we
are committed to closing the

technology gap and cancelling

the contradictions. f "

This is an age of innova-
tions as well as contradictions.

Nobody understands this better

than RCA.
You may be planning a ca-

reer in industry—If so, you could
be part of our vision of the
future.

We Invite inquiries through
your College Placement Direc-
tor—he can supply additional
information about an RCA
career.

We are an equal opportu-
nity employer.

i;l^- 1
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f^
train others in this TV

g takeover technique."

^ Davidson believes this S:

a **carefully hidden power" that i|

•:^ the public has over com- jl

.§: mercial broadcasting has •:;:

:? existed ever since the Radio 5:

g Act of 1927, but the g
'^. "revolutionary potential" of %
§: the power did not become |
^ apparent until a little- |
fi publicized 1969 decision of the t

5^ U.S. Supreme Court.
^ |

Uni Camp ^onsors

fund raising projects

The Uni Camp Drive Com-
mittee will sponser a concert by
singer Bob Hurd at noon today „
on Janss steps and a showing of

the camp movie "Summer Is

For All Year" at 7 p.m. today in

Rieber Hall. The drawings for

tickets to "Point Blank" and
"If** wiU be held Thursday
instead of Wednesday and
Friday as reported in yester-

day's Bruin.

SA President's column

Arrowhead for fun and profit

For the last month many of us have been upset

about the activities of the programmatic review

committee called together by Chancellor Charles

Young. This body is charged with certain in-

vestigations, including a determination of the

possible peripheral role in the University at this time

of budget crisis of physical education, speech,

journalism, subject A, elementary foreign language

instruction and so forth.

The controversey spread to the Board of Regents

and the press. Many Daily Bruin articles, stories and
letters appeared on the issue including a big spread

during finals week. The GSA Senate condemned the

entire process and the undergraduate SEPC took

many strong and critical positions as well.

The Chancellor had planned from the outset to

have a conference at Lake Arrowhead at the end of

March to allow non committee members to discuss

with the steering and ad hoc committees of the

programmatic review body the various
ramifications of the procedure and to hear the

preliminary repwrts of the ad hoc committees.

I was one of the token students allowed to attend. I

should say at the outset that I found it very mis-

managed, larded with fairly poorly organised

reports and incredibly loaded against any possibility

of real discussion of the validity of the whole
procedure.

The Sunday evening session began with Chuck
Young delivering brief remarks that lasted, or rather

rambled for nearly an hour (maybe more, I didn't

time them accurately.) We had t)een sort of warned
at the outset against asking questions afterwards

that resembled statements, thus a dialog with our

Chancellor about the whole shebang was a bit

unlikely, and, indeed, those leading remarks that

were made were not met with especially positive

results. That was it Sunday except, of course, for the

alcohol.

On Monday, I tottered bleary and hung-over into

the first session on the subject of American history

and institutions. Subject A and foreign language

instruction. The first and second subjects were
disposed of happily while the third went much better

than anticipated. Most seemed to ag^ee that

requirements for students were good, a common and

unexamined assumption, and the proposal that

language instruction go into the humanities

requirement with the proviso that content be

broadened to include classes oriented to literature or

reading skills rather than speaking ability alone was
well received. I>ean Rolfe was responsible for one of

the best of the presentations.

Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for the next

presentation on teacher training or the one following

By Pete Bouvier

on speech and journalism. It was much like an
elementary school "Show and Tell" session with
each department chairman explaining his programs
and most people yawning, or, like myself, carrying
that a step further.

Many faculty left the conference at this time, some
perhaps being bored(?). The able defense of the

physical education department followed and we
ended with prime rib and tx)oze.

Certain things were abundantly clear: that the

Chancellor and his cohorts were backing down a bit

in their concept, that the departments previously

descril)ed by the budget committee as being

peripheral were anything but, and that ignorance or

insularity were the only reasons that they were
singled out, that most of the participants were unable

because of the format to really discuss the basic

issues and that while a morale boost resulted, little

else occurred.

The ad hoc conunittees were not open to students,

by the way, with the exception of the omnibus
committee studying American institutions, subject A
and the foreign language requirement. The question

had been open and Ben Aron and Dave Saxon
evidently at least lukewarm in favor. .^

.
.

However, faculty membevs of the steering com-
mittee were in opposition for several spurious

reasons: fear of students judging faculty, fear that

unprejudiced students might not k>e found, and so

forth. If necessary, I'U discuss this niore fully, with

names, at a later date. For now, I'll just say that this

fear of students may have l)een the primary reason

that the Chancellor ruled student participation out,,

on the grounds that students were not concerned with

the actual investigation involved.

SEPC will be allowed to comment on the semi-

final reports. GSA, except indirectly, will not.

In short, I found the whole thing a fiasco, both at

Arrowhead ( I missed the Tuesday part but have been

assured it was more of the same) and in general.

Even if I believe the administration assertion that

this was but4he first step in a long review, I think

that this particular procedure exemplified the stupid

planning and limited view we've come to identify

with out administration.

The faculty involved are not always wise choices,

the position vis-a-vis student participation in-

defensible, the deadlines erected impossible even in

the eyes of some faculty participants such as Hand,

and the lack of concern with the over-all planning

evident in everything but lip service appalling.

Furthermore, the faculty of some departments

pointed out the vast duplication in repots and the

inability of the budget committee to do the whole job

in any innovative sense.

^
,.|.-:y
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I 1^1GRADUAL
SENIORS
make your appointment now for your senior

portrait — and plan to have your diploma

Permaplaqued — right in the Campus Studio

Graduation Is the one-in-a-lifetime occurence you want

to keep on i^ecord. Hov^ you look in your cap and

gown is a^nique treasure for you and your fannily.

And for your very own, always, your diploma, hand-

somely and permanently preserved and mounted

in Permaplaque.

UC
campus studio

room 150, korclchoff hall, 825-2578

open monday-fridoy 8:30a.m. -4:30p.nn
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• OFFICIAL NOTICES •

FROM: Aerospace Studies

Cut off date for cnroilment in Aerospace Studies 131 for Fall 1971
has been extended from Match 15th to May ISth.

TO: All Departments
FROM: Campus Programs and Activities Office

RF^ Official Notices

The procedure to follow in submittinfc copy for Official Notices Is

as follows:

1. Send Official Notices to Mrs. AnnMarie Meehan, Campus Programs
& Activities OCRce, 312 Kerckhoff HaU (Ext. 53139). DO NOT SEND
DIRECT TO THE BRUIN.

2. Set margins for 55-space line.

3. Copy must be double-spaced.
4. Please submit 3 copies of each Notice.

5. Copy deadline is 12 noon THREE (3) working days prior to pub-
lication date.

Because Officltil Notices are funded by the Campus Programs tMid

Activities Office, we request that you limit your Notices to items of an
OFFICIAL NATURE ONLY (not announcements or advertising), and
make them as brief as possible. The maximum number of insertions

in the Dally Bruin is three issues. Official Notices are run on Mondays
and Thursdays ONLY. Please do not send requests, therefore, for your
Notices to be run **every day" or **untll further notice."

If you have any questions, please contact Mrs. Meehan at the above
address or telephone number.

FROM: Dean of Students Office

University regulations require completion of a physical evaluation

by all entering students, and by all students re-entering after an absence
of more than one quarter. Registration for new and re-entering students

will not be considered complete until this requirement has been fulfilled,

and additional fees and penalties may result from failure to do so at

once. —Byron H. Atkinson, Dean of Students.

FROM: Dean of Students Office

For your Information we have listed below the various **adminlstra-

tive fees" which have been instituted by different departments on campus.
These charges are made to cover administrative processing costs.

SERVICE CHARGES _ ^ „,

Breakage (Charges will be assessed by department based on actual

replacement costs.

)

Changes In Study List After Announced Date (each petition) 3.00
Duplkate Registration and/or Other Cards from Registration Packet

(each petition) 3.00
Duplkate Student Identification Card (each petition) 3.00
Late Filing of Announcement of Candidacy 3.00

Late FUlng of Study List 10.00

Late Payment of Fees 10.00

Late R^lstration 10.00

Reinstatement Fee 10.00

Removal of Grade I (each petition) 5.00

Returned Check Collection 5.00

Emergency Room Medical Center 5.00

Prescription Fee Student Health Service (SHS) ^ 2.00
Library Fees varies

Residence Halls Transfer or Petition Fee 5.00

Late Health Exam 5.00

Failure to Meet SHS Appointment 4.00
Failure to Clean Out Gym Locker^ 5.00

Failure to Meet Student Teaching Assignment 1.00

FROM: Financial Aids Office

yr All student receiving California State Scholarslilps for tlie Spring
/^arier of 1971, .please sign the Fee Claim Forms In Room 3109
Murphy Hall between April 5 and April 16.

FROM: Financial Aids Office

WORK-STUDY PROGRAM
Work-Study: Additional President's Work-Study funds have been

made available resulting in a broadening of eligibility gukldlnes. Stu-

dents who previously applied for the program, and others who are In-

terested and show financial need for academic support costs and come
from families with lower middle income, may apply for these funds in

room 3206 Murphy HhII , or call extension 5106^. Hours daily are

10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. T-^

FROM: CoUege of Fine Arts

TRANSFER PERIOD FOR THE COLLFXJE OF FINE ARTS OPEN
APRIL 8-23 FOR FALL 1971

MiUor and College transfer petitions will be available in the College

of FUie Arts only. Room A333 Murphy Hall, April 8— 23. Depart-

ments of Art and Theater Arts will request a portfolio; Departments

of Dance and Musk will request a personal interview.

Any questions regarding the new major should be referred to the

counselor of that departmenL
ART: Laurie Anderson MUSIC: Linda Palmer "^

Dkkson Art Center Schoenberg Hall

DANCE: Patricia Tomllnson THEATER ARTS: Valerie West

Women's Gym Macgowan Hall

FROM: Graduate School of Education, Office of Student Services

MANDATORY ENGLISH TEST FOR CRFJJENTLAL CANDIDATES

If you are enrolled in your first education course or have not pre-

viously taken the English test, you must register in advance to take the

test this quarter at the times and dates offered. For additional infor-

mation and the testing schedule, please contact a credential counselor

in the Office of Student Services, Moore Hall 201.

Sign-ups wUl be taken In Moore Hall 201, AprU 5-April 16. Deadline

for slgn-ups is Friday April 16. Testing wUl be done April 19-30.

FROM: Graduate School of Education

APPLICANTS FOR SUPERVISED TEACHING
X"req1iifred meeting will heJidd for all student! who desire to begin

student teaching in the Fall garter 1971. Secondary candklates will

report to Moore Hall 100 on Monday, April 12 at 4:00 p.m.

Elementary candidates will repori to Moore Hall 100 on Wednesday,

April 14 at 4:00 p.m.
This meeting is the only opportunity provided for enrolling in stu-

dent teaching. Because of the large number of persons seeking student,

teaching assignments, attendance at this meeting is mandatory.

FROM: Office of Sperial Services

VETERANS AND VETERANS DEPENDENTS PLEASE NOTE: Stu-

dcnU under Federal and State of Caltfomia subsidy bills are urged to

complete study lists in the Office of Special Ssrvkes as soon as they

are sure of their program for the Spring thiarter. PIcue verify your

Spring Quarter Program in the Oflke of Special Servkcs, Murphy Hall

A-253. FaUure to do so«by AprU 19, 1971 will result In a delay or

Interruption of your subsistence payments from the Veterans Administra-

7,EW VETERANS AND VETERANS' DEPENDENTS must present

VA Ccrtilkatcs promptly to the Offke of Special Services.

I-
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A Varied and Thorough View of Albert Camus
Lyrical and Critical Essays, by Albert Camus
(VinUge Books: $1.95)

i

The French have produced more than their fair share of
brilliant men in the twentieth century. They have given
civilization minds like Malraux, Maurois, Sartre, Proust,
Celine, Sarraute and, of course, Albert Camus. Gifted men
like Sartre or Malraux inspire respect and admiration for
their refined intellect. But Camus, seeming less exalted and
more human, evokes a feeling of camaraderie; we may
disagree with him, but we still wish to like him.
Camus has always embraced the humanistic over the

intellectual. Child of poverty, nurtured on Algiers' sunny
days and Mediterranean beaches, he preferred to exalt life,

love and nature over abstract ideals or philosophies. His
down to earth, rather warm style appeals to the reader in
the sheer sense of conmiunication from one human to
another. His complex and highly inteUigent personality is

bared in almost every essay found in his Lyrical and
Critical Essays. While most students of literature probably
identify Camus with his novels and plays, his career both
began and ended with a volume of essays.

Camus was especially concerned with three concepts : the
absurdity of the world, the inevitability of death, and the
importance of physical hfe. There are forty-two essays in

this collection and through them we receive a particularly
varied and thorough view of Camus, the individual. One of

the closest ghijipses is one in which he tells us : **I know that

I am wrong, that we cannot give ourselves completely.
Otherwise, we would not create. But there are no limits to

loving, and what does it matter to me if I hold things badly if

I can embrace everything?"
Even the names given the different sections of Lyrical

and Critial Essays are personaliied, highly connotative,

ones: ''Summer," ''Nuptials," "Camus on Himself," etc.

And this highly intimate style makes it difficult, if not
impossible, to analyze Camus' book from a syntactical

standpoint. All that one can do is read the poetry of his

essays and enjoy their insights and beauty.

In "Nuptials at Tipasa" he gives us three especially^ in-

timate views of Camus the man. ".
. .it seems to me that

the very act of caressing and describing my delight will

insure it has no end. There is a time for living and a time tor

giving expression to life. There is also a time for creating.

Review By Marilyn Willison

which is less natural. For me it is enough to live with my
whole body and bear witness with my whole heart."
Describing the view and sensations while relaxing in a
garden, Camus writes: "I felt a strange joy in my heart, the
special joy that stems from a clear conscience ... I had
performed my task as a man, and the fact that I had known
joy for one entire day seemed to me not an exceptional
success but the intense fulfillment of a condition which, in

certain circumstances, makes it our duty to be happy." It is

this perfect control of the language, not at all impaired by
Ellen Kennedy's translation, that makes the hterary en-

thusiast admire Camus so genuinely. His opinions, his

philosophies, his train of thought may falter occasionally,

but the consistent excellence of feeling behind his phrases
more than compensates. "It was neither I nor the world
that counted, but solely the harmony and silence that gave
birth to the love between us. A love I was not foolish enough
to claim for myself alone, proudly aware that I shared it

with a whole race bom in the sun and sea ..."

A particularly unique essay renders Camus' impressions
on 'The Rains of New York." A Frenchman may view
America's largest city with more objectivity than we, but
there are few people today who would find much fault with
Camus' thoughts: "New York rain is a rain of exile ... the

whitened skyscrapers loom in the gray mist like gigantic

tombstones for a city of the dead . . . Eight miUion men, the

smell of steel and cement, the madness of builders, and yet

the very height of soUtude."

Sartre is the subject of the most analytical essay in the
book, Camus on Nausea. Camus finds fault with Sartre's

novel primarily on the basis that the philosophy of the book
interferes with the art behind it. As Camus puts it, "A novel
is never anything but a philosophy expressed in images.
And in a good novel the philosophy has disappeared into the

images. But the philosophy need only spill over into the

characters and action for it to stick out like a sore thumb,
the plot to lose its authenticity, and the novel its life." He
helps give us a better understanding of Sartre's theme in

the novel by explaining that "from sheer living against the

stream, the whole of one's being can be overcome with

disgust and revulsion, and this revolt of the body is what is

called nausea." The absurdity of life is a premise of Sar-

tree's existentialism. But Camus rejects the concept that

life, and the inevitability of death, should be reason for

despair. "The realization that life is absurd cannot be an
end, but only, a beginning. This is a truth nearly all great
minds have t^en as their starting point. It is not this

discovery that is interesting but the consequences and rules

for action that can l)e drawn from it. At the end of his

voyage to the frontiers of anxiety, M. Sartre does seem to

authorize one hope: that of the creator who finds
-deliverance in writing."

Gide, whom Camus greatly admired as a youth, is por-

trayed honestly and with affection. Camus did not look to

Gide as his master in the role of writer or thinker But he
was fond of Gide for opening up new intellectual vistas. Two
current opinions on Gide were deftly brushed aside by
Camus: "The reproach made of Gide's work is that it

neglects the anguish of our time. We choose to believe that a
writer must be revolutionary to be great"; and "Gide also
suffers from that other prejudice of our day, which insists

that we parade our despair to be counted as intelhgent.

"

Even when Camus devotes himself to critical studies his

superb command of the language gives beauty to his

essays. Faulkner, Melville, Tragedy, Sartre and Gide are
only a few of Camus' chosen subjects. His great admiration
for Faulkner is discussed at length. But one small
paragraph captures much of that esteem:

"... The great problem of modem tragedy is

language. Characters in business suits cannot talk

like Oedipus or Titus. Their language must at the

same time be simple enough to be our own and lofty

enough to reach the tragic, in my view Faulkner has
found such a language. I have tried to recreate it in

French, and to betray neither a work nor an author I

admire."
It is hard not to like Camus. He is so open and forthright

that his honesty, as well ashis talent, requires respect. His
ability to think in abstract as well as concrete terms and to

be both objective and subjective is one many artists must
envy. The student of French literature, literature in general

or humanities has much to gain from this prize collection of

essays. For those who value Excellent prose. Well-defined

concepts and superbly expressed emotion, the writings of

the late Albert Camus embody just such rare artistry.

REVIEW

Mark Twain: An American Prophet, by
Maxwell Geismar
(Houghton Mifflin Co.: $10.00)

There is a certain pleasure one derives

from writing about a subject one loves.

This pleasure shines from the pages of

Maxwell Geismar's Mark Twain: An
American Prophet and transforms what
might have been an academic, erudite and
sublimely uninteresting summary of

Twain's popular work into a keen analysis

of his less appreciated but more mature
work.

''""

Every student of Twain must see two
opposing — actually complementary —
tendencies in his work: A Whitmanesque
joy in life, people, and earth; and a

cynicism, almost hatred, of the human
race for perverting the natural goodness of

man with its institutionalized hatred and
crushing injustice.

Accepted critics contend that this second

tendency ruined Twain as an author.

Geismar takes exception to their notion

that Twain was a Reader's Digest noveUst,

whose best novels were Tom Sawyer, TTie

Prince and the Pauper, and Huckleberry
Finn. Twain did not write for young people

(although those novels can be enjoyed by
the young, much as Gulliver's Travels
can). A Connecticut Yankee, The War
Prayer, Pudd'nhead Wilson, and the other

works of his later life are not the products
of a burnt-out genius or a bitter, defeated
man. Rather, from the innocence of Huck
Finn, to the heavy-handed satire of the

Connecticut Yankee, to the self-

deprecating humor of his Autobiography,
Twain's writings traced an uneven path in

which love of man and hatred of his

stupidity battle to dominate one another.

To quote the book:
(In Following the Ekjuator) we first

meet the hard satiric brilliance, the

irony and wit, the moral in-

Mollis Twiik: Fm T)i£ ReoidieTo' 3^ Pm^
Revtn^ B^ Aiitiua Mlt^

which Mark Twain developed and

unleashed in the brilliant social. -

criticism of his mature writing . . .

which (has) been denigiated and

misunderstood from the very
beginning to the present day.

Geismar has taken upon himself a very

large task. First, he needs to refute the

notion that Twain was only a writer of

comedy, juvenile diversion and mild social

burlesque, a view put forward by Twain's

critical editors, DeVoto, Kaplan and

Neider. Second, he must show that the

cynicism in Twain's later writings stems,

not from Twain's personal financial and

emotional stresses (as Kaplan's

Freudianism asserts), but from his

coming to maturity in tone and subject

matter. Finally, he has to prove that, by

accepted standards of Uterary critiism

(some of which were first laid down by

Twain in his essays on Fenimore Cooper

and Bret Harte), Twain is a genius, and his

later work is his most satisfying ac-

complishment, r-

That is a large order. Add to it meaty
quotes from Twain's writings, criticism of

Twain's editors, rebuttals to his critics,

portions of Twain's ignored essays in

social radicalism and brief excursions into

pomogi^aphy, theology and blasphemy,
and include Twain's books of travel and a

short biography and . . .

dignatkMi, the inspired strokes of

br< * comedy and farce, the

savage anger: all the rhetorical,

litf I •• >' a i ritual weapons

'^1

The wonder of it is that (Jeismar -exfi^

finished. The marvel of it is that he

produced an intriguing and entertaining

portrait of both Mark Twain and Sam
Clemens.

How does he ^o itT Geismar excerpts

long passages of Twain, sometimes with

no excuse save the brilliance of the

language. Obviously infatuated with
Twain, he takes pains to refine his prose to

emulate Twain's. His discussions and

excerpts of Twain's Httle-known social

criticisms, morality tales and unpublished

essays give the reader both Twain's

fascinating commentary on Mankind and
Geismar's compelling commentary on

Twain.

The only serious fault of the book is its

occasional lapses in organization. A
common way to review Twain's work is

book-by-book or idea-by-idea. Geismar
overlooks this and causes some confusion

by mixing the two. However, the reader's

indulgence is rewarded when all the

threads are brought together in the book's

last hundred pages.

The perceptive reader of Twain will

enjoy this book immensely, but one should

not attempt at once to read it straight

through, at least not the first time. I would

recommend using the index to follow the

discussion of each book through Geismar's

description of it. Also, two chapters stand

out as minor gems in themselves of the

essay form: Twain as "The Enraged
Radical," describing Twain's outspoken

pamphleteeri/ig -against war, racism,
corruption and genocide; and "A Spy in

the House of Oligarchy," combining a
lively discussion of Twain's
Autobiography with a hearty hoot at his

critics.

One last endearment: Geismar has

extracted from Twain's work the funniest,

the most profound, and the best-turned

phrases. He quotes from works minor and

major; yet he quotes only the very l)est.

^^S' .•*•*¥* M"^ 1^ ' ^t** ••.. •«.••...• •.M •»-\n • »^«JiiI III II, Vfvjv 1 1 •« \ T^ »^v««x. . . . » <..<

missing the illuminations of Maxwell

(ieismar. Read both, and ei\joy yourself

twice as much.
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a student discussion on the value of transcendental

meditation as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
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Dai O'Hean

(Ramparts Press: $3.45)

Weatherman is a collection of essays and manifestoes by Weather-

people, eye-witness accounts of their actions, and criticism by other

radical leaders It is a very consciousness-raising book. While reading it,

the student should take the perspective of applying its lessons to the scene

on campus, without falling into either uncritical adulation or reactionary

bias against the subject people. It has had a major effect on my own

practice.

The Weathermen originated at the Chicago SDS Convention in June of

1969, breaking away from ttie Worker-Student Alliance led by the

Progressive Labor Party. I will give an account of their differences based

on my personal knowledge of PLP and my theoretical knowledge of

Weatherman. Of course, the following reflects a certain ideology

(anarchism), but so would any other account.

PLP is a communist party emphasizing mass organizing of industrial

workers. Influenced by Maoism, though rejecting Mao's nationalism and

personahty cult, it was originally a Stalinist offshoot of the CP but has

moved somewhat to the left since then. Stylistically, they come off as

straight (e.g., they would never say, "When you're smashing the state,

kids, be sure to keep a smile on your face and a song in your heart.") Most

PLP'ers are from industrial working class backgrounds, but this is not

true of their student movement, which is centered at Harvard, Yale, and

MIT. The chief criticism of PLP revolves around their sectarianism. To

United States, major or minor, and every nation or rebellion in the world

except for China, about which they now have serious criticisms and

probably will soon condemn (I wouldn't object to that last one). This

attitude stems not from racism, as asserted by the Weathermen and

some people still in SDS, but from a belief, rarely expressed but strongly

held, that their party is the only American organization on the right side

of the class struggle, and the only one that ever could be. The fun-

damental error here is^ not sectarianism—sectarianism is only a symp-

tom — the fundamental error is their belief in setting up a new state

guided by a new elite (the party)

could only be one party. This re

"porcism" — the most serious e

Don't get me wrong. The people

met, are our brothers and sisters

than most of us. But their orthodox

a primitive society where one, tigh.

way to pull it off) causes them to

through divisiveness, and if histoi

even if they won. Not only is it all

organizations to make the revol

prevent the emergence of a new stai

For example, if racial-cultural diffi

they would have to be invented In

synonomous with creation, fr

The Weathermen, led by theorist

Marxist terms. Mellin began

proleteriat to include not only

performs alienated labor or othe

class or bourgeoisie, a small gro

and numbers only a few thousand

revolutionary future to students,

the people, has won general acce

who is the "vanguard" of the
\

workers, because "they are the mo|

make a revolution." Mellin replied

workers only because they were ti

most objectively ripe for revolu

peasants and lumpen. Under mon^

organized, so that criterion no lon|

(contradiction) in capitalism is i

monopolists can easily grant deiu

creasing prices. The struggle noM

surplus, as they now must, in wan

browns within the mother country

colonized peoples. The American
p

organization, but by racism, whii

World. Youth are the least indoctri

vanguard of the proletariat.

The Mellin theory, which at fi

realistic expansion (rf the definiti

be vulgarized in a way that na

vanguard were worth talking to ati

their "white skin privilege
'

tradiction, since all of the prole

just less so than others. To organi

charity) instead of material inter

approach which was bound to!

Weatherman emphasis, p^rticylar

Lh according to orthodox Leninism

itionary
heresy might be tenned

of all.

,LP at least all the ones I ve ever

lave a higher level of consciousness

rtinism (a strategy for revolution in

[knit, party may have been the only

ow the progress of the movement

any guide, would lead to betrayal

,t for lots of separate but fraternal

__ it is abBoIutely neccisary to

/ith a new, repressive, exclusivity.

ices did not exist in the revolution,

j-e, as with man, diversification is

land beauty.
^ _^^ ,.

1 Mellin, were forced to respond m
expanding the definition of the

strial workers but everyone who

lives a role scripted by the ruling

/hich owns the large corporations

)le. This definition, which gives a

ire recipients, and practically all

e The argument then focused on

>riat. PL argued it is industrial

[ppressed" and "have the power to

Lenin emphasized the industrial

St organized proletarians — the

as opposed to "individualist"

capital in the U S., everyone is

applies. Moreover, the main flaw

tn the shops any more — today

. for higher wages by simply in-

curs when the rulers ^invest their

finst the Third World. Blacks and

[considered as one of the rebeUing

jtariat is held back not by lack of

)lidifies them against the Third

by racism, hence youth are the

.»med to be a broadminded and

I

proletarian, tended in practice to

kd the definition, since only the^

[, and then only if they renounced

Bions). This is a serious con-

supposedto be oppressed, whites

)und giving up a privilege (liberal

vas therefore an extremely weak
1. This, however, became the

br the split; wh«nW failed in the.
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A New Dimension in Imaginatk Escape

Review By Deborah Gobble

A Dream of Dragonflies, by Noel
I>angley (llie Macmillan Com-
pany: $4.95)

The Romeo and Juliet syndrome
seems to be flourishing. It is rather
distressing that popular authors
these days can't conceive of a
young love weathering more than a
few years; apparently they feel

that reality just isn't beautiful

enough to do it justice. After all,

who wants to see Ali MacGush as a
contented housewife of forty-three,

pushing the United Fund and
supporting the P.T.A.? It used to

be that the escape story was
enough—now it seems that we
must escape within the escape, and
dep'^ the solution.—However;—tnsiedd—oT—nie"

nauseating martyrdom so slickly

offered the sentimental reader in

Segal's Love Story, we find in A
Dream of Dragonflies a new
dimension of love/strength. In this

gloriously naive tale by Noel
Langley, the characters manage to

fulfill themselves, in spite of their

stark 1890-ish southwest
surroundings, by building a rich
spiritual life. Curses, clair-
voyance, and dream/illusion
weav^ in and out of the events of
the young heroine's 15th year like
the dragonflies of the title. Anna,
the desperate idealist, and the
concisely painted group of dust-
bred characters around her glow
with a deep simplicity worthy of
Hemingway. The relationships.

needs, and emotions are there

the grasping, yet they are

driven into the reader's c(

prehension with maudlin sc

opera tactics.

Oh, but let me warn you. This]

1 believe, a children's stc

(There. Now you know where

head is, at any rate). Noel LangJ

wrote the screenplays for

Wizard of Oz and A Christr

Carol, and this book travels o^

the rainbow more than once

Dream of Dragonflies will prC

altogether too saccharine

anyone not fully prepared to acc^

and enjoy a hearty helping

idealism, well spiced with ether

?ver

the main character is a fifteen >(

old girl who thinks that babies are
niade by a special way of kissing,
and her strange young husband
intends to build a bundling board to
curb "Old Adam."

But this story has as much to do
jvith sexual love as Charlotte's
Web had to do with arachnids. The
Phght of Young Love is only the
surface evidence of the essence of

^ Dream of DragonHies. The
"^uty of this angel story lies in its

^ctive imagination ... in the
aream-identities, the meta-
physical, supernatural world in
^nich the characters move. I

"^peat, this i^; n vAiincr a'wW
Story—-hiif

credibly creative one.

never rp^if' ^^^ ^^g^rized stiU further by saying that whites could

Wp .^fli
"" ^"^ conditions (they viewed themselves as flukes)

reX^lT^^ "^^'^ supposed to really benefit from racism and would

white ^iI'''?h?'S^"^r
^^" ^^ ^^^*^**-^^" ^^J^^^ ^^ ^y "^«<^

^«!v!ci^i ?'.> .
Weathermen responded by calling the Panthers

for^ aim fl . f^.^sserted that they, the Weathermen, were a catalyst

Jntfm"^! r
"* "^ove'nent. Thus from a theory that racist illusions ofDenemtmg from oppression were myths prevenUng whites from acUng in

their own mterest, the Weathermen came to believe that very myth Theynow envisioned a regime led by Blacks, Chicanes, and Vietnamese over a
permanenUy hosUle white America. As Weatherman Ted Gold put it, "If
tacisnri is what it takes, facism is what it will have to be." One might ask,
have to be to do what? Make the Revolution? Why don't we just call
ourselves Nazis? This fascistic elitism found further expression in the
Weatherman cult of becoming "strong people," violence as exercise
(nriacmsmo, subjectivist errors, and mistaking murder for revolt). Their
total isolation from the movement and from their own people culminated
in the Townhouse Bombing, in which Gold was killed. From a
revolutionary point of view^ seems to have been a good thing.

Responding to their isolation, the bizarre phase gave way first to an
entre to youth culture- hence the springing of Tim Leary . Since then, the
Weathermen have developed a Narodnik theory (the Narodniks were a
sabotaging and terrorisUc Russian group in the 1880's famous for the
slogan "go to the people") of revolutionary action with mass support.
They now maHe a distinction between terrorism (random offing), which
they now oppose, and sabotage (destroying things essential to the death
machine) which they favor. They also oppose hard narcotics, and now
regret their inability to hold rallies or reveal their identities to their
brothers and sisters. Mass work, they now realize, is the most essential
work for a revolutionary, and this is a role they can no longer fill.

In other words, they have returned to the original (and correct) Mellin
theory of extended proletariat and youth vanguard. Whites should not
play a support role or do a liberal guilt thing, nor should we feel bad about
our presence in the university, the vital source of the bourgeoisie's ab^
solutely essential bullshit manufacture, and a major source of their ar-
med repression. On campus, this means student power, not in the sense of
winning elections (anything but that!), but in the sense of getting open
admission (which is not only good in itself in bringing militant minority
students on campus, but would also pave the way for abolishing grades
and tracks, thus freeing us from alienated labor and giving us more time
for the revolution), restoration of the Work-Study funds, more jobs for
students without layoffs of campus workers, revolutionary courses,
abolition of things we don't like such as ROTC, the Thailand Project, and
the Los Alamos business, community control of narcs and ticketeers,

child-care, clinics, student-controlled housing, food conspiracy, and
ultimately no tie between the university and its environs and the State at

all — Sovereign Westwood! (in this, of course, I do not include the

bourgeoise sections of Westwood). At least in the case of the first three
libbve dernarids, they will say Ihey liave no money, though they send
$100,000,000, one third of the UC budget, to Los Alamos alone— well then

boycott the cafeteria and book store so the alternative will be even less

money I UCLA is financially weak now (thank you, Ronnie) so let's

SEIZE THE TIME!

In evaluating Weatherman actions one is at first repelled by the min-

dless trashing of small shops and Volkswagens during the "Days of

Rage." Even granting the (utterly wrong) view that the Revolution is

only in the interests of the Third World, this hardly seems the most ef-

fective way to help the Vietcong. One is forced to a<lmire the audacity of

their later actions — the blasting of the heavily-guarded NYPD
Headquarters, the Leary episode, and that beautiful Capitol Bombing. Or

take this warning to the Attorney General: "Don't look for us. Dog: We'll

find you first." Whatever you think about the pohtical value of offing

Mitchell, that shows a positive, spirited attitude. They're really Outlaws

— they make their own justice. *

In evaluating their own future, the Weathermen follow the Narodnik

analogy — they will be wiped out, a sacrificial curtain-raiser for the

Revolution. The scary thing about this Russian analogy is that in Russia

the finale was even sadder than the overture. Keeping this in mind, let's

hear some comments by Eldridge on Weatherman in the best anarchist

tradition: "There are enougTl people in Babylon to kick pig ass from the

Atlantic to the Pacific and back again. We can kick pig ass for days if we

all start doing it. So why not do it!" and (this one is prophetic), "A

-determined revolutionary doesn't require an authorization from a

Central Committee before offing a pig. As a matter of fact, when the need

arises, a true revolutionary will off the Central Committee." Now there is

one revolutionary who really got his shit together!
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Find Rider or Riders

for this quarter

CONTACT:

Student Pariing Review Board

x52452-3220AMurpKyt^ll
(W) OR
Alpha Phi Omega AU "A"

Level Lounge (10-2)

940 MDXTON m*^
WtSTVIOOD CAUF 90024

(ZJ3) 4TT-ft8Stt

r IV I

FNCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

SERVICE

20% DISCOUhLL
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fosi Professional Service

1 101 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village 886-7475
By AppointmTit Only 473-8127

HYPNOSIS FOR SIOOENTS

• B«tt«r qrod«s

• Speech Problems

• Weiqht Control

• Smokers
• Tension

• Personal Goals

Unrversity of WisGonsin Ph.D., ^4 years teat hing--Speech

Psychology and General Semantics.

William I Ristow. PII.D

1225- Westwood BouU^ard ^ 477-2953 lor appointment
^^na^HBMaBiaHMpMiiiiM^^ ( Paid Adv«irti>ement). pMHiHaaBMMMMiMiB^MMMMw^^

M

HILLEL OOJNCL "^
"'risBi"""
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' 7-

PASSOVER
CELEBRATION

i'

Enjoy a Kosher iPesoch Banquet -

Hillel will conduct the Second Seder,

Saturday, April 10

We will also be serving' Passover meals during the

week — Please make your reservations by April 7.

Please call Hillel 474-1531 for further information.

<j

I

0^0^ ^»^«N#^^«^^^^^^^% ^l^f^0^0^0^
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VAN NUYS:
Garage in A//ty.

4A?6»« VanNuys Blvd.

4^w.. >../ Vtntura fwy.)

L:::MkA Bk^m^M dp

WEST LA
Pink Garag9 At:

3378 South Overland Ave
•39-2116

9t1-1731
Complete Stereo Systems

FROM MOO

I
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The Driver's Seat'
THe Driver's Seat, by Muriel Spark ( Alfred A. Knopf: |4.»5)

1 i^P i^ a thirty-ish accountant, you see, with a straight Une for a mouth

.nd a iSht streak in her brown hair, and she's on her way to Somewhere

S?e whde Ume, and though we poor, innocent, supposedly sane readers

nln'Tknow exacUy what she's looking for, there are some enticing htUe

fore^hadZing flashes along the way, just to let us know that we are all

Lu.?cSht in the amber glass of the current moment (there tea Unge of

Vonne^fin Muriel's style). Fate is in THe Driver^. Seat, along with

Use^Se female Stranger, and a whde menagene of semi^haracters

tho7xist only for that moment in which they are involved with Lise. So,

Everybody fiU in. because perhaps they're all Lise. anyway. Just exacUy

wheVe Muriel Spark's ends meet is rather a moot question.

Yet The Driver's Seat is humanly readable, m fact, it s even sensual, in

an odd almost clinical, way. Muriel Spark tells her story in a style which

is detached like the mind of the main, and perhaps only, character. And

she teHs it weU by repeUtion, concise coloration, detailed description,

and consistent perspective. The story as a whole obtains the firm identity

for which Lise, its protagonist, so desperately yearns. The confusing

emotion which can only be likened to senility, that seems to pervade the

thoughts and actions of all of the personalities tends to render Uiem in-

complete characters. This incompleteness, however, rather than

destroying Uie credibility of the tale, tends to unify it; each piece of a

given person combines with the other pieces to build the chain of contacts

and events which make up a particular episode in Lise's life.

Mrs Spark does fall into some of the tiresome ruts of this detached kind

of approach She is a bit too clever and cute at times, injectng

melodramatic questions like ''Who knows her thoughts? Who can teU?:!^

into Uie midst of tiie narrative. The author also suffers from a desire to be

subUy (ugh) relevant; in one instance, her delightful htUe-old-lady

character is made to utter some rambling remarks about how men are

forgetting tiieir place and assuming equality ("The male sex is getting

out of hand." Ha, ha. Yawn.) And there are times when the repeated

foreshadowing of What Is Going to Happen to Lise by Tommorrow

Morning becomes unnecessarily redundant.

But aside from these assorted letdowns. Muriel Spark's bizarre tale of a

woman-creature with no rock to push is clever and compelling, a "Who's-

gonna-do-it?
'

' witii a Faulknerian flair— well worth the two hours or so it

takes to drive Uirough it . . . that's what you do, cruise through and stare

at the sights; but there's no conventional road, and the speed increases

frantically. *-
.. , u

It's a distrubing story, partiy because of its content, but mosUy because

of tiie way in which Muriel Spark chooses to tell it. In its own absti-act

way. it is an epic search. . .as Lise says,

The lack of an absence, that's what it Is. I know VU find it.**

"""~
I just hope Uiey don't cast Maggie Smith. She's not what it's about

—Deborah Gobble
at aU.

Helpline 825-7646

^^X^ Ff^E JEWISH UNIVERSITY
Purpose Credit Meetings

Irrformol meons for JewisK ond non-

Jewish students to involve thetriselves

in discussions and study with iewlsWy

Itnowiedgeoble students, ^oculty nnerf^

bers and rabbis for a sharir>g oi irv

stghts and new axperiences.

Ft I

PROGRAMS ^

THEJEWASAHUMAN
BEING: SOURCES FOR
AN ETHIC -:=^

t^bi tkhard N. Levy, Direder-
HHIel CdwiKil ^ UCIA

A conirontotion with different kinds of

Jewish sources as they oddress them-

selves to such concepts os: personal

ar>d social low. the Creotion, Exodus,

^Aessionism, Wor ar>d Peoce, the "Cho-
sen People," artd the Return to Itroel.

BUBERIAN HASIDICZEN:
A NOVEL APPROACH TO
PSYCHOTHERAPY
Dr. AenionMn Weininger, Co-Fownder
Sowtftera ^oiwocfMo CoMweetwj Centec

Wtkhi Hmnrf tobifv fiMwtive Director

Lm Angelee HHIel Cowftcfl

Explorotions leoding to significent com-
munity experiencet. Included' ^i\\ be
discussions of tf>e similarities or>d dif-

ferences between Zen or>d Hosidism "^

insights wilt be concretized tfvough tf>e

use of many medio, includir^ onec-

dotes. music, and dance Sessions will

feature participation in communal
meols, symbolic ceremonies, ond medi-
tation

THE R^ATIGN between
JEWISH AND WERN
LEGAL CODES: PRESENT
APPUCAT10NS
Pr«^. George FlelcKer, UCLA School

tdbbi DovM %9mm. HWel Co«ncil of

UCIA

A comporiion, tfvoogh discussion ar>d

reoding of represeototive texts, of the

Students in Program I will be gronted

two quorter credHs per course by the

School of Education of the Hebrew
Union College. Credits so earned apply

toward programs in religious school

teacher certification. They may be ap-

plied for salary-point credit with local

bureau^ of educoTlon both pvjbiic ond-

Jewish.

First meeting: Tuesday, April 6

Time. * 7:30 PM
Ploce: Mil I el Lower Lounge,

900 Hilgord Avenue
Succeeding meetir>gs will be arrar>ged

at times and pIcKes which fit the needs

and desires of eoch section.

BASIC YIDDISH:

LANGUAGE AND FOLKLORE
Dr. AbroKom Zygi

Union College

Hebre«t.

Music, dromo, ond the short story will

be utilized to illuminate the folklore

of the 18th to 20th centuries in Eastern

Europe

THE JEWAND OTHER
CULTURAUETHNIC
MINORITIES
Prof. Gene Lewine. Oep't of Sociology,

UCLA

The section aims to provide both on
ethnic census of UCLA and a look into

patterns of affiliation anddis-affiliotion

The major focus will be upon under-

iluridliiy 'J«v^ish students in tf^e cort''

l«t of other ethnic groups. How do
Jewish students differ from members
of other minority groups, ond whot
common problems do they hove?

PROGRAM II

ANTI-SEMmSM
Director, fr— JewitK

botk prirKiples in Jewish ond Western

low Among the lopks lobe discussed

will be: re«pontt>iHtY. I«ga<<ty. guilt.

wrorigdoing, evidertce, andjustHication

Ronier

Umver*i»y

This workshop will <ocus on anti Semi-
tism's nxjre recent historicol roots -
social, economic, political - as well as
the needs for preiudke ond sociol con-
flict tlYough d voriety of lileroture.

films, discussions The Kature of anli-

Sem^ism and the effect it has hod on
strains Such OS"""'- d. .

manner Jewish communities or»d ifv

dividuol Jews hove met itscftoilenge -
politically, sociolly. religiously - will

b^ #rnpKostr«»d

THE SYNAGOGUE, THE
COMMUNnY, THE
INDIVIDUAL: RELEVANCE?
Rabbi Robert Gon, Temple boioh

Study of the bases for rituol proctices

and the origin of Jewish holickjys and
how observances of these vary among
Jews. Ritual and its pertinence to other
members of the general society.

JEWISH UFE STYLES
Cherie Brown/SKeilo Hoymon, Lifestyle

Worishop
Leaders CSES 115

The Sundoy and Mondoy night vwirk-
shop which begon last quarter in CSES
1 15. Friends, warmth, Jewish searching
with o community of people wfx) ore
beginning to core obout one another.
Spending Shobbat together, having our
own Pesochcelebrotion, explorotion into
what's ovoiloble in the Jewish com-
munity ond continu ing questions of Jew-
ish trodition. historically ondculturoUy,
Other projects- -{deploring the Block-
Jewish Synogogue, the problems of So-
viet Jewry, etc

) will be added. Enroll-
ment is limited to the respective mem-
bers of the Sundoy ohd Mondoy night
workships in CSES 115. Eoch
will stoy together

AMERICAN-JEWISH.
JEWISH-AMERICAN
LITERATURE ^^
Lecturer to be announced. Continucrtion

of the workshop in CSES 1 15.

group

ZIONISM
Yorom ENinger. Pre^denl, Isroeli Stw.
dents Orgonii.

Gory Brenner. Zionism WorlnKoo Lead-
•r. CSES 115

We will explore the troditionol impor-
tance of lsro«| to the Jewish people
ond the emergence of political lionism^^ '»^o«l ploy in Jewish
^^''"^"'

'
"*Hjr ;$ ttie relotionship -

ipr.rtuolly. economically, ond pollticolly
between American Ja^^y Qorf 1^,0,17
now do different types of A
Jews view »h«M.d Fast V

JEWS IN LOS ANGELES
Arnold JoKo, Ombudsmon for Lo« An-

golee Jewish Shidonts

A reality trip. An exploration of the

Jewish community of Los Angeles, o

community unique in its depth, breadth,

and complexity. Selective participation

and attendorKe in octivitiesof thevputh

or>d odult community, conve^^tions

ond interactions with repra/rentatives

of diverse groups with vo^ed ideolo-

gicol viewpoints, ond self-directed study

Through this process we will come to

grips with Jewish consciousness and

identity.

SI 131

ui iiii ijl

SEaiONS
Eocfi section will be limited to 20 por

ticiponts.

NON-MEETINGS
Shobbat services, includlr*g communal
meals, music, ond dance, will be de-

veloped at the homes of students and

foculty. AnnourK^ments will be mode
weekly OS to ti.e IcKotion of the Free

Jew U Shabbot. Other celebrotions will

be created os the muse (or nesboma)

Inspires

^mer icon

in class or at tf>e Hillel Council office.

900 Hilgord Avenue. Lo* Ar>gele$,

90024. 474 1531 For further informa

tion. contcKt Alain Rogier, Director of

the Fr«« Ipwltli tlfn V 01 -.Hv

LF. St":c OD Kent stale

The KilliB^ at Kent SUte by I. F.

Stone (New York Review: |1.»5)

"At Kent State as at Jackson

State, it looks as if the killers will

go unpunished and only demon-

strators will be prosecuted." This

is the theme o£ Stone's short book

which deals primarily with the

investigations of the killings of six

students at the two universities,

with special emphasis on Kent

State.

Stone begins with the premise

that the killings were unnecessary,

basing it on reports by the

President's Commission on

Campus Unrest. He cites relatively

little evidence to back his claim in

regards to Jackson State, and

withholds evidence concerning the

murders at Kent State until later in

the book.

Stone presents some compelling

evidence that the Ohio National

Guard fired indiscriminately into a

crowd of student demonstrators

last May 4. He cites, for example,

the Justice Department's sum-

mary of FBI investigations into the

shootings, which states: "We have

some reason to believe that the

claim by the National Guard that

their lives were endangered by

students was fabricated sub-

sequent to the event."

Stone also quotes from the

summary that **Six Guardsmen
stated pointedly that the lives

of the members of the Guard were
not in danger and that it was not a

shooting situation.'* He also

mentions the summary's reference

to a newspaper interview of an

anonymous Guardsman who ad-

ORIGINAL PRINTS

CORITA'S

5126 Vineland

North Hollywood 91601

985-9370

APRIL 5 to 30

LOIS BURNETT

8452 Melrose Place

Los Angeles 90069

653-6775

'V

Southern Campus

DOWN
SLEEPING BAGS

MOUNTAINEERING
SUPPLIES

^y the makers of the bog Hil

'Q^'y took to Everest and sup-
Pl'er to leading world expedi-
tions Dirorf „w:l J... : »

f ran. . ,.1-,
V^VJIVillVJ IJI *J M y l( IM'II

^l^
retail cost. For detailed bro-

chure write: Antarctic Products
^o-. P.O. Box 223 Nelson. New
Zealand

mitted firing indiscriminately into
the crowd and who said the
Guardsmen "had gotten together
after the shooUng and decided to
fabricate the story that they were
m danger of serious bodily harm or
death from the students."
Stone saves this evidence unUl

the latter part of the book, and
begins instead with cogent ob-
servations of how racism in-

terfered with the judicial process
at Jackson State, and of how
political considerations interfered
with justice at Kent State.

In the case of Jackson State,
Stone presents evidence of a
conspiracy on the part of
Mississippi law officials to
withhold and destroy evidence.
Concerning Kent State, he echoes
former Ohio Senator Stephen
Young's charge that the special
Ohio grand jury which exonerated
the National Guard for the
shootings was politically
fraudulent.

In trying to prove the Guard-
smen literally got away with
murder. Stone almost ignores the
tricky question of just why the
Guardsmen fired. This question is

discussed in each of the thi^
documents. Although the Justice

Department summary makes no
conclusions, it presents some
compelhng evidence (which Stone
ignores in his narrative) that the

Guardsmen fired indiscriminately

into the crowd of student
demonstrators.

-The summary states that those

Guardsmen who told the FBI that

their lives were in danger gave

several reasons, some
categorically rejected by the FBI.
The only legitimate reason that
some Guardsmen gave was that
students "were advancing upon
t^em in a threatening manner."
Even if this charge existed as
described, the location of the
thirteen students either killed or
wounded by the Guardsmen
prompts the reader to conclude the
firing was indiscriminate. Only
three of the thirteen students were
roughly within the distance of a
football field from the Guardsmen,
and only one was within 100 feet of

them. He was a bushy-haired
student who carried no weapons
but was giving the Guardsmen
"the finger" before he was shot,

sixty feet away. He ^as the only
student of the thirteen who might
have actually charged the Guard.
Contributing only 44 of the 149

pages, Stone's own contribution
consists of three chapters written
at separate dates for his biweekly
news letter. The book's
organization suffers t)ecause of

this. But, despite this deficiency,

Stone's book is valuable because it

is a book about "law and order ' in

practice.

Painting a gloomy picture of a
hypocritical 'Maw and order"
administration, Stone implies the
federal government will not pursue
further investigations of the six

killings because it is politically

expedient. He pleads to members
of the Scranton Commission to

fight for federal grand jury in-

vestigations into the two cases.

Unless James Rhodes and his

fellow commissioners speak out

against this injustice, Stone's book
maV wind up as a classic example
of what "law and order" in this

country is all about.

—Bill Gordon
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Matching diamond bands for
both thg bnde'a and groom'i third
fingert, left hand Artfully concttvtd and
txeruted, circlet of 14 karat yellow or whiU
gold With fiery diomontU Mt otto a v^vtty
black background, : '

. ..

. . .« ^^^^ $175 •och

also available with only on* diamond
$95 •och

iO

ileiuelers
1055 w«stwood blvd
granite 9-6755

westwood villag*
bradihow 2-^94>

Groduote Gen^ologists, G.l.A.
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At Your Service^
This Spring Quarter, explore the resources of

THE STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICES

Individual

PERSONAL COUNSEL . .where you will be listened to and be

heard while you gather, your forces and take a fresh look at

alternatives.

EDUCATIONAL & CAREER INFORAAATION. . ^.a resource for ques

tions regarding your major, your career, graduate school. Make

informed judgement on current occupational literature, university

and professional school catalogues, discussion with experienced

counselors^

READING AND STUDY COUNSEL . .individual counseling im-

niediately available in reading, study habits and approoches to

"math and science. Follow-up appointments as desired.

WRITING COUNSEL . .a^l phases df writing process from initial

impulse to final draft; possibilities, problems, specific tasks, from

essay-type exams to advanced papers.*^^*^ •

I
FARNINGSKILLSDEVELOPMENT.aresourcefor anyone whofeels

tTe need to upgrade present skills or develop additional prc>

ficiency in the areas of communication and basic math.

Group
Signup Required

PERSONAL EXPLORATION. . .in small groups with trained coun-

selors, discover the ways you relate to others. Special groups

for marital, pre-marital concerns.

WRITING GROUPS. . .through individual effort and group in-

teraction centered around the writing of group members, parti-

cipants move toward increased self- and sense-awareness, more

authentic self-expression in written form.

STUDY AND EXAM SEMINARS. . .for students who wish to ex

plore a variety of study and reading techniques enabling them

to cope more effectively with university work.

READING GROUPS. . .to help students develop flexible, ver-

satile, effective and efficient reading skills necessary for course.,

work from freshman to graduate levels.

SPEECH AWARENESS GROUPS. . .for people who wish to in-

crease their awareness, ease and expressiveness in speaking

situations. Through individual pprtici^ation. group discussion and

video tapd feedback, members will experience and expand their

crtAnlrinn ftxnressiv eness.

For further information stop in at

STUDENT COUNSELING CENTER, 3334 Murphy Hall, phohe

(82)5-4071 or

ING AND STUDY CENTER, 271 Social Welfare BIdg., phone

(82)5-7744

/
'Services available without charge to all regularly enrolled

UCLA students. No records are kept of interviews. The Services

are personal resources not administrative offices.
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alien luertz candies are here

for Easter!

Beautiful, beautiful baskets. Eggs, bunnies, ducks

in delectable colors and the finest chocolate

the whole Easter scene, edibly elegant. Chocolote. eggs

from 39<t - baskets, 2.25 to 3.95. Great Easter gifts -

and a whee of o way to indulge yourself. _

Students* Store

cont«ctiont, b l^vd, ockarman union, 825-771

1

open M-Th 7:45a.m.-8:30p.m.: F 7:45a.m.-7!30p.m.; S 10-3

Another part of th<

gradoate just doesnt

thewarm welcome he used ta

There's a lot of competition in ttie job market

today. And a college degree alone just

doesn't carry as much weight with some

employers.
That's why Honeywell developed their

Postgraduate Studies Program. A program

designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college major is. If

you can qualify you'll be ready to learn com-

puters from one of the world's top computer

manufacturers and leading educators.

Honeywell.
You'll be ready to start right off in

the fastest growing industry around.

An industry that doubles in size and

opportunity every five years.

There still won't be any brass bands

around to greet you, but you will get a

warm handshake. All you have to do is

mail this coupon. Or call (714) 870 0120.
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Coding theory explored

by engineering prof

^"
lI.!!.oJ^i theory Massachusetts Institute of

.

A new maHj^"^' JS T«:hnolocy (MIT). Atthattime, he
behind coding informatjon^be^.* Jh^SX the probabUity of

investigated by Jim •'^ "^ ' ^„^^ ;„ transmitUng information
assistant P'-of*^'^^^^"!'"^? may be reduced to any desired

•"^t T'^^NaSl S^e^ level by the pn>per coding of in-

^"^ ?^ <M^F> will Study formation before transmission and
Foundation ( Nbh )

,
*'" ° .^ .^ j.,^j. decoding of informaUon

problems of dec,phenngjong codes ttie^pry.^ ^^"g^ ^^^ ^^

^"4r"nT^ S hematical demonstration, two major

"

^a ft.phniaues to be problems have impeded the ap-
programming ^c^""^"^.,^^^

plication of Shannon's theories to
developed w,l us. "inary-c^^ pli^^^^^^

communicaUon. One has

'btTr'rangec^ in cer^m orders) been finding a practical way to

.V. Ih^n natnral lanKuages. decode long messages. The other

''two trader stuS are has been^rying to find a way to

en^pZed to assist him in the generate codes with good

theoretical investigations and P''»P!™7
. ^f^^ts will be

comuuter simulations involved. Part of omiura s eiioris win oe

-Modern communication directed toward he examination of

-systems "omura wrote in his a new decoding technique tha has

!^S to NSF "are making already provided partial solutions

fi^c^ing "ui2 of computers in to these problems,

reducing errors caused by noisy His work with mtersymbol in- ^

channels terference wiU involve analyzing

"The main difficulty in/applying optimum receivers for channels^

coding theory to practical com- with such interference. These

munication systems is the 'curse of receivers can be specified by

dimensionality'; that is, the applying techniques heretofore

computation required is often used to analyze the decoding of

beyond the capability of modem what are known as "convolutional

computers. codes." Omura's previous work-

"With increasing flow of data, has shown that a "minimum error

there are more and more demands receiver" is a generalization of a

for high speed digital trans- decoding algorithm for con-

mission. Hence, the problem of volutional codes,

intersymbol interference has in this research, Omura will

become more critical than ever analyze and simulate these op^

before." timum receivers. The goal is to

Modern information theory was design a practical system that

__; includes coding over channels with

intersymbol interference.

Omura received his BS and MS
degrees in electrical engineering

from M.I.T. in 1963. From 1963 to

1966 he was an NSF Fellow, and in

1966 he received his PhD in elec-

trical engineering at Stanford.

He has been involved in

programming computers for

determining satellite orbits. His

current interest is in probabilistic

coding theory and channel

modeling.

Petitions available

for 'Peace Treaty'
Petitions for the People's

Peace Treaty are available

from the Graduate Student

Association (GSA) office,

Kerckhoff Hall 301, GSA
. departmental representatives

and members of the Peace and

Freedom Party on campus.

^^

DAVrS PHOTO smvicE
Special Student Rates

PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U-WAIT

Photographs for AAedical & Nursing Students • I.D. Cards

Bv Protessionals -. Daily 9 5 • Sot
1 2 4

10990 Wilsh.reBlvd-Cof Veteron Ave Across from FeJerol BIdg. 47 3 40;

Admissions Officer
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences

2600 East Nutwood Avenue
Fullerton. California 92361
Phone: (714) 870 0120 or

(213) 380 0770

n I would like additional information

I
on your program.

I
I am interested in

I O Day D Evening classes.

I
Niimer

I College:

I College Address:

1

I

I
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The OtherComputerComptuiy
•
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We hire sr. and/or grad students

to sit in on courses to take and

prepare comprehensive notes

which are then reproduced and
are available for purchase to be

used as a study-aide.

^ir list :*:'"::':: tor which

we have notes availablefor

Spring Quarter call or come
in.

We have a limited no. of

old notes available free.

MON. - FRI. 9:30. 4;30
A

(1 BLK. N. WIL

t- H 4 i i t'i ^ OOK DR.
E -« I'A BLK. E. WESTWOOD)

:* * * * * ^ *r * ^ * * ii *^ A"*-*-* k n n 'P- .h
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What's Bi^w'n
Special Activities

An exhibition of Braziliana, In honor of Project Brazil, will continue on
exhibit through AAay 4 In the University Research Library.

The following events will take place today as part of Unl-Camp Week-
^ Uni-Shine/ members of Phi Sigma Sigma will shine shoes, with proceeds
going to Unl-Camp; the UniCamp information booth will be open from 8
am -3 p.m. on Bruin Walk, a film on Uni-Camp, "Summer is For All
Year," will be shown In the RIeber Hall Small Games Room.
The UCLAOvarpopulation Information Center will be open from noon-4

_p.m. today In Ackerman Union 2412. Information and referals on over-
population, contraception, family planning, and venereal disease will be
available at the center.

The deadline for submission of manuscripts for the Samuel GoWwyn
Creative Writing Competition Is 5 p.m. today. AAanuscrlpts should be
delivered to Prof. George Savage In AAacGoWan 1355.

Tickets are still available for the Kinks concert, to be held at 8:X p m
Saturday In Pauley Pavilion. The tickets are $2 at the Kerckhoff Ticket
Office, (recently relocated In Kerckhoff Hall 140, formerly the post of-

NEED
MONEY?
Try BabysiHir>Q.

Ploce your name on a list

which we circulote to employers.
Deadline for the Spring

Quarter list is Wednesday,
April 7 ol 5:00 p.m.

Come to

Placement & Career
Planning Center
BIdg. 1G (east of AAoore Holl)

ComeJoin our

pW

xii

RESUME PREPARATION
Tuesdays at 1 0:30 a.m.

W^inesdays at 3:00 p.m.

•B INTERVIEW PRACTICE
Tuesdays at 1:00 p.m.

SUMMER JOB SEARCH
Daily at 3:00 p.mu

Informal . . . Jusf drop in,,, Bvmyon^ wekomel

Piiceneii & Career Piaiiiig center
BIdg. 1G X. 52981
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The deadline for ail applications to the Olympics poster contest for
'

(Continued on Page 15)

Tutors

needed
Tutors are needed to help

students enrolled in the Asian

American component of the
' High Potential Program.

Any student who can
volunteer 2-4 hours a week may
be able to tutor a student in

English or math skills, or help a

High i^otential student

__ currently enrolled in a regular

university course.

^ . For further information al>out

this opportunity to help, come to

Campbell HaU 2126.

t Brew'n deadline: #

« noon Wednesdayt

^ fornext week's «
* activities, events *

t Submit notices |
I in KH 110 now t

mm m
SERVICE

20% DISCOUNT^
to UCLA students, faculty, stafif

Fast, Professional, Service

FLESNER& COOK
1 10) GoyJey Ave.

Westwood Villoge

886-7475 473-8127
By Apf>ointin#wl Only

**^:^^^-•-•-•••.•»»».•>.•.•••-•>'••:•»»:•

BEL AIR
Sand.
MOTOR INN

• Air Cnnditionvd Koonis
I wo I iiii|H*raliiri-
( onlrolUtl INiols

•
J
riv r\' ,v Inn Room C ollof

*'»"«.'*• Shu|» - Kcsiiini-iint
* «»tkljiil l.ounuf

• I a II miry \ \'iikl Stix in-

^
-• Hour lloli-l Service
*/*•«; l':irkin« Indoor Ciirnuf
< 'vclil < ;ir<U HonoriHl
Kihhi-nrlU- Snik-s

• "••miuvt Kiuilitii's

5MIN. FROM UCLA
SPECIAL RATES

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
FREE PICK-UP &

DELIVERY SERVICE
TO AIRPORT

With 24 Hour Notice

47A- 1 24

1

^i46i SUNSET BLVD.

(Sunset Blvd. of

Son Dieqo FreewoyI

start p

I

anning

your charter flight

asucia charter flights

get you there in luxury

707 jets — fine food —
first class service — all at

charter rates

to Europe
-

.
'

now!
^S'

FLIGHT

8

Wait

List

41

Wait

List

14

L.A. TO

London

London

London

London

DEPART RETURN

June 21

•—• — I

June 22

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

June 23

London

London

London

London

London

London

London

18 London

June 24

Aug. 28

Aug. 22

FROM

London

London

London

June 27

June 29

July 1

July 11

July 14

Sept. 6

Sept. 10

Sept. 3

Aug. 9

Aug. 31

London

London

London

WEEKS

10

8

8

PRICE

$275

$275

$275

10

London

London

London

Aug. 8 Sept.,

8

Sept. 4 \
Sept. 27

London

London

10

$275

$275

$275

$275

$275

July 26 Aug. 25 London

$275

$275

$275

$275

r ^ ONE WAY TO EUROPE

FLIGHT
1

L.A. TO DATE RETURN FROM WEEKS PRICE

Wait

List
London June 24 — — — $150^

ONE WAY FROM EUROPE

FLIGHT

15

L.A. TO DATE RETURN

Sept. 9

FROM

London

WEEKS PRICE

$150

charter flights

a
room 205 korclchoff hall, 825-1221

open Monday through Friday 8:3Ua.m.-4:30p.nn.

o^

Ask for Karen Vouriotis or Beverly Townley

-^ --Mm,
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UCLA Daily Brtdn Classified

AOVCRTISINO OFFICES

K*rckhoff Hall in
PhoiM :nS2231

'ClMsHt*^ »dvtfiU»i»9 r»^
IS words - %y.M day, $ coo»«c«tivt

inMTtlons - »5.00

Payable in advanct

DEADLINE 1«: JO a.m.

No ttlapOona orders

THE Daily Bruin givas full support to ttM

Univorsity of California's policy on non-

discrimination and tharofort classifiod

advortising sorvict will not bo mado
availabit to anyone wtto, in affording

housing to studonts or offering iotos,

discriminates on ttte basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neittier

the University nor the ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin ^as Investigated any of the services

offered here.

Announcemenfs.,

ALPHA Phi Omega, Community /Campos

Service. Membership applications, AU A
Level Lounge, 10-1. (AA»)

NEW Life Workshop '71; Weekend ex

perience Let os create a workable •»•)*'••

pattern 47^a2r
[^^^*l

,.,nm.«...«iiiiiiiimtMinm«»«ti«itnt
DO YOU KNOW YOU CAN

:

1. Rent a post office box for M.2S per quar-

2. Pay your tuition with a 35< money orderT

3. Buy under -S50 money orders for a quar-

ter?
These and other services are yours at ttie:

ASUCLA Service Center
140 Kerckhoff Hall

tfurthor information, call MS-2423 , : ASi>

GAY Therapy Groups M/F; no attempt to

change /to work with what is/37ft-57$».( A A 4)

ATTENTION GIRLS!

ifaving trouble meeting the right man? Join

THE YOUTH ASSOCIATION. Membership
free. Limfted exclusively to girls under 3t.

Send for details an application. The Youth
Association, P.O. Box MS, San Fernando,
»1341. (AA»)

FREE DO IT THYSELF COSTUME
BROCHURE FOR 9TH RENAISSANCE
PLEASURE FAIRE. Paramount Ranch,
Agoura, April 24-25, May 12, 1-9, 1S-U.

Write: Faire, Box 4M70,L.A. 90044. Also Lg.

Faire Posters ^J1. (A A 131

Social Events

JOMI Valley Beth Shalom family for

traditional Passover Seder, April 9 or 10.

Call 781 MOO. (SA4)

y^Personal

CONTRACEPTION, FAMILY PLANNING
LEGAL ABORTION, VD Information

/referrals. UCLA Overpopulation In-

formation Center. Every Monday, 12-4 PM.
Ackerman Union Room 2411. (IAS)

AWARENESS IS - Group for personal

grov^h forming. EX 4-t270. ( 1 A •)

A-Phi-O,
Lounge

Community Service. AU A-Level
(1 A«)

y^ Enferhinmenf 2
. ., t^ I . -

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservationlXall 213 CA 1-4040. (2QTR)

WILDERNESS hiking and climbing cowrsos.
Spend 3 weeks in Colorado this summer.
ASM, Box 97SS, Minneapolis, Minnesota
SS440 (2 A 4)

IF YOU LIKE SEX
..YOU'LL LOVE

The Westwood Village Saloon
'Where good friends moot.'
Cocktails, wine, beer, food.

Corner Wilshire ft Veteran
1 bik. east of San Diego Fviry.

Open 11 AM479 9M3

CATALINA weekend /tMMiday cotta9es.

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, AvalOM,Telepfwne
90704. (2QTR)

PERSONALlltfr Test. Brin« close friend

FH3St0 9 2 30T
Newsubiects.

^tMp Wanted. 3 >^ For Sal: W

NEW quarter and out of a job? We'll get yo«

one fast. Services Unl imited 475 9521. (3A>)

BE Independent, get a part tlnne !•«> Ca"

Services Unlimited. 475 9521 today. (3 A S)

SINGER, Female. Under 24. Attractive. Join

pop group with contracts /good pay *' 0714,

271 1304 before 7^._ _ J^ ,

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

145 per month while helping others.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 478 0051 9.00 AM 7:00 PM daily

FEMALE student live in BH physician's

home, S50 mo., cooking/ light housekeeping

for six, CR 4 2333^
ilAi)

GIRL, with own car, to drive woman.
Minimum fen hrs References. Phone 037-

2549. (3A4)

SAFE driver use own car 'o":^ ^"
,V;^

o'clock pick up S3 50 422-9118 AM.. 5530337.

PM (3AS)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

GIRL Friday. Sharp. Neodod by professor.

Student OK. EXS-423S. (>A4)

P/T Sales for national marketing firm ir

• Westwood »re». Xint pay will train. 44*

2«7i. <3A4)

MACRAME and weaving »«»»«»•*•»• I**??2t*i
beads, leather ^-nf^*!*:':?^ f*?'\',oT^^
West Pico. Near Westwood. 474-5114. (10 A 9)

FENDER Mustang guitar and
'^•^J^/

Princeton Reverb Amp Like new. Call 024

1151.
<'^^*>

FLAMENCO Guitar, "f*""'^*
.^.J.^^"*!,

Perfect cond $350 / offer ^ARTm 0021

/case 51 SO 4714144. <'OAi)

Y iMp Mranfsd............... 3

BABYSITTER with car to keep two small

children on Mondays. Wednesdays ft

Thursdays. Phone 47$ 37gr (3At)

STUDENT with car to sit for newborn in my
home in Brentwood. Tues. and/or Thur*.

9:30-4:IO. 472-0041. (3A7)

Itours credit or $2.50 each.
(3A7)

ARRANGER /Musicians sought by
writer demo recording my/your songs.

MUS-LA, BOX412, Hlywd.9MM (3A4)

TUTOR needed immed. 3rd or 4th year

German maior only. Lucrative. 379 7403. (3/

7)

MATURE Babysitter in house, or mine.

Twin boys, 14 nnos. old Full time. SS9 3t12,

eves. (3 A 7)

SERVICES Unlimitod has expanded and has

More part-time tobs than ever before I 475^

tSll. (3A 4)

PART-tHne socrotarY *er Indian lo«al

(•rvlcr prooram afternoons, ap-
k%, commencing as soon

** iwbk«ii««. A^^ ill*. -(^AOl

NEED ntoneyt Place yowr
lumber on ttte Placement ft Career Plan-

ning Center Babysitting List. BMg. 10.

Deadline April 7. (3A7)

MALE student live in BH physician's homo,

$50 mo., handyman, repairs, mamtonance,
CR6 2333. (3 A 4)

MALE Student live in BH physician's home,
$50 mo., capable gardener, light chores, CR
4 2333. <3A4)

FOLK guitar teacher for girl, 11. with one
year of lessons. Must come to home near
Venice and Fairfax, hour per week. 275-

3339. (3 A 4)

EARN extra money. Sell Shaklee Products
and help fight pollution. Call for details. 311-

7441. days. (3 A 4)

PART-Time interviewers Survey Research.
Attractive : Female, male 20 plus. 915-5231 . (

3

^Miscelhneous

ASTJtOLOGY Your astrological birth chart

and interpretation Call Meaoan, 023-401S. (S

A 14)

CONCERNED about lack of freedom? Send

postcard to Society for Individual Liberty,

1125 Barry. LA. <5A0)

PIANO Singer looking for drummer, bass;

begin informal jaii slow rock group. Contact

George, 474-2415. (5 A 4)

'DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students $1.25. Call The Group Center for

free brochures. 454 3030. (5QTR)

y For RenL.— ^... 7

ARTIST Studio lease 440 square feet $00.

Privacy arrangement north light windows.
Divided storage rooms • Pico-Bundy. 553

4924. ('AO)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everythlns. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2290;

wknds ; 292 5175. (7 OTR)

$125. Private Suite • Doctor's home. Gordon,
view. Mature faculty member. Professional

person. References. OL2-S274. HO3-S90S. (7 A
4)

PRIVATE room and bath in private home.
Beverlywood section. Transportation
needed. Phone 137 S7I3. (7A4)

y Rides Wonfad....•••••••••••

FROM Glassol Park, (Pasadena Fwy^San
Fernando Rd.) UCLA 10 AM. Will pay.

Campus P.O. 249. (9 A 9)

RIDE needed or share from N. Inglewood
/UCLA. Have parkin* lot nine. Call evenin«s
4n-4044. (OAS)

NEED Ride! 190th. and Inglewood to UCLAM F. Will pay cash. Call Cathy. 37I-MS2. (9 A
S)

HELP! Coed needs ride to/back UCLA daily

from MontetMllo, U week /l/^ permit. 722

5119 eves. (9 A I)

YOUR own Zodiac or Peace symbol watch.
Swiss made, 2 yr. worranty. SH.fS. 4S4-4194
eves. (10 A 9)

CONCORD OiO stereo tapo^tcordor. Pull

teature.tHO. 479-5341. (10 AS)

SQUARE grand p«ano, antique. Needs some
tuning work. SJtO or best offer. Call •25-4244
day. ()0A9t

STEREO complete system, AM/FM stereo,
2 detached speakers, turntable, albums,
excellent sound. Slit 1 1/2 yrs. 090. now $U.
744-3044 after 4. (10 A 9)

GUILD Mark IV Classical S19«. Goya T-1|
$140. Both in excellent condition. ne-4)3«. ( ig
A 9)

7)

ADDRESS env<

addressed, stansi
ri,\f,-.ry'.-tn'\. 155

( :
' ^ or

ftlM
envelope: Ooality

SnIOe m. Fort
(1A4)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the

American Vigilantes and help save our

country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 221

Columbus Ave , Boston. Mass. 02114.

$4 9$,
(10 A 20)

FURNiSHtNGS entire house leaving

country bookshelves, skies, elec. ap

pliances, fans 7543995, 2714 W 119.

"nglewood t'Q^^>

AIWA Stereo Tape Recorder, 4 mos. old. 3

heads. 3 speeds. Separate channel controls.

935-47W). $250, best offer. (10 A 4)

BRAINWAVE Feedback Elec

troencephalophone teaches alphawave
control, altered states of consciousness.

Information, IOC. J A J Enterprises, 4102 D.

Bainbridge, Wash.9in0. (10 A 4)

RUG 1) X 14 like new. 23 inch TV, portable

Royal typewriter, upholstered day bed. 274-

1544 after noon. (10 A 4)

JUNE BRIDES

BUY brand name appiie,,^^. TVs, radios.
cameras and ster,, components atwfcalsiaU prices. CaH TW-Uig. (10A»>

COMPLETE stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM st*r»« r»c»iv*r AqMariu« sound

AR amp $150. Viking 4)3 tpdh. $2St /offer.
tapes. tO- spsU PfOiOt btcycto 040. 47»-
4144 ^ {HA%)

Soloct China and Crystal

summer dolivery and mvo
2S%toS0%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
19$ $0. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills, CalH.

Mon.-Sat. 1«:tO-S:00 CR3-«S24

THE INDEX A reference for hundreds of

items: supplies, merchandise, services

needed by every retailer, opportunity seeker

over 70 headings, over 500 listings - only

$2 00 Mary Hudgens, 1219 N. Beachwood
Dr.,#203, LA, Calif. 90024. (10 A 4)

$75. KCH Model 11, 3 yrs. old, exc. cond., 392-

0l24after 4:00 PM. and weekends. (10 A 4)

^ Servkes OHered. M
LEARN to drive stickshift on 4 speed
Sportscar or Automatic. Astro Driving
School. Call 559 1515. (11 A 4)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 439-7270, 170-

9793. (IIQTR)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Ac-

cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself &
qualified dependents will close

soon. Broad coverage offering,

tiospital, accidental death,

surgical, ambulance, & out

patient benefits on a world wide

basis in 1 convenient policy.

Information or application

forms may be picked up at tl»e

Ticket OHice, Room 140 Ker-

ckhoffHall^ ^ -^^
SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-33S4 1-4

PM, Dailv^ _ - M M M iJ ' M *1

NEEDHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMSf^^^^^^=s^=.=

-Fair Housing
Landlord-Tenant Disputes
-Locating available apts.

-Rental niarc
We are Here to Help You!

UCLA Housing Office Services. KM 174
~ __ XS44f4

CATERING for

parties, 294-5g74.

weddings and cocktail
(11 AO)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sdbel,
•73-S4l5,eves.,7t3-3S09. (11QTR)

IS BEGINNING THE HARDEST PART?
Get experienced help with your literature
search, abstracting, indexing problems. We
also supply document facsimiles, state-of-
the art surveys. MS advice. Call
DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES 477-

4044. (11A7)

TreatmeiW oV^fSigiOity
and female sexual^ anxiety

Couples must be married, living fo9etner.
Cooperation of iHistiand neccnary. Therapy
provided wittiout charge, on outpatient
basis, and is mainly verbal. No physical
interactions involved except ttwse in privacy
of home.
Requirements: Preliminary tests and i«>

terview; availability for maximum of 20
sessions, twice weekly,' for 3 months. This
research is designed for women wt>o ex-
perience some tension or avoidance reac-
tions in sexual situations, ar»d is being in-

vestigated for doctoral dissertation. Call 42S-
S343 (Tues. ft Fri). 440-3954 (Mon.. Wed..
Thurs.) or complete forms in Room A 3044.

leajitt Sc^en^ Bld^. ^^'^^V

PIANO Leftsnn*

PM.

intermediates:
$$/hr.

V Servkes OHered. 1 1

^^^^^ 13

AUTO insurance cancelled ;»«»*'»?;jjjj
high Low monthly payments Student

Discounts Ask for Bob, 394 2225 (11 A 27)

THE BEST JOBS

AND HOW TO GET THEM!
MOW many good ,obs are «o»t ?.£>?"!, jj^
chances on your first interview! Good |0bs

arJloo few for you to gamble Every |ob .s

won or lost m the ••'t«'^>'«*^- _ ..^ |,^
New. exciting 12 inch »-/P album by

professional personnel recruiter reveals

techniques that helped thousands get the

':,l\uZf^.er looking 'or. How to •.»

h.m interested m what you want! Specific

answers to specific questions!

Onl y $4 95 post paid Money back guarantee

Jindcheck or morTey order to:

Department B ^^„„„,cc:c
JOHN LAWRENCE ENTERPRISES
40S5 WilsNre Blvd , Suite 414

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90005

Allow 2 to 3 weeks lor delivery.

MODERN Dance classes Mane Mar
- chowsky former soloist Martha Graham Co.

.Adults children 3112 Penn Ave. SJ^ 021

9000/445-3433. (11A20)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE ft MIDDLE KAST PLtOHTS

immediate tichetln»- Intra Europe fiU

Student Rail-pass 2 monttis S12S.00

Student grants on car purdiase.

Rental and loASOovoilbWo.
~

INFO: SOFA AGENT VlC-Dopt. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks. Calif. 91403

172 2243 or 744 1477

TAX Returns, $3 vp. Personal service i>y

student employee with 5 yrs. professional
experience. (11 A 14)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24
hr. phone. 274-9119. (11QTR)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free
Consultation LuCta R.E. 10921 Wilshire
(corner Westwood Bl.) 4n-2193 Mon.. Wed.,
Fri.. Sat. (11 A 13)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services, nt S. Robertson Blvd.
4S7-439B. (11 OTR)

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa. India. 40% off. Intra European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact

EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills. Ca.

90210 274 4293. (13 OTR)

niAi)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES 23$3 WESTWOOD
BLVD.. 475 1570 (IIQTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn

Mart. 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. ( 1

1

OTR)

XEROX COPIES
Ovr prices are LOW

MIMEOGRAPH-DITTO
PRINTING

Theses and Dissertations
ASpociatty

POSTERS-TYPESETTING
1X1 KERCKHOFF Hall, Ext. 52$1S

Ho«rt: 0:00 AM to 0:3t PM

1O07 toronrton.ymmt\<nma

LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weelrs

1 June 15 Auq 15 9

2 June 1^ Aug 15 8

3 June 24 Xuq 22 9

4 June 24 Sep 5 11

S* June 27 Sep 13 12
• LA/London/Amsterdan

6 July 1 ---Sep 3 9

7 Aug 17---Sep 19 4

8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4

Co*t

$27!i

S275
S275
S275
$27S

S275
$248
$258

ONE WAY rLICHTS TO EUROPE

IDENTIFICATION CARDS, BIRTH
CERTIFICATES, PRESS CARDS. In-

formation, send stamped, self addressed

envelope, DAYNE COSMIC LTD.^ Box 124.

La Verne, Calif. 91750. _ . (11 A "^

V ^rayel 13

SUMMER STUDY ABROAD -4-9 units ChiCO

Stage Colle9e credit. Programs in Asia,

Africa. Ireland. Italy, Mexico. Yugoslavia;

from $454. Contact: Dan Bequette, SAC 105,

Chico State Collage, Chico, Calif. »5924. ( 13 A

5)

OVERLAND Expedition India, Mid June

$490. London charter $190. Encounter
Overland 1414 E. 59th St. Chicago, III.

40437. (13 A 9)

PAN Am - Tahiti $499 (includes air fare -

week's accomodations). Info on ott»er Pan

Am South Pacific, Europe. Africa, Orient

trips ... Tom 023 1943. (^3A9)

SAILING Cruise 150' clipper ship. Departs

June 18, for 4 wks. Share expenses. Eric,

(213)378-2405. (13A4)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
June iVSept. 15 $249
June28/Sept. 7 5249
June25/Aug.24 5249
Aug. 24/ Sept. 24 5240 '

Sept. 2 one way to AMS $134

Immediate ticketing for discount ffights

London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52, to

Bombay $150, to Nairobi $150. Large
discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277-5200. c/0
Sierra Travel, 9475 Santa Monica Blvd. Bev.
Hills. (13A1!

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

Cim-opean student charter fitfhts. Contact:
tSCA. 11447 San Vicente Blvd.. #4. LA. 90049.

•24-5449. (13QTR)

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: i weeks. 4 countries,
$1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries. $71S.
Israel Europe: 11 weeks, $1195. Japan: 4
weeks.$1011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLIKG: 4241 Overland Ave., Culver
City. (213)039-5247. (130TR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JErCHARTER FLIGHTS- 1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Autttorited ft Approved
by the University of California

on ALl?Campuses

LA.lONDO»VlONDON.LA.
FH.

«>«P Rol. win. Price
2 6/21 8/28 10 $27$
3 6/22 8/16 8 $27$
4 i 6/23 8/28 9 $27$
6 6/24 8/22 8 $27$
7 6/27 9/6 10 $27$
i 6/29 9/10 10 $27$
9 7/1 9/3 9 $27$
10 •• 7/H 8/9 4 $27$
11 7/14 8/31 7 $27$
12 ••

8/8 9/8 4 $27$
14 9/4 9/27 3 t27S
10 7/1* •ns 4 tl7S

ONE.!MAY LA.. LONDON
FH Dep.
5-* 6/2* ^ r "' - $1$0

ONE.1MAY ION0ON.LA
FH t«4. Prko
IS 9/9 $1$0

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LA.LIBCRIA/LIBCRIA.LA

JvIV 13 Seat. 9 • ^4^

Avaif-"^-" -»»..- — • - - . .-

-

UnlverMty 9t c* (stu4enH. faculty,
staff, rofistereo ni, immod. tomttir
Nvkiil In tlM same hovsoHoid)

uc

2E June 14--LA/London S148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 1 9- -LA/M«dr id/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 — LA/London $12 3

5E Sep 12- -LA/London S123

OWE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14--Ainsterdaai/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA $139
3H Sep 16--U>ndon/LA $148

(

ONE-WAY -

LA/NEW YORK CLTY
June 15 $79
Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployees. extension and Aluaini
Heathers dIus iMMdiate fanilies.

UNIgffiS?'^ TRAVEL-

1007
TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTONiAT WEYBURN-

.RTTER FLIGHTS

EUROPE CHARTERS. Several schedules

from S250 roundtrip, $150 one way. Coor
dinator: Professor Margaret Paal. 247

Roycroft. Long Beach, 90003. 213-4M 2179. (13

A A )

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the $35 Youth Pass IS oays unlimited rail

travel ( ages 1 S thru 22) . Also

:

$40. IS days
SSS. 21 days.
»70. 1 month.

Thrin coupons for no time limit. S40. Gives

you 1000 miles and SOO ISM milos of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 420-S140. (13QTR)

CAIK in EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY

:

EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O. BOX00S04
LOS ANGELES, CA.

EUROPE. S22S 2t$. also Israel. J»p*n,

Summer ft Fall fttghts. E.S.E.P., 0317 Bov;-

Blvd.. LA. 9#04t. «S1 3311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13 OTR)

•th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For stwdents, facutty and staff

EUROPE: Manyde^rtures(inclwdinf
ways) from S24t*

TOKYO: 4 week summer flight t343*
* Includes U.S. departure taxes

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 039-2401

4240 Overland Ave.. Oept. A., Culver City

EUROPEAN Safari - 13 weeks, 14 countries,

via boats/luxury minibuses ft lodging.

Stopping summer festivals. Groups of 7 not

'tour', StSd. Inter Europe fliglits. Call JLM,
744-3077,404-0191. Write PO Box 77074. (13 A
4)

^ Tutoring........................ M
FRENCH-French: Exper. Parisionne bom
tutor. Grammar, conv., accent spec. OU3-
9243. (MAS)

STATISTICS can be fun. Professional
statistician, UCLA grad, 423-43SS. ( 14 A 4)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational mett»od (trial).

4732492 (MQT«)

STATISTICS tutoring. Data Analysis for MA
and PhD research m Behavioral Science. Dr.

Linn. 473-0743. < 1< A 4)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.

LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S. Robertson. 457

jU90. (14 OTR)
•

GRE, LSAT preparation. Individual ii^

struction. Academic Gutdanco Services. 020

•S. Robertson. 457-4390. < OTR)

y Typing,....»............>..«»»* 15

ALL kinds of typing
GR2-t421.

reasonabfo rates. Call

(1SA7)

TYPIST - These s , dtosertations. bsaki . term
papers. Specialty math ft technical fvpiff.-

Accurate, rapid service. 741-53 (ISOTR)

ttteses. term papers, mauscrinOs-..... — ... «^TR)
RUTH
Exp Wken<K.daily5 9 1142. (1501

a Kerchkhoff Hall M5 D
Between 8 a.m. ft 5p.m

•25- 1 27*

PROFESSIONAL Dl SSE K T AT I ON
EDITING. GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION QUARANTCED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479

0144.477 4312. (ISQTR)

Monday, April 5, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN IS

rs iiiat uj Brew'ii dLH . .

.

(Continued from Page 13)

African Artists Is today, for further Infornnatlon contact the African
Studies Center, ftunche 10244, X53860.
Signups and applications are now being taken for ttie Asian-American

Session of Uni-Camp in Campbell Hall 3232. For further Information call
X53881.

The Reading and Study Center Is offering a variety of study skill

programs this quarter. A study skills group for students on probation, will
meet from 13 p.m. Thursdays, beginning on April 8, pre registration is

necessary. There will be a series of three hour study seminars from 2-5

p.m. on Tuesdays, beginning tomorrow; the aim of these seminars is to
have participants experience a variety of approaches to study. Students
should sign up for just one session, since this is a one-time overview kind
of experience. Prereglstration is necessary. Those interested in signing
up for either or both programs should contact the Reading and Study
Center. Social Welfare 271, X57744.
A free, Red Cross standard first aid class will begin at 7 p.m. today In

(Continued on Pa^e 16)

UCLA Daily Brviin Cla led
/typing

I'M lust your type (IBM Executive). Neat,

accurate typing theses, reports, anythng.

Call 4 8 PM. Fritii - 839-1874. ( 15 A 4)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers.

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus. Call Esther 824 7691. (15 OTR)

General Typing with background in Law.
Medicine, ft Engineering. 478 3832. Call

before 4 PM. (IS A 6)

TOP QUALITY TYPING
DISCOUNTEDTO STUDENTS

WATTS SECRETARIAL SERVICE
(213) 299 3135

4032 Buckingham Rd.. LA. 90008.

Specializing in THESES. ESSAYS, ft

MANUSCRIPTS! Expert Work on Both IBM
composer ft IBM SELECTRIC 3SC per
page/Composer work by hour. (IS A 4)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/doliver, law
school. Alice, 397-3304. (1SQTR)

TYPING-editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM Selectric. Eng. grads.
Nancy 472 4143. Kay 824 7472. ( 15 A 4)

V Wanted. .-. 16

SMALL student family needs reasonable
rent apt./house near campus. Experienced
apartment managers. Rizzo 385-5898

nights. , (14A9)—
) I

* »
*

PSYCHIATRY resident desires rent for-

n/unfurn small house. Fireplace, kitchen,
country-like atmosphere - 1 or 2 yrs. - S150-

200, starting April - May. Dr. Upton, 825-0304
after 7 PM or weekends. (14A9)

WANTED: Handmade jewelry - ceramics,
leather - clothing - consignment only - tM-
1741. -^^ (14 A 5)

PHOTOGRAPHERS - Anyone possessing
photos or film of June, 1970 Who Concert at

Anaheim Stadium, call Dish 478-7404. ( 14 A 4)

GUITAR I ST^inger needed for duo. Blues
and folk-rock 'oral work. 651-1314, eves.

Paul. ^ (16A8)

^R AD' student seeks single room With board
on or off campus. Call Jim, 828-3644. (16 A 8)

STARTING early childhood magazine. All

interested parties please contact Mr. For-

rpan, 641-4694 after 6:00 PM. (16 A 7)

ADVENTUROUS girl, 33, seeks same for

different/exciting tour in Israel this sum-
mer. 784-4812. (16 A 7)

PROFESSOR and wife wish rent air con-
ditioned furnished apt. (at least 3 rooms)
June through August; exact dates flexible.

Write, Forrest Wasserman, Box 1131
MacMurray College, Jacksonville, III.

42450. (14 A 8)

STUDENT teach 4 1/2 yr. old girl swimming.
Evenings - 553-8328 or leave message Brooke
Helm HO2-2301. (16 A 4)

^ Apts. - Furnished. //

5210 - 2 bdrm., 2 bath, near transportation,
available April 1. 1328 Barry Ave. 479-

0162. (17A4)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / smgles

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte^

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

41 1 Kelton Ave. (off Gay ley

)

479-8144 (17 OTR)

SPACIOUS 1 bedroom furnished Wilshire
blvd. apartment. Sublet for summer. Short
walk from campus $175. Females / married
couples only. 474-3332. (17 A 8)

633GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

ONE bedroom apt., scenic patio, lease. Off
Beverly Glen, very auiet Call 474 3439 or 825-

,1647 (17A* >

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm furn. apts.

Perfect to sharp for ? ppop'*'

Private patios A balconies-ocean view
Walk to beach Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St , SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St , SM 392 5556

2311 Fourth St , SM 392 5444

y^Apfs. - Furnished. // >/Apfs. fa Share 19 ^ Room for Rent 26_^:^Autos lor Sq|e......... 29

FREE Room - foreign student only -

separate guest house in bachelor's Encino
home. Swimming pool, trees, quiet for
serious study. No responsibilities Most like
large dogs Phone 789 1313 273 6109 ( a 9)

***^^^'*^^^<^^B^*>^^^ r^H^H >^^»«^^^« »^^^M»^^^Ms^^^Mk^^

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round
living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.
415 Gayley at Veteran

478-1735

$170. WELL FURNISHED very large two
bedroom. 5 closets, separate garage. 1953 &
half S. Corning St., LA. WE 5-6620, ap-
pointment. -(17 A 6)

LARC^E, clean, attractively furnished
(relatively new) singles. Accom. 2. Air cond.
Block UCLA. Pool, sundecks, garage. 625-641

Landfair. 479 5404. (17 A 6)

555 LEVERING
Singles- 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144

SHARE: 1 bedroom. Own room. WLA, $65
4795361. (19 A 5)

SHARE large 2 bedrooms /bathrooms 175^
$108 2 1/2 miles from campus. Utilities in-

cluded. 477 1316. (19A9)

MAN share large one bedroom apt. with 2

studious fellows Pool, garage. 62$ Landfair
«7'> S404

^

(19A6)

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share large
apt. (own bedroom, bathroom). Prefoi
24/over. Palms, quiet. 839-1421. ( 19 A 4)-

FEMALE share with 2. 2 bedroom, pool. $70
fmx). WLA 15 mm. campus 826 5800.

Reggie. Viv. (19 A 4)

FEMALE roommate $33 /mo , one bedroom,
short ride to campus. Call Suxie 477 5268,
Work: 475-2532. (19 A 6)

FEMALE share large bedroom. Half mile
campus No lease, utilities paid. 10539 A half
Wilshire. 475 5657 $85/mo. ( 19 A 6)

ROOMMATE wanted:
'blocks from campus
utilities 475 1371.

Single with kitchen, 2

$70 a month plus
(19 A6)

GIRL: Sbare spacious two bedrooift* apt.
w/two 459 Landfair $75 /mo. 478-4790, 478
617). (19A6)

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

$165. Redecorated new furniture, carpets,

drapes, pool. Parking, shopping. Prefer

technicians.. -Staff personnel. WLA. 836-

3033. (17 A 6)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

Ddpooift now for aumntor/f oil

MRS. KAY -"GR3-1788, GR3-0524

$i7b. Weli-furnished very large fwo
bedroom, 5 closets, separate garage. WE 5-

6620, appointment. (17 A 6)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS-SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL- PATIO

^ OopoaiH now for Mmnmor/fdl

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

FEMALE grad (violinist) to share two
tedroom apartment - walk UCLA. $125. 600
classical recorcTs 473 7964. ( 19 A 6)

FEMALE: Share furn. comfortable 2-bdrm.
apt., Santa Monica, $85. Carol 392-9471/825

0500. . (19 A 6)

^ House for Rent 20——1——

—

SUMMER Sublease wanted 6/15 8/15?
Young couple, child. Write McOermott, 40
Crescent, Cambridge, Mass. 02138. (20 A 5)

^ House for Sale 21

BRENTWOOD Glen patio, dining roo^
Fireplace, carpet/drapes. 3 bdrm., 2 bath,

garden $49,000, owner. 476 4895. (21 A 8)

IMMACULATE 1 bedroom /den /livingroom
/fireplace /patio. 1218 N Beverly Glen.
$25,500. Contact Femma 826-4685 ( 21 A 4)

^jCOMPLETE privacy. Bel Air. 3 bdrms.
Largp grounds. Trees. Pool. Unique. $75,000.

Sands 476-6464. (21 A 20)

$150. Beautiful, very large 1 bedroom,

shutters, separate dinette, unit heat. 132 S.

Harper Ave., LA. WE 5-4420, appoint. ( 17 A 4)

BRENTWOOD, bus to UCLA, 2 bedrooms
w/outside playroom. 1105 Amherst, $37,900,

owner, 826 8527 (21 A6)

^ House to Share 22

HOUSE in the Glen. Need one roommate,
male or female. Loft or share room 474-

8759 ("A 5)

BEAUTIFULLY furnished rooms, utilities

paid from $6 daily, from $35 weekly. Brent-

wood Motor Hotel. GR2-0946, GR2-9155. ( 17 A

7)

ROOMMATES needed to share furnished

Brentwood house m nice neighborhood

Private room, 5 mm from campus^bus line,

shopping From $70 to $100. Call Bob, 479-

S988 (22 A 8)

r. /Apb. - Unfvmished...... 18 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^4

$135. Ten min to UCLA. Newer one

bedroom; carpets, drapes, stove,

refrigerator. Great landlord. 839 1697 ( 18 A

8)

LA Mancha dorm contract for spring

quarter. Private room. Some discount. 475-

5831 ext. 295. (24 A 5)

$175 HUGE 2 bedroom 1 bath unfurnished

apartment 1811 19th St., S«"\«
'Y""'",

Fifteen minutes to UCLA Limited to four

students per apt. Two *P"^l'"^"»*,i;%''^^i^
»5 4 #7. $400 to move m. Go & see, »V" call •

interested 456 8894 <'«"^.*'

MEN: Clean rooms, exc. food, good at-

mosphere $290/quarter Alpha Gamma
Omega, 477 6351 (24A8)

^Apts. to Share...

FOR sale 1 Hedrick men's dorm contract.

Call Greg, 824-17a. (24 A 4)

MALE Meals, maid service, lovely Bel Air

home, privacy 5 minutes drive to campus.

Call 472 4165 (24 A4)

• •••••.•••••

SHARE large 2 bedrooms Z'***'"'??,"?.*/*!.
in

$108 2 1/2 miles from campus. ^••™.'";
clud«d. 477 1314.

(19A¥)

RIEBER Girl's dorm contract

Great view, 3rd floor. Joining

Discount Call Bonnie 828 5446

Spring.
sorority^
(24 A6)

APT. to Share. 3 bedrm Venice $45 month

call Audrey 399-2344 after 6 PM. (19AJJ

GIRL share lovely two bedroom with one

other $95 /month One block to campus^ 47^

9684 ^ one

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25

FEMALE Large, funky apt. (own room),

$6lw Near bulses, share w/female gr^ad

398 4360, eves ,-

WANTED: Person to share
'•^••/•J^J,*

Canyon apt , own room. SM. Trees, stream.

455-1474^

prefef grad student

m apt $82.50/mo Call
- -

-^"-"^^
; !V A8)

BABYSITTER Livein, small salary, room

A board, no housework Close UCLA 476

"'FEMALE Prvate room Night babysitting

Two school cnildren Help with dinner

Flexible hours. 824-2190. (WA4J

824 4145, eves.

WORKING mother needs light housework

help Poom board TV, and negotiable

., T 3 PM Near UCLA,
-.», (2SA4)

MEN Students Room $70 /mo 626 Land
fair Call 479 9064 Ask lor Bob or Steve (26 A
16)

IN private home. Beverly Hills Large
urnished, room .4711, iJOAll $40 Ask
references Please call 271 8814 (24A6)

LARGE sunny quiet. Private Brentwood
home. Female. Separate entrance, bath $95
mo. GR 6 1721. Eves. (26 A4)

$60 MAN^over 21, Separate entrance, non
smoker Walking distance, no
housekeeping Work available 801 Malcolm
474-5147. (24 A 4)
" ""

• "a
—

BEAUTIFUL room, bath Reliable male.
Ouiet home. Campus one mile Mornings 651
0900 After five 270 3343 (26 A 6)

SLEEPING Room: $37.50 /month, I person
Share bath with another West LA (Federal
Ave )GL1 4086 (26 A6)

I
,.

ROOM and shower off garage. Refrigerator,
no cooking Walking distance campus Male
only 476 2476. - ()4'A6>

$90. Newly decorated room Kitchen,
laundry privileges Private home Women
only. Graduate, faculty or vt^ith good
position, references Near UCLA, by
Sepulveda /MontaiUW.472 7657 (26 A 6)

QUIET, comfortable, convenient, room for

responsible student 393 9109. ( 26 A 6)

^Autos for Sale 29

PORSCHE 64 Convertible. Fabuously cared
(or New engine at 40,000 Loaded foreign
extras Best cash o(fer $2850 area, H06 5111

days ST4 9419 weekends eves

'64 JAG XKE conv., ylw/blk, chr. wires,

49,000 mi., immac, $2,300. Call 477 1423,

nights. , -^ - — - ^.(29 A 9)

'61 BUICK Skylark V8, power steering,

hardtop, five new tires. Great transp. car,

must sell. $325 or best offer Call after 6. 276

4435 .
(29A9)

'59 JAGUAR XK 150'S' roadster. Excellent
condition throughout. 454 7076 eves (29 A 9)

'66 VW, good mech.
274 7811,478-8790. .••

condition. Best offer -

^^ (2tA9)

"'$9 FORD 4 dr sedan Runs wfll

trans., starter, battery. $300 or offer

479 9131.

New
Dick.

(29 A 9)

ANY make/model new car (foreign A
domestic) at near dealer's cost. Collegiate

Concepts 788 1610. (29 A 9)

REALLY must sell '61 Tempest. Runs well,

looks ok $200 474 8759. (29 A 5)

'48 VOLKSWAGEN Squareback Excellent
condition $1475 396 8532 after 4 (29 A 9)

'62 BLUE VW sedan. Good condition - $500

Contact Dave 826 9547. (29 A 9)

'43 MGB. Very good condition, '65 motor
/transmission, hard top, chrome wire
wheels, new upholstery $800 /best offer. 931-

9560 eves. (29 A 9)

'61 CITROEN
evenings

2cv. 825 2036 days 836 5565
(29 A. 5)

'60 TR3 Triumph. Synchromesh Excellent

condition , $850 937 2340 ext. 323, eves. 47$-

4448 (2tA4)

'43 VALIANT station wagon New tran

smission Excellent condition. $395.° Call

days, 825 4284. (29A9)

'41 CHEV Impala, 2 dr , H T , PS , P B
Good cond Clean. $3$0 or best offer. 826 2663

after 7 PM Must sell (29 A 9)

•69 .VW Bug excellent 19,000 mi , new rad

tires, pinstripe, hurst shift, 836 $905, 477 42$4

$1595 '2^ A 8)

TR6 '69 Excellent condition 8 track stereo

Make offer 826 9447 (29 A 6)

'69 MUSTANG GN2 774-conn XInt

$2,000/offer Private party. 398 8747, 870-

1430 (29 A 7)

M BENZ 1961, )90SL Convertible, $1650

_«JCHA $24i_Private party • 837-3760 ( 29 A 6)

-82 ^»"*' ^-••F ^ '

'69 TOYOTA Corona Excellent condition

New tires Owner must sell 823 24)9. (29 A 5)

61 CHEVY ihtpala V 6 std trans . new
hAtfry and flutrh gorfd transportation Jav

GIRL to Share apartment, private entrance,

7)

981 0954 (29A8)

ROOM and board plus $1$ wk for girl

student m exchange for babysitting, light

housekeeping Quiet, private room and bath

Must have car or drive. 654 3090 ( 25 A 6)

'68 convertible VW Excellent condition.

Cadillac green, radials, AM/FM, glass fr
window $1)95 /offer 828 S9M (29 A8)

68 MGB Clean low mileage good school
transportation $1*00 best ottrr 474 ««SS ( 7«

A 8 )

/

62 TR4 Triumph sports car SSIS Reliable
TiotTIOTWWv Xall 393 3081 after 6 ( 2» A 41

68 PONT Firebird 350 Power steering
brakes windows AM FM Landau low
mileage private party 273 4073 (29 A 8)

68 VW sedan Red, bIk interior Eitfllent
mechanical condition clean car $1700 820
3493 (29 A 8)

, ^ , ,
;

-^9 RAMBLERS Wt«le selecfton defroster,
heater. 2 A 4 doors Must sell. Make offers.

474 3593 (29A6)

68 COUGAR IJ green, black inferior, auto,
air. very clean Sacrifice 823 6309 days ( 29 A

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

. 6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Prij,e,__

—

^.,

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant
Call 8»4 7075 24 Moors

A-1

67 TRIUMPH ^ittire 28,000 miles Original
owner Radio, heater $975 /best offer 839
84)4 (29A9)

- _ H- - - - - - -

68 289 MUSTANG only 20.000 mi , new tires,

excellent condition '71 license 464 467$
Olfer . 1 29 A 7)

'68 VW sunroof, automatic, new tires, xint

condition S)150 After 3 30 836 3636 (29 A 6)

'66 OLDS 442 coupe Automatic, buckets.
power, original private party Ex<!elJanL

$1200. Steve. 276 4700. (29 A 6)"

'61 BUICK Special. V 8. std trans , rvh. good
engine transportation $23$ 483 3281 (after

6). (29A6)
_J— —

^

^ IL - — -- - »

'60 STUOE BAKER Lark, one owner. 70,000

actual mi $250, terrific transportation car

657J576, 10 AM 3PM (29 A 7)

'59 MGA black roadster. Classic condition

rebuilt engine, new top $500 474 7225 (29>
9) . -

'63 VW nearly new motor, has air con
ditioner. good tires Priced at $595 GR2
7435. (29 A 4)

'58 VOLVO New rebuilt engine, new clutch;
runs extremely well $300 Call after six 454

3025 (29 A4)

'69 FIREBIRD red/blk Landau Low
mileage, xInt cond $2,095 651 3479 after $ A
wknd (29 A 6)

'55 CHRYSLER Imperial-. Hemi Engine
EKcellent condition Reasonable 395 8031

evenings ( 29 A 6)

Cycles, Scooters

roi ^oio*. ...... .......... vi/

'70 CB450 HONDA Must sell '71 license

accessories included $850 Phone Peter 939

7818eves (30A9)

'65 DUCATI 250 Engine rebit Amal carb. '

Static bal $300 or best offer Call 398 37$6 (30

A 6)

HONDA 305 Super Hawk New tires! some
custom equipment, excellent cond , helmet
included $350 475 4«4I. (30A9)o

'68 HONDA CB 350 Excellent condition with

good helmet $400 478 7305 (30 A 8)

'67 HONDA £ A 160. very good condition, only
,

SOO miles $240 Phone 39* 3397 ( 30 A 8)^
'

I — ^—^M m I II ^^1^1^^—^^—

'69 650 BSA FIREBIRD Scrambler Low
mileage, clean $950, w/'70 Holsclan trir

$1050 559 1647 (30 A 7)

'44 LAMBRETTA motorscoofir, I2$cc. 2

seater, excellent cond , only 4,g00 mi , HSO.
Call Rom, 213 657 8948 (30 A4)

•Tt HONOA TraH H S,^«4 mtfes, oxcoUont
condition 393 5282 (30 A 4)

'70 HONDA 90 Trail, 140^1., paid $34), fW
$315, '71 license. At student Union 4-4 daily.

U3 1737. (30A4)

USED Vespa and Helmet Scooter in good
condition Call Jon Isenberg 472 281 1 ( 30 A 4)

',.W.J
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ATTENTION
MINORITY STUDENTS

A r.pr«.fik.«v# from Columbia UnivT.ify, COILEGE OF PHY-

SIOANS AND SURGEONS, wMI bm on comput to moot intormoiiy

with minority ttudonts intoro«tod in o modicol coroor.

WHEN: Monday, April 5, 1:00 p.m.

WHERE: A266 Murphy Hall
liAW

The only authentic French crepe

restaurant Serving 105 vi^rieties of

French cri

1084 Glendon Ave. / Validated parking

Open 7 days 1130 a.m. to midnight,

Fri. & Sat. to 1:00 a.m^

\

ml

The Proles^or Evaluation

Booklet Needs An Editor

The next edition of the Professor and Course Evaluation Booklet is now

beginning to be planned. Improvements and changes will be made-

new ideas will be incorporated.

"A-qualified person is needed to work with the Booklet's advisory committee

in pbnning the questionnaire, format, and procedures for next year s

edition The editor will have major responsibility for directing the actual

production of the Booklet, including overseeing the computer processing

of the evaluation data. "
L.,^^

"'

Criteria for the selection of the editor will include experience in evaluation

and evaluation techniques,^ understanding of statistics and computer metho-

dology, interest in the educational aspects of professor evaluation, and

evidence of dependability and maturity.

All interest applicants will be asked to submit a two-page resume of thejr

background and possible suggestions for improvements in the Booklet.

Applications will be accepted through noon Thursday, April 8. For further

information about the position and application procedure, please come

to the Student Educational Policy Commission office, 331 Kerckhoff Hall

(ext. 52759).

SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT EDUCATIONAL POLICY COAAMISSION OF SLC

dcfytic artists'

and accessories

O/mLEl

20%OFF
Sale prices effective from April 5 through April 17

Great acrylic paint you thin with water to whatever
consistency you want. Great for wash, collage, you name it!

as
uc

students' store

r

art/of>ginooring suppliot, a lovol, ockormon union, 825-771 1

open 9:00a.m.-7: 15p.m. - Mon-Fri; 10-3 Sat

There ore eight greet ImprovemenH In the ttoref
•Anoth«r part of th« A9UCLA rsvitaliiatlon program ,

UCLA OoHy Bruin. Aprils, 1t71 r
NCAA Smivofiir Edittoft 9

KERCKHOFF EXHIBIT— An extilbit of sculpture by Walter Balas will

continue on display througti Saturday in tt»e KerckhoH Hall Second Floor

Gallery, under ttie auspices of ttie ASUCLA Gallery Program.

Brew'ji ends here
(Continued from Page 15)

the Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge. The class consists of four two hour

meetings In the next two weeks, and any student may attend.

Signups are now available for tours of the University Research

Library, for graduate studen;ts, to be given at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. Wed

nesday and Thursday. The tours are approximately 45 minutes long.

English Conversation classes will meet from 11 a.m.-l p.m. today at

ISC and Campbell 1118.

Campus Committee to Bridge the Gap will hold orientation sessions for

students interested rn^peaking at student-community dialogs on current

issues, at 7:30 p.m. today, (and every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

this quarter) in room 409A, LInde Medical Plaza, 10291 Wilshlre Blvd.

Speeches and Seminars

Dr. Louis J. Goldberg, assistant professor of oral biology and anatomy,

will conduct an oral biology seminar on "Electromyographic Studies of

Jaw-Closing Muscles in Humans" at noon today in Health Sciences 63-045.

John T. Rodgers will moderate a panel consisting of Ronald L. Basset,

Hector de la Puente, Charles Horhback and John Hornback, and John

KIrby, all of the engineering executive program here. In a discussion of

"Problems Associated with ttie System Approach to the Abatement of

Environmental Pollution" at 3 p.m. today In Boelter 8500. ^-^.

Denis Donoghue, professor of modern English and Amertcan

Literature, 'University College, Dublin, Ireland, and Fellow, King's

College, University of Cambridge, England, will lecture on "Literature

and the Mind's Eye Part I/' In the first In a series of three lectures, at

3:30 p.m. today In Humanities 1200.

Dr. Judd AAarmor, clinical professor of psychiatry, and social welfare

in residence will lecture on "Adaption and the Human Agenda: In-

terpersonal Intensity" at 7 p.m. today In Dickson 2160. Tickets are $4.75,

and $1.25 (students). .

URA Clubs

The Kendo Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. Monday In Women's Gym 200.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today In Aden's Gym 102.

The Judo Club will meet from 2:30-5 p.m. today In AAemorlal Activities

Center B 146. _____—-

—

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on field 7.

The Kenpo Club will meet at noon today In Memorial Actlvitlos Center

B 146.

(Paid Advertisement)

Can you give

Exceptional Love
to an

Exceptional Child?

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project

Orientation for New & Returning Tutors

Wed., April 7, 7:00 p.m. AU 2412
Office in " - 07

'sponsored by SLC

/

Tatkanian tried to put the game into perspective the week foUowing the loss
"We had them in a situation where they were down and it seemed that they became
frustrated, but they kept coming at us. I don't think anyone who's not in coaching
can appreciate what Wooden and UCLA have done. I was there and saw BYU run
out on the court before all of those home-town fans. And to play before that game
in and game out, is a real challenge. I have the greatest respect for everything
they've done."

But Tarkanian's kind words would not help the Bruins in the Astrodome Aft^r a
few days at home, the Bruin bus departed for the airport, the next step on the road
to NCAA Championship number seven.

Kansas-UCLA exchange
Bruin football coach, Pepper Rogers, was one of many who surrounded the bus '

to wish the Bruins well in their contest against Midwestern Champion Kansas.
Rogers,v who moved to UCLA head coaching duties just recently from Kansas^
hollared to Wooden, "This one you have to win. You have to win this one."
On the bus, Wooden said that Rogers had given him a scouting report on the

Kansas players. **He said he'd like to have them all out for football." ^

Tarkanian, whose team lost their opening game to Kansas, 69-52, reported, "I'd
love to play Kansas again, but I'd sure as hell hate to catch them in a street fight."

Two upset-finalists -q^i-

Along with UCLA and Kansas in the finals was Mideastem winner. Western
Kentucky, the upset winner of that region, beating favored Jacksonville and
Kentucky. Villanova, the upset winner in the East, destroyed undefeated Penn-
sylvannia. Penn had previously toppled highly-ranked South Carolina. -

As the Bruins travelled to Houston, Wooden took time to reflect on the NCAA
Basketball Championstiip Tournament.
"The winner of the NCAA Tournament is the National Champion," Wooden said.

"The polls are good, everyone likes to be up there, but there is too much partiality

for them to be really fait". ~ i)K—

"The NCAA Champion may not be the best team in the nation, but they are the

champion. That tournament is the goal we all have at the beginning of the year,"
Wooden continued.

"Two out of three games would probably be a better indicator, but three out of

five would be even l)etter. And four out of seven would be better than that. But
somewhere you have to draw the line and the tournament we play is a fair way to

do it"

"Our goal, each year, is to win the NCAA title. To do that we have to win our

conference. Some say that teams that are not here are better than the teams that

are. Each one of them had a chance to be here, though," Wooden added.

Outnumbered 6-1

But iiis thoughts quickly changed to the Jayhawks of Kansas. Less than 1,000

v>

>W»Jf

..-,..»^w*t*.*tt^„..,.it^;i

m^

Bruin fans purchased tickets to the game in the Astrodome, but better than 6,500
Kansas rooters filled their section.

The start of the UCLA-Kansas tilt was half an hour late, because of a double-
overtime battle between the Hilltoppers and the Wildcats. Both teams wasted
opportunities to wrap the game up, but Villanova claimed victory after 10 extra
minutes of play and 30 minutes on the clock.

The delay appeared to only postpone the inevitable. Kansas opened the semi-
final game attempting to use the 2-3 zone defense that Long Beach used with such
proficiency. But Henry Bibby, the man who missed seven of seven in the first half
against Long Beach, was the man of the hour.

Bibby anesthetized the more physical Jayhawks early with four long bombs and
Steve Patterson dropped one long-range^hot to force Kansas to try something
new. Before the end of the game, the slower Kansas team had employed ahnost
every defense known to basketball. "We hoped we could find an alignment that
would cool them down," Kansas coach Ted Owens explained after the game.
Although Kansas raced back at the beginning of the second half to tie the game,

UCLA pulled slowly away and locked the game up. The secret weapon for the
Bruins was the free throw, a Bruin enemy most of the season.
"We have no excuses," Owens said after the game. "UCLA capitalized on their

opportunities and we didn't. We felt at the half that we'd played very poorly and
were only down seven. We thought we'd have a chance if UCLA continued to play
the way they did."

But the victor was UCLA, 68-60.

Too many errors^

"The outcome was very pleasing, but the play was a little disappointing,"
Wooden pointed out after the win. UCLA had 24 turn-overs, 14 in the first half.

"I don't know when we've ever had that many turn-overs in a game, goodness
gracious, 14 in the first half. I was pleased with our defense, it has t)een our
strength all year," Wooden added.

"I thought Curtis had a good game," Wooden continued. "But Curtis usually has
a good game and sometimes he has been l)etter game than that. I am confident that

we'll get good play from Curtis, all the time, at both ends of the court."

Particularly it was the defense of Bibby and Rowe that stimied the Jayhawks,
along with the ever-present Wicks.

Rowe the big man ^
Kansas center Roger Brown mentioned to guard Bub Stallworth hTan elevator

after the game, "That Rowe really hurt us. He's the guy who beat us." Stallworth

nodded. .

So the final match-up was staged. It would be UCLA, 28-1 on the season, against

Villanova, a team that had already lost six games.
Wooden did not sleep much Thursday night after the win. "I stayed up until

atx)ut three-thirty," Wooden said. "I was looking over the ctiarts and thinking

about the game, and then I started to think about Villanova.

"I often think alx)ut the team we've just played if there is no game the next day,"
Wooden added in a side note. "And then I think about our next game.
"Villanova is a difficult team to match up with," he said. "They're a fine team.

Howard Porter has one of the best fade-away jumpers I have ever seen. He
reminds me a lot of Elvin Hayes. I hope, pray, that's that where the similarity

ends, as far as the Astrodome isr concerned," Wooden said. (Elvin Hayes led

Houston to a 71-69 win over UCLA in the first basketball game ever Staged in the

Astrodome.

)

MVP of tournament
Porter was brilliant, his performance earned him the "Most Outstanding Player

of the Tournament" trophy, but it was Patterson that stole the show in the finals.

He had help from Rowe and Bibby and Wicks, but Steve Patterson was scoring all

the*points.

^ At halftime Patterson had 20 and the Bruins had the lead, 45-37. Dwight Chapin of

Ithe Los Angeles Times was considering possible leads for his story out loud. "How
_does this sound," he said. "Steve Patterson was unbelievable. He scored freely

from every conceivable angle and distance that a basketball can be thrown.

"

That about summed it up. But then UCLA held the ball for several minutes in the

second half in order to bring Villanova out of their 1-2-2 zone defense. "We were
shooting hot against the zone," UCLA assistant coach Denny Crum explained.

"But that's how a zone works. All of a sudden you stop hitting and then you're
playing their game.
"We had to sacrifice some of our momentum at the time in order to get them to

play our game. When we get them doing that, there is no way they can gain

momentum," Crum concluded. —^^
The tactic worked, although it slowed the Bruin attack. A ctiarge by Villanova in

the waning minutes of the game left them six points short in the end. _ _
UCLA under-rated?

"UCLA is one of the most under-rated teams in the nation," Villanova coach

Jack Kraft said after the game. "No, that's right, under-rated. They are the kind of

team that handles the ball well and controls what other teams can do against them.

They are tremendous."
Joy and happiness filled the Bruin comer of the Astrodome as Sidney Wicks and

Steve Patterson, tx)th All-Tournament team selection cut down the nets

On the bus back to the Sheraton Inn, across the street from the Dome, Curtis

Rowe let go of himself.

"Winning three NCAA titles is nothing. Show up, play the game, win all the time.

This ts easier than high school ball. There's nothing to it," he said with a broad

grin, the sign of satisfaction. "I'll tell you, though," he said, "I'll never do it again

. . not for free anyway. All this winning is just too much." ^
The rest of the championship team laughed in agreement when Wicks in-

terrupted. "I never thought we'd play Villanova in the finals," he said. "I was sure

it would be South Carolina or Marquette."

"So did they," was Denny Crum's reply from the front of the bus.

"£1
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OUT IN THE STICKS— You can barely se« the people in the upper levels

of the Astrodonr>e, but imagine what they saw looking down (see front

cover). The dome is over 200 feet high and the people in tt>e upper levels
>•">-" several hundred feet away from the actual playing area.

1* f '

*

By Buddy Epstein

DB Sports Editor Emeritus

A few hours after the 68-62 Bruin win over

Villanova, a well-to-do 3ruin fan from Houston dined

with a group of Bruin players. '*I took my four year

old boy to the World Series in Baltimore last year,"

he told everyone at the table. "As soon as we got

inside the park, my son had a worried look on his

face. Finally he started screaming, *What happened

to the roof?'
"

Shelly Gainan is an attractive guide that takes

people on tours of Houston's famed Astrodome, the

ballpark with a roof. (Three-quarters of a million

people took the tours last year! ) ''This is the eighth

wonder of the world," she tells the people on her tour.

''Stadiums without a ceiling are now obsolete," she

throws in amongst the unbelievable statistcs of the

giant complex.

Within the $40,000,000 Astrodome there is a hospital

equipped for minor surgery and there is even a jail

with a closed circnlt-TV of the action on the field. The
field boxes move around, several thousand at a time,

on railroad tracks built into the floor, and the 474 foot

scoreboard displays almost everything including a

film of the astronauts landing on the moon while the

star spangled banner is l)eing played. ""^ ^

Baseball games, football games, rodeos, car races,

motorcycle races, track meets, lectures and even the

boy scout jamboree have been held under the 208 foot

high dome, but many came away from the 1971

NCAA Basketball Championships there with the

feeling that the Astrodome is not best suited for

basketball.

"I wish I could have seen the National Cham-
pionships," Jerry Ball, coach at Valley State said,

"although my seat was as good as anyone's. All I

could see was what looked like a group of numbered
ants fighting bver a cracker crumb.

"I got a pretty good seat," Cal SUte (LA) coach
Bob Miller said. "I flew to Dallas to watch the game
on TV" A large number of coaches attending the
basketball-coaches convention and others who
radiated to Houston for the game did likewise.

c F^T 5FAT— Th iC vAja* » hji^t^j fv^i A^- -
at ttw NCAA

«<H" A-^

from this angle. Only one row of seats was ra; ,pg Ar>v,ve ^ov* t and
even from the best seats in the olact, tiM spectator H*ff at. , t,d
. ', A' up.

You have to be crazy
One fan in the section noted, "You'd have to be

crazy to come here if your team wasn't in it."

The first time basketball was played in the

Astrodome was in 1968 in the now famous game
between the University of Houston and UCLA. That
time, when the two teams met, the floor from the
L.A. Sports Arena was trucked to Houston and
assembled in the middle of the football field

arrangement of chairs. The lighting was terrible and
the court had ripples.

Since then, the Astrodome has acquired its own
floor, and for this event, a new seating arrangem^it
was attemptod

row of seats on the floor level put the court below eye

level, and that was the ring of chairs around the court

where coaches and players of the competing teams

sat. ("I couldn't comment on the officiating," John

Wooden of UCLA said after a 68-60 win over Kansas.

"All I could see was tennis shoes. I saw all the

travelling calls and all the ones against Kansas were

right.")

The arrangement made the court far more suitable

to play basketball, but few of the better than 30,000

who attended each night had a good view of the ac-

tion.

Couldn't see

"This facihty is wonderful," John Oldham, coach

of Western Kentucky said after winning the third

place game. "But the arrangement of chairs is

terrible. I'm sure the engineers could figure out a

better way to arrange chairs.

"I couldn't see from the floor so I went upstairs to

the press boxes and I couldn't see the floor," he

continued. __^
"Houston is a great place to have the NCAA

Championships. The hospitality is wonderful, the

weather is nice, i|^ a beautiful place, but the

arrangement of seats was not good," he concluded.

UCLA Athletic Director, J.D. Morgan, who

engineered the first game back in 1968, said they had

learned from that game and had ideas for better

seating. "We told them to raise the court about two

feet and then to build risers for the chairs going back.

This would cut out a few of the field box seats, but all

the people on the floor would be able to see the

game."

But baseball began in the Astrodome last week,

and the seats on the railroad tracks had to be

arranged for baseball and the astroturf field was

already set in. So, at the last minute, the final seating

was constructed. People with seats on the floor paid

$8 per night ($16 for the tournament) and many were

disappointed.

"It was different," Kansas coach Ted Owens said

after his team dropped two games on the Astrodome
bottom.

"I'm not at all certain that when teams come to

National Championship play, it shouldn't be played

in an arena made for basketball," he continued.

"Houston is a fine place to have the tournament, but

you should have the crowd seated in a way that they

can participate. As far as the playing floor, it was

fine."

A hard climb

Jack Kraft, coach of the Villanova team that lost to

UCLA in the finals said, "I imagine the specUtors

have more complaints than the players. We love to be

here and in the National Championship, but it is a

The basketball floor was raised four feet in the
center of the arena. Over 7200 -hn-- were pushed in

to fill the area on the floor. Oi i chair '~r,^^-

tough place to play. We're used to having the people

around us. My only real complaint though is stepping

up and down during the time-outs. I'm an old man
andlhadtomak* n< i; i -o many times."

UbLA says farewell to eight senior hoopstcrs . .

.

(Continued from Page 2)

get to know Sidney Wicks the man just as well as you do Jon
Chapman.
"Right now I'm glad it's over, but probably a year from

now, I'll miss it," he reflected. "It's the experience of a
lifetime."

Steve Patterson Age : 22 Hometown : Santa Maria
"The Unexpected Hero," Sports illustrated called him

last week and, indeed, he was, scoring 29 points, a career

high, in the championship game. A fitting climax to a five-

year career at UCLA it was.

Patterson has been a part of the UCLA basketball

program for each of the last five NCAA titles — as a fresh-

man, as a redshirt, as Lew Alcindor's back-up in 1969, and

for the past two years as a starter.

'Relieved — that's how I feel about it being all over," he

said. "It's the fulfillment of a dream that began a long time

ago in high school, when I watched UCLA win its first two

NCAA titles on television. I dreamed about winning the

NCAA title, but I never dreamed I'd be in the position I'm in

now.'*;

—
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'i'm going to take next quarter off and do some
traveling," he continued. "I don't intend to make basketball

my career. I hope to play pro ball a few years, but my plans

are indefinite after that."

Curtis Rowe Age: 21 Hometown : Los Angeles
UCLA's starting forward for the past three years. Cutis

Rowe, propped his head against a window and slept most of

the way home. Getting up at seven that morning had not sat

well with him...

"It was great and I'd do it all over again the same way,"
Curtis said when woke for lunch on the plane. "But all good
things must come to an end." —

=

—=-

Curtis said he was no more pleased with this title than any

of the others. "We had to work for each of them and this was
just another big game that we won."
The future for Curtis seems to be pro ball since he was

drafted in the first round by the Detroit Pistons of the NBA
I like to play ball and I'll just have to see what happens.

Other than that I have no plans. I'm going to relax k lot now
that it's over."

Terry Schofield Age: 22 Hometown: Los Angclts
Now I can go back to being a normal human being,"

Terry Schofield smiled as he thought about the end of his
UCLA career. "I'm glad the season is over in certain ways,
but in other ways I'm not.

"Playing was something that was awfully nice," he said.
The steady sixth man of the team this year, Schofield

remarked, "I had no idea I'd be playing after last year. I

could have graduated last June. But winning the NCAA
championship this year is very satisfying as compared to
the other years."

Schofield has been at UCLA since 1967 when he trans-
ferred from Saiita Monica CC. A redshirt in 1967-68, he has
been a member of the past three NCAA title teams.
"Now I hope to go to grad school in English," he said. "Or

perhaps play basketball in Europe."
Then he thought about his four years here. "There have

been good times and there have been bad times," Schofield
answered. "Fortunately, for me, the good times came at
the end."

Sidney Wicks Age : 21 Hometown : Los Angeles
Sidney Wicks was perhaps the most outgoing person in

the first class cabin of the plane. "I'm glad it's all over; oh
yeah," he leaned back and said, "I enjoyed it a lot and I

learned a lot.
— *^—.'".

.•
,

^

"Lately, everyone has been asking me about this year

compared to the others. I teU them that I was glad to win
then and I'm glad to win now."
Last week Sidney went to Portland to sign a multi-year

contract. "I'll play wherever they pay me the most," Sy
(his friends call him Sy ) said on the plane. "I've talked a lot

to professionals and they say the travelling is lousy, always
living out of a suitcase.

"But they say the pay is pretty good," he added, and bv
now he's probably found that out first hand.

Wicks says he will remain attached to the players who
remain behind at UCLA. "Next year Larry Farmer, and
Henry Bibby among the rest will have to carry the load and
lead the team. I wish them the best."

"I like to play basketball, ' Sidney said, "If I didn't like to

play, I would find another way to make a living." Then he
smiled. "My body is too run down for other sports," he
kidded.

Sidney says he wants tp "hang loose" for awhile, and
that he will probably "try to get away now, maybe to

Frisco."

But UCLA's Ail-American says that whether he plays in

Portland or anywhere else, "L. A. is my home and I'll

probably live right here."
• # •

The descent into Los Angeles soon began and, again right

on time, the plane landed at Los Angeles International —
11 : 10 a.m. The crowds were waiting, the largest ever, about
2000. So were the TV film cameras, the autograph seekers,

and, of course, the famihes and close friends.

Off the plane they came — Wicks, Rowe, Patterson,

Schofield, Booker, Betchley, Ecker, Henry Bibby, Andy
Hill, Jon Chapman, Larry Farmer, and George Morgan
toting the equipment. The film lights went on, the people
crowded around. It was home at last — for the very last

time in 1971.

It felt good to be home.

CREDITS

John Ecker Rick Betchley George Morgan

The Daily Bruin was
represented in Salt Lake City

and Houston by DB Sports

Editor Emeritus Buddy Epstein

and DB Sports Editor John
Sandbrook.- lYedit should go to

Norm Schindler of ASUCLA
Informal Photography, while

vspeclal thanks mutt go to Harrjr
Morris, Dennis Hamel.
This edition was designed by

Buddy Epstein, who concludes

his four and a half years on the

Daily Bruin with this paper.

Buddy, who has served the past

two years as DB Sports Editor

(this year as DB Sports Editor

Emeritus), has covered every
NCAA championship game
since 1968. My own special

thanks to Buddy, not Just for

this one paper, but for the last

three years. —John Sandbrook
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The Following Business Firms Salute The UCLA Basketball

Team On Their Fifth Consecutive NCAA Championship

UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
226 Kerckhoff Hall

825-3901 Don Bo«vman,
Executive Director

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Adtermon Union — Urvets A & GL_

308 Westwood Plaza

825-7711

CRESCENT JEWELERS
1055 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood Village

GR 9-6755 BR 2-3943

DESMONDS
1001 Westwood Blvd

Westwood.Village

CAMPBELL'S
MEN'S STORE
10925 Weybum Ave.

Westwood Village

CITY NATIONAL BANK
Westwood Village Office

10883 Wilshire Blvd.

Lm Angeles 90024 477-3001

COLLEGE BOOK CO
THE COMPLETE BOOKSTORE
1002 Westwood Blvd.
'

- / - -77-8051

FLESNER & COOK
INCOME TAX SERVICE
1101 Goyley Ave., Westwood
473-8127

9514 Reseda Blvd., NoHhridge
886-7475

6LENDALE FEDERAL SAVINGS
Westwood Village Office

1090 Westwood Blvd. 478-077

1

GLENN LAIKEN PANTS
1021 Glendon Ave.
Westwo =-9e473-4997

MENKES JEWELERS
10915 Weyburn Ave.
LA. tal. 90024
Mr. Howard Menkes 479.1811

KARL GENE
WESTWOOD VIUAGE STUDIO

10961 Weyborn Ave.

Westwood Village

KMPC
710

THE RADIO HOME OF THE BRUINS

KTLA TV-

5

THE BRUIN'S STATION

LAEMMLE THEATRES.
THE REGENT-Westwood Village

THE PLAZA-Westwood Village

LOS FEUZ- Hollywood
THE MONICA I & II-Santa Monica

McDonalds
11 18 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, 478-934^

MR. C
MEN'S W^R
10955 Weyburn Ave.

in the village, 477-4254

MUSIC ODYSSEY
11910 Wilshire Blvd.

W. LA. 477-2523

SECURITY PACIFIC ^

NATIONAL BANK
Westwood Village Btxinch

950 Westwood Blvd. 478-0151

STRAW HAT PIZZA PALACE
IN THE VILLAGE
478-0788

WESTWOOD VOLKSWAGEN
1 550 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Cal. 90024
Mr. Line Pooia, 475-5888

WOLFE TRAVEL SERVICE
Ernie Wolfe '48

1657 Sawtelle Blvd.
West Los Angeles
479-7707
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U to meet today; may be 'superficiar
By Deborah Ashin

DBSUff Writer

Analysis of the 1972-73 operating and capital budgets for

this campus will begin today when the Program Review
Board (PRB) meets with administrative officials here.

However, today's meeting may be superficial as the

Campus Planning Office here failed to make a budgetary

document available for advance analysis.

According to Loren Fertado, director of the budget and
assistant University vice president of planning and
analysis, "We'll have to do the best we can as we wer^^

unable to have an advanced look at the material. .
."

He added PRB is not prepared to do any program
analysis, and "meaningful discussions will be difficult."

'Not complete'

Adrian Harris, director of the Campus Planning Office,

said yesterday the documents — which were requested in

January to be available to PRB by March — were "not

complete."

He said the documents which will be available at today's

meeting are divided into two sections: description of policy

and tables. Harris said the latter was not completed until

yesterday, although the policy descriptions had been

mailed on Friday.

PRB's role is to advise UC President Charles J. Hitch on
operating and capital budgets for the nine UC campuses —
this includes the possible elimination of the journalism,
speech and physical education departments here, ac-
cording to Matt Mazer, one of two UC student members on
PRB.
Mazer said it is unfortunate PRB members either did not

receive, or only received yesterday, the budget materials
as the committee's ability to review this campus will be
hampered.

> 'Unfortunate'
He said it is "unfortunate PRB will not have the benefit of

Fortado's guidance" in analyzing this campus. Fortado is

often able to explain specific campus data and statistics in
terms which clarifies the issue for PRB members.
According to March 26 minutes of a PRB meeting at UC

Irvine Chester McCorkel, PRB chairman and University
vice president said PRB's meetings on the campuses are
intended to "familiarize the members with the charac-
teristics, aspirations and problems of each campus."
Budgetary details will be left for subsequent meetings and
final evaluation will be submitted to Hitch by late June or
early July. Hitch will then review PRB's findings and
allocate funds to each campus.

McCorkel said the proposed 1972-73 budgets are of im-

nfiediate concern to PRB, but it will also have to consider

variables in the 1971-72 budgets.

He emphasized PRB's role would not be pre-empted or

duplicated by the new Steering Committee on New
Initiatives in Planning which Hitch appointed to coordinate

and give impetus to the resolution of policy problems.

Capital budgets

Mazer explained PRB as being concerned with capital

budgets, those concerning construction, and operating

budgets, which include the Chancellor's salary, in-

structional budgets, and the University Police Department.

PRB, composed of 15 members appointed by Hitch, also

includes University Vice President of Academic Affairs

Angus Taylor and Assistant Vice President of Physical

Planning Robert Evans.
™—

Today's meeting will l)egin at 9 a.m. in the Regents'

•Room where Chancellor Charles E. Young is scheduled to

make the initial presentation to the PRB.
Both Fertado and Mazer emphasized the presentations

will not be as informative as PRB meetings on other

campuses which submitted advance materials for

backgroimd.
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Attack on Indians, not chiefs'

Tucson 5' give views at rally

By Terry Colvin

DBSUff Reporter

"What we have in the case of the 'Tucson 5' is a

concerted effort on the behalf of the Justice

Department to get people on the ground level of

the movement. It is an attack on the Indians in-

stead of the chiefs," according to Don Shulman,

organizer of yesterday's rally supporting the

'Tucson 5."
. _ -^ _

Lee Weinberg, Pam Doiialdson,'^ anSTen Volpm
three of the five defendants who appeared at tlJ^

rally — have been subpoenaed to appear before a

new grand jury tomorrow. They served a prison

term from October until last week for contempt of

^ourt charges for refusing to testify before a grand
jury in Tucson.
Weinberg, an employe with the campus Student

Counseling Center, said, "The only thing I will tell

you about the "Tucson 5" is how it has united us in

terms of the Movement."
United

"If Tucson means that we are united, then I

sunnn<:o f^c,* : u^- r.,..^,.^ .. constructive purpose
—iL .< ..>.»>«»« y^^^ .., ,,^,^^^ ^^^^^—Lf^—a1i—movement
P^ple, ' she said.
Pam Donaldson, a former student here, told the

150 people at the rally "Tucson is no accident. We

are serving^ time because of our work, our

associations and our lives. Tucson is going to

happen again and a^ain," she said.

Commenting on their jail sentences, Donaldson

added, "Jail has been hard for us, but not that

hard. The things that feed, us in jail are knowing

the ideals we sUnd for and the people we work

with are going on."
, r. , , r^

She also revealed an aborted Apnl Fools Day

joke the "Tucson 5" had planned to use. She said

they were going to send word to the grand jury

they were ready to testify. They then planned to

reveal "a terrifically exciting plot" to the grand

jury, at the end of which they would shout "Apnl

Fool."
Survive

Donaldson said, "We refused to testify to find

out what was happening, not for any moral,

altruistic motive. We did it to survive."

Volpin said, "The grand jury is an implement of

oppression Our actions serve to bring to light that

oppressive implement. Our actions will not see an

end to grand jury indictments," she said.

She added, "We have to Uke to tb /' ~ - as

far as the Movement is concerned. 1 he * Tucson
^^

is a political case, so we must take political actions

to counter its effects."
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Art prof Kayser rehired

for one more year here
Stephen Kayser, Integrated arts lecturer, has been rehired for one

more year, according to informed sources. Kayser, 70, was not expected

to have his contract renewed because of his age.

"To me what is niost important is not that I am here another year.

What is important to me is that the voice of the students is heard in cases

like this That should give the students confidence in the Administration,"

Kayser said.

The announcement of Kayser's probable denial of rehirement in

January met with student protest. A petition with over 700 signatures

circulated by Charles Miedzinski, integrated arts teaching assistant, was

presented January 14 to vice chancellor David Saxon.

When Kayser announced to this quarter's integrated arts class the

possibility of his rehirement, he received a loud ovation. There arer

presently over 50 students still trying to Enroll in his class, which is

already filled.

Official

According to University regulations, the official age of retirement for

all professors (exdept those on the State retirement system) is 67.

However, a professor may be retained on renewable, one-year assign-

ments by Regental appointment. Unofficially, these extensions are not

granted past the age of 70.

Kayser was hired in 1965 and has thus far received two extensions.

However, last year the Regents extended his contract for the final time.

Such extensions require recommendations from the department

chairman and the Chancellor's office before a Regental decision is made.

Individual -
.

"This was not an easy decision (for the Regents) to make," Kayser

said. "So much more is it to be appreciated. This was not done in a

computerized fashion, but with regard to the individual case."

Kayser said he was "glad" for two reasons. First, because his in-

tegrated arts class is always "oversubscribed." Second, he said, "Having

taught the class for over four years now, I have arrived at a teaching

method that is satisfactory to me. Now I can try it for another year and

work on a textbook for this type of class."

Kayser added, "Personally, this renewal for one year has the effect like

a booster shot — that doesn't mean I need it, but it feels good. Seriously,

this has put on me the great responsibility of answering the confidence

the Regents and the Administration have put in me. While I realize this is

my last year, I think I can do it with the same enthusiasm which has

always been my basis for teaching."
~

According to one student, "Professor Kayser is the only professor at

this University I've ever learned anything from. It's ridiculous they ever

thought of retiring him. He's incredible. He doesn't even lecture from

notes— all that knowledge is in his head."

UCLA-TV broadcasts at noon today

UCLA-TV will continue its public affairs b'roadcasting at noon

today In addition to monitors in Royce Hall 170, monitors have

been installed in the Terrace Room, The Coop and the Ackerman

Union Men's Lounge.

Today's broadcast will feature:

An interview with integrated arts professor Stephen Kayser

An interview with Art Seidenbaum

A press conference with UC President Charles J Hitch

A press conference with Dean Kenneth TTrueblood and Academic ^

Senate chairman Benjamin Aaron on the state of the University

Tape of v<

Interview with Meir Kahane of the Jewish Defense League

UCLA-TV will hold auditions for air talent at 1 p.m. Friday in

Studio 3 of Mebntz Hall

^ti
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WITH MAX SHULMAN
(«» Ihr iiHlhnr ii/ Rttllu Ki-uml Ihr Flnu. Hnyt I'otiir <iilli» . rtr. )

Roommates; or Know Your Enemy

You'd think thai with all the progress we've made in the educa-

tion g'dmi\ somebody would have found a cure for roommates by now.

But no. Roommates remain as big a problem today as they were when

Ethan Mather founded the first American college.

(Incidentally, despite what you've heard, Harvard was not the

first American college. Mr. Mather started his institution almost 100

years earlier. And it was quite iin institution, let me tell you! Mr.

Mather built schools of liberal arts, fine arts, animal dentistry and

flintlock repair. He built a covered stadium for lacrosse that seated

200,000. p]verywhere on campus was emblazoned the stirring Latin

motto CAVE ML'.S'S/^'" Watch out for moose." The student union

contained four bowling alleys, 21 horoscope machines and a 97-chair

barbershop.

(It was the barbershop, alas, that brought Mr. Mather's college

to an early and total end. The student body, alas, then as now, con-

sidered haircuts an Establishment hangup, and nobody set foot in the

barbershop. The chief ^arber, Truscott Follicle by name, grew so de-

pressed staring at 97 empty chairs that one day his mind finally gave

way ."Seizing his vibrator, he ran outside and shook the entire campus
until it crumpled to dust. This later became known as "Pickett's

Charge.")

But I digress. We were exploring ways for you and your roommate
to stop hating each other. This is admittedly no easy task, and yet it

is not impossible if you will both bend a bit. give a little,

I remember, for example, my own college days (Berlitz, '08). My
roommate was, I think you will allow, even less agreeable than most.

He was a Tibetan named Ringading whose native customs, while in-

disputably colorful, were not entirely endearing. Mark you, I didn't

mind so much the gong he struck on the hour or the string of fire-

crackers he ignited on the half-hour. I didn't even mind that he singed

chicken feathers during his prayers at dawn and dusk. What I did

mind was that he singed them inj^iy hat.

To be fair, he was not totally taken with some of my habits either
-especially my hobby. (I collect airplane tires and had, at that time
nearly 400,000 of them in our room.)

Well sir, things grew steadily cooler between Ringading and me,
and they migUt actually have reached the breaking point had «ot we
each happened to receive a package from home one day. Ringading
opened his package first, smiled shyly kt me and offered me a gift

"Thank you," I said. "What is it?" .
" '

» "Yak butter," he said. "You put it in your hair. In Tibet we call
Mgreeaee kidstuff."

"Well now. that's mighty friendly," I said and offered him a gift
from my package.

"Thank you," he said. "What is it?"

"A can of Miller High Life Beer," I said.

"I vyill try it at once," he said and didt

"Not bad," he said.

"It is even better when yqu open the can," I said and showed
him how.

He consumed it forthwith. "Wowdow!" he cried "Never have I

euToHar''^
mellown^8s,_jmoothness. amberness and generalized

"Have another," I said.

"Oh. I must not!" he cried. "Obviously a beverage of such splen-dor IS made only for rare occasions and is therefore difficult to obtainand costly beyond the reckoning of it."
""tam

"Ha, ha the joke is on you," I said. "Miller High Life is brewedevery single day by plain decent folks just like vou and me and is avaUable everywhere at a price well within the most mod^t of budgets ''

Golly he said^ "Sort of makes a man feel humble."
^

Yea. don 'tit?" I said.

Then silently we clasped hands, friends at last. I am proud to savwe remain friends to this day. We exchange rarrl« «a.K r-w » I
each Fourth of July, firecracker^.

^ *'^ Christmas and

Meir Kahane

Violence may be 'necessary'-- Kahane

Jewish actTvism supported
"When you hear Jews say, 'Don't

use violence because it will make

things worse for them (Soviet

Jews) ,' what they are really saying

is 'Don't use violence because it

will create anti-Semitism here,"

Rabbi Meir Kahane, co-founder of

the Jewish Defense League (JDL),

said yesterday in a noon speech in

the Grand Ballroom.

Kahane, speaking under the

auspices of the Committee to Free

Soviet Jewry, said there is a right
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for Jews to use violence when there

is no other way.

"Where does it say violence is

un-Jewish? Where does it say in

our heritage you have to be shot at

and not shoot back? Where does it

say Jews have to die like dogs?

Violence is not a good thing, it is a

bad thing, it's never a good thing

. . . But sometimes it is a

necessary thing," he said.

Kahane told the audince of over

400 persons it is time for Jews to

stop worrying about what non-

Jews will think. It is time for Jews
to stop worrying about winning the

love of the world.

He said Jews don't have to

apologize for a liberation

movement within their own state.

Pakistan doesn't apologize for her

movement; Afghanistan doesn't

apologize for hers.
'

'Why should we apologize? If the

world likes it, it hkes it. If it.

doesn't, then up against the wall,"

he said.

Kahane called the demonstration
in support of the Soviet Jews which
occurred in Washington two weeks
ago a "great day for Jews in

America." He said 1,347 Jews sat

down in the streets and'went to jail

because they refused to move.

"This protest was different

because Jews sat down to protest

for Jews . . . They sat down two

weeks ago because 30 years ago

their parents didn't. They were 30

years too late," he said.

Kahane said Jews in America
did not act to help Jews fleeing

from Nazi Germany during World

War II because they were ahiaifhjf^

a "thing caUed anti-Semitism."

"I know rabbis, nice types, who
went to jail in Alabama when the

question wasn't gas chambers, but

was civil rights and human dignity.

But I don't know one rabbi who got

arrested for 930 Jews (escaping

from Germany on a ship to Cuba)

who were going to die." he said.

Kahane said the JDL was setting

up chapters here and urged sup-

port for the Soviet Jews. "The

number one cause for Jews is

Jews. Not that there aren't other

causes, but first: Jews. That's the

meaning of JDL: when it looks the

world in the eye and says, 'Never

again,' " he said.
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International college i
sic supports initiative measure

formed by profs here \ Mail ti km mt —.«»«».*• «*«!*

lilicji |liaiiiicu

I

By Carol Ann Starcevic

DB Staff Writer

Two professors here have teamed with three other educators to

jij: form a private, non-profit International Community College (ICC),
'^ with five European campuses.

% Paul Sheats, graduate professor of education here and chairman

Sof the ICC Board of Governors said, "It's a labor of love really.

::•: We're doing it because we're excited about innovations in

::•: education, not because we hope to make any money out of it."

%^ The ICC Board of Directors includes Ken 0. Smith, professor of

:§ journalism here; Linden G. Leavitt, ICC charter president and

•j'i
former associate dean of University Extension; Malachi J. Raf-

•jij ferty, former associate dean of foreign students here and Evelyn

J: Mulcahy, former administrative assistant here.

:^ The college, based in Westwood and scheduled to begin -tn-

:•$ struction this fall is a coordination of schools in Austria, Denmark,

:J5
France, Ireland, and Italy with curricula including language,

ijij philosophy, literature-grammar, mathematics, history-social

:$ sciences and area studies.

S Applicants are chosen through personal interviews based on

:§ potential ability. A high school diploma is not required for ad-

:•:• mission.

:§ Once admitted, students' progress is evaluated by faculty reports

5: and the students' own written judgments instead of grades.

?: Students also participate in evaluating faculty instruction.

j'l;
Faculty members will be selected from academic communities

iij: throughout the world and supported by local government and civic

|§ leaders, scientists, artists and other professionals, according to

•trSheats.

•:$ For the academic year, a single inclusive fee of $3,850 covers

:§ tuition, room and board, medical insurance, instructional

:§ materials, travel in Europe and round-trip transportation between

:? the airports of embarkation here in New York and Europe.

><\ Each of the five schools has an optimum enrollment of 30

il
students who, with faculty, share responsibility for policies, rules

% and regulations.

^ Operating under California state laws, ICC features an in-

g: terdisciplinary curriculum equivalent in transferable credits to the

;•? program offered by an American junior college.

!:•:; Students will be awarded class credit by examination through

:ij ICC's participation in ther/^College Level Examination Program

;^ conducted by the College Entrance Examination Board of Prin-

% ceton. New Jersey.

:jf
The school year consists of three academic quarters and an

i optional Summer work-study period. Extensive vacation travel in

:$ Europe is included in this program.

•^ Courses of study lead to a one-year certificate ("This merely

•jii
attests to one year of participation," Sheats said): a two-year

ijij Associate in Arts degree (second-year studies will be conducted in

•jij England in 1973) ; or a four-year Bachelor of Arts degree ( third and

ijij fourth-year studies in 1974 will be independent investigations

iv without residency requirements).

:§: A limited number of full and partial scholarchips may be granted

« by the college to students chosen for their potential to make ex-

« ceptional contributions to the program, Sheats said.

% In 1972, adults wishing to continue their education will be able to

I participate in an ICC independent studies program leading to an

;:•:; appropriate degree.

% Applications for the fall quarter are now being accepted by the

S ICC office of admissions, 1019 Gayley Ave.

i
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Take Command

of Your Future

ENROU NOW IN THE UCIA ARMY ROTC PROGRAM

TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

S^ Drah deferred through your undergraduate and

graduate schooling.

Receive $50 per month while attending the

advanced course

Serve as an Army Officer

for a maximum of two years active duty

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

(Tuition, Books. Fees and $50 per Month)

for more information, contact the

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE

Room 132, Men's Gymnasium, UCLA

825-7381

By Tom Humphreys
DB Staff Writer

An fnitiative petition which proposes to put the

question of marijuana legalization on the Noveipber,

1972 ballot will be coordinated here by Gary Cohen,

general representative to the Student Legislative

Council (SLC). T
The effort is part of a state-wide drive to' get the

signatures of 525,000 registered voters on the

petition. If successful, voters will decide on an

amendment legalizing the sale and possession of

marujuana in California. The amendment proposed

by William Smart, a financial consultant, was drawn
up by John Brown, a Beverly Hills attorney.

Cohen stressed that his participation will be solely

as a student. ASUCLA is in no way connected with

the petition, he said. *'My office will simply be used

as a distribution and collection point for the

petitions; it won't take a lot of my time.

Potted laws

"I think the people should have the opportunity to

vote on the question. What we're trying to do is just to

get the issue on the ballot.' " Cohen termed the

present marijuana laws "immoral and ridiculous."

"The main thrust nvist be towards the students for

the petition to succeed," Cohen said. He feels that

chances of success are slim but said he is impressed

with Smart and Brown. Cohen is slightly disap-

4t -I—
"-1

pointed that they did not wait until the issue of 18-

year-old vote in state elections is decided.

Cohen was one of several student leaders from

California campuses contacted, according to Smart.

"All the students we talked to favorably accepted our

idea ; there was no problem in gaining their help," he

said.

Petitions pushed

The petitions should be ready for distrubtion late

this week according to Brown. The state attorney

general's office and the fegislatiye analyst's office

have completed studies on the implications of

legalizing marijuana. Brown said they found that

such a step would entail budget expenditures of

$1,800,000, all of which would be recovered with a tax

similar to that on cigarettes.

The amendment calls for laws regulating

marijuana to be similar to present alcohol control

"^aws. The legal age for possession proposed by the

amendment is 18.

Brown said the legalLation was /easible even if

federal statutes regarding interstate sale were still

in effect. "If the marijuana commerce was solely

intrastate, I see no problem with interference from

federal agencies," he said.

Smart and Brown plan to sponsor a series of rock

concerts to raise money for the drive. The first is

scheduled for April 24 on a ranch in the Newhall area.

Willy, Woody - thanks

forthe niemories . .

.

Today is Tuesday, April 6, the 96th day of 1971. There are 269 days left in

the year.

Today's highlight in history:

On this date in 1917, President Woodrow Wilson signed a declaration of

war between the United States and Germany.

On this date: In 1475, the Italian artist Michelangelo was born in

Ceprese.

In 1830, the first Mormon church was organized by Joseph Smith at

Fayette, N.Y.

In 1841, Vice President John Tyler was sworn in as the tenth U.S.

President, following the death of President WiUiam H.Harrison.

In 1909, the American explorer, Robert E. Peary, reached the North

Pole.

In 1941, in Worid War II, German forces began invading Greece and

Yugoslavia. »

In 1955, Sir Anthony Eden succeeded Sir Winston Churchill as prime

niinister of Britain.

""Ten years ago — British Prinre Minister Harold Macmillan was

meeting in Washington with President John F. Kennedy.

Five years ago— Opera star Maria Callas, a native of Brooklyn, NY.,

gave up her American citizenship.

One year ago — West German Chancellor Willy Brandt was making a

tour of the United States.

DB Science
Daily Bruin Science, after

many false starts, is again

trying to build itself a staff. DB
Science has two functions —
make science comprehensive to

the layman, and unfold the

potential effects of technology

on society.

Never mind our previous ads

that say, "We're desperate;

we'll take anyone." That was a

false start. We're still

desperate. What we need are

individuals with self-initiative,

broad scientific backgrounds

and give a damn about the

scientific community and what

it's doing.

If you fit this description,

we'd like to meet you and ask

you to join DB Science — even if

you have had no previous

writing experience.

Tpmorrow, DB Science

Editor Rick Kwan and News
Editor Rick Keir will meet with

interested persons at 1 p.m., in

the Daily Bruin office, Kerck-

hoff 110
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Suspension of SPS
under consideration

whos!.^'stS her* was recenUy suspended by Lyle T.mmenT.an.

'^^e'sSi^ris'irn action was precipiUted by two iUegal uses of loud-

speake^XTe Hall, on February 25 and March 2." Tinunerman sa.d

"These followed a string of minor violations.

Se S« first rally on February 25, the students were warned

aKainst U,e use of sound equipment in the quad area. The campus is wid<t

o& fr^t^h," Ti^merman said. He added he was not trying to

"'^"Lrever^te^ TrTspecie areas set aside for -pWi.^ spe«:h^

Royce Hall is not one of them, because of its proximity to the hbrary and

classes " he said
^ Timmerman said he spoke with SDS members before its suspension.

and found little cooperation from them.
, . . * •u

Last Friday. Derrick Fuchs. an SDS authorized signatory, met with

Timmerman to present an appeal against the suspension, and a meetmg

was scheduled for this morning between SDS and McClure. the campus

advocate. According to Timmerman. the meeting would be open to all

interested persons here.
. ^ ^. i:^^

Timmerman said McGure decided not to be present at the Friday

meeting with Fuchs, because he "wanted to keep an impartial point of

view in the case." ... .

"The campus advocate can amend, revise or uphold my decision. 11 ne

upholds the decision, the ChanceUor can appoint a campus hearing of-

ficer to study the case." Timmerman added.

The campus advocate would be free to speak before the hearing officer

for either side. The officer would then submit his decision to the Chan-

cellor for review, according to Timmerman.

Decarama to discuss earthquakes
The next major earthquake will be on the San Andreas fault, according

to a noted California Institute of Technology (Cal Tech) geologist who will

speak at 8 p.m. tonight in the second of the University Extension's "Los

Angeles Decarama" series in W, Young Hall 2276.

Clarence Allen. Cal Tech professor and government earthquake ad-

visor, will be among the specialists present in tonight's two-hour

Decarama session. ^

James Combs will discuss the geothermal resources project at UC
Riverside, and chief engineer Richard Gallager of the RTD will speak on

"Urban Transportation in Evolution."

Moderator for tonight's meeting is Alfred IngersoU. director for con-

tinuing education in engineering here.

Enrollment is still open for the Decarama which will be held each

Tuesday evening through June 1 with optional weekend field trips around

Los Angeles. Admission for student, faculty, staff and their families has

been reduced toll. For information, call ext. 53839.
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Monkey used in research here

Weightlessness poses threat
*.
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By Ken Guernsey
DB Staff Reporter

Prolonged weightlessness characteristic of

space missions may pose a threat to futurfe

astronauts, according to three researchers here.

Data from a space monkey in NASA's

biosatellite earth-orbital mission indicates ex-

tended exposure to weightlessness causes a

"desynchronization" of vital body functions,

leading to possibly fatal body deterioration, ac-

cording to W. R. Adey, anatomy professor here.

Adey, John Hanley. assistant professor of

psychology, and Pierre Hahn. research manager

of the Space Biology Lab here, noted fragmen-

tations of the monkey's waking and sleeping states

similar to those of quadriplegics with severe

spinal injufies.

Brain wave patterns show the monkey had rapid

transitions from drowsiness to wakefulness and a

sharp reductiortin the amount of deep sleep during

weightlessness. Adey has recorded the same
phenomenon in the brain waves of quadriplegics.

Hahn attributes the fragmented brain wave

patterns, which were also noted in the case of

Gemini 7 astronaut Frank Borman, to the fact that

the absence of sensory input following a spinal

injury closely approximates the weightless state.

In addition, many of the monkey's biological

functions which are normally synchronized in a 24-

hour routine, showed a marked desyn-

chronization. Blood pressure remained syn-

chronized with the artificially imposed light/dark

cyle, but body temperature, heart beat and

respiratory cycles deviated sharply.

This, the investigators say, is evidence that

human biological rhythms, often called the

"biological clock," are controlled by a gravity-

dependent mechanism.
"This could pose a threat to future astronauts on

longer missions," Hahn said. "If their body func-

tions become desynchronized it could impair ef-

ficiency and cause physical deterioration."

The monkey, a male pigtail named "Bonny"

was called down on the eighth day of a scheduled

30-day orbit because telemetered data showed he

was in trouble. The investigators blame the effects

of weightlessness for his death U hours after

recovery.

"We have recommended to NASA that

astronauts not be committed to longer space

flights (already scheduled) until further tests can

be conducted on this problem," Hahn said.
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Purpose Credit Meetings

Inlormal meuns for Jewish and norv

Jewith students to involve themselves

in discussions and study with Jewishly

knowledgeoble students, foculty mem-
bers orni rabbit for a shoring oi irv

sights and nevv eKperiecKee. - ^

PROGRAM I

THEJEWASAHUMAN
BEING: SOURCES FOR
AN ETHIC
Rdbbi RkKord N. levy. DH-edof-

HUlel CowncU al UCU

A confrontation with different kinds of

Jewish sources as they oddress them-

selves to such concepts as: personal

and social low, the Creation, Exodus,

Messionism, War and Peace, the "Cho-
sen People," othJ the Return to Israel.

BUBERIAN HASIDICZEN:
A NOVEL APPROACH TO
PSYCHOTHERAPY

Students in Program I will begronted
two quarter credits per course by the

School of Education of the Hebrew
Union College. Credits so earned apply

toward programs in religious school

teocher certification. They moy be ap-

plied for salary-point credit with locol

buraous of education both public and

Jewish.

First meeting

Time:

Place:

Tuesday, April 6

7:30 PM
Hillel Lower Lounge,

900 Hilgord AvenUe
Succeeding meetings will be arranged

at times and places which fit the needs

and desires of each section.

BASIC YIDDISH:

LANGUAGE AND FOLKLORE

^~.

Dr. lenimniw Wetninger, Co-Fownder
SowtKem Coliomio Covntetng Center
Rcbbi Henry Rabin, bcutive Director

Lot Angeles HUlel Council

Explorations leodir>g to stgnificent com-
munity experiences. Included will be
discussions of the similarities and dif-

ferences between Zen and Hasidism.

Insights will be concretized through the

use of many media, includir^ anec-

dotes, music, ar>d dance. Sessions will

feoture participation in communal
meals, symbolic teremonies. andn^edi
totIon

THE RELATION BETWEEN
JEWISH AND WESTERN
LEGAL CODES: PRESENT
APPUCATIONS
^r«^ jOeorge FlelcKer. UCLA ScKeel

Rdibi Dovid temer, HHIel Council ol

UCLA

Dr. AbroKom Zygi

Union College

Music, drama, and the short story will

be utilized to illuminate the folklore

of the 18th to 20th centuries in Eastern

Europe.

THE JEWAND OTHER
CULTURAUETHNIC
MINORITIES
Prof. Gene Lowino, Dep't of Sociology,

UCLA

The section aims to provide both an
ethnic census of UCLA and a look into

patterns of affiliation anddis-offiliotion.

The major focus will be upon under-

standing Jewish students. in the con-

text of other ethnic groups. How do
Jewish students differ from members
of other minority groups, ar>d what

common problems do tf>ey f>ove?

PROGRAM II

ANTI-SEMITISM

THE SYNAGOGUE, THE
COAAMUNITY, THE
INDIVIDUAL RELEVANCE?
Rabbi Roberl Gon, Temple Isaiah

Study of the bases for ritual practices

and the origin of Jewish holidays and

how observances of these vary among
Jews. Ritual and its pertinence to other

members of the general society.

JEWISH LIFE STYLES
Chorie Brown/Skoilo Hoymon, Lifettyle

Worlakop
LoodersCSESIIS

Aloin Rogier,

University

Director. Free Jewish

A comparison, through discussion and
reodirtg of repre|entative texts, of the

basic prirxiples in Jewish) or>d Western
law Among the topics to be discussed
will be: responsfcility. legality, guilt,

». t.>ing. ©viH^n*^*. ond lujtificotion

This workshop will focus on anti-Semi-

tism's more recent historical roots -

social, economic, political - as well as
the needs for prejudice ond social con-
flict through o variety of literature,

films, discussions The nature of anti

Semiltsm and the effect it hos hod on
strains such qs contemporary R\nri, nn\,

Semitism will be studied The various
manner Jewish communities and in-

dividual Jevirs hove met itschollenge -
politically tnrioUy religiously - will

he »'

The Sunday and Monday night work-

shop which began last quorter in CSES
1 15. Friends, warmth, Jewish searching

with a community of people who are
beginning to care about one another..

Spending Shabbat together, hovingour
own Pesochcelebration, exploration into

whot's avqilable.in the Jewish com-
munity and continuingqueslionsof Jew-
ish trod it ion. historically ondculturolly.

Other projects (exploring the Block
Jewish Synogogue, the problems of So-

viet Jewry, etc.) will be added Enroll

ment is limited to the respective mem-
bers of tf»e Sufxfoy and Monday night

workships in CSES 115. Each group
will stay together.

ZIONISM
Yorom Ettinger. President, hroeli Stw-

dents Orgonti.

Gory Brenner, Zionism Worlishop Leod-
er, CSES nS

We will explore the troditionol impor-
tance of Israel to the Jewish people
and th '

. al Zionism
_j6mol~.— ....-> .-..-.• p";y in Jewlih
survlvol? Whot is the relotionship -
sprirtuolly. economically, ond politically
between American Jewry and Israel?
How do different types of American
Jews view the Mid^Eost War?

AMERICAN-JEWISH,
JEWISH-AMERICAN ~ _

LITERATURE -

ijiiecturer to br _rmounced. Continuation

of the workshop in CSES 1 15:

JEWS IN LOS ANGELES
Arnold JoHe, Ombudsman for Los An-
goles Jewish Students

A reality trip. An exploration of the
Jewish community of Los Angeles, a
community unique in its depth, breadth,
and complexity. Selective participation

and attendance in octivitiesof the youth
and adult community, conversations
and interactions with representatives
of diverse groups with varied ideolo-

gical viewpoints, and self-directed study.
Through this process we will come to

grips with Jewish consciousness and
identity.

61 iDl lol
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SECTIONS
Eoch section wHI be limited to 20 par-
ticipants.

NON-MEETINGS
Shobbot services, including communal
meals, music, and dance, will be de-
veloped at the homes of students and
foculty. Announcements will be mode
weekly as to ti.e location of the Free
Jew U Shobbot. Other celebrations will

be created as the muse (or neshamo)
inspires

f^egistration forms may be picked up
in class or ot the Hillel Council office,

900 Hilgord Avenue, Los Angeles,
90024, 474-1531. For further informu
tion, contoct Alain Roqier. Director of
the Free Je^
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'Tucson 5'
<>

The "Tucson 5'* (Pamela Donaldson, Karen

Duncan, David Scheffler, Teri Volpin, and Lee

Weinberg) put in a rare appearance on campus as the

main speakers of a noon rally yesterday.

~
Since last November, they had been in jail for

contempt of court charges. The charges stem from

the refusal of the five to answer questions before a

Grand Jury in Tucson that had been assigned to in-

vestigate an alleged dynamite purchase there by the

Weatherman last May.

However, the questions rarely dealt with the

Weatherman but rather West Los Angeles **radical

politics," including activity on the UCLA campus last

February, a time of rallies, marches and arrests in

connection with the Chicago 8 trial.

AH of the Tucson 5 have been active in politics for

legitimate and needed social change: the GI

movement, women's lib, civil rights, and the Venice

defense committee.

It appears that the government, rather than

making an investigation of the Weatherman, is

conducting a 1950's McCarthy-style witch-hunt into

the activities of West Los Angeles activists.

It seems grossly unfair to all people that the

government might be able to keep them from par-

ticipating in ^'unpopular,'* though entirely legitimate

politics. We urge full support of the Tucson 5.

^r!t;f^^^ ^, ..,...,,.., ..-^, hbe.
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UEA member sets study perspective

By Doug Ward
(Editor's note: Douglas A. Ward is a senior in ttie

Englisti department and a member of ttie Un-
dergraduate Englisti Assn.)

**The time tias come, the Walrus said.*' L. Carroll.

Although many students, even English majors, are
not aware of the fact, thunder clouds are slowly

gathering over the English department here. There
promises to be quite a storm—voices are already
raised on both sides and soon we may find ourselves
in the middle of a first rate power struggle. On one
side of the departm^t, the tenured faculty, and
other more conservative elements ; on the other side

stand a major portion of the untenured faculty,

students at large and a majority of the Un-
dergraduate English Association.

Among the causes of the conflict are tenure,

alleged coercion of the younger faculty by those in

power, the department's sensitivity to student

criticism, new classes and classroom structuring

and the validity of some present requirements for the

major. Underlying all points of contention is a single

conflict in values between the old guard and the new,

which in turn, revolves around the quality of English

education at UCLA.
From this point on, the essay must become highly

subjective. This writer is active in the Un-

dergraduate English Association, and so is in the

vanguard of agitation for change. This essay will

represent one student's ideas on the subject of

English education. I will not strive to be unbiased, as

the blow has more force when delivered in single-

mindedness. ^.

"He (the student) should do his work and then get

out as soon as possible" Professor Leo Lemay,
English Department. Dally Bruin page one.

December 1, 1970.

I suppose any investigation of the quality of

English education at UCLA, must begin with the

word "English." What areas of endeavor does

"English" include? There seem to be three ideas

current. The first says that English is a liberal art,

and in being an art, it must be taught in the way that

an artist would teach an apprentice.

A second idea says that English must share the

archive-syndrome of the historian, that it must

devote itself to unveiUng the great achievements of

the past.

A third school of thought says that English is, at

heart, a science much like economics. One learns

grammar and theory in order to go out into the real

world a certified "Enghsh engineer" capable of

teaching a class, conjugating a verb, and generally

conducting onesself as a productive member of

society.

These three viewpoints are not mutually exclusive,

of course, but emphasis must be clearly on one or

another depending on a department's philosophy.

UCLA presently runs its English department as if

the English major were primarily an historian with a

good bit of the "English as science" profession

thrown in. Our classes are arranged into historical

periods, teachers are hired and forced to write ac-

cording to a time period "specialty." Tests are

primarily of the "compare one trend of author with

another" variety, and all student writiriig is of the

discursive essay type:
^

Fallacy

This approach to English is based on a fallacy. If

one concentrates wholly on hashing over the past,

pretty soon there will be little past left that has not

been wholly hashed over. So then they rehash. I

believe this has been the situation in English for the

past 30 years or so. The card flle on Shakespeare at

the graduate library Alls three file drawers. Each

entry is a rehash of what someone said in another

entry, with some piece of inspired work twice added

for originality.

How many critical rehashings of Shakespeare will

I read if I truly love Shakespeare? A few? Maybe not

even one: 1 would rather be reading him than about

him. To extend the indictment a little further: Why
does it Uke a century or so for the "English

EsUblishment " to recognize a major writer?

Shouldn't a major work of art be recognized, if it is

complete within iUelf , on the flrst day of pubHcation?

Could it be that many "great" works of art are not

sufficient within themselves, but rather the strange

hybrid of the written word and a hundred years or so

of scholastic lobbying? Could it be that all the

standards which we were taught to hold as self-

evident, are really the result of scholarly politics?

These questions are disturbing in themselves, but

what about their implications for a student newly

graduated from the present day English depart-

ment?
Can he or she handle the language with both beauty

and intellectual depth? There is no way of telling He

or she certainly wasn't taught to do so. He or she was

Uught the role of Satan in "Paradise Lost' ' ;
he or she

was Uught to differentiate between a metaphysical

poet and a romantic; he or she was taught to

recognize allusions and to relate ihem to the poet's

life, time, friends, tradition, and so forth But was he

or she actually Uught to create using the medium of

English? We are taught here to be the narrators of

the English tradition, but not its perpetrators.

"A cloud of critics, of compilers, of commentators,

darkened the face of learning, and the decline of

genids was soon followed by the corruption of taste"

Edward Gibbon, '"llie Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire."
There was one class this last quarter, limited to 15

students, on the art of writing poetry. On the first day

of class, about three times that number showed up

Ten times that many had applied earlier, but were

turned away because the class had been closed for

months I presume that much the same occurred in

the short story class, and the drama class of that

same quarter. This has happened for years. Why are

there not more classes such as these?

I imagine that not enough professors were

quaUfied to teach them. Professors here are not

hired because of their love for the English language,

but rather for their expertise in dissecting those who
did love the language.

It has been my experience in this university, that

the good teachers are rarely the "good" scholars,

that is, what their department considers to be the

"good" scholars, or even more deeply, what the

"certified" scholars in their department consider to

be "good" scholars. As far as I've been able to tell, in

the English department a "good" scholar is really a

good librarian: he edits a cerUin amount of an

author's work, rearranges it, comments on it

(catalogues it), and sends his results to a general,

central storehouse of trivia which is called a

"scholarly publication" (sometimes a university

press). '

,

For every contribution to the storehouse, the

aspiring faculty member gets a cerUin amount of

credit, like an English merit badge. Enough merit

badges get him a promotion. If he has been promoted

enough times, he is allowed to Uke pari in deciding

who gets the merit badges. Naturally everyone who
reaches his level has the same philosophy as he does.

Conventional scholarship is, at most, a big ego

enhancement, both for the individual professor and

his department. Departmcyits are rated nationally by

the number of articles published and the grade of the

publications. Professors have to hold up publishing

histories as their calhng cards.

If journal scholarship is so little read (and if read,

only martditorily read) why make some librarian add

another card to her already bursting files so that an

individual or a school may add on another point to

their toUl score? Since the true enjoyment of great

literature comes only in the presence of the literature

itself, why spend much a disproportionate amount of

time reading (or being) its commenUtors?
"... and gladly would he learn, and gladly

teach." Chaucer, referring to the Oerk of Oxford.

What then is a good scholar?

1 believe he is indistinguishable from a good

teacher. One can be a scholar in his actions without

ever having laid an actual pen to paper. This was

understood before the heyday of the critics. I beheve

that good scholarship* is essentially go6d inner un«

derstanding of a work of art. A quality of good un-

dersUnding is that it knows its subjectivity and is not

concerned with pushing it through all objections into

a kind of pseudo-objectivity.

The primary virtue of a good scholar-teacher is

that aura of "wide-eyedneBs" with which he treats

his subject of the moment. He must continually

transmit to his class the wonder of the first reading.

He must be knowledgeable about the subject, but not

to the point of losing himself in all of its inherent

trivia. He must be a creator in the language as well

as an undersUnder, a poet of sorts, able to com-

municate feelings about a subject as well as matter.

He must not Ulk in footnoted paragraphs and smell

of old book bindings.

This is still a missing element: the good student. A
good student will regularly fill twenty or thirty

notebook pages full of fragmenUry -thoughts in a

quarter. He will not Uke notes; if what is said makes

an impression on him, he will not need them. He will

never ask his grade point average. He will exist to

Ulk, or to communicate in any form. He may Ulk as

he thinks, mirroring any changes in his thought

processes while speaking. He will grasp for words,

discard some and substitute others freely in mid-

sentence.

He will turn his fragmenUry thoughts at night into

assignments He will not need to be assigned

projects He will tell an instructor to his face why any

assigned project will not b^ attempted. He will love

"English " as English: An avocation rather than an

occupation, and will not worry about career until

sUrvation sUres him full in the face

For the other type of student we can erect an

"English Trade-Tech". I'm sure many of our present

faculty would find a home there If not, we can build

them a giant building full of archives along with

printing presses enough for forty journals. We can

give them full authority to determine sUtus within

tu^:.,. v...;i^;.^ri \i:/» <.'i»i irnr-kf^lv fhnm \r'ith neW

have no idea what we would do with the majority of

administrators.

Put them in a giant administrative committee to

consider ways to ehminate administration, I guess.

M
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Gay-in at Griffith; UCLA scoffeJ^t
Editor:

This is an open invitation to ail

the members of the UCLA com-

munity who have been interested

in Gay Liberation but still didn't

feel safe coming to a meeting on

campus. GLF is sponsoring its

fourth Gay-In It will be held in the

merry-go-round area of Griffith

Park on Saturday, April 10.

If you've been too up tight to

come by a meeting or stop at the

table on Bruin Walk , why not come
by and find out what being Gay is

all about.

GLF-UCLA—»i-

Counselor

Beth Beeler:

(Student and Campus Affairs

Placement and Career Planning

Center)

t keep telling myself as I have

been over the past few years; to let

it ride if I feel that I have been

shafted, for the sake of "the cause"

of those who are less fortunate than

myself.
'""—*" ^^^-—

But I am mad. I am so disgusted

with the sensation of feeling that

whatever I try to do at this

University, there is going to be an

extra added possibility that I will

not succeedat it because my skin is

not brown or black or because of

some other similar reason.

At this point, I would like to

review the substantive content of

my application for freshman
counselor, as a reply to your form

letter informing me that "I am not

as qualified as the next person ".I

am sorry to dispel the rumor, by

my example, that all Jewish people

are rich. I have worked since I was
fourteen.

In high school, I was on work-

study in my senior year. Here at

UCLA, I have worked in the

Research Library at the audio-

visual services department as a

delivery man and projectionist.

For the past five months, I have

worked nights at a restaurant to

pay the bills, and as I told you at

the interview, it is a losing

proposition. All things considered,

I am spending close to twice as

much as I earn. I even once^on-

sidered letting the •'scientists" at

the Med Center pump isotopes into

my lungs for $15.

Your indifferent response to my
case for financial need as one of the

considerations for hiring me for

this position reminds me of the

advice of the people dt the financial

aids office. They toW me "not to

bother filling out the forms".

Scholastically, I am an honors

student. I am a member of the

National Men's Honor Fraternity. I

have demonstrated a solid and

continuous concern for others over

the years with such involvements

as editorial writing for the Daily

Bruin, participation in Project

Amigos and involvement with four

youth organizations as a volunteer

for nil financial reward.

In order to seek well-rounded

people for your staff, you seek

demonstration of past involvement

in recreational activities. I have

taken five quarters of swimming
instruction at UCLA. I am a cer-

tified water safety instructor. I

Uught a class of senior lifesaving

for the Federal Anti-poverty

Program this past summer. I

played intramural sports and was

a finalist this year. I have hved on

campus this year and part of last

year and I intend to do so for a good

deal of next year. So much for your

quality of continuity.

Sure my parents are above, the

poverty level. But I am not. And I

stand by my sUted figure of 85 per

cent to describe the degree^ to

which I am self-supporting. I am
paying my own way. I had a

discussion last week which

motivated part of the rage of this

letter. I was talking to a

cheerleader who is a member of a

minority group. I asked that

person if he would be willing to

decline to travel around the

country if the money for his airline

tickets could be used for minority

scholarships. The answer given

was a solid "no."

My political awareness tells me
that I will be duped if I allow

myself to be separated from other

people by the actions of "decision

makers" greater than yourselves

who over centuries have per-

secuted people and hoped that the

heat would be kept off o| them
selves by various degrees of fac-

tionalism and symbolic hate
between factions of the total group

that is being shafted. I hate no one

But I definitely feel that I am being

deprived of things that I in reality

am entitled to.

I also spoke to a sophomore who
applied for this same position of

freshman counselor! If the com-
petition is so tight for these jobs

that a senior who was an applicant

last year is ruled out, then you
have no business interviewing

sophomores for a position of ad-

viser to freshmen.

In conclusion, lots of luck to a

program based on false premises.

Harold Zack
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Campus revitalizationprogram criticized
Editor: ^ . . ^
yVe are astounded by reports

(Daily Bruin, March 3) that

aSUCLA and the Administration

are undertaking plans for con-

struction of a North Campus

Student Union and several other

construcUon projects as part of a

so called revitalization

(euphemism for "construction")

program.

The Administration is doing

away with several academic

departments due to a supposed

financial crisis. ASUCLA has done

away with refunds for book pur-

chases and has increased prices

across the board with the excuse

that it is operating in the red. Yet

we are told that there is a surplus

in registration fees and that

ASUCLA has capital outlay

reserves sufficient to undertake a
massive construction program. Is
the campus community being
deceived?

According to Matt Mazer,
member of several ASUCLA and
Administrative committees
concerned with the proposed
construction program, registration
fee surpluses and ASUCLA
reserves "cannot be spent for
educational purposes such as
teaching salaries or classroom
construction according to state
law." Presumably the University
will be allowed to die first and then
be revitalized with all the money
that was saved. Why are ASUCLA
and the Administration not
working to have the state law
changed?
The ASUCLA Space Committee

linn

""We must forge an alliance oi th« qer\er-
ations and \AorK towand a common goal....

...VIETNAM! CAMBOOIAI LAOSl

"BtlfTkiy.
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AN OPEN INVITATION TO ATTEND

a student discussion on the value of transcendental

meditation as taught by t^Qha r i sh i Ma h e^sh Yog
i

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental ability,

'^proving health, increasing enjoyment in life . .
.

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

Another part of tho ASUCLA rovitolbotion program

Each Thursday 1 PM

and several represenUtives of the
Administration find as a com-
pelling rea^n for construction of a
North Camjius Union the fact that
some persons have to walk at most
0.6 miles to the present union.
Renovating and constructing
several buildings on campus, in-

cluding new unions on the north
and south ends, can only divide this

campus more than it isnow divided
(into so-called "hard" and "soft"
sciences^ and can revitalize
nothing (including lazy people)
except perhaps the construction
industry.

Bill Scanlon
Graduate, Chemistry

Gradmte Students Association

Rep, Chemistry
GSA Senator, Physical and

Mathematical Sciences Council

Eileen McGlynn Scanlon

Secretary, Molecular Biology

Institute and Oriental

languages department
Joe Lutkenhaus

Graduate, Chemistry
.VJ5,

Bruins?
Editor

:

We know that UCLA occupies a

position of inferiority relative to

and "in the shadow of" UC
Berkeley. Our school nickname,

Bruins, is a poor imitation of Bears

and a kind of me-too-ism. Students,

how do you like being referred to as

Bruins? We should change our

nickname to something a little

more appropriate, say, the

Badgers!

How can the editors of such a

fine, well-written, potentially

crusading student newspaper as

even if it is true, I think these

people are missing the point.

The value of a course satisfying

breadth requirements is not in its

direct application. If you take only

courses in your major and in

related fields, your mind becomes
stagnant. In my opinion, the

purpose of the breadth
requirements is to give your mind
a "breadth" of fresh air, and to

somewhat increase the size of the

little world each of us hves in.

Of course, if a foreign language

class consists only of boring drills,

then we are only replacing some
stagnant air by smog. But if

cultural aspects are brought in, I

the Daily Bruin stand writing think an integrated language and

under such a silly name? What is a cultural course could have much
daily bruin? A bear that happens more force than say, just an an-

every day. Not very inspiring! The thropology course that studies that

name should be changed to same culture.

something revolutionary, like The
Student Liberator! Cut sociology,

cut philosophy, but save jour-

nalism !

Despite the impression we got in

grade school, there really are

cultures other than ours! Instead

of taking French to satisfy that

Charles Young should resign as foreign language requirement,

Thanks
Editor:

The Joint Universities Com-
mittee of the University of Nigeria,

Nsukka, and the African Studies

Center, UCLA, would like to thank

all departments and individuals on

the UCLA campus who contributed

books to help rebuild the library at

the University of Nigeria, Nsukka.

Because of your generosity the

book drive was an enormous
success.

^— -.

The books have been sent off to

Nsukka, and the African Studies

Center will make an an-

nouncement when the books are

safely received by the Joint

Universities Committee.

The African Studies Center has

received a second appeal from the

University of Nigeria, Nsukka, for

books on Africa (any subject and

any geographical area) and
historical maps of Africa and the

world. The African Studies Center

will be collecting these items for

the University of Nigeria. For

fui-ther information please call the

African Studies Center, X53860 or

53779.

Leo Kuper, Director

African Studies Center

Chancellor immediately.

And, what is in back of the

Women's Liberation Front?

Nothing! Members, with the ex-

ception of a very few self-assertive

heroines, are a bunch of I-Love-

Lucies. Do they fight for in-

dividualization? No Secession?

No. Abolition? No. Scflf-

realization? No. Academic reform

and student liberation? No. Women
student liberation? No. All they do

is stagnate and phallus hate. Men
make much better feminists than

women.
How are we going to have a

revolution if no one ha§ the courage

to revolt?

You may think that student

government is a sandbox, but there

is at least one praiseworthy leader.

Peter L. Bouvier is a man of

courage, a^ radical and a hero. We
would be so fortunate if he decides

to run again.

For the Liberation of Man!
Rob Myers

Senior. Political Theory

Languages
Editor:

One of the frequent remarks

made of the foreign language

requirement is "I'll never use it."

This may or may not be true, but

why not take SwahiH?
Norman Matloff

Graduate, Mathematics

Recycling
Editor:

If you're wondering how the

Alpha Phi Omega-Phrateres
newspaper recycling is going, all

you have to do is walk by the trash

t>in in front of Ackerman Union to

see it's going great. As a matter oi

fact, it's going so well that the bin

has been overflowing. There were
so many newspapers, that when
the St. Vincent De Paul truck came
by last Monday and took away 3 1/2

tons, the bin was stUl full.

The response to this project Hhs

been wonderful, and the bin will be

kept operational this quarter. But

because St. Vincent De Paul can
only come around on Mondays and
Thrusdays each week, the rate of

input tends to overflow the bin,

creating an unsightly mess.
Therefore we ask that if you have a

lot of papers, please tie them up so

that everything will look neater.

Everyone is really happy with

the tremendous involvement of the

campus community, so keep the

papers coming. Bruins, you're

doing great!

Gordon Ting

SiiriiK TAX FREE CARS ^-

For your next trip to Europe ord^ijjyour new European cor through

ShipSide. We are located onljia few steps from the terminal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We QfQ C^en every day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models, V^vo's, Fiats, MGB's. BMW
and other makes ore ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax

free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements

xan be mode in just a few minutes.

Mini cost — mcaci vocotioni

~ nr>ulti savings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide, 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

ShipSide, P.O. Box 7568,

Amsterdam Airport.
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Protest state anti-hitchhiking bill

Editor:

If moralists have their way,

hitchhiking may be banned in the

state of California. It seems that a

••liberal" senator, who is being

backed by moralists, wants to

sneak Senate Bill (SB) 92 through

the California State Legislature.

As written now, the bill would

completely bah hitchhiking.

However, it is likely that the bill

will be amended to prevent hitch-

hiking on approaching ramps to

freeways. Right now it is legal to

hitchhike before the freeway en-

trance while it is illegal to stop a

car to pickup the hitchhiker. If the

hitchhiker is caught past the

freeway entrance, he gets a $5-15

fine and a possible trip to jail.

Around 1800 citations were given

out in Lx)s Angeles last year.

The problem with any moral

legislation is that it won't work! If

this bill passes, it will follow the

tragic path of all attempted moral

legislation: the impossibility of

enforcement, a new low image and

contempt for the police by hitch-

hikers; and increased crime as

police resources are used and

channeled toward busting hitch-

hikers.

For example, I was stuck in a

cowtown called Vacaville and

there was no way I could get out

except to hit( f*'**^ I got caught

past the freeway entrance and was

given a citation. The officer was

going to take me to jail but I

managed to talk him out of it. I waS

causing no traffic hazard because

there wasn't a car in miles, and my
contempt for the police rose

tremendously even though I

realized that they were only en-

forcing the laws.

Meanwhile, I have had two

bicycles stolen, and when I asked

the police to watch the bike racks

they told me they didn't have

enough resources. Of course, they

had enough resources to bust 1800

hitchhikers and an untold number

of pot smokers.

A new organization called Save

the Thumb has been formed to

oppose any attempt to ban hitch-

hiking. Its primary argument is

that a better mass rapid transit

system should be developed before

aoy attempt to ban hitchhiking is

made. The group counters the

moralists arguments about the

dangers of hitchhiking with data

from the Los AngeleS Police

Department. Robberies committed
while hitchhiking are much lower

than the robberies reported from

taxicabs The group concedes that

there are some violent sex crimes

committed against girl hitchhikers

and therefore encourages girls to

only hitchhike with a male partner.

The group will be distributing

literature and selling postcards

with legislators names for 10 cents

on Bruin Walk this Thursday.

bridge this gap is through NCAA championship basketball

movement training, of body parts, game between UCLA and

body ego body image, body per- Villanova, which NBC televised

ception ijody energy flow, body nationally, the pa. announcer in

movement in time and space, the Houston Astrodome called for a

The mind-body dichotomy can be '"«";;^"|,/^ .^^^^"^f, ^%^,. '«";

closed only through focus on the prisoners of war This, i

Feeling
Editor:

total person, total body, relationship respectfully submit, was a clearly

of body mo;ement to feeling, and partisan pohtica^ act and con-

BobZlrguHs
^Srcorpure^s^Sili^^^ to the next nationally teJised

other people's meanings, in- major sports event a moment of

tegrating little, and often creating silence be held during which the

nothing but repetition.
American sports fan consider

Creativity, festivity, fantasy are whether in fact all Americans in

In response to the article and unked apparently to the deepest Southeast Asia ,are not truly

... .r. „: „... ;ee... ^^^g of man's instinctual will to "prisoners of war and why after
editorial on science vs. arts issue,

or feeling vs. intellect (in my survive and become via ex-

perception), I wish to point out the periential-associational logic,

common denominator of both is the what about some receptivity to

human body. Generally, humans articles from Dance and Folklore-

fund last in budget generalities Mythology professors and

such things as the arts, feeling, the students? I'lL believe the Daily

pluses of creative expression,

placing priority on head, ex-

10 years young Americans are still

being forced to kill and be killed in

as shameful an obscenity as this

century has witnessed.

Let's be honest. The ''prisoner of

war issue" is a poorly camouflaged

ternalities, computers.

Motor learning is an art and a

science, when the focus is such.

The difference between intellect-

learning and felt-learning is

whether or not the total body is

involved, or the experiential.

One of the quickest ways to

Bruin wants|§|!!rponses when I read product of those whose slogan used
this. to be "win in Vietnam". It is an

Joyhope Pena Taylor artificial issue which has been

Graduate, Folklore/Dance systematically developed by the

Nixon Administration in an at-

tempt to cover up its failures in

Indochina. It is, in short, an

emotional smokescrieen which

cynically uses the victims of war

and their families to improve the

President's "image'' and Gallop

poll ratings — fortunately to little

avail.

POWs
£ditor:

Prior to the start of the recent

In the mjnds of many, mod-

ern technology has created a

monster.

The computer.

We've all heard the stories

about people making, say, a $30

purchase. And then being billed

for $3,000 by the computer.
• Nonsense.

The danger is not that the

computer makes mistakes, but

that human errors remain uncor-

rected while the machine rolls

on, compounding them.

Computers are literal

minded. They must be correctly

instructed to help*'- us in the

solution of problems. They do
exactly what they are told. Not
what they ought to have been
told.

The computer is man's
assistant. Nol his replacement.

The unaided human minjj

needs help to cope successfully

with the complexity of our
society.

Intellectual aids, such as
computers, will not only in-

crease the skill of our minds,

but leave more time for human
creativity by freeing man of bur-

densome routine tasks.

Do we really believe that

ourachievements in space could
jhave been accomplished with-

out computer assistance?

Do we really believe that we
can function efficiently in our
complex modern environment
without computer assistance?

The answer, of course, is

obvious.

In truth, the invention of

the computer can be compared
with the invention of the printing

press.

Engineers engaged in the

development of computer sys-

tems are convinced that over

the next decade it is possible to

develop networks of intercon-

nected computer systems capa-
ble of offering a wide variety of

services to the public.

By necessity, one-way
mass communications — radio,

television—deal with a common
denominator of entertainment.

This situation can be changed
by developing computer-based
systemis that offer each indi-

vidual an almost unlimited range

of entertainment and informa-

tion. Each individual will select

what he wants, and to how
great a depth he wants to delve

v-^nto the areas in which he is

interested.

At his choice of time.

Apply this principle to

education.

What it amounts to is indi-

vidualized instruction. To meet
simultaneously the needs of

many students.

From a practical stand-
point, limits to excellence in

education are almost purely
economic.

The computer provides a

solution by performing high

quality instruction for large

numbers of students, economi-
cally.

Our goal is to make it pos-

sible for a teacher to provide in-

dividual guidance to many stu-

dents, instead of few.

Yet, computer-assisted in-

struction is not a concept which
has been enthusiastically em-
braced by all. There are many
who feel that the computer will

replace teachers.

Not so.

This interpretation implies

mechanizing, rather than per-

^nalizing. education.

Everywhere in our lives is

the effect and promise of the

computer.

Its ability to predict de-
mand makes it possible to

apply the economies of mass
.production to a wide variety of

customized products.

It will allow for the use of

a computer terminal device for

greater efficiency in home shop-
ping and much wider diversity

in home entertainment.

It can be a safeguard
against the boom and bust cycle
of our economy. z

'—

In short, the computer
means accuracy, efficiency,
progress.

The computer affords us
the way to store knowledge In

a directly usable form—in a way
that permits people to apply it

without having to master it in

detail.

And witfiout the concomi-^

tant human delays.

. The computer is indicative

of our present-day technology
—a technology which hjas ad-

vanced to such an extent that

man now is capable, literally, of

changing his world.

We must insure that this

technological potential is

applied for the benefit of all

mankind.

To achieve this potential

we will need creative concerned
people.

That's where you come in

—you may be planning a career
in industry—if so, you could be
part of our vision of the futi^re.

We invite inquiries through

your College Placement Direc-

tor—he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career.

We are an equal opportu-
nitv employer.

RGil

It is no accident that the

"moment of silence" before the

UCLA-Villanova game was only

the most recent in a series of such

"moments" prior to the start of

nationally televised sport spec

taculars. Is it not time the net-

works ceased cooperating in this

less than subtle attempt to

brainwash the American sports

fan? Let's free all Americans
everywhere by getting out of

Southeast Asia now!

Robert F. Wheeler

ARE THEY
np APft'qcT 1199

j^ ^^™L SLL £^

CT'hr/rai/s o/^ ^Z^is/tnc/ion

g^^
Ex«aitiv*

Engog«fn*nt

PublicHy

Graduation

Pomporta

Applicoliora

DIRECT COLOR ~

473-3774

w^jsiwQorl VilkiQc 3iiici

10961 WCYtURN AVE.

lO

DOWN
SLEEPING BAGS

MOUNTAINEERING
SUPPLIES

By the nnakers of the bag Hil

lary took to Everest and sup

plier lo leading world expedi

tlons. Direct mail order impo't

from New Zealand at a froctio'

of retail cost. For detailed bro

chure write: Antarctic Products

Co.. P.O. BoxJ23 Nelson, Nov.

ealand '^
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Intro and Index would like to hereby

welcome you to their third annual »«»-

cursion into Medialand (with resi

<lemi-Gods Gallup and Harris) : we ca.. .-

"The Rock and RoU PoU,'^ and this is the

Fallot for 1971. ,

.

There are a few things you should

goes into this fine project before you see it

Playboy Jazz poll, nor

Sanders' or John McGlaughUn's abaence

from the ballot, shine it on. Second, in our

never-en<ttng quest to mMtt faiter

categories, tfiere have, as always, been

some more changes. Ust year's con-

troversial l^lack and wbim singer

categories have been altered to rodt aad

claim that these new teraift aft mA nmro

yuck.

iiii

VU VV«a»-

plain about" Miles Davis' or Pharoah

' aattirv tban the

Ani w»«Bllt tlir foflt
to h*K8.to cflpe^th Ani w»«pllt thrfott

cat^ol^ into &aves for groupe and in-

record ittNims to j»ip|iMt

MSm iiii wMad imm:'m:mm
-Hv«B. Hock en.

-I -S^^I!^,

I
Jt't

.,f, ^-^ ./, .:.)ii^..
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Th« A» ion-Am•rIcon Couseting Project

n*«dt your help in implementing a

college counseling end recruiting pro-

grom for Flllplnoe. No skills required,

jutt desire to help.

Coll Mm Aeion Siviiiee Center, 5-2974,

ofid leove yowr nome and phone num-

ber for A| Mimndmo or Kenwood iung.

Tuesday. April 6, 1971

Hn Ti write

Yoir HI lesiit
And G«f Mor» Jdb lnf«rvi*wtl

New twoKiet just published gives com
plete easy fo follow instructions to

prepare a pro«essional type resume. In

eludes actual samples! Printing methods

that save you money! The value o* a

photo! New ways to handle references!

Letter writing tips! Interview "do's and

don'ts! " Years of experience by

professional writers all condensed in this

issue Send J10, check or money order to:

RESUMES
"For People On The Move"

751 Soi'th Shore Drive

Kansas City, Missouri MISI

Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Girdle

Specialties

OR 7-1773

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING

WJTH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

I BTTEIRNA.'TIOBfA.
<M14S Pi4M»*' Si'OVl lo«**<g»t«t C-«*>l4Mf>.tf

No Sweat Foreign Student!
1

—

We will ship your personal effects bock to your home' with

. professlor^ efficiency . . . at charges thot won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:

749-7491— we tell 220V
Cf>piiorK:et ol

weH-fcnpwn brands

W« specialize in • ^(pert Razor Cuts
.'• • Professional.Hair Styling

• Special RK Products

Appointments Arranged at Your Convenience

10908 Le Conte Ave. GR 3-5863
'

In The Village

THIWK,EAX AND LWE 0«6/WlfALLY?

BACK TO
rutE n^

FfteSU FRUIT, VECIT
GRAIfVS. BAEADSJINC

UIITM UUE MOO

OIT
COOblE^

wnrua

^•^&

ANY Klf00,A«v>O

idESraiMDl

^k^ BiK

VENICE

6FUEM\C£ll|

mmttil

JUST SMM
4Sksmn

OMPMPMC
15TDCET

Rte PtoPLt

ASPcmiSLi

III

fiii
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The International Student Center oKers
the following conversation program for
the Spring Quarter

&Yglish Conversation

German Conversation
Halian Conversation
Swahili Conversation
French Conversation
Persian Conversation
Spanish Conversation
Joponese Conversation

Tuesday, 7:30 pm
Friday. 7:30 pm
Tuesday, 7:00 pm
Tuesday. 6:30 pm
Tuesday, 7:30 pm
Wednesday, 7:00 pm
Wednesday. 4:30 pm
Thursday, 8:00 pm
f"<*oy. 6:00 pm

Taught by the foreign students at UCLA they offer on
excellent opportunity to learn the language as spokenm the foreign country. Interested persons need simply

:;_
'-" -P a| ISC on the first day of their attendance

There is no charge. (1023 Hilgard Avenue)

\ . \

u. V it

Guitar —
(Note: We've listed everyone we could think of here
who we thought you might be interested in ; use the

listings in this category as a guide for possible write-

ins should you have favorites who aren't listed in

other categories. Write-ins should be scribbled at the

bottom of the category's listings.)

Eric Clapton (Derek and the Dominoes); Jimi
Hendrix; Clarence White (Byrds) ; Mike Bloomfield;
Robin Trower (Procol Harum); Jorma Kaukonen
(Jefferson Airplane); Steven Stills; Robbie
Robertson (Band); Neil Young; Peter Townshend
(Who); Mick Taylor (Rolling Stones); Sterling
Morrison (Velvet Underground); Ron Wood
(Faces); Johnny Winter; Peter Frampton (Humble
Pie); Dave Mason; Dave Davies (Kinks); Jimmy
Page (Led Zeppelin); Jeff Beck; George Harrison;
John Lennon; Jim Kath (Chicago); Richard

*"** '^ ^lL^^f~^ ^"^

••'•> 'V '
l|-$|ftfWafJA ''

jj!,j«
''' tllW'

^l>!jJffiSfe

V ^ ,,

•M^MiMlWl*kM.«*««ltfip>i .^ #^
I

Will I'ljJiJfcM

rr^^K * "li'lijjximiiinrp'g'

'
!
'.» lyiUm yUffit <»l

(
P»m"«' j

ii^ .i. ^»jt.<jj-

:. .

i
~-

1t«;

".'• m.

j*-

->,rV-r~*y

**"" i^fi< j^ SlJ—^ ^—"-

—

"

h'-^-H^^LS-

^igs,^^:\

Thompson; Steve MUler (MUler Band); John
CipoUina; Ry Cooder; Roger McGuinn (Byrds)-
Jerry Garcia (Grateful Dead); Carlos Santana
(Santana); Harvey Mandel; Henry VesUne (Canned
Heat); Bemie Leadon (Flying Burrito Brothers)-
Randy California (Spirit); Peter Green; Kim Sim-
monds (Savoy Brown); Danny Kirwan (Fleetwood
Mac); Frank Zappa (Mothers); Alvin Lee (Ten
Years After): John Foeprtv <Creeder>''p Clearwater
--^ ; , oi^ , V, ^»vj/^« vi»ius;; Kuuble Kneger
(Doors)

;
Elvin Bishop (Elvin Bishop Group) Martin

Barre (Jethro Tull); Mick Abrahams; Albert King-
Leshe West (Mountain); Lowell Geoifec (LiHiA

Feat); B.B. King; jk,

Railroad); Rick Derrin
ShuggieOtis; DuaneAl
Berry.

\?<r

ner (Grand Funk

^nny Winter And);

almanBros.); Chuck

Bass
Carl Radle ; Harvey Brt
Airplane) ; Bill Wyman
Skip Battin (Byrds);

^

Entwhistle (Who); Johnl

Phil Lesh (Grateful Deai

Fielder (B,S&T); Lai.

(Burritos); Rick Grech(i

(Mountain); John McViel

ck Casady
(Jefferson

5) Paul McCartney;

,)anko (Band); John

[ones (Led Zeppelin);

^kDunn (MG's); Jim
-i^r; Chris Hillman

|c) ; Felix Pappalardi

»twood Mac).

Drums
Ginger Baker; Charlie

(Who); Ringo Starr ;Ger

Grantham (Poco) ; Jim
and the Dominoes); B.»

Bev Bevans (Move); Mi

(Led Zeppelin) ; Dino Di

(Spirit) ; Mick Fleetwi

Miles.

[Stones); Keith Moon
5ons (Byrds); George

;; Jim Gordon (Derek

m (Procol Harum);

itchell; John Bonham
[Rascals); Ed Casady

jtwood Mac); Buddy

J

Male rock singer

Robert Plant (Led Zeppe|

Mick Jagger (Stones);

Brooker (Procol Harum)]

(Stooges); Marty Balin

David Crosby; Ray DaV

John Lennon; Dino Valei

Service); Paul McCarti

Winwood (Traffic); Deh

Bonnie) ; Steve Marriott
J

(Love); Elton John; Lesl

Clayton-Thomas (BST);

Who) ; Jim Morrison (D(

Van Morrison ; Randy Nej

Cocker; Eric Burdon:

[Roger Daltry (Who)

;

; Bob Dylan; Gary
Michaels: Iggy Pop
)lane); Steve StiUs;

IKinks); NeU Young;
juicksilver Messenger
lohn Mayall; Stevie
Iramlett (Delaney &
iWe Pie) ; Arthur Lee
fst (Mountam) ; David
>n Cummings (Guess
lod Stewart (Faces)

;

; Harry Nilsson; Joe
Beefheart.

fcf

^k

•
i H^H]

i:^-.^Male rhythm and blues

Taj Mahal; Sly Stone; Dennis Edwards (Temp-
tations); Edwin Starr; B.B. King; Smokey Robinson
(Miracles) ; Levi Stubbs (Foun Tops) ; Marvin Gaye;
Solomon Bruke; David Ruffin; Michael Jackson
(Jackson Five); Wilson Pickett; James Brown;
Little Richard; Chuck Berry; Ray (diaries; Jimmy
Witherspoon; Curtis Mayfield; Bob Hite (Canned

Heat); Steve Winwood (Traffic); Leon Russell; Joe

Cocker; Eric Burdon.

Female rock

Linda Ronstadt; Janis Joplin; Carole King; Laura

Nyro; Grace Slick (Jefferson Airplane); Sandy

Denny; Julie DriscoU; Bonnie Bramlett (Delaney

and Bonnie); Cass Elliot.

Female r&b _ ^ t^- t^

Tina Turner (Ike and Tina Turner); Diana Ross;

Gladys Knight (Pips); Martha Reeves (Vandellas);

Merry Cla^on; Roberta Flack; Aretha Franklm;

Janis Joplin; Freda Payne; Rita Coolidge

'^-

r'and'xTna Sr; Sly and the FamUy Stone

Temptations; Four Tops; Supremes; Martha and the

(Continued on Page 12)
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
L«t uft thip yowr p*r»onol
•H«cfs home. W« arm %pm-
cialisfs in i nt ^r national
pockoging and shipping. W«
also s«ll appliances for 220
VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862 IL rzj

9¥i MDXTM mNMC
vyCJTWOOD CAUf 90024

(1130 4Tl-d83S

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
REFIHED Opfomefrist

W«stwood Villog* 10959 W*yburn Av«.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 11 ^

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • Westwood Village 478-91 02 or 477-9207

rPald A4vcr1to«M«a()i

INCOIVIi: TAX
Flesner & Cook

SERVICE
Flesner & Cook

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fast .Professional " Service

1101 Gqyley Ave. Westwood VfWoge " 886-7475

^^ By AppotntnTDl Qnly ^73-8127

HYPNOSIS FOR STUDENTS

• Better grades

• Speech Problems

• Weight Control

• Smokers
• Tension

• Personal Goals

University of Wisconsin PhD., 14 years teaching Speech
Psychology and General Semontics.

William L. Rlsiow. Pti.D.

1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 tor appointment
wMMvi^MHHiiiB^HMiMnHHi^HB ( ^»t*l Advertisement)

•n r
-», -SSs: t&

.i£if 3$g! .t^ ^ -jp. ;l^

.'-i^- ,T*ifc' *!*4 T***-
'-*">

I -^'^ t * t 1

0. & p. BARBER SHOP

I

L

Razor Cut:

Hair Styling

1061 GAYLEY AVE.
Across From Safewoy

GR 8-2264

IwmRpMHI 9I|Pp "MkCOH^w^Iw AKiwf*

irnm
Tomorrow, Noon,

FREE

Janss Steps

Spofitor«d by CuHurol AMoirt Commitiion of SIC

,; M
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^11 (Continued from Page 11)

Vandellas; Miracles; Jackson Five; Gladys Knight

and the Pips; Chambers Brothers. Pariiament/-

Funkadelic; Chairmen of the Board; Isley Bros^.

Watts 103rd St. Rhythm Band; Staple Singers

,

Johnny Otis Show; Booker T. and the M.G. s; im-

pressions; Barkays; War.

ICcvbosrcls

Gary Brooker (Procol Harum); " Rod Argent

(Argent)- Manfred Mann (Manfred Mann Chapter

Three); Mike Hugg (Manfred Mann); Garth Hudson

(Band); Keith Emerson (Emerson, Lake and

Palmer); Lee Michaels; Ray Manzarek (Doors);

Barry Goldberg, Steve Winwood (Traffic) ;
Booker T.

Jones (MG's); Nicky Hopkins; Bobby WhiUock

(Dominoes); Leon RusseU; AI Kooper; Brian Auger

(Oblivion Express); Chris Stainton (Grease Band);

Ian Maclagan (Faces); ' Billy Preston; FeUx

Cavaliere (Rascals); Ian Underwood.

Miscellaneous Instrumentalist^— "^

—

Ian Anderson-flute (Jethro Tull); Ghris Wood-winds

(Traffic); Andy Kulberg-flute (Seatrain); John

Weider-violin (Family); Sneeky Pete-steel guitar

(Burritos) ; Richard Greene-violin (Seatram) ; David

Swarbrick-violin (Fairport Convention); Fred

Lipsius-horns (BST); Captain Beefheart-horns

(Magic Band); Rusty Young-steel guitar (Poco);

John Sebastian-harmonica; Paul Buttexfield-

harmonica (Butterfield Blues Band); Roger Ruskin

Spear-trouser press (R.R.S. Electric Kinetic War-

drobe); David LaFlamme-violin (It's a Beautiful

Day); Red Rhodes-steel guitar (First National

Band) ; Sugarcane Harris-violin.

iHH APMi^iaw WrfW Sf^eisT iP)

Deposit ballots in the fine box in the

DB window KH 110

Folk individual

Joni MitcheU; Joan Baez; Judy Collms; James

Taylor; Melanie; Uvingstoil Tay^on.John Stewart;

Tom Paxton; Tom Rush;
J^^ »%^: ^^^^

Donovan; Buffy St. Mane; Gordon Ughtfoot Richie

Havens; Tim Buckley; John Sebastian; Cat Stevens;

Sandy Denny.

Folk group

Fairport Convention; Pentangle; Incredible String

Band Simon and Garfunkel; Seals and Crofts;

Brewer and Shipley; Dillards; Dan Hicks and His

Hot Licks; New Severs; John and Beverly Martyn;

Pearls Before 5wine.

Country rock ^ i.

Byrds Band; Poco; Flying Burrito Brothers ; South-

wind; Ian and Sylvia's Great Speckled Bird; Everly

Bros.'; McGuinness Flint; Randy Burns and the Sky

Dog Band; Matthews' Southern Comfort; Crazy

Horse. "•

Composers
Bob Dylan ; John Lennon ; Paul McCartney ; Jagger-

Richard (Stones); Pete Townshend (Who); Ray

Davies (Kinks) ; Laura Nyro; Paul Simon; BeeGees;

Robbie Robertson (Band); Brian Wilson (Beach

Boys); Holland-Dozier-Holland; Carole King; John

Sebastian; Steve Stills; Jim Morrison (Doors); Joni

Mitchell; Neil Young; James Taylor; Cat Stevens;

Gary Brooker-Keith Reid (Procol Harum); Frank

Zappa, Smokey Robinson (Miracles; Todd Run-

dgren.

Weirdos i
'

Mothers of Invention; Alice Cooper; GTO's; Captain

Beeftieart and the Magic Band; Sha Na Na; Flash

Cadillac and the Continental Kids; Yoko Ono and the

Plastic Ono Band; John Cale; the Stooges.

Boss Groups
Write down the names of your three favorites.

— kr

Boob Prize Coupon
Please fill in your name; we will print the winners

with the results of the poll sometime in the future.

don't you sometimes wish you had kept a journal

or a diary^ or just a few spontaneous thoughts
scribbled down to remind you of a certain experience?

welt; we've done itfor you. Southern Campus '71.

low — $10 after Apr, 9th
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POSTER. AAA;

CEU
EAT-WWS ReWODELING

The Students' Store is better now~ not great but improving fast.

You can see the changes on the sketch below. It will pay you to read it.

Because to dramatise the changes, and to find something to cover the cruddy walls

down there, ASUCLA is sponsoring a poster contest. We pay the entry feel

Enter and you get $3.00, cash or merchandise. Make the

best poster in any of the five divisions (books, sportswear, Cosmetics, cash

registers or general) and you get $20.00 in rnerchandise.

Make the best single poster and receive $50.00 in merchandise.

There's no way to lose. After all these years, ASUCLA is getting it on.
'1

«d#»

^CONTEST RULES
1 ) Posters must be on full-size posterboard, approx 30 x 40".

2) The poster must be hongable by string. So don't attach

any bricks to your work.

3) The judges, whoxj.r.e all students, must not be grossed oytby

your poster.

4) Posters must promote one of the changes described below

or the store in generat.^ They can't be irrelevant. Judging will

be based on humor, originality, merchandising applicability,

and esthetic appeal not necessarily in that, orpny other, order*.

5) Only one entry per person. Contest is limited to students,

faculty and staff of li^A.

6) April 1 2 at 7:00 p.m. is the absolute deadline. Posters, with

entronts name, address and phone written on the back, should

be dropped off at the Store Manager's Office (somewhere

behind the Tee-shirts). Winners will be announced one week

after the deadtin©r~ ' -

HERe AI^E

Sportswear
There's 45% more space in

which to buy clothes. There's

a wall 26 feet long filled with

pants. And the clothes ore
better — bells, flares, jeans,

dashikis, shirts; for chicks, hot-

pants, hotpants overalls, girly

blouses, dresses, skirts,

accessories — just like real stores.

School Supplies
Rearranged, with moredisplay

space, so you con find

what you're looking for. And
it's been combined with the

Book Dept. so you don't hove

to pay separately.

Cosmetics
You can stop buying your
head and body glop from the

horrible lady at some cut-rate

drug store. We now stock a

full line of Revlon and Max

rHEEl6HT6REATWAY5
HAS BEEN IMPROVED:

coSMmc^

Back Room
You can't see it, but it's now
much more efficient. And
faster And modern. Ancj

beautiful. Sugar and spiceand

everything nice. Given a

little time, the happy gnomes

back here wffi get you any

book you want. From anywhere.

Book information

Is now available in one cen

tral place. The terrible "general

book" V*, "textbook" dilemmo

has been solved one desk

Tiandles both. And the staff has

been retrained they can

hoi^dle bdtti now, to6 "'"*"~TL' r-[ iVrTiriniifl-T r h^t^amm^fUHtf^^

3ur

-hK

^ash Registers

There are now 16 t'lyi. ^.>*:^:i

computprized ra<;h registers

•i'i',.:

\ Textbooks
Textbooks or e not piled nil <;v ».'t

^tor. And there's a tram
smiling lady named Eileen

to help you with the com-
plexities of fixing your foce

T ha i' s g lo l uf LUsh reg i s t era.

They get you out faster and

help us keep track of stock

for reorders. -
,

33% more space for shelves.

^ Buy-back
Is still crowded. But ttiut iti

credible crush just inside the

store is gone forever We've
created a Buy back Window,
outside to the right of the

front door And we've addf^d

staff to make the line, now
> ft< l and non . v iolent ,poqt e tK i tind non . v ioloni , mQwc

faster

r

<n'^>

r

*##"
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The only amhrntic French crepe

reslaurimt Serving 105 varieties of

French crepes and (tnielettes

1084 Glendon Ave. / Validated parking

Open 7 days 11:30 a.m. to midnight,

Fri. & Sat. to 100 a.m.

!:wd:you
asan

ndent

thinker?
Answer Yes or Mo.

1. All your friends have decided to

wear short shorts. You really don't

like the look. Do you follow the

gang?
Yes n No n

2. You've iust met a marvelous,

/nterest/ng guy who's shorter than

you. Would you be embarrassed

to go out with him?

Yes D No n

3< YouVe been invited to dinner

again by a grouq of nice but

uninteresting people. Do you feel

obliged to accept?

Yes a No n

4. All the charts say you're 10

pounds overweight. You feel fine

and your clothes look well. Do
you diet anyway?

Yes D No D

5. You appreciate all kinds of

music. Except opera. Do you think

you should listen anyway because

it's "the thing to do"?

Yes n No n

f you've answered "No" to three

Dr more questions, you really

'ate as an independent thinker.

Another example of your in-

dependent thinking: You use

Tampax tampons.

Why Tampax tampons? Be-

cause, when you compare them

all, only Tampax tampons give

you these advantages: Each
Tampax tampon comes in a

silken-smooth container-applica-

tor. Both applicator and tampon

can be flushed away. No un-

wieldy stick or plastic tube to

dispose of.

Worn internally, Tampax tam-

pons are completely comfort-

able. Can't chafe, cause odor or

Irritate like bulky pads. Tampax
ampons. They make every day

of the year Independence Day.

Tuesday^ April 6, 1971

DAILYt "*

BRUIN
What's Brew'n at the Big U today

Special Activities . _. ^^ < tk^^^^c
There will be a concert of organ music featuring students of Thomas

Harmon, University Organist, in a P^^^^;,'"^^"^. ^.^
"Orgelbuchlein" at noon today in Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.

The Madrigal Singers under the direction of Donn Weiss, will hold^a

program of contemporary madrigals^lieder, chansons and folk songs at

8:30 p.m. today in Schoenberg Auditorium. Tickets are $1; students

admitted free.
^ ^ , ^,^^... .* ,

The Visitors Center will conduct a walking tour of centraUampus at i

p.m. today from the lobby of Schoenberg Hall.

The UniCamp Booth will be on Bruin Walk from 8a.m.-3 p.m. every day

this week to sell buttons, answer questions and recruit counselors. Pm

Sigma Sigma will hold UniShine from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. every day this weeK

on Bruin Walk. Members will shine shoes and give the proceeds to

UniCamp. Signups are still being taken for the Asian-American session ot

UniCamp at Campbell Hall 3232. For information call X53881.

Volunteers are needed to tutor students enrolled In the Asian-American

component of the High Potential Program. Tutoring is on a one-to-one

basis and tutors can arrange their own hours. For information come to

Campbell Hail 2126. . » ^ .

The Reading and Study Center will conduct study seminars from 2-5

p.m.every Tuesday beginning today. Preregister in Social Welfare 271 or

call X57744. '
, . ^ r ,1 w

Activities at the International Students Center today include Englisn

Conversation from 11 a.m.-l p.m. and 7:30-10 p.m., Italian Conversation

from 6:30-7:30 p.m., German Conversation from 7-8:30 p.m., Swahili

Conversation at 7:30 p.m.. Foreign Student Counseling from 3-5 p.m. and

Modern Dance at 7:X p.m. The Center is located at 1023 Hilgard.

English Conversation for foreign students Is also held from 11 a.m.-l

p.m, weekdays In Campbell Hall 1118. Groups also rneetfrom 2-4 p.m.

Speeches and Seminars
Joseph Hollweg, research fellow, department of physics, California

Institute of Technology, Pasadena, will hold a seminar on "Simple

Collisionless Solar Wind Models" at 10 a.m. today in Slichter Hall 3853,

and one on "Alfven Waves in the Solar Wind: Theoretical Physics" at 4

p.m. in Slichter Hall 3853.

G.T. Gomori, department of Slavonic Studies, faculty of modern and

medieval languages. University of Cambridge, England, will speak on

"Th^ Political Novel in Eastern Europe" at 3 p.m. today In Bunche Hall

^^

Dr Roy Teranlshi, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Western Regional

Laboratories, Albany, Calif, will hold a seminar on "Odor and Molecular

Structure" at 4 p.m. in Center for Health Sciences 13-105.

William Quandt, social science department. Rand Corp., Santa Monica,

and iectur^tn political science, will speak on "Politics, Oil, and the

Formulation of U.S. Middle East Policy" as part of the series on "The

Middle East Crisis" at 7 p.m. today In Social Welfare 147. Tickets are

$4.50 and $1.75 (students.)
, ^, ,

Dr Robert S. Sparkes, associate professor of medicine and

pediatrics/genetics, will speak on "Genetic Manipulation'' as part of the

series on "Man, Morals and Medicine: Issues and Options at7:30p.m.in

Royce Hall 164. Tickets are $4.50. ^ .. ^ -.a
Dennis Donoghue, professor of modern English and American

literature. University College, Dublin, Ireland, and fellow. King's

College, University of Cambridge, England, will speak on "Literature

and the Mind's Eye, Part 11," as the second presentation In a series of

three, at 8 p.m. today in Humanities 1200.

Alfred C. Ingersoll, associate dean, school of engineering and applied

science, will moderate a panel discussion on "City of Tomorrow: How

Will It Work?" as part of the series on "Lqj Angeles Decarama" at 8 p.m.

today in William G. Young Hall 2276. Tickets are $4.50 and $1 (students).

Meetings

Campus Committee to Bridge the Gap will meet at 7:M p.m. every

AAonday, Tuesday and Wednesday during the quarter at Llnde AAedical

Plaza, 10921 Wilshire Blvd., Room 409A. There will be Orientation

sessions for students interested in speaking at student-community

dialogs on current Issues, ranging from campus unrest to hunger in

American and foreign policy.

Earth Action Council vvlll meet at noon today ]n Ackerman Union 2412.

The Chinese Student Assn. will m'ieet from 11 a.m.-l p.m. today in

Ackerman Union 3517. Candidates will be Introduced and refreshments

served ^^
(Continued on Page m
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At Your ServTce
This Spring Qua rter, explore the resources of

THE STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICES

Individual

•^tt.
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PERSONAL COUNSEL . .where you will be listened to and be

heard while you gather your forces and take a fresh look at

alternatives.

EDUCATIONAL& CAREER INFORMATION. . .aresourceforques
tions regarding your major, your career, graduate school. Make
Informed judgement on current occupational literature, university

and professional school catalogues, discussion with experienced
counselors.

READING AND STUDY COUNSEL . .individual counseling im-

mediately available in reading, study habits and approaches to

math and science. Follow-up appointments as desired.

WRITING COUNSEL . .all phases of writing process from initial

impulse to final draft; possibilities, problems, specific tasks, from
^ssqy-type exams to advanced papers.

LEARNING SKILLS DEVElOPMENT.aresourceforanyone'whofeels
lh«\^ need to upgrade present skills or develop oddilionol pro-
Udinefm the areos of communication and basic math.

For further information stop in ot

STUPENT COUNSELING CENTER,
(82)5-4071 or

READING AND STUDY CENTER,

Group
Signup Required

PERSONAL EXPLORATION. . .in small groups with trained coun-

selors, discover the ways you relate to others. Special groups

for marital, pre-marital concerns.

WRITING GROUPS. . .through individual effort and group in

teroction centered around the writing of group members, parti-

cipants move toward increased self- and sense-awareness, more

authentic self-expression in written form.

STUDY AND EXAM SEMINARS. . .for students who wish to ex-

plore a variety of study and reading techniques enabling them

to cope more effectively with university work.

READING GROUPS. . .to help students develop flexible, ver-

satile, effective and efficient reading skills necessary for course

work from freshman to graduate levels.

"(ozp-7744

SPEECH AWARENESS GROUPS. . .for people wfio wish to in-

crease their awareness, ease and expressiveness in speaking

situations. Through individual participation, group discussion and

video-tape feedback, members will experience and expand their

coAolrinn pxnressiveness.

3334 Murphy Hall, phone

271 Social Welfare BIdg., phone

.A.

•Services available without charge to all regularly enrolled
UCLA students. No records are kept of interviews. The Services
ore personol resources not administratis p» offices

Computer classes to begin

There are two Computer Club classes offered for beginners

:

Programming Language/One: taught by David Smailberg and David
Kay ; meets from 7

:
30-9

:
30 p.m. Tuesdays in Mathematical Sciences 4000

Fortran IV: Taught by Bob Kibrick; meets Mondays 7:30-9 30 d m in
Mathematical Sciences 4000. " *'

Classes offered for students at Level I include:

Statistical Methods Using the BMD Package: taught by Ken Sime
meets from 7:30-9:30 p.m. Thursdays in Boelter Hall 5272.

LISP: Uught by Chuck Kline; meets from 7:30-9:30 p.m. Tuesdays in

Boelter Hall 5272.

IBM S/360 Assembler Language: taught by Joe Behan; meets from
7:30-9:30 p.m. Mondays in Boelter Hall 544Q„

Students at Level II may enroll in these classes

:

Programming Language/One: taught by Larry Levine; meets from
7:30-9:30 p.m. Wednesdays in Boelter Hall 5273.

Fortran IV: taught by Richard Pransky; meets from 7:30-9:30 p.m
Thursdays in Boelter Hall 5280.

PL/I and Fortran Debugging and Dump Reading : taught by Howard
Golden; meets from 7! 30-9 :30p.m. Mondays in Boelter 5272.

Job Control Language and Utilities : taught by Rick Greer; meets from
7:30-9:30 p.m. Thursdays in Boelter Hall 5273.

IBM S/360 Assembler (Scientific): taught by Mike Murphy; meets
from 7:30-9:30 p.m. Tuesdays in Boelter Hall 2760.

IBM S/360 Assembler (Data Management): taught by Bruce Dane;
meets from 7 : 30-9 : 30 p.m. Tuesdays in Boelter Hall 5273.

Level III students are offered:

IBM S/360 Operating System Control Blocks and Dumps: taught by
Paul Reveling; meeting time and dates are to be arranged.

All students may take computer club classes at no charge. There is no
pre-ehroUment required; those wishing a class should just attend.

Classes begin Monday, April 12. For further information call X55879 or

come to Boelter Hall 3514.

BrewV stuff . .

.

(Continued from l*age 14)

URA Clubs

The Conservation Club will meet at noon today In Ackerman Union

2408.

The Sailing Club will meet at 7 p.m. today in AckermarV Union Women's
Lounge.

The Sports Car Club will meet at 7p.m.<.today In Ackerman Union 240l

The Photo Club will meet from 7-9 p.m. today In Ackerman Union 3517.

The Karate Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today in the Women's Gym
200.

^ The Hapkido Club will meet from 3:30-5 p.m. today in AAemorial Ac-

tivities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today in Field 7.

The Fishing Club will meet at noon today In AAen's Gym 201.

The Air Rifle-Pistol Club will meet from 4-6 p.m. today on the Rifle

Range.

The Water Ski Club will meet at 3:30 p.m. today In Ackerman Union

2408.

Tours of URL set

for grad students
Library tours ^ for graduate

students will be conducted In

the University Research
Library at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.

tomorrow and Thursday.

Graduate students who wish
to learn of the facilities, ser-

'Vices and collections of the

URL, Including units which
have moved there this year
from Powell Library, should

sign up at the URL Reference
Desk. Tours will last ap-
proximately 45 minutes.

FROM $11.95

PICO BLV
S. CALIF. 9i

;ONE TODAY (213)479-431

^^^
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Please Help
Community Services ResourceXenter

This advertlsenient Is organized by the CoRimunlty Services Resource Center and is supported by
SLC and the Programs and Activities Office. For more information on any of these positions see
Cathy Hanan after 2 p.m. In Kerckhoff Hall 309 or call 825-7368 after 2 p.m. Monday through] Friday.

Community Need
• AAales are needed to supervise eight to 12

yedr-old boys In weekend camping and other
recreational activities.

• Volunteers are desperately needed for one
day to work at election polls In Venice and Santa
Monica. This is a special election conducted by
EYOA-Education and Youth Opportunities
Agency — Only low Income families qualify to

vote.

• Be a big brother as well as a tutor to an 11

year old boy in W.L.A.
• Students are needed with an interest in

working on an environmental magazine.
• One or two students are needed to do

research for a public relations firm on the
campaign for community college board of

trustees.

• Be a teachers' aide or a seminar leader at a
nearby high school. All subjects Included,

special emphasis on social studies.

• Volunteers needed to work with Ex- Helps
youth drop-in house in Santa Monica. Group
counseling, telephone counseling, or drug
counseling experience needed.

Educational Projects
t^ Tutors wanted to work in Watts area

elementary school. Hours open. Minimum of any
two days of the week. Some experience will help.

• Tutors are needed for high schools in the Los

Angeles Area. Transportation Is advisable.

Attend Meeting at 4 p.m. tomorrow in Moore

Requirements
lf>terest in children; time

• Availability Tuesday, AAay 18th at any time
between 8:00-5:00 even if only for one hour.

• Tutoring ability in history, spelling, and
math.

• Interest in ecology and journalism.

• No salary Is available but expense account

may be provided.

• Teaching ability and interest.

• Transportation to Santa Monica.

Credit Available
• Possible 199 credit

• Credit is being arranged.

Hall 124.

Campus Need
• Students are needed with a proficiency In

any subject who can tutor free of charge or at a

reduced rate. Tutees will be UCLA students who
cannot afford standard tutoring fees.

Requirements
• Tutoring ability In any University-level

subject, especially foreign languages.

I

Available Resources
• Tutoring help is available In Engineering,

French, Spanish, and Math, History, Physics.

There is no cost.

Tickets Available ForThe Last Concerts Of The Season? Yes!

We've found out why some people haven't been coming to hear our

orchestra play. They think the concerts are all sold out. Not true.

Come as you are. Fancy or casual. And hear for yourself why the L. A.

Philharmonic has become one of the w_prld's greatest orchestras.

Thursday, April 8 at 8:30 PM
Friday, April 9 at 1 :30 PM
Zubin Mehta conducting
Sheila Armstrong, soprano
Victor Braun, baritone

Jan HIinka, viola

L.A. Master Chorale
(Roger Wagner, director)

Hindemith: Trauermusik
Penderecki: Cosmogony
(soloists: Joanna Neal,

James McCray, Douglas Lawrence)
BRAHMS: A GERMAN REQUIEM \

Sunday, April 11 at 3 PM
Zubin Mehta conducting
MIchele Zukovsky, clarinet

David Breidenthal, bassoon
Jan Hllnka, viola

Hindemith: Trauermusik
R. Strauss: Duet Concertino
R. Strauss: Till Eulenspiegel
Brahms: Symphony No. 1

Student tickets $2
as long as they last

(Bring your ID card)

MUSIC CENTER

^PAVILION

THE LOS^ANGELES PHILHARMONIC
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CONCERT— The Madrigal Singers, under the

direction of Oonn Weiss, will present a concert of

music written for small vocal ensemble at 8:30 p.m.

today in Schoenberg Hall Auditorium. General ad-

mission .s $1, wit:. .—-Its admitted free. The

program will include contemporary madrigals,

lieder, chansons and folk songs.

'Discussions and study with Jewishly knowledgeable students faciUty

mem^rs and rabbis" is the purpose of the Free Jewish University which

wai mlSat 7 30 p.m. today in the Hillel U)wer Lounge, 900 Hilgard Ave.

Succ^ing meeUngs wiU be arranged to suit the participants^

TheFree Jewish Univereity wUl offer courses in Jewish culture, history

and law according to University director Alain Rogier. Courses will be

Uught by rabbis, students and faculty here.

Credit is offered by Hebrew Union College for some classes and

students may receive two quarter credits per course appUcable toward

programs in rekgious school teacher certification.
. ^

^

In addition -non-meetings" will be held at homes of students and

faculty according to Rogier. They wiU include communal meals, music

and food, and will be "informal gatherings for socialization and in-

tellectual' discussion," Rogier said.
^ ^ i ™i u o

The Free Jewish University was conceived and developed by Rogier

under a grant from the Jewish FederaUon CouncU. Scheduled courses

include "The Jew as a Human Being: Sources for an Ethic;" Amencan

Jewish, Jewish-American Uterature;" and "The Jew and Other

Cultural Ethnic MinoriUes." Information is available at HiUel Council,

474-1533.

* Would you like to study acting?

* Would you like to spend the summer in Israel?

"" * You can do both for less than the cost of a

summer in New York.

SUMMER THEATRE WORKSHOP
in ISRAEL - 7 Weeks

Acting classes - Israeli Theatre - Kibbut? living - Tour Israel

Professional Faculty headed by Jack Davidson

Lrmtted Openings; Write the Americon Zionist Youth Foundation

515 Pork Av«nu«, N«w YoHi, NY 1 0020 or

Coll: 213 666-7672

I

I

>(Paid Advertisement)

ISC Weekly Schedule

the Spring Quarter

,i

Monday closed evenings

English Conversation classes daily lliOOanv

1:00pm
Tuesday Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad

for listings

Modern Dance - 7:30 pm. No charge.

Wednesday Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad

International Film Series- 8:00 pniNocharge
check ISC listings in other ad

Drama Supplement - 7:30 pm "Movement &
Sound: A Means to Communicate" taught

by Jon Acevski.

Seminar - 7:00 pm "Everything You've Al-

ways Wanted to Know About Visiting a

Foreign Country But Were Afraid to Ask"

see DB article

Thursday Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad

for listings .

> Rap Sessions - Begin April 15 to include
-

"

" ' speakers such as Lou Ashe of Belli and
Ashe, Attorneys-at-Law; Joel Rogosin, Pro-

ducer at Universal Studios; Dr. Chiapelli,

expert of Machiavelli literature; Zubin Mehta,

conductor LA. Philharmonic Orchestra and
many others. 8:00 pm
Seminar - 7:00 pm"Estranged InAStrange
Land"

Conversation Classes - check other ISC ad

for listings

Happy Hour - 5:00 pmJoin us for wine and
cheese. . .the international way of ending
a long week.

Folk Dancing - 8:00 pm Learn through par-

ticipation. No charge.

Ballroom Dancing - 1:00 pm Teachers and
learners: Refresh your abilities in the ol'

cha-cha or waltz. Sign up at ISC reception
desk.

Dance sponsored by INAMORATO - 9:00 pm-
2:00 am Live band, refreshments - $2 guys/
$1.50 gals.

^Rehearsal for AMAN - 1:00 pm-5:00 pm
Rehearsal for Song of Earth Chorale - 2:00-
6:00 pm
ISC Performing Musicians - Audition and re-
hearsal 2:00 pm Bring your instruments
NO EXIT by Jean- Paul Sartre - performed
at 7:30 pm Tickets at ISC $2.50. Foreign
students free entry - must sign-up at ISC
reception desk.

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

International Student Center
1023 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood/477-4587

c

CtASSICAL

RECORD
WfmLC-
VOX turnabout and

candide stereo

1.69
Schubert

Trout (Kentner, Hungcrrian String Quartet); Rosamund, (String

Quartet, Casals)

Various Renaissance and Baroque Music «^-

Beethoven
Cantata on Death of Joseph II; piano concert! *3,4,5; Sonatas

12, 14, 8, 23, 26, 26; Creatures of Prometheus; Chamber
Music for Flute 18,

Bartok
Cantata Profana; Concerto for Orchestra

Stravinsky
Oedipus Rex

Bach :

Violin and Harpsichord Concert!
Mahler
Das Lied von der Erde

Plus ...
Works by Ives, Foss, Scriabin, Grieg, Vivaldi, Telemann, Haydn,
Chopin, Brahms, Buxtehude and more.

turnabout 5-record sets 4.99
Music for Lute, Guitar and Mandolin; Bach - Complete Concert!
(except Brandenburg)

VOX stereo 5-record set The World of Bortolt

4.99

r

record store

m-f 9:00-5:00; s 10-3

records, a level, ackerman union, 825-771 I

Uf• your Bankam«rkard or Master Charge

there are teighi great improvements in the itorelt
*aneth«r s«9m«nt of th* ASUCLA ravitvlisotion pregmm
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/5 bomb Indians, 8-U
Bears 9-0; await Trojans

The unbeaten UCLA tennis

team continued its romp through

the best college teams in the nation

over the weekend, recording its

seventh and eighth straight dual

meet wins of the season over

California and Stanford. The

Bruins blanked Cal, 9-0, Friday

and routed Stanford, 8-1, Saturday.

The Indians, ranked fourth

nationally, were fresh from their 6-

3 conquest of USC ttie day before,

and appeared ready to add the

Bruins to their list of scalps.

The match promised to be a good

one, with a number of the personal

matchups being of exceptional

interest to the large turnout at the

Sunset Canyon courts.

Singles

In the No. 1 singles match,

UCLA's NCAA champion Jeff

Borowiak played Stanford's

National Indoor champion Roscoe

Tanner. Tanner, now a sophomore,

was improved over last year when
he narrowly lost to Borowiak in the

NCAA finals.

Tanner started slowly, dropping

his first serve. Borowiak, on the

other hand, did riot, won his serve

easily, and quickly took the first

set, 6-3. Tanner's game improved
somewhat in the second set, but he

was no match for Borowiak on this

particular day, as Jeff took the

second set and the match, 6-3.

Connors
The second singles also promised

to be an attractive affair between

two freshmen, UCLA's Jim Con-
nors and the Indians' Alex Mayer.
The first set was played evenly,
until at 2-2, Mayer broke Connors'
serve. Rather than give in, Con-
nors in turn, broke Mayer's serve,
won his own, and went on to win the

Vasquez beat Fisher-Groslimond,
6-2, 6-4, and Borowiak teamed with
Ron Cornell to beat Rick Evans
and Sidone 6-1, 6-4.

The Bruin win was over-
whelming, for although most of the
matches were played evenly,

set, 6-4. The second set also went to UCLA won almost every set. In au!
Connors, 6-3. the Bruins won seventeen sets to
The Bruins won the first five ^^^ Indians' three,

singles, losing only the sixth. In the The victory over California the
third singles, Jeff Austin defeated previous day was even more one-
Rick Fisher 7-5, 7-5. Elio Alvarez sided, as the Bruins were never in

beat Stan Pasarell 7-5, 2-6, 6-2, and ^^Y danger of losing, and ended up
Modesto Vasquez topped Gerry winning eighteen sets to the Bears'
Groslimond 6-4, 6-3. The lone 0"^.

Stanford win came in the final Bruins perfect

singles, when Paul Sidone came When the weekend niches
from behind to beat Steve Cornell, began, four teams, UClA^tan-
4-6, 6-4, 6-4. ford, California and USC were

The main doubles was also
""^^^^ated. By Saturday evening,

only UCLA retained its perfect

record. Stanford and Cal also

played the Trojans, and although

the Bears lost to the Trojans, 9-0,

the Indians, as mentioned, handed
the Trojans a thorough 6-3 beating.

USC, rated fifth nationally, had
seemingly jumped up in the ratings

last week, when they beat second-

ranked Trinity 6-3

Tanner ' beat the Trojans'

was
supposed to be a colorful en-

counter, although by the time it

began, the Bruins had just about
won the match. A few moments
into the doubles, the Bruins
claimed the final singles for an
insurmountable 5-1 lead.

Champs
Stanford's doubles combination

of Tanner-Mayer, was the National

OB ptwto by 0«t« S«m«ti*f

DOWN IN TWO—Stanford's Roscoe Tanner, ttte National Indoor Singles

Champion, fell to UCLA's Jeff Borowiak in straight sets Saturday on ttie

Sunset Courts, 6-3, 4-3. Ttte Bruins defeated ttie Indians, 8-1.

Weekend Tennis Scores

-- g

Indoor doubles champions, and Marcello Lara 7-6, 6-3, and then

had proven themselves to be one of teamed with Mayer to win the

the best on the West Coast. The doubles 7-5, 7-6. In all, the Indians

Bruins were offering Connors- took four of the six singles, and two
Austin, the Pacific Indoor doubles of the three doubles,

titlists in opposition. Once again, The Bruins will try to extend

the Bruins prevailed, winning in their winning streak this Saturday,

straight sets, 6-4, 6-4. UCLA then hosting USC in the Tennis Stadium

went on to a sweep: Alvarez- at 1:00 p.m.

UCLA 8

Stanford 1

Singles:
_^— .....--.

Borowiak (UCLA) def. Tanner
(SI 6 3, 6 3/ Connors (UCLA)
def. Mayer (S) 6 4, 6-3; Austin

(UCLA) def. Fisher (S) 7-5. 7-5;

Alvarez (UCLA) def. Pasarell

(S) 7 5, 2 6, 6 2; Vasquez
(UCLA) def. Groslimond (S) 6-

4, 6-3; Sidone (S) def. Cornell

(UCLA) 4 6, 6-4, 6-4.

Doubles:
Austin Connors (UCLA) def.

Tanner Mayer (S) 6 4, 6-4;

Alvarez Vasquez (UCLA) def.

Fisher Groslimond (S) 6-2, 6-4;

Cornell Borowiak (UCLA) def.

Rick Evans-Sidone (S) 6-1, 6-4.

Hki

INCOME TAX
SERVICE

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff

fasi, Professional Seryice

FLESNER & COOK
1 101 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Vitloge

886-7475 473-8127

By Appoin»m«o«Only

IE US isH sruh^iirs

i\p-n3^oyeR
ujtrH Us

We hire sr. and/or grad students
to sit in on courses to take and
prepare comprehensive notes

which are then reproduced and
are available for purchase to be

used as a study-aide.

For list of ctassesfor which

we have notes availablefor

^i^ring Quarter call or come
«

in.

We have a limiteci no. of

old notes available free.

MON. - FRI. 9:30 - 4:30

Stanford 6

USC 3

Singles:

Tanner (S) def. Lara (USC). 7-

6, 6-3; Leonard (USC)- d*f.

AAayer (S), 6-3, 7-5; Fisher (S)

def. Machette (USC) 7-6, 2-6, 6-

2; Pasarell (S) def. Menon
(USC) 6-4, 6-2; Gentll (USC)

:§ def. Groslimond 6-3, 7-6. Sidone

:§ (S) def. Andrews (USC) 7-6, 7-6.

g: Doubles:

g Tanner-Mayer {S) def. Lara-
•:•: Jim Hobson 7-5, 7-6; Fisher-

jij: Groslimond (S) def. Leonard

g Menon (USC) 5-7, 6-4, 13-11;

1^ Machette George Taylor (USC)

:| def. Pasarell Sidone (S) 6-4, 7-6.

(Paid Advertisement)!
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Uw»r^ »»»•••* *««*^'^

OIAOCIMI V«HA.W

TUTOR i***^ '••"^ ri !L!St^

T»1t DMtv Ir^**! t*v« !* MPPin H m
Uil4««r»ltv •! C«l»Hrtk4«'t p^»0 •• ""^

•«v«rttMi»« »«rvK« •*« ••• *»_ ***?

»|»t Ui»iv«r»lty .•r f«M ASUCLA 4 0»*»y

MATURE •••twmr •"-—-;.-„ jg,,

»v«*

PART t«m« **<r«t»ry Hr »"^ *^
ar«><m«tt4v ii« w«Nrtei. co*»»••••«•*• •* ^T

NEED mxwyy Pt»<«

nwffiMr on »•»• PUc»^«ei» • C*rj^ «*»

Oe*«lH»* April 7 (J A 71

SINGER F«<»*««0«a^HAm»Ct,v«>NJl

SOUARE t-rirneTtTr C.Ti»TM

A «)^ RUY brand rwarne appi.awcM ^^'^
'^.f*^^^

•2" cameras •«« *'*'51
,4,0 (1IA»)

COMPLETE ster« *> ^''^
„
«
^irr^ot^d

CATERING for wedd.n«» •«<«

parti«, ?^«y«

LEARN to drive stickihifl on

t^mcar or Autom.i.c Astro

School Call SS» »S1S.

cocktail
(II AD

4 vpe«d
Driving
(DA

EUROPE Urppl. Ont way round trm
student travel discounts. SOFA inf*r
European student cltarler l4««Ms Contact
ISC A. Ilia? San Vicente Blvd , •4. LA 90041
•34-saa*

»004t

inoTRi

TTT^ISION rental All models, special

iltrrates Free delivery. Iree serv.c^e^^24

hr pnone. J74 !»?

TAX Returns. S3

student employee
eiperience

up Personal service by

wittt S yrs protessiona
(11 A U)

ei crTROLYSiS. unwanted facial and

Fr. S«^

(tY«m Li&t&MO Se4l

SPEED Reading students

graduate professional sc»>ools

Guidance Services. MO

*S7 43^

entering
Academic

Robertson Blvd
(llQTR)

Announcmmmiti. •••••••••••••

ALPHA
ServKO
Lev«4

0«f»«ta Co»wmi»i»ir>

MMtKattom. AU A-

NEW LiH «»oni*»»or i*fe«*e*»d e^
perience LH •* create a wprfcab^

TTa*!!
Mttern 4Ti^i7 ih^9)

t««*l*«*%M««IMtl>t»itM — » "^
00 YOU H.»K»* YOU CAN
1 Re«t a povt oHtce bo> or U » pw
»er» ^_,
2 Pay r^^r toWl— wiWIi a >S< wiooet ortr*

J toy «««rr^M nioi*^ ar***^ •^ •

tar*
««rv»ce« are yowrs at I

ADDRESS ewn lapt i. »>«0 « ., ,.
addressed »»»*P*<_m*?^ ,?rVll^

CotiMii Co»ora«o lJ»»'

You ar« just tbe typ*

REGULAH Pt.A$*AA DONORS

-ifKs Oipe*o»»eugo»«>.cvcieV4« 47r ^^^
• 1*4

BLVD,47S3S70
(llQTR)

for

%4% mgf moi>t<» ****** ' ^ -

Come -•»•>••' ft*Y«ry .$••»• J"
or

*»«• Call 4rt-ats t •• am t •• pm dMty

itve •• »»* pPrt»c.a«-s

MACRAME and wea-ng
*«f»'^;»*^*j

beads leatt^ handwea^.ng ^f*** ,.'7::

SSVcTNear Westwood 474-sn4^nO A>)

FENDER Mwsto«g •-•»»' »•»<>
^^^Im

pTiKefn Reverb Amp Like ne* Ca4l 1Q4^

mi
FLAMENCO Gu.tar. Tamura C«J

case^

Perfect co«d S3M offer ^**»T'»^^y?»

case SIM 4T»^ia4 <!•*•»

AUTO and f^otorcycle insurance

students and employees Call Allan Sobe

173 S015 eves 713 3S0» (IIOTR)

FEMALE
noMK iso
«ors«i CRa^IUl

FURNISHINGS ewtire t»owse
,J****'^

i-um, II
. b«oks*»eives sA»« *•*< *^

pHMces fans ^s* ms V^* vy

(3 A 4) I

l10A7).

ASUCLA Scnrtce Ctm*m
\m KectMiort Hall

At MA Stereo Tape R****^^ *.?*LSii»
heads 3 spee^ Separate c%»mM* "^^l
«3S-»7ai s:sa bestoHer iha»j

M'^ we
.tts. J7»^sr$t (A A*^

ATTENTION GIRLS!

THE YOUTH ASSOClATtOM

PO
• t>4t

SAFE «rr««r ooe o«M cor ^ UCS ) »
• clock p*cii -MP usa *n»ntAM ssyisv
PM t3A*^

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPE$0^«»0«lt

TONY GIRLS, «NC

troeAcep».aiepbo«»e teacnes «'»»•»•*;*

co«tr«t altered states of con^^'^^Tf**
iMormat^ >gc J A J Enterprises. UtrO^

Ba.fibr.d9e tdfasA ••no 00 A*)

RUG 11 « u i»ke new 73 *cH TV portaWe

Royal typeo>r,ter wpHoictered da* bed 27*-

iS04af>er—— '***

JUNEBKIOES

THE BEST 4OBS

AND MOW TO GET THEM?
MO- many good ,obs »^r '<>*»'.^ ^jjt
chances on your first interview! Good lObs

a^Jt^ fe^ for you to gambfe Every ,ob is

wx»n or lost in tt»e mtertkew

;^ e.c.t,ng U mctt L/P
••»>«•", f/^

professional personnel recruiter reveaK

techniques that helped ft»ousands get tl»e

'ratrt;e''^;er loo.m, tor.Howto gej

i.m interested m what you want! Specific

answers to specific questions' „^ -„
amy S4 ts post pajdL Money bach guarantee

S«fKl cKeck or money order to

r%i»ojrlment B
^N LAWRENCE ENTERPRISES

iCsi Wits»«M-e Bfvd 'S^wte 4U ^^
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA »0005

Allow 2 to 3 vreefis for delivery.

MODERN Dance classes. Marie MAr

c ho* Shy former soio.st Marttva Graham Co.

AOutts Children jnj Penn Ave >^- "t;
US 3433 (HAM)

474-431S

FREE DOIT THYSELF COSTUME
WrOCHURE FOR •TM RENAISSANCE
Pt^EASURE FAIRE ParaiiH»i« Ra»C*

ra A»ril >4^ May > X •- 'S-U

Fatrc •* 4a»7g.L a tt**^ At*o Lg
Fo*eP«ters||»»1 (AAU1

CryitPt
sa«^

WVtoStV
BUYERSSERVICE LTD

1«So Brvorty Dr.

Bovorty HiMw Calif

S«t tO:M>S:il CRVtSM

THE INDEK A 1 e tereoce tor hoodreds of

.tems s«pp<'es we'^chand-se services

by ever> rrUifer mipoiTwoity seeker

over n madioy ^ver SM ttsttogs oiMy

UOA^Mw-v iiaiiiio t .

12'»* •« BtaLtiwpod

STS KLM Model V\ 3 yrs

(134 after 4 UPM BO
e»c cood 3*:

V!t A 4

V Services Offered,,,

ov stortiog^

S3S Bob GraiikCico (7«

n lop LP'S C^
(11 AHi

lowest rates for s^-udtwt^
Robert Rtiee U^TZ^t tn^

QTR

STUDENT INSURANCE
EarMlMNt lor Student Ac

Lidtfit t Skkness Insvraivcc at

teryaNi rales *or yourself &

Bread cevera9e oHerinf*^

i i

li f

FREE Croctfet Lesions wiMt any mimmuiT

oorctiase Saturday )0-12. Thritty Yarr

"Mart 1732 WestwOod Blvd 474-fTtf. d'

QTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
ViV^EO DITTO PRINTING

Ttieses A Dissertat*«$ a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff HalI.Ert. 5251

S

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

IDENTIFICATION CARDS. BIRTH
CERTIFICATES. PRESS CARDS. In

format«n se«>d stamped, self addressed
eovetope DAYNE COSMIC LTD.. Box 124.

La VeTT»e Canf »nsc (11 A 4)

w I rovei..••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••'

'%' - f - V

GET IT TOGETHER! SEE EUROPE'
Gre«k isiands. Spam Pans, London. Am
s^eroam 4$ day inclusive toor.

CALIFORNIA STUDENT TOURS. fMC
PAN AM t23-««44 (13A1J)

A

iMspital accidental deattir

I. ambwUMce, & ovt

^tical bctfitt, «i a worW wide

« 1 CMMCMWt policy^

liH«rmatl«fi er applicatiod

ismis may be ptdwd up at the

Ticket OffKC, Rmm lao Ker-

c*^ioH H»tt.

SE^t ->»«>OSiS classes Leor« to
et.mdkaAe oraHNMog toi'4 »oi Rocali and

04.^21SI 1^

AIS FLIGHTS
i«t M.V.-Evrope best prices

l«MMd.iss«e Int. ID Card A
jSOFAEorope/Asia
Africa dkarters

Ewratfpasses, Toors
Suite Its. Dcp«. UC
«tS4 Santa Monica

-^4.A Miaa, 27^-t743

ibi
TOURS
• AY TO
$>t»S E
israe4-E

TRA^
C*Y (213

UNREGIMENTEO! THE ONLY
GO< Europe » weeks. 4 «o«Mtncs.

4 wee4is. 4 cowntries. CIS.
11 weeks, sues i«M«- *
EXPERIMENTS IM

^G 4241 Overland Ave . Colver
)U«S247 (UOTR)

SAILING Crvise IJT cfipptr _ ^
jki ' «or 4 oUcs. snare espenses. ErK,
r. lats (13 A 4)

1^ i>l X CKARTKR FLIGHTS
1O07 btm^umi, lowest iMood

.«Jk: M»G£1XS

^epart Return Weeks Ccsi

'-^ :S-—X»5 15 9 $27S
- •« 1» Aug IS • $275
-e :4-—Xag J2 9 rr-s.

e 24 S«« 5 1: .5
--» "

:: si?s
• '-A 1^ erimm

y i — sop^ 3 9 S2-5
"~

Sej? If 4 S24I
5rt 3 4 s:5l

EUROPE $249 R.T.

LA/LONDON AM$TERDAM/LA
June 15/Sept 15 $]4t
June 2t/Sept. 7 S24t
June 25/AU9. 34 S24f
Aug 24/Sept 2* S249
Sept. 2 one yway to AMS 51)4

Immediate ticketing for discount «i,gh.,
London to Tel Ay.v 577. to Athens 552 teBombay 5150, to Nairobi 5150^ Larg*
discounts on cars and many ottter flights

Contact Prof P Bentler UCLA 277 5200 r
Sierra Travel. •75 Santa Momca Blvd ^.
Mills , ,, . ;

/o

V

EUROPE Discount fligtits Also lsr«ei
Africa. India *0«. off intra Europein
cftarter flights Student ID. cards Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Or , Bev H.lls Ca
0210. 274-4293 (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIALUNIVERSITY

JETCMARTER FLIGHTS 1971

An official Ctiarter Flight

Operation Auttiorned A Approved
by ttir University of Calilornii

on ALLCamouses

LA.lONOOrVLONDOHL A.

FH. Oop lot ^t PrK«

2 6/21 8/28 10 S275

3 6/22 8/16 8 S27S

4 6/23 8/28 9 S27S

6 6/24 8/22 6 S275

7 6/27 9/6 10 S275

8 6/29 9/10 10 S275

9 7/1 9/3 9 $275

10 •• 7/11 8/9 4 S275

11 7/14 8/31 7 S275

IZ'V 1/a 9/8 ^A i2ZL
14 9/4 9/27 3 1275

11 7/24 t/M « "'^

ONE . IMI^Y t A LONDON
Fk Dop

r. 6/2*
^'50

ONE-lMlkY LONDON-l A

Hi. Roi Pn<«

IS 9/9 - $150

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LALiaERlA/LIBERlA LA

OR0 •

***

j^V 1) Soot P I M53
(ft, » » -TU

• • WAITLIST OWLY
Available o«»»y to b«»afidel^emi>er» ol mc

UwvdrsitY •< Calitomia (st^^dents, faculty,

st»«. r»«t»tored alumm, immed family

KercnunoM ManvOSD
Between lam 45pm

i:s ':r

EUROPE CHARTERS Several schedules

from 5250 roundtnp. 5 ISO one *a. Coor

dmator Professor Margaret Paa«;
Rovcroft, Long Beach fOWJ 23 431. t '3

BRITISH RAIL OFFERS
tlte H5 YowtH Pass 15 days uni mted ran

travel ( a«es 15 tterw 22) Also

iOt^i.#«T*
»ss-ai«»Y*

T»ritf cSLmTZ^^m time i.mt V4« Ovts

III tgSTJS« and »40 ^^ ""'** ** '*

travol. Caatoct yPtK travef agef>t

BrftisliilailAM-S1«9

or call

30TR)

OVERUAMO E.pe<».t^ •n<>'» J*JJ^*r
$«go. London Charter 51fO Ercounter

Ovcrta«dt4i4E 5*T«iSt Chicago n

CARS in EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACMEKS

REOUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
. EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX4»5W
LOS ANGELES CA •«••

EUROPE 5225 205 *'!*'''/" t' Be*

s:;'^Li/s^'^r5iy ' ese^ uc^*

n«e«ntoers
;OTR'

tth ANNUAL
JETCHARTER FLIGHTS

For st<H»e«.ts «»«"'.» *11*'^'r,g on*

EUROPE Manydepar'^'** "

:£ ^1 i«—

«ays) Irom $»«•*

TO«YO *

*lf»C>

Call Fli

«r«0Overi»nd

EUROPEAN Safar

^uSPepan.-'-^,
^tCKa^man '^^J

•'J.rOty
ANdAve Dept A <-> , ^

4 odO'i*

" 4E S«s» 4 "IA,1
l-l " '^--'lAlAiaOA

SIM
$123
SI23

StSA fnter i

744.3477 4aa-4)f^ t*"

.«* >Ai t-AnnfTTak
»AAICE THE 0"f tAfr'^^'oH'*
»OPE A MIDDLE EASTi-w

, .oprflltS

14—Xjhstcrdai^Jl $i3g

?H 5«f :«— ;.aodon "lA S14I

..ONE-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 $79

EUROPE

IM

S

INTO

leasea.a »'''
CUA

Tafcit, U^ 'i:^^' -^t'r''^'*!!,

nTAvj

Tvlonng—

—

.^ ••••

&9AOUATE
lSAT «•

f«=^^^*^==^'*=^'^ "^^ * "" UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

>>

Sailing Club

meets tonight

The UCLA sailing club begins its most active quarter of the year at 7

p m tonight in the Women's Lounge of Ackerman Union when it holds its

first meeting of the quarter. More sailing lessons are planned for this
quarter than ever before. Highlighting the quarter will be next week's
meeting at the Rec Center on April 13, featuring in-water demonstrations.

'4m

.V

•.•-•••.•••.•.•.•-•.•.v*.
y^irXxtrXrrryrXrXrW:

KJ

UCLA Daily BruHi Classified Ads
y luhring... ••••••••••••••••••••• 14

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex
Dcnenced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

^«jm Easy conversational nnetfiod (trial).

mjM92_ c^QTR)

GRE, LSAT preparation. Individual in-

struction. Academic Guidance Services, 820

S. Robertson. 457 4390. ( QTR)

STATISTICS tutoring. Data Analysis for MA
and PhD research in aehavioral Science. Dr.

Linn, 473 8763. (14 A 6)

STATISTICS can be fun. Professional

statistician, UCLA grad. AJJ^ass. (14 A «)

ALL kinds of typing reasonable rates. Call

GR28421. (15A7)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 761-SS80. (15 QTR)

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscripts.

Exp. Wkend s, 5)aily 5-», 828-1162. ( 15 QTR

)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479

8144,477-6382. dSQTR)

I'M just your type (IBM Executive). Neat,

accur;)te typing theses, reports, anythng.

Call 4 8 PM. Fritii- 839-1874. (15 A 6)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
4heses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near
campus. Call Esther 826 7691. (15 QTR)

General Typing with background in Law,
(SAedicine, & Engineering. 478-3832. Call

before 6 PM. (15A6)

TOPQUALITY TYPING
DISCOUNTED TO STUDENTS

WATTS SECRETARIAL SERVICE
(213)299-3135

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA, 90008.

Specializing in THESES, ESSAYS, &
MANUSCRIPTS! Expert Work on Both IBM
Composer 8. IBM SELECTRIC 35C per
page/Composer work by hour. (IS A 4)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice, 397-3306. (15 QTR)

TYf^lNG-editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM Selectric. Eng. grads.
Nancy 472-4143. Kay 826-7472. ( 15 A 6)

V Wanted. 16

APARTMENT IN PARIS
To lease or exchange for house or apartment
UCLA-Brentwood-Santa Monica area.
Picture windows on Eiffel tower, top floor,

roof terrace. One-two years. Haeseler Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood, 469-2442. Leave
messaqe. (16 A 12)

PSYCHIATRY resident desires rent fwr-
n/unfurn small house. Fireplace, kitchen,
country-like atmosphere - 1 or 2 yrs. - $150-
200, starting April - May. Dr. Upton, 826-1063
after 7 PM or weekends. (16 A 9)

SMALL student family needs reasonable
rent apt. /house near campus. Experienced
apartment managers. Rizzo 385-5898
nights. (16 A 9)

PHOTOGRAPHERS Anyone possessing
photos or film of June, 1970 Who Concert at
Anaheim Stadium, call Dish 478-7604. ( 16 A 6)

GUlTARiST-singer needed for duo. Blues
and folk rock local work. 651-1314, eves.
Paul. (16A8)

G
on
RAD student seeks single room with board
1 or off campus. Call Jim, 828-3644. ( 16 A 8)

STARTING early childhood magazine. All

interested parties please contact Mr. For-
man,641 4694 after 6.00 PM. (16 AW
ADVENTUROUS girl, 33, seeks same for

different/exciting tour in Israel this sum
mer 784 4812. {16 A7)

PROFESSOR and wife wish rent air con-
ditioned furnished apt. (at least 3 rooms)
June through August; exact dates flexible.
Write, Forrest Wasserman, Box 1131
MacMurray College, Jacksonville, III.

"650. (16 A 8)

STUDENT teach 6 1/2 yr. old girl swimming.
Evenings 553 8328 or leave message Brooke
Helm H02 2301. (16 A 6)

>/Apf$. - Furnished //

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Purn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles,

f^treplace, Ige heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet
bidq

, maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
4798144 (17 QTR)

SPACIOUS 1 bedroom furnished Wilshire
Dlvd apartment. Sublet for summer. Short
*'alk from campus $175. Females / hiarried
couples only 474 3332 (17 A 8)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

^Apts. - Furnhhed....,., U ^Apis. to Share 19 ./Room lor Rent 26 >/Autos for Sale 29
FREE Room foreign student only .

separate guest house in bachelor's Encinohome. Swimming pool, trees, quiet for
serious study No responsibilities Must likelarge doqs Phone 789 1313 273 6109. ( A9)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or
unfurnished. Ideal for year round
living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.
415 Gaylev at Veteran

478 1735

$170. WELL-FURNISHED very large two
bedroom, 5 closets, separate garage. 1953 &
half S. Corning St.,. LA. WE 5 6620, ap
pomtment. ^ (17 A 6)

LARGE, clean, attractively furnished
(relatively new) singles Accom. 2. Air cond.
Block UCLA. Pool, sundecks, garage. 625-641
Landlair. 479 5404. (17 A 6)

555 LEVERING
Singles- 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
FamiliesOK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7 2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

$165. Redecorated new furniture, carpets,
drapes, pool. Parking, shopping. Prefer
technicians. Staff personnel. WLA. 836-

3033. (17 A 6)

$150. Beautiful, very large 1
' bedroom,

shutters, separate dinette, unit heat. 132 S',

Harper Ave., LA. WE 5-6620, appoint. ( 17 A 6)

^""^osgaylFy
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES.
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE $50

t)«pooito now for aummor/f all

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

|$210 2 bdrm., 2 bath, near transportation,

available April I. 1328 Barry Ave. 479-

0162. ('7A6)

$170. Well-furnished very large two
bedroom, 5 closets, separate garage. WE 5-

6620, appointment. (17 A 6)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA

Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents $175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool-Subterranean garage-Elevator

Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392-5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392-5556

2311 Fourth St., SM 392-5686

ONE bedroom apt., scenic patio, lease. Off

Beverly Glen, very quiet. Call 474-3639 or 825-

1667. n7A9)

633GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

BEAUTIFULLY furnished rooms, utilities

paid from $6 daily, from "5 weekly Brenf^

vvood Motor Hotel. GR2 0946, GR2 9155. (17 A

7)

^Apfs,- Unfurnished 18

SPACIOUS 1 bdrm "ear U^c LA Carpets

drapes, stove, refng., avail. Apr. 15. 474^189

aft.5.
(18AWJ

LARGE 2 bdrm studio, sep din.ng room, 2

fireplaces, stove, dishwasher, carpets,

drapes Walk UCLA- $265. 825-0331, 478-^^
^ ^^

4387.

S13S Ten mm to UCLA Newer one

bedroom; carpets, d^ap^^'
.
^°;*;

refrigerator Great landlord. 839 1697. ( 18 A

8)

$175 HUGE 2 bedroom r bath onfurnished

apartment^en 19th Sf- Santa Momca^

Fifteen m.nutes to UCLA L.m.ted to^our

students per apt
^^^/P^/i'^^J^'then can f

^,5 8.1)7 $400 to move m. Go & see, »"«" ^*
,

interested 456 8894
(m«o,

y/ Apfs. to Share

.

••••••••••••• J9

SHARE 1

w/2. $67.50/

bdrm apt. 1 bik from campus

'mo. Call 478 5216 eves (19A7)

FURN. Bachelor, hot
P'-J^ „7' "«,,?; a'vI'

bath., $55 share, $110 alone 555 Gayley Ave^

other. $95 /month One block to camp
^^ ^ ^^

9684

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
OopooiH now for awmmor/f all

10824 Lindbrook at Hiigard

_ '' : -R5 5584

oiRL to
^•;f-,r*i\:.n;s,''

ph^e.^r-^dVy

\'i'rd%;'5% BR2T659,;n-S939 ( 19 A
included

7)

WANTED Person to share large Topanga
Canyon apt

, own room $80 Trees, stream
455 16,76. (19 A 6)

PRIVATE room and bath m private home
^Bi' ver ly wood • section Transportation
needed Phone 837 57 1

3

I A 6)

FEMALE roommate, prefer grad student

f-,??!»°°^
°"*' ^^^'oom apt S82 50/mo Call

826 6145. eves
, „ ^ g,

f-^^Tn .P
^*"*^' '"'**'^ **» <o«'" room).

\li
^^^^ busses, share w/female grad

398 4360, eves (19 A 8)

SHARE large 2 bedrooms /bathrooms $75 or
SiOB 2 )/2 miles from campus. Utilities in
eluded 477 13 16. ', (19A9)

MAN share large one bedroom apt. with 2
studious fellows. Pool, garage. 625 Landfair
»^^ 5404

, (19 A 6)— »—

»

. ^

—

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share large
apt (own bedroom, bathroom) Prefer
24/over. Palms, quiet 839 1621 ( 19 A 6)

, FEMALE share with 2. 2 bedroom, pool. $70
/mo. WLA 15 mm. campus. 826 5800
Reggie, Viv (19 A 6)

FEMALE roommate $33 /mo., one bedroom,
short ride to campus Call Suzie 477 5268,
WorK 475 2532 (19 A 6)

FEMALE share large bedroom. Half mile
campus No lease, utilities paid 10539 A half
Wilshire. 475 5657 $85/mo (19 A 6)

ROOMMATE wanted: Single with fiitchen, 2
blocks from campus. $70 a month plus
utiliti es 475 1371 (19A6)

GIRL Share spacious two bedroom apt.

w/two. 459 Landfair. $75 /mo. 478 4190, 478.

6171. (.19 A 6)

FEMALE grad (violinist) to share two
bedroom apartment walk UCLA. $125. 600

classical records 473 7964. (19 A 6)

FEMALE Share furn. comfortable 2-bdr(n.

apt., Santa Monica, $85. Carol 392 9471/825

0500. ,.«!, ' (1^A-6)

y House for Sale,... 21

BRENTWOOD Glen patio, dining room.
Fireplace, carpet/drapes. 3 bdrm., 2 bath,

garden. $49,000, owner. 476 4894 (21 A 8)

IMMACULATE 1 bedroom /den /livingroom
/fireplace /patio. 1218 N. Beverly Glen.
$25,500. Contact Femma 826 4685. (21 A 6)

COMPLETE privacy. Bel Air. 3 bdrms.
Large grounds. Trees. Pool. Unique. $75,000.

Sands 476 6464. (21 A 20)

BRENTWOOD, bus to UCLA, 2 bedrooms
w/outside playroom 1105 Amherst, $37,900,

owner, 826 8527 (21 A 6)

y^ House fo Share 22

GIRL to share 3 bdrm. house across from

Venice beach, own bdrm. $90. 821 7450 after 6

p.m. (22 A 12)

ROOMMATES needed to share furnished

Brentwood house m nice neighborhood.

Private room, 5 mm. from campus, bus line,

shopping From $70 to $100. Call Bob, 479

5988 .
(22 A 8)

y^Room and Board 24

DISCOUNT: Girl's dorm contract for sale,

Call 824 3069. (24 A 13)

MEN Clean rooms, exc. food, good at

mosphere. $290/quarter. Alpha Gamma
Omega, 477 6351. (24 A 8)

FOR sale i Hedrick men's dorm contract.

CallGreg, 824 1768. (24 A 6)

MALE Meals, maid service, lovely Bel Air

home, privacy 5 minutes drive to campus.

Call 472 4165 (24 A6)

RIEBER Girl's dorm contract

Great view, 3rd floor Joining

Discount. Call Bonni e 828 5446.

Spring.
sorority
(24A6)

y
Room and Board

Exchanged for Help.., 25

BABYSITTER Live in, small salary, room

& board, no housework Close UCLA 476

3277.
«25A7)

FEMALE Private room Night babysitting

Two school children Help with dinner

Flexible hours. 826 2190 (3S A4>

VVORKING mother needs light housework

help Room, »>oard, TV, and negotiable

salary WeflTdiys free to 3 PM Near UCLA,

625 4625 days, 474-8447 eves. (MA*>

ROOM and board plus $15 wk «or g,r

,tudent in exchange for babysitting^ light

housekeeping Quiet, ?•''>'*'« ^^o"^
*"'^^^l^,

Mus t have car or drive 654 309 ^
^ *^

J Roon) for Renf 26

ROOM and shower off garage Refrigerator,

no cooking Walking distance <:•'"?"* .'^•'«

only 476 2476 '^*^*'

QUIET, comfortable, convenient,

responsible student. 393 9109

room for

(26 A 6)

BEAUTIFUL room, bath Reliable male

Quiet home Campus one mile Mornings 65i

0900 After five 270-3343. (26 A 6)

SLEEPING Room $37 50 month, 1 person

"""' (26A6)
Ave )

S60 MAN over 21 Separate entrance, non

smoker Walking distance, no

nrsol^ep.ng Work available 80 1
Malcolm

474 5147
(«»»o'

MEN Students Room S>0 'mo 626 Land
tair Call 479 9064 Ask for Bob or Steve l 26 A
16)

IN private hpme, Beverly Hills Large
furnished room S7C small $40 Ash
roltrencos PU>asc call 27 1 881 4 (26 A 6)

LARGE sunny quiet Private Brentwood
home Female Separate entrance, bath $95
mo GR 6 1721 Eves ()6A6)

590 Newly decorated room Kitchen
laundry privileges Private home Women
only Graduate, (acuity or with qood
position rolerc-nci'S Ni>ar UCLA by
Sopulvod^ Mpntana 472 76S7 <26A6)

^Aufos for Sale 29

'67 MUSTANG 6 cylinders 3 speeds. XInt
engine New tires, brakes, battery Must
sell. 475 5445 (39 A 6)

.^.^._^_«_^^_—

64 RAMBLER American New brakes,
clutch, points, etc $200 or best 279 2821.

59 JAG Sedan Auto Nm paint Nu mt
Extra Sharp' $1050 Call weekdays 689 9577

after 7:00or Sunday;^ 626 0939 (29 A 12)

70 TRANS AM AAR Cuda 340 6 PAK Tach
Headers 4 10 Positraction Torque Flight 980

5552 eves. (39 A 13)

'8 VW,'AM'^FM, removable rack, xInt cond,
must sell, make offer, 475 2464 eves X56483
days, (29 A 19)

'64 RIVIERA pwr steering, brakes FM
stereo tape. Nu tires; battery Nice $900

Eves. 885 1858. (29 A 12)
: ; ;_;__; - -'^~

^66 TRIUMPH Spitfire convertable, new
transmission, qood engine, radio, heaterr—
very good cond. $875. firm or terms 275

9905 (29 A P,

*-%

'66 VW FASTB/VCK black with red interior

Clean, xInt. h^ >cally. $1,050 or offer

393 1576. - (29 A 6)

'62 RAMBLER sta wagon. Runs well, sleeps

2. $195. 473 5217. (29 A7)

'68 VW Squareback, 39,000 miles, radials, 8

track, clean. $1200 Days, 937 1312, eves, 761-

3231 (29 A 123

'65 CHEVELLE Malibu- V 8, new polyglas

tire/shocks XInt cond Best offer over $800

479 7956 (29 A 12)

TOYOTA Sprinter '69, XInt cond. $1200 Call

391 8868 before 2 p.m. (29 A 12)

'62 VALIANT Automati^r white w/blue
interior. Very cleam, runs well. $250 firm

Eves. 474 7670. (29AU)

'65 VW, rebuilt engine' sunroof, good tires,

can use tome work $600, 826 3425. (29 A 7)

'63 AUSTIN HEALEY 3000, must sell in 3

days drafted* $750, 477 1081 9 6pm
Keith. — (29 A 7)

'70 GTO, air,PS/PB, AM FM "radio, 12,000

miles, automaitc Like new, 476 6055 (29 A
12)

PORSCKE 64 Convertible. Fabuously cared
for New engine at 40,000 Loaded foreign

extras Best cash offer $2850 area, H06 5111

days. ST4 9419 weekends eves.

'64 JAG XKE conv , ylw/blk, chr. wires,

49,000 mi., immac. $2,300. Call 477 1423,

nights ^»A^

61 BUICK Skylark V8, power steeringr

hardtop, five new tires Great transp car,

must sell $325 or best offer Call after 6 276

4635 (29A9)

•59 JAGUAR XK 150'S' roadster Excellent

conditionthroughout 454 7076 eves. (29 A 9)

'66 VW, good mech. condition Best offer

274 7811,478 8790 (29 A 9)

'59 FORD 4 dr sedan Runs well New
trans., starter, battery $300 or offer Dick

4799131. (29A9)
. > " —

ANY make/model new car (foreign &
domestic) at near dealer's cost Collegiate

Concepts 788 1610 (29A9)

'68 VOLKSWAGEN Squareback. Excellent

condition $1475 396 8532 after 4 (39 A 9)

'62 BLUE VW sedan Good condition $500

Contact Dave 826 9567 (29 A 9)

'63 MGB Very good condition. '65 motor

/transmission, hard top, chrome wire

wheels, new upholstery $800 /best oHer^
93J

9560 eves. -Y
(29 A9)

'60 TR3 Triumph Synchromekh Excellent

condition . $850 937 2380 ext 323, *>'** 47$.

tJf AUT

'61 CHEV (mpaia, 3 dr. H T . VSrl' 9
Good cond Clean 5350 or best offer 826 2663

after 7 PM Must sell. (29 A 9)

•69 VW Bug excellent 19,000 mi new rad

fires p.nstnpe hurst shift. 836 5905, 477 4254

S1S9S (29 A A)

68 COUGAR It green, black interior, auto,

air, very clean Sacrifice 823 6309 days (29 A

•69 MUSTANG GN2 774'copn XInt

52 000/offer Private party 398 8767, 870

1430
<'*^^>

6^ TRIU^^PH 5pit*'re 28 000 miles Original

owner R,,d', ^r^frr ep.t n^.t ^H*r tl*

8434

'63 VALIANT station wagon New tran
smission EicoHenl condition S]9S Call
days 8;s 4 284 i 2« A 9i

t(s \^GB CM'.i" lOA m'iri*qt' qood school
tr.)nsporlja40n >U00 brst oMcr 4M66SS i ?•

A 8 i

62 TRl Triumph sports car iS8$ Rrliable
bulhOfTM'ly Ci^ll )«] 1081 altor 6 i2«A6l

68 PONT Firtbird ISO Povyt t stirnnq
brahfs Windows AM FM Landau tow

milr,»qr pnvatr party ?n40n i2«A8i

68 VW sedan Red blh inliTioi EicrllenI
mrchanici»i condition ciran car SUOO 820
1191 ( J9 A 8)

6' CHEVY impala "V^* sfd trans n^
batter y ,»nd clutch qodd transportation Jay
'81 09S6 (2« A 8)

68 convertible VW Excellent condition
Cadillac qreen radials. AM FM qiass rear
Window SIS9S olfrr 828 S9U ( 29 A 8)^

—

.

•69 RAMBLERS Wide selection defroster,
heater, 2 & 4 doors Must sell Make offers.
474 2591 ( 29 A 61

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Milr
VMarranly

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Pnce

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd

across from CM Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

A-1
I

TR6 69 E xcellent condition 8 track stereo
MakeoMer 826 9447 (79 A 6)

M BEN/ 1961 <90SL Convertible. $I6$0
(XHAS74) Privateparty 817)760 (29A6)

"^ •

. V.J, Sit'

68 289 MUSTANG only 20 OOO mi new tirpv.

iKC,clU'nl condition ') license 466 46 7 5

Offer ( 29 A 7)

68 VW sunroof, automatic, now tires. xInt

condition $1150 After 3 30 836 3636 (39A6)|

'66 OLDS 442 coupe Automatic, buckets
power, original private party Excellent
$1200 Steve: 276 4700 (29 A 6)

.'*l BUICK Special, V 8, std trans . r/h, qood
/ongme. transportation $215 483 3281 ( after

6)
. ,_ (2«A6)

60 ST UDE BAKER Lark, one owner, 20000
actual mi S250, terrific transportation car

657 1576, 10 AM 3PM (29 A 7)

'59 f^GA black roadster Classic Condition
rebuilt engine, new top $500 474 7225. (29 A
9) .

'T^**-

•63 VW nearly new motor, has air con

ditionrr qood tires Priced at SS9S GR2
763S (29A6>

'58 VOLVO New rebuilt engine, new clutch,

runs extremely well $300 Call after six 454

1025 <"_A^'

'69 vF^REBlRO rcd/Uik Landau' Low
mileaqe xInt cond $2,095 651 1479 after 5 A
wkrul (29A6)

'55 CHRYSLER Imperial. Memi tnqitw
Excellent condition Reasonable 195 8031

ivrnmqs ( 29 A 61

V
Cycles, Scooters

For Saleii,,..,,. * oO

HONUA 350 68 bike 7000 miles on new
enqme e»tra chrome, custom pipes, many
other extras It's a clean pickle $500 679

Gayley'itirtiorninqstilM' »)0A12)

HONU^ I'j iiiopid .^w . -.Ji 15

MPMspeed 5125 Rich, 824 1291 Hershey
Dorm, 2110 ' 30 A 12)

SCRAMBLER 250 Suiuki, rebuilt enq and
trans Nu pamt XInt cond 826 2600 after

4 ,
(10AI3I
— —

-

67 HONDA CA 160 very good cond , only

5000 miles $240 Phone 396 3397 (30 A 9)

'67 YAMAHA YLI Twin 100 cc, 2 stroke

enqine dual carbs dual e«haust. xint cond
Yamaha is the easiest to learn to ride $250

Call 477 6934 eves after 5 (30 A 13)

71 HONDA CB450 cycle w/rack XInt cond
4900 miles 451 0800 (10 A 12)

70 CB450 HONDA Must sell '71 license

accessories included 5850- Phone Peter 919

78i8eves .
130 A9)

65 DUCATI 250 Engine rebit Amal carb

Static bai $300 or best offer Can 198 1756 (10

^ *L _ ~
HONDA 105 Super Hawk New tires, some
custom equipment e»ceHent cond . helmet

included 5)50 475 4861 (JOAf)

68 HONDA CB 150 Excellent condition with

qood helmet 5400 478 7105 (30 A 8)

69 650 BSA FIREBIRD Scrambler Low
mileaqe clean $950, w/'70 Holsclan trir

51050 559 1647 (30 A 7)

'^ LAMBRETTA motorscooter. U$CC, 2

seater, excellent cond , only 4,000 mi , $i$0

Call Rom, 313 6$7 8948 (30 A 6)

70 HONDA Trail 90 5 000 miles, excellent

condition 191 5282 HO A 6 J

'70 HONDA 90 Trail, 140 mi , paid $36$. sell

$315, '71 license At studerjt Union 4:6 daily

363 17JT T——<J0A4J

USED Vespa and Helmet Scooter in good

condition Call Jon Isenberg 472 281 1 (30 A 6)

Sf^ILE
tgr
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iLacksters speed by Vols;

McAlister jumps 26-61/2
By Clark Conrad

DB Si>orts Writer

•This is Speed City! Man, I didn't think we were

supposed to be at San Jose SUte today," marveled

Tennessee sprinter Merlyn Hood as he heard the

times announced for the lOO-yard dash He and two

other Volunteers had just run times of 9.4, 9.4, and

9.5, but were swept in the event by UCLA's Reggie

Robinson, Ronnie Welch, and Reggie Echols who

wpre clocked in 9.3, 9.4, and 9 4

This was pretty much the story of the entire meet

Saturday as UCLA raced to a 100-40 decision, its 13th

consecutive dual meet victory. A disappointing

crowd of 3890 was on hand in the Track Stadium.

Tennessee managed only three first place finishes

in a meet that had been expected to be closer than it

was. **They didn't look weaker than I thought they

were," said UCLA coach Jim Bush. "**We just were

better than I thought we were"
Emotional lift

Running events were supposed to be the Vols'

specialty, but with Robinson and Warren Ed-

monson back in competition, the entire UCLA team

seemed to get an enK)tional lift.

Robinson, making his 1971 debut after missing last*

quarter's meets, was perhaps the most exuberant

Bruin after his event, 'i passed the test (100-yard

dash) because I stayed loose the whole race, even

when that Tennessee guy was on me," Reggie ex-,

plained.

Robinson got the best start in the field and ac-

celerated when Welch, Echols, and the Vols

threatened to overtake him in the stretch. He also

ran a strong leg on the victorious 440 relay and led for

a while in the 220 before tiring. Confirmed quarter

miler John Smith, "The Texan is back
"

Bush seriously talked to writers about lengthening

the 33-foot long jump pit for freshman James
McAlister, who broke his own school record, set a

week ago against Kansas, with a 26-6 jump, the 11th

best long jump in history.
'

^^
When there isn't plenty of room (in the pitlPR can

during his approach," Bush explamed, "if he has

been consistently landing deep in it and then jumping

out of it."

Gained confidence
•

Bruin distance runners gained some confidence

against the Vols after being drubbed by Kansas. Slow

paces in both the mile and 880 enabled good finishing

kickers Ruben Chappins and Bob Langston to win

both events. "Actually, they (Tennessee's Danny

Zoeller and Dennis Flood) wanted the slow pace

because both were doubling in the half," Chappins

said. "So during the last three-quarters Joe

( Balasco) stepped it up and I followed." His time was

4:11.3.

**I just couldn't get to sleep last night. I only got

four hours, " Langston kepi repeating after his

closing rush barely beat the Vols' James Craig at

the wire (both were timed in 1:52.5) in the 8»0. "I

figured I could outkick everyone after that slow first

lap (58 seconds). I can't run in the lead anyway. I

never do," he said. Bruin Paul Williams, whose

lifetime best (1:49.3) is a tenth of a second behind

Langston's, hadn't raced for three weeks due to

illness but said he felt strong enough at the far turn,

"to go for it all." He grabbed the lead going into the

stretch but faded to fourth.

Bush s only real disappointment of the day was in

his star runners' tack of cooperation regarding

participation in the mile relay. The meet was ob-

viously won and Smith in particular had been

pressed hard for the first time all year in defeating

the Vol's Darwin Bond in the 440 and 220. He and
Wayne Collett felt they wert tired enough without

exerting themselves further in a meaningless race.

Bush conceded that Smith and Collett deserved a

rest, but added "by running thfey might have been
more ready for the meets when they'll have to win
the relay."

This Saturday the Bruins will get a good look at two
of their toughest Pacific-8 opponents when Cal and
use tangle in a separate dual meet while UCLA
hosts Stanford all beginning at 1:15 p.m. in the

have an adverse psychological effect on a jumper Track Stadium.

ft::W:y:::::%%%::::::::::::%yx%%:^
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Other Weekend Scores
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Baseballers sweep doubleheader

At times, even an Angel doesn't have his prayers
answered. This was evidenced Saturday as UCLA
swept a doubleheader from the California Angel
farmhands, 9-4 and 4-1 in Holtville.

In the first game, UCLA pounded out ten hits

and scored nine runs while pitchers Greg Zail and
Rick Pope combined to allow the Angels just four
hits. Centerfielder Ron Diggle led the Bruin of-

fensive attack with two hits and two RBI's.

It was*just as well for the Angels that the second
game was halted after six innings due to darkness.
UCLA exploded for six hits and four runs, but it

was the pitching of Barry Woodruff and Gary
Robson. limiting the Angel farmhands to one hit,

that was most impressive.

Freshman shortstop Louis Gomez was the hero
of the day contributing five hits in six attempts.

UCLA risks its 19-9 record against Occidental
today at Sawtelle.

—Ed Burgart

Lacrosse tops NAU
The UCLA lacrosse team upped its season

record to 2-2 Sunday with a 16-2 thrashing of
Northern Arizona University on the north athletic
field. Bruce Merriel led the Bruins with four goals,
while Joe Ward cashed in three times.

UCLA hosts UCSB at 2 p.m. Saturday on the
north fields.

Crew season underway

Th^l971 UCLA crew season got under way
Saturday in fine style as far as the sophomores
were concerned as they \ip6et the seniors in the

annual Class Day race at Marina del Ray. The
sophs won in 6: 16, followed by the seniors in 6: 18,

freshman in 6:25, and the juniors in 6:28.

The Bruin lightweight varsity swamped San
Diego State by a full six lengths, racing home in

6:36 to the Aztec's 6:58. Despite the easy victory,

lightweight coach Geof Strand said he was
disappointed his men weren't working harder.

The junior varsity lightweight boat won in a
surprise, beating both Orange Coast College and
Corona Del Mar in the Newport Regatta. Orange
Xoast and Corona were both racing heavyweights,
but UCLA won by six seconds in 6:56.

The Bruins .open the intercollegiate season this

Saturday against Loyola at Marina del Rey.

—John Wood

Women's Basketball
The Bruin Dolls basketball team claimed its 12th

straight victory Friday, defeating Fresno State,

62-26. Barbara Bemohr led all UCLA scorers with
17 points. The Dolls are now 12-0 overall and 8-0 in

ECCSCC play.

The B team went down to a 29-20 defeat to the
Fresno State B's Now 2-2 in the league, the Bruin
B's stand 7-2 for all games.
The A team visits Cal State LA at 7 p.m.

tomorrow.
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Comejoin our TOT "T" « 1 ^

It

Try Babysitting.

Ploc* your r>om« on a list

which

D«adlin«for lh« Spring

Quortsr list is W«ln4
Apf-iiyai5:X p.m.

C.ctn.ti t ft

• *« • ^ «

Planning C*nt«r
Bldg. 1G (•Oklof Moor* Holl)

RESUME PREPARATION
Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.

W»dn«sdays ai 3:00 p.n>.

JOB INTERVIEW PRAaiCE
Tuesdays af 1:00 p.m.

SUMMER JOB SEARCH
Daily at 3:00 p.m.

itjhrmal.^. Jusf drop in... Everyone wekomtl

> 1 . Hc*^

K'

DB photo by Dale Samoker

LEADING THE WAY — UCLA's Joe Balasco, second-place finisher to

teammate Rubin Ctiapplns in ttie mile last week against Tennessee, will

be one of many top trackmen in dction Saturday in a double dual meet at

theTrack Stadium. Bruins meet Stanford wtiite Cal faces USC.

Jntramura met
iMSoftb«ll

Managers mandatory rneetings wtH begin at 3 pm. today in MG 102. Fraternities meet today.

Residence Halls tomorrow, April 7, and Independents meet Ttiursday, April 8. All meetings are af

3 p.m. in MG 102.

IM Water Polo
The mandatory managers meeting and clinic will be Wednesday, April 14, witti play to begin on

the V9th of April. The meeting will be in MG 10? at 3 p.m.
IM Golf

Sign ups begin today for IM golf which will be held on Friday, April 23. The starting times go
from 7 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., and the entry fee is $4.00. The tournament will take place at the Encino
Country Club. Signups will close on Tuesday, April 13.

MEETING FOR COED AND WOMEN REPRESENTATIVES «a

There will be a mandatory meeting for all coed and women's representatives, today, April 6 at 2

p.m. in MG 102.
. ^ __— IM Basketball Championship Game —_.

—

l_ _—,

The battle for the IM Basketball Championship will finally be played on Tuesday, April 13 in

Pauley Pavilion between the defending champs, Gary's Wonders, and the Hard Guys.

HILEL COUNCIL
900 Hilgard Avenue

474-1531

PASSOVER
CELEBRATION

l.nio'i a Kosher L'Pesach Banquet -

Hillel win conduct the Second Seder,

~^ SaHirday, April 10

We will also be serving Passover meals during the

week — Please make your reservations by April 7.

Please call Hillel 474-1531 for further information.
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(Paid Advertisement)

Can you give

Exceptional Love
to an

Exceptional Child?

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project
Orientation for New & Returning Tutors
Wed., April 7, 7:00 p.m. AU 2412
Office in Kerckhoff 407

•sponsored by SLC

ii^ «
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Loans, grants available.,.„...o,„..,. ^New law journal deals| I Seven departments to hold

LEEP offers financial aids with black community! I elections for student reos
.. . , .. ;,„K.. .. i...H.. n«»d« nponle to have broadened cultural and | BySusl^atago ^ | A^
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As many as 100 scholarships are available to

students here through the Law Enforcement

Education Program (LEEP).

The program is a part of the campaign under the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration '*to

improve the nation's criminal justice system by

helping to professionalize its personnel."

Ernest Englebert of the Pubhc Service Curriculum

Office, which administers the program here said,

"Every report made about criminal justice indicates

a need not for more law enforcement but a different

type of it."

He pointed out that the skills gained through

college education are needed today by police

departments, courts and correctional agencies and

added many cities (such as Santa Monica) are now

requiring new officers to have two years of college

education.

"LEEP is a part of current attempts to give im-

petus to the University's responsibility in terms of

providing the educational manpower. Criminal

jusUce needs people to have broadened cultural and

social understanding," Englebert said.

LEEP loans provide up to $1800 per academic year

for full-time students of any major. Applicants must

show an intention to pursue full-time employment in

criminal justice and plan to take 22 units of courses

directly related to law enforcement. The Public

Service Curriculum Office determines which classes

can be taken for the 22 units.

Additionally, should the student become a full-time

employe of a pubhc law-enforcement agency, the

loan is canceUed at the rate of 25 per cent a year.

LEEP grants provide up to $200 per quarter to

cover tuition. The difference is that the applicant

must already be a full-time employe of a law-

enforcement agency, be enrolled as a student, and he

must agree to work for that agency for two years

following the completion of his work here.

For more information, see Laura GiUen in the

Public Service Curriculum Office in Math-Sciences

8302 or call 825-4169.
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Environmental seminarslated

r

Two faculty members here will participate in a

two-c[ay Environmental Action Seminar at the

CenUiry Plaza Hotel April 19 and 20. Students, who
-ffi4y attend the seminar at no charge, should register

this week by contacting Lynn Ober at 274-0311. James
Krier, acting professor of law here, will explain

"How to Obtain and Utilize New Environmental

Legal Rights" on the first day of the seminar.

Harvey Perloff , dean of the School of Architecture

and Urban Planning, will speak on "How to Achieve

Environmental Results in City Planning" on the

second day.

The seminar is sponsored by the Beverly Hills

National Bank The registration fee for non-students

is $5.00.

Also scheduled to app^r on April 19 are Irving

Bengelsdorf, director of science communication at

the California Institute of TechnoU)gy; Ellen Stem
Harris, a member of the State Environmental

Quality Study Council (EQSC) and Robert Simmons,
environment editor for KNXT News. They will all

discuss "How to t)e Better Informed and Promote
Public Support For Environmental Issues."

Phillip S. Berry, president of the Sierra Club, will

then "speak on "Opportunities for Personal In-

volvement."

Krier will be joined in his talk by Nicholas Yost,

deputy attorney general of California. Yost is the

architect of a 140-page Environmental Quality Act

introduced in the StAte Assembly recently.

The second day will feature three more
discussions, beginning with "How to Establish

Priorities and Develop Constructive Solutions for

Environmental Problems." The participants are

Julius Bendat, an environmental consultant; Byron

Bloch, an associate of consumer advocate Ralph

Nader, and Frank Tysen, a public administration

professor at USC and EQSC member.

Following this discussion will be talk by Kerry
Mulligan, chairman of the Water Resources Board of

California, on "Water Quality—the New Philosophy

for Control."

Perloff will be joined in his talk by Melville

Branch, a USC professor of urban and regional

planning.
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By Su8i#HaUgo
DB Staff Writer

A black law journal created **as a way of candidly discussing the

effect of legal processes and laws on the black community" was

esUblished last fall by several black law studente and two black

law professors, Henry W. McGee and Reginald Alleyne.

"Most law journals do not cover matters of importance to

blacks," Alleyne said.

"The purpose of the black law journal is to inform and motivate

the black community to the issues which affect their lives—of the

laws which help or hinder black people," Barbara Williams, the

journal's editor, said.

"The journal will also inform black professionals (social

workers, teachers, doctors, etc.) how they can use laws to their

advantage," Williams, a third-year law student, said.

Leadership

Black lawyers are being encouraged by the journal to assert their

leadership potential in the black community, which they generally

haven't done in the past. "The journal will communicate these

ideas tl?rough articles and feature stories," she said.

**Up to now, the question has been how can black lawyers both

make a living and assume leadership in the community. The

journal will feature those lawyers who have faced and been able to

overcome this problem. One way has been through the develop-

ment of law firms involved in traditional practice, freeing one or

more lawyers to work in the black community," Williams said.

National

"It will be a national, popular legal journal which both

professionals and non-professionals can understand," she said.

Alleyne believes the journal to be the first black one in the

country, citing present journals' lack of "black emphasis."

Articles in the journal cover new laws and pending legislation

pertaining to blacks, as well as feature stories on black attorneys in

the country, reflecting scholarly and service functions.

Student-run

A student-run publication, the journal was allocated $3,000 by the

Graduate Student Association (GSA) March 9.

"The money will be used to help finance the printing of the 5,000

copies of the journal. It is published three times a year, during the

spring, summer and winter at a cost of around $5,600. We are

currently negotiating with foundations, campus, student and

alumni groups for additional funds," Williams said.

Alleyne and Williams feel the future of the journal is promising.

"We have had nearly 500 responses to our announcements of the

first issue," Williams said-. "One day, we hope to be self-

supporting."
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By Dave McNary
DB SUff Writer

Elections for student representatives in seven
departments will take place in the next few weeks.

The University Action Council (UAC) is coor-

dinating elections for art, history, mathematics,

political science, psychology, sociology and theater

arts majors. UAC is a part of the Student

Educational Policy Conmiission (SEPC) which is

coordinating student involvement at the department

level.

Rhonda Abrams, SEPC commissioner, said.

We're hoping to build strong departmental groups

around which the students in departments can
identify."

Departments

The seven departments have been designated to

have elections because of the large number of majors
in each and the initial interest shown by students in

them toward forming a working organization.

However, Abrams also said, "We'd be happy to

help out groups of students from other departments
in any way we can. They will have to do most of the

work, but we'll help them to get organized."

UAC has drawn up an election code for the can-

didates and will supervise each of the elections, all of

which will be conducted by mail ballot. "We felt that

it was the most effective way of getting a large

participation," Abrams said. "UAC wants these

elections to be valid, so that the elected represen-

tatives will be valid, too," she continued.

Dres.d.nt^^"''?^
^"^ ^*^^ ^ P^^i^«"t' vice

^h! ^' J^"^^^''y-^''^«surer and programs
chairman. Most of these departments aUow somedegree of student involvement.

Abrams said, "We are trying to ensure student
participation in departments. The big problem has
Deen that there were no idenUfiable persons in the
department."

It is expected all seven departments will grant
permission for the student participation "The
chances for meaningful student involvement at the
department level are really tremendous," Abrams
said.

Professionalism

UAC has also said it expects representatives "to
maintain a degree of professionalism" by carrying
out their actions in a responsible and ethical manner
Abrams said, "What he does should always be in a
manner that would further student participation.

"They should, above all, be people interested in
improving education. We want people to get involved
with the department at more than just a social
level."

UAC has a target of eventually coordinating
student participation of every department on
campus. Any students interested in representation in
their department.or in helping UAC should come to
th€f UAC office in Kerckhoff Hall 325, or call 825-7261,
or come to the SEPC office in Kerckhoff 331, 825-2759!

Announcements
A meeting to discuss anti-war

activities on and around this

-campus will be held at noon today
in the Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge. Discussion will center
around the implementation
aspects of the People to People
Peace Treaty. The meeting has
been called by members of the
Westwood Liberation Front.

professional degrees. These
degrees should have been received
in Summer 1970, Fall, Winter or

Spring 1971. GSA feels those
receiving Master Degrees should
be eligible, but there is no
guarantee that this will be ac-

cepted procedure this June.

Applications for commencement
speakers and student marshalls
.are available in 301 Kerckhoff Hall
and must be submitted by Friday,
according to Graduate Student
Association. The date of
graduation and degree received
must be noted on appUcation.
People not successful as speakers
will be considered for marshalls.
Commencement speakers usually
hold doctorates or equivalent

DEATH VALLEY (AP) - Young
people kept coming and going
Tuesday around an old desert
mining town despite sweltering
heat, sand and dust storms, of-

ficials said.

The Inyo County Sheriff's office

said about 200 persons were
camped around the town of

Ballarat 15 miles from here in

^anticipation of a religious rock

festival.

Promoters of what was billed as

a "religious pilgrimage" over the

Easter weekend have estimated 3

million persons would attend. But
county officials have discouraged
visitors because of the intense
heat, short supply of food and
water, and lack of medical and
health facilities.

Ballarat, population eight, is a
clump of about six adobe buildings
and one well about 200 miles
northeast of Los Angeles. Tem-
peratures climb to 120 degrees in

the day.

Soledad Brothers trial

set; scuffle breaks out
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) — A wUd scuffle involving prisoners, specUtors
and police broke out in the Superior Court room of Judge Walter Calcagno
Tuesday just after he set an August 9 trial date for the so-called Soledad
Brothers, three convicts charged with murder of a guard.
George Jackson, one of the three black convicts, started swinging at a

bailiff when told he could not take a newspaper out of the courtroom in the
Hall of Justice.

A number of persons in the audience of about 100 jumped over the rails

and a general melee ensued.
The police tactical squad was summoned, and the disorder in the court

and in the hall outside was soon put down with three persons arrested.
Judge Calcagno had just set the trial date and assigned the case to

Superior Court Judge Walter Carpeneti when the disorder broke out.
The judge refused a motion to let the prisoners stay for two hours to

consult their attorneys before being taken back to San Quentin Prison,
and the prisoners were told they could take out of the room only what they
had brought in.

Jackson, Fleeta Drumgo and John Clutchette are charged with killing
Soledad Prison guard John Mills on Jan. 16, 1970, in retaliation for the
killing of three Negro prisoners by a guard three days earlier.
Their case was transferred to San Francisco and they were moved to

San Quentin for safekeeping.

The escape attempt at the Marin County Civic Center last August 7, in

which a Superior Court judge, Jackson's borther, Jonathan, and two
black convicts were killed, was an attempt to force Uberation of the
Soledad trio, a grand jury report said.

Black militant Angela Davis and convict Ruchell Magee are awaiting
trial in that case.

When the fighting began in Judge Calcagno's court, Penny Jackson,
sister of George, tried to reach her brother but was dragged away by
friends, screaltiing wildly.

The crowd shouted "Power to the people," as the prisoners were led
out, clenching their fists in salutes, Clutchette and Drumgo were on their
way out when Jackson started swinging.
At the height of the uproar, the police radio sent a call for rein-

forcements, but this was canceled quickly.

With tactical police lining the corridor, the crowd soon drifted away to a
brief rally in a nearby park.

The paper for which Jackson struggled was Black Panther literature
given to him by John Thome, a defense lawyer.
When told he could not take it with him, Jackson yelled, "Nobody is

going to shove me around," and struck the officer, witnesses said.

Judge Calcagno, who refused the two-hour delay in returning to prison,

said any orders in the case must now be made by the new judge, Car-
peneti.

£Ki':

The draft cbunselihg tenter hei-e

is sponsoring a course in military

law and counseling this quarter.

Richard Fox, an attorney
specializing in military law and
Robert Breeze, director of the

draft counseling center, will

conduct the course at 7:30 p.m.
April 13th and 20th, in room 1359 of

the school of law.
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U Mancha is the best place
for some people to live. If

UCLA IS in your plans next
year drop by and check us out.
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^30 HILGARD AVINUI • lOS ANCIIIS, (21i) 475-5S3I

For your next' trip to Europe order your new European car through

ShipSide. We ore located only a few steps from the terminal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We o^e open every day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models, Volvo's, Fiats, MGB's, BMW
'^nd other makes are ready'for rmmedioTe purchase ond delivery crt^ low tox

free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements

can be made in just a few minutes.

Mini cost — moKi vocation

— multi savings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

f^iipSide P O Box 7568.

A^

Amsterdam Airport.
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Academic Senate draws

minimum faculty support
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By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

The Academic Senate was
unable to conduct business Monday

because not enough faculty

members were present to con-

stitute a quorum. This is the third

time in four Senate town meetings

this year that a quorum was not

present.

Benjamin Aaron, Academic
Senate chairman, told the ap-

proximately 55 members present

(95 must be present for a quorum) ,

"It's clear that the faculty has

shown their lack of concern over

the restructuring of the main
faculty body (the Senate)." ^^^^

The meeting was scheduled to

vote on proposals to reorganize the

Senate. If passed, these would have

been placed on a mail ballot for the

vote of the faculty at large.

Aaron then tried to convene a

meeting of the Senate's Legislative

Assembly, composed of 45

" Levlne to speak here

on S. B. oil spillage

Marvin Levine, deputy county

counsel for Santa Barbara, will

speal( at noon tomorrow in L4iw

School 1345 on "Environmental

Litigation: The 1969 Santa
Barbara Channel oil spill."

Levine is appearing under the

auspices of the Environmental

Law Society.

delegated and ex-officio members

However, it lacked a quonmi by

one member.
Five minutes later, following the

arrival of Dr. Robert Christensen,

the Assembly began debate on

amendments to one of the

proposals, which would change the

representation of departmental

delegates to the Legislative

Assembly.

Aaron said that befor? ev^ry

meeting, the Senate office contacts

each Assembly member and every

department chairman by

telei^hone.

At the meeting's conclusion

Aaron said, ''I can't help but ex-

press my sense of frustration. If

the faculty is so indifferent to what

we're doing here, it seems non-

sense to vote."

The proposal under discussion

involved changing representation

to the Assembly from allocations

for departments or groups of

departments to a system based

only on department's full-time

equivalents (FTE). In addition,

departments of 30 FTE's with 11

assistant professors would be

required to seat at least one

assistant professor. Amendments
to make a new system of group

allocation, to assure proportional

representation of assistant

professors, and to make no

provision for assistant professors

were not passed. The meeting was

dismissed as a quorum again was
-lacking. ——
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SHOE SHINE — Shoe shines are available on Bruin

Walk for 25 cents. All proceeds will go to Uni Camp.
Uni Camp week, which began last Monday, is raising

funds to s^nd underprivileged children to camp this

summer. Collections will be made in 10 a.m. classes

UB photo — Sue Cochran

today and tomorrow and beginning at 7 a.m.

tomorrow in ttie parking lots. "Summer is for all

Year/' ttie Uni Camp film, will be shown at noon

today in Moore Hall 100.
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At Your Service*
This Spring Quarter, explore )he resources of

THE STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICES

Individual

PERSONAL COUNSEL . .where you will be listened to and be

heard while you gather your forces and take a fresh look at

alternatives.

EDUCATIONAL& CAREER INFORMATION. . .a resource for ques

tlons regarding your nr»a|or, your career, graduate school. Make
informed judgement on current occupational literature, university

and professional school catalogues, discussion with experienced

counselors.

READING AND STUDY COUNSEL . .individual counseling im-

mediately available in reading, study habits and approaches to

math and science. Follow-up appointments as desired.

WRITING COUNSEL . .all phases of writing process from initial

Impulse to final draft; possibilities, problems, specific tasks, from
essay-type exams to, adyaocedpQpjft.c§w_„...^.....=-^^*^

LEARNING SKIUSDEVELOPMENT.oresourcefor anyone whofeels
the need to upgrade present skills or develop additional pro-

ficiency \(\ the areas of communication and basic math.

For Turther information stop in at

STUDENT COUNSEUNG CENTER,
(82)5-4071 or

READING ANH cr

(82)5-7744

Group
Signup Required

PERSONAL EXPLORATION. . .In small groups with trained coun-

selors, discover the ways you relate to others. Special groups
for marital, pre-marital concerns.

WRITING GROUPS. . .through individual effort and group In-

teraction centered around the writing of group members, parti-

cipants move toward increased self- and sense-awareness, more
authentic self-expression in written form.

STUDY AND EXAM SEMINARS. . .for students who wish to ex-

plore a variety of study and reading techniques enabling them
to cope more effectively with university work.

READING GROUPS. . .to help students develop flexible, ver-
satile, effective and efficient reading skills necessary for course

• work from freshman to graduate levels.

SPEECH AWARENESS GROUPS. . .for people vJf^wiVn'cTir
crease their awareness, ease and expressiveness in speaking
situations. Through individual participation, group discussion and
video-tape feedback, members will experience and expand their

speaking expressiveness.

3334 Murphy Hall, phone

27

1
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•Services available without cho/ge to all regularly enrolled
ULIA students. No records ore kept of interviews. The Services

Undergrad petitions

for office

Petitions of and declarations

for candidacy to offices of the

Undergraduate Student
^Association are available

outside the Activities Office on

the third floor of Kerckhoff

-Hall. They are due no later than

4 p.m. AprU 23 (in KH 304).

There will also be a man-

datory orientation meeting for

all candidates at 4 p.m., April 26

in the Ackerman Union Men's

Lounge.

1
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X>HN STEWART/
JENNIFER

INPEPSON

ROYCrHALL
MAY 1, 8:30 PM

ALL TICKETS $2.00

ON SALE APRIL 12

to UCLA Students

Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

prM«nt«d by

UCLASfudentCommlHeefor the A.M '

ond

ASUCLA Cultural AHoIrs Commission
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Wednesday, April 1. 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN S

I

Unsigned editorials represent o majority opinion of the Daily
Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns
are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice
an opinion contrary to a Doily Bruin Editorial position. All other
celumns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion ofthe author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boar-^

DB Editorials:

Unicamp
Uni Camp has fought some hard battles to retain its

camp which gives under-privileged kids 10 days in
the mountains during its summer sessions.
Uni Camp is completely dependent on student

funding for its operation. Today and tomorrow
students wiU be approached for donations. The DB
urges support for Uni Camp — time and effort if you
have it, money if that's the best you've got.

Busting corporate rip-offs

Am. Fed. of State, County and Municipal Employes
AFSCME t^al 2070 is sponsoring a petition to the State Legislature

whi^A'il^ands an end to the wage and hiring freeie and budget cuts, and
calls for improvement in the conditions of employes and students on the
campus.
To pay for these demands we are calling fof increased taxation on

banks and corporations in California, and for price controls so that taxes
cannot be passed on to consumers. Our aim is to unite the struggles of
employees and students at UCLA and around the state.

TA's, faculty members and students have joined with AFSCME to
gather signatures. Please sign the petition. A table is being set up on
Bruin Walk where people can sign the petition, and also receive in-

formation about campus union. The table will be up every day from 10:M
to 1:30.

On April 15. AFSCME will hold a rally at noon on Janss Steps with
speakers from AFSCME, the student body. AFT and other unions of both
public and private employes. Following the rally we will march to the
administration building to present the petition to Chancellor Young to
demand his signature. If he is really on our side, he will sign it. Come to
the RALLY.

Kayser
Surprise, surprise, there is some glimmer of light

at the end of that bureaucratic tunnel known af-

fectionately as **the system.*'

After students wrote letters, talked with local
administrators, circulated petitions, and in general
demonstrated tangibly their support of Stephen
Kayser, his contract as lecturer of Integrated Arts
here was renewed.
Kayser, who is 70, faced possible forced retirement

-- as least as far as this campus is concerned
because of his age. Those who argued for Kayser's
retention pointed out that students should have input
into the teaching competency of their professors, and
further that Kayser's background and teaching skill

were immeasurably more important than the fact of

his age. v-

Of course, ultimate credit must be given to those
who made the decision to renew the contract of this

fine teacher, but we would like, to point out that

throughout the glacially long process surrounding the

renewal of his contract, we were told by his sup-

porters **don't do anything that would weaken hrs

chances, there are some delicate negotiations going
on.'' We understood, and were happy to comply, but

we wonder why, out of all the professors we sup-

ported during the cutbacks fall quarter, only Kayser,
who painfully maintained a **low profile,'' was
rehired?

But, in the final analysis, all that matters is that a
great teacher is still teaching, and remarkably, still

teaching al this campus. Integrated Arts probably
would have been discontinued had Kayser's contract

lapsed, and the educational experience of his class

denied to many students here. Kayser is reportedly

preparing a text book for future classes, and we hope
that next year, Kayser's contract will again be

renewed.

(Editor's note: The following AFSCME statement
was submitted by Eric Flint.)

Qov. Ronald Reagan's 1971-2 budget signals a
crisis in California's public services. This crisis is not
new. Public services have been deteriorating for

some time.

Various groups — teachers, students, welfare
recipients, and most recently public employes —
have fought to get more money which they so
desparately need. So far, however, their movements
have been largely unsuccessful, because each group
has been struggling by itself and has come up against
the same problem — the money each needs must
come, under the present system of financing, from
the state's taxpayers.

The people of California, faced with rising taxes,

skyrocketing unemployment, runaway inflation, and
a decline in real wages, simply cannot afford to pay
more.

Those who can lea^t afford to pay are the ones who
must finance Cali^rnia's public spending through a
regressive, ineq'wtable tax structure. In 1969,

property taxes accounted for at least 70 per cent of

local government revenue. Consumer taxes — taxes

on gasoline, alcohol, and general sales tax — ac-

counted for 49 per cent of total state^ revenue.
Registration and license fees accounted for an ad-

ditional 9 per cent of revenue.

All of these taxes are absolutely regressive; the

lower your income, the more of that income you pay
in taxes. A further 20 per cent of state revenue in 1969

was CDntri^buted by taxes on personal Income. The
burden of these taxes also falls primarily on low and
middle income households — those whose income
comes from wages or salaries. This is because people

who get their income from owning property are able

to avoid paying taxes on most of their income.
On the other hand, private big business in the state

contributes at most 12 per cent of all state funds. In

1969, taxes on banks and corporations accounted for

10 per cent of state revenue, taxes on insurance

companies amounted to another two per cent. It is

not the state's big businesses but the people who
worlc for them who pay for California's public ser-

vices
—
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Tuition increases and cut-backs oft financial aid
and enrollments are hurting students. Many students
at the state's college and universities already have to

work to support themselves through school.

Increased tuition means many of these students
won't be able to go to school at all. Yet even if

students fought to end tuition and won their demand,
the resulting loss in state's revenue would have to be
made up by tax increases. Again working people
would have to pay, and this despite the fact that

relatively few of their own children are admitted to a
university or state college.

It is no wonder that Reagan finds it so easy to get
support for cuts in the budget for higher education, to

set students and working people against one another.

Division

By its very operation, the system of state finance

and expenditure creates division. Reagan's policy is

directed to make these splits worse in order to

weaken the forces who are opposing him.

Public sector

Since the money available for public spending is

confined to what working people pay in taxes, those

in the public sector who wish to improve their wages
or the quality of services are forced either to put a

greater squeeze on the already overburdened tax-

payer or to fight each other for larger shares of state

funds. Thus, one group's gains can only mean
another's loss — more money for schools might mean
less for welfare; more for students might mean less

for campus workers.

Those who work for the state or local government
find that their demands for decent wages, if fulfilled,

will in one way or another be taken out of the hides of

other working people.

These problems were particularly evident in last

spring's Los Angeles teacher's strike. Everyone
supported in principle the teachers' demands;
everyone wants better schools for their kids. But

public schools are supported by property taxes and

most working people cannot afford to pay any more
taxes on their homes. As a result, increased taxes

were voted down and the teachers' strike ultimately

failed, even though the teachers themselves fought a

united and militant strike. Of course, not only the

teachers lost; the childreri and their parents lost as

well.
~^

Take welfare. Heagan has proposed the placing of

welfare recipients in public service jobs where they
will work the number of hours a week at the

prevailing rates necessary to make the amount of

their welfare check. Thus, under the guise of em-
ploying the unemployed, Reagan is threatening to

replace present welfare workers with welfare
recipients. If recipients refuse to work in those jobs,

or attempt to withhold their labor to get better wages
or working condition^ their welfare can be cut off.

This policy is designed to divide welfare recipients

from welfare workers. It uses the welfare system to

weaken' the ability of welfare workers to fight for

better wages and working conditions. Reagan says
his cuts will save the California taxpayers money.
But by cutting people off the welfare rolls Reagan is

creating a large group of unemployed people with no
support and desparate to work.
The very existence of such a group can only

depress wages for all employes in CaU/omia, both

public and private, and undermine their struggles to

^defend themselves against their employers.

Unite

If we are to defeat Reagan's attack, we must unite.

Only a broad movement which serves the interest of

the majority of the state's taxpayers as well as public

employes and the recipients of public services will be
powerful enough to stop Reagan.
Such a movement is impossible as long as we d^

not attack the current system of state financing. As
long as our fights continue to accept the current tax

system they will remain divided and isolated from
each other. That is why we are raising the demand
for increasing taxes on banks, corporations and
insurance companies in California.

In 1969, taxable corporate income — which is less

than total corporate profits — in California amounted
to 7.3 billion dollars. Even in a recession year — 1970

-^ the state estimates that taxable corporate profits

were 6.8 billion, and further projects 7,5 billion in

taxable corporate profits for 1971.

Corporations must be made to pay some of that

profit back to the people of California by supporting

public services. They will not do so willingly. But

together we can force them to.

It makes no sense for one group with legitimate

needs to try to squeeze the public funds it needs out of

other just as deserving working people. If we try to

do this, other working people will not support our

fight. But it is in everyone's interest to fight for in-

creased taxation on big business With those in-

creases we can begin to provide for the needs of the

people of this state.

The pen is mightier than the sword

Letters should be typed triple spaced with

^
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LBtters to theEditor

SDSer answers 'rhetoric ' charge
Editor:

T.H. Kernan's article '*SDS

Criticized" is incorrect both in its

facts and its ideology.

The assertion that the SDS
Worker-Student Alliance is purely

rhetorical can be refuted by one

example alone—the March 20

"March for Jobs" in Sacramen-

to—in which 1500 demonstrators,

mostly workers, participated in a

SDS march led by workers.

SDS does not feel students can

organize workers or can lead them,

but rather that they have a com-

mon interest against the ruling

class. Students and workers should

unite to fight the ruling class, the

common enemy.

Kernan then refers to the "phony

radicalism" of writers like

"Hankowsky." No one by that

name has ever been a member of

UCLA SDS, or even involved with

them, to the best of my knowledge.

The article goes on to strongly

imply that students have no role in

changing the status quo as though

the struggle against ROTC, war
research, police science and
unemployment of students,

teachers and campus workers

could be conveniently abandoned.

This is not an attack on SDS but on

all students. Mr. Keman's im-

pression that UCLA and SDS are

flooded with "bourgeois students"

shows he does not understand the

-jfneaning of the word "bourgeois."

Marx defined it as those who own

and control the means of

production, in our society those

who control the state and the major

corporations. How many students

fit this definition? —

—

One might add that the word

proleterian does not refer to in-

dustrial workers alone, but to any

worker who performs alienated

labor including teachers, white-

collar, and most jobs for which the

university prepares us.

The work of students in aquiring

skills is analagous to a worker who
produces capital goods such as

factory machines—though it does

not directly produce consumer

goods, it is necessary for their

production. Kernan has fallen prey

to the rhetoric of the bourgeois

with its talk of a large "middle

class" which should feel com-

pletely satisfied with the status

quo, and its media-created

oposition between "hard-hats" and

"student radicals"—in short,

Agnew's rhetoric.

The objective effect of this kind

of thinking is the same as advising

students to attack workers, which

is precisely what Agnew wants.

The real "middle clas^'—«0 per

cent of the U.S. population—are

workers. In addition, one might
ask whether Marx, Lenin, or Mao
(or even Trotsky, since that seems
more pertininent to Keman's
philosophy) grew up hungry, or

came from industrial working

class backgrounds. They did not,

yet 'they found it in their self-

interest to further revolutions.

While this should demonstrate

the theoretical untenabliity of

Keman's position, even if his ideas

about class were correct they

would not apply to SDS. Most of the

active members of SDS come from

backgrounds that even Kernan

would consider proleterian. To use

Chief Ed Davis' label, which

Kernan somehow avoided in his

article, there are no "swimming

pool Communists" among them,

though there are communists.

Without going into a long list of

individual cases, I will assert that

not only does the average SDSer

live in a small apartment—so do

his or her parents. At any rate, this

kind of defense is unnecessary,

since there is nothing per se

reactionary about coming from the

suburbs, and the so-called "middle

class" is not the enemy.

With regard to the work-in of

summer 1969, the major effort of

SDS does not take the form of

work-ins, but of on-campus
struggles, motivated not by guilt

but by ^common interest.

The purpose of the work-in was
not to teach workers, but to learn

from them and about them and to

see concrete examples of ruling

class tactics (racism and male
chauvinism) as economic tools,

thus dispelling the liberal notion

that these things are accidents.

I will now take the liberty of

responding to Kernan as though he

represents the Trotskyism of the

Workers League, which he

probably does. My personal view is

that the Trotskyites have a correct

position on permanent revolution,

the nature of the party, and

nationalism. But their sectarian

emphasis on determining who is

not in the revolution (often

ignoring mountainous demon-
strations of revolutionary action

and potential) not only limits their

effectiveness, but would lead to

tyranny if by some miracle they

were successful.

It was Trotsky's repressive

attitude toward peasants, lumpen,

and petite bourgeiosie which led

directly to such fatal mistakes as

the restoration of ranks in the

army (a decisis which adversly

affected the morale and hence the

success of the Red Army), the rise

of the secret police, the repression

of the peasant Soviets, labor

unions, and co-operatives by party

functionaries, the genocidal and
enslaving programs of forced
collectivization and urbanization,

and, as the inevitable other side of

the coin, the rise of a new ruling

class, defined by its control of the

state and the means of production.

Since Trotsky destroyed all real

democracy in Russia, his belated

concern for democracy within the

party (by then the ruling class)

seems like little more than an
(unsucessful) attempt to save his

own neck.

Stalin did not have to betray the

revolution—Trotsky was there
first. To paraphrase a Worker's
League pamphlet, if the spectre of

Stalinispn is Trotskyism, the
spectre of Ti^tskyism is Anarchy!

Daniel O'Hearn

Prejudice

Editor:

I would like to voice my concern
to the students of this institution.

On the days that La Gente and
Nornmo are distributed on cam-
pus, please don't destroy these

periodicals in your eager search
for the Daily Bruin. If you are too

prejudiced or ignorant to be in-

formed about matters that are

pertinent to minorities, at least

allow other students the privilege

to read La Gente and Nommo.
These periodicals are distributed

on campus for all students. They
are intended to facilitate com
munication and understanding
between people of different

backgroimds as well as being in

formative.

I have seen Ail-American white

students gather armloads* of

Nommo and La Gente and dump
them into trash cans. These
students must feel these

periodicals are not worthy of

reading, yet I have not seen these

same students reading the papers.

In conclusion, if you don't want
to read La Gente or Nommo, then

leave them alone, and allow people

who are interested the chance to

read these papers.

Sam Paz

Senior, Psychology

Alex Lopez

Senior, Spanish

Tana Mares
Freshman

Anita V. Salredo

Senior, Spanish

Carlos Chavez
Sophomore, Undecided

Marshall Merlado
Sophomore

Jose Jarimillo

Sophomore

Treaty meet today

People interested in worldng
with and on the People to

People's Peace Treaty and in

organizing an ongoing anti-war

and justice offensive should

come to a meeting today at noon
in the Women's Lounge.

\
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^AT^
EAT-WAYS REM0PEUN6

The Students' Store is better now— not great but improving fast.

You con see the changes on the sketch below. It will pay you to reaci it.

Because to dramatise the changes, and to find something to cover the cruddy walls

down there, ASUCLA is sponsoring a poster contest. We pay the entry feel

Enter and you get $3.00, cash or merchandise. Make the

»

best poster in any of the five divisions (books, sportswear, cosmetics, cash

registers or general) and you get $20.00 in merchandise.

Make the best single poster and receive $50.00 in merchandise.

There's no way to lose. After all these years, ASUCLA is getting it on.

^CONTEST RULES.
1

)

Posters must be on full-size posterboard, approx 30 x A^}'

2) The poster must be hongcble by string. So don't attach

any bricks to your work.

3) The judges, who are all students, must not be grossed out by
your poster.

4) Posters must promote one of the changes described below
or the store in general. They can't be irrelevant. Judging will

be bosed on humor, originality, merchandising applicability,

and esthetic appeal not necessarily in that, or any other, order.

5) Only one entry per person. Contest is lin^rtFd to students,

faculty and staff of UCLA.

6) April ] 2 at 7:00 p.m. is the absolute deadline. Posters, with

entrants name, address and phone written on the back, should
be dropped off at the Store Manager's Office (somewhere
behind the Tee-shirts). Winners will be announced one week
after the deadline.

V

X
WtRt /\n rH£El6HT6REATWAY5
rWE STOliE HAS BEEN IfAPROVEt)

i

Sportswear
There's 45% more space in

which to buy clothes. There's

a wall 26 feet long filled with

pants. And the clothes are
better — bells, flares, jeans,

dashikis, shirts; for chicks, hot-

pants, hotpants overalls, girly

blouses, dresses, skirts,

accessories- just like real stores.

School Supplies
Rearranged, withmoredisplay
space, so you can find

what you're looking for. And
it's been combined with the

Book Dept. so you don't have
to pay separately.

Cosmetics
You can stop buying your
head and body glop from the
horrible lady at some cut-rate

drug store. We now stock a
full line of Revlon and h/\ox

Factor. And there's a trained,
smiling lady named Eileen
TO help you with the com-
plexities of fixing your face.

There are now 16 high-speed
computerized cash registers.

Thot's a lot of cash registers.

They get you out faster and
help us keep track of stock
for reorders.

Textbooks
Tpvth-w.U -"-notpiledallover

aum t he r e's

33% more spoce for shelves.

Back Room
You can't see it, but it's now
much more efficient. And
faster. And modern. And
beautiful. Sugar and spiceand

everything nice. Given a

little time, the happy gnomes
back here will get you any

book you want. From anyv/here.

Book Information
Is now available in one cen-

tral place. Theterrible"general

book" vs. "textbook" dilemma
has been solved — one desk

handles both. And the staff has

been retrdTned— Ttiey can

handle both now, too.

Buy-back
Is still crowded. But that in-

credible crush just inside the

store is gone forever. We've
created a Buy-back Window,
outside to the right of the

front door. And we've added
staff to moke the line, now
peaceful and non-violent, move
faster.
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The Multi-Media Feiffer: Eloquent Despair

' mmw

First and foremost, Jules Feiffer is a cartoonist. He is, in fact, one of UV OCVCFlV GrflV
America's greatest cartoonists. What makes a great cartoon? The

J J
combination of the pungent word and the poignant drawing ; the ability to

say much with httle, to economize and to abstract without sacrificing
wide appeal.

Charles Schulz, creator of the Peanuts comic strip, uses children to

represent the little daily frustrations we all face. His whimsy is gentle

and general, and it is no»wonder that his characters are known and loved
around the world. Feiffer, like Schulz, is a master at depicting life's -
traumatic moments, but his focu6 is on something other than child's play.^
Like the playwright Edward Albee, Feiffer's special province is the
American Dream and its contrast to the harsh, often absurd realities of

middle-class American life. He is more sophisticated than Schulz, more
prone to pointed sarcasm, and more distinctly attuned to the American
Way in all of its aspects.

Lately, as his weekly cartoons reveal, Feiffer has become increasingly

bitter about his America. His rather light-hearted digs at the battle of the
sexes and the White Man's Burden have given way to more archly
political statements. In his recent cartoons the Washington rat-race has
been dissected and its chief rats have been wickedly caricatured. Feiffer

the old pro has retained his cool ability to point out the absurd humor in

any extreme point of view, but Feiffer the cheerfully good-hearted liberal

now seems filled with rage and a growing sense of alarm that the ex-

tremes are taking over.

—In this blacker mood, Feiffer first turned to playwrighting. His motives
do not seem difficult to decipher. First of all, moving into a new medium

The play is in part an appraisal of Patsy's and Alfred's opposing
philosophies and a chronicle of her valiant attempt to reform him. But
Little Murders is meant to be more than just the battle of the sexes in two
acts.

The big difference between play and cartoons is Feiffer's new emphasis
on background. Feiffer cartoons are widely known for the fact that the
characters are always isolated on the blank page. Every hint of scenery
is omitted; often a strip will consist of one small figure, enclosed in his

own comic misery, speaking directly to the reader. But in Little Murders
the social milieu in which the characters move becomes important. In

fact it is not the background so much as the foreground; the city of New
York determines how the characters will behave. The muggers and
snipers, the makers of obscene phone calls — none of these appear on
stage but their collective presence is continually felt. It is the force which
kills Patsy, destroys Alfred's defenses, and precipitates the Ail-American
family's final violent backlash. ^^
The New York of Little Murders isTof course across exaggerati'oh7Ttls

Feiffer's microcosm of our sick society and his prediction of the America
of the not-too-distant future. The problem with this sort of exaggerated
grotesquerie is that it must be carefully handled. After several hours of

Feiffer's bombast, the playgoer may find that Little Murders has ceased
to be either funny or horrible. Grotesque fantasy gone out of control tends

to become quite dull.

The movie version of Little Murders compounds the play's weaknesses.
Alan Arkin, in his debut as a film director, undermines the play's ad-

mirably clean-cut structure by going off on inexcusable tangents — a

"•*.
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is always a challenge for the artist. Feiffer probably also sees theatre as

a new opportunity to shake the American public out of the doldrums of its

prosperous complacency. Thus he has given us first Little Murders and

now The White House Murder Case.
It is no real surprise that murder is featured in both titles. A younger,

happier Feiffer chronicled the simpler aggressions which exist between

male and female. Now, working with full-length plays instead of brief

comic strips, he has broadened his scope to include the aggressive acts

which are destroying American society. For him this is murder, but it is

also suicide. In killing each other, we are killing ourselves.

Feiffer has denied that his plays have any stylistic connections with his

cartoons. But actually his methods are very similar. Like the skilled

-cartoonist he is, he creates drama out of exaggerated situations and

broadly-drawn characters. And as always he crosses the thin line bet-

ween the grotesque and the comic to achieve a sort of grim doomsday

-liilarity. The novelist Anais Nin states that the modern "taste for hprror

and humor, two extremes, without the middle state of serenity, may be an

expression of schizophrenic insensitivity, a need to feel things violently

^ause the sensitivity is atrophied." Feiffer's fusion of the extremes of

horror and humor is his way of vividly showing his readers and audiences

that this absence of sensitivity is a key fact of the American condition.

At the present time, LA. is enjoying a Feiffer bonanza. The cabaret-

style Feiffer's People revue, now featuring new material, continues its

successful run at the Factory. Feiffer's newest play. The White House

'Vlurder Case, is being given its West Coast premiere at the Century City

playhouse. And Little Murders, which played for nineteen months in

^^entury City, is now a motion picture

Uttle Murders, Feiffer's first full-lengin drama, ^unT;:;!::. :;: ^::::v

slightly disguised form many familiar characters. The dominant, male-

devouring Feiffer female (Lydia Maim et al) becomes Patsy tne

^ositivist, and the anxiety-ridden Feiffer male appears here as Alfred,

theLwould-beapathist for whom photographing shit is life's only pleasure.

detailed visual montage of Patsy's courtship of Alfred; a lengthy, un-

funny harangue by a self-righteous judge; Alfred's visit to his nouveau-

artsy parents; a long "meaningful" stroll through Central Park. Arkin

further strays from Feiffer's intentions by trying to flesh out his mail)

characters. Patsy, Alfred, and the rest must remain zany caricatures.

Only if they are unreal can the audience be detached enough for full

awareness of the work's satiric thrust.

Regrettably, Arkin does not realize this. Elliott Gould may be weU-cast

as Alfred (the screen's greatest nebbish playing Feiffer's greatest

nebbish), but when he is allowed to play on our emotions the movie is

doomed to failure. When, covered with blood, he stands amidst an in-

different subway crowd, we are programmed to feel sympathy for the

,

^nsitive loner alienated by the cold, insane cruelty of modem life. In

reality, as the play's conclusion makes clear, Feiffer's point is that

everybody is cruel; everybody is the potential destroyer of everybody

^Ise. There are no heroes in Feiffer's plays, just people willing and eager^

to take potshots at their fellow man. And so it is wrong to single out

anyone as super-sensitive and potentially noble. There are nothing but

rotten apples in Feiffer's barrel.

The White House Murder Case, although booed by many New York
critics, is in fact a far greater achievement than Little Murders. Perhaps

Feiffer has simplified his task in this play by zeroing in on a prominent

target — the American Presidential cabinet. But he is uniquely suited for

this kind of satire As a master of the visual and the verbal caricature he

belongs in the ranks of the great political cartoonists, along with Her-

biock, Walt Kelly, Interlandi and Conrad. Like them, Feiffer sees behind

the Washingtom pomp and circumstance, and j^leefully spreads the word

that the cmp^Tor h^is no cinthps on In . .^ .on where the daily news
seems as unreal as any comic strip, it is the role of the cartoonist to tell us

the truth.

F'eiffer's technique of combining the recognizable with the fantastic

(Continued on Page 10)
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INCOME TAX
SERVICE
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20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty,^ slo((

fa^, Prol»iiional, S«rvke

FLESNER & COOK
I 101 Goyley Ave

Wastwood Villoga

886 7475 473 8127
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J. COOK
GALLERY

Original Posters -Broque, Picasso. Cha-

gall. Mafisse. Vasserely. Miro. etc. Cus-

tom Picture Framing - Ready Mode

Plexiglass Frames. 218 Twenty-sixth St.

Santo Monica. Open lues. 10-8 Wed.-

Sot. 10-5:30. Closed Mon.
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KANETO SHi^^
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*

BACK TO EDEN
FOODS GROWN ORGANICALLY

with love and the help

of mother nature

\o»ce*

WESTWOOD 1361 S. Westwood Blvd.

(2% blocks south o« Wilshire)

HOUYWOOD643 N. Fairfax Ave.
4

(just south ck AAelrose)
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Takrtlommand

of Your Future

ENRCXI NOW IN THE UCLA ARMY ROTC PROGRAM

TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAMS AVAllAElE

Sia^ DrvH d^fmred fhrough your undergraduafe and

graduate schooling.

Receive $50 per month while oHending the

odvonced course
,

Serve as on Army Officer

for a maximum of two years ociive duty

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

(Tuition, Books. Fees and $50 per Month)

For more kdofmaHon, confod fhe

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE
D

. UCLA

[

825-7381

One Last Look atfellmi Satyricon'

^j,::.-;:;:'"

(Editor's Note: Dr. Fagcn is a

Lecturer in the Theater Arts

Department)

You'll have at least until April

15th to catch Fcllini Satyricon at

the Royal Theater in West LA. If

you already saw it and disliked it,

you may want to use this op-

portunity to give it a second

chance. A number of critics have

found it excessively difficult, or

flawed, or offensive, and have

dismissed it with one viewing. But

this is really critical amateurism

at its worst; the film's too big for

that, not just because it's a major

work from a major director, but

simply because it presents too

overwhelming a quantity and vari-

ety of material to digest at one

time: You could easily see it six

times and not be fully prepared to

explain it, let alone evaluate it.

Here, briefly, are some
preHminary thoughts I've been

having; they are not really

analyses, but they may be the

beginnings of inroads into what the

picture is about. It is, first of all,

the first epic narrative in any form

that ever made sense to me.

Perhaps you were required during

your freshman year, as I was, to

read Homer or Virgil, and found

the task boring, or worse, absurd.

And to say in response, as my
instructor did, that something is

lost in the translation, is painfully

inadequate. Epic poetry loses its

greatness in English not primarily

because the language has been

changed, but because the manner,
purpose, psychic impact, and
cultural importance of the

storytelling act itself have un-

dergone drastic changes since

Homer's time. ^

As 20th-century men we can
know Homer only through the

written word, and so we experience

these cross-cultural misun-

derstandings and stylistic

anachronisms not as an alien

literature, but simply as bad

literature. How wonderful it would

have been, in contrast, to have had

the experience of epic poetry as it

came from Homer*s lips.

Happily, though, we have our

own storytelling media, the nriost

vital of which is^undoubtedly film.

And the marvelous thing about it is

that stylization, the very obstacle

that separates us from Homer, is

what draws us into the theater to

see Fellini. The secret, of course, is

that the filmic stylizations of a man

like Fellini are part and parcel of

our cultural experience. Unless we

are scholars in Greek, we're

unaware of what stylistic devices

Homer employs and exploits, in-

dulges or withholds, in order to

fulfilf the expectations of his

audience. But all of us understand,

intuitively at least, a great deal

about the conventions of film and

filmmaking.

We are, first of all, a primarily

visual culture, whereas Homer's

was oral. But, beyond that, we feel

entirely comfortable with the very

idea of stylization in visual art, in a

way that we don't in the verbal

arts. On the great studio sets of

Satyricon, Fellini and designer

Danilo Donati have created a

world of fantasy, not essentially

different in intent from the design

of science fiction, or the experience

of sculpted environmental art.

There is very little unpermutated
visual reality, at least by cinema
standards, but rather an attempt to

use the camera to record visual

magic, or, if you like, visual

poetry.

On the most obvious level, the

visual essence of such things as

dwellings, ships, armaments, and
musical instruments has been

. •MMM •••««»MVI ^••V*"****^" »M^ <uia«*Mi
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(Continued from Page t)

adapts wonderfully well to political satire. The pUy is aoDarenUv set in
the present, but the United SUtes is now engag^^"SrSmtat taBraz.

.
ly^ famiUar cast of political characters -^ gi^Jl^m-U

^'^^^Inf^Z."''
poliUc^l hack turned-postmaster g^en^r^.^

Best of all. Feiffer is an expert at pointing up the U S version «f loiu'er^peak ^e poht^cal jargon carefuUy^cl^^^^^^^^^
issues n the play such catch-22 phrases as -peace sas " -n«wl^senal, "counter achievement" (read defeat) ^^th^nv^^^

^m
w ine next. A cioMr look at the stylish red-while-and-true

by DavidiFagen

Different

r'

Shapes^

>.

Despair:

Feiffer (j|lnued

blue set reveals that its perspectiv

course, is that the set, like the piaj

And, truthfully, what could be mor

mirrors that prompted Feiffer s

Unfortunately, The White House

These relate main)y to Feiffer s

where he stands. In a drawn out

(Hail to the Chief! ) and his wife.
|

giving us Feiffer's viewpoint

terspersed battlefield scenes ir

the effects of "peace gas soon

play does end with a bang, but noi

long wistful vision of universal

••author's message" sign blinKing^

to«!Hh-minded enough to expose

4- . ^ good hearted li^|

loud that it wasn't so.

The mixed critical reacuons

forth the question of the degree i^

instrument. Modem drama s m

tionally askew. The point, of
e truth but tells it slantedly.
than the Washington house of

' response?

-^ase does have its weak spots.
a desire to tell the audience
ftion between President Hale
comfortably aware that she is
'^r And the frequent in-

_o'diers disintegrate through
' , If^ble an(t. mawkish. The

"J

the soldiers has delivered a
^Jone can imagine a large

Inn
^^ ^^^^ P^^"^^- Feiffer is

^
nious hypocrisy of American

^ t refrain from wishing out

^^
House Murder Case bring

]JJ^y
can succeed as a political

•^"t'cian was Bertolt Brecht.

abstracted from the Fevel of
specificity to the level of
stylization. This is something
we're already used to in the other
visual arts. This by itself, however
is merely a device that Fellini has
used to introduce us to the idea that
all the dramatic elements in-

Satyricon have been abstracted.

To understand why this is im-
portant, it is necessary to realize
that the content of myth bears the
same relationship to our modem
concept of drama as Fellini's
idealized boats do to real !)oats:
one is not supposed to judge these
things on the basis of their specific
functionality or relationship to
reality, but rather on their
usefulness as metaphor, or poetry.
Fellini, like Homer, is using
material that is so abstracted from
specific reality, and so firmly
rooted in the concepts of myth and
metaphor, that it makes no sense
to ask the question, "did it really
happen that way? " Everyone knew
the stories that Homer told; as a
storyteller he was judged on the
basis of his ability to retell them
poetically. Fellini's characters,
like his stories, like his sets, are
abstractions, and their function
within the film is to create
beautiful metaphors. In this sense
it doesn't even matter that they
differ in part from those contained
in Petronius' original novel. After
all, it is FeUini, in this case, who is

the poet and storyteller.

I believe this must be one of the

few successful adaptations of myth
to film, for the simple reason that

Fellini has gone to such an ex-

traordinary amount of trouble to

circumvent the natural inclination

of the camera to record un-

permutated visual reality. It

seems to me that if ^ne gets the

feeling when watching a film that

one is actually visually present at

the specific time and space of the

From him the theatre was clearly a soapbox from which to send his

audiences out into the streets, filled with revolutionary fervor. Because

Brecht was himself firmly committed to Marxism he had the benefit of a

ready-made platform. His dramas posed social problems and theu*

solution was clearly the uprising of the proleUriat. The Inner City

Repertory's recent theatrical tribute to Angela Davis was apparently

drama in this vein, with "power to the people" as the keynote of the

^^Burieiffer a humane and inteUigent man, has found no ready-made

answers to the questions he poses. His two theatrical venues are loud

crie-S of outrage and personal pain They offer no solutions. Perhaps their

greatest social value lies in allowing one man to eloquenUy communicate

his despair to another.
. « * * u

Feiffer's sardonic expression of despair is eloquent. But at base one

can't resist thinking of it as unsustained, incomplete^ Feiffer seems

.....M. .. hn npmrfnnllv bleak; like the soldier m The White House

r ^v hnmemaker at the end of Uttle Murders he

s^^m^ to Escape into dreams of a perfectible world. The famous Feiffer

dancer seems Tgood mirror of Feiffer's own mind
;
snowflakes may spoil

SmaTto spring, but he always comes back next week with brave

new hopes for the future.
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drama being enacted, then the
effect is that of visual documen-
tation, not visual storytelling.
Even Bergman's Virgin Spring, as
beautiful as it was, always gave
me the impression that I was
present at the events being
recounted. It may be plausible to

suggest, as Bergman does, that
subsequent to the events we wit-

nessed, the story became the
content of myth or metaphor. But,
in contrast, one could never have
felt that one was a spectator at the
events presented in Satyricon — it

was too surreal.

It gives an insight into FeUini's
purpose to notice how scrupulously
he avoided creating just another
historical re-enactment, as in Ben
Hur perhaps, in which modem-day
actors dress up in ancient
costumes and handle ancient
props. There is something very
shallow about this way of dealing
with the problem of traveUng to

another time. Fellini respected the
depth of the problem,
philosophically and artistically,

and realized that it could best be
solved by representing the time
jjpurney as myth. And while the

experience may seem alien to the

audience, it is, nonetheless, a more
expressive and evocative work of

art than Ben-Hur could ever be.

Fellini has become more than just

a dramatist plus cinematographer
plus editor; he has conceived a

visual ^reality as magical and
fertile as he might if he were a

painter. And so, in the same way
that Homer's audience was
privledged to have heard oral

poetry from his lips, we are given

the opportunity to see visual poetry

through Fellini's eyes. On this

basis alone Satyricon has to be
considered a major event in the

development of film as art.

Some critics have felt that the

(Continued on Page 13)

WE'RE NOT
YOUR 'BAG'

' ' you wont fo trov«l the
outdated bu»-to-hof«|-to-muteum-to-bus
to-ho»el routine. We're just fun young
people moving through Europe in small
groups and camping causethat's exoctly
where it's at

So como, see our Europe the
European way. 6 weeks -$795.

BoK 726. Sierro Modre. Co. 91024

FILIPINO
-

AMERIGAKS!

!

The Asion American Couseling Project

needs your help in implementing o
college counseling and recruiting pro-

gram for Filipinos No skills required.

|ust desire to help.

Call tK« Asion Stwdiee Center, 5-2974,

ond leave your rtonoe and phone mtm-
ber for Al Mendoao or Kenwood Jung

•a

Always the unusual — Prked Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY
1 1984 Wilshire Blvd., W. LA. EX4.7922

Men/Women

5-9 PM $80 wk M-F
parttiMe

12 sharp men/women desperately needed for imm fed iote openings

in advertising — sales department. Miss Heldmon, 870-6358,

1 2-5 PM.

Like Music?
and People?

and Atmosphere?
The International Student Center Is forming a light-

music orchestra for people who like to perform. ALL
instruments qi^ j^ ReheorsaJ: .Sunday, 2 p.m.
at ISC — 1023 Hllgard Avenue. Bring your instrument.

[Paid AdvcrtteeaeMllBI!

INCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook

Fast

SERVICE

$Cup

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Professional Service

Flesner & Cook

L i£s<i>MF h«iir<.--«««»(a«S «tt'

I 101 Goyley Ave. Westwood Village 886-7475
"'*' »»^ *

By Appointment Only 473-8127

I BiHTEIIR ^iJkTTTQViJL
tiJ4» •!»«•• SiiMl lift An9»l«» Ca<.lr»

No Sweat Foreign Student!
We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

fS.rofessionol efficiency . . at charges thot won't hurt you.

j;^.
)

Call Us Now:
749-7491

we tell 220V
qi>pliarKe« «i

well-known brands

HYPNOSIS FOR SIUOENTS

• Better grades

• Speech Problems
• Weight Control

"

* Snickers

• Tension

•i Pergonal Goals

University of Wisconsin Ph.D., 14 years teaching Speech
Psychology and GenercTJ Semantics

Wllllaill L. RISIOW. PII.D.

1225 WesKvood Boulevard 477-.Z953 tor appointment I

iiaa^^ie^^Hai^Ba^^^^^i^MHHB ( ''dirt Ad vprt I cement ) ^MMa^^HMMaBBMBB^Bi^Ha^^B^

fHug Sc S^Uxn

p
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That's how many times PSA
connects Los Angeles with

San Francisco, San

Diego, San Jose,

Oakland, and Sac-

ramento. With lowest air fares.

Meet your campus rep halfway

Or your travel agent.

Or PSA.

p|j^y««
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DOUG ROTH 559-2626.

OfChowderheads
m

and Lotus-Eaters

by Salvator R. Tarnmoor

Blessed are the meek, for they

shall overrun Westwood. No
theater line is too long for them, no

price too outrageous for their

pocketbooks, no film message too

obtuse for their media-blasted

minds, and no picture too ugsome
to merit their mile-long queues.

Such are the filmgoing habits of

most of you, mine students —
when, that is, you can lay claim to

the six dollars enabling you and
your date to wallow in the dernier

cri of celluloid dreck. If you are

content to submit to the blan-

dishments of high-pressure admen
and sycophantic critics dribbling

adjectives out of the comers of

their mouths, a pox on you for the

lubbers you are! It was of you that

the illustrious Montaigne wrote, **I

see no other remedy than for his

tutor to strangle him early, if there

are no witnesses, or apprentice

him to a pastry cook in some good
town, even though he were the son

of a duke."

But if, on the other hand, you
yearn to stop shovelling out a
prince's ransom each week to see a
gilded mackerel and wish to range
farther afield than your left big toe,

why then this column is for you! In

it you will learn of far-flung picture

palaces, brutish projectionists,

adulterated DODcom. the strange

l!ib««ttd'^<iA><-uX..»>iSX^%^:^.

Tickets Available ForThe Last Concerts Of The Season? Vfes!

We've found out why some people haven't been coming to hear our
orchestra play. They think the concerts are all sold out. Not true
Come as you are. Fancy or casual. And hear for yourself why the L A
Philharmonic has become one of the world's greatest orchestras.

Sunday, Apiiill at 3PM
Zubin Mehta conducting
Michele Zukovsky, clarinet
David Breidenthal, bassoon
Jan HIinka, viola

_. Hindemith: Trauermusik
R. Strauss: Duet Concertino
R. Strauss: Till Eulenspiegel
Brahms: Symphony No. 1

Student tickets $2
as long as they last

(Bring your ID card)

Tomorrow night at 8:30 PM
Friday aHernoon, April 9 at 1 :30 PM
Zubin !r!.r::ia conducting
Sheila Armstrong, soprano
Victor Braun, baritone
Jan HIinka, viola
L. A. " ter Chorale ""——*«-^

(Roger Wagner, director)
Hindemith: Trauermusik
Penderecki: Cosmogony
(soloists: Joanna Neal,
James McCray. Douglas Lawrence)
BRAHMS: A GERMAN REQUIEM

MUSIC CENTER
enoi^CMMY CHANDlfcR

- . v/ILION
THE LOS ANGFI FS WILHARMONIC

rites of the colorful film nomads,

tales of treachery, thievery, and
travesty. In short we shall inject

celluloid into your veins and spike

your soft drink with ticket stubs.

We shall witness your trans-

formation into the wide-eyed
cinemaniac of whom Huysmans
wrote so elegantly: "I imagined
him winging his way to the land of

dreams, seeking refuge in ex-

travagant illusions, living alone

and apart, far from the present-

day world, in an atmosphere
suggestive of more cordial epochs
and less odious surroundings."

Let us assume for the moment
that you have less than two bucks,

about a half tank of gas, and an
ineradicable yearning to see a
movie. Two of the places you can
go are the Reseda Theater in the

Valley or the theaters on Broad-
way in do\irntown L.A.

On the east side of Broadway are
three triple-feature theaters in a
row that range in admission price

from 85f to $L25. These are the

CAMEO, ARCADE and ROXIE, all

of which have a reputation of

catering to a clientele midway
between welfare cases and skid
row bums. Occasionally, well-

dressed slummers from the U.S.C.
Cinema Department or assorted
film junkies will put in an ap-
f)earance to see a late vintage John
Ford or Don Siegel picture. The
crowd, as it usually turns out, is

more interesting than the pictures
'—and they act as if they knew it. A
crude kind of gladiatorial spec-
tacle is provided as those theaters
where Keno, a poor man's Bingo, is

played during the intermission.
(Not even Terry Southern could
capture the rapaciousness of a
Keno player in search of a paltry
few dollars prize defrayed by a
hike in the price of admission.)
Here too one learns what good
projection means when some
cretin in the booth blows a
changeover or allows an entire reel
to play out of frame or focus. The
Broadway theaters, needless to
say, are not recommended for

those who become squeamish at

the sight of the poor at their

pleasures, nor are they for

unescorted girls lacking a
tomahawk, black belt, or gorgon's
grimace. In the near future, this

column will focus on the CAMEO,
the best of the Broadway triple^

threats.

The RESEDA theater (18445

Sherman Way) is Pacific's San
Fernando Valley answer to the

Fox Venice. For the past four or

five years it has stalwartly carried

on the 50< weekdays and 60< Friday
and Saturday evening tradition of

starting a night with a watery coke
at the Owl's Drug

\
Store and

wandering across the street to a

fourth run Hollywood movie. The

seats are sticky but commodious at

the RESEDA, and it has all the

usual creaking sounds and musty
odors of its ilk. The RESEDA'S star

feature, however, is a sunken
center, which gives it that made-«
over hardware store feel and
compels you walk uphill to reach

the front row. The screen is

relatively clean, but it doesn't

really matter as the prints the

RESEDA receives seem all to have
k)een test run through a projector a

minimum of four hundred times.

(Occasionally, the distributors'

policies of singling out the

RESE0A for their worst prints just

to see how much an audience can

stand will yield up unexpected

bonuses, such as the roadshow
fJrint of Refiections iii a Golden '

Eye with its original desaturated

colors.) The patrons include a

large number of West Valley

cruisers lured in off the street for a

few hours by the cheapness of

admission, and on alternate

Thursdays, as an intermission

attraction, the Reseda High
muscle team holds its workout in

the second row. The RESEDA'S
sister scow, the CORNELL, in-

variably runs the same program
(at the same prices). The COR-
NELL is in downtown Burbank,
and enough has been said about

Burbank already. ~
.

(Paid Advertisement)

Can you give

Exceptional Love

Exceptional Child?
'chndSMMM^h^Mtt«AjBat fc IMHfcllMHHnim iiiimiiit^ii iiBiiffmiUNMCn^BkAMAawa

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project
Orientation for New & Returning Tutors
Wed., April 7, 7:00 p.m. AU 2412
Office in KerckhoH 407

'sponsored by SLC

UCLA Cellist Jeff Solow in Phil Debut
It is always nice to see a UCLA boy (or girl) make good.

And Jeffrey Solow has done just that. Believe me, he has!

The philosophy major, a student of Gregor Piatigorsky,

principal cellist of the LA. Chamber Orchestra, and now

under the management of Sol Hurok, chose Robert Volk-

inann's (1815-1883) obscure Concerto in A Minor. Op. 33 for

his formal debut with the LA. Philharmonic Sunday,

March 28. Obscure the work certainly is. Not only did it

receive its local premiere, but this after extensive editing

on the part of Piatigorsky and UCLA faculty composer Paul

Chihara. (Chihara actually composed the final 41 measures

which are missing from the c^rchestral manuscript.)

The piece is pleasantly melodious in a lyrical, Men-

delssohnian vein, with ingratiating passagework for in-

strument. One cannot overlook Volkmann's rather banal

development and overreliance on trite formulas, yet

neither can one fail to admit that, in spite of the work's

overt technical display and lack of lasting musical value, it

makes a good, unassuming vehicle for the virtuoso cellist.

Solow gave the piece all it deserved, and more. He
carefully avoided unnecessary schmaltz, yet neither did he

pussyfoot over the frankly sentimental, heart-in-sleeve

passages that constitute the work's appeal.

The artist plays with rich, firmly focused tone, full

throughout his range, and with warm, tastefully alive

vibrato. There were some moderate intonation problems

early in the concerto (nervousness?), yet the sheer vigor,

by Derrick Henry
rhythmic precision, and controlled abandon of the
execution more than compensated. Solow seems to bring
innate sensitivity and musicality to whatever he does; there
is a sort of youthful wisdom in his work. And there is a
certain bravura quality as well, an electricity that is sorely

^?.S!yng ^'^ today's musical atmosphere.

Lawrence Foster lead the Philharmonic in an en-
thusiastic, though somewhat coarse rendition of the insipid
orchestral part.

In light of Solow's professional reputation locally, one
wonders why the Philharmonic bureaucracy did not have
the respect (or foresight) to offer him a position at Thurs-
day and Friday's concerts. Still, the audience response was
gratifying (I stopped after five curtain calls).

While I cannot fairly assess Solow's present abilities from
such a shallow work, his potential is undeniable. He is

cleariy an artist to watch. And listen to.

Charies Ives\iapocalyptic Symphony No. 4 (1910-1916,

again an L.A. first) suppUed the meat of the concert. This
gigantic symphony continues to astonish one with its far-

reaching scope and impact. It represents the quintessence
of Ives, with all the wit, chaos, primitivism, directness,

imagination, and incredible polyphonic density that im-
plies. A might vision indeed: crazy, sturdy, daring, an
example of uniquely American (and uniquely Ivesian)

grandeur at its very best.

Lawrence Foster (with the assistance of Gerhard Samuel

in the poly-metered section) directed a strong, perceptive

performance. He maintained an admirable clarity of

texture, yet did not neglect the raucous dissonances that

are such an essential part of the score. Perhaps he seemed

a bit straightforward in the deeply touching fugal

movement, but then Ives was a blunt man. The Philhar-

monic gave it their considerable best.

Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. I received a disap-

pointing performance. A thoughtful step toward slylistic

authenticity was taken: small orchestra (circa 30), with

harpsichord continue Still, the strings predominated un-

duly, rendering the horns and harpsichord largely

inaudible. And as musicologist Thurston Dart points out,

the horn parts were most likely played in Bach's time not by

ancestors of the French horn, but by the fiery, brilliant

Jagdhorn (sounding an octave higher). A pity we could not

have heard them as such (or, for that matter, a vk>lino

piccolo fpr the solo violin part) , for the effect proves totally

different: what was formerly mellow, genial, opaque

becomes pungent, exciting, penetrating.

Even disregarding stylistic considerations, however, I

must sadly report that the performance was perfunctory,

totally lacking in spontaneity and imagination. Phrasing

was crisp, but straightforward to a fault; tempi were safe

rather than particularly appropriate; the beat was pounded

forth so insistently as to become emt)arrassing. Where was

the sheer joy and vitality inherent in this music? Bach

would have l)een appalled!

More of the Lasttook at 'FelUni Satyricon\~.
(Continued from Page 11)

element of visual fantasy that

delighted the audiences of 8 1/2 and

Juliet of the Spirits grew to ex-

cessively bizarre, even decadent

proportions in Satyrlcon. Really,

exactly the opposite is true;

Fellini, the surrealist, the ex-

carnival performer, finds his most
natural metier in the retelling of

myth. Whereas, in previous films,

the fantasy episodes were
sometimes tenuously related to a

quasi-realistic story in such a way
as to make the story unusually

bi^rre, the fantasy in Satyricon is

necessary to the establishment of

the idea of mythic stylization.

Fellini's eye sees the mythical, the

Super-real ^elements in situations,'^

'

in sets, and in people. In this^ film,

he was able to indulge his ability to

see his characters as mythic
figures—a quality that had always
been present in his work, but never
before in the forefront of if.

In a word, Fellini's Satyricon

taught me, for the first time, what
the study of myth was all about.

And once I had these realizations

about stylization and its role in the

communication of ideas and
images in art, other important-
things about the epic form seemed
to fall into place. The lack of

dramatic architecture in

narrative, which I had previously

understood only in these negative

terms, suddenly became a positive

structural force for me. I un-

derstood it as a striving after

dramatic reality, of the sort that

might well be understood by

contemporary existentialists, for

instance The odyssey of Encolpius

is the journey of the existential

hero, and the sequehce of filmic

events is pretty much the way it

happens in life, or at least in

dramatica4ty-vital slices of it.

Adventures relate tenuously to one

another, or not at all; characters

drop in and out, some providing

companionship for a long while,

others for only a single episode. In

the end, the whole i#. not really

greater than the sum of the parts,

xcept in the realization that each

irt can be, if you understand its

ueepest implications, a kind of

wonderful whole—each ritual

becoming a microcosm of the

larger life-ritual of being an ad-

venturer Retrospect, of course, is

a part of life too, just as it is in

F ellini's final scene, but only as a

poignant reminder of how im-

mediate and expressive is each

episode in the moment of its

consciousness as reality, and how
varied and relentless is the flow of

that reality.

Patd Advertrsement) yT

6R0UP-DISC00NTED lUTO INSURIIICE

lir KSSOCIIITED STU0EN1 MEMBERS
College Student Insurance Service has worked with the auto

insuronce industry for five years to prove that the college stu-

dent deserves lower insurance rates. Nbw ASB members often

realize reductions from 20% to 40% below comparable policies^

This group-oriented policy is written through the Associated

College Student Underwriters and provided under an exclusive

agreement with College Student Insurance Service, Inc.

For personalized quote coll 451-1393 or fill in the blonlc below

and send it to CSIS, 726 Santo Monica Blvd. (*202) Santa Mon.ca

Calif. 90401.
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Birth Date:

Zip:

Married?

-

Model:

Nome:

Address:

TdephonlK"-^- School:

Year ohd n>alie of car:

Present policy expires (dote):

No. ol years licensed to drive:

No. ol nr>oving violations, last 3 years:

No. of Occidents responsible for (3 years)

with damage exceeding $100

1^
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College Student Insurance Service

Son^o Monko, Cdil W401
726 Son^o AAonko Blvd ('202)
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I 'Interprep' seeks |

student directors
9
g

FREE TICKETS— As part of UniLamp urtve weeK,

free pairs of tickets are available to 'Point Blank/'

showing at ttie Plaza in Westwood at midniglit

Friday. To (^udmy lui a \.nat\\.v ai wiiimitg ffiese

tickets, interested persons should sign up at the

UniCamp booth on Bruin Walk.

*^Interprep," the orientation program for new foreign students, is

seeking student directors for the program, according to Marsha

McGaugh, staff coordinator of the program.

**In the past, Interprep has been administered by the staff of the

Foreign Student Office and the International Student Center. Students

have always participated, but they've never really shared running the

program," Miss McGaugh said. "Now we'd like to have students, both

American and foreign, share direction of their program with the In-

terprep staff coordinator, with as much staff advisement and support as

they want and need."

Two co^irectors will be chosen, one of whom must be a foreign student,

Miss McGaugh noted. They will share responsibility for the philosophy

behind the program and the implementation of it. "It is expected that the

directors will be living in the Los Angeles area during this summer as the

planning for the program will extend from late spring through the

summer.

"It is hoped that directors will have some daytime hours as well as

evening hours available this summer, in order that they fully explore and

accept their leadership responsibilities," she added. "I hope to meet with

them often through the spring quarter so that we can decide on the format

and what supportive staff we may need."

A modest stipend accompanies the positions.

(Continued on Page 16)

mnm tens wiiars happening on campus today

Special Activities

.-•University Symphony Orchestra, A^hll Mehta/ con-

ducting will present a concert featuring the works of

Brahms, Saint Saens, at 8:30 p^. today In Royce Hall

Auditorium. Tickets are $1, students admitted free.

Applications are available through Friday, for ten $1000,

Interest free loans for 1971-72, through the Jack GImbel
Scholarship Loan Fund. Qualified male graduate students

ma^y obtain applications at the Financial Aids Office

Murphy Hall 3109 (further information Is posted outside the

office). The applications must be complete and in the

Financial Aids office by April 30.

Library tours for graduate students will be conducted
through the University Research Library (URL) at 11 a.m.

and 2 p.m. today and tomorrow. The tours last ap-

proximately 45 minutes. Those Interested may sign up for

tours at reference desk In URL.

Speeches and Seminars
Alyosius Oglka, doctoral candidate In French literature,

will lecture on "African Literature" at noon today In

Campbell 1201.

Dr. Mark A. Goldberg, chief, division of neurology,

Harbor General Hospital, Torrance, will present a phar-

macology seminar on "Effects of Neurotransmitter oj

Protein Synthesis in Isolated Synaptosomes" at noon today

in Health Sciences 23-105.

Carol M. Newton, associate professor of blomathematlcs,

will present a biomathematics-radlology seminar on
"Graphics Exploitation of Cancer Therapy Strategies" at 3

p.m. today in Health Sciences AV-139.

Dennis Donoghue, professor of modern English and
American literature. University College, Dublin, Ireland,

and Fellow, King's College, University of Cambridge,
England, will lecture on "Literature and ttie Mind's Eye,

Part III" at 3:30 p.m. in Humanities 1200.

William Nordberg, chief, laboratory for meteorology and
earth sciences, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,

Maryland, will present a meteorology seminar on "Ob-
servations of Meteorology Ptienomena with Microwave

Radiometer" at 4 p.m. otoday In Mathematical Sciences

5200.

Qtto Kinne, professor of biology. University of Hamburg,
Germany, and director, Helgoland AAarlne Station, wiH

present a zoology seminar on "Responses to Temperature
and Salinity Variations in Colonial Hydroids" at 4 p.m.

today in Life Sciences 2147.

Hilgard CReilly Sternberg, professor of geography, UC
Berkeley will lecture on "Man and His Brazilian En-

vironment — Geographic Areas and Ecology" at 7 p.rri.

^oday in Hurpanities 1200. Tickets are $4.75 and $1.50 for

students.

Lois Anderson, professor of music. University of

Wisconsin, will present an African studies colloquium on

"Interpersonal Relations Between Royal Performing
Groups" at 7:30 p.m. today In Schoenk>erg 1421.

Dr. R. Whalen, professor of psychobiology, UC Irvine,

will present a mental health training seminar on

"Localization of Gonadal Hormones in the Brain" at 8 p.m.

today in Health Sciences 23-105.

•—*^""n~'">'»rMKi««i^ps*»»"'ilC»» cMKUa^i.'j«»mrT^Hj«»»n»,^i* , », , ,-1, 34 ^-i^i
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A college graduate just doesnt get

thewatm welcome he used to.

There's a lot of competition in the job market
today. And a college degree alone just

doesn't carry as much weight with some
employers ^

That's why Honeywell developed their

Postgraduate Studies Program. A program
designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college major is. If

you can qualify you'll be ready to learn com-
puters from one of the world's top computer
manufacturers and leading educators,

Honeywell.
You'll be ready to start right off In

the fastest growing industry around.
An industry that doubles in size and
opportunity every five years.

There still won't be any brass t>ands

around to greet you, but you will get a

warm handshake. All you have to do is

mail this coupon. Or call (714) 8700120.

I

.!*'

. Admissions Officef

I
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences
2600 East Nutwood Avenue
Fullerton. California 92361

I
Phone: (714) 870 0170 or

(213) 380 0770

I
Q I would like additional information

I
on your program.

I
I am interested in

I
n Day Q Evening classes.

I
Name

I College:^

College Address

¥:,

Homt Address:

The Other Conipiiter Coiiipiiny
•

Honeyivell

>«,M* ;»^U
"^tmfS-f'^' *«:«»,

is the first indisputably

great film of 1971 and
deserves the attention
of every serious student
Of film! —ANDREW SARRIS, The Village Voice

SLPEI^LATIVE!
It is so moving, so immaculately

~^

realized that almost any ordinary
attempt to describe it must, I think,

in some way diminish it!"

—VINCENT CANBY, New York Times

AMASTEI^PIECE!
—MOLLIS ALPERT. Saturday Review

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

JEAN-CLAUDE BRIALY
in A Film by

ERIC ROHMER

Color

3; J OHENY
Jr. \ZA
i >^enyDr half^lock SO.
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Hili& COJIMCiL
900 Hilgard Avenue

47V.1531

PASSOVER
CELEBRATION

^x\\oyf ffosher V?e%Qc\\ Banquet -

Hillel will conduct the Second Seder,

Saturday, April 10

We will also be serving Passover meals during the.,

week — Please make your reservations by April 7.

Please call Hillel 474-1531 for further information.

KINKS — ra.tlcularly excellent for clearing the

butterflies from thy flip-top heads, the Kinks and Boz

Scaggs flutter into Pauley Pavilion Saturday night at

the incredibly reasonable price of $2 a ticket. They're
available in Kerckhoff Hall 140, the newly relocated
ASUCLA Ticket Office.

Daily Bruin Television Trivia Test
Editor's Note: Thto U the beginning of • four-part trivia quli on
television . the reiult of efforts by one campus editor, one cartoonist
and one editorial director mainly, but with contributions by the other
campus editor, one editor-In -chief, two photographers, one ipember of

the bacliBhop crew, two staff writers and one Dally Bruin secretary.
There are no prlxes for getting the answers correct, Just the
satisfaction of knowing you weren't the only kid to have spent the first

12 years of your life glued to the TV set. The questions are admittedly
heavy on kiddle shows, so you eighth-year grad students who were too
oM for them, and you freshmen who were too young for them : eat your
liUle hearts out.)

1.) What was the name of Marty's butler on **Spin

and Marty" on the Mickey Mouse Club?

2.) What was Cosmo Topper's wife's name?

3.) Who played Niece Kelly on **Bachelor Father?"
(hint: she is the real-life sister of the boy who played
Moochie in all those Disney flicks)

4.) What is Mouseketeer Bobby doing now''

5.) Who sponsored the Dinah Shore Show?
6.) What was the name of Pat's jeep on the Roy
Rogers show?
7.) Who played the boy on Lassie (before Jon
Provost)? Who played his mother?
8.) Name three characters on the Howdy Doody Sliow

besides Howdy himself and ClarabeUe. What do
Clarabelle and Captain Kangaroo have in common?
9.1 Name three regular acts on Shindig«--v^.....^....-v

10.) Who played Zorro?
11.) Who played Robin Hood?
12.) Who played Sheena, Queen of the Jungle?
13.) What cartoon show asked you to draw on the TV
set?

14.) Who sponsored the show which starred Andy
Devine and Froggy?
15.; On what TV show did Elvis make his national

16.) NamL ai itai.L three regular guests on the Jack
Paar Tonight Show. (Bonus: Who was Jack's an-
nouncer, and who was his orchestra leader?)
17.) Who played the nervous "Man in the Street" on
the old Steve Allen Show?
18.) Who starred in "Griridl?"

1^ What was the first American TV series in which
Judy Came appeared, and what character did she
play? Who played her American counterpart?
20.) In what series did Jackie Cooper share the
billing with a basset hound? What was his

girlfriend's name? (Bonus: What was the dog's
name?

)

21. )i What were the Maverick brothers' first names?
Jttf^ Garner played one; who played the other?

22.) Who played Walter Denton on "Our Miss
Brooks?" What was the name of Mr. Boynton's frog?

23.) Who played Annie Oakley and what was the

name of her TV brother (the character's name)?
What does she do now?

« 24.J What were the names of Sky King's niece and his

plane?

25.) Who was the teacher on Ding Dong School?

(Bonus: who are the teachers at this Ding Dong
School?

)

(For the answers, see p. 16.

)

>.^..
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AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

a student discussion on the value of transcendental

meditation as taught by Maharlshi Mahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental ability,

Improving health, Increasing enjoyment in life . .

Ackerman Unions Room 2412

Each Thursday 1 PM
^

Study group set for probation students

The Reailing and Study Center will offer a study skills group for

students on probation from 1-3 p.m. beginning tomorrow and_
continuing every Thursday throughout the quarter. Pre-

registration is necessary, so those interested should come to Social

Welfare 271 or call X57744. , . - .^

(Paid Advertisement)

SPEND A REAL

PASSOVER
SEDER

AT

CHABAD HOUSE
741 GAYLEY AVENUE

April 9 § 10

Servi

» » «j-»«« ^g #—

CALL: 477-8647 270-3303

a*«nii-ii-iirirf;i,v,

i-.-

CAMERACITl
12236 W. Pico Blvd ('/2 BIk. W. of Bundy) 477-8833

9:30 AM-6:00 PM Mon.-Sat.

6:00 P.M.

8;00 P.M.

Hi bubula, this is Camera Kitty. And
for our student special this semester
we will check and chart your camera,

its shutter speeds and exposure meter
FREE with this ad.

ALSO:
• STUDENT DISCOUNTS

• 48 HOUR COIOR PRINTS

•24 HOUR CUSTOM B&W AND
COLOR SLIDES

»

• FREE TECHNICAL HELP

• ALL LINES OF NEW& USED

EQUIPMENT

• FREE REPAIR ESTIMATES

COME IN AND GET YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT

(

CARD AND A FREE CAMERA CHECK UP!

'M^jmm f..
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FREE CONCERT - Warner Brothers recording concert sponsored by the Cultural Affairs Com

artists, Earth, Wind and Fire, will appear in a free mission at noon today at Janss Steps.

Brew'n strikes again . . .

(Continued from Page 14)

»^

(Paid Advertisement)'

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERIES

All films V\fodnesdays at 8:00 p.m. except as noted

4-7 Shoot the Piano Player — from France, Truffaut's great

i^.s^ cinemq piece starring — Charles Aznavour, Marie Du
Bois, & Nicole Berger

4-14 The Thief of Bogdod — Legendary tale from, the Middle

^a^t, with Sabu

4-21 The Cardinal — filmed in Rome, Vienna, U.S.A., with Tom
Tyrone, Romi Schnider and Carol Linley

4-28 Zulu — filmed in A^fica, with Stanley Baker, Jack Hawkins,

Michael Caine

5-5 To be announced — film to commemorate the Mexican
"Cinco de Mayo"

5-12 Animal Farm — George Owell's cartoon fable of our time

5-19 The Shop on Main Street — from Czechoshsvakia, with

Ida Kaminska, Josef Kroner

5-26 Boy on a Dolphin — filmed in Greece, with Sophia Loren,

and Alan Ladd

6-2 The Mod Woman of Choillot — starring Katherine Hepburn,

.- -.-.^ Charles Boy er, YyJ.£xynj3^x^.0j£yinyJ^<ay.e.„ .

International Student Center

V

1023 Hilgard Ave. LA., Calif. 90024

477-4587

Meetings
Student Mobilization Committee will meet at noon

today in Haines Hall 118.

UCLA Peace and Freedom Party will meet at noon

today in Kerckhoft 400.

Phrateres, women's service organization, will

meet from 2 4 p.m. today and tomorrow In AcKerman
Union 3517. This is an Informational rush tea and all

interested women may attend.

Kaydettes will hold a rush tea at 4 p.m.* today In

Men's Gym 127.

Exceptional Childrens Tutorial Project will meet

at 7 p.m. today in Ackerman Union 2412. The meeting

is mandatory for all persons Interested In l)eing

considered as tutors.

Interprep . .

.

r

(Continued from Page 14)

The Interprep program is held at the beginning of

each quarter, with the largest program held in the

fall. Approximately 300 new foreign students entered

this past fall, according to Miss McGaugh. "The
orientation program is extremely important for new
foreign students. Many of them set foot for the first

time outside their native country on the day they

arrive in the United States. It's not hard to imagine
the variety of questions they have, and you can guess
what a nice thing it is to meet fellow students who
offer friendship and help right in the beginning," she
said. :

URA Clubs

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet from 4:30-6:30 p.m.

today In Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 2:30-5 p.m. today In

AAemorlal Activities Center B 146.

The Shooting Club will meet from 7-9 p.m. today on

the Rifle Range.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on

Field 7.

The Bridge Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. today In the

Kerckhoft Hall Quiet Games Room.
The Kenpo Club will meet at noon today in

AAemorial Activities Center B 146.

The Social Dance Club will meet at 1 p.m. today in

Women's Gym 200.

Trivia Answers
I

'%»j^lM-MM^k-»'>^<-^rc .-j>*

American and foreign students who would be in-

terested in learning more alx)ut this program and
who would like to apply for the directorship position

should contact Miss McGaugh at the Foreign Student
Office, X5-1681, or the International Student Center,
477-4587, for an interview.

Here are the answers to the Daily Bruin TV Trivia Quiz. Part I. Oh
yes.if we misspelled some names or got an incorrect answer, well . . .

1.) Perkins.
2.) Henrietta.
3.) Noreen Corcoran. Her brother, Kevin, was Moochie.
4.) Dancing on the Lawrence Welk show.
5.) Chevrolet ("See the U.S.A. . . ."). _
6.) Nelliebelle.

7.) Tommy Retig. Jtm Clayton.
8.) Mr. BlUHter. Mayor Flubadub, Princess Summorfallwinterspring,
Buffalo Bob, Tliunderthud, Grandpa Doody and many others. Bob
Keeshin played both Clarabelle and Captain Kangaroo. --a-^^,

9.) The Shindogs, Bobby Sherman, Glen Campbell.
10.) Guy Williams.
11.) Richard Greene.
12.) Irish McCullough.
13. ) Rinky Dink or Winky Dink (there's a difference of opinion among
our answer staff).
14.) Buster Brown shoes.
15.) Ed Sullivan.

16.) Charlie Weaver, Genevieve, Dodie Goodman, Alexander King,

and many others. Bonus: Hugh Downs, Jose Mellis.
17 ) Don Knotts.
18.) Imogene Coca.
19.) "Fair Exchange." Heather, Lynn Loring.
20 ) "People's Choice, " Mandy. Bonus: Qeo.
21 ) Bart and Bret, Jack Kelly.
22 ) Richard Crenna, MacDougal.
23. ) Gale Davfs, Tag. She sells apphances on TV for Whitefront.
24.) Penny and Songbird, respectively.
25 ) Miss Frances Bonus: ??? You tcU us. Most of them have been
fired recently.

) :

THINKFRENCH.
And speak it. And understand it. And write it.

And read it. And travel with it. And make love

with it. And make a favorable first impression
with it. And make a sale with it. And make a

lasting friendship with it. And make a merger
with it. And buy groceries in Cannes with it.

And ignore sub-titles with it. And get a job with

it. And read menus with it. And read Moliere
with it. And Rostand. And Sartre. And declare
your independence with it. And your intentions.

And forget your troubles with it. And your inhibi-

-tions. And discover Paris with it. And Montreal.
And New Orleans.

l»' *•• ••* *•!

)» .
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r\ it easily. Learn it effori

y. Learn it fast or slow. Yon

set the pace. You say when. Yr

say where. You're in a class I

yourself. A French class. (Or

'^rman, Spanishor English cla

uy yourself.) At a Sullivan La*

"jage School. Come enjoy yoi

si:

I

S&

i

oose any language for your free lesson

FRENCH U SPANISH
GERMAN n ENGLISH

dose any day. Monday
'ough Saturday

oose »ny hour. 9 AM
9 PM

'oov* Ihe mow cort-
•ni»nt ot four locations.

L

s?=

xpect this lesson to be fun I expect
be ea<;y And I expect it to be differei

""^
enred

Please phone <<< >uu.' rci^cwation to
the Sullivan Language School most
convenient to you.

SnlUvui

THe first r«. i)roach to learnlna
d M\.onO Idiiguace.

VII SM(»»r AREA SHERMAN OAKS
'•90057 15?50 Ventura 91403
^'9 986 818S

PASADENA IRVINE

(714) 833 9500

-feis; fer^;'%rr7ig"«w»«i trt- j^Ta. iapteassizssz—::-:^a~ '.~;r s;; ,::* E tiKHt ^^ M .Mil*H4m #M^ »^Miii;; t; i«pir^K|

We hire sr. and/or grad students
to sit in on courses to take and
prepare comprehensive notes
which are then reproduced and
are available for purchase to be
used as a study-aide.

For list of classes for which
we have notes availablefor
Spring Quarter call or come
In.

We have a limited no. of
old notes available free.

MON. - FRI. 9:30 - 4:30

10851 UNDBROOKDR.
(1 BIK. N. WILSHIRE - V/, BIK. E. WESTWOOD)

478-5289

Awin A.

^fC/l/l Fitnris rematch ;

Defending NCAA champion Bruin

volleyballers host 49'ers tonight
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DAILY
By Jim Crew

DB Sports Writer

The UCLA volleyball team runs

into a familiar foe at 8 p.m. tonight BRLJ||\|
Pauley when the Bruins, thein

defending NCAA champions, host

the team they defeated last April

for that title, Cal State Long Beach.

Directed by coach Randy San-

defur, the 49'ers are once again one

of the top four college teams in the

country this year (UCLA, San

Diego State, and UC Santa
Barbara are the others). Sup-

posedly stronger this year with the

addition of some JC transfers from

El Camino JC, the 49'ers are led by

Hawaiian Dodge Parker, who
UCLA head coach Al Scates

believes is one of the finest players

in the country.

"He is easily the finest setter we
have faced all year," Scates said,

mentioning that Parker's presence

will put extra pressure on UCLA's
blocking assignments.

Best blocking teain

While Scates has repeatedly said

that this year's Bruin team is the

best blocking team he has ever had

at UCLA (Scates has won the

national title three times and
placed second four times), the

Bruins looked sluggish in their

most recent outing in the Region 13

Championships last weekend at

Pierce JC.

UCLA did not even make the

playoffs in that tournament,
although playing against open

teams from Southern California

that the Bruins had faced earlier in

the year. After two victories over
Santa Monica City College and
splitting two games with UC Santa
Barbara, UCLA lost twice to the

strong Charthouse Club. Santa
Monica YMCA eventually won the

tournament.

Long Beach State did not fare

much better at the Region 13's,

they did not advance to the playoffs

either. Yet, Scates was impressed
with the 49'ers. "Long Beach
surprised me in that they looked

good in losing," he said. "We were
the oppoiste. We looked bad in

winning." Sounds like a certain

basketball coach at UCLA, doesn't
he?

- - — » -p. y I..

Poor showing
If one was looking for an excuse

for the Bruins' poor weekend
showing, it was that they probably
had peaked for last Wednesday's
match with Loyola more so than
for the Region 13's. Loyola, one of

I Double duali
:«

^

ft:

&yi:

track meet i
i

Saturday |

HOUSEm>i
: WHtRt THERE'S ALWAYS

A*SALE IN PROGRESS"

J* lOWfST HELMET PHlCES ANVWHiM
^iXCEEO U S A 9 t Z«0^ STANOAdOt

ROM

^2010 W PICO BLVD..
* l»OS ANGELES CALIF 90064

SK&Sm^ni^lHi^viiDD
^HONE TODAY (213)479-4383

the few collegiate teams UCLA has
met this year, fell in straight

games, 15-10, 15-4, and 15-12.

Scates is pushing his team hard
now, with the NCAA Regional
tournament scheduled for this

weekend at UC Santa Barbara and
its madhouse gymnasium (UCSB
draws over 4,000 people for

volleyball matches). Scheduled to

meet the Bruins at UCSB are the

host Gauchos, Long Beach State,

San Diego State and the winner of

the Pepperdine-Stanford-USC
playoff.

In last year's regional tour-

nament at Long Beach State, the

Bruins lost in the finals to the host

49'ers, but both teams were seeded
in the NCAA Championship
tournament the following week in

Pauley Pavilion. The Bruins had
the last laugh, smashing CSLB in

three straight games for the NCAA
title.

Met twice already

The Bruins have met Long Beach
already twice this year. The two
teams met in early January in an

AA tournament, with the Bruins

victorious 18-16, 15-3. In early

March, UCLA and CSLB faced

each other again in the Collegiate

Tournament at UCSB and the

Bruins won in three games 15-4, 7-

15, 15-12.

Tonight's contest, however, will

be the first to count in league

standings. UCLA is currently 2-0 in

league play, with victories over

use and Loyola.

Scates undoubtedly will stick

with the usual starting line-up of

Kirk Kilgour, Ed Machado, Dick

Irvin, Larry Briebenow, John
Zajec, and Bruce Herring tonight.

But just in case of emergencies,

Scates shrewdly has been utilizing

his bench players more and more
recently.

Over the weekend in the Region

13's, Scates went to his bench more
often than at any other time this

season. Ron Coon, Bob Thomson,

and Ken Freeman all played ex-

ceptional games at Pierce. Coon is

an unusually good hitter and it is

only his unfamiliarity with six-man

volleyball that keeps him from

earning a starting berth.

A,'

'3;J

PhoU by Terry ( olvta

MISSED— UCLA'S Bruce Herring (No. 9) let this slam get past him last

week^gainst Loyola, but the Bruins had little trouble in defeating ttie

Lions. Tonight, the going may be slightly rougher for the defending NCAA
champions as they face Cal State Long Beach, tlie team UCLA defeated

for the NCAA title last April. Action begins at t p.m. in Pauley Pavilion.

""\„
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Stop in and help us celebrate 75 Years in tfie Same Location. Otympla Brewing Company, Tumwater, Wasli. 8 to 4:30 every ^1- 'Oly •«
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ADVIRTISINO OFFICES

Mrckhoff Halini
FtMfM: nS-232)

VHe/p Wonfed. - 3

TUTOR needed immed. Jrd or «th year

German m«|or only. Lucrative. J7t-74C3(3 A
7)

Clatsifiad advertl»ln« rate*

IS words - »l .50 day. $ consecutive

Insertion* »5.00

Payable in advance

OBAOLINI 10:Ma.m.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Irwin fives full support to ttH

University of California's policy on non

discrimination and tfterefore classlliao

advertlsin« service will not be made
available to anyone wtto. In affordinf

hoiislng to students or offering lobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neitl»er

the University nor the ASUCLA A Daily

•ruin has Investigated any of the services

offered here.

MATURE •aby»it1e«s in house, or mine.

Twin boys, i* mos old. Full time. 5$»-30i2.

ev.s.
<'^'>

COMPLETE stereo system Roberts AM^

FM stereo receiver. Aquarius sound

soeahers, B S R record changer, diamond

stylus L.St S300 Sell IMS nev* 7J1-0207 (10 A

7)

PARTtime secretary for Indian legal

service program afternoons, ap-

proKimately six weeks, commencing •» «fon

as possible. MS i»ir ^^^^'

STUDENT with car to sit for newborn in my
home in Brentwood Tues. and/or Thurs

:30-4:30 472-0«4l. (3 A 7)

MACRAME and weaving supplies, '•**«"»•

beads, leather handweav.ng <»«PO\' J®*"
West Pico. Near Westwood. 474 Si 14. (10 A V)

Tamura C40 /case

offer MARTIN 0028

(10 Aa)

FLAMENCO Guitar,

Perfect cond SJSO /

/case SI 50 4;«*i44

XEROX COPIES

MIMED DITTO PRINTING

The«*s A Dissertations a SP««'*"V

POSTERS TYPESETTING
niKerci.hoffHan.EMt S2S1S

Hours: 8:00a.m.to8:30 p.m.

BENT TV OR STEREO SIO MO SPECIAL

s't'JdEnV RATES 23S3 WESTWOOD
BLVD. 475 3S70

(
1
lOIKJ

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend

FH3580 9 2 30 2 hours Credit or $2.50 each

New subiects (3 A 7)

Announcemonfs.^ ••••••

BABYSITTER with car to kaep two small

children on Mondays, Wednesdays A
Thursdays Phone 475 3787. (3 A 8)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

JUNE tRIDES

Select China and Cfystal pattfn now for

summer delivery and save
25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
Its So. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon Sat 10:00 5 00 CR3-tS2*

AUTO and motorcycle mjurance for

sfodents and employees Call Allan Sobel,

fT^^eis eves.. 783 3509
ni OTRI

MODERN Dance classes Mane Mar

ThowsKy^orrSer so.o.s. ^-^^^1%''^'"^
,\l

AdOl.s Children 3n2 Penn Ave. Mm
9000 /**5 3633

ALPH^ Phi Omega, Community /Campus

Service Membership applications. AU A-

Level Lounge. 10-2. \^^V

NEW Life Workshop '71; Weekend ex

per.ei.ce Let u. create a workable new life

pattern. 478 4427. tAAii

MU Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

J Services Offered »

'

GUITAR Lessons Folk, blues, & ^ountry.

Flalpicking A f mgerpickmg Also inv

prevising. Call John, 399 1775 Peace. (HA
13)

FREE Crochet Lesso^J with »nv.,7'"'7;,'^

purchase Saturday i^r>W. Thrifty Yarn

Mart, 1732 westwood Blvd. 4749709. d'

QTR)

ii

n

^"MM

DO YOU KNOW YOU CAN
"

Rent a post office box for S3 25 per guar-

2 Pay your tuition with a 3SC money order?

3. Buy under S SO money orders for a quar-

These and other services are yours at Iht:

ASUCLA Service Center

140 KerckhofI Hall

ttUrlMt information, call 825 2423 A.n

ATTENTION GIRLS!

Having trouble meeting the right man? Join

THE YOUTH ASSOCIATION. Membership
free. Limited exclusively to girls under JO

Send for details an application. The Yowtf

Association. P.O. Box Mt. San Fernando^

91J41. (AA9)

^Miscellaneous

PSYCHOLOGICAL COU N S E LL I f<IG

SERVICES California State licensed mik

COMPETENT SHRINK Individual/group,

Ron DeJure Office, 654 8528, Service, 444-

$141.
(11A13)

"MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD" •

COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN-

STRUCTION. NEW OCCULT
PUBLICATION. SEND »2 cash TO:
SOLUTIONS. Box n»7. VENICE WWl. ($A

ASTROLOGY • Your astrological birth chart

and interpretation - Call Meagan. 823-401$. ($

A 14)

CONCERNED about lack of freedom? Send

postcard to Society for Individual Liberty,

n25Barry,LA. (SAD

'DROP-IN' programs Wednesday, 7 10 PM.

Students $1.25. Call The Group Center for

free brochures, 454-3030. ($QTR)

"j^ ^ For Rent.

FREE DO IT THYSELF COSTUME
BROCHURE FOR 9TH RENAISSANCE
PLEASURE FAIRE. Paramount Ranch,

Agoura, April 24-2$, May 1-2, 8 9, 1$-14.

wTite: Faire, Box 44070,L.A. 90044. Also Lg.

Faire Posters (fi)»l (A A 13)

ARTIST studio lease 448 square feet $90.

Privacy arrangement north light windows.

Divided storage rooms PIco-Bundy. $$3-

4928. t'^*^

Social Evenh
CREATIVE Passover Service (includes

dinner). Dance following. 4/10/71, S:30 p.m.

Youth House (1045 So. La Cienega). Casual

dressv Aoes-18-29. $1.7$. Phil. 820-2084. (S At)

y^ Personal

DANCE for prije-winning Mardi Oraj

Booth. Call 477-2702 eves. (l Ar7)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

teqrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for house/apt. info. 2'»*;229B;

wknds^jyiTS^^^^^^^^^^^^'

J Rides }Nanfed
"

FROM Glassel Park. (Pasadena Fwy./San

Fernando Rd.) UCLA 10 AM. Will pay.

Cam pus P.O. 249. ^^ ^^'

HELP! Coed needs ride to/back UCLA daily

from Montebello, $6 week /1/2 permit. 722-

5ll9eves. (9A8)

AWARENESS IS Group
growth forming. EX 4-8270.

for personal
(1 A8)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the

American Vigilantes and help save our

country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 221

Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass. 021 14.

$J^^^^^^^^^^^^A20)

^ Enlerfainment 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213CA 1-4849^ (2 QTR)

IF YOU LIKE SEX...

-YOU'LL LOVE

The Westwood Village Saloon
'Where good friends meet.'
Cocktails, wine, beer, food.

Corner Wtlshire A Veteran
1 bik. east of San Diego Fwy.

Open 11 AM 479 9883

V For Sale. 10

CANNON, Canonet QL19 F-1.9, almost new,

$9$. Minolta SR 1, F-2.0, $70. Two-year old.

Sony cassette tape recorder. Model TC-1010»

pocket sued, with 4 cassette tapes, brand

new, $75. Leaving country, need money for

air ticket. Above items must be sold 'right

now'. 824-2443 after 7 PM. (10 A 13)

MAMIYASekor $00 DTL, 3$ mm SLR, mint

condition. $90. 824-7123, afternoons and late

eves. (10 A 13)

NEW Stereo recorder Akai M-10 and Ken-

wood receiver 4140 for $47$. Call after $:00.

393-3427. . ^ (10 A 13)

ROYAL office electric typewriter, dual

ribbons. Exc. cond.. naw, S400, »alL V*? *":
4349 -

,
(10 A 13)

IBM Typewriter, exc. cond., $13$. 477-

4M9. (10 A 13)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,

90704 (2 QTR)

y Help \Nanfed 3

40 GALLON Aquarium; Almost naw;
Complete with top. Call daily from 3-4 p.m.

9348942. (18 A 13)

SAILING lessons basic classes now »f«rting-

20 hours lor $35. Bob Gramcko. 479 9044

Leave message. J^^
A 12)

•CUSTOM cassette recording top LP's. Call

Monty or Morris. 479-9141. <" A12)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee, "9 7270, 870

9793. (11QTR)

STUDENT.INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Ac-

cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself &
qualified dependents will close

soon. Broad coverage offering,

hospital/ accidental death,

surgical, ambulance, & out

patient benefits on a world wide

basis in 1 convenient policy.

Information or application

forms may be picked up at the

Ticket Office, Room 140 Ker-

^ckhoff Hall. ,,,,., ^
SELF-HYPNOSIS Classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and

release all material ever studied. 474-3350 1-4

PM^Da^ly^ » » — ^ jlJAJ*!

NEEDHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
-Landlord-Tenant Disputes

-Locating available apts.

Rental Share
-'* "^

WpareHeretoHfelpYoO!
UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174

XS4494

IS BEGINNING THE HARDEST PART?
Get experienced help with your literature

search, abstracting, indexing problems. We
also supply document facsimiles, state-of-

the-art surveys, MS advice. Call

DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES 477-

4044. (11 A7)

AND FEMALE SEXUAl, ANXIETY
Couples must be married, living together.

Cooperation of husband necessary. Therapy
provided without charge, on outpatient

basis, and is mainly verbal. No physical

interactions involved except those in privacy

of home.
Requirements; Preliminary tests and in-

terview, availafiility for maximum of 20

sessions, twice weekly, for 3 months. This

research is designed for women who ex-

perience some tension or avoidance reac-

tions in sexual situations, and is t>cing in-

vestigated lor doctoral dissertation. Call 825-

5343 (Tues. A Fri), 488-3954 (Mon , Wed .

Thurs.) or complete forms in Room A 3048.

Hea^^ Sciences Bldg^ . _ _ ( 1 1 A 7)

•itl*.:**!*

HI Fl Component Parts, modern sectional

couches, Freeier, Bar BO, Coffee table,

safe, Mixmaster, Blender, Upholstered

chairs. EX 8-4593.

AUTO Insurance: cancelled declined too

high. Low monthly payments - Student

Discounts Ask for Bob, 394-222$. ( 11 A 27)

COUNTER GIRL, Experienced, Dry

Cleaning Store. Must be friendly 2 4 p.m.

daily Apply in person. Campus Cleaners,

10934 Weyburn. (3 A 7)

YOUR own Zodiac or Peace symbol watch.

Swiss made, 2 yr. guarantee. $14.94. 454-4194

eves. (10 A 9)

CATERING for

parties, 294 5878.

weddings and cocktail
(11 A 8)

GIRLS • Music company t%—d% office girl

parttime. Type 25 wpm. $3.00 hr. Call Ser

vices Unlimited. 47$-W21. (3 A 7)

THREE Guys neoded 3.4«/hr to do cleanup

work Tuesday and Saturday. Services

Unlimited. 47$-9$21. (3 A 7)

GYMNASTICS Specialist 21 yrs. Exp
teaching trampoline, tumbling, motor
coordination skills. Summer Day Camp. 472-

7474. (3 A 14)

SALESMAN/woman Radio Advertising.

High Commissions. Will train. Call Mr.

Arthur 8to 5 397 4911. (3Ali>

You are |ust the type

we're kMking for.

RBGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$4$ per month while helping others.

Come in to itoi Gayley, Suite 210

or

CAll 478^$ 1 9 M AM 7 .00 PM daily

TROMBONE, king 313 with silver bell.

Excellent condition. List $410, sell $280. 82$-

$795 daytime. (10 A 12)

CLOCK-radio-lamp $3$. Portable AM-FM
radio, $1$. Call Nona, 47$-442$ after 4 p.m. ( 10

A 7)

AMPEX Stereo tape deck model llSO/auto

reverse, plays continuously Microphone,

head phones $300 n»w, now $110. 277-441$. ( 10

A 12)

PENTAX spotmatic with S«mm Ions $140.

13$mm lens $7$. 300 mm lens $7$. 440 1$40. (10

A 12)
^ . — 1 1 I I . "T^-

TROPICAL Fish, aquariums and swppliot.

Reasonable prices- $. 10, M and 40 gal tanks.

47$-S4«9. (10 A 12)

NEED money? Place your name
number on tt»e Placement A Career Pta«-

n. ibysitting List. BIdg lO.

Dealing *«?»• • *^ A J )

SQUARE grand piano, antique. Needs some
tuning work. i3M or best offer. Call 82S-4M4
tfay. (10 Af )

STEREO complete system, AM/FM stereo.

3 detached speakers, turntable, albums.
excellent sound. S200 1 1/2 yrs. ago. now^StS.

^4 3044 after 4. (1*A9)

GUILD Mark IV Classical $190 Goya T-18

$140. Both in excellotit condition 820-413t. (18

A 9)

BUY brand name appliances TV's, radios.

cameras and stereo compoooots at
who*esale prices. Call TtO-UlO. (10 A 9)

»•% ewoeee o» •matn^^i^ -4*--

.

PSY< ••

.li n , oMy9iaae 0-

V...... V.-- !-•*» V »«* "» ' *"i "fill

coontry
pliawces.
II

bookshofvos. sfetos.

fans. 7S4-30t$. 2714 w. lit.

(to A 7)

y Iravel
13

TfrTr^i^THERl^E EUROPE!
""^^

islands, spam. Pans London, Am-

4S day inclusive tour.

STU13ENT TOURS, INC
(13A12)

Greek
sterdam
CALIFORNIA
PAN-AM. 823 M^4^^

^^^S~~UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO' Europe 8 weeks, 8 countries.

S1095 Europe: 4 weeks, 6 countries, $715^

ts?ael Europe: 11 weeks, 5"« J»P»" *

leets $1011 EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave ,
Culver

C.ly. (213) 839 5247.
(13QTR)

LEARN to drive stickshift on 4 speed
Sportscar or Automatic. Astro Driving

School. Call 559-1515. (HA

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr phone, 274-9119. (11 QTR)

TAX Returns, $3 up. Personal service by
student employee with S yrs. professional
ejiperience. (11 A,14)

THE BEST JOBS
ANOHOW TOGET THEM!

How many good jobs are lost? Don't take
chances on your first interview! Good jobs
•re too few for you to gamble. Every job is

won or lost in the interview.
New, exciting 12 inch L/P album by
professional personnel recruiter reveals
techniques that helped thousands get the
lObs they wanted!
What IS the employer looking tor? How to get
him interested in what you want! Specific
answers to specific quesmwis!
Only $4^9$ pMst paid Money back guarantee
Send ctteck or money order to:
Department B
JOHN LAWRENCE ENTERPRISES
4055 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 418
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90005
Allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted faciai-«n^
"ntly remove «

rii>}iire~

v^>mMt***. t. **••> 0>rft tMM«»Siiy n* -»«»« V

AW amp fl». VMikag 413 tptfk. US* ZoMer.
\, 10 speed Peogot btcyclo Mi. 47t-

'. A-i ' (M A 0)
Guidance Sorvicet. IM S
4S7^Mg

T nWTT STUDENT I'HJ^KL^UNI CHARTER FLIGHTS
1007 broKU»,wB«twcx>d

LOS ANGELES/ LONDON/LOS ANGELEb

Depart Return Weelcs Cost

1 June 15— Aug 15 9 S275

2 June 19— -Aug 15 8 S275

3 -J-une 24---Aug 22 9 $275

4 June 24— Sep 5 11 $275

5* June 27---Sep 13 12 S275
• LA/London/Amsterdam

6 July 1 ---Sep 3 9 $275

7 Aug 17---Sep 19 4 . S268

8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE^

2E June 14--LA/London $148

2C July 26--I:A/London $139

3E Aug 19— LA/Madrid/Fran)c $135

4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123

5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14--Artisterdam/LA $139

2W Aug 8 --London/LA S139
3W Sen 16--London/LA $148

ONE-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 $7 9 -

Available only to 'University of
California students, faculty,
employees, extension and Alumni
Members olus immediate families.

T rVTT STUDENT TRAVEL*UINI CHARTER FUOHTS
1007 braxtoOtWMtwood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443 '

-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON vAT.. WEYBURH-

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter fli9ftts. Contact:

ISCA, 11607 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 90049.

82*5449^ (13 QTR)

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 60% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student I.O. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr.. Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210.276 6293. (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JErCHARTER FLIGHTS- lf71

An official Charter Flight
Operjftidn AuthoruedA Approved
by the University ol California

on ALLCamouses

LA.lON0OfVlON0ON.LA
FH

2

3

4

,6

7

8

9

10

n
12

14

II

Dep

6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/11

7/14

8/8

9/4

7/24

Ret

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

•/2S

V^s

10

8

9

8

10

10

9

4

7

4

3

4

Price

$275

$275
$275

$275

$275

$275

$275

$275

$275

$275

$275
S27S

Fit

5*

Fh

15

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
June 1S/Sept. IS $249
June28/Sept. 7 S249
June 2S/Aug. 24 $249

Aug 24/ Sept. 24 $249

Sept 2one way to AMS$I34

Immediate ticketing for discount flights
London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $S2, to
Bombay SISO. to Nairobi $)S0. Large
discounts on cars and many ottter fligtits.

Contact Prof
Sierra Trav
Hills

If P. Bentler UCLA 277 $200 c/o
el. 9I7S Santa Momca Blvd ^ev

A MS FLIGHTS
Jet N.Y. Egropie best prices
Immed issue Int. ID Card A
ticketing SOFA Europe/Asia

Africa charters
E uraiipasses. Tours
Suite lOS, Dept UC
9054 Santa Momca
LA 90049, 274-1742

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S35 Youth Pass IV days unlimited ra>l

travel (ages isthru 22). Also:

$40 IS days
sss 2idays.
$70. t month. - - „

Thrift coupons for no tinne limit. $40. Gives

you 1000 miles and $40 tSOO miles of rail

ravel Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424 $149. (13 QTR)

OVERLAND Expedition India, Mid June
$490. London charter $190. Encounter
Overland 1414 E S9th St. Chicago, III.

40437. ('3A9)

CARS in EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY;
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O. BOX49S04
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049

EURO»»E- $225 215, also Israel, Japan,

Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P.. §217 Bev

Blvd, LA, 90040 4513311 ESEP UCLA
members (13 QTR)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE: Many departures (including one

ways) from $241*

TOKYO: 4 week summer flight $363*

'includes U.S. departure taxes

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 039 2401

4240 Overland Ave., Dept A , Culver City

^^ fm^. Ai^»*

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketlng-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months $12$. 00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. iuite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2203 or 784-1677

PAN Am - Tahiti $499 (includes air fare

week's accomodations). Info on other Pan-

Am South Pacific, Europe, Africa, Orient

trips ... Tom 833-1941. (13 A ?)

^ f UfOrlflQ************************ '

GRADUATE record exam. Also statistics

tutoring. Professional statistician, UCLA
grad, long experience. 423-43SS. ( 14 A H)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation

LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic

Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson, 657

4390. n4QTR)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

47324?2. (KQTR)

GRE, LSAT preparation. Individual in-

struction. Academic Guidance Services, 820

S. Robertson. 457-4390. (
QTR

)

^ lypinQ • '"'

ALL kinds of typing reasonable rates Call

GR28421. {\ifi^T) i_

I
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The l97iUCLA track team
Event

Long Jump

Pole Vault

Shot Put

Javelin

Steeplechase

440 Relay

a e

i

V.

i

Mile

120 HH

High Jump

440

i

i

Seasonal
Name Best Ever Best

James McAlister 26-6 1/2 • **
26 6 1/2

Finn Bendixen 25-4 1/2 25-4 1/2
Francois Tracanelli 17-8 1/2 17-0 1/2
Steve Hardison 16-0 16-0
/SAark Ostoich 62-10 3/4 62 10 3/4
Kent Pagel 55-9 1/2 55 9 1/2
Dale Gordon 54-10 1/2 54-10 1/2
Peter Jones 244-6 244-6
Roger O'Brien 231-7 193-6
Dave Schiller 202-5 202-5
Neil Sybert 9:08.4 9:24.4
Ruben Mejla 9:19.0 9:19.0
Ronnie Welch 40.1 " 40.1
Reggie Robinson
Reggie Echols

Wayne Collett *

Ruben Chappins ^
4:05.2 4:05.2

Joe Balasco 4:07.0 4:08.5
Duane Johnson 14.4 14.8

Joe Rippinger 14.5 14.8

Fred McNeill 14.7 14.7

Doug Huff 6-11 6-11

Rick Fletcher 6-10 1/4 6-10 1/4

John Smith 45.7 *
46.4

Wayne Collett 45.7 *
--- -

Warren Edmonson 46.9 - - . _

Event

100

Discus

Triple Jump

880

440 IH

220

Two- Mile

Mile Relay

Name

Ronnie Welch
Reggie Robinson
Reggie Echols

Wayne Collett

Warren Edmonson
Mark Ostoich

Dale Gordon
Denny Rogers
James Butts

Finn Bendixen

Bob Langston
Paul Williams
Dick Tikker
Wayne Collett

Jean Pierre Corval
John Smith
Ronnie Welch
Wayne Collett

Warren Edmonson
Steve Gibson
Reggie Robinson
Joe Balasco
Ruben Chappins
Various Teams

Best Ever

Seasonal

Best

9.4 9.4 (9.2 wind);:|:

9.3 • (9.1 wind) 9.3 (wind) $:

9.4 (wind) 9.4 (wind) %
• a

9.4 9.6 ^
9.3 9.6 ^•

184 • 184-0 $:

1758 175 8 a
518 i\51 8

52^ 3/4 51 6 1/2 S;

49 11 1/2 49 1

1:49.2 1:51.6 S
1:49.3 1:53.1 S
1:53.6 1:53.6 1
49.0

* 51.5 1

51.7 51.7 1
20.7 208 1

20.9 20.9 \

20.3 20.8 1
20.7

1
20.9 21.0 1

20.5
• 21.0 g.

8:49.2 8:49.2. is

8:51.6 8:56.4

Francois Tracanelli
•School Record
**Best this year in world

M^^^vm^^sim^imi^^ :%%:::::: :%%yftWA>::::W::$S5SS!:!^

TYPIST -Tt»eses, dissertations, books, term

papers Specialty mattt A technical VP;"9
Accurate, rapid service 741 SS80 ( IS QT Wj^

RUTH ttseses, term papers, 'n*"*';''^!,*,

Exp. Wkends.dailyS 9, 828 1142. (ISQTK.

—— — ^_^._ »^.w. i»T« 1 TTii^nire
(corner Westwood Bl.) 477 21M Men., Wed .

^ri .UV (UAH)
SPEED Reading: stedents entering
gr»dea«e/pre«eMie«ial scHeels. Academic

ONEvmYlA .LONDON
Dep

6/24 $150

ONtV^Y lONDON-LA
tel. Price

9/9 $150

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIOHT

LA-LIBERIA/LIBERIA-LA

Dm. "•*
Julv 13 Seef.v 8 «4si

'*WAITLIS10HLY

M''f*'**!L*"^ *• »>^*<»*« members ot the

statt. re«istered alumni, immed famtiv
livint l« tl»e same ho«t»eHe*d> "^

Blvd.
(11 QTR)

3S
UC

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM JYP'NJ'^
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NU

BARGAIN HUNTERS, REPCE'*^V«to\
8144,477-4Jt2. ^ _
PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable f*^*^,P^*\
campus. Call Esther 824 74^ 1.

(ISQTKj

FREE editin9, gramm ar /spell ingPTfCTrlrr-

Expert typing, last. Pick up/deliver, la^

SCltOOl. Alice, 397 3304.
{15QTKJ

yf WWanfea•••••••• •

APARTMENT IN PARIS
To lease or exchange tor house or »P*'^V";"

UCLA Brentwood Santa Momca y\^
Picture windows on Eitfel tower, top no« -

roof terrace. One two years. Maeseier mow

Roosevelt, Hollywood, ^^^^
,,* A 12)

message. L
PSYCHIATRY resident desires ''•"| .*"'

n/w\liirn small house Fireplace, •*"\, j.
.

country like atmosphere 1 or 2 V^*-
,
/.fT,

200, starting April May. Or. Upton, "*
'°Jf

after 7 PM or weekends. ^^^jj^j^
reasonable
.nenced

art-

SMALL student family
rent apif./hevse n*»r camp

chmHt flighlt

apartment managers,
niflits.

RilM Ji5
(14At)

o KercMihoft HeM MS D
A«tween8a.m. ASpm

WS 1221

GUiTARiSTsln«er needed for dj»» *
and tolhreck lecat werk. »*'"'*;,;*•)
Paul.

"•

GRAD stu t>

on er off I ^--

.i^eks single r^om ^0*1 *»*^^

. CallJ.m. 82AI*** t'*^"

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
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STARTING early childhood magazine. All

interested parties please contact Mr. For-
man, 441 4494 after 4: 0»^PM. (14 A 7)

ADVENTUROUS girl, 33, seeks same for

dllferent/excitlng tour in Israel this sum-
mer.7844812. (14A7)

PROFESSOR and vvHe wish rent air con-

ditioned furnished apt. (at least 3 rooms)
June through August, exact dates flexible.

Write, Forrest Wasserman, Box 1131

MacMurray College, Jacksonville, III.

62450. (14 A 8)

^ Apts. - Furnisfied. 17

FURNISHED - one bedroom, SISS, at-

tractive, convenient WLA location.
Responsible adults, no pets. Available April

15. EX 5-0340. (17 A 13)

MARRIED couple want to sublet apartment
or ? for summer. 479-5291, after $. ( 17 A 13)

Furn. 1

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

and dens, l bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte

patio, air conditioning, lovely street- Q"'«^

bidg., maid available,

convenient to fwys

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)

North of Wilshire,

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents $175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool-Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies ocean view
Walk to beach - Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392-5573
'

2045 Fourth St., SM 392-5554

2311 Fourth St., SM 392-5686

633 GAYLEY
5 Ml n. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

^Apk.- Unfurnished. 18

$105. ONE Bedrm, unfurn. Includes carpet,
drapes, refrig/stove. 5 min. to UCLA. Call

478-5225. (18 A 7)

COMPLETE privacy, Bel Air. 3^ bdrms.
Large grounds. Trees. Pool. Unique. $75,000.

Sands 476 4444. „ (21 A 20)

^ House to Share 22

ROOMMATE needed for house in

Hollywood. (Female preferred). Yard,
fireplace, own room. Tom, Maureen, 449-

6920. (22 A 7)

'61 BUICK Skylark V8, power steering,
hardtop, five new tires. Great transp car,

must sell. $325 or best offer. Call after 4. 274

4635. (29 A 9)

6? TRIUMPH Spttftre 28.00emtles Original
ownrr Radio, heater Sf7S best oiler Dt
8434 (}9A9)

59 JAGUAR XK-ISO'S' roadster Excellent
condition throughout 454 7076 eves ( 29 A 9)

'59 FORD 4-dr sedan. Runs well. New
trans., starter, battery. $300 or offer. Dick.

.,479-9131. (29 A 9)

'43 VALIANT station wagon New tran-

smission Eicellent condition $395. Call

days. 825 4284 (29 A 9)

GIRL to share 3 bdrm. house across from
Venice beach, own bdrm. $90. 821-7450 after 4

p.m. (22 A 12)

ROOMMATES needed to share furnished
Brentwood house in nice neighborhood.
Private room, 5 min. from campus, bus line,

shopping. From $70 to $100. Call Bob, 479

S988 (22 A 8)

tn-au *l.mfm.4itt$Jm»r-^t4* •c4iL^#»] ,' «: mJt f>^4

479-8144 (17QTR)

$170. 2 bdrm., upper, one bath, car-

pets/drapes, stove, refrigerator. 1474

Manning, 278-4530, 278-1444, Winkler. ( 18 A 8)

^koom and Board 24

$SAVE $40. Pay only I and half'fnidi'; for

dorm contract. April 12 - June 15. Lvnn, 4S1-

2703, eves. (24 A 13)

WANT to sell Weyburn Contract Spring qtr.

Cheap. Call 477 4011, ex. 493. (24 A 13)

SPACIOUS 1 bedroom furnished Wilshire

blvd. apartment. Sublet for summer. Short

walk from campus $17$. Females / married
couples only. 474-3332. (17 A 8)

SPACIOUS 1 bdrm. near UCLA Carpets

drapes, stove, refrig., avail. Apr. 15. 474-4897

aft.S.
(18 A 12)

.CAMPUS TOWERS -

BACHELORS- SINGLES
2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL- PATIO
DepoaHa nom l«r MNnnt«r/f (rfl _

10824 Llndbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

FREE Room - foreign student only -

separate guest lu>use in bachelor's Encino
home. Swimming pool, trees, quiet for

serious study. No responsibilities - Must like

large dogs. Phone 789-1313 -273-4109. ( A 9)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

ONE bedroom apt., scenic patio, lease. Off
Beverly Glen, very quiet. Call 474-3439 or 825-
U67. (17 A 9)

555 LEVERING
Singlet - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom _
Families OK

Pool Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7 2144

LARGE 2 bdrm. studio, sep. dining room, 2

fireplaces, stove, dishwasher, carpets,

drapes. Walk UCLA- $245. 825 0331, 478- -

4387.
<'»A7)

JApts. to Share 19

MALE. Grad student preferred. Share 2

bedrm apt. near campus. »".50/mo Call

479-4945, eves. (19AU>

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm., 2 bath, $47. 2 blocks

from campus, prefer foreign »»"<»•"•

Gil/Liberato, 474-4043. (19 A 13)

TEMALE roommate share •P*-^";-
mediately. Security building. «>>*'"

Jf.^„'^°«'?^
own bath). Palms. Call Myrna, 870-9250. (19

A !13)

SHARE 1 bdrm. apt. l bIk. from campus

w/2$47.50/mo. Call 478-5214 eves. (It A 7)

FURN Bachelor, hot plate, refrig. private

bat?, $5? Share, $no alone. 555 Gayley Ave.

4799914.
UVM^/

GIRL Share lovely two bedroom with one

other. $95 /month. One block to campus^ 47y

9684 1

SHARE large 2 bedrooms /bathrooms $75 or

S108 2 1/2 miles from campus. ^''•; " '?)

eluded. 47^ »*»4.
'

DISCOUNT: Olrl's dorm contract for sale.

Call 824 3049. (24 A 12)

MEN Clean rooms, exc. food, good at-

mosphere. $290/quarter. Alpha Gamma
Omega, 477 4351. (24 A 8)

J Room and Board

Exdianged for Help... 25
,^__ - - - -- - ^^—

BABYSITTER Live-in, small salary, room
& board, no housework Close UCLA. 474-

3277. (25A7)

^Room for Rent 26

$40. ROOM, Sunset Strip Hillside. Car
necessary, male. Big closet, W.W. carpets.

References. 8745474. ( 24 A 13)

MEN Students: Room $70 /mo. 424 Land-
fair. Call 479 9044. Ask for Bob or Steve. (24 A
14)

^ Room to Share 27

PRETTY girl to board for free witt» guy.

Please call Jeff Lawrence at 475 5831, ex.

325. (27 A 131

^Autos for Sale 29

'44 VW, good mech. condition. Best offer
274 7811,478 8790 (29 A9)

ANY make/model new car (foreign A
domestic) at near dealer's cost.. Collegiate
Concepts 788 1410. (29 A 9)

'48 VOLKSWAGEN Squarebach Excellent
condition. $1475. 396 6532 after 4. (29 A 9}

PORSCHE 44 Convertible Fabuously c#red
for. New engine at 40,000 Loaded foreign
extras Best cash offer $2850 area, H06 Sill

days ST4 9419 weekends eves
]

'44 JAG XKE conv., ylw/blk, chr wires,

49,000 ml., immac , $2,300 Call 477 1423,

nights. (29 A 9)

48 CHEV. 1/2 ton panel, 4 speed. 4 cylinder,
R/H, Air. Extras. O.siie tires. Good cond.
$1295. Campus Cleaners, 10934 Weyburn (29

A 13)

47 MUSTANG, 4 cylinerrs, 3 speeds, Excel
engine. New tires, brakes, battery. Must
sell. 474 1449. (29 A 13)

_T .

48 FIAT 850 Spider, Red Convertible Best
offer, good cond AM Days 474 4394, eves:
395 4870 (29 A 13)

'48 MGB Clean, low mileage,
transportation. $1400 /bev* oiler

A 8 )

good school
474 46S} (29

'6S PONT Firebird 350 Power steering

/brakes /windows AM/FM. Landau, 'ow
mileage, private party 273 4073 ' (29 A 8)

48 VW sedan Red, bIk interior Eicellent
mechanical condition, clean car $1200 120
3493 • (29 All

'41 CHEVY Impala V4 std trans , new
battery and clutch, godd transportation Jay
981 0956 (29 A 8)

'68 convertible VW ExceMent condition
CJidVtiat ginp«n radiais, am/pm. glass rear*
windov«$ 1595 /offer. 828 5934 (29 A 8)

'68 189 MUSTANG only 20.000 mi . new fires

oKCi'llenI condition n license 466 467 5

Offer (29 A 71

44 VW Bug, Good cond.
after 7 p.m. weekdays. (

$500. Call 838 0144
(29A13)

'48 VW, AM FM, removable rack, xint. cond,
must sell, make offer, 475 2444 eves. XS4482
days, (29 A 19)

'44 RIVIERA pwr steering, brakes. FM
stereo tape. Nu tires, battery Nice $900

Eves. 885 1858 < (29Aia>

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire convertable, new
transmission, good engine, radio, heater,

very good cond $875. firm or terms. 275

9905. (29 A 12)

'48 VW Squareback, 39,000 miles, radiais, 8

(track, clean $1200 Days, 937 1312, eves, 741

3231 (29 A 12)

-60 ST UOE BAKER Lark, one owner, 20,000

actual mi. S750. terrific transportation car
657 1576. 10 AM )PM (29 A 7)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys BIyd

'across from G M Plant-
Cail 894 7075

A-1
74 Hours

/Cycles, Scooters

ror ^aie»t... ...... ....... f3U

MOTORCYCLES wanted Good used Honda
Trail 90. CM70 or 250 Ken, 870 6116 or 198

2689. ( AI3)

'45 CHEVELLE Malibu* V 8, new polygias

tire/shocks. XInt. cond. Best offer over $800

479 7954 (29 A 12)

HONDA 150 '68 bike. 2000 miles on new
engine, e«tra chrome, custom pipes, many
other e«tras It's a clean pickle $500, 479

Gayley *1b mornings till Tt (SO A 121-

5 1 R L to share apartment, private «"»••»"«'

I blocks UCLA Utilities Pjo"?'
'*7,^/i

ncluded $«. Ann : BR2 1459, 477 5939 ( 19 a

'70 I H. SCOUT, 4 wheel drive, 304 cubes,

$2,900 or best offer. Call Gil, 394 1387 (29 A

J3)
.3

—

,

yr-y
'69 AUSTIN America, 11,000 rtii , $llOO/offer.

Leaving country. 825 5348 (9AM 5 PM.) (29

A 13)

TOYOTA Sprinter '49, XInt. cond. $1200 Call

391 8848 before 2 p.m. (^^ '>>

'42 VALIANT Automatic, white w/blu€

interior Very cleam. runs well $250 firm

Eves 474 7470 (29 A 12)

'45 VW, rebuilt engine, sunroof, good tires,

can use some work $400, 824 3425 (29 A 7)

•70 GTO, a4r,PS/PB. AM FM radio, 12,000

miles, automadtc Like new, 476 60S5 ( 29 A

12)

HONDA 50 moped 150 miles/gal, 3$

MPHspeed. $125. Rich, 824 3291. Hershey
Dorm. 2110. ., (» * 13)

SCRAMBLER 250 Suiuki. rebuilt eng and
trans Nu pamt XInt cond 826 2600 after

4 (30 A 12)

'47 HONDA CA 140, very good cond . only

5000 miles $240 Phone 396 3397 (30 A 9)

•4; YAMAHA YLI Twin 100 CC 2 stroke

engine, dual carbs, dual t«haust. xInt cond

Yamaha is the easiest to learn to ride $250

Caii477 4934 eves after 5 {30A12)

CM

IJ-''

7)

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

FEMALE roommate, prefer 9rad student

Brentwood one bedroom apt. $82.50/mo^ Call

824-4145, eves^
^

FEMALE: Large, '""•'V^ •P^v/"^;,/'?.':^'
$42.50. Near busses, share

^/«'"*'j,y;*J)

'44 VW Excellent. AM FM, nu brakes,

battery, orig private owner $800 or best

offer 553 9719 tWA

BEAUTIFULLY furnished rooms, utilities
paid from $4 daily, from $35 weekly. Brent-
wood Motor Hotel. GR2 0944, GR2-9f55. ( 17 A

— 398 4340, eves

'48 TR250 CONVERTIBLE, l»EO,

WIREWHEELS, 34,000 Ml BEST OFFER,
MUST SELL BY FRIDAY. 473-7772. (29 A -8)

M HONDA CB450 cycle Wrath
•^OOTTirtes

" '•800
XInt cond
(MA 12)

70 CB450 HONDA Must sell "71 license

accessories included $850 Phone Peter 939

7818 eves (30 A 9)

7)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES

SHARE large 2 '-^f-^l^VuT^tHitiVs^i"
$108. 2 1/2 miles from campus. « ,„a,)
eluded. 477 1316 ^^^^^^m^~m

J House for Sale ^'

'43 & half FORD Galaxy, stnd trans,

w/overdrive New tires, brakes, »'ht con

dition, $450, 828-2847. 11^ AU)

64 RAMBLER American New brakes,

clutch, points, etc. $200 or best. 279-2821.

'42 BLUE VW sedan Good condition $500

Contact Da ve 824 9547 (^A9)

'43 MOB Very good condition. 65 motor
/transmission, hard top, chrome wire
wheels, new upholstery $800 /best offer 931

9540 eves. < >9 A 9 >

HONDA JOS Super Hawk New tires, some
custom equipment, excellent cond., helmet

included S350 475 4841 (30A9)

-68 HONDA CB 350 Excellent condition with

good helmet $400 478 730$ (30 A 8)

'69 650 BSA FIREBIRD
mileage, clean $950, w/
5)050 559 1647

Scrambler Low
70 Hoisclan trir

(30A7)

BEDROOMS
APTS. TO SHARE $50

D«r«Uli iM>w fer ewmMwr/fdl
MRS. KAV >-Cn 1788, GR3-0524

jMig iwAWPfi - •—•<—***!*—Four
UNIQUE mooern, ^ ,.,' i,,. $52,500.
bdrms, two bathS' J.^' "^*P'*"'(2,

A 13)
Principals only. 137 8055.

BPENTWOOD Glen patio. fining roorn.

t^eillc":. carpet/drapes 3^bdrm. batj-

garden $49,000, owner 476-4894 «"

$9 JAG Sedan Auto Nu paint Nu int.

ExtraSnarp' $1050 Call weekdays 689 9577

after 7 OOor Sundays 624 0939 (29 A '2)

•61 CHEV
Good cond
after 7 PM

impala. 2 dr , H T , PS., P B
Clean. $350 or best offer 824 2443

Must sell (29 A 9)

.70 TRANS AM AAR Cuda 340 6 PAK Tach

Headers 4 10 Positraction Torque Flight 980

$552 eves. <'^^'3>

62 RAMBLER sta wagon Runs well, sleepi

2. $195 473 5217 (29 A 7)

$159$.

M rad
~ ? « 2 $4

(29 A 8)

'49 MUSTANG GN2 774 conn XInt
$2,000/offer. Private party. 398 8747, 870

1430 (29 A 7.
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The S port of crew-
•A

.V

row, row, row your boat

I

§
::^;

You may have asked yourself once or twice last

year: What does a UCLA crewman accomplish

during one normal day of practice? Is it any easier

than, say, football or track? And why do they do

what they do nine months out of the year if there

are no future benefits (i.e. pro drafts with multi-

million dollar contracts)?

The answer is that there is no answer. Every

oarsman has his own individual reasons for going

out for crew and enduring its many hardships.

The average day of practice begins a few

minutes past three in the afternoon when the

familiar blue and white Santa Monica bus labeled

CHARTERED rolls up opposite the Student Union.

There the jovial, laughing assemblage of crewmen
jump on heartily.

They are laughing now, but within 25 minutes

their chuckling will turn to groaning as they will

be shuttled into the Marina Del Rey Boathouse not

unlike cattle being led into the slaughterhouse

They will mingle together in the dressing roqm
and then don their miscellaneous attire of em-

blazoned T-shirts, tie-dyed sweat shirts, golf hats,

sweat bands and anything else they can get away
with.

A crewman's uniform of the day is a sight to

behold and soon becomes his own personahty.

They are then led into two-separate rooms—the
varsity in one and the freshmen in the other.

Varsity crewmen eye the youngsters with

distaste; the beginners look on with jealous ad-

miration.

The coach appears in his familiar blue and gol<;!

UCLA CREW jacket and all joviality comes to a

halt. Roll is called, each man's position in his boat

is learned, and the weight workout and practice

schedule for the day is posted.

But there is no slacking done here. Each
meticulously thought-up -• - '-- --en

assigned for a purpose, ana each oarsman sub-

consciously realizes this. After 30 minutes of

straining, wheezing, running, pulling, and lifting,

the members of each boat, or "sheU", gather

around and wait until the word is given to actually

put their shell out on the water.

That signal is finally barked out from across the

room by the coxswain, a brute of a man reaching a

full 5*2" in height and weighing a hefty 105 pounds
fully dressed. This midget of a man is the quar-

terback of the shell, and the crewmen quickly

come tQ utterly 4epend on his swift commands
which often spell victory or defeat.

However, as every oarsman knows, there is one
factor that often makes this respect difficult. You
see, coxswains have never seemed quite fitted for

their positions—at least so say the majority of

their oarsmen.

All crewmen learn to hate their coxswain.
Coxswains are Wind, the men will claim, therefore
they ca'nnot steer the shell; they have no voice,

therefore their commands are never heard; they
have no sense of direction, therefore they run into

things—namely other shells; and finally, they
should never have come out for the sport in the
first place.

After carrying the shell down to the water and
the men.

with the help of their coxswain again, somehow

coordinate a swift launching out from the dock.

The coach runs them through a series of warm-up

stroke exercises which never seem to warm them

up
After awhile, the men arc yearning for some

competitive exercise which will pit them against

the other two shells which have been mocking and

laughing at them ever since they began practice.

This is normal, however. The men of each shell

build up quite a degree of esprite de corps among

themselves, and it is this pride and loyalty that

make for good practice sessions and successful

winning seasons.

The coach knows this too, therefore he is more

than happy to oblige the shells by letting them

race each other in pairs, fours, or full boats for

distances ranging from ten strokes to several

miles. This then usually comprises a full turnout:

a full hour to hour and a half of strenuous rowing,

all the time working on fundamentals, power,

teamwork, speed, and that all-important factor of

learning to race under pressure.

Critics of the sport say there are no serious

dangers or risks involved for the individual oars-

men ( i.e. blind-side tackles by middle linebackers,

smashing left hooks to the body, bean-ball pitches

at eye-level, or collisions at home plate), but one

must realize that crew is a different kind of

athletic endeavor. .^.^fiMK^

The massive strength and power of crew, its

speed and timing, the excruciating endurance that

it demands, and the overall effort of eight men
comprised as one make crew truly a challenging

and fascinating sport.

Its force and speed are not unleashed as in

football, track, or basketball, but instead, they are

constantly kept in check and under deft stop-watch

control.^ * - :.: :.. compared to a football half-

back having lo run on glass or a boxer fighting

with one hand tied behind his back.

What crewmen fear most are what are calle^

"washouts," "flip-catches," and by far the worst

daddy of them all— "crabs." These are all terms

denoting mistakes in the stroke of their blades

through the water.

A common tendency, especially witH freshmen
rowers, is to stroke the blade too deep in the water

which tends to pull the oar in further with in-

credible power. If a blade dives really deep, and
the shell is traveUing>^ swiftly through- the water,

the force of the blade whipping across and down
into the water can lift a man out of the shell in less

than a heartbeat.

This is what is called a **crab.** Once someone
catches one of these dandies, the race is for all

intents and purposes over with. A shell will

practically stop in mid-stroke due to one of these

dreadful mishaps or, worse yet, possibly swing
around and ram into any shell approaching within

close proximity.

The practice day ends at approximately six, the

men shower, catch the bus again, and arrive back
at the campus around seven—with gleeful en-

thusiasm. You see, in less than 20 hours, they will

begin the cycle all over again.

John Wood
ft*ftft«:?ftWft«ft%ftW:¥S5Sit2:?:f^
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Golfers in Santa Cruz for

Western intercoiiegiates I Student Store remodeling^ expansion completed
There are times when it tokes a big tournament for a golfer to be at the

top of his game. No better example is needed than Jack Nicklaus, whu

rounded his game into shape for the recent PGA and won handily to

become the second leading major tournament titlist of all time.

UCLA golf coach Vic Kelley is hoping this week's prestigious Western

Intercollegiate Championships will motivate the Bruins to be at their best

against the cream of the Western collegiate golf world.

Kelley is sending six golfers to the 54-hole, three-day tournament to be

played over the par-72 Pasatiempo Country Club course in Santa Cruz;

Don Truett, Jim Porter, Rene Grivel, Jerry DiTullio, Bill Eaton, and Pete

Laszlo. Laszlo won the final spot last week in a two-round playoff with

Mike Bellmar.

Thirty-five teams are entered in the tourney. After 36 holes, the field

will be cut to the low 18 teams and those individuals within ten shots of the

leader after two rounds.

Kelley plans to get a good look at future Pacific-8 opponents as

SStanford, California, Oregon, and Washington are entered along with

the Bruins. Also on hand are San Jope State, Cal State, Cal State Long

Beach, Fresno State, San Diego State, Cal State Los Angeles, and United

States International University.

Kelley also said the Pasatiempo course would be a good test of golf

"Pasatiempo is a long, tough, tight golf course with many trees^' he said.

"1 expect it to be very demanding."
Doug Kelly

Bruins dump Oxy, 8-2
Home runs by Ron Diggle, Dave Landress, and Eric Swanson were

more than enough to tame Occidental's Tigers yesterday as the UCLA
baseball team waltzed to an 8-2 triumph at Sawtelle.

The Bruins started fast with Diggle's two-run homer in the first. First

baseman Landress joined the act by homering in the fourth and right

fielder Swanson completed the onslaught with a drive over the left cen-

terfield fence in the seventh.

UCLA's Pete Levin pitched a strong four innings allowing Occidental

just one run on two hits, but Bruin Bill Susa was just as impressive

allowing the Tigers three hits and a single run over five innings. Susa

retired the first fourteen batters he faced.

UCLA, now 20-9 on the season, meets UCI at Irvine today in their final

tuneup before the conference opener against USC next Tuesday.

___ :_ EdBurgart

WE PLACE OUR BETS ON ALL
Black Red

White COLORS Yellow

WE NEED YOOT

Brown

TTTgrBiT*^<Mt^B>^iTff'T"'W'*'V'*^"ggLr^*'*^'T^ V^**-'

Management Positions

Top one-half of class

(Approximately 2.5 grade point average)
Demonstrated Leadership

Sign up at the Placement Office

to see us on April 20th and 21st

Pacific Telephone

Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

DAVID

in a Poetry Reading

Thursday, April 8, 8 p.m.

Sunset Canyon

TVUCi v-U.liOn~Gcilltir

The Prolessor Evaluailon

Booklet [locus An [uliop-
The next edition of the Professor and Course Evaluation Booklet is now
beginning to be planned. Innprovements and changes will be mode-
new ideas will be incorporated.

A qualified person is needed to work with the Booklet's advisory committee
in planning the questionnaire, format, and procedures for next year's
edition. The editor will have major responsibility for directing the actual
production of the Booklet, including overseeing the computer processing
ot the evaluation data.

Criteria for the selection of the editor will include experience Th~evaluatio^
and evaluation techniques, understanding of statistics and computer metho-
dology, interest in the educational aspects of professor evaluation and
evidence of dependability and maturity. Salary is adjustable de-

'

pending on qualifications.

All interest appliconts. will be asked to submit a two-page resume of their
background and possible suggestions for improvements in the Booklet.
Applications will be accepted through noon Thursdov. Anrll ft For further
intormation about the position n

(6x1^52759)"*
^*^"^°"°"°' ''"'"^y Commission'officer33rkerckhoff HaM

SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMISSION OF SLC

I

By Tom Humphreys
DB Staff Writer

A $49,000 program to remodel and improve the Student

Store in Ackerman Union was completed in time for the

spring quarter rush, according to Donald Findley,

executive director of ASUCLA.

About half the cost involved the rearranging of walls and

book shelves for added display space, while the other half

went for five new cash registers and new display shelves.

The cash registers each cost $3,300 but result in much faster

service, Findley said. The total effect of the project has

been to expand the overall operation and make it more
efficient, he added.

This quarter there are less problems from the student's

point of view," Findley said. "Students are checking out

faster; our texts are stocked much better." ^

Free flow

Besides moving walls, the remodeling involved moving

the buy-back counter outside, which removed what Findley

called, "the big cattle jam at the front door of the store."

According to Findley, the line at the new buy-back window
outside the store only makes it look like the situation hasn't

been improved." He added, the buy-bacfc^procedure is now
more efficient.

There have been a few bugs in the operation this quarter

according to Mike Cronin, Textbook department manager.

He said both employes and customers are unfamiliar with

the new arrangement and this causes a few minor

problems. ^_.,..,___

This (the reorganization) has been bad fOr the moment

for the individual we don't need because of increased ef-
ficiency. Fortunately we've been able to shift these per-
sonel to other jobs in ASUCLA." Cronin said.
Cronin said the cash register lines this quarter have

seemed shorter. He described this quarter's rush as being a
little more hectic for the store's staff but better for the
student as a shopper as compared to the Fall and Winter
Quarter's rush.

The money for the project comes from the Student
Union's maintenance reserve account, Findley stated.
$25,000 from the $4 Student Union fee paid by each student
in his registration fee is fimneled into the maintenance
account each year.

The long-range effect of the remodeling will be to make
the store "economically viable," Findley said. At present
the textbooks, which account for almost three quarters of

total sales, are running at a loss. The rest of the store is

making money.

Texts
One of the most important changes "has been in the

unloading and distribution of texts, Findley continued. At
the beginning of each quarter the store has an inventory of

between $500,000 - $750,000 worth of books, which is "a hell

of a lot of books, ' for which storage space must be found, he
added.

A rearrangement of the storage area has resulted in less

time and labor required to move books from the loading
dock to the storage room and then to the shelves.

Another improvement has been the explansion of the

sportswear department, according to Findley. Floor space

—there has been increased by 50 per cent to & total of 2,204

square feet. This results in a more pleasant atmosphere and

a wider selection of goods for the customer.

Waiting

However, according to one student no new dressing

rooms were added and the increased stock in the sport-

swear department causes a long wait for the two available

rooms.

Cosmetics have been moved to their own counter staffed

by a trained consultant The increased cost here is being

defrayed by the cosmetics suppUes.

The remodeling is the first in the 10-year history of the

store. It has been in the planning stages for five years,

according to Findley. A major store expansion is planned

for the future. This will involve txiilding an annex between
the present structure and Westwood Plaza. Planned

completion date is September, 1972.

^ Future
Findley sees no more store expansion after this if the

campus remains at its present size. With the present

remodeling and future expansion, he says, "We'll have one

of the finest student stores in the country."

The remodeling program has been extremely difficult for

store personnel, Findley said. Most of the work was done by

regular store staff.

The Board of Control (BOC) , which is responsible for the

store's operation, is "extremely pleased that changes were
finally made in the store," Findley said. "The entire

operation has been extremely improved; I'm quite pleased

with it," he added.

UCLA ^
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LITTLE CHI JEE—Scenes of W.C. Fields in

"David Copperfield'' will be shown at noon tomorrow
in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom. George
Cukor, the man who directed Fields in this classic/

will be present to discuss the film as well as the

others he has directed In his 40 years in Hollywood.

Cukor also directed "Dinner at Eight", "A Star Is

Born/' "Philadelphia Story/' "Adam's

"My Fair Lady" for which he won an

iXward.

Rib" and
Academy

New safety measure for women

Parking patrol described
By Joyce Finzi ^

DB Staff Reporter

Three parking service patrol vehicles driven by

students employed by the Campus Parking Service,

leave parking structure 8 each day at 4:45 p.m. to

escort women to their cars in parking structures 2

and 3 and areas 1 and MV.
This program is a safety measure started in

February due to fear for women's safety, after the

murder of coed Sunny Lyn Dagowitz last December,
in structure 8.

John Georges, a sophomore, works three nights a

week in the parking areas. "Basically we just drive

ground the areas and see that women get to their

cars safely. In case of trouble we have been in-

structed not to intervene but to report the situation on
a shortwave radio. Police will then be dispatched

immediately."

Georges recalled having to change a flat tire on a

station wagon one night in pouring rain. He had to get

the manual out and follow its instructions because
he'd never changed a tire on a station wagon before.

"Most women seem pleased that we are there. The

!!"??^ are the most appreciative It's interesting to

^^^aiclTpeople go by. Some women see me as a junior

policeman and act either agitated or friendly."

Georges said to make the program more effective,

"they should have us patrol another structure and

Jiave more attendants. I'd like to see more women

use the areas we have now.'*^
^

George del Castillo, a junior, usually works one

night a week on security. "Unfortunately we get

older women who park in the areas we patrol. We
need more publicity so we can protect the young girls

who really need it."

Del Castillo has worked out his own system of

patrolling: "It's hard to follow a woman to her car

durfhg rush hour when they're all coming out so I set

-*fiiy§elf in one area where I can see all entrances and

^xitsTWhen things slow down I ride with each woman

to her car."

Del Castillo has never had to radio for help. "I

don't know what I would do if I saw a woman being

attacked It would be very hard for me to just radio

for help and remain uninvolved.

"Lots of wc men wondered who we were at first but

we explained to them and they are friendly. We still

get questioned and some women clench their purses

when they see us ride by."

Bill McDougall, supervisor of night operations,

said, "More women could Uke advantage of this

program Perhaps they don't know about it Our

attendants are informing single girls about these

special areas

I feel that iu

Berkeley elections seen

as 'upset' of status quo
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP)— Having gained a 4-4 deadlock on the City

Council, radicals vowed Wednesday to fight for appointment of another to

give them clear control of the "government in this university town."

»»- Three self-styled radicals were elected as oouncilmen in Tuesday's.,

election. Warren Widener, a black who supported the radicals, was

elected mayor- with a seat on the council.

The council now must appoint a ninth t;ouncilman to fill the slot which

Widener vacated to run for mayor.

What kept radicals from gaining complete control was the election to

the council of Edward Kallgren, a white attorney who describes himself

as an independent liberal. r ;

If the radicals can get their candidate. Rick Browrt, a graduate student

at UC Berkeley, a^^pointed by a council vote in May, they say they will

embark on a program which includes a tax on income over $12,000 to

replace the property tax.

Brown, the fourth member of the radical slate, was top n]iuier:up in the

33-man council race.

A revolutionary proposal to divide the police force into three separate

forces — for black, campus, and predominantly white communities —
was defeated by about a 2-1 margin in the election.

Widener had opposed the plan but said he would join with the radicals in

seeking the election of Brown.

Kallgren, who holds they key to the election, said he had not decided

whether to support Brown.

The appointment of another council member will be the new council's

first order of business. The council takes office May 1.

"It takes five votes to make an appointment," Robert Berkman, at-

torney, explained. "Nothing can be done without five votes." The council

will continue with eight members until somone gets a majority, he said.

Kallgren, who had support from both moderate and conservative voter

groups, said the election produced "no radical takeover of Berkeley"

The slate of April Coalition candidates "have been characterized as

radicals, but as far as their goals and ideals are concerned, they're not

that radical," he said.

Widener's own victory in a nine-man field was by a narrow 21,921-21,865

margin over moderate Vice Mayor Wilmont Sweeney who said he would

demand a recount based on "the sheer fact that I lost by 56 votes out of

44,000.
"

- The new radical councilmen vowed they would try to restructure the

Police Department to provide greater local control in this community of

1 13,000, despite the overwhelming defeat of the proposal to do this.

n\i»*:^jiargfti:M'pWftnfiT0UfV >
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discouraged the thought of harming women in these

areas." McDougall said "The boys also watch over

the cars and this may prevent car theft."

Hitchhiking backed
"Save the Thumb," a drive to kill the sUte anti-hitchhiking bill, will

begin a letter writing and petition campaign today on Bruin Walk.

As written. Senate bill 92 could possibly ban hitchhiking in this state.

"Save the Thumb" hopes to stop the bill in the Senate Judiciary Com-

mittee where Senator Jan A. Nejedley (R Walnut Creek) is making

amendment changes to the bill. The group feels the bill will be unac-

( pptiihlc and hopes to spread the campaign statewide According to a

Thumb " spokesman, if student reaction is favorable here, it is likely

other UC campuses and state colleges will be encouraged to join the

campaign.

fmnW
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• OFFICIAL NOTICES •

FROM: Aerospace Studies

Cut off date for enrollment in Aerospace Studies 131 for Fall 1971

has been extended from March 15th to May 15th.

TO: All Departments
FROM: Campus ProRrams and Activities Office

RE: OfTicial Notices

The procedure to follow In submittinK copy for Official Notices is

as follows:

1. Send Official Notices to Mrs. AnnMarlt^ Meehan, Campus Programs
& Activities Office, 312 Kerckhoff Hall (I-bct. 53139). DO NOT SEND
DIRECT TO THE BRUIN.

2. Set margins for 55-space line.

3. Copy must be double-spaced.
4. Please submit 3 copies of each Notice.

5. Copy deadline is 12 noon THREE (3) working days prior to pub-

lication date.

Because Official Notices are funded by the Campus Programs and
Activities Office, we request that you limit your Notices to items of an
OFFICIAL NATURE ONLY (not announcements or advertising), and
make them as brief as poNsible. The miiximum number of insertions

in the Daily Rruin is three issues. Official Notices are run on Mondays
and Thursdays ONLY. Please do not send requests, therefore, for your
Notices to be run "every day" or "until further notice."

If you have any questions, please contact Mrs. Meehan at the above
address or telephone number.

FROM: Dean of Students Office

University regulations require completion of a physical evaluation

by all entering students, and by all students re-entering after an absence

of more than one quarter. Registration for new and re-entering students

-will not be considered complete until this requirement has been fulfilled,

and additional fees and penalties may result from failure to do so at

once. —Byron H. Atkinson, Dean of Students.
^

FROM: Dean of Students Office

For your information we have listed below the various "administra-

tive fees" which have been instituted by different departments on campus.
These charges are made to cover administrative processing costs.

SERVICE CHARGES
Breakage (Charges will be assessed by department based on actual

replacement costs.)

Changes in Study List After Announced Date (each petition) 3.00
Duplicate Registration and/or Other Cards from Registration Packet

(each petition) 3.00
Duplicate Student Identification Card (each petition) 3.00
Late Filing of Announcement of Candidacy 3.00
Late Filing of Study List 10.00
Late Payment of Fees 10.00
Late Registration — 10.00
Reinstatement Fee 10.00
Removal of Grade I (each petition) 5.00
Returned Check Collection 5.00
Emergency Room Medical Center 5.00
Prescription Fee Student Health Service (SHS) 2.00
Library Fees varies .

Residence Halls Transfer or Petition Fee 5.00
Late Health Exam 5.00
Failure to Meet SHS Appointment 4.00
Failure to Clean Out Gym Locker 5.00
Failure to Meet Student Teaching Assignment 1.00

FROM: Financial Aids Office

»*mt»iftfWJi> "-»J"i'>?g
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^ Ml student receiving California, State ^holar^hips for the Spring
Quarter of 1971, please sign the Fee Claim t^orms in' Room 3109

'^

Murphy Hall between April 5 and April 16.

FROM: Financial Aids Office

WORK'STUDY PROGRAM
Work-Study: Additional President's Work^Study funds have been

made available resulting in a broadening of eligibility guidelines. Stu-
dents who previously applied for the program, and others who are in-

terested and show financial need for academic support costs and come
from families with lower middle income, may apply for these funds in
room 3206 Murphy Hall, or call extension 51061. Hours daily are
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

FROM: CoUege of Fine Arts

TRANSFER PERIOD FOR THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS OPEN
APRIL 8 - 23 FOR FALL 1971

M^Jor and CoUege transfer petitions will be available In the College
of Fine Arts only, Room A333 Murphy HaU, April 8— 23. Depart-
ments of Art and Theater Arts will request a portfolio; Departments
of Dance and Music will request a personal interview.

Any queitions regarding the new mcOor should be referred to the
counselor of that department.
ART: Laurie Anderson MUSIC: Linda Palmer

Dickson Art Center Schoenberg Hall
DANCE: Patricia Tomlinson THEATER ARTS: Valerie West

Women's Gym Macgowan Hall

FROM: Graduate School of Education, Office of Student Services

Students completing the requirements for the Standard Teaching
credential at the end of the current quarter must obtain credential appli-
cation papers immediately in the Office of Student Services, Moore Hall
201. Any delay in this matter could affert future employment.

FROM: Graduate School of Education

APPLICANTS FOR SUPERVISFJ) TFJVCHING
A required meeting will be iield for all students who desire to begin

student teaching in the Fall 4)uarter 1971. Secondary candidates wU

I

report to Moore Hall 100 on Monday, April 12 at 4:00 p.m.
Elementary candidates will report to Moore Hall 100 on Wednesday

April 14 at 4:00 p.m.
*

This meeting is the only opportunity provided for enrolling in stu-
dent teaching. Because of the large number of persons seeking student
teaching assignments, attendance at this meeting Is mandatory.

FROM: Office of Special Services

VETERANS AND VETERANS DEPENDENTS PLEASE NOTF^ Stu
dents under Federal and State of California subsidy bills are urged to
complete study litt* in the Office of Special Services as soon as they
are sure of their program for the Spring Quarter. Please verify your
Spring Quarter Program in the Office of Special Services, Murphy Hall
A-253. Failure to do so by April 19, 1971 will result in a delay or
Interruption of your subsistence payments from the Veterans Adminlstra-
V

XV » ' I I i 1% .

VA Certificates promptly to the Office of Special S«

Mo liium (present
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i Perennial visitors' for 3 years
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Birds'hang
» By Laurie Walson

DB Staff Reporter .

A bird .n the hand may be worth two in the bush

but what does one say about two birds in Murphy

Halls Pubhc Information Office?

Louise Bosshard, senior administrative

assistant in the office, is weU acquainted with her

••perennial visitors" who have frequented U^e area

foVthe last three years. Bosshard spoke about her

familiarity with the two birds, Big Blue and Little

Dlijp

Explaining that "They're a scream," Bosshard

said these friendly visitors fly uninhibited into the

office and once inside, they either perch on her

chair and chatter softly whUe she works or raid

her desk drawer, throwing out pencils and other

materials.

They fly freely within the room and will even sit

at the window watching students in the hall.

Strangers inside the office, however, perturb the

birds and they begin screaming so loudly con-

versation cannot be continued

in Murphy H

I

V

ff

ft

;<:

'1

Bosshard warned **you can'tjnake a date with a

blue bird!''

Their uncanny sense of food somewhere in the

area is the only clue to their arrival. The partners

often bring their own snacks into the office.

However, the inseparable duo always finds treats

waiting for them there.

Tuesday morning the office celebrated a btftTi-

day party and the presumptuous guests arrived

without invitation. Unhesitant, they "zeroed in'' :•:

on the cake. According to Bosshard, they were not i
too stuffed to make another guest appearance at I
the appointed time and carried off a whole I
package of peanuts when offered them.

Students are amazed to see the two Irradescent- I
blue birds with well-defined white eyebrows make :•:

themselves at home in the office. Comments often t

heard at the office window include: '*Don't look I

now, but. .
"and ''Did you know there was a bird 5

behind you?" Renee Berges and Judy King, the ?

other two office secretaries, are also familiar with

.....^•.•.••'
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Volunteers needed

for child center

Volunteers are needed to

assist children at the Child Care

Center, which will open Mon-

day, April 12. The primary

Requirements are an enjoyment

of children and the ability to

Come in on a regular basis each

week. If interested, please

contact the Child Care Center

office at 825-2263.

Announcements
CED 153, "Women's Social There will be a free noon concert

SUtus and the Law," will meet 1 featuring "Bones" today on Janss

p.m. to 4 p.m. Thursdays in GBA Steps for Uni Camp. As of i p m
3371C, not as previously reported in yesterday, $1,052.70 had been

the April 5 issue. raised from donations.

Enrollment for Political Science

113, which meets at 10 a.m.

Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays, must be completed at

discussion sections.

Women's Liberation Front will

meet at 7:30 p.m. today in Kerck-

hoff Hall 400.

There will be a meeting at 7:30

p.m. today in Kinsey Hall 365 for

people interested in doing publicity

and political defense work for the

Tucson 5."

- Clark who races horses: we need

further information about your

race last quarter. Please see

Alison at the DB office.

It yoB're piiinlig to wait until yoi

graduate to nuy a jreamook, chances

are there won't be a yearhook to hnr.

»'W* *.».»i4»«*«»«'-v.irr-^5S(i,i<w imfJV0JHi^%-mi)^S-
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so buy it now - SB. $10 alter Uprll 9lh

Kerckholl Hall Ticket Olilce

A Level Ickernian Union

CampHS Photo StHdio
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NAFSA to aid foreign students
By Carol Ann Starcevic and Kenn Guernsey

DB SUff Writers

"The National Association for Foreign Student

.ffairs (NAFSA) is the only national organization

^ hich has the interests of foreign students at heart,"

ocording 16 Owen Podger. "I hope, through my
rticipation, to help make it more valuable to

tudents," he said. Podger, an urban design

raduate student here, was elected to the newly

reated office of NAFSA student membership
[chairman.

Podger, an Australian, was chosen March 26 at the

NAFSA regional conference at Bass Lake.

The private, non-profit organizaton, founded in

1948, is composed of approximately 1,000 institutions

which send professional representatives (professors,

foreign student advisors, and community leaders)

and foreign students to the annual meetings. ()niy

last year were students granted membership with

full voting privileges.

Concerns

NAFSA is concerned with school admissions

standards, the quality of faculty, staff and foreign

student programs and the development of in-

ternational understanding through foreign

scholarship.

Podger's new job entails setting down guidelines
for future student membership chairmen. He will try
to attract ' more student members and initiate

programs to serve them.

Podger and Fernando Quesada, foreign student
representative to the Graduate Students' Association
(GSA) here, are preparing a paper which Podger
hopes to present at NAFSA's national conference
next month.

Attempt

"It's an attempt to explain what services we, as
foreign students, think NAFSA should provide now
that students are full members," Podger said.

Students form less than one per cent of the 2,500-

member organization, according to Po<tger, but he
attributes this to lack of publicity. "The vast

majority of foreign students aren't aware they can
join." he said.

"Eventually we hope to provide a forum foi* foreign

students' opinions through NAFSA," Podger' said,

"Right now there is no meeting place for foreign

students on the national level."

Currently Ikily "two or three" of 2,000 foreign

students here are members, according to Podger.
Interested students are asked to contact him at Ext.

53535.

WE'LL FIDaTnY BOOK!

We'll help you find those elusive titles, either

trom our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search

service. Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
1 1613 SAN ViCEfSITE (past VA Hospital) 826-1217

IPakl AdvcrtlMMCBl)

INCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook

SERVICE

$C«'P
5

Flesner & Cook

- * 20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff .t—T"

Fast Professional Service

I 101 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village 886-7475

By Appomtrrrnt Only 473-0 1 2/

Teacher training program reviewed
New,academic requirements for credential candidates, including an

"earlier commitment to teaching and earlier exposure to the classroom,"

I

are being* considered by the department of Education, however they are

still in the planning stages, according to Gordon Berry, assistant dean in

the department. 3erry said he could be more specific after an "in-city

I retreat" a month from now, where departmental consensus on the

[changes will be achieved.
""* » *- »*-

According to Berry the average education major does not see the inside

of a classroom until he reSfches graduate level. The program would in-

volve the student in some form of student teaching during his junior

and/or senior years. Berry said this would t)e a shift from theory to

practice. At the end of five years (four as an undergraduate, one as a

graduate) the credential candidate would receive a Master of Education

degree as well as a teaching certificate.

Berry emphasized the proposed changes are not a result of budgetary

e^backs from Sacramento. "We are trying to upgrade the quality of

teacher training here," he said.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
rehtrning residenH

doing business overseas

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS
BAGGAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivei^y

Packing & Crating
Insurance Documentation
Estimates given wittiout obligation

ANYWHERE-ANYTIME

A REGISTERED AGENQ

^1.
SINCE 195«

a tradition
of personal
service in

freigt)t

forwarding

Martin lewin Transcargo, Inc

2240 N. Figueroo St.

Los Angeles, Calif 90065
(2 13) 225 2347

TYPEWRITER CITY
478-7282

ELECTRIC PORT.

Westwood 479-7282

SMITH CORONA 250

IBM SELECTRIC: FACTORY REBUILT

SMITH-CORONA 120

DELUXE ELEC ADDER 8/9cr.bal

149.50

69.50

ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS fasterBANK-
AMERiCARD 1 089 GAYLEY AVE. CHARGE

K^l

V-i"

'*m

EAT IN

TAKEOUT
Delicious FooH

CHICKEN-

HAMBURGERS-

SEAFOOD
at Reasonable Prices

.^ I 1645 Son VincenteBlvd.

Brentwood - Phone 826-5010

Hrs. 1 I 30 AM - 9 PM - 6 Days

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Let us ship your personal

effects home. We ore spe-

ciolists in internotionol
pockoging end shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220

Volts.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6lhST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

We hire sr. and/or grad students

to sit in on courses to take and

prepare comprehensive notes

which are then reproduced and

are available for purchase to be

used as a study-aide.

For list of classesforwhich

we have notes availablefor

Spring Quarter call or come

in.

We have a limited no. of

old notes available free.

MON. - FRI. 9:30 - 4:30

10851 LINDBROOKDR.
11 BLK. N. WILSHIRE - I''? BLK. E. WESTWOOD)

478-5289
****** ** * ft

-^. .*; ''^ 'If^fr" ^^^•••^ »»*AWWw^

Leather Bell Bottoms Belts Slacks Shirts Jeans Vests Flairs

j;^,;;^^ a%y^'*^°"*' WESTWOOD VILLAGE 473-4997 TTiT^ tJt.
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Street vendors
Street vendors appearing on and near campus over

the past year have been a most humanizing in-

fluences on UCLA and its populace. We don't mean
the hustlers badgering folks for contributions for who

knows what, but the pretzel man near Le Conte, the

candle seller on Bruin walk, the jewelry seller near

Ackerman, and the leather goods seller in the student

store before vacation, these street vendors not only

provide the consumer goods of the counter culture

but also remind harried students that they aren't

computers, but human beings with a capacity for life

and appreciation for fine workmansbiiKr;.

Efforts by ASUCLA and others to encourage and

regulate street vending on campus unfortunately are

encountering a variety of official and unofficial

bureaucratic opposition. Perhaps in their efforts to

generate red tape and protect Westwood's captive

market here, the various authorities have failed to

look beyond the hair and strange clothes.

I If©mi] fioai]
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What the^Jiell's going on here?

By Jeff Kaye

May 7, 1971—Five good people return to jail after

refusing to tesUfy before a grand jury in Tucson,

Arizona.

If you've read the Dally Bniin you've read about

this case before. It concerns a witchhunt that is

presently being conducted by the Justice Depart-

ment into people's personal and political activities. It

concerns five people (so far) who have been in-

terrogated again and again about their friends,

lovers and political acquaintances (''Describe every

conversation you had with (20 names)

during the years 1969-1970).

Two weeks ago, the grand jury that was meeting in

Tucson was ended by the prosecutor after he realized

he wasn't able to get a conspiracy indictment out of

it. Now he's convened a new grand jury, re-

subpoenaed the same folks and will surely try to

come up with the indictments that the old grand jury

failed to produce.

Expert in charge

The man who's running the grand jury, Special

U.S. Attorney Guy Goodwin, is an expert on the

conspiracy laws. Conspiracy—you know what that is.

That's a law which turns any misdemeanor into a

felony, even if no illegal act was ever committed.

Conspiracy's the law that the Chicago 8 were tried

on, even -though those eight individuals never met

together—not once!

Conspiracy's the law that the Harrisburg 6 are

being tried under. The Harrisburg people are the

nuns and priests (some of whom are in jail, like the

Berrigan brothers) who have been charged with

plotting to kidnap Nixon's right-hand man, Henry

Kissinger, as well as plotting to blow up Washington.

That trial is also Guy Goodwin's little baby; when
he's not in Tucson, he's in Harrisburg.

Detroit

Conspiracy's also being used in Detroit.

Remember John Sinclair? He's the fellow, leader of

the White Panther party, who got 10 years in jail for

possessing two joints—10 years for two joints! ! Well

now, the Justice Department has decided that

perhaps that sentence, which he is now serving isn't

enough so, it has put its roving prosecutor to work
again and Guy Goodwin, in fine form, came up with

charges of "conspiracy to blow up CIA offices,"

which Sinclair and others now have to face.

Remember the Seattle 8 conspiracy case? That's

the one in which the guy who had the highest amount

of bail wasn't even in town on the day that the alleged

infraction of the law took place. That trial also is

Goodwin's handiwork.

Angela Davis

Conspiracy's also the law that Angela Davis is

standing trial for. Conspiracy—because she owned a

gun! Guy Goodwin, as far as I know, didn't have

anything to do with that case, but I bet he wish^ he

did!

What the hell's going on here, you ask? I'm not

sure. But the kinds of procedures that are being

followed seem to be an awfully lot like the kinds of

things that were done during the McCarthy era.

Interrogating witness after witness; linking up all

kinds of people with each other; charging people who
have been open about their politics and their political

goals with sinister plots against the state.

The left has been screaming "repression" for a

little while now. Its screams have been ignored by

most, laughed at by some and scoffed at as "alar-

mist" by others. But when we look at the Tucson case

and see the kinds of things that are going on there, we
can start to get an idea of what is meant by

"repression." In Tucson, Lee Weinberg, employe of

the student counseling center here, is asked about

people she met with during the course of her

professional work; Pam Donaldson, former student

at UCLA is asked about the people she worked with

here on Women's Liberation issues, anti-war issues

and educational reform programs.

What can be done?

I don't know whether there's a lot we can do for

these specific people. I just Jceep flashing on a poem
written during the Nazi period in Germany. It goes

something like: "When they came for the Com-

munists, I wasn't a Communist; when they came for

the Jews, I wasn't a Jew, and when they came for

me, there was no one left to say anything." I may not

have quoted it exactly, but you get the idea.

There are definite kinds of things that we have to

do around this case, and one is to get the word out.

There's going to be a meeting tonight at 7:30 in

Kinsey Hall 365 to talk about the activities we can do

concerning the case at UCLA. Please come to it.

Also, this Saturday in Venice, there's going to be a

rally in support of the Tucson 5. It'll be held starting

at noon at 468 Howland Ave., by the canals. Please

try to attend both of these activities to show your

support for five good people in jail in Tucson.

letters to the Ed/tor

Machine tenders praised
ito^^

On behalf of myself and probably

the many thousand students who
used the vending machines this

last quarter in Royce Hall every
day between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m., I

would like to take this opportunity

to express my appreciation for a
job well done by both Debbie and
Josey in their job of giving out

change and making refunds during
the lunchtime rush every day.

Both deserve some recognition

for their work. It seems a shame if

not an outrage to see some of the

crap that both have had to take
from irate customers who demand
money that they have lost in the

machines. The money is always
refunded without question or
argument. It is to the credit of

ASUCLA Food Service that both
these girls are employed where
they are— at the machines and not
at some stupid desk job.

Friendly and pretty, both should
be commended for their efficiency
and their patience with irate

customers. Congratualtions on a
job well done!

I would like to point out one
drawback in this system of change-
making, however, as I see it. It is

rather obvious that the amount of
money involved makes it tempting
for robbery. Indeed, there have
been occasions of such attempts.
The lack of any security for these
girls and the others around campus
forces me to conclude that
ASUCLA Food Service has been
almost rriminallv nesliij^n! i.". ihis;

-a knife murder could be possible on
the campus either. Last December
proved the "possibiUty". of the

latter.

Of course I don't really expect
anyone (especially ASUCLA Food
Service) to do anything . . . except

maybe laugh. To do anything

might require money, and as
everyone knows, it is always better

to have trouble happen than to

spend money in needless
prevention. So laugh. Food Ser-

vice, and if one of the girls get
knifed or something you can
always send flowers — but not too

many. Flowers cost money.
Name withheld

Galley

Mr. President:

1 am glad that you have em-
ployed your position as Com-
mander in Chief of the Armed
Forces to intervene in the Calley
case. It is proof that you consider
the war in Southeast Asia to be
your war. You realize that Galley's
trial is really yours. If Galley's
actions are to be found illegal, so
are the actions of the bombers who
have murdered thousands of in-

nocent civilians. These men and
their instruments of destruction
are in Southeast Asia mainly
because of you. If their actions are
found guilty, then so are your
actions. You cannot let Galley's

.- * J

V l\F«.-»^ VV I 1^ f
regard \

will laugh at such a notion and say
it could never happen at UCLA,
neither had anyone conceived that

• ••••ii\i\i 111 \ uici you will be coii

victed with him.
Even though I have not

generated the mass support that

Lt. Calley has^ I hope that you will

act with equal conviction by

releasing me, by your order, from

my obligation to murder innocent

men, women and children in our

"national interest." ^
..

Now that civilian genocide in

Southeast Asia is not only legal, but

is sanctioned by the government, I

cannot serve as a pawn for your •

game. I am honestly and sincerely

asking you to grant me a pardon

from my service in the armed

forces of this nation. To aid you in

this act my Selective Service

number is 4-101-51-560.

Mr. President, I love my
country, not for what it is, but for

what it can be, and I do not feel that

by killing and oppressing at home

and abroad we are making

America a model "land of the

free." Note well that the gruesome

anniversaries of Kent State and

Jackson State are soon to be upon

us. It seems as if we have brought

our Vietnam policy to bear on our

campuses. Will the United SUtes

pacify its campuses as it pacified

My Lai? Please do not force me

into a comer where I will be forced

to react. For years this matter of

military duty has been hanging

over my head and has been

damaging me psychologically and

morally.

Lt Calley has been found guilty

of jhass murder, a felony >n

America. Must I be found guilty of

the same before you or the

Selective Service will hear my ca^-f^

or the cases of my peers?

Robert Alen Freilich

Junior. Hi8tor>

Letter of response

Proposed north union clarified
As student members of committees studying

student facilities expansion, we wish to respond to a

letter published March 31 regarding the proposed

North Campus Satellite Union (NCSU). The letter, in

our opinion, contained many inaccuracies and half-

truths that should be addressed.

First of all, the NCSU Committee has been con-

cerned, quite naturally, with the quality of services

and facilities provided on North Campus (food

quality and service, relaxing areas, meeting areas,

recreation areas, etc.). This concern on the part of

the committee with the quality of life on North
Campus was presented in the letter to the DB as a
concern with "life styles." The author of the letter

was opposed to "the division of the campus into

factions or regions on the basis of real or supposed
differences in life styles." We are also strongly op-

posed to any such division based on life styles and the

committees studying expansion have at no time in

any way, shape or form implied that such a division

would be desira&le.

The NCSU Conmiittee has recognized the general

desirability of increased interaction between
students and faculty of differing disciplines. There
are over 15,000 members of the North Campus
community from over 30 different areas of study and
it has been the feeling of the committee that facilities

for indoor eating (no facilities for indoor eating exist

on North Campus), relaxing, and meeting would
enhance and expand interdisciplinary contacts and
friendships as weU as create more of a feeling of

community on campus. It is also probable that

students from l^outh Campus, after taking a class in a

North Campus facility, would spend more time on
North Campus if some facility existed to serve them
(and vice-versa, since South Campus improvements
are also envisioned).

The committees have also been concerned about

the amount of open space on ^bampu^ as weU as the

preservation and enhancement of natural beauty.

The new structure on North Campus would occupy
space which is currently largely being used for

parking (the small lot behind the Gypsy Wagon).
Committee members have discussed the possibilities

of more trees, plants, and grass in the area and have
recognized the necessity of improving the natural

attractiveness of the area. The letter to the DB quite

properly expressed concern regarding the amount of

open space and natural beauty on campus, but the

author went on to say that "perhaps they will choose

the Botanical Gardens as the next area to be
developed". This speculation is unfair and
misleading and ignores the fact that the NCSU
Committee has accepted the necessity of improving

UCLA
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tne general attractiveness and natural beauty of the
Gypsy Wagon area
The author further implies that the improvements

in student services come at the expense of UCLA
serving efficiently as an institution of higher
education This implication is completely inac-
curate. Student Union facilities are financed by a fee
of $4 per quarter per student The assessment was
voted by the student for Union facilities and cannot
be used for other purposes. Furthermore, a
precedent for using student fees for educational
programs now being funded by the state would be, in

our opinion, a serious error. In addition, none of the
proposed financing packages for Union expansion
entails any increase in student fees. The sources of

aid and financing being considered include private
donors, small surpluses in reg fee account^, and
loans repayable from current Student Union fee
assessments.

Finally, in the course of studying the desirability of

north Campus SateDite Union expansion, NCSU
Committee members have spent a great deal of time
meeting with student and staff groups on North
Campus (over 15 such meetings to date) and plans to

continue doing so. The NCSU Committee has not

relied solely on the strongly positive vote gotten in

the recent student referendum as an indicator of

positive public backing but has sought to elicit

community attiti^des to the greatest extent possible

and establish the pros and cons of various types of

improvements on North Campus. The results of these

meetings to date has been strong student, staff and
faculty support for improved student services and
facilities on North Campus.

;;^

We are also encouraged by the fact that students

have been so greatly involved in committees
determining the future direction of student services

on campus, and hope to have continued student

support for our efforts to make UCLA a better place

to spend our college years.
-

Matt Mazer, tlndergriaduaie
^^^' Chairman of NCSU Committee

^^
Carol Handelman, Graduate

Member of ASUCLA Space Committee
Gary Wehrle, Graduate

Member of NCSU Committee
Agnes LauCer. Graduate

.___ ._,—Member of NCSU Committee
Steve Halpern, Undergraduate

Member of ASUCLA Space Committee
Keith Schiller. President

Undergraduate Students President

Peter Bouvier, President

Graduate Student President
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ATI Ll 4 HON
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK
Westwood's newest fabric shop
is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trinns

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

lOObBroxton 477-0880
diogonolly ocroMfrom We$twood Villoge
Tf

\

THE NEW
SCENE

• a smashing assortment

of short, midi, or max!

cover ups

• hot pants are on the

scene as a summer star

• top with terry robe

and matching hat

split size bikinis in petite

thru d cup for a perfect

fit everytime

MARINA DEL REY
574 WASHINGTON STREET

BEVERLY HILLS
245 SO. BEVERLY HILLS DR

ENCINO
17025 VENTURA BLVD.

JKe J* *y

823-0878

273-9948

788-6519

.*if
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• antique jewelry • contemporary jewelry * trench bikmis •
i"sl

JV.

A LA MODE
'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093 Vi BROXrON AVENUE

VVESTWOOD VILLAGE

GR 9-8204

o

3
3

3

5

oo

o
- jewelry imports from trance, morocco, Sweden, india, greece •

Comejoin our

RESUME PREPARATION
Tuesdays of 10:30 a.nfi.

~"

Wsdnesdays at 3:00 p.rri.
{

JOB INTERVIEW PRACTICE
Tuesdays at 1:00 p.m.

SUMMER JOB SEARCH
Daily at 3:00 p.m.

Informal

.

. . Jusf drop in ... Everyoffifwek6m<Bi

PlacemeiH & Career Planning center
BIdg. 1G X. 52981

Students International Meditation Society

ANNOUNCES
THAT THE FIRST SPRING QUARTER

MEETING FOR MEDITATORS
WILL BE HELD

ACKERMAN UNION
2412

2:00 PM TODAY
All .S/AIS mflm/?^r? invited .—

VJ'J'MiimwvirmviivmvwvvMF,^^

r

JOHN STCWART/JEN»^"FER

IN PERSON

ALSO PALM SPRINGS • MIAMI BEACH

Concert for UCLA Students

ROYCE HALL - MAY 1 - 8:30 PM-
ALL TICKETS $2.00

ON SALE APRIL I2-Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

pr •tenttfd by

UCLA Student Committee \of the Art» 4 ASUCLA Cultural AHairt Commi»»ion

4m/m Ma £i*«« 4mhV

Tour Supported By Capitol Record*, Reprise Records, end Greyhound Lines. Inc.

wtiiA
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SANTA MONICA
1401 SAN7A MONICA MALL

Corner Santa Monica Blvd.

Opti Oiily 9:30-8:30 - Mon. and Fri. 930-9 - Sun 10-5

LOS ANOILIS
439 NOJI7H fAIRfAX

Next to Confori

OptR Daily and Sun -930 6:30

WISTWOODVILLAOI
1000 wfsrivooo blvo.
Corner Wettwood ond Wcyburn

Open Daily 930 to 630 - Mon i Fri. 9:30 to 9:00

Wl ACCIPT

MIRACLIMILE
5477WILSHIRtBLVD,
Between Dunimuir ond Cochran

DailyEicoptSunday9 6 30

HOLLYWOOD
4340 HOLLrWOOD BLVD. '"'*''**^'

Hollywood Blvd. ot Ivor

Daily 9:30-9-Sat. 930-6:30- Sun. 10-6:30

Once-a-Year Sale

DEODORANT

CI6$AVIN6$
limited time only

Roll-On/ Cream

or Stick CDC
Ea. Rtg. $1.00

ONLY

SPRAY
R«g. 1.50

ONLY

I

59
79

mterPlk
Oral Hygiene Center

Combination
Cordltif Eltctric

Toothbrush and
WatfrPik in ont
Compact Unit.N

For ComoUtt ^ ^

tooth and gum
I caro.

88

• Pottnttd,

pulsoting oction,

ihowors mouth
with 1200ittiof
wator a mmuto

• Controlled Prtsturo
•4 Tips
• Woll mounting
brackft '

WUerPUi
Oral irrigating Appiiamee

i*»tt4»r4

Rog.

$2S.9517
88

WATER PIK
ORAL IRRIGATING APPLIANCE Rm 129

M«4tii7 OQ99
tfIII I TNIU tfIII 14

Bl Kin DHUGS Kl RITE OKUGS

,_L

I

i \W^g^ Pain Rtljtvtr

(J 00

Toblots

$1.63 Valvf

«#

EXCEDRIN WtlKtNSON^B^
THE BLADE^^"^^^

88
\

*t*^

tnn.t TMiu i^iK

Chromium
Doublo Edgo

Pkg. of 5

^9c Valut

DISCOUNT (OUI'ON

I KITE OKIJG

I**' "i

tflK I TMV INH '.«

-'\-;

Bl RITE DRUGS

BAN
ROLL-ON
Anti-Porspiront

Doodoront
1.5 Oi.

$1.09 Valuo
LMItj tflll I TMH tftllU

DISCOUNT CO'

y^

^nv
ii^X^, \\.

,-uti\.

Ve»j!

PHISOHIA
Anti-Bacterial

Skin Cleanser

'W.- 159
^^ $3.04 Value

ifta I TMM tmi 14

9^ CEPACOL
MOUTHWASH

Bl RITE DR^

VITALIS

DRY CONTROL
For Mon's Noir
" Ox. Spray

Con

$1.49 Value

"^

n

laihirslBllmEdllor

News story corrected
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Editor *

( Dally Brulti Staff Writer) Dave

McNary called me April 1 to ask

my reacUon to the Arrowhead

conference of March 28-30 at which

interim reports of the various

programmatic review ad hoc

committees were represented.

I told him that the report on

journalisn^ was encouraging, gave

evidence of careful study and

might be described as hopeful; but

that the review was continuing and

would be completed in two more

weeks. I also declined to speculate

on Chancellor Young's feeling in

the matter, suggesting that the

Chancellor be consulted.

On April 2 the DB quoted me at

some length—not on what I said

April 1 but what was said three

weeks ago in a letter to Chancellor

Young. The quotes are accurate

enough.

But the story does not date the

quotes; instead they are presented

as fresh news. In the intervening

three weeks, in various

discussions, exchanges of

memoranda, etc. the outlook has

become not quite so desolate as it

was on March 8, and the fione of the

Arrowhead conference bore this

out.

We appreciate the DB's interest

and obvious good intentions.

WiiUam W. Johnson

Chairman and Professor of

Journalism

We are appreciative of Zack's
disregard for his personal
satisfaction in order to better serve
"the cause." Without being too
heartless and cruel, we also realize

that many of Zack's ''sensations

"

are frustrated, r^w r>eople have
responded as Zack has with as
much dedication and devotion
towards those people who happen
to have brown or black skin "or
because of some other similar
reason" are less fortunate than he.

We also question Zack's
numerous attempts ("a cheer-
leader who is a member of a
minority group") at surveying
minority opinions on traveling
expenses and "minority scholar-
ships."

In the way in which Zack
presents his grievances, it is ob-

vious to us that he will continue to

be "duped." Not necessarily by
those Zack refers to as the

"decision makers", but rather by
the situations he himself creates.

Alter having read and sbbbed
through Zack's monologue of

qualifications and enlightening

experiences "ie. projectionist,
waiter in a restaurant etc." we
came to the conclusion that he

should have written to Dear Abby.

RIckie Glasgow

Gail Glaze

Zack
Editor:

In reference to Harold Zack's

letter (Daily Bruin, April 6) we
(Question his choice of addressing

his article as well as his multitude

of problems to the Editor of the

DB. Rather than a letter to the

Editor, Zack's article should have
been written in the format used for

such items as "personal ad-

vertisement."

Information

Center Open:

Monday noon-4pm

Ackerm^an Union

2412

PARTTIME
Men/Womon

5-9 PM $80 wk AA-F
«

* «

1 2 sharp men/women desperately needed for immediate openings

In advertis'Tn^ - sales department. Miss Heldman, 870-6358,

12-5PM.

S
. ,^

CAMPOUT BUS TOURS
istnm 26-14 dayi $310 Th« Iniid* PoMoge-Mti. of Weittrn Canada -Vancouver

Islond.

July 17- 14 doyi $255 The Canodlan Rockies Banff and Joiper National Parks

Voncouver Island

Augoit 7- 14 days $575 Alaska-Northern Britlityjblumbio-The Yukon
Please send for free brocnure

DICK MILLER TOUKS- 12^3 FRANCES AVE FULLERTON, CA. 92631 (714) 879-3741

Take Command

of Your Future
ENROLL NOW IN THE UCLA ARMY ROTC PROGRAM

TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAAAS AVAILABLE

Sloi Drah dtlwrmi fhrough your undBtgroduafe and

graduafe xhoollng.

Receive $50 per month while attending th

odvanced course

e

Serve as an Army Officer

for a maximum of two years active duty

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

(Tuition. Books. Fees and $50 per Month)

for more information, contact tho

PROFESS^RjQEj^. „_
Room ]3i Men's Gymnasium, UCLA

825-7381

Wanda': Relliied Meness

m Enin leiiiu

There is an imwritten but widely

believed aphorism in filmdom

which says that the less money a

director has and the more awk-

ward looking and sounding is his

film as a consequence, the more

virtuous he is and the closer to

"truth" is his film. In other words

money is the root of all evil and all

artifice. John Cassevetes' Faces

was probably the last film to be

specifically commended for it's

home movie qualities; according

to most critics its very clumsiness

made it painfully realistic. Wanda.

a first film by Barbara Loden (she

wrote, directed and stars in it),

while not an unworthy effort,

appears to demand the same kind

of reverence for its crudities, and

judging from initial reviews is

getting it. Shot in 16mm., the film

l)oasts grains the size of pennies,

jarring, obtrusive editing, and

washed out color.

Wanda is about a girl from a coal

mining town in Pennsylvania who

out of a desperate sort of tx)redom

which is never quite pinpointed,

leaves a husband and two children

to "seek her fortune." Quite by

accident, she meets and joins up

with a thief who is finally killed in

an attempt to rob a bank. Wanda is

an anti-heroine in the Michael J.

Pollard tradition of anti-heroes;

she is poor, stupid, incompetent,

and from all appearances a born

loser. Her wanderings take her

through a motley assortment of

seedy bars, seedy motels, a seedy

movie theater, seedy restaurants,

etc, thereby revealing a painful

slice of American life which has

not been dealt with too extensively

by the movies thu^ far.

Actually the visual amateurism
of Wanda is almost appropriate to

the content in a way that

Cassevetes' amateurism in Faces
was unsuited to the upper middle
class milieu of that film. Related to

the crude visual quality of Wanda,
and perhaps inseperable from it, is

Miss Loden's cinema-verite style
(not unlike Cassevetes'), which
consists of long takes, seemingly
improvised conversations with
long periods of silence, careful

attention to and occasional
focusing on minor detail, and
avoidance of conventional plot

development. The film has ap-

parently been shot for the most
part in real locales, and non-

actors, or people we assume to be
such, surface in minor roles.

What Miss Loden achieves with

this approach is a good at

mospheric film, that is, one which
quite accurately portrays the

surface of a certain reality. (This

however is a tribute to Miss
Loden's perceptiveness, not her

low budget). Yet these surfaces

are not enough to sustain our in-

terest indefinitely; again as in

Cassevetes' films, we desperately

long for something to be done with

these surfaces— for the filmmaker
to step in and somehow shape and
mold them into a film. This is not to

suggest that a small atmospheric

film or just a character study are

somehow invalid; but if that's all

Wanda is trying to be, it's padded

and inflated. As a half hour short

film, it would have been far more
powerful.

As the film wears on, we become
aware of annoying flaws ifi^Miss

Loden's direction and screenplay.

She obviously has a great deal of

integrity as a filmmaker and is to

be commended for not investing

her film with the standard

humanistic cop-out. Wanda is

given no special intelligence, (she

is in fact slow), awareness, or

sensitivity, and makes no progress

towards achieving any of these

qualities during the course of the

film. On the Other hand, the

unremitting realism of the film, its

austerity and complete lack of

humor, finally approach
ludicrousness. The images of

Wanda forlornly holding a Foster

Freeze ice cream cone as she is

abandoned by a slick business man
for whom she has been a one liight

stand; of Wanda losing the little

money she has in a movie theater;

of Wanda painstakingly scraping

the onions off a hamburger for her

robber-companion: these are

compounded one on top of the

other, and ultimately make the

film a little difficult to accept.

Also, although Miss Loden un-

deniably has a keen eye for detail

she tends to be a little self con-

scious about it. When she thinks of

an interesting touch or gesture, she

can't resist calling out attention to

it. For example, in one scene

Wanda uses the bathroom of a

raunchy bar and after washing her

hands discovers that there are no

more paper towels. It's a small

observation, but a good one
nevertheless— a place like that

would be out of paper towels.

However Miss Loden then has

Wanda make a big point out of

asking the bartender for a towel.

The "real" Wanda would have
wiped her hands on her jeans. In

the early part of the film, Wanda is,

seen going about her business with

her hair in unsightly curlers. This

too is a small but good perception

;

it is also an unmistakeable one,

and there is no need for her partner

to comment later in the film on how
bad she looks in curlers and how
she Ought to do something altx)ut

her hair.

Events and characters are not

developed as carefully or as fully

as they might be. The exposition is

confusing in many spots; in

several scenes it takes far too long

to get oriented. The acting is

delicate and sensitive — ltx)th Miss

Loden and Michael Higgins, her

costar are wonderfully expressive

silent actors — but the screenplay

doesn't tell us all it should about

their characters What finally 'is

Wanda's significance? Is she just

meant to be illustrative of the

irredeemable losers of society? Or
is her v^acuity meant to be traced to

the modem industrialism to which

she is so closely connected in the

beginning? (Shades of the Monica
Vitti character in Red Desert)

Still, despite the indulgences of

the film, the pretentiousness, and
the obscurities, there is itliuch that

is fresh atx)ut the Wanda character

and the ambience Miss Loden has

depicted What the film lacks,

more than anything else, is control,

and for a first film that is an un-

derstandable although still

regrettable failing

Forever, More or Less
7 I

by Mark Leviton

The pop music business can be, in case you haven't

already noticed, a mighty strange frustrating business

indeed. The enormous success of a group like Grand Funk
Railroad has even their own record label puzzjed, so much
so that one Capitol exec, was forced to answer a question

about the group's popularity in desperation by saying in

defense of his company "Well, we must be doing something

right!"

The real tragedy with all the corporate machinations is

that tons of useless plastic are thrown out to the public for

each musically viable product. Therefore, it is easy to see

how good albums sometimes remain unheard, buried

simply under the waste products of the industry.

Even more frustrating is the case of an English band

called Forever More, Forever More's two albums, released

in early and late 1970, have received unusually loud praise

from all the proper rock and roll channels, the press and
radio stations, but have found no favor with the buying

audience, principally, I think, because of the lack of

promotion from Forever More's label. Even though the

rock audience has read rave reviews in the trade papers

and heard occasional cuts from the albums on the radio

(usually FM), the group's name is quickly forgotten for

three main reasons: not enough consistent airplay, not

enough regular promotion in the form of ads, radio spots

and sales gimmicks, and unavailability of the albums in

record stores. The last fault is one of the more interesting

paradoxes of the business—records aren't stocked and

displayed prominently until they show up on the national

charts, and the albums don't appear on the charts until they

receive considerable airplay and until people buy albums
because they're available and prominently displayed where
they purchase their records. With all the complaints about

hype in the record industry, it remains a hard fact that

exploitation of Forever More's press notices etc. would
have brought them to you stronger, and believe me, once

you've heard enough Forever More you're willing to endure

whatever hype is coincidental, because the band is one of

the best in existance.
Enough about the reasons for your (supposed) ignorance

'^ ' ever More's albums—on to a discussion o^ ^^^j''

'^^ic, which just might encourage you to beg. borrow or

rip-off their records for yourself The group consists of Mick
Travis on acoustic and electric guitars, Onnie Mair playing

hass and occasional guitar, Stuart Francis handling per-

f^ussion and Alan Gorrie on keyboards and bass. Everyone

in the group sings exceedingly well, but Alan and Mick are

the lead vocalists.

The first album. Yours (RCA LSP 4272) contains music

from several genres: folk, rock and jazz, all of it done ex-

pertly and without the usual sloppiness which comes when a

group attempts to be all things to all people. I fear I may fall

into a staggering run of adjectives, which is really

inevitable when reviewing a group of this caliber, but the

help from Roget may keep the praise interesting enough to

hold your attention Select^ splendid and sterling

adequately describe the album's premier cut, "Back in the

States Again," which maintains its drive in a context of

tifTht xnrn] nnH instnimpntal control, helped along by Ray

^....^. -,,,,,.... . s flawless, clean production.

rhythmic runs to the lead vocal. "You Too Can Have a Body

Like Mine " is funny in its insane lyrics, nearly unrelated to

the title, and "It's Home," which could have been on the

1932 hit parade, displays equally imaginative lyrics:

"Laying in a lift one night when a porter did appear/

'Excuse me sir' as he stepped on his hand 'I'm afraid you

can't sleep here'/, Just then a lady stumbled in from the

aristocracy/ she said 'Young man this is hardly fair, he can

sleep on my settee!'
"

"Good to Me" is noteworthy for its unflinching delicacy in

the opening organ theme and superb tenor sax solo by an

instrumentalist mysteriously known as Mai. "Good to Me,"

just as four other cuts on Yours, is written by the unknown

Sam Hedd, who fills in gaps between Gorrie and Travis

songs with his own brand of musical poetry It must be

mentioned that Alan Gorrie's voice bears a sharp resem-

blance to Steve Winwood's, and the analogy to Traffic's

early days is notable. Just as Traffic made beautiful music

which the public eventually recognized, so may be the case

with Forever More, shining through in the seventies as

Traffic did in the middle sixties. (Alan Gorrie, it might be

mentioned further, is also represented on another ^ijiacking

good, obscure RCA record entitled Buskers, LSP 4426 for

catalog freaks).

The latest album. Words on Black Plastic (LSP 4425) is

even a greater affirmation of the group's superiorities

Alan lets his lungs and voice loose more, and the soaring

melodies allow maximum use of his astounding vocal

talent The band is tighter, more in)tp blues and rock, while

maintaining the jazz-like professionalism of the first disc

The impeccable instrumental work is complemented by the

expanded use of harmony and countervocals The im-

provement upon an already good thing is just short of

staggering Two of the bulldozer cuts on the album are "Get

Behind Me Satan " and "Put Your Money on a Pony," the

first being in the Band tradition of subject matter, delivery

and melody, but existing on a higher plane than mere

imitation, and "Pony" containing some lyrics, which

although enhanced by the funky music, stand by them

selves— "Put your money on a pony, it'll run your horse

into the ground/ put your money on a long-legged woman,

she's the best thing you've ever found/ put your money on

the Saviour he'll take it to the banks of the river/ don't put

your money in the bank cause you can't take it with you

never

But I must make an end There is no category of musical

ability 'that Forever More is defficient in Their music is

balanced, meaningful, jubilant, gutsy and English, and

deserves a place in anyone's collection of this generation's

To mention every cut is unnecessary, but a few deserve

special mention "Yours" exhibits a frantic two guiUr

motif which, unbelievably and brilliantly, is pickipd up by a

string group, creating a unique background of multi-

iistenmg matter For sheer audial delight there is nobody

like Forever More, and if we can use their name for an

indication of musical longevity, the future is all of a sudden

heartening again. .

o
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Bogart Plays It Again
The current film series at the

Encore Theatre in Hollywood

offers a good chance to see

theatrically some great Raoul

Walsh movies and other assorted

goodies. The films range in quality

from great to awful, having not

much in common except a per-

formance in each by Humphrey

Bogart. That is okay, as Bogart

starred in many of the finest

Hollywood movies of the forties

and early fifties; however, two of

the best, Hawk's To Have and

Have Not and Ray's In a Lonely

Place are not on the series

(presumably because of their

unavailability). But Bogart was

not always discriminating and

consequently appeared in many
mediocre films uninteresting even

for his own performances. Several

of these were not weeded out of the

current series.

Judging from the showings last

week-end of The Big Sleep and

Casablanca, the quality of the

prints will be variable, some good,

some very splicy, and all shown by

the Encore's notorious projec-

tionist; but then, where else in

town can you see 35mm prints of

The Roaring Twenties or High

Sierra?

Tonight is the last chance to see

Delmer Daves' Dark Passage, a

neat mystery with Bogart on the

run accused of murdepng his wife.

In the end, he and Lauren Bacall

discover one of the few solutions to

the problem of existing in

America. The co-feature is one of

those Warner Bros, all-star revues

with Bette Davis, Olivia de

Havilland, Errol Flynn, Eddie

Cantor, Ida Lupino and Ann
Sheridan, all playing themselves

and showing the way things really

are in this great town.

April 9-10. Bogart has a sup-

porting role in Curtiz' Angels with

Dirty Faces, an okay story of two

brothers, James Cagney and Pat

O'Brien, one of whom grows up to

be a gangster, the other a priest

(work out for yourself which is

which). You can skip King of the

Underworld unless you belong to

the evergrpwing Lewis Seiler cult.

April 1M3. One of the highlights

of the series is Walshes The

Roaring Twenties, with Cagney as

a surprisingly sensitive gangster

trying to con^ to terms with his

aspirations to a "normal" life iif

^counterpoint to Bogart as a

psychopathic killer. It's playing

with You Can't Get Away with

Murder, another Lewis Seiler

filler.

AprU 14-15. The Treasure of

Sierra Madre and Key Largo are

two John Huston classics bigger on

reputation than on anything else.

The latter is Bogart and Bacall

without Hawks or even Dehner

Daves, and the result is pretty

unpleasant under Huston's seedy

direction. At least we were spared

Beat the Devil. .

April 18-17. All Through the

Night is a strange mixture of spy,

gangster and comedy genres in a

World War II story of Nazi hunting

in New York City. The co-feature is

The Petrified Forest, a bad, stagy

Archie Mayo movie with an

inexplicable reputation.

April 18-20. Walsh's High Sierra

is one of the first of the "lovers-on-

the-run" movies focussing on the

neurotic and alienated personality

of the hero rather than strictly on

the evils of the society in which he

finds himself trapped. The Jove

Bogart finally finds for Ida Lupino

is of far greater importance than

anything else that happens to these

two tortured and lonely inhabitants

of the twentieth century. With

Huston's The Maltese Falcon.

April 21-22. The Oklahoma Kid is

a wonderful Lloyd Bacon western

with Cagney as the Kid and Bogart

as a no-good outlaw dressed all in

black. The Big Shot is still another

Seiler picture with Bogart in the

title role as a three-time loser who

swears off crime because one more

conviction will mean life. Un-

fortunately, he likes to live

dangerously.

April 23-24. Passage to Marselles

features a fine cast (Claude Rains,

Sydney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre)

in a mediocre Michael Curtiz

World War II movie. Marked
Woman is better with Bette Davis

brutalized by the mobs. Directed

by Lloyd Bacon.

April 25-27. The series finishes up

with another great Walsh picture

They Drive by Night, with Ida

Lupino as a psychotic murderess
The second feature is Lloyd
Bacon's Invisible Stripes, an ex

convict movie that sounds okay

Nicholas Peterson

'Melody', 'Exec.'-

Kids' Stuff
by Jeanne Grandilli

Melody is more than. you think. Although starring the

winning duo of Mark Lester and Jack Wild, it is not a cash-

box continuation of Oliver. Nor is it even a musical. The

Melody of the title is the name of the 11 year old heroine,

Tracy Hyde. When I heard Melody was about the

generation gap between children and adults I immediately

furled my brow and envisioned something along the sticky

line of **10 year old neurotic vs. child-beating Methuselah"

Fortunately, it is nothing of the sort. Melody is instead a

bright, delightful, non-didactic and constantly amusing

movie.

As seen in Melody, the child-adult gap is caused by full-

grown people who assume that half-grown people are also

half-witted, by preoccupied parents who are concerned to

the point of being solicitous, but actually more interested in

policing their children than in understanding them, and by

jaded teachers who methodically and ineffectually teach

the same imbecilic lessons year after year regardless of

student interest or comprehension. Melody shows all this

with great, if not vengeful, good humor, and establishes well

a sense of two worlds which separate children and adults.

One receives the impression of a clam, still, sane center

surrounding the children while on all sides adults loom a

little off-center, a trifle distorted and tenuously sane. Still

this effect is accompUshed with a minimum of

exaggeration, and conveys well the child's-eye view of

adulthood.

Possibly the best scenes are those filmed at a London

public school. Given the added impediment of British

formality, the gap between student and teacher becomes

almost unspannable. The classroom scenes are hopeless,

but hilarious, and demonstrate teaching at its most absurd.

A good many scenes are also shot at a cemetery,*which is

the kid's favorite rendezvous. Although seemingly in-

nocent, the scenes possess a deep sense of irony in which

life is deliberately offset by death. The absurdity of the

classroom has been projected onto human existence itself,

and the outlook is unmistakably existentiaL RemembeiTv
Melody is nwre thaH you think.

-^'*^

The film is also to be congratulated for its intelligent

handling of a love affair between two 11 year olds. Without

being hyper-pubescent, the treatment of it is both

believable and poignant. The end of the film features a

grand romp in which the kids overpower the adults. It's an

unlikely Lilliputian dream-come-true, yet somehow im -

mensely satisfying.

Although presented from the child's point of view,

everyone who has ever been a child will readily identify'

with, and relish Melody.

After an unlikely story about a sentient Volkswagen

named TTie Love Bug, Walt Disney and Co. have gotten

back to reality and cast a monkey as a TV executive— The

Barefoot Executive, of course. Actually it's a chimp, not a

monkey (sorry about that, Raffles), and he has an uncanny

ability to predict TV ratings — the point being that if

Nielson can do it socan a chimp. Naturally, an ape with that

kind of talent is quickly snapped up and exploited. The

exploiter in this case is played by Walt Disney regular, Kurt

Russell (who takes turns with Dean Jones, who got the

Volkswagen) who works as a page^«iit the third-rated

television broadcasting company, UBC
Through some sneaky and underhanded maneuvers,

Russell keeps Raffles under lock and key while he tran-

smits his video choices to UBC and takes all the credit

(ethical problem #1). As UBC becomes "riumber one" in the

ratings Russell is named "TV Man of the Year," and made

UBC Vice-President. Then the big shots get nervous about

their jobs, and discover that Raffles is really the ape behind

the man. Unforgivably, Russell agrees to sell his hairy

friend for one million dollars (ethical problem #2). This

alienates Russell's girlfriend Heather North, but Raffles

retrieves himself, Russell gets another chance, and,

somehow, they all live happily ever after.

The best thing about the movie is watching that incredible

chimpanzee. Raffles is either a 30" dwarf with the same

make-up man as Maurice Evans in Planet of the Apes, or he

is the Richard Button of the ape-World. In any case. Raffles

is one hell of a hairy thespian.

ir

SiipShe TAX FR E E CARS

For your next trip to Europe order your new European car through
ShipSide. We are located only a few steps from the ferminaT building..ot^
the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the weeic:

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models. Volvo's, Fiats. MGB's, BMW
and other makes are ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax
free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements
can be made in just a few minutes.

f|ini cost — mcRi vocation
— nnuiti savings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

SbioSide l>0 Box 7568.

f:^

'"WtAtfierman," edited and vvith introductions by Harold Jacobs,

contains the Weatherman documents. f»rst pf?fson accounts of life m
the Weattiermrtctune, iind critiques by Eldrid^e Cleaver, Tom
.jMayden. David Horowitz. Carl Oqleshy. Andrew Kopkind. IF.
Stone, and others

" *Weatherman' stands js a model of how such books should be

done Seldom has such a timely, complete and well documented
study been made available on a contemporary political movement."

the editors of Ramparts

Available at your bookstore, or order direct Send check or money
order for S3 45 (we pay postage. California residents add 18 cents

sales tax) to

'/(anipanS 7Yi>^.Box 4548. Berkeley. California 94704

Also .«.• • t.«rii«' •'M f?,-,;-,p„-, . •'
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The Deserter
by James Ursini

The problem of influence in art has always been a com-
plicated one. It would be difficult to find a single work of art

which has not its many and varied antecedents (either

consciously or unconsciously alluded to by the author). But

at what measure does influence end and, in its place, in-

spirationless and exploitive imitation begin?

But Kennedy's newest action-adventure — The Deserter
— is exactly the kind of film which gives rise to speculation,

on influence in art. Kennedy, who in the 50's wrote some of

Budd Boetticher's finest Westerns (Seven Men from Now,
Ride Lonesome, The Tall T, Comanche Station), began his

film directorial career with The Canadians. Though this

1961 fllm was, admittedly, an immature work, it did give

indications of Kennedy's flare for humor and "realistic"

action. His films during the next ten years continued to

exemplify his devotion to the action genre and to his self-

admitted mentor — John Ford (his Alms also bear the

marks of Howard Hawks' influence which could be
discussed at length). Though Kennedy's films are generally

much more cynical and hard-bitten than Ford's (e.g.

Welcome to Hard Times '67 and Young Billy Young '69), his

compositions (e.g. low angle, darkly lit shots) and his at-

tachment to certain Fordian types (the mythical John
Wayne, bawdily humorous minor characters like Jack
Elam in Support Your Local Sheriff '69 and Dirty Dingus

Magee '70) allude, respectfully back to **the Master."

Homages are all well and fine. But a film filled with

allusions and imitations — imparting very little of the

author's own originality (if indeed he has any) — are

merely tiresome This is the case with directors like An-

drew V. Mclagen (banal talents with sublime ambitions).
And it is the case, I am sorry to say, with Kennedy's newest
film. The Deserter boasts Clair Huffaker and Kennedy in
the screenwriter-director team which procuced the exciting
and satiric"al War Wagon '67. It is not an idle boast; for The
War Wagon is among Kennedy's most accomplished efforts
to date But, unfortunately, The Deserter fails to live up to
any expectation one may have gained from the former film.

This Italian-made quickie is an unsubtle combination of

The Wil4 Bunch meet The Dirty Doien at the Rio Grande
The formula established by the flrst two aforementioned
films (a disreputable crew joining together under stem
leadership to wreak bloody havoc and end decimated)
combined with the now stereotyped characters found in

many of Ford's classics like Rio Grande (a proudly Irish

soldier — O'Toole; a stately, dignified Indian — Ricardo
Montalban from Ford's Cheyenne Autumn; a reticent,

massive Negor — Woody Strode from many Ford films;

and even a sissified Enghshman — Ian Bannen) are all

presented with little thought to the creation of viable

characters and situations but only to exploiting former
successes and paying homage.

Set within the traditional framework of a revenge tale

(Bekim Fehmiu avenging the torture of his wife by
Apaches), the film contains some very predictable

relationships and eventualities. The most glaring is the

racist conflict between Woody Strode and Albert Salmi.

From the first moment we see their eyes flashing in anger
at each other and hear their sullen, angry words crying out

challenges, we are reminded of that stereotypic racial

couple Sidney Poitier and Tony Curtis in TTie Deflant Ones.
And we are not far wrong. For both sets of men "end" very
similarly — grasping for each other in a gesture of

desperate reconciliation (Poitier from a moving train;

Salmi from the edge of a cliff). And, in this convenient and
unthinkingr manner, their racial differences are resolved.

One of Kennedy's most troublesome defects has been his

mishandling of actors If he is given performers with

solidified personalities and mature craft like John Wayne,

Kirk Douglas, or Jack Elam, the work is, fortunately,

already done for him. But when in films? like TTie Deserter

he is confronted with immature actors like Chuck Connors

(woefully miscast as a bloodthirsty minister), Bekin Feh-

miu. or Richard Crenna, his failings become all too painful

to watch. In contrast, we can observe the self-sustaining

characterizations of Montalban. Slim Pickens (the scout),

and, of course. Woody Strode.

There is little doubt in my mind that Kennedy has talent

(if of uneven quality) The discovery of Fehmiu s wife in a

ravaged chapel, the almost-choreographed first ambush by

the Apaches against the "bunch," and the final gore-filled

massacre recall his best work in Welcome to Hard Times
and Youg Billy Young. Though his talent does not en-

compass the sublime range of Ford's creativity, he can, if

he turns away from the thoughtless imitation of The
Deserter, become a brilliant artist-craftsman. He can

easily rank with powerful action directors like Henry

Hathaway and Raoul Walsh — an enviable ambition for any

artist.

MadDogs&Englishmen
Rock documentaries are becoming, if not common,

then more prevalent, as they consistently prove

financially, successful. Owing to this success,

producers now have hit upon the idea of specialized

rock films, ones which avoid the cost and confusion of

filming at. festivals and including numerous groups.

The specialized rock documentary, of which there

will probably be more, concentrates on one group or

artist and splits its time between concert footage and
"behind the scenes" glimpses.

Mad Dogs and Englishmen is this kind of film, and

it is so innocuous and inoffensive that it would be

absurd and pretentious to approach it critically,

finding a good point here, a bad one there; and
concluding by talking nonsense about the overall

conception. This is a film you'll either like a lot or

dislike intensely, quite simply because most people

hold fairly strong opinions about Joe Cocker and

Leon Russell, the two whose music comprises the

basis, bulk, and purpose of the film. Your decision to

see it should be based on your reaction to the album,

eight songs from which are included. Critics of the

Mad Dogs tour decried Leon Russell for robbing

Cocker of his emotional power by drowning him with

an oversized band and a noisy choir. Fans of the tour,

on the other hand (myself among them), simply

enjoyed the music without worrying about who was
on top or who being shoved into the background.

Visually, the film is what we have come to expect

from such efforts — split screen, freaky color, etc.,

and the sound is fine.

One last point: if you saw the KCET Leon Russell

special, you will remember Claudia Linnear as one of

his backup singers, along with Rita Coolidge. Mad
Dogs includes her singing a great "Let It Be",

inexcusably omitted from the album.
Jeff Schulti

PAliAGE
People Pleasin' Pizza'

!

AMERIU'S NO. 1 PIZZA SHOWPLACE

PIZZA
(Gets Everybody's Applause)

Sandvjiches
A Gourmet Extravaganza

Ma(i5
A Pleasing Pasta

Parformance
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en luertz candies are here

for Easter!

Beautiful, beautiful baskets. Eggs, bunnies, ducks

in delectable colors and the finest chocolate.

the whole Easter scene, edibly elegant. Chocolate eggs

from 39<t - baskets, 2.25 to 3.95. Great Easter gifts -

and a whee of a way to indulge yourself.

as
uc

students' store

confections, b level, ocfcernrKin union, 825-771

1

open M-Th 7:45a. m. -8:30p.m.; f
7:45a.m. 7:30p.m,; S TO 3
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Dkkson Auditorium

Saturdays 7:30 PM
Ev«».475.2513

N«w t«riM b«gin» April 17 wUh

RIO BRAVO
and

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES
bofh dir*c(«i by MOV«MD HAWKS

15140 Sunset Blvd.

Poc. Palisodes

454-5525

GONE WITH THE WIND
&

GOODBYE MR. CHIPS

Ma(in««'« Wad - Saf.

aCPHANT CAILH) SlOWlY ^ SLEEPING BEAUTY

PACIFIC'S

leveriir mils
Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr.

ff^,^,,. 3,30 pm w«J : 2:00. 8:30 PM
1 bik East of BeverJy Dr. Sa» : i 00 5 00 9 30 PM S«n : 2:00. 7:30 PM
271-1121

4 Acodwny Award Nominations!

Rob«rf Mitchum * Saroh MiIm

RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

ireiiNOOil I

2524 WilsKir^

(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366

WHERE'S POPPA

JOE

Thit od 9ood for 1 fro* stud. adm. w/ paid 1, Mon.&To«« nit«.

ireilvood II

2524 WilsKire
(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366

PAHON

This od good for 1 fr«e stud. odm. w/paidi, Mon. & TuM. nit*

Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

The Rolling Stones

GIMAAE SHELTER (GP)
Doily 6:45. 8:30 & 10:15

Sol. & Sun. 1:30,3:15.5:00,6:45.8:30, 10:15

Fri& Sat Midnigfit Show(S 12:00

Cine-Clenega

755 N. La Cienega
657-2800

LAST NIGHTI

Pudovkin's

MOTHER

CiierinaBone
Sunset Near Vine
Hollywood
466-3401 .

Worthy Successor To **Sound of Music!"

SONG OF NORWAY (G)

70 MM & Stereo • All Sects Reserved

W«d. - Fri. 1:30 & 8:30 PM • Mon. & Tum. 8:30 PM

Sot&Son: 1:30. 5:00, 8:30 PM

comii
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Tarzana
345-2222

WHERE'S POPPPA

JOE

Del Mar
5036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424

'K JULIUS CAESAR
Sfwws Doily at 7:00 & 10:23

Sot. & Sun. at 3:26. 6:53, & 10:16

Next Feature *7he Statue"

Will show doily at 9:01 Sot. & Sun. at 2:00, 5:27. 8:54

Eicore
5308 Melrose
469-3545

Humphrey Bogart

DAfiK PASSAGE
Humphrey Bogart

THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS
Fri..Sat. ANGELS WITH DNtTY FACES

KING OF THE UNDEtWORLD

eerdoi
LoBraa crt Melros*
WE 4-2944

LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS

GIRL IN MY SOUP
Program Ends Tuosday' "'*'*

$1 par pM-son with this ad (Good on 1 tidial only)

Hoiiirweoii Paclilc
Hollywood Blvd.

Near Cahuenga
466^5211

The Year's Big One!

THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G)

Daily 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30 •

8:00 • 10:30 pm

-*• - Tk

OS reiiz
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood
iO 4-2169

Acodemy Nominee "Best Foreign Film"

Catherine Deneuve in

Luis Bunuel's

TRISTANA
Alto 6 Academy Nominated Shorts

.^jRica I

332 2nd Street

anta Monica
5 1 -8686

From the director of M.A.S.H.

BREWSTER McCLOUD
Also Michael Coine in

GET CARTER
StorH April 17 SHAKESPEARE FILM FESTIVAL

332 2nd Street

>anto Monica
4 8686

Winner of 8 Acodemy Awards

Audrey Hepburn & Rex Horrison

MY FAIR LADY
S*arft Aoril 28 lANtl^ Tl A^^ir^ FPCnVAi

»aaE;i*!U;tjwsa

Theaier '••••••••••tt* •••••••••••••••^••••••••••••'•"' laasau

Sex and Thrills-"No Exit"?
Jean-Paul Sartre's sexploitation thriller, No Exit is

now appearing at the International Student Center.

Yes, that's what I said, "sexploitation thriller." This

sUid, serious drama has once again succeeded in

turning on its audience, in one way or another. Old,

ornery Sartre would prflfcably wince in disgust if he

saw this particular and peculiar representation of his

masterpiece. But on the other hand, he might be just

slightly turned on by it—excited.

Traditionally, Sartre's No Exit hgis been a heavy,

tedious, somber piece of existential drama which

borders on boredom when read and even sometimes

when experienced live. But now, with this presen-

tation brought to us by Hisham tmory, a preoc-

cupation with genitalia, a new dimension added to

the play through artistic freedom, livens things up.

This innovative approach contributes to the play's

appeal, but it also proved to be a very glaring

shortcoming. The actors at moments seemed to be

really getting into their material, only to suddenly

break the continuity with a funny, sexual comment.

At other times these conmients broke the heaviness

and boredom, and in serving that need they were just

right.

Dan Gordon directed this lighter, more hip, more
earthy, less academic version of No Exit. He also

took the lead part of Joseph Garcin. Gordon warned

the audience beforehand that each performance

wotild be different, depending on the emotional tenor

and the interplay of thoughts and feelings between

the actors. It seemed that Gordon was at first shghtly

off, not being able to really get into his part. This

problem appeared in the scene with the valet, where

Gordon's overacted mixture of ranting, raving, and

subdued calnt^ust did not seem convincing. His

rages were too furious, his calms too soft. There was
little if any mediation to estabhsh a connection

b)etween the two moods. His performance was thus

uneven and too contrived: ft was unrepresentative of

the acting he was later to do with the two ladies, Inez,

played by Drinda Lalumia, and Estelle, played by

Karin Von Falckenberg.

No Exit is supposed to be thematically demanding
upon the audience. The torture of each of the

characters by one another should provoke an
emotional reaction from the audience. An mieasiness

is elicited or else the audience becomes bored. In this

r

\

: We're not usually late on announcing the arrival of

: good talent in L.A., but in this case all we can say is

: we're sorry you weren't told earlier about The Good
\ Humor Company, who just finished a nm at Gregar
: last Sunday. This group comprises the closest thing

: on the West Coast to the intimate New York-style

I
revue (a la Plaza 9 and Upstairs at the Downstairs),

: less political than the Committee, not as stony as
: Firesign Theatre. Their material is sharp, well-
• paced, and entirely professional. Try and get to see

: them the next time they're around.

production, justice was not completely done. Using

artistic hcense, important events such as the opening

of the locked door and the stabbing of Inez were

omitted. Too much improvisation did not balance or

mitigate the all-important omissions. While the

theme of man's torturing of man was mjore than

adequately covered, the theme of living death was

barely touched upon.

While the preoccupation with sex often livened the

play ui>—with positive results—at other times it was

superfluous to the point of being obnoxious and in

congruoLis with the pace of the play. Some of Gor-

don's gestures were especially imnecessary and

exploitative.

But Gordon's acting ability came out in the later

scenes. His performance became very believable. He
established the corrupt reahty of Joseph Garcin by

giving him an added, colorful dimension, that of a

sexual being. Karin Von Falckenberg portrayed

Estelle in an aloof, mater of fact manner, partially

demanded by the role. Her Estelle seemed too

uninvolved, too passive, too soft spoken. Drinda

Lalumia was brilliant as Inez. The mood she

established for her character was very convincing,

despite mod utterances such as **sock it to her,'' a

phrase which would cause Sartre's head to be flung

back in revulsion. Her tough girl attitude, her

command of language and dialect were standouts in

this production.

The absolute inanity of the evening occurred at the

play's end. Sartre's version ended rather

dramatically, but this production tacked on a

meaningless, not even absurd, ending—a very

tasteless excuse, a bid disappointment. The play was

just not supposed to end where it did. There was still

a good third of the play left to be performed. So what

did the audience hear as the sudden finale, a few

choruses of "Give My Regards to Broadway," no

less. If Sartre were dead, he'd turn over in his grave.

V ' , —MarcKaye

"Tommy" at U.S.C.
That Peter Townshend's two-year old "rock

opera" Tommy is an influential piece of musical

property is at this point beyond question. The opera,

presented in 1969 by the Who (Townshend's band) in

a two-record album, made a world-wide name for

itself both as an experiment and as a body of rock

and roll music. What it did not do, however, is live up

to its claim to be the first rock opera.

What defines opera as a format for a stage

presentation of a story set to music and differentiates

it from its various generic brethren is the in-

volvement of acting. An opera merely sung is not an

opera but rather a cantata. An opera with some

spoken rather than sung parts becomes what is now

considered a musical. Those familiar with Tommy
either on record or as the Who have performed it

during their concerts will see that it is basically

neither an opera nor a musical; it is more or less ^

cantata. To many, that is not news, but I can recall

complaints of bandwagon-jumping leveled at the

producers of Jesus Christ Superstar which claimed

that the "real rock opera" was and always would be

Tommy. Jesus Christ, whose structure is essentially

operatic, is no more imitative of Tommy than

Rigoletto is of the Messiah.
(Continued on Page 14)
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The only bad thing about Louie Bellson's dnmiming Sunday night was
the fact that it had to end. Bfcllson, leading a big band featuring some of
the modem jazz geniuses, withheld his solo until the last number of the
evening, and proceeded to move with amazing speed through a twenty
minute solo which yielded a standing ovation to end the set.

The band carried a fine crew of soloists, and each soloist brought his
own taste to the jazz totality that the band's arrangers whipped up. Pete
Christlieb on tenor sax, Don Menza on tenor and Harry "Sweets" Edison
on trumpet provided the longest solos of the night, although I thought
each had seen better times. Aside from Louis' superb solo work, the best
solo of the set goes to Ray Brown, who showed once again why he has
maintained his stature among bass players for so long.

The band was at its best during "Just Plain Basie" and Menza's
"Momingsong," and when they flavored the music with rock it seemed to
get a little monotonous. The band was also hampered by poor mikes on
piano, vibes and guitar, making several of the solos inaudible and losing
the great Joe Pass' ^.^ ^..^.^^

look into if you're a fan of big ban!

BelLson and company closed-out their two weekend sUy Sunday at Lido
Manor, located on Ventura Blvd., but if you missed them this time around
there may be another chance in the future, which you should certainly

The best reasons we can t*

Hall ticket office to buy tickets ff

in Pauley: The Kinks (see photo

it's a boss and fine and cheap $2

'

^ *«.>*>...>»,»......
^^^^^ 'j^

Kate and More
Katharine Hepburn is un-

deniably one of the most

also starring Fred MacMurray)

unmatchably low$i.oo; screenings
will be held in Social Welfare 147
(where you see Hedonics films on
weekends) and will commenoe at
'^•^* ^This will get you home in

magnificent of American film plenty of time to see the Cavett
surs. She has probably worked show). The.following is the com-
with more major American plete schedule for the series-

directors (from George Stevens to

David Lean) than any other ac--Apirn 14—Alice Adams (1935
tress, and has won more Oscars directed by George Stevens, and
(three — for Morning Glory in

1933, Guess Who's Coming to

Dinner in 1968, and The Lion in

Winter in 1969) and Oscar

nominations (11) than any other

star. One of the few screen ac-

tresses to enjoy consistent critical

and popular acclaim, her following

has hardly diminished after almost

40 years of filmmaking; imlike the

majority of actresses who rose to

prominence in the thirties, Hep-

burn's career is still thriving. (Los

Angeles Hepburn fans will have a

chance to see their idol in the flesh

later in the month when she ap-

pears in Coco at the Music Center)

.

Pauline Kael has summed up her

career as follows: "Katharine

Hepburn is probably the greatest

actress of the sound era. Her

career spans talkies almost from

Shakespeare Festival at the
Monica Theaters in Santa Monica
on Saturday mornings at 11 : 00. The
"playbill" is as follows: April 17 A
Midsummer Niglit's Dream; April
24, Romeo and Juliet; May 1, The
Taming of the Shrew; May 8,

Henry V; May 15, Julius Caesar;
May 22, Hamlet; May 29, Othello;
and June 5, Macbeth . Single ad-
missions are $1.50 and series
tickets are $8.00. »—r-

Stage Door (1937;
directed by Gregory La Cava,
and also starring Ginger Rogers,
Adolphe Menjou, and Lucille

Ball)

the beginning, and the tran- April21—Philadelphia Story (1940;

directed by George Cukof^ and
also starring Cary (Jrant and
Jimmy Stewart)

Sylvia Scarlett (1936;

directed by George Cukor, and
also starring Cary Grant)

sformations that have taken place

in her, the way she has embodied

new tastes in heroines, make her

career an index of American
changes. There were actresses

who were career women types.

others proud heiresses, others April 28—Holiday (1938; directed

madcap comediennes, other

sufferers for humanity, others

defiant modernists. Hepburn has

been them all — rich girls, poor

[Irls, pioneers, decadents."

by George Cukor, and also

starring Cary Grant)

Adam's Rib (1949;

directed by George Cukor, and
also starring Spencer Tracy)

hose H "you who have" been Ma y 3—Pat-arrd- Mtice -(•I95r2r

reading the above hype with in-

creasing curiosity, need not be

curious any longer: Your
benevolent ASUCLA Film Com-
mission is presenting a Katharine

directed by George Cukor, and
also starring Spencer Tracy)

The Rainmaker (1956;

directed by Joseph Anthony, and
also starring Burt Lancaster)

Hepburn film festival this quarter. May 12—Long Day's Journey into

stai-ting next Wednesday (April

14) The series will consist of four
carefully (and cleverly) chosen
double bills, and a screening of the
uncut version of Long Day's
Journey into Ni|ht, the last week

Night (1962; directed by Sidney

Lumet, also starring Ralph

Richardson and Jason Robards,

Jr.)

For movie buffs with slightly

more literary tast|, may we bring

Admission to each showing is an to your attention the forthcoming

Tomorrow night at midnight at

the Plaza Theater, John Boor-

man's Point Blank will l)e playing.

The storyline has a fairly standard
gangster-vengeance theme, but the

film is noted for its highly un-

conventional handling of the time
element and also Boorman's
brilliant treatment of violence.

Filmed to great advantage in L. A.

and San Francisco, Point Blank
additionally features one of Lee
Marvin's best (and most vicious)

performances — as Walker, a

betrayed hoodlum out for revenge.

Tickets to this film are only $1.50

and we urge you to get to the

theater at least half an hour early,

ijecause^iast week^-screoning of

The Night of the Living Dead drew
turnaway crowds of late-night

trendies and zombies. That instant

horror classic will, incidentally, be

rerun at inidnight at the Pla^ on

an upcon^ing Saturday night.

Earlier on Friday like 7:00 in S.

W. 147 (and also at 11:00) will be

Jean Renoir's anti-war master-

piece (irand Illusion. At 9:00 you

can see Renoir's Rules of the

Game. This schedule will also be in

effect Saturday night, also in S. W.
147.

This Wednesday in HH 39 at noon

and four, the French department

will present the American
premiere of a 45-minute

documentary on the career of actor

Gerard^ Phillipe. No admission

charge.

Now at the Silent Movie Theater

on Fairfax is Birth of a Nation.

Griffith's civil war racist epic has

both artistic and sociological

importance, two things decidedly

lacking in a new horror film called

Equinox now at the Fox Hollywood

Theater. But don't worry. As soon

as Equinox leaves, they'll be

showing White Zombie and, what

this highly responsible (and highly

anonymous) writer feels is without

doubt or equivocation the best film
|

ever made. Freaks.

•••••« itiitti
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^ying to the Kerckhotl-. .,v uixying 10 tne Kerckhotl
^y s Kinks-Boz Scaggs concert

|^..*7
fine; Boz is boss and fine;

^^e for the evening; it should be

a better-than-fair concert. If that isn't enough for you then we hope you

choke
Elsewhere on the concert circuit: Tomorrow night at SM Civic, the

Youngbloods and Jeffrey Cain. Coming up soon, for Concert Associates,

Gordon Lightfoot, Its a Beautiful Day. Elvin Bishop and countless

others, and for Sight and Sound Productions, Judy Collins in Anaheim and

Badfinger in Pasadena.

Classically we're a bit disorganized this week but we do know that the

following st^'ndbys are in operation: The LA Phil, Thursday through

Sunday The Chamber Orchestra on Monday < both of thes« are at the

Music Center), and the ever-present CFAP events on campus^

The clubs are sprinting at present The Troubadour is sold out for Cat

Stevens and Carly Simon this week, with Jo Mama coming next week^

The Ash Grove features fabled blues performer John Hammond through

the weekend. John has a new album on Columbia Records

iCBitter End West features P, G and E through the weekend The

wmsky is inhabited by the fine English septet If and another unusual

English gr,oUp, Uriah Heep.

P 'son Santa Monica Blvd. continues with the Isley Bros.. Coming soon

are'heTmpr^io^ At the Beach House in Venice are Blues Image and

Flame Next week will find Pollution therein.

,. ^ —

Naiioial
10925 Lindbrook Driv(

479-2866

MAKING IT (R)

Doily 6:15, 8: IS. 10:15

Sat&S«in2:i5.4:15, 6:15. 8:15, 10:15

Brieiial
7425 Sunset

876-0212

.G«org« S«gol

WHERE'S POPPPA?
JOE

$1 AdmiMion lor 1 parson witK fKia coupon (Sorry, no4 good Sol nit*)

Pan Pacific
7554 B«v«rly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
^T^% Parking

Acodemy Award Nominee

DIARY OF A AAAO HOUSEWIFE
PETER BOYLE

JOE
$1 ArdmiMion (or 1 porton wilK thit coupon

(*orry, no»good Sol. Night)

PACIFIC'S

Paiiages
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

New Policy • No Seats Reserved

TORAITORA!TORA!(G)
Daily 1:30 • 5:00 • 8:30 pm

Regular Admission Prices

PACIFIC'S

PlGNOOd
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

HaO OVER
George C. Scott • Joanne Woodward

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS (G)

Thur».-S«n 1230. 2:30. 4:30^6:30. 8:30. 10:30

AAon Wod 6:30, 8^30, 10:30

-K*

Piaza
Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

Best Film" Venice Film Festival

Barbara Loden's

WANDA
Mnlnighl Show Fri Apr 1 "POINT tlANK"

legeii
1045 Braxton _
Westwood Villoge

BR 2-0501

"A maorly loulHMt comadyl"

"Nothing thorl of o miroci*!" LIFE MAGAZINE

I Buck Henry in

—Mtlo» Forn>a#»'«
—

' t'-^-t'^—

,

TAKING OFF

Slieni Movie
611 N. Fairfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

Grooviott Movi* in To«#nl

D.W. GRIFFITH'S

Great American Film Classic

"THE BIRTH OF A NATION'
Chaplin & Sennett Comedies

Tono La Brer
La Braci ot Ninth

WE 4-2342

THIS TRANSIENT LIFE

ODD AFFINITY

Viiiaoe
961 Broxton

Westwood
478^0576

««.

LOVE STORY (GP)

12:15,2:15.4:15,6:15,8:15. 10:15

Asuorove
8162 Melrose Ave.

OL3-2070

Now thru Sundoy

JOHN HAAAMOND
'— * Betty Moe Fikei '"'^" T"

NEXT: April 16-18 BLUES SUPERSTAR
Wei»ch lor noma n«Kt wo«li

DiicolK«qu« o« »H« Marino • W% Iwn

4080 Uncoln Blvd.

AAarina del Rey
821-6969

New Ploying EIRIH ISLIND
Wod. Ni««, Stud«n« Nito • TKuri Nrt«, Donco Contort

TuM & Swn FREE ADMISSION

eazzarri's
9039 Sunsel

CR3-6606

Ditcothoqu* on tho Strip • Horn Mopp»««ng

BERRIES -k BADGE
•. INSTANT JOY

Ditcoth«qu*lor dl ogM * Mon. Done* Contact

(Orond Pris«S300) • W«d Lodiot Night^LodiM

Fro* • Audition* Wad & TKun Night

Irounaiiour
9081 Sooto Monica Blvd.

LA
2766168

Now Thrv Sundoy

CAT STEVENS
CARLY SIMON
NEXT: JO MAMA

"T""

III L '-V

8901 Sunsel Sirip

6524202

Now thru Sundoy

IF URIAH H"P .

1 NIfe Only - n?W>rir;r7y

—

THE BEACH BOYS
Dancing • Compl««« Dinn»r»

'^"^^^^m^^^mms^!^^,

%-:\.\ -wmt^.%
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Priest's Wife': Ave Sophia

Sophia Lor^n-Marcello Mastroianni pictures are a new phenomenon to

me. Never having seen these two performers together before, but havmg

admired them separately, I went to The Priest's Wife curious and a bit

skeptical. Her work had several ups as well as some severe downs m my

memory of it, and his had been almost uniformly excellent.

The performances in The Priest's Wife matched these expectations

exactly. As a young pop singer with random (and not really believable)

suicidal tendencies, Sophia Loren did as much posing as acting, and only

when it suited her came down off her movie-star pedestal. She plays it

super-cute, nose in the air, daring us as well as Mastroianni's shy priest

to ignore her. She assaults the part, and in her over-zealousness all but

bungles it. But not quite. Because pose in an actress like this after a while

begins to look like poise, and she has lots of that. In trying to ensnare a

reluctant priest in marriage, she never becomes vulgar or cruel, and

never lets the script make a fool of her, though at points that is what it is

clearly trying to do. Undaunted, Miss Loren keeps her cool and her ad-

vantage by letting most of the jokes achieve their punch at Mastroianni's

expense.

Director Dino Risi has had better luck with him. His priest is superb.

Exactly shy enough, but with an incipient passion which we can see

awakening slowly over the film's progression. It's logical work, timed

precisely to keep pace with, and not outstrip, the story— which is at pains

to show how difficult a marriage between these two could be, despite their

open affection for one another.

If Loren weren't so coksure in the role she would be more appealing;

but, still, she reacts with properly modulated dismay at the end when the

Church takes her priest back where he belongs. I would guess Loren's

own religious difficulties prompted her to accept this script, and she

therefore doesn't want to submerge her anger and impatience with the

Church for a mojjnent. Well, she doesn't, and the lingering hurt of the

Church's revengie at the close of the film will make you sit up and take

notice. The laughter along the way will make you glad you came.
—Ivan Webster

*fl«fflMM»,

THE All AMERICAN BURGER
1500 WMtwood Blvd.

4 blocks tcwth oi Wilthir* cri Ohio"

The Qualify Hamhurgefir

BHARATIYA BHOJAN
2807 Main St S M 399-9038

INDIAN FOOD
DiHerent Dinners Every Night

~~

VEG-$2 2S NON-VEG $3 00
^'es Saf 6 9 30 P M

BIT O SCOTLAND
1938 WMtwood Blvd

V^ block! South o» S M Blvd

474 0328, 474-9049

BRITISH SEAFOOD
Dinn*r« S2 25 & $2 50

Food to Go

CHEZ FROMAGE
Contwry C«ty

Shopping C«nt«r

553^5582

FONDUE HAPPENING THURS NITE

Unuiuol SandwkhM
Eapr««*o — Coppuccino

Fine Cheese— Pottry —Tea
n

CHUNKY'S
918Brwton • 473-6062

(Norih of Bruin Theatre)

GIANT BEEF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Dogs

HATCH COVER
2615 WiUhire

SM 82B-5404

FOOD
DANCING

POOL

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pico

From Pastrami fo Pickles

m choice

G>rner Wettood & Lindbrook

Open 24 Hour* 478-2732

1 1 PM - n AM
STEAK N' EGGS

hoth brownt, toast, butter, jelly

$1.05

LA CREPE
1084 Glendon Ave 478-0437

Open7 0ayt 11:30-1 AM

105 SPECIALITIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & 'OMELEHES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunchsi 50&$i 75
10658 Undbrook Dr DINNER $3.25 & $4.25
474-0948-WWVtllo«e

LEDBEHERS
1621 Westwood Blvd.

477-4751

Greet NHe Every Thon.
Beer Wine Dancing Food

LrrTLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 LeConfe
(LeConht al Goyley)

McDonalds town house
1118 Weetwood Blvd.

478-9343

For 30 min. delivery

477-2006

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAV

PIECE<^PIZZA
12423 WiUhire Blvd

LA 826 9210

SINCE 1949
Famous For Our Pizza

PIZZi
PALACE
4^»-07M

WHERE BEER IS STILL ONLY 25</MUG
Old Time Moviee

r.f.
12220 Pico

Pko al Bvftdy 478-6734

DANCING - POOL
ENTERTAINMENT - PIZZA

SEPrS GIANT SUBMARINE
10968 Le Con«e 478-0375

BeN»—n BroKtow & Goyley
~p ^ =—:

—

Giant Submarine Sandwich
Opon Doily 11-11

WE DEUVER

I .(I Gourmet ^';r Jwiches

Music/Rita Cooltdge
I

Among those who dabble in rock gossip and read

rave rags regularly, any mention of Rita Coohdge

elicits either a patronizing grin or a convival leer.

Those who grin point out that Rita's name has graced

the album sleeves of some major musical

miscarriages, and those who leer discuss the

probability that the acolytes of the acetate industry

smile upon her out of a regard for — to quote Leon

Russeel — "her soft and fertile delta" — rather than

an appreciation for her vocal skills.

Well, Rita has her first album, Rita Coolidge (A&M
SP 4291 ) and although you may have to ask for it in a

brown paper wrapper if you're sensitive to grins or

leers, it's definitely worth purchasing. Producer

David Anderie selected some solid '*up" material for

the album, recruited Booker T. Jones as major

arranger and main keyboard man, and assembled

stellar Ulents like Clarence White on guitar, Donald

"Duck" Dunn and Chris Keltner on drums, and

added a liberal dash of strings and horns. Such an

assemblage of talent is a double-edged sword, for

while an all-star session band helps an album along

considerably, there is definite pressure on whoever is

singing in front of them to keep up. On two cuts of hei^

album, the pressure proves to be too much for Miss

Coolidge, as she staggers through a limp rendition of

Otis Redding's ''Happy Song" and an equally sapless

version of 'Ain't That Peculiar."

But aside from those two dead spots, the recording

is a solid display of musicianship in tandem with

Miss Cooolidge's Southern sassy-assy vocal style, a

style which ranges successfully from the folky

confidence of Marc Benno's "Second Story Window"

to a credibly funky offering of the oft-murdered

"Born Under A Bad Sign." And, unlike many of her

drawly sisters. Miss Coolidge doesn't mumble or

scream her material thereby making a refreshing

case for soulful singers who are also articulate.

David Lees

SiHiGiir & Peier

Entertaining is the word for the

new pop/folk duo Spencer Davis

and Peter Jameson. Spencer, we
all remember, was the rhythm

guitarist who led the group named
after him high into the charts on

the shoulders of Stevie Winwood
with such smashes as "Gimme
Some Lovin' " and "Keep On
Running" a few years ago. Rock is

behind him now, and he seems
very comfortable with the soft,

acoustic sound.

The duo's first album, It's Been

So Long (Mediarts 41-11), is more
enjoyable and satisfying than it is

technically good. The singing is

weak and not all that confident,

and to make matters worse, the

engineering occasionally makes
the vocals hard to discern. The
playing by the two guitarists is

nothing extraordinary. Yet the

album is still immensely en-

joyable.

On "It's BeenSo Long," the Lp's

opener, the enchanting guitars

bring to mind a pleasant, warm
waning afternoon on a peaceful

tropical island. The whole album's

like that, really, assuring and

refreshing. The arranging is quite

skillful, and tasteful strings and

vibes supplement the various

pieces nicely.

"Balkan Blues" is an extremely

likeable instrumental that sounds

very much like what a roving

musical trio would play to some
candlelight lovers in a Greek cafe.

There is a repeated riff that is quite

catchy, and half-way through the

song a lovely sentimental violin

appears that sounds very Jewish.

All the while the tempo builds and
offers an exhilirating three-ai^d-a-

half minutes. —
'^ Spencer, who dominates the Lp,

is rooted in country blues; at times

his playing r^eks of Leadbelly. The
music keeps reminding one of the

styles prevalent in the Ozarks, or

the moonshine mountains of West
Virginia, yet the music doesn't

subsist on a "hick" level, but is

instead of a sophisticated nature. It

appears also that Spencer has
rather unconsciously permeated

his work with distinct pop-ish

qualities that perhaps explain why
the Lp succeeds so well, and why it

is more impressive than those by

other similarly rooted artists.

"Crystal River," a typical cut on

the album, is encased in a hectic

atmosphere. It's a mountain
hoedown type of thing, but sounds

very cluttered, like there are about

eighty-three banjos, guitars, and

mandolins all chunking along.

Spencer is so sincere in his

singing that it becomes difficult to

criticize his lyrics, which are only

adequate. Suffice it to say that they

are well intentioned, but lack

development ai]^d are more than

seldom trite.
'

Spencer Davis and Peter

Jameson have indeed found a

winning combination and offer

many exquisite comforting
melodies on It's Been So Long.

When you become tired with the

guy downstairs complaining about

John Paul Jones' bass seeping into

his living room, try Davis and

Jameson. They're nice and they

don't leak.

—Harold Bronson
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s _ _
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Transcription Turntable
TOP OF THf LINE

•Viscous Damped Cueing
•Synchronous Motor

•Needle - Pivoted, Gimbolled Arm
•Base Dust Cover and
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m m mm g\ '££ I" fact, Jimmy seems to be the

' his album. On two cuts C'The Now
Jimmy McGriffs Soul Sugar (on

Capitol Records) marks his first

attempt at making jazz versions of

AM hits. In doing this he follows

rules designed to appeal to "top

40" audiences: Keep it short and

repeat those notes. The problem

with following these rules in

McGriffs case is that AM music is

just not his style. His field is jazz

organ and his latest release suffers

from an obvious attempt to seU

records rather than concentrate on

quality jazz.

Most of the cuts rehash old single

hits but Jimmy's jazz renditions

tend to bring out the original

records' lack of musical content.

When someone is singing loudly

you never hear the background

music. In Jimmy's case, the raw
background music used without

vocals -brings out a feature com-

mon in short 45 records —
repetition. On several cuts the

music begins tfie same way: 1-2-3

guitar; and drum; 1-2-3 trumpets;

1-2-3 organ; 1-2-3 trumpet^; fade

out. McGriff is the only musician

who shows originality or in-

terpretive effort; the other

musicians follow the same canned

notes found in the original.

INCOME TAX
SERVICE
$5"P

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff

fasi, Professional, Service

FLESNER & COOK

Thing," and "You're the One") the
trumpets play the same chords for
about 30 seconds. On the very next
cut they go back to the same dull
beginning ( 1-2-3 guitar and drums,
etc.) and wait for the middle of the
cut to begin playing the same
chords from the two previous cuts.

The only pleasant surprise is

McGriffs rendition of 1969's all

time top 40 "smash hit" — "Sugar
Sugar". It's not that this cut is such
a landmark in jazz interpretation,

it's just that anything is an im
provement over the original.^

Robin Sanders

£/ C/iicano

The MCA "sound experience,"
which includes releases on the
Decca, Kapp and Uni labels, has
been hard at work over the past

couple of months. One result is the

new album by East L.A.'s current

stalwarts, El Chicano.

In Revolucion (Kapp KS 3640),

El Chicano produce a latin rock

beat not unlike Santana's through

its guitar and organ work. The
majority of the cuts are fast-paced,

which when coupled with the
highly repetitive percussions
sounds, makes this album better
for dancing than for pure listening

pleasure (again, not unlike San
tana).

The one redeeming quality in El
Chicano that puts it one notch
above Santana is the presence of

Ersi Arvizu, lead female vocalist.

Unfortunately, she solos on only
two numbefs, but proves herself to

be a competent stylist. "Sabor A
Mi," a beautiful ballad straight

from Mexico's cantinas and
yesteryear (which in itself is ironic

on an album entitled Revolucion),
is where Miss Arvizu is at her best.

Her rendition of that classic is sure
to bring back sweet memories of

better times on the t)eaches of

Mazatlan, Puerto Vallarta or
Acapulco. Her latin soul version of

"I'm A Good Woman " could stand
a bit more development to give it

the necessary full sound, instead of

her slightly nasal tonal quality.

The three-part harmony of the

group (Miss Arvizu, Andre Baeza
and Freddie Sanchez) is tight and
pleasant, and should appear on
more cuts to reduce the number of

similar sounding tracks.

In toto, Revolucion will not drive

the masses to revolt, but it miay

start a few feet moving.

—Andy Linsky
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DRIVE IN EUROPE
Student discounts on Overseas Car delivery! All European

models, shipping and low cost insurance.

Call for student savings:

276-4456 Driv« In Europe '276-4456

m

!:

r. 1101 Gay ley Av«.

Westwcxxi Villoge

886-7475 473-8127
By Appoifitmant Only

AMERICANS!

!

The Asion-American Couseling Project

needs your help in implementing o

college counseling and recruiting pro-

gram for Filipinos. No skills required,

just desire to help.

Coll the Asian SHidiM Center, 5-2974,

and leave your name and phone num-
ber (or Ai Mendoco or Kenwood iung

Living is a Lot Riser at La Manclia
catpets air conditioning heated swimming pool
• saunas » recreation lounge exercise room

co-ed floors suites with living rooms refrigerators

open visitation excellent food (all you can eat)

meeting facilities study areas activity program
and entertainment color TV adjacent to campus

Come on over and see tor yourself!

U UNCU
930 Hilgard Avenue, (213) 475-5t31

Helpline 825-7646

GOOD FRIDAY
HOLY COAAMUNION

7:30-7:50 AM - St. Albon's Chapel

580 Hilgard at Westholm

lutheron Campus Ministry 900 Hilgard 475 596 2

Ate - LCA

|(Paid Advertisement)!

KOSHER MEALS
AVAILABLE
THROUGHOUT

ALL OF PASSOVER

APRIL 10-17
AT

CHABAD HOUSE
741 GAYLEY AVENUE

Rides Available To and From Campus

CAU: 4/7-8647 270-3303 479-9282

Tickets Available ForThe Last Concerts Of The Season? Yes!

We've found out why some people haven't been coming to hear our

orchestra play. They think the concerts are all sold out. Not true.

Come as you are. Fancy or casual. And hear for yourself why the L. A.

Philharmonic has become one of the world's greatest orchestras.

Tonight at 8:30 PM
Tomorrow afternoon at 1 :30 PM
Zubin Mehta conducting
Sheila Armstrong, soprano
Victor Braun, baritone

Jan Hiinka, vh6la

L.A. Master Chorale
(Roger Wagner, director)

Hindemith: Trauermusik
Penderecki: Cosmogony
(soloists: Joanna Neal,

James McCray, Douglas Lawrence)
Br :.=

" A ClH"'^^ HEQUIEM

Sunday, April 11 at 3 PM
Zubin Mehta conducting
Michele Zukovsky, clarinet

David Breidenthal, bassoon
Jan HIinka, viola

Hindemith: Trauermusik
R. Strauss: Duet Concertino
R. Strauss: Till Eulenspiegel
Brahms: Symphony No. 1

Student tickets $2
as long as they last

(Bring your ID card)

MUSIC CENTER
-"^ t^OKOTHY C HANDl IKw PAV I L ION

THE LOSANGELESPHLHARMQNIC
K3ii!iia30SS'':'s^'J!'i'?' '.S'

'
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INDEX
Tommy'
(Continued from Page 10)

Tommy, with a couple of

relatively unknown exceptions

(Bob Segarini's 1968 recording of

Miss Butters being the one I can

presently think of), preceded any

new entrants to the genre by over a

year and was itself prefaced by the

Who with a twenty-minute per-

formance called A Quick On€

While He's Away released two

years before Tommy. While the

newcomers, being more
thoroughly definable as operas,

may not long lie fallow before

reaching a stage Tommy, with its

unusual technical implications,

has taken its sweet time in making

the trek. Its coming-out party was

held by an ambitious group of USC

students at Bovard Auditorium last

week
The USC production, conceived,

directed and generally pulled

together by Joel Rosenzweig, quite

possibly took on a little more than

it could handle, even though the

finished product fared relatively

successfully as an artistic and

commercial venture. Since the

property was not originally

tailored for staging, it was in need

of alternations. Rosenzweig's

effort failed to thoroughly come to

grips with this fact. The result,

then, suffered from some serious

continuity problems.

Tommy tells the story of a boy

who is traumatized by his mother

and her lover into a state of total

reclusiveness. He grows up

exhibiting the symptoms of one

who is deaf, dumb and blind,

though apparently he is not if

subsequent occurrences are truth-

ful indicators. His parents,

j«<*

BACK TO EDEN
FOODS GROWN ORGANICALLY

with love and the help

of mother nature

WESTWOOD 1361 S. Westwood Blvd.

\o»c«* (2% blocks sooth of Wilshire)
"

'

"^^•f no,, HOUYWOOD 643 N. Fairfax Ave.

J!^'* (|u$» soufh of Melrf^)

10 am-7 pm 7 days a week

VENICE 2025 Pacific Avenue
(corner of North Venice Blvd.)

LIGHTWEIGHT
BUT RUGGED: I

the Bucswade "BULLIT" JACKET
by Mr. Witt

Cool, 100% cotton Bucswade makes the "Sullit"

jacket just right for Spring and Summer wear.

And the .45 cal. snap closures, big patch

pockets, and antelope color make it just right

for the look of today. S,M,L,XL. Machine

washable. In Campus Hall*.

17.00

meantime, attempt to "cure"

Tommy, first using a sensual

gypsy queen and later a doctor.

Along the way. some of Tommy's

adventures, including his

development into an expert on

pinball machines, are chronicled

Fmally, Tommy breaks a mirror in

front of his parents, symbolicaUy

liberating his erstwhile frozen

senses. His experiences have

brought him to look upon himself

as a Saviour and he promptly

starts a strange rebgion with

himself as its leader. In the end, his

followers, suspiciously
reminiscent of rock music fans

with their short attention spans

and faddist tendencies, abandon

him and he is again alone in his

visions;

Rosenweig's Tommy is true to

this story. But it is a story that is

not clearly stated in Pete Town-

shend's lyrics. There are things

that are implied in their text which

require several listenings to un-

derstand. It is the responsibility of

any full staging of Tommy to state

these ideas for the audience in

some way. The Bovard audiences

were faced with both some minor

structural continuity gaps and the

problem of inaudible singing in

sections of the hall, itself a much
more destructive situation.

A three media approach was
used to try to augment the music.

Theatrical sung performances, a

combination of ballet and modem
dance and films all played major
roles, and technically, they were
all used well.

While none of the performers

came across as w^ as the

members of the Who did as

'singers, they sufficed and
moreover, they added the

dimension the Whg had never

done: that of separating charac-

ters by making performers

identifiable with certain roles. The

choreography was quite dynamic

and seemed to dominate the

proceedings on sUge. The films, on

the other hand, did not have the

devastating effect they could have

had. At times repetitive or vague

use of imagery hindered their

usefulness and sometimes ren-

dered them superfluous and

distracting.
''

The conceptual flow of the

performance was best in the

beginning and during the later two-

thirds of Act Two. The critical

scenes, wherein Tommy is driven

more deeply Into his own mind and

develops his self-aggrandizing

religious scheme and which make

up the bulk of Act One and begin

Act Two, are not significantly

better articulated than they are in

the Who version. The songs are

generally performed as separate

entities, much as they were by the

Who, and appear on the surface to

be only tenuosly tied together. And
the Bovard sound system, which

was good but underpowered at the

performance I witnessed, further

punched holes in these and other

segments of the show by allowing

large portions of the audience to

have great difficulty hearing song

lyrics. The house band's fifteen

musicians collectively made too

much noise for vocals to be easily

heard ( though they did not play too

loudly).

Michael Cantor, athletically

creating the role of Tonrniy, quite

earned the enthusiastic standing

ovation he received at the per-

formance's end. His physical

performance (i.e. his dancing) was
excellent and his singing more

than adeqypte. Considering that he
was reportedly on the verge of

collapsing from pneumonia the
entire week, his effort was all the

more impressive: Alan Hubbs, as
Tommy's father, was only fair as
the show's main vocalist.

Sal Trapani's choreography,
which provided the bulk of the

interpretive and linking per
formances for the evening, was
more than anything else vigorous

All the dancers, especially the

girls, were fine, and the Act One
closing "Acid Queen/Und6rtUre"

served astheir moment of greatest-

glory.

s
>M

Some little touches, like

microphone swinging and copies of

the Who's musical arrangements,

showed that the company was
paying proper due to Tommy's
creators.

Still, even with nearly the entire

audience on their feet applauding

as the cast and crew took their

bows, it was pretty easy to leave

with the feeling that anyone un-

familiar enough with Tommy so as

to not already understand its flow

and nuances would have done just

as well to see the Who perform the

whole thing as a cantata. The
Rosenzweig company did not give

the "opera" the kick in the ass it

needed to make it valuable to

someone unaware of its .content. I

don't believe they can be excused

by saying "you have to see it more
than once," since most in at-"

tendance won't get that luxury..

Rather they won their ovation by

nicely entertaining an eager
audience. Artistically they only

partially succeeded but deserve

heaps of credit for even trying.

—Jim Bickhart

-TFaid Advertisement)
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BOZ SCAGGS
A SPECIAL CONCERT FOR THE UCLA CAMPUS

SATURDAY -APRIL 10 -8:30 PM
PAULEY PAVILION

ALL SEATS $2.00 RESERVED - Buy as Many as You Want
-Ktfttr.r ^ -"1 < 1 I V, r\

li

L! Ui f ILE ond FAuLLY BuX Oh F ICE ON
NIGHT OF PERFORMANCE

presented by

UCLA Student Committaa br tha Arts and ASUCLA Culturol Affairs Commission

T — (Paid Advtrttstment)

•;/•
Thursday, April 8, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN IS

BOZ SCAGGS
N CONCERT— SAT. APRIL 10

-Ab

Pauley Pavilion - 8:30 p.m.

All Tickets $2.00- Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

presented by

the ASUCLA Cultural Affairs Commission

A few years ago San Francisco discovered love, flowers,

beads, long, long hair and psychedelic music.

A few months ago Ralph Gleason called writer-singer-

guitarist Boz Scaggs the city's most important musical

phenomenon since that time'.'Boz has one of the most popular

local groups since the early days of the Airplane... He sings

with a true wail and can reach right off an LP and take you

"with him . . . Boz Scaggs may be the next San Francisco-based

artist to mrake it really big."

Which is what will probably happen with the release

of Boz's first Columbia album,"Momerits."

Bob Sherwood, DJ at KROY, Sacramento, said, "I've

anxiously awaited 'Moments' more than any other LP this year

...Boz is one of the few performers I'd pay to hear."

Stefan Ponek, of KSAN-FM, San Francisco, called Boz

".
. .the most charismatic performer to come out of San Francisco

in a long time." '

,
,

And Dick Starr o{ KYA said:'Boz Scaggs is one of the

city's true talents. If 'Moments' captures his capabilities, it

should be a San Francisco smash."

The last time San Francisco's music created this much

excitement, it became tiistory. 1 ..

30454

M usic 01 Our Time Fmfn The Music Company
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William Shakespeare

film festival scheduled
In conjunction with the Undergraduate English Association

(UEA), a William Shakespeare Film Festival will be presented at

the Monica I & II theaters in Santa Monica dii consecutive Saturday

mornings starting on April 17th.

The eight films begin at 11 a'm. and are shown only once. They

are based on Shakespear's most famous plays. "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" (1935) will be shown on April 17, "Romeo and

Juliet' (1954) on April 24» "The Taming of the Shrew" (1967)on

May 1, "Henry V" (1946) on May 8, "Julius Caesar" (1953) on May
15, "Hamlet" (1950) on May 22, "Othello" (1965) on May 29, and

"Macbeth " (1963) on June 5.

Such famous actors and actresses as James Cagney, Olivia de

Havilland, Sebastian Cabot, Laurence Harvey, Elizabeth Taylor,

Richard Burton, Sir Laurence Olivier, Marlon Brando, Greer

Garson, Maggie Smith and Maurice Evans, among others, will be

on film.

The price of tickets for the series of films is $8.00. Single ad-

missions are $1.50. Order forms are available through the English

department and the UEA office Humanities 4312.

It

, Miior » Notr : Here is Fart Two (rf the Daily Bruin Trivia Tejrt^So put on

your wh.te turtleneck shirts and your mouse ^^'^^^'''^^^
freaks, and figure out the answers to these And remember, cheating

IS a Bozo no-no )

1.) Who played Corky in "Corky and White Shadow'

on the Mickey Mouse Club?

2 ) ". he was a bold, adventurous man,

... battled for right with a powerful hand,

His blade was tempered and so was he,

Indestructable steel was he,

... he was a bold, adventurous man." Who was

he?

3 ) How old was Davy Crokett when he "kilt a b'ar?"

What was the name of his rifle and who played his

sidekick'^

4.) Who played the Indian chief in "Broken Arrow?

(hint: he was also in "Sheriff of Cochise.")

5.) Who starred in "Medic?" (hint: and later played

a hired gun in another series)

6.) What series starred Gardner McKay?
7.) "Say the magic word and you win the prize."

George Fenniman was the announcer. Who was the

host, and what was the name of the show?

8. ) Who sponsored Ernie Kovacs' show? Who was the

Nairobi Trio?

9.) Who starred in "Mona McCluskey?"

10.) World War II was the time period of "The

Gallent Men" but what country were they fighting

in? What country was "12 O'clock High" set in?

11.) Who played the oldest son on "My Three Sons?"

(hint: he was also Spin on Spin and Marty and was

the older Hardy boy. Bonus: Who played the younger

Hardy boy and what was the name of the old man
with the treasure?) «.-.

12.) What was Beaver's older brother named and

who played him? Who played Beaver? (Bonus: Who
were his parents played by?)

13.) Name three sUrs of "77 Sunset Strip," two stars

of "Route 66," andonesUrof "Surfside6."

14.) What character did Connie Stevens play in

"Hawaiian Eye?'' Name two other stars on the show

15.) Richard Long appeared in what New Orleans

based series?

16.) Who sponsored "You Asked For It?"

17.) What was the name of the Kirby's dog in

"Topper," Roy Rogers' dog in his show, and the little

terrier in "Thin Man?" (Bonus: Who starred in the

latter?

)

18.) What was Rin Tin Tin's master's name? What

was his rank?

19.) Who played the young husband who lived next

door to the Stones in "Donna Reed?" What was his

wife's name (the character) in the show?

20.) What were the occupations of Jackie Gleason

and Art Carney in "The Honeymooners?"

21.) Who played Sgt. Friday's sidekick in the old

"Dragnet?*'

22.) Marshal Dillon always complained about

smething Chester did — what was it?

23.) What Canadian officer always got his man*?

What was his dog's name?
24.) Who played Wild Bil^ Hickock's sidekick,

Jingles?

25.) "Hold it, (click) I think you're gonna like this

picture." Who opened his show this way? Who played

his sister (and Dwayne Hickman's mother)?

Answers are on page 17.

Special Activities

Tickets are still on sale for the concert by the Kinks

and Boz Skaggs at 8:30 p.m. Saturday In Pauley

Pavilion at $2 each In the Kerckhoff Hall Tkket
Office now located in KH 140.

"Bones" will give a concert at noon today at 'Janss

Steps. Collections made there will be donated to

UniCamp. Donations will also be collected at the

parking lots this morning. UniShine continues; Phi

Sigma Sigma members will shine shoes from 10 a.m.-

2 p.m. today on Bruin Walk for UniCamp donations.

The UniCamp Booth will also continue from 8 a.m. -3

p.m. today on Bruin Walk to sell buttons, answer
questions and recruit counselors.

"'

Activities today at the International Student

Center, 1023 Hilgard, include English Conversation

from 11 a.m.-l p.m., Spanish Conversation from 8-

9:30 p.m., Chinese Conversation from 7-8 p.m., and a

discussion group, "Estranged in a Strange Land,"

from 7-9 p.m.

Library tours for graduate students will be held at

11 a.m. and 2 p.m. today in the University Research

Library. Sign up at the Reference Desk.

Volunteers are needed to tutor students in Asian

American High Potential. Come to Campbell Hall

2126 for more information.

Speeches and Seminars

Paul E. Zinner, professor of political science, UC
Davis, will speak on "U.S. Faces Russia and China"

at 3 p.m. today in Mathematical Sciences 5200.

Riccardo Picchio, professor of Slavic languages

and literature, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.,

will speak on "The Problem of Humanism in Russia

— Byzantine Heritage and Western Analogies" at 3

p.m. today in Bunche Hall 2209A.

(ConUnued on Page 17)

(Paid Advertisement)'

The ASUCLA Tutorial Project . . .

is looking for people interested in

FREE SCHOOLS
and other educational alternatives.

-M

To research, visit schools, talk to people, and plan to set up a pro-

gram to apply University resources to the needs of free schools.

Contact: Vicki Hayne, KH 404, 825-2331

Sponsored by SLC

(Paid Advertisement)

Can you give

Exceptional

Love
to an

Exceptional

Child?
Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project

Orientation for New & Returning Tutors

Wed., April 7, 7:00 p.m. AU 2412
Office in Kerckhoff 407

*sponsored by SLC

DONATION REQUESTED

screening twice

eocK evening at

7:00 & 11:00
r

screening once

9:00

Hedonics presents RENIOR'S

f

;

7 Sf ais: 2M 9

Social Welfare 147

The prototype to anti-war films of tt>e future, Orand lllution (1937) i

Renior'sgitt to ttie fi Inn world — considered by many critics (r*aulinv
Kael) to be one o« the greatest films of ail time A brilliant, artistic
expression of the total sensHeness of war

A satire on the social and sexual
collapse. Rules of the Q*m* ( \9-m\ ., ^^ ^.
censors Th^ neglected masterpiece of the son of France's most
famous Impressionistic painter.

(FaW AdvertlaeaMiit)
Fri. April 9 Sot. April 10

Brew'n
(Continued from Page 16)

Robert P. Llberman, research

Dsychiatrlst, Camarillo State

Hospital, will speak on "Behavior

Therapy ^or Comnfiunity AAental

Healtti Centers" as part ot the

series on "Behavior Therapy:

Demonstrations and Dialogues" at

7 p m. today In William G. Young

Hall 2250. Tickets are $4.75 and $2

(students).

Mrs. Barbara Norton, chairman,

Southern California Chapter of

Friends of Africa In America, will

speak on "Protecting African

Wildlife" at 8*^ p.m. today In

AAathematical Sciences 5200. A

movie on Kenya's wildlife will be

shown.

Loen Knopoff, professor of

physics and geophysics here, will

hold a colloquium on "Questions

Raised by the San Fernando

Earthquake of February 9" at 4

p.m. today in Knudsen Hall 1220.

Meetings

There will be a Mardi Gras

Escort meeting at 4 p.m. today in

Ackerman Union 3517. All in-

terested persons may attend.

There will be a Mardi Gras Booth

meeting at 7 p.m. today In

Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge. All organization booth

chairmen must attend.

Phi Eta Sigma will meet at noon

today In Kerckhoff Hall 226, the

Alumni Center. All members
should attend or contact Gary

Greene at 275-1321.

International Socialists will meet

at noon today In Ackerman Union

2408. All may attend.

Cercle Francais will meet at

noon in Haines Hall 111. All

French-speaking students may
attend.

English Conversation for foreign

students will meet In Informal

groups from 11 a.m.-l p.m. and

from 2-4 p.m. today In Campbell

Hall 1118. All foreign students may
attend
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WOMEN'S

LIBEIMION

will meef

TONIGHT

of 7:30

in KH 400

CIlitPPiiL
Find Rides or Riders

for this quarter

CONTACT:

Shident Pariing Review Board

)c52452-3220A Murphy Hall

(M) OR
Alpha Phi Omega AU "A"

Level Lounge (10-2)
J

IBfTE:X«BIi
ia>4 1 ft. > )••••< k It* *• t»m COiji".*

No Sweat, Foreign Student!

RENOIR FILMS—Hedonics will present two films by Jtan Renoir
tomorrow and Saturday in Social Welfare 147. "Grand Illusion" will

screen at 7 and 1 1 p.m., and "Rules of the Game" will screen at 9 p.m.

The Radio Club will meet at noonPhrateres

p.m. today

3517.

URA Clubs

will meet from 2-4

In Ackerman Union

The Skin 'N Scuba Club will meet
at 7 pm today in Ackerman Union

2412.

The Flying Club will meet from
4-6 pm today in Ackerman Union

2408.

The Skating Club will meet at 8

pm today at the Santa Monica Ice

Palace.,^-4i-i^

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet

from 7-10 pm today In the Women's
Gym 200.

The Lacrosse Club, will meet

from 3-5 pm today on field 7.

The Hunting Club will meet at

noon today In the Men's Gym 122.

The Hapkido Club will meet from

3:30-5 pm today In MacGowan B

146.

r
I

Trivial Answers
What youU find below are the answers to Part Two of the DB TV trivia t^t Our

memories are such that we take no responsibility for any misspelhngs or incorrect an-

swers.

1.) Darlene Gillespie.

2.) Jim Bowie.
3 ) Only three. Old Betsy. Buddy Ebsen.

4.) Michael Ansara.
5.) Richard Boone.
6.) "Adventures in Paradise" is one.

7.) Groucho Marx. "You Bet Your Ufe.'^

8. ) Dutch Masters cigars, three gorillas who played instruments.

9.) Juliet Prowse.
10.) Italy. England.
11.) Tim Considine, Tommy Kirk. Old Man Applegate.

ninjnaaiAv
12.) Wally. Tony Dow. Jerry Mathers. Bonus: Hugh Beaumont «[«<i.

^™S«rt n ffiSr
13.) Ephrem Zimbalist. Jr.; Roger Smith; Edd Byrnes. George Maharis. Martin Milncr

Troy Donahue.
. ^ ^ n -r»«-««

14. ) Cricket ; choose two from Anthony Eisley . Robert Conrad. Poncie Ponce.

15.) Bourbon Street Beat.
16.) Skippy peanut butter.

17.) Neal. BuUet. Asta. Bonus: PhylUs Kirk. Peter Lawford.

18.) Rusty, corporal.
19.) Robert Crane. Madge.
20. ) Drove a bus and worked in the sewers. respecUvely.

21.) Ben Alexander. ^ _

22.) He made terrible coffee.
, «•

-
- -

23 ) Sgt . Preston of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police ;
King

24.) Andy Devine.
. „ .

25.) Robert Commings. Rosemary de Camp played Margaret.

.iiii, :.

AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

a student discussion on the value of transcendental

meditation as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental ability,

improving health, increasing enjoyment in life .
.

Ackv, ....^n Union- Rnnm 2412

We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

professior^J efficiency at charges that won't hurt you.

today In Boelter Hall 8761.

The Women's Karate Club will

meet from 5-6 pm today In the

Women's Gym 200.

The Soccer Club will meet from ^
6-7 pm today In the Women's Gym |

200.

The Mountaineers will meet at

noon today In the northwest corner

of Moore Hall lawn.

-T^-.

Call Us Now:
749-7491

<•• mM 220V
qpplioMMol
wMl-lmown pronos

• (Paid Advertisement)'

Karate for Women

to meet Thursdays
Karate for Women, a new

URA club, will meet at 5 p.m.

every Ttiursday beginning

today in Women's Gym 200. Ttie

club was organized last quarter

and gives self-defense in-

struction to women who join.

UNIVERSE CATHOLIC CENTER
FOR UCLA

HOLY WEEK AND EASTER irTURGlES

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

.

. MASS AT 7:30 PM
. Afternoon services from I 2 to 3 PM
EVENING LITURGY at 7:30 PM

SATURDAY. . . . EASTER VIGIL at 11:30 PM
SUNDAY LITURGIES at 9 & U AM & 6:1 5 & 7:30 PM at the

center also at 5 PM at the Lutheran Compus Chopol. Strath-

more and Gay ley.
'

^^^^^^^^^_

LEARN

THE POHER'S CRAFT
A friendly, newly equipped studio

>Hering Lessons, Memberships, Gallery

THE ponorv
5838 P«rry Dr.

Culv«r City

OHic* 836^808
Horn* 8370084

ITEACHING CREDENTIALl
CHANGES

The Teacher Education Program inthe Graduate School

of Education at UCLA is undergoing nnajor revision. We
plan to initiate a new progrann beginning with the Fall

Quarter 1972. In order to prepare for the inaugration

of the new program, admission of students to the old

program is being limited to those who will be able to

complete all professional preparation courses prior to

the Spring Quarter 1972 and all supervised teaching

assignments by the end of the Spring Quarter 1973.

Questions concerning teacher education should be ad-

dressed to the credential counselors in the Office of Stu-

dent Services, 201 Moore Hall (Graduate School of Edu-

cation); phone 825-2621
.-^u

-^

SPRING SPECIAL

RICHOH SINGLEX

• Complete w/50nnm Auto lens

• Meter behir>d lens j

• Full interchangeobility • Speeds to 1000 sec

• Pentax Mount
• Full Sync. M.X. to 1/125 Sec.

YOUR $
Reg. $174 pj^^^^ ^^

Complete w/catc Or flash shoe

827 W^SfWGCu DiVth

477-9560

-Vr C3« ^^^J^^-?"*^/ *^^i^»*»

(^.1.. 'A, -^^^r [I* -. »»

— -_4_

OPfN MONDAY 9 TO 9
DAILY 9 TO 6

477-9569
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Ml flM basrt of r*ct.
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ATTENTION PMOTOORAPMERS* We »r«

bwyin« b/w m—4 . st»ry pictures.

S2S/PMOTO VISUAL CHEATlONS MA-

6UROilEFF-Ow<^«<niiy *«<c«s

Mm 7 Npm Hwm«4Mtif»»tnu (AAU)

EXPERIMENTAL Cllft . t**«*
cuts Open to all m*ier&. S««b ap
formation 12,M Friday and 12:

Architecture ftwiM*i»f b*s«HMi
Sill (AAf)

ALPHA PtM 0«»e«a,
Service. Membership
LevH Lo<m9e, Wi

. AU A
(AAf

ll*t*l****tltf If 11 (Of lit****** ********************

DO YOU KNOW YOU CAN:
1. Re«t a pmA aHvca Ma iar U.^ per «Mr-
Iw? :

——^ —
2. Pay ypvrfiWwi villi • >SC i

3. Swy vndar-SSt wrnny artftrs ^m a
••r?
TlieMpa tervices »f yo«»rs at tlie

ASUCLA Service Ce«i*er

letKerckhoff Hall
fyrttver .n«ar mat ton. call WVJ423 A fl,

MEW U»c Werkiiiop '71. Weefcef»d e<

per iewce Let »* create a worliaWe m^m lite

pattern 471^427 (A AS)

ATTENTION GIRLS!

Havir»« trewMe meetinf ttie riflrt man? io*«

THE YOUTH AStOCIATION Membership
Hm*. Limited exciwsivety to p^i* iHider M.
S««d for details an ap^ication. TM Yoiftft

Association, P.O. %•% tM. San Fernanda.
fWl. (AAf)

FREE OO IT THYSELF COSTUME
BROCHURE FOR tTH RENAISSANCE
PLEASURE FAIRE, Paramount Ranch.
A«oura. April 24 2S, May 12, ft «, IS^I*

Write Faire. Box 44«7ft,L A 94P44 Also Lg
Faire Postert» tl (A A 13)

Soc\q\ Even^

OAY Women's service center. IIM Olendalc
Blvd., 4A1 1223. Get acquainte<) dinner every
Thursday, 7 p.m. (SEAS)

CREATIVE Passover Service (include!

dinner) Dance following 4/10/71. S:3t pt,m

Youth House (IMS So. La Cieneta) Casuai
dress. A«es 1*^19 SL7S Phil, ng-MM (SA9)

CROUPS now l«rmiiif. Weas—lable fees.
Call THE GROUP CENTER for fro*
brochures 4S4^3t3« (1 QTR)

TO The person wtw found and retumod my
parking permit, a Bunch of Thanfcs (1 A I)

ARCHIE- Canff^afulattaws an accaptanca la
SWLAwScliaal. Baddy (lAt)

AWARENESS
grawth forming

IS - GravR
EX4-«27g. (1 At)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the
AmerKan Viyilaiftes and fielp save 9Mr
country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 221

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 021 U.
S4.fS. A 2*)

^ Enfehainment ••••••••••••«

CRESTLINE cabin and lod9e for

retreats Weekend and holiday, swrnmar
reservation. Call 213 CA l-«d«t (2 QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday c«tta«as.
Special group raT«s Hermosa Hotel.
Tetcphone Avalon, 747. Bax *44, Avafon,
M704 (20TR)

yHelp Wanfed^^..••••••••••

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED for sales of
nationally advertised products. Work own
flours Commission and bonus M^mt. pe«..

avail also Call )tt 724), eves S 7 (3 A 14)

. I"
——^——^—^—^^.^.^^—^^.^——.^—^-^^

FRV cabk and attractive fam. cAsliiars, part
lime swinging eatery. Chunky's, 911
Broxtan, 473^a«3. (3 At)

GIRLS needed with commercial art ex-

perience from S3.t0 to I4.m/hr. Sarvtcas
Unlimited 47S-fS21. (SAt)

GIRLS iobs available working wMh chtMraa
in nursery sctiools. Mornings-afternoans-
eveninfs Services Unlimited 47V^9S3l (3 A
•)

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment. S3, 1 hpur and
IS mm., two sessions, one M min., anytime 9-

10:30 ».m , 1 30 1 PM, beginning Tues, af

ternoan, 4/A See secretary 44«iB Frani Hall.

Session II, 4$ mm. scheduled af your con-

vatiience. No psychalagy molars. ( 3 A it)

QYMNAST^S SyacllW 21 yrs Emp
teaching frampeiiN*. Tumanng, meter
caardinatian skills Summer Day Camp 471

7074. (3A»^

SALES^' ^adie Advertising
H<4r** Cott-**i*--^i'- ^lil tram Call Mr

i^urltoi J»7-*en (3AI4J

^Help Wa'>^ted•••••••••«»•••• J for «# 10 ^ frave/.............

^ r Off ^^r «•••«#•• ••••*********** -= —~"

PART time sales firt Iar ratail fabric stare.

exp raqvirad. WLA. «7MtS4. (3 A 9)

You are just the type

¥^'re lookNig lor.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

V45 per month white hafpMtg atkers

Came m ta lOOi Gaytey, SiHte 210

mr
Call «7t-0OS1 9 00 AM 7 00 PM daily

BABYSITTER with car to kee^ two smaU
children on Mondays. iMednesdars ft

Thursdays Pho«»e 47S 37ft7 a At

SQUARE grand piano, antique Needs some

twMM wark SStO or best offer Call t2S-42t4

gJJ^^ (It A 9)

STEREO complete system, AM/FM stereo.

2 detactied speakers, turntable albums,

excellent sowntf. S200 1 1/2 yrs ago- f*^^ *«$

70^10*4 after 4 ('•A9)

GUILD Mark IV Oassical S19« Goya T it

S140 Bam M Ox ceilent condition t20 433t. (it

A 9)

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO' Europe t weeks, t countries,

S1095 Europe 4 weeks, 4 countries, »71S.

Israel Europe n weeks, mtj J*P*n

*eeki,$ion experiments in

TRAVELLING 4241 Owerljnd Ave , Culver

City, (213) t39J247 (130TR)

BUY brand m*mt appliances TV's, radios,

cameras and stereo components at

rices CattTgo-tftto <10A9)

JUNE BRIDES

GET IT TOGETHER' SEE EUROPE!
Greek islands. Spam. Pans. London, Am-
sterdam 4S day inclusive tour.

CALIFORNIA STUDENT TOURS, INC

PAN AM, 123 4444 (13 A 12)

f"f-VJXSTUDENT TRAVEL*UIN1 CHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07

-ES

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Wi

474-431S

V lost ooi Found.

mmt 9rt

I X '

^ fAiscelhneom

"MASTERY O^ MNO»
COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN-
STRUCTION. HEW OCCULT
PUBLICATION SEND S2 casft TO:
SOLUTIONS, Box lit?. VENICE 90291. (SA

ASTROLOGY Your astioiogicai birth chart
and interpretation - Call Mea^an, t2}-0t1S. (S

A 14)

CONCERNED about lack of freedom? Send
postcard to Society tor Individual Liberty,

112^ Barry, LA. (SAt)

DROP IN' pro«rams Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students $1 2S Call The Group Center for

'ree brochures. 4S4 3030. (SOTR)

y For Renf ^.

ARTIST studio lease 44t square feet S90.

Privacy arrangement rnirth light windows.
Divided Storage rooms Pico Bundy. 5S3-

4f2t (7 At)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for tiouse/apt. info. 294-23tt;
wknds. 792 S)7S (7QTR)

yjMdef Wonted. 9

FROM Glassef Park, ( Pasodena Fwy./San
Fernando Rd.) UCLA 10 AM. Will pay.
Campus PO 249 (9 A 9)

HELP! Coed needs ride te/tvack UCLA daUy
from Monteliello, $4 week /1/2 permit. 722-

snteves (9At)

^ For Sale..••••«••••••••••..^. 10

4t GALLON Aquarium; almost new;
complete with top Call daily from 3-4 p.m.,
n4t942.S3t (to A 13)

TROMBONE. King 3B with silver bell. Xtnt
cond List MW. tall Saat. CS^STfS
daytime.^" ^~=^^

; dlAll)

TIMOTHY Leary lias writton a mamrscript
«n Alters. Algeria. Phata static capi«s are
available for $4 from ET Dawson. Bax 730S
Lor»g Beach, Calif 9gg07 (10 A 14)

•OLEP HO camera with malor,
extras. Hmhof tnpod-heavy #«tv, extras.
Argus t mm movie editing owtfff. Bolcp t

mm protector model Ift-S. Sun, Thur., 377

5709. (It A 14)

CANNON, Canonet OL19 F-1 9, almost now,
S9$ MinoHa SR 1, F-2.0, S7t Two-year aid.

Sany cassette tape recorder. Model TC-ltlt.
pocket sued, with 4 cassette tapes, brand
new, S7S Leaving country, need money lor

air ticket. Above items must be sold 'ri«ht

024-2443 after 7 PM. (10 A 13)

MAMIYA Sakor SOO DTL, IS Mm SLR. mint
condition, S90. 034-7123. aftamaans and late

evas. (10 A 13)

NEW Stereo recorder Afcai M 10 and Ken-
wood receiver 4140 for S47S. Call after S:00.
3t3 3427. (10 A 13)

ROYAL affice elactric typewriter, daal
ribbons Exc cond , now. sego, soil. SlOO 477

4349. (10 A 13)

IBM Typewrttpr, eac.
4349

.SUS.477-
(10 A 13)

40 GALLON Aquarium; Almost new;
Consplete with top Call daily from 3 4 p.m.
934 0947 (ItAtS)

HI Fl Component ^artft, madtrn sectional
couches. Freeter. Bar BO. CoHee table,

safe, Mixmaster. Blender, Upholstered
chairs. EX t-4$93 ^
YOUR own Zodiac f Paaca tymbal watch
Swiss made, 2 yr. mffttft. 014.94. 4S44H4
eves ( It A 9)

TROMBONE, king 313 wHh sitvar bell.

Excellent condition List S4I0, sell S2iO. n%
S79Sdaytinte. (10 A 13)

AMPEX Stereo
reverse, plays
head phone s. SM

IISO/l

SnO. 277-Otis. (H

nsmm lens S7S, 300 mm lens S7S 440-1S40 (K
A 12)

TROPICAL Fish, aquariumt and supplies
Reas4inable prices S. lO. 30 and 40 gal. ta«ilis

4lSS4g«. (to A 12)

2S%taS0%
BUYERS SERVICE LTD

19$ Sa. Beverly Or
Hills. Coiif

S2$0 /offer.
470-

f ^t A t)

C»-» i>t

T^nnir» ZV ^rmm

II X i.

y Sm¥km^ 0§ered. 11

iUA

PSYCNOLOGiCAL COUNSEt.LtN€
3CWV1CES Camainia SBpta Buntid HIP
COMPETENT SHRINK - It

Ron OeJore OHk*. 4S4^S3g
SI41 ri1Al3)

SAILING lessons basic classes now startrnf-

20 hours for S35 Bob Gramcko, 479-90iM.

Leave h»essa9e (^ A12)

CUSTOM cassette recording top LP's. Call

Monty or Morris. 479-9141. (11 A 12)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhee, 039-7270. 070

9793 (11 QTR)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Ac-

cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself.. A
qualified dependents will close

soon. Broad coverage offering,

tiospitat, accidental deatti,

surgical, ambulance, & out

patient benefits on a world wide

basis in 1 convenient policy.

Information or application

forms may be picked up at tt>e

Ticket OHice, Room 140 Ker-

cktioH Hall.

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied . 474-33S0 1-4

PM Dally. ^11 A 14^

NEEDHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

»*r Housing
-Landlord- Tenant Disputes
-Locating available apts.

-Rental Share
We arc Here to Help You

!

UCLA Moasmg oHice Services, KH174
XS4494

AUTO Insurance cancelled declined too

high. Low monthly payments - Student
Discounts Ask lor Bob, 394 222S. (11 A 27)

CATERING for

parties. 791 St7t
weddings and cocktail

(11 At)

LEARN to drive stickshift on 4 speed
Sportscor or Automatic. Astro Driving
SclMOl Call SS9 ISIS (11 A

TELEVISION rental All models, special

UCLA rates Free delivery, free service. 24

hr phone, 274-9119. (11 QTR)

TAX Returns, S3 up Personal service by
stndent employee with S yrs. professional

experience. (H A 14)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
Dodyhair permanently removed frtt
Consultation LoCia R E 10921 Wilshire

(corner Westwood Bl ) 477 2193 Men , Wed ,

Fri,Sat. (11 A 13)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional sctiools. Academic
Guidance Services. t20 S Robertson Blvd.

4S7-4390. (11 QTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Tlwtes B Otssortations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 KerckhoH Hall Ext S2S15

Hours: IrOOa.m.toSrMp.m.

RENT TV OR STEREO SlO MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES 23S3 WESTWOOD
BLVD.,47S-3S7g. (11 QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
073 sots, eves., 703 3Sg9. (IIQTR)

AAODERN Dance classes Mane Mar
chansky former soioist Martha Graham Co.

Adofts children 3112 Penn Ave. SM 120-

/44S MI3. (11 A 20)

FREE Crortiet Les
p«»rchase Saturday
Mart, 1711

with any minimum
1*.12 Thrittv Yarn

(11

^ Irc •»•—»»••« •••••••»••••

ONE way let LA Europe from S2ao One way
ship NYC Europe from S140 One way jet

NYC-S«ropefran»S130 Phone44i4i7i (i)a

Depart Ret .rn lieeks Cost

:^r.e 15 Aug iS 9 $273

2 June 19---Aug 15 8 S275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275

4 June 24---Sep 5 U S275
5« June 27---Sep 13 m- $275

• LA/London Affsterdaw

6 July 1 ---Sep 3 9 $275

Aug 17—Sep 19 4 S26B

a Sep 5 ---Oct 3 4 $258

DNE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

: .r.e 14— LA/Lor.don $148
._:. 26- -LA/ London $139
A^g' 19--LA/H«dr id/Frank $135
Sep 4 --LA/London $123

SJ21.Sa^

—

i3^»UA/ Lopdon '

.13

JJE ItAV FL:CHT£ FPC«^ EUROPE

iiUi

U—Antsterdan/LA
i —Lciadiori.'LA

•--li»do!i LA

$139
$139
$148

Oa«E-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 . $79
Available only to Lniv«rsity of
Cal' la srjidests. faciilty,

««^ i. extension and Al'jani

Neakscrs olus lanediatc fanilies.

T TKTT 8TUOENT TRAVgTL*UINX CHARrrER FLIOHTS
1O07 brazton,wMitwood

TELE: '417-1111 or "47.3-444 3

-IN WESTVfOOb, BROXTON AT VeYBURW-

EUROP^ - Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter

European student charter Mights. Contact:

ISCA, 11407 San Vicente "Blvd., #4. LA, »004f.

824 S449 (13 QTR)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTEROAM/LA
June 15/Sept 15 S24t
June20/Sept. 7 $249
June2S/Au9 24 $249
Aug.26/Sept 24 $249

Sept 2one way to AMSS134

Immediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52, to
Bombay $1S0, to Nairobi $1S0. Large
discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof P Bentler UCLA 277-5200. c/o
Sierra Travel, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd. Bev.
Mills (13 All

EUROPE, $225 205, also Israel, Japan,
Summer & Fall flights E.S.E P., 1217 Bev.
Blvd , LA, 90040. 451 3311. ESEPUCLA
members. (13QTR)

A JL-*

AIS FLIGHTS
Jet N.Y. -Europe best prices
Immed. issue int. ID Card A
ticketing SOFA Europe/ Asia

Africa charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274 1742

™«4P» —
EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel.
Africa, India 60% off. Intra European
charter flights Student ID. cards Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca
90210 276 4293 (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JErCHARTER FLIGHTS- lf71

An off cial Charter Flight
Operation AuthonirdA Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

L A.-ION0OfVlONOON-L A.

FH Dep Ref V^s Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 $27$
4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
6 6/24 8/22 8 $275
7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 $275
10 •• 7/11 8/9 $275
n 7/14 8/31 $275
12 •• 8/8 9/8 $275
14 9/4 9/27 $275
10 7/34

-M*""
S37S

ONE WAV I A - LONDON
Fh Dep
5** 6/24 $150

ONE-VmYlONDOfSLLA
FH tol. Prko
1$ 9/9 $150

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LA LIBER IA/LIBER IALA
Dep. •••

July 13 Soot* •

• 'WAITLIST ONLY
AvailaWe only to bonafide members of ttia
University of California (students, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immed family
llvinf in tHa same hausehofd)

S453

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S3S Youth Pass IS days unlimited rail

travei ( ages 1 5 thru 32 ) Also
S4t I54ayt
SSS. 3i«ays.
$70 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit 140. Cive<
you 1000 mites and S4a ISOO miles of rai
travel. Contact your travel agent or calContact your
British Rail 434-S140

es
I

agent or can
uaOTR

OVERLAND Eipeditian India, Mid June
$490 London charter S190 Encounter
Overland 1414 K. SfMi St. Chicago. III.

*0*3' (UAtj

CARSin EUROPE
RENTorBUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 49504
LOS ANGELES. CA 90049

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE Many departures (including one
ways) from $240*

TOKYO 4 week summer flight $363*

'Includes U S departure taxes

Call Flight Chairman (213) 139 2401

4248 Overland Ave . Dept A
,
Culver City

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE AMIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

immediate ticketing Intra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 monttnSl25 00

Student grants on car purchase
Rental and lease available

INFO SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oaksi Calif 91403

072_220jj>r 704 U77_ _

PAN Am Tahiti $499 (includes air fare
week's accomodations) info on other Pan
Am South Pacific, Europe. Africa, Orient
trips . Tom 123 1943 (11 At)

y luforing. 14

UNEMPLOYED Professor will tutor your
son/daughter exchange room/board Call

Sid, 930>0039/ 733 7459. (14 A 14)

GRADUATE record exam. Also statistics

tutoring Professional stati^ician, UCLA
grad. long experience 623-4355 (14 A ID

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation
LSAT. etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 020 S. .Robertson. «sr
4390;

^
..- <I4QT R )

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex
penenced Umv Prof Positive results any
exam Easy conversational method (tnai)
473 2492 ^ (14QTR)

GRE, LSAT preparation Individual m
struction Academic Guidance Services, 120

S. Robertson. 457 4390. (QTR)

y Typing ;5

TYPING-editing Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses IBM Selectnc Eng qrads
Nancy,473 4143 Kay, 834-7472. (15 A 14)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math A technical typmg
Accurate, rapid service. 741 5500 ( 15 CTR )

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscnpts.
Exp. Wkends, daily 5 9, 820 1 142 ( 1 5 QTR

)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479

0144,477 4302. (15 QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, near

campus Call Esther 824 7491 (IS QTR)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electric
Expert typing, fast Pick up/deiiver, law
school. Alice, 397 330*. (15 QTR)

Y Wanfed •••••••• 16

MOTORCYCLES wanted Good used Honda
Trail 90, CM70 or Z50. Ken, 870 4114 or 398

2409. (14 A 13)

GIRL'S used bicycle, 24", preferably 3

speed. Will pay up to S2S. Call Chene, 395

4207. (14 A 9)

APARTMENT IN PARIS
To lease or exchange for house or apartment
UCLA Brentwood-Santa Monica »re»
Picture Windows on Eiffel tower, top floor,

roof terrace. One-two years Haeseler Hotel

Roosevelt, Hollywood. 449 2442. Leave
message. (16 A 12 )

PSYCHIATRY resident desires rent fur

n/unfurn small house Fireplace, kitchepx
country like atmosphere 1 or 2 yrs. $150-.

200, starting April May Or Upton, 836 1063

after 7 PM or weekends. (U A9)

SMALL student family needs reasonable
rent apt/house near campus Experienced
apartment managers. Rizxo 3I5S898
nights (14 A9)

GUITARIST singer needed for duo Blues

and folk rock local work. 451 1314, eves
Paul (14 A 8)

GRAD student seeks single room with t>oard

on or of I campus. Call Jim, 020-3444. ( 14 A 8>

PROFESSOR *nii wife wish rent air con

ditioned furnished apt (at least 3 rooms)
June through August, exact dates flexible^

Write. Forrest Wasserman, Box 1131

MacMurray College, Jacksonville, III

42650 (16 A 8)

y Apfs. - Furnished. 17

FURN. S1S0 3 bdrm. garage apt. Yard.
Palms area, pets OK Also $75 bachelor. 474-

0749. (17 A 14)

UC
chmhmt fHohto

O KerchktMff Hall M5 D
Between 8 a m A 5 pm,

825 1221

FURNISHED one bedroom , $155, iT^

tractive, convenient WLA location.

Responsible adults, no pets. Available April

IS. EX 50340. (17 A 13)
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Track doubleheader: Cal-SC, Farm-UCLA
Two separate dual meets, featuring three undefeated

track and field powers, showcase the first doubleheader in

the history of the UCLA track stadium Saturday. Beginning

at 1 15, SUnford (3-1) and UCLA (5-0) alternate events with

California (4-0) and USC (1-0) to initiate the 1971 Pacific-

Eight dual meet season.

There is no admission charge for UCLA students with ID

pictures.

Stanford's Indians are capable of upsetting the Bruins but

that seems improbable unless head coach Payton Jordan

gets some great efforts from his team while the Bruins let

down in key events.

Conversely, Cal's Bears and USC are likely to have the

final race, the mile relay, decide their winner. Last year the

Trojans nipped Cal, 77-76, making it 27 straight USC wins

over the Bears since 1943.

California, behind its premiere dash men Eddie Hart and

Isaac Curtis, has whipped Sacramento State (122-30), San

Jose State (93-61), Oregon State (85-60), and Arizona State

(102-42). Hart and Curtis had given Cal the 1970 NCAA
outdoor title before it was taken away due to Curtis'

ineligibility. '
—'—

Santa Barbara Relays

Southern Cal defeated the Bears (among others) handily

just two weeks ago in the Santa Barbara Relays. Describing

that win, Trojan mentor Vem Wolfe said, "Cal was in finals

at that time which, I think, hurt their performances

somewhat." This time the nine year USC head coach

believes both teams will be better.

DAILY
BRUIN

'This will be our first meet on an all-weather track

(tartan) so we hope to improve our times," he remarked.
Wolfe is hoping Willie Deckard, a transfer from Los

Angeles City College, can break up Cal's Hart-Curtis one-
two punch in the 100. Hart and Curtis have 9.2 and 9.5

lifetime bests but only 9.5 and 9.6 bests this year. Deckard
has a 9.4 overall best and has gone 9.6 this season.

In the 220, Troy has another challenger in Ron Pharris

who has run a 21 .2 this year compared to Hart's 21.1, Curtis'

21.3, and Deckard's 20.8. However, Hart's lifetime best is a

20.5 and Wolfe sighs, "He always seems to win the big

ones." .a

F'our top dual meet teams
Cal coach Dave Maggard rates the Trojans along with

University ^f Texas at El Paso, UCLA, and Oregon as the

country's four top dual meet teams. "SC has a lot of depth

and men who can be moved around," Maggard suggested.

Henry Hines is one of those maneuverable Trojans.

Already Hines has to his credit a 26-2 long jump (26-5 wind-

aided) and will probably run a leg of the mile relay.

Maggard added, "With some luck we could make it a very

interesting meet. Obviously, we're coming down with the

intention of doing our best."

Some of Southern Cal's depth has been reduced due to

mjuries to distance star Freddie Richardson ?fractured

leg) and javelin thrower Andy Barnett (elbow injury). USC

still has an outstanding two-miler in Jeff Marsee (8:47.4)

but Barnett, a 255-4 javelin thrower, may cost Troy points

against Cal. The Bears' Bruce Kennedy (249-10) should win

the event.

Key events

Besides the dashes, the 440 relay, the discus and mile

seem to be the key events. In the 440, Cal's J.D. Smith,

Curtis, Dave Masters, and Hart have been clocked in 40.5.

The Trojans' Leon Brown, Edesel Garrison, Pharris, and

Deckard haven't raced as a team before but Wolfe

predicted a 39 6 for the quartet earlier in the week.

Discus marks often vary greatly from n\eet to meet and

either the Bears' ^Jim Penrose (183-3) or USC's Joe An-

tunovich is capable of winning the event. Cliff West of Cal

(4:04.4) should have plenty of competition from the

Trojans' Rick Carr (4:03.6), Steve Crane (4.07.6), and

Curtis Jones (4:08.2) in the mile.

With numerous potential stars, USC's Wolfe has not gone

with anything close to a stable lineup of entrants in events

thus far this year, making it diffirult to predict the meet's-

.

outcome. "We had such a turnover last year that we've had

to go week by week trying to see who'll blossom, ' Wolfe

explained. i

Cal hopes USC is just too disorganized The DB dope sheet

has it USC 76, Cal 68.

(Tomorrow : Stanford-UCLA

)

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
yjApfs. - Furnished 17 ^Apts. -Unfurnished. /8

Furn. 1

THE VILLAGER — r—
Color and Charm

,-„,,. . and dens, l bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte^

patio, air conditioning, lovely s^^®.!.^"

bldg maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave.(off Gayley)
479-8144 (17 QTR)

SPACIOUS 1 bedroom furnished Wilshire

J)lvd, apartment. Sublet for summer. Short
walk from campus S175. Females / married
couples only. 474-3332. (17 A 8)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents $175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage-Elevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk'to beach - Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392-5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5556

2311 Fourth St., SM 392-5686

FREE Room - foreign student only -

separate guest house in bachelor's Encino
home. Swimming pool, trees, quiet for

serious study. No responsibilities - Must like

large dogs. Phone 789 1313 273-6109. ( A 9)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran —-^
478-1735

$170. 3 bdrm., upper, one bath, car-

pets/drapes; stove,- refrigerator. 1676
Manning, 278 4530, 278 1666, Winkler. ( 18 A 6)

SPACIOUS 1 bdrm. near UCLA. Carpets,

drapes, stove, refrig., avail. Apr. 15. 474-6897

aft. 5. (18 A 12)

y/Aph.h Share 19

MALE: Share large 2 bdrm. apt. $55/mo. &
UtiV. Near campus. After 3, 478-9563. {A9 A 14)

MALE Grad: Share w/1 furn. 2 bdrm. apt.

M«le from campus. $92.50 & 1/2 util. 478-6710

eve. ' (19 A 14)

SHARE 1 bdrm,own room, 3 miles from
campus. $60. 479-5361. (19 A 8)

MALE. Grad student preferred. Share 2

bedrm apt. near campus. $62.50/mo. Call

479-6965, eves. (19 A 13)

* y Roon) and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25
Live in housekeeper, near UCLA. Lots of

iioe time plus small salary. GirJs only 474-

8647 (25 A 14)

^ Room for Renf *.. 26

MALE grad or professor, king size bdrm.,
bath, kitchen privileges. Opposite campus.
$75. Eves. 473,3274. (26 A 14)

$60. ROOM, Sunset Strip Hillside Car
necessary, male. Big closet, WW carpe
References. 876-5476. (26 A 13)

MEN Students: Room $70 /mo. 626 Land-"^

fair. Call 479 9064. Ask for Bob or Steve. (26 A
16)

^Room fo Share 27

: y^Aufos for Sale 29 >/Auhs for Sale 29

67 TRIUMPH Spitfire 28,000 nliles Original
owner Radio, heater $975 /best offer 839
8434 ( 29 A 9)

'59 FORD 4 dr sedan Runs well New
trans , starter, battery $300 or offer Dick
479-9131 (29 At)

-

'66 VW, good mech condition Best offer

274 7811,478 8790. (29A9)

ANY make/model new car (foreign A
domestic) at near dealer's coit Collegiate

Concepts 788 1610. (29 A 9)

•44 JAG XKE conv., ylw/blk, chr wires,

49,000 mi:rFnrimK.;-$r,WO CaM 477-14*3,

nights (29 A 9)

68 CHEV 1/2 ton panel, 4 speed, 6 cylinder,

R/H, Air Extras O.siie tires Good cond
$1295. Campus Cleaners, 10936 Weyburn (39

A 13)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm., 2 bath, $67. 2 blocks

from campus, prefer foreign student.

Gil/Liberato, 474-4063. (19 A 13)

PRETTY girl to board for free with guy.

Please call Jeff Lawrence at 475-$«3l, ex:

325. (27 A 13)

67 MUSTANG, 6 cylinerrs, 3 speeds. Excel

engine New tires, brakes, battery. Must
sell. 474 1649. (29 A 13)

i

68 FIAT 850 Spider, Red Convertible Best

offer, good cond. AM Days 474 6396, eves:

395 6870 (29 A 13)

'61 VALIANT station wagon New tran

srhi'ssion E»c ellent c ondition $3ti Call

days. 835 4314 v; (HAf)

'67 BLUE VW sedan Good condition $500

Contact Dave 826 9547 (29 A 9)

66 MCB Clean, low mileag«' good school
transportation SI600 bist oKor 474 4655 ( 2t

A 8 >

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

«000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
DiscountedJBei.ow Dealers Price

A^
A 1 AUTO SERVICE

a I
7957 Van Nuvs Blvd

' across from G M Plant
Call 894 7075 74 Hours

70 TRANS AM AAR Cuda 140 4 PAK Tach
Headers 4 lO Positraction Torque Flight 980

5553 eves (39 A 13)

FEMALE roommate share apt. im-

mediately. Security building, (own bedroom,

own bath) . Palms. Call Myrna, 870-9250. ( 19

A !13)

>^Aulas for Sale 29
66 VW Bug, Good cond $500 Call 838 0146

after 7 p.m. weekdaysp'( (29 A 13)

FURN. Bachelor, hot plate, refrig. private

bath,, $55 share, $110 alone. 555 Gayley Ave.

479-9916. (19 A 12)

'63 MERCURY, air cond., power steer,

brakes Best offer Sherman, 825-2419 , after

6 780 8944 (29 A 14)

GIRL share lovely two bedroom with one

other $95 /month. One block to campus. 473

9484 I
n9A8)

SHARE large 2 bedrooms /bathrooms $75 or

$108. 2 1/2 miles from campus. Utilities m
eluded. 477-1316. (19 A 9;

'64 RENAULT, low miles, 4 spped, R/H,

white, xint. cond. $325 or offer. Roger, 939-

8606 (39 A 14)

'68 VW, AM FM, removable rack, xInt cond,

must sell, make oMer, 475 2464 eves. X56482

days, ^ (a»Al9)

'64 RIVIERA pwr steering, brakes FM
stereo tape Nu tires, battery. Nice $900

Eves 885 1858 (29 A 12)

'61 CHEVY impala- V 4 $td trans rlfew

battery and clutch, godd transportation Jay
981 0954

I
29^ 1)

'48 convertible VW Cxceliimt condition
Cadillac green, radiats. AM/FM. glass re4r
window $1595 /offer 828 5914 129 A 8)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale 30

'48 VW BUG Red, automatic, sunroof, qoo6

mech. cond., must sell. $1150. Eves. 474

3314. (29 A 14)

ONE bedroom apt., scenic patio, lease. Ofi

Beverly Glen, very quiet. Call 474-3439 or 825-

1667. (17A9)

FEMALE roommate, prefer grad student

Brentwood one bedroom apt. $82^0/mo. Call

Bti i^AC «.,Ax (19 A 8)

'62 PONTIAC Tempest V-l, 4 on floor, AM-
FM, good cond. tires priced right. 938-

4795 (29 A 14)

'66 TRIUMPH Spitfire convertable, new
transmission, good engine, radio, heater,

very good cond. $875. firm or terms. 275

9905 (29 A 12 )

'68 VW Squareback, 39,000 miles, radtals, 8

track, clean. $1200 Days, 937 1312, eves, 761

3231. (29 A 12)

BSA 441CC Victor Special, xint cond Street

• qoipted Must sell $375 or best offer^ 745

8684 (30 A 8

)

i

'49 SUZUKI X5. good cond Must self, 1140

Call 194 4129 daily after $ pm ( 30 A •)

824-4145, eves. ^
FEMALE: Large, funky apt. (own room),

$42.50 Near busses, share w/fe"**'*
9^*J'

398 4360, eves. uv«»»

'65 TRIUMPH TR4eng. newly rebuilt, radio,

Kahismags, sharp. Make offer. 299 1926. (29

A 14)

HONDA '70 750, full touring equip with

fairing 654 6315 (30 AMI
'65 CHEVELLE Malibu- V 8, new polyglas

tire/shocks XInt. cond Best offer over $800

4797956 (29 A 12)

555 LEVERING
Singles -1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA a Westvi^oo^

GR7 7144

'68 VW Sedan, dark green , clean car. New
tires. $1150, 479 0287 after 5. (29 A 14)

Near Vetaran Ave. (17QTR)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTESSINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE- $50

D«posilB new for MMnm«r/fdi

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Stiaredapt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS-SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
H^-^EDPOOL -^-^tO

SHARE large 2 bedrooms /bathrooms $75 or

$108 2 1/2 miles from campus, utilities in

eluded 477 1316. (19A¥)

^ House for Sale 21

UNIQUE modern, Cheviot
."'"'..Am''

bdrms, two baths, FA, '"-eP^^'.^Vn,
Principals only. 837-8055. <^'^'^'

BRENTWOOD Glen patio, fining roorn

Fireplace, carpet/drapes 3jKJrm., 2 bath,

'garden. $49,000, owner. 476-4894 (21 A 8)

T^nMPi PTE orivacy. Bel Air 3 bdrms.

^^rTgrVunds^Trees'. Pool. Unique $75^000.

Sands 476 6464.
(2iA/u<

y House fo Share 22

^^"^^"^^^ 'XZ Ko ^'-MJJaftT*
Venice beach, own bdrm. $90. 821 '"^2*^,2)
p.m.

ROOMMATES needed to *»'«^«
"I,"!*';*?

Brentwood house m nice
"^'f ^J^^'.^jJ

Private room, 5 mm. from c«mp"*' ^"^ ''"*

shopping. From $70 to $100. call Bob ^ 479^

5988. ^—^^——-—^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^Room and Board..... 24

s^AVE $60 pay only I and half mos- for

*do?m cont?act'ipr.l 12 - June 1$. Lynn^45r

2703, eves.

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with our "Buy heretake
delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment
also arranged. Financing available.

191-0445, 870 6938

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

'62 VALIANT Automatic, white w/blue

interior Very cleaei, runs well $250 firm..

Eves. 474 7670. <3^^ '^>

'70 GTO, air,PS/PB, AM FM radio, 12,000

miles, automaitc Lihe new, 476 6055 ( 39 A

12)

«8 KAWASAKI Avenger ISOcc call

PaysonW 278 1940. M. 474 3993 best offer! 30

A 14)

HONDA CL450, '70, $,000 miles, perfect cond

$725/offer 473 5296 till 4, 889 0518 afieriL • f 30

A 14)

'66 VW Bus in very good contS $1,300. 392-

5422 or work Fri& Sat, OR 7-1291. (29 A 14)

'64 VW BUS, new: engine, trans., brakes,

tires 472 5296 till 6, 889-0518 after 6,

$995/offer. (29 A 14)

HONDA 350 '68 bike. 3000 miles on new
engine, entra chrome, custom pipes, many
other extras its a clean pickle $500, 679

Gayley 'lb mornings till 11 130 A 13)

HONDA '50 moped 150 miles/gal. 35

MPHspeed $175 Rich, 874 3291. H«;'*heij

Dorm. 2110
(10 A 12)

SCRAMBLER 25a-4uiuki, rebuilt eng and

trans Nu pamt Xint ehnd 824 2*00 after

^^
(30 A 13)'

47 HONDA CA 140 very good cond . only

SOOO miles $240 Phone J94 1197 (10 A 9)

44 DODGE Coronet 500, bucket seats, pwr.

steering auto trans. Good buy $600. 299-

1926 (29 A 14)

VW Fastback, '68, serviced regularly, xint.

cond $1,350 Leaving US end April Call 839

8677 (29 A 14)

'63 MOB Very good condition. '4$ motor

/transmission, hard top chrome wire

wheels, new upholstery $800 /best offer 911

9560 eves {7f A^i

41 CHEV Impala, 2 dr H T ,
PS. P B

Good cond Clean $150 or best offer 834 2461

after 7 PM. Must sell, ^^ (29. A 9)

47 YAMAHA VLI Twin 100 CC. 3 stroke

engine dual carbs. dual e«haust, »int cond

Yamaha is the easiest to learn to nde $250

Call 477 4914 ewes after 5 ' >0 ^ '^>

•71 HONDA CB450 cycle w/rack Xint cond

4900 miles .
4510800 (30 A 13)

'69 VW Bug excellent 19,000 mi , new rad

tires, pinstripe hurst shift. 814 5905, 477 4254

T BIRD '65 Landau, A/C, vinyl roof, all

power, clean $990 or best. 390 19S7 eves. (29

A 14)

51595 (29 A 81

'70 CB450 HONDA Must sell '71 license

accessories includedJkA$0 Phone Ptter 939

7818eves (30A9)

44 RAMBLER American New brakes,

clutch, points, etc. $200 or best 279 2821

'68 TR350 CONVIRTIBLE, : RED,
WIREWHEELS, 14,000 Ml BEST OFFER,
MUST SELL BY FRIDAY 473 7772 (29 A -8)

'70 I H SCOUT, 4 wheel drive, 304 cut>es,

$2,yOO or best offer Call Gil, 394 1387 (29 A

13)

41 A half FORD Gala«y, stnd trans

w/overdnve New tires, brakes, fine con

dition, $450 828 2867 139 A 13)^

HONDA 10$ Super Hawk New tires, some
custom equipment eicellent cond ,

helmet

included $150 47$ 4«4i (30 A 9)

'68 HONDA CB 150 Eicellent condition witl<

good helmet $400 478 7305 (34 A 8)

WANT to sell weyburn Contract SP^J-;' *»/;,

Cheap, call 477 4011, ex. 493.
(24aij;

- ??«Po.:h now lof iWir.— sr/tr^

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard
Mr. Lynch, GR5 5584.

DISC Girl's dorfn contract for safr

Ci ll 8^ ^ :"i-

MEN Clean rooms, exc food, good at

Omega, 477 6351

'49 AUSTIN America, n.OOOmi .
$noo/offer

Leaving country 825 5368 (9AM. $ PM.) (29

A 13) ^
41 BUICK Skylark V8, power steering,

nardtop, five new tires Orfl y»r\%P^ car,

must sell. 1325 or best offer Call after
6^
m

59 JAGUAR XK 150'S roadster Excellent

condition fhrough^O T 454-)U;8gv e > H^^"»»-

TOYOTA Sprinter '69 Xint cond $1200 Call

)9 18868 before 2o m (29 A 12)

'66 VW -Excellent AM FM, nu brakes,

battery, orig private owner $800 or best

offer $51 9719 (29 A

59 JAG Sedan Auto Nu pamt Nu mt
Extra Sharp' $1050 Call weekdays 689 9577

after 7:00or Sundays 426-0939 (29 A 12)

48 VW sedan Red, bik interior Excellent

mechiinicai condition clean car $1200 820

34,3 (29 A 8)

48 PONT Firebird 350 Power steering

/brakes /windows AM/FM, Landau, low

mileage, private party 273 4073 ( 29 A 8) -^F»

9»
MARRIED couple want to sublet apartment
or ? tor summer 479 $291, after $. ( 17 A 13)
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Grants-in-aiS and priorities

JohnSandbmok
^dL.

Remember that proposal by the NCAA a few
months back to limit football scholarships each year

to 30 and basketball scholarships to six? If you
remember correctly, you would recollect that the

Football Coaches Association raised a stink about
^that and other parts of the NCAA Financial Aid

Report at their convention in January, forcing the

NCAA to publicly think about calling a special

convention to discuss the matter.

The special convention idea was canned In favor of

having four coaches — one each from football,

basketball, wrestling, and baseball — meet with the

Financial Aid committee at its early March meeting.
What happened there was obviously of little interest

to the wire services, and the details of that meeting
were revealed over the quarter break In the March 15

issue of the NCAA News.
In a sense, the NCAA won out — consensus was

reached at keeping the limits at 30 in football and six

in basketball. But the four coaches did win major
victories over the NCAA In convincing the Financial
Aid Committee on how those grants could be used.

One of the original bones of contention was just

,
how many of the 30 football grants In any one year
could be saved up and "banked" for use the following
year (so that more than 30 would be available the

next year). The original report had called for a
maximum of five grants to be banked in footbdtland
two of the six in basketball.

This obviously was unsatisfactory to many large
institutions that reqrult on large scale. For, very
simply, when a good recruiting year does come (as
has happened to UCUA last year in both football and
basketball) it Is to the school's advantajje to have as
many grants available as possible. r^

The coaches were able to convince the Financial
Aid committee to up the maximum for "banking" to
ten in football and kept the maximum at two In

basketball. Thus, an athletic director with some
foresight wlH be able to plan his program so that he
has 40 football grants-in-aid available In any one
year. Which Is really where the situation was before
the Financial Aid committee met. Victory No. 1.

The second bone of contention between the coaches
and the Financial Aid Committee was the number of
five year "red-shirt'^ grants available. The original
committee report had allowed ZERO five-year
grants, thus essentially wiping out the concept of
redshirting, i.e., sitting out a year and attending
school for five years to utilize all three years of
eligibility. This little device had worked miracles for
many coaches, allowing them to plan ahead and,
during bumper years, save talented athletes for the
future. Steve Patterson, who redshirted the 1967-68
basketball season. Is a classic example.
The coaches won victory No. 2 here by convincing

the committee of the need for ten five-year "red-
shirt" grants in football and two in basketball.
William Flynn, chairman of the R|panclal Aid
Committee, defended this revision of the original
report by stating, "The point was made at the
meeting," he said, "that a good number of students
take more than four years to graduate, so we made
this ruling for hardship cases Instead of adopting an
arbitrary four-year rule."

Flynn has a point. When an athlete like former
UCLA swimmer Mike Burton wishes to attend the

Olympic Games, a legitimate "redshirt" case, the

original committee report would have prevented

Burton from returning to UCLA and receiving a

grant In-ald for his final year here, in which he swam
for the UCLA swim team.

Unfortunately, thxxjgh, it is often difficult to

distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate

"redshirt" caSes. Too many instances of athletes

being told to redshirt by their coaches have appeared
recently, not only at UCLA, but all over the country.

The Financial Aid committee report, thus. Is

slowly permitting the status quo to continue to exist.

Some limits have been imposed, but the limits,

through the efforts of the four coaches Involved (led

by football coach Eddie Crowder of Colorado) have
been made flexible enough to allow many of the
present unfortunate practices surrounding athletic

grant in aids to continue. Even If the committee
report is finally approved and set forth as national
policy. It will b^a hollow victory for the NCAA.

The committee also proposed to add to its report a
limit on the number of coaches an institution may
employ and voted to develop limitation of grants-in-
aids in other sports besides football and basketball.
Additional proposals centered around the

establishment of a national letter-of-^ntent signing
date, the one-year scholarship rule, and the con-
ditions upon which such a grant-in-aid could be
terminated. Apparently, it was the feeling of the
committee that the grant could not be terminated
because of a student's athletic performance, but it

could be terminated If he quit the squad. And, ac-
cording to the NCAA News, "the Committee atso felt
a hearing must be conducted by the Scholarship
Committee for every student whose aid is not
renewed."

Finally, the last issue of the day was the NCAA's
proposal for providing grant-in-aids' on a "need"
basis only. The coaches, quite naturally, had balked
at this idea in January, but representatives from the
College Scholarship Service and the American
College Testing Service, two organizations which
have run well-established "need" services, told the
NCAA committee that its proposal was a sound one.

'
- " * * *

Last, for a bit of philosophy, chairman Flynn was
quoted In the NCAA News as saying, "We have to cut
costs some way. You hear statements all the time
that institutions are in a financial pinch. And If cost
cuts must be made by our institutions, then athletics
is going to make cuts, too."
Or, to use some current terminology. If the UCLA

departments of speech, journalism, and physical
education are considered "peripheral to the primary
mission of the University," what can be said for a
department of Intercollegiate athletics?
Someone had better get his priorities straightened

out but quick.

toSim Mt Bnuk
Shop where you get the best for less. The latest in bridals, bridesmaids
and formal gowns which you are looking for. A complete line of fine formal
wear for men and women. You'll find them all at the Bruin Bridal Shop

Alterations free u can buy or rent

BRUIN TUX, BRIDAL AND FORMAL
10970 LeConte Avenue RENTAL SHOP

GR 7-9755

(Paid AdvertiMmrnt)

FUN PA^TY AT

Sunday, April 18, 1971
4:00 PM - Midnight $4.23

A***"'"'©" to Disneyland, unlimited use of
all advenhires & attractions, FREE.- mjvmNG.

"•"rvice Center, Kr-l^n m •> • -r-
i,-) r .; ,

Volleyballers sluggish

in defeating CSLB, 3-1
The UCLA volleyball team continued its undefeated record by

defeating Cal SUte Long Beach last night in Pauley Pavilion, 15-13, 1215,

15-8, 16-14, before a crowd of approximately 900.

The win was an important one for the Bruins, for they will face the

same 49'er team at 11 a.m. tomorrow in Santa Barbara in the first round

of the District 8 regional playoffs.

— Both teams seemed to have trouble getting untracked last night and the

first game took 35 minutes to complete. Neither team was more than two

points ahead at any one time, but the Bruins were down 10-12 before

scoring four straight points to take the lead themselves at 14-12. Long
Beach did manage to score again, to make it 14-13, but on Kirk Kilgour's

next serve, the Bruins notched the game, 15-13.

The second game was much the same as the first except that when the

49'ers had built themselves a 12-10 lead again they didn't let the Bruins

score. Upping the advantage to 13-10, the 49'ers saw the Bruins come
close at 13-12, but CLSB stayed on top to win the game, 15-12.

With the match knotted at 1-1, the Bruins came out smoking in the third

game and quickly built a 9-1 lead. Relaxing a bit, the Bruins gave four

straight points up to CSLB, but the game was never close as UCLA won
15-8.

The fourth game appeared to be a repeat of the third when the Bruins
went ahead 7-1, but, as Bruin head coach Al Scates said later, "they just

stopped moving." Suddenly, the 49'ers were down only 8^. The Bruins
then jumped up by five, 11-6, only to see CSLB score six straight points to

take a 12-11 lead.

Tension mounted at that point and CSLB did reach point game at 14-13.

But a net violation cost them the winning point and the Bruins knotted the

score at 14-14. After trading serves, UCLA scored two straight points to

win the game and the match, 16-14.

"Long Beach played the best they have all year," Scates mentioned
afterwards. "It was an important game for them too, since they are 2-3 in

league now. If they had beaten us and finished first or second in the

playoffs this weekend, they might have been invited to the NCAA's. Now,
it looks doubtful because of that overall record."
As for his own team, Scates admitted that the Bruins were sluggish

"We haven't played well since finals," he said. "Since then we just

haven't put it together. But we'll make a few adjustments," he said with a
smile.

-^ ^-

Bruins dump UCI, 9-6
The UCLA baseball team had too much ammunition for UC Irvine

yesterday as a 16-hit Bruin assault sent the Anteaters reeling to a 9-6

defeat at Irvine.

The win marked the first time that the Bruins had ever defeated UC
Irvine and pitcher Dennis Nicholson, previously of College of the
Sequoias. UCLA attacked Nicholson for six runs in seven innings
Leading the Bruin batters were third baseman Mick Gerakos with four
hits and shortstop Louis Gomez with three.
Bruin hurler Gary Robson was credited with the victory although he

received help from relievers Steve Smith and Mike Sanford in the late
innings. . -*u

The Irvine game marked the end of the pre-conference season for the
Bruins as the Pac-8 season begins next Tuesday at Sawtelle against the
defending Pac-8 and NCAA champions, USC. The Bruins ended the pre-
conference season with a four-game win streak, upping their overall
record to 21-9. V

—EdBurgart
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BudgeLcuts^affect departments here
By Susie HaUgo
DBSUff Writer

Current budget cuts for the University of California are

being felt here in many ways. The following is a spot-check

of several acadeniic departments and administrative areas

that have been affected. This is not meant as a complete

listing.
,

.'

The budget cuts will result m fewer courses and larger

classes in the economics department, according to J.

Clayburn La Force, department chairman.

A new undergraduate honors program planned for next

year has been dropped, two new basic courses in the

economics of poverty and the economics of war are in

question, about one-half of 24 freshman and sophomore

seminars planned may have to be elimin^led and a new

innovative major program begun this year will not be ex-

panded to include any new students next year as was

previously planned.
Reductions

Faculty reductions of about 15 per cent may result in

cutting an additional 30 courses out of the departments'

regular offering.

"We will offer fewer multiple sections in courses and

several upper-division courses will not be offered next

yar," La Force said. Courses in money and banking, public

finance and regional economics will be offered less

frequently.

The faculty members have increased their teaching loads

in order to share the effects of budget restrictions with

students. **In the end it is the students who are hurt by

larger and fewer classes," he said. There are about 850

undergraduate and 200 graduate economics majors.
^

"Very likely, the average quality of the faculty will be*^

stronger, but this will be offset by the higher student-to-

faculty ratio."

Faculty

La Force figured two to three faculty members will

voluntarily leave here to take teaching positions in other

universities or colleges. "Other schools are willing to pay

more for professors than our University is willing to.

"The present cuts in the budget at UCLA, coming on top

of last year's restrictions, have in effect halted the growth

of the School of Engineering and Applied Science," ac-

cording to its dean, Chauncey Starr. ''In particular, the

development of new fields in the computer sciences,

electrical sciences and engineering, environmental

sciences and materials has been seriously stunted."

Starr said the long-range economic outlook for California

is closely linked with the development and strength of

technological industries.

"Such strength, in turn, depends on new engineering

manpower and on our unique system of continuing

education for up-dating engineers. Both are threatened^by

deep budgetary cutbacks," he warned

Chairmen see
—

I

many problems

This year's budget cuts do not go into effect until July 1.

Estelle Ratner, business administrator of the department,

said the irAmediate effect will be to reduce the faculty by 10

and to offer certain courses less frequently, probably once

every other quarter, instead of each quarter. The cuts also

will make less money available for new equipment used for

research by students and faculty.

: /'It takes a minimum of four years, and in Qie case nf

graduate degrees six to seven years, to go through the

University pipeline," Starr said. "Anything done now to

impair the UCLA and other university engineering schools

will show up as a damaging deficit in manpower four to

seven years from now."

The budget cuts are causing a "creeping deterioration"

of the Enghsh department, according to department

chairman William D. Schaefer.

Previously taught in 45 sections, the sophomore survey of

English literature has been reorganized into a large lecture

course, with only nine sections scheduled for next year. The

number of English 2 sections has been cut almost in half,

and English 1, which last year enrolled nearly 3,000

students, can accomodate only 2,250 during the present

school year.
Seminars

All of the seminars in freshman composition have been

eliminated this year, and next year it may be necessary to

cancel eight of 24 upper division seminars. Experiemental

classes will also be affected; "Contemporary Themes" and

"Literature and Society" have been curtailed for lack of

staff.

With the basic upper division literature courses con-

tinuing to average more than 60 students per class,

Schaefer said, "There is no obvious solution to the problem.

In each of the past three years, total departmental

enrollments have exceeded 19,000; while we will continue to

do all we can to accomodate our students, it is painfully

clear that reduced staff means fewer couses, larger class

sizes and inevitably, an inferior education for UCLA
students."

A recent survey by the American Council on Ekiucation

rated the linguistics department here second in the nation.

"The department will not have enough faculty to teach all

the courses students need to fulfill degree requirements,

given the budget we expect," acting chairman Victoria

Fromkin said. "We are getting by now by increasing class

size and offering fewer sections in major courses. And this

is at a time when demand for our courses from students in

other departments is sharply increasing."

29#nia}fMY

There are about 200 majors in the department, equally

divided between graduate and undergraduate students. In

addition to is main subject area, the department is

responsible for teaching all African languages as well as

several others.

"UCLA has had the reputation of having one of the finest

phonetics programs in the world, but now it is going to

become very difficult for studeents to specialize in this

area. We lost one professor of phonetics, who cannot be

replaced, to another school. Research funds for our

laboratory have already been cut 50 per cent and we expect

further cuts for next year. Support funds are so low we are

unable to properly maintain equipment in the laboratory,"

Fromkin said.

The phonetics laboratory here has ^ined international

fame for work done in areas such as voiceprinting, speech

synthesis, speech-processing machines and speech

pathology.

A major grant from the National Institute of Health

supports research on the neurophysiology of speech, in-

vestigatirjc the relationship between the brain and the

productiorfof speech. Much of this research is applicable to

speech defects in children and in wounded veterans.

Grants

Grants from the National Science Foundation, Office of

Naval Research and the Federal Office of Education are

becoming increasingly hard to come by, compounding the

department's financial problems.

The physics department faculty consisted of 62.25 full-

time equivalent (FTE) emlployes during the 1969-70

academic year, was cut to 55.25 for 1970-71 and, under the

present budget, will be further cut to 46.69 FTE's for 1971-

72.

(Continued on Page 5)
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Authorities suspect arson -^^—

:

UCSC ad building burns

I
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SANTA CRUZ (AP) Fire raced through the

administration building at the University of

California at Santa Cruz early yesterday,

destroying about two thirds of the $750,000

structure. Authorities said the fire may have been

set.

Firemen said the blaze apparently started near

the second floor office of Chancellor Dean

McHenry, which was destroyed. Chancellor Dean

McHenry watched as the predawn blaze burned

out his office and most of the second floor of the

$750,000 concrete and redwood building.

Frank Borges, campus fire marshal, said most

important university records were saved because

they were in fire-resistant files. A spokesman said

removal of the Santa Cruz admissions office to

temporary quarters might slightly delay the

admissions process. Employees in the damaged

building were given the day off as temporary

offices were set up elsewhere on the 3,200-student

campus.

"The building was involved in flames so fast we

feel it had to be set," David Alsip, a fire captam at

the scene said. "We feel it was incendiary

"Flames 30 to 40 feet high were rolling out frorn

fh" K^i -or thr '--- -< loact hn]f thr length

^" iiiv uuiiuill^, SaiU r lit ^ opv".. —
among the first to arrive.

Borges declined to speculate on the cause of the

fire, and said investigators would sift through the

•v.

i

1
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burned structure in an effort tolocale the origin.

James Easter, a campus policeman on patrol,

spotted the fire and turned in the first alarm at

1:48 a.m. PST. Borges said the building had been

secured for the night by janitors at 1 a m

.

Smith said it took firemen two hours to control

the blaze. There were no injuries.

Fire Chief Ted McEwen told a news conference

the loss was the largest fire damage in SanU Cruz

history. He reported the flames were visible m
Monterey, some 20 miles away across Monterey

Bay Alsip said the flames shot "right up the

middle of the building," a two-story concrete

structure. ^ ,, ai -a

"More than half the roof caved m, Alsip said.

•Water damage was extensive."

Borges said the heaviest damage was on the

second floor, with smoke and water damage on the

ground floor of the building, set into the side of a

hilltop on the six-year-old campus. More than 50

firemen and eight pieces of equipment were called

to the scene after Easter's alarm.

The FBI said initially it had been called into the

investigation, but later Richard Gebhardt, special

agent in charge, in San Francisco said the agency

had not entered the case. The 2.000-acre SanU

Cruz campus is 75 miles south of San Franr

overlooking the Pacific ocean. Five cluster

colleges are operated on the site, with a sixth to
^

open in September and a seventh in 1972. ^
>^..,:,:r.»a«^,r,ftfrt-n-rr|1iiHyMWfiifiW
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OH YOU KID! — Scenes of w.t. i-i«»d$ in "David Lu|/»j^' «*^»i^ ^•" -^

shown at noon today '

Cukor> the W*n wno direcTeo r;?tc^ — rnt-s -.ta^-st. ^... .^ * -a-

dlscuss the film as well as other films he has directed. Some ol Cukors

other films are "Romeo and Juliet." "Camille/' "Gaslight," "A Star is

Born," and "My Fair Lady."
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CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
666 LEVERING - EVERYONE WELCOME

(At Strathmore 2 bJocks W. of Dorm»)

9:45 A.M. and 7:00 P.M. SUNDAY WORSHIP
Food and Conversation after Service.

479^3645 JACK TABER, CAWU8 BAPTIST PASTOR 823 6248

Grothendiekto speak

ii
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WATER BEDS
They're great. But surely you want a good one. Ours are 49.50

(King), a full 9-10 inches deep, and 34.95 Frames too!

THE DREAM MERCHANT
Safeway Lincoln Square Shopping Center

205 Lincoln Blvd . Venice, 396-BEDS

12:30-8:00 M.W,Th.F; Sat 1 1:30^; Sun. \-5; Closed Tues.

By Rick Kwan
DB Staff Writer

There will be a discussion on

''Scientists and Social Respon-

sibility" at 4 p.m. today in Math

Sciences 4000. It will be led by

mathematician Alexandre
Grothendieck, recipient of the 1966

Fields Medal (the mathematics

equivalent of the Nobel Prized
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STUDENT TEACHERS and EDUCATION MAJORS

Do your knees knock, and do you start
to sweat at the thought of facing and teach-
ing a class room full of kids? If maintain-
ing discipline is a challenge, lesson planning
a mystery, and successful teaching a cipher,
then the answers to your problem^ are available
in

•SURVIVAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER"
a step by step guide, written by
Karlin and Berger, authors of "Successful Methods
for Teaching the Slow Le„arner."
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Send $2.95 Postpaid to Cawther Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 277, Staten Island, New York 10314.

Ann L H«skins, Editor tn Chief

Fvbttehcd Monday through Friday, dur-
ing the achool year, except durlnc vaca-
tion and examination periods, by tnc Com-
mvnkatlone Board of the Aeaoclatcd
Stwdeats of UCLA, 306 Wcetwood Rata,
Loa Angdaa. Caltfomlc^0024. Second daaa
ooatagc paio at the Loa Anjdca Post Oflke.
Copjrright 1969 by the CommankatioiM
Board of the Aaaociatcd Students of UCLA.
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changer
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table

Stereo ceramic cartridge with preci-

sion diamond needle
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Five slide switches Power (On-OH-
Auto), Stereo-Mono, Phono-AuK.
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Front mounted Stereo headphone
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Recessed control panel

Tinted dust cover included
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Center tnd Speakers of Walnut Hard-
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"I plan to argue, not lecture," he

said.

From 1959 to 1970, Grothendieck

was with the "Institut des Hautes

Etudes Scientidques" (Institute of

Higher Scientific Studies), one of

the most prestigious research

institutions in France. He left after

learning it was partially financed

by military subsidies and trying

unsuccessfully to get colleagues to

oppose them.

Responsibility

Since then, he has been involved

in discussion on scientists and

social responsibihty. He led a

public discussion at the University

of Montreal, last July, which at-

tracted 150 people. A handful

stayed for further discussion, out

of which evolved a group called

"Survival." Originally having 11

members, it now has about 80.

Survival has advocated draft

resistance, whether a country has

obligatory military service or not.

Grothendieck beheves human
civilization as it now exists cannot

survive for more than a few

decades. He further believes twjfr

fundamental changes must occur'

in human soci^liy,^, ,„

First, scientific spectelization

mut be *

'demystified." Here, the
scientist, plays a significant role in

showing that he is not a "high
priest," an attitude which has led

to much of the present cen-

tralization as well.

"Inner beauty"

Second, people must come to

realize all living species have their

own ''inner beauty." They do not

simply exist for utilization by man,
but have their own justification for

existence.

The scientific knowledge that we
now have is "too dangerous a thing

to go on with," he said.

The most visible of these
problems is the military ap-

paratus. Unless this is done away
with, there is no army that is

willing to renounce the weapons it

has, he said.

However, according to

Grothendieck, the most basic

problem is unchecked growth —
both in people and production.

Humanity has to reach a stable

relationship with the ecosystem. At

this time there is no indication that

the Soviet Union, the United States

or ahaone else "will change in the

time alloted — perhaps a few

•decades."

r
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CAL JET CHARTERS
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Eu pe 1971
"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate firsts Fly with our

reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier

before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an

unknown charter airline."
^"~

Round Trip— West Coast to Europe
FligM

•315

•117

•114

•316

•317

I,
'•

•nk

•125

»22^

(86 days) LOS ANGELES to LONDON
AMSTERDAM fo LOS ANGELES (SAT)

(83 days) OAKUND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

(73 days) OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND
(93 days) OAKLAND to LONDON

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

(87 days) L.A./OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/L.A. (SAT)

(43 days) OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (AFA)

(29 days) OAKLAND/L.A. to LONDON
LONDON to L.A./OAKLAND (BMA)

(32 days) OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND (AFA)

(29 doys) LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

Lv. June 13

Ret. Sept. 6

Lv. June 16

Ret. Sept. 4

Lv. June 19

Rat. Aug. 30

Lv. June 20

Ret. Sept. 20

Lv. June 22

Ret. Sept. 1

2

Lv. June 23

Ret. Aug. 3

Lv. July 1 1

Ret. Aug. 8

Lv. Aug. 3

Ret. Sept. 1

Lv. Aug. 22

Ret. Sept. 19

Price

$299

$299

$299
'

$299

$299

$289

$279

$299

$259

•917

•253

•126

•755

•127

•185

One Way— West Coast to Europe
ofV6 way OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA) Lv. June I 7

one way OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv . June 1

8

one way OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv. June 24

one way OAKLAND/L.A. to Am$terdam(TlA) Lv. Aug. 5

one way OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM (AFA) Lv. Sept. 2
one way OAKLAND/LA. to LONDON (BMA) Lv . Sept. 29

One Way — Europe to West Coast

$179
$179

$179

$179

$139

$139

•601

•624

•100

•252

•123

•336

one way LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)
one way LONDON to L.A./OAKLAND (BMA)

ONE WAY - OAKLAND to Naw YoHi (Jur«a)

oneway OAKLAND to NEW YORK (AAL)

"

(80 days)

(62 days)

(69 days)

1.

New York to Londori
NEWYORK to LONDON

*

LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

NEWYORK to CONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

NEWYORKfotONDON
LONDON to NiWYORK (LAL)

Lv. June 27

Lv. Aug. 24

$85 •100

Lv. June 15

Lv. June 18

Ret. Sept. 5

Lv. June 27 '

Ret. Aug. 27

Lv. June 25

Ret. Sept. I

$149

$165

$85

$189

$189

$189

•626

Special Flight to Japan
(47 days) L.A./San Froncl«:o to TOKYO (CPA) Lv. June 23

TOKYO to SAN FRANClSCO/L.A. Ret Aug. 8

Special Australia Charter $595

$399

Q910 (47 days) SAN FRANCISCO to SYDNEY
(QANTAS) SYDNEY to SAN FRANCISCO

Lv. June 30 $595

Ret. Aug. 15

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
•901

•902

(16 doys) OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM Lv. Dec. 18 $249
AMSTERDAM to LA. OAKLAND (TIA) Ret. Jon. 2

(16 days) OAKLAND fo NEW YORK Lv. Dec. 18 $139
NEWYORK to OAKLAND (TIA) Ret Jan ^——————— --——_-._— —— -1

Ttiese CKorfer Fligtits are avoilo6le only to students, foculty and staff of the Univer
sJty of Californio, nod members of ttieir immediate fomilies
There are NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
THT
^

"'gf^'s ^'io certificated oirlines flying jet equipment. Complimentary meals and
beveroges served in flight

For Application & Further Inlorrrtotion writet >

Col Jet Charter*, 2150 Green Street. Son FroociKo. Californio 94123; or cdl^
} _-«__« ,^ (Areo code) 415-922-1434 __

day, April 9, 1»71 UCLADAILV^BRUIN 3

DRIVE IN EUROPE 1

Student discounts on <Overseas Car delivery! All European 1

models, shipping and low cost insurance. |

Call for student savings : 1
276-4456 Driv* In E«irop* 27^4456 1

>(Pakl Advertisement)'

The Free School Teach - in

is coming
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Craig Cunningham

Interview series with members
4

*v -IS'

—

STARTS MARCH 31

y^^ AKIO Jissojrs

THIS TRANSIEN
^w, ititS

Cunningham evaluates SLC
'"^1^ 4f#4< ^f^^:-^^-i^^&7

K''^ '*:

..aiitK., mi, ..tittiL

( Editors noCe : this is the first in a series of interviews conducted by
Ken Peterson. DB staff writer, with the members of the Student
l^egislative Council (SLC). The interviews concentrated on
evaluations of SLC. of Keith Schiller, undergraduate student body
president, and of the individuals' own performances, interviews were
conducted with all but two of the members of this year's council. Hie
two excluded were Mike Dwyer. student welfare commissioner who
graduated after winter quarter and alumni representative Jim
IVlaboney, who resigned his posKlon during winter quarter.)

"The Administrative Representative shall be a

member pf the Administration at the University of

California, Los Angeles and shall represent the

Administration on the Student Legislative Council

and conversely serve as a representative of the

students to the Administration." Constitution of

the Undergraduate Students* Association, University

of California, Los Angeles.

Craig Cunningham, associate dean of programs
and activities, has had an opportunity, as ad-

ministrative representative to the Student

Legislative Council (SLC), to compare several

different councils during his four years in office. He
beheves a number of factors have contributed to

make this a "generally disappointing" year f6r SLC.

"In some ways the council has been disappointing,

but in a larger sense it reflects a change in student

attitudes and concerns from those of last year. There

seems to be more introspection, more preoccupation

with self," Cunningham said.

Oimaie
"The climate this year, as a result of May 5, is the

most important single factor which prevented the

council from performing effectively. It reflects the

more introspective concern of its constituents," he

said.

Cunningham also beheves the merging of the

Program Advisor's office with campus programs
and activities has also hindered SLC members, since

the various commissioners lost the help and ex-

X)ertise of the advisors now trying to adjust to new
functions in a different office.

"In the past, program advisors were able to

provide a certain continuity to the operations of the

Procommissions — knowing the people to contact

and so forth — which wasn't present this year. Then

there was the appointment of a new Executive

Director of ASUCLA (Donald Findley) and all of the

adjustments resulting from having a new man in

charge," Cunningham said.

Schiller

While commending Keith Schiller, undergraduate

student body president, for his work in establishing

better communications with the Board of Regents,

Cunningham also faulted him for his neglect of SLC
this year.

"Keith's relationship with the outside community
has been very good. After last spring, there was no

contact between students and the Regents. Im-

proving the image of stiyi^ts with the Regents at a

time when such an improvement was needed has

been Keith's outstanding performance. But as a

result he has neglected the council. He hasn't

prodded them into action enough."

Cunningham did find several bright spots in the

year, notably the increased communications with the

Regents. He also believes several of the programs

initiated this year, such as the Direct Assistance

Facility (DAF), the Student Lobby and the Teach-

in Symposium Program (TISP), may potentially be

very effective, although he is presently unsure as to

whether they will Hve up to their potentials.
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RESUME PREPARATION
^

Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.

W»dnesdayft ot 3:00 p.m.

JOB INTERVIEW PRACTICE
Tuesdays at 1:00 p.m.

SUMMER JOB SEARCH
Daily at 3:00 p.m.

Informal . . . JusI drop in.^. Bvoryono wokomol

PiaceneDt & career Pianiing cenier
BIdg. IG X. 52981

TICKET INFO
A weekly rundown on thestOtus

of $1 tickets, on sale to UCLA
students only in the Kerkchoff

Hall Ticket Office.

m^»r'

$1 TICKETS ON

SALE MONDAY

LE TRETEAU DE PARIS
in a French Language Production of

Marguerite Duras'

L'Amante Anglaise
A stark. obseJKve droma about tt>e troubled mind ond heorf

oi a womon wtv. Ka» commitfed o gruesome murder

W ith

MADELEINE RENAUD
CLAUDE DAUPHIN AND MICHAEL LONSDALE

-JHIIP^^nAY-^APPIL 29

ROYCE HALL - 8:00 PM
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.(Paid Advertisement)

lOtheran services
EASTER

10:30 AM Village Lutheran Church

343 Church Lane (near Montana & Sepulveda)

6 PM: Campus Service 827 Malcolm (I blk east of UCLA)
Lutheran Campus Ministry ALC LLU

900 Hilgofd 475 5926

SLC tables 'bill of rights'

lYI-YW

aiso belTS, bags^ hair goodies , etc,
come visit our oeu> inoccewaWIe locofion:

deer in tkc oHeil tcliin<l JeansWed'4-Cenlkwro

1 110 GAYLEt A«. WESTWOOO • H75 9^9

Like Music?

and People?

and Atmosphere?
The International Student Center is forming a light-

music orchestra for people who like to perform. ALL

instruments are welcome. Rehearsal: Sunday, 2 p.m.

at ISC — 1023 Hllgard Avenue. Bring your instrument.

By Ken Peterson

DB Staff Writer

Ttie Student Legislative Council (SLC) voted

Wednesday night to table a discussion of a model biU

of rights which members of the campus community

could use as guidelines for their conduct until it can

receive a wider hearing among the student com-

munity here.

The biU, submitted to SLC for approval by Ad-

ministrative Representative Craig Cunningham,

enumerates the rights and responsibilities of all

members of an institution of higher learning, in-

cMing students, faculty, administrators, staff and

trustees, as seen by the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education.

SLC concurred that before it granted its apfroval

to the provisions of the document, there should be

input from students to determine whether or not they

favor the bill.

"Extensive**

"This is an extensive, important, and significant

document. There should be a wider area of hearing

before it is voted on," general representative Bill

Winslow said.

The bill, essentially a code of principles, touches on

the basic rights of all members of the community

(freedoms of press, peaceful assembly, political

beliefs) and obligations, such as not to interfere with

the freedom of any member of the campus to pursue

normal academic and administrative activities, and

obligations of trustees to protect the campus from

external and internal attacks.

SLC also voted to approve the Election Code^or

student government elections, making only three

changes suggested by Malcolm Pace, Election Board

chairman. Under the revised code: mandatory

candidate forums will no longer be required; the

maximum amount allowed to a candidate for

campaigning expenses was raised between $25 and

$50 per office; candidates' names will not appear on

the ballot unless they or a representative are present

at the candidate orientation meeting. Other revisions

on the code will be taken up by the council after

spring elections.

Recommendations

Rhonda Abrams, student educational policies

commissioner (SEPC) told the council her work on

the Chancellor's steering committee has led her to

believe that its six ad-hoc committees may recom-

recommend: the departments of speech and jour-

nalism be combined into a Department of Com-

munications; the zoology and botany departments be

merged; the foreign language requirement be

eliminated; high school American history courses be

accepted in lieu of University requirements; the

teacher training program be made smaller but of

higher quality.

In other actions: SLC approved a Chicano Youth

Barrio Project expenditure for audio-visual aids to

their English tutoring program. A full presentation

of the aids will be made to SLC in two weeks. The

council named Mark Ryavec Assistant Welfare

Commissioner, replacing Welfare Commissioner

Mike Dwyer who graduated last quarter. SLC also

approved the appointment of Jeanne Bloom to the

Student Fund Board of Directors.

BACK TO_EDEN
FOODS GROWN ORGANICALLY

Tj ~ with love and the help

1

1

of mother nature

--*- WESTWOOD 1361 S. Westwood Blvd.

^oK** (2'/4 blocks south of Wilshire)

. -^ nof, HOUYWOOD 643 N. Fairfax Ave.

JS* (iyst south o^ Melrosi)

ff^o/n, oW* >o^ ^^^, VENICE 2025 Pacific Avenue

1 am-7 pm 7 day s a week (^°'"«' °' "^^^'^ VeniceBlvd)^

UvT^^* "'^eA

Announcements

I (Paid Advertisement)'

UNIVERSE CATHOLIC CENTER
FOR UCLA

HOLY WEEK AND EASTER LfTURGIES

FRIDAY Afternoon services from 12 to 3 PM
EVENING LITURGY at 7:30 PM

SATURDAY. . . . EASTER VIGIL at 11:30 PM
SUNDAY LITURGIES at 9 & 11 AM&6:15 & 7:30 PM at the

center also at 5 PM at the Lutheran Campus Chapel, Strath-

more and Goyley.

Westwood Liberation Front Is

Sponsoring a free concert with

Tamarack from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

today at Janss Steps. Donations

will be appreciated.

All graduate students interested

in summer internship programs in

Sacramento (University of

California, S.B.P.C. Legislative

Representative) can pick up ap-

plications in Kerckhoff HaU 301

t)efore April 30. These positions are

open to all graduate students

regardless of major and will offer a

subsistence stipend. Call ext. 51050

or ext. 51160 for further in-

formation.

A symposium on prison

corrections will be held at 7:30

p.m. Monday (first of three nights)

in Law School 1345.

Panel discussions will be held

involving officials from the

Department of Corrections and

men and women parolees.

There will be a meeting of the

Student Committee to Defepd
Angela Davis, at 5 p.m. today in

the philosophy department con-

ference room, third floor of the

Social Welfare building.

A rally in support of the
*'Tucson

5" is scheduled for noon tomorrow
at the Venice Conmiunity Center,

468 Howland Ave. Some of the five

may speak at the rally sponsored

by the '^Tucson 5" Working
Committee.

The Associated Students'

Speakers Program is actively

seeking sophomores and juniors

who are interested in working on

obtaining and presenting speakers.

Anyone interested can obtain

further information in Kerckhoff

Hall 304. Hopefully, one of the

^people signing up to work on the

program will become chairman

the following year.

I Kinks-Boz Scaggs Cancelled |

111

1

i

We hire sr. and/or grad students
to sit in on courses to take and
prepare comprehensive notes
wtiich are then reproduced and
are available for purchase to be
used as a study-aide.

For list of classesforwhich
we have notes availablefor

Spring Quarter call or come
in.

We have a limited .no. of

old notes available free.

MON. - FRI. 9;af/. 430

10851 HMDBR
(1 BIK. N. WIISHIRE - Vh

478-528

OK DR.
E. WESTWOOD)

Budget cuts . .

.
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(Continued from Page 1)

These cuts affect not only classes for physics majors, but also service

courses offered by the department for students in nursing, pre-med, pre-

dental, pre-optometry, zoology, engineering, geology and chemistry. The

cuts will especially affect plans of the department to offer smaller and

more personalized classes for freshmen, as requested by UC President

Charles J. Hitch.

Science research here is primarily funded by the federal government.

Usually, a grant goes to a leading senior scientist, who shares the grant

money by involving junior faculty people, graduate students and

technicians and buying equipment. However, should the senior scientist

leave the University, the enUre grant generally goes with him.^

$80,000

This year, a physics professor here is leaving after earlier receiving an

$80 000 grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF). He and the

physics department had already spent $30,000 of the $80,000 NSF grant,

but as soon as his decision to leave was announced, the department had to

return the remaining $50,000 to Washington. ; .,

Research money in the physics department is becoming difficult to

obtein because of grant losses.
"*"

Junior faculty members who are just beginning to do productive

research and whose projects are often funded initially with seed money

from the University are having trouble getting funds. This year, four

young professors in the department are left entirely without funds.

•It's no longer a matter of cutting comers or reducing the scope of the

project, but of cutting it out altogether," one professor said.

Chemistry

The chemistry department is concerned that federal grants from the

National Science Foundation might be endangered due to the lack of

University matching funds, according to the department's vice chair-

man, C.A. West.
^ ^ ....

The department cut back its 1970-71 enrollment of graduate students by

20-25 per cent over previous years and hopes to hold the line at this lower

enrollment figure in 1971-72. The cutback resulted from loss of financial

support from both the state and federal government.

The 1^70-71 chemistry faculty consisted of 42.40 FTE's and the

department foresees a cutback to 39 FTE's for 1971-72. In addiUon. all of

the department's five research appointments had to be eliminated in

1970-71.

Plans for smaller lower division classes will have to be shelved; due to

lack of faculty.

•*We will try not to drop any courses," West said. "But we have jut

about reached the limits of our flexibility."

Physical plant

The physical plant department here has been hampered by budget cuts

during the past two years.

The building maintenance budget which is designed to keep campus

buildings in good operating order, is only about 50 per cent of what it

should be "UCLA has been known for the beauty of its campus and its

buildings," administrator Burt Cowman said. "But, I am sure that even

the occasional visitor can see the decline of our structures - peeling

paint, broken fixtures, cracks in roads, walks and walls."

Janitorial work is also seriously affected by a shortage of funds. Some

320 000 additional square feet of floor space this year is being cleaned by

the same number of custodians. Therefore, more than 40 areas on

campus are now cleaned by the "skip-cleaning" method, which a

housewife would call a "lick and a promise."

"Any task that can be accomplished by mechanical means will reduce

costs," Cowman said. "The best investment in the future is in labor

-

saving devices. But we are restricted in spending any funds for new

equipment."

Libraries

Budget reduction will be about $169,000 for the libraries on campus.

Funds for new books and personnel will be the areas hardest hit.

Reduced book funds will result in 7,120 fewer volumes purchased next

year, both new UUes and replacement of lost and damaged books, ims

will limit the library's abUity to support teaching and research programs.

'
The library may again be forced to reduce the hours it is open due to^

next year's tight budget.
~
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1 191 1 SANTA MONICA BOUIEVARD
7 BLOCKS EAST OF BUNOY'ORIVI-OR 8.9595
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. By T. Rainer and D. Brannan
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Berkeley
The election of three radical candidates in the

Berkeley municiple elections is being watched on

both sides of the political fence. Young people who
have shied away from political activism, nursing the

wounds of last spring's demonstrations and their

aftermath are cautiously optomistic that Berkeley

has provided a new channel for political change.

Establishment politicians and municiple govern-

ments in areas highly populated with college students

are afraid Berkeley will forecast the political future.

Political movem^its outside the two major parties,

especially left-wing radical political parties, are
tolerated in the electoral arena as long as they

respect the traditional and legal limitations of the

two patrty system of campaigning and election. Such
tolerance is produced by the certainty that the two-

party system sufficiently discriminates against third

parties to preclude effective entry into ttie political

arena but still maintains the illusion of open entry.

Civics books claim that our democratic system can
accomodate multiple party politics and a spectrum of

candidates. In practice, access to the political stage
is limited to the two major parties and within these

parties to only a small segment of the spectrum.

The hypocrisy of the two-party claim becomes
evident on those rare occasions, like Berkeley, when
a third party or **extreme" movement overcomes the
restrictive registration procedures, exhorbitant
campaign costs and other barriers on the in-

stitutional obstacle ^ course designed to channel
dissent into oblivion.

The reaction to George Wallace's presidential bid
sent Nixon scurrying for a southern strategy and a
border state vice presidential candidate.

Before the Berkeley election Governor Ronald
Reagan expressed his alarm at the possibility of
radicals successfully entering legitimate political

office, by calling upon the voters to rise up and defeat
the^radicals. His argument apparently was that it is

all right for elections to be open and democratic so
long as only the "proper" candidates have ahy
possibility of election. In Berkeley the peasants found
a "loophole" the voters that gave them access
to the palace. National guard can stop them from
scaling the walls but not if they walk through the
front door with a ballot bqx. Reagan called upon the
voters to keep the peasants out of the palace. He
failed. According to prevailing rules of political
sportsmanship, the radicals observed the limits and
therefore must be tolerated. If what happened in
Berkeley spreads, new institutional obstacles,
stronger opposition from party power-brokers, and
narrower limits on toleration can be expected. It took
the Supreme Court to seat Julian Bond when the
Georgia state assembly refused to seat a black man.
We're not saying the problems make the fight not

worth the effort. However, we are saying that the
Reagans and Yortys are apparenUy willing to alter
the rules in order to maintain the closed nature of the
political game. McCarthy wl^ ^ J^™.,.. ^:.^
that concluded with a massacre in Chicago. The
hard-learned political lessons mastered in recent
years should not be forgotten but applied to Berkeley

The winter soldiers of the American Revolution,

unlike the "summer soldiers and sunshine patriots,"

referred to by Thomas Paine, faced up to their

responsibUity by enduring the long and bitter winter

at Valley Forge.

Similarly, 2000 veterans, calling themselves

Vietnam Veterans Against the War, faced up to their

moral responsibility when, on Jan. 31, 1971, they

began a formal inquiry into the United States

military policy in Indochina.

This Winter Soldier Investigation, running for

three consecutive days in Detroit, featured vets from

all over the country who gave accounts of what they

had witnessed personally while serving in Vietnam.

The veterans organized themselves into panels

according to the divisions in which they had served

so that they could corroborate each other's

testimonies as well as give a unified picture of the

policies of each section of the service. Within

divisions, they testified in order of their dates of duty

in Vietnam. The first and third Marine divisions,

First Air Cavalry, Fifth Special Forces, 101st, 82nd,

and 173rd Airborne, together with the first, fourth,

ninth and 25th Infantry and America were all

represented by numerous veterans. In addition,

there were special panels on the weapons, such as

gas, outlawed by the Geneva conventions, currently

in widespread use by the U.S. in Vietnam, prisoners

of war, press censorship, medical policy and in-

stitutional racism within the military.

Unfortunately, the potential impact of the Winter

Soldier Investigation was virtually neutralized by a

news blackout, self-imposed by all the media except

the local Detroit press and Pacifica radio — owing,

presumably, to their fears of another civil uprising

following the U.S. and South Vietnamese invasion of

Laos.

The difficulty of informing the public of the true

nature and scope of the military's ''methods" of

conducting the w^r continues. Which is all the more
reason why the Vietnam Veterans Against the War
feel they must make dramatically clear that the

policy which produced My Lai is precisely what the

Army terms "S.O.P." — Standard Operating

Procedure — and this the establishment press is less

than eager to print.

The opening statement in Detroit by Jan Crumb,
President of Vietnam Veterans Against the War, best

describes the purpose of the Winter Soldier In-

vestigation.

It was read by First Lt. William A. Crandell who,
following his reading, symbolically tore his service

ribbons and medals from his uniform and threw
them into a trash can in front of the speaker's table.

The statement is as follows:

'•It has be%n often remarked but seldom
remembered that war is itself a crime. Yet a war
crime is more, and other than war. It is an atrocity

beyond the usual barbaric bounds of war. It is a legal

definition, growing out of custom and tradition,

supported by every 'civilized' nation in the world,
including our own. It is an act beyond the pale of

acceptable actions in war. Deliberate killing or
torturing of prisoners of war is a war crime.
Dehberate destruction, without military purpose, of
civilian communities is a war crime. The forcible
relocation of population, for any purpose, is a war
crime.

All of those crimes have been committed by the
U.S. government over the past ten years in In-

dochina. An extimated 1,000,000 South Vietnamese

civilians have been killed because of thse war
crimes. A good portion of the reported

700,ooo

National Liberation Front and North Vietnamese
soldiers killed have died as a result of these war
crimes. And no one knows how many North Viet-

namese civilians, Cambodian civilians, and Laotian

civilians have died as a result of these war crimes.

But we, as veterans of the war in Indochina, know
who has committed these crimes. We have — at the

behost and orders of the U.S. Military. And we say

that the result, whatever the intent, is genocide. We
say, whatever the furor and outrage and final out-

come, that this policy — defacto or otherwise ~ of

genocide, must be fully examined here and now in

America.
For it is America now, not Hitler's Germany, that

stands bloody-handed before the world in Vietnam.

And it is America now that ignores world opinion —
and outrage at its peril.

It is America now that flaunts international law,

that daily commits acts of genocide, that haunts the

world. Yet we, the actual executioners of this policy

of war crimes, are also its victims.

As with Galley, MitcheU, Torres, Hutte and the

others at My Lai, we are its present scapegoats. Yet

we did not send ourselves to Vietnam. We did not

make the orders. We did not give the commands. We
did not write the policy. Most of us were not even old

enough to vote when we were inducted into this role

of military executioners for United States foreign

policy. ...
We intend to tell America that, yes, we killed and

often tortured prisoners; yes, we killed and often

tortured women and children; yes, we destroyed

villages and even parts of cities and entire towns for

no discernible purpose; yes, we used weapons and

munitions and even gas, banned by international

law; yes, we forcibly removed entire populations.

But we intend to teU more. We intend to tell who it

was that gave us these orders, that created that

policy, that set that standard of war, bordering on

full and final genocide.

We intend to demonstrate that My Lai was no

tinusual occurrence other than, perhaps, in the

number of victims kiUed all in one place, all at one

time, all by one platoon of us. We intend to show that

the policies of Americal Division, which inevitably

resulted in My Lai, were the policies of the other

Army and Marine divisions as weU. We intend to

show that the war crimes in Vietnam did not start in

March, 1968, or in the village of Song My, or with one

Lt. William Galley. We intend to indict those really

responsible for My Lai, for Vietnam, for attempted

genocide . . /T"
Blacked out as the subsequent indictment was by

the establishment press, most of America has yet to

hear the shocking atrocities described by these vets.

But the Winter Soldiers are still facing up to their

responsibilities this Spring. They have pledged to

work with ail of us nationally on implementing the

People's Peace Treaty, and are presenting miniatiire

Winter Woldier Investigations at many Southern

Galifomia campuses to help rally and solidify sup-

port behind the Treaty.

UGLA will witness a special Winter Soldier

Tribunal on Tuesday, April 13, at 12 noon at Janss

Steps.

Support the Vietnam Vets Against the War, and

support the People's Peace Treaty by coming to

witness our soldiers' indictment of the real war
criminals.

• • • •

Readerenvisioit^ beltern
Editor:

I have a dream. In it I see no

war, no cruelty, no killing. The

poisons of fear, of disease, of greed

have long since left our realms.

For man no longer harms his

brother, but loves him. There is

total understanding here, and with

that, what is fear? With our bodies

as pure as the rain, how can

disease survive, with all its pain?

Man has long since risen above

the superficially created lustful

and pleasureful desires to which he

had enslaved himself. Now, he uses

his superior intellect and won-

derful thought to conceive the

heavens.

And to my brothers and sisters

who doubt the perfection of which I

speak, I shall ask you to read no

further for my words will be of

little value. Instead I shall ask of

you something which for your

understanding perhaps you will

grant me. When next the sun is

straight up, at its highest, feel the

warmth on your skin. And in that

day also, when it has become full,

look to the west. There, with the

solitude of eternity, and in the

fields and meadows of your soul,

sit. And lo, the night will come. The

midday warmth ^will have
diminished, and your skin will

become cool. If still you doubt

nature's perfection, and if still you

lack total faith that in time the sun

will once more rise, then you will

indeed die. Your skin and heart

will freeze and with a last shudder

your body will fall lifeless.

But if you sigh at the red and

yellow velvet sky, and if you awe at

the deepening blue, then surely you

are alive. And in the seconas or

minutes that you submit your

whole self, you are truly one with

all that you perceive. For we sign

and awe in our solitude in order to

let the evils within us escape. And
we return to ourselves a little more
pure, a little more happy, and
infinitely more beautiful. Some of

us return to bodies who have been
so possessed by the anxieties and
future fears that we quickly lose

sight of our experience.

But nrian can conquer all that

within him divides. And what is

war, but a system of peoples whose
internal wars have not yet been
resolved? So to attain peace, an
effort must be made to look within

yourself and to externalize cause

and effect no longer. For this

purpose nature provides us

numerous mirrors ; mirrors whose
reflection is absolute. Just open

your eyes. A conscious will must be

developed and applied. With a

conscious effort, again and again

will we grow into a total con-

sciousness of the present. When we
are there, all functional orientation

to which we have succumbed will

pass, for like the sun will we rise

and set; nourish and be nourished.

All with total beauty.

For the sigh that last you let out

upon seeing a bird fly, or the sun

rise, i» a moment of total sub-

mission to your fate. So now dear

friend, think about it. Recall it.

Relive that moment and with what

strength you have jump back into

it. And now, with your last ounce of

energy, push the boundaries of it

away in all directions; until you

have room to breathe in it. With a

single breath all of your energy

will be replenished, and now you

may just be. And the view from

here tells you that the world just is,

for like it, now you radiate the

beauty as was intended in creation.

We live forever, for beauty never

dies. *^

Please join us at 8 p.m. today, in

HH 39 for a Journey to Freedom.
Peace be with you.

Steve Greenberg

Activism
Editor:

In this age of computers, plastic

reality and solitary picnics on
drugs, we must restore meaningful

pohtical activity into our lives. For
too long (ever since last year's

strike), we have been derelict

bodies floating in the detergent sea

of American politics. Our op-

position to the war has been co-

opted. Those of us doing nothing

but tranquilly working for

diplomas are collaborators

'following in the steps of those

Germans who did nothing when the

Nazis came into power.

I am reminded of an incident

from the life of Buddha: "A crow
flew down to a stone that looked, as

it lay, like a lump of fat. Thought
the crow, 'Here is a toothsome

morsel for my dining;' but finding

it to be nothing of the kind, away it

flew again. So do we crows, having

drawn near to the stpne, even so do

we, would be seekers after truth,

abandon Guatama the Anchorite so

soon as in him we cease to find our

pleasure."

Like the crow in the story, we
have the tendency to abandon an

activity if we cease to find our

pleasure in it. But do we have the

right to stop struggling because we
do not obtain immediate results —
because the lump of fat is instead a

rock? Or is life among the heel (or

should I say crows? ) , so pragmatic

and realistic that we have aban-

doned all hope?

In this country full of conformity,

it seems that almost everything is

reduced to "salesmanship." We
must therefore work within the

mentality of America, we must
'sell" the truth about the war
before the lies and censorship of

the government murder millions of

human beings. At UCLA, we can

have our little role to play.

Regardless of our political af-

filiations, we can and must say NO
to the war. This spring, the

National Peace Action Coalition is

sponsoring three main activities in

which we should pariicipate:

April 24: Mass march on
Washington, DC. and San Fran-

cisco in the support of the demand
foi^ immediate withdrawal of all

U.S. forces from Southeast Asia

and the abolition of the draft.

May 5: Antiwar demonstrations

on campuses and in communities
arround the country to com-
memorate the massacre of

students at Kent and Jackson State

and the nationwide outcry against

the invasion of Cambodia.

May 16: (Armed Forces Day)
Civilians will make this Solidarity

Day with antiwar GIs by joining

them in peace activities at military

bases.

Watch the Daily Bruin for details

about these activities, expecially

for the April 24 march in San
Francisco. The Student
Mobilization Committee will at-

tempt to organize transportation.

Perhaps our actions will he

puerile, maybe the results will not

be what we desire and demand.
But as Blaise Pascal wrote, "The
eternal silence of these infinite

spaces frightens me."
Name withheld

Need help? Call UCLA Helpline 825-7646

Introducingan unbelievable new product:

Student-Raiipass.
(Would you believe two whole months of

unlimited rail travel throughout thirteen

European countries * for a modest $125?

)

Our brand-new Student-Raiipass gives you all

that Second Class rail travel on the over 100,000 mile

railroad systems of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,

Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,

Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. You'll discover that

there's very little second class about Second Class. You

can sleep in a Couchette for only $4.50 a night, and eat

in inexpensive cafeteria-type Dining Cars.

If you haven't got two months, or you prefer the

luxury of First Class, there's our regular Eurailpass. The

three week Eurailpass costs $110, one month $140, two

months $200, three months $230. But remember-you

can't get Student-Raiipass or Eurailpass in Europe. You

must buy one before you leave, so see your Travel Agent.

Meanwhile, send in the coupon below for your free

Student-Raiipass or Eurailpass folder.

STUDENT-RAIU^ASS
1
I

I

r'
I

I

I ^^aHpaTTiT^a™ "tria'allgi'llm, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway. Portugal, Spam,

j

The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist,
j

Sweden and Switzerland.

Eurailpass, BoxSO.Undanhurst, New York 11757. '

.. ^ x r-,

Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. D Or your free Student-Ra.lpass folder order form. U

I

I
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Europe-
All in One Book!
SOFA pubU*h«« th« only ttud«nt
lrav«l boolill»tlngEurop««nSlud«nt
Chanar Flight*, car plana, studani
trains, tours, hotals, rastaurant*.
Addrassas. discounts. 4 mora.
(Ovar 200 pagas)

Oaar tOFA. Plaasa aand:

n Tha Official ttutfanf Traval Quida
U lurapa (A bay«Mdl).
I ancloaa $2 SO.

n Fraa information on individual
studant traval.

City- Slata Zip

Mall lo: SOFA. Europaan Siudant
Traval Cantar. 15M) Broadway Naw
York, NY 10036 (212 566 2080) 5

For tours to Eastarn Europa, tlu-

dant hotels, riding & sailing camps.
contact NSBt. 576 Fifth Avanua.
Naw York. NY 10036 (212 765-7422)

'.'f
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Noma.

Address.

One Way Fllghtt Are Available

if you care
enougli, maybe
you can meet
tlie Paulist

challenge...

It isn't easy, being a Paulist.

Bridging gaps between young

and old. black and white,

past and future But it is a

challenge.

TTie Paulist mission is to

people . . . individually

and in all the societies in

which they live

... to discover Christ

wherever he is acting

to be attuned to the needs

of the present, yet lo form

a vision of tomorrow's world.

If you are interested in

finding out more about the

Paulist priestly challenge,

write to:

Rev. I>oiuil4 ( . ( Mnfball, QS.f.

VocMtioo Dirrclor

paulist
^athctg

f+^

415 West 59ih Street

New York, N.Y. 10619
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Uncle Sam and You
By Mark Peterson

Earlier articles indicated that your safety from

the draft will likely depend upon whether your

lottery number is reached by your draft board.

Unfortunately, there is no way to know how high

draft boards will go in the lottery this year. That

will depend both on the number of men eligible for

the draft this year and the number of men the

army needs to draft.

If fewer men are eligible for the draft the draft

boards will have to go higher into lottery numbers

to get the men they need. The number of men
eligible during 1971 will depend on how many
deferments Nixon abolishes. Since all men bom
between 1944 and 1950 were in the 1970 lottery pool,

the number of men ehgible in 1971 should be

smaller than those eligible in 1970.

Hbwever, the 1971 lottery pool is made up not

only of men bom in 1951 but also of men bom
earlier whose deferments expire in 1971. Since

occupational deferments are not being renewed

and Nixon plans to abolish student deferments, the

1971 lottery pool may be bigger than the 1970 pool.

A larger 1971 pool would save the administration

the political embarrassment of reaching higher

lottery numbers this year than last.

The other factor which affects the lottery

number reached by draft boards is the number of

men who will be drafted during 1971. Clearly, the

more men drafted the higher the lottery numbers
which will be reached.,^ ,

Pres. Nixon has repeatedly stated that military

and political victories in Southeast Asia are

permitting him to scale down the war and the

draft. In fact, the administration has drafted more
men this year than during the same period last

year, suggesting that higher lottery numbers may
be reached this year than last.

The draft calls for the first three months of 1971

have totaled 51,000 men, averaging about 125 per

cent 6f the average monthly draft calls during

1970.

Nixon has not scaled down the fighting either.

The withdrawal of some American troops has
changed the type of warfare but has not led to a
reduction of fighting. Instead of using combat
troops, the allies are using massive air power.
Also, the war has been expanded into Cambodia
and Laos, and apparently will soon be expanded
with an invasion of North Vietnam.
The army continues to need draftees both to

support the South Vietnamese army and protect

American air bases and also to replace the large

numbers of GIs who desert or fail to reenlist.

Finally, the military and political victories

which supposedly permit the withdrawal of

American troops are highly questionable. South

Vietnamese President Thieu has encountered

severe political opposition at home.

Ngo Cong Due, the editor of Saigon's largest

daily newspaper, recently endorsed the eight point

National Liberation Front proposal for peace in

Vietnam. Significantly, Due is also a member of

the National Assembly, a group of non-communist

politicians who were permitted to be elected

because they were safe and did not constitute a

threat to Thieu. That Due's statement is an ex-

pression of the declining Vietnamese support for

Thieu is shown by the rapid endorsement of the

statement by many other non-communist South

Vietnamese individuals and groups, a develop-

ment which would not have been tolerated by

Thieu last year.

Not only is the South Vietnam political situation

much more unstable than Nixon would lead us to

believe, the allied military advantage is also

questionable. Less than a year after the "vic-

tories" in Cambodia, guerrillas have reoccupied

the sanctuaries invaded last spring; those

guerrillas control most of Cambodia and are

apparently free to attack the capital, Phnom
Penh, at will.

"

Similarly, the invasion of Laos has encountered

such substantial opposition that the allies have
repeatedly reduced their stated goals so that they

can claim some victory.

Given his commitment to a South Vietnam
military and pohtical victory, Nixon must
reassure the American people of present victory

and a future end to the war to minimize opposition

to the war. Despite these reassurances, recent

polls reveal that 56 per cent of the American
people do not believe Nixon's statements about the

war.

You should not rely on those assurances in

assuming that draft board will not reach your
lottery number. Nixon may be prevented by the

threat of political embarrassment from caUing
lottery numbers higher than those called last year,

but in any event you should check regularly with a
draft counselor or your draft board to assure that

your lottery number will not be reached.

Sing, Shout, Smile
with us at-Easter High Mass

CHRIST LIVES!
Sunday 10:00 p.m. Holy Communion and Rejoicing
Rev. Wm. Schmeling, celebrant

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 Sh-othmor* Driv«. Los Ang«l*s, California 90024

Amos A. Schmidt, Pastor (213) 478-9579
STvinj t«f compv community ot th« Univriity of Cdifornio at Los Angola.

Environmental Internship

Apply for summer positions with

:

California Advisory Commission on A^rlneand Coastal Resources
State Envlronmenfal Quality Study Council

Planning and Conservation League— Lobbyist's Office
Federal Environmental Protection Agency
Sierra Club— Legislative Advocate's Office

Sierra Club— San Francisco Office

DMcHpiNeiis of the actual duties of the interns are available in the OHir* m p«wI
^ (OES), 409 Kerckhoff Hall.

^'** ^ ^^

At test Nvkm •"«• transportation expenses will be paid.

H m h.y, .Irwdy b^n m.fch«. for . p„,i,io„ ^ith th. 0.v^m«rt In-

Do —* ---'

Ntram.

Applicafi«is ar* available in the OES office and are due April u.

Sponsored by Studant Lagislatlve Council.

Sex roles viewed
By Steven McGrew

( Editor's note : Steven McGrew is president of Gay Liberation here.

)

When the subject of Gay Liberation is brought up in radical or "hip"

circles, I am still surprised at the hypocrisy, chauvinism and misim-

dersUnding revealed by the comments of these supposedly liberated

individuals. It makes me wonder what the more conservative segment of

society thinks of GLF.

I have therefore set down a few personal thoughts that might enlighten

a few of the readers to the myths and realities of the homosexual

movement.
America, unlike any other country, developed false and unnatural roles

which it forces upon its young. Girls take homemaking— boys woodshop!

Girls play house— boys play army ! Any deviation from these rigid paths

means alienation from society.

People have recognized this conditioning and are rejecting it — thank

God the whole country isn't full of Doris Days and Jofin Waynes. They are

rejecting this conditioning in all but one of the roles— those in bed.

The majority of males still feels that they must prove their manhood by

being dominate in bed. And many women still lie back and accept "their

role" _ this is not to say that there should be no passive/dominate roles

in people's sex lives; it is only when these roles remain constant and

extend into their relationship with others outside of sex that they become

stifling— but many other women have had it with roles.

If you want to know how fucked most American males are sexually,

talk to any woman (not the girl next door with her Hollywood fantasy

about a knight in shining armor who will carry her away) and she will tell

you how nauseating a John Wayne is in bed.

This realization has caused a metamorphosis in many males and

females; and these freed individuals are participating and ex-

perimenting with non-roles in and out of bed. This experimentation is

causing many taboos to be removed as they are exposed for the ridiculous

things they are. All it seems, but one— that last holdover from ages past

— homosexuality.

Homosexuality first became taboo when man was fighting for survival

as a species. All sexual acts which did not lead to procreation were a sin

against humanity — that certainly is not our problem today. Yet,

homosexuality remains a "sin" due to the Church and states' back- ^

wardness and selfish need for control over individuals. Both Hitler and^

Augustus outlawed homosexuality because of the need for more Nazis!

and Romans. In religion, the Jewish fathers outlawed any "spilling of >

seed" that didn't lead to another Jew ; and Peter wds the first Christian to

make homosexuality a crime in the name of the Lord due to the need for

more Christians— which seems a bit hypocritical after the obvious male
bonds between the Apostles and Christ.

In America, the anti-Gay segments are subtle forms of the church's and

states' need that perpetuates the American paranoid need for role

identity.

Now that worthless restrictions of the past are being discarded along

with roles it should be time to take a healthy look at homosexuality. If the

synthesis of what is happening in the "hip," radical, and even the

"straight" communities is a search for the development of meaningful

relationship with nature and the universe, then Man, being an integrated

part of the universe, should try to communicate freely with each other by

ignoring definitions and stereotypes—woman, black, jew, etc.—so that

there are no a priori limits upon a relationship.

But when beginning a relationship there is one hmit that the majority of

Americans can't remove; communication must only be verbal with

members of the same sex — no physical communication. With half of the

world comprising your same sex there are many relationships that are

impeded due to this one false limit.

The problem is exclusiveness — heterosexual or homosexual — too

much of humanity is excluded. Gay Liberation Front has been in

existence for almost two years and yet there are many people who refuse

to acknowledge its reality. Society has always let people develop their

heterosexuality
; Gay Liberation was formed to let those people who were

sure of their heterosexuality to develop their homosexuality. And to let

those with homosexual tendencies to be completely free to develop them
to the point where they can develop their heterosexuality.

It is possible that in the future gay Liberation Front will become a

sexual liberation group; but whatever the name Gay Liberation will work
until two people can freely love each other regardless of sex.
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CAMPOUT BUS TOURS
Jun* 26-14 days $310 The Inside Passoge-Mts. of Western Canada -Vancouver

Island.

July 17 14 days $255 The Canadian Rockies Banff and Jasper Notional Parks ^
Vancouver Island

AM9«iil 7- 14 days $575 Alaska-Northern British Columblo-The Yukon
., Please send for free brochure

DICK MILLER toUKS- 1223 FKANCES AVE FUUERTON, CA. 92631 (714) 879-3741
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life /s a battlefield'
Kditor:

The zest for life is reflected in

who you are, The designation of

which is black or white, yellow or

brown, fat or skinny, tall or short,

long hair or short hair, and old or

young. Is this your life?

To some of us, life is a bat-

tlefield. A battlefield where

poverty and death are victorious.

Yet, the zest for life oozes through

the facade of the battlefield. The

battle cry is a continuous scream;

a scream of **I want to live."

The combatants are black versus

white, or white versus white, or

black versus black, or brown

versus brown, or yellow versus

yellow, or white versus brown, and

etc. How can this be? I know my
enemy. The tear gas of racism has

blinded the combatants. They can

not perceive the enemy.

What about those people that are

out of the war zone (ghettos and

barrios)? For example, the people

on UCLA campus. The milieu of

UCLA is peaceful and serene, and

its tranquility is incomprehensible.

However, all is not well. The

passive countenance of students

are ensconce into the bowels of

academia.
Students are drinking at the

fountain^ of education, whose
nectar willVnder them drunk with

sterility. Tpi become enmeshed in

education, one should radiate

Jitality. On the contrary, upon

raduation the student is not alive,

ut dead. He is sterile. He joins

rank with the walking dead.

Who are the other walking dead?

There is no clear line of demar-

cation. Yet, the common
denominator that transcends all, is

the zest for life. I want to live.

Not the iife characterized by

overconsumption because that is

the life of someone else. The

pseudo life put forth through ad-

vertisement can never be fulfilling.

If so, then the end of ad-
vertisement. What kind of life has
advertisement conjured up? The
Pepsi generation, blonds have
more fun, hot pants are swell, bells

are cool. A life of change in which
there is never happiness, only the
affectation thereof. I want to live.

I want to live because it may not
be a tomorrow. I have to live today
because I saw yesterday, and it

was full of pain. Yet, the pain of

yesterday died yesterday. The
happiness of today is the life I must
enjoy. Yet, the enjoyment of life is

but a fleetiPfe moment. I embrace a

moment whose apogee is the zest

for life. Can you hold the love of

life? I want to live.

Ray Moore
Senior. Sociology

Secession
Editor:

The trend to the right in this

country means danger. Ladies and
gentlemen, .we are headed for

fascism, and we, as rational and
responsible individuals, must do

something radical and we must
"do it" now.

Students are sidk and tired and

scared of Gov. Ronald Reagan's

conservatism. We should all take a

good hard look at just what it is

that he wants to conserve.

The University of California is

illegitimate. In other words, UC is

a bastard institution, one that is not

doing what it is supposed to be

doing and one that should not be

"conserved" but abolished post

haste. All sanction must be with-

drawn from the military-

industrial-government bureau-

cratic complex. Our hope lies in

secession, in an independent

university, in Westwood Univer-

sity.

Putting radicals on academic
probation or dropping bombs on

them to forever shut them up will

not change the facts.

Reagan's political reputation has

been built up at the expense of

i*adical leftist revolutionaries.

Speaking for my self as a radical

leftist revolutionary, I should like

to say that I do not like having my
self sacrificed to the "welfare" of a

bunch of bureaucrat-politicians.

Reagan does not even know what a

radical leftist revolutionary is. And
he had better find out!

Violence is evil and reactionary.

We must defend our selves. Let

Reagan keep his "hands off" this

University. And let us not let the

bureaucrats kill the heroic in us.

For reason and reality,

radicalism and revolution, and the

Rights of Man.
Rob Myers

Senior. Political Theory

>(Pa>d AdvicliiftfStQtl'

GOOD FRIDAY MEDITATION

"ST. MATTHEW PASSION"
by

J. S. Bach

Sponsored by
University

Christian

Ministries

AU RM. 2408
.12 Noon -3:00

:fl

INCOMt TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

I

Letters

should

be

typed

triple spaced,

margins

at 10 and 65.

SERVICF

$Cup

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fast Professional Service

1101 Gay ley Ave. Westwood Village B86-7475
By Appointment Only 473-8127
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'''A New Leaf achieves the

nutty and improbabte

ffc r of the best movie

comedies of the past!"
- Ctiaritft Cttamplln, L.A. Tlm«t
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Provocative
Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty

<^

SAVE $147.25
OFF LIST

SAVE $110.00
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

499*
<i

The Scot* 386 is one of the best receivers Pacific Stereo carries and a mighty fine one It is. The 386 is both AM and

FM stereo v/ith an AM section well worth having. It's rated at 170 watts (± Idb.) and at 35 RMS watts per channel. It

employs sophisticated circuitry on plug in boards for snap in service, and it has every desirable convenience feature. It^

also sounds exceptionally good no matter what you're listening to. List is $329.95, less the case.

Garrard's SL-65B gives you every record and needle-saving device and a motor which stays on speed Under all con-

ceivable conditions. It lists for $104.50 including a base and a fine ADC 220X magnetic cartridge. All this adds up to an

automatic record-player very hard to compete with.

Scott S-15 speakers are 3-way systems featuring a 10" bass speaker. The result of this design is sonic clarity, deep

bass, and a good power handling capability. They're very nice at $200 a pair list.

It is provocative isn't it?

Dance to
the music

^ , 1 "N H 'l L*'

3Ts''-iR^l'".^.¥iSR;i^..ill^R.^•,'^P..''^-^^' ^ ' 'Sff'
T^^^^BirT;ir'.?t^|^i..fi-i,.l^,fL», r'.rTrl^^mr-

?-

LIFE

January 22nd

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty

SAVE $98.95
OFF LIST

SAVE $49
JOFF PACIFIC'S

QUADRAFLEX |REG. DISCOUNT

219*

Not too long ago, Harman Kardon came 6ut with their new 230 receiver which should make any price considerations
obsolete. It's a 45 watt (± Idb.) AM/FM stereo receiver rat^d at 17 RMS watts with both channels driven. The 230 is

made in the Harman Kardon tradition of attractive Black Nocturn styling, and it provides clean wideband sonic trans-
parency. It lists for the lowest price ever for Harman Kardon, $159.95 (less the case).

The rest of this system consists of a Garrard 40B automatic record-player with a base and a pre-installed ADC 220X
cartridge, which together list for $69.50, and a pair of Quadraflex Miniquad speakers which list for $69 a pair in walnut
The Garrard is an especially fine value given its record-saving cueing lever, and the Quadraflex speakers are eight inch
extended range systems which are tough to beat at their price. The Harman Kardon 230 is selling like crazy, and if you
want one, please come soon.

The champ
Pnce^includes Paci tic's 5 year warranty

HI
QUADRi^FLEX

SAVE $229.05
OFF LIST

SAVE $114.55
OFF PACIFIC'^
REG. DISCOUNT

699^
- . ,:.J^-r:.„-^. „,. ; ,.:, ,,^^,,.,.,,...,,^, April 9th

The Sherwood 8900 FM stereo receiver was recently given the top slot in a review of exrpii««t
consumer publication. Now testimonials aside, the 8900 is an unequivocably great product ThTt.^^"'^"^ ^ '®**'"9

improved and is now even better than the fantastically good one on the receiver the 8900 reDlaced iTn.r^""" ' *^^"

48 RMS watts per channel mto eight ohm speakers. This is considerably more power than its nr^Jo " ^""^ ^^

dehvermg and the result is totally effortless crystal clear sound reproduction. I^^dit^^on to t^e 's^.

'^

interstation muting and loudness contouring, there are tape dubbing jacks on the front oanal whi^^
conveniences like

friends' tapes easy as can be, and the Sherwood 8900's list price of $399.50 (less the walnut rri?"'^'^^^^'"^^^"''
than some of the receivers it beat in the survey vire already talked about.

^ " considerably lower
The Garrard SL-95B is Garrard's very best automatic record player. It has absolutelv t^ar^*^

lasting records and for the ultimate in convenience of operation. Pacific Stereo installs arADC^Uvc ".?^ ^°' '^"9
ndge for you and the resulting record reproduction can't help pleasing you. Li« i, $163.00 Including ^e '^^^^^^^ ^X^. —.-.—*-... - "» "'c udse ana cart-

Quadraflex Q-Vs stand at the top of the Quadraflex line. Each walnut cabinet contains fo..r ..^.l
' acoustic suspension bass speaker. Q-Vs produce a very wide range of sound from loud toTfT!/!" '"eluding a

« notes all the way on up. They list for $359 a oair
"* ^"^ *^*^ ^"^ ^'""^ ^••V »ow

12-
, „

bass notes all the way on up. They list for $359 a pair.
All in all, this is a music system very well worth your having.

^nothet

Stereo's fourth Southern Catifornia store is now open and

erve you from 384Z Sepulveda at Hawthorne in Torrance. As

nt, there'^s now a sale on at all Pacific Stereo stdres in honor

casion. If you're in the market for a music system or for

components, you'd do well to check out what's being

you here. And you'd also do well to grab what you want

s you see it because what usually happens is that our sale

ise moves very quickly indeed. All systems are covered by

5 year warranty and the one year speaker trial privilege is

too. Trades are invited, and 90 day interest free accounts

ranged for.

Honest,folks

"PncTmcUider^aciTic's 5 year warranty

FISHER

FISHER

SAVE $124.50
OFF LIST

SAVE $108.00
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

3599=

....'.'..•^lev-rsfe .vi'saaslito" ii»in iii l iiiiiMiii.i li. ii 'T li i i ,i^
"

wnyr i|i "**'—

m

Something FREE for cassetflcorder owners
TDK calls their tape "super dynamic" and by ««

get highs that were missing on recordings made on

because the TDK tape is much more efficient when iti

now. you can get two of these unbelievably good cas

Pacific Stereo store. TDK C-60 cassettes normally sell

$23.92, you get two free. TDK C-90's normally sell fori

$28.72, you get two free.

Itching to TDK cassettes, you'll

nal blank cassettes and less hiss

jrecording high frequencies. Right

with any eight you buy at any
each. If you buy eight C-60's for

:h and if you buy eight C-90's for

SANTA MONICA

STORE
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No matter how particular you happen to be you've got to like this system. And .you really

ought to listen to it just to find out what superb stereo reproduction is all about.

Pioneer's brand new AM/FM^ stereo 2500 receiver is finally with us. It's everything Pioneer

can possibly do in terms cf design and performance and not surprisingly, the 2500 is one ex-

cellent product. It's rated at 340 IHF watts, but at the nitty gritty. Pioneer is committed to

72 RMS watts per channel into 8 ohnts. The tuner section is great and in addition to all its

other convenience features, the 2500 has automatic and remote control tuning. This exceptional

receiver sells for $549.95. ^

The Dual 1219 is Dual's way of outdoing themselves. Their 1019 was long many peoples'

standard automatic record-player and rather than resting on their laurels, which were many indeed

they produced the 1219. It's hard to ask for more in a record-player and the $257.45 list price for

the Dual 1219, a base and Shure's fantastic V-15 II (Improved) cartridge should begin to suggest

the quality of the combination.

the Bose 901 speaker system simply has to be heard to be appreciated. The Bote uses a

unique tiew design which requires a very small cabinet, but they reach as deeply into the bass

region as anything else and their dispersion of sound is nothing short of phenomenal. How these

amazing speakers work is something you'll want to know after you've heard them. They sell

for $496 a pair including a device called an "active equalizer " which you can ask any salesman

about when you come down.

1; 'I

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty

PIOMtLR C*^

Dual c: I

SAVE $116.45
OFF LIST

SAVE $81.95
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT!

IM998

This is the lowest price for which Pacific Stereo has been able to offer the Fisher 21 OT AM/FM
stereo receiver in a system. We don't have very many of them and here's why those we do have

won't last. The amplifier section is rated at 110 watts (± Idb.) and at 33 RMS per channel into 8

ohms. The tuner section is the same one used in much more expensive Fisher units and the 210T

has a tape monitor switch making it compatible with the very best 3 head tape recorders. At

$289.95 list (the case is optional) it's a highly competitive product, to say the least.

Garrard's SL-55B has a synchronous motor which means it always spins records at exactly

the right speed. And it has anti-skate and a record and needle-saving cueing lever. The SL-55B

has a list price of $84.50 including an ADC 220X cartridge and a base; not very much at all.

Fisher's XP-44 speakers are extremely compact 2-way systems which fit in just about any-

where and which do quite a creditable job reproducing music. Each cabinet contains a 6" bass

speaker and a 3" treble speaker. List is $94.95 a pair.

Please don't wait too long on this one.

A $164.50
Garrard SL72B

ADC 27-2 combination
for $99.87

N
Vr^^^^f^nnf-'

i

^ T*'.

.1—^r

Quadraflex' popular $89.50

speaker for $46.86

Quadraflex Q-3's are 2-way acoustic suspension systems

which deliver everything from the bass player's !o\. notes

on up. They list for $89.50 and they're very very popular

Pick them up now for $46.86 in cabinets with slight

grain irregularities. ^

i--

P.c.f.c EI«eto«»c.. Inc OPEN SATURDAY 10

SYEAR^NARRANTY IN STORE SE B VICE
TH«

1 YEAH VfAKER TRIAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS LAY »"

2828 WSANTA MONICA
LA HABRA 2321 WHITT,E« B'-

NORTH HOLLYWOOD 4830 VINE LAN^

i^NriQro BERKELEY MOUNTAIN vtcSAN FRANCISCO

'*'LV9to9

,,„_'* l-B BLUE BOOK
'^'tRlCARO MASTERCHAMOE

iPAn 829-1726
IfACH 694-3651
fRSHiM 980 7711
ILCREEK SAN MATEO

The Garrard SL-72B is amazing insofar

as it gives you everything in the way of

record and needle saving devices, a syn-

chronous motor and "top of the Ime

performance for a very low and very reason

able $89.50 list, less the base.

The ADC 27-2 is a fine light tracking

cartridge with two styli, an elliptical and a

conical, for optimum performance on differ

ent kinds of records. You'll be perfectly

happy with its record reproduction. List is

$75.00.

Advent's superb Dolby cassette deck
for $219.88

The Advent 200 is a stereo cassette deck with a built in

noise reduction system which enables it to make recordings ^

that reviewers have been unable to distinguish from the
1

1

source. The normal selling price for the Advent has been 1

$260. So save now on a machine you'll be delighted with.

Im

r^

-ii^

ADC s best cartridge for half price $3747

In the last review of cartridges done by Stereo Review,

the ADC 26 was said to be t»>e best on the market. (It's the

same as tbe 25, but with only one stylus instead of three.

^

During this sale, pick up an ADC 26 for exactly half price,

a lot less than the $500 or nrKxe you'd have to spend on a

romoarable oair of soeakers.

Im
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MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regularJiaircuts razor haircuts

1091 1 Kinrosf • Westwood Villog* 478-91 02 or 477-9207
J
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INCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook

SERVICE
Flesner & Cook

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fast Professional Service

I 101 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village ff^fZi
By Appointm«nt Only _^_Z-Jl—

_

NOMINATION OF
CANDIDATES FOR OFFICE

OF PRESIDENT, 1st & 2nd

VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
GRADUATE STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION.
1. nomination by GSA Innate

a. candidates may be nominated by the GSA Senate.

b. nominations by the Senate shall be made by a two-fifths

vote of the Senators present and voting.

c. there -Is no limit on the number of nominations that can

be made by the Senate.

d. the next meeting of the GSA Senate is April 12, at 7:30

p.m. In the Women's Lounge of Ackermon Union.

e. nomination by the Senate does not constitute any type of

endorsement for the candidate. Such nominations are no

different from those nominations by petition.

f. candidates nominated by the Senate shall submit a notice

of nomination to the GSA office by 4:00 p.m., three school

days following the Senate nomination meeting. Such notice

shall Indicate "Senate Nomination" In lieu of the other-

wise required signatures.

2. nomination by Petition

a. candidates may be nominated by a petition signed by

fifty (50) or more eligible graduate students.

b. an eligible graduate student is one who is registered as

such at the time of the election.

c. nomination petitions must be submitted to the GSA office

by 4:00 p.m., three school days following the Senate

nomination meeting.

d. nomination petitions shall be available in the GSA office,

KH301.

3. all candidates nominated for office, either

by the Senate or by peition, shall be placed
on the Ballot for the primary dection.

Orientation of Candidates
1. all candidates must have a familiarity with the organiza-

tion and structure of the GSA.
2. the Officers of the GSA are obligated to provide all can-

didates with an opportunity to discuss the workings of

the GSA. Such may be accomplished by a meeting of

officers and candidates to be held no later than five (5)

school days following the last day to submit nomination

petitions.

3. furthermore, the President of the GSA shall himself be

available to meet with each candidate for the office of

President.

3. furthermore, the President of the GSA shall make himself

available to meet with each candidate for the office of

President.

4. all candidates shall also be required to attend an orien-

tation meeting concerning the election procedure to be

held by the Chairman of the Election Board. Such meeting

shall be held no lcrt«r than give (5) school days following

the last day to submit nomination petitions.

5. election for GSA Officers will be held May 18. 1971.

DONATION REQUESTED

screening twice

each evening at

7:00 & 11:00

k « * •« *4k m^m

each evening at

9:00

DAILY
BRUIN
Organization, hard work mark

weeks preceding Mardi Gras

By Ivan Gerson

DB Staff Writer

For the last three months,

hundreds of UCLA students have

been trying to get "Project: Mardi

Gras 1971" swinging into high

gear, operating from the

headquarters of the Mardi Gras

central committee in Ackerman

Union 209, according to student

chairman Roy Campbell.

*'1971 marks the thirtieth year

for UCLA's Mardi Gras, scheduled

for April 23 (6 p.m. — midnight)

and April 24 (noon ^ midnight), a

student-planned-and-run super

carnival patterned after the New
Orleans event of the same name,"

Campbell said.

"All of the money raised goes to

Uni-Camp,, a summer camp for

underprivileged, diabetic and blind

children from the greater Los

Angeles area. These children get to

enjoy our mountainous resources

and interact with college

students," Campbell explained.

"Another goal of the Mardi Gras
central committee which plans the

event is to gain experience and fun

and make the university com-
munity a little smaller," he said.

When asked to recount what the

myriad of committees and
executives all do, Campbell said,

"Anyone who is a UCLA student

can volunteer to work on a com-

mittee. The committees are art,

booths, business, entertainment,

judging and public relations."

The chairman, chosen in

December by the SLC's campus

events commissioner, coordinates

everything and picks the heads of

the committees. The Mardi Gras

chairman is the only surviving

campus events chairman still

functioning, except for the

chairman of the rally committee.

(Continued on Page 15)

WNCRC THiHES AIWAY8
A.SALE IN PROQRiSS"

• kOWCST NELMET AMICES ANYWHERE
• EXCEED U 8.A $ I 2M.1 fftvOAMOS

L itotiL^«e, 4MC0 etvo^
I tOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90064

W^P TODAY (213)479 4363

TV Trivia Test, Part Three

(Editors Note : We are proud( ? ) to present Pwrt Three of Uie D«Uy Bmin TV Trivia Test. We Just

know you've all been waiting for It, so go to It, gang.

)

1.) Who played the lead on "Waterfront?"

2.) Who played Osgood Conklin in "Our Miss Brooks?" What show is he in

now?
3.) Who played Margie in the show "Margie?" (Not "My Little Margie,"

but since we brought it up, what firm did Gale Storm's faher work for in

that show? Bonus: What show did she star in next; who played the

manicurist?

)

4. ) William Bendix was Chester A. Reilly in "Life of Reilly." What job did

he have ; what were the names of his wife, neighbors and his kids?

5. ) Who sang in the speakeasy in "Roaring Twenties?" What is she doing

now?
6. ) Some Dobie Gillis questions : Who played Thalia? What character did

Bob Denver play? What was Dobie's father's name and what did he

always brag about? Who played Zelda GQroy? (Bonus: She (Zelda) and

the actress who played Kate (who is she?) in "The Real McCoys" ap-

peared in a series—what was it? ) (Double Bonus: In what seris did Shiela

James appear as a child? Stuart Erwin played her father.)

7.) Who sponsored "Zorro?"
8.) Who hosted "Seven Keys?"
9. ) Leslie Uggums once appeared as a contestant on a game show — what

was it?

10.) Who hosted "Video VQlage?" —

—

11.) Who was the magician on "Magic Land of Alakazam?" __
12.) Who was Rootie Kazootie's girl friend?
13.) Who played Mr. Lucky? Who played his sidekick? (hint: he also was

Artemus to Bob Conrad's West.)
14.) Robert Vaughn was Napolean Solo; David McCallum was lUya

Kuriakin; who was Leo G. Carroll?
15. ) Who was famous for his checkered hat and bow tie?

16.) What is Soupy Sales' real name?
17.) Who starred in "The Hathaways?"
18.) Who played the Cisco Kid? Pancho? (Bonus: What was the name oi

Cisco's horse?)

19.) Steve McQueen got his big start in a western series. What was the

name of the show and what was his occupation?
20.) Who played Luke in "The Real McCoys?" Name at least two other

series he was in.

21.) "Johnny Yuma was a rebel . .
." Who played him and who sang

about him?
22.

) Who was Lucas McCain? Who played Mark? (Bonus: What town did

they live near?)
23.

) What role did Frank Fontaine play, and what role did Jackie Gleason

play? Who did Frank always say hello to (in the bar ) ? ^ . ^.g
24.) What was the name of Beany and Cecil's archnemisis? What wd

Rags the Tiger's whole name in "Crusader Rabbit," and who was m

archnemisis in that show? o

25.
)
Who played the tall cop in "Car 54, Where Are You?" The short cop

What were the characters' names? Answers areon page 15

Hedonics pre$enti JLMIOP'S
Social Welfare 147

J!lt^?*°^)l'**
*° •nti-war films of the future. Grand Illusion (1937)^

2!2lw^ !'*^ *° *^« *'"" ^0'-'<» - considered by many critics (Pauhn.

ovVJL *** °"* °* *^« greatest films of all time. A brilliant, artiste
expression of the total senseieness of war

IF

(Paid AdvertUemeni) —

foiur^ o" .^* *®^'*' •"«* *•«"•• '"O'-e of a decadent soc.ety near

cl^^' ""'•*»«»• Gam* (1939) was banned in France by sensa^^e

M^^. ^ neglected masterpiece of the son of France's mosT
famous Impressionijtic painter.

Fri. April 9 Sat. April
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Special Activitlts

The Youth Ecology Foundation will sponsor a Tribal music happening

at 11 a.m. today on Janss Steps, and a multl media experience at 8 p.m.

today in Haines Hall 39.

UnlCamp Drive week activities conclude today, Unishine is located on

Bruin Walk, members of Phi Sigma Sigma shine shoes from 10 a.m. -2

p.m. with the proceeds going to UnlCamp; the UniCamp booth will be

open from 8 a.m. -3 p.m., buttons will be sold, and information on

Unicamp will be available.

Three films on women's liberation, "AAake Out," "She's Beautiful

When She's Angry," and "Day of Plane Hunting" will screen at 7:M and 9

p.m. today In Haines Hall 118, under the auspices of the Young Socialist

Alliance.
/

An exhibition of Braziliana, in honor of Proiect Brazil, will continue on

exhibit through May 4 In the University Research Library.

English conversation for foreign students will meet from 1 1 a.m. 1 p.m.

today in Campbell 1118.

Speeches and Seminars

Robert J. Finklestein, professor of physics here will present a

ttieoretlcal elementary particle seminar on "Note on the Feynman Rules

of Massive Gauge Theory" at 3 p.m. today in Kinsey 247.

^Aasano Aoki, professor of engineering and applied science will present

an interdisciplinary colloquium on mathematics In the behavioral

sciences, "Decentralized Control of Large-Scale Dynamic Systems," at 1

p.m. today In Graduate Business Administration 2325.

Herbert Huppert, department of applied mathematics and theoretical

physics. University of Cambridge, England will present an applied

mathematics colloquium on "Assymptotic Solutions of the Mean Field

Equations of Thermal Convection," at 4 p.m. tomorrow in Mathenrwtical

Sciences 6627.

URA Clubs

The Tennis Ctub will meet from 2-4 p.m. today on the South Courts.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 5-6:30 p.m. today In Memorial Ac

tivitles Center B 146. -i

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Hattia Yoga Club will meet at noon today in Women's Gym 200.

(Continued on Page 14)

STODY milTICS

THIS SUMMER
end egrn 6 credits m Comparative

Government while visiting 10 nations

in Western Europa plus East Berlin

and CzecKoslovakio. Seminors and

lectures will be given by an Oxford-

educated Americon professor and 70

leoding European statesmen ood scho-

lors. Write or call Prof. R.L Schuettinger.

Political ScierKe Dept.. Lynchburg

College, Lynchburg, Virginia, 24504.

(703)845-9071, Ext. 348.

TNf ATfR NOW TMOUPf

THI & SUN 8:30 • SAT 8 & 10:3|1

Uj£,tr Ca^ PRBMIBRi
irrTii muvocrC Aimot

JUIES FEIFFER'S

Miite House

"EXCRUCIATIMGLY FUNNY
SATIRE... THOROUGHLY
ENTERTAINS!" &

aturday
eview

!$1
STUDENT DISCOUNTI

- with Ad 4 I D -

any per4. aKCCpt Sat. 8 p.m.

Take Command

of Your Future

ENROU NOW IN THE UCLA ARMY ROTC PROGRAM

TWO YEAR AND FOUR YEAR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

Skoi Drah deferred through your undergraduale and

graduate schooling.

Receive $50 per month while attending the

advanced course

Serve as an Army Officer

__.Jbr.a.maximumQf.tWJO years active duty

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

(Tuition. Books, Fees and $50 per Month)

For nnore iniormalion, conhci fhe

-.-n-r---- ^^%.v^a>>Y SCIENCE

Room 132, Men's Gymnasium, UCLA

825-7381

Braziiiuu ariisrs work shew

iM

m

"' ^itW-* - ©HIS

Brazilian artist Maria Vasco is exhibiting a

retrospective of her art until April 28 in the lobby of

the International Students Center at 1023 Hilgard.

The exhibit consists of 21 works of plastic, acrylic,

aluminum and synthetic materials.

•Everything has vibrations," Mrs. Vasco said. **I

catch them and illustrate them.**

Mrs. Vasco was bom in Recife, northeastern

Brazil, in 1945. "I drew sketches of flowers when I

was very young. I was romantic," she noted.

."I drew countryside landscapes and social motifs

within a neo-expressionistic framework.

"After a short exploration into romanticism, with

erotic overtones rather than lyricism, I started

breaking away from a strict form of painting into a

style more avant-garde."

"Mrs. Vasco studied drawing and history of art at

the School of Fine Arts in Rio de Janeiro under

prominent Brazilian teachers.

She's in the United States to study lithograp|[iy and

xilography as well as motion picture photography

and hopes to eventually enroll at the University.

Her first exhibit was displayed in 1968.

A great part of Mrs. Vasco's works are in the

private collection of Gi^sepp)e Baccaro, one of the

best known . "marchand de tableaux" in Latin

America and Europe.

The exhibit is free to the public.
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iinfifin

Roundtnp Jet air fare *or

STUDENTS -I- FACULTY
YOUR CHOICE OP A FREE

PSYCHEDELIC BLACKLITE POSTER

BY JOINING NOW!

UNIVERSAL STUDENT ORG
,"""

TTi—ji ^ D J •«-. T^« ¥ 8A93 Wil»hir« BouUv«rd J
Diomond Need les Recording lope I

B«v«rly Hills, Calif. 90211 J[ . J. iaj^KWiWn^g * T«Uphon«: 657-4602 1

t
*

MON. AND FRI. T0 9P. »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»4MMH

9^ MDlTOK M(Nv>C

WCSTWOOt) CAUF 90024

(2»3) ATI -©83©-Hr-^ i \ r

FILIPINO

'

AMERICANS! I

The Asian-American Couseling Project

needs your help in implementing a

college coor>selfr>g ond recruiting pro-

gram for Filipinos. No skills required,

just desire to help.

Coli Hm Asian SfudiM Center. 5-2974,

ond leave yowr non>e and phone rwtn-

ber for Al Mondcso or Kenwood Jung.

PPFE — Free pai. :» u, tickets are now available to tickets, sign up at the UniCamp Booth on Bruin Walk

"Point Blank/' showing midnight today at the Plaza today. This oHer is part of UniCamp Drive Week.

Theater in Westwood. To qualify for a chance to win

EC classes begin again next weel<
MONDAY

INCOME TAX
. SERVICE

$5 up

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, focully. staff

fait, Profesiional, Service

FLESNER & COOK
1 101 Goyley Ave.

Westwood Village

886-7475 473 8127
By Appointmeni Only

CAR POOL

L

Find Rides or Riders

for this quarter

CONTACT:

Student Porldng Review Board

x52452^3220A AAurphy Hall

(9-3) OR
Alpha Phi Omega AU A"

Level Lounge (10-2)

3:30-5p.m.
S-6p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:Mp.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
8p.m.

PARTTIMEMen/Women

59 PM $80 wk M-F

12 sharpmen/womendesperatelyneededforimmediateopenings

in advertising - sales department. Miss Heldman. 870-6358,

12-5PM.

1^
OAVrS PHOTO SBtVfCf
special Student Rotes

"T PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U-WAir
/iX-,

. Phologroptii tor Medico! & Nursing Students • ID Cafd<i

Bv Prole^iionals Doily V 5 • Sat. 12 4 _
10990 V^ilshire Blvd Coi Veleion Avo Across tfom Federal BIdg 473 402 I

8p.m.

TUESDAY
SSOfTm
7p.m
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m
8 p.m. - "^

WEDNESDAY
4p.m.
5p.m.
7p.m.
7:30p.m.
8p.m.
8 p.m.

THURSDAY
3:30pjn-.
5p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.
8 p.m.
8p.m.

SATURDAY
i'la.m.

SUNDAY
2p.m.

5pjn
7pf.m.

Glass Blowing
Note: Classes l>egin April 12.

Survival on a Polluted Planet

Kundalini Yoga
History of Fadsm

Survival on a Polluted Planet
Tarot

The Maker as Medium
American Goodtime Music

Parents and the College Generatioo
Cooscientious Objection

Integral Yoga Hatha
Macrame

Leatherwork
ESP UFO

Conscientious Objection
ShaktiYoga

Integral Yoga Lifestyles (begins Ap. 30)

Pantomine and Guerilla Theater

llie Call To Be Human -^r

Kwdalini Yoga
Theatre Workshop
Movement Awareness

Oasis No. One
Design in Photography and Film

Integral Yoga Hatha
Kundalini Yoga

Rock Music Industry

Agents of Change in'^elping Fields
'^ 20th Century Mysticism

Power of Breath
Pantomine and Guerilla llieatre

ShaktiYoga

Arch 1243

Courtyard. Women's Gym
Arch. 1243 B
Arch 1243

Arch. 1243 C
I>ickaoo523L

Arch. 2246
Moore 100

"^^ - Arch. 2202

Magic for Performance

An Introduction to the Philosophy
of Subjective Expression

Vegetarian Cooking
.

Psychology Project
call 3B4-5181

Upstairs
14301 MulhoUandDr
14301 MuIfaoUaod Dr

Arch. 2203
Arch. 2202

Arch. 1243

Arch. 134SC
Royce362

Newman Center. 840 Hilgard
Courtyird, Women's Gym

Royce 38-A
Royce362
Arch. 2202

Arch. B 100

Upstairs
Cowtyard, Women's Gym

SW121
Arch. 2203

Arch. 134SB
Arch. 1M3C
Royce 362

Arch. 1243

Arch. 1M3

Botanical Gardens.
Siddhartha Pool

14301 Mulholland Dr.

14301 MuJboUand Dr.

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR
Moo. S«t.: 9:00 A M thru 3:30 P.M. • Sundays: 10:30 A.M. thru 3:30 PM

t

FASCINATING!
THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN' IS THE
PUREST SCIENCE FICTION THRILLER
TO COMETO THE SCREEN IN YEARS!"

- Judith Crist, NBC-TV, New York Magazine

"SPELLBINDING SCIENCE FICTION DRAMA
...I FOUND IT ENGROSSING !"-ch,w»aompK I >«r,„.s

i

i

m\m PftOOl ICTION

Brew'n continues .

(Continued from Page 13)

The Judo Club will meet from 1-

3:30 p.m. today in Memorial Ac-
tivities Center B 146.

The Karate Club will meet from
5-7 p.m. today in Women's Gym
200.

The Kenpo Club will meet at

noon today in Memorial Activities
Center B 146.

^Bit 0' Scotland^

FISH&
CHIPS
SHMMF
CHICKEN
DINNERS

-,, ORDERS

^CA TO
* TAKE OUT

The Soccer Club will meet at 10

a.m. tomorrow on theSoccer Field.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will

meet from 2-10 p.m. Sunday in

Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet

at 10 a.m. Sunday, In Women's
Gym 200.

The Karate Club will meet at 10_

a.m. Sunday in Men's Gym 200.

The So<tcer Club will meet at 10

a.m. Sunday on the Soccer Field.

The Cricket Club will meet at 10

a.m. Sunday on the South Field.

LUNCHEON & DINNER SERVICE
Id Privat* Groups

Of:«n luM. TKrough Sun - 4 P.M. Till 9 P.M

Fridoy 11 30 A M. Till 9 30 P M.

aOSEO MONDAY
1938 WESTWOOD UVD. WLA.

Join a

URA
Club

f^- j^

%.^f^^

TM<

^1 ; •*. 4iniMi' »*; 'Ti.t^,. *i '^ wifi-b- .i^'v

I imillllMlllliMSOl!!
BORIS LEvtN NELSON GIODING MCHAELCR1CHT0N ROBERT WISE «lmell^

§•"-=:==•• NOTI.A'
mmmumoMTa

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE TECHNKX)10R- PANAV1SK)N- (MOLLYWOOd>

NO^V PLAYING
iT ^LT^ °*^ •* ^^^° * ^^ * ^30 • 8 00 & 10 30 PM . *
For GROUP SALES Information call Ed Pruas. Pr>on* 985 43? l. Ewt 1853

f

r 13 a \

iiiiin iii
All seats reserved: $6.60, 5.50, 4.50

Available at all Ticl^etron outlets, Wallich's Music City Stores,

ce (39

'

^oUttcetf bv ai^XHT ASSOCIATES * ^""'•"'^ co**"*-^

• •••«»«

Mardi Gras committees ..

.

(e«atlB««d trom Page 12)

Vice-chairman and senior Chris Rufer's job is to make sure everything

gets done.

The art committee, directed by sophomore Cathie Cleary, designs
posters and 'certificates of appreciation' which are given to helpful

people after the event. The art work force decorates the office and the

athletic field where the event will take place.

The business committee, directed by senior Judy Layton, takes care of

the budgets. UCLA allocated $41,000 for the Mardi Gras budget this year.

Last year the event netted approximately $23,000, according to Campbell.

The entertainment committee, headed by sophomore Sharon O'Connor,

brings entertainment to the event. This included puppet shows, singers

and jazz and dixieland bands in the past. This committee also runs the

••Pageant of the Masques," a parade expected to begin at 3 p.m. the

Saturday of Mardi Gras. TV characters from the '*Andy Williams Show"
and "Sesame Street," Disneyland characters, clowns, song girls, bands

and masques all appear in the parade.

Minutes '

Senior Leslie Paddock takes minutes at the major committee meetings

and senior Sally Stahl 'adds advice' gathered from years on the Mardi

Gras central staff.

The pubhc relations committee, directed by Paul Hammons, brings

people to the event. Last year the event was attended by approximately

40,000 people, making it the 'largest collegiate activity.'

Public relations means thousands of buttons and bumper stickers

throughout Southern California. Mardi Gras is advertised on ARA cups in

the campus food machines. Posters and fliers are distributed throughout

the city. The goal is to cover everything within a forty mile radius of

UCLA with information on the event. The event is usually covered by

magazines, newspapers, radio and television.

Booth Committee

The Ixwth committee, run by senior Rick Pittenger, contacts over 500

businesses and gets donations of food, construction materials, prizes, etc.

Over 100 student organizations including fraternities, sororities and

Friday, April 9. 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN IS
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dorm floors and thousands of students actually build the booths while

booth committee arranges all the details. Also involved in costruction of

the event are the Buildings and Grounds department, campus elec-

tricians, carpenters, painters, police, welders and others.

Mardi Gras' rides, the Matterhom, Roller Coaster, Turbo, Trabant,

Twister and Scrambler are shipped from all over the United States, the

week befo'*^ ^^'^ f»v<»nf nnH thpn itipt-iin nn thp flfhlptic field.

RENOIR FLICi^d — neuumi.- ...i-.i auu.^.f — .. present two Jean Renoir

films today and tomorrow in Social Welfare 147. "Grand Illusion" screens

at 7 and 1 1 p.m., v^ile "Rules of the Game" screens at 9 p.m.

Trivial Answers
Here are the answers to DB TV Trivia Test. Part Three, for those of you who are stiU playing the

game. Remember, don't give up yet. Part Four is yet to come! ; -

1.) Preston Foster.
2.) Gale Gordon. The Lucy Show. ^ „ ^^^
3.) Cynthia Pepper, HoneyweU and Todd, Bonus: Oh. Susannah. Zaru Pitts

.

4. ) Riveter in an alrtraft plant ; Peg. WUlis or Gillis? and Honeybee. Babs and Junior.

5 ) Dorothy Provine, pushing Feminlque on TV.
. . ^, , .. u;l««u^ Uraaat»A

6.) Tue«lay Weld. Majrmrd G. Krcbs, Herbert T. GiUis (his wife's
"JJJ^JfJJ^!!^'^"

about his Good Conduct Medal, Shiela James. Bonus: She and Kathy Nolan appeared in

"Broadikle." Double Bonus: "Bringing Up Father."
7.) Seven-Up.
8.) Jack Zarz.
9.) "Name That Tune."
10.) Monty Hall.
11.) Mark Wilson.
12.) Polka Dottie.
13.) John Vivian. Ross Martin.
14.) Mr Waverty
15.) Pinkie Lee.
16.) Soupy Sales—he changed it from Milton Hines.
17. ) Jack Weston. Peggy Cass, and The Marquis Chimps.
18.) Gilbert RoUnd. Leo CariUo, Bonus: Diablo.
19 ) "Wanted: Dead or Alive," bounty hunter. ^ , „
20 ) Richard Crenna. 'Our Miss Brooks ' and "SUttery's People.

21
) Nick Adams. Johnny Cash. ^, ^

22 ) Chuck Connors. Johnny Crawford. Bonus: Northfork
23 ) Craiy Guggenheim, Joe the Bartender. Mr. Dunahee.
24.) Dishonest John, Ragland T Tiger, Dudley Nightshade.
25 ) Fred Gwynne, Joe Ross. Toody and Muldoon.

THE TOPANGA CENTER
FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

invites you toon ECOLOGY CIRCUS

a celebration to ''Recycle Your Psyche"

Udturing: art/environmental structures; audio-visual slides and

filrDS; rap sessions with experts in politics, design conversa-

tion; music, entertainment, encounter groups; good listening

& doings.

April 1 7, 1 8, 24, 25 Noon to Dark

$4.50 GEN. ADM. $3 STUDENIb

2247 N. Topongo Canyon Blvd., Topanga/ 455-1342

)LOG, -kCUS ecology CIRCUS

The booth people make maps of the eveht-for the student builders and a

free four-page souvenir program with another map for the participants

and spectators.

Meetings

The booth committee meets with chairmen or representatives of each

individual booth once a month. The booth committee provides the booth

workers with a 50-page booklet of instructions and a 15-page continuity

schedule of what happens the week of the event.

The booth committee stations itself in a trailer, during the last week

and tries to maintain a semblance of order, utilizing walkie-talkies and

sound equipment.

The booth committee tried to get a hot-air balloon for this year, but it

was too expensive. A few years ago they hired a balloon for a publicity

stunt, but some how then Chancellor Murphy got caught in it when it

started to take off.

The judging committee, operated by sophomore Wendy Richie, asks

television and movie stars and faculty members to judge the event.

30 trophies are awarded to the campus groups who provide the best

entertainment, ahiusement or food at the event.

Fi'/m on Germany

to screen today

Travel adventure filmmaker

Kenneth Richter will present

''Germany: Key to Europe** ar
part of the Armchair Ad-

ventures series at 8:30 p.m.

tomorrow In Royce Hall

auditorium.
^

Ticket! are 1 1 .SO for itudenti

;

$2 and $2.50 for general ad-

mission, and will be available at

the door.

J

EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

BRIDGE LOOSE? STRUTS

CRACKED OR BUZZING?
STRINGS TOO HIGH?

WE REPAIR AU TYPES
OF STRINGED INSTRUMENTS

New Martins, Yomahos

MANN S GUITAR SHOP

1441 WESTWOOD 477-1238

/a BarieroJi
RESTAURANT

FIZZA
Open 7 Days

II AM to 2 AM
Bstwssn Bsrrington and BurxJy

11813WilshireBtvd. GR8 0123

ROAD
TRACK
DIRT

COMPETrriGN
CUSTOM BIKE FREAKS

DESERT

NEW
NEW
NEW

RIDERS
aro alt wokomod to

'•i

the OUTRIDER

motorsport accessories

„.. DEPARTMENT STORE
10545 W. Pico Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90064

879-3350 (L. A.) (213)474-6650

I
Croftt Streets:

East Of of Westwood Blvd.

West off of La Cienego Blvd

onPlcoBlvd

Opoi^ 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily (to 9 p.m. Thuri.)

and 10 a.m^ to 5 p.m. Saturday

The OUTRIDER Store is a unique new concept, catering to the motor-

cycle rider and enthusiast. Her^ now, for the firs* time any rider can fmd

he mets. goggles and gloves • Leathers and riding boots all s^Y'es. co ors and

sizeT) • Tires tubes and batteries (installed if you wish) • Windshields ug^

gage carrier's, handlebars and mirrors • Saddlebags, shocks special for

L'emblies • Tools, spray Pa-ts. custom seats gas ta^^^^^^

A v^r^rA \c^ finH items to choose from AND IN blU^^^. inu wmiiiino wr\

BACK ORDER NG PO 'Sa 0?F THE SHELF DEPARTMENT STORE STYLE AND

AfLOWLOW BUDGE? PRICES. RIDE YOUR MACHINE OVER AND CHECK IT

-"— """""*"""""""""""""
""""ouTRiDER BONUS COUPON "

>

H.A . SAFETY HELmET
FULLY APPROVED FIBERGLASS Oood until April l9tK

\mmm%^ * <

[Kjlij'; .-H*'*
'
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lA/hirh tpam has the inn<^t NCAA titles r . .

.

VWlllvll IvUlii IIMW ^ .,.._.,H.,h«l themselves as the Bruins- No. , doubles combinati,

By John Reich

DB Sp©rU Writer ^
vJTV^/w* NPAA titles for the blue and gold

Which UCLA team has won the most nlaa uut» jui u o

of W^twood'' If you guessed basketball, you would be close, but sUU
ot wesiwooa

.

u yw b« .,^ . . tiH*** fall two short of the nine NCAA

Sll" Jtrb^fh: UC^lS^^^^
years. be«.ni^

'^As mi^be expected the Bruins are the defending NCAA Utlists this

ye^r buftomoX uTey meet the one team that has won even mo«

ncIa t^Ues uLn they have. The USC Trojans have claimed eleven NCAA

uS^overThe^^rs Eluding four straight from 1965 through 1969

ATthS th^Tojans are ranked fifth nationaUy thU year and the

B^S^ Idefea/ed and No. 1. t-"«>->*;i-"^f̂ T^cSl^iS
another dual meet, especially for these members of the 1971 UCLA tennis

team; ...
Glenn B.ssett ( coach )-<«rrenUy in his fifth season as Bmn mentor

During that time he has mainUined the Bruin's ^epuUtion as one of t^

too srtiools in the nation. Since 1967, his teams have lost only six dua^

meet matches (all to USC) while winning sixty-two and tymg one^His

^s^ave^ver finished lower than third in the NCAA championships.

TZ) Frnis4d second on two occassions (1967 and 1969) ami won the

tiUe last year. UCLA alumnus (194M9-50). Bassett was the Bruins co-

capUin in their first NCAA champion t«un
f»^„««?'in in^ms

business education instructor at SanU Momca High School m l«0^Hi8

tennis teams at SMHS compiled a record of 142 dua^ meet wms ag«m«t

only two losses (1961-66) and captured the Southern Califorma CIF team

tiUe five seasons in a row. Bassett stiU ieaches at Samohi during the oH-

tennis season. His personal coaching record against USC stantd at fr<,

including a two-meet win streak from last year.
• * •

~
Haroon Rahim (junior ) - The number one pUyer on last year's team has

been absent from the team the last couple of weelts. He is currently m
Ceylon, playing in a Davis Cup regional match for his native Pakistan.

Considered to be one of the brightest young international stars m the

world today, Haroon possesses a big serve and a fluid aU-round game. He

has been a member of PakisUn's Davis Cup team since 1965, when he was

only fifteen Ust year, he was one of the UCLA spearheads and was in-

strumental in the Bruins' winning both the Pacific-« and NCAA cham-

pionships. In doubles, he teams with Jeff Borowiak, and together they

Glenn Bassett

Head Coach

liiiiiWORLD'S GREi^:£ST VA mtt^ au^«^««IIIIIIIL

i OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 10 to 6

WE BELIEVE THESE SUITS ARE

COMPARABLE TO SUITS SOLD

ELSE^^ERE from.^55 to '75lAIUI

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^1^^ ^^^^^ ^^C^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^1

•
'
«'•'.

'i , ^1
UNBELIEVABLE!!

have established themselves as the Bruins' No. 1 doubles combmation.

^i^tisTo? local cups includes five singles tourneys won last year. May or

may not be back in time for the match tomorrow.

Mt BorowUk (senior) - Defending NCAA singles champion. Jrff has

Jfay^n^e NO 2 singles posiUon for the last two y«»rs. bdiind Roy

BaXn 1989 and Rahim Ust year. This year >«« played mthe No. 1 slot

andhas not lost a match in dual meets. Included m those wms .s last

wi-s d^bbmg of Roscoe Tanner, Stanford's top player and one of the

Sei^mes in college temiis. Jeff is currenUy ranked sixteenth

^^^y He transferred to UCLA from SanU MomCa City College in

?^^er havinXsn National Junior Singles champion m 1967. Stan-

Hinc' S'S" Jeff oKsesses a strong serve, and a strong net game. His

backhand is ove^ering. whUe his overhead shots although somewhat

„„Iih!«inv are devastating Was instnimenUl m last year's Pacific-8

Te^pla^tS-^e in the winning of the NCAA championship

Plays doubli with Rahim, although has not seen much dual meet doubles

actionZs year. However, test week he teamed with Ron Cornell m the

third doubles against Stanford. ^ ^

Jim Connors (freshman) -Considered to be the star of *e future. Jim is

currenUv olayinR in the second singles slot, and is undefeated m dual

m^tsi« marches. Last week, he easUy handled Staitford s big name

freshman Alex Mayer, beating him in straight sets (M, ft-3. Jun was the

toTjunior player in the country last year, and is currenUy ranked four-

teenth His youth is not evident in his tennis game, as he has showti

himself to be the equal of some of the best playere m the country
,
Jim s

game is characterized by his eager aU-round pJay. an(^ a solid com-

bination of strokes. His serve has troubled him a httle tately, but the

remainder of his game has carried him through. In addiUon to being an

outstanding singles player, Jim has teamed with Jeff Austm this year to

become the Bn^' current No. 1 doubles tandem. The team has already

captured the Pacific Coast Indoor Doubles ChampionsWp. and was

-runner-up to teammates Rahim and Borowiak m the Pacific Coast

Doubles last month.
• •

Jeff Austin (sophomore) - Has played in the No. 3 singles posiUon this

year Jeff is undefeated in dual meet play this year, and has shown

himself to be one of the Bruiiis' major sters of the present as weU as the

(Continued on Page 17)

ICrew season begins witl|

Loyola, SDS tomorrow
The lOTl UCLA crew season officially begins at 4 p.m. tomorrow

when the Bruins host Loyola and San Diego State at Marina Del

Key. There will be plenty of racing as the varsity, lightweight

varsity, junior varsity, freshmen eight, and freshmen four shells

will all be in the water. ^ . ^u- r- * ««« o^
Head coach Jerry Johnson is looking forward to this first race so

that he will have some indication of his team's progress to date.

Last week, in the UCLA Qass day races, the sophomores out-

distanced the seniors. Meanwhile, in the Newport Regatta at

Newport Beach, Loyola finished a strong second while San Diego

State cami in last. ^
Loyola, although improved over last year, is not expected to give

the Bruin shell of (bow to coxswain) Rick Galliand, Jack Salyer,

Mark Bonesteele, Roger Murry, Jim LassweU, Bob Baldwin,

Dennis Phelan, Duncan Henderson, and Sandy Bettelman, much

:

trouble.

:
The lightweight varsity race with San Diego State is a rematch of

; last week's Newport Regatta when UCLA outdistanced the San

: Diego State shell by a full 22 seconds.
{ ® ^^ "^ .— > —John Wood
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t?I^ UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOU»
1^1^ Mon. Sat.: %^OQ AM thru 3:30 P.M. • Suod»v»: 10:30 A.M. thru 3 30 P.M.

ALL
SIZES
REG

SHORTS
AND LONGS
DOUBLE &
SINGLE

• 65% Polyester 35% Rayon
• Fully Lined - First Quality

NO SUIT OV€R $49.00

i
.jllirAll

J t

it^:

y TOP^QUALITY SPORT COATS

"%'

ALL WOOL
FULLY LINED $49

SIZES 34 TO 48 VALUE
ALL COLORS & PATTERNS

.. .j«p. -.'yferAl,;'

ONE OF THE BEST AMERICAN FILMS

YOU'RE GOING TO SEE IN 1971. A
bittersweet comedy!"

— Joseph Gelmis, Newsday

*TILLED WITH DELIGHTS
. . . Forman at his very best . . . hilarious

and yet humane!''
— Paul Zimmerman, Newsweek

'**•* (HIGHEST RATING!) Warmly
funny!" - Kathleen Carroll. NY. Daily News

*«RECivLESSLY FUNNY!"
— The New Yorker Magazine

H-

ESTABLISHED
SINCE 1936

1000's OF MENS SLACKS!
MARKED f'*SIZES

26 to 58
ASSOtTED STYLES

FAIRICS i COiOtS DOWN
^ -+ wjp

"^^^^ySi

FOK STYLE

••n Olympic & SanUi Monica Blydf
Weil lot Angelas

TAKING OFF
A KJtMAN C«OWN MAUSMAN l><C fWOCXKTlON

tH ASVOCIATOM WITH CIAOM MMI

-«McLYNN CARLINw»BUCK HENRY

AMO MtaooucM* IINNCA H€ACOCK a\ jf«mm(
w*ti|M tT MHOS K)«MAN. lOHN CUARE .

<ANCIA0« CA«t«»« ANO OMNKIIIN . 0*«Ct»t> •' M»OS K3«MAN

»«OOOCIO»<AlFafOWC>OWN *»VX«*M rmotXKfMCHAH HAUSMAN
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AS AN O^PICML AMCfMCAN KNTWY TO TM€ CANNB» F»_M FESTIVAL:

ALSO AT 128CX) PARAMOUNT HVD. - DOWNEY

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT W-C

NOW PLAYING I il".
CAU TMCATdE FOR SHOW TIMES

A ItlHIU IHIMU

104) tftOKTON AVf

WfSTWQOO VillAC£

?7?O501- 4774)059

(
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future. Was a top ranked junior player in 1969 when he won the Junior
Sportsman Trophy awarded by the Southern California Tennis
Association. Started last year in the lower singles positions, and
gradually moved up. His best-known moments occurred last year at the

Ojai Valley Open tournament, when he caputred the singles title by up-

setting present teammate Jim Connors 3-6, 8-6, 6-3. He then teamed with

former Bruin Doug Smith to capture the doubles title. This year, Jeff has
teamed with Connors in the doubles, and they have already conquered
National Indoor Doubles champions Roscoe Tanner and Alex Mayer of

Stanford. At present, Jeff is ranked 33rd nationaUy.
* • •

Elio Alvarez (senior) — One of two Argentine Davis Cup stars at UCLA.
Elio has had some trouble in the past in acclimatizing himself to the

courts at UCLA, although this year he seems to have put it all together.

Has played in the No. 4 singles position most of the year, and has proven
himself to be a steady member of the team. Possesses good speed and
hard ground strokes, and when on his game, is especially hard to beat.

Teaming with fellow countryman Modesto Vasquez, the two have shown
themselves to be a top-notch doubles combination. At present, they are

playing as the Bruins' second doubles combo, behind Austin-Connors. In

singles last year, Elio upset USC's nationally-ranked Tom Leonard, while

in doubles two years ago, Alvarez and Vasquez upset U.S. Davis Cuppers

Charles Pasarella and Clark Graebner.
• • •

Modesto (Tito) Vasquez (senior) —The second Argentine Davis Cupper.

Although Tito has been playing in the sixth singles position in the last few

weeks, he has shown himself to be one of the top players in the team.

Currently in his third varsity year, Tito played most of the last two years

in the third singles slot. An injury to his shoulder has slowed his serve

somewhat this year, and consequently his entire game. He has shown
marked improvement in the last few weeks. Tito has played doubles with

Alvarez for seven years, and their understanding on the court is easily

discernible. Tito was the top-ranked junior player in Argentina, and also

the sixth-rated singles player in 1966. Tito is an avid sports fan, and at one

time was going to play for the Bruin soccer team.

Jeff Borowiak and Haroon Rahim

Beat Troy

.^yJXi

<: *"»^'# »«n> y liiinii[^ ^^

m

Jimmy Connors Jeff Austin

Mike Kreiss (sophomore) — One of the major Bruin prospects for the

future. Mike was the top junior in Southern California in 1969, when he

entered UCLA. He immediately moved into the Bruins starting singles

lineup last year, and with his brother Bob took over the third doubles spot.

This year they have both been hampered with tonsilitis, and had to miss

last week's matches. Whtether they will be ready to resume competitive

tennis this week remains to be seen, although both were expected back at

training. Mike is currently ranked 27th in the nation^and ordirt^irily would

have a strong shot at one of the lower singles berths. The Kreiss brothers

last year were selected by Bassett to go the nationals AS^t^.BruiD&
second doubles team. .

Bob Kreiss (sophomore) — The second half of the Kreiss brothers is the

younger memk)er of the team. Bob entered UCLA at the age of Sixteen,

which not only made him one of the youngest freshmen at school, but also

left him eligible for two more years of Junior competition. His illness has

hampered him somewhat this year, as he has not been able to crack the

starting six singles positions. As a doubles team, however, the Kreiss

brothers are one of the best in the team. Bob was the national boys (16

yrs) Indoor singles title holder. Currently, Bob is ranked forty-first

nationally.
m m

Steve Cornell (senior) -^The older half of the Bruins' other brother

combination, and the third year varsity member, has had a hard time

cracking the top six singles berths. Steve played in the sixth singles berth

last week, and lost a tough three-set match to Stanford's Paul Sidone. As

a doubles team, the Cornell brothers have played in the Bruins' third

position.
• • •

Ron Cornell (junior) —The second half of the duo. Next year might be the

big one for Ron, as he has had to sit out while other players have occupied

the top six berths. As a freshman, Ron played behind Haroon Rahim, but

since then has found himself fighting hard to capture a starting berth.

Has had some doubles playing time this year, including teaming with

Borowiak last week against Stanford.

Sfars Salute to Israel

GALA EXTRAVAGANZA
SUNDAY, APRIL 18th, 8:00 P.M.

VALLEY MUSIC THEATRE

20600 VENTURA BLVD.

WOODLAND HILLS, CAUFORNIA

R.B. Greaves
(Take a Letter, Mono)

* *'CHA*fO DAWSON • KEELEY SMITH

• DAVID CANARY uiS©*^^^^^^

* «^'^\&^^°''^'*^
*

'*^'"'"'"'

* ^ • HENRY SILVA * '^^^NGELS

^^^^OlM^ * JOE WIUIAMS

^^«^N OUVBR '
^ ^oREY AMSTERDAM

and many more suprise stars to welcome you

Donations:

roserved seofs $15 - $10
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direeted by George Wmmm'

Katharine Hepburn m

STAGE DOOR
cast: Katharine Hepburn Ginger Rogers

Adolph Menjou Lucille Ball

Kce Arden

directed by Gregory La Cava

:^'?^m

general admission $5.50

Jkk^H availabU ort th« Shid«nf Ticfc«» Offko

\/oll*y Music Theorfr* 883-9900

The films of

a distinguished

American actress

AprU 14, 7:00 PM
Social Welfare 147

$1.00 at the door

also . . . April 21, April 28 and May 5 — watch Bruin for titles

sponsored by the ASLCLA FILM COMMISSION
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
ADVERTISING OFFICES

Ktrckhoff HalMU
Phont: t2$ 2JJ1

Cl«ssilt«d •dvtrllilnfl fatt*

IS ¥Kordi »i .50 day. $ cons»<utlvt

instrtions tS.OO

Payable in advanct

DEADLINE 10:M a.m.

No talaplwna ordars . _

THE Daily Bruin givas full support to tha

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination «nd thtrefort classified

advertising service <will not be made
available to anyone w^tio, in affording

lioufttng to students or offering iobs.

•discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

tt»e University nor the ASUCLA A Dally

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

Annovncements,

y/Help Wanted 3 ^ for SoU. W

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S45 per month while helping others.

Come in to lOOl Gayley, Suite 2>0

or

Call 478 0051 too AM 7 00 PM daily

V lost and Fovnd..\ 4

LOST— Kodak X35 camera Will girl with

blue Mustang who gave me ride after Crew

raceSat Chuck, 824 U74. (4Af)

STUDENTS For New Age Unification

presents New Life Workshop '71. Weekend
experience, April U 18.478**27. (A A 15)

WORKSHOP applied metaphysics.
Realited goals, deeper awareness, fuller

lit . 8 Tuesday evening sessions. Start April

20. Call 474 5202 after six. (A A 15)

STUDENTS with ability to write/research

material !or audio programming of subjects

such as Tour and Travel, industrial products

and personnel training, educational

material. EarnSSSon own time, assignmen

basis. Send resume to intra* Ltd. 1549 N

Vine St., Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Att. M
Pnth. <^^^'

EXPERIMENTAL College, glass blowing

class Open to all maiors. Sign ups and in-

formation 12,00 Friday and 12 00 Saturday.

Architecture Building basement or caH 394-

5181. (AA»)

REWARD. Lost black and white shaggy dog.

Venice area. 825 282*, 821 71*8, 98* 5199. (4 A

15)

JMiscellaneous 5

FREE to good home - lovable dog,

collie/poodle, 8 mo. old. 553 3520. (5 A 15)

"MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD"
COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN-

STRUCTION NEW OCCULT
PUBLICATION. SEND S2 cash TO:
SOLUTIONS, dox 1)97, VENICE 90291. (5 A

ASTROLOGY Your astrological birth chart

and interpretation - Call Meagan, 823'*0)S. (S

A 1*)

'DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students $1.25. Call The Group Center for

free brochures, 45* 3030 (5QTR)

GURDJIEFF Ouspensky discussion group.

Mon. 7 :30 p.m. Humanitites 2214. (A A 14)

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS! We art

buying b/w mood , story pictures.

$25/PHOTO. VISUAL CREATIONS. 88*

3134, 3^-0*21. <A A 14)

ALPHA Phi Omega, Community /Campus
Service. Membership applications, AU A-

Level Lounge, 10 2. (AA9)

y For Renf,

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient td everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 296 2298,

wknds, 292 5175. (7QTR)

ATTENTION GIRLS! ^ Rldes Wonfod. ?

Having trouble meeting ttie right man? Join

THE YOUTH ASSOCIATION. Membership
free. Limited exclusively to girls under M.
Send for details an application. The Youth
Association, P.O. Box 8*8, San F^ernando,

IMl. (AA9)

FREE DO IT THYSELF COSTUME
BROCHURE FORv 9TH RENAISSANCE
PLEASURE FAIRE, Paramount Ranch,
Agoura, April 24 25, May 12, 8-9, 15-1*.

Write: Faire, Box 4*070, LA. 9004*. Also Lg.
Faire Posters^t" $1 . ( A A 13)

RIDE needed daily from HawtfMM-ne to Van
Nuys. Leave by 9, return 3. *75 1885. (9 A 15)

2 CHICKS need ridi^ tp NY. Leave April 14th

on. Split expefts^s. Call Katherine, 474-

75*9. (9^15)

FROM Glassel Park, (Pasadena Fwy./San
Fernando Rd ) UCLA 10 AM. Will pay.
Campus P.O. 249. (fA9)

>/ For Sale. 10

Social Events

CREATIVE Passover Service (includes
dinner). Dance follovving. 4/10/71, 5:30 p.m.
Youth House (10*5 So. La Cienega). Casual
dress. Ages 18-29. $1.75. Phil, 820 2084. (S A9)

^Personal

'71 ZENITH portable TV. black/whita, 21 in.

Warrantee, $75. Eves, *70-0913. (10 A IS)

DESK. Solid walnut, open grain wood. Legal
size file drawers, * ft. top, Pewter-Steel
handware. $l50/best offer. 472-2894. ( 10 A 9)

PORSCHE engine 1*00 Super Scat tuned
Headers. $500/best offer '*9 VW engine,
Ampi tuned Headers, new rings. $4S0/best

offer. 933-3917. (10 A 12)

FUN means rising high in the air, so Susan
and Ivan stood on a chair! (1A9)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.
Call THE GROUP CENTER for free
brochures. 45*-3030. ( l QTR

)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the
American Vigilantes and help save our
country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 221
Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 0211*.
S4.95. A 20)

^Enferiainment,

BELL/Howell 1*mm filmo turret tele,

norm., wide; excellent cond. $150 /offer.

Morty34-10»*eyes. ^OA 15)

40 GALLON Aquarium, almost new;
complete with top. Call daily from 3-* p.m.,
934-0942, $30. (10 A 13)

TROMBONE, King 3B with silver bell. XInt.

cond. List $410, sell $280. 825-5795

daytime. (10 A 12)

TIMOTHY Leary has written a manuscript
in Algers, Algeria. Photostatic copies are
available for $4 from E.T. Dawson, Box 7305

Long Beach, Calif. 90M7. (10 A 14)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. CaH 2H-CA l-*g4y. (2QTR)
CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,
tOZOj (2 QTR)

}/Help Wanted. 3

GIRL Friday for writorphotographer.
Attractive, intefligent, resourceful. Errands,,
trivia, one day a week. Car necessary. Sis.
472 2894. (J A 12)

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED ifif sales oif

nationally advertised products. Work own
hours. Commission and bonus.Mgmt. pos.
avail, also. Call 399 72*3. eve*. $-7. (3 A 14)

FRY cook and attractive fern, cashiers, part
time sv.inging eatery. Chunky's, 918
Broxton, 473 *0*2. (3 A 9)

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment. S2, 1 hour and
1$ min , two sessions, one 30 min , anytime 9-

10:30 a.m., 1:30 3 PM, beginning Tues, af-
ternoon, 4/*. See secretary 44* IB Frani Hall.
Session II, 45 min. scheduled at your con
venience. No psychology majors. (3 A 12)

GYMNASTICS Specialist 31 ^rs. Exp.
teaching trampoline, tumbling, motor
coordination skills. Summer Day Camp. 472-

7474. (3A1^i
ii»

SALESMAN/wfoman Radio Advertising.
High Commissions. Will train. Call Mr.
Arthur 8to 5 397*911. (3 A 14)

GIRLS don't be a burden to your parents or
boyfriend. Work part-time. Services
Unlimited, 47S-9531. (3 A 9)

BOLEP H8 camera with motor, lOom lense,

extras. Hinhof tripod-heavy duty, extras.

Argus 8 mm movie editing outfii. Bolep 8

mm projector model 18-5. Sun, Thur., 377-

S709. (10A14)

CANNON, Canonet OL19 F-1.9, almost new,
$95. Minolta SR-1, F-2.e, S70. Two year old.

Sony cassette tape recorder, Model TC-iOlO,

pocket-sized, with 4 cassette tapes, brand
new, $75. Leaving country, need money for

air ticket. Above items must be sold 'right

now'.82*2**3aHer7PM. (10 A 13)

MAMIYA Sekor 500 DTL, 35 mm SLR, mint
condition, $90. 82*7123, afternoons and late
eves. (10 A 13)

NEW Stereo recorder Akai (M-lO and Ken-
wood receiver iT*0 for $*7S. Call after S:00.
393 3427. _^ (18 A 13)

ROYAL office electric typewriter, dw
ribbons. Exc. cond., new, S400, sell, $100. 477-
4W9. (10 A 13)

IBM Typewriter, exc. cond., $135 477-
<3** (10 A 13)

40 GALLON Aquarium, Almost new ;

Complete with top Call daily from 3* p m
934-8942. (,o A 13)

HI Fi Component Parts, modern sectional
couches. Freezer, Bar B-Q, Coffee table,
safe, Mixmaster. Blender, Upholstered
chairs. EX 8*593.

rO^R own Zodiac or Peace symbol watch.
Swiss made, 2 yr guarantee. $14.94. 45* * 194
*^" (10 A 9)

TROMBONE, king 313 with silver bell
txceltent condition. List $410, sell $2M 825
5795 daytime (10 A 12)

LIKE animals? Work in a cat house $l.S0/hr.
(or payment per ammal). Services
Unlimited, 475 9521. (3 A 9)

AMPEX Stereo tape deck model 1150/auto
reverse, plays continuously. Microphone,
head ptH>nes $300 new, now $110 277*415. ( 10
A 12)

PART time salts girl lor retail fabric store.
Sameexp required WLA, 478-0054 (3 A 9)

^E'^P^:/* Y EMPLOYMENT
A«

• TYPES OF WORK

Tuny GIRLS, INC.

141* Westwoed Blvd.

474-43 IS

PENTAX spotmatic with SOmm lens $1*0.
135mm lens$75, 300 mm lens $75. **0 15*0. (10
A 12)

TROPICAL Fish, aquariums and supplies
Reasonable prices 5. It, 20 arKt 40 gal. tanks
47554t9. (igA12)

••V.
* 4 » ^ < 9'^

(10 A 9)

STEREO complete systom, AM/FM stereo
2 detached spe«kers, turntable, albums
excellent sound, $3tt 1 1/2 yrs ago. now $•$
7** 30*4 after 4 (10A9>

GUILD Mark IV Classical $190 Goya T 18

$140 Both in excellent condition 820 4338. ( 10

A 9) .

BUY brand name appliances TV's, radios,

cameras and stereo co'"PO"*"!*
tl

wholesale prices Call 788 UIO (10 A9)

MACRAME and weaving supplies, lessons,

beads, leather handweavmg depot 10893

West Picc_Near Westwood_ 4 74 5114 (JO A^

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern now for

summer delivery and save
25X to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. Calif.

Mon. Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3-tS2*

y Services Offered 1 1

CATERING for Weddings ft Cocktail Par-

ties 294 5878 (11 A 15)

TAX Returns. $3 up Personal service-

student employee with 5 yrs. professional

experience Rick, 473 8504, (H A 14)

NURSERY
SCHOOL

SUMMERHILL is a small school on a quiet

street near National & Sepulveda. For in-

formation ohone 474 0480. (11 A 15)

\

IS BEGINNING THE HARDEST PART?

Get experienced help with your literature

search, abstracting, indexing problems We

also supply document facsimiles, state-of-

the art surveys, MS advice. Call

DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES 477-

6044. -^" *^
'

GUITAR Lessons. Folk, blues, & country.

Flatpicking & lingerpicking. Also im-

provising. Call John, 399-1775. Peace. ( 1
1
A

13)

PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELLING
SERVICES California State licensed - HIP.

COMPETENT SHRINK - l»»d«vidual/group,

Ron DeJure. Office, 454 8528, Service, 4*4

5.1*1. (11 A 13)

SAILING lessons basic classes now starting-

20 hours for $35. Bob Gramcko, 479-90*4.

Leave message. (11 A 12)

CUSTOM cassette recording top LP's. Call

Monty or Morris. 479-9141. (H A12 )

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees Robert Rhee, 839 7270, 870-

9793. (11 QTR)

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Ac-

cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself &
qualified dependents will close

soon. Broad coverage offering,

tiospital, accidental deatli,

surgical, ambulance, & out

patient t>enefits on a world wide
basis in 1 convenient policy.

Information or application

forms may be picked up at ttie

Ticket Office, Room 140 Ker-

ckhoff Hall.

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied . 474 3350 1 *
PM. Daily.

..J^liLiii

NEEDHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
-Landlord-Tenant Disputes
-Locating available apts.
Rental Share
We are Here to Help You

!

UCLA Housing Office Services. KH174
X5449*

AUTO Insurance cancelled declined too
high Low monthly payments - Student
Discounts Ask for Bob, 39*2225. ( 11 A 27)

LEARN to drive stickshiH on 4 speed
Sportscar or Automatic. Astro Driving
School Cail 559 1515. (11 A

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free defivery, free i^r-^yZ*. 24
hr. phone, 274-9119. (11 QTR)

TAX Returns, $3 up F'crsonal service by
student employee with : yr: professional
experience. (11 A 14)

-—-

—
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ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free
Consultation LuCia RE. 10921 Wilshire
(corner Westwood-.«l.) 477-2193 Mon., Wc«.,
Fri.Sat. (11 A 13)

SPEED Reading students entering
graduate/professional sctiools. Academic
Guidance Services. 830 S. Robertson Blvd.
*57 4390. (11 QTR)

ONCAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
12'. Kerckhoft Hall. Ext 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES 23S3 WESTWOOD
BLVO, 475 3570 (11 QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
studenn and employees Call Allan Sobel,
S71-5815, eves.. 783 3509. (llQTRl
MODERN Da«(-e classes Marie Mar

7000 /US- 3*3')^ (11 A20)

FREE Crocltet Lessons witti any minimum
purchase Saturday 10 12. Thrifty Yarn
..• rt, 1732 Westwood Blvd 474 9709 (11
QIR)

V Travel 13 V travel.

CHARTER LA Pans, one way. August 27,

sue Contact the Education Abroad

Program, UC Santa Barbara. 941 2394. (13 A

9)

ONE way let LA Europe from 5200 One way
ship NYC Europe from 5)40 One way let

NYC Europe from $138 Phone 4*1 4171, (13 A
91

AIS FLIGHTS
Jet NY Europe best prices

immed issue int ID Card &
ticketing SOFA Europe/Asia

Africa charters
Eurailpasses. Tours
Suite 105. Oept UC
9056 Santa Monica
LA 900*9, 274 8742

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO' Europe 8 weeks, 8 countries,

S1095 Europe 4 weeks 6 countries. S715.

Israel Europe n weeks. $1195 Japan 6

weeks.SlOll EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING 4248 Overland Ave .
Culver

City, (213) 839 5247 (13QTR)

TTVTT STUDENT TRAVEL*UrNX CHARTER FLIGHTS
1007 broxton, "wcatwood

LOS ANGELES.aONDCN/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

1 , June IS Aug 15 9 S273
June 19 Aug IS 8 S27S
June 24 Aug 22 9 S275
June 24 Sep 5 11 r275

5* June 27 Sep 13 12 S275

6

• LA/ Lor^dgn/Amsterdam
July 1 -^^ep 3 9 S275

7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14— LA/London S148 .

2C July- 2 6--LA/London SI 39

3E Aug 19--LA/Madrid/'Fran)i 51.35

4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14--Amsterdam/LA $139
lyt Aug « --London/LA $i 39

3W Sep 16--London/LA $148

ONE-WAY
'

LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 . $79
Available only to Universi'ty of
California students, faculty,
employees, extension and Alumni
Members olus immediate families.

T nVTr STUDENT TRAVEL •

UXNX CHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07 lxx)acton,w««twood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

-IN WESmOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

EUROPE Israel One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISC A, \\M7 San Vicente Blvd., 14. LA, 90049.
826S4a9 (13 QTR)

EUROPE Discount fligttts. Also Israel,
Africa, India. *0% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact
EASC, 313 N . Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210 274-A293. (I39TR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS lf71

An official Charter Flight
Operation AuthoriiedC Approved
by the University ot California

on ALLCamouses

LA.LONDO»VLONDON.LA
FM. Dep. Ret. V^s. Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 $275
4 6/23 8/28 $275
6 6/24 8/22 $275
7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 $275
10 •• 7/11 8/9 $275
11 7/14 8/31 $275
12 •• 8/8 9/8 $275
14 9/4 9/27 3 S275
11 7/M %m 4 Sirs

ONE-i^my LA - LONDON
FH Dep
5*- 6/24 $150

ONE-WiKkY LONDON-LA
FH R«l. Price

15 9/9 $150

»4S3

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LA-LIBERIA/LIBERIA-LA

Dt9. «•
July 1) Seot.9 •

• 'WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members of ttte

University of California (stutfentt, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immed. family
living in ttte same tteusettoM)

chai-tor tlKK«tt

13

UC o Kerchkhoff Hall 20S O
Between • a m A S p m.

•25 1221

EUROPE. S7252B5, also Israel, Japan,
Summer & Fail flights. E S E P , 1217 Bev.
Blvd LA, 9004i «St 3311 ESEP UCLA
members (13 QTR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S3S Youth Pass IS days unlimited rail

travel (^aq'" "^ »>ru 22) Also:
' $/. ys

R5 " asTV —
S70. 1 month.

Thrift ceupons tor no time limit S40 Gives
you 10M miles and SM 1MM miles of rail
travel Contact your travel agent or call

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
June IS Sept. 15 S249
June 28/ sept 7 .S}«9

June 2S/ Aug 2* S2«9'

Aug 26/Sept 2« S269

Sept 2 one way to AMS SI3«

Immediate ticketing for discount flight:
London to Tel Aviv S77, to Athens S52, to
Bombay S1S0, to Nairobi SISO LaVqe
discounts on cars and many other (lights

Contact Pro( P Bentler UCLA 277 5200 co
Sierra Travel, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd Bev
^'"'' ^ ^ „ ^ ,1

(13 A IS)

GET IT TOGETHER! SEE EUROPE'
Greek Islands. Spam. Paris, London, Am
sterdam. 4S day inclusive tour
CALIFORNIA STUDENT TOURS, INC
PAN AM, 823 4444 ( 13 a IJ)

CARSin EUROPE
RENTorBUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 69504
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

PAN Am Tahiti S499 (includes air (are

week's accomodations) Info on other Pan
Am South Pacific, Europe, Africa, Oneni
trips Tom 823 1963 (13 A9)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE Many departures (including one

ways) from S248'

TOKYO 6 week summer (light $363*

•Includes US departure taxes

Call Flight Chairman: (213) 839 24Q1

4248 Overland Ave , Dept A , Culver City

OVERLAND E
S490. London
Overland 1414 E
60637.

xpedition India,

charter S190
. 59th St. Chicago

Mid "'June

Encounter
III

_ mA9)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing Intra Europe (its

Student Rail pass 2 months $125 00

Student grants on car purchase

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA *GENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 vT&ntura Blvd Suite C

S Sherman Oaks, Calif 91403
' 872 2283 or 784 1677

^# I V VWf IflU** ••••••• ••••••••• •• ee • • I T

TUTORING all subjects, experienced staff

For EOP students. No charge. X52127 2240

Campbell Hall. <'<^^^>

UNEMPLOYED Professor will tutor your
son/daughter exchange room/board. Call

Sid, 938-8839/ 733-7459. (14 A 14)

GRADUATE record exam Also statistics

tutoring. Professional statistician, UCLA
grad, long experience. 623-43S5. ( 14 A 13)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.

LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S Robertson, 657

4390 (14 QTR)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex
penenced Umv Prof Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial)

473 2492 (MQIR)

GRE, .LSAT preparation Individual m
struction. Academic Guidance Services, 820

S. Robertson. 657 4390. ( QTR

)

y Typing 15

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates Call

GR28421. (15A15)

EXPERT TYPIST & STENO MY HOME
NEAR CAMPUS FINEST EQUIPMENT
AND SKILLS. 838 8425 ('SA9)

TYPING editing. Term papers, resumes,

letters, theses. IBM Selectnc. Eng. grads.

N»ncy,472 4U3 Kay, M* 7472. (ISA 14)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service 761-5580. ( 15 OTR)

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscripts

Exp. Whends, daily 5 9, 828-11 62. (15QTR)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING^
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479

8)44, 477-4U3. 115QTR|

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, near

campus Call Esther 826 7691 (15QTR),

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electric.

Expert typing, last. Pick up/deliver, law

school. Alice, 397 3306. (15 QTR)

V Wanfed. :.... >6

GIRL'S used bicycle, 26", preferably 3

speed Will pay up to S2S. Call Cherie, 395

4207 (UA9)

APARTMENT IN PARIS
To lease or exchange for house or apartment
UCLA Brentwood Santa Monica »rea
Picture Windows ori C '»el tower, top floor,

roof terrace One two years. Haeseler Hotel

Roosevelt, Hollywood, 469 2442. Leave
message ( 1 6 A 1 2i-

PSYCHIATRY resident desires rent fur

n/unfurn small house Fireplace, kitcnen,

country like atmosphere 1 or 2 yrs. S150-.

200. starting April May. Dr. Upton, 826 1063

after 7 PM or weekends. ('*^^>

SMALL student family needs reasonable

rent apt /f>ouse near campus Experienced

apartment managers. Riiio 385 5898

n.qh'n (16 A 9)

^ Apfs. - Furnished. 17

S72 50 SHARES large 5 room apt •''**'

^

fellows Pool, sundecks, tara«e. ^'
^'^f.

fair. 479 5404.
(17Ai»

Rf ilis.h R .ail AJk SI '«
1 o"r«» V

FOR Lease, S85 mo 1 room furnis»»*d aptj

Bel Air Utilities paid 474 2178. •'•^*!'^*,?^
After 5 00 (17 A l><

IVetters host USC ...
(Continued from Page 20)

Sensational Bniin freshman Jim Connors, rated the 14th singles player

in the U.S., will probably be matched against USC's Tom Leonard, No. 16

nationally. Both players have been playing weU lately, and both handed

Stanford's Alex Mayer straight set losses last week.

If either Rahim or Bohmstedt play tomorrow, the matchups will likely

be changed. However, if they do not play, the No. 3 singles should match

Bruin Jeff Austin against Troy's Mike Machette.

Junior champion from India

The fourth singles should be between UCLA's Elio Alvarez and USC's

Seshi Menon, the junior champion from India. The remaining two Bruin

singles positions are undecided, depending on the recovery of the Kreiss

brothers, who have had tonsilitis for the last two weeks. In addition, J'ito

Vasquez, who has played either in the fifth or sixth singles positions,

should play in one of the two tomorrow afternoon. Steve Cornell, who
played sixth singles against Stanford, is another possible starter.

For USC, the fifth and sixth singles will probably be Fernando Gentil

and John Andrews. Other possibUities are George Taylor, ranked 52nd in

the country, who has played mostly doubles this year due to his studies,

and Jim Hobson, whose eligibility will run out on the 21st of this month.

Hobson normally plays doubles.

In the main doubles, Connors and Austin have successfully represented

the Bruins during the past few weeks, including a big 6-4, 6-4 conquest of

Tanner-Mayer last week. For USC, Lara and Hobson have been playing

the main doubles. In the second doubles, the Argentine team of Alvarez-

Vasquez has represented the Bruins, while the Kreiss brothers or the

Cornell brothers have played in the third. Another possible doubles team

is Borowiak and Rahim.

Leonard-Menon and Machette-Taylor have played in the remaining

doubles for the Trojans.

Track ...
(Continued from Page 20)
The Bruins* two top half-milers.

Bob Langston (1:49.2) and Paul
Williams (1:49.3) both missed a
few meets t)ecause of illness but

ran respectable against Ten-
nessee. "Bob and Paul were on to

two months behind schedule,"

Bush claims, "but they'll be
around when it counts, I think."

Ruben Chappins and Joe Balasco
have shaped up to be the only two

outstanding distance men and
accordingly the Bruin mentor
plans to separate them from now
on. "Ruben has to get ready for the

three mile in the conference so

he^ll start doing th^ two-mile and

Joe the . mile," reports Bush.

Chappins (4:05.5) ^d Balasco

(4:07.0) had each w5h the mile

twice this year in dual meets and
Ruben has taken the two-mile in

his only attempt (8:56.4).

"Everyone they meet tomorrow
has better times," Bush points out,

"so this will be their big test."

Balasco faces the Indians' Don
Kardong (4:03.9) and Duncan
MacDonald (3:59.6) in the mile

while Chappins battles Kardong
(8:45.2) and ArvidKretz (8:49.4) in

the twomile.

fhe meet tomorrow is free for all

UCLA students with IDs.

Friday, Aprll9, )971 UCLAOAILY BRUIN If

Girls in full swing: b-ball,

gymnastics, swimming
At the Western Regwnals gymnastic tournament at the University d

Nevada at Reno over the quarter break, the UCLA women's gynmastic

team placed third behind host Reno and San Diego SUte, out of a field ci

nineteen.

With their third place finish, the Dolls' quartet of Virginia Lee. Becky

Hill, Jill Silvers, and Marian Barnett qualified for the nationals today and

tomorrow at Penn State, but budget restrictions permitted sending only

one girl back east. Virginia Lee, who qualified individually for the

nationals in each event, was chosen to represent the UCLA team.

"Although Virginia is an all-around performer," Doll coach Joanna

DeVarona said, "she Will concentrate on the bars, vaulting, and free

exercise in the nationals."

The Dolls' swim team, coached by Mrs. Ronni Wilson, begins its dual

meet season at 10 a.m. tomorrow against UC Santa Barbara in the

Women's Gym pool.

e •

The Dolls' basketball team continued its undefeated ways defeating Cal

State LA Wednesday here, 63-23. Barbara Bemlohr contributed 19 points

for the Dolls, who upped their season record to 14-0. From here on in,

though, the going will be tougher as UCLA will participate next week in

the ECCSCC tournament hosted by Cal State Fullerton, the No. 1-ranked

team in Southern California.

The "B "s lost to CSLA Wednesday night, 39-26.

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
^ Apts. - Furnished 17 ^ Apts. - Furnished-*...rrl7

LARGE, ^LEAN, ATTRACTIVE,
RELATIVELY NEW SINGLES. ACCOM.
AIR CONDITIONED, BLOCK UCLA,
POOL, SUNDECKS, GARAGE. 625-641

LANDFAIR. 479-5404. (17 A 15)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Forn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrmi. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg , maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

/ Room and Board JAutos for Sale 29 V^*^'^^ 'or Sale.,. ......^9
" _- J :

' '

>-
. : J

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479-8144 (17QTR)

FURN. $150 7 bdrm. garage apt. Y*rd,
Palms area, pets OK. Also $75 bachelor. 474-

0749, (17 A 14)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. turn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.
Rents $175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool -Subterranean garage- Elevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk to beach - Near Freeway.
2002 Fourth St., SM 3?2-5573
2045 Fourth St., SM 392-5556
2311 Fourth St., SM 392-5686

FURNISHED - one bedroom, S155, at-

tractive, convenient WLA location.
Responsible adults, no pets. Available April
15. EX 5-0360. (17 A 13)

MARRIED couple want to sublet apartment
or ? for summer. 479-5291, after 5. ( 17 A 13)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

ONE bedroom apt., scenic patio, lease. Off
Beverly Glen, very quiet. Call 474-3639 or 825-
1667 (17A9)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
FamriiesOK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA a. Westwood

GR7-2144

=REE Room - foreign student only •

separate guest house in bachelor's Encino
home. Swimming pool, trees, quiet for

serious study. No responsibilities Must like

large dogs Phone 789-1313 -273-6109. ( A 9)

^Apts. - Unfurnished...... 18

SPACIOUS 1 bdrm. near UCLA. Carpets,
drapes, stove, refrig., avail. Apr. 15. 474-6897

aft. 5. (18A12)

>/ Apts. to Share 19

ISRAELI student to share one bedroom apt.,

$70 each, near campus. Call Zeev, 474-

1495. (19 A 15)

Exchanged for Help... 25

LIVE in housekeeper, near UCLA. Lots of
free time plus small salary. Girls only. 474-

^ Room for Rent 26

FEMALE Clean, comfortable room, private
bath. Close to campus, 2 blocks to bus. $45.

826-0180. (26 A IS)

T BIRD '65 Landau, A/C, vinyl /oof, alj

power, clean S990 or best 390 1957 eves (29
A 14)..

'64 VW, 1500 S, square back wagon, good
condition, must sell $575 379 7461. (29 A 9)

63 MGB: Verr-goo« condition, '65 motor
/Iriinimission. hard top chrome wire
wheels, new upholstery *IO0 /best otter 931

95*0 eves (39 A 9)

'63 VALIANT stiitton iwagon New tran
smission EKCPltcnt condition $395 Call
days. 825 4284. (79 A 9)

LARGE part. turn, on beach,

campus. Own room $90. Share
10^2-3655. .: __ .

15 min.
$68. Bob
(19A1S)

MALE: Share large 2 bdrm. apt. $55/mo. &
util. Near campus. After 3, 478-9563. ( 19 A 14)

MALE Grad: Share w/1 turn. 2 bdrm. apt.

Mile from campus. $92.50 & 1/2 util. 478-6710

eve. (19 A14)

SHARE large 2 bedrooms /bathrooms $75 or

$108. 2 1/2 miles from campus Utilities in

eluded. 477 1316. (19A9)

MALE. Grad student preferred. Share 2

bedrm apt near campus. $62.50/mo. Call

479-6965, eves. (19 A 13)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm., 2 bath,. $67. 2 blocks

from campus, prefer foreign student^
,-:• /I ;k«...>«n AlA.AflAI (19A.I3)

FURNISHED large room, private bath,

share with man, across from law school. $55.

474.0598 parking. (26A9)

MALE grad or professor, king size bdrm.,
bath, kitchen privileges. Opposite campus.
$75. Eves 473,3274. (26 A 14)

$60 ROOM, Sunset Strip Hillside. Car
necessary, male Big closet, WW. carpets.

References. 876 5476. (26 A 13)

MEN Students Room $70 /mo. 626 Land-
fair. Call 479 9064. Ask for Bob or SttVt. (26 A
16)

^Room to Share 27

PRETTY girl to board for free with guy.

Please call Jeff Lawrence at 475 5831, ex.

325. (27A.13)

^Autos for Sale 29

'67 AUSTIN Healey Sprite. Runs good,

rebuilt engine. Must sell. 829 1416. $600. (29 A

15)

'67 TRIUMPH Spitfire 28,000 miles Original
owner Radio, heater $975 /best offer 839
8434 (29 A 9)

'59 FORD 4-dr sedan. Runs well. New
trans , starter, battery $300 or offer Die*
479-9131. (29A9)

'66 VW, good mech. condition. Best offer

274 7811,478 8790 (29 A9)

ANY make/model new car (foreign ft

domestic) at near dealer's cost Collegiate

Concepts 788 1610. (29 A 9)

'67 BLUE VW Sfdan Good condition S500
Contact Oave 826 9^67 ( 29 A 9)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

tOOOMile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Oe'iMfi'Pmit

A-1
'64 JAG XKE conv., ylw/blk, chr. wires,

49,000 mi., immac, $2,300. Call 477 1423,

nights. (29 A 9)

68 CHEV. 1/2 ton panel, 4-speed, 6 cylinder,

R/H, Air Extras O size tires Good cond
$1295. Campus Cleaners, 10936 Weyburn (29

A 13)

A I AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuyi Blvd

across from G M Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

67 MUSTANG, 6 cylinerrs, 3 speeds. Excel,

engine New tires, brakes, battery. Must
sell. 474 1649. (29 A 13)

68 FIAT 850 Spider, Red Convertible Best

offer, good cond AM. Days: 474 6396, eves:

395 6870 (29 A 13)

66 VW Bug, Good cond. $500. Call 838-0146

alter 7 pm weekdays. ( 129 A 13)

70 TRANS AM AAR Cuda 340 6 PAK Tach
Headers 4 10 Positraction Torque Flight 980
5552 eves ( j» a 13)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale 30

'70 HONDA CL 4S0, 5,000 miles. Perfect
cond, $725 /offer 476 5796 till 6. 889 0518
after 6. (30 A 14)

•

'61 HONDA Scrambler Very good condition
5000 mi , best offer With helmet Call 396

6815after6 (30AI5)

Gil/LiberatO, 474-4063

FEMALE roommate share apt^ im-

mediately. Security building. < o^"
J***''^®"?

'

own bath). Palms. Call Myrna, 870 9250. (19

'65 VW Squareback white wagon Low
mileage. At condition $995. 472-8352. (29 A
15)

'68 VW, AM FM, removable rack, xInt. cond,

must sell, make offer, 475 2464 eves X56482

days, (29 A 19)

t '—'— ' t .

'64 RIVIERA pwr steering, brakes FM
stereo tape. Nu tires, battery. Nice $900

Eves. 885 1858. (29 A 12)

«9 YAMAHA, 3$0cc, 2 cylinder, lg. box. low

mi, superb condition, $350 397 6267 (30 AIS)

SAVEUPTOS400

ow
A !13)

'64 FORD Falcon, rebuilt engine '70, ex-

cellent tires, new radiator. $370. Call 299-0254

or 261 0659. (29 A 15)

FURN Bachelor, hot plate, •'efrig. private

bath,, $55 share, $110 alone. 555 Gayley Ave.

4799916.
''^

'64 VW Bus, new: Engine, trans., brakes,

tires 476 5296 till 6, 889-0518 after 6. $995

/offer. <29A14)

SHAllE large 2 bedrooms /bathrooms $75 or

H08. 2 1/2 miles from campus. Utilities in

eluded. 477-1316.
(19 A9)

•63 MERCURY, air cond, power steer,

brakes Best offer Sherman, 825 2419 , after

6 780 8944 (29 A 14)

'66 TRIUMPH Spitfire conVertable, new
transmission, good engine, radio, heater,

very good cond $875 firm or terms. 275

9905 (29 A12)

'68 VW Squareback, 39,000 miles, radials, 8

track, clean $1200 Daysr937 1312 , eves, 761

3231 (29 A 12)

'65 CHEVELLE Malibu* V 8, new polyglas

tire/shocks. XInt. cond. Best offer over $800

479 7956 f29A12)

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50
Dopooili now for •ummor/foil

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool,

^posits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

jprrsr.., .^..^.^
y 1/2 BATH

^ House for Sale ^'

;;^QUE modern, Cheviot H*"»,„''°"''

Sands 476 6464 ___i__

^ House to Share ^^

GIRL to share 3 bdrm ;>«"*«
f 5 JJJ'a/te""!

Venice beach, own bdrm. $90. "^
'^^^^J^fjJ

p.m .^_^^^_^^^

loom and Board ^4

$SAVE $60 Pay only I »nd half mos, for

dofm contract ipril 12 • June 15. Lynn^45l-

2703, eves.

'64 RENAULT, low miles, 4 spped, R/H,

white, xint. cond $325 or offer Roger, 9-9.

8606 (29 A 14)

'62 VAlllANT Automatic, white w/blue
interior Very cleaei, runs well. $250 firm

Eves 474 7670 (29 A 12)

'68 VW BUG Red, automatic, sunroof, good

mech cond must sell. SllSC tves. 474-

3316 tWA14)

'70 GTO, air,PS/PB, AM FM radio, 12,000

IT^iles, automaitc Lrt«#new, 476-6055 (39JL

'62 PONTIAC Tempest V 8, 4 on floor, AN.

FM good cond tires priced right. 938

t795 (29 A 14)

65 TRIUMPH TR4 eng newly rebuilt, radio,

Kahis mags, sharp. Make offer. 299-1926. (29

A 14)

on your own motorcycle and tour Europe!
Buy new BSA, TRIUMPH. NORTON. TAX
FREE from one of England's oldest dealers
Est 50 years Huge stock too of guaranteed
used models at England's lowest prices Full

Insurance for Europe A Shipment back to

USA arranged or we guarantee re-

purchase Write now for full details

George Clarke (Motors) Limited
276 278 Brixton Hill

. London. S.W 2 Eng
Tel 01 674 3211

MOTORCYCLES wanted GooH used Honda
Trail 90, CM70 or 2*0. Ken, •;«-6»»6 Of 398

TWf "' -* - ~.^4....A»1)

68 VW Sedan, dark green , clean car. New
tires $1150, 479 0287 after $. (MA 14)

'66 VW Bus in very good cond. $1,300. 392-

5422orworkFri*SaVGR7 1291 (29 A 14)

S«fo$ Mitf Service
lloll«i» imiMrH

M ISt W««|liflfM<t INact
CtflvtrCtfy IMtSf*

HONdA '70 750. iuH touring equip with

'Otrtng 654 6315 (30 A 14)

66 KAWASAKI Avenger )50cc call

PaysonW 278 i960. H 474 3993 best of fer (30

A M)

HONDA CL450, '70, 5,000 miles, perfect cond
S725/Offer 472 5296 till 6. 889 0518 after 6 (30

A 14)

l^S

-64 VW Bl'S, new engine, trans ,
brakes,

t.res 472 5296 till 6, 889 0518 after 6,

S995/0ffer • (29 A 14)

6 1 (_ M t_ y I m p ,1 I <l , IJ r r-i 1
r-

Good cond Clean S350 or best offer

after 7 PM Must sell

826 2663

(29 A 9)

rnqme eitrachrome custom p«#es, many —
other extras It's a clean pickit $500, 679

Gayley • lb mornings till ' * (30 A 12)

'66 DODGE Coronet 500, bucket seaU, pwr

steering auto trans Good buy *•«2\^^^
1926 (29 A 14)

66 VW EHcellent AM FM, nu brakes,

battery, orig private owner $800 or best

offer 553 9719 ( J» A

HONDA 50 moped 150 miles/gal, 35

MPHspeed $125 Rich, 824 J291, Hershey

Dorm, 2110 (30 A 12)

WANT to sell weyburn Contract SP^'"'
"/^

Cheap Call 477 4011, e» 493^
n^fKM)

DISCOUNT: Girl's dorm contract for sale.

Call 824 3069

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25

VW Fastback, '68, serviced regularly, Kint.

cond $1,350 Leaving US end April Ca'l 839

8677 (29 A 14)

59 JAG Sedan Auto Nu paint Ku mt

Extra Sharp' $1050 Call weekdays 689 9577

after 7 00 or Sundays 626 0939 (29 A 12)

SCRAMBLER 250 Suiuki, rebuilt *ng and
trans Nu pamt XInt cond 826 2600 after

4 no A 13)

•70 I H SCOUT, 4 wheel drive, 304 cubes,

$2,900 or best offer Call Gil, 3961387 (29 A

13)

•43 A half FORD OaiaKy, stnd trans

w/overdrive New tires, brakes, fme con

dition,$450, 828 2867 (29 A 13)

'67 HONDA CA 160 very good cond , only

5000 miles $240 Phone 396 3397 (10 A 9)

rttTA TLB FOOL PATIO
D*po*itt now for MMnmor/loil

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

.^^ Mr Lvnch. GR5 5584.

RESPONSIBLE girl ^'"'•*'/* jroiri"!
rof minimally B^''^^m"' stfet' natt'ed

very pleasant, swen

—^TUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with our "Buy here take

"l.very m Europe Plan ' Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

191 0445 870 *fl9

'69 AUSTIN America n 000 mi $H00/ofter

Leavingcountry 825 5368 (9AM 5 PM) (29

A 13) ,
, ^

'61 tUICK Skylark V8, power steering,

hardtop, five new tires Great transp car,

must sell $325 or best offer Call after 6 276

4635 <'»A9)

47 YAMAHA YLI Twin 100 CC, 2 Stroke

vngine dual carbs. dual enhaust, ilnt cond.

Yamaha is the easiest to learn to nde $250

Call 477 6934 eves after $ (30A)2)

'71 HONDA CB450 cycle w/rack XInt C9n4.-

4900 miles 4510800 (30 A I])

*»«*!- *t>'

who
Beautil
pool R
1513

, very
{'••"•.Vhome* Swimmro,

ful Beverly Hills home ^
ooms. board, some salary BR

7^ ^ ^^^

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

59 JAGUAR XK 150'S' roadster Excellent

condition throughout 454 7076 eves (29 A 9)

7" rB490 HONDA Must sell '71 license

es included $850 Phone Peter 939

* .^ (3fl At)

TOYOTA Sprinter '69, XInt cond $1200 Call

391 8868 before 2 p m (29 A 12)

HONDA 305 Super Hawk New tires, some
custom equipment, excellent cond . t»elmet

included 5350 475 4861 (30 A9)

>««•••••••*•«••• * • • < •••#•*••'#« «Y*>»'V 6 •
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Weekend combo: UCLA vs. SC, SC vs. Cal

Track doubleheadenDAiLY

Cal-SC, UCLA-Stan. 20 UCLA DAILY BRUIN Friday, April 9. 1971

By Clark Conrad

DB Sports Writer

*'Those days of big Winning margins are over.

Every tMm in our conference is better than Kansas

(UCLA's closest meet this year) . . . Washington

State was supposedly the weakest team in the

Pacific-8 and they beat San Jose SUte last weekend

by about 30 points at San Jose Every Pac-«

team will score well in the nationals."

What sounds like an impending disaster report is

how UCLA track coach Jim Bush assesses the isr71

conference season which lt>egins tomorrow at 1:15

p.m. in the Track Stadium with a double dual meet,

matching UCLA and SUnford while Cahfomia

tangles with USC.
Although Stanford is not as strong as some teams'*

in the Pac-8, Bush warns that his team cannot

overlook the Indians while the Trojans and Bears

duel alongside in the doubleheader.

Cnicials

The Indians are 3-1 in dual meets, having crushed

OccidenUl 109-35 and Fresno SUte 120-25 and edged

San Jose SUte, 77-68 before being blasted at Oregon,

106-39. Coach Payton Jordan's trackmen have good

chances to win nine of the 17 scheduled events.

However, they would have to pull out all nine and

also pick up their share of second and third places to

upset the Bruins. UCLA is 5-0 so far.

Among those Indians hoping to surprise UCLA are

triple jumper Allen Meredith (52-3), pole vaulter

Casey Carrigan (17-4), and discus thrower Steve

Davis (182-6) in the fieW events DisUnce men
Duncan MacDonald (3:59.6), Pete Fairchild (1:49.4),

and Arvid Kretz (8:49.4) are all favorites to win the

mile, 880, and two- mile. In the sprints, Chuck Francis

is a threat in both th^ 100 (9.3) and 220 (20.8). Rick

Tipton should have the 120 high hurdles to himself.

The other half of the unique double dual meet
figures to be much tighter. Neither Cal or USC has

lost this season. Last year the Trojans edged the

Bears, 77-76, in Berkeley.

UCLA is still missing disUnce man Ron Johnson

(leg fracture) and intenjaediat^ hurdler Jean-Pierre

Corval (tendonitis), but Bush says he has been

pleased with the overall progress his team has made
this season. "I think most everyone is going to be in

good form going into our big conference meets,"

remarks the man who has guided the Bruins to 13

straight dual meet wins over the last two years and a

number one dual meet ranking nationally.

Erratic

*'At this point we need more consistency in the pole

vault," he says, refetring indirectly to Francois
Tracanelli. Thus far Tracanelli, a transfer from
France, who has a lifetime best of 17-8 1/2, has gone
from 15-6 against San Diego SUte to 17-0 1/2 the next

week against Kansas to a failure to clear 15-6 last

Saturday against Tennessee.

Warren Edmonson'^has come along fine since his

injury, according to Bush. AfUr missing three

meets, he ran very well for most of the 440 in his

return last week. "He'll be tested in the 220 and the

mile relay tomorrow," says Bush, "and next week in

the 100."

~ (Continued on PageTBT
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That's what Bruin fans will be hoping for tomorrow when the

defending NCAA champion UCLA tennis foam hosts the only team
to have won more NCAA tennis titles — USC. And Bruin track fans,

in between rooting for UCLA against Stanford at itie Track
Stadium, can also take their pick between the USC and Cal track

teams which face each other in the track doubleheader tomorrow.

WEEKEND SCHEDULE
TODAY:
Golf: Western Intercollegiates at Santa Cruz, ail day
Volleyball: NCAA Regionals at UCSB, all day
JVGolf: UCSBJV'satBelAlrCC, 1:30

I

TOMORROW:

i
Tennis: vs. USC, Sunset Courts, 1 p.m.
Track: UCLA vs. Stanford; Cal vs. USC in doubleheader, Track
Stadium, 1:X
Volleyball: NCAA Regionals at UCSB, all day
Crew: vs. Loyola at AAarina Del Rey, 4 p.m. — varsity, lightweight,

g frosh, and junior varsity — all will race
^: Lacrosse: vs, UCSB, North Fields, 2 p.m.
:§ Women's Swimming: vs. UCSB, Women's Pool, 10 a.m.

i

;W; .»>:.:.:•:

No. 1 nettershost

Trojans tomorrow
By John Reich

DB Sports Writer

Another chapter in the continuing saga of UCLA-
USC encounters will be written tomorrow afternoon

at 1 :00 p,m. when the two tennis teams clash on the

Sunset Courts. The Bruins, defending national

champions and currently ranked No. 1, will be trying

to extend their two-match winning streak against the

once-beaten, fifth ranked Trojans. USC's loss came
last week at the hands of Stanford, 6-3.

Armed with the home-court advantage, the Bruins

on paper figure to be a strong favorite against the

Trojans. UCLA whipped Stanford 8-1 a day after the

Indians scalped Troy.

However, a UCLA-USC match is never a predic-

table event. It is even less predictable in tennis,

because every year the match usually pits the two

top college teams against each other. Between them,

the two schools have won 20 of the 25 NCAA tennis

titles, the Trojans having won 11 times, the Bruins

nine. In dual meets, USC leads 46-39, although the

Bruins have won four of the last five played.

Failure of coaches

The most noticeable aspect of tomorrow's match is

the failure of the coaches, Glenn Bassett of UCLA
and George Toley of USC, to anftounce their singles

and doubles lineups. In UCLA's case, the reason is

due mainly to the absence of Haroon Rahim, who is

in India playing in the Davis Cup. His return is un-

certain, so Bassett does not know whether to include

him in the team or not.

As far as the Trojans are concerned, Toley refuses

to divulge his lineups for two reasons. One of them is

an injury to Dick Bohmstedt, who has had a muscle

spasm in his back for the past few weeks. He has

been practicing this week, but may miss the match.

The other reason is a tactical one; Toley does not

want the Bruins to know his team before tomorrow

afternoon.

The absence of Bohmstedt was the main factor in

the Trojan loss to Stanford last week, according to

Toley. Bohmstedt normally plays in the top three

singles positions, and his absence necessitated the

moving of the other three singles players up one

notch. USC split the first two singles, but lost three of

the remaining four.

Probable line-ups

The probable lineups will match Bruin Jeff

Borowiak with the Trojans' Mexican Davis Cup star,

Marcello Lara in the top singles. The two have

already met once this year, in the finals of the

Southem California Intercollegiate Toumament.
Lara emerged victorious in straight sets. However,

Borowiak has been playing extremely well lately,

and has not lost a singles match in dual meets. Lara

was upset last Friday by Stanford's Roscoe Tanner 7-

6, 6-3, while Borowiak tamed Tanner 6-3, 6-3 the

following day. "*

~
^Continued on Page 19T

^^NCAA volleyball regionals at UCSB
Having defeated Cal State Long Beach (15-13, 12-15, 15-8, 16-14) Wed-

nesday night in Pauley, the UCLA Volleyball team turns right around and
faces the same 49*JjU ight in the first round of the NCAA Regionals at
UC Santa Barbararrhe regionals close tomorrow night with the top two
or possibly even top three of the five competing teams advancing to the
NCAA finals in Pauley April 23-24.

Defending NCAA champion UCLA heads the list of competitors in this,

the District 8 section of the regionals. Also competing along with UCLA
and Long Beach are San Diego State, host UC Santa Barbara and the
winner of the Pepperdine-Stanford-USC playoff. Among these three,
Stanford appears to be the favorite for the remaining Regional berth.

Determinants ^
Although the District 8 Regional is the major determinant in deciding

which teams advance to the finals, it is not the only factor considered. It

is conceivable that the second place finisher would not be sent to the
finals.

Last year's toumament is a case in point. Of the three teams advancing
to the finals from District 8, UC Santa Barbara was only a fourth place
finisher in this region. San Diego SUte, third place finisher a year ago,
was eliminated due to its poorer seasonal record against collegiate
competition. This is the main reason UCLA coach Allen Scates has em-
phasized good showings from the Bruins in competition on the collegiate
level.

The panel of eight coaches who determine the four NCAA finalists takes

o !^?!?!^i!!^!if
^'^" ^^ seasonal records and the regpective finishes in the

'M

Regionals. It is almost certain that two of the NCAA finalists will
emanate from District 8. The other two places will be filled by the Mid-
west Regional champion and a team to be selected by the nanel as an "at
large ' berth

"^ ^ ;

T

The 'at large" berth is determined by a vote of the panel, of which
Scates is a member. The Midwest Regional winner will more than likely
be Ohio State, Michigan State, or last year's NCAA semifinalist Ball
State.

The finest

The District 8 Regional brings together four of the finest teams m the
nation. UCLA, San Diego SUte, Long Beach SUte, and UCSB are all good,
solid clubs. Earlier this season, the four of them met in the Collegiate
Toumament with UCLA winning it. The Bruins beat SUnford and UCSB,
each in two straight games and outlasted Long Beach SUte by winning
two out of three. In the finals, UCLA prevailed over SDS 5-15, 17-15, 15-13.

These scroes should indicate the fierce competition lying ahead in this
weekend's Regionals.

At the moment, Scates sees UCSB as the hot team. Playing on their
home floor will also be a factor in their favor. The Gauchos are led by Tim
Bonygne, a sUndout the past three years. Scates compares Bonygne's
ability with that of Bruin All-American Kirk Kilgour He is the one man
who has carried UCSB. 'Many times he is just unstoppable," Scates
says.

Duncan McFarland of San Diego SUte and Long Beach SUte's Dodge
Parker are two others of All-America caliber. And, of course, the UCSB
head coach is Rudy Suwara, Scates' assisUnt here last year.

The strongest team cvniM vrrv wpII h*» that with th** ^^'^* K^nrh \nt^

bench with anyone," he says. When it con »wn to the end, this could
be the main factor in UCLA's quest for its second consecutive NCAA
crown.

n —Jim Crew

Permanent Child Care Center opens today
After months of continued efforts, the Child Care Center

here was opened at 6:45 a.m. today near the subcultural

horticulture building, according to its new director Betty

The center is serving a full capacity of 85 children bet-

ween the ages of two months and five years.

Last Friday afternoon, an open house sponsored by

ASUCLA took place at the center, which is just south of the

tennis courts here, between Landfair and Gayley Avenues.

Since Fall Quarter, the Child Care Center sought to find a

temporary location several times. A demonstration center

was esUblished in November in Jthe Ackerman Union

Women's Lounge, under Student Legislative Council (SLC)

approval. The center operated for one week, while the ad

hoc Child Care Center Committee (CCCC) was looking for

an alternate site SLC voted against continued use of the
lounge. At that time off-campus locations, such as St.

Albans Episcopal Church and Westwood Hills

Presbyterian Church were being considered. However, this

would have required approval from the SUte Department
of Social Welfare, and would not have been authorized for

use by children under two years old.

Denied

Later that month CCCC was denied permission for the

use of the Hedrick Hall ping-pong room because the HaU's
residents were reluctant to approve the room for use as a

Child Care Center.

In December, SLC offered the CCCC temporary use of the

"A"-level lounge while final arrangements for use of the

present location near the subtropical horticultural building

were being arranged.

"We are hardly set up at all." Diamond said Friday af-

temoon. The floors have just been laid, and the toilets

aren't in yet. Saturday moming, 18 fathers will be putting

.the cribs together and moving some heavier fumiture," she

added.
Purpose

Diamond said the Child Care Center's purpose, "is to

create a community, an environment in which children and

adults can all feel loved and cared-for and have their

uniqueness recognized as worthwhile human beings

''Whether we're finger-painting, making cake, or stan-

ding on our heads, it all leads to the same thing. It's a

course in human growth."

\ UCLA
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Jules Zentner

'Unofficial' apo. for one year only

-^eRtneFPehifedJor 72
By Terry Colvin

DB Staff Writer

Jules Zentner, professor of

Germanic languages has been

reappointed for the next academic
year, according to unofficial

sources in Student Legislative

Council (SLC) and the Germanic
Languages Department.
Rhonda Abrahms, student

educational policies conunissioner
(SEPC), said at last Thursday's
SLC meeting, **I am pleased to

announce the reappointment of Dr.

Zentner as an assisUnt dean of_

Letters and Sciences and as an

assisUnt professor in residence in

^he Germanic Languages
C>epartment."

Both of Zentner' s new jobs will

^ part time and he will devote half

his time to each post, she added.

Kenneth Chapman, chairman of

the Scandanavian Languages
C>epartment, said he had heard
"unofficially" Zentner had been
offered the post of assistant

professor in residence in his

division of Germanic Languages.
^^^ . ..^veall^lQlUL

supporter .fr for a tenured

appointment This new post is a

good ,ent."

He ! ! ; : " Zentner' s con-

tinuence gives us more time to

plead his case before the Ad-

ministration. For the time being it

Ukes the pressure off of us.^^—

—

While the new appointment is not

ideal, he said, it is a step toward a

tenured position. _^

Chapman said, "The entire

Germanic Languages Department

is pleased that Dr. Zentner will be

with us next year."

Winter Soldier

to be held tomorrow

A special "Winter Soldier"

investigation will be held at

noon tomorrow at Janss Steps.

The original "Winter Soldier"

inquiries were held two months

ago in Detroit where veterans of

the Vietnam war told about

many unpublished activities of

the U.S. Army.
Tomorrow's version of the

"Winter Soldier" wiU feature

I \':.n.<nim vptprnns who

VS til ^u^*^** Mii"^ • -— —
the People for Peace and

Justice.

Vice chancellor David Saxon

said the appointment assistant

professor in residence is definite,

but not yet official.

The official word has not yet

been given because the proposed

assisUnt deanship is not in writing

yet. "While the deans have

received word on the Germanic

Languages post, we are hesitant to

announce the other position."

Kenneth Trueblood, dean of the

College of Letters and Science,

said he could make no official

announcement of the position

jjecause Zentner has not received

notice in writing.

•'No official appointment in

Letters and Sciences has been

made, " Trueblood said. "Nothing

has come to Dr. Zentner in writing,

so 1 do not feel thall it is fair to the

Administration or to him to malte

an official announcement at this

time.

"I can say that Dr. Zentner wiU

be at UCLA next year in some

capacity Personally, I don't reaUy

know what his title is, or when it

^iH h*^ annotinrod" he added
1 "d

'

Community Service Week_

stresses student action
By Ken Peterson

DB Staff Writer

Community Service Week here will begin today with speakers and

seminars on community service involvement in the Chicano community
_

Beginning at 11 a.m. in the Chancellors' Room of Ackerman Union (AU

2408) various activities are planned to inform students and the outside

community about what the Student Legislative XTouncU (SLC) Com-

munity Services Commission and ouUide agencies are doing in the ar«a

of community service for minority groups in th« Urn Angeles area, ac-

cording to LaMar Lyons, community services commissioner.

Today's program will include an 11 a.m. speech by a represenUtive of

the Chicano Component of Pacific Telephone on "Equal Opportunity

Employment," followed by a speech about "Youth Services m the

Chicano Community" by a represenUtive from the Department of Parks

and Recreation.
Seminar

At 1 p.m. today a seminar on "Practical PoUUcs" will be held in

CampbeU Hall. Following the seminar, activities wiU return to AU 2408

for a lecture by Sal Castro on "Education and Educators in the Chicano

Community."
. r^ . * n

At 3 p m., Project Amigos and the Chicano Youth Barrio Project wiU

hold workshops to explain the purposes of tiieir efforts in Uie Chicano

community. "i .... * ^ »

"We're trying to expose the community to the positive things students

are doing year-round. Also, we hope to gain more support from studenU

here by informing them about what is happening in the Community

Services Commission," Lyons said about Community Service Week.

On succeeding days, the areas of concern will shift to the problems of

Asian-Americans, American Indians, blacks and ouUide inpuU into the

community.
Activities

The activities for each day will include Ulks or panel discussions on

specific topics and workshops by projects under the Community Services

Commission to explain their activities.

Upcoming speakers include Victor Shibato, director of the YeUow

Brotherhood and a member of Japanese-American Commumty Services.

SUte Assemblyman Bill Green, who has introduced legislation to

decentralize Los Angeles schools and Janice Bernstein, a run-off can-

didate for tiie Los Angeles Board of Education The spertflc agendas for

each day will be published during the week in the Daily Brum.

by the reappointment, but added

he has not yet received any official

notice.

Reviews of departments

placed on Senate agenda
Current reviews will be discussed at the Academic Senate.^eeting

today at 3 p.m. in Humanities 1200.

Last month CHanceUor Charies E Young called for the review of three

departments and various other programs for possible change or

elimination. Prehminary reports to the Chancellor's special steering

committee are to be made Thursday by the ad hoc review committees in

Aorvfi Area

The agenda of the Senate's Legislative Assembly wiU also include the

following items:
, ^. . . ,.

-A report by tiie special committee on the admimstiration of faculty

discipline. ., . . , ^ ...^a-.

-A proposal to have a student's "Incomplete" grade changed to a grade

by the instructor rather than by the dean of the coUe0e as is now done

-Another proposal which would provide the "Incomplete would not be

included as the equivalent of an "F' in the student's grade point av^^
for two quarters or until graduation, which ever would come first, inatewi

of immediately which is the case now.
u ..^^ «/ .

-A variance in regulations tiiat would allow the form of evahiation of a

students performance in a class solely to the instructor as long as it is of

"reasonable duration and difficulty."
1 1 yj* I

'

-An announcement of a University wide Facuiiy *^^^

to May 2 to help increase the undersUnding of people m this sUte -

the role of the UC faculty.

"T-
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Tutoring available

for EOP students

A highly qualified and ex-

perienced staff of tutors is

available to give free tutoring

on all subjects to EOP students.

For further information call

ext. 5-2127 or visit Campbell

Hall 2240.

i
.V

'.^
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MOO plus tax
Anthropology )B — Miller

Art 1A - Kayser
Art IB — Kleinbauer
Art 1068 - Pedretti

Classics 142 — Gleason
Economics 2— Baird
Economics lOlB — Lindsay
Economics 102 - Sweeny
Economics 130 - Lindsay
History IB - Hoxie
History 7B - Yarnell-

History 8 Burns
History 178B — DailcK
Psychology 12 — Butcher, LiebeiKind

Psychology 115 — Butcher
Psychology 133B (170A) — Lovaas
SPRING QUARTER '71

tS.OO plus tax
Art HOB - Kaplan
eacteriotogy 1 M> — Pk^iett
Chemistry lA — Siebert
Chemistry 6A - Evans
Chemistry 6C - Jordan
Chemistry 153 - West

^5^ Economics 1 — La Force

^f Economics 100 - Nisbet
#Ecof>omics 160 — Chen

Education 112 - Kieslar
•• History IC - Kaplan
3 History 7A - TillmanW Linguistics 100 - Bright

4^ Mathematics 3C - Gillnr>an

w Philosophy 7 — Perryw Political Science l — Farrelly
JL Political Science 145 — Farrelly

.,5 Psychology 10 - Goldstein

TT Psychology 41 - Wickens
itU Psychology 110 — Carder

2 Pscyhology 135 - Kanouse

^ For otMrfiofKil courses co/l or

^ come \f\

4^ Mon. - Fri. %30 - 4:30 478*5289

* 108S1UN0BROOKDR. S
4(|IBII> N. Wilshira- 1-1/2 BIk. E. WatlwoodC
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'SDS will not protest

jsuspension from campus
t A meeUng scheduled for last Tuesday morning to review the

ii? suspensionof the students for a Democratic Society (SDS) here did g
% not take place according to SDS representative Steve Cushmg,

^
% because it was arranged by a non-SDS member. •'^

S The review meeUng would have taken place between Lyle

\ Timmerman, Dean of Campus Activities. Chuck McClure, campus

S advocate and an SDS representedve. Timmerman was not

S Available for further conmient due to illness.

S However, according to Cushing, SDS members voted m a g.

I meeUng last Monday night not to contest the suspension, ''because jv

i we didn't want to divert our energies to a protest about SDS 'free
|:

% speech,' because that's just what the administration would like to
|

S^ see." ^ . I i
?? Cushing said the issue which the SDS believes to be most im-

g;

% portant here is ^e campaign to end campus lay-offs. ^,

* SDS was suspended from further activities here by Timmerman g:

% because of violation of campus rally regulaUons. Timmerman said jv

% amplified sound equipment was used against regulaUons in the
:g:

% Royce Hall quad area on February 25 and March 2, a move which jA

S followed a string of minor violations. *
jS At the SDS meeUng Monday night, the person who arranged Uie

*^ review of the suspension was suspended from SDS membership for

•jii being "generally disrupUve, destructive at meetings and

% threatening the chair a couple of times for not agreeing with him."

:•:: according to Cushing.

% Cushing said the person did not tell SDS members he had ..

%, arranged to see Timmerman and McHure the next day. He said g
jij: SDS has no intention to protest its suspension because ''they (the g
% administration) threw us out to end the campaign against lay-offs |
:•: on campus , now that support for this in increasing

.

"

§

UEA spofisors English colloquium
Students and faculty may now sign-up for an all-day colloquium for

Enghsh majors and faculty, at 12:30 p.m. Friday in the Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center, between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. at the Undergraduate

English Association (UEA) table in the Humanities Quad.

The colloquium will include catered dinner, a film, discussion groups

and various recreational and entertainment activities. Leon Howard and

William Schaefer, Professors in the department will be honored for their

service to the department and the University.

"The main purpose of the colloquium is that of a social get-together of

English majors," Janette Johnson, co-chairman of the event said.

Johnson added attendance will be limited to the first 100 Students who

sign up and pay the nominal $1 fee to partially offset the cost of the din-

ner.

Zentner gives views

on SLC performance

«
%

S

«

( Editor's note : This is the second in a series of

interviews conducted with Stud«it L««i«»^ ^e

^cU (SLC) members by DBjUff writer

Ken Peteraon dealing with the performance of

this years council.)

Jules Zentner, apart from his

teaching duties in the Germanic

languages department, has served

as Faculty Representative to

Student Legislative Council (SLC)

for several years. He views the

past year as a positive one for the

council, although he noted several

problems for them in determining

what the proper role of SLC should

be.
"The council has done a pretty

good job in terms of the activities

they engaged in. But they never

resolved the problem (rf to what

extent they are elected as policy

makers irregardless of the wishes

of students. 1 beUeve if they had

made up their minds earlier

regarding policy decisions there

would have been less internal

disagreement in council," Zentner

said.- He emphasized, however,

that this council did a good job of

working together.

"They managed very well to get

tbgether as a council. Most of the

frictions between personalities

-werc^worked out, as weU as dif-

community activities and
athletics. This made things very
difficult for the coinmissioners
involved in more traditional

areas." Zentner said.

SchiUer

Zentner was also "amazed at the

growth" of Keith Schiller, un-

dergraduate student president
during the course of the year

"I knew that Keith was a capable
administrator in his (Student
Welfare) commission last year,

but I didn't recognize that he had

the capabilities to be a good
president. His building of Regental

contacts and acting as a sort of

catalyst with the other student

body presidents were very
meaningful." Zentner said.

UCLA
QAiiyBRUHM

ficulties between the various

commissions," Zentner said.
>

Hindered

He added SLC was also hindered

by its inability to accurately tell

what students as a whole thought of

issues being considered by their

elected representatives.

"The council didn't resolve the

problem of whether they can really

know what the feelings of their

constituents are. This led to dif-

ficulties in assessing the relative

values of non-social endeavors

such as spirit activities as opposed

to community oriented programs.
"The council was never sure

about the relevance of non-
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rvbUahed Monday throuch Friday, dar-
tnc tiM •ehooi year, except during vacK-
tton ami eiamlnallon periods, by the Com-
Bkattons Board of tlM Associated
Stadeats of UCLA, 308 Wcstwood Pl«a,
Loa Aasclcs.CallfornlidN>0l24. Second cltM
poaiace paid at tiM Loa Aaftfca ?<wt oiBct
CopyHsM 11NW fafy the Commanlcmttou
Board of tbc Aaaodalcd Studeals of UCLA.

Maaaflaf Ktfltar . . ,
City MItors

Staff Wi'tters.

Staff Cartoonists.

, . . . David Lni
. . Daborati Aibii

Jaan Wsinmii
.Steve Ainsworth

Rufus Baker
John Bergstcilt

Gordon Campbell
Todd Carter

Steve Cesser

Buddy Epstein

Ivan Gerson
Doug Kelly

Steve Kennedy
Louise Kriegsman

Rick Kwan
Dave McNary
Ken Peterson

John Reich
Robin Sanders
Carol Starevic

Jeff Weber
Oliver Williams

Tom Wong
. . .Phil Savenick

Craig Smith
Charles Soloman

• OFFICIAL NOTICES •

TO: All Departments
FROM: Campus Programs and Activities Office

RE: Official Notices

The procedure to follow In submitting copy for Official Notices is

as follows:

1. Send Official Notices to Mrs. AnnMarie Meehan, Campus Programs
& Activities Office, 312 Kerdchoff HaU (Ext. 53139). DO NOT SEND
DIRECT TO THE BRUIN.

2. Set margins for 55-space line.

3. Copy must be double-spaced.
4. Please submit 3 copies of each Notice.
5. Copy deadline is 12 noon THREE (3) working days prior to pub-

lication date.

Because Official Notices are funded by the Campus Programs und

Activities Office, we request that you limit your Notices to items of an

OFFICIAL NATURE ONLY (not announcements or advertising), and

make them as brief as possible. The maximum number of insertions

in the Daily Bruin Is three issues. Official Notices are run on Mondays
and Thursdays ONLY. Please do not send requests, therefore, for your

Notices to be run "every day" or "until further notice.**

If you have any Questions, please contart Mt^, MThllP q* ^^^ above

address or telephone number.

I slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love"

M*to M(|. ay H. K Cmrp. Mimmtm. O*

in I *ifl^'%r
1.411 J|[9^JLA|\iiiLi| iL ft ii

Leather Bell Bottoms Belts Slacks Shirts Jeans Vests Flairs

^^3^^ 'fS;;ir^'^ WESTWOOD VIUAGE 473^997 ,T.,r^ 'tSS^^^

FROM: Dean of Students

PARKING PERMITS, LOT 32 --

A limited number of student parking permits in lot 32 are available

for theA Spring/Quarteronly on a flrst-come-first-served basis. These are

being allocated at the central parking service, room 280, Gayley-Strath-

more Structure.

FROM: Financial Akis Office

> All student recdvlUg California State Scholarships for the Spring
garter of 1971, please sign the Fee Claim Forms in Room 3109
Murphy Hall between April 5 and April 16.

FROM: College of Fine Arts

TRANSFER PERIOD FOR THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS OPEN
APRIL 8-23 FOR FALL 1971

Major and CoUege transfer petitions will be available in the College

of Fine Arts only. Room A333 Murphy Hall, AprU 8— 23. Depart-

ments of Art and Theater Arts will request a portfolio; Departments
of Dance and Music wlU request a personal interview.

Any questions regarding the new major should be referred to the

counselor of that department.
MUSIC: Linda Palmer

Schoenberg HaU
THEATER ARTS: Valerie West

Macgowan Hall

ART: Laurie Anderson
Dickson Art Center

DANCE: Patricia Tomlinson
Women's Gym

FROM: Graduate School of Education

APPLICANTS FOR SUPERVISED TEACHING
A required meeting will be iidd for all students who desire to begin

student teaching In the Fall garter 1971. Secondary candidate* ulU

report to Mnnrp ITnll ^ f\f\ /^n Kf<wr./1a,r A^..n 10 ...i /f.nn .^ ni

Elc- Wednesday.^^^^J^^ ~ - '^*- '^^ ^ *.- »»amm^m^»m'^m* mm AAA A ^.^AA** a AAA *«t«AAAAA A A«AA«« ««A*« A«*A fc»J*»M» T^

Chicano grads cite

unity as main goal

Monday, April 12,1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN J
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Increased case load

•v.
.V

The unification of Chicano

graduate students is the goal of the

Chicano Graduate Students'

Organization (formed Fall quarter

1969), according to Roberto Cantu,

member of the steering com-

mittee.

Cantu explained the organization

members must work together to

secure grants and financial aid.

Other members of the steering

committee agreed that through

unifying graduate students their

organization will become a strong

force.

Cantu said, "At the present time

only 189 Chicano graduate students

are being funded through the

Graduate Advancement Program,

and we hope to raise that figure to

17 per cent Chicano graduate

students here."

Cantu said other functions of the

organization are recruiting and

tutoring students. *'We recruit

students from all over the country

and try to get them enrolled here.

Also, if a student should find

himself in academic difficulty we
have tutors at their disposal," he
said.

When asked how the budget cuts
might effect the organization
Qantu was pessimistic. "Of course
we are concerned with the budget
cuts. Money is always a main
concern. They could very well put
a freeze on the number of Chicano
graduate students admitted here."

Legal aid expanded next year

Horn to speak today

on medicine in China
Dr. Joshua Horn, a British

surgeon who helped establish

Red China's revolutionary
medical system, will speak on
medicine in China and cultural

revolution at noon today in the

fourth floor medical school

conference room, 43-105, under
the auspices of the Medical

Center Committee.

:$
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By Laurie Watson
DB SUff Reporter

The Legal Aid Service (LAS) will be expanded
next year to meet the deluge of students seeidng

legal aid. The budget augmentation resulted from

extra funds allocated by the Graduate Student

Association (GSA) and the Student Legislative

Council (SLC) and assures Dawn Friedman, LAS
lawyer, a continuing position next year.

Friedman handles more than 25 cases every

day, ranging from conflicts with landlords, to

legal distress within famiUes, contract problems

and other cases not requiring court represen-

tation She is also alert to legal references off

campus for more involved proceedings.

Further expansion of the service is being sought

by Mark Ryavec, student welfare commissioner,

who has drawn up a proposal to be presented

suggests renewing the link between LAS and the

Draft Counseling Service, by hiring a full-time

lawyer, financed by the UPC, "to work in concert

with the three present draft counselors" two or

three days a week, "with two full days a week of

this time spent in the LAS, to complement the

work of Dawn Friedman."
The proposal will make LAS services available

two additional days each week. Plans to in-

corporate the aid of three law students, who would

counsel students undei^ supervision of a legal

attorney, are also t>eing considered, which would

permit extension of services a third day, in ad-

dition to Friedman's work (present hours are 9-5,

Tuesday and Wednesday).
The three persons from the counseling center

who are handling draft counseling have been

trained to assume Grant's work in addition to their

other full-time counseling. They lack the coo-

...t.

within the next month to the University Policies- centrated time, experience, and legal expertise

Commission's (UPC) Registration Fee Com-
mittee.

The new program would redistribute the duties

that accumulated when Tom Grant, former

associate dean of special services and draft

counselor here, resigned. Ryavec's proposal

that Grant, a full-time draft counsekx*, exhibited

in the most valuable functions, such as:

"development of rapport and personal contact

with local draft boards, acquisition of knowledge

of the quality of referrals and limited legal

research when needed," Ryavec said.
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FROM $11 95

1 ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

1 006 Broxton 4774)880

diagonolly ocroufromWesfwood Village

ThMlra. FREE 7" Tolon ziDD«r/$| . toU.

Sands
\ MOTOR INN

• Air t on(liti«ini>4l Kooii'is
• Tuo '|'i•^l|Hrillurl

( ontrolltil Poulv
• Knt- I A' \ I Mil Kuuni C ollit-
• (oITm- Shop HcHiiiiiriinl
• Cutkliiil l.oiinuf
• l.aiiiMlrv \ Viik-1 S*t\ iit*

• '24 Hour Hold S«rvi<»-
• Vrw Parking IimIooi Ciiniuc
• ( rtnlil ( arjls llonortHl
• Kilthi-nHIr SniU*.
• ll.iniiiiH l-'iuilitii>%

5MIN. FROM UCLA
SPECIAL RATES

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
FREE PICK-UP &

DELIVERY SERVICE
TO AIRPORT

1 With 24 Hour Notice

476-1241
11461 SyNSETBLVD

AprU 14 at 4:00 p.m.
Thin meeting is the only opportunity provided for enrolling In «<«

dent teaching. Because of the large number of pcrsonfl seeking student

teaching aMsignmentg, attendance at this meeting is mandatory.

|Sijnsie« Blvd. at

San Diego Freeway
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Doily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Doily Bruin Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who w.sh to voice

on opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position All o her

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opiniorj of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editoriol boor

DB Editorials

Incomplete
One of the proposals before the Legislative

Assembly (rf the Academic Senate would give a

student's instructor the complete authority to award

grade points to a student for having made up work for

a grade of ^'Incomplete."

The reason for the proposal stems from deans of

colleges having given lower grades than normal in

the past to students malfing up incompletes. This was

based on the belief that students who would choose to

work over a longer period of time should not be

rewarded as hi^ly as those who complete course

work normaUy. —-—

^

The instructor, not the dean, should have the power

over all grading. The instructor is better qualified to

evaluate the reasons for a student taking an In-

complete, to judge the legitimacy of an Incomplete in

the context of his class and in the context of the

student's performance.

While the dean might serve a secondary appeal

function, only the instructor has a right to judge

student grades in the first instance. We urge the

Legislative Assembly to approve this measure.

To be labeled the "idealistic youth" out to "change

the world" is a weak effort at describing growing

numbers of persons today. In fact, just as most

•good" labels accomplish their tragic task of

spreading ananalogy between office supplies and

people (typewriter ribbons labeled "idealistic

youth"). **idealisUc youth" and ''change the world"

are all too successful.

When searching the shelf for typewriter ribbooB

the shelf's appropriate label is an aid in efficiency —
saves time — you know, promotes speed. Un-

fortunately, when we start using labels for people we

sUrt thinking a group of people are not people; we

reduce these people to one aspect of their being; we

grant those people thinghood. -_—

-

To many, "idealistic youth" is what all old

"conservatives" used to be. But there are no old

conservatives and there is no idealistic youth. No.

I'm not proposing that we're all not here.

I'm just saying stop, look and listen. Even as we all

grew up with these words of safety for crossing

railroad tracks — we need to look back — dare I say

be reactionary — and discern the wisdom in "stop,

look, and listen' ' as first steps to any revolution.

"IdeaUstic youth" does not locate a finite number

of homo sapiens who believe in altruism, justice, and

some american ways. I do not wish to substitute a

new label for an older one. ^ :.

The Road
Ah, the Road. The very name calls up images of aU

the great Roads in history ; Roads which were—and
are—more than transit avenues and more than

commercial arteries, but^routes to song and good-

feUowship as well.

Here in our fair state dear reader, small minds, yes

desk-bound minds, have concocted a foul legislative

pottage called Senate Bill 92 which, if passed, would

bar the modem minstrel from his Highway. For
reasons which are simultaneously economic and
asthetic, people need Roads to hitch upon and we
urge that all voters write to their State Senators and
voice their disapproval of this bill. Hitch on . . .

stop. Do not continue. Waste time. Go slow. Do not

be efficient. Forget what time it is: Do not claim "I

have to keep everything in context," if all you mean

is "remember the past" and "wait *til next year." A
context must be constantly changed (all tenses

considered equally under the law — the law can be

your individual conscience, well-formed and well-

informed).

Look. See if more than one person you4iave talked

with comes under a label for others. If so, recall your

conversation. Is it so vivid a memorv or is it a

shadow easily made heavier by a judgment quickly

made. Do you know enough to call more than one

person by the same name? Even some husbands and
wives question the honesty of having the same name.

Listen. Shut up. Do not demand equal time. Listen

with an open ear and by asking an occasional open

• • • • • •.•.•.•.•.•,-,'.•.•.• .....••••••••••••••••••••••• ,'.

question— not one you have planned an answer to or

just because you think the person likes to answer

questions.

Now what? You have stopped, looked and listened

If you have, you have probably received no reward,

no grade, no money. Therefore you have failed'^

Without presence of reward you assume the presence

of punishment? Go back and try again. Stop, look,

and listen.

If you want a reward, then recall the process of the

three steps: stop, look, and listen. If you really have

done all three that is an amazing and exciting

demonstration of a person on their way to becoming

open, responsive, atnd receptive.

So what of "idealistic youth" and "change the

world?" Everyone who has stopped, looked, and

listened know has the opportunity to laugh: Ho, ho,

ho . . . not as in Chi-Minh or Santa Claus, but as in

stop, look, and listen. There is no idealistic youth

with a vendetta to change the world in the spirit of

Visigoths, Romans, or Hitler's high conmiand (or

even in shades of the archetype of labels — "com-

munists").

I'll go as far as to say there are youth and there are

persons .with ideals. But even those persons with

ideals can't all be described as holding the ideal of

changing the world exclusive; and the youth can

have any birth certificate — tax deductible.

So where am I? A person wishing anarchy might

say I am standing around on campus comers

listening while millions starve around the world. A
person lighting a candle for his American flag and

praying "My country, right or wrong, my country'

might say I am giving up my constitutional rights.

But do not worry for long.

As soon as someone else begins to stop, look, and

listen, that will make two people. One may be all

alone, and three may be a conspiracy, but with two

people it won't be long before there is a bench label

out on us. As for the millions starving and the

american flag, if you stop, look, and listen it becomes

clearer that one hungry child is too many and that

"rights" and "wrongs" can be found in caskets

draped with a history of flags.

The pen is mightier than the sword

Letters should be typed triple spaced with

margins at 10 and 65.

G^lumnists should apply at the DB.

I
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And speak it And understand it. And write it

And read it. And travel with it. And make tove

with it And make a favorable first impresskxi

with it And make a sale with it. And make a

lasting friendship with it. And make a merger
with it And tMiy groceries in Acapuko with it.

And ignore sub-titles with it. And get a iob with

it. And read menus with it. And read Cervantes

with K. And declare your independence with it.

And your intentions. And forget your troubles

with it. And your inhibitions. And discover San
Antonk) with it. And Madrid. And Buenos

Shirs ia\i^9 \o Israel

GALA EXTRAVAGANZA
SUNDAY, APRIL 18th, 8:00 P.M.

VALLEY MUSIC THEATRE
20600 VENTURA BLVD.
WOODLAND HILLS, CAUFORNIA

R.B. Greaves

y.
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Laam it easily. Learn it effort-

lessly. Learn it fast or slow. You

set the pace. You say \when. You

lay where. You're in a class by

yoursetf. A Spenish class (Or a

German. FrerKh or English class

t>y youneif.) At a Sullivan Larv

fuefe School. Comt en)oy your

first lesson free.

There's n« >o.

ChooM any languati

D FRENCH

a GERMAN

•or your tr— Inaon:

n SPANISH

D ENGUSH

PI««M phon€-in your reMrvation to

the Sullivan Languag* School mo^
conyaniant to you .

tO«PM
• AM

TtM tint r«voiut«en*(v afipnmcti «e laanWr

I aapact this lauon to tM fun. I ai^act it

ta be sMy And I aipKt it to be dWfarant

WItSMIIIC AMCA tHCMMAM OAKS
MOO W««Mr« W057 IMW Vanlura tl*

M7 1)7* Mt-aias

.^:

'Hi:
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(Take a Letter, Mario]

'^'CHARD DA ^Vso^f • KEELEY SWHH

• DAVID CANARY qR^^^^^

* Ht^\^^^BtVV5Q^
'''''' ""• PETER LUPUS

• HENRY SILVA * '^^^ "VGEtS

^^i-eoK,.^ * JOE wiiiiAMc* JOE WILLIAMS

MOREY AMSTERDAM

and many nnore suprise stars to welcome you

Donations:

reserved seats $15 — $10
^snercii GGmission i^d.du

TickeH ovoiloble at th« ShjcUnt Tidiet Office

or the Vallev Musk T! . * > ; )
J
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Shou/d the history department be aholished?
Kditor:

I was very interested to read oi

discussions at UCLA (where I

taught very happUy for 11 years^

having to do with the possible

abolition (or phasing out) of some

"peripheral" departments such as

studio painting, design, dance,

physical education and journalism.

At the risk of displeasing my
friends and colleagues in my old

department, I would like to suggest

that serious consideration be given

to "phasing out" the history

department. This is one of the

largest departments in the

University and one of the best-

supported in the social science

area It could not be argued,

therefore, that the University was

picking "a weak sister."

The arguments for phasing out

the history department seem to me
to be be very compelling. The

department has been developed, as

similar departments in major

universities, for the primary

purpose of carrying on graduate

work and awarding PhD's. While it

has, I believe, given more care and

attention to undergraduate in-

struction than most such depart-

ments and clearly deserves credit

for this, its ultimate rationale has

been graduate study. The
organization, the fragmentation of

course offerings, the acquisition of

distinguished scholars in relatively

esoteric areas, all this has been

done with graduate study in mind.

The department, like, again,

similar departments elsewhere,

has contributed to the present low

estate of history as a humane study

(as contrasted to history as a

specialized professional study) it

has contributed to the divorce

between historical writing and the

literate public which must be one

of the sources of our political and
moral confusion. It has deprived

undergraduate students of the

experience of history as the drama
of the race (as contrasted with

history as the preoccupation of

scholarly specialists), and this

may be the most serious charge
against it because by so doing it

has given students a warped and
distorted view of (**the way things
happen in time"), the very nature
of historical development.

\

At the present time there are
many more PhD's in history than
there are jobs available. This
sudden glut became apparent
several years ago and is now
something of a scandal. In ad-
dition, there has been (fortimately

)

a sharp drop in the number of

highly qualified undergraduate
students willing to submit to

graduate instruction in history.

These two facts should make it

abundantly clear that the mission
of UCLA history department (and
all other history departments)
must be '^radically reoriented."

Since it is clearly impossible to

effect such changes in a

distinguished department
recruited for a now obsolete

mission, it seems to be more
practical to phase out the history

department as quickly and
painlessly as possible. Since most
of them have tenure (and many of

them are personal friends) I trust

that this will be done as tactfully

and generously as possible. Those
who can write well might be

transferred to the journalism
department; those who are under

^ 4Q and in reasonable good physical

shape might be placed in the

department of physical education

(a few of the more agile and en-

terprising might opt for the

dance). Certainly all are capable

of teaching Subject A and of

Speaking. Some may have hidden

talents in painting or design. Some
are near retirement and will

release valuable FTE's. Others

will wish to move to a more
congenial climate, and some,
certainly, will wish to shift to

sociology, psychology or political

science (which, to be sure, share

many of the problems of the

history department and give plain

signs of academic obsolescence.

The point is that boldness and
imagination are clearly called for

and we may be confident that the
academic commimity will respond
as they have done so often in the
past.

I trust my former colleagues will

forgive me. I do not exempt myself
from these strictures. I intend to

devote my energies and talents to

the field of animal husbandry.

Page Smith

Coding

Editor:

The article on coding theory

(Daily Bruin, April 5) accurately

described my recent NSF Grant.

This research, however, cannot be

done in a vacuum, and the article

did not point out the considerable

activity of other system science

faculty members in this and
related fields.

In fact, the particular grant

described in the article is just one

link in a chain of many related

research grants under which
several members of my depart-

ment have made important con-

tributions to coding theory and
related disciplines.

In particular, a serious omission

from the article was the fact that

the new algorithm for decoding

convolutional codes, referred to

therein, was first invented by Prof.

Andrew Viterbi in 1966 while

working on a grant of which Prof.

A. V. Balakrishnan was principal

investigator. This algorithm, now
known as Viterbi Decoding, has

found numerous applications,

among which is the intersymbol

interference problem on which I

am working, as well as several

satellite and space communication

systems. It is to be used, for

example, in the NASA Earth

Resources Technology Satellite

communication system.

acrylic artists' colors

and accessories

O/mLftM

20%OFF
«T^.

Sale prices effective from April 5 through April 17

Great acrylic point you thin with woter to whatever

consistency you want. Great for wash, collage, you name it!

as
uc

Students' store

art/engin««ring supplies, a level, aclierman union, 825-771

1

open 9:00a. m.-7: 1 5p.m. - Mon-Fri; 10-3 Sat

r fMF^**--- --*—

Anethar part of th« ASUCU r«vitaliMtion program

Other department faculty

members are presently in-

vestigating a variety of related

research areas, including

automata theory, system iden-

tification, communication and
information systems, con-

volutional coding, data com-
pression and control of stochastic

and distributed parameter
systems, under numerous grants

from the National Science Foun-

dation, and other governmental

agencies.

I feel the *Mittle help from my
friends" has t)een immeasurat>l6 in

obtaining the grant and that this is

an important point to make.

Jim K. Omura
Assistant Professor

System Scien^ Department

How do we

know what

you're thinking

if you don't

write us?

^^
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INCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

SERVICE

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fast Professional Service

1 101 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village 886-7475

ftv Appointnrnt Only A7S-o}27

CAL JET CHARTERS

Europe 1971
'*Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with our

reliable Charter group. Know'the facts on your charter carrier

before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with on

unknown charter airline."

Round Trip- West Coast to Europe

!:
'.,

Fligk

•315

•117

•114

•316

•317

•134

•135

•125

•222

(86 days) LOS ANGELES td LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

{B3days) OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

(73 days) OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND

(93 days) OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

(87 days) LA /OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/LA (SAT)

(43 days) OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (AFA)

(29 day s) OAKLAND/L. A. to LONDON
LONDON to L A/OAKLAND (BMA)

(32 days) OAKLAND/L. A. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to LA/OAKLAND (AFA)

(29 days) LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

Lv June 13

R«t. S«Dt. 6

Lv. June 16

Ret Sept 4

Lv. June 19

Rat. Aug 30

Lv ,Juf»e20

Ret Sept 20

Lv. June 22

Ret Sept 12

Lv June 23

Ret Aug 3

Lv. July II

Ret. Aug 8

Lv Aug 3

Ret Sept I

Lv. Aug. 22

Ret Sept 19

Price

$299

$299

S299

$299

$299

$289

$279

$299

$259

One Way- West Coast to Europe
•917

•253

•126

•755

•127

•185

•601

•624

•100

one way

one way
one way

one way

one woy
one way

OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA) Lv. June I 7

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv June 1

8

OAKLAND/L.A to AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv. June 24

OAKLAND/L A. to Am«terdom(TIA) _^ Lv. Aug. 5

OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM (AFA) lv. Sept. 2

OAKLAND/L A to LOlN»0ON (BAAA) Lv Sept 29

$179
$179
$179

$179

$189
$189

'!}

One Way— Europe to West Coast

one^y LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

one way LONDON to LA/OAKLAND (BMA)

ONE WAY - OAKLAND to New Yo«i (iwf««)

one woy OAKLAND to NEW YORK (AAL)

Lv June 27

Lv Aug 24

U5 MOO
Lv. June 1 5

$149

$165

$85

•252 (80 days)

•123 (62 doys)

•336 (69 days)

•626 (47 doys)

New York to London
NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

Special Flight to Japan
L A/Son Francitco to TOKYO (CPA)

TOKYO to SAN FRANCISCO/L A.

Lv. June lb $189
Ret S«pt 5

Lv }vnm 27 $189

Ret Aug 27

Lv June 25 $189
Ret Sept I

Lv June 23

Ret Aug 8

Special Australia Charter $595
Q910 (47 days)

(QANTAS)

SAN FRANCISCO to SYDNEY
SYDNEY to SAN FRANCISCO

Lv. June 30

Ret Aug 15

$595

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
•901 (16 days) OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM to LA OAKLAND (TIA)

•902 (16 days) OAKLAND to NEWYORK
NEWYORK to OAKLAND (TIA)

Lv Dec 18

Ret Jan 2

Lv.Dec. IB

Ret Jan 2

$149

$139

Iheifte Chwte* Flighli ore oyoilobie pnlyjp itud*"'' ^^Multy ond stoH ol iKe Umver

sity oi Colifornio, and members d their immedio* 'es.

There are NO MEMBEtSHIf FEES

All Highli VIC certihcoted airlines Hying |et equipment Complimentary meols and

beverages servetj m flighr

For Application & FurfK«r Infornwtion write:

Cd Jet Ckortert. 2150 Green Street, Son Froncieco. Celifornio 94123; or coll

(Afeo^e)4JV922Ji?l —
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EXPERiMENTIIL COLLEGE OFFERINGS SPRIIIOTI!::

II

we would like to recommend that this quarter

be spent experimenting with your own classes,

the courses we offer are typically unusual and

stimulating, and if ucia doesn't appear unique

or exciting to you, e.c. might, but if we are

going to do more than become despondent

over the destruction of four years of our lives,

then that time spent in ucla's classes should

become charged with the vibrancy of change.

rap the feelings you have smothered.

it is more important to change your regular

classes than attend any of the experimental

college's, if you can do both, all the better,

but seize the time.

our clqsses begin nK)nday, april 12, 1971. e.c.

office: kerckhoff 407; 825-2727. lorry borok and

diane perkins, heads.

PANTOMIME AND
GUERRILLA THEATER
David Christophar. 821-3538

Theater Is holy because Its

purpose Is holy: to lay bare what
lies in everyman. Theater, like

voodoo rellalon, should be based
upon practicality. Self sacritlce

Is disturbing, not innocuous.
Performance is sacrifice. Art
cannot be bound by the laws of'

common morality. The actor Is

creator. Ttieater must become
encounter in order to tear away
the masks of Indifference/
propriety and prudence.
Prlmitlvlsm will experience
truth. Theater should create
spectacle and ritual. Ritual
breaks taboo.
If you are Insterested In getting

It on with some alive people this

Spring, join us and help us
celebrate life In honor of
DIonysosatthealtarqf Bacchus,
the god of wine.
Paranoia . . . dig . . . fear is a
luxury of the unlnvolved. If you
dig jamming with drums, horn
or flute then guerrilla theater is

a place to do your thing. Bring
your axe. Lefs celebrate life and
love in the parks. Yeah!! Can
you dig It?

bays: Tuesday and Thursday;
time: 8-10 p.m.
Location: Royce 342

OASIS NO. ONE, DREAMS
AND STUFF . . .

Farfetched and Sunshine
A group rap on how to use
dreams and other thlnos to get
and keep our heads together.
Bring a dream . . .

Day: Wednesday; time: 8 p.m.
Location: Arch 2202

AGENTS OF CHANGE IN THE
"HELPING" FIELDS
Karen Goldberg, Counselor,
East LA Mental Health Center
Marilyn Roman, Social Worker,
LA ChikI Achievement Center
An introductory course for
students interested in working In

the following fields: social work,
teaching, medicine, public
health, nursing, law, politics,

„ crimrnology, sociology, and
^ psychology. Guest lectures from

\he respective fields will be
appearing periodically.

_ Day : Thursday ; time: 7 p.m.
Location: Arch 2203

THE MAKER AS MEDIUM
Elma Kremenliev and Ton!
Sakamoto
A casual search Into the flow of

ihe creative process for artists,

writers, dancers^ actors,
musicians, and others. Throuoh
manipulation of materials,
movements, sounds, words, and

f

participation In group In-

eractlon, some modest increase
In self- and sense-awareness and
expressiveness may accrue. Led
(In the loosest sense of the word)
by Elva Kremenliev and Tonl
Sakamoto.
Day: Monday; time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Dickson 5231

POWER OF BREATH
Martin Friti
A series of lectures on the
conscious use of the breath to
stimulate the InfeTlect, nor-
malize tt>e three systems of the
body digestive, glandular and
nervous with "before and after"
evidence.
Day: Thursday; time: 8 p.m.
Location: Arch 1243C

AMERICAN GOODTIME
MUSIC WORKSHOP
Gary Handman
Enough of this amplified, fuzz-

time Intimidation. Bluearass,
jugband and ragtime musicians
unite! American Goodtlme
Music Workshop will provide a
militant forum for frustrated

and fragmented old-tlmey music
.enthusiasts. Who knows what
\dd muslcat side-trips we'll
t^e?! Banio, guitar, fiddle,

bass, washboard, iug, etc., etc.

players, here's your chance to

swing.
Prerequisite: An Instrument to

play upon, a degree of en-

thusiasm and good standing as a
non-ethno-muslcologlcal purist.

Days: Monday; Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Arch 2246.

Days: Monday; time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Arch 2244""^

TWENTIETH CENTURY
MYSTICISM
Gustave Ridley
For serious students who have
read the works of Ojspensky and
Gurdjleff and who want to ex-

pand tt^elr awareness of the

Fourth Way.
Day: Thursday; time: 8 p.m.
Arch 1243B

HISTORY OF FASCISM AND
THE MAFIA
Ray Sprigg
To Identify the leading power
blocks with particular emphasis
on the Fascist International; to

show the leading power blocks In

their past, current pattern, and
future goals. 9
Day: Monday; time: 7 p.m.
Location: Arch 1243B

SURVIVAL ON A POLLUTED
PLANET
Samuel Marcus
It's too late to reverse food,

water, and air pollution. Tt>ey
will soon be killing you. Learn
the ancient method of ending
your body's need of food, water,
and air.

A class for you who have the
Qood sense to fear for your life.

You can learn how to save
yourself.
Day: Monday; time: 3:30 p*m^.

and 7:30 p.m.
lyocation: Arch 1243

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION
Edward Cody Schumacher
Work on establish!no effective
conscientious obiectfon claim.
Group discussion, self-direction
and role playing techniques used
to stimulate thought.
Days: Monday and Tuesday;
time: 8 p.m.
Location: Arch 2202

ESP—UFO
Ronald Marcel Lukinic
History of the UFO with
examples from around the
world; contact with Air Force
and NICAP showing films,
censorship, oovemment secret
projects; activities may Include
contac ting writers, building
research eauipment, In-

vestlgatlng Death valley stories,

conscious and subconscious
mind meditation In connection
with the UFO.
Day: Tuesday; time: 7 p.m.
Location: Arch 2203

YOGAINTEGRAL
LIFESTYLE
Moorti Neumark
This course is designed to reflect

the Aquarian New Age Lifestyle

from a Yoglc standpoint. The
entire class will be presented in

relation to what is happening on

the current scene and how one
affects the other. Discussion of

all branches of Integral Yoga:
4>atha (physical postures),
karma, bhaktl, raja, jnana.

Basic Instruction in meditational

techniques and chanting. The
ultimate outcome of the work
done through Integral Yoga Is

the expansion of consciousness
and a transformation of

lifestyle.

Day: Tuesday (begins April 20);

time: 8-10 p.m.
Location: Arch 1243C

VEGETARIAN COOKING
Vegetarian cooking for the
gourmand, the health food freak,

and the hunary.
Part of the proaram In

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES.
Day: Sunday; time: 5-7 p.m.
Location: 14301 Mulholland
Drive

THEATER WORKSHOP
Damien Kuffler
A three hour course once a week.
An attempt to help those In-

terested In acting to oaln the
greatest decree of freedom
available within themselves
while working under the stric-

test of discipline. Members of

workshop deliver prepared
theatrical scenes under the
critical evaluation of the
director who helps structure the
actors foundations and explore
alternative approaches to the
work.
Day: Wednesday; time: 7-10

p.m.
Location: Royce 38-

A

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
PHILOSOPHY OF SUB-
JECTIVE EXPERIENCE
Charles Hess
Combining significant con-
tributions from Western and
Eastern philosophy, this course
is designed to investigate non-
concensus interpretations of
man and his potentialities.
Evaluation of philosophical
works will provide material for

study and expanding awareness.
of the past actual izailon of those
potentials and evidence tt>at the
liberation of the essential nature
of man, his Individual creative
power, need not be an am-_
blguous abstraction. Discussion
of practical disciplines utilized

to achieve this goal as well as
application of these methods for
personal expanded con-
sciousness will also be given.
Day: Sunday; time: 2 p.m.
Location: Botanical Gardens,
near Siddharttia pool

KUNDALINI YOGA
Baba Richard Singh
Yoga is a science that enables
ttie Individual to harness his
physical nerves and mental
eneroies for use and uplift of his
spiritual being.
Kundalini yoga, the yoga of
awareness. Incorporates the
disciplines of all tt>e major
schools of Yoga.
Bring towel or mat.
Days: Monday and Thursday
(advanced)

Wednesday (beginners)
Time: 5 p.m.
Location: Courtyard behind
Women's Gym

AN ANALYSIS OF THE ROCK
MUSIC INDUSTRY
Bob Goldman
A discussion-workshop course

covering all major aspects of the

rock music industry.

Discussions will feature the tope

people in the industry. Speakers

include Norm Malkln, producer

for Glen Campbell who
discovered Mary Claytons Steve

Vail, owner of record and
publishing companies, and Lou
Hersher, author of the first

record ever to be played on
radio.
Workshops will be geared for

songwriters. Individual help
with students' songs will be
available. p
A class project will be to

organize a series of concerts for

the Experimental College to be
held at UCLA.
Day: Thursday; time: 7 p.m.
Location: Social WeHare 121

PARENTS AND THE
COLLEGE GENERATION
Carl Faber
To stimulate meaningful un-
derstanding and talk oetween
parents and students. Lecture
material Is presented which
helps people in both Generations
to better understand the reasons
the "other guys" act as they do.

In addition a deep look will be
taken at why it is so hard for

parents and students to talk to

each other. Atter the lectures,

class discussion has served as a
very Instructive experience of

different parent and student
attitudes, which lie at the basis

of the "generation gap."
Day: Monday; time: 8 p.m.
Moore 100

Location: Moore 100

INTEGRAL YOGA HATHA
Stephen Sperling
Integral Yoaa is the science of

developing the total individual in

all aspects. This class will give
basic training in yoglc postures,
breathing, and meditation for

the complete development of the
mind and body.
Days: Tuesday and Thursday;
time: 3:30 p.m.
Location: Upstairs

TAROT READING
Larry Noel

-The course is designed to be
instruction in reading the
Piscean (Walte) Tarot as a
means of self-awareness and
awareness of others. Discussion

-of philosophy and tradition.
Requires one walte Tarot deck.
Day: Monday; time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Arch 1243C

MAGIC FOR PERFORMANCE
Don Kraig
A course In the magical arts of
sleight of-hand, prestldialtatlon
and legerdemain. It will cover
everythina from art-wells to
mlscilrectlon. For beginners, It

will be a good Introduction Into
the principles of magic and their
applications. For people better
acQualnted with their craft, it

will give them a chance to better
their performing techniques and
to learn and share secrets with
new friends Involved In magic.
This is not for people who merely
wish to learn how "tricks" are
done.
Requirement: ability toperform
for five minutes on the first day
of class.
Day: Saturday; time: 11 a.m.
Location: Arch 1243

SHAKTI YOGA
Judith Drake
Shakti Yoga^ is synthesis of all

yoga paths specifically designed
and molded to the Western mode
of living. This system has been
experimentally proven by a
worthy Master of Yoga here In

America—Vltvan.
Classes In ttieory will be con-
ducted by a teacher of long
standing In close association
with Vltvan.
The methodology synthesizes
tt>e three great energies of the
Individual with the energies of

ttie Cosmos. The practice and
study Is designed to accomplish
conscious control and direction

of the creative energies of the
Individual.
Days: Tuesday and Thursday;
time: 8 p.m.
Location: Arch 1243

GLASS BLOWING AND
WORKING
Tom Augustine
Workshop in glass blowing and
worklno using the lamp working
methocT. Glass sculpture and
small blown objects will be done
on an individual basis.

For more information, call 394-

5181.

Location: 929 B Pico Blvd.

PSYCHOLOGY PROJECT
Bob Ringler
A group encounter to explore
yourself, others and the alter-

natives.
Part of the proaram In

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES.
Day: Sunday; time: 7 p.m.
Location: 14301 Mulholland
Drive

LEATHER WORK
Tom Graffio and Sue Truesdale
Work with leather craftsmen
and fashion all manner of thlnqs.

Cost of materials will be
discussed at the first meeting.
Part of the program in

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES.
Day: Tuesday; time: 7 p.m.
Location: 14301 Mulholland
Drive

MACRAME
Terry Farkham
Learn Macrame, the ancient art
of knot-tying.
Part of the program In

ALTERNATIVE L4FiSTYLeV
Day: Tuesday; time: 7 p.m.
Location: 14301 Mulholland
Drive —
THE CALL TO BE HUMAN
Luther Olmon, PhD and Sr.

Margaret Ellen, MN
This course is designed to take a

critical look at current life

styles. I.e., apartment; dor-
mitory; sorority; fraternity;
family; extended family;
commune, etc., and to discuss
their potential for human
growth, dignity and respon-
sibility as well as loyalty to

commitments.
Day: Wednesday; time: 4 p.m.
Location: University Catholic
Center, 840 Hilgard Ave.

MOVEMENT AWARENESS
Therese Bernal and Stephan
Soomil
Movement as communication
and self-expression, approached
through dance improvisation,
mime, and sensitivity
techniques. No experience
necessary.
Day: Wednesday; time: 7:30

p.m.
Location: Royce 342

Program subject to change and innovation . . .

No computers - No regfsfrohon - No fees - Just show up fo the first class meeting.

^ ^ jt£

sponsored by SLC
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Radical Chic and Mau-Maulng the

Flak Catchers, by Tom Wolfe

(Farrar, Strauss and Giroux:

$5.95)

Tom Wolfe. Let us say, for the

present purposes, that he is the ace

Pop Sociologist currently running.

He is not directly competitive with

Norman Mailer since he tries ever

so hard to refrain from taking

sides, and thus succeeds in ren-

dering himself eligible to be either

a hero or villian to nearly

everyone.

And hero/villain he certamly is.

To a conservative, he is adinirable

because he makes progressives

look mindlessly trendy (or

otherwise bestial) and pathetic;.to

a fence-sitter, he is admirable

because he makes both extremes

look undesirable and pathetic; to a

liberal or radical, he is admirable

because he makes conservatives

look over-stuffed, reactionary and

pathetic. Or else he is damnable

for those very same reasons.

This stance Wolfe writes himself

into, one of intellectual stand-

offishness from ail points of view

save his own, is heightened by his

seemingly supercilious style.

Relatively complete in its

descriptiveness, Wolfe's prose

gives itself leeway to comment on

just about everything through its

choice of adjectives. And those

adjectives tend to come from the

idiom of those he is talking about,

always a good camouflage lest

someone should doubt Wolfe's

Straddling the

Sociological fence

(with flash)

Review By Jim Bidchart

TomWolfe

»» J
"sincerity.'

One thing Tom Wolfe cannot oe

faulted for is a lack of

thoroughness. He does his

homework. To read him is to get

the impression that he has actually

gone and experienced these things

, of which he writes (in some cases

r this is a plausible explanation, in

other cases no, but more on this a

little later). So it is not surprising

that his major works are in-

frequent and generally populated

by shorter works which have been
previously published as magazine
pieces. His latest volume, Radical
Chic and Mau-Mauing the Flak
Catchers, published late in 1970, is

for an intents and purposes no
exception to the Wolfian by-laws of

Contemporary Flip Sociology. It

reads as if it were absolutely

authoritative, so much so that it

appears impossible that,the author
didn't participate in every incident
he describes. It provides a

RadicalC1

^Mau Mailing

the Flak"

Catchers

sociological and sometimes historical setting for the action described,

and most imporUntly , it is properly Irreverent. Ain't nobody gonna come

under the Scrutiny of Mister Thomas K. Wolfe and get away unscathed,

youbetcherfreakinay

!

^^
Radical Chic, an essay comprising the first two-thirds of this rather

slim volume, was originally published as a feature article in New York

magazine, a publication for which Wolfe is a contributing editor. It

concerns itself with a recent fad in New York's high society set which saw

various people giving parties for radical and Third World groups in order

to raise money for them. Ostensibly. As is typically the case, though, the

people throwing the parties seemed to be as worried about appearances

as they were about the causes they were seemingly supporting. So, as

Wolfe chronicles in Radical Chic, when the operation blew up in their

faces, the 'movement" collapsed from lack of conviction more than

anything else.

Wolfe's descriptions, fraught with oh-so-many clever and colorful quips

about the proceedings and the participants, center on a catclysmic party

thrown for the Black Panther Party by maestro Leonard Bernstein in his

Park Avenue apartment. The party itself was not so much a problem as

was the reaction to a New York Times society page write-up it engen-

dered. The write-up was sent out on the Times' syndicate wires and

received in other quarters as ludicrous. Even the Times reacted l^-

favorably in an editorial, calling it "elegant slumming' and degrading to

"patrons and patronized alike."

- As it turns out, most of the initial onslaught of derision about the party

and what it represented came from people whose opinions were not

dissimilar to those sponsoring Radical Chic (as they are termed by

Wolfe) parties. The dialogue at the party cleariy indicated that those

donating money to the Panthers were more interested in clarifying the

ills against which the Panthers were fighting than in canonizing the

Panthers. The Times editorial focused on the latter aspect almost ex-

clusively, then proceeded to condemn the party-givers for not Uking into

consideration the "irresponsible" (quotes mine) aspects of the Panthers.

It is at this point that Mr. Wolfe makes the most imporUnt sUtement in

the whole essay.

"... if the socialites already iq line for Panther parties had gone

ahead and given them in clear defiance of the opening round of atUcks on

the Panthers and the Bemsteins, they might well have struck an ex-

traordinary counterblow in behalf of the Movement ... But for the

Radically Chic to have fought back in this way would have been a

violation of their own innermost convictions. Radical Chic, after all, is

only radical in style; in its heart it is part of Society and its traditions.

Politics, like Rock, Pop, and Camp, has its uses: but to put one's whole

status on the line for nosUlgle de.la boue (Wolfe's term for elegant

slumming ) in any of its forms would be unprincipled.

(Unprincipled indeed! The main difference between Leonard Bern-

stein and the New York Times seems to be style, not principle The Times

can't be too sincere and keep up appearances. You tell em Tom. )4 v ~_

So the whole thing ends with Lenny and his friends running scared"

before the Literati Klux Klan's invecUve, their dreams of penthouse

radicalism shattered into nightmares of reahty. I wouldn't have broken

the finale for you, except that in this case it won't ruin the movie. You all

know the ending anyway.

In Radical Chic. Wolfe gives his usual sUndard performance and it

didn't even appear to require his working up a sweat After all, his at-

titude seems well suited to the environment he was working in. My only

complaint is that the account gets inexplicably boggedniown in places.

The snappy prose doesn't carry the whole 94 pages with consistent sue

cess, and that Wolfe himself may acknowledge his strength in the short,

ephemeral article rather than the longer piece is Indicated in the

proliferation of the former in his works.

Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers, fifty-eight pages of fun-and-ethnic-

games Ucked onto Radical Chic, more than easily makes up for the

latter's weaknesses. It is Wolfe's best stomping ground; he takes a

subject with which he is obviously not normally involved and fre^^J^J^^

Lansky. by Hank Messlck
(G.P. Putnam: $6.95)

. .In reading about a personality like Meyer Lansky, one

might be tempted to say that had he turned his energies in a

direction other than organized crime he would have had

little trouble in attaining a position of great political power.

Lansky, accoi^ng to Mr. Messick's new book, was not, and

is stm not, a run-of-the-mill gangster; but he dealt with

virtually all the famous gangland figures, from Al Capone

to the recently deceased Vito Genovese, and he even grew

up with Lucky Luciano and Bugsy Siegel. That none of these

colorful criminals is around anymore, while Lansky

allegedly continues to manipulate his massive empire from

a newly acquired base in Israel, re-enforces the judgment
of his boyhood friends that "Lansky has brains."

Lansky was by no means a genius. His talent was one for

getting things done—the right way. He avoided making

mistakes, and when he did make one, he learned from it, as

in the case of his unhappy venture into Cuban vice which

was later to affect his handling of his affairs in the

Bahamas. Lansky never broke a promise, and by 1930,

important business deals could be sealed on his word alone.

If I ., .. ' mized crime now is simply making

money (and not achieving fame and recognition as it was in

tl^ past) Lansky is one of the most valuable men in the

trade. Part of the reason for his business acumen is that he

appears to have no other significant interests, and certainly—^ •:—. — * : > T -i.^.J .«fl »»i

to be the socially accepUble thing to do. Similarly, he kills

not out of hate but rather necessity. Even his desire for

money is not a passion, because he can pass up op-

portunities to make it if there's "too much heat."

Messick's description of Lansky is probably slightly

exaggerated because the author is a bit of a crusader, as

well he should be. After all, why would anyone write about a

gangster if not to expose him? In keeping with this ten-

dency, Messick also drops lots of names, like Tom Dewey,

J Edgar Hoover, and Richard Nixon, in hopes that some of

the mud might splatter on them. This sort of muckraking

proves to be a waste of time when, for example, Dewey's

"connection " with the Syndicate is shown to have consisted

::'^k-i4saMtaiaaitJWtT»
|pf|g>i^i » ii«ii»i»ipi

yn i»|
j^ ij£j^j]ji^^

^^

""y;^r,?i'^";Jj'j^t?:7 ii
i
t^^'-r.7-g;^-i.*iiwferrr'rir ^\.-r^'V^f7

^^one of the vic(- »ch have come to be associated with

more conventional gangsters: flashy cars and clothes,

cfRrtiis girls, 1
, esUtes, or a desire to appear on the

society jM p. n ^.ot for love, but because it seems

Ihe cockUil party he was alihe hipl previous The descriptive prose tr

just as precise and mannered in Mau-Mauing as it is in Radical, but it is

(Continued on Page 8)

of owning stock in a company which happened to be bought

out by a Syndicate-controlled company.

Messick's main thesis is that national (and now in-

ternational) crime owes very little to that Sicilian

organization, the Mafia. Instead, it is controlled by a multi-

ethnic organization, the National Crime Syndicate, of which

Lansky is not "Boss" but rather chairman of the board

This comes as something of a surprise to most Americans,

but Messick's generally painsUking research gives it much

credence. His well-written accounts of the more sordid

episodes provide a significant contrast to the Syndicate's

"dignified " image in later years. Those same men who

once spent their evenings denting each other's skulls with

crowbars are now influencing elections, owning entire

towns and cutting visible figures in international finance.

If the Syndicate is indeed the awesome malignancy that

Messick suggeste, it shouldn't be necessary to go beyond

that kind of interesting reporUge. When Messick does go

beyond it, he does so in two ways: the relatively harmless

muckraking in the aforementioned Dewey case, and the not

quite so innocuous shading of Lansky 's personality While

he may not be the cold, sexless Ian Fleming villain that

Messick portrays him as, he is nevertheless the chairman,

and just that much information ought to be enough to

awaken the public to Qb fact that truly extraordinary men

like Meyer Lansky are more than holding their own against

the Federal Government in its organized crime campaign.

Lansky himself might even have atUined an importJint

position in that government had he not gone Into cnme Yet

by going into crime, he was able to atUin just as much, if

not more, political power

v3

v
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
L«t us .ship your personal

•fleets Kom«. W« ore spe-

cialists in international
pockaging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220
VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

4829862

CAR PC3L
Find Rides or Riders

for this quarter

CONTACT:

Shident PaHiing Review Board

x52452-3220AA^rphyHall

(9-31 OR ^

Alpho Phi Omega AU **A"

Level Lounge (10-2)
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DAVE'S PHOTO SikVICi
Special Student Rates
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r Hrnosis FOR stooents

• Better qrades

• Speech Problems

• Weight Control S

• SnrK>liers

• Tension
'

• Personal Goals

Vk

University of Wisconsin Ph.D.. 14 years teoching Speech

Psychology and General Semantics.

Williaiii L Rislow, PlD. :
1225 WeshMOod Boulevord 477-2953 tor oppoinfn^ent
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ComeJoin our ^vm&
RESUME PREPARATION

Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.

WiMlnetdayi at 3:00 p.m.

JOB INTERVIEW PRACTICE
Tuesdays at 1:00 p.m.

SUMMER JOB SEARCH
Doily ot 3:00 p.m.

Morjmal . . . Jusf drop in,.. Everyone wekom^

Piiteieiii & Career Piaiiiig ceiier
BIdg. 1G X. 52981
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WHAT WE MUST
LEARN IS TO

This unique book takes you
on a journey into the mind
and spirit — past drugs -
through Eastern religion

—and past that into union
with the Eternal. A
journey through the
transformation of RIcharc

Alport into Baba Ram Oass.

a journey through the in

credible home-made mind-
blowing art of the Lame
Foundation (a commune
New Mexico), a journey through
A Cookbook for A Spiritual Life. ^
which tells how to live in America
in 1 971 . a journey to gladden your
soul,

BE HERE NOW
A Lama Fourxlation Book
S3 S9. pap«rbound now at your boototer*. or

CnOWN PUBLISHEMS, ^
41» Pirk Av*Oii« SotJtt>. N«w Yofk. NY 10016

Koadless Area, by Paul Brooks

(Ballantine: $1.25)

Pleasant Valley^ by Louis Bromfield

(Ballantine: $1.25)

Wilderness and Plenty, by Frank Fraser Darling

(Ballantine: $.95)

One of the richest dividends of the recent surge of

environmental concern comes in the form of inex-

pensive editions of worthwhUe books reprinted for a

new audience. Paul Brooks's Roadless Area and

Louis Bromfield's Pleasant VaUey are two such,

items which date from the mid-1940's. They com-

prise, with F. Fraser Darling's WUdemess and

Plenty, the latest editions of BallanUne's laudable

••Walden Edition" series in its Nature/Conservation

catalogue. They surely rank as minor classics in this

genre and the enthralling color cover scenes should

move a lot of copies too.

Koadleas Area traces the paths of Paul Brooks and

wife as they visited American national parks and-

wilderness areas, Baja California, England's canal

country and East African national parks. Their

journeys took place over a span of years and some

first appeared as separate essays in Harper's and the

Atlantic Monthly. So there is no continuity or logical

order, other than the unifying thread of love of the

wilderness, connecting the pieces. Brooks and his

wife are refugees from urban existence who are bent

simply on experiencing wild country without

de^ading it. It is this feature which elevates their

t>ook above the ordinary itinerary or travel guide.

The Brookses are only too well aware of the

diminishing supply of wild lands and the present

overcrowding in existing national parks and other

reserves. They set an example for people to seek the

wilds, not to repUcate the paved and encapsulated

comforts of home, but to find understanding and

enjoy the region on its own terms. *'Like a work of

art, the natural scene is something that can be 'used'

without being used up."

This couple never comes to a new area without

knowing its scientific as well as local popular

literature. The selections are permeated with the

joys (and trials) of traversing wild landscapes and

are unburdened by philosophical undertones. But

musings on larger questions crop up in two chapters

on overpopulation inside park boundaries and a

consideration of man's changing attitudes toward

nature. Parks, it seems, as nature reserves for the

sake of nature, was once a revolutionary concept, but

the parks are now threatened by overdevelopment.

The very people parks were created to serve now
endanger their continued existence, a fact which

ttSSon ^v^i 6r
I'.': :i'™;', <' ne

calls for careful restraint in planning and in resistim

progress. "You cannot selectively cut' a rain forS
and still have a rain forest; you cannot bring

j

gasoline engine, on wheels or afloat, into a wildej.

ness and still have a wildemees." We must press f*
"rural renewal" to niake our many long-despoiu

rivers, for example, capable of recreational use (and

thus remove pressure from one-of-a-kind
wild

areas).

More stringent regulations are in order, too, sinc«

many wilderness areas owed their existence
to

isolation which is itself threatened by burgeoniiw

technology. Brooks closes with an abbreviated
but

insightful discussion of man's evolying views of the

natural world. The discussion climaxes by

reiterating the significance of America's national

park system and wilderness area protection in i

global context. But since a mere two and a half per

cent of this country can still be described as

wilderness, there is a need for concern that it will

not, by default, join the other ninety-seven and a half

per cent. Those who read this book and follow the

Brookses' lead may one day arrive at the point when

they, like Thoreau, are able to "get more out of ten

minutes with a woodchuck than most men could get

from a night with Cleopatra."

In Pleasant Valley Louis Bromfield chronicled his

attempts to restore ravaged nature in hilly southen

Ohio. As a financially secure and Pulitzer prize

winning author, he returned to his boyhood home

after a lapse of several decades. He could never, ii

seems, escape the lure of rural life and during a

fifteen year stay in a Paris suburb he worked a few

acres to keep his hands in the soil. His personal value

system told him that man approaches immortality

only by leaving his mark on this landscape Brom-

field decided to make his mark by trying to

demonstrate that worn-out land could be revitalized

By workng, as he put it, with native and not against

her, he hoped to make 640 degraded acres a

productive (and profitable) operation. And that

turned out to be no snmil undertaking, since it was

necessary to stop soil erosion, to grow new forests

and pastures and to restore vanished trace elements.

He called his method "organic" farming and

contrasted his land to the "dead" farms which were

visible proof of widespread poor farming methods of

American agriculture. Following this plan he was

upjled "teched in the head" by neighboring far-

Bromfield considered himself a new sort of

^^r^r who,
** *^^ ^^ P"^ ^^ "^y «very manner

(r ingenious means the very elements the first

Photo by Isaiah Karlinsky

)ioneers had removed recklessly or permitted to

disappear through erosion and neglect." In France,

be had noticed, there was a much closer relationship

|if man to land, and the earth was husbanded much
jtter than in America where an enormously rich

source base had been mindlessly plundered. The

organicfarming recycled minerals back into the soil,
protected woodland and pasture from overgrazing,
building mulch and soil moisture capacity — in short— building the land.

For Bromfield no landscape is merely a static
coUecUon of objects, but rather a hving complex
which, with proper management and love, is capable
of being highly productive as well as beautiful to
behold. Mismanaged land resulted in low yields, poor
nutrition and social unrest. Bromfield, like Thomas
Jefferson, held that the most noble existence was one
close to the soil Parcels of land, and even regions as
a whole, take on the character of the type of uses and
amount of care lavished on them. "Most of the rich
virgin soil that existed in the beginning has been
farmed long enough for it to take on the stamp and
character of the men who have owned and farmed
it."

Bromfield did a good deal of experimenting to find

out the right crops for soil restoration and maximum
productivity, always seeking to maximize the
mineral nutrients available for the ecology of his

farm. And after a few years, his Malabar farm
(named for India'^ west coast which was the subject
of his books that earned the money to buy this land)"
had become a national showplace.
Bromfield, by the 1950's, had earned fame in

agriculture rivaling his literary reputation. He wrote
this classic case study of man renovating nature and
re-establishing a long lost balance. Bromfield was
fully aware of what he was doing, for he could read
the landscape. This experiment proved to him that,

"... the law of Nature is not that of scarcity but of

abundance." And he hoped that his example would
invite others to follow his lead in meticulous, loving

land management, always mindful of the statement

of Francis Bacon that in order to subdue nature, one
must first understand her.

Wilderness and Plenty is the product of famed
ecologist F. Fraser Darling's series of lectues for the

British Broadcasting Company. They provide a

general and comprehensive introduction to urgent

environmental problems (population, pollution and

the economy of nature). Calling himself a qualified

pessimist, he considers an extended list of profound

questions such as population growth and pressure,

the disappearance of open space and the worldwide

deterioration of habitats. The t(;ne is authoritative

and Darling's examples are often drawn from his

own extensive research and global experience.

Stressing the shattering impact of man on the

natural world, he advocates forward vision in con-

servation activities and adherence to a strict ethic

toward the earth — our precarious abode.
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Art Auctions for the ArnvchainConnoiseur
The Elegant Auctioneers, by
Wesley Towner (Hill and Wang:
110.00, lUustrated)

Despite the widespread belief

that art (or Art) is something
removed from the world of

business and money, the link

between the two is well-

established. When a Velasquez
portrait brought $5.5 milhon at a

recent sale only the record size of

the price caused eyebrows to raise.

Nor is anyone surprised to see
business magnates posed amid
Picassos and Van Goghs in Life.

Art has become an acceptable field

of investment for the very rich;

more than $1(X) million a year i8_

spent at art auctions in America

Review By Charles Solomon

usually either sold in turn or left to

museums. —
t

The less familiar personalities

are often more interesting than the

celebrated ones: for example,
Mary Jane Morgan. After the
death of her shipping magnate
husband, Charles, Mary Jane
decided to lead a somefwhat leas

frugal life; on sUnny afternoons
she would fill her reticule with
thousand-dollar bills and go
shopping. In addition to $1 million

vase. This furor centered around i]

small (8 inch) piece of Chinese]

porcelain, of rich strawberry colorj

fading into apple green. Mary J£

was said to have paid $12,000 for it

Was it worth $12,000? Was ill

authentic or had Mary Jane be«|

duped? Was "peachWow
genuine type of porcelain or wa

the vessel an accident, a freak?J

For days New York's leading!

newspapers, the Times and the

Sun, conducted an acrimoniotfl

alone.

Yet a century ago art auctions
(and auctions in general) were
regarded as clearing houses for

brummagen merchancUse, often
with good reason. The Elegant
Auctioneers chronicles the 95-year
rise of the art auction, from its

ignominious nascency to its

present eminent respectability.
Like Lucius Beebe's The Big-
Spenders, which it resembles in its

anecdotal style, The Elegant
Auctioneers is most interesting as
a catalogue of American tastes and
personalities.

Many of the personalities are
familiar ones: William Randolph
Hearst, who bought carloads of

Italian and Spanish Renaissance
antiques; or WUliam Andrews
Clark, who bought rare books by
the dozen, creating the vast Hbrary
now owned by UCLA. (Dark's first

election to the U. S. Senate took
place under such questionable
circumstances that it was later

invalidated. However, he was later

re-elected. Irwieed, the list (rf art

buyers and >Electors reads the

tlM Social Register. VanderiDUlB,

Roc k e fe llers. Whitneys.
Wa;.. «. rs, Pulitzers, etc.,

fought like moneyed vultures over
the collectionB of ' ir deceased

X^

worth of diamonds from Tiffany
and $500,000 worth of orchids, she
bought Chinese porcelains and
European paintings with taste

unparalleled at the time. Millet,

Delacroix, Breton, and other
"greats" regarded as inferior then
were to be found in her cnlli»oHnn

When Mary Jane died in >" e

± * %^a«^ <

1 1. < \.

Met itan Mikspum of Art did.

The sale (»' ';;.> < <'Av>,\i,k ^-r-^.] uy

the i-'-' 'V ^^ ' M,rta! r\ hr pf*.&<'hblou

debate over it. Papers across

country followed suit. (The va*

finally sold for $18,000; it was later

proved to be genuine and is now »

the Walters Art Gallery.)
j

Very few rich Americans ha<J

taste equal to Mary J a"*

Monran's. The Art Academi<*|

, ,*. • ^th thp timidity of

__. held

Vlrt';-':; ;!;%-':rr dictator-''^

over what was acceptable in ^\

And VI i ^i acceptable

*

re covered with sterile Roman
Idiers, with uninspired
poleonic battles, with enor-

ously detailed scenes of Ver-

illes, with vapid peasants, and
luntless cows and sheep. All of

ich were snapped up at high
ices by wealthy Americans at a
e when Renoir could k)arely

iford to buy paint. (For some
son, paintings of sheep were
ormously popula^v albeit

edictably priced: one could
pect to pay about $1,000 for each
p in the picture, with shepherd

id/or dog extra.) In time, the

pressionists, and even some
lems like Picasso, came to be

cepted. Eventually con-
art lost its stigma, and

lan to command the high prices
it are now paid.

etween the rich American and
work of art stand the auction
se and the auctioneers. Mr.
wner has duly included the
ihind-the-scenes dealings in the
ction houses and the per-
'alities involved in them. Two of
more striking examples are

rtlandt Field Bishop, the
netically mobile millionaire

united America's most im-
rtant auction houses, the
erican Art Association and the
rke-Bemet Galleries (which

in turn, recently purchased by
''%s of London); and the
wful, litigious Benguiat famUy.
he Elegant Auctioneers is
rally interesting and often

i^ertaming, but it is also flawed.
'ey Towner died before he had
Pleted it and Robert Varble's
» secUons are not entirely

^sfactory; he is more formal
Jjnpersonal and he focuses too
" attenUon on financial con-

|^»"ations The book is also too

Jt would be ffreatly improved
'^^ucingitto --two thirds of
present size _^._^_. .. _
' Worth re«!riinr ;.; i would

^^^J
Rood gift^for would-be

icoes and armchair con-

Wolfe...

\^v wiiAti

(Continued from Page 7) - -

heaps more impressive because it is not apparent at the outset that Wolfe

is gonna know a toilet from a toadstool in this street-level situation.

Mau-Mauing is set in San Francisco and concerns the ingenious at-

tempts of ad hoc groups of ghetto street-people to frighten ("mau-mau")

the poverty program workers into giving them grants. The lengths which

Wolfe goes to property describe what's involved render the essay nothing

less than brilliant, even though there seems a possibUity that some of the

accounts may have been glamorized hearsay rather than eye-witness.

The basic tenets of mau-mauing are all important, and apply equaUy to

Blacks Chicanes, Orientals, Samoans, and any other ethnic mmonty

with enough gall to try it (Wolfe calls the process "The Ethnic Catering

Service") • You got to look mean and ugly (in the words of street-leader

Chaser ".
. . Lookin' wUd! I want to see you down there lookin' like a

bunch of wUd niggers!"), you got to do aU the talkin' and none of the

listenin' when you go to the poverty office, you got to literaUy surround

the Man at his desk (", . . Oh. good God! Those bad cats are m front of

me, they aU around me, they behhid me. I'm surrounded. ) ,
you got to

scare the Man out of his shorts and then you got to leave hke an army

"Tliey see that thepeople are unified and discipUned, and mad, and tured

of Ulking and ready for walking "). You got to make it look like it's

no bullshit, even though it's aU bullshit. Right? YcKi're just ^yiiig to get a

htUe money for the brothers, a HtUe new-fangled (Great Society-style)

sUtus for yourself, and the laws of supply-and-demand require that you

do a litUe DEMANDIN'

!

Old Mr Wolfe doesn't have to try to take sides for the mau-maus to

come off looking like the real aces compared to the sfcon^-^^^^^P;^®'^

Sam execs who absorb the brow-beating afforded thenri. Part of what

some call Wolfe's genius is his ability to carry things out to their abwird

^rreme Vid thes^ incidents, most of which probably occurred much as

he describes them, are absurdly ludicrous^ 7^^ '\^]^} ^^ ^
r^ff^ one's faith in the American Way of Ufe, and they're certainly

enough to make one realize how inept the American Bureacracy is at

reaUy dealing with deep-seated problems.

In his writing Wolfe provides all the means necessary for hini to

become and reLin a controversial figure ^^ contemporai^ hter^

and society That he's a skilled writer m undemable, though his ad-

wti^ly vertxjse style is sometimes Uresome. and that his fence^itUng

Tto hKbest advanuge is likewise irrefutable. What remains,^
is the question of whether Wolfe actually does get

^f«^ /^ V^
^tu^ions he continually writes about (surfers, working gu-ls. London

m^cX rad'Sl street gangs and so forth) or whether heis mere^^ one

S 01^ m^t omiscient, pirtreptive, stylish and Uterate observers ol our

time.

rnnsiderinc his background (raised in Virginia, Master's degree,

su^S:^ a^'d'h^ bi^ journalistic career), there^^^^^
about his abdity to consider Society. Government and Media But those

•J^S«,'' rLi, how do you get inside them^^ No ;?^ttor how

vL writing is about them, how do you
^«^^^,,^.l^^^ ^.?^y^ ^ the peasants themselves, >^« ^f 7f"y _ ^

^'ulT ^kL amVkmhaua masses are all about? Wone tn^o "st- -a-

;^ ""' S2rmZr(tou««HneWolfmn.tr«tUlk.U.dolt

Uhe^s wrong. weD know sooner or later. U. the m^«"..me. be *»• (e«to

good to read.

•iPaxl Adv.fti^«fTt*nt)'

The Free School Teach - in

is conning

IPakJ Advcrttoeacad]

INCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

SERVICF

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, stoff.

FoW Professional Service

HOI Gay ley Ave. Westwood Villoge B86-7475
By AppointfTTot Only 473-B127

Iteaching credential
CHANGES

The Teacher Education Program in the Graduate School

of Education at UCLA is undergoing major revision. We
plan to Initiate a nev^ program beginning v^lth the Fall

Quorier 1972, In order to prepare for the inougrotion

of the nev/ progrgm, admission of students to the old

program is being limited to those who will be able To

complete all professional preparation courses prior to

the Spring Quarter 1972 and all supervised teaching

assignments by the end of the Spring Quarter 1973.

Questions concerning teacher education should be ad-

dressed to the credential counselors in the Office of Stu-

dent Services, 201 Moore Hall (Graduate School of Edu-

cation); phone 825-2621

.

[DIRECT FROM SAN FRANCISCOl
ONLY LOS ANGSLES APPEARANCE

' ^he (Sommittee.
THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE

BECKMAN AUD.. CALTECH
Two diff«r»nt »how»!

RAguiar thow — Thur«: Apr. 15 8:30

Improvised »how — Fn. Apr. 16 8:30

$3 50-4^'?^T^C«ltec?r33^SnMic?>igIn.
Pasadena and all tha uti^al placa*. (213)

793-7043. FREE for studanti (ID raqutrad) spe-

cial workshop Fri . Apr. 16 at 4 pm.

TlCKCmaN

NfXn CL^UOff KIPMIS MIMf THiATU — Aprtt 17. tiJO.

To mvtlc of Sfrovintky and ferfeJi. t3.S0-4.SO-S.S0

Tfttr mLfr performs his music — ApHi it, •.»•.

IncfadU* "A Roiabew la Carved Air". Sfadeefs: U.99

tSCb

w wt^p:

VAN NUYSt
Garage in Allmyt

4626 ^ Von Nuyt Blvd.

(JuttoH Vwfuro fwy.)

&{"

WIST LA
^ink Gorogm At.

3378 South Ov«fiood
•39-311*

Compl«t« Stereo S/st«ms

FROMMOO
m0 i^i^i»^^ 0 1̂0̂ ^^
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Financing A Head
Review By Jacob Wiesel

Dealing, or the Berkeley-to-Boston

Forty-Brick Lost-Bag Blues, by

"Michael Douglas"

(Alfred A. Knopf Inc: $5.95)

Why are we always so skeptical?

Every time that a book or a film is

released tiiat is supposed to deal

with the "now generation" or the

OVit 20 YIS ' fXPfttOKf

PERMANENT -^

HAIR REMOVAL^
WITH AIR DESENSmZER

MEN & WOMEN
REC BY PHySlClANS
<Aemb Elect Assoc

MofvSal EvM by A^t.

G

I

474-7I7ri
SAtAL WANNE t E

AiJNEWANNE tN&K
l245GI«ndofi W. LA.

(WestK^OOd M«ki»cal

Pro* BIdg
)

"hip culture," freaks and straights

alike whip out their magnifying

glasses and begin to scrutinize the

work in order to determine its

authenticity. I guess it's a natural

impulse. After all, wouldn't you be

a bit wary if someone wrote a book

about vou?

I
INCOME TAX

SERVICE

$5 ""

20% DISCOUNT
to UCIA students, toculty, staff

FasI, Profttsiooal, Service

FLESNER & COOK
^

J jQj Gay ley Ave.

Wastwood Viiloqe

886^7475 473-8127

•y Af^MMrtm^il OiOy

FREE
Foam mattress Pad
Reg. $12 Value
With the purchase
of any

KING SIZE yi^y^TER BED "*

Aqua Sleep Shops
Von Nuys )0 Beds on Display

7122-1/2 Van Nuys Blvd. 994-9461
LA. 5 Beds on Display

827 S.Vermont 381-7038

$39.95
With this coupon

CVoid 4/19/71)

REMINDER
Ail graduate students interested in running for
the Graduate Students Association offices^ of
President, First Vice President, and Second Vice
President should submit their completed peti-

tions for candidacy with fifty signatures of
presently registered graduate students, to

Kerckhoff Hall 301 NO LATER than 4 p.m.,
Thursday April 15th. Petitions are now avail-
able in Kerckhoff Hall 301. Questions should
be directed to Mary Myers in the G.S.A office,

extension 51050 or 51160.

Anyway, another such work is

now available. It is titled, rather

ostentatiously, Dealing, or the

Berkeley-to-Bo«ton forty-Brick

Lost-Bag Blues. The book is

written by a pair of fellows called

"Michael Douglas," who are ac-

tually author Michael Crichton

(The Andromeda Strain and Five

Patients) and his younger brother,

s. It goes beyond the normal

realiT\of hip literature in that it

isn't cohcemed with your average,

run-of-the-mill hippie, or your

everyday pot party. Rather, the

authors decided to investigate that

aspect of hippiedom which people

disdain the most. The aspect of the

alternate culture's existence that

causes pictures and stories to be

run on the front page of

newspapers alongside lists of

heroic Viet Nam war dead. It's that

insidious past-time - lovingly

referred to as pushing.

Dealing is a quick, lighthearted

novel that asks us to follow the

adventures of one Peter Harkness.

Pete is a part-time student and
part-time dope runner. He is a

pawn in that great chess board of

Illicit drug traffic. He is a courier.

As such, he reaps no massive
profits nor underground glory.

However, he does get to travel, all

expenses paid, from Boston to

Berkeley and vice-versa.

As the book opens, tnend Peter is

in the midst of one of these

vacations, as it were, and he has
just finished getting stoned in the

bathroom of an American Airliner.

As he precariously makes his way
back to his seat, we are filled in on
his mission by way of a flashback.

In Boston, there sits John, cool,

calculating and "very together."

He is the manipulator. It is he who
has sent Peter on his mission of

mercy, which is to score forty

bricks. In Berkeley, we meet
John's other half. Musty. A stone
freak who loves his work and is as
raunchy as they come. The first

half of the book deals exclusively

me

FREE
Meetings

MEETS TOMMOROW
THEJEWASAHUAAAN BEING:
SOURCES FOR AN ETHIC
RcAibi Rkkard N. L«fy, Director

»«Nel Cowfmt <rt UCLA
A confrontation with different kinds of Jewish sources as the oddress
themselves to such corKepts as. persorxil and social law, the Creation,

Bcodus, Messianism, War ond Peoce, the "Chosen People", orxi the
Return to Israel.

THE RELATION BETWEEN JEWISH
AND WESTERN LEGAL CODES:
PRESENT ^'*PUCATIONS

First meeting: Tuesdoy, April 6
Time: 7:30 PM
Place: Hillel Lower Lounge,

900 Hitgard Avenue
Succeedir>g meetirtgs will be arranged
at times and places which fit the needs
ond desires of eoch section.

NON-MEETINGS
Shabbat services, irKluding communal
meals, music, and darxe, will be de-

veloped ot the homes of students and
(oculty AnnoufKements will be mode
weekly as to the location of the Free
Jew U Shabbat Other celebrations will

be created as the muse (or neshoma)
inspires.

Prof. Oeorie HelcKw^, UCU School of Low
Mibi Dovid lemer, HMol Covnca itf UCU
A comporison, through discussion and reoding of representative texts.

ci the basic principles in Jewish and Western low. Among the topics

to be discussed will be: reponsibility,, legolity, guilt. wrongdoir>g.
eviderKe, ar>d justification.

BUBERIAN HASIDIC-ZEN: A NOVEL
APPROACH TO PSYCHOTHERAPY
Dr. Beniomin WoNMnger, Co-Fo«*nder Southern Coliormo Covmelififl

Center

Rokfei Henry Robin, Biecutive Director, Lot Angeles HMel Council
Explorations ieoding to significent community experiences. Included
will be discuMions of the similarities and differerKes between Zen
and Hosidism Insights will be concretized through the use of many
media, including anecdotes, music, and dance. Sessions will feoture
porticipotion in communal meals, symbolic ceremonies, and meditation.

THE JEWAND OTHER
CULTURAUETHNIC MINORITIES
Prol. Oene L«rine^ Dep't ol Sociology. UCLA
The section aims to provide both on ethnic census of UCLA and a look
into potterns of o^iliotion and disoHiliation. The mojor focus will be
upon understanding Jewish studenH in the context of other ethnic
groups. How do Jewish students differ from members of other minori-
ty groups, and what common problems do they hove?

y
•?r
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THE RELEVANCE
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with this one business venture.

Everything goes smoothly, except

for two things: a) he falls in love

and b) he gets busted.

The bust serves two purposes.

Firstly, it introduces us to Officer

Murphy, a mean sadistic s.o.b. who

has a nasty habit of arresting

harmless hippie types and then

turning around and selling con-

fiscated state's evidence for a big

fat profit. In addition, this rather

unsavory character lays the

.groimdwork for the second half of

the book.

Peter's bust is inconseqiiential in

that he is released from jail due to

lack of evidence. He makes his way
back to Boston and relates to John

his horrifying ordeal, including his

love for a winsome young maiden
called Sukie. As a result of this

undying love, he implores John to

allow Sukie to deliver the next

shipment to Boston in order to

reunite them. John agrees, and the

plot thickens.

Sukie gets busted. And by
whom? You guessed it, by none

other than that pillar of the com-
munity, that gestapo agent turned

John Law, Officer Murphy. What
to do about this sad state of affairs

occupies the next 100 pages of the

book.

It would be extremely unfair of

me to divulge the conclusion.

There is a certain charm with

which the writers haye em-
bellished the book and it doesn't

lend itself to retelling.

Dealing is not possessed with any
great hterary style. It is more an
engrossing story than a novel.

None of the characters outside of

Harkness and Murphy are
developed to any depth. They are
mostly cardboard masks that
could easily be replaced. The
authors aren't overly concerned
with people, they care more about
their situation. The way a friend

might tell you a story without

really telling you what it all meant
It's more like what's happening
than who's happening.

The language of the book is what
makes it a quick, easy-going work.

It is heavily laced with far-outs and
groovys and other hip superlatives.

It is gilso permeated with scores of

'*Why do you get stoned?" and
"Why do you deal?" rationales. A
lot of this dialogue may bore the

average stoney reader, but for

those who are not as enlightened it

provides an interesting (and valid)

insight into the psychology of the

dealer.

All in all, Dealing is an en-

joyable, rather realistic offering

The settings (i.e., Boston and

Berkeley) are flavored with

precise enough descriptions to

cause a pang of remembrance if

you've ever been to either localci^-^

would venture to say that the

authors actually knew what they

were talking about when they

wrote Dealing, and that they didn't

rely on transcripts borrowed from

a local police station.

The only major shortcoming of

the work is its conclusion.

Naturally, one hopes that the good

guys will triumph and that the

mean old Murphy (as his friends

prefer to call him) will get his just

deserts. But when the book

climaxes, it seems more like

fantasy than fiction.

In general, Dealing is a lot of fun.

And the best thing about it is that it

takes a very touchy subject and

treats it, not as some evil that

ranks second only to white slavery,

but as something that emerges*-

from an open and everyday reality.

A reality, that is, for those who can

relate to it. Dealing is also the kind

of book that would be a lot of fun to

read stoned. But that is hardly a

prerequisite. "Can you dig it.

man?"

Need help? Call UCLA
Helpline 825-7646

tA W
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Campus Leasing
Butm I. SteftfMrt MohH
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HOT PANTS — Howard Haves' ''Rio Bravo" and "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes" at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in Dickson Auditorium. Series tickets for

eight films are available in advance for $2.50 in KH 140. Single admissions

are $1.50 at the door.

What's

Brcw'n
Special Activities

Applications are now available
for Pryntanaans, junior and senior
women's honorary. A 2.75 GPA or
better is required.

An exhibition of BrazlHana, in

honor of Project Brazil, will

continue on exhibit through May 4

in the University Research
Library.

English Conversation classas
will meetfrom 11 a.m.-l p.m. today
at ISC and Campbell 1118.

Campus Committee to Bridga
tt«e Gap will hold orientation

sessions for students interested in

speakihg at student-community
dialogs on current issues, at 7:30

p.m. today, (and every Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday this

quarter) in room 409A, Linde
Medical Plaza, 10291 Wilshire
Blvd.

The UCLA Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open from
noon-4 p.m. today in Ackerman
Union 2412. Information and
referrals on overpopulation,
contraception, family planning,

(Continued on Page 13)

The only pattern thafs really a kit.
. ^ ,

A kit giving you the tools to nnake your own kind of

T-Shirt or T-dress In 4 or nnore lengths fronn nnidriff to floor

Pattern pieces include: 5 different sleeves. 7 different

necklines. 3 basic pocketsand 6 sizes of star ^ndxircie appli^^^^^^

Plusdrawingsofallthepiecesandannannequ.ndrawing

on which to combine them.

The T-Shirt Pattern Kit is the only pattern engineered

to give yo'u a second-skin fit: skinny sleeves, narrow shoulders,

tight torso in hip length, loose at the hips in longer lengths

And all without a single dart.

It costs only Si .50 and it s made by New Life Patterns.

a new company with a new idea about clothes

I

I

I

I

I

K. LifePatterns
I enclose $l .50 for each pattern kit.

Send cash, check or money order.

(C>esigned for knits only.)

Crteck your size: D Petite Dsmall
D Medium D Large

Size guide by bust size:

J Please print

Name

Address

I
Petite: 30-33' small: 33V2-35
.. ., -^.-..1 -^-./. I '..-i-iA -3-71

I

Medium: 35'/2-37" Large 37V2-40' city

Mall to:

NEW LIFE PATTERNS INC., PO Hox ' *»-

OKI ChHsea Station. N«w YorK. N.Y 1001

1

Allow 3 weeKs for delivery

State ^'P .

Quit smoking!

WITH MAX SHULMAN
( By tkt atilkor of Rattf Round tk4 Fl«§, Bop$ . . IMiit lAlh$ ... dr.

)

Tenure; or Old Teachers Never Die

Today let us discuss tenure, an academic custom which stipulates

that if a college doesn't fire a teacher fast enough, they are stuck with

him forever. ._
The rules of tenure vary from campus to campus, but In general,

a teacher gets tenure when he reaches the rank of associate professor

or, failing that» when he completes eight years on the /acuity. There-

after, he cannot be fired except for two rigidly defined causes: a) if he

is habitually nude during lectures; of b) if the college can prove he has

been dead for more than one semester.

Small wonder, then, that colleges are so careful about granting

tenure. Who wants to be saddled with a dull teacher for the rest of his

lumpish life? For— let us speak frankly— even among a group as glit-

tering as teachers, you will find an occasional deadhead. Take, for ex-

ample, Ralph J. Stagnant. _^

Mr. Stagnant was not only dull, he was stupefying. Believe me, I

would never say .such a mean thing, true though it is, if he were a sensi-

tive man, but he is not. In fact, if you want an example of how insenn-

live he is, he wrote his entire Ph. D. thesis on a chair that had a nail

sticking through the seat.

And if you want further evidence of his dullness, Jiie thesis was
called "The Dynamics of Luggage."

But even so, the academic job market was booming at the time

Mr. Stagnant got his doctorate, and he soon found employment.
What's more, by blending with the ivy and always walking on tiptoe,

he managed never to attract the Dean's attention and thus got rehired

every year.

But finally came Year No. 8, and Mr. Stagnant knew his luck had

run out. This time rehiring would mean tenure and naturally the Dean
would first take a good hard look. How, thought Mr. Stagnant with a

sinking heart, could he persuade the Dean he was worth keeping?

Well sir, as everyone knows, the way to impress Deans is to pub-

lish books. So Mr. Stagnant, who thus far had been too sluggish even

to attempt a book, now began turning them out at a frantic rate—

The Foot Locker Through History . . . Valise and the Single Girl . . . My
Satchel, Right or Wrong. Alas, the publisher rejected them all.

«'""'"'"'

Finally, in desperation, Mr. Stagnant tried a novel, but this fared

no better. "We are herewith returning your cornball novel," wrote the

publisher. "Are you kidding with this stuff? Can you seriously believe

that in this modern day and age anybody would w^nt to read a tear-

jerker about a rich Harvard boy who marries a poor Kadcliffe girl who
dies of leukemia?"

And so, alas, Mr. Stagnant was fired. Today, a broken man, he

lives in a New Orleans slum, working part-time as a praKne.

There is a powerful lesson here for all of us: if you want tenure,

don't be dull.

Take, for insUnce, Miller High Life Beer. Do you think that if

Miller had been dull, it would have enjoyed a tenure of 115 years ^o

far? Of course not. Miller abides because it is the very opposite of dull;

it is lively, sparkling, vivacious, animated, sprightly, buoyant, spry,

ardent, sportive and waggish. Just pour a Miller and the hills are alive

with the sound of music, and there's a bright golden haze on the mead-

ow, and every cloud has a silver lining, and zing! go the strings of

your heart.

Perhaps you think I'm being a bit effusive about Miller High Life.

If you do, I ask you to remember one thing: to me Miller is more than

just a beer; it is also an employer.

IVt true. We, the brewers of Miller High Life, bring you this column

eeery ipeeie, som^hwus ntnouMly. And every day, always confuUnUy, we

«>

i

»^

\

bring you MiUer High Life. If you've got the time, we've got the beer, in

cans, botUes and kegs— and all ways delicious.
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CAT IT — "Alice Adams" and "Stage Door" are

featured In a Katharine Hepburn Festival at 7 p.m.

Wednesdayjn
KH 140.

Social WtHare 147. Ticliets are $1 in

W

I

X)HN STtWART/JENNIFER

IN PERSON

A CONCERT FOR UCLA STUDENTS

ALL TICKETS $2.00 RESERVED

ON SALE NOW KERCKHOFF TICKET OFFICE
presented by

UCLA Student Committee for the Arts & ASUCLA Cultural Affairs Commission

.«ii i «i'i jp' <r_.>

^luM,(a\t^GUi^^?<fjtu/f

WE'VE MET — The onice en oiuuem /^nans »s sponsoring a special

UCLA showing of "Waterloo" at 12:30 p.m. Saturday at the Egyptian

Theater, 4712 Hollywood Blvd. Tickets are $1.25 at the Kerckhoff ticket

office.

EVERYTHING YOU'VE

WANTED
TO KNOW
ABOUT

Exotic Food,

dances, &
women . . .

at the

INTERNATIONAL

FAIRE

April 17-18

1 p.m. — 12 a.m.

Entry: $1 Adults

50<t students &

children

ISC - 1023 Hilgard Avenue -

Westwood- 477-4587

KPaid Advertisement)!

HILLEL CaiNCiL
900 Hiipard Avenire

4741531

YIDDISH

Dr. Zygielbaum will begin a new quarter of teaching

language, folklore, folksong and literature.

Please note the room change— 2150 Bunche

7:00 Beginners 8:30 Intermediates

JOIN THE HIUEL PERFORMANCE
DANCE GROUP

7:30 URC Auditorium

Male participants are urged to come

EXHIBIT OF ARTISTIC CREATIONS

Projects of students from CSES I 15 will be on display

April 15 thru April 30 Kerckhoff Hall 2nd Floor

CREATIVE SERVICE

April 16 8:15

*Shabbat on Shobbat'

Begin Shobbat with songs and dance. After services

Poet Alan Weisblott Oneg Shobbat follows

JOIN US FOR A LOX AND BAGEL BRUNCH

Tour Supported By Capitol Records, Reprise Records, and Greyhound Lines, Inc.

. irninw imh.
URC Upper Lounge 10:30

Break Passover with bogels and friends

^.(.v''.;«i^st*-#«rt'^-S'i
litt-,-:

Brew'n again
A^onday, April 12. 1»71 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 13
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and venereal disease will

;,vailable at ttie center.

Sianups and applications are

now being taken for the Asian-

American session off Unl-Camp In

^^pbell Hall 323r For furtt^er

information call X53881.

Speeches and Seminars

A D Wyner, mennk)er of tt^e

technical staff. Bell Telephone

Laboratories. Inc.. Murray Hill.

New Jersey, will present a systenn

science seminar on "A Packing

Problem in Function Space" at

1:30 p.m. today In Boelter 8500.

George Wallersteln. professor of

astronomy. University of

Washington. Seattle, will present

an astronomy colloquium on "Tlie

Mass- Luminosity Relation

Unique" at 4 p.m. today In

AAathematlcal Sciences 8118.

Elof A. Carlson, professor of

zoology, State University of New

York, will lecture on "The New

Biotogy and the Future of Man" at

7 p.m. today In Dickson 2160. as

part of the extension series, "The
Human Agenda." Tickets are
$4.75, and $1.75 (for students).

Meeting

SOS will meet at 7: » p.m. today
In Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge. A plan to end layoffs, and
ROTC will be discussed.

URA Clubs

The Kendo Club wilt meet from 5-

7 p.m. today in Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from
2:30-5 p.m. today in Memorial
Activities Center B 146.

The Hattia Yoga Club will meet
from 5-7 p.m. today In Men's Gym
102.

The Lacrosse Club will meet
from 3-5 p.m. today on tleld 7.

Prison symposium

series begins today

Prison bfficUls and ex-

convicts will participate in a

discussion of the goals of prison

rehabiliUtion at 7:30 p.m. today

in Law School 1345. This

symposium is the first hi a

series of three such conferences

on correction. Later discussions

will be held on April 21 and April

26. and will deal with the goals

of parole and probation, as well

as the roles that legislators and

Jawyers can play in prison

reform.

i^ TMiU THtMIt

Overpopulation

Information

Center Open:

Monday noon-4pm

Ackerman Union

2412
Mi J J., 'ii'

Has
your

living
space
lost
its

luster?
La Mancha is the best place

for some people to live. If

UCLA is in your plans next

year drop by and check us out.

tutt** with IMng robrns

c»rp«ting

•xc«ll«nt food

r«frigcrator«

air conditkKiing

op«o vtaiUtion

•MrtfTiming pool

»auna«

Oit::

*« -• « A

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
3:30p.in.
Sp.m.
7p.m.
7:30pm
7:30p.m
7:30pm
7:30 p.m.

8pm.
Sp.-m

Sirvival on a PoUuted Ptan«t

KMid^tniYoaa
History of Faaclam

Survival on a Polluted Planet

Tarot
The Maker as Medium
American Goodlime Music

Parents and the Colleee Generation
CoMCientious Objection

Arch 1249

's Gym Courtyard
ArchlMSB
ArchlMS

ArchlMSC
Dickson U31

ArchB4S
Moore Hall 100

ArchlSa

1970 Southern Campus sh'H on sale--KHM2

UCLA PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY
announces its endorsement at

JACK HAMPTON
the man:

• 20 years member of NAACP
• founding member Trade Unionists for

Peace
• Peace and Freedom Party candidate for

State Treasurer, 1970

the issues:

• abolish police helicopter

• low income housing

• close the airport

• support synanon

• no oil drilling

• no new freeway

also endorsed by:

• Entertainment Industry Branch

• LA. GAY LIBERATION FRONT
-NAACP

PfACf ANO
xfRiiDOMJ

UCLA PFP tneetf Wedn«$day^

noon KH400

r -F^
kt^kri>
Lace into a biUy boot. Rugged, comfortable,

great to look at. In brown saddle leather. ^

Or dirty buck suede. Far better than barefoot. ^
At your Plymouth dealer. Or write

9^! i {a-i'i ^«<k|

90 1 6 (browM l«olK««)

*j^«WH

^JO-HILGARD AVtNUE • LOS ANGELES, (21 J) 475-5811

_J •

COLVEY'S, Pacific Palisades

WRIGHT'S, Los Angeles

MARK'S BOOT SHOP, 10921 Weyburn,

Westwood Village

PFSMOND'S. Westwood Village

PLYMOUTH SHOE COMPANY, INC., MIDDLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS 02346^
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads

A^onday, April 12, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN IS

I

ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kerckhoff HalMIl
Phone: I2S-3331

C:a&>ifltd advtriising rat*s

IS Mordt SI. SO day, 5 consccutivt
insertions $5.00

Payabit in advance

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classifitd
advertising service will not t>c made
available to anyone >ttt%o. in affording

housing to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA ft Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the sarvicas
offered here.

Announcements,.

STUDENTS For New Age Unification
presents New Life Worksho^'7l. Weekend
experience. April U- II. 47l-«A7. (A AIS)

WORKSHOP applied metaphysics.
Realiied goals, deeper awareness, fuller

life. I Tuesday evening sessions. Start April

20. Call474-S202 aHar six. (A A IS)

MEN and women over N meet on campus
for an ongoing leaderless group. Lee, 124-

3493. (AAU)

Live!

CROSBY. STILLS.
NASH, and YOUNG!!

copies of their new album

4-way Street

are being given away alt day
today

(and all nigtit tonigtit)

on

KLA/83

from yourtcind of place.

West wood

STUDENTS with ability to wrtte/research
material for audio programming of subjects
such as Tour and Travel, industrial products
and personnel training, educational
material. Earn SSS on own time, assignmea
basis. Send resume to intra* Ltd. 1549 N
Vine St., Hollywood, Calif. 90021. Aft. M
RoUi. (AIS)

CURDJIEFF Ouspensky discussion group.

Mon. 7:30 p.m. Humanitites 2214. (A A 14)

FREE DO IT THYSELF COSTUME
BROCHURE FOR 9TH "^RENAISSANCE
PLEASURE FAIRE, Paramount Ranch,
Agoura, April 24 25, May 12, 8 9, 15 14.

Write Faire, Box 4a070,L.A. 90044. Also Lg.

Faire Posters (it>$1. (A A 13)

Social Events

the sun will shine the stars will all be out for

BIRTHDAY IN THE PARK Sunday april 2S,

12 S, ranchopark Israel's 23rd. (SE A U)

^Personal

CONTRACEPTION, FAMILY PLANNING,
LEGAL ABORTION, VD In-

formation/referrals. UCLA Overpopulation
Information Center. Every Monday 12-4 p.m.
Ackerman Union, Room 2412. (1A12)

GROUPS now forming. ReasonalMe foos.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures. 4S4 3030. ( 1
QTR

)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the

American Vigilantes and help save our

country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric. Brandon Press, 221

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 02114.

S4.95. A 20)

y EntshQinment 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
resarvatton. Call 213 CA 1-4X9. (2QTW

)

CATALINA weekend /twiiday cottagos.

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone Avalon. 747. Box 444, Avalon.

90704 (2 QTR)

y Keip Wonfod J

GIRLS Variety of office jobs available. t2 to

S3 hour. Call instantlyt Sorvices Unlimited.

475 9521. (3 A 12)

ADMIT It! Your'e dying of curiosity about
Services Unlimiteds' pari time iobs. Call

475 9521 (3 A 12)

GIRL Friday for writer-photographor.
Attractive, intalligofit, resourceful. Errands,

trivia, one day a week. Car nocossary. t15.

472 2t94. (3 A 12)

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED for sales of

fiatianally advertised products. Work own
Iwwrs CommiSMon «nd bonus.Mgmt. pas.

avail, also. Call 399 7243, eves. 5-7. ( 3 A 14)

• Help Wonted 3 V for Sole fO
>/ Services Offered >i Vrrove» 13

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1416 Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

SALESMAN/woman Radio Advertising.
High CommisMons Will tram Call Mr.
Arthurs to 5 397 4911 (3 A 14)

You are just tt»e type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$45 per month while helping others.

Come into lOOl Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 47S 0051 9:00 AM 7:00 PM daily

V Lost and Found. 4

FOUND girl's coin purse-lot 8, describe and

claim 93< 1 107 after 4. (4 A 12)

REWARD Lost black and white shaggy dog.

Venice area. 825 2824, 821 7148, 984 5199 (4 A
15)

GYMNASTICS Specialist 21 yrs E.p

teaching trampoline, tumbling, Mtoter

coordination skitis Summer Day Camp. 472

7474
(3A14>

ATTENTION PMOTOOUAPMERSl We are

buying b/w mood , story P*i^*»'*\
'ilVPMOTO VISUAL CWEATIGNS 8^*^

?234.34j^^mi < »**>-

PSYCHOLOGY Eiiperimewt. 12. 1 No^ ai»d

IS m.n.. two ses».o.is. o«eJo m4« •-^"^
10 Mam. il^J PM. b< 1-^^Vl
»»rnoo«.4/4 Seesecretacv - ^1,1!
S^sv,o«i II. 45 !»*•» sc*»««' " ^^*^T?.

^Niiscellanequs

FREE to good home lovable dog,

collie/poodle, 8 mo. otd. 553-3520. ( 5 A 15)

"MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD"
COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN-

STRUCTION NEW OCCULT
PUBLICATION SEND »2 cash TO:
SOLUTIONS, Box 1197 , VENICE 90291. (5 A

ASTROLOGY Your astrological birth chart

and interpretation Call Meagan, 823-4015. (5

A 14)

'DROP-IN' programs Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students $1.25 Call The Group Center for

Iree brochures, 454 3030 (5 QTR)

y For Rent ••••••*«•••••••

$110. Private Suite - Doctor's home. Garden,
view. Near campus. Mature faculty mem-
t>er. Professional person. References. 0L2-
5274, H03 5505? (7 A 4)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills are».
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. infa^, 294-2298;

wknds. 292 5175. (7 QTR)

^ Rides Wanted... 9

RIDE needed daily from HawttK>rne to Van
Nuys. Leave by 9, return 3. 475-1885. (9 A 15)

2 CHICKS need ride to NY. Leave April I4tfc

on. Spilt expenses. Call Katherine, 474-

7549 (9 A 15)

Y For Sale. W
TEAC A1200, Mikes. headptM>nes, RMC,
tape 2S0, Ludwig drum set, 2 Zyign, sym-
bols 200; weights-20; port, Olympia
ty pewriter SO. Steve. 477-4011 X442. ( 10 A 14 )

PRISCILLA Wedding Gown - Siie 8 re-

embroidered lace with pearls - long train and
veil. 472-4443. (10 A 14)

MARTIN D-28. Perfect condition, new with
cate. retail SS40. $425. 394-3302. Eves.
best. (10A14)

'71 ZENITH portable TV. black/white, 21 in.

Warrantee. $75. Eves, 470-0913. ( 10 A IS)

PORSCHE engine 1400 Super Scat tuned

Headers $500/best offer. '49 VW engine,

Ampi tuned Headers, new rings. $4S0/best

oHer. 933-3917. (1»A12)

BELL/Howell 14mm filtno turret tefe,

norm , wide, excellent cond. SISO /offer

Mort 934-1044 eves. lOAlS)

40 GALLON Aquarium; almost new ;

complete with top. Call daily from 3-4 p.m.,

934 1942. $30. ( 10 A 13)

TROMBONE, King 3B with silver bell. XInt.

cond. List $410, sell $2tO. t2S-S795

daytime. (It A 12)

TIMOTHY Leery has written a manuscript
in Alters, Algeria. Photostatic copies ar#

available tor $4 from E.T. Dawson. Box 730S

Long Beach, Calif. 9ggt7. (10 A 14)

BOLEP H8 camera witt» nf»otor, lOom lense,

extras. Hinhof tripod-tieavy duty, extras.

Argus 8 mm movie editing outfit. Bolep 8

mm protector model 1i-$. Sun, Thur., 377-

5709 mAU)
CANNON, Canonet OL19 F-1.9. almost new,

$95 Minolta SR-1, F-2.0, $70. Two year old.

Sony cassette tape recorder, Modef TC 1010,

pocket sued, with 4 cassette tapes, brand

new, $7$. Leaving country, need money for

air ticket Above items must be sold right

now' 824 2443 after 7 PM. C1»A13)

MAMIYA-Sekor $00 DTL. 3S mm SLR, mint

condition. $90. 824-7123, aHernoons and late

eves. (10 A 13)

HI Fl Component Parts, modern sectional

couches, Fr. Bar BO Coffee table.

safe. M..ma.u-. Blender Upholstered^

Chairs EX 8 4593

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern now for

summer delivery and save
25% to 50%

BUYERSSERVICE LTD
195 So Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. Calif.

Mon Sat 1000 $ 00 CR3 8524

TROPICAL Fish, aqoarioms and supplies.

Reasonable prices 5, 10, 20 and 40 9»'-'»"|'*

475 5409 (10 A 12)

^Services Offered //

NEED insurance? Auto? Property? Call

Boyd Associates, 937 1077, thanks. (11 A 16)

GROUPS now foimmg Reasonable fees.

Call The Group Center for free brochures.

454 3030 (11 QTR)

CATERING for Weddings & Cocktail Par

ties. 294 5878 (11 A 15)

TAX Returns. $3 up. Personal service

student employee with 5 yrs. professional

experience. Rick, 473 8504. (11 A 14)

NURSERY
SCHOOL

SUMMERHILL is a small school on a quiet

street near National A Sepulveda. For in-

formation ohone 474-0480. (11 A 15)

IS BEGINNING THE HARDEST PART?
Get experienced help with your literature

search, abstracting, indexing problems. We
also supply document facsimiles, state of-

the art surveys, MS advice. Call

DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES 477 -—

4044. (11 AIS)

NEW Stereo recorder Akai MIO and Ken
wood receiver 4140 for $475. Call after 5:00.

3933427. {^AM)

ROYAL office electric typewriter, dual

ribbons. Exc cond., new, $400. sell, $100 477-

4349. (10 A 13)

IBM Typewriter, exc. cond., 113$ 477-

4349 (10 A 13)

40 GALLON Aquarium; Almost new;
Complete with top Call daily from 3-4 p m.
934 8942 (10 A 13)

TROMBONE, king 313 wifH silver bell.

Excellent condition List $4*0. sell $2f0. 825
ST»S «|jivt«m»» (10 A It)

GUITAR Lessons. Folk, blues. A country.

Flatpicking & fingerpicking. Also im-

provising. Call John, 399-1775. Peace.

13)

(11 A

PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELLING
SERVICES California State licensed - HIP.

COMPETENT SHRINK - Individual/group,

•Ron DeJure. Office, 454-8528; Service, 444-

5141. (11A13)

SAILING lessons-basic classes now starting

20 hours for $35. Bob Gramcko, 479 9044.

Leave message. (11 A 12)

PARTY MATE SPRING SPECIAL
Did you miss the fall campus names? Gals,

guys get 10 interesting, on campus computer
dates FREE by giving the names and ad-

dresses of 2 or more friends you feel would

like to learn more about Party Mate. Write

now:
PARTY MATE,
POBox 1247

Springfield, Virginia 22151

Last acceptable postmark April 20

CUSTOM cassette recording top LP's. Call

Montyor Morris, 479-9141. (11 A 12)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270, 870-

97^93. (11 QTR)

*^
5 days left

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Ac-

cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself &
qualified dependents will close

soon. Broad coverage offering,

tiospitaL accidental deatti,

surgical, ambulance, & out

patient benefits on a world wide

basis in 1 convenient policy.

Information or application

forms may l>e picked up at Ihe

Ticket Office, Room 140 Ker-

^ckhoffHall.

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350 1-4

NEEDHELP^A^ITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
•Landlord Tenant Disputes
-Locating available apts.

Rental Share
We are Here to Help You'

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174
XS4494

TELEVISION rental All

UCLA rates. Free delivery

hr phone, 274-9 119

models, special

, free service. 24

(110TR)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and

bodyhair permanently removed Free

Consultation LuCia RE 10921 Wilsture

(corner Westwood Bl.) 477 2193 Men. Wed..

Frt.,$at (11A13)

AUTO insurance cancelled declined too

h.qh LOW monthly payments student

PiVCOwnts Ask lor Bob 394 2225 iU ^ ^^'

LEARN ^0 drive sticKshift on i speed

Sporfvcar. or Automatic. Astro Onvmg
School Call S59 1515 ' I " A

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimJrn

purchase Saturday 10 12 Thrifty Yarn

Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd 474 9709 (H

y Travel. 13

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts SOFA inter

European student charter flights Contact

ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd .
-4 LA, 9004V

8265669
(13QTR)

T TVTT STUDENT TRAVEL • ^•UINI CHARTER FLIGHTS
1007 braxton,wMrtwood

EUROPE $269 R,T.

LA LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
June 15 Sept 15 S26»

June 28 Sept 7 >269

June 25 Aug 24 >269

Auq 26 Sept 26 i26<»

Sipt 2 one way to AMS >136

immediate ticketing tor discount flights

London to Tel Aviv 477 to Athens SS2 tc

Bombiiy il50 to Nairobi 5)50 Larqe
discounts on cars and many other fhqhts

Conti»ct Prof P Bcntler UCLA 277 5200 c o
Sierft* TravM 9875 Santa Momca Blvd Bev
Mills (UAIJ)

GET IT TOGETHER' SEE EUROPE'
Greek Islands Spam Pans. London. Am
sterdam 45 day inclusive tour
CALIFORNIA STUDENT TOURS II^C

PAN AM, 823 4444 (UA)2)

SPEED Reading students entering

graduate/professional schools Academic

Guidance Services 020 S Robertson Blvd.

457 4390 (llOTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 KerckhoM Hall. Ext $2515

Hours: 8:00a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

I.<)S ANGELES L0N{>CN/L0S A.SGEL^S
1 » -

1

2

3

4

5«

6

7

8

Depart

J une 1 5 ^ -

June 19---

June 24

—

June_^i—
June 27

—

Retjrr. Keeks Cost

Aug
Auc:

Aug
Sep
Sep

IS

22
S

13

9

8

9

11

12
• LA/ London/Arris to rdam
July 1 ---Sep 3 9

Aug 17 Sep 19 4

Sep 5 ---Oct 3 4

S273
S275
S275
S27S
S27S

S27S
$268
$2S8

CARS in EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

f

P O BOX 69504
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

EUROPE. 5225 285, also/Israel, Japan
Summer & Fall flights E $- E P . 8217 BC-v

Blvd', LA, 90048 6513311 ESEPUCLA
members (130TR1

ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
8th ANNUAL

$148
S139

2E June 14--LA/London
2C July 26— LA/London
3E Aug 19--LA/'Madrid/Frank 5135

4L Sep 6 --LA/Lorrdon
5E Sep 12--LA/London

$123
S123

'but WAV FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

Sl '

3 9

S139
$148

IW June 14—^Smsterdam/LA
2W Aug 8 --London/LA
3W Sep 16--London/LA

ONE-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 $79
Available only to University of

California students, faculty,
employees, extension an<? Alumni
Menbers dIus immediate families.

UNI?Si?S^ JRo^H-fe
1007 laroaLton,w8«twood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

-IN WESTWOOD, BRO){TON AT WEYBURN-

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
For students, facult-y and staff

EUROPE Many departures (including one
«vays> trom S24t*

TOKYO 6 week summer flight 5363'

'tnctudesUS departure taxes
Call Flight Chairman (213^839 2401—424<OvcrUAd Aye.. D€j»l._A^_C«lver City

MAKE THEGREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE& MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

immediate ticketing Intra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 months*i2S 00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available

INFO SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
13509'Ventura Blvd, Suite C

Sherman Oaks, Calif 91403

872 2283 or 784 1677

^ Tutoring •••••••••• 14

A AIS FLIGHTS

TUTORING all subjects, CKpenenced staff

For EOP students. No charge. X52127. 2240

Campbell Hall. ^4 A22)

UNEMPLOYED Professor will tutor your

son/daughter exchange room/board Call

Sid,938 8839/733 7459. (14 A 14)

Jet LA or NY. Europe best prices

Immed. issue Int. ID Card & ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia Africa charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90069.274-8742

GRADUATE record exam Also statistics

tutoring. Professional statistician, UCLA
grad, long experience. 623-4355. ( 14 A 13)

—•ff"

EUROPE Discount (lights Also Israel,

Africa, India 60% off. Intra European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact

EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.

90210 276 6293. (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS IfTl

An official Charter Flight

Operation Authorized & Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

LA..LOf400r^lONDO»4-L A.

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation

LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic

Guidance Services, 820 S Robertson. 657

4390.
' (14 QTR ?

FRENCH SPANISH ITALfAN Ex
penenced Umv Prof PositH/e results ai\i)f^

exam Easy conversational method (trial)

473 2492 (14QTR)
1 «-^

GRE, LSAT preparation Individual m
struction. Academic Guidance Services, 820

S Robertson 657 4390 (QTR)

y Typing 15

TYPING done, 50 C per page Barbara
Parker, 477 5786 (15 A 16)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Call

GR 21421. (1>A15)

Fh. Dep Ret. >^s Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275

4 6/23 8/28 9 $275

6 6/24 8/22 8 $275

7 6/27 9/6 10 $275

8 6/29 9/10 10 $275

9 7/1 9/3 9 $275

10 •• 7/11 «/9 4 $275

n 7/14 8/31 7 $275

12 •• 8/8 9/8 4
3

$275

U 9/4 9/27 1275

11 7/2* t/7S 4 S27S

ONE- )my LA. • LONDON
FH. Dep
5** 6/24 $150

ONE-^MAY LONDOI^LAi.

FH. t«t Price

15 9/9 .$150

TYPINGediting Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM Selectnc Eng. grads
Nancy,472 4143 Kay. 824 7473. ' (15 A 14)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math & technical typing
Accurate, rapid service 761 5580 (15 QTR)

RUTH - theses, term papers, mauscnpts.
Exp Wkends, daily 5 9, 821 1142. (ISQTR)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479

8144,477 4312. (150TR)

»4S3

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LA LIBERIA/LIBERIA LA

Dep •»•*

July 13 Seot 9 I

• 'WAITLISl ONLY
Available only to beiiafide menvbers of ttie

University of Caliternia (stiidefits, faculty,

staff, registered alumni, immed. family
liviiiv in ttie same Iwusettoid)

ch«rt«r flights

UC o Kerchkhoff Mali iOi D
Between 8 a m A S p m

825 1221

BENT TV OR STEREO SIO MO SPECIAL

?TUOENT RATES 2353 VifESTWOOD

BLVO ,475 3570 (llOTR)

r averse. p*ays co«ti«Metislv Micrep«M»n«,

head plums ft3M new. new $n«. 277-MlS. ( It

A 12)

AUTO and mtrntY^'*^!"*';';*""^;
students »na employees can Aiian >«oei.

TOURS UNREGIMENTEO' THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe 8 weeks, 8 countries,
S1095 Europe 4 weeks. 6 countries, S715.

Israel Europe: 11 weeks. 51195 Japan; 6

weeks, 51011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING 4248 Overland Av« , Culver
Citv (213) 839 5247 (130TR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the 535 Youth P«ss i5 days unlimited rail

travel {^af"- i ^ »hr" 23). Also:

:t'st

873 5815 eves . 783 3$t9. (IIQTR)

PENTAX spetmatic wttb Stmm lem »»«•

)3S««im le«s S7S, !•• mm lews SIS MAOISM ( 1'

A 13)

MODERN Dance classes Marie Mar
c^ovrsky i^rm^ %•»•*** MartHa Craham^ Ce
Adults children 3112 Penn Ave SM 8)8

i/445 1«33 (114 30)

$T0 1 menfft.
Tnritl coupons tor no time limit 540 Gives
you 1000 miles and 544 1500 milas of rail

travel Contact yawr travel a^ent or call
British Rail 626 5149 (13QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, ne»r
campus Call Esther 836 7691. (15 QTR)

FREE editing, grammar /spelling. Electric
Expert typing, last. Pick up/deliver, la*
school. Alice, 397 3304 (15 QTR)

" ^' "I'l^^M...:.... ............... I V

WANTED Handmade lewelry ceramics,
leather clothing consignment only 8M
1761 (16A13)

RECORD player and VW Bug Reasonable
prices for three month visitor Robin
Thelwall. HBIIOO, 825 2773 (U A 16)

CAMPER Wanted for 3 wks 5300 rent or will

ouv Must sleep 4 Trevor, 395 2722 (16 A 13)

APARTMENT IN PARIS
To lease or exchange for house or apartment
UCLA Brentwood Santa Monica »re»
Picture windows on Eiffel tower, top floor,

roof terrace One two years Haeseler Hotel

Roosevelt, Hollywood, 469 2442 Leave
message. ( 14 A 12)

MARRIED couple want to sublet apartment
or ? for summer 479 5291, aftar 5.' ( >

^ Apts. - Furnished 17

572 50 SHARES lar«e 5 room apt. with 3

fellows Pool, sundecks, garage. Ml Land-
tair, 479 5404. (1 7 A 15)

FOR Lease, 585 mo i room fwrnislted apt .

Bel Air Utilities paid 476 2178. ^*^*»^\^^
after 5 00 d^ ** '>'

LARGE, CLEAN, ATTRACTIVE,
RELATIVELY NEW SINGLES ACCOM 2.

AIR CONDITIONED, BLOCK UCLA,
POOL. SUNDECKS. GARAGE 625*41
LANDFAIR 479 S4B4 (17A1$)

Other
Volleyballers second in NCAA regionals

•i^iftft^

Weekend Scores

^. The UCLA volleyballers, the defending NCAA champions,

j-i secured a berth in the NCAA finals April 23-24 at Pauley PavUion,

;?
jjy( ^e Bruins will notgo in as the top-seeded team

.

That honor goes to UC Santa Barbara, which defeated the Bruins,

I ^^ng Beach SUte, San Diego State, and USC in the NCAA regionals

? over the weekend at UCSB. The top two finishers from this tourney

ij ^ere automatic selections to the finals, and either San Diego SUte

i or Long Beach State could be chosen as well.

i' The Bruins finished 3-1 in the two-day competition, being soundly

?:! beaten Saturday by an aroused UCSB squad, 14-16, 15-7, \^. "Our

iv performance this weekend was a little below average," said coach

i M Scates. ''We had a bad match against Santa Barbara but they

I played well and deserved to win."

^ It was the fourth time this year the Bruins and Gauchos had

i played each other and this was the first UCSB win. Scates com-

1 mented that Bruin errors hastened his team's downfall.

:? "Our errors contributed to their vni^. It wasn't a question of Santa

Barbara forcing us to make errors; we made them ourselves," he

said, "Everything went at once. We passed poorly, hit the ball into

the net, served out of bounds. We made 16 errors in the final game.

'I don't think we'll play this badly again," Scates continued. "I

do know our players are looking forward to playing Santa Barbara

this Wednesday in Pauley. We've played four times up there and

it'll be nice to have some support for a change."

Scates wasn't enthused with his team's play in the other matches

either. "We played the rest of the matches fairly well, but I wasn't

happy with our performance in any of them," he said.

—Doug Kelly

Golfers finish week
at Santa Cruz

Pete Laszlo, who had to play off

for the sixth spot on the UCLA
squad to the Western In-

tercollegiate championships,
emerged as the only bright spot in

an otherwise dreary Bruin per-

formance last week at Santa Cruz.

Laszlo shot 76-72-77 — 225,
placing him 11 shots back of the
tourney winner, Rich Sims of Cal
State Los Angeles, who finished

with a 214 total.

Laszlo's 148 total after two
rounds allowed him to make the

cut (the only Bruin to do so) by two
strokes.

The Bruin team finished in 19th

place after 36 holes and missed the

cut by ten strokes. The Bruins had
a 613 total while a 603 or better was
needed.

Rene Grivel was second for

UCLA at 80-72 — 152 with Jim
Porter next at 75-81 — 156. Jerry

DiTullio followed at 157. Don
Truett, ill with stomach flu, had

161, and Bill Eaton ended up at 162.

—Doug Kelly

Wa:!«^aft%y ---r^^ssis^a&aaaftiyipgai^^

Crew opens with win over Loyola

With the help of a strong current and a favorable wind at Marina

Del Rey Saturday, the UCLA varsity sheU rowed to an opening day

win over Loyola and San Diego SUte in a sparkling time of 5:53.0,

less than two seconds off the course record.

The Lions, given little chance of upsetting the defending Western

Sprint champion Bruins, were ahead of the UCLA varsity at the 500

meter mark after beating UCLA off the line, a highly unusual oc-

currence for the Bruins. Led by stroke Duncan Henderson,

however, the Bruins soon speeded past Loyola and posted a

lightning fast time of 2:50 for the first 1000 meters.

Still, Loyola refused to give in and finished the race only six

seconds behind UCLA in a time d 5:58.4. San Diego SUte com-

pleted the race in a time of 6:».8. —
WhUe quite happy with the outcome, UCLA coach Jerry Johnson

admitted that his squad needs more work on racing sUrU,

something he had not emphasized much yet this year. "Loyola

rowed a very good race, though," he said. "They showed a great

deal of improvement over last week (when the Lions finished a

close second to Long Beach State at Newport;."

In the JV event, the Bruins whipped both the Lions and Aztecs by

four and seven boat margins, respectively. The Bruin froeh also

were victorious over both opponents, posting a time of 6:10.1, the

day's third fastest time for any shell. Finally, the freshmen four

defeated Loyola by a full 22 seconds. The lightweight varsity race

was cancelled.
" Next week, the Bruins travel up north to meet Cal, winners by a

full five seconds over Long Beach SUte at the Long Beach Marina.

—John Wood

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads

^ Apts. - Furnished^.... 17

THEVILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / single*.

F.replace, Ige. heated P<><»' e'evatoj, pv e^

pane, a.f conditioning, lovely
*Jr««I;,S^?rr-

bidg , maid available. North of Wil$hir«,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479-8144 (17 0TR)

I, to Share 19

GIRL needed share spacious, friendly 2

bdrm. apt. with 2. Pool, S70/mo. WLA, 826-

5800. (19AU)

1 BDRM. Semi-furn. Near Santa Monica City

College. Yard. $65/each. Call Jim, 828 1632

(mornings). . (^^ ^ ^3)

ISRAELI student to share one bedroom apt.,

S70 each, near campus. Call Zeev, 474-

1495. (19 A 15)

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25

VAufos for Sale .„ 29 '^^"*°' '"^ ^"'^
"
^9

RESPONSIBLE girl wanted as companion
lor minimdlly brain-damaged 20 yr. old girl

who IS very pleasant, sweet natured.

Beautiful Beverly Hills home. Swimming
pool. Rooms, board, some salary. BR 2

Vsu. * (25 A 15)

T BIRD '6S Landau, A/C, vinyl roof,

power, clean S990 or best 390 1957 eves

A U)

all

(29

68 CHEV 1/2 ton panel, 4 speed, * cylinder,

R/H Air Extras O sue tires Good cond

S129S Campus Cleaners, 10936 Weyburn (
29

A 13)

TOYOTA Sprinter '69 XInt cond SI200 Call

)9l 8868 boforc 2pm ( ?9 A ' 2
•

6J PONTtAC Tempest V 8 4 on floor AM
FM qonclfond tir rs pr ict'd r ight VH
4795 ?9A14)

'68 VW Sedan darh gri>cn . ciran car New
tins SMSO. 479 078/ after 5.. (29^141

GIRL, live in light housekeeping and child

care Walk to campus, exp. salary, 474-3953,

272-7232. '25 A 161

67 MUSTANG, 6 cylinerrs, 3 speeds, EiceL

engine New tires, brakes, battery Mus

sell. 474 1649. (29 A U)

FURN. $150 2 bdrm. garage apt. Yard,

Palms area, pets OK. Also $75 bachelor. 474-

jjj^ t^^ — '^ ^l^ ^ ^^—
LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents $175 235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage-Elevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean view

VValK to beach - Near Freeway.
' 2002 Fourth St., SM 392-5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392-555*

23: 1 Fourth St., SM 392 5486

FURNISHED - on« bedroom, $155, at-

tractive, convenient WLA location.

Responsible adults, no pets. Available April

15 EX 5 0360. (17 A 13)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or.

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
,

478-1735

555 LEVERING

ILARGE part. furn. on

campus. Own room - $90.

3W 3655.

t>e9Ch^ 15 min.
Share $68. Bob

(19A15)

MALE: Share large 2 bdrm. apt. $55/mo. &

util. Near campus. Aft^r 3, 478 9563. ( 19 A 14)

MALE Grad: Share w/1 furn. 2 bdrm. apt.

Mile from campus. $92.50 & 1/2 Oti I. 478^6710

eve.
(19A14)

MALE. Grad student preferred. Share
^2

bedrm apt. near campus. $62.50/mo. Call

479-6965, eves. (19A13)

STUDENt Couple Room C Board (private

bath) exchange for babysitting/ light

housework for working mother. '3y5785 or

655 6060 _^_^—^,^^ill^,iL

^Room for Renf 26

BEAUTIFUL private, room, bath, linens,

utilities near campus, responsible rnale.

Mornings651 0904, after 5, GR 79811. (26 A

16)

68 FIAT 850 Spider, Red Convertible Best

offer, good cond. AM Days ^^^ "96, ev^i
395 6870. ^' * *^>

6J MERCURY air cond power tecr

brakes Best otitfr. Sherman h?s 7419 aftrr

6 780 8944 ' (7» A )4>

t

'66 VW Bus in very good cond St, 100 192

5472or work Fn & Sat GR 7 1791 (79 A »>

66 VW Bug, Good cond $500 Call 838 0M6

after 7 p.m. weekdays. (
(29A13) V

68 VW. AM FM, removable rack,
"'"^••©"J;

must sell, make offer, 475 2464 eves X 56482

days,

Cycles, Scoolers

For Sale 30

(29 A 19)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm., 2 bath, $67. 2
/locks

frVm campus, prefer foreign student

Gil/LiberatO, 474-4063.
{}9A\i)

FEMALE grad or professor, king sixe

bdrm., bath, kitchen privileges. Opfwsite

campus. $75. Eves. 473-3274. i2t fi^ \*)

'64 RIVIERA pwr steermg, brakes,

stereo tape Nu tires, battery Nice

Eves 885 1858.

FM
$900.

(29 A 12)

MOTORCYCLES wanted Good used Honda
Trail 90 CM;0 or ZSO Ken 870 6116 or J98

7689
._

( AI3)

'70 HONDA CL 4S0. S',000 miles Perfect

cond, S725 /offer 476 5296 till 6, 889 0JI8

after*. (WAi«)

FEMALE roommate share ap»
'"[I-

mediately. Security building, (own t>e<Jr<>om,

^wnbath). Palms. C^IIMyrna, 870-9250. (19

FURN. Bachelor, hot plate, refrig. private

bath,, $55-share, $110 alone. 555 Gay ey Ave

479-9916.
livMiz;

FEMALE. Clean, comfortable rogm, Pr'V'te

bath Close to campus, 2 blocks to bus. $45

8260160. ^^*'^ ^'

$*0 ROOM, Sunset Strip Hillside. Car

necessary, male. Big closet, WW carpets.

References. 876 5476.

'66 TRIUMPH Spitfire convertable, new

transmission, good engine, radio, heater,

very good cond $875 firm or terms. 27^5

9905.
(29 A 12)

'68 HONDA Scrambler Very good condition

SOOO mi , best offer With helmet Call J96

6815aftcr6 (JOAIJ)

'68 VW Squareback, 39,000 miles, radials, 8

track, clean. $1200 Days, 937-1312, eves. 741

3231., (29 A 12)

(26A 13)

^ House for Sale 21

Singlts - 1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
FamlliotOK

Pool - Eltvator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Vattran Ave. (17 QTR)

505 gayley"
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE -$50
DaposMi now for aummor/fdl

MRS. KAY -"GR3-1788, GR3-0524

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS-SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL- PATIO
DttpotiH now lor »»fnmor/#o4l f^'

10824 Lindbrook at HilgarcT

_ Mr. Lynch, GR5 5584

yApts.-Unwrnisned 18

UNIQUE modern, Cheviot Hills Four

bdrms, two baths, FA, 'ireplace, $ 2 5M

principals onl y. 837-8055. (2l^_m

Large grounds. Trees. Poot. unK,« ^
^^^

Sands 4 76-6464. ^^^—.^m

^ House to Share ••••••• ^^

from campus, busline,
(22 A 16)

Brentwood
private room 5 mm.
shopping. 479-5988.

ROOMMATE needed to s;;^are house in

Venice. $50 month Own room. 3'" "Oj';^**';

for Brian. 1

GIRL 21 or over share 2 bdrm. bouse witlj

same. Call 3905814 after 6.
(22aij>

GIRL to share 3 bdrm^
JJ-l.f-JJ^ft""

Venice beach, own bdrm. $90. »2i /"«^^ ^ ^^^

p.m^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

JRoom and Board *^

WANT to sell weyburn Contract Spring^Qtr

Cheap call 477 4011, ck 493.
,,,'

-,^-^f^

LAMANCHA is

MEN Students: Room $70 /mo. 626 Land-

fair. Call 479 9064. Ask for Bob or Steve. (26 A

16)

^Room to Share ^utw^'^r ^7

FEMALE roommate, %32/n%o., one bdrm..

short ride to campus. Call Suiie, f"
"*•'

work 475 2532. jlJAM)

PRETTY girl to board for free with guy

Please cail Jeff Lawrence at 47$ 5831, ex.

^Autos for Sale 29

WHITE Volvo 144, stick Shift, '70, special

tires, radio, xInt. cond , low mileage Call

825-499^
<^^^'*>

MUSTANo'67, 2 & 2, 219, 4 speed, 5 new

polyglas, $1370 (TWS 767),
*^*-^^*\*^l\*-,

weekends (29A16)

•65 CHEVELLE Malibu* V-8, new polyglas

tire/shocks XInt. cond Best offer over $800

479 7956 (39 A 12)

'62 VALIANT Automatic, white w/blue

interior Ver* cleaw ,
runs well "if". '•','"^

Eves. 474 7670. {79 A \7)

^70~GTO, air.PS/PB, AM FM radio. 12,00C

miles, automaitc. Like new, 476 605S. (29 A

12) >

49 YAMAHA 250cc. 2 Cylinder, l« «»«
'f*^

m. ,SopirO<or>d.t.on.*3S0 J97 6267 (30 A 15^

SAVE UPTOS400

on your own motorcycle and toor Europe?

Buy new BSA TRIUMPH NORTON TAX
FREE from one of England's Oldest dealers

Est iO years Muqe stock too of guaranteed

used models at England s lowest pr.ce* Foil

Insurance for Europe A Shipment back to

USA arranged or we guarantee_re_

purchase Write now for full details

George Clarke (Motors) Limited
?y6-278*rt«ton Hill :

MGB '69, low mileage All the e"*^" •"-

5523 after 6.
''^^ '*'

SAAB 99 FM 70 Low mil, air cond, radio,

fue. .ni warranty,
VA^? ^V'"^"-* "^59 A U)

«12 eKt. 340, Eves: 478-7846. 129 A }k)

'44 MERCURY Monterey bardtop^ radio A

heater, air cond , power, clean, "00 '•;

6923
'^ '

'A9 FIAT 850 SPYOER 6000 mi pumpkin

conv $1,395. 824 2007, 446-5515. (29 A 13)

'Extra Sharp' $1050 Call >"*•*'<1«>V"V?J!
after 7:00or Sundays 626 0939 (29 A 12)
after ^^^__^_^____

'63 A half FORD Galaxy, stnd trans

w/overdnve New tires, brakes, fme con

dit.on, $450, 828 2867 (29 A 13

London. S W 2 Eng
Tel 01 674 321 )

HONDA 70 750, fulf tounng *<»";P -*•;•;

ta.nng 654 6315
' '" * '

'«S KAWASAKI Avenger 350cc call

PaysonW 278 i960, H 474 3993 best of fer (JO

A MJ
\

-^

HONDA 350 '68 bike, 2000 miles on new

. nqini. extra chrome, custom P'P«*'^""*"1

other extras Its a clean p.ckle "<>«•
J'

Gayley 'lb mornings till 11 (wau>

HONDA 50 moped 150 miies/gai, 35

•69 AUSTIN America, 11,000 mi ,
$n00/offor

Leaving country 825 5368 (9AM 5 PM ) (29

A 13)

'68 VW BUG Red, automatic, sunroof, good

mech cond . must sell $H 50 Eves 474^

3316
(29 A 14)

HONDA ^»" 7,7V,,^',j4 J291. H.rshey
MPMspeed 5124 »*"" •*' "

(JO A 12)
Dorm, 7110

^Va'mAMA^YLI Tw.n 100 " '/^J'*
eno.ne dual carbs, dual e-haust, xlnt cond

Yamaha .s the eas-est to learn to
•'•f*

"*?
Call 477 6934 eves after 5

'"^'"

'65 TRIUMPH TR4 eng newly rebuilt, radio

Kah.s mags sharp Make offer 799 1926 (29

A 14)

4900 miles 4JI oeuw

THE BEST PLACE

FOR SOME PEOPLE

TO LIVE

930Hilgard

475-5831

SSAVE$60
Payonlyl.ndb«'f70S.;or

dorm contract April 12 June r^^
^ ^^^

•63 PORStHE Cabriolet, rebuilt super 90

engine, ext^a clean, $2,700. 989-3637 (29 A 16)

•47 AUSTIN Healey Sprite. Runs good,

rebunt engine Must sell. 829-1416 $600 (29 A

1$)

.4« VW Squareback white wagon Low

"leage, A I condition, $99$. 472-8352 (29 A

15) ^ •

•t.A PORD Falcon, rebuilt engine 'TO, ex-

c^lleMt"r°es7ew radiator $370 CM 2^9 0„4

or 261 0659 ^'^** ^

"" '
69 SACHS 175 cc moto. .Moy ••"^•'^^'•••?;

_, ^ ^ „i - S400 174 7007 or 446 5515 (J0A1J»

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile

_ Warranty

Volkswagen car service

Discounted Below Dealers Pnce

A 1 AUTO service
7957 Van Nuy'- Blvd

across from G M Plant

Call 894^075 24 Hours
A-1

2703, eves.

O.SCOUNT Girl's dorm contract for jalj^

Call 824 3069

I DOrm. near uClA, Csrpri
«^»pes. Stove, refrig., avail Apr. 15 474 *897
*" 5 " *^

(It A 12)

' BEoRm Apt Beam ceiling
•^va.iabie immed. $IM/mo. 473-

ng Westwood
2454. (II A

Room and Board

V Exchanged for h'eip.iT^^

LIVE m bousekeeper. ne»r UC}.^^„Vy****474.

free time plus small salary y»
^^^ ^ ,^,

8447 A

•44 VW Bus, new Engme, trans ,
brakes,

tt^es 4765296 till 6, 889-0518 -'-^
\ /^JJ

/offer ,

•70 I M SCOUT, 4 Wheel drive, 304 cubes,

« 9^0 or best offer Call G.I, 394-1387 (29 A

13)

70 TRANS AM AAR Cuda 1*° * ^jl Jf^,'*
Headers 4 10 Pos-tr.ction Torque '="y;/^,
S552 tvfev

ycles, Scoofers
on

For Sale •• *'*'

VW Fastback. '68, serviced •'••"••'"'y
, "J"!

cond $1,350 Leaving US end April ^ ''^'
j'^^^

TRIUMPH Ctio

8677

70, 50«cc, very f»

co"nd"C0*t 5170^. n6w $1150, 398
ppor cc, very

6514 (36 A 14)

'46 DODGE Coronet 500, bucket seats pwr

,Veer^g auto, trans Good buy »*5; ^7;,
1926

SCRAMBLER 250 Suiuki, rebuilt eng and

,'rVns NU paint Xlnt COnd 1"^*^ ••;;;,„
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Francois Tracanelli Denny Rogers Ruben Chappins

UCLA wins 108-37, so does SC 101-43r •- ~r"

use's Willie Deckard and Edesel Garrison stole the show

from the California and UCLA sprinters Saturday before a

record 12,343 fans at the Track Stadium. Southern Cal's

excellence in the running events led thr Trojans to a

sUrtling 101-43 rout over Berkeley's Bears while host UCLA

somewhat less surprisingly overwhelmed Stanford 108-37,

in the first-ever double dual meet in Pacific-8 competition.

UCLA, although a strong choice to defeat the Indians,

never let up even when it was apparent the hosts could save

their strength and coast to victory. In fact, four Bruins,

Rick Fletcher, Ruben t^iappins, Denny Rogers, and

Francois TracanelU notched outstanding seasonal bests

while winning their events. Fletcher became the second

high jumper in UCLA history to clear seven feet, going 7-0

1/4. Rick Sloan's school record is just a fourth of an inch

higher at 7-0 1/2.

Chappins

Running just his second two-mile of the season, Chappins

lowered his lifetime best by four seconds to 8:52.4 in

whipping Stanford's Arvid Krete with a blazing fini^ing

kick in the final 220 yards. It seemed obvious that Chappins

had enough left to have run even faster but he let Kretz, who

has a lifetime best of 8:49.4, lead nearly the entire way. "I

was content to follow him, "Ruben commented, ''although I

think he wanted me to take over on the fifth and sixt laps

because he slowed to a crawl.**

Rogers, who with transfer James Butts gives UCLA a

solid one-two punch in the triple jump, broke Gerald Lee's

school record by half an inch with a 51-9 1/2 effort. Butts,

who has a lifetime best of 52-0 3/4, finished second at 51-2

1/2. In the pole vault, Tracanelli, getting his best com-

petition of the year in Stanford's Casey Carrigan, vaulted

17-0 3/4. That broke Dick Railsback's meet mark of 17-0.

DAILY
BRUIN
UCLA DAILY BRUIN /Wooday,Aprin2J971

Carrigan finished second at 18-6. Tracanelli missed three

tries at 18-0 1/4.

Three of the most anticipated duels of the meet^ UCLA's

James McAlister and USC's Henry Hines in the long jump,

the Cal-USC 440 relay, and the Cal-USC 220 never quite

materialized.

McAlister, after getting off a wind-aided leap of 27-10 on

his first trial which was a foul by about four inches, clearly

showed his superiority. Hines' best jump was 25-4 3/4 and

good for first in the Cal-USC meet but McAlister still did 26-

while making sure he had a "fair" jump.

Deckard

The Trojans' Deckard was chiefly responsible for the two

races which turned out to be no contest. He anchored USC's

440 relay team to the fastest time in the world this year —
39.5. His speed and the sizeable lead his teammates Leon

Brown, Garrison, and Ron Pharris had given him over Cal

contributed to the Bears' Eddie Hart's anxiousness which

ultimately caused a fumble on the final baton exchange.

The 220 became Deckard's show entirely when Hart

suffered a slight muscle pull in the 100 and Isaac Curtis huri

a sore ankle in the same race. Deckard had run second to

Hart's 9.4 in the 100 while Curtis finished third in 9.6. Even
without his speedy Cal opponents pushing him, Deckard ran

the 220 in 20.5— the fastest in the country this year.

The Trojans* Garrison provided the most exciting race of

the day in the final event, the mile relay. Trailing the Bears'

Rick Brown by a substantial margin even into the final

turn, Garrison (aided by a running start) ran an„i^

believable 44.7 lap to edge Brown at the tape.

Fine times

While not setting records, UCLA's sprinters also turned in

some fine times. ''If we had had some competition, who

knows?" stated Reggie Robinson after the 440 relay team

breezed to a 39.9 clocking. Reggie Echols and Ronnie

Welch, two other members of the relay quartet which also'

includes Wayne Collett, had victories in the 220 and 100.

Echols ran a wind-aided 20.9 in the 220 and had the lead in

the 100 before Welch, who finished in 9.6, overtook him. The

starter's fast gun probably hurt all Bruin times in th^ 100,

however. Asked if his picture of the start (Collett was using

a camera to record the starts) would reveal Echols out of

the blocks first, Wayne admitted, '*It'll show everybody still

in the blocks because I snapped it just after that gun went

off."

Collett

Collett lost the 440 intermediate hurdles in one of the

bigger surprises of the day mainly because as he stated, "I

got off on my steps and didn't feel like fighUng it." Another

hurdler, Roddy Lee of California, blamed the Bruins' tartan

track for his poor performance. "The track is so bouncy it

throws your timeing off if you've been working out on

cinders," he said.

Two Bruins who continued to improve after missing

meets due to injury and illness were Warren Edmonson and

Paul Williams.

Edmonson lowered his 220 time to 21.7 while finishing

third and Willianis improved to 1 : 52.4 in the 880 in finishing

second to teammate Bob Langston's 1:52.3.

Other Pac-8 scores over the weekend included Oregon's

85^ victory over Washington and Oregon State's 82 1/2-71

1/2 win over Washington State. The Bruins travel to

Pullman to meet WSU this Saturday.
—Clark Conard

^ir:i^:ii^<':<m!i;^i^ii^^^

Netters remain unbeaten, nip Trojans 5-4
The UCLA tennis team edged past

use 5-4 on Saturday afternoon at the

Sunset Courts, but not without the

Trojans putting up a strong fight and a

loud argument. The win, which was the

Bruins ninth straight dual meet victory

this season, firmly retained the Bruins

as the nation's premier college tennis

team, and extended the Bruins three

match winning skein against the

Trojans.

The Trojans, reinforced with the

healthy return of Dick Bohmsted*.,

appeared to be in a good position of

upsetting the depleted Bruins, who not

only would once again have to pUy
without Pakistanian Haroon Rahim, tnit

also the Kreiss brothers, Mike and Bob,

who have tonsilitis.

Trojan coach George Toley, who
refused to announce his starting line-up

until just t)efore the match began, placed

Bohmstedt, (who had been injured with

a muscle spasm in his back) in the

number three singles slot. This meant
that the remaining Trojans would be

S p[-^ ^ .eir regular fourth, fifth and

sixth slots, while the Bruins, playing

without Rahim, and Kreiss broUiert

would be playing in berths that were
li'^r, e ther - = u u::\\ slots.

The match began at 1 p.m., with the

second, fourth, and sixth singles playing

in courts next to each other.

Bruin freshman Jim Connors played

senior Tom Leonard in the second

singles, Elio Alvarez opposed Mike
Machette, and Steve Cornell played

Femardo Gentil.

Connors, unbeaten in dual meet
singles this year, started strongly,

playing Leonard even for the first six

games, then breaking the Trojan's serve

to assume a 4-3 lead. Leonard, broke
Connors serve right back, held his own,
and then went on to win the first set 7-5.

At the same time Machette had just

captured his first set against Alvarez 7-6,

and Gentil, after losing the first two
games, roared back against Cornell, 6-3.

All three Bniins had lost the first set.

Gentil continued on his rampage and
took the second set and first match 64,
and the Trojans were ahead.

At this point, the Bruin fortune began
to change Connors regained his con-
centration and won the second set 6-4,

while Ma ^ •*.

This is where the Trojan argument
came in. Before the match began, Toley
had asked the umpire for the Alvarez-
Machette match, Dino Martin, to make

all the calls himself. In the other mat-
ches, the players would make the calls

themselves.

Machette disputed one of Martin's
calls and argued with him although the

agreement was that only the umpire
would decide the call. Machette became
angry, and even shouted out to Bruin
coach Glenn Bassett, "Thank you, coach
Bassett," as if accusing Bassett oi trying
to cheat.

Undaunted, Alvarez took the second
set 6-4 and then the third 6-3. At the same
time, Connors took his third set 6-3, and
the Bruins were ahead 2-1.

Now came the first, fourth and sixth

singles. NCAA champion Jeff Borowiak
played Marcello Lara in the first singles,

Jeff Austin faced Bohmstedt in the third,

and Tito Vasquez played Sashi Menon.
Borowiak began his match quickly

Exhibiting the same confidence that he
had shown last week against Stanford's
Roscoe Tanner, he quickly took the first

set 6-3. Lara had taken a spill in the first
fsOf ^n(^ inilirP/1 hie thurr-vK r^nA r^t^r^^ U,p

« y-s. I » \

fl
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forfeited the match. The Bruins were
ahead 3-1.

Vasquez had begun quickly against
Menon, and easily won the first set, 6-1.

However, he lost his concentration and

the next two sets 6-3, 6-2. The score was

now 3-2.

Austin could never get his game

together against Bohmstedt, and

although neither served well in the

beginning, Bohmstedt came on quickly

and evened the match with a 6-4, 6-3 win

The doubled were now the focal point

of interest, and the Bruins again jumped

ahead 4-3, with a quick 6-1, 6-4, win by

Connors-Austin against a makeshift

Trojan duo of Menon and Jim Hobsen

Lara usually plays in the doubles with

Hobson.

The third doubles match was the next

to finish, and with it the match was

decided. Jeff Borowiak was once again

teamed with Ron Cornell against

Machette and George Taylor. The two

won in straight sets, 7-5, and 7-6, giving

the Bruins a 5-3 lead and the win.

The Trojans' Leonard and Bohmstedt

then won the second doubles from

Alvarez and Vazquez, &-7, 7-5, 7-6.

:•}
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The Bruins return to action this af
j:;

temoon at 2:30 p.m. when they will host ;;:

Arizona at the Sunset Courts.

—John Reich ;:

Senate takes no act/on on Incompletes
By Dave McNary
DB SUff Writer

Proposals revising the methods for dealing with In-

completes were Ubled by the Legislative Assembly of the

Academic Senate yesterday.

The first proposal would have delegated the final

authority to have a student's Incomplete grade changed by

thfluinstructor rather than by the Dean of the college as is

now done.

The faculty of the College of Letters and Science had

recommended the proposal because they felt that its

academic evaluation was being changed. Deans in past

vears have frequently awarded lower grade points than

normal to students with Incompletes, on the behef that

those who choose to work at their leisure over a longer

period of time should not be rewarded as highly as those

vTho complete the course normally.

Paul Farrington, an associate dean of the College of

Letters and Science, said, ''In many cases the faculty has

not served its academic responsibilities in this area."

The second proposal caused considerable discussion. It

provided that rather than include the Incomplete as the

equivalent of an '*F" in a student's grade point average, it

would not be included for two quarters or until graduation

whichever came first.

Farrington pointed out that it was possible for students to

postpone indefinitely making up incompletes and that the

proposal would only make this worse. He said, **At a time
when the University is already over-crowded I don't think
we should let people rattle around for months

"

Alan Sandy of the English department pointed out that if

a student gets sick, he can be hurt by this regulation. He
said, "Even if it does get straightened out, the time and
l^aperwork could have been better applied."

Ed Ellman, graduate student representative, said, "In
the present system, the student carries the Incomplete as
someone who's already guilty."

Amendments were suggested, but none were proposed.
Amos Norman of the School of Medicine moved to table the

proposals, despite the fact that there is a statewide
Academic Senate regulation that prohibits members of one
college voting on matters of another college. The proposal

passed and every Assembly member present voted (12 of

the 45 members are outside of the College of Letters and
Science). *

The Assembly did approve proposed changes in the

regulations governing final examinations, however. James
Thomas, chairman of the committee on undergraduate
courses, pointed out although there is a regulation that

states that a written three-hour final is required for all

classes, the committee has been deluged with requests by

professors to waive the requirement for a class.

According to Thomas, new regulations require an in-

structor to: assign a grade based on a student's

achievement; leave the form of evaluation of a student to

the professor as long as they be "of reaionable difficulty

and duration"; and that the nature of the evaluation be

announced at the beginning of the course to protect students

from meaningless evaluations or ones that make excessive

time demands.
In light of the current programmatic reviews of various

departments and programs, it was moved and approved

that the recommendation of the Senates Graduate Council

to ehminate the Ph.D. program in the speech department

be tabled until the reviews are complete.

The Council had voted on February 19 to recommend the

program's ehmination to the Senate However, the Senate

had not yet considered the question when the Chancellor

announced the reviews on March 5.

The Assembly had some time to consider amendments to

the proposals for its reorganization, all of which must be

voted on before they go on mail ballot to the entire faculty.

They narrowly approved an amendment which eliminated

a proposal that assured representation of assistant

professors in the Assembly.

George Abell of astronomy moved that instead of all

departments with 11 to 30 FTE's having one Assembly

representative, all departments with under 30 FTE's have a

representative (the three military science departments are

consolidated as one). This was approved, assuring the

•small but noble" departments of astronomy, dance,

Italian and journalism which have less than 11 FTE's of

representation.
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'Self support' encouraged

Registration fees reviewed
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SELF DETERMINATION?-A "Winter Soldier"
''^''"'^^'f^}''''':'!'^!''^^

Vietnam war veterans tell about unpublished activities of the US. Army,

will be held at noon today at Janss Steps. Today's "Wmter Soldier,

sponsored by the People for Peace and Justice, is a special version of one

held two months ago in Detroit.

Community Service Week

activities set for today
Today's Community Service Week activities, sponsored by t^e Corir^

"^unity Services Commission of Student Legislative Council (M.C)io

expose the community to posiUve student activities and ga"l
stuaen

support for various programs, will include the followmg speakers ana

seminars:

11 a.m. — Ackerman Union 2408
Topic: The Problems faced by Asian Americans

„,pmber of
Speaker: Victor Shibato, Director of YeUow Brotherhood and member

Japanese-American Community Services (JACS)

j^P m — Ackerman Union 2408
^anel: Discussion on Asian American Problems
Kenyon Chan, leader
*^on Hirano »

^'11 Shinto
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By Steve Ainsworth

DB Staff Writer

A summer task force on financial aids resources

recommended in a report edited by Robert Kins-

man, dean of the Office of Academic Services,

".
. certain recipients of registration fees be

encouraged to become self-supporting and the

funds thus saved' be reallocated to student

financial aid."

According to the report, *'.
. . the tosk force

became aware of the desperate need to maximize

the use of campus funds actually within the control

of campus officers particularly since 'outside'

funding from sUte legislative and federal_

governmental sources seemed, relatively

speaking, either decUning or shifting direction."

The task force subcommittee on registration

fees recommended:

The Grunwald Graphic Arts Collection, the art

galleries and exhibition programs, the ethnic

exhibitions, the Fine Arts Productions and Uie

student cultural programs be asked to make every

effort to obtain support for these activities from

sources other than registration fees;

• The UCLA Band should adopt as a goal the

raising of $10,000 tiiis year, and its entire non-

salary budget within three years so as to be vir-

tually non-reliant on registration fees by 1973:

• The expenditures for residence halls and

married students housing be charged to those

students living in the units instead of their bemg

financed by all the students here which would

result in an average increase of $62 per year for

dorm residents, the report said),

• The Student Counselirig Service should use

'financial need' as one criteria for student hirmg;

• Prospective employers using the Placement

and Planning Center be asked to pay a fee to help

support the center;

• The intercollegiate athletics department be

asked to raise additional funds by charging higher

admission prices to sporting events and to lower

its costs, for example by reducing its support for

sports with low student interest.

According to Kinsman, these recommendations

and others would result in a greater amount of

registration fees available to the financial aids

department.

Kinsman said these proposals will be discussed

by the University Policies Commission (UPC). A

UPC committee on registration fees will be

presenting its report later this week.

The task force also recommended a major fund

raising campaign be started to reduce the deficit

incurred by the diminishing governmental

sources. The campaign would attempt to obUin

funds from private and public sources.

— **We may have to turn to outside funding

because federal sources have diminished,"

Kinsman said.

H. Carroll Parish, dean of financial aids,

estimated a deficit of $10,300,000 for financial aids

by 1975 if no new funding can be secured

The task force recommended a single, unified

office of development be created, involving both

the public and private sources It also recognized

the need to increase communications with

governmental sources so that maximum ef

ficiency can be attained.

The summer Usk force report was "incomplete,

in Oie vice chancellor's eyes (Charies Z. Wilson,

vice chancellor of academic programs,)" Kin-

sman said. Kinsman edited the report last

November and found the Usk force did not deal

with such issues as: ^

—What should the distribution of resources be

between EOP and non-EOP at botii the graduate

and undergraduate levels?

-What are the differences in the needs of

professional schools such as dentisti-y, medicine,

etc. concerning financial aid? -•*->

—To what extent can student employment op-

: portunities in departments and research units be

coordinated wiUi the award of financial aid to

increase available funds for students with need*^

Kinsman said an ad hoc committee working

through Wilson's office has considered these

issues and will report to Wilson However, Wilson

was not available for comment at this time.

I
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Cailin Toy, high school student

3 pm. - Ackerman Union 2408
Workshops: Asian American Student Programs
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.-•-.«i isi^,, Qcry I ic ortists colors

and accessories
/

SALE
-.-.L

I, 20%OFF
Sale prices effective from April 5 through April 17

#

Great acrylic paint you thin with water to whatever

r consistency you want. Great for wash, collage, you name it!

as
uc

students' store

oii/engineering suppli*ft, a level, ackerman union, 825-771

1

open 9:00a.m.-7: 15p.m. — Mon-Fri; 10-3 Sat

iik:

ere are eight great improvements^the storej;

nptheiiHMRof the ASUCLA revitalization program

III-*
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UAC adopts procedure

for department elections
ElecUon processes for student representatives in nine departments

have been set.

The University Action Council (UAC) has now set up a definite

Umetable for undergraduate departmental elections, and will include the

speech department along with those previously announced: art, English,

history, mathematics, political science, ijeychology, sociology and

theater arts.
, « ",. ^

UAC, as a part of the Student Educational Pobcy Commission (SEPC),

is working toward student involvement at the department level. The goal

of the elections is to ''identify active and interested students in depart-

ments."
Response

According to Gary Wehrle of UAC, the response from both department

chairmen and students has been **very enthusiastic." Any major in a

department is eligible for the five positions: president, vice president,

secretary, treasurer and programs chairman.

Candidates should submit a declaration to the UAC (rffice, Kerckhoff

Hall 325, by Friday, April 23, with elections scheduled to take place

during the third week of May. However, Wehrle said the dates were

flexible, and deadlines could be extended to allow for better participation

by students. ...»
The elections will be conducted by mail ballot supervised by UAC in an

attempt to reach every major in the department. Rhonda Abrams, SEPC

commissioner, said, "We have a chance to make a real impact if we can

get organized and have validly elected student representatives."

Undergraduates

She said nearly half of the undergraduates (about 8,000) on campus

would be represented through these elections, as they include the eight

largest departments on campus (psychology has nearly 2,000 majors and

history has more than 1,500).

Keith Schiller, undergraduate student body president, said the elec-

tions would be particularly important because of the proposed change in

the Regents' Standing Orders which will come to a vote at their May

meeting. 'This wovdd completely legalize all student participation in

departments," he said.

Abrams said, "It is imperative that students take a more active role

with faculty in strengthening education at the university level."

Departments

It is beheved all the departments involved will allow some sort of

student representation.

WiUiam Schaefer, English department chairman, said in a letter to

SEPC, "Students play a significant role in directing and determining

departmental policy (and generally) carry great weight."

Harold Ticho, chairman of the physics department, said, i

wholeheartedly support the concept of student participation in the

governance of the department."

ii^

TAHITI. $425 for two weeks! Including airfare and hotel.

You can't do it for less (unless you swim). UCLA stu-

dents, faculty and staff may join the UCLA Alumni char-
ter, August 28 to September 10, 1971. For more information
call Becky at 825-3901 or stop by the Alumni Center at

I
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Ann L. Haskins, Editor-in-Chi«f
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FAIRE

The inter<ultural event of the year

is still open for craftsmen and artists

to display and sell their creations.

To be an active part of the multi-

national festival — the only one of

its kind — pick up an application

at ISC 1023 Hilgard, before Thurs-

day noon.
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Shuttle bus issue tabled
f Announcements

The registration fee subcommittee of the

University Policies Commission (UPC) has tabled

discussion about next year's funding of the shuttle

buses pending further information, according to

Steve Halpem, chairman of the subcommittee.

The shuttle buses, which run between parking lot

32 and Ackerman Union, were funded by registration

fees this year. Students parking in the lot, which is

one-half mile from central campus, pay a fee of $18 in

contrast to $27 for permits in any other lot.

Halpem believes many students who do not park in

lot 32 use the bus to and from Westwood Village and

to and from their parked cars on city streets in the

vicinity of lot 32. Peter Bouvier, Graduate Students'

Association (GSA) president believes the buses

should not be funded by registration fees since the

fees are paid by the entire student body and only a

portion of those students use the buses.

Halpem, who also chairs the Parking Committee,

hopes to conduct a user's survey to determine how

often the buses are used and by whom.

Three alternatives to the present situation are

available. Either the parking service can charge the

full $27 fee for a lot 32 permit and use the added

revenue to fund the bus, or the price for the lot could

be dropped to $13.50 and the shuttle bus service

eliminated, or the fee can remain the same and other
means of funding can be found.
Sally Meisenholder, campus parking service

manager, explained to the registration fee sub-

committee that lot 32 is not filled to capacity and that

it would not be used by students if parking fees were
increased to $27 per quarter.

A plan has also been presented for an intra campus
transit system which would connect the campus with

residence halls, parking lots and Westwood Village.

The proposal calls for the operation of the system on
a trial basis during fall quarter.

The one quarter "test" would cost an additional

$16,000. The plan, submitted to a vote in the

University residence halls, was defeated in Dykstra
and Sproul Halls and was overwhelmingly passed

(70.7% "yes" votes) in only Hedrick Hall. The ballot

asked residents if they would be wilhng to pay 80

cents more a month for an integrated dorm-campus-
parking lot shuttle bus system.

Halpem said in view of the vote, he did not feel the

extended service was warranted. An altemate plan

is also being considered which would call for service

to Westwood Village, campus and the residence halls

but would not directly serve lot 32. The plan will

probably be presented to UPC late this week.

The Graduate Students'

Association invites all graduate

students interested in summer
internship programs in

Sacramento (University of

California, S.B.P.C. Legislative

Representative) to apply in

Kerckhoff Hall 301 before April 30.

These positions are open to all

graduate students regardless of

major and will offer a subsistence

stipend. Call GSA at ext. 51050 or

ext. 51160 for further information.

Exceptional Children's Tutorial

Project (ECH'P) is interested in

people who care about children,

and will take the time to tutor

mentally retarded and entMtionally

disturl>ed children at a variety of

schools If you are interested, you

are invited to ECTP tutor training

sessions Wednesday nights in

Ackerman Union 2412, or come to

Kerckhoff Hall 407, ext. 52066.

There will be a meeting of the

Westwood Lit>eration Front Food

Conspiracy at 7:30 p.m. today at

the Theta Chi House, 663 Gayley

Ave. Food orders will be taken and

all interested people should come.

POWER TO THE VEGETABLE!

!

Minnritv nurses recruited
christian science lecture

sclioenberg quod noon todoy

The Minority Group Committee, which includes

students and faculty from the School of Nursing here,

is involved in recruiting and retaining future nurses

frohi minority conmiunities.

According to Phyllis Paxton, chairman of the

committee, the aim of the program is to graduate the

type of nursing student who will take her training and

experience back into the minority community.

"Some of the nurses who work in these areas cannot

always communicate with the community. We want

nurses who will understand the communities they

work in," Paxton said.

Most of the conmiittee's present activity is focused

on providing counseling and tutorial services for

those students already in the school and for those

students presently enrolled in pre-nursing majors

here.

A special subcommittee contacts students in Los

Angeles area high schools to inform them of op-

portunities in nursing here. Students are told about

possible financial aid opportunities and course
needed to prepare for the nursing program.

In order to attract more students, the committee

will be sponsoring a Career Day this quarter where

high school students will visit the medical facilities

here. The students will have an opportunity to talk

with students already in nursing to discuss the

nursing program here.

Paxton said minority students interested in

learning about counsehng opportunities available for

them in nursing should contact her in the School of

Nursing for more information. - \
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OYER $265.00
In complete—full value

admission tickets

FOR OHIY $3.50

The "BE OUR GUEST" booklet contains

COMPLETE ADMISSION TICKETS to out-

standing Recreational, Cultural and Sporting

Events in the greater Los Angelcs-OrangcCounties

area. This unique program is designed by special

arrangement with the activities listed to introduce

you and your family to a greater variety of

entertainment, with the hope that you will have

fun and continue to patronize these fine facilities

in the future.

"Be Our Guest" is NOT a "2 for 1" program

in which you are obligated to bring along a

cash customer. It is NOT a discount booklet.

TO ALL UCLA & MEDICAL CENTER
faculty — students — staff

jLf^^.

EMPLOYEES AND THEIR FAMILIES

NO GIMMICKS!

4fNO HIDDEN CHARGES!CH

NO TAX

RIVERSIDE INTER. RACEWAY

ANGELS BASEBALL

use EOOTBALL
ONTARIO MOTOR SPEEDWAY

LION COUNTRY SAEARI

use BASEBALL

OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE FOOTBALL

SPEEDWAY MOTORCYCLE RACING

WHITTIER COLLEGE FOOTBALL

OUEENS PARK - AMUSEMENTS

CAL STATE LOS ANGELES FOOTBALL

ORANGE COUNTY INTER. RACEWAY

CAL STATE FULLERTON FOOTBALL

DRAG BOAT RACING (NDBA)

JUDO KARATE Y.M.C.A.

BRUNSWICK BOWLING I ANES

ORANGE COUNTY FAIR

LONG BEACH CITY COLLEGE FOOTBALL

NEWPORT DUNES - RECREATION PARK

ROD & CUSTOM CAR SHOWS

WOMEN'S BALLET LESSONS Y.M.C.A.

MOVIEWORLD - CARS OF STARS

PAR 3 GOLF COURSES /5)

MINIATURE GOLF COURSES (10)

PASADENA ART MUSEUM

LONG BEACH CIVIC LIGHT OPERA

HOLLYWOOD BOWL
LAGUNA- MOULTON PLAYHOUSE

PASADENA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

PHYSICAL FITNFSS PROGRAM YMCA

12.00

3.00

3.50

4.00

3 25

4.00

3.00

5.00

L75

3.00

5.00

6.00

2.00

300
10.00

2.40

1 00

300
8.00

6.50

1000

700

3.00

1 00

3.00

450

2 00

4 00

200

10 00

MAPINELANDOF THE PACIFIC

use BASKETBALL

BRIGGS CUNNINGHAM AUfOMUSFUM
SERFASCOUNTRY CLUB GOLF

GOLF DRIVING RANGES i?)

CHAMPIONSHIPWRESTLING
SWIMMING LESSONS YMCA
CHUCK NORRIS KARATE-STUDIOS

MOVILWORLD PLANES OF FAME

ASCOT PARK RACEWAY
OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE BASKETBAI L

FISHING & PICNICING'

FAMILY SWIM YMCA.
CAL STATE I OS ANGELES BASKE TBAl L

OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE TRACK

CUSTOM CAR SHOW
LONG BEACH CITY COL BASKETBALL

CORONA RACEWAY
CAL STATE FULLERTON BASKtTHAI I

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS ARK PARK

DUNE BUGGIE RACING (ADHA)

Rose Bowl SWAP MEET ^ FLEAMARKEl

GO KART RIDING

CAL^TATE filWiEHTON ]HAUUUiLlil
SWIM TEAM YMCA
YMCA BUSINESS MEN'S CLUB

use TRACK & FIELD

$ 3 50

300

4 00

600
2 50

250

. 1 ; 0(3

30 00

/.OO

3 50

1 50

2 00

6 00

4 00
'

1 50

5 00

2 00

')l)0

100

1 00

5 90

1 0(1

3 00

UA
r, 00

2 50

^00

SUPPLY IS LIMITED

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

TOTAL VALUE $266 80

TOTAL NUMBER OF TICKETS - 96

T
"BE OUR GUEST' BookleH

will b« ovailc^U thru your.

"while fhe Supply
-J, oe

NOW UNTIL APRIL 30th ONLY!

students' stors

&
Health Sciences Students' Store
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Billboards: political PFP decision?

By Lewis McCammon
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Winter soldiers
**We say, whatever the furor and outrage and final

outcome, that this policy—defacto or otherwise—of

genocide, must be fully examined here and now in

America.

*'For it is America now, not Hitler's Germany, that

stands bloody-handed before the world in Vietnam.''

With this startling statement, war veterans last

January began three days of hearings into the

American war policy which, they said, is charac-

terized by torture, unnecessary population

displacement and murder of defenseless and passi3^i|^

women and children.

But no one listened while vets nationwide admitted

the bloody deeds. There was a virtual news blackout.

A similar tribun^ is being held noon today at Janss

Steps. We urge you to listen.

A lawsuit was filed last week against three

billboard companies in the West LA-Santo Monica

area. The suit requests a court order compeUing the

companies to rent billboard space to Jack Hampton

a Santa Monica city councU candidate who is a

member of the Peace and Freedom Party.

PFP's attorney Dave GrabiU, who previously

worked with the Indian Legal Services at UCLA,

contends that the refusal to rent the biUboards is

political.

Two of the companies first agreed to rent the

billboards to the Hampton committee and then

refused to do so, saying that no space was avaUable.

The Hampton committee, however, pointed out

that many of the boards were filled with unpaid, tw-

deductible ''public service" advertisements like the

Foster and Kleiser board on Wilshire at Bundy

which, untU last Friday, caUed for the Viet Cong to

release American POW's in Vietnam. Additional

boards first promised to the Hampton Campaign

were rented to other clients.

Van Vibber of the Santa Monica Peace and

Freedom Party says that as soon as the companies

found out that Hampton was taking strong sUnds on

issues like aboliUon of the police helicopter, the

billboard space was suddenly withdrawn.

The Hampton attorneys contend that billboard

companies should not be permitted to discriminate

politically against clients, much as radio and

television stations are subject to government fair-

ness regulations. The billboards, Grabill contends,

impose upon the public and are subject to local

license fees and hence should be controlled by the

people if they are to be permitted at all.

The attorneys for the Hampton committee belong

to the Venice law collective of Grabill, Nathan,

Adelstein, and SchwarU and further technical details

on the case can be obtained by phoning their office at

392-3929.

Whatever the outcome of the court decision, legal

relief on the billboard issue will probably come too

late to be effective since the election is to be held on

Tuesday, April 13.

To counter the billboard discrimination, the

Hampton committee mobilized over a hundred

people to do precinct work on the last two weekends.

They feel that they have a good diance of winning

because of this massive precinct effort and the

sphntering of the conservative opposition.

The Hampton campaign has done much to inject

fundamental issues into local politics. Hampton has

pointed out that while the police helicopter may
reduce crime slightly by intimidating and imposing

upon all citizens, it does nothing to alleviate such

basic causes of crime as unemployment, poverty,

and racial injustice. Its predominant hovering over

the poorer and minority sections of the city is a tacit

admission of this connection.

These same areas of the city are totally

unrepresented in city government because of the

present at-large system of electing coqncilmen. All

councilmen now come from the wealthier north-of-

Wilshire section of the city.

Hampton has exposed the use of hollow-head,

three-fourths jacketed bullets (alias *'dum dum"

bullets—outlawed for use in international warfare)

as standard ammunition by the Santa Monica Police

Department.

Hampton has also pointed but how the war in

Vietnam is a local issue by noting that the quarter of

a million dollars a week which Santa Monica

residents pay in taxes for that war could otherwise be

spent on schools, low-income housing, or on jobs for

the unemployed.

Hampton, himself, has been active in the

movement against war and racism for over two

decades. He marched on Montgomery, Alabama, for

civil rights in 1963, and in the Chicano Moritorium on

August 29, 1970. He has been a member of the NAACP
for over 20 years and has been endorsed by its En-

tertainment Industry Branch. He was a founding

member of Trade Unionists for Peace (as a member
of Local 47 of the American Federation of Musicians)

and was the Peace and Freedom Party candidate for

state treasurer in 1970.

His most recent endorsement has come from the

Los Angeles Gay Liberation Front.

People interested in the Peace and Freedom

Party's work against war and racism should come to

UCLA PFP's Wednesday noon meetings in KH400 or

to the regular Venice PFP Wednesday 8 p.m.

meeUngs, 1727 W. Washington Blvd. (821-B526 week-

day afternoons)

Students, campus workers protest budget cuts

(Editor's note: Elaine SeVi and Susan Apstein are members
of the Radical Action Council.)

The worsening social crisis is affecting people all over the

country. There is continually mounting evidence of the

crisis—concretized for us at the University, the institution

which is presently a central focus of our hves. The union

and organizing committee of workers on this campus,

AFSCME, Local 2070, which includes not only full-time

workers but also student workers, is sponsoring a rally and

march on campus to protest the wage and hiring freeze,

budget cuts, and deterioration of the quality of education.

Similar demonstrations will be held on all other UC cam-
puses, sponsored by the state^de AFSCME Council.

Petition

A petition is presently being circulated on campus to

gather signatures of campus workers, students and faculty.

It is crucial that we, the students of this University, support

this demonstration and the demands that AFSCME workers

are putting forward because they clearly point out the root

of the crisis and raise demands that satisfy not only their

needs but show the relationship between their needs and our

own.

Students as well as campus workers are being hit hard by

the fiscal crisis. The proposed budget for next year is 10

percent below that requested. It appropriates $337 miUion

for the UC campuses which equals this years operating

funds, thus refusing to take into account higher costs of

living, inflation and the 4.5 per cent increase in student

enrollment next year. This will result in the highest

student/faculty ratio in the history of the University, a huge

cutback in EOP funds and the possible elimination of lower

division language classes; entire departments (journalism

and speech) are even being threatened.

Research cut

In addition new faculty recruitment will l>e curtailed,

research funds will be cut by 8 per cent and there will l>e no
new construction. Tuition has skyrocketed, student loans

are increasingly harder to get, and the cost of campus
facilities, such as parking, has increased. Library hours
have l>een cut back

By Elaine Seviand Susan Apstein

Not only are students affected right now by the fiscal

crisis, but when they leave the University they are faced

with trying to find employment in a market where there are

increasingly fewer jobs. It is not that our services are not

needed. Worthwhile jobs can be created, but money is

devoted instead to the war and the permanent arms
economy. This becomes evident in the massive unem-
ployment of teachers. Not only are new teachers not being

hired, which means that those of us wishing to teach will not

be able to find jobs, but all across the country teachers are'^

being fired by the tens to the thousands. Teachers who
retire or quit are not being replaced, nor are new teachers

being hired when the number of pupils increases—the result

is an ever-increasing speed-up. Children have to suffer

through larger classes getting less attention and help.

Meanwhile, as working conditions get worse, wages stay

the same.

A similar situation exists in the field of social welfare,

which in the past provided employment for college-trained

people. The proposed budget cuts decreases the number oi

workers in this area during a period when a greater
demand for these services exists.

Cutbacks

Previously, a large number of college graduates found
employment in the militaryand aerospace industry. With
the cutbacks in aerospace not only will college graduates
not k)e able to find jobs in this area, but they will have to

compete with those who have lost their jobs for the small
number of ones that are* not yet filled. We definitely

recognize that it is not enough for the defense budget to be
cut back—it should be eliminated entirely. However, cut-

ting back or eUminating defense spending merely solves
one problem at the expense of creating another, unless
along with ending defense spending is coupled the demand
for the creation of jobs for all—of the sort that satisfy the
socially necessary needs of the society.

kebulldlng

*^ Especially necessary during this period is the rebuilding

of the cities—new hospitals, schools, more teachers, parks,
good quality mass transit, the cleaning up of the en-

vironment, child care centers and decent housing.

Open admissions, with an end to tuition, is crucial so that

people can be retrained to perform these necessary social

functions.

Another aspect of open admissions is the opening of the

University to anyone wishing to attend, with classes

created to teach people what they want to learn—in other

words, relevant education.

Open university

The limit on the number of minority students must end

To really open up the University means an end to tuition,

parking fees and all the costs that make it impossible for

poor people to attend. It means free 24-hour child care so

women can also be free to attend. It also means that the

grading system be aboUshed, that classes be created for

those who are not able to cope with the University as it now

exists due to their mis^ucation prior to entrance.

Increasingly, students and workers are seeing that the

source of their problems is the same and that they must

unite to bring about any real changes. Students alone do not

have the power to effect major changes—they must unite

with workers who occupy the strategic position which

enables them to shut down the economy.

The demands being raised are:

— End the wage and hiring freeze— no budget cuts.

— End job discrimination against women and minorities

— Free higher education for anyone who wants to go —
abolish tuition.

( -^^row larger and larger every year while at the
same time the number of classes offered every quarter

Some departments have not admitted newdecreases.

Aw for an entire year.

The money for these socially neeonry activities must
not come from working people (who are already over-
burdened), but from taxing corporations, who profit the
most from the present organization of society.

Full funding for EOP and programs supporting

minority students.
— Recognize unions of public employees as bargaining

agents.

To finance these demands, we will fight for:

— Increase taxation of the banks and corporations

— Price controls so that corporate taxes cannot be

passed on to the consumers.

The Radical Action Council (RAO, has organized around

this sort of program which is being raised at the AFSCMb
demonstration. Those interested in working with us around

April 15 are urged t<
* ' . . .

- :-- -'o p.m. th

day ai the 3rd floor of Kcrekhofl Hail ill liie upstairs:

Future activities during which we will raise our program

include the April 24 mardh in San Francisco and the

possible march in Sacramento which is ^ called

Winter soldier
By Dave Sacks

The United States Air Force pilot bomber had just been shot down from

his bombing mission over North Vietnam. He had managed to eject

himself and was now landing in North Vietnam. Ab he lands, a North

Vietnamese soldier keeps him covered with an AK 47 and about ten North

Vietnamese children gather to watch. The event is taking place three

miles from the DMZ (de-militarized zone).

As the North Vietnamese starts to march the American pilot towards a

prisoners' compound, he trips and falls. His gun falls from his grasp and

the American pilot manages to retrieve it. But he then returns the gun to

his captor.

The significance of this event is made evident from a later interview

with the pilot by Felix Greene (American press) . It is paraphrased below.

"When you got his gun, why didn't you attempt to escape?"

"I suppose I could have shot him, but then before I could have escaped

the children would have told ot^er soldiers who would have probably shot

and killed me as I attempted to escape."

"Well if the children could have foiled your escape, why didn't you just

shoot them?"
*I just couldn't shoot those children."

This is the same American pilot who on his bombing missions had been

dropping napalm, herbicidies, anti-personnel gadgets and bombs on those

same children.

An impUcation of this event is clear: If a person is far enough detached

from the product of his (her) actions, (s)he will do anything. When that

pilot was 20,000 feet up in the air pushing buttons dropping his assorted

•payloads," the reality of the affect of those actions never dawned on

him. The effects of which were much more devastating than killing just

ten children.

And furthermore, can we see that we are all pilots dropping those

bombs. Sure, 73 per cent of us are opposed to the war, but we have tended

to become mindless automatons accepting the war as something about

which we can do nothing. And thewar goes on.

Why? because its an All-American war just reflecting some direct

manifestations of our daily lives.

Right here at the University, the human beings are treated as numbers,

and not only numbers, but commodities to be placed on the trading block

of free enterprise. Everyone here is programmed not towards social-

human progress, but instead towards the perpetuation of the status quo.

We are programmed to get so caught up in the next test, promotion or

whatever relationship that is right in front of us, that we never take the

time to look at the total picture.

And in the totality it stinks. For we all are becoming detached from our

human concerns, and more so detached from the product of both our

(Continued on Page 6)
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7Need helpl

Call UCLA Helpline

"825-7646

farfntTAXPfffee CARS
•M^

For your next trip to Europe order your new European cor through

ShipSide. We are located only a tew st€lps from^the terminal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the week.

Popular cars such as olf Volkswagen models, Volvo's, Flats, MGB's, BMW
and other mokes ore ready for Immediate purchase and delivery at low tax

free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements

con be made in just a few minutes.

Mini cost — moKi vocofion

— multi savings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

ShipSide, P.O. Box 7568,

Amsterdam Airport.
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TIME TO SET UPA TRUST FUND?
SEE WHAT A DIFFERENCE OUR WAY MAKES.

carpets air conditioning heated swimming pool

saunas recreation lounge exercise room

co-ed floors suites wltti living rooms refrigerators

open visitation • excellent food (all you can eat)

meeting facilities study areas activity program

and entertainment • color TV • adjacent to campus

. - !Qi youisem
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A MAJOH FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

WESTWOOD VILLAGE ^

Kirkeby Center, 10883 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 477-3001

ASSETS S475 810 000" CAPITAL FUNDS $33 823 000'
; . HOLDING COMPANY CITY NATIONAL CORPORATION

C SUBSIDIARIES C'^'N^^'QN>'- »>^^^Q^ C^P -QRPbRATlON- '*^«^

CITINATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRUliT FO" cnw,-t.Iie ;^t r^ r KJ T^ I

lATE

N . e <»LL •»-< gi « «~« THil.

'A* •< 09C»mbi Jt. 1070

Member F.D I C
M<»mb©f F9ciera\ Reserve System
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MEETS TODAY

THE JEW AS A HUMAN BEING:

SOURCES FOR AN ETHIC
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Flfft meeting: Tuesday, April 6

Time: 7:30 PM
Ploce: Hillel Lower Lounge.

900 Hilgord Avenue

Succeeding meetings will be arranged

at timet oriH ploces which fit the needs

and desires of eoch section.

JEWISH
NON-MEETINGS

Shobbat services. irKluding commurHii

meols, music, and darxe, will be de-

veloped at the homes of students and

facuhy. Announcements will be mode
weekly <m Io the location ai the frme

Jew U Shobbot. Other celebrations wilt

be erected as the muse (or neshomo)

inspires.

sA^i Ikkord N. Imy.

HWel CowMcil at UCLA
A confrontotion with different kinds of Jewish sources os the oddress

themselves to such concepts os: personol and social low, the Creotion.

Exodus, Messionlsm. War ond Peoce, the "Chosen People", and the

\lJefurn to Israel.

^E RELATION BETWEEN JEWISH

AND WESTERN LEGAL CODES:

PRESENT APPUCATIONS
Prol. George FlekKer, UCLA School al Law

t^ibi Dovid Bemer. Wlel Counca at UCLA
A comporison, through discussion and reoding of representative texts,

of the bosic prirKiples in Jewish ond Western law Among the topics

to be discussed will be: reponsibility, legality, jjwilt, wrongdoing.

eviderKe, and |ustificotion.
,

BUBERIAN HASIDICZEN: A NOVEL
APPROACH TO PSYCHOTHERAPY
Dr. Bei^omin Wmmngmr, Co-Fownder Sowthem Colifornio Counseling

Center

tofabi Henry lobin. Biocuttve Director, Los Angeles HiNel Council

Explora^ons leading to significent community experiences. Included

will be discussions of the similarities and differences between Zen

and Hosidism. Insights will be concretized through the use of many

media, includirtg anecdotes, music, and darKe. Sessions will feature

porticipotion in communal meols, syrjibolic ceremonies, and meditation.

THE JEWAND OTHER
CULTURAUETHNIC MINORITIES
Frol. Gone Loeine^ De^'t oi Sociology, UCLA
The section aims to provide both on ethnic census of UCLA and a look

into patterns of (^ilkilion arxi disoffiliotion. The major focus will be

upon urKferstondir^ Jewish students in the context of other ethnic

group*. How do Jwivtsh students differ from members of other minori-

ty groups, or>d wfMSt common problems do they hove?

UNIVERSITY
PLUS COURSES IN ' ANTISEMmSM". ZIONISM, JEWISH
UFE STYLES, AMERICAN JEWISH LIT., THE RELEVANCE
OF THE SYNAGOGUE, YIDDISH.

474-1533

**R suieet vorletyof sideujolk sublime**
Read what Ivan Webster in the UCLA Daily Bruin has to say about Street Scene at Inner City

Theatre: "The present production, under C. Bernard Jackson's resourceful direction, holds
together splendidly both in concept and ... in execution. For Mr. Jackson, vis-avis Street
Scene, is no hard-eyed realist. He is a lyrical, essentially sentimental (bgt sometimes
startlingly rnocking) surrealist, and the tiny wonders of style such a method continually sets
off push his performers right to their proper notch of excellence and color, and his production

as|a whole up to a sweet variety of sidewalk sublime,

ni "Kurt Weill's music, written for the 1947 Broad-
way production, has been extraordinarily updated
and arranged by Larry Nash, and under the musical
direction of Margaret Bonds it all fits Langston
Hughes' fine, fine lyrics with inspiring snugness.

n "No single comic element is lost or slighted (par
ticularly not the ones in Mel Carter's delightful per-
formance as the unstoppable neighborhood clown,
Vincent). Q "Olga James has a proper mixture of
soft, sleeping loveliness waiting to be awakened . .

.

-Chris Calloway seems made for musical roles, pos-
sessing such a lovely, throaty and suggestive voice,
plus a measured amount of bounce and brass in her
acting to make it ring true, n "Taken altogether,
Street Scene knows what It is doing and why. A lot of
classier and more polished productions around town
can't say nearly as much."

Discount offer.
DB

Bring this coupon to the Inner City
Theatre box office and you may purchase

one or two seats for just $1.50.
Offer good any Sunday, Tuesday,

Wednesday or Thursday evening; any
Wednesday matinee.

Langston HughM^Jbirt «IWn

TtfHt9QndNowMuskQl
Evenings at 8:30pm

Wed. matinee at 2:30pm
Inner City Tfieatre • 735-1581
1615 W. Washington Blvd. (at Vermont)

Mel Carter in "Street Scene" at Inner City Theatre

Step toward life . .

.

(ConUnued from Page 5)

acUons and/or inactioos. And once again, we all say we arc against it but

our heads are detached from our actions.

Yet, just as the pilot couldn't stop his actions until he was face to face

with the product (rf his actions, we cannot expect anyone to do anything

until the cootradicitons are apparent. And so we must both educate and

learn together to find solutions rather than remaining to be part of the

problem.
,. t. ._ w # ^

Today at noon at Janss Steps, some brothers who have faced up to the

product of their past actions, will be in essence talking about changing

both society and ourselves rather accepting that which we know is

corrupt. ...
As society keeps programming us to become mechanized conunodities,

it should be not only educational, but hopefully inspirational to listen to

those who were used-commodities but are trying to be human now.

The winter soldier investigation is at noon at Janss Sleps. More than

recounting war crimes, a step towards life.
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If youVe seen
one redwood tree,

you've seen them
alir K.Reagan

AlBlYll

^ " ^ j J
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Redwood Tree

That statement was made about six years ago. Last

month, in regard to a major oil spill — the same man said

*it could have been worse."
Times have changed, but most of the people running

this country b«v-r.'t. Clear Creek is what you can do
about it. We*re a niagazine for doers, telling precisely the
way things are and what you can do about them.

In Qear Creek youll fmd reports by Nader's Raiders
and concerned scientists. We will also have visionary
articles on ecology, animal behavior, the. origin and
evolution of life and habiUt design. Regular features
include works of art, poems, a children's page, organic
gardening and cooking, and environmenjal law.

It's about time you had straight reporting with' nothing
left out. Get Clear Creek at your newsstand. 50^ a copy or
$5.00 a year. For subscriptions, write: 617 Mission Street,
San Francisco, California 94105.

-^x.
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Our country. lgnor*> it and it will go away.

Artist's conception of Apollo 14 lunar

excursion. One astronaut pulls a

Modularized Equipment Transporter

(MET). The MET carries tools for

scooping and handling lunar soil sam-

pies, sample bags, 16 mm. camera, and

tubes for containing samples from a

depth of 15 inches. The Apollo crew

appeared at Royce Hall, AAarch 30. For

details, see page 9.

/

Apollo 14 soil sample analysis

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has

begun distributing about 15 pounds of the 94 pounds of

sample returned from the moon's Fra Mauro formation by

the Apollo 14 astronayts.

To date Iff? scientific teams in the United SUtes and 14

foreign countries have beenscheduled to receive portions of

rock and soil from the third U.S. lunar landing. Additional

proposals for consideration under the Apollo 14-17 lunar

sample program are still undergoing review and may result

in additional approvals. In all, more than 700 scientists wiU

be direcUy involved in analyzing the samples, beheved to

include material formed at the same time as the original

lunar crust.

Chemical and isotopic analysis will be used to age^te

the lunar material and will be of particular importance in

determining the age of formation of igneous rock particles

in the fragmental rocks — ages which may coincide with

the age of the original lunar crust

Studies of the physical properties of the Fra Mauro

material should yield new information on the radiation

history of the earth, moon, and the sun and will aid in

determining processes which formed lunar surface

materials.

Preliminary organic studies of the returned sample at the

Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, showed the Apollo 14

material to have very low carbon content, similar to carbon

levels observed in Apollo 11 and 12 rocks. There was no

evidence of any lunar organisms. Detailed organic analysis

is expected to determine the structure and relative abun-

dance of organic compounds native to and deposited on the

lunar surface

Distribution of fine grain material (grain size less than

one millimeter) began on April 6
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Meetings

First meeting: Tu«$doy, Aprils
*'

Tim*: 7:30 PM
Ploc* Hill«l Lower Lounge.

900 Hilgard Avenue

Succeeding meetings will be arrooged

ot time* end pieces which fit the needs

and desires' of eoch section.'

JEWISH
NON^EETINGS

Shobbat services, including communal

meols. music, and dance, will be de-

veloped at the homes of students ond

faculty. AnrK>uncement$ will be mode
weekly as to the location erf the Free

Jew U Shobbot. Other celebrations will

be erected os the muse (or nefhomo)

inspires.

MEETS TODAY

THE JEW AS A HUMAN BEING:

SOURCES FOR AN ETHIC

tAhi Ikhv4 N. Iwy, Oiradar

TJz:^.: l^d^erent kind. <.

^r!^^:^:::^::^zth^selve. to such concepts as: P'^^^' °?i^"l' p^^^,^^^ the

Exodus. Messionism. War ond Peoce. the Chosen People
,

o

Return to Isroel.

THE RELATION BETWEEN JEWISH

AND WESTERN LEGAL CODES:

PRESENT APPLICATIONS
fnt. e«V9« H*l>«r. UCtA School o» I-.

Wibi t)«id Un,t. Wlol Council « UCU
rtnpori«>n, .h-ough di«u«ioo ond r^diog 0> '•P'^-'r/.'^L,
d Ih. bw.ic princtol« in Jowish ond Wosl.rn law Among '•« '"P"

;; bl *!cu»«i ^H b.: r,pon.ibim». I.90II.,, 9"*. -ongdo.ng,

eviderKe. and justification.

BUBERIAN HASlDrCZEN: A NOVEL

APPROACH TO PSYCHOTHERAPY
Dr. BeHomin W*ininger, OvFoomJer Southern Colifornio Counseling

nJ^!Lrr Wbi.v Bcecutiye Director. Lc Angeles Hillel CourKil

Explorations leoding to sigaiflcent community experiences. Included

will be discussions of the similarities and dlHerences between Zen

ond Hosidlsm. Insights will be concretized through the use o many

medio, including anecdotes, music, and donee. Sessions w,ll feature

portkipotion in communal meals, symbolicceremonies, ond meditation.

THE JEWAND OTHER

CULTURAUETHNIC MINORfTIES
Pro* Gene Le^inet Dep't ol Sociology, UCLA

The section aims to provide both on ethnic census of UCLA ond o looii

into patterns of oHiliotion and disoffiliotion. The major focus will be

upon understanding Jewish students in the context of other ethnic

groups. How do Jewish students diHer from members of other minori-

ty groups, or>d whot common problems do they hove?

/rnntlnued from Pa«« 5)

""v^^Strthe pUot couldn't stop his action, until he was face tof,ce

Th .'hi^roduct rf his actions, we cannot expect anyone to do anythi™

u.^tilZ c^tr^dicitons are apparent. And «, we must both educate^

Imn^ether to find solutions rather than remauung to be part of tha

•"^K at noon at Janss Steps, some brothers who have faced up to the

I^f nfS past actions, wiU be in essence talking about changin,

^S ^fetr^d^urselves rather accepting that which we knoH

'"Siety keeps programming us to become mechanized commodiUes,

. =h«^ be not only educational, but hopefuUy inspu-ational to listen to

'hSe^!o^e« .^-commodities
but are trying to be human now

^« wtater soWier InvesUgaOoB is at noon at Jaiiss Steps. More Uim

recounting war crimes, a step fwanto Ule.

UNIVERSITY
PIUS COURSES IN "AINmSEMmSM". ZIONISM. JEWISH

UFE STYLK, AMERICAN JEWISH LIT.. THE R^EVANCE
OF THE SYNAGOGUE. YIDDISK

474-1533

**R sujeet varietyof sideujolk sublime'
Read what Ivan Webster in the UCLA Daily Bruin has to say about Street Scene at inner City

Theatre: "Th6 present production, under C. Bernard Jacicson's resourceful direction, holds

together splendidly both in concept and ... in execution. For Mr. Jaci^son, vis-avis Street

Scene, is no hard-eyed realist. He is a lyrical, essentially sentimental (but sometimes

startlingly mocl^ing) surrealist, and the tiny wonders of style such a method continually sets

off push his performers right to their proper notch of excellence and color, and his production

as a whole up to a sweet variety of sideVall^ sublime.

"Kurt Weill's music, written for the 1947 Broad-

way production, has been extraordinarily updated

and arranged by Larry Nash, and under the musical

direction of Margaret Bonds it all fits Langston

Hughes' fine, fine lyrics with inspiring snugness.

"No single comic element is lost or slighted (par-

ticularly not the ones in Mel Carter's delightful per-

formance as the unstoppable neighborhood clown,

Vincent). Q "Olga James has a proper mixture of

soft, sleeping loveliness waiting to be awakened . .,_

Chris Calloway seems made for musical roles, pos-

^ - ^ -.^ .^ sessing such, a lovely, throaty and suggestive voice,

^^£ jifc.
^'"^

plus a measured amount of bounce and brass in her

JB. ^ . t\ acting to make it ring true. Q "Taken altogether,

Jf vt"^ .^ .-. j^ Street Scene knows what it is doing and why. A lot of

E .^^'*}^i- "-'-j fl|k classier and more polished productions around town
m ;4* ' ^ 1 „&^l^. ^^& can't say nearly as much."
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**If youVe seen

one redwood tree,

you\e seen them
alirR«Reagan ^ ^

.

Discount offer.
DB

Bring this coupon to the Inner City

Theatre box office and you may purchase
one or two seats for just $1.50.
Offer good any Sunday, Tuesday,

Wednesday or Thursday evening; any
Wednesday matinee.

HuohasMGNtWrilV

.

TheH0f9 andNow Muskol
Evenings at 8:30pm

Wed. matinee at 2:30pm

Inner City Theatre • 735-1581
1615 W. Washington Blvd. (at Vermont)

/^

Redwood Tree

Mel Carter in "Street Scene " at Inner City Theatre

That statenient was made about six years ago. Last

month, in regard to a major oil spill — the same man said

"It could have been worse."—Times have changed, but most of the people running

this country haven't. Clear Creek is what you can do

about it. We're a magazine for doers, telling precisely the

way things are and what you can do about them.
In Clear Creek youll fmd reports by Nader's Raiders

and concerned scientists. We will also Ijave visionary

articles on ecology, animal behavior, the .
origin and

evolution of life and habitat design. Regular features

mclude works of art, poems, a children's page, organic

gardening and cooking, and environmental law.
It's about time you had straight reporting with nothing

left out. Get Clear Creek at your newssUnd. 50^ a copy or

$5.00 a year. For subscriptions, write: 617 Mission Street,

San Francisco, California 941 05.

Our country. Ignore it and it will go away.

-.'».t
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Artisfs conception of Apollo 14 lunar

excursion. One astronaut pulls a

Modularized Equipment Transporter

(MET). TKfe MET carries tools for

scooping and handling lunar soil sam-

pies, sample bags, 16 mm. camera, and

tubes for containing samples from a

depth of 15 Inches. The Apollo crew

appeared at Royce Hall, AAarch 30. For

details, see page 9.

Apollo 14 soil sample analysis

f

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has

begun distributing about 15 pounds of the 94 pounds of

sample returned from the moon's Fra Mauro formation by

the Apollo 14 astronauts.

_To date 187 scientific teams in the United SUtes and 14

foreign countries have been scheduled to receive portions of

rock and soil from the third U.S. lunar landing. Additional

proposals for consideration under the Apollo 14-17 lunar

sample program are stiU'undergoing review and may resu

in additional approvals. In all, more than 700 scientists will

be direcUy involved in analyzing the samples, believed to

include material formed at the same time as the original

lunar crust.

Chemical and isotopic analysis wiU be used to agedate

the lunar material and will be of particular importance m

determining the age of formation of igneous rock particles

in the fragmental rocks — ages which may coincide with

the age of the original lunar crust.

Studies of Ihe physical properties of the Fra Mauro

material should yield new information on the radiation

history of the earth, moon, and the sun and will aid in

determining processes which formed lunar surface

materials

Preliminary organic studies of the returned sample at the

Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, showed the Apollo 14

material to have very low carbon content, similar to carbon

levels observed in Apollo 11 and 12 rocks. There was no

evidence of any lunar organisms. DeUiled organic analysis

ip expected to determine the structure and relative abun-

dance of organic compounds native to and deposited on the

lunar surface.

Distribution of fine grain material (grain size less tl>an

one millimeter) began on April 6.
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Find Rides or Riders

for this quarter

CONTACT
Student Poriiing Review Board

X52452-3220A Murphy ttall

(93) OR
Alpha Phi Omega AU **A"

Level Lounge (10-2)

910 MDlTOK mNvK
W€STWOOD CAuf 90024

(213) 4n-g83S

DRIVE IN EUROPE
Student discounts on Overseas Cor delivery! All European

models, shipping and lov^ cost insurance.

Call for student sayings:

276-4456 Drive In Europe 276-4456

Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Girdle

Speciolties

GR 7-1773

BANKAMERKARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

if

'•J«S »'«.i«[^fc<«fc«l 1^ * ni)»l»» C«><IO"<

No Sweat, Foreign Student!
We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

professiorYo) efficiency ... at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:
749-7491

w« s«ll 220V

w«U4nown brands

IPald AdvcrttecBent)

INCOME TAX
Plesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

L

SERVICE

$gop

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, 'staff.

Fast Professional Service

1 101 Goyley Ave. Westwood Village BB6-7475
By Appointment Only 473-Bl 27

Bbie N Mi Boittdt Sliefi

We ipeckirBe in • Expert Razor Cuts
• Professional Hair Styling

• Special RK Products

Appointments Arranged at Your Convenience

1 0908 Le Conte Ave.
in The Village

GR 3-5863
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By Rick Kwan
DB StaH Writer

It is the year 1992.

There is the potential to produce genetically

"superior" people because genetic engineering has

become a reality. It has also become "the"

presidential campaign issue.

What kind of people do you want?

What kind of people do you not want?

This Is one example of a complex, intense social

issue that could arise because of accelerated

technology. It was ottered at a conference dn

"Technology— Threat and Promise to the Quality of

Life," last April 4, in the Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom. The conference was jointly sponsored by
the School ot Engineering and Applied Science and
University Extension here, and the Technlon- Israel

Institute of Technology. It touched on anything from
the concept of democracy to techonology assessment
to the humanities' poverty of engineering education.

Irreversible

The conterence was opened by a perspective by
Vice Chancellor David Saxon, then viewpoints by an
engineer-scientist and a humanist-historian. The
morning session was followed by a luncheon at which
Alexander Goldt>erg, president of Technlon, spoke on
technology and the quality of life in Israel. The af-

ternoon session presented the views of five panel

members from the humanities and social sciences,

engineering and physical sciences, and industry.

Saxon noted two characteristics of technological

advances — irreversibility and accelerating rate of

change. Once an innovation is introduced into

society, the society is stuck with It. The rate at which
innovation and change occur, at which knowledge
grows, is exponential.

Saxon i posed as possibly the most pertinent

question, "Where will it all end?" The exponential

growth cannot continue indefinitely; It must end
somewhere.

The viewpoint of an engineer-scientist was
presented by Ghauncey Starr, dean of tt^e School of

Engineering and Applied Science here. He opened by
remarking that the attitude that technology is simply

a wonderful social asset, though held by some
engineers. Is naive. He further described the U. s.

situation as somewhat unique. "AAost of the world
doesn't have the integration of technology into

society that we have."

Starr cited three aspects In measuring the quality

of life. The cultural aspect, he said, concerns
relations between an individual and groups, or

"nearest neighbor interactions," which are not the

same for all grouj^ in the U. S. The groups have
different views and criteria, which result in conflicts

and the political aspect, Starr said. The politica

terns create the "trade-offs, constraints,

Loms" that allow us to tolerate each other.

The third aspect, technology, Starr defined as a

ethod of multiplying the powers of the individual.

computer and the hammer are symbols of

chnology; they are not technology itself.

echnology does not have a will or mind of its own.

at makes technology move are the people In It

It's like blaming the supermarket for making

,ufat."

Starr continued by explaining specific results of

hnology, such as affluence and the population

plosion. - '

Social analysis

He was followed by Lynn White, a professor of

»-»*ll>i »>!»»> »ifc» >l»»»»»»rVCi>.». •

history here, presenting the view of a humanist
historian. He had two immediate complaints about
Starr's comments. The first concerned measuring
the quality of life. "You don't ever measure a
quality. You judge it." Secondly, White said Starr
treated science and technology as a neutral In-

strument, that he was underrating the engineer.
"Engineers are people!" he proclaimed. The
engineer is as much a part of the people who make
technology move as anyone else.

He also said that the culture of which Starr spoke
"is a Web of mutual influence . . . every creative
field affects every other creative field."

White then referred to the concept of technology
assessment, "It will not get very far until it Is

recognized as part of social analysis, which is in Its

infancy."

He then examined in detail the effect of one in-

novation which, on its face, would appear In-

significant. However, White showed that it had an
immense effect on the living patterns in a social

system.

Election: 1992

In a later panel discussion, Leonard Freedman,
dean of University Extension here, discussed the

stress that a developing technology places on a

democratic system. He said that the system must
become more "participatory" than "represen-

tative." As an example of the intensity of a social

issue made possible by technology, he cited the

possible reality of genetic engineering in 1992. "Try
writing a scenario of a presidential election in 1992,"

he said.

Later, Jacob Frankel, Dean of Faculty at the

Harvey AAudd College of Engineering, addressed

himself to the problem of humanities in engineering

education. He said that UCLA, Harvey Mudd, and

other engineering schools are all failing to make the

engineering student a whole man for the same
reason. The faculty must be made of "whole men"
first. The faculty must have an attitude of

humanities being an integral part of engineering

education, he said, not something added on.

Science notes

The new engineer, siial eunuch no more
The engineering student,

damned as a social and political

eunuch by campus militants and
praised by Indignant Taxpayer as
the last level-headed clean-shaven

survivor of traditional student life,

no longer quite fits his stereotype.

Admittedly, the average student
engineer still displays a tendency
toward haircuts, shoes, and even
an occasional necktie, but — in

increasing numbers — he also

comes equipped with an active
social conscience.

The judgment is that of

Associate Dean Alfred C. Ingersoll

of the School of Engineering and
Applied Science here, based on
close observation of campus life

over two decades and recent in-

depth discussions with
representative engineering
students.

As an educated guess. Dean
Ingersoll believes that the per-

centage of "socially concerned"
engineering students has tripled

over the past decade, from roughly
10 percent of the total in 1961 to

about 30 percent today.

Among many such students,
especially on the graduate level,

good pay, security and other
material rewards are no longer the
primary lures in considering a job.

"Many students will take a lower
salary in return for 'psychic
rewards' — the chance to tackle
work that will lead to building a
better society," he saya.

militant, le tends to be less shrill

and dogmatic and more concerned
with pragmatic solutions.

The out-and-out student radical,

however, is seen by the engineer as

caught up in an anti-establishment

'"conservatism" of his own, as
inflexible to change as his opposite

number on the right.

But in his deeply-felt moral,
political and social attitudes, notes

Dean Ingersoll, today's concerned
engineering student differs little

from his fellow student in the
humanities, arts, or social
sciences.

'*A good example is a recent

student debate we had on the SST

,

he said. "There were pro and con

arguments, but those who opposed

the SST rested their case not only

on economic and environmental

factors. They cited the 'im-

morality' of using up so large a

share of the earth's petroleum

resources, which could better

benefit the basic needs of

developing countries."

The same students express a

basic opposition to the war in

Vietnam, racial and economic
inequalities, environmental

)llution, and the "hypocrisy" of
Veir elders.

[Balancing his experiences and
ipressions. Dr. Ingersoll
issifies himself and his faculty
>lleagues as optimists.

rWe see the top cut of the
ition's technical talent reserves,

in minds that are inclined
look very carefully at the facts

^d consequences before drawing
inclusions and recom-
lendations," he says. "I am weU
>ntent to rest the future of

lerica in their hands."

Astronauts

The first decade of manned

space flight ended yesterday. On

April 12, 1%1, Soviet cosmonaut

Yuri Gagarin circled the Earth

once, 23 days before the United

States could put Alan B. Shepard

into suborbital flight.

Shepard, thus the first American

in space, was later grounded for

several years because of ear

trouble. In the meantime, many of

the original American team of

Mercury astronauts were making

their second and third space flights
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INCOME TAX
SERVICE
$5 up

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, (acuity, slaH

faH, Prdmrimnl, Sarvk*

FLESNER & COOK
1101 Goyl«y Av«
WMtwood Villoge

M6-7475 473-8127

§)f Appo«»i»w»««i* Only

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

1091 1 Kinross • Wostwood Villoge 478-9102 or 4779207
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The Free School Teach - in

is coming

in the Gemini and Apollo program.

Shepard returned to the

limelight in the most recent

manned mission, Apollo 14, as the

mission commander. It was the

most expensive and the most

scientifically significant mission to

date.

On March 30, Shepard and Apollo

14 cr6wmates Edgar D. Mitchell

and Stuart Roosa appeared at

Royce Hall here, and spoke to a

capacity audience.

Asked how they justify the

billions spent on space when funds

might more urgently be needed by

welfare, they replied that over 30

percent of the tax dollar is devoted

to welfare now while 1.6 percent

goes to the space program Taking

that 1.6 percent and adding it to

welfare would be *'a drop in the

bucket."

There is no indication that

Congress would, in fact, reallocate

the money to welfare, they added.

*>c-

the engineering student

obiections to the

While

hares many objections to the
present and future state of
*" "^erican society with the campus

t^^iS

M.
AS ' RONAiM S (from Ipft ' Stuart

Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-

Wis), originator of last year's

Earth Day, reported that 25 state

governors have already

proclaimed April 19-25 as Earth

Week or intend to do so very soon.

Based on this and other progress,

he predicted that Earth Week will

be proclaimed in well over half the

states and in many cities as well.

It will, he said, afford an op-

_.. ^^..ji- for JM-hoote acroM the

nation to bring to culmination their

environmental education efforts

for the year.

REMINDER
All graduate students interested in running for
the Graduate Students Association offices of

President, First Vice President, and Second Vice
President should submit their completed peti-

tions for candidacy with fifty signatures of

presently registered graduate students, to

Kerckhoff Hall 301 NO LATER than 4 p.m.,

Thursday April 15th. Petitions are now avail-

able in Kerckhoff Hall 301. Questions should

be directed to Mary Myers in the G.S.A office,

extension 51050 or 51 160.

Iteaching credential
CHANGES

The Teacher Education Program in the Graduate School

of Education at UCLA is undergoing major revision. We
plan to Initiate a new progfVam beginning with the Fall

*» Quarter 1972. In order to prepare for the inaugration

of the new program, admission of studenf\ to the ofd

program is being limited to those who will be able to

complete all professional preparation courses prior to

the Spring Quarter 1972 and all supervised teaching

assignments by the end of the Spring Quarter 1973.

Questions concerning teacher education should be ad-

dressed to the credential counselors in the Office of Stu

dent Services. 201 Moore Hall (Graduate School of Edu

cation); phone 825-2621

.

AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

«.'. >h,, p^rd, and Edgar MitrJw

a student discussion on the value of transcendental

meditation as taught by Maharishl AAahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full nnental ability,

improving health, increasing enjoyment in life . . .

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

Each Ihursday I FM

'^1
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DB TV Trivia Test, Part Four
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PILLOW TALK— ^A•rdl Gras is coming. On Friday,

April 23, and Saturday, April 24, tha students' annual

carnival will be held to raise funds to help support

UniCamp. The theme this year^is "New Orleans

West" and activities will include booths, rides,

games, refreshments, a parade of masques and

celebrity judges.

7) Hres^mTeasy
questions for

,"ou Rocky and BullwinUe fans:

What was the namejrf Mr.

ppabodv's time machine? wno

^rsSeyDorighfsbossn^^
AiA Rockv and Bullwindle livef

Xt was' Natasha's last name?

What were the names of the moon

r^Who were the stars of "Check-

Twho played the kids on -Father

T^\o%e6 Danny Thomas'

first family in -Make Room for

^f^What series did Spring

Byington and Harry Morgan ap^

Jear in? Where did they live? Vamt

was Harry's wife's name (the

character)? What's he domg now?

6 ) What show was "the stoi7 of a

horse and the boy who loves him?

Who played Jim? Joey?

7 ) Who played Jungle Jim?

8 ) Who was the announcer on the

Burns and Allen show? What s he

doing now? What was Burns and

Allen's son's name? , ^ , .

9 ) What was the name of Tonto s

horse? Dale Evans' horse? Gene

Autry's horse?

10.) What kind of animals were

Ruff and Ready?

(?)
faitkeMriM.)

Hfeii r

t

eat organic and health foods

now in the students' store

sundries depdrtment

fomiiia cmrmol 19<

Mixed cereal with fruit

and almonds; formula based oi

Dr. Bircher-Benner dietetics,
rice cakes

vorn teo

rose hips, alfalfa-mint,

foenugreek seed, papya,

mate, assorted pack.

'lDl^^anTcat1y"grown short-grain

brown rice.

fig bars 69i

Pure whole wheat flour,

veget6ble shortening,

raw brown sugar.

II

organic cookies

Big variety here, all made
with finest purest Ingredients,

organically grown.

sweet stuff

Candy bars of sesame, halvah,

pure maple sugar, Aplets,

Cotlets, much more.

L- /

fruit fuices

Boysenberry, papaya-apricot,

grape, apple, tomdto

Horlick's malted
milk tablets 49<

pumpkin,

sunflower seeds

I

organic flours

Whole wheat, raw wheat germ,

stone ground whole wheat,

millet flour, unbleached white

pastry flour, rice polish.

ill

n 19

uca
students* etc"^

This
applicator

was filled

aweelc

ago...

11.) Who was the professor on the
Alvin show?

12.) Who was the head retainer

(the skunk) on Leonardo the Lion
What was the rat's name?
13. ) In what series did a 50 year old

widow enroll as a freshman
at

UCLA? Who was she played by and
what Giher character did she nlav

on TV? ^

14.) Who employed Michael An-

thony to give away all that money
on "The Milhonaire*?

"

15.) What were the brothers'

names on '*It's a Great Life?" Who
played Amy and what other

character has she played on TV
16.) Who were the three girls in

**How to Marry a Milhonaire?"

Who played them?

17.) Who was the sponsor of

Captain Midnight? What was the

captain's sidekick named?

18.) Who played the colonel on

*Sgt. Bilko?"

19.) Who hosted the "Show of

Shows?"
20.) Clark Kent, Jimmy Olsenand

Lois Lane were all employed on a

newspaper—what was it, and who

was the editor? Who played

Superman?
21.) Who taught you how to spell

encyclopedia?

22.) Who played Rob and Laura

Petrie? What was their son's

name? Who played Buddy and

Sally? What role did Carl Reiner

play? (Bonus: Where did the

Petries live?)

23.) Buster Crabbe and his son

appeared in what series? What

character did the son play?

24.) In wliat series did Betty White

star as a young suburban

housewife?

25.) Who always said, "Well I'll be

a dirty bird"?

Special Mickey Mouse Club

Bonus Question: Who hosted the

show, and who was the cartoonist*?

Name 10 mouseketeers. Finally,

all you former MM Clubbers, What,

did each day of the week stand for''

(Monday was Day. ^o^

example.)

t

PRE-FIL TM

»Mndri«t, b Uvl. ocli»rTnon unron, 825-771

1

open mon-frl 7:45a.m.7:30p.m.; sat 10-3

Emko research has produced

a new applicator tor applying

foam contraceptive . . . new
Emko Pre-Fil features an ap-

plicator that can be filled in

advance of use . . up to a week
ahead of time.

The filling of an applicator at

the time of need can be emo-
tionally disruptive . . . can lead

to "skipping"... Emko Pre-RI

is a way to help overcome
this problem ... to assure
better family planning.

Emko PreFil... highly effec-

tive, substantially free from
side effects, easy to use. Ask
your physician about EMKO»
and EMKO PRE FIL^*^.

Another port of the ASUCIA rovitolitotion profrom

Available at drug stores every-

where without prescription.

TMEtMHOCOMPANY.ST UOUIO MO

Nursing School offers

counseling Wednesday

Representatives from the

students and faculty of the

school of Nursing will be

available from noon-3 p.m.

Wednesday in Center for Health

Sciences 32-082 to counsel all

prenursing undergraduates and

prospective graduate Students.
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coecial Activities

Students of Bess Karp, harpsichord instructor, will

resent an all Bach han>slct*ord concert at noon

?oday in Schoenberg Auditorium.

The Visitors' Center will conduct a one-liour

walking tour of tt»e Nuclear Energy Laboratory,

flaturingthe 100 kilowatt Argonaut Nuclear Reactor,

lith commentary by a staff member. The tour will

lain at 1 pm. today from Schoenberg lobby.

There will be a three hour study seminar from 2-5

m today and every Tuesday lb*5 quarter under the

auspices of the Reading and Studies Center, Social

Welfare 271, ext. 57744. Pre-reglsh-atlon is necessary.

Students Interested In tutoring students in the

Asian High Potential Program should contact the

Asian Component of High Potential, Campbell 2126.

English Conversation for Foreign Students will

^eet from 11 a.m.-l p.m. today In Campbell Hall

1118.

Applications are available for Pryntaneans, junior

and senior women's honorary, through AAay 14. A 2.75

GPA is required.

Campos Committee to Bridge the Gap will meet at

7 30 p m. today (and every AAonday, Tuesday and

Wednesday this quarter) In Llnde Medical Plaza,

10921 Wllshire Blvd., room 409A. There will be

orientation sessions for students Interested In

spealcing at student-community dialogs on current

issues.

The following events are taking place today at the

International Student Center, (ISC), 1023 Hllgard

Ave., English conversation will meet from 11 a.m.-l

p.m. and from 7:30-10 p.m., foreign student coun-

seling 3.5 p.m., Italian conversation 7-8:30 p.m.,
German conversation 7^:30 p.m.
Speeches and Seminars
Charles Ferris will speak on "Ethics for Today" at

noon today In the Schoenberg Quad under the
auspices of the Christian Science Oganlzatlon.
Andras Bodrogllgeti, visiting associate professor'

of Turkic and Iranian from ttie University of
Budapest, Hungary, will speak on "The Formation of
the Eastern AAiddle Turkey Literary Language:
f*roblem of Interference of Lexical Systems" at 4

p.m. today In Bunche 2168. ^
Robert Elsenberg, associate professor of

physiology, will present a physiology seminar on
"Interpetation of Current Voltage Relations
Recorded with a Single Micro- Electrode — An
Analysis Based on Singular Perturtiation" at 4 p.m.
today in Health Sciences 53-105.

William Fadlman, author, |ournallst, and literary

consultant, will lecture on "Writing Today: Ctiange
or Perish" at 7 p.m. today In Dickson 2160. This Is the
first In a series of nine lecfures and discussions, "Tt»e

Freelance Writer in Today's World", Series tickets

are S40.

Robert Bartlett Hass, director. Arts and
Humanities Extension, and Fredrick Wight,
director, UCLA Art Galleries, and emeritus
professor of art, will present an Illustrated lecture on
"The Cultural Environment of Los Angeles — 1971",

(part of the extension series, "Los Angeles
Decarama", at 7 p.m. today In William G. Young
Hall 2276. Tickets are S4.50, ($1.75 for students.)

(Continued on Page 12)

e Schedule
TODAY
3:30p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8p.m.
8pm.
8pm.

Integral Yoga Hatha
Macrame

Leatherwork
ESP UFO

Conscientious Objection
ShaktiYoga

Pantomime and Guerilla llieatre

KH Upstairs
14301 Mulbolland
14301 Mulholland

Arch 2208

Arch22QS
Arch IMS
Hoyce362

ALI VS. FRAZIER -The UCLA Black Law Jtudenti' Attn, and the

ASUCLA Film Commission will screen a film made of ttie March •

fight between Muhammed AH and Joe Frailer at noon and 1 p.m.

Wednesday in Royce Hall. Admission will be $1. Frazier won by a

KO, giving Ah his first defeat after 31 victories, 25 of which he won

by KOs.

Philosophy dept.

sponsors contest

The philosophy department is

ponsoring Tlie Rudolf Camap
rize Essay Competition which is

ipen to all students enrolled in the

niversity this year.

A prize of $100 will be given for

e best essay of 500 words or less

any philosophical issue.

Entries should l>e typed, double-

paced, and submitted to the

hilosophy department office in

ial Welfare 331 on or before
pril 26.

Participants will be notified of

e results by mail. The name of

le winner will be inscribed on a

>laque V^ ^ »phy Reading
m.

If it hadn'tbeen for the watcn

we'd havebeen just another pretty face

>

CLASS

^4 00 plus tax
Anthropology IB — Miller
Art lA - Kayser
Art IB - Kleinbauer
Art 106B - P«»retti
Classics 142 ~ GiMson
Economics 2— Baird
Economics lOlB — Lindsay

o^omics 102 — Sweeny
onpmics 130 — Lindsay
story IB - Hoxie
story 7B - Yarnell
story 8 - Burns
'ory 178B ^ Daliek
ychftiogy 12 - Butcher, Liet>esKind
/ ^10logy 115 — Butctwr
vchoiogy 1336 (170A) - LovaasRING QUARTER '71
*> plus tax
'I'OB- Kaplan
ctenology no — Pickett
'«i^'5try lA - Siebert
emistry 6A - Evans
em.stry 6C - Jordan
'«m«5try 153 _ yVest
0"omics 1 - La Force
'^^'^o^ics 100 — Nisbet
onomics 140 — Chen
lucat.on 112— Kleslar
s ory ic _ Kaplan
^•ory 7A ~ Tillman

•«tics 100 - Bright
tmatics 3C ~ Gillnian

•^ losophy 7 - Perry
'

! >*I ^*''*"^* ^ - Farrelly

1?L*.'
S<^'«Ke 145 - Farrelly

v^^o ogy ,0 _ Goldstein
vchoogy 41 - Wickens
yc Oology 110 - Carder
cvhology 135 _ Kanouse

^or (M'^irnal courses call or

«
«

S
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/
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u^ 4 y 478-S289

'^^'>\ ilNDBROOKDR ^,
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We found this old tray in the attic the other day. It s one o those th.nRs that

.U. vT,u wonder how vou ever managed to get where you are. We have to give full credit

^ake >" :""^: ,;.^,,, n. tu.ally.p.-rfect brewing water of Tbmwater. Washington^

WrJertainlydidn-t get where we are because of our hard-h.tt.ng advertising rrays.

Stop in ami h<.,„ „. ...,„„,.. -,. Ve.r. .n .he SanH- ..K.lK.n Uym... B,.w.„, CV.^p.ny.Tu^w..„.W^. . U. 4:30 ev»v d.y -Oly •
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FUN PARTY AT

nisnctflattd

Sunday. April 18. 1971 . ^
4:00 PM Midnight $4.25

Brew'n again, folk ..

.

'*?I!S'^tS!r ^'VJor of political sc.ence. University of Southern

cj^i^^ ^11 f>resent a lecture on "The Zionist Movement a«i .^^^ olTtrael^s part of the extension series "The Middle Ea«

C^isTat 7 p.m. today In Social Welfare 147. Tickets are $4.S0 and j, 75

(for students).

**G*yL«»erati«i« Front will nf.eet at noon today in Kerckhoff Hall 400. All

intorv^ted Dcrsons may attend.

Tvntaneans will meet at 1 p.m. today in Ackerman Union 2412. The

UDCom.ng AAortar Board- Pryntanean Tea will be discussed.

bru\Ty Belles will meet at 4 p.m. today In Ackernrian Union 3517. Officers

""cLmo^^^orrow will meet at 7 p.m. today In room MsT University

ReliQicxTs Conference, 900 Hllgard. All students Interested In being tour-

gukte tor intercity children for one day, should attend.

^The Sailing Club will nr>eet at 7 p.m. today at ihe Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center Pool.

TheSoortsCar Club will meet at 7 p.m. today In Ackernrvan Union 2408.

The Ptwto Club will meet at 7 p.m. today In Ackerman Union 2412.

The Conservation Club will nr>eet at noon today In Ackerman Union

^
The Karate Ckib will meet from 5-7 p.m. today In Wonr>en's Gym 200.

The Kapkido Ckib will nr>eet from 3:30-5 p.m. today In AAemorial Ac

tivitiesOnter B 146. ^c, ,^,
The Lacfvsse Ck* will nr^eet from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Fishing Ckib will meet at noon today In Aden's Gym 201

.

The Air Rifle-P»$tol Ck#b will nr>eet from 4-6 p.m. today on th^ Rifle

TTll r-cninr Ckib will nf>eet from 5-^:30 p.m. today In Memorial Ac

tivit>es Center 8 146..

Trivia Answers, Part Four
FroflOMU FiAi, IfiDD . Fata]«. Gidney

CaboL Dooi
Biibr Gray. Lan

.Giadn.plajiBCBiQ Friday's sidekick on

* Tury Peter

I oammerciate with Abb Bbrthe. Ronni«

iorfe^

*l &*G«SSEk, ' G«ln«*B Berm. MoOj

'

[Eari. Ba^
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DAILY
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Baseballers open Pac-8 year

against SC today at Sawtelle

Tuaaday, April 13, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN U
*'^. -^1.

CONTACT LENSES
DR. ALFRED R. BECKER

OpfomefrJsf

^ Wastwood Villoga 10959 Waybum Av.
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By Ed Burgart

DB Sports Writer

45-20, 64-60, 72-63. Sound

familiar? The UCLA baseball team

hopes to continue the success

against USC this afternoon at 2:30

when it opens the 1971 conference

season at SawteUe Field.

The Bruins, 21-9 on the season,

are seeking revenge against the

Trojans, who defeated UCLA in all

four meetings last year. It will be a

different Bruin team than last

year's 26-24-1 club, 8-7 in the

Pacific-8.

Leading the UCLA pitching staff

is right-hander Rick Pope, a

fireballer in 1969 but injury-

plagued last year, his junior

season. Pope's present 6-1 record

indicates a return to his sharp

pitching style that helped UCLA to

its first and only Pacific-8 title two

seasoiis ago. Pope is undefeated in

conference play with an 8-0 record

over two years.

He has a strong supporting cast

this year in Gary Robson, Barry

Woodruff, Greg Zail, and Steve

Smith. The talented starting array

is completed by top-flight relievers

Bill Susa and Mike Sanford.

UCLA head coach Art Reichle

says the Bruins appear to be a

better offensive team than they

were last year. A look at the UCLA
infield and outfield lends truth to

his statement. Returning let-

terman Ralph Punaro, UCLA's
second baseman and the smallest

man on the team at 5-8 and third

baseman Mike Gerakos have been
outstanding this year. Punaro, an
all-Pac-8 second-team pick last

year, has hit .340 this season while
Gerakos has been swinging at a
.370 pace and providing the Bruins
with a good glove at third. The
Bruin infield is completed by first

basemap Dave Landress and
freshman shortstop Luis Gomez.
UCLA's hitting strength is in the

outfield. Centtrfielder Ron Diggle
is hitting at a .330 clip and leads the

team in extra-base hits. Right
fielder Eric Swanson (.330), and
leftfielder Nick Stoltz round out a
solid aggregation. Bob Adams and
Earl Altshuler also see frequent

action.

Behind the plate for UCLA is Bob
Petretta, an all-Pac-8 second team
selection last year.

USC, Pac-8 champs in 23 of the

past 30 seasons, has encountered
some problems this year, but are

still 23-8 today. Of utmost
significance was the loss of such

players as Jim Barr, Dan
Stoligrosz, Brent Strom, Russ
Bennett, Dave Kingman, and Cal

Meir. Barr, Stoligrosz, Strom, and

Meir were all-Pac-8 performers in

1970.

The Trojans have seen adequate

service from first baseman Daryl

Arenstein and Tim Steele, both

batting around .300 and second

baseman Frank Alfano, an all-

conference choice in 1970.

Shortstop has been a problem

this year as five different men saw

ISC Language Classes

GERMAN -Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.

ITALIAN - Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.

SWAHIU - Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

FRENCH -Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

PERSIAN - Wednesday, '4:30 p.m.

CHINESE (MANDARIN) - Wednesday, 8:30 p.m.

SPANISH - Thursday, 8:00 p.m.

CHINESE (CANTONESE) - Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

JAPANESE - Friday, 6:00 p.m.

These classes are offered each week by pri-

marily foreign student volunteers at no charge

to the participants. ALL stress conversational

dialogue . . . therefore a grammar background

is beneficial.

«

ENGLISH CONVERSATION - Daily M-F, 1 1 :00

a.m. -1:00 p.m. and Tuesday, 7:30

p.m. & Friday, 8:00 p.m.

ON CAMPUSENGLISHCONVERSATION -.Dai-

ly M-F, 1 1 :00 - 1 :0Q p.m. MWF, 2:00-

4:00 p.m. 11 18 Campbell Hall

inierTraiionahSTuudiii Center

1023 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood/477-4587

action in the first 18 games. H's
possible that freshman George
Ambrow or Dick Cross will get the
call today. Jeff Port and Sam Ceci
have shared the third base spot
though Ceci has also performed as
catcher.

The outfield contains returning

letterman Jeff Pedersen, with.

Fred Lynn, Gordon Carter, and
Cross. Craig Perkins is the
Trojans' returning catcher, with
Ceci his backup.

Pitching has been a major
concern for USC. Trojan head
coach Rod Dedeaux attributed his

team's early-season breakdown a
fault of the pitching staff, but

recently, the situation has looked

bright. Improvement has come of

late as Randy Scarberry.Eric
Raich; Mark Sogge, Steve Busby,
Greg Widman, Jim George, and
Chris Vella have pitched-^

recently.

(Continued on Page 16)

HYPNOSIS FOR STUDENTS

• fl«H*r qrodM
• Sp#«ch Problems

• W«iqht Control

• Sfnoli*r«

• Tension

• Personal GooU
Co

University oi Wisconsin Ph D,. l4 yeuii leachmg Speech

Psychology and General Semantics.

wiHian L Risiow. m,
1225 WOTtwood Boulevard ^ 477-/953 tor oppoirrtniwrTt

(Paid Advertisement)

GSA invites applications for Commencement
Speakers and Student Marshalls. Applications
must be submitted by Friday, April 16, 1971.
The date of graduation and degree received
must be noted on application. People not sue-

cessful as speakers will be considered for
Marshalls. Commencement Speakers usually
hold doctorates or equivalent professional
degrees. These degrees should have been re-

ceived in Summer, 1970, Fall, Winter or Spring
1971. GSA feels those receiving MasterDegrees
should be eliaible, but there is no guarantee
that this will oe accepted procedure this June.
Appticatiohs are available in 301 Kerckhoff^
Hall. •

NOW IN

PAPERBACK

Spres; n
by Arthur Janov, Ph.D.

Jt

£m m Z7 %J

A revolutionary approach to neurosis, after almost a full century

of psychotherapy is described in this documented book.

Primal Therapy is a comprehensive, clinical system of therapy

that forces a patient to re-live core (Primal) experiences;

i.e., those moments in infancy and childhood when the^ patient

found reality too painful and took refuge in the half world of

neurosis. It expostulates the scream theory is the release of the

patient and the beginning of recovery. John and Yoko,

where are you now?

Students' store

a
books, b l«v«l, ockmrman union, 825-771

1

open nnon-fri 7:45a.m. -7:30p.m.; sat 10-3
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads 1
ik

ADVERTISINO OFFICII

KvrcklwH H«lini
PftoiM: tlS-ZtH

Clas»tf»«d •dvvrtUHif ratM «

IS ¥Words t1.» day, $ con»«<utlv«

Insertions 15.00

PayaM* in advance

DEADLINE 10:»a.m.

No tolophono orders

THE Daily Bruin fives foil support to ttie

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and ttiorefort classified

•dvertlsinfl service will not be made
available to anyone wt»o, in affordinf

housing to students or offerifi* (ofee«

discriminates on ttie basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. NeltHor

ttte University nor ttie ASUCLA « Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

Afinouncamefifs.^..-.

ENGLISH majors! Sign up for Friday's

faculty student colloquim now tn Humanities
quad 10-1. (A A IS)

STUDENTS For New Age Unification
presents New Life Workshop '71. )M—k»nC
experience, April U - It. 478-4427. (A A IS)

WORKSHOP - applied metaphysics.
Realiied goals, deeper awareness, fuller

life. 8 Tuesday evening sessions. Start April

20. Call 474-5202 after six. (A A IS)

MEN and women over 30 meet on campus
for an ongoing leaderless group. Lee, 824-

3493. (A A 14)

STUDENTS with ability to vm-ite/research
material for audio programming of subjects
suet) as Tour and Travel, industrial products
and personnel training, educational
material. Earn SSS on own time, assignment
basis. Send resume to intra* Ltd. iset N
Vine St., Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Aft.' M
Roth. (A IS)

GURDJIEFF
Mon.7:30p.m

-Ouspensliy discussion group.
. Humanitites 22)4. (A A 14)

FREE DO
BROCHURE
PLEASURE
Agoura, Apri
Write: Faire,
Faire Posters

IT THYSELF COSTUME
FOR 9TH RENAISSANCE
FAIRE, Paramount Ranch,

I 2425, May 1-2, 8-9, 15-1*.

Box 44070,L.A. 90044. Also Lg.

<(P%y. (AA13)

Social Bvenfs

LAMBDA CHI Little Sister rush - casual,

wear your ttot pants! Tuesday, Thursday, 8

PM. Rides provided. 479-9007. (SEA 15)

the sun will shine the stars will all be out for

BIRTHDAY IN THE PARK Sunday april 25,

12-5, rancho park lsrael's23rd^ (SE AU)

••••••••••••••••••••••^ Personal

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures. 454-3030. (lOTR)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the

American Vigilantes and help "ve^^j;
country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 221

Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass. 021 14.

54.95. '
^^'

J EnforfoiniTtoni 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213-CA 1-4849. (2QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon.

90704 (aOTRJ

y/Help Wanted. 3

OO voo like to work with animals, children,

people, cars, or fashions? Services

Unlimited, 475-9521. (3 A 13)

SERVICES-Unlimited. Services Unlimited.

Services Unlimited. Part-time jobs. Part-

time jobs. Part-time jobs. 475-9521, 475-9521,

4759521. (3 A 19)

PICK up the phone and dial 47S-9S21 for a

part time job. Services Unlimited. (3 A 13)

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED for sales of

nationally advertised products. Work own
hours. Commission and Iwnos.Mgmt. pos.

avail, also. Call 399-7243, eves. 5-7. (3 A 14)

GYMNASTICS Specialist 21 yrs. Exp.

teacliing trampoline, tumbling, motor-
coordination skills. Summer Day Camp. 472-

7474^
.^ ^ <3A1^

MViS^M^4 *^^^ft4*^^^^4*^^^^4*^^^^"^H^^ *^^l^4b^^^^e^BI^Mk^^^^eoi

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPBSOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

14l4Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

,"1 i%r% J le

^Miscellaneous ...••••••••••a 5 y Services Offered. H V.^wveL^••••••••••••••f••*••• 13 V Juforing »*••••••••••••.»•.. 14

"MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD"
COMPLETE INSIGHTS ^^NO IN

STRUCTION NEW OCCULT
PUBLICATION. SEND »2 cash TO.

SOLUT IONS, Box 1197, VENICE 90291. (SA

ASTROLOGY Your astrological birth chart

and interpretation Call Meagan. 823-4015 (5

A It)

'DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 7^10 PM.
Students Si. 25 Call The Group Center for

free brochures, 454 3030 (5QTR)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

i4S per month while helping Ottiers.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 478 0051 9 00 AM 7 :00 PM daily

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS! We BV
buying b/w mood , story pictures.

»25/PHOTO. VISUAL CREATIONS. 884

3234, ''*'' ''*^'"
^ ^ '*J

V losf and Pound. 4

REWARD. Lost black and white shaggy dog.

f REE to
collie/peadlt . 8 mo

y for Rent...•••••••••••••••••*.•

sno Private Suite - Doctor's ttome. Garden,

view. Near campus Mature faculty mem
ber Professional person.

5274, HOJ S50S

References. OL2-
(7A

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crensl»aw

Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2298;

wknds. 292 5175. (7QTR)

^ Rides Wanted.

SALESMAN/woman Radio Advertising.
High Commissions. Will train. Call Mr.
Arthur 8to 5 397-4911. C3A1i>

..•••••••. ..t*

RIDE needed daily from Hawthorne to Van
Nuys. Leave by 9, return 3. 475-1885. (9 A IS)

2 CHICKS need ride to NY Leave April 14th

on. Split expenses. Call Katherine, 474-

DRUMS- Zildgin, Ludwig cymbols- all

hardware- 5 piece red pearl including

Rodgers chrome snare 5350. 472-2758. (lOA
19) :

—

^

FURNISHINGS entire house- leaving
country skies, bedrooms^ fan, typowrttor,
floor machine, patio chairs, desk. 754-

3995. (18 A 19)

WEDDING gown- original design, size^f,

reasonable. Call 479-5490 eves. ( 10 A 19)

LOWRY organ holiday model 7L0, walnut
finish w/bench - light - music. Would like

S7S0. 390-1128. - - — (10 A 19)

SCHOTCH tape 7 inch reel $2.95. low noise
53.85. Special deals on Scotch cassettes. All

new in sealed boxes. Call 837 9355. ( 10 A 13)

TEAC A1200, Mikes, headphones, RMC,
tape-250; Ludwig drum set, 2 Zyign, sym-
bols-200; weights-20; port, Olympia
typewriter 50 . Steve, 477-401 1 X442. ( 10 AU)

PRISCILLA Wedding Gown - Size 8 re-

embroidered lace with pearls - long train and
veil. 472-4443. (10AU)

MARTIN D-28. Perfect condition, new with
case, retail $540. $425. 394-3302. Evos.
bfst. (10 A 14)

'71 ZENITH portable TV, black/white, 21 in.

Warrantee, $75. Eves, *70-0913. (10 A IS)

BELL/Howell 14mm filmo' - turret tele,

norm., wide; excellent cond. $150 /offer.

Mort 9341044 eves. 10 A 15)

TIMOTHY Leary has written a manuscript

in Algers, Algeria. Photostatic copies are

available for $4 from E.T. Dawson, Box 7305

Long Beach. Calif. 90807. ('0A14)

CANNON, Canonet QL19 F-1.9, almost new,
$95. Minolta SR 1, F 20, $70. Two-year old.

Sony cassette tape recorder. Model TC-1010,

pocket-sized, with 4 cassette tapes, brand

new, $75. Leaving country, need nr»oney for

air ticket. Above items must be sold 'right

now'.824 2443aHer7 PM. (10 A 13)

MAMIYA-Sehor SOO DTL, 35 mm SLR, mint
condition, $90. 824-7123, afternoons and late

eves. (10 A 13)

NEW Stereo recorder Akai M-10 and Ken-
wood receiver 6140 for $475. Call after 5:00.

393-3427. (10 A 13)

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern now for
summer delivery and save

2S%toS0% ^
BUYERS SERVICE LTD.

195 So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon -Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3-8S24

ROYAL office electric typewriter, dual
ribbons. Exc. cond., new, $400, sell, $100. 477-

4349. (10 A 13)

IBM Typewriter, exc. cond., $135. 477-

4349. (10A13)

IS BEGINNING THE HARDEST PART?
Get experienced help with your literature

search, abstracting, indexing problems We
elao supply document facsimiles, state-of-

the art surveys, MS advice. Call

DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES 477

4044. (11AIS)

40 GALLON Aquarium; almost new;
complete with top. Call daily from 3-4 p.m.,
934-8942,530. (10 A 13)

HI Fl Component Parts, modern sectional
couches. Freezer, Bar-B-Q, COffee table,
safe, Mixmaster, Blender, Upholstered
chairs. EX 8 4593.

^Services Offered. 11

NEED insurance? Auto? Property? Call
Boyd Associates, 937-1077, thanks. (11 A 14)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.
Call The Group Center for free brochures.

-t$4 3030 (110TR)

r

CATERING for Weddings A Cocktail Par-
ties. 294.5878. (11A1S)

TAX Returns. $3 up. Personal service-
student employee with 5 yrs. professional
experience Rick, 473-8504. (11 A 14)

NURSERY
SCHOOL

SUMMERHILL is a small school on a quiet
street near National A Sepulveda. For in
formation olMne 474-0480. dlA/tSl

GUITAR Lessons. Folk, blues. * country.

Flatpicking A fingerpicking. Also im-

provising CallJohn, 399 1775. Peace. (HA
13)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rotes for stwdents
or employees Rohert Rhee, 839
tllA. ...M*«.

home lovoMe
old $$3 3SM. (SA1S)

PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELLING
SERVICES California State licensed HIP.

COMPETENT SHRINK Individual/group,

Ron OeJure Office, «54.8528; Service, 444-

5141. {UAM^

PARTY MATE SPRINCJ SPECIAL
Did you miss the fall campus names? Gals,

guys get 10 interesting, on campus computer
dates FREE by grvmg the names and ad-

dresses of 2 or mort friends you feel would
like to learn more about Party Mate. Write
now

'

PARTY MATE.
PO Box 1247

Springfield, Virginia 22151

Last Acceptable postmark April 20

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates Free delivery, free service 14

hr. phone, 274 9119. (llQTR)

BOLEX H8 fmTm with n«o9or, (••m lonse.
extras. Hinhof tripod heavy duty, extras.
Argus 8 mm n^nvte :^,Unn n>>*t<» ftnl«K fmm projector j^-
*709 (10 A 14)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and

bodyhair ^seVmanently removed. Free

Consultation LuCia R.E. 10921 Wilshire

(corner Westwood Bl ) 477 2193 Mon.. Wed.,

Fri.Sat (11 A 13)

4 days left

STUDENT INSURANCE
Enrollment for Student Ac-

cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself &
qualified dependents will close

soon. Broad coverage offering;

hospital, accidental death,

surgical, ambulance, & out

patient benefits on a world wide

basis in 1 convenient policy.

Information or application

forms may be picked up at ttie

Ticket Office, Room 140 Ker-

ckhoH Hall.

SELF-HYPNOSIS Classes. Learn to

eliminate cramihing forever. Recall and
release all matcis' «-

. er studied. 4743350 1-4

PM. Daily. (11 A 14)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd.

457 4390. ^ (IIQTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475-3570. (11QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,

873 S81S. eves., 783 3509. (11QTR)

MODERN Dance classes. Marie Mar
chowsky former soloist Martha Graham Co.
Adults children. 3112 Penn Ave. SM. 828-

9000/445 3433 . (11 A 20)

NEEDHELP WITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
-Landlord-T,^nant Disputes
-Locating available apts.
-Rental Share

We are Here to Help You!
UCLA Housing Office Services, KH17«

X5449*

LEARN to drive stickshift on 4 speed
Sportscar or Automatic. Astro Driving
School. Call 5591515. (11 A

FREE Croct«et Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10 12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474 9709. (11
QTR)

AUTO Insurance cancelled declined too
high. Low monthly payments . Student
DTscounts - Ask for Bob, 394-222S. (11 A 27)

V Travel. 13

EUROPE. $225-285, also Israel, Japan,
Summer & Fall flights E.S.E P.. 8217 Bev.
Blvd. LA, 90048. 451-3311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13 QTR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the $35 Youth Pass IS days unlimited rail

travel (ages isthru 22>. Also:
$40. 15 days
$55. 21 days.
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons for no time limit. $40. Gives
you 1000 miles and $48 1580 miles of rail

travef. Contact yovr travel agent or call
British Rail 424-5149. (13 QTR)

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8-weeks, 8 countries.

$1095. Europe: 4 weeks. 4 countries. $715.

Israel Europe: 11 weeks. $1195. Japan: 4

weeks,Sion EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING: 42a Overland Ave., Culver

City. (213) 839 5247. (13QTR)

EUROPE $249 R.T.

lA/london amsteroam/la
June 15/Sept IS $249
June 28/ Sept 7 S249
June }$/ Aug 24 S249
Aug. 24/Sept. M , $349

Sept. 2 one way to AMS $134

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE Many departures ( including one-

ways) from S248-

TOKYO: 4 week summer flight $3*3

•Includes US departure taxes

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839 2401

4248 Overland Ave . Oept A , Culver City

CARSin EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY;
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

'P.O BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES, C A. 90049

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing intra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 months $125.00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 3283 or 784 1477

EUROPE • Israel One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISCA, lia7 San Vicente Blvd., »4. LA, 90049.

8245449. (13 QTR)«afi«a
rOENT TRAVELi*

"

ITS

FRENCH. French: Exper. Pansienne"b^
tutor Grammar, conv , accent spec U j

^^ < 14 A 13)

TUTORING all subiects. experienced TtifT*
For EOP students. No charge. X52127 jiVa
Campbell Hall («4A22)

UNEMPLOYED Professor will tutor^
son/daughter exchange room/board Van
Sid, 938-8839/ 733-7459.

^ ,^ ^f»

GRADUATE record exam. Also slat, it,,.
tutoring Professional statistician, uclagrad, long experience. 423-4355. >

LA
(K All)

GRADUATE Record Exarr^ preparation
LSAT.etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S Robertson iS7

J^- (14 QTR)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN E«
penenced Umv Prof Positive results anyexam Easy conversational method (tnal)
<^^^»^ (14QTR)

GRE, LSAT preparation, individual m
struction Academic Guidance Services 120
S. Robertson. 457-4390. ,. (QTR)

TYPING done, 50 c per page. Barbara
Parker, 477 S784. dSAU)'

UNI^'

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates Call
GR3 8421. (ISA IS)

Typing Service, Resumes, Term Papers
Photo Copies

Fast A Efficient Service
-^!— — Reasonable Rates. . , .^^'^, g-

„.,,^.,. ,.^. to Nairobi $150 Large
gist ounis un i..ars and many ottief^ flig#its.

Contact Prof. P. Ben(i«-r >jC( a n? smo r '•

Sierra Travel, 9875 S*' » '* '''•'» "'

FTER FLIGH'

1O07

LOS AWGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES
' —r:— ~

ANDREWS ENTERPRISES
4903 W Pico Boulevard

Tel: 931 1739

jpart Return Ueeli^

1

2

3

6

7

-1-

June 15 Aug 15

June 19 Aug 15
9
8

$275
$275

June 24 Aug 22 9 $"215

June 24 Sep 5 xx
June 27---Sep 13 12
• LA/London/Amsterdam
July! Sep 3 9

Aug 17---Sep 19 4

Rt^p 5 —-Oct 3 4

S275

$275
$268
$258

TY Pi f«G editing. Term papers.^teiumci^
letters, theses IBM Selectnc Enq ^rads
Nancy, 472 4143- Kay, 824 7472. (ISA 14)

ONE HAY FLIGHTS TO EUlRof»E

2E June 14—LA/London S148
2C July 26--LA/London $139

3E Aug 19--LA/Madrid/Frank $135

4E Sep 6 —LA/London $12 3

5E Sep 12--LA/London $12 3

ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUyOPE

TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math A technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 74ISS00. ( ISOTR)

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscnpts.
Exp. Wkends, daily 5 9, 828 1 142. ( ISQTR)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES 479

8144. 477 4382. CSQTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus. Call Esther 824 7691. US QTR)

IM June
2W Aug
3W Sep

14--A»sterdam/LA $139
a —London/LA $139
16— London/LA $148

ONE-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 $79
Available only to University of

California students, faculty,
eiic>loyees, extension and Alumni
Heabers olus iaaaediate families.

UXn broxton,wMitwood
TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

-IN IfESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law

school. Alice. 397 3304. (ISQTR4

RECdRD player and VW Bug. Reasonable
prices lor three month visitor Robin

Tjielv^all. HBIIOO, 825 2773. (1«A 16)

CAMPER Wanted for 3 wks. 5300 rent or will

buy. Must sleep 4. Trevor, 39S 2722 (16 A )3)

MARRIED couple want to sublet apartn^ent

or ? for summer. 479 5291, after S ( )

y Apts. - Furnished, M

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet LA or N.Y.-Europe best prices

Immed. issue Int. ID Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia Africa charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 98049. 274-8742

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% off Intra European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N . Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.

90210 274 4293. (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS IfTl

An official Charter Flight

Operation AuthoraedA Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Camouses

FURN $150 2 bdrm garage apt Yard

Palms area, pets OK. Also S7S bachelor 474

0749. (17 A 14^

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA

Brand new modern i bdrm turn apts

Perfect to share for 2 people

Rents $175 235 per mon. per apt

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies ocean vtew

Walk to beach Near Freev*ay

2002 Fourth St . SM 392 SS73

2045 Fourth St , SM 392 SSS6 -

2311 Fourth St ,SM 392 S686

555 LEVERING
Singles . 1 Bedroom

3 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (170TR

$72 50 SHARES large S

fellows. Pool, sundecks,
fair, 479 S404

room apt with 3

garage 441 Land
(17A15

L A..ION0 OfsVLONDON-L A.

FH.

2

3

4

6
7

8
9
10

n
12

14

18

Dep
6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/n
7/14

8/8

9/4

7/24

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

8/25

V\fcs. Price

10 $275

8

9

8

10

10

9

4
7

4
3

4

$275
$275

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275

$279
8275

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

MRS. KAY "^GRa 1788, GR3 0524

FH.

5**

FH.

15

ONE - >MKi LA. . LONDON
Dep
6/2e «»50

ONE.\MI^Y LONDON-LA
Rol. Prke

9/9 $150

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LALIBERIA/LIBERIALA
Dm. "••

J^V 11 Se^.9 8 MS)
••WAITLIST ONLY
AvailaMe only to benaWda members ot the
University of CalHomia (students, faculty,

staff, roflstored alumni, immed. family
liviMB In the Mme homohoM)

FOR Lease. $85 mo 1 room w"'*^*^
*f1,

Bel Air Utilities paid 476 2178, weekends or

after SCO
""^

633 GAYLEY
5 Min, walk Campus

Singles/Shaded apt. Heated Pool

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

FURNISHED one bedroom, *'J^,,J*n
tractive, convenient WLA ]^*'^l
Responsible adults, no pets. A^*''*",, « ,3,

IS EX S 0340 '

"Campus TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BET 10, 1 1/2 BATH

•'..,3ht«

KefcnhlMfl Hall MS O
Between 8 a.m. A S p m

825.1221

HEATED POOL PAT+O

10*»

^ ^»«JK- T^t^

1>«^ Mi «4| < t iH> *«^ ^\ Hilgard

5S84.

- - • "'''^';:-;>i:>:;„
.•.v.«.*. " •^>>?JWSft:««8«W^

%

s ''

1 II
S .( t "

il^,

f^ % 'S
'

^ ... ^«.
. ,

....

1 ^-"f| ! '

Tuesday. April IX 1971 UCLADAILY BRUIN IS

4;" I I

s NAME G FG PGA PCT. FT FTA PCT ': '

•

ij: Sidney Wtck*, i 30 '^44 466 .524 150 227 cv ij '
- ,. T 1 *]

:;.3

1 Curtis f^'owe. 1 3a 207 396 .523 111 177 .627 2V> ::iii:^ 17.5

f Stev '^:.ne^^n- V 30 1«6 395 420 57 92 .620 294 70 .*d'-^ 12.9
V.

HenDy ::--t)by. y 30 Mf 3A4 .376 81 97 U:, 105 69 355 n.t

1 Terr s.chofielci, g 30 82 190 .431 23 41 .561 72 54 18" 5.2

^ Ken- - Bc^oker, g 30 7\ 161 .441 24 50 m^'
•yt:

S7 166 5J
1

1

Larry farmer, f 22 33 82 .402 13 27 5y CI 7 79 3.5

johr *"--*--er.. f 26 21 48 .438 30 34 SI 20 72 2.8

4 Rick '..•
^'''^^'^>. :•! 20 14 26 .538 7 15 t3 6 as 1.8

% Andy ^

> 19 7 16 .438 17 20 .i^-fv 4 12 31 1.6

s * Larry i--v^^-;-i. :;> n 9 33 .273 1 4 .250 8 9 19 1.7

1 Jon C^ '
18 4 20 .200 6 .000 23 13 8 0.4

i ijp^_/y -+-•,«:* fV' 'iCir-'f 30 9V5 2197 .453 514 789 .651 1574 426 2S04 83.5

^ OPPO? - ' 30 849 2001 .424 357 520 .687 1212 ,567 2055 68.5

*Not ellb NCAA competition

1 UCLA Season Record (29-1)

1 yai^ UCLA.JW8, Baylor-77, at Pauley Pavilion, 12/4/70; 12/cUatt.

.V

V.

UCL/^424, Rice-78, at Pauley Pavilion, 12/5/70; 12,315 att.

UCLA 100, Pacific-88, at Pauley Pavilion, 12/11/70,12,206 att.

UCLA.95, tulsa-75, at Pauley Pavilion, 12/12/70; 12,301 att,

UCLA.94, Mlssourl-75, at Padey Pavilion, 12/22/70; 12,347 att.

UCLA-79, St. Louls-65,at Pauley Pavilion, 12/23/70; 12,517 att.

UCLA-90, Willlann 8. AAary 71, at Pittsburgh, Pa., 12/29/70; 10,008att.

UCLA-77, Pittsburgti-65,at Pittsburhti, Pa., 12/30/70; 13,555 att.

UCLA-107, Dayton-82, at Pauley PavilJon, 1/2/71; 12,543 att.

UCLA-78, Washlngton-69, at Pauley Pavilion, 1/8/71; 12,735 att.

UCLA-95, Wastiington State-71, at Pauley Pavilion, 1/9/71; 12,683

UCLA-58, Stanford-53, at Stanford, 1/15/71; 7,923 att.

UCLA-94, Callfornia.76, at Berkeley, 1/16/71; 7,200 att. -

UCLA-87, Loyola (Chl.)-62,at Chicago, IjJ., Stadium, 1/22/71; 7,755 att.

Notre Dame 89, UCLA-82, at Notre Dame, Ind., 1/23/71; 11,343 att.

UCLA-74, UC Santa Barbara^l,at Pauley Pavilion, 1/30/71; 11,641 att.

UCLA-64,USC60;at-LrA.SportsArend>-2/^/7H15/»7^tt.- ——
UCLA 69, Oregon-68, at Eugene, Ore., 2/12/71; 10,400 att.

UCLA-67, Oregon State-65, at Corvallis, Ore., 2/13/71; 8,604

UCLA-94, Oregon State-64, at Pauley Pavilion, 2/19/71; 12,853

UCLA-74, Oregon-67, at Pauley Pavilion, 2/20/71; 12,912 att.

UCLA-S7, Wastiington State-53, at Pullman, Wash., 2/27/71; 5,011

UCLA 71, Washington-69, at Seattle, Wash. ,3/1/71; 9,543 att.

UCLA- 103, California 69, at Pauley Pavilion, 3/5/71; 12,834 att.

UCLA'107, Stanford-72, at Pauley Pavilion, 3/<S/71; 12,278 att.

UCLA-73, USC-62, at Pauley Pavilion, 3/13/71; 12,875 att.

UCLA-91, BYU-73,at University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah; 15, 032 att.

UCLAr57, Cal State Long Beach-55, at University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah; 14,003 att.

UCLA-68, Kansas-60,«t Houston Astrodome, Houston, Tex.; 31,428 att.

UCLA-68, Villanova-62,at Houston Astrodonrte, Houston, Tex.; 31,765att.

i

CHAMPION = u^i^fK gymnast Gary Albltz placed first In the rings

competition over the weekend In the Pasadena National Invitational held

at Pasadena City College, with a score of 9.35. Other winners included

Stormy Eaton of New Mexico in floor exercise, and California's Minoru

Morisaki in the all-around. The Bruins finished third in the recent Pacific-

8 championships at Cal, but the season is not through yet for the UCLA

gymnasts. Still to come is the Bruin Gymnastic Classic, Friday, April 30

in Pauley Pavilion. -—-^— •*'

y
Final freshfffin statistics will be publjsiied tomorrow

§

u
V.

S

• e

'IIHI
'"

lUjM^

IM Basketball Championship
The intramural basketball championship game will be played at 7 P^'"^*?"'Op'

'"^•"'•J'
Pavilion between Gary's Wonders, the defending All U champs, and the Hard Guys, whose only

loss this year was to Gary's Wonders in a regularly scheduled league game
IM Oolf

All those interested in participating in the annual intramural golf tournament on April 23 at the

EncinoGolf Course shQMid sign up by^pm today in MG 118

IM Water Poto
, ,

The mandatory managers' meeting and clinic tor ali those interested In participating In In

tramural water polo this spring will be held at 3 p.m. tomorrow in MG 102

J5*:::*:

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads

ylkpts. - Furr\\s\\%d 17 y>\pte. to Share 19 >^Room for Rent... ....; 26
^Autos for Sale 29 ^ Autos for Sale 29

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / s'^^ies

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte

patio air conditioning, lovely sfeet Qu.e

bidg , maid available. North of W.lshire

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479-8144 (17QTK>

MALE: Share large 2 bdrm. «»>• *"^!"°, *

Ctil. Near campus After 3, 4789563. ( 19 A 14)

J House for Sale 2

1

COVERED Patio spacious formal ^'^^rrn.'

frpl., 3-bdrm. 2ba. Nr. UCLA- own
»Y'7 ;

474 4894.
lii « >t,

BEAUTIFUL private room, bath, linens,

utilities near campus, responsible male.

MorningsASI 0904, after S,GR 79811 (2AA

16)

'64 FORD Falcon, febuilt engine '70, et

cellent t.res, new radiator J370. Call 299^0254

or2«10«S9. 1 29 A IS)

LARGE, CLEAN, ATTRACTIVE,
RELATIVELY NEW SINGLES. ACCOM. 2.

AIR CONDITIONED, BLOCK UCLA,
POOL, SUNDECKS, GARAGE. 625*41
LANDFAIR. 479-5404. (17 A 15)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

UNIQUE modern, Cheviot
»Jl\^^^'

bdrms, two baths, FA, "replace, $52,5W.

Principals only. 837-8055. 12\AU)

COMPLETE privacy Bel Air. 3 txlrms.

Large grounds Trees. Pool. Unique. $75,000.

Sands 476 6464.
(21 A20)

^House to Share 22

ROOMATES needed to share 'u''"|**'«j*

Brentwood house m nice "e'f
J^^^'.^;^'

private room. 5 min. from campus, bus line,

shopping. 479 5988. (22 A 16)

ROOMMATE needed to ^^^are house in

Venice. S50 month. Own room. ^'^SWy^*';

for Brian.

)/Apts. -Unfurnished. 18

2 BEDRM Apt. Beam ceiling. Westwood.
Available immed. S160/mo. 473-2456. ( 18 A
16)

^Apts. to Share......f 19

GIRL 21 or over share 2 bdrm

same. Call 390 5814 after 6.

house with
(22A13)

/ t(oom and Board 24

WANT to sell Weyburn Contract SP['"9%
Cheap call 477 4011, ex 493. (" a

SSAVE S60

dorm contract
2703, eves

Pay only I and hall mos, lor

April 12 June 15. Lynn, 451^ (24 A 13)

FEMALE grad or professfc. »<•"»»'!
bdrm., bath, kitchen privileges. OpPOSlte

campus. S75. Eves. 473-3274. (26 A 14)

FEMALE Clean, comfortable room, private

bath Close to campus, 2 blocks to bus. »4S

826-0180. ^'**^ '*'

ZTq ROOM, Sunset Strip Hillside Car

necessary, male^Big closet, WW carpets

References. 876 5476. (26 A 13)

J Room to Share.: 27
^ ' :_ :

- -
-

- ^ —
GIRL student or grad »o s****-* *^\ .*!f,
meals free withjBuy^399-*llO. (27A19)

VemaLE roommate, S33/mo., one bdrm^,

short ride to campus Call Sulie, *""*•'

worK: 475-2532. <" ^ '"

PRETTY girl to board for free with guy.

Please call Jeff Lawrence at ^'i^V'. •]«

j-t (27 A IJI

^Autos for Sale 29

'66 VW perfect cond., automatic stick, AM-
FM radio, $1250 787-4977. (29 A 19)

MUST sacrifice '67 MGB Roadster, xint

mnrt inw m.iP;.aP AM-FM. wire wheels,

$1325 395 548$ *^^_
1,

PORSCHE Speedster '57. Immaculate, fresh

engine and many extras $2600 firm 454

8914 (29 A 19)

'64 VW Bus, new: Engine, trans , brakes,

tires 476^5296 till 6, 8tf 0518 after 6 $995

/Offer. (29 A 14)

'70 I H SCOUT, 4 wheel drive, 304 cubes,

$2,900 or best offer Call Gil, 396 1387 (29 A

13)

U DODGE Coronet 500, bucket seats, pwr

steering auto trans Good buy **^2 a'!?,
1926 (29 A 14)

'65 TRIUMPH TR4 eng newly rebuilt, radio.

Kdhis mags, sharp Make ofler J99 1924 (29

A 141

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

, M̂\ . r Mfs^m 6000 Mile

\J5^*^'"""*-*i3' Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Belo^ Dealers Pr.ce

A
A 1 AUT0SERV1CE

I 794; V*n NuvS Blvd
I across from O M Plant

Cfiil 894 70n i* Hour%

T BIRD '65 Landau, A/C, vinyl roof, all

power, clean $990 or best 390 1957 eves (29

A 14)

43 MERCURY, air cond ,
power steer.

brakes Best otier Sherman 825 2«l» after

6 780 1944 "• * '*'

68 CHEV 1/2 ton panel, 4 speed. 6 cylinder,

R/H, Air Extras O sue tires Good cond

tl295 Campus Cleaners, 10936 Weyburn (
39

A 13)

67 MUSTANG, 6 cylinerrs, 3 speeds, Exrtr

engine New tires, brakes, battery^ Mus

sell 4741649. .(39 A 13)

V
Cycles, Scooters

For Sale. 30

Al FIAT 850 Spider, Red Convertible Best

offer, good cond AM Days <'< *»Va t^
395 6870.

(2»AiJ»

FOR Sale 6? Yamaha 350 cc Perfect

mechanical cond Best otter over $350 J98

8396 (10 A 19)

66 VW Bug Good cond $500 Call "•^0|**

after 7 p.m weekdays (
(39A1J)

TRIUMPH Chopper. 'TO, WOcc, very fme

cond Cost $);00, now $1150. J98 4S14 ( )0 A )6)

68 VW AM FM removable rack, xInt cond,

must sell, make offer. 47J 3464 *>'«V *^*"
days.

iWA^rr-

MOTORCYCLES wanted Good used Honda

Trail 90 CM/O or Z$0 Ken. 870 6116 or J98

2489 <
*'^*

'

7 HONDA CL'' 4 50. 5 m iles Perfeci:

cond $725 /oMer 47* i394 t.ll 6. ••» OJ'J
alter*

(JOai'J

^^ IfHiRW'fer' i.im'^^ii^tm'

i

! !

ii

48 HONDA Scrambler Ver i good CO""!'''©"

SOOO m. , best oMer W.th helmet Call m
*8i$alter«

(«»•>»

PEMALE/share apt. w/two, own bdrm. 2

"I'les from UCLA. 271-5429 days, 826 6492
eves. (19 A 19)

GIRL needed share spacious, friendly 2

bdrm apt with 2. Pool, $70/mo. WLA, 826
5800. (19A16)

' BDRM Semi furn. Near Santa Monica City
College. Yard. S6S/each. Call Jim, 828 1632

(mornings). (19 A 13)

'5RAELI student to share one bedroom apt.,
$70 eartt naxr <-».~~... r-mii t^^u ata.
1495

e«ch, near campus. Call Zeev, 474
(19A 15)

LARGE pert. furn. o* beach. 15 mIn.
c»fnpus. Own room - »»0. Share - »*•- Bob
"2 3655. (19 A 15)

^PAcious 3 bdrm . 2 bath, $67 2 blocks
''^om campus, prefer foreign student.
Gil/Liberato, 474-4043. (19 A 13)

FEMALE roommate %har» apt. im-
'"•diatiiy ^f., tedroom,
ownh,.fhi P^. ^ , ,2^0. Qi_

Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.*. 25

fVee time plus small salary. Girls oj^y^4M

8647. .

RESPONSIBLE 9'^'
-";•",Vo jro'lSTr"

for minimally '>^»'"^!^,"\teet natured
who IS very

P'*'*.*"''ftome Sw'm'"'"^
Beautiful Beverly Hills hom*^

pool Rooms, board, some salary » ^^ ^ ,5,

are walk to campus, exp salary,
^^j^,^,

272 7333

bath) exchange I'^'^^^Zr <»V ST«^ or

housework lor working m

66 AUSTIN Heaiey Sprite. XInt. cond $700

or make offer 878 5787 -''^ (29 A 19)

Sales and Service
Rollins im«drtt

iiilJW*sl»»iifl«ii«»ce
Ctflver City IM ait*

yyniTE voivo M4, stick shift, '70, »P«ciai

„res, radio, xint. cond., low mileage Call

835 4998 '^^'* *'

MUSTANG'67, 3 A 3. 389, 4.speed, 5 new

poiyglas. $13/0 (TWS 767). <'* O'*',*/"-;*

weekends (2tais»

MGB '69. low mileage All the •"^•» <"
S523after6 *'^** *'

64 MERCURY Monterey »'*'<»«»;/•*••?*

heater, air cond power, clean,
'J^; ^^J^

6933

•63 A half FORD Galaxy, stnd trans

w^overdriv^ Nevw fires, brakes, tme con

dition. $450, 838^867 '^^^ '^ '

69 AUSTIN America, nOOO mi ,
$noo/offer

Leaving country 825 53*8 (9AM 5 PM J ( 39

A 13)

65 VW Squarebach white wagon Low

mileage A 1 condition $995. 472 nS2 (39 A

15)

69 FIAT 850 SPYDER 6000 mi P«niP|«'"

conv $1,395 6^24-2007.44*5515. -39 A 13)

•67 AUSTIN Heaiey Spnta Runs food,

rebuilt engine Must sell 829 1416 $600 (29 A

IS)

•69 YAMAHA 250CC 2 cyUndef.Jf
«»«'^'f;*

m. superb condition, $150 J97 6367 (JO A 15^

SAVE UPTOS400

on your own motorcycle '"^ J^"'
f.*""?*,*'

Buv new BSA TRIUMPH NORTON TAX

?REEI^om one 0. England's Oldest dealers

Est SO years Huge stock too ol guaranteed

used models at England s lowest !>"<•*
J"''

insurance lor Europe & ^'"P'"*;' ^"^ /«

USA »rr»nq9<i or we guarantee rt

purchase Wr.te now tor full details

George Clarke (Motors) L"«'t»d

376 378 Brixton HiH

London S W 2 Eng
Tel 01 674 J3"

SAAB 99 FM 70 Low mil, air cond, rad.O.

(uel in, warranty, $3600 (679CIL) OayS 4**

i212e«t 340. Eves 478784* (?^A16)

--^

•68 VW Sedan dark green Clean car New

t.res SllSO, 479 0287 atter S IJ9A14)

66 VW Bus in very goed.tond »' '?5 '*'

5422 or work Fr. A Sat. GR 7 1291 '39 A U)

with
)

MONOA 70 750. fuH towr.ng •O^'P^ .**'"

la.r.ng 454 6315
1^9^^*

-:.**- KAWASAKI Avenger I50cc call

TaVsonW 378 19*0, H 474 J99J best offer (30

A I4i

ooKiT.Af Tpmpeit V 8. 4 on floor, AM

J«ALE Grad student preferred Share 2
o«rlrm apt near campus $42 50/nr»o Call
"' 4'«S. eves. . . . , (19AIH„

Jl^ALE Grad Share w/l furn. 2 bdrm apf
'*''»• from campus $92 50 A 1/2 util 478 671ir

(19A14)

^Room for RenK.». »*» 26

fair. Call 479 906^ /^"-^ 'o*^ ®o° °' ^'*

Fm! good cond. tires priced righKJ38

4795
(29 A l«)

61 PI - t iwaf^ ?^

eng.ne. extra Clean w./ww T**i6J7 (39A)4
6asAfMS i2Utma?Qi*"o»*»"*""^\,5'*?
Vao 124 2007 or 444 551* 7? a m

VW FA'.thack, '4t. serviced '•9«»*'''*'..*'^'

cond SI )S0 Leaving us end April Caim9^

OO 7 /

68 VW BUG Red. automatic, sunroof, good

mech cond MU$t sett $M5* Eves 474-

J3U (39 A 14)
\' \
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Baseball begins . .

.

(Continued from Page 13)

In summary, expect a wideopen affair. UCLA, >^th 15 returniii« tet-

termen, appears to be a formidable contender. USC dommatmg \ht

conference for so many years, always has to be considered among the

favorites. Reichle says, "I expe<*fto see an offensive game.

Here's a rundown of the other Pac-« teams. UCLA and USC both arc in

the Southern Division.

Southern Division:

California - Cal. third in the Pac-8 South with a 9-8 record last year,

has 11 returning lettermen. Like USC. the Bears lost some valuable

players in Jim Corcoran, an aU Pac-8 first team choice and pitcher Greg

Tellis Cal lacks a strong offensive punch but is strong defensively.

Stanford — Stanford finished with an 8-9 record in the Pac-8 South in

1970 Whether the team improves will depend upon an inexperienced

pitching staff. The Indians, however, have outstanding sluggers iH cat-

cher Bob Reece. an all-Pac-8 first team selecUon, and all Pac-8 second

team choice Mike Nelson.

Northern Division:

Oregon— The Ducks find 1 1 returning lettermen after finishing third in

their division with a 5-9 record. Mel Krause is the new coach and his team

could be the sleeper in the North. Hitting is a question mark.

Oregon State — OSU has only nine returning lettermen, fewest in the

Pac-8. The Beavers finished second in the North with a 6-8 record a year

ago and whether they finish as high or higher this season depends mainly

upon the improvement of b young team.

Washington— The Huskies finished last in the Pac-8 last year with a 4-

12 record. Washington figures to improve with 11 returning lettermen. led

by second team all-Pac-8 pick Jim Dumont and pitcher Mike Radosevich.

Washington State — The Cougars are pre-season favx)rites in the North

and figure to have a good shot at the conference title. WSU finished 1970

with a 9-6 record in the Pac-8, good for first in the North. With the return

of Manny Perez ( .362) and Tom Thomas ( .357) along with pitcher Murray

Gage-Cole, the Cougars promise to be a stout contender.

Poor weekend may cost

golfers NCAA invitation

If the Bruin golf team hopes to secure a berth in the NCAA tournament,

the resulte from here on out will be pivotal.

That's the opinion of coach Vic Kelley, who says -We « now m tl«

posiUon where we have to play weU in order to quahfy for the NCAA s^

The selecUon is based on your overaU record with special emphaas on

dual matches late in the season and performances m the big tour-

"^At^this point, the Bruins are outside contenders at b^ ^}^
^^

showing in the Western IntercoUegiate tournament 1*»^, w««- ^^^^f!
beaten in the tourney by nine university division teams ^^m "ie Dismct 8

region, and only six teams from this area wiU be chosen for the NCAA

tournament June 21-26.
. ., «««..x u^

-We have to play weU in the Sun DevU Classic (April 22-24), the

Southern California IntercoUegiates (May 7) and the conference dual

matches," Kelley continued.
..• ^ «_

•We have played poorly as a team this year, with the exception of the

Long Beach State dual match," he said. ''We played poorly at the

Western IntercoUegiates the same way we did at the San, Fernando

VaUey State tourney earlier in the season. I feel that if we are going to

have a chance to go to the NCAA, we must greaUy improve our tour-

nament performance," he said. ^~T^ A— /^ U 4

The Bruins meet Whittier College today at Brentwood Country Club at

2:00 p.m. „ „^ Doug Kelly

Netters dump
Arizona, 7-2

The UCLA tennis team upped its

season record to 1(H) yesterday
with a 7-2 win over Arizona on Ihe
Sunset Courts. The Bruins swept
all six singles in straight sets, and
then UCLA coach Glenn Bassett
substituted the JV's for the double
matches.

Yesterday's results: (l) Jeff

Borowiak defeated Bud Guion 6-0

6-0; (2) Jim C^onnors defeated

Craig Hardy 6-4. 7-5; (3) Elio

Alvarez defeated Butch Palmer 6-

4, 6-3; (4) Jeff Austin defeated Bill

Hoshaw 6-1, 6-3; (5) Modesto
Vazquez defeated Jim Logan 6-2, 6-

4; (6) Bob Kreiss defeated Mark
Hardy 6-4. 6-2; (1) Steve Cornell-

Ron Cornell defeated Guion-

Palmer 1-6. 6-2. 8-6; (2) C. Hardy-

Logan defeated Spencer Segura Al

Kabe 6-4, 6-4; (3) M. Hardy-

Hoshaw defeated Newell Unfried-

Bill Leonard 6-3, 7-6.

—Tom Wong

I USC-UCLA Starting lineup

use
George Ambrow/ 6S
Jeff Pedersen, RF
Gordon Carter, CF
Tim Steele, LF
Craig Perkins, C
Jeff Port, 3B
Mike Ball, 28
Daryl Arenstein, IB

Steve Busby, P

UCLA
Ralph Punaro, 2B
Mike Gerakos, 3B
Ron Diggle, CF
Bob Adams, LF
Eric Swanson, RF
Dave Landress, IB

Luis Gome^, SS
Bob Petretta, C
Rick Pope, P

Jf^

^

CAUGHT IN A TRAP — UCLA second baseman
Ralph Punaro is a dead duck in this 1970 action

against California. Going into this afternoon's

conference opener with USC, Punaro is the Bruins'

second leading batter with a .353 average in, 26

games. Righthander Rick Pope opens on the mound

for UCLA, opposed by the Trojans' Steve Busby at

Sawtelle Field, t>eginning at 2:30.

Hair C?. l::::

0. & P. BARBER SHOP
Razor Cuh
Hair Styling

1061 GAYLEY AVE.
Across From Safeway

GR 8-2264

GET AWAY TO THE

:,^f^lENT

at the

INTERNATIONAL

FAIRE

continuous

entertainment

oriental

i^foods,

and displays

$1 adults •

504 children &
students

April 17-18

I p.m.-12 a.m.

Westwood- 477-4587

we con print your

wedding

invitations . .

classic — or

original

cictA*r»oMf ^

K)UShow
yC/7

t^% IMM* V ^yf
.H>. V4

Are you the couple glowing in the church aisle, with oil the
traditional (and beautiful) trappings? Or will yours be a free-form
ceremony (and beautiful) in the woods? Either way, we can
help you with your wedding tn\ 3tis. We've a complete
range of traditional invitations you can choose — or we will custom
print your own design. Either way — it's a highly individual

statement. Sensibly priced, too.

at3
UC

printing & duplicating

121 kerrkhoff hdl, 825-2515
open monday-friday 8:00a.m -8:30p.m.

Part-time degree program proposed
By Robin Sanders

DB SUff Writer

A report to all nine UC campuses calling for the initiation

of a part-time degree program was submitted by a special

15-member task force, headed by Leonard Freedman, dean

of Extension here.

The report, which is a working paper and not a final plan,

will be discussed and studied by academic senates and

chancellors University-wide.

The Task Force, composed of faculty and administrators

from all nine campuses, was appointed by UC President

Charles J. Hitch to examine the feasibihty of part-time

study at UC. In a speech t)efore the All-University Faculty

Conference in March, 1970, Hitch proposed University

Extension, "our third largest campus," be restructured to

offer this type of program.
Investigation

In its investigation, the Task Force studied similar

programs in operation at other institutions and reviewed a

report by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education

which proposed programs of this type.

The report submitted by the Task Force last March

proposed the creation of an "Extended University" which

would offer upper division (junior and senior) Bachelor's

degree and Master's degree programs to those persons who

are unable to attend the University full time.

This group would include : people who must work full time

to support themselves and their families, low income

students, minority group members, women who must fulfiU

family obligations as well as attend school, employes in

business and industry, and professionals such as teachers
and nurses who need additional training.

Experimental
If the program is adopted, the "Extended University"

would be set up on an experimental basis at various cam-
puses by 1972 and would be in full operation one year later.

Freedman emphasized this report was only a proposal
and said individual campuses would be encouraged to in-

novate. The program which each campus adopts would be
coordinated with a statewide agency which would insure

variations from campus to campus would not make it

impossible for students to transfer.

According to Freedman, the "Extended University"

would offer an opportunity for students presently enrolled

in Extension to continue their work without having to meet
the present three-quarter full time residence requirement
to obtain a degree.

Because many of these students will have substantial

experience in other than academic areas, consideration will

also be given to work experience, community service and
education acquired through reading, in addition to college

or university transcripts. ,

Part time
The report distinguished the "new" part-time student

from those attending the University on a reduced load

basis, but Freedman suggested this new program might t)e

more attractive to students with reduced loads. Students

regularly enrolled in University courses would also be

eligible for attendance on a part-time l)asis.

im

3

"Students are fighting for grades from the time they're

practically babies. For some students it's not natural. We
feel that some alternative ought to be provided," he said.

One of the problems faced by the Ta«k Force was the

involvement of the present faculty It recommended faculty

members be encouraged to establish new programs and

participate in the instruction. Freeman also suggested the

possibility part time staff might be hired to ease the load ql

the regular faculty. "This would also open up a new mirki

for the present overflow of PhD's," he said. ,

Proposed x~^//
The report proposed courses which are required py both

regular and part-time students be taught in the evenings

and on weekends to make better use) of faculty and

facilities. Some students would also be allowed to attend olf-

campus "Learning Centers" which would be|equippc4 vrtfc^

TV, films and other lisiaming aids.

Students would be evaluated on their performance in'

classes and individual study. The Usk Force also recom-

mended new methods of examination be found to evaluate

students

The Task Force agreed consultation with the State

Colleges and community colleges is essential in order to

establish programs which would make students eUgible for

entrance into the "Extended University."

Problems involving financing of the program, financial

aid to students, and expected sources of income were left to

further study by a future staff committee which would have

the time and expertise to consider these questions in depth.

All^
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FIRST TIME IN COLOR!
The Super Battle of the Century

WtW not be
shown on
Home TV
for of \east
6 months

Direct from Rings/i/e-Tlre rhri/Zing HigM/gfcfs

• In addition to regular screen show •

POPULAR
PRICES!

BATTLE OF THE CENTURY — The Ali-Frazier

fight film will be shown at noon and 1 p.m. today in

the Royce Hall Auditorium. The film is being

sponsored by the Black Law Students' Association

here and the ASUCLA Film Commission.

Manpower shortage

Police patrols not yet begun
By Susie HaUgo
DB Staff Writer

Regular walldng patrols by campus police,

designed to increase campus safety here, have not

yet been established, according to Boyd Lynn,

University pohce chief.

The University Policies Commission (UPC), which

proposed the patrols, urged the University Pohce

Department to establish regular walking beats all

over campus in response to pleas for greater campus
safety measures after the murder of Sunny Lyn

Dagowitz here last December.
These beats would provide "routine police services

A^y. aalnight," according to Lynn.
However, during the last six months at least 14

University police officers have resigned to take

better-laying jobs in larger police departments and

in the business community, according to Lynn.

Shortage
He added that unusually high turnover of staff has

Correction
T*e Dally Bruin was misUken in its reporting

yesterday in the story concerning the Academic

^natc voting to Uble the proposed regulation

changes in Incompletes. Although there is a

l^pRulation that prohibits members of one college

^•«ni voting on matters of another colleKf. -»

'^^^mbers of the Senate's Assembly, regardless of

their college vote on the proposals.

created a shortage of campus policemen for car

patrols, forcing the University Police Department to

postpone creation of permanent walking patrols in

order to fill the present number of car patrols.

Walking patrols are presently conducted by a few

University police only one or two times a week and

then only when there is adequate sUffing. The men

cover beats around the central campus, Kerchkhoff

and Murphy Halls and Ackerman Union.

Permanent walking beats cannot go into effect

until at least part of the 14 vacancies are filled by

trained recruits, according to Lynn.

Lynn is currently recruiting men to fUl the

vacancies. No man has yet been hired out of the six to

seven men he has recruited.

Training

Training of recruits takes a considerable amount

of time Recruits must first take written, oral and

nhvsical examinations before they are hired. When

hired they must go into an extensive training

nrogram lasting 20 to 22 weeks, excluding a 3(Hiay

training period with a present campus policeman.

Therefore, establishment of permanent regular

beats is not a conceivable in the near future

•There is no day soon in sight. I wish I could say

tomorrow, but 1 can't It will not come about in a few

weeks but in a few months," Lynn said.

Fuceno ^'•'^"^'^^ ^'^^ pYoriitH'e secretary, ex

by the University Police Department. He said he

would bring this to UPC's attention at its April 28

meeting.

Weinberg back ia.jail

for contempt of court
By Dave McNary
DB SUff Writer

Lee Weinberg, of the counseling center here, is back in jail for con-

tempt of court.

She and four Venice residents making up the "Tucson 5" began serving

time for contempt charges six months ago because they refused to testify

in a federal grand jury investigation in Tucson. The term of that grand

jury expired at the end of March, and the five were subpoenaed again to

appear on April 7.

On that day, Weinberg refused to answer questions of the grand jury as

she and the other four — Pamela Donaldson, Karen Duncan, David

Scheffler and Teri Volpin — had in October and November She was

transferred to the federal penetentiary in FlagsUff, Arizona last

Saturday. The other four have been subpoenaed to appear when the grand

jury reconvenes April 20.

There is no relation between where time in jail Is served and where the

crime — in this case, contempt — is committed. Weinberg is free to

testify at any time, but ther is now speculation that she may be moved to

a penetentiary in West Virginia, as it is one of the few faciliUes for

women. She was moved east to FlagsUff, rather than to the Terminal

Island penitentiary near Long Beach where women are imprisoned.

Harriet Katz of the Tucson Working Committee said, "The move to

FlagsUff could mean that the government is really tightening the screws

to make her testify by trying to make it unbearable for her."

The committee said at a press conference yesterday the "seventy" of

this is an attempt to force the Tucson 5 to testify

A major point of the refusal to testify is that the Grand Jury is charged

to investigate the alleged dynamite purchase in Arizona by the

Weatherman last May.
Weinberg said quesUons have often dealt with West Los Angeles

politics and persons, events and organizations at UCLA especially during

February, 1970, a time of much political activity here ,

Weinberg said earlier her refusal to testify stemmed from the violaUon

of her constitutional rights and the quesUons being vague and irrelevant,

while Volpin said, "Our acUons serve to bring to light the oppresive

element that the grand jury is."
• ^ * *u »

Jeff Kaye, another member of the Tucson committee, pointed out that

Andrew Willis of Berkeley had also been subpoenaed for April 20 and said

_jt was indicative of the government widening the "fishing expediUon" on

the movement. .,

l>awyers for the five witnesses plan to submit a notice of appeal on rm\

motion later this week on the grounds that Weinberg is now being held

without bail. She can be held for up to 18 months, the duration of the grand

jury's term .

The committee also announced the American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU) national office has Uken on the case, and thus wiU help pay its

costs.

American Indian problems discussed

Todays Community Service Week activity will be a discussion of

Ihp problems of the American Indian at I p.m. In Campbell Hall

( .,..i.itv Srrvirr VVcrk l«« sponsored by the Community Service

Utive CoaBcU to expose tlie

community to positive student activities and gain student support

for various programs.

-t-:.'-
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Comejoin our
^ItOilpfe

RESUME PREPARATION ft

Tue^oyt ol 1 0:30 a.m.

Wadnasclays at 3:00 p.m.

JOB INTERVIEW PRACTICE
g Tuesdays at 1:00 p.m.

SUAAMER JOB SEARCH
Daily at 3:00 p.m.

lnlormal...Ju5fdropin,., Bveryone wekomei

riacemcii & career Piimlng ceiier
BIdg. 1G X. 52981

SLC evaluatedby Winslov\i
. .w.^»-..M^««ltat«-vlews with student

(tdiUir'.noU: TliU U Ih* ^^''^jLV^SStedbTDB »l«" 'writer Ken

l^gbLllvr Council (SLC) ^.'^^"^^^"S^cl)

•"'^eTeUTlF^^-ntatives on the Stu-em

M are not delegated to
""f

«^
S'"^«"'^ and

Council members according to this ConsUtu ion ana

Bv Laws and as assigned by the President. Con-

sS^nof the undergraduate Students' Association.

'trKow^^r one'^ofTlhr. genera,

re? LltW^ serving on the ^tud-t UgisUUve

CtLcil (SLC), is given a very free ha"d
"^.*f.^'

''*

may do with his office, as shown by the defimUon of

duties in the ConstituUon. As a result, he was able to

work in a number of different areas durmg the

course of the year. ,, ..
"The general represenUtive's office is reaUy what

you make it to be. I spent a lot of my time working

with the student lobby which got unlflerway this year.

Now I'm serving on the consulting board to advise

the lobbyist when the Student Body Presidents

Council (SBPC) isn't available to make its opmions

known We hope to have some concrete results to teu

the students regarding the lobby." Winslow said.

Another project undertaken by Winslow this year

was the establishment of the Office of Environmenta

Studies (OES), although he was quick to stress that

Paul Silver, director of the OES, was the drivmg

force behind its creation and success.

"I feel at times the money has not been used well.

A re-evaluation of budget needs in the middle of the

year might help to boost the general contingency

fund instead of having money sit around and then

come back at the end of the year," Winslow said.

General contingency funds, exhausted for the

balance of this year, are used to fund any progran^

not budgeted by SLC at the beginning of the ye^
Winslow was also critical of the lack of cooperation

between the various commissions, for whi^
J!

partially blamed Keith Schiller, undergraduau

student body president.

"Keith could have been more help to the com-

missionfers by exerting more leadership. He co^

centrated his efforts in the area of the Regents

Standing Order change (to allow students to vote
in

the Academic Senate and the various departments)

and neglected other areas of responsibility in hi,

office," Winslow said.

He cited Schiller's failure to serve on the Board of

Control or to ^ppoint another student to replace

himself on that body.

•*Keith did do a very good job in getting along wift

(Chancellor Charles E.) Young. I think he has

established some rapport with Young," Winslow

said.

"Student government as a whole is relatively

unimportant, but it can have significance. It faces

the problem of an almost total turnover every year

with new commissioners having to learn the ropes

for the first few months. Then, while the Ad-

ministration and department people have time to get

things done, we don't. There is more of a sense of

urgency to student government undertakings."

.

*

'Student government gets it from all sides, but

while students can gripe, they can take little positive

action in getting institutions to reflect student in-

terests. But because of our official positions as

student representatives, SLC members have better

access to the people in power and can try to get

things done," Winslow said. *

Meeting organizes

anti-war activities

There will be a meeting for all

those interested in participating

in anti-war activities on campus

'for the rest of the school year at

noon today in Ackerman Union

2408.

The meeting is sponsored by

People for Peace and Justice.

UCLA
.<ii4S0' #*-
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS' SPEAKERS PROGRAM
Bob Elias - Chairman Spring Quarter 1971
\Speakers to date:

Ichard Amour
Lpoll# 14 Aafaronauis

AlaaSlMpard
BdiarlttekeU

lart Boo^a
w.. Avneri * >

Ckncral Hersh^ r

Al Capp ^%^

111

„ icCiOvem
Allan Shar
Bnklne GaldweU
Alan Craaston

•^ -Hi Thurmond

¥hx Wray
rrler Forttl^*

l>r. Emml Plxl

leitfi FrMfit-^

Ira Hirschman
Shelley Wl^iterg

Ral Roac't'

^ n. Mike iraval
Kiibbi Mel :

'

.
^Iiasie

•Icyinoiir U hifmett

Joseph Bif o
fiaidc Knvhum
ITCBHSr Hit* K.

Qwea D vis

Urn Brown
JUmmuM^.—

^

Speakers Confirmed

April 16 Erich Segal Grand Ballroom 2:30
April 21 ADen Ginsberg Janss Steps 12:00
May 11 Rod Serling Grand BaUroom 8:00 pm
May 24 Charles "Peanuts'* Schulz Grand BaUroom 12:00

Accepted but dates yet to be confirmed

Mayor Joseph Alloto

Senator Edmund Muskie
Senator George McGovem
Dr. Jonas Salk

James Earl Jones
Racqud Welch
Mae West

- James Aubrey
Mel Blanc

Henry Fonda
"Clint Eastwood

^

<^

We have presented more

speakers, this year, at

a loxjoer cost, than any
previous Speakers
Program in UCLA history.

Peter Ustinov
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.

Arte Johnson
Henry Gibson
Irving Stone
Lew Aldndor

> Clip out this ad and
,

save it. Valuable I

prizes will be given
j

in 10 years to people
,

j
who save this important

|

I notice.
{

I
'

Sponsored by Student L^islative Council

^
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Child Center opening fra

HlLa GuJINCiL
90() Hugard Avenue

471-1531

EXHIBIT OF ARTISTIC CREATIONS

Projects of students from CSES 1 15 will be on display

Apnt 15 thru April 30 Kerckhoff Halt 2nd Floor

CREATIVE SERVICE
April 16 8:15

"Shobbat on Shabbat'
Begm Shabbat with songs and dance. After services

Poet Alan Weisblott Oneg Shabbat follows

JOIN US FOR A LOX AND BAGEL BRUNCH
Sunday mor ning.. .

ril IRth
,

URC Upper Lounge 10:30
Break Passover with bogels and friends

S-«!Va

By Kenn Guernsey
DB SUff Reporter

Screaming and crying ran &v/ay
with the honors of favorite first-

day activities of the 85 youngsters
as the ASUCLA child care center
opened Monday.

Outmanned teachers, aided by
volunteer parents, calmed
bewildered children as workmen
struggled to complete the building.

Other pastimes included tree

climbing, slide sliding and ball

bouncing, while lunch eating^

received an honorable mention.

"Most of the children are upset

because this is their first time
away from their mothers," ac-

cording to center director Betty

Diamond.
"When they've been here a few

days they will get used to being
away from mom. Then we'll be
able to operate normally," she

said.

The 85 children range in age
from two months to five years.

Hardest hit by the new en-

vironment are those in the 18-

months to three-year-old group,

according to teacher Ellen Juedes.

**It's their first time away from
home and they aren't too happy
about it," she said, comforting a

young boy who had bumped his

head on a jungle gym.

"We expected confusion on
opening day and we got it,"

Diamond said. "I won't say
everything is perfect, but things

will calm down eventually."

The center, located in the sub-

tropical horticulture building

between Landfair and Gayley
Ave., is operating at fiMl capacity,

according to Diamond.

The participants are 50 per cent

students' children, 30 per cent staff

children and 20 per cent faculty

children, she said.

"We only have half as many
volunteer workers as we should,"

Diamond said. "Some parents who
hadn't signed up to help stayed

today when they saw how un-

derstaffed we are, but eventually

we'll need volunteers from all over

the campus."

1

Jt<~:

The Child Care Center needs

the following items:

Desks
Adult chairs (8-10)

Book shelves (small and large)

Rugs, carpets (9' x 12')

Rocking chairs (6-10)

Dayl>ed or couch
Filing cabinet

Adding machine
Typewriter
Cleaning supplies and equipment (buffers,

wringer and mop, wax)
Closed cabinet with door

THINK FRENCH.
And speak it. And understand It. And write it.

And read it. And travel with it. And make love

with it. And make a favorable first impression

with it. And make a sale with it. And make a

lasting friendship with it. And make a merger

with it. And buy groceries in Cannes with it.

And ignore sub-titles with it. And get a job with

it. And read menus with it. And read Moliere

with It. And Rostand. And Sartre. And declare

your Independence with it. And your intentions.

And forget your troubles with it. And your inhibi-

tions. And discover Paris with It. And Montreal

And New Orleans.
^

mW
.u. '&. .J.. 4 A JL^

Learn .t eu:,iiy Lcjrn it effort

lessly Learn it fast or slow You

"t the pace You say when You

jy where You're in a class by

yourself A Frer>ch class (Or a

German, Spanish or English da

by yourself.) At a So^H^jw im i

guage School Conic enjoy youf

St lesson free

"lere'sMODligatiorv ^

. ^"Mtt^fi'H'f'.'-''' j.*i f*i! „aaKnasPSSiSiSH^MS

-«-*' iMiB
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Prisons denounced at law symposium
By Terry Cdvln

DB SUff Writer ^

There are no more Cagneys or Bogarts in America's

prisons— there are only the murderers and the murdered/'

Mike McCarthy, an ex-convict and former cell mate of

Huey Newton, said Monday at the Law School Prison

Symposium. -»

Murray Schwartz, dean of the Law School, told- an

audience of 300 people that lawyers and judges throughout

America have not been concerned with the problems of

criminology and corrections.

"The UCLA Symposium on Corrections is intended to

inform students of the major issues and problems facing the

correctional system in California," Schwartz said

He added. "We hope that this program will stimulate the

law profession and make lawyers and non-lawyers more

sensitive to prison problems."
Panel

The symposium, to be^held one night a week for the next

three weeks, hosted a panel discussion between officials of

the Department of Corrections and ex-convicts.

Raymond Procunier, representing the Department of

Corrections, opened the discussion. He said the purpose of

prison is to house people separate from society who can no

longer function as complete individuals.

"Prison is a microcosm of our society. It brings together

the worst elements under unnatural conditions," he said.

"The theory of the Department of Corrections is to get

people to minimum security as fast as possible," Procunier

added. /

- "Historically prisons have run peacefully because no one

gave a damn, and now when interest is at an all time high,

order can only be maintained through a wholesome attitude

of all interested parties. A person must be optimistic."

McCarthy
McCarthy followed Procunier, saying, "What I say is in

the name of my brothers and sisters in prison. The nature of

society makes people exist in a prohibited state in which the

only recourse open is to turn toward crime. Prisoners are

America's niggers. ^

_^The thousands of prisoners jn California's institutions

rehavilitation means **rechanneling, refunctionmg,

reconstructing assembly line robots in order to mamtam

equihbrium " Rehabilitation to the inmate means

liberation from the mechanics of society and a return to life

as human beings.

Carter

Iveme Carter, warden of the California InsUtute for

Women, said some people who are confined in institutions

do not belong there. "Drugs, sex, and violence give people a

distorted, myopic view of the world. These people are sick

and ought to be treated as such," she said.

are social prisoners, prisoners of poverty, disease and

hunger. Their vision is often myopic. But let me tell you

this: America's social prisoners are no longer passive. The
only way in which our struggle will be squelched is to

destroy us and that is what the Department of Corrections

is presently engaged in.

He added, prisons are social concentration camps where

Carter said the decision to release an inmate from prison

is based upon the theory of the optimal moment— what that

moment is varies from person to person.

Betty Bums, who served time in both the California In-

stitute for Women and the Federal Prison at Terminal

Island, said that she was not ready to face society upon her

release from the California Institute for Women. "The

system frustrates, frightens and destroys a person. Every

human t)eing needs acceptance, and prison can neither give

that acceptance nor teach it."

"I suppose the thing that saved me was the fact that I did

time and time did not do me," Bums said.

Nelson _j^
Louis Nelson, warden at San Quentin, a one-time liquor

salesman in Nevada asked those in attendance, "Where

were all you prison reform folks ISyears ago?

£
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Phato by Terry CalYlB

"Prison reform is not all that easy. We have yet to hit

upon the magic formula that makes for success The major

difference between students and prisoners is that the

prisoner is a failure. He is a failure at honle, at work and

even at crime, because quite obviousljr we do not get the

criminal successes," Nelson said.
: >
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"San Quentin is making major gains. We how have a

college campus and many vocational training programs.

These are the things that Supreme Court Justice Warren

Burger has said the prisons neied, and we in the Department

of Corrections are proud to be on his side," ended Nelson

Cook
Paul Cook, a former inmate at Soledad and San Quentin

where he organized fellow black militants, said prisons

teach a person how to kill, hate, and destroy. *'San Quentin,

Soledad and Folsom create George Jacksons, Eldridge

Cleavers, and Huey Newtons."

"The same abnormal conditions persist in s6ciety when

an ex-convict returns as did when he went into prison. He

comes from poverty and he returns to poverty. That is the

real problem," Cook said.

At the conclusion of the panel discussion questions, were

entertained. In attendance at the meeting was Ms. Jesse

Phillips, mother of one of the "Soledad Seven," who told

Procunier she had been trying to contact her son for the last

six months and this was the only place where she has had

any luck.

The prison symposium was organized by a group of law

students headed by Bill Burke. The topic for the next

meeting on Wednesday will be "Release and Parole." The

following Monday the topic will concern the legal profession

and its role in corrections.

Franchise experiment
::^<^'i:::>y:;:>>A::^^^^^^^

Organic food cart approved
A mobile vending cart for vegetarian organic foods

was approved in concept last week by the Board of

Control (BOC), the governing board of ASUCLA.
The vending cart will be run by two former

students as a one-quarter franchise experiment
under the auspices of ASUCLA, according to Donald
Findley, ASUCLA executive director.

The organic food cart will include a limited line of

organic sandwiches, dried fruits and nuts and fresh

fruits. According to Findley, the materials will be
procured fresh daily, and inspected and assembled in

a rented commercial kitchen which compUes with
standards of the county health code.

"One of the policies of ASUCLA is to provide op-

portunities for student employment in providing

goods and services to the campus community,"
according to the report submitted to BOC. Findley
said if the experiment works this quarter, other
franchises (such as for cotton candy carts, flower

carts, etc.) may be granted.

CoacepC
The concept of vending franchises originated in the

BOC Space Allocation Committee, Findley said. He
added Matt Mazer, student facilities commissioner,
was the "driving force" l>ehind the idea. Maier at-

tended an MGM auction and purchased two carts,

currently under reconstruction, to be used for the

project.

"Very careful controls are built in," according to

Mazer. The carts must be capable of maintaining

refrigeration at 45 degrees, the product may not

come into physical contact with the dry ice, and the

kitchen in which the product is assembled must meet
all pecessary health codes.

Compensated
"ASUCLA will be compensated by the franchise at

a minimum rate of 15 per cent," according to the

report. "The franchisee may also seU his business to

successors whenever he wishes to discontinue the

business (such as upon graduation). ASUCLA does

not expect major profits through^this program, but is

motivated instead by a desire to provide better food

service to the campus while at the same time

creating entrepreneurial, self-employment op-

portunities for students."

The results of the experiment will be based on
general student and campus reaction, complaints

and comphments, vohime of gross sales and income
to ASUCLA in relation to the amount of staff time
necessary to oversee the operation.

According to Findley, "We want to make cahipus a

happy place. We want Bruin Walk to be fun."
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'War researches issue

in new Senate hearing
WASHINGTON (WCNS) —The explosive issue of "war resear-

ch," which attracted so much attention on the campuses a year

ago, resurfaced here last week with the start of new Senate

hearings on the Defense Department's (DOD) $7.88 billion request

for "research and development."

This figure incltides $205 million for the academic establishment.

But the significant fact in this request, according to Carl M. York of

the White House's Office of Science and Technology, is that the

Administration is quietly shifting its priorities for funding basic

research.
V.
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Stanford newspaper office searched
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) - Police searched offices

of the Stanford University student newspaper but
failed to find any photographs or reporters' notes to

aid in the prosecution of demonstrators at a violent

university-hospital sit-in last week.

Four policemen from Palo Alto and two from the
campus force, with search warrants, looked through
the office of The Stanford Daily for an hour Monday
but left empty-handed, a university spokesnuin said.

Stanford President Richard W. Lyman called the
search "deplorable and threatening to the full

freedom of the press." Felicity Barringer, editor of

the newspaper, said: "It is extrennely difficult for a
newspaper to exist and function property if it is

constantly i ' " \t of having its notes and
photographic files examined for the purpose of

prosecution."

Mary Corff, managing editor, said the
. ^

! i- rsirti^elfr pHhj^hMffdltowed a policy of

removing from its office or destroying any material

likely to be used in criminal prosecutions.

The material relating to the violence at Stanford

University Hospital last Friday was removed
Friday, she said. Published photos of the demon-
stration did not show faceis clearly, she added.

About 175 police broke up the sit-in. Police said

dennonstrators turned a fire hose on the police, threw
ash trays and other objects at officers. Six policemen
were treated for injuries.

The 30-hour sit-in ended with 22 persons arrested,

10 admitted to hospitals, about 40 others reported
injured less seriously. Damage to the hospital's

administrative offices was estimated at $100,000.

The demonstrators were orotestinc the finnc of a

month They charged the firing was racially in-

spired. The hospital claimed he was not performing
his work and was making the work of other employes
mor^ dlfficuTt

In an interview on the state of "war research" after last Spring's

demonstrations brought the issue to national attention, York said

the DOD share of academic research not only has decreased from
the level of the last year of the Johnson administration ($252.8

million), tmt also has been surpassed for the second year by the

share allotted to the National Science Foundation (NSF) ($387

million in 1972 vs. $212.6 million in 1969).

Countering protestors' arguments that IX)D money has no place

:^ in a university campus, York said the academic community has a

g very necessary role to play in the DOD.

» "Our underlying assumption is that DOD should not be banned

:g from the academic community. ROTC must be maintained in order

:g to insure that a volunteer army's officer corps not include boot-

camp-types without a leavening idea in their heads," he said.

He added IX)D also needs the new ideas generated by basic

research grants on university campuses.

"The presence of DOD money on campus is completely unrelated

to the Vietnam War. The academic community's message on this

subject comes through loud and clear: 'Get Out Of Vietnam Now.'

The President is answering that consistently with 'We're Trying,'
"

York said.

"Once that issue is clear in everyone's mind then you can say

with safety that every thinking member of the university com-
munity recognizes that ours is not Utopia; that we must be

prepared to defend the US, even in peacetime. Therefore, one must
conclude that the interaction l>etween campus and Defense must
continue," he added.

"DOD depends on basic research for new technology. If you

accept the fact that the country must be defended, this assumption
is a 'given.' This $205 million level — which we plan to keep con-

stant — is the govemn^nt's way of insuring some degree of in-

teraction exists between the defense and at riic establishments.

•^ Universities will thus act as critics of DOD research projects and

^ sounding boards for future ideas," he said.
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Announcements

Wednesday, April 14, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN S'

The draft counseling center here,

located in room 2114 of the school of

law is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

and from 7 p.m. tiU when all are

taken care of on Monday and

Wednesday. This year the center

also provides special counseling

for members of R.O.T.C.,

Reserves, National Guard, and

active military from 7 p.m. to 9

p.m. on Thursday and for con-

scientious objectors and those

opposed to war on the basis of

conscience from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on

Tuesday. All peopie are welcome.

The Council on Educational
Development has decided that no
students should be admitted to
CED IB, Freshman Program, who
have not taken CED lA. If such
students have already enrolled

they should drop the course (they

will not receive credit).

Student Legislative Council
CSLC) will meet at 7 p.m. today in

Hedrick Hall. The Student Lob-

byist program, campus election

dates and tenure procedures will

be the principle issues of

discussion. All students are en-

couraged to attend.

Petitions of and declarations for

candidacy to offices of the Un-

dergraduate Student Association

are available outside the Activities

Office on the third floor of Kerck-

hoff Hall. They are due no later

than 4 p.m. April 23 (in KH 304).

There will also be a mandatory

orientation meeting for all can-

didates at 4 p.m., April 26 in the

Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.

The Daily Bruin needs an editor

for its SPECTRA section.

SPECTRA is a twice-monthly

supplement which offers in-depth

discussions of topics ranging from

twins to guides to psychoanalytic

specialities. Qualifications include

the ability to write clearly, some
experience in editing.

The Alpha Phi Omega and
Phrateres paper recycling
program has been halted until

arrangements can be made for

getting the bin emptied, according

to A Phi O president Joey Sch-

wartz.

Schwartz said the effort was "too

successful" and more papers were
collected than were planned on.

The campus Building and Grounds
department removed the bin since

they claimed the drive led to an

"unsightly mess."

St. Vincent de Paul, the charity

organization which emptied the bin

once a week on Thursdays, was
unable to do so more often.

Therefore, until alternate plans

are made, no paper recycling

collection center will be available

here.

Skirs Salute h Israel

GALA EXTRAVAGANZA
SUNDAY, APRIL 18»h, 8:00 P.M.

VAUEY MUSIC THEATRE ^

20600 VENTURA BLVD.

WOODLAND HILLS, CAUFORNIA

R.B. Greaves
(Take a LeHer, AAaria)

J*^
^'CHA«o DAWSON •KEELEY SMITH

• DAVID CANARY a\SO^^**^^*^

Uni Camp drive short of goal
Camp brive^eek, which ended Friday, with a total collection of $1,-

729.35 for Uni Camp, fell short of its $10,000 goal, according to Mickey

Seigel, camp drive chairman.
The money was raised through classroom. Coop. Terrace Room and

parking lot collections as well as Uni-shine and a camp drive table on

Bruin Walk.

Seigel said further efforts to raise the rest of the funds may mclude a

dance in a University parking lot, dinners held at fraternity and sorority

houses, door-to-door collections and Mardi Gras.

He also said counselors are stiU needed for the five Uni Camp sessions

to be held between June 30 and September 3. Interested persons should

contact the office at the University Rehgious Conference at 900 Hilgard

Ave. or call 475-4460.

^VOVJ

^^Wi

• HENRY SILVA * '^'^^JNGELS

^y tfO/VfjT * JOE WIUIAMS
* ^^^AN OUVe/ ^ ^OREY AMSTERDAM

and many more suprise stars to welcome you

Oonations:

reserved seats $15 - ^^0

Environmental Internship

Apply for summtr positions witt):

California Advisory Commission on Marine and Coastal Resource

State Environmental Quality Study Council

Planning and Conservation League— Lobbyist's Office

Federal Environmental Protection Agency

Sierra Club— Legislative Advocate's Office

Sierra Club— San Francisco Office

Dtscrifitions of ttie actual duties of the interns art available In the Office of Envirofim«iit«l

Studitt (OES). 409 Kfrckhoff Hall.

At iMst liviiHl and transportation expenses will be paid.

Do not apply If yoo have already been matched for a position with ttui OovtmmMit In-

terflship Progmiii.

Applicattonsart avslMible in the OES office and are due April U.

Sponsored by StudeM Legislative Council.

eat organic and nedlth foods

now in the students' store

sundries department

-, S- -Jl A'.

Blj^fci

)

familia cereal 19<

Mixed cereal with fruit

and almonds; formula based oi

Dr. Bircher-Benner dietetics.

variety tea

rose hips, alfalfa-mint,

foenugreek seed, papya,

mate, assorted pack.

rice cakes ^^>^

Organically grown short-grair

brown rice.

fig bars 69i

Pure whole wheat flour,

vegetable shortening,

raw brown sugar.

organic cookies

Big variety here, all made
with finest purest ingredients,

organically grown.

sweet stuff

Candy bars of sesame, halvah,

pure maple sugar, Aplets,

Cotlets, much more.

fruit juices

Boysenberry, papaya-apricot,

grape, apple, tomato

Horiick's malted
milk tablets 49<

pumpkin,

sunflower seedi

organic flours

Whole wheat, raw wheat germ,

stone ground whole wheat,

millet flour, unbleached white

pastry flour, rice polish.

general admission $5.5(X

students* store

sundries, b level, ockermon union, 825-771

1

open mon-fri 7:45a.m.-7:30p.m.; sat 10-3

TicfceH available at the Student Ticket Office

• • . ..>^v>» . or M^f . Valley Music Theatre 883-9900

there ore eigm grept improvem
*Aii«tlMr Mrt •# tN AMIOAwHdh^Hw rfgwiii
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State tax burden undermines us

By Gordie Baxter, AFSCME member Local2070

Governor Reagan's budget provides inadequate funding

for almost every state program. (Naturally law en-

forcement is a conspicuous exception.) Translation:

programs cut to the bone and even, if necessary, am-

putated.

Aside from scattered yelps, public protest of Reagan's

budget has been relatively slight. Certainly there has been

little organized protest Why?
The answer is that this protest has been totally myopic

and parochial. As a total phenomenon it has been in-

coherent. So you submit voluminous justification depicting

your funding needs. Fine. Trouble is, so does everyone else.

With everyone clamoring for a larger slice of the pie, only

Reagan can gain. Cynically playing off one group against

another, he simply argues back: more funding for you

means less funding for welfare, or for mental health, or for

primary and secondary education.

Challenge

To challenge the budget meaningfully, one must not

simply challenge the way it sections the pie. One must also

challenge the revenue system that determines its size. Only

when we consider both the budgetary and the tax-gathering

aspects of the state fiscal system may we view the system

as a whole. And only then may we see how it exploits us all.

A fiscal system can be exploitative in two ways: it can
either tax you excessively, or it can underprovide for

various vital social needs—education, health, and
welfare^while meantime leaving various privileged

sources untapped. In California, you are ripped off in both

ways, as taxpayers (and tuition-payers) and as recipients

of public services. The fiscal system in California ac-

complishes this by placing the tax burden on precisely those

who most need and use the social services the state is

responsible for providing: the wage and salary earner and
his household.

To some this might seem equitable: it makes those who
most need and use public services the primary payer of the

costs. In fact, however, such a system is fiscally stupid and
socially disasterous.

The fallacy is obvious: as aggregates those who tend to

most need and use public services are ipso facto those

whose levels of income make them less able to support the

costs of such services. So in practice such a system is ut-

terly regressive, socially as well as fiscally.

It further drains the resources of those whose own
relative lack of resources first creates the demand for more
public services. As a result, a vicious circle begins in which
the wage and salary earner is at once financially bled more
and more and yet finds his needs for public services more
and more inadequately met.

Sales tax

We have such a system in California. Sales and other
consumer taxes, amounting to almost half of all state

revenue, do not discriminate among income levels. All pay
the same rate; hence the relative burden increases as you
go down the income scale. State revenue, are graduated by
big deal ! They still fall preponderantly upon low and middle
income sectors, again, precisely that aggregate of people
who most need (because they cannot finance privately)
better schools, health services, and welfare programs.

Another 13 to 14 per cent of state revenue derives from

(Ed\tOT*s note: TTie iocu^ of today's

editorial page is to cover in depth the

demands of the American Federation of

State, County and Municipal Employes
and the American Federation of
Teachers, indeed, from two points of

view. These columns in no way reflect

the opinions of the DB Editorial Board. A
propos. there will be an AFSCME—AFT
rally at noon tomorrow at Janss Steps,)

UCLA
OAlLyBF/JIN

EDITORIAL BOARD
Ann Haskins

Editor-in-Chief

David Lees
Managing Editor

Dave McNary
StaH Writer

Deborah Ashin
City Editor

Rick Keir

News Editor

Unsigned •dltorlolt r«prM«nt a majority opinion of th« Doily

Bruin Editoriol Board. Th« Dolly Bruin Sounding Board columns
or* opon to rMponslbU groups or individuals who wish to voles

on opinion conlrory lo a DoUy Bruin Edltorloi position. All oth«r

columns, corloons, ond Utt«rs r«pr«s«nt th« opinion of th« outhor
ond do not n«cMsorily r«fl«ct th« views of th« •ditoriol board.

Free higher ed, save the big U from cutbacks

inheritance and gift taxes, federal-state revenue sharing
(small change from your federal tax dollar), and from
various registration and license fees. The remainder, a
mere 12 per cent of state revenue, is raised by taxing
business—partly by an insurance tax but mainly by means
of a seven per cent across the board franchise tax on bank
and corporate profits.

For the 'privilege' of conducting a business operation
(franchise) in California, the state assesses a seven per
cent tax on all profits earned in the state.

Note that such a tax is not graduated; thus it has no in-

ternal flexibility to tax the larger profit masses of big
business at a higher rate than those of small business.
Naturally, big oil gets its depletion allowance and where
profits derive from capital gains the tax is substantially
lower.

What proportion of bank and corporationlaxes is simply
passed on to us in prices is n(()t known. What is known is that
profits are expanding. Revenue estimates published in the
preface to Reagan's budget project a 10.1 per cent increase
in the mass of corporate profits during fiscal 1971-72. By
comparison, the mass of personal income is projected to
increase in fiscal 1971-72 by only 6.1 per cent; inflation and
population increase will account for most of this.

Decline
As you might have guessed, since Reagan took office the

percentage of state revenue represented by bank and
fS&iSiAiAiiii^^^^^

corporate taxes has tended to decline. The first budget for

which his administration was responsible was the one for

fiscal 1967-68. In that year, bank and corporate taxes

yielded 11.1 per cent of state revenue. Since then the per-

centage has steadily declined by fractions of percentage

points to where in fiscal 1970-71, bank and corporate taxes

will yield only 8.9 per cent of state revenue. From these

facts alone, a Martian could tell who runs this state. The
projection for fiscal 1971-72 is a whopping 9.4 per cent.

By contrast revenue from the sales tax has jumped from

25.6 per cent of state revenue for fiscal 1966-67 to a projected

30.1 per cent for fiscal 1971-72.

Thus, while the scope and quality of public services

decline, slowly and cumulatively the state fiscal system is

bankrupting itself. By increasing the tax burden on wages
and salaries while meantime cutting public services, the

system marginally increases the aggregate need for those

services and yet progressively incapacitates itself from

financing them.

Meanwhile, Reagan demagogically inserts himself as the

savior of the taxpayer, steers the tax revolt away from his

bank and corporate friends and toward students, public

workers, and welfare recipients. Taxpayers, students,

public workers, welfare recipients then battle each other

over crumbs and never quite become conscious that they

are all co-victims of the same systemic rip-off.

Self-interest

AFSCME Local 2070 and AFT L(K:als 1781 and 1990 realize

that our demands for an end to the cutbacks in higher

education and an end to the Wage and hiring freezes are, of

course, in our self interest. But also, our careers and lives

and what we will do with them are connected to this cam-

pus.

We know that to raise just these demands, alone and for

ourselves, is futile. Our demands are interlocked with the

demands of taxpayers, student and others exploited by the

fiscal system in this state. ^ .^_ _

The reality is not that we are separately exploited. We are

systemically exploited. That is why we must raise our

demands together and share them. Taken separately

Reagan will counterpose our demands and use them to split

us and defeat us.

Our demands are:

End the wage and hiring freeie—no budget cuts.

End job discrimination against women and minorities.

Free higher education for anyone who wants to go.

Abolish tuition. ^ ^t

Full funding for EOP and programs supporting minority

students.

Recognize unions of public employees as bargaining

agents.

To finance these demands, we further demand:
Increased taxation of banks and corporations.

Price controls so that corporate taxes connot be passed on

to consumers.

If you work on this campus, check out AFSCME Local

2070 (full and part-time staff employes) or AFT Locals 1990

(faculty) or 1781 (TA's). If you do not work on campus,

come talk to us. We need your support. You need ours.

.V.'.VV.'.V.'.".-,

By L Weinroth for the Exec. Board, Faculty Union
i
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The University must be saved from the disaster which
the policies now emanating from the Governor's office
will ineviUbly produce. The University of California is a
pubhc, tax-supported institution and as such must be of
and for the people, since it is paid for by the people. It

must povide for all the people of the state the broadest
possible access to the highest quality of education that
can be made available if all funding resources are put to
proper use. _,

i

The proposed elimination of so-called remedial in-
struction and of presumably marginal areas of in-
struction puts into play the most severe socio-economic
restrictions on enrollment imaginable The elimination
of teaching positions, the consequent reducUon in the
number of classes and the increase in class size will not
provide the education to which the Uxpayers of
California and their children are entitled.

The severe cutbacks, if not complete elimination, of
sUte funds for low-income and minority programs
eliminates, pracUcally speaking, access to higher
education for those very groups who are, paUmtly
beginning to Uke their rightful place in society This is
^jther Education for Democracy

, nor Demof ,^. ^
iLiducation.

Increases in teaching loads, decreases in the number

of faculty positions, cuts in research funds and in funds
for the support of graduate studies, punitive withholding
of salary increases, though affecting faculty im-
mediately and directly, are NOT the most pressing
issues to which Faculty Local 1990 wishes to address
itself. We are rather concerned with the drastic changes
the Governor's 1971-72 budget indicates for the
educational system of the University of California.
Jhe quality of education the University of California

will be able to provide will inevitably, and rapidly,
deteriorate. Access to tax-supported higher education
win be drastically reduced. As to quantity — where wiU
the more than 4000 new students expected to enroll next
year go? To be student #501 in the last row of an am-
phitheater, to be summarily processed by an instructor
too overworked (and underpaid) to provide even a
minimum of meaningful contact?
The "academic community" is usually thought to

consist of students and faculty, with perhaps an ad-
ministrator here and there to man the computers. But
there are other people on campus who contribute, by
their work and dedication, to the functioning of the
community and who must not be forflotten in thp nrps#»nt

crisis. And, in the

Faculty members of the academic community are not

only educators and researchers, they are also taxpayers
and citizens. As educators and researchers, as tax-

payers and citizens, we must protest the unceasing and
drastic attacks being made against the system of tax-

supported higher education in California. We cannot
silently acquiesce to reductions of pubHc spending when
massive increases are needed to meet society's needs on
many fronis. But we must not try to achieve our goals by"

taxing those who can least afford to pay.

I
i
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We must not fight other public employes and
recipients of public services for a larger share of the pie.

We must rather enlarge the fund of public monies by
taxing those who can best afford to pay.

Faculty Local 1990 joins other Unions, and indeed the

people of California in demanding:

—An end to the wage and hiring freeze.
—An end to Job discrimination against women and

minorities.

—Free higher education for all.

—Full funding for EOP and programs supporting
mi""-'*
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the ''academic community" and must not be forgotten in
the present crisis of pulic services in the state of
California

•'•JriftiKlW^
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bargaining agents.

—An equitable tax structure to finance public spen-
ding.

f

Child care story faulty
Kditor:

We could not have been more

surprised at your coverage of the

ooening of the ASUCLA Child Care

Center in the DaUy Bruin on Apnl

12 The article was misleading and

in our judgment, guilty of major

omissions. ^ , ,.

.

,

We recognize that this was most

Uicely inadvertent — surely the

Daily Bruin has long been a

champion of the child care cause.

But, where was that stalwart

campus spokesman when the

center has actually become a

reality? Here are the fadts:

The new center is sponsored by

ASUCLA, its staff are employes of

ASUCLA, the Committee that

wrote the plan for the center was

appointed by ASUCLA, and

ASUCLA funds were used to un-

derwrite the development of the

center.

The ASUCLA Child Care Center

is not permanent. We made a

specific agreement with the

Chancellor that the center was to

be experimental and that use of the

building was for a three-year

period.

We don't question tiiat it's the

DB's responsibility to decide

what's newsworthy, but we think

these facts should clearly have

been included.
"

1. The ASUCLA Child Care

Center is self-supporting. Parents

must pay for the service and

volunteer three hours per week.

2. The ASUCLA ChUd Care

Center budget is $100,000 and

depends on our ability to raise

$15,000 in contributions. We need

these contributions*'^dly and
believe this is a most worthy

project that deserves support of

the campus community and the

DB.

3. A full-time staff of 15 will sUff

the center. These people are highly
qualified, carefully selected and
fully trained.

4. The ASUCLA ChUd Care
Center is governed by a Board of

Governance, comprised of seven
parents, five faculty, one Chan-
cellorial-appointee and two staff

memk)ers. The campus deserves to

know this fact, as well as the

names and backgrounds of the

people on the Board.

5. The building was completely
renovated by UCLA's Physical
Plant team in a short three-month
period. The Chancellor granted

$30,000 for the remodeling and has
been most supportive of the

project. The facility is extremely
attractive, highly functional, and
safe. Physical Plant's skilled

craftsmen, under the able direc-

tion of Arch O'Bryant, did a superb
job, on time, and within budget.

They deserve much credit for our

being able to open on time.

6. Over 200 families applied.

Selection of those accepted 'was

based on need. Perhaps the

campus would like to know what
the selection criteria were.

7. The ASUCLA Board of Control

is basically responsible for the

center, through its Executive
Director to whom Betty Dimond,
the director of the center, reports.

y
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8. Dimond is extremely com-
petent, highly experienced. We
would think the campus might
want to luiow her credentials, and
how she was selected.

9. Many peopie helped make the

ASUCLA Child Care Center
possible The very positive roles

played by Young, Hartsock,
O'Bryant, Reichenbach, Kropf,
Miller, Colvin, and on and on were
a demonstration of real campus
community. These positive things

about UCLA can never Yye known
unless the DB thinks that's im-

portant. We do.

10. The ASUCLA Child Care
Center is probably the finest of its

type in the entire state University _

and college systems. Facts to

support this are readily available.

UCLA should be proud of this fact

— if they ever learn of it.

Most important, this was truly a

campus community project in

which faculty, staff, ad-

ministration, and students worked
together to make a good thing

happen. It was done responsibly

and democratically. The ad-

ministration cooperated
energetically once ASULCA
volunteered to take responsibility.

The ASUCLA Child Care Center is

a wonderful new service on this

campus - a product of positive

In the minds of many, mod-
em technology has^^eated a

monster. J^
The computer!
We've all heard, the stories

about people making, say, a $30

purchase. And then being billed

for $3,000 by the computer.

Nonsense.
The danger is not that the

computer makes mistakes, but

that human errors remain uncor-

rected while the machine rolls

on, compounding them.

Computers are literal

minded. They must be correctly

instructed to help us in the

solution of problems. They do

exactly what they are told. Not

what they ought to have been

told.

The computer is man's

assistant. Not his replacement.

The unaided human mind

needs help to cope successfully

with the complexity of our

society.

Intellectual aids, such as

computers, will not only in-

crease the skill of our minds,

but leave more time for human
creativity by freeing man of bur-

densome routine tasks.

Do we really believe that

ourachievements in space could

have been accomplished with-

out computer assistance?

Do we really believe that we

can function efficiently in our

complex modern environment

without computer assistance?

The answer, of course, is

obvious.

In truth, the invention of

the computer can be compared
with the invention of the printing

press.

Engineers engaged in the

development of computer s^-
tems are convinced that over

the next decade it is possible to

develop networks of intercon-

nected computer systems capa-

ble of offering a wide variety of

services to the public.

By necessity, one-way
mass communications — radio,

television—deal with a common
denominator of entertainment.

This situation can be changed
by developing computer-based
systems that offer each indi-

vidual an almost unlimited range

of entertainrnent and informa-

tion. Each individual will select

what he wants, and to how
great a depth he wants to delve

into the areas in which he Is

interested.

At his choice of time.

Apply this principle to

education.

What it amounts to is indi-

vidualized instruction. To meet

simultaneously the needs of

many students.

From a practical stand-

point, limits to excellence In

education are almost purely

economic.

[% teuQi Wio
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campus community participation.

We recognize that there is much
bad news to report on campus. But,

we also urge that there is a place

for careful, in-depth coverage of

good news. This is especially true

on a campus where the newspaper

is really the only major media that

can help foster a spirit of campus
community. We think it's time the

DB recognizes and exercises this

responsibility — positively.

Members of the Child Care Center

Committee

The computer provides a

solution by performing high

quality instruction for large

numbers of students, economi-
cally.

Our goal is to make it pos-

sible for a teacher to provide in-

dividual guidance to many stu-

dents, instead of few.

Yet. computer-assisted in-

struction is not a concept which

has been enthusiastically em-
braced by all. There ar§-..many

who feel that the computer will

replace teachers.

Not so.

This interpretation implies

mechanizing, rather than per-

sonalizing, education. -

Everywhere in our lives is

the effect and promise of the

computer.
Its ability to predict 0e-_

mand makes it possible to

apply the economies of mass
production to a wide variety of

customized products.

It will allow for the use of

a Computer terminal device for

greater efficiency in home shop-

ping and much wider diversity

in home entertainn>ent.

It can be a safeguard
against the boom and bust cycle

of our economy.
In short, the computer

means accuracy, efficiency,

progress

The computer affords us
the way to store knowledge in

a directly usable form—in a way
that permits people to apply it

without having to master it in

detail.

And without the concomi-
tant human delays.

The computer is indicative

of our present-day technology

—a technology which has ad-

vanced to such an extent that

man now is capable, literally, of

changing his world.

We must insure that this

technological potential is

applied for the benefit of all

mankind.

To achieve this potential

we will need creative concerned

people. .

—

That's where you come in

—you may be planning a career

in industry— if so. you could be

part of our vision of the future.

We invite inquiries through

your College Placement Direc-

tor—he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career.

We are an equal opportu-

nity employer.

RCil
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AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

a student discussion on the value of transcendental

meditation as taught by Maharlshl Mahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental ability,

improving health, increasing enjoyment in life . . .

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

Each Thursday 1 PM

Can you be indifferent?
Legislation to prohibit the killing

of seals and other ocean mammals
and l)an the import of their skins

into the United States was in-

troduced in Congress on March 23,

1971, by Senator Fred R. Harris,

(D—Oklahoma) and Represen-

tative David H. Pryor,

(I>—Arkansas).

While Canada's St. Lawrence

River is the scene of brutal

massacres each spring when
nursing baby seals are bludgeoned

and skinned alive before their

mother's eyes, cruelty is also

rampant in this country. On the

Pribiloff Island seal rookeries (off

the Alaskan coast) this bloody

scene is replayed by Americans

and in Los Angeles bow and arrow

hunting of deer is occurring, aq-

cording to Councilman Robert'

Stevenson.

A hearing to protest deer hunting

in this city and to ban bowhunting

will begin Wednesday, April 21, in

the council chamt)er. Please at-

tend.

This is your chance to help the

animals! Help to stop the

massacres of sea mammals by

urging California's Senators and

Representatives to support this

law!

Write to U.S. Senators V. Tunney

and A. Cranston, Senate Office

Building, Washington, D.C. 20510

and to U.S Representatives:

EtonHTClausen
^Harold T. Johnson

John E. Moss
Robert L. Leggert

Philipp Burton

^*lVilliam S. Mailliard

-

5 Ronald V. Dellums

George P. Miller

Don Edwards
Charles S.Gubser
Paul K. McCloskey
Burt L. Talcott

Charles M. Teague
Jerome R. Waldie
JohnJ.McFall
HP. Sisk

Glenn M. Anderson
Robert B. Matthias
Chet Holifield

R.Allen Smith
Augustus F. Hawkins *•' -
James C. Corman
Del Clawson
John R. Rousselot

Charles Wiggins

Thomas Rees —'—
Barry Goldwater, Jr.

House of Representatives,
Washington, DC. 20215.

,

Gerta Worth
Ast«c.Frof. Slavk Languages

1970 Southern Campus

still on sale-KH 112

Deadline
Today is the last day to fUe a

study list and make schedule

changes witliovt a late fee. This

can be done in the AckermaiL
Union Men's Lounge from 10:3|

a.m. to 5 p.m. ~'
'

NOW IN y

PAPERBACK

by Arthur Janov, Ph.D.

{£m m mJ %J

FOR ANT

KIND OF

LEGMAN:

-A revolutionary approach to neurosis, after almost a full century
of psychotherapy is described in this documented book.
Primal Therapy is q comprehensive, clinical system of therapy
that forces a patient to re-live core (Primal) experiences;
i.e., those moments in infancy and childhood when the patient
found reality too painful and took refuge in the half-vy^orld of

neurosis. It expostulates the scream theory is the release of the
patient and the beginning of recovery. John and Yoko.
where are you now?

Students' store

a
iy-* boolu, b l«v«l. ack«rman union, 825-771

1

open mon-frj 7:45a. m.-7:30p.m.; sat 10-3

th«r« or* •ighf grMt improvements in th«ttor*lt
*onothf t«gmitt of th« ASUCLA rovitalisatien proflram

Levi Cords
How do you like 'em .

.

wide or ttiin? Levi

gives you a choice.

Rugged, comfortable

cords in your favorite

leg style. Bells for a

wide approach to

fashion . . . with plenty

of room for your

favorite pair of boots.

Or Slim Fits for snug,

trim lines. Whichever

leg you like, get into

it now at Desmond's.

LEVI BELL BOnOMS

8.50
LEVI SLIM FITS

. «*"- —
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Orbiting the Periphery of Pop, pt. 3

The Incredible String Band's Mike Heron:

'
.,

' •V %

Inside the hot and steamy pressure cooker that is the rock

music industry, the fate of the group or individual of

limited appeal" is not often kind, for the inflexible laws of

economics dictate that to stay, you must sell— especially to

the American market. By this measure, the Incredible

String Band have been singularly fortunate in their

relationship with their record company, Elektra: That

label has displayed a rare level of restraint and taste in its.

handling of the group, refusing to smother their potential in

a deluge of hype and remaining content with the slow but

steady increase in the size of their American audience

rather than rushing to drop them at the first hints of less

than voluminous sales potential.

Given this uncommon degree of freedom in which to

work, the String Band have turned out a body of material

(nine records to date) remarkable for its unlabored,

natural growth, a growth as inevitable and as full of wonder

as that of child to man. Their music is personal and

idiosyncratic, spun from deep inside, from close to the lives

they live. It's not music for a mass audience. People seem

either to love it or loathe it; it depends entirely upon in-

calculable quirks of aesthetic chemistry whether you find

Robin Williamson's meandering, sandpaper voice arresting

or repelhng; whether you think Rose's and Licorice's un-

trained, awkward vocals are charming or just off-key;

whether to you their ethereal themes and arcane imagery

are intriguing and mysterious or pretentious and obscure.

At its best, the ISB weave out of musical textures a magical

landscape, then guide you deep inside, pointing out selected

landmarks along the way, leaving you to discover others for

yourself. When everything is worjung well, it is a world

eminently worthy of exploration, as more and more people

seem to be discov«ing. — -

Their latest album, *U', is the musical half of the "surreal

parable in song and dance" of the same name that they and

the Stone Monkey Mime Troupe devised and then staged in

a few halls (including the Fillmore East) last spring. The

multi-media extravaganza received less than kind treat-

ment from the critics, a response deemed undeserved by

the group's fourth member, Mike Heron. During a recent

visit to L.A., he talked about the nature of the show,

defending it vociferously but good-naturedly, skin-creasing

smiles erupting intermittently on his Peter Pan face and

spontaneous laughs interlacing themselves through his

conversation:
- "Stone Monkey didn't really start out as a mime troupe;

they were just some friends who we knew very closely and

well and who Robin stayed with for a while in Wales. It was

around the time where everyone wanted to get together and

live in the country with friends around .
And they all

were all into various artistic trips. There was a friend of

Robin's called Janet ( Shankman, who also wrote and sang a

song from the show) who did the cover design for the *U'

album, and she did the sets, together with another artist

friend; and we had a friend over from LA. who did the

clothes for us. And they all came over and stayed in the

houses there in the country from Christmas to about April.

There were about 12 or 14 of us involved in the actual thing,

and there was no producer or coordinator or anything — it

was completely a group kind of project.

"So we'd sit around in a circle at home and talk about the

story, make up a story line, and then Robin and I would go

away and we'd make songs to the story line, to the bits that

appealed to us. The dancers would make dances to the bits

of the story line, and the costume designer would do the

Plothes. And so the whole thing came out very much unlike

a Broadway show. It had no kind of coordination, that

super-control thing. It was just a flow, very like our music.

But as far as the show goes, the structure of people going to

dig a show is very different from the structure of music.

There's lots of barriers been broken down there: People go

and watch dancing, they stUl have ballet dancing very

niuch in mind, whereas if somebody picks up a guiUr they

*>n't expect to hear Segovia. When somebody sees the

^^^'Ttains come apart they j'jst expect a stage mockup —kind

Idiosyncratic Folk Minstrelsy

by Richard Cromelin

Photos by Kurt Ingham

of the Broadway thing. And so we ran into terrible trouble

with the critics because of that — because it was the kind of

thing that you-wouldn't sit back and dig like a television

show; it was more like our music and it required something

from the people. Very often what they were seeing was

them; irwasver>rmuch like a mirror, so the people who-
wrote really draggy things, well, it was stuff that was very

much reflected to an extent. It was a very organic thing,

and you had to put things into it yourself. The most spaced-

out people that went to see it dug it a lot

.

* 'U' kind of grew out of a life-style, you see. It was really

four months of living together with everyone there. We
wanted a community, and we didn't want a community

where people were sitting around not doing things, and

getting bored, and not connected with the rest. So all the

people there were connected together by the work project,

and it brought us very close. It was really great."

Mike, like Robin a native of Scotland, started young in the

music business, a long way back along the road from the

richly complex textures and elegant spareness that mark

the music from 'U'. He began st 11, paying ''Blueberry

Hill" and other Fats Domino favorite^ on the ukulele

("Must have sounded really funny," he recalls with a grin),

then graduated to guitar and his own compositions

("They're great melodies — I still kind of remember them.

The words were very 13-year-old, but groovy in their own

way."). He then bounced back and forth between rock

groups and folk gigs until finally he met Robin and Clive

Palmer (who would leave the group after their first album )

,

a Scottish-Gypsy fiddle-banjo duo who were about to shift

into an American country/jug band repertoire They hired

Mike^s their rhythm guitarist, and soon thereafter the^

thfee^me became the Incredible String Band They picked

up^ following in Glasgow playing the folk club circuit

(particuiarly Clive's own Incredible Folk Club), until word

of their Vqw^ss reached the vigilant ear of Joe Boyd,

British folkie producer par excellence. He liked what he

heard, particularly their original material, recorded them,

and has been their producer ever since.

The String Band are prolific writers and recorders,

having filled up those nine Ip's in the span of a few short

years, as well as tape upon tape that they have as yet been

unable to squeeze onto record (including their epic "Queen

Juaniu"). And now Mike has finished his first solo album

for Elektra, recorded in London Called Smiling Men with

Bad Reputations, it boasts a lineup of musicians that in-

cludes Pete Townshend, Keith Moon, Ronnie Lane (the

Face), and assorted members of Fairport Convention. Of

the record, Mike says i suppose it could have been com-

mercial, but it's gonna come out really weird." The music

for the album is". very assorted. It has one that's like a

yogic chant really, and it has Indian musicians on that —
about five Indian musicians I got to know well And there's

a little thing I scored myself, with classical musicians. Just

lots of little exercises for me really. And a couple of heavy

things, and a country thing — just a cross-section of dif-

ferent kinds of things. It just happened to be all the songs I

had hanging around that weren't completely String Band.

There are some songs that I just couldn't really think of

doing because they're written with the String Band very

much in mind
At the present moment, the Ineredible String Band are

undergoing some internal changes in preparation for their

forthcoming American tour: Rose has left the group, and

Mike and Robin are looking to add the musicians that will

allow Ihelr sUge act to more fully approximate their

recorded efforts The result should be a new String Band at

least as incredible as the old, ready, to bring you magic

through music If you have been wondering exactly how

that is done, "Mike Heron's words may provide you with a

partial answer: "It gets me high to do that, to make music

and write songs I get a buzz from it, from finishing a song,

and from working on instrumenU and just generally

playing around. And singmg a song to people, a finished

song, is another buzz Just everything's kind of high-

making, you know, so it feels kind of right to be doing that
"

.JL
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"It PlKlil II

Tramtlgiai Japan"

EDUCATIONAL TOUR
30 Days in Japan

c/o INAMOTO,
5669 luxedo Terrace, L.A. 90068
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INCOME TJIX
SERVICE
j5up

— 20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff

Pasi, Professional, Service

FLESNER & COOK
nOI Gayley Ave.

Westwood Villoge

886 7475 473-8127
Vy AppcHwtiwnt Only

FIED ILOTH UNO 610RIII BROWN
are pleased h announce

o new service — oct preparations • prepare for auditions • coon$elif>g ser-

vice and directors availoble for all shows * sir^le to book shows * Wil

stage - light - direct Cdl 628>^M _.

Pre-NursM Coonseling
will be available on Wed.. April 14 from 12-3 in CHS 32-082

Pre-nurting undergrods and prospective groduotes are invited.

FREE
Foam mattress Pad
Reg. $12 Value
With the purchase
of any

KING SIZE WATER BED
I

i
I

Aqua Sleep Shops
I

Von Nuys 10 Beds on Display

I

7122-1/2 Van Nuys Blvd. 994-9461

I
LA. 5 Beds on Display

I
827 S.Vermont 381-7038

$39.95
With this coupon
(Void 4/19/71)

THE PEACE BULB
Peace symbol glow bulb. Fits standard
socket. Two for $t).50 postpaid.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Contempo-Kits,
12 Bishop Terrace, Stratford, N. J. 08084.

TOHO lA BREA T'

KANETO SHk

ODD AFR
PLUS

iTH STflit

AKIO JlSSOJi'S

THIS TRANSIEr

1

''t* ^',"1?:

STAHTS MARCH 31

ELECTRIC SHAVER SHOP
SALES & SERTVICE

REMINGTON • SUNBEAM • NORELCO • RONSON • SCHICK

• REMINGTON AUTHORIZED SERVICE DEALER
• 24 YRS EXPERIENCE
• GENUINE FACTORY PARTS
• FACTORY PRICES
• SAME DAY SERVICE

10910 LE CONTE WESTWOOD VILLAGE
GR 8-2322

At So. Entrance to UCLA

The plague tias ravaged Europe many times over.

The Black Death of the fourteenth century destroyed

twenty-five million people, fully one quarter of the

total population. The Great Plague of London, which

began in 1664 and mysteriously ended in 1665, left

seventy thousand dead. A large number of famous

authors, from Boccaccio to Defoe to Albert Camus

have written of the plague. One particularly striking

use of the plague as a metaphor is Edgar Allan Poc's

"The Masque of the Red Death."

In Pie's tale as in Boccaccio's Decameron a group

^_^ nobles escape the plague by fleeing into the

countryside. Safe within the walls of an old abbey,

they nightly carouse, oblivious to the pestilence

which rages outside. But one night in the midst of a

masquerade ball, Death appears. For the first time,

i^the carefree aristocrats must confront their own
mortality.

The Plague is the Company Theatre Ensemble's

valiant attempt to bring an audience face to face with
'^

the grim spectre of Death. We will survive, we ar^

told, but we will survive only as a species. The new-
born child is already condemned to die. He spends

his lifie on death-row, waiting for his time to come.
The plague phenomenon is rich in metaphorical

implications, and the Company overlooks few of

them. On the historical level, they are dealing with a
particular time and place—the plague-ridden
England of the year 1769. Interlinked with the

historical event is the belief of that era that the
plague was an expression of God's wrath against
sinners. So the relationship of God to the individual

man and to mankind comes into play. The plague is

also treated as an apocalypse which destroys the
social as well as the physical organism. By leveling
social distinctions it necessitates a symbolic new
beginning by the survivors. The parallel drawn here^
between the corrupt social fabric of eighteenth
century England and twentieth century America is

too obvious to be missed. Furthermore, the focus on a
catastrophe of such staggering proportions allows
for a psychological investigation of collective and
personal hysteria. At the end of such a multileveled
evening, the spectator might well be hysterical too.
And this would be a good measure of the Company's
success.

For, in a very special sense, the plague represents
for the Company the possibilities of theatre as a
dynamic force rather than as mere entertainment.
Antonin Artaud, the father of avant-garde drama,
once wrote a striking essay in which he compared the
theatre to the plague. To him, "the plague takes
images that are dormant, a latent disorder, and
suddenly extends them into the most extreme
gestures; the theatre also takes gestures and pushes
them as far as they wiU go: like the plague it reforges
the chain between what is and what is not, between
the virtuality of the possible and what exists in
materialized nature. It recovers the notion of
symbols and archetypes which act like silent flows,
rests, lapses of the heart . . . and behold! before our
eyes is fought a batUe of symbols, one charging

against another in an impossible meief f

can be theatre only from the moment whJ,*
possible really begins and when the
occurs on stage sustains and superheats^
symbols." ^"^

The Company strives to achieve and sn.t i
impossible batUe of symbols in order to^l
spectator in personal, direct contact
awesome powers of the universe. Anyone wJ

-

vives the evening with the Company win
perhaps for the first Ume, what Artaud\ it;
Cruelty is really all about.

" ^ ^f^eati,

>ut.

l\':iV

ve in that it vividly points up the dim regions

en appearance and reality. Shakespeare's

s said that "all the world's a stage" and

^ed to divide human life up into seven tidy

Man begins as an infant, "mewling and puking

e nurse's arms," and ends in "second

hness, and mere obhvion, sans teeth, sans

sans taste, sans everything." The Company

s portraying a troupe of players, suggest that

r the stage nor the world is so simple. Their

ng shifts of mood suggest that the social

ng, like the individual organism, is a Uving

A Sickne^nto Death

It is about, for one thing, the insistence that tbe

passive spectator become an active particrpant k

this production, the audience is scattered throughou

the marvelously flexible httle playhouse the Co*

pany calls home. We perch near the ceiling or spraii

on the floor. The action goes on above us, below ii

and among us. Especially in the second act, we ha

the sense of being personally trapped along with

actors and engaged in a genuine struggle for s

vival. The raw physicality that is a Com.
trademark is also a part of the mood—all of o(r|

senses are assaulted and we are consciously k

from escaping into the refuge of our own egos.

The play within a play within a play motif is ala|

prone to violent flux before the final disin-

(ion sets in?**

e problem is that, as the evening wears on, this

tegration is intensified to the point where it

mes redundant. After a certain amount of suf-

g without significant variation, the audience

is to tune out the drama. Our minds retreat over

imaginary footlights and we go back to watching

rdinary play which does not personally involve

Iso, the Company too readily wanders off onto

issues which are not wholly pertinent. The
(nting of the words "Carthage, London, Dresden,

)shima, My Lai" is supposed to evoke a sense of

man's collective guilt, man's propensity for causing
other men to suffer. But the main part of the evening
deals with the way in which man faces the suffering
imposed by God or at least by some mysterious
superhuman force. There is no attempt to really
show the way in which these two sorts of suffering
relate. And in an evening wherein man's mortality is
a major premise, we spend perhaps too much time on
the woes of the Imraortal, represented by Solomon
Eagle. The bawdy informality of the prologue, too,
just doesn't come off right. Since everybody Ulks at
once, it is difficult to get any idea of the purpose
behind all the clamor. A tightening of the play's basic
structure would certainly help to resolve these dif-
ficulties.

Counterbalanced with these very real weaknessess
are some examples of what the Cpmpany can do at
the height of its powers. As always, their current
production combines overwhehning sincerity with
frequent visual excitement. The retelling of the story
of Job, thematically central to the entire evening
because it questions the very source of human
misery, is beautifully austere. The dance of death at
the end of Act One is an elegant and witty in its

grotesquerie as a film by Bergman or Bunuel One
tiny scene between Candace Laughlin and Michael
Carlin Pierce, easily the most human moment in the
play, adds poignance to an evening which tends
otherwise to hit its audience over the head. And
several other moments—notably the sudden spectral
appearance of the naked, ciialk-white Solomon Eagle
and the capering of fantastic nightmare
animals—capture something of the crazy nightmare
vision of Grunewald, Goya and Hieronymous Bosch.
But as one of the characters says when speaking of

the dreadful plague epidemic, "It inspires terror

more than good art." In the Company's Plague, there

are too many questions and too few answers for

much real artistic unity. For instance, we see that

Job found salvation in his own right hand, but it is

unclear how the source of His salvation relates to our

own. Perhaps the mark of the Company's
achievement is that we do manage, despite the

enormous influx of symbolic levels, to feel some sort

of terror, not merely boredom or indifference. And
when the evening is finally over, we may feel not

merely relief but some trace of genuine release as

well. For the moment, at least, we feel a sense of

kinship with these actors, coupled with a resolve to

"take our chances with the rest" of mankind in

facing up to our inevitable end.

The moment doesn't last long. This is a play with

much too much middle, and it is good to finally be

able to stretch our cramped legs and leave the

theatre. There are many many things wrong with

The Plague , and so its impact is softened. The fact

that it does have some impact, however, makes it one

of the rarer theatrical experiences in this town. If

nothing else, it serves as ia vivid reminder that "any

man's death diminishes me, because I am involved

in mankind, and therefore never send to know for

whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee."
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Igor Stravinsky In Memoriam

"^^^fnl'wi.'"''^*'''
generally recognized as the greatest composer ofthe twentieth century. No wonder.

^^
Few men can boast works in so many diverse styles and forms Or suchmastery m each of them. Each work solves a new challenge7,i«sTn anew direction - Stravinsky seemed incapable of constanUy reC ^dperfecting a basic style (i.e. Beethoven: iVstring quartets 9sS^iT

proTnS'"''''**'
'""^'' "^ '"""""*"y ^^' "^ esUblLHSl

Stravinsky could claim originality (with a deferential nod to Ives) in

1918), and in mtroducmg polytonality (Petrouchka. 1911 famouTc^Psharp chord) p^diatonicism (PUno Concerto, 1924
, and nw^I^i^m

l^T !Li'''®'
**^*'' *'^* ^ ^""^ Pro^^l Pr^foundlTLrfl^nuSupon succeeding composers. As has, to quote Donald Grout StravS^liberation of rhythm from the "tyranny of the barline' "Tu &cre taferworks), by means of irregular patterns, metric conflicts^^uTl' Ume

E^^i1^"'T!i'^ ^'^ ""^ ""«"'" inclination towardTS st^e

nuence'"b!.Mn'^i'" ? ^"^ ^"""'^^ ^^ "»» » "s originality or in-

"aord^ar^
^"^ "' *"' *<""'' ^n" Stravinsky's music is ex-

^^iwS'e'lJTav!^^' "1* !"* ^""^.^ Romln^'student works, one can

(Firtbird f„ r^f . .

'P"' '"'" '*'"* «''"«'«' ^^^ 1) Russian

t^nut^ igTs-^'f'tL 'T-^'V ^^ ""^^^^ (Pulctaella. Octet tocanuu 1919-1952), 3) Senal (Cantlcum Sacrum, 1955 to 1971) Each stviedhangehas met with violent criUcal reacUon: just as one had adtetS^^

^^"T^^ '"""t''
"'

'"t
="^"«''"^^^ and viotentSLC

t^^rd nt^l.^h"r-
^'""''"'^y '^»«nged toward chamber sonorities,

Tthe ^mi^o ;"" ""^^ """ emotionalUm
;
just as one had attuned

aoorL^^ rL"'^"?'^'"". ^ '""^"»" '"»^'-«nt in the neoK:lassicalapproach, Stravinsky turned toward an individual twelve-tone idiomAnd Uiroughout his long life, the man's incredible resili^y hU^bimZiadap diverse sources from the past and the present intHS^J^^i^SabSunique, personal framework never ceased to amaze.

Symphony of Psalms. Thrfni'

musagete. Orpheus) can hardljj

As in all great art, Stravi

tradition. His neoclassicism coi

structure, emotional restraint,

classicists, but with specific alli

music of older composers i in Pi

Progress). His harmonies,

dissonances, remained prim<

II IC r>'\iic-i^-« m<~* ..•^^.

'^^^l^-^^''.^^''^.^'
*^ ^^ executed with avyanine _

' 'g'Tously structured, contrapuntal in emDhasisohWHvIand detached m outlook. Some have found it^ld m3^ 1«ST^emotional appeal Yet his ascerbic wit ^VH^i^^T^^^t^'^Z
and Wind Instruments. Capricclo. Agoo). stark aurterity t^^^ L Re^^^

enry

grace (Pulcinella, Apollon

ut reflected a strong tie to
If not merely with the formal
r-oriented framework of the

to stylistic traits and to actual
Baiser de la Fee, The Rake's
highly charged, pungent

c and tonal. Even his serial

music had a certain tonal feel, owing to the employment of consonant

intervals in his row constructions, and to his free manipulation of twelve-

tone techniques.

Yet despite Stravinsky's allegiance to the past, his music clearly

mirrors our own time. Rhythm supplies the dominating force in his work,

whether intentionally static (Oejlipus) or supple, asymmetric, pulsating

(Le Sacre, L'Histoire, Pulcinella). He had a predilecUon for unusual

instrumental combinations; novel orchestral effects can be found in

almost any of his pieces. And the scoring is generally transparent,

soloistic, sUrk rather than smoothly blended. Agon clearly illustrates

Stravinsky's universal conception of music: it is by turns diatonic,

bitonal, polytonal, atonal, and downright dodecaphonic.

We are foilunate that Stravinsky was not merely a supremely gifted

composer but also an articulate spokesman for his personal musical

aesthetic
'

He wrote extensively, both on his own (his autobiography

Chronicle of My Life, the Poetics of Music) and in conjunction with his

devoted disciple Robert Craft (Conversations With Igor Stravinsky.

Memories and Commentaries. Expositions and Developments. Dialogues

and A Diary. Themes and Episodes. Retrospectives and Conclusions).

There is much to ponder here, whether it be Stravinsky's urgings for

discipline for freedom within constraint, or his observations upon music

in general' and the interpretation of his own music in parUcular

.

Indeed we should be deeply thankful that the composer was given the

opportunity to enshrine his own performances of neariy his enUre output

unto recordings. Stravinsky had this to say of his discs

:

^

"I have often said that my music is to be read,' to be execured/ but not

to be 'interpreted.' I wiU say it still, because I see m it nothing that

requires interpretations.. But, you will protest, styhstic qu^ ions m my

music are not conclusively indicated by the noUtion. my style requires

interpretation. This is true and it is also why 1 regard my recordings as

indispensable supplements to the printed music." (From Conversation*

with Igor Stravinsky)

As for specific recordings, Stravinsky particulariy liked "the new

(X^ipus R^and the complete Firebird ' (HiFi/Stereo Review, July

%2 Columbia MS 6472 and 6328 respectively ) Further he observes t^t

'•even the poorest are valid readings to guide other performers, and the

\M^\ likp the new 7Aezdoliki and Symphony ui i

(From Dialogues and a Diary; Mb bM/ and arto .^ uu.^ y.,.^,.^

*^Uor Stravinsky has created an imposing body of music, variegated,

su^rbly crafted, imaginative Let us cherish it.

w. -!fi. -r
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Find Rides or Riders

for this quarter

CONTACT:

Shident PaH[ing Revisw Boord

X52452-3220A Murphy Hall

19-31 OR
Alpha Phi Omega AU ^^A"

LevelLounge(10-2)

FOREIGN STUDENTS
L«4 us ship your personal

•lf«cts hoffn«. W« or« sp*-

ciolisH in int«rnotional
podMsging ondsKipping. W«
also s«ll appliar>c«s (or 220

VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

KINKS - BOZ SCAGGS CONCERT
was cancelled because of serious illness of Kinks lead artist.

Ticket refunds will be available through Friday. April 16 at the

location of purchase: KerckhoH Hall Ticket Office or the Concert

Ticket Office. -

Always th« unusual — Priced Low

"SUSIE SPEOOR ANTK3UE JEWELLERY

1 1984 Wilshir* Blvd.. W. LA. EX4-7922

(Paid Advertisement)

GSA invites applications for Commencement
Speakers and Student Marshalls, Applications

must "be submitted by Friday, April 16, 1971.

The date of graduation and degree received

must be noted on application. People not suc-

cessful as speakers toill be considered for
Marshalls. Commencement Speakers usually

hold doctorates or equivalent professional

degrees. These degrees should have been tc^^

ceived in Summer, 1970, Fall, Winter or Spring
1971. GSA feels those receiving MasterDegrees
should be eligible, but there is no guarantee
that this will be accepted procedure this June,

^plications are availcU)le in 301 Kerckhoff
Hall __^

(Pdtd Advertisement)!

Tragedy:
Stoney Woney, a revolutionary dog, and member of the West-

wood Liberation Front, has been missing In action for over a

week. Stoney is one year old, and looks like a baby Irish Setter,

however, if anyone ripped him off thinking he was an Irish

Setter, they were wrong. Please, the children in our neighbor-

hood miss him, so if you have any information or crashers

in your household that look like Stoney (2 ft. tall, shaggy ears

and tail, amber color), please call 4775890. There will be a

reward if you are cheap enough to capitalize off of our grief

POWER TO THE 006S!
we miss you stoney.

REMINDER
All graduate students interested in running for

the Graduate Students Association offices of

President, First Vice President, and Second Vice

President should submit their completed peti-

tions for candidacy with fifty signatures of

presently registered graduate students, to

Kerckhoff Hall 301 NO LATER than 4 p.m.,

Thursday April 15th. Petitions are now avail-

able in Kerckhoff Hall 301. Questions should

be directed to Mary Myers in the G.S.A office,

extension 51050 or 51160.

^:

I

That's how many times PSA
connects Los Angeles witti

San Francisco, San

Diego, San Jos*

Oakland, and Sac

1

r -, #i^
' .*

1

< 1. '

j^ -^ -W —1 v^^- t 4

ramento. With lowest air fares.

Meet your campus rep tialtway.

">r your travel agent

)rPSA

givesyou

ANNALEE McDONOUGH / 475^5060

1
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COLLEGE TENNIS FINS
The Firtt Annual N.C.A.A. Collage Tennis Yearbook

is now available

featuring: 1971 Ail-American Picks

Past NCAA champions (singles, doubles &

teams)

Photos of the 1971 players
Plus wrM»-upi from coocK«f in oil fKe mojor coof«renc«» and their predictions

For your cory •m*d $1 .00 *o T«nn» Wmi. P.O. Bm 5048. Son»o Monico. 90405

The Yale Club of Southern Califomia

• presents •

ERICH SEGAL
Author of LOVE STORY and Professor

of Classics and Comparative Literature

at Yale University

'

IN PERSON
Will lecture on:

"THE FUTURE OF LITERATURE"

A t^uesttion ano Answer i erioo lO loiiow

Mr. Segal's Presentation

8 PM - Friday, April 16, 1971 Beverly Hills High School
Donation $5.00 Auditorium

'""
' Net proceeds to: 241 Moreno Drive

Yale Scholarship Beverly Hills

Foundation California

• No Reserved Seats •

Tickets available at the door
or in advance at the

Beverly Hills High School Auditorium
on April 15 and 16 from 10 A.M. to 4 P.M,

THE EXOTIC FILMGOER

Ctuestionable Oils

in the LobBy

by Salvator R. Tarnmoor

Quit smoking!

•'Mqst ugly shapes and horrible aspects

Such as Dame Nature selfe mote fear to see,

Or shame, that ever should so fowle defects

From her most cunning hand espaped bee;

All dreadful pourtraicts of deformitee.'*

The Exotic Filmgoer's first torn-sprocket award

for most subtle and insidious projection deformitee

goes to the Encore Theater. In the past, the Encore

has restricted its abominations to selling

questionable oils in the lobby, booking the peren-

nially soporific Janus Fikn Festival, and oc-

casionally running grainy, 16 mm prints <rf such

contrasl and, where applicable, color that the most

hopeless of myopics might actually mistake them for

the originals. The Encore went to considerable

trouble to add eyesore appeal to these prints by

burning two or three feet every trip through the

projector. But the real advantage of the 16 prints was
that, mounted in 5,000 foot lumps, they could be

scroched, scored, and morselated without benefit of

changeovers which the resident ten-thumbed
projectionist probably -misses no more than two

times out of three. On one occasion, EF also wit-

nessed ttie collapse of an Encore seat in the middle of

a Busby Berkeley musical. Of course, the patron who
picked himself off the floor was a trifle overweight

(and we've only seen it happen once! ). So, hoping to

find the seats folding down no more than^ halfway and
figuring it wouldn't make much sense to play tape

recordings of a Bogart soundtrack (standard policy

in the case of a Garland picture) during the in-

termission, EF ventured down to take another look at

Howard Hawk's The Big Sleep. What flashed by was
a beat-up, re-release print already well past i:s

prime—which someone had rendered an amputee by

doing a hack-job on a full reel (20 minutes! ). Even
with free punch that's not worth two bucks

It is no slight irony, however, to be saying

disparaging words about the fare at the Encore. As

Song of Norway warbles towards a 7-month run and

another Disney double bill oozes through the chain

houses, there is little around that could really qualify

as exotic. It is one of those weeks when the most

promising entry in the Independent guide is Call

Theater for Program.
Accordingly, EF can recommend nothing better

than renting a print of REX. Ring of the Sierras from

Budget Films ($.95 plus handling) and unspooling

that slowly over a forty watt bu^b or, for a mere two

dollars, a pot luck outing to one of the localJapanese

theaters (which, by way of previews of coming at-

tractions, will receive an in-depth survey under this

by-line in the near future) whose addresses will be

supplied to the adventurous if they call Intro. In

appropriate closing, the Exotic Filmgoer's YCM
award with a special accent on the Cyan goes to the

Kokusai Theater for bringing back Hideo Gosha's

Tenchu (1969), one of the best and undoubtedly

bloodiest damned pictures shown in L.A. so far this

year.

TVJ

$25.00 bufs th9 KNAP-PAKJM 3-way con-
vertible zips from carry-on to tote to knap-
sack. Opens from 12" to 22 . Beige, red or
yellow color canvas.

See how KNAP-PAK ^** goes over the back, over the
shoulder. Or for hand-carry (above right).

$15.00 buys the 19 ROLL-PAKJ^ Strapped
for shoulder sling, hand grip, or to carry at
one end. Also 22" size, $20.00 Both in beige,
red or yellow canvas with white.

TOTE-PAK »"*• also available $17.00

Jl^5ll#c..Jif|C[ ll^ii -
"^ IS O'-*^ ^-^

ATLANTIC Is the canvas bag with get-up-and-go. Makes your trip a light fan-
tastic. It's light, bright-—right on! Made in all the styles you need to tote, to stuff,
to strap on. ATLANTIC'S GOT IT. THE SLING-PAKS'^"

'^51^ ^^

- 'iWi^;

^
m^r; .1

1

1;^*i^, . THfli >->
,

""Cjf*?*/''"'
f''^'*;'- :.hf.ifmjtf^ ,f'r.rr> ^^H

ATLANTIC PRODUCTS CORP/ A Subs.o...r/ • Cu,..! Pel .HJy ft Co Inc / Tr^nlon N J^ieOS

JiYPNOSIS FOR STUDENTS

• Better qrades

• Speech Problems

• Weiqht Control

mm

• Smokers
• Tension

• Personal Goals

University of Wisconsirv Ph.D., 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General Semantics.

Wjlliam L. Risiow. Ph.D.
1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2933 tor appointment

( f'aid Advertisement) m^m^immmi^m^mmmm^^mt '

HEATBR NOW TROUPE
-m

FRI & SUN 8:30 • SAT 8 & 10:30

Ule^ COACT PRBMIBRe.
"LITTLE MUROeR^" AUTHOi^

JULES FEIFFER'S
-

White House

/#EXCRUCIATINGLY FUNNY
SATIRE. ..THOROUGHLY
ENTERTAINS!" fe'?'

I

"mikWG-PAKS %(^i<^ WESTY/OOD

WEST LOS ANGELES

I I *THTT ""iJ'JMi ' »'">i,,i^,.;^- TT- I ' ?

I

STUDENT DISCOUNTI
-with Ad & I.D. - I

any perf. except Sat. 8 p.m. I

10 > % ST PICO
\

\'i'.i.-MlHW»4SS»iBi»e#s-ie#w«.,vf'
,

,. v.- V
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LEARN

THE POTTER'S CRAR
A friendly, newly equipped studio

iHering Lessons. Memberships. Gallery

THE K>nBrv
3A38 Perry Or
Culver Ci»y

Offke a364A0a
Home 837000^

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP

PROGRAMS
The Groduate Students Association Invites all groduate students

Interested in summer internship programs In Sacramento (Uni-

versity of California, S.B.P.C. Legislative Representative) to ap-

ply In 301 Kerckhoff Hall before April 30, 1971. These positions

are open to all graduate students regardless of major and will

offer a subslstance stipend. Call GSA ext. 5 1050 or 51 160 for

further information. 'j^^^ -

Need help? Helpline 825-7646

COME UP AND ^bb Mb ^UAAt: I i/vit — Kio Dravo" ancs "(^entlem^n

Prefer Blondes" will screen at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in Dickson

Auditorium. Series ticlcets for eight films are $2.50 in advance in Ktt 140.

Single admissions are $1.50 a^ tlie door.

- What's Brew'n
Special Activities

Members of the Watts Writers Workshop, a culturally-oriented project

in Watts assisting gifted young writers from the South Central com-

munity, will give readings, "Black Poetry, Black Dancing,'' at noon

today In Campbell Hall 1201.

An Ali-Frazier fight film will be shown at noon and 1 p.m. today In

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $1.

Student and Faculty representatives from the School of Nursing will

meet from noon-3 p.m. today In Center for Health Sciences 32-082 to

counsel all prenursing undergraduate students and prospective graduate

students.

Activities at the International Students Center, 1023 Hllgard, Include

English Conversation from 11 a.m.-l p.m.; French Conversation from 7-8

p.m., Everything You Always Wanted to Know Al)out Visiting a Foreign

Country but were Afraid to Ask, a discussion group, meets from 7-9 p.m.;

Movement and Sound meets from 7:30 p.m. -10 p.m.; Persian Con-

versation meets from 4:30-6 p.m.

Speeches and Seminars
Katrlel Katz, Israeli Consul In New York, will speak on "The Haganah

- Its Role in Israel's Independence" at noon today in Haines Hall 118.

Wallace R. Bllschke, consultant In statistical analysis In private

practice, will hold a seminar on "Maximum Likelihood Estimation of the

(Continued on Page 14)

t(Paid Advertisement) I

KATHEL KATZ
- Israeli Consul-Generol of New Yort

- Past director of Yod Voshem
- High-ranking Haganah ofTKer

- Post Israeli Ambassador to the USSR

will Speak on:

cfl

D
D

"The

Israel's independence
ff

m m fflac R] JU

en in

Sponsored by the Associated Students for Israel

French flick holds US premiere here

The French department wiU sponsor the first U.S. showings of a

documentary on **Gerard PhUipe" at noon and at 4 p.m. today in

ilaines Hall 39.

The fUm. produced by the Theatre National Populaire, com-

memorates the tenth anniversary of the actor's death. It features

the voice of Gerard Philipe recorded during his greatest per-

formances on sUge and shots of his most impressive dramatic

achievements.

( Paid Adver1K«m6nt)

eieOP-DISCOUNTED lUTO INSUIUIICE

lor ISSOCIIIED STUDENT MEMBERS
College Student Insurance Service has worked with the auto

insurance industry for five years to prove that the college stu-

dent deserves lower Insurance rates. Now ASB members often

realize reductions from 20% to 40% below comparable policies^

This group-oriented policy is written through the Associated

College Student Underwriters and provided under an exclusive

ogreement with College Student Insurance Service, Inc.

For persofKilbed quote coll 451-1393 or fill in the blank below

and send it to CSIS. 726 Santo Monica Blvd. (*202) Santo Mon.co

Calif. 90401.

Birth Date:

Zip*.

Married?

Model:

Name:

Address:

Telephone: School:

Year ond moko of con
Present policy expires (date):

No. d yoars licensed to drive:

No. of nrtoving violations, last 3 years:

No. of Occidents responsible for (3 years)

with damage exceeding $100

ll'rjj/ji'---.

\ r<:^<;

ICollege Student Insurance Service

Sonto Klonko. Com W401
rUi S<ai)a MonK«Blv<l 1*201)

TAHITI. $425 for two weeks! Including airfare and hotel.

You can't do it for less (unless you swim). UCLA stu-

dents, faculty and staff may join the UCLA Alumni char-

ter, August 28 to September 10, 1971. For more information

call Becky at 825-3901 or stop by the Aliunni Center at

%t

j#i

v

^-- -:.,»^I
T - * I

* _4

"i$--;

''^t *TK«-.:. ;-,<. r-m^.'. ->.;^i^>^:^»i^:''-.:»ff»<»-:i,r-^.:v^^i» .>.'.
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CONGA & LATIN

RHYTHMS

Sat. & Sun. 9 p.m.

April 17-18

free entry

after 9 p.m

at the

INTERNATIONAL

FAIRE

atmo^era

Carnavalesca

ISC- 1 023 Hllgard Avenue - Westwood - 477>4587

V4.00 plus tax
Anthropology IB -

Art lA — Kayser
Art IB - Kleinbau«r
Art 106B - Pedretti

Classics U2 — Gleason
Economics 2— Baird
Economics lOlB - Lindsay
Economics 102 - Sweeny
Economics 130 — Lindsay
History IB - Hoxie
History 7B — Yarnell
History 8 — Burns
History 178B — Dalltk
Psychology 12 — Botcher, Liebeskind JL
Psychology 115 — Butcher
Psychology 1336 (170A) — Lovaas
SPRING QUARTER '71

$5.00 plus tax
Art 110B — Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 - Pickett
Chemistry lA — Siebert
Chemistry dA — Evans
Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 — West
Economics 1 — La Force
Economics 100 - Nisbet
Economics 160 - Chen
Education 112 — Kieslar
History IC — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillnian
Linguistics 100 — Bright
Mathematics 3C — Gillman
Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science I — Farrelly
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psychology 10 — Goldstein
Psychology 41 — Wid^ens
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 — Kanoose

^ For cMifional courses call Of

# coma in

^ Moii.-Fri. 9:30 -4:30

t^ "10851 UNDBROOK DR. 2
IiqiBlk N. Wilshire- 1-1/2 BIk. E. WestwoodJ

«

«

«

S
«

*

«

«

t
t

THESE LAB CLASSES ARE MURDER— HMtonics will present "M" at 7

and 10:15 p.m. and "Metropolis" at 1:45 p.m. Friday; "The Blue Angel"
will screen at 7 and 10 p.m., and tlie tfiree Penny Opera" at 8:30 Saturday

The films will be shown in Social Welfare 147 at part of German film

festival.

More Brew'n goodies...
(Continued from Page 13)

Parameters of ttie F>earson Type III Distribution" at 3 p.m. today In

Center for Health Sciences AV-139.

Pierre A^cKay, associate professor of classics, University of

Washington, Seattle, will speak on "A Seventeenth-Century Turkish

Traveller in Greece" at 3 p.m. today In Bunche Hall 1209 B.

Toshio Mure, professor of civil engineering. Northwestern University,

Evanston, Illinois, will hold a seminar on "Eiqen- Distortion and Related

Problems" at 3 p.m. today in Boelter Hall 5264.

Philippe Schereschewsky, consultant to the United Nations for the

French AAeteorology Society and former chief, A^eteorologlcal Service,

Armed Forces of France, will hold a seminar on "Satellites, Clouds and
the General Circulation" at 4 p.m. in AAathematlcal Sciences 5200.

Donald Helinski, professor of biology, UC San Diego, will hold a

seminar on "Control of Duplication of Extra-chromosomal Circular DNA
Elements in Bacteri«" at 4 p.m. In Life Sciences 2147. ^^.„.-^^^-.

Thales de Azevedo, professor of anthropology. Federal University of

Bahia, Brazil, will speak on "Race and Society in Brazil," lljustrated with

a film, at 7 p.m. today in Hunr>anities 1200. Tickets are $4.50 and $1.50

(students). ' /' (Continued on Page 15)

CAN YOU BE INDIFFERENT?
photo by Brian Davies
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The baby seal in the photo was one of 50,000 killed in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, one of over half a million seals
clubbed, speared, shot, gaffed during the 1970 Canadian-
Norwegian slaughter in the Atlantic.

Don't believe furriers who would persuade you that
Friends of Animals has been ''misleading" you, that any
slaughter anywhere is done for the benefit of the seals.

I, Alice Herrington, testify that on March 21. 1970-the
second day of the Canadian season on seals-l saw the
same brutal massacre against which Friends of Animals,
of which I am president, has been protesting for years.

As the bubble-domed helicopter flew low over the first day's
kill, I saw mother seals nuzzling the skinless corpses of
their babies. Standing ten feet away from the killers on the
ice floes, twenty miles out In the Gulf, I saw baby seals,
clubbed twice, raise their heads as they were sliced open.
Other babies were battered as many as fourteen times
while the mothers watched, in terror and stress.

If You Are One Who Cannot Be Indifferent to the Suffering
of Other Creatures

YOU CAN HELP

F/rst-by refusing to garb yourself in the agony of another
by refusing to buy the skins of wildlife.

Second-by causing this advertisement to be inserted in
your local newspaper. (A mat will be sent upon your request
to Friends of Animals. See coupon.)

Third -by sending a tax-dedurtible contribution tn
Friends of Anii ^ ^^...,^ ^

intends to pound on the world's conscience until sentient
men and women everywhere are made aware of the
unnecessary cruelty and destruction being Inflicted upon
animals. Your contribution will be used to plead for those
creatures who cannot speak for themselves but who dumbly
implore your pity.

I

Friends of Animals, Inc.
11 WEST 60TH STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023

n Enclosed is my tax-deductible
contribution to help stop the slaughter
of marine mammals. Please add
my name to your mailing list.

D Send me a mat of this advertisement so
that I can place this advertisement in
my local paper at my own expense
(also tax-deductible).

I

I

'
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'

NAME I

ADDRESS
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Hoxie to speak
Albert Hoxie, of the history

department, will be the guest of

the College Library Con-

versatioBS at 3 p.m. tomorrow
in the west wing of the College

Library Rotunda, lliose who
would like to Join him in an

informal discussion, should sign

up at the College Library

Reference Desk.

MUSICAL

COMEDY
WORKSHOP
No previous experience

Voice • Dancing • Staging

Classes now forming

828-6554 Diroctors

Frod Bluth & Gloria Brown

The
Road
Holders

llRELLI
Radial Tires

For

Amtrican, Europun and Japanese tars.

All Pirelli tires

20% off with

this coupon

coupon oxpira* 4/24/71

474-2501 • 272-1594

1875WostwoodBlvd

1 block S Q^ SM Blvd.

WImmI Alignment • Balancing

Brak tof^ Service

Wednesday. April 14, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN IS

IPald Advtr^MMtall

INCOME TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

SERVICr
$gup

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fast Professional Service

I 101 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village 886-7475
By Appointment Only 471-8127

I
WARNED YOU I HAD A k-\j\ji rci i idn — 'Stage

Door' (pictured aboveJ will screen wittt 'Alice

Adams' at 7 p.m. today in Social Welfare 147. Tickets

are %}, and are available ONLY at the door (not in

Kerckhoff 140 as previously reported.). This is tt»e

first in five bills of Katherine Hepburn pictures.

Brew'n winds it all up...
Ttiales de Azevedo, professor* of anthropology,

federal University of Bahia, Brazil, will speak on

"Race and Society in Brazil/' Illustrated with a film,

at 7 p.m. today In Humanities 1200. Tickets are $4.50

and $1.50 (students).

Charles Kell, professor of music. State University

of New York at Buffalo, will hold a colloquium on

"Tiv Aesthetics of Music" at 7:30 p.m. today In

Schoenberg HaJA 1421.

URA Clubs ________
Thie Hatha Yoga Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today

in the Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 2: 30 5 p.m. today In

AAemorial Activities Center B 146.

The Shooting Club wiJI meet from 7-9 p.m. today on
the Rifle Range.
The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on

Field 7.

Dr. Michael Sheard, associate professor ^^.....—.The Amateur Radio Club will meet at noon today In

psychiatry, Yale University, New Haven, Conn., will

hold a seminar on "Animal Models and Human Anti-

social Behavior" at 8 p.m. today in Center for Health

Sciences 23-105.

Meetings

Sophomore Sweethearts will meet at 3 p.m. today

in the Alpha Phi House.

Save the Thumb will meet at 12: 10 p.m. today In

Kerckhoff Hall Third Floor Lounge.
_,

the Southwest Penthouse of Boelter Hall, Room 8761.

—The Bridge Club wItt meet at 7:M p.m. today In the

Kerckhoff Hall Ojiet Games Room.

The Social Dance Club will meet at 1 p.m. today In

the Women's Gym 200.

The Horseback Riding Club will meet at 3 p.m.

today in Ackerman Union 2412.

(Continued from Page 14)

Experimental College Schedule

<iirls

Live Better
For Less

TODAY
4p.m.
5p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30p.m.
8 p.m.
8p.m.

The Call To Be Human
Kindalini Yoga

Theatre Workshop
Movement Awareness

Oasis No One
Design In Photography and Film

Newman Center. 840 Hilgard
Courtyard. Women's Gym

RoyceSS-A
RoyceSO
Ardi 2902

Arch. B 100

5o5 Mo. Room and Board (Dorm Room)

$105 Mo. Room and Board (Double Room)

$145 Mo. Room and Bogrd (Single RbgoiL^

Beautiful sororily house on Hilgard now occeptiag women stu-

dents for housing. Lovely bright and cheerful roOrns completely

furnished — friendly, relaxed atmosphere. Meals f^jmished five

days a week and full kitchen privileges on weekelids.

Compare these outstanding extra features:

• Adjocent to campus • Luxurious living room

• Library • Color TV • Stereo • Grand piano • Patio

• Maid service and the BEST cook in Westwood!

Immediate ^:z^::::zt7:'
Occupancy 474-5144, 726 Hllgard Ave.

DO YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR MAJOR?

Several of our finest undergraduate teachers have recently

been dismissed. Some departments now face elimination and others^

may face elimination or sharp cutbacks in the near future.

The University Action Council (UAC) is sponsoringundergraduate

elections in many departments this quarter so that undergraduates

have representatives to address these and other problems facing

departments. All interested undergraduates are urged to run for .

office.

UAC will concentrate on elections in Art, History, Moth, Poli-

tical Science, Psychology, Sociology, and Theatre Arts. UAC will

also support undergfads in other departme/its who wish to hold

elections.

If vou are interested in helping UAC or running for office come

to Kerckhoff 325 or 331 C or call 825-2759, 825-7261 or 825-7262.

«;nonsored by the StoJ«nt Educational Policy Commission of SLC.
•r^ ... ...>^«' •" ......»-.
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Remember:
Refunds for Kinks tickets

available through Friday

in KH 140

If tickets were purchased g

Concert Ticket Office I

Pick up refunds there |

Correction: In the Rudolf Carnap Essay Contest, (we ran ttit in-

formation on it in yesterday's DB) there was an error in ttie copy. The
word limitation is 5000 words or less, not 500 as was printed.

*(Pat6 Advertisement)

As o part of Community Service Week,

the ASUCLA Tutorial Project is presenting a

FREE SCHOOL
TEACH-IN-

an Informal gathering of students, faculty, and community peopfe
involved In free schools, to shore v/hat you think and feel about
education.

.^

THURSDAY; APRIL 15

9AM - 4PM
- DROP IN ANYTIME

At noon, a film & speaker on
Summerhill

AU 2408 Sponsored by
SLC

los angeles

6150
wilshire blvd.
open late

monday & thursday

nights

century city

10
century city

shopping center
open late

monday, thursday

& friday ntghts

westwood village

!! 147

I

westwood blvd.
open late

., 'Monday & friday

» 'ights

Iherman oaks
67

.,^
fashion square

4 pen late

4 Monday, thursday

if V friday ntghts

'^*. ,....,- v-^

I COULD HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT—"Mid-summer Night's Dream"
will screen at 11 a.m. Saturday at ttie Monica I and II TYieaters in Santa
Monica as part of ttie Stiakespeare Film Festival. Series tickets for eight
films is $8 and order forms are in Humanities 4312. Single admissions ar»
51.50.

Interflailonal Faire lo leaiure

exotic lood, an, enieriaimneoi
The International Student Center (located at 1023 Hilgard Ave.) will

present an International Faire from 1 p.m. to midnight Saturday and
Sunday, according to director Nellie Kirnei.

The carnival features handicrafts, food and entertainment from over 60
a^^i**' I l!Ncountries.

There will be an Asian palmist, exotic drinks, artistic displays and
international games.
Saturday has been proclaimed ''International Student Day" by the city

of Los Angeles. (This is the first time the city has designated such a day )

"The faire is one time when many foreign students work together at

UCLA. It's a microcosm of a United Nations social-cultural good will

festival," Miss Kirnei said.

"Last year over 2000 people attended UCLA's first international faire

All money that is raised from handicrafts and food sold goes back to the

foreign student projects fund. It's an excellent opportunity for Americans
and foreigners to share cultures," Miss Kirnei related.

Every other hour entertainment will be presented by amateurs and
professionals. Dancers from Asia and Africa will perform traditional

dances in their native costumes. Music of Latin America, Africa and Asia
will also be performed.
Indian pastries, Hungarian goulashes, Arabic meats and desserts and

tropical fruit drinks will abound.

At 8 p.m. both days, there will be a special international fashion show.
Prizes will be awarded for best food and best booth at the event by a

faculty-cummunity judging panel.

General admission is $1, $.50 for students and children. (Spectators and
participants in costume will be admitted without charge.)
Tickets may be purchased at the gate both nights.

I«34S FXIWO Sl'*W LotAn^Mat Cll.)o<o.«

No Sweat, Foreign Student!
We will ship your personal effects back to your home with

professionol efficiency ... at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:
749-7491

w« tall 220V
qpplionc«t of

w«IMu>own brandl

IP'
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Vlballers in revenge tilt,

host UCSB at 8 tonight
-.»._. By Jim Crew

DB Sports Writer

Here they come again! The UC Santa Barbara volleyball team, upset

winners over defending NCAA champion UCLA in the NCAA regionals

last weekend in Santa Barbara, meet the same Bruin team at 8 p.m.

tonight in Pauley Pavilion. Although UCLA placed behind the Gauchos in

the District 8 playoffs, both teams are assured of berths in the NCAA
Championships, to be held in Pauley Pavilion a week from Friday.

Saturday's 16-14, 7-15, 6-15 loss to UCSB was the first loss of the year for

the Bruins to a collegiate team. It also marked the first time in four

matches between the Gauchos and Bruins this year that the Gauchos

have emerged victorious. And, all four matches were played in the

UCSB gym, in which over 4,000 people jam in to watch the UCSB

volleyball team.

The Bruins are still undefeated 3-0 in league play, having already

defeated USC, Loyola, and Long Beach Stete. Although UC Santa Bar-

bara is the District 8 regional champion, the Gauchos still trail UCLA in

the league standings, due to their loss to San Diego State eariier in the

season. A Bruin victory tonight would k^p UCLA in first place with only

one remaining regular season contest, at San Diego State Friday night.

UCLA could be without the services of All-American Kirk Kilgour for

tonight's encounter. The Bruin captain has been running a high tenri-

perature and coach Al Scates might have to rest him. If so, Kilgour's

place in the starting line-up will be taken by freshman Bob Leonard.

Leonard's main task will be to fill the middle blocking assignment, ne

will have to be effective if the Bruins are to slow down the spiking force of

Santa Barbara's Tim Bonygne.
Bonygne is the man most responsible for UCSB's first-place regional

finish. In addition to Leonard, Scates looks to his most effective blocker,

John Zajec, to slow down Bonygne's spikes. Scates has seen enough of

Bonygne to know you can't stop him, though. "Bonygne will get his

points. What we have to do is slow down his spikes so that we can dig the^

ball and set it up for ourselves,
'

' he explained.
*"

UCSB's offense, naturally, centers around Bonygne. The Gauchos like

(Continued on Page 20)
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BRUIN READERS PRESENT THIS AD FOR 10%

DISCOUNT ON ALL REGULAR PRICED MDSE.

(Offer void after May 31. 1971)

NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS YOU CAN TRUST:

Potter's Studio
I 1656 OLYMPIC. WLA

• Classes • Memberships
• Gallery

LEVI HARRIS A 1

BUXTON VAN HEUSEN
KENNINGTON B.V.D

PARIS .• . INTERWOVEN
GOLDEN V . . . JOCKEY

BANKAMERICARD DINERS

H.D LEE BOTANY
LANCER V^EMBLY

. . HUSH PUPPIES

HOLMAN SILTON

HANES SWANK

MASTER CHARGE

Mt MEN'S APPAREL
^/ Co»uol - Dre%» - School - Wofli - Ploy

canr477-7757 Anytime

1 191 1 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
7 BLOCKS EAST OF BUNDY DRIVE -OR S-9S95

OPEN DAILY 9-6, FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9, SUNDAY 113

r

hAKWXFBEE CARS 1^ \f.

For your next trip to Europe order your new European car through

ShipSide. We are located only a few steps from the terminal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models. Volvo's. Fiats. MGB'^. BMW
and other makes are ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax

free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements

can be made in just a few minutes.

Mini cost — maxi vocation

— mulH savings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave.

New York NY or

ShipSide. P.O. Box 7568.

Amsterdam Airport.

(Paid Advertisement)_^ -(Kaio Mavcriisermrfiw _ ^

the experimental college offers these special workshops in the arts

Photo/Cine/Sound — Vortex Associates

Wednesday nights at 7:30 in room B 1 00 of the Architecture School BIdg

Vortex will be rapping about photographic processes, mov.e and sound

track techniques and use of equipment, kinestasis. devising and o'^ermg

hardware and how to achieve maximum Impact with minimum budget.

Glassblowing witli Tom Augustine

h'Tf 4»

rioccoc «w«^;,w,c '^ '^n-7:30. 8:00-10 pm

Fee covers all material, equipment and instructor. >JZ.

Sign up In the UCLA Architecture BIdg.

Basement. April 14, 15. 16 at 12:00.

Ideas in Painting

with Frank Darv/in of Califor-

nia Institute of the Arts.

Wednesday nights, at 8, in

Apartment 3 of the TEP

House on Strathmore, Frank

v^ill be working and rapping

on modern painting concepts.

Note to All:

more of our **menus

ore available in our office,

Kerckhoff 407. Also in

the Students' Store.
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
AOVERTTSIKO OFFICES

K«rckhoHM«ll111
PttOlM: US 2231

Ciasftift«tf Advtrtisifif ratM
1S¥»or<ta-Si.Md«y, S cofis«cut<vt

inMrtions iS.M
PayaM* in advance

DEADLINE 1«:Ma.m.

No talapliofM artfars

The Daily ftrwin givat full Mpport ta tha
Univartity of California's policy on no«>-

discrimination and thtrtfore classified
advartisinv sarvica will not ba ntada
availaMa to anyona wt»o, in affordii*9

housing to ttvdantt or offariiif (afea.

tfiscrimtnafas on tha basis of raca. calaf,

raligion, national origin or ancastry. Nalfdar
tlM Univarsity nor ttia ASUCLA A Dally
Bruin has invastigatad any of tha sarvicas
offarad tiare.

Announcemenh,,

ENGLISH maiors! Sign up for Friday's
faculty-student colloquim now in Humanitias
quad 10-1. ^ : (A A IS)

STUDENTS For Naw Aga Unification
presents New Life Workshop '71. Weekend
experience, April U - II. 471-4427. (A A IS)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the
American Vigilantes and help save our
country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 221

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 021 U.
$4.»5. A 20)

WORKSHOP applied metaphysics.
Realiied goals, deeper awareness, fuller

life. • Tuesday evening sessions. Start April

20. Ckll474-S202 after six. (A A IS)

MEN and women over M meet on campus
for an ongoing leaderless group. Lee, 124-

3493. (A A 14)

GURDJIEFF-Ouspensky discussion group.
Mon.7:Mp.m. Humanitites2214. (A A 14)

STUDENTS with ability to write/resaarctj
material for audio programming of subiect\
such as Tour and Travel, industrial product\
and personnel training, educational
material. Earn $SS on own time, assignmeir
basis. Send resume to intra* Ltd. 1S49 N
Vine St., Hollywood, Calif. 9M2t. Att. M
Roth. (A IS)

Social Evenh

YOU'RE INVITED Friday evening family
dinner, ttten Shabbat services. Valley Beth
Shalom - TempleDff ice 7M-4000. ( SE A 14)

LAMBDA CHI Little Sister rush casual.
wear your hot pants! Tuesday, Thursday, •
PM. Rides provided. 479-9007. (SEA IS)

tfte sun will shine the stars will all tie out for
BIRTHDAV IN THE PARK Sunday april 2S,

13-S, rancho park Israel's 23rd. (SE A 14)

^Personal.,

GROOVY party at Ron's pad. Sat. April 17, •
PM. )341S Ventura BlvdS 0.911.2443
eves. (1A14)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.
Call THE GROUP CENTER for free
brochures. 4S4 3030.' (1 QTR

)

^ Enfehainmenf 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 2) 3-CA 1-4049. (2QTR)

,
CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Teleptu>ne Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,
90704 (2 QTR)

y/Help Wanted. 3

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS! We are
buying b/w mood , story pictures.
$2S/PHOTO VISUAL CREATIONS. M4-
3234,342 0421. ( A 14)

I

---
-

i

' ' ii«i

HALF-DAY Babysitter Good-natured 2 yr.
old girl. Weekdays. App. SIOO mo. Brent-
wood, 472-9232. eves. <3 A 20)

STUDENTS needed to take surveys - t2.0t
hr. - in person or by phene. Services
Unlimited, 47S-9S21. (3 A 14)

GETTING a part time iob is as simple as
dialing 47S-9S21. (Services Unlimited). (3 A
14)

PART-TIME Alteration girl needed. Contact
•24-4000 10 am 4 pm. (3 A 13)

SALESMAN/woman Radio Advertising
High Commissions. Will train. Call Mr.
Arthur • to S- 397-4911. (SAM)

You are just the type
we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
S4S per month while helping others.
Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 47i^S1 9:00 AM 7:(M PM daily

SERVICES Unlimited Services Unlimil
Services Unlimited Part time |Obs. Part
time lObs Part-time lobs. 47S-9S21, 47S-9S21,
«i»S2l ^ • (3 A 19)

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED for sales of
nationally advertised products. Work own
t>ours Commission and bonus Mgmt. pos.
avail, also. Call 399 7243. eves. S 7. (3 A 14)

GYMNASTICS Specialist 31 yrs Exp.
teaching trampoline, tumbling, motor
coordination skiffs. Summer Day Camp 472
l*f* (lAU)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

V losf and Found. 4 y/ Services Oflered. M V travel.. 13 y^ Travel

REWARD Lost black and white shaggy dog
Venice art* 12$ 3024, 021 7140. 904 SI 99 (4 A

FOUND Inscribed gold heart cfiarm Circle

Drive near north tennis courts. 4/11/71. I7%-

IIS9 (4 A IS)

^Miscellaneous

.

.—»... 5

FREE H BMd BMIM • l«vaMt
ceiiie/paadie. • n»o aM SS3 3SM. (SAIS)

IMASTE»V <0^ «At«40 AWO WOULD.
COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN
STRUCTIONS NEW OCCULT
MANUSCRIPT SEND S2 CASH TO:
SOLUTIONS. BOX 1)97, VENICE, H29I (S A
20)

ASTROLOGY Your astrotogkal birth chart
and interpretatian Call Meagan, •23-401S. (S

A 14)

'6rop IN' programs Wednesday. 7 10 PM.
Students SI 25 Call The Group Center for
free brochures, 4S4-3030 (SQTR)

- J For Rent 7

4110. Private Suite - Doctor's home. Garden,
view. Near campus. Mature faculty mem-
ber. Professional person. References. OL2-
S27«. H03 SSOS. (7 A

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everyttimg. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2290,

wknds,292 S17S (7QTR>

y Rides Wonfad..•••••••••••••

RIDE needed daily from Hawthorne to Van
Nuys. Leave by 9, return 3. 47S-1IBS. (9 A IS)

2 CHICKS need ride to NY. Leave April 14th

on. Split expenses. Call Kattierlne, 474-

7S49. (9 A IS).

V or «Miiv*«**«»«*»**»««i******< I
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NEW - Unused virgin white dishwaslters (2)

:

Built-in Tappan - portable G.E. Wlwlesale.
Call Steve. 4S4-940S eves. (10 A 14)

LEARN Macrame, the 'now thing' while
making 3 groovy belts. Kit includes
everything you need. Send S4.9S to KAPRO.
P.O. Box 4127 San Die90,Ca. 92104. (10 AM)

PRINZ f>tK>to-enlarger. 3S A 2 t/4, color

drawer, developing accessories, nearly new.
Teriffic buy. Sacrifice S40. 4S2-207I. ( 10 A 20)

STOVE, refrigerator, washing madiine for

sale, very reasonable. Call 270-3242, Mrs. F.

Raymond. (10 A 20)

NEW Unused virgin white dishwashers (2)

:

Built-m Tappan portable G.E. Wlwlesale.
Call Steve. AS4-940S eves. (10 A 14)

GUITAR, Guild D-3S, i String steel witti

case, S1S0. John, •2S-3S31 days, 271-1344

nights. (10 A 20)

BUY t>rand name appliances, TV's, radios,
cameras,' and stereo componets at wttolesale
prices. Call 700-1410. (10 A 20)

FURNITURE, twin beds, dining room set,

chairs, 00 in. x 32 in. desk, room dividers,
etc. 477-3405, 400 Veteran. (10 A 20)

PANASONIC Stereo AM/FM Cassette plus
tapes. Still stmt^ guarantee. 477-4011, ex. 21S
g^g* (10 A 2 )

DRUMS- Zildgin. Ludwig cymbois- all

hardware 5 piece red pearl including
Rodgers chrome snare $3S0. 472-27S0. ( 10 A
19)

FURNISHINGS entire house- leaving
country skies, bedrooms, fan, typewriter,
floor machine, patio chairs, desk. 7S4-

3995 (10 A 19)

WEDDING gown- original design, sixe 9,
reasonable. Call 479-S490 eves. ( 10 A 19)

LOWRY organ holiday model 7L0, walnut
finish w/bench light - music. Would like

S750. 390 1120. (10 A 19)

TEAC A1200, Mikes, headphones, RMC,
lape-2S0, Ludwig drum set, 2 Zyign, sym-
bols-200; weights-20; port, Olympia
typewriter SO. Steve. 477-4011 X442. (10 A 14)

PRISCILLA Wedding Gown Site • re-
embroidered lace with pearls - long train and
veil. 473-4443. (10 A 14)

MARTIN D-30. Perfect condition, new with
case, retail iS40. S42S. 394-3M3. Eves.
best. (10 A 14)

'71 ZENITH portable TV, black/white, 21 in.

Warrantee, $7S. Eves, 47tM>913. (10 A IS)

BELL/Howell 14mm filmo - turret tele,
norm., wide; excellent cond. SISO /oHor.
Mort 934 1<^4 eves. 10 A IS)

TIMOTHY Leary has written a manuscript
in Algers. AlQeria. Photostatic copies are
available tor S4 from E.T Dawson, Box 730S
Long Beach, Calif . 90007. (10 A 14)

BOLEX HO camera with motor, loom lense,
extras. HintM>f tripod-heavy duty, extras.
Argus I mm movie editing outfit. Bolex
mm protector model 10-5. Sun, Thur.. 377-
5709. (10 A 14)

HOUSEHOLD items, garage sale. Sat Apr)
17, n to 4, 435 Denslow, (between Veteran «.

Sepulveda, beiowMontaa). (10 A 14)

SKIS, station wagon ski rack. Corvette ski
ach, ski poles, tire chains, stereo cheap;
470-1S37. (10 A 20)

WATERBEDS kin s, queens, doubles, all
»19 95ea (Factory guarantee) Call Jim, 70S
'^^ (10 A20)

ALUMINUM camper. For a 4* X r truck
bed Two wirxiows. top condition Must sell
Michael, 074 4914. (10 A 20)

JUNEBRIOCS
Select China and Crystal pattnm
summer dolivorv •' •

13

NEED a band or baren«er for your party,

weiMing? Any style, any price range. 291-

2203. (11 A 20)

TELEViSiON/Stereo r4pair Head stereo.

Sil maximum labor. 25>» discount on parts. 4

mo guaranty, stereo sales too, 479 3274. 273

747* (11 A 20)

NEED insurance? Auto? Property? Call

Boyd Associates. 937 1077, thanks. ( 11 A 14)

TAX Returns. 13 up. Personal service-

student employee with 5 yrs. professional

experience Rick. 473 0504. (11 A 14 )

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates lor students

or employees Robert Rhee. 039 7270. 070

9793 _ (llOTR)

NURSERY
SCHOOL

SUMIMERHILL is a small school on a quiet

street near National A Sepulveda. For in-

formation ohona 474-0400. (11 A IS)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call The Group Center for free brochures.

454 3030 (11 QTR)

ENGLISH Nanny seeks live-in position with
friendly family. Weekends off. 394-0204,

before *PM. (11 A 20)

PARTY MATE SPRING SPECIAL
Did you miss the fall campus names? Gals,
guys get 10 interesting, on campus computer
dates FREE by giving the names and ad-

dresses of 2 or more friends you feel would
like to learn more about Party Mate. Write
now:

PARTY MATE,
PO Box 1247

Springfield, Virginia 221S1
Last acceptable postmark AprilM

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr. phone. 274-9119. (11 QTR)

IS BEGINNING THE HARDEST PART?
Get experienced help with your literature

search, abstracting, indexing problems. We
also supply document facsimiles, state-of-

rhe-art surveys. MS advice. Call
DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES 4n-

(11 A.1S)

3 DAYS LEFT

Enrollment for Student Ac
cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself &
qualified dependents will close

soon. Broad coverage offering,

liospital, accidental death,
surgical, ambulance, & out

patient benefits on a wo^rld wide
basis in 1 convenient policy.
Information or application
forms may be picked up at tt*e

Ticket Office, Room MO Ker-
ckhoff Hall.

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (11 QTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMED DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall. Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
073 5015, eves, 703-3509. (11 QTR)

CATERING for Weddings A Cocktail Par-
ties. 294- S070. (II A IS)

MODERN Dance classes. Marie Mar-
clMwsky former soloist Martha Graham Co.
Adults children. 3112 Penn Ave. SM. 020-

9000/445 3433. (11 A 20)

NEEDHELP WITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

•Fair Housing
-Landlord Tenant Disputes
•Locating available apts.
-Rental Share
We are Here to Help You •

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH17*
X 54494

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10 12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1 732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. ( 1

1

QTR)

AUTO Insurance: cancelled declined too
high Low monthly payments Student
Discounts Ask for Bob, 394 222S. ( 1 1 A 27

)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn' to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ^wer studied. 474-3350 1-4
PM Daily (11 A U)

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: weeks, countries,
S1095 Europe 4 weeks. 4 countries, S71S.
Israel Europe 11 weeks. S1 195. Japan: 4
weeks. SlOn EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING 4240 Overland Ave.. Culver
City. (213) 139 $247 (13QTR)

EUROPE $249 R.T.

tlK

1414 Westwood Blvd

474-4315

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So BevertyOr.
Beverly Hills. CaMf.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
June 15/Sept 15 S249
June TtrSept 7

June 75/ Awg 24
Aug 24/Sept 24 S249
Sept 2 one way to AMS S134

Immediate ticketing for disco-
London to TH Aviv S77. t« atK. ._. ^^*mb«y 5150. to Nairobi S)56 Largo
discounts on cars and many other ni«hts.

Contact Prof P Bentier UCLA 277S3go c/oSierra Travel, 9075 Santa Monica Blvd Bev
Hills ,j,^,

BRITISH RAILpFFERS
the 435 Youth Pass IS days unlimited rail

travel (ages iSthru 22). Also:

S40. IS days
$5S 2idays.

S70. 1 month.
Thrift coupons tor no time limit i40. Gives

you 1000 miles and S40 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424 5149 (13 QTR)

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa. Irvdia 40<'o off. Intra European
charter flights Student ID cards Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Dr . Bev Hills, Ca
90210 274 4293. {130TR)

T TMT STUDENT TRAVEL •

UrNXCHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07

COS AHGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGF'.ES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

June 15-~-Aug 15 9 S27'>

June 19 Auq 15 8 $275
June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
June 24 Sep 5 11 S275

5* June 27 Sep 13 12 $275
• LA/London/Amster dam
July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $260

8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14--LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/M«drid/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 —LA/London S123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14—Ansterdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA $139

ONE-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 $79
Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployees, extension and Aluaini
Members olua iMMdiate fanilies.

T TKTT grUpENT TRi^EL^UXNXCHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
•IN WESTWOOD. BROXTON AT WEY^URM-

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

Europeari student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA. 11447 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 90049.

826 5*49. (13 QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months S125.00
Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFAAGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Cahf. 91403

872 2243 or 784 1477

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST AP4ILICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O. BOX 49504
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049

A AIS FLIGHTS

iet L A or NY.-Europe best prices
Immed. issue Int. ID Card ft ticketing
SOFA Europe/Asia Africa charters

EuraH^sses, Tours
Swite 10S, Dept. UC
90S4 Santa Monica
LA 90049. 374-4742

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS 1»71

An official Charter Flight
Operation Auttxoriied ft Approved
by the University ol California

on ALLCamouses

LA..lON0OfVlON0OfiLA
FH Oop let VMis Price.

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 S275
4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
6 6/24 « -8/22

^/6

8 $275
7 6/27 10 $275
8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 9 $275
10 ••

. 7/11 8/9 4 $275
n 7/14 8/31 7 $275
)7 • • 8/8 9/8 4 $275
14 9/4 9/27 3 ta73
IB 7/24 1/3$ 4 m*

ONC- >NM LA - LONDON
Fh Oep
5*- 6/24 $150

ONE-^^Y lONDON-i A
FU. Ra* Price

IS 9/9 $150

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LA LIBER IA/LIBER IALA
OOP. «•

July 13 Sept. 9 8

• 'WAITLIST ONLY
Avaiiat>le only to bonafide members of the
Untverstty of California (students, faculty,
staff, rogittered alumm, Immed. family
livtft^ m tt>« same houseftold)

S4S3

w

8th ANNUAL
JETCHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and stallEUROPE Many departures (inclodino on.ways) from $248-^ "^'ngone-

TOKYO 4 week summer flight $343-
'includesUS departure taxes

Call Flight Chairman (Jii) 83t 240
4248 Overland Ave

, Dept A , Culver City

EUROPE. $225215, also Israel. j,p,VSummer ft Fall flights E S E P , 8217 Bev
Blvd, LA. 90048 4513311. ESEP UCLAmembers (iJQTRj

^ luhring M
''^UTORING all subjects, experienced sta«<
For EOP students. No charge X52127 2240
Campbell Ha ll. (ua 22)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation
LSAT. etc. Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S Robertson ^j
^»0 - <14 0TR»

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN eT
penenced Univ Prof Positive results any
exam Easy conversational method (tnai)
4732492 (14QTR)

UNEMPLOYED Professor will tutor your
son/daughter exchange room/board c*»h
Sid. 938-8839/ 733-7459. (14 AM)

^Typing 15

EDITH IBM, term papers, dissertations
etc. Accurate, fast service, pick up and"''

(»^A20)

Barbara
(V5 A U)

delivery 933-2993

TYPING done,
Parker, 477 5704.

50 c per page.

ALL kinds of typ«iig. Reas4M«abfe rates Cafl-

GR2-8421. (1SAIS)

PROFESSIONAL typing]^ term papers
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near
campus Call Esther 824 7491 (1S0TR)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric
Expert typing, last. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice, 397 3304. ^ (IS QTR)

SPEED Reading students entering
graduate/professional schools Academic
Guidance Services. 830 S. Robertson Blvd.
457-4390. QTR)

TYPING editing. Term papers, resumes
letters, theses. IBM Selectnc Eng. grads
Nancy, 473-4143- Kay, 824-7472. (15 A 14)

TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math ft technical typmq
Accurate, rapid service. 741-5580. ( IS QTR ;

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscnpts
Exp. Wkends,daily 5-9, 828-1142. (JSQTR)

Typing Service, Resumes, Term Papers
PlK>to Copies

Fast ft Efficient Service
Reasonable Rates

ANDREWS ENTERPRISES
4903 W. Pico Boulevard

• Tel: 931 1739 „

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479

8144.477-4303. (15 QTR >

™ *^ "III^KM...... ............ ...... I V

STUTTERES needed for research. Pay Call
Dr. Soderberg. 825 5974, 7572 Frani Hall ( U
A 20)

OPPORTUNITY Male/female vocalists for

recording. Twin Studio Productions, 277 4377
or 985 3904 for audition appointment ( A
20)

NEED 4 to units. One must have 23
t>edrooms'. Principals only. Contact Miss

Pavelka, Rada Realty, DU 9 3794, f40 3

6190 ( 14 A 20)-

RECORD player and VW Bug. Reasonable
prices for three month visitor. Robm
ThelwalLHBI 108, 825-2773. (16 A 14)

MARRIED couple want to sublet apartment
or ? for summer 479 5291, after 5 ( '

^ ApH. - Furnished. 17

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. turn apts

Perfect to share for 2 people
Rents 5175 235 per mon per apt

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios ft balconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St , SM 392 5554

2311 Fourth St., SM 392 5484

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens. 1 bdrms ^J^'^X
F.-epl*ce. ige heated P;»o«- *'*!;:^' g^ eJ

patio, air conditioning, lovely *j;*^ ..".^e,
bldg,,maid available North of Wilsh-re,

convenient to twys

411 Kelton Ave (off Gayley)
479 8144 (17aiK'

555 LEVERING
Singles - l Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA ft Westwood

GR7 2144
Near Veteran Ave. (170TR)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHFw«^TTP<: <;iNGLES-

chartBr fNgftTT

Kerchkhott Man ;os o
Between 8 a m ft S p m

835 1321

APTS. TO SHARE $50

MRS. KAY - GR3-I78t, GR3 0524

Here we go again-spring football starts today
By Doug Kelly ^^
DB Sports Writer

Pepper Rodgers sat back in his chair, reflected a moment

as he took a puff of his pipe, and then answered the question

he's been asked a million times since he came to UCLA last

January as successor to head coach tommy Prothro.

"Yes, quarterback is our biggest problem going into

spring ball. Deciding who we marry (as quarterback).

You've got to marry somebody."

At the moment, the Bruins have at least five potential

brides, as spring practice begins today for 20 sessions,

ending May 20.

Rodgers, though, has faced the problem before. "Gary

Beban wasn't a star when he started out here," the former

Bruin assistant said, "but he turned out all right. I don't

expect the same thing to happen again. When I went to

Kansas, Bobby Douglass had played about 15 minutes 6s

^

sophomore and had very few credentials, but he turned out

to be all right and was an All-American. If we've got

somebody with that kind of abUity," he grinned, "I'd say

we'd be okay. I don't ^pect miracles, but I've been a lot of

places that had unproven quarterbacks.

Flores (Mike, junjor college transfer from Santa

Monica) might be the best passer, but Clay Gallagher (JC

from Glendale) has shown some running and throwing

ability. We've got Scott Henderson, who was redshirted last

year and didn't play. Lewis Thomas (up from the frosh) is a

good runner, but I'm not sure if he's a good enough passer

right now. Jeff Allen (also up from the Brubabes) played

some last year and showed ability. I don't think any of them

has what Bobby Douglass (Rodger's star at Kansas) had.

Bobby Douglass is six-foot-four, 220 pounds, could run and

throws the ball like a bullet and is meaner 'n hell."

Attack

"What our quarterback can do will dictate to a great

extent what we do offensively," Rodgers continued. "I

dbiibt that we will throw the ball quite as much as the baU

was thrown last year. I hope to have more of a balanced

"^atUck. Sometimes the shortest pass in the world is the best

play, which is to hand the ball to a good back. That can be a
very effective short passing game. I would hope to have a
little more of a running offense than we had last year."
Rodgers has good reason to emphasize his running game

as the Bruins are quite deep in ballcarriers.

At the top of the list, even though he hasn't played a down
of varsity football, is sophomore James McAlister, who le<i_

the frosh in running last year. No. 1 varsity rusher Marv
Kendricks (573 yards in 107 carries, 5.4 average) returns,"

along with Randy Tyler and Gary Campbell. Dom Mancini
will also get a chance. Two others, sophomores Kermit
Johnson and Jim Upchurch, are scholastically ineligible for

spring ball, but should be ready come fall.

Another weakness Rodgers admits to is the defensive

backfield. "We've got some problems in the secondary, two
players are returning, that's Carver (Ron) and Ellis

(Allan). We lost Huff (Doug) and Reynaud Moore.'^

Potential replacements for Huff and Moore, among others,

are Frank Jones (backup last year) and Rob Scribner and
Paul Moyneur, both of whom played linebacker in 1970.

Sophomores could help.

The rest of the club appears soUd.

Intact

The defensive line returns intact, except for tackle Tim
Oesterling. The ends are Craig Campbell and Jim Bergr^

although Campbell may be moved to tackle. If so, Tom
Daniels, linebacker a year.ago, would move to Campbell's

end job. Ed Galigher may take over Oesterling's spot.

Greg Snyder and Bob Pifferini both return at linebacker.

Soph Cal Peterson is a top candidate for a starting shot.

There could be some turnover here.

Offensively, the Bruins are healthy both among the

receivers and the line.

Rick Wilkes is the only "casualty FrbnTtfiei^

but he was UCLA's all-tinie receiver. However, Terry

Vemoy is back, as is tight end Bob Christiansen, and

flankers Brad Lyman and Reggie Echols. Echols will miss

spring ball due to track. Vemoy, flanker last year, may be

switched to wide receiver.

The offensive Une is anchored by center Dave Dalby, pre-

season All-America candidate who may be the best at hit

position in the country Flanking him are returning Ucklei

Greg Pearman and Bruce Walton and guard Brian Good-

man. The second guard spot, vacated by Bob Bartlett, is

open.

The kicking game is also fairly solid. Pacific-8 punting

leader Bruce Barnes returns, as does Clayton Record, with

whom he shared the place-kicking.

All told, the Bruins have 16 returning sUrters, eight each

on offense and defense.

Flexible

Rodgers indicated he wants a flexible offense in 1971.

"When I say that I want to dictate what the defense is doing

rather than allow the defense to dicUte what I'm doing, I

mean there is no way to say you won't pass or run.

- ^^Vou must be able to do both, have good balance. If they

put nine men in front of you on the line, you cant run. If

they put only four up front, you can't pass. If they give you

the flat, for example, you have to be able to take advanUge

of the flat, the same as you take advantage if your opponent

gives you either the pass or the run.

"Above all, I want to be able to move the football."

UCLA's prospects for this fall seem to hinge on: 1) a

^quarterback who can run and throw adequately ; 2) shoring

up the secondary; and 3) solid performances from retur-

nees in the offensive and defensive lines, and the offensive

backfield and pass receivers.

Rodgers beheves spring practice is a time of evaluation.

He doesn't plan to scrimmage as much «» normal "I'm

more interested in seeing the players get better mdividually

and I'm also trying to find out as much as possible about

them. Right now, I don't know all of their names, but then

they don't know the names of all my assistants, either.

Whether they know each other or not, you can bet that

both players and coaches will at least be acquainted with

each other a month from now. Phase one of the evaluation

(and learning) period begins this afternoon.

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
V Ap^l - Furnished. ?7 y/Apis. h Share........ 19 y l^oom and Board y^Aufos for lease , 29A y^Aulas for Sale 29

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

$72.50 SHARES large S room apt. with 3

fellows. Pool, sundecks, garage. «41 Land-
lair, 479-5404. (17 A 15)

"^ampuTtowers
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
DapoaHa nom tor amnmtrfiti\

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr.j.ynch. GRS-SS84. ^
FOR Ltasc, SIS mo. - 1 room furnished apt.,

Bel Air. Utilities paid. 474-2l7t, weekends or

after S:00. (17 A 15)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran

_^ 478-1735

PURN. $150 2 bdrm. garage apt. Yard,
Palms area, pets OK. Also S75 bachelor. 474-

0749. (17 A 14)

LARGE, CLEAN, ATTRACTIVE,
RELATIVELY NEW SINGLES. ACCOM. 2.

AIR CONDITIONED, BLOCK UCLA,
POOL, SUNDECKS, GARAGE. «25-«41
LANOFAIR. 479-5404. (17 A 15)

)/ApH. - Unfurnished...... 18

2 BEDRM Ip^ Beam ceiling. Westwood.
Available immed. SIM/mo. 473-245*. (!• A

MALE Grad: Share w/1 furn. 2 bdrm apt

Mile from campus. $92.50 & 1/2 u^''

j*,'^*^*{J5

MALE: Share large 2 bdrm. apt. $55/mo. &
wtil. Near cam pus. After 3, 47895*3. ( 19 A 14)

GIRL share apt. Private entrance, 3 blocks

UCLA, utilities, phone included. $75. Ann,

BR 2-1659,477-5939. (19 A 20)

^ House for Sale 21

BRENTWOOD, Bus to UCLA, 2 bedrooms

w/outside playroom. .1105 Amherst, now

$37,iOO. Owner. 826-8527^^ (2} AVi)

COVERED Patio- spacious-formal dngrm.,

ifrpl., 3-bdrm. 2ba. Nr. UCLA- own ""?,000

476-4894.
(21AI»>

Exchanged for Help... 25

STUDENT Couple: Room C Board (private

bath) exchange for babysitting/ light

housework for working mother. 931-5785 or

655-6060 (25 A 14)

COMPLETE privacy Be Air. 3 bdrms.

Large grounds. Trees Pool. Unique
$75.0J0.

Sands 476 6464.
^^TI^ATO)^

^ House to Share 22

HoTlTr^ <hare, o>^^nroom.>i^e\\i^»rt^.^ on

Beverly G^en, $100. Call after 5 00 279^^ ^ ^^^

GIRL, live in light housekeeping and child

care. Walk to campus, exp. salary, 474-3953,

2727232. '25AU1

LIVE tn housekeeper, near UCLA. Lots of

free time plus small salary. Girls only. 474

8647. (25 A 14)

y Room for Rent ..••••.. 26

$60 ROOM, Sunset Strip Hillside. Car
necessary, male. Big closet, w.w. carpets.

References. 876 5476. (2*A20>

NEED comfortable room for two months?

Private entrance, near t>each, tennis. $5$.

Work arrangement possible. 459-2I34. (2* A
15)

MUST sacrifice '47 MGB Roadster, ulnt.

cond, low mileage, AM FM, wire wheels,

$1325.395 5485. <2^ A19)

PORSCHE Speedster '97. Immaculate, fresh

engine and many extras. $2400 firm. 454-

.

8914. (29 A If)

'44 AUSTIN Healey Sprite. XInt. cond $700

or make offer. 828 5742. (29 A 19)

WHITE Volvo 144, stick shift, '70, special

fires, radio, xInt. cond , low mileage. Call

825 4998. (29 A 14)

MUSTANG'47, 2 * 2, 289, 4 speed, 4 new
polyqias, $1370(TWS 747), 474 0147 eves &
week ends. f A 14)

V\GB '49, low mileage All the •^•» V\
S523after 4. <'^ ^ T*)

•44 MERCURY Monterey hardtop, radio A

heater, air cond , power, cltafW **00. '8'

49J3 — (29 A 14)

'48 DATSUN, 1400 roadster ilnt cond
Chrm whis. fiber/soft top Only $1350 985

4470 (29 A 19)

'45 MUSTANG I owner, 4cyl . auto trans .

$595. R/H, good Itres 835 5835 after 7 p m
476 37^3 (29 A 20)

'44 VW Bug, rebuilt '45 eng Xlt mech cond
$435 or best offer. 393 2094. (39 A 20)

'47 ALFA Duetto hardtop disc brakes U.OOO
miles onq owner Imac cond $319$ or best

offer 489 2444 or 842 8744 (29 A 231

'48 VW Sedan, dark green . clean car New
tires $n$0, 479 0287 after 5 (29A14)

' -!«'

'43 PORSCHE Cabriolet, rebuilt super 90

engine^ extra clean. $2,700 989 3437 (29 A 14)

MALE or female to share »ep»^f»f
shower of large 5 bedroom house

with 4 med. students. S80 /mo. Ca

after 7 PM.

room and
in Venice
II 392 5515

(22 A 20)

MALE or female to share »«P«»''»*f

Thoier of large 5 bedroom house

with 4 med students $80 /mo. Ca

after 7 PM.

room and
m Venice
II 393-5515

(22 A 20)

MEN Students: Room $70 /mo. 424 Land-

fair. Call 479 9044. Ask for Bob or Steve. (2* A

BEAUTIFUL private room, bath, linens,

utilities near campus, responsible nriale.

Mornings65i 0904, after 5, GR 79811. (24 A

14)
I

"

FEMALE grad or professor, king site

bdrm , bath, kitchen privileges. OpposUe

campus $7 5. Eves. 473-3274. n4A14)

FEMALE. Clean, comfortable room, private

bath Close to campus, 2 blocks to b«*- «
8240180 (24 A 15)

'44 FORD Falcon, rebuilt engine '70, ex-

cellent tires, new radiator $370. Call
2»»J»»4

or 241 0459. (29 A 15)

SAAB 99 FM 70 Low mil, air eond, radio,

fuel ini Warranty, $2600 (679CIL) Days 444

4212ext. 340, Eves: 478-7844. (29 A 14)

'42 PONTIAC Tempest V 84, 4 on floor, AM
FM, oood cond. tires priced right 938

4795 (29 A 14)

'45 TRIUMPH TR4eng newly rebuilt, radio.

Kahis mags, sharp Make offer 29' '»?* (29

A 14)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A I AUTO SERVICE
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd

across from O M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours
A-1

VW Fastback, '48, serviced regularly, xint.

cond $1,350. Leaving US end April Call 839

8477. (29 A 14)

•43 MERCURY, air cond .
power steer

brakes Best offer Sherman. 825 2419 ,
after

6 780 8944 (29 A 14)

ROOMMATES (female P;e««^7;J,^
''*'

''Vd
?ouse in Hollywood Own room „yard

lireolace, pets. $36 /mo. 449-6920. (aa a / ;

ROOMATES ne^ed
^^c^n^ighCh'c!^'

Brentwood house
'J

l^^^^^^,, b^s line,

private room. 5 mm. from campu ,

^^^ ^ ^^^

shopp ing. 479-5988.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^Room and board 24

1971. Convenient, mexpensixr,
^^^^23)

474-4012.

OYKSTRA Han ^-.'s contract »m for t^^^^

remaining spring quarter Call
^^JJ^^^,

8365. 652 3804.

y Room to Share 2/

GIRL student or grad to share apt. and

mealsfrecwithguy. 399 6110. ____(27A_19)^

JAutos for Sale 29
_ w. ' * —
'60 VW one owner fine condition $475 or

best offer 652-5058 after 5 30 or weekend^ _
( 2t A 20

)

'44 VW Bus, new Engine, trans., brakes,

tires 476 $296 till 6, 889 0518 after 4 $995

/offer _____-<" ^'*>

'48 VW perfect cond , automatic stick, AM
FMradiO, $1250 787 4977 (29 A 19)

ANY make/model new car (foreign ft

domestic) at near dialer's cost Collegiate

Concepts, 788 1410 (29 A 20)

'66 DODGE Coronet 500, bucket s^ats. pwr

steering, auto trans Good buy •»AO0 299

1926
(2»A»«»

'65 MUSTANG V 8 conv.. Shift 4 speed. Oood

condition Must sell, going abroad Eves^475

5132.
''^** '

'*7 BUiCK Electra 225, 4 dr. ht. only 29,000

mi ,
excellent $1650 477 3405 400 Veteran

Ave.

T BIRD '65 Landau, A/C, vinv; roof, all

powerclean «990orbe*t 390 t eves. 129

A 14) _
'48 VW, AM FM, removable rack, xInt. cond,

must sell, make offer, 475 2444 eves^^X54482

d 3 V s

V Apts. to Share / V ^^"^/y/^ANCHA
•k-i VW Sedan. Good condition Rebuil engine

$450 or best offer Call 824-9S47. ( 29 A 20)

FEMALE/share apt. w/two, own bdrm. 2

miles from UCLA. 271-5429 days, 824-4492
eves. (19 A 19)

GIRL needed share spacious, friendly 2

»>drm apt. with 2. Pool, »70/mo. WLA, 824-

5800. (19 A 14)

ISRAELI student to share one bedroom apt.,

>70 each, n^mr campus. Call Zeev, 474-

1495. (19 A 15)

FEMALE: Share huge two bedroom apt.
w'lth three. 1$ min. walk to campus, $48.75
^75 4782. (19 A 20)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm, 2 bath, S47. 2 blocks from
campus. Prefer foreign student.

Ji'i/L^rato, 474-4040. - tl»A20)

*f)^y^ Ige. lurn . 1 bdrm. apt.
utilities/parking, 1/2 block campus. »95. 4S0
l-andfair, 477-2197 (19 A 20)

HAS THREE BEDROOM SUITES

VVITH MORE SPACE

TO BREATHE
TO MOVE
TOLIVE

COME BY AND SEE OUR SPAf E

930 HILGARD AVE
475 i831 _^

'69 DATSUN 1600 no hassle. 20,000 mi $1750

/offer Nights . 394 4717 <^^A20)

47 TRIUMPH Spitfire, low mileage. XInt.

condition 789 4175 evenings (29 A 20)

•*5 MUSTANG, exc engine New tires,

brakes, transmission $700 best of er <7«

1055 or 478 1404. (29A 70)

/ Cycles, Scooters^

tor jOie.. ...••••••••••••• wV

»9 MOTO GUZZI Scrambler 125 cc. top

cond 3000 easy miles $200. must sell 839

5615
nOAM)

305CC YAMAHA, 1966, xlnt cond .
WOOO

miles, and helmet $12$ firm Call Terry 477

6874 eves ( 10 A 20)

FOR sale 47 Yamaha 250 cc 'Perfect

m«han*Ja. cond Best offer ever $250 3«

8394 5-

TRIUMPH Chopper, '70
>0«?^,/f;.^

''"•

cond Cost $1700, now $II$0.>»»^14 < )0 A >4)

-.— -T*
.—^——^^—^^—~—

"

70 HONDA CL 450. 5.000 miles Perfect

cond $72^ /offer 474 $294 till * ••• OJ'f
after 6 (30 A 14)

•48 HONDA Scrambler Very ^ood «o'"*;';«"

iOOO m. . best offer W.th helmet Ca^' J\*^

*8lSafter4 (30 A 1$)

y Room and Board

^ bchanqed forHeh^^

*'2 345$.

urn

'(19 A IS)

AID mother or 2. ^-;" ;;-r.t"pruT's:!ir"
Beverly HiU$ Own room /bath P "^^^^ ,jj

477 3551.

for minimally **"
'l^'iVT, \Vt€t natured

^hn ,. vrry pleasant, j^.^^.nq
' nil' » _ _
_- somesiK'-r ^^,

4$ MGB Rdstr W/w, Blaupk.. Sempenet,

Klnt body, mech . Dernngton, New ;n»o;*or

Must sell 769 1983.

•47 TRIUMPH Spitfire, 28.000 miles, original

owner, radio, heater $895/best of^er
83J-

8434. L_---
'44 VW Bug, Mint., nu clutch, Brants »»K^

Call 473 2409 before 10a m after 5p.m (2^

A 14)

i,s, V /v iuuartD'*''' *»'i'"- wagon ^ow

rJi'leage, A ?cond.t.on $99$ 472 8352 (29 A

15)

47 AUSTIN Healey Sprite Runs good,

rebuiltengine Must sell 829 1414 $400 (29 A

15)

GOOD4»ansportation summer lof' «".*'
OalaxlV V 8engme power steering /*^»*»«'

R/H, $18$ 477 4392 (29 A 30)

'44 VW Bus in very good cond »''W« J^p

$422 or work Fr, ft Sat. OR 7 1291 (29 A 14)

•49 YAMAHA 2$0c<, 2 Cvlmder. Ig
J»"' '^JT

,;. ^uperb condition, $3$0 J97 4247 (80 A 15)

SAVE UP TO $400

on your own motorcycle and teor Europel

Buy new BSA, TRIUMPH NORTON, TAX
FREE from one of England's oldest dealers^

Est 50 years Huge stock too of guaranteed

used models at England s lowest prices Full

Insurance for Europe ft Shipment back to

USA arranged or we guarantee re

Durchase Write now for full details

George Clerke ( Motors) Limited

774 271 Brixton Mill

London, S W 2 EiSg

Tel 01 474 3211

-r;5 A

1513

*^EMALE roommate share apt. im-
'^••diately Security building (own bedroom,
"-'n bath). Palms. Call Myrna. 870 9250 ( 19

"^1 'c^^'

•43 SUNBEAM Alp.ne «°" ;',•";!?!;, ,«^«*'

condition Best offer, must sell <" ^y'^^,
2iseves

•48 VW BUG Red, automatic, sunroof, good

mech cond . must sell $i ISO Eves. •74-
^ ^^^

33)4

49 PONTIAC OTO, xlnt cond , ••' C0«d..

bucket seats, a steal $2450 Work, •"
»»JJ.

home, 7894733 (29 A 20)

HONDA '70 7$0.

fairing 454 41)5

full touring e4|«Hp with
(30A14)

»!-«

:i-'

VOLKSWAGEN '67, iSOOcc's engine, trans

,ust rebuilt, radio, heatgr.
»*""''>•*;JT.t?

TWci -r»tr

wired $1000/olfer.824 270$ (29 A 20)

4« KAWASAKI Avenger ..^.^
Paysonw 278 1940 H 474 399J bestoffer(JO

A 14)

'-I

•m m^^iwim *^b.^ ,

' t*—'^^

]&
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Steve Center, Rob Clarke

picked forPan-Am games I Woocfstock showing faces difficulties

NAME
Keith WiHcM, ff

Bill Walton, c

Greg Lee, g
Gar, Franklin, f

Vince Carson^ f

Hank Babcock, g
Ofcar Raa*, f-c

Dave Cumbarland, g
Nels Tahti^ §
Ron Werfl, I

UCLA TJEAM TOTALS
OPPONENTS TOTALS

G
20

20

20

2t

n
at

- f
20

If

18

20

20

F6M
144

155

14f

127

114

f1

If

32

14

12

880

540

FGA
247

224

244

224

192

170

33

88

4S

33

1541

1440

Pet.

42.2

48.4

54.5

54.7

59.5

53.5

54.2

34.4

35.4

34.4

57.1

34.9

FTM
48

52

40

43

34

41

9

21

1

5

334

240

FTA
95

82

74

85

40

51

14

39

4

10

519

401

Pet.

71.4

43.3

81 1

50.4

54.7

78.8

54.3

53.8

14.7

50.0

64.4

59.9

R
242

321

58

131

154

45

38

25

14

23

1101

742

A
58

74

125

45

28

93

2

47

5

4

481

140

TP
400

342

358

297

242

223

45

85

33

29

2094

1320

AVG.
20.0

18.1

17.9

14.9

13.1

11.2

5.0

4.3

1.7

1.4

1%l.7

44.0

%

i

IndividMal Season Highs

:i^

>i

Most points: Bill WaNaii—30 9q^\f\%^ U€ Riverside Frosh, 1/15/71

Mast fiaW goals: Bill Walton— 14 against UC Riverside Frosli, t/15/7l

Most free ttirows Grog Lee—7 against W ' ! * j

" * flegt, 1/2/71,

^ Vii.-. ri*. ^--.i .a inst Los Ange'. . 1... _-.i^wi-. :— ..,;..""::'

Hanr joi^m dgainst Cal Stdie kjo» j

¥^

Freshmen Season Record
(2IM))

%

i

— •<*,

i

?5:

.V

1

UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA

Frosh.78, El Camtfio Colki«N»^7, at Pauley PavfllofI, 12/4/70

Frosh 104, Vallev State C

Frosh-114

Frosti-100, L€
Frosh 109, Wtst
FroslMlS. Oialfty C

i,i-i-'

' e^, at Pauley PaviHon, 12/5/70

.^ 73, at Pauley , ^.. .».„ 12/11/70

Coi:dge-44, at Pauley Pavilion^ 12/12/7

sCollege-70,atPc^ ., 1/2/71

-51^ at Pauley Pavilion, 1/8/71

Frosh.127, Antalope Valley Collage-55« at Pauley Pavilion, 1/9/71

Frosh.l2S, UC Riverside Fros»i-74, at Pauley Pavilion, 1/15/71

Froah.77« Piarce Collar ii, at Pierce Collaga, 1/M/71 /

Frosli-94, Moorpark C4#i»^e>70, at Moorpark Collaga, i/23/71

Frosh 105, Cal State Los Angeles Frosh 73,at Cal State Los Angeles, 1/29/71

Frosli-113, UC Santa Barbara Frosh-53,at Pauley Pavilion, 1/30/71

Frosl>.78, use FroslM9, at Sports Arena, 2/4/71

Frosh-132, San Diego Mesa College-95, at San Diego Mesa, 2/13/71

Frosh-101, Pepperdine Frosh-84, at Pauley Pavilion, 2/19/71

Frosh-ig2« Cypress Cotlege-54, at Pauley Pavilion, 2/20/71
Frosh-114, Hancock College-^, at Hancock Collage, 2/27/71
Frosh-101, Pepperdine Fro$h-81, at Pauley Pavilion, 3/5/71

Frosh- 104,San Diego State College Frosh-58, at Pauley Pavilion, 3/4/71
Frosh-04, use Frosh-45, at Pauley Pavilion, 3/13/71

#
-«i*L

:•:•
.•••

•V
.V

Trojan basemen stop Bruins, 7—1
Defending Pac-8 and NCAA champion USC

Trojans picked up where they left off last year by
whipping the UCLA Bruins and star pitcher Rick
Pope 7-1 at Sawtelle Field yesterday in the Pac-8
opener for both teams.

Pope, now 6-2 on the year, lasted only four innings,

being bombarded for four runs and four hits. Pope's
control was also shaky as he walked three Trojans
and hit center fielder Gordon Carter in the back
during the third inning. Trojan catcher Craig
Perkins began the USC onslaught when he slammed
a 3-0 pitch over the left fieW fence in the first with two
on.

Trojan starting pitcher Steve Busby, now 4-1 on the
season, had the Bruins well under control, aUowing
just six hits over nine innings. The lone tally df
Busby came in the sixth inning when Bruin first

baseman Dave Landress sent a drive that fell from
the glove of left fielder Tim Steele and dropped over
the fence for a home run.

Busby also contributed to his own winning cause by
sending a Rick Pope pitch into left field scoring
Carter in the fourth. Eight ol the nine USC starters
collected hits off Bruin pitchers Pope and Gary
Robson. Robson was tagged for three runs and three

hits in three innings. Bill Susa held the Trojans to two
hits over the last two innings.

USC had a field day running as the Trojans stole

five bases off Bruin catcher Bob Petretta. Trojan
shortstop George Ambrow was gunned down by
Petretta in the second.

UCLA, now 21-10 this year and 0-1 in the Pac-8, had
little offensive punch with the exception of Landress'
solo blast. The only Bruin rally came in the second
when Rick Pope popped out to Trojan second
baseman Mike Ball with the bases loaded. The Bruin
leading batters, second baseman Ralph Punaro and
third baseman Mike Gerakos, were held hitless as
was centerfielder Ron Diggle, the Bruin leader in

extra base hits. Landress had three hits and right
fielder Eric Swanson contributed two. Luis Gomez
collected the other Bruin hit, a bunt single.

The Bruins will attempt to get back on the right
track when they host Stanford Friday afternoon and
Cal in a doubleheader Saturday at Sawtelle.

USC 3

UCLA
1 3

1

R H E
7 10

14
—Ed Burgart
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Two UCLA swimmers, Rob Clarke and Steve Genter, have been

selected to compete in the Pan-American Games in Calle, Colombia
this

August.

Genter and Garke both took part in the AAU Short Course Swimmino
Championships last weekend in Pullman, Wash. Genter, representing

the

Lakewood Aquatic Club, earned a spot on the Pan-Am team with a fourth-

place finish in the 500 freestyle.

His 4:34.2 time was two-tenths of a second behind that of former Bruin

Mike Burton. Indiana's John Kinsella, who turned down a Pan-Am invite

to concentrate on the AAU Long Course Championships this summer in

Houston, won the event.

Clarke, also swimming under the Lakewood banner, took a fourth in the

200 butterfly in 1:52.3. Burton was second in 1:50.2 while Gary Hall, also

of Indiana and another who will go to Houston, was the winner.

Burton turned in another second-place finishin the 1650 free, losing out

to Kinsella.

VolleybaU tonight, r—
(Continued from Page 17)

to center the ball for him with a high set. Teammate Jom Oulie provides

some other hitting help. The loss of standout Jon Lee (older brother of

Brubabe basketball star Greg Lee) to graduation has dictated Santa

Barbara's reliance on Oulie and Bonygne.

Other than Kilgour's injury, UCLA appears to be in good shape Larry

Griebenow has been playing his best ball of the season, hitting especially

well in the regionals. A surprise for the Bruins was the play of Jim

Welch, who came off the bench to spark UCLA in its regional vicotry over

Long Beach State. Welch served four straight points to help the trailing

Bruins to a come-from behind victory. Dick Irvin, Ed Machado and Bruce

Herring continue to perform well, although Herring has been bothered by

a slight groin pull. —— •

Not only could tonight's match preview the NCAA finals but it also

brings another confrontation between Scates and his assistant of a year

ago. Now Santa Barbara head coach, Rudy Suwara. Since leaving UCLA,

Suwara has brought the Gauchos a long way. Part of the way was a

victory in last weekend's regionals. The question tonight is whether the

Gauchos can perform as well on the road as they did at home.

IM BaskettMll Championship

Gary's Wonders, led by Wayne Freeman and Vytus KatiUus with 17 points each, successfully

defended its All U basketball championship last night in Pauley Pavilion by smashing the Hard

Guys, 60 34. Curt Wells was high scorer for the Hard Guys with twelve points, followed fty ^Ob
Chaffee with nine.
The game was never in doubt as Gary's Wonders quickly sped to a 28 11 haiftime lead that

reached its peak in the middle of the second half at 50-21. The loss was only the second of tfie year

for the Hard Guys, both to Gary's Wonders, to whom the Hard Guys had lost in regular season

play. Gary's Wonders completed its second consecutive undefeated season.

ISC Language Classes

GERMAN ^Tuesday. 7:00 p.m.

ITAUAN — Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.

SWAHIU -Tuesday. 7:30 p.m.
^^^ '-

FRENCH - Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.—

PERSIAN - Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.

CHINESE (MANDARIN) - Wednesday, 8:30 pm

SPANISH - Thursday, 8:00 p.m.

CHINESE (CANTONESE) -Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

JAPANESE - Friday, 6:00 p.m.

These classes are offered each week by pri-

marily foreign student volunteers at no charge

to the participants. ALL stress conversational

dialogue . . . therefore a grammar background

is beneficial.

ENGLISH CONVERSATION - Daily M F, 1 1 00

a.m. — 1:00 p.m. and Tuesday, 7:30

p.m. & Friday, 8:00 p.m.

ON CAMPUS ENGLISH CONVERSATION - Dai

ly M-F, 1 1 :00 - ) :00 p.m. MWF, 2:00

4:00 p.m. 11 18 Campbell Hall

International Student Ceriief
-

1023 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood/477-4587

Administration representatives have denied quashing

I for
' an outddor campus screening of Woodstock

b^^use they feared lari^e-scale drug arrests.

rm opposed to drugs and I'm opposed to law-breaking,

I
wasn't concerned atx>ut a drug problem. It was not a

r* .Qj. in our decision-making," according to Jim Klain.

d rector of Campus Activities Service Office (CASO) , which

grants facility use approval.

The Woodstock showing would have "duphcated some

asoects of the original event," accordig to MitcheU Can-

Id executive director of the Student Fund, which

"rooosed the project. Intended to publicize anci raise money

for the Student Fund, the program would have been held at

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center. An audience capacity of

5 000 would have been made possible by seating 1 ,200 people

in the
amphitheater there and the rest on the grass.

However, the location originally chosen for the event

made crowd control difficult, Klain said. "The problem was

this the fences surrounding the area are low and in the

bushes
" he said. "With an off-campus audience of high

school kids and junior high kids in a nighttime activity

outdoors I felt we would not be able to make sure that only

those paying for tickets received admission and that no

more than the authorized numl)er of people occupied the

area."

He estimated the cost of crowd control personnel at

$1,440.52. However, Cannold complained the cost could have

been reduced by using student volunteers. "Klain said we
would need the National Guard to supervise," he added.

"He refuses to use our volunteers, since he doesn't trust the

students to do that."

Klain explained that "volunteer service has left a lot to

be desired in the past We've had some who were very good,

but generally it's not a wise practice for something of this

nature. Besides, the amount Cannold could have cut down

on by the use of the volunteers was minimal."

Another problem faced in the Woodstock screening was

the sound level. "If we're outdoors in the amphitheater with

speakers on 20-or 30-foot platforms, generating a 110 decibel

noise level, we'd be sending it out for a long, long ways,"

Klain said.

Since he heis received "innumerable and consistent**

complaints from residents near the rec center, regarding

noise from parties and dance activities inside rooms there,

Klain believed the sound level would be intolerable. In

addition, the film would last an hour and 15 minutea past

curfew Vice-chancellor Norman Miller notes, "It only

takes one person to call in a complaint and you have police

action for violation of curfew."

Cannold expected to handle the noise level problem by

•sending letters to the 20 or so houses that would be able to

hear it at aU, tcUing them of the fund raising nature and

asking them to bear with us " However. Klain and MiUer

did not beUeve contacting the residents would be effective.

The third major problem involved in the outdoor

screening was its technical feasibility, according to Kl^
The projector throw necessary for the area required

equipment that is usually permanenUy assembled on the

site, not rented for one night, he said. Furthermore the

screen would have had to be custom-made and scaffolding

to support the screen would have had to be designed, he

added The cost of renting and setting up the projection

equipment was estimated at approximately $4,000

Klain s projected costs of the event would have made the

screening economically unfeasible, according to Cannold

Since showing Uie film indoors would subsUntially reduce

the costs, plans are now being made to screen Woodstock m
Royce Hall.
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Sponsored by AFSCME, AFT
DeacHine extended

A rally protesting Governor Ronald Reagan's

budget cuts wiU be held at noon today at Janss Steps.

Rallies, which will take place simultaneously on

the eight other UC campuses, are jointiy sponsored

by two unions of University employes — the

American Federation of SUte, County, and

Municipal Employes (AFSCME) and the Amencan

Federation of Teachers (AFT).

Following the rally, petitions will be available for

signing, protesting the cuts and demanding in-

creased Uxation of banks and corporations to offset

the tax burden on tiie private citizen. They will be

placed at the Neuropsychiatric Institute, Bruin Walk

and the University Research Library, according to

Johanna Brenner, a member of one of two AFT locals

here.

A copy of the petitions will be sent by delegation to

ChanceUor Charles E. Young. He wiU be asked to

sign it "to signal his support of Uie students and

employes," Brenner said.

The unions passed out leaflets Tuesday stating that

Reagan's budget "signals a crisis in California s

public services."

It charged that while "those who can least afford to

pay" bear the burden of state expenses, "pnvate big

business" pays at most 12 per cent of all state funds.

The competition for funds results in divisions among

workers, students and unemployed. "Reagan s

policies ... are designed to make tiiese splits

worse. .
."

Speakers at the rally wiU include representatives

from AFSCME, the two AFT locals here (one for

faculty, one for teaching assisUnts and readers), the

Social Workers Union and a student here.

\.u tn discuss
The recommendation of the executive committee

of the College of Letters and Science (L&S) to aboiisn

foreign language requirements wiU be discussed by

the faculty of the college in a meeting at 3 p.m. today

in W. Young Hall (Chemistry) 2250.

The faculty can either approve or reject tne

proposal, Uble it, or put it on mail ballot to the enure

Letters and Science faculty.

By the rules governing mail ballot elections w
ballot would have to go out between Apnl 23 and 29.

Ihe election must Uke place within four weeks,

meaning May 27 at the latest.

The requirement was discussed by Uie college ai

»ls last meeting (June 15, 1970) and was tabled.

On March 16, by a vote of eight to two (with one

abstention and tiiree absentees) the executive

committee recommended the requirement oe

abolished in the college and that individual depan-

ments be permitted to s ^* ».V-r ...^n fnrpi^njanguage

requirement, if any, toi i.'..^
....:j"" :

**^

proval by the executive committee
In the '^or-imittee's majority sUtement, it em-

phasized .^ca department would be able to set its

lly to be held
| ^^^ ggA nominations

>o rukfifinn lictc the following dcmands*. :2>The petition lists the following demands:

- End the wage and hiring freeze — no budget

cuts. .

- End job discrimination against women ana

minorities.

- Free higher education for anyone who wants to

go — abolish tuition.
^ .^.

- Full funding for Educational Opportunities

Program (EOF) and other programs supporting

minority students.
"^

- Recognize unions of public employes as

bargaining agents.
, ^ . ^ «^,- Increase taxation on the banks an(^ cor-

porations. . ^^- Price controls so that corporate taxes cannot be

passed on to the consumers.

The rallies are an outgrowth of a conventionof

sUtewide university unions, Brenner said. The

convention established a councU of representiv^

from locals of botii unions, which then started

planning two activities. One is the set of

simultaneous rallies today.

The other is a future "march on Sacramento to

nut pressure on the Legislature to reject Reagan s

proposed budget which must be passed by July 1.

Today is the first time either union has sponsored a

rally or demonsti-ation on campus. It »» also the fu^t

time either has participated in a
'J^'^''^^^,^'^^

action
" according to Bremier. "Reagan's budget is

clearly a political issue. Fighting it is in everybody s

'"Thrrally plans to show University communi^ --

students faculty and non-faculty workers -that the

budget affects everybody. "Equally," Brenner

added, "and equally badly."

• •

v.
v.
V.
v.

«

remiirciiienls
own requirements; hence the eliinination of the

?ruirement at the college level does not imply the

eUmSn of foreign language instruction^

tElTmentary language instrucUon U currenUy bemg

considered for change or elimination i«>der Chan-

cellor Charles E. Youngs programmatic review.)

The SUtement pointed out foreign language may

contribute to broadening a student's «iucaUon but

n^L kinds of courses, more than a student can Uke.

Contribute to the goal of breadth. "It is not cl«.r why

language should be singled out to be required.

The report concludes there was "no clear con-

sensus" among faculty concerning the requirement.

Members of the committee opposed ««. the proposal

said in a minority sUtement elimination was lU-

fdvis^
" as it establishes a "dangerous" precedent.

Season that once a department may se lU own

language requirements, nothing can prevent it from

pstiiblishing Its own breadth requi

This will lead to a narrowing ot inU ..

by making undergraduate work almost as

specialized as graduate work.

The deadline for Graduate Students' Association (GSA) officer

nominations was extended at a GSA meeting last Tuesday. Ad-

ditional nominations may be made at the next GSA Senate meeting

7:30 p.m. Wednesday. April 20, in Uie Pauley Pavilion Founders

Room or by filing petitions with the GSA<)ffice. 301 Kerckhoff HaU,

by 4 p.m. April 23.

Thus far the following names were placed in nomination for next

Year's GSA president: Peter Bouvier, current GSA president

Sherman Gree>istein, a GSA representative from the politica

science department and Peter Tolos, commissioner of budget

planning.

Nominations for first vice president are Judd Adams, education,

and Bob WalUier. speech Elliot Schiling was nominated for the

office of second vice president.

Following a revision of the GSA constitution last year, graduate

studente here may now directiy elect GSA officers. Previously, tiie

council both nominated and elected the officers.
»

\ Because of this change in the constitution, it becanrie necessary

for the election code to be modified. A major portion of the meeting

focused on ratifications in tiie code which included provisions for

establishing an Election Board, rules for candidacy, voting and

jg campaigning.

I In other business. GSA allocated $1,265 to the Black Law Journal

i which, according to the Journal's represenUtive Barbara
Wlharn^

S required the additional money for an ' emergency fund. Although

i $r335 had previously been raised, the addiUonal "»oney was needed

I fo^ the finit issue of the journal which was scheduled to be

f published last Wednesday.

I The Chicano Law Review requested and received »4 7W for U«

i funding of two of their projecU; $500 for Casa Legal and $4,285 for

jt the Chicano Law Review.

Casa Legal is a community-based service progrjnnspc^^

the Chicano Law Students' Association and the School of La*^ T^

program is set up to provide legal services for indigents and •« now

fn ^istence in the Chicano barrios of East lx» Angeles and Vemce.

I The Chicano Law Review was esUblished 'o eliminate the lack of

p literature dealing with the legal problems of Chicanes

I Its purpose is to provide a schoUrly forum for research into the

55 legal problems of the Chicano community.

%

I
V.

<•:

I
V.

•

I
:;

Correction

The Dally Bruin reported April 13 the Legtal.tWe AsuemWy of the

lT Angeles Wvl.U, of the Academic Senate had .pprovH

t^p^T change. In the regulation which K"-™* l^^
examhiatlon, TTie story omitted one fact: the "R"'-*^ '* '^^^
wide rule and can be changed only by "«« •^'* *"' ^"'^"rj^:
local action was merely to «.ek such a change. Until "" •t**^*"'

IremWy acts, the regulation concornlng final "»""»•"""»'*

unchTnged. aco.rrt.n. .o ...me, P T1.«m... chairman of th,

committee on u:._ „

Jik.
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Community Service Week

activities set for today
Community Sen ice Week will continue today with the following

discussions (Community Services Week is sponsored by the

Community Services Commission of Student Legislative Council to

expose the conmiunity to positive student activities and gain

student support for various programs)

:

Task force reports to Young

Teacher evaluation studied

11am

1pm

2 pm

Ackerman Union 2408

Topic: Problems of Urban Areas

Speaker. Larry Palmer, Dept. of Parks and Recreation

Ackerman Union 2408

Topic : Run-off Candidate for Board of Education

Speaker: Janice Bernstein

Ackerman Union 2408

Topic : Westwood as it relates to UCLA Community
Speaker: Westwood Liberation Front

• OFFICIAL NOTICES •

FROM: Dean of Students

PARKING PERMITS, LOT 32

A limited numbtf of student parking permits in lot 32 are avaflable
for the A Springgarteronly on a first-corne-fLret-served basis. These are
being allocated at the central parking service, room 280, Gayley-Strath-
more Structure.

FROM: Financial Akis Office

All student receiving California ^ate Scholarsliips for the Spring
Quarter of 1971, please sign the Fee Claim Formi in Room 3109
Murphy Hall between April 5 and April 16.

FROM: Graduate School of Education, Office of Student Services
Students completing the requirements for the Standard Teaching

credential at the end of the current quarter must obtain credential appli-
cation papers immediately in the Office of Student Services, Moore Hall
201. Any delay in this matter could affect future employment.

FROM: Graduate School of Education, Office of Student Services

MANDATORY ENGLISH TEST FOR CREDENTIAL CANDIDATES
If you are enrolled In your first education course or have not pre-

viously taken the English t^st, you must register in advance to take the
test this quarter at the times and dates offered. For additional infor-
mationand the testing schedule, please contact a credential counselor
in the Office of Student Services, Moore Hall 201.

Signups will be taken in Moore Hall 201, AprU 5-Aprfl 16. Deadline
for sIgn-ups is Friday AprU 16. Testing will be done April Ift^O.

By Tom Humphreys
DBSUff Writer

A set of proposals on teaching evaluation will be

given to Chancellor Charles E. Young next week by

the Task Force on the Evaluation of Teaching, ac-

cording to Paul Greening, a member of the task

force.

The proposals which await the task force's final

review include the possible creation of a permanent

agency to evaluate instructors. Greening said.

The task force is one of five appointed by Young
last fall in response to UC President Charles J.

Hitch's call for improved methods of undergraduate

instruction. It is composed of students, faculty and

administrators, and is headed by Raymond Orbach,

assistant vice chancellor of academic affairs.

Suggestions

The proposals are a modified version of

suggestions originally submitted by the task force in

January. After a review of this original report, the

Chancellor voiced disagreement with recom-
mendations for a teacher evaluation research center

and asked for a more detailed description.

Recommendations
The^roposalsare now being studied by the Student

Educational Policies Commission, the Graduate
Students' Association (GSA), and the Budget and
Educational Policy Conmiittees of the Academic
Senate.

These four groups wiU submit their recom-
mendations to the task force members for

evaluation, by the end of this week according to

Greening. The final proposals, along with the

recommendations by these groups will then be ^r^^

to the ChanceUor.
^"^

Young also requested " further developments alorm
the lines set forth in the (prehminary) recom
mendations." The present set of proposals, actuallv
prepared by a subgroup of the task force, is in

response to that request.

The proposals subject to final approval recom-
mend the following:

Some form of teacher evaluation should be
published for student use.

Departments and instructors should decide if

evaluation should measure how much a student had
learned, based on a pre-determined criteria.

Actual evaluation take three forms; questions
common to all evaluations, open-ended questions for
student's personal opinion and questions prepared by
the department for each specific class.

An agency to be set up to gather the data
tabulate it and distribute it.

The original evaluation center proposed by the
task force has been scaled down according to
Greening. Their first recommendation was for a
center which would research teacher evaluation as
well as handle the evaluation survey. The new
recommendation simply proposes an agency to

handle the surveys, Greening said.

"The task force was one of the most effective I

have ever served on in terms of coming to a
decision," according to Ed Ellman, (GSA) vice

president and task force member. Ellman described

the committee members as bi&ing enthused and hard-

working.

HELPLINE 825-7646

Students meet

to discuss lEEB
Students interested in

establishing a student wing of

the Institute of Evolutionary

and Environmental Biology
(lEEB) will meet at noon today
in the Ackerman Union
Women's Lounge.

Tlie students will determine
the group's functions, leader-

ship and mode of operation.

Those interested but unable to

attend should contact Dr. F.
Abraham, at the Neuropsy-
chiatric Institute, ext. 50252^

FOR *297 YOU GET

A 100-Watt harman kardon Receiver

AM/FAA Stereo, Blackout Dial,

Already wired for

QUADRAPHONIC
Processor

AND
SL 95 B

Transcription Turntable
TOP OF THE LINE

•Viscous Damped Cueing
•Synchronous Motor

•Needle - Pivoted, Gimbolled Arm
•Base Dust Cover and

Cartridge included

AM r\ ^^o Acoustic Suspension. Two-Way Speaker
r\\ ^ Ly Systems in Solid Wolnut Cabinets
LISTPptiCE«506

All For *297 (»-«MITED QUANTITY)

COMPLETE STEREO
VAN NUYS
981-1731

SYSTEMS FROM

MOO
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CED IB ENROLLMENT-
The Council on Educational Development is

discussing whether freshmen who did not take

CED 1 A can take IB. Pending further decision

such students should remain enrolled.

the Student Educational policy Commission of SLC

AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

o student discussion on the value of transcendental
meditation ds taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental ability,

improving health, increasing enjoyment In life, . . .

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

Each Thursday 1 PM
mUltl--''^-
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Professor Richman discusses Red China
By Andrew Moss

__ DB SUff Writer

Barry M. Richman, a business administration

professor here specializing in management and in-

ternational business, believes the media coverage of

Red China is at the same stage as reportage of Soviet life

at the time of Sputnik.

Richman, who had studied Red Chinese industry and
management in 1966 as visiting professor at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology ( MIT) , foresees a

growing realism here about the Chinese nation. 'Tirst

it's (the media coverage) highly negative, then

something happens. After about ten years they get fairly

realistic coverage," he said. f __
-Richman, a Canadian citizen and a^permaneht
resident here, was compiling material for a work he
published in 1989 "Industrial Society in Communist
China," and because of this and his many press ap-

pearance and interviews, he has already received about

twenty letters from people wanting information on —
visiting China.

Richman received one letter from a political science

professor just before word that the American ping-pong

team had been granted entrance. The professor wanted

to study in Red China and felt it would be easier to

research its athletic programs than its political struc-

ture.

-^Richman hopes to return to the mainland with his .^

family this or next year for further work and research.-

Originally he was able to travel there by merit of \wt-
Canadian citizenship. He spent most of his time in-i^^

terviewing people who managed or worked in.factories

in 11 cities, including Peking, Shanghai, ' Canton,

Soochow, Loyang, and Cheng Chou.

He thought Hangchou — a resort that the country's

leaders use for vacations — was the most beautiful city.

I m fivi

Image causes

U.S. anxiety

m^tamner^^v," crini^iraift»ttmawilffi*nt*-v:iW*rtTrtrtrttet. M,r>H.^,*,l^^*A^^^^l»v*^^^

He enjoyed Peking for its great cultural and historical

values, as well as its food — the long 20-page menus
there represented food from all the provinces.

He saw great urban sprawl in Shanghai, a city of 11

million people, but felt it was unafflicted by the kind of

urban blight and filth plaguing other great Asian and

Western cities, including Tokyo and New York.

Living in China just before the outbreak of the Cultural

Revolution, Richman found himself and many other

foreigners well received. House arrests and sudden

seizures, particularly of journalists, occurred during the

Cultural Revolution, he said. At that time, the govern-

ment itself was unable to control some of the factions

within the country, he added Some of the arrests were

also in reprisal for British arrests in the 1967 Hong Kong
riots. As to visitors now: "They'll be pretty well

protected," tie said.

However, Richman said a k>asic conflict still exists

t)etween economic and ideological needs in Red China.

As he remarked in an interview in the "Center

Magazine," each factory not only has production ex-

perts, but also men versed in ideology. The ideologues

would question whether people or policies corresponded

to principles of cooperation and self-sacrifice for the

group. When the Cultural Revolution came "it got out of

hand," tie sajd.

Richman is hopeful American and Chinese relations

will improve. He lists ttie Chinese possession of nuclear

weapons, the economic benefits to both countries and the

sheer presence of 800 million Chinese as some of the

reasons why ctuinnels are opening on both sides.

However, tie was surprised that the Ctiinese admitted

the American ping-pong team at this time and said the

war in Indochina might be a larger obstacle to im-

proving relations ttian the problem of Nationalist China.

Richman said American anxieties alxHit China stem

from their own country's propaganda as well as from the

freeze on travel.

He said there's always been news coverage in Canada.

"There've been people from Britain and Canada going to

China," Richman said. He said Canada's Prime
Minister Pierre E. Trudeau visited China in tlie 1960'8 in

a non-official capacity. He said if a person in Canada
were to say he had been to Red China, "it wouldn't be

that far from saying you went to Taiwan."

Chicano law review—

'forum for roseareH'
A Chicano law review has been established by law students here "to

provide a forum for research into the legal problems of the Chicano

community.
"Information on Chicano legal problems is scarce, and we will try to fill

the gap, "editor-in-chief Loretta Sifuentes said.

"We are trying to give Chicano students the opportunity to get ex-

perience researching legal problems. Law review experience is usually a

prerequisite for a good job," Sifuentes said.

"We'll also try to make the Chicano community aware of how it can

benefit from the law," she said. "The law review will include articles by

lawyers, professors and students on aspects of law that affect Chicanes."

"This is the first Chicano law review in the country," Sifuentes said.

"We hope it will serve as an example for similar journals in the future"

The Chicano law review is sponsored by the Chicano Law Students

Association here and is funded by the Chicano Cultural Center and the

Graduate Students Association. It will be a semi-yearly publication, with

the first issue appearing in June according to Sifuentes.

"We hope to build up a body of legal literature which can be drawn upon

by lawyers, courts and teachers in discussing Chicano legal problems,"

staff member Charles Navarrete said.

The law review staff includes nine Chicano law students here. Its board

of directors consists of five law professors here and two California Rural

Legal Assistance lawyers.

"Staff positions are open only to Chicano students because we want to

give them the experience, but articles will be written by people of all

races," Navarrette said.

State college extension

program to be studied
LOS ANGELES (AP)—A six-man commission has been formed to study

the concept of expanding extension programs in the 19K:ampus stote

college system. Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke said Wednesday.

The goal, said Dumke, is to find ways where degrees can be granted

throughihe program which he called "colleges without walls."

The commission also will explore such possibihUes as credit for certain

types of Work experience, cooperative plans with industry and govern-

ment agencies, plus performance testing of students not enrolled in

regular programs.
Dumke said he is also asking the commission "to examine new ways to

serve new adult populations—by televised instruction, correspondence

taped lectures and classroom instruction on or off campus-through

programs of academic soundness and integrity.'*

The commission will be headed by Thomas H. McGrath, president of

onoma SUte College. •

There now are about 70,000 persons studying under state college ex^

tension programs. Dumke predicted the figure would reach 125,000 in the

mid-1970's.

Alters million dollar contract

UC may use recycled paper
New University purchasing

policies that would give preference

to recycled paper are being con-

sidered by University "materials

managers," according to Paul

Silver, director of the Office of

Environmental Studies (OES)
here.

The University, a major con-

sumer of paper and cardboard on

the West Coast, buys ap-

proximately $1,000,000 worth of

paper each year.

Silver said OES has nearly

convinced purchasing agent Ken
Weydert that certain paper con-

tracts should not exclude the option

of recycled paper over "virgin"

paper. Silver has submitted
recommendations that would
require all bidders to submit the

percentage contenti of reclaimed

fibres with their contract bids.

Bids

Weydert confirmed Silver's

announcement yesterday.

The contract winner would be

selected on the basis of the lowest

bid with the highest percentage of

reclaimed fibres.

Weydert is responsible for

coarse paper products while office

paper is the responsibility of the

UC Davis purchasing department.

Plans are now being made for th

expansion of the UCLA Salvage

Division to include as much as

possible of the 700 tons of computer

paper, iSO tons of tab cards, 300

tons of corrugated paper, and 500

tons > of office paper are thrown

away each year. Silver said.

Precedent

"If other large consumers of

paper on the West Coast follow this

precedent, it is likely that firms

more proficient at recycling will be

induced to move here from the

East and thus reduce the freight

charges that tend to offset the fact

that recycled paper is generally

cheaper than virgin paper," Silver

said.

"Even before the University

announces the change over, we are

preparing a 'teacher kit' so

students may also convince large

corporations to modify their

contracts. We have already con-

vinced the Prudential Insurance

Company that we have a good

plan
"

Silver said a new student group

called Environmental Vanguard

would be the vehicle for talking

'lu-iy/u s.
^

Many of the extension students, the chancellor said, are housewives

and employed persons who could not attend regular classes. ..

;*We hope to build on the ouUtanding services already existing in in-

dividual -T , ge extension programs, " he said.

Assembly subcommittee

approves salary increases
Sacramento ( AP)—Pay raises and fringe benefits toUling 19 per

cent for state college faculty members and 13 per cent for UC in-

structors won unanimous approval Tuesday from an assembly

subcommittee. jj *«j

-

The pay hikes, if approved by the legislature, would add 168.7

million to Gov. Ronald Reagan's proposed 1971 72 budget Reagan's

budget conUins no faculty salary increases - -
^

Approval from the Assembly Education Committee's Sub-

committee on Higher EducatiOin came after a personal plea from

UC President Charles Hitch He said '-" *' ""—^ "^"

university competitive wiih other UiSlituUons in attrarting grx^;

teachers.

w

with corporations. Silver and other

students, some of whom are in-

terns in the offices of Senators Alan

Cranston and John Tunney and

Congressman Alphonzo Bell, are

members of the group.

Noting that the goal of the

project was to build a market for

re-used materials, Silver said

recycled products have been
shunned as "unclean" in the past.

Waste

'Increased recycling will slow

down our trimming of forests,

significantly reduce the load on

solid waste disposal facilities, and

reduce water pollution caused by

paper plant chemical processes,"

he said.

"Only 11.4 million tons of the 58.5

million tons of paper and paper-

board used in 1969 were recycled —
though estimates are that the

recycled percentage could go as

high as 50 per cent if the market

conditions improved," he said.

The quality and price of recycled

paper are comparable to virgin

paper, he added.

Silver said over 40 per cent of

municipal refuse is recoverable

paper, but that most of it is

presently buried or incinerated.

Philosophy

"With a larger market we will

not only save millions of trees a

year, and reduce the problem of

handling solid waste and water

pollution, but implement our

philosophy of using resources as if

there were a tomorrow. Citizen

collection efforts will then be

emir\ently more successful," he

explained

According to Silver, the^

University will be the first in-

stitution of higher education in the

country to modify its paper con-

tracts, preceded only by the city of

New York and the federal

government

K
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Dislikes bureaucracy

NOMEI'S

LIBERtTION

will meet

TONIGHT

at 7:30

in KH 400

CUPOOL
Find Rides or Riders

for this quarter

CONTACT:

Student Pariing Review Board

X52452-3220A AAurphy Hail

(9-3) OR

Alpha Phi Omega AU "A"

level Lounge (10-2)

KINKS • BOZ SCAGGS- CONCERT
was cancelled because of serious illness of Kinks lead artist.

Ticket refunds will be available through Friday. April 16 at the

location of purchase: KerckhoH Hall Ticket Office or the Concert

Ticket Office. ! . 1.

CAAAPOUT BUS TOURS^ _^
Ji»n« 26- U doys $3)0 Ihm Inside Possoge-Mt.. of Western Conodo- Vancouver

Island.

J^iflJ- U days $255 The Conodion Rockies Banff and Jasper Notional Porks

VorKoover Islond

Awgvil 7- U days $575 Alaska-Northern British Columbia4he Yukon

^ Please send for free brochure

DICK MlUa TOUK5- 1223 FRANCES AVE FUUEtTON. CA. 92631 (714) 879-3741

>ald AdvcrgMMtMl

INCOME
-§ERVlCr

TAX
Flesner & Cook Flesner & Cook

20% DISCOUNT
to UCLA students, faculty, staff.

Fast Professional Service

1 101 Goyley Ave. Westwood Village BS^IfJ?
By Appointment Only 473-8127

o.,

''If you do nothing else, read
one book on your own history,

LABOR'S UNTOLD STORY."

- BERNADEHE DEVLIN
In a speech, New York City. March 7, 1971

Paperback edition LABOR'S UNTOLD STORY, $2.50 at your book-

store, or send check or money order to: UE, publishers, 1 1 East

51st Street, New York, N.Y. 10022.

UNITH) aECTRlCAL RADIO AND MACHINE WORKERS OF AMERICA (UE)

COLLEGE lEiiiliS FANS
Th« First Annual N.C.A.A^.G>ll«ge Tennis Yearbook

is now available
featuring: 1971 Ali-American Picks

Past NCAA champions (singles, doubles &
teams)

Photos of the 1971 players
Hlus writ»-ups from cooches in all the nr>ojor conferences and their predictions.

For yovr tnpy B«id $1.00 to Taraib We#. P.O. •« 5048. Son»a Menko. 90405.

General rep Cohen views jobs
(Editor's note: This is ttie fourth in a series of in-

terviews with Student Legislative Council (SLC)

members conducted by DB steff writer Ken

Peterson.)

Gary Cohen, one of the three general represen-

tati jes who serve on the Student Legislative Council

(SLC) this year, describes himself as "a poUtician

who doesn't like pohtics." This, coupled with his

expressed dislike for bureaucracy, led him to con-

centrate on different areas of interest than many

other council members.

"Because I'm almost ineffective as a bureaucrat, I

found myself attending a lot of meetings with

various groups: secretaries, staff clergymen,

sororities. I tried to get SLC into places it hadn't been

before," Cohen said. He also expressed his dislike for

drafting proposals to place before the council.

"If I'm interested in something, I don't write

proposals. I go out and work for it," Cohen said. One

such area of interest for him has been the initiative

drive to place a marijuana legahzation proposal on
' the 1972 ballot. Cohen is coordinating the drive on this

campus.

Rewarding

Cohen admitted much of his work with committees

and in meetings came about because "no one else

wanted to do it," but he also found the involvement^

rewarding.

"I wasn't frustrated by my inability to change

things. I was able to get my views over to committee,

members and have some influence," Cohen said.

Regarding the council as a whole, Cohen felt that

their performance wasn't too impressive this year.

••The Direct Assistance Facility (DAF) seems to

be a good thing, and I hop^ to see something positive

come out of it. I'm not too enthusiastic though about

the lobbyist program."

Cohen h,as mixed reactions concerning Keith

Schiller, undergraduate student body president,

speaking from what^ lie referred to as "my
prejudiced viewpoint."

••As a facilitator, Keith did a good job with what he

wanted to do. He was effective in establishing a

rapport with the Regents. He became a bureaucrat

this year because he had to in order to do what he

wants. But he lost personal touch with the council as

a result."

Resource

••Although I was involved in SLC, I tried not to

become divorced from the real world. I tried to be a

resource for those groups with which I worked, by

using my position on council to help them out,"

Cohen said.

At the time of last spring's elections, the Daily

Bruin took the position that two of the three general

representative positions should be eliminated.

Cohen, who at that time agreed with the Bruin's

position, has changed his mind as a result of his year

on the council.

••In the past only one or maybe.two of the general

reps would work. This year, however, all three of us

were active, and our activities were in different

axeaSj" Cohen explained.

••Personally, Vm satisfied with my year on SLC. I

voted with a clear conscience every time, something

I think not all the other members can say
. '

'

Ml

Jaywalkers cause confusion
By Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Reporter

A "scramble system" initiated

for pedestrians crossing Westwood

V Plaza at lot 14 has caused

widespread confusion among
Center for Health Sciences (CHS)
workers here.

The system, approved last

month by the Campus Traffic

Safety Committee, permits
workers to cross Westwood Plaza

anywhere between Circle Drive

South and parking lot 1, except

during peak traffic hours.

It was previously illegal to cross

Westwood Plaza outside marked
crosswalks; however many
workers created a traffic hazard

by walking directly across to their

cars in lot 14.

Confusion stems from misun-

derstanding of the new system,

according to Richard Thomas,
campus police lieutenant. ''Many

workers apparently don't un-

derstand they can't jaywalk during

peak traffic hours when a

policeman directs traffic at the lot

1 stop sign," he said.

^e California Vehicle Code
prohibits pedestrian crossing

Erich Segal to speak tomorrow
Erich Segal, author of the bestseller ••Love Story" will speak at

2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom under
the auspices of the Associated Students' Speakers Program-
Segal has been nominated for an Academy award for his

screenplay of "Love Story** and the movie is also being considered

for best picture.

Segal, who is Professor of Classics and Comparative Literature

at Yale, will discuss the Academy Awards and will answer

questions about hit books.

"between controlled in-

tersections." A controlled in-

tersection is one with a traffic light

or a policeman directing traffic,

according to Thomas. .

"The block between the fraffic

light at Circle Drive South and the

stop sign at lot 1 ;s between con-

trolled intersections when a

policeman is directing traffic at lot

1, and crossing at those times is

illegal," he said.

Thomas said policemen direct

traffic from 7:45 a.m. to 8:15 a.m.

and 4:45 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.

Several CHS workers who

reported being stopped by police

for jaywalking during peak hours

admitted misunderstanding a

memo explaining the new system.

"This is one of our oldest and

woiist problems," Robert Rogers,

committee chairman, said. "We

thought we'd found the final

solution with this system, but

apparently we'll have to recon-

sider it."

To avoid similar problems in the

future, Bert Cowman, physical

plant administrator, has declared

that no new parking structures will

be built between intersections.

Jl

(Paid Advertisement)'

As a part of Community Service Week,

the ASUCLA Tutorial Project is presenting a
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DB Editorials:

Zentner
Last week, we were able to favorably comment on

the decision to rehire Professor Stephan Kayser. At

thelisk of shattering our nihilistic image, this week
we are able once again to express pleasure this time

for the rehiring of Jules Zentner.

While tenure was not granted, Zentner received a

dual appointment to the Scandanavian Languages
department faculty and an assistant deanship in the_

College of Letters and Science. ^—^ - ^-

While Zentner's retention is a minor victory for

student efforts to keep good teachers from being

chewed up by the tenure machine, the true winner is

the University. The support Zentner has received

testify to his many contributions, to how much he has

given of himself as teacher, scholar, adviser and

friend.

With the good news about Zentner and Kayser the

temptation is to ignore the fact that nothing really

has changed. While these two will return, other good

teachers were not saved. And next year tenure

review will produce new Zentners because while two

were saved from the tenure machine the nfiachine

itself is still geared to promote publishing and to

chew up and cough out those who deliver their

research and themselves more directly to students.

Zentner and Kayser indicate the machine can be

reprogrammed or, at least, gotten around. Victory is

not in keeping two, victory is when teaching and

publishing are equally considered, when student

opinion of a professor's performance here, carries as

much weight as the opinion of colleagues across the

country reading the discipline's journals.

In short
Aaaargh! Coffee, the steamy solace from the in-

tellectual rigors of UCLA, has gone up in price from

one thin dime to a dime and a nickel for a cup of the

caffinous concoction. -

—

The Food Service is losing money we are told, and

rather than raise the price on a large assortment of

items, a price increase was instituted for the most

popular items.
But coffee? A fifty per cent increase in price? We

have no desire to see ASUCLA go bankrupt, and

perhaps the only way out of the fiscal fog is to raise

prices. But coffee is a staple, and 15 cents is simply a

price which in no way reflects the cost — or worth —
of the Food Service's brown brew.

. . . While your mind is thus attuned to the

machinations of finance, we encourage you to attend

a rally at noon today to protest Governor Ronald

Reagan's stance on the budget for the University of

California. Rallies similar to the one here will take

place at noon on the other 8 UC campuses, so try to be

there.

Letters to theEditor

Moratorium
We, the undersigned student body presidents of the Umversity of

California hereby declare our full support for a university-wide

moratorium on May 3, 4 and 5 to allow students to express theu^

feelings about the war in Vietnam.
We urge further that no "business as usual" be earned on m any

campus on May 5 in memorium for the trar-^^-- -^ ^^ ^ ^^^

TomToMlal (UCSB) 1 1 111 •%»••• ^ 4^

Keith Schiller (UCLA)
P-fr n,.,.^?or (UCLA)

< f 'f 't» ^

MikePalcic (UCSD)

David Wren (UCSF)

".^^^flsa^ii:^':.- 'if^''''

Police brutality charged
Editor:

It seems that Vice President

Agnew is more interested in the

image of this country than with its

people. While the evidence of

police brutality has become
overwhelmingly apparent in Los
Angeles he does not consider it his

duty to look into it.

It would seem that a man so

interested in the American image
would care more for the American
people. While justice is being

turned into a roller derby game by
Mayor Sam Yorty and Chief of

Police Ed Davis, Agnew remains
quiet.

The same people who make a

hero of Calley support the LAPD in

their killing of two Mexican
nationals. It would seem ttiat

Agnew is the last person to talk of

national iHMior and pride. Two men
have been killed and no one dares

speak out from the community.
Has life become so cheap for

Mexican people?

As a Chicano, I hear a lot about

people accusing the establishment

of corruption, however, I fail to see

anyone doing anything about that

corruption. For two years now the

Chicano Moratorium has been

exposing police brutality. Now, it

has come out with an ll-poin(

proposal to stop this problem.

In taim-, Yorty has linked Rosalio

Munoz with the City Hall bombings
and has also linked the Chicano

Moratorium with international

communism.
These deliberate lies of Yorty

show that the struggle of Chicanos

wijl not be over for a long time. For

now it is important that everyone

talk about the people of this

country, not its images —
especially where the problems are

so critical.

To support the cold-blooded

murders of the Sanchez turothers is

to tielp this country destroy itself.

As it is, the foremost American
reporters have predicted
revolutions against American
interests in Latin America within

the next 10 years: The American
people must force the government
to look into injustices against

Chicanos, or else, another internal

revolution will t)e breeding at

home. u"\
War is the last thing humanity

should look towards But, if there is

to be peace there must t)e justice

also.

The manner in which Yorty,

Agnew and Chief Davis play with

justice endangers the lives of all

citizens. At this time it is most
important to deal with the 11-point

proposal to stop poUce brutality

against Chicanos.

Ramses Noriega

Chicano Moratorium Organiiing

Committee

Zentner
Editor:

It is always disturbing to see

one's statements to a reporter take>

on different meanings when they

appear in print in a different

context from the one in which they

were made, but that is one of the

dangers ass(x;idted with making
statements at all, and I don't feel

that it is worth quibbling about as

long as it appears that the

distortions were not intentional.

I do feel a bit differently atxHit

direct misquotations, however,
and since one of the remarks at-

tributed to me concerning the

reappointment of Jules Zentner is

tbo. exact opposite of what I ac-

tually said, I feel that perhaps a

Correction is in order.

L did not say that "the entire

Ormanic Languages Department
is pleased that Dr Zentner will be

with us next year " This may, of

course, t)e perfectly true, tMt I

have no way oi knowing wftiether it

is or not, and I most certainly

would never presume to speak for

all members of ttie department on

any issue, much less this one. What
I said was that I personally was
very pleased with the reap-

pointment, and I tried to make
clear that I was speaking for no one

but myself.

Now that that lias been said. I _

might as well exploit the op-

portunity to explain why I (per-

sonally) am so pleased that Jules

lias been reappointed for next

year. I don't feel that the

University of California can afford

to lose the services of such tiighly

dedicated and gifted teachers as

Jules, and it is heartening to see

that the administrative

organization is sensitive enough

and concerned enough and flexible

enough to make it possible for him
to continue his work here.

I would also like to take the

opportunity to thank every in-

dividual who has written a letter -«

supporting Jules, either to me at

my request for use in presenting

his case or unsolicited to the

department, the administration or

the Daily Bruin. All these letters

were of the greatest help in

. presenting the true picture of

Jules' service to UCLA. It has been

cheering (once again, to me per-

sonally)' not only that so many
individuals took the time and

trouble to write these letters, but

that "the system" has shown itself

to be responsive.

Kenneth G. Chapman
Vice-Chairman. Department of

Germanic Languages

( Scandinavian Section

)

*^«vi^ w«):<:»«>t«.

Jobs, wages on line today
For Health Workers Local 2070, AFSCME, AFL-CIO

(Editor's note: The following column was submittod

by J. Ketola.)

The Governor's 1971 budget and the hiring freeze at

the University tells of a crisis in California's pubUc

service. Public services — and the working con-

ditions of the people they employ — have been

deteriorating for some time.

A hiring freeze went into effect in December at UC.

For every five employes that leave University jobs,

only one will be replaced. This has meant a very

heavy work load and speed-up to employes.

Gov. Reagan's new budget provides no cost of

living increase for University employes in July.

There will also be no raise in pay. This will, in effect,

be a cut in salary due to inflation.

Today UCLA Local 2070 is holding a rally on Janss

Steps at noon with speakers from AFSCME, the

student body, AFT and other unions from both the

public and private sector: Thelma Jackson,

President of Local 2070, will MC; Bob Brenner will

speak for the TA's Union and AFT; Isaac Woods will

represent the UAW.
Conjunct

This rally will take place in conjunction wim
demonstrations on all University campuses. The

purpose of the ralljL will be to demonstrate the

resentment workers and students have for budget

cuts affecting public services and education; it is the

first step in the fight against UC's wage and hiring

freeze.

Following the rally, there will be a march to the

administration building to present a petition to

Chancellor Young to demand his signature.

The petition is sponsored by AFSC^ME and AFT. It

is directed to the State Legislature and demands that

there be an end to the wage and hiring freeze and

budget cuts and calls for improvement in the con-

ditions of employment of employes and students.

The petition is only the first step and only one step

toward gaining these demands. We will fight

simultaneously in the legislature and through

organizing to shift the burden of taxes off the backs of

the poor and working people onto the backs of the

giant corporations of California

The money available for public ^ "^ '^

from what working people pay In taxes inus rin

ployes in the public sector who want to improve their

wages or the quality of service are forced either to

put greater squeeze on the already Qv^rtHiriJciied

taxpayer or to fight each other for larger shares of

state funds.

Problem

Various groups — teachers, students; welfare

recipients, and most recently, public employes —
have fought to get more money which they so

desperately need. So far, however, their movements

have been largely unsuccessful because each group

has been struggling by itself and has come up against

the same problem — the money each group needs

must come, under the present tax system, from the

state's taxpayers.

Private big business in the state contrilxites at

most 12 percent of all state revenues. In 1909 taxes on

banks and corporations accounted for 10 percent of

state revenues, taxes on insurance companies

amounted to another 2 percent It is not the state's

big businesses but the people who work for them who

pay for California's public services.

In 1970, the state estimates that taxable corporate

profits were 6.9 billion dollars, and further projects

7.7 billion in taxable corporate profits for 1971

Corporations must be made to pay some of the

profit back to the people of California by supporting

public services They will not do so willingly But

together we can force them to

We want an end to the wage and hiring freeie.

We want our raises and cost of living increases.

We want better working conditions.

We want job mobility.

We want equal pay for equal work.

If we are to stop Reagan's attack, we must unite.

Only a broad movement of a majority of the state's

taxpayers as well as public employes and the

recipients of public services will be strong enough to

stop Reagan. ^

Such a movement is possible If we attack the

present system of state financing by demanding

increased taxation of banks, corporations and in-

surance companies in California.

Come to the rally Join the informational picket

line which will march around the adnunistration

building.

If you can't come to the rally, show your support by

,. ,...T-ir,ij f.rm hnnH<; nnrt '^tirkcn? thev will be

Medical Center, near the Medical Book .
at the

south side of NPI, Bruin walk and the GraAiate

Student Library

:-m
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Dislikes bureaucracy
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Ticket Office.
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''If you do nothing else, read
one book on your own history,

LABOR'S UNTOLD STORY."
- BERNADEHE DEVLIN

In a speech, New York City, March 7, 197]

Paperback edition LABOR'S UNTOLD STORY. $2.50 at your book-

store, or send check or nru>ney order to: UE, publishers, 1 1 East

5|st Street, New York. N.Y. 1 0022. '
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General rep Cohen views jobs
(Editor's note: This is the fourth in a series of in-

terviews with Student Legislative Council (SLC)

members conducted by DB staff writer Ken

Peterson.)

G^ry Cohen, one of the three general represen-

' tatives who serve on the Student Legislative Council

(SLC) this year, describes himself as **a politician

who doesn't like politics." This, coupled with his

expressed dislike for bureaucracy, led him to con-

centrate on different areas of interest than many

other council members.
"Because I'm almost ineffective as a bureaucrat, I

found myself attending a lot of meetings with

various groups: secretaries, staff clergymen,

sororities. I tried to get SLC into places it hadn't been

before," Cohen said. He also expressed his dislike for

drafting proposals to place before the council.

"If I'm interested in something, I don't write

proposals. I go out and work for it," Cohen said. One

such area of interest for him has been the initiative

drive to place a marijuana legalization proposal on

the 1972 ballot. Cohen is coordinating the drive on this

campus.

Rewarding

Cohen admitted much of his work with committees

and in meetings came about because "no one else

wanted to do it," but he also found the involvement

rewarding.

"I wasn't frustrated by my inability to change

things. I was able to get my views over to committee

members and have some" influence/' Cdien said.

Regarding the council as a whole, Otrfien felt that

their performance wasn't too impressive this year.

'The Direct Assistance Facility (DAF) seems to

be a good thing, and I hope to see something positive

come out of it. I'm not too enthusiastic though about

the lobbyist program.

Cohen has mixed reactions concerning Keitti

Schiller, undergraduate student body president,

speaking from what he referred to as "my
prejudiced viewpoint."

"As a facilitator, Keith did a good job with what he

wanted to do. He was effective in establishing a

rapport with the Regents. He became a bureaucrat

this year because he had to in order to do what he

wants. But he lost personal touch with the council as

a result."

Resource

"Although I was involved in SLC, I tried not to

become divorced from the real world. I tried to be a

resource for those groups with which I worked, by

using my position on council to help them out,"

Cohen said.

At the time of last spring's elections, the Daily

Bruin took the position that two of the three general

representative positions should be eliminated.

Cohen, who at that time agreed with the Bruin's

position, has changed his mind as a result of his year

on the council.

"In the past only one or maybe two of the general

reps would work. This year, however, all three of us

were active, and our activities were in different

areas," Cohen explained.

"Personally, Vm satisfied with my year on SLC. I

voted with a clear conscience every time, something

I think not all the other members can say
.

"

Jaywalkers cause confusion
By Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Reporter

A "scramble system" initiated

for pedestrians crossing Westwood

s Plaza at lot 14 has caused

widespread confusion among
Center for Health Sciences (CHS)
workers here.

The system, approved last

month by the Campus Traffic

Safety Committee, permits
workers to cross Westwood Plaza

anywhere between Circle Drive

South and parking lot 1, except

during peak traffic hours.

It was previously iUegal to cross

Westwood Plaza outside marked
crosswalks; however many
workers created a traffic hazard

by walking directly across to their

cars in lot 14.

Confusion stems from misun-

derstanding of the new system,

according to Richard Thomas,
campus police lieutenant. "Many
workers apparently don't un-

derstand they can't jaywalk during

peak traffic hours when a

policeman directs traffic at the lot

1 stop sign," he said.

The California Vehicle Code
prohibits pedestrian crossing

Erich Segal to speak tomorrow

Erich Segal, author of the bestseller *'Love Story** will speak at

2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom under
the auspices of the Associated Students' Speakers Program.
Segal has been nominated for an Academy award for his

screenplay of "Love Story" and the movie is also being considered
for best picture.

Segal, who is Professor of Classics and Comparative Literature

at Yale, will discuss the Academy Awards and will answer
questions about his liooks.

"between controlled in-

tersections." A controlled in-

tersection is one with a traffic light

or a policeman directing traffic,

according to Thomas.
"The block between the traffic

light at Circle Drive South and the

stop sign at lot 1 is between con-

trolled intersections when a

policeman is directing traffic at lot

1, and crossing at those times is

illegal," he said.

Thomas said policemen direct

traffic from 7:45 a.m. to 8:15 a.m.

aiid 4:45 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.

Several CHS workers who

reported being stopped by police

for jaywalking during peak hours

admitted misunderstanding a

memo explaining the new system.

"This is one of our oldest and

worst problems," Robert Rogers,

committee chairman, said. "We

thought we'd found the final

solution with this system, but

apparently we'll have to recon-

sider it."

To avoid similar problems in the

future, Bert Cowman, physical

plant administrator, has declared

that no new parking structures will

be built between intersections.
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DB Editorials:

Zentner
Last week, we were able to favorably comment on

the decision to rehire Professor Stephan Kayser. At

the risk of shattering our nihilistic image, this week

we are able once again to express pleasure this time

for the rehiring of Jules Zentner^

^ While tenure was not granted, Zentner received a

dual appointment to the Scandanavian Languages

department faculty and an assistant deanship in the

College of Letters and Science. ^ .> -

While Zentner's retention is a minor victory for

student efforts to keep good teachers from being

chewed up by the tenure machine, the true winner is

the University. The support Zentner has received

testify to his many contributions, to how much he has

given of himself as teacher, scholar, adviser and

friend. ,

With the good news about Zentner and Kayser the

temptation is to ignore the fact that nothing really

has changed. While these two will return, other good

teachers were not saved. And next year tenure

review will produce new Zentners because while two

wer6 saved from the tenure machine the machine

itself is still geared to promote publishing and to

chew up and cough out those who deliver their

research and themselves more directly to students.

Zentner and Kayser indicate the machine can be

reprogrammed or, at least, gotten around. Victory is

not in keeping two, victory is when teaching and

publishing are equally considered, when student

opinion of a professor's performance here, carries as

much weight as the opinion of colleagues across the

country reading the discipline's journals.

In short

Letters to the Edftor

Aaaargh! Coffee, the steamy solace from the in-

tellectual rigors of UCLA, has gone up in price from

one thin dime to a dime and a nickel for a cup of the

caffinous concoction.
The Food Service is losing money we are told, and

rather than raise the price on a large assortment of

items, a price increase was instituted for the most

popular items.
./But coffee? A fifty per cent increase in price? We
nave no desire to see ASUCLA go bankrupt, and

perhaps the only way out of the fiscal fog is to raise

prices. But coffee is a staple, and 15 cents is simply a

price which in no way reflects the cost — or worth —
of the Food Service's brown brew.

. . . While your mind is thus attuned to the

machinations of finance, we encourage you to attend

a rally at noon today to protest Governor Ronald

Reagan's stance on the budget for the University of

California. Rallies similar to the one here will take

place at noon on the other 8 UC campuses, so try to be

there.

Moratorium
We, the undersigned student body presidents of the University of

California hereby declare our full support for a university-wide

moratorium on May 3, 4 and 5 to allow students to express theu-

feelings about the war in Vietnam „„«
We urge further that no "business as usual" be earned on in any

campus on May 5 in memorium for the tragrH=-
-f^-^ ^970. _

TomTowUI (UCSB) ^»"' rr^ung -^^
Keith - I ler (UCLA) Mike Palclc (UCSD

Pet* I er (UCLA) David Wren (UCSF)

Police brutality charged
Editor:

It seems that Vice President

Agnew is more interested in the

image of this country than with its

people. While the evidence of

police brutality has become
overwhelmingly apparent in Los
Angeles he does not consider it his

duty to look into it.

It would seem that a man so

interested in the American image
would care more for the American
people. While justice is being

turned into a roller derby game by
Mayor Sam Yorty and Chief of

Police Ed Davis, Agnew remains
quiet.

The same people who make a

hero of Calley support the LAPD in

their killing of two Mexican
nationals. It would seem that

Agnew is the last person to talk of

national honor and pride. Two men
have been killed and no one dares

speak out from the community.
Has life become so cheap for

Mexican people?

As a Chicano, I hear a lot about

people accusing the establishment

of corruption, however, I fail to see

anyone doing anything about that

corruption. For two years now the

Chicano Moratorium has been

exposing policie brutality. Now, it

has come out with an U-point

proposal to stop this problem.

In turn, Yorty has linked Rosalio

Munoz with the City Hall bombings
and has also linked the Chicano

Moratoriuni with international

communism.
These deliberate lies of Yorty

show that the struggle of Chicanos

will not be over for a long time. For

now it is important that everyone

talk about the people of this

country, not its images —
especially where the problems are

so critical.

To support the cold-blooded

murders of the Sanchez brothers is

to help this country destroy itself

As it is, the foremost American
reporters have predicted

revolutions against American
interests in Latin America within

the next 10 years. The American
people must force the government

to look into injustices against

Chicanos, or else, another internal

revolution will be breeding at

home.
War is the last thing humanity

should look towards. But, if there is

to be peace there must be justice

also.

The manner in which Yorty,

Agnew and Chief Davis play with

justice endangers the lives of all

citizens. At this time it is most
important to deal with the 11-point

proposal to stop poUce brutality

against Chicanos. '-

Ramses Noriega

Chicano Moratorium Organiiing

Committee

Zentner
Editor:

It is always disturbing to see

one's statements to a reporter take

on different meanings when they

appear in print in a different

context from the one in which they

were made, but that is one of the

dangers associated with making
statements at all, and I don't feel

that it is worth quibbling about as

long a^ it appears that the

distortions were not intentional.

I do feel a bit differently about

direct misquotations, however,

and since one of the remarks at-

tributed to me concerning the

reappointment of Jules Zentner is

the exact opposite of what I ac-

tually said, I feel that perhaps a

correction is in order. —
-.

I did not say that "the entire

Germanic Languages Department

is pleased that Dr. Zentner will be

with us next year." This may, of

course, 'Hbe perfectly true, but I

have no way of knowing whether it

is or not, and I most certainly

would never presume to speak for

all members of the department on

any issue, much less this one. What
I said was that I personally was
very pleased with the reap-

pointment, and I tried to make
clear that I was speaking for no one

but myself.

Now that that has been said, I

might as well exploit the op-

portunity to explain why I (per-

sonally) am so pleased that Jules

has been reappointed for next

year. I don't feel that the

University of California can afford

to lose the services of such highly

dedicated and gifted teachers as

Jules, and it is heartening to see

that the administrative

organization is sensitive enough

and concerned enough and flexible

enough to make it possible for him

to continue his work here.

I would also like to take the

opportunity to thank every in-

dividual who has written a letter

supporting Jules, either to me at

my request for use in presenting

his case or unsolicited to the

department, the administration or

the Daily Bruin All these letters

were of the greatest help in

presenting the true picture of

Jules' service to UCLA. It has been

cheering (once again, to me per-

sonally) not only that so many
individuals took the time and

trouble to write these letters, but

that "the system" has shown itself

to be responsive

Kenneth G. Chapman
Vice-Chairman. Department of

Germanic Languages

( Scandinavian Section

)

Jobs, wages on line today
Local
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(Editor's note: The following cokimn was submitted

by J. Ketola.)

The Governor's 1971 budget and the hiring freeze at

the University tells of a crisis in California's public

service. Public services — and the working con-

ditions of the people they employ — have been

deteriorating for some time.

A hiring freeze went into effect in December at UC.

For every five employes that leave University jobs,

only one will be replaced. This has meant a very

heavy work load and speed-up to employes.

Gov. Reagan's new budget provides no cost of

living increase for University employes in July.

There will also be no raise in pay. This will, in effect,

be a cut in salary due to inflation.

Today UCLA Local 2070 is holding a rally on Janss

Steps at noon with speakers from AFSCME, the

student body, AFT and other unions from both the

public and private sector: Thelma Jackson,

President of Local 2070, will MC; Bob Brenner will

speak for the TA's Union and AFT; Isaac Woods will

represent the UAW.
X'onjunct z

This rally will take place in conjimct'ion wiiu

demonstrations on all University campuses. The

purpose of the rally will be to demonstrate the

resentment workers and students have for budget

cuts affecting public services and education; it is the

first step in the fight against UC's wage and hiring

freeze.

Following the rally, there will be a march to the

administration building to present a petition to

Chancellor Young to demand his signature.

The petition is sponsored by AFSCME and AFT. It

is directed to the SUte Legislature and demands that

there be an end to the wage and hiring freeze and

budget cuts and calls for improvement in the con-

ditions of employment of employes and students.

The petition is only the first step and only one step

toward gaining these demands. We will fight

simulUneously in the legislature and through

organizing to shift the burden of taxes off the backs of

the poor and working people onto the backs of the

giant corporations of California.

The money available for pubUc - -^ - • ^

from what working people pay In Laxes rnus rm-

ployes in the public sector who want to improve their

wages or the quality of service are forced either to

put ^ greater sque«?e on the already 9y^rt)ur<J^iied

taxpayer or to fight each other for larger sh^M^es of

state funds.

Problem

Various groups — teachers, students, welfare

recipients, and most recently, public employes —
have fought to get more money which they so

desperately need. So far, however, their movements

have been largely unsuccessful because each group

has been struggling by itself and has come up against

the same problem — the money each group needs

must come, under the present tax system, from the

state's taxpayers.

Private big business in the state contributes at

most 12 percent of all state revenues. In 1969 taxes on

banks and corporations accounted for 10 percent of

state revenues, taxes on insurance companies

amounted to another 2 percent. It is not the state's

big businesses but the people who work for them who

pay for California's public services

In 1970, the state estimates that taxable corporate

profits were 6.9 billion dollars, and further projects

7.7 billion in taxable corporate profits for 1971

-Corporations must be made to pay some of the

profit back to the people of California by supporting

public services They will not do so willingly. But

together we can force them to

We want an end to the wage and hiring freeze.

We want our raises and cost of living increases.

We want better working conditions. ^
We want job mobility.

We want equal pay for equal work.

If we are to stop Reagan's atUck, we must unite.

Only a broad movement of a majority of the sl«te^

taxpayers as well as public employes and the

recipients of public services will be strong enough to

stop Reagan.

Such a movement is possible if we attack the

present system of state financing by demanding

increased taxation of banks, corporations and in-

suranpe companies in California.

Come to the rally Join the informational picket

line which will march around the administration

building. .

If you can't come to the rally, show your support by

hnnH*; anri 5;tirkrrs they will be*i ^»'i t-1 n«f :i fm

Medical Center, near the Medical Store, at the

sout^iside of NPI, Bruin walk and the Graduate

Studenrrnbrary
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Revolutionary colors
Editor:

I am ineffably unimpressed by

Sterling Bobbins' letter (April 2,

Daily Bruin) although it is full of

intimidating radical hate-freak

expressions such as "Amerikan

Empire." The way he closes in-

trigues me though: '*I did not wear

a green shirt but a tan shirt." (sic)

My God how RELEVANT!
Being ignorant and of small

intellect, I am unable to discern the

revolutionary difference between a

tan shirt and a green one. I hope

that Robbins, as one who is aware

of the political import of tan shirts,

will be so generous as to take the

time to enlighten me.

A month ago T woiSd hot Mve
cared, I could not see the

significance in the color of a

person's shirt, I was unable to

judge political purity by in-

terpreting one's fashions. There

must be a correlation though ; Ever

since my girlfriend joined the

radical left she has been wearing

surplus field jackets, a pair of

blood-red tennis shoes and a pink

jockey-strap.

Edward L. Wilkening II

Army
Editor:

I strongly disagree with ComeU
University's April Fool's response

to Army TV recruiting. Everyone

opposed to nearly two decades of

peacetime conscription and forced

military indoctrination of this

country's young men should

support the Army's efforts to raise

a volunteer armed force.

Since it is realistic to expect that

there will always be a large

standing army in the United

SUtes, I prefer that the armed

forces be composed of those who

find such a depraved way of life

satisfying. The alternative is the

continuation of our ^present draft

:rA-$R%WrtW:W^

system, as warped by the lottery

and deferments.

Everyone opposed to con-
scription will be the loser if the

Army fails to raise a volunteer
force. The military leaders are on
record as opposed to the feasibility

of a volunteer army. They claim
that it is impossible. Why should
we prove them right at our ex-

pense?

John Weersing
Graduate, Engineering

NCSU

^
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Protestfioor teaching
Byl(eith^JiJM/UMefgrad Pres.
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A historic deterrent to quality teaching has been the tenure :^

system. Faculty upon receiving tenure are assured of permanent '^

employment. As such, teaching responsibihties which areg

overlooked by practice of the faculty in general becomes even more 'g

subordinated. ^
Many academic departments release tenured faculty from

j^

teaching undergraduates in proportion to the tenured faculty in the ^
department. Tenured faculty such as the Riemers or Watsons or :§

Haddocks need never improve their teaching as they are assured of ^
employment and their pay raises not contingent upon good gi

teaching. Our outstanding teachers are denied tenure by the i^

faculty. As defenders of "academic freedom" they have been :^

g denied the right to teach. %
S Students are not without recourse in protesting inadequate gj

i| teaching by tenured faculty. The legitimacy of tenure is now in :g

I question by many student and public groups. Letters should be :|

^ written to the academic department protesting an Individual's JJ

:§ teaching. To maximize the impact of your objection a copy should ^
be sent to the Student Educational Policy Commission. g
You should also contact other students in the class who could :^

convey their sentiments. Letters should be specific including in- '^

stances of faculty neglect such as failure to attend class or office
'f<.

hours, or rudeness to students. '^f

The quality of undergraduate instruction will only improve with "^

student pressure. We can do something. Participation in academic :|

departments can bring about change. Just as student pressure has ^
enabled Dr. Zentner to recieve an extension and has achieved a

^^

modification in breadth requirements so too it can make the faculty ^:

responsible or abolish the foreign language requirement. j^

Election of student officers for academic departments will be :g

held in May. Now, for the first time the faculty, in the departments, g
will be fully appraised of student dissatisfaction. ^^

These representatives will insure that faculty evaluations of ^
professors account for teaching capabilities in decisions of tenure. $;

Please, stop by the Student Educatiohal Policy Commission KH 325 ^
or phone 825-7262. We can only do it together.

Editor:

In a letter (Daily Bruin, April 8)

attempting to justify their position

on the proposed North Campus
Union, the student members of

various committees concerned
with construction of student

facilities claim the North Campus
Student Union (NCSU) Committee
"has not rehed solely on the strong

positive vote gotten in the recent

student referendum as an indicator

of positive public backing (for

construction of North and South

Campus Unions) ..."

If the members of the NCSU
^Committee are relying at all on

any strong positive vote, either

they cannot read their own

referendum question or they are

trying to pull the wool over

everybody else's eyes. The

referendum .question referred to

read: ''Do you believe there is a

need for indoor cafeterias on the

north and south ends of canfpus?"

(my emphasis)

A cafeteria is not a union. And a

union cannot consist of a set of

three separated buildings (one on

the north for the humanities

community, one on the south for

the sciences community, one in

between for those who don't fit into

one of the other two categories).

BillScanlon,

Graduate. Chemistry

GSA Representative, Chemistry.

GSA Senator, Physical and

Mathematical Sciences Council

Picnic
The Westwood Liberation

Front is having it's first picnic

this Sunday, AprU 18, from noon

on. The location of the picnic

will be the grass across the

street from the ATO house and

the community garden at 561

Gayley.

The picnic will be a pot luck so

bring something for people to

eat. Bring musical instruments,

frisbees and other toys for the

entertainment will be provided

for and by the people.

student
committee
for the arts

$1 TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE

BON VOYAGE MILHAUD!
CALIFORNIA CHAMBER SYMPHONY

HONORS
THE FAMED COMPOSER

WHO IS RETURNING TO FRANCE

m

THIS SUNDAY (Apr.is)

ROYCE HALL 8 PM

DARIUS MILHAUD CONDULIb HIb WORKS
Symphoniette (Americon Premiere)
Car>tata of the Child & Mother

HENRI TEMIANKA PLAYS

>«•*«*• •••••«4<

Mozorl Violin Concerto in A K 219
Plus

Milhoud: Suite. Scoramouche

J^flftb-.^^.qrt: AdaglQ& Fugue No. 2,K. AC
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Lord, where do I start? We
movie reviewers, so accustomed to

seeing one mediocre film after

another, find ourselves all too often

letting our standards slip and using

superlatives for things which only

merit a light pat on the back. What

happens, then, when a truly

brilliant film comes along, leagues

ahead of everything else? The

problem is to mitigate the

overinflated praise given out at a

time when things were grim.

Taking Off is a work of art. It is

one of those few films which every

few years makes you sit up and

realize how great the gap is be-

tween a good movie (of which there

are lots) and a masterpiece

(almost none). Approached from

any standpoint, this is a flawless

film, shot through with so much
energy and comic spirit, it

becomes ultimately as exhausting

as the finest tragedy. This is

comedy at its highest, with air

intelligence and wit behind it

nowhere else to be found.

I am almost afraid to mention

that Taking Off is about the

generation gap, because that is

probably one of the easiest ways to

dissuade anyone intelligent from

going to see it. Hollywood has a

tendency (correction, a mania) for

taking current events and mer-

cilessly cramming them into its

aesthetic meat grinder. Thus, Tlie

Activist, The Strawberry

Statement, and. Getting Straight

were Hollywood's contributions to

insight into the student movements

of a year or so ago. Yet un-

successful as these films were, it

took a foreign director to make the

only film on the subject cited by

most critics as reasonably in-

telligent (Hans Koenigsberg's The

Revolutionary, which, although not

set in America, was full of

allusions). The generation gap as a

subject has likewise suffered at the

hands of the hacks, and once again

it has taken a foreign director to

realize the potential of his

material. _

Roughly, the plot concerns a.

married couple who, believing

their daughter has run away from

home, join a society known as

S.P.F.C. (Society for the Parents

of Fugitive Children). The society

is revealed as little more than an

oh-so-chic social club, whose
members gather for dinners in an

atmosphere of the warmest con-

viviality. There's lots more, but the

description here would be only a

pale imitation of what goes on on

the screen. Every situation is

taken to its at)solute limit (but no

further). Nothing is forced or

overdone, and the quality of the

humor itself is so unique, it can

only be asscribed to the peculiar

outlook of director Milos Forman.

Forman is known in this country

primarily for two films, Loves of a

Blonde and The Fireman's Ball. If

you missed these but have had a

chance to see any examples of

Czechoslovakian humor (such as

the many short filnis — hve and

animated— shown here in the last

few years) you nruiy have some
idea of the Czech comic attitude,

which has the amazing capacity to

be at the same time charming and

caustic, sophisticated and low. By

the time Taking Off ends,

everybody has been reduced to

moral rubble. Yet devastating and

sarcastic as Forman is, we still

like all his characters; there is love

and gentleness in his reproaches

an0 rebukes.

The performances in the film are

uniformly breathtaking. Visually,

the cast is made up of an assort-

ment of faces and types that not

only rivals, but surpasses Fellini,

in the sense that Eellini's

characters are deliberate con-

trivances, surreal and grotesque,

intended as images from the

subconscious — yet Forman's
characters, bizarre and

fascinating as they are, seem to

logically spring from right out of

the "realistic" situation he has

created AncTttie acting! Watch

closely the scene where Georgia

Engel explains to Lynn Carlin

about her husband's sexual

peculiarities; or Carlin begging

her husband, Buck Henry, to go out

and search for their daughter.^

Watch Vincent Schiayelli

demonstrate to a roomful of 40 to

50-year-old matrons and
businessmen the process whereby

a joint is smoked; or the interplay

between Carlin and Audra Lindley

around the card table. The
examples are endless — there are

as many of them as situations in

the film itself.

As a final note. Taking Off is an

incredibly funny film. It is all very

well to write of what constitutes

good comedy and what does not,

but if the final result doesn't make
us laugh, all the theory in the world

can't redeem it. Taking Off will

make you laugh; it will make you

laugh hard and a lot. And it's the

first comedy in a long time that has

the right to make that claim

The Trial of A. LincdB, now at the HunUngton Hartford

theater, is not all it's cracked up to be. Or made up to be,

either. You really mustn't let any rave quotes you may see

get your hopes too high. It should be seen. There can be

little question about that, if only because of the performing

fireworks it sets off. More explosive and dynamic acting

you won't see on one stage in many a moon. The actors put

both themselves and their audiences through some tough,

tough paces, and when the evening is over a lot of people are

sweating, both cnsta;:c and in the aisles.

by Ivan Webster

A^

TT

DefUy staged, brillianUy designed (by Peter Wexler),

and hoUy lit (by Thomas Skelton), as stagecraft Trial is

exciting, thoroughly engrossing stuff. The actors

(especially Moses Gunn, Billy Dee Williams, Lance Taylor

Sr., and Henry Fonda as A. Lincoln) are staggeringly good,

ripe and raging in their roles from the moment the curtain*

goes up.

But the play, that hulking claptrap structure supporting

them aU, is another matter altogether. Author James

Damico owes more to the powerful ensemble feel director

Milton Katselas has given the whole affair than he may

realize. He doesn't seem to have written this pUy so much

as stumbled across it, and then kicked it, Un can fashion,

from place to place. The unhappy result is that the play has

a huge dent in its middle.

It begins as an ostensible trial of one A. Uncoln (Fonda),

who appears, as bearded and sarcastic as you please, to

face his foe, a raging black militant (BOly Dee Williams),

and the militant's quietly, legalisUcally smouldering at-

torney (Moses Gunn). There are jurors, racially mixed, and

a black judge (Lance Taylor)—and somethinglUte ad-

vocacy pro- - -J -org seem to be going on. And indeed they

are.

But right from the beginning you sense something aniiss,

though hard pressed to put your fir

strange fif^. >n the sidelines making qUirfey
^^"^'''^f"?".^'

observations trom Ume to time, and you wonder what tne

bUzes he's doing there Also, this is no ordinary courmwm

everything is Uking place in our own day on an August

Sunday (why is court in session on Sunday?) deep in a

roasting old brick basement. The mood is flinty, tempers

are boiling, and an oven-like intensity fills the stage

The militant, it develops, has sullied the repuUtion of

Lincoln, declaring him to have been a racist honkey of the

most cynically powerful sort, and a Great Emancipator of

no one and nothing—except a certifiable, if immeasurable,

quantity of hot air. Lincoln, it would seem, has been re-

incarnated to clear up matters face to face, having come

not for the sake of '*my good reputation, but for my bad

one," never having sought the great emancipator title, and

wanting the historical record straightened so it will set him

down as *'no supremacist—white, black or any other." But

he's also completely unapologetic, and brushes aside a

welter of historical quotes that cast him in an intolerably

bad light.

The droll judge finds the hijinks on both sides alternately

amusing and appalling, but at one point even he has trouble

keeping his own sorely tried emotions in order.

So far, so good. So very good, in fact. Granted the play is

getting nowhere fast, granted the black miliUnt is spouting

a stricUy fantasy brand nationalism peppered only now and

again with some telling bits of grit, and granted that Lin-

coln is talking less like a committed white cracker (a notion

the playwright is asking us to at least toy with) than an

unbearably cute, cantankerous salt-ol-the-earth country

lawyer ("If you're implying I didn't love every litUe

chocolate soul, I didn't say 1 lov^ every little vanilU soul,

either .") Still, the play's people are all there, mixing it up

and making you listen hard to what they're saying They

are witty, they get mad like they mean it, and they don't let

your eye roam from the stoge for a soliUiry second

But suddenly you realize that you're listening harder than

they are, you're caring more than they are, and you're

^believing something that they themselves don't really

believe The play isn't generating its own concerns, it's

pimping ours We not only don't have to bcUeve what it

says, by Uie time you walk out you don't have to beheve

anvf*-*-" """ '^i'^"** v^wr^ii^vp tv*fnrt» vou walked in

-—L^ ^ f black-

white tensions- that rhetonc and role-pUying color and

condition people's responses to one another as much as

(Continued on Pagr 8)
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mtkiog It^ Raldng it in

I'm sorry, but Making It just

doesn't make it. The generation

gap is chock full of commercial

goodies, most of which have been

exploited ages ago. StiU there are a

few warmed-over exploitables left,

and Making It is the latest fiUn to

commit cinematic hara kiri in

greedy pursuit of them. We are told

that Making It is the American

Dream, and since the title is most

explicit, I assumed it meant the

usual sexual euphemism,

however, after witnessing the

film's gold-digging approach to the

generation gap, I'm not sure

Making It doesn't refer instead to

the great American Dream of

making a buck. In short. Making It

is one of those sure-fire com-

mercial concoctions that according

to the popular recipe, couldn't

(Continued from Page 7)

does, well, color—for the main, controlling axiom. He wants

to argue that even if it is history that has put America in her

current troubled state, it's her own sUte of mind that keeps

her in turmoil. Hence he resurrects a historical figure only

to then find him insufficient to deal with the emoUons that

he, specifically as a historical figure, calls up and excites.

Thus Lincoln's main function becomes (add as it sounds)

hnguistic; for him racism is largely a matter of language,

of the way people talk to one another. Damico uses the

tradition of associating eloquence with Lincoln, plus the

newly developing mode of associating eloquence with black

militants, and lets the two have at one another in words

rather than deeds, in acting rather than action. We're the

ones getting worked up, they're just working out.

So, the irresolution of his climax is more stylish (lots of

plays don't resolve these days) than substantive. It's not

that Damico has searched for something and not found an

answer. He wasn't looking in the first place. Thus his

suggestion that you enjoy the play while you're in the

possibly miss, but always does, at

the box office

Like all commerically contrived

films. Making It comes on like a

hard-sell huckster: strong, brash

and blaUnt with nary a heartfelt

nuance. In its eagerness to get

quickly to "where it's at, "
the film

has little patience with anything as

effective as understatement,

subtlety or sensitivity.

Plotwise, Making It is a kind of

inverted variation of The

Graduate. Benjamin was an

amiable, but awkward humbler at

odds about how to cope with the

worid. Kristoffer Tabori, the 17

year old star of Making It, plays a

character just the opposite of

Benjamin. He is superbly confident

and sublimely cynical, and as

might be expected, he has a

precocious genius for knowing

''where it's at." While his friends

are "into" drugs or radical

politics, he is much too worldly-

wise-and-weary to ''get involved,"

and prefers to limit himself to

"doing his own thing," which is of

course, "making it." Although

very friendly to girls, it is clear

that he is essentially an "alienated

theater and then go home and think about it is impossible

advice to Uk«. You could have stayed at home for all the

deep thinking Damico asks you to do.

But you would have missed some performances not to be

missed. Fonda and company act up a storm. The most

impressive man on the stage, in some of the fiercest acting

compeUUon I've ever seen in a play, is Moses Gunn. He is

an actor's actor, managing in his part, as the dogged bUck

attorney, to make dry legalisms feel like hot oil m the eyes,

and to make rational argumentation passionate and

enraged enough to pin you to the back of your seat.

Gunn is the most impressive actor on the stage, yet the

most impressive presence (towering over his poorly con-

ceived part) is Billy Dee Williams. He is the master of

every line that he utters in this play, it almost goes without

saying. That isn't where his greatest impact lies. It's the

extra dimension, the nearly palpable energy he dispenses,

that causes Williams to soar on stage. This part isn't nearly

challenging enough for him, but he makes you believe far

more than Damico's writing ever could. He is both

amazingly strong and bafflingly subtle as a performer, an

unbridled stage centrist as well as an adept, smooth

loner " at heart. In other words,

Tabori is a tenny bopper with the

world under his thumb — the

perfect mythological teenager

Tabori, himself, does a pretty

plausible job with an implausible

character so he roust be a fairly

good actor. Physically, however,

he is slight, chUdish-looking and

mop-topped, creating on screen the

absurd impression of an adolescent

Artful Dodger who graduated from

picking pockets to seducing ladies.

The best thing I can say about

MakUig II is that despite its

commercially '*with if
framework, it does manage to

sustain a fairly interesting and
sometimes amusing story. It might
even have been half-way palatable

if it had something to say, which
unfortunately, it does not. In the

final analysis, Making It fails to

make it because it was conceived

with dollar signs instead of a soul,

and consequently laid a large egg'

which predictably wasn't gold.

—Jeanne Grandilli
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audience psychologist. Go see him. Minute for minute, he's

got to be one of the most exciting black actors around.

Lance Taylor's judge is filled with drollery most of the

time, bristling with contempt for the rest, and he is just

what the doctor ordered. I had as much fun with his part as

he did. And my attention was consistently compelled, and

sometimes even delightfully taken aback, by Fonda's

LincoUi. Who better to take the Lincoln myth apart than one

of its major architects? It really is deserving of respect

(even if the part itself is not), the way Fonda summons up

all those dry memories we have of Lincoln and Lin-

colnesque acting, and then undercuts—deeply, once and for

all—the entire business. You may not like all Fonda is

asked to do, but his command of himself and of the stage as

he does it can't be gainsaid.

Hie Trial of A. Lincoln is built on one of the most

treacherous foundations a major play can have, inept

psycholgizing. Brute, sensate, and carrying as much

ultimate conviction as a new box of Lincohi logs, the play

unfortunately seems tailor made for Broadway (where this

production is said to be heading) . But fine actors in a flawed

piece are a lot more than even Broadway usually gets for its

money. You can go see it now, and find out in advance what

all the shouting should (and should not) be about.

DO YOU CARE ABOUT YQUR MAJOR?

Several of our finest undergraduate teachers have recently

been dismissed. Some departments now face elimination and others

may face elimination or sharp cutbacks in the near future. =^

The University Action Council (UAC) is sponsoring undergraduate

elections in many departments this quarter so that undergraduates

have representatives to address these and other problems facing

departments. All interested undergraduates are urged to run for

office.

I

UAC will concentrate on elections in Art, History, Math, Poli-

tical Science, Psychology, Sociology, and Theatre ArtsT~UAC will

also support undergrads in other departments who wish to hold

elections.

If you are interested in helping UAC or running for office come
to Kerckhoff 325 or 331 C or call 825-2759, 825-7261 or 825-7262.

•>':

Sponsored by the Student Educational Policy Comnnission of SLC.

The Musical lndex:CWdte Kmg and Kate Taylor

Two ladies with mutual super-

star friends and not inconsiderable

reputations of their own in the

inner sactum of rockdom have

each released a long heralded

album within the past couple of

weeks. Carole King, known

heretofore primarily for her

partnership in the Goffin/King

songwriting team which helped

make AM radio tolerable this last

decade by producing scores of

commercial but nonetheless

subsUntial songs such as "Up on

the Roof," ''Will You Love Me
Tomorrow," "Don't Bring Me
Down," etc. etc., now gives us

Tapestry (Odc-SP 77009) her

second solo album. Kate Taylor,

known heretofore mostly for her

relationship to two maniacal,

contrified folk singer types of some

repute in the music biz, has

completed her first recorded ef-

fort, also a solo album, entitled

appropriately enough Sister Kate.

(Cotillion-SD 9045).

. Carole King/ Writer (Ode-SP

77006) releiased last summer was

one of those pleasant, inoffensive

(except fpr its gross over

production) albums that one

senses inmiediately is doomed for

oblivion. Although it contained

some remarkably good, original

material, it also revealed or

seemed to reveal a singer with a

rather thin voice who needed the

help of heavy instrumentation to

carry her through. The impression

created on the album is completely

erroneous as anyone who has

heard her perform live can testify.

Accompanying herself on piano.

Miss King displays a solid,

powerful voice perfectly controlled

and completely lacking in artifice.

In recent months she has l)een

attracting increasing attention as a

performer and recently ac-

companied James Taylor on a
large hall concert tour.

On Tapestry, Carol and album
producer Lou Adler hal/e had the
good sense to let her music and
musicianship stand on their own.
Gone are the overl)earing per-

cussion and electronics of the first

album. The arrangements here are
letter perfect, with just the right

blend of background vocals con-

tributed by such luminaries as
Merry Clayton, James Taylor and
Joni Mitchell) and secondary in-

struments; Carol's voice and piano

accompaniment are undeniably

the focus of the album.

The material on Tapeftry is all

Miss King's own (three of the songs

were copenned by Gerry Goffin
and two by Toni Stem) and with

the exception of the legendary

"Will You Love Me Tomorrow"
and "A Natural Woman" all of it is

new. It is an eminently accessible

album which rouses one to hum-
ming if not singing along after no

more than one or two listenings.

There is nothing elusive or illusive

about Carole King songs; just

strong, straightforward melodies

combined with bright, engaging

(although rarely inspired) lyrics

Her songs occasionally speak of

loneliness and lost love, but it is a

rare song which doesn't somehow
strike an optomistic note

(figuratively speaking) . Of the new
material, I prefer the unknowingly

prophetic "I Feel the Earth Move"
and "You've Got a Friend," both

lilting, up-tempo numbers. Also

impressive is "Smackwater Jack"

which differs from the rest of the

cuts both in its r&b roots, and the

ambitiousness of its lyric; the

story of a folk hero outlaw type who

gets lynched, its almost the only

song on the album not about love.

But it is one of the older songs, "A

by Evelyn RenoM
Natural Woman," which scores

highest. Aretha may have done the

definitive version, but it is Carole's

song, and she puts her whole self

into it. Despite its quasi anti-

feminism and despite a jaded r&b
phrase or two along the way
("When my soul was in the lost-

and-found/ You came along to

Kate is that the lady of the same
name although possessed of a

sweet, clear, refreshingly unaf-

fected voice, utterly fails to

establish a distinct identity for

herself here She doesn't write her

own songs and in the competitive

solo performer field that's got to be

a big drawback. Sad to say. she

claim it ) me song lis entrancing; it

would take a cynic of the most

intransigent sort not to be aroused

by the healthy sentimentality it

expresses.

The only pertinent question to

ask of Carole King at this point is

why did it take almost ten years for

her to emerge as a performer.

Whatever the answer, one can only

express gratitude that she's finally

"arrived".*

The main trouble with Sister

really doesn't compensate for this

failing; her personality is nowhere

in evidence in the songs of such

writer/ performers as Elton John,

Carole King, and James and Liv

Taylor on the album Although the

quality of her voice is good (she

would probably sound even l)etter

with a group) her phrasing is a bit

awkward; she doesn't have the

clarity of more experienced

singers, and she tends to let her

voice peter out at the end of

phrases. Too, her delivery lacks

the energy and conviction required

by most of the songs she has

chosen.

Speaking of song choices, there

are more than a few questionable

ones here. What perverse

reasoning resulted in Miss Taylpr's

including "Home Again" and

"Where You Lead" both recorded

by Carole King (who provides

keyboard accompaniment on

sister Kate) on her new allHim?

Elton John's "Country Comfort" is

adequately performed, but when

two superlative renditions (Rod

Stewart's and John's own) already

exist, neither of which is very old, a

third faintly imitative version

hardly seems appropriate Kate is

far too delicate to convey the

requisite raunchiness of such songs

as "Ballad of a Well Known Gun,'*

"Look^t Granny Run Run " and

White Lightening." In these

songs, and even more so in Beverly

Martyn's lovely "Sweet Honesty"

Kate gets lost in various heady

combinations of strings, horns,

electrical instruments and

background vocals. She does best

with ..A -- haunting previously

unrecorded Livingston Taylor song

called "Be That Way" which

seems to suit her fragility. "Do I

Still Figure In Your Life"

originally recorded most recently

by Joe Cocker is also nicely done.

Sister Kate does not in any way
suggest that Kate Taylor ought to

he written off as a performer. One

is inclined to t)elieve that this

album was released prenuiturely,

before she had sufficient op-

portunity to develop a distinctive

style and personality. Next time

around, perhaps Kate will have

enough confidence and experience

to assume comniand of her own
album.

Heads^Hands& Feet
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lierlcii Ciieii
Dkkson Auditorium
Saturdays 7:30 PM
Ev«t. 475-2513

RIO BRAVO

GENTLEMEN PREFER BIONDES
by HOMMCO HAWKS

iiy
15140 Sunset Blvd.

Poc. PolisodM
4545525

D.K Imtrmncm't

VIRGIN & THE GYPSY

-* SECOND FEATURE

PACIFIC'S

leierly nil:

4 Acdd«n*y Awxrd No««MrK#M»fi«l

Kob«r« MilcliMm • Sorok Mil«

RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)
WU.Wr. Wvd. at Con^ Dr. ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^
1 bik East ot B«v*rly Dr. f^. ,^ ,^ ^,^ ^^ j^ . j.^, ,.„, p^
271-1121

ireilwBiif I

2524 Wilshir*

(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366

Hilariouti — Moowno'i Gr«crt~ WHERE'S POPPA

Me«t Hardhat "JOr'
Tka od good lor 1 Itm «wd. oAti. >/ poid I. MwiATao nit*.

ireittiil II

2524WiUH4r«
(at 26th St.)^__

Carri« Snodgrats, Academy Nominee
DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE

• "TIBIWI^—ifcllM^lfci

Santa Monica
829-3366

Irili
Westwood Villoge

GR 7-2487

Cliecieieia
755 N. Lo Cieneeo
657-2800

LOVERS & OTHER STRANGERS
**Eind out what it's dl oboutl"

This od good lof I tr— tht6. odb». w/poidl. Mow. & Tu— . nJtm

The Rolling Stones

GIAAME SHELTER (GP)
Doily ^45, 8t30& 10:15

Sal.&S«Mv 1:30,3:15, 5:00. 6:45. 8:30. 10:1S

Fn& Sot IXUdnight Show 1X-00

HUGS & KISSES

I MARRIEDYOU FOR FUN

Clieriii liii
Sunset Near Vine
Hollywood
466-3401

Worthy Successor To "Sound of Musicr'

SONG OF NORWAY (G)
70 MM & Stereo • All SeaH Reserved

MM».Fri S:J0 HA • Wad. 1:30 & 8.30 PM
Sof&Swn: 1:30, 5:00. 8:30 PM

Cirlli
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Tanono
345-2222

WHERE'S POPPA

JOE

III Mir
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

PLANET OF THE APES
Skwmn doily 7K». 10(27 Sol. & Svn. 3:26. 7:05. 10:39

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES
Doily 8:54 S««& S«Ni 1:45. 5:24. 9H)9

AduHtSl.OO

Eicire
5308 Melrose
469^545

Sloiis TonHwrow

PETRIFIED FOREST

ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT
Sun.-Tuw MALTESE FAICON HIGH SIERRA

iirlii
LoBreo at Melrose
WE 4.2944

Bliolt Gould

I LOVE MY WIFE
BREWSTER McCLOUD

Sl^r vrMnMi'^od (Oood on 1 *kk*t

.€

miiywiii Picnic
Hollywood Blvd.

Near Cohuengo
66-5211

Yeor's Big Science-Fiction Ttirillerl

THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G)

Daily 1Z-30 • SKX) • 5:30

8:00 • 10:30 pm

mu3
that the snatches of lyrics that

m m manage to be intelligible are so

JBCt-Z^!) • e e enUcing (V hey waddya think

you're .doing/said the man iii

Lee Jackson, former lead singer blue with the night-

in a band with a kid named sUck .") that one wishes he

Emerson, has put together a new could understand the song through

group, Jackson Heights, and their Jackson's hopelessly garbled, fast

first album King Progress vocal. Harcourt, 1 assume, is the

(Mercury SR 61331) is a fairly music man to Jackson's lyrics, and

good, though flawed, first effort, if that's the case Harcourt is to be

Fellow band members are Mario commended for providing great,

Tapia (bass and guitar). Tommy varied music, not only on **Mr.

Slone (drums, congas and various Screw, " but on the other five co-

other effects, including some great written songs. Charlie is also a

"abdominal percussion" — lively electric guitarist and
stomach-slapping to you non-music keyboard man, providing nearly

majors — on * 'Doubting all the musical prowess of the

Thomas''), and Charlie Harcourt group.

(keyboards, guitars and co-writer Jackson's vocals improve

of the group's material)

;

quickly after the opening travesty,

Although the opening song and "Since I Last Say You" shines

( which you've most likely heard on as a very moving, eerie song with a

the radio, "Mr. Screw," is a real wonderfully delicate arrangement.

kiUer«tJ[M& Ustener is frustrated in The title cut is overthrown rby

sickeningly sweet strings, but the"*

final two cuts redeem everything
in the end. "Insomnia" is a slow
number, characterized by a
flowing vocal melody line, loose

Harcourt guitar solo, tasteful

strings, and surreal lyrics

Perhaps not surprisingly, the
album's finest, and concluding cut

is an Emerson-Jackson-O'iist
composition, "Cty of Eugene,"
which is sensitive, melodically

superior and altogether slightly

more worthwhile than the rest of

the album.

At any rate, if the Nice had to

break up, their fans could hardly

ask for two better albums than
Emerson. Lake and Palmer and
King Progress to fill the gap left by

the bemoaned demise. And with

Brian Davison's Every Which Way
group working, maybe there'll be a

third.

lark Lcviton

More Music
On campus this weekend, classical music is in

! charge. Tomorrow night in Royce, pianist Jakob
Gimpel will play a concert highUghted by works of

Schubert and Chopin. The program begins at 8:30

p.m. and tickets are still available. «~^_>»-»cww^

The same night in Schoenberg, the UCLA Opera
Workshop will perform two works beginning at 8:30

p.m. Sunday night will find the California Chamber
Symphony in Royce Hall.

Things are still rolling on down at the Music
Center. Call 626-72111 for information.

On the pop concert scene, the schedule eases up a
bit from last week. Tomorrow in SM Civic It's a

Beautiful Day, Cold Blood and the Elvin Bishop
Group are in residence. This is another Concert
Associates shindig.

Friday and Saturday nights in El Monte are

I
traditionally gut-level experiences in themselves.

but this weekend is enlivened even more )^ the

presence of Johnny Winter And at the Legion

Stadium. *

Experimental pianist and generally eclectic

musician Terry Riley, who records for Columbia.

will give a concert in Caltech's Beckman Auditorium

on Sunday night. This one should be worth the trip to

" that great lost city in the east.

Coming: Chicago to the Forum; Badfinger to

Pasadena Civic; Judy Collins to Anaheim.
In the local clubs this week: Hugh Masaekela at

the Whisky a Go Go through the weekend. At PJ s

will be Motown singer Edwin Starr.

At the troubled Troubadour through Sunday, Head.
Hands and Feet and an as yet unnamed act. The Ash

. Grove presents a biggie this weekend: classic

bluesman Mississippi Fred McDowall (see photo)

Kasja Ohman is also on the bill, with Jack Elliot

coming in next week.

At the Ice House, Rosebud, featuring Jerry Yester
and Judy Henske, are in for the weekend. Also on the

bill are Carol Kristy and Jimmy Cricket.

Other places to check out are the Bitter End West,
the Beach House, McCabe's and the Brass Ring.

For the grumbling masses so disappointed at last

week's aborted Kinks concert we report that refunds
are available at the KH ticket office in Kerckhoff 140.

The cancellation occurred when the Kinks' lead

guitarist Dave Davies fell til on the Thursday before
the concert was scheduled to take place. The group
subsequently cancelled rather than take the risk of

harming Mr. Davies and putting on a poor show in

the process. Mr. Davies is feehng better now, thank
you.

^

One last note for those interested. Monday night at

the Ash Grove, the Southern Conference Education
Fund will sponsor a benefit program called

"Evening in Appalachia" beginning at 8:00 p.m. The
show features Guy Carawan, the Morris Bros.,

Bonnie White, Penny Pearce and others in a program
of poetry, songs and films. The Ash Grove is at 8162

Melrose. For more info call d35-7538.

—————%mmm •———————tWMMMMM ••••••• • •••••••ittttit^
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'dlde^
1^, Lancaster's latest sUmng

"^e -^VaWezte
coming -u. a

ulal oasis in a movie desert of

r .iM and pyrotechnical

fe: des" is ^'singular film

Teed by men (director Edwin

ennTnd
producer-writer Roland

I hee) ^vho are clearly

''eLionals in the finest sense (rf

J word. They have, firsUy and

E wisely, chc^en to work wittun

L always fertile and myth-filled

Km genre (out of which so

fnv American classics have

sen) There, as within most of

.fully
developed genres (e.g. the

Lmurai, the musical, etc.). the

authors" are given a number of

traditions and conventions which
facilitate the building of viable
characterizations and involving

tales. UnJ^e many of their con-

temporaries who have taken the

Western only to satirize her
(usually with very uneven suc-

cess) , Sherin and Kibbee have seen
the beauties of the genre and ex-

ploited them to enhance the drama
of their story.

The clarity and economy with

which they tell this story is also

unusual (at least. in today's movie
market). Not employing 70mm,
stereophonic sound, excessive
length (the film is less than 90

minutes Iqpgl), split screens,

solarization, or rock music, Sherin

and Kibbee's visual style is
\

deceivingly simple while being i

flawlessly dramatic and con- i

sistently exciting. The editing and
\

compositions stress what is
;

essentially dramatic and relevant

in a scene (in other words, that

which advances the story and adds
insight into the characters). There
are no visual excesses or

meaningless pyrotechnical
displays. The "authors" have
rather chosen to follow the

classical example set by directors

like D. W. Griffith and John Ford.

So perfectly and economically

constructed is the film that it is

difficult to think of a single

sequence which could be cut out

(Continued on Page 12)
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lore Movies

IWhat with Academy Awards

tit being tonight, you might be

Iterested in seeing some fUms

)iich feature the all-time Oscar

bampion, Katharine Hepburn.

his Wednesday at 7:00 in S.W. 147

he Hepburn Festival continues

^th The Philadelphia Story and

ylvia Scarlett. Tickets are $1.00 at

door.

»'

•4

F

Anderson's If . . ., a slightly

surreal examination of schoolboys

and their fantasies, with more than

a few references to current

poHtical situations. Tickets are

$1.50.

On Saturday morning at the

Monica Twin Theaters in Santa

Monica, The Shakespeare series

commences at 11:00 AM with a

more than slighUy surreal version

of A Midsummer Night's Dream

featuring James Cagney.

Shakespeare wrote the original

versions of many fine films, but for

some reason was never able to

direct any of those films himself.

Tickets are priced within reason, i

On Saturday night in Dickson
i

Auditorium at 7:30, The American
|

Cinema reopens with two films by

Howard Hawks: the lengthy John

Wayne classic, Rio Bravo and also

Gentlemen Prefer < Blondes.

Tickets are $1.50 or $2.50 for a

series ticket which will be good for

three^additional weeks.

Last, but by no means least, the

Fox Hollywood Theater is now

showing White Zombies and also a

film which Uiis newspaper has

been championing since Sep-

tember, Freaks. Go see it; what

more can we say?

This weekend, also in S.W. 147

i'ill be some German films. That
fiay be understating things a httle,

nough. On Friday Fritz Lang's M
iill be screened at 7:00 and 10:15

[nd his Metropolis will be at 8:45.

vn Saturday night Josef von
iternberg's The Blue Angel will be
Tiown at 7:00 and 10:30, while G.W.
fabst's Three-Penny Opera will be
[resented at 8:30.

This Friday at midnight, the
rlaza Theater will present Lindsay

; ^
-^ :
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- IS Fellz
822 N. Vermont
^ily>Mood

^O 4-2169

Academy Nominee *1lest Foreign Film"

Catherine Deneuve in

Luis Bunuel's

TRISTANA
Mm* pBO^VItfVQr^d ^WO€W

1 f ^ —

ICi i

332 2nd Street

»anfa Monica
151-8686

&0

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER

5 EASY PIECES
V 17.nAM**A

II

Winner ol 8 Academy Awards

Audrey Hepburn & Rea Harrison

332 2nd Street

^'"'^a Monica MY FAlk ^DY
AprI at- JANUS CLASSICS FCSTlVAi

mmmmmmsmKm
^rfrtiT

Twobylfrovitz
by Mark oirstock

Ni|ir«Or

If big, impersonal, stuffy theaters

aren't your cup of tea, try the ntii

Scorpio Rising Theater on Hoo\er

bizarre red and blue color scheme blai

commercial cubicles along the sid

mosphere is a pleasure in itself to e

well-padded chairs, you cannot hel^

atmosphere just as casual as you do

extent. Fortunately, all doubts y
professional, polished performance

The evening's entertainment consis

Israel Horovitz, entitled, simply. T>*o

written, and the fine acting and di

them.

The first play, "It's Called the Sugar'

an al)surd and potentially embarr.^^'^

"love" between a college co-ed and

killed the co^'s boyfriend the da

obbish status consciousness
friendly atmosphere at the
e in Hollywood. Outside, St

nterrupts the otherwise drab
*^ ide, the warm, casual at-

^s you settie back into the
^ If the artists wiU find the
Ps not perform to their full
»ve are dispeUed by the
rts immediately.

1^0 one-act pUys written by
^orovltr The plays are well

rely serve to complement

.

»s a delightful portrayal of
nation, namely, the ensuing

Jdent who has accidentally
tn Lawrence is splendid as
asilv hniio^vy^ ^f nil

% i 1 1 \ t

words in the entire English langua^

you convinced of the "intrinsic bea^

Although not altogether convinc

f door' " — actually leaves
nonsense nhrqc;^

^t, Erica i^uiiigast, as the

scatter-brained co.d, ^o'^'^^ ^'ZXZltrl^Zr^lclTcy'^'i
lormance and began Performmg

w.th U,e same ra^orj^H-^^ ^J^^^
timing as Mr. I^«^«"'=f J„^.Vu^"^tn Mdini the audience's attenUon
been a monstrous script, and succeea in noiuu*

throughout.
. j.j .

The first puy 'eav« y- so de^Bh^^^hat V^^^^^ '^

receive final billing, ^h;!
»'S;eS it is. EnUUed -The Indian

second play be even better? "^PP^^
*'^t o„.niied story about an en-

Wants the Bronx," it is a hard h>«'ng. emoUon^'^ii€« ^r
^^^ ^

counter at a lonely New York »>^;'°Pj^^'*^^
, magnificent job a«

couple of vicious teenage hoods^ DonaJO b ^
the Indian; scared, yet «8°"'^'"8)y ff^Jb^ English, he conveys the

Although he does not utter a word of mu^lhg^^ i^^:^ ^^ ^

SK^UtitrsuKS that liis performance alone is worth

waiting to see.

But wait. Vou haven-t met me tw^teenag^ bo^
y^^^^^^^

Ray Vitte, as the social outcasts Joey and nis ^^ ^ ^^
simply fantasUc. The.r

^^'"^f^''^^grite inte;venUon by the

vincingly 'nhumarie at t-m^^ ^^
to

^ / ^^ demanding

S^^hel^rpSaTofteL^^^ - U..

'^er^urreCintT.^^^^^^^ " -—

'

""^^^^^o u it, is Dlaving weekends through April and May If you

Two By Horovitz IS playing w ^^ ^
..,,.Atinn nnrked drama mixea wiui jua

„ ^v,.. fonfactir

;tPnd one of these fine perfor
u^..«..w.... -

^»;hAn added to the nUmaie, fncimijr ci... -^

r.^'Ser'^S^Kel^^n'^f the most enjoyable performances you

WiU probably experience for a while.

HitlOlil
10925 lindbreok Drtv<

4792866

AAAKING n (R)

IMly 6:15. 8:15. IftIS

Sot&SMn2:15.4:15>15. 8:15. 10:15

irleiiil
7425 Sunset

87M)212

Duslin Hoffman

LfTTlE BIG MAN
Semantha Eger

LADY IN THE CAR
w

Pil PICIIIC
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8.7070

Free Parking

" Dick Van Dyke

COLD TURKEY
Bill Brooks

12 CHAIRS
f 1 SUminion for 1 f»«rMn wHk tfiit coupon

\%orry. >»o« good S<rf NigK)

PACIFIC'S
"•

Piitaies
Hollywood at Vine

469-7161

New Policy • No SeaH Reserved

TORAITORAITORAI(G)

Daily 1:30 • 5:00 • 8:30 pm

Regular Admission Prices

PACIFIC'S

ncwood
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

HBJ) OVER
George C. ScoH • Joanne Woodward

THEY MIGHT BE GIAIMTS (G)

Mon-Fri4!S0 • •s30 • 10:30 PM

Sal. & Sun. 12:30 • ^^ * ^^ *

6:30 • •30 • 10:30PM

Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

iBBeit
i1045 Broadon

Westwood Village

BR 2-0501

»*Best Film" Venice-Film Festival

Barbara Loden's

WANDA
MidnigM Shorn Fri. April 16-U«d*ay Andor«on'» "1^"

"A noorly loulHMt con»«dyl"

•Nothing .hort ol o miroclol'' UP I MAGAZINE

Buck Henry in

Milos Forman's

TAKING OFF

Oroovioat Movi* in TowrnI

siieit Moile
611 N. Fairfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

loho La Brea

I

La Brea at Ninth

WE 4-234:2

LILLIAN & DOROTHY GISH

RONALD COLA/IAN- WILLIAM POWELL

Henry King* 1924 HH "ROMOIA"

CHARLEY CHASE & CHAPUN COMEDIES

THIS TRANSIENT LIFE

ODD AFFINITY

Iviiiaie
I96I Broxton

LOVE STORY (GP)

2:15.4:15,6:15,8:15, 10:15 J
a

........ Mississippi Fred McDowell
ASMrOVC KajsaOhman
8162 Meirot* Ave. NEXT: Romblin' Jock Elliott

013-2070 ry^;.w. n month long progrom ' Min>r«, Mini & Mutic"

•fri

Ol.co»Uq«« on tKo lAmina • ^t Iwn

4080 Lincoln Blvd.

Marina del Rey
821-6969

Now Ploying EKRTN ISlltHD

Wod Nilo. $H»d«- NM. • TKmt. NHo. Done. ConI—

Toot & Sun Ptei ADMISSION

sazzarri's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

Di«cotK«qu« on »• Strip • Now Happening

BERRIES • MOP
STAYNES • CHEYENNE
DitcolH«q««(or dl og- • Mon ^'^^"^
(Or«nd Pri.o$300) • Wod Lodio. N.g»#-lod.o«

Froo • A«di»iont Wod i Thurt NigM

Now Thrv Swndoy

irouhaflour
9081 Santo Monico 81 vd

LA
276 6168

'»***' *••»*>^**^m^,^^w9tt^f1^tr^ft1.Wiii»^,t^4n,,^t,,^^,^. ••<••••••• >»»»»*»»***"_1 ***'
' «*••»«.»«».«.,»«.»••#

Now Itirw S«ndoy

iiM.SfcIf i 60 60

8901 Sunset Strip

6524202

r«ow inrv w^rmf^j

Hem. Hands. M Feet

<^ Refleye
NEXT: Spenser Davis and Peter Jomeson

HughMas6kela&

he Union ol South Africa

JvJNEDY

i«t*«i fe:,;.: *'",3.:l>,'
- r^,"J ~-"3-.y»^JiPS.>^'«^»**IB-" -^r'^i-ir^

4w «• • o«p*« «« ^^^^ t. ^ ^

Ap<a 19 & » TYIANNOSAUtUS tOC
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MusicINilsson
The first full length animated film ever produced for

television, **The Point," aired a couple of months ago on the

ABC Television Network. "The Point" was a 90-minute

musical fantasy written by singer-songwriter Harry

Nilsson (who also sang seven original songs in the show)

and was animated by Oscar winning Murakami-Wolf

Productions.

To coincide with the show, RCA Records released Harry

Nilsson's sixth album also enUtled The Point (LSP 4417).

The album has the seven songs that were featured in the

show and between the songs, the story of 'The Point" is

narrated by Nilsson.

Once upon a time there was a tiny village where
everything — the houses, the carts, the barns — had points.

Even the people had points on top of their heads. One day a

boy named Oblio was bom with a round head. No one

minded at first, but one day an evil Count got angry at Oblio

and reminded the King about the law of the land — that

everything must have a point. Since Oblio was pointless, he
was banished from the Land of Point to the Pointless

Forest. Oblio's dog. Arrow, was found guilty of comphcity
and was banished along with his master. Oblio and Arrow
went through a series of adventures and ultimately learned
that "you don't have to have a point tohavea point." .

At first it may seem like a children's story but "The

Point" is a thought-provoking allegory that challenges

many of the philosophies of our time such as the belief that

-'<*'

"the law is the law and that's that." The story is narrated
by Nilsson with a subtle wit that keeps it from becominp

t

"heavy." The album is full of happy warmth and flo^
easily from song to song with story between.

The songs are typical of Nilsson's talent as a songwrite
and singer. Most of his past songs convey a feeling as well

as tell a story. And the songs on "The Point" are no ex
ception. Although the music is light and suggests old

fashioned sentimentality, Nilsson's characters are full nf

empty optimism. And while the melodies are happy, many
of his words are melancholy. For example, one of the soiim
is about Oblio and his dog, called **Me and My Arrow "in
the middle the words change to a more sorrowful sub-

ject—"and in the morning when I Wake up/ she may \^
gone—I don't know/ and if we make up just to break up/ ril

carry on—oh yes I will." Later, in another song Nilsson

writes—"and in the morning when I wake up/ she may be
telling me goodbye/ and in the evening if we break up/ im
wondering why? I'm wondering why?"
The vocals are all handled by Nilsson alone and he

recorded more than fifty vocal tracks on the album. In-

cluded with the record are the words to the songs and a

color comic book illustrating the story of "The Point."

Perhaps, like his other albums, Nilsson's newest won't
achieve financial success, but also like his others, it will

help make anyone who listens to it a little less lonely

, , - .-r-Bob Borgen

Valdez

.

(Continued from Page 11)

without impairing the whole (and
that is saying a lot). The story's

premise is one of the oldest and
most respectable in the history of

drama — a tale of revenge. A
Mexican-American law officer —
^Valdez (played very believably by
Lancaster) — is forced to kill an
innocent man in a "posse" raid. In

reparation, he tries to raise money

for the widow's support from the

men who had organized the raid

and accused the innocent victim.

The response is none too cordial.

He is tortured savagely and
humiliated mercilessly. As much
to regain his lost pride as assuage
the guilt he feels for killing the

man, he dons the costume of his

former glory (an army uniform)

and sets out to warn his torturers

that "Valdez is coming." Through
sheer cunning he manages to

decimate the self-appointed posse

(in some stunningly beautiful

action scenes) and bring the leader

to his figurative knees (gaining the

remaining men's respect in the

process). As Valdez stretches his

hand out in victory and asks again
for the money, the film ends in a
freeze frame. For we know now
that he has won. Any further

scenes would be unnecessary
emt>ellishments. The film begins
with the cause of Valdez's guilt and

humiliation and ends with his

reparation (obtaining the money)
and prideful victory.

Besides the already fixed myths
of the Western genre (a vengeful

hero, sadistic villain, female
traveling companion, ptc.), Sherin

and Kiblx«e have added another
level of conceit to the story. Valdez
is more than an Orestes figure

obsessed with revenge. He is also

very Christ-like in his suffering

^, l\^\\-^ ^
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|THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
1500 WMtwood Blvd

4 blodis ftowth of Wilthir* at Ohio

*rn?fl-cr -j^Mri
•HARATIYA BHOJAN '

2807 Moin St S Ml 399-9038

> ^^r^'>^ .

The Qualify Hamburger

biT O SCOTLAND
1938 Wwfwood Uvd
VA blocks Sooth of S M Blvd
474-0328.474.9049

INDIAN FOOD
DiHerenl Dinners Every Night

VEO-$2 25 NONVEGSaOO
.: ^ues - Sol 6 9 30 P M

BRITISH SEAFOOD
Oinnor* $2 25 & S2 50
Food to Go

CHEZ FROMA6E
Contwry City

Shopping Contor

553.5582

FONDUE HAPPENING THUtS NITE
Unutuol SondwkhM
Eiprotto — Coppwccino
Fin* Chooto— PcMtry-Too

CHUNKY'S
918Brairton • 473.^062
(North of Irwin Thooftro)

GIANT BEEF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Dogs

HATCH COVER
2615 WiUhir*
SM 828-5404

FOOD
DANCING

POOL

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pico

from Pastrami fo Pidiles

® choico

G>f-n«r Wottood & Lindbrooti

Opon 24 Hours 478-2732

1 1 PM ~ 1 1 AM
STEAK N' EGGS

hash browns, Iboil, bwttar. jolly

$1.05

FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS
Closest to campus of any out-of-prjnt store, we stock 50,000

titles, new and old, all subjects. Browsable - buyable.

Needham Book Finders

11613 San Viconto Blvd. 826-6533
— Jusf 5 minutes frorn^ campus by bus, bike or beachwagon —

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Nominations for GSA President, 1st Vice

President and 2nd Vice President will be held

at the next GSA Senate Meeting on Tuesday,
April 20, in the Founders Room, Pauley
Pavillion at 7:30 p.m. Petitions are

available in the GSA officefor those who
wish to be nominated by their councils. Room
301 KH, ext. 51050.

LA CREPE
1084 Glondon Avo 478-0437
0^on7Doyt 11.30-1 AM

105 SPECIALniESOF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
'CREPES" & "OMELEnES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch$i 50&$i 75
10858 Undbrook Or DINNER $3.25 & $4.25
474.0948-WWVillaao

LEDBEHERS
1621 WMtwood Blvd.

477-475

1

Greek Nite Every Thurs.

B««r Win* Dancing Food

LiniE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 UCofilo
(LoConto ol Ooyloy)

For 30 min. dolrvory

477-2006

MCDONALD'S TOWN HOUSE
1118W««twoodBlvd
478.9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

PIECE6PIIU
12423 WiUSiro Blvd.

LA 826-9210

SINCE 1949

Famovi Por Our Pizzo

LIQUIDATION
SALE

jeons- slacks

sweaters -shifts

and early actions. This is amplified
visually in two particular scenes.

The first occurs after Valdez's

request for the money. In answer
the *•posse" ties him to a home-
made cross and sends him through

the desert — reviled and bleeding

The second sequence is much later

in the film. After kidnapping the

mistress of the leader and
dragging her through the moun-
tains, he stops to care for her

bleeding feet. As he bends down to

wash them, we are reminded of

Christ doing the very same to his

apostles. Both of these are very

inventive and revealing touches.

Particularly when it is considered

that Valdez (on one Jevel)

represents the oppressed Mexican-

American of that area and time.

His victory of pride can be shared

by all his brothers (especially

Frank Silvera whose house is

burned as punishment for aiding

Valdez). Valdez is a Christ figure

but one whose humility and

patience has its tx>unds. He is a

man — not a god-man.

Valdez marks Lancaster's finest

performance since Apache*
Though time has stilted his athletic

prowess, it has allowed for the

birth of a more thoughtful,

brooding actor who can play the

gentle Valdez as well as the force-

fully heroic Valdez. Lancaster is

supported admirably by all the

performers in the film but

especially by the late Frank

Silvera (one of the finest and most

dignified of character actors).

Valdez is Coming and I hope many

others like it.

—James tlrsini

CLASS
NOTES

etc.

PIKZA
PALACE
Goyioy& Woybvrn 47M)788

WHEREBEER IS STIU ONLY 254/MUG
Old Timo Moviaa

r.f.
12220Pico

Pko ol Bundy 478-6734

DANCING - POOL
ENTERT/JK'MENT - PIZZA

SEPrS GIANT SUBMARINE
10968 Lo Conto 478-0375
>o>w»»« jrartgn ^ Qqyln

Giant Submarine Sandwich
Oomrt Doiiw tin

Gourmet Sandwiches
IcoCrooiM

40% OFF ON
ALL ITEMS

EL JAY'S
8«''n <;uns«t Blvd.

"t^z* DTocKs 6asT of Doheny)

S4.(H> plus tax
Anthropology IB
Art 1A — Kayser
Art IB — Kleinbauer
Art 106B — Pedretti
Classics 142 — Gleason
Economics 2— Baird

Miller

Economics 101

B

Ecorwmics

History 7B
History 8 --

ind

Mourt: Sol..Wad. 1 1^, Th«n.-Fri. 1 1-9

rr.i ^*nyT77Tm77TTTnTT77?77 ^^^^^^^^^^k^

*

For addifinnni roursei call or J
Cvii;9 m X

Mon. -Fri, 9:30 - 4 *»n w,

10851 it UBkUOKDR. ^
Rllr N WMshir. ' Bll F W*»ft-^oc^M

Lindsay
102 — Sweeny

Economics 130 — Lindsay
History IB - Hoxle

- Yarnell
Burns

History 1786 — DalIeK
Psyctiology 12 — Butctier, Liebesk
Psyct^ology 115 — Butctier
Psyctiology 133B (170A) — Lovaas
SPRING QUARTER 71
S5.00 plus tax
Art HOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 — Pickett
Ct>emistry 1A — Siet)ert
Ct^emistry 6A — Evans
Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 - West
Economics 1 — La ""orce
Economics 100 — Nisbet
Economics 160 -- Chen
Education,m — kieslar
History ic — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 — Bright
Mathematics 3C — Gillman
Philosophy 7 - Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psychology 10 — Goldstein
Psychology 41 Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 — Kanouse

I
'^; .%, ajc :^ 5|c 4: 3fc j^c 3|c :|r: .f
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More Music . . .

Joe RenzetU and Tony Luisi must
have told everybody.
Every studio of any consequence

must have its Moog over next to the
tack piano by now, and records like
this one prove that there is no lack
of people willing to learn how one
works. Everything happens when
it is supposed to, and in tune yet!
The expected glissandi, plumbing-
malfunction gurgles and swishes,
and air raid sirens are com-
plemented by an unobtrusive
drummer and a guitar so heavily
wah-wah'ed as to be in-

distinguishable from the syn-
thesizer. Hearing one's favorite
raunchy riffs so treated is enough
to send even Tommy himself in his

deaf-mute phase into giggles, and
this thing is great fun. If there's

anyone around who has heard the

definitive classical efforts of

Walter Carlos and still has yet to

get into some rock (which is just as
hard to do), this is as good an
album to start with as any.

—Hugh Stegman

['

Electric Tommy
A quick glance at the trippy

album cover to Electric Tommy

(Viva V 36025) would seem to

oromise one of the head disks of all

time I wonder how many fifteen-

vear olds will get this thing home,

raid Mommy's piU stash, crank

Daddvs MaranU up past the point

of speaker (or ear) damage, and

quickly discover that they are the

moderately ripped off poesessers

of the year's three hundredth Moog

realization of somebody else's

music There's got to be a better

way to sell records.

Surprisingly enough, this par-

ticular electronic transcription

works better than most of the

others, ^hd can stand alone without

all the hype. This is due largely to

the fantastic Tommy score itself.

The lack of vocals makes one

aware all over again of what a good

composition Townsnend's opera

(or cantata, or whatever) really is.

With this kind of material it is hard

to go wrong, or so the producers

Mark Atmond
.... Fortunately, it is safe to say that rock music is evolving. Just as jazz

has found it necessary to mutate in order to survive, rock is finding it

necessary to change. One aspect of the change is the Bobby Sherman

bubblegum music, and another is the brand of post-hard rock played by

groups like Emerson, Lake and Palmer.

In the innovative tradition recently established by the latter group,

Mark-Almond (Blue Thumb BTS-8827) has appeared. The kind of music

found in the album can be hinted at by mentioning that Johnny Almond

and John Mark were with John Mayall when Mayall was at his best, on

Turning Point and Empty Rooms. The level of the music, however, is not

comparable. The excitement that typified Mayall, especially on Turning

Point is to d large extent missing from Mark-Almond. Their music is very

carefully thought out, well-produced and well-played (unfortunately, the

good technical quality of the music is almost overshadowed by the

horrible pressing, which emits very distracting extraneous scratches and

other sounds). Quite frankly, however, there are long dull stretches on

the album.

The best and worst of the album can be found on the first side. "The

Ghetto" is without doubt the most compelling cat on the album, and it

points the direction in which the group should try to move. The lyrics are

for the most part strong and direct— **Seems like my life has passed me
by/And you tell me tears of joy, but I tell you I cry" — and are set off weU

by a simple arrangement. The other chiefly vocal cut on the album,

"Tramp and the Young Girl", is extremely poor. It is meant to be heavy

and mystical (both literally and instrumentally), with lots of vibes, but

with lines like ''Two of a kind/a tramp and a young giri/that love left

behind" it is hard to take seriously. The rest of the album's lyrics are

spread throughout the long tracks and consist mostly of things like "Give

me some of yourself" repeated again and again.

I don't waat to seem hypercritical. The album is for the most part in-

teresting aHeast and has several moments which are more than just

interesting. If the group can simplify things — tighten up its overall

conception of its music, do something about some of those lyrics, and

pare down its over-ripe instrumentation — it can produce a very good

album indeed.
—Peggy Baker

ATTGHTION!
A STOCK DIVIDEND

STOCK DIVIDEND ... A bonus event greater than

the normal Vaughn Discount Price. Suits, Sport-

coats, Slacks, Sweaters at Stock Dividend Prices.

SUITS J,
Sold nationally to $97.50

STOCK
DIVIDEND
PRICE

^•i^iftV- ^^f*t»*i^

Pine English Sweaters sold

nationally at $15 95

STOCK - ^ r-i

DIVIDEND "'^^ ^n
PRICE ^^U\s

SPORTCOATS
Sold nationally to $29.50

STOCK S^fjOO
DIVIDEND M #
PRICE ^" '

Dress Slacks sold nationally

to $29.50

STOCK
DIVIDEND
PRICE

'9.88

18 Stores

n the West

JHfciRCiATi:

<>l^ W,.:.,..,00d Wvd. 611 S 0*rv«

Downtown I A
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SANTA m\jr%i\»m

1401 SANTA MONICA MAU
Corner Sonta Monico Blvd.

Opei Dally 9:30 1:30- Mm. aii Fri. %.^%% - Sii. IIS

LOS ANGELiS
429 NOATN FAfJIFAX

Next to Cantors
Open Daily and Sun -930 630

WISTWOOD VILLAOI
1000 wfsrwooo blvd.
Corner Weifwood ond Weyborn

Opt! Dally 9:30 ti i 30 - Mfi. & Fri 930 ti 900

Wl ACCfPT

MIRACLE MILE
5472 WfLSNIRffBiVO.
Between Duntmuir and Cochran

DailyEicHtSiMay94 30

HOLLYWOOD
4340 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Hollywood Blvd. at Ivor

Riilv i 16 i - Sat 9:30-6 30 -Sua 10 6 30

.

..' ' 1
I .. Lli I..!!' ,11 jiii .....III—i..M»i|l«* W^f-'.'f' ''•-.--^'^^^irru;^^..^.-

. .,.

LlilLUfiL

ANTISEPTIC

:•:&-'.

V±f^ KILLSGERMS BY MILLIONS

^

"^^ BONUS OFFER!
^ 11 ^^^ 1*0«- Bottit witk
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't^ ' additional 3-0i. Frt«l

B mn, $1.29 Value
Mi^^p^ipp III I mil

^

6
if

^i:.:z:i RITE DRUGS

\m.\ IHJECTOR P'^OR
WITH 4 SCHICK BCa^f^ ~
j^A CHROME SUPER zZJ^^It .

CHROMIUM IMJECTORJLADES^«;^j[

hl^yi

^gygjy^Jgjgj^
RITE DRUGS

»(f - T',

w-
UIO^

4MH ««. '^CK 4«| mf>-

'*r

100 wnbrtakoblt rod, whitt

and blut inttrleckinf ckipt in

ftlf-storinf plastic package.

r_. .ir HOT DOT
HEATS TEA, SOUP, AND MAKES INSTANT CU^Ttt

Dttackabit Eltctric Cord

6 Cup Capocity, Aist. Colors

Gingkom Dotign, U.L Approvtd

Spociol Low
Bi-Ritf Prict

ONLY
DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUG

^ bl^A SKIN
INFLATABLE

CHAIR
HEAVY •AU«I VINTl

$8.95
VALUE

OUNT COUPON

£99
WVf-

VITABATH
OELEE

GUARDS AGAIHST DRY SKIN

FOAMS AWAY IMPURITIES..

CLEANSING, SMOOTHING,
~ MOISTURIZING

FitlE! $2.25 01,00 Voluo
Spongt Glovt ^

^. ^ .-'
-
'- ^-Oi. Btl.

>'^ UNT COUPO

-1!1

Bl RITE DRUGS

1 AQUA Nil
1 UAID CI

<^

MIT

HAIR SPRAT
Rtgular,

Suptr or M m ^
Inictnttd £2 '"Z
:3-0x. Can ^\^ ~ t

99c Volue tMxwvmtnk

Bl KIT{ ORU

DISCOUNT COUPON
•i^

ALUMINUM FOIL

c

T. JOSEPH
ASPIRIN

Bl RITE DRUGS

Super
Strtngth

2S-Ft. Roll
MIT I

II

.. .
, Att-T*-.,

Bl RITE DRUGS

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITE DRUGS

ForCkildrtn
. rongt Flovortd

36't

39c Value
Ml I

I *irf'i

iM

Bl RITE DRUGS

PENS
\^ BALL POINT
Writts First Timt

Evory Timt
ASST'D COLORS

19c Value

Bl RITE DRUGS

^

»W. IJ nr^

TOOTHPASTE
Rtgular or ^ 4^^
Cool Mint J. IjC
6.7S Oi. O iT

^1.09 Value 3^^ JJtMA

OUNT COUP

HAIR
DRESSING

Rtgular
or Blut

60x. Jar

$3.00 Value,

vo

IT }

>^^

*» «,A'v'

Lukricoting

Lotktr J

llOi. Atrotol

SI. 19 Value

^L 98c Valu
Pain Rtlitving ^ am ^
Ointmtnt J^ C^
Stoinltii

1V4-0I. Tukt
•»

n'^

Bl RITE ORU r*. -ril/'-.""* ja><K^gcfc'!S-

Piaifiex Disposable .^^^,,,1

BOnLES -^--W
Pkg. of

6S

$1.19 Value M

Mst'-

i*M.*'

C3\b:aere

4 f
5 - < .. Sj. .- _ ., - ^'if ;,, . f -^
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! ATll^M -- ^
Cremes Hair

Away
6 Ol . Btl.

^ ^ !> 1.35 -
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CODDty Museum

Spring has sprung and once

ajsain it's That Ume of the year for

the International Animated Film

Festival at the Los Angeles County

Museum of Art. This time 'round

marks the sixth such program

presented lovingly by our town's

top cultural hangout, in this case

being screened on all April Friday

and Saturday evenings at 8:30

p.m., and Saturday and Sunday

afternoons at 3 p.rti. .

There are many reasons m\y you

might wish to attend the festival,

and likewise, there are several

arguments why you just might not.

The fare itself is a highly varied

program consisting of all manner

of animation representatives from

the world over, including such

little-known, exotic lands as Iran,

Finland, and USA. Within this

format of global potpourri there is

tremendous fluctuation. In other

words, for every stunning example

of wildly imaginative creativity

presented, there are some
gratuitously plodding moments

lurking to quell your glee.

However, the over-all excellence of

the former category coupled with

the general novelty of seeing

quality animated films makes the

entire package worth your in-

vestigation._,

The unspoken theme of this

year's fete is themes. It is un-

fortunate that 1971, or the sort of

socio-political situations it seems

to provoke, decrees that in true

revolutionary (?) topicality all art

must be directed toward exposing

4v^

OpM 10^11 OlM.-SaU t14(SMj

^ ^$€tf0, slack and jeans 'The guys slacks girls love"

Mat* Mfg. ay H. K. Cmrp. Atlwttai. 0«. "^ '

lennLailjpitl^aiijts

Leather Bell Bottoms Belts Slacks Shirts Jeans Vests Flairs

21 -A

S77)S45

la Ctittr Et Cvaftr

23)41 MiftMMi Orh*
m-IMi

1021 GlENDON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE 473-4997 ^4im

MtllMnlCMyM 10720 WMlMiftMlM.
Ntrth IMIyvMd Ciivtr City

I3till04

oppression. Luckily the films **To

Speak or Not To Speak" from

Belgium and **Mr. Monster" from

Iran, with ite twittering Klee-ish

people-devouring machine, avoid

the pitfall of merely being overt

political cartoons and arm their

causes with metaphorical am-

munition A perfect example of

devastating allegory aimed in this

direction is "The Shooting

Gallery" from Czechoslovakia (it

would figure) in which the char-

ming quality of the delicately

painted figurines leaves one most

unprepared for the crushing blow

finale.

Of particular note is the selection

from France, **Une Bombe par

Hasard." The story of an unex-

ploded bomb, the thenceforth

deserted town's fearful

inhabitants, and the stranger that

mocksthem IS set in an eerie ghost-

town atmosphere reminiscent of

those de Chirico comers with the

unexplained shadows peering from

nowhere. The meticulous attention

to detail, as with the wind-battered

shutters and the sounds of the

phonograph record left playing,

along with the essentially

gruesome plot should prove once

and for all that cartoons can be

taken seriously.

The shorter subjects are

generally the most popular, your

immediate crowd-pleasers being

-some rather out (Pepper) landiah

commercials of quasi-

melodramatic intonation, such as

"Hodag," the self-proclaimed

interesting ecological anecdote,

and "Vamos Al Cine," a follow-the-

bouncing-ball design frohc to King

Kong music, 'Tirst Man on the

Sun," a half-minute news com-

mentary quickie, is a memorable

lesson and comedy-wise, a rcti

screamer. The t>risk impact of

these minifilms never fails to

enliven the pacing of the program
as a whole.

Somewhere within the context of

an aninwited film festival we find

works that are not strictly confined

to the drawn and painted
precedents of the medium The
special effects "World" of Jordan
Belson and Finland's contribution

"Impressio,** in which
photographed bottles on a shelf

come alive and exhibit clearly

defined personalities to enact a

morality play, both display a

refreshing utilization of resources.

Two other works in particular

alone would make attendance
worth your busy while. *'Eggs is a

charming and frightening little

fable that sets the trilling matron
Life and jazzy hepcat Death
bickering with one another, just

like Mommy and Daddy, about the

future of the human race. Science-

fiction fans and careless couples

please take note. The other filn\.

'The Further Adventures of Uncle

Sam," in which our star-spangled

Samuel, (more Mr. Natural than

Uncle) and his faithful eagle friend

encounter insidious adversaries

and other nefarious bits of

Americana, is sure to be the

numl)er one crowd-pleasing at-

traction with its witty plot, ex-

cellent execution, and in<

decipherable 1930's Blues sound-

track.

The Animated Film Festival is,

despite some unfortunate slow

spots, all in all a ball, so turn off

your television "^already and see

some real cartoons that will make

Saturday morning fare blush in

technicolor.
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stereoroom
lei lir ciiira's universiiy Annex
Bring your best price to us for your hi-fi s)rstem and let us try to beat it

STEREO HEAD PHONES
14.95

NOW 7.50

CRAIG AM-FM STEREO
with Cassette Player

183.00 NOW U 195

GARRARD SL95
w/empire 999 ve/x

List 208.00

sale 129.95

VIVITAR PORTABLES
AM-FM Radio Cassette

List 89.95

NOW 59.95

LEAR JET CAR PLAYER
109.95 NOW 67.50

L

INCOME m
SERVICE
55 up

20%D1SCOUN1
to UCLA students, focuLty^statt

fasi. Profejiono/, Service

FIESNER 4 COOK
1 101 Goyley Ave

Wwtwood Villoge

886-"7475 473-8127
^ %J **\ i-^i e'vf i 'i I

#'"
/^-L

HEUyi

FiTTn--'' -imi "lit

O"*?' *wood blvd.

WHERE THERE S ALWW
A SALE IN PROGRESf

• LOWEST HCLMCT PRICES AWVWWtH

• f XCf ED U S A S t 290 1 STAMW*W

f fn)M $11. yb

* "»'* 477 9560 879-9616

12010 W. PICO BLVO^
LOS ANGELES. CALIF, ty

.(P«id Adv«rtt&«m«^t)_^ m " " f

^<t!*^<iUtU\HM*»%<
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THEWORLD IS FULLOF BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE AND PLACES.

To help you get thereJWA introduces the Getaway* Program.

..^j u. u UiLiMc^^rrn^i^Sminor It has the independent Cetdway Brochure For

chateau in France or l.vmg "5^^
^^each ,n

^'X^dll has applications tor both the Youth
California. TWA brings you pctaway

^„u ^an Passport and Getaway Card
First there's the Getaway* Card. W h ^ vou.can P<^

.^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^
charge airfare hotels, meals carsiust atx^u^

Vacation Kit.

anything just about any^^here. And then take up to
^^^ ^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^_^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^„y .^

ZlSSbrd^Sfn;^^^ The Getaway ProgramK
. H.tVs.tr,.any places

U.S.A./EUROPE/ASIA/PACIFIQA^RICA
,U„,,ves you reduced rates at r^any places ______ ^^^^^ -.

. ,

"^Youth'^plSt isgoodon 20 other a.rlmes. It costs Ifarmingdale, NY 117^^ (^rWM)
\Youtnrasspoii h

, -|2 3nd21. |p ease send me V^iL^
'^'nd ;f\'ou"en1.' n\heS^^ well send vou the JtwA's free Getaway Vacation K,t

|

^Ss'a CeTirySx>k, a 224 page lcK,k a, 19 of
|
Name

.
1

—-^fhe great cities ot <'^„^«'''^
. ™,i„ one on Europe, |

Addr«5 '^ —

"

1

Pacific. . ... .

I

— ^

I
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No Sweat Foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects back to your home with

professionoi e«tclency ... at charaes that won't hurt you.

CallUs Now:

749-7491

w* tM 220V
cf>plioncM at

w«4Minown brandsu
SUMMER

INTERNSHIP
PROGRAMS

The Graduate Students Association invites all graduate students

interested in summer internship programs in Sacramento (Uni-

ver^rty of Californlo, S.B.P.C. Legislotive Representative) to ap-

ply in 301 Kerckhoff Hall before April 30. 1971. These positions

are open to all graduate students regardless of major and will

offer a subsistance stipend. Call GSA ext. 51050 or 51160 for

further information.

• antique jewelry - cpntemporary jewelry - french bikinis ^^

0/
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C
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A LA MODE
'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093V2 BROXTOhL^VENUE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

GR 9-8204

O

3

<

3
5'

o

o

- jewelry imports from france, morocco, Sweden, mdia, greece *

•(Patd Advertisement)

ISRAEL! This Summer.
SUMMER IN KIBBUTZ

9-11 Weeks
$665

ARCHEOLOGICAL DIG
7-10 Weeks

$765

Other programs availoble in ArU
Thebfer and Dance, Also Summer

Sessions for tredifs,

Cdl or WrH«
American Zionist Youth Foundation

515ParkAve.. N.Y.. N.Y., 10022(212)HA 1-4120

23 years of original non-profit student programs to Israel

(Paid Advertisement)

GSA invites applications for Commencement
Speakers and Student Marshalls. Applications
must be submitted by Friday, April 16, 1971.
The date of graduation and degree received
must be noted on application. People not suc-

cessful as speakers will be considered for
Marshalls. Commencement Speakers usually
hold doctorates or equivalent professional
degrees. These degrees should have been re-

ceived in Summer, 1970, Fall, Winter or Spring
1971. GSA feels those receiving MasterDegrees
should be eliaible, but there is no guarantee
that this will be accepted procedure this June.

Applications are available in 301 Kerckhoff
HalL

DAILY
BRUIN

1

What's Brew'n on campus
Special Activities

Tcxiay Is the last day to nr^ake

reservations for the Un-

dergraduate English Association's

colloquium, to be held tomorrow.

Reservations may be made at the

UEA table on the Humanities

Quad.
Mortar Board and Pryntaneans

will hold a joint information tea

from 1:30-3 p.m. today In Acker-

man Union 2408. Any interested

women may attend.

Registration is still open for a

three-hour study seminar to be

hield Tuesday under the auspices of

the Reading and Study Center.

Pre-reglstration is necessary, for

further information call the center

at X 57744, or come to Social

Welfare 271.

Speeches and Seminars

Hank Pott, of Bruin Christian

Fellowship, will give a seminar on

"Jerusalem and Onward" at noon

today in Ackerman Union 3517.

Pierre Mac Kay, associate

professor of classics and com-

parative literature, University of

Washington, Seattle, will lecture

on "The Real Use off the

Seyahatname" at 4 p.m. today In

Bunche 3153.

Roland E. Von Heune, geologist,

US Geological Survey, Menio
Park, California, will lecture on

"Plate Tectonics and Marine
Geology of the Aleutian Trench

Area" at 4 p.m. today In Geology

3656.

Hellmuth Hasse, visiting

professor of mathematics, San

Diego State College, will present a

mathematics colloquium, "On an
Algorithm for Determining the 2-

Class Number of Quadratic
Number Fields with Two
Dtscriminant Divisors," at 4 p.m.

today In Mathematical Sciences

4000.

Vern O. Knudsen, emeritus
ctiancellor and emeritus professor

of physics, will present a physics

colloquium on "Noise, the Now
Pollutant" at 4 p.m. today in

Knudsen 1220.

Kenneth S. Morris, director.

Oceanic Center, Walmanlo,

Hawaii, will lecture on liWild

Porpoise Schools" at 7 p.m. today

In Life Sciences 2147. This the first

of six lectures on "The Living

Sea." Series tickets are $25, single

Women's Liberation will meet at

7:30 p.m. today in Kerckhoff Hall

400.

URA Clubs

The Flying Club will meet from
4-6 p.m. today in Ackerman Union
2408.

GERMAN FILM FEST — Hedonics will present a German film

festival this weekend by screening "M" at 7 and 10:15 p.m., and

"Metropolis" at 8:45 p.m. Friday; they will screen "The Blue

Angel," (pictured above) at 7 and 10 p.m., and "The Three Penny

Opera" at 8:30 p.m. Saturday. The movies will be shown in Social

Welfare 147 both nights^

admissions are $4.25, $1.75 (for

students).

Meetings
Cercle Francais (French Club)

will meet at noon today in Haines

Hall 111.

Pre-Law Society will meet at

noon today In Ackerman Union

2412.

Bruin Young Republicans will

meet at noon today in Kerckhoff

Hall 400.

The Skating Club will meet at 8

p.m. today at the Santa Monica Ice

Palace.

The Surff Club will meet at noon

today In the Kerckhoff Hall third

floor lounge.

The indoor Soccer Club wit! meet

from 7-10 p.m. today in Women's

Gym 200.

The Lacrosse Club will meet

from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7
••"i

Mortar Board to hold tea today

Mortar Board, national senior women's honorary is notw starting its

orientation for all prospective members, according to chapter president

Julie Cinque. All junior girls with an overall of 3.0 who have participated

in extra-curricular activities are eligible for consideration.

Mortar Board was established in 1918 to honor those senior women who
have distinguished themselves with a record of high scholarship and
leadership, as well as service to their school and community, Miss Cinque
explained. There are 138 chapters on different campuses throughout the
United States.

—

—

'-

An information tea will be held from 1:30-3 p.m. today in Ackerman
Union 2408 for all interested women. Student information sheets will be
available at that time and in Kerckhoff Hall 312 also. The sheets must be
completed by May 1. New members will be tapped at the end of the
quarter.

(Paid Advertisement)'

Tired of Talk Without Action?

Lectures, Panels, Workshops on

OVBKKMTION
Saturday, May 1 , The Ambassador Hotel

State Sonator Anthony Boilonson

Councilman Marvin Braude, George Brown,
Elizabeth Canfield, Ellen Stern Harris, others

$10 (with lunch). $5

for broct>ures and further information call Zero Population Growth 473-2004

The Hunting Club will meet at

noon today In AAen's Gym 122.
^

The Hapkido Club will meet from

3:30-5 p.m. today In Memorial

Activities Center 146.

The Women's Karate Club will

meet from 5-6 p.m. today in

Women's Gym 200. _
_^

The Soccer Club will meet from

6-7 p.m. today In Wonr>en's Gym
200. -

The Mountaineers will meet at

noon today on the northwest corner

of AAoore Hall lawn.

The Kenpo Club will meet from 5-

6:30 p.m. today in AAemorial Ac

tlvlties Center B 146.

Quit smoking!I

Qiorqfi

EAT IN

TAKE OUT

Delicious Food

CHICKEN-

HAAABURGERS

SEAFOOD
at Reasonable Prices

11645 San Vlncente Blvd.

Brentwood - Phone 826-5010

Hr$. 1 1:30 AM - 9 PM - 6 Days

Hedonics presents 4 German Film Classics

> ,.M:- V '^^ ss-. A'. ^.. .it -ifSi. *- %'

~.-J. J§RU' -^ ii-'i' >|ib< .^1

'II « ?;
f;

':' ;'.. O t
^iJ: SI Ms

Friday, April 16

of 8:45 only

ThQ It'iiii Infiol
* ^ # f I i i i' tl f?* 11 f ?^, z

.1 "^

Saturday, April 1

7

at 7:00 & 10:30

Friii Lang's prophetic laniasy aocu' inc not.'.jysny lesuUs of technocracy. wt>ereln
tHiman* k>ecome eotomatons controlled by think tanks and dictatorial su^ermerv A*
superb blerxl of Cubist end E xpress ion istk techniques.

ocial Welfare 147

Josef Von Sterr^berg's classic starring Marlene Dietrich and Emil Jennings. '^^*^r\^

slide from pride ^nd honor of Jennings is seen as the ir>evltat>le result of a shattered ii»«

arvJ not the smug punishment of a facile moral code

DONATION REQUhSTED
JC^

of 7:00 & 10:15 at 8:30 only

FHITI LANG'5 1W1 Classic chiller about a psychopathic child morxifr (Peter Lorre)
^<{eTworid and hts own .co>>fused claustrophobia.

- ».«.«,»j>|<«i<

Paosr s legendary social satire recreates the chaotic era «r the IWO's in Lor^lon. Based on
the play by Bertolt Brecht, whocov^rote the nr»usic. It also points to tt>e society in Berlin
th«t BrM-M kntm
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ComeJoin our
.Ufltfihi. Miriik^kLL

"Genttomet.PASCINATIN' KniTHM -

B^ndes" will screen with "Rio Bravo" at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday in Dickson Auditorium^as ttie first of four

double bills in ttie Anriorican film series. Series

tickets are yi.:>M, ana may oe purcnasea ai i\.erckhoff

140 or at the door. Single admissions are $1.50 at ttie

door only.

RESUME PREPARATION
* ^

Experimental College Schedule

Tuesdays at 1 0:30 a.m.

Wbdnetdoys of 3:00 p.m.

JOB INTERVIEW PRAaiCE
Tuesdays at 1:00 p.m.

SUMMER JOB SEARCH
Daily at 3:00 p.m.

Mormal...Ju$fdropm... Everyone walcomd

Placemen & career Piaiiieo ceiier
BIdg. 1G x^2981

I

3:30p.m.

5p.m.

7 p.m.
7p.m.

8 p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.

Integral Yoga Hatha
Kindalini Yoga

Rock Music Industry
Agents of Change in Helping Fields

(starts April 22)

aoth Century Mysticism
Power of Breath

Pantomine and Guerrilla ITieatre

Shakti Yoga

Upataln
Courtyard, Women ^» Gym

swm
Arch220S

ArchlMSB
ArchlMSC
Roycea62
Arch IMS

i

•'#'

inierpnip head

applications due
The (leadline for applying for a

student-directorship position with

Interprep, the foreign student

orientation program, has been set

at Wednesday, according to

Marsha McGaugh. Ms. McGaugh,

staff coordinator of the program,

gave the following information

regarding selection of the co-

directors: those who apply for the

position will have an initial in-

terview and turn in a written ap-

plication. During the first week of

May the selection process will take

place. Students should expect a

letter notifying them of the exact

date and time of the next step in the

process.

"The orientation program will be

an exciting experience for the

students who run it, as well as

those who go through the program
from the other side," Ms.
McGaugh said.

"The students who've so far

applied for the director's position

have submitted enough different

ideas as to the things important to

include in the format of the

program, that when the chosen
directors and I get together, we'll

have plenty of approaches to the

program to discuss. Whatever we
decide to do with the program, we
will have been profoundly in-

fluenced by the student per-

spective of all those who apply for

the director's position."

Ms. McGaugh said that all

students who wish to apply for this

position or who wish to learn more
about it should contact her at the
Foreign Student Office, extension
51681, for an interview ap-
pointment.

HELPLINE

825-7646

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK
Westwood's newest fabric shop
's open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

pUR GOAL
''ET YOUR NEEDS AT

*KiLL5 YOU CAN AFFORD.

' 006 Broxton 477-0880
dioqomlly ocroMfrom W»»twood Vllloge

TYEEWRITER CITY J

478-7282 Westwood 479-7282

NEWELEC PORTABLE

SMITH GORONA 250
SALES ir RENTALS if REAPIRS

SMITH-CORONA ELEC. 1 20

OLIVETTI ELEC. AUT. RETURN

CLEANING SPECIAL (man. port.)

IBM SELECTRIC: FACTORY REBUILT

COMMODORE ADDER: 8col total, 9crbal.69.50

AUTOMATIC MULTIPLIERS 199.50

ggso

189'*°

149.50

149.50

6.50

BANK-
AMERICARD 1089GAYLEYAVF

MASTER
CHARGE I

/REE 7- Tolon ilDn«f/JI. igl
'-laiiK^iwwaHfRiiiiiin i

i

ii
p IP w|i"#MWmt *«.i«A».«,^,.

-•nt<IA

Our' Gook^ is

Coqcettied c^bout

^^ur- (£Moutli

He listens to wFat comes out of it

about what you want to put into it,

and so . .

.

three main dishes at each meal

n a variety of salads, beverages

and desserts

n unlimited seconds except at weekly

steak night

quality preparation and rapid service

living is a whole lot nicer.
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939 HHiard Avenue (213) 475-5831
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

KcrckhoH Hall 113

PtM>n«: nyi77}

ClassitiMl adytrtiiinv ratas

15 words »1.S0 day, 5 con»acutlwt

insartions - $5.00

Payabit in advanct

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.

No talaphona ordart

THE Daily Bruin givat full support to ttta

Univtrsity of California's policy on non-

discrimination and tharafort ciassifiad

advertising sarvict will not ba mada'
availabia to anyone who, in affording

housing to students or offering iobs,

dtlcrintinatas on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

Announcements,...•••••••••••

ENGLISH ma«ors! Sign up for Friday's

faculty-student colloquim now in Humanities
quad 10 1. (A A 15)

STUDENTS For New Age Unification
presents New Life Workshop '71. Weekend
experience. April U 11.471 M27. (A A 15)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the
American Vigilantes and help save our

country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 321

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 03114.

M.?5. A 20)

WORKSHOP applied metaphysics.
Realiied goals, deeper awareness, fuller

life. • Tuesday evening sessions. Start April

30. Call 474-5302 after six. (A A 15)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free
' brocKures. 4S«-303e: tQTK)

MEN and women over 30 meet on campus
for an ongoing leaderless group. Lee, I2«-

34^3. (AAU )

STUDENTS with ability to wrlte/researcf,

material for audio programming of subject^

su^h as Tour pnd Travel, industrial products;

and personnel training, educational
material. Earn $S$ on own time, assignmen'

basis. Send resume to intra* Ltd. 154t N^
Vine St., Hollywood, Calif. 90021. Att. M
Roth. (A 15)

Social Events

DANCE 1^ La Mancha, Friday, April Uth.

1:30 - ? Live band/ free beer. Guys, 11.00/

girls, .75< (SEA II)

Hedrick Hall Presents its Annual

AGONY and ECSTASY DANCE

Sat. night - April 17th

9 PM • 1 AM
in Hediick Hall cafeteria

Band: Heavy Nation
Donation : 50C for Unicamp

GROOVY party at Ron's pad. Sat. April 17,

1

PM. 134IS Ventura Blvd. S.0. 911-2443

eves. (lAU)
t ^

'
'

LAMBDA CHI Little Sister rush - casual,

wear your hot-pants! Tuesday, Thursday, I

PM. Rides provided. 479 9007. (SE A IS)
I

the sun will shine the stars will all be out for

BIRTHDAY IN THE PARK Sunday april 25,

12-S, ranchopark Israel's 23rd. (SE A 14)

y^ Enfehainmenf 2

SKIERS Mammoth apt. Day or weak.
Completely turn., fireplace, sauna, (acuiii.
Skiing still good. 474-1157. A 15)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation Call 213-CA 1-4M9. (2 QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,
90704. (2 QTR)

^Help Wanfed ••••••••••

TWENTY minutes after visiting us yoo can

be interviewing for part-time Jobs. Services

Unlimited, 475-9531^ (3 A 15)

PART time sales girl for retail fabric store.

Tues. A Thurs. WLA,47t-0054. (3 A 14)

WE have part-time iobs going on tala

because not enough students have callvd.

Services Unlimited, 475-9521. (3 A IS)

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment. $2, 1 hr. and 15

min. Two sessions, one 30 min., anytime 9-

10:30 a.m., 1:30-3 p.m. 4S2aE Frani Hall.

Session II, 45 min. scheduled at that time.

S tudents only, no psych, majors, native

English speakers please. ( 3 A 21

)

*

^Help Wanted....... 3 V For Sale. '0 JJ^^
SALESMAN/woman Radio Advertising.

High Commissions. Will train. Cat* Mr.

ArthuritoS 397 4911. (3 A 14)

MARTIN D-21. Perfect condition, new with

case, retail 5540 S42J 394 3302 Eves

best
(10 A 14)

HALF DAY Babysitter Good-natured 2 yr.

old girl Weekdays. App. 5100 ""O
fj!*")

wood, 472-9232, eves. (3 A 30)

y LosI ond Found <•••• ^
— _^ ^

;

"
I

FOUND inscribed gold heart charm Circle

Drive near north tennis courts. </'"'''••;;:

1159, . - "^
REWARD Lost black and white »h»«V

f»9-
iVce area 825 2824, S2rmr984_S19r (4 A

OPPORTUNITY Male/female vocalists for

recording. Twin Studio Productions, 277-4327

or 98S-39M for audition appointment. ( A
20)

GYMNASTICS Specialist - 21 yrs. Exp
teaching trampoline, tumbling, motor
coordination skills. Summer Day Camp. 472

7474. (3A»4»

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$45 per month while helping others.

Come irt to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call47l00519 00 AM 7:00 PM daily

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern

summer delivery and save
25% to 50%

now for

BUYERSSERViCELTD
195 So. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. Calif.

CR3 8524Mon Sat 10:00 5:00

LOWRY organ
hnish w/bench
S750. 390 1128

holiday
light

model 7L0. walnut
music Would like

(lOA 19)

JMiscellaneous 5 y- . riu j ii
y Services Ufferea i •

ARTIST'S Studio artisan to share work

studio near beachfront, good lighting. $100

mo 821 «584 anytime. (5A21)

FREE to good home - lovable dog,

collie/poodle, I mo. old. 553-3530. ( 5 A 15)

MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD.
COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN

STRUCTIONS. NEW OCCULT
MANUSCRIPT. SEND $2 CASH TO:
SOLUTIONS, BOX 1197, VENICE, 90291. <»A'

20) _^_
DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students $1 25. Call The Group Center for

free brochures, 454 3030. (5 QTR)

NEED a band or baren.d^ for your party,

wedding' Any style, any price fange 791

2203 <^"^ 0)

TELEViSiON/Sfereo repair Mead *•'•••

512 maximum labor. 25S <*'««>"" ^"P*''**',*

mr guaranty, stereo sales too, *'» "V' '";

7474.
(11 A 20)

NEED insurance? Auto? Property? Call

Boyd Associates, 937 1077, thanks (11A14)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee, 839 7270, 870-

9793 (11QTR)

ASTROLOGY Your astrological birth chart

and interpretation Call Meagan, 823 4015. (5

^^for Renfr

$110. Private Suite Doctor's home Garden,
view. Near campus. Mature faculty mem-
ber. Professional person. References. 0L2-
5274, H03 5505. (7 A

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in In-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2298;

wknds, 292 5175, (7 QTR)

^ Rides Wanted. 9

RIDE needed daily from Hawthorne to Van
N'jys. Leave by 9, return 3. 475-1US. (9 A IS)

NURSERY
SCHOOL ^

SUMMERHILL is a small school on a quiet

street near National 4 Sapulveda. For In-

formation ohone 474-04t0. (11 A 15)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call The Group Center for free brochures.
454 3030. (11 QTR)

2 CHICKS need ride to NY. Leave April 14th

on. Split expenses. Call Katherine, 474-

7549. (»A15)

V for Sole. 10

VIKING 433 TpDk was $440 new, 1 yr. old,

mint cond. Sac, $240/offer. 478-4154. ( 10 A 21

)

ENGLISH Nanny seeks live-in position with

friendly family. Weekends off. 394-8284,

before 4 PM. (^^ A 20)

PARTY MATE SPRING SPECIAL
Did you miss the fall campus names? Gals,

guys get iO interesting, on campus computer
dates FREE by giving the names and ad-

dresses of 2 or more friends you feel would

like to learn more about Party Mate. Write

now : _PARTY MATE,
PO Box 1247

Springfield, Virginia 22151

Last acceptable postmark April 20

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

1»r phone, 274 9119. (11 QTR)

CY
POOL Table, 7-ft. mahog., xint. cond., all

accessories, $300. 473-4150. 110 A 21)

SHURE M91E stereo cartridge $50 list for

$18, new with warrantee. 477-401 1 X373. ( 10 A
15)

TV, portable, black/white, $30/best offer.

275 3080. <^0A14)

FLAMENCO guitar Tamura C4e/cas«. Costs

$400, perfect cond. 1 month old - sac. $335.

478 4144. (10 A 21)

TUESDAY, April 30, 11-3:30

and cover-ups sale. Delta

Sorority, 842 Hilgard.

-bathing suits

Delta Delta
(10A19)

LEARN Macrame, the 'now thing' while

making 3 groovy belts. Kit includes

everything you need. Send $4.95 to KAPRO.
P.O. Box 4137 San Diego, Ca. 93104. ( 10 A 30)

PRINZ Photo-enlarger, 35 * 3 1/4, color

drawer, developing accessories, nearly new.

Teriffic buy. Sacrifice $40. 453-30>8. (10 A 30)

STOVE, refrigerator, washing machine for

sale, very reasonabla. Call 27t.3a42, Mrs. F.

Raymond. " (10 A 30)

GUITAR. Guild D-35, 4 String steel with

case, $150. John, 835-3531 days, 371-1344

nignts. (10 A 20)

Is BEGINNING THE HARDEST PART?
Get experienced help with your literature

'V^earch, abstracting, indexing problems. We
> also supply document facsimiles, state-of-

the art surveys, MS advice. Call

DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES 477-

4044. (11 A 15)

2 DAYS LEFT
Enrollment for Student Ac-

cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself &
qualified dependents will close

oon. Broad coverage offering,

nital, accidental death,

sur^>^:3l, ambulance, & out

patient benefits on a world wide

basis in 1 convenient policy.

Information or application

forms may be picked up at the

Ticket Office, Room 140 Ker-

ckhoff Hatrr

BUY brand name appliances, TV's, radios,

cameras, and stereo componets at wholesale

prices. Call 7M-1410. (10 A 30)

FURNITURE, twin t>eds, dining room set,

chairs, 00 in. x 33 in. desk, room dividers,

etc. 477-3405, 400 Veteran. (10 A 20)

PANASONIC Stereo AM/FM Cassette plus

tapes. Still under guarantee. 477-4011, ex. 215

eves. (10 A 2 )

DRUMS- Zildgin, Ludwig cymbals- all

hardware- 5 piece rt<i pearl including
Rodgers chrome snare $350. 472-2758. ( 10 A
19)

FURNISHINGS entire hovse- teaving
country skies, bedrooms, fan, typewrttor,

floor machine, patio cti*tr%,^a%k. 754-

3995. (10 A 19)

TEAC A 1200, Mike«, tteadpHones, RMC,
tape 350. Ludwig drum set, 2 Zylfn. sym-
bols 200; weights 20, port. Olympia
typewriter-se Steve. 477-4011 X442 ( 10 A 14)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S3S Touth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

ir'avei (ages i5 thro 22) Also

$40 I5days
$55 21 days
$70 1 month

Thrift coupons tor no time limit $40. O'^**

iou 1000 miles and $40 1500 miles of r»*\

travel Contact your travel »«"»
©'L.^J'

British Rail 424-5149 (13QTR)

EUROPE Discount flights Also Israel,

Alr.ca India 40«o oM intra European

charter Mights Student ID cards Contact

EASC, 123 N Beveryly Dr . Bev H.lls, Ca

90710 274 4293. (13QTR)

EUROPE $225 285. also Israel, Japan
Summer & Fall Mights. E SE P , 8217 Bev
Blvd LA. 90048 451 3311. ESEP UCLA
members (13Qtri

8th ANNUAL
JETCHARTERFLIGMTS

For students, faculty and staM

T TT^TT STUDENT TRAVEL •UINI CHARTER FLIGHTS

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOO
BLVD., 475 3570. (11 QTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
131 Ker£khoff Hall, Ext. 53515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees Call Allan Sobel,

873-5115, eves, 783 3509. (11 QTR)

CATERING for Weddings & Cocktail Par-
ties. 294-5878. (11 A 15)

PR ISC ILLA Wedding 0«wn • Site 8 re-

cmbroidered lace with pearls long train and
veil. 472-4443. ( 10 A 14)

•71 ZENITH portable TV, Wack/vi^lte, 21 in.

Warrantee, $75. Ev«. 470-0913. (10 A 15)

SERVICES Unlimited. Services Unlimited.
Services Unlimited Part time iobs. Part-

time iobs Part time iobs. 475-9521. 475-9521,

475.9531 (3 A 10)

BELL/Howeii 14mm fiimo - turret tola,

norm , wide, excellent cond. $150 /offer.

Mort 934 1044 eves. 10 A 15)

BOLEX HO camera with motor, zoom lense.

extras. Hinhof tripod heavy duty, extras.

Argus 8 mm movie editing outfit. Bolex 8

mm proiector model 18-5. Sun, Thur., 377

5709 (10 A 14)

HOUSEHOLD items, garage sale. Sat. AprI
17. 11 to 4, 41$ Oenslow, (t>etween Veteran &
Sepulveda. below Montaa). (10 A 14)

'7
TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT

ftl.i TYPESQF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC

1414 Westwood Blvd

474-431S

SKIS, station wagon ski rack. Corvette ski

ack, ski poles, lire chains, stereo: cheap;
470 1537. (10 A 20)

WATERBEDS- kin s. queens doubles, all

$19 95ea (Factory guarantee) Call Jim. 785
TJlfT -_ (10 AM)

MODERN Dance classes Marie Mar
chowsky former soloist Martha Graham Co.

Adults children. 3112 Penn Ave. SM. 828-

9000/6*5 3433 (11 A 20)

NEEDHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
Landlord Tenant Disputes
Locating available apts.

-Rental Share
We are Here to Help You <

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174
X $4494

FREE Crochtt Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 1012. Thrifty Yam
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR)

AUTO Insurance: cancelled declined too
high Low monthly payments Student
Discounts Ask for Bob, 394 2225 (11 A 27)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350 1-4

PM Daily (11 A U)

iO07

LOS ANGELES 'LONDCX. LOS ANGELCS
r

Depart Set':rir?r^ifeeki Coet

Jure 15- --Aua 15 9 S2''i

Jiine 19- --Aug 15 8 S275
June 24- --Aug 22 <) S275
June 24-— Sep 5 11 S275

c • June 27- --Sep 13 12 S275
• LA./ London -'Amsterdam

6 July 1 - --Sep 3 9 S275

7 Aug 17- --Soo 19 4 S26B

8 Sep 5 - --Oct 3 4 S258

ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14- -LA/ London S148

2C July 26- -LA/ London S139

3E-. Aug 19- -LA/Madrrd/Fra nk $135

4E Sep 6 - -LA/ London S123

5E Sep 12- -LA/ London $123

ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

lU Juna 14--A«sterdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 ---London/LA S13^
3W Sep 16-— London/LA $148

ONE-WAY
LA/NEW YORK CITY
June 15 . $79
Available, only to University of

California students, faculty,

employees, extension and Alumni

Members olus immediate families.

T TIWTT STUDENT TRAVEL *

XJNICHAOTER FLIGHTS
yOOl loroaLton,iv««twood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA i^nter-

European student ctiarter flights. Contact;

ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 90049.

826-5449 ^
_j'3QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months 5125.00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and leaseavailable.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 784 1477

^.CARSinEUROPE
4 RENTorBUY
" SPECIAL REDUCTIONS

TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS
REQUEST APPLICATIONSTODAY
EUROPEAN AUTpMOCILE ASSOC.

P O. BOX 69504
LOS ANGELES, CA 90049

AIS FLIGHTS

Jet LA or NY. Europe best prices

immed. issue int. ID Card & ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia Africa charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049. 274-I742

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS- lf71

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorised & Approved
by the University oi California

on ALLCamouses

L A..ION0OfVLONOON-L A

Fit. Dap. Ret \^s Prke

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275
4 6/23 8/28 9 $275

6 6/24 8/22 8 $275
7 6/27 9/6 10 $275

8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 $275
10 •• 7/11 8/9 $275
11 7/14 8/31 $275
12 •• 8/8 9/8 $275
14 9/4 9/27 $275

II »/24 1/25 S275

ONE . WAY I A - LONDON
Fit. bap
5-' 6/24 $150

ONE-WAY LONDON-LAi.

Fit Ret Price

15 9/9 $150

EUROPE Many departures (includmqone
ways) Irom S248*

TOKYO 4 week summer flight S36r
'Includes US departure taxes

Call Flight Chairman (2U)e3»j40!
^248 Overland Ave Dept A Culver City

TOURS UNREGIMENTED' THE ONLY
WAV TOGO' Europe 8 weeks 8 countries
SI0V5 Europe 4 weeks. 6 countries jns
Israel Europe 11 weeks, $119$ Japan 6

weeks $1011 EXPERIMENTS in
TRAVELLING 4248 Overland Ave . Culver
Citv (2131 839 $247 (130TB)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON
June 1$ Sept 15

June 28/Sept 7

June 2$< Aug 26

Auq, 26/Sopt 26

AMSTERDAM/LA
$269
S249

$269
$26^

Sept 2 one way to AMS $136

Immediate ticketing for discount ttrgwr;
London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens SS2 to

Bombay $1$0. to Nairobi $lio Large
discounts on cars and many other flights

Contact Prof P Bentler UCLA 277 $200 c o
Sierra Travel, 987$ Santa Monica Blvd Bev
Mills (13AI5)

y Tuhring 14

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics Any
level, several years €xper*.«n9£ •". teaching

Reasonable. 391 2463 (UA2ii

TUTORING all subjects, experienced stall'

For EOP students. No charge. XS2n7 2240

Campbel l fiall. ^I'i A 22)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation

LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S. Robertson 657

4390. (14 QTR I

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ei^
pcnenced Univ Prof Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (tnaii

473-2492. (IJQTR)

y Typing 15

EDITH IBM, term papers, dissertations

etc Accurate, last service, pick up and

delivery. 933 2993 (15 A 20)

TYPING done,
Parker. 477 5784.

$0 C per page Barbara
(ISA 161

_n.

ALL kinds of typing

GR 3 8421.

Reasonable rates 'Call

(15 A tS)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers

theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates near

campus. Call Esther 826 7691 (iSQTRj

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electnc

Expert typing, last. Pick up/deliver, la^

school Alice, 397 3304. (IS QTR.

SPEED Reading; students ^ntennq
graduate/professional schools Academic

Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Bivd

457-4390. QTR)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty math & technical typmq

Accurate, rapid service 761 5580 (ISQTR^

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscnpts

Exp Wkends,daily$ 9,828 1162 (ISQTR

Typing Service, Resumes. Term Papers

Photo Copies
Fast & Ellicient Service

Reasonable Rates

ANDREWS E NT E REPRISES
4903 W. Pico Boulevard

Tel 931 1739

PROFESSIONAL O ' ^ ^ ^ R T A T N

EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO

BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES 47'

• 144.477-43t2.
"^O^"'

V Wanted..... •«»*rk* •••••••••*• • /6

ORIGINAL Thinking wanted ^^"*
'J

produce your screenplay .f .t sees throoqri

our problems to offer some answers Roger

443 1922,392 9784 ____—-—
STUTTERES needed for research Pay CaM

Dr Soderberg, 82$ $974, 7572 Franz Ha i

A 20)

NEED 4 to 8 units. One must hav«
J^}

bedrooms. Principals only Contact Wii^

Pavelka, Rada Realty, DU 9 3794, MO J

4190.
"**

RECORD player and VW Bug ''e**""*^'*

prices for three month visitor kod'

Thelwall, HB1108,82$ 2773, (UAj^

ALUMINUM camper ^or » 4' X r truck
bed Two windows, top condition Must sell
Michatl. 174 4914

, OtAM)
WEDDING go'vn

>/' L.••••••••••••••••••••••• TJ

SPECIAL AFRICAN FLIGHT

LA-LIBERIA/LIBERIA-LA

Dep. ****-

July n Seot f t " MS3
• 'WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to benafide members of the
University of California (students, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immed. family
living in the same housetMid)

MARRIED couple want to sublet apartment

or ? for summer 479 $291, after > <

^ Apfs. - Furnished ''

"nTrrrBncTiTTin^r^o'^' ^^

Brand new modern i bdrm furn^ ap s

Perfect to share for 2 peoP'/

Rents $17$ 235 per mon Pi'J^
Pool Subterranean garage Eicva

Private patios 8. baicon.es ocean v

walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St , SM 392 55

204$ Fourth St . SM "2 5556

2111 Fourth St ,SM 392 S68«

572 50 SHARES large $ ''O®"'
'"^V uaod

fellows Pool sundecK, garage ,,7^151

fair. 479 5404

original design, site 9,

reasetiabfe Call 479 5690 eves (10 A 19)

ONE way iet LA Europe from SMO One
way ship NYC Europe Irom 5140, one way
let NYC Europe from S13«. PItone, 441

4171. (13A141

Furn.

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

1 and dens, 1
bdrr^

charter (Hgh**
Fireplace,Tge heatea Pjj.j^^^

^,,^,,

p.te

QuTeT

Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 am 1 5p.m.

825 1221

patio, air cond.tK>ning, lovety -> ^,,,r„re,

bidq maid available North ot

convenient to twys

411 Helton Ave (off Gayiev) ^.^g,

479 §144 • .^

Rffi'^^^f'll'§W^^^^^^<^^^-W^^^^^^̂ ^^^^^^^M^i:

Thursday, AprH IS, 1^71
^j^^AnAi^VBRmN If

Oarsmen to face Cal in Oakland Saturday
By John Wood

DB Sports Writer

The UCLA oarsmen, 1-0 on the

Ion travel north this weekend

frSeir toughest crew test to dateS a s^ong California sheU

tich boasts a 3^ record. The race

fSed for 10 a.m. Satur-

L A win on the Bears' Estuary

.always a sweet victory for the

Rruins and coach Jerry Johnsen

^ause in the series dating back to

^ between the two schools,

ralifornia definitely holds the

Sein fact, Cal defeats! UCLA

^consecutive times before the

Bruins broke the string in 1966.

Since then, however, UCLA crew

has made a name for itself and the

Bruins have now won five m a row

from the Bears.

Despite the fact that UCLA is the

defending Pacific-« champion and

has six returning lettermen on its

snuad California will most likely

be favored. The Oakland Estuary

gives Cal the edge for it is

generally understood that a home

Lurse "advantage" in crew is

more meaningful and important

than it is in probably all other

sports.

For instance, the Estuary has

very moveable water," accordig

to Johnsen. Wakes from passing

boats and rough waters tend to

remain in the same place for long

periods before they dissipate out

"The first 500 meters of the course

are usually very choppy too,"

Johnsen elaborated. Since

California practices daily in such in two positions. Roger Murry and

conditions, it gives them a definite Mark Bonesteele have recenUy

advantage over the visiting Bruins, shown weaknesses in their sticking

The UCLA varsity shell, which is and eiUier Warren Dykstra or Ken

still in the process of shuffling its Jablonski could fiU their spots by

starting eight oarsmen,js doubtful race time.

it

— ' -- ..„ DB photo— Dave Domlat

ROW, ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT - The UCLA crew
Ca4'« favor, but UCLA

squads are on the road this weekend as the varsity,
ll['Zn"X^^^^^^^ ^^^^ V^' «^

lightweight, junior varsity, and freshmen squads are ^^s won al »;• ^^^^^'^^^^.^^^ win over Loyola

all scheduled to race the California Bears, begmnmg Brums are
\:0 »*!^'^|^^^^^

at 10 a.m. Saturday in the Oakland Estuary. The last week. The Bears are 3

California's boat features the

return of its fine stroke man, Kelly

Moore, and a stem four which has

rowed together the past two years.

Cal coach Marty McNair feels this

is the year his squad could be a

contender for the Western Sprint

crown. — ^

After just one race, Johnsen feels

his shell is approaching peak form.

He definitely intends to practice

more racing sprint starts after the

Bruins were beaten off the Une In

last week's race against Loyola.

However, he was not too concerned

about that aspect in this race

against California.

--^'We don't want to come off the

iine too fast right now. It would be

too tiring. Our normal racing

stroke is now approximately 33-34

strokes a minute while our peak

^i racing stroke will be 35 1/2," he

^^** said.

Johnsen is well aware of the

Bears' explosive starts and of his

squad's weaknesses, but he feels if

the Bruins can stay close to

California's shell until the final 500

meters, UCLA has an exceUent

chance for a very imporUnt win

away from home.

The freshman, JV, lightweight

crews, also undefeated, U-avel to

Berkeley this weekend.

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
Room and Board

^ Apts. - furnished. 17 .(AptsJoShare^^^^
>/TcZVeriorHelp...25

^>mm»^m»^m*>^mf^^^'»^^"^^* -,„i ,k..i.« ^nt PnuatP entrance, 3 blocks^- **

1"^

yAufos for Sale 29

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

FOR Lease, S85 mo. 1 room furnished apt..

Bet Air Utilities paid. 476-2178, wee»*f"^* °!;

afters. 00. ]^lm

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735 ^

LARGE, CLEAN, ATTRACTIVE,
RELATIVELY NEW SINGLES. ACCOM. 2.

AIR CONDITIONED, BLOCK UCLA,
POOL, SUNDECKS, GARAGE. 625-641

-LANDPAt R . 'W9-5404. _^_ ,, V' ' A 1
5 J

GIRL share apt. Private entrance, 3 blocksi-

UCLA, utilities, phone included "5^ Ann,

BR 2-1659,477 5939. T^ (19 A 20>

SPACIOUsTbdr^irTb^h.S67. 2 blocks from
>r«v.iww.>

foreign student,
campus. \\yfL. (19 A 20)
Gil/Liberato, 474-40«^

^ I _

1 bdrm. apt

AID mother or 2, small house near Wilshire,

Beverly Hills Ov»/n room /bath P'"*, *•'•!
^.

477-3558 ^ (25 A 15)

MUST sacrifice '47 MOB Roadster «lnt

cond, low m.leaqe. AM FM. ^^rr ^H^e^^.

sun 395 5485 (3^ A i^i

PORSCHE Speed'ster '57 immaculate, fresh

engine and many extras S2400tirm
^*J

8914 *" ** "'

furn..

UtTirt.es/pa7k.ng, 1/2 block "mpus.J95^650
MALE: Ige

Utilitie .

Landfair, 477-2197 ^^^
FEM^LE/Thare apt. w/two. own bd^rni^

2

m^„ from UCLA. 271-5629 days, ^826^649^

eves

GIRL needed share spacious. ^^^^'jf'V ,'.

bdrm. apt. with 2. Pool, $70/mo. ^^A.^B^ft^

5800. -

FEMALE: Share huge two bedroom apt.

wfth three 15 mm. walk to campus S6|
7^5^.

475 4702. .
1 —

ISRAELI student to sjare one ^^^^^
*''"

$70 each, near campus. Call Zeev, a/^^

^^^^^^
K95.

y House for Sole. ..r......*** 21

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7 2144
Near Veteran Ave

Z .. I in A 2 bedrooms
BRENTWOOD, B^^^^Voj Aniherst, now
w/outside P'avroom. 1105 a

^j,a20)_
S37 500 Owner «2*^85i' — ^=^

ZcoVErVd patio: spac^ous^orma, dngrm..

frpl., 3 bdrm. 2ba. Nr. UCLA own
^^^ ^ ^^^

-.476-4894. ^"

- - __——

-

" ~~Z rI\ Air 3 bdrms.
COMPLETE P'-'^ff^y pj-^ un.que. S75,000

Large grounds Trees. Pool, uniq
^^^ ^ ^^^

Sands 476 6464

RESPONSIBLE girl wanted as companion

Tor minimally brlmdamaged JO
vr. old g.rl

who IS very pleasant, sweet natured.

Seaut.ful B^verly H.lls home. Sw.mmmg
pool. Rooms, board, some salary. BR

2^ ^ ^^^

GIRL, live in light housekeeping and child

wre walk tocampMV Bnp. salary,
y^-J",

272 7232. U-^-J-

STl/OENT Couple: Room c Board (Prjvate

blt^i^ e^chanSe for babysitting/ igh

housework for working mother "'5'" ^"^

655 6060
uaMi»<

y Room fof RenI ••••••• *^

S60 ROOM, "sunset ^
Strip W*"**^«.,JfJ

necessary, male. Big closet. w,w. carjets.

Rclerences 876-5476 '^*^^

NEED Tomtortable Toonl ^o""^*^"
"'^"^J.V

^.vate entrance, near beach^
^JJT" n* A

Workarrangementpossibie 459 2834. M» m

15)

'66 AUSTIN Mealey Sprite

or makeoHer 828 5762

Xint cond 5700
(29 A 19)

yjAufos for Sale ^29

67 ALFA Duetto h.»rdtop d'SC tjr.ihes 16^000

nV.lesor.g own., .m.c cond Si'9o, by

oM.r 689 7 116 or 167 JL'**
I 29 A 2J^

>r'*^*r» . FREE LOAN CARS^J^^-m '
' ^'•'^ FREE TOWING

.ff'\ '/ U1 6000 M. (V

WH4TE Volvo 144, stiCk shift, '70, «P»<'»|

nrTs radio, xint cond .
low ^^^**9-

^*^^
825 4998, ,

^\
.

fV\USTANG'67, 2 & 2

poiygias, 51370. (TW^
weekends.

289,

767),

4 speed, 5 new
474 0147 eves St

(29 A 14)

64 MERCURY Monterey

heater, air cond .
power,

6923

hardtop, radio Si

Clean, 5500 789

(29 A 16)

'«,« vnRO Falcon, rebuilt engine '70, e«

|cVllen?!!r°s new radiator S370 Call 299 X)2 54

or 2* 10*59. »
'^^^

SAAB 99 FM 70 Low mil, air cond, radio.

fuel in,, warranty. "'«; ' V'^ °nw A U)
4212 ext 340, Eves 478 7844 *TW A »•;

•68 VW perfect cond . automatic
^»'«J'''^fJ,

FM radio. 51250 787 4977 (29 A 19)

GR7 2144 -., 99
Near Veteran Ave (17 QTR) J

HoUSC fO ShOre ^^

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

Dupoaito no*» !«" »umm«r/ltrfl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-052^

^XmpuTtowers
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO

^

DepoeiH now for »»ffnm»r/lall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR^5584^,^^^

/Apts. -Unfurnished '8

ONE'prrsen shsrrr^tn n.ar ocean, $80,

opt.on^or entire house trom June 396^^ ^ ^^ ^

7340. __________
HOUSE to share^own room, well.^^^^

Beverly Glen, SiOO Call after 5. -J
^^^ ^ ^^^

1860

shower of large 5 bfroom^o ^^^ j^,,

with 4 med. students 580 /mo ^
^^^ ^ ^^^

after 7 PM^^ -• r.

Te^P^ac^M^^

Brentwood house '" „"^" ^py,. bus line,

private room 5 mm from campu
^^^ ^ ^^^

shopping 479 5988^ —

J Room and Board.̂ *^^^^

^^CN Students r Room 570 /mo^ 426 Land^

^fr call 479 9064 Ask for_Bobor_Steve_ (26^A

BEAUTIFUL private room, battt, ttntns,

u^.melnear campus, respons.b.e male^

Mornings 651 0904; after 5. GR 79811 w» m

bath Close to campus, 2 blocks to ou^
^ ^^^

8260180 ^^^^^^^^^^^^

J Room h Snare *^

GIRL student or ^rad tO^^^re apt and

- meals free with guy 399-6110

J Aufos for Sale.. ...••••••••• ^^

wheels' li MO m. ' "ir" «"« |„a14I
1808 --

,. poROPa.r.ane. V B^^^"-
-Call'??'

transportation 5440 Or beST o, «
,29 A 21)

ANY make/model new car C©''*'*" ,*
domestic) at near dealers cost Collegiate

Concepts. 788 1410 ^ ^J^^ *^ "'.

VWetrr ,«oty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

D.scounlrdB.lowOcalifsPf'tf

V, '. A*J'"0 SEK'^lCE

Ai 7957 Van Nijys Blvd
• I .urosstromO M Plant

t.m H'l /07^ 7» Hours

A". MUSTANG I owner, 4cyl . ai/to trans

sV,5 «'i. good t.n.s BV55815..trr ;pm
474 175)

CUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO — MG

..•> utfitit our "Buv nt-re take
Save on t*';*""'*

.
7,,''/ o.r.ct .h.pment

dri.vcry m Europe P'an
,.h,.

also arranqed Financing available

(91 0445. 870 6«}8

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washinqton Blvd

S625 or bo',1 oftir I'lTO^^

68 VW^ AM FM. removable rack, «">' \ond^

must sell make otter 475 7464 eves^^X5^4482

days.

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale.. 30

'4S vV« Squareback white wagon Low

mileage. A ^condition 5995 472 83S2
<
J9 A

15)

15) ,

-

6 J HONDA scrambler 1500 -''"•*'
.'"."'?ic

pVr. cond -'^r ^n -1259 C^H b. tor. t.v
<
10

A I6<

,V HONDA CL. 75 ».nt cond Asking 5 lO

J77 0J70

49 MOTO GUZZI Scrambler >3^ cc .op

cond Jooo •••'
'

( 10 A 201
5615

ibScr YAMAHA 1966. «lnt COnd .
1 TOOO

rnrievandhHmct s)25 t.rm Can Terr y^*^^
6874i',cs

FOR Salt 67 Yamaha J50 tc
^*^**V

m?chan^ia. cond Best otter over 5750^198

8396

dorm contract (tnen'»)

occupancy^^Res.dence ^nowHall

t fall call 454 3405

(18 A21)

DELUXE 2 bdrm 1/2 block beach, dish

washer, w/w carpets, drapes, 36 Brooks

Ave , Venice, 399 3509 eves S185

5 BEDRM Apt Beam ceiling Westwood^
Available immed. S160/mo. 473 2456 (

'» »

161

Y Apfs. to Share 19

•rr i W3 m ile s tr om

DYKSTRA
immediate
means priority neK

21)
^

'

1 N/uuTA Co-OD for fall.

WOMEN' ApP'vno7'J^„^,'^,;^*;''omelike.
1^71 Convenient. ine«p*n»'ve ^j^^jj,

474-4012

remaining spring quarter u
,24 A 20)

83*5, 652-3806.
_

^"""lA MANCHA
HAS THREE BEDROOM SUITES

^,TM ...GPr SPACE

campus 575. Utilities included raM Mike.
(19 A 14)

:tc

,8 PONT. AC Le Mans -^^-^-^^ -;;;,?'.:

40 000m.les Days. 835 7J51. 'v>»
(,,^j,,

Eves.. 559 1809

40 VW one owner f.ne cond.t.on 54^75 or

60 vvv "'\,
.ft., .,,^^ t 30 or weekend

best offer 65J 5058 aner j jw
(29 A 20)

s • —
rr;7;;77ANG V 8 conv . sh.tt 4 speed Good

cVnd.ilo'n Must sell, go.ng abroad E v«^47^

m. e.cellent 51650 477.J405 ""^^^^jq^
Ave

TTTv. seoan .?•»-
'"V'",";.,"""';',"''"S450or bestoHer Call 826 9>»/

'
TT^ITTUN UOO no h.„,. 20,000 m. * 1 7 SO

.Qfler N.ghtS 3944717^^

M IM

GOOD transportation summer l»*» •"".•'

Ga.a«ie V ecng.ne power steer.ng brahes

R/H, 5185 477 6392
' '^ "^ '

,, PONTIAC GTO -int ^^nd a-r cond^.

pocket seats, a steal 524S0 ^Vork, 25 529r

nomc 789 6733

virti K^wAGEN '67 1500CC s engm*. trans

wired 51000/olter 824 2705
.

orakes transmission 5700 best 0. y *M

1055 or 478 1604 •

rrM&B Rdstr WW Biaupk Sempenet

.Vn/'o^od". mVch D..r.n,.or, ^^^
I^^'IZ,

Must sell 749 1983

•47 TRIUMPH Sp.tlire 28.000 m.iescrr^g'«a'

owner radio heater 5895/best ottej ^nj^

«ji: _ .. ^

4. v/. Bog ^int'nu clutch. bf»l««v «»W^

can 4T1 ?.09 before *0 am. after J p m (29

A 16)

TP'IUMPH Choppir, 70 W0«.,
/f^;f

'•"•

cond Cost SI 700 r.o^5n50 398 6514(30A16)

SAVE UPTOS400

vour own r^otorcy^ie and W^Europ..

^.'HE^:o:^^"/ori^n,..ndso.de.t-;;--REE trom o"^^o'J"':-,
,00 o» guaranteed

iM 50 years ^"«* *'^^^„ °
», Jr.ces Full

o^edmodei%a'|"«»""<» '/rj;^;;, ^ack to
.nsurance tor E-^^P^^^* ^\"";7.;.„,m re
II ^ A arranged or *<* '*«-

eurchase Wr.fe now tor tuM «>•'•''»
..^'^

George Clari.e( Motors. Limited

274 271 Bri«ton Hill

tendOrt S W 2 Eng
Tel 01474 1211

uTioNoTsTTambler Very «ood co«d.»«J^

50*0 m^^beit otter With he.m.t Cj..^3n

mi .5wperi cond't'on'*^*'' '" '

»j SUNBEAM Aip.n* conveFtrmir

condition Besto.tef must sell *"
fj;'^;;,

2i5ev»s

LARGE part furn on beach
campus. Ov»n room 590 Share
391 M55

li min.
S48 Bob
(19 A 15)

TO MOvE
TOLIVE

COME BY ANDSEEOUR SPACE
9i0HILGARD AVE

475 .931

•At'^lM^MPM Spitfire, le**

coition 789 4175 even.ngv

48 DATSUN 1*00 '•»<»**•;. "T^cTsI
Chrm ^tlH, "bvr sott top 0"'V^\»;^V;,

129 A ?0) 4470

ImGB -69. low mileage All the e-tras ^8n

5571«tter 6

4) PORSCHE Cabriolet, rebu.lt super 90

engine, f .tra 0^^r^. 52,700 989 J* 37 ( 29 A 16)

u

• 1 ['^-'^

,.-•- - ---

m^
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Plain B. S.

What you can do with $8,000,000

John Sandbrook
One of the ways that modern day universities seem

to survive is to schedule committee meeting after

committee meeting to discuss and finally, decide

administrative matters. Usually, of course, nothing

comes out of such meetings, just a lot of baloney.

There was one meeting In Murphy Hall Tuesday,

however, that could very well have an Immediate

and perhaps even drastic Impact on this campus. The

University Policies Commission subcommittee on

the use of the registration fee met with Chancellor

Young Tuesday to hand him its recommendations for

the subsidies out of the 1971-72 registration fee fund, a

fund totaling $8,015,900.

~ All of the recommendations >n\\(S^ listed In

tomorrow's Daily Bruin, but there was one Item

among them that could noticeably change one of the

most visible parts of UCLA—its intercollegiate

athletic program.

Athletic director J.D. AAorgan had requested from
the reg fee fund a subsidy of $275,000, the same
amount he had received last year. AAorgan has

received from the reg fee fund an annual subsidy

since 1963, reaching from $437,000 In 1963, peaking at

$497,000 in 1965, and decreasing to $275,000 last year.

This, of course, was in addition to the Income
generated by the football, basketball, and track

teams last year, approximately $2,000,000.

Since 1963, AAorgan, throtigh expert management
policies has able to run a highly successful program,
successful enough to build up a reserve totaling

$134,000 from his profits this year. The reserve,

naturally, is there for emergencies, bad years, etc.

This year, however, the money pinch that has hit

intercollegiate athletic programs all over the

country hit AAorgan and UCLA also. In fact, since he
had been unable to sctieduie an 1 1th football game for

1971 and since the increased educational fee would
cost him thousands of dollars in his athletic grant-in-

aids, Morgan reported that even with a $275,000

subsidy from the reg fee fund, he would still be faced
with a $59,000 deficit In 1971-72. How he would make
up for this deficit would be simple: go to the reserve,

the "savings account."

Well, the UPC subcommittee has put AAorgan and
the Chancellor in a difficult position. What the
subcommittee, composed of five students, on#» ad-

ministrator, and one faculVy representative,

recommended was that AAorgan receive a subsidy of

$141,000 from the reg fees, use his $134,000 from the

reserve to make up the remainder of tt>e $275,000, and
if he still comes up with a deficit, then come back

next year.

That might seem quite narsh, but what the sub-

committee is essentially doing is challenging the

financial independence of the athletic department.

What the subcommittee Is trying to achieve is some
type of university control over the use of the con-

tingency reserve so that it can not be unilaterally

used for expenditures like the $29,000 spent for the

Astrotur'f on Spaulding FieldJast spring.

Ultimately, what the subcommittee is challenging

is the philosophy governing the present ad-

ministrative structure of the department of in

tercollegiate athletics and its position as an auxiliary

services enterprise (i.e., self-supporting). It Is trying

to make the department subject to administrative

and fiscal reviews just as any other department on

the campus. _
Thus, among Its recommendations to the Chan-

cellor, are recommendations for putting the

department under the jurisdiction of the Vice-

Chancel lor of Campus and Student Affairs, making it

subject to fiscal review by a memt)er of the Vice-

Chancellor's staff, ^lid thaf detailed information on
the financial aid allocations to the athletic depart-

ment be made available.

While this might seem like just a lot of ad-

ministrative reshuffling, the Chancellor's approval
of these recommendations will mean quite possibly

the reduction in the extent of some of the present non-
income producing sports, perhaps tt>e elimination of

some, and even perhaps an increase in the price of

public, faculty, and student tickets to football and
basketball games.

But the Chancellor's approval of these measures
would also mean bringing the athletic department
back as a legitimate part of \he university ad-
ministration. If he doesn't accept them, ttien he will

be permitting illegitimate power structure that has
existed the past few years to continue—^to the
detriment of the entire campus.

V-ballers dump Gatichos

in three straight games
Before a boisterous crowd of 1400 which UCLA head volleyball coach Al

Scales described as "nice to have," the UCLA volleyball team
reestablished its claim as the top collegiate team in the country with a

smashing, three-game victory over UC Santa Barbara, 15-12, 15-12, 15-10,

last night in Pauley Pavilion.

UCSB, under the direction of former UCLA assistant Rudy Suwara, had
upset the firuins in the NCAA regional playoffs over the weekend at Santa

Barbara. Thus, last night's match was a crucial one since the two squads

will undoubtedly end up facing each other in th NCAA championship

finals next weekend in Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins were without the services of Kirk Kilgour last night, but the

spiking of Ron Coon, Dick Irvin, and John Zajec, although at times in

consistent, made up for Kilgour's absence. U(XA raced to an early 14-7

lead in the first game, relaxed while the Gauchos came back to 14-12, and

then clinched the first game when Bruin Bob Leonard blocked an at-

tempted UCSB spike.

The Gauchos, in the second game, got off to a 7-3 lead, before the Bruins

stormed back ahead, 12-10. UCSB knotted the score at 12-12, but three .1

straight Bruin points gave UCLA the second game, 15-12.

The third game went back and forth until, with the score at 10-10, Larry

Griebenow served five straight ponts for UCLA, giving the Bruins the

game, the match, and what Scates happily called later, "our momentum
back."

—John Sandbrook

Varsity song girl

practice*^ begin
4 •

m Muiiday
4J&?

I
I

The orientation meeting for all girls Interested In

becoming a member of the 1971-72 Song Girls squad
will be held next Monday, April 19 at 3 p.m. on the

lawn behind the Women's Gym. Clinics will continue
for the following two weeks with the tentative

selection dates set for AAay 4-6.
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VLoS Alamos, Livermore labs I
Union rally protests

discussed by UC Reg
ft:

i

f.'

V.

By Deborah Ashin

DB Staff Writer

Increased University input

into the operation of the Los

Alamos and Livermore

research laboratories and a

reduction of classified research

"without encroaching on the

security interests" of this

country were discussed

yesterday by the UC Regents'

Committee on Special Research

Projects, formerly named the

Committee on Atomic Projects.

The committee was

responding to a series of

recommendations presented to

the Regents by the statewide

Academic Senate's Special

Committee on University

Research at Livermore and Los

Alamos — the Zinner Report.

Regental reconmiendations

resulting from the Zinner

Report must be approved today

when the Regents meet for the

Second day at the University

Extension Center in downtown

Los Angeles.

On Jan. 22, 1971, a Senate

"memorial" asked the Regents

to renew the contractional

relationship between the

: Regents and the Atomic Energy

I

Commission (AEC), but asked
: for a modification of the

\ University's
*'management" of

: the two laboratories.

Both Los Alamos and
: Livermore laboratories have

: been the subject of student

\
demonstration because of

\
alleged "war related" research

\ being conducted. The two

\ laboratories are under the

\
AEC's jurisdiction, however the

:• University is involved, through

J
government contracts, with

:• administration and research.

According to the special
:• Regents' report, the Committee
has "considered" the Academic
Senate Memorial and has
studied the Zinner report

classified research as "ad-

diction to methods of secrecy

constitutes a grave threat to the

survival of an open society."

The report said pressures for an

expansion of secrecy are easily
t l4i 'At* A \

in hand with a broader ap-

plication of their resources to

contemporary technological

problems without having to

encroach on the national

defense effort," according to

generated "within the govern- - the Regents' repor^

ment bureaucracy" and should

be combated by the "Univer-

sity's unflagging effort" to

insure the scope and direction of

nuclear weapons research be

commensurate with national

needs."

The Regents' committee
responded that the two

I
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UC President Charles J . Hitch

was hospitalized yesterday

after suffering chest pains

during a UC Regents' meeting.

Physicians later ruled out a

heart attack and said Hitch, 61,

will remain in the Califprnia

Hospital and Medical Center's

coronary care unit for three to

five days for observation.

Hitch was removed from the

UC Extension Center in

downtown Los Angeles by

ambulance. As of late yesterday

afternoon he was reportedly

"resting comfortably" ac-

cording to his physicians, Drs.

Morton L. Pearce of the

medical center here, and

Michael Wong, of the California

Hospital.

laboratories are "continuously

attempting to hold to a

minimum information which

must be classified ..."

In response t6 the Zinner

Report's recommendation for

increased graduate training at

the laboratories, the committee

said the University and

laboratories "should endeavor

The Regents said Zinner's

recommendation to make
application procedures to select

laboratory directors identical

with those followed in the

naming of a new chancellor are

currently being practiced.

The Zinner Report also

recommended the laboratories

should furnish
"* annual

develop plans comparable to

the academic plans submitte<^

mitted by campuses. These

would be subject to review at a

state-wide level by the Ad-

ministration arid ai)propriate

faculty committees.

The Regents' Special Com-

mittee report agreed with this

suggestion and said such plans

will be ' reviewed by the

President, with the advice of the

appropriate Academic Senate

Committees, as well as by the

Regents "in the same manner

as are campus plans."

The Regents approved "in

principle" of this recom-

mendation and proposed the

establishment of an Advisory

Committee composed of per-

sons representing the

University and outside com-

munity who have experience

relevant to the laboratories'

programs." They would be

appointed by the President.

UC Davis political science

professor Paul Zinner, who

supervised the Academic

Senate report, told reporters

after the meeting he was

satisfied with the Regents'

recommendations and said it

proposed budget cut
By Tom Humphries
DB Staff Writer

A union rally at Janss Steps held to protest Governor Reagan's budget

cuts and promote union employment ended in a banner-waving march o

the administration building yesterday. Most of the 300 people at the raUy

joined in the march. Ac^crTLiii'

The rally was sponsored by two University employee umwis, AFSCMlL

and the American Feckeration of Teachers (AFT)

.V

:•:
•

« •

«
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Before the rally union representatives asked vice chanceUor David

Saxon to sign a peUtion protesUng budget cuts and demanding increwed

taxation of corporations. According to Thelma Jackson
o' J^^

Ameri^n

Federation of State. County and Municipal Employes (AFSCME) local

2070, Saxon declined to sign. Saxon was unavaiUblc for comment^

The audience heard speeches by union members and the AFSCMI!.

international represenUtive. Douglas Barrett.

"University employes are faced with problems no worker in the private

sector would put up with." Barrett ^id. "The ti™,« P**^ when people

who work for pubUc institutions wiU be ignored." Barrett called for

collective bargaining rights for all University employes.

Bob Brenner, member of the AFT local said woricers must develop

some sort of strategy to get what they want. The union purposes to shift

the tax burden from workers to large corporations.

-Billions of doUars of corporate wealth goes unUxed in this sUte. tnc

money is there if we can get at it," Brenner said. '*Wejnust show people

there is a chance to win and the only way td do that is to tax cor-

^After Brenner's speech the group began the walk to the Administration

building. Singing "Sohdarity Forever" and chanUng I'-Tax Pro«tenot

People" the marchers went from Janss Steps up Bruin Walk through

Royce Quad and finally through Schoenberg Quad to the north sidewalk erf

the administration building. After approximately 10 minutes of picketmg

on the sidewalk the march broke up. ^
-It was difficult to judge the effectiveness of the march but we re

pleased with it as a start in our effort to unionize employes, Barrett said

after the demonstraters had dispersed.

Keith Dodds, union organizer and University employe, said he had

hoped for more people but otherwise he was quite pleased^ The pnesen

economic crisis effects both students and workejs. I think the sUident

protests of the past must find a new focus in the labor movement, he

^At a press conference before the rally, union members explained their

objectives Among the demands of the union are:

^End the wage and hiring freeze-no budget cuts

-Free higher education for anyone who wants to attend

school—abolish tuition.
. „«^^»«

-Recognize unions of public employes as bargaimng agents.

—Increase taxation on the banks and corporations.

They also announced a march on Sacramento, May 15, which is being

sponsored by the sUtewide union organization.

to in<^^«f^,.g^^^"„^lS^i^ step forward." He said

77. as funding can be foimd ^^^ ^ ^^^ responsive
-An increased participat on ^e^found^ne^^

modifications

r studied the Zinner report. in graduate traimng at m
j^ ^^^i^ immediately.

I It asked for a reduction of laboratories mighw^^

Language requirement stands
By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

The foreign language requirement still stands. The

College of Letters and Science faculty yesterday

voted down the proposal to abolish the requirement.

They first voted down a proposal to have the

question put to the entire college faculty by mail

^llot Less than 100 of the college's 800 faculty were

at the meeting, although it was heavily attended by

foreign language departments and English.

Kenneth Trueblood, dean of the college, moved

^t a mail ballot vote be taken of the colleges

executive committee's recommendation to abolish

the requirement and allow departments to set their

own language requirements. In the past two years,

proposals to revise the requirements haye_heen

^bled or narrowly defeated.
Rhonda Abrams, student consultant to the

executive committee, said, "Three classes have

graduated while there was less than unanimity on the

requirement. The students haven't heard anything

from the faculty, and to delay judgment any longer is

^fair to them." ,. .

William D Srhnpfpr rhairman of the English

^Pari ... ,^,^ .... ... utve committee s

•eports, saying/"There is a vast amount of material

on foreign language, none of which appears before

Heexplaii^ beheved the college had UtUe idea

of what an undergraduate degree should be, as

s ulents are now able to graduate from ^
dSplfne and avoid taking classes in one of the other

Tsalf^aS^^ of the language r^uirementis

the la^t step down the road to turning the W^twood

cam^s info the largest, most popular and best-

TS^ni" 'ceccS' chairman of the lUlian

deSment defenSoreign langage as ^orm^^^
depar meni. u

^^ attacked the report,S The SeVstion of foreign langjage

should'be restudied by someone who reaUy knows

"rommftt'e^' weie' proposed to both examine
Committe^ were

^ ofU^ college, rather than

orTX on a moUo^that begs the quc^Uon." But

SXri ^ott of chemistry said it wcxUd only be

.1 Zis^yj tacUc not to act on the quesUon.

Tof'^rtca^rfagree on vague quesUons of

T.^ ,.^»rtion "very irresponsible," while Abrams

f' 1^^ aaluag^." Carlos Otero of the Spanish

S^nllnttr^^ople d-d not a^t ^tiojja.ly, bu.

,^fv;„. ..,.. rH thoir narrow self-interesia.
ratn^ ^^^gg pf boUny moved the

r^li'm.;;.^! which was defeated, 15-». However

fhtalowTSl^ placed on mail t>allot if petiUoned

S; ,n the^xt 10 days by at least 35 faculty.

r-i
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CONTINUING OUR FANTASTIC UNBELIEVABLE SALE

Warner Bros

Reprise

Atco

James Toy lor

GrateKd Deod .

Foces
Von ^V)r" sc**"

?9i9fi Po<.4&Mofy
Cor^y Simon
Jody Collins

Doors
I rv Jngsfon Taylor

Alex Toy lor ;

Kate To>lor

Detonie & Bonnie

Block o^ Arkansas

Em ersorv-loke-Patm e r

PIUS EVERY OTH€R ARTIST

RECORDING FO« THESt COMPAN\ES

JethroTull

.Jiffii Headrix

Joni Mitchell

John Sebastian

Neil Yooog
Crazy Horse
Gordon LigHtfoot

Frank Sinatro

Aretha Franklin

Stephen Stills

David Crosby
Roberto Fkxk
Woodstock I

Woodstock II

Elektra

-*'"*>'* «^F»J»l——

UCLA ART GALLERIES

DEPARTMENT OF ART

.F.A. and M.A. GRADUATE

EXHIBITIONS WEEKLY

Sunday, April 18, 8-10: 30 P.M. showing:

Lance Gravett Walter Petrovich

Tom Leeson Don Suggs

Saturday afternoon, April 24 Showing

:

Rick Davis George Rodart
W. Wolf-Rottkav

X Friday, April 16« 1971 UCLADAILY BRUIN 3

Saturday afternoon. May 1 showing:

Sharyn Amii
VickiHaU
Linda Morishita

Saturday afternoon. May 8 showing:
Karen Carson
Hideko Nishimura
Carolyn Potter ,_,__•

Steve Jennis

Robert MUls

Claude SalJey
' NeilStudJey

Saturday afternoon. May 15 showing:

Joanne Coultas

Maureen Daniels

JimDoolin
RobbertFlick
Dean Detrick

For tbese eikibHiww:
GaDery hours Monday through Wednesday, 11-5 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.

Closed Thursdays and Fridays

Patricia Ford

Dennis Ochi

Ida Talalla

Enien Brooks

Atlantic

HM
Whil^ yoij'fe shopping ch^ck our everyday hwest
prices. You'll find wfxjt we mean when we soy

Do Re Mi saves you real bread.

'Gideon' to be shown,

discussed by Schaefer
George Schaefer, television, theater and moboo picture director, will

speak with theater arts students oo his recently televised production of

Padd>' Chayevsky's '^Gideon" at 7:30 p.m. Tfaurtdiy, April 22, in Melnlti

Hall 1422. The cast of the production includes Peter Ustinov, Jose Ferrer

and AmoM Moss.

"In order to give students a l)asis for qiiestkMiB and discussions with

Mr. Schaefer. we will have six showings of the cofar videotape ct his

productkn 'Gideoo,' " according to Ahe WoUock, theater arts professor

'*We are setting up the screeoings so people can see the major work of a

particular artist They can see it often enough to make a study of the

particular aspects of it."

The screenings will be heU in Mehdtz HaD televisioD studio 2 as

foilows:

April 12 * 2 p.m.

April 14 12 p.m.

April 16 11 a.m.

AJvilSO 5p.m.
AiNrilZi 9:30a.m.
April 22 4 p.m.

Schaefer has directed 71 tekvision plays of wtncfa 67 have woo Emmy
Awards in one or more categories. He has directed 10 pUys on Broadway
and 16 for the New York City Center. He has alKx directed numerous
motion ptctives inckKling the Maorioe Evana-^udith Anderson
production of ^'Macfoeth.*'

—
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LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY

6pm - 827 Molcolm (1 bik east of UCLA)
Supper — Conversation following

Xfiil»«*n9n CoMi^M MMMry AiCACA
^HUgord 475-5926

Hedonics presents 4 G^rmon Film
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Kaufman: teach-in founder
Philosophy

prot__
By Umise Krlegsman

»,PB Staff Writer

Philosophy professor Arnold S.

Kaufman was one of the founders

of the teach-in movement whUe an

associate professor of phUosophy

at the University of Michigan.

According to Kaufman the first

teach-in was held at his home in

1965. He explained that the teach-in

was the beginning of a serious and

sustained effort to insure that all

matters vitally affecting the

nation's welfare will be respon-

sibly discussed and debated.

"We especially aim to make sure

that the wisdom, knowledge and

moral insight of thoughtful and

knowledgeable persons outside of

government will be brought to bear

on these issues."

Thomas Hayden, founder of the

Students for a Democratic Society

(SDS) was a student of Kaufman's

at the University of Michigan.

Recounted

Kaufman recounted his af-

filiation with the group at the time

of its formation when it was a

student affiliate group of the

League for Industrial Democracy.

He laughed quietly while revealing

that it was the United Auto

Workers union that gave the early

SDS its first subsidy.

"I was always a friend to *v'/i^lk*-

and the others while they were at

Michigan. I was a sort of unofficial

here

advisor, and was one of about six

faculty members invited to the

Port Huron conference during
which time 1 gave a talk and Tom
made what has since liecome the

famous Port Huron speech which
has become a basic doctrine of the

student radical movement.

Ideas

**We parted company after SDS
ceased to function within the

conventional framework of par-

ticipatory democracy. Tom told

me that many of the ideas in his

speech were taken from the lec-

tures he attended while in my
class, but they were his in-

terpretations, and 1 did not help to

write the statement."

THETRE GREAT. But surelyyouwant

a good one. 49.50 or 34.95

(King Size) Frames
from 19.95.

COMPLETE Bed 97.35

(with floor ityle frome).

The DREAM MERCHANT
Safeway - Lincoln Square Shopping Center

205 Lincoln Blvd., VENICE, (396-BEDS)

12:30-8:00 M.W Jh, F; Sat 11:30-6; Sun 1-5; Closed Tues.

'1%,ty

l^tt north of the

iruin TKeotre anifwkere.

friat

Arnold Kaufman

ill.

Kaufman has been active' in

politics for many years. He was an

organizer of what he calls a

"Dump Johnson" campaign in

4967. In addition, he organized the

first "McCarthy for President"

unit before McCarthy had even

announced he would seek the

prf>«;iHpnHal nominfltinn

Last year (Kaufman's first here)

he served as president of the

faculty union (American
Federation of Teachers), which he

explains came about "because

nobody else wanted it and they

conneid me into it."

Kaufman describes his politics

as "steady," saying that "over the

years, people have moved to my
right and other people have n^yed
to my left."

jSSS;B;'-S5iES3G?''"P'

^ol w/ this coupon today thru Sun., April 16. 1 ^ & 1

'

GRrii^UATE STUDENTS

I

Nominations for GSA President, 1st Vice

"^President and 2nd Vice President will be held

at the neit GiSA Senate Meeting on Tuesday,

April 20, in the Founders Room, Pauley

Pavillion at 7:30 p.m. Petitions are

available in the GSA office for those who

wish to be nominated by their councils. Room

301 KH, ext 51050,

Heads^Hands& Feet X .'" ..1..^^"

;^;»'

.-(

^v^pwv^nvww
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ONE mCBEDIBLE AFTEBNOON

NAPOLEON MET WELLINGTON.

wxm

A IIIMAMIIdMI ID DM DINO Dt UVURErmiS PRESEm^

ROD STEIGER- CHRISTOPHER PUUMMER
•WATERDOO"

ORSON WELLES as Louis XVIll r
?,3!rS."o«. JACK HAWKINS-VIRGINIA McKENNAQ\NaHERUHY

awaaKiiMuawuisiMcur MusCBtNKiRDiA SCREENftAYBTHAi-CRAIC

mOOLCED BY DINO DE UL'REfffllSDIREClID BY SERGEI BONDARCHUK
t^ M IWIIHI mC m IMiMH OMaMOOHMU If*

tlCMNlCa(»»fWWVIS>OM«*PARAMOUH] PCTUW

Presented In 70MM • Stereophonic Sound

SOUND TMCX MMW AVMUMU
ON rMAMOUNT ttCOMS

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

3rd GREAT >VEEKI
Daily 12:45 • 3:00 • 5:30 • 8:00 • 10:25 PM

rwoooBtvPT

IOYegyptian
FHen* 467-6ie7

•www^rvwmwtm^

BREATH OR DEATH— The Christmas Seal Breath-

mobile, which has offered free examinations to

employes and students all week, will be open for the

last time from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in front of the

Reed Neurological Center on Westwood Plaza. An
exammation includes a pulmonary function study«

chest x-ray and a blood pressure check.

At SLC meeting

Opening of DAF announced

TX.i*-*.

The Direct Assistance Facility Wednesday night's

(DAF), drug counseling center, Legislative Council

will open April 26 at La Mancha, meeting

Matt Mazer, student facilities

commissioner, announced at

Student a teach-in symposium on venereal

(SLC ) disease and birth control April 22 in—

"

the Ackerman Union Grand

INDEPENDENT PRODUCER'S

SNEAK PREVIEW
SATURDAY - 12 MIDNIGHT

A Ujiique Life-Style Film

A Star's life Filmed os he Lives it

The Story of a Dreamer,

who would rather die

fighting than die getting fat.

Saturday Night Only
1 2 Midnight

The PLAZA Theater

1067 Glendon Av«.

Westwood Villoge

TR 9-9077

He said he was applying for a Ballroom from 11 :30 a.m. to 2 pm.
federal grant to fund the program _^^^ ^^^ approved a proposal
from the Department of Health, ^^ ^^ referendum questions of

Education and Welfare. The center
j^^^ ^^^ (j^^^ abolishment;

will operate from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
^^j..j.^l^^^ research; and with-

seven days a week. ^^.^^^j ^^ ^S troops from

In other SLC actions: Southeast Asia) be placed on the

—Rhonda Abrams, Student ballots used for the SLC elections,

Educational Policies com- despite arguments that there is

missioner, said the response by litUe need to ask these questions

both students and faculty to again when SLC can take no action

coming student elections in nine ^^ them.

departments has been quite good. ^he ballot will also include a
Also, students from the German question about war-related
department have indicated they recruiting and another about
would like to hold elections.

support of the National Students'

—SLC approved funds of $426 for Association (NSA)) peace treaty.

The ''war''

starts today

at 12:30

at Janss Steps.

Lookout!

Fire in law school
A fire Wednesday night caused

minor damage in the basement of

the law school.

University police do not believe

arsonists ignited the blaze which

destroyed a table and damaged a

chair and some wiring, but they

are still investigating it.

Cost of the damage has not been

estimated, according to a campus

public information officer.

SiiAll TAX FREE CARS

1

1

i

For your next trip to Europe order your new European car through
ShIpSlde. We are located only a few steps from the ternninal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models. Volvo's, Fiats. MGB's, BMW
ond other makes are ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax
free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements
can be made in just a few minutes.
Mini cost — nKsci vocation
— mulfi sovings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

ShioSide P O Box 7568.

Stars Salute to Israel

*"*5''
-iSflf 'Jk

—
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GALA EXTRAVAGANZA
SUNDAY, APRIL 18th, 8:00 P.AA.

VALLEY MUSIC THEATRE
20600 VENTURA BLVD.
WOODLAND HILLS, CAUFORNIA

R.B. Greaves
(Take a Letter, Maria)

* '''CHAUOOAVVSON • KEELEY SMITH

• DAVID CANARY /^oCHtS^*^

* ^^^Mu^t
etiisot*

^^*o\ peter lupus

• HENRY SILVA '^f^ INGELS

^'^ OUvcp ^ ^OREY AMSTERDAM

and many nfK>re suprtte stars to ^^'^icome you

Donations:

reserved seats $15 — $10
general admission $5.50

Ticketo available at the Student Ticket Office

or the Volley *' Jc Tho * 2^,2 9900
-^ »•%• •

DAIL\
BRUI^

¥.

,

pi J^
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BUT IT ITCHES— "The Great Die /' (pictured

above/) starring Ctiarlie Chaplin, will screen with

"I'll Never Heil Again/' (the Three Stooge's satire of

"Dictator") at 7 and 9:50 p.m. tomorrow/ and at 2:30

and 7 p.m. Sunday at ttie Audio-Visual World School

of Living History, 1732 Westwood Blvd. The films are
being shown under the auspices of Ihe Westwood film

society. Admission is $1.75, $1.50 for UCLA staff and
students.

Darius Milhaud spotlighted
Composers are dying, literally dying!

Stravinsky lived in Los Angeles for years un-

noticed and then returned to his homeland to die.

This weekend is the last chance to see Darius

Milhaud, the world famous French composer who
has been living in the United States for the past 31

years before he returns to his native France.

Project: "Bon Voyage Milhaud" begins at 8:30

p.m. today in Schoenberg auditorium when the

UCLA opera workshop, under the direction of Jan

Popper, performs Milhaud's opera 'The Poor

Sailor," according to fine arts publicist Dick Hovdek.

The work, based on a libretto by Jean Ckxteau,

concerns the story of a sailor's wife who waitfi faith-

fully for her husband to return for 15 years. •

The program, which also includes Roger Nixon's

one-act piece 'The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky," will

be repeated at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow.

Nixon's opera is based on the western short story

by Stephan Crane.

Nixon, a music professor at San Francisco State,

and Milhaud both will attend tonight's performance.

Tickets are $2.50 and $1.50 for students and may be

(Continued on Page 6)

CAR POOL
Find Rides or Riders

lor this quarter

CONTACT:

Student Parking Review Board

X52452-3220A Murphy Hall

(9-3) OR
Alpha Phi Omega AU A"

Level Lounge (10-2)

COLLEGE TENNIS FANS
The First Annual N.C.A.A. College Tennis Yearbook

is now available

featuring: 1971 Ail-American Picks

Past NCAA champions (singles, doubles &
teams)

Photos of the 1971 players
Plus write-ups from coaches in all the major conferences^ancJ their predictions

For your copy .end $1 00 to Tennii Wert. PC Bo« 5048, Sonhi Monko. 90405

ROAD
TRACK
DIRT

COMPETmON
CUSTOM BIKE FREAKS RIDERS

are all welcomed to

the OUTRIDER

motorsport accessories

DEPARTMENT STORE
10545 W. Pico Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
879-3350 (L.A.) (213)474-6650

Cross Streets:

East Off of Westwood Blvd

West off of La Cienega Blvd

on Pico Blvd.

Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. doily (fo 9 pAn. Thurs.)

and ly a.m. to 5 p.m. Sohjrdoy

The OUTRIDER Store is a unique new concept, catering to the mQfor>

cycle rider and enthusiast. Here now, for the first

"["f' ^7 Z'^^;^?^"3
helmets, goggles and gloves • Leathers and riding boots all ^yl«. ° °^ "^"^

sizes) .Tires tubes and batteries (installed if you w,sh) * W.ndsh.e ds ug^

gage carriers, handlebars and mirrors • Saddlebags, shocks
^P^^'^^J^

assemblies • Tools, spray Points. custom seo^s gas aJs:OveH 000^

and hard to find items to choose irom ^NU ifN^ k^v^^- ' ^
BACK ORDERING. PICK 'EM OFF THE SHELF DEPARTMENT

^^^^^^^

AT LOWLOW BUDGET PRICES. RIDE YOUR MACHINE OVER AND CHECK IT

OUT. - L«
-OUTRIDER BONUS COUPON

A
I I, ..--.H.

IHEL

•t * •

f i

jMOTO-X GLOVES
!
GENUINE COW HIDE IflT

!
FULLY APPROVED

I FIBERGLASS
I

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP

PROGRAMS
The Graduate Students Association invites all graduate students

interested in summer Internship programs In Sacramento (Uni-

versity of California, S.B.P.C- Legislative Represientative) to ap-

ply in 301 Kerckhoff Hall before April 30. 1971. These positions

are open to all graduate students regardless of major and will

offer a subsistence stipend. Call GSA ext. 5 1 050 or 51160 for

further information.

'IKU^ >'!1^.«,«JI ^>l *ll II II

r.1 \i»' %3

••A rare deNgtit. The level of

Miccettful Invention It wMkf-

veloiisly high. «A New Leaf
achieves the nutty and Im-

probable grandeur of the

best movie comedies of the

past, indeed Elaine May car-

ries us off Into thi» crazy

world of her own Invention

in a way that Td come to

thinli simply wasn't possiMo
anymore!" chdae^ch^mfjim.

LA Times

Pwamount PKlur** prwMnn

A HOWARD W. KOCH HILLARO ELKINS PRODUCTION

coalter natthcni
PI

*

A Neal Leaf
Qjeston sooffoRoso

m
Htyfl

J-.-

^.11.-. >i '•"*• «'*o •Jw»« t»*J t-'» SMBe HVV
., i.Vrv<HNMi»Ht t..i.» dv MOVtHAS A PwimtHxM >Vl»*«
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

3rd RECORD WEEKI
DAILY 2:00 • 4:00 • 600 • 8:00 • 10 00 PM

Utt nw« PrI. k sat. at UtOO MI*il|M ^

^r}fi4AS
TT

WIST WOOD
iMiwnrwooo
272 5I7»-474 7IS4J
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This COUPON will get you a

FREE PINT
OF CAESAR'S SALAD (WORTH 404)

when "^ou buy a medium or

larger pizza.

Little Caesars Pizza Treat

10974 LE CONTE AVENUE. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

477-2006 •

EXPIRES 4-25-7] EXPIRES 4-25-71

This COUPON will get you a

FREE QUART
OF CAESAR'S SALAD (WORTH 75<|

when you buy an exfra-large

'' or super pizza.

i-itdc Caesars Pizza Treat

10974 LE CONTE AVENUE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE

477^ ^^^^

EXPIRES 4-25-71 EXPIRES 4-25-71

k. *'«««« -• -»<^*»*'»^'» '•'»'• ^\
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FRI & SUN 8:30 • SAT 8 & 10:30

JDIES FEIFFER'S

iWluteHouiSe

"EXCRUCIATINGIY FUNNY
SATIRE...THOROUGHLY

0t - Satitrday
eviewENTERTAINS! i

!$1
STUDENT DISCOUNTI

Ad AID.- I

any p«rf. •itc«pt Sot. S p.m. I

.j( ».,t, -1 I. •,t|HV*f*^»^

4-" ' >— iii» iw i
* ii

'

I

) ^

- FROM $11 95
I

PICO
ANGELES. CA

CENTURY CITY PLAYHOUSE
tidSoe WEST PICO <—>y—ir~> '-d'^oO

>. MMp • «r
*

&«v. \^4^
IV)SH

,tT^\t^^

AT sEPrs
GIANT SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

--40968 tE GONTE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE

478-0^75 ^

SIT DOWN TAKEOUT DELIVERY

CAL JET CHARTERS .

Europe 1971
"Don't be misled by lower prices, Investigate first! Fly With our

reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier

before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an

unknown charter airline."

Round Trip— West Coast to Europe
Flighl

•315 (86 days)

•117 (83 days)

.•lU (73 days)

•316 (93 days)

•317 (87 days)

•134 ("13 doys)

•135 (29 days)

•125 (32 days)

•222 (29 days)

•917

•253

•12»

On
one way
one way
one way

•755 one way

•127

•185.
one way
one way

•601

•624

Or
one way
one woy

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
AMSTERDAM fo lOS ANGELES (SAT)

OAKLAND fo AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM »o OAKLAND (TIA)

OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND
OAKLAND fo LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLANb (SAT)

LA./OAKLAND fo LONDON
AMSTERDAM fo OAKLAND/L.A. (SAT)

OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM fo OAKLAND (AFA)

OAKLAND/LA. to LONDON
LONDON to L.A./OAKLAND (BMA)

OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A/OAKLAND (AFA)

LOS ANGELES fo LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

Lv. June 13

Ret. Sect. 6

Lv. June 16

Ret. Sept. 4

Lv. June 19

Re». Aug. 30

Lv. June 20

Ret. Sept. 20
Lv. June 22

Ret. Sept. 12

Lv. June 23

Ret. Aug. 3

Lv. July n
Ret. Aug 8

Lv. Aug. 3

Ret. Sept. I

Lv. Aug. 22

Ret. Sept 19

Price

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$289

$279

$299

$259

One Way—West Coast to Europe
OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA) Lv. June 1

7

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv. June 18

OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv. June 24

OAKLAND/LA. to Am8terdam(TIA) Lv. Aug. 5

OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM (AFA) U. Sept. 2

OAKUND/L.A. to LONDON (BMA) Lv. Sept. 29

One Way— Europe to West Coast

•100

•626

LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

LONDON to L.A./OAKLAND (BMA)

ONE WAY - OAKLAND to New Yorli (June)

oneway OAKLAND to NEW YORK (AAL)

New York to London
NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

NEWYORK fo LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

Special Flight to Japan
(47 days) LA./San Francisco to TOKYO (CPA)

TOKYO to SAN FRANCISCO/L.A.

Lv. June 27

Lv. Aug. 24

$85 •lOO

Lv. June 15

•252 (80 days)

•128 (62 doy«)

•336 (69 days)

Lv. June 18

Ret. Sept. 5

Lv. June 27

Ret. Aug. 27

Lv. June 25
Ret Sept. f

Lv. June 23

Ret. Aug. 8

$179
$179
$179

$179

$139
$139

$149

$165

$85

$189

$189

$189

$399

Special Australia Charter $595
O910 (47 doys)

(OANTAS)
SAN FRANCISCO to SYDNEY
SYDNEY fo SAN FRANCISCO

Lv. June 30
Ret Aug. 15

$595

•901

•902

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
(16 doys) OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM Lv. Dec 18

AMSTERDAM fo LA OAKLAND (TIA) Ret. Jon. 2

h6doys) OAKLAND to NEWYORK Lv. Dec. 18

NEWYORK to OAKLAND (TiA) Ret. Jon. 1

$249

$139

"WTiat's Brew'n on campus
.«sa;-

TODAY

These Charter Flights ore available only fo student*, foculty and sta<f of the Univer
sity of California, end nr^en>bers of their immediate fomilles.

^ '"''''^""ed Qirlmes flying jet equipment. Complimenlqry meols ond
T I ly 1 Mi V 11

veroges served inflight

For Ap^licalion & FwrtHor Information write:

'». 2150 Oreen Street. Son Froncieco, Coltfornio 94123; or coil

_^^ __^^ JAr eo code) 4 1 5 922- 1434

Special Activities

Jakob Gimpel/ pianists will

perform works by Schubert,

Schumann, SzymanowskI and

Ctiopin at 8: 30 p.m. today In Royce

Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $5.50,

$3.50, $2.50 and $1.50 (students).

There will be a dance at fl:M

p.m. today In La AAancha. A live

band, "Penny Arcade/' will

perform.
Activities at the International

Students Center, 1023 Hllgard,

today Include: Enfllish Con-

versation at 6 p.m. ; Happy Hour at

5p.m.; Amanat7:30p.m.and Folk

Dancing at 8 p.m.

Speeches and Seminars

F.H. Busse, associate professor

of planetary and space sciences,

and J. Whitehead, research

geophyslclst, IGPP, will hold a

seminar on "Instabilities of

Therman Convection Rolls'' at 4

p.m. today in Boelter Hall 5264.

The English Undergraduate
Assn. will hold a colloquium on the

Aesthetic and Practical Value of

Studying Literature at 12:X p.m.

until evening today In the

Recreation Center.

Meetings
The American Institute of

Aeronauti<;s and Astronautics

(AIAA) will meet at 1 p.m. today In

Boelter Hall 5273. Two short films,

Propellant Burning Studies, and

Handle with Care, will be shown.

English Conversation for

Foreign Students will meet at 11

a.m. and at 2 p.m. today In Camp
bell Hall 1118.

URA Clubs

The Tennis Club will meet from
2-4 p.m. today on the South Courts.

(Continued on Page 7)

INTERNATIONAL FAIRE — The International Student Center,

(1023 HilgardJ will host an International Faire from 2 p.m.—
midnight tomorrow and Sunday. Admission is $1, ($.50 for

students).
T-r

ll(i)i(i§[rif§ ®(J Mkmi w®\^^ o a o

(Continued from Page 5)

purchased at the Music Department office and at the

Concert Ticket Office.

Miltiaud will conduct the American premier of his

'*Symphoniette for String Orchestra" and the

•'Cantata of the Child and the Mother", with his wife

Madeleine narrating, at 8 p m. Sunday in Royce Hall

at the California Chamber Symphony concert.

Chamber Symphony director Henry Temianka will

perform the Mozart Violin Concerto in A and conduct

Milhaud's **Scaramouche 'Suite" and the Bach-

Mozart ^dagio and Fugue No. 2.

Tickets for the Chamber Symphony concert are

$1.50 for students and $2.75 on up for general ad-

mission.

Experimental College Schedule
TOMORROW
JlltJD.

SUNDAY
2p.m.
5p.m. .

7p.m.

Magk for PerfonauttM Arch 1243

Introduction to the PhikMophy of Sub^ecthre ExxreMkn
VcgcUnrian Cbokiiig
Psycfaolocy Project

~~^
•

Siddartha Pool. Botanical Gardens
14301 Mulholland
14301 Mulholland

Acollege graduatejust doesnt get

thewarm welcome he used to.

There's a lot of competition in the job market

today. And a college degree alone just

doesn't carry as much weight with some
employers.

That's why Honeywell developed their

Postgraduate Studies Program. A program
designed exclusively tor college graduates.

No matter what your college major is. If

you can qualify you'll be ready to learn conv
puters from one of the world's top computer
manufacturers and leading educators,

Honeywell.
You'lUbe ready to start right off in^

the fastest growing industry around.

An industry that doubles in size and
opportunity every five years.

There still won't Xnt any brass t)ands

around to greet you, but you will get a

warm handshake. All you have to do is

mail this coupon. Or call (714) 8700 120.

I

Admissions Officer
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences
2600 East Nutwood Avenue
Fullerton. California 92361
Phone: (714) 870 0120 or

(213) 380 0770

Q I would like additional information
Oh your program.

inI am interested

D Day O Evening classes

Name: '

I

I

I College:

I

I

College Address:

Home Address

I

The Other ComputerCompany*
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SHAKESPEARE SERIES— "A Midsummer Night's Dream" will screen

at 11 a.m. tomorrow at the Monica I & II Theaters, 1332 2nd Street, Santa

Monica. This is the first in a series of eight Shakespeare films spcn<;Qred

by the Undergraduate English Association here. Series tickets are $8,

single admissions are Sl.50.

Brew'n again . . .

( Continued from Page .6

)

«„.^---,.,,,,^ ..a*,,,,.,*.^^ ..-^j*

The Hapkido Club will meet from 5-6:» p.m. today In Memorial Ac

tivitles Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on Field #7.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet at noon today In the Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-3:30 p.m. today in Memorial Activities

Center •' ^^

The ^J^.l Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today In the Women's Gym
200.

The Fencing Club will meet from 2-3 p.m. today In the Women's Gym
200. ^

WEEKEND
Special Activities

"Buckminster Fuller on Spaceship Earth/' the first screening of

Robert Snyder's film, will be held at 8:30 and 11 p.m. tomorrow In Royce

Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $3.50, $2.75 and $1.75 (students).

There will bean "Agony and Ecstacy Dance" at 9 p.m. tomorrow in the

Hedrick Hall Cafeteria. A band. Heavy Nation,wlll perform. Donation Is

$.50 to UnlCamp (Continued on Page 8)
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Southern Campus

still on sale

KH112

Brew'n lists weekend 1^ 4 # i# J
i*? m' W

%9

(Conlinued from Page 7)

"Rio Bravo" and "Genttemen

Prefer Blondes" will screen at 7:3Q

p.m. Saturday In Dickson

TIclcets are

TIBOR'S

FASHIONS
1038 Wattwood Blvd - 477-1239

Groovy Far-out Clothes

Made in Our Own Store

STUDENT DISCOUNT
T0%-20% off

¥ifith this ad

Across from Alice's Restaurant

Volidotajd Porking

ti;.^.Ssfii»;V§fJgf^*'''

WATEl^LCX) — Ttiere will be a

special UCLA stiowing of

"Waterloo" at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow at ttie Egyptian
Ttteater, 4712 Hollywood Blvd.

Tickets may be purctiased for

$1.25 in Kerckttoff 140.

Auditorium
ttie door.

Activities at the International

Students Center ttils weekend
include: Ballroom Dancing at 1

p.m. tomorrow; Aman will meet at

1 p m. Sunday; Song of Eartti

CtK>ral€ will meet at 3.» p.m.

Sunday; The ISC Orctiestra will

meet at 2 p.m. Sunday.

Speecties and Seminars
AAanley Jotinson, professor of

sociology at Citrus College, will

speak on "The Origin and In-

terpretation of Negro Spirituals"

at 7 p.m. Sunday at ttie Campus
Baptist Chapel, 666 Levering.

There will be a one-day con-

ference on "Diagnosis and
^Aanagement of \he Child with

Learning Problems" with Dr.

Henry Work, professor of

psychiatry as ctiairman, and Dr.

Marianne Frostig, founder and

director of her center for

educational therapy, Dr. Howard
Hansen, professor of pediatrics

and psychiatry at USC, Barbara

Keogh, assistant professor of

education, Seymour Feshbach,
professor of psychology and head

of the Fernald School, and others,

at 8.45 a.m. In the Neuro-

psychlatrlc Institute Auditorium.

Fee Is $15 including lunch.

URA Clubs

The Soccer Club will meet at 10

a.m. tomorrow on the Soccer Field.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will

Women's Gym 122, 105, 200

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet
200.

$150 at meet from 2-10 p.m., Sunday In the a.m., Sunday, In the AAen's Gym

_
The Soccer Club will meet at io

at 10 a.m., Sunday, In the Women's a.m., Sunday, on the Soccer Field

Gym 200. ^^^ Cricket Club will meet at lo

The Karate Club will meet at 10 a.m., Sunday, on the South F ield.

I

WHODUNIT — "M/', (pictured above) will screen at 7 and 10:15

p.m., and "Metropolis" will screen at 1:45 p.^. today; "The Blue

Angel" will screen at 7 and 10:30 p.m., and "The Three Penny

Opera" will screen at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow. All four films will screen

in Social Welfare 147, as part of Hedonics' German film festival.

"CONFRONTING" THE CHANCELLOR—Chancellor Charles E. Young (third from left) around the table are: Cliff Locks, student member; Gene Wilhelm, committee secretary;

spoke to members of the registration fee committee Tuesday after they presented him with Young; Steve Halpern, committee chairman; Peter Bouvier, graduate student; Bill Prahl,

proposals for major changes in the allocation of the reg fee. Pictured from left to right grad student and consultants are Don Hartsock and Joe Johnson.

ii:^^ii.^i.ii^:i^^

s

Concern over moral issues has
seldom been so evident as it

is today when thousands are wont
to take public action to express

their views. This new study estab-

lishes a framework in which to

evaluate the actions involving civil

disobedience. By presenting both

sides of the hotly debated subject,

it strives to untangle the confu-

sion surrounding law and order

and civil rights.

This book is essential reading not

only for those whose only alter-

native to silence is shame, but to

those millions of Americans who
honestly seek a better understand-
ing of the civil disobedience
that marks our society today.

"A fair and penetrating review

of central issues atfectmg the much-
debated and nnuch tortured ques-
tion of civil disobedience. It should
help anyone interested in the

question to know better where he
stands .' and. more important,

to know why."- Charles Frankel.

Columbia University

Cloth $7 50. paper $2 95

CIVIL
DISOBEDIENCE
Conscience.Tactics,
and the Law
Carl Cohen

COLUMBIA
-L--.i /ERSITy rncoo

I New VorK New vork 10025
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Major changes urged

by reg fee committee
By Rick Keir

DB SUff Writer

Major changes in the alkxiation of the registration fee to several

campus programs as well as changes in general administration of

the fee were proposed Wednesday to the University Policies

Commission (UPC).-

—

._ —
Among some of the major change recommended by the UPC

registration fee subcommittee are:

—The intercollegiate athletic department should receive about

half the funds requested for next year contingent upon its being

placed under administrative control of the vice chancellor of

student and campus affairs. The difference between the budget

request and the proposed allocation should be found in the athletic

department reserve fund. (Now, J.D. Morgan, athletic director,

reports only to the Chapcellor.)

-The Student Health Service (SHS) should receive

$2,000,00(K—about $300,000 less than>equested and a broad-based,

campus-wide committee including fiscal experts be instituted to

review the finances of SHS.

—A Learning Skills Center should be esUblished as an

amalgamation of the Reading and Study Center, WriUng Center

and Learning Center (all formerly in the counseling center) in

order to be more efficient.

—The Placement and Career Planning Center and Educational

Career Services should be combined and allocated about $70,000

less than requested.

Audit

,, In general, the sub-committee proposed that all activities funded

% by reg fees be reported to a fiscal officer who will make a con-

^ tinuous audit of each budget. It also proposed that no department
* be allowed to plan for a deficit, as was done by some this year.

Most of the recommendations of the seven member com-

mittee—five students, one administrator and one professor—m-

cluded directions of better fiscal management and organization as

contingent on the allocations.

A proposal to reorganize the office of vice chancellor and campus

and student affairs is being discussed by the committee. The major

purpose of this reshuffle, according to committee member and

V, Graduate Student Association ( GSA) president Peter Bouvier, is to
^

g eliminate some of the extra costs of agencies duplicating each
;^

* other, such as counseUng students or preparing programs.
;|

Denials

§ The sub-committee also proposed two prSgrams not be given any

S reg fee funds. The Visitor's Center requested $3,859 to pay tour

:$: guides and received no allocation because two other campus

:g agencies give tours using volunteers. Funding of $38,600 for com-

?i plimentary subscriptions of the alumni periodical and mem-

•| berships to the Alumni Association for graduating seniors were

' also rejected.

This report was tabled at Wednesday's UPC meeting in order to

allow campus response to tiie proposals, according to sub-

committee chairman Steve Halpern, one of the students on the

committee. Halpern said anyone witii input should conUct him m
:g

the Student LegisUtive Council (SLC) general representative of-
Jj

fice on the fourUi floor of Kerckhoff Hall. Halpern stressed this is a
^

preliminary report and otiier sub-committee meetings will be held
^^

next week. UPC will again discuss the proposals next Wednesday :::.•

and will tiien recommend acceptance or rejection of them to .g

Chancellor Charles E. Young. g:

Young, who will make the final decisions, was giver *^" g
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proposals at a subcommittee meeting Tuesday and promibeu

^. discuss with committee members any changes X;I

Editor's Note: This is a

preliminary report by the

University Policies Commission

(UPC) sub-committrfe on the use of

the registration fee next year. Sub-

committee chairman Steve

Halpern said the rationale for each

of the decisions will be appended to

this report before it is presented to

Chancellor Charles E. Young for

his final approval.

The sub-committee interviewed

representatives of each of the 42

departments that had received reg

fee funding this year and asked

them to defend their requests for

next year. After several all night

and all day meetings last week, the

seven member sub-committee

presented its proposals to Young

and UPC this week.

UPC will discuss the proposals

again next Wednesday, con-

sidering any campus response.

1. LABORATORY FEES
$748,764

This figure is based on a $27/year

perr student allocation. The
formula is set by the UC
President's Office. However, this

dollar figure determined by

Berkeley does not necessarily

agree with the estimated '71-'72

enrollment for the Los Angeles

campus.
2. STUDENT AID (EOF AND
NON—EOF)
$1,195,976

This allocation is also based on a

formula, currently established

by the President's Office at

$40/student/year.

3. PAULEY PAVILION DEBT
SERVICE —

^

: - "

$208,000

This allocation represents the

annual repayment of a con

structlon loan with an interest

rate of 5% for the AAemorial

Activities Center. The payments

are due to end with the 1973-1974

allocations.

4 STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
$2,000,000

This allocation carries the

following conditions:

1) that spending be kept within the

budget and belt tightening

measures which will be

necessary to make ends meet be

brought to the committee.

2) that a broad based, campus

wide committee including fiscal

experts be instituted to review

the expenditures, recharge

practices and fiscal methods of

fkr. ct.jtjent Health Srrvtce. This

^^,.....,, tt ee fc - — p into

the University of California, Los

Angeles" conducted by the

American College Health

Association — M^rch, 1970.

5. COUNSELING CENTER
$309,000

This allocation represents the

counseling services, minus the

following functions which have

been transferred to other

departments:
$160,000 for the Reading 8. Study

Center, Writing Center and
Learning Center which would be

amalgamated with the tutorial

function of the EOF-

H

PP—GAP administration.

$14,000 for the Educational Career

Information Service which would

now be a function of a combined
Placement 8i Career Planning

Center/Educational Career

Service (see #7).

$32,000 for the Legal Aid Service

and Draft Counseling (see #6).

6. DRAFT COUNSELOR/LEGAL
AID SERVICE
$32,000

This allocation should be broken

down as follows:

$20,000 Legal Aid Service

$12,000 Draft Counselor

The appropriate location

(organizational and physical) for

these functions has not yet been

determined. A separate account

for these functions Is set up,

hwever, to Insure that these

functions not be eliminated in a

"reordering of priorities" or

performed in conjunction with

other duties of the cognizant

department.

7. PLACEMENT A CAREER
P LANWING CEN-
TER/EDUCATIONAL CAREER
SERVICES
$450,000

Recognizing the duplication of

services and function which

currently exists In the above two

offices, and bearing In mind the

gradual decline in services

which will occur in educational

placement as UCLA phases out

teacher training, while at the

same time commending the

current excellent service

provided by these offices, we
recommend the following:

n That steps be immediately

undertaken to combine the two

services by Vice Chancellor

Miller

2) Pending a report from Vice

Chancellor Miller on the budget

necessary to support the com-

bined offices and any savings

that may result, we recommend

consideration the "Report of a

Survey of the Health Program of

that $450<000 be allocated to the

two offices, to insure their initial

operation tor fiscal '71 '72. It is

understood the Vice Chancellor

Miller will be returning to us

with additional information on

this operation and its budgetary

effect as soon as possible and

that we may then review the

budget needs of these operations

again.

3) We ask that the maintenance of

existing service levels and in-

creasing service utility to

students continue as top priority

in this amalgamation and that

4) Vice Chancellor Miller, with hKr.

Shaw and Mr. Thomas, review

current record keeping
procedures of a confidential

nature to ascertain means of

protecting applicants against

unfair notation without applicant

knowledge, and report these

findings to the University

Policies Commission as soon as

possible.

5) Also, these two departments ^re

asked to research the further

development of user fees.

This allocation also Includes the

function of the Educational

Career Information Service

formerly housed in the Coun-

seling Center.

8. FOREIGN STUDENT OFFICE
$208,000

The increase over last year's

appropriation is to be used to

obtain part time and/or work

study personnel to offset current

secretarial overload. Budget

support for the extra programs

was not approved as support for

the/n from the Foreign Student

Office seemed negligible.

The request for a contingency

emergency loan fund of $25,000

was not approved, for these

reasons: (1) the precedent of

allowing separate financial aid

from departments other than

Financial Aid and (2) the money
requested is insufficient to meet

even a small percentage of

Foreign Student T\ee<i% (3) The

University Policies Commission

must consider the whole question

of foreign student priorities.

Nearly one half million dollars

would be required to really assist

foreign students adequately. We
do not have anywhere near tt>at

funding capacity, yet we don't

want foreign students only

supported by their home
governments either.

In view of the conr»plexities in-

volved and the need for a

thorough look at this problem,

we recommend that the

University Policies Commission

(Continued on Page 10)
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EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

oRIDGE LOOSE? STRUTS

CRACKED OR BUZZING?
STRINGS TOO HIGH?

WE REPAIR AU TYPES
OF STRINGED INSTRUMENTS

New Martins, Yamahas

MANN'S GUITAR SHOP

|l441 WESTWOOD 477-1238

'Bit 0' Scotland

FISH&
CHIPS
shump
CHICKEN
OINNEtS

OtOEtS

^J^ TO
TAKE OUT

LUNCHEON & DINNEK SERVICE

Id Privot* Growpt

Opon Tu«. Through Svn - 4 P M.Till 9 P M
Frkioy n 30 A M fill 9 30 P M.

aOSEO MONDAY
1938 WESTWOOD BiVD WLA

Tight budgets, management rlrm urged by reg- committee...

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular hqircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • Westwood Village 478-91 02 or 477-9207
~"

KINKS - BOZ SCAGGS CONCERT
wos cancelled because o\ serious illness of Kinks lead artist.

Ticket refunds will be available through Friday, April 16 at the

location of purchase: Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office or the Concert

Ticket Office.

[

CAMPOUT BUS TOURS
l*»n9 26-14 days $310 The Inside Passage Mts. ok Western Canada Vancouver

Islorxi.

July 17- 14 days $255 The Canadian Rockies Banff and Jasper National Parks

Vancouver Island

Augud 7-14 days $575 Alaska-Northern British Columbia-The Vukon

Please send for free brochure •<

DICK MIUEK Touts. 1223 FIANCES AVE PUUERTON, CA. 92631 (714) 8793741

FREE
Foam mattress Pad
Reg. $12 Value
With the purchase
of any

KING SIZE y^;^jER BEQ
Aqua Sleep ShopsI

I

I
Van Nuys 10 Beds on Display

I

7122-1/2 Van Nuys Blvd. 994-9461

j
LA. 5 Beds on Display

I
827 S. Vermont 381-7038 —

$39.95
With this coupon

' (Void 4/19/71)

LOS ANGELES

inRSTER CHORRLE
I with the SINFONIA ORCHESTRA in

ARTHUR HONEGGER'S S!!iroR'o

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
APRIL 24 1/^0 P M

4^

HE I

Openim QFF TtlE BQLT
May /... Fabrics 'n Fun Things

SALES

HELP

WANTED
must be able

to sew

CALL FOR

APPOINTMENT

278-5429
2011 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
2 Blocks South of Santa Monica BJvd.

{A

•il

THE TOPANGA CENTER
FOR HUAAAN DEVELOPMENT

invites you toon ECOLOGY CIRCUS
o celebration to "Recycle Your Psyche"

{•oturing: art/environmental structures, audio-visual slides and
films, rap sessions with experts in politics, design, conversa-
tion; music, entertoinment. encounter jroups; good listening
& doings.

April 17, 18, 24, 25 Noon to Dork
$4.50 GEN. ADM. $3 STUDENTS

^^4/ N. Topanga Canyon Blvd.. Topanga/ 455-1342

-0?OGY CIRCUS ECOLOGY CIRCUS

(Continued from Page 9)

discuss policy recommendations

vis a vis foreign students as soon

as possible.

9. HOUSING SERVICES (IN-

CLUDING ADVISORS)
$181,000

This allocation for '71-72 en-

compasses (1) a reduction In

House Advisors from eight (8)

residence advisors and fifty (50)

house advisors to four (4)

residence advisors and twelve

(12) house advisors. The twelve

house advisors (three per dorm)
should be hired to perform three

general functions: activity,

intrapersonal and academic
conseling. The positions should

be retltled to reflect their ct«nge
of duty and focus and each

should be hired in view of their

expertise In one of the three

areas. $55,000 of the recom-
mended allocation Is earmarked
for this purpose.

2) An immediate transfer of the

business function from the

Housing Office to the Office of

Auxiliary Services & Enterprises

with 19900 support. However, we
have earmarked $26,000 which,

in turn, should be transferred to

the Business Office to help Im-

plement this reorganization.

3) eThe maintenance and
stregthening of off-campus
housing and the assignment of

housing office priorities to this

area. $100,000 has been ear-

marked for this purpose.

10. FINANCIAL AIDS OFFICE
$176,117

Approved as requested.

11. LEARNING SKILLS CENTER
$278,000

This newly-created office Is an
amalgamation of the Reading &
Study Center, Writing Center,

and Learning Center (all for-

-—merly housed in the Counseling
Center) and the tutorial func-

tions of EOF—HPR—GAP ad-

ministration. $160,000 is needed
to support the Counseling Center
fynctions and the additional
$118,000 should be transferred

here from the current EOP—H-

PP—GAP administration now
under the Office of Academic
Services after It has been used by
that office to obtain Regents
AAatchIng Funds.

'^

12. EOP— HPP—GAP
MINISTRATION
$50,000

AD.

The atx)ve figure represents the
amount of money used by this

office which is not used for

tutoring.

T3. INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS
$141,000

This represents the difference
between the $275,000 request and
the $134,000 currently in the

,
.-reserve. The allocation for fiscal
'71 '72 is contingent upon the
following:

a) that the administrative control
over the athletic department fall

under the Vice Chancellor-
Student and Campus Affairs

b) that the athletic department be
subject to overview by a fiscal

officer of this division

c) that further detailed In

formation on the financial aid

allocations to the athletic

department be made available

d) that a feasibility study of the

potential Income and expense

Involved In charging for tickets

to football and basketball games
be conducted by the departnrwnt

If necessary, the money In the

reserve should be used to meet

next year's projected expenses.

14. CULTURAL AND
RECREATIONAL AFFAIRS j^

$197,114

15. RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES
$205,900

16. SUNSET CANYON
RECREATION CENTER

The Committee is asking for:

1) a long-range plan outlining the

future goals and needs of

recreation on the UCLA campus.

2) a study of the relationship

between these three depart-

nients and the department of

intercollegiate athletics.

3) additional requests or proposals

which the Dean feels are high

priorities but have not been
started due to lack of funds.

17. COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
(WAITING FOR REQUEST)

We recommend that the Com-
munications Board return to this

body with an exact operating

budget proposal for fiscal '71-72

for continuing publications
already in existence.

The recommendation will also ask
that:

1) the Chancellor delegate Im-

mediate fiscal control of the

Communications Board budget
to the ASUCLA Board of Control

2) the study of the stipend

allocation for student
publications that was requested
last year be completed

Formula funding ($ per enrolled

student) is not desirable as it

does not measure accurately the

needs of a department receiving

funds in this manner. It is with
this In mind that the Registration

Fee Committee wishes to

discontinue the $5/student
subsidy.

18. DEPARTMENT OF FINE
ARTS PRODUCTIONS AND
STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR
THE ARTS
$200,000

This allocation Is contingent upon a
massive reorganization of this

department and Its committees
during the year, the end product
being student control of cultural

policy.

It shall be Incumbent upon such a
body to maximize the campus
life in terms of productions with
the understanding that breaking
even or producing profits are not
perhaps the most appropriate
way of maximizing such cultural
life.

In the Interim, the UCLA Cultural
Policy Committee and the
Committee on Fine Arts
Pro8uctlon must be expanded or

reconstituted to include more
students than at the present
time.

19. OMBUDSMAN
$30,000

This allocation represents the
current expenses plus (1) an
approximate figure for the half-

time salary of the current part-
time ombudsman who is on the
New Careers Program and (2)

the hiring as soon as is con-
ceivably possible in terms of the
current plans of the office, ad-
ditional personnel, particularly
female personnel, to handle the
increasing need for the om-
budsman's services.

Athletic dJ controls,

new tutol center,

SHS revielommittee

1. Laboratory Fees
2. Student Aid (EOP 8. non EOP)

3. Pauley Pavilion debt service

4. Student Health Service

5. Counseling Center

6. Draft Counsllor/Legal Aid Service

7. Placement and Career Planning

Educational Career Services

8. Foreign Student Office

9. Housing Services

(including advisors)

10. Financial Aids Office

11. Learning Skills Center

12. EOP-GAP-HPP Administration

13. Intercollegiate Athletics

14. Cultural & Recreational Affairs

15. Recreational Facilities

16- Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

17. Communications Board

18. Department of Fine Arts Produdio

Student Committee for the Arts

19. Ombudsman
20. University Policies Commission

21. Campus Programs and Activities

22. CASO
23. UCLA Band
24. Men's Glee Club

25. Bus Service (Shuttle)

26. Residence Halls Reading Room

27. Publications Office

28. Public Affairs — Visitor's Center

29. Forensics

30. Development Program Subsidy

31. Alumni Subscriptions — UCLA
32. Art — Grunwald Collection

33. Art — Galleries

34. Art — Exhibitions

35. Ethnic Exhibitions ______
36. GSA Subsidy
37. Dean of Students -^—
38. Law Student Placement

39. Campus 8i Student Affairs - StaftI

40. Special Campus Programs Fund

41. Unallocated (Range adjustments,

Total Registration Fee Income:

Allocated as of 4/14/71:

Unallocated:

(Includes $140,000 in "suspended"

This $30,000 represents 65% of M
total budget, as we expect jjc

other 35% to be supplied by 19W

funds. In no way Is this increase

intended to supplant prese"
|

19900 funding.

20. UNIVERSITY P0LlClE5|

COMMISSION
$33,528

.ji

Though this represents \ \

University Policies
Comnn.ssior

need for '71-72, only 65

($21,793) should be a"^^
JJ

from registration fees and I

1970-1971 1971-1972 1971-1972

propriatlon request recom
mendation

$ 748,791 $ 748,764 $ 748,764

1,190,972 1,195,976 1,195,976

. .20i,QOO 208,000 208,000

1,966,917 2,328,542 2,000,000

520,715 520,715 309,000
'

32,000

347,865 361,382
(

160,593$

-

151,641 450,000

202,232 274,732 208,000

183,819 204,736 i

158,580?100,408 181,000

176,117 176,117 176,117

278,000

168,395 168,3^ 80,000

275,000 275,000 141,000

202,143 197,114 197,114

214,212 205,900 205,900

84,991 102,932 102,932

138,565 not yet suspended
95,742 120,742

.

64,00064,000 200,000

. 21,486 X,000 30,000

23,720 33,528 33,528

265,746 258,601 260,000

92,545 105,442

54,419 54,419 45,000

10,966 15,000 10,000

31,022 not yet suspended
30,596 not yet

16,314 16.314 16,314

3,859 3,859

10,000 10,000 suspended
58,600 56,600 58,600

38,600 38,600

6,500 6,500 6,500

82,136 82,136 82,136

46,140 46,140 46,140

14,900 14,900 14,900

16,000 25,000 25,000

10,000 10,000

10,000 not yet k

^ 96,842 47,000

100,000 150,000

366,979

$8,015,900

$7,648,921

9joo,y/y

>t)

:^^^

remainder should be funded by
^9900 funds.

^0; University Policies Com-
f^'ssion stiould investigate the
ossibility of povldlng unit credit

^i" student participation as a
possible alternative to stipends.

.

CAMPU? PROGRAMS AND
ACTIVITIES OFFICE
5260,000

J'^
allocation Incfudes the

ransfer of six FTE from CASO
ttie CPAO staff.'

*'^ allocation, however. Is an

estimate based on the pending
review of the new combined
staff. Vice Chancellor Miller
should come back to this com
mlttee to give a more definitive

answer as to the actual resource
needs of this department.

22. CASO
$ -0-

CASO will not need any budget for

the six FTE Involved In student

activities as they are being

transferred back to CPAO.
The $18,535 previously allocated

for student programs was never
accounted for and according to—
the Planning Office, has yet to

spend a penny of It. We
recommend no allocation to'

CASO.
23. UCLA BAND

$45,000

Cutting down on out-of-state trips,

uniform expense, and banquet
budgets without reducing any
services to the campus com-
munity as a whole should enable

the band to predict a balanced

budget at this figure.

The allocation for fiscal '71-'72 is

contingent upon the followingr

1) that It engage in an increased

minority program
2) that it make itself available on

an active basis for on-campus
activities and noon concerts

3) that they do not engage in out-of-

state trips that are paid for out of

this allocation

4) that they reaffirm (or establish)

a policy of non-discrimination

towards women
We hope the band sees itself first

and foremost as existing for the

enrichment of campus cultural

activities and only secondly as

an athletic spirit organization.

24. MEN'S GLEE CLUB
$10,000

This club should cut out-of-state

travel and recruit in poverty

areas rather than In the more

affluent areds such as Beverly

Hills, as It has in the past.

25. BUS SERVICE (SHUTTLE)
The discussion on this item has

been tabled, pending further

information.

26. RESIDENCE HALLS
READING ROOM

No action will be taktn concerning

thii Item at this time for they

have not, at yet, been notified to

appear with their '71-'72 funding

requeiti before the committee.

27. PUBLICATIONS OFFICE
$16,314

We hereby recommend the

allocation of $16,314 to the

Publications Office under the

condition that the Incoming

students will be given free copies

of the current catalog. It must be

made quite clear that they are

contingent upon each other, the

condition and the allocation.

28. PUBLIC AFFAIRS —
VISITORS CENTER
$ -0

students' fair share of the money
which comes back to them
through the efforts of this office.

This money should not be used to

subsidize the subscriptions.

31. ALUMNI SUBSCRIPTIONS —
UCLA MONTHLY
$ -0-

The Registration Fee Committee
has turned down the request of

$38,600 for fiscal '71 -'72 to fund
complimentary subscriptions
and memberships to the Alumni
Association for graduating
seniors. —^™

32. ART —
COLLECTION

GRUNWALD
$ 6,500

FOREIGN STUDENTS
L«t us ship your personal

•H«cts hom«. W« arm %pm-

cialists in international
pockoging and shipping. W«
aUo s*ll appliances lor 220
VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6fhST.

lOS ANGELES 17

4829862

IE FOYER DE FRANCE

Iff

LUNCHEON &

DINNERS

\

-b-

WMtwood

474 0948

V
i

• (Paid Advertisement)'

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
SUNDAY - 9:45o.m. Worship and BibU Study

7 PM - MANIIY JOHNSON "HACK SPKfTUALS"

666 Lev«cing - Strothmore 2 biks W o* Dorms

479 364 5 Jock Tober, Univ Boptist Choploin 823^248

Registration fees should no longer

fund the $3,859 that pays for high

school tour guides. The Visitors

Center is a community service

project and will be referred to

the Community Service Com-

mission of SLC for further

disposition.

29. Forensics

No action will be taken concerning

this item at this time because

they have not yet been asked io

appear before the committee.

30. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
SUBSIDY

We support the continued subsidy

of the Development Office, and

registration fees should pay the

33. ART— GALLERIES 82,136

34. ART— EXHIBITIONS 46,140

35. ETHNIC GALLERIES 14,900

$149,676

We will grant this request pending

further information on the

following:

1) the effect of administrative _
overhead savings if all of the
exhibits and galleries are con«—

^

, $olidated under one ad
ministratlve director.

2) the feasibility of not only placing

all of these galleries under one

general head, by putting them
directly under one of the Vide

Chancellors, preferably the Vice

Chancellor of Student Services

since this is 20000 fund money.

3) the possibility of increasing the

19900 fund allocations in view of

its general campus wide
providence and

4) instituting some kind of student

advisory body to Increase

student participation in the

actual exhibits and running of

these galleries.

36. GRADUATE STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION SUBSIDY
$25,000

Conditions of this allocation are

that

1) GSA Is requested to do |olnt

programming with SLC

2> GSA should attempt to merge its

programming fund with SLC as

soon as possible.

37. DEAN OF STUDENTS
$0-

38. LAW STUDENT
PLACEMENT

No action laken yet because they

have not yet been ^ notified to

appear before the committee.

39. CAMPUS AND STUDENT
AFFAIRS — STAFF SERVICES
$47,000

This allocation is for Vice Chan

cellor Miller's staff support and

at the same time we refuse any

positive recommendation con-

cerning the $51,000 to Vice,

-Chancellor Wilson's staff pen

ding some explanation of the

usages of this money.

40. SPECIAL CAMPUS
PROGRAMS FUND

. $150,000

Programming monies previously

allocated to or requested by the

Dean of Students, CASO,
Campus Programs and Ac

tivities Office, and the .
Vice

Chancellor — . Student and

Campus Affairs shall make up

this programming reserve. This

$150,000 will be subject to the

Registration Fee Committee's

review and recommendations

relating to the expenditure of

these funds.

^
DAvrs PHOTO smvicf
Special Student Rates

PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U WAIT ^
/IX-.. Photogrophs tor Medicol & Nursmg Student* • t D Cords

By Proteiitonols Doily '> b • Sol 12 4 iT*",

ltW90 W.lsh.re BUd Cor Vele»un Av*> Across trom F edetui BIdg 4*73 4Q2 I

(Paid Advertisement)

We, the undersigned Student Body Presidents of the University

of California "hereby declare our full support for a university-

wide moratorium on May 3,4, and 5 to allow students to express

their feelings about the war in Vietnam.

We urge further that no ''boftiness os usual" be carried on in

any caucus on May 5 in memorium lor the tragedies ol May,

1970.
"^

Tom Tosdal (UCSB)

Keith Schiller (UCLA)

Pete Bouvier (UCLA)

Eric Woolman (UCB)

Tim Young (UCI)

Mike Palcic (UCSD)

David Wren (UCSF)

Luis Campos (UCSC)

??

w^sCEVV9
& ^"5ph\^

O^G'i

^' SEPrs
GIANT SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

10968 LE CONTE. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

478-0375
SIT DOWN TAKEOUT DELIVERY

1

.A;

come visit our rteu> inaccersaklc location:

deer in tkc alley behind JeansWed' '»'Con1k*<ro

IIIO GAYLEt A^. WESTVtX)D • 473 9^9

f/a 3ar6era4
RESTAURANT

Optn 1 Da^t

U AM to 2AM
B«t^««n Barrington and Buody

11813Wil$hireBlvd. GR8 0123

'^^*f^^ ^

.,-*'»,f4f
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State Assembly passes
| Students ' lobby reports

vote for 18-21 year olds
SACRAMENTO (AP) —The Assembly yesterday voted approval

of a U.S. Constitutional amendment to give persons between 18 and

21 years old the right to vote in state and local elections as well as

federal races.

The 52-12 Assembly vote sent the measure back to the Senate

where debate on final approval — considered a formality — was

scheduled for 2:30 p.m. Monday. All the Assembly no-voters were

Republicans.

The measure, by Sen. Mervyn M. Dymally, I>—Los Angeles,

cleared the Senate 22-12 on March 30 but Senate approval is

required for an amendment adding Assemblyman Henry Waxman,
a fellow Los Angeles Democrat, as a co-author.

Dymally sought to take up final approval in the Senate today, but

Sen. John Harmer, R—Olendale, withheld his consent to by pass

the routine procedure. Harmer was a leading Senate opponent in

the original ratification debate.

In the today's Assembly debate, Waxman said, **It is more than

fitting that California, which has been a leader in so many areas,

join the ranks of those states which have already ratified. —
Waxman said 18 states have already ratified the amendment

with 38 needed for it to take effect.

The measure would require no action by Gov. Reagan. The
Republican governor's position on the 18-year-old vote is that

California residents should have a chance to vote on it.

Also pending in the legislature are proposed state constitutional

amendments that would extend the full voting right to young people
and to make other changes in state election laws required by court
decisions. If approved by the legislature, those measures would
require approval by California voters.
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By Dave McNary
DB SUff Writer

Richard Twohy, the UC students*

legislative counsel, told the

Student Legislative Council (SLC)

here Wednesday night his office's

top priority at this time is funding

for Educational Opportunities

Program (EOF).
Additionally, his office, which

has been in operation for eight

weeks, is engaged in working on

other bills affecting students

setting up University-wide com-
munication and soliciting funding

for full-time operation of the lobby.

Twohy said EOF was top priority

mostly because the University has

assigned it next-to-last priority,
**Nearly four out of every five

Third World students who apply for

Concert today
BOOGIE FOR PEACE wUI

get it on for the second sfraight

week at Janss Steps from 4 to 6

p.m. today. ''Elijah'* wUl rock

your soul so come on out and
Boogie! (They may also play at

noon at Janss Steps.)

EOF aren't going to be able to get

it," he said.

He cited the current $1.5 million

budget allocated for EOF, the 16

per cent program growth rate

figure
* 'drawn out of a hat" by the

administration, and the fact that

student fees have paid completely

for the program as additional

concerns.

According to Twohy, it would
take a $13 million yearly budget to

fund EOF in order to eventually

reflect in the University the

numerical racial breakdown of the

state. "We're trying to put together

a clear presentation as to the need
for EOF, for the University and the

Legislature, which the ad-
ministration has never done," he
said.

Since EOF began five years ago,

the legislature has approved state

funding of EOF, and each time
Reagan has vetoed the bill.

Among the bills Twohy 's office is

concerned with are:

—A bill that would require a
yearly, refundable fee from
students an^ professors to pay for

damage from campus riots.

—A bill that would give 50 per

cent of campus parking finp,

(which totalled $540,000 last yeSn
back to the campuses, rather thangomg on the present half-andjj
basis to the county and state
-A bill that would require

campus ombudsman to register
with the Attorney General's office—A bUl that would attempt

to
mtegrate the number of women in
graduate schools to more nearly
reflect their percentage

of
population in the state.

—A bill to establish and maintain
child care centers on all University
and state college campuses
Twohy aUo reported to SLC the

lobby has only enough money to
remain in operation until June 3o
Private contributions are being
solicited, while student govern-
ments will try to provide more
funds.

'^

Finally, the office iriOhe
process of setting up an ad-

dressograph system to establish a

University-wide communicatron
with students. It is hoped that in

the future student subscriptions to

a newsletter from Twohy's office

could possibly pay for the entire

lobby. ^-*«^
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iBttBts to the Editor

Trend toward absolutism?
nB Editorial

Parlez-vous?
The present proposal to abolish the language

requirement, presented to the College of Letters and

Science yesterday, will probably go to a mail ballot.

It will be six weeks before the results are known, but

for the first time the only significant opposition to

eliminating the requiren\ent is coming from the

language departments. Obviously.

The language departments should realistically

examine their parochial position. Should the present

motion fail, support for eliminating the requirement

is sufficiently strong to accomplish the tasks by less

direct and more damaging means, for example,

abolishing lower division language classes

altogether. This action, presently being considered

under the Chancellor's Programmatic Review,

would effectively eliminate the requirements but

with dire consequences for foreign language

departments.

The DB reiterates its position of past years in

urging the elimination of the foreign language

requirement: foreign languages should be available

for those who wish to learn and not required simply to

justify the continuance of a department.

Editor:

I'm troubled by a trend toward
absolutism in the nation's colleges

and universities. On a numl)er of

state college campuses the power
of the administrators has gone to

their heads and they have suc-

ceeded in tyrannical acts.

The tide of reaction began with

Sammy Hayakawa at San FYan-
cisco State, and has continued with

the purge of "leftists" at Fresno
State and the firing of a tenured

professor at Los Angeles State. Nor
is this the end of the Los Angeles
incident. The man was sued by the

State of California (obviously at

the instigation of our governor) for

nearly $100,000 in back pay, this

being an attempt to force him into

bankrupcy and onto the welfare

rolls. (I need remind no one what
the governor has in mind con-

cerning welfare.)

The suit is obviously a warning to

any academic (or student) who
does not tow the line preached by
the trustees and administrators of

state college^. Whose property will

be safe, I ask you, if the state's suit

succeeds? Can the boss sue for past

wages after he decided to fire

someone?

Tm concerned that such a reign

of terror is coming here at UCLA.
Presently the Young ad-

ministration (the chancellor being

representative of a group of youth-

ful absolutists entering university

administration) is heading toward

similar policies. The attempt (only

in its initial stages) to rid the

campus of the Students for a

Democratic Society is a case in

point.

What is needed is an elected

chancellor, one chosen by majority

vote of the UCLA body politic

(students, staff, administrators

and faculty) in short, all employed
by or attached to the campus
community. Candidates for

chancellor would come from the

upper ranks of administration and

the tenured faculty.

Each campus chancellor would

sit on the Board of Regents, thus

freeing the University to some
entent from outside control and

making the Board of Regents more
representative of the University of

CaHfomia community

~ A chancellor elected, that is, one

deriving his power from below,

from the body politic, would be a

very significant reform in the

American university. It would

check the trend toward tyranny

which is t)ecoming evident in the

machinations of the present

leaders of American colleges and

universities.

John Key

Good Friday

Editor:

When we found out that this

University was not going to ob-

serve Good Friday we were
astonished. It seems very unlikely

for this University to take such a

step. After all we are in a Christian

country aren't we?

All the state colleges have ob-

served this holy day

The administration of this

educational institution has negated

the Christian tradition of this

country by not having observed

Good Friday.

Kyra N. Nekracheviicli

Senior. Spanish

Betty A. Rot
Senior. Spanish

The fifty-one per cent: are
A report by the Dean of Women's Committee on Women in t/ie University

(Editor's note: The following column based on 1969-

70 statistical data was compiled by the following

women: Nola Stark (dean of women), Carol Adams,

Marie Branch, Helen Connon, Jean G. Colvin,

• Darlene Ellas, Betty Long, Deanna Terry Nordquist,

Carol Saltzman, Kathy Stout, Sonja Walker and Ann

Haskins.) "'"^

"On this day, commemorating 50 years of women's

suffrage in the United States, the University of California

states its concern for equal opportunity for women today as

students, faculty, and staff personnel.

"We recognize that many women are discriminated

against in employment and pay, that from an early age they

are frequently taught to curb their exploratory and in-

tellectual aspirations, and are often counseled against

entering some fiekis of study or work.

"While women compose about 40 per cent of the national

work force, they are under-represented in top-level

positions and over-represented in clerical positions. These

inequities are caused by many factors: traditional

stereotyping of "women's work;" lack of recognition of the

true economic responsibilities of women as heads of

households, economic partners in marriage or self-

supporters; and myths about women's work performance

such as high turn-over or excessive absenteeism.

"The problems facing women in American society today,

together with those facing members of minority groups and

the poor and uneducated members of American society, are

part of the larger problem in America of extending its rich

resources and opportunities to aU.

"The University commends those who are calling our

attention to these problems of discrimination, and pledges

affirmative action to provide equal opportunity to women
within the University of California." (Robert Johnson,

Vice-President. UC Administration, August 20, 1970)

Discrimination
Although statistics are not yet available, it is common

knowledge that women with BA degrees are still being

hired in at clerical levels; women at clerical levels are

often paid salaries lower than men for comparable jobs in

clifferent classifications.
F'or example, storekeeper II, a position held by 24 men

and one woman, starts at $644 per month and requires a

high school diploma plus two years' experience. Principal

clerk, on the other hand, is a posiUon held by 386 women and

23 men; the storting salary is $530 per month although a

high school diploma plus three years' experience or a BA
and one year's experience are required.
The University job specifications describe principal clerk

^s a position requiring independent responsibility for

processing of records, setUng up record systems,

familiarity with University insurance and retirement

programs and employment records and in many cases

'Quiring supervisory experience. Storekeeper II stores

*nd issues equipment, keeps records and must have

yrvisory ability as weU as the ability to make decisions

'n<iependenUy

Another example is in the lab-technician category. There

are four levels ranging in salary at the first level from $644

* month to $783 a month and in the fourth level from $905 to

$1,100 a month. In level one, 57 per cent are women; level

two, 74 per cent are women; level three, 56 per cent are

women and interestingly, in level four, the highest level, the

situation reverses and the percentoge of women drops to 26

per cent. -^

—

_Since the only difference in the required qualifications is

an additional two years experience between the third and

fourth levels, it would seem likely that with the abundance

of qualified women in the first three levels, actually 64 per

cent, one would expect to find more than 26 per cent women

in the fourth and highest level.

At the highest level of administration (management

series) , there are 60 persons— 56 men and four women. The

next highest level of management is that of stoff officer, a

position currently held by six women and sixteen men with

a salary range of $13,860 to $18,576 per year. The third level,

administrative services officer, drops to a salary range of

$10,356 to $15,276 per year.

Women in this category outnumber men by almost three

to one (13 women — 5 men).

The greatest disparity occurs, however, at the senior

administrative assistant level (AA-IV) where the salary

range is $9,852 to $11,976 a year. Since many senior ad-

ministrative assistonts have responsibilities equal to

positions with much higher salary ranges predominately

held by men, why is there so great a disparity in salary

ranges? Why do they not advance to higher levels in greater

proportion to their numbers at the AA-IV level of ad-

ministration?
Students and faculty

Women students and faculty are not much better off than

their staff counterparts. Departments with 50 per cent or

more women graduates and undergraduates in which there

are no tenured women faculty include classics, French,

Germanic languages, library services, Spanish/Portuguese

and speech. Faculty tenure means increased salary and

lifetime job security for those who have survived the^

assistant professor classification.

Other departments with 50 per cent or more women *

students, undergraduate and graduate, have only a few

women faculty at best. For example, social welfare with 87

female and 60 male graduates has only one woman

professor. In the Department of Art where women out-

number men at both the graduate and undergraduate level,

there are only two women out of a totol of 23 tenured

faculty The School of Education, with a female student

.majority of 227, has only five women out of a totol tenured

faculty of 36.
, w J

In the English Department, three out of 37 of the tenured

faculty are women, although again, the majority of

students at both the graduate and undergraduate level are

women (It is interesting to note that at the assistont

professor level, ncxi-tenured, there are 55 men and two

women). - , _. r » ^
The only department with a high proportion of tenured

„ ;c rnrcina nlmfYst exclusively considered a

. nivanity

Touts
The totols for women at all faculty levels are as follows:

Male Femaje Percentage

Professor 602 28 4

Associate Professor 277 24 8

AssisUnI Professor 506 50 10

To-others 140

In 1961, approximately 15 per cent of the doctoral degrees

awarded in the United Stotes went to women. It would seem

that after ten years this percentoge would be more closely

reflected in numbers of tenured women faculty even if some

of these women did not pursue their careers. Yet, after a

decade only five per cent of the totol tenured positions are

held by women at this institution.

Considering these stotistic aloi>g with this number of

women graduate students, it seems clear that there is no

lack of qualified women to teach.

If individuals were hired on competence alone there

would be no need to count noses. Furthermore, in order for

more women to even aspire to those positions

predominately held by men, positive action must be token

to hire already qualified women into higher levels with

whom they can identify.

Action

There is now a plan for "affirmative action for equal

opportunities in employment at UCLA." While the policy

briefly refers to opportunities without regard to "race,

creed, color, national origin, sex or age," it contoins no

.recommendations involving women which would ensure a

vigorous recruitment and employment program at

upgraded levels traditionally held by men.

There is a pressing need for women on campus to become

aware of how the failure of the University to pursue such a

program creates a disadvantoge for all females seeking to

upgrade themselves academically or in the job market For

those few women who have attoined top academic and

administrative positions, it must be pointed out that no

woman is really secure until all women can receive an

honest assessment of their value as individuals, rather than

along sex-delineated hnes.

To this end, the Dean of Women's Committee on Women

in the University has been formed to attempt to create an

awareness of existing problems among members of the

campus community. Without this awareness, it is doubtful

that much progress can be made The inequities described

in this article have existed for a long time; they are not

unique to this institution, but reflect the atUtude of society

towards women in general.

The committee, therefore, urges you to share and discuss

this article with your co-workers, colleagues, fellow

students, and friends; to let us know of your areas of con-

cern and other inequities that may exist; and to help us

expose these problems and find their solutions.

If UCLA women are interested in working with projects

connected with the dean's committee or wish to provide

information on problems which they feel exist. P^W
hold non-tenured positions Without tenure, there Is Httle

job security and their independence as educators,

therefore, is questionable.

contoct Dean Stark's office at ext 53751, or write to inis

committee c/o of the Dean of Women's Office, 2238 Mrphy

Hall

•i¥ '"i"!
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Uncle Sam and You
By Mark A. Peterson

(Editor's note: Mark Peterson is a draft lawyer, and

a regular DB correspondent. Questions about any

draft problem will be answered in his column If

submitted to tlie DB).

On April 1, the House of Representatives over-

whelmingly voted to extend the draft law for another

two years. The House also voted to change the draft

by abolishing student deferments, lengthening the

term of alternative service for conscientious ob-

jectors and modifying the lottery system.

The extension and changes in the draft are ex-

tremely important and will be discussed in the next

several articles.

Some people are surprised that the House would

extend the draft, almost without debate, since the

draft is uniformly unpopular. Furthermore, draft

resistance has made the draft virtually unworkable

in large urban areas. For the entire country only one

of two men ordered for induction ends up being in-

ducted.

In California, the site of the greatest opposition to

the draft, three of four men ordered for induction

either avoid or refuse to be inducted. Even with

attempts to close draft loopholes, draft counselors

and lawyers can assure almost every man that he

can avoid the draft.

Despite these problems, the Senate and President

will extend the draft law and almost certainly accept

the House changes in the law. The draft will be ex-

tended because there is nothing to replace it. The

military and foreign policy of the United States

require that several hundred thousand men enter the

military every year to maintain bases and United

States influence around the world. Although many
congressmen oppose the Vietnam war, few question

foreign and military policy to such an extent that

they would cut off the supply of draftees necessary

for such policies.

They want to end the Vietnam war, not the

mihtary.

The draft must continue because the military

cannot get the hundreds of thousands of men it needs

through volunteers. Despite military pay raises, a

new armed forces public relations image and a

$10,000,000 advertising campaign to promote
enlistment, government and military leaders know
that they will still not get enough volunteers.

Furthermore, selective service and military

leaders admit ttiat the draft must continue while the

Vietnam war continues. Thus, the Nixon ad-

ministration promises a volunteer army when the

Vietnam war is ended. The earliest date projected
for a volunteer army is in 1973, after the next
presidential election. Ttiat way Nixon cannot be
accused in the election of failing to meet his promise
of ending the draft.

^ ^
The House not only extendecT the draft,* but also

abolished student deferments and lengthened the

term of alternative service for conscientious ob-

jectors. Those changes are tied in with the new lot-

tery system.

In order to assure that those men whose numbers
are reached are drafted, Nixon and Congress are

trying to end all loopholes, such as deferments. The
Administration has abolished fatherhood deferments

and occupational deferments and intends to abolish

student deferments, apprenticeship deferments and
ministerial deferments.

The only deferments which will still be av«iilable

for most men will be conscientious objection and

physical and hardship deferments.

Despite the House action, some men will continue

to keep student deferments. The House did not

abolish student deferments but rather gave

President Nixon the power to abolish those defer-

ments as he wishes.

On April 23, 1970, Nixon requested Congress to give

him such power to abolish student deferments for all

men who were not in college before that date. In

January of this year, Nixon again announced that, if

he were given the power by Congress, only men who

were in college before April 23, 1970, could continue

to hold student deferments in the future/ -—
Thus, if Nixon is to be beheved, men who were in

college before that date will continue to get IIS

deferments. However, if you are now a first year

student you will not be able to get a student defer

ment next year even if you have a II-S now

.

Similarly, men who enter college next year will

never l>e able to get a student deferment.

As a result of the House's changes in the draft law,

this year's freshmen and men entering college next

year must start planning now to avoid the draft. If

you start early enough almost anyone can avoid the

draft. If you wait, however, you may find that you

have no way of avoiding the draft when your student

deferment is taken away.
The next article will discuss the other significant

changes in the draft contained in the bill enacted by

the House of Representatives.
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/dealshouldbecome reality
Editor:

Reality i« and ideality ought to

be UCLA is the real, the sUtus

QUO, and Westwood University is

Oie ideal; the ideal to be realized

through the processes of change

luiown as individualization and

secession. Westwood University is

everything UCLA should be but

'cn't

Where do we draw the line?

Right here: UC/LA. THEN
UCLA. Then Westwood U!

UCLA gets a I>-^^

You cannot run away from your

self, for no matter where you go,

there you are! So why not change

your self? You cannot get away

from reality, for it is here, there

and everywhere! So, rather than

stagnate, why not deal with it?

Change it! Change UCLA!
Students should not send their

$158.50 fee money to the Regents of

UC. Regents should have gone out

with monarchy and the divine right

of kings! Checks should be made
payable to the President of

Westwood University. (No one is

|(idding.)

Who is Charles Hitch? How does

he relate to us? Is he relevant?

Artium Baccalaureus! It is fun

being an artistic bachelor.

However, Ronald Reagan's

signature does not belong on the

diploma. What business does a

Governor have in education?

None! I protest!

Janss would stumble down his

steps if he knew what is really

going on in this University, where

we are all headed, and what the

future holds. Think of all the

stationery that will have to be

changed. Blue books and GRE's
will have to be burned. Imagine a

big Blue Book Bonfire safely

managed right in the middle of

Dickson Plaza to nonviolently

protest cramming! (Oh, but that

would pollute the atmosphere. Is

there a cure, by the way, for

pollution of the intellectual at-

mosphere?)

The idea that ROTC should be off

campus is petty proletarian. West
Point, the source of the Military

Elite, must be at least decen-
tralized if not disintegrated; its

pieces should be scattered all over

The
other
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the country onto independent
university campuses. The Selec-
tive Service System is what should
be off campus and off the planet!
The Republican party is for

bores, conservatives and the
senile. (Speaking of senility,
whatever happened to the '*Young
Americans for Freedom?"
Radicals miss them terribly.)
Members of the Democratic party
are the ones who most need to
learn about republicanism and the
aristocratic values; Thomas
Jefferson would have wanted it

that way. (Aristocracy is con-
sistent with the nobility of Man.
There simply cannot be *

'robber
barons" without' the aristocratic!)

Radicals are romantics, the real

heroes of history. Students, wp
must '*mind our own business."
And our own business is liberation,

revolution and creative
radicalism! Lemfreiheit! Liberty
to the Persons! And...Lady Earth,
yoii are beautiful. I love you.

Rob Myers, A.B.

Academic Robber Baron

Sorry

*••:

I

I
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Editor:

Long have I tolerated the gross
inaccuracies printed daily in your
campus scandal sheet. Great has
been the fire burning in my chest to

cry out against the injustice stirred

by the detestable slander of truth

printed in the typical "Yellow
Journalism" which has given your
wprk its dubious reputation
nationwide. But I have reached the

end of all possible restraint upon
reading one item in the April 9

issue of your fish wrappings . All

goodness and morality demand
that I raise my voice to correct the

most grievous of wrongs ever
displayed in the Dally Bruin. It was
Duncan Renaldo, and NOT Gilbert

Roland, who played the Csco Kid
on television. (

May the Sacred Cow leave a Holy
Rehc on~your lawn!

Alex DeVorkin
Senior, Music

MPaid Advertisement)!

HILL^ COUNCl
90() Hiigard A ventre

4741 S3

1

EXHIBIT OF ARTISTtC CREATIONS

Projects of students from CSES 1 15 v^lll boon display

April 15 thru April 30 Kerckhoff Hall 2nd Floor

CREATIVE SERVICE

April 16 8:15

'Shabbat on Shabbat'

Begin Shabbat with songs and dance. After services

Poet Alan Weisblott Oneg Shabbat follows

JOIN US FOR A LOX AND BAGEL BRUNCH
V

Sunday morning. April 18th

URC Upper Lounge 10:30

Break Passover with bagels and friends

i"

r ~, If

I rninr 29" X 45" Gentle lourney poster, send complete name and addrett with SI to Beniamino Cribari. Box 77S51
.
San Puncl»co. Ca. 94107
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A NEW LEGITIMATE THEATRE
1.

•i^; : 'i^''u4':ii>»'^, :';'
-v.

i^j^^^jyi^

Splendid enfertoining. . .good th«atre.

LA. TIMES

Hystericolly funny, .and sod. n^ytmr a dull n^oment.

HERALD EXAMJNER

High humor . tension ood ffighl o fkh «iip«ri«oce

HOLLYWOOD REPORTS
Marvelous theatre evening o memorable toor de force

JEWISH VOfCE

] Tour de force. a new theatre thot deserves a worm welcome
VARIETY

*l

m
m

T^Ti^^i ..-^_;i'-.n.^k'vs

Rafiim's return gives netters

added strength at Farm, Cal

STUDENT DISCOUNT
w th ID. Card
Friday & Saturday 8:30
SuiKiay 8:00

NEAR MELROSE IN HOLLYWOOD

664-773 76-3858

P«lo Alto—The UCLA tennis team arrived here

yesterday for the Bruins* first conference road

weekend of the season. This afternoon UCLA meets

Stanford, in a replay of their match two weeks ago in

Los Angeles, won by the Bruins» 8-L

Tomorrow afternoon, the Bruins move over to

Berkeley to take on California, whom they shut out,

9-0, a fortnight ago.

The Stanford match easily looms as the more

important, since the Indians will be shooting for the

No. 1 collegiate tennis ranking. The Bruins, defen-

ding national champions and top-ranked right now,

are expecUng a harder battle than they had with the

Indians two weeks ago. Playing away from home, in

frpnt of a hostile crowd, and on courts that are slower

than the ones in Los Angeles should give the Bruins

all they can handle.

For UCLA
Partial relief arrived this week in the person of

Pakistani Haroon Rahim who returned to school

after playing for his country in the Davis Cup.

Although the Kreiss brothers will once again miss the

matches with tonsilitis, the Bruins will field a

stronger team than they have been able to in their

last few matches.

Stanford bounced back last week, whipping Cal 7-2

at Berkeley. Their top players had easy times

against the Bears, and on their home courts, they'll

have the advantage against the Bruins.

Few changes

UCLA coach Glenn Bassett has not as yet finalized

his starting lineup, but in all probability he will make
few changes. Senior Jeff Borowiak will probably play

in the top singles spot, against Stanford's Roscoe

Tanner. Borowiak handled Tanner easily at West-

wood, winning in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3.

Rahim should be in the second singles berth,

playing against Indian freshman Alex (Sandy)

Mayer.

Rahim's insertion means the other Bruins wiU

move into lower singles berths.

Freshman Jim Connors will be at number three,

playing against the Indians' Rick Fisher. In the prior

UCLA-SUnford meeting, Connors played second and

beat Mayer while Fisher, playing third, lost his

match.

Elio Alvarez, the senior from Argentina,
will

continue in the fourth singles berth. He is unbeaten

there this year, and defeated his probable opponent

Stan Pasarell, in their last meeting.

r—-—.^. ... Down a notch

Jeff Austin, who had been playing third singles

until this week, will be moved to fifth. He lost his first

dual meet match last week against USC's Dick

Bohmstedt and consequently was moved down a

notch.

Tito Vasquez, the other Argentinian on the squad,

will be in the sixth singles.

In the doubles, Connors and Austin have been

playing in the main doubles, and have already beaten

Stanford's Tanner-Mayer this year. However,

Borowiak-Rahim are also an excellent doubles

combination, and have beaten Connors-Austin in

their challenge matches. Alvarez-Vasquez will

probably be the third doubles combination.

Against California tomorrow, the Bruins' main

worry will be the courts. At Palo Alto, the courts are

somewhat slower than those at Sunset Canyon, but at

Berkeley, the courts are considerably faster. The

difference in the speed of the courts, coupled with

California's eagerness and a possible letdown after

Stanford, could cause some difficulty for the Bruins

UCLA has defeated the Bears 29 straight times.

Prime for upset ^

The Bruin win streak against Stanford is even

more impressive; the string reached 50 two weeks

ago. However, Stanford is prime for an upset Indian

coach Dick Gould defined the position of his team

recently. "Our win over USC definitely puts us at No

2 in the country (Stanford topped the Trojans, 6-3),"

he sa;d. '*Our goal now is to upset UCLA."

USC, which the Bruins defeated 5-4 last week, faces

Cal today and Stanford tomorrow.

—John Reich
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Tracksters hit the road
for first time to Wash. St

Friday, AprllU, 1971 UCLADAILY BRUIN 17

The Bruin tracksters, 6-0 in dual

meets this year, departed for

Pullman, Washington this morning

to prepare for their first road meet

of the year tomorrow against

Washington State's Cougars.

Named by Track and Field News

as the nation's top dual meet team

last year (8-0), the Bruins

currently have been winning by an

average score of 100-46.2 in their

six meets this year.

Perhaps the weakest team in the

Pacific-8, WSU has defeated San

Jose SUte, 94-69, and Idaho State,

128-28, in non-conference meets,

but dropped ite Pac-8 opener to

Oregon State, 82.5 to 71.5 last week.

•^ Earlier in the week Bruin coach

Jim Bush discussed the

tribulations of road meets. "We're

spoiled rotten here," he lamented,

''bepausfi we've got the greatest

facilities, the good weather, and

the great track — everything's

great. On the road things never go

right. The guys are always

disappointed with the facilities and

I always forget things that are on

hand here."

Other probleihs Saturday could

be the weather, which is typicahy

cold and windy, according to Bush,

and WSU's rubberized asphalt"

track, which is very hard com-

pared to the Bruins' tartan sur-

- face.

Besides the home track, another

advantage for the Cougars will be

the addition of the three-mile and

steeplechase events for the meet.

The Bruins are weak in both this

year. A new ruling initiated this

season for conference meets has

the three-mile and steeplechase
run in every other meet. The two-
mile takes the place of both when
neither is run. In the nationals, the
three-mile and sbc-mile are run.

Ruben Chappins, undefeated in

the two-mile, will try the three-
mile for the first time Saturday.
UCLA will also feature a new
quartet for the 440 relay. Warren
Edmonson will replace Reggie
Echols, joining Ronnie Welch,
Reggie Robinson, and Wayne
Collett.

Edmonson, still getting back into

shape after an injury, will also get
a test in the 100. James McAlister,

the Bruins' sensational long
jumper, and high hurdler Fred
McNeil will not make the trip to

Pullman due to spring football

practice.

WSU's best individual performer
is Peter Wright, a 7-1 high jumper
from Australia. However, Wright
is a doubtful participant because of

an ankle injury. Norbert Payton is

the Cougars' all-around man. He
has a 9.4 best in the 100, a 25-1 best

in the long jump, and also sees duty

on the 440 and mile relay teams.

WSU is strong in the high hurdles

and javelin. Dick Olsen (13.7) and
Reggie Macklin (14.2) both figure

to beat the Bruins' Duane Johnson

(14.4) in the 120 high hurdles. In the

javelin, WSU will have Chuck
Madison (232-8) and Colin Young
(226-6) against UCLA's Peter

Jones (244-6) and Roger O'Brien

(231-7).

With McAlister gone, Norwegian

Finn Bendixen, whose im-

provement to 25-4 1/2 in the long

has gone virtually unnoticed ex-

cept for field coach Tom Tellez.

will get a real chance to take a first

place for UCLA. Unless the team
needs the points, Bush may give

Collett va rest from the 440 in-

termediate hurdles. "He's in great
shape," says Bush, "and 1 don't

think we should keep sacrificing

his potential in other events. I may
let him run what he wants to run
the rest of the way."
The Bruins return home to host

Oregon a week from tomorrow.
After Cal's disqualification in

January as the 1970 NCAA outdoor
track champion, Oregon was
declared a three-way winner of the

NCAA title, along with BYU an^
Kansas.

—nark Conard
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WEEKEND SCHEDULE
TODAY:
Volleyball: at San Diego State, 8 p.m.

Tennis: at Stanford, 2 p.m.

Baseball:, vs. Stanford, Sawtelle Field, 2:30 p.m.

Golf: vs. USC at Los Angeles Country Club, 1:30 p.m.

JV Golf: vs. USC at Bel Air Country Club, 1 : 30 p.m.

Women's Baskett>all: ECCSCC Championships at

Fullerton

TOMORROW:
Tennis: at Cal, 2 p.m.
Track: at Washington State, V.M p.m. j

Crew: at Cal, 10 a.m. (varsity, J V, llghtwelghf ,
and freshmen

Baseball: vs. Cal, noon doubleheader, Sawtelle Field

Lacrosse: vs. Orange County Lacrosse Club

.V

I
.V

:•:•

Cal State i:!

)

i::

i
»
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Sports Announcement
Practices for the 1971-72 varsity song girl squad begin at 3 p.m. Monday

behind the Women's Gym. The practices will continue until April 29 with

the selection dates set for May 4 and 6.

.,,ii

—J

GlaSSblowing with Tom Augustine

Glosses evenings 5:30-7:30. 8:00-10 pm

- w Ihursdny
,

. . mnry

Fee covers oil material, equiprf^ent and instructor, jo^.

Sign up in the UCLA Architecture BIdg.

Basement. April 14. 15. 16 at 12:00.

RESUME PREPARATION
Tuesdays al 10:30 a.m.

\AMn«ftdoyt of 3:00 p.m.

JOB INTERVIEW PRACTICE
Tu«sdoyt of 1:00 p.m.

SUAAMER JOB SEARCH
Daily of 3:00 p.m.

Informal

.

. . Just drop in... Everyone wekomel

Plocement s career Plannlny Center
X. 52981

I-

Sim

.Ik

BIdg. 1G

\,

J^CPald Advcrtls«niiciit)b

We Continue Reflecting

Our Easter Joy • . .

join us Sunday 1 0:00 p.m.

morning worship foilowed

with coffee hour

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 Sh-dthmor* Driv*. Loft AngalM. Colifornia 90024

Amo« A. Schnwdi PmHk (213) 476-9579

Serving Hw compu* community <H tH« Un< varsity of Colilornio of lot Angolo*.

>*~
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# ID'S GRIATEST VALUiS!! Illllllt

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 10 to 6

WE BILIIVI TNISI SUITS AM
COMPARABLE TO SUITS SOLD

ELSEV '?»? from.'SS to *75

.M UNBELIEVABLE!!
\

\
i

I

.-1 . i. 4u-

ALL
SIZES
REG

SHORTS
AND LONGS
DOUBLE &
SINGLE

l«a

\ J

• 65% Polyester 35% Rayon
• Fully Lined - First Quality

NO SUIT OVER $49.00

ltMlllft»CA««|

TOP QUALITY SPORT COATS
AU wool
FULLY LWCO M^
SIZfS 34 TO a VALUE
ALL COLORS & PATTERNS

$!€!

ruuifIII s OF MENS SLACKS!

ESTABl D
SINCE 1936

SIZES
26 to 58
ASSORTED STYLES

MARKED
DOWN

^^T^ •i»^

i-KT

mi':

B«lwMn Olympic% ^Hila Monico Mvdi
^' WotI Lot AngolM

fokJtyle
ALSO ATIaaOO PMAMOUNT IIVO. - OOWNEV
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
AOVERTISIHO OFFICES

K«rckhoHH«llin
PhOlt*: 135 2121

Cl«»»i«i«d •dwtfil»»'>9 '^•»,

tS words II 5C day. $ co«»«€utlvt

ins»rt»oni - »5.00

Payabl* in advance

DEADLINE 10 Mam.
No tolophoA* ordors

THE Daily Bruin give* full support to tf»«

Univorsity oi California's policy on non_

discrimination and Ihtrtfore classiftto

advertising service will not be ntede

available to anyone wtw. in aftording

housing to students or offering |oo»,

discrinr»matei on tt»e basis ol race. ^^•
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neitl»er

the university nor tt»e ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

y/Miscellaneous 5 V Services Offered........ M V rroyel........»..»..^-^-

'DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 710 PM.
Students $i.2S Call The Group Center for

Iree brochures, 454 JOM (5QTR)

ASTROLOGY Your astrological birth chart

and interpretation Call Meagan. 823 4015 (5^

1 ~-

Y For R6nf ...•••••»••••••••••••••

SUBTERRANEAN Parking space near
Gayley and Landlair (UCLA). Good 24 hrs.

daily. HO nr»onthly.477-<l7IP- (7Aie)
I I

=-—
•

-

$110. Private Suite - Doctor's ttonte. Garden.
view Near campus. Mature faculty mem-
ber Professional person References. OL2-
5274, H03 5S0$ (7 A

"FRENCH Italian, by Italian student,

graduated Pans Conversation, grammar,

excellent results S3 /hr George 474 5361 (H

A 22) - .

NEED a band or barender lor your party,

wedding? Any style, any price '•'»«•"':

2203 :____.

TELEVISION/Stereo repair Mead i***"***

S12 maximum labor, 25». ^l'*"""*?" »»*'''*'

*

7,0 guaranty stereo sales too.
*^^^^l*^^l^:^

AUTO insurance, lowest -^'te* o^*!"'**"!,"

or employees Robert Rhee,
«"^Y,»^»;°,

GROUPS now forming Reasonable fees

Call The Group Center lor free brochures

454 3030 UIUIK'

y Church Services

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Oueker»).

Silent worship. Son., 11 AM., Univ. YMCA,
i74 Hiigard. Visitors welcome. 472-7V50.

/Announcements

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in m
tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin hills area.

Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info 294 2298,

wknds, 292 5175 J ^^Igj

V Rides OHered 8

GIRL with van going back East needs girl or

couple to share expenses. Bonnie, 342-S230. (•

A 14)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the

American Vigilantes and help ^»«ve our

country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press. 221

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 021U.

S4.95. *^'

y for Sale.

ENGLISH Nanny seeks live in position with

friendly family Weekends off 394 8284,

belore4PM. , — ^ „''!^^°'

PARTY MATE SPRING SPECIAL

Old you miss the fan campus names? Gals,

guys get 10 interesting, on campus computer

dates FREE by g.vmg the names and ad^

dresses ol 2 or more friends you feel wou d

like to learn more about Party Mate. Write

"*"*' PARTY MATE,
PO Box 1247

Springfield, Virginia 22151

Last acceptable postmark April 20

GROUPS now forming. Reasonkble fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures. 4S4-MM. ( OIR)

FISHER Stereo System. Aquarius speakers,

miracord changer, list S440. take $325. Ne^^

in boxes. 723 543$ or 213-8970. ( tO A 22)

MEN and women over 30 meet on campus
tor an ongoing leader(ess group. Lee. 124-

3493. (A A 14)

CHARTER. LA- Paris, one way August 27

$130. Contact the Education Abroac
Program, UC Santa Barbara, 941 2394. (10 fi

14)

Social Evenfs

DANCE • La Mancha, Friday. April t4th.

8:30 ? Live band/ free beer. Guys. $1.00/

girls, 7X (SEA1»)

Hedrick Hall Presents its Annual

AGONY and ECSTASY DANCE

Sat. night -ApriM7th
f PM 1 AM

in Kedrick Hall cafeteria
Band: Heavy Nation

Donation :50c for Unicamp

GROOVY party at Ron's pad. Sat. April M. •

PM 1341$ Ventura Blvd. SO. 981-2443

eves. < A14)

SCOTCH tape 7 id. reel. $295, low noise

$3 85 SpeciaJ deals on Scotch cassettes. All

new in sealed boxes Call 837 9355. ( 10 A 14)

STEREO Components! 40 watt AM-FM, BSR
changer, 2 (3-way) speakers, x-tras, new,
sacrifice. $300, must hear, 394 7923. ( 10 A 22)

NANDMAOE steel String guitar, Brazilian'

wood, sells $350, am selling, $22$. 820-2334,

between 4 -11. (10A22>

COMPONENT Stereo System AM-FM,
record changer still in boxes. Sacrifice, $70.

Ask for Chuck, 721-0207. (10 A 22)

the sun will shine the stars will all be out for

BIRTHDAY IN THE PARK Sunday april 2$,

ns.ranchopark Israel's 23rd. (SEA 14)

NIKON FTN, like new camera, black, SOmm
11.4. lOSmm f2.$ auto nikkor lenses $350. 478

1357. <
'0^">

VIKING 433 TpDk was $440 new, 1 yr. old,

mint cond. Sac, $240/offer . 471-4144. ( 10 A 21

)

POoCTable, 7-ft. mahog., xint. cond., all

accessories, $200. 472-41 SO. (10A21)

TV, portable, black/white, $30/best offer.

275-3000. (10 A 14)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates Free delivery, free service 24

hr. phone, 274 9)19 (110TR)

2 DAYS LEFT

Enrollment for Student Ac-

cident & Sickness Insurance at

bargain rates for yourself &
qualified dependents will close

sdon. Broad coverage offering,

tiospital/ accidental deatti,

surgical, ambulance, & out

patient benefits on a world wide

basis in l convenient policy.

Information or application

forms may be picked up at the

Ticket Office, Room 140 Ker-

j:khoffHall^ ^ » » ..»
RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD, 475 3570 (llQTR)

^ Enfehainmenf

.

FLAMENCO guitar Tamura C40/ca»e. Cost*

$400, perfect cond. 1 month old - sac. $32$.

478-4144. ,
(10 A 21)

•••••••••••••

SAIL - Like son and sea spray? Start basic

lessons now Bob Gramcko 479-9044 Very

Inexpetmvr.

—

jz^n^

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213 CAl 4849. (2QTR)

TUESDAY, April 20, 11 330 bathing suits

and cover ups sale. Delta Delta Delta

Sorority, 842 Hiigard. (10 A 19)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMED DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00a.m. to 8:30 p.m

JLEARN Mtcrame, the 'now thing' while

making 3 groovy belts. Kit include*

everything you need. Send $4.95 to KAPRO.
P O. Box 4127 San Diego, Ca. 92104. ( 10 A 20)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalen,

90704 (2QTR)

y Help Wanted. 3

GIRL to do secretarial and housework tw»r

campus. $2 hr., 4 hrs./wk. Call Mrs. Mcln-

tyre, 473-3397. (3 A 22)

WE couldn't think of any interesting ads

today but we have part-time jobs. Services

Unlimited, 475-9521. (3 A 14)

PRINZ Photo-enlarger, 35 A 2 1/4, color

drawer, developing accessories, nearly new.

Terilfic buy. Sacrifice $40. 452 2078. ( 10 A 20)

STOVE, refrigerator, washing machine for

sale, very reasonable. Call 278-3242, Mrs. F.-

Raymond. (10 A 20)

GUITAR, Guild D 35, 4 String steel with

case, $150. John, 825-3531 days, 271-1344

nights. (10 A 20)

BUY brand name appliances, TV's, radios,

cameras, and stereo componets at wholesale

prices Call 788 16)0. (10 A 20)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

. jsludents .#nd jynployees._ Call Allan Sobel,

873 5815, evesryt3 3S0». (It QTR7

MODERN Dance classes Marie Mar-

chowsky former soloist Martha Graham Co.

Adults children. 3112 Penn Ave. SM. 828-

9000 /«6S 3433 (11 A 20)

NEEDHELP WITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

• Fair Housing
Landlord Tenant Disputes
-Locattng available apts.

-Rental Share
We are Here to Help You!

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174
X 54494

GET a part-time iob for fun and profit. Call

Services Unlimited. 47$-»521^ OA14)

PART-time sales girl for retail fabric store.

Tues. ft Thurs. WLA, 478-00S4. ( 3 A U)

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment $2, 1 hr and 1$

mm Two sessions, one 30 min., anytime 9-

10:30 a.m., 1:30 3 p.m. 4528E Frani Hall

Session II, 45 min. scheduled at ttuit time.

S tydents only, no psych majors; native

Ei^lish speakers please. (3 A 21)

OPPORTUNITY - M«le/female vocalists for

recording. Twin Studio Productions, 277-4327

or 985 3988 for audition appointment. ( A
20)

You are just t»»e type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$45 per month while helping others.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 478 0051 9:00 AM - 7:00 PM daily

SERVICES Unlimited. Services Unlimited.
Services Unlimited. Part-time iobs. Part-
time jobs. Part time jobs. 475-9521, 475-9521,
475 9521. (3 A 19)

FURNITURE, twin beds, dining room set,

chairs, 80 in. x 32 in. desk, room dividers,

etc.477 3405, 400 Veteran. (10 A 20)

PANASONIC Stereo AM/FM Cassette plus
tapes. Snil under guarantee. 477-40)1, ex. 2IS

eves. (10 A )

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern now for

summer delivery and save
25% to $0%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon.-Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3-t524

AUTO Insurance: cancelled declined too

high. Low monthly payments - Student

Discounts • Ask for Bob, 394-2225. (11 A 27)

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350 1-4

PM. Daily. <"A

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR)

V Trove/. 13

DRUMS Zildgin, Ludwig cymbols all

hardware 5 piece red pearl including^

Rodgers chrome snare $350. 472-2758. (tO A
19)

ONE way jet LA Europe from $200 One
way ship NYC Europe from $140, one way
iet NYC Europe from $138. Phone, 441

;i71. (13A14)

A AIS FLIGHTS

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Bh'1.

474-6315

HALF DAY Babysitter Good natured 2 yr.

old girl. Weekdays App. $100 mo Brent-
wood. 472 9232. eves. (3A20i

J Miscellaneous ^

ARTIST'S Studio artisan te share werli

studio near beachtront, goed '>t»*<*«>f *'••

mo.UIISM anytime. iJAni

FURNISHINGS entire house- leaving
country skies, bedrooms, fan, typewriter,

floor machine, patio chairs, desk. 7S4-

399$. (10 A 19)

TEAC Al200, Mikes, headphones, RMC,
tape 250, Ludwig drum set, 2 Zyign, sym-
bols 200, weight$-20, port, Olympia
typewriter-SO. Steve, 477-401 1 X442. ( 10 A 14)

PRISCILLA Wedding Gown - Slie 8 re-

embroidered lace with pearls long train and
veil. 472-4443^ MO A 14)

HOUSEHOLD items, garage sale. Sat. Aprl.

17, 11 to 4, 435 Densiow, (between Veteran A
Sepulveda,belowMontaa). (10 A 14)

SKIS, station wagon ski rack. Corvette ski

ack, ski poles, tire chains, stereo: cheap.

478 1537. (10 A 20)

Jet LA or NY Europe best prices

Immed. issue Int tDCard A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia Africa charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049. 274-8742

CAHSin EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 49S04

LOS ANGELES. CA 90049

"brTtishrailoffers
the S3S Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages I5thru22) Also

S40. I5days

S55 2idays
$70 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. $40. Gues

you 1000 miles and $40 ISOO miles of rail

travel. Contact your

British! Jil 424 5149

/3 y Tuforing 14
^ w-

TUTORING all subiects. experienced staM
For EOP students No charge. X$2127 2j4o
Campbell Hall (14A22)

y Typing 15

EXPERT TYPIST A STENO MY MOMFNEAR CAMPUS FINEST EQUIPMEiJt
AND SKILLS 838 8425 ^ ^^

EDITH IBM. term papers, dissertations
etc Accurate, last service, pick up and
delivery 933 2993 l1$A25l

TYPING done, 50 c per page Barbara
Parker, 477 5784 dSAt*)

travel agent or call

(13QTR1

EUROPE Discount flights Also Israel,

Afrtca, India. 40». ofl. Intra European

charter flights Student ID "'^'1^^ Contact

EASC.323 N Beveryly Dr , Bev. Hills, Ca

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates near
campus Call Esther 824 7491 ( 15 QTR)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electnc
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice. 397 3304. (15 QTR)

SPEED Reading students enter, nq
graduate/professional schools. Acadi'mic-
Guidance Services. 820 S Robertson Blvd
457 4390 QTR)

90210 274 4293 (13QTR)

WATER BEOS- klh s, queens, doubles, all

$19 95 e^. (Factory guarantee) CaH Jim, 785

01,,. (10A20)

ALUMINUM camper. For • 4' X 8' truck

bed Two windows, top condition. Must sell.

Michael,^7 4 4914^ CO A 20)

WEDDING gown original design, slie 9.

reasonable. Call 479 5490 eves ( 10 A 19)

MARTIN D 2t. Perfect condition, new with

case, retail $$40 $425 394 3302 Eves.

best. (10 A 14)

LOWRY or oan holiday model 7L0, walnut
•III h light - music. Wc »

- ••r

MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD
COMPLETE INSIGHTS ***^^^,'**-
STRUCTIONS NEW OCCULT
MANUScJflPT SEND " CASH .TO^
SOI UT IONS. BOX 1197, VENICE. 9*291 ($ A

u..ii^si!S^^^-i-'?^ss . 'im^smr^m.

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

$1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, S715.

Israel Europe 11 weeks, 51195 Japan 4

weeks, S1011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave., Culver

City, (213) 839 5247 (13QTR)

8th ANNUAL
jetcharter flights

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE : Many departures (includir>g one
ways) from $248*

TOKYO 4 week summer flight $343*

•Includes US departure taxes
Call Flight Chairman (213) 839 2401

4248 Overland Ave , Dept A , Culver City

EUROPE, S225 285. also Israel, Japan,
Summer A Fall flights. E S E P.. 8217 Bev
Blvd. LA, 90048 451 3311. ESEPUCLA
members (13QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST R.IGHTS

ImmttiHttt'^HtttM lPtr» jgrgMflti

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS- lf71

Anolficial Charter Flight

Operation Authomed & Approved

by the University ol California

on ALLCamouses -

LA..ION0OfVlONOON-L A.

Fh. Dep Ret V^s. Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 S275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275

4 6/23 8/28 9 $275

6 6/24 8/22 8 $275

7 6/27 9/6 10 $275

8 6/29 9/10 10 $275

9 7/1 9/3 9 $275

10 • • 7/11 8/9 4 $275

11 7/14 8/31 7 $275

12 ' • 8/8 9/8 4 $275

14 9/4 9/27 3 S275

18 7/24 8/2$ 4 $27$

ONE- WAY LA. . LONDON
Fit.

5**

Dep

6/24
$150

ONE-WAY LONDOr4-LA

FH. Ret. Prke

15 9/9 $150

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books term
papers Specialty math & technical typmo '

Accurate, rapid service 741 5580 ( i s ot-r^-^.-

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscnpti
Exp Wkends, daily 5 9, 828 1142 (IS QTR

i

Typing Service, Resumes, Term Papers
Photo Copies

Fast A Efficient Service
Reasonable Rates

ANDREWS ENTER PRISES
4903 W. PiCO Boulevard

Tel 931 1739

•^»"^»"^»'••••**•••

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, «iBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479

8144,477 4382 (15QTP

V Wanted•••«##««4 (••••••••eooeea 16

ORIGINAL Thinking wanted want to

produce your screenplay if it sees ttirough

oigr problems o offer some answers Roger,

41411922,392 9784 AJl)

STUTTERES needed for research Pay Call

Dr. Soderberg, 825 5974, 7572 Fran? Hal (U
A 20)

NEED 4 to 8 units,

bedrooms. Principals
Pavelka, Rada Realty,
4190.

One must have 2 3

only. Contact Miss

DU9 3794, HO 3

(16 A20)

RECORD player and vW B
prices lor three month
Thelwall, HB1108, 825 2773

ug. Reasonable
visitor Robin

(U A 161

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members of tt»e

University of California (students, faculty,

staff, registered alumni, immed. family

living in the same household)

cRarfer^TligliTi

/^ Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

825 1221

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts SOFA inter-

-Eoropean student charter flights. Contact;

ISC A, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., •4. LA, 90049.

824 5449. (13 QTR)

T TKTT STUDENT TRAVEL*
iJIN X CHARTER FLIGHTS
1007

MARRIED couple want to sublet apartment

or ? for summer. 479 5291, after 5 ( )

/ Apfs, - Furnished //

THEVILLAGER
Color^and Charm .

c.t^ 1 and dens, 1 bdrms /
s.nqi'-^

North Of Wilshiro,patio, air conditioning,

bidg , maid available

convenient to fwys

LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks cost

1 June 15 Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
5* June 27 Sap 13 12 $275

• LA/London/Ainsterdam
6 July 1 ---Sep 3 9 S275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $248
a Sep 5 ---Oct 3 4 S258

JP ONE WAV FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14--LA/London S148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19"LA/Madrid/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 -- LA./London $12 3

5E Sep 12--LA/London S12 3

Itl Kelton Ave (off Gayleyl „
479 8144 iWQlK

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnistied. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond

415 Gayley at Veteran

J78-173S

555 LEVERING
H ONE WAY FLIGHTS FRO«i EL'ROPE

Singles l Bedroom

IW June 14--A?isterdam/LA $139 2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
.Walk UCLA A Westwood

2W Aug 8 --Londo.n/LA $139
3*t Sap i6--London/LA $148

Available only to University of , GR7 2144
California students, faculty, Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

employees, extension and Alumni
Members olus immediate families.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra-Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance ,^
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

T TTVTf STUDENT TRAVEL*UlMX CHARTER FLIGHTS
KXX7 brooLton, iv^—twood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-It* WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEyBURN-

^ Tuforing •••••••••••t •!••••

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics Any
level, several years experience tn teaching.
R easonable. 3f 1 2443. (14 a 21)

wT^m:-^

^Services Offered. H
NEED insurance* Auto? Property* Call
Royrf As^bc.atM fl7 1*77 l«iA««i«. (11 A 141

Student Rail pass 2 months S12S.(M)

student grants on car purcltase
Rental and lease availal>4e.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
l3Se« Ventwra Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks Cat tt «I4«3

•7? 7213 or 7M 1477

GRADUATE Record
LSAT. fic Indiwtdual n.

Guidance Sarvices, 420 S.

43t0
Robertson, «&;-

(14QTR)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex
penenced Univ Pro! Positive results any
e»am Easy conversational method (trial)
473 24*2 (140TR)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

Dtf^ceMt now lor »»»mmor/»dl

MRS . KAY GRj-ma^O^^^^

TiTT^B'n^i'in'AiiTn^o N
.
c ^

Brand new modern 1 bdrm f urn^ ap

Perlect to share lor 2 people

Rents S175 23S per '"O" P|
/."ato-

Pool Subterranean parage t'« ^^

. ^ Private pat.os A balconies ocean

Walk to beach Near Freeway

m 2002 Fourth St SM . lllW^'^• 2045 Fourth St , SM 3" S

M 2311 Fourth St ,SM ^^,^—

^TampuTtowers
BACHELORS SINGLES

?BEDRMSTUDlO>n/2BA ^

HEATED POOL PATIU

Do^oaiH now lor ..^•«W»«"

10824 Lindbrook at Hiigard

Mr. Lyncti>GRSS584.

y;::%::¥ft:::A%::%:AyS:WS: ::%¥:%y::S::::!:-::>W:::%ft^^
&SSSSS.<SS';V:%W:::¥:WS::>'Sft.-^^^

I Other Weekend Events
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Volleyballers end season at San Diego State

Defending NCAA volleyball champion UCLA winds up its regular

season play tonight with a league match at San Diego State. The
Bruins are trying to preserve their unbeaten league record, having
defeated District 8 regional champion UC Santa Barbara Wed-
nesday night. UCLA's league mark is 4-0.

San Diego State has been a mysterious team this year. Earher in

the season, UCLA coach Al Scates thought San Diego would be the

major threat to the Bruins* NCAA title. The Aztecs have played
inconsistently of late and were able to salvage only a fourth-place

finish in last weekend's regionals. Their record in the regionals was
1-3, ahead of only USC which finished 0-4. Despite an undefeated

league record through last week, San Diego will not advance to the

NCAA finals because of its poor showing in the regionals.

Duncan McFarland and Mik^ Carey lead San Diego's spread-out

attack. The Aztecs play a wide-open game much like that of UCLA.
This style is contrasted with the centered offense UC Santa Bar-

bara employed Wednesday against UCLA. San Diego stands to

enjoy a definite home court advantage tonight. The Aztecs draw
very good crowds for volleyball. Playing on neutral grounds in the

regionals at UCSB however, San Diego fell to UCLA 15-13, 15-9.

UCLA comes into tonight's meeting in a little better shape than it

was for Wednesday night's battle against UC Santa Barbara. Kirk

Kilgour has had time to recuperate from aching legs and a tem-

perature of 103. Although he did not play against UCSB, Kirk

worked out with the team yesterday.

Playing good ball for the Bruins are the unsung trio of Ed
Machado, Dick Irvin, and Bruce Herring. Week in and week out,

these three have consistently played well. Machado and Herring,

both seniors, have played varsity volleyball four years at UCLA.
Machado is an outstanding setter and Herring and Irvin are both

good hitters. Scates points out that, '^Irvin always manages to get a

piece of the ball."

After finishing league play tonight, UCLA will be off until the

NCAA championships next Friday and Saturday in Pauley

Pavilion. The Bruins won the initial NCAA chanipionship tour-

nament last year in Pauley and will be once again representing

District Eight in the tournament, along with UCSB (which also

competed last year).

The other two entrants in the tournament will be Springfield

College from Massachusetts, which finished its regular season 18-0

against the top Eastern schools, and the winner of the Ball State-

Ohio State playoff held earlier this week.

—JimCrcw

Bruin Dolls vie for

So. Cal. championship

at Fullerton

The UCLA women's basketball
team tries for an unprecedented
undefeated season this weekend as
the Dolls travel to Cal SUte
Fullerton for the Southern
California championships.
The Dolls, who stand 15-0 overall

and 8-0 in league play, are second-
seeded behind Fullerton with Cal
State Long Beach third-seed.

Graduate forward Barbara
Bemlohr leads the team in scoring,

averaging 18 points a game while

Sharlene Anderson has the highest

free-throw percentage: 73%. The
rest of the starting lineup has
senior forward Kathy Kole up front

while the guards are sophomores
Irene Watanube and Kathy Swain.

The girls' opening game is

against Occidental. If they win,

they'll face the survivor of the Cal

State Los Angeles-Cal State Long
Beach, two teams they've already

defeated this year. The Dolls

shouldn't have much trouble with

Oxy; in two previous games,
they've been victorious 72-32 and
75-31.

Eight teams are entered in the

single elimination tournament with

first-round losers going into a

consolation bracket. The B tourney

will be conducted the same with

the UCLA "B" team seeded fifth

after a second-place finish in

league play.

—Jan Svendsen

•y
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Golfers meet USC at L. A. Country Club today

The UCLA golf team opens the do-or-die portion of its schedule

this afternoon when it takes on USC at 1 : 30 at Los Angeles Country

Club. Today's match is the Pacific-« opener for both clubs.

The Bruins truly have their backs to the wall in their quest for an

NCAA tourney invitation. At the moment, UCLA is probably only

the ninth-or tenth-best team in District 8, and just six teams will be

chosen to represent the West from this area.

Coach Vic Kelley indicated earlier in the week that UCLA must

show marked improvement in the conference matches and

remaining tournaments to have a chance at poet^scason play. But

this afternoon, the Bruins couldn't have chosen a worse opponent to

begin the road back.

USC, in Kelley's estimation, is playing its best golf of the year.

"They're playing goqji golf and we're not," he said simply. "It's a

question of us coming up to them.*'

The Trojans finished second in the Western Intercollegiate

tourney last week while UCLA did not make the second-round cut.

No. 1 man Gary Sanders ended up in a tie for second place among
individuals. He's averaging 71.8 strokes per round this year.

On paper, today's contest looks like a mismatch. But Trojan

coach Stan Wood has taken a cautious tone. "From the results of

the Western Intercollegiate, it would appear they have no business

on the same golf course with us," Wood commented. "But UCLA
always seems to play their best matdlies against us. Vic (Kelly)

always gets his men up for us."

The Brums, incidentally, broke USC's 47-match winning streak

last year at Brentwood. UCLA lost the LACC match to the Trojans, g
30-24, after leading handily through the first four men. The fifth and S
sixth men, however, lost all 18 points, and the match, to USC. ^i;

Kelley, meanwhile, is hopeful for a win but not overly optimistic. S
In many respects, he has little reason to be. "I haven't been pleased g
with anyone lately," he allowed. "Everyone has been up and down g
(in their scores)." Referring to the team as a whole, he ruefully |E

admitted, "they haven't come along the way I thought they would." :¥

"We're a traditional late starter, though, and I hope we'll come §
on." I
The Bruins met Fresno State Monday and were defeated, 31-23, in g

a match that included, as Kelley put it, "one good round, one fair :$

one, and a bunch of nothing." Jim Porter shot a 72 and Don Truett a $•

74. UCLA did a little better Tuesday in beating Whittier, 23-7. Truett g
shot an even par 71, Bill Eaton had a 73, and both Jerry DiTullio and ^
Rene Grivel shot 79s. §

. ^. —Doug Kelly ^

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
V Apfs. - Furnished:.::::!?^ / House h Sliorev.v.v.^^22 V^i/^ yAuios for Sale..^ 29 /Autos for So/e....7;n;..... 29

FURNISHED one bdrm., $155, attractive,
modern, convenient WLA locatron. Adults,
1517 Federal Ave. EX 5 0360. (17 A 23)

/Apts.-Unfurnisfted. 18

DELUXE 2 bdrm. 1/2 block beach, disti-

washcr, w/w carpets, drapes, 36 Brooki
Ave , Venice, 399 3509 eves. S18S. ( 18 A 21)

2 BEDRM Apt. Beam ceiling. Westwood.
Available immed. SI60/mo. 473 2456. ( 18 A
)6>

/ Apts. to Sl)are 19

FEMALE roommate, S33/mo., one bedroom,
short ride to campus. Call <;uzie, 477 5268,
work, 475 2532. (19 A 16)

ONE person share 3 bdrm. near ocean, $80,

option for entire house from June. 396-

7340. (22 A 21)

HOUSE to share, own room, well turn., on
Beverly Glen, $100. Call after 5 00 279

1860. (22 A 20)

OWN room. One bdrm. in WLA. Near
campus, $50,479 5361. (19 A 16)

OWN Room. Need 2 roommates. Topanga
Apt Furnished, very large. Parking,
laundry, backyard, stream. $83 /mo. 455
2S44 (19 A 22),

VERY large apt. near bus, 7 172 miles from
campus $75. utilities included. Call Mike,
477 1316. (19 A 16)

OIRL share apt. Private entrance, 3 blocks
UCLA, utilities, phone included. $75. Ann,
BR 3 1459, 477 5939. ^ (I* A 70)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm, 2 bath, $67. 2 blocks from
campus Prefer foreign student.
Gil/Liberato, 474 4063. (19 A 20)

MALE: ige. lorn., 1 bdrm. apt.
Utilities/parking, 1/2 block campus. $95. 650
Landlair, 477-2197. (19 A 20)

FEMALE/share apt. w/two, own t>drm. 2
'"''ei from UCLA. 271-S629 days, 826 6492
Pves (19 A 19)

GIRL needed share spacious, friendly 2
Mrm apt with 2. Pool, »7«/mo WLA, 826

?«00^ (19 A16)

f'EMALE: Share hu^e two bedroom apt.
With three. 15 min. walk to campus, $68 75
47S4702, "^

(19 A 20)

MALE or female to share separate room and

shower of large 5 bedroom house in Venice

with 4 med students $80 /mo. Call 392 5515

after 7 PM. ("A20)

ROOMMATES (female preferred) for large

house in Hollywdod. Own room, yard,
- fireplace, pets. $36 /mo. 469 6920. ( 22 A 20)

ROOMATES needed to share furnished

Brentwood house m nice neighborhood,
private room. 5 mm. from campus, bus line,

shopping 479 5988. (22 A 16)

/Room and Board .......... 24 ^

DYKSTRA Hall dorm contract (men'sl
'immediate occupancy. Residence now
Imcans priority next fall Call 454 3405 (24 A

"la MANCHA
ISNOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

FOR FALLQUARTER, 1971

TRIPLE ROOMS WITH BOARD
WILL BEGIN AT$1095PER

ACADEMIC YEAR

'71 VW Bug, only 2,000 mi., warranty, radio
Will take best offer. Call day: Mr. Ellis, 278
8133. (29 A 19)

'65 DODGE Dart conv. Low mileage, ex-

cellent cond. $850/best offer. 472 6906 after 6,

weekends (29 A 22)

'65 BARRACUDA, 31,000 mi., mint condition,
radio, automatic, new tires, must see, $850.

396 7923. (29 A 22)
'

-I

'68 VW, suni-oof, auto., radio/heater, good
condition Must sell this week. Make offer,

472 4950 (29 A 22)

'68 VW Bug, tan, auto., sunroof. Good mech.
cond ,$1100. WPS 825. Eves, 454 8Jt3. (29 A
22)

MUST saCrTiftce '67 MOB Roadster, aint

cond . low mileage. AM FM, wire wheels,
$1325 395 5485 (29 A 19)

PORSCHE Speedster '57, Immaculate, fresh
engine and many extras $2600 firm 454

8914 (29A>»)

WHITE Volvo-144, stick Shift, '70, special

tires, radio, xlnt. cond , low mileage Call

825-4998. (29 A 16)

MUSTANG'67, 2 8. 2, 289, 4 speed, 5 new
polyglas, $1370(TWS 767), 474 0147 eves &
weekends (29 A 16)

•
I

'64 MERCURY Monterey hardtop, radio &
heater, air cond , power, clean, $500 789

6923 (29AI6>

'63 PORSCHE Cabriolet, rrbuilt super 90

engmi- iitra clean $2,700 919 16)7 (29AI6)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A I AUTO SERVICE
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd

across from GM Plant
Call 894 7075 74 Hours

A-1

'64 VW Bog, rebuilt '65 enq Xlt mech cond
S625 or bist offer 19)7094 (79 A 70)

'66 CORVETTE Stingray convertible. 4 sd.,

never raced, runs great. Must sell this

weekend $1695 or best offer. 651 4087. (29 A
16)

'64 VW Wagon good condition. $575. '64

Chev Imp Good engine. $175. Must sell.

FR9 7461 (29 A 16)

'68 MGB, yellow, wires, AM/FM, radials,

21,000 m Sharp. $1900 479 1694 eves. (29 A 21)

SAAB ^ FM 70 Low mil, air cond, radio,

fuel ini Warranty, $2600 (679CIL) Days 466

4212 ext 340, Eves 478 7846 (29 A 16)

'68 VW perfect cond , automatic stick, AM
FM radio, $1250 787 4977 (29 A 19)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale, 30

ANY make/model new car (foreign A
domestic) at near dealer's cost Collegiate

Concepts, 788 1610 (29 A 20)

•70 CB450 HONDA ^wst seH, '71 »t«efH#,

accessories included Make offer Phone
Peter, 939 7818 eves (J0AI6)

I

I '63 TR 4 Triumph conv
$600 55224 or 455-2S44.

good cond., asking
( 29 A 2 1

)

.J4t VW AM FM, removable rack, «lnt cond,

must sell, make offer, 475 2464 eves X56482

days, (29 A 19)

i

930HILGARD AVE
' 47S 5831

69 MGB black/black leather int. Radio, wire

wheels/ 15,000 mi / xlnt. cond 825 6141, 882

?g08. (^^AU)

'60 VW one owner fine condition $47$ or

best offer 652 5058 after 5 30 or weekend
^ (29 A 20)

I

WOMEN* Apply now! YWCA Co op for fall

' 1971 Convenient, inexpensive, homchke.

! 4 744012. iiiAil»

DYKSTRA Hall girl's contract. $120 for the

rem^lininq spring quarter, Call Esther 653

8365,652 3806 (24 A 20)

'65 MUSTANG V 8 conv., shift 4 speed Good
condition Must sell, going abroad Eves. 475

5,32 (29A20)

•67 BUICK Electra 22$, 4 dr. ht. only 29,000

mi , excellent $1650 477 3405 400 Veteran

Ave,

70 TS 90 SUZIKI E«c cond low mileage

Need bigger bike $100 Call Mark, 551

9404 (10 A 22)

64 HONDA Scrambler, 1500 actual miles

pert cond S250 271 12S9 Call bvlore live (JO

A 16)

69 MOTO GUZZI Scrambler 125 cc. top

cond 1000 easy miles $200. must sell 8J9

S415 (JO A 20)

(29 A 20)

y
Room and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25

'67 VW Sedan Good condition Rebuil engine

$450 or best offer Call 826 9567 (29 A 20)

'66 AUSTIN Healey Sprite. Xlnt cond. $700

ormakeoffer 828 5762 (29 A 19)

GOOD transportation summer |Ob, fun. '61

Galaxie, V 8engine, power steering /brakes.
R/H, 5)85 477 6392 (29 A 20)

STUDENT Couple Room & board (private

bath), exchange for babysitting/ light^

housework for working mother 931 5785 or

655 6060 (25 A 22;

/House for Sale 21

BRENTWOOD, Bus to UCLA, 2 l»edrooms
w outMdo playroom. 1105 Amherst, now
')' SCO Owner 826 8527. (21A20)

^r^^^^^^^ Patfo- spacious formal dngrm ,

47*\i.;^'^'" ^*»* Nr. UCLA own $49,000
*"*•'<

(21 A 19)

L^r'!!'*'"^^^ privacy Bel Air 3 bdrms
^-rqi. qro„nrt', Trrr, Pool Unique $75,000^ (21A20)

v^House to Miore .......„ 22

P««d J'^^'^'AN friend, share Urge 'Jinique

lea^.. l?*"^' **5/mo
, including utilities, no

Michael. 390 4810 ^22A22)

one^ ? "^*** ^*^»rc 2 bdrm beach house with

(iw., ?/"* yard, garage, furnished Beth
"""> 196 I0B9I ,27 A 19)

GIRL, live in light housekeeping and child

care Walk to campus, exp salary,
<'/

f"
172 7237 '25 A 14)

/Room for Rent 26

S60 ROOM, Suns.t Strip M'"**"* ^„^*''

necessary, male B.g cloiet w w carpets

References 876 5476. ^24_A20)

MEN Students Room «^° /'"^ *"/*?'l
fair. Call 479 9064 Ask for Bob or Steve ( 26 A

'ui-. iFUL private room bath Imens.

utilities rt<>ar campus '
t;'«Po'iS','^'*' 7*J^

"CUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO — MG

Save on car rental with our "Buy here take

delivery m Europe Plan " Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

191 0445, 870 6928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

'69 PONTIAC GTO, xlnt cond ,
air cond ,

bucket seats, a steal $2450 Work 825 5297,

home 789 67J1 (29 A 20)

VOLKSWAGEN 67 I500cc's engine, trans

(ust rebuilt, radio, heater, sunroof, stereo

wired $1000/offer 824 2705 (29 A 20)

'65 MpSTANG. exc engine New tires,

brakes, transmission $700 best offer 474

105$ or 478 1604 (29 A 20)

)OSc( f AMAH A, 1966, «Tnr"^C0»Rr, 17,000

miles and helmet $125 firrti Call T^rry 4rf

6874 eves ' 10 A 20)

SAVE UP TO $400

on your own motorcycle and tour Europe*
Buy new BSA. TRIUMPH NORTON. TAX
FREE from one o» England's old'-'t dealers

Est 50 years Huge stock too of guaranteed
used models at England's lowest prices Full

Insurance for Europe A Shipment back to

USA arranqtO or we guarantee re-

purchase Write now for full details

George Clarke ( Motors) Limited
276 271 Briiton Hill

London, S W 2 Eng
Tel 01 674 1211

'66 VW Bug xlnt nu clutch, brakes $9$0

Call 473 2409 before 10 am after5pm (29

A 16)

6S MGB Rdstr W/w Blaupk Sempenet
xlnt body, mech , Dernngton, New interior

Must sell 769 198J (29 A 20)

67 TRIUMPH Spitfire 28,000 miles original

owner rjdio heater $895/best offer 839

8414 (29 A 20)

FOR Sale '67 Yamaha 2$0 cc Ftrfect
mechanical cond Best offer over $2S0 J98
8196 (MA 19)

TRIUMPH Chopper 70 500cc, very fin«

cond Cost 51700. now $1150. J9S 6514 (10 A 16)

'63 SUNBEAM Alpine convertible, good

condition Best offer, must sell 477 4011, ex

215eves (29A20)

68 DATSUN 1600 roadster xlnt cond

Chrm whis, libersolt top Only $1350 915

.670 . r79A.9)

'67 ALFA Duetto hardtop due brakes 16,000

miles orig owner imac cond $2195 or best

offer 689 2446 or 862 8746 (29A23)

MorrtiHg^ftM V^i <<" <'' * <^" '"^^

/Room to Share ^^_
GIRL student or^ grad to share *P»

»"<J
meals free with guy 399 6110 (27 A 19)

65 MUS T ANG—I gwwp r , 8tv ' *u iu nam—
5S95 R H good fires 825 5lJ5 after 7pm
476 3753 (29 A 20)

68 PONTIAC Le Mans automatic air cond

10 00(5 miles Davs, 825-7351, M'*^ Valentine

Evrs S59^8(JV'
--"^ f»fft2n

69 DATSUN 1600 no hassle 20.000 mi $1750

offer Nights 394 4717 (29 A 20)

67 TRIUMPH Spitfire low mileage Xlnt

fflnd,!.on 789 4175even.ngs iJ^Ald) oX

MGB '69, lo

5521 after 6

64 FORD Fairiane
tran»por«j»io« t44«

§731

4ge All the extras 17)
~

(39 A 16)

^^r^

V I Rt»'

Of bes4 o'

good
^ ,.^126
(29 A 2)1

r-^-

.": .?
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Pepper Rodgers-mixing Aretha with football

(Ed. note: With the beginning of spring footbaU this week

Pepper Rodgers. hired as the head football coach last

January when Tommy Prothro left for the Los Angeles

Rams, win make his first mark on the UCLA football team

and UCLA In general. Here DB sports writer Steve Kennedy

views Rodgers as Rodgers views himself.)

Pepper Rodgers first came into national prominence as a

head football coach in the 1969 Orange Bowl. His Kansas

Jayhawks were about to end Penn SUte's perfect season

when a never-to-be-forgotten blunder cost Kansas a victory.

Penn State had driven late in the game, scored, and

elected to try for a two-point conversion and a win. It failed.

But an official was counting heads and, as he later recalled

*'I didn't stop until I got to 12." An extra man on the field

gave Penn State another chance and it won, 15-14.

Suddenly Pepper Rodgers was thrown into the spotlight,

an unfortunate one at that. Today, two years later. Pepper

Rodgers is head football coach on the UCLA campus, a site

not totally unfamiliar to him. Rodgers was an assisUnt

under the man he replaced. Tommy Prothro, since gone to

the Rams.
Colorful character

It's likely Pepper will be known by action as well as by

name for he is a colorful character. Just 39. he replaced a

man highly-respected and 11 years his senior and, quite

naturally, things will change. Rodgers' voice will not be

entirely different to Bruin football followers. Bom in

Atlanta, Rodgers has a definite Southern note about his

speech, though it is not as well-defined as Prothro's

Memphis-based drawl.

••I think there's a great deal more pressure here because

of replacing Prothro, " Rodgers says. "Actually, I don't

think you replace Prothro. What you do is go out and do

your own thing. The program, as far as I'm concerned, is

much better now than it was when I was here before."

In a sense, Rodgers will be more difficult to spot on the

field. Unlike his predecessor. Pepper does not stand above

the players in size and certainly doesn't outweigh many of

them. In another sense, Rodgers may be easy to see. *'I

have a fun time, I do a lot of strange things," he admits.

Walt tUI big game

"111 probably do some that will shock everybody. I tol(il

'em the other day that the 12-man thing was all right, but

now I've got to do something better than that. I'll wait till a

big game, though."

When head coaches suddenly change, and a man is

brought in from the outside to take over, there is bound to be

a difference in philosophy from the predecessor, in this

case, Prothro. "They're similar, " Rodgers explains, "but

our personalities are a lot different. I often become closer to

the players than did Prothro, that's one big difference. I'll

probably do some things on the field he wouldn't do. For

instance, I used to race players in practice, have relays

with coaches, slide around on the sleds in the snow and so

forth. These things I thought were fun and would make the

guys realize it's not a matter of life or death."

Pepper dismisses the theory that coaches are in sports to

make money. "I don't really think coaches coach football

for money and I don't think football players play football for

scholarships. I don't think the scholarship is worth it. If

somebody called me up tomorrow and asked me if I would

go to Ocala, Fla., and work at Silver Springs for a million

dollars handling snakes, I don't think I'd go. I don't think I'd

like that. And I wouldn't cover a kickoff against USC for a

million dollars unless I really liked it. Not even if I was on

scholarship."

Limit scholarships

Recently, there was a proposal to limit the number of

football scholarships given per year. How does a coach at a

major university, one whose athletic budget is determined

by football more than any other sport, feel about this?

DAILY
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Pepper Rodgers

"I wouldn't be against it," Rodgers reasons. "It wouldn't

hurt us. It would hurt some of the other schools, but it's

easier for us to decide who we want. For example, it would

be much easier for SC to get by on 20-25 scholarships than it

would be for Nebraska. It hurts people in small areas.

Schools in the midwest, for instance, have to take more

chances.

Where does the athletic program, the football program in

particular, fit in with the widespread structure of the

University? "I say if the athletic department and the people

who come to watch the ballgames support the program to

the point where it's not taking anything away from the

students, then if you can give 15 kids scholarships who

couldn't go to college and get them an education or as much

of an education as they can get, then you've helped them. I

myself would not have gone to college except for a

scholarship."

Pretty good guy

And how does Rodgers, once a collegiate star himself at

Georgia Tech under Bobby Dodd, see himself? "I don't

really want to be anything special," he states. "The iden-

tification I would like to have as a coach would be if I was
identified by my fellow coaches as a great coach. I've

always liked being identified with the university and with

the students. I'd like the majority of the students to think

that I was a pretty good guy.

"We all strive for recognition among our peers, " Pepper

adds. "I want to be recognized as a good football coach.

That is possible where you have more players available to

coach. The emotions playing USC won't be any different-

than when Kansas plays K-State. Maybe the so-called

rewards, such as possibly going to the Rose Bowl or

possibly being high nationally in the rankings, are greater.

But nothing can be bigger than playing your neighbor

"There's more people here and there's more pressure

here as far as seeing you win or lose, but the only pressures

a man has in life anyway are those he puts upon himself."

Life In the Southland

Life in the Southland is far different than it was in Kansas

and Rodgers recalled some of the problems faced in each

area. He came back to the land of crowded freeways and

smog because he likes the big city. "I like the fact that

you're not confined in the area of your players," Rodgers

thought back, "having to be in just a httle isolated area "

He often spoke of recruiting and in his office hang the

jersies of No. 19. He playfully asks if that's the number

Dennis Dummit wore, and then compares the year-round

war of garnering athletes between this area and the mid-

west. "It's easier here than at Kansas. Number one, UCLA

sells itself and number two, this area's got more people and

it's easier to find guys who want to play. But it's harder

academically. We could come out at Kansas and give a kid

a scholarship based mostly on a high school diploma.
'

The smalltown atmosphere, like that of Lawrence,

Kansas, can give coaches a season-enduring headache if

the townfolk decide they want to be know-it-alls.

"I like the part that when I'm at UCLA I'm the coach, and

when I leave here, I don't have to be on all the time. I can be

just anybody when I go out to eat, for instance. In

Lawrence, if you go the grocery store, you've got to explain

to the clerk why you lost or why you won. Here you don't

and I like that.

The whole world

"And it's the same about the players. They can go off and

if they're drinking beer, the whole world isn't going to tell

you about it. I realize that players drink a beer once in a

while, I know that's part of it. But in Lawrence, if your

player was out drinking a beer, you got eight phone calls

about it. You had to put yourself in a position you didn't

want to be in. Hell, I don't want to run around checking on

everybody else ; I don't do that. I wasn't treated that way at

Georgia Tech and I don't expect to treat the players like

that here."

Discipline is an unfortunate task that every coach faces

Today's chief issue seems to be hair and it has caused more

than a few rifts among athletes and their coaches in the

collegiate ranks. Rodgers' grey hair is extremely short, so

.Tiuch so a comb would appear to be of little use. "I'm not

going to make everybody grow their hair long," he smiled.

"If they want to keep their hair short, they can. I think guys

have to have a certain standing," turning serious for a

moment, "but I don't expect them aU to look like one

another, either.'*

Plotting football

And does Rodgers, a la George Allen, spend all His spare

moments plotting football techniques? "I like tennis," he

says, "but I like chess too. It's like football because it gives

you a chance to practice what you preach. You can be very

aggressive, very conservative and you have to realize that

mistakes will beat you."

In his carpeted office is an eight-track stereo tape deck

and it is another recruiting tool. Players wUl often hear the

ringing sounds of Aretha Franklin emanating from his

office, by the choice of Rodgers.

An Aretha Franklin-playing head football coach? —

^

Why not?
—Steve Kennedy

Basemen host Indians, Cal in three-game series
The UCLA baseball team faces a pivotal weekend. Two excellent

Pacific-8 opponents, Stanford and California, invade Los Angeles today

and tomorrow. The Bruins meet Stanford at 2:30 this afternoon and face

Cal in a doubleheader beginning at 12:00 tomorrow at Sawtelle Field.

Despite Tuesday's 7-1 loss to USC, head coach Art Reichle remains

optimistic. "We're not going to fall down and play dead. We'll come
back," he said. To come back means to win at least two of the three

games. Two losses this weekend would put UCLA in serious trouble,

especially since the Bruins must play the same two opponents on the road

next weekend.
When the Bruins teke the field against Stanford today, they will have to

be concerned about the hitting of Indian outfielder Rod Boone and first

baseman Mark Lucich. Through 31 games, Boone is hitting .410 with six

homers and 29 RBI. He also leads the Indians in scoring, crossing home
plate 32 times. Lucich was hitting .333 going into the conference season.

Catcher Bob Reece, an all-conference pick last season, is coming along at

270, while another all-Pac-8 selection, outfielder-first baseman Mike

Nelson is off to a slow start, hitting only .226.

Other surters

Other Stanford starters include second baseman Dave Edson (.250),

shortstop Al O'Brien (who has raised his average 114 points the past two

, weeks to .274), third baseman Pat Rusco (.324), centerfielder Kevin

Cronin ( .375) and rightfielders Nelson or Glen Johnson ( .300).

Pitching seems to be Stanford •*'
; onghold as five oi their six pitchers

have ERA under 3 00. Dan Shaw leads the staff with a 7-3 record and 1.35

f:RA; Bob Kammeyer. with a 5-3 record, leads in strikeouts with 41 while

Bruce Schoen, Bob Di Pietro, and Bob M. -Sl have com- records

of 5-0.

With a doubleheader on Saturday against Cal, the Bruins must show
more spirit with the bat than they did against USC, "We hit the ball as

hard as USC except we hit it right at their pUyers," complained Reichle^

UCLA can't afford the same mistake against the Bears. Cal has live

regulars batting over .300. led by rightfielder Jerry Vitatoe. Through
^

games, Vitatoe had driven in 23 men while hitting a lofty 338. Jerry is tne

older brother of Bruin basketballer Marv Vitatoe.

First baseman Gary Hernandez leads Cal in hitting with a .372 average

Catcher Rocky Shone, at .358, has taken over for the injured Enc una

quist, who was hitUng .324. Mike Koski, who pUys second or third base,

is hitting at a .314 pace with outfielder John Haro at .308. Second baseman

Gene Tate (.226), shortstop Don Moresco (.167), and outfielder uav

Alderete (.207) round out the Cal lineup.

Down with mono
On the mound, Cal has been forced to replace Greg TeUis, who cam^

down with mononucleosis. (He did not graduate, as reported before)

Bears have called upon Ray Del Carlo as their ace. He sUnds 4-0 witn

3.02 ERA in 41 plus innings. The bullpen stopper is Doak Moore, 4-2 ana

2.64 ERA. Roger NeweU (3-1, 3.87) and Neil Ernst (2-3, 3.34) round out ine

sUrting contingent. Ken Nelson, with a 1-2 record, also pitches frequenuy

for Cal. .

The Bruins have to resurrect their bats. Ralph Punaro, Mike GeraKo^-

and Ron Diggle must do better than their combined 0-13 against L
.

UCLA must have better pitching than that turned in Tuesday by ace n

Pope and Gary Robson u^
UCLA must also not permit Cal to steal bases the way the Trojans

_

USC pilfered five times Above all. Bruin Ditchers must not groojV

pitrht appenswith ^ fal

pitch in the form of a three-run homer. However, the conference seas

hardly over. But two wins out of three, at least, are needed if the Br
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DB Editorial

Coffee crusade perks-up
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are to make a run at the Pac-« title.
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UC student body presidents

AAonday, April 19, 1971 Recruitment for Army
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War moratorium supported ™''i"=' "JT''
Student body presidents from seven UC campuses

have signed a resolution declaring their support for a

three-^ay moratorium May 3, 4, and 5, to protest the

Vietnam war. Only one campus, Santa Barbara, has

made plans for action.

Plans here are still indefinite according to Pete

Bouvier, Graduate Students' Association (GSA)

president and Keith Schiller, undergraduate student

body president, who both signed the resolution.

The resolution signed April 9 states
*

'We...declare

-our full support for a university-wide moratorium on

May 3, 4 and 5. . . We urge further that no 'business as

usual' be carried on at any campus on May 5 in

memoriam of the tragedies of May, 1970."

Tom Tozdal, president at UC Santa Barbara, said

•There will be more than a moratorium. It's a

strike; we're going to start an offensive against the

war, with the objective of forcing the government to

set a date for total withdrawal."

The Associated Students at UCSB sponsored a

peace conference three weeks ago to map strategy

for the strike, according to Tozdal. He hopes the

campus will shut down on May 5 and students will use

the time to go out into the community and explain

their anti-war stand.

Both Bouvier^and Schiller have talked with campus

groups supporFing the moratorium, but as yet no

final arrangements have been made. Some members

of the Student Legislative Council (SLC) have been

meeting with Chancellor Charles E. Young to

develop a special program for May 5, Schiller said.

Eric Woolman, UC Berkeley's student body

president, believes campus activitiefs May 3, 4 and 5,

will keep alive the spirit of the anti-war marches

planned foj Washington, D.C. and San Francisco on

April 24.

There will be little activity at UC Irvine, or UC San

Diego, according to student body presidents there,

who also signed the resolution. "A lot of resolutionsi^

that the student body presidents sign don't have

operative clauses," explained Tim Young, president

at UC Irvine.

Other presidents signing the resolution were Mike

Palcic from UC San Diego, David Wren from UC San

Francisco and Luis Campos from UC Santa Cruz.

By Terry Colvin

DB Staff Writer
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Spring faculty lecture series opens
'The Relation of Literature to Politics" will be the topic of a panel

discussion at 8 p.m. today in Social Welfare 147 to open the spring faculty

lecture series on "Politics and the Arts."
,

The discussion is open to the public without charge.

Robert Maniquis, assistant professor of English, will moderate the

discussion. Other participants include: Steven Bates, assistant professor

of English ; Carlos Otero, professor of Spanish and Romance linguistics

and Ann Banfield, Woodrow Wilson fellow and PhD candidate in English

at the University of Wisconsin.

Other lectures in the series will include: Stephen Kayser, lecturer of

integrated arts, April 26 on "Opera as Political Phenomenon*'; O.K.

Werckmeister, associate professor of art, May 3, on "Paul Klee and
Stefan George in Exile — The Defeat of Modem Art by National

Socialism" and James Kerans, associate professor of theater arts, on
"Th^ter Plots — the End of the Ending."

graduating seniors, take note : now is the time
to buy your graduation announcements

Get the official University of California announcements now—
so you'll have time to address and mail them. It's a great way
way of letting everyone know about the occasion that can only
happen to you once. Card, enclosure and double envelope —
per dozen, 2.85

Students' store

v..

ari department, a levd, ockerman union. 825-771

1

new hovn; 9.QQQ.m. 7 i.^p m Man Fri; 1Q.3 Sot

"Go Bruins, smash Army," is to be the rallying cry for a protest

Monday against Army recruiting at the Placement Center.

David Sacks, a spokesman for the organizing committee, said a con-

certed effort will be made to force the Army personnel off the campus
"Any part the University plays in helping to supply manpower for the

armed forces implies complicity with the pohcies that the government
professes," Sacks said.

"University complicity must therefore imply student complicity, and

that is something that every student on this campus should not tolerate

"

he said.

'Good fight'

Another spokesman for the group, which is sponsoring the People to

People's Peace Treaty, said if the government has the audacity to bring

the war in Southeast Asia to UCLA, then the least that should be done is

"to give them a good fight."

The group spokesman said they were not worried about the possibility

of violence at the protest.

"What we will attempt to do is to kick the Army's ass off this campus,
and whatever evolves will be only incidental to our goal," she said.

She said there would probably not be any violence, and if there were,

the group would not initiate it.

Literature

The group plans to pass out literature on campus during the day. They
will picket the Placement Center between 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.,

followed by a rally in Meyerhoff Park' at 12:45 p.m. At the conclusion of

the rally there will be a march on the Placement Center, according to

Sacks. ~

The operations officer at the main recruiting station downtown said the

purpose of the Army's presence on the campus is not recruiting.

Explain

"The officers who will be on campus are not there in a recruiting

capacity in any way. They will be there to explain what the Army cau

offer to college graduates," he said. -- _
"We never recruit for Officers' draining School. We avf merely sup-

plying an effective information outlet for anyone who might be in-

terested," the officer said.

The plans of the Army officers to stay on the campus will depend upon

the intensity of the demonstration. "We have been doing this for some
time, and we plan to continue in the future. The atmosphere of the

campus has nothing to do with the recruiter's presence," he concluded.

Dean Shaw, head of the campus Placement Center, was aot available

for comment.
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ABORTION:
An Historical Romance of 1966

Tilts novel is about the romantic possibilities

of a public library in California
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Regents appoint new Berkeley chancellor
By Deborah Ashin

DB SUff Writer

The UC Regents Friday named a

new chanceUor for UC Berkeley

despite the absence of Governor

Ronald Reagan who had the flu and

UC President Charles J. Hitch who

is
hospitalized for a heart con-

dition.

Albert Hosmer Bowker,

currently chanceUor of the City

University of New York and

described by one faculty member

there a^ a "benevolent despot,"

will tak^ charge on July 1, ac-

cording to William French Smith,

chairman of the Board of Regents,

who made the announcement.

Bowker, who's former position is

comparable to that of a university

president, will replace Roger

Heyns who resigned as Berkeley's

chancellor last fall after leading

the campus through five years of

turmoil.

Smith would not divulge whether

the decision to appoint Bowker was
unanimous, however it appeared
the Board was not in complete
agreement. According to Regental
by-laws, a simple majority of those
-•'— it is required when hiring

University personnel.

Chester McCorkel, University
vice president and acting president
in Hitch's absence, who sajd
Bowker's most important trait was
his "dedication to academic ex-

cellence," read the following
statement from Hitch:

"We are most fortunate that a

search of this magnitude begun in

the middle of the fall quarter could

be completed by the l>eginning of

the spring quarter with the

selection of such an eminently

qualified individual."
-"—

Bowker
Bowker, 51, is a statisticiari with

degrees from the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT) and
Columbia University. He spent a

majority of his academic and
administrative career at Stanford
University where he started as a

professor, and later k>ecame dean
of the graduate division.

Hitch also said the Faculty-
Student Search Committee has
"warmly recommended" Bowker,
who was also endorsed by a
committee of the Alumni
Association.

In a press statenient Sanford H.

Kadish, chairman of*ttie Berkeley

Chancellor Search Committee,
said Bowker "was one of a small

number of candidates warmly
recommended to the president by
the committee after an extensive

search in which over 300 names
were submitted.

many junior colleges in this state

have admission requirements, but

will accept anyone who is

qualified.

Although the appointment was a

surprise to the press, a statement

from Frederick H. Burkhart,

chairman of higher education for

the City of New York and president

of the American Council of

Learned Societies, was available

immediately after the an-

nouncement.
It read: "Chancellor* Bowker's

resignation is very sad news. . .he

is one of the truly great educators

of the country. During the eight

years of his leadership, the City

University of New York has grown

spectacularly in size and stature.

He has shown us a rare com-

bination of imagination, courage,

political acumen and good humor.

They say no man is irreplaceable.

Right now V find this hard to

believe."

In another action, the Regents

agreed to send a special resolution

to John Wooden, UCLA basketball

coach, for his "skill, sport-

smanship and gentle manner" in

helping the Bruins win their fifth

National Collegiate Athletic

Association championship.

Xr:!:!W:%«*y*W*'*^ •NV.•-0.».«. •"W:

••Open admissions**

Bowker, who will receive a

$47,000 salary, is best known for his

"open admissions" (policy) at the

City University of New York. This

policy, similar to ones used in

I

By Robin Sanders

DBSUff Writer

Student and staff members of the

High Potential Program (HPP)
expressed dissatisfaction over the

composition of a special committee

set up by vice chancellor Charles

Z. Wilson to review the program, in

a press conference here Friday.

According to Cynthia Ong, an

HPP staff representative, the

committee does not properly

reflect the interests of the Asian,

black, chicano, and Indian com-

ponents of HPP.
She protested that members of

the committee were "handpicked"

by Wilson and that he overlooked

experienced members of the HPP
staff in choosing the minority

representatives.

According to Susan Meives, a

member of the special committee
representing Wilson's office, the

minority representatives were
chosen by HPP director Winston
Doby from a group of volunteers.

Review

The committee was originally

established by Wilson to review

HPP and suggest changes in the

program. Members of the staff

have objected to the review
claiming that they are satisfied

with the program as it is and any
improvements should be made by
the HPP staff itself.

Objections to this review grew
out of a dispute with Wilson over
new guidehnes submitted by his

office on admission and recruit-

ment procedures for HPP.
Representatives said they com-
posed their own guidelines and

attempted to present them to

Wilson in March but he refused to

read them.

Expertise

The representatives believe their

statement explains the needs of

HPP l)ecause it draws on the ex-

pertise of the HPP staff members.

They charged that the committee

did not know anything about HPP
and could not understand its needs.

Meives admitted that some
committee members did not have a

thorough knowledge of HPP when

it was first appointed but that they

have learned much about it.

"There were people on the com-

mittee not familiar with HPP at

first but we spent a great deal of

time talking about HPP," she said.

Meives said Wilson rejected the

.proposal because it was submitted

after the committee had l)een

formed and the representatives

would have a chance to air their

views l>efore the committee.

Decision

Jim Matsuoka. another staff

member .at the press conference,

explained hearings would be futile

because HPP staff would still have

no part in the decision-making

process.

"The committee could say they

will consider our proposal and then

change their minds when they

make their final report," he said.

The students and staff members
plan to present their own proposal

directly to Chancellor Charles E.

Young for consideration. However,

the representatives said they are

still wilhng to meet directly with

Wilson. Kenwood Jung, another

representative, said "We call on C.

Z. Wilson to meet with the com-

ponents of HPP students and staff

to discuss differences and the

future of HPP."
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ASUCLA Communications Board

The ASUCLA Communications Board Announ-

ces that applications are now available and may
be obtained at the Publications Office. 112 KH
for the following positions for the 1971-72 school

year: \

•daily bruin editor-in-chief
daily bruin business manager
*kla general manager
anommo editor-in chief
la gente editor-in-chief

•southern campus editorrln-chief
*UCLA TV NEWS EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

All applications must
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ANNOUNCEMENT! ! !

be returned to the Publications Office before noon, Monday, AprU 2Gth
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Chi/d health care plan

faces discontinuation

I

j;

%

I

I

By Marti-Ann Fleming

DB SUff Reporter

The Child Health Care Pre-Payment Plan (CH-

CPP), an experimental plan which provides pre-

paid medical care to children of students here,

faces disconUnuation at the end of the summer

URlesB new sources of revenue can be found, ac-

cording to a letter from Dr. Baldwin G. Lamson,

director of hospitals and clinics, to vice chancellor

Norman Miller.

According to Linda McKown, co-ordinator of the

plan, the project was the recipient of a Delia H.

Leffin Endowment Fund grant. The grant was

lost, however, because there are clily'aUwl -«5a

families enroUed instead of the 2,000 originaUy

estimated.

In a January financial review, Donald Du Bois,

one of the founders of the program, said con-

tinuation of the project would require an increase

in rates, external financial support and additional

support from the campus administration in

enrollment. '«'-

'

The rates have been'increased from $24 for one

child per quarter to $30 for one child per quarter.

Financial support has been sought from the

hospital auxiliary, according to McKown.

Commitments

Steve Halpem, general representative, said he

was attempting to get a $500 commitment from the

Student Legislative Council (SLC) for the plan, in

order to demonstrate undergraduate support.

Leona Mattoni, Graduate Students' Association

(GSA) vice-president, said GSA also plans to grant

$500. This figure, she said, was in proportion to the

amount available at this end of the year period,

rather than being a true estimate of what the

program deserves.

Students whose children are enrolled in the plan

hav^e organized to try to save the pilot project from

extinction.

Cohry Silverthome, a member of the steering

committee, stressed the plan provided prevenUve

care which may have been crucial in the case of

her daughter's ear infection. Another member,

Alan Felsenfeld, who has worked as a hospital

administrator, saw the plan as a model for

medical financing in the future which deserves

administration support.

The committee has gathered 280 signed

vouchers among families at married students'

housing, which they say are proof that the families

would be willing to join if enrollment were not

closed due to the financial situation. Non-

members claim to have little or no knowledge of

the plan or confuse it with the student health

service, according to members.

SUtus

McKown clarified the status of the plan in a

letter to Halpem. ''We are in no way part of or

identified with the student health services," she

explained, stating the plan was part of the

Department of Pediatrics. The plan operates in

the Marion Davies Clinic here and receives no

funding from the student health service, she said.

Byron Atkinson, dean of students, disagreed

that the plan was not well publicized, saying, "We
notified every person that was married." He could

not foresee the continuation of the plan without a

research grant of some type.

According to McKown, a two-year National

Health Service Grant had been applied for, and the

outcome of the application would be known this

month. The grant would be for $25,000.

The final decision as to the continuation of the

plan must be made by Dr. Lamson, who is

financially responsible for the hospital and clinics

here. Dr. Lamson said Thursday, in response to

questions, the plan has "contributed to the im-

provement of medical education." However, he

saw noprospects of reopening the program in light

of the financial situation.
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Erich Segal

love Story'-book, film-

discussed by Segal here
•**Love Story* was never meant to be a literary achievement," Erich

Segal, author of the bestseUing book told 350 students here Friday.

The Yale professor classics and comparative literature said "Love

Story" began "as a naive effort." The writing of "Love Story" and what

resulted from it was described by Segal as "a hobby that just got out of

hand."

He said the story idea came from a real life situation in which a woman

worked hard to earn money so her husband could stay in school and then,

when he reached success, she died. "I never wrote the thing as a literary

achievement in the first place, but people just can't accept that."

Originally written as a screenplay, "Love Story" was rejected by

"every movie house in town—not just with a 'thanks but no thanks' slip of

paper, but with vehement criticism." FinaUy, a friend of Segal's

suggested he write it down in book form. It later became a bestseller and

the movie, which finally materialized, has broken records in ticket sales.

When asked about the story's relevance, Segal replied, "It was just a

chocolate eclair. Does every chocolate eclair have to be like a fortune

cookie and have a slip of paper in it saying 'Free Angela Davis?"He said

"Love Story" was never meant to be analyzed and critically evaluated

"§ome people even have found deep religious messages supposedly

hidden between the lines—it just was never there."

He also spoke about reactions to the story. "People are just afraid to

cry." He explained teaching for him now is a "fantastic battle," but that

he was unhappy doing anything else. "I'm an unliappy success." he said

'Dump Nixon' drive

here to be planned

An organizational meeting to

plan a **Dump Nixon"

registration drive for new

voters on this campus will be

held at noon tomorrow in

Ackerman Union 3517. ac-

cording to Irv Rose, the

president of the Bruin Young

Democrats.
A two-week drive organized

by the Young Democrats is

expected to register 1,500-2.000

new voters and get a cadre of

anti-war workers prepared to

register people.

Leather Bell Bottoms Belts Slacks Shirts Jeans Vests Flairs

71 1 PraNnaU Ct«t«f fit
fXtt V«r«fi 7)141

»7)MS Ntll

CtMrt 1021 GLENDON AVE. uniMrtiCMv** ioJ7a«*»iiMrMH»«

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 473-4997 JTmi'S'''^ SJ^'^

SHAPE UPfl

Look B«tt«r—FmI B«tt«r

With th« New
DynaiiMtrk: Ex*rcis« Profrani

Use the natural urge to flex, stretch and

tense the muscles to inlprove physical lit

ness through

DYNAMIC ISOMETRICS

R«lax — Refresh

CondHion Your Body

No Straining

No Violont Movomonis

1^

Simple, compact, carry & use anywhere
tistaction guaranteed Send for complete

^formation SELECT PRODUCTS. Boi 835
Oakland. California 94604

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

s open for business. Featuring;

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Mocrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TO MEET YOUR NE|PS,

.
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PRICES YOU CAN

1006Broxton 477-0880

diagonally ocrossfrom Wastwood V 'og^

Theatre. FREErTolonjij

(Paid Advertisement)

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty

The sound and quality of this system is so good, you'll question its

price. You'll also hnd yourself as the point where various questions come
up about spending more on a music system.

The Spectrosonic 200 is a 170 watt. (± Idb.j AM FM stereo receiver

capable of 33 RMS watts per stereo channel into eigfit ohms witfi botfi

channels operating; an awful lot of clean distortionless power The tuner

section of the Spectrosonic 200 is truly outstanding. It not only scores

well in terms of all important performance specifications, but it flawlessly

brings in FM stations all over the dial under all kinds of difficult reception

conditions. The Spectrosonic 200 also has lust about every convenience
you could want. When you get all this, it's hard to spend more than the

Spectrosonic 200's $299.95 list price which includes the case.

Garrard's SL 65B gives you every desirable record and needle saving

^ device and the bonus of a motor which stays on speed under all cofyceivable

conditions for a mere $103.50 list including a base and a fine ADC 220X
cartridge. All this adds up to an automatic record player very hard to

compete with.

Quadraflex Q 3's are finely constructed two way systems with a ten inch

acoustic suspension bass speaker. You 'it be pleasantly surprised at how much
bass there really is on your records and the Q 3's low SI59 a pair list price

will make you wary about taking the next jump.

All told, the Ih'rig to do is come down, listen, and take it home.

Spectrosofik

QUADRAFLEX

SAVE S160 00
OFF LIST
SAVE $64 00
OFF PACIFIC S
IrEG DISCOUNT

39995

SCOTCH
DYIMARANGE

CASSEt
FOR
$1.87

•w

THESE 90 MINUTE BLANK LOW NOISE CAS
SETTES ARE SUPER GOOD AND WE'VE HAD
ENOUGH TROUBLE KEEPING THEM IN STOCK
AT OUT? NORMAL 01SC0tmTPRK)tOf $3 04r

YOU ALREADY KNOW WHAT YOU CAN GET
THEM FOR NOW. THE $1.87 PRICE IS LIMITED

TO STOCK ON HAND. WE DO HAVE SOME,

BUT PLEASE ACT SOON.

A DEAL
ONA
MARArJTZ
SYSTCri/i

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty

MARANTZ
:-.;

BSR

SAVE $114 05

SAVE $62 05
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG DISCOUNT

299

The Marant/ 28 is an AM/FM stereo receiver rated at 10 watts RMS power per channel both channels

driven and across tfie entire audio bandwidth Thje reason for going into the Marant^ 28's power ratmg

with this much detail ts that Marantz rates all its equipment in the most unambigously honest manner This

S219 receiver is capable, therefore, of delivering its rated power to the lowest notes you'll find on records

This fact, and the Marantz name, guarantees your satisfaction with the sound of recorded music.

The BSR 31OX is an automatic record player tfiat's a fine value at $80 list including a base and a Shure

M44 cartridge It's an extremely reliafjle perfornier with a cueing lever which makes it awfully hard to

scra tch a record.

ADC 404 sfjeakers are very very small, but that didn't prevent the leading consumer magazine from

giving them a very high rating and calling them a "best tniy" They sound fine and i^mdurp nmazingly

deep bass with a six inch acoustic suspension bass speaker ^__^__^.^^^-i^—^^^--—

HOW •It SHE •It IT?

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty

•Z'"^

SAVE $83 95
OFF LIST

SAVE S60 05
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

59995

Dr Amar Bose has just presented the world his latest niarvel, his nvw 501 direct/reflecting

speaker The 501 's sell for $249 60 a pair and use a ten inch bass speaker and two 37^ inch

treble Sfyeakers to achieve a quality of sound that Dr Bose says is exceeded only by his amazing

901 system which sells for $496 You must, of course, be the ludge but when Dr Bose makes

a claim it can 't be taken lightly.

Miracord is not without testimonials. Their model 620 record changer was singled out as a

fine value and their 50H was said to be the best there is by a leading magazine. The new 620U

looks like an attempt by Miracord to make the other changer manufacturers nervous First of all,

they've dropped the price of the 620U to $10 below the 620 it replaces Secondly, while im

proving the performance, they added chrome to make it look awfully good too At $125 40

hst, including a base and an ADC 220X cartridge, Miracord should achieve their purpose.

The Sherwood 8500 is an excellent performing FM stereo receiver rated at 150 watts (t. Idb.)

andxat 35 RMS watts per stereo channel into eight ohm speakers The tuner section has f^een

improved over even Sherwood's great past efforts with a solid state ceramic filter in the IF stage

(which means you'll never need a costly alignment and that you'll be able to pick up weak

stations close to strong ones on the dial) The Sherwood 8500 has the provision for hooking up

remote stereo Sfjeakers as well as a remote mono speaker for music everywhere Moreover, the

Sherwood 8500 is rated at 50 RMS watts per channel into four ohm speakers which means you

get more power when you hook up more Sf)eakers The l,stj>riceo^29^9^es^he^s^r^

only be described as reasonable

pac'^c
P,c.f.c EI*:too.« Inc OPEN SATURDAY 10 to b SONOAV 1 to 5 DAILY 9 to 9

SYfARAARRrNTY IN STORE SE R VICE TRADE IN POLICY USING M A L B BLUE BOOK

IVEARlpEAKERTSrAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS LAY A (WAYS BANK AMiR.CARO MASTERCHARGE

SANTA MONICA 2828 WILSHIRE 829-1726

TORRANCC LAHABRA NORTH HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO BERKELEY MOUNTAIN VI EW WALNUT CREEK SAN MATEO.
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DB Editor/a/

'Justice'
During an interview in the February 1971 issue of

Ramparts magazine, Angela Davis said **.
. . the

legal struggle is part of the wider political struggle

. . . we must not be lured into submitting to the

court's definitions of political trials as criminal

trials. Each case is organically linked to those which

precede it and those which follow . . .

''

On page nine of today's issue, the Daily Bruin

presents a special supplement which deals with the

relation of the American legal system to American
Black citizens.

The evidence, analysis and conclusions offered in

the report are disturbing ih many respects, for they

point out that the **organic link" to which Ms. DaVis
referred is too often a racist link.

The legal system of any nation is often the feature

which gives the best clue to the philosophical and
political fabric of that country's institutions.

It is clear from a close look at America's legal

system that the American fabric is presently

unraveling, and indeed has been shabby for a long

time.

Too often. Black citizens have had to adapt their

worldview to that of a white middle-class lawyer,

while white clients of white attorneys are spared such
subtle repression.

Too often Black defendants have received sen-

tences which are grossly more excessive then the

sentences assigned white men convicted of the same
crime. As a grim corallary, too often no white man is

convicted of murder if his victim is Black.

Too often, bail has been used as a discriminatory

tool which has hampered Black defendants in the

preparation of an adequate defense.

And finally, too often predominantly white middle-

class juries are called upon to judge the

motives,circumstances and '*guilt" of Black citizens

whose outlook is radically different from their own.
All of these disparities combine to form an almost

insurmountable burden on any Black American
accused of a crime in white America ; for he must not

only present what is the '*truth" for him, but he must
also be careful that such tihuth coincides with the

myriad of cultural
*

'truths" of the white judge and
jury.

This catalog of ills has always been true of

American **justice". But presently, we are wit-

nessing a rash—perhaps a malignant rash—of trials

which are blatantly political.

In such spectacles, the defendant must tailor his

defense to the lurching mechanisms of our outdated
legal system, and convince the judge and jury—who
believe ardently that the system is perfectly all

right—that the system is totally rotten. It does not
require a law school education to deduce the odds in

such trials.

Before any long-haired white college student ap-
pears in **our just" courts, he is counseled to cut his

hair, but Black Americans cannot, and do not, choose
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resources which will be used up soon if we don't

find another alternative.

There are other ways like sun power, but it's too

weak and expensive. There are dams, but we are

almost out of dam sites.

The only other feasible alternative is nuclear

power. It's a safe, clean, smog-free way to

produce needed power. The main squawk about

nuclear power concerns radioactivity —
mysterious, deadly, impossible to detect except

through measuring devices. We accept electricity

which few understand, so why not accept

radiation? It's all around you — cpming from

outer space, x-ray machines, even from granite

buildings.

Let's look at the safety record of nuclear

reactors. Only three people have died from a

reactor accident. That occurred in one accident ~
a steam explosion initiated through some manual
mistake. There has never been anybody killed in a

nuclear power generating station since they first

> canie into use around 1957. Does any fossil fuel

have that safety record?

If you are scared of nuclear reactors, stay away
from UCLA. Why? Because we have one right here

on campus — Boelter Hall 2567. It has been run-

ning several times a week for the past 10 years. Is

there radioactivity coming from it? Yes, there is

— a little. Some comes out of the core directly, but

it is stopped by concrete and lead shields. None of

it gets out into the sewer, though powei; plants let

out some harmless amounts. _ _

A little is released through the air stack.l^t it is

in the form of Argon 41 which has a half life of two

hours. This means that within a day it has cleaned

itself up and is essentially all gone — .a form of

pollution which corrects itself quickly and at no

cost.

In conclusion, I would like to say that if you

exist, you pollute. We have at our disposal the

use of atomic energy. It's not perfect, but it's all

we have for the time being. Give it a chance. It's

only defect is that it also pollutes slightly, but in a

manner that is self-correcting and which will

become less as time and money are spent to

correct this.

In our capitalistic society, profit is the incentive.

Putting a five year moratorium will stop what

money is already being spent by the utility

companies to make reactors cleaner. Take the

Southern California Edison Company as an

example. They spend five per cent of their total

revenue on the environmental problem.

Chuck Ashbaugh

Graduate Student, Nuclear Engineering

«
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Every sane person wants to stop smog; but is

there a way to accomplish this goal? There are

people running around campus with signs saying

Stop Smog. They have a peUtion for you to sign for

The Clean Environment Act, to get it placed on the

ballot. Think about it; read about it — before you

sign it.

This measure, sponsored by the People's Lobby,

looks like a panacea for our environmental

problems. Look carefully, it's not! It is a catch-all

bill with several contradictory drawbacks which

really defeat the purpose and effectiveness of the

measure. I speak about the main drawbacks of the

bill — Sections 16 and 17 which impose a five year

moratorium on the building of nuclear power

plants.

With this moratorium, it will be 10 years before

any more nuclear power plants will be on line

producing electricity — safe and clean; it takes

five years to build a safe nuclear power station.

Let's look into the need for electrical power. The

rate of electrical power consumption may double

within the next decade. We are going to get it, no

matter how much handwaving and yelling about

how we use too much electricity and we should

stop. That is pure horseshit.

We won't stop and we as students can really do

nothing about it. The population is still rising ; so is

the per capita energy consumption. We need

power to maintain and improve our standard of

living. We also need more power just to clean up

the environment — it takes power to reclaim

water, to run gases and plant exhausts through

filters. It takes a lot of power to clean up waste and

trash and to convert it into re-usable items. We are

stuck. We need more power just to clean up what

mankind has already done.

Since we need power, what are the alternatives

besides nuclear power? The only real alternatives

are coal, fuel oil and natural gas. These all will

give you smog or carbon dioxide, carbon

monoxide and particulate matter.

Coal is used in some of the local plants. It's dirty

but also dirty in another strange way. These coal

plants release into the air, more radioactivity per

kilowatt than most nuclear power plants. Coal has

radon in it and the radiation emitted is the most

damaging internally of all types of radioactivity.

Radon emits alpha rays and has a very long half

life which means it stays around for a long time.

Fuel oil is used in other plants. Ever see it burn?

It's very dirty.

Some use natural gas, but it's getting more
costly and harder to get
These alternatives are not so good from the

pollution standpoint. These are also natural

Go Bruins,Off Army!
matter if we ended Just UCLA's complicity with the

war — the war would stiU go on. To answer this, we

will present a short analogy. Bringing the war to^an

end is like trying to start a car: if all the parts don't

work together the car ain't ever going anywhere.

The immediate situation: Go Bruins, Smash Ar-

my!
Today and tomorrow, the United States Army will

be recruiting at the University Placement Center.

Does the Army have comphcity with the war? (If you

can't answer that one, consult your head to see if you

have a brain in it. ) We feel that, until the war is over,

that we have a moral and material right to not allow

University complicity to go on.

Upon this basis we are asking for mass picketing of

the placement center all day and all of tomorrow. ^

Bring your body, signs (we have extras) , soul, rage

(remember self-control), and your desire to put your

actions where your convictions are! Separated, our

voices and actions dribble off stone walls, but

together (here and across Amerika) we can "tear

down the wall." n.w.
Submitted by David Sacks

People for Peace and Justice

Let us start with a question : are you opposed to the

war in S.E. Asia? (If your answer is yes, go on; if it is

no, consult your humanity to see if you have any!)

Next question: What are you doing to end the war?
(xood, if you said you were doing something, but a

more typical answer would be: Well, what can I

(alone) do?

Now the question is : What can I (we) do to stop the

war? Thf^ first thing we have to ask ourselves is:

What are the limits of what we can do considering

who and where we are? That's easy: we are mem-
bers of the University conmiunity at UCLA. Now,
what are our hmits?

Now, the limits of what we can do here would be the

extent of the University community's complicity

with the war. Where does UCLA have complici^
with the war? ROTC, war-related research, and war-

recruiters would be an apparent place to start.

Once again, are we not all members of the

University community, and as members of such

entity, its actions are to some extent ours? Therefore

to end part of our complicity with the war, we must
end our university's complicity with the war.

Now some people would ask, what the hell would it

Letter to the Editor

Reactions to Gay Lib table
Editor:

The following are just a few
observations and thoughts I have
experienced while tending one of

the information tables along Bruin
Walk. A guy walks by casually

noting all the different tables along

the way. As he passes my table he
notices the sign, looks at me, then,

embarrassed, turns and walks
quickly away.

tf-Tl t « F f-k ^k^ r\ tf^iwl r«i«*v-hl1IwxrV V%a^««J \ mm

sophisticated, well-educated
college students — strut past the

tables. When they reach me, one
boasts to the other, ''Just let me at

him. lil bust his ass."

Another person, a friend of mine,
walks by, totally ignoring my
salutation for fear people nearby
might associate him with what I

am doing.

A non-descript girl walks up to

me and suddenly begins to tell me I

innocuous table with two signs. The

next time you pass Bruin Walk and

spot the signs ''Stop Police

Harrassment and Entrapment of

Homosexuals," and "Some of youi*

best friends are Gay," ask yourself

which of the above type of reac-

tions you had. More importantly,

ask yourself WHY

!

Larry Rodrigues

Graduate, Meteorology

(•if Mli-
I Wll3Sr

Until American courts are just, all Americans will

be persecuted, and we urge you to read our sup-
nt and educate yourself . . .

V: r

as they spot the signs.

Two guys — the kind you may
have known in high school as the

class bullies, now grown-up.

should repent and mend my evil

ways.

As I write this letter I am puzzled
by how much reaction can be
caused by one small, seemingly

"leans shculd study Iang::ag3s
Editor:

This letter is prompted by an

arUcle (DaUy Bruin, April 9)

stating that the Chancellor's

steering committee's recom-

mendation might be to eliminate

UCLA's foreign language

requirement.

We find it insulting that

Americans do not want the study of

a language other than their own to

be a mandatory part of their higher

education. AU the rhetoric con-

cerning the foreign language

requirement sounds to our ears as

a paradox—conscientious students

who deplore America's superiority

complex in regard to other nations,

and yet who would not include as

basic in their education the tool

which allows them to explore and

relate to other nations on their

terms.

We live on the doorstep of

Mexico; our state is rich with

Spanish heritage, isn't it shameful

NOT to learn the language of our

neighbors, the language of our own

history?

Don't those who wish to abolish

the foreign language requirement

have friends from other countries

who astonish them with their great

facility in several languages?

Other countries seem to have a

strong regard for the study of

foreign languages—and not, thank

God, exclusively English. We do

not experience, because our nation

spans a continent, the immediate

need to speak anything but

English—or do we forget the im-

lediate need to communicate with

-speakers within this span?

If we have so little regard for the

basic human experience of com-

munication, then indeed let's close

the journalism and speech

departments as well as eliminate

the compulsory study of another

tongue. If we object to the

"compulsory" aspect, let's be

consistent and eliminate ALL
compulsory requirements in

higher education. As we consider

eliminating the foreign language

requirement, let us examine
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carefully the possibility that we
might be subtly expressing a
superiority complex.

Marsha McGaugh
Carol Pomeroy

Foreign Siudent Office

Machines

Donald E. Finley:

Executive Director

ASUCLA
I must strongly protest in the

name of all UCLA students who use
the vending machines located
throughout our campus. Last fall

ASUCLA negotiated full control of

the vending machines on campus
away from ARA. You promised
better service, better food selec-

tion, better food quality and at

least no higher prices.

However, since January when
you officially took control, the

selection has gone down, the prices

have increased tremendously, and
the service has been no better. I

would say the quality has stayed

the same, but a friend of mine last

week bought an egg containing in

the yoke what seems to be a

sizeable (1/2" by 1/4'*) chick

embryo!
i'

But the last straw was on April

12, when you raised the price of

milk from 15 to 20 cents! This is an

increase of 33 per cent! The price

of milk in the supermarket has

risen only about 2 per cent per year

for the last 4 years.

How in the name of the

"Associated STUDENTS of

UCLA" can I you, suddenly jack up

the price by such an outlandish

amount? How can you sit in your

office at $30,000 a year, promise us

better food services, yet turn right

around and make us pay through

the nose for such a t>asic food as

milk? (We also don't get any more
discounts on books in the Student

Store, but that's another story.)

For God's sake, if you can't

handle vending machines better

tiian you are now, GIVE THEM
BACK TO ARA! Don't make us

suffer for your inefficiencies.

~
Todd R.Williams

Graduate. Chemistry
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Sportswear's bigger nowl loaded with really

great clothes — everything from dashikfsto

hotpants. And to top it all, we're

having a two-week sale, starting today.

Come see- we think you'll be pleasantly

surprised.

jeans! 500 pair! top quality

famous label! values tp $16!
/c.

women ^ jeans

slight irregs.

if perfect.to 12.

^

A well-known Los Angeles store sold out, and

we scooped up their brand new stock of jeans.

And/or styles (that's male or female) -many
fabrics, colors and patterns in flares!

Montag stationery

up to

1 /2 price

men's blue work

shirts by Levi

if perfect, 7.00

4.25

"^"'~* *^ iifi'ii^"*"

belts, reg. to 10.95

3.99 -

watchbands, val.to$6

1.49

wiDmen s

pantsuits

values to 28.00

18.99

s.4M»
v*aa
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students' store
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Some in SDS have elitist attitudes
Editor:

I would like to refute some of the

sUtements in Daniel O'Hearn's

reply to my attacks on SDS and

other alleged radicals (Dally

Bruin, April 7).

I claimed that SDS was elitist in

its attitude toward workers. As

evidence I cited the SDS practice of

handing out grandiose, adolescent

leaflets to workers as they left the

factory. How else are we to in-

terpret this action? The attitude of

the leafleters, according to my
father, who has worked in factories

for over 20 years, and who was the

recipient of an SDS leaflet, was one

of arrogance and superiority, as if

the "radicals" were saying, "Read

this, you stupid bastards, and

you'll learn what you should do."

How is a factory worker to react, if

not contempuously?

I agree with O'Hearn that

students have much to learn from

workers. They do.

The 1969 SDS Summer Work-in

was mentioned by 0. Hearn, but

never explained. This project saw

SDS members invade factories to

learn "first hand" the "plight" of

workers.

In addition, the SDS shmimers

tried to organize and lead the

workers O'Hearn knows this latter

fact to be true.

As another matter of fact, the

1969 Work-in w^s a complete flop;

that's why SDShad no Work-in last

summer.

First of all. many SDS members

didn't like the idea of genuine

work

Second, the workers frequently

told them to leave. They didn't like

being preached to. Again, how

were they to react? From the

workers' point of view, students

were working during the summer
(for diversion, it seemed) at jobs

which they (the workers) had been

laboring at for many years.

O'Hearn mentions the "March

for Jobs " as proof of worker

student solidarity. It invohred 1500

people, workers and students. Yet

there are millions of workers in

California! The "March for Jobs"

may be SDS's public relations

showpiece, but it is patently clear

that many workers jiBt don't like

students This antagonism is only

partly induced by the media and

factory owners. There is genuine

antagonism, although, as O'Hearn

correcUy stotes, they have a

common foe.

Let me summarize the above

points. Workers will develop their

own consciousness by themselves.

They don't need students. Period.

Let me apologize to those few

members of SDS and other campus

radicals who are of the working

class. I did not include you in the

category of "bourgeois radicals."

T)'Heam states that "bourgeois"

refers to those who own and control

the means of production, as Marx

stated. This is a correct definition,

but is a narrow one. I include under

the term "bourgeois" all those

curious artifacts of middle class

("middle class' defined in a

narrow sense, as "white collar,

businessman middle cla^ss", as

disUnct from blue collar "working

class") culture, including parent-

financed Bank of Amerika

checking accounts and sports cars.

I know many radicals andSDS-
ers who have both of these things,

because I've met such people. I

singled them out for abuse, and

rightly so.

What would O'Hearn do without

Chief Ed Davis? He accuses me of

coming to the brink of using the

latter's term, "swimming pool

Communists" to describe rich-kid

pseudo-radicals. O'Hearn's ob-

vious implication is that if I agree

that there are such rich-kid

revolutionaries ("swimming pool

Communists") then I must be of

Davis' type. Let's use O'Hearn's

logic once again: 1. 1 like trains to

run on time, because it's con-

venienl. 2. Mussolini liked trains to

run on time. 3. Mussolini was a

fascist. 4. Therefore, am I a

fascist?

First O'Hearn comes close to

LEVIT PUTS IT ALL TOGETHER

WITH BLUE DENIM BELLS AND THE GREAT S
CHAMBRAY WORK SHIBT. BELLS (28-38

WAIST) $8; WORK SHIRT (S-XL) $7.

calling me a fascist. Then he

decides to label me a Trotskyite.

the most fearsome charge an

SDSer can level. Really, O'Hearn.

no one cares about your stupid

facUonal disputes, about whether

the Weathermen or your faction or

some archaic group of Trotskyites

is the real, genuine, 24-carat gold

SDS.

The time of the SDS has passed.

Its existence was predicated 0Q_

"Ignorant" workers following the

lead of the adolescent vanguard,

namely SDS. Whether ROTC sUys

or goes has got to be secondary to a

worker whose already meager

paycheck is being eaten up by war-

caused inflation, as he sees the

factory owner go by- in his

chauffered Umosine.

SDS has become a fetter; it will

collapse out of its own uselessness.

POWER TO THE WQRKERS!
. / T.H. Keman

Beautiful
Editor:

Friday night I had one of the

most surprisingly beautiful ex-

periences of my life. Friday I

picked up a copy of the DaUy Bruin

and read Steve Greenberg's letter.

I decided to take him up on his

invitation to '*Journey to

Freedom", whatever that was.

I had no idea what was going to

transpire—maybe a movie about

nature or something of that type.

Instead, I was treated to an ex-

perience that had to be undergone

to be understood. I can't explain it

other than to say that a group of

people, with their love and their art

(music, dance, lighting, cooking,

poetry), put together something

truly wonderful in its simple

beauty, closing with everyone
singing **It's All Too Beautiful

I agree.

Thanks from my soul to you
beautiful people.

Jon von Leden

Smog

Editor:

I am writing in regard to the

campus shuttle buses. I am a

UCLA senior and ride a bicycle to

the campus daily, entering on

WestwooHd Boulevard. Being

restricted by law to riding in the

right hand lane, I often find myself

directly behind a UCLA bus.

The fumes from these vehicles

cause me to have immediate

feelings of headache and sickness;

and I fear danger of permanent

damage to my health.

The exhaust emitted by many of

the shuttle buses exceeds the

standards of both anti-pollution

laws and simple human decency

and consideration for others.

I am aware that negotiation is

now taking place in regard to the

shuttle system for next year. I

impel those responsible to place

major consideration on the factor

of air pollution and to only engage

vehicles that won't pollute, giving

due regard to alternate fueling

systems.

I also urge either immediate

repair or discontinuation of the use

of those UCLA buses which are

presently a danger to both the air

and the bike riding population.

Sharon Hearn

TAHITI* $425 for two weeks! Including airfare and hotel*

You'^can't do it for less (unless you swim). UCLA stu-

dents, facidty and staff may join the UCLA Alumni char-

ter, August 28 to September 10, 197L For more information

call Becky at 825-3901 or stop by the Alumni Center at
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WE'RE NOT
YOUR 'BAG'

IF ^
I ' you wont to travel tK«.

outdoted bus-ta-Kot«l-to-mus«um-to-bus

to-hot«l routine. We're just fun your>g

people moving through Europe in imoil

groups and camping 'couse that's exactly

«vhere it's al.

So com; s*« our Europe th«

European way. 6w««4u —$795.

Bm 72*. Sierro Marfre^ Co 91024

MUSICAL

COMEDY
WORKSHOP
No previous experience

Voice • Dancing • Stoging

Classes now forming

828^554 Directors

Fr«d Bluth & Gloria Brown

fPICKNICK

I
BOOKSHOPS

EXTIiMB.Y LAtOf STOCK
EvMMp til U
6743 Hollywood ilvd.,

HO. 9^191 • at. 5-«191
Topoit9o PtoxQ. Co«>og o ^nrk

rmMuguutfMiiMMMiMMiMMiMiiiiiiyiiiiiiyymJuwwvwtgg

MACRAME
SUPPLIES

'B€ADS- T-PIVS - BJCt ^S - ftlMGS

Jo-Els CroH
222Soi#oMoMcaai«d.S«rt«MUMC«>9»41*9HUM.S^ 10 »e S 90 Fri 12 *o 8
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HYPNOSIS FOR STODENTS

• Better grades

•• Speech Problenn

• Weight Control

• Sn>oliers

• ^"^ Tension

• Personal Gools

University of Wisconsin P^ D .

' 4 y ears teaching Speech
Psychology and Genero* Semontics.

winiaiii L. Risiow. PI1.D.

1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 tor appointment

GRADUATE STUDENT
Nominationsfo/GSA President, 1st Vice

President and 2nd Vice President will be held

at the next GSA Senate Meeting on Tuesday,

April 20, in the Founders Room, Pauley

Pavillion at 7:30 p.m. Petitions are

available in the GSA office for those who
wish to be nominated by their councils. Room
301 KH, ext. 51050.

S-M-L-XL
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Peace Shirts

Show the World Where you Stand

WEAR A RED. WHITE AND BLUE

> DESIGNED PEACE T-SHIRT

Send $2.95 includes Tax
and HandlingMOMCYBACK

•UARANTCC

DandZ ENTERPRISES
RO. BOX 4639 DEPT. 5A

PANORAMA CITY, CALIF. 91402

II

Now Near You. .
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system biased 1

Introduction

(EJHar't M(e: Hie foUowing article doec not aecessarily reprMent tbe views of the Editorial

Boor^ W tlie Doily Btwin : lK>wever. we feel that it b an important article and we welcome any
rrTpanrr to it b> our reader*. The article. In Its original form, was painstakingly documented with

fiitnitn which we have omitted because of space limitations. The authors wish to expreas their

apprtciatioo to Professor Harry ScoMe of the Department of Political Science here.

)

Sensitrfacking

It is our contention that the American legal system in its present

condition is racist, that it is unequally applied, unfairly enforced, and
unjustly administered. Further we submit that because of its in-

stitutionalized racism, it is at this time impossible for a Black person in

America to receive a fair trial.

EKiring the two hundred year history of this country racist attitudes

have translated themselves into institutional systems. White racism
today, then, is not merely the sum of individual white hostilities toward
Blacks but an attitude insidiously built into the institutions of American
society. This covert institutional racism has developed standards,
procedures and rigidities which serve to inhibit the Black man's quest for
equality. The institutional restrictions imposfed Qpon Blacks include the
government in the dispensing of FHA loans, business in its standards for
hiring and promotion, education in its requirements for admittance, and
nearly every other structure and institution in American society.

The current *

'Black liberation" movement calls for people in the
community to unite, to recognize their heritage, and to reject the racist
institutions and values created by white America. In order to accomplish
this task the movement stresses the themes of power, self-determination,
^"^ ji'^^^^^^^ism, through which the goals of self-defense, cultural
autonomy and political autonomy will be achieved; finally culminating in
a community controlled and operated by and lor Black people. The
movement's strivings for local community control is implicitly based on
the concept of nationalism as elicited by Marcus Garvey, W.E.B. DuBois,
and Malcolm X. The liberation movement sees itself as a part of a new
force allied with other oppressed and colonized people of the third world.

The present liberation movement and other past black movements
have always been highly concerned with the treatment of black people in
our courtrooms and within the legal system. From the Constitution,
which counted slaves as 3/5ths of a jman ; to the Dred Scott case ; the I3th.
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14th and 15th Amendments; and the current Civil Rights Legislation, the
history of the Black man in this country has been closely tied to the
evolution and applications of our laws. Among Black leaders the inabUity
of the American society to provide the same jusUce for Blacks which is
granted to whites has long been an exceedingly popular theme. In 1842
Charles Remond, a famous black aboliUonist, stated before the
Massachusetts House of Representatives ''It is justice I stand here to
claim and not favor for either complexion." In 1862, Frederick Douglass
during an address in Boston said ''We ask nothing at the hands of the
American people but simple jusUce . .

." In 1905 W.E.B. DuBois helped
found the unsuccessful Niagara Movement, and one of its points included
the following: "We demand upright judges in courts, juries selected
without discnmination on account of color and the same measures of
punishment and the same efforts at reformaUon for blacks as for white
offenders."

The next twelve years witnessed UtUe progress in this area and
prompted the NAACP in its founding message to demand: '^A fair trial in
the courts for all crimes of which he is accused, by judges in whose
election he has participated without discrimination because of raceA nght to sit upon the jury which passes judgement upon him."

In 1933 Angelo Hemdon, a Black, Communist labor leader was charged
with inciUng to insurrection." Hemdon, who was Ured and convicted byan all-white jury, recalled his case: "We demanded that Negroes be
placed on jury rolls. We demanded that the insulting terms 'nigger ' and
darky be dropped in the court."

T
'^Ij^*N"s^ces have continued against Black people; in 1963 Martin

Luther King stated in his letter from Birmingham JaU "Negroes have
expenenced grossly unjust treatment in the courts." In 1966, perhaps themost radically oriented Black group of modem times emerged in-
fluenced in Its rhetoric and doctrine by Malcolm X, tiie Black Panther
Party The ninth point of the Ten-Point Program was specifically
directed at the treatment of blacks in our legal system: "We want all
Black people when brought to trial to be tiied in court by a jury of their
peer group or people from their BUck communities as defined by the
Constitution of the United SUtes ... The 1401 Amendment of tiie United
states Constitution gives a maq a right to be tried by his peer group "
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In 1968 at a rally to free Huey Newton, Bobby Scale, Chairman of the
Party, reiterated the same point: "We want all BUck men held in city
county, state and federal jails and prisons to be released because theJhave not had a fair trial because tiiey've been tiied by aU white juries

''
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Counsel

Due to the complexity of any contemporary legal system, the
assistance of counsel is a pre-condition for an individual to receive a fair
trial. For a Black "American", victimized by a racist society, this

assistance is particularly important. As Jerome Skalnick, in his"^
exhaustive study Politics and Protest, points out "one of the most severe
deficiencies in the administration of justice under normal conditions is

the failure to provide skilled defense cousel for defendants".
Two central problems, both manifestations of institutional racism,

prevent Black people in this country from receiving adequate
"assistance of counsel." The American legal system does 'ffoC firstiy,

recognize the need for sensitivity nor, secondly, the hardships of poverty
in relation to the Black man, and is therefore, we contend, inherentiy
biased against Black people.

In order for an individual serving in the capacity of counsel to

adequately represent his client, it is first necessary that he understand,
that is, be sensitive to the needs of his client. Charles Garry speaking on
the responsibihty of defense counsel has stated, "any lawyer who handles
a case for a client who does not spend hours understanding his client and
his client's thinking is completely derelict in his duty."

Contrary to the assumptions of law, America is a culturally

heterogeneous society with marked differences among various groups in

speech, dress, life styles and, above all, value. Obviously, then, if the

defendent is black, he is more difficult for a white lawyer to understand.

Ideally, of course, for a Black uefendent to be properly assisted by

counsel the lawyer ought to be Black. However, since out of the ap-

proximately 300,000 lawyers in the nation only 3,000 are Black — one per

cent— Black defendents are not always afforded this "luxury."

Most lawyers then, are white gjiddle class people. They tend to have

their own jargon and their own perception of themselves and the world

they live in, exclusive from the Black perspective. Thus, while a white

lawyer may speak for a Black defendent, he certainly cannot, in most

cases, share his perceptions. "Without a shared perspective, which

means a shared experience", says James Lorenz, director of California

Rural Legal Assistance, "as lawyers we tend to project our goals, our

priorities, what we think is important, what we want done". The con-

tention being made here is a simple one; that it is extremely difficult for a

white lawyer to adequately represent a Black defendent.

"In order to understand, I had to do a trememdous amount of studying

on Black history and attitudes, and Huey was a good teacher. I had to

read some books he recommended, as I later told the jury. And I spent

hours rapping with Huey and listening to him, both in private discussions

in jail and in press conferences. 1 was learning about Black America,"

said his defense of Huey P. Newton.

Another problem involving white lawyers defending Blacks occurs in

the South. In the "deep South," it is not uncommon for members of the

bar association to refuse to serve Blacks. Such discriminatory actions

have been publicly endorsed by Mississippi's Attorney General. Those

few lawyers who do accept Black clients are often socially osti-acized,

fired, arrested on false charges, disbarred or physically harmed. As a

result, between 1965 and 1968, out-of-state attorneys were required in over

2/3 of'the federal and state cases. It is apparent that out-of-state white

lawyers will have an even more difficult time understanding their

Southern Black defendants.

The second failure of the American legal system in providing

"assistance of counsel" is its continued reluctance to recogmze the

hardships of the poor. And, smce most Black people are poor, Uie legal

system is especially unfair to them. In a report to the National Con-

ference on Law and Poverty (heldin Washington DC. between June 23-25

1%5) Nicholes Katzenbach and Slrgent Shriver reported that, ".
.

.-the

impoverished Negro as an individual faces legal obstacles ansing from

discriminatory practices in his daily life, which intensify his need for

leizal help" -^*—'

—

Larcely as a result k dSciininatory practices, poor Black people - as

well as poor white people - do not possess enough knowledge to use the

law effectively. Nor do they have the financial resources required to

make effective use of law, even when they possess sufficient knowledge.

Lorenz a member of the California bar, observes that ;'adjudica ion as

lawyer^ know, at best is a delayed system for obtaimng benefits. You

must be able to wait for the wheels of justice to grind fine .

Poo7people, however, cannot afford to wait a year (or years). They

simolv dTnot have the financial resources to obtain counsel for an ex-3 trial. Based on a study done by Patricia M. Ward, the great

matrity of those arrested in this country are poor and most of these

TreTr^ested rminor charges such as drunk and disorderly, loitering

urfew shoplifting etc. Once arrested, these people are placed mja.l. and

-.-«"./*• •I?^ >>

.-.:^

.''•
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ii^ th« accused

i^ii^it# mi public trial

titmme* ofcounsel for his

• OFFICIAL NOTICES •

FROM: Dean of Students

PARKING PERMITS, LOT 32

A limited number of student parkin* permits in lot 32 are avaUable

for the A Spring Quarteronly on a flr^-come41r^-served basis. The^ are

being allocated at the central parking service, room 280, Gayiey-Htralh-

more Structure.

those unabje to f.y;.nd-usua.^^^^^^

ro'lTSnlecTcLnUT Another bias Tthe legal process is the in-

awbihTy^ the system in allowing poor people the opportunity to use
capabihty 01 ine

^^
, jy^^^ jj, mie since, almost by definition,

X'tntJ-^*& tS is, the poor are usually the subject-matter

"'com^rative'Iy those who exercise power in our society ptan far ahead.

Sforr •( SamwiwI /N«fcfccfif StaitS Apill 21

mu neoHwat
s*"^ KINNOSUKE NAKAMURA

)

TOHO lA BREA THEATRE

STUDENT TEACHERS^ and EDUCATION RAJORS

Do your knees ki^ock, and do you start

to sweat at the thought of facing and teach-

ing a class room full of kids? If maintain-

ing discipline is a challenge, lesson planning

a mystery, and successful teaching a cipher,

then the answers to your problems are available

in

"SURVIVAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEA<;HER"

a step by step guide, ...written by

Karlin and Berger, authors of "Successful Methods

for Teaching the Slow Learner."

Send $2.95 Postpaid to Cawther Press, Inc.

P.O. Box 277, Staten Island, New York 10314.,

LIVE MUSIC AND DANCING
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COORS ON TAP

"fiUMPA DUMPA BROS. Wed. thru Sun

504 Pitchers Thurs. & Sun.

IMON. & TUE.-THE COUNTRY PEOPLE|

FREE POOL MON. & TUE. NIGHT
2615 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SANTA MONKA

OfiN EVftY DAY 11 -2 828-5404

l(Pt»td Advertisement)!

HILLEL GOUNQIL
*XK) Hilgard Aveniie

474-1531

iirTTo;rhtiKaJ^^^because of this '"183"°" °' *
gjure and these resources

ZZl^'r:Z:1S'lZ:cTJT.lL^ which the legal system do«

not provide.

YIDDISH
Dr. Zygielbaum will begin a new
quarter of teaching language^

folklore, folksong and literature.

Please note the room change i

2]50Bunche
7:00 beginners 8:30 intermediates

JOIN THE HILLEL PERFORMANCE
DANCE GROUP

7:30 URC Auditorium

Male participants are urged to come

I EXHIBrr OF ARTISTIC CREATIONS

Projects of sttwdents from CSES 115

will be on display April 15 thru

April 30 Kerckhoff Hall 2nd Floor

LUNCH ON THE LAWN
Monday and Thursday Noon -Schoenberg Quod

SABBATH SERVICES

Services 6: 1 5

Dinner 7:00 $1.50 members
$2.00 non members

Guest Speaker: Mr». Wolpert

Topic: "The Jewish Woman
Onr»n Shnbbnt Follows

? r
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Bailpoliciesprobed
The U.S. Constitution states, "excessive bail shall

not be required, ... nor cruel and unusual punish-

ment inflicted." (ArUcle VIII) "No person shall be

held . . . , nor be deprived of life, liberty, or

property without due process of law . .
." (Article

V).

Despite these guarantees, Black people are sub-

jected to excessive bail and deprived of due process

of law. The courts theoretically uphold these rights

as guaranteed in the Constitution by determining the

granting and size of bail. The actual purpose of bail is

to ensure the appearance of the defendant at his trial.

This function of bail, as ruled by the Supreme Court,

must be limited to the appearance of the defendant at

the proceedings. But, in the past, in non-capital of-

fpnsp** bail has h''"" KQtc»H ap. n H*x:irp fn nrotect

society
"

fiPOir ^'?»;-:',ipK-:.;, .:;-anaJ -...aiutj
,

^^.'':

syby.w-.MAnti^. ;;,,.. defendant's rights oi diit prcH't^ss

havL .. '
? H^frifiRt^ This discriminatory issuance of

bail to i trkH has raised two important implications:

1) th 1 hail, which would be normal for whites is

excess 1 when administered to Blacks because of

their V cr < conamic condition;

t) tic 'oi4ts tend tc administer higherJjall to

t^-« * ti^ffaitis^ of ovs^ dlscTimlnatlott t«R^^^

(>Ih at ions raise questions of'*<lQe proCiraEB**

VOA **e(4ual
I

ir shon ' -can Black people receive a

f^ trial as a fsuH r»f these discriminatory bail

ttractices?

In analyz: -/, .he i\rs\ implication concerning ex-

cessive .bail : v.:^ v|!?cHiio!!H arise^ what is "ex

Msive*'ai\dwhaiar.- tr.e consequences of exe^^sive

fjSil? The Supreme t^o^ri ha indicated that l>ail va

nrf^cessivewhenttiraetatar MfruHint higher than

the defendant can afford, xi Uiai anioijpt it

reasonable. And an^ amount is reasonabu, ... a*

opiniop.of the Court, if it is necessary to 8««i!rp th-^

accused'k presence at his trial. But is ar nt

iivliich is rea&onpM*^ for one £?rniin ak. u y

rijQCf>nr^^^!f for '** ::\^.\'-r jyroiip'' ?;: ;,:-'^»i ,../ |;**r ."'nt of

lijs Black *«-«'«>{»- m t|w Unifed States weu; bcl:;^ IL;-

^

poverty ^^-^-^ - 'npar='d witlt <>n!v lO percfri? lor

whites. Tni' ^;.uv--;mnof whai is ^'xcrssiv*- ^^ -i ha^-. no'

l)een adequ.^ : --^v answered by our caurt>
:

.'-anwhih:-

Blacks who arr tess able to afford iKifsd,, .;< '- h>rTe<i i<"

remain in y-'- -vhile awaiimg trial.. As a result ot

excessive bail, BL'^c'^i' --'r^ ^Ir'nif^i t-unal protection oii

two counts. First, juries seerr * h >; I* nieiu with

those brought into the court as ons vers A

Philadelphia study of 946 cases found * o? nt

of the jailed def >ts were convicted compared

with only 52 per cent of those released on bail.

One reason may be that those who must remain in

jail are presented to the court as common
criminals—with police escort, handcuffs, and prison

(keaa. J- - 1\- ^kolnick describe^ th^ =it:!atif>n:

**Severai siuuies nave demonstraieu vxun accuijcd

persons released on t>ail . . . make a better ap-

pearaiice before court since they are able to get fresh

clothes and do not enter court as prisoners."

Since juries treat those who must remain in jail

more strictly than those who are able to present bail

and be released, equal protection and due process

guarantees are being denied to many Black citizens.

Second, persons incarcerated in prison for extended

periods, are also unable to prepare a proper defense.

The accused who must remain in jail to prepare for

his trial is at an extreme disadvantage, for he is not

free to locate witnesses nor to gather pertinent in-

formation for his defense outside of jail.

The second imphcation of the bail system is that of

outright, overt discrimination toward Blacks in the

issuance of bail. Even though individual racism is

not our emphasis in this article we feel it imporUnt

to briefly discuss the topic. The most blatant

example of individual racism is that imposed upon

the Black Panthers.

In early April, 1969, 12 Black Panthers were

arrested and charged in New York City with plotting

to bomb shopping centers and other structures. (21

Panthers in all were indicted). Each of the defen-

dants was held in $100,000 bail over the objection of

their defense lawyers who called the amount un-

constitutional.

In April, the court lowered the bail for two of the

defendants, but their lawyers continually tried to get

the bail reduced for the rest. William Kunstler, their

attorney, stated that in New York convicted mur-

derers *'who can afford $25,000 and $35,000 have been

i-'inaliy \n August, a bail ht^rmg was conducted a;.;

the Msistant District AttoiTiey Joseph Phillips ad

mitted that none of the accused had any pnor con-

victlons—but still the bail was not reduced. It

November, 1969 attorneys for the Panthers argued

for reductions of bail onjroiMida that '*Judge M,E

I'Yank^ had miuced to^po theba^^ four white

is^^^ffiri^it^diodayai^
tft eight corporate and govemcment structures . .

Each iiad been held in $500,000 at first" The Panther

21 had not t>een accused of setting <rff bombs-^jnl)

plotting ' lo do so "but again bail was not lowere<i

'V\w diiciimuiatof7 practices against the Panther

(onceriuni^ hail iS quite obvious.

Preventive Detention" lias recently receiver'

rnuih publicity as a result of 'riot" situations an:

Biaek Panther jaihngs. Esjjecialiy w ''riot sjt»AatK),n.-

fu;'h h:.H\ ^ 'Tipped not to ensure apfX'a ranee ?-

'-ij'.. !=!-" - ueui-n r- lail cert*v 'datigei-Hi.-- d>-

a^viuuaib who wiicii itk-ast-^i m:..2M, coiiHiu- ''he

rioting." This rationale toi high bau and previ^a-

tf
>*'^'^ detention ir Hnt situations is known as the

«; .,ihr»f-i< to rioi in '»*v." A«thoriti*»R fi»arfiif of

exiciivicci iioting l-vy hJt-'-T hnfl .m -ustXH-b i?': ^fder

to Hr»tnin thpni m j^il :i:\i Um* T\r\\\<'-.\ *
TOX

. baa\v^:.\rk. ^>« li\,;,, Chif'aC'n. ^nA H.ii' :;.-.>;. ^ t..*

lur jJtirpojvr*'-^ of prev^^itativ*' dt*U'fUH>'-^ '^^.^'~^ ^Oi;-;?

v^as ...,.t~r— i-icii ill cadi city regardiesi

uimnx and =ij bUius, or prior ronvictionf-- even

individuals %^ :?h '''>n^ilie$, lull lirot :.:^!: ;, wah iw prv:,.

rei-ords were (1eh:H n*^d in jail due lo excC^ssi v f/
\^<\\'-

Detroit bail was j,et at $10-20,000, in Chicago, i9&^

artfl Nf'wark. 1967 similar high bail was imposed

^n^yy 'r.H'kettof Detroit-'-a Black judge-^escriber*

....a. 'X t-urred under these riot conditions: "Hun

dreds ' oresiimahly innocent people, witii nc

previous : .id whatsoever, suddenly iouw-

themselves se^^^. .u.'<1 h-am their unknowing famiiiez

and jot)sandincarcer:i:v;:^ --' eiir maximum spr^rn-:,-

detention facilities."

In past /'emergency riot" conditions the

guarantees of due process have been temporarily

suspended in the name of "law and order." The
Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil

Disorders criticized the use of bail in "the detention

of everyone arrested during a riot without distinction

as to the nature of the alleged crime or likelihood of

repeated offenses"; and the Report also recom-

mended that the accused receive "an individual

determination of bail amount," Recently, President

Nixon submitted his Crime Bill to Congress. This bill

contained a provision for 60-day preventative

detention, under certain circumstances, before bail

is set. The bill was subsequently passed and signed

by the President.

^ r>

2021 Barrington Ave, West LA.
Between Otyrrpic and Santa Monica Blvds.

Hours Mon. - Sat. 9-7:30, Sunday 9-7.

w« Qccepf food stamps

COOP HAS . .

Wide selection of Health Foods • Organic Produce • Magazines & Paperbacks
Oriental Foods • Thousands of Other Food Items

COOP HAS .. .

Concern for People • Denxxratic Control • Open Membership • An Emphasis
On Service, Not Profit

COOP IS . . . OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

' .' ECOLOGY ACTION
W.LA Recycling Depot: Newspaper, glass, tin cans, and all-aluminum objects
Location: parking lot behind CO-OP Market. Depot open 24 hours.
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Juries jangle justice

peer panel needed
|

Denying jury service to any group deprives that group of one of :•:;

the oldest and most precious privileges and duties of free men. It is j:j:

not only the excluded group which suffers but further, the courts iij:

are denied the justice that flows from impartial juries selected ?::

from a cross section of the community. By 1875, in an attempt to :?

insure impartial juries, a federal law passed which guaranteed, ijij

"no citizen possessing all other qualifications . . prescribed by |
law shall be disqualified for service as grand or petit jurors in any ^
court of the U. S. or of any state on account of race, color, or :•::

previous condition of servitude" (18). ;|

Moreover, State-compeUed courtroom segregation as well as %
exclusion of Blacks from juries has been declared in violation of the ij:

"equal protection" provisions of the 14th amendment. Courts have :$

stated that the arbitrary exclusion of a class denies equal §
protection to criminally accused members of that class. ( 19) I
However, despite the honorable intentions of the U. S. Con-

iij:

stitution and several Federal laws, American juries to this time jij

remain blatanUy racist — both institutionally and emotionally. In %
the year of 1971, it is extremely difficult for any Black "citizen" to ijj:

receive a fair jury trial and categorically impossible for any ::•:

member of the Black Panther Party to receive a just hearing from :i$

an impartial jury. ^_^=^
The method of jury selection is crucial in impanneling an im- %

partial jury — a jury representing a legitimate cross-section of the %
community. The Civil Rights Act of 1966 and the Federal Jury |
Selection Act of 1968 attempted to provide the procedures g
necessary for the fair selection of juries.

But, both acts fail to set guidelines for the state courts and fall g
short in preventing discrimination in the Federal court system. |
Testifying before the House Judiciary subcommittee, then At- %
torney General Katzenbach said of the '66 Civil Rights BiU, "states g
would remain free to select 'blue ribbon' juries on the basis of %
elevated educational standards — a proposition clearly in- ji

consistent with the cross-section of the community standard."

In the state courts it is the broad discretion located in non-judicial :?.

offices which provide the main source of discrimination in the S

selection of juries. (20) This discretion operates in two ways:
|

FirsUy, many of the statutory standards — for example, "good v;

character," "approved integrity" and "well informed" — are not
.j::

susceptible to objective application. (21) The commissioner is free
j:!;

to erect his own standards and to apply them in whatever manner :•:;

he chooses. In some cases, commissioners apparently could
'.i:;

deliberately add requirements of their own which are not in the
J::

statute.

Secondly, the source from which these names are taken is usually "^

in the complete discretion of the commissioners, and the actual "^

sources vary from personal contacts, to membership rolls of v;

church and social groups, public utility customer lists, voter :•:

registration lists and telephone directories. (22) In many >:

jurisdictions, including many federal districts, the so-called g

"keyman" system is used. (23) The jury commissioner receives v.

the names of prospective jurors from "key-men" in the jurisdic-
jj:

tion, who are selected because of their contacts in various com-
j:

munities, occupations, etc. In tho^ places where the commissioner x

by statute or by choice begins from a large and relatively inclusive >::

list, the method by which the persons whose qualifications will b%
j:;

examined or whose names will be inserted into the jury box or
g

wheel varies from purely arbitrary selection to a "buy-number" v

system which in turn discriminates between prospective jurors.
|

(24) ^ u i
Anotiier prejudicial aspect of the state court system, beyond this :;:

failure to exercise discriminatory power over state jury com-
g

missioners in the compilation of jury lists, is that TiUe II of the 19^ :;:

,,.• CivU Rights Bill provides for the judicial rather than ad-
l

%, ministrative process to eliminate discrimination in the selection of
j:-

%, state juries. (25) By its very nature, the judicial process requires •::

^ the initiation of suits in each jurisdiction, suits which are cosUy and
g

S time consuming and which face many potential obstacles before an
g

•S effective decree may be issued.
'-— :>:

g; (Continued on Page 13)::::
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Stiller senlences imposed on Blacks

Monday, April 19, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN U

A final example of racism in the legal system is

that of sentence disparity, in which there is much
evidence to support the fact that Blacks receive

stiffer sentences and are executed more often than

whites. This difference in dispensing sentences is

known as "disparity" which "arises from the im-

position of unequal sentences for the same offense, or

offenses of comparable seriousness, without any

reasonable basis".

The Presidential Conunission on Law En-

forcement and Administration of Justice

acknowledges the existence of disparity, but they

excuse it because "reasonable men applying the

same standards will not always reach precisely the

same result." The Conunission failed to connect this

difference in sentencing to any racial difference, but

overt, racial discrimination does exist in the dealing

out of sentences.

Many respectable studies have been conducted

documenting the existence of gross disparities in the

sentencing between Blacks and whites. The Los

Angeles Times in a series on "Jim Crow Justice" in

the South, stated that "despite no reference to race in

state murder laws, a white man just isn't convicted

of murder, . . . when the victim is a Negro". Howard

Uw School conducted a study on sentence disparity

and found that there is more severe sentencing of

certain ethnic groups with respect to some crimes.

Perhaps the most starUing evidence for disparity

was mentioned by the Southern Regional Council in

their study of 1969, which concluded: "in general our

data suggests that there is a significant absolute

disparity between the sentences received by Black

"offenders and those received by white offenders,

without regard to type of crime, or nature of plea.

Careful analysis of our data has failed to reveal how

any general factor could account for this disparity

other than race".

In the Southern Regional Council study of sentence

disparity in the south, differences were quite evident

between blacks and whites. Blacks received sen-

tences which were on the average 4.7 years longer

than whites, also a larger proportion of Blacks were

convicted of crimes of violence than were whites.

The report showed that the justice being dealt out in

our southern courts points to the hypocracy of our

legal system. Here is the data presented by the

Southern Regional Council:

The study also discovered evidence of disparity
present when the offender was Black and the victim
white. The data shows a marked bias toward crimes
committed by Blacks against whites:

Frequency and Average Sentence by Race of Of-
fender and Victim

Black-Black

No. Av. Sent
163 212

Black-White

No. Av. Sent

26 28.0

Black-No Vic.

No. Av. Sent

320 12.5

White-White

No. Av. Sent

136 23.8

White-BI

^4o^ Av. Sent.

4 20.7

Alabama non-while

white

Florida non-white

white

Georgia non-white

white

Louisiana non-white

white

Mississippi non-white

white

White-No Vic.

No. Av. Sent.

425 8.5

Black White

No. Pet. Av. Sent. No. Pet. Av. Sent.

Ala. 69 59.5 12.1 47 40.5 10.4

Ark. 103 49.5 14.4 105 50.5 7.5

Ga. 66 65.4 19.6 35 34.6 12.6

NC. 98 49.8 17.0 99 50.2 14.5

SC. 94 47.0 18.1 106 53.0 11.6

Tenn. 60 35.9 22.1 107 64.1 12.8

Va. 115 53.2 15.3 101 46.8 15.1

There is a seven year disparity between sentences of

blacks committing crimes against whites as there is

with whites committing crimes against Blacks.

Black people are well aware of the treatment they

receive through the courts. As a result Black Power
advocates are very wary of accomplishing change

through the legal system. In the pamphlet Crime and

Criminals Marvin Wolfgang conducted a survey on

Black and white attitudes toward the courts. In

response to the question "how have courts dealt with

criminals?" 52% of the whites responded "too

lenient" compared with only 26% of the Blacks. The

response of the Blacks is indicative of their reaction

to what many feel is a differential system of justice.

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement

and the Administration of Justice recommended

sentencing councils and appellate review of sen-

tences in order to solve the problem df disparity.

Poverty and discrimination, as we have shown, are

the prime reasons why Blacks are unable to receive

adequate counsel, are more likely than whites to be

jailed rather than bailed, face juries stacked against

them, are more likely to be convicted than acquitted,

and receive stiffer sentences.

Biases explained . .

.

(Continued from Page 12)

In the federal court system jury selection is more closely regulated

than it is in the state courts. The Federal Jury Selectioo Act of 1968

requires that juries be chosen from panels picked at random from voter

registration lists. This method, seemingly unbiased in theory, is

discriminatory in two ways when put into operation.

Firstly, as the table below reveals, in some states voter registration

decidedly favors whites :

51.6%

89.6% ,

63.6% J^

81.4%

52.6%

89.3%
58.9%

93.1%

59.8%

91.5%

Secondly, in each county there are a number of voter registration lists,

and there is always the question of which lists will be selected. Thus,

the federal courts, while not overtly discriminatory, do have the

mechanisms available to limit the number of Blacks on its juries. In an

April 6, 1970. edition of the Time magazine, it is reported that even ran-

dom selection techniques fail when the lists are unfairly drawn to begin

with.
Though jury selection methods are an effective means of hmiting Black

jurors, the most potent weapon in twth the federal and the state courts is

that of the PRE-EMPTORY CHALLENGE When Blacks do happen to

appear on jury panels, they are almost always removed by the prosecutor

through the use of such preemptory challenges. In the case of Huey

P. Newton, the district attorney employed preemptory challenges

against all prospective Black jurors. In Alameda County, Oakland, where

37% of the population is Black, it is always possible by using preemptory

challenges to have all Black jurors removed from service.

Thus, through use of discriminatory jury selection practices and

'preemptory challenges juries are not at all representative of a "cross

section of the conwnunity." Further, for juries to be representative they

must include some jurors from the same economic level and from the

same ethnic or racial background as the defendant. In a study at Duke
University, the jurors in four cases involving Blacky defendants, Meyers,

Brown, Johnson and Williams, were studied. Three of the jurors

serving in the Brown case and Williams case expressed great concern

and disappointment over the fact that no Black jurors had served on the

case .-Their basis for the feeling was a notion that "one class of society

should not pass judgment over another."

Williams was a Mann Act case, the evidence showing that the defen-

dant had supported himself on the money that his Black wife and

girlfriend had earned as prostitutes. The Brown case arose under the

Dyer Act, with the defendant being accused of renting a car and tran-

sporting it inter-state with no intention of returning it on time. In

reference to these cases the jurors asked such questions as : Do many
Negroes engage in such activity or conduct? Did Brown and Williams feel

they were doing wrong? Is it fair to make Negroes conform to white

man's notions of what is proper? The thrust of such questions seems to be

in the direction of an acquittal. In any event, these jurors clearly

regarded such lines of inquiry as relevant and resented that fact that they

could not be investigated intelligentiy for lack of a competent Black

juror-expert. Jurors with the same awareness and the same un-

derstanding of the Black Panther Party, when a member cf the Panthers

is being tried, are also needed. Garry said of Newton's trial, "we wanted

a jury that would be part of the 'peer' group of Huey Newton. We wanted

men and women who come from the same groups he did; economic,

social, environmental, age, language, and political groups, with the same
behavioral background and understanding"

DRIVE IN EUROPE
Student discounts on Overseas Car delivery! All European

mcdels, shipping and low cost insurance.

Call for student savings:

276-4456 Drive In Europe 276-4456

'(Paid Advertisement)'

Israel

INTERESTED IN:

KIBBUTZ
ARCHEOLOGICAL DIGS
UNIVERSITY STUDY
SHERUT LA'AM- ONE YEAR VOLUNTEER

OR PROFESSIONAL

ORGANIZING A FIELD STUDY SUMMER PROGRAMS

'or information write or call:

^•rlcon Zionist Youth Foundation. Inc. 666-7672
590 N. Vermont Av«nu«
Lot Ang.U,, Colrf. 90004
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'(Paid Advef'tisement)
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William Kunstler

The slowness of the Judicial bureaucracy:

By nature, any bureaucratic system in order to be

utilized effectively requires extended Ume, energy

and resources. As mentioned previously, these

necessary requisites combine to make the system

more discriminatory toward the poor and often black

people. The lower courts, suffering from the ills (rf

bureaucracy, are paralyzed by neglect, deficient in

facilities, procedures and personnel and over-

whelmed by demands. As a result, the lower courts

have, to a great extent, lost the confidence of Black

people and are therefore institutionally

discriminatory toward them.

The bias of the media:

Jurors are selected from the community and like

most people can be expected to expose themselves to

the media. When local publicity is biased and

prejudicial, it often has an enormous effect by in-

fluencing the attitudes of jurors. In some cases the

media is so prejudicial that a fair trial is simply

^
impossible.

The capitalist system — breeder of race prejudice.

According to the Marxists interpretation, every

system of law protects a definite interest. Further,

the Communist Manifesto states, **your very ideas

are but the outgrowth of the conditions of your

bourgeois property, just a^ your jurisprudence is but

the will of your class made into a law for all, a will

whose essential character and direction are deter-

mined by the economic conditions of ^istence of

your class". Capitalists, it can be argued, benefit

from race prejudice and race discrimination. To p|Ut

it simply, by ostracizing racial minorities, by holding

over them the threat of Violence -^ and thus forcing

them into submissive patterns of behavior — the

ruling class supplies itself with a great pool of cheap,

unresisting labor. The legal system can be seen as

erected by the capitalists to give these false ideas the

force of law.

Racist Judges and prejudicial remarks:

According to the Kemer report two-thirds of white

Americans are racist. The obvious question, then, is:

I

I

I

I

I

How many white judges are racist? One such judge

was exposed in Mississippi. United States District

Judge Harold Cox was charged in a civil suit of ex-

cluding Blacks from federal court juries in June of

1966.

Concerning prejudicial remarks, black defendant

LeRoi Jones was awarded a re-trial when Judge

Leon W. Kapp made certain biased remarks and

allowed prejudicial evidence to be presented in

court. Consequently Jones was acquitted on July 13,

1967 of illegally possessing weapons during the 1967

riots in Newark. Obviously, many of these racist

practices performed by American judges go

unreported, and we must assume continue to exist

even today.

The exclusion of black employees:

Throughout our legal structure Blacks are rarely

employed. Most of the employees within our courts

are white and middle-class therefore unable to relate

to Black people. It is not uncommon for a Black

defendant to be arrested, given counsel, granted or

denied bail, given a trial, and acquitted or convicted

entirely without seeing a Black face unless a Black

person is in the audience or sweeping the floors. In

other words. Black people are not represented within

our legal system and this institutionalized bias

makes it difficult for them to receive a fair and

impartial trial.

The law as status-quo oriented:

Our legal system, like any other, is based on the

idea of precedent; that previous decisions and

traditions serve as the basis for present rulings. The

major problem with this status quo orientation is that

our system has traditionally suppressed Blacks, and

this has occurred with the sanction of legal

precedent, and that legal precedent is very difficult

to change and requires considerable time before any

ruling can be implemented.

tt^Therefore, our legal system in its adherence to the

notion of precedent is simple upholding the status

quo of society which is institutionally racist toward

Black people.

1

I

I

I

I
Good 'vibes' needed

THE COMPLEA T BOOKSTORE
presents

ANNUAL BOOK AND
RECORD

RECORDS

ART BOOKS SAI MODERN LIBRARY

GIFT ITEMS

FICTION & NON-FICTION AT SPECIAL PRICES
SALE ENDS APRIL 24th 1971

• USEDPA^-'^SACKS TECHNICAL BOOKS
THE SALE WIU BE HELD IN THE TEXTBOOK DEPT. ON THE LOWER FLOOR
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What's Brew campus
'Cvy Nation, formerty the Soul

System, will give a fr.«conetrt at

n^n today at Ackerman Union A-

ip\/el patio.

Students wishing to recleve

NDSL funds for Sunrimer Sessions,

should sign a confirmation of

attendance In

professbt of urbarT planning; wTfl Meetings
hold a colloquiunn on "Decisions The Qay Liberation Front will

and Space: Second Thoughts about meet at noon today in Kerckhoff
Centralization" at 3 p.nr^. today in Hall 400.

summer
the

Financial Aids Office, Murphy Hall

3109, before May 15. Loans will be

awarded to cover fees only, If funds

are available.
\

---.--

Song girl practices to |!>repare for

trvouts will be held at 3 p.m. today

behind the Women's Gym.

Practices will continue until April

29 weekdays Monday through

Thursday. Tryouts will be on AAay 4

The Overpopulation Information

Center will be open from noon-4

p m today and every Monday In

Ackerman Union 2412. The center

provides information and referrals

on overpopulation, contraception,

family planning, legal abortion and

venereal disease.

English Conversation for foreigiv

students will be held at n a.m.

today at the International Students

Center, 1023 Hllgard, and at

Campbell Hall 1118.

Speeches and Seminars

Barclay Hudson, assistant

Architecture 1243C

Norman Corwin, radio,

television and screen writer, will

speak on "Love, Work and Play

Revisited" as part of the series on

"The Human Agenda" at 7, p.m.

today in Dickson Auditorium.
Tickets are $4.75 and $1.75

(students).

Robert Manlquis, assistant

professor of English, will act as

moderator of a discussion, with

Steven Bates, acting assistant

professor of English; Carlos Otero,

professor of Spanish and Romance
Linguistics and Ann Banfleld,

graduate student in English, on

"Tjie Relation of Literature to

Politics: A Panel Discussion" at 8

p.m. today in Social Welfare 147.

The Campus Committee to

Bridge the Gap will meet at 7:30

p.m. today in the Llnde Medical

Plaza, 10921 Wllshire, Room 409A.

URA Clubs

The Kendo Club will meet from 5-

7 pm today in the Women's Gym
200.

the Judo' Club will meet from

2:30-5 pm today in Memorial Ac-

tivities Center B 146.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet

from 5-7 pm today In the Men's

Gym 102.

The Lacrosse Club will meet

from 3-5 pm today on Field 7.

The Mountaineers will meet at

noon today on the northwest corner

of Moore Hall lawn.

/"
r»>

(
V

\

/

V.^
TICKETS AVAILABLE - Tickets are on sale now at «)• »<tJJ^^*l •^
Ticket Office, KH 140, for $2 each for t»>e concert by John Stewart and

Jennifer at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, May 1, In Royce Hall.

Perk up!

Campaign for free coffee

-^ DB office -KH 110

The Foreigners'

to show at ISC
The Peace Corps Committee

will sponsor a showing of "The

Foreigners" at 8 p.m. tomorrow

at the Internationai Student

Center, 1023 Hiigard.

The film features volunteers

working in the Colombian
highlands and shows the

frustrations of community
organizing and the need for

revolution.

All may attend, and ad-

mission is free.

I

"Life in Israel Today:
Kibbutz Daphna"

will screen at 7:30 p.m. today

at Audio-Visual World,

1732 Westwood,
followed by

a discussion witti

representatives from
the Israeli government

tourist office

and Hlllel.

Tickets are $1.50.

BEL AIR

Sands
MOTOR INN
Air^CundiliniU'd K<hiiu»
Two 'I'i'iitiH'raliiri'

( oiUiolli'd INmiU
I iiT r\' vV Inn Houin C ullfi'

( ollii- Shop Kt-si.iiiraiit
( oiktail l.oiinuc
I •iiindrx \ Nali'l Hcrxiti-
-4 lldiir lluli'l StTvici- \
I'l'iT IVirkinu - Indoor Carntu'
( iiilil Cards lloiioriHl \
Kitiluiutif SidU- '

H.imimi I .uilitu*.

5MIN. FROM UCLA
Special RATES

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
FREE PICK-UP &

DELIVERY SERVICE
TO AIRPORT

With 24 Hour Notice

476-1241

ISunsel Blvd. ot

San Dieqo Freewayl

1 wnK V * J,.
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'Man and Moog- concert previewed
by Derrick Henry

DB Staff Reporter

•Man and Moog.*' It sounds for-

bidding, but this evening's

Schoenberg Hall program of

electronic music under that title

should not be. Neither will the

music be limited to Moog
realizations. Indeed, the concert

should prove a virtual com-

pendium of contemporary

techniques: live acoustical in-

struments, musique concrete,

sound synthesized through the

Moog and Buchla instruments, and

computer realized music (via Bell

Telephone Labs).
~ Alden Ashforth, the program's

director and coordinator of the

Electronic Music Lab here, has

compiled an exceptionally

fascinating and varied program

(practically every work is a

premiere of sorts). Featuring the

works of faculty composers Ash-

forth, Gerald Strang, and Roy

Travis, the music ranges from

Ashforth 's Moog realizations of

Bach chorale preludes and fugues

to Travis' Airo-electronic work

Akom, derived entirely from the

rhythms of the traditional Ashanti

black magic dance.

The latter piece will be per-

formed live by the Ghana per**

cussion ensemble on authentic

instruments, then played in its pre-

recorded-synthesized form, and

lastly, with the taped material

juxtaposed with Gretel Shanley's

live flute obbligato. Thus we vir-

tually can hear how the com-

position developed within the

composer's mind.

Extraordinary.

In between, we get a computer

work by Strang (the computer does

not actually write the music, it

merely programs the sounds
demanded by the compgser), and
the same composer's Synthion # 7,

a work utilizing spatial pulsation

between two loudspeakers as its

primary source of interest (the

repetitive pitch and rhythmic

materials rely on varying amounts

of randomization and rever-

beration).

And Ashforth does not neglect

wit. His Song of Sixpence is a work

of musique concrete "inspired by

the eccentric cycles of Jean

Tinguely's witty and ascerbic

vulgar electronic "hoe-down" by

Ashforth.

The program's most ambitious

undertaking, is Ashforth's

Byzantium, an 18 minute elec-

tronic tone poem based on the

William Butler Yeats poem of the

same title. Again, to quote the

composer, "in keeping with the

poem's transition from artifice to

spiritual rebirth in reality, all the

choreography, dancing, and mime.

For example, Akom will be per-

formed to its appropriate African

dance, and The Pig Town Fling will

feature "the miming of

mechanical dancing dolls."

Virtually every work will have

imaginative lighting coordinated

with the music (Scriabin, where

are you? ) from opaque projection

^jiu „:i. : .. ..r iu.. Back chorale

kinetic sculptures," to quote Ash-

forth's absorbing program notes.

The natural sounds include actual

recordings of Tinguely's sdilp-

tures in motion, as well as other

sounds with similar cyclic forms
(i.e. sounds that seem to repeat but

actually donH).

And the "saucy piano frolic,"

The Pig Town Fling (written,

appropriately enough, by Ernst
Bacon), "is here transiformed (via

a Moog synthesizer into a brash,

sounds of the first fourteen minutes

of the piece are electronic (Moog
and Buchla synthesizers) ; the final

few minutes, starting with the

crash of a tam-tam, are composed
entirely of 'natural' sounds.

For those nonplussed by the

prospect of 90 minutes of taped

electronic music, no matter how
diverse, Ashforth has provided

distraction by obtaining the ser-

vices of Rhoda Blecker and
Paulette Pons for lighting, staging,

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
3:30p.in.

5p.m.
7p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
8p.m.
8Din

Survival on a PoUuled PUnot
Kandalini Yoga

History of Faadan
Survival on a Polluted Planet

Tarot
Tbe Maker as Medium
American GoodUme Music

Parents and the OoUefe Geoeration
Conscientious Objection

Archia«S
Women 's Gym Courtyard

ArchlMSB
ArcfalS4S

Archia4SC
Dickson S2S1

Archn46
Moore Hall 100

Arcfa2l02

And speak it. And understand it. And write it.

And read it. And travel with it. And make k>ve

with it. And make a favorable first impression

with it. And make a sale with it. And make a

lasting friendship with it. And make a merger
with it. And buy groceries in Acapuico with it.

And ignore sub-titles with it. And get a job with

it. And fead menus with it. And read Cervantes
with it. And declare your independence with it.

And your intentions. And forget your troubles

with it. And your inhibitions. And discover San
Antonio with it. And Madrid. And Buenos Aires.

Learn it easily. Learn It effort-

lessly. Learn it fast or slow. You
set the pace. You say when. You
say where You're in a class by
yourself. A Spanish class. (Or a

Gemrwn, French or English class

by yourself.) At a Sullivan Lan-

guage School. Come enjoy your
first lesson free.

There's r>o obligation.

Choose any language for your free lesion:

D FRENCH n SPANISH

D GERMAN Q ENGLISH

Cttootm Any day. Monday
l^roufh s«lurday.

ChooM any hour, • AM
lotPM.

Ct«oo«« thm rfMMl coa-
wootont ol tour locotton*.

I expect th»s lesson to tM fun I expict it

of^ *-" -— '- Afferent

P'ea$e 0f'l6r>e-in your re

(he Sullivan Language School
convenient to you

iM 4 mtm I
your ret'jrvation to I
iguage School rrwtt I
ou I

"OCh toloorrWf^

'- i^YVMl^^ '^^r '

ThoMrH r»vo<

WILSHIRC AACA SHERMAN OAKS
2S00 «nM«k« «)097 lUM Vianlura 91401

M7 1379 Mft^iaS

751 '. 41101 221/ • .

#V»IW» JWrt ?y# '•"•^'^.^'im.'9m9m

preludes to myriad reflections
of

artwork placed on stage in Syn.
thion 17. And there is even a film
Steven Kundell's 12 1/2, an
oscilloscope study of the
remarkably beauliful "circles
ellipses, and lines" generated 'by

two dine waves out of phase" (to

quote the creator.)

Stylistically, the program ranges
from the contrapuntal Bach works
(beautifully realized, incidentally

by Ashforth) and the wholly rhyth-

mic African dance, to Strang's

Triple Decima (based on a 10 tone

scale), Ashforth's Byzantium
(utilizing a multiplicity of har-

monic systems, from tonal to serial

to non-harmonic), and Kenneth
Yapkowitz' improvisatory sound-

track to the Kundell film.

Dr. Ashforth kindly played me
subst^intial portions of the pre-

recorded tapes. While the music
does not always maintain my at-

tention, the sounds are consistently

stimulating, and there is much that

is inventive, engaging, and
thought-provoking. Further, the

works are constructed with

craftsmanship, not with the in-

credible ineptitude of discs that

record producers in search of a

quick buck pass off as electronic

music.

The program will be presented at

8:30 p.m. in Schoenberg Hall.

General admission is $2, students

$1. Open your eyes, expand your

ears, and conle.

'Hiroshima Panels' to begin

first U.S. exhibition here

by Susie Hatago 1

DB SUff Writer

''Hiroshima Panels," an exhibit of eight panel paintings by Japanese

artists Iri and Toshi Maruki, will be on display in the Women's Lounge

here through Thursday, April 29.

Sponsored by the Student Legislative Council (SLC), Graduate Student

Association (GSA), Asian American Student Alliance and vice chancellor

C.Z. Wilson, the exhibit is being shown for the first time in the U.S.

(although it has been shown previously in Europe and Africa)

.

The exhibit is being sponsored nationally by the New School Art Center

in New York. The panels are considered "the most important artistic

memorial to the victims of the first atoniic holocaust" by Paul Mocsanyi,

director of the art center.

The Marukis were eyewitnesses to the destruction and suffering in

Hiroshima. Many of Maruki's relatives were killed or severely wounded.

The coupleparticipated in rescue operations for a month before returning

to Tokyo. They then noticed rescuers were beginning to fall ill from the

after-effects of the bomb, according to Mocsanyi. .

Three years later, the two artists began to depict the scenes they had

experienced in Hiroshima. The first five panels, completed in 1951, were

shown in 350 cities and villages in Japan, drawing nine million visitors.

"We are showing these panels not to accuse America, but to make

everyone who sees them aware of the urgency of banning the atomic

bomb so that the tragedy of Hiroshima should never be inflicted on any

other country," reads a statement by the Marukis.

"The panels are impressive in size and impact. They have a value to

everyone because they are the two artists' contribution to the World

Peace Movement that originated in Hiroshima after the disaster,"

Barbara Huie, member of the Asian American Student Alliance, said.

Standing six feet high and 24 feet wide, each of the eight panels is

divided into eight individual scrolls six feet high and three feet wide. They

depict the wretched, mournful condition of the victims.

Exhibit hours are noon—3 p.m. today and this weekend, 10 a.m.—3 pm.

the remainder of the exhibit. The exhibit will continue through Thursday,

April 29. There is no admission fee.

Applications available for GSA
Nominations for GSA

president, first vice president

and second vice president will

be held at the next GSA Senate

meeting at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow

in the Founders Room, Pauley

Pavilion. Petitions are

available in Kerckhoff Hall 301.

X51050. for those who wish to be

nominated by their councils.

OVER20YRS/ EXPEtlENCE

PERMANENT -^

HAIR REMOVAL^
WITH AIR DESENSmZER
MEN & WOMEN
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"vAemb Elect Assoc
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47471711
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Tracksters rout WSU. . . Tennis

.
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(Continued from Page 20)

rjetition As it turned out, no one was able to even clear the opening height

in that event

However, UCLA's Finn Bendixen, a native or Norway, seemed unaf-

fected by the conditions. He got off a jump of 25-2 1/2 in the long jump to

win easily. "It figured he would really do well," commented Bush. With

teammate McAlister not on hand, Bendixen had added incentive to notch

his first win of the season.

Warmer places

Any hopes WSU entertained of an upset were **dashed" in the 100.

CoUett Edmonson, and Reggie Robinson swept the event and half of the

500 onlookers retired to warmer places.

There were sue events during the day in fact where the Bruins took at

least the first two places. ^(Jark Ostoich, Dale Gordon, and Kent Pagel

swept the shot-put, and Ostoich, Gordon, and Roger Freberg did the same

in the discus. John Smith (21.3) and Reggie Echols (21.4) ran one-two in

the 220 Doug Huff (6-6) and Rick Fletcher (6-6) did the same in thehigh

iump, and Denny Rogers (49-6 1/2) and James Butts (46-8 1/2) repeated

the maneuver in the triple jump.

A pleasant surprise for UCLA came In the high hurdles where Duane

Johnson (14.6) upset both Reggie Macklin (14.7) and Bill Smith (14.8).

With the absence of Gibson and Langston, WSU won the 440 and 880.

MileTelay scratched ^^^..,......^..,^

WSU was able to sweep an event themselves as Bush, more than

satisfied with extending the Bruins dual meet win streak to 15, scratched

UCLA from the 440 yard intermediate hurdles.- He also held Ruben

Chappins out of the threemile and scratched the mile relay quartet.

Not wanting to press themselves too hard before the Oregon meet,

Smith and CoUett both passed up the quarter-mile. Bush defended their

inactivity saying, "They (WSU) have an all-weather track that was so

hard it was like running on the San Diego Freeway. I'm just Uirilled to

death no one got hurt."

Oregon's undefeated Ducks, rated second in the nation behind the

Bruins in dual meet rankings, also conserved energy while whipping

California 90 1/2-63 1/2. Steve Prefontaine, tiieir distance running ace

confined himself to the three-mile. The Ducks also held back their besf

mile relay team as Cal won that event.

In other Pacific Eight meets USC breezed over Washington, 99-55, and

Oregon State edged Stanford, 85 1/3-68 2/3.
^ —Dark Cohard

(Continued from Page 20)

'*Borowiak and Rahim have been
playing together for only a few
days," explained Bassett. '*! don't

think they've got their timing back
yet."

The second doubles went to

Austin-Connors as they defeated

Pasarell-Fisher 6-2, 7-6. The
Argentine VasquezAlvarez
combination prevailed over
Groshmond-MacClaflin 6-4, 6-4.

The California match was
somewhat anti-climactic as, in

Bassett's words,
*

'Stanford was the

team we had to beat in the Bay
Area." T^e two UCLA losses came
in the. fifth singles (when C:al's

Petet' Campbell, an Australian

native, won a three-set decision

over Jeff Austin 5-7, 6-3, 7-5) and in

the third doubles (when the team of

- Randy Thomas-Larry Parker
came from behind to top Vasquez-
Alvarez 3-6, 6-3, 7-5).

Borowiak defeated C^'s Bob
Alloo in the No. 1 singles &4, 6-2

and Rahim topped Steve Stefanki,

despite going three sets, 6-0, 5-7, 6-

3. Connors also went three sets

before downing Parker 6-4, 7-6, 6-3.

In doubles, Rahim-Borowiak had

no trouble with Mike Mullan-

Stefaliki 6-1, 6-3. Connors-Austin

topped Alloo-Campbell 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.

he Bruins meet San Jose State

tomorrow on the Sunset Courts.

UCLA wiH also play in the Ojai

Intercollegiates this week, \
—Tom Wong

"" OB phofo by t>«l* S«mok«r

OUT IN LEFT FIELD — Bruin Ron Diggk dW lust that Saturday,

collecting a home run off of the Cal B«ars to h«lp kad th« Bruins to an %-A^

11-8 doubleheader sweep of Cal. Bob Adams also homered tor UCLA

Saturday, while Dave Landress hit a four-bagger during UCLA's *-4 win

over Stanford on Friday. USC also swept Its three-game series with ttit

Bay Area teams, leaving the Pac-B Southern Division baseball race

looking like. USC (4-0), UCLA (3-1), Stanford (1-3), Cal (0-4). UCLA and

USC travel to Cal and Stanford next weekend.

Intramural Softball and water polo begin

regular season play today. Softball will be

played at J p.m. and 4 p.m. on ttie north fields

each day, wtiile water polo will run from 4 p.m.

to6 30p.m each day in the MG pool.

TodaTy's IM Softball Games
3:00: Our Team vs. Plan Al (Fd. 1); Pauley vs.

Rainier (Fd. 2); Maccabees vs. TAG (Fd. 3);

CBSAvs Ball Four (Fd. 4); Business School B

vs Zetes (Fd. 6); BucKaroos from Bakersfield

vs Ball Three (Fd. 7); Pelvis Club vs. Plan A2
(Fd. 8).

4:00: Delta Sigma Phi vs. Phi Kappa Sigma
(Fd. \); Phi Kappa PsI vs. Lambda Chi Alpha
(Fd. 2); Niners vs. Kilimanjaro (Fd. 3); 4284A

vs Hydra (Fd. 4); Molars vs. A/Vother Liquor
(Fd. 6), Bartholin's Gland vs. Crabs (Fd. 7);

Grass vs. Master Batters (Fd 8).

Today's Watar Polo Games
4 00: Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma Chi; 4.30: Fubar
vs. Chimborazo: 5 (K): Jefferson vs. K 2: 5:30:

Kilimanjaro vs. London: 5:00: Stonehaven vs.

Chaos.

NCAA
Volleyball

Championships

Friday

and

Saturday

Pauley Pavilion

A hurricane.

Six hundred people were

killed by one in New England in

1938

Four years later, eleven

thousand were killed by one in

India.

The. winds of a hurricane

are osier 75 miles an hour,

Jt takes the form of a circle

or an oval, sometimes as much

as 500 miles in diameter.

There is no prevention

But if we reduce the ele-

ment of surprise* we can reduce

its deadly potential

And we've taken steps so

that it will never surprise us

again.

RCA has designed, devel-

oped and produced the world's

most advanced family gf weather

satellites. It's caljed the ITOS

program.

It's the most sophisticated

weather detector yel devised by

man. and perhaps one of the

most beneficial facilities man

has created since he broke the

bonds of earth.

From the detailed photo-

graphs transmitted back to

earth, we can see the formation

and plot the course of hurri-

canes, typhoons, storm centers

We can spot sea ice and snow
cover. Calculate wind speeds -

Anywhere on earth

This program exemplifies

the importance of interdisciplin-

ary engineering, the engineer-

ing concept of the future

It IS becoming increasingly

more apparent that in the fu-

ture, the engineer will touch

virtually every aspect of our

lives From medicine to the drts

to education to leisure products

And he will do this in con-

junction with other disciplines

to complement, overlay, and

unite his output for an end re-

sult that is both balanced and

complete.

Think for a moment about

an endeavor which, like mete-

orology. IS seemingly unrelated

to classical engineering the

graphic arts industry

Recently, RCA engineers,

working in conjunction with that

industry, developed the world's

most advanced electronic type-

setting machinfe It's called the

VideoComp
It can set type as fast as

900 lines per minute Compare

this with the 15/minute of rT>e-

chanical typesetting, or the 300/

minute of photosetters.

It is our goal ultimately to

produce an RCA electronic

printing system that will accept

a manuscript as input and de-

liver printed copy — packaged,

addressed and sorted— to the

shipping dock

Now consider another field

which had previously been out-

side the realm of the engineer

medicine and health services.

We've been involved in the

development of a mobile labora-

tory to provide comprehensive

physical examinations in on-the-

spot locations to people other-

wise out of the mainstream of

our health services

And we've researched a

high-speed turbine drill to in-

crease the efficiency and de-

crease the pain in dental work

And we ve done extensrve

work in developing facilities for

leaching speech to the retarded.

Communications'' Comput-

er education'' Oceanography''

Were involved with them And

with so much more

We like to think^that at RCA
the drive toward innovation

should be everybody's concern

Because this concern is

needed if we are to continue

the forward direction of crea-

tive technology for people

You may be planning a ca

reer in industry— if so. you could

be part of our vision of the future

, We invite Inquiries through

your College Placement Direc-

tor — he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career

We are an equal opportu-

nity employer

Li

ORIGINAL PRINTS

CORITA'S

5126 Vincland

North Hollywood 91601

985-9370

APRIL 5 to 30

LOIS BURNETT

8452 Melrose Place

653-6775

\

if?v^
'
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
AOVER I liING OFFICES

KtrckhoH Hall 111

Phont: MS 3231

Cl*ssif i*<l MlvcHltin* ratM
IS words $1. JO day, 5 cons»cutivt

insartions SS.OO

Payabia in advanca

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.

No talapdona ordart

THE Daily Bruin givas full tupporl to tha

Univarftity of California's policy on non-

discrimination and thtrefora classifiad

advartising service will not ba mada
available to anyone wtio. in affording

housing to students or offering iobs,

discriminates on ttte basis of race, calof.

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neitttar

the University nor the ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered hera.

^Announcements

OAV Women- Daughters of Billtis invites aft

women to meeting April 23, 7:30 pm, 1910 S.

Vermont, Rev. Troy Perry speaker. 737 »15t

eves. ( AA33)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the

American Vigilantes and help save our

.country! Read ..THE AMERICAN

^ForRenf, y/ Services OHered. M V^ovej .... 13 ^ Apfs, - Furnished jj

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in In-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Mills area

Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw

Neighbors lor house/apt inio M4 23»l.

wknds. 29} SI7} (7QTR)

^f 'Or j0ic»»»««»»» "••••"!!___

YAMAHA FGIIO, SVO, G170 A S«$, Yam elac

w/case AE n. S4$4, SA30 S24». Gibson

2227149 or M70M0. (10 A 19)

KODAK Supers proiector, rarely used.

Remote control fro. featvr**. \/2 price $100.

37S079i nO^?0)_

2 DYNACO A 25 speakers
tS5ca.473-2M4evas.

SM ea new now
(10 A 23)

MIRANDA F. 35 mm. SLR, Kint cond. Also

Oossen hghtmeter S75or bestofler. 391

7$sa. (»«Ai»)

BIKINIS hand crocheted with lining. Hot

pink and maroon. «7 All sues CaH Sam, 933-

6342 JMiAm

GUITAR steel string; «••»• cond.; case

included Only »20 Call 474-9a2. ( 10 A 23)

VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 111

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 021 U.
$4.95. A 20)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fcias.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures. 4M-3030. ( QTR)

FISHER Stereo System. Aquarius speakers.

mtracor<» th^n^^f. »»»t 1*40, take U25. New
in boxes. 723 5435 or 213 8970 ( 10 A 22 )

STEREO Components, 40 watt AM-FM, BSR
changer, 2 (3-way) speakers, x tras, new,

sacrifice, $300, must hear, 394-7923. ( 10 A 22)

>/Campus Events

KOSHER SANDWICHES
Available Daily

Beginning Tues, April 20

in

Vending Machines:

1. 1st. Floor Buncha Hall

2. Oasis Room - Student Union

Sponsored by

:

YAVNEH YOUNG ISRAEL

Social Events

YOUNG adult dance - May 1, 1971 - I p.m. •

12:30 1520 S. Robertson Blvd., LA. (S E A 30)

^Entertainment 2

SAIL Like sun and sea spray? Start basic

lessons jiow. Bob Gramcko 479-9044. Very
inexpensive. (2 A 22)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213 CA 1 4849. (2 QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,
90704. (2QTR)

^Help Wanted. 3

TELEPHONE work part-time Mon-Frl,
$1.7S/hr. Plush Century City office. Free
parking. Mr. Knaus,S5«-144S. (3 A 30)

GIRLS or guys. We have part-time lobs that

are far^)ut! Services Unlimited, 47S-9S21. (3

A 19)

GIRLS with hot-pants needed to model
around swimming pool. Sarvicas Unlimited,

47$-9S21. (3 A 19)

SERVICES Unlimited is a short walk from
campus (part-time jobs), 47S-9S21. (3 A 23)

GIRL to do secretarial and iMusawork near
campus. $2 hr., 4 hrs./wk. Call Mrs. Mcln-
tyra, 473-3397. iiAtl)

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment. $2, 1 hr. and IS

min. Two sessions, one 30 min., anytime 9-

10:30 a.m.. 1:30-3 p.m. 4528E Frani Hall.

Session II, 45 min. scheduled at that time.

S tudents only, no psych, majors; native

English speakers please. (3 A 21)

OPPORTUNITY Male/female vocalists for
recording. Twin Studio Productions, 277-4327
or 98S-39BS for audition appointment. ( A
20)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$4S per month while helping ottiart.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 478-OOSl 9 :00 AM 7 :00 PM daily

SERVICES-Unlimlted. Services Unlimited.
Services Unlimited. Part-time jobs. Part-

time iobs. Part time jobs. 47S-9S21, 47S-9S21,

47S-9S21. (3 A 19)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOFWORK

TONYGIRLSJNC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

HALF DAY Babysitter Good-natured 2 yr

old girl. Weekdays. App. $100 mo. Brent
wood. 472 9232, eves. (3A2«)

^ Niiscellaneous ••••••••••••••

ARTIST'S Studio - artisan to share work
studio near t>eachfront, good lighting. $l#0
mo 821 8584 anytime (SA21)

MASTE1»Y OF MIND AND WORLb.
CON' INSIGHTS A»^ N.

^ T H *«• t><>«v« N KW _• k_ ^ ^ «- T
MANUSCRIPT SEND S2 CASH fO
SOLUTIONS, BOX 1197. VENICE, 9g291 rSA
20)

DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 7 18 pmi
'• -^ u $12$ Call The Group Center «»r

ui tichur«s. 454 3030. (5 QTR)

I

HANDMADE Steel string guitar, Braiilian

wood, sells $350, am selling, $225. 820 2334,

between 4 11. (10 A 22)

COMPONENT Stereo System AM-FM,
record changer still in boxes Sacrifice, $70.

Ask for Chuck, 721-0207. (10 A 22)

NIKON FTN, like new camera, Wack, 50mm
11.4, lOSmm 12.5 auto nikkor lenses »350. 47».

13$7._
_<">^">

VIKING 433 TpOk was S440 new, 1 yr. old,

mint cond. Sac, $240/offer . 478-4144. ( 10 A 21

)

POOL Table, 7-ft. mahog.
accessories, S200. 472-41 SO.

xint. cond., all

(10A21)

FLAMENCO guitar Tamura C40/case. Costs

$400, perlect cond. i month old - sac. $32S.

4784144. (10A21)

TUESDAY, April 20. 11 3:30 -bathing suits

and cover ups sale Delta Delta Delta

Sorority. 842 Hilgard. (10 A 19)

LEARN Macrame, the 'how thing' while

making 3 qroovy belts. Kit includes

everything you need Send $4.95 to KAPRO.
P.O Box 4127 San Oiego, Ca 92104. ( 10 A 20)

PRINZ Photo-enlarger, 35 * 2 1/4, color

drawer, developing accessories, nearly new.
Teriffic buy. Sacrifice $40. 452-2078. (10 A 20)

STOVE, refrigerator, washing machine for

sale, very reasonable. Call 278-3242, Mrs. F.-

Raymond. (10 A 20)

GUITAR, Guild D-3S. 4 string steel with

case, $150. John, 82S-3531 days. 271-1344

nights. (10A20)

BUY brand name appliances. TV's, radios,

cameras, and stereo componets at wholesale
prices. Call 788-1410. (10 A 20)

FURNITURE, twin beds, dining room set,

chairs, 80 in. x 32 in. desk, room dividers,

etc.477-3405, 400 Veteran. (10 A 20)

(PANASONIC Stereo AM/FM Cassette plus

tapes. Still under guarantee. 477-4011. ex. 21S

eves. (10 A )

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal
summer dalivary and Mva

25%tOSt%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
19S So. Bavarly Dr.
Bavarty Hills. CalH.

Man.-Sat. 10:0*-S:00 CR1-BS24

DRUMS ZiMgin, Ludwig cymbals- all

hardware- 5 piece red paarl including

Rodgars chroma siiaraS3S«.472-27SI. (10 A
19)

FURNISHINGS entire house- leaving

country - skies, bedrooms, fan. typewriter,

floor machine, patio chairs, desk. 754-

3m. (It A 19)

WEDDING gown- original design, sita 9,

reasonaMa. Call aTfsatO eves. ( 10 A 19)

ALUMINUM camper. For a 4' X 8' truck

bed. Two windows, top condition. Must sail.

Michael, 874-4914. (10 AM)

WATER BEDS- kin s. queens, doubles, all

$19.95 ea. (Factory guarantee) Call Jim, 7tS-

0892. (lOAlt)

LOWRY organ holiday modal 7L0, walMwl

finish w/bench light music. Would like

$750,390-1128. ('0A19)

y Services OHered. I

)

CONTRACEPTION. FAMILY PLANNING,
LEGAL ABORTION, VD In

formation/refferals. UCLA Overpopulation
Inlormation Center. Every Monday 12-4 p.m.
Ackerman Union, room 3412. A 19)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873-5815, 781 5527 eves. 783-3509. (11 QTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

pr employees Robert Rhee. 839-7270, 870

9793 (11 QTR)

FRENCH Italian, by Italian student,

graduated Pans Conversation, grammar,

excellent results 53 /hr George 476 5341 ( ll

A
22J

NEED a band or barender for your party,

wedding? Any style, any price '^*"9«'
^'J

2203 !1]_^^

TELEVISION/Stereo repair Head stereo.

$12 maximum labor, 25*o discount on parts, 6

mo guaranty, stereo sales too, 479 3274, 272

7474. (11 A 20)

ON CAMPUS

y -XEROX COPIES
" MIMEO DITTO PRINTING
Jheses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckholf Hall, Ext. 52515

..ac^

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the $35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

ti'avel (ages i5thraT2) Also:_.

$40 isdays
$55.21 days.

S70 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. $40. Gives

you 1000 miles and $40 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel ag*nt or call

British Rail 424 $149 (13QTR>

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS mi
An official Charter Flight

Operation Authoriied& Approved
by the University ol California

on ALLCamouses

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 t>drms. / singles
Fireplace, ige heated pool, elevator, pvte
patio, air conditioning, lovely street Quiet
bidg . maid available. North of Wiist>tre.
convenient to fwys

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479 8144 (WQTR)

MOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY NEW
AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE FOR TVWQ
441 LANDFAIR BLOCK UCLA POOL 479
i^O-* (17 A 30)

633 GAYLEY
S Min. walk Campus

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.

m

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,

873 5815, eves. ,783 3509. (11 QTR)
LA.-LON0ON/LONDON-LA.

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
"tUDENT rates 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD ,475 3570. <''Q'**'

AUTO Insurance: cancelled - declined - too

high. Low monthly payments Student

Discounts Ask for Bob, 396 2225. (1 1 A 27)

y Jravei • '•'

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June
$490. London charters $190. Encounter
Ov^land, 1414 E. 59th St., Chicago, III.

40437. (13M7)

8th ANNUAL ^

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE : Many departures (including one-

ways) from $248*

TOKYO: 6 week summer flight $343*

*lncludes US departure taxes

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839-2401

4248 Overland Ave , Dept A., Culver City

PREE Crochet LesMiis with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10 12. Thriftv Yarn
Mart. 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR)

ENGLISH Nanny seeks live-in position wit1«

inendiy family. Weekends oH. 394 8284.

before 4 PM (11 A 20)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, froa service. 24

hr phone. 274 9119. (11 QTR)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes Learn to

eliminate cramming forever Recall and
release all material ever studied 474 3350 M
PM Oeily (MA

chowstiy tormer tokxst Martha Oraham Co.
Adults children. 3112 Penn Ave SM. 828
9000/44$ 3433 (11 A 20)

GROUPS now forming Reasonable fees.
Call The Group Center lor free brochures.
4$4 303t. (11 QTR)

EUROPE, $225-285, also Israel, Japan,
Summer & Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev.

Blvd., LA, 90048. 4513311. ESEP-UCLA
members. (13 QTR)

MAKE t17e GREAT ESCAPE
Europe & middle east flights

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 months $125.00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 784 1477

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO) Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

$1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, $715.

Israel Europe: 11 weeks, $1195. Japan: 4

weeks, $1011. EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave., Culver

City, (213) 839 5247. (13 QTR)

CARSinEUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTSand TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O. BOX 49504
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet LA or N.Y.-Europe best prices

Immed. issue int. ID Card l> ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia Africa charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-8742

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel.
Africa, India. 40% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student l.D. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210.274-4293. (13 QTR)

UNISSS"*^ TRAVSl..
.RTER FLIOHT8

1O07

M LUo ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeki Coat

1 June 15—Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 Juna 24—Sep 5 11 $275
5* J^me 27---S«p 13 12 $275

1

* LA/London/Amsterdant
4 July 1 —Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

P ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E Juna 14--LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/H*drid/Frank $135
4E Sop 6 --LA/London $123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

^ OWE WXT FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14--Aiiisterdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London,^LA $139
3W Sep l6--London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California atudents. faculty,
employee*, extension and Alumni
Menbers olui iiMn«diate families.

\, Also Headquarters For.

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL-EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

-» On Saturdey

i + CHARTER FLXOHTS
1O07 IxxocUxi, :a^'

Fit.

2

3

4

7

8

9

10

n
\2

14

IS

Fit.

Fit.

15

Dap
6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/11

7/14

8/8

9/4

7/24

Ret.

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

8/25

V\fcs. Price

10 $275

8 S275

9 $275

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter
473 6412

FURNISHED one bdrm, SISS, attractive.

modern, convenient WLA location. Adults
1517 Federal Ave EX 5 0340 (17 A 27)

10

10

9

4
7

4
3

4

T2JS-
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275

$275
S27S

LONDONONE - WAY LA
Dap.

6/24

ONE.WAY LONDON-LA.
Rat.

9/9

$150

Prka
$150

400 BUILDING^
»1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnistied. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478 1735

555 LEVERING
Singles I Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7 2M4
Near Veteran Ave. (I7QTR)

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonaflda memtMrs of tha
University of California (students, faculty,
staff, rayistared alumni, immed- family
living in the same household)

charter flights

UC a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. & S p.m.

825 1221

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd., «4. LA, 90049.

826 5469 (13 QTR)

^M I viv.f ltl%M... ......... ............ I «

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. Any
level, several years experience in teaching.
R easonable. 39T }443. (14 A 21)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.

LSAT, etc. Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S. Robertson, 657-

4390. (14 QTR)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473 2492. (14 QTR)

TUTORING all subiects, experienced staff.

For EOP students. No charge. XS2127. 2240
Campbell Hall. (14 A 22)

/Typing 15

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE $50

DapoaHa now for %u^Vn«r/ldl

MRS. KAY GR3 17d8, GR3 0524

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA

Brand new modern 1 bdrm furn apti

Perlect to share lor 2 people

Rents S175 235 per mon per apl

Pool-Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St., SM 397 5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5556

2311 Fourth St.. SM 392 5686

' CAMPUftOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
D«poa«to now for aMmmar/larfl

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5^S84.

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299-3135 -

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specialiiing
in theses, essays, manuscripts. 3SC page. ( IS

QTR)

EDITH - IBM, term papers, dissertations,
etc. Accurate, fast service, pick-up and
delivery. 933-2993. (IS A 20)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
OlMance Services. •2« S. Robertson Blvd.
57-4390. QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near
campus. Call Esther 826-7691. (IS QTR)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/delivar, law
school. Alice. 397-3304. (IS QTR)

RUTH - theses, term papers, mauscripts.
Exp. Wkends. daily S-9, 828- 1 162. ( 15 QTR)

Typing Service. Resumes. Term Papars
Photo Copies

Fast & Efficient Service
Reasonable Rates

^Apk. - Unfurnished... 18

VENICE unforn. apt. Three bdrm., 2 bath.

Stove, refrig. Suitable four students »240

One block beach. Call 392 9361 eves, or 47?

8902. ^ : - (1«A23)

BEAUTIFUL, spacious 1 bdrm., Brentwood

Available immed. Sl65/mo. 820 4069 between

3.4 (18 A 23)

DELUXE 2 bdrm. 1/2 block «>««h. d.sh^

washer, w/w carpets, drapes, " Brooxs

Ave , Venice, 399 3509 eves. 5185 ( 18 A 7'

)

^ Apts. to Share '9

WORKING Girl, 21 plus, share 2 bdrm .
7

bath studio apt. (furn.) with oceanview

$105/mo.392.15M. (19A23)

forDIVORCEE with children looking

roommate to help with rent and some

babysitting call 399-5190. (19A23)

ANDREWS ENTERPRISES
4903 W. Pico Boulevard

Tel: 931 1739

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING. GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479

8144,477-6312. (15 QTR'
< » :

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math & technical typing.
Accurate, rapid service. 761 5580. ( 15 QTR)

V Wanted...•••••••••••••••••••••

OWN Room. Need 2 roommates. Jopanq*

Apt. Furnished, very large^
Tmo 455^

laundry, backyard, stream. S83 ^"^o *
2,

2544 \!1_

GIRL share apt. Private enVn^^'s** Ann'
UCLA, utilities, phone included "^^ ^"
BR2 1659,477 5939^

^^^^^^^Y^

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm. 2 bath, 567 t^^ocH.Joa.

campus Prefer foreign
^"'^^o,

Gil/Liberato, 4744063. '"'

MALE ige furn, 1
t^'^^""

„.%^'o
Utilities/parking, 1/2 block campus, i's^ 6^"

^^ Landfair, 477 2197. (l9Mi«;

FEMALE/s'hare apt. w/two. own bd^ni
J

1^ miles from UCLA "1 S"V<>»y*' ,^',V,f)

WANTED : Handmade jewelry ceramics,
leather clothing consignment only. 888
1761 (16 A 19)

ORIGINAL Thinking wanted want to
produce your screenplay if it sees through
our problems to offer some answers. Roger,
643 1922,392 9786 A21)

taves. -: —
FEMALE: Share huge two

«>«<"^«>f"J./fS
with three. 15 min. walk to c'^^P^^jJ^ 20)

475 4702

STUTTER ES needed for research. Pay. Call
Or Soderberg, 825 5976, 7572 Frani Hall. (U
A 20)

J House for Sale 2h

^ENTWOOD. Bus ^0 UCLA,J^^^-J^:
w/outside playroom 1105 Amhersi.

^ ^^

$37,500 Owner 826 8527.

*

t

^

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
AT WEYBUIW-

I w w m '« « n uririt v .1^'

NEED 4 to 8 units. One must have 2-3
bedrooms Principals only. Contact Miss
Pavelka, Rada Realty, DU 9-3796. HO 3-

4190 (UA20)

MARRIED couple want to sublet apartment
or ? for summer 479 5291, after 5. ( )

COVERED Patio spacious formal J^^^
frpi , 3 bdrm -2ba Nr UCLA own V'il^

COMPLETE privacy. Bel Air 3 ^
Large grounds Trees Pool Unique >"^

^^

Sands 476 6464
(21 A 20

,;.:;:.:-:-:-:-ww
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Weeken(J Wrap-up
Oarsmen outrace Cal Denny Crum appointed head coach at Louisville Golfers embarrassed by USC, 45-9

OAKLAND—UCLA spoiled California's bid for a

:v major crew upset by thoroughly humiliating the

g ggar squad at the Oakland Estuary Saturday. The

ii Bruins won five of the day's six races, the only loss

S coming in the junior varsity four race.

California coach Marty McNair had earlier

S hinted at possibly dethroning the Pacific-8 ~

'? champion Bruins. But his optimism soon proved to

i be fatal. Even though the races were all fairly

I close, the two lightweight crews proved to be the

>:i most impressive victors of the day, due to a

V personal snub from coach McNair earlier in the

^ week. McNair had not allowed UCLA's second

i boat to race for shirts, a traditional practice

:? unquestioned in crew.

:S The first and second lightweight boats won by 28

I: and 19 seconds, respectively, clearly showing their

I displeasure on the water.

:•: The varsity eight rowed a very powerful race

I .against a game, but beaten, Bear shell. It was,

^"^ironically, California's own course that eventually -

?: led lo the' B6ars' defeat. Both shells left the line
^

•:•: under control at a swift 41 strokes per minute and
"

i at the end of the first 500 meters, UCLA held a slim

•^ two-seat lead.

:?• However, it was here that the rough water

I struck the Bear oarsmen. Before they could regain

:§ control, the Bruins had moved out to a com- .,

^v fortable six-seat lead. Midway through the race,

5: UCLA experienced difficulties also, but their

5: finishing sprint regained that lost margin and

:? drove them across the line by one length in a 6: 10.1

i time. Cal finished in 6:14.7.

The junior varsity race was practically a carbon

?: copy of their varsity colleagues. The boats rowed a

^ see-saw battle for the first 1000 meters until the

?:• Bears' two-man caught a horrendous "crab,"

jij: which sent UCLA flashinjg into the lead. The

•A Bruins experienced no serious difficulties and won

:? by a boat length.

:>i
Freshman coach Jim Jorgensen enjoyed an

:?: especially rewarding day as his first-year oars-

:'::! men defeated the Bear freshmen for the first

I time in history at the Estuary course. Strokeman

:$Tom Lumsden, capitalizing on California's dif-

*§ ficulty with the choppy water, rowed a well-

jx controlled race which was close all the way down

S: to the finish. The Brubabes finished in 6:31.5 to the

;? Cub's 6:35.8.

vj The Bruins now move into the all-too-familiar

:.;; position of having only one more formidable threat

x; remaining on the West Coast—Washington.
:j< California was expected to give UCLA a difficult

g time, but the ease at which the Bruins swep't by

Ix them makes one wonder just how good this

:.v powerful eight could be.

—John Wood

UCLAassistant basketball coach Denny Crum is the new head coach at
the University of Louisville. Crum, 34 and John Wooden's chief assisUnt
and top recruiter the past three seasons, replaces John Dromo, who
resigned for health reasons after suffering a heart attack during the past
season.

_ .Louisville finished 20-9 this season, losing to Drake in the Missouri
Valley Conference playoff However, all five Cardinal starters return in

1971-72.

Vblleyballers lose league finale to San Diego St.

The UCLA volleyball team got caught looking ahead to this weekend's
NCAA championships and suffered its first league defeat of the season
Friday night at San Diego State, 15-12, 15-12, 10-15, 9-15, 15-8.

The Bruins' mental letdown wasn't helped any by the aroused Aztecs
and some bad officiating. The officiating was so poor that UCLA head
coach Al Scates was slapped with his first-ever technical foul.

San Diego's victory claimed the league championship for them and
UCLA finished the regular season in second place, with a 4-1 record.

—Admitting that the officiating didn't help his squad any, Scates replied,

"We wouldn't have won anyway with the way we were playing. We
simply weren't mentally prepared." Although the match with San Diego
was for the league crown, UCLA has already been assured a berth in the

NCAA Championships. Based on their poor showing in the District 8

Regionals, last weekend at Santa Barbara, however, San Diego State had

no chance to advance to the NCAA finals, having been passed over by the

NCAA selection committee in favor of UCSB, UCLA, Springfield (Mass.)

and the Midwest winner (Ball St. or Ohio St.

)

The Aztecs came out fast and took the first two games 15-12, 15-12. They

used full advantage of* their good serving game to hinder the Bruins in

their passing. "Our passing was especially bad. It is something we will

spend a lot of time on in preparing for this coming weekend," Scates

remarked.

Duncan McFarland led San Diego's surge but then UCLA got untracked

and dealt the Aztecs back to back losses of 10-15, 9-15 in games three and

four. The fifth and final game was San Diego's all the way. The Aztecs

soundly defeated UCLA 15-8 and came away as league champs.

The Bruins are off now until the NCAA tournament this' Friday and

Saturday in Pauley Pavilion.
—Jim Crew

Bruin Dolls third in ECCSCCs

The UCLA women's basketball team finished in third place at the

Southern California ECCSCC championships Saturday at Cal State

Fullerton, behind first-place winner Fullerton and runner-up Cal State

Long Beach.

The Dolls suffered their first loss of the year in Friday's semifinal

game against Long Beach, losing by six points. Earlier in the day, the

Dolls had demolished Occidental, 47-25. In Saturday's consolation game

for third place, UCLA defeated Cal Poly (SLO) ,
63-37.

•

At the UC Santa Barbara Women's Swim Invitational Saturday, the

Bruin Dolls finished third behind host Santa Barbara (101 points) and Cal

State Long Beach ( 81 points) . UCLA collected 80.5 points.

After Friday's embarrassing 4S-9 loss to USC,

the Bruin golfers can be thankful for the fact that

the setback isn't as damaging as it appears, as far

as UCLA ambitions for post-season play are

concerned.

In order for the Bruins to be included in the

NCAA tournament in June, UCLA must play well

in its remaining regular-season tourneys. That,

plus a strong showing in the Pacific-8 cham-

pionships. Individual dual matches carry Httle

weight as far as the NCAA selection committee is

concerned.

But time is running out. It is obvious from the

score that UCLA did not play well against the

Trojans "The first six (varsity) played very

poorly, " coach Vic Kelley said in something of an

understatement.

Don Truett, playing number one. shot a

miserable 83 in losing, 6-0, to USC's Gary Sanders,

who had a 74. "Don wanted to get a hold of Sanders

in the worst way." Kelley commented. "I don't

know what happened to his game."

Both the Biruins and Trojans distributed their

strength throughout the lineup as the Nos. 1, 2 and ]

3 men played 1-3-5 spots. Jim Porter, in essence :

playing the No. 2 spot, lost to Alan Tapie of- USC^ ;

but came in for praise from his coach. "Porter by

far played the best of all, " Kelley said in reference

to the talented freshman, who finished with a 76 to

Tapie's 72, even par and good for medalist honors.

Pete Laszlo lost to Dave Penso, 75-79, but did

manage to get two of a possible six points. Rene

Grivel and USC's Joe Batyko both played poorly,

but Batyko's 80 topped Grivel by one shot. The

Trojans continued their singles supremacy as

Bruce Titus defeated Bill Eaton 77-81, 5-1; and

Harry Fischer beat Jerry DiTullio 75-83, frO.

The Bruins lost all three best ball matches.

Sanders-Penso teamed yp to beat Truett-Laszlo 68-

76; Tapie-Batyko topper Porter-Grivel, 69-71; and

Titus-Fischer edged Eaton-DiTullio, 72-74.

Kelley reflected on the Bruins' lack of success

and thinks the problem is partly mental. "Our

team just isn't mentally as tough as some others,"

he remarked. "We have a lot of ability, but our

guys are looking for reasons for not playing well

instead of working hard. Part of it is my fault, too,

because I haven't had the time to work with them

as much as I should."

The next action for the varsity comes Friday

and Saturday at the Sun Devil Classic in Scotts-

dale, Arizona. Kelley said hei»lans to announce a

six-man team Wednesday —^
The UCLA junior varisty went down to defeat to

the USC JV's 38-18 at Bel-Air. Steve Brown had the

best UCLA score, a 74.

—Doug Kelly
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
/House to Share 22
TOLERANT, neat, cool female to sliare 3
bdrm. house in Venice. $72 plus utll. 392-71*2,
473-0130. (22 A 23)

LIBERTARIAN friend, Share large unique
pad w/one, S85/mo., including utilities, no
lease, Michael, 390-4810. (22 A 22)

NEED grad. share 2 txirm. beacti house witti
one Large yard, garage, furnished. Beth
< eves- 396-1089). (22 A 19)

GIRL, care for prof, daughter 2 1/2 5 hr-
&/day. Salary plus rm/bd. Walk to campus.
825-2«76. (22 A 23)

HOUSE to share, own room, well turn., on
Beverly Glen, $100. Call ati^r 5:00-279-
1860. (22 A 20)

MALE or female to share separate room and
Shower of large 5 bedroom house in Venice
With 4 med. students. $80 /mo. Call 392 5515^^ PM. (22 A 20)

ROOMMATES (female preferred) for large
noose in Hollywood. Own room, yard,
'"^eplace.pr* - mo. 449-6920. (22 A 20)

\/goom and Board 24
DYKSTRA Hall girl's contract. Immediate
occupancy spring qtr. Call Esther, 453-8345,
4S2 3404 (24 A 20)

jRoom and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.. 25

>lAutos for Sale 29 /Autos for Sale 29 >/Autos for Sale.............. 29

Overnight child care. 9:30 pm. * 3° » "^^

Hours & day off flexible. Free transportat on

.10 and from campus. 390-3959 afternoons. (25

A 23)

STUDENT Couple: Room & board (pri^»]*

bath), exchange for »>abys.ttmg/ I ght

housework for working mother. 931 5785 or

655-4060.
(25A22)

^Room for Rent 26

'70 FIAT 850 Spyder conv. 6,000 mi. Musi

sell . $2750,884-7622 eves. U29A19)

'67 SUNBEAM Alpine, good cond. $800 or

best offer. 451^08^.] (3^ A 23)

$200, '63 CORVAIR Monza, automatic, ne>^

reupholst Good cond. 477-7531 ext. 340 day,

360 1263 eves Kuo. ^^ ^ ^^^

'65 VALIANT, stick, no radio. New battery,

spark plugs, starter Good cond $350/offer.

477-3819. (29 A 23)

MUST sacrifice '67 MG» Roadster, xlnt

cond., low mileage, AM FM, wirt wheels,

$1325.395 548$. ..- . _ (29A_^»)

PORSCHE Speedster '57. immaculate, fresh

engine and many extras. $2400 firm. 454

89)4 (29 A 19)

64 AUSTIN Healey Sprite Xlnt cond $700

or make of ler 828 5742 (29 A 19)

'48 VW perfect cond . automatic sticii. AM
FM radio, $1250 787 4977 (29AI9)

'44 VW Bug. rebuilt '45 eng Xlt mech cofi#,

5475 or best offer. J93 2094 (29 AH*

$40 ROOM. Sunset Strip Hillside^ Car

necessary, male. Big closet, w.w. carpets

References. 876-5476 (26 A 20)

LAfAANCHA

THE BEST PLACE
^OR SOME PEOPLE
TOLIVE

IS

930 Hilgard

475-S831

-mm I '^ *^*" <*<»r'n contract (men's)
mediate occupancy Residence now
'ansprior.tynextfall Call 454 3405. (2* A

^OMEN' Apply now! YWCA Co^p for fall

m«... ^•"'•nt' inexpensive, homelike.
"*^'l (24 A 23)

^ Room to Share ^^^

^Ri:7tud'en"t'o7^dTo share apt
-n<J

meals free with guyJ9r6n0^^^^^^^27A^

^Autos for Sale 29

'71 VW Bug, only 2,000 mi., ^»y*''l\'['^il
Wiinake best offer. Call day: Mr E

'Z^^;,
8133.

-^-.---^^—^

—

|'65 DODGE Dart "r)v^ Low milMfle, ex-

Icellent cond. $850/best offer ^72-6906 aft^er 6.

jweekends.

'65 BARRACUDA, 31.000 m... mmtcon<lition

radio, automatic, new t.res, must »^e
,

»8^>o^

396 7923 ,

.^ VW, sunroof, -tOv/^-iVraV^'oTS^r
condition. Most sell this week. ^'^^^^^^
•472-4950.

'43 TR 4 rn^f>^ conv good C«»"«',',;»;;y;«

$400. $5234 or «5^^^^ . .

11,000 m snare 5i»oo^'^

'62 FALCON, good cond. $300/best offer

Available May 20/earlier. Home, 390-4579,

office, 825373$. jnAli )

68 FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great cond.,

17,000 miles, landau top, POwer

steering. brakes. 476 2045 after 4. (29 A 23)

68 MGB/GT yellow, mechanically xlnt,

wire wheels new tires. "^ 000 ""••»• *yW'
838 6968or 839 8773. - " ____!^^_
'68 DATSUN. 1400 roadster, xlnt. cond

Chrm whis, (iber/soft top Only $1350 985

4670
^2fA^9)

'65 MUSTANG 1 owner. 4cvl., auto trans..

5595, R H, good tires 825 5835 •"•^ ' P.'J^

476-3753 U^ « «>

ANY make/model new car (foreign 4
domestic) at near dealer's cost. Collegiate

Concepts, 788 1610. {79 A 10 )

'68 VW, AM FM, removable rack. xlnt. cond,

must sell, make offer. 475 2444 eves X54482

days. (29 A 19)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO — MG

Save on car rental with our "Buy h«re take

delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

1*1 044S. 870 6928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Wathin9ton Blvd.

45 MGB Rdstr W/jt/ Blaupk . Sempenet.
Mint body, mech . OeT'rington, New interior

Most sell 769 1983 (29 A 20)

300D transportation summ«r |0b. «wn 6i

Galaxie. V 8 engine, power steering /brakes,

R/H. $185 477 6392 (29A20)

'68 PONTIAC Le Mans, automatic, air cond

40 000 miles Days. 825 7351, Miss Valentine

Eves , 559 1809 (2fA2I)

r4~P0RD Fairlane. V 8, Runs well, good

transportation $440 Or best offer Call 824-

8731
(29 A 21)

%7 TRIUMPH Spitfire, 28,000 miles, original

owner, radio, heater $895/best offer 839

84)4

65 MUSTANG, e«c engine New tires,

brakes, transmission 5^00 best otter 474-

1055 or 478 1604 ' 7» A 20)

J Cycles, Scooters

ror joio..... ..».....»•••• *»"

(29 A 20)

63 SUNBEAM Alpine convertible, good

cond:tK,n Best offer must sell
^^^^^'^l^

215eves

"sTt ALFA Duetto W»rdfop-d*s< *r««i#e-»4.«or

mlJsorig owner Im.c cond "'»<>;'>••

offer 689 2446 or 862 8746 (29 A 23)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile

^^ _ Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTOSERVlCf
7957 y»t\ Nuys Blvd

across from O.M. Plant

-Call 894 7075 24Mowr-i

HONDA 70 'OOcc 1700 mi, fOOd cond $188

Call 425 '•''or 477 485» Ash for Dom ( JO A
73)

4; YAMAHA YLi lOOcc. «lnt cond must

sell, 5225 or best offer Call 477 69J4 eves

after 5 (JO A 23)

A-1

rtnTaV'*'^ "*" 9"^''» Contract. $120 for the

•^i iinV**^*"'
quarter Call Esther 653

(24 A 20)

automatic trans. •>' vo "
:

67 MUSTANG Fastbackv-8. stereo
J^^^^^^

new tires, racing shocks, spori. ,,, ^33,
654 1410

•49 DATSUN 1600 no hassle 20,000 n™'^*'!**

/Off er Nights 394 4717 (29 Ik^)

'67 TRIUMPH Spitfire, low '""••••^
J'"\

confi.t.on 7894175 evenings (29A70)

GTO lint, contii, ^'1,5*??^-'

TC^cke't seats a steal $2450 wirk: 825 571^,

42 VW Sedan Good condition Rtboii engme

S450 Of best offer Call 824-954 7 (29 A 20)

t

40 VW one owner fine colidition • $47$ or

best offer 452 5058 after 5 30 or weekend^
( 39 A iO

)

4i MU5TA
C6noition

home, 789 4733
(39 A 20) 5132

od

( 29 A 30

)

70 TS 90 SUZiKi Eac cond . low mileage.

Need bigger bike SJOO Call Mark, $$3

f404 130 A 22)

^irMOTO^TJUZ^-^rawWar '2$ Cf-^^
cond JOOO easy miles $300. most *•'« •''^

.541$
KlA^n^

J05CC YAMAHA. 1944, xlnt COnd . 17,8H

miles, and helmet $)2J firm Call Terry 477-

6874 eves. ^ (10 Alt)

FOR Sale '67 Yamaha 250 cc Perfect

mechanical cond test off*r over $250 198

,,,4 . (JO A 19)

-^

VOLKSWAGEN '47 ISOOcCS •««•«•.»'•"»

,ust rebuilt, radio, heater, '""^o**;
»»%r^

wired $T000/offer 8242705 (29 A 20)

67 BUICK Electra 225, 4 dr ht only 29.000

m. excellent $1650 477 340$. 400 Veteran

Ave (29 A 20)

/
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1. Track:

84-61 over WSU

2. Tennis:

9-0 over Stanford

7-2 over Cal

Crew:

UCLA -6:10.1

Cal -6:14.7
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3. Baseball:

6-4 over Stanford

11-8, i-S over Cal

Golf:

45-9 loss to use

4. Basketball:

Dolls third at ECCSCC's

5. Volleyball:

\i'»m»i<--»yyMii^i
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Bruins in five games

At home, basemen sweep Indi E
Art Reichle is a worried man, despite the fact that his

Bruins convincingly climbed back into the thick of the

Pacific-8 pennant race by beating Stanford Friday, M, and

sweeping a Saturday doubleheader from California, 11-8

and 8-6.

The Bruins belted out 13 extra-base hits in the three

games, including nine doubles, but Reichle is worried about

UCLA's pitching. "I was really pleased with the way we hit

the ball today, but our pitching concerns me." Bruin

hurlers, although afforded good support, gave up 13 earned

runs and 18 overall in 25 innings.

Nonetheless, UCLA improved its conference record to 3-1

and kept the heat on USC, now 4-0 after a weekend sweep.

Reichle said he was impressed with his team's offensive

[)erformance, but added that the pitching must improve if

the Bruins are to remain contenders.

On Friday

On Friday, UCLA regained the offensive punch that

fulfilled some of Reichle's earlier statements when he
commented that he thought this year's club was better

offensively than last year's. First baseman Dave Landress
is a prime example. He doubled in the first inning, scoring

both.Ralph Punaro and Ron Diggle as the Bruins took an
early 3-0 lead. Then, in the eighth, his solo home run insured

the win.

Reliever Bary Woodruff was the winning pitcher as he
took over for starter Greg Zail in the fifth inning. Zail had
his problems as he was tagged for three earned runs and
three hits in four innings. He also walked six men. Woodruff
worked 4 1/3 innings, allowing four hits and one earned run.

BRUIN ^1 ^l ill I tD
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Loser Bob Kammeyer pitched all eight innings for Stan-

ford, yielding six runs, five earned, and seven hits.

Saturday's contests with Cal were played in a strong

west-to-east wind which -may have accounted for the

unusually high scores. Outfielders Bob Adams and Eric

Swanson were the hitting stars of the opener. Rightfielder

Swanson hammered out three hits in as many times at bat

while accounting for three RBL He also scored twice.

Leftfielder Adams went three-for-four, and drove in four

runs. Two of his hits were doubles.

Lasted only three

Steve Smith started the game for UCLA but lasted only

three innings, giving up three runs and six hits. Bill Susa
pitched the final four innings to get credit for the win. He
allowed five runs and five hits. Cal's Doak Moore, 4-3 on the

season, received the loss.

The nightcap also featured a strong hitting attack. Gary
Robson went the distance for UCLA, allowing six runs, only

three of them earned, and 11 hits. Three Bruin errors un-

dermined his efforts. Robson did strike out 11 Bears on his

way to a 4-2 overall record.

Cal showed good hitting of its own, and this prompted
Bear's head coach George Wolfman to say, '*! think we and

UCLA have one point in common. We can hit but lack strong

pitching." Cal's leading hitter, rightfielder Jerry Vita toe,

was one indication of the Bears' versatile attack as he

slammed four hits in seven tries in the two games. UCLA's

Bob Adams was even better, going five-for-eight on the day

His seventh-inning home run off loser Ray Del Carlo broke

a 6-6 tie and sent the Bruins in front to stay. Del Carlo, 0-2 in

the Pac-8, relieved starter Ken Nelson in the seventh.

With Cal losing both to USC and UCLA, Wolfman said, in

comparing the two clubs, "Both teams are fine squads but

I'd have to give the edge to USC because of their pitching."

No breakdown

Wolfman was concerned about his own team, now 0«1 in

the conference, but he was confident it would be ready when

UCLA invades the Bay Area next weekend. 'There will be

no psychological breakdown. It's a do-or-die situation for

us."

As for UCLA, the Bruins are back in the Pac-« race. Their

hitting returned, but the pitching staff and ace Rick Pope

remain questionable. Pope had tendonitis and has been told

not to touch a ball for 10 days. **I was pleased with Bill

Susa's work this weekend," Reichle said. SUsa pitched

against both Cal and Stanford, shutting the door on an In-

dian rally Friday.

Before traveling north to meet Stanford and Cal next

weekend, UCLA hosts San Diego State Tuesday and

Fullerton JC Wednesday at SawteDe. UCLA now stands 23-

10 on the year.
—Ed Burgart

. . . on the road track, tennis have it easy, too

Numb trackmen rout WSU
84-61 in cold, rain, snow
Saturday's 84-61 victory over Washington State at Pullman, the

weakest team in the conference, was the closest margin yet for UCLA's
tracksters but after the meet coach Jim Bush was more optimistic than
he has been all season.

'*We*re really ready for Oregon," he said in summation of the meet.
The reason for his confidence, despite the score, is that nearly everyone
should be healthy against the undefeated Ducks this Saturday in the
Bruin Track Stadium.
Many Bruins, in order to be in good shape for Oregon, didn't even make

the trip to Pullman. Missing besides footballers James McAhster and
Fred McNeil were quarter-miler Steve Gibson, half-miler Bob Langston,
and pole vaulter Francois Tracanelli. The last three were all feeling a
little sick and Bush, fearing the worst about the Washington weather,
didn't want them catching colds.

His expectations were confirmed as, true to form, the temperature was
32 degrees. It also rained sporadically and snow had fallen earlier in the

day.

Yet, WSU coach Jack Mooberry thought it was an improvement over
the snowstorm the Cougars had three weeks ago for their invitational

however.

Despite the weather, sprinter Warren Edmonson seemed to round into

the kind of shape he had been in for the indoor season. Edmonson has
steadily improved since coming back from a leg injury three weeks ago.
*'He survived his big test He finished second to Wayne CoUett in the 100 at
-i.-.^-JranasL ..^
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Netters blitz Stanford 9-0,

Cal 7-2 as Rahim returns
Despite the cool and windy weather of the Bay Area, the top-ranked

UCLA tennis team solidified that position a little more in defeating

Stanford, 9-0, and California. 7-2, Friday and Saturday.
While the Bruins were on their way to the sweep, the USC Trojans,

UCLA's chief rival for the Pacific-8 title, experienced rough going. The

Trojans narrowly edged Cal, 5-4, Friday and then were defeated by

Stanford, 6-3, Saturday afternoon.

Although the Bruins got by the Indians with relative ease, Stanford

extended UCLA to the fullest. **They were really up for us," coach Glenn

Bassett said. "Not only were the bleachers packed with Indian partisans,

Stanford had their band and pom-pom girls to cheer them on. They were

really looking for an upset.**

The Bruins were buoyed by the return of Haroon Rahim, who had bt en

competing in the Davis Cup for his native Pakistan. Rahim handled Alex

Mayer in straight sets 6-4, 7-5, but Haroon did not appear to be on top of

his game.
In the feature singles match, UCLA's Jeff Borowiak continued his

mastery over Stanford's Roscoe Tanner, defeating him in three sets 6 3,

3-6,15-3. Two weeks ago at the Sunset Courts, Borowiak defeated Taimer^^

straight sets.

Jimmy Connors, playing in the third singles, easily disposed of the

Indians' Rick Fisher 7-5, 6-4. The Bruins then continued their singles

mastery as Jeff Austin defeated Paul Sidone 6-4, 6-2; Elio Alvarez got oy

Star T^ooareU 6-2, 7-6; and Modesto Vasquez hekl off Gary Groslimond. 7-

Steve Hardison, the second best Bruin pole vaulter behind Tracanelli,
had his pole snap into three pieces on one attempt in the frigid com-

(Contlnued on Paire 17)

V* <J" \/ , If 27

Haroon Rahim
In the doubles, the Rahim-Borowiak duo was given a scare by Tanner-

Mayer, who extended them to three sets before succumbing, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4

(Continued on Page H^
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DB charged with no^rounds for coffee campaign
By the DB SUff
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The Daily Bruin's "Greatest Coffee Rebellion"

culminated in the dispensing of 400 free cups of coffee to

students boycottingASUCLA and the caUing of the Daily

Bruin before Conununications Board (publisher of

student publications) by ASUCLA Executive Director

Don Findley.

Findley charged irresponsible journalistic coverage

because "no news story was run on the increase of food

prices" before the editorial was published on the first

page of yesterday's paper.

Yesterday's DB editorial, which attacked the raise in

coffee prices from 10 to 15 cents and called the action

•unfair," asked students to boycott ASUCLA coffee and

instead "drop by the DB" for a fr^ cup.

According to a stetemenl from Findley, "We belieye

that the campus community has a right to know the facts

of the food price raise situation so that it can make up its

own mind as to whether this was necessary. ASUCLA

will be happy to explain these facts to the community in

a full sUtement in the near future. This statement will

be sent to the Daily Bruin, now that it has requested to

know the facts.
4

•We prefer not to offer quick reactions to a Bruin

crusade' which has been mounted with no effort to

report the facts to the campus community in a news

sto0. We deeply regret the necessity of raising prices

and we did so only after consideration of many alter-

natives. We will try to explain this to the campus com-

munity in an honest and straightforward manner."

Findley reqiKKted that Communications Board adopt

the following proposals:

- Establish written policy regarding "what is fair" in

reporting and editorializing.

- Instructions be given to the DaUy Bruin to pnnt the

facts of food price increases.
- DB publish an apology for not printing the full facts

before an editorial was written.

- DB cease further editorializing on the subject since

it "got onto an irresponsible start."

^o\oyr\0

X

i'm not saying we should tell the DB What its editorial

stance should be," Findley said. "I don't say we should

censor it, but we need proceedures to insure fairness and

Comm Board must take action to insure this."

Mitchell Cannold, Comm Board chairman, agreed

with Findley that no attempt was made to get the facts

about the price increases.

The only action takew by Communications Board was

to pass a proposal stating that both sides of the issue be

researched and printed in the DB as soon as possible.

Ann Haskins, editor-in-chief of the DB, said, "A lot of

people are for freedom of the press until it hits home.

Over 400 cups of coffee were dispensed at the DB office

yesterday and over $20 was donated (money beyond

operational costs will be donated to Urn Camp).

The following remarks were made on the boycott by

elected student body government leader*:

— Keith Schiller, undergraduate student body

president: "If the DB can meet the needs of the students

by offering free coffee, its fine. Part of the increase was

across the board—part of the rising cost of living. As

long as ASUCLA pays higher wages than ouUide

businesses, it must be met by higher costs. It is our goal,

though, not to increase food prices."

— Peter Bouvier, Graduate Student Association

(GSA) president and Board of Control (BOC) chairman:

**I think Board of Control (governing board of ASUCLA)

will have to look into food prices. I have put it on the

agenda for the next meeUng. I'U have to see that facU

and figures—I'm not happy about current food quahty m
hne with the prices asked."

— Steve Halpem, general representative: "The Bruin

is usually screaming for ASUCLA workers to get pay

raises. They got their pay raises, so they had to raise

prices. But I guess the Bruin can play it from both sides

of the tence."

— Sonja Walker, first vice-president: "I think the

Bruin boycott is a good idea. The prices are ridicul^. I

would like to see the Bruin run a column having ASUtjLA

justify the price increase other than as a way^-to

eliminate the budget deficit."

According to Bill Scalon, a GSA represenUtive, the

GSA Senate will consider a motion to "condemn the

manner in which price increases were insUtuted by

ASUCLA on April 12 completely without prior noUce to

students and other members of the campus community

and after a change in vending machine service which

ASUCLA claimed would save money."

The following places announced they would dispense

free or 10 cent cups of coffee: the ASUCLA Barber Shop,

the Graduate Business Administration student lounge,

the School of Engineering student lounge; the Medical

Center cafeteria ; the PoweU Library third floor snack

shop and the GSA office.
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Despite bomb threat sit-in

Army recruits on campus

.!.!.!.:•:•:•:
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By Terry Colvtii

DB SUIT Writer

Despite a bomb threat and a sit-

in at the Placement Center, the
first day of Army recruiting on
campus went as planned and as of 2

Pm. yesterday approximately 10
students had talked to recruiters.
Shortly after noon yesterday an

anonymous phone call lead to the
evacuation of the Placement and
Recruiting Center. A subsequent
search by University police of-
ficers found no bomb and the

Senate meeting

postponed

The Legislative Assembly of
»e Academk Senate will not
«neft today due to a scheduling
connict, a -- ^5 ,^ to Senate
^airman i.rujamin Aaron. The
^natc will meet Instead at 3
Pn». tomorrow in Humanities
jai .

Tl»e meeting will focus on
Proposed reorganization of the
Senate.

employes, who were on their lunch

hour, returned to.work.

The sit-in 3t the Recruitmg

Center was preceded by a short

rally in Meyerhoff Park which was

sponsored by the Westwood

Liberation Front and the People

for Peace and Justice.

March

Calling for the march on the

Recruiting Center, David Sacks,

speaking for the two groups, said

"Itis time that we put our actions

where our thoughts are and our

bodies between the people of

Vietnam and the United States war

machine."
Another spokesman for the two

organizations representing ex-Oi s

concerned about Vietnam spoke on

genocide in Southeast Asia It is

LabsurditytosaythattodenyO^e

Army from recruiting at UCLA is a

Eolation of their ConsUtuUona

rights. Nobody h^s the right to kil

aether human being. The i^i

question is whether we are going to

protect the ConsUtutipn or lives,

^^J^^\uu. nt the Recruiting

cQnlin);ent

Of University Police and

Placement Center sUff

Chuck Sunberg, asscKiate

manager of the Placement
Center,

would not allow the demonstrators

to enter the building. "The only

thing that 1 aril trying to protect is

the right of those who wish to hear

the Army recruiters."

While no demonstrators were

allowed in the building, demon-

strators would not allow anyone in

or out
Grants

Ed Shaw, dean of the Placement

Center, said the Army's presence

on campus is tied to the Univer-

sity's research project grants.

-According to the National

Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration Act of 1969, any

University which denies access to

the Armed Forces recruiters faces

suspension of research grants." he

said -

"They have us over a sort oi

barrel The only authority that can

request that the recruiters not

come on campus is the ChanceUor.

Even after the request is made, the

recruiters are under no obligation

to abide by the request If they

want to come on campus they

will
' he concluded

A report claiming student who

had signed up for the h'.^-r -

terviews had their names turned

over to the FBI was denied by

Placement Center officials.

"; TM^ " "
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POET-Allen Ginsberg, poet, will road from his ^;»^»•f^ ^VH^l^Z.
at Janss Steps under the auspices of the Associate Student's Speakers

Program.

liniA-TV broadcasts at noon today

UCLA-TV will broadcast at noon today from the Gypsy Wagon to

Royce Hall 170. the Terrace Room and the Ackerman Union Men's

l>oungf Today's broadcast ^l" f*^»* '

Magnificent, an interview wllh Allen iim5T>?rg, a trsturt- — -.• --V

volleyball and coverage of The Great Coffee Rebellkm.'
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Faber describes extension course on 'healing
By Andrew Moss

DB Staff Write^

"I believe that the deepest things

about people have a mystery about

them. The essence of them is not

completely definable." Thus Carl

Faber, a popular lecturer in

psychology here, describes the

spirit of his extension course called

'•Healing."

The 10 sessions of the course will

feature speakers on the ancient art

of healing. Doctors and a dentist,

psychologists and a musician, and

Aldous Huxley's wife Laura will

present their views. A list of those

discussions and their dates is

available in the Extension Office in

Murphy Hall.

Faber refuses to define healing.

•There will be many sparks

thrown at you that may well leave

loose ends," he told his first-night

audience, which numbered about

70 people, many of them middle-

aged and older. To them he

described his course •
. . as an

attempt to move around healing as

an experience, as a phenomenon
"

He introduced healing by asking,

"What are those attitudes and

understandings and atmospheres

that make it possible for hfe to take

a giant step?" He talked of the

mythological foundations of

healing ahd told myths and stories

about shamans.

Psychosomatic

He later said in an interview he

didn't know much about

psychosomatic heahng, of the type

popularized by faith healers. These

healers claim to cure their patients

of physical ailments with their

touch and spiritual influence.

"I am a well-trained scientist.

I'm very skeptical about a lot of the

well publicized, exploited types of

heahng claims. On the other hand,

being a religious person, I'm very

ready to believe it ... I believe at

the heart of things the psyche and

the body come together," he said.

Undertaking

Faber described "Healing" as

his "deepest undertaking yet in an

extension course.

"Since I was three, I was

.
' 1"" '(

Sportswear's bigger nowl Loaded with really

great clothes— everything from dashikisto

hotpants. And to top it all, we're

having a two-week sale, starting today.

Come see— we think you'll be pleasantly
~~'

surprised.

jeans! 500 pair! top quality

famous label! values to $16!

women's jeans

slight irregs.

if perfect to 1 2.

5.99
A well-known Los Angeles store sold out, and
we scooped up thejr brand new stock of jeans.

And/or styles (that's male or female) — many
fabrics, colors and patterns in flares!

men's blue work
shirts by Levi

if perfect, 7.00

4.25

belts, reg. to 10.95

3.99

watchbands, val.to$6

1.49

women s

pantsuits

values to 2§.00

18.99
peace t-shirts

and sm-med
sweatshirts

99<t

as
uc

Students' store

tporttw*ar, b l«v«l, aclwnman union, 825-771

1

M-F 7:45a.m.-7:30p.m.; S 10-3

Use your Bankomericard or Mas»Gr Charge
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iMisically raised to help other
people. I mean in the sense that I

have been made to feel responsible
for people's feelings since I was a
young child. I'm just sort of a
helping person by nature. How that
helping was expressed has
changed over ihe years." He called
the course '*a refinement of the
kind of work I do as a
psychologist."

Of his expectations for the

course, he said, **I hope that we
can come to a better understanding
of what goes into the healing ex
perience. And I also hope that the

learning itself will be a healing

experience. From a couple of

responses I had, that's really

happened," he said.

As to his methods, he said, "I've

nk)een criticized that I'm very

suggestive and thought-provoking,

and that I don't want to nail

anything down. And I don't want
to."
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Is our image
slipping?

Some people may have us

wrong. It's possible.

For instance, we Paulists

are known for the printed

and the spoken word. Books,

radio, and TV. The glamorous

world.

But there is another, bigger

world in which the Paulist

moves . . .

A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer

material and spiritual relief

^. to migrant workers.

i An area known as East

Village and a Paulist who
understands the meaning

of "taking a trip."

A Newman Center on a

troubled college campus
and a priest who is not a

judge but an understanding

ear and a mediator.

Being a Paulist isn't easy.

Being a Paulist isn't glamorous

It's better.

For more information on

Paulist priestly spirit write to

Vocalloa Director

<=PaiiUfit

ipbelUCJS.P

Room 112

415 Wert 59th Street

New York, N^Y. 10019
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Philosophy dept fights back
By Steve Ainsworth

DB Staff Writer

When Angela Davis was fired

last year by the Regents, the

philosophy departn\ent became

aware they were fighting, in the

words of Montgomery Furth,

philosophy chairman, "... a

system where there is a general

disordering of priorities and

values." They are still fighting.

"We are fighting for our lives up

here . . Right now, we are trying

to keep ourselves together as a

philosophical community." Furth

said.
, J . .—The loss of Angela resulted m the

cancellation of the three courses

she taught: "Recurring

Philosophical Themes in Black

Literature,"
* 'Existentialism and

Phenomonology" and "Dialectic

Materialism."
»

Courses

"The three courses Angela

taught were not created for her but

are a part of any good philosophy

department. We are trying to find

professors to teach those courses,

but there are few who are more

eminently qualified than Angela,"

philosophy professor Donald

Kalish said. Kalish was phUosophy

department chairman when
Angela taught here.

In addition, the department lost

the viewpoint of a woman and a

black. There are no minority

professors and only one woman
professor in the philosophy

department now.

'The failure to rehire Angela

was a definite loss to the entire

campus community ... I think

there are too few women
professors and too few ethnic

professors in the University. The

philosophy department lost more

than the other departments when
Angela was fired because we lost a

woman and a black," Kalish said.

He said there was a recom-

mendation made in the department

to hire a woman to teach here next

year.

Furth said the philosophy

department's support for Angela

still continues.

Viewpoint

**I think we have a firm, con-

sistent viewpoint. Her appointment

was a good one, her reappointment

was a good one. I feel the Regents

wrongfully, illegally overthrew her

reappointment," he said.

"I think any stand we made, any
actions we ever took were . . .

sound, and we still stand behind

them," he said.

'Dump Nixon' drive

here to be planned

An organizational meeting to

plan a two-week "Dump Nixon"
voter registration drive will

'

''' take place at noon in Ackerman
Union 3517 today. The drive is

part of a national anti-war

registration campaign aimed at

the 18-21 year-old voters.

However, Furth said the charges
brought against Angela concerning

the San Rafael shoot-out have
made it impossible to go through

with any plans to have her rehired.

"That's not to say we have
forgotten Angela, we have not. But
there's little we can do as in-

dividuals and nothing we can do as

a department that we haven't

alread /^ . Her trial has thrown

our efforts into a state of limbo,"

Furth said.

Welfare

"We are concerned for her

welfare, we are concerned that she

get a fair trial. I think some of us

are a little skeptical that a fair trial

is possible in Angela's case," he

said.

Kalish said assuming Angela is

acquitted and assuming this is a

society in which a person is con-

sidered innocent if acquitted, then

Angela will have a good case

against the Regents.

"I think the Regent? owe her a

year's job," he said.
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"She was treated very shabbily

by the Regents, and if she is

acquitted, I feel she has a good

case," Furth said.

Fight

But vyhile Angela awaits her

trial, the philosophy department is

continuing their fight, but on a

different issue—budget cuts.

Furth said the amount of money
required to allow this University to

function as it should is about equal

to the cost of one Boeing 747 jet. He
said this was indicative of the

"distorted sense of priorities."

The philosophy department has

been particularly hurt by the

budget cuts. A year and a half ago,

there were 19 faculty full-time

equivalents (FTE), but this year,

due to the cancellation of the

summer quarter and further

budget cuts, there are only about

12, according to Furth

He said some of the positions

may not be filled next year and the

philosophy department will be

reduced to "about eight bodies."

Hit hard

"A department that has been hit

as hard as ours has been hit has to

do some serious rebuilding," Furth

said.

Kalish said the unfortunate thing

about the budget cuts is they result

in the dropping of courses that are

of interest to the undergraduate,

and the loss of professors who

teach them.

"In a contracting economy, as is

the present state of affairs, there is

a strong tendency to preserve the

status quo In other words, the

departments have to preserve the

courses and professors that are

essential to their graduate
programs," he said.

"Ethnic professors and courses

concerning new areas of thought,

such as existentialism, tend to be
left out. They become of secondary

importance," Kalish said.

Liberal education

Furth said philosophy is central

to a university which is still in-

terested in offering an un-

dergraduate a hberal education.

However, he said the present

budget makes it difficult, if not

impossible, to offer the un-

dergraduate a complete
philosophy program.

In a report on long range

program plans for the philosophy

department, the introduction

reads, "
. . the resources of the

(philosophy) department are badly

out of line both with the tasks that

it ought to be performing at UCLA,
and by comparison with com-

parable departments at other

campus of UC and elsewhere in the

country." . /

However, Kalish said while

many people have tried to blame

the budget cuts on Angela or the

riot last May, they are both results

of the same cause.

"To blame the budget cuts on

Angela or student unrest is a

simple cover-up. They are the

result of mismanagement and bad

business. If Angela had never

come here and there had been no

student unrest last May, we would

still be suffering from budget

difficulties. They result from the

inadequacies of management,"
Kalish said.

"Angela Davis, then, is a symbol

and a symptom of repression in a

system where there is a general

disordering of priorities and

values," Furth said.

Housing, SHS changes

to be discussed today
By Rick Keir

DBSUff Writer

The dean of students and several heads of student services asked

to meet today with a committee which has proposed nvajor changes

in their operations. u ^ » '

Dean of Students Byron H. Atkinson could not be reached for

comment yesterday but it was reported he would ask the com-

mittee for rationales for changes in such services as the Student

Health Service (SHS) and the housing service.

Several members of the sub-committee on the use of the

registraUon fee wereconcemed that today's meeting wiU be a

confrontation with the committee engineered by Atkinson.

However, sub-committee members agreed yesterday they would

discuss the housing service with its head before discussing

anything else. William Locklear, dean of the housing service

declined an invitation to yesterday's meeting saying he would

rather present his case when the other student serviced discuss

their cases today.

The subcommittee proposed the housing service be aUocated

$181,000 for next year, which is about half of Locklear's request. It

said this allocation was contingent on:

-A reducUon from eight residence advisers and 50 house ad-

visers to four residence advisers and 12 house advisers.

—An immediate transfer of the business funcUon from the

Housing Office to the Office of Auxiliary Services and finterpnses

with University, not student, support. However, the sub-committee

has earmarked $26,000 which, in turn, should be transferred to the

Business Office to help immplement this reorganization.

-The maintenance and strengthening of off campus housing and

the assignment of housing office priorities to this area — $100,000

has earmarked for this purpose.
-^ »»_ _^^

Locklear was unhappy with these proposals and said the mem

bers of the sub-committee obviously did not undersUnd the com-

plexity of the housing service. He said he was "sympatheUc to the

burden they bore" in assigning priorities to the spending of the |8

million of student registration fees.

However he said, "I was disappointed that they had made such

drastic cuts without giving me any written plan for my sUff to

study." . . ,

The sub-committee also proposed a special broad based campus

committee, including fiscal experts, be established to ov^ee the

SHS budget. It also proposed that SHS not budget a deficit and

function next year on $300,000 less than requested.
, . \.

Controversy raged yesterday over one of the proposals for tne

housing service. Several sub-committee members were angry

when they heard Locklear had mailed the letters of accepUnce to

32 prospecUve house advisors after vice chanceUor Norman Miller

told him of the decision last Wednesday. At their meeUng yester^

day, sub-committee members questioned if Locklear had

deliberately flaunted the authority of the committee.

Contacted after the meeUng. Locklear denied this and said Uje

committment three months ago to mail the letters on that date. He

added that the university is not committed to hire these people

since the budget has not been finalized. ^

,(Paid Advertisement)
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Respect
The Dean of Students and several of the Student

Service heads are going to confront the committee
that proposed some changes in their services.

Several members of the University Policies
Commission (UPC) sub-committee on the use of the
registration fee have expressed fear that their

meeting will be **taken over'* by these ad-
ministrators.

We sense the agitation of the administrators stems
from the fact that the tables are now turned. Five
students, one professor and one administrator are
now urging the previously sacrosanct area of the
administration of student services be scrutinized
more closely. Major changes are being proposed to

administrators who have never really answered to
anyone but the Chancellor.
The sub-committee has allocated the Student

Health Service (SHS) $300,000 less than requested,
contingent on the establishment of a campus wide
committee including fiscal experts to oversee that
budget. It has also proposed that Housing Service cut
out some house advisors and residence advisors
while its business functions should be transferred to
another area.

To the end of effective student voice, we hope that
the student service administrators recognize the
power granted by the Chancellor to this sub-
committee and afford it some respect in its meeting
today.

Coffee 3
The reaction to the first day of our "coffee cam-

paign'* has been illuminating to say the least.

Donald Findley, executive director of ASUCLA (for
those of you who have forgotten that's Associated
Students UCLA) has called us *

'irresponsible." After
an hour-long shouting match in his office, Findley
tried his bitter brew on Communications Board.
We've been accused of not ^'getting the facts" before
launching our caffene crusade; despite the fact that
we talked with Robert Herre, the head of the Food
Service, about rationales for the coffee price hike.
Herre had little to say at the time— as we reported in
our April 16 edition— but that's not our fault. Findley
claims we should have checked with him, not Herre.
But Herre is in charge of Food Service and thus
appears to us a perfectly legitunate primary source
for mformation about Food Service matters.
The reaction of our student leaders was disap-

pointing. Our elected representatives — with a few
notable exceptions— issued statements calculated to
simultaneously appease Findley and not offend the
Bruin, which is good for our egos, but a disheartening
show of spine on theif part.
At any rate, we're stiU perking along . ____,

El Chicano review criticized
K.,,

Editor:

From the word go, Andy Lin-

sky's review of El Chicano's El

Chicano Revolucion stinks.

In the first place, he assumes

that Santana is the standard by

which to measure all other Latin

groups. Even though Santana is a

great group, there is no basis in

fact for this assumption.

Secondly, the implication is that

records more conducive to dancing

are inferior to those designed for

*'pure listening." Linsky should

take note of the fact that a great

deal of Latin music is for dancing

and should acquaint himself with

Joe Cube, Tito Puente, Ray
Barretto and others.

Thirdly, the entire article has a

latent racist tone. He refers to El

Chicano as "E^^st L.A.'s current

stalwarts" when in fact they made
it big at a Southwest Los Angeles

Japanese night club. He also

alludes to the ''Mexican cantinas"

and the days on the beach at

Mazatlan, obviously visions of

someone on a white middle-class

trip.

Linsky's failure to mention three

of the best cuts on the album,
"Cubano Chant" ("Descarga
Cubana"), "Chicano Chant," and
"Don't Put Me Down (If I'm
Brown)," is consistent with the

rest of the article. In fact, the only

thing he says that is worth
anything is when he half-heartedly

comphments Ersi Arvizu.

Other than that, Linsky shows
his true colors and that he has
absolutely no feel or appreciation
for truly good music.

Lastly, if Miss Arvizu 's tone is

nasal, then surely Linsky's view of

music is anal.

David Carleton

SenlorrPolitical Science

Friends
Editor:

Friends we are and friends we
are not. Between two students
there may exist a bond of friend-

ship. However, the tenure of

student friendship is confined to

the campus of UCLA whose
duration is approximately four
years.

The bond ol friendship has no
limitation it would seem. But upon
closer scrutiny, the bond of
friendship is tenuous. The per-
versive knife of competition is

cutting the bond of friendship to

shreds.

I smiled at you today. Oh, I

know, you were too engrossed to

notice. Studying for a coming

exam has thfe impact of not

preceiving friends. Friends do

help, you know.

Between the initial entrance and

exit from the University, there is a

friend. Don't you remember the

friend who gave you en-

couragement? Don't you
remember the frierid that was a

sponge for your tears? Don't you

remember the friend whom you

asked to repair a broken heart?

Don't you remember the friend

who espoused human need over

competition for grades? Don't you

remember the friend who helped

you with your finals? Oh! How
easy it is for us to forget. But the

indelible imprint of friendship will

not fade away.

The bond of friendship may have
gone unnoticed because it is per-

ceive as something else. For
example, you're playing this game
or you're programming this friend.

The outcome is that YOU ARE
THE WINNER. You ran your
game and won. But since friend-

ship abrogates programs and
games, you had to win. To be more
specific in friendship, he who
perceives himself as a winner,

wins, but he loses.

It is difficult to engage in

friendship when the very act is

undeterminable. What are you
going to get out of it? There is no
common yardstick to measure it.

How do you measure, to wipe a
tear, to stroke a spine, to hold a
trembling hand, to share lecture

notes, to caress a dimple or a
cheek, to touch an ear, to share a
secret? Friendship can only be
measured in the blood of mankind.
Then it goes without saying that
the transfusion of life is the
unrelenting bond of friendship. It is

as a melody that will not let me
forget your name and whose in-

tensity is an eternal fl^me.

Roy Moore
Senior, Sociology

Clarification
Editor:

I wish to clarify what I beUeve is

an unfair inaccuracy reported by
the DaUy Bruin (April 14). In "SLC
Evaluated by Winslow", I was
indirectly quoted proving a point

by criticizing Keith Schiller's
participation on Board of Control
This is inaccurate: SchUler has
done a very good job in this area
My apologies for this foul-up.

Bill Winslow
General Representative

Student Legislative CouncU

Pollution?
Editor:

Last week I was approached by
members of the People's Lobby
who were soliciting signatures for

a petition to combat smog by,

among other means, a moratorium
on nuclear power plants. How
absurd! They seem to think that
every nuclear plant they prevent
will be that much less smog when
actually each prevented nuclear
plant means another fossil fuel

plant.

Both nuclear and fossil fuel

plants produce heat to generate
steam and thus contribute equally

to thermal pollution; both produce
radiation in near negligible
amounts (and, surprisingly, the

nuclear pUmts often emit less

radiation than the fossil fuel plants

because they are strictly regulated

while the fossil fuel plants produce
smog — tons and tons of it! Whose
side is the People's Lobby really

on, anyway?
For years medical science had to

fight ignorance and superstition to

try to solve the health problems of

mankind. Why must we still fight

ignorance in the 20th century in

order to solve environmental
problems? Why can't People's

Lobby direct its efforts toward

replacing fossil fuel plants with

nuclear power plants?

John S. Hendricks

Correction
Editor:

In our letter to*the Editor (Daily

Bruin, April 6), thanking depart-

ments and individuals for their

contribution to the library at the

University of Nigeria, Nsukka, we
omitted to thank Mrs. Giselle von

Grunebaum and her staff in the

gifts and exchange section of the

University Research Library for so

wilhngly carrying out the immense
task of packing the books and

sending them away to Nsukka.

Leo Kuper

Director

African Studies Center

Life versus death
The woman is in the most joyous of pains; she is

about to give birth to her third child. But then an
agony beyond belief as her third son is bom with no
forehead, flippers instead of arms and six toes on his
feet. And the woman asks why.
And we here in America should know the reason

why, for we have done this to a North Vietnamese
woman and her child. And not just to her, but to
thousands of children being bom in S.E. Asia.
The woman had been in the middle of a defoliant-

spray (herbicidal war) attack on her village during
her pregnancy. The U.S. (our) Army has been using
tactics such as this to win the war. Some may say this

is but communist propaganda, but take another look
and we can see the logic of this inhumanity.
The war being fought by the National Uberation

Front in Vietnam is a guerilla war. In order for a
guerilla war to be successful, "the guerilla must be
the fish in a Hfe-supporting Sea." And since the sea of
Vietnamese people are supporting the NLF, the U.S.
Armed Forces, in order to win (forgetting who will be
left the winnings? ), have decided to destroy the sea.
And as we idlely sit back and keep score of the body

counts more and more of the people of Vietnam have
but the choice between death and a living death.

It is our duty as human beings to stand up, take a
stand and fight if necessary to stop the war and to
defcnd^he right to hve. —

Fqr this is what it comes down to: communist or

not communist, the Vietnamese have the right to

hve.

Back here in the United States, we provide the sea

that gives life support to those who are destroying
life in S.E. Asia. And as that sea of life, it is our

responsibility to allow only that which propagates

life.

The University is one of the major sources of food

for U.S. Armed Forces. And hence it would be our

duty or our right to cut off this supply in order to

defend the right to live. War-recruiting, war-related

research, and ROTC all feed off the University's

resources in order to destroy the right to live in

Vietnam.
And it is for the power of life and love that we are

organizing to end all University complicity with the

war which breeds death and hate. , - _

Today for the second day we will be picketing the

Placement Center where the U.S. Army is recruiting

for the second day. TTicre will be a short rally at

Meycrhoff at 12:45.

We stand against the University's complicity with

death.
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Vietnamizatiori: a political hype

The invasion of Laos was supposedly arranged in part to

test the fighting capabilities of the ARVN troops that have

been trained to replace the departing U.S. troops. It has

been stated that the success of that operation will help

determine the future pace of "Vietnamization*' of the war,

specifically the rate of troop withdrawal.

Presently, troop withdrawal has fallen behind its quota.

According to schedule there should k>e 284,000 troops in

Vietnam as of May first, in order to hit that quota 22,000

soldiers will have to be withdrawn this month, even thought

the present rate is only 12,500 men per month.

Many Americans seem to believe that the **Viet-

namization" of thewar means a decrease in the intensity of

the war, or at least a decrease in U.S. involvement. Sup-

posedly by continuing to withdraw troops, the United States

will soon be out of the war, and it will be up to the Saigon

regime and the NLF to fight it out. This is pure fantasy.

The Vietnamization program was never designed to

totally eliminate American soldiers from Vietnam, nor was

it designed to decrease U.S. involvement in the war. Its

main design has been from the outset to pacify Americans

and end their resistance to a continuation of the war.

It is true that at the present rate of troop withdrawal

there will be a far smaller number of U.S. ground troops in

Vietnam, but this will in no way bring about a deescalation

lof the war. It will continue to be an imperialistic war,

controlled by the United States, but with mercenaries and

technologists replacing the U.S. ground troops. And the war

will be prolonged not shortened through Vietnamization,

while protest against the war will be reduced.

Replacements

First, let us look at the replacements for the U.S. ground

troops. The main units that will replace the foot soldiers are

the ARVN troops, the regular South Vietnamese forces.

This army is already 1,000,000 men strong, twice the size of

the maximum number of U.S. troops. The army comprises

almost one-fourteenth of the entire population of South

Vietnam, yet the U.S. troops still do the majority of the

fighting.

The invasion of Laos is the first major campaign which

was fought entirely by ARVN troops, the success of which is

very much in doubt due to the conflicting reports of

newsmen and mihtary reports. Yet, what little success

there may have been came as a result of U.S. air and ar-

tillery support.

Without U.S. helicopter support ARVN troops would

never have gotten out of Laos with the small number of

casualties that they suffered. Even the latest raid into Laos

performed by 300 special ARVN forces was managed by

means of U.S. helicopter lifts, and the reported 85 enemy

killed were killed by preUminary U.S. B-52 bombings.

It is apparent that even if the majority of the U.S. ground

troops are removed from Vietnam, it will be impossible to

remove the aircraft, artillery and advisory personnel that

keep the ARVN soldiers alive and provide cover whenever a

large enemy contingent is faced. It will be many more

years before the airmen could ever be removed from

Vietnam without the ARVN troops susUining severe

defeats. How many years would that withdrawal of tactical

personnel take place after the withdrawal of foot soldiers?

Hopefully by May the number of troops will have been

reduced to 284,000. At the present rate of withdrawal, and

assuming that no new troops go to Vietnam (which is most

assuredly not the case, since I and you know of people who

are scheduled to go to Vietnam soon) it will take at least two

more years to remove the majority of the ground troops just

from Vietnam.

By Patrick D. Murphy
How many years are you willing to sit around and wait for

the so-called ''Vietnamization" to take place? In the

meantime, how many men, women, and children will die in

Vietnamese villages from U.S. made shrapnel?

If the ARVN troops are not really capable of handling the

war, why are ground troops being withdrawn? There arc
several reasons why it is possible to withdraw U.S. ground
troops and still maintain the present level of comtMit.

First, as I have mentioned the ARVN has at present

1,000,000 men, larger than it has ever been in the past.

Secondly, mercenary troops are filling the gaps where
ground forces are still needed. The Meos, who are a hiU

people of Laos, have been carrying on the war there with

U.S. training and supphes for several years, they may be

used as well in Vietnam. The Meos are equipped with M-16'8

and American made and staffed helicopters.

In Vietnam, a similar people, the Montagnards, are being

trained in the same fashion as the Meos to fight against

whosoever their American suppliers call the enemy.

CIA
In Thailand, the CIA has been busy for several years

developing an irregular .^rmy that has troops fighting in

Vietnam. (This information was personally verified by a co-

worker who was a sheriff in Thailand and worked with the

CIA on occasion.) These CIA trained troops are fighting in

Laos as well as Vietnam, and since last May some have

been stationed in Cambodia.
Further, in September of 1966 U.S. aid to the Philippines

was greatly increased, and at the end of that month the first

division of Filipino forces arrived in Vietnam. The following

year, South Korea received a boost in economic aid, and

now there are 66,000 Republic of Korea troops in Vietnam.

The prime advantage of using mercenaries and improving

the ARVN troops is that it is far cheaper than training a

U.S. soldier, and the mercenaries are paid far less than

American soldiers.

Also, mercenary casualties do not have to be listed for the

American people, who are only concerned with American

dead, not human dead.

Another, far more important reason that Nixon is able to

have a long range plan of troop withdrawal stretching over

the next few years has nothing to do with a desire to

decrease U.S. involvement or even the ability to replace the

troops with mercenaries, but it does have very much to do

with the invention of new weaponry and the continuing

innovations in automated warfare. American technology

since World War II has spent fantastic sums of money on

the development of armaments and weap)onry. As a result,

the army with its new technological skills and equipment is

setting up an electronic battlefield, in which large numbers

of foot soldiers are becoming obsolete.

The troops are not being removed out of any moral

considerations or commitment to end the war, but they are

being withdrawn because they are simply unnecessary to

the continuation of the war.

Westmoreland

On October 14th, 1969, General Westmoreland reported to

Congress on the development of the "electronic battlefield"

in relation to the Vietnam war.

The following quotes are taken from the "Congressional

Record:" "With first round kill probabhUes approaching

certainty, and with surveillance devices that can con-

tinually track the enemy, the need for large forces to fix the

opposition physically will be less important."

In other words, machinery such as radar and laser beam

illuminated TV that can track the enemy at night will be

used to replace reconaissance squads in finding the enemy.

Further, Westmoreland explained hofw little foot soldiers

really do in eliminating the enemy: "In Vietnam, where

artillery and tactical air forces inflict of two-thirds of the

enemy casualties, firepower is responsive as never

before."

From this information it is evident that the prime func-

tion of all the ground forces in Vietnam is merely to locate

the enemy whereupon air and artillery strikes are called in,

and then afterwards troops go in after survivors and

stragglers.

As a result, as military technology in the field of enemy-

locating improves, the foot soldier is becoming less useful

in this war. Since 1966, over $2 billion has been spent on

STANO (surveillance, target acqiiisition, night ob-

servation) projects.

Also, the great success of intensive bombing that is oc-

curing in Laos gives hope for a similar success with in-

creased bombing in Vietnam. Also, the intensive defoliation

of large areas of land has decreased sharply the amount of

fertile soil, thus narrowing down areas where the enemy
can hide. Since defohation and bombing have also been

very successful in reducing the population of Vietnam,

there has also been a reduction in the number of enemy that

ground troops can engage.

Policy

Finally, "Vietnamization" is mainly a poliUcal maneuver

introduced after Cambodia, midway through Nixon's term

in office, when people begin to think about the next

presidential election. Its first and immediate goal, though,

is to reduce friction between the Pentagon and the Senate,

and to ease public criticsm of the war, and to pacify the

older aged, newer anti-war people who have appeared in

the last year.

Many Americans read 12,500 soldiers are to depart from

Vietnam monthly, and they then believe that this will end

the war, or at least end U.S. involvement in the war. It is

true that as the number of U.S. troops decrease the numl)er

of American casualties will decrease, but this will have no

effect on the intensity of the war.

As long as the U.S. supports the Saigon regime, the war

will continue at its present pace; and with the influx of U.S.

money and technology the extermination of the Vietnamese

people will continue.

Not only does Nixon want to cool public criticism, but he

would also like to discredit the "Out Now" Congressmen.

He can also pull more conservatives into his camp by

demonstrating that he is going to bring the boys home
safely. As he reduces the number of combat troops, even

the expenditures for the war increase, he will claim that he

is bringing the war to an honorable and just conclusion,

when in reality, planned military obsolescence will be

bringing the boys home.

Then, when thousands more Vietnamese are dying under

a barrage of automated weapons, Nixon will be cam-

paigning for re-election on his ability to end the war. It will

be one of the more hypocritical campaigns of the century,

because Vietnamization, in the words of Averall Harriman

"is not a program for peace but is a program for the per-

petuation of the war." And foolish Americans may vote for

Nixon in the belief that he is ending the war.

Vietnamization will never end the war, it will only

prolong it. Only we can end the war. We must not only bring

the boys home, but also we must bring home the bombs, the

CIA, the military aid to Saigon, and leave Vietnam to its

people, not to a United States directed Saigon regime that

oppresses the people.

Daily Bruin Classified Ads Get Results
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you're still young enough to enjoy it.
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Manufacturers suggested retail price. Does not include transportation charges dealer
preparation, state and local taxes, if any. British Leyland Motors Inc.. Leonia. N.J.'o7605.

Having the want is one thing. Having the
wherewithal is another. The trouble with being
young is that all too often you have the one
without the other.

But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.
Here is a true sports car for under $2500*—
the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.

In this case the real thing includes a race-
winning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing-type rack-ancJ-
pinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,
crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspensron for
superb road-hugging. Disc brakes up front for
straight-line, non-fade stops. Twin reclining
bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation
with an electric tach., '

Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40
years, there's no generation gap. For the name
of your nearest Austin-MG dealer^nd
information about overseas delivery dial
(800) 631-1971 except in New Jersey
where the number is (800) 962-2803.
Calls are toll-free, of course.
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The New Novel: From Queneau to Pinget by Vivian Mer-

cier (Farrar, Straus and Giroux: $10.00)

The Performing Self: Compositions and Decompositions in

the Languages of Contemporary Life by Richard Poirier

(Oxford: $6.50)

Rich Man, Poor Man by Irwin Shaw (Delacorte: $7.95)

Them by Joyce Carol Oates (Fawcett Crest: 11.25).

Today there is much discussion around and about the idea

that, as novelist John Barth lias written, "the novel, if not

narrative hterature generally, if not the printed word

altogether, has by this hour about shot its bolt." Such

apocalyptic visions actually predate Marshall McLuhan's

meteoric rise, and as anyone who has actually read him (a

very small group, I suspect) Icnows, McLuhan has never

suggested that literature itself is baniuiipt, only that

electronic media have superseded it in the role of world

metaphor-malter. But there are literary men—critics,

teachers, and ironically, novelists, poets and dramatists

—who, without any debts to McLuhanism, have asserted

that the importance of literature has been overestimated,

that, contrary to the cliches of humanism, literature is
"

neither an important way of perceiving and understanding

reality nor a significant social and cultural force, and that,

in fact, the traditional role of hterature—by traditional is

meant the mimetic or, more gently, cognitive attitude

toward "the arts of signification" (to borrow Sartre's

categories) which is basic to Western hterature since

before Plato—is exhausted. The beautiful irony of it all is

that this exhaustion has given rise to a hefty l)ody of

literature—novels, plays, poems, and criticism—all con-

cerned with revealing the vacuity of novels, plays, poems

and criticism. The other alternative in this exhaustion is

silence. Most artists, with the possible exception of Beckett,

have stepped back from that void by writing about writing's

own exhaustion; they have created what Barth calls "the

literature of exhaustion."

Vivian Mercier's The New NovelisTlhorough, scholarly

treatment of the French movement of the 1950's which set

out to retrieve the novel from the decadent conventions of

the 19th century. Headed by Alain Robbe-Grillet and

Nathalie Sarraute, the movement, following after

phenomenological philosophers like Husserl and Sartre,

questioned the notion of realism upon which the modem
novel is based. If, as Husserl and Sartre suggest, man and

his world are inextricably meshed in a dialectical

relationship of man creating world and world creating man,

then the artist who, with Zola, beheves that he is recording

reality objectively is deluding himself and his audience;

reality cannot be perceived except through a mind,

therefore, we cannot know anything objectively. Against

Zola's recording of reality, Robbe-Grillet declares, "I do

not transcribe, I construct." As with Sartre, man does not

passively perceive the world, he creates it by his con-

sciousness. Art is not cognition of an a priori reahty, rather,

reality is a construction of an a priori consciousness.

— Having dispensed with the realistic underpinnings of the

lovel, the new novehsts are not content, despite Sartre's

labeling of them as "anti-noveUsts," to leave the novel for

dead. The choose to renew it, though it often seems that

they each—Mercier includes Robbe-Grillet, Sarraute,

Raymond Queneau, Michel Butor, Claude Simon, Claude

Mauriac, and Robert Pinget in his group of le nouveau

reman— have a very different idea of what the renewed

novel should be. Robbe-Grillet writes novels which attempt

pure description, free of the projections of consciousness, in

order to, as with the phenomenological reduction, "get back

to the things in themselves." Gore Vidal has suggested that

Robbe-GriUet's desire to halt man's meddling in fictional

reality is an ambition not so very different froni Zola's and

in any case just as nonsensical, since a novel is language

and language a bearer of human meanings. Perhaps that is

why Robbe-Grillet has turned to films (he wrote the

screenplay for Last Year at Marienbad). Nathalie

Sarraute, on the other hand, calls for intense introspecUon

(she accuses Proust and Joyce of superficiaUty! )
into the

infinitely complex texture of the tiniest bits of mental

process. Most new novelists do ignore the usual conventions

of the "old" novel: characters, plot, chronology, even

dialogue. And they do agree, though in this they are not

very different from Jorge Luis Borges or even convenUonal

John Updike in his Bcch: A Book, that the reader should be

constanUy reminded that he is reading a "made-up" story,

not observing life. Such reminders can be fun, as is Borges'

playful invention of an imaginary world embodied in a

supposedly real encyclopedia, or it can be a netUesome

^re, as it often is with the new novelists, who make their

point by aUowing their narrative to drift aimlessly or fey.,

positing obvious inconsistencies. In any case the intenbon is

to parody literary "reality" by surprising us and revealing

our expectations as the conditioning of literary convention.

As parodies such novels are "about" the banahty of con-

ventions, and their exhaustion.
Morrinr'c T%« Mo^ vavpI will likely be the defmiUve

>.t Merfier's immersion

teresting or significant except as iconoclasts, and have
lapsed, for the most part, into silence.

But that the new novelists have been crushed by the

weight of their own polemics is not to say that certain of

their notions, most of which they cannot claim as originally

their own, are without importance. The ideas they have
mutilated with their unsubtle dogmatism originated in

better minds, those of Joyce and Ehot and James, and
have, in spite of the new noveUsts, l)een productively

carried on, most notably by Beckett and Borges, but also,

as Richard Poirier argues in TTie Performing Self, by the

likes of Mailer, Frost, and, surprisingly, the Beatles.

Richard Poirier's is surelv one of the finest critical minds at

work in America, or anywhere, and TTie Performing Self

fairly sparkles with epiphanous insights into contemporary
hterature, the creative process, and, at the core, man's
view of himself through language.

The
Novel
Novel

-^»

yN

Revie^v
By

Barry
\tT.\tt^-Tl
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•n the intricacies of exegesis has evidently blinded him to

the movement's serious faults and its current sUgnaUwr
The French new novehsts have played a necessanly limited

same of Heraclitean form-breaking, have failed to be in-

Poirier argues that the humanist view of hterature as a

tool for understanding social reality and as a force for

social change is a fallacious aesthetic and an

overestimation of the imporiance oi iiieratureas it actually

functions in the world. The modem artist does not approach

the world in his art. rather, he struggles against it, against

its waste and putrefaction, so as to find "how to keep from

being smothered by the inherited structuring of things, how

to keep within and yet in command of the accumulations of

culture that have become a part of wh " *

Literature is not concerned with depicung mannrr?;, mit

with struggling free of them: "Any account of cultural

accumulation and distraction is apt to sound like a version

of Henry Adams The kind of energy which nofw
• • • > •

tnreatens to overwhelm individual minds is ... the energy

implanted in myths and metaphors, styl«i and fashions, in

images that insinuate themselves in back of the eyes and

ears, there to direct, unless we consciously combat them,

even our acts of silent self-imagining. . . . Styles and for-

mulations have accumulated which precede us even to

those experiences we think the most private and original.

. . . Human beings have lost themselves in the variety and

completeness of their own corporate invention." The writer

combats this loss of self by the act of writing, by his "ar- -

duous energy of performance": "Everything more easily

available for expression is cant or destined to become

gibberish. One must fight through the glitter and rut>bish to

express anything worthwhile, to express even the rubbish.

In this way, "Melville, Joyce and Eliot, all differences

allowed, discovered that human kind needs to be saved

from the various shaping powers even of literature." Thus

"Moby Dick, Ulysses. The Wasteland, are written in

mockery of system, written against any effort to harmonise

discordant elements, against any mythic or metaphone

scheme." Melville, Joyce and Eliot, according to Poirier,

chose to fight "shaping" in life and literature by creating a

"literature of waste" in which "a writer displays not so

much an external wasteland as the waste which is his own

subsUnce." In the same fight the French new noveUsts,

along with Borges, Barth, Iris Murdoch, and Beckett, chose

to create, in Poirier's terms, a "literature of self-parody

that makes funs of itself as it goes along. It proposes not the

rewards so much as the limits of its o^n procedures „ .. . it

calls into question ... the activity itself of creating any

hterary form, of empowering an idea with style." In this

same fight against the shapings of culture—a fight which, in

its various fronts, is, to Poirier, the central dynamic of

modern literature—there has developed, alongside

"waste" and "self-parody" and perhaps above them, a

literature of "the performing self."

"The performing self" is evident in Byron, Yeats,

"Lawrence, Marvell and Thoreau, but is most highly

developed, says Poirier, in Mailer, Frost, and James: "All

three treat any occasion as a scene or a stage for

dramaMzing the self as a performer. I can't imagine a scene

of whatever terror or pathos in which they would not at

every step in their acc6unt of it be watching and measuring

their moment by moment participation. And their par-

ticipation would be measured by powers of rendition rather

than by efforts of understanding: since the event doesnH

exist except in the shape they give it, what else should they

be anxious about? It's performance that matters*^ pacing,

economies, juxtapostions, aggregations of tone, the whole

conduct of the shaping presence."

Eliot in his criticism aimed to exchide everything outside

a work of art, including the author's act of creation, and to

make the work stand (or fall) alone He did so to escape the

waste and confusion of culture and history. Robbe-Grillet,

following Flaubert, similarly aimed, as Mercier quotes

him, to "make something out of nothing, something that

would stand alone, without having to lean on anything

external to the work" But his reasons are different from

Eliot's, to Robbe-Grillet the problem is not the sallying

effecte of the worid, it is, rather, the impossibUity of ap-

proaching the world through the mind. The artist does not

record reality, he creates it in his art; therefore, his

creation does not reflect anything outside itself, it "stands

alone." It is independent even of its creator, who is out

there in the world. Eliot and Robbe-Grillet approached the

gap between a work of art and all the elements that have

brought the work into existence and concluded, for different

reasons, that the finished work is all-imporUnt and the

work's context (especially its creator's charac-

teristics—upon which psychological criticism is

based—and its creator's act of creation) is irrelevant.

Writers like Mailer, Frost and James, according to

Poirier, approached the same problem, that of "the gap

between the completed work, which is supposed to con-

stitute the writer's vision, and the multiple acts of per-

formance that went into it," and concluded the opposite,

that the finished work is ineviUbly reductive of the energies

that went into it, that "the world performs itself in its own

terms and metaphors," and will likely be anUgonisUc to

the writer who invents his own metaphor, and that the

powers of performance, not the power "of the coo-

templaUble visions that can be deduced from their end

results," are supportive of critical understanding Poirier

quotes Frost: "What do I want to communicate but what a

hell of a good time I had writing it? The whole thing is

performance and prowess and feats of association. Why

don't critics talk about those things—what a feat it was to

turn that way, and what a feat it was to remember that, to

be reminded of that b.y this?". _.
Poirier artfully shows how very different strains m

modem literature are each in rebellion against hterary

humanism, with its insistence that art should be treated as

cognition (a contention which, as Susan Sontag has said,

implicitly means that art is mimesis and therefore not

unrthwhilr' and that art helps us to undersUnd our worM.

rp hfldly mirfd in the world's

incomprehensible complexity, the noUon that art can

somehow clarify matters sounds ridiculous. But such

( Continued on Page !•>
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In grammar school when you're asked to write your autobiography,

you're careful to put in all the good parts and leave out the bad or tragic in

hopes that the teacher will approve of what you write-in effect asking for

an approval of your life. Many professional autobiographies are written

in much the same manner, with an eye on what the reader will or wiU not

approve of or be shocked by. Misdeeds or misfortunes are explained

away as being somebody else's fault ^r a pat Freudian explanation is

given for the trouble encountered.

It is rare indeed when one finds an autobiography such as Maya

Angelou's, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (Bantam paperback: $1.25),

which evokes all the joy and tragedy of the life of a young Black giri with

no deep-seated hatred or elaborate sociological explanations for her

experiences. Maya Angelou wrote about the ups and downs of growing up

by combining those elements of deja vu and surprise which are part of the

first sixteen years of her life covered in the book.

There is a tendency on the part of some Black authors to talk about

their lives solely in 4he context of cultural deprivation, to wrap it in a

package of stark messages, blame society for their misfortune, and pat
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Asked to contrast her position in the struggle with that of Angela Davis
she responded, "Like Shakespeare said, 'there is a tide rising.' I came
along when it was just starting and — how is it put — the water comes up
to your knees. But Angela is now at the time of a flood — not the flood but
a flood in which all Black people are beginning to surge forward."

To arrive even at the start of the rising tide was difficult and took much
ambition. Much of her education and personal success were achieved
despite barriers placed by society and with the help of those around her
who encouraged her to read and to continue her studies. She recognized
early that formal education for Black children was designed to be in-

ferior.. This feeling was reinforced by a grammar school graduation
speech made by a white superintendent which expressed that belief. "He
believed that the white kids were going to have a chance to become
Gahleos and Madame Curies and Edisons and Gauguins and our boys
(the girls weren't even in on it) would try to t)e Jesse Owenses and Joe
Louises ... we were maids and farmers, handymen and washerwomen
and anything higher that we aspired to was farcical and presumptuous,"
she wrote.

"«£
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themselves on the back for their ability to ••make it" in that society. Miss

Angelou tells her story in a friendly, conversational way, bringing out

personal observations and remembrances which show a young Black

girl's view of Southern and Northern life while inviting the reader to step

into her shoes and become that Black girl.

In a conversation with Miss Angelou surrounded by the numerous
portraits which line the walls of Hollywood's Brown Derby Restaurant,

she explained that her book was written to introduce people to the

richness of Black culture without worrying about whether the characters

would fit into the mold of the •'typical" Black person. ••I want people to

read my book and say, 'I did this . . . Yes, I remember this' and come
away remembering what it's like to grow up," she said.

Growing up was not easy for Maya Angelou. She was a rape victim at

eight and an unwed mother at sixteen and yet managed to enjoy a full and
rich childhood. Her book recounts the mischievous activities of children

who tell and keep secrets, run off to the movies, daydream, and steal

candy from ••The Store" (owned and operated by her grandmother in

Stamps, Arkansas). Being moved periodically from one parent to

criticism. . . influenced me, anai^ of tolerance for my life."

But tolerance does not der " After working as a singer,

dancer and actress and travebng«e, parts of the Middle East and

Africa, Miss Angelou is still quiuHin what she terms the ••Black

Struggle." She sees herself anr" "nmen as an integral part of the

struggle. She rejects the idea ls|| men in leadership roles just

because they are men. "Black ' IR* work in any way they can and

not worry about emasculating
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Through books and the inspiration of those around her she met more

than maids and farmers and gained a knowledge of the works of Black

authors and Black historical figures which is wider than that of many

Black students who are channeled through the white-oriented educational

system.

The inspiration for the title of her book came from the poem ••Sym-

pathy" by Paul Laurence Dunbar (a Black poet), who drew a parallel

between a caged bird's quest for freedom and the Black man's. The

dedication to her son, Guy, and ''all the strong Black birds of promise who

defy the odds and gods and sing their songs" is in recogmUon of that

quest.

In spite of her many activities and travels, she continues to be a

basically shy person. '•If I had my 'druthers I would have preferred to

stay close to home. But I must be ruthless and force myself to adjust to

life and join the stiiiggle." For herself and for the life she lived and wrote

about she asks no sympathy. "So I was poor, so I got raped, so what? So

that's life— that's what I wrote about," she said.

TllT**^^^****^*^*^ ^*<.i.i.».^.^i.i>1.1.1.1:

LOW Priorliy Novel Proves Predicialile
EpiUph for Mister Wynn, by Keith Wheeler
(Putnam: |6.95)

There is a certain unwilling fascination that comes
with reading psuedo-historical novels. Epitaph for

Mr. Wynn is just such a book. Wheeler's plot is out of

almost any 1960's newspaper — it isn't written in

such a way as to be entertaining or new — it almost
seems like journalism (which is, by the way, the
author's field). The characters are obvious
imitations: Carver Otis Barton, triple-named black
civil rights champion (substitute Martin Luther
King), references to the young, popular president
(substitute Kennedy), silver-haired aging Federal
Bureau of Investigation director (substitute J. Edgar
Hoover), and the novel's protagonist, Amos Wynn,
incredibly rich, successor to eight generations of
Wynns (all of whom helped build the site of the novel
"^^-Wynnsboro) and who is the last ts bear the ¥,'yiin

name since he has only one heir— a daughter — and
no sons to carry his name. He is also large and tall
(6'3") (substitute LBJ) There's your story.

Wheeler takes these variables and gives us the
mevitable The black gets killed, the ghettos explode

the FBI gets orders from the president
*»~

to lina Uic killer, the man behind it all is Wynn, and
Wynns daughter falls in love with the FBI agent
covering the case. Ta-da!
There are some intniiging twists along the way,

tHit Wheeler handles language awkwardly and

repetitively: ••silver-haired," '•leaning on one

shoulder," and ••big, huge frame" each must have

appeared at least twenty-five times. Wheeler needs

a thesaurus. Wheeler has written other novels, The

Last Mayday and the Book-of-the-Month-Club

selection. Peaceable Lane. He also served as a staff

writer for Life and was the author of the story on

organized crime in 1967. He and mayor Alioto are not

currently on speaking terms.

Amy, Wynn's daughter, is particularly interesting

She supposedly graduated from Ski^ore, uses the

word "nigger," calls her father "pa," drives a

Porsche, sleeps with Mr. FBI on their first date, is

beautiful, has no friends male or female and is not a

virgin. Sound like anyone you know?
The first three-fourths of the novel is well struc

tured and the plot smoothly jumps from one

character to another. But the ending is unrnercifully

abrupt and the major irresolutions of the book —

what happens to Barton's murderer and what hap-

pens to Mr. FBI and Amy— stay unresolved.

Wheeler's book would be in better form on tne

screen, somewhere between the likes of Our Man

Flint and Hurry Sundown. But as a novel it's pretty

Balanced Kent State Account

Turns Book Into Collector's Item

mediocre. It is fast reading, enjoyable with an easily

digestible plot, but with so many important works ot

literature sitting around waiting to be read, this one

has a pretty low priority on any reading list.

-MarUyn WilH^on

TTie Kent Affair, edited by Ottavio M. Casale and
Uuis Paskoff (Houghtoo Mifflin Co.: $3.95)

Yawn. I have just finished reading The Kent Affair,

a book edited by two professors of English at Kent
State The editors' objective is to present a balanced,

representative and objective view of the Kent SUte
tragedy. Their approach is suiUble for a topic like

the war in Indochina, where Bernard Fall can sift

through volumes of qualitative and quantitative

JJ'aterial to give a panoramic view of the war.
However, there is a dearth of substantial material on
the Kent Stale tragedy, so ihe editors wind up
reprinting tilings like transcripts of Walter
^ronkite's coverage of the shootings; Kent State

President Robert White's comments at a press

conference after the shootings; and a resolution

passed by the Kent SUte Faculty Senate.

The book does contain some meaty accounts which
explain the tragedy These include the Scranton

^nimission's special report which said tiie

shootmgs were uncalled for; tiie special Ohio grand

jury's report which was too hung up on student ob-

scenity and administrative permissiveness to find

any fault wiUi Uie Guardsmen's actions; and tiie

Justice Department summaries of FBI in-

vestigations of the shootings. But first tiie editors

deluge tiie reader witii 92 pages of reactions to tiie

killings, including newspaper editorial comments

and letters to magazines, newspapers and to

President White.

While many of tiiese reactions are extraneous to

discussion of tiie actual shooting, tiiey are interesting

(and sometimes frightening) manifestations of

public epininn during a crisis penod For good

measure, tiie editors tiirow in a page of rumors end

opinions which no newspapers would run^ (For

example: Ohio students are patriotic, tiie out-of-state

students make all tiie ti-ouble.)

The book is a coUector's item which ^^̂ ^ " "'^
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• Weight Control

• Smokers
• Tension

• Personal Goals

University ot Wisconsin PhD . U y.-o.s teaching Speech

Psychology and Generol Seftuintics.

William L. Rlslow, PI1.D.

1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 tor appointment

The UCLA Peace Corps Committee presents:

"The Foreigners

a film that explores

the issues of exploitation, imperialism,

revolution and the role of the Peace Corps.

Tuesday, April 20

>>

8:00 p.m.

International Student Center
:.,: 4 023- Wiigord A,v e~

' admission free

for information about

Peace Co ' tr^\c9

come to~3o7 Rinsey Hail

Mondoys 10:30- 12:30 and

Thursdays 10-12 or cdl

825 4098

^— I'^^^i^r^ '^•odline

progromt:

May 15
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The Novel Novel, continueJ
(C^iiliBii«d from Page 7)

humanisixi live* on. especially in America,

amoog the few remainjng sencKent maabm of the

Wallace Stegoer School of Big Noveis. a gronp ol which

Irwin Shaw, author of the best-sefling Ridi Maa. Pa*- .M^
if a memher in good standing One is tempted to aflofw

special dispensatioo to those novelists—

S

Ifinhffk , Dos

Pa»os, and the rest—who at one time seemed tohaire been

serving both Ainenca and literatxire without cootradkrtioo,

indeed, seemed to have been great writers becaase of their

public and poiiticai concerns. At ooe time—and perhaps

that time wffl come again—life did not seem destructive of

art. But with the passing of the years members of the

engaged literary left of the lea's have been either per-

secuted out of existence or tamed and bought and turned

into the sort of liberals (what other kind is there?) who

really have nothing very interesting to say. Julias Fast and

Albert Maltz are now confined to the Proff-essive Bookstore

on 7th St , FarreD and Tnimbo payed their dues and

Trumbo lived to reap the glory, and the rest, especially

SteinbeciL, Dos Passos and Stegner, now seem unbcbcvably

old-fashiooed, their radicalism how an innocent vejrsion of

the Democratic Party Platform, their aesthetic now a

reductive echo of Dreiser. And their ambitiousness, their

heady bebef that America could be approached directly,

bluntly, in the manner of a Joe Frazier shigging it out wi^ a

quick, fleeting reality now seems foolish, doomed, en-

thropic.

One need only read Chfford Odets to know the disUnce

between then, the 1930*s, and now. And Irwin Shaw with his

play **Bury the Dead" was part of that, in there with the

excitement of a time when a revolution, more social than

artistic, was being made in the theatre, of all places. That

innocence was lost when the center shifted from New York

to Hollywood, into the heart of America's commercial

metaj^lior-making industry, where fine minds became well-

paid pnsooen of the writer's buiidtng at Warner's, and

where the HUAC witchunts eventually made infonners or

inforroedHipons of anybody who had been anybody Airing

thedavsof the Popular FronL Those who saved their skins,

from klia Kazan to Dore Schary, became callow anti-

comnuBusls overnight, and the rest faced the blackhst. No

one emerged without scars, those who went under became

bitter and hardened, thoae who struggled thnxigh emerged

as cautious, moderate, obsequious liherals. Irwin Shaw

sln^gled through Evidence enough that Shaw is a burnt-

out case is Rick Maa. Pasr Maa, a book that ignores the

passing of the last thirty years even while t>lindly hmgtng at

some vagne message about America Today.

Rich .Maa, Pasr Maa narrates the lives of the Jordache

kids, bright and best-loved Rudolph, sexy Gretchen, and

black-sheep Thomas, as they make their way in America

from 1945 to 19a. From mean beginnings they all rise in

their own way, a picture that is not even dcjuagiapliic<ny

sound Rudolph advances single-mindedly towards

bvsiness and then political success. Gretchen marries up,

reiDeatedly Thomas prize-fights, suffers lots of bad-luck,

•and resents his favored siblings. Eventually, however,

Rudolph and Gretchen manage to make meves of their

lives, and only Thomas, running a boat charter on the

Riviera, is a true success. But ciromistance (fate! ) causes

Thomas to be shot and killed defending the dubious honor of

Rudolph's rich, alcoholic wife. Tlie profoiBid message

seems to be that the rich screw up their own hves and the

poor get their lives screwed up for them. After 723 pages.

Rich Man. Poor Maa is apparently an attempt at an

analysis of our present social and political dilemmas, yet

Shaw is no sociologist In fact, he is light-years away, his

analyses are as imbecilic as . . . well as imbecilic as those

of most Americans American Ixisinessmen are tragic

heroes caught in the clashings of irrational forces. Women
(Gretchen) make their lives meaningful through the men

they sleep with. Young people (Gretchen's son) are cynical

nihilists because their rich parents made everything easy

for them. The rich are unhappy with their money and would

prefer a pastoral poverty America is upwardly niobik

Because Shaw says all this in the context of a novel, he

needn't defend it as sociology, but Rick Man. Poor .Man is

covert sociology (like most humanist hterature) and is

covert only l)ecauBe as sociology it is indefensible

The writings of Joyce Carol Oates might also be called

covert sociology or psychology, but in her case the criticism

is less cutting because of her astonishing sensitivity and

insight The rebeUion of many modem writers is, of course,

against the whole idea of a Uterature that tries to pierce

social realities at all Shaw tries and, worse, he fails But

Oates does the seemingly impossible. She writes a novel,

Tbem, that mekis vast quantities of socio-psychologicai

insight into a description of people's hves, a description,

moseover, that rings true, that gets inside heads and-rthis

the goal of all existential psychoanalysis—understands
individuals in the way they understand themselves. Unlike

most humanist literature, Oates does not impose a pre-

conceived theoretical construct, be it psychological,

ideological, moral, or whatever, onto the lives she narrates

Neither does she stand above her characters, un-

derstanding the meaning of their lives even when they do

not. She is in there with them, showing us not just their

behavior (as with Robbe-Grillet> or the ultimate meanings

in their behavior (as with humanists), but showing us their

experience, as they experience it. Unlike the modems
Poirier analyzes, Oates is a social writer, but she expands

the dimensions of the social novel beyond anything

previously imaginable. Even Mailer is a stodgy ideologue

by comparison. If anyone is a rival to Mailer's dominance

of the American literary imagination—even while that

imagination grows increasingly apocalyptic—it is Joyce

Carol Oates.

%CL i^ GIANT SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
\^? 10968 LE CONTE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE

478^375
SIT DOWN TAKE OUT DEllVERv

6'

Summer SchooL

For those of you ^iio don't want to
give up one for the other.

Summer Sessions at the University of California oflFer college stu-
dont« and tr'achers a choice of courses for credit as wide as most colleges
offer during the regular semester.

Each campus has the facilities and environment to which the most
academic-minaed student can relatjg.

There are 2 six week sessions at I^»rkeley, U.C.L.A. and Davis. And
sessions of various lengths at Irvine, Riverside, S«ui Diego, Santa Barbara,
and Santa Cruz.

All of them start in mid-June, fees for each ranging from $125 to $160.
For an application and a bulletin inquire at your campus summer ses

sion office. For information on one or more other UC campuses, just fill

out this coupon and mail it to:

670 University Hall, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720
D Berkeley D Davis O Irvine O Riverside D San Diego
D Santa Barbara D Santo Cruz D U.C.L.A.

I am a D student, D teacher at: -IIZZ_
'

Now Near You. .

.

Tlie New 15 Minute

LUBE & OIL CHANGE AT

UTOLUBE
• out ONLY tUSINESS

• NO WAITING ... 15 MiNUTI SERVICE

• tRING COUPON FOR DISCOUNTS
• PROTECT YOUR NEW CAR WARRANTY

S601 W. PICO BLVD. 731-9326

P-Stt^

hiiirtiTLBTiriii'

AtfTO^-lUK
IMH eo«»0«« worm

•2 o»»

(§aDP-«t¥

• KM. «• « PM. - 7 DAV« lACM I

2 unit credit- Hebrew Union College

Jewish Free University

«jewish-american literature

. . . from 'lost" to "you
1

1

glnsberg, roth, gold, west, malamud, etc

OR

I am interested in theae oourBea:.

Name

City/Stote/Zip-

»»«•»•••«•«« «^, • • •.«*-««%«•«« ««%««' • •«««»»*« %4 • «•«««•••

"he who writes, doesn't necessarily

get his ass out of the desert!"

instructor, allan wiesbloH

900 Hilgard - Library - 3rd Fir.

— Tues. 7:30
JEWS IN LOS ANGELES
Arnold Joffe, Ombudsman lor Lot Angeles Jewish Students

A reolity trip An ewplorotlon q( the Jewish community of Los Angeles, o ^Q^"^^' ^

unique in Its depth, breadth, and compleKity. Selective porticipot ion and otfenaan^-

in octivities cA the youth or>d odult community, conversations and interactions

representatives oi diverse groups with varied ideological viewpoints.

474-1533

M

\

^(Paid A(jvertisenr>ent)<

DO YOU CARE
ABOUT

YOUR -MAJOR?
> ' I " I r i

Several ofourfinestuhdergraduate teachers

have recently been dismissed. Some depart-

ments now face elimination and others may

face elimination or sharp cutbacks in the netfr

future.

The University Action Council (UAC) is spon-~

soring undergraduate elections in many de-

partments this quarter so that undergraduates

have representatives to address these anj other

problems facing departments. All interested un-

dergraduates are urged to run for office.

UAC wi concentrate on elections in Art,

English, History, Math, Political Science, Psy-

chology, Sociology, Speech, Theatre Arts, and

Zoology. UAC will also support undergrads in

other departments who wish to hold elections.

. J

If you are interested in helping UAC or run-

ning for office come to Kerckhoff 325 or 331 C

or call 825-2759, 825-7261 or 825-7262.

».. r

Sponsored by the Student Educational Policy Commission of SLC

' ^ • f '

-i I

. r, '7
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". . . WHO'S THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL?" —
"Sylvia Scarlett" and "The Ptiiladelphia Story" will

screen at 7 p.m. tomorrow m ^ciai Welfare 147.

Tickets are $1 at ttte door.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
3:30p.m.
7p.in.
7 p.m.'
7p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.

Integral Yoga Hatha
Macram6 ^~.

Leatherworli
ESP-UFO
ShaktiYoga

Integral Yoga Lifestyles

Pantomine and Guerilla Theatre

KH Upstairs
14301 Mulholland
14301 MuIhoUand

Arch 2203

Arch 1243

Arch 1243

Royce362

W i

p.-.i--
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At least for the next 6
months. Your last chance
to hear a regular season
concert by Zubin Mehta
and the Los Angelas
Philharmonic. At the Music
Center. For all those
who've been saying,

'we'll go next week"...
next week is here. The
last week. ^n6 what a
rousing week it will be.

Thursday, April 22 and
Friday, April 23 at 8:30 PM

Zubin Mehta conducting
Itzhak Perlman, violin

Beethoven:
Symphony No. 8

Prokofieff : Violin

Concerto No. 2
Saint-Saens:
Symphony No, 3

HI -.
'If

'( ft '',;.

JA\W

THE
LOS ANGELES

PHILHARMONiO
LAST CONCERTS OF THE SEASON
Tickets: $2.50-$7.50 at

Music Center Box Office
^

626-721 1 , most agencies*
full-time students $2.

MUSI iNIER

Special Activities

"Underground Publications in tti« USSR/' a one-day exhibit of

publications by "Possev" and ott^cr Russian underground publishers of

underground literature which cannot be published In the Soviet Union

because of censorship, will be on exhibit from 9 a.m.-5p.m. today in

Bunche 11238. . ^^ ^. ^ ^
The first and second prize winners of the Gladys Turk Foundation

Vocal Awards will present a concert of popular 9f\6 classic works at noon

today In Schoenberg Auditorium.

The Visitors Center will conduct a one-hour walking tour of th«

chemistry department, featuring the Instrumentation facility, and ttie

glass blowing shop; there will be commentary by a staff member. The

tour begins at 1 p.m. today from the lobby of Schoenberg Hall.

The UCLA Peace Corps Committee will screen "Ttie Foreigners" at 8

p.m. today at the International Student Center, 1023 Hllgard. Adnriission

is free.

Song-girl practices will be held at 3 p.m. today-Thursday, and Apr. 19

29 behind the Women's Gym. Tryouts will be held May Sand 6.

Nominations for GSA president, 1st vice president and 2nd vice

president will be held at the GSA senate nr>eetlng, at 7:30 p.ni. today in the

Founders Room, Pauley Pavilion. For further Information contact the

GSA office, Kerckhoff 301, ext. 51050.

Bruin Belles will hold a fashion show for foreign women students from

3-5 p.m. today in Ackerman Union Aden's Lounge.

Delta Delta Delta will sponsor a bathing suit and cover-up sale from 11

a.m.-3:30 p.m. today at 862 Hllgard.

Speeches and Seminars

Gerhardt B. Ladner, professor of history, will present a faculty

research lecture on "The Middle Ages in Austrian Tradition: Problems of

an Imperial and Paternalistic Ideology" at 3:30 p.m. today In Dicl(son

2160.

Hyrum B. Johnson, assistant professor of life sciences, UC Riverside,

will present a nuclear medicine seminar on "Gas Exchange and Primary

Production by Planets" at 4 p.m. today In the main conference room,

Warren Hall. West Medjca I Campus.

Sune RoseH, professor of pharmacology, Karollnska Institute,

Stockholm, Sweden, will present a physiology seminar on "Sympathetic

Influence on Circulation and Metabolism in Adipose Tissue" at 4 p.m

today in Health Sciences 53-105.

(Continued on Page 13)

Underground books shown
The Russian and East European Studies Center will sponsor an

exhibition of books from the Russian publishing house, Possev, from 8

a.m. -5 p.m. today only in Bunche Hall 11238.

The Center is sponsoring the exhibit in order to introduce Russian

underground literature, which cannot be published in the Soviet Union

Besides the books from Possev, and sets of its journals, the exhibit will

include about thirty photocopies ol "Samizdat," the underground

publication in the USSR, photograptis of its authors and explanatory texts

in Enghsh. Representatives of the publishers will be present to answer

questions.

The exhibit is free and open to all interested persons. .

' -

'(Paid Advertisement)'

DON'T LET THEM
BE FORGOTTEN-

Over 1,500 Annericans ore missing in action or prisoners of

the North Vietnamese, Viet Cong and Pathet Lao. North Viet-

nam signed the Geneva Conventions in 1957, but refuses to

live up to the most basic humane requirements:

• refuses to release the names of prisoners

• refuses to permit impartial inspection of prison

facilities

• refuses to release the sick and wounded
• refuses to permit all prisoners tocommunicate

with their families

''mm

.vOROTH> v^.lANDLER

~ \ > ! i I W INI

South Vietnamese qHdw complete Inspection of their camp

the International Red Cross and hove offered to exchong

The

by
. _

all their prisoners <Qver 30,000 men) for ths miicK smoller. niJ^.^

ber of Americans being held. North Vietnam not only refuses

*u:- _..-L_ . . . ^ ... sick

~ w..>.v^,,j ucMivj iioiu. iNUMH V luiiiuiii !•»-" '-f.../

this exchange, but does not even vy^ant to accept their own si

and wounded! >>

/f you would like to help educate and activate the UCi^

campus,

please contact Tom HazleH, 477-7962 or

stop in at VIVA . . . 1211 Westwood Blvd.

i

Participants recount 30 years of Mardi Gras
By Ivan Gerson

DB SUff WHter

Ttie 30th annual Mardi Gras wUl

open its gates to the Public at 6

D m Friday night on the Athletic

Field and finish at midnight

Saturday with an awards

ceremony. ,, ,

"During World War II there

were over 8,000 coeds at UCLA and

only a few hundred service men-

students," said University

Recreation Assn. execubve Norm

Padgett. "It was then that the

fledgling University Camp was

struggling for funds. So, the URA
decided to climax the 1941 camp

fund drive with a special social.

"There were about 10 girls to

every boy then and no fraternities.

All the students lived on campus

because the war limited the

quantity of cars and gas," he said.

"They called the masquerade-

dance Mardi Gras. after the New

Orleans event of the same name. It

was held in the Women's Gym and

drew 1500 people," director of

publications Harry Morris said.

"In keeping with the theme

everyone wore costumes, or they

were incarcerated and forced to

pay a steep 25< fine to the UniCamp

fund," he added.

In the eariy 40*s the then

executive director of the student

body, William C. Ackerman, read

palms.

"They wanted to charge 50 cents
for a reading but I felt it was worth
at least a dollar. Ask Coach John
Wooden-he had his palm read!"
Ackerman said.

•They were still standing in line

waiting for their palms to be read and Stan Kenton brought his band.

as the booths were k)eing torn down Van Johnson's arrival was met
around us," he noted. by a mob of screaming female fans

In the late 40's Jimmy Durante, who caused Mardi Gras to t>e

Red Skelton and Judy Garland closed that year.

ramp -Tnrk Rpnny played his violin "In 1949 the fir«;t Mardi Gras

marriage ceremony was per-

formed in the 'Church ol the

Square' booth. The pseudo-

newlyweds received a 'just

married' sign, a marriage cer-

tificate, wild rice, and all the

privileges and inununities-until 2

a.m."
"Naturally, right next door was

the Honeymoon Hotel.' It was an

April Fool's joke and we asked

then not to tell anyone what wasn't

in there, but the students soon

caught on, " Padgett said.

In 1958 students were en-

couraged to vent their frustrations

at the *car smash.' Participants

whacked away at old cars. But

flying fragments made the t)ooth

too dangerous.

The event expanded to two days

and moved to the Athletic Field in

1962. Coach Wooden was crowned

king of Mardi Gras that year.

"One of my players, Pete Black-

man, presenteii my wife Nell and

me with a life sire blow-up of the

late Jayne Mansfield kissing me,

at our awards l)anquet," Wooden

said.

A 'pageant of the masques' was

added in 1969. It was a procession

of Dixieland-style bands, masks,

clowns, Chancellor Charles Young

and family and- honored guests

Norman Houston, Mrs. Spencer

Tracy and former chancellor

Franklin Murphy.
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Brew'n tells what's happenin' . .

.
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TICKETS AVAILABLE — Student h^kets are on sale "^^ «/
^^

each in Kerckhoff Hall 140 for the concert by Jennifer and John

Stewart at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, May 1, in Royce Hall AuditoriumE
"ih i
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( Continued from Page 12

)

Andrew P. Ingersoll. assistant professor of

planetary sciences, California Institute of

Technology, Pasadena, will present a seminar on

"Solar Oblateness Measurements and the Sun's

Upper Atmosphere" at 4 p.m. today In Sllchter 3853.

Warren Porter, assistant professor of zoology,

University of Wisconsin, Madison, and John Mit-

chell, will present a seminar on "Predictions of Dally

and Seasonal Activity Patterns of Bare Skinned

Animal, Dipsosaurus Dorsalis, the Desert Iguana*

from a Transient Energy Budget Model; Tests of the

Model in the Lab and Field" at 4 p.m. today In Life

Sciences 2147.

Joseph N.' Bell, author and article writer, will

lecture on "The Magazine Freelancer: Feast or

Famine" at 7 p.m. today In Dickson 2160. Tickets are

$4.50.

Meetings
Earth Action Council will meet at noon today In

Ackerman Union 2412.

Mardi Gras will hold a final booth meeting at 7

p.m. today in Ackerman Union Men's Lounge. The

meeting Is mandatory for all booth chairmen.

URA Clubs

The Sailing Club will meet at 7 p.m. today |n AU
3517. There will be a film and lechjre on "Art of

Sallmaklng." ' ^ - -^

The SportsCar Club will meet at 7 p.m. today In AU
2408

The Photo Club will meet at 7 p.m. today In AU
2412.

The Conservation Club will meet at noon today In

AU 2412.

The Karate Club will nr>eet from 5-7 p.m. today In

Women's Gym 200.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 3: X-5 p.m. today

In Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3 5 p.m. today In

Field 7.

The Fishing Club will meeiat noon today In Men's

Gym 201.

The Air RiflePistol Club will meet from 4-6 p.rr).

today on the Rifle Range.

The Kenpo Club will meet from 5-6: 30 p.m. today In

A/Vemorlal Activities Center B 146.

^^^^>^>»m»^i^i^i.

CiDiiKi Gndesi dninie son
The deadline for entries in the 1971 Robert B. Campbell Book

Collection Competition is Wednesday, April 28. Bibliographies and

brief sUtements describing the entrant's collection must be turned

into a committee member by that date.

Brochures and entry blanks are still available at all campus

libraries. AU students are elegible to enter. Those who are to-

lerested in entering may discuss their collections with any of the

committee members: Janet Ziegler. University Research Library.

Saundra Taylor. Special CollectionPowell l^^^^''^''^; Jo"" ""'»

Geology Library; and Janice Koyama, College (Powell) Library.

Uk t*x fbE E CaR S
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MANNAS BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • W««twood Villoqe 478-9102 or 477-9207

GRr LSAT ATGSB
""^^

YDOTFDTURE AWAIIS THE TEST

1. Preparation for test* required for admission to Post graduate schools

2. Six Session Courses — Smalt Groups ^„.,.^hv,-vn-rts ineachfieW
3 Voluminous study material for home study prepared by ex peris

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Tulo iing Since 1938

(213) 273-1890
^or tnformatton about classes in the L6s Aruieles Area call

Home Office NYC - affiliates in Saston. Pt,.la-elpMa, Washington, Datrolt

For your next trip to Europe order your new European car t^^-'ough

ShipSide We are located only o few steps from the terminal bu. dmg at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models. Volvo's, Fiats. MGB's. BMW

and other makes are ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax

free factory established prices. InsuYance and home shipment arrangements

can be mode in just a few minutes.

Mini coft - m«i vocation

— ,multi sovingt.

For detailed infofmation write

to. ShipSide, 609 5th Ave.

New York NY or

ShipSide, P.O Box 7568,

Amsterdam Airport.
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kerckhoff HalMl2
Phont: 125-2221

Classified adverHtlng ratw
15 words Jl. SO day, 5consecutlvt

insertions 55 00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE lOiNa.m.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to tMt

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording

housing to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

^Miscellaneous 5 ^Services Offered >>

ARTIST'S Studio - artisan to share work

studio near beachfront, good lighting. 5100

mo 821 8S84«nytime_ (> A21 )

MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD.
COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN-

STRUCTIONS. NEW OCCULT
MANUSCRIPT. SEND 52 CASH TO:
SOLUTIONS, BOX 1197, VENICE, W2»V. (5 A
20)

CONTRACEPTION, FAMILY PLANNING.
LEGAL ABt>RTlON, VD In

lormation/refferals UCLA Overpopulation

Information Center. Every Monday '^
* f [^^

Ackermanllnion, room 2412. A i»)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel

873 5815, 781 5527 eves 783 3509 (H QTR)

'DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students 51.25. Call The Group Center lor

free brochures, 454 3030. (5 QTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhee, 839 7270, 870

9793 (11 QTR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the 53> Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages isthru 22) Also

S40 15 days

S55 21 days
$70 1 month

Thrift coupons tor no time limit 540. G'v«*

you 1000 miles and 540 1500 miles of rai

travel Contact your travel •9«nt o"-^ call

Br.tJsh Rail 626 5149 (13QTR'

y^ForReni,

ENGLISH Nanpy seeks live in position with

Iriendly family. Weekends off 394 8284,

before 4 PM. (11A20)

A AIS FLIGHTS

y^P'ng 15

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electric
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/delivcr, lavv

school Alice 397 3304 (15QTR

Typing Service. Resumes. Term Papers
Photo Copies

Fast & Efficient Service
Reasonable Rates,

AN DREWS ENTER PRISES
4903 W Pico Boulevard

Tel: 931 1739

i/Announcemenfs

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors lor house/apt. info. 294-2298,

wknds. 292 5175 (7 QTR)

fit

GAY Women: Daughters of Bilitis invites all

women to meeting April 23, 7:30 pro, l»»0 S.

Vermont, Rev. Troy Perry speaker. 737-91$»

,ves. ( AA23)

ATTENTION STUDENTS! Join the

American Vigilflntes and help ^'ve our

country! Read THE AMERICAN
VIGILANTE by Alaric, Brandon Press, 221

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 02114.

54.95.- .
A 20)

yf For Sale !•••••••••••••« 10

-J

w^-

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures. 4{»4-3030. ( QTR)

>/Campus Events

KOSHER SANDWICHES
Available Daily

Beginning Tues, April 20

in

Vending Machines:

1. 1st. Floor Bunche Hall

2. Oasis Room - Student Union-

Sponsored by

:

YAVNEH YOUNG ISRAEL

MARTIN Guitar steel string w/case. Small

box, never used. Sacrifice 392 9480 Call

between $-8 p.m. ^ ^'P^'*'

QUARTERHORSE, registered, 4 yrs., 1i

hands, gelding, saddle, $400. Thoroughbred

gelding hunter 14 1/2 hands. 377-5920. (IDA

24)_ __.

ELECTRIFY! Almost brand new D'Armanc

pick-up for Acoustic guitars I'm desperate

only $20. Steve, 824-9$^^ J^0A20)

AMPEX '7S$' tape deck, $110, Koss pro 4A

headset, $25. Eves. 454-4029. ( 10 A^24)

n
Social Events

THRILL Seekers: Scared of the dark? Who
knows what frightening things await you in

r the House of Horrors? Find out at UCLA
MardiGras'71. (SEA 23)

100 STEREO Albums, xint. cond. $1 ea. 12

siring $50, bass 5150, amp. $250, »>«s| »"«•;'

4784187. l}0A2i)

BOAT, 14' V-4 catamaran, super fast, prof,

built, aluminum mast/boom, dacron sails •

Watts. 474 4794. (10,A24)

SALE
2DAYSONLY

Fri., Sat. -April 23-24

Everything in Stock
Discounted 20% - 40%

Open Daily i2-8. Sat. 10-4

WEST LA. MUSIC
11345 SANTAMONICA Bl.

2 BIks. West S.D. Fry.
477-8802, 479-4898

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr. phone, 2749119. (^ QTR)

MODERN Dance classes. Marie Mar
chowsky former soloist Martha Graham Co.

Adults children 3112 Penn Ave. SM. 828

9000 /

4

45 3433 CIA 20)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees

Call The Group Center for free brochures.

4543030 ("Q'f«>

NEED a band or barender for your party,

wedding? Any style, any price range 291

2203. ( 1
1
A iWJ

TELEVISION/Stereo repair Head stereo.

512 ma»>muin labor,25% discount on parts, 4

mo. guairanty, stereo sales too, *7'-3"*' ^ra

7676.
(iiA/u;

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING'

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00a.m. to8:30p.m

YOUNO adult dance - May 1, IWI • • P-""-

•

12:30- 1520 S. Robertson Blvd., LA.(SE A 30)

KODAK Super-8 projector, rarely us«d.

Remote control Pro. features. 1/2 price $100.

275-0798. (10 A 20)

^Personal .••••••••••a set ••••••• I

4 '

GREAT leaders live on in pure young hearts

Happy Birthday A>l^ ^^ ^^°

HEIDI is terribly lonely. Ernst remains

living in Venice ever since he entered Into

law. _ri_AM)^

y^ Entertainment 2

2 DYNACO A-25 speakers, $80 ea. new - now

$55 ea. 473-2844 eves. ('0^^^>

ISuiTAR-steel sfring; xInt. cond.; case

mcluded. Only $20. Call 474-9482. (10 A 23)

FISHER Stereo System. Aquarius speakers,

miracord changer, list $440, take $325. New
in boxes. 723 5435 or 283 8970. ( 10 A 22)

STEREO Components, 40 watt AM-FM, BSR
changer, 2 (3 way) speakers, x-tras, new,

secrifice, $300, must hear, 394-7W3. ( 10 A 22)

HANDMADE steel string guitar, Brazilian

wood, sells $350, am selling, $225. 820-2334.

between 4 -11. (10 A 22)

PI

SAIL Like sun and sea spray? Start basic

lessons now Bob Gramcko - 479-90*4. Very

inexpensive. (2 A 22)

COMPONENT Stereo System AM-FM,
record changer still in boxes. Sacrifice, $70.

Ask for Chuck, 721 0207. (10 A 22)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213-CA 1-4849. (2 QTR)

NIKON FTN, like new camera, black, 50mm
11.4, 105mm f2.$ auto nikkor lenses $350. 478

1357 (10 A 22)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,

90704 (2 QTR)

VIKINO 433 TpOk was $440 ne^, 1 yr. old,

mint cond. Sac, $240/offer . 478-4144. ( 10 A 21)

k

r ^

Y Help Wanted. ^

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend.

FH3S80. 9 2:30, 2 hrs. credit or $2.50 ea. New
subiects. (3 A 24)

POOL Table, 7-ft. mahog., xInt. cond., all

accessories, $200. 472-41 SO. (10 A 21)

FLAMENCO guitar Tamura C40/case. Costs

5400, perfect cond. 1 month old - sac. $325.

478 6144. (10A21)

1 '^IWltl^asst.V

J^iMf 4- m
'>^'*r>Wi!»^

^W^
I

4m

GIRLS-office jobs to last through summer
$2.50 (type 50 wpm). 475-9521 ServlceJ

Unlimited (3A20I

MAD dogs and Englishmen find their fob* a^

Services Unlimited, so can you. 475-9521. (3 A

20)

TELEPHONE work - part-time Mon-Frl,

$1J5/hr. Plush Century City oHlce. Free

parking. Mr. Knaus, SS4-1445. (3^30)

SERVICES Unlimited is a short walk from

campus (part time jobs). 475-9521. ii a 12)

GIRL to do secretarial and housework near

campus. $2 hr., 4 hrs./wk. Call Mrs. Mel

n

tyre, 473-339r <3A22)

OPPORTUNITY - Male/female vocalists for

recording. Twin Studio Productions, 277-4327

or 985-3988 for audition appointment. ( A

You are lust the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$45 per month while helping others.

Come in to lOOl Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 478 0051 9 :00 AM 7 :00 PM daily

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment. »2, 1 hr. and 15

min Two sessions, one 30 roin., anytime 9

10 30 a.m., 1:303 p.m 4528E Frani Hall

Session II, 45 min. scheduled at that time

S tudents only, no psych, maiors, native

English speakers please. (3 A 21)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474-631S

HALF DAY Babysitter Good natored 2 yr.

old girl Weekdays. App. $100 mo. Brent-

wood. 472 9232, eves. (3 A 20)

LEARN Macrame, the 'now thing' while

making 3 groovy belts. Kit include

everything you need. Send $4.95 to KAPRO.
P O. Box 4127 San Diego, Ca. 92104. (10 A 20)

PRINZ Photo-enlarger, 3S ft 2 1/4, color

drawer, developing accessories, nearly new.

Teriffic buy Sacrifice $40. 452-2078. (10 A 20)

STOVE, refrigerator, washing machine for

sale, very reasonable. Call 278-3242, Mrs. F.

Raymond. (^0^^0>

GUITAR, Guild D-35, 4 String steel with

case, $150. John, 825-3531 days, 271 1344

nights. <'0A20)

BUY brand name appliances, TV's, radios,

cameras, and Stereo componets at wholesale

prices. Call 788-1410. (Mi MO)

FURNITURE, twin beds, dining room set,

chairs, 80 in. x 32 in. desk, room dividers,

etc. 477-3405, 400 Veteran. ( 10 A 20)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan SobeL

873 5815, eves, 783 3509 (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO 510 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570 (11 QTR)

AUTO Insurance: cancelled declined - too

high Low monthly payments
^*"5*t!?!

Discounts Ask for Bob, 396 2225. (11 A 27)

m irovoi.... ••••••••••••••••• '•'

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June

$490 London charters 5190. Encounter

Overland, 1414 E. 59th St., Chicago, III.

60637.
(13 M 7)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE: Many departures (including one-

ways) from $248*

TOKYO: 6 week summed flight $343*

'Includes U.S. departure taxes

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839 2401

4248 Overland Ave., Dept. A., Culver City

EUROPE - Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% off. Intra-European

charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact

EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr.. Bev. Hills, Ca.

90210.274 4293. (13QTR^)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE 8i MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months $125.00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC-Depl. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif . 91403

872 2283 or 784 1477

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

$1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, $715.

Israel -Europe: 11 weeks, $1195. Japan: 4

weeks, $1011. EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING: 4748 Overland Ave., Culver

City, (213)839 5247. (13QTR)

EUROPE, $225-285, also Israel, Japan,

Summer 8. Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev.

Blvd., LA, 90048. 451-3311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13QTR)

UNISSSg5S?&S?K
1O07

LOS XNGELE6/LOWDON/L(pS ANGELES

Depart Return Weelis Cost

PANASONIC Stereo AM/FM Cassette plus

tapes. Still under guarantee. 477-4011, ex. 215

eves. (10 A )

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern now for

summer delivery and save
25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Dr.

•evorlv Hills, Calif

.

Mon. -Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3-8S24

ALUMINUM camper. For a 4' X 8' truck

bed. Two windows, top condition. Must sell

Michael, 874-4914. CO A 20)

WATERBEDS- kin s, queens, doubles, all

$19.95 ea. (Factory guarantee) Call Jim, 785-

0892. (10A20)

V Services Offered. M
VISION Improvement; Classes and weekend
workshops. A bioenergetic approach In-

terscience Work Shop Call 395 1555 or 824-

(11M3)

1

2

3

4

5*

6

7

8

9

8

9

11
12

June 15 Aug 15

June 19 Aug 15

June 24---Auq 22

June 24 Sep 5

June 27 Sep 13
• LA/London/Amsterdam
July 1 -—Sep 3 9

Aug 17 Sep 19 4

Sep 5 —Oct 3 4

6nE way flights to EUROPE

$275
$275
$275.^
S275
$275

$275
$268
$258

2E June 14--LA/London $148

2C July 26—LA/London $139

3E Aug 19--LA/M«drid/Fr*nk $135

4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123

5E Sep 12--LA/London S123

ofafe Way FLtdHTS from euk5pe

IW June 14—Ansterdam/LA
2W Aug 8 --London/LA
3W Sep 16 --London/LA

$139
$139
$148

& V Lost and Found!••••••••••
'••f

GUITAR lessons: Folk, blues, fingerpicking
country. Beginning, intermediate, ad-
vanced. Call 5 7 p.m Stan. 933 9035 ( 1 1 A 34)

t KLF M YPMO S I S—class es. >.>....—ta-

eliminate cramming forever Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474 3350 14
pm Daily. (11 MS)

Available only to University of
California atudenta, faculty,
eaploycei, extension and AIuMni
hawbrri dIus iiMMdiata fa«ilies.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
We're Op*

1O07 bTD ^ t - ^rood

LOST White & blue grey parrakeet Strath-

^ more Leyerif»g ar«»a Westwood M Lewis.

^MM 7453/473 901« (4 A 34)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
.vtrchase Saturday i» 11 Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blv4. 474 9709. (11

OTR)

TBLB: 477-1111 or 473-4443

IN t»ES^
&.* i_rv\ye»TTnk

Jet LA or NY. Europe best prices

immed issue int iDCard S. ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia Africa charters

Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-8742

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS mi
An official Charter Fligtit

Operation Authorized & Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

LA.LONDOfSi/LONDON.L A.

V Wanted /6

ORIGINAL Thinking wanted want to

produce your screenplay if it sees through
our problems to oHer some answers Roger
643 1922.392 9784 AJl)

STUTTER ES needed lor research. Pay Call

Dr Soderberg, 825 5974, 7573 Frani Hall (it

A 20)

NEED 4

bedrooms
I Pavelka,
6190

to 8 units.

Principals
Rada Realty,

One must have 2 3

only. Contact Miss
DU 9. 3794, MO 3

(16 A 70)

^HHHH^^M K)

Fit. 0.0 Ret. Wis. Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275

4 6/23 8/28 9 $275

6
.,
6/24 8/22 8 $275

7 .^/27 9/6 10 $275

8 6/29 9/10 10 $275^>

9 7/1 9/3 $275'

10 •• 7/11 8/9 $275

n ,
7/14 8/31 $275

12 '• 8/8 9/8 $275

14 9/4 9/27 S279

18 7/24 8/25
$27$

ONE- WAY I A. - LONDON
Fit.

5**

Dop.

6/24
$150

ONE-WAY LONDON-LA.
Fit. Ret. Price

15 9/9 $150

• 'WAITLIST OHLY
Available only to bonafide members of ttto

University e< Colitornta (students, facufty<

staft, registered alumni, immed. family
living in the same household)

charier flights

UC a Ker'chkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

825 1221

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 90049.

824 5449. (13 QTR)

CARSinEUROPE
RENTorBUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O. BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049

y^ Apts. - Furnished 17

7 BORM , 2 bath, carpets, drapes, built ms
5190 8766160 (17A74)

THE VILLAGER
" Color and Charm

Furn V and dens, i bdrms. / vng'.fV

Fireplace, igc heated pool, elevator, pvlc

patio air cond.tionmq. lovely str^?et Qu,et

bidq , maid available. North of W.Kh.re,

convenient to Iwys

411 Kelton Ave (off Gayley)
4798144 (17QTR)

WALK UCLm quite secluded spacious smqle

fireplace, 612 Veteran Ave., 473 0201

Available May 1 5140 mo (17 A 24)

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Cdmpus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

FURNISHED one bdrm , 5155, attractive

modern, convenient WLA location Adults,

1517 Federal Ave. EX 5-0340.--*-— < WbAJ2)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnistied. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gaylev at Veteran
4781735

MOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY NEW
AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE FOR TWO

441 LANDFAIR. BLOCK UCLA POOL 479

(17 A 30)
5404.

555 LEVERING
Singles i Bedroom

3 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7 2144

Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR)

V ^
cAC n.Zw I v:y

STATISTICS can be fun. Professional

statistician'; UCLAgrad. New number. CRE
too. 423 4355 eves. (14 A 24)

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. Any

level, several years experience in teaching-

R easonable. 391 2443. [}Lt 1'

'

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.

LSAT, etc. Individual instruction. Academic

Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson, 457-

4390. ili?I?^

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ Prof. Positive results any

exam Easy conversational method (trial).

4732492. (14QTR)

TUTORING all subiects, experienced staff.

For EOP students. No charge. X52127. 2240

Campbell Hall. (14 A 22)

FRENCH Italian, by Italian student,

graduated Pans. Conversation, grammar,

excellent results. S3 /hr. George. 474-5341.

y Typing 15

TYPING - editing, term papers, resumes,

letters, theses 1MB Selectric Eng grads

Nancy, 472 4143 , Kay. 824 7472. ( 15 A 24)

EXPERIENCED, electric

btoclis from campus. Mrs.
7409.

typewriter, 3

C, Huber, 477

(15A24)

RUTH theses, term papers. niauscr'Pf*

E xp.Wkends,daily5 9,828 1142. (ISQTR)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, tHMks, term
papers. Specialty math A technical typing
Accurate, rapid service 741 5580. (IS QTR)

EDITH IBM, term papers. d«6sertations,

etc. Accurate, fast service, pickup and

delivery. 933-2993. (15 A 20)

5PEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S Robertson Blvd
'457-4390. QTR)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE $50 , ^
D«pooiH now for wmmor/fdl

MRS . KAY - GR3 1788^_GR3-0S2^

"TiVEaTbEACHInIaNTA MONICA

Brand new modern 1 bdrm furn^ apts

Perfect to share for 2 people

Rents 5175 235 per mon Pll/P',

Pool Subterranean qaraqe Elevator

Private pat.os & balconies ocean view

walk to beach Near Freeway

3002 Fourth St , SM 3j;»'J
7045 Fourth St . SM 392 55S6

2311 Fourth St ,
SM ^^^ \^ ^ -^

^^"ampuTtowers
BACHELORS SINGLES

2BEDRMSTUDIO,ll/2BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO

DopooiH now lor wmmor/foll

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

^rA.i^chjGR5^S84^.^^

^Apts,- Unfurnished '^

VE"N7cE"unTu7.r7pt. T/ree bdrm.. 3
batj

Stove, refr.g Suitable four s»uden's^
^^^

One block beach Call 392 9341 eves, o^^^^

8902
-" "

, %.^,m Brentwood
BEAUTIFUL, spacious 1 ^[?1 '^.^ oetween
Available immed 5i45/mo 820 406' «

^ ^ ^3,

34 ^

DELUDE 2 'bdrm. 1/2 5'<><='l,»»*,V*'BrToTs

washer, w/w carpets. <1''*P"'

Ave.. Venice, 399 3509 eves si85
(18 A^"

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers.

nheses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, near

campus Call Esther 824 7491. (ISQTR)

w^. mw ^ M if* » M '^

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNf^RirAEreftCNCES 47V
8144,477 4J82. (15QTR'

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299-3135

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008 Specialiiing

tn theses, essays, manuscripts. 3Sc page ( IS

QTR)

— y Apis, to Share ..i....••••••
19

a.autifu' '

^" room
"J^LA «:»

Tr. 5rT-„-r apt one m ile V^>|
y ^ ,„

A/n roomFEMALF

1918.
. ;

~
\\Jt\)f'^^^

NEED a fourth girl to *"*'*
^s, 0'*^,

Brentwood apt 2 ^*^'"]^J .Mtr>o ("*
washer Close to busses, shops >•«

34)

'A change is sometimes good' — Crum
By Doug Kelly

DB Sports Writer

As Denny Crum departs UCLA

for the head coaching job at the

University of LouisviUe, he takes

with him impressive credentials in

addition to a winning tradition.

For three years as John

Wooden's chief aide and master

recruiter, he has seen the Bruins

win three national championships

while running up an 86-4 record.

During this time, Crum made a

name for himself as the man

behind the UCLA program and

many felt it was onty a matter of

Ume, especiaUy after the Bruins'

success in Houston, that Crum

would be offered, and would ac-

cept, a major college head

coaching position.

Certainly Louisville's gain is

UCLA's loss. Although Crum
sometimes disagreed openly with

Wooden's decisions, the two of

them, along with Gary Cun-

ningham, constructed college

basketball's greatest dynasty.

Wooden, of course, had help from

Jerry Norman in this regarfl

—before Crum's arrival in 1968.

Norman assisted on four NCAA
champions.

As head man, Crum's immediate

task is recruiting. It is for this

reason that he left Los Angeles

yesterday morning and will be on

the road tiie next three weeks.

"Recruiting is my main concern

at the moment," he said. "National

letters-of-intent have to be in by

May 5, I beliieve, so that doesn't

leave me much time."

At this point, it's difficult to

assess the Louisville recruiting

picture. John Dromo, Crum's
-predecessor, was forced to retire

March 25 for health reasons, and

it's unknown how many players

Louisville has actively pursued.

Suffice it to say, though, that Crum
indeed has his work cut out for him
in the coming weeks.

The prospects for the immediate
future appear bright. All five

starters from Louisville's 20-9

squad return in 1971-72. The
Cardinals led the Missouri Valley

Conference for a portion of the past
season, but Drake and St. Louis
University forced a three-way tie

for the championship and Drake
won a playoff to advance to the

NCAA regionals.

*'I know that Louisville is a good
team." Crum said. "There is good
talent and most of the kids are
back from last year. I'm not sure
how^ good each one is because I

ha\^n't seen them all play. Once I

gibt back there, I'm going to look at

films of last year and try to

evaluate each individual." __
Having served under Wooden,

Crum naturally became inured in

his philosophy. In what ways did he
plan to emulate his former boss?

"Well, I expect we'll be similar in

many ways. I like to run and press

and play good defense and these all

coincide with Coach Wooden's
thinking."

A good portion of Crum's job at

UCLA wa^in recruiting. He wasn't
sure how much of it he would be
doing as head coach. ''I'll have to

wait and see what the job demands
outside of coaching," he explained.

"I would hope to do a lot of the

recruiting. I like to recruit and I've

nevej: found it disfavorable. Of
course, the better assistants I

have, the less of it I'll have to do.

I'm just not sure at the present

time." — ^/ —--[-
He doesn't plan to limit fiis

recruiting to any one area. "It's

possible that I'll recruit in the

Southern California area, he says,

"but I'm not against recruiting

anywhere. If there s someone
who's attracted to me or to the

program at Louisville and if I think

I have a chance to get him, I'll go

anywhere."

With so htUe time in which to

recruit for next year, Crum has not

given much thought as to who his

assistant(s) will be. "I don't really

need an assistant until next year,"

he commented. 'The main thing

now is recruiting. Once that is

over, then I'll give consideration to

an assistant"

He talked of his regrets in

leaving UCLA. "My main regret is

that I won't be able to coach the

kids I recniited. My relationship

NOW JUST TWO — The UCLA basketball coaching

sta« of Gary Cunningham (1.), Denny Crum, and

head coach John Wooden was reduced by one over

the weekend with Crum's acceptance of the head

coaching post at the University of Louisville, which

finished second in the Missouri Valley Conference

this year with a 20? record. Crum had been at UCLA
since the 1968-49 season; before ttiat he was head

coach at Pierce JC. No announcement has been

made yet as to his successor, whether Cunningham

would move up or whether a new assistant would be

sought.

with UCLA has been a good one.

They've given me a lot, and I hope

I added something in return. I am,

however, looking forward to going

to Louisville. It's going to be a

challenging job
'

The move will also be a drastic

change for Crum and his wife. Both

graduated from UCLA and have

lived most of their lives in the

Southern California area. "It's

always hard to just pack up and

leave all your friends behind, but a

change is sometimes good. It's

hard to say whether we'll like it

back there because we've been

there only a few times (moat

recenUy, the 1969 NCAA cham-
pionships). We're not unhappy

atxHit leaving, but we're not happy

either. It was a big decision to

make."

Although this is Crum's first

major college head coaching

position, he has been a head coach

before. His Pierce College teams

won 86 games and lost 40 during his

four years there. In league play,

his record was 52-12 and it was this

success that served as a major

determinant in his being selected

to replace Norman after the l%7-68

season.

Crum indicated he would be

mterested in coaching at UCLA, if

and when Wooden retir^. "That

decision, of course, is up to J.D.

(Morgan) and the athletic

department sUff. If it was their

desire and I felt it was a better job

for me, yes, I'd certainly consider

it. 1 believe you must always look

for something better, but right now

I am intent on doing a good job at

Louisville."

Future Louisville scheduling is

part of Crum's new responsibihties

and don't be surprised if the

Cardinals and Bruins get together,

either in Pauley Pavilion or

Freedom Hall. "Everyone wants to

play UCLA," he says. "Everyone

wants to play the best.
»»

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
y Apfs. to Share., 19

FE^AALE share 1 bdrm. S40. Pleasant, large
apt. Balcony. Walk campus. Rlionda, 82S-
27S9 (campus), 47B-7S39. (19 A 24)

WORKING Girl, 21 plus, sitare 2 bdrm., 2

battt studio apt. (furn.) witti oceanview.
SlOS/mo. 392-1588. (19 A 23)

. ~ji -

DIVORCEE With Children looking for
roommate to help with rent and some
babysitting - call 399-S190. (19 A 23)

OWN Room. Need 2 roommates. Topanga
Apt. Furnished, very large. Parking,
laundry, backyard, stream. S83 /mo. 455-

2S44 (19 A 22)

GIRL share apt. Private entrance, 3 blocks
UCLA, utilities, phone included. S75. Ann,
BR 2 1459,477-5939. (19 A 20)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrm, 2 bath. $47. 2 blocks from
campus. Prefer foreign student.
Gil/Liberato. 474-4043. (19 A 20)

^«ALE: ige. fum.. 1 bdrm. apt.
UttlitTes/parking, 1/i block campus. $95. 450
Landfair, 477 2197. (19 A 20)

FEMALE: Share huge two bedroom apt.
With three. 15 min. walk to campus, $48.75.
<"4702. (19 A 20)

JRoom and Board. 24 ^^"*<"% ^o/e 29 /Auhs for Sale
W • ......

. , , ,1 r 1 1 11 111
-

11

DYKSTRA Mall girl's contract. Immediate

occupancy - spring qtr. Call Esther, 453 8345,

652 3804. (24 A 20)

OYKSTRA HatI dorm contract (men^sf^
immediate occupancy. Residence now
means priority next fall. Call 454-3405. (24 A
21)

'&2 VW BUS. Leaving immediately for

Africa. Must sell Engine rebuilt in '70, new
transmission, brakes, tires and battery. Low
insurance Good mileage. Call eves, for

^tev«, 825-1720. Make offer. ( 29 A74)

ANY make/model new car (foreign A
domestic) at near dealer's cost Collegiate

Concepts 788 1610 '2' A 70)

WOMEN* Apply now! YWCA Co-op for fall

1971 Convenient, inexpensive, homelike.

474-4012. (24 A 23)

DYKSTRA Hall girl's contract. $120 for the

remaining spring quarter. Call Esther. 453-

8365,452 3804. (24 A 20)

'48 FIREBIRD 350 Yellow/black landau top,

air cond. Automatic. Under 5 yr. warranty.
$2395, 343-3078. (29 A 24)

VW '65, sunroof, new clutch, xInt. tires,

needs brakes/shocks Sacrifice $495. 392-9480

between 5-8 p.m (29 A 24)

TRUCK '45 Chevrolet panel 1/2 ton. New
tires, shocks, battery etc. Runs great. $595,

472 1867. (29 A 24)

^Autos for Sale .29

61 VW Bug. tan, aiito . sunroof Good mech
cond. SHOO WPS 82) Eves . 454 8183 (29 A
77)

'62 FALCON, qood cond »)00/best oMer
Av.atUble May 20/earlier bomc, 190 4S7f

.

office. 825 17)5 (29 A 23)

67 MUSTANG Favtback. v 8. stereo tape
new tires, racing shocks, sports deck. $1)50

654 1410. (29 A 2))

V
Room and Board

Exchanged for Help.. 25

Overnight child care. 9:30 p.m. - 4:30 a.m.

Hours 8. day off flexible. Free transportation

to and from campus. 390 3959 afternoons. (25

A 23)

'48 VW BUG, Clean, new tires, good cond.

Must sell immediately. $1,075. 479 0287 after

S (29 A 24)
I
'•

'43 VW Sunroof and '44 VW with newly
rebuiU engine Best offers. Call 440-1325. (29

A 24)

'63 SUNBEAM Alpine convertible, good

condition. Best offer, must sell 477 4011, ex

STUDENT Couple: Room & board (priyfte

aath), exchange for babysitting/ l.oW

housework for working mother. "1-5785 or

2l5eves (29 A 20)

655 6060.

'47 ALFA Duetto • hardtop-disc brakes- 14,000

miles-orig owner Imac cond $2195 or best

offer. 489 2444 or 842 8744 (" A 23)

y House for So/e 21
^Room for Rent 2b

'69 DATSUN 1400 no hassle. 20,000 mi $1750

/offer Nights 394 4717. (29 A 20)

GOOD transportation summer |0b, fun '61

Galaxie, V 8 engine, power steering /brakes.

R/M, $185 477 6392 (29 A 20)

'67 TRIUMPH Spitfire. 28,000 miles, original

owner, radio, heater $895/best offer 139

8434 (29 A 20)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTOSERVICe
7957 "^tn Nuvs Blvd.

across from G M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with our -Buy htre take

delivery m Europe Plan" Direct shipment

also »Tr»nq9ii Financing available

19) 044S, I/O 6921

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

A-1

'65 MGB Rdstr W/w, Blaupk , Sempenet.
xInt body, mech , Dernnqton. New interior.

Must sell 749 1983 (39 A 20)

'65 MUSTANG. e»c engine New tires,.

brakes, transmission S700 best oMer 474

I055or 478 1604 ( 29 A 70)

'6$ VALIANT, stick, no radio New battery,

spark plugs, starter Good cond $)50/oMer

477 38,, (29A2J)

BRENTWOOD, Bus to UCLA, 2 bedrooms
w/outside playroom. 1105 Amherst, now
$37,500. Owner. 824-8527. (21 A 20)

COMPLETE privacy. Bel Air. 3 bdrms.
"•^ge grounds. Trees. Pool. Unique. $75,000.
Si^nds 474 4444. (21 A 20)

QUIET, comfortable room, convenient, for—
responsible student. 393-9109^ ^24A24)

PR IVATE %nt7ance, delightful porch, air

cond Grand piano 10591 Cushdon UP
cond.
0040. $70 mon. No hippies. (24 A 24)

$40 ROOM. Sunset -strip Hillside. Car

necessary, male Bi^ closet, w.w. "''P*'*'

References 876 54>6'^ (26 A 20)

'67 TRIUMPH Spitfire, low mileage. XInt.

condition. 789 4175 evenings. (29 A JO)^

'49 PONTIAC GTO, xInt. cond , air cond.,

bucket seats, a steal $2450 Work, 8?J 5297,

home, 789 4733 <^<A20)

VOLKSWAGEN '47, ISOOcc's engine, trans

lUSt rebuilt, radio, heater, sunroof, stereo

wired. $1000/Offer. 824-2705. (29 A 20)

'42 VW Sedan Good condition Rebuil engine

. $450 or best offe r Call 824 9547 (29 A 20 )

'60 VW one owner fine condition $47$ or

bestoffer 652 5058 after $ 10 or weekend
(29 A 20)

V
Cycles, Scooters

For Sale 30

'45 MUSTANG VI conv shift 4 speed Good

condition Must sell, going abroad Eves 475

5132 (29 A 20)

•House to Shore.— 22
y^ ftoom \o Share 27

TOLERANT, neat, cool female to share *
odrm house in Venice. $72 plus util. 392 7142,'
'3 0130. (22 A 23)

I^BERTARiAN friend, share large unique
wa w/one, $85/mo., including utilities, no
*ase, Michael, 390-4810. (22 A 22)

?/!?*' ^•''* *••' P">*' <»««9f»f«»' » 1/2 * *""•

,,f*y
Salary plus nn/tttX. Walk to campus.

•"i*76. (22 A 23)

HOUSE to Shared own room, well lorn., on

r.t»*'^'y
Glen. $100. Call after 5 : 00 279-

'860. (22 A 20)

^ALE or female to share separate room and
»nower of large 5 bedroom house in Venice
""'" < med students $80 /mo Call 392 5515
*"^^f*M .

( 22 A 20)

ROOMMATES (female preferred) for large
ouse in Hollywood Own room, yard,
'"^•Mace, pets. $34 /mo 449 4920 (22 A 20)

MALE, large furn. room, private bath,

across from law school, $55 per
'"©"J

*'.

0598 Parking. ^^^^^(T^^o)

^ For Sub-lease ^^_
BRENTWOOD Apt for summer, ' »>«<'^"}'

^

bath Fireplace Gorgeous, Prefer girls

Parking 820 1681 (M-^^^

^Autos for Sale ^'

'68 MGB/6T yellow, mechanlcatty xInt,

wire wheels new tires. 35,000 miles $1750,

838 6968 or 839 8773. i^^"j
'65 MUSTANG 1 owner, 6cyl., auto trans ,

5595 R/H, good tires. 825 5835 after 7 p m
476 3753 (29 A 20)

47 BUICK Electra 225, 4 dr ht only 29,000

excellent $1650 477 3405 400 Veteran
(29 A 20)

mi ,

Ave

66 HONDA )05, Good, clean cond Must sell

Call Sieve Smith, 475 $831 Ext. 449 even (10

A 20) . :;

65 SUZUKI 80, rebuilt eng Helmet and

tools $12$. 474-48 10 after 4. (30 A 20)

66 YAMAHA M/C 99 c«, f—4 COI»d, $0001

m> 5ftw'hpifnrt Contact 838 3544 ( JO A 24)1

44 FORD Tairiane, V 8. Runs well, good

transportation $440 Or best offer Call 824

•Til (29A2U
8731

'48 PONTIAC Le Mans, automatic, air cond.,

40 000 miles Days, 825-7351. Miss Valentine

eves, 5591809. (29 A 21)^

$200. '63 CORVAIR Monia, automatic new
reupholst Good cond 477 75Ji e»t 360 day.

340 1243 eves Kyo "* A23)

BRENTWOOD apt lor summer. 2 bdrm.. 2

bath Fireplace, gorgeous Prefer girls

Parking 820 1481 <
^2*>

'47 SUNBEAM Alpine, good cond $800 or

bestoffer 451-0891. (29 A 23)
. , .

;

— '

'

'68 MGB, yellow, wires. AM/FM, radials,

21,000 m Sharp $1900 479 I694eves(i» A 21)

'43 TR-4 Triumph conv . good cond., aikirtg

$600 55224 or 455 2544 (29 A 21)

'65 DODGE Dart conv Low mileage, ex

ceUent cond V850/best offer 472 4904 after 4,

weekends (29 A 22)

HONDA /u luutc, 1700 mi, good co«id $JH.

Call 825 1877 or 477 4859 Ask for Oom ( 38 A
23)

6^ YAMAHA YLl lOOcc, xint cond must
sell $225 or best offer Call 477 4934 eves

after S. (X^»>
.

•70 TS 90 SUZiKi Exc cond . low mileage

Need bigger bike $300 Call Mark. 553

,404 (KA22)

^.^45 BARRACUDA. 31,000 mi , mint condition,

radio, automatic, new tires, must see, $850

'394-7923 (29 A 22)

'44 VW Bug, rebuilt '65 eng Xit mech cond

5625 or best offer, 193 2094 (29A2Q)

'49 MOTO GUZZI Scrambler 12$ cc, t*#

cond 3000 easy miles $200. must sell 839

S615 (10 A 20)

'48 FiPFW'PO
1

154 snappy, great cond .

fu top power
.aU«<-6 121 A 23)

305CC YAMAHA. 1944. xInt cond.. 17,1

miles, and helmet $325 firm Call Terry 477-

6874eves OOAIO)

•70 DATSUN 2 dr sedan auto A R/H^ -^
cond Must sell 824-2352 (29 A 24)

'48 VW, sunroof, auto., radio/neater, good

condition Must sell this week Make offer

472 4950 (29A22)
*i bfei. AIR new brakes, motor xlnt .

automatic trans 454 0818.980 2014 (29 A 21)
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Pressure begins for v'hallers,

NCAA championships near

Pkoio by Terry Colvlii

IN DEFENSE — Kirk Kilgour (1.), Ed MaChado, and th« rest of the

UCLA volleyball team will be defending its NCAA title ttiis Friday and

Saturday in Pauley Pavilion. The three teams competing against ttie

Bruins will be UC Santa Barbara, Ball State, and Springfield College of

AAassachusetts. The Bruins' first match is 11 a.m. Friday against

Springfield. i

Gymnastswin in L B,
Two UCLA gymnasts claimed individual titles at the Long Beaoh

Gymitestic Invitational held at Cal Stote Long Beach.

For the second week in a row, Gary Albitz won the rings competition.

His score at Long Beach was 9.15. Gary also won the Pasadena In-

vitational.

Bill Beach won the high bar in 9.1. Only a sophomore, he has two years

remaining on the UCLA varsity.

The Bruin Gymnastic Classic will be held in Pauley Pavilion April 30.

In addition to the UCLA squad, outstanding competition from all over the

country will be on hand, including NCAA free exercise champion Stormy

Eaton of New Mexico and NCAA long horse titlist Pat Mahoney of San

Fernando Valley State College.

A six-month season that began in November ends

this week for the UCLA voUeyball team with the

second NCAA championships this Friday and

Saturday in Pauley Pavilion.

After finishing second in both league play to San

Diego State and in the District 8 regionals to UC

Santa Barbara, the Bruins, the 1970 NCAA titlists,

will find themselves pitted against UC SanU Bar-

bara, Ball State, and Springfield CoUege of

^^""i"" pi'^ure week for the Bruins and head

coach Al Scates. First, they have to shake off any

effects of the five-game loss to San Diego State last

Friday which cost them the league tiUe. Then, they

have to concentrate on Santa Barbara and its head

coach Rudy Suwara, the former Bruin assistant who,

Scates says, ''knows our players as well as I do."

District 8 regionals

Santa Barbara, through the years, is the one school

that has given UCLA, considered the top collegiate

volleyball team the past decade, the most trouble.

RecenUy, UCSB luiocked off the Bruins in the

District 8 regionals. And in 1960, it was the Gaucbos

who deprived UCLA of the national championship,

beating the Bruins in the finals. (Last year, UCSB

finished third in the NCAA tourney, behind CSLB.)

Last week, however, the Bruins thoroughly

demolished the Gaucbos in three straight games in

Pauley, a win that was probably UCLA's most im-

portant of the year. "We couldn't let them come into

the championships with a two-match win streak

against us," Scates explained, "especially with one

of the wins on our home court. That's why it was so

important for us to win."

Although last week's win over UCSB was the third

time this year out of four matches that the Bruins

have conquered the Gaucbos, Scates fears them the

most in the upcoming NCAA tournament.

Noi much information

Admittedly, he doesn't have much information on

Ball State and SpringfieW College although Ball

State he saw last year in the NCAA's here when it

finished fourth. But he does know what UCSB can do

and that's what worries him.

"Today, we will work against UCSB's offense in

practice," he said. "Their defense is pretty much a

standard one although we will work against some of

their blocking matchups.

**As for Ball State and Springfiekl, we will have to

play them before I know anything about them. But it

shouldn't take long after the game starts to figure out

what they're doing."

UCLA will play SpringfieW at 11 a.m. Friday and

Ball State immediately after that match. The Bruins

willthen play UCSB later that afternoon The,

tournament has been structured as a round-robin

Friday with the round-robin results being used to

determine Saturday's seedings for the singlfe

elimination championship bracket.

In other words, the team with the best record after

Friday's three games will play the team with the

worst record on Saturday.

Last year a Cakewalk

Last year, the Bruins cakewalked their way

through the tournament, easily winning the NCAA
title. With four starters of last year's squad retur-

ning, the Bruins, despite their two losses this year,

and sometimes inconsistent play will be the favorites

again.

Just recently, Scates, who has three national titles

and four second place finishes to his credit in his

eight years of coaching and who has been named the

1972 U.S. Olympic coach, was talking about the

tournament. After analyzing everything, he was

heard to utter a familiar line: "I wouldn't trade out

chances with anyone else."

Sounds like a certain UCLA basketball cpich,

doesn't he?

—John Sandbrook

Baseball, tennis action today
Basebatlers face San Diego St.

The UCLA baseball team gets a two-game break

from its Pac-8 schedule! as it hosts San Diego State at

3 p.m. today on Sawtelle Field. Tomorrow, the

Bruins host Fullerton JC.

The Bruins are currently 3-1 in Pac-8 play after its

weekend sweep of Cal and Stanford. However,

defending Pac-8 and NCAA champion USC is one step

ahead of UCLA, with a spotless 4-0 record to date.

Both teams travel to the Bay^irea this weekend.

Paid Advertis«nient

Netters host San Jose St.

The UCLA tennis team, undefeated and top-ranked

in the country, also takes a break from Pac-8 action,

hosting San Jose State at 2 p.m. today on the Sunset

courts. The Bruins, after its weekend sweep ^oi

Stanford and Cal also, wiU compete in the Ojai In-

tercollegiates Thursday through Saturday at Ojai

Remaining on the Bruin schedule after that are the

So. Cal Championships (May 1-9), a dual meet

against USC (May 15), and the Pac-8 meet at USC

(May 20-22).

ASUCLA Communications Board

Today's IM Softball Schoduio
3:00: Alpha Gamma Omega vs. Sigma Nu (Fd.
\); Chaos vs. Pacific (Fd. 2): Torridon vs.

Bacchus (Fd. 5); Ralph vs. Slawski's Midnite
Squad (Fd. 4); LLB vs. Scooters (Fd. 7), El
Seenyors vs. Law School 3 (Fd. B).

4:00: Eros vs. Cork (Fd. 1); Jefferson vs.

Sierra (Fd. 2), AFROTC vs. Crimson Clutz
(Fd. 5), Ucia Band vs. Galley's Heroes <Fd.
6); Orion II vs. Thunderthods (Fd. 7);

Republic vs. Rhum (Fd. 8).

Today's IM Water Polo Schedule
Edinburgh vs. Middle Earth (5:00); Lambda
Chi Alpha vs. Sigma Nu (5:30); Pauley vs.

Cork (6:00).

GRADUATES
"When you get that

diploma ""

ANNOUNCEMENT! ! !

The ASUCLA Communications Board Announ-
ces that applications are now available and may
be obtained at the Publications Office, 112 KH,
for the following positions for the 1971-72 school
year:

•DAILY BRUIN EDITORrlN-CHIEF
(

i^DAILY BRUIN BUSINESS MANAGER
•KLA GENERAL MANA^FR
• NOMMO EDIT^^ INC M H t^

• LA GENTE EDi 1 ORrlN-t ! EF
SOUTHERN CA US 1 nr tn; IN-CHIEF

All applications must be returned to the Publications Office before noon, Monday, April 26th

"
If '^^ ^'

^,;7>:)*i:dP:;^it,SttW*l*4i^tl- '^HSSfeiifeifi^iS »mMMim'!:^^m&:lmlmkklm„ ..... 'yjim-..':J*<^

(i-^^

Deans discuss revisions ofprograms
By Rick Keir

DB SUff Writer

In what turned out to be a *'friendly dialogue" rather than

a feared confrontation, members of the registration fee

committee answered questions from Dean of Students

Byron H. Atkinson and six student service deans about

changes in their programs.

Several committee members had expressed fear Monday

that Atkinson planned to confront the committee with

several student service deans in order to intimidate them.

However, Atldnson termed these fears "nonsense" in an

opening statenfent, and said they only wanted to ask

questions about the changes published in the PB last

FVidav.

He said the student services deans decided in a staff

meeting Friday to meet with the full committee because all

the services are operated as a close group. !.„

—

•Excellent Job"

"I want to tell you that you have done an excellent and

creative job. We wanted to meet with you so we could get

into your thinking rather than just reading three or four

lines of cold print in the campus newspaper," Atldnson

said.
^

'We think%e can tell you what we have done and you can

say to us what you want us to do," he added.

The seven member committee — five students, one
professor and one administrator — has proposed to the
Chancellor next year's allocation (d tlie reg fee.

£>ean of Housing William Locidear then asked about the

three changes in the housing services proposed by \ht

committee. He was tokl the committee made recom-
mendations based on tiieir personal interviews and
judgments and not on any model.

Qiialily deierioratioii

Locklear also expressed fears that \ht quality of services
in the dormitories would deteriorate if, as the committee
proposes, the number of house advisers is reduced from 50

to 12 and the number of residence advisers is reduced from
eight to four. Conunittee member Richard Baum, political

science professor, said the members felt a majority ol dorm
residents really do not benefit from this service.

Locklear also asked the origin of the $26,000 figure which
the committee proposed should be used to transfer the

housing office business function to the Business Office. He
was told this was the cost of such a transfer baaed on the^

figures he had supplied the conunittee.

Locklear was also told $100,000 was set aside for off-

campus housing because committee members believe this

should be the major priority of the housing office. Locklear

said he was concerned five reaktance advisers couM not

find other jobs at this date

Locklear said be will meet with the committee in two

weeks after his staff studies the report

SHSbeJttightraiag,

Student Health Service (SHS) director Donald

MacKinnon said considerable belt tightening is expected

because of a committee propoMd budget which is $300,000

less than requested Atkinson said solutions are limited to

either increasing user fees or eliminating the service

altogether

Dean of Foreign Students Max Epstein asked when the

University Pohcies Conmiission (IJPC) would discuas a
contingency emergency loan fund, as the committee

proposed He was toki it would be before the end of the

quarter.

David Palmer, associate dean of students, was told

$32,000 had been specifically earmarked for legal aid

service and draft counsekjr which up to now have been

funded by student government.

The deans of tiie Placement and Career Planning Center

and the Educational Career Services were concerned all

available funds would-be spent while they prepared a report

on the effect of combining the two services. Committee

members asked the report be prepared soon without

guaranteeing a specific allocation.
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Condoms to be distributed

VD symposium scheduled
By Steve Ainsworth

DB SUff Writer

Condoms will be distributed free

of charge to people attending the

Venereal Disease and Birth

Control Symposium at noon
tomorrow in the Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom to dramatize the

need to prevent VD, which has

become an epidemic in Los
-Angeles, according to David

Lubei*, Teach-in Symposium
Program (TISP) director.

The symposium, sponsored as a

part of the statewide VD
Awareness Month, will feature Dr.

Richard Smart of the Los Angeles

County Health Department; Dr.

Jeff Simmons of the University of

Southern California (USC)
pharmacy department and Dr.

Ron Schwartz of the Student

Health Service (SHS).

In addition, Peggy Noonan, SHS
social worker, and Gayle Kram-
mer, registered nurse of SHS will

speak on birth control. The con-

dones will be distributed after the

speeches so that students who want
them will also hear the speakers
and learn about the problems and
dangers of VD and birth control,

according to Luber.
Last year, Los Angeles had

almost as many reported cases of

venereal disease as the entire state

of New York, including New York

City. The department of Health,

Education and Welfare reports

California has one in every six

cases of venereal disease reported

in the United States.

Los Angeles recorded a 54 per

cent increase in the number of

cases of syphilis last year while the

national increase was only 8 per

cent. According to Sipfunons, Los

Angeles can expect a rise of 100 per

cent next year.

SHS treated 58 cases of VD since

January. Forty-four of those were

gonorrhea and eight were syphilis.

However, according to Schwartz,

most students go to their private

physicians or to a free clinic to be

treated, so this figure represents

only a small percentage of the total

cases here.

Teach-ins

The purpose of the statewide

teach-in campaign, according to a

statement by the "VD Awareness

Month" steering committee is to

inform the public that:

—This is an epidemic, and not a

disease of the other guy, the

prostitute, the homosexual or the

derelict.

Anti-Army protest

descrihed as success
The People foi^ Peace and Justice (a new campus organization) are

calling the demonstrations against the Army recruiters a sucj^

because not a single person was recruited," according to David ^cKs »

spokesman for the group which organized the two^y protest ai me

Placement Center , ip

According to a spokesman at the PJacement Center, the ^^^l
with scheduled appointments yesterday morning appear«l, but me wo

afternoon appointments were not kept. However, one of these

member of SDS "and he really wasn't expected anyway. ,.. .^^ ._

.

The second day of protest was marked by
"f ."'"jj".'"!, °^^,„^

ranceway to the RecmiUng Office by approximately »,demo^U^o^
*h.le most of the people entering the building were not there «* ««« V^
Army recnutere, aT^ point a student who stated he ^ad a r» P^
'- -

ent with the Army recruiters was forceably denied access to the

.flushing and scuffling followed when a University police omcer

allegedly forced his way through the demonstrators threatening to make

arrests if they did not disperse.

—These ate dangerous diseases.

Undetected and untreated, syphilis

can cause severe heart disease,

insanity, paralysis, crippling

arthritis or death in the adult.

Gonorrhea can cause sterihty in

both sexes and serious abdonunal

problems in the female.

—These diseases are frequently

silent until it is too late. Fifty per

cent of females and 30 per cent of

males will not manifest the classic

or obvious signs of syphilis. Eighty

per cent of females infested with

gonorrhea will not have symptoms

for months.

—These diseases are treatable

today and the cure is almost 100

per cent. However, our drugs are

failing due to resistent strains and

the future may be dim. The time to

stop this epidemic is now while the

drugs are still potent.

—These diseases are preven-

table. The condom is almost 99 per

cent effective.

Epidemic

Simmons said the VD epidemic

is hard to fight because it is a

subject people do not like to tallL

about.

"Max Rafferty proclaimed VD
was a sin and not a school problem.

In my mind it is a sin that schools

have not properly educated tiieir

students. The fastest rising rate of

infection is amongst the 15-19 year-

olds." Simmons also wrote.

Focus

According to Luber, most of the

symposium will focus on VD with

the remainder devoted to con-

ception counsehng information.

Noonan will discuss the Con-

traception Counseling and

Education Clinic (CCEC) which

was established by the SHS in

January This program provides

classes on birth control and a clinic

where students can obtain con-

traceptives.

The CCEC program was

esUblished because many students

could not receive birth control

services from the Family Planning

Clinic in the Medical Center due to

the shut down of the Cervical

V.
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'Caffeine controversy

continues; B C meets
By the DB SUff

•*A comprehensive explanation of the facts and alternatives in

the matter of ASUCLA food costs and prices" will be ''completed

very soon, and after Board of Control (governing board of

ASUCLA) review, it will be made available to the Daily Bruin at

the earliest possible time," according to ASUCLA Executive

Director Donald Findley.

BOC met yesterday in executive session to discuss the con-

troversy concerning the increase in food prices. (The press is not

permitted in executive session.) However, according to informed

sources, it was questioned whether the executive director has tlie

power to raise food prices. Since no precedent could be found, It

was the sereae of the board to have "food price raises and amend-

ments to student store discount policy approved by BOC" in the

future.

According to the source, Findley outlined the six other alter-

natives ASUCLA had considered:

—Contract outside food services

—Reduce wages 12 per cent across the board

—Increase efficiency to increase sales

—Lower food quality and quantity

—Raise all prices but beverage prices

—Reduction of full-time employes

It was also disclosed to the Daily Bruin that Findley presented

the following approximate breakdown of the price of a cup of

coffee:

l.6B< coffee

.56< cup and stirrer

1.00< sugar, cream and napkins

4.50< labor

2. IOC overhead

55

>^

I

J (T-

i

•X

9.84< TOTAL
Suggested recourses open to BOC were (1) to do nothing; (2) drop

coffee and milk prices and increase across the board all items

costing over 35 cents; and (3) put out quesUonnaires in ad-

vertisement form to solicit student opinion on the matter

BOC took a break from the meeUng to discuss "the coffee con-

troversy" with Channel 9 newsmen Findley defended the price

increase saying, "Its necessary to offset the deficit in food service.

This has run up a $47,000 loss in 10 months. It's a matter of making

ends meet We're only incr^a^ng the price to what people have to

pay in Westwood.

"This really has been Uiimped up by the Bruin They don't seem

to realize that the deficit in the ASUCLA is the students', and they

seem unwilhng to see this larger picture I am appalled that the

Bruin has yet to run the facts in this case."

The Daily Bruin has served over 1,000 cups of coffee in two days

and procured several hun*«d signatures on petiUons The DB will

continue to serve free coffee today.

:^:::::V<::rWiK-:
:::%:::x:x-:-:-:-::-:-:v

Screenmg Liinic.

TISP is sponsored by the Student

Legislative Council (SLC)

Ginsberg to speak at noon today
r>,.-i \ii^r, (An^v^ra will rhant and rrad Dortry it noon today at

cnla*- ««*«i««r«.. 9^^ m» #»^ »• »•• •' «• •^^^h*** • ^* •»• ^***- « ^wo-o^.*^ a.^**.*.^^ ..^ 4k *• *iA^lA&^L—

Speakers Program.
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HYPNOSIS FOI STUDENTS
B«ft«r grad«t

Sp«ttch Problamt

Orals

• Smoking
• Tension
• Personal Goolt

University of Wisconsin Ph.D.. 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General Semantics Private Instruction.

wiiiiii L lisiiw. riJ.
1225 WMtwood Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment

»40 MPXTON M^NOC

weSTWOOt) CiUaF 90024

(213) 4n-883»

Helpline 825-7646 i».-^-

At least for the next 6
months. Your last chance
to hear a regular season
concert by Zubin Mehta
and the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. At the Music
Center. For all those
who've been saying,
"we'll go next week"...
next week is here. The
last week. And what a
rousing week it wilt be.

Tomorrow night
(Thursday) at 8:30 PM
Friday night, April 23 at
8:30 PIM

Zubin Mehta conducting
itzhalc Perlman, violin

Beethoven:
Symphony No. 8 y- /lllllllHfllinillllUU^^ n-| \r

Prokofieff: Violin f
#* .yjUM^^yi""""^*'''''^ |

\r-][;_

sS^^^' '-J^^OS ANGELES
"""""""""•'

PHILHARMONIC:
LAST CONCERTS OF THE SEASON.

MUSIC CENTER

O DOROTHY CHANDLER

PAVILION

Tickets: $2.50-$7.50 at

Music Center Box Office
626-721 1 , most agencies,
full-time students $2.

Announcements
Elective poets for the Student

Legislative Council (SLC) — in-

cluding the undergraduate student

body president, vice president and

administrative vice president —
and cheerleaders are open for

candidacy.

According to Malcolm Pace,

elections tx>ard chairman, only

four or five people have picked up

petitions and declarations of

candidacy. The deadline for

returning the forms is Friday.

As of yesterday, no one had yet

declared their candidacy for any
post.

Petitions and declarations of

candidacy are available outside

the Programs and Activities Of-

fice, Kerckhoff Hall 312, and must
be returned to the stiulent body
president's office, Kerckhoff Hall

304. The petition requires the

signatures of 25 registered

students.

Candidates will be required to

attend an orientation meeting 4

p.m. Monday in the Ackerman
Union Men's Lounge. Campaigning
will begin the next day.

Primary elections will be held

May 3, 4, and 5, with final elections

on May 12.

other offices open include: three

general representatives; National

Student Association represen-
tative; head yell leader and
commissioners for campus events,

community service, culture,

educational policy, student
welfare, student facilities* and
student financial aid.

Bus tickets for the April 24

march against the war in San
Francisco are available from the

Student Mobilization Committee
(SMC) literature table on Bruin
Walk.

An organizational meeting
to

plan a two-week **l>ump Nixon"
voter registration drive will take
place at noon today in Ackerman
Union 3517. The drive is part of a
national anti-war campaign aimed
at 18-21 year-old voters.

Common Cause, an independent
citizens' lobby, is currently
soliciting student membership on
this campus. During the past three
months over 50,000 citizens have
joined the effort. Common Cause
has lobbied for bureaucratic
reform in Washington, reform of

the major pohfical parties and
increased Federal funds for urban
centers. Students and faculty in

terested in assisting Common
Cause or becoming a member in

the group should stop by Kerckhoff
Hall 304 or phone ext. 52639.

The Black Graduate Students'

Association will hold a general

assembly and council meeting at 7

p.m. tomorrow in Ackerman Union
2412.

The first meeting for all those

interested in counseling at Uni

Camp this summer will be held at 7

p.m. today in the Ackerman Union

Men's Lounge.
This is the first chance to meet

with this summer's head co|in-

selors. Interviews will also be

arranged.

r-r^

Lewis K. Uhler, a former
meml)er of the John Birch Society

and presently Governor Ronald
Reagan's appointee as director of

the Office of Economic Op-
portunity Legal Services for

California, will speak on "Judicare
— An Alternative to CRLA" at

noon tomorrow in Law School 1345.

The program is sponsored by the

Legal Forum.

Mardi Gras series tickets are

still on sale in the Kerckhoff Hall

ticket office. The price is $1.50 for

all three sessions (Friday night,

Saturday and Saturday night). If

you need order forms or have any

questions come to the Mardi Gras

office (AU 209) or the office trailer

on the Mardi Gras field.

People for Peace and Justice will

be having an open work and

organizational meeting at 3 p m.

today in Ackerman Union 2408.

UCLA
Ann L. Haskins, Editor-in-Chief
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your hassles don't hove to wait:

come to CT ASC:5TAr?CE FACILITY

or CO

Room 23 1 La Mancha - 930 Hilgard

beginning Monday, April 26
6 p.m. to 2 a.m. every night
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By Jeff Weber
DBSUff Writer

"I'm not exactly sure about what I am supposed

to do in this new position, but 1 have been kept

busy, and probably will be until the end of the

year," Franklin Rolfe, the rvew academic

assistant to the Chancellor, said.

Rolfe is the former Dean of the College of Let-

ters and Science, a position now filled by Kenneth

Trueblood.

Rolfe has been with the University since 1932. "I

started here as an English professor in 1932 and in

1945 I became chairman of the English depart-

ment. At that time the College of Letters and

Science was being re-organized and I became one

of the first five divisional deans. I remained the

dean of humanities until I took the position of dean

of the college in 1960."

Age

Rolfe explained he was "backed upstairs"

because of his age. **I believe that 67 is a fair

assessment of when a person should retire. You

can't keep people around forever. This job here is

only temporary. I am leaving the University as of

the first of July."

Rolfe plans to drive back east and then travel in

Europe. However, his future after that is un-

decided.

In evaluating himself as a Dean of the College of

Letters and Science, Rolfe believes he did a good

job, but added in the decision-making areas <rf the

department, he was one of fiye deoos w^^^^^

the final decisions.

Kenneth Trueblood

"Myself and the four divisional deans all had to
agree before any concrete decision could l)e

handed down," he said.

Job
Rolfe said the job itself is less fun now than it

used to be because of the lack of funds, 'it's more
fun to spend money than it is to save money. What
I really mean is it is fun to encourage new
programs of advancement and to do this one needs
funds."

Rolfe believes having a College of Letters and
Science is a good idea. ''Breaking up the depart-
ment into four or five parts would be a mistake.
Each department would have its own dean and
would be completely separate from the other

departments. This would lead to a program of

competition whereby each department ^^puld try

to get the most money. Having one department
with divisional deans gives the whole program
more flexibiUty."

Rolfe was in favor of abolishing the foreign

language requirements in the department. **If

there were no requirements, the classes would be
much better. The only students who would attend

would be ones who have a genuine interest in the

subject. This of course would reduce the class size

and make the learning process a little more
personalized."

''What I would really like to see developed to a

fuller extent is a program to divide the language

department into levels of purpose. Some classes

for learning to speak the language, others for the

purpose of learning to read and others_fQ£ learning

to write the language," he said.

i

•(Paid Advertisement)

Can TM bring

peace to individuals?

.V

No Sweat, Foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects back to your home with

professiopoJ efficiency . . at charges that won't hurt you.

-•vfe..

Call Us Nov^:

749-7491
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By Ken Guernsey

DBSUff Reporter

"I haven't the slightest idea what I'm supposed

to do here," Kenneth Trueblood, newly appointed

Dean of the College of Letters^and Science, said.

Trueblood, chemistry professor and former

chemistry department chairman, took over the

post April 1 from retiring Dean Franklin Rolfe.

"I don't really know that much about the

coUege," he said. "My first job wiU be to

familiarize myself with its structure and the

people who are involved with it."

ConUct

Trueblood plans to start visiting departments

this week, beginning with humanities. "It is very

important for a dean to be in contact with each

department," he said.

"As far as I know, the dean's job is to see that

the components of the academic community, the

students and faculty, interact in the most effective

way," he said.

"You might say the dean is a link between the

students and faculty and the administration," he

said. "He has to be involved with both elements."

Trueblood has been here since 1949, when he was

a chemistry instructor. He served as chairman of

the chemistry department from 1965 to 1970. ^.

Teaching ^ 'i

'I've spent the last ten years teaching freshman

:%W$?x:%::%i:i:i:®g::-:i:!:!^^
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courses," he said. "I hope to keep teaching despite

my responsibilities as dean." Trueblood will teach

Chemistry lA next fall.

"I decided when I was a department chairman

that I was through with administrative jobs," he

said. "When ChanceUor Charles E. Young asked

me to take this job I was hesitant, but when a

group of students came and told me they wanted

me to take it, I decided to give it a try
."

Trueblood is unsure of his future, however. "If I

find that I'm unable to keep up my teaching at the

same time, one of the jobs will have to go," he

said, "and I'm not sure which one it will be.

"Teaching has always been my first love and it's

what I've always envisioned myself doing," he

said. "But I feel there is a chance I can make a

real contribution here too."

Functions

Trueblood considers appointment of department

chairmen and recommendations on tenure cases

two of his most important functions as dean.

He was chemistry department chairman when

assistant professor Edward Graham, believed to

be one of the department's best teachers, was

denied tenure because his research was con-

sidered inadequate.

"Teaching ability is taken into account when a

tenure case is reviewed," he said. "But there is no

question that scholarly potential is the most im-

portant factor in most cases."
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( Paid Advertisement)

6I0IP DISCOUNTED AUTO INSUUNCE

lir ISSOCIMED STUDENT MEMDERS
College Student Insurance Service has worked with the auto

insurance industry for five years to prove that the college stu-

dent deserves lower insurance rates. Now ASB members often

realize reductions from 20% to 40% below comparable policies.

This group-oriented policy is written through the Associoted

College Student Underwriters and provided under on exclusive

agreement with College Student Insurance Service, Inc.

For personolizod quoto call 451-1393 or fill in the blank bolow

and sond it to CSIS, 726 Santa Monica Blvd. (•202) Santa Monica

Calif. 90401.

Birth Doto:

Zip:

Married?

Modol:

-Buy, Sell through Daily Bruin Classified

Nanno:

Addrost:

TelopKono: School:

Yoor and make of car:

Protont polky oxpiros (dofo):

No. of yoart licensed to drive:

No. of nru>ving violations, last 3 years:

No. of accidents responsible for (3 years)

with damage exceeding $100

/^JV CSIS^ College Student Insurance Service

726 Sonto Monko Blvd (•202) Sooto Monko, Cal» 90401

\

'(Paid Advertisement)"

Venereal Disease-Birtti Control
" >!

7% Vl-;„.
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Thursday, April 22, 1971

12 Noon — 2 p.m.

Grand Ballroom— Ackerman Union

•1*.^

sponsored by TISP— SLC
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Editorial

Coffee 4
**The Association's image is an unflattering one. It

suffers from an appalling lack of support from the

community it is supposed to serve. ASUCLA is

regarded by many as unfit and unwiUing to meet the

problems of the present and the challenges of the

future. It is seen as having lost touch with its con-

stituents and having lost sight of its goals. This is a

dismal picture— but we fear it reflects reality."

Well, we've been told that we haven't been getting

ASUCLA's side of things during the forty-eight hours

of our *irresponsible" crusade for lower coffee

prices; so we thought we would point out that the

above statement isn't one of ours, it's contained in a

document entiUed **Space Implications of the

ASUCLA Revitalization Program:" and although

theoretically formulated by Board of Control, that

document has been energetically approved by

ASUCLA Executive Director Donald E. Findley.

We felt on Monday — and we continue to believe —
that in the matter of raising coffee prices, ASUCLA
has indeed lost sight of its goals. Yesterday, when

undergraduate Student Body President Keith

Schiller called for an executive session of an

emergency Board of Control meeting dealing with

the coffee crisis, thereby excluding a DB reporter

sent to cover the meeting, the Board lost sight of its

goals. With the exception of Graduate Student

Association Peter Bouvier, the members of BOC
ruled that a Daily Bruin reporter should be excluded

from the meeting. While it's true that BOC does and

should have a right to privacy when it is discussing

"personnel matters", only a portion of the BOC
meeting was devoted to those matters.

Now, coupled with another key statement In the

revitalization document that a major goal of the

Association is **develop better understanding and

respect among students and the campus community

for student governance and ASUCLA through im-

proved communications ..." such actions seem

contradictory at best.

At any rate, we are still perking along. . .

Yesterday there was a demonstration protesting

the Army recruiters on campus. The picketing began

at 9 00 At 12:45 there was a rally at Meyerhoff;

mysteriously the microphone didn't work. Even with

this difficulty the demonstration proceeded to the

placement center, where we were greeted by

plainclothes poUce officers, who were situated in

different locations taking photographs of those

people participating in the demonstration.
_

There were at least two photographers on the third

floor of Moore Hall in a room provided for them by

the administration. In the Placement Center there

were two poUce taking pictures and an official of the

Placement Center \n the same room.

One of the demonstrators went into the Placement

Center to complain about the use of Universi^

facilities to support the pohce in their attempt to halt

dissent. At this time she heard the two police officers

discussing some of the people demonstrating, taking

notes, and pictures of these individuals.

Then the Placement Center official came out of the

room and asked her if he could help her. She told him

that she didn't need any help. He told her that if she

didn't leave he would arrest her for tFMpassing.

Before she left she pointed out to him that ^was a

student and therefore it was the poUce who were

trespassing, not her. She decided that she had better

leave for at that time the police were in back of the

administrator.

The demonstrators gathered at the entrance of the

building that was occupied by the recruiters and the

University police. At 1:30, a student came for his

interview with the Army, and was unable to get

through the line formed of arm-linked demon-

strators. He forcibly tried to break through, but was

told that he did not have the right to enlist in an in-

stitution that perpetuates the war and trains killers.

After about 15 minutes of argument on both sidw, a

University policeman was sent through the line.

Accompanying him was a student who took it upon

LBtters to the Editor

himself to aid the police and the student with the

appointment in breaking through the line, pushing

one woman to the ground. No other appointments

were scheduled so the demonstrators dispersed.

As Dean Shaw of the Placement Center says,

"According to the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration Act of 1969, any University which

denies access to the Armed Forces reemiters faces

suspension of research grants." So, the University

must protect the recruitment of the Army, or it will

lose all other war-related research grants.

Not only does the University refuse to comply with

the students' request to end war-related research

and abolish ROTC on campus, but it continues to

protect those research grants. It provides University

police and Administration officials to help with the

Army's recruitment, and provides rooms for the

police to conduct their investigation of students who

wish to express their dissent.

During the student strike last year, students said

that they would not allow the University to aid the

war in Vietnam. Since then there has been no activity

to enforce this demand. The People for Peace and

Justice planned this demonstration providing an

action through which the students could stop one of

the University's activities which perpetuates the

war.

The number of participants in the demonstration

make^ one wonder if the students care if the war

continues or not.

If you feel that action was wrong or unjustified,

please express this disagreement in the Daily Bruin

and offer an alternative, which will be effective in

_jending the University's complicity with the war. ^
If you do not act against the University's com-

.pHcity with the war, you are just as complicit as the

University, and as guilty as the U.S. government in

the continuation of the genocide of the Vietnamese

people.

lubmiUed by Pam Dark, Dee Strosnider

Coffee boycott supported

S^ S[iQg][rD(§§ ^(DteOQQOOQ

Editor:

We of the UCLA Computer Club

executive board, representing the

425 members of the chib, would like

to make public our total support of .

the boycott of ASUCLA coffee. We
also feel that the boycott should be

extended to inchide milk, another

unfortunate victim of the recent

price hike.

Joe Behan
Bruce M. Dane

Antonio F. Gomel
Rick Green
JohnHaU

BobKibrick

Abortion
Editor:

Congratulations to Assem-
blyman Robert H. Burke (R-

Huntington Beach) for his far-

sighted proposal to amend the 1967

Therapeutic Abortion Act. The Act,

perceives Burke, "has become an

excuse for all sorts of abuses on the

part of indivduals who are using

the law to escape the responsibility

for some of their amorous
escapades."

Brilliant! Those irresponsible

couples certainly will repent when
their unwanted child is given up to

the state. When Burke closes the

abortion loopholes, uncautious
Califomians will pay the piper for

the "amorous escapades,"
knowing that they doomed a

human life to institutionalization,

or adoption by yet another kind-

hearted family. That should teach
them to be careful!

The best part of this bill is the

valuable object lesson the rest of us
will learn about amorous
escapades, as our tax monies go to

support the child and pay for the

lengthy process of adoption. The

more "escapades" occur, the more

our checkbooks will learn how
unwise they were!

And as the enrollments and taxes

for our school system continue to

chmb, it will be obvious that Burke

was right: no one should use the

law to escape responsibility for

their untimely liasons.

James S. Dubllrer

Senior. Psychology

Marches
Editor:

Once again springtime brings

blossoms, hot pants, aroused
genitals and a Student Mobilization

Committee (SMC) anti-war

march. And, excepting the last, all

are worthy of fertilizer.

The over-riding issue which
confronts the movement each time

SMC (YSA) fkiBes ite bead is

whether or not we should place all

our efforts behind a single-issue,

blow-it-all-out-in-one-march, of-

fensive. Nixon has primed the

public to accept his sl^le of with-

drawal. A massive display of

disapproval for his program
would, indeed, put some political

pressure on the administration.

Moreover, such action would help

discredit the Charles Reich fans

and boost the morale of the

movement which is suffering (i.e.

"greening").

The first thing wrong with this

analysis is that Nixon has done too

good a job preparing the public for

his program. As a rc^t, the

amount of political pressure such a

march would bring is negligible. If

the war is the only grievance ex-

pressed, as SMC proposes, then it

means nothing because most folks

see a solution through Nixon.

Secondly, because Crosby, Stills

and Nash always sound bad at

these affairs, and the effort itself is

politically meaningless, the

movement itself will become

"greener". Those who see Nixon's

program as crap, yet stiU dream

about 1965 peace marches, will

experience a death blow on April

24. The march will do nothing, and

they will be forced to conclude that

there is nothing to be done.

The root problem here is that

SMC and ite followers insist on

building a movement on one issue

— "Out Now! " There is no attempt

to look at cause and effect or at

history or at the other kinds of

issues which relate to U.S. im-

perialism in Vietnam. Economic

recession, massive unem-

ployment, educational cut-backs,

racism, "conspiracy" trial rip-offs

and the oppression of women,

together or isolated have the kind

of political import and public

support potential to give the

movement a strong, viable base for

organization an4k action. All of

these questions lead to a discovery

of the marvels of corporate

capitalism and that's where the

game wiU be played in the end.

A small chunk of the movement

has been addressing itself to these

questions for some time. But it is

too small. Instead, most ot

movement effort and money has

gone into marching on San

Francisco with the net effect oi

everyone sitting in classes bein«

greened. It's time we and bM^

started devoting our time ano

money to Uie larger issues and

build' the movement on solid

ground.
'"^

JoeKllnger

f- Junior. Political Science

cV\ik^W9 ^c\ofr\QX^

m^
"Millions for defense, but not one cent for

How do we know what you

feel when you don't write?

Following a summer of increased publicity and constant attention in

the media, a Women's Liberation Front meeting was called at the

beginning of fall quarter at UCLA. As a result of this growing popularity

approximately 75 women attended.

In the previous years, Women's Liberation had been a struggling group

with an average membership of no more than about 30. Nearly all the

women at this first meeting were new faces to the movement, women who
had been politically active on campus.

As the group developed it became clear that/jts main concern was
merely with women's psychological and cultural oppression. The media's

co-optive portrayal of women's hberation as an individualistic movement
reinforced women's feelings (rf personal oppression and prompted their

desires to "get ahead" within the existing social structure.

The UCLA group insisted on remaining at this level, dealing primarily

with personal problems. The political emphasis of the group was on

getting more and better professional jobs for women. Many women ap-

parenUy lost interest in these types of programs because the membership

decreased greatly.
- -~—-rr—

I

^- -

We remained in the group because we see women's hberation as an

important issue and felt that we could work with these women and at-

tempt to change the emphasis of the group.

A few women held a weekend long meeting to organize activities for the

winter quarter. At the first meeting, suggestions were made to im-

plement such activities as exposing a "sexist" professor each month. At

this point, we felt we could no longer work with this group because of their

established orientation and their unwillingness to see beyond the limits of

their own personal oppression.

As an alternative to this perspective we have organized a new group

that will attempt to deal with the oppression of women on a political level.

We see that this oppression affects primarily working class and minority

women. We feel that in order for women to be liberated a complete

change and reorganization of the existing social structure is necessary.

We are planning activities that will point out important and vital

questions of the Women's Liberation moViement and show how they relate

to each other. We hope our programs will help people to understand the

importance of emphasizing »the politics of women's oppression.

.^ Submitted by Niki Boon
Judy Kaye

C0^1E IN Ah40 SBE OOR |CX%
OKfrfi^roiC CLOTH iN6, f^OrA
Plastic PAMTORsHiRTif4
THC BUMCH! WE'RE OPCN
IOaw^ to lOp^% rA0fJ.-5AT. 12-6 ,

'(Paid Advertisement)

Can TM help us enjoy?

<W^AftRS, B^LTS, TIBS, sAlKS.WH6N

i ^^t^^ A7<y^O^Y7

YOUR DEPARTMENT NEEDS YOUR HELP!

1

.

to prevent elimination or severe cutbacks

2. to increase the emphasis on teaching in promotion proceedings

3. to reform curriculum and present ideas for improving under-

graduate education.

Department chairmen campus wide overwhelmingly support

improving student participation within academic departments.

To facilitate improved student participation within departments,

the University Action Council (UAC) is sponsoring undergraduate

elections in many departments this quarter so that undergraduates

have representatives to address the many problems facing their

departments. All interested undergraduates ore URGED to run for

UAC will concentrate on elections in Art, English, History. Math,

Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Speech, Theatre Arts, and

Zoology. UAC will also support undergrads in^pther departments

who wish to hold elections. „

KJ-V^u are interested in helping UAC or runnmg for office

come to Kerckhoff 325 or 331C or call 825-2759. 825-7261 or

825-7262.

\

t%

Sponsored by the Student Educational Policy Commission of SLC

kAMWMAMMAttftMU MttMA**teAMfti '-PT'
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Does TM develop a

clearer thinking mind^

New retirement bei I'its mis' ;ading

By S. Berger, AFSCME Local 2070

1970 Southern Campus

still on sale-KH 112

PSAsman atIIOA

That's how many times PSA
connects Los Angeles with

San Francisco. San
Diego, San Jose. ^^^|'

Oakland, and Sac-

Itimesadaqir
ramento. With lowest air fares.

Meet your campus rep halfway.

. Or your travel agent
" 1 Or PSA.

fmn^Af»

-•t-

pjft^yo-
v<j!la.«>j

>»m«»>ri*>rix»oiiite'4<»W»f«t Wi^.^.K»i ^i^tr •

DOUG ROTH 559-2626.

HILLELCOIMCL
900 Hugard Avenire

474-1531

EXHIBIT OF ARTISTIC CREATIONS
Projects of students from CSES 115

will be on display April 15 thru

April 30 Kerckhoff Hall 2nd Floor

LUNCH ON THE LAWN
Monday and Thursday Noon -Schoenberg Quad

SABBATH SERVICES

Services 6:15

Dinner 7:00 $1 .50 members
$2.00 non members

Guest Speaker: Mrs. Wolpert

Topic: "The Jewish Woman'"
Oneg Shabbat Follows »

If you're all excited about the Regents' recent

announcement of increased retirement benefits,

you'd better calm down, sit back, and take a long

hard look at the situation.

UC workers are being duped, and once agam

unless we act together in protest, we're going to be

really screwed-over.

The primary change calls for equal payments of 8.1

per cent from all employes in the reUrement system,

whereas before the amount you paid depended on

your sex and age. It now ranges from 6.97 per cent to

11.95 per cent per month of your salary. Women who

are 26 or younger when hired and men 40 or younger

when hired now pay less than 8.1 per cent. These

people are a substantial portion of UC's work force,

and their retirement deductions will be greater

under the new plan.

Clearly, the change was not designed to help the

majority of UC workers. It is meant to make more

money for the Regents. As you know, we receive only

4 per cent for the money we put into the retirement

system. Although the Regents are required to niatch

our payments, they do not have to do this until we

actually retire. This means that, until retirement

time comes for an employe, the Regents have free

money to use for investments, earning for them-

selves 7 to 8 per cent and more on your money

.

Now, with the increase in payments, they wiU be

gouging you for even more money, and making

themselves an even tidier sum on investments.

While older employes wiU be kicking their heels

over this change, which will increase the amount of

money they will get after retirement, younger em-

ployes will be severely damaged. Benefits in

retirement in case of death or disablement are in-

creased and brought more into line with current cost-

of-living, but money will be taken from the younger

employes, who are least likely to reap any benefits,

to pay for it.
^"

Under the present plan, employes do not have

retirement deductions taken out of their pay until

they have worked one year and have reached 30

years of age. The new plan will start deductions from

the employes first pay check. Younger employes who

do not expect to retire from UC and who need every

penny of their pay for daily living expenses will find

this "pay cut" hard to take.

As you know, all employes are forced to pay into

the retirement system once they reach the age of 30.

There is no choice in the matter.

AFSCME opposes these aspects of the new plan.

We contend that needed funds must come either from

the legislature or from all employes equally (in

which case they should get a chance to vote on

whether they want higher benefits or lower con-

tribution rates). And we demand that one of the in-

creased benefits be a better interest rate on the

money so that those who quit and don't get

retirement benefits at least get some increase for

their money.

We also oppose:

Discrimination between widows and widowers in

receiving "death benefits,"

A change to only yearly crediting of interest on

retirement funds.

Provisions that penalize employes twice for leave-

of-absence periods

There is nothing preventing Berkeley from raising

our rates as well in the very near future, once they

have managed to do it for new workers. It's just a

matter of time, and this is the first step. We are not so

dumb that we cannot see the handwriting on the wall.

Here's something else to think about. Next year we

will become part of the national unemployment in-

surance program under Social Security. The Union's

all for that, but remember, if you also have to pay for

retirement, that's going to cost you a pretty penny.

The Union's position is that employes should have

a choice l)etween Social Security and the Retirement

System. They should not be forced to l>elong to both.

And if we are now to be part of the Unemployment

Insurance program, it will not be long beiore we also

have the option of l>eing fully covered, like all other

workers in this country, under the Social Security

Act.

Although the change has officially been approved,

we can still protest it and do something about stop-

ping this disaster. Write or phone immediately Mrs.

Ann Johnson, Insurance and Retirement Office, 2337

Murphy HaU, X54353.

It has been our experience that written complaints

are more effective than phone calls, so keep that in

mind when you protest. All communications to Mrs.

Johnson will be sent up to Mr. Wekh in Berkeley,

who is head of the Retirement and frfiurance Office

at University-Wide.

How do we

know what

you're thinking

if you don't

write us?
' lSrt*< It NKp<Z\t\e> Wo\M (^^CIAC T6M$lc>(4

JiiAk TAX FREE CARS Meeting discusses Tucson 5 defense

There will be a meeting at 8 p.m. tonight in Kinsey Hall 365

sponsored by the Tucson Working Committee to arrange publicity,

activities and fund raising for the Tucson 5 who are still im-

prisioned in Arizona on contempt of court charges. Students are

urged to become aware of the issues involved in this case.

.•or your next trip to Europe order your new European cor through

ShIpSlde. We ore located only a few steps irom the terminal building at

the new Amsterdann Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models. Volvo's, Flats, MGB's, BMW
and other makes are ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax

free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements
can be made in iust a few minutes.

Mini cost — mcKi Vacation
— multi savings.

'~

For detailed information vvrite

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or
^f^ 0-- 7568,

/'uiiSiQi uaiii r\ii f/vi %.

'wf|r*S;,jj,
-^AmW,
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Can TM eliminate tensions?

,>-'. A

SHry 9f SamurmI iN^rcfcofif StaitS Apill 21

, 1 mu nCMweif
} f ^""^ KINNOSUKE NAMMURA

YOUR LIPS TELL ME NaNO, BUT THERE'S 7 p.m. today in Social Welfare 147, as part of the

YES YES IN YOUR EYES'—"Phi4edelphia Story'^ Katherine Hepburn film series. Tickets are available

(pictured above) and "Sylvia Scarlett" will screen at for $1 at the door only.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
4p.m.

5pm.
7:30p.m.
7;30p.m.

8 p.m.

Ibe Call to Be Human

Kindalini Yoga
Movement Awareness

Photo/Cine/Sound
Oaais No. One

Newman Center
840Hilfard

Courtyard, Women's Gym
RoyceS62

Architectures 100

Architecture 2102

South Pacific

Adventure Cruise

„jDn 15Q'-thr^e mgsfted, square rigger.

Departs June 18,~ '71. Men & Women wanted with desire for

adventu4-e & travel & share expenses. For Info., Eric Nord
378.2605

Deadline for undergrad

rep extended
The deadline for filing for

undergraduate departmental

representatives has been ex-

tended to Friday. April 30. AU
undergraduates interested in

running for representative

should come to Kerckhoff Hall

325 and talk to the University

Action Council (UAC)
secretary.

^J Turn in notices {

*
#
*
*
^
¥:

*
^
^

for next week's

What's Brew'n
activities to

by noon today

m ZH 110
v.)|c)|c)|c4e*)ie9|c4K)|()«(^^^*9|L

ELECTRONICS COMPANY
desires junior or senior for 20
hours or more for part-time
office work- major in E.E.,

Physicsor related field desired

Many fringe benelHs
Start $550/month

(colcul<itedat$3.175/hr)

Abbott Transistor

Laboratories, Inc.
5200 West Jefferson Boulevard

(neor La Brea)

Phon» 936^185 for oppt.

A YEAR'S
SCHOLARSHIP
IN ISRAEL

^ull tuition and mairvtenance
for study In Israel at the

HAYIM GREENBERG
INSTITUTE,
JERUSALEM

^««IUTY: Men ond V^men, IB to 25.
•"••rested in edocotlonol work or In
o^ancing th«ir Jodok knowledge ond
^^ possess occeptoble H^rew long-
^ogebockgrouM.

^•CULUM INCLUDES: Jewish History.

J^^ew Longuoge & Literature, Bible,
*logogy. Isroel Tours. Dietory Lows

"Observed.

^"^^ opplkolio., forms.

to the care
^

oftlie studeni body.

i.

The Hamburger French Fries Coca-Cola

To make eating simple, start with With sandwiches, or alone. Or with Bubbly. Icy. Soothes and refreshes

the basics: A pure beeNpattie on a friends. Being lightweight, as well the throat, mouth, and mind,

satisfying bun. Uncomplicated as crisp and fresh, they're portable. Cools the tummy,

and good.

Filet O' Fish

Tasty white filet. Special sauce.

A delicious bun.

Something different to keep the

stomach from getting bored.

h 'T i rin i fll il!iliajl^ii||^,|-*"'

Coffee

It can keep your eyes open. That's

pretty important in classes,

cramming, or staying up past

your bedtime.

U

Milk Shakes
Chocolate. Strawberry, and. of

course, your basic Vanilla. Cool,

smooth, at home in any body.

-'^n. OF EDUC. & CULTURE

JEWLn AGENCY
^15 Pork Avenue. New York. NY 10022

'?'2)PL2-0600. Ext. 358

-*-^d~

Big Mac

For those with big appetites Two

beef patties, lettuce, cheese, a

special sauce, and a triple decker

sesame seed bun .

Hot Apple Pie

Lots of apples m a crisp, delicate

crust. It serves as a cure for

homesickness, Keep one under

your pillow for a late night snack

McDonai

1118 W#stwood Blvd.

Just North of Wllshire

WMtwood
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For those olreody enjoying the benefits of

transcendental meditation

SIMS announces the third meeting of the

spring quarter

2 pm Thursday April 22

Ack Union 2412

Wandering actor to hold

one-man show here today

ORGANIC BIODEGRADABLE
.Laundry Cleaner

BASIC-L
c»

USE 2 or PER WASH LOAD ONE 12 IB. BOX CLEANS

192 WASH LOADS AT COST Of (W PER WASK
BASIC-t CONTAINS NO BSIZYMES. NTAs, ALXAUS.

FfUERS OR DYES. LESS THAN 0.1 PARTS P« MILUON
PHOSPHOROUS COMPOUNDS

$8.75 per 12 lb. box

call 826-7300

SHAKLEE products

ADVERTISEMENT

JESUS BAFi.
.^1 mf

WITN^E

MRS. K L WROTE: *'When we received ttie Instnxrtioiu^ »'/ ^^^

bmd and I botti received the Holy Gtat t tatked in tongues until^

2:30 ttM next flwnMng. I'm so hap^." lirs. N. H. WROTE: "t received

ttie baptisoi ot the Holy Ghost ttvu your prayers, and spoke In tongues.

I can face problems with faith now." Mrs. J. S. WROTE: I received

the Praise Sheet, used it, and received the baptism of the Holy
" Ghost" Mrs. M. W. WROTb 1 received your Praise Sheet, and soon

was speakmi in tongues, and received a great biessang." fTo request

prayer tor Holy Ghost heaUng. a prayer handkerchief. l*)«1nictiQns to

be baptized with the Holy Ghost and speak in unknown teapn^

JUST SiND THIS WHOlf AD TO HdY GHOST fVANGBJSTS OOtlOOe S

eUTM PtUN«TT, P.O. iOX 74i55 lOS AHQilLS. CAUf. fOOOS.-

WEWU SEND A GOLDEN com PURSE FREE

By IvAB GtTWfm

DBSUff Writer

AvadoD-Black is a wandering

actor hitch-hiking his way through

America.
Avadoo*s ooe-man show creates

a coUage of people who have

carried him over 29,000 miles d
highway.

Black will perform at 8:30 p.m.

today and Friday in Schoenberg

Hall auditorium.

Avadon was bom in Los Angeles

in 1948.

*il gave my first performance

when I was three. I sang When
You're in Love It's the Lovehest

Day of the Night' for my mother,"

he said.

At Hamilton high school he was

Jason in "Medea," Creon in

• Antigone" and Hal in ••Picnic."

But any resemblance between

Avadon and a traditionl actor is

now purely coincidental.

**I had the idea of travelling and

performing. I went to UCLA in 1967

and gave myself two years to be

talked out of the idea, but I never

changed my mind."

Drop Out

•*I dropped out of school after

two years and decided to look for

an approach to theater outside of

plays," Black said.

••As I travelled and met people I

began to piece together a show that

would reproduce the road. 1'

wanted to recreate common people

and tell their stories."

According to Black, the people

who gave him the most or best

rides were truck-drivers and
salesmen.

•Truckers spend days on the

road and they have rules against

taking riders. When they pick you

up, they have a lot of talking to do

and a lot of interesting lies stored

up," he explained.

••Salesmen are also on the road a

long time. I wasn't picked up by a

salesman whose whole station

wagon was jammed full of motor

cycle helmets. I took a bus and got

in front of him and wtien the bus

dropped me off he deckled to pick

me up.

•*He pushed the hdmets even

closer together and made room for

me His name was William Bur-

bage, a direct descendant of one of

William Shakespeare's original

acting troupe."

Hiking

When asked about the pros and

coos of hiking, he said, 'Tve never

i

ii

WEST L.A. MUSIC GUITAR SALE?
2 Days Only • Fri.— Sat. April 23-24

We would hove hod on inventory clearance sole or something like that if we really had

some dead items to get rid of. but instead we hove a complete selection of the finest new

and used musical instruments and occessories available, all priced in our usual hard to

resist way. In foct, for two days only, we ore offering all our merchandise at substantial

(20% to 70%) discounts. All the sale items are covered by West LA. Music's exclusive life-

time guarantee. Ifodes are welcome, and if you see something you like, at least put a

deposit on it. To mcue sure you get it.

Hmrm arm jwit o f«w •• from o«r ovtttanding ••laclion of

'w'

'

»1*

^m tTEM DesctmoN UST SALEPtlCCP YomohoFGlBO Folk Guitor $125 $79^^ YomoKa FG 300 Folk Guitor 225 149

Martin 0-28 Folk Guitor 495 385

m^' MortinD-18 Fdk Guitor 395 315

W Gft>fonC 1 Clastic Guitor 305 199

'J
GbK>n B 25 N Folk Guitor 275 194

i GulldD44 Flat-Top Guitar 429 345

\m Guiki O40 Flat-Top Guitor 313 243

BuckOw«nt Rot-Top Guitar 149 95
•
- .'-,'

Ovation Folk Guitor 250 . 195

Clastic GuWor Cortquoror 49 29

-USB) INSnUfMB^TS-
fibGt>son Oov* Folk Gurtor 540

G»)«on SG STO Electric Guitar 385 195

F*nd«r TdM:as**r Elaclric Guitor 345 169

Gt>son L«t Poul 1943 195

Ridi«nbod(«r 12 String 395 175

GuiM S»or4ir« Bactric Guitor 325 165
t- >

Dobro Bactric 395 175

s F«nd«r Si>p«r R«v«ri} Ainpltf»«r 500 195

Q^»T Smiifi Any Brorvi 25Xo«

1

All tiXM 30Xoff

WEST L.A. MUSIC
1 1 345 Santo Monica Bl. 479^898
West Los Angeles 477-8802

V«l «l Mm $«n Di«9e PrM«Mr)

wasways in tlie rain. That

dangerous.

"But it's a great way to travel

and see the country and people

Peopie teU you about the area

you're driving through and bnng
you closer to the countryside, he

said.

••Hitch-hiking decreases smog

In Boston everyone hitch-hikes

otherwise, there would be traffic

jams over their oki roads."

W« occ«pt Am«ricon Ca»h. Bonk Amaricord. Mott«rcharg«, LoyA-Way*. MonlNy

Poym«nts. ar«d Trod* lr».

Op^nDoily 12-8. Sol. 10-6
umim^^mm

'V

.mI3£>1'>'

'

J-
J.3S

Ŵ .;^r;. S^WK-^-r^

had a violent experience. I've met
KKK men, faith healers and
hookers. T know some people who
have had bad experiences, but that

could happen at a party or in a

parking lot.

••I know a guy who could have

caused a traffic jam in New York.

He waited for a ride at the in-

tersection of two interstate high-

When asked about his respon

sibilities, he said, ''I don't vote and

I don't pay taxes. I'm not a part of

the conventional political scene I

only need about $5 a week to exist

If I ever get large donations I send

them to my mother."

Concerning donations, he

(Continued on Page 9)

Now Near Yoi. .

.

Hie New 15 Mlmte

LUBE ft OIL CHANfiE AT

AUTO LUBE
• out OMLY MISMESS
• NO WAfTW* ... 15 MMUTI SHtVICI

• MdN« COUPON FOt DISCOUNTS
• PtOnCT YOUR NIW CAR WARRANTT

S601 W. PKO BLVD. 731^9326

(gQJDP'^SW^

(§[LQP-«fr

• AJft. *• • PM. - 7 DAYS MOt <

BRUIN READERS-PRESENT THIS AD FOR 10%

DISCOUNT ON ALL REGULAR PRICED MDSE.

(Offer vojd after May 31. 1971)
kk' ,^

NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS YOU CAN TRUST:

LEVi HARRIS A 1 H.D L€E . BOTANY
BUXTON . . VAN HEUSEN . . . LANCER . . . WEMBLY
KENNINGTON B.V.O. . . HUSH PUPPIES
PARIS . .. . INTERWOVEN HOLMAN SILTON
GOLDEN V . . . JOCKEY . . HANES .

SWANK

EANKAMERICARD DINERS MASTER CHARGE

MEN'S APPAREL
Cosuol - Or«M - ScKool - Work - P«oy

jkf
fj

11011 <(AMTA MriMirA Rniit rvABD

^ji'LiiiJMLi 9-6,fhiLt^i ifi^^TS TILL 9, SUNDAY 11-3

f^ ib* ""•**». *

?
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^tng-girl pr.ctlctf will be held

,t 3 o m. today and tomorrow and

Aoril 26-29 behind Women's Gym.

Trvouts will be on May 4 and 6.

in order to receive NDSL funds

for Summer Sessions, students

must Sign a confirmation of

cummer attendance before May 15,

Hhe Financial Aids Office,

Murphy Hall 3109. Loans will be

awarded to cover fees only, If funds

are available.

Unicamp recrultwiant will be

held at 7 p.m. today In Ackerman

Union Men's Lounge. Information

v^^ill be available for those In-

terested In becoming a counselor, a

film will also be shown.

Speeches and Seminars

Prof. Tallot, of La Faculte des

Lettres de Paris (Nanterre), will

speak on "French Universities

Since the May 1968 Events In

France" at noon today In Haines
Hall 111.

Joseph Watson, provost of Third
College, UC San Diego, will speak
on "Black and Brown Coalition:

The Third College" at noon today
in Campbell Hall 1201.

Dr. Jan F, Crul, Institute for

Anesthesiology, Katholleke
Universiteit, Nijmegen, the
Netherlands, will hold an
anesthesiology seminar on
"Placental Transfer of Suc-
cinylcholine Chloride to the Fetus
in the M. Rhesus" at noon today 1n

Health Sciences 23-105.

Aris Phillips, professor of

engineering and applied sciences,

Yale University, New Haven,
Conn, will present a mechanics and
structures seminar on "Yield
Surfaces at Elevated Tem-
peratures" at 3 p.m. today in

Boelter 5264.

Kenneth Moe, space sciences

department, McDonnell Douglas,

Huntington Beach, will present a

meteorology seminar on
"Development of Dynamic Models
of the Thermosphere" at 4 p.m.

will conduct an elen>entary par

tides seminar on "Unexpected

Events Behind an Electron Beam
Dump" at 4:15 p.m. today In

Knudsen 1200.

Robert Kaufman, professor of

URA Clubs

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet

from 5-7 p.m. today In Women's

Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from

BUT ITS NOT MY BIRTHDAY—Two VIncente

Minelli films, "Home from The Hill," with Robert

Mitchum, Eleanor Parker, and George Peppard,

and "The Bells Are Ringing" (pictured above),

L
Mitchum, El

and "The B

with Judy Holllday and Dean Martin, will screen

at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in Dickson Auditorium.

Tickets are $1.50 at the door.

today In Mathematical Sciences

5200.

Aian F. Sandy, assistant

professor of English, and Keith and

Rusty McNeil, performer-

lecturers will lecture on "Bob

Dylan — Growth and Change" at 7

p.m. today in Young Hall 2276.

Tickets are- $4.50.

Thales de Azevedo, professor of

anthropology. Federal University

of Bahia, Brazil,' will lecture on

"Social Change in Brazil" and

screen "Brazil, the Vanishing

l4egro" at —7—pj^U- today In

Humanities 1200. Tickets are $4.75,

$1.^ for students.

David Dorfan, UC Santa Cruz,

music. University of Washington,

Seattle, will conduct an African

studies colloquium on "Social

Relationships which Generate

Shona Musical Expressions" at

7: 30 p.m. today in Schoenberg 1421.

Larry Stein, scientist, Wyeth

Laboratories, Philedelphlar
Pennsylvania, will conduct a

mental health training seminar on

"A 6-Hydroxy-Dopamlne Theory of

Schizophrenia" at 8 p.m. today In

Health Sciences 23-105.

Meeting

Luncheon Fellowship Club will

meet at noon today In Geology 3656.

Lunch will be provided.

2:30-5 p.m. today In AAemorlal

Activities Center B 146.

The Shooting Club will meet

from 7 9 4).m. today on the Rifle

Range.
The Lacrosse Club will meet

from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

""^^he Radio Club will meet at noon

today In Boelter 8761. ^ .

The Bridge Club will nrveet at 7:30

p.m. today In the Kerckhoff Hall

Quiet Games Room.
The Social Dance Club will meet

at 1 p.m. today in Women's Gym
200.

The Horseback Riding Club will

meet at 3 p.m. today In Acker,man

Union 2412.

WATCH YOUR STEP — Hedonlcs will sponsor an Orson Welles

film festival this weekend. "The Magnificent Amb§rsons" and

"The Stranger" will have complete screenings at 7 and 10 p.m.

Friday. "CItlxeo Cane" and "Journey Into Fear" (pictured a^ve,
j

will have complete screenings at 7 and 10 p.m. Saturday. The films

will screen in Social WeHare 147 both nights. ]

Covenant Players

to appear today
The Covenant Players will

appear today at 2 p.m. In Haines

Hall 39 sponsored by the speech

dept. and Speech 143,

''Preaching in Contemporary

Society."

Wandering actor...

Always fha unosool - Prk«d Low

SUSIE SPEGOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

1 1984 WSUhir« Blvd.. W. LA EX4.7922

(Continued from Page 8;

said/'If you do away with tickets

and the people don't have to pay

anything, then I don't owe them

entertainment, Thus, the audience

comes just to have^a good time.

•The audiences usually respond

with donations. Sometimes it's

money or food. Sometimes it's a

poem or a craft. Once I got sick and

the audience gave me a boat d
man-size kleenex," he said.

KBSM8BBS leBBmm

THINKFRENCH.

I'

'

AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

a student discussion on the value of transcendental

fnedltotlon ds taught by MaharlshI Mahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental ability,

improving health, Increasing enjoyment In life
. .

.

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

And speak it. And understand it. And write it.

And read it. And travel with it. And make love

with it. And make a favorable first impression

with it. And make a sale with it. And make a

lasting friendship with it. And make a merger

with it. And buy groceries in Cannes with it.

And ignore sub-titles with it. And get a job with

it. And read menus with it. And read Moliere

with it. And Rostand. And Sartre. And declare

your independence with it. And your intentions.

And forget your troubles with it. And your inhibi-

tions. And discover Paris with it. And Montreal.

And New Orleans.

Each Thursday 1 PM

Learn it easily Learn a effort-

lessly Learn it fast or slow You

set the pace You say when You

say where. You're m a class by

yourself A French class (Or a

German, Spanishor English class

by yourself ) At a Sullivan Lan-

guage School. Conne enjoy your

first lesson free

There's no obligation

PLAN IT.
Choose any language fof your free l«»»on

^ FRENCH G SPANISH

:^ GERMAN Z ENGLISH

OOOW •"y <J»y Monday 1 ' •

ihfootri Saturday i—- ,

TRY IT.
Pitaie phone in your rt»«rv8tlon to

the Sullivan Language School most

convanient to you

«• »ny how', • ***
j

1/ L_

van.an' o* 'oij'

r

I expect this lesson to De fun i expect it

to be easy And I expect «t to tje d.fferent

Tha flrH ravotulionary app'o•c^ to i—rmr^t

a Mcood languaea

WILSMiHt *«t*
2500 W'i»h ra 900^7

9S7 1J79

PASAOCNA
251 So Latia«UOl

5HCAMAN r-
152VD va"tu'«

9e«aia)
IMVINC

32\2 OwPont 9K
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kerckhoff Hall 11}

Phone: tismy

Classifitd advertising rates

IS words SI. SO day, S consecutive
insertions • SS.OO

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:30a.m.

No teiepltone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to tlia

University of California's policy on non-
discrimination and therefore classifiad
advertising service will not be madt
available to anyone wtto, in affording
housing to students or offering |obs.

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the ASUCLA & Daily
Bruin has investigated any of the services
>fff

)/Announcements

SOCIETY for Individual Liberty meeting,
April 23, 7:30 PM. 112$ BArry. Topic: Pirate

Radio Ship*. (AA22)

MADAME Ruby's. Fine food and fancy
favors. Reasonable rates. Call 474-9110. (A A
21)

GAY Women; Daughters of Bilitis invites all

women to meeting April 23, 7:30 pm, 1910 S.

Vermont, Rev. Troy Perry speaker. 737-9159

^v.es fAA23)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call'* THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures 45* 3030. ( QTR)

yf Campus Evenfs

KOSHER SANDWICHES
Available Daily

Beginning Tues, April 20

in
Vending Machines:

I. 1st. Floor BuncheHall
2. Oasis Room - Student Union

Sponsored by:
YAVNEH YOUNG ISRAEL

Social Evenfs

YOU'RE INVITED - Friday •vMiIng family
dinner, ttien Shabbat tarvicM, VaMay Bath-

Shalam - Tampla Offica 7tM00e. (SEA 21)

THRILL Seekers: Scared of the dark? Who
knows what frightening things await you in

the House of Horrors? Find out at UCLA
MardiGras'7l. (SEA 23)

YOUNG adult dance May 1, 1971 - 8 p.m. •

12:30 1520 S. Robertson Blvd., LA.(SE A 30r'

^Personal

LOOK out, Naw Zealand - L 4 M ara coming i

Do you faal a draft? (1A21)

y^Enferkiinmenf,

^Help Wanted. 3 >/ Services Offered. M il^ri;---

Wednesday. April 21« 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 11

SAIL Like sun and sea spray? Start basic
lessons now. Bob Gramcko - 479-9044. Very
inexpensive. (2 A 22)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213-CA 1-M49. (2 QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special, group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 646, Avalon,
90704. (2 QTR)

y/Help Wanted. 3

OUYS, gat Into tha spirits of thing*. Liquor
talat, ttocli, dalivary. Sarvicat Unlimltad.
47S-fS21. (3 A 21)

SENIORS, Oradi - All maiort. VISTA Rapt,
in Placamant Offica April 24-29. Sign up
/drop by I Taking applications '71 -'72. (3 A 27)

OIRLS - Raaliia your potantlal at a woman

i

Call Sarvicas Unlimltad for part-time |obs.

47S-9S21. (3 A 31)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS -

Australia, Europa, So. Amarica, Africa, ate.

All profaations and occupations, $700 ta S3000
montlily. Expansas paid, ovartima, siglit-

saaing. Fr— information. Writa : TWA
Rasaarcl« Sarvica, Bax SS91B, San Diago, Ca.
9210S. (3 A 27)

MADAMS Ruby's grand opaning S PM
Friday. Suntat /Wastwood. Waitars
/waltrataas. Apply witttln or call 474-t1 10. (

S

A 21)

PERSONALITY Tast. Bring close friand.
FH1500. 9 2:30, 2 hrs. credit or S2.S0 ea. New
subjects. (3 A 24)

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment. $2, 1 hr. and 15
min. Two sessions, one 30 min., anytime 9-

10:30 a.m., 1:30-3 p.m. 4S2SE Frani Hall.
Session M, 4S min. scheduled at that time.
S tudents only, no psych, maiors; native
English speakers please. (3A'21)

GIRL ta do secretariat and housework near
campus. %2 hr., 4 hrs./wk Call Mrs. Mcln-
tyre, 473 3397. (3 A 22)

You are just the type
weVe looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
S45 per month while helping others.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 47S 00S1 9:00 AM 7:00 PM daily

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd

474-631S

CITY OF PASADENA
STUDENT INTERNS

IN MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION

$2.94 hr. 20 hrs. week
For academic year, Sept. '71 to June '72.

Must be Sr. or Grad. Student as of 9/70 with a

Social Science Major.

EXAM MAY 12

APPLY BY APRIL 30, 1971

100N. GARFIELD
PASADENA -S77-4344

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

y Lost and Found, 4

LOST White & blue grey parrakeef. Strath

more Levering area. Westwood. M. Lewis,

688 2453/473-9018. (4 A 26)

LOST: Seiko calendar wrist watch. Pleasa

call 451-2174 any evening. Reward. (4 A 27)

^Miscellaneous

ARTIST'S Studio • artisan to share work
studio near beachfront, goo^ lighting. $100

mo. 821-8586 anytime. (SA21)

MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD.
COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN-

STRUCTIONS NEW OCCUI.T
MANUSCRIPT. SEND $2 CASH TO:
SOLUTIONS, BOX 11^7, VENICE, 90291. (S A
20)

'DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 7 10 PM.
Students $1.25. Call The Group Center for

Ifree brochures, 456 3030. ^ (SQTR)

y For Rent.

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-229S;
wknds, 292 5175. (7 QTR)

V Rides Vyonfed..•••••••••«••

NEED ride to Santa Barbara this Friday
noon for San Francisco Moratorium, 4/24.
399-4745, Susan

.

( 9 A 22

)

>/ For Sale. JO

MASTERWORK Garrard starao systam,
turntaMa navar usad; S120. Call Taj. 47t-2tl9
aarly mornings or evenings. ( 10 A 27)

LEAVING country garage sale: furnishings,
small items, Friday noon, Saturday. 2714 W.
119, Inglewood. 754-3995. (10 A 23)

SONY F-81 high impedance mike, heavy
adjustable pillar stand, 34 in/44 in., Fisher
PR4 preamplifier. AS new, $22. Call 454-

5044. (10 A 21)

MARTIN Guitar-steel string w/case. Small
box, never used. Sacrifice-392-9480. Call

between S-8 p.m . ( 10 A 24)

QUARTERHORSE, registered, 4 yrs., 15

hands, gelding, saddle, $600. Thoroughbred
gelding hunter 14 1/2 hands. 377-5920. ( 10 A

26)
J

AMPEX '755' tape deck, $110, Koss pro 4A
headset, $25. Eves. 454-4029. ( 10 A 24)

100 STEREO Albums, xint. cond. $1 ea. 12

string $50, bass $^50; amp. $250; best offer;

478 4187. (10 A 24)

BOAT, 14' V-4 catamaran, super fast, prof,

built, aluminum mast/boom, dacron sails -

Watts. 474 4794. (10 A 26)

SALE
2 DAYS ONLY

Fri., Sat. April 23-24
Everything in Stock
Discounted 20% - 40%

Open Daily 12-8, Sat. 10-4
WEST LA. MUSIC

11345 SANTA MONICA Bl.

2Blks. West SO. Fry.
477 0102, 479-4098

2 DYNACO A-25 spaakars, $00 •: naw - now
$55 ea. 473-2844 eves. (10 A 23)

FISHER Stereo System. Aquarius speakers,
micacord changer, list $640, take $325. New
in boxes. 723-5435 or 283-8970. ( 10 A 22)

STEREO Components, 40 watt AM-FM, BSR
changer, 2 (3-way) speakers, x-tras, new,
sacrifice, $300, must hear, 396-7923. ( 10 A 22)

HANDMADE steel string guitar, Braiilian
wood, sells $350, am selling, $22S. 820 2334,
between 4 -11. (10 A 22)

COMPONENT Stereo System AM-FM,
record changer still in boxes. Sacrifice, $70.
Askfor Chuck, 721-0207. (10 A 22)

NIKON FTN, like new camera, black, SOmm
fl.4, lOSmm t2.5 auto nikkor lenses $350. 478-

1357. (10 A 22)

VIKING 433 TpDk was $440 new, 1 yr. old,
mint cond. Sac, $240/offer . 478-4144. ( 10 A 21

)

POOL Table, 7 ft. mahog., xInt. cond., all

accessories, $200. 472-4150. (10 A 21)

FLAMENCO guitar Tamura C40/case. Costs
$400. perfect cond. 1 month old sac. $325.
478-6164. (10A21)

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern naw for

summer delivery and save
25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon Sat 10:00-S:00 CR 3-8526

y Services OHered. II

TELEPHONE work part time Mon Fri,
$1 7S/hr Plush C*ntury City ollice. Free
parking Mr. Knadv $$4^144$^^ (1 A 30)

SERVICES Unlimited is a short walk from
ampus (part-time lObs). 475 9521 (3 A 23)

ELECTROLYSIS unwanted facial and body
hair permanently removed. Free con-
sultation, LuCia RE. 10921 Wilshire (corner
yjfestwood Blvd. ).477 2193 Man., Wed., Fri.,
Saf- (11 A 27)

DOC Candidate to house sit Now - Aug 31

or any port Flexible terms. Good
references 820 2432 (11 A 27)

PARTY Mate April 30 Spring Deadline
nearing? Don't miss outi Apply now for your
10 campus computer dates. Write now:
Party Mate, P.O. Box 1247, Springfieid,

Virginia, 22151. (11 A 27)

WEDDING pictures, best results at lowest
prices For appointment to see work, call

Bob, 780 0329. (HA 27)

VISION Improvement Classes and weekend
werl(shops A bioenergetic approach. In-

terscience Work Shop. Call 395 1555 or 826

6000 (11M3)

GUITAR lessons Folk, blues, fingerpickmg
country. Beginning, intermediate, ad
vanced Calls 7 p.m. Stan, 933-9035. (11 A 24)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming iorever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350 1-6

p.m. Daily. (11M3)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873 58)5, 781 5527 pves. 783 3509. (11 QTR)

;

AUTO Insurance, "lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270, 870-

9793. (11 QTR)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24
hr. phone, 274 9119. (11 QTR)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call The Group Center for free brochures.

456 3030. (11 QTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10^12. Thrrfty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. ( 1

1

QTR) _

ON CAMPUS ^---

XEROX COPIES
MIMED DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS - TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 5251S

Hours: 8:00a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
873 5815, eves., 783 3509. (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475-3570. (11 QTR)

AUTO Insurance: cancelled - declined - too
high. Low monthly payments - Student
Discounts Ask for Bob, 396-2225. (1 1 A 27)

y Travel. 13

NEED travel companion India, Orient. 7/15-

9/20. Transportation $800. Low living costs.
Rale. 934-1522. (13 A 27)

4
.<|L

NEED 1 guy, travai to Eurofta this summer
with 2 girls, 1 guy. Larry 987-3197. ( 13 A 21

)

KIBBUTZ in israal. For furthar information
call: Days 442-2181, avas. 839-0191. (13 A 27)

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June
$490. London charters $190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. S9th St., Chicago, III.

60637. (13M7)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff
EUROPE : Many departures (including one-
ways) from $248*

TOKYO: 6 week summer flight $363*
'Includes U.S. departure taxes

Call: Flight Chairman: (213)839-2401
4248 Overland Ave., Dept. A., Culver City

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,
Africa, India. 60% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210.276-6293. (13 QTR)

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd., H*. LA, 90049.
826 5669 (13 QTR)

T TXTT STUDENT TRAVEL. •UrNX CHARTER FLIOHTS
1007

LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANQCLES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

June 15 Aug 15 9 $275
June 19 Aug 15 8 ''$275
June 24 Aug 22 9 S275
June 24 Sep 5 11 $275

5* June 27 Sep 13 12 $275
LA/ London/Amsterdam

6 July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14— LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/M«drid/Prank $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
5E -'Sep 12--LA/London $123"

Jl ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14—Ansterdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA $139
3W Sep 16--London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
•ployees, extension and Aluipni
Members olus immediate families.

Also Headquarters For

INTLSTUDENT IDCARDS
Intra- Europ« Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL • EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

1O07 braztoi
kA4kA *^«« m^ «*«««^^« « ^m

-wood
TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing intra Europe tits

Student Rail pass 2 months S125 00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available.

INFO SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
I3S09 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oal<s Calif 9U03

in 2283 or 78.; 1677

13 y/ Typing
15

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books f»,
-papers Specialty math & technical fvo nlT
Accurate, rapid service 761 J580 (IsqId

SPEED Reading students enter, nograduate professional schools Acad^m
Guidance Services 820 S Robertson riJh
6S7 .390

^^^l

PROFES ^10 N AL typing term
theses letters etc Reasonable rates

Papers.

^ campus Call Esther 826 769)

TOURS UNREGIMENTCD! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO' Europe 8 weeks, 8 countries,
il095 Europe 4 weeks. 6 countries. 5715
Israel Europe ii weeks, 51195. Japan 6

wccksSlOll EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING 4248 Overland Ave , Culver
City. (213) 839 5247. (130TR)

EUROPE. S225 285. also Israel, Japan,
Summer & Fall flights E S E P., 8217 Bev.
Blvd. LA. 90048 651 3311 ESEPUCLA
members (130TR)

BRTMsfTRAIL'oFFERr
the S35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages 15 thru 22) Also:
S40 15 days
S55 21 days.
570 1 month

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. 540. Gives
you 1000 miles and 560 1500 miles of rail

travel Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 626 5149 (130TR)

near
nSQTR)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERT A TiT^]'EDITING GUIDANCE. IBM TYPiNirSATISFACTION GUARANTEED ^nBARGAIN HUNTERS REFERENCES 4798U4 47' cv: j,j^qJ';

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 29V 3135
4032 Buckingham Rd , LA 90008 Spccia'irino
in theses essays manuscripts 35c paoi \\\
QTR)

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet NY. - Europe best prices
Immed. issue mt. ID Card & ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses. Tours
Suite 105, Dept UC
90S6 Santa Monica
LA 90069, 274-8742

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Efectnc
Expert typing, fast Pick up/deliver la*
school Alice 197 1306 (ISQTR)

Typing Service, Resumes. Term Papers
Photo Copies

Fast& Efficient Service
Reasonable Rates

ANDREWS ENTERPRISES
4903 W Pico Boulevard

Tclu^9aUl7J9

V Wanted.. /6— '^ , "
,

.

NEED good temporary home for dow. vVill'
pay expenses Call Ana eves 931 9891 ( 16 A
22)

ORIGINAL Thinking wanted want to

produce your screenplay if it sees through
our problems to offer some answers Roqer,
643 1922, 392 9786 A 21)

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS- 1W1 ^ Apfy _ furnished ;;
An official Charter Flight

Operation Authorized & Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

LA..IONOON/LONDON>L A.

Fit. D.p. Ret. y^%. Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 $275
4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
6 6/24 8/22 8 $275
7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 9 $275
10 •• 7/11 8/9 4 $275
11 7/14 8/31 7 $275
12 •• 8/8 9/8 4 $275
14 9/4 9/27 3 $275
It 7/26 t/V 4 S27S

ONE.l^Y LA.

.

LONDON
Fit. Dep.

5** 6/24
" $150

ONE.WAY lONDON-LA
Fh. Ret. Price

15 9/9 $150

APT. furnished. Walk to UCLA. Large smgli

$1SS. Bedroom apts. SItS. 516 Landfair ii

477-t990. (17 A 27)

VILLAGE, furnished large 2/bedroom
studio apartment, patio available. May 1S

10M1 l/i Lindbrook corner Malcolm. 474-

7903. ~ -^ ^ ^-; : -^ (l7A27r

$275. - 2 Bdrm, Dining & Breakfastroom.
Fireplace, Service porch. Near College 4S)

8631 - Agent fee. ( 17 A 27)-

2 BDRM , 2 bath, carpets, drapes, built ms
S190. 826 6160. (17 A 26)

THEVILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, 1 bdrms, /singles

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elev^ator, pvtc^

patio, air conditioning, lovely street (3u.et

bidg.. maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479 8144 (17 QTR)

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California (students, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immed. family
living in the same housetiold)

charter flights

WALK UCLA quite secluded spacious smqle

fireplace, 612 Veteran Ave ,
4730201

Available May 1 5160 mo (17A26)

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473 6412

UC /^"^ Kerchkhoff Hall 20$ D
/'"^ Between 8 a.m. A S p.m.

825 1221

CARSin EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O BOX 69S04
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

y Tutoring 14

WANT to learn Spanish? Tutoring needed?
Ltarn it from a Spanish graduate student.
Call 477-2703 mornings or evenings. ( 14 A 27)

BUSINESS Math, statistics, calculus,
trigonometry, geometry, algabra, arith-
metic, chemistry, physics, etc. Tutoring
helps. $4 /hr. 790-2131. (14 A 27)

STATISTICS can be fun. Professional
statistician, UCLA grad. New number. GRE
too. 623 4355 eves. (14 A 26)

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. Any
level, several years experience in teaching.

R easonable 391 2463 (14 A 21)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.
LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S Robertson, 657-

4390. (14 QTR)

FUi?NISHED one bdrm , S155, attractive,

modern, convenient WLA location. Adults,

1517 Federal Ave EX 5 0360 (17 A 22)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478 1735

MOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY NEW
AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE FOR TWO
641 LANDFAIR BLOCK UCLA POOL 47*..

5404. (17 A 30)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7 2)44
Near Veteran Ave (17QTR)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex-
perienced Univ Prof Positive results any.
exam Easy conversational method (trial).

473 2492 (14 QTR)

TUTORING all subjects, experienced staff.

For EOP students No charge. X52127. 2240
Campbell Hall (14A22)

FRENCH Italian, by Italian student,
graduated Pans Conversation, grammar
excellent results S3 /hr George 476-5361

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

D«po*ihi now Inr %ufnmmr/iai\

MRS. KAY GR3 1788, GR3 0524

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA

Brand new modern l bdrm furn apts

Perfect to share for 2 people

Rents 5175 235 per mon per *P'

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balcon.es ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St , SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St.. SM 3'^ ""
2311 Fourth St SM 392 5686

l-^^-T

TYPING editing, term papers, resumes,
letters, theses 1MB Seiectnc. Eng. grads.
Nancy, 472 4143 Kay. 8267472. (15A26)

EXPERIENCED, electric
blocks from campus. Mrs.
7*09.

typewriter, 3

C Huber, 477-

(1SA26)

RUTH thcs«:>, t«rm papers, mauscripts.
Exp Wkends. daily 5 9, I2t-) 162. (ISQTR)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2BEDRMSTUDI0, 1
"ATM

HEATED POOL FA t 'O

Oepoeita now for MKnmor/*o*'

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

MrJ-ynch,GJSjS584.^^^

Illl ^-.^

Head football coach Pepper Rodgers makes a point during spring drills

Search for a quarterbacR: five-(day report
Spring football — or the search for a quarterback — is

one^uarter of the way finished for the 1971 UCLA footbaU

team after yesterday^s drills, marking the fifth day of

nractice for the Bruins. Allowed twenty days total for

spring ball, the Bruins are scheduled to continue practicing

until May 15 when the annual final-day scrimmage will be

held on Spaulding Field.
.„i_.u \^ ^ u

The big question, of course, is who will be the quarterback

to replace Dennis Dummit, the most heralded UCLA passer

of all time. The Bruins have sixteen returning starters from

last year's &-5 team, but Dummit's graduation has left a

large vacuum in the UCLA offense.

Flores number one

"Right now," UCLA head coach Pepper Rodgers said

after yesterday's drills, "Mike Flores is number one. He

doesn't have it locked up, but he's number one. (Clay)

Gallagher and (Lewis) Thomas are a toss-up for number

two."

Flores is a JC tranter from Santa Monica CC and the

leading passer in the Metropolitan Conference, just as

Dummit was at LBCC two years ago. Gallaglaer is^ JC

transfer from Glendale whUe Thomas was the starting QB

on last year's undefeated frosh team.

The other wide area of attention after five days of

practice is tiie rest of the UCLA offense, specifically the

running backs. When asked how the running game was

progressing, Rodgers had a one word answer —
"McAlister." McAUster, of course, is one of the most-

talked-about Bruin running backs even before his first

varsity game. A standout on the Brubabes last fall and on

the varsity track team this spring, McAlister gained 35

yards in four carries during a scrimmage last Saturday.

Marv Kendricks, the leading rusher (573 yards) on the

varsity last fall as a junior, is right behind McAlister, as is

Don Mancini, a seldom-used running back the past two

years.

Solid right now
Allan Ellis, a junior next year, and Ron Carver, the

mighty mite senior, are the only two returning meml)ers of

the starting defensive secondary. According to aBsistant

, Baseball, tennis results

The UCLA baseball team won its fourth conttcutlve

game yesterday, 6-5 over San Diego State on Sawtelk FItld.

The Bruins have another non-conference game at 2:30

today against Fulleton JC at Sawtelle.

The UCLA tennis team continued its unbeaten streak

yesterday with an 8-1 win over San Jose State on the Sunset

Courts. The Bruins lost the second doubles to SJS. The

netters compete in the Ojai Intercollegiates beginning

tomorrow.

coach Lynn Stiles, both appear "solid right now.'^Vylng for

Uje other two spots are Jerry Jaso, Paul Moyneur, and Rob

Scribner. -—-
.

The graduation of Tim Oesterling has Irft a void m the

defensive line, but that is expected to be fiUed by the

bumper crop of players up from last year's frosh team.

Brubabes Fred McNeUl and Cal Peterson have looked quite

strong at defensive end, while Tom Waddel has been

positioned in the middle of the line.

In addition, Eugene Clark has been playing at linebacker,

although all three varsity starters in 1970 return at that

position: Bob Pifferini, Greg Snyder, and Tom Daniels.

The offensive line, of course, appears soUd with only Bob

Bartlett's vacant guard spot to be filled. At center. All-

American candidate Dave Dalby , a senior, is the beet In the

Pac-8. Flanking him are seniors Brian Goodman at guard

and Greg Pearman at one tackle spot. Junior Bruce Walton

_holds down the other Uckle position. ^
Tight end belongs to Bob Christiansen, a two-year let

terman, while wide receiver and tiie flanker spot is open to

Terry Vemoy, Brad Lyman, and Reggie Echols (who is

missing spring ball for track), all varsity lettermen in 1970.

All told

All told, 105 players showed up for Uie first day of practice

last Thursday, a record number. Already tiiat number has

been pared to ''somewhere in tiie low 90's," according to

Stiles.
. . ^

With fifteen days to go and sixteen returning sUrters,

that number is sure to drop even more in tiie next tiu^

weeks. Still, the crucial problem is Uie quarterback

position. Flores is small, even by coUege standards, at sbt

feet even. Thomas is the largest of all, 6^5 and 220. but Lewis

did not have a good throwing year as tiie frosh quarterback

last fall. „ ^ J , »

Whom Rodgers decides upon as his man will decide a lot

about the 1971 Bruin team, no matter how many new run-

ning backs and returning starters there are. For, as

Rodgers pointed out before spring practice even began,

"there has never been a good football team that did not

have a good quarterback."

UCLA has fifteen days left to find one.

—Ken Hoover

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads

•Apfs.- Unfurnished. 18 ^ House to Share 22- V Room for RenJ, rn-r.. 26 ^Autos for Safe 29 >/Autos for So/e.;.,...;^:. 29

VENICE unfurn. apt. Three bdrm., 2 bath.

Stove, refrig. Suitable four students. »240.

One block beach. Call 392-9W1 eves, or 479-

8902. (18 A 23)

HOUSE in the Glen. Need male or fema\e ,

use loft or share room. Jim, 474-8759. (22 A

21)

BEAUTIFUL, spacious 1 bdrm., Brentwood.
Available immed. Sl65/mo. 820-4069 between
3 4. (18 A 23)

DELUXE 2 bdrm. 1/2 block beach, dish-

washer, w/w carpets, drapes, 34 Brooks
Ave , Venice, 399 3509 eves. $185. (18 A 21)

Y Apfs. to Shore '7

^AALE roommate wanted - friendly student
building off patio - free parking available -

«5 per month - 473-32M. (19 A 27 )

FEMALE grad - own room. Beautiful 2

bdrm., 2 bath delux apt. One mile UCLA. 826-

)918 (19 A 26)

GIRL share 2 bdr. beach apt. Own rm.
Garage. 21 plus. S87.$0. 35 Thornton, Venice.
137-2410. (19 A 27)

^AALE share beautiful 2 bedrm., 2 bathrm.
•pt Santa Monica near ocean. Si 14. 392-8474,

4542411. (19 A 27)

GIRL student or grad to share apt. and
meals free with guy. 399-4110. (19 A 27)

LIBERTARIAN friend, share larg^un'rie

pis w/one, $85/mo., including "^ "'!,'"' "°

lease, Mich^e^,29^-48^0^_ ii^A^
GlRula^e for prof, daughter 2 1/2 5 hr-

f/dav: salary plus r,n/bd. Walk to campus.

/Room and Board .^...j... 24

Tamancha
HASTHREE BEDROOM SUITES

WITH MORE SPACE
TO BREATHE
TO MOVE
TO LIVE

COME BY AND SEE OUR SPACE.
930 HILGARD AVE.

*"-*•''•
(24 A 21)

$60 00 ROOM, Sunset Strip, Hillside, car

necess. Male Large closets, w.w. c«rp«j»-

References. 876-5476.
i _

QUIET, comfortable room, convenient, for

responsible student 393 9109 (26 A 26)

V Room to Share 27

MALE7iirge furn. room, P'''^«»*^»»V,';'

across from law school. $55 per month. 474

0598 Parking
''"*

VW '65 sunroof, new dutch, Klnt tires,

needs brakes/shocks Sacrifice S69S 392^94.0

between 5 8pm (/v«/»)

TRUCK '65 Chevrolet panel 1/2 ton New
tires,' shocks, battery etc Runs great $595,

472 1867 (29 A 26)

'68 vw BUG, clean, new tires, good cond

Must sell immediately $1,075 <"
<>^,»/,

J'','^

68 FIREBIRD JiO yetlow/bl«ck'»«nda\/JOB.

rt.r cond Automatic Under 5 yr
'*'*l^*'^l'!

^

S2J9S J41 1078 (29 A 76)

^ For Sub-lease

RBENTWOOD Apt for summer, 2 bedrm, 2

?ath Fireplace Gorgeous Prefer g.rls

Parkmq 820 1681 (SL A26)

61 VW Sunroot and '44 VW with newly

r«;built cnq.nr Bestolfers C«II660 1125 (29

A 26)

67 ALFA Dortto hardtop disc t)r*kes 16,000

m.lesor.g owner Imac cond "'»»;.'»•*

oflcr 689 2446 or 862 8746 (29A23)

68 PONTIAC Lf Mans, automatic, air cond

JO.OOO-m.les Days, 825 7351. Miss Valentine

Evis 559 1809 (29 A 21)

68 VW Bug, tan, auto . sunroof Good mech

cond SHOO WPS 82$ Eves , 4$4 8183 (29 A

22)

.^^.^mmt'^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^ JAutos for Sale 29
. .. J ,AK*rar* (men's) »

NEED a fourth girl to share luxurious
Brentwood apt. 2 Bdrms, 2 baths, dish-

washer Close to busses, shops. $tO/mo. ( 19 A
26)

FEMALE share 1 bdrm $60. Pleasant, large
apt Balcony Walk campus. Rhonda, 825

"59^kampus), 478-7539. (19 A 26)

WORKING Girl, 21 plus, share 2 bdrm ,
2

bath studio apt. (furn.) with oceanview
$105/mo 392 1588. (19 A 23)

DIVORCEE with children looking for
roommate to help with rent and some
babysitting call 399 5190. ( 19 A 23)

OWN Room. Need 2 roommates. Topanga
Apt Furnished, very large. Parking,
laundry, backyard, stream. $83 /mo. 455
2544 (19 A 22)

y House for Suit; 2 /

nvK^TRA Hall dorm contract (men's)

i°m^meJia?e occupancy^ Res^6ence no.

means priority next fall. Call 454 3405. (24 p

1971. Convenient, inexpensive,
^^^^23)

474 4012.

J
Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.. 25

7^ private room, board. Exchange for

mother'' helper Student or employed gri

Brentwoodarea 394 3353 (25 a//;

CHILDCARE/light housekeepin,^ Fu;;^

time/ summer^ Lc^ely Bel Air
^^^^^^

popl. Sal«ry^4^2^S52r

Overn.ghTThild care 9 30 P
TJ^^ *^'?,;„on

Hours I day of. .lex.b.e ^^V jp^^jj;;'';«„

to and from campus 390 395^ an.:

A 23) .

'Room A board (P^ivV

oath), exchange >_r_ ^*^;!:rnr.sn^or
(2$A22)

'68 MGB, yellow, wiI'ts. AM/FM, radi*l».

21,000 m Sharp S1900'479 1694 evrt' 129 A 21)

'63 TR 4 Triumph conv , good cond ,
asking

S600 55224 or 45$ 2544. (29 A 21)

62 FALCON, good cond «WO^«»*V •*!«
Av.i.lable May 20/earlier Home. "« ^"••

o».ce. 825 1715 (29 A 23)

^67 SUNBEAM Alp«np Qood cond $800 or

bc^it offer 451 0891 (2* A 23'

^* roRVETTE Perfect cond. A.r cond.

?an'a?"ooriwer steering, "»«>«;«„ J<^
price 289-1178. .: 1

WOODY WAGON Ford Squire "Jo^Jf
"•

?;,» will treat car with •""<*.7"„,
Reasonable price 272 6743 (29 A 27)

40 iMPALA "327", Clean, mech xInt.,

p m ' V

65 MUSTANG V.8 conv^ shift. 4 speedy Good

condition $750 Gomg abroad Eves ^y^JJ
J'

^

STUDENT Couple

655 6060

wish to

country
K • <*«»«gner, psychologist.
Share beautiful 14 room French couniry
^use. grounds w/man late 20's/30's $120 ea.
Why waste away in apt when you can share
qoo<li,n-ii»^ in^Tvlp' 876 6<»t^ (71 A 771

J Room for Rent 26

ROOM t Bath -

'';';.^J^;j.
%* GlJn:

walking distance. Re^o"*"'* .?«a27)
don 474 7694 before-8 pm

-'°^°%or?n:sr^tror'"r;s
^^^^^to^li^^

BELOVED elderly VW, 1955 Rebuilt tran^

fmiSMon. new clutch, ^^jcked p.ston .n

factory rebuilt engine, good [•»•
'^j'^J

awful, $75 or best offer, 771 '"-^•5**
^

Palisades, 4 549668 il^^^V)

^m MGB 28,000 miles, wire wheels, IJ/M.

nVw^i?eV i'l condition, ong owne. ^9.
8385119. _^_

62 COMET new t.res ^»''^y*^^^^Jl^!*"l
Folly equipped Reas<H*4We, OR 5-2146 (2«

A 261

'48 VW sunroof, auto ,
radio/heater, good

condition Must sell this week
^^»^\J>*J^:^

4i-»4»m »»»»- — — -

FREELOANCARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A^
A I AUTO SERVICE

I 7957 yr> Nuys Blvd| across from GM Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

44 FORDFa.riane V 8, Ron^ ^*''
n*?,*?

transportation $440 Or best offer C*..^824^

8731

$200 '63 CORVAIR MOnia automatic new

reupholst Good cond 477 7531 e«1 "« f
'V;

J60l263eves KuO '*^*"'

-65 DODGE Dart conv Low mileage, ex

cellentcond $850/best offer *'3 *'« •^''j*;

weekends

CUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with our 'Buy here take

delivery m Europe Plan' Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

19) 0445, 8706928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

V
Cycles, Scooiers

For Sale. 30

65 BARRACUDA. 31,OOOmi

radio automatic new tires

396 7923
,

mint co'^dit'i'on,

must see $850
(79 A 221

70 HONDA 50 1300/mi Trade for '0 speed

plus $100 or $160 cash 477 4011ext 320 130 A

27)

66 YAMAHA M C 99 cc good cond, $000

m, S99 ,*, hPimet Contact IJ» 1544 (30 A 26)

MONt)6 70 lOCcc I'OO m. good eond »>8^

Ca'.l «2 5 i87 7or 477 4IS9 Ash for Dom ( JO A

211

67 YAMAHA VLI lOOCC, «lnt COnO .
must

sen. $225 or best offer Can «""*•/J^
alter 5

m^n)

•70 TS to SUZIKI Exc cond .
low mileage

Need bigger bike $300 Can Mark 553

9404 (30 A 22)

'Wf'IW^I'^

y House ro :>nare..... 22

TOLERANT, neat, cook female to share 3
°^m house in Venice. 872 plus util. 392 7162,
*^0130 (22 A 73)

Priv. eMrini*.
Hot plate 8 mm

^m
from cam

(24 A 21)
MALE $60

Ooiet. Refng
pus 472 6022.

PR,VATEentrance,;de..ghtM^;^^^p-i^
cond Grand p.ano 10591 cwsno

^^^^j^,
0040 $70 mon No hippies

.,.OATSUN :

J.

««n ....»«'», ;',";,

cond Must sell. 824-2»2,

,.., aii<"L#aving immediately <or

*'
'''^M.?.V .rt. F"^-- '^bu.lt in '70. new

Africa Must ^P' ^ ^
d battery Low

transmission fH f^es tO'"

>.68-mgv;gt yei^w. --;--,::%?;;;,
^.re wheels new tires 3J.<w

n9AJJ)
§18 6968 or 839 8771

68 FIREBIRD 150 snappy gr<rat cond

17 000 nniies landau top. power
steering brakes 476 2045 after ». 129 A 23)

L^ BEL AIR rie^ brakes, motor xint ,

automatic trans 6^4 0818,980 2014 (29 A 21)

BRENTWOOD apt for summer, 2 bdrm ,
2

hath F.replace gorgeous *'^»«*^
^
'^'\

Parking 826 168 1
* * "'

67 MUSTANG Fastback *-• stereo tape

new tires, racmg snocks, sports deck, $il50

6S4 1410 (29 A 23

rm>

^
'^ -!,•

Vi-U-
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How to get a volleyball technical foul
in Sat^ ^ ^ ^ 11^

mm Mr |6^ JR » <^ j^rbach Cup

The UCLA volleyball team that begins Its defense

of the 1970 NCAA title Friday In Pauley lost Its

second match of the year last Friday to San Diego

State in San Diego. The match was an antl-cllmatic

one since the Bruins had already been Invited to this

week's NCAA championship.

While the loss Itself was an unusual occurrence for

the UCLA team (only Its third in two years), head

coach Al Scates ran Into a situation even more

unusual. He received his first-ever technical fopl

from the referee during tt» match.

As Scates explained It, the referee mfs

I

nteriw'fjild

a double-hit rule In a play involving UCLA's BriiCe

Herring and awarded the ball to San Diego. Scates,

following the normal procedures for lodging a

protest, approached the referee, attempting to

protest the call on the basis of it being a rule and not a

judgement call.

However, the referee would not allow Scates to

lodge his protest and waved him away. When Scates

refused to leave, the referee slapped him with a

technical foul, which gave San Diego a point. Scates

remained put, lodged his protest, and then sat down
again.

The Bruins went on to lose ttie match In five games,

but the story does not stop there. It seems that all

protests occurring in league matches are sent to the

league office to be reviewed by the commissioner.

And guess who is the commissioner? Of course,

UCLA head coach Ai Scates.

Friday's and Saturday's NCAA tournament will be

run in two sessions each day, beginning at 11 a.m.

and 7 p.m. Ticket prices for each day are $3.00 for

arena level and $2.00 elsewhere. Student tickets are

$1.00. In case you are wondering why the sudden

charge for admission. It's because it is an NCAA
Championship event.

John Sandbrook
Everyone is hopeful that Saturday's meet will

attract a large audience again, especially after that

-smashing success two weeks ago when the stadium

was filled to capacity for the USC Cal, UCLA-

Stanford doubleheader. Hopefully, though, everyone

will also be a bit more prepared than last time when

the ASUCLA Food Service concessions ran out of hot

dogs almost before the running events began, the

ticket window was shorthanded and ran out of

change (forcing a line that extended clear past

Pauley Pavilion), and no parking attendants were on

duty to handle the cars of the over 12,000 people in

attendance (many of whom were unfamiliar with the

four-quarter requirement at some lots).

It was a smashing success for Jim Bush and the

track team, but it was a shoddy operation for

everyone else. Hopefully, people learn from their

mistakes.

!^
-* I

Not to be overlooked Saturday Is the UCLA-Oregon
track meet in the Track Stadium. Oregon Is one of

thre^ schools awarded a share of the 1970 NCAA
outdoor track title after Cal was disqualified because

of an ineligible athlete.

Uast year, the Bruins narrowly defeated tt>e Ducks

In Eugene, 81-73, going on to win tt)e Pac-8 meet and

the hation's unofficial dual meet championship. This

year, of course, both teams are undefeated in dual

meet action, with the Bruins the pick to repeat as

dual meet titllsts.

However, last week, Washington head coach Ken
Shannon, former assistant to UCLA head coach Jim

Bush, was quoted as saying that the top three teams
in the Pac-8 title meet in Seattle next month look like

Oregon, UCLA, and USC, in that order.

The UCLA rugby season ended on a somewhat

unglamorous note last month when the Bruin ruggers

lost three successive games in Canada, in addition to^

the World Cup, a trophy they had held since 1969.

Overall, the Bruins ended up 1-4, 21-1 against

American teams.

Whether or not UCLA is picked for the unofficial

national championship this year won't be known for

some time, according to head coach Dennis Storer.

The rankings, If they ever come, will be published in

Rugby, U.S.A., which is not due to appear until late

summer.
When a team Is a clear-cut choice for the national

title, as UCLA was In 1969 and Stanford last year, the

awarding of the national title is done prematurely

since it Israther obvious who will receive the honor.

But this year, four teams have a claim to tt^e

championship.
UCLA's lone loss to an American team was to

Stanford, but the Indians ended up 14-4 for the year,

including losses to Cal and UCSB. Santa Barbara

beat Stanford, the defending national champions,

lost to UCLA 6-3, and ended up 18-4 for the year. And
the Peninsula Ramblers from SaniFi»ij|pcisco, which

did not play UCLA this year, ended up 18-3 on the

year.

So don't be surprised if no national champion is

announced in order to spare some hurt feelings.

When the UCLA crew team defends its Harbach Cup title this weekeiid

it wiU be out to Uterally take the shirts off USC's and Stanford's backs '

Coach Jerry Johnsen, while readying his team for Saturday's race,
is

preparing gradually for the Bruins' biggest dual race, a May 8 showdown

against Washington at Marina del Rey.

The Bruins passed a severe test over the weekend, defeating a strong

California crew in the Oakland Estuary. Johnsen revealed he was con

cemed about the race, more so than usual. "Cal had been yelling that the

Bears were back," he said, "and on the basis o£ what we had seen tbe

week before, they were back. They were moving the boat much better

and had exceptional power.

"It was an important race for them, but nowhere near as important for

us with the Washington race coming up. We couldn't peak for them as

they did for us.

Now about those shirts.

At the completion of a race, members of the winning and losing crews

shake hands, and then each oarsman in the losing shell presents his shirt

to a member of the winning team. Then each team shakes hands again.

This is a long-standing tradition which "furthers the sportsmanlike at-

titude in crew," according to Johnsen. Thus, in a 16 shell race, each

winning oarsman enhances his shirt wardrobe by 15. "We have a rather

large collection of shirts," Johnsen smiles. By tradition, varsity, junior

varsity , freshmen and lightweight varsity races are shirt races.

The Bruins figure to collect a few shirts Saturday. Stanford dpes not

appear to be as strong as in the past and although USC is vastly improved

over previous years, it doesn't figure to be competitive enough to give

UCLA much trouble.

Johnsen warns, though, that "if we go down there cocky and don't do

our job, it'll be a three-boat race." He added he expects USC and Stanford

to be very close to each other. Two weeks ago at Palo Alto, the Indians

beat the Trojans by four seconds in a head wind. Since there will be no

head wind at the Marina, the margin should be closer.

As far as Washington is cdhcemed, Johnsen does not want to bring his

team along too quickly. He'll be paying close attention to the results of the

Cal-Washington race in Seattle May 1, even though he admits they may

be deceiving.

"It will be hard to tell anything about the results because of Cal. You

can't account for the psyche factor. Cal may be so down they won't do

well, knowing they've already lost a big one. Or they might be so ticked

off they'll give Washington all they can handle. It's hard to tell anything

about a race unless you see it in person.

"

—Doug Kelly

I
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And in between the track meet and the volleyball

championships this weekend, don't forget Mardi

Gras. Remember, it's for Uni-Camp.

s IM Softball Rmui
Our Team def. PlanAl (11 8); Pauley def. Rainier (forfeit); A/Naccaoees def . by TAO (13 9), CBSA

def by Ball Four (1110); Buckaroos def. Ball Three (14 1); Business School 8 def by Zetes

(forfeit); Pelvis Club def. Plan A2 (24 5); Delta Sigma Phi def. by Phi Kappa Sigma (5 3); Phi

Kappa Psi def by Lambda Chi Alpha (5-0); Ninersdef. by Kilinnaniaro (forfeit); M#lars def by

Mother Liquor (forfeit), Bartholin's Gland def Crabs (18 4); Grass def. by Master Barters (12 0)

MoiKlay's Water Polo Results

Beta Theta Pi def . Sigma Chi(12-1); Fubar tied by Chimborazo (5 5); Jefferson def by K 2(14 0);

Kilimanjaro def. London (14-0); Stonet^vendef. by Chaos (13 3).

Today's Softball Schodulo
3:00: Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Delta Tau Delta (Fd. 1); Brigand vs. Orion (Fd. 2); IV F ws

Jackson's Hole (Fd. 3); Endive vs. Los Chicanos (Fd. 4); AROTC vs. DIshrat (Fd. 6); Edinburgh

vs. Inverness (Fd. 7); Tarquinys. Stooef»ven(Fd. 8).

4:00: K 2 VS. Himalaya (Fd. 1); Bowery vs. Middle Earth (Fd. 2); The Crude Ones vs US Male

(Fd. 3); Math vs. Pussy Willo^vs (Fd. 4); Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma Pi (Fd. 6); Phi Kappa Psi vs

Sigma Chi (Fd. 7); Heavy Sticks vs. Solbergon Ice (Fd. 8).

Today's Water Polo Schodulo
London vs. Himalaya (4:00); Sierra vs. Chimborazo (4:30) , Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Delta Sigma

Phi (5:00); Fontainbleu Sheiks vs. Portshead Corp. (5:30); Delta Tau Delta vs. Phi Kappa Psi

(6:00).

Paid Advcrtlaemcnl

ASUCLA Communications Board
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lESS
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Potters Studio
I 1656 OLYMPIC. WLA
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coll: 477-7757 Anytime

The ASUCLA Communications Board Announ-
ces that applications are now available and may
he obtained at the Publications Office, 112 KH,
for the following positions for the 1971-72 school
year:

*6aILY bruin EDITORrlN-CHIEF
•DAILY BRUIN BUSINESS MANAGER
*^KLA GENEi*A*^ JiiAi^/?^ ^ I?

^ NOMMO EDITORrlN-C i h'

* LA GENTE EDIT^T> l\.^ fEF
*SOUTHERN CA^ s f h f nn IN-CHIEF
* UCLA TV NEWS E;. iXt' ii\ i fu^ny^ i KR

Sno committee proposes central infirmary
By Rufus Baker
DB Staff Writer

The Student Health Services (SHS) Committee here,

hpaded by Byron Atkinson, dean oi students, will meet

mmorrow to prepare a final draft of its report, which will

nclude a recommendation for a student infirmary to be

Ltablished closer to the center of campus.

"We hoped to get through with it (the feport) last Wed-

esdav when we were getting everyone's comments on the

"gh draft. We only got half-way around the committee, so

e decided to have a shorter meeting this week for the four

members who didn't get a chance to voice their opinions

about the rough draft," he said.

He said the report will probably be presented to Chan-

cellor Charles E. Young Monday, May 3.

Infirmary

One of the major recommendations of the report, ac-

cording to Atkinson, is for an infirmary to serve as an

"intermediate care" center, **half-way between an out-

natient center and full hospital care." He added this is a

better arrangement for students, and i§^ also more

economical.

The infirmary would be funded in part by a $2 million

allocation to the SHS, stipulating **a broad-based, campus-

wide committee including fiscal experts be instituted to

review the expenditures, recharge practices and fiscal

methods of the SHS. This committee should take into

consideration the report...conducted by the American

College Health Association (ACHA) in March, 1970."

In response to this proposal. Young set up the SHS

committee, chaired by Atkinson, to prepare a rjiport on the

effective way to use the funds.

Others

Other committee members include John Champion,

M.D., and Ronald Schwartz, M.D., of SHS; Lester Breslow,

M.D., of Health Science; Donald DuBois, assistant director
of hospital health science planning; Edward Johns,
professor of health education; Addie Lou Klotz, M.D., SHS
director at San Fernando Valley State College and Baldwin
Lamson, M.D., director of hospital and cUnics. Terry
Lemen and Leona Mattoni, (GSA vice president) are the
two student members of the committee.
"The infirmary question occupies a whole section in the

report," Atkinson said. "If nothing else came out of the
report except for that, I would consider the report was
successful. It is the most important part of the report.

"We won't make a precise recommendation for its site,

however," he added. "An infirmary has to be close to the

regular hospital to allow for transportation back and forth.

It can't be a restructured classroom; it's got to l)e

something just designed for it.

Cost
"The only impracticality is the cost. Money is always a

problem, of course," Atkinson added. "Nothing that meets
all our requirements for an infirmary can be done quickly

or easily. It has l)een suggested we use the defunct

fraternity houses, but they don't come anywhere near

meeting the code.

Atkinson said the infirmary ideas were recommended by
ACHA in its study of health care facilities here last year.

"The committee was asked to study student health care,

not campus health care," he added. However, the com-
mittee made a general study of the possibihty of providing

health care service to faculty and staff here on a voluntary

basis. This service would be separate from student health

service, although "generally allied with it."

Students

According to Mattoni, a separate section of the report was
drafted by the student committee members. Although no

major problems resulted between students and other

committee members, Mattoni said she and Lemen thought

a separate section would keep student opinion recognizable.

•The challenge to the committee was whether the Student

Health Service was even necessary, and if so what is the

best way to keep it — what is the best of all worlds, " Mat-

toni said.

"Getting the money out of the med center is going to be

hard to do," Donald MacKinnon, SHS director, said. The

original hospital investment has increased approximately

four times, he said.
^

Uncertainty

MacKinnon, who is not a conmiittee memt)er, said he

recommended the infirmary idea to Vice chancellor David

Saxon, but he did not want to elaborate because of his un-

certainty about the source of funds for the project. He said a

Regents' loan might finance the infirmary, as waui done at

UC Santa Barbara, UC Davis and Stonford.

As for faculty use of infirmary facilities, MacKinnon said,

"We wouldn't mind if we had adequate space for them. But

we haven't enough room for the students. They usually have

to segregate the faculty somewhat, because we often have

trouble with them.

"We should do for the faculty like we used to do before the

med center. We took care of them casually, off the cuff.

Actually, we didn't give much service then," MacKinnon

added. "It would be about four times as expensive to care

for faculty than students."

Feeling

According to committee member John* Champion, "The

general feeling is that ideally we should have on this

campus a separate student health service building which
" would house an out-patient clinic for students, and in ad-

dition, an infirmary in the same building, for those students

who are injured but do not feel the need for the care of a

general hospital."
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To San Francisco anti-war rally

SMC sponsors buses

Photo by Terry Colvln

poetry^

concerning politics
HARE KRISHNA, HARE KRISHNA, KRISHNA KRISHNA HARE

HARE, HARE RAMA, HARE RAMA, RAMA RAMA, HARE HARE_
About 500 students greeted Allen Ginsberg yesterday as he read poems

about smog, pollution, war and politics at the foot of Janss Ste^^

Ginsberg, who received the Guggenheim Fellowship m 19^/"°J^
National InsUtute of Arts and Letters Grant for Poetry m 1963, i^-
f^mionium and beU to accompany himself while he chanted alter me

l^try reading. ^ u fh*»
Although the temperature was in the 50's and a constant breeze kept ine

audience clutching jackets closed, Ginsberg was barefooted and clad only

in blue jeans and a Pendleton shirt.
_. ^ „.,rr.*»miis

The poetry he read was sprinkled with wit, and drew numerous

^logies to contemporary symbols of the "now 'people s n?^;^'^^";

y first group of Voen4 he read spoke of "metal ^aclunes and

";'other nature" andUie destruction of natural things by man and nis

hemicals. - ,

The last poem he read described the sei act. His ^fj'^.^ fj
^PeUtive nature, and. having selected a short phrase and rep^tj^ «

^ny times to the same tune, was able to have a«;<^«!^«
^h "Tla^t

By Joyce Finzi

DB Staff Writer

Several buses will be departihg

from this campus at 5 p.m.

tomorrow for the March and Rally

Against the War organized in

conjunction with a rally in

Washington, D.C. by the National

Peace Action Coalition this

Saturday in San Francisco.

The buses, sponsored by the

Student Mobilization Committee

(SMC) will be leaving from

Westwood near Le Conte. "The

buses are for anyone. Tickets will

be $14 for a round trip and can be

purchased at the SMC literature

table on Bruin walk," Peter

Herreshoff of SMC here said.

Housing will be available in San

Francisco in churches and labor

union halls.

"We view this as a kick-off for a

spring anti-war campaign which

includes a nation wide student

strike on May 5," Herreshoff said.

Tradition

•'The student strike last May

resulted partially from a tradition

of mass action in the student

movement that was developed to a

great extent through the Oct. 15

and Nov. 15, 1969 moratoriums.

The April 24th demonstration of-

fers us the opportunity to extend

that tradition to new layers of the

American population, especially to

the labor force. We view it as part

of a process which will culminate

in a general strike of the whole

society," Herreshoff added.

Protesters in San Francisco will

assemble Saturday at 8 a.m. at

California and Market. Other

assembly points along the route of

the march will be Dolores Park,

Hamilton Playground, Kimball

Field, Rossi Park and Civic

Center.

The march will begin at the main

assembly point at 9 a.^». and will

end at the Polo FieWs in Golden

Gate Park.
Speakers

A rally is scheduled for 1 : 30 p.m.

in the polo fields. Speifkers will

^^-^-^^ ^w ^^^^^^ ^^\j_^^__^\^±^2^_^_^A'\:J'J^'^^^E4i\ 1 K ^me of^^K.^' v,u^«*.^w ;^ huii> •Howl. ^auma.-, -
—"-

News ' Fn ' \A Dreams " which are poetry

AU applications must be returned to the Publications Office before noon, Monday, April 26th | ^: prose li^'';^;^^
^^ records.

I
VDsyiTiposium today

|

^ A venereal disease and birth control symposium will be held at I;!

noon today in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom "to dramatize ::;

the need to prevent VD, which has become an epidemic m Los g
Angeles," accortiing to David Luber, Teach-in Symposium

:j:

Program (TISP) director.
., , .. ^ . . . 5

The symposium - where free condoms will be distnbuted - is ::;

Dart of the statewide VD Awareness Month and wiU feature Dr. :..

Richard Smart of the Los Angeles County Health Department; Dr. ^
Jeff Simmons of the University of Southern California (USC) .^

pharmacy department and Dr Ron Schwartz of the Student Health

Service (SHS) here
"^^

In addiUon, Peggy Noon, SHS social worker, and Gayle Kramer^

a registered nurse of SHS, will speak on birth control and the

rprently established ContracepUon Counseling and Education

include Corky Gonzales, Denver

Crusade for Justice; Don
Gurewitz, national cooi ^|)inator of

SMC; John Dellums,

(D—Berkeley); Robert McClosky,

(R—San Mateo) and represen-

tatives from the United Farm
Workers Organization, United

Auto Workers, Gay Liberation and

Angela Davis defense.

Entertainment will k)e provided

by Big Brother and the Holding

Company.

Herreshoff estimates over 1,000

UCLA students will attend "We
have the support of labor, the

California Federation of teachers,

social service employes and

construction workers. This is going

to be a big thing."

At a Washington rally protesting

the escalation into Laos iiL

February, Gurewitz, SMC national

coordinator, said, "On Nov. 15,

1969. Martha Mitchell said that

when she and John looked out their

window, they thought they were

seeing the Russian Revolution She

said they were scared \ky, death.

Wait till they see April 24th."

* •

.V

ft:
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g: CUnic (CCEC) here. ^

Apps available for

student officers

Applications for Student

Ivegislative Council (SLC) of-

fice* and head cheerleader

posU are fttUl available ouUide

Kerckhoff Hall 312. The

previ<Miftly a—ttnced deadline

of thl« Friday for tubmitUng the

petitions may be extended

.

although thli has not been

formalized.

•"'"^''"'^'^^••"•'"'''•^"•'Trtir-'tiiiiMiijMi iiitiPiiat^ iiiiitiMitjpttfflii^^
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Members competent, responsible AniTfiuncements

MMiAi^imMmM&^

Findley appraises SLC
rjMtr-i noCe: Thli li the fifth In a terlet of Interview* ,^»**>*'»^*

LegMatlve Council (SIX) member* conducted by DB •Uff writer Ken

Peterson on the functioning of the council thii year.

*The Executive Director (of the Undergraduate

Students Association) shaU carry out all the

obUgaUons assigned by the Board of Control and

shall provide the Associated Students with in-

formation covering the administration and other

aspects of the Associated Students' enterprises." —
Constitution of the Undergraduate Students

Association, University of California, Los Ang«to»^

Don Findley, ASUCLA execuUve director and

Student Legislative CouncU (SLC) historian, feels his

relationship with SLC needs to be better defined.

"Although Vm officially the historian, as executive

director I'm responsible to ASUCLA for SLC

budgeUng and programming. When the Programs

Office operated, its people would work along with the

SLC commissioners and report to the executive

director. The system now depends on close

cooperation between myself and the Dean of Campus

Programs and Activities," Findley said.

'•Also, ASUCLA has fiscal responsibility for SLC

programs, but has no input into the programs. There

needs to be a clarification and definition of the roles

of the two bodies," Findley said.

For Findley, the task of evaluating this year's

council was somewhat different than that of many of

the other members. When he came here last October,

he became involved in the council without any prior

knowledge of its operations.

'My initial impression is that the people on SLC

are competent and responsible people trying hard to

do a good job. I am impressed with the caliber of

student leadership," Findley said

'I was not so favorably impressed with their

ability to get things done. They weren't as well-

prepared for the meeUngs as they might have been,

although this got better during the year. But

generally, items of business for council discussion

were not negotiated or thought out before the

meeting," Findley said.

Findley also expressed concern over the degree to

whi^h^ Jhe various commissions operate

autonomously from SLC control.

'There seem to be almost no ongoing evaluations

of programs or statements of what has been spent.

It's a curious situation when it's ahnost inap-

propriate for SLC to request a report on what the

commission has done and will be doing. Only when

you have the commissioners being accountable for

what they've done can SLC take responsibUity for the

programs and learn from the past," Findley said.

He also expressed his hope that this year's council

will provide incoming commissioners with more

information about the commissions.

"This year's SLC will do a great service if the

outgoing commissioners write a detailed letter on the

priorities, activities, results and spending to their

successors," Findley said.

Findley was hesitant to evaluate the performance

of Keith Schiller, undergraduate student body

president, since he has no basis for comparison.

"I do think Keith did a good job as chairman of

SLC. He moved the meetings along and arbitrated

with friendliness and firnmess," Findley said.

The Black Students' Union

(BSU) here will hoW its annual

election at noon on Wednesday,

May 12, in Haines Hall 39.

All nominees for offices, par-

ticularly chairman and vice

chairman, should have attended

this campus for at least two

quarters, have grade point

averages of not less than 2.0, some

type of involvement in student

activities, and some understanding

of University politics, i.e. the black

student community.

An introduction to Bio-Energetic

Encounter with Bennett Shapiro,

Esalen encounter leader will be

held at 7 p.m. today at the

University Religious Conference.

Admission to the program, which

is sponsored by KAIROS, Los

Angeles, will be $1 for students and

$3 for others.

The Political Science Honor
Society is now accepting ap-
plications for membership,

ac-
cording to Gary S. Greene
president. Students with at least a
3.25 GPA in four upper division

political science classes should
come to Bunche Hall 4652 for

further information.

Applications for the following

positions are now available at the

Publications Office, 112 Kerckhoff

Hall: DB editor-in-chief, DB
business manager, KLA general

manager, NOMMO editor-in-chief.

La Gente editor-in-chief, Southern

Campus editor-in-chief and UCLA-
TV news executive producer.

All applications must be

returned before noon Monday,
April 26, to the Publications Office.

The Daily Bruin is looking for

writers and researchers with a

strong knowledge of business and
financial matters. Interested
persons should come to the DB
Kerckhoff Hall no and contact

David Lees.

The Westwood Liberation Front
is sponsoring a free dance today
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at Janss
Steps. T.C. Atlantic, Paramount
recording artists, will provide the

music.

^"i^BRUIN
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Ann L. Haskins. Editor-inChtef

'(Paid Advertisement)'

Undergraduate

Student-Body Elections

Petitions and Dedorotions of Candidacy for the

following offices are now available in front of the
^

Activities Office (Kerckhoff Hall 312)

President

Administrative ViceTPresident

First Vice-President

General Representatives (3)

Campus Events Commissioner

Community Service Commissioner

Cultural Affairs Comrmssfoner—

—

Monday through Friday, dar-
Inc Um achool yc*r, except during vac»-
tloa and cxaminatton period*, by the Com-
ai«Blcallona Board of the Attoclated
8hidc«la of UCLA, 306 Westwood Plst,
Loa AngclcB. CallfonilirlK>024. Second cIm
eMl«C* P«mI •< <^ Lm Anfdca Po«t OOct
CopjrrISM 1969 by the CommankadoM
Board of tlw ^aaodalad Studcnta of UCLA.
'Maaatiaf Kditor David Lni
City Bdltort Oaborah Aibti

Joan watMMM
BKtlMott Manafar Dannit Hiiail

^

THIS POOTVUBAR IB FOR

Guoronteod for life or 20.000
miles, whichever first.

Brass studded leather thongs lace

into soles of used auto tires A

sandal to outlast the wearer

Straps and innersoles in choice of

black or natural leather. Women s

sizes. 6-9; Men.'s sizes 8 12

Please no C.O.D.

Educational Policy Commissioner

Student Facilities Commissioner

Mationc*! Student Association Rep

Student Financial Support Commissioner
Student Welfare Commissioner

and
H**«r4 y-»|| Leader

Deadline for applying: Friday April ?^ 1911

—,<>

sponsored by SLC
t t • 1 »

SS.OO plus tax
Art nOB — Kap»en
Bacteriology 110 — Pickett

Chemistry 1A — Siebert

Chemistry 6A — Evans
Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 — West
Economics 1 — La Force

Economics 100 — Nisbet

Economics 160 — Chen
Education 112 — Kieslar

History IC — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 — Bright

Mathematics 3C — Gillman

Philosophy 7 — Perry
Politkal Science 1 — ''V Lmw
Political Science 145 - Farrelly

Psycf»ology 10 — Goldstein

Psychology 41 — Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder

Pscyhology 135 — Kanoose

(4.00 plus tax
^•^

Anthropology IB — Miller

Art lA - Kayser
Art IB — Kleinbaoer
Art 106B — Pedretti

Classics 142 — Gleason
Ecorwmics 2— Baird
Economics 101 B - Lindsay

Economics 102 — Sweeny
Economics 130 - Lirwtsay

History IB — Hoxte
History 7B — Yarnell

History 8 — Burns
History 17iB — Daliek .„KptK nd

Psychology 12 - Butcher, Lieb«-v

Psychology 115 — Butcher

PsycholSy 133B (170A) - Lovaas

for addifional coursm call Of

come in

Mo«.-Fri 9:30-4:30

10851 UNDBROOKDR.
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DAF to open Men.

at La MancBa
By Susie HaUgo
DB SUff Writer

The Direct Assistance Facility, (DAF), an off-campus counseling

center for students here, will officially open at 6 p.m. Monday in La

Mancha, room 231 level P.

Approximately 75 students, who completed a three month training

program which started in February of this year, will run the center. They

received training in drug pathologies, academic and social crises, role

playing and encounter techniques.

Therefore the facility will have "peer counseling," although the

students will be backed by psychiatrists, doctors and counselors from the

University counseling center, according to Matt Mazer, commissioner of

student facilities and instigator of the program.
Confidential

No records will be kept of the students who use the services of the

center and students are assured of the complete confidentiality of their

problems by the DAF staff.

Mazer said police officers will not be called in if a student has a drug

problem. He said he was working towards the cooperation of the campus

police department and the Loe Angeles Police Department. "The facility

will be on the order of a free clinic, a no man's land territory," Mazer

said.

Doctors will be on call during the hours the facility is open.

La Mancha is located at 990 Hilgard Ave. Mazer said it was located off-

campus in order to be "stigma free."

Sponsors

The facility is t)eing sponsored by the Student Legislative Council

(SLC), Graduate Student Association (GSA) and Mazer's commission of

student facilities.

Mazer and vice chancellor Norman Miller have applied for a grant

from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) in

Washington for financial support.

The center wiU be open on weekdays from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. and later

hours on weekends. The Help-line telephone is also being used by the

facility: 825-7546.
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GSA assails price increase
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By Tom Humphreys
DB SUff Writer

The Graduate Students'

Association (GSA) Senate
condemned the recent ASUCLA
price rises and demanded "an
immediate rescinding of the

price increases for coffee and
milk," in a motion passed by a
large majority at their meeting

Tuesday night.

The resolution called for all

graduate students involved with

ASUCLA to do "whatever is in

their power" to have the in-

crease rescinded, and to

prevent price increases by
ASUCLA in the future.

The resolution also assigned

an ad hoc investigative com-
mittee to look into ASUCLA
pricing and cost policies.

The action was taken after

Donald Findley, ASUCLA
executive director, expalined

the reasons for the price in-

creases. He was questioned at

length about the alternatives

that ASUCLA could take instead

of raising prices.

Senate members were
especially concerned about the

possibility of building a satellite

student union on north campus
while prices are rising in the

present union. Findley ex-

plained it is impossible to use

building funds for the operating

costs of ASUCLA; this money is

pari of a trust solely for the

purpose of capital improvement
and expansion.

In other action the Senate

completed nominations for the

upcoming GSA elections (for

the first time GSA officers will

be directly elected instead of

being chosen by the Senate).

Nominated for president

were: Mark Bookman, a law

student and former Student

Legislative Council (SLC) vice

president; Om Singlar, from the

GSA engmeering council, and

Bob Walther, from the GSA
communications council.

Nominated for first vice

president were: Milton Cook, a

member of the Board of Control

(BOC), and Jerry Goldfeder, a

political science student

Nominated for second vice

president were: Paula

Eisenberg, former SLC election

board chairman ; T^nry Evans,

a pohtical science student and

Bill Prawl. a member of the

University Policies Commission.

The Senate denied a request

for $1,500 for a summer
orientation program for

political science graduate
students.

^

Other business conducted

Tuesday included the allocation

of $1,112 to three campus groups

by the GSA cabinet which met

after the senate adjourned.

Under the GSA constitution

funding up to $500 for any one.

project can be approved by the

cabinet.

Five hundred dollars was
approved for the Child Health

Care Prepayment Plan (CH-

CPP), an insurance plan for

children of UCLA students The
cabinet also pledged full sup-

port for the plan which is now in

the pilot stage.
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
Let us ship your personal

eHecH home. We are spe-

cialists in international
packaging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220

Volts.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9o62

WE'll FINDAluiY loot!

We'll help you find those elusive titles, either

from our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search

service. Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
1 1613 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) 826-6533

.rj|r«^lon

I *»orth of the

iiln Theatre

^^^•;^•;•;•;•;•;<<^x^•;^^x•:^•••!•!•!^•:•!•^^^>^•iy>:•;<«<<<<•>>:•:•:;

Serving thelargmt
all hmf burgers &
chili dogs fonnd
anywmre.

lQr2# Frtmdt

Frits

w/purchose of qny sondwJcK

ood w/ this couf

'M',

"iHaiO AOvertisement)*-

Venereal Disease-Birtti Control

Thursday, AprU 22, 1971

12 Noon — 2 p.m.

^3Wg
1J

^v

Grand Ballroom an

Speakers:

Walter H. Smart, M.D Chief VD Control County Health Dept.

'*":

M-^

Geoffrey Simmons, M.D. VD ControlCounty Bureau of Med. Sciences

M

Ron Schwartz, M.D. UCLA SHS Director Physical Evaluation

PeCffy Noonan Social Worker UCLA/SHS

Gail Kramer rn ucla shs "Vv

sponsored by TISP— SLC

M«^MHrf«*MMIiMhM*rt*

•m^i
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Staff Personnel Board

to meet at Santa Cruz
The Staff Personnel Board will hold its third meeting at the Santo Cruz

Campus at 9 a.m. May 14, 1971, in the CoweU Memorial Room, Cowell

Collie.

The following personnel policies and topics will be included on the

Board's agenda:

Rule 6 — Pay Policy

Rule 7.6 — Employment oi Near Relatives

Rule 7.8 — Probationary Period

Proposed Maternity Leave Policy

Any stoff employes who wish to make presentotions before the Board or

who wish to submit agenda items for consideration, should submit

requests to Richard W Gable, chairman ci the Stoff Personnel Board, 192

University Hall, Berkeley, California 94^, by May 7.

Bike exhibit set today

/\,

To demonstrate bicycles are **a

viable alternative to the

automobile," a special exhibit on

bicycles will be held from 11 a.m.

to 2 p.m. today in the Royce Hall

Quad as part of Earth Week, ac-

cording to Bob Burgess, a

spokesman for the event.

The exhibit, jointly sponsored by

the Earth Action Council (EAC)
and the Conservation Club, will

show several types of bicycles,

along with tips on how to prevent

their theft, what to look for when
buying one and how to maintoin

them.

Burgess said the automobile and

airline industries have a severe

impact on the environment and we
want to encourage people to

consider bicycles, railroads and

boats as alternative modes of

transportotion.

"We realize it may occasionally

inconvenience people to forego

autos and airplanes, but if they are

serious about a commitment to

preserving the environment we
hope they will make that choice."

He also said the group will

continue its campaign to have
bikeways installed to make
bicycling safer on campus aod in

the surrounding community and

(It

tit} '

#

thereby induce more peoole
commute by bicycle.

The EAC also announced
it i.

continuing its bicycle
rental

program called ''the borrow bike
-

Under the program pe^ons ar.
able to rent a bicycle at a vm
nominal rate for a few days S
borrow bike was purchased bv
Council members. The primarv
purpose of this rentol program is L
allow people to see how long

it

takes them to conmiute and gain
knowledge about what type o^

bicycle they want to purchase. This
is intended to avoid the blind guess
approach too often used by
beginning cyclists.
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Unfair! Unfair! So much more bilce

than \he o^liers.

Bighorn

tern. No cleaning. No
gapping. It's called CDI-
it's a Kawasaki exclusive.

Tunable suspension mul-
ti-adjustable Hatta Forks,
pegs, rear shocks. More
Kawasaki exclusives. They

set up your bike for the kind of
riding you want to do.

Rotary valve, two cycle engine...
double loop alloy steel tube frames... 5-speed

constant mesh transmission, give you the top hand in the dirt
Kdivasaklls omx unfair to conrpeWHoa —-^^

500S Mach Hi

ANAHEIM
Norm Re«ves. Inc.

909 North Anaheim

Trl City Cycle
9041 Katella Avenue

AZUSA
Berf s Motorcycles
915 West Foothill

CHATSWORTH
Welty's Motorcycles
21114 Devonshire

CITY OF INDUSTRY
Motors "'^ Specialties

isaiL

FOR A FREE DIRT TRAIL MAP SEE YOUR NEARBY KAWASAKI DEALER

CORONA
Corona Motorcycle Sales

COSTA MESA
Champion Motorcycles
2112 Harbor Boulevard

DOWNEY
Norm Reeves. Inc
9536 East Firestone

FONTANA
Jim Barnes Cycle City
8171 Sierra

GARDENA
Honda of Garden*
15515 South Western

HOLLYWOOD
iter

- - /I , , , , II£^l I It J t iQ

LONG BEACH
Long Beach Triumph
624 W. Pacific Coast Highway

LOS ANGELES
Three Star Sportcycles
1525 La Cienega

MONTEBELLO
Steve Nurd Motorcycles
1405 Olympic

ONTARIO
Ontario Cycles
1241 West Holt

PARAMOUNT
M Reeves. Inc

1574b LaKewood Boulevard

1/17 1/1

LA HABRA RIVERSIDE
Lebard & Underwood An/a Cycles
^21 East Imperial Highway 1605 University

RIVERSIDE
C. H. Motorcycles
4020 Tyler

SAN BERNARDINO
Doug Douglas Motorcycles
24769 E. Fifth Street

Dubs Cycles Sales
434 West 40th

SAN FERNANDO
San Fernando Honda Triumph
958 North Maclay

SAN PEDRO
C(>- < »«.---

SANTA ANA
Draco's Motorcycles
1629 South Standard

SANTA ANA
Roy's Motorcycles
12461 Westminster

SANTA MONICA
Possman Scooter
2701 Pico Boulevard

TEMPLE CITY
Temple City Kawasaki
5663 Rosemead

UPLAND
Upland Cycle
1746 Foothill Boulevard

VAN *'""'"

-U... I • ••••*« •—

14329 Victory Boulevard

Heller Cycle
^

17554 Ventura Boulevard

UCLA-TV broadcast

airs today at noon
UCLA-TV wUl broadcast at

noon today from the Gypsy
Wagon. Included in the
broadcast will be an interview

with an Indian professor on the

PaliisUni civil war, a Judo
exhibition, an interview with

coach John Wooden, a film

report on tlie April 24 peace
march,- an exhibition of magic,

a montage of the Pleasure Faire

and a rap with David Lees DB
managing editor, on the "Great

Coffee Crusade."

ELECTIONICS COMPAIIY
desires junior or senior for 20

hours or more for part-time

office work— major In E.E.,

Physicsor related field desired

Many fringe benefits

StaH $550/month
(calculated of $3. r75/hr)

Abbott Transistor

Laboratories, Inc.
5200 West Jefferson Boulevard

(near La Breoj

Phone 936^185 lor appt.

THE pon
5838 Perry Di

Culver City

Office 836-8808

Home 837-0084

OFF BROADWAY HIT

NOW AN LA. HIT!

"The best show I've seen in

Los Angeles."

GEORGE PEPPARD

"Splendid . . . good thea-

tre." ^ L A. TIMES

"Hysterically ^unny and

sod . . ! never a dull mo-

ment."

HERALD EXAMINER

CARLINO'S

CAGES
(SNOWANGEL - EPIPHANY

Student Discount w/I.D. card

T^ f« ^ "*

L A 's NEWEST
iPniT THEATER

'* ^^—

"

NEARMELROSf
IN HOLLYWOor

664-7737 9^6 '^'

2763858

Letters . .

O/d farce rears ugly head

"You know, it'8 a hell of a price to PUL
^ for a little depolarization !**

%|ftger lUvitAQ To

San FHmcisco ""/^Ov/C Stoi^V '\^'-

Editor:

On April 9, 1969, four

Ptiiladelphia Labor Committee
members were arrested in

Ptiiladelphia, ctiarged witti

possessing and conspiring to use

explosives. Ttie ctiarges Were
based on the testimony of the

Philadelphia Police Department's

Civil Disobedience Squad and the

material they had "found" in the

apartment of one of the accused.

At the time it was clear that this

hurriedly-constructed frame-up

was devised to squelch a

movement for ghetto housing

which the Labor Committee was
organizing at Temple and Pen

Universities and in the

Philadelphia high schods. Charges

against two of the defendants were

promptly dropped, but after

refusing to prosecute for two

years, the district attorney is now

allowing Steven Fraser and

Richard Borgmann to come to
^

trial.

The D.A.'s evidence in this case

is so clearly fraudulent that he

would damage his political career

and the reputation of the police by

placing ttie evidence before an

unbiased court. Presentation of the

anti-terrorist political tiistory and

record of the Labor Committees

would expose the absurdity of the

case. He and the Pljiladelphia

police (of Chief Rizzo) are clearly

depending on the traditional

failure of the courts to consider

such evidence as a guarantee of

conviction.

Therefore, we are joining many

others across the country in calling

for the early formation of an in-

dependent National Commission of

Inquiry to hear and judge evidence thousand Americans kilted over

as to the guilt or innocence of the there.

defendents and evidence of police The fact that milboos (y«

frame-up in the pending millions with an "s at the end) of

Philadelphia "conspiracy** trial of the natives of Southeast Asia have

Steven Fraser and Richard been slaughtered is not supposed to

Borgmann. affect us.
, ^

As for me, in my order of

Members of the UCLA Faculty priorities, I am a human being

Joseph Emends first, and an American somewhere

David EpsUin down the Une. Bringing the troQ|)S

., home and keeping the bombs
VictorU Fromkin

^j^opping wiU not bring the so-

Donald Kallsh called "life-blood ' of den^ocracy to

Franklin Odo Vietnam: it wiU only^ bring more

^ ru death and more death and...until,
Caros Otero ^^ Vietnam wiU be safe for

KelynRoberU "democracy," but for whom for

Patrick Story ttiere will be no one left to e^Joy

ITiroui Vakil these so^alled fruits.

While some may thing how

glorious it is for us to not have to

WlPfnSIITI *<»* *"y "^^"^ American lives and
V ICUiaill

^^^ ^n^g ^^^e ^ot admit defeat

for our country ('tis of thee), I

Editor

:

cannot help but feel for the milions

At the risk (to some not me) of of "gooks" that Nixon and his

being called un-Amenkan I would death machine so slight-of-handly

like to call your attention to what y^^te off as less valuable than

seems to be the policy of the Nixon American lives

Administration towards ending the

war in Southeast Asia. It seems as

dear Mister Nixon feels that the

only thing, the American people

are responding to is the thirty-odd

The only good nixon is a jailed

Nixon.

John Most

Senior. Hamanitles

******************************c

*

Perk up!

Campaign for free coffee

at DB office-KH 110
i

Sk»ilc*»»Mc<n|c»»|»»|t»»>Mt**'l»»*»»******»

3J
\U^ \

^W MJljLt»AUA

J

>
^

»

;
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ifriti M) 114 Om)

5^. slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love"

ulailtGnTaals1 1 If Jll

Leather Bell Bottoms Belts Slacks Shirts Jeans Vests Flairs

1021 GlENDON AVE Mil iM'ti Cmt** lOT7e»nMft««ttH
71 « ^»«i«twl*C»«ttr IiC»««mC»»>i»' IV^i v»n.i -"wrwi • — » -.

ii»f »*••»»•••< C»t»«' C.l»

p.i«».r«.v m4iij.iMM.M0... y^£5JwOOD VILLAGE 473-4997 tv%m mw*
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DB Editorials

If you put on a blindfold and only listen to what
President Nixon is saying you would think the war in

Indochina is over, the troops out of Southeast Asia
and the anti-war movement obsolete. But if you
compare the illusion of Nixon's words with the reality

of the war the contradiction is painfully evident.
Aside from Nixon's deceptive words little has
changed since last year except maybe for the worse.

This year instead Of Cambodia we were in Laos,
**incursioning" instead of "invading". Nixon talks
about winding down the war, bringing the troops
home, and last week we dropped the biggest anti-

personnel bomb ever on the Vietnamese people. And
the war talks in Paris go on and on and on . . .

If you can, go to San Francisco for the April 24
peace march. The uneasy quiet on campuses this
year has convinced many that the anti-war
movement is dead. The conduct of the war is in-

criminating evidence of the deadly gap between what
Nixon says he's doing about the war and what is

actually happening in the war. San Francisco and
Washington will be proof that we recognize the
hypocrisy; proof that the peace movement can't be
killed by Nixon's verbal daydreams.

The war goes on. Simply going to San Francisco,
may not stop the war, but a movement is a
progression, a dynamic. San Francisco on April 24 is
a step forward. April 24 will teU Nixon that neither
the peace movement nor the war in Indochina will be
stopped by wishful thinking.

Coffee 5
Monday night, the Graduate Students' Association

(GSA) Senate approved a motion calling for an
immediate rescinding of the price increases for
coffee and milk.

And, as we go to press. Student Legislative Council
(SLC) is considering a resolution by first vice
president Sonja Walker which would support the
coffee crusade; and place the question of price
augmentations on a referendum.

The Daily Bruin is pleased that the two student
governments here are taking such action. However,
we are disturbed that undergraduate student body
president Keith Schiller has been dogmatically

tiic eviuence mat price niKes are counter to the in-
terests of students here.

New life

Bicycle to Consciousness 3

(Editor's note: New Life is a new, weelcly column

devoted to discussion of alternative metliods of

tiuman survival. Robert Burgess Is a graduate

student in engineering biotectinology here.)

The transportation industry in general is the

largest source of pollution today.

Our current lifestyle is dominated by modes <rf

transportation. The organizations involved are also

heavily imphcated in non-transportation pollut^onr

Good examples are plastic objects that will last for

decades but are used only once, and pesticides.

Our heavy consumption of natural resources such

as iron and fossil fuels for transportation is con-

tinuing to pollute the land, water and air. However,

individuals can choose a lifestyle that reduces the

impact on the environment.

The Earth Action Council, as a part of UCLA's
Earth Week, is stressing the use of bicycles as a

transportation mode in an alternate lifestyle, and

will continue to shame the use of polluting autoa. An
extravagant use of natural resources can only

continue to have foreign policy implications as well.

An exhibit of several types of bicycles, along with

tips on how to prevent their theft, what to look for

when buying one and how to maintain them, will be
shown at UCLA on Thurs., April 22. The exhibit,

sponsored jointly by the Earth Action Council and the

Conservation Club, will take place from 11 a.m. to 2

p.m. in the Royce Hall Quad. Everyone is welcome,
even FBI informers.

The borrow bike

Last year, the Earth Action Council proposed and
SLC unanimously endorsed a nine point tran-

sportation policy. One of the items suggested that

ASUCLA purchase bicycles for people to borrow.
Since that time EAC members have bought a
"borrow bike." People do use it for a few days to see

how long it takes them to conmiute. They also learn

about ten speed bikes before purchasing one. We
encourage more people to sample this mode of

transportation.

Now is a good time of year to use the borrow bike to

pedal a few miles away from the campus to the lower
rent areas. Check your travel time, up hill and down,
and see if you find it acceptable. Try riding from the
campus through the Village, lot 32 and into West Los

— By Robt. A. Burgess
Angeles. Come next fall— if you look for a place to
live in that area — you can estimate the travel time
You can also assume that if you commute

regularly you will find a better route and get in better
condition and reduce your travel time. After about
ten days even the haixl, narrow biljje seat doesn't
make your ass sore. For me, the travel time at a
leisurely pace for 5.4 miles round trip is 30 minute
door to door.

Bikeways on campus
^

' Plans are being formulated for bikeways on
campus. At least two proposals are being considered
both short and long term plans. The short term plan
consists mainly of painted lanes on existing campus

^> facilities. This could be accomplished quickly and
relatively cheaply.

The long range plan consists of separate bikeway
lanes throughout the campus and connecting with
potential off-campus bikeways extending south
through Westwood and into West Los Angeles.
Development of such a program would involve a
considerable amount of time and money.
One of the difficulties is that this campus is already

developed, in contrast with the Santa Barbara and
Davis campuses, where bikeway systems including

overpasses already exist.

Since the campus population has presumably
stabilized, one of the trade-offs is from cars to bikes.

As more people use bikes, more parking spaces on

streets and surface lots on campus should be made
available for bikeway lanes. For campus planners,

this involves some fence straddling. Putting in

. bikeways too soon means they would not be utilized,

and too late means the congested and unsafe con-

ditions we are rapidly approaching. ^
In addition, something of a cultrual transfon^^tion

is needed. In a discussion with L.A. city planners, I

was talking about closing Broxton Avenue to

motorized traffic while my were talking about

access to a multi-level parking structure at Le Conte

and Gayley, where an orchard had existed only a few

years ago.

The city planners are aware of the need for

bikeways. They will need inputs from bicyclists and
others to decide, for example, whether a bikeway
should be on Gayley with the autos or on Broxton.

Sign of the times

%
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ASUCLA coffee boycott cupport groves
Editor:

General Representative Steve

Halpem is quoted (DaUy Bruin,

April 20) as staUng that "They

(ASUCLA employes) got their pay

raises, so they (ASUCLA
bureaucracy) had to raise prices."

This seems to be another attempt

by the "decision" makers of

ASUCLA to play off both ends

against the middle by telling

stud)ents that raises in prices are

due to pay increases given to

ASUCLA employes.

Implying that if you (students)

do not want high prices for bad

food, do not support any attempts

by the workers for higher wages,

retirement funding, etc. In short,

that any gain for the workers is a

loss for the students. This

argument of Halpern's seems

overly simplified, especially since

the last pay raise for food service

employees was in November 1970.

Why should they suddenly need

more funds now to make up for a

pay raise given in November?

Also, it is of interest that ASUCLA
Executive Director (Donald)

Findley is making $30,000 a year,

which represents a $5,000 "cost of

living" increase over Brugger's

(ASUCLA Executive Director)

yearly salary of $25,000 a year.

This $5,000 "cost of living" in-

crease probably is as much as

ASUCLA hopes to make off of their

new coffee and tea "Ux". In short,

Halpern's implication that this

raise in prices is due to increased

wages to food service employes

seems highly questioi^le.

It seems to make more^nse to

look at the ASUCLA bureaucracy

as the source of this "need" of

increased prices. Bureaucracies

have the property of seeing the

continuation of themselves as their

only goal.

In this case unresponsiveness to

students and workers needs,

playing them both off against each

other so as to further its own ends

(a new student union on North

Campus)

.

In this sense the ASUCLA
bureaucracy is similar to the

Nixon government in that they

both can not be trusted, which
implies that it must be continually

watched. It is here that the DB has
"failed".

Board of Control meetings are

held monthly; it seems that in the
future it would be "helpful" if the
DB would attend and report the
"results" of these meetings. This
would enable us to take
"preventive actions" rather than
the "reactionary" actions which
must be employed now. It would
also tend \o make the Board of

Control somewhat more respon-
sive to student needs and interests.

Robert Sundstrom
Senior, Anthrupology

Part-time employe, food service

• • *-

Editor:

Todd Williams had an excellent

letter printed (Daily Bruin, April

19) concerning the discraceful

conditions of food quality and
overly high prices of our vending
machines. I, as many others,

thought that the ASUCLA takeover

of the vending franchise from ARA
meant an improvement in the

supplied foods.

However, all I have observed is

that the new machines are prettier

than the old ARA types and that we
can play with the sandwich
machine at the push of a button.

Prices are as high, or even higher,

than before ASUCXA control. And
now there are no straws for

drinking the cartoned drinks.

Only the other night I went
downstairs to the Dykstra Hall

machines and found that milk and

punch went up 33 percent, to 20

cents! No one in this city charges

that much for the small amount we
receive. Also, apples were now 15

cents, and coffee went up to 15

cents. Will surprises never cease?

Last quarter I tried to apply for

the open post on the Vending

Machine Board. Normally I am not

interested in student service, but I

am experienced in food operations

and sales. I thought that I could

really be useful.

However, L- tried phoning Matt

Mazer at the plione number listed

in the DB article concerning the

Vending Board, and for one week I

couldn't even get an answer, and I

called at least three times a day.

No luck.

I guess one has to be a close

friend to get the phone number

where he really is! Some

'(Paid Advertisement)

Can TM bring

peace to individuals?

^^^^*0^0^0^0^0*0^0^0 1^^^f^0^0^^^^

(t^ Y. PR0-4A
PROFESSIONAL HEADSET

^2 8
Regular price .... ."tt". .... $ 5

'

democracy. Power does tend to

corrupt.

Stuart Adeteon
Sophomore. Political Science*

Economics

if ii if

Editor:

In support of the DaUy Bruin's

angry editorial and strong stand on
the matter of increased coffee

prices, I want to congratulate you
and wish you every success in the

boycott.

(ASUCLA E!k|cecutive Director

Donald) Findley^ complaints that

you did not supply all the facts of

why the prices had to go up and did

not give them advanced warning
about protest by printing articles

informing students of the changes
is pretty lame. That is their job, not

yours. Before they put the policy

into practice, they should have

publicized the proposed change,

soliciting opinions of the students.

They blew it and they know it, and

now they're trying to sldft the

blame onto the shoulders of their

victims.

We in the union encounter the

same reaction from bureaucrats in

the Administration when we
publish articles complaining alx>ut

employment matters in the DB.

The plain fact of the matter is

that, if the powers that k)e would

consult with those concerned on

matters of change in policy or

procedures before decisions

become final, we would not have to

shout and scream and otherwise

"slap their hands" publicly Until

they learn that we will not accept

their arbitrary decisions on

matters that affect us, they will

continue to be punished in just this

manner WISE UP FINDLEY!
Susan Berger

AFSCME Local 2070

SQUIBB'S

THERAGIAN
HIGH POTENCY VIU^^NS

or

TNERAGftAN-M
HI6N fKlTENCY VITAMIN
FOtMULA WITH MI^^^AIS

30 FREE
WITH
100

$789

VALUE

ONLY

YOUR CHOICE

were

a rock-q^rni

r Israel's

APRIL 25 ' RANCMO (V\RK
fiCo AT Manoc

LUTELY FREE

LjafPa Uarkon'i

/VictI ^'1^'

\!S-

I. 'viW
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Paid Advertisement)'

Does TM develop a

^

clearer thinking mind?

20
OFF

Largest Selection ok Frames

Van Nuys 10 Beds on Display

7122 Van Nuys Blvd. 994-9461

LA. 5 Beds on Display

827 S.Vermont 381-7038

The Reg Low Price of a

Luxurious King Size >

WATER BED
All beds qoolity, Union Carbide 20 mil

Poly Vinyl. Stop in today and make your

evening more interesting. Sleep
^fJJ'

Aqua Sleep Shops

19 95 cod delivery

with this coupon

void4.2S.71

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

?!BS1Y

TYPEWRITER CITY
478-7282 Westwood 479-7282

NEWELEC PORTABLE

SMITH CORONA 250
SALES • RENTALS • REAPIRS

SMITH^CORONA ELEC. 120

OLIVETTI ELEC. AUT. RETURN

CLEANING SPECIAL (man. port.)

IBM SELECTRIC: FACTORY REBUILT

COMMODORE ADDER: 8col total, 9crbal.69.50

AUTOMATIC MULTIPLIERS 199.50

ggso

149.50

149.50

6.50

1089 GAYLEY AVE.
MASTER
CHARGE

EdiUNr: ^

Common Cause. John Gardner's

citizen's lobby, is calling for

massive public pressure on

senators and representatives to

support the Vietnam

Disengagement Act of 1971 which

calls for "withdrawal of American

armed forces by Dec. 31, 1971".

The defeat of the SST program

demonstrates the effectiveness of

letters to Congressmen. Gallup has

recently reported 73 per cent of the

American people support total

withdrawal by the end of this year,

and if these people could be per-

suaded to speak up, legislative

action would happen.

Current sponsors of the Vietnam

Disengagement Act of 1971 from

California are Senators Cranston

and Tunney, Representatives

McCloskey, Leggett, Dellums,

Edwards, Hawkins, Rees, Waldie,

Wilson and Moss.

In addition, Representative

James Corman is one of the

initiators of statements of purpose

supporting the act. It is crucial that

these congressmen know you are

behind them, and that other

congressmen be strongly urged to

inmiediately stand up and be

counted.

For those who have always been»

in the vanguard of the antiwar

movement, at times at great

personal sacrifice, this could be the

payoff year. For those who have

always stood on the sidelines with

your hands in your pockets, fearful

of being one of an unpopular

minority, it is no longer un-

American to declare yourself

against the war and do something

about it — write ! It must be safe—
even Hubert Humphrey has

declared himself.

If you don't know who your

representative is, call the

Registrar of Voters for your

county (in Los Angeles County.

628-9211 day or evening). Letters

should be addressed to either U.S.

Senate, Washington DC. 20510, or

House of Representatives,

Washington D.C. 20515.

Robert W. Hetherlngton

PubUc Health

Child care
Editor:

I campaigned, demonstrated and

wrote letters to campus officials to

help get the child care center

started, and now I'm sorry. I filled

out the applications and went to

meetings and I wasn't lucky

enough (or whatever it took) to get

my child accepted. I'm sorry I

wasted all my time and efforts.

In my opinion, the child care

center is caring for a few lucky (or

whatever) people's children while

the majority of us are shut out. The

selection was to have been based

on "need". Ha! I challenge anyone

to find someone more needy than I.

I have two months left to

graduate and I desperately need to

study instead of looking for a baby

sitter. Why aren't students given

preference over others of the

UCLA community?? My baby is

only eight months old.

Nurseries won't accept children

under three years. Also, younger

babies can't say, "Mommy, the

mean lady hit me."

It is VERY difficult to find a

responsible, trustworthy person to

care for an infant. Why aren't the

babies given preference over the

three-year-olds who can go to any

nursery? Approximately 80 people

out of 200 were accepted.

Maybe the Dally Bruin could

help the other 120 (or more) of us to

find a place to start another child

care center. ^

Or maybe the DB could in-

vestigate the reasons (only valid

reasons accepted, no cop-outs)

why students' children aren't given
preference, and the older children

are taken while the younger babies

are left out in the cold.

D. Long
Senior, Economics

Boycott

Ju ^
ifr'-tv^ii'/iEdl%^

,

I congratulate the Daily Bruin on

its boycott of higher food machine
prices. But there is also another

reason for boycotting ASUCLA
machines. The machines dispense

many of their products in plastic

containers (yogurt, cottage

cheese, etc). The plastics do not

decompose in the environment

rapidly.

Most plastics have a half-life of

10,000 years or more. Paper cups

and containers formerly used by

ARA breakdown much more
rapidly than plastics and leave no

lasting trace.

I urge the Daily Bruin to con-

tinue its boycott of ASUCLA
machines until lower prices are

achieved and environmentally

destructive plastic containers are

eliminated.

Clare H. Jarvis III

Senior, Chemistry-Economics

How do we

know what

you're thinking

if you don't

write us?

T
4v
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YOUR DEPARTMENT NEEDS YOUR HELP!

\,^Jt^ 1

i

1

.

to prevent elimination or severe cutbacks

2. to increase the emphasis on teaching in promotion proceedings

3. to reform curriculum and present ideas for improving under-

graduate education,
j

Department chairmen campus wide overwhelmingly support

improving stud ent participatio n within academic departments. —
To facilitate improved student participation within departments^

the University Action Council (UAC) is^ponsoring undergraduate

elections in many departments this quarter so that undergraduates

have representatives to address the many problems facing their

departments. All interested undergraduates are URGED to run for

office.

UAC will concentrate on elections in Art, English, History, Math,

Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Speech, Theatre Arts, and

Zoology. UAC will also support undergrads in other departments

who wish to hold elections.

If you are interested in helping UAC or running for office

come to Kerckhoff 325 or 331C or call. 825-2759, 825-7261 or

825-7262.

;j|
"
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Sponsored by the Student Educational Policy Commission of SLC

)t;

by Ivan Webster

There is no getting around the fact that the new

Paramount release, Waterloo, fails to satisfy on virtually

all counts. But it comes closer to satisfying a lot of ex-

pectations we might have had for such a film than many
will give it credit for. By taking on too much or, from

another view, too httle, Waterloo has underestimated both

its audience and its own best potential. Yet, by keeping a

firm camera eye on its essential subject matter, war as a

question of command, it achieves far more than films of

this kind usually even attempt.

All of which is going largely unrecognized by most

reviewers. The film is thoroughly disliked almost

everywhere, and the most frequent complaint is that it fails

to give us a historical context for the events we see, a

charge I agree with but have very little time for. In fact the

people who make it make me downright suspicious. What,

exactly, are they asking for?

N Too often this cry for "history" only means a lot of text-

book faithfulness to a documented chain of events (e.g.,

Cromwell, Lord help us). Such chains can shackle the ar-

tistic reach for meaning, can retard the act of in-

terpretation which it is the duty of any historical drama to

try to perform. It's perfectly true that if we don't un-

derstand why Napoleon (Rod Steiger) should be declared

"a enemy of humanity," or why all of Euroije, led by that

super-British snob, Wellington (Christopher Plummer),
should declare war not against France but

,
against

Napoleon himself, this movie will not tell us. It yields no

germ of a historical idea in its entire running time. You
must bring such ideas in with you, or go home to look for

them after you leave the theater.

But, the battle of Waterloo really is best viewed the way
director Sergei Bondarchuk (who also did War and Peace)

has chosen to view it, i.e., solely as a classic mlUtary

exercise. It certainly spelled the end for Napoleon, and

Wellington would later claim that the battle marked the

dividing line between ill-fashioned history, and the modem
era. He believed that his defeat of Napoleon actually made
the modem era possible, that a cmshed Napoleon meant

the very idea of despotism was in some way crushed as

well, so that no one could attempt it any longer and

seriously think success possible. Subsequent events

doubtless prove Wellington wrong, but imagine trying to

film this interpretation, or any sweeping interpretation that

can be drawn from a single battle on a single day. To at-

tempt such a thing would have been a drastic mistake, and

Bondarchuk knows it. Even his War and Peace doesn't try

tp interpret on such a steep intellectual scale. Tolstoy's

theme was the inextricable interweaving of the conditions

of war and peace, and in his film Bondarchuk strove to

serve this theme and nothing el§e. Now, in Waterloo, he has

reduced matters one dimension further, by divorcing war

from peace and concentrating strictly on the battle field as

a giant chessboard. 1^
Like kings in chess, his two commanders have little

freedom of movement — they must stand still and com-

mand. And this, quite sensibly it seems to me, is the aspect

of Napoleon and Wellington the film has chosen to em-

phasize. Everything is meant to suggest their tem-

peraments as leaders, wtiat high pressure circumstance

asks of them and what it gets. '

But where the film begins to outstrip this very sensible

. (Continued on Page 12)

^ 'liiard* With lofty Tnelmtions

Ifij Martin Tdfii

The trouble with pop culture is

that it excludes almost nothing and
encompasses so vast a range of

influences that its core strength is

diluted ^-
For years rock has been an

umbrella for a form of popular
music which rejected the con-
_ventions of Tin Pan Alley. Initially

a blending of rhythm and blues and
country and western, it Iwrrowed
liberally from folk music, old
English balladry, modem jazz and
the like, and incorporated these

additions into a consciously ex-

pancjng form of music.

However, within the past four or

five years, rock and roll has

graduated from juke box music to

popular art and a splinter element

of mainly English musicians has

stretched rock music to its limits.

King Crimson join a select group

of musicians including Procol

Harum and Emerson, Lake and

Palmer, who are experimenting

with classical and progressive jazz

to the point where their music has

only the vaguest resemblance to

the three-chord, 4/4 rock and roll of

Buddy Holly and Chuck Berry.

Lizard (Atlantic SD 8278) is a

moody album. It is not dominated

by one overriding theme as is

Procol Harum's Home or the

Moody Blues Days of Future Past.

But it is consciously constructed so

as to create a definite feeling of

medieval mysticism. Itjeads the

listener along often using a flute or

saxophone as guide, and has long

dream like passages (not an un-

common stylistic device in this

genre of music).

The album doesn't stand up to

several repeated listenings. As

befits a mood piece it is probably

more effective if played as

background music, rather than as

the central point of attention.

Clearly, this wasn't the^ intent of

the album's prfK^Mct.'^ "(Robert

FYipp ancf^'^tpr Sinf i^iu;, but their

record Js i>o eiheieal that con-

sciously striving to listen to the

album will wind up dulling the

senses.

A built-in risk of the "rock ar-

tist' is the pit-fall of slipping into

pretention. What has hindered

such divergent groups as

Renaissance and Pearls Before

Swine has been their inabihty to

provide real substance behind

their esoteric word^jand elaborate

musical facades.

King Crimson suffer this fate a

good portion of the tinr>e Their

lies not too solid a foundation. At

their worst. King Crimson are

reminiscent of a sophomore taking

his first creative writing class, at

their best— of a sober Keith Reid.

But what is important about

Lizard (the group's third album) is

that it takes risks. King Crimson

are willing to gamble musically

and stick themselves on the line.

(For this reason the album will not

do commercially well.) This

suggests the possibility that the

group is establishing some sort of

continuity to- their work and
creating a new branching off spot

for rock.

As mentioned earlier, their

music is a cross between classical

riffs and progressive jazz. A
drunmier is employed from time to

time but rhythm and tempo is

mainly prgKI^ ^^ ^ \st9i^ sec-

iTori. A ^Tll-T)unctuates much of

their music, but it owes more to

Cream than to Hendrix. If they can

succeed in disciplining their lofty

inclinations towards serious music

then they will certainly bear

watching.

What King Crimson, Procol

Harum et al: are doing poses an

integral question for rock music

What must it do to survive as a

creative force? Top 40 rock has

been reduced to its lowest level

since the sugary, Philadelphia

influenced music of the early

sixties Bobby Sherman and the

Partridge Family have become the

-f '^-

development There are only so

many three-chord songs to t)e

played. The same is tme of stan-

dard 12-bar blues. One of two

things can happen. Either in-

strumentation can be improved

upon and elevated to an event in

itself (the way in which Eric

Clapton helped to ''create" the

importance and artistic value ol-

the lead guitar) or ex-

perimentation can take place.

The ground-rules for forms of

music must be discarded.

—Traditional—delineation between

classical, or symphonic music and

rock, or jazz and modem jazz and

progressive jazz slowly is t)eing

eroded. Rock as a style of music is

a base much like the tum of the

century Cubist nrwvement was. Not

all painters belonging to that

movement could daim that what

they were doing fell under the

definition of "cubism," but by

claiming to be part of that

movement, they were excluding

themselves from traditional art.

Musical groups like King

Crimson know what they are not,

but as of yet, they cannot claim to

know what they are Rock has

progressed about as far as it can go

and still claim to be innovative and

creative. Unless greater credence

(read Conrmierical Support) is

given to experimentation in n\ixed

musical forms, rock as a

movement will become what

lyrics have a trendiness to them,

and they often create extremely

complex allusions at whose base

guag<l? for commercial excellence.

RoCk as it evolved in the fifties is

very limiting in terms of creative

to - "pop music." That and that

alone.

/

'
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lierlcai Clieia
Dkkson Auditorium

Saturdays 7:30 PM
Ev«f. 475-2513

Judy HoNidoy - Dwin Mortin

BELLS ARE RINGING
Rob«r1 Mitchwm - Bmoot PoHi«r - G«org« Pappord

HOME FROM THE HILL
both in color* by Vinconftt Minnalli

iiir

15140 Sunset Blvd.

Pac. Palisades

454-5525

Acadamy Aword — Documontory Feo^ro

WOODSTOCK
+

STRAWBERRY STATEMENT

PACIFIC'S

levem Nllls
Wilshiro Blvd. at Canon Dr

2Accxlomy Awordtl John Mill* - Boat Supporling Actorl

Robort Milchum • Sorok MiIm

RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

, „ ^ , _ , _ Moo.-FH : 8:30 PM W«d.: 2:00, 8:30 PM
1 bik East off Boverly Dr. ^^ ,^^ 5^^ ^3^ p^ ^^. ^qq j.^ p^
271-1121

ireilvoBi I

2524 Wilshiro

(at 26th St.)

Santo Monica
829-3366

ireilwiifl II

2524 Wilshiro
(at 26th St.)

Sonto Monica
829-3366

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE

LOVERS & OTHER STRANGERS

2 for the price of 1 on Mon. & lues. Nite

WHERE'S POPPA

JOE
2 for the price of 1 on Mon. & Tues. Nite

irili
Westwood Villoge

GR 7-2487

The Rolling Stones

6IAAME SHELTER (GP)
Doay6:45,8J0& 10:15

Sol. & Sun. 1:90. 3:15. SKX). 6:45. 8:30. 10:15

Fri& Sol Mtdnigbl Shows 12:00
mmi

ciiecieieii
755 N. La Cienega
657-2800

Leo Tolstoy's

WAR AND PEACE
(port I)

Orioinol Unort Buuicm Vorsion - in color

Cliiriii 1118
Sunset Near Vine
Hollywood
466-3401

WortKy Successor To *'Sound of Muskl"

SONG OF NORWAY (G)

70 MM & Stereo • All SeoH Reserved
Men.Fri 8:30 PM • Wad. 1:30&8:30 PM

Sol&Svn: 1:30. 5:00. 8:30 PM

Ciriii
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Torzono
345-2222

Academy Award — Documentary Featur

WOODSTOCK
+

BABY MAKER

lei Mir
5036 V^ Pico

WE 5-6424

MY FAIR LADY
DoHy 9:10 Sol. & Sun. 4c40& 9:48

PRIVATE LIVES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES
SKowa doSy ot 7:00 Sol. & Sun. 2:30 & 7:38

$1.00 (indtTuot.)

Eiciri
5308 Melrose
469-3545

lirlii

Pleose call Theatre for Program

LoBrea at Melrose
WE 4-2944

Bliolf Gould
I LOVE MY WIFE
--BABY MAKER

tiMr wMilMiadlOoodonI Mdkal

Uilllf^llliii PSI^IIIft
Year's Big Science-Fiction Thrilled

"yiood "d ^"E ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G)

Neor Cahuengo Doily 12:30 • 3K)0 • 5:30

8:00 • 10:30 pm

LIS FIIIZ
ifiooKi Vermont
rK>i;y wood
NO 4-21 69

Acodemy Nominee **Besl Foreign Film

Colherine Deneuve in

Luis Bunuel's

TRISTANA
Alao 2 oc«d«n«y award tHortt •* atadowiy

•••••••«••• ••••«•••

of a potentially ruinous situation.

The resourcefulness and rapid,

logical thought needed to leave the

audience unaware of the problem

is truly an acting art. Nowhere is

this art performed to a greater

extent than by the Synergy Trust at

the Sal Ponti Theater in

Hollywood.

The Synergy Trust is an im-

provisational revue troupe com-

posed of sixteen full-time actors.

However* there are rarely more
than ten members playing at any

one time. The rest are involved in

the Monday night workshop
Aft

playing in numerous rught elm
and short run theaters, they ha
finally settled down to a continue
long run at the Sal Ponti theater.
weekends, but still perfor
Tuesday nights at The Bitter P
West.

The evening's entertainment
totally improvised. Nothing

\.

rehearsed, planned or repeated.
\\

begins with a suggestion from the

audience for a central theme
for

the evening. Chosen for the theme
last Saturday night was "is

veloped scenes. The actors

entirely upon themselves

ch other to enlarge upon

s lines and actions. The

n,ay be based on actual

^s movie scenes, television

or more commonly,

J

ideas. The continuous,

, flow of dialogue, although

lY
spontaneous, would do

to some memorized and

k1
productions.

improvisational, however,

its
inescapable pitfalls,

lonally, a scene would reach

Synergy Trust

The ability to improvise is one <rf

the primary skills every actor

must possess. It is one of the first

tools of acting learned and is

probably the most useful. In-

variably, in every production,

something unplanned happens. A
line is forgotten, miscued, or

otherwise made useless; a prop is

left off stage, an entrance is late or

forgotten. At these embarrassing

moments the actors can turn to

nothing else but their own
ingenuity and wits to get them out

movies, television productions,

and other plays.^
"""

^

The performers in the Synergy

Trust (synergy: a force whose

total energy is greater than the

sum of its parts) had their roots in

the now-dissolved Committee that

performed ai the Tiffany Theater

in Los Angeles. A branch of The
Committee played an entirely

improvisational theater on Mon-
day nights along with the regular

performance. Many ideas for the

continuing repertoire sprang out of

perform, the concentration and
ability necessary to creat a
complete story from an idea is

tremendous. The Synergy Trust
offers a talented and refreshing

evening's entertainment, truly

unique in concept, and well worth
attending.

Incidentally, for anyone in-

terested in this sort of acting, the

Synergy Trust holds an im-
provisational workshop at La
Mancha Hall on Tuesday nights. If

you care to learn the art of ef-

fective improvisation from
someone more than qualified to

teach it. The Synergy Trust invites

you to participate in these

workshops.
—Mark Osterstock

Theater

'Sex', etc.

imag. essary?^ The way ,u

which the actors created emotional

as well as light-hearted scenes

around the idea of marriage was

truly superb. The scenes ranged

from monologues relating in-

dividual, fictitious marriage ex-

periences to a totally impromptu

and effective folk song by the

entire company, complete with

guitar accompaniment.

The action begins as short one-

liners contributed by the entire

cast and evolves into longer, more

'••••MM«MM«*«M««MMMM< •••••MB«M»««**«flM«M«««MM»«MM«MI«*«*«IMMaitia*M>«««aa«l«aMaa«afiai«tlllltt««*«tlltll*lllll*llltlMlltl«IMIII||lMM||M|

1332 2nd StreeT
*^ nta Monica
451-8686

MUlviM Dooglaa & O

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER

ItUatMBft

^Tender Touch'
"I love you Terry," moans Marsha. *'Oh kin me

again!" cries Terry. The beauteous words of such
ionate bonds speak adequately for tiie tesbian

taaaaaaaaaaa»aaaaaaaaaaaa»aaaaaaaaaaaa—aaaaaaaa—aaaa—a»aaaaaaawaai

tragedy revealed in The Tender Touch, "a new kind

of Love Story." And like most problems from

society's womb, in spontaneous growth it achieves

natural florescence, savors life's full brevity, and

dies in powerloss confusion: Marsha jumps into the

deep end of the pool leaving Terry in bed with Ken,

the boy next door.

The insulting thinness of plot is overshadowed only

t)y the travesty perpetuated by this genre of movie

which exploits the most current "social problem," be

it racial prejudice, Indians, drugs, or homosexuality

It brings to mind an episode from the defunct

Dragnet series in which Friday exposes the wages of

evil marijuana : smoke grass and your little baby girl

drowns in the bathtub. After the show Middle

America nods knowingly. Of course, things like this

must occur; of course, potheads and lesbians must

pay for their transgressions.

Most enlightened individuals would quickly decry

Dragnet as rank and foolish propaganda, yet they

don^t realize that so is the pseudo-humanism of many

"socially relevant" flicks. Why isn't it Terry who

winds up in the pool? Why does the unreformed gay

get it? Instead of presenting worthwhile knowledge

of real people, the stock characterizations and

stereotyped ending of The Tender Touch and others

like it subtly confirm in the public's mind what

they've wanted to know aU along: homosexuality is

no one's and everyone's fault, a heart-rendingly sad

problem. Actually the real homosexual problem

today concerns not the gay but the liberation of

society from these movies.

-u.^ —«nh Wqlfe_
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Around Town

Everyone dropping by the DB for

coffee these days may want to

remember to bring in their rock
poll ballots before the polls close on
Friday afternoon. Results will be
published next Tuesday in a
pecial edition of Index.

aaaaaaa«>aaa*Maaf——a»
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Around town this week: concerts
^re few and far between, but, as
one perceptive soul noted, at least

the prices seem to be heading
downward

i vJi laiigibie interest is Judy
: Collins playing this weekend in

: Anaheim at the Convention Center.
: Miss r-nin*; hasn't played in this

area since last summer. At the

Forum Saturday, Chicago will

perform in a sokl out concert.

Pasadena Civic plays host to a
couple of shows in the next two
weeks. This week. Ark) Guthrie
and Swampwater. Next week,
Badfinger aiMl Pq|1uUoil

At the Music Center this

weekend, the Philharmonic will be
performing Beethoven, Saint-

Saens and possibly more. Saturday
night's Celbrity Pops concert
features Grieg and Dvorak. On

iu

Saturday afternoon, the Roger
Wagner-led Chorale will do a
concert in the Music Center
Pavilion. Tickets are available for

-s the actors had nothing

^oild upon and tilings got

stale. A lot of credit must be

to the technician at this

A weak scene never got very

ore a blackout closed it and

ame up on a different group

ormers.

flaws, however, were few,

,ie great talent of these per-

^rs was evident throughout

fening. Although the audience

e deceived by the ease and

lality with which the artists

imMMinaaaaaaaaaa—aaa——aaa(

Sex, Love, and Truth is Admiral
Arnold's baby. He has created his

own universe and he is his own
shining star. The play, which is

now appearing at the Santa Monica
Playhouse, was written and
produced by Arnold. He also

difects it and, is it necessary to

say, stars in it. The Admiral has
invested a great deal of energy in

Sex, Love, and Truth. Whether his

ship sails or sinks will be almost
completely attributable to the
Admiral.

The play approaches the nuances
of sex, love, and truth quite

direcUy. Each of the three acts is

comprised of one of these
elements. In the first act, Arnold,

playing the central role of Nicholas

Springs, an aspiring black actor,

meets and tries to go to bed with an
aspiring Jewish actress. It's an
orgasm which never comes off —
the two get close and then l)ecome

distant; the consummation doesn't

occur. This act is highlighted by a

very realistic drug trip which

reveals to the girl that she has

never exjierienced spiritual love.

Meanwhile, Nick is on a trip of his

own, prancing around in the nude,

saying how fc>eautful he is.

Act Two, "Love," is a showdown

(Conthiued on Page 12)
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'ore Movies
I

for some reason you decide to leave your safe

lling this weekend and venture forth into an

Jeasant undeserving world, here are some of the

irds awaiting you: -

Friday night at Art Center College at 7:00 and

there will be a program of student films, all of

:h were made on the premises. Tickets are $1.00

[if you don't spend it on this, you'll probably just

te it.

I

you saw the Academy Awards, you*re probably

iering why those so-and-sos took so long to give

)n Welles one of those statuettes (he has never

^ived an award for direction, acting or best

ire). Now you can also wonder why it took

)nics so long to stage a Welles retrospective.

ly in S.W. 147 at 7:00 and 10:00 there wiU be two'

inings each of The Magnificent Ambersons and
|Stranger. On Saturday night at 7:00 and 10: 15 the

will be Citizen Kane ("The most sensational

fuct of the U.S. movie industry" according to

in Pauline what's-her-name) and Journey Into

iday midnight at The Plaza Theater will be John
(enheimer's knockout black comedy-political

^e-thriller. The Manchorian Candidate. Saturday
ing at the Monica Theaters in Santa Monida at
the Shakespeare Festival continues with-

leo and Juliet, featuring Laurence Harvey as one
leads. Saturday at midnight the Plaza will

Night of the Living Dead. Tickets for aU Ou^
programs are $1.50 per program, so go if you

[stand the crowds^

Earlier Saturday night the American Cinema

Series will run two Minnellis, Home from the Hill and

Bells are Ringing for a $1.50 at 7:30 in Dickson

Auditorium. These are "two MinneUian explorations

of the boundaries separating fantasy and reahty."

Ub-huh. - , ^ „ ^ .„

.

Finally tiiis Wednesday in S.W. 147 at 7:00, wiU be

Holiday and Adam's Rib, both of which not so

_coincidentally star Katharine Hepburn. Tickete are

$1 00 Uius making them a better deal Uian the

similariy priced charge for parking on campus an

equal deal to buying one seven-UiousandUi of a

Mercedes Benz, and not as good a deal as six and a

half tubes of airplane glue.

M**»«nimnim««..«—..«««^M«««««««« iaa«aaaa««aaa«aaaaa
>»»w»>»«—•»«a»aaiift»«»*«'^

I

\

•»

f these programs. Call the box
e for more info.

'^ J^Jng May 1 to the HoUywood
^1 IS a Free Clinic Benefit
^ing The Association, Joan

I

z, Stoneground and a bunch of
*'' good ones. Tickets range

^ ^50 to $8.50 per and are

;

'eaU over tiie place.
lost relevant thing we can

1^ f
this week is the First

'-' Model and Craft Show,
,;:•' invades Anaheim Con-

'"'^ Center's exhibition haU.

1^Y^ are U to 6 on Saturday

Jack EUiott (see photo) and tiie

Morris Brotiiers. Along witii the

music will be a multi-media

presenUtion on the life styles and

sociology of Appalachia. Fihns will

be shown on Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Sundays witii special film

shows on Monday nights.

Following this week's per-

formances by Jack EUiott, the

program continues next week witii

Mike Seeger headlining, ^^^^^^ari

Scruggs tiie next week. Call the

Ash Grove at 653-2070 for more

information.

Thursday. April 22, 1971
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f A K
' "'^' "^""^s *r« moving.

p " Grove opens its montiv

Lw^i^^ rr-^-im on Ap-
nia thic uM.j, ,,th namblin*

-••

—At Ih^ Troubaaour i-y. ^ -^ -—

Spencer Davis and Peter Jameson,

whose new album was warmly

received by Index a couple of

(HB#i(.«*«1ll"PfTt1 I tee«eeeeeeeeeeee«aa«at IT
*

weeks ago. Also on the bill is i

Elektra's Carol Hall. :

•

At the Whisky, where T.
|

(Tyrannosaurus) Rex just finished :

their first LA. gig in two years, are i

Deti-oit's legendary Amboy Dukes i

and the fine oldies band. Brown- :

sville sullen. T.Rex, by tiie way,
|

have transmuted into a fine,
j

raunching rock and roll band, set :

apart from tiie run-of-the-mill by :

leader Marc Bolan's reedy singing.
|

At tiie Beach House tills week are
j

Blues Image. Also worth in- s

vestigating are McCabe's. SheUy's I

ManneHole the Bra.^ " "' "^
i

Sherman Oaks and the Ice Housr irr-j

Pasadena.

Charge

miioiai
10925 lindbrook Driv<

479-2866

MAKING IT (R)

D«»v4:1S. 8:15. 10(15

Sal& S«n 2:15, 4:15. 4:15. 8:15. 10:15

eneiiai
7425 Sunset

876-0212
$1

Dick Van Dyke

COLD TURKEY
Mel Brook's

12 CHAIRS
iMion for 1 parson wilK tHi* coopo«r (Sorry, no* good S^ f*««o)

Pii Pacilic
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
Free Parking

BROUOHT BACK 8V POPULAR DiMAND

WHERE'S POPPA
plus P«t«r BoyU in i''

JOE
$1 AdfmMlon lor 1 por«on with Him

(•orry, no« good Sot NijM)

PACIFIC'S

Piiliies
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

Acodamy Aword Winnarl

TORAITORAITORAI(G)
Daily 1:30 • 5:00 • 8:30 pm

New Policy • No SeaH Reserved

Regular Admission Prices

PACIFIC'S

ricwili

TKwrtdoy Only • Goorgo C ScoM

Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS (G)

SAY HELLO TO YESTERDAY (GP|
Mon Fri 6:30, 8:30. 10:30 PM

Sot & Sun. 2:30. 4:30. 630. 8:30. 10:30 PM

riizi
Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

"Bo«* Film" Vonico Film Factivol

EHclutivo EnQogamont

Borboro Lodon't

WANDA
MidnigKt Show • Fri Apr 23

"THE MANCHUBIAN CANOIOATP

leieil
1045 BroKton

I

Westwood Village

BR 2-0501

"A noorty (omMom comodyt"

*NotMf« thoH ol o miroclol" UFEJAAOAZINE

Buck Henry in

Milos Formon's

TAKING OFF
Grooviast Movio in Townl

siitii Mivie
LAURA LA PLANTS as

a 1924 Jazz Baby in Clarence Brown's

loi'a^aaw'*" "THE BUnERFLY"
$1.00 MABEL NORAAAND- OLIVER HARDY-CHAPLIN

loho LI Brea

La Braa at Ninth

WE 4-2342

WILL TO CONQUER

GET RICH QUICK

Viiiaoe
961 Brojdon

Westwood
478-0576

LOVE STORY (GP)

Daily 2:15,4:15,6:15.8:15, 10:15

Now thn Sundoy

Aslirive
8162 Melrose Ave.

O13-2070
-"^

RAMBLIN JACK ELLIOH

From »Ko mtno* ol VirBinio

THE MORIIS BROS

NEXTr Mike Seeger

DiKo»H«q«« o« »•• ttimittm • W» fc»"

4080 Lincoln Blvd.

Marino del Rey
821-6969

^4owPtoyin« EARTH ISLANI
W«d hm; $^»do«» NHo • Tl«r« Hit; t>o»»co

Urn & Smm FRH ADMISSION

Bizzirrl's
9039 Sunset

CR 3-6606

Di*co»«t«q«« on »» Strip • Now Hopponing

BERRIES • CHEYENNE
WITCH & CHRISTIAN • SPARE CHANGE

DlMa»K«q«»*lor dl OBM • Mon Done* Con»«#

(Orofid Prii«S300) • W«d Lodio. Nigl#^l«li««

Proo • Addition* Wod & Tlwr* NigM

Now TIrw S«*nday

iromadoir
9081 Sonto Monica

LA
276 6168

Blvd.

SPENCER DAVIS &
PETER JAMESON

and Carol Hall

NEXT. Jimmy W«b*»

thru itind^
, ., « . THE AMBOY DUKE

i^feistir no SB
BROwNEsvii i: statio n

8901 Sunset Strip

6524202
MolKor . Doy - Mor ••»» - T>^ MOTMitS

i',ki.,„*lS'Ki-

nfP
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Waterloo . .

.

(Continued from Page 9)

structure is in Rod Steiger's outsize, wildly overdrawn

Napoleon. He gives Napoleon no rest, no easy moments no

release of tension, no pace. He holds nothing back, with the

result that Napoleon isn't so much a character as a series of

closely watched tics.

Nothing Steiger does is straight forward He makes

Napoleon look self-conscious sitUng in a bathtub! He simply

isnH comfortable in the role, and it's because he s got too

much "history" on his mind, leading him shortly to

histrionics. For instance, there's plenty of hftoncal

evidence of Napoleon's iUness in his later years, and there s

good reason to suppose he was particularly iU on the day of

the batUe of Waterloo. Military historians have always

known something was wrong, since he made some unac-

countable mistakes on the field that day. But when Steiger

jmps his stomach and keels over in pain you don t feel it s

Uie batUe that's jeopardized, it's Napoleon's tender sen-

sibilities that seem threatened. Steiger's absurdly simple-

minded tacUc is : I'm going to make you care about me even

if "history" says I wasn't a nice guy. He knows Napoleon as

a leader of men had some appeal, but he can't see that that

isn't the same thing as making Napoleon appeaUng. More

misapplied discipline in a major screen role I have seldom

And the worst upshot is that it causes one to be suspicious

of Plummer's WeUington. a performance much closer to

the mark in conception, historicaUy accurate in its details.

a™i outrageously snobbish to good
^^-^fJ^Tnt

<;»<>i0pr's sniveling is not). The uuKe wc »c^ «

S'ble s'nob. a^ that's exactly what WeUmg^^^^^^

was. But he was cool with it. and m a hard nutsheU that

why he won at Waterloo.

And. m Dnei. uia. . uie real reason the batUe was im-

portant. It was an almost classic ms^nce of mibtory

Sution outclassing military advanoe. Here is Uie litUe

appreciated area in which Bondarchuk succe^J ad-

mirably . Without sentimentalizing or falsifying, he shows in

balanced military detail the way things happened on a

particular day, always from a position of command.

Waterloo is a deceptively simple batUe, because in essence

it was simply two armies facing one another on oppogi^

hills But the outnumbered British hid and saved up most a

their strength. whUe Uie French advanced and advanced
al

day long, ami ended up charging uphUl most of the Unie

against an enemy who was. Uterally ,
ready and waiting

Bondarchuk's batUe scenes, then, hold up under

examination. But that's not going to be enough for mos

people and they are right to complain about much of the

film's other material. In trying to give us a feel of

"history." Bondarchuk has chosen some techniques tha

are grating and pretentious in the extreme. Cross-cutUng

l)etween the quarters and (on the day of battie) camps d
the two men needlessly hammers home their differences

in

temperament. It did in fact rain all night before the battle,

but thunderbolts answer far too many weighty remarla in

the night. And Bondarchuk simply needn't have given us a

tiresome ball attended by Wellington the night before the

battie. The famous, morale-plummeting charge of MarshaD

Ney into a trap set by Wellington is magnificenUy

photographed. But. even though it was the worst single

blunder of the battie, to this day military historians don't

know why Ney did it, and Bondarchuk's having Dan

O'Herlihy portray Ney in gleamy-eyed blind animal fury is

inexcusable and most probably all wrong.

These emotional excesses (inchiding arty, empty slow

motion pauses) mar the film's credibUity seriously And

that's too bad, because there's more here to believe than

disbelieve. It shouldn't be the case, but too many people are

going to come out of Waterloo dismayed and perhaps bored

In waging the battie for our attention, Bondarchuk risks

losing the war that wins our respect. He deserves praise for

having fought as well as he has.

ijttt'ij

More Music Jack Bruce,

Melba Moore

'Sex\ Etc.

(Continued from Page 11)

.between Nick and his steady live-in

girl friend. She has learned that

Nick regularly sees other women,

but their love is stirong enough that

they are able to patch up their

relationship by mutually agreeing

to Nick's desires. Each can have as

many women or men as he or she

likes. It's a beautiful set-up for

Nick until Act Three. "Trutii." in

which he learns that his girt ac-

tually lived up to the agreement

and had relations with her neigh-

bor. The truth comes out. and Nick

I " m, ii.jy|i)^ .. ai| ,i;at 4^

..»._^i_v. 1. f « 1 r fl. .. . A . VT fl-.,. f j" ii' ill:.*-

l-.^^- «~'i

[the all AMERICAN BURGER
1500 WMtwood Blvd.

4 Mocks south of WHshiro at Ohio

THF qUAldY HAMBURGER

can't handle hearing this. He

becomes very jealous and pulls a

gun on the neighbor. But he never

shoots.

Nick's jealousy is quite a sur-

prise. There isn't sufficient

characterization, not enough

motivational buildup, to warrant

this development in the play. And,

name a current cliche and it

somehow manages to work itself

into tiie play. The play also suffers

from a chronic wordiness. Admiral

miral Arnold clearly wrote this

play with himself in mind. It sets

him up as the most verbose and

philosophical character. All the

world is a stage, and Nicholas just

happens to be the actor without

equals, but only in Arnold's eyes.

This is definitely to the play's

deUiment. Here's Nick, a three-

dimensional, well developed,

almost mirror-like character

portrayed by Arnold, existing in a

universe of shadows and semi-

beings. If any of the other

characters have even the slightest

significance, it can only come from

Nicholas's existence. They exist to

give Nick (and Arnold) a reality

which he can playfully manipulate

like a playtoy. Consequentiy, the

actors do not at times really act;

they more or less react to the

mirror-like promptings of Nick,

the Admiral.

Sex. Love, and Truth does have

some redeeming qualities. The

portrayals of Nick and his friend,

Oscar Lee Hamilton, provide good

insight into the black psyche The

problems of sexual involvement

and relationships are rather well

covered, although often in a

stereotyped manner. And the

stretches of little action and

boredom on the stage are

sometimes broken by bits of humor

and poignancy, but these are not

enough to save the audience from

that very boredom.
—Marc Kavf

BHARATIYA BHO JAN
2807 Moin St S M 399 9038

INDIAN FOOD
DiHerenI Dinners Every Nighf

VEG-$2 25 NON-VEG $3 00

Tubs - Sot 6 9 30 P M

BIT O SCOTLAND
1938 Wettwood Blvd

Vh blodu South of S M Blvd

474-0328, 474-9049

BRITISH SEAFOOD
Dinnert S2 25 & S2 50

Food to G o

( Paid Advertisement)

Can TM eliminate tensions?

CHEZ FROMAGE
Contury City

Shopping CmrAmr

553-5582

FONDUE HAPPENING THURS NITE

Unusual SondwkhM
Espr*ft»o - Coppuccino

Fin* Choose- Pastry -Too

CHUNKY'

S

918Br«rton • 473-6062

(North of Bruin Thootro^

GIANT BEEF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Dog*

HATCH COVER
2615 Wilshire

SM 828-5404

FOOD
DANCING

POOL

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT f^^ Paskami h Pickles

W«ttwood n«ar Pico

e choice

Corner Wostood & LinArook

Op^ 24 Hours 478-2732

1 1 PM - n AM
STEAK N' EGGS

hoth browns, toofi, butter, jolly

FRIDAY 51.05 SATURDAY

LA CR9E
1084 GUndon Av«. 478-0437

Opon7Doys 11:30-1 AM

105 SPECIAtlTIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
XREPES" & "OMELETTES^

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch $i.so & $1.75

10658 UndbrookDr

4744)948 -WW Vyioa*

DINNM 13,25 & $4.25

r CLAIRE** rNcr
is the first indisputably

I
great film of 1971 and
deserves the attention

of every serious student
of film! —ANDREW SARRIS. The Village Voice

It is so moving, so immaculately
realized that almost any ordinary

attempt to describe it must, I think,

in some way diminish it!"

—VINCENT CANBY, New York Times

"AMASTEI^PIECE!
—MOLLIS ALPERT. Saturday Review

TBe

LEDBEHERS
1621 Westwood Blvd.

477-4751

Greek Nite Every Thurs.

B««r Wine Dancing Food
i«rt i»

UmE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 LoCo««t«

(LoConto al Goyloy)

For 30 min. d«livory

477-2006

McDonalds TOWN HOUSE
1118 WoOwood Blvd. V

478-9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

^iki*M^
12423 Wilt hir« Blvd

Lk. 826-9210

SINCE 1 949

Famous For Our Pizxq

—

^

IWJ^w where beer is still only 254/MUG

Goyloy &Woyburn 478-0788

>'•*• DANCING - POOL
12220 Pko ENTERTAINMENT - PIZZA
Pic« di tvndy 478^734

-r--c«^'^'TCiifiMARINE

)>» .^ . %4I, -"«on & Ooylay

Giant Subnnarin* Sondwich

Opon DoUy 11-11

WE DELIVER

Gourmet Sandwiches
IcoCn

»r. »,l! \.i% ^ ' !, k-
tjj-^ij,;^^]^-

^«T»'-''M.^ V ". H'it^f&itl^^^tli^'^

call Him The

Percussion— Animal

hisloncal interest, indicating that Thurwiay. April 12, >971

at this time Bruce was interested

in more than "Sunshine of Your

rirnPttP rnloman ^^^ However, it should beWllldiC OUlClllCiil added that there is not much overly

exciting music contained herein
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JEAN-CLAUDE BRIALY
in A Film by

ERIC ROHMER

Color

KXCXUSIVC ElstGAOCMCNT »^?!^'^ ? P^ ^T IFNY

biiiiiiu Yamashia
Plays at the

Los Angeles Philharmonic's

Adventures for the

Curious Ear

CONTEAAPOil
Sunday, May 2, Tuesday, May i 8-3°

rickets J2-$6,
Music Center o«

0Hice,626-""
mo.t.«enciM,

Mudents %l u"i

271 :'}n i eny Or Wl-block »o.

MMM-M* ot Wiishiri J

MUSIC CtNJ t^lj

Melba Moore is the cute, pixie-

like ex-music teacher who came

into the public's mind and eye in

the Broadway production of Hair

and more recenUy. as the sUr of

Purlie After listening to her new

album Uvlng To Give (Mercury

SR 61255), it is apparent why, when

appearing on several variety

shows, she sand the same song ri

Got Life," from Purlie), which

showed a voice to match her

ohysical descripUon—cute-and

capable of reaching high notes in a

brassy but powerful fashion.

It is because her voice is

unidimensional, lacking any real

depth Some good, moody m-

terpretations are present, such as

in "Sunny" where Miss Moore

smoothly makes the transiUon

from a torchy love song to a

rocker. But in general, she relies

heavily upon bacliground singers,

who at times are so loud that the

sound closely approaches that of

the Supremes, the group Miss

Moore parodied in Hair. Her voice

is actually harsh as she hits the

high notes that are characterisUc

of soulful interpretations.

When the singing is weak, the

arrangements must be strong. And

indeed they are. Charlie Calello's

charts are fresh and imaginative

without being musically trite.

There is even a hint of whimsy in

i'Sunny" where there is an obvious

musical reference to *'The Sun-

shine Of Your Love." Time

changes, which appear in Laura

Nyro's *Time And Love" and

"Captain SL, Lucifer" are ef-

fectively carried out.

The arrangements are the best

part. But this is Melba Moore's

album, not CharUe Calello's. We
should have gotten more from

Moore.

—Andy Linsky

& Chas. Lloyd
I

From the archives of Atlantic

Records come three new jazz

releases recorded in the course of

the past decade. First, there is

Things We Ukc (AUanUc SD 33-

347) by Jack Bruce who plays
stand up bass with John
McLaughlin on guitar, Dick
Heckstall-Smith on saxaphones
and Jon Hiseman on dnim«; aIqa

and that no musical frontiers are
reached. McLaughlin's guitar
playing is rather subdued and
predictable, showing none of the

distinctive style which he has since

developed.

Moving back in time, and for-

ward in music we come to Lloyd's

1967 efforts in the Soviet Union.

This set will undoubtedly hdp to

pacify those Lloyd freaks who were
flown-out by Lloyd's recent efforts.

'^bis album defies any definitive

description except to say that it is a

mellow, controlled set which is

typical of '67 Lloyd. On the last cut,

•Tribal Dance, ' things pick up a

bit with Jarret and Lloyd loosening

up to make for an exciting numt)er.

Finally we come to the Coleman

sets which were recorded in '59,

'60, and '61. Naturally this music

which was ahead of its time when
done (actually not, just that most

other people were and are t>ehind

their times) is still amazing work,

which leaves the above nr^ntioned

albums somewhat jaundiced by

comparison. The technical and

innovative abilitiee of baflsistB

Charlie Haden and Scott La Faro
are awesome enough alone but

compared to the renowned Mr.

Bruce are even more so. Likewise

the solo and collective im-

provisation of Coleman on alto sax

and Don Cherry on trumpet and
cornet is staggering. Really there

isn't much one can say about this

album except to say that it is a

monster and suggest that anybody

tempted to buy either Bruce's or

Lloyd's albums get Coleman's

instead.

—Bob Lynn

Housing Co-op
We are seeking desirable West L.A. property for housing units

owned and controlled co-operatively by residents. A commune
is not anticipated, but communes are welcome to join. We are

not a profit-seeding capitalist condominium ripoff.

Seeking potential residents, expertise, and loans around 6%.

Come to Pahano, Unitarian Church at 18th and Arizona in

Santa Monica. Saturday, April 24, 8:00 PM or contoct George
Tucker, I12l9y4 Richland, L.A. 90064.

ALL PROPERTY TO THE PEOPLE!

smells iiieriaiioiai Mediiaiioi sotietY

For those already enjoying the benefits of

transcendental meditation

SIMS announces the third meeting of the

spring quarter

2 pm Thursday April 22

Ack Union 2412

- antique jewelry • contemporary )Pwelry • freneh bikinis -
(/> —

Southern Campus

still on sole

KHn2

released was Charles Lloyd In the

Soviet Union (Atlantic SD 1571)

with Lloyd on tenor sax and flute,

Kieth Jarret on piano, Ron Mc-

Clure on bass and Jack D^eJohnette

on drums. Finally we have been

given another set by Omette

Coleman and various sideman

entitled, The Art of the Im-

provisers (Atlantic SD 1572).

The Bruce session which was

recorded In August of 1968, just

before Cream's farewell tour is if

for that reason alone of mild

Th« Sim« Amount Of Tim« To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS
lncr«a«« Your Concentration And Improve

Your Compr«h«niion Study At A F»»t«r Rat*

EUCTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

Ptaasa Specify
8 Track Tap*. CaMCtt*. Or LP R*cord

S*nd Ch*ck or Money Ord*r — $«.95 Each
Include 7Sc Handlmg and Pottag*
Sound Concept*, Inc.. — Box 3852

Charlott*«vill*, V*. 22902
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A LA MODE
Boutique Extraordinaire'

» ... .'.-'•—

^

1093 Vi BROXTON AVENUE

WESTWOOD VI t r,i >

GR 9-8204

<

5

o
T3

o

CAMPOUT BUS TOURS
Jun« 26-14 days $310 The Inside Possoge-Mts. of Western Canada Voncouver

Islond.
, „ ,

July 17- 14 doys $255 The Conodion Rockies BanH and Jasper Notionol Porks

Vancouver Island

Aogort 7- 14 doys $575 Alaska-Northern British Columbia-The Yukon

Please send for free brochure

~ia MIUER Touts- 1223 FRANCES AVE FULLERTON. CA 92631 (714) 879-3741

OPORTUNIDADES DE EMPLEOS EN VENEZUELA

INGENIEROS-

I

EL INSTITUTO POLITECNICO SUPERIOR DE BARQUISI-

METO, VENEZUELA REQUIERE LOS SERVICIOS DE

INGENIEROS (B. S. o M.S.) PARA TRABAJAR EN DO-

CENCIA. ESPECIALIDADES:

Ingenieros Mecanicos: Termodinamica y Elmentos deMaquinas

(Diseno)

Ingenieros Electronicos: Tecnologia Electronica y Electronica Gen-

eral

Ingenieros Electrkistas: Moquinas Electricas; Tecnologia Electrica

y Mediciones Electricas

Ingeniero Aeronoutico: Mantenirftiento

Ingeniero Automotriz ^

Los interesados puede^ dirigirse a Mr. B. Vazquez, Weyburn

Hall 947 Tiverton. Hqipitacion 706, Westwood. Jueves 22 y

Viernes 23 de 4:00 a TiOO p.m. o escribir indicando curr.culunn

y experiencia o:

Institute Politecnico Superior
Apartado 539,

JARQUISIMETO. VENEZUELA

- jewelry imports tfom trance, morocco, 'sweden, irvcli4]L, greece «

Wishing UCLA a Most Successful
MARDI GRAS '71 "

KLEENCO CLEANERS^^Z. KLbhNUU ULtANbHb zr^;^
AVAilABiE 1 101 GAYLEY (Corner of Kinross & Gayley) 477-5566 stamps

n ONE COUPON PER PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

125% OFF
on AN^' SINGLE ORDER OF
PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

AT REG. PRICE

1 DAY SERVICE NO EXTRA CHARGE
Bwir«4-».71 (EXCEPT

TKi» coupon (T>ort occompony iiv<om!ng ord*r »*' 1

*2 ONE COUPON PER PERSON
THIS COUPON GOOD

FREE
with on order of 5 or nK>re

r DAY SERVICE^
HANGER OR BOX
NO EXTRA CHARGE

Expir** S/15/71
This coupon must occompony irxofning order

*3
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

1 UCLA SWEATER CLEANED

AND BLOCKED

FREE
wHh cl«onir>g

order ol $5 00
or nr>ore

This coupon may not be used in

conienction with any other discount

Expire* 5/15/71

Thii coupon muct cKcompony irvconrMng order

#4 ONE COUPON PER PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
^ OFF

^V/O REGULAR PRICE

on any Suede or Leather

GARMENT CLEANED AND

REFINISHED
Atpiret 5/15/71

TK»« coupon mutt necompony irvconning order

1

1^^

if! 1*11
Kt iifb «» fVi- iH^ :t^
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•»' haunting creativity

%

ORSON WELLES FILM

FESTIVAL li

|f ^ ^ '^
m % h * i

DONATION REQUESTED
Social Welkire 147

T^^tragedytH unfulfilled tove beconrie^ a cogent study of a fading ar.Mi^aw ,^. ^
cjdwic set at tt>e turn ot tt^e century. Considered by most experts to t>e me p

Probably tt>e r,.os. ...K>,a....y ...av,:. >''. -r.e -itor , c '"•-"• "^ terms Of
'^flJ^^f'J'^

Photography, an^J character.zat.on The film probas tt>e life of newspaper magnate K^n*

thru five different narrative points o< view

4 eJ

I^___ _,. „__^l
«crtio,^y ,h,lll„ ^l,h WHIM, LorelW Young, and Eaward G Rob.nion

^ridoy April 23 2 Compl»l« Shows ot 7:00 ' 10:00

Ic,
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sequences but was removed as d.re^.or after aroww. th » "^ 0^*' '

'»; '^ W""'^JJ^^
cyry Players of C.fi;en Kane, The Magn.f.cenf Ambersoos and The Lady »raw «ia»«fcai

Sofurdoy April 24 2 Complete Shows ot 7:00 ^ 10:15
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•(Paid Advertisement)

Can TM help us enjoy?

American Bermaiology Cllnlct' Health Service

HAIR TRANSPUNTATION-DERAAABRASION
SKIN DISEASES, TUMORS & AUERGIES- ACNE

PHONE OR MAIL
Los An«ele« City

(213)774 5000

L.A. County
5203 Lakewood Bl

Lakewood 90712

(213) 531 7420

Orange County
17612 Beech Blvd.

Huntington Beach
(714)847 8544

Dermatologic Health Service

•VmiTTcIIi oi^iloSTalnlerMe^ Sw-vlce
'
S203 Lakewood Slvd., Lakewood »0712

_ Hair Transplantation— Infermat loo li Intfroctlons

- ADCHS Information
— Other—Specify

Name_

NO OMia«ti«n

u c

Address.
City Stan .^ifi-

lt)4 S >I(M>» Skmi IM An«*m C»lo"vi«

No Sweat Foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects back to your home with

professionol efficiency ... at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:
749-7491

we toll 220V
c^>plioncet of

mmHJkttcmm brandt

X,

South Pacific

Adventure Cruise

on 150', three masted, square rigger.

Deports June 18, 71. Men & Women wanted with desire for

adventure & travel & shore expenses. For info., Eric Nord
378-2605

GRE -- LSAt ATGSB
YOUR FUTURE AWAITS THE TEST

1. Preparation for tests required for admission to Post graduate »ct>oo»s

2. Six Session Courses - Small Groups
;

3. Voluminous study material for home study prepared by experts in each field.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Tutoring Since 1938

For information about classes in the Los Angeles Afea call ^/llj) Z/0"1 Ou\J

Home office NYC — affiliates in Boston, Pttlladelphia, Washington. Detroit

Now Near Yov. .

.

Hie New 15 Minute

LUBE & on CHANGE AT

(g&DP'<M»

tUTOlUBE
• OUR ONLY lUSINISS
• NO WAITING ... IS IMNUn SIRVICl

• MUNft COUPON FOR DISCOUNTS
• PROnCT YOUR NIW CAR WARRANTY

S601 W. PKO BLVD. 731-9326

(gQJP'^SIIIt

• KM. «• « 9M. - 1 OAV* MOt t

DAILY
BRUIN

J. I jj,ji.._..»,'jt ..Svfltf.. . '. f„.Bj.V|ai* -

iX^rr :^:

;2!>l';«"V-''fKf'
"'V
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New play, puppet opera

open tonight at Macgowan

By Ivan Genoa
DBSUff Writer

Have you ever felt that you had no control over the

future? That someone else was pulling the strings?

Do you think that ordinary folk are the puppets of

the people with the real power?

r,
The answers to these axid other questions will be

examined at 6:30 p.iti. today through May 1 in

Macgowan's two theaters.

Theater arts professor Mel Helstein directs

••Aucassinet and Nicolette," a romantic thirteenth

century 'chanson des gestes' or puppet show in the

Macgowan Hall Little Theater.

**We are using 30 Sicilian marionettes controlled by

an iron rod attached to their heads. They're half-life

size and will be manipulated by theater arts

department students Ten Soeder, Luis Nunez, Peggy
Gray, Kathryn Okutsu, Santa Soreno and Helstein's

son Brian," the puppet show director said.

Frustrated

The story is a French classis concerning twd fr-

sutrated court lovers, who escape from unhappy
situations.

Helstein has worked with puppets since 1940.

"We've collected some from around the world and

will display them in the auditorium lobbies," he said.

"There has been a lot of interest in puppets lately.

In Europe puppets are used for the adult avant-garde

productions.

•In New York City Bill Baird is doing Stravinsky-««i

type puppet productions. Peter Schumann has a

'bread and puppet' political show which appears in

the streets of New York. He uses 18-foot bigger-than-

life blockheads," he noted.

Student Jeffrey Bums will direct a 10-piece

chamt>er symphony orchestra which will play muac

composed for the show by the late Italian-American

Mario Castelnuovo.

Several MFA candidates will handle technical

details: Julia Oberjat, scenery; Nantawan Soon-

thomdhai, costumes; William Byrnes, lighting; and

Linda Rittenbury, technical direction.

Play

Don Petersen's "Does a Tiger wear a Necktie? ", a

play about people who feel like puppets which is

directed by 32-year-old lecturer in acting Edward

Kaye Martin, also begins today in Macgowan HalJ's

Freud Playhouse.

"The play functions on two levels," Martin said

"It's centered around three dope addicts. The first

question is whether or not a tiger (an addict) can live

in society (wear a tie). The second question is

whether a tiger-like establishment can effect a

change in the addict."

The three addicts are Linda, played by Deborah

Hart, Conrad, played by Bob Seller, and Bickham,

played by Jim Mairs. The establishment is

represented by teacher Winters, played by Gavin

Fox, and by psychiatrist Werner, played by Ross

Klahr.
(Continued on Page 16)

I
Experimental College Schedule \

TODAY
5 p.m.
Tp.m
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.
8 p.m.

Kundalini Yoga
Rock Musiclndustry

Agents of Change in H^ing Fields
20Ch Centtry Mysticism

Power <tf Breath
Pantomime and Guerilla 'Hieatre

ShaktiYoga

Women's Gym Courtyard

Social Welfare 121

Arch 2203

Arch 1243B

Arch 1243r

Royce362
Arch 1243

your hassles don't hove to wait:

come to

or cali

DIRECT ASSISTANCE FACILITY
Room 23 1 La Mancha - 930 Hilgard

beginning Monday, April 26
6 p.m. to 2 a.m. every night

Helpline: 825-7646

\

sponsored by sic ^ ^'^

I,,..,.
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Special Actlvitlts

Conservation Club and Earth Action Council will sponsor "Tht Bicyck

Show" from 11 a.m.- 2 p.m. today on top of Janss Steps. Bicycles will be

displayed and repaired, and various aspects of cycling will be discussed.

Song-girl practices will be held at 3 p.m. today and April 26-29 behind

the Women's Gym. Tryouts will be held on AAay 4 and 6.

jhere will be a concert of "Music and Dance of the Balkans" at noon

today in Schoenberg Auditorium.

Peter Furst, anthropologist and associate researcher, Latin American

Center, will screen "To Find Our Life
:
The Peyote Hunt of the Huichols of

Mexico" at 8 p.m. today In Humanities 1200, and at 1 p.m. tomorrow In

Bunche 1209 B.

Richard Hovannlslan will screen "Where are My People," depiclting

the events leading to the Armenian genocide, at noon today in Moore Hall

126

The deadline for filing for undergraduate departmental representative

has been extended to April M. All students Interested in running may

contact the University Action Council (UAC) secretary in Kerckhoff 325.

In order to receive NDSL funds for Summer Sessions, students must

sign a confirmation of summer attendance In the financial aids office.

Murphy 3109 by AAay 15. Loans will be awarded to cover fees only. If funds

are available. v,^'

Speeches and Seminars

Hank Pott, of Bruin Christian Fellowship will give a seminar on "Ttit

Christian Mind: New, Improved" at noon today in Ackerman Union 3517.

Lewis K. Uhler, California director of 0..E.0. Legal Services will speak

on "Judicare
— An Alternative to CRLA" at noon today in Law 1345.

Lawrence W. Jones, professor of physics, University of Michigan, will

present a physics colloquium on "Cosmic Ray Experiments on Strong

Interactions Above 100 OeV" at 4 p!m. today In Knudsen 1220.

li
FRI I SUN 1:30 • SAT 1 1 1t:3l

JUIES FEIFFER'S

White House

WELLES FESTIVAL — Hedonics Film Society will shows at 7 and 10 p.m. tomorrow night, and "Citiien

screen four Orson Welles films: "The Magnificent Kane" and "Journey Into Fear" in two complete

Ambersons" and "The Stranger" in two complete shows at 7 and 10:15 p.m. Saturday night

KImon Friar, poet, critic, editor, and translator of Greek literature, ff^'^^-^ '^kMnOMtrf^mm
will lecture on "Myth and the Modern Epic" at 3:30 p.m. today In

Humanities 1200.

Sunney Chan, professor of chemistry and chemical engineering,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, will lecture on "Nuclear
Resonance and Membrane Biophysics" at 4 p.m. today In William G.
Young Hall 2224.

William S. Yamamoto, professor of blomathematlcs and physiology,

will lecture on "Respitory Regulation of Carbon Dioxide Balance: Some
Negative and Not- So-Negative Results" at 4 p.m. today In Health

Sciences 63-105.

John C. Crowell, professor of geology, UC Santa Bark>ara, will lecture

on "Ice Ages and Their Causes" at 4 p.m . today In Geology 3656.

O. Ivar Lovaas, professor of psychology, will lecture on "Psychotic

Children: Shaping Normal Responses" at 7 p.m. today In William G.

Young Hall 2250.

Sylvia AAead, marine botanist and associate, Los Angeles County

Museum of Natural History, will lecture on "The Other Diving AAammal
— Man" at 7 p.m. today in Life Sciences 2147.

Michael Franks, author and compower, and Carl Faber, lecturer In

psychology, will lecture in "Healing ... in Music" at 8 p.m. today In

Dickson 2160.

James Sackett, associate professor of anthropology, will lecture on

"Collecting and Archaeology" at 8: 15 p.m. today In Haines Hall 39.

Meetings . «

English conversation for foreign students from 11 a.m.-l p.m. today In

Campbell 1118.

Phi Eta Sigma will meet at noon today In Kerckhoff 2250, (The Alumni

Center.) _ . ^ «
(Continued on Page 16)
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LECTURE — Kimon Friar, poet, critic, editor and translator, will speak

on "Myth and the Modern Epic" at 3:30 p.m. today in Humanities 1200.

The talk is sponsored by the Committee on Public Lectures and the

Classics Department.

Special for MARDI GRAS

f

*

FREE SAMPLES

Gypsy boots personally will ^ivq^ his candy

bars, broth, tea, protein drink, and 8 x 10
.

autographed pictures to the first 25 people.

Sat. (4/24) Sun(4/25)f4 - 8 P.M.

see Gypsy on T.V. 12:30Monday, Chonnel J

3

with Cindy Abruzzini, Nature's Health' Cove

» Queen.

SALE
— Fresh organic dates, 294 1/2 lb.

-504 o« Vitamin "C"

plus mony other specials

Nature's Health Co^e
4 79 7333

' •••«*».«

At least for the next 6

months. Your last chance

to hear a regular season

concert by Zubin Mehta

and the Los Angeles
Philharmonic At the Music

;

Center. For all those

who've been saying,

"we'll go next week"...

next week is here. The

last week. And what a

rousing week it will be.

Tonight (Thursday) at

8:30 PM
Friday night, April 23 at

8:30 PM
Zubin Mehta conducting

Itzhak Perlman, violin

Beethoven: ^ Jiiiiii ^, .p
Symphony No. 8 y\ jQUiiVV i^^ Hr

Prokofleff: Violin f0j<mmMm
,
_ '/ '^

s.KS,r
•

' ^~f^ LOS ANGELES
S,mphon,No.3 PHILHARMONIC;

LAST CONCERTS OF THE SEASON.

JvlUSlC CENTER^ DOROTHY CHANDLER

PAVILION
Tickets: $2.50-$7.50 at

Music Center Box Office

626-7211, most agencies,

full-time students $2.

"CS
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J
iicip seeks volunteers

1%

The HiroBhima Panels Exhibit wiU continue on display in Ackerman

Union Women's Lounge through Thursday, April 29. The viewing hours

are 10 a.m.—3 p.m. today and tomorrow, noon-6 p.m. Saturday and

Sunday, and 10 a.m.—3 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

The exhibit consists of eight panel paintings by Japanese artists Iri and

Toshi Maniki, who were eyewitnesses to the atomic destruction of

Hiroshima in 1946. Three years after the holocaust, the artists began to

depict the scenes they had experienced, and completed the first five

panels in 1951. .._,..*
The Marukis have shown their works in many countries m order to

make everyone who sees them aware of the urgency of banning the

atomic bomb so that the tragedy of Hiroshima should never be inflicted

on any other country."

By Susie HaUgo
DBSUff Writer

Project Help, sponsored by the Association (A

Black Social Workers in Los Angeles as a coalition <rf

black service workers, is urging interested black

students here to attend a two-part training seminar

to become crisis intervention agents durmg tHe

upcoming Watts Festival.

••Project Help is black people addressing tiiem-

selves to the needs of black people in a very real way.

It was initiated prior to last year's Watts Festival m
an attempt to offset conflicts between festival par-

ticit>ants and police and to provide on-tiie-spot

assistance to persons under the influence of drugs,

narcotics or alcohol. Its volunteers were m-

stiiimental in tiie significant reduction of tension,

conflict and arrests during the 1970 Festival,

Vermont McKinney, chairman of Project Help, said.

The seminar, to be held tiiis Satiirday and next,

will consist of five workshops. They are: 1.) dealing

with conflict at tiie "stiwt level," 2.) recognizing

and assisting people who are under the influence of

drugs, alcohol or other intoxicants, 3.) dealing with

Puppets . .

.

(Continued from Page 14) _^
'•The three addicts respond differentiy to the state-

run rehabiliUtion center. The rules and regulations

discourage personahzed rehabilitation," Martin

said.

Understanding

•The play makes a plea for the understanding of

tiie personality of addicts. The outsider sees him

looking for death, but tiie addict tiiinks he's looking

for life and reality."

"There is a tremendous amount of violence and

emotional desperation which are relevant, if that's

an appropriate word," he added.

Graduate student Rose Marie Balsam has made

'now' costumes for the play.

A junkie band headed by senior Dave Davison and

consisting of piano, electric guitar and African

drums appears in the third act.

Tickets for both productions are 12.50 and $1 for

students. Tickets can be purchased %t the Kerckhoff

HaU Ticket Office, KH 140, or at tiie tiieater arts

department box office.

legal problems and the rights of citizens, 4.( learning

the emergency and crisis resources available in the

community during crucial hours, 5.) organizing
the

community to help human service agencies to be

more relevant.

This year's goal of tiie group, according
to

McKinney, is to involve at least 1,000 volunteers from

the community and human service organizations

Project Help has the cooperation of many black

community groups and the Los Angeles Police and

Sheriff Departments.

Project Help volunteers act as "cooling agents"

during the Festival. They transport intoxicated

persons to their homes or to emergency medical

facilities, and intervene in arguments and fist fights

to prevent possible arrest by police officers.

The seminar will be heW from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

both Saturdays at Locke High School, 325 East liith

St., Los Angeles. Registration, which includes lunch

and refreshments, is $2, for persons who are in a

position to pay. Those who cannot afford the fee are

also welcome. For further information, call: Ver-

mont McKinney at 879-0910 or Ohvia Mitchell at 750-

0920.

(^^

Brew'n again...
(Continued from Page 15)

Cercle Francais, (French Club,) will meet at noon

today in Haines Hall 111. Any Interested French

speaking student may attend.

Students' International Meditation Society will

meet at 2 p.m. today In Ackerman Union 2412. It will

be proceeded by a discussion on ''TM and Social

Behaviors" at 1 p.m.. In Ackerman 2412.

Women's Liberation will meet at 7:X p.m. today in

Kerckhoff 400.

URA Clubs . (;

The Flying Club will meet from 4-6 p.m. today in

Ackerman Union 2408.

The Figure Skating Club will meet at 8 p.m. today

at the Santa Monica Ice Palace.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet at 7 p.m. today in

Women's Gym 200.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on

Field 7.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 3:30 5 p.m

Thurs., In Mac B 146.

The Hunting Club will meet at noon In the AAen's

Gym 122.

ATTENTIQN
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric sfiop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrits

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

1 006 Broxton 477-0880

dlcgonolly ocrossfrom Westwood Villoge

Theotre. FREE 7" Tolon z tgper/Sl sol

i

i

TAHITI* $425 for two weeks! Including airfare and hotel.

You can't do it for less (unl^s you swim)> UCLA stu**

4ents, faculty and staff may join die UCLA Alumni char-

ter, August 28 to September 10, 197L For more information

call Becky at 825-3901 or stop by the Alumni Center at

226 Kerckhoff Hall*

This weekend at the

Internationa/ Student Center. •

5:00-6:00 p.m. Happy Mour - celebrate the

beginning of a w««Ii«hI with wine and cheese

and international friends.

8:00 p.m. Folk dancing - novice and expert

is welcome. No charge.

8:00 p.m. Dance sponsored by Inarmorata

$1.50 or$2.00couple. Refreshments included

2.-0(M:00 p.m. Reception for Brazilian artist,

Mario Vasco. Open.

7.00 p.m. Jc^anese Dinner. $1.50 per per

son. Authentic tea ceremony; entertTalmnen

2:00 p.m. ISC Symphony rehearsal - op<

Tt«ey play oil kinds of music!

International Student Center

^•'*'i'4-,.r,w. '**.'.•>}iJroS^tm.'!"

1023 Hilgord Avenue. Westwood

J&f^;2L^.
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Joel Rogison to speak at ISC
Television actor-producer Joel Rogison will open

this quarter's ISC Senainar series at 8:30 p.m. today

at the International Student Center, 1023 Hilgard

Avenue.

Rogison spent eight years with Universal

television and won an Enuny nomination for his show

"Ironside." He has been a messenger clerk, story

analyst, free lance writer, director and now a

nroducer at Paramount studios.

"I've always wanted to work in entertainment. I

tried acting in high school in Boston, Massachusetts,

and in college.

"But acting was too inconsistent a vocation, so I

got into other things," he said.

it's a minor miracle that any television show is

exposed to the viewer. The obstacles are enormous,"

the 38-year-old Rogison explained.

"Dick Zanuck said that 10 out of 100 prospective

features could be made. One out of three of those

could make money. And, if you don't make money

immediately, you don'tget to go to bat again."

Concerning quality, he noted, ''Commercial
success is not a key to quality. Likewise, quality is

not a key to commercial success. Emmies don't add
anything to a cancelled show."
When asked about trends in television innovation,

Rogison said, "Major TV studios have had money
and expertise to change, but have kept the status
quo. Unions put pressure on studios to keep it that
way.

•'Cinematic techniques are essentially the same as
thirty years ago."
Talking about types of shows on television, he said,

"Television shows are cyclical. TV producers pick a
particular type, like 'relevancy shows' or 'situation

comedies' and do them to death. I think westerns will

be big next year or the year after."

Commenting on the economic condition of TV now,
he said, "Television is using longer and longer shows
and more movies. Four half-hour shows are taken by
one two-hour movie. This means there are fewer job«

available for the industry."

^

>} A,
1 i

^ II

f

{i ''i

DEALER'S CHOICE — "The AAanchunan Canataaie win scretsn at

midnight tomorrow at the Plaza Theater in Westwood. A limited number

of free passes will be available, contact the Mardl Gras office for further

information, ext. 57951.

i>«iMH(Paid Advertisement)

WOMEN'S

LIBERITION

will meet

TONIGHT

at 7:30

in KH 400

f 9

"In Pvrsvll of

Tradliioiai Japai

EDUCATIONAL TOUR
30 Days in Japan

c/o INAMOTO,
5669 Tuxedo Terrace, LA. 90068

•flE

4
4

Vf

EAT IN

TAKE OUT
Delicious Fo<y*

CHICKEr4.

HAMBURGERS

SEAFOOD
at treasonable Prices"

M645 San Vincenfe Blvd.

Brentwood - Phone 826-5010

Hrs 11:30 AM - 9 PM - 6 Days

W^nBIWVSWWVVWVWVVWWWVkirrinrirxxxrfg^

FOREIGN STUDENTS
rehirning residenh

doing huslneis oveneas

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS
BAGGAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating
Insurance Documentation
Estimates given without obligation

ANYWHERE-ANYTIME

A REGISTERED AGENO

SINCE Its*

a tradition

ot personal
service in

freight
forwarding

AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

Martin Lewin Tronscargo, Inc.

2240 N. Figueroo St.

Los Angeles. Calif. 90065

(2137225 2347

a student discussion on the value of transcendental

meditation as taught by Maharlshi Mahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental ability,

improving health, increasing enjoyment in life . . .

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

Each Thursday 1 PM
^n^wvwwv^wvvwv«y«\ftftnnn/HHV"""^~^

"^f"^

Where In the World

are you going? You'll ^
need a passport — and

a passport needs your

picture — so get ready now

by coming to the Campus
Studio. It'll be ready to go

when you ar^.

make your appointment

now for passport photos

uc
campus studio

a
room 150 kerckhoff hail. 825.2578

open monday-frlday 8:30a. m.-4:30p.m.

4UL <>?w<na
J
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

KcrckhoH Hall 112

Phon«: I2S-2231

ClasftifiMi •dvarfUin* ratM
IS words Sl.SOday. S consvcutiv*

insertions - SS.OO

Payablo in advanco

DEADLINE 10:90 a.m.

No tolophont ordors

THE Daily Bruin givos full support to tiM
Univorsity of California's policy on non-
discrimination and titortfort classifiad

. advortising s«rvic« will not bo mad«
availablo to anyone wtio, in affording
housing to students or offering iobS/

discriminates on ttie basis of race, color,
religion/ national origin or ancestry. Neittior
tlie University nor tlie ASUCLA « Daily
Bruin tias investigated any of the services
offered here.

}/Announcements
-l-x.

HELP HELP HELP HELP
students in Psych 125 desperately need

Atkinson: Intro, to Motivation.
The publisher has failed us.

Please help us out and
we will pay you (1.25 for your used copy.

Bring it to the Buy Back Window,
ASUCLA Students' Bookstore.

GROUPS now forming. Reasonal>le fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free
brochures. 4S4-M30. (1QTR)

SOCIETY for iMtfWidual Liberty mo«tinf,
April 23, 7:30 PM. 112S Barry. Topic: Pirate
Radio Ships. (A A 22)

GAY Women: Daughters of Bilitis invites all
women to meeting April 23, 7:30 pm, 1»10 S.
Vermont, Rev. Troy Perry spoaker. 737 »i5t

-eves. -7 — (AA23)

yf Campus Events

FEATHERS foam, and Dixieland hobbits!
Come to Middle Earth's pilK>w fight at Mardi
Gras. (EA23)

KOSHER SANDWICHES
Available Daily

Beginning Tues, April 20
in

Vending Machines:

1. 1st. Floor Bunche Hall
2. Oasis Room - Student Union

Sponsored by:
YAVNEH YOUNG ISRAEL

Social Events

TRIANGLE'S^ Proud mary bottle bang
Mardi Gras booth relieves study tension (

Northeast corner of field. ( SE A23)

THRILL Seekers: Scared of the dark? Who
knows what frightening things await you in

the House of Horrors? Find out at UCLA
Mardi Gras '71. (SEA 23)

YOUNG adult dance May 1-, 1971 - I p.m. -

12:30 1520 S. Robertson Blvd., LA.(SE A 30)

^Personal

STEVE - with time, we grow. Looking to our
tomorrows with smiles, dreams, and love.
d. ()A22)

PAUL Edmond Stephen has a loud ntouth. (

1

A 28)

^Entertainment.. 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. W-ekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213CA 1*049. (2QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box *44, Avalon,
90704. (2QTR)

SAIL • Like sun and sea spray? Start basic
lessons now. Bob Gramcko - 479-9044. Very
inexpensive. (2 A 22)

^thlp Wanttd. 3

DELIVERY men: Dorm food deHvery. Own
car, valid UCLA Parking Permit. I p.m. to 11

p.m.S2/hr. Chunky's, 473-M42. (3 A 20)

CHILD CARE: What are you doing this

summer? We're going to Europe! June 29

thru July 24 and would like a man and/or
woman to stay with our four children (ages
2-10), animals, housekeeper and house in

Brentwood. Call after 5:30, GR 4 1719. (3 A
22)

WOULD you like to know the secret of

Services Unlimited? 47S-9S21. (3 A 22)

VOLUPTUOUS girls needed to type at home.
Call Services Unlimited, 475 9521. (3 A 22)

GIRL to do secretarial and housework near
campus (2 hr., 4 hrs./wk. Call Mrs. Mcln-
tyre, 473 3397. (3 A 22)

PBX Operator, 12 AM AM. Male only, will
train. t2 hr, Dorothy Parsons, La Mancha,
475 5031 (3A23)

You are just the type
we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
i4S per month while helping others.
Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Can 47100519 00 AM 7:00 PM daily

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend.
FHISIO 9 2 30, 2hrs: credit or 52.50 ea New
subiccts (3 A 24)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia. Euraae. %*t Amtfic*. Africa vtr

leetiig. Wr— information Write : TWA
RM**rch Service, Bex SS91B, San Diego. Ca.
ny%. (3 A 27)

SERVICES Unlinrtited is a short walk from
campus (p.»rt-time |Obs). 475 9521 (3 A 33)

y/Help Wanted. 3 >/ For Sale 10 y Travel '^ y tutoring
|^

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment 52. 1 hr. and IS

min. Two sessions, one 30 min.. anytime 9-

10:30 a.m., 1:30-3 p.m. 4S20E Frani Hall.
Session 11, 4S min. scheduled at that time.
Students only, no psych, majors, native
English speakers please. (3 A 21)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

TONYGIRLSJNC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

TELEPHONE work - part-time Mon-^ri,
'»1.75/hr. Plush Century City office. Free
parking. Mr. Knaus, 554 1445. f(3A30)

CITY OF PASADENA
STUDENT INTERNS

IN MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION

S2.94hr..20hrs.
For academic year, Sept. '71 to June '72.

Must be Sr. or Grad. Student as of 9/70 with a
Social Science Major.

EXAM -MAY 12

APPLY BY APRIL 30, 1971
100 N.GARFIELD

PASADENA -S77 -4344

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
iA

SENIORS. Orads All ma|ors. VISTA Reps,
in Placement OHice April 24-29. Sign up
/drop by I Taking ai.plications '71-'72.( J A 27)

V l-ost and Found.. ••••••»•»••

LOST - round gold framed, perscription
glasses brown case in Royce Hall, Sun.
April 10, 393 4090. (4 A 21)

LOST: Seiko calendar wrist watch. Please
call 4S1-2074 any evening. Reward. (4 A 27)

^Miscellaneous ••«•••••

'DROP-IN' programs Wednesday, 7-10 PM.
Students SI. 25. Call The Group Center for
free brochures, 454-3030. (SQTR)

ARTIST'S Studio artisan to shar« work
studio near beachfront, good lightil|ig. 5100
mo. 021-0504 anytime. (5 A 21)

MASTERY OF MIND AND WORLD.
COMPLETE INSIGHTS AND IN-
STRUCTIONS. NEW OCCULT
MANUSCRIPT SEND $2 CASH TO:
SOLUTIONS, BOX 1197, VENICE, 90291. (S A
20)

^ For Rent..••••••••••••••••••••a

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2290;

292 5175. (7QTRJ

^ Rides Wanted,•••••••••••••••

NEED ride to Santa Barbara this Friday
noon for San Francisco Moratorium, 4/24.
399-474S, Susanf. (9 A 22)

V • wl J^IV.. .•••..............., IV

SHERWOOD stereo amplifier 32 watts p^r
channel xint. cond.-hear-S75. Tolkin, ph. 475-

S20S. (10 A 23)

MACRAME Kit. 24" wallhanging. In-

structions plus material, SS. ACCO, P O B
64454, Los Angeles, Ca. 90044. (10 A 23)

SKI IS w. bindings and poles, wooden, good.
210cm.t20. 100cm. SIS. 472-7977. (10 A 23)

SONY F-01 high impedance mike, heavy
adjustable pillar stand 34"/44", Fisher PR4
preamplifier. As new, $22. Call 4S4-S044. ( 10 A
22)

COMPONENT Stereo System AM-FM,
record cbanger still in boxes. Sacrifice, S7
Ask for Chuck, 721 0207. ( 10 A 22)

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern
summer delivery and save

2S%teS0%
BUYERS SERVICE LTD.

19S So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills. C«lif

.

Mon.-Sat. 10:00-S:00 CR3-tS24

MASTCRWORK Oarrard stereo system.
twmtaMe never tt««d; ti20. Call Taj. 47t-2tl9
—rly momitigt or evewti>t»- ( 10 A 27)

LEAVING country garage sale: furnishings,
small items, Friday noon, Saturday. 2714 W.
119, I nglewood. 754-3995. (10 A 23)

HANDMADE steel string guitar, Braiilian
wood, sells 5350, am selling, S22S. 120-2334,

between4-ii. , (10A22)

MARTIN Guitar steel string w/case. Small
box, never used. Sacrifice-392<9400. Call
between 5-0 p.m. > (10 A 24)

.1 - •

QUARTERHORSE, registered, 4 yrs., IS
hands, gelding, saddle, 5400. Thoroughbred
gelding hunter 14 1/2 hands. 377-5920 ( 10 A
24)

NIKON FTN, like new camera, black, SOmm
n.4. 105mm f2.5auto nikkor lenses 5350. 470-

1357._ (10 A 22)

VIKING 433 TpOk was S440 new, 1 yr. old.

mint cond Sac , 5340/offer 470 4144. ( 10 A 21)

POOL Table, 7-ft. mahog., xint. cond., all

accessories, 5200. 472-4150. J]5_A1V

2 OYNACO A 25 speakers, 500 ea new - now
555 ea. 473 2044 eves. (10 A^3)

FLAMENCO guitar Tamura C40/case Costs
S400, perfect cond. 1 month old sac. 5325.

470-4144 (10 A 21 >

STEREO Components, 40 watt AM-FM, BSR
changer, 2 (3 way) speakers, x-tras, new,
sacrifice, 5300, must hear, 394-7923 (10 A 22)

FISHER Stereo System. Aquarius speakers,
miracord changer, list 5440, take 5325 NeVk
in boxes 723 5435 or 203-0970. , (10 A 22)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages iSthru 33) Also;

S40. IS days
555. 21 days.

S70 1 month.
Thrift coupons tor no time limit. 540. Gives
you 1000 miles and 540 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424 5149. U30TR>

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO CO! Europe weeks, countries,

5I09S Europe 4 weeics, 4 countries, S71S.

Israel Europe II weeks. 51195 Japan: 4

weeks. 51011 EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING 4348 Overland Ave , Culver
City, (313) 839 5347 (13QTR)

ASUCLA
!

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITVI

V Servkes OHer^d. I /
^ErcHARTER flights ^v^

V Afi /t<li/-ial TK^rtar CI.mK*

JAZZ, rock, blues, piano stylings.

to advanced. Dick Horn. 392-9302.

Beginner
(II A 20)

u.—.'ttii'i r'

-IrAMPEX '7$$' tape deck, »110, Koss pro 4A
headset, 535. Eves. 454 4029. ( 10 A 24)

100 STEREO Albums, xint. cond. tl ea. 12
string 550, bass SISO, amp. S250, best offer,
470^Ur •

( 10 A 24

)

BOAT, 14' V 4 catamaran, super fast, prof
built, aluminum mast/t>oem, dacron sails
Watts 4^4-4794 (10 A 24)

V $ALE
2D'J|YSONLY

Fri.. S|^»|, April 71 74

EYCndhtngin Stock
Discoufk^ed 30N MN

Open Daihr 13 1, Sal 10 4
WEST L A MUSIC

1134S SANTA MONICA Bl.
2Blks West S O. Fry.

477 0003,479 4090

WEDDING pictures, best results at lowest
prices, for appointment to see work, call Bob
700 0339. (11 A 38)

ELECTROLYSIS unwanted facial and body
hair permanenti/ removed. Free con-
sultation, LuCia R.E. 10921 Wilshire (corner
Westwood Blvd.).477-2 1 93 Moo., Wed.. Fri.,
Sat. (nA27)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMED DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Halt, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873 5815, 781 5527 eves. 783-3509. (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (11 QTR)

7

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 039-7270, 870-

(11 QTR)9793.

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24
hr. phone, 274-9119. (11 QTR)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.
Call The Group Center for free brochures.
454-3030. (11 QTR)

DOC. Candidate to house-sit. Now - Autf. 31
or any part. Flexible terms. Good
references. 020-2432. (11 A 27)

PARTY Mate April 30 Spring Deadline
nearing? Dont miss out I Apply now for your
10 campus computer dates. Write now:
Party Mate, P.O. Box 1247, Springfield,
Virginia, 12131. (11 A 27)

WEDDING pictures, best results at lov»est
prices. For appointment to see work, call
Bob, 700-0329. (11 A 27)

.—t/iSlON Improvement: Classes and weekend
workshops. A bioenergetic approach. In-

terscience Work Shop. Call 39S-15SS or 024-
4000. (11 M 3)

GUITAR lessons: Folk, blues, fingerpicking
country. Beginning, intermediate, ad-
vanced. Call S-7 p.m. Stan, 933-903S. ( 1 1 A 24)

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350 1-4

p.m. Daily. (11 M 3)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart. 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11
QTR)

AUTO Insurance: cancelled - declined - too
high. Low monthly payments Student
Discounts Ask for Bob, 394-2225. ( 1 1 A 27)

y Iravel. ••••••••••••••• Id

ONE way jet LA - Europe from S200. One
way ship NYC-Europe from 5140. One way
itt NYC-Europe from 5130. Phone 441-

(13 A 23)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff
EUROPE ; Many departures (including one-
ways) from 5248*

TOKYO: 4week summer flight »343*
Mnclude^U.S. departure taxes

Call: Flight Chairman: (313) 839-3401
4240 Overland Ave., Dept. A., Culver City

NEED travel companion India, Orient. 7/15-
9/20.

~

Rate.
r*

KIBBUTZ ill Israel. For further informatimi
call: Days 042-2101. eves. 039-0191. (13A27)

^^ ii«»»i vwin|f«nion inai«, vrieni. //I5-
Transportation SOOO. Low living costs.
3* 1S22 ' * , (13 A 27)

EUROPE CHARTERS Several schedules
from 5250 roundtrip, 5150 oneway. Coor-
dinator: Professor Margaret Paal, 247
Roycroft, Long Beach, 90803 213 430-2179. ( 13
A 38)

A AIS FLIGHTS
?t NY. Europe best prices

tmmed Issue int. ID Card & ticketing
SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa

-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049. 2740742

EUROPE Discount flights Also Israel,
Africa. India hd". off Intra-European
charter flights Student ID cards. Contact
EASC 323 N Beveryly Dr., Bev Hills, Ca
90210 776 6293 (13 QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE L MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

( '.ts

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease awailalMe.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oaks Cahf 91403

873 3283 '7

An ollicial Charter Flight
Operation AuthornedA Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Camouses

LA..LON0Of^ LONOON.L A.

FH

2

3

4
-4

7

8
9

10

11

n
14

10

FH.

Fh.

15

Dep
6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/11

7/14

8/8

9/4

7/24

Ref

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

0/2S

10

8

9

8

10

10

9
4
7

Price

$275

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275

$275
$275

S27S
4 $275
3 S275
4 t27S

ONE -WAY LA. -LONDON
Dep.

6/24 SI 50

ONE-WAY LONDON-LA.
Ret. Prke

9/9 $150

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California (students, faaitty,
$taff. registered alumni, immed. family
living in ttie same household)

charter flights

UC a Kerchkhoff Hall 305 D
Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

825-1221

EUROPE, 5235 385, also Israel, Japan,
Summer & Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8317 Bev.
Blvd., LA, 90048. 451-3311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13QTR)

CARSinEUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O. BOX 49504
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trio
student travel discounts. SOFA inter^
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 90049.
834 5449. (13 QTR)

T TNTT SJUDENT TRAVEL •

l^rMX CHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07 broKton,'westwood

LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

June 15- --Aug 15 9 $275
June 19- --Aug 15 8 $275
June 24- --Aug 22 9 $275
June 24--Sep 5 11 $275

5* June 27-— Sep 13 .... 12 .5275

6

7

8

* LA/London/Afflsterdam
July 1 Sep 3 9
Aug
Sep

17 Sep
5 Oct

19
3

$275
$268
$258

M ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE^
y

=

2E June 14--LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/M«drid/Frank $135
4E Sep ^6 —LA/London $12 3

SE Sep l2--LA/London $123^

^ ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUftOPE

ll# June 1'4-^Ainsterdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --^London/LA $139
3W Sep 16--London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California students. faculty,
eaployees. extension and Alu«ni
Members olus 'isn^diate families.

INTLSTUDr^ ^ n CARDS
Intra-Europ^St K>ei.. ^lights

STUDENT RAIL - EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

1O07 lMxncton,wB«twood
TELE; 477-1111 or 473-4443

-IN WFSTWOftD, BPnxTON AT WEYBURN-

Cilcujg,

•ritu!

USiNiSS Matli, statistics
tritonomelry, geometry, algeWa
metlc. chemistry, physics .tr t .

"<AW)
EXPERT tutoring m mathematicrT^
level several years experience .n toiri.

"

Reasonable 391 3443 ,?.."*'
''*A}I)

STATISTICS can be fun Pr„7r
—

~

statistician, UCLA grad New numb/^c^Si
too. 433 4355 eves ,!.?"*

GRADUATE Record Eaam prtparat
LSAT.etc Individual instruction AcJJr,
Guidance Services, 820 S Robertson Vs,4390

FRENCH
lUQTR)

Italian. by Italian stude.,
graduated Pans Conversation qri,^S
eKCCllcnt results 53 /hr George 476 i)6l

TUTORING all subiects, eipenenced stall
For EOP students No charge xsjn? 77m
Campbell Han ^^'jj;

WANT to learn Spanish? Tutonng n*KieO»
Learn it from a Spanish graduate itod«nt
Call 477-3703 mornings or evenings ( K a 37)

/^yp'ng
15

TYPING editing, term papers, resume,
letters, theses. 1MB Scieclnc Eno or^d.
Nancy,473 4143; Kay, 826 7472 dSAJt)

EXPERIENCED, electric
blocks irom campus. Mrs
740«v —
RUTH theses, ter
Exp. Wkends, da

typewriter ]

C Muber 477

"$A.74)

mauscnpts
llSQ-'R)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, boohs term
papers Specialty math & technical
Accurate, rapid service. 741 5580

typing

(IS QTR;

SPEED Reetfing: students enter i n ;
graduate/professional schools Academic
Guidance Services 830 S Robertson Bwa
4574390. OTRi

PROFESSIONAL typmg, term papers.
theses, letters, etc Reasonable ratev near
campus. Call Esther 836 7691 MS QTR

i

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479

8144,477 6382 HSOTR'

Typing Service, Resumes, Term Papers
Photo Copies

FastA Efficient Service
Reasonable Rates

ANDREWS ENTERPRISES
4903 W. Pico Boulevard

Tel: 931 1739

>VATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299 3135

4033 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008 Specialiting

in theses, essays, manuscripts. 3Sc page (IS

QTR)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electric

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver law

school. Alice, 397 3304 (IS QTR'

^m V w Uff If ^^%mm • • ••• e e*«*f s^gf 9,a e ' ^

VISITING Israeli physician is looKm& 'or 3

bdrm house or apt. July 1973. Call »3S .

7421 "'*''^

NEED good temporary home lor dog Will

pay expenses. Call Ana eves 931 9891 (^A^

33)

^ Apts. — Furnished '7
_

"

2 BDRM , 3 bath, carpets, drapes, built ms

SI90 836 6160 (17 A 26)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms
^J'^^'J^l

Fireplace. Ige heated Pool. elevator, pv e

pat.o air conditioning, love y
^»"J^„° J

bidg.. maid available North of W.isn.re.

convenient to fwys.

41lKeltonAve.(oflGayley)
479 8144

017aiK»

APT. fwrnished. Walk to UCLA. Large smgie

StSS. Bedroom apts. SIIS. S14 Landfair «i

477.f99*.
(17A27)

#ar

400 BUILDING ^

1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gaylev at Veteran

478 1735

633GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Si-^«!e*/5hare<^. Heated Pool

L^t-Kv^i IS accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June
S490 London charters $190 Encounter
Overland, 1'4U t $9th St , Chicago, III.

40*37. 4 (13M7)

^ lutonng......••^ •••••••••••••• 14

S375. 3 Bdrm, Dining & Breaklastroorn,

Fireplace, Service porch, Near Coilege^*>

8631 Agent fee.
{i/«^^

TiJeAT beach in SANTA MONICA

Brand new modern 1 bdrm furn ap»s

Perfect to share for 3 people

Rents S175 235 per mon per »P^

Pool Subterranean garage Eievaio

Private patios A balconies ocean vie

Walk to beach Near Freeway

3002 Fourth St.. SM "l^^J
2045 Fourth St ,

SM '""J?
2311 Fn.Mth St , SM 392 S686

505GAYlFy
Across from Dykstra

kITrHFNFTTES SINGLES

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex
penenced Univ Prof Potrtivt results arf^
exam Easy Conversational method (trial)
473 3493. (14 0TR)

BEDROOMS
APTS. TO SHARE
Dopoaito now for »«kt»

MRS ^- ' '"'?

S50

_
/«>'«

°q,GR3-0524
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I Participating Teams

i UCLA (25-M), the defending NCAA
i champioin *..

I UC Santa Barbara (207-2), NCAA
ii third p.ait- i»«HS<.i.r

.'.»

Ball S* " ^\ NCAA fourth place

finisher from ^'*^ ide, Indiana- . .„

NCAA
Volleyball

Championships

begin tomorrow
UCLA gets a shot at NCAA title No. 2 for 1970-71 when the host

Bruins will try to defend its 1970 NCAA voUeyball title against UC
Santa Barl)ara, Springfield College (Mass.), and Ball State (Ind.)

the second NCAA volleyl)all championships, beginning at 11 a.m.

tomorrow in Pauley.

The Bruins and Gauchos are representing District 8 in the

tournament, while the Ball State Cardinals, winners of the Midwest
Intercollegiate Championships last week over Ohio State,

represent District 4. Springfield, the college at which volleyt)all

was first founded back in the 1890's, is an **at large" selection,

entering the tournament with a 27-1-1 record and the New England
championship to its credit.

'

The tournament has been set up as a round-robin on Friday, with

the round robin results being used to determine the seeding for

Saturday's semifinal games. In other words, the team with the best

record after three games Friday will play in one semifinal the team

with the worst record.

The championship game is scheduled to begin at approximately 8

Friday, April 23

11 a.m.:UC Santa Barbara vs. Bail

UCLA vs. Springfield

1 p.m.: Springfield vs. UCSB
UCLA vs. Ball State

7 p.m.: Ball State vs. Springfield

8 p.m.: UCLA vs. UCSB

'^' p.m. on Saturday. ,-

The Bruins have not faced Ball State or Springfield all year, but

Springfield College (27-1-1), Eastern Bruin coach A1 Scates expects a different Bail SUte team from the

u^.«.mS«%m iwg\m AAAccarhiicottc '' one last year that, as Scates puts it, "seemed in aWe of ajs."
Champion from Massachusetts

^^^^^ ^^ Don Shondell, the cardinals are the only undefeated

squad in the tournament. Ball State, under Shondell, has won the

Midwest Intercollegiate Volleyball championship every year since

1964 except for 1969, when it finished second.

Competition begins at 11 a.m. tomorrow when UCLA plays

Springfield. The Bruins meet Ball State at 1 p.m. and UCSB at 8

p.m.

Saturday, April 24

Semifinals at 11 a.m. and 12:30

Third place game at 7 p.m.

Championship at 8 p.m

Tickets

Arena level seat$T $3.00
I

—John Sandbrodk

Elsewhere:

Students only:

$2.00

$1.00

:<

;:!:

^
I

>: wiiaiiipiwiiaiiip " w !#.•. —John sanoDfooK ^^ ..^

l,.;.:.;..;..;.;.:.:.=.>x<«-:-y-x->:^^

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads

V Apts, - Furnis\)ed....^. 17 ^ /Apts. to Share ......19 ^ Room and Board
JAutos for Sale 29 /Auhs hr Sale 29

FURNISHED one bdrm., $155, attractive,

modern, convenient WLA location. Adults,

l5l7Federal Ave. EX 5-03*0. .(17 A 22)

MOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY NEW
AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE FOR TWO.
641 LANDFAIR. BLOCK UCLA. POOL. 479

5404. (17 A 30)

^l:7MPuTTOwiRS
BACHELORS-SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
D*poaito now lor utmmmr/iM

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

MALE share beautiful 2 be<Jrm., 2 bathrm.

apt. Santa Monica near ocean. $114. 392-»474,

4$4-24n. "
.. V ^^"^"^

MALE roommate wanted - friendly stubent

building - off patio free parking available -

$85 per month - 473-3284 . . ^;(1»A27)

FEMALE grad own rb6m BeSutllul 2

bdrm., 2 bath delux apt. tone mile UCLA. 826

^18. , --^ n?A26)

F^^AAtE Share l bdrm. $40. Pleasant, large

apt Balcohy. Walk, ^ampus. Rhonda, 825

2759 (campus), 478 7539.

Exchanged tor Help... 25

FREE private room, board. Exchange for

mother's helper Student or emP'ov^d a""'

Brentwood area 394-3353. <^^*^^^'

CHILDCARE/light housekeeping. Full-

time/ summer. Lovely Bel Air home with

pool. Salary. 4725527. !?f^l'J

Overnight child care. 9:30 p.m. - 4:30 a.m.

HoursA day oH flexible Free transportation

to and from campus. 390 3959 afternoons. ( 25

A 23)

(19 A 24)

'44 TRIUMPM TR4-A l.lfr^'. Xint

throughout, new clutch, muffler, top, etc

Must drive. $1,000 784 1457 (29 A 38)

COLLECTORS Item '$• Ford retractable

hardtop. 55,000 miles, good cond 399 7314. (29

A 28)

•45 VW BUG (NNH72J), two new tires,

brakes, clutch 30,000 miles Original owner

S795 Eves or weekend phone, 839 3174. (29 A

28)

KARMANGIA '6i convertible, good mech
cond Best ofter Call eves , 392 9997 (29 A 23)

WALK UCLA-quite secluded spacious single

fireplace, 412 Veteran Ave., 473-0201.

Available May 1.$140 mo.

WORKING GiH, 21 plu$? share 2 bdrm., 2

bath stMdio apt- (yrn,l with oceanview.

Sl05/m6. 392-1588, ' .:,.'
('9 A 23)

DIVORCEE with children looking for

roommate to help with rent anf """l^
babysitting call 3995190. fV"^

STUDENT Couple: Room A board (private

bath), exchange for babysitting/ light

housework lor working mother "^ "" °![

655 6040. (25 A 22)

/ Room for Rent

,

26

1959 OLDS New paint, tires, transmission,

brakes, good transportation Needs

generator. $140. Call eves. 828 $0|9. (29 A 27)

VW '45 sunroot, new clutch, xint tires,

needs brakes/shocks. Sacrifice $495 392 9480

'48 FIREBIRD 350 YoMow black landao top

air cond Automatic Under 5 vr warranty

52195 J4J J078 «39 A 24)

63 VW Sunroof and 44 VW vi/ith newl/

rebuilt engine Best otters Call 440 1325 (29

A 24)

47 ALF A Dui'tto hardtop disc brakes 14 000

miles orig owner Imac cond $2I»5 or best

Ollpr 489 2444 or 842 8744 (29 A 23)

48 VW Bug tart jiuto sunroof Good mech

cond.snOO WPS875 Eves 454 Hi) ( 2« A

22)

42 FALCON good Cond 5300/best oMer

Available May 20/earl...r Home J'0 4579

otticr 825 J73$; ^ ^
(29 AiJ>

qfOOd cond $800 or

(29 A 2)1

between 5-8 pm (79 A 24)

(17A24)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144

OWN Room. Need 2 'oomm^je^ ropangs

Apt. Furnished, very large^
;«« dss

Taundry, backyarJ, ^tr^am. $83 /^o /«
2544.

$70 QUIET girl Bel Air panoranyic view.

Private entrance Share bath ^ooL Break

last privileges 783 0148. mf^lB)

TRUCK '45 Chevrolet panel 1/2 ton New
tires, shocks, battery etc Runs great $595,

472-1847. (29 A 24)

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

VILLAGE, furnished largo 2/b«droom
studio apartment, patio availablt. May 15.

10801 1/2 LiMMrook cornar Malcolm. 474-

7903. (17 A 27)

/Apts^-^Unfurnished 18

WALIBU, 2 bdrm. mobile home, ocean view.
privacy, above Zuma beach, adults, $200.

Eves, 4741197. (18 A 28)

2 BDRM. apt unfurn. 1 3/4 baths. Near fwy
Call eves. 870-8054. (18 A 28)

VENICE unlurn. apt. Three bdrm., 2 bath.
5tove, refrig. Suitable four students. $240.
One block beach. Call 392-9341 eves, or 479-
B902

^ ,(18 A 23)
j* j.- -i-.

BEAUTIFUL, spacious 1 bdrmVBrentwood.
Available immed. $145/mo. 820-4P49 between
34 (18A23)

y House for Sale 2/

ARTIST, designer, psychologist, wlsTj to

charp beautiful 14 room French coumry

house, grounds w/man late W's/W's. $1 ea^

Why waste awav in apt. when ydu "n share

good times in style? 87^-4989_^__^J21^

/House to Share ,.,,•*•»*»»' 4^

pVRN'wenrownTo^m^^^^^^
^e-

$100, call after 5.00, "yiB^j^^^^^^

preferred. —
TOLER'A'N'^rn'ert, cool fema'e to share 3

bdrm. house in Venice. $72 plus utn.
JJ^ ^ ^^^

4730130.

rrr^^TAHlAN friend, share large unique

US"/In^$8?/mo including utilities no

lease, Michae^,2'^^«i°_ ^JlZl-

nior^Tre for prof. daughter 2 1/25 hr
GIRL, car« »»• »""'

. yy,(i, fn campus,
s/day. Salary plus rm/bd. Walk to "^^^^
825-2476.

ROOM 4 Bath Priv. home. Male grad

walking distance. Reasonable. '507 Oien

don. 474-7494 before 8 p.m. (24aj/i

priVAT'E entrance, delightful Porch. air

e«nd Grand piano 10591 Cushdon UP

-68 VW BUG, clean, new tires, good cond

Must sell immediately si.07s 479 0287 alter

J
{ 29 A 26)

0040 $70 mon. No hippies. (24 A 24)

T-

S60 00 ROOM, Sunset Stripy Mlllside, car

necess Male Large closets, w.w. «•/?•«
References. 876 5476. I'*

^ -'

_ , _ --
*

•

QUIET, coiVifortabie room, convenient, for

responsible student. 393 9109. L".^
"'

V Room to Share...:. 27

'67 SUNBEA^f^ Alpmo
best Offer 451 0891

" CURbPEATTBEUVERY
VOLVO — MG

Save on car rental with our Buy here take

delivery m Europe Plan Direct shipmeni

also arranged Financing available

191 0445. 870 6928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
U201 Washinqton Blvd.

Sales and Service
Rollins Imports

151 Washington Place
:ulver City 836 2590

'62 VW BUS Leaving immvdiately lor

Alrica Must sell Engine rebuilt .n 70. new

transmission, brakes, tires and battery Low

msorance Good mileage Call •';'" ^
o'

Stevi, 825 1720 Mahv otter (2TAi»)

48 MOB/GT yellow, mechanically "int-

whi-.'U new tires J5.000 miles $1750,
( 29 A 21

)

wirf'

138 4948 ort39 8773

MALE, large furn room, private bath,

across Irom law school, $55 per '"^"th 474^

0598 Parking ''' ^ °'

/For Sub lease _^__
BRENTWOOD apt. for »"'"'"«'''

'^Jf/'"-',,'
bath Fireplace gorgeous ^'•«*«'^

, '"l'*

Parking 820 1481 ' * "'

'41 VW, sunroof, auto , radio/heater, good

condition Must sell this week Make offer,

472 4950 (29 A 22)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile

_ Warranty

^VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

70 DATSUN 2 dr \edan auto A R''M «lnt

cond Must sell 824 2152 (29 A 24)

A-1

/Room and Board 24 /Aulos for Sale 29

I

i'

/ ^pts. to Share 19

LARGE 2 bdrm. WLA apt. with 2 males, $75

moreor less, utilities included. 477-1314.(19 A
23) ^

FEMALE roomhnate, $33/mo., one bdrm.,
short ride to campus. Call Suiie: 477 5268,

work; 475 2532. (19 A 22)

NEED a fourth girl to share luxurious
Brentwood apt. 2 bdrm., 2 baths, dish-
washer Close to busses, shops $80 mo. 824-

»«'B (19 A 24)

WANTED girl frad/20's to shareTwobed
vili,»qe apt Own room. Walk campus. „,,
^^irepiace. parking, D«#na^ 47 $.42H. (19 A 23 ) 474.4012

]
GiRLS/share 2 bdrms on Gayley w/2 girl*

(summer
) , ss«/mo. Kathie/Man, 474-

&7n (19A2I)

GIRL student or grad to share apt and
'^(•tls free with guys. 399-4110. (19 A 28)

r,vK«;TRA Hall dorm contract Jmen's)

.".^^^jr.fe occ„p.nc, Res,<..jce now

means priority next fall Call 4>4 j^uj

TA MANCHA
HAS THREE BEDROOM SUITES

WITH MORE SPACE
TO BREATHE
TO MOVE
TO LIVE

COME BY AND SEE OUR SPACE.

930 HILGARD AVE.
*"•'"'

(24 A 21)

WOME N
.
Apply "-

' :^„^*,rTom;iik*e'
Convenient, inexpensive, ^^^^23)

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for He/p^25^

i^EMALE share Irg. furn Santa Monica apt.

Complete privacy Near beach. $77 50 Sue,
M7 34 19/4514370. (19 A 28)

^'RL share 2 bdr. beach apt. Own rm.
?.*/••• '' 9»^ M7.S0. 2$ Thornton, Venice.
•17j4»o (19 A 27)

part time care of 2 school cni.u....^yj^^-;

eves.

BACH"a";7rt';rs
«»*«*-J •'raH Vrer':";

^^

exchange for baby sitting Call *"*,j5 jj,,,

654 2442

AUSTIN Mealey''43, 3000 MKII, truly a fine

machine AM FM S950 ^^^ *^0" U^ A 28)

r2"BUiCK'LeSabre, $200 After 5
P^'J^-^^JJ^

4074

•44 2CV TRUCKETTE big engine, belt Offer

2ZN843. 348 ()*4 3 (29 A 28)

69 FIAT 85o'conv. Xint. cond ^'OOO
^•^J*

over payments No down payment with good

c?ed.f Leaving Country Day, 73-^1
J^

eves ,454 14*0 e«t 104. ^ ____

MUST Sacrifice '47 MOB roadster, wire

wheels, AM FM, good cond. $1075 Ifi

5485

OLDS '7^ Ranv"^ 3J0 W.31 engine, low

mileage inWT.TOmrr Sebrmg yellow 71^

8853. ' _,

•70 DUNE Buggey. 6I Lobo body '$9 VW
engine Plenty of chrome '»"'"«"'•:• "^j

6355 _^ ' --

^^ J. . ..ic «.tra>. Wolfgang Vfth.

835 4078, 479-7$7L____ il! •JIL'

,., VW camper, AM FM, Michtlin "X'. 1400

cV rn*d e«Saust 52000 softer J" ^

5JV2V,
5929 i-

5200 '43 CORVAIR Monia, automatic, new

reupholst Good cond 477 7531 e«t
"J

«lay.

34 1243 e v es Kuo
,

'^^^^•»_'

65 DODGE Dart conv Low mileage, ex

cellent con'd ^e50/«est offer 472 *'»* »"•••
^^

weekends ''•'
'

65 BARRACUDA 31 000 m. m.nt condition,

radio automatic new t.res, must *••»•"

396 7923
*"*"'

6t FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great cond.

17 000 miles. landau top PO'*'V

steering brakes 476 2045 after 6 (29*88)

62 COMET, new tires, batteries 6ood trans

Fully equipped Reasonable, OR 5 2144 (29

A 24) ..

•67 MUSTANG Fastback, v-8, *t»'»o.'taP*'

new t.res, racng shocks, sports <»«c»«,
*'"J

4541410 (29 A 23)

Perttct cond Air cond
good

)

VanVfro^'or.Ioler steering, fastback goo<

price 289 1178 '^ * ^

WOODY WAGON Ford Squ.re '45 Someone

that will treat car with »«'"<•"•*»,,

Reasonable price 272 4743 (29 A 27)

48 MGB 28,000 miles, wire wheels. R/M,

new t.res A 1 condition ong owner Sl89$

1385119 (29A27)

J Cycles, Scoofers

For Sale ^^

68 YAMAHA 305, 2800 mi. lOOHS runs

ptrTfrr, $375t»rbe»^»f*er 274.4A1X J|„

49 KAWASAKI MACM III must vtrll Xint

cond V!rs. reasonable of.er »" o;»*- **

OcanParh SM ( JO A 28)

47 SUZUKI 250 cc Hustler xint cond. loved

aodcaredfor 5350 or best offer 477 J442 t JO

A 28) '. •

.

70 HONDA 50 IJOO/mi Trade fO' '0 tP«»J

plus $100 or $140 cash 4774011ext 320 (MA
27)

44 YAMAHA M/C 99 cc qood C0"5.' *???

mi $99w/heimet Contact 8J8 J$44 (30 A 24)

HONoi' 70 ioOcc 1700 m. good cond $300

Call 125 1877 or 477 4859 Ash for Oom ( JO A

2Jt

47 YAMAHA YL» »00<t. «lnt "«*• '""V
sell $225 or best offer Call «V-«9'« tves

alter 5
, .

^w-"'

70 T5 90 SuriKt Erc cond , fsw mileage

Need bigger b.ke SJOO ^•" ^•"'-
"?,. . „.

9404 (W»iiJ

63 IMPALA. "327 ", Clean, mech iiint .

tap^deck. $3$0/offer Ph "»«•'%,•
P yp 127 AIU

_
-^ ~

45 MUSTANG V 8 conv shift, 4 speed Good

condition $750 Going abroad Ives 47$ $132

\.
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Bill Bowerman and Oregon-| Pac-8 opponents at Ojai

an unknown track dynastyj
UCLA's tennis team, undefeated in dual matches this year, comoetps

this weekend in the 72nd Ojai Valley Tournament. Although the Brui^
take a break from conference competition, they'll be meeting

several
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**0n the basis of this year's

marks," Oregon track coach

Bill Bowerman says

realistically, "we don't have the

sprinters or fieW event men to

beat you (UCLA)." Then, in the

understatement of the year he

adds, "We'll have some good

runners in the other races

though." He chuckles slightly

after mentioning it.

Because of Bowerman, it is

said that track, with the em-

phasis on distance running, gets

the same respect in Eugene,

Oregon that football gets in

South Bend, Indiana. In 22 years

as the Duck coach Bowerman
has won four national titles ( '62,

64-5, 70) and finished in the top

ten in 13 of the last 18 NCAA
championships. He has had 19

Olympic team competitors and

44 Ail-Americans;

/

will be held on it and next year's

NCAA is also scheduled for

Eugene.

Man of strong principles

Despite his achievements at

Oregon, the 60 year-old

Bowerman i5.iiot well loved by

the more fanatical Duck fans.

Like UCLA's John Wooden, he

is a man of strong principles. He

never goes out of his way to

recruit athletes. "Oh, 1

recruit," he mentioned in a

Spoiis Illustrated issue, "but I

don't go out and make love to

some kid. We are offering him a

chance for a good college

w
y

i
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Yet until three years ago,

Bowerman never had given a

full four-year track scholarship.

He also has had^^2 sub-four

minute milers run for him and

in expectation of more the

Eugene area has become rabid

over track and field. Oregon

meets are covered by both radio

KUGN (590) and KEZI—TV
(Channel 9) in Eugene.

Last year on June 15, just a

week before

S125.000 track dedicated

Last year on June 15, just a

week before the Ducks were to

tie Kansas and BYU for the

NCAA outdoor title, 9,000 fans

watched Oregon dedicate their

new $125,000 track in an annual

Varsity-alumni meet. The entire

throng roared in ovation

throughout the final lap of the

mile race that day and the

seven competitors responded in

traditional Oregon fashion. The
results were Roscoe Divine

(3:56.4), Steve Prefontaine

(3:57.4), Dave Wilbom (3:58.2),

Norm Trerise (3:59.1), Steve

Savage (3:59.2), Bob Rhen
(4:01.6), and Tom Murrow
(4:01.8).

The new track was donated by
Oregon supporters who wanted
the best money could buy. It's a

smooth, non-skid surface that

Bowerman says is a must for

wet weather. Munich, Germany
will have one similar for next

year's .Olympics. Meanwhile,
this year's national AAU meet

Oregon distance
star

Steve Prefontaine
education and if I'm talking to a
kid who has a chance for a
better education someplace
else, I tell him to go."

He has lost many athletes who
probably would have crawled to

Eugene if he had only asked
them. "Everybody knows about
the University of Oregon," he
says, **if some kid wants to

come here all he has to do is

write a letter. If he doesn't want
to write he can't be very in-

terested. We further confuse

him if we contact him."
Steve Prefontaine, the Oregon

sophomore who is considered to

be potentially the greatest long

distance runner in track history

by many experts, recalls being
hurt by Bowerman's attitude.

He wanted to go to Oregon
partially because his Coos Bay
High School coach Walt Mc-

Clure was an Oregon alumnus.

Over 40 colleges actively

recruited him, but not

Bowerman.
Letter once a month

^ *q'd get a letter from

Bowerman once a month," says

Prefontaine, "while schools like

Villanova were writing me
every day. The first time I met

him I felt like I was talking to

God. With him (Bowerman)

school comes first That's the

first thing you learn here and

you'd better learn it. Heck, if he

thought it was right he'd leave

the whole team home for the

nationals. He's a man of

principle and for that reason, if

he says I can do something, I

beheve it."

Among other things

Bowerman says he wants aU of

his athletes in the upper one-

third of their class. He also

wants them to develop a good

personality which he thinks is

fitting for an athlete. Because

he grew to loathe an army
sergeant who insisted everyone

address him as "sir,"

Bowerman encourages
members of the team to call

him Bill. Bowerman himself

was a major in the army and

people like to say that's where

he acquired the gutty, confident

desire to win which he instills in

his runners. The story goes that

he was in the Tenth Mountain

Division during World War II

that fought and skied across

Italy without a setback.

Cost Ducks dearly

Bowerman admitted that he

Avas the one who suggested to

Pac-8 coaches that the

steeplechase and three-mile

events be alternated with the

two-mile in meets this year.

Ironically, because of the

schedule the change will cost

the Ducks dearly Saturday
against the Bruins as the two

long races will not be run. **I

made the motion," he says,

"because the steeplechase is

the toughest track event and it

was killing kids to run it every

week."
So even though UCLA may

hand Oregon its first dual meet
loss of the year on Saturday, the

Duck runners will undoubtedly

serve notice that the nationals

could be a different story.

—Clark Conard
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UCLA, defending Thacher Cup champion (awarded to the

tercollegiate titlist), enters the same team that destroyed Stanford and
Cal last weekend. These two schools, in addition to USC, will d

%
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Pacific-8 opponents head-on in the intercollegiate division of the tournev

the in

^ord am

the Bruins in the university division matches. ^*

Jeff Borowiak, Haroon Rahim, Jim Connors, Elio Alvarez, Jeff Austin

and Tito Vasquez are the Bruins' singles representatives. In the doubles

Borowiak-Rahim, Connors-Austin, and Vasquez-Alvarez will play.

The USC hneup is still in doubt, depending on the availability of Mar
cello Lara, the Trojans' No. 1 singles and Mexican Davis Cup star. Lara

received a thumb injury in his match agauist Borowiak two weeks ago

He missed last weekend's play against Stanford and Cal and his absence

severely hurt the Trojans, who escaped with a narrow win over the Bears

before Stanford routed them Saturday.

Stanford's main hope for an upset lies in Roscoe Tanner Tanner

finished second to Rahim a year ago in the Ojai singles championship,

losing in three sets.

Each of the four Pac-8 schools sends six singles and three doubles

entries to the tourney. Although the seedings have not been determined as

yet, it's likely Borowiak will be seeded first in singles. He has not lost a

singles match in dual play this year, and has beaten Tanner twice and

Lara once. The top men on the ladder will probably be: Borowiak,

Tanner, Rahim, Lara (if he can play), Connors, Bob AUoo (Cal) and Tom
Leonard (USC).

In doubles, the top seeds should be UCLA's Borowiak-Rahim and

Connors-Austin along with Stanford's Tanner-Alex Mayer. ^
The Kreiss brothers, Mike and Bob, and Steve and Ron CornelTwill also

compete for UCLA in the open men's division. The Kreiss brothers have

sufficiently recovered from the tonsilitis that plagued themirLrecent

weeks.

UCLA swept the tourney last year as Austin won the men's singles and

then teamed with Doug Smith to capture the doubles.

—John Reich

Golfers in A rizona meet
Jim Porter, elevated to the No. 1 position by coach Vic Kelley, heads a

list of six UCLA golfers competing in the Sun Devil Classic tomorrow aiid

Saturday in Scottsdale, Ar&<kia.

Playing with Porter are Don Truett, BiU Eaton, Rene Grivel, Steve

Brown and Jim Guggia. Brown and Guggia earned the final two spots in a

playoff with Pete Laszlo and Mike Bellmar. Although BeUmar tied

Guggia for sixth place, he is unable to make the trip due to an

examination.

Ten teams are entered in the Sun Devil and most are from either the

Southern California area or the Western Athletic Conference. Irtcluded

among the participants are Arizona, Arizona State, Utah, New Mexico,

New Mexico State, Cal State Los Angeles and UCLA.
The Bruins lost to Cal State Long Beach Monday, 34-20. Eaton and

Truett, who was dropped to the No. 5 spot in this match, shot evenpar 71s

while Porter followed with a 75. Grivel had an 80, Jerry DiTullio took an

83, and Laszlo finished at 85.

—Doug Kelly
.; ."vs-
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Tuesday's Water Polo Results \^ ^
Edinburgh'def. MMdle Earth (lO-O); Lamtxla Chi Alpha def. by Sigma Nu (19 3); Pauley del By

Cork (10).

Tuesday's Softball Results ^. ,.

Alpha Gamma Omega def. by Sigma Nu (14 0). Eros def. by Cork (forfeit); Chaos def Pacific
y

8), Jefferson def. Brigand (23 7); Torridondef. by Bacchus (19-7); Rhum def Republic (fO''J«'''

Ralph def. Slawski's Midnite Squad (5 4); AFROTC def. by Crimson Clutz (forfeit), LLB aci

Scooters (15 3) ; Ucia Band def. by Galley's Heroes (9 6) ; Orion 1 1 def. by Thunder Thuds (8 1)

Today's Water Polo Schedule
MAC4the5thvs. Med School (5:30), Sparta vs Middle Earth (6:00).

Today's Softball Schedule __i_i l^^
3:00:
Zeta Beta Tau vs. Theta Delta Chi (Fd. 1); NROTC vs. Harmless Error (Fd. 2); F

*Jj^
Pigbiood(Fd. 5); The Men Upstairs vs. Nookle II (Fd. WrSewltfgs vs. UCLAW (Fd, 7), ReiecT^

vs. NY Yankees (F«. 8). ,, .„,.
4:00: London vs. Sparta (Fd. 1); Fubar vs. Chimborazo (Fd. 2); Titan vs. Republic (Fd SK^ahur

vs. Zoology (Fd. 6); Excedrin vs. Wish- Bone (Fd. 7); Business School A vs. Outsiders (Fd 8).

(Paid Advert isennent))
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TICKET INFO
A weekly rundown on the$tatus

of $1 tickets, on sole to UCLA
students only in the Kerkchoff

Hall Ticket Office.

$1 TICKETS

ON SALE NOW

10522 Dalms. culver clfv

call 474 1533 (or info.

LE TRETEAU DE PARIS"
in o French Language Production of

Marguerite Duras'

L'Amante Anglaise
^ stork, obsessive dromo obouf Ihe troubled mind and heort at a woman
ho has committed d" gruesome murder

with

MADELEINE RENAUD, CLAUDE DAUPHIN, AAICHAEL LONSDALE

THURSDAY APRIL 29 - ROYCE HALL - 8:00 PM
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Under the Direction of l-IENRI TEMIANKA featuring the West Coast Premieres of

AAKCJN •CCJPLAND S 8 Songs bosed on poems o< Emily Dickinson w.lh the composer conducting
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Schiller vetoes CHCPP aid

DB photo—Veijo UsU

GET READY—UCLA's 30th annual Mardi Gras opens tonight with these

and dozens of booths, rides and games in full swing. Hours tonight are

from 6 p.m. to 12 p.m. and from noon to 12 p.m. tomorrow. Admission is

$1.50 each night, $1.00 in the afternoon, or $1.50 in the ticket office for all

three. All proceeds go to Unicamp.

BOC statement issued

on food price increases
By the DB Staff

Board of Control's (BOC) response to the Daily Bruin's allegations that

ASUCLA is charging ''unfair" prices for staple items such as coffee, tea

and milk were submitted yesterday under the title ''What do you Think

Should be Done about ASUCLA Food Prices."

The statement, jointly submitted by BOC and Donald Findley, ASUCLA

executive director, said the decision to raise food prices "was made

reluctantly and after much deliberaUon and in view of public reacUon it is

not clear to us that the right decision was made."

According to BOC, after 10 months of operation this fiscal year,

ASUCLA Food Services has lost $48,000, with a projected year-end loss of

$60,000.
"'"

.^

BOC does not feel this is a case of "mismanagement" and sdid labor

rate and fringe benefit increases were voted" last year for the "best of

humanitarian reasons and in response to student concern."

::W::::::::::::r:?:r:r:!$SS-:%^^

For fuM text of BOC statement, see page 2

The BOC statement, which appears in full on page 2, said ASUCLA

could decrease the cost of coffee to 10 cents a cup with a five cent refill,

charge the same for tea and return milk to 15 cents if: ASUCLA raises

prices on a majority of other items now priced over 35 cents by f»ve cents

and continues to "aggressively" study all other efficiency possibiliUes,

including labor utilization and hours of operation.

BOC met last Tuesday in executive session to discuss the controversy

concerning the increase in food prices. The press is excluded from

executive session, however Peter Bouvier, BOC chairman and Graduate

Student Association (GSA) president, told the DB what had occured

during the meeting. j u m
At an other BOC meeting yesterday, a moUpn to consider the possiD e

censure-an expression of supreme displeasure but without removel

from office-of Bouvier was tabled pending an "investigation. Bouvier

said the iniUal motion against him was presented by the four student

representatives to BOC. , ,.^ , .^
Bouvier said he originally acted out of "emotion" and did not consiaer

legal aspects. He was more concerned with BOC's action of calling an

executive session when only general policy matters were bemg

discussed-executive sessions can only be called to discuss speciiic

personnel matters. . .

Bouvier was charged with being "irresponsible" as BOC chairmarr

However, he said as chairman it was his own "moral judgement not to

remain silent. ^

,

^ .^^
The BOC statement conclud^, "ASUCLA wants very much to serve the

UCLA campus community—especially the students."

Since the Baily Bruin's coffee campaign began last M^^^y
.^YfJ,;l^T

free cups of coffee have been servedrThe DB office, Kerckhoff Hall 110,

will continue to serve free coffee today.

By Ken Peterson

DB SUff Writer

A move by the Student Legislative Council (SLC)

to give $250 to the Child Health Care Pre-payment

Plan (CHCPP), a program for giving comprehensive

medical care to the children of students here, was

stalled when Keith Schiller, undergraduate student

body president, announced his intention to veto

approval of the funds.

In a statement distributed at Wednesday's SLC
meeting, Schiller explained his position was not

based on opposition to the program itself, but

because the Medical Center administration "has

historically overcharged the Student Health Center,"

because the Medical Center could support the

program financially itself and because he questioned

the relative priorities of CHCPP as opposed to the

Studeht Lobbyist Program.

"As far as I'm concerned? SLC did support the

plan. The veto of the actual monetary allocation

doesn't lessen support for the project," according to

Steve Halpem, general representative, who in-

troduced the motion. He plans to bring CHCPP
before the University Policies Commission (UPC)

Registration Fee Committee, which he chairs, in

order to seek further financial support.

"I believe Schiller acted out of ignorance in op-

posing the plan," according to Linda McKown,

coordinator of the CHCPP.
Program

The program is "in no way part of or identified

with the student health services," since it is part of

the Department of Pediatrics here, she said.

The CHCPP, in operation for 10 months, offers

preventive and curative medical care to the children

of students here. The plan now is seeking a National

Institute of Health grant of $25,000 per year for two

years, as well as seeking support from the reg fee

committee. An additional $5,000 from the UCLA
Hospital Auxiliary may become available if the other

funds are forthcoming.

"The $250 is a small part of the funding for the CH-

CPP, but it is necessary in order to get other funding.

Seven hundred and fifty dollars in student support

money (the Graduate Students' Association (GSA)

had already approved $500 for the plan) should be

enough to generate the rest of the money. The

legislative lobbyist program can survive without this

money, but the child care plan can't," Halpem said

in support of the motion. It passed SLC by a vote of 4-

2-4, after which Schiller announced his intention to

veto the measure the following morning.

Prices

SLC also passed a motion urging Board of Control

(BOC) to reduce prices of coffee, tea and milk,

"while at the same time seeing alternative and

responsible ways to try and improve the fiscal

condition of ASUCLA."
The resolution, sponsored by Rhonda Abrams,

student educational policies commissioner, and Matt

Mazer, student facilities commissioner, was ap-

proved by a vote of 5-4-1.

"SLC has been wishy-washy about this issue. I feel

this resolution recognizes that ASUCLA is in

financial trouble but that raising coffee prices is not

the way to solve the problems," Maier said after the

meeting.
Resolution

"I think this is a kind of *please-everybody'

resolution. The council has come out against higher

coffee prices, but if people are fired or if other prices

go up are they going to take positions on that too?"

asked LaMar Lyons, community services com-

missioner, following the voting.

"By this resolution we're saying we would like to

see prices go down and also that we recognize and

understand other methods are needed to create a

sound fiscal picture for ASUCLA," Abrams said.

Schiller noted the ASUCLA sales volume hasn't

dropped since the boycott of coffee was instigated,

adding that BOC will explain its position on the in-

crease.

"If necessary we'll purchase space in the Bruin in

order to guarantee the integrity of our statement,"

Schiller said.

Appropriate

"I don't think it is appropriate for either SLC or

GSA to put siwj*^ pressure on a matter of such

business nature. We may find it impossible to run a

business enterprise. If you feel the opposition to the

price increase represents strong student interests

and you must express yourselves, then do it," Don

Findley, ASUCLA executive director, said during

debate of the resolution.

SLC also voted to extend the filing deadline for

student body offices until Monday at 3 p m ,
instead

of the previously announced deadline of this af-

ternoon.

"Daily Bruin coverage of the election has been the

worst it could be," Schiller said. He had originaUy

asked council to move the election dates back one

week, but this was not done because of the problems

that would arise from such a change in dates.

SLC also approved having a question added to the

spring referendum asking if the student body wants

to have an International Affairs Commissioner on

SLC. The commissioner would coordinate all ac-

tivities of an international nature on campus.

Tucson 5 refuse to testify

—I u
SUNDAY AAAY 2 - ROYCE HALL - 8:00 P. M.

Filing date for SLC offices extended

^ The deadline for petitions of declaration for ^n**;^^^^*'*""^*

student body offices has been extended until 3 P '"•^'^^f
^
J"

mandatory meethig for candidates wUI stiU be held at 4 p.m^

Monday, m addition, candidates must submit their P»»tf^'"«
^J

Publicatkm in ihe Daily Bruin to thr -" -"— »^-rkhoff H« II 110

»'> now, Tuesday. Presidential caiuHdatr- r.svr :t -^ ---
'Zta^

other offices. 3M words. Absolutely NO petitions will be accepiea

past tiM noon deadline.

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Another episode in the con-

tinuing story of the Venice

residents composing the "Tucson

5" was added Wednesday with Teri

Volpin's refusal to testify before a

federal grand jury.

Volpin's refusal resulted in her

third contempt of court charge

since the grand jury's in-

vestigation began in September.

She and the other four witnesses

were released from jail last month

when the previous jury's term

expired. The new grand jury was

convened earlier this month.

She and the rest of the "Tucson

5j" ^ Pamela Donaldson (a former

student, here)', Karen Duncan,

David Scheffler and Lee Weinberg

(a counselor with the Counseling

Center here) — were charged with

contempt for refusing to testify last

October and November.

Reason

Volpin's reasons for not

testifying are the same as those of

the other witr i

violation of consuuitionai ngnts-

( the First, Fourth, Sixth and Ninth

Amendments) and the questions

allegedly being Immateftat and

irrelevant.

A major point of the refusal is

that while the grand jury is

charged to investigate alleged

dynamite purchases in Arizona by

the Weathermen, questions have

often dealt with persons and

politicks in West Los Angeles.

Volpin was active in Venice

community movements and the GI

anti war and rights movements.

Immunity
Federal judge James Walsh

granted a petition from the

government for immunity from

prosecution for Volpin, after her

refusal Immunity guarantees that

a witness can deliver testimony

without having tt used against him

in that court at that time. She then

again refused to testify and was

charged with contempt.

Both Weinberg and Volpin are

now serving sentences that can last

up to 18 months, the duration of the

grand jury, if they continue to

refuse to testify. Volpin is in the

Pima County jail, where all the

other sentences have been served,

while Weinberg is in Coconino

Prison in Flagstaff, Ariz.,

presumably awaiting transfer to a

federal penitentiary.

Transfers are decided by the

federal bureau of prisons.

Donaldson, Duncan and

Scheffler have been resubpoenaed

to appear before the jury May 4.

Deadline for GSA petitions extended

Nominations for (iraduate Student AssoclatlM <G8A) offkes will

be extended until 3 p.m. Friday. April 30 in Kerckhoff Hall 301

.

PKer Bouvier, GSA president, announced today foUowing hli

formal withdrawal from the presidential race. He added the

signaturm of six GSA Senators on the nominating peiltkw wiU be

equal to the fifty signatures new required.

Nommatlons for tbe f*'

vice presideni for academic aM-i

student welfare.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT
ASUCLA FOOD PRICES?
ASUCLA Board of Control

and Donald E. Findley. Executive Director

Last week ASUCLA food prices on some items were raised This

decision was made reluctantly and after much deliberation. In view of

public reaction to date, it is not clear to us that the right decision was
made. In orer for the campus community to advise us, you need to know
the facts behind the decision and the alternatives considered.

ASUCLA operates a number of campus services for the sole purpose of

serving the campus conununity—the majority of which is students. In

total, these services must be self-supporting—that is, the whole operation

must break even. The Association cannot sustain continuing losses or it

faces eventual bankruptcy. It has been our aim to make each major

ASUCLA service area self-supporting. This is necessary since ASUCLA
has no one major profit-producing service as was the case earlier in its

history. This is regrettable, but true. Subsidizing one service with another

simply isn't possible today.

Food service is no exception to this policy. The Associated Students

cafinot sustain major losses in this service and expect to remairt in

business for long. The majority of the campus, we are confident, un-

derstands this basic fact Still, that same majority understandably wants

good food at reasonable prices and finds the current situation puzzling—if

not unacceptable. We also find it distressing.

After 10 months of operation this fiscal year ASUCLA Food Services

has lost $48,000 and best projections indicate a year-end loss of about

$60,000. More specifically, here's a simplified income statement com-

paring the first 10 months of this year vs. last.

Sales

Expenses
Food Costs

Salaries & Wages k Fringe

Other Expenses

1971 1970

$1,068,000 $l.it32.000 (down 5.6%)
- 416,000 - 448,000

487,000^^:^^453,000 (5%co6tof

living wage

213,000 197.000 raise)

Result -$ 48,000 Loss 4$ 34,000 Profit

3.

4.

1. Food prices and other costs have gone up—a well-known fact.

2. Our minimum labor rate has increased to an equivalent of $2.23 for

full-time employees, and $2.03 for part-time employees. Full-timers

receive a benefit package of an additional 20%. (Minimum wages for

a comparable outside commercial operations are $1.50 to $1.75 ^ith

few benefits.)
\

California State Board of Equalization, in March unexpectedly in^

creased our sales tax assessment by about $11,600 for this fiscal year.

Against this cwnposite of high costs, total pies have declined 5.6%
|

over a year ago, reflecting the current depression and reduced

student enrollment: Had volume been the same, we would be at oftly

^about a $17,000 loss this year, despite rising costs.

We do not feel that this is a case of mismanagement. Labor rate and

fringe benefit increases were voted by the Board of Control last year for

the best of humanitarian reasons and in response to student concern. The

tax increase could not have been foreseen and we are fighting it. Food

costs have been held to a constant percentage of sales.

(Continued on Page 5)

UCLA
Ann L. Haskins, Editor-in-Chief
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We give students a break, v^ith special reduced

rates in Hilton Hotels fronn Boston to Honolulu.

(Faculty and graduate school students get a dis-

count too.)

Let us send you a pamphlet listing the Hilton

Hotels and Inns that offer special student rates. Also

a Hilton Student Identification Card to use when-

ever you register.

Mail this coupon to Hilton Hotels Corporation.

Travel Department, National Sales Division, 9880

Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills, California 90210.

We want to make it easy for you to corVte visit

the Hlltons.X
Name.

Address.

City . .Sta^. -Zip-

Pnllpqp t\ Class of 1Q
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ASSOCIAtED STUIJENTS

imlVEHSITY or
'^"^'^''Ifli'^.t LOS ANf

STATEMEMT OF INCOME (lOSS)

POfl THE YEAB EHCED MAY 31, 19?0 AMD THE
KI,EVEI MONTHS EMDED MAY 31. 1969. AND COMPAhlSOll

1970 1969
INCREASE
(DECREASE)

..V

ASUCLA

Finances

.

«j^ SATS?*?'- students' store and food

ser
-••••

COST OF jSALES

JBOSS MABGIN

OPERATING EX?EN3£

•pEHATING INCOME - Students' store

6,0^0,797 $5,28t*,991 $755,806

^.098.273 3.603.508 U9U . 765

l,9^2,52^ 1,681,1*83 261,0i*l

1.853.873 1.53^.15^ 319.719

a:u rood services.

OTliER INCOME:

Other operations (Note 2)
' Miscellaneous

Total . . •

.

68.6:il 1U7.329 (53.678 )

1,36H,316
38.3^8

609,981 754,335
31.212 7.136

m02.66U 641.193 761 .U71

0"^'̂•SR EXPENSE:

*:Lher operations (Note 2) 1,'475,811

I.liscellaneous

Total

53 .556
754,344
48.809

721,467
4.747

OPERATING U)3S

EXCESS (DEFlCIENCy) OF INCOME

OVER EXPENSE:
Undergraduate Students Association.

t
Comnunications Board

f
Graduate Students Association

(Note 3).

1.529.367

(38,052)

(27,371)
24,387

803.153 726.214

(14,631) (23,421)

20,970 (48,341)
(8,487) 32.8"'4

0.913 3.blD j.JS/

tU^ INCOME |[Ii3SS) % (34.123) > . 1.368

'^ Restated to conform to 19 70 classifications.

See the accompanying notes to financial st.atement3.

The accompanying charts
comprise the annual fiscal

statement for the Associated

Students' of UCLA (ASUCLA).
ASUCLA susUined a $34,123

loss for the fiscal year ending
May 31. 197$ and is predicted to

have a further loss of between
$65,090 and $gS.Oit for the

coming fiscal year. These
charts are reprinted here for

legal purposes.

HA-SKINS ak SELLS
COO AM«Si »OIT

/" "^^

_^j^ the Boax^^ Control, ..^ , < '^'^W

AallW^ ated Students w.^vermlty
of Caiifomlft, boa Angeles:

ye have exe«iined Uie oaiance aneet of Associatea students

University of CaUfomla, Los Ai>gele8, aa of May 31, 1970 and

the related atatementa of IndOme (leas) and incone aco\aulatad

for use in operationa for the year than ended. Our awi l

n

a-

tion .vaa made in accordance with ganer^ly accepted auditliic

atandarda, and «scordingly Ixwluded auoh teata of the aocount*

\xx% recorda and auoh other auditing prooedurea aa we oonaldarod

neceaaary in the circumatancea.

In our opinion, the above Hotntioned financial atata—ntt

preaent fairly the financial poaltlon of the Asaoclatlon at

May 31, 1970 and the reaulta of Ita operationa for tHe year

then ended, in conformity with ganarally accepted accounting

princlplea applied on a baaia conaistent with thai of tba

preceding year, aa r>evlaed aa explained in Hote 3.

Auguat 25, 1970 >^^^JL^ ^ ^.^jO^

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. LOS ANGELES

STATMENT OF INCOME ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED MAY 31, 1970

^'
....

. I
jij» -T-^

BALA^^CE,

-tJUNE -ly

1969
-ifET
LOSS

TRANSFERS BALANCE,
-INCREASE MAY 31^
(DECREASE) 19 70

"t.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
IINIVEBSiri OF CALIFORNIA

T
LOS ANGELES

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

'ENE.RJ2).^

The Associated Students University of California, Los Angeles

r.:Ust3 by the authority of the President of the University of

California and the Chancellor of the Los Angeles ca.T.pu3.

Th;e Aclcennan Union building, Kei>c'«choff Hall, and certain furni-

ture, fixtures, and equipment, all of which are used, by the

Associated Students, rent free, for the benefit of the students,

are the property of Tae Regents of the University of Californlf.

7nl3 property, the loans related thepto, and the Student fees

collected by the-JRsftihts for loan repayment are appropriately
'

. excluded fror. the ae^|>mpanyln5 financial" state.T.ents.- Pr^per-.y
'^-'^''^' purchased directly by the Association -is expensed as incurred..,.

3-ch additions wer-„ approximately 86|5,000 and S71,600 for the
.

year ended M^y 31, 1970 ailKt.^he eleven months ended May
,
iJl,. 1969,

respectively. ;'

On February 11, 1969 the BoaiM of Control aacp'.e-i a bhan-je in

fiscal year-end from June 30 td May 31. ,
*. ^

. CHARTER FLIGHT OPERATIONS

:

/
'"

'

At May 31, 1970 and 1969 tJap Association deferred the Income and

expense related to the satmer 1970 and 1969 charter *

-;rain3, respectively, since a substahitial portion .-* ..e

^ ..eduled flights had not departed at the respective year-end.

EstL-nated defer^red charter fli^t Income and expense at May 31,

1970 was $625,861 and $611,620, respectively. ^Deferred cha-'"

rUght income"and expense at May 31, 1969 was 8630.284 and

$618,943, respectively.

The feleven months ended May 31 , 1969 ^Id ,i;xQt include any income

or expense from charter fli^t operations as a :*•

change in fiscal year-end referred to in Note .
-

.GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
The 1970 financial statements include the financial data of the

Graduate Students Association. In prior years the financial

statements did not include the financial data of the Graduate

Students Association. The 1969 financial statements Included

herela have been restated to reflect the inclusion of the finan-

cial data of the Graduate Students. Association; as the result

of such restatement, net income for that year is, $3,516 .more
~~ than the amount originally reported. -

|

'•RETIRIMENT PLANS:
The Association has several retirement plans covering substantially

ail employees with more than three years continuous service.

The total retirenient expense for the year endei May 31, 1970 aj^

eleven months ended May 31, 1969 was approximately $40,000 and

$62 ,000, respectively- The Association' s poUcy is to fond

APPROPRIATED:
Undergraduate Students

Association $ 50,278 $(27,371) $ 22,907

Cccmunications Board 19,3U6 2U,387 >43,733

Graduate Students Association _7j_2^2 6.913 1^.1^45

TCyrAL.w'^-;...r....: r76,e56 'i 3.929 ft §0.785

UNAPPROPRIATED. . . S9Q7,OQO >3^.123 S (3 ,929) t868.9H8

See the accompanying notes to finaOicial etatements.
« n* I I
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retirement costs aa they accrue. As of May 31, 1970 the plans

are in excess of the actuarily computed value of vested benefits,

INCOME TAXES:
The Association is exempt from income taxes.
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Room 231 LaMancha-930 Hilgard

beginn ing Monday, AprH 26

6 p.m. to 2 a.m. every night
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(tPaxJ Advertisement)

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
M4 LfVBHNO - EVBTVONf WaCOME

{At Sfrothmorc 2 blodis W of Dorms)

%45SUL SUNDAY WOtSHif
7 fM AGAPC FBIOWSHT - COMMUNION

479 3645 JACK TAftBt CAM^S BAmST PASTO« 823^248

V

HiLLEL COmVCiL
900 Hiigard Avenue

474-1531

^r^^
EXHIBfT OF ARTISTIC CREATIONS

Prefects of students from CSES 115

will be on display April 15 thru

April 30 Kerckhoff Hall 2nd Floor

LUNCH ON THE LAWN
AAonday and Thursday Noon -Schoenberg Quad

SABBATH SERVICES

Services 6:15

Dinner 7:00 $1.50 members .

$2.00 non members
Guest Speaker: Mrs. Wolpert

Topic: "The Jewish Woman" __ ,

Oneg Shobbot Follows

CAL JET CHARTERS

till

mt

Europe 1971
"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with our
reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier
before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an
unknown charter airline."

Fligttf

•314 (TBdoys)

•315 (86 days)

•117 (83 days)

•114 (73 doy>)

•316 (93 doys)

•317 (87 doys)

•134 (43 doys)

•13S (29 doys)

•125 (32 doys)

•777 (29 doys)

One
•405 on« way
•917 on« woy
•253 on« woy
«ia6 on« way

•755 on« way

•127 on« way
•1«5 on* way

On
•401 on« way
•424 on« way

Oni
•100 one way

•252 (80 doys)

•123 (62 doys)

•336 (69 doys)

Round Trip^ West Coast to Europe

LOS ANGBES to LOfsOON
LOKOON to LOS ANGaES (SAT)

LOS ANCaES to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGLES (SAT)

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TlA)

OAKUMS© to LONDON (TlA)

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND
OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

L A./OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/L.A. (SAT)

OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (AFA)
OAKLAND/LA to LONDON
LONDON to LA/OAKLAND (BMA)
OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to LA/OAKLAND (AFA)

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

Lv. June 5

Ret. Aug. 24

Lv June 13

Ret. Sept. 6

Lv. June 16

Ret Sept. 4

Lv. June Jv

Ret. Aug. 30

Lv. June 20

Ret Sept. 20
Lv. June 22

Ret. Sept. 12

Lv. June 23

Ret. Aug. 3

Lv. July 1

1

Ret. Aug. 8

Lv. Aug. 3

Ret Sept. I

Lv Aug. 22

Ret'. Sept. 19

Way— West Coast to Europe
LOS ANGaES to LON0ON(TIA)
OAKLAND to LONDON (TlA) Lv. June 1

7

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TlA) Lv . June 1

8

OAKIANO/LA to AMSTERDAM (TlA) Lv. June 24

OAKIAND/LA. to Afnsterdom(TlA) Lv Aug. 5

OAKLAND/LA to AMSTERDAM (AFA) Lv. Sept. 2
OAKLAND/L. A. to LONDON (BMA) Lv . Sept. 27

One Way — Europe to West Coasf

Pric*

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$289

$279

$299

$259

$179

$179
$179
$179

$179

$139
$139

LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BAAA)

lONDON'to L A/OAKLAND (BMA)

Lv. June 27

Lv. Aug. 24

One Way - Oakland to New York

•626

OAKLAND to NEW YORK (AAL)

New York to London
NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

Special Flight to Japan
(47 days) L.A./San Francisco to TOKYO (CPA)

TOKYO to SAN FRANC ISC O/L. A.

Lv. June 15

Lv. June 18

Ret Sept. 5

Lv. June 27

Ret Aug. 27

Lv. June 25

Ret Sept 1

$149

$165

$85

$189

$189

$189

Lv. June 23 W
Ret. Aug. 8

Special Australia Charter $595
Q910 (47 doys) SAN FRANCISCO to SYDNEY Lv June^O $595
(QANTAS) SYDNEY to SAN FRANCISCO Ret. Aug. 15

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
•90T

•907

doys) OAKLAND LA to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to LA. OAKLAND (TlA)

(16 doys) OAKLAND to NEW YORK
NEWYORK to OAKLAND (TlA)

Lv Dec 18

Ret. Jon. 2

Lv Dec 18

Ret Jon. 2

$249

$139

_ .. ,
lynig i«l •qU^jmiW Lompl.mentory meals ondserved in flighl._

For Appiicirtion & FwHKm^ Wiformotiom writ*:

Col Jel CKorler*. 21$0 Gr.en S»r.««. Son Fror»<rt<o. Colilornio 94123 or coll^ (Are* codo) 4 15.922- 1434-

VD discussed at symposium T BOC statement

.

By Steve Ainsworth

DB Staff Writer

"Six of the girls in the audience

have venereal disease right now

and don't know it," Dr. Geoffrey

Simmons of the County VD Control

Board told an audience of over 500

people at the Venereal Disease and

Birth Control Symposium
yesterday in the Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom.

Simmons said he was pessimistic

the current VD epidemic would be

stopped because it is a subject

considered taboo by politicians,

schools and church leaders.

"There is no doubt the VD
problem is epidemic. If you have

sex with a large number of part-

ners, there is a good chance you

have VD," Dr. Walter H. Smart,

chief of the County Health

department VD Control Board

said.

Partners

Smart said, according to

statistics, one out of 12 sexual

partners wiH give yoii VD in Los

Angeles today."

•it's a dangerous year for un-

protected sex," he said.

The symposiimi, sponsored by

the Student Legislative Council's

(SLC) Teach-In Symposium
Program, distributed condoms
free of charge (after the speeches

ended) to any person attending

who wanted one.

"We gave out 250 condoms in two

minutes and about one-fourth of

those who took them were girls. I

think this is indicative of the

concern generated by the sym-

posium to prevent VD," David

Luber, TISP director said.

Silent

Smart said the main problem in

diagnosing VD is the lack of visible

symptoms in many of the cases.

He described VD as the "silent

disease."

There are no visible symptoms in

80 per cent of the women who have
gonorrhea. In the male, however,

UAC extends filing date
The deadline for filing petitions for student elections in 10 departments

has been extended until Friday, April 30.

~ The University Action Council (UAC), which is coordinating the

elections, announced the extension in order to allow as many interested

students as possible to participate.

Elections are schedul^ to take place in May in the departments of art,

English, history, mathematics, political science, psychology, sociology,

speech, theater arts and zoology. For more information, come to the UAC
office in Kerckhoff Hall 325 or 331.

gonorrhea will 'cause a bum
sensation in the penis and7?f
ficulty in urinating. A thick,

yeut^^
discharge from the penis may a^be caused, according to Smart

Syphilis causes sores to appearon the body, primarily on the^
organs. However, while itlt
evident on the male, the sore ohl
appears on the mouth of the womh
in the female and is not visible
Syphilis may also cause a so^
throat or fever.

Rash
"A rash may appear in some

cases, but in damn few. The hairmay fall out in some cases, but indamn few. After 20 weeks,^ese
symptoms disappear and the
person may think he is cured, but
the disease is still working," Sman
said.

Smart said a vaccine for syphilis

is possible, but social Uboos have
prevented its development. The
public does not feel it necessary to

fund research in this area, and
politicians do not urge it because it

is not a popular subject.

He added VD is transmitted from
the sex organs of one person to the

sex organs of another and myths
about getting VD from toilet seats

or dirty places are false.

"People ask me, 'Can't 1 get VD
from a toilet seat?' I say, Yes you

can, but it's a hell of an un-

comfortable place to have sex.'
"

American Youth Symphony
Mehli Mehta conductor, present their

BENEFIT CONCERT
with Horatio Guitierrez, pianist,

TCHAIKOWSKY COMPETITIONWINNER
Tickets available at box office 939-1128

Students $2.00,

Sunday AprU 25th, 7:30 p.m.

Wilshire Theatre.

Correction
Due to errors in yesterday's

Bruin concerning the names of

nominees ,. for Graduate

Students Association (GSA)

offices the corrected list of

those nominated thus far is

printed here.

President: Peter Tolos,

Sherman Greenstein, Mark
Bookman and Bob Walther.

First vice president: Om
Singla, Milton Cook, Jerry

Goldfeder and Judd Adams.

Second vice president: Elliot

Schlang, Paula Eisenberg,

Terry Evans and Bill Prahl.

WANTED:
College men and women for man-
agement positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in-

college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

4
.«l»*l

1

Here's a government position with a
real future for t>oth men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the experience and train-
ing needed for executive responsi-
bility.

If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Forcq ROTC two-year program.
Along with college credits and a
commission, you'll receive $50 each
month as a student. And upon grad-
uation, that management position
we promised wiJI be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a numtjer of out-
standing programs to help you inr.

ther your education.
If you're in yopr final year of col

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Train-
ing Program. It is open to all college
grads, txDth men and women, who
qualify.

Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, ranging from aero-
nautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, includ-
ing flying, in between. But whatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your tal-

ents can take you.

So look ahead and let your col-
lege years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U.S. Air
Force. Just send in this coupon or
writo to USAF Mi'*^' Personnel

I ph AfO.

SCN 471

Texas 78 1 48, and get your postgrad-
uate career off the ground.

USAF Military Personnel Center

Dept. A
Randolph AFB. Texas 78148

Please send me more information

on:

D Officer Training School

D Air Force ROTC Program

NAME AGE

(please print)

ADDRESS

CITY

I:

I

STATE ^'P ^
p

PHONE DATE 0FG«A0yATI0N_

SCHOOL

I understand there is no obligation.

.J y< :>%?!t i; ^l^f>- AkForce

(Continued from Page 2)
^

Moreover, a number of efficiency meaaJDres Have

been implemented. Our numt>er of full-time em-

ployees has been reduced by attrition, replaced in

part by student labor. We have reduced management

and supervisory costs by $1,100 per month or 12% as

of last February. Further, we've been trying to

develop new, more attractive foods and food ser-

vices, like the French Burger and the organic food

vending cart of Bruin Walk.

But, regrettably, this hasn't been enough. Our

efforts have fallen short and we find ourselves in a

situation where still stronger action must be taken.

We can't avoid losing upwards to $60,000 this year,'

but we can take necessary steps to break even next

year.

ASUCLA studied a number of alternatives before

taking action. We discarded these;

1 Turning food service over to a contract food

service such as ARA, SAGA, ZABO, 'Automatic

Canteen. We reasoned that this would reduce our

problems, but eventually increase prices and

reduce quality for the campus.

2. Making across-the-board salary reductions of

about 12%. However, this didn't seem fair to our

employees.

3. Hoping that further efficiencies and better public

acceptances (based on Book Store and other

improvements) would eventually increase

patronage and income. We thought this would be

too slow under the circumstances.

4. Reducing quality and size of portions. Our

"cafeteria quality" is already considered low by

some, and we didn't think students would want

that.

"X~Raising prices across-the-board on all items

except the key beveragee. We realize now that it

may have been a mistake not to do this, but we
thought that would hurt the average student

more. Further, it didn't solve the problem where

it seemed to lie — cost-wise — with coffee and

milk.

ASUCLA finally chose a sixth course: to raise the

price of milk, coffee, tea and a few other selected

items to bring them in line with costs and to bring

them up to the prices charged by other similar,

lower-cost establishments.

We admit we did not make that move with much

finesse or advance warning. We underestimated

potential campus reaction. Perhaps we failed to

understand the importance—symbolic or other-

wise—of the price of coffee. Perhaps we made some

mistakes. We understand better now the depth of

student feeling about this issue.

We have therefore tried to come up with a com-

prehensive solution. We could price coffee at 10< a

cup (5f a refill), tea the same, and return milk to 15i

if

1) we raise prices selectively on a majority of other

items now priced over 35< by 5< and

2) we continue to study aggressively all other ef-

ficiency possibiUties, including Ubor utilization,
and hours of operation.

ASUCLA wants very much to serve the UCLA
.campus conununity-..«specially the students. We
want your patronage and we want to deserve it based
on our rendering good service in all areas. If a lOt
cup of coffee will help us demonstrate this—it's well
worth it!

We also want to understand and react to what the
campus-at-large really wants, to the best of our
ability. We want to be responsive and responsible.
We want to know what you think. It would be most

helpful to have an expression of opinion about the
food service question from those of you who care to

express it. Just fill out the form and put it in any
campus mailbox by April 30, 1971. We need your
feedback if ASUCLA is to be able to react to what you
want.

Friday, April 23. 1»71 UCLA DAILY BRUIN S

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP

PROGRAMS
The Graduate Students Association Invites all groduate students

Interested in summer Internship programs In Sacramento (Uni-

versity of California, S.B.P.C. Legislative Representative) to ap-

ply In 301 KerckhoH Hall before April 30. 1971. These positions

ore open to all graduate students regardless of mojor and will

offer a subslstonce stipend. Call GSA ext. 51050 or 5 11 60 for

further Information.

TO: PhylUs Uen
KH300
Campus

) 1 like the present plan of raising prices on
coffee, milk, tea and a few other items only.

) I don't like the present plan. I'd rather see:

selected price increases as you outlined above,

rescinding the price raises, more efficiencies,

and the lOf cup of coffee.

) Neither of the above, because. . .

( ) I have a better idea, which is

THE

(attach sheet, if necessary)

1 still don't understand the facts on

(attach sheet, if necessary)

4-)— This whole thing is just so much garbage.

What 1 really want to say is

(attach sheet, if necessary)

( ) 1 really don't have an opinion.

1 am a:

( ) Undergraduaie Student

( ) Graduate Student

( ) Staff Member^ ^,

(>^ Faculty Member n
And finally, 1 think this whole deal is (check one or

more)

:

( ) Stupid and irrelevent

( ) A bit overdrawn in the whole scheme of

things

( ) A real campus issue that I ought to have a

voice in

( ) A real campus issue worth crusading about

( ) A big put-on by ASUCLA
( ) A big put-on by the Daily Bruin.

FRACTURED
COW

Perfect Hamburgers and

Delicious Steaks in a

Congenial Atmosphere

(Name) (Major)

Beer 51 "Wine
Dine with

Mozart and Bach

Chamber Music

Friday night April 23rd

10 to midnight

Come /n and see us anytime

939 Broxton - Westwood Village

473-2301
Weekends 'til 1 am

^:

?-'>Ti!(i
-«',''•*•

A NEW LEGITIMATE THEATRE

COAST PREWfiEREMil' *

e>>..l'

vAl

OFF BROADWAY-NOWAN LA. HIT!

•The best show I've seen in Los Angeles." GEORGE PEPPARD

"The most exciting evening of theatre I hove spent in years_"

..^ ELIZABETH AbrlLtT

Splendid. . .entertaining. good theotre.

L.A. TIMES

Hysterically funny. . and sod. . .never a dull moment.
^ ' HERALD EXAMINER

High humor. . .tension and fright. a rich experience

HOUYWOOD REPORTER

Marvelous theotre evening. . a memorable tour de force.

JEWISH VOICE

Tour de force. . a nev/ theatre that deserves o v^arm welcome

CARLINO'S

CAGES
(SNOWANGEL - EPIPHANY)

COME IN AND Sfff OUR lOOj^

OROAisJlC CLOTH »N6, »JOTA
PLASTIC PANTORSMlRTi»4
THC BUKJCW? WE*R€OreN
\Oaia TO lOpm »A0f>.-6AT 12-6,

I
STUDENT DISCOUNT
with I.D.^Card ^ ,^
Friday & Saturday 8:30

Sunday 8 '
l<"rt' IffHt'/rifdiii^ I" 'fc j-

..--il.lV^ i^i^*. "'-"'"•-''"JJ".|vb:j^[Jii'L,y

fill N. POINSfTT^JR.
NFAR M!Aitt„„:7SI- tN H<:M,.,tV V^Uj^ii-

664-7737 936-9611 276-3858

1^53
WESTWOOO, CAUF

oooo

iT'5 MOT. wt'Rgq Im*5
^ "«-*- *-" 'A32.

tO^/WA^/JW^^/fJB

^.m.
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You get it better at the Wherehouse
all stores celebrating

this opening of our

8th store ••••••••• • • • •

• *000 •nymrm i—^ SUPIR STORI

!• t«rvic« tN« •iitlr« *•«•• »•/ Ar«« -

3132 SirULVEDA
Nf«r NflwthomtTORRANCE

PIARl
)%4 IINtSt.

FLI6MT OF THE DOVESRONNIE ALDItlCH

"Lm Sttfy" —

—

(2 Rec. Sit) $4.96

n TOM JONES a R01LIM6 STONES D MOODY BLUES

"l Wlii Mm Nitkiig" 3.25 "Their Siti.ic Mijesties ';«««tiM if Biliice 3.25

D MANTOVANI ^ ?M-?«t ..:_-.. ^ « ° ^g^e^rfJrjr . . . 2.84

n MANTOVANI
"Memories" 2.84

n ENGELBERT
HUMPERDINCK
"We Maie it Happei" . 3.25

G ENGELBERT
^ HUMPERDINCK

"Sweetheart" 3.25

D SAVOY BROWN
"Raw Sieniia"

"From Mfity With Love" n ROLLING STONES

(2 Rocori Sot) ..,™ 3.25 "Throii|h The Past

D MOODY BLUES ^"^\j^ ,,^;.rV
"On The Threshold Of A D ROLLING STONES

Droaii'* 3.2r "».«t It Bteed" 3.25

n CAMARATA D TEN YEARS AFTER

CONTEMPORARY ^ Ji«„v mVice
CHAMBIR CROUP DMOOOY BlUIS

^

ll Eric Satit) 2 64 ^^ ^AT STEVENS

a SANTANA
"Ahraxas" 3.85

a CHICAGO
"Chicago III" 5.88

D BARBRA STREISAND—"StoaoyEod" 3.85

D JANiS iOPUN

"Pearl" - 3.85 ^

a ANOY WILLIAMS

"Low Story" -3.85

• «,«• 2.84

3.25

G BOZ SCAGGS
MOMOIltS •• t ••:•••• 2.94

D SLY A THE FAMILY
STONE

_ "Greatest Hits" 3.85

D NO NO NANETTE
Original Cast 3.85

a JOHNNY WINTER
"And Live" 2.94

DPOCO
"Oeliverii" 3.85

D JOHNNY MATHIS
"Love Story" 2.94

D SIMON A GARPUNKEL
"Bridge Over Troibled

waior ti.Bw

D JIM NABOBS
"For The Good Times" .^.94

n CHICAGO
"Chicago"

(2 Record Sot) 4.88

D CHICAGO TRANSIT
AUTHORITY
"CTA" (2 Record Sot) . 3.85

D TONY BENNETT
"Love Story" 2.94

D SANTANA
"Saotaoa" 2.94

G RAY CONNIFF
"Love Story" 2.94

G SESAME STREET

r. Book.aod Record 2 94

GBOBDYUN >—
"Now Momiig"....77X55

G BLOOD SWEAT A TEARS
"Blood Sweat &

Tears 3" 365

2.94

3.65

G LEONARD COHEN
"Songs of Love and

Mato'^

G EDGAR WINTER
"White Trash" ....

lo^pox AMPEX
7 STEREO TAPES

AVAILAOLE ON

I TRACK

t

CASSEHES

COMPLETE CATALOG INCLUDING OPERA SHS

COLUMBIA RECORDS

MASTERWORKS
TCNAJHOVtCT - \%\1 Oy»»»«»«/t»"»»« * >•»•••. lwb.»» «»»Mo

•MTNOVIN - Cempl*t« .n<i<*«n««l mmi^i •• \%mt^ - 0*«rfl*

Si»ll Vianno PkllKormenic

•ACNi MA9MIPICAT IN D NUUOli CANTATA N*. 1« > iHy

Am.ft.tt. M«««.k« .o« »o»k M,U« Wo»n, W,.««. Kf««». T«*

Kr«MM, l*«ri«(« •«"«»•' W.««». »Am4*m>\mOm* ->>tr>%^>^ C»^"»

b*, OrcK - Karl **««<h.«t«'

MMMilMi »A« LIW VON BU ItM-iotn** K<n«. 0<««'k»« rii

(K«r ^.vtUM T»i» Vi««i.« PkilK«ri»«*ic Orch»Hr« - lt««Ofd

R«rn»l«tn. «. ..i

ITBAUMi l»« MIIMNIIMN - TK« U« A»»t»Ui PK.IK»»«i«<«.<

OrcKMtf* - Zi«kti»M#»»»o. Oovid »rUi»»«, VIotiB

•TftAUftti Alto »P«ACM XAtATNUftT«A - TK« lot Af»t««»«

PKitK«r«o<»k OffMUfO - lubin M«h«o

MITTINi MIITI PO« CWIO (•». T1>| IKONO MIITl fOl

CHiO (m. ••) — M*ti»io« teilrepavwh

PIAlKRi »ONATA »©• VIOilN A PIANOi ••AMM»i T««0 »0«

VtOilM, MO«N AN» PIANO IN I ftAT MAiO«. 0». • -

(••rry T»,«hw«lt Mor«). Vt««<."».' A»Kfc««oi». Pioi»«. ItiKok P»»i

|»OIiUltr»ONATA IN • MAiOft («. •?•»! tONATA IN A IMN-

oa (K. »i«ii aowoo in a imno« (k. tin - vt*^'***' A»h

»TBAVINtKT< LI »A<II #0 PtlNTIMPt; • IN»TtU«IMTAl

MINIATURIi POA IS PlATIIt Th« lot Angtiat rs.lhormonii

OtcKvttro - Zwbin M«K*o

MUftftOftOftKTi PKTUAII AT AN IXHIMTtON - (Or^ P>a»«

Scera) Vlod.m.f A»Kk««otr. P<o»o NWitOt^lKT-tAVIli

rKTUIIS AT AN IXNIMTION - Tkt iM Aug*!** Pfc.ltMnMnx

0«cK*tlro - Zubin M«h»a

•tITNOVINi PIANO SONATA N«. I* IN PIAT MAiO* (Oi».

194) - •Mo«f»»f%klo*i»f") Viodiw.' A»hk»<»oir. fi«»»«

CNO^INi POWa AALlAOISi TIOII NOUVIlllft ITUMI -

Vladiioir A»Mi»«>«iy Piono

C BACMi MAArtlCNOM COMC. N*. I IN • MN.; N*. 3 IN I

MAMM -&*•««• M«k*i«i-S*wMt«'* Cbcakar Or«k««lr« - K«rl

MWacImim^^. -

NANOfli •Tf. Ncrtyi TMI WATfl MUMC Swit* NAMMli
mtt. M«f«ri TNI ROTAl PMIWOCKI - S«.U. NANOfli «MN.

UIT fr»«i TMt PAITNPUl MMPNIMi NAMOfli LAtOO «r*«

XIIAII - London Sr">p*>eny Or<K«ttre - Cocryo Sioll

NOitTi TNi PlAMITt - TKo V*i»i»o P>.ilK«f»i««.K Ot»»«»»f« -

Hofbo^ von KaroiOn

c
D

- D

MULTIPLi SETS
NAT»Mi TNI CtlATtON - Hl» kmm*\sf>%, Wofi^f Kf»«ii; To*

KrawM. Er»o S^rronbo'f . Robi" »airK««f»l - TKo Vi«»M»« *«•»•

~^oro Cb*r«i TKo V.o«»»o PfctlK«fi««o«K OftKo»«»o - Ko'l M«#i«

cKiKfOf (} d>ut)

ViftMi IMWNM - >Mii V««*>*Hom4. Mortlyn Marno. Iwoeno

P«^f»«»»i MsfWi T«>»o«« Tko Vio«o« S»«»o 0»OfO C»«»«w» - TKo

Vionit* PMIbfroioMk Ortk - Oo*f«o S*H. (2 ditrt)

PUCCINIi TOftCA - lo*M*y«»o Pfko. 0>«»opM ^' »««»o<»o. Oiw

loppo Ta4do< and otKor mUhH Tbo Vioona Pbilhar— wit Of«kM-

-T»a - Hortoort ««« llar«|«M <Jd««««> =

VIMti lA TlAVtATA - i—< l»«Koflo»d Car4o fto*«*oii: lab

OM Mo'fiH and a»Ko» talaiMt Cl>a««t ai^ OtKoitro •< tHo Maggio

Mwtkala PiaraMiaa - JaKn Prikbaf^ (3 rfiwt)

D

D

ELECTIONit MU^iC - Switched on Bach

60UL0. (LENN - Bach Keyboard Concertos Vol. 2.

00ULE2. PICWE - Stravinsky: Le Sacre Ou Printemps

OOUIEZ. PIERIE - Boulez Conducts Debussy. Vol. 1

LaMer.

OOttlEZ, PIEWE - Boulez conducts Debussy, Vol. 2.

FREIIC, RELSON - Tchaikovslty: Con. No 1 /Grieg:

Cone. In A Mm,

SZELl. (E0I6E - Kodaly Hary Janos Suite; Prokofiev:

Lt. Ki)e Suite

fiOUlD. 61ENN - Bach The Well Terrtpered Clavier.

Book 2.

60UID, 6LENN - Beethoven Sonatas: Moonlight. Ap

passionata, Pathetique

ZOKERMAN. PIMCNAS - Saint Saens. Intro, and Rondo

Cipfic./Chausson: PoefDe/Wieniaski: Con. Polon. etc.

KOSTOANETZ, ANDRE-Grofe; Grand Canyon Suite/A

Day In The Grand Canyon.

I
WIIUAMS, iOHN - John Williams plays Spanish Music

; WATTS. ANOiE - Rachmaninoff: Piarw Con. No. 3

NCWMAN. ANTHONY - Bach: Ital Cone : Chromatic

Fantasy/Coupenn: Bancades Mist/Haydefl: Son No. 33.

ISTOMIN STERNMSE Tlie. TNC - Beethoven The

-Comoiete Piano Trios. i —
KIPNIS, 1601 - Bach On The Harpsichord And Clavi

chord,

L' RAMPAL J£AN-P({RRE - The Mo;art Flute Quartets

d OOULEZ.* PIERRE - Conducts Debussy, Vol. 3 f<oc

turne: Others.

L' OOULEZ. PIERRE - Conducts Beethoven

n OIRNSTIIN. LEONARD - Beethoven Overtures .

nORAfPHAN. 6ARV - Beethoven Son. #21 and #23

n OERNSniN. LEONaO - Respighi: The Pmes of Rome

Ronwn Festivals.

CASALS. PAOLO - Mozart; Eme Kleme Nachimus<k

Serenade # 1

2

MULTIPLE SETS

CASALS. PAOLO - Pabk) Casals collectors items

n eOOLEZ. PIERRE - Debussy Pclleas Et Meiisande

(3 discs). T

G ISTONIN-STERN-ROSE TRIO. THE - Schuben T'o

in E-Flat Ma|. (5 discs.)

V.

TO ORDER
BY MAIL USE
THIS COUPON

Mak* ch«ck» or monoy ord«r payabU to

"Th« WK«r«hou»«." Add 50c for U» rec-

ord, 15c for ooch odditionol plut 5%
Colif. \o\%\ tax.

NAME.
IrKloMd it cK«ck for I M«n«y Ofd«r I

M«il tot THI WNIMHOUSi
3t33 SIPULVIDA

TORRANCi, CAlirORMIA fOSOl

H^tPdid Advertisement) I
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/#
ITou ^^\ W better at the V/herehouse

Mi

E-X-P-A-N-S-l-e-

:'t--;

• . . We're on the move again
(SALE GOOD THROUGH APRIL 30)

all Stores celebrating

this opening of our

otti store •••
a 6000 ttiwor* fool SUPIR STOtI
to lorvico tho ontiro South Boy Aroo —

TORRANCE 3132 SEPULVEDA
Htor Nawthornt

^

SENSATIONAL BLUE NOTE JAZZ LPs

FEATURING THE GREATEST ARTISTS
LOU DONALDSON

ILVIN JONIS
OANiTTi COLIMAN
JIMMY McOKIPF
NOtACI SILVIR
LONNIE SMITN
DUKi FiAKSON
J. J. JONNSON

JAZZ MISSINOIRS

DONALD iYRD
ROTNIR JACK McDUFf

ART RLAKiY
GRANT ORIIN
3 SOUNDS

STANLEY TURRfNTINE
Lit MORGAN

NIRRIi HANCOCK
JIMMY SMITN

5 46 Per

I TRACK ir

CASSETTE

(M.IIMin MI)

ITOL RECORD
NEW RELEASES

.QJIEAD. HANDS^
& FEET .... 3.96

D BLOODROCK

D GREASE

BAND 3.2S

D GRAND FUNK RAILROAD D JOY OF

SURVIVAL 3.25 COOKING ... 3.25

& BEST SELLERS

a SEATRAIN . . 3-25

n MARK

ALMOND ... 3.25

Q DAVE MASON &

CASS ELLIOT 3.25

D GLEN CAMPBELL'S

GREATEST

HITS 3.25

JAMES TAYLOR
MUDSLIDE SUM## it

LONG AWAITED AND HERE

TT

THOUSA

-'riiy^'fft'^if
^ GM RECORDS

im

D RICHIE HAVENS

"Alarm Clock" . . 2.64

D 2001 -A SPACE

ODYSSEY
Soundtrack 3.96

D DR. ZHIVAGO

Soundtrack 3.96

D RICHIE HAVENS

"Stonehenge" . . 2.64

D RICHIE HAVENS

"Mixed Bag 2.64

D RICHIE HAVENS
"1983" (2 LPs). 5.28

D THE OSMONDS
"One Bad Apple". 2.64

D MIKE CURB CONGRE

GATION- "Burning

Bridges" 2.64

; PETER BARDENS

"The Answer" . . . 2.64

L LARRY MURPHY

"Sweet Country

Suite" 2.84

BRUCE PALMER

"The Cycle Is

Complete" 2.64

ON fNE ORIGIN/IL UtELS:
AN •kill, ntl Fii. llattviT. •Mat Sia I»mi C«aaaa4

Prtfet. Liktrti. Caitaa. MM. laytfial. Vaata«ri »• Eltktra llwl

H Artists. Wmt.

TNEIR IIGCEST ARTISTS:
Maut I Papii. Saitt. Iratt liat. SttMtMnlt, till freitpa Ca

CaMMtf NaaT. lickartf Rami. I«kt| WMtai. Hm Eiyratt. Maaa

Can. Paal Irraft I TIm laiiart. larrf Sal*tr|. Hit S#aa. Tbt

Rmcxmi. iimmi MtH. Hm Tam. Fanaata I TaKkw lay Cfearltt

Tamar Na. Maat Maftat. Mir Vaa. Tka Cauadat taka Naaiaaa4

Clatiwt nr n« la#faui*ts. Slrra lavraKi laat Marfaa laUa

laaM. trie larlaa. »«liki Can 7tal»r fMit Marni )alMaT Caik

-,J'

C
ORIGINAIJLY

^^ MANUrACTOElO
'W TO SIU FOR $4.f1.

SS.ft, $4.M

OURRIGUIAR 1.001.47

BUDDAH RECORDS

r
SANDS OF CLASS!

GREAT LABELS, INCLUDING:

Anil. Cipitil. Hiliiitr. Viifiird. Epic. Ntiisicli. WtstmiiHtr; tCA, Ntrciry. Misic Cvill PIHips. Ciliwlia

GREAT ARTISTS, INCLUDING: .......
Altai Oarati Palla Casals. Ctrali Saazay. Hawari Naasaa. Itvarly Sills, lyraa Jaais. Saa4«r Vt|l,

f
•••^'•L

P?asti aai Laiaya. S»iatasii» Richtar. Vitaaa Cliair Bays. Lana Maaial. David Oistrakfc. Frada laatfAaa Okaria.

I MiSicI Artliir Fiailar. Caria Maria Clallai. Tarasa Sticlilaalall. Eagaaa OrwaBdy^ Mar»aaa Scfearcfeaa. Sir

Tbanas ftaachan. Oavii laraibain <

FACTORY SURPLUS A DELETIONS

D MELANIE

"The Good Book". 3.25

D WADSWORTff MANSION

"Sweet Mary" . .
3.25

D GARY McFARLAND.

PETER SMITH "But-

terscotch Rum" 3.25

D BIFF ROSE

n BREWER & SHIPLEY "Llweattlie ^^^

"Tarkio" 3.25 »*««^^"^" ^"

D RISAPOHERS
"Half Woman" . 3.25

D CAPTAIN BEEFHEART

"Mirror Man" . . 3.25

D CURTIS MAYFIELO

"Curtis" 3.25

D THE IMPRESSIONS

"Check Out Your

Mind" 3.25

D MEUNIE
•leftover Wine" 3.25

1.00 1.50 • 1.88 - 2.39
EVERT RECORD GUARAKfTffD

TAPE

4TRACK
Htrl'Alpart I Tijaaaa Ifass.

Harkia Maaa. Was MaatfaMary.

Saiilipars, iart lacliaracb.

Catria laisai. $tr|ia Maatfai.

laa Micbaals. Pracal Naraa. Phil

Ochs. iaja MariMla laad

UMITf QUAMTIlltS - NIfttTI

90

8 TRACK
lai Taps. Malaaia. Oaaavaa. Oi

aaaa Wamick, Jack iaats. I J

riMaias. Aratha Fraaklia. Narl

Alpart. Racar WilliaMS. Was Maat

faaary. Lavia' Spaaafal, laMy

Milas. Paal Maariat

UmiUD aUAMTfTflS - NtfttTf

a.99

8 TRACK
RifMHas Iras . Maaas t Pa#a>.

Tanaiy Raa. Fraal U99: U^ I

Cbar. Tba Rmts. lattarfiaK Matt

%ui. Rascals. Jtia Mafall. Vti

MMtiaaMry. U«t Kimt. Aratfea

Fraaklia. Urn Ntairii. Otis Rai

tfiac. Mi^ CalllM

LMvri ooAarrmfs - Nottrr

3.77

»*i

,.4-'

/"
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Ann Haskins
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David Lees
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Deborah Ashin
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Dave Mc Nary
StaH Writer

Rick Keir
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Unsigned edito/ials represent a majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns
ore open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cortoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board

DB Editorial

March
While the marches in San Francisco and

Washington D. C. are the focal points of tomorrow's
peace demonstrations, Los Angeles wiU have
demonstrators of its own. A peace walk is scheduled
for noon in Venice from Rose Avenue and Ocean
Front Walk to Westminster Park to sign the People's
Treaty. If you can't make it to San Francisco the DB
urges you to join the Venice walk and sign the

people's treaty.— "^ ^

zzCaffeeG
Board of Control, the governing board of ASUCLA,

took to the Xerox machine again today, and released
a statement of purpose. They not only want to know
how the students would solve the problem of
ASUCLA's deficit, but they are also asking whether
students consider the coffee crusade a legitimate
issue or * *a put on by the Daily Bruin.

'

'

Now, that's nice, and gee, Bruins, your BOC is so
concerned about what you think that they're
soUciting your opinion! WeD, we've given out over
2,000 cups of coffee this week ; and if BOC had gotten
out of Kerckhcrff Hall before now and talked to
students, campus reaction would be self-evident.
Something else that your student representatives

sought to do in your interest was to ask for a censure
motion against Graduate Students Association
president Peter Bouvier because he gave the Daily
Bruin a version of what occurred at a BOC executive
meeting held earlier this week. The legal status of
calls for executive sessions which are not concerned
entirely with personnel questions is somewhat
tenuous at best, to say nothing of their secretive
stance.

Finally, about that questionnaire: Donald E.
Findley has said publicly on two separate occasions,
**You can't run an organization like this by popular
opinion." So sharpen your pencils.
Yesterday, we reported that as we went to press.

Student Legislative Council (SLC) was considering a
motion by first vice president Sonja Walker which
called for a support of the DB coffee campaign. In-
stead, Student Educational Policies Commissioner
Rondha Abrams and Student Facilities Com-
missioner Matt Mazer introduced a resolution calling
for a rescinding of the price hikes in the ASUCLA
Food Service, despite the protests of student-
concerned Findley that **SLC has no right to teU BOC
what to do."
Oh well, we are still perking along. . .

(Editor's note: The followbg letter

is addressed to Chancellor Charles

Young.)

We request that your office

conduct an immediate in-

vestigation on matters of grave

concern to the ethnic communities

in Campbell Hall.

The office of Academic
Programs under the direction of

Vice-chancellor C.Z. Wilson is

currently in the process of

restructuring the High Potential

Program (HPP). The plans and

_j(rocedures thus far originating

from that office indicate that

essence and spirit upon which the

program was established will be

destroyed. If allowed, the direction

represents a breach of com-
mitment by the University to the

HPP for its continuing growth and
development.

The Chicano, Asian and Indian

components (staff, students and
their communities) are united in

their opposition to:

—The present plans being made
to restructure the HPP which
constrains minority peoples' right

to determine their own educational

needs.

—The legitimacy of the Daytime
Extension Standing Committee
appointed by Wilson and charged
with the responsibility of planning

the instructional program of the

HPP for next year.

—Vice-chancellor Wilson's
refusal to meet with t^ HPP staff

and students joint proposal
committee which has prepared a
plan for the reorganization and
restructuring of the HPP for next

year.

—Wilson's budget constraints of

<foo,000 for the instructional

program of the HPP.—*'Undergraduate Recruitment
and Development Selection and
Screening Guidelines for Special

Educational Program" which
takes the selection of HPP students

out of the hands of the minority
students whom the program was
originally intended to reach.

We await a response to our
concerns. We also request a
meeting with you in order to

present our joint HPP proposal for

1971-73.

HPP students, sUff
and community

(partial list of 55 signatures)

demnation of genocide in history?

This weekend, on the 56th an-

niversary of the beginning of the

Armenian genocide, pause and

reflect. Remember this unrequited

crime and join in the prevention of

man's inhumanity to man.
Kevork Kouyoumdjian

Spokesman for the

Armenian Students at UCLA

Coffee 5
Editor:

The Dally Bruin, it seems, has

in^its pattpm of repor-

ting only some of the news. In fact,

this time it has reported on

something that never occurred. In

your editorial, Coffee 5, you stated

that Sonja Walker brought up a

resolution concerning coffee

prices, and SLC was considering

this resolution when the DB went to

press. This is an absohite fiction.

Sonja Walker did not sponsor a

resolution concerning coffee

prices. Matt Mazer and Rhonda
Abrams did. Their resolution was
not supportive of the "coffee

crusade," but urged Board of

Control to reduce the prices on
coffee, tea and milk, ''while at the

same time seeking alternative and
responsible ways to try and im-

prove the fiscal condition of

ASUCLA."
Does the Daily Bruin report the

news, or does it make it? I know
that these are the facts because I

recorded them.

Will yoM explain?

Marcie Glenn

Acting Secretary

^^^hen yc ) rite
All columns and letters suhniitted must be typed

triple spaced with margins set at 10 and 65. We
reserve editorial nowrrs nvpr all nt^^x ck,
JiittlftUS_Qr_L^....... J,. . ,^,,^.- •.,

'.tt.

w •'V • J** •• «« ««r«»-««^
'IT' "

Names in full (signature, association or status) must
also be submitted and will be withheld upon

•-- ?y.

Genocide ^
Editor:

The word genocide is frequently
used — or misused — in leaflets

and in the press today. But how
many people are aware of the fact
that the first actual genocide in

modern history ^dates back to 1915
when the ehtire Armenian
population, about two million, of

the Ottoman Empire was
massacred or deported to the
Syrian deserts?

How many people are aware of

the fact that this ''minority" whose
historic territories had been
conquered by the Ottoman Turks in

the 14th and 15th centuries and had
been subjected to generations of
social, economic and political
exploitation was systematically
massacred in one district after
another in the most brutal man-
ner?

How many people know that the
ancient and proud land of Armenia
was denuded of its native
population and today remains the
semi-barren and desoiate region of
eastern Turkey. How many people
know that the perpetrators of this
genocide remained unpunished,
their crime an accomplished fact
that continues to deprive the Ar-
menian people of its ancient
patrimony? How many people
know that Adolf Hitler took heart
from this example, assuring his
chief of sUff, "After all, who
remembers today tl^e py

But I must dismiss
Carleton'.

letter as conjecture on his nan
totaUy unfounded. No one hasVv^
said that a critic's writing!
anything more than one n^.
opimon. However, the fact that it k
supported by training and/or
experience lends creedence to that
opinion.

Naturally, Carleton is entiUedto
his differing opinion; I certainly
don't expect everyone to agree
with my viewpoint.

To disagree is one thing, but to

read between the lines and accuse
me of being latenUy racist bordcs r
on the brink of libel. The phrase
"East L.A.'s current stalwarts'
was not in the copy of the review I

submitted for publication, and was
subsequently added by the editors

of Index.

In writing a review, it is

sometimes helpful to allude to

another group (the inevitable

comparison) to illustrate your
thoi^ts. Such was the purpose
behind comparing El Chicano with

Santana. I did not, in any place in

the article, consider Santana the

"standard" for measure. The fact

that the two groups are similar in

sound was the basis for the com-

parison, not to mention Santana's

extreme popularity.

Again, your reading into my
writing has led you astray, Mr.

Carleton, when you say I have

implied dancing records are in-

ferior to "pure listening" records.

The sentence in my article that you

refer to was merely a statement of

fact pertaining to El Chicano's

album. At no time did I make a

value judgement as to the relative

merits of dancing versus listening

music.

Apparently, Carleton is an avid

fan of El Chicano who was ex-

pecting a glowing review,

something I cannot give to an

undeserving album. However,

Index is always looking for

talented writers to supplement the

current staff. Perhaps Carleton

will turn his letter-writing ability

toward reviewing?
Andy Lincky

Index staff writer

Junior, Political Science

Spokesman
Editor:

Several times in the last week

Daily Bruin news stories have

referred to me as a spokesman for

People for Peace and Justice. I

speak out for my own views and

only wish more people would speak

out for theirs. With respect to the

idea of spokesman, remember: no

spokesman ever spoke for you

David Sacks

GSA Presidents Statement —

Responsible, not plastic
By Pete Bouvier

It is with sadness combined with relief that I hereby announce my
formal withdrawal from the GSA Presidential race. I have received a

fellowship at the University of Pittsburgh to study, in essence, college

administration. I think, for my own future, that I must take my acadeniic

duties over GSA duties.

I'm very proud of my record this year. I've been abrasive, visible, and

occasionally controversial. I think that GSA has been exceptionally well

served. I have been one-third of the best group of officers GSA has had in

some time; the work of Ed Ellman and Leona Mattoni has been superb

I want GSA to continue to be one of the most virile and truly responsible

of the UC student body governments. I am concerned, both egotistically

and responsibly that GSA have strong leadership in our vein The

majority of the candidates so far running are not competent for the job

Several have no GSA experience and are trying a rip^rff , hoping students

voting campus-wide won't know that they are inatoiuate. Others have

worked, but badly. . officers that have done nothing all year suddenly

getting a belated sense of respoiiaibilityc • 7
I am extending nominations in hopes that better people will arise, and

will try to close them Wednesday, holding open until next Friday only "

peUUoned to do so. If and when this is done, I wiD vocaUy and visibly

support the candidates best suited for the job. I will name names, raise

hell, and tell all of you everything I know about incompetents and fools

short of libel.

Student Legislative Cotmcif
Senior, Sociology

Editor's note: Re yesterday's

editorial, the DB incorrectly stated

that Student Legislative Council

(SLC) was considering a resolution

from Sonja Walker. Walker
prepared a resolution which did

include support for the "coffee

crusade". The Walker resolution

was not considered because the

Abrams-Mazer resolution was
approved first. While the Abrams-
Mazer resolution did not
specifically endorse the coffee

boycott, both resolutions did
support reducing beverage prices

and that, not the boycott, is the

issue.—

—JELChicano
Editor:

I was quite flattered when I first

read David Carleton's letter to the

editor criticizing my review of El
Chicano Revolucion (Daily Bruin,

April). To think that someone had
actually taken the time to read,

ruminate and reprehend
something I had written!

termination of the. Armenians"?

Can you condemn genocide today
without a knowledge and « coo-

I intend to be active to the end; I intend to remain visible,

troversial, nasty and responsible. I hope we'll all have a good time

CCTT

maybe even BOC can he shocked into activity
plastic politics and get to the

and maybe we'd stop

By John San(dbrook
It's always nice to have the national championship held on your own

home court and beginning at 11 a.m. today, the UCLA volleyball team Will

be out to make that home court advantage work just as well as last year

when the Bruins won the Initial NCAA champtonsWps In Pauley. Today

and tomorrow the tf71 NCAA tournament will bt heW, once again on the

Bruins' home court. Competing against the Bruins this weekend hr^ UC

Santa Barbara, third place finishers last year ; Ball State University from

Muncle, Indiana, fourth place finishers last year; and Springfield College

from /yAassachusetia* ret^laclng l^ing Beach State In this year's tour-

nament. Bruin head coach Ai Scateft hts, in his eight years as head coach

here, established UCLA .^s the top volleyball school in the country,

winning three national titles rff d placing second four times In those eight

years. Before last yaar, the national championship was determined by

the USVBA tournament each spring. Ust year was the first MCAA
tournament to be held, and the Bruln$ came away at the NCAA champti^

Four starters from last year's squad return for UCLA: seniors Kirk

Kllgour, Ed AAach^lo, Bruce Herring, and sophomore Dick Irvln. Dane

Hjltzmanand Ed Backer left the Bruin taam after last season and In their

place have stepped iSry"Grlet>enow and '—~ I honestly feel that

each of the four returning starters are better this year than last," Scates

remarked. "Kirk has always been said to have great potential and I think

he has reached It new 0»ck seems to have mocH more confidence than

last year, while Ed has become a better setter and a much better blocker.

As for Bruce, he |ust literally explodes out there sometimes." The Bruins

have been bothered by Inconsistent play this season and have even

chalked up two losses, a little on the unusual side for UCLA. At the

District 8 playoffs earlier th*ls month at UCSB, the Gauchos defeated the

Bruins for the District 8 title. And just last week, in a meaningless regular

season finale at San Diego State, the Aztecs defeated UCLA In five games

to claim the league title imm the Bruins. At other times, though, the

Bruins have looked remarkably sharp, especially last Wednesday when

they downed the Gauchot In, three stralg*»t garnaa In a league match at

Pauley. Scates is confident about his team For one. he has tradition on

his side. Last year, the Bruins finished second In the District 8 reglonals

to Long Beach Stat* and then turned around the next weekend and

defeated the 49'ers for the NCAA title. And, as for the home court ad

vantage, Scates cannot remember the last timefhat UCLA lost a match

at home. "Also, this team plays better under pressure," the newly

appointed 1972 US. Olympic coach said. "Bruceexplodes on the ball, Ed

goes diving everywhere, Dick reacts much more quickly. They just rise

to the occasion . That's the way it was last yearin the championship game

against Long Beach. All 1 illd was turn them Ioom W)A they went out and

demolished them.^ A sIdaUght to the tourtir ^Hl be the personal

showdown beh^^een Scates and his former assistant Rudy Suwara, the

present head coach of UCSB. "Rudy knows my players as well as I do,"

Scates dald. Still, Suwaraand the Gauchos can claim only one victory out

of five against the Bruins tWs year, that one coming In the regional

playoffs. Scates Insists that he Is scared of UCSB, led by Tim Bonynge,

Jorn Oulle, and Mike Wilson, because of the tall blocking wall they form

and because of Bonynge's powerful spikes. Yet,, from a psychological

standpoint, the Bruins have a substantial edge, especially after the three

for deta ils, turn to page 15

game sweep of the Gauchos in Pauley nine days ago. As for Ball State and

Springfield, Scates doesn't know what to expect Ball State it

representing District 4 In the tournament while Springfield was the "at-

large" selection over San Diego State, due to the Aztecs' poor showing In

the regional playoffs and to Springfield's strong showing In the New

England championships Historically, California teams have been far

supreme to everyone else tnTOtttgtate volleyball Under the direction of

coaches like Don Shondell of Ball State and Tom Hay of Springfield,

though, that trend Is changing. ''It UMd to be that the better players

migrated out west to play. Now that Is changing. Jim Coleman of George

Williams College in Illinois Is one of the top coaches in the country now,

and players can learn |ust as much from him as from thj coaches out

here "Don (Shondell) Is a student of Coleman's, and he Has learned a

great deal," Scates continued. "He took films of last year's NCAA games

and studied them hard. At our NCAA meeting in January, he came up to

me and explained to me In detail our entire offense, what we would do in

almost every conceivable situation." How much Suwara, Shondell,

UCSB, and Ball State have learned about Scates and UCLA and |ust what

type of a threat Springfield poset to the Bruins' NCAA title won't, of

course, be known until after the championship ^ame which Is scheduled

to begin around 8 p.m. tonw>rrow night. Today all four teams will play In a

round robin setup which wHt -determine the seeding for tomorrows

semifinal games, scheduled to begin at 11 a.m. Today's games are

divided into h^o sessions, an afternoon and an evening session, with the

UCLA UCSB match the top attraction tonight. For more Information

about tickets, etc., please turn to page 15.

>'ili»r i
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Roundtrip Jet air f«f« fof #

STUDENTS -f- FACULTY l

YOUR CHOICE Of A FREE J

PSYCHEDELIC BLACKLITE POSTER

BY JOINING NOW! :

UNIVERSAL STUDENT ORG.

:

I 8693 WiUhir* Boul«vard l

i B«verly Hills, Calif. 90211 t

i T«Uphon«: 657-4602 t

ELECTIONICS CIMPANY
desires junior or senior for 20

hours or more for port-time

office work-, mojor in E.E.,

Physi^sor related field desired

Mony fringe benefits

SloH $550/nrK>nth

|cfllcula»«lat$3.175/hr)

Abbolf Transistor

Laboratories, Inc "

5200 West JaHerson Boulevard

(n«or La Brea)

Phone 936-3185 for oppl.

HOLY GHOST
Prayer for Holy ijfaost healing, a prayer handkerchief, instructions to

bo baptized with the Holy Ghost and speak in unknown tongues.
...» »^n. n«.< MM««MK An TA i«M V ouocT EVANOELISTS ElMtlOOC ft
JUST MND THIS WMOll AD TO HOLY O^^Oft

niTH KUMKITT. P.O. BOX 75ft5S, lOS ANOfllS. CAU/

TO KCOVC JeSdS AND BE SAVED WMTE YES ON THIS UNL

ElMtlOOC
90009.-ALL HIEE.

CAMPOUT BUS TOURS^ ^ ^
Jun« 26-14 days $310 The Inside Passoge-Mis oi Western Conoda- Vancouver

Island.
, I o L

July 17 14 days $255 The Conodion Rockies Ban« and Josper National Porks

VofKOuver Island

August 7 14 doys $575 Alaska-Northern British Columbio-Jhe Yukon --

Pleose send for free brochure

•ICK WUUBT Touts- 1223 PtANCCS AVE FUUHtTON, CA. 92631 (714) 879-3741

® where else but at Ell's do you find

choice, fresh, meat ground daily

on the premises, the sole secret

to L' BURGER success.

THE L BURGER

®

m.
setorrte bun, me^ad che«se.

1000 island, french fries, tomo-

— toes pickle*,,on iortii'Vor rots

SouthTacific

Adventure Cruise

on 150', three masted, square rigger.

Departs June 18. 71. Men & Women wanted with desire for

adventure & travel & share expenses. For info., Eric Nord
378-2605

^' SEPrs

SIT DOWN

GIANT SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
10968 LE CONTE. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

478-037S
DELIVERYTAKE OUT

Sfory of Samwml Mercibanf StaitS April 21

mu nawwat
^"'^ KiNNOSUKE NAMMURA

7fc» Cffc fi : f:l Vrf'

-it
y'-'

'^f-kh

'^:%
'W

&'^?-

• vPaid Adverlisement)

'

ft'ift.

'%,.

SUMMER IN KIBBUTZ
9-11 Weeks

$665

I

ARCHEOIOGICAL DIG
7- 1 Weeks

$765

Other programs available in Art,

Theater and Dance. Also Summer
t. Sessions for credits.

Cdl or Writa .

ip

iiimtmSt^' *[ vtn "v I
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BOB TEONARB ^
( F RESHMAN)

The only freshman on the BrulnS/ Bob!

has been a valuable replacement. He

played Frosh football for the

Brubabes this past season and got a

late start in practicing for volleyball.

Istill, he has learned a great deal In a

reason's time and has developed Into a

middle blocker. He's a goc^d

[jumper with a lot of endurance. AAany

imes he has come off the bench to

Igive UCLA added strength up front.

He replaced Kirk Kilgour when the

latter missed the crucial league

(match with UC Santa Barbara.]

Leonard prepped at Palisades Hig^

jnder Bob DeGroot. The starting line

|up will include the name Leonard for aj

few more years.

^ UCLA volleyball, to putThree national titles, fourr

V All-Americans have been Br

T
*

this international sport v

v^rhen the six-man AILAmeri
entire Bruin first string.

The Bruins continued
their

ipril by capturing the firste

fheir home court in Pauley

tournament returned to Pau

jUCLAteam. The Bruins are

Four starters from last
y

iKilgour, Ed Machado, Bruce

[Kilgour, Machado, and Herr

reekend, along with reserve

Already, though, Bruin h

Nfl^

i'T

11 fl L '^' ^' 1 1 i I S I < « .'

II II f 5-^ 1 1 i I t f 1 ^ -

is another Bruin dynasty,

trophies, 22 out of the last 481

ict the dominance of UCLA
. more evident than in 1965

that year consisted of the

ce of college volleyball last

volleyball championship on

The NCAA championship

on this year and so did thej

favored to win the title.

ad return this year: Kirkl

and Dick Irvln. Of the four,

heir collegiate careers thisi

Al Scates is k>oking ahead.
|

ohn Zajec and Larry GriebeJ^e stepped in as starters this

ear. Ron Coon, Ken Freer

e oft-used reserves now and

Yet, of primary importa--

^hich the Bruins hope to dis

;For Kilgour, Machado, Herri

end to their

)nard, and Bob Thompson

,tarters next year,

971 NCAA title, a matter

relative ease this weekend.

Welch, a second NCAA title

EN FREEMAN (SOPHOMORl)
backcourt defensive specialist, Kenl

started developing his skills a year
igo at Santa Monica City College. He
las started on occasions in this, his!

irst year at UCLA. He is a
ligger and does an exceptional job]

hen called upon to serve. His scoring
[in crucial situations has been a
lighlightof this year's team. Standing
nly 5-10, Ken's effectiveness is in his

»ackcourt play. He is one of the main
easons why Bruin Coach Al Scafes
ooks towards his bench to get the]

^eam moving. Kenny ranks among th<

^Sest servers on the team. Also, he's]

jood at setting for his taller team-

..^a-

BRUCE HERRING (^NTOR) — Bruce Ts among]
^hree Bruin starters who will be finishing up their

{college careers today and tomorrow. He has played

ill four years on the Varsity squad and tl;iis season is

jhis third as a letter winner. Bruce usually saves his

best efforts for the end of the season. Coach Scates

[believes Bruce peaks at this time of the NCAA
Championships. It was his play in the season-ending

loss to San Diego State which was the only bright spot

(for UCLA. Herring attacks the ball with ex-

ploslveness. When the ball is set for him, Bruce will

usually take a couple of running steps, spring, and
{literally explode into the ball. It is this style which
lets UCLA fired up. Bruce is always ''up" for the

[important matches. After his prep career in Reseda,
Bruce moved on to UCLA as a freshman but saw onlyj

jlimited action. Since then, Bruce has been a|

steadying influence as well as a devastating hitter.

I

'i\

/*:

iLmiiiiiiiijujuwa—BBWwt-'---
"

kikK KILGOUR (SENIOR) — This year's Bruini

{captain. The All-American from AAanhattan Beach is

potentially the best spiker in the nation. He has ani

[exceptionally fast armand Wts as hard as anyone
[the United States. Kirk was only one of three college!

players selected to compete on the USA team in!

(Bulgaria for the 1970 World Games. Kirk's main
{interest in high school had been basketball however.!
His original intentions were to play college basket-
Iball when he decided to attend Bellview Junior
College in Washington. But, Al Scates got ahold of

him in the summer after his first year In college and
encouraged him to attend UCLA. At 6-4, Kirk uses his

height and his extraordinary jumping strength to]

[ram his shots. When he's on Kilgour can't be stopped.
Kirk made the All Tournament team in last year's]
NCAA Championships. This season he has made All

ITournev in the All-Cal Tournament.

IRON COON (SOPHI

Grange Coast Junior

'ear of volleyball.

ilaying beach volleybalt|

\o hit down on the ball.

first year Bruin. As

rff the bench on many

ind supply much h(

fiends his tremendous

[jumper at Orange Cc

:ombination has enable

effective spikers on ttie|

remendous hitter, he

ind blocking. Prior to ttir

jreat deal of experienc

las steadily im^oved

Cooner" has his own re

^hey have something toj

stimulate a roar from

im' yelling as he wil

lext year's team:

Transfer tromi

where he played one
many of his skills

has had the tendency

)een correcting this as

tarter, Coon has come
IS to pick up the tempo
[tensive , strength. He
ability (he was a high

[ith a fast arm. This

to be one of the most
|d. Although Ron is a
led work in his passing

fon, Coon had not had a

6-man volleyball. He
ihout the season. The!

iction and he sees to 11

)ut. His powerful hits!

)wd. Ron should keep
|n likely be a starter on

;j^ k .,

tu fviA\«iiAuu i^ciriiuKi — Mn ouTSTanoing setrer,]

Eddie is the man who keeps things going. He is thel

ake-charge type; the holler guy for the Bruins. He

as played four years on the varsity. As a freshman

In 1968, Machado earned a starting positon. Wfth the

presence of Dane Holtzman and Toshi Toyoda, Ed

Jidn't see much starting action as a sophomore. He

as been a constant starter in both his junior and

enior years. His great strength lies in his out-

tanding quickness. Eddie is a leader among the

Bruins. He was a leader at the age of 10. Al Scates

oached Machado in football when the latter was only

10 years old. His position: quarterback. Now, he is

he "quarterback" of the defending NCAA volleyball

hampion UCLA. He prepped at Culver City where

cates saw him display quickness on the basketball,

ourt. Ed finishes his collegiatevolleyball today and]

omorrow.

lm«^^ «?• .^*«. '-tfU:^

RE) — A starter

n his firstyear at UCLA. Larry was named "Rookie

f the Year" while at Santa Monica City College in

970 This distinction was given him tor his per-

orT^nce in the United StaterVotteybaH Association

hampionships in Hawaii. He learned volleyball at

n early age. His older brother Bill played yplleyball

or the United States in the 1964 Olympic Games.

Jriebenow and John Zajec are the new starters this

eason replacing All-NCAA Tournament stars Ed

Becker and Dane Holtzman. 4-arry's main job in

UCLA's three-hitter otfense iS as a setter. In only hif

.^ophomore year, Larry might possibly be the bes

tfing setter in college. In the All-Cal Tournament n

hebruary, Griebenow was nanied <> /^e AH-

Cournament team. He has been playing h is best of

he season since the District 8 Regionals at UC Santa

B

American Zionist Youth F.oundotion
'^

515 Pork Ave.. N.Y.. N.Y.. 10022 (212)HA I 4120
23 years of original non-profit student programs to Israel

' L*.n i^tniUKj — A letter

inner from the defending champions
f a year ago, Jim will also finish his
areer shooting for a second con-
ecutive NjCAA crown. Although note
tarter he has been employed to serve

'H many instances this season '*'

;r:: erving highlighted the Bruins victory

1^ ver Long Beach State in the District i

|BRegionals. He is extremely tough or
^Sthe cross court serve. Jim plays an al*

round good game and is a smar
locker. Welch has turned the tide ir

•^any games when his serve has founc
I '

• ii,^ .mark
' V .
^

,D

^

It

N ,^Uii:- -
- Stro'

itting Dick Irvln has P^^^^
ominant role for UCLA in his ^

ears at the school. He played

Santa Monica City College for o

year before transferring to UCLA

1 sophomore fast year, C^^^.

istently the best hitting Brum

the NCAA Championships. Among

starting six, he is the best •

blocker. Dick is always moving a

gets a piece of the bal I time after tm

Coach Scates has described h inn as

good, steady all around player
'

W

i

t

D
[

V'
^i^MVMto

^ »> .'t X
career in Santa Monica intju

t H t
' jh school volle>

xker on UCLA, John stepped into al

arting role for the first time this!

•ar. As a sophomore last season
hn was new to volleyball. His fas

velopment has been seen in hi

lections to the All Cal Tournament!
3«T, tor the past two years. Othei

3n Kirk Kilgour, John Is the only|

ch Bruin to have accomplished thls.i

^"ed "Ajax" by his teammates,!
^^^n uses his 6-4 frame to the best of

s ability. The pressure will be on
^^^n to thwart or at least slow downj
^^e ot th fi spikes of UC Santa Ba r

^''a stand mu ounynge.

oul

last season to save his eligibility. Bob

good court player.
lis a very gooa coun piayci .

He does an

all around job digging and setting and

is one of the best passers on the squad

When called upon to start this season

he has performed well. He probably

will join Larry Griebenow as a

-fbrting setter on next year's team.

Played some volleyball at Santa

iMonica City College as did other

Bruins, before settling at UCLA. HIsI

,trong point is his passing game.

t>*
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Bit O' Scotland

FISH&
CHirS
SHIlMf
CHICKEN
OINNfIS

TAKE OUT

lUNCMfON & OiNNCt SitVlCf

Id PrivoH Growp*

FridoynsoAmrJi^aofM.

CIOSCO MONDAY
1938 WESTWOOO HVO- WLA

EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

BRIDGE LOOSE? STRUTS

CRACKED OR BUZZING?
STRINGS TOO HIGH?

WE tEPAIR AU fYPES

Of ST1MNGEP INSTRUMENl!ft
New Mortins, Yomohas

MANN S GUITAR SHOP

1441 WESTWOOO 477-1238

, (PakJ Aaw»r>is«m«nn(

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY !^ PM Contemporary Liturgy

827 Malcolm. (1 blk east of UCLA)

Supper and Conversation with

Professor Archie Kleingortner, G ^.A.

loth«ron Canr>pus Ministry , ALC-lCA

900 HtlflOfd 475 5926

Delta Tou Delta & Chi Omega

FUN HOUSE
Mardi Gras

DAVrS PHOTO SniVfCf
—

Special Student Rates

PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U WAIT

vf

/4SlgtUtl A»«, AttOtS**' 4U; i

la Barieras
RESTAURANT

GR 8-0123 Optn 7 Dayt

n AM to 2 AM
B<rtw«en Barrington •nd Bundy

l1813Wil$hireBlv(r tf fc^ GR8 0123 J

I ^^^ ^^m ^^^ ^1^ ^^^ •^^ "^"^ •^^ ^^^ *^^ ^^^ ^^* ^^* ^^^ ^^™ ^^* ^^^ ^^^^^^ffHP^^^^^^ •

•N _ _ TKel^'eg Low Price of a

t^ I 1 Luxu/ ious King Si/e

largest Selection of Frames

Van Noys 10 Beds on Display

7 1 22 Von Nuys Blvd. 994 946

L.A. 5 Beds on Display

827 S. Vermont 381 7038

WATER BED
All beds quality. Union Carbide 20 m\\

f'oly Vinyl Slop In today ond moke yoof

evening more interesting Sleep W«(l'

Aqua Sleep Shops

19 95 cod delivery

with tH»« cowpon

.9id4.38 71

\

. >, bags, Kair goodies, etc
comt visit our oem inacc«»joW« locafton:

deer m tkc alle«< ^tW,n4 JeansWed'4-UnlkMro

1 110 GAYLEY AVE. WESTWtX)0 • 473 95^9

HEBREW POETRY READING
*'MY UTTLE SISTER", a series of poems on the theme of the

Holocaus.by- ^pp^ KOVNER
translated into English and presented by the poetess -

SHIRLEY KAUFMAN
featuring actor

-. , » . ^ ^ »-*

REUBEN SINUER
Mondoy. April 26; 7:30 ptn UCLA

M«n't Loung*. ot th# Student Union Building

THEY'RE GREAT. But surely you want _ ^

a good one. 49.50 or 34.95 >^ .
- — ^

^^^- From**
from 19.95.

COMPIETE B«l 97 35

(with Boor ftyle frame)

The DREAM MERCHANT I

Safeway - Lincoln Square Shopping Center I

20b Lincoln Blvd., VE!
' '

12.30-8.00 M.W.Th. F; Sat 1130-6: Sun 1-5; Closed luesJ
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UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER
840 Hilgard Ave. 474-5015

LrrURGIES: Class days at I 2:05 PM
'^

' Saturday at 6: 1 5 PM
Sunday at 9 & 1 1 AM; 6: 15 and 7:30 PM at the

Center. Also at 5 PM at the Lutherar> Cannpus

Chapel, Strathmore&Gayley.

Op^n for conversation, counselling txvA confession ovory doss

day from 9 to 5 PM and 7 •© 10 PM. We still hove free colfee

and tea on clots doysl
'

3est d!'?il meet of the year- I Bruins defend Harbach Cup at
Friday, April 23, 1971 UCI-ADAILY BKUIN 13

i1^

n Oregu

Ma

Pi

Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

A
Baroqtre

Concert

^^^H'

Mi'

Sunday, April 25, 2:30p.m.

Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center

^(Paid Auverus«nient)b

In between the voUeyl)all championships and

Mardi Gras this weekend. UCLA's track team hosts

the University of Oregon Ducks at 1:15 p.m^

tomorrow. The meet is being billed as the greatest

dual meet of the year, and depending on how much

for real USC's team is. it may weU be. Oregon, wiUi a

hoard of outstanding distance runners and a few

other specUcular athletes sprinkled m, is rated the

second-best team in the country behind the Bruins.

This year Oregon has beaten San Diego State 118-

36. Stanford 106^39, Washington 85-60 and California

90 1/2-63 1/2. UCLA has whipped Cal State Long

Beach 101-44, Arizona State 99-41, San Diego State

106-37 and Washington State 84-61. A year ago,

Oregon wound up splitUng the NCAA championship

with Kansas and Brigham Young while UCLA was

named the best dual meet team. In Eugene, the

Bruins upset the Ducks, 81-73.

The matchups on paper indicate a Bruin win, but of

course this is assuming that every performer equals

his best effort and doesn't improve--a circumstance

hardly worth betUng on. ''This is the meet Oregon

has been waiting for," Bruin coach Jim Bush em-

phasizes, "and they've said they can beat us." Bush

is hoping for boisterous fan support tomorrow

because he's been peeved for a year since Oregon's

distance ace Steve Prefontaine ridiculed the UCLA
support at last year's Pacific-8 championship meet.

Prefontaine termed the Los Angeles area's attitude

toward track as
'

'rinky-clink." , ^ _
With the absence of the steeplechase and tluw-

mile run for the meet, Oregon will lose a few points.

However, it will also allow the Ducks to load up the

880, mile, and two-mile events for sweep attempts.

Sophomore sensation Prefontaine, the 1970 three-

mile champion and also the 1971 NCAA cross country

titlist, will probably double in the mile and two-mile.

He's already tied the collegiate two-mile record of

,8:33.2 and has run a 4:00.2 mile this year.

Against Washington two weeks ago he doubled in

the same events in 4:02.6 and 8:36.6 in driving rain

and wind. Bush ^ys, "I honestly feel he will be a

prime contender in both the 5.000 and 10,000 meter

runs in the 1972 Olympic Games." -^

For the first time all year. Bruin long jumpers

James McAlisterind Finn Bendixen may be pressed

to win. Qregon has three men who have topped 25

feet, including Bouncy Moore who won the AAU
championships at 26-1 1/2. Jim Barr (25-6) and Ross

Blackman (25-5) give the Ducks depth. McAlister's

timing could be off in the competition since he's been

committed to spring football practice.

The high-jump could be another pivotal event

Marty Hill (7-0). Phil Singleton (6-10), and Blackman

(6-8) of Oregon will oppose the Bruins' Rick Fletcher

(7-0 1/4) and Doug Huff (6-11). The triple-jump, with

Oregon's Warren Chen Shui (51-0 1/2) and Marc

Hadenfeld (49-9) challenging UCLA's Denny Rogers

(51-9 1/2) and James Butts (52-0 3/4), is also up for

grabs.
"

In the mile, Joe Balasco (4:07.9) will try to stop the

Duck sweep. Oregon has numerous possibilities but

figures to start Prefontaine (3:57.4), Rick Ritchie

(4:04.6), and Wes Smylie (4:05.5). In the two-mile

Ruben Chappins (8:52.4) hopes to break up the

Oregon quartet of Prefontaine (8:33.2), Knute

Kvalheim (8:43.1), Bob Rhen (8:54.6), and Steve

Savage (8:47.8).

Oregon sprinters Al Hearvey, Bob Martin, and

John Swainson are in the same position of Balasco

and Chappins in the 100 and 220 against UCLA's

depth. Any of the three would love to upset the

Bruins' Reggie Robinson, Ronnie Welch, or Warren

Edmonson in the 100 or John Smith, Reggie Echols,

Steve Gibson, and Welch in the 220.

t—On paper, the half-mile seems closest of all the

running events. Oregon has Nils Emilsson (1:49.6)

and Dave Weicker (1:51.5) while UCLA offers Bob

Langston .(1:49.2) and Paul Williams (1:49.3). A key

factor to the day's competition may very well be the

wither. Oregon would seem to have the

psychological advantage no matter what the at-

mospherical conditions are. The Ducks have been

competing in poor weather much of the year and

would therefore be more prepared mentally in rain.

Conversely, they might also get a big lift if there is

some sunshine.

,
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Down and Out ?

Put Christ in your Life.

Sunday 10 AM Join us for services and
informal coffee hour.

% INIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
10915 S*r<rtKn>or« Driv*. Lot Ang«4*». Colifomia 90024

Amos A. Schmidt Postor (213) 478-9579

Serving fK« compus community al lh« iioiy/mn*^ «l Colilornto at tos Ang*)Mr

Bush says, "They certainly are strong enough to

beat us, or any team in the country. One thing for

sure, it should be one of the greatest dual meets in

Southern California for many years.'*

M
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fcipSnf TAX FREE CARS

Bruin miier Joe Balasco

-#

For your next trip to Europe order your new European car through

ShipSide. We ore located only a few steps from the terminal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the week.

Populor cars such os oil Volkswogen models, Volvo's, Fiats, MGB's, BMW
and other makes ore r^ody for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax

free factory established prices. Insurance ond home shipment ofrongements

con be mode in just a few minutes.

Mini cott — nxKi vocation
— nrH*Ui sovings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide, 609 5th Ave.

New York NY or

ShipSide, PO Box 7568.
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Amsterdam Airport
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Wilmington vs. Stanford, USC
By John Wood

DB Sports Writer

The undefeated UCLA crew, now

2-0 for the year, meet SUnford and

,,cf this afternoon in the Harbach

CUP Regatta at Wilmington. The

Brmns, in defending their Harbach

tiUe face a scrappy Stanford sheU

and an improved USC team.

Coach Jerry Johnsen, whd has

never experienced too much dif-

ficulty with Stanford shells in the

oast nevertheless respects the

Indians' great desire. ''They are

usually shorter nien who raw a

very high stroke," he says, "and

they keep coming at you. They

tiave rowed a stronger race against

us every year."

USG has never been a threat in

collegiate rowing, but the Trojans

have improved enough this year to

at least make UCLA sit up and take

notice.

The varsity boat completely

reshuffled the positions of its

starting eight this week, a rare^

occurrence not easily ac-

complished. Johnsen feels it is a

compliment to each man that

everyone could row individually in

a different spot with little com-

plication. *'It is not often you will

find a squad so evenly skilled,

strong, and technically sound," |ie

commented.

Bob Baldwin, a starter last week,
was replaced by David Hooker.
Baldwin is hampered by a
recurring Achilles tendon injury

and Johnsen also felt his daily

conditioning was not up to par.

The freshman shell will once
again have its hands full as it faces

what may be Stanford's best frosh

seconds). In the lightweight

division, Santa BarlMura is the

equivalent of Washington to the

varsity, and UCI^ must put

together its best effort of the year if

it is to pull out a victory.

The Bruin squads, just returned

from the choppy Oakland Estuary
course, now take on the rolling

Wilmington layout. Johnsen notes

that Wilmington isn't nearly as

rough as the Estuary, but is just as

unpredictable. The conditions,

however, will hinder all con-

testants equally as the Bruins do

not practice in the Wilmington

Harbor as Cal does in the Estuary.

MAKIVY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinrotf • Woitwood Villa9o47S-9 102 or 477-9207

lil 1*iWI» |iPi-*r

•
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Crew coach Jerry Johnsen

team. This race appears to be the

only closely-matched event of the

day and both shells are co-favored.
~ Geof Strand's undefeated varsity

lightweight crew travels to San

Diego for its toughest race of the

season. The Bruins will be mat-

ched against California (whom
they defeated last week by 28

seconds), USC, San Diego State,

and UC Santa Barbara (which also

ran away from the Bears by 28

Johnsen reflected on the

significance of today's race. "It

was at this time and this location -

last year when our crew peaked for

the season and went on to become
the fastest collegiate crew I've

ever seen. And so far this year, our

squad has been faster than last

year's " The question Johnsen is

probably asking himself is: wiU

history repeat itself?
^

This afternoon's race beings at

4:00 p.m. The Bruins will be home
at Marina del Rey the next two

weekends, meeting Irvine May 1

before IRA champion Washington

come<5 to town May 8.

felVi*^
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WITH MAX SHULMAN
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Empty Cradles in the Old Corral

Unemployment stalks the campus. Studenta search frantically for

any kind of part-time work, but there is no work. In fact, if things

don't get better soon, many students may be forced into baby-sittmg.

I hear you cry, "No! No!" But alas, my friei>4s, desperate timea

require desperat* remedU», So if baby-sit we must, let ^» at least doJU

scientifically.

To begin with, be sure you have the right equipment for the job

You will need three things: an ordinary kitchen chair, a whip, and a

pistol loaded with blank cartridges.

It is essential to dominate the baby from the very start. Never

show fear; they can smell it. Walk into the nursery boldly with your

head thrown back, singing a lusty song- La MarHetllaise, Perhaps, or

A Boy Named Sue. Stomp around the room several times. Crack your

whip. Fire your pistol. Keep it up till the baby knows you mean busi-

ness.^" ^~ " ~

~*^'

zaz

But terror, though necessary, is not enough. T<» get the best re-

sults out of a baby, you must also make it love and trust you. This,

however, cannot be accomplished by firing your pistol, not even close

to the baby's ear. A new tactic is required : you must give it some food.

/

i

?•-

The baby's habitual diet is a viscous white riuui called "formula

This should be served at the temperature of your wnst. In the event

you can't find the baby's formula, let it suck your wrist. It will never

know the difference, for the baby is basically an organism of dim mtel-

lieence. though not without a certain peasant cunning.

After the baby has ingested the formula or sucked your wrist for.

thirty minutes or so, it grows stuporous and is ready t.) go U» sleep - the.

very thing you've been waiting for. You can hasten this desirable con-

dition by singing a lullaby. If you don't know any lullabies, make one

up This is really quite simple. In a lullaby the words are unimporUnt

since the baby, basically an organism of dim intelligence as we have

-leen, does not understand them anyhow. It is the Kound which matters

in a lullaby, so use any old thing that comes into your head just so it

rhymes. For example, I have always had excellent luck with this one:

Go to sleep, xny little infant,

Googoo, moomoo, poopoo, binfant.

Next, arrange the baby in thje position for slumbrr. A baby sleeps

best on iU stomach but. owing to its dim intelligence, it will keep turn-

inTitiielf over if not prevented. Therefore, to insure that it remains

prone, it is wise to place a soft, heavy object on lU back another

^^^^Once^'the^baby is asleep, remove your wrist from its mouth and

tiptoe softly from the room, closing the door tighUy behtnd you so you

will not be disturbed by its crying. Then turn on the television go to

The refrigerau>r and reward yourself for a job well done. Reward your-

self how? Surely you know . . . with Miller High Life Beer of course!

That is how honest workers like you have been rewarding them-

selves for over 115 years. And no wonder! What betti^r reward than

Miller's amber liveliness? What higher bounty than Mj^^^^ ''^e^^^

ambemess? What pleasanter premium than Millers breath-taking.

to^H^aking. soul-waking flavor? What welcomer bonus than that this

MHler, thia best of all possible beers, this jewel of the brewmaat^r s

art should be available both in beautiful bottles of clear glass and in

cans which are equally winsome, though opaque?

So sit back and enjoy the Miller you have so richly earned. And

remember this when it comes to baby-sittingt a good big man can

always lick a good little one.

We the brewers of Miller High Life Beer, who bring you this column

through 'the school year, frankly take a dim new of Max Shulmans ad^e

..Thy-niUing. We do. however, find him extraordinanly sound in the
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Pitching must improve as

baseballers on Bay area trip
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The UCLA baseball team is confronted with one

major problem and that is: What's wrong with pit-

ching staff?

As the Bruins meet Stanford and California this

weekend in the Bay Area, the pitching simply most

improve. UCLA swept all three games from the

Bears and Indfans last weekend at Sawtelle Field

despite allowing 18 runs and 29 hits. With Stanford

and Cal possessing what Art Reichle terms "a

definite home-fieW advantage," UCLA cannot afford

to be careless.

Bruin ace Rick Pope niayj^ able to pitch this

weekend. Doctors diagnosed his condition earlier as

tendonitis and told Pope it would be at least 10 days

before he could resume throwing. However, Pope

was pitching batting practice \Wednesday, so his

ailments do not appear as serious as first feared.

Robson with problems

No. 2 man Gary Robson has had his problems of

late, as has Steve Smith, but both may come around

this weekend. In 12 innings of conference work,

Robson has been tagged for nine runs and 14 hits.

Smith lasted just three innings last Saturday against

Cal. Bill Susa has been the most impressive UCLA
pitcher, appearing in relief in three Pac-« games

with a victory and one save.

UCLA will probably go with the trio of Pope,

Robson, and either Smith or Greg Zail this weekend

in attempting to improve upon a 3-1 Pacific-« record.

Today at Cal, the Bruins will once again have to face

the Bears' outstanding rightfielder Jerry Vitatoe,

who appears to be a top major league prospect.

Vitatoe gave UCLA fits last week as he slammed out

four hits in seven tries while scoring two runs.

Cal also possesses a slugger in first baseman Gary
Hernandez, who drove in two runs with three hits in

^iiL. ii
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COMMEMORATION

ARMENIAN MARTYRS DAY
April 24, 1915 marked the beginning of the Turkish

massacres of the Armenians. On that day the
^

government of theTurkish Empirearres-

ted over one hundred Armenian in-

tellectual leaders and, in

short time, executed

them. Within the

year, in an

organized

plan of

systematic

extermination,

over one million Ar-

menains were slaughtered and

another million were.driven intothe

deserts of Syria to perish of thirst and stor-

votion. As the result of this attempted Turkish geno-

cide, Armenia in 1915 was converted Into o vast charnel hou»e?

last weekend's doubleheader opener. Cal, (M in the

conference, has to win today to retain any hope of

getting back in the conference race.

On the warpath

The Indians will be on the warpath when UCLA
invades Palo Alto tomorrow for a doubleheader

Stanford, 1-3 in the conference after losing to UCLA,

,

M, last weekend and dropping a doubleheader to the

league-leading USC Trojans, are certain to be well-

prepared.

Stanford will rely heavily on the bats of Rod Boone
and Mark Lucich in an attempt to stop UCLA. Left-

fielder Boone, whowas batting .410 before Pac-8 play

began, was four-for-11 last weekend (.360). He leads

Stanford in homers(6) and RBI(29). Lucich, four-for-

13 against UCtAand USC with a home run, a homer,

bats cleanup and is hitting .330.

Stanford, whose 22-13-1 record is largely at-

tributable to its pitohing staff, will send either Dan
Shaw, Bruce Schoen, or Bob Kammeyer to the

mound in the two games.
Bats came alive

The Bruins, whose bats really came alive last

week, will probably send the following lineup against

the Bears and Indians. Batting averages are for the

four Pac-« games. 2B—Ralph Punaro (.214),

SB—Mike Gerakos (.066, .346 overall), CF—Ron
Diggle (.250), LF—Bob Adams (.357), RF—Eric

Swanson (.417), IB—Dave Landress (.428), SS—Luis
Gomez (.28^ or Steve Wahl (.500), C—Bob Petretta

(.307) and P—Robson, Smith, Zail, and/or Pope.

Needless to say, it is another crucial weekend. It

looks as though the Bruins are faced with the un-

fortunate but usual dilenuna of playing catchup to

USC. UCLA must combine its powerful hitting with

strong pitching to keep pac^ with the Trojans.

—Ekl Burgart

Dolls active on

track, in pool
The UCLA women's swim team

hosts a divisional meet Saturday to

determine participants in the

Southern California Cham-
pionships (ECCSCC) May 8 at San

Diego.

Dolls' coach Ronni Wilson ex-

pects seven or eight members of

the UCLA team to qualify for the

San Diego trip, singling out senior

Sydnee Arth, junior Toni Hewitt,

and sophomores Jan Palchikoff

and Judy Mankin.
Competing with UCLA are UC

Riverside, UC Santa Barbara, San

Fernando Valley State, Pomona
College and Cal State Los Angeles.

The women's track team
finished fourth in the Cal Poly

Pomona Invitational meet. Junior

Carol Goya, who runs for the AAU
Long Beach Comets, took the mile

and 880 and anchored the medley

relay team to a second-place

finish.

Jan Svendsen won the shot put

with a 46-0 toss and the 100 meter

hurdles in 14.3. Sophomore Sue

Baren took third in the discus at 81-

7 and ran a leg on the medley relay,

which includes Svendsen, Baren,

Karen Roy and Goya.

1

mmum^
—Jan Svendsen
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Tooay't Sotttoati 0«m«s

3 00 Chonesv*. Port»ht«dCorp (Fd.2).

4 00 Plasma Players v». Whitt Blood (Fd. 2).

Today'* W«1«r P»»« 0«mt«
4 00 Delta Tau Dtlta v». Sigma Chi

4 30 Band vs Port»h««d Corp.

wednt»day'» Softball attultt

S.gma Alpha EpsHon dtf. 1>«I2«J«".5>*'** il!
5) Brigand d«f. Orion (1-5); IVF dot.

jacKsons Hole (21-9); ^ndlvt dot. Lot

Chicanos (12 0), AROTC del Dl»hret (forfeit);

Edinburgh def. Inverness (17-4); Tarquin def..

ev Stonehaven (10 4); K-2dtf. by Himalaya (9-

2) The erode Ones def. U.S. Male (14-3);

Math def by Pussy Willows (12-11); Bete

Theta Pi def, Sigma Pi (20-6); Phi Kappa PsI

def by Sigma Chi (12-6); Heavy Sticks def by

Soibeffl on tee (15-2).

Wednesday't Water Polo Results

London tied by Himalaya (6 6) ; Sierra def. by

Ch.mborazo (12-7); Stgma Alpt^a Epsllon def.

Delta Sigma Phi (17-0); Fontalnbleu Sheiks

def Portshead Corp. (13-1); Delta lay Delta

tied by Phi Kappa PsI (4-4).
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Dynamttric ExtrdM Program

Dm the natural urge to flex, stretch and

tense the muscles to improve physical fit

ness through
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^XkmditkNi Your Body

No Straininf

No Violont Movoftiontt
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S«mpie compact, carry & use anywhere
SatisiKtion guaranteed Send for complete
information SELECT PRODUCTS Bo^ 835

Oakland. California 94604
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Art 110B - Kaplan
Bacteriology tlO — Pickett
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Ecof>omics 140 ~ Chen
Education 112 — Kietlar
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History 7A - Tillman
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J^athematics 3C - Glllman
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Political ScierKe US — Farrelly
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SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS — Th« Collegium

Musicum from the University of Texas at Austin will

perform in concert at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in

Schoenberg Auditorium, admission is free. The

group is comprised of 17 faculty and student mem
bers, \Aftio recreate music of the Medieval,

Renaissance an<| Baroque eras.

What's Brew'n at the Big U:
Special Activities

"Does A Tiger Wear a Necktie?"

a play by Don Peterson about life

in a drug rehabilitation center, will

be performed at 8:M p.m. nightly

(7.vM p.m. Sunday) today through

Sunday and Wednesday through

AAay 1 in the Ralph Freud
Playhouse. Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students).

"A Musical Fable for Puppets/'

directed by Mel Helstein, will be
shown at 8:30 p.m. nightly (7:30

p.m. Sunday) today through
Sunday and Wednesday through

May i in the Macgowan Hall Little

Theatre. Tickets are $2.50 and $1

(students).

"Home from the Hill" and "Bells

are Ringing/' two Vincente
Minnelli films, will screen at 7:X
p.m. Saturday in Dickson
Auditorium. Tickets are $1.50 at

the door.

The Hiroshima Panels continue

on display through April 29.

Viewing hours are 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

weekdays and noon-6 p.m.
weekends.
A series of student exhibitions,

changing weekly, will be on display

through May 15 in the Dickson

Mother Nature gives us our fine malting barley.

Mother Nature gives us our choice hops.

Mother Nature gives us our special strain of yeast.

Mother Nature gives us our unique and

naturally-perfect artesian water.

Everything we are or ever hope to be,

we owe to her.

Thanks, Ma,

Olympia Brewing Company,
Tumwater, Washington,
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Gallery. Hours are 11 a.m. 5 p.m.

Monday through Wednesday, and
1-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

"Made in California," an

exhibition of 60 lithographs

screenprints and multiples, wiir

continue on display through May 16

In the Grunwald Print Gallery.

Hours are 11 a.m. -5 p.m. weekdays
and 1-5 p.m. weekends.

"Andreas Vesalium of Brussels/

1514-15*4" and "The Writings ol^

(Continued on Page 19)

Piano concert Sunday

Cultural and Recreational

Affairs will present pianist

Elaine Sabih in concert at 2:30

p.m. Sunday at the Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center.
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12010 W. PICO BLVD.,

ANGELES. CALIF. 90064

DH.)NE TODAY (213)479-4383

Wapimenr

Your time Is valuable, so is

your sanity. Why do you lose

both when looking for a place

to live? Because you don't

know of a better way. But

nov^ SCAN-A-PAD is here. We

represent over 20,000 units

on the Westslde of Los ongeles.

Most of the vacancies are

presented to you on 35mm
color slides. This, coupled with

comprehensive facts on each

residence makes SCAN-A-PAD

the place to go when you need

on apartment. There Is a ~
minimal fee for this service

Presently, we have units fron^

$90 and up.

11941 Wjishifu uivu
477-1221

Suite

ppatnres food, entertainment vFrlday, April 23« 1971 UCLA DAILY BRyiM_JL

Mardi Gras begins today %c m^jx

By Ivan Gerson

DBSUlf Writer

What do Robert SUck, Kenneth

Trueblood, George Peppard,

The second day of Mardi Gras Don Matheson and Deanna Lund of
starts at noon tomorrow and goes "Land of the Giants," Stephanie
on until midnight, ending with the Steele of "Amie;" Michael Cole of
awarding of 28 trophies.
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Howard Duff. Mrs. Sue Young,

Louis Nye and Uoyd Bridges have

in common?

"Mod Squad," Mark Slade of

"High Chaparral," Denver Pyle of

"Doris Day" and Chad Everett of

"Medical Center"
Judges include motion picture

stars as well. Ceasar Romero,
George Peppard, Howard Duff,

Louis Nye, Robert Stack, and
Lloyd Bridges.

Also, Sybil Brand who founded

an institute for women convicts

and Olympic gold medalist and
former student body president

Rafer Johnson are expected to

attend.

4'«

Mardi Gras raises money for

UnicCamp, a summer camp for

underprivileged children from

i'

•m

Judges from the University

include Mrs. Charles (Sue) Young;

Eva Baker, education; Theodore

Saioutas, history; Colonels Steven
Southern California who uuierwise Sutton and William Harris,

would never have such an op-

portunity.

AFROTC; Arthur Smith, speech;

Carl Faber, psychology; Ned

The event will feature six car- Shearer, history; Dave Rudnick,
-o brilliant performance (Hollywood Reporter)

-takes a fresh turn (Los Angeles Times)

Television and motion pictures

stars and several faculty members
will help get the 30th Mardi Gras

-5-i-

A foreign production

by Hishqm Emory at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Avenue

May 2 & 9 last performances
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off to a good start at 6 p.m. today

on the' Athletic Field, according to

Mardi Gras publicity chairman
Paul Hammons.

nival rides and 70 booths built this

week by over 125 student

organizations.

"The booths offer games, food

and entertainment to the 40,000 folk

expected," Hammons said.

"Judging of the booths is based

on the crowd reaction, the

presentation and the facade of

each booth," judging chairman

Wendy Richie said.

Celebrity judges (some of whom

are pictured here) include

Christopher Knight, Mike

Lookinland, Maureen McCormick

Eve Plumb and Barry WiUiams or

television's ''Brady Bunch;"

Elizabeth Allen and Laraine

Stephens of "Bracken's World;"

physics; Charles Nisbet,

economics; Leonard Asimow,

math; and Ed Graham, chemistry.

yCContinued on Page 20)

Tickets $2.50 Foreign students free/limited

477-4587 for reservations
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4i(Paid Advertisement)'

come. .

.
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dance the funky chicken

with the sabbath bride

free Jewish university

a sharing of: " food

song and

le

bration with life

V'ir"

y
ii*

7:30 p.m., friday, april 23rd

call 474-1533 for info.
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
ADVERTISING OFFICES

KtrckhoH Hall ni
125-2221

y/ Help WanlBd. 3 Hor Sale. JO ^ ^'°'"'^ '^ ^ ^''*»^*'- -

y,::::::^
\ ^ m MMMMMM^M CHARTER. LA Paris, one way, August 27, EUROPE Israel One way roundP

ClassKlad advtfiising rates

IS words il.SOday. S consecutive
insertions SS.OO

Payable in advance

OEAOLiNEI0:Ma.ni.

No telefihone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to ttw

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classifltd

advertising service will not be ma^*
available to anyone who, in »Hf4^9%^-
housing to students or offering ioM*
discriminates on ttie basis ef race, cefer,

religton, national origin or ancestry. Neltlier

tt»e University nor ttie ASUCLA & Daily

Bruin ftas investigated any of ttte services

offered here.

^Announcements

HUGE Nursery sctKMl garage sale. April 24 -

25, 3313 Colby Ave , WLA, II 4 Furniture,
clothing, household, misc. In case of rain,

following weekend. ( A A 23)

HELP HELP HELP HELP
students in Psych I2S desperately need

Atkinson : Intro, to Motivation.
The publisher has failed us.

Please help us out and
we will pay you it.2S for your used copy.

Bring it to tt»e Buy Back Window,
ASUCLA Students' Bookstore.

MAKE MONEY
Openings still available for exciting part or
full time employment innovative sales
program

NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY
JtO-7771

SERVICES Unlimited is a sttort walk from
campwft (part-time iobsl. 47irt511. (3 A 291.

WE'RE backed up in delivery |obs Doesn't

anyone want to work? S2.M. Services

Unlimited, 47S-fS21. (3 A 23)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONYGIRLSJNC
)4U Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

TELEPHONE work part-time Mon Fri.

ll.7S/hr. Plush Century City office. Free
parking Mr. Knaus, SS4-144$. (3 A 30)

CITY OF PASADENA
STUDENT INTERNS

IN MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures 4M 3030 ( QTR)

KOSHER SANDWICHES
Available Daily

Beginning Tues, April 20

in

Vendiftg Machines:

1. 1st. Floor Bunche Hall
2. Oasis Room - Student Union

Sponsored by:
YAVNEH YOUNG ISRAEL

t2.*4hr.-2ghrs.
For academic year, Sept. '71 to June '72.

Mvst be Sr. or Gr^ad. Student as of 9/70 with a
Social Science Maior.

EXAM -MAY 12

APPLY BY APRIL 3t, 1971
"*'

. IttN.GARFIELP _
PASADENA -577-4344

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SENIORS, Grads - All maiers. VISTA Reps.
.r in Placement Office April 24-39. Si«n up
«v.;fK.K Vdrop by! Taking applications '71-'72.(3 A 27)

GAY Women: Daughters of Bilitis invites all

women to meeting April 23, 7:30 pm, 1910 S.

Vermont, Rev. Troy Perry speaker. 737 9159

eves. (AA23)

yf Campus Events

FEATHERS, foam, and Dixieland hobbitsi

Come to Middle Earrtis piitow tight at Mardi
6ras. (EA23)

y Church Services

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers).
Silent worship. Sun., 11 AM., Univ. YMCA,
574 Hilgard Visitors welcome. 472 79S0.

V lost and Found. 4

LOST - round gold framed, perscription
glasses brown case in Royce Kail, Sun.
AprU 14, 39 3 *tH,—^ (4 A 24*

T ^—
LOST: Seiko calendar wrist watch. Please
call 451 2474 any evening. Reward. (4 A 27)

^Miscelhneous

'DROP IN' programs Wednesday, 7 10 PM.
Students Si. 25. Call The Group Center for

free brochures. 4S4-3430. (SQTR)

y For Rent.

Social Events

BALALAIKA Party, Friday, April 34. Lt«m
Russian Hungarian dances. (Singles 21-45)

Call PICAS, GR I 7773. (SOC.A23)

ATTRACTIVE Housing AvailalMe in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenstiaw
Neight>ors for house/apt. info. 294-2294;

wknds; 292 5175. (7 QTR)

TRIANGLE'S Proud mary bdtrtc bang
Mardi Gras booth relieves study tension!
Norttieast corner of field. ( SE A3})

y/for Sale.. 10

THRILL Seekers: Scared of the dark? Who
knows what frightening things await you in

tt»e House of Horrors? Find out at UCLA
MardiGras'7). (S£A33)

YOUNG adult dance May 1, 1971 4 p.m. •

12 30 1520 S. Robertson Blvd., LA. (S E A 34)

GIBSON EB2 D BASS, hollow body, 2

ptckups, « MONTHS OLD, S354/offer (cost

S400) 42*^474, 327 4573. (14 A 39)

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern new for

summer delivery and save
2S%toS4%

^Personal

COACHES Pavich, Campl»ell. and Snyder.
Thanks for a great seasen. Ymtr girl*: mr

lUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Or.
Beverly Hills, CalH.

MMi -Saft. ig:gB-S:M CR1-«S24

23)

PAUL Edmond Stephan has a teud meuth.' (

1

A 34)

TRAYNOR amp. 4 10 speakers, with custom
re-verb head 4 mo. old with 1 year un-

conditional guarantee. Leaving country,
$454/best 393 5329. (14 A 29)

^Entertainment.. ••••••••••••

SINGLES, 21 - 45. Interested in sailin«
bicycling, foreign dances, son^s, piays? Call
PICAS Club, GR 4 7773. (2 A 33)

^ SACRIFICE! AM/FM
-2 "t automatic ch anger,

tridge. two speakers 444.

Stereo receiver,
, dust cover, car-
Call 474-4459 after

( 14 A 24)

CRESTLINE cabin and lod«e for group
retreats Weekend and heiiday, summer
reservation Call 2UCA 1-4449. (2 QTR)

CATALINA weekend /lioliday cottayes.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hetet.
Telephone Avaion, 747. Box 444, Avalon,
94744. (3 QTR)

^Help Wanted..•••••••••••••

WRITER, avid skier Do book on skiing.

Superior writing skills recuired. Send
resume/letter, sample(s): Publisher, Box
904)4. LA. 94009 (3A39)

VOYEURS needed. Take a peak at Services
Unlimited part time |Obs. Call 475-9521 now.

(3A33>

DELIVERY men: Dorm food delivery Own
car, valid UCLA Parking Permit 4 p.m. to 11

p.m. S2/hr Chunky's. 473 4042. (3 A 24 )

PBX Operator. 12 AM 4 AM. Male only, will

train $2 hr Dorothy Parsons, La Manctia,
475 5431. (3 A 23)

You are just the type
we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S45 per month wt.ile helping others

Come in to 1001 Gayiey, Suite 210
or

Call 474 0051 9 04 AM 7 00 PM daily

I tTY T*4t Brtfi^ close Ir ^nd
^... . yg IHr^ tr^dit M ^7 SO >j Mpw
.utoircts (3 A 24)

2 OYNACO A 25 speakers. $40 ea new now
555 ea 473 2444 eves (10 A2})

MOVING Couch. Maytag washer I year
Zenith TV, firescreen, other items 744-2005

4327 Matiliia. Sherman Oaks. ( 10 A 23)

BEAUTIFUL brown suede tie up boots, sue
7. worn once. 439 5120, Serena, ewes , leave

name. phVne (10 A 24)

GARAGE Sale records, books, bike
ilothes, stereo 24th 4 2Sth. 10 00 4 00 941

26th Street. SM (10 A 23)

CHARTER, LA Pans, one way, August 27,

5130 00 Contact the Education Abroad
Program UC Santa Barbara. 941 2394 (13 A

23J

NEED travel companion India, Orient. 7/15
9' 20 Transportation S|00 Low living costs
Rate 934 1522. (13 A 27)

KIBBUTZ in Israel. For further information
call: Daysa2 2141, eves 139-0191. (13 A 27)

MASTERWORK Garrard stereo system,
changer never used, S120, call Taj, 474-2419,

earlv mornings or evenings. (10 A 27)

SHERWOOD stereo amplifier 32 waHs per

channel xint. cond hear 575. Tolkm. ph 475

5205 (10 A 23)

LEAVING country garage sale furnishings,

small items. Friday noon, Saturday. 2714 W..
119, Inglewood 754 3995. (10 A 23)

MACRAME Kit, 24" wallhanging In

structions plus material, S5 ACCO. P O B
44444 , Los Angole^, Ca 90044. ( 10 AJ^3)

SKIIS w biftdings and poles, wooden, good.
210 cm S20, 140 cm $15 472 7977 ( 10 A 23)

SALE
2DAYSONLY

Fri, Sat. April 23-24
Everything in Stock
Discounted 20% 40%

Open Dailv 12 4, Sat. 10-4
WESTL A.MUSIC

11345 SANTA MONICA Bl.
2Blks West SO. Fry.

477 4402,479 4494

MARTIN Guitar steel string w/case. Small
box, ne/er used. Sacrificc-392-9440. Call
between 5 8p.m. ,™. '^'" (10 A 24)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the 535 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages is thru 22) Also
S4Q.15ri#y$
555 21 days
570. 1 month

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. $40. Gives
you 1000 miles and $40 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424 5149 (130TR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER FLIGHTS 1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorized & Approved
bw the University of California

on ALL Camouses

LA.-ION0ON/LON0ON.L A.

-AMPCX '755' tape deck,4tl4, Koss pro 4A
headset, S2^^ves. 454-4039. ( 14 A 24)

100 STEREO Albums, xint. cond. $1 ea. 12
string $50, bass $150, amp. 5250; best offer,
474 4147. (10 A 24)

BOAT, 14' V-4 catamaran, super fast, prof.
built, aluminum mast/boom; dacron s^ils -

Wat^S^A74J794. ( 10 A 24)

QUARTERHORSE, registered, 4 VS 1, JS
hands, gelding, saddle, $400. Thoroughbred
gelding hunter 16 1/2 hands. 377 5920 ( 10 A
24)

^Services OHeredir, II

NEEDHELP WITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

•Fair Housing
-Landlord-Tenant Disputes
Locating available apts.
Rental Share
We are Here to Help You!

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH17*
X 54494 -t"*'

JAZZ, rock, blues, piano stylings Beginner
to advanced. Dick Horn, 392-9302. ( 1 1 A 24)

WEDDING pictures, best results at lowest
prices, for appointment to see work, call Bob
744-0329. (11 A 24)

AUTO AND
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-2335. ..ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

ELECTROLYSIS unwanted facial and body
hair permonently removed. Free con-

suttation, LuCia R.E. 14931 Wilshire (corner
Westwood Blvd.).477-2193 Mon., Wed.. Fri.,

Sot. (nA27)

FH. Dep. Ret V^s Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 ^/22 8/16 8 S275
4 6/23 RJOti o i27S

$2756 6/24
v/ 49
8/22

T

8
7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 9 $275
10 ••

7/11 8/9 4 $275
11 7/14 8/31 7 $275
12 '•

8/8 9/8 4 $275
14 9/4 9/27 3 $275
14 7/24 4/25 4 S275

ONE-lABVY I A - LONDON
Fit Dep
Jv 6/24 $150

ONE-WAY LONDON-LA
FH. Ret Price

15 9/9 $150

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California (students, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immed. family
living in the same household)

charter flight 4

UC a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 O
Between 4 a.m. & 5 p.m

825 1221

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES

2 DAYS ONLY
FRI., SAT. APRIL23-24
EVERYTHING IN STOCK
DISCOUNTED 20%-M%

Here are |ust a few examples from our
outstanding selection of new and used in-

struments. All sale items are covered by
West LA. Music's exclusive lifetime
guarantee.

MIMEO DITTO PRINTING
TIteses A Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
• 73-5415, 741 5527 eves. 743 3509. (II OTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO 510 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (11 QTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees Robert Rtiee, 439 7270, 470-
9793. (11 OTR)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24
hr. phone, 274 9119. (11 OTR)

EUROPE, 5325^45, also Israel, Japan,
Summer.A Fall flights. E S.^ P., 8217 Bev.
Blvd.. LA, 90048 4513311. ESEPUCLA
members (13QTR)

CARSin EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O BOX 69504
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90069

OVERLAtiO Expedition tiTdta. Mid June
$490. London charters 5190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. 59th St., Chicago, III.

*«*^7
^ il^J.'.

EUROPE CHARTERS. llivii^aTicheduler
from 5250 roundtrip, 5)50 oneway. Coor-
dinator: Professor Margaret Paal, 247
RoycroM, Long Beach, 90403. 213 434-2179. (13
A 24)

UNI^iSF^ TBAVEi..
.RTER FLIGHTS

1O07

LOS ANGELES/LON'DON/LOS ANGELES

LIST SALE
Vomahapo )t4 125 79
Martin D-24 495 345
Gibson B25N 27S . 144
Guild D40 31S 143
Ovation Balladeer 250 195
Classic Guitars 49 29
SG Standard 345 1^5

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.
Call The Group Center for free brochures.
454 3030. (11 QTR)

DOC. Candidate to house-sit. Now - Aug. 31
or any pjrt Flexible terms. Good
references. 424 2432. (DA 27)

PARTY Mate April M Spring Deadline
nooriii«r Oont miss out I Apply now for your
14 campus computof dates. Write now:
Party Mate, P.O. Box 1247, Sprtwgfietd,
VlTBlnta. 22151. (11 A 27)

WEDDING pictures, best results at lowest
prices. For a|»pointment to see work, call
Bob. 744-0329 (11 A 27)

VISION Improvement Classes and vireehvnd
workshops A bioenergetic approach In-

terscience Work Shop Call 395 1555 or 424-

4000 (1tM3)

Depart Return Weeks Cost

1 June 15 Aug 15 9 S275
2 June 19-*-Aag 15 8 S275
3 June 24 A^g 22 9 $275
4 June 24 S«? 5 11 , S275
5* June 27 Sep 13 12 S275

• LA/London/A-nsterdam
6 July 1 ---Sep 3 9 S275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 ---Oct 3 4 5258

OPIN DAILY >!•%. SAT. 14-4

WEST L.A. MUSIC
11345 Santa Monica Bl.

GUITAR lessons Folk. Wues. fingerpicking
country Beginning, intermediate, ad-
vanced. Cay 5-7 p.m. Stan. 933-9035. ( M A 24)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes Learn to
eliminate crammmg forever Recall and
release all material ever studied 474 3350 i-4

p m Daily ( n M 3)

MAKE Earth Weeti last forever! ^ar«»
men'-/ noM and through wmmtr with an
*.pr,n.|«.on orOftMrt^ m}««i (3423)

"•*«,

2 DiuCXS W8ST b.U. Fwy
«77-ftftft?

r»FF TrorK^ Lessons With any minimum
'urday 10 12 Thrifty Yarn

QTR)
yg j iUHU »Wd. 474.4Ifl. TTT

M ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO ZVW^in

2E Ju.ne 14-wLA.''LoncIcn $148
2C July 26-'^-LA/L3r.dcn SI 39

3E Aug 197-LA.'r«drid/rrank $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/Lor.dcn S123
5E Sep 12- -LA /Lor don S123

m O.SE WAY FLIGHTS F.^CV. EVPCPE

IW June l4--A.-asterdir./LA $139
2W Aug 4 — Lo.idon/LA $139
3W Sep 16 --London/LA $14 8

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployees, ex= -n and Alunnl
.^lewber* olus .at* families.

Also Headqi- rters For

INTLSTUDENi IDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

Mfe're Open On Saturday

wort -ood

AUTO Insurance conceMed declined - too
high Lew monthly payments Student
Discounts Ask for Bob. 394-2225 ( M A 27)

TELt: 4 . . » I ot 4 ' j-4443
AT WtYB'WJI

ijg ^ ^ ^ Hi ih ^ ^ jgj^ ^ ^

EUROPE Israel One way round •student travel discounts SOfT „,
'"

European student charter flights CnJ,
• SCA .1687 San Vicente Blvd ':J\^°"'*.V,

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staM
EUROPE Many departures ( mcludmo on*
ways) Irom 52^8* *

TOKYO 6 week summer flight S]«3-
•Includes US departure taxes

Call Flight Chairman (213)839 2401
J74B Ovcrtand Ave . Ocpt

ONE way let LA Europe from 5200. One
was ship NYC Europe from S140 One way
let NYC Europe Irom S138 Phone 461 .

4171 (13A23) jRk

A
. CulvbVtTty""

TOURS UNREGIMENTED' THE ONLYWAY TO GO' Europe 8 weeks. 8 couni/i
bl095 Europe -J we^ks 6 countries S's
Israel Europe II weeks $1195 Jap^n .

weeks >10n EXPERIMENTS 11^TRAVELLING 4248 Overland Ave Cuivor
City (213) 839 S247

I 1 3 QT R

AIS FLIGHTS

^_Y—CM ISM— "Romeo and Jiiliet" will screen at 11 a.m. tomorrow

the Monica I and II Ttieaters, 1332 2nd Street. Santa Monica, as part of

the Shakespeare film festival sponsored by ttie Undergraduate English

;'^.^,:.4i.n hpre Admission is S1.S0. ^^—

Brew'n . .

.

(Continued from Page It)

CD. O'Malley" will continue on
display thf^ough May 4 in the

Biomedical Library.

"Braziliana" honoring Project

Brazil, will continue on display

through May 4 In the University

Research Library.

The deadline for filing for un-

dergraduate departmental
representative has been extended
to April 30. All undergraduate
students Interested in running

should come to Kerckhoff Hall 325

and speak to the University Action

Council secretary.

In order to receive NDSL funds

for Summer Sessions students

must sign a^ confirmation of

summer attendance in the

Financial Aids Office, Murphy Hall

3109, on or before May 15.

Activities at the International

(Continued on Page 20)
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Jet N Y Europe best prices
Immed issue int ID Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses. Tours
Suite IDS, Oept. UC
9054 Santa Momca
LA 90049, 274 8742

Experimental College Schedule

EUROPE Oiscoynt flights Also Israel
Africa. India 40*0 off intra European
charter flights Student ID cards Contact
EASC. 323 N Bcvcryly Or , Bev Hills d
9^^210 274 4293 (1 3 Q T H

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing Intra Europe tits'

Student Rail pass 2 months 512^ 00

Student 9rants on car purc h a se.

TODAY
8p.m.

TO^AORROW
11 a.m.

SUNDAY
2p.m.

5p.m.
7;30p.m.

Hare Krishna

Magic for Performance

Arch 1343

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Subjective Expression

Vegetarian Cooking

Psychology Project : Group Encounter,
- 473-0600

Arch IMS

Botanical Gardens,
Siddartha Pool

14301 Mulholland
2348 B Beverly Glen

THEY'RE REPOSSESSING THE CUP- Hedonics will present an Orson

Welles film festival this weekend. "The Magnificent Ambersoni and

"The Stranger" will have complete screenings at 7 and 10 p.m. today.

"Citizen Kane" and "Journey Into Fear" will have complete »»>o^» •
7 and 10:15 p.m. tomorrow. All fi|m» will be screened in Social WeWajre

147.

Rental and lease available

INFO SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
I3S09 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif 9M03

872 2283 or 784 1677

y lutoring ]i

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN E.
pcnenced Univ Prof Positive rosults .in,

exam. Easy conversational method (tr.ai.

473 24»2. , (UQTR

BUSINESS Math, statistics, calculus.
trigofMunetry, geon^etry^. aigebra^ acitiL_

mctic, chemistry, physics, ttc. Tutoring

halp$.$4/hr. 7fO-213l. (UA27)

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
TSTTSTirir 'jT^HTZm^? /h.... 1.51.0™ n yAui.>i.rW. 29 y«„to(o,soi. 29

» '^ " "
_ 40 uw nim Automatic Back Opening .^. tdhiiuium tuia ius xm

EXPERT tutoring m mathematics m ,

tevel, several years experience m teaching

Reasonable 391 2443. l U A li^

STATISTICS can be fun Professional

statistician, UCLA grad. New number GRE
too. 423 435s eves. _,

('<A24,)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation
LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S Robertson 63'

4390. (14QTP

2 BDRM , 2 bath, carpets, drapes, built-ins.

S190 826-4140. (17 A 26)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Purn 1 and dens, i bdrms. / singles

Rreolace "ge. heated pool, elevator, pvte^

pfo' '"'conditioning, lovely
^Jr«^.,f,»;;t'

bidg , maid available. North of W.lshire,

convenient to fvi/ys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayiey)
479 8144 (17QTKJ

STUDIO City, 2 bdrm.,
conditioned, summer only.

980-6619/eves., weekends.

2 bath, air-

82S-S421/days,
(17 A29)

FRENCH Italian, by Italian student

graduated Pans. Conversation, grammar
excellent results. S3 /hr George 476 536'

WANT to learn Spanish? Tutoring needed'

Learn it from a Spanish graduate student

Call 477-2703 mornings or evenings (14 A 27)

yM fjfl#iriu •••••••••••••••••••••••••• I J

505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

Dapoaifs now l«>r eummer/fdl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

^AOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY NEW
AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE FOR TWO.
641 LANDFAIR BLOCK UCLA. POOL. 479-

S404 (17 A 30)

/Apb. - Unfurnished 18

WALIBU, 2 bdrm mobile home, ocean view,

privacy, above Zuma beach, adults, $200.

Eves, 474-1197. (18A2e)

2 BDRAA.'a^f «""»" 1 3/4 baths. Near fwy

Call eves. 870 8056. L___l

VENICE - unfurn. apt. Three bdrm., 2 bath.

Stove, refrig Suitable four students. S240.

Ce block beach Call 392-936.1 «>'"' or 479-

8902.
(IfAiJ;

BEAUTIFUL, spacious 1 bdrm ,
Brentwood.

Available ihimed. Sl65/mo. 820-4069 between

3-4. I-

in niaf I 111

TYPING wanted m my home Expenenc d

fast, accurate, and reasonable Call 4S7

9682. (15A2»'

APT. furnished. Walk to UCLA. Large single

$1S5. Bedroom apts. $!•$. SU Landfair #1

477.1990. (17 A 27)'^ y^ Apts. to Share ,,... 19

TCM-ERANT, neat, cool female to share 3

bdrm house in Venice S72 plus util. 392 7162,

473 0130
•^"'^ii^

GIR L, care for iKOfi daughter 8 Ul 4i»c—
s/day Salary plus nn/bd. Walk ^o campus
825 2676 (23A23)

ARTIST, designer, psyctralogist, w^$^ to

share beautiful 14 room French '.ountry

house, grounds w/man late 20's/30's $120 ea.

Why waste away m apt. when you can share

good times m style? 876 6989.

^Room and Board 24

LAWMANCHA
ISNOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
FALLQUARTER,1971.

TRIPLE ROOMS WITH BOARD WILL
BEGIN AT $1095 PER ACADEMIC YEAR.

930 HILGARD AVE.
475 5131 (24 A 23)

SPROUL Hall dorm contract men's.

Sacrifice $155 Immediate o<^«"P*"*LVaV«;
6483 after 5 and weekends. ^" ^* '

49 VW Bug Automatic Back Opening

Windows 1 owner. Good condition $1600

652 4754, 654 8895, 343 3423 ("»' A 29)

66 TRIUMPH T H » A I H b J^inl

thioughou' now cluUh. n>ulUoi top etc

Musldr«ve $1,000 714 »4S7 1 29 A Ja»

'71 GREEN VW, almost ntw. radio A heater,

—T200mi.$t»n. 6S7 5»*0 — 42ftA^211

'70 VW Bus Good cohd
Call Dave, 473 0896

$2500 or best otter

(29 A 29)

66 GTO Convertible. Auto, trans ,
full

power, air conditioning, tape player $995

Phone 836 5S51 (29 A 29)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

,} 6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A I AUTOSERVICE
7957 ^»n Nuys Blvd

across from G.M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

iL-E-CT ORS ttem-=4*

—

f o rd t't-tr at t a blr

hardtop 5S 000 miU". t^uodcond 399 7)14 (29

A 7111

«S VW l^UG INNH7J:) two new t,rr',

brakes, clutch )0 OOu miles Ongmal own« t

S795 Eves or weekend phone 839 3174 (79 A

28) '_
. ...

'"'

i95» OLDS New paint, tifes, transmtssion,

brakes- good transportation Needs

generator $140 Call eves 828 5089 (29A27i

VW 65 sunroof, new dutch, »lnl tires

ncrdsbrakes shocks Sacrifice S495 39 2 9480

•

between 5 8pm »
(79 A 24

)

A-1

68 PONTIAC LeMans convertible, power

brakes and antenna AM/FM.
leaving country $i500/best 393

* (29 A 29)

steering,
34,000 mi
5329.

EXPERT TYPIST & STENO MY HOME
NEAR CAMPUS FINEST EQUIPMENT
ANOSKILLS 838 8425 • (ISA?)'

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates^ Ca"

GR 2 8411 LIS

TYPING editing, term papers, resumes

letters, theses 1MB Selectnc Eng grads

Nancy, 472 4143, Kay, 826 7472 ( 15 A 26)

EXPERIENCED
blocks from campus
7609.

electric typewriter, 3

Mrs C Huber, 471
(15 A 26)

RUTH theses, term papers, mausopis
Exp. Wkends, daily 5 9, 828 1162. (15Q'^R) -

-T^V#H*T - T^iesev, tfrt*ertatM>ns, books, term-

papers Specialty math & technical fyp>ng

Accurate, rapid service 761558 ( 1S QTB)

SPEED Reading students entering

graduate/professional schools Academic

Guidance Services 820 S Robertson Blvd

657 4390.
0T«*

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers

theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates near

campus Call Esther 826 7691 (15 0TR-

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES 479

1144, 477 43t2. (15 0Ta

Typing Service. Resumes, Term Papers

Photo Copies
Fast & Efficient Service

Reasonable Rates

ANDREWS ENTERPRISES
4903 W Pico Boulevard

Tel 931 1739

WATTS Secretarial Service - (213) 299 3135

4032 Buckingham »d LA 90008 SpecaliimS

in theses, essays, manuscripts 35c page MS

OTR)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnistied or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gaylev at Veteran
478-1735

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
B,rand new modern 1 bdrm. turn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.
Rents $175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool -Subterranean garage- Elevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean vitw

,

JWalk to boach - Near Freevoay. t—
2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573
2045 Fourth St., SM 392 $5S4
2311 Fourth St., SM 392-$4M ,

633GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool,

[deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

S27S. . 2 Bdrm, Dining ft Breakfastroom,
rireplace. Service porcit. Near College. 4$1-

•631 Agent fee. (17 A 27)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

7 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
D«,poaito now lor %vmmm/iat\

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

GIRL to Share beach aP^ "0 ^''a/f^***''??,"V

Ocean view. 392 6351. Call after 4 PM. (19 A

23)

FEMALE serious grad. (preferably law),

lafgMurn. one bdrm. SM. north W.lsh.re .

I%m6/15. $75 mo. 395-2715. 4752433, 6- 0^ ^^
PM.

;

L'^RG^rb'^rm" wIa '^'^^^^\},";^jt\,\^l
more or less, utilities included. 477-1316.(19 a

^3)
,

NEED a fourth girl to ^»;>^«
J;;*"^*

Brentwood apt 2 "drm - 2 bathv d.sh

washer. Close to busses, shops. $80 mo.^826^

•*7I. "

WA'NTiD"^;7rg7a'd/20's to shareTwo bed

village apt ?^ J^^f„T 47^^2l9 "» A 23)
Fireplace, parking. Diana^475-«^iT j^

2 GTRL^/sharV2 ^-",*,°" SJ!f!77r'
''"'

(summer), $50/mo.Kath.e/Marv 474^^^^^^
6713.

olRL^Ttudent or grad to share apt ^and

meals free with guys . 399 6iiu.

apt. Santa Monica near ocean. »im.
^^^ ^ ^^^

4S4-24n.

building off pat.o ^
free parking ava

^ ^ ^^^

$85 per month 473-3284^ ,--^--- '

J /%u,n room Beautiful 2

FEMALE grad 0^"
'*?J^ ,« JcLA 826

bdrm., 2 bath delux apt. One m.le uclm^
^^^

^^^(^rp7s,.X^^^^^

WORKING G.r. 21 plus. $Hare 2 bdrm
^.

J

bath studio apt (lurn.) wi.n
(,,^23)

H05/mo. 392-1588^ _____

babystttingcaii j

WOMEN! Apply now! YWCA Co 6p for fall

1971 Convenient, inexpensive, homelike

474 4012. (24 A 23)

J Room and Board

^ Exchanged hr Help.>j5^

GIRL student; Exchange room & board for

babysitting, light duties Start "^"'«d'ately

or June 474 6797, (25 A 29)

'68 MUSTANG GT. a»r, AM/FM stereo, 4

speed, 390 convertible Fxf '^°"*' *""!:' "I
346 1093 -^ .-^ . - ,t2?A2f)

AUSTIN Healey 63, 3000 MKII, f»''V * «'"'

machine AM FM $950 474 4052 (29A3«)

42 BUICK LeSabre, $200 After 5 p "» •'*

4074 (29 A 73)

'66 2cv TRUCKETTE. big engine, best offer

ZZN843 348 0843 ( 29 AJS)^

TRUCK '65 Chi'wiolct pan«-l I '2 Ion New
tiros. Shocks batlor v lU Puns qrral SS»S

472 186/ '79 A 241

'48 VW BUG- claan.ncw tires, good cond

Must soli imnn-d.atclv 51.075 479 0287 altir

^ ( 29 A 24)

69 FIAT 850 (9nv XInt cond Si 000 Takr

over payments No down paymont with good

credit Lravinq Caunlry Dav 273 5110

oveS .454 1660 ••«» '04 (29 A 281

AiFiRCtiOb 150 Yeiiow/biackiandaxitdpr—t"-^

nr cond ,\otomatic Under 5 yr warranty

W19S )4i 1078 (29 A 241

MUST Sacrifice 67 MGB roadster, wire

wheels, AM FM, good cond, 51075 395

5485
(29A7B)

61 VW Sunroof and 44 VW with newly

ribuiltingin. B.stoHrrs Call440l325 (29

A 26)

67 ALFA Durtto hardtop d.sc brakes 14.000

m.W4.^a». owner, unac cond "'*<" t*;-^^!

0H«-» 489 2444 Of 842 8744 (29 A 23)

'42 FALCON good cond

Available- May 20/i'arlier

olfiCi- 825 3735

S)00/bfst ollfr

Momr 190 4579.

(29 A 231

BACH quarters Offered *'"*'•
.V^^^lJ m

e.chang'e for baby sitting Call -'t^Yj P^'J,

656 2462^ .

FrTe private room, board. Exchange lor

mother's helper. Student or "niployed girL

Brentwood area. 394Ji53, (25 A 27)

OLDS ^0 Ballye ISO W -Jt engtmr. Jow-

mileage, xInt cond. Sebr.ng v-''^;;;
JJ*'

8853
(29 A 23)

'||7 SUNBEAM Alpine,

bcstol^tr 451 0891

gQpd~ Tontf $80* or

(29 A23)

;0 DUNE Buggey El Lobo body 59 VW
engine Plenty of chrome •"*'"*'"'** "°

6355
"

JA

FREE editing, grammar/spelling e'*«*'*'^

Expert typing, fast Pick "P^deiiver_ la^

school Ai.rP 1«7.1304 (ISO'"

V Wanfed. ,
'^

VISITING Israeli phys«cian
bdrm house of apt July
7421 *.

li looking for 3

Call 935— 04A*3

WALK UCLA^iuite secluded spacious single

fireplace, 412 Veteran Ave., 473-0201

Available May 1$ 160 mo (17 A 26)

555 LEVERING
Singlgt - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator Latmdry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7 2144 '
'

Near Veteran Ave
""'

VILLAGE, furnished large 2 **^^^"^y\7t
apt , patio available May 1$ $2'*

,,; a
Lin<»brook corner Malcolm 474^7903 «•

27)

cmTldCARE /light housekeeping. Full-
^" ,.^<>iu Hal Air home wlttt
time/ summer^ Lovely Bel Air "o ^^^^
pool. Salary. 472-5527.

Overnight chTldTaVe M pm. *W ••"['„

Sours I day off flexible. Free /ansportat on

,0 and *om campus 390-3959 afternoons (25

A 23)

J Room for Rent ^o

KAALE $60 Private entrance /bath "•^•9-

rrin campus GR2-40**

S7ti QUIET girl BelAir panoramic view

PHvat"! entrance Share bath ^oo. Bre.j

fast privileges 7 830148
(J6^J8^

PRIVATE entrance, delightful porch, air

Z7 Grand P-- 10591 Cushdon UP^O^

0040 570 mon No hipp e»^
|

C4000 ROOM, sunset Strip, HUUidt «'
say.uv '«*'^

I arae clP»«ts, w*'. carpets

responsible stude nt 3?j viu^

^ For Sublease ^
BRENTwVooipt for »"")'"••'

'.^-jf;";',,J
bath Fireplace gorgeous '*^»»»' »;'^'*-

t^pe'd'ir*'- «50^.r Ph 826-5909 a. t^er
^4.

p.m.

65 MUSTANG V I conv shift, 4 speedy Good

condition $750 Gomg abroad Eves 475 5132

( 29 A 2 ' I

KARMANGIA '65 convertible good mech

cond Bestooo. c,»Mpvps i7: ^^-J' ' ?•' ^ ?))

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO — MG

Save on car rental with our goy here take

dettvery ^ ^vropa Rla« ' Oireit shipnitniL

also arranged Financing available

191 0445, 870 4921

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Wastiinqton Blvd.

i^

f«tt«MiiMrvict
aglMiM Iffiptrtt

C«lv#rCtt»:IMtlH

62 VW BUS Leaving immediately lor

Africa Must sell Engine rebuilt .n 70. new

transmission, brakes, tires and battery Low

,nsuranci' Good m.ieage Call 'y** '•;

Sirvr 825 1720 Mahr ol«*'f UT » /t»

6ii MOB &T *<iiow, mechanically xlnt.

win wheels new fires 35,000 miles \\1S^.

838 6968 or 839 877 3 ' (29 A 23)

70 DATSUN 2 dr Sedan auto A R^H xlnt

cond Must SPM »n 2)52 (29AJ6)

p a r ^ "^

"

iPI

5200 '63 COR V AIM Monia. automatic new

"opholst Good cond 477 753..xt 360 day

^

360 1263 eves Kuo «JT«iJ;

PORSCHE 912 66 5 speed silver, ^ehu'lt

engine'' new radia.s extras Wolfgang Ve.th^

825 4078, 479 7571 J*'*/"

67 VW Camper AM FM, Michelm •^V 1*00

cc Ifuned e.Raust SJOWJ/bff.r l^r^^J^"
5929

U»»/»»

46 Firebird 3$0 snappy gf*«* <»nd ,

17 000 m.ies landau top power

steering brakes 474 2045 after 6 ( ?9 A 23)

62 COMET newt»res battenos Good "'•n»

Fullyequipped Reasonabi- OP 5 2I46 f 29

A 26*

67 MUSTANG Fastba - »•
»*•'•« J*^

new tires racing shocks, sports dec»«.
>'>>J^

6541410.
(29A23)

68 MGB. 28.000 m.les. w.ft wheels. R/M.

new tires. A 1 condition, ong O'^"*'' V';
838 51 IS

(/-»«'

Q>icle%, Scooters

' for Sale •• ^^

•6» YAMAHA 305 7800 mi. '©Oks^ runt

Ur5 or best oHer 27» Ut* «»AMi

69 KAWASAKI MACH III,
'""*l.*!!l./ 1^1

cond first reasonable offer J" 0M4, M2

Oc^anPark SM ( 30 A a»)

•67 SUZUKI J$0 cc Hustler xlnt cond lovei

#nd tarfd for, $3$0 or best oUtr 477 3442 (
30

A 28> _'

VILLAGE, fwrnishad large 2/b«drbb«»
»twdK» apartment, patio available May 15

fOtll 1/1 1 -nnnati corner Makcolm 474-

THJ (17 A 27)

.URN -".«-•; T^i °v?v.:j!'
""!".

$100, call after 5
oo.

(22 A 28)

preferred

JAutos for So/6 ^'

Air
69 CORVETTE Perfect cond

Panai roof, power steering, fastback

pr.de 289 1178

cond
good

(29 A 27)

•»j VW Excellent condition «^"
J^**

/weekends 83* 5102
(2^Arr'

WOODY^ WAGON Ford Squ.re
'J^

W";*"'"

that will treat car with kindness

Reasonable price - 272 6743

70 HONDA 50 1J00/W. Trade •' '« *P2i*J

plus $100 or $1*0 cash 477-4011 oxt. 329 (30A

27»

MONOA -Ti iOO<c »>00 m. good cond $300

Call 825 1877or 477 4859 Ash for Oom ( 30 A

JJl —
»; yAMAMA rLI lOOcc «'nf cond n^oSt

sVit 5Vm > >i> o oi iVr f all *?^*^^^v^^

(29 A 27)

after 5
30AjSy

gyi'y '
'

,"m^.
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BUTTON, BUTTON, WHO'S GOT THE BUTTON?—
Huichol shanma, Ramon Medina and anthropologist

Peter T. Furst will screen and discuss "To Find Our

Life: Ttie Peyote Hunt of Huictiols of Mexico" at 1

p.m. today in Bunche Hall nWB. Admission Is frtt,

and all interested persons may attend.

/

THE 70s nnST CHEAT EPIC. TEE NEW

WESTE&N TO BEOIN ALL^VIiiirE&NS!'
Kmmtmt, Tmb« MacaiiMr

Brew'n weekend goodi
(C^ontinued firom Page 1^)

Students Center, 1023 Hilgard,

today Include English Con-

versation at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.,

Happy Hour at 5 p.m., Japanese

Conversation at 6 p.m. Aman at

^30 p.m., and FoHc Dancing at 8

p.m. Weekend activities include:

Ballroom Dancing at 1 p.m.

tomorrow; Aman at 1 p.m. Sunday,

Song of Earth Chorale at 3:30 p.m.

Sunday, and ISC Orchestra at 2

p.m. Sunday.

Speeches and Seminars

Davis H. Kranti, associate

professor of psychology at

University of Michigan. Ann Ar-

bor, and Center for Advanced
Studies in the Behavioral Sciences,

Stanford, Calif., will hold a

colloquium on "Measurement
Structures" at 1 p.m. in GBAr>|246.

Manuel Zapata Ollvella,

Colombian writer and folklorist,

and professor of Latin American
Literature, University of Kansas,

Lawrence, will speak in Spanish on

"Realidad y Fabula en La Novela

Latinoamericana de Hoy" at 3

p.m. today in Architecture 1102.

Howard Reiss, professor of

chemistry here, will hold a

colloquium on "Some Unsolved
Matttematical Problems in 1.) Ttte

Theory of Fluids, 2.) The
Cooperative Behavior of Proteii^s

and Genetic Material, 3.) Crystal

Growth and 4.) Statfstical Ther-

modynamic Aspects of In-

formation Tf»eory" at 4 p.m. today

In Mathematical Sciences 6627.

Dennis Corrlgan, professor of

physics here, will hold a seminar

00 "An Asymptotic Sum Rule In

Perturbation Tl^eory" at 3 p.m.

today in Kinsey Hall 247.

Meetings
American Institute of

J^eronautics and Astronautics

(AIAA) will meet at 1 p.m. today in

Boelter Hall 5273. There will be iwo

short technical films on Solar

Paf>el Fabrication; and Structural

Integrity of Solid Rocket Motors.

English Conversation for

Foreign Students will meet at 11

a.m. 2p.m. today In Campbell Hall

1118.

URA Clubs

The Karate Club will meet from
4-6 p.m. today in tt>e Women's Gym
200.

The Tennis Club will meet from
2-4 p.m. today on the South Courts.

The Hapkido Club will meet from
5-6:30 p.m. today in Memorial
Activities Center B 146.

The Fencing Qub will meet from
2-3 p.m. today in the Wpnrwn's Gym
200.

The Lacrosse Club will meet
from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Hattia Yoga Club will meet
from 12-2 p.m. today in the

Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-

3:30 p.m. today In Memorial Ac-

tivities Center B 146.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will

meet from 2-10 p.m. Sunday, in the

Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet

at 10 a.m., Sunday, in the Wonnen's

Gym 200.

The Karate Club will a>eet at 10

a.m., Sunday, in tt>e Men's Gym
200

The Cricket Club will nr>eet at 10

a.m., Sunday, on the South Field.

HOfF^IAN -UTTU: BIG MAN
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTIME'

OI»W€HOW FOR THE HRST TIME

IH WESTWOQD!
Also At These Selec.

MaMA#i
Redondo Beach

3721109

AMERICANA
CINEMA #1

'"??:."• 893^4411

heatres

SHERMAN
Sherman Oaks

784 9911

in ; WESTWOOD

Phone 477-0575
SANDS
Glendale

24B6363

ROSEMEAO #3
4#4-Rosemeaa

573-9480

SHOWCASE
CINEMA #1

Downey 8621121

FASHNW Sa.#2
La Mabra

691-0633

MONTCLAIR
Pomona Valley

624-9696

CMEMA
Costa Mesa

546^3102

EASTLAND

W. Covina

3319944

^«p"
•-'i:;.!

WEST LA. MUSIC

ii

SALE?
2 Days Only • FrI. — Sat. April 23-24

We would hove had on inventory clearance sale or something like that if we really had

some dead items to get rid of, but Instead we have a complete selection crf*ttie fjnest new

and used musical Instruments and accessories available, all priced in oor usutil hard to

.wJts*-woy. \f\ foct, for two doys only, we are offering all our merchandise at substo ntiot

(20% tp 70%) discounts. All the sale items are covered by West L.A. Music's exclusive life

time guarantee. Trades are v^elcome, and If you see something you like, at least put a

deposit on it. To make sure you get it.

H«r« or* jwsl o f«w aBomplM from our ouhHtndAnQ solwction o4 n^m instruments:

More Mardi Gras ...
JContinued from Page 17) ^ ..

James La Force, econofnics department chairman, Kenneth

Tnieblood, dean d letters and science, and Luke Fishburn, director of

UniCamp from 1950-1^70, will also assess some booths.

The 'pageant of the masques/ begun in 1969, will begin at 3 p.m.

tomorrow on the athleUc field. There wffl be 15 masque and non-masque

entries being judged, song girls and cheerleaders, Joe and Josephine

Bruin, and 'The Bear," "The Duck" and **The Tree," from the Andy

Williams television show.

UCLA's 25^piec€ jazz ensemble, directed by music lecturer Gary Gray

will add entertainment throughout the weekend; and several dixieland

bands will also perform.

Tickets are $1.50 and $1 for children, but $1 and $.50 Saturday unUl 6

p.m Tirkets can be purchased at the gate, during the event

ITEM

YomohoFGISO"
Yomat>a FG 300

Mortin D-28

Martin D-l

8

Gibson C-l

Gibson B 25 N
Guild D44
Guild D40
Buck Owens
Ovation

Classic Guitor

-USED JNSTRUMENTS-
Gibson Dove
Gibson SG STD.

Fender Telecaster

Gibson Les Paul

Ridienbaclier

Guild Sforfire

Dobro
Fender Super Reverb

GuHor Strings

Gwitor CosM

DESCMPTION
Folk Guitar

Folk Guitar

Folk Guitar

Folk Guitar

Classic Guitar

Folk Guitor

Flat-Top Guitor

Flat-Top Guitar

Flot-Top Guitar

Folk Guitar

Conqueror

Folk Guitar

Electric Guitar

Electric Guitar

1943

12 Strir^

Bectric Guitar

Bectric

Amplifier

Any Brand
All sizes

11^ SALE PRICE

$125 % 79

225 149

495 • 385

395 315-

305 190

275 . <'J

429 345

313 243

149 .95

250 195

49 .
•

540 '^:o

385
' m

345 .'.'^

195

' 395
t

325
,*

,
"y

395 !;5

500 i y:

25* oH

30% oH

WEST L.A. MUSIC
' n345 Santo MonTco Bt. 479-6898

—^
West Los Angeles 477-8802

(2 Blods WmI o( rtM Son Diego fr—wof)

We accept American Cash. Bank Americord. Mostercharge. Loy-A-Ways. Mom hi,

Payments, ond Trade Ins.

Open Daily 12-8. Sot. 10-6

DINNERS
Roast Tom Turkey J^
savory d»e»4«og, tronbeify $ou<e

Rare Prime ol Be«f

Ground Round Steak

Swiss Steak

soup or solod • polotoei

• twt roll an<i buttei

7 n» 3 selections nightly

•i^ ^R ^^- ^fW

GIANT L' BURGER

$135
created (or huge appetites

Fonr»ed L Burger

'A pound choice meot - Giont Bun
melted cheese, rench Ines plus

tomato, pickles, carrots, omont

]0920 Lindbrook at Westwood Blvd.

Open 24 hours Free Parking

Phone 478^2732

TOP SIRLOINM
• soup de jour or mixeogreen salad j^^^^M
• hnlcfid notato sour cream and rhives ^^^^

e

baked potato sour cream a

• hot roll and butter

naturally tender-

no tenderizers used

MEET Al Knight
our new chef, formerly of Sherl's

Coffee Shops.

<eg.2.35

S ^*
i

f

*» «i

^ » n'

f\.

tS,'^' -*:"tf» wm jg h & fe. k -rJ. A « I "

J liy Jf I 11*1 f I T" ^- f "S i? I! '^ * ''5 £,
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ORSON WELLES FILM

FESTIVAL
^ '#?-

# ^

« a « t{ r -•

If

^^^^ ^ ^

•Vie

OONATION REQUE5TE

Social Welfare

T he trAoedy u» unryu m^a 'ove o*tom*s a cooeni stwtfy Ol • few'»v *«<^'"»-'«»'-y ' ••s, 1W2
classic set at th« turn ol tt>e century Cortsidcrwf by most eKperts to t>e tt>« pirmecle ol

Welles' t^aunting creativity

u
_., ...> ^,a».i>g tla&iic in tt*« hisior y of cii>enrva In ternr« ot souod.

•**'J'"?'
raplfy, and ct^ractenzation Tt>« film probes the life ol newsp«p««" magnate k«

n :

t

i ¥

fit

Probably tt>e most innov
photography, arxl ct^racre
tf>ru five different r^rrative points ol vl««»

A.i

ProbaMy Welles* least known film. The Strawfar (not CaoHis) is an imaginative and
excitir^ spy ttwiller with Weltes. Loretta Vovn^. a««(l Edward G.

Frki V April 23 2 Complete Shov.* .} 7;00 10:00 Spon. by Hedonics

A biiarre tale ol psychological terror ttwt Welles produced, he directed the *'^*
''J'

sequences hot was reawved as director after a row with RKO, with tt>e legendary A^g*.

cury Playersof Citizen Kane. The Magnificent Ambersons and The L»dy from Shai»«iw«

Soturdoy An''?' ^^ 1 CompM^ Show^ rr4 TOO * 10-15

rs-r^^
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Bill introduced to return

some parking fines to UC
A bill which if passed will return fifty per cent of all parking fines

collected on UC campuses to the Board of Regents is awaiting resub-

mittal to the State Assembly Ways and Means Committee, accordmg to

Paul Silver, administrative intern in the office of Auxiliary and Service

Enterprises. Fines collected on state college campuses will go to their

Board of Trustees under the measure.

The parking service here issues over $200,000 worth of traffic tickets

each year, according to Silver. Even though the parking service pays the

entire cost of giving tickets, the money collected goes to the city and

county of Los Angeles.

The measure, sponsor^ by Assemblyman William R. Ketchum

(R—Bakersfield) failed in the committee late last month when it fell two

votes short of passage.

The bill will not be resubmitted until its backers are sure of success,

Silver said. Lobbyists from the UC president's office and the state college

system are now trying to gain support. According to Silver, chances for

the bill on the Assembly floor and in the Senate are good.

One of the main reservations legislators have about the bill is the use to

which the Board of Regents and State College Board of Trustees would

put the money, Silver said. Possible uses include funding new parking

structures on the Berkeley campus, and research into an on campus

transit system and low pollution vehicles here, he added.

According to Sally Meisenholder, head of the Parking Service, the

service is entirely responsible for ticket-giving. Tickets are given to

protect the permit holders who have paid money for parking. Because the

citations given go through the municipal courts, the city and county

receives the revenues, she said.

Berkeley faculty urges change

•>:

Semester system backed
V.

>:

y.

i^

:̂•!•

Faculty at UC Berkeley are urging a return to

the semester system.

A changeover in the University calendar might

be possible for 1973, according to Brandan O'Hehir

the chairman of the Berkeley Academic Senate's

Committee on Educational Policy. Such a change

could only be effected by the UC Board of Regents.

In a statement supporting the committee's

resolution, O'Hehir said, "Evidence indicates not

only that the quarter system is unpopular with the

entire campus community, but that its continuing

operation constitutes a severe disadvantage and

inconvenience to many members of the com-

munity."

Last week, the Senate's Representative

Assembly (the ec(uivalent of the Legislative

Assembly here) unanimously endorsed the

resolution.

On this campus, according to Moses Greenfield,

chairman of the Committee on Educational

Policy, no proposals or resolutions have been

submitted in favor of the quarter system since it

_« • • • • • I

was initiated in 1966. He said considerable

discussion over it had taken place, and the faculty

were generally in favor of readopting the semester
system.

O'Hehir said UC President Charles J. Hitch has
already set the guidehnes for term dates for 1^2
allowing for the continuation of the quarter system
at least until 1973.

However, for the first time, Hitch has authorized

chancellors to form their own calendars for the

academic year beginning no earUer than Sept I8,

1972. O'Hehir said setting this as the earliest

possible date of instruction makes change to the

semester system ''difficult, but not impossible."

In addition. Hitch's ruling would permit a

suggestion at Berkeley to have each quarter's

instruction begin on Monday and end on Friday.

Ten full weeks of instruction per quarter would be

possible with a weekend between the end of in-

struction and the start of the finals week.

The subject is expected to be discussed at next

month's Regents meeting.
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Panel discusses parole
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HAIR — Harry Drucker, one of Hollywood's first hair stylists wm :>K«ak

at noon today in the Ackerman Union Men's Lounge under the auspices of

the Associated Students' Speakers Program. Drucker, who has styled the

hair of such stars as Clark Gable and Gary Cooper, will be on hand to

warn students of the dangers of long hair and how to avoid baldness.

By Terry Colvin

DB Staff Writer

"Going before the California

Adult Authority Board is like

walking into a pack of wolves when
you are ofily a lamb," Paul Cook,

an^ex-convict and member of the

Sons of San Quentin, said Wed-
nesday night at the second Law
Symposium on Prisons sponsored

by the Law School here.

Cook was one member of a

seven-member panel discussing

parole and release from Califor^

nia's prisons. Other members of

Correction
Keith Schiller, undergraduate

student body president, did not

veto expenditures of funds for

the Child Health Care Pre-

payment Plan as reported in

l^e Dally Bruin. After con-

sultation with Linda McKown, a

coordinator for the program,
there was a mutual agreement
that the monies would not be
transferred until there was a

meeting to discuss alternate

means of funding the program.
Schiller announced at last

week's SLC meeting he would
veto the funds.

Accei^

itutes.

>>'

RealQolden.Rftalr.ri'

McDonald's.French Fries. Yum.

1118 W«stwood Blvd. Just North of Wilshire

MlCDOffWIkrB

Wetfwood

the panel included: Henry W. Kerr,

chairman of the Adult Authority

Board — the board which is

directly in charge of parole; — Bob
Olson, ex-convict, attorney and

director of the Seven Step Foun-

dation, an organization for ex-

conviCts; Pat Friely and Betty

Burns, ex-convicts from the

California Women's Institution, Al

Pride and Oscar Grebner, parole

officers and Bill Fording, former
Chief of Police of Berkeley, and a

member of the Women's Board of

Terms, the female counterpart of

the Adult Authority.

Lead off

Murray Schwartz, Dean of the

Law School, led off the program by
saying the parole program is the

most alien facet of penology to

lawyers and law students.

Kerr then descrilaed the com-
position of the Adult Authority

which contains eight memljers,

appointed, by the Governor. At
present the board is composed of

seven ex-law enforcement officials

and a dentist. "The decision to

release an inmate from prison is

based on many things, including

employment prospects, marital

situation and psychiatric
evaluation," Kerr said.""^' ^

Ignorance
Olson said when he was first

confronted by the criminal law
institution he found that even as a
lawyer he was ignorant of the

system. "The Adult Authority sets

no guidelines which the con can use
to guide his behavior aiming

toward release. It is a one-sided

contract," Olson said.

Sentences- •--- '

California also leads the nation

in median time served in the in-

stitution — 24 months, he said

"The size of California's system

which has some 26,000 inmates is

surpassed only by the Soviet Union

and the People's Republic oi

China.

"This figure has dropped over

the last two years because of a

device known as Probation Sutjsidy

which grants each county $4,000

per person for every man who is

placed on probation rather than

put fn an institution," Olson said,

Cook concluded his comments by

saying to Kerr, ' 'Every convict and

ex-convict in the State of California

has asked you in the name of

humanity and justice to resign and

halt the injustices that the

California Adult Authority and the

Department of Correction^ breed."

Law symposium
The third and final la\v

symposium on prisons will be

held at 7:30 p.m. today in room

1359 of the Law School. Par-

ticipants will include Federal

District Court Judge William P

Gray, Assemblyman John

Vascancellos and Los Angeles

Superior Court Judge Arthur L.

Allarcon. The symposium is

entitled '^Lawyers, Law

Students—Getting Involved".

ELECfRONICS COMPANY
desires junior or senior for 20
hours or more for part-time

office work— major in E.E.,

Physics or related field desired

Many fringe benefits

StaH $550/month
(calculated at $3.175/hr)

Abbott Transistor

Laboratories, Inc.
5200 West Jefferson Boulevard1(neor La Brea)

Phone 936-8185 for oppf
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ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric s^
^

is open for business. Featuring

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL .

TO MEET YOUR NEEDS A

12010 W.«COLi.VD..
,
lOS ANQELIS, CALir. 90004

^ PHONE tOOAY (213) 470-4383

PRICES YOU CAN Aht-OR^

\ ]006Broxton 477-0880
'
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Stewart evaluates

i

^iroshima Panels on display | .. • • --

—

Asian program plannedFoni'"'SS«'"er job
l-^ iBeMbcrsc«iiKtc4 by DB tuff writer KcaPctcnoa Ml tkcfMcUMlBflallhliye«r'tcwMcU.)

The Asian American Studies Center will present

a series of lectures, films and other presentations

to accompany the showing of the Hiroshiflaa

Panels which are now on display in the Women's

Lounge.

Mary Lynn Hamano, head of the committee

which planned the events, hopes the films,

§ speeches and the panels will help to raise the

consciousness of the people attending to oppose

the war.

"With Japan re-arming, and the Vietnam issue

not progressing towards peace as rapidly as it

should, these panels and events are an important

means to get our anti-war sentiments to a large

number of people," Hamano said.

The film, **Ifs Good to be Alive" will be shown

at 11 a.m. and 1 a.m. tomorrow in Ackerman

P Union 3517. It is a film, made by the Japanese on

^ the victims of the Hiroshima bombing. It is the

p only copy of the film in the U.S. and will show

$: scenes never shown by Americans.

ff

i

V.
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A film on the Hiroshima Panels will also be

shown. A multi-media presentation will be given

from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Wednesday and Thurs- »
day in the Men's Lounge. First a photographic g
essay will be presented by Jeanne Quan, a UC ,^
Berkeley student. She will read poems she has *

written to accompany her pictures.

A slide show on the Asian war will be presented

by a group of cinema and photography Asians

called the Slanted Eye Then there will be a panel

of Asian American Veterans discussing the unique

situation of being an Asian American sent to

Vietnam to kill other Asians and their feelings on

the prejudice they encountered while fighting in

the war.
*

Rev. Mokusen Miyuki a Buddhist priest who also

teaches religion at San Fernando Valley State

College will speak at 7 p.m. Thursday in the

Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom on "Hiroshima

and Humanity."

to Um ftUUi ! a MTtet af liMcrvlewt wMi
by DB tuff writer Kca Pctcnoa Ml tbc f

LeflslaUve CMmcU (SLC)
•I Ihli year's ca—cU.
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Dental students to aid Indians
This summer a group of dental students will be

offering their time and services to the Fort Apache

Indian Reservation, in an effort to improve the

dental health of Indians there according to Mike

lacoboni, one of the organizers.
"* ^ "

lacoboni described the dental hygiene of the people

as being very serious. "Ninety-five per cent of the

people over the age of 20 have no teeth at all. This is

caused because of poor diet, inadequate oral hygeine

and a lack of dental knowledge," he said.

There are two dentists working at the reservation

now, but lacoboni explained they cannot keep up with

the work load. Most of their time is taken up working

on children and emergencies. As a result the adults

can't be helped."

The group making the trip to Arizona will consist of

approximately 150 dental students. The volunteers

will be rotating so that each student will spend a

month at the reservation. —_-
.

lacoboni expects the project to Bca valuable ex-

perience for the dental students as well as the In-

dians. "We will be getting experience in making

dentures and also learning the culture of the Indians.

We plan on living right on the reservation in

government dormitories. This will give us the op-

portunity of learning their life styles," he said.

lacoboni added, then the equipment they will be

taking was donated by various companies, such as

General Electric, Coe-Flex and Lactona Co.

-^Vfcik.
-— msmam

^m^i^^-^»*^'iJ>\«-

Dave Stewart, cultural affairs conmiissioner, believes the nature of his

commission sets him somewhat apart from the other Student Legislative

Council (SLC) officers. As a result, his impressions of the council are

confined more to his own office than to SLC as a whole.

"I don't understand how some of the other commissioners keep track of

what they have under their offices. But the commissions must run fairly

well. As for SLC, I can't characterize it as either good or bad. A lot of

programs come out of it, and they all seem to l)e run conscientiously.

Stewart said.

According to Stewart, his personal emphasis this year was in getting

more free noon concerts and increasing the number of pop music per-

formances on campus. ^

Music productions on campus generally originate out of three groups:

the Committee on Fine Arts Productions (CFAP), headed by Frances

Inglis, the Student Committee for the Arts (SCA) and Stewart's Cultural

Affairs Commission.
"Programming by the CFAP is almost all in the fine arts, with little

popular music programmed. The SCA, which gets $64,000 from

registration fees, uses the money to by tickets to CFAP productions,

which it sells to students at a loss. As a result, there is a void left in the

popular arts," Stewart said.

"My goal has been to redirect SCA money into the popular arts. This

year they've been responsible for getting Neil Young and Elton John. And-
-4'veappointed pop-oriented people to SCA to encourage this," Stewart

said.

Because his commission operates on a budget slightly above $9,000,

Stewart was unable to get such performers himself.

"The SLC money isn't enough for Royce or Pauley concerts, so I've

concentrated on less big-name groups. I*ve been trying to get as many
free noon concerts as I can, though. I think I have been successful to a

certain degree in correcting the imbalance between fine arts and pop arts

productions, "Stewart said.

Language requirement

to be pulDrLmaiLhallDL
The fate of the foreign language requirement will be decided by the

College of Letters and Science by the end of this quarter.

At the April 15 Letters and Science faculty meeting, the faculty

defeated by a vote of 15-39 the proposal by the college's executive com-

mittee to alwlish the requirement.

The faculty voted down a proposal to submit the question on a mail

ballot by a vote of 22-40. The mail ballot was the only topic of discussion

However, the question of abolishing the language requirement can still

be put onto a mail ballot if 35 faculty petition to do so.

Accoring to the college office, the 35 faculty signatures have already

been turned in. Petitions were circulated in the departments of botany,

chemistry, philosophy, psychology and zoology. i^r: .^

Regulations require that a petition for mail ballot on an item covered at

a meeting be submitted within 10 days of distribution of the minutes of

that meeting. Minutes of the April 15 meeting will probably be distributed

later this week, and include a call for arguments for and against the

proposal, to be submitted within five days.

Ballots must be distributed five days later and must be returned within

20 days, around the first week in June. Voting will also take place on the

ballot for next year's president, secretary, and executive committee

members for next year.

The propoiftal reads: "that the foreign language requirement be

abolished in the College, and that individual departments be privileged to

set their own language requirements, if any, as part of their major^
* subject to review and approval by the Executive Committee.

"

—-Yoyng, Saxon put out fire
Chancellor Charles E. Young and vice chancellor David Saxon

Extinguished a fire at the Faculty Center here Friday afternoon

several minutes before the fire department trucks arrived.

"You missed the picture of the year," William Bodner, faculty

center manager told the DB. "Young was holding the nozile, and

Saxon was holding the pump."
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Languages vote explained
Editor- access to free, tax-supported service division of the new en-

1 should appreciate the privflege higher education. terprise could yieW net income to

of your column to indicate the
i am unable to see how a vote for '^Pl::^ l^^v^',;!!^^

reasons for at least my vote at the ,,, ^^^,,^^ ^f the foreign f^i^^^J^^
meeting of the College of Letters la^g^age requirement at this ^?^/^,,^^^nTheV2bv be
and science April 15. momenfcan ^ intoipretod in any ^tudem fee^s

-"^^^^^^^J
This voto will be seen by many as way OTHER than as a mandate ^^^^ ^ administraUon to

yet another instance of in- from the faculty for the eUmination ^^^ ^^^ j^^ney acconiing to our
decisiveness, of dilatory tactics, in of beginning instruction in the

^J^^^^ ^^ theirs)
short, of bullshit. As an assistant major foreign languages at UCLA,

professor in the department of and the consequent deprivation of i am confident that the merger

French, I am very concretely students who for financial reasons would ht a successful one and

affected both directly anu iu- — personal or societal — are might possibly trigger similar

directly (I anl thinking of my jobr unable to obtain such instruction developments, with the merger of

classification and the at- previous to their matriculation at the child care <fenter, student

tractiveness of our field with UCLA or who would be prevented health and the office of housing the

respect to support of graduate from engaging in language studies next logical candidate,

students) by any reduction in other than the ones begun at high

demand for instruction in foreign school level,

languages and literature.
j ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ convince me of the

fallaciousness of this reasoning, I

shall support the abolition of the .^

foreign language requirement as |«^ tllOmnri^lTI
strongly as 1 favor the retention of 111 IIICIIIU I lOlll
foreign language instruction at the

IS YOUR FAMILY BANKING SATISFACTORY?
SEE WHAT A DIFFERENCE OUR WAY MAKES.

CITYNATIONALBANK
A MAJOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
Kirkeby Center, 10883 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 477-3001

The rest of the world is simply not learning from

America's mistakes in foreign policy; and the

situation in East Pakistan is a dismal example.

In an effort to squash a rebel movement for East

Pakistan's independence from ^est Pakistan (the

two states are geographically separated by India)

the West Pakistan army intervened early this month

and has carried out systematic killing and

destruction of the rebel state.

Reports out (rf East Pakistan place the death toll at

as high a figure as 200,000 and tell of the massacre of

unarmed people as well as the decimation of major

population centers. Additionally, there appears to be

a move to wipe out students, professors and

technicians in order to reduce the rebel state to a

peasant province dominated by West Pakistan.

However, the army is still outnumbered 1000 to 1 in

the East and the start of a long guerilla-style civil

war, (Red China is actively aiding the West

Pakistanis) seems probable. Sound familiar?

We're amazed at the suggestions of U.S. military

'intervention. It's a bad replay of the 1950's scenario

that got us into Vietnam during the 1950's and early

1960's. This time, in the face of stupid, inhumane and

endless war we have engaged in Southeast Asia,

there is no excuse to walk into another Vietnam.

We're amazed that it should even be considered.

Coffee?
You'd think that with all the yeUing, meeting,

pressuring and proposing ASUCLA hasdone,some

thing would have changed. -

You'd think that with 2500 cups of coffee given

away by the Daily Bruin, something would have

prompted the supposedly student-concerned

ASUCLA administrators and the valiant student

representatives to Board of Control - the latter

perhaps were too busy censuring to do anything else

— to change the price on coffee.
,

Guess that *'S" in ASUCLA gets smaller all the

time.

I am, however, absolutely

committed to the belief that the

best education is a free education,

and therefore convinced thjit

humanistic studies have in Tact ^ ^ _
nothing to fear or lose in free, open University of California.

"competition" at the University; I

am certain that University

students seeking a truly liberal

education will not abandon the

study of foreign languages and

literature and look forward to the

day when we no longer will have to

teach compulsory courses. I annr "Kdltor

:

May the peace of Minderbinder

be with us all.

Tim Oxenne

Graduate. Ecoaomks

Kditor »N" 1«

ii-^„/ _Lora Welnroth

Assistant Professor

Department of French

Coffee
jr*»»*^»«ii,.

therefore wholeheartedly in favor

of ABpLISHING foreign language

requirements; I find myself

unhappily unable to vote my
principles at this moment.'

As is well known, several

precipitous proposals are at

present under consideration in

various committees; Chancellor

Young himself has gone on record

as favoring, among other

proposals, the elimination of lower

division first-year language in-

struction at UCLA; ''remedial" ,

•marginal" and ''high school

equivalent" subjects are, for

purely FINANCIAL reasons, to be

amputated; in case of need or

desire, students may pay for them

elsewhere. A minimal amount of

reflection will demonstrate beyond

any doubt the socio-political

consequences of such an ill-advised

amputation — the reduction of

Presidential Column

Cheri Keele was killed in an

automobile accident April 16. It's

hard to^understand why. because

s1ie was such a fantastic person,

and anyone who knew her would

agree that if there were more

people as friendly and generous as

Congratulations on exposing the her it would be a much nicer world

hypocrisy of charging 15 cent^foi^^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^^

10 cent cup of coffee. YtJUr fl^
than they realize. She was the Ull

coffee crusade goes even further y
brown-blond hair and

demonstrating that « sufficiently g
^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ •„ ^^

public-^spirited organization can
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

indeed provide coffee w thoiit ^^ ^ ^^.j^ ^^^ ^
gouging students or exploiting

^^^ ^.^^ndly words for everybody
workers.-

^^^ served, something you don't

Given this visionary enterprise
^f^^j^ ^^ anywhere anymore

on the part of the Dally Bruin

(Brewin'? ) staff, it would be fitting p^^j^ ^f ^s shared an apartment

to have a merger of the DB with together, and she was very much a

ASUCLA Food Service under your p^^t of what makes our honro so

expert management. special She gave of herself; as a

Not only would this dramatic camp counsetor for seven years as

step bring immediate relief to long someone who picked up hitch

suffering students forced to pay hikers and offered our place as a

tribute in order to avoid starvation,

it carries with it the promise of

freeing the DB from the threat of

Regental censorship.

Carefully managed, the food

crash pad to tho^e who needed a

place to stay, as a friend I just

wish it didn't have to be Cheri.

Lyn Alexander

senior

Childcareplan opposed
—By Keith Schiller

ASSfc T S U TS.g TO.OW ' ' CAP IT AL ^UMUS W3.Bg3WU '
!

' HULU INUUJMHAW T LM T WA TIOWAL
11 SUBSIDIARIES CITINATIONAL BANCORPORATION CNB MORTGAGE CCRPORATION ^ ,.

CITINATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRUST ' FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION. CALL 4tS-1294 ANYTIME

Member Fe<1er<il Reserve SystemMember F.D I.C

A veto or an intended denial of

financial support is a serious,

decision for anyone. I want to take

this opportunity to explain my
opposition for Student Legislative

Council financial aid to the Child

Care Prepayment Plan and relate

the intricacies of such difficult

decisions.

I have three principal reasons

for opposing an allocation of funds

to the Prepayment Plan.

First, the program has been

established under the Medical

Center Administration. This ad-

ministration has historically

overcharged the Student Health

Center and therefore cheated the

students who finance the center.

Comparable services such as X
rays or emergency care which are

offered to the public and the

students through the Student

Health Service (SHS) demand a

larger remittance from the

Medical Center when the services

are offered through the SHS In

other words, students pay more

than the general public for

receiving the same services in the

Medical Center.

complex of their operation, they

could if their priorities desired it,

allocate money to the Child Health

Care Plan In 1969-70 the Life

Sciences and Health Professions

received more than $38 million in

outside grants according to the

Office of Extramural Support.

Although all of this money did not

go to the Medical Center, depart-

ments in that center received over

$15 million. The University can

charge an overhead to these gjrants

of up to 48 per cent of the grant.

Although this is not always done,

there potentially is $7 million fh

administrative support funds,

some of which go to the cdfers qf

the Medical Center.

Third, as a matter of SLC

prioriUes, you should ask yourself

if this program has more intrinsic

value to the studenU, than say the

Student Lobbyist Program

My position was determined

after considerable deliberations

and personal background with the

Medical Center. I have had

numerous discussions with

Medical Center and Student Health

Service officials on this and other

heard the concept of priorities

bantered about. However, as the

^ear is drawing to a close, we cair-

easily see our available options for

funding, and, as such, you should

be able to ascerUin the relative

value of this program Remember

of course, that the monies for the

SLC are from undergraduate

students 1 would be curious to find

out the proportion of clients in the

Student Health Care Plan who are

graduates versus undergraduates.

I am not opposed to supporting

people who do not necessarily pay

the fee as we do with the Com-

munity Services Program.

However, this is a program d
student welfare directed in-

tentionally toward the campi-i. As

such, a formula of pay-and-receivc

seems reatonabie.^

Priorities

Second, as a matter of Medical

Center priorities given the vast

I 1 ic

I know that my comments will be

misconstrued as to my opposing

the program This is entirely not

true, for as last years Student

Welfare Commissioner. I assisted

in the publicity and development of

the program This year, tco, I

support the program However, in

view of the above arguments, I

Options

During the past year, we have
provide any iinanc;i*4i luiiu imv^«..v«.

to that endeavor

{

.JS^
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FTA: bridging gap uncovers heap of dung
^

«

(Editor's note: Granoff 1$ a TA in

the economics department.)

William R. Allen, professor of

economics, is leaving UCLA after

being here since 1952. In the fall

term he will be professor of

economics at Texas A&M in

College Station, Texas.

As a former student of his, and

more recently as a teaching

assistant for his Economics 1 and 2

classeb, I have come to know and

respect him. Many students"^ve

wanted to know exactly why he

was leaving, so I requested and

was granted an interview.

When I asked why he was leaving

Los Angeles for College Station, he

grinned sheepishly and said that

when it was asked so directly it did

seem somewhat incomprehensible.

He then proceeded to outline

several advantages and disad-

vantages to the move, listing them

as Personal Reasons and
Professional Reasons.

The good Life

Life in College Station is less

hectic than is life in Los Angeles.

The airport, for example, has only

seven scheduled flights a day,

there is only one main street in the

town, and **you can inhale without

fear with both lungs at the same

time." Further there are not the

"alienation" problems which are

typically associated with any large

city.

Still on a personal basis, the

cultural life in College Station is

not the same as it is here. The

magazines, books, radio and

television are of course the same,

prefessional athletic teams, the

Music Center, Disneyland or

Hollywood. Prof Allen didn't

minimize these differences, but he

didn't think that they would make
much difference in his everyday

life simply because he only takes

advantage of these benefits of Los

Angeles so infrequently .«

On a professional level. College

Station is a step down. While the

economics department there is

highly respectable and improving

rapidly, it is not equal to the ex-

cellent department here. In ad-

dition, the rest of the school at

Texas A&M is inferior to UCLA in

intellectual achievement and
eminence.

So far, there does not seem to be

By Bill Granoff
any compelling reasons for the

change. To be sure there is a more

fundamental reason, but before

that is discussed, a little

background information on Prof

Allen is useful.

WASP
Politically, Prof Allen is

somewhat of an enigma to many
people. The son of a Mid-Western

minister and always a registered

Democrat, he was raised with a

liberal, intellectual background

and a respect for all men. Con-

sistent with this background, he

supervised preparation of

seconding speeches for Adlai

Stevenson in the 1960 Democratic

Convention.

And yet at UCLA, Prof Allen has

among some students and faculty

members jthe reputation for being

strongly conservative and
somewhat of a racist. Why this

vast difference?

One reason is simply that times

have changed. The Stevenson

liberal of the 50s is quite different

from the Kennedy liberal of the

60s, and the "New-Left" radical of

the 70s. Perhaps the difference, in

part, can be said to be the dif-

ference between intellectualism

and emotionalism.

The "racist" label stems from

events beginning the fall quarter of

1968. Prof Allen was then chairman

of the economics department, and

was confronted by black militants

demanding that the department

hire black economists. Prof Allen

remembers that he said to the

group that he would be glad to do

so, but he knew of few qualified

black econonusts atiu wouiv* »w»*v.»

any leads the group could give him.

On Racism

He made it clear that he rejected

discrimination, either
*

'direct" or

"reverse, ' and that hiring would

be, as it had been, on professional

criteria alone.

Two days after receiving a list of

leads and in the process of

following them up, the Dally Bruiii

carried a scathing letter,

presumable from the same group,

stating that Prof Allen refused to

consider the hiring of blacks.

Prof Allen replied to this letter in

the Daily Bruin, holding that the

first letter was in-

correct—evidently deliberately

so—and further enunciated his

opposition to either form of

discrimination. Following this

there ^ere threatening phone calls

to him and his family, bombs
placed outside his office, at-

tempted censure motions in the

Academic Senate and, from Prof

Allen's point of view, "striking

misinterpretation of and sub-
stantial indifference to there
threats and acts of violence on the

part of the administration and

much of y?e f*c»iJty."

Truth

there's still time to sign up

with ASUCLA charter flights to London!
'I' Flights starred ore sold out — however, you may sign for

the waiting list if you wish.

FLIGHT
^

L.A. TO

London

London

DEPART RETURN

June 21

Jiine 22

Aug. 28

Aug. 16

London

Lofldbn

London

.-. o. London

^0

12

14

London

London

London

June 23

June 24

June 27

June 29

Aug. 28

FROM

London

London

Aug. 22

Sept. 6

July 1

^uly-4+

Sept.lO

London

WEEKS

10

8

PRICE

$275

$275

London

London

London

Sept. 3

Aug^—9-

London

8

10

$275

$275

$275

10 $275

London

^London

London

18 London

July 12

l^ug^ ^—^

Aug. 31

Sept .-fr^

Sept. 4 • Sept. 27

L^Tidon

$275

This leads into the purpose of the

University. Prof Allen believes

that the purpose of the University

is to search for and to convey

Truth, and the proper life of the

campus is the life of the mind.„

Hence the greatness of the

University is measured by the

quality of its research and
teaching.

The University Administration

seemingly views things differently.

While bowing to research and

teaching, they appear to see the

University as a direct instrumentr

of social welfare and social reform.

The question involves whether the

University should undertake

alleviative work on ghetto

problems "in the field," or whether

the University should allocate

several hundred thousand dollars

to special programs for students

who are admitted on 'grounds other

than academic promise, or

whether the University should

employ quota approaches in ac-

cepting students and recruiting

faculty.

This reflects, of course, a dif-

ference in values. This dif-

ference,—"or perhaps the in-

tolerance and incivility which the

difference seems to have engen-

dered"—is the major reason for

Bill Allen's departure.

I will miss Bill Allen. As do niany

of his other students, I believe him

worthy of the Distinguished

Teacher of the Year award. As a

teacher, scholar and ad-

ministrator, he has served UCLA
well.

-$2Z5

london

July 26 Aug. 25

London

4275

4275

London

$275

$275

ONE WAY TO EUROPE

FLIGHT

1

L.A. TO

London

DATE

June 24

RETURN FROM WEEKS PRICE

$150

ONE WAY FROM EUROPE

FLIGHT L.A. TO DATE RETURN FROM WEEKS PRICE

15 — — Sept. 9 London — $150

i-t&tti
26 THRU i

iji*'' t

as
uc

charter flights

a
asucia charter flights

get you there in luxury

707 jets — fine food --

first class service — all at

charter rates

room 205 k^rxkholf hdl 825-1221
open monday-^ridoy 8:00a.m. -5:00p.m.

Ask for Koren VourjoH^ or Beverly Townley

m

'''.'
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By Stephen Gayer

As a member of the Campus

Committee to Bridge the Gap, I

^Irst tried to contact Dean Edward

Shaw of the Placement Center on

April 16.

I had received an announcement

the FTA demonstration and I

wanted the demonstration to have

some sort of meaningful result —
something student demonstrations

seem to hardly ever have.

For that to happen, it would be

necessary for some com-

munication to take place between

the Administration and students.

Past experience has shown that it

usually takes a bit of goading

before people talk to each other in

_a language they both accept and

understand.

I went with the intent of finding

out the information I will cover in a

moment and to pursuade him to

speak to the rally.

I wanted him to make it plain

that protestors were welcome to

picket and leaflet in protest as long

as they would not disturb classes

nearby or physically block people

from entering the placement

center.
"

I wanted him to give a detailed

specific account of what steps may
be taken by those wishing to have

policy changed so that. the Armed
Forces recruiters would not be

recruiting on campus again in the

future.

Well, it took me until April 20

before I could get to speak with

him, and that is making a very long

story very short. This wasn't the

first time I have met with the

bureaucratic bullshit one has to get

over to accomphsh the slightest,

thing.

First of all, the Placement

Center is a University function

financed through "incidental

Fees." or ever increasing tuition.

The cost of running the Placement

Center is about $350,000 per year.

Being a University operation, it is

subject to all the University rules.

One of these rules was alluded to in

a Daily Bruin article last Tuesday

signed by President Hitch. It read:

The National Aeronautics and

Space Administration
Authorization Act of 1969 (Public

Law 90-373, July 3, 1968) denies

funds to institutions of higher

learning which, at the time of a

grant from NASA, bar recruiting

^personnel of the Armed Forces of

the United States from their

premises or property.

"It has been the policy of the

University to grant access to

—eampus facilities and premises for

recruitment purposes to all

legitimate—-employing
organizations, public and private.

Under this policy, recruiting

personnel of the Armed Forces of

the United States may not be

barred from campuses of the

University.

"However, this policy is not

intended to preclude a Chancellor

from negotiating with military or

other recruiters to suspend their

recruiting activity by mutual
consent where there is temporarily

a danger inherent in such ac-

tivity."

Notice this is mandatory denial

of funds, if Hitch's summary can
be taken as accurate. Whether or

not Hitch's evaluation is correct,

this is the policy and no person on
this campus is in a position to

change it.

Now notice this statement refers

only to NASA grants. I asked the

Dean if that was the only agency
with such a policy. At this point,

Shaw whipped out an April 2, 1970,

pohcy memo from the Chancellor

and answered to the-affirmative,

pointing out all the agencies on a

list containing about 10 acts

governing funding agencies with

their prohibitory language, major
University-administered funds

affected, duration of prohibition

and effective date listed.

He did point out that some of

these affected only individuals, not

the University. He was kind

enough to give me a copy of this

list, but upon my inspection, there

was no mention of loss of funds to

the University, not to say,

however, that some such

arrangements to that effect may
not possibly exist anyhow.

My point is that tho policy of

welcoming military recruiters

stems directly from maintenance

of the University, not any love of

the military establishment, even if

this concern is based on an

exaggeration of loss to the

University in the event military

recruiters are prohibited.

I next turned to alternative

arrangements of Placement
Center function which would

permit a change in policy. I first

inquired about ending the campus

visit program under which Army
recruiters have been ac-

comodated, and replacement of the

program by the maintenance of a

file of job applications.

Shaw pointed out this was

disadvantageous to the liberal arts

students and the less qualified

science students, while not hurting

top science students and business

students much at all.

But whether it hurts the students

is an irrelevent consideration,

since such a move still would not

prohibit the Army from coming on

campus. The Army would simply,

through the sponsorship of Army
ROTC (another thing some would

like to see ended), get a recruiting

table on Bruin Walk.

Sliaw seemed to feel that from

the view point of anti-Army
demonstraters, this is less

desirable than the Placement
Center. The Dean pointed out that

on the Bruin Walk, the Army would

have much exposure and everyone

would know they are here. At the

Placement Center, they get a

minimum of on-campus exposure,

and the primary advertisement

they get is from the demonstrators.

ShRw also indicated that- he

tended to agree with the sen-

Timents of the protesters against

the war and the Army recruitment

for the war, but that he couldn't

buy fascist means of preventing it.

He also seemed to think that OCS
didn't provide much in the way of

Vietnam personnel but that was

only speculation on his part and he

acknowledged the fact.

ASUCLA take-over

The next suggestion 1 asked

about, was to have ASUCLA Uke
over operation of the Placement

, Center. This too, would not end on-

campus Army recruiting because,

constrained by the fact that

ASUCLA would be using UC
buildings, ASUCLA would have to

accept Army recruiters.

I then asked if UC might decide

to charge the Army for use of

Placement Center facilities since

the Army has now got a lot of

money being used in a massive

media public relations recruitment

campaign.
Shaw answered that a

descriminatory charge would not

be legal One could not charge the

military only. 1 asked if perhaps

everyone could be charged and

that the military, not wishing to

pay, might leave us alone He said

that could be done, but that nearly

all of our legitimate recruiters

would then also leave us alone.

He said that he recently did a

survey on just this subject and that

some number like 10 out of 15 (or

some large percentage which 1

can't remember) said they

wouldn't recruit here if the fee was

even as low as $30.

1 asked the Dean what remedies,

then, v/ermfk^ble for those who
wished to see*i\rmy recruiting on

campus ended. TSo far as ^ pohcy

change is concerned, we would

have to address ourselves to the

Regents and President Hitch.)

Of our friendly liberal Regents,

he said we could probably expect

the war to be over long before the

Regents would eliminate Army
recruiting. But, he said, there are

_ways to gum up the works.

Although he did not advocate

anybody attempt to gum up the

works, he pointed out that at least

one technique was tried in some

form at this demonstration. That

was to have all the members of the

protesting group sign up for in-

terviews.

If done properly, the FTA group

could fill all the appointments

before anyone serious about

joining the Army could get one.

This would, non-violently end

recruitment. This time, ap-

parently, some have done this, but

not enough In addition, since those

who did try this did not show up,

the time was there for serious

people to see the Army anyway.

Weak protest

One problem that the protest

had, mostly on Monday and not as

much on Tuesday was that it failed

to take account of who it needed to

reach. It is clear that people who

wanted to see Army recruiters and

some level of University ad

ministration had to be addressed^

So far as persuading the people

who desired to see the recruiters

are concerned, we have to realize

that they are straight laced people

who have some sense of dedication

(misguided as some may think) to

serving our country They are not

tropressed by screaming, -^^^lek-

the Army," or "You have no right

to kill."

Furthermore, such an approach

eggs them on to act in spite of the

demonstration. What we need to

show them is a quiet cahn

demonstration of our sincerity

trying to reach their sincerity to

get them to think twice akwut their

role as a soldier and to perhaps

make them feel guilty for wanting

to join ifrthe killing.

So far as reaching the ad-

ministration, no effort was made
outside of "Army off campus"

signs.

I have purposely not quoted-

Dean Shaw in this article so that

there is no chance for a misquote.

All my paraphrasing is what J-.

think an accurate summary of his

views.

OPENING APRIL 30. 1971

The Sayers Players present

BROADWAY'S CHARMINGLY

MAGICAL MUSICAL
Based on stories by Jules FeiHer, ^Aark

Twain -and Frank R. Stockfon. Music and

Lyrics by Rarnick and Bock of "'Fiddler

on the Roof."

HOLLYWOOD CENTER THEATRE

1451 N. Las Palmas Avenue

Hollywood. California 90028

Tickets $3.50. $2.50 Thur-Sot 8:30 p m

. Student and Group Discounts - 46
1
-5928

Tickets now at box office, by moil, all

agencies

Sp«:ial Preview. AJI .•«.H $2 00

April 27, 28.29

t?huiiky*s
;918Broxton
Just rforth of the

Brujn Theatre

Serving the largest

all beef burgers &
chili dogs found
aftywhere.
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lY'q cASY TQ UNDERSTAND
THE POPULARITY OF THIS SYSTEM

n

Here's what you get for your money. The Nikko 501S is the Nikko 501 improved If you

didn't know the 64 watt (+ Idb.) AM/FM stereo 501 occupied a ^oneiypiace \t had more

features more power and more value than anything else near its price The 501S adds a few more

I C.'s and silicor transistors for even better performance. And to '"ake matters better still, the

501S has provision for hooking up extra speakers. List is a mere $189.95. less the case. Its

frightening. ...._•'* u
Garrard's SL 55B is also hard to believe. It's got a sophisticated and dead accurate synchronous

motor and a fumble free cueing lever, both unheard of at its $84.50 list price including a base and

an ADC 220X cartridge which provides you with the kind of record reproduction you ought to

Finally Quadraflex Q-5 speakers bring two-way design to their $79 a pair list price point. The

sound is clear and transparent and there's a treble control to accommodate your listening room.

There's no way to avoid liking this system which is why we sell so many of them.

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty.

MIKKO

QUADRAFLEX

SAVE S92 00

I
Q'^^^ LIST
SAVE $36.00
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

24995

IFWE D'DIM^ TELLYOU
YOUWOULDN'

BELIEVE
Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty.

f

Spectrosonk

:-::

SAVE $83 27
OFF LIST
SAVE $44.97
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

34995
The price that is.

By now you must have heard about the Sherwood 7100 receiver. The 7100 is rated at 100 watts

(+ Idb.) and at 25 RMS watts F>er channel into eight ohms. It's both AM and FM stereo and has

muting, full tape facilities and a tape dubbing jack on the front panel. We checked out the 7100

and found it to be a truly excellent product. The fact that the list price of the 7100 is a mere

$199.95 including the walnut case should be a shock.

The Garrard SL-65B is hard to match at $104.95 list including a base and an ADC 220X
cartridge. The fact is that it has everything you need for record and needle preservation and

an unerring synchronous motor.

And speaking of values, try and get the clear accurate sound of AR-4x speakers for close

to their $132.30 a pair list price in walnut. These compact speakers have an 8" acoustic

suspension bass speaker in each cabinet and they're the best selling speakers in the world.

Dual's 1209 is thought by many to be the

place to stop in an automatic record-player.

Among its features arie a synchronous motor

and a low friction tone arm. It's extremely

gentle on records and with an ADC 230XE
elliptical cartridge installed, record reproduc-

tion is impeccable. The list price of the

Dual, ADC and a base is $174.50, which

should give you some idea of the quality of

the combination. But you get to save a good

deal at our $129.51 sale price.

12951

TOGETHER
Everything here is so well matched and the system produces such good sound that there's really

nothing left for you to do except take it home which you'll want to do after a very brief listen.

The new Scott 387 is an AM/FM stereo receiver rated at 270 watts (+ Idb.) and at 55 RMS watts

per channel into eight ohms and its performance can't be faulted. The 387 is Scott's very best receiver

and it has all of Scott's impressive design and convenience features including the "perfectune" light wh
lets youlcnow when you're tuned for minimum distortion. At $399.95 (less the case) the 387 is an ex-

ample of the kind of value you can expect from Scott.

The new 620U looks like an attempt by Miracord to make the other changer manufacturers

r^ervous. First of all, they've dropped the price of the 620U to $10 below the 620 it replaces.

Secondly, while improving the performance, they added chrome to make it look awfully good
too. At $125.40 list, including a base and an ADC 230XE cartridge, Miracord should achieve

their purpose.

The Advent is rapidly becoming one of the most popular speakers Pacific Stereo carries

The reason is that their designer, Henry Kloss (formerly of AR and KLH) put everything

he could into a speaker selling for a trifling $250 a pair in walnut. They reproduce all of

recorded music extraordinarily well and there's a serious question to be asked about

why on earth anyone would spend a dime more.

ich^

SANTA MONICA
STORE 4'

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty

XJJMXtUX

I

SAVE $138.40
OFF LIST

SAVr$7345
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

69995
-»• ^

Ta

paciPic
sceneo

Pacific Electronics, Inc. OPEN SATURDAY 10 to 5, SUNDAY, 1 to5 DAILY 9 to9
5 YEAR WARRANTY IN STORE SERVICE TRADE IN POLICY USING

H A L B BLUE BOOK"
1 YEAR SPEAKER TRIAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS LAY A WAYS

BANKAMERICARD MASTERCHARGE

SANTA MONICA 2828 WILSHIRE 829-1726

TORRANCE LA HABRA NORTff toUYWOOD
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Demonstration against recruitment criticized

I would like to begin this reply to

the People for Peace and JusUce

bv stating that I agree

wholeheartedly with your position

nn the war and war-related

research. But I find your acUons on

Aoril 20 abominable.

You espouse a grand ideology of

oeace and an end to war and

violence. But what is war but the

forceOi) assertion of one's own

viewSints over conflicting

viewpoints. Tell me, what do you

think you were doing on Apnl 20?

Certainly there was no killing

involved, but you've opened

yourselves up to attack as bemg no

better than those whom you are

fighting. You've resorted to the

same tacUcs as your opposition,

merely at a different level. That

makes you hypocrites. What do you

call yesterday's band of 50, but an

army - effectors of brute force?

—Believe it or not, the army is still

a socially sanctioned institution in

this country. Your actions in fact

merely demonstrated that you also

sanction such an institution. The

way to end wars or armies is not by

creating one of our own: it is by

convincing the people on the other

side we are right, and in doing so,

remove that social sanction.

We are winning in that respect,

not toUl disarmament or even

total withdrawal yet, but no one

can deny the growing number of

people becoming aware of the

stupidity and futility of this and all

wars. In black and white you

witnessed this yourselves; there

were only five people out of a

population of 30,000 who had

legitimate appointments with the

recruiters. But every act of force.

such as yours, every bombing li i»-

act of violence, sets us back in

allowing the other side to easily

dismiss us by labeling us as

hypocrites. Perhaps some of that

violence is planned by the other

side to discredit us, but you freely

admit this act of stupidity was

planned by you, and that is why it

is abominable.

If we are right in our beliefs and

goals of peace and non-violence,

then we must prove our sincerity

by oUr actions and prove the truth

of our goals by winning with those

actions. By assuming these goals,

we dedicate ourselves to peaceful

and non-violent change.

There are peaceful, non-violent

methods that do work to get people

thinking and to change opinions

and to win battles; must I

enumerate them for you? They are

slow, but they have worked. And if

We are to attain our goal of a

peaceful world, they^ must work
and we must find even others more
effective than these.

Do not answer this letter with

'*the-other-side-uses-force-and-we-

must-also" type of reply. If we
want to prove peace and non-

violence is the way of the world,

then we must prove it can work
right here against the domestic
forceful aggression directed
against us. I dislike using slogans,

but there is one so appropriate

here: "Fighting for peace is like

balling for chastity."

Gary Klein

Sophomore. Psychology

\

Editor.

The People for Peace and
Justice, with their current

picketing of Army personnel on

campus, have twisted themselves

around. Not only are they picketing

the wrong people, their actions will

have an effect they would not want.

First, the Army is not the group

they should be picketing. The

Army exists with a great deal of

justification. Twenty-five years

ago you did not need to ask for

justification: you could see it

around you with Italy playing

games in Ethiopia and North

Africa, and Hitler "annexing"

Czechoslovakia, Austria, Poland,

France and Russia. (Remember
the Nazis? We once thought they

were pretty abhorrant people.

Now, the New York Times sells

them advertising.)

Today, somehow, many of us

seem to need a justification for our

military, even when we see China

playing games in South Korea,

India and Tibet, and with Russia

./'annexing" Latvia, Lithuania and

Estonia. (I am not sure if Eastern

Europe is "annexed" — perhaps

conquered is more appropriate.)

The current justification is

"deterrence" (it would be good if

you looked it up) ; the fact that the

Marines would be very irritated if

Russian Unks started landing on

the Santa Monica Beach. It

couldn't happen here? Tell that to

the Hungarian people.

So, we are goinj^ to have the

Army with us for a while yet. The

Army needs manpower, voluntary

or otherwise By blocking

recruiting, the People for Peace

and Justice force the Army to the

alternative — the draft. Perhaps

one of the individuals who forcibly

prevented possible recruits from

attending their interview will be

drafted, in their stead.

By blocking the individuals from

their interviews, the People for

Peace and Justice have blocked

their rights of free speech and

communication. It seems that they

would have free speech limited

only to subject which they morally

approve — a tactic which has been

a persistant complaint against the

establishment. Et tu?

Second, the People for Peace and

Justice are protesting the in-

strument and not the hahd that

wields it. Since 1963 the Army has

been against troop commitments

in Vietnam In 1964 they predicted

that, if we got involved, the

commitment would run to 600,000

men. But Kennedy said "Go," and

Johnson said "Go," and the Army
— with trepidation — went. The

protest should be aimed at the

Commander-in-Chief, and not

those who follow his orders.

As an alternative, I suggest that

the People for Peace and Justice

attempt to make their voices felt in

4he current Presidential contest.

With the 18-year-old vote, they

have the opportunity. Let's see if

the elections reflect the popular

mandate that they claim.

Alan D. Zimm
Junior. Physics

We as humans enjoy freedom

and certain rights We as students

must especially try to preserve our

own rights and respect those of

others on campus.

One basic right of a student is to

be abl^ to inform hldielf of em-

ployment opportunities open to

him after graduation. It makes

about as much sense to prevent

sometftoe from investigating the

Army which he may join and may
be directly involved in the VieUiam

war as it does to prevent student

investigation of aircraft companies

because of their contributions to

the war or airlines which provide

transportation for R & R, and

thereby lengthening a soldier's

mental abihty to ren\ain in com-

bat. It is very difficult to justify

restricting one's right to inform

himself by saying that the in-

formation gained might contribute

to immoral acts.

Although sQme may feeljhat a

human is morally wrong in in-

vestigating the Armed Forces, this

would be a sad campus if mobs had

the power to decide whose basic

rights were to be observed and

whose were to be stepped upon.

_ Richard Raley

Sophomore! Bacteriology

Editor

:

In response to the arttcle (Daily

Bruin. April 21) h^ Pam Dark and

Dee Strosnider concerning the

demonstration on campus April 20

:

Vhe ultimate goal of the demon-

strators was to end U.S. war ac-

tivities in Viet Nam This

represents a valid belief, and one

which is shared by many of us

students.

But the article states that "He (a

student) forcibly tried to break

through (the demonstrators' arm-

linked line), but was told that he

did not have the right to enlist in an

institution that perpetuates the

war and trains killers." This is

where the demonstrators* thought

(or lack of it) fails.

Editor:

Terry Colvin's ar^cle (Daily

Bruin. April 20) incorrectly quotes

me to the following effect: "They

have us over a sort of barrel. The

only authority that can request

that the recruiters not come on

campus is the Chancellor. Even

after the request is made, the

recruiters are under no obligation

to abide by the request. If they

want to come on campus they

will."

I did not make such a statement,

and I request that a correction be

made. In point of actual fact, when

the Daily Bruin staff writer asked

me to comment on the Army's

campus recruitment. 1 simply read

him President Hitch's policy

directive of May 7, 1969. as follows:

"The National Aeronautics and

Space Administration
Authorization Act of 1989 (Public

Law 90-373, July 3, 1968) denies

funds to institutions of higher

learning which, at the time of a

grant from NASA, bar recruiting

personnel of the Armed Forces of

the United States from their

premises or property.

*lt has been the policy of the

University to grant access to

campus facilities and premises for

recruitment purposes to ^U
legitimate employing
organizations, public and private.

Under this policy, recruiting

personnel of the Armed Forces of

the United States may not be

barred from campuses of the

University. However, this policy is

not intended to preclude a Chan-

cellor from negotiating w ith

military or other recruiters ^o
suspend their recruiting activity

by mutual consent where there is

temporarily a danger inherent in

such activity."

This policy directive was sul>-

sequently reaffirmed and put in a

broader context by a memo from

Chancellor Young on April 2, 1970.

Edward A. Shaw. Dean

Placement & Career Planning

Center

(Editor's Note. Dean Shaw made

the statement that ran in

Tuesday's DB over the phone. He

read the NASA statement at that

time. Further, he followed that

statement with the context In

dispute. What his statement does is

to clarify the NASA Act. Note that

in order for the recruiters not to

come on campus mutual consent

must be reached between the

Chancellor and the Army, which is

in effect to say. "If they want to

come on campus they

will/'—Terry Colvln)
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'Humorous ' ads not appreciated
Editor:

I realize that the staff of the

Daily Bruin cannot possibly take

the time to determine the

legitimacy of every classified

advertisement that appears in a

given issue. At the same time,

however, I think that the DB should

attempt to be slightly more
discriminating in the type of ad-

vertising it accepts.

I refer specifically to a message

that appeared in yesterday's

"Personal" column. The ad reads,

*'Great leaders live on in pure

7oung hearts. Happy Birthday

A.H.** For the information of those

who don't know, yesterday, April

20, was the birthdate of one par-

ticularly notorious **A.H."—his
name was Adolf Hitler.

I don't think it is necessary to

explain why DB readers would find

the idea of birthday greetings to

one of the most evil men of our

times in extremely poor taste.

Even more disturbing, though, is

the second "Personal" message

that appears directly beneath it.

This one reads, "Heidi is terribly

lonely. Ernst remains living in

Venice ever since he entered into

law." One does not have to be

Sherlock Holmes to spot this ad as

a phony; the words just don't make

sense. However, if you read only

the first letter of every word, the

message is spelled out clearly —
'^Hitler Uves — heil."

Either someone is putting you

guys on, or (a more frightening

possibility) somelxxiy is really

quite serious about this. Whatever

the case, the message is totally

inappropriate for publication in the

Daily Bruin or in any other

newspaper.
Name withheld

Sensitivity
Editor:

What can I say on this the oc-

casion of Ray Moore's third letter

(Daily Bruin, April 20). As I ponder

over it as I did the other two, I

wonder that no one else from the

crowded campus has reponded to

Ray's deep sensitivity. This alone

can prove his poignant point. These

letters have meant so much to me.

At first I was inclined to brush

them off as if they were so much
lint on my coat, but more and
more, with each rereading, the

message that they are trying to

impart to us all is brought home
with irrefutable force.

We are all so embroiled in

competition, grubbing for

grades—the very things the letters

have been agonizingly pleading

against—that we do not, could not

know the morass into which we are

falling. Deeper and deeper till we
are beyond redemption.

Oh, how I want to reach out to

Ray Moore , a plum among prunes,

full of life among empty shells. I

bleed for him from every pore of

my empty body. The milk of

human kindness has ceased to flow

on this mechanized multiversity

that we know at UCLA.
Fear not, Ray Moore, com-

petition has not destroyed us all. I

am near. I am stroking the spines,

caressing the dimples and touching

the ears of hundreds, and
Ray—hang in there, and
remember the greatest ship in the

entire world is FRIENDSHIP.
Erica Tischler

"^ Sophomore, English

Philosophy
Editor:

My colleagues and I were
naturally grateful for the detailed

and sympathetic article (Daily

Bruin, April 20) on the philosophy

department's current struggles,

and particularly for placing these

in the wider context of the

JOHN STEWART
JENNIFER

THE TALENTED COMPOSER-SINGER & THE BEAUTIFUL STAR OF "HAIR"

SATURDAY NIGHT - ROYCE HALL

University and of society at large.

However, one minor mis-

quotation should be set right. As an

indication of the "distorted

priorities" prevalent in these

times, I am quoted as saying that

"the amount of money required to

allow this University to function as

it should is about equal to the cost

of one Boeing 747 jet."

My actual statement was that

this figure represented ap-

proximately the $37.9 million

difference between the $375 million

budget proposed by the Board of

Regents and that of $337.1 million

proposed by the governor, a dif-

ference for the University very

near that between life and death;

and my meaning was the mockery

of a society in which higher

education must fight for its life

over amounts that in corporate

America are squandered for

nothing. (Or for worse than

nothing: I also used the com-

parison, not quoted, of the dollar

cost, let alone any other kind, of 12

to 24 hours of Indochina war.)

While I am at it, however, I have

to admit a careless inaccuracy of

my own: the $37.9 million dif-

ference is actually about equal to

the cost of 1 1/2 Boeing 747 jets.

Montgomery Furth

Chairman, Philosophy

Department

Christians
Editor:

I'd like to respond to a letter

written by Kyra Nekrachevitch

and Betty Ros (Daily Bruin, April

16.) They expressed concern
because this University didn't

observe Good Friday. They said,

"After all we are in a Christian

country aren't we?"
Unfortunately, many people hold

this misconception because they

don't know what being a Christian

involves. To a Jew the word
"Christian" connotes any non-Jew,

in other words a gentile. To a

gentile, the word means any

person with at least some degree of

common decency or morals.

However both of these concepts

of Christians are erroneous. A
Christian is a person, either Jew or

gentile who invites the Messiah,

Jesus, into their hearts to control

and empower their daily hves.

Accepting the historical person

called Jesus Christ is only giving

mental assent to His humanity.

Even giving Him credit for being

the Son of God is not sufficient. A
Christian relies on Him as the only

bridge between man and God.

According to a recent survey

conducted at UCLA, 90% of those

inten4ewed did not know how tf)

become a Christian.

The reason why we aren't a

Christian country is simply
because the majority of Americans
are not Christians.

\' BUlKatin
Sophomore, History

Social Security
Editor:

S. Bergef , AFSCME Local 2070,

should have checked her in-

formation before including the

following misleading statement in

her article (Daily Bruin, April 21).

She states that **Next year we
will become part of the national

unemployment insurance program
under Social Security..." The fact

is that there is no such thing as

"national unemployment in-

surance under Social Security."

Unemployment insurance is

administered by the State of

California under the Department
of Human Resources Develop-

ment. Furthermore, employees do

not pay for unemployment in-

surance; it is paid solely by the

^employer.
In a telephone conversation with

an officer at the Jocal Social

Security Board, I found that not

only is there no unemployment
insurance in the Social Security

Program at this time, but that none
is contemplated in the future.

Merle Halama
iiraduate School of Education

Correction
Editor:

—i— should like to correct a

statement which appeared in the

report by the Dean of Women's
Committee on Women in the

University (Daily Bruin, April 16).

The report states that Spanish and

Portuguese is among the depart-

ments which have "no tenured

women faculty." We claim credit

for Associate Professor Shirley L.

Arora, a very important member
of our staff.

D.F. Fogelquist, Chairman
Department of Spanish &

Portuguese
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The Surfacing Of American Mysficism
American Mysticism From William James to Zen, by Hal

Bridges (Harper & Row: J5.95)

Hal Bridges' book American Mysticism From William

James to Zen is an imporUnt work and one which deserves

a wide reading. Those interested either in mysticism or in

American cultural and inteUectual history will find the book

extremely useful. By dealing with American mysticism in

the twentieth century Bridges brings to our attention an

area of study in which very little research has been done.

Although we often assume that Americans are a "prac-

tical" and "down to earth" people, American Mysticism

shows that a mystical strand in American culture has

existed in the past and continues to flourish in the twentieth

century at a time when the world has become increasingly

secular in outlook and orientation.

This mystical element has, however, varied in strength

and influence over the course of American history. In the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Calvinism and the

PuriUn tradition dominated much of American thought; m
the nineteenth century this influence declined. Interest m
mysticism continued in the twentieth century, however,

and OrienUl mysticism became especially important.

Bridges writes that during recent decades "the American

people like those of other lands, have;, shown persistent

interest in mysticism, an*interest that may now be rising to

an unprecedented peak. If the wave is in fact rising to new

heights, its crest would seem to be the intensified popularity

of OrientAi'mysticism that developed after the Second

World War and received renewed impetus in the fifties and

sixties from the vogue for psychedelic drugs
"

Bridges deals descriptively with a number of specific

religious faiths — Quakerism, Protestantism Judaism,

Catholicism, Zen Buddhism and Vedanta - and the mystics

who are a part of them. In addition, he discusses the thought

of a number of individuals who were independent of specific

faiths but who nevertheless sought after mystical ex-

periences. Throughout the book Bridges' discussion is clear

and extremely informative and the book as a whole

provides an excellent introduction to this aspect of

American culture.

With all this in mind, however, American MysticUm has

perhaps two important faults. The first is Bridges' failure to

adequately distinguish between the mystical experience

per se and the interpretation and description of that ex-

perience by the mystic for others, both laymen and other

mystics. Bridges is himself aware that these two elements

exist, for he defines mysticism in terms of both the ex-

perience and its interpretation.

Mysticism is selfless, direct, transcendent unltive

experience of God or ultimate reality and the ex-

perient's interpretation of that experiefftcc.

Bridges goes on to explain:

Let me emphasize that when we select mysticism

as ground for historical exploration we are dealing

not only with experience but also with thought. As we

recognize in our definition of mysticism, the mystic

makes others aware of his experience — perhaps

makes himself aware of it — by interpreting it He

first thinks about it. interpreting it to himself. Then

he may tell others about it, and Wten he writes about

it. Therefore the present study is to some extent a

history of ideas. For the mystic interprets his

mystical experience by means of ideas which reflect

his intellectual background — for instance,

philosophy, or Quakerism, or perhaps Vedanta. or

Zen Buddhism.

The idea that mysticism is susceptible to being shaped by

the mystic's inteUectual background, however, seems lo

contradict a basic assumption of the book, nanriely tnai

"mysticism in America shows striking similarity to

mystical patterns of experience and thought throughout ine

world's history "
If, however, in "intellectual backgrouna

we include the general climate of opinion and belief witmn

which the mystic lives and works, then it would seem thai

mysticism as Bridges has defined it. would differ in

significant ways from culture to culture and that we can

speak of Japanese mysticism as something distinct irom

Indian mysticism and so forth. In the same way A"ierican

mysticism surely differs in certain repsects trom

mysticism found in other parts of the world.

Review By Roger Chretien

draws on the writings of a wide variety of mystics from all

over the world, both ancient and modern. Because of this

wide range of sources, Bridges emphasizes the universal

aspects of mysticism rather than those aspects unique to a

particular culture.

In other words, he is looking for those aspects of

mysticism in America which are widely shared with

mysticism elsewhere in the worid, rather than also con-

sidering those aspects which are unique to American

mysticism. This approach is as useful as discussing, for

example, Amencan democracy by first deriving a

definition of democracy from the wriUngs of all the major

democratic thinkers throughout history and then writing

about only those aspects of the American system which

correspond to that defimUon. Such a method would also

gloss over the ways in which democracy in America differs

from that found elsewhere in the world.

L.
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the book as a study of American culture For example^

Pragmatism, which has emphasized the close connection

between the meaning of an idea and its P^^^t.ca con-

sequences, has been the major philosophical orientation in

America for over half a century. Certainly it is important to

ask what impact Pragmatism has had on mysticism in

America. This question has little relevance for Bridges

however, because he sees mysticism as being essentially

the <;ame throughout the world.

He d^s deal, however, with the work of William James.

James is of key importance in discussing this question

Sse first, he was one of the major pragmatic

philosophers in Amenca at the turn of the century and^

second because he was interested in mysticism. As the

author of The Varieties of Religious Experience. James,

a^ording to Bridges, became "an authority on religion,

Sing espe?iany mysUcal experience, and for nearly

seven d^.d^his name has remained inseparably linked

"
Yet7tfan"pen question whether or not James can be

considered a mystic Using James' statement that 'my own

rnst' ution shuts me out" from the -joyrnent o^ mys^ca

states of consciousness and also arguing that James use o

he term •'mystical" is too broad. Bndges concludes that

lames was not a mysUc Bridges thereby avoids con

sidTnng the ways in which American mysticism may differ

fom that found elsewhere in the world It would seem.

hoTever that even though James could not experience

mystical states of consciousness, as both a Psy^^J^^^; .^

^f"f
roragmatist he did interpret the experience n addition,

LceTrSes claims that James was and still .s widely

^d bv mys^cs in Amenca, itwould seem safe to cone ude

[hat pragmatism has had -m. impaction American

^'C^i.>ac..i.^--::-r^^^ .rnhlrmwilhBridKc^

book IS the wav in which "mysticism ' »s de^>n«i^^" he

SinVchapter the author attempts both the define the

Tm and to establish the "ground for exploration Uv

Bridges also excludes psychedelic drugs from his con^

ception of mysticism. His reasons seem rather "purist" and

•antiseptic" He writes:

When certain proponents of psychedelic ec8t»«y.

including experimenUl subjects who report their

experiences, state that these drugs induce what they

term 'mystical experience." they seem to meftn*

merely heightened sensual perception,

psychological insight, or religious feeling, or a blend

of the three. By my deflnltion these are not. either

singly or together, mystical experience, although it

is nearly always accompanied, to be sure, by

religious feeling. Hence 1 would suggest that these

proponents are not speaking of mystical experience

but of other forms of experience, which may. of

course, be deeply moving.

To top it off, Bridges includes in the Appendix a statement

by Swami Prabhavananda on "God and Drugs."

Prabhavananda, who is a leading Vedantist monk and

writer in America, is also opposed to the use of drugs
I"

trying to achieve mystical experience, but notice the dif-

ference between his argument and that of Bridges.

The user of USD may actually see a light enveloping

the universe or sense the presence of God or a divine

being. But as soon as the effects of the drug wear off.

he finds himself spiritually <lry and empty. His

experience is of no more consequence than a dream.

(;od is as distant as ever. The simple but powerful

language of the Bible expressed it succinctly. "By

their fruits ye shall know them." This is the basis for

the evaluation of a spiritual experience.

—Prabhavananda's criticism that drugs induce very

superficial mystical experiences seems to be a more

^ genuine and meaningful way of dealing with the relation-

ship between psychedehcs and mysticism than is Bridges

rather arbitrary process of distinguishing the mystical

_from the non-mysticalJhroughdef^tio^

In fact one is tempted to think that Bridges perhaps

wrote the chapter on the psychedelic experience first, then

thought up a definition of mysticism which would exclude

drugs from consideration as a source of ''genuine

mysticism. Acknowledging in his first chapter that the

vogue "

for psychedelic drugs is responsible for the current

widespread interest in mysticism, one is also tempted o

think that one of the purposes of American Mysticism is o

defend what might be called traditional, non-drug

mysticism from the newer psychedelic mystical search

In any case, what Bridges has done here is to abstract

mysticism by means of establishing more or less objective

or -scientific" standards by which one can any given ex-

perience as to its being 'mystical" or 'non^^^y^^^^*-

Mysticism is thereby made into a field of study, a

siicial.zation to be dealt with by experts who veryJikely

vJould not be. nor claim to be. mystics themselves^ Ob-

viously before something can be discussed it has to De^

defined and descnbed There is, however, a danger inr

defining something as personal as "^yst'cjsm too prec.^ly

and then applymg that definition too rigidly 1 think this s

what Bridges has done here By defining mysticism on y in

terms of elements which exist in mysticism throughout the

world Bridges ignores whatever unique elements there are

m Amencan mysticism and (regardless of how one may

feel about drugs, ignores the possibilities for new forms of

mysticisip.

I)

^ nn ex-

(1 mobjedion*: \mrrican Mysticism i

T^ely ahetui apd rewa rding ^>^^^^ < '"• ^'^^"^' '"
. ^^ ^.

one of the les,< wMl koDwn aspects of Amencan culture The

tKxik includes an eJWlent bibliography as well.

.If

"iffS

'^^4*^

-j: '.«.»> s—
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10% OFF ON

excellent Chinese Dinner

(except Sun.)

one blockwestofWestwoodBlvd.

on Pico

King Far Low Restaurant

10974 W. PICO BLVD.

also special Shfdenf Lunch for 9S<

(Please bring this ad)

with Banqu«tfaciliti«s&cocktails

fumvm Orad*« Whil* O*vot-.-.

HIM Amount Of Tim* To Study

Uat STUDY SOUNDS
V«M# Co«>c«ntf»tion And Improw*

Youf i: II lliltlinil - Study At A Fattar Rata

EJLLummtJkLLr hwouced sounds
CMiSK THIS TO MAPPtN

Pt—a* Specify

8 Track Tap*. CMMtta. Or LP Racord

S«Md Ctech or M*n*y Ordar — $9.95 Each
includa 7»c HartdXng and Poalasa
Sound Concapta, Inc . — Box 3852

CtMrtoltMiriti*. Va. 22902
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KPatd Advert isenr>ent)

HYPNOSIS FOR SIODENTS
• B«ft*r grades
• Sp*«ch Problems

• Orals

• Smoking
• Tension
• Personal Goals

University of Wisconsin Ph.D.. 14 years leaching Speech

Psychology and General Semantics Private Instruction.

Nllllan L. Risiow. PII.D

HEBREW POETRY READING
"HV UITIE SISTER", a series of poems on the theme o( the^

Holocoustby-^^g^ KOVNEr^~
translated into English and presented by the poetess -

SHIRLEY KAUFMAN
featuring actor ^^^

REUBEN SINGER
Mondoy. April 26; 7:30 pm UCU

Men's Lounge, at the Student Union Building

South Pacific

Adventure Cruise

on 150', three masted, square rigger.

Deports June 18, 71. Men & Wonnen wanted with desire for

adventure & travel & share expenses. For info., Eric Nord
378-2605

i-
•(Paid Advert«ement )

'

fired of Talk Without Action?

Lectures, Panels, Workshops on

ON/mPOFUAHON
Saturday, May 1 , The Ambassador Hotel

II

State Senator Anttv>ny Beilenson

Councilman Marvin Broude, George Brown,

Elizabeth Confield, Ellen Stern Harris, others

$10 (with lunch). S5

for brochures o6d further information coll Zero Populotion Growth 473-2004

College Book Co.
IS

- X

continuing their sale until

MAY 15

BOOK SALE
600 additional volumes added daily

PAPERBACK SALE PRICES

$1.50 & below 254

$1.75 $2.25 75i

$2.50 - $3.50 SI.00
.**•- ""

Posters • Photographs

• * « •

«

*« •« • *« •• •• «b ^

MASTERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD

Phone 477-8051

A True Professional A The Theater Scene

Up Against the Fourth Wail, by John Lahr (Evergreen Press: $2.95)

There are many books on the market today that are informative,

thought provoking and easy to read. John Lahr's new book fuUills the first

two descriptions but is, alas, one of the hardest books to complete I ve

ever encountered. . .

Perhaps one reason is the fact that it is inordinately challengmg to read

about an art that must be viewed to be truly appreciated. Somehow the

void between essays about modem theater and modern theater itself is

like the difference between reading "West Side Story" and seemg it. The

difficulty this reviewer experienced in compleUng this book is in no way

connected with my enjoyment of Lahr's work. The author is a respected

drama criUc; he received the majority of his publishing expenence in

connection with Evergreen Review and Tlie VlUage Voice. He won the

George Nathan Award for Dramatic Criticism and has authored three

boolcs

This series of reviews contains fifteen weU-written and highly

organized essays. The subject matter ranges from eroticism to Jx^es

Feiffer to tiie search for a new mytiiology. The essays are tiioughtful,

logical and weU-researched. The reader is confident tiiat Lahr really

knows what he's talking about when it comes to theater.

In an essay concerning 'The Voluptuary Itch" of modem tiieater Lahr

refutes the idea of the guilt hangups we have about our bodies. In a

passing remark on Owen's Istanboul he describes a ''passionate love

scene in which a man's pants are gradually pulled to his ankles and tiie

woman is nude beside him, (but) the play cannot be honest to tiie lusty

ideal it wants to convey. The acti-ess nervously reaches for more sheet to

cover herself as soon as the spoUight is off her." Lahr feels tiiat modern

theatre would like to rid itself of adult sexual self-consciousness and

return to childlike spontaneity. But tiiis seldom, if ever, succeeds. The

tragedy of failure is that the body becomes Uie brunt of a bad joke. The

primal curiosity connected with the body can "fill a stage when acting or

intelligence fail. That is its visceral appeal; and the most obvious area of

misuse."

Lahr's best essay is a positively brilliant piece titled ''The Sti-eet

Scene: Playing for Keeps." He delves into the popular Junior League

Touching, by Gwen
(Doubleday: IS.95)

Davis

What's the difference between a

movie and a book?

Remember that great old

American platitude, "The movie

was great, but it wasn't as good as

the book."

Well, Gwen Davis' (author of the

best-selling The Pretenders)

newest novel. Touching, is the kind

^of story that conjures up the image

of a movie. In fact, I believe that a

film version could better deal with

some of the subjects only touched

upon by the novel.

Touching is an interesting book

that relies heavily on irony and

humor. In this respect, it is quite

imaginative. But, the novel ti-eats

its main topics and characters in a

superficial way. ("He, Ted,

seemed exacUy what she told me
he was: clean and straight-

forward, with a fine athletic build

stuffed nicely into his tuxedo. He
was tall, tall with thick inside-of-

the-shirt chestnut-yellow hair,

handsohie in the style that school-

girls admire. . . One of his heavily

lashed dark eyes had a slight cast

to it . . I had a homosexual friend

who's a litUe mad, who says that

people with slight casts in their

eyes are very good in bed . .
.")

The characters are not sym-

pathetic. They just aren't handled

in a way that makes one vitally

concerned with the story or its

message, "The plight of bright

ladies in America."

("I wondered what I was doing

there, and why I didn't run away,

and then I remembered I worked

for a magazine. I was covering a

story and that was all")

The subject matter would be fine

for a movie. The main characters

spend 24 hours at a nude marathon

encounter in the hills. Miss Davis

points out the dangers of the

session dramatically, but doesn't

tell you the real problems of many
of the people who come to the

session.

The book's tiUe and topic of

discussion may seem erotic, but

the story does not describe

anything really provocative by

present standards.

If one idea can be said to pervade

most of the characters' minds, it

must be sex. People come to the

session to "loosen up" sexually.

The main characters are described

as women looking for a good bed

partner.

Here's the first description of

many of the people at the session:

"There was a minister from

Pasadena who had been coming to

these sessions for months . . .

beside him was a woman member
of his congregation who hadn't

known he would be there and was

already giggling with em-
barrassment . . . there "was a

fantasy and a half, to see your own
minister naked . . . the big-

breasted girl named Trudy who
kept interrupting with the angry

fact that she hated penises; Simon

told her to hold on to that, we'd get

around to penises later . . . obese,

chaste school teacher Cynthia

hadn't tried to have relations with

a man since the last marathon and

hadn't worked up the courage to

masturbate either."

Obviously, each of those people

is worried about sex, especially the

narrator, who is after all the one

describing them that way. The
situation gets ironic and humorous
when a minister and one of his

Review By »vn WilHson

type productions that sought to

munity groups sought to form ac

common people. Lahr reminds us

his Mobile Theater into Mornin
youths threw rocks at his group

through a performance of a black

empty wooden rows after the pei

park fence in the darkness. "Th^
but a life-style with its implied

does more for Shakespeare than

strength and agility—Lahr doesn t^

lays the concept on the line—and i

praises Enrique Varga's theater f

complications of street theater.

microphones, etc., for these trap]

than acknowledge it. Varga goes

of the performance date and 'spe

area and the people. This is in din

of'performing in fenced-in environ

requiring young children to atl

"noblesse oblige" betrays the

tertainment is offered. Lahr sums

observes that "Genius in street

made plot, but the ability to judge

speak with force and passion to the

contends that the actor must

before his performance, the inten

content of the play.

Lahr's essay demonstrates his

whether on Broadway or in Harle

theater to the streets. Com-

'

Joseph Papp tried to bring

in Harlem in 1964, ghetto

.rs later they respectfully sat

onlv to heave chairs onto the

Lor lob beer botUes over the

: is not merely the white man

priority. A black Hamlet
" The point is made with

• idea down your throat but he

, right between the eyes. Lahr

[ity to circumvent many of the

oe does not arrive with Ughts,

Ji the fact of tiie street rather

Uborhood several days ahead

[Sere just to get the feel of the

Uon to the Mobile Umt s habit

[enforcing
age-restiictions and

adults. The whole aura of

r whom, supposedly, Uie en-

ertainment succinctiy when he

not the bon mot nor the well

nunity and offer images which

jiis which must be faced." Lahr

an activist, putting the people

beatre ahead of the "literary"

„ient to the success of theater

ives three hints on how to sue-

TM^d 5
»
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ceed according to Varga's own cornerstones. The last one, the one most
worth remembering, is the question: "What are the best ways of con-
necting with the community? Find the simple way which won't turn
people off. Begin where they're at."

Lahr also displays a particularly schooled knowledge of Jules Feiffer's

work. Feiffer's plays have been assailed as cartoons — his comment is

"For the first seven years I was doing cartoons, people used to tell me
that my drawings weren't cartoons at all. I had to start writing plays for

people to discover I was a cartoonist." Feiffer's plays are hand to act,

hard to review and hard to appreciate at their fullest. But Lahr does
everything except the acting with talent and understanding.

An exceptionally enjoyable essay is "The American Musical: The
Slavery of Escape." Lahr begins by telling us "the American musical is

dying the slow melodramatic death of a Barrymore, True to the middle

class inclinations that created the genre and sustained it, the musical

sputters toward an ignominious demise, unable to risk anything for

change, too caught up in the language of its own strangulation to see that

the impulse of the form must shift with age—hke a professional virgin

after her wedding night the musical has not yet learned how to cope with

America's loss of innocence."

The musical served to prove that opulence, capitalism, conflict and

peace can exist together and that's just what middle America wanted to

hear. There has been littie room for poverty in the world of lavish waste,

for the Protestant ethic, until Hair, dominated Broadway. Lahr believes

that Broadway's obsession with its history was a confirmation of the

musical's decadence. His concern is with the particularly reverent

George M that enjoyed so much success. In that context. Hair is received

warmly and with a sigh of relief. Lahr sees the American musical as an

aging and out of date art form that needs new blood in order to survive.

The new musicals are the hope that he places his confidence in.

My admiration for Lahr is inestimable. He writes well, with a firm

command of both language and the art form of the theater. His knowledge

is thorough and well grounded, and his comments are never flippant or

unduly caustic. Up Against the Fourth Wall is an excellent work, written

experUy by a man who is a true professional, in the highest meaning of

the word.

followers accidentally encounter

One another. But, no one seems to

know why anyone is there, except

to find out about sex. One notices

immediately that there are no

physical or mental characteristics

of any person discussed, with the

exception of their feelings about

and qualifications for sex. This, to

me, is superficial.

In one respect, this kind of

writing forces the reader to con-

centrate on the one character fully

described, Soralee, and on her

story. But she may be author

Davis' biggest put-on. She turns

out to be the exact opposite of what

the author hoped she was when she

first met Soralee. It makes for an

interesting development for

Soralee, but she tums out to be a

stereotype, too. Somehow, I can't

care for Soralee much. Imagine

this:

Soralee says of herself, "I was as

fat as a pig but they like that,

Italian men. He liked my new car,

my mink jacket and my American

passport , . . Jyut he was the

stupidest man I ever met. My
English girlfriend, a gorgeous and

terribly funny hooker told me to

marry him and flee with the titie. I

was tempted for ten seconds r-^-r.

In New York she met Ted and after

doing everything to drive him

away married him. I didn't mean

to ... if he likes me like this, if I

get thin I can get Gary Grant ..."

Let us not forget that Soralee

went to Synanon sessions and tried

to get them to beUeve her zeal by

having a friend send them shoes.

This is the same Soralee who didn't

feel like going to a charity pwrty

and often merely sent a check.

I'm not trying to make fun of the

novel. The author uses more in-
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nuendos than are dreamt of in our

philosophies. The book is one long

humorous look at people. Almost

everyone in the book is only

touched on, which probably ex-

plains the title in a subtie way.

My one revelation about the book

is this (fanfare): The narrator of

the story, Marion, and the main

character under study, Soralee are

really both Gwen Davis. I believe

that Miss Davis has woven her own

personality and ideas about life

and society into both of these

characters. Miss Davis is the

cynical authoress who refused to

study at Bryn Mawr (Soralee,

incidentally, went to Bryn Mawr),

went to Europe to write and live

(Aha!), went to the Caryl

Chessman vigil (Soralee recounts

this experience in a flashback) and

even went to the Synanon sessions.

But Marion, the woman covering

the encounter for a magazine,

aloof, skeptical and afraid of the

sessions, the people and herself, is

also Miss Davis. Marion (Miss

Davis? ) is constanUy afraid of the

dangers of the encounter and

treats it as a clinical study,

This look at Gwen Davis is

fascinating. And the real fun of the

_ novel is in the interminable humor

it creates.

("The shipping clerk's head

went further into his chest, his

hairy fingers pulled at the mat of

the carpet, and his eyes fluttered

like dark heavily petaled flowers

caught in an ungentle wind. 'I

didn't ... I wouldn't want to ... '

" 'Oh, for Christ's sake, Nick',

Simon said. 'Some of my best

friends get rod ons.'

' Rods on,' Soralee corrected.

'Excuse me, I can't stand bad

grammar'.")

Anguish Like Mother Used To Moke
Review By Beth Segel

Bless the Beasts and Children, by Glendon Swarthout

(Pocket Books: $.95)

Stanley Kramer is going to do a movie production

of BE & C? They can't be serious—the movie in-

dustry financing a pungent bit of self-castigation?

However. Hollywood may yet realize that a movie
like this, if made, could make people stop going to

__ _ _ aL »#«••««««• .J 8» «.
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fear and compassion in the main characters, as in

the way it forces us to accept their decaying world as

ours, and often their emotions as similar to our

responses to America's si(

The setting for Swarthout's exercise in despair
_

rebirth is an Arizona boys' camp and environs

best descriptions suggest that the landscape ana
^

are reflections (as in many older, classical w^^*^^
.^

internal struggles with darkness and the ultim

recovery of those who face the dawn of

responsibilities.
.^j

The main characters are six of the campers soc

_^.-j » 1 f..,. „n ..,u.. u x \rt» h<>en seni w

V band tok;etm
Uiiup lu uiipiuvc uieii ikiLuit.3 « K'-jr wo"^ -

and summon from twisted habits of the past the

^
to free others destined for a future as bleak ^^}^ .

had previously seemed Thus, after many s^tf^j*

they BM able to open tlie pcn» at thirty head oi

I

tscheduled as prey for some thirty non-

'men The boys' other rebellious acts had

ty made their campmates uneasy, but this last

ige marks thier emergence from the shell of

'^oubt and failure that had prevented them until

fom positive changes, both as a group and as
^iduals

^boys seem fated to be outcasts of their peers,
^"eir evolving sense of ethics is one long-since

»Joned by the outside world: group honor, to be
"Stained at the exper»e of self-pity or conceit and

^^ to benefit the helpless. Thus we are faced with

I
^ssical tragic elements of conflict between man

^ IS fate (in this case, it is self-detemined fate, so

• could also view the conflict as man against his

J 'nchnations).For this rpn<:on the martyr in all of

^ >n sympathy
. „, y for John Cotton, tiie

PS leader. His last victory ends, symbolically,
'^s fall from power, as his purpose in taking
*as to make the othen? independent of him. The
^ of the buffalo :..>, is a retaae from the in-

dividual and collective failures limiting ^e othe"

and also delineates tiie time after which Cotton s

continued leadership would have only hindered tiie

"""^e^can also turn to tiie book's social criticism^

Swartiiout shows us our hypocrisy, greed, ^t*»«

hTtred and mindless waste. Obviously we need tins

^mSier as long as our nightinare ^ie^ r^ls o^

and tiiere is a fresh pain for every kid
«
J^^ >ve *^

ruined by divorced, desdiictive parents. BB AC also

^nU?ns a cross-section of otiiers responsible for

X^ camp counselors, police, hunters corporate

Sis, even the other campers conti-ibute to the

2or^ent that calls itself reahty outside of CottonsS Armed only witii a set of morals long

^^rown by everyone else, the boys are accepted
oui^iuwii uj J

^.^^„,-p^ evt nrt buffalo.
only by «« rwrought
Perhaps we have uieu i-j •- - "-

.
-

. „.^
auvism the terrors and triumphs of beaste and

ImdZ because we are afraid to acknowledge them

as our own.
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and Creation's co-creators .
i _,

UnhLm men-, ^ror, tougi us TRUTH i REALITY U. "'"3"
to contact the CREATIVE PRINCIPLE 4 PROCESS and '-"-;-

'J""",
^^^•"

onver. moHer .n.o energy, Hesh mto spu.t End your "need" «"-<.-?'-• -'

v5hy die? CREATIVE EVOLUTION demons you TRANSLATE yoor body before you

may evolve to the h.ghec species above homo sap.en
^pNT ALIST As yuu

The Spoce Progrdm .s r.cogn.z.ng-x>^ew proless.on. SPACE MENTALI51 As yuu

ore a televis.on transm.tter .ece.ver you can v"^^'^^ vour conscousness to gny

place in creation *fcit-r

UCLA EXPERIMENTAL couEGE SURVIVAL ON A POLLUTED PLANET

Mons. 3:30 & 7:30 P.M.

use EXPERIMENTAL COUEGE BEYOND MORTAL BOUNDARIES— Tues. 3:30 & 7J0 P.AA_

unknown guesf speakers demonstrating unbelievable abilifies

that you also can posses.

Iff Guest. Doris Buckley. A..*U^r <;pirit Communication for the Milliogs

May 3 - 7:30 PM May 4 - 7:30 PM

' ll*i^l|HII'

* /<.

'•T'f

Faculty & Alumni Welcome Somuel ^Aofcus, Coord. mjtor

T>6<^

-iw"

CONSIDER THE FUTURE

HELP OTHERS GET THERE

REPRESENTATIVES ALL WEEK AT

PLACEMENT OFFICE
BUILDING 1G

.Jt

(Volunteers In Service to America)
"^

jMl,tH>«pti^
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Ttre Nice Side Of Student Revolt

student Voices One. Edited with introductions by

Christopher R. Reaske and Robert F. Wilson, Jr. Random

House: 1^.95

Ironically, the editors of this collection of essays end it

with a satirical piece on a professor who thinks *'a professor

Without students constitutes a class. Students without a

professor constitute nothing."

Their title—Student Voices -points to the irony; they

present a collection of writings by college students with the

-aim of allowing high school English students to hear the

voices of other students rather than just those of professors.

The book is in a textbook format with "Questions for

Discussion" at the end of each essay. The essays were first

printed in several campus newspapers around the country

and most appeared in either the Michigan Dally or the

Columbia Spectator.

Jliree sections cover a wide range of topics—from strikes

to women's liberation to grass smoking. The sections are

political action, culture, and the university.

What strikes me directly about this book is that it appears

to represent the entire spectrum of student thought, yet it is

disguised. It is a "nice book."

Although there are articles on the Students for a

Democratic S<)ciety (SDS) and black militants, the police

are always called cops, never pigs. Some of the ideas ex-

pressed by the students are radical, but the tone is

sometimes gay, sometimes frustrated, yet never really

strained.

Review Ry Rid Keir

One side is given, that of hope and vigor, and the other

side is lost, that of bitterness and hatred instilled by gas and

bullets. .

Several students write about the moratorium march m
Washington, which was a minor and scar-free demon-

stration. Other students jeflect on different, but also

relatively battle-free, marches.

The only description of a major demonstration is that of

James Kunen in his book on the 1968 Columbia University

building take over. There is mixed humor and savagery in

his description of a bust.

He describes a night in jail:

/

'

"We haven't slept in twenty four hours and there isn't

even space for all of us to sit down at one time. Some of our

cellmates are from Avery (Hall). They tell us how they

were handcuffed and dragged downstairs on their

stomachs. Their shirts are bloody. After a couple of hours

we start to perk up. We bang and shout unUl a guard comes,

and then tell him that the door seems stuck. Someone

screams, 'All right, all right, I'll talk.' It is pointed out that

you don't need tickets to get to policemen's balls. We sing

folk songs and 'The Star Spangled Banner.' They allowed

one of us to bring in a recorder and he plays Israeli folk

music."

This tone of gaiety may have been the mood of that

demonstration and of that writer, a jock turned activist. But

there have been many other confrontations where the mood

is not so gay and these ar^j^pot represented in the collection.

Admittedly, the book went to press just before the Kent

State massacre, which dramatically showed to the nation

that student demonstrations mean more than just spending

a jolly night in jail

But even the strife at UC Berkeley over the People's Park

marked the end of gaiety long before the Kent State mur-

ders. Kevin Moran had already been "accidentally" shot to

death in Isla Vista by Santa Barbara police.

Yet the tragedy and suffering and bitterness of the

political struggle is not shown in this "nice book," which

dares only to print "F**k and "bullsh**."

Perhaps the reason for not sufficiently representing the

jiot-so-nice side is that most high schools would ban it as an

un-American textbook. The editors do not want to cut off

readership. But, still, they should not represent their

collection as telling the whole story. They should admit its

limitations and the reasons for them.

The section on the university also suffers from

onesidedness, since many of the root conflicts within the

institution are not discussed. There is no analysis of the

relationship between student and professor, student and

administrator, professor and professor, and professor and

administrator. The only feehng I get from this section is of

the machine-like quality of the multiversity and while it is

important to explain it is trite to offer no further insight.

I think the section on culture covers its subject fairly well,

albeit in a superficial fashion.

As for the student writers, most of them write well, with

knowledge, humor, irony, vitality and pathos. The

collection will probably appeal to you—that is, if you lilce

nice books.

Need Information or counselingr- Call HELPLINE 825-7646
j.,-1.; immMta^

The Organic Food Cart has only food that'

organically grown, checked from selection

Cart for purity and cleanliness. You'

find two kinds of sandwiches daily — for

instance, cheese (made with raw milk), wit

alfalfa sprouts, cucumbers and tomatoes.

-Or Civpcado, tomafo, lettuce and alfatfa sprouts.

Both are on wheatberry bread, with health-food
mayonnaise and vegetable salt. You'll also find seasonal fresh
fruits and an assortment of dried fruits and nuts.

Skol! A votre sonte! To your health!

''*^,/U'"^"Wj(Wi**T»" **E* ,, T^'flV*.?*?*^
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make-up
.', - n •

consultation

/

%
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featuring

cosmetics

' r

come meet

MR. MARTY BURTON
Revlon's make-up artist

in the cosmetics dept.

Monday and'Tuesday 8 to 7:30

nif- IWMI !* I iMiiiia*

i
t

Discover you own personal lovk"- Marty Burton will make you

UP - no obligation - and he'll be happy to help you look your

very best and answer your make-up questions. And -discover

our newly located cosmetic department - and meet its professional

helper Eileen. Cosmetics are now located at the foot of the stairs

Ift i«,-.-^sa«[J*ifY

I
TjJ^ A'

1 V

s'ti*

'p

near the gift department.

as
ucia

students store

cosmetics, b level, ackerman onion, 825-771

1

monday-friday 7:45 a.m. -7:30 p.m.; Saturdays 10-3

I
• Anothw ASOCU fvltflhtloii ction _^___

ikv<
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What's Brew'n on campns

'SKOL — "Scandinavia — Norway and Sweden" will screen at 7: 15 p.m.

today at Audio Visual World, 1726-1730-1732 Westwood Blvd., as parf of the

"Circle Europe" film series. Admission is $1.50.

Special Activities

Mortar Board, national senior women's honorary,

is accepting student information sheets for

prospective members from now through /SAay 14. The

sheets may be picked up in Kerckhoff Hall 312.

English Conversation for Foreign Students will be

held from 11 a.m.-l p.m. today at International

Students Center, 1023 Hilgard, and at the same time

in Campbell Hall 1118.

The deadline for filing for undergraduate aepari-

mental representative has been extended to April 30.

All students interested in running may contact the

University Action CouDCiLJUAC). secretary m

Kerckhoff 325. - ^

In order to receive NDSL funds for Summer

Sessions, students must sign a confirmation of

summer attendance in the financial aids office,

Murphy 3109 by AAay 15. Loans will be awarded to

cover fees only, if funds are available.

Song-girl practices will be held at 3 p.m. today

through Thursday behind the Women's Gym.

Tryoutswill be held on May 4 and 6.

A series of student exhibitions, featuring the work

of MFA and MA candidates in pictorial arts and

design, will be on display through AAay 15 in the

Dickson Gallery. Hours are 11 a.m. -5 p.m. Monday

through Wednesday, and 1-5 p.m. Saturday and

(Continued on Page 1 7

)
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jeans! SOO^air! top quality

famous label! values to $16!

QO
values to 28.00

18.99

A well-known Los Angeles store sold out, and

we scooped up their brand new stock of j^ans.

And/or styles (that's male or female) — many
fabrics, colors and patterns'in flares! * _

Montag stationery

up to

1/2 price

men's blue work

shirts by Levi

if perfect, 7.00

4.25

belts, reg. to 10.95

3.99

watchbonds, val.to$6

1.49

women s jeans

slight irregs.

if perfect to 1 2.

5.99
green UCLA-
sweatshirts

regularly 3.50

2.50

students' store

sportswear, b level, ackerman union, 825-771

1

M-F 7:45a.m. -7:30p.m.; S 10-3

Use your Bankamericard or Master Charge

Summer session

in China offered
Soochow University in Taipei,

Taiwan, will offer a summer
session to U.S. students Which will

include transferable courses and

credits in Chinese language,

linguistics, culture, history.

philosophy and comparative

religions in a seven-week session

from July 12-August 27.

Courses will be taught in English

by Chinese professors. Each

satisfactorily completed full

course will earn four quarter units

of credit, two full courses con-

stituting a normal study load

Classes will be held for six weeks

The fourth week of the total seven

weeks will be free for travel,

sightseeing or additional study.

SoochoNV University will provide

tuition, food, board and laundry

services for $250. The application

fee is $10. Maximum enrollment

will be 40, and enrollment closes

May 1. Students who are accepted

must arrange for their own

transportation, but special group

rates are available.

For an application blank and

further information, interested

students should write to the U.S..

Coordinator, Marcia Harms. Box

133, 308 Westwood Plaza, L.A.

Calif., 90024, or call X5-5570 during

the day or X4-1420 during the

evening.

l970Souffiern

Campus sWW

onsale-KH U2

in
emodeling of spoi^plir indlnlei rifioiie f^fig robmt, tool*

* Another ASUCIA rvvHalixalion odion

t

CLASS
NOTES
SS.OO plus tax

Art HOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 - Ptckett

Chemistry 1A - Siebert

Chemistry 6A Evans
Chemistry 6C Jordan <•

ChemistrV 153 - West
Economics 1 - La Force

Economics 100 Nist>et

Economics 160 ^ Chen
Education 112 Kieslar

History IC - Kaplan
History 7A - Tillman

Linguistics 100 - Bright

Mathematics 3C '- Oillman

Philosophy 7 - Perry

Political science 1 - ^arj^
';,„

Political Science 145 - Farr.

Psychology 10 - Goldstem

Psychology 41 Wickens

Psychology 110 Carder

Pscyhology 135 - Kanoose

Milter
$4.00 plus tax
/Anthropology IB
Art lA Kayser
Art IB - Kleinbauer

Art 1068 - Pedretti

Classics 142 - Gleason

Economics 2 - Baird

Economics lOlB -T^'TiOsay

Economics 102 - Sweeny
Economics 130 - Lindsay

History IB Hoxie

History 7B Yarnell

History 8 - Burns
H.Story 178B - Daliek

.-tjesK^c
Psychology 12 Butcher, L.ebes

Psychology ^'5- Butcher

Psychology 133B (170A) - l-ov"

for (xUifional courses call or

¥

tomB in jr
Mon-Fri 9.30-4:30 #

10851 UNDBROOKDR *

Monday, April 26, 1971

I

Gimme that ol' time Brew'n .

'.
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( Continued from Page 16)

Sunday. The exhibit changes its display every

Saturday.

"Madt in California/' an exhibition of 60

lithographs, screenprlnts and multiples, and In-

ludlng the work of 52 artists, will continue on display

through AAay 16 in the Grunwald Print Gallery. Hours

~are 11 a.m. -5 p.m. weekdays, and 1-5 p.m. weekends.

Speeches and Seminars

Donald McAllister, assistant professor of urban

planning, will hold a colloquium on "Efficiency vs. •

Equity in Locating Urban Recreation Facilities" at 3

p.m. today in Architecture 1243C.

Roderic Gorney, author and psychiatrist, and Dr.

Louis Jolyon West, professor of psychiatry, will

speak on "Ways to Go" as part of the series on "The

Human Agenda" at 7 p.m. today in Dickson 2160.

Tickets are S4.75 and $1.75 (students).

Stephen S. Kayser, lecturer In Integrated arts, will

speak on "Opera as a Political Ptwnomenon" as part

of the series on "Politics and the Arts" at 8 p.m.

today in Social Welfare 147.

Jacob Ajayi, professor of history. University of

Ibadan, Nigeria, and visiting professor, from
Stanford; William Bascom, director, Lowle
AAuseaum, UC Berkeley; Ekpo Eyo, director of

antiquities, Nigeria National Museum, LagosT^
Yussef Grillo, artist, Yaba College, Lagos, Nigeria;

and Robert Thompson, professor of art history, Yale

University, New Haven, Conn., will hold a sym-
posium on "African Art" as part of "Africa Week" at

8 p.m. today in Architecture 1102.

Meetings
Christian Science Organization will meet at 3 p.m.

today In Ackerman Union 3517 to discuss "Finding a

Lasting Relationship."
• •••••••••*•••• *.• *

'

Medicos will meet at 3 p.m. today in Center for

Health Sciences 13 105. Those Interested In the

Medical College Admissions Test to be held in May

snouid oTTend.

Campus Committee to Bridge the Gap will meet at

7:30 p.m. today in LInde AAedlcal Plaza. 10921

Wllshire, Room 409A.

URA Clubs

The Kendo Club will meet from 5-7 pm today In

Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 2:M-5 pm today in

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet from 5 7 pm today

In Men's Gym 102. ,

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3 5 pm today on

Field 7.

The Mountaineers will meet at noon today bn the

northwest corner of Moore Hall lawn.

:^•:•:•^^:•:•:•::^^:^<•:•^:^<•:<SS:::^::W!«*^8!»:•^^^
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UC Santa Cruz to,offer

language classes

The UC Santa Cruz Summer
Language Institute will offer up to

15 units of University credit in six

languages in a nine-week program

from June 21-August 20.

The curriculum will include

beginning courses, equal to a full

academic year of instruction in

Chinese, French, German,
Hebrew, Russian, and Spanish.

Students will live in-residence at

Merrill College on the UCSC
campus.

The program will stress oral

competency and provide

academic, social and cultural

exposure pertinent to the language

studied. Students will live in in-

dividual language groups, together

with resident faculty and native

speakers.

The registration fee is $311 and

will include instruction and all

student fees. Board and room fees

for the nine weeks are $450 for

single acconunodations and $388

for double rooms.

Those who are interested in the

summer program should write for

application forms to George M.
Benigsen, Coordinator of Summer
Language Institute, 25 Merrill

College, University of California,

Santa Cruz, Calif., 95060. The

,

deadline for filing applications is

May 15.

BEL AIR

Sands
MOTOR INN
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5MIN. FROM UCLA
SPECIAL RATES

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
- FREE PICK-UP &
DELIVERY SERVICE

TO AIRPORT
With 24 Hour Notice :

476-1241
11461 SUNSET BLVD.

iSunset Blvd. at

Son Diego Freewoyi

Experimental College Scfiedule
TODAY
3 30p m
5pm
7pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
8pm
8pm

Survival on a Polluted Planet

Kundalmi Yoga
History of Fascism

Survival on a Polluted Planet

Tarot
The Maker as Medium

Parents and the rx)Uege Generation
Conscientious Objection

Arch IMS
Women's Gym Courtyard

Arch 1J43B
Arch 1243

Arch 1243C

DtduunS231
Moore 100

Arch 2202

netums.

One Night Giily«$l

Friday, Apnl Sutii
m^ ^L ^^^ 0_

^'\ :p. ^-^-..,*»-

4 track stereovride screen

R0VCE KALL = UCLA

m
ji^ ^ '

« <^o& sponsored by
::.,rt: i
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Jimmy Webb...And So: On'

After writing monumental songs

for everybody else, JimmyWebb
now writes them for himselfaThe

songs and the singer excel on

two albums: ''Words and Music"
and the t:ar' new '*Ar^ ^o:
On." Both worth hearing, on
Reprise Records (and tapes,

vLa Ampex). .

—

—

Jimmy Webb
appearing at

THE T r> fy i I ir^ n f>o i^
iTllp i.l^- *n^,

April ^5 liiruU^n y-^

B/lusic, dance, films, exhibits AAonday, April 26. 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN ^
^fi^ki.

'Africa Week' begins today
Story by Robin Sanders

Photographs by Mark Rubin

THEATRE ARTS PRODUCTIONS — "Does A Tiger Wear A Necktie,"

(pictured above) and "Aucassin et Nicolette/' a "musical fable for

puppets," (pictured below) will both be held at 8:30 p.m. today through

Sunday and from April 28 through ^Aay 1. The play will be held in ttie

Ralph Freud Playhouse, and the puppet show will be held at the Little

Theatre, both at Macgowan Hall. Tickets are $2.50 and $1 (students) for

each production.

The African Studies Center, in

cooperation with the Afro-

American Studies Center, is

sponsoring a week-long program

art music and lectures about

Africa "Africa Open Week" will

be open to the general public free

of charge Monday through

^laturdav.

"BlaGk Gods and Kings,"' an

exhibit of sculpture and artifacts

from the Yoruba tribe in Nigeria

will be on display beginning at 3

p m in the Ethnic Art Gallery each

jay Experts on Yoruba culture,

listory, art and music will present

3 series of lectures for the duration

)f the exhibit. In addiUon, the

African Studies Center will be

jelling contemporary art pieces

from the Oshobo Tribe in Nigeria

from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. in Bunche

Hall 10^363.

Yoruba dancers and drummers

will perform in front of §choenberg

Hall to traditional "High-Ufe"

music. 10,000 children from the

Compton and Los Angeles area wUl

be bussed to campus to tour the

exhibit, view films of Africa and

receive dancing instructions from

the Yoruba tribesmen.

"The program is open to the

general public but we are par-

ticularly interested in helping

young Black people learn about

Africa," Juanita St. John, one of

the coordinators of the program,

said.
'

^

St. John said the community

would be given ample opportunity

to acquaint itself with the

resources on Africa available here.

The African Studies Center has one

of the largest collections of

material relating to Africa in the

country. Many teachers use the

Center's African Arts Teaching Kit

in developing curriculum in

African studies.

"Music and Dance of Africa,"
the only event for which there is a
charge, is scheduled for Saturday
at 8:30 p.m. in Schoenberg
Auditorium. Tickets and price

information are available in the

Concert Ticket Office, the music

Atff»

J r

TV

department and the Schoenberg

box office.

Although the main focus of

"Africa Open Week" will be on

history and culture in Africa, The

Afro-American Studies Center will

also sponsor a series of lectures

and speeches on Black America. A
panel discussion entitled *'Two

Roads to Black Studies: African

and Afro-Amefican Studies" will

take place on Wednesday night at 8

p.m. in Architecture 1102.

Newly elected Berkeley

Congressman Ronald V. Dellums

will speak a't noon Friday in Haines

Hall 39 on "The New Image of the

Black Pohtician."

Dellums was labeled a "radical"

by Vice Pre^dent Spiro Agnew,
and has also participated in the

Black Caucus of the House of

Representatives, which presented

a list..^f demands to President

Black people in America. 7
Other activities highlighting

"Africa Open Week" include:

MONDAY — 12:00 noon:

"Revolutionary Movements in

Southern Africa." Campbell Hall

3105

—7:00-10:00 p.m. Selected short

movies on Africa.

TUESDAY — 12:00 noon: "Black

Poetry: Black Dance" Watts
Writers Workshop (location to be

announced)

WEDNESDAY — 12:00 noon:

"Black Peoples Involvement in the

Total Community" Campbell Hall

^^1201

THURSDAY — 3:00 p.m.: "Black

Theatre" presented by UC Irvine

Students

— 8:00 p.m. "The Contemporary

Situation in Eastern and Southern

Africa" (Preceeded by 15 minutes

of traditional drumming and SATURDAY z:uu p.m. onuiia

dancing) Architecture 1102 -> --Dancing and Drumming^ Ar-

FRIDAY — 7:00-10:00 p.m. chitecture 1102

Selected short movies on Africa. - 4:00 p.m. "Afro-American

Campbell Hall 2210 Music" Architecture 1102.

A copy of the complete program

and additional information on

"Africa Open Week" can be ob-

tained in the office of the African

Studies Center Bunche Hall 10244.

I

How to be beautiful,

underneath it all.
wt::.iitL.

HitLit-COINClt

YIDDISH
Dr. Zygielbaum will teach language, folksong, 'and

literature. 2150 Bunche Mopday evenings

7:00 beginners 8:30 intermediates

EXHIBIT OF ARTISTIC CREATIONS

Projects of students from CSES 1 15 will be on display

April 15 thru April 30 Kerckhoff Hall 2nd floor.

Kosher food is now available

in the Oasis Room and Bunche Ha

SHABBAT SERVICES
April 30 8:15

Guest speakers: Prof. Igal Vannay

he will discuss "The Future of Israeli Culture"

Oneg Shabbat follows with singing and dancing

Shabbaton Upcoming May 7-8.

Hillel Intercollegiate Picnic May 9

Uiid«r your makeup, k—p
your skin glowing wilh our

two Udal diMct. Th#y cr««in. th«y

lotion, th«y p«rk you up. n.

Shiny hail n—d» a h«alihy

r. scalp. Sdmulala youra

Vith our 6—p maasa0«r.

G«nll«. Ralazing. Mnunm.

L«g8 should ba long and

amoolh. Shaving should b«

short and swaat. Our big

supar-fast Lady Noralco doas

iha Job In practically no tlmal

A lot dapands on your laat

IVaat Iham to a propar

pedicure wilh oxir

. six handy aitachmanls.

'I:

75<l^ PITCHERS
Coort + Schlitx

Every Monday & Tuesday from 6 pm

Comupter Dance Sat. May 15th

Pick up computer forms at Hillel

;.y i i-
ii
i.t.ii.,,,t -.,
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To look great, you have

!o teel great. We give you

two maaaagers that make
you feel great. What a comfort.

Do your nalla Uke a pro

with Lady Noralco. You gel

filing things, buffing things,

cuticle things, everything.

®u!litjer'£i pattern
2260 W-twood B»vd {a m^m» * **^ •osrth at Oh^mpK)

There are lots of little ways to make yourself beautiful.

And the Udy Norelco Home Beauty Salon 30LS does all of them.

It starts with the super-fast Lady Norelco shaver. With a great big

shaving head to shave more of you at once. And a really

close-shaving foil. (So it's finally easy to keep your legs and

underarms perfectly smooth.)

It has eleven attachments that fit right onto the shaver and

pamper you wherever you need pampering

It gives you a real beauty salon treatment, from a massage

to a manicure. / lu »;«..i

It's a rich tulip yellow. It's fun to use. And it makes you feel beautiful

And that's whdl really counts, underneath it all

Lady Noreko Home Beauty Salon

Tvore/c
^

1Q7! Worth Am.ncan Phillpi CorporaUon. 100 Ea.l 42nd Str#at, Naw York, N Y 10017.
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Trots defeat

Numbers, 0-0, in

Powder Puff
By John Sandbrook

Chi«l Powder Puff FootbaU Correspondent

In one of themost exciting, tense, and dramatic games ever seen on the

north athletic fieWs. the Trots, led by Ronm WUson and Karen Roy on

Xise an^Chris Accomero and nose guard Shirbey Joh™«« on defe^

6eM the Numbers, (H), last THureday for the Women's Powder Puff

Football Championship. « . . •• ^ 4U«^
Before a tuma>vay crowd of over 100 people, the Trots, by gating three

first downs to the Numbers' two, finished the season undefeated and

t .^

NEW BRUIN QB? — Hey, Pepper. Ronni Wilson

didn't throw any touchdown passes last Thursday,

but she did complete three of seven. Besides being a

lefty, she is an excellent roU-out type. P.S.: She's

also the coed IM director.

LOOK AT THOSE LEGS— Karen Koy was ine i rois

leading ground gainer all season, but the Numbers
contained her fairly well Thursday. Injured on the

second play of the game, she came back in later to

run sweeps like this one.

uiiscoreo upon. . , __,., , . ^ •

In an exclusive pre-game interview. Trots' quarterback Wilson, who m

her spare time doubles as coed intramurals director, explained l^r

team'Vplanof attack. "Ball contrd all the way," she said quick y. We

plan to try some short out passes to loosen up the middle and then go

blowing up the middle. We want to go for baU control. That s been the key

to our success." —
Four officials

Game officials, expecting a rough-and-tough contest, had assigned four

officials (male, of course) to the game and their fears were justified

when on thesecond play of the game, star Trot halfback Karen Roy was

injured after a long end sweep. Although the game never got out of hand,

numerous other girls were injured during the game, including the Trot s

tight end and middle linebacker Chris Accornero, who feU on her h^d^

"I'm used to seeing people injured, "•assistant IM director Ray Zak

commented during the game, -but I've never seen someone cry before

like that. Youknowwhvsheis crying?," Zak said during a timeout for an

injury. "She's crying not because she IS injured, but because she GOT

injured." u , * »

The ferocity of the game was never more evident thanin the two teams

defensive work. As the first half ended, each squad had gained only one

first down. In terms of total yardage, the Trots were ahead, ten yards to

eight The biggest play of the first half, though, was an incomplete pass

from Wilson to Sharon McAlexander that would have gone for a touch-

down had Sharon caught it. However, a broken fingemafl accounted for

the incomplete.
Second half

The numbers opened the second half with a quick opener up the middle

for ten yards and a first down. The Trots held the Numbers for downs at

that point andaftera punt, Wilson led her teamout onto the field, down in

first downs, 2-1 . With the pressure on, Wilson completed two consecutive

passes to Accomero (nine yards) and Roy (six yards) for the tying first

down.

Two incompletes and a five-yard loss later set the stage for the turnmg

point in the game. It was fourth-and-fifteen at the Trot 25, with the score

md first downs tied. Eight plays remained in the game.

Wilson went to the air, trying a jump pass to Roy over the middle. In a

Towd, Karen let the ball shp away. But there it was — the official's red

flag was laying on the ground. Pass interference — automatic first down

That was that. The Trots punted four plays later and h dd the Numbers

for the last three plays of the game, although a thirty-yard run by Lindi^

Rosen was called back because of backfield in motion.

After the game, an elated Chris Accornero, still rubbing the bump on

her head,'was heard to say, **We won" •"
^===-

Indeed, the Trots had won, winning the Women's Powder Puff Football

championship ona pass interference call. Now maybe Michigan will send

out its women team to face the Bruins in the Rose Bowl.

A QUARTERBACK? — The Numbers' Jodi Steffen

looksr more like a fullback than a quarterback here,

but she was never able to get much of an offense

generated Thursday. Jodi ran her team out of a

single-wing type offense, while the Trots ran out of a

straight-T. t,—

7

Photos by Terry Colvin

HEY, WATCH IT — Defensive plays like this one

enabled the Trots to stay in the game until Wilson

and Co. generated enough first downs to break the

tie. The Trots finished the year with a perfect record

— not allowing a single point in any of their games

' •M' -^ "<,

MmmanXim THINK FRENCH.
And speak it. And understand it. And write it.

And read it. And travel with it. And make love

with it. And make a favorable first impression

with it. And make a sale with it. And make a

lasting friendship with it. And make a merger

with it. And buy groceries in Cannes with it.

And ignore sub-titles with it. And get a job with

it. And read menus with it. And read Moliere

with it. And Rostand. And Sartre. And declare

your independence with it. And your intentions.

And forget your troubles with it. And your inhibi-

tions. And discover Paris with it. And Montreal.

And New Orleans.

^%;' Laan* .>^|

Intramur^ met

• • m •

.j._.: '.. .t'tA--''^'i^

Tod«y't SoHball Schedule ^_ ._»_^ p^^jy
3 00 Maccabees vs Ralph (Fd. 1); Los Chicanos vs. Thunderthuds (Fd. 2); '^"^^J^ch 6).

Willows (Fd. 3). Plan A2 vs. Harmless Error (Fd. 4); Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Sigma t.ni \r

AFROTC VS. TAG (Fd. 8). „ ^» . „ AA«thPr LiQUOr
4:00 Orion vs. Kilimanjaro (Fd. 1); Math vs. Molars (Fd. 2); faster Batters vs^ Mother l^

(Fd. 3); CBSA vs. Hydra (Fd. 4); Edinburgh vs. K 2 (Fd. 6); Delta Sigma Ph. vs. Lamoaa

Alpha (Fd. 8).

Today's Water Polo Sch^lult
/c nn^ Pauley vs

Himalaya ^^. Jefferson (4 00); Stonehaven vs. Fubar (4:30); Chaos vs. Sierra ^^^''.r. B-cners
Middle Earth (5 30), Sigma Chi vs Phi Kappa Psi (6; 00); Foontainbleu Sheiks vs. ban s d

(6:30).
Coed Swim Relays «««ino uo is this

The Coed Swim Relays will be held on Thursday, April 29. The deadline for signing um

Wednesday, April 28.

I .1, -if

Learn it easily Learn it ettdrt-

lessly. Learn it fast or slow You

set the pace You say when. You

say where You're in a class by

yourself. A French class. (Or a

German. Spanishor English class

by yourself ) At a Sullivan Lan-

guage School Come enjoy your

Tirs! lesson Tree
'

There's no obligation

PI- .aL
cnoose any language i or your free lesson

; FRENCH r SPANISH

. GERMAN
Monday
V

.9 AM

U ENGLISH

Choose *ny (l«y
thfough Saturda i.

Cfwov any riOKir

to 9 PM

7
t

Choose the most con
wnicnt of tour locations t

«»»-'L^^^'V7-.

msnm

f .v., **'*•; -' i.isrra r«e-

> e»peci > i h ifc ior,6on la b« fwn I e iip»ft<-

to be easy And i expect it to be differs

from anything I've ever expenerKed

5^ 1^;-
«:

, „;: ..?

M
•i

Please phone m your reservation to

the Sullivan Language School most
convenient to you

^ - »"^'— •>» -

<* first rev ji- r ^.j .jijD'oac^i xo learning
a tecorxi languace
-TA SHERMAN OAKS
• OS7 IS^SO Venlur* 91401

PASADINA
1 So Lah«9U01 22\2

79S3?96 (7

'¥t

': «f

.

«*»Sio^;»s»«ir- ;;sj;^r i«";s-siiJ;S?.WBiHi» m:)

WITH

DEE MURRAY and NIGEL OLSSON
^i

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACT!

."s*

*

''=*!fJSf''" "'^'^

mpm:'^^>

f A-"*^

ONVBNTIOHCENTER
¥ A 8 PM

\

All S«ats Mstrvti. S«.50. S5.90, $4-50
Available at Anaheim Conv Center Box Office, So Gal Mutual

Co . 637 S Ht" anfi sM Mutual Agencies, Wailich Muik Stor^.
^' formation call (71'

intxivciitf by CDNCCtt ASSOCIATr** *
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||97I NCAA Volleyball

Championships
Championship Match

UCLA defeated UC Santa Barbara .5-6, 17-15, 17-15

Third Place Match
Ball State defeated Springfield College 15-4, 15-6

Semifinal Matches
UCLA defeated Springfield 15-6, 15-1, 15-3

UC Santa Barbara defeated Ball State 15-12, 13-15, 15-8, 15-9

Tournament Notes

Saturday's crowd of 5,041 was described as the "largest crowd ever

to see an indoor volleyball game in ttie United States" by one of the

members of the NCAA Volleyball Connmlttee during the awards

ceremony ... ironically, it sounded at times as if there were more

UCSB rooters in the stands than UCLA rooters. When the Bruin yell

leaders attempted to lead an eight-clap, it was greeted by as many

boos as cheers . . . Friday's attendance was never officially

released but estimates were about 2,500. Last year's crowd for the

finals was about 3,100^^^ Dan Kelley of Springfield was rushed to

the UCLA hospital Saturday morning and underwent an ap-

pendectomy operation. He'll be In the hospital for about a week . . .

TV celebrity Art Linkletter was present for Saturday morning's

games between Springfield and UCLA. Linkletter is on the Board of

Regents at Springfield . . . One of the reasons Al Scates wanted to

beat UCSB in Friday's round robin match was to give his Bruins the

easier semifinal game. As things turned out, UCLA played

Springfield, disposing of them til"'4S"Thihutes with Kilgour and

AAachado on the bench for the entire match and five reserves in for

games two and three. Santa Barbara, on the other hand, was forced

to use its first string for an entire two hours against Ball State,

being extended to four games. The rested Bruins were noticeably

quicker in Saturday night's opening game and won 15-6
.

Those

"skyball" serves came from UCSB's AAarshall Savage, who hoped

to blind his opponents by forcing them to look up into the TV lights.

During the semi match against Ball State, he hit the scoreboard

with one. . . As for AAachado, one had to marvel at the near-perfect

two days he had at setting for Kilgour, Irvin, and Herring. One also

has to wonder how Irvin did not make the all -tournament team, g
With AAachado graduating, along with Kilgour, Herring, and Welch, jx

Larry Griebenow seems heir apparent to the no. 1 setting job . >•::

The game of wits continued between Al Scatesand Rudy Suwara, ig

the UCLA and UCSB coaches. The key to the games, of course, was ig

Gaucho Tim Bonynge, and Scates and Suwara tried to outguess j:'::

each other as to where he would play. Scates usually guessed right; x

:? after all, Suwara was Scates' assistant here at UCLA last year . . . g
•i-: UCLA now has 21 NCAA championships: nine in tennis, seven in g
jij: basketball, two in track, two in volleyball, and one in water polo v

•::
. . . In case you're wondering how many NCAA schools play g

S volleyball, the number is 26 of a possible 640 . g
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Win/ess weekend: basemen
/ose three to CaL Stanford

i

It was a weekend the Bruin baseball team wouW
like to forget.

Dropping aD three games on its Bay Area road

trip, UCLA saw its Pacific-8 record fall to 3-4, and the

Bruins now find themselves in third place in the

Southern Division.

The Bruin misfortune l)egan FYiday afternoon as

California pounded the visitors, 6-1, at Berkeley

before Stanford took both ends of a doubleheader

Saturday, 2-1 and 3-2.

On the bright side, Rick Pope returned to the

starting lineup. The ace righthander performed

creditably against Stanford, going five innings in the

firsi game and allowing two runs and four hits while

walking five. After the game. Pope said his arm felt

stiff, but he seemed fairly content with his per-

formance. Even more impressive was Stanford's

Bob Kammeyer, 7-4 overall, as he went the route,

stifling UCLA on four hits and one run Pope is now 6-

3, 0-2 in the Pac-8.

The second game of the Saturday doubleheader

saw another strong pitching duel, this time between

Greg Zail andStanford's Bob DiPietro. Neither man
was around at the finish, Zail going six innings plus,

being tagged for two runs and six hits. DiPietro

lasted five innings, and was charged for two runs and

three hits

Stanford won the game in the ninth inning when

Pat Rusco singled in the winning run with the bases

loaded off loser Bary Woodruff, now 5-2 overall. Jim

Coates. 2-1, received the victory.

Two errors by Bruin shortstop Louis Gomez led to

four unearned runs off UCLA's Gary Robson in the

second inning Fnday that provkied Gal's winning

margin. Robson, 4-3 on the year, performed well but

so did Gal's Doak Moore, now 5-3, as he pitched a

complete game, allowing one run and nine hits.

—Ed Burgart

Pac-8 Baseball Standings

Southern Division

W L PCT.

use 7 1.000

Stanford 3 4 .430

UCLA 3 4 .430

California 1 6 .143

¥:

'A
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april 25 — may 1

Israel Week=^
schedule of events

MONDAY ASI - HILLEL - ISO

12 noon Israeli Dancing on ianss Steps led by Dani DQSsa„

7:30 P.AA. The Poetry of Abba Kabbner - The Hollocaust Poems

"My LiHie Sister" h-anslated by Shirley Kaufman

Featuring actor Reuben Singer

Men's Lounge Ackerman Union

TUESDAY

1T7i^<D;r''Heroi»m and Deheroiiation in AAodern Hebrew Lifero-

ture." By Dr. Reuvan Kritx. visiting prof., Tel Aviv Uni-

versify Men's Lounge Ackerman Union

8:00 P.M. Israeli NigM in Rieber Hall, Fireside Lounge Admission

Free

WEDNESDAY
12 noon Jerusalem - Its Desgin, Architecture and Its City Plan-

ning. (wHh slides to be shown) Prof. Arie Shochor

speaking Knudson Hall Room I200B

5:30 P.M. Israeli Dinner at Hillel Auditorium $.75 members

$1.25 non-members Reservations necessary 474-1531

7:30 P.M. braeli Dancing 754 norvmembers members free

THURSDAY

12 noon Movie "The Siege"
^:00 PM AAovie "The Siege"
7:00 PM AAovie 'The Siege"
9:00 PM AAovie 'The Siege"

FRIDAY

12 noon Israeli Dancing on Jonss Steps led by Rehovio

Falafel will be sold

8:15 P.M. Traditional Shabbot Services at Hillel Guest

Nyigal Yonnay "Future of Israeli Culture"

Oneg Shabbot

SATURDAY

Life Sciences 2147

Haines Hall «39

Haines Hall «39

La Moncho Cafeteria

er

8:30 P.M. "Festival of Israel" An evening of Isroell Song, ^— ^

and Humor Grand Ballroom of Ackerman Union

from now til May 22, you con
"1

.^:v-

^ on a classic

Samsonite attache case
3".fommufer reg. $30, $25 . .

5" diplomat, reg. 32.50, $27.50

. . .

2" statesman, reg. 27.50, $22.50

Great buy indeed on a prestige business case! Carry your books easily

-

and remember, these cases will be good for years to ^o"^^: ^cuH and

stain-resistant sides, lightweight magnesium frame, exclusive hidden locks

and expandable file folder. Choose jet black, deep olive or oxford gray.

You might suggest it to someone it would make a marvelous graduation

present - for you. And a saving -for them!

Students' store

•"1 'i

as
ucia
attocKes. b level, ockermon union, 825-771

1

londoy-friday 7 4Sn m 7 30p m ,
Saturday 10 3

>,.,
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kerckhoff H«ll in
Phone »S 2}2l

Classified advertising rates

iSwords tl SOday, S consecutive
insertions - S5.00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wfto, in affording
iKMising to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neitfier

the University nor the ASUCLA 4 Daily
Bruin has investigated any of ttie services
offered here.

Y Announcements

HELP HELP HELP HELP
students in Psych 125 desperately need

Atkinson: Intro, to Motivation.
The publisher has failed us.

Please help us out and
we will pay you SI. 25 for your used copy.

Bring it to the Buy Back Window,
ASUCLA Students' Bookstore.

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free
brochures. 454-3030. ( QTR)

>f Campus EvenH

"Nobody likes me." "I know
how you feel Charlie Brown,

you don't want Pity, All you

want is a little Un-
derstanding/' "On th^

contrary, Til take all the

Pity I can get!"

Come together ; Interested io.

Love and Lasting
Relationships? 3 P.M.

y/Help Wanted 3

MAKE MONEY
Openings still available for exciting part or
full time employment innovative sales
program. "^

NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY
3W-7771

PARTtime lobs plus college students equals
Services Unlimited. Call 475-9521 before its

too late. (3 A 2*)

WRITER, avid skier Do book on skiing.
Superior writing skills required. Send
resume/letter, sampie(s): Publisher, Box
90430, LA 90009 (3 A 29)

YOU can have a nice vacation summer with
apart time iob now Services Unlimited 475-
'521. (3 A 30)

ELEMENTARY student teachers or
teachers for education study, $4 /br. Mary
Johnson 825 0441, 476 1547 (evenings). (3 A
30)

t3. 00-55 00 /hr. ambitious part-time workers.
Choose your hours. 836-5680 evenings.
Monday - Thursday. (3 A 26)

NURSES, Business majors, lawyers, ar-
chitects, liberal arts majors - Vista needs
you! Drop by Placement Office April 26-29

for info and application details. (3 A 27)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1416 Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

TELEPHONE work - part-time Mon-Fri.
S1.75/hr Plush Century City office. Free
parking Mr Knaus, 556-1445. (3 A 30)

SENIORS, Orads Ail maiors. VISTA Reps,
in Placement Office April 24-29. Sign up
/drop by I Taking applications '71-'72.(3 A 27)

V lastand Found..... 4

Today, the Christian Science

Organization is having a

meeting. Ackerman 3517 ...

Come share an idea ...

HELP! Reward! Please return contents of
briefcase taken Journalism Dept. Thur. 4/22.
important. No Question. Mike Kardis, 395-
3589,825 4501. (4 A 30)

CONTRACEPTION, FAMILY PLANNING,
LEGAL ABORTION, VD In-

formation/Referrals. UCLA Overpopulation
Information Center. Every Monday 12-4 PM.
Ackerman Union Room 2412. A 26)

^^ST • round gold framed, porscription
glasses -brown case m Royce Hall, Sun.
April IB, 393-4890. (4 A28)

LOST: Seiko calendar wrist watch. Please
call eSI-2874 any evening. Reward. (4 A 27)

^Miscellaneous..... 5

FREE black kitten. 7 weeks old. Please - call

only if you will care. 478 4624. (5 A 26)

Social Events
-^frortN' pro«rams Wednesday, 7-»0 PM*
Students $1.25 Call The Group Center for

free brochures. 456 3030. (SOTR)"
YOUNG adult dance - May 1, 1971 • p.m.
12:30- 1520 S. Robertson Blvd., LA.(SE A 30)

VP
y For Rent «••.•••••••.

ersonai

PAUL Edmond Stephan has a loud mouth. (

1

A 28)

ATTRACTtVE Housing Availabte trr tn^
togrSted Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors lor house/apt. info 296 2298,
wknds 292 5175 (7 QTR)

J Entertainment ...•„ 2 y ^— —— y For
GET It on with Rick Bramm and Friends
Live music Weyburn Hall's backstage. 9:30 -

? Tonight. (2 A 26)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation Call 213 CA 1 6849 (2 QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Spectal group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 646, Avalon,
90704. (2 QTR)

/He/p Wanted. ^ 3

ELEMENTARY School Teacher needs help
I have several children (ages 8-11) who
desperately need someone to read to. If you
can help, call Sharon Strieker, 478-8812 after
6:00PM (3A26)

BABYSITTER 5 mornings for year old boy.
$1.25 hr. Near Mormon Temple. Call 475-

5144. (3 A 26)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$45 per month while helping others.

Come in to lOOl Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 4780051 9 00 AM 7 :00 PM daily

DELIVERY men: Dorm food delivery. Own
car, valid UCLA Parking Permit. 8 p.m. to 11

p.m. $2/hr Chunky's, 473 6062. (3 A 28)

COME to Services Unlimited and meet the
cutest receptionist in Westwood (also part-
time lobs). 475-9531. (3 A 26)

Sale. W
LUDWIG drum set, 2 Zildiian symbols - 200.
Exc Olympia port, typewriter 50. Steve.
477 4011 X442.

ER 4MM Report - S with micropffone.
Excellent condition. $230. Days 825-6488,

eves 393 8367 (10 A 27)

YAMAHA FG180 Guitar excellent condition.
Dresses it's I4's almost new. Best offers.
820 4055 after 6:00 PM. (10 A 30)

GIBSON EB2 D BASS, hollow body, 2

pickups, 6 MONTHS OLD, $350/offer (cost
$600)626 8674,327-8573. (10 A 29)

JUNE BRIDES ^^

Select China and Crystal pattern itow for

summer delivery and save
25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD."
19S So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon -Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3-8S26

TRAYNOR amp, 4-10 speakers, with custom
reverb head 4 mo. old with 1 year un-
conditional guarantee. Leaving country,
$450/best. 393 5329. (10 A 29)

SACRIFICE! AM/FM stereo receiver,
automatic changer, base, dust cover, car-
tridge, two speakers. $64. Call 870-8059 after
noon. (10 A 26)

MASTERWORK Garrard stereo system,
changer never used, $120, call Taj, 478 2819,
early mornings or evenings. (10 A 27)

MARTIN Guitar -steel string w/case. Small
box, never used. Sacrifice-392-94i0, Call

between 5 8 pm (10 A 26)

PERSONALITY Test Bring close friend.
FH3580 9 2 30, 2hrs.cre«litor S2.S0ea. New
subjects. ; (3 A 26)

CITY OF PASADENA
STUDENT INTERNS IN

MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION
$3 94hr 20hrs week

For academic year, Sept '71 to June Tl.

Must be Sr or Or ad. Student as of 9/7« with a

Social Science Major.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

CALIFORNIA ARIZONA HAIWAI

I

Professional. Trainee positions cur

rently available in all fields For 1

months subscription containing hun-
dreds of current openings and
iOBS in the SUN's proven technique
for landing yaiK |ob' Satisfaction
(rii*i«nt*«d Send $9 to:

^XA.t ftAAV U
APP -fILM, 1971

lOONGARFlELD
PASADENA 577 4346

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

« *.*•* «.*e4.<iji

BEAUTIFUL brown suede tie up boots, sue
7, worn once, 839 5120, Serena, eves , leave

name, phone.
-^

(10 A26)

AMPEX '755' tape deck. $110, Koss pro 4A
headset, $25. Eves. 454-4029. ( 10 A 26)

100 STEREO Albums, xint cond. $1 ea 12

string 550. bass 5150, amp. 5250, best offer,

478 4187. (10A26)
. »

BOAT, 14' V 4 catamaran, super fast, prof.

built, aluminum mast/t>oom, dacron sails -

Watts 674 4794. ( 10 A 26)

QUARTERHORSE, registered, 6 yrs., IS

hands gelding, saddle, 5600 Thoroughbred
gelding hunter 16 )/2 hands 377 5920 ( 10 A
26)

y Services Offered I /

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north, to

ALASX and YUKON, around $2800 a month.
For complete information write to JOB
RESEARCH, P O. Box 161, Stn A, Toronto.
Ont Enclose $3 to cover cost. (11 A 30)

JAZZ, rock, blues, piano stylings. Beginner
to advanced Dick Horn, 392 9302 (l l A 28)

«, ,

WEDDING pictures, best results at lowest
prices, for appointment to see work, call Bob
'80 0329. (HA 28)

AUTO AND
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED?.. TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-2225. ..ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

ELECTROLYSIS unwanted facial and body
hair permanently removed. Free con-
sultation, LuCia R.E. 10921 Wilshire (corner
Westwood Blvd.).477-2193 Mon., Wed., Fri.,

Sat. (11 A 27)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMED DITTO PRINTING

NEED travel cordpamon India. Orient 7/ 15

9 20 Transportation $800. Low living costs

Rate 934 1522 MSA 27)

KIBBUTZ in Israel For further information

call: Days 643-2111, eves. 839-0191. (t3A27)

EUROPE Discount flights #^^71 ^
Atr.ca India 60«. off Tnu, p

'*^**'

Charter (i.ghts Student i o carrt< Z"^**"EASC323N Beveryiy Or b/ u^°"'»«'
90310 iZ6_6l'3 "^''i Zi

jQTB

BRITISH RAIL OFFERS ^ Tutoring
j^

the S3S Youth Pass, 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages isthru 22) Also
540 15 days
S55 21 days
S70 1 month

Thrilt coupons tor no time limit $40 Gives

you 1000 miles and $60 1500 miles of rail

travel Contact your travel agent pr can
British Rail 626 5149 (130TR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIALUNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS- 1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authonied & Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

LA..LON0Ol^lON0C>f4.LA.

Theses'A Dissertafions a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00a.m. to8:30p.m.

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873 5815, 781 5527 eves. 783 3509. (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD .475 3570. (11 QTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees Robert Rhee, 839-7270, 870-
'793 (11 QTR)

TELEVISION rental All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr. phone, 274 9119. (11 QTR)

GROUPS now forming Reasonable fees.
"Calf The Group CewterMor free brochures.
456;3030 • - (11 QTR)

DOfC Candidate to house-stl. Now - Aug. 31
or any part. Flexible terms.- ^ood
references 820-2432. (11 A 27)

i —
PARTY Mate April 30 Spring Deadline
nearing? Don't miss out! Apply now for your
10 campus computer dates. Write now:
Party Mate, P.O. Box 1247, Springfield,
Virginia, 22151. (11A27)

Fit Dep Ret W(s PrKO
2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 $275
4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
6 6/24 8/22 8 $275
7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
a 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 " 9 $275
10 ••

7/11 8/9 4 $275
11 7/14 8/31 7 $275
12 " 8/8 9/8 4 $275
14 9/4 9/27 3 $275
18 '/?,* 8/25 4 $275

ONE - WAY I A - LONDON
Fit Dep
5** 6/24 $150

- - ONE-WAY LONDON-LA
Fit. Ret Price

15 9/9 $150

• •WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California (students, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immed. family
living in the same houseftold)

charter flights

uc o Kerchkhoff Hall lOS D
Betv»^een e am. & 5 p m

825 1221

EUROPE, $225 285, also Israel, Japan,
Summer & JFaU flights E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev
Blvd. LA, 90048 651-3311. ESEPUCLA
members (13QTR)

CARS in EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P O BOX 69504
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

WEDDING pictures, best results at lowest
prices For appointment to see work, call
Bob, 780-0329. ( 11 A 27)

VISION Improvement: Classes and weekend
'workshops. A bioenergetic approach. In-

terscience Work Shop.' Call 395-1555 or 826-
6000 (11M3)

GUITAR lessons: Folk, blues, fingerpicktng
country. Beginning, intermediate, ad-
vanced. Call 5-7 p.m. Stan, 933 9035. ( I ) A 26)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes Learn to
reliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 174 3350 1-6

p.m. Daily. (11M3)

OVERLAND Expedition India Mid June
$490 London charters $190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 ^. 59th St., Chicago, III.

60637. (13M7),

EUROPE CHARTERS Several schedules
irom $250 roundtrip, $150 oneway. Coor-

' dinator Professor Margaret Paal, 247

Roycroft, Long Beach, 90803. 213 438 2179 (13

A 28)

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 11687 San Vtcente Blvd , •4 LA, 90049.

826 5669 (13QTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR)

AUTO Insurance: cancelled declined too
high. Low monthly payments - Student
Discounts Ask for Bob, 396 2225. (11 A 27)

1007

TRAVEL •

FLIGHTS

LQS AM.G£LES/I^Ot>PON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

y Travel, 13

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE Many departures (including one
ways) from $248*

TOKYO 6 week summer flight $363*

'Includes U.S. departure taxes
Call Flight Chairman: (213) 839 2401

4248 Overland Ave., Dept. A., Culver City

TOURS UNREGIMENTED' THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

&1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 6 countries, $715.

Israel-Europe: 11 weeks. $1195. Japan: 6

weeks, $1011 EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING 4248 Overland Ave., Culver
City, (213) 839 5247 (13QTR)

AIS FLIGHTS

Jet NY. - Europe best prices
ned. issue int. ID Card & ticketing
SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa

• India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept U^
9056 Santa Monica
LA 90069, 274 8742

MAKE THE GREAT ESC Apr
EUROPE 8i MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

immediate ticketing Intra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 7 months $125 00

Student grants on car purchase
Rental and lease available

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Oept. ocLA
13509 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oaks. Calif 91403

872 2283 or 784 1677

1 June 15 Aug IS , 9 S275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 - $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 ' 9 S275
4 June 24---Sep 5 11 S275
5* June 27---Sep 13 12 S275

• LA/London/Amsterdam
6 July 1 ---Sep 3 9 S275
7 Aug 17---Sep 19 4 S268
B Sep 5 Oct 3 4 5258

JP ONE WAY TLIGHTS TO ELBQPE

2E June 14 --LA/ London S148
2C JuFy 26--LA/London 5139
3E Aug 19--LA/Madrid/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
5E Sep 12- -LA/London $12 3

^ ONE WAY TLIGHTS } Z_

IW June 14--Airsterciain/LA SI 39

2W Aug 8 --London/LA S1J9
3W §,ep 16--London/LA 5148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
-eoiployaes, extAnaxon *nd Aiumni^^
Members clot inonediate 4*ntilies.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Infra-Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EUR AIL PASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

TELE. 4^"-i:il or 4'j-444 3

-Tf, wirkr^r^on HpoxTON AT WIYB'JBN-

FRENCH- SPANISH ITALIAN
per.encrd Un.v Prof Pos.t.ve result.c«am Easy conversational m.thca ,

*?*
ill :J92 ^. '''41

^QTR,
BUSINESS Math, statistics cair I

tri9onometry, geometry, ai9ebr, .
,"

'

metic, chemistry, physics, *tc Tutor?..
helps. 14 /hr . 790-2tJi .

,

""^l^'^'^f

EXPERT tutoring m mathematics Anw
level several years esperience ,n ..^rh.—
Reasonable 391 2463 ^^'??

STATISTICS can be fun Protess.on,,
statistician UCLAgrad Ne*»« numDer GBc
too 623 4355eves ma^.'''Aili

?c^^^f^ ^ ^ »«0'd E«am~7i^^,.o„
LSAT etc individual instruction Acaaem,c
Guidance Services 820 S Robertson »u

'J^ __^Qm.
FRENCH Italian by Italian student
graduated Pans Conversation grammar
excellent results 53 hr George 474 tj^

WANT to learn Spanish? Tutonng needeo>
Learn it from a Sp«nish graduate student
Call 477-2703 mornings or evenings (MA??

Sm I jrft/'ilU •••••••••••••••••••• la... , I J

ALL kinds of typing Reasonable ra>
GR2 8421 ~ iSAJat-

VWiLL do typing Please caW Den«- at-nr
664S Hwd

•' 5 A 30

TYPING theses, midterms dissenations
IBM exec edit, it requested Eipert on
equations languages Virginia B39 28lt

afternoons and evenmgs , mornings 273

2095. I1SA301

TYPING, editing, done promptly Sciectr,c
typewriter (Pica Courier) Near campus
Rita Sokotow 398 9880 '.('SAJOi

THESES, term papers, all forms of tv-P«fl4

IBM Selectnc fast, accurate—Very
reasonable Canoga Park Area 347 5203 "S

M 7)

TYPING wanted m my home E«p(^ienced
fast, accurate, and reasonable CalNS7
9682 (15 A 291

TYPING editing, term papers rVsur^-.s

letters, theses 1MB Selectnc. Eriq gradi

Nancy. 472 4143, Kay, 826 7472. '^ A:t

EXPERIENCED, electric typewr,!. .

blocks from campus. Mrs C Huber 477

7609. IS A 26

RUTH theses, term papers, maosc p»s

Exp. Vtfkends, daily 5 9, 826 1.162 (ISQ^R

TYPIST Theses, dissertations b«u)t< .
t»^rm

'papers Specialty math & technical typng
Accurate, rapid service 761 5 S80 -^-^QTR

• 4

—

.
—'

—

'—
SPEED Reading students e«ter.f«g

graduate/professional schools ..Acadunxc

Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Br^Jl

6S7 4390 ,.OT^

PROFESSIONAL typing, term o^pf"^^

theses, letters, etc Reasonable ra'' 'J'

campus Call Esther 826 7691
"^-'^

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTAT ON
EDITING, GUIDANCE, »8M- -IXRlttiL.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED-^ H-O

BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 47?

8144,477 6382. " -^ '(Tf QTB'

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299 335
4032 Buckingham Rd , LA 90008 Specanz nq

in theses, essays, manuscripts J5c paqf '-

OTR)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Eiec'rc

Expert typing, fast Pick up7deltver^a_*»

school Alice, 397 3306 (ISQTR

V Wanted..:. ( * *~* jT« r• • • • »»#•• '
tt^

VISITING Israeli physician iS lookmg •

bedrm house or apt July 71, Call 94i.J-fti_—

,

( 16 A 23

CAR to Lease for next 4 montt^s. 4 or 6 cy<J

Good running cond. Call 476 2767
(16 A 3:

vyANTED Used bicycle girl's, 3 speed ••

inch Excellent condition only Call Ca^c

476 4277or 476 6355 UM:

^ Apts. - Furnished^^^^^j^^Jl^

VILLAGE, furnished large 2 bedroom slo(3 :

apt . patio available May 15 5275 1O8C ^ ^
Lindbrook corner Malcolm 474 7903

27) _ __^

555 LEVERING
Singles l Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (I70i«

2 batr>. a'

825 5-' ""STUDIO City,' 2 bdrm ,

conditioned, summer only
960 66'9/pves . weekends

MOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY nE-'

AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE PO^/V,^
641 LANDFAIR BLOCK UCLA PO°J- ',

5404 ' * ' "
'

VILLAGE
studio
10801

7»03.

^GE. lornished large i/bedroom

apartment, patio available ^*\.,^
V2 Lindbrook corner Maico m

^ ^^

2 BDRM . 2 bath, carpets, drapes
*>^f

'^^

S190 826 6160 ' '

__,

^^TmpuTtowers
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATM

HEATED POOL PATIO

C*po»iH nof. tor »4»mm*//«oli

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr Lynch, GRSSS84.

^^,..,yy^^ji^jjggggigg^^
^:g$:i^i$S&i:gi$S!<i$SS^i^^

<! Other Weekend E
1
;<

?:

Oarsmen retain Harbach Cup

Before he left for Wilmington last Friday, crew coach Jerry

Johnson felt his oarsmen were not loose enough for their upcoming

Harbach Cup contest with Stanford and USC. They were Uking the

Dort too seriously and not enjoying it as they should have.

Therefore, Johnson told them to go out and "have some fun." The

Bruins took his advice, and in an awesome performance, virtually

laughed their way to their third straight sweep of the Harbach

^^

Stanford and USC were having no part of the celebration, though,

and they made it apparent right away as they kept right with the

Bruins up to the 1000 meter mark and actually led at that point. But

there they began to fade and UCLA ran away from them in a time

f 6 18 4 Both Stanford and USC finished in 6:29.5 with the Indian

^hell nosing out tfie Trojans by only a few inches.

The Bruin eight once again was plagued with opening sprint

; difficulties. "The first 500 meters of the rolling course were ac-

tually worse than the Estuary last week, and it gave everyone

trouble
" Johnson said. "We were third place after 500 meters, but

the effort it took for Stanford and USC to keep in front of us killed

Johnson was tremendously pleased with his junior varsity shdll

which won by an impressive 15 seconds. "They're doing an ex-

cellent job. I'm more pleased in their last two races than I have

been since the JV boat of 1969 which won the Western Sprints. The

aggressiveness they've shown during daily turnouts has helped to

make the varsity boat go faster— not to mention themselves."

The freshmen oarsmen experienced probably their roughest race

of the season but managed to keep their poise and eke out a narrow

five-second victory. Finding themselves behind for the first time

this season after the first 500 meters, the Brubabes tried to come

back but their timing was not together.

They made a strong run at the halfway mark but Stanford

repulsed their advance and refused to budge. Finally, at ap-

proximately the 1500 point, the first-year oarsmen put everything

together and surged past the startled Indians, causing them to fall

apart near the end.

On Saturday afternoon, the varsity lightweight shell startled a

strong Santa Barbara eight and won its biggest race of the year by

nearly nine seconds. The freshman second boat also raced on

Saturday and left Stanford in their wake 27 seconds behind.

—John Wood
I

Truett wins

Sun Devil Classic

Bruin duffer Don Truett won the

Sun Devil Classic at Scottsdale,

Arizona over the weekend with a

three-round total of 222. Competing
against some of the finest

collegiate golfers in the United

States, Truett very well may have

earned himself a trip to the NCAA
Championships in Tucson from,

June 21-26.

The Bruin golf team hosts Cal

State Fullerton at 1 : 30 today at Bel

Air and UC Riverside at 2

tomorrow at Brentwood. '

Dolls win swim crown

The Bruin Dolls won the ECCSCC
divisional swim crown Saturday,

scoring 140 points to 133 for run-

nerup UC Santa Barbara at the

Rec Center.

Toni Hewitt was a double winner

for UCLA, taking both the 100

freestyle and 100 butterfly. Pam
Carr was second in the 100 free

while Sydnee Arth took the 100

individual medjey and finished

second in the !t» fly.
—

—

The Dolls' next meet is the

Southern California Cham-
pionships at San Diego May 8.

:o:.:o>!::::::::::::W!:!::Si:':*w«X'K-I • • • •
• • - *

I • •
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'Borowiak sweeps singles at Ojai

Vlake some more room in Jeff Borowiak's trophy case.

UCLA's No. I player added the Ojai Valley singles and doubles

crowns to his coUection Saturday afternoon as he first whipped

Bruin teammate Jimmy Connors 6-2, 7-5 in Uie singles before

teaming with Haroop Rahim to take the doubles 7-6, 6-4 lipfn USC's

Tom Leonard and George Taylor.

Borowiak established his superiority over Connors, four years his

junior, early in the final match. Connors had repeated difficulty
:i

with his first serve throughout, and Borowiak beat him with two
j

forehand returns on the run. ;

Afterwards, while taking nothing away froni Connors, Borowiak
;

felt he let up too much. "I really should have won it 6-2, 6-1, ' the 6-3
:

senior commented. "You can't let up like that against Jimmy.**

Borowiak has not lost a singles match this year, and is the

favorite to remain NCAA singles champion, a title he won last year

at Salt Lake City as he defeated Stanford's Roscoe Tanner Jeff this

year has beaten Tanner twice, USC's Marcello Lara, and now

Connors, among others. k)~

Rahim and Borowiak were extended a bit in the doubles, but it

didn't really matter. In the semifinals, they went thr^ sets before

defeating the Trojans' Lara and Dick Bohrnstedt 6-1. 3-6, 7-5. The

other semifinal saw Leonard-Taylor top Stanford's Pat Fisher-Stan

Pasarell 6-3, 6-1.

The Bruins wrapped up the Thacher Cup. symboUc of collegiate

tennis superiority, for the second year in a row Friday.

In the semifinals of the men's invitational singles, USC's Mike

Machette defeated UCLA's Bob Kreiss 6-3. 1-6, 7-6.TVlachette was to

play Mexkro's Raul Ramirez, a future Trojan, in the fin«l Sunday

afternoon.

The Kreiss brothers went down to defeat in the open men's

-^ doubles semis, tosing to the te^ of ^obson-Ramirez. 3-6. 6-4, 6-3.

The Bruin netters are now off until ;t^ie start of the Southern

California Champwnships May 1 at t*ie Los Angeles Tennis Club.

—Doug Kellv

^
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads

y/Apts. - Furnished ,. 17 y^Apts.io Share 19

THEVILLAGER

Fwrn. I

Color and Charm
and dens, l bdrms / singles.

;'e';Ved'po'o"l, elevator, pyte^

FEMALE student or grad wanted by

r honesome guy to share his quiet apartment

and meals at no cost to her. Phone evenmgs

or weekends. 399-61 10. (19 MS)

y Ro^m and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25

Fireplace, Ige. heaTeo P""''
3'Vtreet Quiet

pat.o. a.r conditioning, lovelY street uu.e

Sldq , maid available. North of W.lshire,
bidq
convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (o«»<^a¥>*V>

DOCTORAL student to share w/V-lurn. 2

bdrm. 1 mile campus S97 478-6710

.evenings.
(19 A 30)

GlRLjis^dentc txchanqe room & board for

babysitlmq, II igl^t 'duties Start immediately

, or. Ju0a 4746791 (25 A 29)

- BACH qoartiers offered lemale itudeht in

exchange for baby-sitting.Call
'"^i-^J

prp^

656 2462
~ ' --'-^ U5 m^o'

^ Autos for Sale .....r>29
V^v./os for Sale.............. 29

66 •i(f)^f^VH , IH"i A i W S 'XlMt

»hr<*i*uHfl'l»tft<'W notch muflirr top «tc

\^us|,dMV«,-j,Si.ooo' ;mi ""' i;«A?»,
64 VW BuqT New engine, tires, Bucellent

running cond S650, Bt-M offer. 45450-36

eves.
(29AJO)

69 VW Fastbach New tiri'S and brakes

.mmaculat.' Must v.-ll Call alt^r '>P^^^^^^

09^6

i,9 y.V« Bug Automatic Back Optnmg
Windows ^ownir floort condition ti*00

652 4754,654 88V (29 A 29)

479 8144 (17 QTR)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE -$50

DxtpotHs now i*f pumm»r/*all

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

FEMALE serious grad. (preferably law),

latge furn. one bdrm S.M. north Wilshire ,

from 6/15.m mo. 39S-2715. 475-2433, 6-10

PM. „,..i^; :^ ..:,

(19A29)

FREE private room, board. Exchange for

mother's helper Student or employed girr

^rrntwood area. 394 3353. (25 A 27)

NEED a fourth girl to share luxurious

Brentwood apt 2 bdrm., 2 baths, d.sh

washer. Close to busses, shops. $80 mo. 826

8678. . 1_ . i^^A"'

2 GiRLS/share 2 bdrms. on Gayley w/2 girls

(summer ),$50/mo KatMe/Man. 474-

6713. .

uv««'

CHILDCARE/Iight hou.tJiECping. ^»J^
time/ summer. Lovely Bel Air home with

pool Salary. 472-5527 (25 A 27)

n GREEN VW. almost new, radio & heater,

2200mi .519^5.657 5860 .
(29A29)

•ja VW Bus Good cond , 52500 or best offer

-t-^.if-.., — ' noa7«i
>y}'9W*. L29 A 29)

COLLECTORS '"m 58 .Ford r i-.tr atlabie

tiaidttj) oflcnrrrl " ' '»

^, '.
_. UUHtiii. l.#»o ntftA*- -Hr«S.

br-jki'J. iWI< JOOOOm*''. f>"ftliVL'j]a>^r'^

;i'«*»^Tt V ••V :bi.,«' v^jjtt b^

781

1959 OL,DS New pamt, tires, tr jnsmissi.on

braW»'S qood tr .inspor t ation Ne<'ds

generator SUO C*it • v«v 826 4089 t29A2'>

J l«6 oiu Convortibl^ Auto, trans, lull

pow^lr , air conditioning, tape jJtayer 5995

PhonV836SSM _ '_ ( V9 A^7 9j^

VW -6'.

nrr-ds brA»<»-v s»»oc»iv W*ci

hilw«'i'n S 8 o n\
.61

APT furnished. Walk to UCLA. Large smgle
5155. Bedroom apts. $115. 516 Landfair *1.

477-8990. (17 A 27)

400 BUILDING —
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents S175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5556

2311 Fourth St., SM 392 5686

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

MALE share beautiful 2 bedrm .2 bath^m

apt. Santa Monica near ocean. $11«. 392 M74,

454-24 11 .

MALE roommate wanted friendly student

buHd.ng off Pat.0^ free parking ava.lable -

585 per month -473-3286. _JJJ^^"

ccMAi P arad own room Beautiful 2

"r:S':f».~ «.. one n,Me UCLA^.»

19T«. •

>« f ^1 01. ^^'*1^' FREELOANCARS

y Room for Renf ..--^o y^-.^.^^ ""ir^'^li
^r^J0^ i^"' ^A-J*' Warranty

_. ,-.. _.-! Dol Air nAMoramiC view. '=», ^-^
_ _~ _,„,.- r. wire

. i70 QUIET girl. Bel Air panoramic view

;
private entrance Share bath Pool^

^^--^^^ J,
fast privileges. 783-0148

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Distounted Below Dealers Price,

FEMALE share 1 bdrm. S60. P|ea";V«7^
apt. Balcony Wa'k campu.

^^--^^'^W,
2759 (campus). 478-7539. «

, J

complete privacy. NeAr b^ch
^^^\\^''^l

392-3619/451 4370^ _

GIRL share 2
^.Jj .^''^fT^or'ntorVenire.

Garage. 21 plus. S87.50. 25 Thornion^^^^
^ ^^^

837 2410.

eonMS. Bath .'^ PilV. home Male grad.

don . 474,7694^fe 8pm. __

PRIVATE entrance, delightful porch, air

Tond Grand pJno 10591 Cushdon UP 0^
,40. siamon Notiipp.es__ iit^H

^60 00 ROOM, Sunset Strip, Hill»ide,-^M^

necess Male Large closets, w w c«rpeHj|

References 876 5476 (26A27|»i

QUIET, comfortable room, convenient, for

responsible student 393 9109 (26 A 26)

fl-1

y For Sublease

J House to Share ^-v-/^
/ I I

FEMALE, share large

others Own room, WLA
5234 after 800 PM

hous0 with two

(22A29)

t1

BRENTWOODapt for summer, 2 bdrm , 2

bath Fireplace, gorgeous ^•'^•'''
^''l'*

P;,rw.nq 820 1681 .
'
*^^*'

J Autos for Sale... 2"

ONE roommate wanted ^eja^e Hoose^^2

r6r48^r3V9T- ^ ^"-'>

FURN "wei;,'own roc- on BeveHv Ole-

SiOO, call after > uv,
(22 A 28)

preferred ' .

/artist; designer, psvc^o'ogist, w.shlo

--^
shar-e b^iut.ful 1* ^^.^'T, jo's "sO's. *120 ea
house,groondsw/m»n late 20 s^.^ s^^

Why waste away m apt wncn y

good times in style' 876 6989

*2'S a Bdrm, Dining & Brtakfastroom,
-ftreptace, Service porch. Near College 451
8*31 '^gentiee. (17 A 27)

^ALK UCLA quite secluded spacious *«"9je

lifj'place, 612 Veteran Ave., 473-0201

^^aMab le May l.S160mo .^^JlIL^JH

"/ Apts. -Unfurnished '8

'''^LiBU,2bdrm mobile home, ocean view,
P"vacy, above Zoma beach, adults, S200
Evf-s, 474.1197 (18 A 28)

J Room and Bodrd 24

69 PONTIAC GTO The Judge' Like new.

carousel r,ed, loaded 2441214 (29 A 30)

65 VW fexcellent condition »535_ Eves

/weekends 8 38 5102 ' ^^ ^ ^ !

',^~N^EO£s 4 dr 'j'/»;'° /•;;v29
ron>botnprds some work S375 454 2417 {2^

A 3Q)

^^TvW camper popup roof '""V equipped

rnany extras Original owner 52900 392^6417

fvemngs

-iTr^niMW^^tl.rv Soft toft. /tonneau

JTc^nentTond.t.on Great for summer^ US
478 7493. *

A I AUTO SERVICI
7957.Van Nuys Blvd

across frbm G M Plant

C.ii' «'* 7075 74 Hours

a»t»^^>^^•^i*'•^•^'•^•"^^

^ '^"^ONTIAC LeMens convirtible powe'

t steering, brakes and -""-""^.^J)^.!;^

m r^US^^^Sl ciV, air^?' A^/FM. stereo, 4

Wd, 39oPWtibie E«c ""«!
'""JV

',

346 1093.. -^ ^ifftyi

AUSTIN Hf•al^/ »> 1000 MK 1 1 ,
truly a Imr

mach.o- AMFMS9iO 474 4052 (29 A 28)

66 2cv I K uCK fc TTE big enqmi best ollt r

2ZN843 348 0843 '29 A 28)

MUST Sacrifice 67 MGB roadster wire

wheels. AM FM good cond, 5)075 J95

S485
(79 A 78,

/U DUNE Buqqtv El Lobo DOdy '^ X,^
engine Plenty of chrome ""'"a'"'*^',^"^

A3 IMPALA, "327", dean, mech «int^

"pedec. 5350/offer Ph •"^'09^,^;',,;
p m ^

^TmUsTanG V econv 4hift.4speed Good

condition 5750 Gomg abroad ^''''^
*/^\^^]]

-y'";»B«'w

JtV,

%

TRUCK 65 Chivrolit panel 12 ton New
tir«s \hochs battery itt Runs gnat 5595.

4/7 186/
'^" "

68 VW BUG Clean niw tirt-s qood tond

Must Mil .mmodi^tr',. ^''"s iJOOi*^ after

( 39 A }6>

K,-} FIAT 850 tonv XInt cond 51.000 Take

. paymints No down pay m«-nt with good

a, I Lravinu Coonlry Day '2715^1jO.

,4 1^69' '^' '^'•'

..(tBlRD»VOi,<YMl»udw/black landau top

.,., ,,.Md Aotoma^c Unn-- -^''-"Jr

rcOuitt i-nqifii H« .' olkr:, ^jLu

A M

V
Cycles, Scooters

For Sale.

I

^11

I

'^f

tl

JV*• Pi

r \

30^

70 HONDA Cfl350, E«cellenl cond 5SM or

best offer 474 829» ... . .
a .

TEMALE nt-^' UCLA Hoorn & Board i»

rhanq.. »or l.qht hou- .-o-w babr..»t.ng

Mf i^att room bath ' ^

,
.

, , m7 <int 5400 ^^tfifr

Call J«.-n. 394 i!.'.L, 'jp.

6* SUZUKI /5 Good cond rv^-.t "'•
•^;;

C^II396»W9alt.rSf"/
•)CA76-

4» KAWASAKI V^ACH 111 mos!

tend first reasonable oM»r 399 v<

Oct-an P»T*' S M
^i I . ,01 crnd lov^^O

;ll'l:1llk

LAMANCHA

THE BEST PLACE

FOR SOME PEOPLE

TO LIVE

IS

930 Hilgard

475-5831

-ati.- .:: Kioar twy
Cal

>iApts. to Share 19
f»iBL studtnt or grad to share apt and
'alsln, wilhmiy. 399 61)0 (19 A 28)

immediate -cupanc^V ^2^-SPROUL Mall dorm contract

Sacrifice 5155

6483 after 5 and weekends

,,e V^ Komb. camper ^IVOOO rnn^l'J^^l

cond' complete equip. Phone »57;««^3^o^

1»S3 2604 __
67 VW camper, AM^r

^•'':„J., \'n
cc, tuned e-h.ust. $2frv..«iu.' "2 222*^^'^^^

S929
*

,1 •

62^oMf t. new •:5j?'*':^'::" R^''*,?;;*'29
F.uily equipped Reasonable GR 5 2146 (if

A i'' ^ !- - -

M t iiu\i Er
^'*' ~ »<>4t' cond Ai r ronfl

Pana> rool p

price 289 1178

;oHONUAV. JOO.rr,, TradeW 10. Speed

p^,,s5'00ors.60cash «77tfO,ntM 130 I 30 A

27)

i:..; A. ,-.r,s *

PORSCHE 9 1. 66 s speed '^J^
Tng ne new radia.s e.t^as Woi.gang V. ^^

825 4078, 479 757'.

pnnq tastbach good
(29 A 27*

62 VW BUS Leaving ""'^•<»';',*'^
^.^^

Africa Must sen ^ng.n. r.o.i.t .n 70 new

transmission brake* tires •"«> b*"*;; »-«*

.os.jrance Good mileage Can eves to

Steve, 825-1720 Make offer '^^**^*'

—r- ...'=. -M » >) mil»». w iK whe al s 9fh ,

1 condition o'.g owne« 51|95

WOODY -VAOON .0,.. i»u.-
j;„J„7,'<>"' '0 DATSUN : dr sedan auto A R'H »lnt

cond Mustsell 824 7357 79 A:*,

.'>!'

11 ^vV^aokV
)
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1971 NCAA Volleyball Champions

The UCLA Bruins
By John Sandbrook

DB Sports Editor

It i^the mark of a championship team for the coach to

have all the confidence in the world in it. Usually it's by

sticking by it when the chips are down, letting the team play

its normal game no matter what the odds, etc.

But for the 19^1 UCLA volleyball team, which suc-

cessfully defended its NCAA championship Saturday night

in Pauley Pavilion against UC Santa Barbara (15^, 17-15,

DAILY
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jMI-Tournament Team
The^NCAA All Tournament team, as selected by the four

coaches in the tournement (Al States of UCLA, Rudy

Suwara of UCSB, Don Shondell of Ball State, and Tom Hay

of Springfield College), was announced after Saturday's

championship game. Dale Flannery (Ball State), Jorn

Oulie (UCSB), Tim Bonynge (UCSB), Kirk Kilgour

(UCLA), Ed Machado (UCLA), and Larry Griebenow

(UCLA). Bonynge and Kilgour were named co-MVP of the

tournament. " _^ . J
For other details ofl^e fourhamenf and complete scores

of all the tournament games, please turn to page 21.

17-15) , head coach Al Scates displayed his confidence by the

sports coat he decided to wear Saturday morning

Last year, after the Bruins had won the initial NCAA tiUe

in Pauley Pavilion against Cal State Long Beach, Scates,

suit and all. was tossed Into the shower by his players.

Needless to say, Scates' clothes got a little wet ^, ^

This year, Scates displayed the wisdom and confidence of

a winning head coach. Suspecting (or perhaps knowmg) his

team would win the NCAA title once again, Scates decided

that his wardrobe did not need a second wet suit. So

Saturday morning he chose a UCLA blazer coat instead.

And just to make doubly sure, Scates told the players before

the championship match not to throw him into the showers.

Such confidence

The Bruins deserved the confidence. While Scates ad-

mitted afterwards that this year's tournament was "a lot

tougher" than last year's, UCLA was never really seriously

threatened in its bid foe a second consecutive NCAA title.

The Bruins finished Friday's round-robin play with a

perfect 3-0 record, defeating UC Santa Barbara (15-11, 14-

16, 15-9) in the feature match Friday night after two earher

routs of Springfield College (15-3, 15-4) and Ball SUte ( 15-7,

15-12). Saturday morning, in the semifinal game against

Springfield, Scates rested Ed Machado and Kirk Kilgour

the entire match and played five reserves the second and

third games as the Bruins coasted to a 45-minute, three-

game win (15-6, 15-1, 15-3). -
At full strength for the championship, the Bruins opened

the Saturday night match with UCSB (semifinal winners

over Ball SUte) with a quick 15:^.5¥in. The game, which

lasted only 21 minutes, was '66 one-sided that just before the

beginning of the second game the cry came down from on,

of the 5,041 present in Pauley: **Only two more games ;

Mardi Gras, Santa Barbara."

As it turned out, Mardi Gras was still some time auav

The Gauchos quickly jumped out to a 9-4 lead in tu

second game when Scates once again showed his confide-

in his team. He pulled his no. 1 player, Kirk Kilgour (iaiei

selected as co-MVP of the tourney with UCSB's l.rr.

Bonynge), out of the game and substituted senior Jin

Welch. And the Bruins, responding to Welch's presence, ran

off eight straight points to Uke a 12-9 lead.

Kilgour replaced Welch at that point and the Bruins wer

soon at point game, 14-10. But UCSB fought back with fou-

straight points to knot the score at 14-14. Moments later th

score was tied again at 15-15 before the Bruins scored two

straight points to take the game, 17-15.

Down 0-2 instead of being even 1-1, the Gauchos ran up

another early lead in the third game only to see it disappeai

into a 14-7 Bruin advantage. Now it was point game, point

match, point NCAA championship.

It was a long time in coming. Seven straight UCSB points

prevented the Bruins from walking off the court with the

NCAA trophy and all of a sudden hereVe were again at 14

14. Trading serves back and forth for endless minutes, the

two teams tied again at 15-15. ^
Finally, twenty frustrating minutes after they had

reached point game, point match, the Bruins, on two spike

by Kirk Kilgour and Dick Irvin, finally ended all doubt w i

a 17-15 win. The UCLA Bruins were the 1971 NC.^A

volleyball champions.

And the water was turned on in the shower room.

^^1^^'
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Photo by Twry Colvln

yp HIGH — UC Santa Bai4>Ara's Tim Bonynge (12) spikes the Kiall over

the outstretched hands of Brufns Dick Irvin (16) and Bruce Herring (9).

Notice how much higher lionyng^ is than either Bruin. UCLA defeated

UCSB lS-6, 17-15, 17-lS IfiPauley Saturday night for tt»e Bruins' second

consecutive NCAA title Ball Stala^efeated Springfield 15-4, 15-6 for third

place.
4

Photo by Terry Colv i,,

coach Dick Smith. Kneeling, from left to right, are

Ken Freeman, Bob Thomson, and Ed AAachado.

Kilgour, AAachado, and Griebenow were named tp

CHAMPS ONCE AGAIN — The UCLA volleyball

team successfully defended its NCAA title over the

weekend in Pauley Pavilion, From left are (stan- _ ^

ding) head coach Al Scates, Jim Welch, Larry the All Tournament team with Kilgour selected co

Griebenow, Kirk Kilgour, Dick Irvin, Bruce Herring, MVP, along with Santa Barbara's Tim Bonynge.

John Zaiec, Ron Coon, Bob Leonard, and assistant
~

Bruins drowTi Ducks on sunny day 8&-5 9^

By Clark Conard
DB Sporte Writer

i^

"This team is still improving. They haven't put it all together yet but when they do

somebody is really going to be feeling bad."

An amazed Jim Bush was excitedly talking to reporters and well-wishers after his Bruin

team had easily whipped Oregon. 86-59, Saturday in the Track Stadium. **The team was so

loose," Bush marveled. "They just told me not to worry. They took it in stride."

The Ducks had been considered by most track experts to have the second or third best

dual meet team in the country, but UCLA made the defending NCAA tri-champs its eighth

straight victim of the year in impressive fashion. After Oregon had gone out in front, 17-15,

by virtue of a mile sweep headed by sophomore Steve Prefontaine's 3:59.1, the Bruins took

the lead for good in the 440.

Best quarter-mile times of season

Junior John Smith and senior crvcapUin Wayne Collett ran away from the competition

in their best quarter-nule times of the season. Smith was clocked in 46.0 and Collett in 46.1.

Behind a 6 mile-per hour wind. Smith really turned it on for a 2CL6 220 — his second meet

record in two attempts.
""

^

Collett caused a little confusion in the Oregon ranks by runnihg the 440 intermediate

hurdles and a 440 leg on the mile relay team besktes anchoring the 440 relay and running

the 440 earlier.

Prefontaine, who sat out the two-mile because it was apparent his running coukln't save

the Ducks, felt that Bush was forcing Collett to run just so UCLA could run up the score.

( Actually Collett had asked to run when Bush said he could take a rest.

)

By anchoring both relays, Collett helped the Brums to their seasonal bests. Warren

Edmonson, Reggie Echols, Reggie Robinson and Collett set a new meet record with a 39.7

in the quarter-mile despite the absence of Ronnie Welch. Welch had a sHghtly strained leg

that he and Bush didn't want to Uke a chance on. The substitute Echols remarked, 'With a

better pass (between Robinson and Edmonson) we could have made it flat (39 0)
"

Edmonson then voiced his confidence in the Bruins' ability to get the world record and

Welch in street clothes was eager to be a part of it. 'Don't get so excited or I'm going to go

get dressed now," he announced.

Although Collett appeared to streak home he said, *i didn't really run because I thought

we had been disqualified."

Bush said he was very pleased with Edmonson's performance for the day. "He keeps

improving," he pointed out. "He just didn't have it for the last 10 yards in the 100 todav

Warren, although edged by Oregon's Al Nearvey (9.4), bolted into the lead early and led

most of the way while lowering his season's best to 9.5. He figures to have more sU*engthi

for those last 10 yards in future meets having fully recovered from an early season leti

injury.

Lifetime mark in pole vault

Steve Nardison set a lifeUme mark in the pole vault at 16-6 1/2 and showed the ability to

go. much higher He cleared the winning height with plenty of room to spare and edged

Francois Tracanelli, who also vaulted 16-6 1/2 but had more misses i

Another brilliant effort was turned in by half-miler Paul Williams (1:51.1) who went

wire-to-wire to edge the Ducks' Nels Emilsson (1:51.1) and Bruin BobLangston (1:51.6)

Uke the pol^ vault, the triple-jump was all UCLA. Denny Rogers won another duel with

James Butts going 51-8 1/2 but Butts got the new meet record at 51-0 1/2 because his own

jump of 51-4 1/2 and Rogers' winning jump were both wind-aided.

Two-miler Ruben Chappins was pertiaps the most disappointed Bruin performer on the

day. •*! think he left it (his race) on the track this week in workouts in his anticipation.

Bush guessed. Chappins WanR hoping to lower his time substantially against the great Duck

distance runners but wound up running far behind his best tim"
.-"—— •— n ru> '
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By Andrew Moss

DB Staff Writer

Project Clean Air, the UC-wide air pollution

research program, must now submit each of its

research proposals directly to the state air

pollution control agency, the Air Resources Board

(ARE).

The project has also regained its original home

- UC Riverside, and acquired a new head — Dr.

James N. Pitts. For several months, UC Berkeley

was Clean Air's Center, and Ernest Starkman,

Berkeley engineering professor, its dh-ector.

Clean Air staff had expected to control com-

pletely the $750,000 allocated it by the State

Legislature last year for air pK)llution research.

The State Legislature authorized the ARB to

administer the sum, which was part of a

multimillion-dollar allocation. The ARB chose to

release the money on a project-by-project basis,

rather than give Clean Air a lump sum.

"They (the ARB) were responsible for

delivering applied research to the people of

California. If they have the responsibility, they

have to have the authority. I can understand their

position in this," Dr. Pitts said. Pitts is the

director of the statewide Air Pollution Research

Center at UC Riverside, an institute founded in

1961.

The program began in 1969. Researchers from
:5J

the nine UC campuses engaged in short-term :g

research projects funded with a $100,000 Regents' iii:

loan and a $183,140 grant from the California State g
Department of Finance. .The range of projects ;:$

embraced fields touching on all aspects of air g:

pollution, from engineering to public health to the •:::

social sciences and law. The effects of smog on i:-.:

human genetics and physiology, the use of muffler :>:

devices to reduce car emissions, and pubhc :•.:•

opinion on pollution issues were some of the g;

subjects studied. The results of those projects :g

were published in several volumes iast year. :$

For the first 10 months of Clean Air's %
operation—from December of 1969 through Oc- g:

tober, 1970—the project had its headquarters at ig

the UC Riverside Air Pollution Research Center. :|

Ernest Starkman, engineering professor at UC :g

Berkeley, became the director of Clean Air; the :g

project shifted to Berkeley. Starkman left on April
jj:!

1 this year to direct General Motors' air pollution
•--

Haydens' speaking date

causes controversy here
Bob Elias, chairman of the Associated Students' Speakers Program

(ASSP) denied a charge yesterday that he refused to have Tom Hayden,

a member of the Chicago 7, speak here Friday under ASSP auspices

because the date was "too close to May 5.

"

The People for Peace and JusUce (PPJ) asked Elias to incorporate

Hayden under his program but he refused to have him speak Friday,

according to David Sacks, a member of PPJ. Sacks said Elias refused

because he did not want ASSP associated with the poliUcal implications

of May 5.
*

J J u
"We have three speakers this week, one spoke yesterday, and we have

one Wednesday and Thursday. We don't need another one," Elias said.

Elias said he did not refuse to have Hayden speak and has scheduled

him for a date later in May. --^-

"I don't feel he (Hayden) would help the program this week Hes

spoken before, he's no big find, ' Elias said. __
Sacks said PPJ is trying to get another student group to sponsor the

speech, but financing is a major problem. Any student group on campus

can register a speaker and, according to Elias, Hayden could speak

Friday under the auspices of any of close to 100 student groups

Hayden was convicted to crossing state lines to incite a riot last year in

the Chicago 7 conspiracy trial. Sacks said PPJ was also trying to have

Robert Scheer, former editor of "Ramparts" magazine and a supporter

of the Chicago 7, speak Friday.

efforts. Dr. Pitts of the Riverside Center has ef-
;|S Air^^ldUie Re StU 06111 11100 10 SDOOSOF

to Riverside at their meeUng in Apnl. | v^ i.^ %- w . |-

.. Having lost its power to fund projects, Project

•| Clean Air is left with a clearing-house function for

S UC air pollution research. "We act as a coor-

i dinating body to assist the coordination in this

>:! interdisciplinary field," Dr. Pitts said. Whether

V Clean Air will act to veto researchers' proposals

:5 before they're presented to the ARB is still un-

S certain, Pitts added.

^'According to a University official, 10 UC :g

projects submitted through Clean Air have been :$

granted funding by the ARB. Engineering g
professor Ken Nobe was the only UCLA resear- g
cher of the 10 to receive a grant. His project "

studies automotive emission control devices.

Accorfling to Pitts, funds for five other UCLA

projects are sUU pending, represenUng about a $2

million request. On March 26, 21 new UC proposals

were submitted, representing about a $1 million

request.

.V
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|Air pollution studies

'Woodstock' showing
By Dave McNary

" DB Staff Writer

UCLA Student Fund wiU present two special showings of the movie

"Woodstock" Friday night in Royce HaU despite previous bureaucratic

difficulties.

Student Fund had originally tried to stege a showing at the Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center. However, the Campus AcUviUes Service

Office (CASO) denied permission on the grounds that crowd control

would be difficult,, the sound would be Intolerable to local residents, afi4---^
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Research funcis ght
A

«

By Kenn Guernsey

.DB Staff Writer

_. i*'

Meanwhile. Jean Pierre Coravl, who has been ailing all year, nas toia

against USC regardless of what shape he is in Bush himself seemed very anxious for th»

Trojans "I have a feeling this team is really going to jell in about two weeks," (May 8

the use meet), he hinted. "1 sure hopeitworksout that way."

Yr The outlook is pretty bleak for air pollution

^^researchers looking for funding," according to

I Ivan Catton, assistant engineering professor here.

% Catton, who received $6,000 in support money

?: last year from the School of Engineering and

I Applied science, will not receive any school funds

% next year.

% As a result, he has been forced to apply to out-

g side agencies for money to continue his research

:g on the Los Angeles smog problem.

I Cation's problem is not unique. Most professoi-s

g doing research on air pollution here are facing a

% similar loss of support.

No Funds

% "It's been tough all along to get funds, but it

% seems to be the worst right now," according to

g associate professor Robert Pogrund, whose

^ $12,000 appropriation from the School of Public

I Health was reduced considerably for next year.

I
At least nine professors in three departments

I
here report having grants either drastically

I
reduced from last year's levels or cut entirely.

i A major cause of the financial pinch is the

:!: restructuring of Project Clean Air, a UC project

I
designed to coordinate air pollution researth on

I IJC campuses.

^ l^rojects which were funded through Project

^i Clean Air last year, including many on this

j;
campus now rr\u^\ annlv Hirortlv to the California

^Airh ,._,„ ,.. «:

I

•?

m •

>:•

professor and Project Clean Air representative
|

here "We just had the ground cut out from under
^

us, and the researchers were left holding the bag. g

_ Chauncey Starr, dean of engineering, attribjites
"

the shortage of funds to lack of state support. Our

budget has been drastically cut this year. "We've

ask^ our professors to look to outside agencies for

funds because we have very little to give out, he

said.

'it's part of the statewide austerity program,

according to engineering professor Albert Bush

who recdved $7 000 from the school last year but

must seek his own support for next year.

"But these projects need support so we can solve

some of our serious air pollution problems, he

said
Pessimism

The attitude among researchers here is one of

pessimism. "I cant take an optimistic view, said

L professor who wished to remain anonymous^
:g

'l^^ a $6,500 grant last year, but I doiVt know if
g.

I'll have any funds for next year, he said. :g

"Still we have to hope for the best," Richard :X

Kopa, a researcher here, said. g

one professor whose outlook isjHjtimistic is

|
lames Edinger, associate professor of x

ipTporolofiv "Support for most research has «

SS^^^ently.^ air pollution research is a

|
good place to be looking for money.

|
Most researchers, however,

^l^^^ f^^^'i
as^s^nt professor Vernon Denny who said, I

|
^f;f,^a'k w,th certainty about ^ ;;tur,^,,To

|
loing research in air PQ""^'Q" '"

!

the cost and difficulty of setUng up the projection equipment were not

economically feasible.

CASO said concern over possible large-scale drug arrests was not a

determining factor in denying permission.

Tickets will be on sale this week on a non-reserved basis in the Ker-

ckhoff Hall ticket office for $1.50 as well as at the door. Screemngs are

scheduled for 7 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.

The movie, donated by Warner Brother, should net about $4,000,

assuming there are capacity crowds, according to Mitchell Cannold,

Student Fund executive director

0^

t*-

"We figure that since nearly everyone has seen "Woodstock." we'd

have to make the most of it for people to come," Cannold said^ Besides

charging about half of what normal Woodstock prices were, the film is

also being shown wide-screen with four-track stereo ^ :

The Student Fund finances the following programs:

-the Venice Preschool Summer Tutorial Project, a program staffed

by students here which provided 60 children with a summer program

;

-the Government Internship program, which allows 100 students here

to serve as legislative interns in Washington, DC. and Sacramento;

—the Office of Environmental Studies summer project

Cannold urged students to buy their tickets ahead of time at the ticket

office, as he foresees a large turnout of high school and junior high school

students Friday night.

He also mentioned that if there is sufficient interest, a 2 a nri. showing

after the first two shows might be arranged. This would not be deter-

mined until Friday.

Annou iluuil

f: ProjecU

Us a very awkward situation right now,"

I
according to Richard Perrine, engineering

»%::¥:-:W:-»:-::>x-:-:-A-:-

""of'stare and federal reluctance to give for.as ^^
|

plS^gnM The extent to which f continue in it ><

^ U de^nd on how hard it is to get funds_^^

James Eari Jones, who was

nominated for an Academy Award

for his portrayal of Jack Johnson in

the "Great White Hope," will

speak at noon tomorrow in the

Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom

under the auspices of the

Assoriated Students Speakers
I ones who is preacntly

The deadline for changing for a

pass/ not pass to a letter grade in

the College of Letters and Science

IS 4 p m today.

performing "Othello" in the Mark

Taper Forum, will do some

readings from this great work.

David Lees was elected as Daily

Bruin editor 'for the school" year

1971 72 "last mpl 5y Com^

munications Board. Lees is current

managing editor of the DB.

k
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Students, staff to get

equal parking privileges
Students and staff will be given equal parking privileges beginning this

summer, according to Sally Meisenholder, head of the Parkmg Service.

Students are now issued green permits and staff (employes and some

faculty), are issued yellow permits. The two carry different privileges.

Beginning July 1, yellow permits will be issued to both students and

staff. Blue permits, issued by department chairmen to some faculty, will

still be issued and will still carry special privileges.

As in the past, permit holders wiU be assigned to numbered lots. Yellow

permits will carry the following privileges.

—After 2:30 p.m., yellow permits will allow access to all numbered lots,

with the use of a card key. (Now permit holders must obtain a token from

a parking kiosk for access to numbered lots for which they do not have a

permit.
, j • n

—After 5:30 p.m. and on Saturdays, yellow permits wiU be valid in all

lettered and numbered lots.

-Lots 31 and 32 will retain their green permits which aresold at reduced

rates, Meisenholder said.

The Parking Advisory Committee believed since staff and students pay

the same rate they should receive the same privileges, Meisenholder

said. This is one of the few changes that the Committee has been suc-

cessful in getting accomplished, she added. Other proposals are awaiting

decisions by the Chancellor's office.

The committee has been asked by vice chancellor David Saxon to make

a complete financial review of parking procedures. The prime focus of

this review will be to prevent parking rate increases^

UCLA

Ann L. Haskins. Editor-in-Chief
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"TWO IN THE BUSH" — A new vending cart with

organic sandwiches, dried and fresh fruit began
operation yesterday on Bruin Walk. The cart is

Photo by Terry Colvlu

sponsored by the ASUCLA Vending Advisory Board

and food is prepared fresh daily.

- ^

*"
:

•
!:" "v.

You'll find it here from 1 1a.m. to 2p.m.

(or til it's sold out, whichever comes first)

Mondays through Fridays. It's operated

by the Evans brothers — food-for-health's-

sake specialists — under on experimental

-^franchise with ASUCLA's food vending service

The Organic Food Cart has only food that's

organically grown, checked from selection to

Cart for purity and cleanliness. You'll

find two kinds of sandwiches daily — for

Instance, cheese (made with row milk)^ with

alfalfa sprouts, cucumbers qdJ tomatoes. »

Or owocodo, tomato, lettuce and olfolfa sprouts.

Both are on wheatberry bread, with health-food
mayonnaise and vegetable salt. You'll also find seasonal fresh
fruits and on assortment of dried fruits and nuts.

Skol! A votre sontel To your health!

'WV^<--.-;jT,T-..f

Another ASUCLA revitoKzotion action
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liSistinguished teaching veteran

Lehan to head English dept
I

•>:

I

By Ken Peienon
DB SUff Writer

Richard Lehan, an 18-year teaching veteran and

recipient of two DisUnguishcd Teaching Awards

during his career, has been named chairman of

ttie English department here.

Lehan chosen for a Distinguished Teacher

Award last year by the Alumni Association,

succeeds William Schaefer, who is taking a leave

of absence to become executive secretary of the

Modem Unguage AssociaUoo (MLA).

Two new vice chairmen were also named, with

Peter Thorslev replacing Max Novak as vice

chairman for graduate affairs and Donald Mar-

stiall succeeding Fred Burwick as vice chairman

for undergraduate affairs

A

«

«

I

t
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I'm personally deUghted that Dick has agreed

to assume the responsibiliUes of being chairman. I

think the department wUl be in good hands with

him, Peter, and Don," Schaefer said.

Distinguished teacher

'Dick is both a distinguished teacher and a

distinguished scholar — something of a rare

combination. Tm delighted and relieved by his

appointment," Burwick said.

Lehan served as vice chairman for un-

dergraduate affairs two years ago and is now m
his tenth year here. He previously Uught at

Wisconsin and the University of Texas, where he

was given the Bromberg Award in recognition of

his distinguished teaching.

**I recognize the need for good teaching, and I'll

do all I can to create a climate where teaching can

go on and improve, However, UCLA is also a .,

research center, which complicates the problem. I ^
would like to encourage greater recognition for

'"*

good teaching, particularly the kind which brings

, research into teaching. 1 always try to do research

on things related to the classroom and Tm better

informed because of it," Lehan said.

Research

**We must look out for research as ah end in

itself, research which becomes a source of

pressure for the junior faculty. We must consider

realistically what needs to be done in the field in

terms of teaching," he said.
" Lehan also hopes to continue the relationship

developed by the department with the Un-

dergraduate English Association (UEA).

v*rm interested in having students serve on

departmental committees, where student opinions

will be greatly increased in their importance. I'll

have to think about the voting proposal (for having

students vote in academic departments). I want to

talk to more people about it," he sa*d.

"I think we have a good department here. Its

intellectual resources are tope rate, and it's a

matter of making students more aware of what we

have. I want to try and build some bridges bet-

ween the faculty and students."

I
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How to have fun

at that formal

First rent great new
formal wear. Grodins

has It all-stripes,

colors, double-

breasteds. The rent's

low. The fits right.

Then the girl. That's

up to you. Grodins

can't do everything.

S
.V

MardiGras gross

c^rodiA/

up $8,000 this yr.

The 1^71 Mardi Gras at-

tracted the largest cr^wd in the

event's 30-year history — 31,446

people attended the three

sessions, according to Roy

Campbell, chairman of the

Mardt-Gras committee. Gross

receipts were $108,000. up $8,000

from last year.

The "House of Horrors*' booth

sponsored by Alpha Epsiion Pi

and Alpha Omicron Pi won the

sweepstakes award for the

eighth year in a row.

Ttti best food award was won

by Chi Alpha DelU's Teriyaki

Food booth, their fifth con-

secutive such award. ^- -

The "Frisbee throw" booth

sponsored by Phi Sigma Sigma

and ZeU Beta tau, won the first

prize for participation.

"- The •Fun House*' booth

sponsored by DelU Tau DelU
and Chi Omega won the priie

for best entertainment.

Bbie 'N 6eU Bontoi Slu|i

We specialize in • Expert Razor Cuts

• Professional Hair Styling

• Special RK Products

Appo\n\men\s Arranged at Your Convenience

1 0908 Le Conte Ave.—GR 3-5863

600 South Broodwoy 5570 WiUKir»

Hours: ^^on.&F^i. 10dm 9pm Tu. Wed .
IK 4 Sot Vom-6pm

S*k. iirirfS^

I
^^

lifmpP|)otJi01iQFM^''w

ipt concert for the -_.^,
Bmia Council of Free ClWMc*.

[1.1971 Hqll3ei«4d Bowl

^fct

... I. — d. j.jti..

In The Village

ffo^^"*' SEPI'S
GIANT SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

•40968 IF CONTE, WESTWOOD VIUAG E

478-0375
TAKE OUT DELIVERY

'uhf0

j*-^-^

"-^1

IM jolMi QtiartQ

For your nex. trip to Europe order your new ^-'°P^'^"^l^^Z&ng o.

ShipSide. V^e ore loco.ed only a few steps from the '«;7'"°'
^y,^,^ „^,;,

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are oper, every day o

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models, ^°';°^^;,,^^°:;3S 'oHo^tox
ond other mokes ore reody for immediate purchase and deh V

free foctory estoblished prices. Insurance and home shipment a

con be made in just a few minutes.

Mini co«f - m<»i vocation

— muili sovingt.

S»W*lttFoo
:itoneground
Mimi Farifta and Tom Jans

David Harris: Guest Speaker

Jack Nicholson ; Honorary Chairman

Plan an afternoon and evening

experience of love and happiness.

Bring a picnic lunch.

"n .

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

<:>iirk<^i«i<a P O Box 7568,

r—%» 1 * ^ %«««
r^****** *i**« •

T/^1C £EC j'a.-*!^
Jj"'"|Jt -^ -t9

2:00-6:00 PM
Intermission: 6:00 -7:00

S8°5a S7°50, S6.50. S5.50, S5.00. $3.50 and S2.50

Tickets go on sale April 16. 1971 at

all M.uiual Agancies. Music Dty and

the Hollywood Bowl licket otfics.

VA'V
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CONTACT LENSIS
FiHED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER

REFIHED Optometrist

Westwood Villoge 1 0959 Wayburn Ava.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 11

m
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Mail ballot to be used
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Senate to reorganize

• *

V.

K
«:
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Reorganization of the Academic Senate here

will be presented to the entire faculty by means of

a mail ballot.

A special committee, chaired by law professor

John Bauman, drew up proposals to alter the

regulations governing the Senate, and amend-

ments to these have been considered by the

Senate's Legislative Assembly.

Any amendment to the committee proposals

may be put on a mail ballot to the entire faculty on

peUUon of 35 faculty members within 10 days of

the release of last meeting's minutes.

Following this, the reorganization proposals will

be submitted to another mail ballot for the entire

faculty. However, faculty members will vote on

the entire reorganization package and not specific

items. Vy ,

Major amendments which could be placed on a

mail ballot by petition, in order to determine if

they are to be acted upon With the reorganization

proposal, include:

— Representation in the Legislative Assembly

be determined in departments by the number (rf

A^

FTE's, rather than by the groups of departments

currently being represented (defeated by

Legislative Assembly).

— A revision in the numbers of representatives

for groups of departments (approved).

— Assistant professors in a department be

assured representation if they number at least 11

FTE's (defeated).

— Two undergraduates and two graduates serve

as student consultant to most Senate committees

rather than the current "one or two" of each,

determined by the committee (defeated).

— The Senate's Graduate Council have three

student representatives rather than two

(defeated).

— Final action of the Assembly be subject to

mail ballot by vote of one-third of the members

present or by written petition of 200 Senate

members, rather than by one-fourth of those

present, or petition of 35 members (approved).

— Meetings of the entire division— 1,700 faculty

— be called subject to petition of 200 members,

rather than 10 (approved).

•V
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Or, for that matter, is Los

Angeles? Or Chicago? Or Phila-

delphia? Or Dallas?

Or any other city groping

its way to an uninhabitable

anachronism.
A curious situation-has de-

veloped in America. Eighty per

cent of the people in this coun-

try live on less than ten per cent

of the land area.

There used to be a good
reason for this.

At the time of the industrial

revolution, we congregated in

cities because that's where the

sources of energy were. Coal.

Water. Electricity.

And our commuriications

network was so limited that we
had to be in close proximity to

each other for business and
social purposes.

No more.

There af^ no lorvgar ar>y-

good reasons to continue this

hopelessly outmoded life style.

With the advent of the

whole spectrum of new com-
munications available to us
(wide-band communications,
la*ier beams), we will have the

opportunity to live in signifi-

cantly less dense population
-centers. —

of engineering capabilities

which we already have.
- Not only do we have the

tools to provide ,thQ means for

new styles in human settle-

ments, but also to rebuild, in a

sociological sense, the crowded

inner core of our major cities.

The combination of inter-

national satellites and cable

will provide the means of bring-

ing individuals all the informa-

tion they need or want without

interference or control.

And without the need to be

in any specific place.

(Think for a moment about

the Apollo 11 moon landing in

July, 1969. 500 miltion people

around the world saw, via tele-

vision, precisely the same thing

at the same time. Being in New
York or Los Angeles held no

advantage over being in Keokuk

~«er Harrisburg;)-

Historically, we've been
preoccupied with moving peo-

ple and objects. Thus, our intri-

cate network of highways and

railroads and airlines — all of

which have become enormously
inefficient (not inherently, but in

application).

The future will see us mov-

ing information, not. by neces-

sity, people and things.

Your home will be the ab-

isolule center of your life.

You will work from home,

shop from home, "visit" with

family and friends from home,

receive In your home any intel-

lectual or cultural achievement

known to man.
Fantastic, yes. Fantasy, no.

It is quite within reason to

expect these changes by the

1980s.

If we want them.

If we want to change. If we
want a better life for ourselves.

Technology has advanced
to such an extent, that Tpan Is

now, literally, capable of chang-
ing his world.

Yet. today, a certain gap
has developed between the po-
tential of technology and its use
by mankind;

There is an obvious contra-

diction in a method which can
land a nian on the moon, yet

tolerates, perhaps even accepts
as inevitable, poverty and ignor-

ance here on earth.

There is a contradiction in

a method which affords the best

of everything for some, and next

to nothing for others.

So we must, in a sense,

catch up with the technological

potential and apply it for the

benefit of all mankind.

All we need sacrifice are

the antiquated work practices

andouranachronistictraditions.

At RCA. through research

and product development, we
are committed to closing the

technology gap and cancelling

the contradictions.

This is an age of innova-

tions as well as contradictions.

Nobody understands this better

than RCA.
You may be planning a ca-

reer in Industry— if so, you could

be part of our vision df the

future.

We invite inquiries through

your College Placement Direc-

tor—he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career. —

^

We are an equal opportu-

nity employer.

RCii
—r This Is no idle prophecy. •

The concept is quite real-

istic and well within the bounds

IS NEW YORK
%#

UCLA-TV to air
UCLA-TV will broadcast at

noon today from the Gypsy

Wagon to Royce Hall 170, the

Terrace Room and the

Ackerman Union Men's

Lounge. Today's broadcast will

feature the Academy Award
winning short **Is It Always'

Right to be Right" narrated by

Orson Wells done by Warren

Schmidt of GBA here, a feature

on Africa week and film of the

Renaissance Pleasure Fair.

UCLA-TV also needs sli4es and

fUm of the May 5 **riot" and

consequent strike for a

retrospective. For more in-

formaton call 825-7398 or drop

by Melnitz Hall 2474.
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$5.00 plus tax
Art nOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 — Pickett

Chemistry lA — Siebert

Chemistry 6A — Evans
Chemistry 6C - Jordan
-Chemistry 153 — West
Economics 1 — La Force

^

Economics 100 — Nisbet

Economics 160 — Chen
Education 112 — Kieslar

History IC - Kafilan

History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright

Mathematics 3C - Gillman

Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science 1 - Farrelly

Political Science 145 — Farrelly

Psychology 10 - Goldstein

Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 - Kanoose

Miller
$4.00 plus tax
Anthropology IB
Art 1A — Kayser
Art IB - Kleinbauer
Art 10«B Pedretti

Classics 142 - Gleason
Economics 2 - Baird
Economics 101B — Lindsay
Ecoiriomics 102 - Sweeny
Economics 130 - Lindsay
History IB Hoxie
History 7B - Yarnell
History 8 - Burns

^

History USB - Daliek K^kmci
Psychology 12 - Butcher, Liebeskioa

Psychology 115 - Butcher
Psychology 133B (170A) - Lovaas

for additional courses call or *
come in

#

«

*
*

*

*

*

I^ Mon-Fr; 9:30-4:30

* 10851 UNDBROOK DR.

IttlBlkN. Wilsh.re- 1 1/2 BIk I ^'^^'^.jk
4^^ -4.^ -^-^ -^ 4- -Af )|C^ )|C 9|C^^
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Uncle Sam and You
By Mark Peterson

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Boord. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

ah opinion contrary to a Doily Bruin Editorial position, _A_IJ_ot her

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board

has already completed more than two years of

alternative service.

Again, these changes in alternative service

seem intended to force men into the army by

making alternatives unavailable or unattractive.

Selective Service and House officials have stated

that sincere conscientious objectors will be willing

to serve the extra year and that insincere ap-

plicants will be discouraged from applying. The

added year is intended to make even more difficult

the conflict between following one's beliefs and

capitulating to induction.

In another important change, the new law

'•nationalizes" the lottery. Under the present

lottery system each draft board must provide a

"quota" of men. Because the number of men

eligible varies among draft boards, each board

Iff Fditoriaf

The march
The half million people marching last Saturday

may have walked us all a little closer to peace.

The debate will be endless — whether demon-

strations really have had an effect or not. The war's

still with us, death notices sent to mothers, bodies

maimed, villages profaned.

Yet the march has swelled since the first freaks

taught-in over half a decade ago. The freaks aren't

freaks anymore . . .they're the prophets to the union

members, congressman and senators, businessmen

and mothers who saw some light and came to walk or

endorse.

The six-year march has had its latecomers; the

cadence has been irregular, the motives mixed for

joining But stragglers and leaders alike know one

thing- we're near the end of the march. The people

don't want the war. Dick Nixon can't fool all the

people all of the time. And 23 miUion 18-21 year-olds

will have the vote in '72.

Perhaps, if a one-day march can't speak to the

President, it can confirm its marchers of their

togetherness, of their power. We know at least Nixon

will listen to the rustic of ballot paper, the clink of

.congressional appropriations. ^„ „ .

We're near the end ; we cannot falter. The war isn t

over, and we have no assurances that wars like this

won't happen again. We cannot falter; it's more than

just good exercise.

Sick employes harassed
»

(Editor's note: The following is the seventeenth in

our continuing series of articles about the draft by

draft lawyer ^Aark A. Peterson. Personal

questions about individual status will be answered

in the series if addressed to Todd Carter, DB of-

fice.)

The law renewing the draft, which was recently

approved by the U.S. House of RepresentaUves,

included some very important changes.,

The House failed to adopt more liberal stan-

dards for classifying conscientious objectors.

Thus, classification as a conscientious objector

will be no easier to obtain.

The new law has made changes in the alter-

native service which must be performed by

conscientious objectors. Previous draft laws tried tru^iuic vci.^ 0...^..^ —
-—

to treat draftees and conscienUous objectors reaches a different lottery number to meet the

similarly by requiring both to perform two years quota. Boards where there is ^^is^nce to the

of acUve duty or alternative service. The new law draft have to go higher m the lottery because

provides that men who are classified as a con- fewer men are available.

scientious objector will now hayu to perform three Thus, even though two men have the same

years of altepnativfi service,::^
-

lottery number, one may be drafted and the other

Selective Service and House officials deny that safe, depending on the lottery number reached by

the additional year of alternative service punishes their respective draft boards
,^ ^ . „,

conscientious objectors, since the law provides Under the new system, all draft boards will

that "the last year (of alternative service is) a reach the same lottery number

substitute for the reseire obligation required of Eligible men with the same lottery number w,ll

Si^ inductees
" be drafted at the same time even if they have

n^^JT is per- different draft boards^
»"^"""Vh.» plrh'"n^ri

formed in the "inactive reserves," where a man system, which attempted to assure that each part

J does not attend meetings and will probably never of the country would provide a proportional

J have any oUier obligations. number of draftees wiU no »onger work^

? In another change dealing with alternative If a draft board has few men available for in^

I service the new law provides that men who do not duction with lottery numbers less than the

} r^Xm their alternative service "satisfactorily designated number, it will be abte to provide only

J undPr ihP tPmm nr^soribed in Presidential a few men for the Army. In areas where draft

\ relulatl^rTs-'Zu .^TduSd 'into rlrm^ °P'-i^"^'"%r^"'^"'J'irr^v'!SU°ll^rh me^^
1 forr« for twn vpaf^ men, boards vill be unable to provide enough men.

uSer DrTent law if a CO. gets discharged To fill the armys needs, men wiU have to be

from orS ob^rn altemativeiervice for such drafted from areas where there is lUUe oppos.Uon

1 eaToS as t^ttis hair is too long or his political to the draft, such a, minonty "r»«n areas and

or social beliefs alienate his superiors, the draft midwestem and southern areas of the country

\ Lrd musTn^d the man new alternative service. This change will benef.t Cahforma registrants

I UndeTthe newTaw, a man discharged for those but will exaggerate the disproportionate burden

5 reasons could be drafted for two years, even If he already born in these other areas.

4.*<>*<>***<><><^**** *********A*J*****************

Letters to the Editor

language alternative cited^
Editor:

You accuse us of being

By S. Berger, AFSCME2070
'^ Since the hiring freeze began, most of us have felt its effects very

strongly at the job. Since our co-workers are not '^^'^^^'l?^
leave, we are left with two to four times as much work as we had before,

some employes are being forced to do the work of as many asjune ter-

minated or laid-off employes.

But other very subtle conditions have also developed, and one of these

is the new attitude toward an employe taking time off for sick leave.

In Engineering, where I work, some of the custodial workers have told

me that they are now required to bring in a note from their doctor every

time they call in sick. This is not only degrading and dehumamzmg. it is

seriously damaging to them financially.

Lower-paid worker generally cannot afford to buy health '"s";;?""^^'

they are out sick, they simply cannot afford to go to a doctor unle^Jhe

iUnessisvery severe. Even those who can afford it see "ojea^m to spend

exhorbitant amounts of money on doctor fees for somethmg as common

as a cold, just to get a note from the doctor verifying that they are lu.

To check these reports out, I called Milt Brown in Uie Pe^on"^

Department, and told him to check up on the Physical P a"' Managers

and Superintendants to see if this situation really did exist M'U a^urea

me that the notes could only be requested from those employe who

continually abused their sick leave, and could not be enforced as a

Seneral Dolicv

The Campus Pereonnel Office definitely does not support such a polics^

Thereforrsince a problem existing in one department usualWur^

out to be occurring all over campus, the Union wants to let all employ^

know that if they are being required to bring doctors ""^/"^ ^^
illness they have, and they do not have a history (rf severely abus>n« their

sick leave, that the note poUcy is condemned by the Umversity Personnel

ifntnT-h • .^».^.»r.•.-,-.^...! .".Ifia-se. to protect yourself and

„~ , ,. nent and persecution,
your fellow employees irom bucu .

.."~ '"=• j .„,, _„«
report it immediately to the AFSCME Local 2070 steward

"J
y«"^

^J^^^
the union office (473-2350), 1072 Gayley #5. Westwood; or te Milt Brown in

the Personnel Office, Murphy Hall, Campus.

"parochial" simply because we

uphold the necessity of some

language instruction for the

purpose of instilling some

awareness of foreign cultures in

our students as an integral part of

their education.

You imply that we defend the

language requirement because of

our own personal interests. If this

"means that our commitment is to

do everything possible to further

the understanding of cultural

achievements — no matter in what

country they have taken place —
and to provide our students with as

broad a perspective as possible, I

strongly stand for such "personal

interests." But if it means that we

strive only for our own advantage,

I must sUte emphatically that

from the abolition of any

requirement we have absolutely

nothing to lose personally. I

wonder if it may conceivably -be

accepted as a fact that we are

guided exclusively by basic

academic principles and by

standards of sound educational

philosophy.

While writing on the problem of

foreign languages, the DB has

consistently disregarded their

obvious cultural aspects. No

mention appears to have been

made of the fact that in language

courses, especially after the

second quarter (and in some cases

after the first), many cultural

facets of the country involved have

become an essential part of the

instruction

In our department, we are now

Let me add at this point that

personally I am against the foreign

language requirement as it now

stands. In my opinion, so as to

allow the students to draw

maximum benefit from the course,

the requirement should be

modified as follows:

—Five quarters of study — not

in two, but in one language — with

an in-depth approach to the culture

of only one country. To accomplish

this purpose, all language courses

should be restructured to include a

large amount of cultural and

literary materials and discussion.

—All students in the divisions of

humanities and social sciences

should be held accountable for this

,requirement. For the student in the

divisions of physical and life

sciences, the foreign language

requirement would be left te the

departments; individual students

could take languages to satisfy the

breadth requirement.

—The college should develop a

system whereby dispensation from

foreign language courses may be

granted to those students who, due

to either psychological or physical

handicaps, cannot learn a foreign

language

1 believe that these proposals, if

implemented, would be beneficial

to everyone concerned, and would

be of special help to those students

who have openly professed

"hatred" for foreign languages

courses.
Giovanni Cecchettl

Chairman. I>epartmentol
>i Italian

Luui:>c3 with thi ...... of int. ^ ng

culture and literature into every

course, beginning with the first

quarter.

Kditor: _^
The foreign languages

and it is still going on and on.

What can an individual do to

express his concern and his opinion

on this important matter? I

suggest that every student in-

terested in this issue try an ap-

proach I used yesterday Discuss

this problem with every faculty

member that you know, sound him

out on his opinion and let him know

where you stand.

If you oppose the foreign

language requirement explain to

him why you <iQ. Come prepared

not to be didactic, secure in your

own righteousness, but willing to

spend an hour or two in discussion.

Come prepared to offer alternate

ways to learn a foreign language or

to demonstrate knowledge of a

language. Come prepared to

discuss what the abolition of not

only foreign language but all

general requirements would mean

to the college of letters and

science Come prepared to explain

why you think each department

should establish its own

requirements for the major, in-

dependent of the college Come

prepared to Ulk, and hopefully

persuade your professors to your

viewpoint, or at, least to modify

their own. Come prepared to be

even persuaded yourself

If enough students try this we

may not only succeed in ak)olition

or modification of the foreign

language requiren^ent. we may

also Succeed ia convincing

professors that stuoents can be a

valid source of input concerning

undergraduate education at UCLA.

Good luck and good dialogue with

your professors.

requirement dlHMHion has been

going on since I first came to UCLA
six years ago as an undergraduate,

l>ella Meniies

Research Assistant

NPI— Mental Retardation

i
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Letters to the Editoritters to me tanor - ^^^ • ^ ' t r

Reaiitii criticizes campus Sunday radicals
Editor:

I am sick and tired of listening to

UCLA's Sunday radicals

hypocritically hooting people for

commiting the same crimes that

they themselves commit. No one is

going to, nor should, listen to

someone who criticizes another for

working for the Armed Forces,

while he himself pays his taxes,

and thus hires people to kill for

him. Which one is the murderer?

They both are.

We'd be a lot better off if so-

called "radicals" would spend

some effort practicing what they

preach. It takes a lot of self-

delusion to say, as one girl barring

the way to the Army recruiter did,

that she paid her taxes because

•*they are already withheld," when

she could simply have asked for a

larger refund and explained why.

Of course, publicly refusing to

pay the percentage of one's taxes

that support kilhng, and going to

jail for it, isn't as much fun as

picking somebody else to blame

and calling him a bunch of names

(or is it?)

Mike Vandeman
Graduate. Psychology

BOC
Editor: ^ "^ *^

Your abbreviation of BOC for

Board of Control, should be

changed to B.C. This new ab-

breviation would better reflect

their archaic views and pre-1920

economics.

Their policy of raising the price

of the product with the most

inelastic demand (coffee) is good

economic policy for a profit

maximizing firm, but for a non-

profit service organization it is

repressive to the students with

limited financial means.

In effect, what the raise in coffee

prices has done is to subsidize the

more affluent people who can

afford to eat in the cafeteria by

shifting the deficit to the students

with limited or no income who

must carry their lunches and

would like a hot cup of coffee.

Ted Berghofer

Senior, Economics

Hunger
Editor:

**From tiny towns to big cities,

thousands to 'beautiful' youngsters

are turning their sole power' into

dollars. Their aim: to help fill

empty stomachs and fight

poverty."—Good Housekeeping,

September, 1969. i_^
Poverty knows few bounds; it is

CilANT/
..-%.
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pantsuits in

polyester knits

Easy-care washable — great

styles — darks and pastels.

jeans! 500 pair! top quality

famous label! values to $16!
values to 28.00

18.99

A well-known Los Angeles store sold out, and

we scooped up their brand new stock of jeans.

And/or styles (that's male or female) — mjony^

fabrics, colors and patterns'in flares!

Montag stationery

up to

1 /2 price

men's blue work

shirts by Levi

if perfect, 7.00

belts, reg. to 10.95

3.99

watchbonds, val.to$6

1.49

women s jeans

slight irregs.

if perfect to 1 2.

Students' store

as close as your neighbor, or the

city you live in. At least half the

world is cursed by it, including 30

million Americans. Do we ever go
out and see the suffering so near

us, and do we ever try to help**

May 8 will be the day when we
can do both. This is the first day of

International Walk Weekend,
sponsored by the American
Freedom From Hunger Foun-

dation (AFFHF) in Washington,

D.C., a private, non-profit

organization. In Los Angeles, as

throughout the world, local Walk
Against Hunger groups under the

Foundation will raise money for

local human-development projects

with every mile their members
walk.

If you would like to know more
about helping in this effort, or

about a walk close to you, please

call me, at 475-5831^ext. 377, or the

Southern California AFFHF, 657-

8494.

Les Amer

Army
Editor:

Imagine a caveman somehow

transported through space and

time to observe a modern

operation. The caveman, seeing

the surgeon carve the patient with

his scalpel, would probably believe

the process to be some sort of

grotesque torture ceremony. Even

a layman off the streets tends to

see only the blood and gore and to

forget that a life is t)eing saved.

An army, like a scalpel, is an

instrument dedicated to de-

struction. But the army, like the

scalpel, does not act of its own

volition.

When in capable hands the army

can remove cancerous growths

such as Hitler's Germany. When

used improperly an army can

become an instrument of in-

timidation and conquest, such ^
Hitler's army.

Only politicians start wars.

Danger lies not in having a sharp

scalpel, but in lacking the brains to

know when and how to use it.

Steven Potter

SetLior. Zoology

TtfeHermans

call Him The

Animal

stomu Yamasina
Plays at the

Los Angeles Philharmonic's

Adventures for the

Curious Ear

CONTEAAPO
Sunday, May 2, Tuesday, May 4, 8:30

Tickets $2 $6, Music Center Box

Office, 626 7211, most agencies.

ShKjcnts U best available seat.

MUSIC CTNThK

OAl l\\ANSON

iPttersto the Editor

onopolies tend toward inefficiency'
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While I commend your coffee

nrice war with ASUCLA, I would

^nt out that the underlymg

^oblem may weU be that ASUCLA

has a monopoly on this campus. It

has a monopoly over the sales of

books, paper and other goods m the

Student Store, over all the

publicized sales of food on campus

and over some services, e.g. check

cashing. ^ t

Monopolies tend toward mef-

ficiency. and inefficiencies to

unnecessarily high prices. A litUe

competition is a good thmg; it

promotes the survival ol the best

bargain, a thing presenUy lost

sight of by ASUCLA.

,What annoys me is the gratuitous

explanation that these higher-than-

competitive prices benefit UCLA

students since the profits go to the

ASUCLA student government,

whence cometh wonderous en-

terUinments and other cultural

stuff (enjoyed by the few but paid

for by the many in most cases).

1 would rather have lower book

and food prices and let ASUCLA

gets its own funds by less in-

voluntary means. As the folk who

know and love antitrust law might

say: money-losing activities

should not be subsidized by ex-

cessive monopoly profits.

Why not let all ASUCLA-
subsidized activities stand on their

own feet? Dare one suggest that

the quahty of the Daily Bruin's

reporting might be higher if it.had

to pay its way? Can ASUCLA or

student government show us a

worthwhile program that could not

survive without its help?

I think it would be in the great

Anglo-American historical

tradition of free enterprise and
economic competition if the

Regents were to lift the protective

cloak of monopoly from the

ASUCLA and to permit individual

entrepreneurs to compete with the

ASUCLA for the students' dollar in

the sale of goods, e.g. books, cof-

fee, food. etc.. and services, e.g.

check cashing, etc.

I think student government is a

fine thing. I think that support of

student government's activities by

monopoly profits is not.

Ben Williams

Law

GSA
Editor:

Peter Bouvier. as president of

the Graduate Student Association

(GSA), along with the enormously

capable assistance of Edward
Ellman and Leona Mattoni, GSA
vice-presidents, have ac-

complished more for GSA and

UCLA this year than GSA ap-

parently has in the past.

The changes in the operations of

GSA and the establishment of the

Child Care Center are only two of

the more visible accomplishments

of this administration. ^^

In addition there are the in-

numerable triumphs which have

not been made very public and

finally Bouvier's stand at Board of

Control and his subsequent cen-

sure.

While these are all to the credit

of the current officeholders, their

successes have been tainted by

Bouvier's emotional and

irresponsible statement (Dally

Bruin, April 23).

The just-passed election code

states clearly that nomination

papers must be filed by 4 pm of the

third day after the Senate

nomination meeting. Since this

meeting was held on April 20,

nominations were closed April 23

and the president of GSA cannot

unilaterally extend elections

without the express approval of the

Senate regardless of his feelings

about individual candidates.

While any person may support or

he opposed to any candidate, it is

irresponsible for the current of-

ficer to threaten to personally

attack any candidate he does not

favor 'short of libel'. Such strong

attacks can undermine the support

for the new administration and

diminish the effectiveness of GSA
as a unifying, responsible student

voice.

I trust that Bouvier will review

his statement and will be more
— reasonable and responsible.

Peter C. Tolos

School of Library Service

Hair cm long
0. & p. BARBER SHOP

Razor Cut:

Hair Styling

1061 GAYLEY AVE
Across From Solewoy

GR 8-2264
'i^r -

Z'

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • Westwood Village 478-91 02 or 477-9207

HOLY Gii
Prayer for Holy Ghost healing, a prayer handkerchief, instructions to

be baptized with the Holy Ghost and speak in "n|^"f" *?D|"«^^
iUST MND THIS WHOLE Ad' TO HOLY OW)ST EV/N«^"|" "mL frEE
RUTH KUMKETT. P.O. BOX ^MSV *£« ^^I'tSS^Sw^Myc '^^
TO RtCEIYt JESUS AND BE SAVED WRITE YES OH THIS LIHE ^^_-

april 25 — may 1

IsraeTWeeR
schedule of events

ASI - HILLEL - ISO

TUESDAY today

12 noon "Heroism and Deheroixction in Modern Hebrew Litero-

hire." By Dr. Reovan Kritz, visHing prof.. Tel Avn/ Uni-

versity Men's Lounge Ackermon Union

8:00 P.M. Israeli NigM in Rieber Hall, Fireside Lounge Admission

Free
-^-

- _
W E D N E S D AY tomorrow
12 noon Jerusalem - The development of Jerusalem (Past,

Present & Future) (with slides to be shown) Prof. Arie

Shochar speaking visiting prof. Hebrew University.

Knudsen Hall Room 1200B

5:30 P.M. Israeli Dinner at Hillel Auditorium $.75 n^®"^®"

$1.25 non-members Reservations necessary 474-1531

7:30 P.M. Israeli Dancing 754 non-members members free

THURSDAY
12 noon Movie "The Siege'

4:00 PM Movie ^7he Siege'
7:00 PM Movie 'The Siege'

9:00 PM Movie "The Siege'

Chemistry 2224

Haines Hall '39

Haines Hall «39

La Mancha Cafeteria

FRIDAY
12 noon Israeli Dancing on Janss Steps led by Rehavia Yakovef

with live music middle eastern food will be served

8:15 P.AA, Traditional Shobbot Services at Hillel Guest Speaker

Nyigal Yonnoy "Future of Israeli Culhire"

Oneg Shabbat

SATURDAY

8:30 P.M.
*>

Festivql of Israel " An evenif^ ol tsroeli Song, Done

(

and Humor Grand Ballroom of Ackermon I

THEUm EXPERIENCE

L
NOW PLAYING

NATIONAL GENERAL'S

cinEiuns
WILSHIKC AT lA CltNlCA

Jk CAU TMOkTM PW »MOWTIIIC$! I OC l-tMO
|

Soft, smooth pencil

for shapely brow.

Lightest pastel shadow

for highlights.

Petal shades for

color and contour

Cake Liner to

define and shape

I. >wiMiirawiin
The nia^ara that lengthens

lashes witK every stroke

All Eyes Kit
Now there's a compact that holds

all you need for beautiful eyes.

The new Maybelline All Eyes Kit.

And it's specially designed for all eyes

... in kits for blondes, brownettes,

and brunettes.

Each kit has a pencil for a shapely^

brow. Three shadows with applicator

to shade, shape, and highlight.

Cake Liner with fine-line brush.

And a special feature, famous

Maybelline Ultra Lash

Mascara. All packed

into the most compact

compact there is!

^^V ,^

- • *

r

fct-'

The finest in/ eye make-up, yet scfjj^sibjy priced

i» - .*.

\
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You get it better at the Wherehouse
#/

all stores celebrating

this opening of our

Ofll STObw • • •••••••••••••••
a 6000 square foot SUPER STORE
to service the entire South Boy Area —

TORRANCE »" "'""""
Near Howthorne

WOODSTOCK
TWO

»#'

CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG

featuring:

• Joan Baez

• Butterfield

Blues Band

• Canned Heat

• Crosby, Stills.

Nash & Young

• Jimi Hendrix

• Jefferson Airplane

• Melanie

• Mountain

EACH
MFG. LIST 9.98

VT

2 RECORD
SETS

4 WAY
STREET

Recorded

Live During

Their Concert

Tour Last Fall

;«M'^

THOUSANDS OF POPS
ON THE OIIGINAL L^ELS:
ABC. Ounhill, }Oth Pok, Blue«w«y, Buddah, Sun,
Janut, Command Probe, Liberty, Custom,
MGM, Imperial, Vanguard, Uni, Elecktra,
United Artists, Wand.

THEIB SIOGEST ARTISTS:
Mamas ai f»P»\i Smitt), Brass Ring, Step-
penwolf, 1910 Fruitg'um to.. Canned ' Heat.
Ricbard Harris, Jobnny Winter, Ohio Express,
Mama Cass, Paul Revere & Tbe Raiders. Barry
Goldberg, Otis Span, The Kmgsmen, Jimmy
Reed, The Tarns, Ferrante A Teicher, Ray
Charles, Tommy Roc, Blue Magoos, Bobby Vee,
The Cascades, John Hammond, Classics IV. The
Impressions, Steve Lawrence, Jane Morgan,
Delia Reese, Erie Burdon, Vikkl Carr, Zephyr,
Eddie Harris. Johnny Cash.

RRft
INTRODUCING: MISS ERNESTINE (LILY) TOMLIN

The mouth ihci knows no fear.

ORIGINAUY
MANUFACTURED
TO SEU FOR $4 98.

$5 98, $6 98

OUR REGULAR 1.00 - 1.47

THOUSANDS OF CLASSICS
dREAT LABELS, INCLUDING: — — — -

' -
• „. ^ —

Angal, Capitol. Hmtiodor. Vonguard. Epk. NoAaaucK, WMlminilw. KA MM^ury. Music Ov'M.
Philips. Colwmbio.

GREAT ARTISTS. INCLUDING:
Antoi Dorati, Pablo Coaolt. Gorlod Souioy, Howard Honton, Beverly Sillt, Byron Janis, Sondor

VagK Paul Poroy, Pr«ett o«td Lagoys. Svioloeiov RicMor, Vienno CKoir Boys, Lorin Mooiel,

David Oietr^K. Frodo Bowor, L«n Oborin. I Mutici, Arthur Fiadlor, ^orld Morio Giulirti, Toroso

SlicK-Randail, Ewgon* Ormuwdy. Hormann Scharchon, Sir TKon>ot B*«cKcen. D<wid Baranboim.

FACTORY SURPLUS & DELETIONS

1.GG - 1.50- 1.88 - 2.39
EVERY RECORD GUARANTEED

TDMLIN
52rt-**tl'i..SS_..

t^HtK M..,

ERNESTINE FEARLESSLY TAKES ON:
THE FBI • THE MAFIA • MRS. MITCHELL •

-and all those who want nothing
' more from life than a DIAL TONE -^

F
M]iii I . I I ii|iiii>y^yy^PP^w*w<y

"^ T ¥ ¥
Ms*:

sSsi^ii^r

M
M§ "Mis,-

a division of Integrity E^ntortainm«nt Corp.

Sf:-
:'•;*>*.

-mi.,

iw
'sjftSsi''

^;,ri''"

;f#*

WESTWOOD
1 071 GayUy Avg.

47«.t272

i

ANORAMACITYl COSTA ME5A
62 Van N«ys Bl. I 4M E. 1 7fli

7««-4430 I 714.645-3S3S

LOS ANGELES
509 No. L« Ci«ii*9a

Weor Welreie

«S2-a22B

LONG BEACH
5206 E. 2iid

434-9tS2

POMONA
616IIO. liKlioNNill

It9mr tmtt HttI

714-624.3«12

TORRANCE
25304 Ci^sImw Bl.

33S.1700

TORRANCE
3t32 S«p«lv*^a

373-6«t1

A

^L
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Special Activities

ThP enthomuslcology Institute will present a concert of "Music and

1 Japan" at noon today In Schoenberg Auditorium

.

Th Visitors Center will conduct a one4K)ur walking tour of ttie

Kil^oDSVchiatric Institute, featuring out patient facilities. The tour will

K^^in «i 1 D m. today fronn Schoenberg Auditorium.

A .pries of student exhibitions, featuring the work of MFA and MA

.nrtidates in pictorial arts and design, will continue through May 15. The

hihits changed each Saturday. Gallery hours are 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Monday Wednesday ; 1-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. The gallery Is closed

^^c^^dt^rt^ck^^^ available for the John Stewart-Jennifer concert

Jfor 8 30 p.m. Saturday In Royce Hall . The $2 tickets may be purchased

4 tho kprckhoff ticket office, Kerckhoff 140.

'The foll^ing events will take place at the International Student

Center 1023 Hllgard Ave., today: English conversation, 11 a m-l p.m.

and 7 30 10 pm ; foreign student counseling, 3-5 p.m.; Italian con-

versation, 6: 30-7:» p.m.; German conversation, 7-8:30 p.m.; Swahih

rnnversationat7:30p.m.;ModernDanceat7:30p.m.

Thre wUI ^ a film on the "Hiroshima Panels" at 1 p.m. today In

Ackerman Union 2412. The panels will continue on exhibit 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

rX through Thursday In the Ackerman Union Women's Lounge^

Song gTrl practices will be held at 3 p.m. today through Thursday

behind the Women's Gym. Tryouts will be held AAay 4 and 6.

Mortar Board. natio4T senior women's honorary, will accept student

inftmation she;ts for prospective members through May 14. The sheets

are available in Kerckhoff 312.

Speeches and Seminars

John L. Barnes, professor of engineering, ^'•'.^^"d;;^^^",?"^'"^:'"^

systems seminar on "Uncertainy Principles, Old and New" at 11 a.m.

today in Boelter 8500.

br Palmer Taylor, assistant professor of medicine, UC San Diego, will

present a pharmacology seminar on "Investigations of Sulfonamide

Binding Carbonic Anhydrase with Fast Recation Kinetics and NMR at 4

p m. today in Health Sciences 13-105.

' Clarence Allen, professor of geology and geophysics, f'^"^0'^;^^'

laboratory, California Institute of Technology, will present a P anetary

and space physics seminar on "February 9th Earthquake at 4 p.m.

today in Slichter 3853.

Novelist, Joan Didlonwill lecture on "The Novelist: Telling It the Way

It Is," as part of the series "The Freelance Writer In Today s World at 7

p.m. today in Dickson 2160. Tickets are $4.50

Debate team wi

championship

William Quandt, lecturer In political science, will lecture on "The Arab

Confrontation with Israel, 1948-1967" at 7 p.m. today in Social Welfare 147.

Tickets are $4.50, $1.75 for students.

By Robin Sanders

DB Slaff Writer

Two members of the student

debate team here have returned

victorious from the national debate

championship in St. Paul, Min-

nesota. Donald Homstein, a junior

in history, and Barrett Mclnemey,

a junior in political science, suc-

cessfully completed three days of

competition culminating in a

defeat of the Overland University

team.

Focusing on the topic:

"Resolved that the federal

government should adopt a

program of cumpulsory wage and

price controls" the team resear-

ched, and composed an argument

centering on the relation of wage

and price controls to migrant farm

workers.

Homstein and Mclnemey spent

six to eight hours per day before

the fall quarter and during quarter

breaks working on their

arguments. Competition with other

teams took place on weekends.

Both students worked on their own

time 'on a voluntary basis while

carrying regular course loads.

The team's case was taken from

the "squirrel" approach, debators'

terminolpgy for off-the-track in-

terpretations of an argument.

"We could have dealt with the

case from the traditional John

Kenneth Galbraith inflation-type

argument but we felt this would be

more interesting to us and our

audience," Mclnemey said.

The "squirrel" idea did cause

some problems iti judging because

some of the judges felt it was not a

valid approach. One judge said he

could not vote in favor of the team

because of their choice of topic.

Despite the team's success, the

future of the debating program

may be in doubt. Recent proposals

by the ChanceUor's office to review

the status of the speech depart-

ment may restrict the team's

activity

"We haven't been denied funds

as yet but I'm afraid it might

happen," Patricia Long, coach of

the team, said. Present financial

support comes through

registration fees and travel sup-

port comes from ASUCLA. Long

said she would like to see the

debate team expand its campus

appeal by holding intramural

meets and encouraging more

students to enroll.

Regardless of what happens,

both Homstein and Mclnemey are

looking forward to next year's

competition.

-. t<i„Zt<̂ )iimi"

Meetings

Sophomore Sweethearts will meet at 3 p.m. today at the Alpha Phi

house.

Water Ski Club will, meet at 3:30 p.m:^oday In Ackerman Union 3564.

^National Committee U.S.-China Relations will meet at 3*30 Pj^^^^^*^^);

in Kinsey 374. The coordination of China-related activity on campus and

tnthe community will be discussed. For further Information call X 421ZV.

(Continued on Page 11)

TODAY
3:30p.m
7pm >

7pm
7p.m
8pm
*p m,—
8pm.
7 p.m.

Integral Yoga Hatha

Macrame (call 473-0800 for information)

Leatherwork - Factotum , Kleenco Center

ESP-UFO
Comcicntious Objection

ShaktiYoga
Integra) Yoga Ltfeatyles

Paiiunnlme and GuerlUa Theatre

Upetain
2249 N Beverly Glen

IlOlGayley Ave
Arch 2203
Arch 2202

Arch 1243

Archl243C
«33 Brooks. Venice

•( Paidi Advertisement) I
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t

you get /f tetter at the VHherehouse
/#

E-X-P-A- S-l-O-N
yW^i

•%=:•:'

• . . We re on the move again
(SALE GOOD THROUGH APRIL 30)

all Stores celebrating

this opening of our

ofn STOi w • • •••••••••••

a 6000 square foot SUPER STORE

t9 forvice the entire South Bay Aroa —

TORRANCE
3832 SEPULVEDA
Neor Hawthorne

WOODSTOCK
J~TWO CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG

feoturing:

• Joan Baez .__

• Butterfield _.
Blues Band

• Canned Heat

• Crosby; Stills,

Nash & Young

• Jimi Hendrix

• Jefferson Airplane

• Melanie _~ •'_

• Mountain

EACH
MFG. LIST 9.98

^RECORD
SETS

4 WAY
STREET

Recorded

Live During

Their Concert

Tour Last Fall

TT-

. -i^ .*M i.-.,j.4- -Ajw-.- »V*i.^ ii^^^—"»f w»i#»-*--M*'V"-*-**—». -(..fc^e^ ,»"»•» I** fw » i»»..f»i<i II iTni--i- If- ti^-rm^ '^'

THOUSANDS OF POPS
ON T»4f OtfOINAl LABaS:
ABC, Ownhtll, Mth Foi, Bluesway, Budtfah, Sun,
Janus, Command Proba, LIlMrty, Cuttem,
MOM, Imperial, Vanguard, Uni, Blecktra,
Unite^ ArtUH, Wand.

TMEIB iMOOCST ABTISTS:
'

^' J^
'

Mamas » Papas. Smitti, Brats Mlii, Stap-
pcnwolf. 19M Fruitffum Co., Cirtpid Haat,
Richard Harris, Johnny Wintar.'OhId .ftMress,-
Mama Cass, Paul Revere A The Raiders, %arry
,Ooldberg, Otis Span, Tha Kingsman, Jimmy
'Reed, The Tams, Ferrante A Teicher, Ray
Charles, Tommy Roe, Blue Ma«oos, Bobby Vee,
Tht Cascades, John Hammond, Classics IV, The
impressiOAs, Steve Lawrence, Jane Marfan,
Delia Reese, Iric Burden, vmhi c^rr, ZepDyr,
Eddie Harris, Johnny Cash.

INTRODUCING: MISS ERNESTINE (LILY) TOMLIN
The mouth that knows no fear.

.. , ^,. OtlGINALlY—

'

-MANUFACTURED
TO SEU FOR $4 98.

$5 98, $6 96

OUR REGULAR 1.00 - T.47

LRY
TQMLN
awottfiriQ

THOUSANDS OF CLASSICS-
GREAT LAftELS. INCLUDING:
Angei. Capitol, Heliodor. Vongword, Epic. NoneaucK, Waatmineter, RCA. Mercury, Music Guild.
PM^. Colun^ki. -—
GREAT ARTISTS. INCLUDING:
Aidd Ooroti. PeMo Coaols, Oerlod Souiay, Howord Honeon. B«vorly Sills. Byron Jonis, Sander
VapK Paul Poroy. Preoti ond logoys. Svioloeiov RkKter, Vianno Choir Boys, Lorin Mooial,
David Oistrdilv Prodolower. Ion Oborin. I Musici, AHhur Fiodlar, Carlo Morio Oiulini, Tareeo
StkK-Randtdl, Eugene Ormandy. Hormann ScKorchen. Sir TKomaa BoocKom. Dcwid Barenboim.

FACTORY SURPLUS & DELETIONS

1.00 - 1.50- 1.88 - 2.39
EVERY RECORD GUARANTEED

,.r,l*J^*!a6'-^

ERNESTINE FEARLESSLY TAKES ON:
THE FBI • THE MAFIA • MRS. MITCHELL •

-and all those who want nothing
more from life than a DIAL TONE ^

»J«:;^::-..;l.v.s-.

THE
^^~afZ m»

X
id *>''

a <lMtk>n of Intfcy - ent»rtotnm«nt Corp.

WESTWOOD
1071 GayUyAvt.

479^372

ANORAMACITYl COSTA MESA
Van N«yt 11. I 4M E. 1 7tli

7iO-«43p I 714.^4S-3SaS

LOS ANGELES
S09 No. la Cienega

^99€ ^R#vWS#

TORRANCE
25304 CrMshaw Bl.

»»mmf MMi Plata

325-1700

TORRANCE
3832 Sepolveda

373-60*^

^^' ihmJ'"'"
"™
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special Activities

ThP enthomuslcology Institute will present a concert of "Music and

e of Japan" at noon today In Schoenberg Auditorium

.

^Th Visitors Center will conduct a ono-hour walking tour of the

u .roDSVchiatric institute, featuring out patient facllltl^. The tour will

n at 1 P m today from Schoenberg Auditorium.

I'^eries of student exhibitions, featuring the work of MFA and MA

Hidates in pictorial arts and design, will continue through May 15. The

^^hibit is changed each Saturday. Gallery hours are 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Monday Wednesday; 1-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. The gallery Is closed

^MudtnH^ckets are still available for the John Stewart-Jennifer concert

t for 8 30 p m. Saturday In Royce Hall . The $2 tickets may be purchased

!^ the Kerckhoff ticket office, Kerckhoff 140.

The following evenis will take place at the International Student

rpnter 1023 Hilgard Ave., today: English conversation, 11 a.m.-l p.m.

^nd 7'3010'pm.r foreign student counseling, 3 5 p.m.; Italian con-

versation, 6:30 7:30 p.m.; German conversation, 7 8:30 p.m.; Swahili

onversationat7:30p.m.;AAodernDanceat7:30p.m. /^ .

There will be a film on the "Hiroshima Panels" at 1 p.m. today m

Arkerman Union 2412. The panels will continue on exhibit 10 a.m. 3 p.m.

odav through Thursday In the Ackerman Union Women's Lounge

Song girl practices will be held at 3 p.m. today through Thursday

oeh.nd the Women's Gym. Tryouts will be held AAay 4 and 6.

^ ^^ ^

Mortar Board, national senior women's honorary, will accept student

nformation sheets for prospective members through /SAay 14. The sheets

are available in Kerckhoff 312.

Speeches and Seminars

John L. Barnes, professor of engineering, ^'•'.^ond^^J.^^.f"^";^;'"?

systems seminar on "Uncertainy Principles, Old and New' at 11 am
today in Boelter 8500. .

'

Dr Palmer Taylor, asslsfant professor of medicine, UC San Diego, will

present a pharmacology seminar on "Investigations of Sulfonamide

Binding Carbonic Anhydrase with Fast Recation Kinetics and NMR" at 4

p.m. today in Health Sciences 13-105.

Clarence Allen, professor of. geology and geophysics, seismological

laboratory, California Institute of Technology, will present a planetary

and space physics seminar on "February 9th Earthquake" at 4 p.m.

today in Slichter 3853.

Novelist, Joan Dldlon will lecture on "The Novelist: Telling It the Way

It Is," as part of the series "The Freelance Writer in Today's World at 7

p.m. today in Dickson 2160. Tickets are $4.50.

William Quandt, lecturer In political science, will lecture on "The Arab

Confrontation with Israel, 1948-1967" at 7 p.m. today in Social Welfare 147.

Tickets are $4.50, $1.75 for. students.

Debate team wi

championshijD

'>

'M

By Robin Sanders

DB Staff Writer

Two members of the student

debate team here have returned

victorious from the national debate

championship in St. Paul, Min-

nesota. Donald Homstein, a junior

in history, and Barrett Mclnemey,

a junior in political science, suc-

cessfully completed three days of

competition culminating in a

defeat of the Overland University

team.

Focusing on the topic:

"Resolved that the federal

government should adopt a

program of cumpulsory wage and

price controls" the team resear-

ched, and composed an argument

centering on the relation of wage

and price controls to migrant farm

workers.

Homstein and Mclnemey spent

six to eight hours per day before

the fall quarter and during quarter

breaks working on their

arguments. Competition with other

teams took place on weekends.

Both students worked on their own

time on a voluntary basis while

carrying regular course loads.

The team's case was taken from

the ''squirrel" approach, debators'

terminology for off-the-track in-

terpretations of an argument.

"We could have dealt with the

case from the traditional John

Kenneth Galbraith inflation-type

argument but we felt this would be

more interesting to us and our

audience," Mclnemey said.

The "squirrel" idea did cause

some problems in judging because

some of the judges felt it was not a

valid approach. One judge said he

could not vote in favor of the team

because of their choice ol topic.

Despite the team's success, the

future of the debaUng program

may be in doubt. Recent proposals

by the Chancellor's office to review

the status of the speech depart-

ment may restrict the team's

activity.

"We haven't been denied funds

as yet but I'm afraid it might

happen, " Patricia Long, coach of

the team, said. Present financial

support comes through

registration fees and travel sup-

port comes from ASUCLA. Long

said she would like to see the

debate team expand its campus

appeal by holding intramural

meets and encouraging more

students to enroll.

Regardless of what happens,

both Homstein and Mclnemey are

looking forward to next year's

competition.

', i

,-i-

T \
\ I

Meetings

Sophomore Sweethearts will meet at 3 p.m. today at the Alpha Phi

house.

Water Ski Club will meet at 3:M p.m. today In Ackerman Union 3564.

National Committee U.S.-China Relations will meet at 3:30 p.m. today

in Kinsey 374. The coordination of China-related activity on campus ana

in the community will be discussed. For further Information call x A/Afy.

(Continued on Page 11)

TODAY
;j:30p m
7pm.
7pm
7pm
8p m
8pm
8pm
7pm

Integral Yoga Hatha

Macrame (call 473-0600 for information)

Leatherwork — Factotum . KlMnco Center

ESP UFO
Comcientiout Objection

Shakti Yoga
Integral Yoga Ufeatylea

Pantomime and Guerilla Theatre

Upatain
2a«9N Beverly Glen

1101 Gay ley Ave
ArchaOS
Arch 1103

ArchlM3
ArchlMSC

on Brooks. Venice

'(Paid Advertisement)'
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'Made in California' on exhibit

now in Grunwald Print Gallery
I

i

I

1
^<^ ^\

r
r-^

x/

By Ivan GerfM>n

DB Staff Writer

The Grunwald Graphic Arts Foundation is

presenting an exhibition of lithographs, screen-

prints and multiples entitled "Made in California"

on the second-floor of the Dickson art gallery until

May 16.

The exhibition is scheduled to coincide with the

first west coast visit of the Print Council of

America, featuring works by five California

workshops. Tamarind Lithography, Gemini,
Collector's Press, Cirrus Editions and Tamstone
Group Inc.

A special lithograph based on the theme of the

exhibit "Made in California" has been created by
Ed Ruscha. It's a liquid letter composition which
can be boush^ for $150.

The 29-year-old Ruscha was bom in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

He won a Scholastic Magazine gold key for a

poster of a fork-lift he made in high school. He has

since won the Paris Grand Prix in 1966 for his

painting "Hydraulic."

At his studio in Los Angeles where he makes and

publishes his work, Ruscha said, "I try to report

life as it is, but, naturally, it has my slant because

I make the art.

.

"I've always like simplicity. I like machines and

buildings," he said.

When asked if he has a pattern for his work, he

said, "I can't stand working with dirty hands, so I

wash my hands twenty times a day when I'm

working."

Ruscha is also a photographer who does an-

thologies like "A Few Palm Trees" and "26 Gas
Stations."

Concerning his latest project, he said, "I've

been invited to go to Holland to do a photographic
j|

book of their landscape."
*

i

I

i

I

TAHITI* $425 for two weeks! Including airfare and hotel.

You can^t do it for less (unless you swim). UCLA stu-

dentS) faculty and staff may join the UCLA Alumni char-

ter, August 28 to September 10, 197L Call Becky at

825-3901 or stop by the Alumni Center at 226 Kerckhoff
Hall anytime or on May 5 at 3:00 PM for the info meeting.

Student job-hunters find

help <»'« PlacemerTt Center

Tuesday. April 27, 1971
UCLA DAILY BRUIN H

1 -i^','

AFRICA WEEK ACTIVITIES — Africa Week activities continue today.

"Black Poetry : Black Dance" will be held at noon today in Campbell Hall

1201 by the Watts Writers Workshop. An exhibit of sculpture and artifacts

from the Yoruba tribe in Nigeria, ''Black Gods and Kings/' will be on

display in the Ethnic Art Gallery. From 10 a.m.-5 p.m. there will be

continuous music and slides in the Campbell Hall Library and from 7-io

p.m. there will be short films shown ttiere. From 7:45-8 p.m. there will be

African drumming, foltowed by a discussion of Yoruba culture in Ar-

chitecture 1102. The African Studies Center \A(ill also continue to sell

contemporary art pieces from the Oshobo Tribe in Nigeria from 9 a.m.-«

p.m. in Bunche Hall 10-363. All of today's activities are free.

Janfis Kiain. director ol ClsO.

10 guest Id llhran coiversaiion

The^ man who has supervised the operation of almost every public

performance on campus for the last 23 years will be the guest of the

College Library Conversations Series at 3 p.m. Thursday in the west wing

of the College Library Rotunda. -

James Klain, Director of CASO (Campus Activities Service Office), a

specialist in theater technology, has managed the technical aspects d
stage productions of plays and operas as well as concerts, speeches,

films, Charter Day and Commencement ceremonies.

Students who would like to join Klain in an informal discussion should

sign up at the College Library Reference Desk.

It34 S ?low*< Sli««l Lot Angttn (iHih»n,i

No Sweat, Foreign Student!
We will ship your personal effects bock io your home with

professior><j| efficiency ... at charges that won't hurt you.

.ail Us Now:
749-7491

w* ••ll^20fV

qppliancet o'

«w«ll-l(nown brands

&
?fr AT sEPrs

GIANT SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
10968 LE CONTE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE

478-0375
SIT DOWN TAKE OUT DELIVERY

EXIT

Jean Paul Sartre

-o brilliant performance (Hollywood Reporter)

-takes a fresh turn (Los Angeles Times)

A foreign production '

by Hishann Emory at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hi

May 2 & 9 last performances
^-^ ______

-uib i«:.ju roreign studei

IfK^;^'-?^ -^
t^'itiK'''

*' ''^^
" ^^l^r;!'^^

477-4587 for rase

I
m
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By Susie Hatago

DB SUff Writer

i^ing for a job? Have you read and re-read the

cul^ied ads and called aU the employment agen-

cies you care to?

Tt,.n irv the ptecement and career planning

.nier here, which is supported "100 per cent" by

student fees, accoirling to Chuck Sundberg, associate

manager of the center.

cindberg said the purpose of the center is to

..orovlde counsel, advice and informaUon to all

Lents of the job opportuniUes open to them—

tltorary, summer, part and full-time."

The center is located dii*cUy east of Moore HaU in

the temporary buildings. It is open 8 a m.-5p.m.

Monday through Friday. All services of the center

are provided free to aU students, mcluding drop-outs.

Opportunities

In a small room in the lobby of the center are

nosted cards with information and descnption of job

^nortunities for students. If a student should be

nTrest^ in a job there, the staff of the center

provide him with all the information necessary to

apply for the job.

On-campus interviews with business organizations

and interested students are arranged through the

center Commenting on Tuesday's demonstraUon at

the center while Army recruiters were here, Sund-

berfi stressed that any 'legitimate employer is

allowed to recruit here if his company or

Brew'n, .

.

(Continued from Page 9)

Bruin Belles will meet at 4 p.m.

today in Ackerman Union 3517.

Election of officers will take place

at that time.

URA Clubs

The Sailing Club will meet at 7

p.m. today in Ackerman Union

/V\en's Lounge.

The Sports Car Club will meet at

7 p.m. today in Ackerman Union

2408.

The Photo Club will meet from 7-

9 p.m. today in Ackerman Union

3517.

The Conservation Club will meet

at noon today in Ackerman Union

2412.
'. 1 -

organization has no biases against race, creed or

color."

The center prepares bulletins of the organizations

interviewing on campus for lit>eral arts, business

administration, engineering and science majors and

posts them all over campus, usually on knilletin

boards. These job openings are usually for full-time

positions.

Slowdown

With the nation-wide slowdown in the economy, the

center has begun to call over 2,000 organizations

around the Southern California area to get in-

formation of job opportunities. ^ ^ _ ^

*

'During this time, employers are afraid to ad-

vertise the fact that they have job openings, for fear

of being inundated with applicants. We're trying to

find out if we're getting information of all the job

openings for students," Sundberg said.

. "We try to represent student concerns to the

employers. We encourage them to develop intern

programs during the summer so students can find

out what a job will be like if they decide to take it

after their graduation," he explained.

"We try to make employers assure students they

are concerned about the environment, and not just

printing alot of rhetoric about their feelings toward

pollution," he added.

About 25,000 visits are made by students annually

in search of temporary jobs for the summer. Another

5,000 students who jave just graduated from here use

the services of the center to obUin full-time jobs.

-•aid Advertisement)

HYPNOSIS FOR S1IIDEH1S
• Better grades

• Speech Problems

• Orals

• Smoking
• Tension
• Personal Goals

Un.ve.b.ty of WiscBnstn Ph.D.. 14 years teoching Speech

Psychology and General Sefnantics. Private Instruction.

man L. Rlstow, Ph.D.

1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment

I!" ; .

' Ha «.

The Karate Club will meet from

5 7 p.m. today in Women's Gym
200. -• 1

The Hapkido Clubwitt meet from
3.3d 5 p.m. today in AAemorlal

Activities B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet
from 3-5 p.m. today on Field HI.

The Fishing Club will meet at

noon today In AAen's Gym 201.

The StKMting Club will meet
from 4-6 p.m. today on \\\e Rifle

Range.

The Kenpo Club will meet from 5-

6; 30 p.m. today in Memorial Ac-

tivities B 146.

lAirfEpr^ai _^^
Shop. Center; San^fose. apply w
S.J.

WANTED; Ail Majors Architecture Business,

Law, Health, Liberal Ar]s, etc.). See Recruiters^

on Campus Today.

WANTED: Plastics Salesmen. High pay, shi

No J'^NPI, jy^^^f^r- necessar- a-

TODAY THRU FRIDAY

REPRESENTATIVES AT

PLACEMENT OFFICE

BLDG 1

G

(Volunteers in Service to America)

.(Paid Advertisement)

ELECIIQIIICS COMPANY
desires junior or senior for 20
hours or more for part-time

office work major in E.E.,

Physicsor related field desired

Many fringo benefits

StaH $550/nrK>nth

(calculated at $3. 175/hr)

Abbott Transistor

Laboratories, Inc.
5200 West Jefferson Boulevard

(neor Lo Breo)

Phono 936-8185 for appt.

Coll

I
CHUNKY'S

•

(Ikiouf 4 lb - 2 lb b««l*

^ *1l*rs on onion buns. Giont

%h oll-boof chilidogi-TamolM

oiiQftf to yoi^r door pjpinq M^

FREE DEUVERY
% «N UCLA dormt, trolt. & tereritiM.

Ofi lh« howr from epm thru Itpm.

*H».-ThMf» Coll in wdm 45 min tthmwd

' 473-6062
473-6064

^

m

1 1

i

'>

I

HAVEN'T YOU FORGOTTEN SOMt 1 HINGT- The '^••^•^"r ""P^"™

Fes«v.. conVles with 'Holid.y" .nd
'^'^\'''tJ^l\;:"*^

shown at 7 p.m. tomorrow in Socl.l W.H.rt 147. Tickets .r. $1 at 1^

door.

«—— «^-.—————. ——— —— -^

{

CALJETCHAirrERS

I Europe 1971
I "Don't be misled by lower prices, Investigate first! Fly with» our

I reliable Charter group. Know the facts on yourOCharter carrier

^ before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with on

[
unknown charter airline."

I
Round Trip- West Coast to Europe

•114

•316

•125

•222

(32 days)

(29 days)

LOS ANOaES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANCaES (SAJ)

LOS ANGELES,to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

OAKLAND fo AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

.

OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND

OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

L A /OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM t« OAKLAND/L A (SAT)

OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM lo OAKLAND (AFA)

OAKLAND/LA to LONDON
-^LONDON to LA./OAKLANO {BAAAL_

OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM

Lv June 5

Ret Aug 24

Lv June 13

Ret Sept 6

Lv June 16

Ret Sept 4

Lv June 19

Rot Aug 30

Lv June 20

Ret Sept 20

Lv. June 22

Ret S^pt 12

Lv June 23

Ret Aug. 3

lv July I I

Ret Aug 8

lv Ai^g. 3

Ret Sept 1

Lv Aug 22

Ret Sept 19

AMSTERDAM to I A/OAKLAND (AFA)

LOS ANGELES to LONDON-
LONDON lo LOS ANGELES (BMA)

One Way -West Coast to Europe

one woy LOS ANCaES to LONDON(TIA)

OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

OAKLAND/L A lo AMSTERDAM (TiA)

OAKLAND/LA lo Am«tefdam(TIA)

OAKLAND/IA to AMSTERDAM (AFA,

OAKLAND/L A to LONDON (BMA)

one way

one way

one way

one way

onm woy
one woy

Lv. June I 7

lv June 18

Lv June 24

Lv. Aug. 5

frk«

S2?9

$299

5299

5299

5299

5299

5289

5279

S299

5259

51/9

5179
5179
%}f9

5179

lv S«|)t 2

Lv Sept 27

When silence is shameful

one must speak outl

GENOCIDE IN BtNGU DESH
PAKISTANI MILITARY BUTCHERED 200,000

DEFENSELESS CIVILIANSWITHARMSGIVEN

BY YOUR COUNTRY.

PROFESSORS, ENGINEERS, DOCTORS, STU-

DENTS SALUGHTERED IN THEIR HOMES.

DACCA UNIVERSITY SHELLED AND DE-

STROYED BY U.S. SUPPLIED TANKS.' CITIES

AND TOWNS BOMBED BY AMERICAN

BOMBERS-SUPPLIED BY U.S. AND VILLAGES

BURNED AND WIPED OUT.

One Way- Europe to West Coast

•601

'624

•100

•252

•123

•336

one way

one way

lv June 27

Lv Aug 2^
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

LONDON to LA /OAKLAND (BMA)

One Way - Oakland to New York

OAKLAND to NEW YORK (AAL) lvJunel5
one woy

(80 days)

(62doys)

(69 doyi)

New York to Lx>ndon

NEW YORK to LONDON
LC5nDON to NEW YORK (LAI)

NEWYORKio LONDON
LONDON lo NEW YORK (LAI)

NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

Lv June 18

Ret Sept 'i

lv June 2/

Ret Aug 77

Lv June 25

Ret Sept I

S119
5139

5U9
5165

585

5189

5189

5189

•626

Special Flight to Japan

(47 doy») L A/Son FronciKO to TO*CYO (CPA)

TOKYO lo SAN FRANCISCO/L A

Lv Jun« 23 W^
Ret Aug 8

Special Australia Charter $595

O910 (4;doyM SAN FRANCISCO lo SYDNEY

(OAtJTAS] SYDNEY to SAN FRANCISCO

Lv June 30 5595

Ret Abg IS

arms
Pieose help us generously Send your contribution to-

^^fglCA-^' "^«'~-i"F OF BANGLA DESH
—

•

416. Slncloi-

Christmas Flights- 1971-72

•901
Lv Dec 18

Ret Jon 2

lv Dec 18

Ret Jon 2

5249

5139

* ^**?**^ ^^

Vour
yS^-^:^^ert..r,.,.o...:.^^>^o. o. o.ro-,

ities corDmittecJ by Pnkisto n. AAjlitory.

i 16 days) OAKLAND/LA lo AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to I A OAKLAND (TIA)

•902 (I6doy») OAKLArJD.o NEW YORK

NEWYORKio OAKLAND (TIA)

Th«e'7hor"fTlKrhu'<reTv^obleonly tost.,den.s.»oroltv ond vtcil of the Un.ver

s.ly o<C„l.forn.n nnH n^*>rr^«rs nf fhP.r ,a,med,ate lorr^ .I.es

All n.,M. v.o cert.fu :.u.rl r^.rl.nes flyng ,e. equ.pment Compl.men.ary meals ond

j beveroges served in (UgKt. -^ * IT"^-

C^^ CKoner.. 2450 Green Stre^. Son Fro^-co. C-l-or«H. 94123. or c-l

•...+53

!••«.• -A tttt****

I .J6',»i2to4ii?2i^lttiwu«

V —
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free mai'e-up

consultation

featuring

cosmetics

come meet

—-hr-

MR. MARTY BURTON -
-

Revlon's mafee-up artist

in the cosmetics dept.

Monday and Tuesday 8 to 7:30
,)iv

Discover your own personal look — Marty ,
Burton will make you

up — po obligation — and he'll be happy to help you look your

very best and answer your make-up questions. And — discover

our newly located cosmetic department — and meet its professional

helper, Eileen. Cosmetics are now located at the foot of the stairs

near the gift department.

students store6S
ucia
cosmetics, b l*v*l, ockarman union, 825-771

1

mondoy-friday 7:45 o.m.-7:30 p.m.; Saturdays 10-3

'-r.f

Mm Hm wpandM cmkI sMIwI cotmtrtic dbiiiorlni*f«l $oon

* AntfthM* ASUCLA r«vit«lis«tien octtttA V -^

Voiieybailers get little rest;

six on All-Star team

Tuesday. April 21. 1971 UCLA DAILY BRU»N 13

starting si

By John Sandbrook

DB Sports Editor

Sometimes it doesn't pay to be an

NirAA champion. Just ask Al

Ses and the UCLA volleyball

feam winners of the 1971 NCAA

tournament Saturday night in

^'immediately after the Saturday

night victory over' UC Santa

Barbara, Scates, who wUl a^ume

The chairmanship of the NCAA

Volleyball Tournament
Committee

in September,
met with the NCAA

committee to finalize the selecUon

of a twelve-man NCAA All-Star

team to be sent to the United States

Volleyball Association national

championships May 3-8 at

Binghampton, New York.

Selected to the All-Star team was

the entire Bruin first string of Kirk

Kilgour, Urry Griebenow, Eddie

Machado, Dick Irvin, Bruc^

Herring, and John Zajec; Tim

Bonynge and Dave DeGroot of UC

Santa Barbara; Dodge Parker and

'
Dick Templeman of Cal State Long

Beach Duncan McFarland of San

Diego State; and Dale Flannery of

Ball State. (Due to financial

considerations, Zajec and Herring

have elected not to go and the two

have been replaced by Rick Niemi

of Ball State.)

Such a selection would normally

be quite an honor for an athlete,

DAILY
BRUIN

Dan Kelley of Springfield, who
underwent an emergency ap

pendectomy operation Saturday at

the Med Center, will renwiin in the

hospital for at least the rest of the

week. The rest of the Springfield

party returned Sunday, leaving

Kelley behind. If you get a chance,

it would be nice to drop by Room
alsotookanhouroff the clock, the 701 East in the hospital and say

but there was a hitch to this one.

The All-Star team had a 9 a.m.

starting time the next morning,

Sunday, at Santa Monica City

College in the warm-up tour-

nament for the USVBA cham-
pionships. Since the NCAA
championship game had ended at

10 p.m. and daylight savings time

Bruins had ten hours from the time

they left Pauley to celebrate, sleep,

and be at SMCC.
•We didn't do too well Sunday,"

Scales, who was an half hour late

himself Sunday, chuckled. "You

could tell that there had been some

celebrating the night before."

Still, Scales saw a lot of potential

in his all-star team. "We extended

Santa Monica Y, which should

wind up 1 or 2 at the USVBA's, to

three games," he said. "Given

some practice time the next few

days, we should do well back in

New York."

What kind of powerhouse Scatesi

has he will know today. The All-

Star team will scrimmage the^

United States Armed Services

team at 3 today on the frosh court

in Pauley Pavilion.

hello to Dan. Having an emergency

operation 3000 miles from home is

not the most pleasant experience in

the world. He's a little lonely.

The NCAA championships next

year will be held at Ball State

University in Muncie, Indiana

(home of ^e Datsun engine). It

-will be a four-team tournament

again, but Scates, as chairman of

the Tournament Committee, hopes

to expand the bracket to eight

teams in 1973.

Scates was flowing with^prais?

for sophomore Dick Irvin, who did

not make the All-Tournament team

POINT SANTA BARBARA - Bruin volleyballer »•'""."«•''•'"«
J.» J"' '{^

of a net violation here as he attempts to block »1«.*P»\«
°\i!,"SrAA

American Tim Bonynge. the entire Bruin first string, the 1?71 NCAA

champions, was selected to the NCAA All-St.r team that is being sent to

the United States Volleyball Association championships next week is^

(Continued on Page 16) Binghampton, New York.

where else but at Ell's do you find

choice, fresh, meat grovnd daily

on the premises, the real secret

foi- BURGER success.

THE L-BURGER

®

®
'/i lb choice ground beef, giant

sesame bun, nnelted cheese,

1000 island, french fries, toma-

toes, pickles, onions, carrots

(not t^ vs as printed in tt^e Apr. 23 Bruin)

Siege
To be show on^J.hurs. April 29, \97l

Chemistry 2224

Haines Hall 39

Haines Hall 39

La-Mancha

A prize winning movie choseh"^o re--

present ISRAEL at the CANNES FILM FESTI

VAL
"SrEGE is a very impressive film depicting

the human predicament in times of war.

A 'Six Day War' widow cannot forget her

husband, but life goes on , . ,
"

_^^^^^^__
lOHDOH OBSERVER.

YOUR DEPARTMENT NEEDS YOUR HELP!

1.

2.

3.

to prevent elimination or severe cutbacks

to increase the emphasis on teaching in pronnotion proceedings
,

reform curriculum and present ideas fox impravmg under
to

graduate education.

--Deportment chairmen^comfiyL^ide overwhelmingly support

improving student participation within academic departments
_

To facilitate improved student participation w.th.n departments,

the Oniversity Action Council (UAC) is sponsoring undergraduate

elLtlonHn many departments this quarter so that undergraduates

u 1 .«„resentatives to address the many problems facing their

Srp^rtrr AH interested undergraduates are URGED to run tor

°*"'UAC will concentrate on elections in Art, English, History Math

P l-tirni Science Psychology, Sociology, Speech, Theatre Arts, and

SS UAC wiH also support undergrods in other deportments

^(^,h to hold election
^^ ^^^ ,^^ ^,,^^

^J trUTho'r32ror 33,C^r^all 825-2759, 825-726. or

825-7262.

•,Ai

Sponsored by the Student Educational Policy Commission of SLC

f"

I
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
ft:::::!:s*¥:%WS:;::!:i:!:::*ft%!fe^^

v^;i*5WWP:%>:;

ADVERTISING OFFICES

K»rckhoff Hall in
Phone MS 2221

Classif l«0 •dvtn»»in9 •'••»„.

15 words J1.50 day. 5 consocutlvt

insertions »5.00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin oives Ml support to the

University of California's P«'*«V o" ??*!:

discrimination and therefore classifito

advertisinfi service will not ^^"]r^
available to anyone who, in affordin*

housing to students or offering |ob*.

discriminates on the basis of f^^'^f^
religion, national origin or ancestry Neltl^

the university nor the ASUCLA * Dally

Brum has investigated any of the service*

offered here.

/AnrKH/fKemanh

^Help Wanted. 3 >/ Services OHered H V ^ravei 13 y/ Typing ••••••••••••••,,„«,, 15

WRITER, avid skier Do booh on *»<Hn9.

Superior writing shiMs required. Sena

resume/letter, sample(s) Publisher, Box

90430, LA. 90009 (3 A29)

HELP HELP HELP HELP
Stvdeftts « Psych I J$ desperately need

Atkinson Intro to Motivation

Tt»e publisher has tailed us

Ptease help us out and
we will pay you M 2S for your used copy

Bring it to the Buy Back Window,
ASUCLA Students' Bookstore.

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call THE GROUI CENTER for free

brochures. 4S6 3030. ( OTR)

MAKE MONEY
Openings still available for exciting Mrt or
full time employment - innovative > sales
program.

NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY
3tO-7771

NURSES. Business maiors, lawyers, ar

chitects, liberal arts maid*rs Vista feeds
you* Drop by Placement Office April 24 29

for info and application details (3 A 27)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

MU Westwood Blvd.

474-4315

SENIORS, O^ads All ma|ers. VISTA Ropt.

in Placomdftt Offtco April U-79. Slfn uf
/drop by I Tdklng applications '71 -'73.

y/Can^>us Evenfs

"Nobody likes me." "I know

how you feel Charlie Brown,

you don't want Pity, All you

want is a little Un-

derstanding." "On the

contrary, I'll take all the

Pity I can get!"

Come together ; Interested in

Love and Lasting

Relationships? 3 P.M.

Today, the Christian Science

Organization is having 'ji:

meeting. Ackerman 3517 ...

Come share anjdea ...

Social Events

YOUNG adult dance - May I, 1f71 - I p.m. -

12 30 1 520 S Robertson Blvd., LA. ( S E A M)

^Personal

PAUL Edmond Stephan has a loud movth. (1

A 21) _: -'•

^intehainment ••••••••

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 2I3CA 1M49. (2QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box *44, Avalon,
90704. (2QTR)

^He\p Wanted 3

LET'S buy-sell funky junk or? to support our
own research. If interested, •37-27a. (3 A 27)

POST Mardi Gras part-time iobs now
available. Call Services Unlimited, 475-

Wai. (3 A 27)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend.
FH3SM. 9 2:30, 2 hrs. credit or S2.S0 ea. New
Stfbiocts. OM3)
GET a part-time job before its too
ioto Coll Services Unlimitod, 47S-9S21.(3 A
37)

You are just ttie type
we're k>oking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
MS per month while helping otttors.

,
. Comeinto 1001 Gayley, Soito2)9

or
Call 471-OOS 1 9 : 00 AM 7 : 00 PM dally

DELIVERY men: Dorm food defivery Own
car, valid UCLA Parking Permit, t p.m. to IV

p.m.S2/hr.CI»unhy's, 473-M42. (3 AM)

CITY OF PASADENA
STUDENT INTERNS IN

MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION

For ocademic year, So^. '71 to Jinm Tl.
MMt too Sr . or Orod. Student as of 9/70 wttti a
9V^o^lv X^S^^V^V ^^vSf^n^ *

EXAM MAY 12
APPLY BY APRIL 10, 1971

1MN. GARFIELD
PASADENA S77-4M4

AN COMAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ELEMENTARY student teachers ar
teachers for education study, V4 /hr Mary
Johnson t2S 044), 47* 1^7 (i

TELEPHONE work • part time Mon-Fri,
$1.75/hr. Plush Century City office. Free
parking Mr. Knaus, 5S6 144S (3 A 30)

V lost ond found.............

LOST; Antique gold ring with nine opals.

Very sentimental! Please call Rene, 824-

3113. Nociuestions. (4M3)

HELP! Reward! Flease return contents of

briefcase taken Journalism Dept. Thur. 4/22.

Important. No Question. Mike Kardis, 39S-

3509, 125-4501. (4 AM)

LOST • round gold framed, porscriptioii

glasses brown case in Royce Hall, Sun.

April 11,393 4890. (4 AM)

LOST: Soiko calendar wrist watch. Ploaso

call 4S1-2t74 any evening. Reward. (4 A 27)

^Miscellaneous

UNEMPLOYED teacher needs car, wants to

work for it. Tutor? Teacher? Sit the baby?
Heave that bale? or -? 394-2042 day or

night. . (5M27)

... -t;^

y/ For Rent,

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in^ in-

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 29A-229I;
wknds, 292-517S. (7QTR)

>/ For Sale.

WATER beds $19 95 for all kings,queen-

s,doubles, I' round bods. & iu^nbos SSO. Jim,

345 7979. (lOM^)
mmm*

LUDWIG drum set, 2 Zildiian symbols - Mt.
Exc. Olympia port, typewriter - SO. Stove.
477-4011 X442.

UHER 4000 Report
Excellent conditi5K)-

OVes. 393-0347.

S with micropttone.
$230. Days ISS-MM,

( 10 A 27)

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattom
Mmmor dolivory and save

2S% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
19$ So. Bovorly Dr.
Bovorly HIIU, Colli.

Mon.-Sat. 10:00-S:M CRS-tSU

YAMAHA FO100 Guitar excellent condition .

Dresses H's-M's almost new. Best offers.
820-4055 aHer 4:00 PM. (10 A 30)

GIBSON EB2 D BASS, hollow body, 2
pickups, 6 MONTHS OLD, S3S0/offer (cost
S400) 424-8474, 327-8573. (10 A 29)

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

CALIFORNIA ARIZONA HAWAII

Professional/Trainee positions cur-

rently availabi* in all fields. For 1

month's subscription containing Nm-
dreds of current openings . . end
JOBS in the SUN's proven technique
for landing your job! Satisfaction

guaranteed Send $9 to:

P.O. BOX 133U lOLLA, CALIFOIMIA 92037

TRAYNOR amp, 4 10 speakers, with custom
re verb head 4 mo. old with 1 year un
conditional guarantee. Leaving country,
S450/best. 393 5329. |( \t A If)

MASTERWORK-Garrard stereo system,
changer n9>fr usod, S120, call Tai, 478-2819,
early mornings or evenings. (10 A 27)

^Services Offered. II

MOV INO : Far sale dinotto s«t4S0 ; complete
living reom,S90; choftt drawor, tSO.
Eves: 190- 5340. (10M3)

IXT
[t^ittunaiL (3A

FEMALE grad wants to live in as maid for
group of mature males 559-2005. (11 A 28)

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north, to
ALASK and YUKON, around 17000 a month.
For complete information write to JOB
RESEARCH. PO Box 141, Stn A, Toronto.
Ont. Enclose S3 to cover cost. (II A 30)

JAZZ. rock, blues, piano stylings Beginner
to advanced Dick Horn, 392-9302. (DA 28)

WEDDING pictures, best results at lowest

prices, for appointment to see work, call Bob
780 0329 (11 A 28)

AUTO AND
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394 2225. -ASK FOR BOB (11QTR)

ELECTROLYSIS tNiwantod Uciol and body
hair pormanohtt, removed. Fri()i.' con-

sultation, LuCio R.k. 10931 Wilshire (corner
Westwood Blvd.).477-2 1 91 Mon., Wed., Fri.,

Sat. (11A27)

% ON.CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873-5815, 781 5527 eves. 783 3509. (11QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (11QTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839 7270, 870-

9793. (llQTR)v

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr phone, 274 9119. (11 OTR)

DOC. Candidate to Itouse-sit. Now - Aug. 3)

or any part. Flexible terms. Good
references. 820-2432. ( 1 1 A 27)

PARTY Mate April 30 Spring Doadlino
noaring? Don't miss out I Apply now for your
10 campus computer dates. Write now:
Forty Mate, P.O. Box 1247, Springfield,

Virginia, nisi. (11 A 27)

•WEDDING pictures, best results at lowest
prices. For appointment to see work, call

Bob, 780-0329. (11 A 27)

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350 1-4

pm. Daily. (11 M3)

FREE Crocltet Lessons with, any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR)

AUTO Insurance: cancelled - declined - too
high. Low monthly payments - Student
Discounts Ask for Bob, 394-2225. ( 1 1 A 27)

10 V Trove/. 13

OVERLAND Expeditk>n India. Mid June
5490. London charters 5190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. 59th St., Chicago, III.

40437. ^ (13M7)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE: Many departures (including one-
ways) from $248*

TOKYO: 4week summer flight $343*

'Includes U.S. departure taxes
Call: Flight Chairman: (213)839-2401

4248 Overland Ave., Dept. A., Culver City

NEED travel companion India, Orient. 7/15-

9/20. Transportatioo iOOO. Low living costs.
Rafe. 934-1522. (13 A 27)

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet N.Y. - Europe best prices
Immed. issue int. ID Card* ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
90S4 Santa Monico

^ _ LA 90049, 274-1741

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights. Contact:

-4SCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., 14. LA, 90049.
824-5449. (13 OTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 months $125.00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 704 1477

EUROPE CHARTERS. Several schedules
from $250 roundtrip, $150 oneway. Coor
dinator: Professor Margaret Paal, 247
Roycroft, Long Beach, 90003. 213-430-2179. ( 13
A 28)

CARS in EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL kEOUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P O BOX 49504
LOS ANGELES, CA 90049

EUROPE, $225 285, also Israel, Japan*;
Summer A Fall flights E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev
Blvd. LA, 90048 4513311. ESEF UCLA
members (13 OTR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the $35 YoJth.PasS IS days unlimited rail

rave«(a«es ts thru 22). Also:
$40. iSdays
$55 21 days
478. 1 month.

KIBBUTZ In Israel. For furthor intormation

call : Days 442-3111, OVOS. 839-0191. ( 13 A 27)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER-^
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authonied & Approved
by the University ol California

on ALLCa^mouses

LA.LON0OfVLONDON.L A.

FH Dop. Rot V^s Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 $275
4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
6 6/24 8/22 8 $275
7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
9 7/1 9/3 9 $275
10 - 7/11 8/9 4 $275
n 7/14 8/31 7 $275
12 •• 8/8 9/8 4 $275
14 9/4 9/27 - 3 $275
18 7/24 8/25 4 $27S

ONE.^^KY LA.

-

LONDON
Fit. Dop.

5** 6/2A $150

ONE-WAY LONDON-LA
FH. Rot. Prko

15 9/9 $150

• 'WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafido members of tiM
University of California (students, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immod. family
living in ttie some household)

charter flight

o

UC a Kerchkhoff Hall 105 D
Between 8 a .m . A 5 p.m

.

825 1221

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,
$1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, $715.

Israel -Europe: 11 weeks, $1195. Japan: 4
weeks,$1011 EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave., Culver
City, (213) 839-5247. (13QTR)

UJ^^UDENT TRAVEJ..
.RTER FLIGHTS

1007

LOS ANG«LES/LOiroON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

1 June 15---Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 S275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24 Sep 5 11 $27S
5* June 27 Sep 13 12 $275

* LA/London/Aimte rdaa
6 July I Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17---Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

to ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14--LA/London $14 8

2C July 26— LA/London $139 '

3E Aug 19--LA/Madrid/Frank $135
4B Sep 6 —LA/London • $123
5E Sep 12—LA/London $123

^ ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14—Aasterdaa/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA $139
3W Sep 16--London/LA $148'

Available only ^o University of
California students, faculty,
eaployees, extension and Aluani
Heabers olus ianediate families.

^

Also Headquarters For'

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
> Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL -EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

.BTKR FLIGHTS
1007

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

EUROPE Discount fligtits. Also Israel,
Africa, India. 40% off. Intra European
cttarter fli9t«ts. Student ID. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N . Beveryly Or , Bev. Mills, Ca.
90710 274-4293. (13QTR)

^ Juforing 14

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ Prof Positive result^ any
exam Easy convervational method (trial)
*yyi^^i ()4QTR)

BUSINESS Mafli, stotittics, calculus.

motk, cHomiotry, pHysics, etc. Tu9orliif
lMlpI.i4/1ir.7W-2131. (14 A 27)

EXPERT tutoring in mattiem^tics. Any
level, several years experience in teaching.
Reasonable. 391 2443 (14 A 21)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.
LSAT, etc Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services, 120 S. Rot>ertson, 457-
>*^^ (14 QTR)

WANT to loom Spanisht Tutorin« needed?
Loam It from a Spanish fratfuato student.

Call 477-}703 in«rnl«»««or •w»ni«v^« (14 A 27)
."-.»i:--«s«ii'ii»Si-°—

y Typing... •• ••••«•«•••••••••••••• 15

TYPIST: Tlieses, dissertations, term

YOU can Have a nice vacation summer Willi
a pan time tob now ServKes Unlimited 47S-*" OAIO)

ViSlONimpr*v«mefit: Classes and weeitiml
worksheps A bieener««4ic appro*cli. In-
tersciOfKe Work Sliop Call )9S I5SS t

' nO-
(IIMJ)

Thrift coupons ror no time limit,
you 1004 miles and MO ISOO mi
travel. Contact yewr travel
British Rai< ''' '-

Gi\
o< ran
or con

|M^r(. 4Td Experienced Mrs. Lyndell
Martin. 391 1S04 OS MS)

TYPING, editing. do«te promptly Selectric
typewriter (Pica Courier) H^^r campus
Rita Sokolow 390 9000. (ISAM)'

TYPING, fast and accurate. Reasonam.
r ates Ask for JeSS.473 4372. (15M3)

ALL kinds of typinf Reasonable rates r^i
Q^^'^^' (ISM^
•WILL do typing. Please call Dena at 445
4445, Hwd. OS A 30)

TYPING theses, midterms, dissertationi
IBM exec . edit, if requested Expert on
equations, languages. Virginia 839 28l»
afternoons and evenings , mornings 273
^Q^^ iMA^)

THESES, term papers, alf forms of lypino
IBM Selectric fast, accurate Very
.reasonable Canoga Park Area. 347 5203 (is
,M 7)

TYPING wanted • in my home. Experienced,
fast, accurate, and reasonable. Call 4S7
9482 (1 SA29)'

RUTH ttteses, term papers, maucc-ipts
Exp. Wkends, daily 5 9, 128 1142 dSQTRi

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math & technical fypmq

" '" (ISQTR)Accurate, rapid service. 741 SS80.

SPEED Reading: students entennq
graduate/professional schools Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd
457 4390 QTR)
, ,

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, ntar
campus Call Esther 824 7491. ^ (ISQTRj

PROFESSIONAL D I S S E R T A T 1^
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479
8144,4774387 (ISOTWl

WATTS slecretarial Service - (213) 299 313$
4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008 Specialiitng
in theses, essays, manuscripts. 3SC page ( is

QTR) .

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electric

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law

school. Alice, 397 3304. |liQTR

^ '' "Itl^^t.. ••••.. ••.....».»%»»»,, IQ

2 UCLA Girls want one bdrm. apt. WLA to

sublease summer. Janet, 475 5831 xsot,

Jamie, 824 1733. (I6M3)

CAR to Lease for next 4 months, 4 or 6 cyd.

Good running cond. Call 474-2747.

(16 A 30)

WANTED: Used bicycle - girl's, 3 speed, 2«

inch. Excellent condition only. Call Carol,

474-4277 or 474-6355. (16 A 30)

^ Apts. - Furnished 17

SUBLET mid June to December, 2 bdrm (

'duplex), yard, garage, 8 min. UCLA
S240/mo., utilities inc. Edihger, 47S 33Bi (17

M 3)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

VILLAGE, furnished large 2 bedroom studio

apt., patio available. May 15. S275 10801 \/1

Lindbrook corner Malcolm 474 7903 (' 7 A

27)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, l bdrms. / smgies

Fireplace, Ige heated pool, elevator, pv e^

pitfo air c^ditioning, lovely s»;ee^. Q
^J

bidg., maid available. North of Wilsn.re,

convenient to fwys

4nKeWo«Ave.(oHGayley)
479-8144

(17aiK)

STUDJO City, 2 bdrm.,
conditioned, sunimer only.

980-44 1 9/eves., weekends.

2 bath, ,air„

825 542t/daY^
(17 A 29)

505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE S50

p.pMiTT mm tor e^immor/fdl

MRS. KAY GR3-1788, GR3 0524

MOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY NEW
AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE FORj7°
441 LANDFAIR. BLOCK UCLA. POOL 479

5404.
('7A30)

400 BUILDING ^
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gaylev at Veteran
478-1735

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA

Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn apts

Perfect to share for 2 people

RentsS175 235 per mon. per apt^

Pool Sutiterranean garage-Elevator

Private patios & balcomes^cean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St.. SM ^^HH
2045 Fourth St , SM 5^' "^
2311 Fourth St , SM 392 5484

VILLAOe, turn Ishod loroo »^t«*^**,T
studio apartment, patio ovallaWe. ^'^ ''

tOtOI 1/2 Lindbrook corner **»'^!7l . ,,)
17903.

(17 A 27)

"^A^MPuTlOwiR S

BACHELORS SINGLES
2 gr'^'^** ^"'"'•'^lO, 1 1/2 BATH

DapeeiH

10«i4 Lmdbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lyncli, GR5 55t4

iThe sport of crew-^complex yet so very simple V

s By John Wood
DB Sports Writer

asked to explain the

would most likely be

^

If the average UCLA student were

traditional sport of crew, his reaction

inkled with a few "uh's," a numl>er of."hmmm's/' and several

"let me see s.

That would not be k)ecause the sport Is new (it began in 1933) but

ther because it is such a diversion from the usual norm of UCLA

thietics. Crew is so complex and different in every aspect that one

senses it as being foreign in nature.

Crew is not an Indoor sport to be watched Idly from a comfortable

at in Pauley Pavilion nor is It a spectacle to be seen from a

Handstand seat In a massive outdoor stadium. Rather, the crew

team works In the quiet surroundings of Ballana Creek in Marina

del Rey.

Not Long

Neither Is it a drawn-out, three-hour contest or a sport com-

licated by a maze of plays and strategies constantly shuttled in by

reserves and replacements. If It Is not any of these, then what is

crew?

Crew is a culmination of nine months practice out of each year In

which one supreme effort Is exerted into one particular moment

alonq a course stretching a mere 2000 meters. It Is a sport which Is

difficult to watch but hard not to respect In that It Is short but final

.

Every stroke each man takes must be perfectly In time, nrtust be

totally exerted, and must be aimed 1 10% toward^innlng from start

tofinish Unlike most other sports, there are no second changes, no

rest periods, and no time for consultation In the walning mbrr^nts.

All preparation, both physical and mental, must be done before the

gun is ever sounded.

It is this hidden mystic the sport possesses which lures young

men into Its web of physical punishment and trying practice

&v.v.sv.r.sssstfft:;¥;g!%::::^
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schedules - with no hope of a pro contract or fat bonus awaiting

them upon gradua|tlon.

A starting team'of oarsmen comprises one boat, or s^wll, and

each squad consists of eight oarsmen and a coxswain Each m-

dividu,al Is of equal importance. However, the stroke (first oar-

sman ) and coxsqain have a myriad of additional assignments.

The stroke plays the role of quarterback by advising the cox-

swain when the pace should be slackened or quickened. He does

this by taking Into account the pre-race strategy, the general

condition of the oarsmen during the race, and the position of the

opponent's shell throughout the race. The coxswain then relays this

Information to the other seven rowers as quickly as possible.

Little big man

The coxswain, although seemingly sitting idly at the stern of the

shell, is by himself a crucial factor during the course of a race^

Besides relaying commands to the oarsmen, he must steer the craft

in a straight line, keep abreast of the situation in the race by timing

his boat and his opponent's with stop watches, correct the oarsmen

when they make errors In their strokes or timing, and most Im^

portant, give them a constant, almost never ending shower of

encouragement that never ceases from start to finish. To the

oarsmen, this Is probably the most Important factor In the race.

Varsity coach Jerry Johnsen,now his third season at the helm,

was asked his personal formula for success, and after pondering

the question for a moment, he found himself with no clear cut

answer for this question that has often plagued coaches before. "I

have no formula as such. I see the goal of an oarsman as being

similar to that of his goal in life. It is a combination of trying to

work together as a team, regardless of your personal or racial

differences, and trying to achieve your own personal goal as a

result of that entire group effort. As long as you try to be the l>est

you can possibly be - even though that may be only tenth best -
It's an accomplishment. In other words, the goal is the effort."

%
s
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Next crew meet:

3:00 p.m.

Saturday, May 1

vs. UC Irvine

at Marina del Rey

UCLA Dai
^Apts. - Furnished. J7 ^Apfs. to Shore 19

Bruin Classified Ads

' IVi

APT. furnished. Walk to UCLA. Large single

$155. Bedroom apts. S105. 514 Landfair #1.

477-4990. (17 A 27)

63iGAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

S275. 2 Bdrm, Dining & Breakfastroom,
Fireplace, Service porch. Near College. 451-

8631 Agent lee. (17 A 27)

2 GiRLS/share 2 bdrms. on Gayley w/2 girls

(summer), S50/mo. Kathie/Mari, 474

4713.
(19 A 28)

/Apfs. - Unfurnished 18

7 BDR^A. apt. unfurn. 1 3/4 baths. Near fvi/y

Call eves. 870 8054. (18 A 28)

MALIBU, 2 bdrm. mobile home, ocean view,
privacy, above Zuma beach, adults, $200.

Eves, 474-1197 (18 A 28)

VApfe. to Share 19

GIRL student or grad to share »P\-
»!f

meats free with guys. 399 61 10. ( 19 A 28)

^ House to Share ^^

FEMALE, share large house with two

Others, own room, WLA. $75 mo. J.rn, 479

5234 after 8 00 PM. ^^^^[22^^
ONE roommate wanted, ^e";'*'*^ "°"'!^,'

bedroom, Santa Monica. Call D«'»»>;'
'**J,':

780-4548, nites, 399-5417. {22 l>.iy)

FURN wen, own room, on Beverly Glen,

r,^r c,,r a..e. y^. ""-"i^^^it
-preferred.

ARTIST, designer. Psychologist wish to

.K:>ro h»Autiful 14 Toom French couniry

h'oJse, g'rounds L/man 'ate 20's/30's^$120 e.^

Why waste away in apt when you can share

good times in style? 87
6^
498^^^^^^

^Room and Board ..24

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25

CHILDCARE/light housekeeping. Fulh

time/ summer Lovely Bel Air home witti

pool. Salary. 472-$$27. (25 A 27)

^Autos for Sale 29 y/ Autos for Sale 29

FEMALE, near UCLA Room 8. Board ex

change for ligM^ houseworH / babysitting

Private room 7bathja^^_474^0334__(»,A30)^

^Room for Renf.^..«^«.^26

S70 QUIET girl. Bel Air panoramic view

Pnvate entrlnce Share bath Poor BreaJ^

fast privileges 783 0148^ <^*^^''

ROOM * Bath Priv. home Male grad

walking distance. Reasonable '«' ^len^

don 474 7494 before • pm. (24A27)

S40 00 ROOM, Sunset Strip, Hillside, car

it!:ess Male Large closets, w.w. carpets^

References 874^547^^^^^(3*^^

y^Autos for Sale 29

64 VW Bog. New engine! tires. Excellent

running cond $650, Best oiler «< 50"
^ ^^^

eves.^

69 VVV Fastback, New tires and "rakes

immaculate Musi sell Call after 5 P "^ "*^
0916 ^_

:;r^/vr~B^*7^"tomat.c Back Opening

Windows 1 owner Good <:ond.t.on $1400^

652 4754,654 8895,343 3623 (29 A 29)

•66 TKIUMPH TR4 A IRS Mint

throughout, now clutch, muMler, toP. etc

Must drive $1,000 784 1457 (79 A 281

COLLECTORS .tern SB Ford
;;7;;*;';;

hardtop. 55.000 miles, good cond 199 '1>»J"
A ;8i

•68 FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great cond.,

17.000 miles, landau top. power steering,

brakes 474 2045 after 4. (29 M 3)

^1 GREEN VW,.almost n^w radio *
J"**';

2200 mi $1995 657 5860 J^29AJ9»

~70 VW BUS G^d~^ , $2500 or best oMer

Call Dave, 473 0894 {l^fi^iyt

•66 GTO Convertible Auto •*"*• _'")'

power, air conditioning, tape P'»ve; ""^
Phone 836 5551 _ ^ Jjv^79^

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

Volkswagen car service

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A I AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours
A-1

2 BDRM , 2 bath, share with 1 male, WLA,
595 mo. 826 9550. (19 A 27)

l"ta<

WANTED Female grad/20's to share 2

bdrm Village apt. $100.Walk campus, 475

4219 Diana. - (19M3)

GIRL to share great apt. in Village. Own
bdrm .$75 Call Gwen, a.m., 473 9721.(19 M 3)

MALE share beautiful 2 bedrm., 2 bathrm.
apt. Santa Monica near ocean. Si 14. 392 0474,

4S4-2411. (19 A 27)

LAMANCHA

THE BEST PLACE

FOR SOME PEOPLE

TO LIVE

IS

930 Hilgard

475-5831

65 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 4 door, stick

shift Single owner $275 After 5 caM, 474

4658 .,
(29M3)

'68 PONTIAC LeMans convertible, powe*^

Meenng, brakes and antenna A^/^,^-

34,000 m. . leaving country $1500/besf 393

5329

1959 OLDS New pa.nt, •'•*' «'-*«*'"*"'°"j

brakes good transportation Needs

Sinerator . $?40. Call eves 12. 5049 in Am

VWOODY WAGON Ford Squire '45 Someone

that w.ll treat car with »«•«<»""*
:

R^-asonable price 272 4743 (29 A 2.)

•67 VW Camper, AM FM, Michehn 'X', 1400

re tuni-d .•«h.»ust, i7000/olfer 332 2326/ 772

5979
(29 A 28)

77 iMPALA "327". clean, mech ulnt .

"pJd'irk'^ $3S0/offer Ph •"*<>',;;;••,,*

p m ___^__^

65 MUSTANG V 8 conv shift. 4 speed Good

Condition 5750 Going abroad Eves47V5n^2^

•66 2CV TRUCKETTE, big engine, «>«V o»«»;
.

ZZN841 14S0843 (2TA«*^v

62 COME T , n.w t.r.-s, batter.es Good t^*"\

Fully equ.pped. Reasonable, OR 5 2144 (29

A 76)

MUST Sacr.f.c 67 '^ C-
» ,

,7,'*,'' Vq^s
vi^hfiis AM FM, good cond. $1075 ivi

— A 76)

Mire

(29 A 29)
-^485

(29 A 24)

MALE roommate wanted friendly student

building -off patio free parking available
$8$ per month - 473-32t4. - (19 A 27)

FEMALE fharo Irg. furn. Santa Monica apt

Complete privacy. Near beach. $77.50. Sue,

39? 3619/4 S1 4370. ('^^^'^

GIRL share 2 bdr. boach apt. Own rm.
Garage. 21 plus. St7.S0. 2$ Ttiornton, Venice.
837-2410. (19 A 27)

FEMALE student or grad wanted by

lonesome guy to share his quiet apartment
ind meals at no cost to her Phone e^«"'"«*
or weektnds. 399 6110. ( '^ ^ ^'

OorroRAL student to share w/i turn. 2

» nile campus $97 478 6710
_.. (19 AMI

SPROUL Hall dorm contract men s.

Sacrifice $155. Immediate occupancy 274

6483 after 5 and weekends. ( 24 a /y »

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25^

G. RLTfTeo irg furn room, t^-;-
°P;;J'^V,

Santa Monica^ near
JJ"* f*^j;^ g^^^i.^n

\zz ^.^a;^Vp?emb^;,J^;^^^<^

or June 474 6797 ^

B^v'^t^.'ooVrt^r's offer^ed femalo stude^

exchange for baby s.tt.ng Call *"*;^^^^g)

'69 FIAT 850 Sport, mustard, AMFM, air

cond .MOW mi 37 mph, 399. 1704. »l.*00/;^e»t

offer _ :__ (29 M 3)

66 VW BUC-^7n7 New clutch, brakes^$950'

274 357 2, no answe r, 278-7047 (29 M 3)

•69 PONTIAC GTO The Judg*' »-*»»•
"\J';

carousel red, loaded 244 121- U^ A 30)

'68 MUSTANG GT, air, AM/FM »ter»o, 4

speed, 390 convert. ble E second, must sell

346 1093
(29 A 79)

AUSTlNLMealev 63, 3000 MKII, "-"'/••'"*

mach.ne AM FM 5950 4744052 (29 A 28)

69 VW Camper popup roof '"''v /q;;;PP/,^

many e^tr^is Or.g.nal owner. »"^ 1"^*^^^
evenings

•65 VW Excellent condftioo $53$ Eves

/vi^eekends 838 5102^ ^29AJ9)

'<• MERCEDES < dr 219 radio heater

runs but neSfssime work $375 4542487 (29

A 30)

64 TRIUMPH Spitfire Soft top /^onneau

Excellent condition Great for summer $475

47I-749J. ^
yjymiv )

'iiTlAT 850 conv Xint cond *'00«^ '''»''*

over payments No down payment with good

credit Leav.ng Country Day. "Ji^i;,
eves ,654 1660e«t 104 (29 Alt)

'68 MOB. 28.000 m.les, w.re wheels, R/H

new tfres, Al cond.t.on, or.g owner $1895

838 5119 ^^2

PORSCME 9.J 66 5 speed silver, rebu.it

r°g?,?e' new rad.als, e.tr.s Wolfgang Ve.th^

825 4(ia..4;jl7^^'

^ *9 CORVETTE Perfect cond A.r cond
'

Pan'?^ool poler ste*r.n, "»«>«^.'',,
J^,"^

pr.ce 289 1171 i n t^ *'

>

.0 DUNE Bugg«y El LObO body ^9 VW
engine Plenty of chrome imm^ - >

63r

FEMALE serious grad (preferably law),

large furn one bdrm. S M north Wilshire ,

from 4/15. $75 mo 59$.27!>$, 47S-2433, 4-10

PM. (19 A 29:

656 7462.

Brentwood area 394 3353

65 VW BUG (NNHn5). \^6 "iW tirfi

brakes, clutch 30.000 mile« Original owner

5795 Eves or weekend phone, 839 3174 (29 A

>8)

toitt«fi<>orvi<o

ttisiWtilmHHw m«co
C«l«ffCft9 •MHH

•70 VW Kombi camper 15.000 m.les Xint

or)d' Complete yu.p Phone *"
J**^ ia'

J
Cycles, Scooters

^ for Sole ^u

69 CL90, Xint cond , w.th new h«im*t^ $2$0,

r^llfves 475 S831 X50J ( 30 A jn

rAMAHA 100 t^.n only 250 miles, $200 4Wl-

7847 eves a wknd (10 M 3)

MONDA 160 cc, '49, 2500 m.leS Like new.

many e^tias. $279 Call 838 7201^ ( 30 M 3

)

To^ONOA C^3S0, E.cellent "nd $575 or

best offer 474 8191 evt$, >
(aoAi/i

call Jertl, 394 5 172 /office LS 3309 n> w^

;, KAWASAKI MACH III.
'""Vee^jl'

*'2,

cor,d t.rst reasonable Offer 399 09^,^442

Ocean Park, S M

ti SUZUKI 350 cc Hustler «'•»' "•;;
'^^.^J

and cared for 5350 or best Offer 477-1442 (30

A 7»>

^ MONDA 50 1300/mi Trade tcr^"
-f^--

pt„'J?.0Corr.40cash 477401. .«t 320 (30 A

17)
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Truettchamp in Sun Devil
At first glance, UCLA golfer Don Truett s one-shot

victory in the Sun Devil Classic over the weekend

appears impressive enough, a 222 total on rounds of

72-76-74. Good scores, certainly, but not surprising

considering the kind of ability Truett possesses

What makes Don's win remarkable is the fact that

he came from three shots back on the final day in

playing conditions that would have done justice to

Pebble Beach.

Going into the third and last round, Truett trailed

the two-day leader, Jim Bradford of San Diego State,

by three strokes, 145-148. Bradford moved to the fore

Friday by virtue of a three-under-par 69, tying the

Goodyear Golf and Country Club course record.

As Truett began his final 18 holes, he and everyone

else was to play in the face of a 40 mile-per-hour wind

that would eventually send most of the totals soaring

like a Jack Nicklaus drive.

Most, that is, except Truett's and Arizona State's

Wally Kuchar's, who finished second. While

everyone around him struggled, Don managed a two-

over-par 74, the second-best round on a day in which

only 21 golfers in the field of 72 managed to break 80.

Kuchar had even-par 72 to finish at 223.

Coach Vic Kelley felt Truett's win was a case of

Don starting to get on his game. **It doesn't surprise

me," he said. "Don has been playing good, strong

golf I was beginning to wonder when something like

this was going to happen.

"He beat a lot of good golfers. The Sun Devil

Classic may be the best tournament in the West,

outside of the Western Intercollegiate." Among
Truett's victims were Rich Sims of Cal State Los

Angeles, who won the Western Intercollegiate; New
Mexico State's Bruce McKenzie, the 1970 Sun Devil

titleist; and Ray Leach of Brigham Young, who
finished third in the NCAA tourney a year ago.

As a team, UCLA finished in a tie for sixth place

with CSLA at 1197 strokes. San Diego won the team
title at 1157, followed by BYU at 1160 and Arizona

State's first teahi at 1162.

1—Doug Kelly

Volleyball follow-up. .

.

(Continued from Page 13)

over the weekend. "Irvin kept us in

the second game Saturday (when
UCSB was ahead 9-4)," he said.

"We keep stats on how many balls

a player spikes on the floor,

something like a batting average.

Friday, Irvin put away 13 of the 15

balls he hit from the right side; and
on Saturday, he was 7 of 9. That's

20 of 24 for the two nights. I have
never known anyone to hit better

than that," he said.

* • • • •

Looking ahead to next year,

Scates has seven returning
players: Larry Griebenow, Irvin,

and John Zajec from this year's

starting six, plus Ken Freeman,
Bob Leonard, Bob Thomson, and
Ron Coon. Scates admits he hasn't

recruited much this year yet he
wants other spikers. 'Tour isn't

enough," he explains. Freeman,
Griebenow, and Thomson are next

year's setters while Irvin, Zajec,

Leonard, and Coon will form the

hitting attack.

• * . • * •

Scates attributed the easy 15-6

opening game win over UCSB not

to being more rested than the

Gauchos but to the starting

position of Gaucho All-American

Tim Bonynge. UCSB ocach Rudy
Suwara started Bonynge in the

right back row, taking him out of

the hitting attack for the beginning

of the game. That put the pressure

for the UCSB offense on Jom Oulie,

who, Scates guessed correctly, was
unused to such pressure. When
Bonynge finally got up to the front

row, the Bruins were already

coasting at 7-2.

• * * * •

Other local teams lose heavily

too next year. Bonynge, Oulie, and
Burt Crinklaw, UCSB's top three

spikers, graduate; while Dick
Templeman graduates from CSLB.
But Long Beach has Dodge Parker
returning and San Diego State has
Randy Stephenson and Duncan
McFarland back.

'(PaicT Advertisement)"

F\\m Classics

MID-NITE REVIVAL

12AM
Kubrick's

DR. STRANGELOVE
O.LScaH Patar Sdlari

Only ilil
Sat. May 1

8293368
BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
Wilshire — 26th Santa Monica

Israel

INTERESTED IN: J^^ ^,. .

* KIBBUTZ . ^^^:|l§:: :^

^ARCHEOLOGICAL DIGS ^^
UNIVERSITY STUDY
SHERUT LA'AM- ONE YEAR VOLUNTEER
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James Karl Jones, who was nominated for an Academy Award

for his performance in the "Great White Hope. ' wUI speali at noon

today in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom under the auspiceti

of the Associated Students Speakers Program.

Jones is currently performing Othello' at the Mark Taper

Forum.

1/2. Oarakt Lae, UCLA, mi); 3 ij:

Final Scort: u ^ ^l Oregon 59 |^

^'J/^f

Friday's IM Softball Results
Chonesdef. by Portstiead Corp. (114); Plasma Players def. by White Blood (17 1).

Friday's Water Polo Results
Delta Tau Delta def. by Sigma Chi (15 2); Portstiead Corp. def. Band (14-4).

Today's Softball Schedule
3:00: UCLA Band VS. Scooters (Fd. 1); Rejects vs. Seaslugs (Fd. 2); AROTC vs. NROTC(Fd 3)
The Crude Ones vs. F.O.'s (Fd. 4); Sparta vs. Cork(Fd. 4); Torridonvs. Titan (Fd. 8)
4:00: LLB vs. The Men Upstairs (Fd. 2); Delta Tau Delta vs. Sigma Nu (Fd 3). Tarquin vsBowery (Fd. 4); Phi Kappa Psi vs. Tt»eta Delta Chi (Fd. 4); Beta Theta Pi vs Alpha Gamm»Omega (Fd. 8).

Today's Water Polo Schetfola
Cork vs. Edinburgh (5:(X)); Sigma Nu vs. Delta Sigma Phi (5:30); Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs
Lambda Chi Alpha (4:00); Portshead Corp. vs. MAC IV the 5th (4:30).

Coed Swim Relays
The Coed Swim Relays will be held on Thursday, April 29. The deadline for signing up i$

tomorrow

Weigh ins are next Monday, May 3

IM Wrestling

f
Returns.

One Night Only*$1.50

Friday^ Apnl SOth
TOO & 10:30p.m.

4 track stereo vfide screen

-j^

nOVCE HALL s UCLA

^
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S.F. peace march-more festive than serious?

By Robin Sanders

DB Staff Writer

The early risers were out in force on Saturday morning

ready to march down the streets of San Francisco in yet

another antiwar demonstration. They came from all parts

of the country to be there and show their "concern."

Cathy an 18-year-old high school student hitchhiked,

walked and flew from t^e ConnecUcut suburbs. She didn't

know much about where Vietnam was or what the issues

were but she thought the march was a "good thing."

Buses .^

Young people and middle aged people crowded buses

making trips across the Bay Bridge from Berkeley to San

Francisco 'Where's California and Market? Where's

California and Market?" People unfamiliar with the city

wandered around trying to find the beginning of the march.

Monitors herded the veterans and GIs to the front of the

march and maO^ sure that the biggest and best signs were

in front. , . ^^ j 4 ^.u

A toothless old man smeUing of wme shouted to the

demonstrators as they passed, "If there wasn't a war, you'd

start one " The people just laughed and shook their heads.

Most of the police were from the San Francisco traffic

division and spent a great deal of time in friendly con-

versations with marchers along the way. A young girl had a

sign that read: "Send Nixon to the Front Lines." "I'll carry

that one," a traffic officer said to her.

Optimism

The anti-war march began on a note of optimism with

people speculating on the size of the crowd and anticipating

stirring speeches from people like David Harris and

Kepresentative Robert McCloskey (R.-San Mateo). It

ended on a^our not^ with a brief scuffle on the stage

causing Harris ^d McCloskey to leave in disgust.

Saturday's march differed from marches in the past in

that the mood of the people was more festive than serious

and concerned. People of different age groups and political

persuasions were there. But instead of harmony there was a

noticeable factionalism and splintering of interests.

Every person with a cause—from politicians to "Jesus

treaks '-was out to collect money and offer his cure-all

solutions for war, racism, poverty, disease and other

problems. "Stop this stupid war—vote for McGovern a

sign on the side of a truck read.

"You can only find peace through the Prince of Peace

one young man carrying a Bible said. "Jesus will end the

war, trust in Jesus," another young girl said.

Buttons

Middle-aged vendors selling plastic peace flags and

assorted peace buttons "at reasonable prices" stood on

almost every corner and catering trucks provided food at

almost twice the regular price.

The six-mile march from the Embarcadero to the Polo

DB photo — Sue Cochnn
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News Analysis

Grounds in Golden Gate Park was paced by the trudging

feet of the demonstrators who were mosUy silent unUl the

monitors, acUng as cheerleaders, led them in a chant

"What do you want^ Peace! When do you want it? Now!

was the most popular chant.

"One, two, three, four-we don't want your fucking war;

five six seven, eight-organize to smash the sUte,' some

of the more boisterous marchers shouted. That chant

brought objections from some in the march who thought

that the use of the word "fucking" would "alienate" the

anti-war movement.
Violence

Many of those present were concerned with the possibility

of violence and a negative image before the Anriencan

audience and tried to make sure that what they did was

approved first by the monitors. Orders such as the following

were heard: "Don't walk on the sidewalk; keep on the

street; stay with the march;. don't go where you're not

supposed to."

Once the marchers reached the rally, the demonstration

resembled a Woodstock revisited. Some of the people who

said they had come especially to see and hear Big Brother

and the Holding Company were disappointed when their

performance was curUiled by a group of chicanos who

were angered by the fesUve atmosphere of the rally. A

small group located in the back of the rally began ^o chant.

"We want Big Brother, Bring back Big Brother"

Fruitless

The chicano group told the audience they disapproved^of

the time being spent on music and said the almost 200.000

persons present were making a fruitless effort The reac-

tion of the crowd was mostly indifferent. Some of the

audience mocked Corky Gonzales. Brown Beret leader,

when he shouted, "Viva la Raza. ' by responding Viva

Cisco Kid." ^ ,

Social comifreTitartor T^^ «ot the most en

tusiastic welcome from the crowd and for a while during his

speech it seemed as though the crowd had gained a better

perspective on why they were^here. Gregory announced his

planrto go on a liquid diet unUl the war ended. A response

typifying the cynical mood of the demonstrators came from

an 11-year-old boy who said, "He'll starvetodeath/'

After the disruptions on sUge, the crowd began to

dwindle People sUrted leaving the Polo Grounds and

began making the long trip back to their cars or buses_

Hitchhickers blocked the streets trying to get rides back

across the bay or to other parU of the city.

Overloaded trucks and buses scraped the ground while

neople waited on street corners watching overflowing buses

Ivith "no passenger" signs pass them by Tired marchers

rubbed their feet and complained of headaches as they rode

home from "the biggest march in the history of the West

Coast
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Daily Bruin endorsements announced

Daily Bruin election editorial

Next Monday is the first of three days of preliminary

voting for undergraduate student body officers, and the

question is: why vote? ^ j »

The Daily Bruin has criticized this years student

govjernment extensively for its sophomoric political

outlook. But we criticize, rather than ignore, student

government because that institution does have power. The

extremes of that power are limited by the Chancellor's

pr^ogative but, such that it is, the power can be used for or

against students. Students elect by voting and by non-voting

who will control that power.

Power, particularly political power, can be ridiculed, or

ignored but it doesn't go away. Student government can be

dismissed as sandbox, student leaders can be criticized as

irrelevant but that criticism is valid only with the existence

of student government's potential to be more than just

sandbox.

In the past several years ^e DB has watched do-nothing

commissions blossom undfer imaginative commissioners

into political organizations that have provided services like

legal aid, broadening breadth requirements, teaching

quality and 24-hour dorm visitation. The activities of the

Student Body Presidents Council and the ASUC Student

Lobby recently established in Sacramento testify to the

success of efforts to open up statewide and university-wide

decision making to students.

The question is: why vote. The answer is: because the

results of the undergraduate elections next week and the

graduate elections the following week will determine what

happens to this power next year.

For all its shortcomings student government can be a

useful tool in furthering and serving student concerns. As a

tool it is not an end in itself but a means.

DB endorsements are the product of interviewing of

candidates, scrutinizing campaign platforms and

literature, examining voting records and inconsistencies

between stated accomplishments and fact, as well as five

hours of debate and discussion among th^B staff. Con-

sideration is also given to the input of individual reporters,

many of whom have had considerable opportunity to ob-

serve the work of the various candidates throughout the

past year.

The following are the endorsements of the Daily Bruin

editorial board:

Matt Mazer

Besides providing student input to the statewide Program

Review Board, through his posiUon Mazer obtained and

acted upon information to prevent the use of $300,000 for

remodeling faculty office space as weU as effectively

closing administrative loopholes that would have allowed

future consideration of a staident-opposed baseball stadium

on this campus. ''•\
'

Therefore, the DB endorses MATT MAZER for Un-

dergraduate Student Body President.

candidate, LES ROSEN, seems to show some potenUal

While he could be classified as well-intentibned his ideas do

have substance.

Dave Stewart

Steve Halpern
The DB endorses STEVE HALPERN, an effective junior

bureaucrat, and currently a general representative, for

administrative vice president. His work as chairman of the

University Policies Commission (UPC) registration fee

subcommittee and on the Parking Advisory Committee

which recently gave students and staff equal parking

privileges, prove his ability to get things done. His opponent

has had no practical experience in student government or

other student activities and his orientation does not seem

realistic in terms of todays campus community.

The DB endorses DAVE STEWART for reelection as

Cultural Commissioner, while recognizing both the need for

him to expand the scope of his office to include aaore student

involvement and to take stronger stands in his dealings with

Student Committee for the Arts. Stewart has fulfilled his

campaign promises last year by promoting more free

concerts and seems more prepared than any of his op-

ponents to continue the quality of entertainment at a level

equal, if not better than, this year's endeavors.

Mark Ryavec

Rebuttals by non-endorsed candidates to the Daily

Bruin endorsements for SLC offices are due by 3 p.m.

today in the DB office, Kerckhoff Hall 110. These wiU

appear in tomorrow's DB.

Rebuttals by non-candidates and interest groups are

due by S-p.m. tomorrow. These will appear Friday.

Both v^ill have a 300-word limit, except for presidential

candidates and those speaking in the interests of

presidential candidates, who will have a 500-word limit.

Rebuttals containing potentially libelous material will

not be printed.

Dorothy Mae Redman
Although Jayne Polland's ideas would have been good in

the 1950's, the Daily Bruin supports DOROTHY MAE
REDMAN for first vice president. Redman may lack ex-

perience but the DB believes she would bring to the office a

certain dynamism which will hopefully be used to establish

worthwhile programs. She has shown an understanding of

the times by her concern with the j^roblems of womens

liberation. _ ^r^

Of the five presidential candidates the voter is offered a

perennial bridesmaid Bob Elias, two well-intentioned but

ill-equipped hopefuls Bruce Alpert and John Cronin, and

two serious contenders, LaMar Lyons and Matt Mazer.

As this year's Community Service Commissioner Lyons

has effected a much needed reorganization of his com-

mission. However, his experience in statewide politics —
increasingly the most crucial arfena for the student body

president's activities — is limited to his membership on a

board studying regents matching funds.

While his concerns are genuinely motivated Lyons lacks

the necessary tools on a number of levels to translate those

concerns into concrete action.

The DB has not always ciired for his style but MATT
MAZER has more than demonstrated the ability to cut

through red tape and university bureaucratic inertia.

Although his compassion is sometimes consumed by his

drive, Mazer's imaginative, fearless use of his political

skills speak well of his ability to do the intensely pohtical

job of undergraduate student body president. Due to his

unique, demonstrated political skills Mazer is the only

candidate with a realistic chance to deUver on his promises.

His campus accomplishments include redirection of

funds to the north campus satellite union, establishment of

the Direct Assistance Facilities, procuring funding for the

child care center and University Action Council, and in-

novative inputs into a moribund ASUCLA such as the

organic food cart. —

Clinton Burch
The Daily Bruin wholeheartedly supports CLINTON

BURCH, who is running unopposed, for the office of Com-

munity Services Commission. Birch h^s displayed a

working knowledge of the commission, is aware of the

problems he will be facing and has specific ideas to deal

with them.

Steve Gorelick
For SLC's recently established Financial Sup[>ort

Commissioner, the DB endorses STEVE GORELICK. the

DB believes Gorelick has the qualifications and ideas to

build a firm foundation for the commission. In addition to

his proposal for a committee comprised of High Potential

and EOP students to advise the commission, Gorelick also

suggests working with the ASUC's lobbist in Sacramento.

Paul Silver Les Rosen
The three offices of general representative are assigned

no specific duties and in the past have with rare exception

attracted well intentioned political do-nothings. However,

this year one candidate, PAUL SILVER, stands out as

being truely exceptional in a field of 14 candidates. He of-

fers a definite direction to the office by emphasizing en-

vironmental solutions as exemplified by his outstanding

work in the establishment of the Office of Environmental

Studies, Of the remaining 13 candidates only one other

Because of his background and familiarity with the

Student Welfare Commission, the Daily Bruin supports

MARK RYAVEC for conmiissioner. Having admirably

filled the void created by Mike Dwyer's resignation Ryavec

has been active with many of the programs under the

commission, including Helpline, legal aid, overpopulation

center and the ASUCLA Administrative Intern Program.

Rhonda Abrams
Current Student Educational Policies Commissioner

(SEPC) RHONDA ABRAMS has done a commendable job

this year and we therefore support her re-election. Under

her direction, SEPC has brought about a greater student

voice in departments through the University Action Council

and has revived Experimental College. However, we urge

Abrams to strive to restore some of the loss of prestige

SEPC suffered this year.

Ross Arbiter
Of the three candidates' running for Student Facilities

Commissioner, the Daily Bruin endorses ROSS ARBITER

because of his involvement in this year's commission. He

was active in the establishment of the Direct Assistance

Facility (DAF) and the Vending Advisory Board and is

competent both to manage the commission and work to

reduce vending prices, particularly coffee.

-The staff and the Editorial Board of the Daily Bruin make

Tno endorsement for the offices of Campus Events Com-

missioner and National Student Association representative.

Our decision is not in any way motivated by an

assessment of the quality of the candidates for the office but

rather a belief that such offices have outlived thier

usefulness here.

The essential programs of the Campus Events Com

mission such as Mardi Gras and Bruin Week could be

handled on a *'one time" basis and programmed by specific

legislative acts of Student Legislative Council—a com-

mission and commissioner with year-long terms are clearly

not required. .;.
,

Finally, our position is not a denial of the rlghts^and

concerns of the constituencies which the Campus Events

Commission has traditionally served; we simply believe

those particular constituencies are presently being served

by other commissions and other institutional entities on this

campus. However, we encourage anyone who feels he can

develop a coherent philosophy and programming plan for

the Commission to formulate his ideas over the coming

year, and seek the office next year.

Last year a majority approved a referendum question to

eliminate the NSA representative on Student Legislative

Council. The measure which needs a two-thirds majority is

on the ballot again. The DB reiterates its position that the

NSA representative office should be eliminated. The

people's Peace Treaty, the only viable NSA activity m

years, can be handled through other offices. Therefore the

DB urges a yes vote to eliminate this institutionaldiaosauri

:^:::%%%%%::%%y*y*SSS^ StyrWry-WiW:?:; :?A^W?A::%::::::%::%W::^^ •.-.-';v.'>.*.' • • • •
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Student We/fare Commissioner
Mark Ryavec
I am a candidate for Student

Welfare Commissioner for one

reason; I am concerned about how
I and other students are treated at

UCLA. This concern of mine is not

new. I have demonstrated it since I

began working with the Welfare
Commission under Keith Schiller

in Fall '69. In Spring '70 I joined the

Student Counseling Center staff as

ain ASUCLA AdminisUrative In-

tern; a program to provide
resident and informed student

imput into campus decision-
nTnlrincr nnH tn hrinff f^tndrnt^ nn<1

^« *•«• 4 - «r-* *« « •** •••*• •4^-

offices such as University Police,

Student Health, Planning Office,

and the Office of Academic Change
and Curriculum Development
under Asst. Vice Chancellor Or-

bach. As the Counseling Center

Intern I have worked ck)sely with

existing Student Welfare Com-
mission programs; the UCLA
Helpline and the Legal Aid Service,

and with the Student Facilities'

Direct Assistance FaciHty (DAF).

This year's Commissioner, Mike

Dwyer, who was forced to resign as

he graduated in March, knew my
understanding and concern about

the Commission and student

welfare, and asked that I be ap-

pointnH hv *sl .r tn mnnapp thr

V^4.** ***** ^r*^*^** *t * « • « * * «* •

campus problems. In Fall *76 1 was
appointed Director of the Intern

Program and took part in ex-

panding the program to include

Since Council's approval on April

7th, I have been responsible for the

Commission.
Though I feel complete support

for the four Student Welfare
programs (Helpline, Legal Aid,

Overpopulation Center, and Ad-

ministrative Interns), and if

elected, intend to insure their

continuance, I find that the past

concerns of the Commission have
been limited and have not been
addressed to the broad topic that

"student welfare" is. The Com-
mission and its Conunissioner

should be concerned, as I am,
about the treatment a student

receives at window A, the two hour
wait in Student Health, and the

abhorrent parking tickets you and
I are forced to pay.

Rich Kudo
-1 Why should you vote for Rich
Kudo for Student Welfare Com-
missioner? Because he cares.

For his two quarters here, he has

k)een extremely concerned about
the quality of University life. Rich
Kudo says it's time to stand up for

UCLA . . . Rich wants to bring us
together.

Rich cares a lot about you. He
says, "I care a lot about you." But
how does Rich, the hard-thinking

intellectual, stnad on the issues?

Here's Kudo's seven-point plan,

designed to build strong student

bodies 12 ways:
1. Turn the Uni-Cops into an all-

voluteer force with pay raises as
necessary.

2. Armed guards at library exits

to prevent book theft. If books are
stolen, a library can't be great, and
jf n liKrnrv *>f»n*f V\^ flrOfit a

gi"riJt; 5

3. undercover narcotics agents to

clean up the drug menace lurking

amidst our campus.
4 atx)lition of the tyranny of

tenure

5. abolition of the language

requirement; if foreigners want to

speak to us, let them learn our

language.

6. Putting Pauley Pavillion lo

practical use by establishmg a

model aerodrome inside.

7. strong support of '"

tercollegiate athletic competitiorv

To further this goal, R«cn

recommends allocation of reg tees

to purchasing of outboard motors

for the crew sheUs (why shouia

they have to row everywhere.)

Put together, Rich Kudo is an

average guy just like the rest of us

He doesn't know what he's doing^

\',.t.. f,.r- w.,H/. tho well-meaning
rf>mpmbcr.

Kudo is for Kudo.

(Contributions to the Rich Kuao

campaign fund are Ux deductat)ie

— he's a charity case.)
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Steven Joel Halpern Brad Reynolds
When the ASUCLA check

cashing service ckwed last sum-

mer, Steve Halpern was there —
not to complain, petition or picket

but was there to find out '*why?"

Halpern worked and was able to

get this much-needed service re-

opened before the beginning of last

fall quarter.

When the libraries cut back their

operating hours so they could close

at 10 p.m., Halper was there to do

anything necessary to make this

situation more palatable for the

students. From his efforts came

the reshuffling of the library hours

which are now more sensitive to

student needs. ^ ^

As chairman of the Parking

Advisoi^r Committee, Halpern was

responsible for replacing the green

student parking permit with a

more flexible yellow one (effective

fall, 1971) which will give\ per-

mitholders more mobility for their

$27 ( more mobility, same price)

and will enable them to park

anywhere on campus after 5:30

p.m.

Steve Halpern chaired the

University Policies Commission
Registration Fee Subcommittee

this past year. As chairman, he

initiated the most thorough review

ever of that $8 milhon fund, calling

in each of the 42 agencies that

receive support from registration

fees. In the past, no one had

seemed to care about where that $8

million went. Halpern did and

provided solid student input into

the recommendations presently

before the Chancellor.

Steve Halpern promised, in his

campaign last year, to work on

problems that affected all

students. He fulfilled that promise.

Now, beginning his second year of

a 2-year term on the University

Policies Commission, Halpern i^ in

a position to implement many (if

not all) of the proposals which

other student government can-

didates can only promise.

Now, Steve Halpern is asking

you to elect him to the Student

Legislative Council as your Ad-

ministrative Vice-President.

as received

iinnflitQll— IlllyiillUii.

We the people of UCLA, need UCLA He will work to create more

Brad Reynolds as Vice-President, parking areas in and around the

Have you ever pondered the in- campus by petitioning the city to

frequency of seeing your elected remove parking restrictions in the

officials? Have you ever wondered vicinity of UCLA,

what really happens behind the .^ ,. ^ .u

scenes and why you haven't been Yes, Brad Reynolds wiU do the

heard? Have you ever considered above and much more because he

the reasons for student unrest? listens and responds to the student^

Reynolds has and Reynolds is Brad Reynolds is honest. Brad

ready to do something about it!
Reynolds is ready Give Reynods

Brad Reynolds respects a chance to work for you We the

inquisitiveness. individualism, the People of UCLA, need Brad

right to quesUon, and the right to Reynolds as VicePresident!

make demands upon the system.

For instance, rather than having

the SLC remain a passing in-

stitution, Reynolds feels that it is

time for the SLC to come to the

students so both may get better

acquainted; Brad Reynolds also

feels that more needs to be done in

bridging the gap between the

students and Regents^ an area that

he will give top priority. Reynolds

will also seek more funds foi- tlie

EOP and other high potential

programs. Further, he will try to

stimulate action toward the hiring

of more minority group teachers,

he will support more elaborate and

less discriminating scholarship
' funds, and he will strive for a

broader tiitor program. Also, Brad I

Reynolds will work for a better, I

more unified Greek System at ^

Julius Eastman

squeaks, moans, growls

and roars at

CONTEMPO/I
n

I'

I

I
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Eastman's genius "hits the

listener like a collective shriek

from Bedlam."

-New York Times.

Sunday, May 2, Tuesday, May 4, 8:30

Tickets $2$6, Music Center Box

Office, 626 7211, most agencies.

Students %1 best available seat.

MUSIC CTNl IK

OAHMANSON
miAiKi

TH
7o be show on

at: 1 2 noon
4 PM
7 PM

^ 9 PM =

Siege
Thurs. April 29. \97\

Chemistry 2224

Haines Hall 39

Haines Hall 39

La-Mdncha

A prize winning movie chosen to re-

present ISRAEL at the CANNES FILAA FESTI-

VAL.

**SIEGE is a very impressive filmdepicting

the human predicament in times of war.

A 'Six Day War' widow cannot forget her

husband, but life goes on . . .

"

lOHDOH OBSERVER.

iL

IS YOUR MAJOR
HISTORY, MATJJ, ART. ZOOLOGY, SPEECH,

SOCIOLOGY, THEATRE ARTS, OR PSYCHOLOGY?

~—irTtls^yoor department may lose its chance to have viable stu.^= .

dent representation next year. Student response in these depart-

ments has not yet been strong enough to even run a skeleton

ticket for undergraduate office^^ithin thes e departments

The University Action Council (UACiJs sponsoring undergraduate

elections this quarter so that undergraduates have representatives

to address the many problems facing their departments. All inter-

ested undergraduates are URGED to run for office. Unless more

students express an interest in running, elections m some or all

of the above listed departments may have to be cancelled.

No experience is necessary to_ run for offic^^.^to participate

within your department.
, , / ,* j

The deadline for filing for office has been extended to Monday,

May 3. so that-oT interested students may file, ^e urge all stu-

dents interested in running for office to come to Kerckhoff 325 or

33 1 C or call 825-2759, 825-726 1 ,
or 825-7262.

t

m I'
*• "">

Sponsored by the Student FHurntionol Poliry Commission ot SLL

X
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F/rst Vice-President
Jayne Polland Dorothy Mae Redmond

UCLA is a group of 30,000 in-

dividuals all similarly engaged in

being educated This education as

we all know is more than classes,

books and lectures; * it's living,

getting envolved, being people. Yet

with the great fragmentation and

'^apathy that exists at UCLA, many
students are unable to take ad-

vantage of the varying life styles

UCLA provides or could provide

for a majority to experience.

As womans Vice President I am
interested in attempting to make
UCLA a united community ex^

tending its resources for the use of

as many students as it is possible to

reach and interest. By expanding'

the horizons of existing campus
organizations and promoting such

ideas as an ecology center and a

Woman's awareness program, I

hope to give more people an op-

portunity for Experience and for a

feehng of bemg a more together

people.

Involved in promoting a com
munity spirit on campus, I would

like to see a shift in the makeup of

the atmosphere of the Student

Union, from that of a stop over to

one of a gathering spot where

people can meet not only to ex-

change ideas but more important,

to have a nice, relaxed time. As a

single person to effect extensive

change within the existing

structure is difficult, yet I want to

promote within the administration

a feeling of interest in the in-

dividual and talce emphasis off of

the plitics and economics that

permiates student doubt.

HELPLINE 825-7646

Nothing Nothing for inex-

perienced people Nothing fqr

women Nothmg for black women.

Hey. I was once told, didnt I dig

the fact that most of the chicks in

politics and law positions were

white** Hey. I was told many times,

don't you know that Jewish chicks

have cornered the market? Hey, I

was told, until I was sick to my
stomach, don't you understand

that this is a really tough business

for a woman? And, besides do you

see any black women around? Any
black anything?

I understood it. I was already

sick of the whole rotten business

that said you had to t)e white,

preferably male, preferably

WASP I was sick of it, but I was
going to get into it — because they

told me I couldn't

I WANT IN. I've started on the

educational circuit (high "school

student body president, etc.); and
I'm going all the way. Tl)ey say

I ve got "double burden'^ — a

woman and black. Watch me. Help

me
All the way with Dorothy Red-

mond for First Vice-President

You will find me as plain-dealing in

deeds as I am in words. Lies are no

favorites with me, as they are with

some. My name is Dorothy Mae
Redmond. I am a junior political

science major with expectations

for law school.

There are of course, more
practical reasons for my running

for First Vice-President. The job

itself entails experience,

knowledge and ability. I possess

these qualities. The job itself is set

up for a woman — (men are never

asked to choose between their

career and school; it is assumed
that they can do both, and the two

roles are defined as com-
plementary).

In this sphere as all others, I too,

promise you that I can fulfill my
obligation as your First Vice-

President.
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we

know

what

you're

thinkin

you

don't

I

I

You'll find it here from 1 lo.m. to 2p.m.

(or til it's sold out, whicfiever comes first)

Moncfays through Fridays. It's operated

by the Evans brothers — food-for-health's-

soke specialists —, under an experimental

franchise with ASUCLA's food vending service

The Organic FocxJ Cart has only food that's

organically grown, checked from selection

Cart for purity and cleonliness. You'

find two kinds of sandwiches doily — for

instance, cheese (mode with raw milk), wit

oHaHo sprouts, cotumber^ ond tomatoes

Or ovocodo. tomato, lettuce and alfalfa sprouts.
Both ore on wheotberry bread, with health food
mayonnoise^T^ vegetoble salt You'll also find seasonal fresh
fruits and an assortment of dried fruits and nuts
Skol! A votre sante! To your heolthi

General Representative -4-

Adelson Chase

T- -r

>S ..J a:

1 chose to run for the office of

General RepresenUtive because I

felt that it offers more freedom in

the pursuit of interests of both

myself and the student body, as

varied as it is. Specifically, the

General Representative is

responsible for functions which are

not delegated to other Student

Legislative Council members.

The General Representative is

not a committee chairman, as are

the various Commissioners. He is

able to do varied work in what he

and the President feel needs at-

tention and scrutiny. It is quite

obvious to me that there are many

problems here that require looking

into.

It is difficult to get into specifics

in this short summary statement.

However, my major concerns from

the start of my term would be in

the area of student's rights. This

would include action on the

possible extinction of the Speech,

Journalism and P.E. departments'.'

The faculty and students involved

in these three departments are

being ignored. Another area of

concern is centered around the

tragic situation now occurring in

the High Potential programs,

especially the Chicano HPP.

There are major changes in

these HPP. programs which if put

into action would make the

minority students left here an

example of mere tokenism.

Previous promises of continual

expansion are being ignored. The

Administration is not getting or

allowing student input into the

committees studying the changes.

1 want students whose lives are

affected on these committees.

Other immediate areas of in-

spection include the study of where

our registration funds should

really go, student voting power in

departmental decisions, and

further expansion of the birth

control and child care centers.

In closing, I wish to say that the

office of General Representative is

very important to us all, and

therefore I suggest you read all the

candidates platforms before

choosing the three you wish to

elect.

By definition, a general

representative must represent all

the students on all issues. A can-

didate who runs on a particular

issue, or appeals for support to

only one group is trying to k)e a

specific representative which is

not the office he is seeking. A
general representative must solve

more than one problem (i.e. cof-

fee), and emphasize more vital

issues, such as 1) low-cost housing

off campus — important to all

hardpressed dorm or apartment

residents, and 2) Easing schisms

between the professor — who
teaches and gives knowledge to

those who need it, instead of those

that already know it, and those who
vote on his tenure, who use the

respectability of his publishing

house as a prime criterion. In fact,

a more vital general issue is that of

easing all the myriad tensions

which create the problems of

UCLA. If you're a WASP, read

NOMMO — and enjoy it. Do you

identify with Angela? Attend a

police CAR meeting — and try to

identify with Sergeant Friday. Do

you gorge yourself in the COOP?
Pretend you're a poor food service

worker, and see if your eleven

tacos go down as easy. All in all, it

is the candidate who addresses

himself to these general issues who

is the candidate for GENERAL
representative. The specific

candidates are the appealers to

only one of the following groups:

whites, blacks, chicanos.

redheads, track fans, chemistry

majors, opera singers, or any other

specific group you can imagine. So

when (if?) you vote, the candidate

for general rep. that you can bt

sure is running for the same office

that his name is under is Phii

Chase — trying to represent

everybody.

(If you have any questions, I will

be in^- Kerckhoff Hall UpsUirs

Lounge every day from 1-3 pm.)

interest of SLC should be the

quality of teaching at UCLA.
Combining these two points, I

would, as General Representative,

investigate the possibilities of SLC
sponsoring teaching professor-

ships in the various departments.

This would guarantee several

professors who would b^ pure

teachers (and teachers not subject

to the publish or perish doctrine).

This proposal would make possible

the retention of some teachers who

might otherwise be fired because

of budget cuts. It would also in-

dicate to the taxpayers that UCLA
students do not want this school

ruined by lack of funding.

If you want a General

Representative who is truly in-

terested in the academic and

financial affairs of UCLA, then you

will vote for Harry DeAngelo for

General Representative.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Let us ship your personal

effects home. We ore spe-

cialists in international
pockoging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220

Volts.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

. V-l

DeAngelo
A major concern of students at

UCLA is the allocation of funds by

the SLC. I believe the primary

i«i w-'— ''^ i '.1.1

;>'"
•~^%.4 '*f^'> ^-v^i?:

THINK S^THSH.
And speak K. And understand it. And write it.

And read it. And travel with it. And make tove

wHh it. And make a favorable first impression

with it. And make a sale with it. And make a

lasting friendship with it. And make a merger

with it. And buy groceries in Acapuico with it.

And ignore sub-titles with it. And get a job with

it. And read menus with it. And read Cervantes

with it. And declare your independence with it.

And your intentions. And forget your troubles

with it. And your inhibitions. And discover San

Antonio with it. And Madrid. And Buenos Aires

LFA I I I1L ! PUIN ITL

\

\

Learn it easily Learn it effort-

lessly. Learn it fast or slow. You

set ttw pace. You say wh^ Yo'

say wt>ere. You're in a class by

yourself. A Spanish class. (Or a

Gernr^an. FrerKh or English clas«^

by yourself.) At a Sullivan Lar

guage School Coaie enjoy your

first lesson free.

Ther?'5 r»Q obligation.

f

\

t

Choose any language lof yoor free tesson

D FRENCH CI SPANISH

^ GERMAN D ENGLISH^

, nooM any d«y. Monday
throuc^ Saturday

ChooM «nr hour. 9 AM
"- 9 PM

^oo«e th« monX can-
«*ni*ni ot fouf kjcatJoo*

I expect this lesson to l)e fun I expect it

to tie easy And I expect <t to be different

im anything I've evf experienced

C

HburmoilMrloves you^ no matter wliat
Send her a BigHug

bouquet, ond send if

early. Moke Mofher's

Day lost o little longer.

Coll or vi?if^ftn FTD

florist today. Vle'll fake

it from there. Delivered

almost anywhere in the

country. A special

gift. At o special

price. For a special

mother. Yours.

Ufwoify ovoilot)!* at i«n than

Send her the
FTDBigHug Bouquet eorl)^

'• ""'Si

*Ai an Indepandtnt bujineiunan, aoch FTD Member Florijt trH hit own pricM.

^f , *^

iiiiiiPi lyKAvt

FROM Sll 9'

ii'wmi

Mai^';S:-,'^

oiiii^ McDonald
36«i# firdthers

th,Wlr»d and Fire

ily of Cooking
Sy^us Noi$e
piarle$ John Quarto

iedeye
l^ockin Foo
Stoneground
Mimi Farina and Tom Jans -

David Harris : Guest Speaker

Jack Nicholson: Honorary Chairman

Plan an afternoon and evening

experience of love and happiness.

Bring a picnic lunch. *

-fe«

2:00-6:00 PM
Intermission: 6:00-7:00

SS^Sa^ST^O, $6.50. 55.50. $5.00. $3.50 and $2.50

Tickets go on sale April. 16, 1971 at

all l^utual Aaencies, Music City and

the Hollywood Bowl ticket office.

^» -»»»»•'»•—'-- -»—»-« » «--
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PSAswoman atUOA
Itimesadaqit

That's how many times PSA
connects Los Angeles with

San Francisco, San

Diego, San Jose.

Oakland, and Sac-

ramento. With lowest air fares

Meet your campus rep halfway.

Or your travel agent

Or PSA

pjft?^y~

ANNALEE McDONOUGH / 475-5060

STT^r'-pirsr*'

-

SEPI'S DELIVERS
THE MOST DELICIOUS SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR — 50c CHARGE

OPEN EVERY DAY. INCLUDING SUNDAY 11 A.M. -11 P.M.

CALL: 478-0375

Party Catering . . AsM about our 10 foot sandwich.

II eigante

$1.35

II fiigantino

.80
All Sepi's

Submarines are

liberally filled with
12 inch delicious meat, crisp 6 .nch

lettuce, tomatoes, onions, sweet peppers, provolone cheese
and spiced with oregano, salt, pepper, and special

Italian sauce . . . served on a fresh sesame seed roll.

1. M«rc«llo 4 Sophia
combination (cotto salami, ham, and rbortadella) more than

a love affair, a whole Roman orgy

2. Tb« Roctiy Graziano
good, old fashioned hard salami for good, old-fashioned hard jaws.

3. Tha Anna Magnani
coffo salami sort of ladylike, but don't mess around.

4. Tha Al Capona
mortadella (an Italian Bologna), but you can't turn your back on it.

5. Tha Sinatra

roast beet; not really Italian, but there s a taste of the old country
6. Tha Daan Martin

ham . . . some like it heavy on the sauce
7. Tha Harschal Bernardi

pastrami . . what's a nice Jewish t)oy doing with a
name lika Berr^rdi?

Soft drink, milk .20 Coffee . 1

5

TAKE OUT SIT DOWN

10968 Le Conte • Westwood Village

Between Broxton and Gayley

i

with this coupon

U discount

On Any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE

Genera/ rep candidates. .

.

Edwards
I decided to run for this office in

order to let students interested in

things like ending the war apd

helping minorities, have a can-

didate. Since then I have met some

students from STUDENTS FOR
BETTER GOVT, and I was glad

that some other people were in-

terested in the same thing. They

also have many other good ideas

that I intend to support if elected.

Some of these ideas are total

support for a new child care

center, to end University com-

plicity with the war, etc. I'm

somewhat nieve about student

governments, except I know that

here they haven't been very em-

phatic about these issues.

John Edwards

Mirich
The three General Represen-

tatives shall be responsible for the

functions which are not delegated

to other SLC members ; they have

the power to vote on all questions

arising before SLC. The majority

of students will probably not know
the candidates running for; office

and these self-written articles will

provide a main means for com-
municating ideas. Read the can-

didates' articles and evaluate

them.

The officers of SLC have the

power to affect things which

students can only desire. As an

SLC officer and student

representative I will be working

any way possible to achieve the

following:

— the further allocation of funds

for the High Potential Program.
— the abolition of the language

requirement.

— the criteria of teaching

stressed as well as research for the

granting of faculty tenure,

— a 50% cut in the maximum
$200/(president)-$100/(other SLC
officers) campaign expenses

allowed for candidates who are

running for office,

— increased effort to deeper

establish the threatened (in-

terdisciplinary) Public Service

major, and increased effort toward

preventing the disolvement of the

Speech, P.E., and Journalism
departments,
—jfair and indiscriminate hiring

of any ASUCLA employee and

protection of the rights of existing

employees.

ASUCLA exists to serve the

students. I propose the establish-

ment of an ASUCLA owned and

operated class-lecture notes en-

terprise. —
.

At this time, I seriously question

the proposed Northern campus
satellite-student union and
bookstore at a time when ASUCLA
is in a financial tightsqueeze.

As General Representative, I

will make myself available for

counsel to any member of the

campus community.
Much of the above carries the

general sentiment of the student

body. I hope, if elected, to be a

means for channeling student

concern into processes which will

elicit positive results for student

welfare. Voting for SLC candidates

is a major responsibility the reader

has as a student.

I will be willing to talk with

anyone concerning student

welfare. 824-2355.

Malamud
My name is Richard Malamud

and I am ninning for the office of

General Representative on the

Student Legislative Council
Though many candidates

will
spend over $100 on their cam-
paigns, I don't feel that the time or
money allocated for campaigning
is well spent. If elected as a
general representative I will work
as hard or harder than anyone else
who is nmning for that office. I will

try to make sure that everyone on
S.L.C. remembers that they were
elected by the students and that

they are responsible to the
students. I can only promise that if

elected I will do my besF to

represent the students. So please

cemember my name when you see

all those campaign posters and I'm
not on one. It is Richard Malamud
for General Representative.

Rosen
'

«.« -V

The activist representation of the

people in the old fanshion
democratic sense is the basic job of

the general rep. This primary
responsibility to the well-being of

both the undergraduates and the

entire university is the premise of

my candidacy.

Presently the general rep is just

another voting member of the

Student Legislative Council (SLC)

who takes on duties not specificslly

belong to anyone commissioner.

Some good work has been done, but

if this is the job of the rep, the of-

fice in it's present form should be

abloished in favor of a new office

called "councilmember-at-large,"

or "minister-without-portfloio."

But the office can have

tremendous use as an instiirment

of direct representation of the

students and conununity in student

government and the ad-

ministration. The university and

student government, with all its

(Continued on Page 7)

Good thru Moy 15. 1971

SEE IT! TASTE IT!

IT! FEEL IT!

LIVING IS A WHOLE LOT NICER AT

Li iiA 9J0 HIIGARD AVENUE (213)475-5831

* Visit before you decide.

General reps...

Rosen...
(Continued from Page 6)

facilities, funding and experts can

have an uncalcuable impact on the

lives of the students and com-

munity members. The role of the

rep is to investigate wants and

opinions of the students, study

their implementation and then,

through direct legislation in the

SLC or lobbying in the university,

move to have the universities

resourses applied to these needs.

Then the rep relates to the students

what is happening with their

program, finds new opinions and

sursts over.

The key is the representation. As

rep, I would innovate a series of

regular meetings ith campus

groups. I would utilize polls and

questionaires. But mainly I would

try to humanize the office. While

student government can be such a

great help, students distain it,

considering it an ahen world. One

reason might be that the same

people are always in it. If rep, I

would consider my office to be the

campus, not Kerkhoff. I would

always be ready and willing to rap

with anyone over anything. This

university can offer alot. I would

like to help represent you here.

Steinbrenner
During the past year, a small

furor arose over inconsistencies in

the parking service. Students and

staff both paid the same price for

parking permits, yet staff per-

sonnel were accorded greater

privileges with their yellow per-

mits than were students with their

green permits. Brought before the

parking advisory board, this

problem has finally been

alleviated. Starting this summerr
students and staff alike will be

given yellow permits and identical

privileges. But some students are

still upset about the daily parking

rate charged to non-permit-

holders. I would like to investigate

the possibility of lowering this rate

or according more privileges to the

purchasers of these daily permits.

On the same subject, parking, all

proceeds from parking tickets

issued on campus go to the city.

The university receives nothing. If

the university were able to get
* some of this money back, imagine

the thousands of dollars that could

be saved in costs to the students as

well as staff.

I would like to investigate the

possibility of starting a franchise

between ASUCLA and a major

manufacturer or producer of some
sort to sell to students at well below

commercial cost; possibly an on-

campus gasoline station selling to

students only.

A surplus of about three hundred

thousand dollars was found in the

past few months, that money being

ASUCLA funds. Where did this

come from? Is it possible ASUCLA
fees are higher than they need be?

I would like to work closely with

the campus events commissioner

to help plan more events during the

year, possibly bringing back some
from the past, as Spring Sing,

Bruin Week and Homecoming, and

Monte Carlo night.

If SLC works closely a§ a unit

this year, much can be ac-

complished.

Silver
As the director of the Associated

Students Office of Environmental

Studies I have gained insight into

the workings of the University

which should be of considerable

value in dealing with Student

Legislative Council matters. I plan

to devote most of my time to the

Office of Environmental Studies,

as this is the area I know the best

and can contribute the most. Yet,

the mechanical type of knowledge I

have as to the various resources

available on campus can con-

tribute to the scope in which S.L. C.

considers the ' impact and im-

plications of its operation.

Projects and Programs I intend

to pursue are as follows:

1

.

Increased student involvement

in Special Studies classes as a

framework in which to act as task

forces to investigate and evaluate

University and ASUCLA policy and

where necessary, propose alter-

natives. This can be expanded to

include many other social and

political issues as is the case with

the Stanford Workshops on

^^olitical and Social Issues-ii

(SWOPSI )

.

__^„
2. Encouragement and fostering

of common interest groups such as

consumer interest organizations

and environmental research

teams. One such group to which I

belong is engaged in en-

vironmental reserach for Senators

Cranston jand Tunney and

Congressman Bell. While our

particular interest is en-

vironmental, the field represen-

tatives of the legislators seem to be

sincerely interested in Upping the

energy and talent of students for

expanding the information base for

the governmental representatives.

In sum, my approach is to get

students involved in a trouble-

shooting capacity. In other words,

to determine exacUy what changes

are necessary to realize a more

responsible and responsive

system. ^
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RUBIN RIDES AGAIN!

WE ARE EVERYWHERE
by lerry Rubin

in paperback

1.95
It's the inside view of the Conspiracy Trial, v^rittenTilce a

scenario. It focuses on the Weathermen underground, the

Panthers, LSD, Women's Lib. Walter Cronkite-Uke maybe

a cast of thousands! Rubin vowed to never write

another book- "it takes too much out of me." -but.- here it

is
- complete with cbrtoons. color pages, all sorts of stuff.

as
ucia

4*^

Students' store

books, b level, ockermon union, 825-771

1

mondays-fridays 7:45a.m. 7:30p.m.; Saturdays 10 J

* AiMtli«r AiUOA rcvHirtiMtion action

tum-
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ELECTRIC SHAVER SHOP
SALES & SERVICE

REMINGTON • SUNBEAM • NORELCO • RONSON • SCHICK

• REMINGTON AUTHORIZED SERVICE DEALER

• 24 YRS EXPERIENCE
• GENUINE FACTORY PARTS

• FACTORY PRICES
• SAME DAY SERVICE

10910 LE CONTE WESTWOOD VILLAGE

GR 8-2322
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'(Paid Advertisement)

april 25 — may 1

Israel Week
schedule of events

AS! - HILLEL - ISO

WEDNESDAY today
~12 noon Jerusolenn — TK* cl«velopn>ent of ierusolen> (Postr

Present 8. Future) (with slides to be shown) Prof. Arie

Shochor speaking visiting prof. Hebrew University.

Knudsen Hall Room 1200B

5:30 P.M. Israeli Dinner at Hillel Auditorium $.75 menders
$1.25 non-members Reservations necessary 474-1531

7:30 P.M. Israeli Dancing 75< non-members members free

THURSDAY tomorrow

"Siege is a deeply moving film from Israel and becomes an
unusually effective coll for peoce. .

12 noon '*The Siege" (Hamatzor)

4:00 PM *7he Siege" (Hamatzor)

7:00 PM "The Siege" (Hamatzor)

9:00 PM 7he Siege" (Hamatzor)

FRIDAY

Chicago Sun-Times

Chemistry 2224 ^

Haines Hall «'39

Haines Hall «39

La Maneha Cafeteria

12 noon Israeli Dancing on Jonss Steps fed by Rehavio Yakovef

with live music middle eastern food will be served

8:15 P.M. Traditional Shabbat Services at Hillel Guest Speaker
Nyigol Yonnay "Future of Israeli Culture"
Oneg Shabbat

SATURDAY

8:30 P.M. "Festival of Israel" An evening of Israeli Song. Dance
and Humor Grand Ballroom of AckernKin Union

Five Presidential candltes outline platforms

Alpert
Five years ago students voted down a track stadium that was built in

spite of student opinion. For such a large corporation as UCLA, where

decisions are constantly being made, somehow statistics demonstrate

that we, the students, have been orally castrated in times of decision,

it's been said that SLC represents the students. I have one response:

Bullshit. Where are the referendums and propositions regarding student

affairs? What we've seen is referendums on Vietnam, God being dead,

racism, freeing political prisoners — all issues which are important, but

beyond our sphere of influence, in so far as the referendums achieved

nothing. We have no great powers in th^e matters, but we do have the

potential to enforce change on this campus. Power begins at home. UCLA
power to UCLA students. Dealing with intangibles is a malignancy we

must cut out. Before we canrun wh must walk. Before we can walk we

must crawl. We need a rebirth of government for the students. We must

get back on our feet and head in the right direction.

Rather than working on ideals, orhow much one man states he can do

for the people, let us find out what the people can do for themselves. You

haven't been given the chance. When a person does not have any in-

fluence on decisions that affect him, he has lost an essential part of his

being, self-determination. In a relatively localized community such as

UCLA, you should and could have more self-determination. When silejice

becomes shameful, speak out, you shall be heard.

Cronin
John Cronin is running for President on a record of problem solving and

accomplishment, running because he can provide the strong, effective

leadership that the presidency demands. John has demonstrated a

consistent commitment to student needs and has worked to create a

closer student community.
Cronin founded and directed a student run radio station and toured

California colleges preparing feasibility reports on child day care cen-

ters. He investigated such problems as ambulance service, parking

tickets and the language requirement as a Daily Bruin Columnist. This

past year, John reviewed student funding on finance committee, coor-

dinated undergraduate associations through the Student Educational

Policies Commission, and organized the Independent Student Lobby. On
the University Action Council Executive Board, Cronin is organizing

student elections in major departments this Spring. Some candidates talk

about educational reforms, but Cronin has acted.

John Cronin is running for Pr^ident to promote a philosophy of

community, to present a program of effective leadership.

Focus . . . The Academic Community
— Provide leadership in the fight for the quality of teaching, range of

undergraduate courses, integrity of departments (Speech, Joumahsm,
PE) and voting student representation on tenure committees
— Emphasize undergraduate associations as a means of achieving ac-

cess and leverage in departments, continue the fight for Regent's

Standing Orders changes to increase potential student influence

Focus . . . The Quality of Campus Life

— A campus where something is always happening ... an emphasis on

campus events, on concerts, sp^kers, dances and noon movies, on

symposiums, tutorial projects, on eating facilities ... a totality of

campus happenings

Focus . . . Student Needs
— A card catalogue which rates apartment buildings based on student

user questionaires similar to the professor evaluation guide ... a

Commissioner of Housing to coordinate housing problems
— A pteirking service, vending machine operation and book store that

correspond to student interests . . . only student government and a

strong president can force these issues on ASUCLA and the Ad-

ministration

Focus . . . The Campus Community-
— A philosophy of involvement that will biding living groups and other

student constituencies into programs . . . the fiasco of this year's Bruin

Week musi not be repeated in any area
— An informa. rap group" cabinet of political, interest and hving groups

under the President to advise, promote communication.

John Cronin is running because of his proven record, leadership and
commitment to the student community. He has been endorsed by leaders

of that community who have worked with the major candidates and know
them best, including Rich Dempsey, President Sproul Hall; The Inter-

Fraternity Council Executive Cabinet; Alan Gelb, Vice President of

Dkystra Hall; Joe Mendelsohn, President Rieber Hall; Bob Rose, Un-

dergrad Rep. on Communications Board; Jeff Pesses, former UCLA
Washington Internship Chairman and National Students Association

Commissioner; and Bill Knight, Past President Hedrick Hall. Steve

Halpem, General Rep. and candidate for Vice President sums it up best:

"I support John Cronin. His experience and concerns are in the areas that

most vitally affect students here at UCLA."

Ellas
For the third consecutive year I am running for undergraduate

president. This year I hope to wTft:

1 am also running for three other positions. First Vice-President, NSA
Rep., Cultural Commissioner, and Head Yell Leader.
By running for all these offices, I hope to alleviate the voters necessity

to make a choice. The voter can merely step into the booth and vote for

me straight down the line. If I win in all the categories I am running, I will

have control of Student Legislative Counsil and 1 will govern fairly.

The first thing I will do as your dictator, is vote myself a raise in pay. I

will also kill any attempt to carry on SLC business in the usual manner
( which, in this case, may be a mercy killing.

)

You, the voter, have only one thing to consider. You must ask yourslf,
"Can Elias work well with himself?" I answer YES YES YES YES YES.
Do you know why I can work well with myself? It's because I like myself
and 1 wouldn't do anything that might harm me. I would be poHte to
myself at SLC meetings and I wouldn't interrupt when I was talking

If you elect me to these four positions that I so richly deserve tn t.^ . ^.

you will restore my self confidence I will be able, once again, to look at
myself in the mirror and say, "There go four nice guys."

All 1 ask is, that rational students, who truly want good government and
care about SLC, should vote for one of the other candidates However, if

Brudert

LaM^fons

if you are a bit crazy, nauteous and sick to your stomach, vote for me. I

am the only candidate on bruin walk, who is handing out vomit t>ags.

So rememk)er, a vote for Elias is worth two in the bush. Tippacanoe and
Elias two. Hitch your wagon to an Elias. A rolling Elias gathers no moss.

A rolling moss gathers no Ehas. A moss roUing Elias gathers no.

And last but not least. ..Elias needs your support. He has a hernia.

Lyons
As the Commissioner of Community Services for 1970-71, I, LaMar

Lyons, presently running for the office of Undergraduate Student Body
President, would like to share some of my perceptions concerning the

unrealized potential present on this campus once it is conceived of as a

closer working unit by its members and the responsibihty of student

government and its constituencies; expecially the President.

A comm\mity can be defined as a body of people living in the same
place under the same laws. Progressive community activity concerned

with the interest of the people therein emanates from the fact that they

possess an intellectual, social and political consciousness which causes

them to realize the commonality of their existence. By working together

on issues and problems that affect all of the members of a community a

unity is engendered which acts as a protective force in the event that the

laws under which they live and the economy actualized by prices they are

asked to pay are seen as unjust and exploitative.

Increasingly students across the country are redefining their four year

academic career as an experience in community living since they along

with faculty and staff spend a large amount of their time on the campus

under the same rules and regulations. They have discovered that what

affects one eventually affects all. This realization has been made more

clear to us at UCLA due to increased student fees, specific ASUCLA
beverage price, and dorm fees. On the other hand, we have suffered

severe budget cut-backs in academic departments, causing loss of a most

valuable group of faculty. It seems that the Regents are asking us to pay

more while enjoying it less.

In terms of my immediate background and experience I feel I have

gained more than sufficient working knowledge of ASUCLA as well as

campus-wide operations. I served on the Judicial Board for the year 1969-

70. I implemented a total program restructuring for the office of Com-

munity Services this year to enable it to run at maximum efficiency and

student direction. The first step was to develop an evaluation component

which set up specific guidelines and criteria so that success of specific

programs could be insured through problem-solving mechanisms. This

enabled myself and other students to know how their money is being

spent. Consistent with my concern for all kinds of community programs,

a CED class in community involvement was also funded by my office. It

consisted of programs in prison reform and students also worked at the

Women's Center, which is concerned with improving the quahty of life

^and status of women in society. As a member of the State Board for

Regents Matching Funds I have fought a rigorous campaign to mamtain

student control of Regents Matching Funds. Since this area is of sub-

stantial support for many student projects, reahzing the budget squeeze I

feel as President I can secure these funds for students for the 1971-72

academic year.

M
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Matt Mazer is the leading candidate for President. He has worked,

acted and, through the experience he has gained durmg the past two

years he has the ability and imagination to do an effective, creative job

as President. His only promise is to commit himself fully next year

toward making UCLA a more worthwhUe, e^jfij^W^ enjoyable place

for all of us. ^^ ,^7^ ,. •» i ^ «

As Student Facilities Commissioner on SLC, Mazer revitalized a

previously dead area.
.. , ^ , i ^«^j^

Direct Assistance Facility (DAF), a medical-psychological-acadenuc

counselling center, is a significant achievement of Mazer's commission.

It is not alone. Mazer has begun a penetration into the area of the quality

of student services. He has promoted student representation on the

boards controlling prices, the initiation of new services and the use of

student monies for unwanted projects.
- ,^ , ,u^

Mazer's work has not been limited to the campus. Appointed to the

positions by former-President Tom Norminton. Matt Mazer is one of two

^dent serving on the UC Program Review Board and
^^^^^^^^^^^

task force The first advises Hitch on the funding for each UC campus,

and the latter is charged with developing a long range plan for the

University. Because he has learned the ropes and discover^who con-

trols them' he has begun to provide a forceful input
^f^J^^^^ ^^

students He prevented the proposed administrative use of $300,000 of

student money on an unwanted construction project.

list year, Matt Mazer organized the Committee Against Tuition and

the Medical Aid Unit durng the strike. He was a director of Assoclaed

Stude^ Information Service, promoting student relations m the

community through media and civic and police groups.

Turently Matt Mazer is head of the committee that has reorganized a_

prSsTy sSy plan for a North Campus Student Center^ It won't be a

LnTthic masfof'ugly concrete as was planned, butjjow, due to Mazer s

efforts a small, pleasant center with creative food facilitiw and art

suDDlies all surrounded by more trees and grass behind the gypsy

wa'Sn The money comes from funds restricted by the Regents for

"Tca^ndidate for President is only as good as the quaUty of his past

performance and the worth of his talents and ideas. During the coming

year Matt Mazer hopes to direct student initiative in three areas, the

quahty of education, -quality of campus life, and - quality of student

'T'^ucation, credit for Experimental College courses, emphasis on

interdisciplinary stdy and pressure toward student participation in the

Academic Senate is part of the goal.
, . ,. ^u

In campus life, a more creative environment, augmented through

referendums will help to improve a dull collection of concrete and gUss.

This means food carts, outdoor lounge relaxation.
,^.,^^ ^„

Student services means the elimination of unwant^, hassling en-

nitric I iV^ ^- -- ^hP stndrnt Health Service with a more
^,^_?"^:

..
ti.denLs to visit doctors

economical iinvuv.i. ,

Film Classics

MID-NITE REVIVAL

12AM
Kubrick i

DR. STRANGELOVE
G.LScoH P«t«r Sail art

Only gg Sat. ^/Ulyl

8293368
BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

Wilshire - 26th Santa Monica

*"
I '*

Improv* QfMt** \Mh<l« O«vol*n«
TiM S*m« Antount Of Tim« To Study

use STUDY SOUNDS
lncr««»« Vouf Cor '» And Improv*

Your Compr»h«n»ioo *l A r«»t»r Rat*

tLECTRONICALLY PROOUCEO SOUNDS
CAUS£ THIS TO MAPftN

Pl««*« Specify
I Track Tap*. C»»*«tt«. Or LP R«cori)

S*nd Ch«ct« or Mortay OrtJar — t>.9S C«c»«

Includa 75c Handl<n« and Poalaca
Sound Coocapta. Ir»c — Bok 3<52

Chartoltmvilt«. Va. 22902

Always th« unusual — Priced Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

1 1984 Wilshir. Blvd., W. LA. EX4-7922

1 NfTE:R BTA.TlOBiA.
iU4S ta—i tmti XL%^&:^miai-

No Sweat Foreign Student!

We will" ship your personal effects' back to youi home with

professional efficiency -^^ '"harges that won't hurt you.

BRUIN READERS PRESENT THIS AD FOR

DISCOUNT ON ALL REGULAR PRICED MDSE

iQfftn votH ctft^H M<.y •, I, tV71

^___ NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANOS YOU CAN TRUST

LEVI . HARRIS A 1

BUXTON VAN HEUSEN
KENNINGTON B V D

PARIS . INTERWOVEN
GOLDEN V JOCKEY

,
BANKAMERICARD DINERS

H D LEE BOTANY
LANCER WEMBLY

HUSH PUPPIES

HOLMAN SILTON

HANES SWANK

MASTER CHARGE

of their choosing ,

This IS only part of the plan The rest must come from all of us

Vote for Matt Mazer for President

4 f
•qw)

MEN'S APPAREL
Caiual Df»»t School Work lo V

1 191 1 SANTA MONICA BOULIVAtO

2 BLOCKS lAST OF BUNDY DRIVI-GR 1-9595

OPEN DAILY 9 6, FRK)AY MIGHTS TILL 9. SUNDAY 113
rAIH »tll IN PtCm % rAIKIMO iOf
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Clint Burch
I

A decade ago, a conceptualization of the

university #s an institution whose purposes and

directions were seen as being somewhat outside of

and apart from the mainstream of society, would

probably have escaped any serious critical

scrutiny Today, however, due to the ever-

changing tenor of social thought, our university,

as well as every other seat of higher learning in

the U.S., finds itself faced with the awsome Usk of

transforming its "ivory tower" into a viable,

dynamic, and productve industry of social

development

It was in persuit of these objectives that the"^

Student Legislative Council created its Com-

munity Services Commission; and it is toward the

realization of these goals that the execution of my
duties as Community Service Commissioner will

be directed.

My program will be a two-fold effort in which I

will attempt to carry on the excellant program-

ming of the current Commissioner, Lamar Lyons,

as well as institute a number of changes that I feel

are needed. Among these innovations will be; i)

The consolidation of all overlaping administrative

and executive functions of the Community Sen, ice

Projects. 2) The formation of an ongoing Com-

munity Service Commission to serve in an ad-

visory capacity. 3) Increased fiscal control of

expenditures of funds and 4) increased on-campus

manpower recruitment activity.

Ingraning dynamism into any institution of the

size and scope of UCLA is indeed no simple task.

However, with your help and support I feel that

such a challande can be meet.

I

?

:::::::::::%::::::::WA::::::::%W^^

General rep platforms concluded

Stavn

Before you decide who to vote for

in the coming election, I want you

to consider just what UCLA is.

There are some who k)elieve that

UCLA is a vast array of buildings

and a conglomerate of distant

professors. But more than this,

UCLA is the students who walk

through this campus daily. UCLA
is where the students use a com-

puter to enroll in classes. UCLA is

where the residence halls have just

been granted the right to choose

twenty-four hour visitation — for

^ome. UCLA is Angela Davis, and

Takaki, and Graham, and Zentnoil^^i

And UCLA is you — which brings

me to my reasons for running for

general representative. My view of

^

v>j
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TAHITI. $425 for two weeks! Including airfare and hotel.

You can^t do it for less (unless you swim). UCLA stu-

dentS) faculty and staff may join the UCLA Alumni char-

ter, August 28 to Septemher 10, 197L Call Btcky at

825-3901 or stop by the Alumni Center at 226 Kerckhoff

Hall anytime or on May 5 at i:00 PM for the info meeting.

the office is th^t it should be used

for the benefit and service of all the

students on this campus. To the

office I plan to bring some of my
own ideas and beliefs concerning

the chahges I would like to see.

Being a relatively unstructured

office, I can turn my energies into

the realization of these goals.

(\) We must expand the role of

student government so that all

students who are interested in

working toward a goal can find the

opportunity to do so. We must cut

red tape and make campus
facilities more readily available to

organized groups of students.

(2) We must increase student

input into departments and with

regard to granting of tenure. A
professor's ability to teach must be

the primary consideration.

(3) Student book store and

vending machine prices must be

shot down. If you believe these

organizations necessitate these

unreal prices, you are fooling

yourself. The only thing keeping

these prices up are exhorbitant

executive salaries, and SLC's

affinity for money.

(4) tVar on the Capitalistic

Merchant Pigs in Westwood

(5) Establishing alternatives to

the language requirement.

(6) Abolition of the regential rule

requiring final examinations

(7) In this critical time when the

university is under perilous attack

- who is there who Will defend the

university? It is not the regents or

the Chancellor. It must be us We

must actively seek increasing

communication with the public and

support for the university.

NSA Rep
Steve Orel

One of the last legal chaniiels

open to student unrest and
discontent has been and still is the

National Student Association
(NSA). In effect, this organization

can be used as a student lobby to

secure the interests of this student

community, and all college

campuses as a whole.

NSA is the only national campus
organization that has concerned
itself with anti-war issues. The
NSA as a representative of

American college campuses
initiated the "Peoples Peace

Treaty" along with other anti-war

activities. As a national forum,

NSA has access to the media, to

use as a tool for student bx

pression.

On this campus, the NSA has

been used very inefficieritly

Perhaps, SLC has not seen the

potential th^t exists in this

organization. On the UCLA

campus alone, the NSA, as an

effective member of council will be

able to express true student in-

terest.

(Continued on Page 13)
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9iK) Hiigard Avenire

EXHIBIT OF ARTISTIC CREATIONS
Projects of students from CSES 1 15 will be on display

April 15 thru April 30 Kerckhoff Hall 2nd floor.

Kosher food is now available
in the Oasis Room and Bunche Hall

SHABBAT SERVICES
April 30 8:15

Guest speakers: Prof. 1gdl Yannay
he will discuss "The Future of Israeli Culture"

Oneg Shabbat follows with singing and dancing

Shabbaton Upcoming May 7-8

Hillel Intercollegiate Picnic May 9
Comupter Dance Sat. May 15th

Pick up computer forms at Hillel

G^D GROUP BARBECUE
Sunday, May 2 at 4:00 p.m.

Sunset Canyon Rec. Center Upper Hicnic Area
75C for Member
$1.00 for non-members
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Jeff Lapham
ex

in the beUef that balance

perience and comniunicative

ab hty are required for proper

xS^on of the office. I Jeff

Upham. announce my candidacy

^r Campus Events Commissioner.

Historyhas demonstrated that

event planning at UCLA suffers

from four major deficiencies:

Events have suffered from:_
^

1 A failure to involve the par-

ticipants in the advance for-

mulaton and planmng. ^
*.^

2 A failure to make use of all

available channels of com-

municaton and to employ novel

forms of pubUcity.

3 A failure to observe and profit

from the experience of other

nlanners-both past Campus Events

Commissioners at UCLA and

contemporaries at other schools^

4 A refusal to seek a blending of

traditional and inovative activities

_ (instead a one or the other at-

titude has prevailed).

1 propose that the planning of

Campus Events be expanded to

include; represenUtives of dorm

floors, fraternities, sororiUes, and

campus participant groups. In this

way the people who will be the

event participants will be involved

in formulating and executing the

events.

I believe that my experience as

Campus Publicity Chairman for

this year's "Mardi Gras" has

given me exposure to the many

avenues of communication

available as well as to a number of

innovative suggestions for

publicity.

I support a blending of in-

novation-the backing of creative

proposals-with tradition- for the

continued support of proven

events>,-Only such a blend truly

recognizes the diversity of the

campus community and allows for

its involvement.

Gary L. Green
This past year has shown the

need for changes in the kind of

activities that are sponsored by the

( ampus Events Commission.

This is best illustrated by

SLC's funding of over $7000 for

Bruin Spirit Wee#. As the DaUy
Bruin has editiorialized, this

money was wastefully squandered.

At a time of buget cuts and rising

tuition fees, we can not afford this

waste again.

The lack of student participation

in Bruin Week makes clear the

need for new events that are

relevant to the interests of the

campus community.

K In addition to continuing such

highly successful events as Mardi

Gras, 1 propose the fc^llowing new

ones:

1. Free outdoor concerts are

popular and can be put on with a

minimum of energy and money.

Community happenings in

Westwood can be heW by working

with the LA. Board of Public

Works for periodic street closures.

2. Commemorative services

around the May 5 anniversary of

Cambodia and Kent and Jackson

Sts., the death of Martin Luther

King, and other memorials can

serve as valuable educational

experiences.

3. Fund raising benifits for

ecology and other non-partisan

public concerns can be held.

All these events are feasible

within the limited budgets of SLC.
and the Campus Events Com-

mission.

My experience in organizing

similar events over the past few

years convinces me that they can

be quite successful.

These changes will hopefully tap

new sources of student activity and

involvement to displace the

disinterest which often charac-

terized our campus in the past.

The activities of the past no

longer suffice for the changed

realities of student life in the

1970's. With your support, I can

start to change priorities in SLC.

to better meet the needs and

desires of the students.

Tim Shelley

Hi, baby. Things are going to

change. Now.

To cite a wise old Bolivian

saying, "La carreterra es en-

ferma. pero mi tio es verde." (The

highway is sick, but my uncle is

green.) Now that I have

established a working model for

the Refvolution, there's not too

much else 1 can say.

As ball monitor of my tiiird-

grade class, it is obvious that I

possess qualifications my worthy

opponents clearly lack Having

reached this pinnacle of political

achievement at such an early age,

I could only retire to write my
memoirs ( 'My Three Years as

Third-grade Ball Monitor: Shelley

Remembers " available in a five-

volume leatherbound set for $29 96

from the US Bureau of Printing

and Engraving) If you don't vote

for me, at least buy my book

Events to be had under me are

the following:

1 appointment of a ball monitor

for every class.

2. a dog show

3. 1 probably know less about this

office than you do, so come up with

some ideas on your own.

The reason behind my running is

that I'd actually really like to meet

former third-grade ball monitors.

It seems to me that SLC would be a

pretty good place to start.

I'm tired of all this apathy on

campus, especially torward third-

grade bail monitors. The time ha*

come for action, baby, and I'm the

first person to supply it.

For as President Sir Richard

Milhous Nixon said recentiy, "If

you're going to be realist, you've

got to be an optimist." Dave Mc-

Nary put it better, saying, "You'll

grow as you get larger."

Peace.

L0t us help you:

PLAN AHEAD . . .

To Become a CPA
THE BECKER

CPA REVIEW COURSE

LOS AMGELES
SAN DIEGO
ORANGE COUNTY

(213) 553 0330

(714) 233 3195

(714) 537-3430

THE

S838 P»f

Cwlv*' Ci»y

'. A

HAlO AOW^I 1)V^f^'**f )

GROUP DISCOUNTED kOlO INSDRkNGE

lor kSSOCIIllED STDDEm MEMDERS
College Student Insurance Service hos worked with the auto

insurance industry for five years to prove that the college stu

den» deserves lower insurance rates^ Now ASB members often

reoiize reductions from 20% to 40% below comparable policies

This group-oriented policy is written through the Associated

College Student Underwriters and provided under ari^xcKjS've

agreement with College Student Insurance Service. Inc.

For pT»onaliied quote coll 451-1393 or fill •" »>• ^•^'^^•'^^

and send it to CSIS. 726 Santo Monica Blvd. (-202) Santo AAon.co

Col il. 90401.

^_ ^^ _^ m^ ^^ ^"» ^^ ^^ ^^' ^^ ^" ^^ ^^ ?^.5"* '

Birth t>o^B

Z.ip:

Morried?

Model:

Jay Drotman

Name:

Address: ^
Telephone: - Schooh ^:^

Year and nr>afce o\ cor:

Present policy expires (date):

No. of years licensed to drive:

No. of moving violations, lost 3 years:

No. of accidents responsible for (3 years)

with damage exceeding $100:

/C;\xs!s
\S^/CoJlege Student Insurance Service

SLC has been giving students

some real crap, man. I can't pin

down exacUy what, but I know it's

there.

I respectfully refuse to submit

my platform for publication in the

'Daily Bruin" unUl the "DaUy

Bruin" accepts its responsibility to

recycle the waste from thousands

of read and discarded newspapers

daily by setting up recycling bins

in its office. I also refuse to pollute

students' minds with wasted

handouts and obscene billboards.

In this alienating megauniversity

if any student wants to talk to a

candidate call 479-9849 and ask for

me. Let the billboards remain

trees. .

yi^ TAX FREE g^**^

,r next trip to Europe order your new Europeor. cor through

:: WeZ locCed'onW a few steps fror. the •^-;-' ^-^ "g atFor youi

ShipSide. We are located omy u r*.w --^^—
-^^^ _ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ek.

the new Arr^sterdarr. Schiphol Airport. We are oper. every day o

Popolor cars such as all Volkswagen models,
^f^Vand'dd^^^ry ^at lo^ta.

and other makes are ready for ---^iate purchase
-f ^^' ^[J^^^^.^eots

free factory establ.shed prices. Insuronce and home sh.pme

can be made in just a few minutes.

Mini cost - mcmi vocation

— n>olti sovings.

Left to righl; Joanna Grant, first P"" **""tl ?°";;?,S'„''Ta"ni
Students- Store General Book buyer Lucky ""^"^ ^"^"^

J,"'
Loren Clapp. Not present: Ct,ristine Joy Woo and Merle Meyers

Students' Store Announces

Poster Contest Winners

^'^TPj

For detailed information write

to ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New Yorit NY or

<^i,:^c;^« D n O^* 7568,

L/^V I % .

The eight great-ways

remodehng poster contest held

by the Students' Store Apnl 7-

12. was won by Donna Dykzeul.

a resident of Rieber Hall She

was awarded a $50 gift cer

tificate for her poster 'In Fond

Memory," depicting the

changes in the back stock room

There were five divisional

winners, also, who won $20 gift

certificates

They are, Division One,

Books. Merle Meyers; Division

Two. Sportswear. Joanna

Grant, a UCLA staff member.

Christina Joy Woo. for

CosmeUcs, Lx)rep Clapp won

Division Four. Cash Registers,

and Division Five, General, was

won by Gordon Tani

All persons who entered the

contest, and have not picked up

their $3 entry fee are urged to do

so as soon as possible They

may get it from the General

Information Counter in the

Students' Store.

iPi^fd Adwertt%«menll

TAX C
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CulturalAffairs Commissioner
Dave Stewart

I am running this year for re-

election as Cultural Affairs

Commissioner. This past year, in

my free-noon concert program,

such artists as Livingston Taylor,

John Stewart, Carole King, Doug

Kershaw and The Dillards have

appeared, plus a long list of other

artists. If re-elected, I plan to

continue, and expand if possible,

this program. I feel it is the l)est

way of expending those monies the

Cultural Commission gets from

SLC. Because those monies are

hmited, it is impossible to put on

"big-name" pop shows in Royce

Hall or Pauley Pavihon, but the

free-noon concert prog»*am does

bring good artists to the students at

no cost to them.

But this does not eliminate the

chances for "big-name" pop

shows. I plan to work with the

Student Committee for the Arts

(SCA) next year, as I did this year.

to bring those shows to campus.

SCA recieves enough money from

the Chancellor to put those shows

on. As a result of my efforts in

working with them this year, SCA

and the Cultural Commission have

co-sponsored such events as the

Elton John and Neil Young con-

certs. 1 would like to see this

continue.

I also feel, as the UPC
registration fee sub-committee has

recommended, that this Com-

mittee (SCA) should be_

reorganized. As a result, I've

formulated a plan which will, if

implemented, reorganize this

committee in order to give

students a greater voice in cultural

programming at UCLA and, at the

same time, unify the diverse

programming units on campus.

The plan basically results in the

Cultural Commissioner becoming

chairman of SCA and also, gives

representation on that committee

to other cultural programming

groups on campus This would

r«sult in more students on SCA plus

a more unified pj^ogram of cultural

activities at 1'CL.A

Leigh Franck

It is necessary to bring the

Cultural Affairs Commissioner

into closer contact with the rest of

the SLC instead of being

j^somewhat apart ' as the in-

cuml)ent feels to l)e.

As Cultural Affairs Com-

nwssioner, I would be interested

and seek to be ctosely informed on

all issues coming before SLC since

the office does have a vote — which

has more often than not been an

abstension on the part of the in-

cumbent. If the office is coor-

dinated with the efforts of other

members of SLC, for instance

Campus Events, it would be

possible to have more pop/rock

The Department of Speech and GSA
present

a UCLA Readers' Theater

production of

Antoine de St. Euxpery's

"The Little Prince
fi

Tonight

Tomorrow
Friday

8:30 PM
2:00 PM
8:3DPM

NPI Auditorium

720 Westwood Plaza

('y^ block South of Circle Drive)
-^

No Admission Charge

Potter's Studio
11656 OLYMPIC, WLA

• Classes • Membership^
• Gallery

call: 477-7757 /fnytime

concerts initiaHy funded from

areas in addition to the Student

Committee for the Arts' funds and

perhaps have profits go to sup-

plement funds from Mardi Gras for

Uni-camp.
There is no reason why UCLA

should not sponsor more big name

rock groups. There is more

coordinated action needed on the

part of the Cultural Affairs

Commissioner and the Student

Legislative Council, instead of a lot

of wasted breath trying to convince

fine arts committees of the

necessity of funding popular arts

productions.

1 have worked on organizing the

seven free, non student govern-

ment funded rock concerts so far

. this year, several of which were

held on Sunday afternoons at Janss

Steps. I have worked as a

manager/ secretary/ coordinator

for a jazz artist/ com-

poser/arranger and record

producer and have a broad

knowledge with which to deal with

people in the Los Angeles music

industry.

My platform is a close, coor-

dinated effort with the rest of SLC

to make concerts a money-making

project for more projects from the

rest of SLC that are relevant to

students and which we aren't going

to get anywhere else in light of

recent budget cutbacks. Concerts

will be kept at a minimal expense

for UCLA students and sold to the

general public at profit making,

but not culturally exploitative,

prices.

James E.

Roberson

The Cultural Affairs Com-
missioner at UCLA ideally should

be a person who has the ability to

perceive and represent the cultural

interests of a highly diverse
stjLident community. Unfortunately

in the recent past, the persons who
have held this position havte been
sadly lacking in terms of

representing the cultural interests

of all the students. Rather, they

pursued their own particular in-

terests, or the interests of pressure

groups. The time for this approach

to student managed cultural events

must be curtailed.

' iHf*'
'

»»»-.

come meet and rap with

;=-GERMAINE GREER
author of

The FEMALE EUNUCH

.^^**i%i^

today, Wednesday, ^

April 28, noon to 1 p.m.

Upstairs Lounge, 3rd floor Kerckhoff Hall

Variously described as the most lovable creaturi to come out of Australia

since the koala bear, she Is a feminist leader who admittedly, loves men,

a brilliant writer, Great Britain's "Woman of the Year," and author of

an outrageous, devastating book on women. Professor Greer will be here

live and in person today. Don't miss her.

UC
Students' store

a
books, b levd, ockarmon union, 825-77 11

mondays-fridays 7:45a.m. -7. 30p.m.; Saturdays 10-3

I have developed a plan based on

the notion that music and other

forms of cultural entertainment

should and must become a vehicle

to unite students at UCLA. Ob-

viously, it will be and is a difficult

task finding recording artists,

bands, or other groups who can

appeal to Blacks, native

Americans, Chicanos, Asians,

Jews, and, of course, the white

Protestant majority. I feel that I

have both the wiU and the ability to

perform this Herculean task.

As a former employee of World

Wide Productions (national con-

cert promoters) my contacts in the

entertainment industry are con-

siderable. Thus, the UCLA student

community will be able to enjoy a

million dollar cultural program for

approximately ten thousand

dollars. Outstanding rock, rhyth &

blues, jazz, folk, and other popular

groups including mariachi bands

will be showcased. Students will be

presented with a variety of dif-

ferent cultures. Ike and Tina

Turner, the Greatful Dead, Elton

John, the Jackson Five, and other

great acts will be heard on stage.

live, and in all k^nds of colors at

UCLA. Impossible? Vote for

James Roberson and get your

minds blown! !

!

Head cheerleader
r

candidates' platfofTTTS

will appear

— in tomorrow's DB*

Cultural and

tfitl (•!<• firtt in • Mriaai tf»1#^(pJl
author* famous and infamous —In wliicliyou con fiarMcievto

Recreational Affairs

Presents

Armand
Schwerrier

jn a poetry reading

Thursday, April 29, 8 p.m.

Sunset Canyon

Kecreation Center

Student Financial

Supports Comm.
Steven Gorelick

u It is time for the state to show

a financial commitment to U.C.

Educational Opportunity

Programs. State and corpmunity

colleges receive funds, but the

university does not.

Something can be done. A bill

before the legislature would grant

approximately $6 million to U.C.

EOP programs. Students pay

$19 50 out of the educational fee for

minority programs. Why isn't the

state doing anything?

I plan to work closely with

Richard Tuohy, the U.C. student

lobbyist, to pressure for passage of

AB 2759. I have spoken with him,

and I hope to mobilize student

support at U.C.L.A.

The state must be stopped from

denying funds to crucial minority

programs.

2) Students that receive aid are

given little input into th6 ad-

ministration of those funds. Next

year, student registration fees will

provide an estimated $50,000 for

special education programs. Those

NSA rep . .

.

(Continued from Page 10)

In the past few years, SLC has

succumbed to pressures from the

Administration and Regents to

deaden student discontent, and to

rechannel our priorities from those

that effect our lives and en-

vironment.

In this new approach to student

politics (meeting the needs of the

student community), I not only ask

you to support the office of NSA,

but other candidates proposing

new innovative and humanistic

reforms for SLC. They are: Leigh

Franck (Commissioner of Cultural

Affairs) who proposes new at-

involved in these programs must
have a say in the allocation of these

funds.

I will organize a group of EOP
and High Potential students to help

recommend uses for these funds.

Every student must be heard from.

3) Too many jobs in the L.A. area

are not listed with the placement
center. We should be out in the

community, actively seeking
employment for U.C.L.A. students.

I will institute a complete
communications program, using

personal letters and conversations,

to improve the job situation for

U.C.L.A. students. There is no

reason why an employer should not

consider U.C.L.A. a logical place to

find employees. The fact remains,

many don't even think about it.

4) All too often, it is the big

problem that holds our attention. I

want the financial supports

commission to be an action office,

where students can be helped with

indivdual problems and com-
plaints concerning employment,

housing, and financial support.

tempts at organizing Westowood,

and the student community; Ed
Hernandez (Commissioner of

Facilities) who proposes a child

day care center and improved

eating facilities, as opposed to an

investment in North Campus
Student Union; and Gary Green

(Commissioner of Events) who

proposes regular rock concerts and

low-cost student activities as a

legitimate way to help pay for Uni-

Camp.
I do not seek to be elected by my

name or personality, but rather as

a cause. NSA represents the

students^.-—r^- not the ad-

misinstration, or the Regents, and

will function as national student

interest.
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1st PRIZE

•• CASHI I

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN TEST

LAS VEGAS 3-DAY HOLIDAY
AND MORE

2nd'pRizE

^350^^ CASH

GRAB

3rd PRIZE

^200^ CASH
QUIREMENT

1st PRIZE $350^

2nd PRIZE i^^^^

3rd PRIZE

\

iOO

:'¥fe;'

You must be resident of State of California

2 8x10 Photos 1 f""'" ^^^.^ ^[!°!
1 2x2 Photo (Face) 1 Full Length Shot

Name of Photographer on back ot Piiotos.

Both Amateur & Professional Photographers Qualify

• NO LIMIT TO NUMBER OF ENTRIES •

NO LOSERS H'wood P/R firm will r«p. all cont.stants

tor 6 months.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: JULY 15

Send Photos ^ Registration Fee of $28.00 to:

Mit»PKoto71,'P C Bom 74905, Hollywood. Calif

iudgino K»od«d by K*ith Bernard * BERNARD OF HOllYWOOD
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CuTturai and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

Shirley

Kaufman
in a poetry reading

Wednesday, April 28, 8 p.m.

Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center

SS 00 plus tSK
Art nOB Kaplan
Bacteriology MO PiCkett

Ctiemistry lA
Chemistry 6A
Chemistry 6C
Chemistry 153

Economics \
~

Economics 100

Economics 160

Education 112

History IC

History 7A

Siebert
Evans
Jordan
West

La Force
Nisbet
Chen
Kieslar

Kaplan
Tillman

Linguistics 100 Bright

Mathematics 3C GiHman
Philosophy 7 Perry
Political Science 1 - Farrelly

Political Science 145 Farrelly

Psychology 10

Psychology 41

Psychology 110

Pscyhology 135

Goldstein
WicKens
Carder
Kanouse

I

*
«
t

^ for additional courses call or

$4 00 plus tax
Anthropology IB Miller

Art lA Kayser
Art IB Klembauer
Art 106B • Pedretti

Classics 142 Gleason
Economics 2 Baird
Economics 101 B Lindsay
Economics 102 Sweeny
Economics 130 Lindsay
History IB Hoxie
History /B Yarnell
History B Burns
History i;BB Dallek
Psychology 12 Butcher. Liebeskind
Psychology 115 Butctwr
Psychology 133B (170A) Lovaas

4

come in

Mon -Fri 9:30 -430

10851 UNDBROOK DR. Z
IC^IBIk N Wilshire- 1 l/?Blk E Weslwoc-dC

" \.tTk^' <,

JOHM STEWART

JENNIFER
THE TALENTED COMPOSER-SINGER & THE BEAUTIFUL STAR OF "HAIR"

SATURDAY NIGHT - ROYCE HALL

ALL TICKETS RESERVED - $2.00 ,

' ON SALE - KERKCHOFF HALL TICKET OFFICE .

pr«tent«dby

UQA STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS &ASUCL A CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
AOVERTISINO OFFICES

K«rclihoff Hall 112

phon«: t^^m^

Clasilf »«d •dv»nitlnQ r«t«!

15wor0» »1.50d*v.5conitcotlv»

insertions - MOO
Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.

N« telephone orders

VHe/pWonfad. 3 ^ Services Offered^.^.J^ Vlravef .....^^ y Typing

THE Dally Iroln 9»ves full *»^J^^,
University ot Calltornia's 9oH<:v on no^

discriminatiOri and therelore ^•••••'j;

advertisin9 service »'»» "^^ ^wJdtnl
available to anyone wtw. '" .•^^.^'TJ
h<Misin9 to students or oMerln« |ob»'

discriminates on tt»e basis of /«•'
f,?JJ;

religion, national o^»«»" V^"5"7 /**i^
the University nor ttve ^SUCLA A Oaiiy

Bruin has Investigated any of the services

offered here.

^Announcements

WRITER, avid skier Do IkmIi on skiing.

Superior writing skills required. Send
resume/letter, sample(s): Publisher, Bo«
90430, LA. 90009 (3 A 29)

MAKE MONEY

Openings still available for exciting part or

full time employment innovative sales

program.

NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY

FEMALE grad. v»»ants to live in as maid for

group of mature malesJ59 20t5. fl'_^il'

VISION Improvement: Classes and weekend

workshops A bioenergetic approach In

terscience Work Shop Call 395 155$ or S2«

tOOO. ( II M 3)

EUROPE S269 R.T.

WO-7771

"TOMMY" Rock Opera, by Peter Towns

hend and the Who, at B«v. Mills High School.

May 5,4,7,8: 8:30 P.M. Seats Reserved. 277

5900, X 308. (AM5)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

UU Westwood Blvd.

"" 474-63 1S ™ -^ ^.„

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north, to

ALASK and YUKON, around 52800 a month,

for complete information write to JOB
RESEARCH, PO Box Ul, Sin A, Toronto,

Ont. Enclose 53 to cover cost. (HA 30)

jA7z~7o7k blues, piano stylings. Be?'""*^

to advanced Dick Horn, 392 9302. (ll^JD

WEDDING pictures, best results at 'pwest

prices, for appointment to see v^ork, c»'l Bob

780-0329.
^

^ _ ,
<'L^^>_

AUTO AND
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS,. ^^^
394 2225. ASK FOR BOB (HQTRl

HELP HELP HELP HELP J Lost ond Found. 4
_ _•_ BA» ^^. ...KM A*Alft^ aft^^k^ *

students in Psych 125 desperately need

Atkinson: Intro, to Motivation.

The publisher has failed us.

Please help us out and

we v»ill pay you »8.25 for your used copy

Bring it to the Buy Back Window,
ASUCLA students' Bookstore.

GROUPS now forming.' Reasonable fees,

call THE GROUP CENTER f©*^ <ree

brochures. 454 3030. < Q'**'

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel

873 5815, 781 5527 eves. 783 3509. (11QTR)

HELP! Reward! Thanks. Can we deal for

film rolls, negative:., tapes, accounting
book? Kardis 395-3589, 825-4501. (4 A 30)

LOST: Antique gold ring with nine opals.

Very sentimental! Please call Rene, 824-

3113. Noquestions. I4M3)

RENT TV OR STEREO 510

STUDENT RATES 2353

BLVD., 475 3570.

MO. SPECIAL
WESTWOOD

(llQTR)

HELP! Reward! Please return contents of

briefcase taken Journalism Dept. Thur. 4/22.

Important No Question. Mike Kardis, 395-

3589,825 4501. (4 A 30)

Social Events
LOST round gold framed, perscription

glasses -brown case in JJoyce Hali, Sun.

April 18. 393 4890. (4A2i»

YOU'RE INVITED Friday evening family

dinner, then Shabbat services. Valley Beth

Shalom Temple Office, 788-4000. ( S E A 28)

YOUNG adult dance May 1, 1971 - 8 p.m. -

12:30- 1520 S. Robertson Blvd., LA. (SE A 30)

y For Rent,

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270, 870-

9793. (11QTR)

y For Sub-lease

SUB Lease May U-August 1. Delux, fur-

nished, spacious, ocean, studio apt., 2 decks,

finicular, faculty only. 4S4-9705, P.O. Box
1175, Pacific Palisades. (SLM4)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for house/apt. mfo W*"'*^
wknds; 292 5175. (7QTR )

Rides Wanted ^

BERKELEY Durant Ave. 1 W. campus

Large turn, studio apt., kitchen, bath of

, fered June 15/September 15. $125 'non»J»'y-

343 8383. Berkeley 843 5434. ( SB M4)

yM f OrSC/iVOI •••••••••••••••••••••

RIDE or rider needed LA to Boston or

vicinity. This week. Call Neal, 474-3435. (9 A
28)

V For Sale. W

pAUll Edmond Sfephan has a loud mouth. (

i

A 28)

DINETTE, hide-away bed, small desk,

mattress (44x74), shelves, desk lamps, patio

furn, small itemv. 754 3?95. (10 A 30)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

(hrjphone, V^ «^* ^^ ^ .. „ tAJ<MJ?i-

NEEDHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

Fair Housing
-Landlord Tenant Disputes

Locating available apts.

-Rental Share
We are Here to Help You!

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174
X 54494

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350 1-4

p.m. Daily. (11 M3)

^Entertainment.

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats. Weekend and hoiMay, summer
reservation. Call 213 CA 1-4849. (2QTR)

FOLK Guitar, steel strings. Played
professionally. S40 /offer. 821-5441. (10 A 21)

FINE classical guitar for sale with case.

5250. FR 4-7494. (10 M 4)

FREE Crochet Lessons With any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1 732 Westwood Bfvd« 474-9709. ( 1

1

QTR)

y Travel. 13

CATALINA weekend /tM>liday cottages.

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,

W704 '-QTR)

y/Help Wanted...... 3

NEED help to write Sociology term paper,

willing to pay for services rendered. Pttone

744-4945. <3A2t)

SCHWINN Continental 10 speed. New, call

Doyle, 478-5249, after 4 PM. (10 A 21)

GUITAR: Ovation deluxe Balla<leer hard
shell case. Fantastic cond., t300. (cost S4M)
447-5410 eves. (10M4)

MUST sell - PuretH-ed German Shepherd
puppies S25. Diana, 824-2470. Leave number
at 825 5451, mailbox 49. (10M 4)

CLEANING Babysitting. \/7 Mock h^om
beach. Mon., Wed., Fri., 3:00 • 7:00. $2 hr.

References. Jt9-5in eve*. (3A»)

WHAT'S keeping you from calling? Fear?
Lethargy? Perversity? Leprosy? Dwmta^
ness? Services Unlimited, part4lme lobs.

475-9521. (3 A 28)

COMPLETE Stereo System. Roberts. AM-
FM Aquarius speakers, BSR Record
Changer. List 5300, sell $145. Brand new.

Great sound . 72 1 -0207

.

( 10 M 1 1

)

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June
$490. London charters $190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. S*th St., Chica5|0, ill.

40437. (13M7)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. LofMlon-Amsterdam - L.A.

SPINET Piano and bench, portable TV /

stand, book shelves /attractive st«ne sup-

ports. Other items. 473-3914. (10 A 2t)

June 14 Sept. IS

June 24-Sept. S

June23 Sept. 11

July 1-Aug. 24

July 7-Aug. 20

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

$295
$MS
$295
$29$
S2t$

FOR Nikon - have super 13$ mm VIVITAR.
$30. Deluxe film loader - 40 feet TRl-x/-

cartridges $10. 074-3977. (10M4)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS -

Australia, Europe, So. America, Africa, etc.

All professions and occupations, $700 to $3000

monthly. Expenses paid. overtln»e, sight-

seeing. Free information. Write: TWA
Research Service, Box SStIB, San Diego, Ca.

9210$. (3M3)

WATER beds $19.95 for all ki«gs,queen-

s,doubles, 8' round beds, & iumboi J^- J»"»'

345-7979. (10WIJ)

LUDWIG drum set, 2 Zildiian symbols - 200.

Exc. Olympia port, typewriter - 50. Steve.

477-4011 x'442.

MALE - Part-time liquor store stock and
-eferk, start $2.30/hr. T««s., Tlmrt., Sat., 4 -

11 PM., or Mon., Wed., Fri., 4 11 PM. Ap-

ply: Jerry's Liquor Stores, 2933 Santa

Monica Blvd., Santa Monica. Monday thru

Friday, 8 AM. - 4 PM. No long hair or

beards. (3M4>

WANTED cook to work part or fwlltime,

eves.. Love's Wood Pit Restaurant. SS3-

$513 (3 AM)

JUNIBRIDCS

Solect China and Crystal pattern

ftummer delivery and save
2S%toS0%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
19$ So. Beverly Or.

Bevorlv HilU, CalH

.

now for

-Sat. 10:00-S:00 CRl-OSU

NEED More Money? Join the Success

Group. Sell Shaklee Products to home and

industry. Full or Part times sales position

now opett. Interested? Call Dave SMiford,

930 2747, after 4. (it^*)

YOU are getting sleepier aiid sleepier. You
are hypnotiiod! Call Services Unlimited
(part-time iota), 47S-9S21. (3 A 20)

LA/LONDON
June 15/Sept IS

June28/Sept 7

June25/Aug 26

Aug 2*/Sept 24

AMSTERDAM/LA
5269
S249
5269
5269

TYPIST Theses, dissertations term
papers, etc Experienced. Mrs. Lyndeu

(1S"W3)Martin, 391 3584.

Sept 2 one way TO AM$ $136

immediate ticketing lor discount

London to Tel Aviv 577

Bombay $<50' »0

to Athens
Nairobi $150

flights

$52, to

Large

TYPING, editing, done promptly Seleclnc
typewriter (Pica Courier) Nea^ campui
Rita Sokolow 398 9880 (ISA 30)

ALL kinds of typing Reasonable rates Call
GR2 8421 11SM31

discounts on cars and many other flights.

contact Pr„o. P Bentler ^CLA 277 $200 or

879 3lirc"o Sierra Travel, 9875 Sam*

WILL do typing
6645, Hwd

Please call Dena at 44s

Monica Blwd Bev H.lis
(13M11>

Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam $13$

Call: Fliglrt Chairman: (213) iJO-lOOI. 4140

Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

YAMAHA FGIOO Guitar excellent condition.

Dresses lis I4's almost new. Best offers.

820-40$$ a«er 4:00PM. (10 A 30)

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA '"»•[-

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISC A. na? San Vicente Blvd., #4. »-^; JJJ**-
024 5449. ( UQTW^)

MtAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE-^ lEUR^E » MIoSlE east FLI«HT^^

immediate «cketlng-lntM»Eur«Hf »"»

Student Rail-pass 2 ni»onths vi»-ee

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease •>'••»•»»•••
.^. .

INFO: SOFA AGENT ViC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Slierman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2203 or 704 1477

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 020 S. Robertson Blvd.

4574390. QTR)

GIBSON EB2 D BASS, hollow body, 2

pickups, 6 MONTHS OLD, $3$0/offer (cost

$400)424-0474,327 8573. (10 A 29)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring dose friend.

FH3500. 9 2:30, 2 hrs. credH or $2.$0 oa. Mew
subiects. (3M3)

You are just the type

we're looking lor.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$45 per mo«th while helping ottiers.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 470-0051 9:00 AM 7:00 PM daily

DELIVERY men: Dorm food delivery. Own
car. valid UCLA Parking Permit. 8 p.m. to 11

p.m . sa/hr . Chunky's. 473-4042. ( 3 A IB)

ELEMENTARY student teachers or

teachers lor oducAtion study. $4 /hr. Mary
Johnson 025 •41.474^1$47 (evenings). (3 A
30)

EUROPE. $225-205, also Israel, Japan,
Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev.

Blvd. LA, 90048. 451-3311. ESEP UCLA
members (13 QTR)

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
ALIFORHIA ARIZONA HAWAII

rofessional/Trainee positions cur

available in all '••*<*« ^*' '

I subscription containinf bwi-

»f current openmfs "nd

in the SUN* proven technique

nding yoOT iob* Satisfaction

teod Swid $9 to:

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet N.Y. Europe best prices
Immed. issue int. ID Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/ Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
HS4 Santa Monica
LA tOOOt, 274<074a

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An oMicial Charter Flight

Operation Authorized & Approved
by the University ol California

on ALLCamouses

L A..LONGON/ LONDON- Ir A.

Fit Dap Rot VM(f Price

2* 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275

4 6/23 8/28 9 $275

6 6/24 8/22 8 $275

7 6/27 9/6 10 $275

8 6/29 9/10 10 $275

9 7/1 9/3 9 $275

10 ?"? 7/14:=-^</9 4 $275

11 7/14 8/31 7 $Z75

12 •• 8/8 9/8 4 $275

14 9/4 9/27 3 $275

10 7/24 0/2$ 4 $275

- ONE- MAY LA. - LONDON
Fit.

5**
Dep
6/24

$150

, ONE-WAY LONDOrsLL/^.

Fh. Rot. Prke

15 . 9/9 $150

TYPING theses, mid-terms, dissertations
-IBM enec . edit, if requested Expert on
equations, languages Virginia 839 2Slt
dMernoons and evenings, mornings 27 3

•2095 '-^—

,

nSAlO)

THESES, term papers, all forms of typing.

IBM Selectric last, accurate Very
reasonable Canoga Park Area 147 S203 (is

M 7)

TYPING wanted m my home Experienced,
last, accurate, and reasonable Call 4S7

9682 (15 A 79)

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscnpis
Exp Wkends, daily 5 9, 820 n«2 (IS QTR)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math i> technical taping

Accurate, rapid service 741 5580 (15(3TR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rales, near

campus Call Esther 876 7491 USQTR)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN MUNTEI^, REFERENCES 479

8144,4776382 (ISQTKi

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299 3135

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008 Specialmnq
in theses, essays, manuscripts 35< page ( 1$

QTR)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric

Expert typing, fast. Pi<;k up/deli\^«r. law

school. Alice, 397 3304 ^ (ISQTR

V Wanted 16

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members of tite

University of California (students, faculty,

staff, re9istered alumni, immed. family

living in ttie same houselK>ld)

charter flight*

/^ Kerchkhoff Mall 205 D
'"^ Between 8 a.m. & 5 p. pi

825 1221

VISITING professor wants furnished home
June August, Dr. Fitisimmons, 6708 Natalie.

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87116. ( U M4)

2 UCLA Girls want one bdrm apt WLA to

sublease summer. Janet, 475 5831 XS06;

Jamie, 824 1733. "»^^'

CAR to Lease for next 4 months, 4 or 6 cyd,,

Good running cond. Call 474-V47.
^ (16 A 30)

WAN'^EO: Used bicycle girl's, 3 speed, 26

inch. Excellent condition only. Call Carol,

476 4277 or 474 4355. (16 A 30)

UO|CJ °'^'"r"82Vi22r^"^"
y^ Apts. - Furnished ,7:7-1^

8 ^^ ^^ ^" ^" ^^ ^^ ^^^—— —

^

_ i-j 1 .^•K

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

$1095 Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, $715.

Israel Europe: 11 weeks, 51195. Jap*" *

weeks.SIOII. EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave.. Culver

City, (213)839 5247. (13 QTR)

XJNIS!i^S ?aSi?fe*

BRENTWOOD apt., 2 bdrm , . 2 bafh

Fireplace, gorgeous. Prefer girls. ParkKig

820-1681. jMtAA)
4f

1O07

LOS ANGELES/LOHDOW/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Coat

1

2

3

4
5*

6

7

e

June 15 Aug 15

June 19 Aug 15

June 24 Aug 22
June 24 Sep 5

June 27 Sep 13
• LA/London/A»sterda«
July 1 Sep 3 9

Aug 17—Sep 19 4

Sep 5 Oct 3 4

9

8

9

11
12

$275
S275
$275
$275

$275
$268
$258

WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E Juije 14--LA/London $148

2C July 26--LA/London $139

3E Aug 19—LA/Kadrid/rrank $135

4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123

5B Sep 12—LA/London $123

^ OHE WAY FLtGHTS PROM EUROPE

IW June 14—ABSterda«/LA $139
2W Aug 8 — London/LA $139

3W Sep 16--London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
eaployees, extension and Aluami
Members dIus isMediate fanilies.

GORGEOUS huge one bedroom with view

Sublet June thru September. 5190. Walking

distance- 473 8342. 838 4555. ( 17 M 4)

APTS. furnished Walk to UCLA Large

single 5155. Bedroom apts. 5185. 516 Landfair

/»! 477 8^90. (VM*)

WALK UCLA Woodsy and spacious single

fireplace - 412 Veteran Ave. 473 0201 or 479

5448. Available now. (17A28)

iiJsGAYLEY
....... Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE S50

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788> GR3 0S24

MOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY NEW

AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE ^OR/^f,
Ml LANDFAIR BLOCK UCLA. POOL 4"^

5404. ^^

400 BUILDING—
1 and 7 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, k>rivate patio,

elevator, sob. parking. Air cona

415 Gayley at Veteran

478-1735

EUROPE CHARTERS. Several sct»ed«»es

from $250 roundtrip, 5150 oneway. Coor

dinator Professor Margaret Paal, 247

Roycroft, Long Beach, 90003. 2I3-4M-2179. (13

A 78)

P.O. MI 1)3
LA JOLLA. CALiroMIA 92t37

YOU COM Kaivo

apM^ twneiok
Siv

•WFvianw
Scrvicas Uwli—

W

ad 47S-

(lAlO)

TELEPHONE work part time aftaa-Frl.

%1 7S/«tr Ply^^ Centifry City ot«*cc. Freo
p«rliM«« Mc Knaws. 554 I44S. (SAM)

S450y%est.>e3-sne.

MOVING For sal*
living reem.sva.
Eves 300 5240

Loavun- covfitry
(IOA2f:

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the 535 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (a9es 15ttirw22). Also:

S40 15 day*
555 21 days

Hr

Also Hea4tquartors For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL - EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
We're Open On Saturday

MXn brQacton,wMrtiwood
TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

-IN WEST»IOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBUWJ-

EUROPE Discount fli9hts. Also Israel,

Alrica, India. 40% off. Intra European
charter Mights Student ID cards. Contact

EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.

90710 274 4293 (I20TB)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN. Ek
penenced Umw Prof Positive results any

exam Easy conversational method (trial).

4;3-2402^ U^QTR)

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics Any
level, several years experience m teaching.

Reasonable. 391 2443. (14 A 20)

GRADUATE Record E«am preparation.
LSAT. etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson, 457-
.iisA 4iaOTV)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA

Brand new modern 1 bdrm lurn^ apts

Pertect to share for 2 people.

Rents 5175 235 per mon Pe"; *|",

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private pat.os A balconies ^ceanv.ew

Walktobeach Near Freeway^

2002 Fourth St., SM ^MU*
7045 Fourth St , SM "2 5554

2311 Fourth St ,SM 392 548*

555 LEVERING
Singles 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator L»un6ry
Walk UCLA A wesfwood

GR7 2144
Near Veteran Ave.

THE VILLAGER

(170TR)

/ single*

elevator, pvte

street

Color and Charm
Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms.

Fireplace, l«e. heated P^oi. e\t---
^^p,

patio, air conditioning, lovely ^'r*^,,.n,re,
bidg , maid available North of VV.isn

convenient to fwys.

411 KeltonAve. (Off Gayl*V|
^^

479 8144 * '^ _

'^^TmPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, n/2 BATh

HEATED POO^ ^^T'.

M«,SSO; complete
ctiest drawer, Sio

I10M

THritt caepaws tor no t«ine I

yow 1000 milos and MO 1S0I

travef. Contact yotMr travel
Britisll Rail 424-5140.

it. MO. Givos
miles ol rati

or call

(IS QTR)

y Typing ••»•••««»»«»«»•> 15

TYPING, fast and accwrate.
ratejs Ask fo' J-*^^ :;i 4377

Reasonable
(»5M 3)

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5 3S84.

Student Facilities Comm
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Arbiter Wills
This year I have been primarily

concerned and responsible for

estblishing the Direct Assistence

Facility (DAF). Serving as a drop-

n renter for UCLA and the com-

^uSdAF (staff^ both by

^udents and members of the

community) handles any problem

one might encounter in a face to

face situation. This greatly needed

^^^^^^ hy the Student

Facilities Connission, opened

Monday. Through working
with Oie

DAF I became familiar with the

facilities post, its functions

responsibilities, and goals that will

benefit all.

As a member of the newly

created Vending Advisory Board

and working to obtain an 'organic

food" cart on campus, I have

gained the knowledge of how to

^ accomplish things .efficiently

through the system.

The facilities post calls for

control over the quality and nature

of services offered on campus.

Prior to this year, a major porUon

pf this area has been neglected.

Now we are faced with an increase

in coffee prices. There was no prior

consultation with students. The

facilities^commission is the only

position on SLC that can watch

over such actions. I want the pnces

reduced to 10 cents. I will do that in

keeping the students' interests first

and foremost.

As Student Facilities Com-

missioner, I will fight for the more

beneficial student use of Ackerman

Union; new and better eating

opportunities on campus; cheaper

book, clothing, and record stores;

and, setting up a new Student

Housing Information Service.

I strongly believe that the 8-per-

_ cent discount on books should and

can be re-established. I want

.^ ^students to be «ble to fulfill their

^ needs and desires on campus,

^^ctions such as these could tie us

together in the hopes of creating a

better community feeling and hfe

here at UCLA.

ALL POWER TQ THE
PEOPLE!
A lot of shit has come down on

this campus, and one of the bigger

pieces comes from SLC.

SLC has continued to turn its

back on the people's struggle

against an inferior world foisted

upon us by the fast-thinking

fascists of imperialistic

aggression. Which is to say, who
gives a •*k about Homecoming,
which band performs at concerts,

and how much is squandered on

shipping cheerleaders across

country?

We demand that SLC stop ser-

ving the interests of the capitalist

running dog lackeys of imperialist

aggression. What has SLC done to

halt Amerikan rape of the Viet-

namese people? It is no longer

enough to recite litanies like "Out

now" or "Peace:" the struggle has

progressed beyond bullshit

rhetoric.

For as James Taylor says, "I've

seen fire and I've seen rain." Bob

Dylan put evenmmore succinctly

when he said, "quasimodo was

right—mozart was right." It is

clear from this that SLC must be

made responsive to the just

demands of the world's oppressed

peoples.

Our demands to SLC are:

Pigs off campus! This includes

all parasites, undercover or not.

Turning the student union into a

free store and selling its assets at

cost as a working objective in

abolishing Amerikapitalism.

Changing the Bruin to "People's

Vanguard" and establishing a

review committee to examine the

political content prior to its

pubhcation.

All SLC monies must be used

torwards the "Nick Blake—Chino

II" legal defense fund.

I will not be polluting the en-

vironment by campaigning, but

remember, if you fail to support

me for office, you are as morally

responsible as Lt. Calley for the

murder of Vietnamese children!

Hernandez
The objective in having a student

government is to create initiative

among students to be heard and to

be heard effectively. The SLC as an

elected body must remember that

it was elected by students and not

by the Regents and, furthermore,

it was not elected by any ad-

ministrators, therefore the SLC

has one priority: the student.

Educational Policy

Commissioner
Abrams

In the past SLC has been bouna

by the awareness of the present

administration and the lack of

interest by the students. This lack

on the part of the students was also

a failure on the part of SLC, a

failure to present the students with

programs and situations in which

they may be active in the bettering

of the university community. In

order to counteract this

misdirection in the SLC, we must

work together.

1) on the establishment of a

successful child day care center. It

has been tried. It did not work. It

•has been proposed that another

student union with eating facihties

on North campus be erected. I say

that whatever money that is

available for that be redirected

towards the building of a structure

to house the child care center. I

promise that there will be room for

more than 80 children and there

will be better adjustment for

volunteer work. We ought to be

able to face the daily needs of the

students that need attention

desperately.

2) to try to straighten out

ASUCLA services, e.g. food ser-

vice. The entire system that is

sponsored by the ASUCLA needs

revamping and reorganization to

insure better than average service.

3) to rearrange the priorities of

SLC to meet the pressure of hfe as

it is now forcing us away from

positions in ivory towers and into

consciousness of the realities of our

community and society.

This is not going to be the usual

kind of platform, in that it is not

going to list all of the promises I

will carry out if elected

Educational Policy Commissioner.

For having served in this office for

the past year^ 1 know how fruitless

•it is to make prbfhises Nor am 1

merely going to list my personal

accomplishments, for I believe the

way to judge a Commissioner is by

how well the Commission runs - not

just the one person holding elective

office.

Therefore, I would like to explain

some of what the Commission (by

this I mean the Student

Educational Policy Commission)

has done this year, in the hopes not

only that you will find me worthy of

re-election, but also that some of

you may find the work of the

Commission of interest to you and

may wish to join.

Largely through the efforts of

SEPC, the foreign language

requirement will come up for a

vote again this quarter and,

hopefully, this time the

requirement will be abolished.

Last summer, through ^e ef-

forts of SEPC, an experimental

appeals board with student

members was established within

the College of Letters & Science to

act as an appeal mechanism for

student petitions. For the first

time, students are included in the

petitioning process.

This quarter, student elections

will be held in niany departments

as part of the work of the

University Action Council. Anyone

IS eligible to run for an office and if

you are interested, stop by 325 oi?

331 Kerckhoff.

SEPC worked with Keith Schiller

on the pending change in Regental

Standing Orders to allow students

voting rights in departments.

We worked to get tenure for

outstanding teachers.

We revitalized the Experimental

College.

We conducted the Freshman

Program CED lA & B

Those are just a handful of what

SE;PC has done this year If you're

interested in helping, please stop

by and see me, Rhonda Abrams, in

331 KerckhoffJlfllL-^

Wiesnoski
In the beginning Bitch begat Dog

and Dog begat Sesuj.

We came to fulfill the ancient

prophecies made by Dog unto his

chosen Creepos. For it came to

pass that out of Hayward there

came a profit, for it is written, "I

shall call forth a Pollack and all

shall call him Blessed." And low,

verily I say unto you, he walketh

among us, spreading light, truth,

salvation and the flu to all those

whose hearts are open to receive

him.

And a voice was heard in the

jungle, Rama weeping and

lamenting for his elephants, but

they were no more. And as this was

spoke, the skies opened and the

spirit Sesuj descended upon the

Pollack and proclaimed, "Go forth

and spread the Word and convert

man, that he may accept the Word

and that I may take his con-

tributions and use them to build

concrete palaces with gold fronts."

And the Word went fifth, and

dweleth amung us And 1 say unto

you, those of you who rejecteth the

Word will have heckfire and

darnation wrought upon them by

the Allpoweriul. For the Word is

good, who rejecteth the Word are

evil and Dog hath said evil people

are not nice.
' What sayest thou? Huh'> Surely

goodness and mercy shall follow

^LC should we become one with the

Word and we shall dwell in the Dog

House forever

.,.-•

\

VVs. - Furnished U ^ House for Sale 21 .^Roon^forRenL,—^ ^^^^^'"^^^^^
^ '^ "*' ZrZ^rZZ^Z^^.r^..no student, private 64 VW Buq, New erig ne .re

SUBLET mid June to December, 2 '»<'""|-

duplex), yard, garage, 8 '"'"•,„^^^ti
_$2«0/mo., utilities inc. Edinger, 475-3381. U*
M 3)

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

cTmTus S48°?00. DEPUY • 34*-»S0, 783- „
6275.

OLDER woman, working *»»<»«"' PVl^t*
entrance, batt,, ^.tchen pr.v.l.ges, carport

pool, quiet. S45 month. CR5-59?7. <2*_^*'

*7e^Ot;»6T^V^i^^ir panoramic v|^ew^

Private entrance Share bath ^oo';
Y«!J

last privileges 783 0148. (26 A 28)

/House to Share 22 /^yfos for Sale 29

64 VW Buq, New engine, tires. Excellent

running cond »650, Best o««er 454 5036 ^ ^^^
eves. .

69 VW Fastback, New tires and brakes

-f^macuiate. Must sell C.H a.ter ^P--/J^*^
0916

'69 VW Bug Automatic Back Opening

Windows 1 Swner Good condition »1600

652 4754,654 8895,343 3623 (29 A 29)

y^ Autos for Sale ,...^..29

'65 VW BUG (NNMH?) two new lires.

brakes, clutch 30,000 miles Ongmal owner

s;95 Eves or wi'fkend phone, 839 3176 ( 29 A

28)

COLLECTORS item '58 Ford retractable

tmrdtop, 55,000 mUev, good cojld 39f 7J16J:7?

A 28)

Must Sacnl.ci- 67 MGB roadster, wire

wheels, AM FM. good cond 5 10/5 "*.,,,
5485 t^^^"'-

STUDIO City, 7 bdrm.,
conditioned, summer only.

980 6619/eves., weekends.

2 bath, air-

825-S42l/days,,
(17 A 29)

/Apfs.- Unfurnished 18

2"BORMr^7t~un»urn. \ 3/4 baths. Nff^ '^TV

Calleves. 870 8056.
(18A/«»

FEMALE grad P^-^-^^^^'T^U-Tstl
'°"''

near Venice / Sepulveda. Call 836 0557^^ ^ ^^

eves.
^

COUPLE "««''„^"" \%.;r;r"
"?»«"

Beverly Glen. Call Jim, 4748/3^

FEMALE, share large house with two
MsrviMi-c, "

\a/la i75 mo. Jinn, 479-

others. Own room, WLA. »/> m
2A29)

5234 after 8:00 PM.

pTjhn well, own room, on Beverly Glen,

r,«nrrii after 5 00, 2791860, male
$100, call aner a wv,

(22 A 28)
preferred.

•^Q PONTIAC GTO, beautiful, power brakes,

ilcZ Vet^.^^n,^ top a.r-conditlon^ng

Wholesalinq522^ n9Wr4).

VW -68 bug, xint condition. Blue »'W0^7,

3636 ^
11000 miles Like new.

(29M4)

71 GREEN VW, almost new radio *
!»•J»•;•

2200 m. 51995 657 5860 ^ J^ir^^i

$2500 or best offer

(29 A 29)

'70 VW Kombi. camper 15,000

cond' Complete equip Phone

653 7604 •

miles XInt

652 844} or

(29 A 30)

VW '69 automatic.
$1400.479-3636.

'70 VW Bus. Good cond..

Call Dave, 4730896.

'66 GTO Convertible

power, air conditioning

Phone 836 5551

Auto trans ,
lull

tape player $995
~(29A29)

-69 VW Camper popup roof '«''* *^";PP/,'!

many extras Ongmal owner "»00
J',^^**,j;evemnqs _,

'65 VW Excellent
-i<wa«kan<l» tOi S102.

condition $535 Eves
(29 A 29)

.47 uoNDA CA160. Very good tran-

Phone 396 3397

MALlBtr, 2 bdrm. mobile home, ocean vi^,

privacy, above Zuma beach, »<*"'!*; a 2«i
Eves, 4741197.

(1BA«»

^Apts. to Sfiore. .> »9

FEMALE roommate: share apartment on

beach during summer only. Own «>edrm,

furnished, $8l/mon. 823-7397. (19 M 4)

APARTMENT to Share. 3 bedroom tn

Venice $45 per month. Audrey. 399 2346. i it

A 28)

ROOMMATE needed to help rent apartment
in Santa Monica. Call Dave at 659-3194. ( 19 M
4) ,

WANTED Female grad/20's to ihare 2

bdrm Village apt. $100.Walk campus, 47 s-

4219-Diana. {\9N\2 }

GIRL to share great apt in Village. Own
bdrm. ,$75. Call Owen, a.m., 473 9721. ( 19 M 3>

FEMALE share Irg. furn. Santa Monica apt.

Complete privacy. Near beach. *'7.50. Sue,

392 3619/451 4370. ('» ^ ">

FEMALE Student or grad wanted by

lonesome guy to share his quiet apartment
and meals at no cost to her Phone evenings

or weekends. 399-41 10. ^^9 Mi)

DOCTORAL student to share w/l torn 2

bdrm. 1 mile campus $97. 478 6710 . --v
evenings. ( 19 A yn

FEMALE serious grad (preferably law),

large furn one bdrm. S.M. north Wiisnire ,

Irom 6/15 $75 mo 395 2715, 475-2433, 4 10

p^ J^19A^29)

2 GiRLS/share 2 bdrms on Gayley w/2 gins

(summer), $50/mo Kathie/Man, 474
6713 (19A28)

GIRL student or grad to share apt and
moals free with guys 399 61 10 ( " A 38)

ARTIST, cfe-gner, psycholog.st wTjh to

share beautiful
;i/„7,7e 20's/30'». $120 ea.

house, grounds w/man late 20 s/30 s

Why waste .»>^»V.n apt. when you

good times in style? 876-698^^^^^^^

^Room and Board ^^

cpROUL Hall dorm contract men's.

lac"i?iceSi55 immediate occupancy. 274-

6483 after 5 and weekends (i*M*Ti

'66 ALFA spider 1600 Excellent "e>^ c'utch

valves exhaust 478 6196. Must sell $1250. (25

lA 28)

'69 TRIUMP H Spi tf i re. Wtiile Mark Ul.

11,000 mi Wire wheels, extras out o« *i9h\

cash $1400 Call 340 8783. (29 M 4)

A-1

•A7 VW Buq $775 or best offer. '66 Austin

min^ M5? Must sell both. 474-0250 (29 A 29)

'65 BEL Air Chevy, engine in good condition,

$600 /best offer. Call 473 8394. (29 M 4)

'66 VW Very good condition. After S. 397-

3007,476 5007. (29 A 29)

'61 CHEVY impala, 6 cylinder, standard,

new battery and clutch, good tires Asking

$185 981 0956 129M*)\

HAS THREE BEDROOM SUITES
WITH MORE SPACE

TO BREATHE
TO MOVE
TO LIVE

COME BY AND SEE OUR SPACE
930 HILGARD AVE

475-$t31

•64 FORD Falcon, 289, 4 spead, new interior,

new tires, rebu.lt engine $725 Call 0*7 <7;
2458

(29 M 4)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile

^_^
Warranty

Volkswagen car service

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across Irom G M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

'68 PONTIAC LeMans ""^•'^'*"«: P°^^'

5329

'68 FIREBIRD 350. snappv. «''"\
""f,'

,7,000 m.les, landau top- po^e^ * ^ m"?,'
brakes 476 2045 after 4. *1„
'65 CHEVROLET Biscayne, * <*o«'^.

.^Vt^"
".ft sfngle owner $275 Aft.r 5 c. L ^74^

4658

'69 FIAT 850 Sport, mustard, AM FM, air

cond low "- *' ">o>' ">»' i^0< *' *<^°/.'***'

oiler

59 MERCEDES 4 dr 219 radio heater

runs but needs some work $375 454 2487 (29

A 30)

'64 TRIUMPH Spitfire Soft top ^'O""**"

Excellent condition Great for summer 5675

478 7493 "

•69 FIAT 850 conv. XInt cond »| <X>«^^^*;*

over payments No down payment w. h go^d

credit Leaving Countr y Day, y^^^\\-
evii . 454 16a0ext-4*47

'66 TRIUMPH TR4 A I R S XInt

throughout new clutch, muffler, »op. •»«

Mustdr.ve 51,000 784 1457 (29AJ8)

J Cycles, Scoofers

^ For Sole *^^

64 VW Sq bk Excellent transportation $575

'64 Chev good engine, $150 Call collect 379

7461 (29 A 28) Ht' I 1

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged hr^Help'^25

GlRL~f7e;Tr7''furn room t^j;- ;•»;;;"

^

Santa Monica, near ^"*
f^^J,'^ ^„\u%^^

$350/mo E«r*T^hpr 392 647$ (25 M 3)

tutoring MavSeptemberJtTM/^

^^
**"-*":.nVdur?%t":.mr.i:2ti"babysitting, light duties. >*•

^ ^^ ^ j,,

or June. 474 6797^
^ ^_ ^

^-'"7r^^ Offered *".•'. »t"<»*«M"

-g,,^,...,^ lor hafty ytt.ng Call *«^*[,;
Pj,,

656 246r
. _i

FEMALE, near UCLAR<>om * Bo*'.o
ex-

change for "^j;' r^TV 4%0336 (25A3?)
Private room /bath /i v *" «•»

•65 PORSCHE SC AM- FM radio, new Clutch,

brakes $2300 firm Evenings 473 7985 (29 M
4)

T9'P0NT.AC GTO The Judge' Like new

carousel red, loaded 2441214 (29 A 30)

CARS in EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

p O BOX 69504

LOS ANGELES, C A 90069

PORSCHE 912 '66. 5 Speed Silver, rebuilt

,»,a.np npwradiais extras Wolfgang Ve.th

825 4078, 479-7571

I

•70 YAMAHA 360 Enduro 2500 mi ^['f^

slerable warranty to HOOO m. »^W,^»»»«;,

826 6858 "_.
YAMAHA 100 twin only 250 miles, "<>«*'•.

7882evesA wknd __LJ

SultiMtfttrvtct

68 MUSTANG OT a.r, A.V ^- ^'•;'':
,peed, 390 convertible Exc^ond '^,«;;';«;\

346 1093

';0 DUNE Buggey El Lobo body '59 VW
engine Plenty o. Chrome '"""«»'•'•

^'J,
6355 ..__

47 VW Camper, AM FM, Michelin "X', 1600

cc tuned exhaust, 52000/oHer 333 7724/ 777

S929
(29 A 28.

66 2cv TRUCKETTE. big engine oest offe

•69 KAWASAKI MACH III, '"«'»'»••'./'"',

cond lirst reasonable offer 399 0984 642

Ocean Park, S.M. (^ ^ 28)

47 SUZUKI 258 cc Hustler, tint co"^^'»*»J

• ndcaredlor 5350 or best oiler 477 3442 (30

A 28) _-

•67 1/2 HONDA 350 xInt condition, new

eng.ne.n.wparts can 391 5059 anytime ^ot

and fast

! ;9 A i»;
llUJAi. 348.084i 12? A 21)

"ts.»

yj:^-

AUSTIN Healey 43 3OO0 MKII, ''«'**'"•

machine AM FM $950 4744052, r29A28)

•66 VW BUG Kint New clutch,
^'^•''•*.»'^?v

274 3572, no answer, 278 7047 (29 M 3)
/^aU 8Z^''^oo?

•x,
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Special Activities

The department of speech and

the Graduate Student Assn. will

present the UCLA Reader's

Theater prcxJuctlon of "The Little

Prince" at 8: 30 p.m., Friday, in the

Neuropsychlatric Institute

Auditorium.

Speeches and Seminars

William Williams, professor of

sociology at USC, will speak at

noon today on "University and the

Black Community: Bliack People's

InvolvehDcnt in the Total Com

munity" in Campbell Hall 1201.

A panel of graduate students

here, Shem Migot Adholla, Ron

Finney, Fritz Pointer, Hank

Richardson and Khufu, will con-

duct "Conversations on Pan

Africanism" at 3 p.m. today in

Campbell 3150.

A panel discussion on "Two

Roads to Black Studies: African

and Afro-American Studies," will

be held at 8 p.m. today in Ar-

chitecture 1102.

Meetings

Luncheon Fellowship Club will

meet at noon today in Geology 3656.

Lunch will be provided.

Peace and Freedom Party will

wys Brew n

deiiiliine:

noon loday

DAILY
BRUIN
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DO NOT ENTER

You like people

Are willing to listen to

their problems
Want to learn how to

help them
Are not look i ng for com-
pensations
But are willing to pre-

pare for a life of dedication to

others by bringing to them the

"good news" of Jesus' life,

death, and resurrection. This

means prayer, work, study, and
continued self-giving, life of the

^

Priests and
Brothers ^L^

I
^

i

PLEASE? — "Adams's Rib" and "Holiday" screen at 7 p.m. today I

in Social Welfare 147 as part of the Katherine Hepburn Festival. I

Tickets ^re $1 at the door. I

meet at noon today in Kerckhoff

Hall Third Floor lounge.

People for Peace and Justice will

meet a.t 3 p.m. today in Ackerman

Unjon 2408.

The Westwood Liberation Front

Food Coop will meet at 7 p.m.

today at the Phi Chi House, 663

Gayley.

Radical Action Council (RAO
will meet in the Upstairs Kerckhoff

Hall Third Floor Lounge.

URA Clubs

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet

from 5 7 p.m. today In the Women's

Gym 200.

The Judo Club will m6et from

2:30-5 p.m. today In A^emorlal

Activities Center B 146.

The Shooting Club will meet

from 7 9 p.m. today on the Rifle

Range.
The Bridge Club will meet from

7: 30-10 p.m. today in the Kerckhoff

Hall Quiet Games Rooni.

The Social Dance Club will meet

at 1 p.m. today in the Women's
Gym 200.

The Radio Club will meet at noon

today in the Southwest Penthouse

of Boelter Hall, Room 8761.

The Horseback Riding Club will

meet at 3 p.m. today in Ackerman
Union 2412.

iSm

» V ^ - lit 1

1

FEMINIST — Germaine Greer,

author of "The Female,
Eunuch/' will appear at noon I

today in the Kerckhoff Hall
j

Third Floor Upstairs Lounge, i

**'^^^P**4i^^<*^HPA

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
4 pm
5 pm
8 pm
7:30pm
7:30 pm

The Call To Be Human
Kimdalini Yoga ,^ „

Oasis No. One, Dreams and Stuff.

Movement Awareness •

Photo/Qne/Sound

Newmann Center 840Hilgard
Womens Gym Court yni

Arch 2201;

Royce Si-

Arch Biu>

i

r

-^.^.....fe.*

Returrs*
^'>. w.

One Night Only*#•
fr^

,1 ^
-M9^ t

7:dO & I0:30p.m

4 track stereo •wide screen
•N-?

I I

•*=sr

'M 4iM: Si

•# A
„#
"^ -r- ^rj/., m |!!i.|,...*%.;;

Is .^^
fe.

1''' ••>' '^'r''<i'
"•'::' m

apl;,: -'A

»

.•r^r 1. S. M. "-^^m B

Contact:
Rev. Harold Leach, C.P
Passionist Community, Dept. A
700 N. Sunnyside Ave
Sierra Madre, Calif 91024
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Three review committees recommend c/ianges
By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

The first three initial reports from the ad hoc program-

matic review committees have recommended only a few

'^Thp^ommittee on Duplication of High School Courses

h.!; recommended elimination of the foreign language

r^uirement; the physical education Committee on

Phvsical Education asked for retention of the department

f\ the Life Sciences Committee recommended con-

solidation of botany and zoology into the zoology depart-

"^These and other recommendations are only the first step

in the' programmatic reviews initiated last March by

Chancellor Charles E. Young.

Young esUblished a steering committee to appoint ad hoc

rommittees to review: departments whose programs were

PHflier designated as
-peripheral to the basic mission of the

iniversity" —journalism, physical education, speech and

teacher training in the graduate school of education;

oroerams which duplicate high school courses and con-

solidation within the areas of Life Sciences and Physical

Science

These reports will be considered by Academic Senate

committes and the steering committee, with final reports

due May 15 The ChanceUor's final decision on the

recommendations is due May 28, and could go into effect as

early as fall, 1972.
'

The recommendation to abolish the language

requirement in the College of Letters and Science will go to

a mail ballot early next month The committee said. "For

too many students the result of being forced to take

languages against their will is simply to instill in them an

inveterate hatred for language study. The requirement is

self-defeating."

The committee believes the requirement's abolition

would improve the effectiveness of language teaching, as

removal of disinterested students from classes virould in-

crease the quality of classes and also open the opportunity

to reduce enroUment from nearly 40 to 20 students per

section.

However, the committee asked elemenUry courses in all

foreign languages be retained, as many California high

school students have access only to courses in Spanish,.

Additionally, they said the University should continue to

offer the opportunity to develop an interest in languages.

Should the language requirement be abolished at the

college level, the committee estimates enroUments in the

elementary classes would decrease to 50 percent.

With normalized class toUls and half the enrollment, they

estimate a total of 43.6 superfluous secUons each quarter

Alsjo, the committee recommended establishing a one-

year high school course in American history or American

government to satisfy the American history and institutions

requirement, in addition to a related course her^.

Other recommendations included retenUon of the Subject

A programs and Math 1. They also supported retenUon of

the English composition requirement, with more

realisUc" proficiency tests.
^^^tinn

Physical education was recommended for retention.

Department officials had earlier indicated they were

displeased with the program's designation as penpheral

The committee on physical education said ll^fP'^^
program of instrucUon and research docs not fit the image

^t individuals have of P«:/' Undergraduates and

graduates in the department expressed a unanimous belief

in the high quality of the program

The comftiittee further judged the department's research

to be of good quality, and said, The principal research

programs seem to be highly appropriate to a major

university."

The committee on Life Sciences recommended, **The

teaching and research needs in biology can best be met if a

single unified and flexibly structured biology departnrient

can be achieved by combining botanical sciences, bac-

teriology and zoology • However, they beUeve bacteriology

should remain as a separate department unUl 1974.

The gains listed by the committee from this consolidation

are increased quality of undergraduate teaching; better

coordination of positions, space and other resources, and

the increased quality and recognition of graduate

programs.

...4r
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Johnson, Smith to leave

journalism departjnent

S'^'ed'rt Kerelh O: Smith' also of the iourna|ism department
^^^^^

resiened effective June 30. 1971. The journalism department is currenuyS coSration for ^ubstanUal change or elimination under the

rhancellor's plan for programmatic review. w,^ r^^

the orocrammatic review. "Johnson menUoned his retirement »asi jaii.

he told me that it was for reasons of health and to pursue projects in-

volving writing," Burke said.

to projected budget cuts in the journalism department^ There is no pomi

,n st^vinfl if all I put together here is going to be wiped out.

•ffi the ^tbacks estimated necessary, the P^b/.c relations

sequence Jul have to be ehminated. As a consequence 1 fvised the

d^p^rlenTl was not interested in teaching other classes if I couldn t

leach public relations." Smith said.

DB photo— n»vr Doralas

GET THOSE VOTES-Elections for Student-
. , „ election endorsement will be accepted no

Legislative Coimcil (SLC) officers will be held next
°^;J ..^ , ^ ^ today in the DB oHice, Kerckhoff

Monday through Wednesday Rebuttals from m-
'^^^r „ . *^

terested groups and individual students to yester- Han

• •••••• • • • •

•

•*

Speaks here tomorrow

sponsor Hayd
«

V.
v.

Senate comm. okays

UC faculty pay increase
^^s

Tom Hayden, founder of SDS and

one of the Chicago Eight, will

speak at noon Friday on Janss

Steps under the auspices of the

Experimental College (EC), ac-

cording to Larry Borok, EC
director.

Hayden was not sponsored to

speak this week under the

Associated Student Speakers'

Program (ASSP) because of a

scheduling conflict, according to

Bob Elias, ASSP chairman.

Dellums to speak

here iomorrow
Ron Dellums will speak at 8

P-m. (changed from noon)

tomorrow in Haines Hall 39 on

tff*-

congressman from California's

Seventh District.

Dave Sacks, a member of the

People for Peace and Justice,

accused Elias of succumbing to

"administrative pressure

because Hayden's appearance

here was too close to May 5 (the

date of campus disturbances last

spring).

Elias, however, said his reason

for the decision was two fold^

"First, I don't feel that Hayden will

be a i3ig crowd drawer, and let's

face it, that must be a primary

consideration."

"Second, 1 must admit that my

reason was also political in nature.

I felt that the Speakers Program

could not risk a major disturbance

prompted by one of its speaker^,

he said.

Thomas Reeves, head of the

campus Programs and Activities

Office .^.^ Elias' decision not to

administrative pressures to in-

fluence him in the past.

"After all, it's really the

students' business If Elias decided

not to have him, and ExperimenUl

College did, what business is it of

my office?" Reeves asked.

Sacks said under normal cir-

cumsUnces the People for Peace

and Justice would be able to raise

the funds to bring Hayden here.

"But because of the costs of the

teach-in scheduled for next week,

the group could not afford the $100

that it will cost." Sacks said

Hayden was denied permission

to speak here last year because of

tensions over the Chicago Eij^t

trial . %^^
Borok said Experimcntar

College expects to attract a crowd

of about 500 to the program OQ-

Fnday
'i plan to '- ^'•"'- "'-^vrlrn

:-:

•X

S y.:

host Hayden's appearance here

was his own decision "Heavens

he said. "Ehas has never allowed

speak," Elias sair:

that he is coming on someone else's

program"

^Itramfnto (AP)^ A $68 million pay raise for^aculty

'nfeX^ aX ul^versity of CaUfornja and sU^e coUeges wa,

approved Wednesday by the Senate Education Comma e^

•VV >eS-^'ation -s^sent to the^na^^^^^^^^^ 'j,^

Cb^Snam G^nro^onvUle ioin.ng five DemocraU

"T;"e'b!iirauthor. Sen. Albert Rodda .D-Sacramento), is the

education committee chairman ^^^ j

Gov Ronald Reagans proposed $674 billion state ouogei

provides no pay increases for higher education faculty

X Mv ra^e bill provides UC faculty increases of 9 per cent in

saL^ST^r cen't in fringe benefits For the colleg^ the raise

i«inner cent in Day, 6 per cent in fringes. ... ^^
s'l^lar^y rm's4 proposals last year died in legislative com-

^
mittees. |
Kodda's bill is SB 101.

w-.-.-.-.-.v.vsmm^

Hypnotist Baron to speak at noon

Kdwin I. Baron, world famous hypnoiUt. will
P'^^"['"f.'*l'[

.J^u. hypnosis at noon lod.y In Ih, Ackerman I'-^J-"'"^
-Ballroom'undcr th, auspice* of the A,»ocl.t«l MudenU Speakers

'^fndl^ates for the various offices are encour.ged to com, and be

hypnoiiied.
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Dislikes strong man' stereotypie
|

'(Paid Advertisement)

Does TM develop a

^

clearer thinking mind?

.V

Jones explains acting
i

:?

No Sweat Foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects back to your home with

professional efficiency . . . at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:

7497491

w* sail 220V
applianc*t <A

wall-known brands

i

•:•:
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FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus of any out-of-print store, we stock 50,000

titles, new and old, all subjects. Browsable - buyable.

Needham Book Finders

11613 San Vicente Blvd. 826-6533

- Just 5 minutes from campus by bus. bike or beachwagon -

V.

g

By Louise Kriegsman

DB Staff Writer

'•I'm not a revolutionary — I'm a mercenary!"

actor James Earl Jones told an audience of about

700 in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom

yesterday.

He explained he likes to act because he can pick

a role and, when portraying the character, can

'say something about him." Jones said he doesn't

like to be stereotyped into ''strong man" roles

because he played Jack Jefferson in "The Great

White Hope ' and ''Othello" in the play of the same

name currently being performed at the Mark

Taper Forum. ,—

Bob Elias, Associated Students' Speakers

Program chairman, announced Jones has just

been cast as the first black American president in

Irving Stone's "The Man," which wiU begin

filming soon.

Jones expressed pleasure with this role op-

portunity and said he much prefers filmmaking to

play productions because, "there is so much more

you can do on film — it's more mental — the

^^!i;iiif:i!:^0^

audience can get so much more involved with the $
character." •:•:

He said he wanted to share his interpretations
:|::

with those people who cannot make it to the |
Broadway audience. "White-haired audiences, 5?

especially white-white-haired audiences turn me |
off— I feel that they come into the theater with the jij

feeling that I can't have any feelings because I'm I
a black man, and they've been taught that black ^

men don't have emotions. I feel like I'm wasting
iji:

my time." '
•:•:

In regard to a question about the future of black vi

women in leading roles, Jones replied he did not
jj

want to sound like a "male chauvinist^pig," but |
that black women must wait to "come into their |
own" until black men have "blazed the trails" in |
the entertainment world.

.;: ^
Jones also spoke about his experience with %

Primal Therapy. "When I was eight years old, I |
began stuttering. I was afraid of things and began i§

acting to escape these fears of having to com- -x

municate. After four months of therapy, I am :S

better able to handle these fears." |

New Dean's List requirements
The conditions for being on the Dean's Honor List

of the College of Letters & Science have recently

been changed, and will become effective with the hst

for Winter 197L

Students will be included on the list provided their

records for the quarter in question meet either (or

both) of the following conditions:

— Grade Point Average of 3.90 or higher, regard-

less of number of units taken, and iif the study list

includes fewer than 12 units, it has bien approved by

the College office. :" ~;

— Grade Point Average of 3.66 or higher, with at

least 56 grad^ points earned.

No account will be taken of courses taken Pass/Not

Pass; grades in P.E. 1 wiU be counted in the same

way as other grades. "We hope eventually to make a

notation on the student's transcript each time he

qualifies for the Dean's list, but that will not be done

during the present academic year," according to

Kenneth Trueblood, dean of the college.

at very reasonable prices

E.M. Buchholz

454-5619"
call late atternoons or evenings

Film Classics

MID-NITE REVIVAL

12AM_
Kubrick's

DR. STRANGELOVE
G.LScott P«t«rS«llert

0"Fr. Apr. 30
Sat. May 1"99

Only

8293368
BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
Wilshire — 26th Santa Monica
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stereoroom

Bring your best price to us for your hi-fi system and let us try to beat it

NEW PERENNIAL PAPERBACKS

REPEAT OF A SELLOUT

The Pocm=^^=^
of Hashish
Wrth "The Hashish Club"

by Theophile Gautier

by CHARLES BAUDELAIRE

Turning on in nineteenth-

century Paris.

P/215 950

CONCORD RECEIVERW/
MATCHING SPEAKERS &
FULL SIZE TURNTABLE

Meditations:

Food for the Soul

For Every Day of the Year

by SRI CHINMOY GHOSE

The teachings of a great

spiritual leade r of India.

P/214 950

Drugs and the

Other Self

An Anthoiogy of

Spiritual Transformations

CHAMAN NAHAL, Editor

Progressions in human
consciousness from drugs

to the spirit.

P/196 $1.25

At your bookseller

^ Harper e) Row
'^'^^^rlldsWew^YorKlOOie

'(Paid Advertisement)

DONATION REQUESTED
Hedonics presents

Ingmar Bergman's
1956 allegorical

masterpi ece

Jean Vigo's 1933

J « i ;;.

^ 1 M.^

U:

classic
«

2 complete shows at 7:00 & 9:30

2: fc

r ar

Social Welfare 147

Bergman's stunnin all«9«ry o# nr>«o's search for me«nir>g in Ufa. A knight,
after returnir>g from the Crusades, plays chess with Death while The
Plague ravishes nr>ecHeval Europe A Canr>es Film Festival Winner
considered by noost critics to be Bergnrtan's rrH»t powerful creation.

Jean Vigo's (a pioneer FrerKh film maker who died at 29) psyctwioglcal
studv of ,1 student's revolt from their oppressive grammar scf>ool.
Bar 6 years in France, it also symlwliied an oppressive society.
frra^ -' -.--,- riul mixture « »!*« ivify And surr*Allsm, jS^rsbrtS ifMI evwiTS
areseen both in realistic fashton and thru the eyes of the school children.

FrI.- April 30 Sat. -May 1
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Ann Haskins
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Dave McNary
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Deborah Ashin
City Editor

Rick Keir
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bru'in Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish 4o voice

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion ofthe author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boor-^

_Canc/ic/ates
The following is the official list of candidates for undergraduate student

PRESIDENT — Bruce Alpert, John Cronin, Bob Ellas, LaMar Lyons,

ADMINISTRATIVE VICE PRESIDENT — Steven Joel Halpern, Brad

F^RST VICE PRESIDENT — Jayne Polland, Dorothy AAae Redmond;

GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE (vote for three) — Stuart Adelson,

Harry D? Angelo, Phil Chase, John Richard Edwards, John Igaz Jr.,

Richard Malamud, Pete MIrich, Eric Morrison. Charles Narcho, Les

Rosen, Paul Silver, Mollis Loren Stavn. Neal Stelnbrenner, Jerome Juan

CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSIONER- Jay S. Drotman, Gary L.Green,

Jeff Lapham, Tim Shelley;

COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSIONER — Clinton Burch;

CULTURAL COMMISSIONER — Bob Ellas, Leigh H. Franck, James E.

Roberson, Dave Stewart; „^ ^ ^^ o
EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMISSIONER — Rhonda Abrams, Roger

STU^D^NT FACILITIES COMMISSIONER — Ross Arbiter, Edward

Hernandez, Jack Wills; .. . o
STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSIONER - Rich Kudo, Mark Ryavec;

NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE - Bob

Elias, Steve Orel, Melissa Skoff; „....-.
STUDENT FINANCIAL SUPPORT COMMISSIONER - /V\ano Flores,

Steven Gorelick, Alex Kozinsky;

HEAD YELL LEADER — Leiand Cox, Boxcar Bruce Crabtree, Dennis

Donohue, Gary Elem, Bob Elias, Beany Estrada, Marty Frank, Sam

Coins, Shelley Krause, Ted Lowe, Farmer John AAaclas, Charles (Super-

fan) Mathews, Rick Matteoll, Chuckle Cherry, Fish Fred Osborrie,

Jimmy the Jet Parsons, Paul Edmond Stephan, Dennis Toda, Wally

Uchia.
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Facilities Comm. candidate

Hernandez rebuts DB
Perhaps I did not make kyself clear. Ross Arbiter mentioned that

riie has •gained the knowledge ol how to accomplish things et-

ficienUy through the system" by working on the Vending Advisory

Board, obUining an "organic food" cart. My point is that the SlXis

a system, established not primarUy for students. The orgamc food

cart was certainly a long time coming - when will the next cart

arrive? Direct Assistance Facility (DAF) opened only Monday.

This system runs too slowly. Why? _, „^
On this campus the people who rely on their past records so

heavily naturally slow the system down. They ought to move ^ir

minds to the future. The Child Care Center wa^ not success^^

start it over - NOW. The DAF has started. Who knows ite^ments?

What are we doing for tomorrow? -^ ,

We will start a stable ChUd Care Center for the majority of

students. We wUl improve eating facilities all over campus (not

only coffee but a thorough investigation of ASUCLA wiU begm)
.

We

will revitalize this legislature, this community .

We will look towards tomorrow.
^^^^^

• <

I want to thank the Daily Bruin

for describing my candidacy as

well intentioned. As for my
qualifications I consider my non-

involvement with Kerckhoff Hall

as a great asset.

Kerckhoff Hall is full of self-

serving politicians who want to use

their offices for nothing more than

additional qualifications on their

applications to graduate school

and beyond. This has been the

pattern of student politics at

UCLA. Year after year candidates

have presented their seemingly

endless list of qualifications and

services rendered to you the

student, but what has this Maze

like list of committees, boards, and

bureaucratic catacombs gotten

you, - NOTHING.
The time has come to understand

that machine politicians don't

work. At least not for the student.

Last year, Matt Mazer was

elected to student office and spent

from October to November of this

year campaigning for another

"fearless politician" like himself,

in New York. This fact appeared in

a Daily Bruin Editorial on Oct. 21,

1970. The students of UCLA nieed

Money-bags Matt, wheeling and

dealing out of his new Mercedes-

Benz, like we need travehng Sam
Yorty. Matt Mazer has been

described as a "fearless politician

who's compassion is sometimes

consumed by his drive". (The

Daily Bruin). I fear someone like

that. Remember from election day

to taking office many previous

politicians have metamorphisized^

from a butterfly into a worm.

Matt Mazer has threatened my
campaign workers with the

collection of their registration

cards and court action for printing

"false" statements about him.

What does this "fearless"

politician have to fear.

I offer you honesty, sincerity,

and compassion. You can rest

assured I have no vested interest in

using this office for anything but

the benefit and welfare of the

students of UCLA. ^ "^''

—Bruce Alpert

a member of Finance Committee.

John has further investigated other

problems such as ambulance
service, parking tickets and the

language requirement, as a Daily

Bruin Columnist. John founded and

directed a student-run radio

station, led an 18 year-old vote

petition drive, organized the In-

dependent Student Lobby, and has

organized lobbying efforts for

legislation which would bring

$100,000 to UCLA from parking

ticket revenue to promote lower

parking rates.

There are a number of clear-cut

issues in this campaign. This

campus needs better eating

facilities, but it doesn't need to

build another pile of concrete and

stone and call it a North Campus

Student Union. It needs to improve
— certainly not eliminate — its

Student Health facilities. It needs

strong leadership for educational

reform — with experience and

conviction — rather than claims of

fund transfers to gain political

support. This campus needs to

involve the entire stud^t com-

munity in its program|pnd ac-

tivities, not perpetuate a

philosophy which has resulted in

fiascos in the past. Just as im-

portantly, the emphasis of the next

student body president and un-

dergraduate government must be

on this campus — on its events, its

services, and the quality of its

education.

History provides us with many
examples of the fact that "absolute

power corrupts absolutely.*' The

Daily Bruin considers who has

power in supporting its candidate.

The question should be : will the

next ASUCLA President exercise

that power to serve the students'

interests, or his own. John Cronin

is working for the students — not

for himself. \
—John Cronin

Chicano Youth Barno Project, and

many others.

While 1 recognize the fact that

my opponents all display qualities

which are desirable in an ASUCLA
President, no other candidate can

claim to have the combination of

experiences and communication

channels that I have compiled. In

my three years here I hav^

maintained a working relationship

with nearly every student project

and organization as well as the

various levels of the ad-

ministration. Few candidates can

make these claims in any election

year

As a member of Student Conduct

Board. I opposed state intervention

in campus policy making.

Evaluation criteria for student

projects now being used by the

administration was developed by

my office. In short, my record as

Commissioner of Community
Services illustrates my ability to

be an effective agent of the student

body.

Students must recognize the

distinction drawn by the DB's own

language I represent the "genuine

concern" of the student body, the

student "who received the en-

dorsement has "fearless use of his

political skills." It is up to yciu, the

voter who has the most at stake, to

decide which side of this distinction

will enhance your chances of

improving UCLA.
l^Mar Lyons

•

g
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I hate Election Week!'

A funny thing happened on the

way to Kerchkoff Hall. Matthew C.

Mazer was endorsed by the Daily

Bruin. Perhaps Mayor Daly

couldn't have done better. But does

Mayor Daly have friends and

. former campaign allies making

endorsement decisions on the only

paper in town?

John Cronin doesn't like the

Daily Bruin, and he hasn't been

afraid to say so. John Cronin has

-consistently opposed monopoly

endorsements, and the DB wasn't

too happy about that. You might

say the Daily Bruin doesn't like

John Cronin.

John Cronin has done more than

talk and make political deals. He

has done more than just talk about

tenure, department cutbacks, and

the deterioration of undergraduate

education. Cronin has been an

active member of Student

Educational Policies Commission.

In the University Action Council,

John coordinated undergraduate

associations He has organized

student elections in major

departments this Spring which will

allow student involvement and

input into department policies and

decisions.

John Cronin has attacked the

inefficiencies and pricing policies

of ASUCLA, and has reviewed

budgetary decisions and funding as

The DB's rationale for not en-

dorsing me is extremely

bewildering. While they admit that

no other candidate has more in-

terest in the student body or has

worked harder than 1, they fail to

acknowledge that by endorsing'

these qualities. Instead, t*ie DB
seems to throw off the en-

dorsement on the basis of

"political skills." In other words,

DB presidential endorsements are

testimonials to those students who

display deft hands of a big league

politician — qualities which have

provoked the distaste of students

nationally for the last decade. '

The only "pohtical tools" which

are needed by a president on this

campus are compassion that

cannot be consumed by drive, and

hard work accompanied by a

working knowledge of the campus.

Big league politics invoke an at-

titude on this campus that I find in

opposition to the new tenor of

humanism and integrity that is

presently being asserted here.

I have had experiences on both

state and campus levels that have

bolstered my effectiveness I have

worked in Senator Cranston's

office, the Congressional Sub-

committee for Veteran's Affairs,

and been a member of the Regents

State Board for Matching Funds.

As Commissioner of Community

Services I have managed to

prevent Regents' Matching Funds

from being taken from student

government, reorganized my of-

fice for more efficiency, and in-

H-eased my office's involvement

such projects as ASUCLA Tutorial

Project. Project Amigos. Ex-

ceptional Children's Program.

Asian American Tutorial Project,

Yich!

I am not at all surprised that the

Daily Bruin endorsed Matt Mazer

for president. It is consistant with

everything the Bruin has evcfr been

associated with — it stinks. How
could the Bruin endorse a can-

didate who writes about himself in

the third person. If he's Ulking

about himself in the third person

already, think of how conceited

he'll become if, heaven forbid, he's

elected.

Also, the picture of Mazer at the

bottom of pages 8-9 depicts him

lying on a couch. Who needs a

president who is so unstable. He's

already lying down on the job and

he hasn't even been elected yet

I, obviously, ^^served the

Bruins' endorsement, for i aih the

only candidate, of the five, who is

smiling I have something to smile

about I am the only candidate who

knows that an endorsement from

the Bruin in worthless It's a

deterrent.

1 am also ticked off that the

Bruin did not endorse me for any of

the other four offices I am seeking

Had Matt Mazer applied for these

same five positions, I am sure that

he would have been endorsed for

all five. He would have become

your dictator instead of me.

I can't even say the name Matt

Mazer without shuddering It was

when T found out he was ninning;-

that I first got the idea of passing

out vomit bags on Bruin Walk.

They're going like hot cakes.

I noticed written on Maser

literature that his leaflets arc

going to be recycled. They should

have recycled them right after

they were pnnted. Had the trees

known that they would be used for

Mazer's evil purposes, they would

have stopped growing. They should

recycle Mazer.

In conclusion, all I have to say Is

that 1 take absolutely no respon-

sibility for the violent actions my
friends, both of them, will take in

reprisal to the Mazer endorsement.

1 only hope that I win the offices I

am seeking which somehow will

enable me to put a stop to their

terrorist actions before they lay

waste to the entire campus
Bob Ellas

Campaign for free coffee at DB office KH

1+-'-
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Candidates' rebutta/s to DB endorsements

General

Representative

Last May the students of UCLA
voted overwhelmingly (78%) for

immediate withdrawal from

Vietnam. One of the main

questions that has to be asked of

SLC is why in the past year have

they not done one thing to express

student feelings on issues relating

to the war. If elected as General

Representative, I will explore all

avenues in an attempt to end

"^university complicity with the war.

This again is in keeping with

student sentiment expressed in last

May's referendum.

It is also essential to view the

war on more than one level. The

effects of the war (i.e., wastes of

money and life) are felt every day.

Thus it is necessary to link the war

with issues that relate to students

every d^y concerns — the draft,

inflation, the price of coffee, high

tuition. If elected to SLC I will vote

for programs that attempt to build

a sense of community in West-

wood, that develop a child-care

center that will meet the needs of

all segenients of the campus

community and a total re-

evaluation of ASUCLA priorities as

related to food prices, student

services and student needs.

Again this year there are

referendum questions on the ballot

soliciting student opinions on

issues related to the war. I favor an

immediate withdrawal from

Vietnam, an end to university war-

_ related research, ROTC off-

campus and support for the

provisions of the People's Peace

Treaty. If you feel the same as I do,

I earnestly solicit your vote and

support because I am committed to

working on programs and ac-

tivities that express student op-

position to this abhorrent war.

—John Edwards

To the Datly Bruin, I'd like to say

that you would be of more use to

the students on this campus if you

came in a roll five inches wide.

To Chase, how can you represent

'*A11 students on all issues?"

To DeAngelo, why should

teaching be the primary interest of

only SLC? Would you channel the

entire campus in your efforts? Or
would you be as far distant from

campus affairs as past SLC
members?
To Mirich, I'd like to say you

have some good points. But can

you point to anything in the past

two years you have accomplished?
~^ To my other opponents, 1 want to

say: "I have read your statements,

now where are your platforms?"

I worked last year on the original

task force committee to improve

enrollment procedures at UCLA.

We considered many proposals,

and due to the excellent efforts of

some sincere people, we were able

to come up with the present system

of On-Line Computer Enrollment.

"Oh, where have all the enrollment

lines gone? Long time passing."

Fellow students, we can do the

same thing for course load

reduction. We can do the same

thing for abolishing the regential

rule requiring final exams. We can

do the same thing for supplying

alternatives to the language

requirement. We can put the ''S"

back in ASUCLA. We can do all

these things and more. What do

you say? Vote for H. L. Stavn for

General Representative.

^Hollis Stavn

Campus Events

Commissioner

Cultural Affairs

Commissioner

I feel that I will be able to better

the mediocre job the incumbent

Cultural Affairs Commissioner has

done. The incumbent has seriously

neglected his responsibihty as a

voting member of the Student

Legislative Council. He has ab-

stained from voting on many issues

of student concern. He has not been

innovative on SLC or attempted to

work with the other members. He
feels to be "somewhat apart" from

the other members of SLC and

doesn't "understand how some of

the other commissioners keep

track of what they have under their

offices" as seen in last Monday's

Bruin.

As the Daily Bruin endorsement

yesterday pointed out, more
student involvement in the office of

Cultural Commissioner is needed

as well as a stronger stand in

dealing with the Student Com-
mittee for the Arts on the part of

the Commissioner. If the in-

cumbent has failed to perform well

in these capacities during his first

year of office, are we to anticipate

a change in a second term? And if

the Cultural Commissioner
l)ecomes the chairman of the

Student Committee for the Arts, it

is essential that she or he be willing

to involve and consults students

and effectively represent diverse

student interests in cultural

program.
As Cultural Affairs Com-

missioner, I pledge to be an active,

voting member of the SLC, to work

with all the other members of SLC
in cooperatively supplementing
each other's programs, and to seek

representative student opinion in

matters concerning my com-
mission.

—Leigh Franck

I was dismayed to find that the

Daily Bruin wishes to abolish the

offices of Campus Events Com-

missioner and National Student

Association Representative.

For the first time in recent

years, the N.S.A. is relating to the

needs and interests of the nation's

college students. The People's

Peace Treaty is a project of vital

importance to the growing anti-

war movement.
At a time when 75 per cent of the

American public wants and end to

the war, the Peace Treaty clearly

deserves an office of its own.

As far as campus events are

concerned, students clearly

demonstrated their desire for

change this year. The waste and

apathy of Bruin Week shows that

new, innovative activities are

needed.

Only by maintaining the Campus
Events Commission can the

leadership and administration

needed to carry out these

programs be asserted.

Such new programs, as I have

outlined, include free outdoor

concerts, memorial services

around May 5 and other' dates, and

fund raisers for ecology and other

non-partisan concerns.

Placing these events under

already over-burdened com-
missions of other officers would

jeopardize their success.

t am running my campaign to

present a chance for change at

UCLA — a change away from the—
activities of the past (such as Bruin

Week) towards events relevant to

the interests of students in the

'70's.

Your support in maintaining the

office of N.S.A. representative anci

my plans for new activities can 1

make this change a reality.

—Gary Green

from the experience of other

planners — both past Campus

Events Commissioners at UCLA
and contemporaries at other

schools. V

4. A refusal to seek a blending of

traditional and innovative ac-

tivities — (instead one or the other

attitude has prevailed).

I propose that the planning of

Campus Events be expanded to

include: representatives of dorm

floors, fraternities, sororities, and

campus participant groups. In this

way the people who will be the

event participants will be involved

in formulating and executing the

events.

I believe that my experience as

Campus Publicity Chairman for

this year's "Mardi Gras" has

given me exposure to the many
avenues of communication

available as well as to a number of

innovative suggestions for

publicity.

I support a blending of in-

novation — the backing Of creative

proposals — with tradition — for

the continued support of proven

events. Only such a blend truly

recognizes the diversity of the

campus community and allows for

its involvement.

I believe that these approaches,

tempered by my experience in

events planning and student in-

volvement and communication as

with '*Mardi Gras," the In-

dependent Student Lobby, and

"Bruin Week," and tailored to

individual situations, best serve

the interests and requirements of

the office. For these reasons I am a

candidate for the office of Campus
Events Commissioner.

Respectfully,

JeffLapham

Verily I say unto the UCLA
student body, there is but one
message I emasculate: heed not

the words of the heathens of the

Daily Bruin, and the hereoies

spake by thise who would defile My
name, but rather heed Dog's
Words when he spaketh: "Low, I

have sent unto you your ruler, heed

His Word. He speaketh true,

respect his words and follow his

teachings. For whoshallever follow

my Word will be released froni the

communist pinko oppression of

UCLA"
—Roger Wiesnoski

NSA

Educational Policy

Commissioner

In the belief that balance, ex-

perience, and communicative
ability are required for proper

execution of the office, I, Jeff

Lapham, announce my candidacy

for Campus Events C^ommissioner.

History has demonstrated that

event planning at UCLA suffers

from four major deficiencies:

Events have suffered from:

1. A failure to involve the par-

ticipants in the advance for-

mulation and planning.

2. A failure to make use of all

available channels of com-
munication and^tCT employ novel

forms of publicity.

3. A failure to observe and profit

You have been shown the way,

yet you refuse to follow the

wiesnoski, begat of Dog who was
begat of Bitch. Dog, he is ruler of

the universe and the firmament

and the inverse sine law. Consider

well the path you pursue your foUy

will only lead you down the path of

heckfire and damation.

As for you, members of the Daily

Bruin staff, who have blatantly

disregarded the Word of Dog, Dog
will surely smite your communist
pinko establishment to the ground,

and condemn you to the etertial

irritation athlete's foot. Dog does

not allow the unfaithful to escape

his wrath, and surely He shall

beset you with torments unknown
even to the Daily Bruin, such acne

plague, ravaging arthritis

neuralgia and rh'eiunatism without

Anacin.

Representative

The Gallop Poll's latest survey

indicates that 78 percent of the

American population are against

the war.

Last week, the United States

dropped a 7 1/2 ton "blockbuster,"

the largest bomb ever dropped on

North Vietnam, capable of

devastating one football field.

Last week, Nixon declared that

U.S. air support would not leave

Vietnam even after a total troop

puUout.

Three months ago, the National^

Student Association (N.S.A.>

initiated the* "People's Peace

Treaty,". . .a peace treaty which

has since been ratified by unions,

professionals, clergymen, and

above all, individual student

groups throughout the country

Ending the war is not going to

happen by presidents, or Congress

alone. The people must take some
.^

initiative. Student lobbying is of
"

the utmost importance if we are to

secure our interests in national

politics. So far, the N.S.A. is the

only national organization that has

provided a link between all college

campuses. Ending this war is

going to be a tremendous project.

We feel that by diluting the peace

projects of N.S.A. into other

campus organizations is an

abhorrent error. The N.S.A. is

already an established

organization which, in the past few

months, has proved itself more

than capable of organizing the

student peace movement. We do

not believe that any other student

office other than N.S.A. can con

centrate itself on anything else but

ending this war.

As N.S.A. is set up, it can serve

as a general representative for all

campuses. No other office can

provide this.

And locally, in the UCLA com-

munity, the N.S.A. can help set up

programs to deal with our needs

TennantS" grievances^ f^^

(Continued on Page 5)

UCLA CHICANO CULTURAL CENTER
PRESENTS

Dr. Miguel LeorvPortilla
Philosopher, Historion, Editor, Critic, Translator

N A PUBLIC LECTURE

'EL PENSAMIENTO DE

LOS ANTIGUOS MEXICANOS"
'THE THOUGHT OF THE ANCIENT MEXICANS'

v_

Dr. Miguel Leon-Portilla, Presently Director of the Institute de Investigaciones Historicos

at the National University of Mexico, has been known since the early fifties as a translator

and cbmmentator of pre-columbian poetry, philosophy and aesthetics. His books on Aztec

philosophy and society have been translated into French and English; Th« Broken Sp*ars,

Pre-Columbian Lit«rafure« of Mckico, Aztec TKoogKt and Culture, as well as numerous articles.

4:00 P.M. THURSDAY,
APRIL 29, 1971

HUMANITIES BLDG
AUDITORIUM 1200

— Bring a Friend & Show him Total Freedom -

L. Ron Hubbard presents —

This Congress is of infinite value to everyone. Vou

will learn data that will change your entire //fe.'.'"

21st Anniversary of

Dianetics and

Scientology Congress.
1. Handling all your fears and unwanted emotions such as

anger, hate & grief.

2. Special seminars teaching the learning drills - you will learn

how to speed up your rate of study easily & efficiently.

3. Experience Group Processing in the technology of Scientology

4. Witness a live auditing session.

5. Attend a gala party in celebration of the 21 st Anniversary ot

Dianetics and Scientology. It's easy to attend —

SIMPLY CONTACT: Any Ticketron outlet, or,

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY -•
.

2UU5 West yih bt. LA.. Calif.. 9U0U6 '

TK« Congrast will be held at:

The Ambassador Hotel 3400 Wilshire Blvd. L.A.. Calif

Pric 61 Hfk0H:%B 00 \nodO once SI ? 00 of the door $6 50 eocti in blocits ol 10_o^ '^

Head Yell Leader

Platforms
Boxcar Bruce Leiand Cox

„. urLA where the blue and gold fly high

^ miQhfv' me All American tradition of the

"""^nrt railroad" still prevails in splendor and

'?r'^ ier^ember Engineer Geoff?
'^'"^ Kor%ii the things that have been

"'"".^ade^ through bSth SLC and the Ad-

'^''?ttS. ever since you've been at the Big

rone Tthr[ast bastions of th.s tender

L7f?on is now being offered for you to clutch

"^i* K^^ri near to your heart And who is

and i^o'*^^

"f?[,
'°3,7, is I, Boxcar Bruce.

^Thrw.ran'yme wishful can now make a

Jnri decision .n their choice for Head Yell
sound dec.s.o^

for they can take pnde m
l:'o^?na Jf mr^ualifications. My "training" is

S comwre The wishful, for they can
"'''«

rp ,n h^K to bring back the life of the

la'.^road tPaS and in placing an end to

^t no .tics My very person is the epitome

oMhe'ra^°i^d tradition and, as far as corrupt

tfr^ 5 concerned, I have no "ties."

'°UCLa!s Sead yell Leader must excell

onmarily in leading cheers. Also, he must be

^hi^ to originate such cheers. Again, my
Li, f Nations are unmatched by my op

^oai.f cat 9ns a
^^^^ popular

^?p!tJal "^ve Been working On The

Soad" 'Oh Suzanna," "Home Sweet

Home ' '"Don't Get the Wrong End Of The

uaTn" and'other notables. My other

capabilities are just as exhilarating to the

"^,'vou'want'me at the Big U to hold some

nostalgic sentiment, then Boxcar Bruce is yourS For if I «"> elected you wHI see the

caboose of apathetic cheer leading. On election

day don't belittle, don't berate, but behold

Roiccar Bruce on your ballot.Boxcar Diuv
Boxcar Broce

Chuckie Ctierry

Have you seen the number <>. ""didates for

Head Yell Leader? Ridiculous, isn't 't? W'th so

many candidates running, it is very diff.cu t to

decide on which criteria to use when selecting

the Head Yell Leader.

Yet this situation is almost similar to w/hat

the voting populous faced last year. At that

^me Budd? Epstein, of the Bruin, had two

very important sets of criteria: (1) The ability

toentertain and (2) Awareness of UCLA sports

and knowledge of sports The fii-st criteria

involves keeping the crowd amused before

games and during breaks. And also, people

would rather hear and see than to participate^

Secondly, with knowledge of sports and

players, the yell leader can relate interesting

and entertaining things to the crovvd.

Of all the candidates who ran last year, the

winner did not display any of the above

qualities. There was a candidate who Passed

out cotton candy and gum along Brum Walk.

There \a(AS the "no gimmick" candidate and.

Of courWirf-eretyrssenttno ^okno)/. There y^as,

thfe'Gis Boom Bah type running also. Then,

there was the Banana, who had some in

teresting ideas and a fairly cute gimmick. ( By
the way, he's running again, which shows
^ome courage.) , ...

Due to the fact that it is a farce again, I win

not attempt to pass out useless scratch paper

(flyers), to molest you on Bruin Walk, or to

destroy the landscape with unwanted timber.

Please vote wisely.
Chuckie Cherry

The major problem in the past with our yell

leading, I feel, has not been m the quality of

our head yell leaders, rather, the root of the

problem has been in his assistants Support
from the stands is related to the amount of

spirit on the .track, not just that by the head
yell leader.

In the years that I've attended UCLA, in my
opinion there have not been performances by a

head yell leader that were below average. He
still fails to win a large amountof support from
the crowd, due m part, I feel, to the seeming
apathy of his assistants plus the fact that there

IS usually no representation of the un

dergraduate population The reflection is now
centered on the lead man, whether or not he

Should have been elected to the post My major
objectives are. then, to transform those dead
weights into spirited yell leaders and to bring

atx>ut an assortment of colors

One way in which the first of these two ob

jectives presented is through the "equality"

thing. By allowing an assistant the opportunity

to educe spirit from the crowd, he may realize

that he is on the field for another purpose than

just to fill the "number five" of six available

positions.

I feel that the amount of student support is

often based on representation on the, field.

Blacks, including myself, as well as chicanos

and orientals will cheer more readily if we are

represented. A loud voice can be achieved by

the unity of these groups af>d consequently, a

larger p>opulation will render support.
Leiand Cox

Rebuttals...
(Continued from Page 4)

cooperatives, adequate child day

care centers, adequate food

facilities . . . meeting the needs of

the students.

We suggest that in this age of

struggle, we rechannel our

priorities back into the populous —
ourselves, our environment, and at

last devote and put faith into one

office that is committed to working

for the people.

—Sieve Orel
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• antique jewelry - contemporary jewelry • french bikinis -_

How do we

know what

youVe thinking

if you don't
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A LA MODE
'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093VJ BROXTON AVENUF

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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• jewelry imports from trance, morocco, sweden, india, grecte *
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Dennis Donohue

I am runhing for Head Yell Leader because I

believe that having an election for yell leader

is not fair or realistic; instead the yell leader

should be selected by those he affects, the

people at the games Also during the soring

students have many far more important things

on their mind and do not have the desire an

d/or time to vote in head yell leader elections.

Because of this, in the past the rooting section

has had to put up with yell leaders it didn't like

didn't like

1 will appoint as many of my opponents as I

can and have the person most liked by the

crowds to do the most yell leading, During the

year I will accept suggestions from the fans

and will decide how to act on them. If the yell

leading squad approves I will choose a person

from the crowd to come down and lead a few

cheers. . , ..

1 will do this because of my beliefs about tne

post of head yell leader. By appointing my
opposition and having the one in the yell

leading squad liked most by the crowd ( it could

be me or one of my six appointees) lead the

most yells the following is done: (1) having

those who haye to put up w.th the y^^ll >«a<|'"9

appointing my opposftioii, make sure I nave

assistance who care about yell leading. By

taking suggestions from the crowd I better

servfcthose I am supposed to be serving (the

fansW the game) By selecting a person from

the crowd 1 help spread spirit at games^

In closing, I will try my best to be a good yell

leader and carry out these ideas if elected

Dennis Donohue

(Continued on Page 6)

FRI & SUN 8:30 • SAT 8 i 10:30

JUIES FElFFEffS

JVhiie House

"As with Littli Mirtftrs'. Dsfid Diry's

Tlitattr Ntw priiitctiN Ui a wkkttf

•if• . . nakis WAVES, aid Nt }ist tf

UUGNTER ..Dirtctir Diry's pttplt

NarsUid tilt play as wall as Alaa

Arkia's arigiial la N.Y. aatf - far nt-
play Its stvtral lavttoif ctatiy
MORE SKILLFUUY!"

- Dan Sullivan, LA. TIMES

AFTER FRI. A SUN. PERFS.

CENTURY CITY PLAYHOUSE
I0M8 W€ST PICO CIJ'TaCI_T^OO

The Siege

12 noon
4 PM
7 PM
9 PM

Ch«Tii»try 2224
HoinM Hall 39

Hotnt Hall 39

La Maneha

/jg

A prize winning movie chosen

to represent ISRAEL at-ihe

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL..

"SIEGE is a very impressive film depicting the human

predicament in times of war. A 'Six Day NA/pr' vvidow

cannot forget her husband, but lif^ goes' on
; . .

"

LONDON OBSERVER

"The best scenes are between the woman and her son."

CHICAGO TRIBUNE
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(t>'35 -PROW
PROFESSIONAL HEADSET
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t

Mai* l»fi •y M IC C«rp Atlanta. Oa.

Ler^thPr RPII Rnttoms Belts Slacks Shirts Jeans Vests Flairs

OpM 10^10 Mm UtJ !!9'»««I

Ta-ls

1021 GlENDON AVE
?i » PfUMnaUCtatff Ei C*«ia« C»»»»' I U^ I v^ L ». i

-» *-'-w -• -^ • -
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p>t.svfr«<i m4iij.i*.iu*<or,„ yy^jyv^QOD VILLAGE 473-4997 imhh «mw»«
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Gary Elem

RicK Matteoii RicK Matteoii Rick Matteoii

R.ck Matteoii
What You See is What You Get
Rick Matteoii Rick Matteoii Rick Matteoii

Rick Matteoii—Head Yefl Leader— - Endorsed by candidate Gary Elem,
—Oary Eltm

Rahrahrahsisboombah!

Bob Elias

I wanna be the'fit'dd Yell Leader.

The main reason I want to be yell leader, is

because i like to yell By being elected yell

leader, l can channel! my frustrations into

socially acceptable patterns.

I will travel with all the teams but I will not

attend any of the games. However, I will enjoy

the opportunity to visit all the cities I have

read about since I was a kid. Being head yell

leader will enrich me culturally and at the

same time enable me to have a girl in every

major town m America
I want to be head yell leader because people

connected with sports have more groupies

than writers
I am the only logical choice for he«d yell

leader because i am the only one qualified, i

took my tonsils Out at tt^e age of four and we
had a marvelous time.

As head yell leader, i will invent new cheers,

like SiS bum, rah rah rah. Go team go. Kill SC,

and many others, aqiMlly exciting

Vote for me and i promise not to go to any of

tt>e games l will mail in my cheers And upon
returning from each city, I will give my cor
stituants a full unexpurgated report on my
exploits.

Bob Ellas

BearTy Estrada

1) Have yell leaders present at all Freshman
activities as well as varsity events at home

2) Have more timely rallies de before

Stanford S C games) Try to get big name
personalities to assist m these rallln.

3) Allow yell leaders to have choice of

selection of assistant yell leaders from op
ponents in present elections and other UCLA
students

4) Allow af^istant yell leaders to share in

responsibilities of leading cheers at all games.
5) Give students more access to rally ac

tivites de rally committee, victory dances
etc )

Beany Estra<ta

Marty Frank

1 Open -university wide tryouts for talented

assistants (judging to be done by an impartial

audience) Enthusiastic talent, not friendship.

Will determine my assistants

2 Yell leading representatives at all UCLA
sports

3 New imaginative cheers for football and
basketball games

4 Enthusiastic, organized, experler>ced

leadership (Yell leader at University High

School ) (I9M)
5 Sincere corKern for organiied cheers at

both football atH) baskett>ait games.
6 Always open for suggestion

Marty Frank

Farmer John Macias

Hey Hey Bruins,
My name is John Macias affectlooatly

known as Farmer John, and I am running for

the office of Head Yell Leader. In the past

some of our cheerleaders have been Turkeys
so this yea'r why can't we have a farmer I'am'

fresh from tt>e backwoods of Wesh*rood with •
pitch fork in my hand and a well made but-

tonhole which is the only link I now posses
between art and r\ature.

In the year of '69 I came to the Big U to seek
my fame and fortune. It seenris to me that at

the Big U people are always hunting for a good
yell leader but it seems once a yell leader is

elected he's hiding from the people Not me,
III get up at the crack of dawn, baling hay,

hoping I might catch John McKay and little

McKay too. When I'm elected, I'am going to

challenge Jack the Walrus to a duel my pitch

fork against his tusks. After 1 get through with

Jack I'll keep the dorms supplied with meet for

the rest of the year
I'm a man of the poeple and my campaign is

the people's campaign, I am out to unite the

soul and spirit of Bruins and I mean all Bruins,

hippies and hard hats alike. I'm going to bring

out the Blue out of people and not the Gold out

of their pockets. We've been rowing along with

mediocrity too long. In short I'm out to

rejuvenate Bruinville.

It's about time we planted Bruin on greer^r

GRASS A this All this is summed up in one

word MACIAS Bruins, how long has it been

since you left a game with a sore throat? *

Farmer John Macias

Rick Matteoii

Rick Matteoii Rick Matteoii Rick Matteoii

Rick Matteoii
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET
Rick Matteoii Rick Matteoii Rick Matteoii

Rick Matteoii
Head Yell Leader

? ,.

Fred "Fish" Osborne

I AM THE FISH!
I make no campaign promises because Of my

sporadic affiliations with elections. I have
found that, for the most part, campaign
promises are seldom kept. (I'm not

necessarily icnocking Gov. Reagan and I'm not

going to make vows like: We should practice

just like a team practices and when we take

the field, we should be a well- rehearsed

professional unit at every sporting event

UCLA holds.
—Geoffrey Strand '70)

Throughout my life I have found that It Is

better to be yourself than to be a promlser. I

may be small in size, but I am big In heart. I

should hope (remember I never make
promises) to have a new member belong to my
squad - Joey Jr.

C'mon fans — lef s be realistic. Josephine

and Joe Bruin have been fooling around for a

long time. I'm going to be truthful tQ Bruin

rooters and introduce Little Joey.

I feel that I honestly can handle the

responsibilities which this office offers. I am
accustomed to large responsibilities: waf
window monitor in the third grade and re-

elected in the sixth grade. 1 n the seventh grade

I handled the duties of ball monitor in an ad-

mirable style.

FISHWALK
I have been told that i have talent. With my

creative ability l have Invented the "Fish-

walk." Hopefully, this new step will Inspire

sports fans to be more active in support of the

Bruins.
I would like to thank you, the concerned

voter, for allowing me to introduce myself.

Again let me say that my proposals are not

promises, if I'm elected I will do what I can to

make the UCLA cheering section one we all

identify with, and no one of an eljte,

bureaucratic group. ^^ ^
Fred Osborne

Paul Stephen

I hate politics. There is no way In the world I

am going to come on as a politician and try to

snow you with a long essay on what a gooa o
1 am and how I'm going to, "if eiecteo' !j

'

every football game by myself. Witn' th^.
overall lack of political ambWion J!
charisma, how can I possibly win the eiert «?
to the office of Head Yell Leader? Wen reVj
my complete, fully unedited, and n a«Dth
stand on my running for Yell Leader

i wou
"

think yell leaders would be the loud voice «»
games and stick to generating some real /
citement in the stands. Anything else is d
deviation from the office. This it what i vs/shm!
do as Head Yell Leader. I want to spend .om
time leading cheers and the rest of the t m
making alot of organized noise in the stands

i

wish only to be given the chance to try, as fh§r»
is no medium for me to show my talents to th
students otherwises "'

If I resemble somewhat the type of person
you want as Head Yell Leader, i ajK you tn
check off my name on the ballot. I realty wouia
like the |ob and I feel I can do It. Aiotof peooi.
call me a loudmouth — but isn't that what ««,

want for Yell Leader? ^^^

Paul Edmond Stiphm

Wally "Again" Uchida

Hi, I'm Wally "Again?" Uchida Whv
"again?" Because he's the BANANA -
everybody loved him last year, especially the
Orientals. He's the Idiot who used UCHIDA
BANANA as a true GIMMICK. He had so little

pride in his name and heritage that he made a

complete fool of himself. Remember? Since he
used BANANA, he must be one (sure, yellow
on the outside, white in the inside).

Wow, look what first impressions can do
Orientals are viewed as being inferior and
labelled with slang names: Chink, Siopehead,
Nip, etc. Why is It that when others stereotype
us, we Asians, by keeping a closed mind, do the

same? Unlike our Chicano or Black brothers
and sisters, we can never work together in

supporting a cause or a fellow brother That's
because you have to belong to a clique and
therefore cannot be accepted by alt; just look

at the Chi's, Theta's, Omega's, etc. — hard
working yet pridefut factions attempting to

reach an unforeseeable goal. When the Asian
E.O.P. got screwed, why didn't we have an

officer to express our views? is it because we
never had a unified effort?

The Orientals are known for their in-

telligence, so the reason must be apathy At
the Asian says, "I don't know what apathy
means, but I don't care." Yes that's why wi
Orientals didn't read the BANANA'S articles in

the Bruin and see him compete against the

other candidates at Meyerhoff Park The

Asians never bothered to see If Uchida was
really a qualified candidate.

For all the faithful Bruins who supported me
before, I offec my gratitude for your open-
minded consideration. The effect of first inn

pressions Is obviously seen. I only hope that

these will not remain the same on election day
Wally "Again" Uchida

Pa.d Advertisement)

Can TM eliminate tensions?

,..j IS YOUR MAJOR
HISTORY^ MATH, ART,-ZOOLOGYr-SPEECH,

—

SOCIOLOGY, THEATRE ARTS, OR PSYCHOLOGY?

II it is, your departmenf may lose its chancetohave viable stu-

dent representation next year. Student response in these depart-

ments has not yet been strong enough to even run a skeleton

ticket for undergraduate offices within these departments. ^

' The University Action Council (UAC) is sponsoring undergr(Dduate

elections this quarter so that undergraduates have representatives

to address the many problems facing their departments. All inter-

ested undergraduates are URG ED to run for office. Unless more
students express an interest in running, elections in some or all

of the above listed departments may have to be cancelled.

No experience is necessary to run for office or to participate

v^ithin your department.

The deadline for filing for office has been extended to Monday,
May 3, so that all interested students may file. We urge all stu-

dents interested in running for office to come to Kerckhoff 325 or

331 C or call 825-2759, 825-7261, or 825-7262.

Sponsored by the Student Educational Policy Commission of SLC.

Rebuttals
All rebuttals by candidates,

non-candidates and interest

groups to yesterdays Daily

Bruin endorsements are due by

3 p.m. today in the DB office,

Kerckhoff HO. These will ap-

pear Friday.

RebutUls have a 300-word

limit, except for those speaking

in the interesU of presidential

candidates, who will have aSOO-

word limit.

Rebuttals containing

potentially libelous material

will not be printed.

Thumb
campaign

'a success'
The campaign to Save the

Thumb has been a "fantasUc

success' here according to a

"Thumb" spokesman. Over 2300

signatures against Senate Bill 92

were collected on Bruin walk in

only four days and over 220 post-

cards with the names and ad-

dresses of key senators have been

sold for 10 cents.

As a result of the success here,

other colleges have begun cam-

paigns: the UC Santa Barbara

campus newspaper is publishing

articles encouraging students to

organize a local campaign, Fresno

SUte College has contacted Save

the Thumb and will shortly

distribute petitions and Edwards

Airforce Base enlisted servicemen

have also asked for petitions.

The campaign has been so ef-

fective that Senator Nejedly, the

author of the anti-hitchhiking bill,

had his aidfe contact Save the

Thumb. The aide tried to dissuade

the group from continuing the

campaign, according to the

spokesman.

Bob Zirgulis, acting 'Thumb"
chairman, was told the bill wasn't

really meant at all to ban hit-

chhiking. Zirgulis says he had a

difficult time understanding the

aide's legal jargon and was
somewhat confused when the aide

seemed to contradict himself.

Zirgulis was told Senate Bill 92 had

been ammended to read wherever

the law says its illegal to stop a car,

it will be illegal to solicit a ride.

This not only means that it will be

illegal to hitchhike on the ap-

proaches to freeway onramps, but

sections of the Pacific Coast High-

„ way will be made illegal to hit-

chhike on.

Save the Thumb has always said

it is illegal for a car to pickup a

hitchhiker and it is not illegal for a

person to solicit a ride before the

freeway entrance. Senator Nejedly

wants to end this practice on the—belief that hitchhikers have no

right to "entice" motorists to

break the law. He believes that

equity niust be applied to both

motorist' and hitchhiker.

Save the Thumb feels the law

prohibiting cars from stopping is

enough. The motorist knows he can

expect a ticket if he stops his car to

pick up a hitchhiker.
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PROaOR-SILEX

TOASTER
Fully outomotic with Select-

Ronic Color Control. 2 slict.

Smart bandits on chrome

body. 1 yr. guorontte.

11.95 ^77
Value /

!l 11^1}

SANTA MONICA f

1401 SANTA MONICA MALL
Corner Santo Momco Btvd

Open Daily 9 30 6 30 - Mti lid Fn 9 30 9 Syw 10 5

WESTWOOD VILLAOi
~~~

1000 WfSTWOOD 2LV0.^—
Corner Wettwood ond Weyburn

Opei Oiily 9 30 U $ 30 - Mm I Fn 9 30 ti 9 00

WI ACCIPT

~ CoM

CHUNIOrS
•

Miciouf % lb * Vi lb h%9^
iMirgtrt an onion bunt. Okinl

'

V4 tb oll-bool chi(ido9S.Tamolof

Brought fo yoMT door pipm hoi

FREE DELIVERY
To oil UCU dorm«. froH. & tororjtiot

On tho hovr Irom Spm tHrw TTp*
Kn. -Thuft. Coll in ordor 4$ min oho«d

473-6062
; 473-6064

LOS ANGELES
429 NORTH fAIRfAX

Next to Cantor*

Opcii Daily and Sur -930630

MIRACLE MILE
5472 WfLSHIRE BLVD.
Between Dunimuir and CocKran

OailyExceptSuR«ay9 6 30

HOLLYWOOD
d340 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Hollywood Blvd al Ivor

Daily 130 9 - Sat »3lt 10-Sm lOtiO

PROCTOR
STEAM/DRY

IRON
vVtighs only 2V«lb»., fo«t

hootinf. Cloonritw ht«l. lo«y

to SM fabric diol. L*okproof,

Block bandit, cbromt co¥or.

CworontMd

M1.95 TF77
VALUE /

Mothers Day Gifts
\T
DISCOUNT

PR! S

D)|CI0.

»**COlOGNi;S

Choosefrom the iror/f/'s

leadingfragrances
• Wind Song • Jean Note'

• Emeroude • Imprevu
• Intimate • Woodhue
• Tigress • Arpege
• My Sin • Ambush
• Mojo • Tabu
• Heoven Scent • Elon

Also Available in Soop,

DMtfins Powder and Bath Oil

New Lady Schick

HAIRCURLER
WITH BEAUTIFYING MIST

88 \

Bt rt«4y te comb out in 2 5 minutti

after lettinf. Mc4tl 70 cemti with 20

cwrltrt.

$27.98
Volue 18

AM CLOCK

RADIO
by

Jwlittte

M«rf*l to I

SoliJ »t«t« tliel «•»•« »•«

iattant \—n*. M«fic to

waht *f t«. f iat'rti^ »»"

inf, Mty to ojtreto la •

bifh lmM«» >••»'« t"b<"«t8
88

ELECTRIC, MINI

HAIR DRYER
With Tr.yel €•••. C.rd Ucl-^e< Ati»r»e^ C.I

ort.

577

(iifl Siijrfieslions

FACIAL MAKE-UP MIRRORS

ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES

ELEQRICAL APPLIANCES

RADIOS • CLOCKS

SHAVERS • WATCHES

1^ HAIRDRYERS
^-^ FACIAL SAUNAS

HAIR SETTERS

- PIUS -
MANY OTHfR MOTHIR'S

DAY GIFT ITIMS

lONA ELECTRIC CAN lONA PORTABIE

MIXER
• Fingertip 3 speed ^elector, "^i^ • Fingertip 3 speed wiecToi

• Opens cons 4 times taster YOUR CHOICE . Automatic beater ejector
• Remove 'n rinse handle __ ^^^^ . Detachable cord-easy storoge
• Built-in cord storoge ^W . -

• Counter top or wall mount ^^ ^ ^
• Moghetic lid lifter

. Reg. $12.95 5 EACH

• Double chrome iumbo beetors

• Lightweight ^-J-^-
• Reg. $12.95 ^.___.

WEAAIfSKTrOfSJ* L^ ^^ / \

PRINCESS*
I wSHAVt R ' — •

^ • ftentlt effecll»t

• e»Nt««re4 Sk««i«|

Ne«4«
• impt Ikmrp •l«4e«
• A4i«*t«M« ^retec ^^ ^°

tive 9mmr4 cemk*
• Clecnt Owlckly •»*

Eaiily
• rethienebU Ca«c 888

For Mom... the accettory

that matches everything.
Thf ElectroMetcb it o wbolt new thiiif i" "•••tri.

J«$t lift eyt tbt icul^tured motch, end there » ••«

imtORt lifbt. Mo flint »o weer owl.

Lon9 lottinf fwtl ium'v te^l«ct

bcttoriet one* a year. In block,

white, ovocorfo, redl or beife with

^^^ gold tri|»i. 1 yoor fworontee.

EledroAAa+ch ; feias

099'$20.00
Value

PROCTOR-SILEX 6 SPEED

BLENDER
$olld%tott bltndtr with 8 pu»bbutto«« ond

six ipetdf to cboojt from. Whip, pureo,

groto, chop, mil, bitnd or jof. Comes with

48-01. cleor plostic |or ond co¥-
-

er. 1 yoor guorantte.

ADJUST-A-LITE

MIRROR

$21.50
Value

MAKE
UP

A4m(««W« •-w«t
litl«>a«

"*

' 091. •«*«taf , lu ll.

•f<i<*
. mirrtr 9i>4 mm^mihf
Hiirr*,

' r«llT WMttaM*
> DiNot*^ (iM^vvUii
hftrt

. J f9*rf»«»

$24.95 Value

99

Imagine
Only

5

Bi-Rite Photo SPECIALS . . . Good April 29 thru May 8

KIM»M>*»

CLAIROL KINDNESS

HAIRSEHER

Mother's Day
Enlargement Special

5x7 Color
Enlargerhent

(With Frame) "^

FROM YOUR
FAVORITE

KODACOLOR
NEGATIVE
^R SLIDE

*r* Value

SYLVANIA
FLASH CUBES

KODACOLOR
FILM

3 cubes
teke 12 shots

$1.80
Value

FROM YOUR
COLOR

NEGATIVE

ONLY

For Instomdtics

• ex 1 26
• 12 EXPOSURE
• $1.40 VALUE

BI-RITE DRUGS

Regular
or Mint

6.7501.
amity Tube

$1.09 Value

BI-RITI DRUGS

"tgfl ARTHRITIS
•^ PAWFORIIUU
-pfij By makers

of ANACIN
40 Tablets

1.00 Value

Bill,,

^,'j!>5

tMH n n r«

VO' „
HAIR SPRAY
e««Ur, Mord

to M(>ld er

For 6roy

17-0i. Con

2.35 Value*

.M..

SCOUNT COUP

Bl-RITI DRU

i'«k'

^K > 5PRAY ^^DiSirjf FCTAN

^ Oetderiies Tm
140r

Spray Caw

1.49 Value
Hi^ IPM 71

SCOUNT COUPON

ISCOUNT COUP

RITI DRU

Antecid
Tablets

100 Tablets

$2.10 Value
n n

Bt RITI DRUGS

iHead & ShMlders'

SHAMPOO
ondruff Y««r Choice

' tmover

4.J-OI. To4«

f*.

4. t i,*/

BASIN/TUB/IILE

CLEANER
by lYSOL

17 Oi.
Spray Con

89c Value

ISCOUNT COUPOKi

4^ I OIT
BOWL CLLa
Deodoriiet, ^q^
Disinfects ^m^
Squeeie ,P"f
Bottle

"

Oi. Plastic Jt'

SCOUNT COU

J',

« ^•

rmatn

;*»-

'.'fcgj'-'

BIRITI DRUGS

.^fc-wW-n*
Li u^Uil^!^ Paper towels

lire Cleaner I ^ L The Towel and one MoH

Cleons Deep S^
Stains p.„

Big 100 Ct

Roll

SI. 19 Volue '^'+^S'%«f 37c Value

f.RiTi OR
.,. .AifeSi'^

CAMPHO-
PHtr-^UE

I li^id Po>

Antiteyt

4 0i Itl

.Jt,''!.!. i, .iM*.. Jk^J

1.49 Value

,-.'»; 'lit .life-**'

Aurora
TOtLH TISSUf

Two layers of Softnes*

itolK
2

''^
LUJ ^ .l...'M,•..,(!*» J

..» '"'li JSOt

SHAVE CRa.
Regular

or Menthol

llOi.Con 4

98cVal«« ^
t.»liiJ»ff'., 'i>x •*• Amttii
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(Paid Advertisement)

II

What Do You Think Should Be Done
About ASUCLA Food Prices?

In order to maximize campus awareness and understandmg of

the critical financial situation of ASVCLA. the Board of

Control offers the following explanation of the food price

situation. We would appreciate your response to the

questionnaire below.

by ASUCLA Board of Control

and Donald E. Findley, Executive Director

On April 12 ASUCLA food prices on some items were raised.

This decision was made reluctantly and after much
deliberation. In view of public reaction to date, it is not clear to

us that the right decision was made. In order for the campus

community to advise us, you need to know the facts behind the

decision and the alternatives considered.

ASUCLA operates a number of campus services for the sole

purpose of serving the campus community—the majority of

which is students. In total, these services must be self-

supporting—that is, the whole operation must break even. The

Association cannot sustaih continuing losses or it faces

eventual bankruptcy. It has been our aim to make each major

ASUCLA service area self-supporting. This is necessary since

ASUCLA has no one major profit-producing service as was the

case earlier in its history. This is regrettable, but true. Sub-

sidizing one service with another simply isn't possible today.

Food service is no exception to this policy. The Associated

Students cannot sustain major losses in this service and ex-

pect to remain in business for long. The majority of the

campus, we are confident, understands this basic fact. StiU,

that same majority understandably wants good food at

reasonable prices and finds the current situation puzzling—if

not unacceptable. We also find it distressing*

—

After 10 months of operation this fiscal year ASUCLA Food
Services has lost $48,000 and best projections indicate a year-

end loss of about $60,000. More specifically, here's a simplified

income statement comparing the first 10 months of this year

*^vs. last.

i^i 1971 itre

ASUCLA finally chose a sixth course: to raise the price of milk, coffee, tea and a

few other selected items to bring them in line with costs and to bring them up to the

prices charged by other similar, lower-cost establishments.

We admit we did not make that move with much finesse or

advance warning. We underestimated potential campus

reaction. Perhaps we failed to understand the im-

portance—symbolic or otherwise—of the price of coffee.

Perhaps we made some mistakes. We understand better now

the depth of student feeling about this issue.

We have therefore tried to come up with a comprehensive

solution. We could price coffee at lOt a cup (5* aref ill) , tea the

same, and return milk to IH if
"~

1) we raise prices selectively on a majority of other items

now priced over 35< by 5< and

2) we continue to study aggressively all other efficiency

possibilities, including labor utilization and hours of

operation.

ASUCLA wants very much to serve the UCLA campus

community—especially the students. We want your patronage

and we want to deserve it based on our rendering good service

in all areas. If a 10^ cup of coffee will help us demonstrate

this—iVs well worth it!

We also want to understand and react to what the campus-

at-large really wants, to the best of our ability. We want to be

responsive and responsible.

We want to know what you think. It would be most helpful to

have an expression of opinion about the food service question

from those of you who care to express it. Just fill out the form

and put it in any campus mailbox by May 3, 1971. We need

your feedback if ASUCLA is to be able to react to what you

want.

TO:

I

s

Sales

Expenses
Food Costs

Salaries & Wages & Fringe:

(5% cost of living wage raise)

Other Expenses

$1,068,000 $1,132,000 (down 5.6%)

—416,000 —448,000

-187,000 -453,000

%

i
S

PhvUis Lien
KHs^OO
Campus

2I3.tM0 ItT.OOO

i
Result . $48,000 Loss 4 $34,000 Profit

i&::%W:%%%iS%:??:-::?:-:-:%-;-:-:-ft

1. Food prices and other costs have gone up—a well-known fact

2. Our minimum labor rate has increased to an equivalent of $2.23 for full-time

employees, and $2.03 for part-time employees. Full-timers receive a benefit— package of an additional 20%. (Minimum wages for a comparable outside com-
mercial operation are $1.50 to $1.75 with few benefits.)

-3. California State Board of Equalization, in March unexpectedly increased our

sales tax assessment by about $11,600 for this fiscal year.

4. Against this composite of high costs, total sales have declined 5.6% over a year

ago, reflecting the current depression and reduced student enrollment. Had
volume been the ^me, we would be at only about a $17,000 loss this year, despite

rising costs.

( ) I like the present plan of raising prices on coffee, milk,

tea and a few others items only.

( ) I don't like the present plan. I'd rather see : selected price

increases as you outlined above, rescinding the price raises,

more efficiencies, and the lOt cup.of coffee.

( ) Neither of the above, because . . .

,, ( ) I have a better idea, which is

^

WelSo not feelthat this isTcase of mismanagement. LaBorfate and fringe benefit

increases were voted by the Board of Control last year for the best of humanitarian
reasons and in response to student concern. The tax increase could not have been

foreseen and we are fighting it. Food costs have been held to a constant percentage of

sales.

Moreover, a^number of efficiency measures have been implemented. Our number
of full-time employees has been reduced by attrition, replaced in part by student

labor. We have reduced management and supervisory costs by $1,100 per month or

12% as of last February. Further, we've been trying to develop new, more attractive

foods and food services, like the French Burger and the organic food vending cart of

Bruin Walk.
But, regrettably, this hasn't been enough. Our efforts have fallen short and we find

ourselves in a situation where still stronger action must be taken. We can't avoid

losing upwards to $60,000 this year, but we can take necessary steps to break even

next year.

ASUCLA studied a number of alternatives before taking action. We discarded

these:

1. Turning food service over to a contract food service such as ARA, SAGA, ZABO,
Automatic Canteen. We reasoned that this would reduce our problems, but
eventually increase prices and reduce quality for the campus.

2. Making acro6s-the-lx>ard salary reductions of about 12%. However, this didn't

seem fair to our employees.
3. Hoping that further efficiencies and better public acceptances (based on Book

Store and other improvements) would eventually increase patronage and income.
We thought this would be too slow under the circumstances.

4. Reducing quality and size of portions. Our "cafeteria quality" is already con
si

—(attach sheet, if necessary)

( ) I still don't understand the facts on.

(attach sheet, if necessary) I

( ) This whole thing is just so much garbage. What I really

want to say is

i/1^»r<wi W'wu t^v u/tTY'^^ >>->/) i>i<^^ /-I^^^r^'t tW.<.-.U (. i • 1.^1. .>-.». .\A r rk *-\ t iUr^i

( attach sheet, if necessary)

( ) I really don't have an opinion.

I am a:

( ) Undergraduate Student
( ) Graduate Student
( ) Staff Member
( ) Faculty Member

And finally, I think this whole deal is (check one or more)

:

( ) Stupid and irrelevent

( ) A bit overdrawn in the whole scheme of things
^

( ) A real campus issue that I ought to have a voice in

( ) A real campus issue worth crusading about
( ) A big put-on by ASUCLA

i^'tllVA I'll (111 11^ lli.-> ^ -"VV^L/l 1,1 IV f\^^J I'V V\ ifllL^O TTV lV<lii/*^

now that it may have been a mistake not to do this, but we thought that would hurt
the average student more Further, it didn't solve the problem where it seemed to

lie—cost-wise—with coffee and milk.

m A big put-on by the Daily Bruin.

I

I
(Name) (Major)

*i®"lS»W-)

DAILY"
BRUIN i

'Lawrence'

The Tandem Journeys of a Mystic
I

by A lain Silver andJames Ursini
"

. . I struggled in vain to divest myself of the idea that the very

foundations of the mountain were in danger from the fury of the winds. It

was long before I could reason myself into sufficient courage to sit up and

look out into the distance."

If anything, Poe's record of a descent into a maelstrom is more

relevant to Lawrence of Arabia, the fUm. than a discussion of the im-

portance of Thomas Edward Lawrence as a figure in history. For anyone

so interested, there is The Seven Pillars of Wisdom in which Lawrence

himself philosophizes about his escapades in Arabia. But the historical

presence of Lawrence, the undersized basterd son of an English peer who

went from leading armies to repairing airplanes for the R.A.F., is only of

superficial interest to authors Robert Bolt and David Lean, who focus

rather on the spiritual dimensions of an enigma called Lawrence of

Arabia. Within the framework of factual incident (World War I and the

Arab-English drive against Axis Turkey) is presented a man who has

chosen to descend not only into the primitive landscapes of the desert but

also to venture through the dark terrain of his own mind. His long treks

through endless expanses of sand parallel his recurrent withdrawals mto

self in order to search out not only his course of action, but his root

desires his primal identity. For the conflict between the blond, fair-

skinned "Arab" and the slighUy affected English officer, indulging a

fascination for ruins and physical pain, between Aw-rence and Lawrence,

between deliverer and demon, for the possession of the one man, is the

central concern. What Lawrence ultimately aspires to be is never clear,

even to himself. But he longs for the desert, for the carthasis of heat he

only toys with by snuffing out matches with his fingers, for the blistenng

purgatory that Dryden warns him only madmen love. So to free himself

from the parior games of the inteUigence service whe^e "the trick is not

minding the pain," he enters that desert.

The "fact" that this Welshman is out of place there, is not visualized in

his first encounter with Sharif Ali. By the sun-bleached well, Lawrence's

dusty tan uniform, hanging limply, and his sand^oated skin and hair,

blend naturally with the background. Framed together, at opposite edges

of a medium shot, it is Ali, rather, who stands out in his black robes^ This

blending seems metaphysically to re-inforce Lawrence's lack of per-

turbation in the face of a dark, menacing figure who has sprung from the

'-

waves of a mirage to kill his guide, steal his compass, and perhaps leave

him to perish. It is Ali, rather, who^is a little unnerved, who can only nde

out of the medium close-shot which frames him leaving an empty sky

from which a tilt down reveals Lawrence riding on in the distance,

tranquil and alone.

Uwrence adapts to the desert and the Arabs - he acquires a role

which gratifies his old longings. He answers a call, and the elements

around him fall into accord. In a meeting with King Feisal, Lawrence

expresses his love of Arab tradition, and sympathy for their cause

while he speaks, a mysterious nigl^t wind arises and the masts of the teni

creak in response. As if heariiig a deific message, he goes among the

dunes to contemplate. Again Lawrence's position is visuaUy understated^

a high angle medium shot flattens him against a wall of nppling sand, me

thin form of a minor British functionary arrayed against events oi

natural, historical force. Lawrence ponders tiiis dilemma through a night

of wind and dust, wandering in long shot, until morning reveals his

crouching silhouette, and a close-up as he breathes the decision to him-

self: "Akaba."

Akaba, or Jerusalem, or Mecca, for in tiiis scene of ordeal in the desert

, (of "The Miracle," as Maurice Jarre's music is titled). Bolt and Lean

begin to extend the Messianic imagery only hinted at eariier, imagery

which is particulariy apt in Lawrence's case - tiiat of a man aspinng lo

be a prophet like Moses, Christ, or Mohammed.

iK ^P( k 9K f^

Lawrence began to assume
dimensions that were larger than

life the first time he chmbed awk-

wardly up on his camel, and "Full

"Full of the Holy Spirit . . was

led by the spirit about the desert

for forty days." (Luke 4, 1-3) His

delusions are not exactiy grand

when he enters Feisal's camp
(although behind the comic relief

of his singing "I'm the man who

broke the bank at Monte Carlo"-

and listening for the echo, there is

a reflection of expanding self-

esteem). And yet when the

despondent Feisal looks around in

the midst of a Turkish air raid,

there is Lawrence suddenly before

him in medium close-shot, as if

risen from the earth in answer to

his prayers. Beginning his pubhc

life, he rapidly acquires disciples

and launches the campaign for

Akaba. The imagery is further re-

inforced when he re-enters the

burning Nefud to retrieve the lost

Gassim, despite Ali's warning that

the man's death "was written."

For Lawrence's weary but defiant response on his return with the lost

sheep is "NoUiing is written!" Or rather, Lawrence will write, for that is

his purpose in stepping back onto Uie sun's anvil, to save the "dead man

as ostenUtiously as Christ raised Lazarus from his tomb. After bharif

Ali's flnal conversion, Lawrence goes off transfigured in his new white

robes, running witii his arms outsti-etched, foreshadowing. The sequence

ends with the fall of the "invincible city" on a tracking shot tiiat sweeps ite

length past garrison and town and impotent 12-inch guns fixed seaward.

Lawrence pauses only a moment against a burnt orange tide to muse over

his feats His resolve not to put off the robes ( as Ali fears ) ,
to fulfill his new

destiny is clear when he leaves for Cairo to report: "You will cro«s tiie

Sinai?" Lawrence replies witii typical braggadocio: "Why not? Moses

But Bolt's streak of pessimism, or possibly faUlism, consUnUy colors

the narrative as when Lawrence is forced to kill Gassim to prevent a tribal

rift and the mercenary Auda remarks ironically, "It was written, then.

For Lawrence does not grow in wisdom before God, only in introspection

and alienation While there is no doubt that Bolt and Lean's sympathies

are with Lawrence in his psychological descent of discovery Uiey are

sorrowfully aware of a man's limitations, of his fallibility and society s

repressive action against introverted loners. He may see a pillar of fire

but his will still sinks in loose sand. Lawrence's actions become more

compulsive, wfcther stepping out in front of the guns to fire a flare or

watching in fascination-as a scalded Turkish officer who has Just shot him

tries to finish the job. When he parades heroically on top of the wrecked

train his arm bloodied. Lawrence is still in conU-ol. Only gradually does it

slip away from him, like the numbers of his men returning to their tents.

By the time he and Ali reconnoiter a Turkish-held town In disguise, he has

lost himself in his own myth He flaunts his presence before the street

patrols, arms outstretched again exultanUy walking on water-a rain

puddle in the middle of the street. Ali says raising his eyes anxiously Be

patient with him, God." "Peace, Ali," Lawrence replies, smiling I am

invisible."
, . . u «..

But he is not invisible. His scourging by the Turk r- back bare, out-

stretched on a narrow bench with a grinning private holding him down -

sobers him, makes him fearful of crucifixion. For wiUiin all tiiese levels of

allegory Lawrence of Arabia is still a man. Discarded and groveling in the

mud he cannot avoid a realization of his limiUtions, cannot keep terror

from' subverting his vague inner sU-engUi, cannot avoid existing on a

human level. He is arrogant and conceited, sado-ma6ochistic and pwibly

homosexual; or as more direcUy sUted by Auda, "He is not perf«^t

There are eccentricities a God could allow himself; but the unexpUined

pleasure violence and pain seem to give him, his unwillingness to

cooperate witii otiier "leaders,'.' his frustrated fervor for Arab

nationalism are all too human failings. And because tiiey are human,

Lawrence cannot accept them.

,As Akaba was his Messianic conflrmation, tiie massacre of ine

retreating Turkish regiment is the culmination of tiie SaUnic Lawrence,

rushing frenziedly Uirough the oppressive heat of gunpowder and dying

men, revolver smoking, curved dagger red Signs of cJt^essive ma^^
seep out, like the lines of blood which stain his shirt when he confronts. U^e

general and Lawrence is bound back to England, a man who sadly could

not be a god (With Feisal mouthing tiie irony: "Awrence is a two-edged

sword We are equally glad to be rid of him, are we not?")

Aw-rence and Lawrence, the two-edged sword, merciful and mur-

derous the face framed in a painful half-tone of Ught and dark beforeM
betrayers, one and both remain an enigma wh^ch Lean and Bolt choose not

to unravel. There is empathy, but not undersUnding ^o'-.f^^s f^";^^^
who has descended into tiie maelstrom and come up morUl y attained, as

he drives, one last time, down a desert road, a motorcycle speeds past

raising dust, a shuddering omen His eyes glance ."PJor a moment U^
fall back into an effete gaze, half-obscured by a sUined windshield, as the

pillar of fire is quenched. _

*.<«-«ai>iAtiii Mi>1nr.-.*^

"y*
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P«f«r Breck - Constance Towers

mericai Olienia^^,. shock corridor

Dkkson Auditorium Color - Cinen>oscope with Robert Ryan

Saturdays 7:30 PM HOUSE OF BAMBOO
Both Ptrected by Som FullerEves. 475-25 13

15140 Sunset Blvd.

Poc. Polisodes

454-5525

5 EASY PIECES

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER

Sat. May 1 - Special Sat. Kid Show

TINDER BOX"

PACIFIC'S

Beverly Hills

Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Or

1 bik East o« Beverly Dr.

2Acod»»nv Awords! John Mill* - B««t Supporting Ac»or!

Robert Mitchum • Soroh MiIm

RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

Moo -Fri : 8:30 PM W«d : 2:00, 8:30 PM

So* : 1:00, 5:00, 9:30 PM Son.: 2:00, 7:30 PM

271-1121

ireilwood I

2524 Wilshire

(at 26th St.)

Santa AAonica

829-3366

Carrie Snodgress

"DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE"
+ John Updike's Best Seller

"RUN RABBIT RUN "

2 for the price o< 1 on Mon. & Tues. Nite

ireitwood
2524 Wilshire

(at 26th St.) ^
Santo Monico ,.

829-3366

Melvin Douglas • Academy ^4ominee

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER

-»- Jock Nicholson

5 EASY PIECES

2 (or »he price of I on Mon. & Toes. Nite

irili
Westwood Villoge

Gt( 7-2487

The Rolling Stones

GIMME SHELTER (GP)
Doilv 6:45. 8:30 & 10:15

Sot & Sun. 1:30. 3:15, 5:00. 6:45, 8:30, 10:15

Fri& Sol Midnigh* Show* 12:00

Ciiecieiega
755 N. La Cienega
657-2800

Leo Tolstoy'

s

WAR AND PEACE
(part II)

Original Uncut Russian V«rston - in color

Clieriia Biie
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood
466-3401

Worthy Successor To ''Sound of Music!"

SONG OF NORWAY (G)

70 MM & Stereo • All Seats Reserved

Mon-Fri 8:30 PM • W«d. 1:30 & 8:30 PM

Sat&Sun: 1:30, 5:00, 8:30 PM

Cirlli
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Torzono -

345-2222

5 EASY PIECES

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER

Sat. Special Kid Show 'Tinderbox
"

lel Mar
5036 W. Pko
WE 5-6424
AiuMsSlOO

James Earl Jones

THE GREAT WHITE HOPE
Doily 7:15. 10:27 Sot & Sun 1:00.4:16. 7:32. 10:43

Ruth Gordon • George Segal

WHERE'S POPPA?
Doily 9:04 Sol & Sun. 2:49. 6:05. 9:21

Eicore
5308 Melrose
4693545

THEY DIED WITH THEIR BOOTS ON
VIRGINIA CITY

Sun..Tues. THE SEA HAWK
CAPTAIN BLOOD

Boriioi
LoBrea at Melrose

WE 4-2944

^4eUn Hayes Best Supporting Actress

AIRPORT
Ron Moody in

THE 12 CHAIRS
$1 por porson with this ad |Good on 1 tichol only)

jloiiywooii Pacliic
Hollywood Blvd.

Near Cohuenga
466-5211

Year's Big Science-Fiction Thriller!

THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G)

Doily 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30

8:00 • 10:30 pm

LOS Feilz
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-2169

Acodemy Nominee "Best Foreign Film"

Catherine Deneuve in

Luis Bunuel's TRISTANA
Also 2 ocod^my oword shorts ocad-my nom.nofd shorH

StarH Wed. - British Prixe Winner "KES"

)iiiMi'tti;;Mitf >S!maiws»w**i'

*• ''ifl^MSPra^sSiffl^BSwBPffiwi'flwSiw'^^*^

Tke Tragic Moor as Coi^^on Man- ijs |Mrl mu CTfi's Itkelio"
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It is always sad to watch a

Shakespeare play mutilated and

destroyed, but when the

destruction is carried out by one of

the stage's most Ulented actorij,

the stense of loss becomes doubly

painful — indeed, almost un-

bearable. James Earl Jones,

brilliant sUr of The Great White

Hope, is currently mutilating

Shakespeare's Othello at the Mark

Taper Forum now through May

23rd. It is a performance far easier

to forget than forgive.

Any actor would have a hard

time living up to the expectations

built around this production at the

Music Center. James Earl Jones —
big, black, beautiful, and coming

direct from his stupendous success

in the Sackler play and movie,

seemed likely to be the definitive

new interpreter of Othello, the first

imporUnt black actor in the role

since Paul Robeson. Judging from

his past work, he certainly has the

capacity to achieve the same

magnificent force which so

distinguished Robeson's legendary

performance.

Yet James Earl Jones' Othello is

a disaster. Worse, really, since

disaster implies some idea of

power and size, and this per-

formance never rises above the

mediocre. It is even hard to work

up the honest indignation that

many observers felt about

Olivier's Othello — a performance

deeply, seriously flawed, but still

tr'^mendously powerful,- rendering

the passion and the glory, the

towering immensity and volcanic

emotions of Shakespeare's

magnificent Moor. For Othello is

the most colossal of all the

Shakespearian colossi. He towers

above other men like a great tall

oak among saplings; yet lago,

small but cunning woodsman,
topples him. One need not look too

hard for the reasons for Othello's

downfall ; he succumbs to a passion

that is rooted in all men, but as his

character is heroic, so is his fall

titanic.

There is nothing titanic about

this production of Othello. Jones

has created a hesitant, insecure,

Prufrockian Othello, and thereby

misses the entire point of the play,

and destroys all its power and

majesty. He is unimpressive even

in his very first entrance. When

this pot-bellied, pudgy-but-

pleasant-faced man walks on

stage, it seems as if a messenger

has come to announce the great

,^i&,i(?S.'»t''^^<«iSiS»J

officers Cassio and lago

demonstrated by a good deal

embracing, face-patting,

hand-grabbing — contains

authority. When he breaks up

night riot in Cyprus, the soldi

pay him only grudging attenti

and Cassio is more peeved tj

awed by his presence. How
unstriking figure ever got to bi^

General and Chief Commandei

Moor's arrival. Only after several

minutes is it apparent that this is

the great Jones, the great Moor,

the great Othello himself! And this

is no chance moment of weakness.

Things get worse as the play

progresses. There is no trace of the

bold strong military man, ac-

customed to command and be

obeyed. Quite the contrary, Jones'

Othello is mild-mannered, affable,

ineffectual; he nervously pats his

growing paunch and wonders if he

is growing old. His pleasant,

amiable camaraderie with his

the entire army of Venice none

God and the casting director

ever know. Jones not only lacks

charisma that the part demai

but seems to exercise a kin

reverse charisma; he is

unexciting that it is hard to ki

one's eyes on him. He is, in f

just plain dull. In what should

been the most compelling, h

rending scenes, the major inte

of at least one viewer was in a vi

uncomfortable lump in the left

of the seat cushion.

As the play approaches its te

territyrng
conclusion, we see

Ithinfi of the consuming

rj ti^nal torment that is so

learlv intended in the Imes.

Othello's agony should become

wrenching physical torment, so

unbearable that finally even

consciousness ^ves way - yet

ones' fainting speU in Act IV is

more like a crying tantrum^ We

never see him in a fine, full fury;

when he raises his voice, it carries

more bluster than anger, and holds

) terror. Incredibly, even at the

erv end of the play, with

esdemona dead beside hipi and

thello's entire world collapsed in

iins, we see no sign of noble

jffering. Jones sits meekly beside

ne body of his beloved, whim-

«ring like a kid who has just been

,ft out of the marshmallow roast

,t a boy scout campfire. His final

leath throes of grief and self-

.ccusation call for no stronger

emedy than Anacin.

The performance is further

louded by a very mannered, awk-

vard, halting way of speech that

nurders the almost indestructible

)eauty of Shakespearian language.

)ne might forgive him almost

verything else, but how can

inyone forgive him for mauling

.ome of the most exquisite poetry

ver written? Jones' delivery

races, halts, stammers, pauses on

a meaningless word, speeds up

through lovely lines of highly

charged emotional meaning,

pauses gulping, comes to a dead

stop Half the time the audience

can hardly understand what he is

saying, and when they do, it is even

more distressing.

One turns from the disap-

pointment of Jones' performance

to Anthony Zerbe's portrayal of

lago. lago must be, remember, a

very subtle villain: after all, he

convinces not only Othello, but

everyone else in the play, including

his own wife Emilia, that he is

"honest, honest lago." The ab-

solute irreducible requirement of

the role is great delicacy and skill

in the cunning, manifested in great

charm and credibility in his ap-

parent love for Othello. Without
this, lago cannot be a worthy op-

ponent for the Moor. Zerbe's lago

could not deceive a reasonably

shrewd four-year-old child. He
comes slinking on stage, shifty-

eyed, greasy-haired, looking Uke
someone who wants to fix the

fourth race at Santa Anita. That
Othello, Desdemona, Cassio,

Roderigo, and Emilia can all be

deceived by such a seedy
character seems, and is,

ridiculous. Zerbe makes feeble

attempts to convey the intensity of

lago's hatred of the Moor, and to

give him his due, he almost makes
it in the famous speech on how his

passion
*'gnaws his inwards." But

ultimately, like Jones, he never

acquires any real stature or size.

His lago is not a devil incarnate,

not a human machiavel, not even a

consummately evil man k)ent for

revenge, but merely a petty,

whining, waspish second-rate con-

man.
Weighed down by the un-

fortunate performances of Jones

and Zerbe, the play ultimately

sinks. There is little that can be

said in favor of this production.

There are, to be sure, competent

performances in secondary roles,

which should be mentioned. Jill

Claybrugh's Desdemona is con-

sistently interesting. She makes

Othello's doomed wife appear a bit

too much like a little girl, scared of

the dark and of scoldings, yet she

brings charm and vitality to the

role, and avoids turning

Desdemona into the divine lollipop

that she has sometimes been.

Penelope Allen creates a forthright

and exciting Emilia, and in her

really fine moments at the end of

the play, during the impassioned

defense of her mistress and

denunciation of Othello, she almost

compensates for Jones' lethargic

performance. Phillip Clark makes

a gallant, dashing Cassio, and

Konrad Matthaei provides a

deliciously dim-witted Roderigo.

Of John Berry's direction, the

less said the better. The
movements on stage are among
the clumsiest and worst conceived

one could imagine. A description of

Othello's suicide at the end of the

play should suffice as an example.

He gets up from the bed where he

has been next to the dead

Desdemona, circles around to the

other side of the bed, delivers his

**I smote the Assyrian dog — thus"

speech, runs himself through ~
twice — witii the sharp end of the

crucifix around his neck r-

justing it once to make sure that he

has pierced the heart, removed the

knife, ceremoniously holds it up for

all the audience to see, and,

presumably with gaping holes in

his heart, now circles back around

to the other side of the bed, bends

down and picks up Desdemona,
climbs back up on the bed,

carrying Desdemona in his arms,

staggers down to the bottom, and

finally, at the end of the bed,

stands, holding the dead
Desdemona, and delivers his final

speech"^ Then — at last! — he^^

topples backward onto the bed with

Desdemona on top of him. This

incredible maneuver was con-

ceived, presumably, so that the

two bodies would lie symbohcally

in the form of a cross for the

closing 10 seconds of the play. (I

refuse to believe that even Berry

thinks that anyone really dies this

way.) By this time, of course,

Othello's death, in whatever form,

awkward or not, is most welcome.

This is Jones' sixth time around

in the role of Othello, and perhaps

he is bored and trying to ex-

periment. Word has it that he

himself is not pleased with this

production. If so, he is a better

critic than actor — and one hopes

he will eventually have the grace to

acknowledge that Shakespeare is a

better writer than he is an actor.

But perhaps I have been unfair. I

confess that I saw this production

under the worst possible cir-

cumstances. The curtain was up!

(Groucho Marx said this!!)

Miles Upon Miles: No leal Beginning or End
-UP 1. a^ X. - «''

ty M:l»wcett

Men Von Sydow

"nnipa i the night visitor
:r.UHIbfl I coKit Hitchcock's Classic

1332 2nd Street PSYCHO
!^?*a/!!S^"'''' Sot. May 1 - Shakespeare's "Taming oHHe Shrew'

'

45 1 8686 ^^^^ ^^ , NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD

Janus Classics Festival

HEnds Sai

Miles Davis has always revolved in apogees and

perigees of expressive, invariably controlled,

energy. He can blast like an angry furnace. Or he can

lyricize within one's more ensconced, labyrinthine

moments.
...id he is like Picasso in that there is a periodic

progression or development in his work andwould

probably agree with the painter that each period

represents a triumph over certain specific artistic

and technical problems or difficulties. When the

problems have been overcome, when all avenues of

possible expression have been explored, then you

move on to something new, challenging. In the late

Forties, after nearly fifty years of painting, Picasso

took up ceramics. I wouldn't be surprised if in the

next ten years Miles began experimenting with an

instrument other than the usual.

Miles at Fillmore (Columbia G 30038) is a new

feeling in jazz music. At most, it is an expression of

20th-century man in his insular, existential

dimension Existential jazz. (Miles would die

laughing if he read that.) There is a suffering in

Fillmore that is different than anything, say, Bessie

Smith or others ever expressed. Theirs was a per-

sonal or racial suffering. But Miles has transcended

this (I'm not putting anything down) and his music

tjecomes the expression of us.

When the tremendous dynamism of a number
suddenly dies out and one of percussionist Airto

Morreira's instruments begins to whimper like a

dying infant — a victim of the rush and crush of the

music on this album — which is our world turned into

• 1 I r** ^ o II AA m' \ r»ii fool cnmnthincT ontirolv r^o^x: i«: hnnnf»nin0

fear of iFillmore. On the one hand, a good dose o^

dadist, what-the-hell attitude: on all the numbers a

police whistle is blown more or less randomly, and n

such a context this authoritative signal emphasize

the chaos that is in Fillmore, albeit a chaos with

loose structure. And all of the four numbers hav

gaudy, conventional endings bordering on frenzy

Of course, there is the lyrical, the reassunm

Miles, the Miles that inevitably surfaces on any of hi

albums — the Miles that delineates the diamantint

dreaming center we all ultimately have withi

ourselves. "Friday Miles' has a superiative strelc

of intimacy, that, with touches of •'Valentine, i

tragically erotic and even tinged with a foreboding c

danger toward the end, of dark, empty parking i<^t

and knives.

Miles may descend on a slow major triad within

harmonic context To create a lucidity of vision e>

ceedingly unusual in an aural medium There is ais

the familiar, and only Miles has been able to cl

something this simple and make it work, a soft hal

step down and the (now even more restful) mine

third further down. This motif was the one that ga\

In a Silent Way (Columbia CS 9875) its mood •

reflection. And there is even the Filles dc Kiliniai

jaro (Columbia CS 9750) sound with the strong dun

DUM-dum-DUM bass motif (an ascending major 2r

and then a minor 3rd), the heavy, slow drum b^j^

with*Miles syncopating strongly. Actually, Mil»

tends to be more fragmented in his trumpet woi

even violently rapid, on Fillmore. It seems that wl •

he has a particularly strong emotion he wants to ii

^rrn<^^ nnd rnn't do it rhvthmically or melodical

vfei^

'.'M

K r;,-i,rt'J,"f».

^T*

X

f<s

\6S1 2nd Street

Santo Monica
ij C 1 /. Q /.

SO BLACK^Kpnt:>UD
Sun.-Tues.—
LARONDE ^

A %A

'

fi^WpM^iS/i'. .K- ^ SJii;^fe,t-l

destruction we feel so strongly in Fillmore. Yet he

never goes so far that we feel all exits are bolted shut

because he is tQO cosmopolitan, too much in the qui

vivre. There is always a response to the despair or

...li^

"Wednesday Miles" is sort of a frantic, elecr

Baroque. Steve Grossman has a soprano sax ^

that runs berserk which is just right for this alb.^i

Morreira, Dave Holland on bass, and Miles get a iv^'^

thing going. And Keith Jarrett fondles some eerie

church harmonies on his organ which contribute to

the apprehension felt in this album.

The effect of "Thursday Miles" is like a

mechanism in which you can see the different gears,

all sizes and shapes, all kinds of teeth, blunt, sharp,

but all meshing together, turning together. And no

matter how hard you look at it, you can't figure^out

what's pulling what, what's hooked on to where. It

just all meshes and runs for the pure joy of running^

Some pieces are oblong and some are very small and

blue and hardly turn at all. Some of the pieces are

little and some are big and some are fast and some

are slow. Some pieces are made of soft rubber and

bend and twist as they turn about. Others are clear

quartz. Some are polished wood like Miles' fine

furniture. ^ . • . j *

•Saturday Miles," after some frantic introductory

drumming by Jack DeJohnette, is deliciously

eprptic and kazoo-y. And when Miles' palliative

voice enters, Morriera's dying, terrified sounds are

less frightening. The lyrical transitions in Miles

music are always like seeing the sea for the first

'

These numbers have no real beginning or end.

which is undersUndable, since it would be. afteraJl,

rather ridiculous to ascribe form or limitations to the

interpreUtion of something that is as formless,

meaningless, and almost hopeless as the 20th-

century Similarly, the music of this album is am

biguous It is not the gutsy wail of the blues nor the

Baroque optimism of someone like Art Tatum nor the

gusto of Fats, but a music welding lyric affirmation

and frenzied pessimism without worrying about

contradictions. ~ ~~*~

Dear Reader, don't miss Fillmore. Buy it and play

,t Sit back Miles will Uke you further than you ve

ever been Promise.

I

1 I

Nailoiai
10925 Li ndbrook Drive

479-2866

SUMMER OF '42

Doily 2:15.4:15.6:15.8:15.10:15

Fri. & Sol Midnit* Show 12:15

Qrleiiai
7425 Sunset

876-0212

Richard Crennd • Dyon Cannon

DOCTOR'S WIVES
Goldie Hawn

THERE'S A GIRL IN MY SOUP
$1 Admitsion lor I person with lKi« coupon (Sorry. no« good S<rf niU)

Pan Paclllc
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Free Parking

Richard Crenno • Dyon Cannon

DOCTOR'S WIVES
Sofia Loren

SUNFLOWER
$1 Admittion lor 1 p«r»oo wilh iKit coupon

( »orry. no« good Sot N>gh<)

PACIFIC'S

paitages
Hollywood at Vin<

469-7161

Acod«niy Awofd Winn«r!

TORA!TORA!TORA!(G)
Doily 12:30. 3:15. 6:00, 8:30 PM

New Policy • No Seats Reserved

Regular Admission Prices

PACIFIC'S

PlGWOOd
Pico Near Westwood
272.8239

SAY HELLO TO YESTERDAY |GP|

_LOVERS & OTHER STRANGERS (R]

Mon-Fri from 6:30 PM

Sol. & Sun. from 12:30 noon

Jean-Louis Trintignont

PII22 Bernardo BeHolucci's

Westwood Village JHE CONFORMIST (R)

GR 7-0097 ^...B^«A-
TR 9-9077 MIDNIGHT Show • Fri. Apr. 30 "ONIBABA

•r--— -«•

leieit
1045 BroKton

I

Westwood Village

BR 2-0501

•'A noorly foulHMt <om«dyI"

"Nothing .Kor* ol o mirOcM UFE MAGAZINE

Buck Henry in

Milos Forman's

TAKING OFF (Rj

Groovi-t Movi. in To«»ni JANET GAYNOR - CHJARLES FARRELL

Silllll llnVlB Frank Borxoge's Academy Award/
OlIUll mUfl»

ptK)toplay Medal Winner
611 N. Fairfax ^SEVENTH HEAVEN"
""'S' Charlie Chaplin in -SHANGHAIED"|

loho La Brea

La Brea at Ninth

WE 4-2342

WILL TO CONQUER

GET RICH QUICK

^

viiiaie LOVE STORY (GP)

Now *^\t Sunday

Astiorove
8162 Melrose Ave.

OL3-J070

MIKE SEEGER
Trom iK« Appdldcltant

Alke Foster & Hazel Dickens

NEXT: John Fahey

Ditcdihmqum on tH« Morino • *'• «"

4080 Lincoln Blvd.

Marina del Rey

821-6969

Now Ploying EARIH ISLKHD
W«d Nit«. Shid«nt Nit. • Thur. N.*.. Done. Coo*»««

Jut & Sun F«EE ADMISSION

eazzarrl's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

DiKO*h«qu« on th* S*rip • Now Hopp»n.ng

.BERRIES • 13th OUR

MOTHER BUTLER • BANTAMS
Ditco»h«qo««or dlag«t • Mon Done. Con* .rt

(Grond Prii. $300) • W«d Lod..t Nigh^Lod..*

Fr»« • Audrt»on» W»d & TKwrt NigM

Now Thro Sundoy

iroubadour
9081 Sontd Monica

LA
276 6168

Blvd
JIMMY WEBB

Judee Sill

NEXT. Gabor Siabo

4^ wm > GO

Now thru Sunday

TRAPEZE
SOUTHWIND

701 Sunset :iTr;p-

524202
Mo*h«r » Doy - Moy 9th - THE MOTHERS

Ooncinq • Co*npl««« D»nnf^

^jfct-^'i- '.:^l^_i;^.'Li:^iii.rf^!.^'-.i:^.'.-
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THE EXOTIC FILMGOER

Blind Swordsmen's

fire festival

by Salvator R. Tarnmoor

It is Tuesday night, in the dead

vast and middle of the week. As

eager eyes pore over Section IV of

the Times Preview Edition (the

other sections having been shucked

off as so many cornhusks), a

crescent malaise overtakes the

celluloid-starved filmfreak. The

dim prospect of a dead week 'gins

to loom large. Meanwhile, the five

Japanese theaters in town change

their marquees with all the fanfare

of a service station attendant

changing a tire — at least insofar

as we deprived occidentals are

concerned. If, as an alternative to

"Call Theater for Program" and

"Plus 3rd Big Hit," Japanese

movies sound too tangy, why then

you may glorp your syrupy cokes

and glom your sawdust burgers

until the horned devils carry you

off. None better do you deserve.

There is, after all, more to the

Japanese cinema that Tishiro

Mifune and Godzilla, more even

than Kenji Mizoguchi or Yasujiro

Ozu. Japan, which produces twice

as many feature films each year as

any other country in the world save

India also produces arguably the

best films being turned out

anywhere, and has been doing so

for the last ten years. A strong

statement — but one that cannot be

contested by more than the half

dozen people in Los Angeles who

have taken the trouble to find out

for themselves. And these would

not contest it.

Contrary to a widespread

popular misconception, all of the

features (but not necessarily all of

the short subjects) shown at these

theaters are subtitled in English,

even when the posters in the lobby

carry nary a word in the

Phoenecian alphabet. Four of the

five theaters do not go out of their

way to appeal to any but a

Japanese audience, the exception

being the TOHO LA BREA, which

occasionally advertises in the

Bruin and almost always carries a

picture ad in the Times along with

the obligatory Kevin Thomas
review.

The big question, then, seems to

be: How to decide which picture to

see when there are neither ads nor

reviews to go on? There is a way,

but it takes time and gasoline.

Simply drive out to the theaters

themselves and take a good long

look at the posters for current and

coming attractions. The following

general principles yield interesting

results most of the time:

(1) If the illustrations on the

poster are of happy children or

prim young women in kimonos, rev

up your motor and breeze on out of

there. Japanese family fare is,

with rare exceptions, too marzipan

for any but expectant mothers and

moist-eyed grandparents;

(2) Japanese sex films are

deceptive in that they are less

neurotic and more puritanical than

their Western counterparts.

Generally speaking, the posters

look enticingly evil, and the

corresponding movies are

pleasantly innocuous;

(3) Posters sporting angry or

earnest-looking young men are

usually to be avoided unless one

craves a syringe full of social

consciousness or an outlet for pent-

up misanthropy;

(4) But if, perchance, the poster

depicts a samurai with sword

uplifted or a leering gangster

behind a blazing gat, buy a Ucket

at once. Two to one, you're in for an

actioner that will render you gelid

with fear, hypertensive with ex-

citement, and well staisfied.

4.
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THE All AMERICAN BURGER
1500 WMtwood Blvd

4 blocks south of Wilshir* at Ohio

THE QUAt/TY HAMBURGER

BHARATIYA BHOJAN
M07 Mom St S M 399 9038

INDIAN FOOD
DiMpieo' Dinne'S tvcy Night

VEG-$2 25 NONVEG $3 00

I stmeiits mieriiitioiiai Meiiitaiion soeien

^or those already enjoying the benefits of

transcendental meditation

SIMS announces the fourth nneeting of the

spring quarter
^

2 pm Thursday April 29

Ack Union 2412
T, res Sat 6 9 30 P M

BIT O SCOTLAND
1938 Wattwood Blvd

Vh blocks South o( SM Blvd

474-0328,474 9049

BRITISH SEAFOOD
Dinn«r.$2 25&$2 50

Food to Go

CHEZ FROMAGE
C«ntury City

Shopp»nfl"C«ot«r

553^5582

FONDUE HAPPENING THURS NITE

Unusual Sandwich**

Espresso — Cappuccino

Fin« Ch««s«- Pastry T«o

CHUNKY'S —

^

918 Brcwton • 473-6062

(NoHh of Bruin Th«atr«)

GIANT BEEF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Dogs

HATCH COVER
2615 Wilshir*

SM 828.S404

FOOa
DANCING

POOL

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pko ^

From Pasframi fo PkUes

e choic*

G>rn«r W«stood & Lindbrook

Op«n 24 Hours 478-2732

n PM - n AM
STEAK N' EGGS

hash brovwns, toosl, buHar, jdly

FRIDAY $1.05 SATURDAY

1 138'/:?U)8Shin9Von (b\u4.

I
For the real strength of the

current Japanese cinema Ues in its

ability to find starkly vivid images

for the moral chaos and numbmg
violence of our own world. It does

not take long to feel at home m a

Japanese theater. Even if our own
Western and detective film genres

have decayed through long usage,

the Japanese samurai and

gangster cycles are still in full

swing.

In the weeks to come, EF will

return to the subject of the

Japanese theaters, dedicating a

separate column to each one. For

those of you who wish to do some

preliminary field work on your

own, the theaters to be dealt with

and their locations are as follows:

( 1

)

TOHO LA BREA — La Brea

between Wilshire and Olympic;

(2) KOKUSAI — Crenshaw,

about five blocks south of the Santa

Monica Freeway;

(3) KABUKI — Adams at

Crenshaw
(4) LINDA LEA — Main Street

between 2nd and 3rd Street

downtown;
(5) SHO TOKYO — 2nd at San

Pedro Street downtown.

If you can't range as far afield as

these theaters, you can get a

foretaste of things to come by

attending the Plaza Theater's

midnight showing of Kaneto

Shindo's perversely erotic un^

derground masterpiece, Onibaba,

this Friday only.

How
d^ we
know
what
you're

thinking

if you
don't

write?

LA CREPE
1084 GI«odon Av« 478-0437

Op an 7 Ooyi 11:30-1 AM

105 SPECIAimESOF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
^'CREPES' -^"OMELEnES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunchsi 50&$i 75

108S8 Lindbrook Dr.

474.0948-WWVillaq*
DINNER $3.25 & $4.25

LEDBEHERS
1621 Westwood Blvd.

477^751

Greek Nile Every Thurs.

Beer Wine Dancing Food

UniE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 L«Cont«

(L«Con«« at Gayl«y)

For 30 min d»liv«ry

477-2006

McDonalds town house
1118 WMtwood Blvd

478-9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

12423 WittKircBlvd

LA 826-9210

SINCE 1949

Famous For Our Piua

^W'h V WHERE BEER IS STILL ONLY 25</MUG
t^fl^lj EiXs. C> Old Tim* MoviM
Gayl«y & W*yb«rn 478-0788

april 25 ^^ mqy^^

Israel Week
schedule of events

ASI - HILLEL - ISO

THURSDAY today

'*Siege is a deeply moving film from Israel and becomes an

unusually effective call for peace.

12 noon "The Siege" (Hamotzor)

4:00 PM 'The Siege" (Hamolior)

7.00 PM "The Siege" (Hamatxor)

9:00 PM "The Siege" (Hamotzor)

Chicago Sun-Times

Chemistry 2224
Haines Hall ''39

Haines Hall «39

La MofKho Cafeteria

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Let us ship your personal

effects home. We are spe-

cialists in international

packaging and shipping. We

also sell appliances lor 220

Volts.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

r.f.
12220 Pko

Pko ol Bondy 478-6734

DANCING - POOL
ENTERTAINMENT - PIZZA

FRIDAY tomorrow

12 noon Israeli Dancing on Janss Steps led by Rehavio Yakovef

with live musk middle eastern food will be served

8:15 P.M. Traditional Shabbot Services at Hillel Guest Speaker
Nyigal Yannoy "Future of Israeli Culture"

Oneg Shobbat

• (Paid Advertisement)

TODAY AND
TOMORROW

?rS GIANT SUBMARINE
10968 L«Con«« 478-0375

B«twMn Brcit»oo & Oov'«y

Giant Sul^*^"*"**"** Sandwich

er^ r ^^-JJ

WE DELIVER

Gourmet Sandwiches
k« Cr»om

III

miiiitHjiwww mmm^mm:''-^tii»-'
,-,.-.i«llJ..l.Si^.-«-«S-W.'

^ A i VJ K L? At

8:30 P.M. "Festival of Israel" An evening of Israeli Song, Dance
and Humor Grand Ballroom of Ackerman Union

-•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•-•.•.

'Dump Nixon'
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Long hair can cause problems
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"Richard Nixon can watch football when 200,000 non-voters

oarade in front of the White House. He cannot ignore, and he had

better listen to, the young people that are registered to vote," Terry

Friedman, president of the statewide Young Democrats, said.

"Al Lowenstein, the man who dumped Lyndon Johnson in 1968,

feels that the yvay we defeat Richard Nixon in 1972 is to register the

23 million new voters in this country. Every poll, every indication

indicates that 18-21 year-olds will defeat Richard Nixon by a

unanimity unparaUeled by any voters in American electoral

history," Friedman said.

Lowenstein, a former Democratic congressman from New York,

explained a move to •'Dump Nixon in '72" through massive young

voter registration drives to about 150 students last week in Sproul

Hall The registration drive is nationwide, bipartisan and aimed at

the 23 million 18-21 year-old voters.

In a question-and-answer session presented by the California

Federation of Young Democrats, Lowenstein termed his plan U^

prevent President Nixon's re-election through anti-war voter

registration ''simple." "We have to get enough young p^ple that

are against Nixon to register to vote, to defeat him in 1972."

The Young Democrats inaugurated the campus drive and

Friedman said he welcomed a coalition with any group committed .vy

to overthrowing Nixon at the polls. The registration effort will

begin in May in California.

Friedman said the drive in California will continue until the June

orimary in 1972 and rallies for registered voters will punctuate the

registration drive. A rally is planned here for late May in the track

stadium. ^ i .«

Lowenstein wUl speak in addition to RepresenUtive Paul Mc-

Closkey, R.-San Mateo, who has called for President Nixon's im-

peachment.

•In the past, anti-war rallies, whether there be 20,000 people or

200 000 have been composed almost entirely of non-voUng people.

To affect the policies they are protesting, they need power. What

we intend to do is hold an anti-war, anti-Nixon rally that will be

attended entirely by voters who have the power of the ballot, and

the power to turn out of office, and the power to change pohcies,

Friedman said.
.

During the session, Lowenstein was asked why the Dump

Nixon" movement is being started a year and a half before the 1972

elections. He replied, "If I could just push a button I would not want

to sUrt the drive this early, but the risk is that- there will be a

further escalation of the war and we can't afford that."

' Lowenstein was also questioned about the Democratic Party in

''

1972 "The anti-war forces will be able to write the Democratic

I party platform in 1972; we'll have no problem getting a platform on

: the war that makes sense," he said.

r...,.............;.;.:.:.;.;.;.;J;J;.;..^:.;.:.:.:.^y^^^
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By Susie Hatago

DB Staff Writer
*

1 think I'm qualified to speak about long hair and

its dangers for young men, after over 40 years in the

business," Harry Drucker, famoUs Hollywood hair

stylist, said Monday in a speech sponsored by the

Associated Students' Speakers Program.

'A young man with long (below the shoulder) hair

loses his individuality, cleanliness and closes doors

to opportunities. Longhair is a phony symbol against

the Establishment," Drucker said to a crowd of 200

students, mostly young men with long hair.

"But more importantly, long hair leads to com-

plete baldness because it pulls down and destroys

hair follicles," he added. "If long hajr is your bag,

you must learn to take care of it.

"You must out off the dead ends of your hair and

wash it at least twice a week. You should use a

conditioner weekly and brush your hair for five-

minutes at least twice a day," Drucker said.

**More toupees are sold in the United States than

lanywhere else in the world. Men here don't care for

their hair properly. I won't get rich cutting hair, but I

will get rich selling toupees," he said.

Lou Kingman, a junior here, volunteered to have

Drucker examine and cut his below-the-shoulder

length hair Drucker pointed out Kingman's incipient

bald spots which were concealed by his hair as well

as the dead ends of his hair.

Drucker proceeded to cut Kingman's hair with a

pair of scissors ("never use thinning scissors"),

leaving Kingman with a much shorter and neater

hair length. The general audience response was

favorable. '^l^
'

,
^

A question-and-answer period followed Drucker s

informal lecture. Drucker suggested long hainsd

students use a natural bristle brush "Plastic and

steel brushes pull out and tear hair. ' he warned.

One student asked if it was best to leave his hair

alone, without worrying about conditioners and

regular brushing. "Leaving your hair alone is like

committing suicide. Short hair tends to take care of

itself, but long hair does not," Drucker said.

"A 16-year-old boy is a real hazard with his long

hair. It is usually filled with dead scales and dead

ends. If he doesn't care for it soon, he'U become bald

at a young age, " Drucker warned.

Drucker said middle-aged and older men who grow

their hair long "look ridiculous." "They're trying to

bridge the generation gap by having longer hair.

Don't you think they look ridiculous with their long

sideburns and balding heads?" he asked.

m
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FROM $11.95 ,|.

12010 W PICO BLVOTf

LOS ANGELES. C ALIF. 90064

PHONE TODAY (213)479-4383

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims .. .

^"Button?^
'

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL:
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

1006 Broxton 477-0880

diogonolly across from Westwood Village

Theatre. FREE 7" Tolon zipper/Sl sole

I he No»r Ce\ebrstto it

Z.J>.G

presents

IT AIN'T CHEAP!

"The Economics of Population Growth"

Dr. Bruce Herricit,

UCLA Department ol Economics

5:30 p.m.

Sunday, May 2

Free dessert, rap session

Westwood Presbyterian Church

10822 Wilshire Blvd. (east and ocross f^om

Ship's Kestourant)

N you n»«d a ride, phone 474-4535

from now til May 22, you can

on a classic

Samsonile
3" commuterreg. $30. $25 . .

5" diplomot, reg. 32.50, $27.50

. . .
2" statesman, reg. 27.50, $22.50

Great buy indeed on a prestige business cose! Corry your books easily

-

and remember, these coses will be good for years to come. Scuff and

stain-resistant sides, lightweight magnesium frame, exclusive h,dden locks

and expandable file folder. Choose jet black, deep olive or oxford gray.

You might suggest it to someone it would make a marvelous graduation

present -for you. And a saving -for them!

fc-'l

dttoches, b level, ockerman union, 825-771

1

monday triday 7:4Sa.nn. 7:30p.m.; saturdrjy 10 3

See the ei9ht great ways the store nus Decn r c;;?uutr;cd

* Another ASUCLA revitolixation action

••••••••••
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while

you're still young enough to enjoy it.

Having the want is one thing.Having the
wherewithal is another. The trouble with being
young is that all too often you have the one
without the other.

But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.
Here is a true sports car for under $2500* —
the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.

In this case the real thing includes a race-
winning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing-type rack-and-
pinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,
crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for
superb road-hugging. Disc brakes, up front for
straight-line, non-fade stops. Twin reclining
bucket seats. And full sports car i-nstrumentation
with an electric tach.

Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40

I

years, there's no generation gap. For the name
' of your nearest Austin-MG dealer and

information about overseas delivery, dial

(800) 631-1971 except in New Jersey ••

where the number is (800) 962-2803.
Calls are toll-free, of course.

'Manufacturer's suggested retail price Does not include transportation charges, dealer
preparation, state and local taxes' if any British Leyland Motors Inc . Leonia. N.J. 07605.

-r-
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department of thtattr arts htrt will prttant Don

Peterson's "Dots a TIgar Waar a NacktIaT"

(pictured at laft) In tha Ralph Fraud Playhoosa,

and "A Musical Fabia for Puppets" (pictured at

V

t,

y

right) in uu ...d^w-wwan Little Theater. Both

productions are being performed at 1:30 p.m.

nightly through Friday; ticket prices a. a 12.50/ II

for students.

W

ft:

%i;^^;i^i-fm^^^

FRENCH PLAY— La Treteau de Paris, French language theater troupe,

will present "L'Amante Anglalse" at • p.m. today In Royce Hall. Tickets

are M.50, S3.75, S3, S2.25, SI.50 for students. —

What's Brew'n at the Big U today
Special Activities

There will be a free concert of

"Music and Dance of Korea and

Persia" at noon today In

Schoenberg Auditorium.

Views of the Fierce"T^hree

Cancellation
The lecture on ••Recent

Developments in Egypt** which

was scheduled for 3 p.m. today

in Bunche Hall 4269 by Ashraf

Ghorbal, Minister
Plenipotentiary of the United

Arab Republic, has l>een can*

celled.

People: The Yanoma of Venezula"

will screen at 8 p.m. today In

Humanities 12(X), and at 1 p.m'.

tomorrow In Bunche 1209 B.

Mehli Mehta and the chamber
orchestra here will perform In

concert today at 8:30 p.m. in

Schoenberg Auditorium.

The Hiroshima Panels will

conclude their showing here today.

They are on display from 10 a.m. -3

p.m. In the Aclterman Union

Women's Lounge.

Speeches and Seminars

Hank Pott, of Bruin Christian

Fellowship will give a seminar on

"All One Body We" at noon today

in Ackerman Union 3517.

Miguel Leon-Portll la,

philosopher, historian, editor, will

^ speak on "El Pensam lento de los

Antigous Mexicanos" at 4 p.m.

today in Humanities 1200.

John B. Nellands, professor

biochemistry, UC Berkeley, will

conduct a seminar on "Microbial

Iron Transport" at 4 p.m. today In

Young Hall 2224.

"
J. Taylor, associate professor of

mathematics. University of Utah,

will conduct a colloquium on

"Homology and the Spectral

Theory of Tuples of Operators" at 4

p.m. today In Mathematical

Sciences 4000.

John D. Waleka, professor of

physics, Stanford University will

hold a colloquium on "Electron

Scattering and Nuclear Structure"

at 4 p.m. today In Knudsen 1220.

A panel discussion on "The

Contemporary Situation in Eastern

and Southern Africa" will be held

at 8 p.m. today In Architecture

1102, as part of the ongoing ac-

tivities of "Africa Week." The

symposium will be proceeded by 15

minutes of traditional African

drummlng^and dance.

Mokusen MIyukI, professor of

religious studies at San Fernando

Valley State College, will speak on

"Hiroshima and Humanity" at

8:30 p.m. today In the Ackerman
Union Men's Lounge.

Meetings

Women's Liberation will meet at

7:30 p.m. today In Kerckhoff 400.

Cercle Francals will meet at

noon today in Haines Hall 111. Cast

members from Le Treateau de

(Continued on Paje 16)
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Can TM bring

peace to individuals?
J

Joe Cocker Ihy

Today

The Viscount Tieeord iJfe

fdroKiwi tuar le CoiUeJ

7^00- 5.00T.M.

A -^f

Fru Thsters

free Bui^ns

Mums

Saifles

loiuk ol duiile ffum

r

Cd 3y
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AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

a Student discussion oh iKe" value o^ transcendental

meditation as taught by Maharishi AAahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental obility,

improving heo<*l^ increasing enjoyment in life

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

« Each Thursday 1 PM

^lwSi^iyiU>%^ttA!iJ>{'kjliili&uk'il'^

'Hiliiiiiii'ljriiiit^l

M^

'"^ii^^i

\

mfit concert for the Southern
^rnia Council of Free Clinic^.

1,1971 Hollywood Bowl

Bpew'n . . ^
(Continued from Page 15)

Paris. «rill be present at that time.

Student's International

Meditation Scoiety will meet at 2

pm. today m Ackerntan Union

2412 The meeting will be

preceeded by a discussion on

"Peace and Non-Peace" at 1 p.m.

in the same room

URA Clubs

The Flying Club will meet from

4-6^pLm. today »n Ackerman Union

2408.

The Figure Skating Club will

meet at 8 p.m. today at the Santa

Monica Ice Palace.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet

from 7 10 p.m. today in Women's

Gym 200.

The Lacrosse Club wilt meet

from 3 5 p.m. today on FieW 7.

The Hapkido Club will meet from

3 30 5 p.m. today in Menr>orial

Activities B 146.

The Hunting Club will meet at

noon today in Men's Gym 122.

The Women's Karate Club will

meet from S-6 p.m. today in

Women's Gym 200.

The Mountaineers will meet at

noon today on the northwest corner

of Moore Hall lawn.

The Kenpo Club will nr>e€t at 5

p.m. today in Memorial Activities

B 146.

iLAiiiK^M '[":-;-Xwi^ >T'!»'*'-"-^fi""ifn'T"i»"'

SIEGE — Tt>e Israeli Student Organization will screen "The Siege" today

at noon in Life Sciences 2147, at 4 and 7 p.m. in Haines Hall 79, and at 9

p.m. in tt>e La Mancha Cafeteria.

..J"

Experimental College Schedule
Spjn
7pjn
7pjn
7 30p m
8p.ro
Bp.m
8pjn

KiBdalini Yoga
I Analyst (^ the Rock MuBcIjxkatry

PaotomiDe and GuerilU Theater
AgeoU of Change in Hf^ing Fiekk*

aoth Centiry Myftiosin
Powv of Breath

ShaktiYoga
' on chmmokogy will be featured today. ^

ODartyard, Women's Gyro
Social Welfare III

eS3 Brooka. Venice
Architecttre S03

Architecture l^iSB
Arthitectwe 1M9C
Architecture 1M3

«*. t.

Ife'

m

Ic^McOonaid
i#ly irotfiers

ii»md and Fire

pill Noise
Jlirtes John Qua^^^
iedeye
Hockin Foo
Stoneground
Mimi Farina and Tom Jans
David Harris: Guest Speaker
Jack Nicholson: Honorary Chairman

Plan an afternoon and evening
experience of love and happiness.

Bring a picnic lunch.

"^m^ I

LIVI I ^R «?7

2:00 --6:00 PM
Intermission: 6:00-7:00
7:00-11:00

S8.50. S7.50, $6.50, S5.50, S5.00, S3.50 and S2.50

Tickets go on sale April 16. 1971 at

all Mutual Agencies, Music City and
the Hollywood Bpwl ticket office.

L7\ MAXCEfA
maid service prepared meals Q general maintenance

laundry facilities on-site recreation parking

location next to campus student affairs staff Q refrigerators

Q meeting and study space

please visit us and sea for yourself

930 Hilgard Avenue
(213) 4 - ._. — ... ,

[igpUlN^I i

—

111 I O

Bruin James McAlister

Spring practice report:

player changes continue
By Steve Kennedy
DB Sports Writer

Junior coUege transfers* Mike Floras and Clay Gallagher are sUll

running neck-and-neck for the Bruins' starting quarterback posiUon as

spring football practice reaches the halfway point.

The Bruins, who scrimmaged briefly yesterday and are scheduled for a

more lengthy workout Saturday, have now completed 11 of the 20 days

allotted by the NCAA for spring ball.

'.piores was No. 1 Tuesday," quarterback coach Dick Tomey said, but

they're pretty much together. They're ahead of the others because

they've played so much more football. They have more expenence and

react better to situations better since they've been in more games."

Others vying for the key posiUon include 1970 redshirt Scott Hendersons,

Jeff Allen, George Allen Jr. and Lewis Thomas. The last three are up

from the freshman squad. Tomey made no attempt to say who had the

advantage among the other four candidates. .....
"Gallagher is the better ball-handler and runner," Tomey related, but

Flores is the better passer. If they were both one person, we'd be m fine

shape. At present, there is little to choose between them.

"If the situation is similar next year," Tomey continued, "both will see

plenty of acUon." He added, however, that head coach Pepper Rodgers,

at least in the past four years, has not divided the playing Ume among his

Quarterbacks

Gallagher and Flores have seen considerable acUon during the

previous scrimmages and Tomey pointed out that the coaches can t af-

ford to be democratic in searching for a starter.
1 J^ *K

Other doubtful areas before spring pracUce began included tne

(Continued on Page 20)

DRIVE IN EUROPE
Student discounts on Ovjerseas Car delivery! All European

models, shipping and low cost insurance

Call for student savings:

2764456 Drive In Eu

Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

Armand
chwerner
in a poetry reading

O

Thursday, AprU 29, 8 p.m

Sunset Canyon
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
re^xtrniDq residents

6o\nq huimess oveneas——
SHIPPING SPECIALISTS
BAGGAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick, Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating
insurance Documentation
Estimates given without obligation

ANYWHERE ANYTIME

A REGISTERED AGENQ

TYPEWRITER CITY.
478-7282 Westwood 479-7282

SINCE »9S*

a tradition

ot personal
service fVi""

freight
forwarding

Martin lewin Transcargo, Inc.

2240 N. Figueroa Si

Los Angeles. Calif. 90065
(213) 225 2347

NEW ELEC PORT.

SMITH-CORONA ELEC. 120

SMITH-CORONA 250 (260.00 vol)

IBM SELECTRIC: FAOORY REBUILT

VICOTR ELEC. ADDER
COMMODORE 8/9 CR. BAL.

MULTIPLIERS. Times, Equal (279.00val) 199.50

99.50

149.50

189.50

67.50

69.50

PI

ELECTRIC CALCULATOR 299.50

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS

Ibankamericard 1089 GAYLEY AVE. master CHARGt

SiiAiE TAX FREE CARS

Recreation Center

For your next trip to Europe order your new European cor through

ShipSide. We ore located only a f ew- steps ft-om the terminal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models. Volvo's, Fiats, MGB's. BMW
and other makes are ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax

free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements

can be made in just o few minutes.

Mini cost — maxi vocation

— rooiti savings.

For detailed information write

to. StiipSide, 609 5tti Ave,

New York NY or

ShipSide, P.O. Box 7568.

Amsterdam Airport.

GIVE YOUR MOTHER
A LUSCIOUS GIFT OF

alien lueriT candies

How about o beautiful box of chocolates (1 lb., 2.98)?

You can also find elegant baskets with candles dnd

flowers -or assortments of exactly what she'd

like. It's just the best candy to be found, that's all.

You can order fresh flowers sent to her, too,

right here.

\m

Mother's Day
if May 9

^

as
uc

Students' store

candi«. b level, ackerman union, 825-7711

ondoy^ t nduyb 7.4Sa.m. 7 . 30p ,m ,; sntnrdnys l<J-^m
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UCLA Dai Brtiin Classified Ads

ADVERTISING OFFICES

KtrckhoH Mall 111

Phone H5 2"'

n^ords tiSOday.Sconsecut.v
insertions tS 00

Payable in advance

—OEAOLINl I0;30*.m.

No telephone orders

THE Da.lv Bru.rf^.ves foil ^^Pf^^'^'^J^.

Un.vers.t; of Cal.forn.a's ^I'cy on no«

d. scrim. nation and ''•^•«7 i?**;;;^.
advert.s.n, serv.ce *"" "«

'^Mordinfl
ava.tatile to anyone who, m J"*'^'"'"'

Jolsinrto students or offering |Obs.

;?sc;.mmates on the bas.s «• /•"•^"'^^;
rel.9.on. nat.onal o''»;"

^VsuJIa g. o.^Ty
the University nor the ASUCLA » "• ^
Brum has investigated any of the service*

offered here

^Announcements ^
"TOMMY" Rock Opera, by Peter Towns-

hend a^d the Who. at^ev Hills H.»h Schoo ,

May 5 6.7.8 B 30 P M Seats
««**^>'fJ^i'J,

5900, X30«
***

J Help Wanfed # 3 y for Sole »^»- '^
V Trovel •• y fP 9

••••••••••••••••••••••«< 15

TELEPHONE work part time ^Aon Fn,

SI ;5/hr Plush Century City office Free

parking Mr Knaus SS6 1445 (JAJO)

MAKE MONEY

Openmgs still avaifable for exciting part or

full time employment innovative sales

program

NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY
390 7771

YOU can have a nice vacation summer v».th

a part t.me |0b now Serv.ces U"'""'*?^ *";
9S2I

(3AJ0J

FOR N.kon have super ''^
"^7^/ VJ.^"/!

S30 Oelu«e ».lm loader 40 feet TR- «/

cartridges SIO 8743977 nOM4)

LUDVWIG drum set, 2 2"<»"»V/'"!5"VteJe
Exc. Olympia port typewriter 50 Steve

477 4011x442

W/JTER bedv^Tttt lor »H H»i»«s.auee«i-

vdoubies, 8' round beds, * lumbos SSO. J.m.

34$ 7979
(10M3)

FINE classical guitar for sale ^'»^' "iP^

S2S0.FR4 7496 1'° '^Al

J Losfond Found ^

TRAYNOR amp, 4 10 speakers, with custom

re verb head 4 mo old w.th 1 year un

conditional guarantee Leaving "untry

S450/best 393 S329 J^10_A^_

MOVING For sale dinette set,$SO; complete

living room,S90, chest drawer, »30.

Eves 390 S248
(iOM

MFLP' Reward! Thanks Can we deal for

",^„,^^oi?s'. negatives^ tapes, accounting

book? Kard.s 39S 3S89, BJS 4501. (4 A 30)

r.ROUPS now forming Reasonable

T^^E GROUP CENTER for
Call
brochures 4S4 3030

fees
free

LOST Ant.que gold ring with nine opals

very sentimental! Please call ««"«;•".
3113 No questions I4«nj|

( OTR)

Social Events

HELP! Reward! Please return contents of

briefcase taken Journalism Dept Thur 4/22.

Important No Question Mike Kardis, 3*5^

3S89.82S4501 (4 A 30)

V
YOUNG adult dance May 1, 1971 • P-»«-

'

12 30 1520 S Robertson Blvd . LA (SEAWJ

y For Sublease Hi

J Miscellaneous 5

FREAK couples to travel South Seas (cheap

freigher-) for place to settle. Leaving July.

477 4011 ext 609 (5M5)

SUB Lease May l* August 1. Oe\^i*.U*[

nished spacious, ocean, studio apt , ' <»ecjts,

finicuur' faculty only 4549705, P.a Box

1175, Pacific Palisades. {^\.rt\^i

BERKELEY Durant Ave 1 bl canipus

Jfrge lurn studio apt . kitchen, bath of

.Vred June 15/September 15 »125 nr,ontMy

343 8383 Berkeley 843 5434. (SBM4)

y For Rent

PENCILNECK "4/29/51 4/29/71

.

Gotcha Tyrone.

Happy
(1 A29)

'toreggie
29)

Stay off my boot. Cltica. d A

J Entertainmenf 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213 CA 1 a49. _J1«T R

)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel

Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 64*, Avalon

90704 2ij^jJ^

y/Help Wanted. ;... 3

WANTED. Attractive receptionist

secretary Beverly Hills attorney. At

ternoons with full time during summer. 272-

5451.
l2Mi )

SUMMER jobs stores summer camps-

nursery schools restaurants hospital*.

Services Unlimited 47$-f5a>. (3 AW)

GUYS or girls- a limited number of summer

lobs now available Call Services »J"'""'»*;^

4759S21. (3A29)

TELEPHONE SALES; If you have a good

phone personality won't take no for an an

swer and would like to earn S200-300 weekly,

working hours 6 a.m. to 12 p.m. In morning

please call George Brody. sales manager
AD L Supply CO ,653 04*1. (3 MS)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS -

Australia, Europe, So. America, Africa, etc

All professions and occupations, 1700 to $3000

monttily Expenses paid, overtime, »l9|j^

seeing Free information. Write: TWA
Research Service, Box 5591 B, San Die«o, Ca.

92105. (3M3)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in m
teqrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw

Neighbors lor house/apt. info. "*^"«
wkndS, 292 5175 (7QTR)

y ror ^ale .•••••••••••••• '*'

PANASONIC 7 " reel mono tape recorder.

Xint cond , 3 speeds. Accessories included.

S75 Eves, 478 5165. (10 A 29)

•«, HANDMADE moroccan clothes tor sale at

wholesale prices Hooded capes, leather

bags. etc. 475 23*9 eve. {^QtAS)

FOR sale: German recorder Mollenhauer

Biockflote, new S18 2 sets kitchen table and

chairs, S15/set. 789 2*47. nOA30)
^

WANTED: SIX string guitar, Martin D-18 or

D 28, Yamaha FG300 or ovation. After 6

p m . 278 6979. ^^J^Jl

FOR Sale: Ramirei flamenco guitar. S425

with case. Call Terry at 645 -1154. (10 MS)

DINETTE, hide away bed, small desk,

mattress (46X76), shelves, desk lamps, patio

furn. small Items, 7543995. [^^^IL

4 pc BDRM set $60 bar, black padded v<nyl

w/stOOlS$95 397 7052 ( 10 A JO)

STERLING HOME
ELECTRONICS

10913 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood-— 477-3547

FISHER DEMOS
20% OFF
USED

H K Citation I Preamp
H K Citation II Power
Both
Gar AT* changer
Concertone 6 head Rec
Bogen TA 100 Amp
Dual 1019 Complete
Panasonic 8 TR

DEMO
H K Cad 4 cassette

Ampex MS2
Nikko Pam 14

Panasonic Port. TV

J Services Offered '

'

LAir CHANCE for your 10 interesting

sorinq college computer dates Gals FKtt,

gjys S2 50 when you mail this ad Write nov.^

JaRTY mate, P O BOX 1247 Spr.ngl.eld

Virginia 22151 Last acceptable
P<>Y,"JJ^5)

May 7

VISION Improvement: Classes and weekend

workshops A b.oenerget.c ^PPJof^'). '"

terscience Work Shop Call 3" '555 or 826

6000
<^^^^'

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north, to

aLaSK and YUKON, around $2800 a "lonth^

For complete information write to JOB

RESEARCH, P BOX 161 Stn A, Toronto

Ont Enclose $3 to cover cost. ( 1
1
a ju>

AUTO AND
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396 2225 ASK FOR BOB (11 OTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees Call Allan Sobe

873-5815, 781 5527 eves. 783 3509. (IIQTR)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
June's Sept 15 5269

June 28' Sept 7 ^269

June25/Aug 26 S269

Aug 26 Sept 26 5269

Sept 2 one way to AMS 5136

sss'iifT^ftrs/rt^'XnWifio
rmrvM'o, 'to ^^--'>'

.Vll'ight's"''
discounts on cars and many other flights.

contact Prof P Bent.er UCLA 277 5200 or

879 3111 c/0 Sierra Travel, '»^5 ^^7,*
MonicaBlvdBev Hills

__[

^^'TRmsiTRAIL OFFERS
the S35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

uavel (ages I5thru 22). Also:

540. 15 days

$55 21 dayv

Thritt coi'pon^°or no time •i'"*^ "» „?'^5*

mt ^les and $60 1500 miles of ra

Contact your travel agent or call

TYPlNGediting. Term papers, resumes,
letters theses IBM Selectnc. Eng graas

Nancy, 472 4143; Kay- 826-7472. (ISMj)

TYPING, fast and accurate Reasonable

rates Ask lor Jess,473-4372. ( 15 M 3)

TYPIST: Theses, dissertations, term

papers, etc Experienced Mrs. Lyndell

Martin, 391-358*. dS^T)

TYPING, editing, done promptly Selectnc
typewriter (Pica Courier). Near campus
Rita Sokolow 398 9880. (15 A 30)

ALL kinds of typing Reasonable rates Call

GR 2 8421. H5M3J

WILL do typing Please call Dena at 465

6645, Hwd. (15 A 30)

TYPING - theses, m.d terms, dissertations

IBM exec . edit, if requested. Expert on

equations, languages Virginia 839 2889

alternoons and evenings , mornings 273

2095. (15 A 30)

you
travel
British Rail 426 5149.

(13QTR)
THESES, term papers, all forms pf typing

IBM Selectnc fast, accurate Very
reasonable. Car.oga Park Area. 347 5203 --< is

M 7)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight

Operation Authonied 8. Approved

by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

LA.-LON0Of4/LON0ON-L A.

TYPING wanted - in my home Experienced

fast, accurate, and reasonable. Call 4S7

9682 (^15Ar<i

RUTH - theses, term papers, mauscipii

Exp. Wkends. daily 5 9. 828 11*2 (ISQ-^R

TYPIST • Theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty math & technical typmc
Accurate, rapid service. 7*1 5580. (15 OTR

)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus. Call Esther 826 7691. (15QTH)

DPNT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
^TUDE^N^^ATES 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD ,475 3570.

(11QTK)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES

MIMEO DITTO PRINTING
Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00a.m.to8:30 p.m.

AUTO insurance, 'o>^«t rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee, "9-7270 870

9793 t iwi^i

Fit. Dap. Ret Whs. Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

^ 6/22 8/16 8 $275

4 6/23 8/28 9 $275

6 6/24 8/22 8 $275

7 6/27 9/6 10 $275

8 6/29 9/10 10 $275

9 7/1 9/3 9 $275

10 •• 7/11 8/9 4 $275

11 7/14 8/31 7 $275

12 •• 8/8 9/8 4 $275

u, 9/4 9/27 3 S275

11 7/2* 1/2$ 4 $27$

ONE- WAY LA. - LONDON

Fit.

5**

Dap.

6/24
$150

ONE-WAY LONDON-LA.

FH. R«t. Price

15 9/9 . $150

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES 47V

8144,477 6382 (150T«>

WATTS Secretarial Service - (213) 299 313'

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specialmnq

in theses, essays, manuscripts. 35< pagp ('5

OTR)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electnc

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law

school Alice, 397-3306 dSQTP^

yf Fv villi WW*********************** • '^

SABBATICAL '71 72? We too Need housmq

here Oct. June. Will garden, care lor pets

Call collect. Lew Marliani, 209 823 6051 (16 M
5)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates Free delivery, free service. 24

hr.phon", 274 9119. (IIQTR)^

• •WAITLIST DULY
AvailaMt only to bonafide members of'th*

University of California (students, faculty,

staff, rc9istered alumni, imnted. family

living in the same ttousehold)

charter flight*

VISITING professor wants furnished home

June August, Dr. Fitisimmons, 6708 Natalie,

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110. l^' ^ ^>

2 UCLA Girls want one bdrm. apt. WLA "
sublease summer Janet, 475 5831 XSO^

Jamie, 824 1733. {\bMi )

CAR to Lease for next 4 montKs, 4 or'6 cyd

Good running cond. Call 476 2767. .,.^35

FREE CrochH Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty YariJ

Mart, 17 32 Westwood Blvd. 47 1-9709. (11

QTR2., ^

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming fqrever. R«c»'| *"^
release all material e'vtrrstudied.

*'^-"*J^^:*pm Daily. (11 M3)

uca Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

825 1221

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June

$490. London charters $190 Encounter

Overland, 1414 E. 59tti St.. Chicago, HI-

60637. "
. ^ . ... (13 M 7)^ »

S75
75

125

10

200
100

125
25

-75

100

(10M5)

ONE way jet LA-Europe from $200. One way
ship NYC Europe from $140. One way jet

NYC Europe from $138. Phone 461-4171. (13 A

30)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

LA. London-Amsterdam - L.A.

T TKTT STUDENT TR^ELJ
iJINI CHARTER FLIGHTS
1007 broarton,'w«»twood

—LOS \NGELES/LONDON/L0S ANGELES

Depart Return Weelts Cost

NEED More Money? Join the Success

Group. Sell Shaklec Products to home and

industry. Full or Part times sales position

now open Interested? Call Dave Sanford.

930 2767, after 6. (3M4)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring cioso friend.

FH3St0. 9 2:30. 2 hrs. credit or $2.50 ea. New
subiecH. <3M3}

NEED help to write Sociology term paper,
willing to pay for services rendered. Pt>on«

764 6945 (3 A 29)

DINETTE, hideaway bed. small desk,

mattress (46x76), shelves, desk '•'"P*; P*i'«

turn , small Items. 754-3995. dO^^O)

GUITAR: Ovation deluxe Balladeer hard

shell case Fantastic cond., »300. (cos» M^
46756i0eves noivi^i

June 14- Sept. 15

June 24 Sept. 5

June 23 Sept. 11

July i-Aug. 26

July 7-Aug. 21

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
1

1

Weeks
8 Weeks
• Weeks

$295
$215
$295
$295
$295

1

3
-4
5*

6

7

8

June 15---Aug 15 9 $275

June 19---Aug 15 8 •- $275
June 24-—Aug 22 9 $275
June 24---Sep 5 11 $27S
June 27-— Sep 13 12 $275
• LA/London/A»sterdain
July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
Aug 17---Sep 19 4 $268

Sep 5 —Oct 3 4 $258

ONE wXy flights TO EUROPE

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$45 per month while helping ot»»ers.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 478 0051 9:00 AM 7 :00 PM daily

WRITER, avid skier. Do book en skiing.

Superior writing skills required. Send
resume/letter, sample(s): Publisfior, Box
90430, LA 90009 (3A29)

MUST sell Purebred German Shepherd

pupptes t25 Diana, n* U79 Leave «»»m?!^

at 025 5451, mailbox 69. (^0^*>

COMPLETE Stereo System Roberts. AM^

FM Aquarius speakers, BSR Record

Changer List $300. sell $145. B^*"^ "•7.

Great sound. 721 0207 COM 11)

JUNE BRIDES

Setecf Cli»i»a and Crystal pattwn

tummer dellvory and save
2S%toS0%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Dr.

Beverty Hills, CalH.

Mon -Sat. 10:0g-S:M CRV4S20

YAMAHA FGlOO Guitar excellent condition^

Dresses ll's l4's almost new. Best offers.

•20-4055 after 6 :00 PM (10 A 30)

ELEMENTARY student teachers or

teachers for education study, $4 /hr Mary
Johnson 025 0441. 476 1547 (evenings). (3 A

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd

474-4315

GIBSON EB2D BASi. hoflow body. 2

pickups. 6 MONTHS OLD, "*•/<»•:<«??
$600) 624-0674. 327 0573 (10 A 29)

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Sept. 24 One way to Amsterdam $135

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) |3?-24«1. 424L
Overland Ave., Dept A Culver City

EUROPE Israel. One way rooi>d trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISCA, 1 1607 San Vicente Blvd., »4. LA. 90049.

126 5669 (13QT^)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE ft MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing intra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 noonths $125. 00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oaks. Calif. 91403

172 2213 or 704-1677

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services 020 S. Robertson Blvd.

657-4390 QTR)

2E June 14--LA/London $14 8

2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/Madr id/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London ^ $123
5E Sep 12—LA/London $12 3

WANTED: Used bicycle girl's, 3 speed, 24

inch Excellent condition only. Call Carol,

476-4277 or 476 4355 {^6(^m

^Apfs. - Furnished..T7.^; 17

SUBLEASE apt. for summer July 9 Oct 4

$175/mo.2bdrm.furn 1868 lOtt). St. *2 Santa

Monica. 394-4550 ^ J^^ J.

^05 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TOSHARE $50

*D«paoito now »«»r »ummor/fdl

MRS. KAY^GIR3-im^G^

(FURNISHED) 1 bdrm. '"^^^^'[^^Jj'ufp
convenient WLA location. ""Pf.^'^^j^
adults. NO pets. EX5-0340^^^ JIUjL^

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond

415 Gayley at Veteran

478 1735

ONE llAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14--Ainsterdam/LA
2W Aug 8 --Londor\/LA
3W Sep 16—London/LA

$139
$139
$148

A AIS FLIGHTS

MALE Part-time liquor stere stock and
derk, start t2.M/tir. Twes., THwrs., Sol.. 4 -

11 PM.. or Men.. Wed . Fri.. 4 - 11 PM. A^
ply Jerry's I xiwor Stores. 2V33 Satlla

(1M4)

CALIFORHIA ARIZONA HAWAII

Professional /Trainee ..P«'V?"\ <="',

rently tviilaWt m all f««ld5 f* »

month s subscription co«t*inin| *im

4r«ds of current optninfs •no

JOBS in the SUN s P'0»«" techniqua

fof landifif fO« |Ob' Satisfaction

(uaranteed Send $9 to:

inoc
JUUO

.^*^^v«

Jet N.Y Europe best prices

Immed issue int ID Card A ticketiMf

SOFA Europe/ Asia/ Africa
Ittdia/lsrael charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept UC
t054 Sonta Monica
LA 90009. 274-1742

EUROPE, 5225 205, also Israel, Japan,
Summer A Fall flt^hts E.S E P , 1217 Bev.
Blvd, LA, »004t 6513311 ESEPUCLA
members (13QTR)

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
eiif)loyees, extension and Aluani
P4eaU>ers <}lus isMediate faailies.

i

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

""nWTO PURCHASE / LEASES
We're Open On Saturday

^X>iX CHARTER FLlOHTiB
1007 broKtcxitV " vood

TELE: 477-nil or 4/3-4443
-IN WESTIIOOO, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa. India. 40% off. Intra -European
charter flights Student ID. cards. Contact
EASC m N Rovi^ryly Or Bev. Mills, Ca.

/^ (nOTR)

SPACIOUS, turn., 1 bdrm. Beverly Hjllsior

2 3 monttts Ideal temporary apt. >'*?.„,
4033. ^^ ^ ^^_

"Ti'^nrB'n^.'^^A MONICA r

Brand new modern 1 ^^'THt'V^
Perfect to share for 2 peop'c

Rents S17S 235 per mon P«', *P',

Pool Subterranean garage-Elevaior

Private pat.os A «>»'""'*^ *»"*;.
. Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St . SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St., SM
3J2

555*

2311 Fourth St., SM 392 54»4

555 LEVERING
Singlos - 1 Bedroom

2ll«droom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry

Walk UCLA «. Westwood
GR7 2144

Near Veteran Ave.
(17QTH1'"^

c I Y N E ^
MOST ATTRACTIVE "^'l'^^.' poR ^^0
AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE P"-!

,7,

441 LANDFAIR
5404

ED SINGLt rw-
^,

BLOCK UCLA. ^OOL
^ ^^^

*rf
-

J lutoring,.,......••••••••••••••• 14

iA. CJUlIM)
.;.»t,>;*.-s^.«ti^t.j>*i'''^' »- '

WAY TO GO' Europe wee^is. • cotMitries.
sio^s Europe 4 week s, « countries. $71S.
Kraei Europe. 11 weeks. SII95 4apMi: 4
weeks, 41011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING 4240 Overland Ave., Cotvor
City, (213) 0)9 S247. (UQTK)

SPANISH

473 2492.

ITALIAN: Ex-
s any
>trUl).

(I4QTR)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation
LSAT.etc li«d<vidual instruction Acadomic
Guidance Servicos. no S. Robertson, 4S7-
390 (I4QTR)

J

THE VILLAGER
color and Charm

p„rn 1
-«f 'J*"^ '

'***""^

Fireplace
10. air t-w^"-— •-•

-.-_,»,

bidg . maid av..ub»e North

convenient to fwys.

411 Kel9o« Ave. (o« 0«V»«V'
^ QTRl

4791144
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What it means to be a yell leader
/M /Votes

This has to be the deadest election week ever. It

pflects I guess, the entire campus this year, which

^f really Ironic since the anniversary of AAay 5 Is only

week away. One thinks back to last AAay, the high

point of student activism at UCLA. It seems so long

aflo so far away.

It's a new year and a new election. People have

rome to realize, I think, the futility of elections. Even

the candidates themselves seem guilty of a lack of

pnerqy this year. There are few obnoxious people out

on Bruin Walk forcing literature on people. In fact,

there are few candidates, period.

Apathy'' I don't think so. It certainly isn't a

communitarian attitude, but to label it as apathy Is

iust as wrong. There Is a subtle difference between

individualism and apathy. Everyone "doing his own

thing" isn't apathy.

I
suspect that this individualistic state of mind will

remain with us for years to come. The residence

halls will become more and more vacant as people

begin to prefer apartment-living. The present state

of Weyburn and La AAancha Is a good example of

Things run In cycles, though. Back in the 1950's,

people were complaining that the college generation

of those days wasn't involved enough In society,

wasn't concerned with the Issues of the day. Then In

the 1960's, everyone's stance was 180 degrees dif-

ferent. Students were concerned, went to AAlsslsslppI

and Alabama, demonstrated against the war, helped

with AAcCarthy and Kennedy. People still com-

plained, although it was a different group of people

complaining now.

Now, in the 1970's, the cycle seems to have run its

course and we are back again to the 1950's. Last AAay

was our dying gasp and the year 1970-71 saw the

resurrection of a new student body. Tired of no

results, disgusted, frustrated — why get Involved;]

let's just live our own life and the world "die."

No more emotional pitches to "school spirit." Go to

the football games and get drunk or have a good

time. If we win, we win; if we lose,_we lose. Of

John Sandbrook
course, basketball Is different. Everyone loves a

winner. Jump on the bandwagon, while you can.

In today's Daily Bruin are published the platforms

of the candidates for head yell leader. Some are

funny, some are not. We are still going through the

election process because the proposal for a more
equitable selection procedure is laying around on

someone's desk, waiting for that perennial "next

year." Let's wait and see what happens this year.^

Why have a head yell leader? For entertainment,
.

for leading cheers, for what? What good does a yell

leader do? It's rather ironic. Just a few years ago, we
were the top school country in yell leading (so

declared the venerable Sports Illustrated). Now we
almost look on the whole matter with disgust and

with disdain. (Of course, the song girls are still top-

ranked, but as long as they're co-ordinated and good-

looking, who really cares?)

There are the super-fans running; there are the

people on ego-trips, there are the actual comedians

running (not just for yell leader, but for all the

"student government" posts). I can't endorse for yell

leader because what I consider funny others don't.

But I will concede that Bob Ellas Is probably the best

choice because he does, once he unmasks his

charade, understand what It's like to be a student

today. Eddie Anderson and Geoff Cooper understood

what it meant to be a head yell leader in 1966-67 and

1968-69 and that's why we remember them. Vernoy

Hite and Geof Strand did not understand and that's

why we would like to forget about them.

The essence of being a yell leader Is not being an

"entertainer" or "knowledgeable about the sports."

Rather, it Is being able to communicate as a student

with other students. You can try to lead as many

eight claps as you want, but If you cannot com-

municate as an INDIVIDUAL with all the students In

._.the stands as INDIVIDUALS (not as a group), then

you are a failure.
,

Communication Is the basic function of a society. If

a person can't communicate, then he might as well

sit down and watch the game with everyone else.
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IMGolf
BeU Theta Pi is the AU-U golf team champion after edging out

Sigma Alpha Epsilon 233-237 in five man compeUUon. Dogcatcher

won the Independent UUe by firing a team score of 241. and Middle

won the Residence Hall crown with a total of 284.

Carl Shabata (Dogcatcher), and Mark Davis (Pauley), Ued for

individual honors, both shooting 75's. Jeff SUrk (Beta Theta Pi),

and Evans Hammond (Lambda Chi Alpha), finished third with

77's.

•S
=8- IM Badminton
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Signups for Men's IM Badminton close this Friday with play set

to begin on Monday, May 3 in singles competition, and Monday,

May 10 for the doubles competitors Fraternity Singles will be

played on May 3, Residence Hall Singles on May 4, and Independent

Singles on Wednesday, May 5. Matches will conUnue for as many

weeks as necessary for competition to be completed. The same

schedule will aply for the doubles play.

1

IM Wrestling
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Signups will be Uken on Monday, May 3, at weigh-ins, from 3-5

p m at the large scale in the Men's Gym Locker Room. All con-

testants must weigh-in at this time or they will NOT'be allowed to

compete. The preliminary matches will be held on May 4 and 5 with

the finals on May 6 and? in Pauley Pavilion at 3 p.m.

This tournament is single elimination for each weight class: 118;

126; 134; 143; 150; 158; 167; 177; 190; and Heavyweight. Each match

will consist of three two-minute periods.

Two-man Volleyball

Signups for the two man volleyball tournament will begiiv on
|

Monday, May 3, and close on Friday, May 7. vj

Women's IM Water Softball

Play is set to begin on May 11 for the Women's IM Water Softball :g

Tournament, with the sign-up deadline set for May 7. g
>j.

• • o :x

S If you have any questions concerning the intramural program, .j:!

I men's, women's, or coed's, please call the IM Office at ext. 53360 qt^
g:

i:j: 53267, or stop by the office, MG 118. ^
ia^^xv^:r:^v:!:!:::!:^::::^^±;:::^
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Daily Bruin Classified Ads Get Results

UCLA Dai Bruin Classified Ads

y Apts. - furnished 17 ^Apts. to Share^.^..««.«.. 19 . Room and Board
i

-^ »>.r.i .t....,^ 1 w<4r>« fiirn ant Tln^P UCLA. C^^L ^^ m» ^m ^^J A.«%a>

^Autos for Sale 2? >^ Autos for Sale 29

GORGEOUS huge one bedrpom with view.

Sublet iune thru September. $190. Walking
distance. 473-8342, 838-4555. H7 M 4)

SIRL share 3 bdrm. furn. apt. Close UCLA.
Tel.. 475-2389,475 2369. - (19M5)

BRENtWOOD apt., 2 bdrm., 2 bath.

Fireplace, gorgeous. Prefer girls. Parking.

820 1681. (17M4)

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

FEMALE student or grad wanted by

lonesome guy to share his quiet apartment

and meals at no cost ta-her. Phone eventngs

or weekends. 399-4110. {]9Mi)

(17

SUBLET mid June to December, 2 bdrm.(-
duplex), yard, garage, 8 mm. UCLA.
i260/mo., utilities inc. Edinger, 475-3381.

M 3)

campuTtowers
_ BACHELORS. SINGLES-

DOCTORAL student to share w/l furn. 2

bdrm. 1 mile campus $97 478 6710

e venings. C^^^O)

FEMALE roommate: share apartment on

beach during summer only. Own bedrm,

furnished. $81 /mon. 823-r397. ( »9 M 4)

GIRLt^ share *|reat aP^ " *" ^illf^*,,?^"
bdrm. $75. Call Gwen, am, 473-9721. ( 19 M 3)

'^ House for Rent,,.... 20

FURN $380, 18 months beginning July, 2

bdrms., study, gardener, delightful e"c'osed

garden. Palisades, 459 1781. (20M5)

E)(changed for Help... 25

RESPONSIBLE girl. Companion mininf^ally

handicapped 20 yr. girl Psychology maior
minor if possible Some salary. Car nee.

References. 275 3877. M 5J

GIRL free Irg furn room, board optional.

Santa Monica, near bus Salary up to

S350/mo Exchange for private English

tutoring May September, 392 6475 (25 M 3)

iT VW Bug, New engine, tires, Excellent

running cond $650, Best offer 454 50J6

eves . (29 A 30)

"69 VW^FasTback, New tires And brakes

Immaculate Must sell. Call after 5pm 836

0916 * 129 A JO)

'•69 V'W Bug Automatic Back Opening
Windows 1 owner Good condition $1600

652 47i4, 654-889S, 343-3«33. 129 A 29

)

63 CMEV ImpaU? door, one owner good

cond $150 AAustsell 653 9981 >« a ?»

'63 CMEV Good cofid Aulofn.iin. Nt a

brakes 6S4 0818 980 ?0N (29A30)

69 VW Camper popup roof, fully equipped

many »v^fr«5 Original owh^er S2900 392 6417

evening*. (29 A 30)

FEMALE, near UCLA. Room & Board ex-

change for light housework / babysitting.

Private room /bath /TV. 474 0336 (25 A 30)

71 GREEN VW, almost new, radio & heater,

2200mi.$199$ 457 $8*0 129 A 29)

loom for Rent ••••••••t.t«t>.
726^

FEMALE Grad student king sue bdrm ,

bath, kitchen privileges. Separate entrance,

opposite campus $75 )>73 3274. (24 M 5)

OLDER woman, working student, private

entrance, bath, kitchen pnviliges, carport,

pool, quiet $65 month CR5 5997 (26 M 4)

'7« VW Bus Good cond , SISOO or best o**^

Call Dave, 473 0896
^

{ 7'i tkl9)

TU GTO Cohvemoie Autn tr»ns , foil

power, air conditioning, tape player $995

Phone 836 S551 (29 A 29)

61 FORD f-rficon iit . 4 speed, new interior,

M.wt.ris r. built *>nq.n.- $725 Call Gary 473

nsa '^^ ^'

59 MERCEDES 4 dr 219rad.O f^f'J'^^
^,.„. .... .w...rt^ ^Min. wwurk $375 454 2487 (29

. ._^ FREFREE LOAN CARS
REE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
D«p<Mit« now lor »wmm«r/lall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

^ House for Sale ..»>.2L—^^^^^j for Sale 29

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE

6 1 (.MtvT im,j.<'« o ^ blinder, standard,

new battery and clutch, good tires Ashing

5185 981 0954
{79fA*)

70 VW Kombi camper 1 5 000 miles XInt

cond' Complete equip Phone 652 8445 or

653 2604 (29 A 30)

65 CHRYSLER »tnt cond Must sell $550 or

bestoffer 451 2243 5 7eve\ b*s1 Franh '
2»

A lOI . .. -

M
CUSTOM 3 bedroom, family room. Prime

Sherman Oaks area. 15 rn.nutes from

campus. $48,500 DEPUY 344-2550, 783-^^
^^

Ttrrvan Nuys B l vd
across from GM Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

CUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO - M(i

6275

•Ai VW SUNROOF, xInt mcch. cond Engine

rebu'lt tast year. Must sell, $525 440 1325 (29

M 5)

68 VW Sedan 40.000 miles Good

Dhvsical/mech cond plus some ««<;*»

STUDIO City. 2 bdrm.,
conditioned, summer only.
980 6619/eves., weekends.

2 bath, air

825-5421/daYS,
(17 A29)

phy
$1050 Call 474 3450 (29MS)^ House to Si)are •-^ 22

.ne 1 h/irm hpach house, Malibu, with mgB 68 roadster Loaded, wire wheels, AM-

^1,?e''^w?rrm,''ownCch »m/month.y^ ^^^,. ,op low mileage— u.ate,^35^

)/Apts.-Unfurnisf)ed 18

»M5 LRG. 2 bdrm. apt. near beach. Stove,
refrigerator, carpets, rir^p. « 154 4th Ave.,
-Venice 376 2715. (18M5)-

male, owr
456 6833.

FEMALE grad Preferred share small house

near Venice / Sepuiveda Call »" O";^,
^ ^,

eves.

BRENTWOOD-2 bdrm., 2 bath, pool,
elevator, quiet, adults, unfurn. $250. 474-
2346 (18M5)

^Apfs. to Share 19

GIRL needed to share beach apt. with ocean

,
view. $50. Call Laurie, W2-43$l. (19 A 30)

LG apt on beach Own room, $90. 15

FEMALE, share large J^o"" ^.'/^ !!?
-i>ther». own room. WLA. $75 mo. J'l"' ^^^
5234 after 8:00 PM. ____r211il'

ONE roommate wanted P*;7''thbrdav$^
bedroom, Santa Momca Call Oebbi. days,

780 4548,nites, 399 5417 (22A2V)

7744

60 CHRYSLER New Yorker Convertible 4

new tires, good cond $235/best <>«: «59

1885 (29 M 5)

66 VW Sundial camper, must sell this week

Best offer, 1710 Weilesley, 398 3414, leave
"**' " ^ f79 A 301-
message i/ymju/

64 TRi'iiMPH SpilUrfi Soft top /tonneau.

Excellent condition Great for summer $475^

'48 PO'NTIAC LeMans convertible, power
steering, brakes and antenna AM/FM,
34 000 mi , leaving country $1500/best 393

5329 f29A29)

'68 FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great cond

17.000 miles, landau top. power steering,

brakes 476 2045 after 6 (29M3)

•45' CHEVROLET Biscayne, 4 door stick

shift Single owner $275 Alter 5 call 474

4458 (29M3)

Save on car rental with our Buy here take

delivery m Europe Plan " Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

191 044S. 170 6928

WESTSIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

68 MUSTANG GT air, AM/FM stereo. 4

speed 390 convertible Exc cond ,
must sell

346 1093 'J!_A1»L

VW '48 bug. xint condition Blue $'200 479

3434 -^^^^^

VW 69 automatic nOOO miltl^L'kt new

SI400 479 3636 I7^f^*>

69 TRIUMPH Spitfire White ^arli III

11,000 mi Wir»> wheels, extras out of sight

Cash $1400 Call 340 8 783 (29 M 4)

67 VW Bug $775 or best offer '44 Ajstm

mini $l5n Must sell both. 474 (?250 ^1 -

478 7493. (29 A 30)

'49 F^IAT 850 Sport, mustard, AM FM; air

cond low mi 37 mph 399 1704 $l,*00/best

Ofler (29M3)

ARTIST designer, psychologist, wish to

f"ayi'leaumul* 14 room French country

house, grounds w/man late 20 s/30
»;»'JJ«*^

Why waste away m apt when you can share

good times m style ^ 874_698r

LG apt on t>each Own room, $90. 15 mm. J n J OAcampus 21 over pref'd. Bob, 789 5419. (19M ^ KOOm OnCi tjOOrO •*^

SPROUL Hall dorm contract '"•"'»

sacrifice $155 immediate o«"P*"7; "*:

4483 after 5 and weekends '" * '^'

i Room and Board

ExchonQdO ror nvtp-" *^

BDRM furn.. Palms, references, male or
f iJte chick. Call for details, 838 9939, 837 9038
$75 (19M5)

I

WANTED Female qrad/70's to share 2

bdrm Village apt. $100 Walk campus, 475-

<719 Diana. (19 M3)

^ gMAL E serious grad tprM^raWV UW l ,

larqi. turn one bdrm S M north Wilshire ,

'rom 6/15 $75 mo 395 2715, 475 2433, 4 10

PM (19 A 29)

'ROOMMATE needed to help rent apartment
"> Santd Monica Call Dave at 459 3194 119 M

STUDEBAKER 65 commander, ' <»««;»'

compact car Very good cond Cash $375

call 344 0636 I7^f<^i)

63 SUNBEAM Alpme Transmission work

needed otherwise good cond Best offer 477

40 next 215 eves {7^N\i)

69 PONTi AC GTO. beautiful, power brakes,

bucket seats, vmyl top, aircondifioning

Wholesaling $2200 789 4733 (29 M 4)

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

PFQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILk ASSOC

'44 VW Very good condition After 5 397

3007, 474 5007 ( 29 A 29

)

'45 PORSCHE SC AM Ff< radio, new clutch,

brakes 52300 firm Evenings 473 7985 ( 29 M
4)

66VWBUG xint New Clutch, brakes $950

374 3572, no answer. 278 7047 ^, (29M3)

49 pONTiAr GTO The Judge L.H« new

carot

65 B#t Air Chivy, engine m good cond.tion

S600 'BestoMpr Call 4n 1394 (29M4)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sol6..M**»*M»»is«Tf »^v

kwSAKi 90 cc trail/Street btlie. 1 yr Xint

cond 5 speed $300 Paul. 643 951 5 (30 A 30)

•70 YAMAHA 340 tnduro 2$00 mi T/an

sl»?ra0ie warranty to 12000 mi $700 offer

-M6858 *"^r

or June 474 4797
(iJA/v,

P BOX 69504

LOS ANGELES CA 90049

YAMAHA 100 twin only 250 milee. $200 478-

7882 eves & whnd (
JO M 3).

HONDA 140 cc, '49, MOO miles >-"•• "••'•

lanyextras $279 Call 838 7201, (yMii

70VESPA ISOCC 2200 mi Xint $*

Call J*ft'. •' 9 < 5 i ri;u ti n. e L > ))»9 *^

67 12 HONDA 3$0 xint ce«»ditte«f jiew

engine ntw parts Call 191 $059 anytime Hot

and fast
(>0M«)

I
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Gymnasts host CLassic

tomorrow in Pauley
In what figures to be its best field ever, the Bruin Gymnastic Classic

unfolds tomorrow night at 8.00 p.m. in Pauley Pavilion.

The meet brings together the top gymnaste in the country, including

three current NCAA champions, two former national champions, and

several invitational titleists. v

Stormy Eaton of New Mexico and UCLA's Gary Albitz head the star-

studded field. Eaton, 1971 NCAA free exercise champion, has won every

free exercise competition he has entered at UCLA. They include three

straight UCLA InviUtional championships and last year's Bruin Gym-
nastic Classic. ^ '

Albitz, the leading rings competitor, has won three invitational meets

after finishing fourth in the Pacific-8. Gary took the UCLA Invitational,

the Pasadena National Invitational (where he defeated NCAA champion

Chuck Robiequet), and the Long Beach Invitational.

The long horse features the last three national champions. Pat

Mahoney of San Fernando Valley State heads the field, but he'll have

strong competition from 1970 winner Doug Bowles of Arizona and 1969

titleist Dan Bowles of California. New Mexico's Jim Ivicek is also en-

tered.

Cal State Fullerton's Leonard Caling, 1971 NCAA college division

champion, heads the side horse entrants. UCLA's Danny Uyeda, 1970

Pac-8 winner, and Richard Neuner of Cal State Long Beach, the 1971 Long

Beach Invitational champ, figure to give Caling plenty of competition.

Cal's Minoru Morisaki and Phil Rockwell, along with Ivicek, are the

favorites in the parallel bars. Ivicek was an NCAA finalist in this event,

and Rockwell finished second in the Pacific-8.

UCLA coach Art Shurlock has seen most of the performers at one time

or another during the season, and he feels tomorrow's meet may well be

the best in the nation, outside of the NCAA.
UCLA students with ID cards will be admitted free to the Classic.

Otherwise, tickets are priced at $3 for the arena level and $2 and $1

general admission.

Football report...
(Continued from Page 17)

defensive secondary and the linebackers. Assistant head coach Doug
Weaver, also Rodgers' chief aide at Kansas, related the progress in these

areas.

I^ettermen Allan Ellis and Ron Carver have periFormed well, as ex-

pected. Currently battling on the right side are Alan Lemmerman and
Rob Scribner while Paul Moyneur and Jerry Jaso are seeking action on
the left side.

Linebackers Bob Pifferini and Greg Snyder seem to have things well in

hand, but the other spot has a tremendous amount of competition. Phil

Hendricks, Jim Berg, Fred McNeill, Cal Peterson and Steve Hookano are
potentials, but Berg, McNeill and Hookano have been bothered by in-

juries.

'The competition for positions is easier to have in the spring rather
than, say, four games into the season," Weaver said. "The depth charts
change every day and the players realize when they miss a day someone
else will be in hi^ place."

An example is James McAlister. He's been hurt recently and as a result

was not listed on a depth chart Tuesday. Running backs Marv Kendricks,
who Weaver said has a "great attitude," and Don Mancini have both been
working especially hard.

Weaver added that the lines on both sides of the ball are talent-laden
with veterans and pointed out that it helped in the quarterback situation
especially. - ^ -

"You never want to break in an offensive line and a quarterback during
the same year," Weaver said. "Of course, sometimes you have no choice,
but if you had your druthers, you'd avoid it."

Rodgers and his staff are sponsoring a clinic for some 300 coaches and
athletes Saturday. A scrimmage will follow.

Intramural Sports Comer
Today's IM Softball Schedule

3:00: Business School A vs NY Yankees (Fd 1), Plasnna Players vs Orion II (Fd. 2), Law School
3 vs Plan Al (Fd 3), Crimson Clutz vs Slawskis Midnite Squad (Fd 4), Bacchus vs Rhum (Fd
6), Alpha Gamma Omega vs Sigma Pi (Fd 8)
4:00: Outsiders vs UCLAW (Fd \) , Bartholin's Blands vs. Wish Bone (Fd. 2); Exec irjn vs
Heavy Sticks (Fd 3). Galley's Heroes vs Nookie II (Fo 4), Zeta Beta Tau vs Phi Kappa Sigma
(Fd 6), Torridon vs Republic (Fd 8)

Today's IM Water Polo Schedule
Delta Tau Delta vs Beta Theta Pi (500), Jefferson vs. London (5 30); Himalaya vs k 2 (6 00),
Pauley vs Sparta (6 30)

College Book Co.
IS

continuing their sale until

MAY 15

BOOK SALE
too addilionol volumes added daily

PAPERBACK SALE PRICES

$1.50 & below 254
$1.75 $2.25 754
$2.50 - $3.50 $1.00

»:. ^^.

Posters • Photographs

Modern Library • Some Hardbacks

~f V \ r-^ ^ t I ' ^ ' ' -\ I \ V ./ I BMl 4rsAr»'-iLKHv.AKU

1002 Westwood Blvd. Phone 477-8051

Baseballers on spot;

musfcome from behind
On the plane back from San

Francisco, after the Bruins had

lost all three weekend games to

Stanford and California, assistant

baseball coach Glenn Mickens

muttered, "We're licking our

wounds, but we'll come back."

Lx)oking at the Pacific-8 Southern

Division standings where USC
leads the pack with a 7-0 record,

UCLA has no choice but to come
back.

UCLA and Stanford have
identical 3-4 records but the In-

dians are one game up on the

Bruins after sweeping last

Saturday's doubleheader. By
winning two out of three league

games, Stanford has the edge over

UCLA in case both teams tie for

second. The winner of the season

would advance to the playoffs.

How are the Bruins going to

improve? Well, for one thing, they

will have to score more runs. The
Bruins scored only four times in

three games last weekend. Un-

believably, UCLA stranded 28 men
on base.

Now about the pitching staff that

had been staggering in recent

weeks. The trio of Gary Robson,

Rick Pope, and Greg Zail allowed

11 runs against Cal and Stanford

but only seven were earned. That's

a big improvement over the

previous weekend when Bruin

hurlers were tagged for 18 runs.

It seems either UCLA has good

pitching and no hitting or good

hitting and weak pitching.

The Bruins must put it all

together if they hope to catch USC
or finish as runners-up. A
bewildered Art Reichle, upon
hearing the Trojans' sweep over

Cal, could only say, "We just can't

afford to lose any more games."
With Pope back on the mound,

UCLA has reasons to be optimistic.

For the Bruins, the hitting slump
encountered last weekend, 19 for 89

(.213 average) will hopefully end

when UCLA meets Oregon State

Friday and Oregon Saturday in a

pair of doubleheaders.

If the Bruins are to climb back in

the race, the pitching must remain
steady while the hitting form
UCLA showed earlier returns.

—Ed Burgart

Golfers win
UC Riverside and Ca^

:,i^^^.

Fullerton both fell vicUm to the
Bruin golfers in matches this week
UCLA topped UCR at Bel-Air

Monday, 36-18. Rene Grive! was
low man with a three-over-par 75
Jerry DiTullio and Pete Laszlo
both had 76s, BiU Eaton shot 79
Mike Bellmar 81, and Don Truett
in an off-day, finished at 82

The Bruins came back Tuesday
to knock off CSF. 33-21, at Brent
wood. Laszlo led the pack, firing a
one-under71. Eaton was next at 75

followed by DiTullio at 77. Grouped
at 78 were Bellmar and Grivei and
Jim Porter came in with an 80.

The linksters resume play
tomorrow afternoon, hosting San
Fernando Valley State at Bel Air
beginning at 1:30.

—DougKeliv

Coffee for free

attheDB

fc WI 'Mlil-Jl l
" il» iill^ il>lil»»^]

Handmade

MOROCCAN
CLOTHES'
Long Hooded Capes
Leather Bags

Jewelry

Other Items

at wholesale prices
Call 4752369 Eve.

* *

I EAT IN

#ftjij TAKE OUT
^^ Delicious Food

a

CHICKEN-

HAMBURGERS
SEAFOOD

t Reasonable Prices

1 1645 San Vincente Blvd

Brentwood - Phohe 826-5010

Mrs. 1 1 30 AM - 9 PM - 6 Days

SS.OO plus tax
Art 110B - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 — Pickett
Ctiemistry lA - Siebert
Chemistry 6A — Evans ,

Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 - West
Economics 1 — La Force
Economics 100 - Nisbet
Economics 160 - Chen
Education 112 - Kieslar

•lisJlpry 1C - Kaplan
History 7A - Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright
Mathematics 3C — Gillman
Philosophy 7 - Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly
Political Science 145 - Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 — Wick«ns
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 — Kanouse

S4.00 0lus tax
Anthropology IB — Miller
Art lA --^Kayser
Art IB**^ Kleinbauer
Art 106B - Pedretti
Classics 142 - Gleason
'tconomics 2- Baird

101B — Lindsay
102 — Sweeny
130 — Lindsay
- Hoxie
- Yarnell
Burns

History 178B - DalIeK
Psychology 12 - Butcher,
Psychology 115 - Butcher
Psychology 133B (170A) — Lovaas

Economics
Economics
Et momics
History IB
History 7B
History 8

Liebeskind

*
*

•N-

* 10851 LINDBROOK OR.
*IBIIN, Wilshire- 1-1/2 BIk. E, Westwof.

*
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•N-

*

*
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*

Zubin ^^ehia
leads the Los Angeles

Philharmonic in adventures

for the curious ear.

7''/'-,

For addifional courses call or

come in

Mon.-Fri. 9:30-4:30

CDNTiMPO
Sunday, May 2, Tuesday, May 4,

Thursday, May 6, 8:30

Tickets $2-$6, Music Center Box

Office, 626-7211, most agencies

Students $2 best available seat

MUSIC CENTER
AHMANSON
THFATRFo

lake onebefore
J)edtime^_^

So your stomach won't go to bed unhappy, we stay up late. Imci

ni8 W*stwoodBlvd. Just North of Wilshire Westwood

•
i'

Changes in regtee allocaTions proposed
ByRickKeir
DB Staff Writer

Maior changes in the general administration of the

distration fee as weU as changes in the allocation of the

Tp to several campus programs were approved in principle

vv dnesday by the University Policies Commission (UPC).

\mong some of the major changes proposed by the UPC

registration fee subcommittee are: _
No deficit budget or overruns should be permitted m
department. Subcommittee chairman Steve Halpern

• d deficit budgeUng in the Student Health Service, for

^"^ample puts strains on other departments when money

fmm those budgets have to be used to meet the deficit. —
A fiscal officer should be placed direcUy under a new

)tfice of the vice chanceUor of student services. This officer

should be in full charge of a continuing monthly audit of all

registration fee monies and should have the full audit

responsibility apart from any other auditing area of the

University. -

. , ^. r u u u
- Programming done with registration fees should be

funded from one central fund under the direct control of the

vice chancellor of student services.

Immediate work should begin to end or revise the

current laboratory fee and financial aid formula concepts

"In the case of the former, it is unconscionable that

students should have to pay $750,000 in lab fees from the

registration fee over which they have no control and which

expenditures may not be in the best interests of students,*'

the subcommittee report stated.

Halpern said the University-wide office in Berkeley sets a

certain percentage of the registration fee which must be

used as laboratory fees and which must be paid to financial

aids. He said the subcommittee plans to investigate during

the summer the rationale for these expenditures.

Proposals—The subcommittee also recommended several long term

proposals»be instituted in the next few years. They are:

All departments, officers, agencies and other ad-

ministrative units using registration fee money in any way

should be placed under the jurisdiction of the vice chan-

cellor of student and campus affairs.

Th^ committee recommended the institution of the

following new concepts in the organization of activities and

service, which would preferably be under a University vice

chancellor and include the following areas: the campus

Activities and Service Office (CASO) function, although it

will not receive registration fees; the Campus Programs

and Activities Office as it currently exists; the cultural and

recreational affairs complex; the Department of Fine Arts

Productions' Student Committee for the Arts and any other

areas that can be defined primarily as activities and not

services

Service

~Sluclenir^ome to receive a service Activities are those

things in which students participate for a more enjoyapj^

campus life. In hne with this the committee recommended

the creation of a second division — "Student Services."

The subcommittee also recommended that a "floating

staff pool" be esUblished. Staff personnel would be rotated

after a cerUin amount of time and heads of the different

programs could draw from this pool.

These recommendations for the general administration

of the registration fee prefaced a report printed April 16 in

the Daily Bruin. The UPC approval "in principle" will now

be setit to the Chancellor who has told the subcommittee of

five students, one administrator and one professor he will

meet with them if he wishes to make any changes.
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Senior, 5 -office candidate Journalism, speech

E/iaS explains his candidacy depts may remain intact

By Dave McNary
DB staff Writer

Elias said, "There's no clear-cut

definition of \yhat a woman is. And

1 had to find out I'd been taken off

Charges of discrimination have
^^ havtng^io read the Bruin."

been leveled at Elections Board for
,

* iriioc h^'n onn^
the second straight year by four- Pac^e agreed that Elias had gone

office candidate Bob Elias. through ''^hardship" and said he

would set up a hearing before the

He has expanded this year from
judicial board (which is in charge

tiis traditional presidential can-
^^ constitutional interpretation) at

didacy, in which he received 300

votes in 1969 and last year when he

and Jon "Rockin' Otis Monsodn"

Kellerman were disqualified for

not showing at a mandatory
nieeting during Passover. They

later charged religious

discrimination.

This year Elias Is running for

president, cultural affairs com-

missioner, NSA representative and

head yell leader.

However, his name was dropped

from the ballot by Elections Board

for an office restricted to women,
-first'vice-president:

Vice president

which Elias would have to prove he

was a woman.

Elias objected strenuously. "The

burden of proof is with you," he

told Pace. "You've got to prove

I'm not a woman. 1 could be a flat-

chested bearded lady. For all you

know, I could be a herma-

phrodite."

Hermaphrodite

Pace argued, "There has never

aeen a true hermaphrodite," but

Elias countered, saying, "I'm the

only person 1 know with ^a_

mailbox."

vice oresiaeni "My sex is not being determined.

Malcolm Pace, Elections Board At least they should do what they

chairman, said Elias was dropped do in the Olympics. If the Russian

because "he is not a woman." men can wm^^ Wom^.".^

^:t:x:::::::::r::x^:w:::::::%^^^^^

.•.••••!•••:•>:
.:.:•:•:•:•:'

iReferendum issues

(presented on ballot I
* *

I One constitutional amendment and six referendum quesUons will |

? appear on the Student Legislative Council primary ^lecUon baH^
^

ii: May 3, 4 and 5. The constitutional amendment requires a wc>« g
>:: vote to be approved, while the other questions are only opinion

^

I '^Tl^^nstitutional amendment proposes the following ch^
|

:!: the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students A^f^^^t^^
:¥ eliminate the office of National Student Association repr^entatn^

g from the Student Legislative Council (Article II, Section B. sub- -^

i? section 2, 1.) jx

•j:'; The referenda questions are as follows: g:

I 1. Do you favor having an International Affairs Commissioner on
|

vi Student Legislative Council? ^ ,^ar :•:

I
2 Do you believe that the Univeristy should cooperate in war-

^
x: related recruiting? ^oi fr^r a ?•

i 3 Do you support the National Student Association proposaiior a g

x: Peoples' Peace Treaty? ^lof^-i-
iij:

4. Do you believe that the University should engage in war-relatea
-^

V researoh*^ •*•

;•: 5. n K^iieve that the ROTC program at UCLA should be
|

wrestling championship, then why

shouldn't 1 be allowed to run?," he

asked.

He said the fact there were only

two candidates Uaybe Polland and

Dorothy Mae Redman) running for

the office wtis another rpotivation.

"Women on campus are not being

encouraged to run. I want to

stimulate them."

Elias took his hands out of his

pockets and became serious. He

tucked in his shirt and ignored the

girls with him on a waterbed and

began to talk with a serious note in

his voice.

"First vice president is a cushion

job, because it discourages women

from competing for the other 11

positions on SLC. I think that's why

there's virtually no female par-

ticipation in student government."

Rhonda Abrams, who is running

for the student educational policy

commission, Leigh Franck, for

cultural commissioner and Melissa

Skoff, for NSA representative, are

the only other women on the ballot.

Abrams was the only woman
eledted last year, besides the first

vice president, Sonja Walker. ln_

the two previous years, Toni Cook

and April Anson served as General

Representatives.

Gag
' Elias said, "I suppose this is kind

of a gag, but I also want to draw

attention to what's wrong with the

SLC. Perhaps abolishing the office

will force women to get out and

realize they can get represented,

although it may take a few years

Right now they're not even

trying.'^
——

^

(Continued on Page 2)

The journalism and speech departments should remain inUct unUl

further review, according to the initial report of an ad hoc review com-

mittee for those departments. ^—^ - i-—.---r— _
This report and five others by review committees will be considered by

Academic Senate committees and Chancellor Charles E. Young's

steering committee for programmatic review. Final reports will be

issued on May 15. ^^
'

,
^ ^— ^ j m> ^

The Chancellor's final decision on the recommendations is due May 28

and changes in these programs could.go into effect as early as fall. 1972.

Reports from the committees on Duplication of High School Courses,

Physical Education department, Life Science and teacher training in the

graduate school of education were release earlier, while the report on

Physical Sciences, which was due April 15. has not yet been submitted.

The review committee on journalism and speech said the two programs

under review should remain intact until a new program has been

designed, submitted and acted upon It asked that a much larger (this

committee consisted of four members) and more expert committee be

The committee also said the proposal to consolidate the- two depart-

ments into a School of Communication "may offer a framework within

which journalism and speech may be fruitfully pursued."

A report prepared by William Johnson, chairman of the journalism

department, (^harles Lomas, chairman of speech and Walden Boyle,

chairman of theatre arts, endorsed this idea. It said the departments see

the possibility of developing core courses at graduate and undergraduate

levels giving unity to communications study as well as providing better

channels for specialized learning

>•/

Hayden to speak

at noon today
Tom Hayden. founder of

Students for a Democratic

Society (SDS) and one of the

( hicago Eight, will speak at

no<»n today on Janss Steps.

und«T Ihe auspices of the Ex-

pyrim«'ntal(olleKe Hayden has

Additionally, faculty members of the departments involved "do not see •

the development of these joint programs as a money-saving venture.

However, "They do not believe that these would cost additional money in

the immediate future"

Individual committee members added their own information and

suggestions to the report Wayland Hand, review committee chairman,

iiaidihe^speech department wishes to reorient the committment to the

study of communications toward today's world and social needs He also—

said the journalism department has been able to survive and challenge its

students "m spite of being unmanned and suffering "l^ny
financial

setbacks" (it is the smallest department here, having only 5.8 I'TE s).

Hans Rogger, professor of history, recommended the implemenUtion

of a program of interdisciplinary training in speech Commenting on

journalism he said, "The department cannot limp along in its presen

state - it must either become very much better with much better support

or it muot shut down."

Bankruptcy declared by

fjlATeyburn Hall's owners
Wevburn Hall, one of the two off-<:ampus dormitories in Westwood.

f.leKl for bankruptcy Apnl 22, the Daily Bruin i^^'-T^ y^l^^^^^^^^"^

cording to James A A Smith, the bankruptcy referee handling the case, a

final resolution of the matter is expected sometime todayv

Willard Queen, general manager of Weyburn Hall, confirmed the hall s

owners had filed for bankruptcy but was unable to give any further in

^"sm!th mdi(jited ht would be talking with the principals in the case last

night in order to make a final settlement.

According to informed sources, among the options open for the hall

would be moving the students to La Mancha. the other private dormitory.

•«

I
fi Do yi^u support an immediate withdrawal of all United States

i troops from Southeast Asia?

written

Repression'

Hebellion

and "The Trial

ariT! for the i fst of the quarter

Weyburn Hall, which first^opened m 1967. is presently boarding bet-

ween 40()-45(J students The hall holds 975 persons when full



'!.fty^^'^^«!'^^';^i^v^'fH;'''j^'.f''^!?^ '''^'
•' •"'•'^'^*7^?^'.yr'->^'^i'" y'^1^^'
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E/fas clarifies candidacy .

.

( Continued >froni Page 1)

Elias also pointed out he is the

only person in UCLA's history to

have run for more than one office

at a time. He is also a graduating

senior, and plans, if he wins, to go

to Europe on advance stipends,

impress people there, and "get

some nookie." He said, "If I lose,

you won't have Elias to kick

around anymore. If I win, it will

serve them right There's no

provision to allow a graduating

senior to run for anything in the

Graduate Students' Association, if

he's been accepted to grad school

here." *^
Members of SLC have already

put forth positions which indicate

that a resolution to abolish the

office of first vice president or at

least lift its restrictions will be

passed at the next meeting.

Abrams said, "It's a do-nothing

position that has virtually no

function. I think SLC would be

better off without it." Keith

Schiller, undergraduate student

body president, explained the

function of the office—to act as

official campus hostess—had

disappeared. He said, "Bob's

making a good point: the office

should be open to anyone."

Kesolution

General representative Gary
Cohen sponsored a resolution

earlier this year to abolish the

office, but current first vice

president Walker felt that any

changes in the office should come
from her.

Elias indicated that he would not

be responsible for his loyal sup-

porters running amuck should he

lose. "If I lose it will be like 1 was

assasinated. There will be burning,

looting, pillaging, and

raping—especially a lot of raping."

Actually, Elias does not forsee

losing. He said, "I think I'U add up

my votes and take a little office

like general rep."

Why is he being squashed again?

"They fear me. I know the ad-

ministration^'s secrets, and I'm

not going to make any more deals

with them." Two years ago Elias

ran on a platform of "Elias knows,

but he won't tell."

In light of the Daily Bruin not

endorsing him, Elias' message to

rioters is to burn down the Bruin

first. "I'd also appreciate it if you

can burn down Murphy H^ll and

destroy the records, sik/I can

graduate with honbr^. My mom
would like that." »->-'

Announcements
El Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicano de Aztlan (MECHA) will

sponsor a conference on
"Liberation or Assimilation?"
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow
in Social Welfare 147, according to

MECHA organizer Antonio
Salazar.

"We want to re^ch as many
Chicano students here as possible,

and tell them how they can work to

help Chicanos, both on campus and
in the barrio," Salazar said.

Gil Garcia, graduate student

here and former Chicano Cultural

Center leader, will be the keynote

speaker. Other participants will

include: Rosalio Munoz, former
undergraduate student body
president here and Chicano
Moratorium Committee director;

Celia Rodriguez, Barrio Defense
League leader and Richard
Martinez, of the Congress of

Mexican American Unity, ac-

cording to Salazar.

The conference will include
panel discussions, workshops and
presentations by Chicano students

here. Free noon entertainment will

feature the MECHA Dancers, a

Chicano rock group and a teatro, or

guerilla theater, by students here.

Zero Population Growth (ZPG),

a national organization concerned

with overpopulation, will hold a

conference from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

tomorrow at the Ambassador
Hotel, according to Fred Abraham,
Los Angeles ZPG president.

"Most middle class people think

overpopulation only affects the

poor. We want to show them it

hurts everyone," he said.

Abraham, an assistant professor

of psychiatry here, will deliver an
address on "ZPG: Program and
Philosophy" to conclude the

conference.

State Senator Anthony Bielen-

son, keynote speaker, will discuss

"The Population Problem: The
Legislature's Response."

Other participants include:

Marvin Braude, Los Angeles city

councilman; former congressman
George Brown; Mark Davidson,
associate editor of the "UCLA
Monthly" and conference chair-

man Judy Kunofsky, a graduate
student here.

Several national leaders in the

population control movement will

also speak, including Larry
Barnett, ZPG national president

and Norman Fleishman, Planned

Parenthood Association executive

director.

A $5 registration fee is charged

for the conference. Lunch is not

included.

The Student Fund will sponsor

two showings of the movie
"Woodstock" at 7 p.m. and 10:30

p.m. tonight in Royce Hall. Tickets

are $1.50 and may be purchased at

the Kerckhoff Hall ticket office or

at the door.

If both showings are sold out,

there will probably be a third

showing at 1:45 a.m., according to

Mitchell Cannold, Student Fund
director.

All proceeds will go to the Venice
Pre-School and the Office of En-
vironmental Studies. -

KLA (83 AM) is sponsoring a

presidential candidates' debate at

9 p.m. Sunday.
Students are invited to par-

ticipate in the program by calling

KLA at (82)4-2494 or (82)4-2683.

FEELING DOWN?

Call UCLA

HE4PLINE^25-7646

International Student Center
Presents ''

LATIN FIESTA
Saturday, May 1st

8:30-9:00 p.m. will be demonstrations of Lotin t Brazilian
dance steps

9:00 p^.m. dance party

donation 25C

refreshments provided

1023 Hilgard Avenue 477-4587

I

I

I

I

^HT •r >

I

I „. •! #111011 mint* wi!BII(':i

fM to jfour doer p^ifHl tol

FREE DELIVERY
!• all UCLA doftm, froN. & toreritiM.

^n Hw hour from tpm thru 11pm.
Iwi^^TKiirt. Coll in ordor A% min. ohoorf

473-6062
473-6064

MPatd Advertisement)"

DONATION REQUESTED
Hedonics presents

Ingmar Bergman's
1956 allegorical

masterpiece

Jean Vigo's 1933

i i ^

3*' m %« w y

««ii •£• or

i i J

I? :. -^ II y.^ il li III i' 1^

? complete shows at 7:00 & 9:30
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Nuclear reactor sites
J

pose future problems
I

By Susie Hatago "
•:]

DB Staff Writer t
-- jij

"We double our electrical power output every 10 years. Nticlear ?

reactors are the thing of the future because they provide cheap and ^

abundant electrical power. But, we must develop a sensible way to i

site them," according to Robert C. Erdmann, acting associate ?

professor of engineering here.

Erdmann's 10-year interest in nuclear reactor siting problems :•:

culminated recently in a three-year study. He was assisted by ?:

Harry J. Otway, a former doctoral candidate here, now at Los •:•:

Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

'The AEC ( Atonuc Energy Commission) sites its reactors on a i
narrow basis. They take the worst possible accident a reactor could ?

have, and' build saf^'^atds to prevent this. We tried to consider iS

everyday accidents as well,.^weighing them on how frequently they J:

tJccur," Erdmann said. ^ '
:•:

X

'In a technologically oriented society almost every activity :j:

which provides a, benefit to the participant has an associated risk jiS

that is in some measure related to the benefit derived. A person S:

traveling by automobile voluntarily accepts a risk in exchange for >.-:

the convenience; when one travels by air risk is exchanged for a ':•:

time saving. The convenience of cheap and abundant electrical ?

power requires the involuntary acceptance of a certain amount of jij

air pollution and its associated health risk," Erdmann said. i

The conclusions and suggestions of his study were

:

|
!v

—The acceptance of a death risk of .0000001 per person per year vi

of exposure to the reactor and its emissions. This figure would be y.:

lower for persons living farther away from the site boundary.

—The construction of the reactor at least 350 meters from other |
buildings, homes, etc. jx

—For a dense urban population of 50 persons per acre, the total ij

risk to the population was found to be .00009 fatalities per year, or :•:;

0.003 deaths during a 30-year reactor lifetime. .:j

—A lessening in siting restrictions which would allow the con- ^
struction of plants nearer load centers and simplify land J
acquisition problems.

—Reduction in the safety-related expense in reactor in- •:;

stallations. •:;

—Simplification of the reactor licensing procedure which would f.;

result in the shortening of lead time for new facilities as well as

reducing the administrative costs trf the procedure itself.
•v.

A researcn project headed by Chauncey Starr, dean of

engineering and applied science here, titled "Development of a

Factual Basis for Safely Siting Nuclear Power Plants in the State of

California," has been funded by the State Resources Agency.

Erdmann will assume responsibility for the areas of reactor source

emissions, meteorology and demography in the project.

The study is scheduled for completion in December.

^Nx^W:: '.•-.•-.•-•-.•J
;•:•;•>;• '-•-•.•.•-•.•J

'-••-•;•..
•.•-•.•.'. •

Prof to speak on 'radical education'
Judson Jerome, professor of English at Antioch College-

Columbia, will speak on "radicaTeducation** from 1-4 ^.m. todayiiL

Moore Hall 314.

Jerome, author of the first book on radical higher education as it

exists today, "Culture Out of Anarchy," is also a well known poet

and a columnist for "WriteTs Digest." He is currently at work on a

book about the commune and collective movement in the United-

States.

^UCLA

Ann L. Haskins, Editor-in-Chief
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Bergman s stunnm allegory of man's search for meaning in life. A knight,
after returning from the Crusades, plays chess with Death while The
Plague ravishes medieval Europe A Cannes Film Festival Winner
considered by most critics to be Bergman's most powerful creation.

Jean Viqo's (a pioneer French film maker who died at 2V) psychological
sturty nf a student s revolt from their oppressive grammar school

16 years m France, it also symbolized an oppressive society-^- '•"-:' 'ul rnuture of OB|«TiV.fy And surrealism, persons and ii^fs
are seen both in realistic fashion and thru the eyes of the school children
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You get it better at the \l\fherehouse
ti

E-X-P-A-N-S-l-O
all stores celebrating

this opening of our

8tn store

• . . We're on the move again
(SALE GOOD THROUGH APRIL 30)

a 6000 square foot SUPIR STORE
to tervic* tha •ntire South Boy Area —

3832 SEPUIVEDA
Near HawthorneTORRANCE

JA^LS JOPLLN_* __BOB DYLAN_»__S^
WIJJ-JAMS* BARBARA^
BR^OTHERS • BALLLNllACI^^^^^

LAURA NYRO • TOM RUSH • JOHNNY WINTER

DIFFEKENT STROItES
IMNA NTK) lOttHy W»mt AMD '«9?"'J**^

G MOTHM AND IHI KHWHO COM»IAN> tWJpNi

i>« Miw rot« torn H«tM»u '>«^J',*'*"

A iOn»*ACM»«

lili
^s^- ill:: 'JAX

I llll^SBS *'*** ^^^^'

Your own
Poflable

Pop Festival _
by 19

Contemporary
Artists!

3.65 Mr S.9I LIP.

4.96 per 6.98 tape

5 97 p«r 7.98 tape

6.99 per 9.98 tape

FROM THE MUSIC <:zS:>

••3

-Wi-

THE
11 JOI JSl

division of Integrity Entertainment Corp

m-.

I
WESTWOOD

I
1071 Gaylty Ave.

PANORAMA CITY
8162VanNuysBI.

479-1271 710-6430

eco
COSTA MESA

468 E. 1 7th

714-645-3S35

t s f

m

i
"-^ ^S.f

LOS ANGELES
509 No. La Cienega

6S2-t21t

LONG BEACH
5206 E. 2nd

434-9tS3

POMONA
61 6 No. Indian Hill

MMf tmtt H»tl

714-634-2t12

TORRANCE
25304 Crenshaw Bl

325-1700

3-: »

:.0m!* »'
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Priid Adverfit.ement)

^ASY TOBEHAD
You might not have even suspected that you could get a

^^'if^^^^./l^^™
stereo component music system for $199.95, but you can. The Nikko 301

receiver makes it possible. The 301 is an AM/FM stereo receiver rated at 40

watts (^ Idb) and at 12 RMS watts per channel. It has full tone control

facilitieJ tape functions and 'Extras" like a headphone jack§^and a loudness

switch for full music at low listening levels. You might well be suspicious of

its phenomenally low list price of $1 59.9.5,.J?ut come and listen to it today.

(The walnut case is optional.)

The Garrard 40B is also an outstanding value. It's a totally reliable record

changer with a cueihg lever to gently put the arm and the ADC 220X cartridge

on your records for you. List is $69.50 including the base and cartridge. Quadra-

flex Miniquads complete the system. They're 8" extended range speakers

in walnut cabinets which are a good value at $69 a pair list.

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty _
NIKKO

QUADRAi-LEX

SAVE $95.00
OFF LIST

SAVE $49.00
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

19995

May tssae

^ itvV i,.tvf /-s '^X.'>

1t^
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YOUARETHERE
Where you are with this system is where the recc^rdmg engineers and per

formers were when they listened to their record in the studio for the first pme

And the reason you're there is that JBL 100 speakers are used to monitor ahd

mix down recordings by a large number of major record companies. JBL 100's

are 3-w$y systems with a 12 inch bass speaker and you're bound to be impressed

by their clear wide range sound. They sell for $546 a pair in walnut cabinets

with a far out acoustically transparent grill cloth.

The Spectrosonic 300 is their very best AM/FM stereo receiver. It's capable of

~a~colossal 55 RMS watts per channel with no distortion to hear of. ft has the

convenience features you'd expect on a top-ofthe-line model and a tuner

section nobody would be ashamed of. Its low $369.95 list price, including thu

case, doesn't make it any less the great receiver it is.

The Garrard SL-95B is Garrard's very best automatic record-player. It has

absolutely everything you need for long lasting records and for the ultimate

in convenience of operation. Pacific Stereo installs a light tracking ADC 27-2

cartridge (which comes with an elliptical and a conical stylus) and the resulting

record reproduction can't help pleasing you. List is $21.1 including the base

and cartridge.

So come down and hear it like it was when they made the record.

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty
SAVE $228.10
OFF LIST

AVE $172.00
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUN

9995
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"BP"

TQit calls th^ir tape "super dynamic" ahd by simply switching to TDK cassettes,

you'll get hi^s that were missing on recordings made on conventional blank cassettes

and less hiss because the TDK tape is much more efficient when it comes to recording

high frequencies. TDK C-60 cassettes normally sell for S2.99 each. So save a dollar

apiece on as many as you want during this factory authorized sale.

THIS OFFER EXPIRES ONE WEEK FROM TODA Y
AND YOU MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON IN ORDER TO OUALIFY FOR THE SALE PRICE.

I

I
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The Marantz 28 is an AM/FM stereo receiver rated at 10 RMS watts per channel,
both channels driven across the entire audio bandwidth. The reason forgoing into
the Marantz 28 's power rating with this much detail is that Marahtz rates all its

equipment in the most unambigously honest manner. This $229 receiver is capable,
therefore, of delivering its rated power to the lowest notes you'll fipd on records.
This fact, and the Marantz name, guarantees your satisfaction with the sound of
recorded music.

The BSR 31OX is an automatic record player that's a fine value at $80 list

including a base and a Shure M75 cartridge. It's an extremely reliable performer

with a cueing lever which makes it awfully hard to scratch a record.

ADC 404 speakers are very very small, but that didn't prevent the leading

consumer magazine from giving them a very high rating and calling them a "best

buy". They sound fine and produce amazingly deep bass with a six inch acoustic

suspension bass speaker.

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty
••*M*-ai»a«l m

BSR
McMMII

SAVE $114.05mm2.05
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT.

29995

^vc^rtl'l'LiTT'" '"* OPtNSAIUHOAV lOio!, SUNDAY » ,ob OA.lV9to9
1 VJArUakER TmAl MO.llfl'SIl^'"'"" '"-^^f .N POLICY USING H A L 8 BLUE BOOK
»
YEAR SPEAKER TRIM MONTHLY PAYMENTS LAY A WAYS - *NK AME RICARO MASTERCHARG^

SANTA MONICA 2828 WILSHIRE 829-1726
LA HABRA 2321 WHITTIER RLVD near BEACH 694 3651

TORRANCE 3842 SEPULVEDA at HAWTHORNE 378 6284
NORTH HOLLYWOOD 4830 VINELAND at L ANKERSHIM 980 7711

SAN FRANCISCO BERKELEY MOUNTAIN VIEW WALNUT CREEK SAN MATEO
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Education reforms suggested

-«.^

%

By Kenn Guernsey

DB Staff Writer

"We've got to break the lockstep in education

which makes all students advance at the same

rate regardless of their abilities," according to B.

Lamar Johnson, educaUon professor here.

-Students come out of high school with different

backgrounds-some good, some bad. When they

get to college, the ones who can't keep up drop out

and the ones who can go faster get bored," he said.

Studies at junior colleges show the educational

nrocess should be less rigid, with students allowed

to advance at their own rate, according to John-

^
'A student who thinks he already knows what a

required course aims to do should be allowed to

take a test," he said.

Examination

Students wishing to pass a course by

examination should first be required to show they

are qualified, however, Johnson said.

-For example, a student trying to pass an

'"English class by examination should show

evidence of prior reading experience," he said.

Johnson also said more courses should be taught

in a way which allows students to advance at their

own rate, using self-teaching texts and audio-

tutorial devices.

'This will permit the gifted student to graduate

as soon as he can."

Students

Culturally deprived students or students with

work obligations could reverse the process and

advance at a slower pace, he said.

"A student who has a full-time job, for instance,

might take three quarters to complete a one-

quarter course. That way he could get his degree

eventually without being forced to drop out."

Johnson said colleges would not become over-

crowded with students dragging out their

education because many students would graduate

early.

Johnson will present his proposal to the Western

Regional Council of the American Association for

Higher Education on May 21.

He was appointed early this year to the council,

whose purpose is to seeic innovative solutions to

pressing campus problems.

.V
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GIRLS - YOUR LEGS MAY BE WORTH
$2,500 CAS^^I -ENTER THE SCHOLL

EXERCISE SANDAL BEAUTIFUL LEGS

CONTEST

Scholl, manufacturer of the Scholl Exercise

Sandal; the fashion <ileg that works while you

play, is lookir^g tor the '

BEST LEGS ON AN AMERICAN CAMPUS.

:•:•:•:-«

Hypnotist performs here
"Hypnotism is an amazing

phenomenon of the human mind,"

Edwin L. Baron, world-famous

hypnotist, told students here

yesterday in a program sponsored

by the Associated Students'

Speakers Program.
"Personalities, illnesses and

habits can be changed by it. In

World War II, surgery was per-

formed by doctors on shell-shocked

W'wood Lib Front

sponsors concert
The Westwood Liberation

Vront will sponsor the fourth

weekly "Boogie for Peace"

concert from 4-6 p.m. today on

Janss Steps. Satan, with Walt

Strzalkowski (a student here),

will be "a-rockin' and a-rollin'."

soldiers who were hypnotized. In

the proper hands, hypnotism is

safe and pleasant," Baron said.

"The weak-minded cannot be

hypnotized. A person must be

sincere, cooperative and willing in

order to be successfully hyp-

notized," he added.

Baron asked volunteers to come

up on the stage in the Ackerman

Union Grand Ballroom. About 25

students in the audience of 400

quickly came up. He then tested

them for their ability to con-

centrate. Several students failed

the test and were excused from the

stage. :_ k'

Baron then tried To" put the

students asleep and only nine of the

remaining students appeared to be

cooperative and "went under." He

lit and held a match beneath the

hands of their outstretched arms.

Judging by their reactions to the

heat from the matches, only two

students, Mimi Mandel and David

Fairweather, appeared to be

hypnotized. Baron seemed to

concentrate on these two. When he

told^them they were cold, hot,

swarming with ants and sneezing,

they seemed to make the ap-

propriate reactions.

Baron ended the program with

this advice for the students :

* 'After

this hypnotic session, you are going

to efi]6y school more than ever

before."

PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES!

A v^inner and a runner-up vs/ill be selected from each

state and there will be one nbtHonal prand prize win-

ner. National grand prize winner will be awarded

$2,500 cash - Each state finalist will receive 2 Hang

Ten HotPants outfits plus a pair of Scholl Exercise

Sandals - State runners-up will receive a pair of Scholl

Exercise Sandals.

RULES: Must be registered femole 'StudcrM In u U.G Lulluye or

University. Must send full length photo, suitable tor judging,

name of college, your name and home address to: Times Square

Station, Bqx 812. New York, NY. 10036. No purchase required.

Decision of judges is final. Contest closes July 31. 1971

.

1970 Southern

Campus still

on sale-KH 1 12

CO^E IN Af40 Se€ OUR 1(X%
OROAi^JlC CLOTH iN6, rJOTA
PLASTIC PAh4TORSHlRTiM
THE BuMCH! ^E'R^OPUH
{Oa9A to lOpm M0f?.-5AT 12-6 I1^

at^fmrnHtifMlim

i^ Ceding
i^kMt Noise
Jfles John Quarto

i'iiKteye

I Itockin Foo
§ Stoneground
' Mimi Farirta and Tom Jans

David Harris : Guest Speaker

Jack Nicholson : Honorary Ctrairman

Plan an afternoon and evening

[ experience of love and happiness.

Bring a picnic lunch.

,-Jl

NWESTWOOO, CftLIF.

"^Mg ffaKi^w«OOOO

PAN^ i' 1 1 »r>'

5WHAT t K J/ o L tfr^

,T., HOT. w6'^E-a>OL-^A.y^0NP..y;

2:00-6:00 PM
IntWmission: 6:00-7:00

7'00-tl'OO

$830. $7.50. $6.50. $5.50. $5.00. $3.50 and $2.50

Tickets go on sale April 16. 1971 at

all Mutual Agencies. Music City and

the Hollywood Bcwl ticket office.
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DB Editorials

Regents
J^astyear \yhile Berkeley burned, the UC Board of

Regents calmly ate lunch at the UC Extension Center

in San Francisco. Many times individual Regents

have said they were unable to discuss basic issues

facing the university because they were too busy

dealing with crises and with student violence.

—Well, it's been a quiet year — quiet enough to begin

such long-postponed vital discussion. But, at the

April Regents meeting in downtown Los Angeles, all

their business was concluded by 2 p.m. Although it is

understandable that several items on the agenda

were postponed because of President Hitch's sudden

illness and subsequent hospitalization, it seems there

are issues cbtifronting this University that could have

been discussed.

It has been suggested that the Regents meet on a

bi-monthly basis for two or three days, rather than

each month for two days. This would not only save

the University money (Regents always stay in nice

hotels, treat their palates well and travel by ta»— on

University expense accounts) but also save the

chancellors unnecessary work. Regents meet on

Thursday and Friday and the following Monday the

chancellor must begin preparing any items he would

like to submit for the following month's Regents'

meeting. If the Regents are unable to justify their

existence without a crisis, let them justify it less

often.

ASUCLA
_We're puzzled by ASUCLA.
-We're confused because, despite all of their

pronouncements of concern with helping students^

here, the price of coffee is still 15 cents.

We're puzzled because despite the fact that last

week the Daily Bruin printed the complete text of

their statement and questionaire, ASUCLA inserted a

full-page advertisement in the Daily Bruin of that

same official text and that same questionaira

At times I have been asked why the Earth Action

Council does not try to get the cafeterias and vending

machines to be less environmentally destructive in

their activities. I am aware of many of the

destructive practices going on in the food and

beverage business on campus. Besides the usual lack

of manpower and resources in EAC, we simply have

undercut the whole problem. We suggest others can

do so also.

An informal survey of our active members in-

dicated that none of them use these facilities. The list

jof reasons, no necessarily in order of importance

includes the following among others: low nutritional

quality, lack of taste appeal, poor preparation,

irresponsible packaging, high prices (this can have

environmental imphcations), noisy environment and

long waiting lines.

Various people put different emphasis on the

reasons but the result is unanimous: you don't have

to use the fa^ities. The most likely alternative is to

bring your own food and drink. In Southern

California, we have options not available in areas

with severe climates. You cs^ always opt for a picnic

type of meal rather than the material served up in

the problem areas.

-The following is an introductory guide to the

solution of the food and drink problem on campus. It

should be noted, however, that the principles apply

off campus and can be used for a lifetime.

Source of food

Join a food co-op of form one; This cuts your food

bill by about 30 or 40 per cent and ehminates

packaging almost entirely since most items come in

bulk. I hope that someday this school and all others

will have food co-ops on campus, but I shall have to

leave that battle for others. Anyone interested can

contact me. The coop hosted by EAC was started in

October, 1970.

Here is a price comparison: (all are cents per

pound)
UCLA

food student

co-op store

45 96

35 56

25 60

40 57

Sunflower seeds

dates, organic

honey, organic

prunes, organic

Grow some vegetables and fruit: Radishes, tur-

nips, carrots and the like are good in lunches and

grow year-round in our climate.

Get useful large containers: Use a steel lunch pail,

cloth bag or even brown bags. Brown bags can be

reused many times. I used to use them in my

Letters to the Editor

By Robt. A. Burgess

briefcase and they would last about a month. I now
use a cloth bag.

Get a set of useful small containers: Jaib oi

various sizes are ideal. I find that the two sizes of

baby food containers are good. They and their lids

are usually available at recycling centers. Also,

other sizes and shapes are available there. Did yoii

know that over 36% of the price of baby food is in the

container?

Use and reuse your wrappers : Bread wrappers can

be reused many times. Even if you bake much of

your own bread the few you buy will be an adequate

supply.
^^ ~" =

Carry your own drinking cup: To some people this

will seem odd. I have used the same one for about lo

years.

Carry your own spoon: This sounds so simple, but

some people have never considered it. * i ,

Menu
I won't even mention the obvious things such as

sandwiches, fresh vegetables and fruit. Did you know

that fresh vegetables and fruit come in

biodegradable containers?
^

Protein : Cottage cheese and yogurt keep nicely in

the baby food-type jars. Hard cheese keeps well also

Try making your own yogurt or buttermilk. They are

both quite simple to make from powdered milk.

Carbohydrates: Homemade nutritious cake or

cake-type products provide fuel. Sock it full of

Nutritious products—wheat germ, honey, raisins,

sunflower seeds, soy flour, etc.

Miscellaneous: Pickles, olives, etc.

Goodies: Sunflower seeds (shelled and untreated,*

45t per lb. at a food co-op), raw peanuts, dates, figs,

etc. All are available in food co-ops.

Drink: This may shock some people, but water

goes nicely with a meal if the food is good enough.

There are many instant beverages. I have found it

useful to put instant beverages such as powdered

milk, coffee, carob, etc. in a jar and add the water

when needed. Use a secure lid when shaking it or use

the spoon you carry.

I would hope that someday this school and other

facilities would have hot water spigots here and there

with water of near boiling temperature available to

any and all. The water should be hot enough for tea

Then people could have tea, coffee, chocolate, soup,

etc. whenever they wanted and with whatever they

brought.

I could even tolerate vending machines for instant

products under those circumstances. Since

perishability is no problem with instant products, I

would guess a bouillon cube or tea bag should cosf

about 3f

.

Students face eviction
Editor:

I am one of several UCLA
students who now live in Trailer

City, a trailer park in Venice which

is being ripped out to allow the

Marina del Rey to expand.

J^lthough the owners of the park

knew six months ago that they

Were going to close, we were not

informed until a month ago.

We are threatened with forcible

eviction and we are told that

utilities will be shut off and the

bulldozers will advance May 1.

JXbe—owners are simply using

Our concern, apd our demand is the same this week
as last: lower the price of staple items like coffee;

until then we are still perking along. We invite

everyone to come by for a free cup of coffee.

tai^Mfe

illegal procedures to deny us the

time we need to find a new place to

call home. Despite the threats and

harrassment, we, the people of

Trailer City, are determined not to

be evicted illegally.

. So regardless of what the owners

have planned for May 1, we plan to

have our own Law Day
Celebration. We invite everyone

interested in real law and order to

come and join us. We have a

beautiful day of rock music, free

food, and art displays planned.

It all starts at 1 p.m. at Trailer

City, 346 Washington St., Venice.

Please come
Trailer City Committee Member

John M. Kefauver Jr.

Leaflet

Edito-

organizations that the leaflet

falsely claims to speak for. The
leaflet could be used to charge
every one of us with libel and get us

expelled from school for violation

of our probation with the Dean of

student Activities.

Recently we have been hassled

twice by undercover cops (real

ones) who have tried to provoke us

into felonious assault. This leaflet

could be part of a pattern of at-

tempts to get us into legal trouble.

Intimidation won't stop us from
injustices^ 4ike ^£K^ist layoffs at-

UCLA.
Dan O'Hearn. SDS

Kathy Dahlgren, SDS-PLP

Pakistan
Editor:

During the period of my study at

UCLA, I never had so much dif-

ficulty in analysing and syn-

thesising the paragraphs and
statements of various nature that I

experienced after going through

several times the editorial about
"Pakistan" (Daily Bruin, April

26). I simply could not understand
what the editor wants to em-
phasize.

I fear that it is not edited against

the possible U.S. military in-

tervention, but on the other hand,

tried to exaggerate the facts. The

the two wings who struggled hand

together to get free from British

colonialism. By virtue of their one

voice and one slogan, they could

win the freedom and brought into

existence Pakistan.

^ The present crisis is the creation

of the cells who are working

against the solidarity of the state.

The measures which are being

taken against these elements can

in no way be labelled as West

Pakistani army intervention.

4t is the Pakistani armed4orces-

« • «• •• «• • •« -««« *««*«

pink leaflet accusing Cliff Lar-

dinois of being a cop. He is not, and
the leaflet represents a vicious

attack on him and the

East Pakistan being a colony of

West Pakistan whereas the truth is

that both only together form
Pakistan. These were the people of

whose first and last duty is to

safeguard the destiny and integrity

of the country whether there are

external elements or internal. The

death toll as reported by you seems

to be a multiple of the facts

Furthermore, the apprehension

expressed for a wipeout of the

students, professors and

technicians is again to my wonder

Is it possible for a country to afford

the elimination of her most

precious treasure? Can Pakistan

survive without them? Definitely

not.

To my fairness to the issue, it

does not seem befitting for a paper

like the Daily Bruin to publish such

a misleading editorial which itself

speaks of not being the voice of the

UCLA student-community
Perhaps this typical political ar-

ticle (in a students' paper) is

greatly influenced by the vested

intfroctc vihr* ntfpmpting tO taKC

•.•jf.jiiv rt',:vrt!tt^.«r '^tiorever thpy

get a chance, whether it is

Pakistan, Indonesia or the Middle

East.

Anvar Slddiqi
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Even more ?$!%! rebuttals . .

.

STUDENTS FOR BETTER
GOVERNMENT REBUTTAL
Throughout the year, the DaUy

Bruin has been criUcal of the

performance of the Student

legislative Council (SLC). Con-

stantly the DB has criticized the

insensitivity of the Kerkhoff Hall

bureaucracy, and their un-

willingness to take a stand on

issues of social importance (eg.

inflationary student prices, Bruin

Week, etc.).

Thus, Students for Better

Government were disappointed

that when it came down to a con-

tinuation of that same Kerkhoff

Hall Bureaucracy, and a new

group of students conmiitted to

new innovative and student-

orientated programs, the DB chose

to endorse a continuation of the

status quo.

We endorse the following can-

didates because of their position on

the following important issues:

-A total commitment to the

I

Campus Events Com-
missioner—Gary L. Green
Cultural Commissioner — Leigh

H. Franck
Student Facilities Commissioner

— Edward Hernandez i

NSA Representative — Steve

Orel

All of these candidates have
taken strong stands on the unmet

;

need of our University community.
Rather than remaining a super-

fluous bureaucracy, they have
shown intention to make SLC a

responsive body, which will be

relevant to relevant issues." ^
LiJ>erate Westwood
Free the UCLA 30,000

Tom Hendel

Did Mazer pick up his

"imaginative, fearless use at

political skills" from travelling

Sam? Was campaigning in New
York one of his campus ac-

complishments or duties as

Commissioner of Student

Facilities?

If elected, whom will he serve in

the election year of 72, UCLA
students or some politico? We must

admit that if the only criteria for

prej^ident is expertise at pohtical

games, "Ma/er's the one," but if

we want a president who truly

represents the student body we
must elect a student, not a

"politician."

First

Vice-President

development of a child day care

center, open to all, which will meet

the needs of all segments of the

community.
— An attempt to develop

programs that bridge the gap

Jaetween UCLA and the Westwood
community. These programs in-*

elude food cooperatives, tenant

grievances boards, free com-
munity recreational activities and

a voice in the issue of the Westwood
FMan. >

— An attempt to solve the

financial crisis of ASUCLA,
searching for other means to make
money other than lowering wages,

and raising the pnces of student

' comniodities.

— To use the office of National

Student Association (NSA) to voice

local and national student concerns

on issues of social importance (ie.

the NSA-initiated Peoples Peace

Treaty to end the war).
— To exhaust all legal channels

to end University domphcity with

the war in Indochina.
— Support for an expanded

Educational Opportunity Program
^(EOP) to be aadministered by

EOP students.

After a careful consideration and

evaluation of tfie potential can-

didates, the Students for Better

Government endorse
wholeheartedly the following

candidates:

Ed Hernandez—Student Facilities

Commissioner
Gary Green—Campus Events
Commissioner
Leigh Franck—Cultural Com-
misioner

Steve Orel—NSA Representative

John Edwards— General
Representative

Rock 'n Rollers Endorse

The Westwood Rock 'n Roll

Liberation Front, as a campus
group, in conjunction with the

Westwood Liberatron Front has

sponsored seven free rock and roll

dance-concerts this year. The net

cost of these events has been

nothing. We would have done more
events but certain minimal
finances have not been raised at

crucial times. Approximately 6000

people have had a rock and roUin'

good time at our events.

We would like to do these events

as often as possible and for this
.

reason we are endorsing two of the

candidates in the present elections.

Both Leigh Franck, candidate for

Cultural Commission, and Gary L.

Green, Campus Events Candidate,

have taken stands which would

promote and help community
efforts such as ours.

Both have in fact helped on our

events in the past.

Vote Rock 'n Roll.

Leigh Franck for Cultural

Commissioner
Gary L. Green for Campus

Events Commissioner.
Alan Zweiben

L'hris Priga

—JimMcNamara
—Karen Nudell

—Michele Benedetti

—Ann Haeckl

President

JA/estwood

Liberation Front

Because of their strong com-
mitment to building community-
oriented programs the Westwodd
Liberation Front endorses the

following candidates:

General Representative—John
Richard Edwards

In reference to Bruce Alpert's

statement about the track stadium

(Wednesday's DB), I would like to

point out that his facts are wrong.

The referendum put before the

students was to decide whether a

football stadium should or should

not be built in addition to an

already planned track stadium.

The referendum did not pass, the

football stadium was not built, and

the track stadium was constructed

as planned.

Therefore, the students did get

their way. Alpert should get his

facts straight before stating his

nplalform ^7-
"

Dick Franklin

Once again the Daily Bruin staff

surprises us, by endorsing Matt

Mazer, when six months ago the

DB lambasted him for his lack of

service during the "library hours

crisis."

Perhaps next, the DB will en-

dorse Reagan for another term.

1 am discouraged by your

Presidential endorsement. In the

context of campus politics, means
as well as ends are important. And

you have seriously overrated the

ends actually accomplished by

Mazer.

Although the University Action

Council is a good cause, Committee

Against Tuition Funds were not

raised for that purpose. And what

of the other sev^al hundreds that

have been sittingf'in that account

for over a year?

Matt tried to co-opt Helpline in

the process of getting DAF started

(ask anyone with Helpline). The

Direct Assistance Facility has

been mismanaged, although the

cdunsehng staff is competent. He

has claimed credit for much of

ASUCLA revitalization, when, in

fact, he contributed to what is

basically Don Findley's efforts.

Matt has demonstrated his

"political skills" at a grand total of

46% of S.J^.C meetings.

The Daily Bruin has consistently

stood for political leadership that

has integrity and idealism. What

has led you to abandon this

philosophy?

I support a candidate who is

competent, honest and ex^

perienced—Lamar Lyons.

BillWinslow

Last Wednesday as a loyal

follower of student politics at

UCLA, I read the Daily Bruins

endorsements and the candidates'

platforms and was appalled to note

a glaring inconsistency.

The DB considers experience to

be a necessary qualification for an

endorsement; however, they

consider the office of First Vice-

President void of such a

requirement. The Daily Bruin in

endorsing an inexperienced

candidate for First Vice-President

failed to recognize the experience

and qualifications of Jayne
Polland Her years of study and

work at UCLA have educated her

to the many problems of the

"campus and the community, can

the same be said of her opponent?

Furthermore, the DB justified its

endorsement on the grounds that

the candidate was concerned "with

the problems of women's
liberation." However, it is Polland

who recommerKjs a "woman's

awareness program." not he/

opponent Matter of fact, Polland

presents a comprehensive plat-

form; whereas her opponent's

platform expresses an unjustified

paranoia void of any program. The

inconsistency of the DB's en-

dorsement policy would have been

good for the 1950's, but today we

need an objective approach to our

problems.

I realize that the DB often

resorts to favoritism in its electjpn

endorsements; however, I will

overlook the mistake in its en-

dorsement for First Vice-

President, and consider it a

typographic error which should

have read Jayne Polland.

Jan Mark Dudman
Senior. Political Science

book and remmisce over things

that are history. I acknowledge the

record of Brad's opponet and I'm

sure there's more he could have

done But we have got to be con-

cerned about now and the future:

That's what Brad will deal with.

And there was some mention of a

realistic orientation in terms of

today's campus community. What

the hell does that mean? In

criticizing someone by saying that

his orientation is unrealistic, one

assumes that the critic knows what

reality is. I have heard and read

others who doubt that DB critics

are qualified to describe reality.

The "ins" always criticize the

•outs" of being unrealistic so

nothing can be understood by

making such an accusation.

Whether the DB thinks he's

unrealistic or not. Brad will deal

directly with the issues and people

affecting student life. He will in-

novate and mitidte. He is not part

M the system and will work despij^e^

it Who needs a junior bureaucrat

when one of the guys like Brad

Reynolds is ready, willing and able

to do' the job

I want to thank the DB for letting

me give this rebuttal. Keep up the

good work in the sports and

classified sections.

Andy Hamner

Administrative

Vice-President

Who is self-proclaimed "leading

candidate for President" that the

Daily Bruin has so obediently

endorsed? Since when do UCLA
students prostitute themselves?

What has happened to past Student

Body Presidents like Rosalio

Munoz and Tom Norminton?

UCLA students have built a great

tradition. Now, for sortie strange

reason* lhej)aily Bruin wants JtQ_^

sell out to some would-be politico.

Don't be duped Bruins! Consider

and vote for any of the other four

candidates regardless of whether

the Daily Bruin tells you that they

are "not serious" or "well-

intentioned but ill-equipped." And

don't worry about Mazer. He can

always pack up his money and

machine and move to SC.

John D. Ochoa
Sr. History

1 would like to thank the Daily

Bruin for not endorsing Brad

Reynolds for Administrative Vice-

President. Had the DB done so, 1

would have been certain that Brad

had sold out for political gain. You

see. Brad doesn't agree with a lot.

of the DB editorial stands, and

endorsements don't come under

such circumstances. So it seems,

as I expected, that Brad isn't

afraid to say what he thinks.

But what was said in the en-

dorsement was that Brad was

inexperienced. It is strange that

this is one of two objections raised

against Reynolds. Not five minutes

before his interview, Brad was told

by a member of the DB staff that

experience wasn't the sole

qualification for endorsing or of-

fice-holding. That's exacUy what

Brad thought when he decided to

run. He figured that a real desire to

"get it done" was more important

than bemg able to show a scrap-

write?

...TheOB

will not

accept

further

rebuttal.

• (Paid Advertisement)
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Rebuttals, more rebuttals offer cnticisjn

General Reps
In your election editorial you

described the candidates for

General Representative as well

intentioned do-nothings. Well, if a

do-nothing is someone who

recommends basic general

proposals for the entire University

community and not just selective

groups, then you are right.

If a do-nothing is a candidate

who does not make specific

legislative proposals, knowing the

probability of their success in an

SLC which you yourself described

as inefficient is close to nil, then

you are right.

However, there are alternatives

to inefficiency and red tape,

namely bring this university

community together through the

election of representatives who

believe that Robert's Rules of

Order can sometimes take second

place to immediate necessity of

enacting viable legislation. Oh, and

to Mr. Stavno, one cannot perhaps

be all things to all men, but if you

don't try, you have already failed.

Phil Chase

All of my opponents have in-

teresting platforms, but they all

have one major problem; all their

platforms deal only with UCLA.

My plans include not only UCLA
Students but the surrounding

communities. My breakfast

program would not only feed

minority children, but it would also

inform the parents of these

children to what is happening on

campus that would interest them,

(i.e., High PotenUal, EOF). My
committee to investigate

discrimination against women will

not only investigate the field of

graduate school admissions, but

also employment and not just at

UCLA but also on the whole UC
system.

As far as immediate campus

affairs are concerned, I will most

sincerely support the Alpert plan.

This plan would permit dorm

residents to use their meal card on

campus.
In closing let me say that UCAL

has been an island for much to

long, lets have some community

involvement.
Jerome Juan Urenia

Cultural Affairs

This is to take issue with the

platforms submitted by Dave

Stewart's two opponents for

Cultural Affairs Commissioner.

In the first, it is sUted that there

shouldn't be **a lot of wasted

breath trying to convince fine arts

committees of the necessity Qf

funding popular arts productions."

A statement such as this could only

have resulted from, a gross

misunderstanding as to how these

"fine arts committees" work, and

also a lack of knowledge as to what

has already been done this year.

Due to Dave Stewart's ''wasted

breath" this year, it has been

assured that at least nine major

popular concerts will be on campus

next year. This is because his

'wasted breath" has resulted in a

change in the priorities of the

Student Committee for the Arts,

with more of their money now

going to popular arts.

When the Cultural Commissioner

has a budget of only $9,000 and the

SCA has one of $64,000,, it is sheer

insanity not to try and work with

that committee.

It is also stated that "concerts

will be kept at a minimal expense

for UCLA students and sold to the

general public at profit making,

but not culturally exploitative,

prices." Again, there seems to be a

chronic know-nothingness as to

how cultural programs are

presented on this campus. The

Cultural Affairs Commissioner can

not sell tickets to the general public

for concerts; only the Committee

on Fine Arts Productions can do

that. We think this points out the

need of cooperation with CFAP in

order to produce big name popular

artists.

The other platform states that

there will be a "million doUar

cultural program for ap-

proximately ten thousand dollars."

No explanation is given as to how

this will be done; we are to take it

on faith. We don't think that one

can seriously believe such a

statement.
DenriisBaughman
James McConaghy
Members, Student

Committee for the Arts

Has the office of Campus Events

Commissioner outlived its

usefulness at UCLA? Can the

commission's duties be effectively

assumed, by other officers, as

suggested by the Daily Bruin on

Wednesday?
I believe that there remains a

need for the commission and for its

coordinator, the Campus Events

Commissioner. In a time when

literally humdreds of different

groups and causes are vying for

SLC funding, it is important that

the student's interests as

represented in events from the

charity-oriented Mardi Gras to the

recreation-directed Bruin Week

receive proper consideration. The

role of these events, and their

smaller but equally important

counterparts, requires a full-time

advocate on SLC. They would

surely suffer, both in planning and

funding, if shuffled into unrelated

offices.

At the same time, the Campus
Events Commission must not be

preserved simply for the sake of

preservation. It must be given new

direction, strong leadership and a

, wider base for action

During my campaign, I have

proposed the following, in an at-

tempt to rejuvenate the com-

mission: , .

An expansion of the commission

to include dorm, fraternity,

sorority, and commuter repre-

sentatives. In this way, the par-

ticipants will become involved m
the planning.

A new approach to planning that

will attempt to blend together

traditional events with innovative

experiments. This approach

recognizes the diversity of the

campus community.

A concerted effort to employ the

many available avenues of com-

munications and to capitalize upon

novel approaches to publicity. My
role as Campus Publicity Chair-

man for Mardi Gras has given me
important experience in the use of

these means.

Together, I believe these new

approaches can effecrively

reestablish the Campus Events

Commission in its role as a student-

run planning board for student-

oriented events. I ask your

assistance and support in making

this goal a reality.

Jeff Lapham

Student

FinancL^I

Supports
My opponent for some reason

thinks that funds for minorities can

be squeezed out of Sacramento

The financial cut backs at the

University level are designed to

keep minority people out of the

University and direct them into

state and community colleges An
example of this is the all but

decided fact that the High
Potential program will be moved
to the community colleges.

In reply to my opponents' hopes

of organizing EOP and High

Potential students to recommend
uses for funds, I would ask of him

to join with us in the struggle to

first keep the High Potential

program alive. We should first

make sure that there will in fact be

High Potential students to

organize.

I have worked with the Special

Educations Programs (EOP and

High Potential) as the Chicano

student coordinator of recruitment

and as a counseler to minority

students for filUng out the com
plicated EOP forms. 1 have alsa

served on the committees tnat

have met with and written

proposals for Vice-Chancellor

Wilson, concerning the survival of

the High Potential Program.

If elected I will pursue the

achievement of my three point

plan: *

To obtain more flexibility in

financial aids packages to cope

with the higher costs of living. This

will be done through the use of^

some $50,0U0 accumulated from^^

student registration fees for next

years student registration fees

A full investigation of book

(Continued on Page 9)
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Apologias to Shelley Krause

(Editor's note: Thei Daily Bruin Editor regrets Miss Krause's

platform did not appear yesterday.)

When I was in high school, I always wanted to be a member of the

pep squad, to root out team on to victory. But the trouble was, I

never really cared much for my high school, so I never tried to

become one of the cheer or song leaders. Looking back at those

wasted years of deep anticipaUon, I think I have finally reached a

plateau at which I could be truly happy. You see, I really dig this

"Big U" (except for the quarter system and the language

requirement) , and I'd like to do everything in my power to show my

enthusiasm for our great athletes. UCLA has what it takes to be

number 1 in every sport. AU that's needed is a UtUe more en-

couragement from our fabulous student body. I'd want to try all I

could to lead in this uplifting effort. I was going to try out to be a

Song Girl, since I am of the female gender, however after a few

practices I decided I was too uncoordinated to do the dance

routines. So then I decided to do the next best thing on the list and

run for Head Yell Leader. In this great age of "Womens

Liberation" I thought it only proper for me to run for a position

which has previously only been occupied by members of the male

:
gender. There's no real logic behind some traditions. I think

• perhaps some guys ought to try to become Song Leaders, but then

that's another issue which will probably be delt with at some later

occassion.
'

If I'm elected HEAD YELL LEADER, all my high school am-

bitions will finally be fulfiUed. I'd take joy in each cheer I lead for

our wonderful school, and cherish every moment I could show nay

support for our teams. For, like the sand in an hour glass, so are the.

days of our lives.
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prices in the student store and

nrice increases for low quality food

on campus. If the student store is in

fact a non-profit enterprise how

can the College Book Co. (a

privately owned business) offer

lower prices and better deals when

books are bought back from

students.

An investigation of the

Universities financial funding

priorities, to learn what monies

can be reallocated into fmancial

aids.

Unlike my opponent, I will see to

it that those most affected by

financial aids will have the most

say in the allocation of funds.

Mario Flores

Student Facilities

Since I announced my candidacy

for Student Facilities Com-

•injssioner, several of my friends on

the left have claimed my can-

didacy is a blatant example of

personal "ego-tripping," and is a

diversion from the struggle. I

would like to set the record

straight.

I recognize now and have always
recognized that the radical

movement does not need more
leaders, no matter how out-

standingly qualified they should

happen to be. We already know
who are enemies are and how to

deal with them. Remember,
Chairman Mao once said, "All

political power comes from the

barrel of a gun " As to our

enemies, I should ask, for instance,

what Ann Haskins has done to

further the people's struggle to

break the chains which enslave

them.

Therefore, let me make one thing

perfectly clear, that my candidacy

does not stem from a desire to

increase my not inconsiderable

stature am6ng the radical com-

munity, obtained after great

-sacrifice at the cost of four blue^

denim workshirts and. a pair of tie-

dye bellbottoms at Jeans West.

In fact, I also realize that my
chances for success in the elections

are slim, given the current

political awareness at UCLA
(which is exemplified in the Daily

Bruin's irresponsible refusal to

endorse me.)

I am running because I want to

make it clear to the UCLA "com
munity what their continual

support of moderate-liberals has

done, in the campus, in the country

and in the world Remember, a

constant source of inspiration for

many of us said "Moderation in the

defense of liberty is no virtue."

Whether I win or lose, my
campaign will be a glorious

people's victory should one person

realize the true nature of the

fascist power structure.

RIGHT turn ON arrow only.

Jack Wills

l\ISA

The war goes on, and in fact,

many of us believe that it is

escalating If we do not make an

attempt to end this war, it is almost

as if we were contributing to it.

The National Student

Association (NSA) is the only of-

fice in council that has any time to

concentrate and devote itself fully

to any anti-war issues. Ending this

wai lo going to be a tremendous

project Diluting anti-war efforts,

by abolishing the NSA office is

contributing to the war effort

The Peoples Peace Treaty to end

the war in Indochina was initiated

by the NSA three months ago

Since then it has been supported by

student movements throughout the

country. The reason for the

ratification and acceptance of the

Peoples Peace Treaty is due to the

national influence and connections

with the media that only the NSA
has.

A referendum has been proposed

to end NSA. The people that have

endorsed this referendum believe

that the issues of p)eace can l)e

handled by other offices. I believe

that an issue that deals with the

sentiments of 78 per cent of the

Amerik^n population, that deals

with the fate of North and South

Vietnam, and must concern itself

with organizing students, can only

be handled^^y at least 10 offices,

and 10 NSA representatives And

then there are those people that

still feel that the issues of peace

and an end to the war in Vietnam

are not our priorities.

I urge you to vote "NO" on the

referendum to abolish the NSA
from the UCLA campus and to vote

for me The National Student

Association is the only national

student organization that is

working for PKACE to end the

war
Steve Orel

Yell Leader

I, Charlie "Super Fan"
Mathews^ urge all my supporters

to get behind Farmer John Macias.

He is very spirited, takes the

position seriously, has some good

ideas and will be a radical

departure from th^ yell leaders of

the past two years.

Bob Elias has confided that he

really is not taking the election

seriously and those Who would vot

for Bob, witty as he is. would be

best served to cast their votes for

John Macias.

Bruin sports fans would be doing

themselves a favor if they elected

Farmer John Macias ^ ^^^

Charlie Mathews

\ .1
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Letters to the Editor

E ditorial stirs controversy
Rditor:

I am more than grateful that you

have seen it fit to write editorially

(Daily Bruin, April 26) on the

Pakistani military ruthless

brutalities in an attempt to ex-

terminate the leadership in Bangla

Desh (formerly East Pakistan).

Thanks to the Daily Bruin's Rick

Keir, (Dave) McNary and to Dave

Sacks as well for without their kind

and patient hearing and without

their more than cursory interest,

this editorial would never have

been written at all.

But on the other hand, I am
terribly mortified that you have

entirely missed the point that I

wanted to bring out in my
discussions with your colleagues.

Being the only Bengali student

from Bangla Desh (Bengal) at

UCLA, I chose not to write any

letter in your columns, because 20

West Pakistani students presently

at UCLA could have easily proven

my statements as blatant lies. This

I can say from my experience

since many American students are

very much ill-informed about

happenings in other parts of the

world and therefore could easily be

swayed with deliberate and
mischievous false information.

(My statement will seem true if

you read letters by the West

Pakistanis coming out in the recent

copies of the New York Times.)

The whole idea behind my ap-

proaching the Daily Bruin was to

draw your attention to the

atrocities taking place in my
country and also to draw your

sympathy for the victims of

massacres. I also wanted you to

bring to the notice of the students,

(acuity, staff and others at UCLA
the fact that neither the White

House nor the State Department
has come out with a public con-

demnation of the military

atrocities perpetrated on our
people with arms supplied by the

U.S. ^
It was shocking for me at least,

that President Nixon could find

Charles Manson guilty of nine

murders, but has not said a word

against the brutalities in Bangla

Desh. Is it not clear that he

preferred to remain silent and

thereby imply his tacit approval of

the military butchery committed

with U.S. arms? Well, the White

House was not silent during the

Nigerian civil war where a strong

minority wanted to grab power,

whereas our people in former East

Pakistan gained an absolute

majority in the military-conducted

general elections last December.

If you care for "democracy,"

don't you think that your elected

leader in the White House should

have taken a stand in this moral

issue? President Yahya Khan of

Pakistan (now West Pakistan), the

great hypocrite who talked big of

democracy only a few months ago,

visited the United States and had a

personal audience with President

Nixon only a couple of months ago,

and I don't think that President

Nixon has forgotten him.

Two very high U.S. military

officers (Coast Guard) were
recommended for courts martial

recently over the Lithuanian

sailor's abortive escape attempt

from a Russian ship. President

Nixon was quite vocal about the

U.S. guilt over that particular

incident, but he has not uttered a

single statement to condemn the

brutalities carried on on unarmed,
defenseless civilians including

professors, doctors, engineers,

lawyers and students with arms
made in and given by your country.

What a pity! Is this sickening

silence because our skin is black

and not white as that of the

Lithuanian sailor?

Don't you American people feel

ashamed that a Communist
Breznev has publicly condemned
this heinous barbarity (maybe it is

all crocodile tears, for Hungary
and Czechoslavakia are only too

well known) whereas the U.S.

government, the Champion and
Defender of "DEMOCRACY" is

silent? Hasn't silence become
shameful? Don't you think that

your great Silent Majority is

paying a heavy price for their

criminal silence over the past eight

years of shameful involvement in

Vietnam?
Whose suggestion for military

mtervention did you have in mind?

Perhaps you did not know that both

British and U.S. troops were in

East Pakistan only last November

to help the victims of the cyclone,

and all of them had to be with-

drawn under heavy public

pressure from all quarters in East

Pakistan. The British government

took out troops by Nov. 12, while

U.S. troops had to be withdrawn by

Nov. 17, 1971. These reports never

came out in U.S. newspapers. I

have been reading news reports,

editorials and commentaries from

many English newspapers and

journals from different countries

and surprisingly no one has put

forward this kind of stupid

suggestion of sending U.S. troops

or military intervention in Bangla

Desh.

Did you have to make up your

own suggestion onljr to refute it

editorially? If you Ad, you must

have done it from utter un-

familiarity with and ignorance of

the entire background of Pakistani

politics, and please don't forget

this kind of ignorance of (the)

American people about foreign

problems has led your country to

the dirty Vietnam.

Let me make it absolutely clear

to you as well as your readers that

we never wanted your troops nor

do we want your military in-

volvement in our country. All GIs

and Americans are very welcome
to our country, but please come to

visit us and be our guest and enjoy

our hospitality. We are poor in

wealth, but we have enough
warmth in our hearts. We simply

DO NOT want your troops. If we
cannot defend our own country

ourselves, then we must say that

we do not deserve the right to exist

as free men. We can very well do

the fighting ourselves to protect

our own dignity.

We also sprun any idea like

Vietnamization. If need be, I will

fight for my own country and when
attacked I will fight with anyone
including GIs to defend my country

and that will take place only on our

soil. Let me assure you that I will

be a friend to you all and in fact I

have been a friend of America for

the past many years.

I hope that you have realised by
now that my wish has not been
granted by the Daily Bruin. I

wanted you to condemn the

military massacres and atrocities

in unequivocal terms. President

Nixon is too busy to give
statements for he is playing ping

pong. We have no time to care for it

now when our own people are being

slaughtered.

If we can survive these

gruesome brutalities of the

Pakistani military with U.S. arms,

then surely we will play table

tennis with you and baseball too,

who knows? I took (the) liberty to

write this protest note knowing

that your country gives enough

freedom of expression, and I

wanted to make good use of it.

Abul H. Saaduddin

Graduate. Ethnomusicology

• • •

Editor:

I was surprised to read your

editorial (Daily Bruin, April 26)

entitled "Pakistan" which is based

on false and misleading reports.

As reported the death toll of

200,000 is false and an exaggeration

of a few thousand rebels killed. It

has never been the intention of the

Pakistani government to kill the

students, professors
^^

technicians because they are
considered to be a precious
treasure of Pakistan who are
working to make it a prosperous
country. However, the power
hungry politicians and their
followers are not to be pardoned
Pakistan was created by the

great efforts of the people pf both
wings, and they would never let it

perish, because a secession means
destruction for both. I feel that the
reason the Daily Bruin published

such a misleading editorial is that

this respectable paper is working
under those political influences

that want to wipe out the tnitire

Islamic states and the Muslim
generation whether it is iu the

Middle East, Indonesia, Malaysia

or Pakistan.

Tajammul Hassan

General Secretary

Pakistan Students Association

7IIII?**

(Continued from Page 9)

What's going on?

I came to campus yesterday and

found, much to my dismay, that

John Sandbrook had mentioned my
name in his column about head

cheerleader.

This subtle attempt at an en-

dorsement is totally repugnant to

my sense of fair play and good

sportsmanship. Before the column,

I had a good chance of walking

away victorious. Now, I find, it will

take hard work and many more
hours on Bruin Walk to overcome
this detrimental blow.

I realize that John Sandbrook,

respected Sports Editor on the

Daily Bruin, my long time com-
panion and drinking partner, had
only the best intentions in mind
when he slipped in a few kind

words about me. John Sandbrook
realized that I am the voice of the

people and that I am the only

candidate who actually knows how
nriany points we get for a field goal.

I had not intended to ludicrously

exhibit myself in front of the

students and tire myself out before

the football season began.
However, I now find it impossible

to avoid leading a few cheers on

Bruin Walk in a last-ditch effort to

brainwash the voters and lull them
into voting for me when any of the

other candidates are obviously

mpre qualified.

BobElias

Misc.
We think that the Daily Bruin

should reconsider its ill-advised

and hastily-formulated en-

dorsements of liberal pseudo-
candidates, whose vigorous
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inaction and forthright wishy
washiness on the vital or at least

the iniportant issues of our epg*:h is

singularly unenviable when viewed

in the context of our pluralistic

society.

That the Daily Bruin chose to

endorse these relics of austral

epithican thinking is indicative of

the DB's spiritual bankruptcy and

narrow-minded approach to

reality. This is particularly bad in

disgusting light of the fact that the

DB could not go out of its way to

interview several promising

candidates.

On a thaumatalogical level,

several individuals stand out as

having achieved high states of

cosmic consciousness.

Kudo, Shelley, Wiesnoski and

Wills all present viable alter-

natives to the petty bourgeouis

ideals of the DB. We don't have to

tell you that elections are

meaningless popularity contests,

but we ask that you put a check by

their names on the ballots as an^

excercise in focusing the cosmic

energies of the illuminadi.

Also, we urge our supporters to

meditate on the drab and useless

lives of the DB staffers, that their

minds might be opened to the

wonder of the universe.

Finally, we ask our supporters to

keep their actions on an astral

plane and subliminate whatever

angers they may have into the

cosmic consciousness. We urge

them to please refrain from acts of

petty violence against the persons

of the Daily Bruin staff, even if

they do have it coming.

Concerned World Citizens

Charles Chang

Mike Kratovii

Bob Bard

Tom Elliot

: Steve Karpeles

Ted Lawrence
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RESULTS:

Son of Rock and Roll PoU, Jr,

i

.w,'

27%
15

6

5

5

5

3.5

3.5

name here

Hello again! Three years ofJtock and Roll polling have produced in-

creasingly less surprising results and disappointingly small voter turn-

outs, yet we perservere in the hopes that the results <rf the polls will

someday coincide with our own tastes and therefore vindicate once and

for all our otherwise questionable existences.

This year, we received about half as many qualified ballots as in the

past few years (although the inclusion of stuffed ballots would bring 1971

up to par) ; for that, our egos are hurt but our ballot-counting fingers are

grateful. It accounts for the large number of ties there were amongst

those down below fifth place in many categories.

Results are listed by category, with previous winners in parentheses

and Intro/Index staff poll winners in boldface.

BOOB PRJCZE

(
people whose names are listed shtmld come toKH 113 to claim their boob

prizes)

Hon Berger

Melissa Mills

Bill Robinson

GUITAR
(Hendrix, Clapton)

Jimi Hendrix

Eric aapton (Derek and the Dominoes)

Jerry Garcia ( Grateful Dead) *

B.B. King
Peter Townshend (Who)

Stephen Stills

Clarence White (Byrds)

John Fogerty ( Creedence Clearwater Revival

The rock and roU guitar hierarchy hasn't changed much in three years
.
the only new

4»4erry Garcia andhe's far from a newcomer

BASS
(McCartney, McCartney)

Paul McCartney
Jack Casady (Jefferson Airplane, Hot Tuna)

Bill Wyman (Rolling Stones)

John Entwhistle (Who)

John Paul Jones (Led Zeppelin)

Jim Fielder (Blood, Sweat and Tcsarsi)
, ^r. .h

Paul McCartney here becomes the only poll winner to repe«;thfee years m a ^^^^Jafk Casady

hft^imwSvSh^DSm^^ over the same timespan and very nearly caught Paul Save fw

- j^kTSTtnowTaTng tJi?? Tony WUliams' basically undaasifiable Ufet.me group), the

leaders are essentiaUy the same as last year.

DRUMS
(Ginger Baker, Ginger Baker)

Keith Moon (Who)

Ginger BakerXAirforce)

Buddy Miles (Miles Band)

Mitch Mitchell

''S^ry^^^^
fo^S.^SS'^LS^ who pulled many v^es in thf f^X^lJ^/^JJrfl ce* S&tk^tiu%^'»
this year due to the American obscurity ol his recenUy disbanded Airforce. mooo lanes u»»

honors as top voteg^ter.

MALE ROCK AND ROLL SINGE«
(Gar>' >.. i r, Mick Jag^r)

Mick Jagger ( KoHittg Stones)

il0d Stewart (Faces)

EitmiJohn
Jim Morrison (Doors)

Paul McCartney
Robert Plant (Led Zleppelin)

R<^erDaltryiWho)
—Steve Winwood (Traffic) « K^u^na tnton John did- As per last year's prediction. nS'*^ SuotTfotvJtS'oSefo'c'S^^^

predictably well . whUe no one else pulled
«J»f^'^'^*'^^^*^^^^ done well here

Joe Cocker and John Sebastian found strei^ m other areas even thougn mey na

last year.

MALE R&B SmGER
(Sly Stone)

Joe Cocker
B.B.King
Stevie Winwood (Traffic)

Leon Russell

Ray Charles

Smokey Robinson (Miracles)

Sly Stone (Family Stone)

Uttle Richard
Chuck Berry

18%
16.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

6

36%
15

9

8

4.5

21%
16.5

11

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

'''^X^^-i

^

21%
15

13

6.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

Xl^eTpr^Lon come tru.^ Cocker, who^^^^^^^^^ tZ^^^^^ ^dX^y

'^-:Zr:Z.
'':''

;i??Sn^r;^S.e^l^eJ^SrliSS^tmJ to note the -l^nce of all

\Uv

•

1",:

Smokey Robinson

NGER
M

F« '\1ALK Hin

(Jophn, Nyro)
Janis Ji^plin

Grace Slick (Jefferson Airplane)

Linda Ronstadt

Carole King
Laura Nyro
Bonnie Bramlett

Sandy Denny

27%
24.5

13

9

7.5

6.5

3.5

This proved to be one of the ^J>f^,^^^^'Z^^^a^m?io^^^^^ off this year Jams
showing was not expected, though her aa«iic fol»owmg seems 10

^J^ ^ from last year

and GrSce have always done weU. while Unda J^^tadt made a noieworiny
and Grace have always done weu. wnnc '^''"? ' V"!;;"" r^rence
( 5.5 to 13% » Carole King may be one to watch for future reference.

FEMALE R&B SINGER
(Tina Turner)

Tina Turner
Janis Joplin
A •>^«.4 i« f« XT' •- #« »« Vr 1 1n

31%
28.5

12

65

^l>^.

DAILY BRUIN

INDEX
SOUL PERFORMER
(Wilson Pickett. Sly and the Family Stone)

Sly and the Family Stone

Ike and Tina Turner

Chambers Brothers
^ ^

Temptations

Johnny Otis Show
Booker T. and the M.G.'s

29

28.5

10

45
4.5

3.5

It is auite curious considering their widMpread popularity, to noU Ibe absence of the Jackson

Fivein t^ rST-^e TempuSk*^ remain the top McHown peHormwn whUe the female* ag«'n

laaed suJi^t Tlie ChambSlSShers third place hni^ is quite surprUing contid^ng t^r

oirrently waning popularity ; this is their highest poll finish.

21

11

10

7.5

7.5

KEYBOARDS
(Lee Michaels, Lee Michaels)

Keith Emerson (Emerson, Lake and Palmer)

Leon Russell

Steve Winwood ( Traffic

)

Nicky Hopkins

Ray Manzarek (Doors)

i« a rutMinrv trAdiilonally nrtme to ctoae contest*. Keith Emer«on has emerged M P*rt»*P\l**^

«J^uSXii^^ ffy«Sr^e^^ fifth bee Michaels feU to a pos.Uon iuat betow

Hopkins and Mancarek

MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUMENT
(Paul Butterfield, Ian Anderson)

Ian Anderson, flute ( Jethro Tull)

Chirs Wood, woodwinds (Traffic)

Rusty Young, steel guitar (Poco)

Roger Ruskin Spear, trouser press

Richard Greene, violin (Seatrain)

Paul Butterfield, harp (Butterfield Band)

Sugarcane Harris, violin

Dave Swarbrick, violin (Fairport Comr.)
.

"
Always a category with widely dispersed votmg. thit ye«r found tWs Of^,»"JJ**' J'J'

from .15% to 15% whUe ex Bonzo lioger .Sp«^ar came from nowhere. ChrU Wood ana

(Jreene made mixiest bil definite gains

15%
9.5

9

8

6.5

5.5

5.5

4.5

dropped
Richard

FOLK INDIVIDUAL
(Donovan, Joni Mitchell)

James Taylor

Cat Stevens

Joni Mitchell

John Sebastian

Gordon Lightfoot . . ^ ,i,mA
With many performers in this division being among those ""^HZ %v5?ul vJrwts

relative i^rength and position.

18

13

13

13

9

6.5

FOLK GROUP
mew category)

Simon and Garfunkel

Fairport Convention

Pentangle

Brewer and Shipley

Dillards

Seals and Crofts

Incredible String Band

30%
24

13

8.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

Fairport » strona re.-eption here last spring^n. a ^^^^««^;Xl*^^U?^^^^
they would be lucky to place fifth anywhere eise Smion and Garfunkel. currenUy on vacation.

show unexpectedly increaaed strength.

COUNTRY ROCK
(Byrds, Band)

Byrds
•* V

Poco
Band
Flying Burrito Brothers

Crazy Horse

Matthews' Southern Connfort k.

Everly Brothers .,

try to claim that is was a ihort -lived fad two «—•^—

•

28%
23

IS

6.5

5.5

5.5

35

14%
10

7.5

65
6.5

out to be
as '*mo«t

COMPOSERS
( Ray Davies, Lennon and McCartney

)

Neil Young
Ray Davies (Kirks)

Frank Zappa (Mothers) -

Paul Simon ' Simon and Garf.

)

Bob Dylan ^ .
. ^^

Alwavs Durveyors of surprises, the composers again had .1 out Itay ^a^'t* »V'*^"^'*

the i^cS^Mstenrp^rformer while Young made a definile J*ajp upwards Zappa r.tes

improi^'' though many would claim that hes mostly neglected

WEIRDOS
cMothers, Zappa)

Mothers of Invention

ShaNaNa
Alice Cooper

Captain Beefheart and the Magic Band

'^pjl^.lty^^^^^^^

SS54SS^^a^f'^N3 -•' '^'» v-^ - ^^'»^—
FAVE RAVES
(Rolling Stones, Beatles)

1. Rolling Stones

2. Who
3.CSN&Y
4. Faces

5.a Jefferson Airplane
^

b. Grateful Dead

27%
245

15

10

10

~
A . -,(«. last year came back to her competition this year out suii

Tma . who set the poll record at :>5% last
^^^.^Vpoeived significant support

managed to defeat Miss Joplin No other candidates received signii

7 Beatles

8. Moody Blues

9. a Byrds

b. Creedence

c Kinks

d. Simon and Garf

'a...*' J

f
•-•. *
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The Preening of America

Recent polls taken on American ranipuses by Tinfie and News-
week hnve revealed unexpected, and most welcome, results. Both mag-
azines found that today's undergraduates, far from boiling with revo-
lutionary fervor, are just as torpid as everyone else.

Joyous tidings, of course, but I must say that I was never worried.
^Sure, life-styles are a little different on campus these days; neverthe-
less, I've always felt that down deep this generation clings to the same
solid values that sustained all their predecessors,

Inmy own college days, for example, the most popular aid to socia-
bility on campus was precisely what it is today: Miller High Life Beer.
And, mind you, my college days were a ^ood long time ago. I got my
B.A. way back in 1908. (My,alma mater, incidentally, was a school
I'm sure you all know -the Wyoming College of Belles Lettres and
Commercial Baking, from whence, as you are undoubtedly aware,
came a veritable host of graduates who later achieved stardom in the
breadstufTsKame— men like DarrellJ. In.skip who invented rye bread
with caraway .seeds; Irving T. Whitsun who invented the toothpick,
thus making it possible to eat rye bread with caraway seeds; Sol Bagel
who invented the permanent doughnut which bears his name; and
many, many others. Indeed^ the list would be far longer if the college
had stayed in business but, alas, it was killed by mold in 1921.) _^

But I digress. Even in 1908,1 say, Miller High Life was a campus
favorite. In fact, it was popular even before 1908, for Miller has been
delivering flavor to discriminating Americans for over 115 years! And
today it is more widely appreciated than ever! And why wouldn't it

be? In 115 years no other brewer has ever duplicated Miller's flavor.
Oh, they've tried to copy Miller, you can bet, but a fat lot of good it

did them. Since the very beginning Miller's superb brewing formula
has been one of the best kept secrets on earth. It has never been known
to more than one man— Miller's chief brewmaster— and he has always
been kept inside a hollow mountain in downtown Milwaukee.

But I digress. The polls, I say, have proved that today's college
student, though he dresses in ^ homespun robe and wears chicken
bones in his ears, cherishes the same dreams and drives that students
have always held dear.

To illustrate, I recently visited a student commune at a prominent
Southern university (Michigan State). Now, I'll admit it didn't look
much like one of your old-fashioned fraternity or sorority houses. First
of all, there was no house. Everyone slept in trees, except for one girl
who made a hammock out of a discarded bra. In the second place,
meals were not served; they were trapped. And in the third place, the
kids didn't talk about the usual things like life, sex, truth and beauty
In fact, they didn't talk. They just sang "Om," holding the note till
they hyperventilated and toppled over in a faint.

But appearances are only appearances, as I discovered when I
started to interview these people.

''What are you studying?" I asked one young man.
"My navel," he said, and I was vastly reassured, for we all know

the crying need for new doctors.
"What do you want to be when you finish school?" I asked

another young man.
"A druid," he said, and again I was reassured, for as anyone on

Wall Street can tell you, forest ecology is the coming thing.
'•Do you believe in women's liberation?" I asked a girl.
"No," was the answer.
|*Whynot?"Iasked.
"I'm a boy," was the answer.
And so It went. And so I say to you again: worry not. Take away

the beards, the beads, and the buckskin, and you've got the same lov-
able freckle-faced achievers you always had, only naked.

Guess Who

They Don1Know What We Look Like

biased
by Harold Bronson

'Rolling Stone is a

paper."

"They're full of shit."

"Erroneous information."

Such were the comments I

received when I asked Canada's

Guess Who about a certain article

that appeared in Rolling Stone—an

article that grossly distorted their

-artistic values, TnaklngttiBmmirw

be a money-grubbing bunch, and

made me somewhat suspicious of

their ideals. The Guess Who, in

fact, are very pleasant fellows who

are very much concerned about

their music, monetary rewards

falling second.
*" All has not been so pleasant with

the group, however. Just as they

started getting recognition and

achieving star status, leader

Randy Bachman left the group.

Drummer Gary Peterson ex-

plained, "It was triggered off by

vocalist Burton Cummings, "and I

used to see them when we came off

the road. Sometimes we used to

jam together. We wanted to get

someone from home because of the

border situation — getting papers

— because it was the easiest thing

to do. We couldn't decide which

guitarist we wanted so we accepted

both of them.
The~tJueS5"^WR(revioIve3"some

years ago out of Chad Allen and the

Expressions. Back then, around

1%5, it was difficult to get

Canadian-based records airplay,

so, as a promotional gimmick,

their record company made up a

contest to name the group. They

were looking for a British sounding

name (that ilk being "in" then)

and "Guess Who?" was selected.

They recorded a song originally

performed by Johnny Kidd and the

Pirates called "Shakin' All Over"

and it became a big hit in America.

sickness — he had trouble with his

gall stones or gall bladder. That's

why he left the group while we
were on the road. Then it got to the

point where he was doing a lot of

things away from the band and he

became farther apart from us. I

think' his having two children at

home and not being home while

they were growing up had more
than fifty per cent to do with it. It

really was a combination of

reasons. Actually we asked him to

leave the group. But he really

didn't want to stick around and
would have left eventually."

"He was hanging in for the

money," added bassist Jim Kale.

"When this situation was coming to

a head we had a meeting. The first

thing he asked was whether we
wanted him to finish the next

album with us." Randy retreated

to a hospital midway through a

Guess Who tour last year, and
eventually replacements were
found, "'^T— .. ^ -

It seems that the situation in

Winnepeg is quite a bit different

than in L.A. In that city there are
only about "forty rock bands and
half a million people" and all the

musicians know each other. Kurt
"Walrus " Winter and Greg Leskiw
were selected to fill the void. "Both
of them were in bands," related

(There are certam people who
believe that "Shakin' All Over"
was recorded by members of the

English Who backing a singer

called fiddie James, but this was
denied by the group.) The record

became a hit without any large

U.S. promotional push, and sub-

sequent Guess Who records were
given the same treatment, which
only resulted in dismal failure. In

the interim Chad Allen left the

group (he is currently rumored to

be involved in a brand new group

with Randy Bachman, recently

signed to Reprise) and Burton

Cummings replaced him.

Although the Guess Who have
been around for sometime now,

their success came about sud-

denly. Gary, who has been with the

group since before their initial

success, commented on this

sudden change: "1 accept our

success now» although I really

can't believe it. There is more
pressure on you and you become
harder on yourself. It's a mattex of

trying to stay on top. It's very

different being popular in Canada,
and being popular in the U.S. and
other parts of the world. There is

more of everything and the

demand is greater.

"For the kind of success the

group has attained, nobody really

He of Miller High Life are hreurr,, vol s,M'inl seieniists, hut this
-7r 'l

'^
'
^^ ';^"

' - "'^«^;7 >'
' '""tf (H ' rhmigmo Hi this eounlry, it cerlainly is

not t(v<U buds \\emll conlinHe, therefore, to bring you the same delicious
Miller High Life. If yon vc got the time, we've got the beer.

6fh ALL-STAR

KARATE
CHAMPIONSHIP

^

May 1,1971 7:00 P.M.

S.F. Valley Staie College Main Gym
ALL JAPANESE STYLES

Demonstrations by World's Highest Ranking Japanese
Korote Masters
Including Masters TAKAYUKI KUBOTA. Chief Instructor

International Karate Assn.

UCLA Students $1.50
Telephone 666-91 90

knows who's in the group N.^w if

you talk about the Rolling Stones
everybody knows who's in the

group, but we really haven t had
that type of publicity. They don't

even know what we look like
'

Burton Cummings then
described their music and
speculated as to any future

changes: "Everything
done so far are personal ex-

periences that can be taken on a

mass level. We'd like for people to

pick up on what we're com-

municating and have them t elate

to it in their own ways.

"We're building more layers on

our next album — there'll be more
music and less trite lyrics. I went

back and looked at some of my
classical stuff because I got my
degree in piano. There'll be more
music instead of cute little tunes."

"One thing that's really hard to

do is superimpose chords, '

the

Walrus added. "Nobody's done

that for sometime and I'd like to

really get into that."

It appears, then, that the combo

are about to get deeper into iheir

music, accompanied by the con-

tributions from their guitarists

who, up till now, are still searching

for their own identity within the

group. As for future expectations

from the music scene in general,

most of the quintet agreed m the

prediction that a type of free form

music will prevail.

Last year the Guess Who played

the White House and received

much criticism for it. Cumulative

comments from the group in-

cluded: "It was bad because we

play concerts and that was more of

a dinner-dance. Gary Puckett went

down better than we did, although

they danced more for us. It was too

superficial. It was a groove to see

the place, yet it really wasn't our

kind of thing; it limited us in that

we couldn't do songs with different

tempos as that would have con-

fused the dancers."

In conclusion, let me mention

that the Guess Who are, at given

times, nothing short of an in

credible rock 'n roll band. Only

their confused innovativeness,

minimum inspiration, and a

limited concept of themselves,

along with a tendency toward

writing obscure lyrics keep them

from a state bordering on the

highest artistic level. When the

current lineup jells stylistically we

might witness a step forward in

this direction. Yet one impetus

directing a progressed change is

the group's sensitivity with regard

to their overly commercial image

This is not valid and could meet

with disasterous results. The

Guess Who have written some of

the most enjoyable songs of the last

few years, and if they base their

progressiveness upon using the

elements of their foremost

strengths, they might yet realize

their promise.

-^-^^UMer^hter J^wiitt

S.F.V.S. College 181 I 1 Nordhoff St. Northridge. Calif.
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"As with little MyNers'. David Oyry s

Theater Now protfMCtiai has a wiclted

ei|e makes WAVES, aid not just of

LAUGHTER Director Dory's people

iiderstand the play as well as Alan

Arkios orltioai In NY and - for me -

play its several leveliof comedy

MORE SKILLFULLY!" ^T^muk- Dan Sullivan. LA TLMtS
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'Celebration at Big Sur!: Stepson of 'Woodstock'
by J. Hendler

( elebration at Big Sur attempts to do for the Northern

c alifornia
"non-profit" concert of 1%9 approximately what

\\(K)dstock did for its larger Eastern counterpart

( eiebration's producer, Carl GotUeib, says that the dif-

tPrence between his film and Woodstock is the
"

dif-

ference between a spectacular and a warm^ intimate film."

He would have been more appropriate in saying that the

difference lay between a spectacular conceitt and a warm

intimate concert. The size of the crowd ahd number k
nerformers at Big Sur was dwarfish when \compared jo

those of Woodstock. The concert at Big Sur, which feature

Joan Baez, Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, J^)ni Mitchell,

Dorothy Morrison and the Combs Sisters, John Sebastian

and others, was held at the Esalen Institute, a far more

civilized and conducive setting than Farmer Yasger's

Field.
—

These differences between size and volume of both

concerts and settings made the Big Sur concert a far less

dynamic subject than the Woodstock concert, at least on a

superficial level. In order to filmically delineate the

energy" which the filmmakers of Celebration^pparently

felt distinguished the concert, they had to try to make a

small event look "big" rather than a big event (such as

Woodstock) look small (enough to watch in one sitting).

Unfortunately, they did not sucQieed. Filmically, the concert

at Big Sur, which by-reputation .was indeed intimate and

enthusiastic, was extremely average.

This is largely because little to no dramatic structure was

created in the editing of the film. The Woodstock film,

which also obviously outdid Celebration in terms of expense

accounts and numbers of technicians, presented a visual

storyline, following Woods^tock from its setting-up sUges

through the garbage removal after its end. Celebration, on

the other hand, fails to utilize this device for involving the

audience in the film. Celebration documents part of the

concert rather than the entire concert, and thus much of

that which constitutes its essence is lost in the translation

The audience is shown merely for effect (i.e. — end song,

quick shot of crowd applauding). A couple of passerbys

comment on the beauty and viUlity surrounding the con-

cert, but the cameramen largely disregard both

The only objective basis for judging a film is in terms of

its technical efficiency. It is in this respect that Celebration

suffers its greatest inadequaciesr

Visual This beast as we know it, characterized by the cleu.

comprehensible picture, was not characteristic of

Celebration Camera focusing was often disregarded,

featuring zooms which, while closing in on subjects, ren-

dered them simultaneously indistinct. Granted,

documentary footage is hard to collect because it cannot be

re-shot And if Baird Bryant and Johanna Demetrakas, the

film's editors, had cut out poor footage, they would have

had little more than a film short. Speed-blinding pans ac-

companied by poor focusing, however, are too much to

tolerate even in a film of a mere 82 minutes' length.

Straight footage which might have otherwise been quite

decent was often hindered by pseudo-artistic gimmicry.

Coarsly-changing colours and t)adly matched gold tinting

did not enhance Joni Mitchell's rendition of "Woodstock"

( the song ) . And save us from the blatant film metaphor !
As

Joni sang, "... turning into butterfhes above our nation",

you can imagine what appeared on the screen. Perhaps the

most offensive was the in-and-out zooming technique

thrown in by an apparent veteran of TV's Shebang.

Such technical problems tend to aggravate Celebration at

Big Sur's greatest failing, which is to inadequately serve its

function as a documentary. First, the film fails to draw any

lucid and consistent illustration of the event Second, it

gives the concert itself no appearance of continuity. Third,

the cameramen too often fail to linger long enough upon the

performer being featured, as, for example, upon Neil

Young, who seems to be singing from another world.

Fourth, bad shooting rendered that which was depicted

difficult to look at.

What redeems Celebration at Big Sur are the performers

themselves. If seeing David Crosby in a communal bath

with John Sebastian and several other people doesn't excite

you, then you'll at least enjoy seeing Steve Stills get into a

fight with a spectator.

The most exciting perfqnners are unintentional on;^, ad-

libbers, such as the police at the film's beginning who ap-

parently didn't know that the camera and recorder were

running. Also of interest are the painted teacher who'd been

fired for being "Too wierd and a friendly Stranger who

sings his conversation.

If Celebration at Big Sur had achieved the aura of in

timacy which its producer had hoped for, it might have

been a far more enjoyable experience As it stSnds as a

film, it is stiff and presumptuous and probably missed a lot

of what the Big Sur Experience was all about Still, the

music was basically clear and audible, the people, as

always, were entertaining, the swimming pool was blue,

and there was a nude scene What more could you ask for?

m* •>.•

Perhaps the most basic element in a film is The Quality

LOW COST - LEGAL

ABORTIONS
FOR FULL INFORMATION

CALL (COLLECT IF YOU WISH)

(212) 741-1190

OPEN 24 HOUI^S

A DAY
Arrangements can be made

for the abortion to be

performed within 24 hours by

Boardj^ertified Gynecologists

in New York Hospitals or -

f^nvate Hospital Affiliated Clinics

Completely Modern Facilities

Strictly Confidential Service Fee

MAGMAS
ASSOCIATES INC.
695 Washington Street

the Experimental

with the People
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APRIL 30,1971

College presents

for Peace and Justice,

TOr.i HAYDEN

author, member oi"-

"the Chicae;o Seven

^ fV)under of SDS,

spea^TT'^.^
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New Yu r K, NY. 1001'^
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WE'RE NOT
YOUR 'BAG'

I I you wont to Irovel the

outdated bus-to-hotel-»o-museum to-bus-

to-Kotel routine. We're just fun young

people moving through Europe m small

groups and camping 'causethofs exactly

where it's at.

So come, see our Europe the

European way. 6 weeks —$795

B«> 726, SiwTo Madrc Co 91024

Sfll

NILfmiM
J\

Spintuaf JFHp

KOWOP«M FOB WEEKEND RETREATS
yOOA—MtOITATlON—BMAJANS

Tet*t«, Ca<ilornt« on the Mexican t>order at

nw ioot o* Mt Cuctiuma %\0 p9f person per

weekerKi UnOm the direction of indra Devi

and Hichard Bock Call Sathya Sai Baba
Center tor .niormation, reservations and

dM^ecftom V13 1/6 5011 —^^^^^^—

WALT DISMEY'S
NOW

PLAYING
EXCLUSIVE

ENGAGEMENT
h»' 0«"» Cl»<l««>

«eCHNICOLOR
C '»*• Wall Oi»»»«T P'oduCllon* ^m^m^

ly-lliillTa-lir DAILY: 6 05. 8 15 & 10 20 PM rillF ARTS
SATURDAY A SUNDAY 2 00. 4 10. 6 15. 8 25 & 10 25 PM ^hSmihi atiacuniga

^^^^_^__^_——-^ loL 2-13:

,(Priid Advertisement).

I

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY 6 PM

827 Malcolm. (I bik east of UCLA)

Supper and Conversation following

Lutheran Campus Ministry ALC-LCA

900 Hilgord 475 5926

Paid Advertisement

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
666 LEVERING - EVERYONE WaCOME

(At Strothmore 2 blocks W of Dorms)

9:45 A.M. SUNDAY WORSHIP

7:00 PM FRED BERG ER, PKO -JEWS AND JESUS"

JACKTABER, CAMPUS BAPTIST PASTOR 823-6248479 3645

/a BarieroA
RESTAURANT

FIZZA
GR 8-0123

NOW OPEN

F0« lUNCtW
• • •

I I A N*
DINNERS
COCK TAILS

FOOD 10 GO

Open 7 Days

11 AM to 2 AM
Between Barrington and Bundy

11813WilshireBlvd. GR 8 0123
^

:tURSUK
APRIL 24-25

TOW 1-2-8-9I5I6
n^n'kus m<nic STfixH Li»t»rti T'lutr *ut'tilf^^^CMfr/ ^r n^Li'^s mn>c srffXft L'0tirrrr'c/Ktr Aufn^fi g, m^tu
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Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

Elaine Sabih
in a piano concert

2:30 p.mo
Sunday, May 2

Sunset Canyon

\
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1 Chiaroscuro

IVCL,! CclllUll ^^niIC'i

How can you be critical of two

plays that are beautifully written,

expertly directed, and contain

some of the finest acting ever seen

in a repertory group?

You can't. And that's exactly the

case at the Scorpio Rising Theater

in Hollywood. The plays —
Chiaroscuro, by Israel Horovitz,

and Keep Tightly Closed in a C«ol,

Dry Place, by Megan Terry,

opened to a full house Friday night

and closed to exuberant applause.

From the sUrtling, yet mystically

captivating beginning of

Chiaroscuro to the final

emotionally-wrought moments of

Keep Tightly Closed I was held a

very willing captive to the superb

artistry contained within these

plays.

Chiaroscuro, the first play, is a

humorous but hard-hitting story

about the lives of the members of a

Harlem family who have been

turned magically white. The plot is

obviously absurd, yet through

Horovitz' skillful writing the

characters become very believable

and, above all, wonderfully

human.
Chuck Logue is exceptional in his

portrayal of the self-asserting but

subordinate father of the family.

Some of the best moments emerge

as a result of his fine sense of

timing and versatile speaking

voice. The mother, Louise

Newmark, does a wonderful job as

the only level head in the entire

household. Serving a double role as

director of the play as well as

performer, Miss Newmark's talent

is clearly evident in both depart-

ments. Tom Stitzel and Bennet

Wright both deliver first-rate

performances as the son and

daughter of the family.

The play begins with an ex-

tremely up-to-date version of

Genesis, explaining how blacks

and whites came to be separated.

According to this narrative, six

pills were created to turn blacks

into whites. Two were lo$t in

transit to earth and the remaining

four came into the hands of this

"lucky" family. They are whiJ
now — but their problems areU
from over. A confrontation

ensu!!

between Tillich, (Morris Schorr
racially-prejudiced Italian

im*|
migrant, and Junior (Tom StiUel)

who has supposedly
impregnated

Tillich's daughter. Hp i< deceiyJ

by the obviously "white" fam

that the black kid he is looking lu:

lives next door,. He returns,

however, and the powerful dim
of the play begins — where whit«

black and black is white -
)

neither has really changed.

The second play. Keep Tight!

sed in a Cool Dry Place, is

,ther kind of satire, but not m
same vein. Whereas

..oscuro is a sort of fantasy

eo Tightly Closed is a very real

ma dealing with the minds and

Ions of three prison mmates

ring the same bleak ceU.

t
consists of a series of

ilhantly
executed scenes

cribing the mental processes

ing place in each man's mmd.

stage is eerie and

matically lit as each man

olds a memory, an experience,

a pure mental fanUsy for the

idience A central theme of the

. conspiring to escape from

,n runs throughout, but it

IS to serve only as a reality-

ited "home base" for the

^ors to touch upon after

rging into one of the bizarre

ntal tangents.

he acting in Keep Tightly

sed is some of the finest to be

d Chuck Cyphers and Dennis

jden, as the criminals Jaspers

„ Michaels, perform flawlessly.

ley create the roles of convicts —

I
Music ,

.

\Argent
It was indeed a pleasure to find that Argent, on

i their new album Ring of Hands (Epic E 30128), have

I found that magical spark which separates a true

i group from a random collection of musicians. A new

I dimension has been added to their sound, and Ring of
"
Hands impresses one as an entirely captivating

. product. The subtle, understated instrumental

I
backings lay the foundation for the airy, ethereal,

: velvety harmonies that are as strong as the thin,

\ piercing, alto lead vocals (Russ Ballard's and Rod
: Argent's, both similar) are weak.

I
Producers Chris White and Rod Argent are two of

: the best song writers around and provide six of the

: album's nine cuts, Ballard providing the other three.

: "Sweet Mary" and "Celebration" are deeply rooted

i in gospel and jazz, and while the former is a joyous

: rollicker, the latter is more of a roller. "Sleep Won't

: Help Me" experiments with African rhythms and

i evokes images of veils, sand, and desert market

i places. Ballard's "Chained" is some fair Step-

: penwolf rocfK^SmtiiS a bit too long. "Rejoice," blessed

: with a beautiful, evocative melody, is framed by an

: awesome church organ played by Rod. (Perhaps the

: best playing that he has ever done is captured on this

: album.)

The album is very tasteful. When the quartet feels

like messing around instrumentally, they don't turn

their amps up to ten and wail away haphazardly, but

present interesting and well planned and well placed

arrangements. But it soon becomes clear that mo

than a minor concern has developed. The band tr.

to augment many of their tunes with complex in

tricacies that only serve to distract from many of the

melodies. "Pleasure" offends the most and sounds

like something McCartney could have put on his first

Lp A more simple approach might be more ef

fective.

And despite Rod's contentions that Robert Heru:

is "one of the best drummers in England. "
he

problem. Henrit is apparently an okay enc

drummer, yet he hasn't learned to complement

enhance the various tunes through interpretation

(Drummers B.J. Wilson of Procol Harum. or even

Hugh Grundy of Rod's old Zombies were more adroit

at this.)

Argent, in trying to combine the Top 40 com

mercial rock song with the genre known as

progressive rock, have created a very fine Lp They

have two albums out now, both are good, and both

are more than worth haVing.

—Harold BronsoD

not as the usual stereotypes a la

Edward G Robinson, but as they
really are: emotionally troubled

yet still human. Denijiy Macko, who
portrays Gregory, the ex-marine
hired to kill, truly shows his

professional talent in this

demanding role. He assumes a
'

variety of characters, all from his

mind — killer, homosexual, stud,

English general, plus many more
(including, ironically, an E.G.
Robinson-type hood) and makes
you believe in every one. The three

men combine in a synergistic

manner to create an emotion-

packed play unequaled in artistry

and talent.

Very likely to be some of the

finest dramatic entertainment
available in the L.A. area,

Chiaroscuro and Keep Tightly

Closed are running weekends for

two months. Both plays contain

relevant messages, yet unlike so

many other plays that try to be

"heavy," they have the quality of

being effectively symbolic of

timely issues while avoiding

cliches and trite phrases. They
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succeed in givmg you something to

think about without driving it into

your mind. Plays of this kin(J seem
to be becoming increasingly scarce
in contemporary theater. To find

two together, combined with
fantastic acting and direction, is

truly a fortunate thing. •

—Mark Osterstock :

More Theater
|

On campus next week in the :

realm of theatre are two special !

productions co-sponsored by the •

Student Committee for the Arts. :

The first is in Schoenberg on :

Tuesday night at 8:00 p.m. The 1

Venice Free Theatre under the co- =

sponsorship of the Undergraduate :

English Association will perform \

"Major Barbara." The George :

Bernard Shaw play is directed by :

George Gelernter and features i

Carol Fondiller and Mardee Love \

in major roles. Admission is free. =

Thursday night will find the :

Earthlight Theatre in Royce Hall :

at 8 p.m. Admission is also free for :

this one. S

\

FOREIGN STUDENTS
l«f us ship your personal

•Hects hofne. We arm spe-

cialists in international
pockoging and shipping. We
also sell appliances (or 220
Volts.

PACIFIC-KING
12IS W. 6«hST.

LOS ANGELES)?
4839862

LAST DAY!!

PLACEMENT OFFICE

BLDG. IG

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • Westwood Village 478-9102 or 477-9207
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[More Music

: Well kiddies; welcome to

: inundatio-land. First off, let us

: hype you to the scene down at the

: Boss Bowl tomorrow. Beginning at

_ 2 pm., there will be a marathon
• Free Clinic Benefit concert
: featuring the Association, Joan
: Baez and Stoneground. Jack
: Nicholson will be honorary MC.
: David Harris, ex-prisoner, will

: also speak. Tickets are available

i all over the place and you should

: make some effort to attend if you
: seek a painless way to contribute to

I
everyone else's better health.

\ On beyond Baroque, the LA Phil

_ is presenting Contempo 71 for the

: next 10 days. The first show is this

: Sunday's 8:30 pm. concert
: featuring Mehta conducting
: Stravinsky. The series continues

: (with all concerts at the Pavilion)

i on Tuesday with Yamash'ta
: performing his own works. On
: Thursday, William Kraft will

: conduct his own material (so to

I
speak), and finally, on Sunday the

\ ninth, the Phil will play more
: Stravinsky and two new American
: compositions. Tickets are
: available, and the series is

: probably the best one of the season
: for alienating the Old Guard.

j
Sunday in Royce, the California

: Chamber Symphony, under the

: direction of Neville Merriner, will

; dare to perform a work called

; Immobile for Orchestra and

Tape" by Mel Powell (the very

same dearheart who stormed out

of the Mehta-Zappa concert in

Pauley last year). The show begins

at 8 pm.
Coming up in a week or so at the

Music Center is Liberace. God-
like, simply God-like.

This week on the Rock Circuit:

Trapeze (from England with love

from the Magnificent Moodies)

and Southwind (from Topanga)
are at the Whisky. They're all

there through Sunday night. N«ct
week are Humble Pie.

At the Troubadubadour : Jim
Webb and Judee Sill through
Sunday. Jim will doubtlessly do his

hour and a half version of

"Macarthur Park." Corning next
week, jazz guitarist Gabor Szabo.
At the Ash Grove this weekend,

Mike Seeger. Seeger (see photo) is

Pete's brother and a member of

the New Lost City Ramblers. His

appearance will be part of the

ongoing Appalachian Life series

The program includes films^

special photo displays, audio and

visual combinations which present

different aspects of Appalachia,;

and the regular Ash Grove shows

Next week will feature Earl

Scrucss.

At the Beach House this weet

Albert Collins. Next week will fin

Charlie Musselwhite. Also wortJi

checking out for that area Mc^

Cabe's on Pico and the Brass Ring

in Sherman Oaks.

This week at the Ice House in

Pasadena, folk singer ChucK

Mitchell. More importantly, nex

week. We Five Make their firs

local appearance in years at

Ice House. We'll be there

Rock concerts coming up mciuo^

tonight's Badfinger extravagant

in Pasadena. Bring your d»

screaming voice and every ]

bean you can scrape up. Oh^ i^

where are you when we need \o

See if Badfinger knows

Saturday night in Royce, Jo

Stewart and Jennifer hold dovvn u

fort in a folk-pop concert J^tev*

is one of the more mipres^

contemporary folk songwriit

around. „ „,

Sunday at the ^ong
J>^

Arena, Ten Years After. Hum^

Pie and Cactus will blow tne

ters off the roof with decibels P

This should be a loud MP >^

cotton.

Movies Around Town
[Last week's Index film of the week award goes to

^e Manchurian Candidate a film which will, un-

[rtunately, probably never seem outdated. This

?ek the Plaza Theater's midnight movie will be

libaba, a Japanese film. Ticsjliets are $L50 and be

lere on Frida>^, just around midnight.

I

If you saw If. . . at the Plaza the week before last,

)u'll definitely want to see Zero de Conduite, Jean

^go's 1933 film which was later to be elaborated

)n and remade as Lindsay Anderson's If . . ..

lost critics preferred the earlier film, believe it or

k It will be shown along with Bergman's Seventh

fal in S.W. 147 at 7:00 and 9:30 on Friday and

iturday nights.

[Saturday morning armoom the Monica Theaters

I
Santa Monica, Liz and Dick will appear in Taming
the Shrew. Tickets are $1.50.

Now at the Silent Movie Theater is a film by Frank

Borzage, Seventh Heaven. According to ouf' friends

who operate the American Cinema Series, Borzage is

"the cinema's most delerious and uncompromising

romantic." See this film and you'll know why.

Speaking of Borzage and the American Cinema

Series, two more of his films will be shown by them

next Saturday night. This Saturday night in Dickson

2160 at 7:30, the series will present this week's

candidates for best films: Shock Corridor and House

of Bamboo, both by Sam Fuller. Tickets are $1.50.

This Wednesday in S.W. 147, the Katherine Hep-

burn Festival continues with Pat and Mike and The

Rainmaker. Tickets are $1.00

Next Thursday and Friday at 7:00, 8:45, and 10:30

in Moore Hall 100, you can see Stanley Kubrick's

great black comedy. Dr. Strangelove. Donations are

requested, so go because this new film society (Eros,

it's called, for reasons unknown) needs en-

couragement so that in upcoming weeks it can bring

us The Good, The Bad and The Ugly and Bonnie and

CIvrtP

Opening

May /...

2011 Westwood Blvd.

2 Blocks South of

Santa Monica Blvd.

OFF TtiE BQLT
Fabrics 'n Fun Things ^"

J, bagSy hai"^ ftooJies, etc .

come visit our neuJ inoccetsaWe Locafion:

deep m tke alley \>tWin<) JeonsW^t^-Contemro

IJIO GAUEY AVE. WESTWOOO • H73 9S^H9

J

\rt Nouveau at Huntington Library

)evotees of Art Nouveau have
'gh tonight to see "Art
eau in America," a showing
'Wings and posters by William
'ey, currently on display at
Huntington Library in San
'10 (second floor of the Art
ry) Bradley (1868-1962) was
f America's most important
lents of this style, (along with
Sullivan and Louis Comfort
"y) Though strongly in-
ced by the work of Aubrey
^sley, Bradley's designs are
striking and original. His best
n works include illustrations
^^ magazine TV, r'U D„-.l,

••••••••••ti

Love and kiss my shutv

imtT--"*"**"*

that journal is believed to be the

first American Art Nouveau

poster), bicycle advertisements,

and a drawing of Loie Fuller as a

"SerpenUne Dancer" (which is

sold in some modem poster shops

as "Swirls"). —
Also on display at the Hun-

tington: 19th Century American

manuscripts, including "the

Prince and the Pauper" by Mark

Twain, L«w Wallace's "Ben-Hur,"

and Ambrose Bierce's "DevU's

Dictionary," as well as works by

Henry James, Bret Harte. Walt

Whitman, Jack London, and

Stephen Crane.
-has. Solomon

LA'S only photographic gallery
|

will feature a special one week :

show of phonograph record album

cover art beginning Monday. The

location is Photosphere (run by

UCLA grad Marsha Ross), 8222 :

Sunset Blvd. af the far end of the i

strip. :

The purpose of the show is to :

exhibit noteworthy album cover :

art which keeps with Marsha's •

philosophy that photography is the |

only major twentieth century art :

form According to the gallery :

director, record companies were
j

among the first to do extensive
j

artistic work with photography on :

a commercial level

iMr»eKMC t^JTIlt)

llH«»' —""*******««»t«»tti«»tm»mm«t>t>>»>t>»«t>»«»»«»»tti»»*«t*t*»**»»«*******
« »*••••*•*• *', .11

SUN. MAY 2 7 30 PM

LONG B'""^^' Bp^'wsi

All seats reservi-d *K $S.SO, 4.S0, i.'yO

(or intrirm^lion r jll '^1 )> ^\''-iiS
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More Music.
Mott the Hoople

Hi friends. Ralph Wrongway here, owner and super-

operator of the largest record emporium east of Man-

chester England, England, here in the t)eautiful town of

Earthquake Oaks. Well, as we all know, you can count the

hard rock bands of today on your hands, and smce I always

reserve the middle finger of my right hand for Led Zep-

gem is a true blast from the past. Little Richard Pen-

niman'b "Keep a Knockin'" done the way you used to like

em when you dropped a dime in the juke.

And for the ladies, who although not as spry as they used

to be still like to scream up a storm, included at no extra

cost, absolutely free for $4.98 is a rave-up version of

Melanie's (you remember her) ''Lay Down H^

As you can readily see, after a test spin, this honey leaves

those other releases behind in a cloud of aceUte. So hop on

the automatic reject switch of your choice and test this

as fading and panpotting is evidence of many long sessions

in the mixing room.

However, the similarity ends right there. EveryTappa
group has achieved greatness largely through a charac

teristic mood of irreverent, black comedy at its absotute

best. Their lyrics, punctuated by the inevitable burps and

farts, are unmatched for sheer venom, repeatedly pouring

broadsides into the cherished icons of straights, hippies

Republicans, and anybody else within view of Zappa's wide-

angle bombsight. This spirit is completely lacking with

Wazoo, whose lyrics are deadly serious tirades at

everything they consider wrong with America (in other

words, everything, period). They run the gamut from

adolescent caterwauling (**If I was myself I'd be breaking

the law") to overdone, egocentric drug references

reminiscent of the Blue Magoos at their worst ( im
falling . .

."). This is undoubtedly pretty heavy stuff in

Battle Creek, but strikes me as simply ponderous. Thank

God the Mothers don't take themselves so seriously'

I really don't know whether to recommend this album or

not. It has its moments and is superbly engineered, but

offers nothing that has not been done so much more ef-

fectively by others. The members of Wazoo seem to be

capable and versatile enough as musicians. Hopefully they^

will see fit to shuck this imitation, dope proselytizing, and

self-indulgent bitching that has retarded their artistic

evolution, and really get their own individual trip together

If they do, the result will undoubtedly be worth everybody's

serious attention.

—Hugh Stegnian

Brainbox

pelin, that puts Mott the Hoople on the adjoining index. We

all can" remember last year's snappy Hoople (see

illustration) model: the weird exterior design and the

sumptuous lizard upholstery, and this year's improved

Hoople is designed^'to modify, not reduce, the rocking and

rolling for your listening pleasure.

Thelri^t popular Tittle beauty right now is WUdlife,

license plate Atlantic SD 8284 and friends, this is the album

you've always dreamed of! Not only does this baby have the

1971 get up and go of the highly charged, wont stop

"Whisky Women" (adjusted to your turntable's needs by

Mick Ralphs) but the lower gears are easy to handle too —
just check out Ian Hunter's "Waterlow" or ''Angel of

Eighth Avenue."

Now if you're Mister Common Sense you won't believe me
when I tell you this disc operates well on any energy level,

any volume and any state of mind. Wellsir, believe me this

time, because not only does the 1971 Hoople offer the latest

innovations, but it doesn't leave you old timers out, either!

No, by jingo, finishing off the graceful lines of this sleek

baby out for ten days (easy terms unavailable). And now,

back to our movie, "John Cale meets the Electric Smack-

freaks."
Mark Leviton

Wazoo
Wowie zowie, baby! A midwestem Mothers of Invention!

Yessirree, kids, now Zig-Zag Records in Novi, Michigan

(that's right, the place they named the race cars after) has

put good old applie pie-land right smack in the middle of

what's happening in American pop music— or has it?

Wazoo (Zig-Zag ZZ 217) does share the outward attributes

of such representative middle-period Zappa work as We're

Only in it for The Money. The songs are integrated with long

instrumental breaks in an electric combination of

psychedelic rock, jazz, electronics, and noise. The record

has no bands, and everything hangs together in a sort of

cantata form. The overall tone is brightly improvisatory,

but the masterfully imaginative use of such tape techniques

MARTI ROtPH
ho$ wh*t W taK6$ . -

.

EMORMOUS TAteiT * EXCELU5NT CREDENTIALS

her profes5»of>^ training ^ the mm^cni theater t)egan with

- THE MUSICAL THEATER WORKSHOP
She then progreseed to

Ruby In **Damed At Sea*' ^ Los Aiigoles ^ S«n Franclaco

ShiHey In "Idlofs Delight* - Mimafison ThMtr©, Los Angeles

NOW Young Sally In *nFolllos," BitMKh^y*s N<»tfest hit

THESB ARE CREDENTIALS!

Gracing our shores from a land across the Atlantic pond

are Brainbox, a group of lads from Holland who have sent

over an album that might make a subsequent visit wor-

thwhile.

Brainbox, as a unit, can be likened to a reservoir of

creative energies that can be directed to perform any scfrt

of musical task. And once programmed, one can rest

assured that it will be done competentl^y and with style.

Thiif'llfemik ehtitled,"Bfiliilkix(Capital St-596^, is truly

an extraordinary first effort. Establishing themselves first

as rock and rollers, they use the position as a basis from

which to drift calculatedly off into some of those related

musical expressions that combine to make their R&R fresh

and varied.

The first track on the album is called ''Dark Rose." It is a

hard, fast rocker that captures that loud, raunchy, ecstatic

sound of rock and roll with great precision. This ability

alone is a tribute to their musical dexterity when one

considers the vast number of supposed musicians who try to

pass off poor instrumentation and excessive volume for the

real thing.

(Continued on Page 17)

Prize-winners
called the
Unjversitvof
Chic • • home

Youcan too.

TOP PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING FOR

THE PERFORMER IN THE
MUSICAL THEATER.

Now in our 6th year, the thirteen-week session,

five nights a week, will be held at the Los Angeles
Music Center for twenty-two extremely well-

1

qua li f ied you nc) t n lent*. for Ta li
.

1 971. The re i 9 q

$350 fee— scholarships are available.

For informatton, application and audition schedule,
please (ill out this form and send to Musical Theater
WofKshop, 135 N Grand Ave . Los Angeles. CA 90012.

Nanrip

Address

^»

The University of Chicago is

one of the world's great

schools, and this year the

Summer Session Is open to

part-time, visiting, and transfer

students. Wide variety of

courses, on campus and off,

day and evening classes Full

University of Chicago aca-

demic credit. Distinguished

faculty includes scholars and

scientists of international rep-

utation. New library of almost

three million volumes. Hous-

ing, athletic and recreational

facilities. The Summer Ses-

sion: June 21 to September3.

Writfi or call for thp hnnklPt

This summer, you can call UC
home.

312/753-3139
Summer Session
The University of Chicago
1307 East 60th Street

Chicago. Illinois 60637

Gentlemen: Please send me
complete course listing and

application information.

Name

Addres'

City State Zip

with full details today.

The University

of Chicago
Summer Session

1

more. .

.

Braintox

Fifth Dimension
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^continued from Page
16)

,n addition to this weU-honed

.iextenty.
Brainbox also prove

themselves quite qualified as a

l^ressive band. And in order to

aear this mantle with dignity, they

must be proficient in those musical

-Kles from which they have

supposedly progressed. In this

sense Brainbox have triumphed as

well During the aforemenUoned

•Dark Hose," the usual guitar solo

brideo between verses is replaced

bv a nifty, Tull-Uke flute solo which

helps to carry the track beyond the

pale of your basic rock and roll

structure.

—Sandwiched between Dark

Rose" and ''Sea of Delight," the

only two songs penned by Brainbox

themselves, are five compositions

written by all sorts of stylisUcally

diverse composers. These songs

vary greatly in terms of origin and

style and they are a reflection of

the mfluences that affect Brain-

After the volume and speed of

•Rose," the boys tone everything

down to perform a pleasing, folky

rendition of Tim Hardin's ''Reason

to Believe." Just as one begins to

marvel at the full, rich sound of

this acoustic ditty, Brainbox takes

two steps to the side to do a blues-

rock rendition of Jimmy Reed's

Baby. What You Want Me to

Do?
'

In "Baby. ". another ?ort of

influence is made apparant

(oul.side of their obvious taste in

composers). For in terms of style

and craftsmanship, Jan Akkerman

(lead guitar) and Casimirz Lux

(vocals) create a quick, tightly

instrumented sound reminiscent of

Ten Years After. But keep in mind

that it's not mere duplication.

Rather, it's more of a highly

personalized stylization.

The next two tunes on the album

are the most radical of all. The

first is "a resonant, acoustically-

oriented version of "Scarborough

Fair, " culminating in a plaintive

flute/guitar canticle (a form of

ancient church music.)

The second and most compelling

of these two outlandish cuts is an

extremely competent rock ren-

dition of Gershwin's "Sum-
mertime" (How's that for a well-

rounded repertoire?).

Alas, you will have to allow me to

say that there is one negative

feature of the album which merits

pouncing upon. It's a twehty

minute tune entitled "Sea of

Delight,' which sounds like a

modernistic version of The But-

terfly's "In-a-Gadda-De-Doo-
Dah" It doesn't actually sound
like the aforementioned atrocity,

but it is structurally similar. It

possesses a defined, opening
melody that disintegrates into all

sorts of embarrassing and dreary
experimental stuff and is mostly
comprised of alternating solo leads

and strange instrumental duets.

And the only thing that saves this

tune from complete oblivion is that

the musicians involved are good.

Consequently, at their worst they
remain essentially tolerable.
However, it's too bad that they had
to blow it on the longest cut of the
album.

(Generally speaking, the ever so
delightful fact that Brainbox are a
competent bunch of musicians
coupled with their rather ingenious
selection of material, makes
Brainbox's first opus delightful
and inspiring. Three stars.

—.laroh Wiesel

Judging from their past efforts, the 5th Dimension are one of the finest

pop vocal groups around today. With this in mind, there is no reason for

an album so completely ordinary and unimaginative as their latest

release, lx)ve's Lines. Angles and Rhymes (Bell 6060).

Christie / E, Bear
loo formulized On a couple of cuts

the boys make references to

The year l%7 saw the emergence gambling, and on still a few more

of a new fangled musical they discuss the USA. but one

,.v«o^, .^w^ :, ..„,r^. /^uRifs anu nnymes ^of ii ouw;. conglomeration, the power trio, as suspects that these are superficial.

The excitement generated on Aquarius and the originality displayed on inspired by Cream and the Jimi impersonal views In f"t^«Jj>'-^s

Portrait are simply missing on L.L.A.&R. Song nows into song and side Hendrix Experience Since then, Christie might ^ive more o

into side, resulting in an album that thuds heavily into the middle-of the- assorted evolved 4>lue& groups themselves by singing aboui

road market. have copied these two groups' personal experiences or more

Individually, Marilyn McCoo has the best voice of the five, and the styles and have unleashed »^"5wledgeable situations thus

group's strength hinges upon her clear and vibrant solos. As a unit, the themselves on the masses, their adding another dimension to ineir

harmony is easy, well-balanced and tightly executed, but lacks the punch popularity currently embodied by

of the much needed solos. Billy Davis Jr.'s soul shouts at the fade-out of

some songs are secondary to his capabilities as a solo artist.

The only bad song on the album is "Viva Tirado," the result of inane
lyrics put to a lackluster melody. The best on the album are "The
Rainmaker," Nilsson's light-hearted, historical account of a town's
encounter with a drought and McCartney's "Every Night," smoothly
done by Marilyn and Billy. Since the majority of the songs have proved
sticcessful for other artists (Laura Nyro's "Time And Love" and "He's A
Runner," "What Does It Tak6" and "Every Night"), it is left up to The
5th Dimension to perform them well. Unfortunately, the simple vocal

arrangements and the musical charts (which are uncomfortably similar

to those on Portrait) prevent the group from doing their best.

Undoubtedly the album will achieve financial success, due to the

popularity of the title song. With the exceptions of the aforementioned

high points. Love's Lines, Angles and Rhymes suffers from "ordinary-

itis," which can be cured if caught in time. If not, it results in depression

... for the listener.

—Andy Linsky

the successful Grand Funk
Railroad.

New to the charts, Christie and

Edward Bear have eschewed the

previous heaviest-of-all modus
operandi, prefering to play their

own styles of music (very pop

influenced), while remaining

within the trio configuration.

England's Christie is molded

around song writer-bass player-

lead singer Jeff Christie who
supplies his band with many
catchy tunes—indeed, there isn't

one bum cut on their Yellow River

(Epic E 30403) debut album His

uncultivated voice is textured and crystaline-tenuous vocals

masculine, and sounds not unlike some fairly interesting songs

music. Christie, while offering

nothing profound, do provide some

thoroughly enjoyable pop-rock.

On Edward Bears second

album. Eclipse (Capitol ST 580),

the Canadian trio show themselves

to be quite diverse: "Chris's Song"

is easy flowing in the Fleetwood

Mac vein, yet draws as heavily

from country as it does the blues;

"T-l Blues." on the other hand, is a

danceable blues-rocker, while

"Four Months Out to Africa." the

album's best cut, is very much
rooted in pop.

Lead singer-drummer Larry

Evoy provides refreshing
and
But

Frees lead vocalist. The in-|

strumental arrangements rely on a

rhythmic symplicity that, on a

couple of cuts, remind one of the

Equals. Of specific note is "I've

Got a Feeling" which is built on a

1950's chord progression (much

hke "Oh Dariing '). and features

Jeff Christie's echoy lead vocal

reminiscent of the

Five's Mike Smith.

when the group delves into the

heavy medium, as they are wont to

do, their results are only fair Of

the three members, only guitarist

Danny Marks has the proficiency

to attempt this style, and thus their

failure.

Eclipse is mipressive. and if

Edward Bear can overcome their

Dave Clark limitations, and a tendency to tmce,

we just might find them churmng

Most of the songs, though, out some exceptional music

despite their commerciahty, are ,
-Harold Bronson

Perhaps you were wondering whatever happened to that boy with the

interesUng voice who used to sing lead with the Faces be ore the Rod

stPwfrt Refiime'> Well, his name is Steve, it says on the album jacket

andlcln bi as much of a snob as they can, so I won't say what his last

name is either. And he's still alive and vocalizing.

The group is Humble Pie, to ease the suspense, and their new album is

Rock On tA&M SP4301 ) and Steve is a lead singer and is sounding a lot-

like (can you guess? ) Rod Stewart But he is. despite some of the lyrics on

this album, neither so ballsy nor. as they say in academic circles, so

compelling as Stewart. He does have his moments, though.

The album itself is no model of consistency. The lyrics range from

•There'll be dramas in your pajamas tonight" to "When I woke up this

morning/ the sky was cold and grey./ 1 wonder how you think of me/

when I'm so far away " The material as well as the general musical

quality is diverse. « ^ .u u . ui^^ «„
There are some really good things m Rock On. By far the best thing on

the album is "T^th and Sunset," which features some fairly explicit, not to

say surprising, lyrics. It isn't quite up there with the Fugs in the category

of hard-core porno rock, but it's not a bad effort The bass work and the

back-up vocals by Doris Troy and the Soul Sisters are top-notch in Big

^IIZ- a natural Ike and Tina number if there is one. The most en-

joyable bit on the album is the Righteous Brothers "My Babe riff at the

ond of side one.

There is only one really bad cut on the whole aibum It is called

Strange Days " and like much else on the album the title has a familiar

sound to it You can tell that the song is about "strange ways" because

there's this sort of eerie echo effect on the vocals, and it has politically

meaningful lyrics like "bet there's a cop on every corner/ he's got an axe

to grind." . ,^
As albums go. Rock On is far enough above average to merit listemng

to it The croup did not affect me deeply, and this is. I think, for two

reasons First many of the themes, riffs, and general ideas on the album

sound like they came from somewhere else It is mildly disconcerting to

listen to a record and wonder where you've heard it before The second

reason can be found in Humble Pie's version of Muddy Waters' ''Hollmg

Stone " As done by the bluesmen, "Rolling. Stone" is a first rate blues As^

done by Humble Pie, "Rolling Stone" is certainly not blues, but is rather

an indication of lack of direcUon. for it isn't definitely anything else

either.
-Peggy Baker

Perk up!

Campaign

for free

coffee

at

DB office

KH no

\ New Surhmer Sched
FRIDAY EVENING
7:30 P.M.

8:30 P.M.

MINCHA - afternoon service

^'KABBALAT SHABBAT"

^Sholom Aleichen' Shabbat Mea

SATURDAY

•(Paid Advertise metit)

Improw. Grad«« While Devoting
ih« Same Amount Of T.me To Stuny

USE STUDY SOUNDS
y

'"«;''»•>• ^ M,r Concentration And Impmve
p'l' -ntion Study At A \ /i\X*i Rete
'^'-l ilCALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS

CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

- Pleaie Sp.crfy
B Track Tap.. Cassette. Or LP Record

^«nd Chech or Money Order — $9.95 Each
Include 7V H;«ndlinf and Pos«ef«
SO"«xl

' Inc.. — Bon 3852
Cf I., v.. 22902

"in Piirsuii oi

iraditionai Jaoan

EDUCATIONAL TOUR

30 Days in Japan

f

»

c/o INAMOTO,
5669 Vedole.race, LA 900681

10:30 A.M

5:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

7:15 P.M.

SHACHARIT - morning service

followed by SHABBAT MEAL

PIRKEI AVOTH - ethics of the fathers

MINCHA SERVICE

SHOLOSHSEUDOT

,yAUDALAH SERVICE - one hour after sundown

rHARAD HOUSE
741 GAYLEY AVENUE 477-8647 270-3303

tig
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Quicksilver

i«*i

The art of incorporating in-

telligible combinations of tones

into a composition having struc-

ture and continuity is, as we all

know, called music. Within that

definition are many in-

terpretations of the essence of

music—to some, it is the pounding

of animal-skin drums in the jungle;

to others, it is the symphony at the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion; to the

enligljtened, it is good old rock and

roll.

Similarly, within the world of

rock, music preferences are ex-

tremely diverse. For example, the

variety of individual tastes dictate

why few people can agree on who is

the best male vocalist in con-

temporary music.

The solution, of course, depends

on individual preference, and a

preference for the vocals of singer-

songwriter Dino Valente is

necessary to get into the music of

What About Me (Capitol), the fifth

album by the Quicksilver

Messenger Service. Quicksilver

have been through a continuum of

personnel changes, and for this

album the group featured horns

and an abundance of Dino Valente.

Valente, to be sure, has a voice

all his own, but it often sounds like

a twangy, smoky cross between
soloist John Sebastian and Felix

Cavaliere (of the Rascals).

Valente has been a songwriter for

some time now, but his big-time

singing career is relatively young.

"Dino's Song," a happy, hvely

rock tune, was featured on the first

Quicksilver album, but Valente

was only a high-class groupie back
then.

Earlier, in 1966, he was in

Folsom on a one-to-tenner as a

result of a marijuana bust. To
finance his bail, he sold a song to a

San Francisco music company.
The song was called "Get
Together," and later became a

million-seller for the Youngbloods.
In essence, Valente kicked his

parole on a signed promise to "be a
good boy and go make some
records."

'(Paid Advertisement)

MECHA
-X-

l Liberation or

AssimilatioQZ
Chicano leader from the cam-
pus & barrios will discuss &
present alternitives to the Chi-

cano student.

A CHICANO
STUDENT
CONFERENCE
SAT. MAY 1 St

9:30 - 5 P.M.

SOCIAL WELFARE 147

Joe Razo—
La Raza Magazine

Barrio Defense

Committee

La Raza

Unida Party

Rosalio Munoz
Chicano Moratorium

B.A.LA.

Brown Beret Party

Food-Workshops
Entertainment X-13

i

"Get Together" was a

"Movement" song of sorts, urging

people throughout the world to

"smile on your brother . . try and

love one another right now." The

title song from the album What

About Me couJd also be considered

a movement song. It has a more

hostile, defiant tone, though,

perhaps reflecting Valente's

change in lyrical concern from

idealistic dreams to relevent

realities.

Written as a second-person, bad-

mouth rap to the aging, corrupt

establishment, the song complains

about living conditions and reflects

a stubborn, almost child-like

taunt: "Oh, oh; whatcha' gonna do

about me?"
Valente apparently considers

himself the self-appointed

spokesman for the younger

generation of the world. Although

the chorus seems childlike, the

song mainly isxjuite powerful, with

thoughtful, cutting lyrics: "You
keep adding to my number^ As

you shoot my people down . . ./

Those of us who care enough/

We've got to do something ..."

Like Neil Young's "Ohio",
"What About Me" is a cry to end

apathy, with Valente leading the

way. His position is solidified with

the final warnmg: "I believe in

revolution/ Cause we're mighty

close at hand ..."

The message contained in "What
About Me" Idoes not repeat
elsewhere in the album, but the

vocal & stylistic domination of

Valente does. Of the album's ten

cuts, seven are sung by Dino, in

virtually the same piercing style.

The only thing is, the fine, full

harrtionies featured in the title

song are for the most part left out.

Quicksilver have seen drastic

changes over the years, both in

personnel and style of music. The
popular, toe-tapping rock and roll

of the first two albums is a joy of

the past. Changes on the third

album. Shady Grove ai^i the

fourth, Jtist For Love, have proven
to be more than a passing

phase—with the present
domination of Dino Valente,
Quicksilver have gotten into an
area Which will only get them as

far as the singer can take them.

—Bill Pique

R. Dean Taylor
Kristofferson's "Sunday Morning Coming r^

Friday. April X. 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

and Lennon and McCartney's "Two of Us As in the

R. Dean Taylor sings "Fire and Rain " on hi^ new

release, ! Think. Therefore I Am (Rare Earth

(RS522). but it is here that any similarity ends be-

tween the two Taylors. R. Dean does gain some

distinction in having recorded the worst version, to

date, of Sweet Baby James's song. But after all, this

Taylor isn't one of the Taylor clan.

Being one of very few white performers on the

Motown label, one might expect some exceptional

qualities from Taylor. This expectation is not

realized on the album, but it is not because he is not a

capable musician and an able songwriter. It is ob-

vious that he intended and succeeded in creating an

album of commercially acceptable Top 40 music. His

songs, including-ttie hit, "Indiana Wants Me." as well

as his compositions, "Love Child" and "I'm Livin' in

Shame," (recorded by the Supremes) testify to his

ability to capture what AM radio capitalizes on.

These songs are characterized by an up tempo rock

beat, cleverly contrived lyrics, and a catchy melody.

The problem with Taylor arises when he attempts

to step out of the music he knows. He sings

case of "Fire and Rain," the original versions bv th«

songwriters themselves only point out the imrtie
difference between merely singing a song and {^v^
what the lyrics say. Anyone who hears Krf
Kristofferson, Sammi Smith, or Johnny Cash dp
form "Sunday Morning Coming Down" cannot M
but feel that a real experience is being transmittpS
through the recording. One might argue that tl^
artist cannot communicate meaningfully lyrics J
has not written himself. If this is the case, and hi

mediocre performances have proven this to be so
then one begins to wonder why he has chosen to do
other people's compositions. Diversity is com
mendable and usually effective, but it fails here

R. Dean Taylor creates music which is successful

according to lids standards. You cannot discredit the

man for writing songs the public buys and enjoys

And however biased your musical tastes, it has to be

admitted that there is a time, place, and purpose
suitable for Top 40 music. If AM radio doesn't do

anything for you, either will R. Dean Taylor, and its

best to leave his music on the car radio, where it

belongs. —Marsha Necheles

Janis Ian
She's got a lilting-lusty voice;

she plays the piano with rhythm,

blues, and mellowdy ; she writes all

of her material; she does NOT
confess or perspire—nor does she

weave or embroider (at least not

publicly) — nor has she had
romances with half of the folk-rock

biggies. Not much has been heard

T^"^ "protest geku^
fwpen«rm|Ba at the age of i

in Ed's show (we'll miss you

h ^ ils, Janis Ian emerg*

mother strong, female iMtni
4ibum, Present Com
^apitol) sings for itself. It

Bg
and it builds, from son

^ so it can be enjoyed a

mtity rather than a series

separate pieces and m<^]fis.

^'ut *}'ii it's all the same song. It

1 .1 \ «iid ends with^ two simple

w„i.^ag-along-the-shore sixty-

^sm/k&. which M|e themes and
words in common* and which grow
into and out of the following/

preceding material directly. From
the walk by "The Seaside," Janis
picks up the pace and moves into

the title song, "Present Com-
pany," adding her own harmony on

a double track. From there the

music flows into "See My Grammy
Ride" and "Here in Spain," the

speed picking up and the

arrangement getting more com-
plex, until you're just ready to sit

down and be On the Train. Train is

one of the high points of the album,

though one of the quietest. The
arrangement condenses to a basic

guitar and vocal, her voice

elevates; and a captivating song

unfolds. But the train gets moving
and the Rocking Russell Rhythm is

flavored by horns, more good use

of voice tracking, additional

voices, some gospel good-stuff (in

Alabama), and the album rolls on,

fast and then slow, but always
unified; building, and continuous.

Janis walks, runs, drives, rides

and glides, but she never stops

moving — musically and emot-
ionally.

The almost-last two songs are* a

bit on the weak side — partly due,

it seems, to the simple production

fact that she had no more elements
to add to keep the aesthetic

crescendo of the album rising, but

also "Hello Jerry" and "Can You
Reach Me" are a bit on the used
side . .< . "croon your tune,"

hazy/lazy, and we-can't-seem-to-

communicate have been around a
bit too often not to need an extra-

special something to let them

merit the final positions in this

gifted, growing recording One
couldn't help but wish she would

develop the transitional songs like

"See the River" (36 seconds) and

"Liberty" (66 seconds) and so let

"The Sunlight" shine directly out

of "My Land," a worthy swinger

with Peter Childs doing Banjo

And Janis does have some good

people working with her. "Here in

Spain," "Nature's at Peace." and

"Let it Run Free," all moving

songs, were written in c'lab'ration

with Peter Cunningham ; Ed Bogus

did a masterful job of weaving the

horns in and oui- and around;

there's some nice steel guitar

given us by John McFee; and the

lead guitarist, Jerry Corbitt, also

produced the album to his

everlasting credit. The Drummer.

Jeff Myer, deserves several pats

on the back (in 4/4 time) for

keeping it all going (inspite of his

Ringo Starr Abbey Hoad lead-in 60

seconds into the album)

Pearl, Ronstadt, Mitchell.

Coolidge, Carole the Queen. Laura

the New York King, and back

behind everybody's curtain is

Bessie — of course Janis rings of

all these; but in the well populated

scene of good, gutsy female

people/performers, Present

Company is not excepted.

—Deborah Gobble

yes, Yes, YES
I mean getbehinditman, it's a natural — and this is the year for

bein' natural — to call the band "Yes." Yes. Ohwow, all those squashed
psyches out there, yearning to grasp onto something, a feeling, dig it, a
feeling that is Positive! a feehng that is . . . Yes. Oh and that too, we'll
keep those Positive vibes coming by calling their third album The Yes
Album (Atlantic SD 8283). Ooooh, see now you are digging it. It's a Yes
group, with a Yes album, so like they are tx)und, just you know . . . bound
to make Yes music. And heyyaknow, if you're not for Yesness man, then
you're a Blue Mgfiny , so who cannot pick up on Yes?
Pink who? Soft what? Pink Floyd and the Soft Machine did all this

before Yes? They perfected in their early albums — did you say cut over
four years ago? — the outer space organ runs and super percussion that
Yes is still working on? Yeah ... but they weren't Positive. I mean, they
may have done it first, and ^ ok, they did it better, much better, but

you're missing the point — those groups did not do it — rightman -

positively! They are not Yes bands!
No, no. Look again you're messing up the positive trip, brother I

realize that the lyrics are redundant, bad when they're first presented

and attaining heights of horror when they're repeated throughout the

repetitive songs; and I know that the engineer drowned out any vocal clue

as to what was going on in the album, but . . . well, you can't be anti Yes

Besides, we got it packaged up real artsy, with stark sittings of the band.

and, and, also, see, we've even got two-part little mini-operas. Who? oh,

oh, yeah, I've heard of the like, but like "Tommy" is not Yes music Well.

maybe the band is not experimental, and maybe their music is deriv

derivitative — nice word man, picked it up at Evelyn Wood's — but I'm

putting it to you, are you a No person? —David Lees
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College Book Go
IS

continuing their sale until

MAY 15

BOOK SALE
600 additional volumes added daily

PAPERBACK SALE PRICES

$1.50 & below 25i
$1.75 - $2.25 75<
$2.50 - $3.50 $1.00

SPECIAL BARGAIN TABLE
Saturday May 1 Only

ALL YOU CAN CARRY $2.50

MASTERCHARGE

1002 Westwood Blvd.

BANKAMERICARC

Phone 477-8051

5^^REW_"The Taming of The Shrew/' starring

Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor, will screen at

n a.m. tomorrow at the AAonica I and II Theaters,

1332 2nd Street, Santa Monica, as part of a

Shakespeare film festival sponsored by the Un-

dergraduate English Association here. Admission is

$1.50.

What's Brew'n at the Big U
Special Activities

The department of speech and

the graduate student association

wij) present the Reader's Theater

Production of "The Little Prince"

at 8 30 p.m. today in the Neuro-

Psychiatric Institute Auditorium,

720 Westwood Plaza.

"Biology and Environment of the

Galapagos Islands, Part \" will

screen at 8 p.m. today in Young
Hall 2224.

The ethnomusicology institute

here will present a concert of

"Music and Dance of Indonesia" at

8; 30 p.m. today In Schoenberg

.Auditorium. Tickets are $2, $1 for

students.

Two films directed by Sam
Fuller, "Shack Corridor" and
"House of Bantboo" will screen at

7:30 p.m. tomorrow in Dickson

Auditorium. Tickets are $1.50 at

the door.

A concert of "Music and Dance

of Africa" will be presented at 8. 30

p.m. tomorrow in Schoenberg

Auditorium. Tickets are $2, $1 for

students.

Henri Temianka and the

California Chamber Symphony
will conclude their series of con-

certs with Aaron Copeland's or-

chestral version of Emily
Dickinson songs, and AAel Powell's

"Immobile for Orchestra and

Tape" at 8 p.m. Sunday in Royce

Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $5.75,

$4.75, $3.75, $2.75, and $V.50 for

students.

(Continued on Page 22)
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TICKETS AVAILABLE—Tickets are still available for the Jennifer John

Stewart concert set for 8:30 p.m. tomorrow i^ Royce Hall Auditorium. All

tickets are $2, and may be purchased at the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office,

Kerckhoff 140 (formerly the post office). The concert is being sponsored

by the Student Committee for the Arts and the ASUCLA Cultural Affairs

Commission. __^ ^^^

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
Kp m

TOMORROW
11 am

SUNDAY
2pm

5pm
7 30pm

Hare Krishna

Xj Magic for Performanc*

An Intrpduclwn to the Philosophy of Subjective Expression

Vegetarian Cooking

Psychology Project Group Encounter. 473-OWO

Ackerman Union 2408

Arch 1243

Botanical (iardwi-s.

Siddartha Pool

14301 Mulholland
2249 N Beverly Glen

^1 fM

'«WW!*^^-

'm

M

MftNgHft
Wif

m

AFRICAN EXHIBIT—"Black Gods and Kings: Yoruba Art at UCLA-

will continue on exhibit through June 13 in the Ethnic Art Gallery.

"«// 0' Scotland

f=ISH &
CHIPS

SHRIMP

CHICKEN
DINNERS

A^ ORDERS
^^V TO

TAKE OUT

LUNCHEON & DINNER SERVICE
Id Privol* Group*

Opw> Tu« T>»f<H.qh S«n 4 P 1^. fill 9PM
Frxfcvll 30 AM r.ll9 30PM.

aOSED MONDAY
J^3>^WEST>^OO0 BiVD W.LA

EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

r^RIDGE LOOSED STRUTS

CRACKED OR BUZZING'

STRINGS TOO HIGH-?

WE REPAIR ALL TYPES

OF STRINGED INSTRUMENib
Mnrtms. Vomohos

carpttlng • tlr condltionlnf • hftt^twimmiftgfgf^
nro

.«« -''IeW^<i>im • VokK TV • «>i.etnt» e«mH«

930 Hilgard Avenue

(213)475-5831

-N«^Ac

MANNS GUITAR SHOP

1441 WESTWOOD 477 1238 I

/-
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Cheapo Cheapo productions presents

REAL LIVE

JOHN SEBASTIAN

LA. WOMAN

"fiiV ''•it*

REG
5.98

REG
5.98

Elektra

THE "TRI-SONIC" DELUXE STEREOPHONIC
4 UNIT TABLE MODEL WITH AM-FM-FM STEREO

SOLID STATE EIGHT TRACK STEREOPHONIC TAPE
CARTRIDGE COMPONENT SYSTEM

••St

o

^ ^

JETHRO TULL
AQUA LUNG

ROLLING STONES
STICKY FINGERS

REG
5.98

Reprise X
JAMES TAYLOR «.f<fc

MUDSLIDE SLIM

^ ^.^;y- - - x

M-4004

mmmA
• Solid State dual channel am
plifier

• Integrated tuner completewith

AM-FM and FM stereo functions

•4 Speaker systenn-l-6" and

1 -3% " full range speaker in each

enclosure
• Fully automatic custom BSRU

A

^5 record changer with studio

type 11" turntable, automatic

shutoff, intermix and low mass

tone arm
• High compliance stereo cera-

mic cartridge

• Six precision controls: Loud-

ness, Balance, Tone, AFC, Func

tion, Tuning

• Complete broadcnst bands

• Dial light • Built in antennae

• Automatic 45 rprn spindle in

eluded

• Pilot light

• FM Stereo indicator beacon

• 4 piece system of oiled wal

nut finish-wood in contemporary

design consists of control center

with removable lid, 2 speaker

compartments and base

• Size; Control Center. 21 3/4"

wide, 8" high, 14 3/4" deep

Speakers (eoch): 10 1/2" wide,

17" high, 13 1/2" deep Base

21 3/4" wide, 3" high, 13 3/4"

deep-Total together; 273/8" high

21 3/4" wide, 14 3/4" deep

• UL Approved

• Solid State Stereoph<.)iu». am-

plifier with 30 watt output pU>s

Pre Amp stoge

• Frequency Response 70 lU.UUU

cps
• 14 Transistors with odvanced

Solid Stale circuitry

• Fouf speaker iy stem, with 2

high excursion speokers. com

pliantly matched to the on>pli

fier, in eoch seoled enclosure

• Input jocks for operotion with

record changer, tape d«ck or

FM stereo tuner

• Four precision controls includ

ing Oionnel Selector, Volume.

Balonce, lone. Phono Input.

Ph»ono/Cor1ridg« selectot

• Autfjmotic Pfixjrofn Snif^ii"

has four cfxinnul irutiioloi t>e<i

cons
• Three piece system ot cnled

walnut hafdwiKids

• Conlrol center has bi ushed al

uminum control ponel with (Or

trjge slot door

• Si/e Control Center 4 \ fS"

high. 1 I 5/8"wide..l I 1/4" deep

• Speokeiw (each) 9" high, 14"

wide. 6 1/4" deep

-•>r"~»~

STEREOPHONIC SOLID STATE

COMPACT COMPONENT SYSTEM

STEREOPHONIC 4 TRACK SOLID STATE

PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER

CROSBY STILLS NASH

REG
5.98

'S

Warner Bros

.d
'•

1 1' «

& YOUNG
^

4 WAY STREET

REG
9.98

Atlantic
OFFER ENDS MAY 9

CHECK OUR EVERYDAY LOWEST PRICES ON ALL

ROCK FOLK 8. BLUES I P<^

TO SHOP WHERE
Ynirii FiNn it PAYS

X/bpustl poll duji thirinf' atnplidor

providing less than '/, of I'/ndiMor.

lion over iudible irr'V'fm v ...ni;c

40 wjll output

f,H„ sppjker svsti-m w.ih .,r,.. h.gh

e.djfMOn 6 «.pe.il«pr -nd 1-3 /t

iwppi^r in e*rh enrlosute

PrtM isipn recesst-d deluxe Master-

wf)rk Cjrrard (ullv automatic iPcprd,

. h.inger

.luHio type 11 rubber matted turn-

lablf

St«rpo ceramic cartridge witb pren-

sion diamond needle /

Fc)ur((>ntrol» compenwted Volume.

BaUrue. Bass, Treble v
five O.de switches Pow^r (On OH

Auto), Stereo Moho PNono-Au*.

Speakers (Main 0«i Speaker^ 'txi

OH.

Front mountrd Slerro hfjdphonc

Speaker output latks (4i two mpin

,acks for au»iliarv sr.urre, Ar
>

venienip outlet iPowef souftf

tape (aftricfgeMnil. tuner, e»r )

Recessed ronti(,i1 panel

Tinted dust <ove/.iOcludtLl

Three piece vystcm with f o-f .1

Center and Speakers of VV,,In..tH..-<J

woods

Si/e Control Cente' .'. -"de

1SV> deep, fl''t higb mtludmg^dust

cover Speaker {nclfisute- (eachi 14

high, t wide t' deep

Ul Approved

I 7 tfansi$t6rs

Solid Stoteduol channel amplifier

Two speed record ond playbtxfc

operfjiion /'/? and iVa ipS
*

Frequency responseBO I^.OOOcps •

@ 7'/, ips

Two 4 '«6" permanent aiagnel

speakers

12 foot stero6 seporolion

' Push button controls. Stop, Re

wind, 7'/, Ploy, 3'/. Ploy, Pause •

' 2 precision VU level indicators

' 2 On/Off Volume controls

' le+T & Rigtit r'honnel Record but

Ions

2 tone conlrols

lr»puts for Mfjniluriny 'jnO w«
'

•

nol speakers

Digital fcxjioye counter

Accessories' 2 bigh quo lily ty

linder microphones with stonds.

I empty 7" reel. I oH 7" reel

(7Q0fi I including demonslfOtion

informotion, aliigotot potch clip

'connection

Sturdy B)ony leofherettecoverer^

wood cobmel and sf)ealier en

clo»ufes ond (Kcessory slortxje

comportment

Si/e 22" Wirt- ' A" ^u,A, ^" (immr^

l;i5: '5=?^,fes;y'^«tes^MSi

V/Hili THEY LAST
wiM>»r?<)S!rwt»if^!-ww!e^Rii?'

it»«itesPKfi;.'--A'«.ri,-<.;ii;*

^nf:
ii*«»«»*»'r-w'

10665 W. Pico Bivd.

let An«»Ut, Calif. 90064

•7f.9IM • 47S-lf43

)-'RE
, *. I k k^ ^. ^

MNffUVOOB MWMUII
11651 Sen Vicente Blvd.

U* Angeles, Calif. 90049

.^ :. k k i. i.

10MS W. fkmVM*
U« AnfvlM, Calif. 9QM4
•Tf-SliO • 47Mii9

i i

11MI Urn Vkam
im ANniM. €i4il. 90049
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ON CAMPUo rnvjuuv- I iwi^^— I lie \JKyai iiiiciii ui iiicaici ai li her© Will

present "A Musical Fable for Puppets/' (pictured atx>ve)/ at the

MacGowan Little Theater, and Don Peterson's "Does a Tiger Wear a

Necktie?" (pictured below) at the Ralph Freud Playhouse. Both

productions will have performances at t:30 p.m. today and tomorrow;
ticket prices are $2.50, $1 for students in both instances.

i-

,. vj.

ARE YOU GOING ON A CHARTER TO EUROPE?
1

T Audio-Visual World •SCHOOL OF TRAVEL
1 726- 1 730 Westwood Blvd. (near Santa Monica blvd)

WILL HELP YOU ''PlanS. Prepare" YOUR TRIP!

Don t miss our SPECIAL FIIM-PROGRAAAS. . . on Western
Europe - every MONDAY NIGHT at 7: 1 5 pm CALL
475-3033 for Information

1 Free Admission with this Coupon + + -«-

^9^3^90^3^3^3

Please Help
Community Services Resource Center

Requirtments
Interest In children; time

• Availability Tuesday, AAay 18th at any time
between 8:00-5:00 even If only for one hour

For more information on any of these positions see Cathy Hanan after 2 p.m. In Kerckhoff

Hall 309 or call 825 7368 after 2 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Community Need
e Males are needed to supervise eight to 12

year-old boys ^n weekend camping and other

recreational activities. *

• Volunteers are desperately needed for one

day to work at election polls in Venice and Santa

Monica. This is a special election conducted by

EYOA-Education and Youth Opportunities

Agency — Only low Income families qualify to

vote. (At least 40 more volunteers needed.)

e Be a big brotner as well as a tutor to an 11

year old boy. in W.L.A.
Students are needed with an interest In

working on an environmental magazine.

e One or two students are needed to do

research for a public relations firm on the

campaign for community college board of

trustees.

• Be a teachers' aide or a seminar leader at a

nearby high school. All subjects included,

special emphasis on social studies.

e Volunteers needed to work with Ex- Helps

youth drop-in house in Santa Monica. Group
counseling, telephone counseling, or drug
counseling experience neededr

• Tutoring ability In history, spelling, and
math.

e Interest In ecology and journalism.

• No salary is available but expense account

may be provided.

• Teaching ability and interest.

eTransportation to Santa Monica.

-U-

Campus Need
• Students are needed with a proficiency In

any subject who can tutor free of charge or at a

reduced rate. Tutees will be UCLA students who
cannot afford standard tutoring fees.

Requirements
• Tutoring ability In any University level

subject, especially foreign languages.

^Available Resources —
• Tutoring help is available In Engineering,

French, Spanish, and AAath, History, Physics.
There is no cost.

iCOCOC

More Brew'n goodies . .

.

(Continued from Page 19)

A concert of "Music and Dance
of Mexico," featuring the marachi
ensemble and dances and en-

sembles of other areas in Mexico,
will be presented at 8:30 p.m.
Sunday in Schoenberg Auditorium.

Speeches and Seminars

E. W. Roedder, geochemlst and
petrologist, geochemistry and
petrology branch, Unites States

Geological Survey, Washington
D.C., will lecture on "Ancient
Fluids in Crystals" at 3 p.m. today
in Geology 3656.

F.K. Browand. assistant
professor of aerospace and civil

engineering, University of

Southern California, will present
an mechanics and structures
seminar on "Experimental In-

vestigation of Stratified Flow Past
a Cylinder" at 4 p.m. today In

Boelter 5264.

Author Alex Healy will speak on
"The Discovery of My Ancestors"
at 8 p.m. today In Architecture
J 102, as part of "Africa Week"
activities.

Arthur Ellen, counsultant In

hypnosis, will give a seminar on

"Hypnosis, Psychology, and

Learning" at 1 p.m. today in Franz

Hall 1260.

Professor J.H.K. Nketia,

director of Ethnomusicotogy,

University of Legon, Ghana, and

visiting professor of

ethnomusicology here, and T.J.

VIdal, Nigerian student, will

conduct a sympowium on "Yoruba

and Ashanti Music" at 4 pm
Saturday In Architecture 1102.

Meeting
American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics

(Continued on Page 23)

^^Buy DB
classified ads

m

Paid Advertisement)

april 25 — may 1

Israel Week
schedule of events

ASI - HILLEL - ISO

FRIDAY today

12 noon Israeli Dancinq on Jants St*ps l«d by Rehavia Yakovef
with liv* musk middle eastern food will be served

8:15 P.M. Traditional Shabbat Services at Hillel Guest Speaker
Nyigal Yannay ^'Future of Israeli Culhire"
Oneg Shabbat

SATURDAY tomorrow

illl ,

Op*n ^4oonl

^iutiv* Limited Engogam

VAGABOND
2509 Wil.hir. •

387-2171 i

Helpline

825-7646

« * * \

' ,f

i'ot ^roup
Discounf

Coil

934-3637

i^^HROl>eSlA

•IMPORTS**
^O SHOP gTC.-^

2807 PICO BLVD
SAVTA MOMIC/V.CAUr

o ...

HE SAID 'UNDER GLASS'—Charlie Chaplin's

"Modern Times and selected shorts will screen at 7

and 9:20 p.m. tomorrow/ and at 2:30 and 7 p.m.

Sunday at Audio-Visual World School, 1730 Westwood
Blvd./ admission is $1.75 ($1.50 for UCLA staff and
students).

Leftcfver Brevrrt^r-.
(Continued from Page 22)

(AIAA) will meet at 1 p.m. today In

Boelter 5273. A film tracing the

history of the Jet Propulsion Lab in

Pasadena, "The J PL Story," will

be shown at that time.

rneet from 2-10 p.m. Sunday in

Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet
Women's Gym 200.

URA Clubs

The Tennis Club will meet from

2 4 p.m. today on the South Courts.

The Hapkido Club will meet from

5 6.30 p.m. today in Memorial

Activities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet

from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet
at noon today in Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-

3:30 p.m. today In Memorial Ac-

tivities Center B 146.

The Fencing Club will meet at 2

p.m. today in Women's Gym 200.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will

Want to talk?

call Helpline

825-7646

is 00 plus tax
Art nOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 - Pickett
Chemistry lA - Siebert
Chemistry 6A — Evans
Chemistry 6C - Jordan
Chemistry 153 •- West
Economics 1 - La Force
Economics 100 — Nisbet
Economics 160 — Chen
Education 112 — Kieslar
History ic - Kaplan
History 7A - Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright
Mathematics 3C - Gillman
Philosophy 7 - Perry
Political Science 1 - Farrelly
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 - Wickere
Psychology iio - Carder
Pscyhology 135 — Kanouse
t4 00 plus tax
^^'hropoiogy IB - Miller
yt 1A - Kayser
^'^ IB V- Kleinbauer
A^t 1066 - Pedretti
^'assies 142 - Gleason
tconomics 2~ Baird
Economics lOlB - Lindsay
Economics 102 - Sweeny
fcc )nomics 130 - Lindsay
H.Story IB - Hoxie
His ory 7B - Yarnell
History e - Burns
History 178B - DalIeK
psychology 12 - Butcher, Liebeskind
Psychology 115 - Butcher

)^
^vchology I33fc (irOA) - Lovaas

IJ"

^or odditiono/ <:o\>r%e& call or

*
#

t

if

if

*
*

1^
KiJtitii *»»

K '^ w,|,hire- 1-1/2 BIk. E. Westwoc.d]
4. .i.

The Karate Club will meet at 10

a.m. Sunday in the Men's Gym 200.

The Cricket Club will meet at 10

a.m. Sunday on South Field.

What you should know about diamonds

when you know it's for keeps

You've dreamed about your

diamond engagement ring a tnou-

sand times. But now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to

stop dreaming and start learning

about diamonds and their value.

Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, • jewelers have

adopted exacting standards to de-

termine the relative value of each

and every diamond in the world.

These standards include a dia-

mond's size (carat weight), color,

cut and clarity.

Allhough lis impoiunt to

know the facts about diamonds,

you certainly don't have to be an

expert to choose a Keepsake Dia-

mond Ring . . . because Keepsake

guarantees a diamond of fine white

color, correct cut and perfect clar-

ity or replacement assured. The fa-

mous keepsake certificate provides

permanent registration, trade-in

value and protection against loss

of diamonds from the setting.

COLOR: Fine white diamonds are

quite rare and valued accordingly.

Other shades in relative order of

their worth arc: blue, yellow,

brown and black.

CUT: The cut of a diamond—the

facets placed on it by a trained

cutter—brings out the gems fire

and brilliance. Anything less than

correct cut reduces beauty, bril-

liance and value.

CLARITY: Determined by the ab-

sence of small impurities. A per-

fect diamond has no impurities

when examined under ten power

magnification by a trained eye.

CARAT: A diamond's size is

measured in carats. As a diamond

increases in size, its price will

increase even more if the quality

remains constant. But larger dia-

monds of inferior quality may ac-

tually be worth less than smaller,

perfect diamonds.

Your Keepsake leweler has

a complete selection of new styles.

He's in the Yellow Pages under

"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or

night long distance 800-245-6000.

In Connecticut, call 800-942-0655.

REOISTtReO DIAMOND »INO»

HOW TO PLAN YOLR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
M on r, K^^n^f 'Piannine Your Engagement and Wedding

%li r^'ncl^l^'i"^ 44 pg"B'Me'. Boo.'g... offer aU for only ^<.

N«m«.

Addrrit. 1

+ c.»».

.Co.

J<».
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ANu ncvcK v>wnnt nv^fnt «vj«ii'«— niymai u^i^mtm ^ «•* ^^.^...-nTn

iea\/' (pictured above) and Jean Vigo's "Zero de Conduitt" will t^avt

complete showings at 7 and 9:30 p.m. today and tomorrow In Social

Welfare 147. The films are being screened under the auspices of the

Hedonics film society.

r CAL JET CHARTERS

Europe 1971
*'Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with oui

reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier

before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an

unknown charter airline."

FligKl

•3U

•315

•117

Round Trip- West Coast to Europe

(78 doyt) LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGBES (SAT)

(86 doy $) LOS ANGELES to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

(83 days) OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

(73 doyi) OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

^AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

•316

•317

*

•134

•135

•125

•222

•605

•917

•253

•126

•755

•127

•185

•601

•624

100

OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

L A/OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/LA. .(SAT)

OAKLAND to LONDON ' .

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (AFA)

OAKLAND/L A to LONDON
LONDON to LA /OAKLAND (BMA)

OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM toL A /OAKLAND (AFA)

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

One Way — West Coast to Europe
way LOS ANGELES to LONDON(TlA|

OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA) Lv June 17

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv June IB

OAKLAND/LA To AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv J Jne 24

_OAKLANO/trA.4«^Am*t«/doxnilU4:—

_

Lv. Aug. 5

Lv Sept 2

L« Sept 2^

(93 days)

(87 days)

(43 days)-

(29 days)

(29 days)

Lv. Jon* 5

Ret Aug 24

Lv June 13

Ret Sept 6

Lv, June 16

Ret Sept 4

Lv. June 19

Ret Aug 30

Lv June 20

Ret Sept 20

Lv June 22

Ret. Sept 12

Lv June 23

Ret Aug 3

Lv July I I

Ret Aug 8

Lv Aug 3

Ret Sept I

Lv Aug 22

Ret Sept 19

on

one yvoy

one way

one way

^one woy

on^ *roy

one wcjy

Prke

S299

$299

1299

$29V

S299

$289

$279

$299

$259

$179

$179
$179
$179

$179

OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM lAFAi

OAKLAND/i A to LONDON BMA)

One Way — Europe to West Coast

one wciy

one way

LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA >- June 2/

LONDON to LA /OAKLAND IBMA) -' Lv Aug 24

One Way - Oakland to New York
OAKLAND to NEWYORK (AAl)

•252

•123

•336

one way

iBO day &i

(62 days)

(69 days/

New York to London
rJtWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to r JEW YORK (lAii

NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK UAL)

NEWYORK tu LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

Special Flight to Jqpan
•626 (47 days) L A /San Francisco to TOKYO (CPA)

, TOKYO to SAN FRANCISCO/LA

Lv June 15

Lv June IR

Ret Sept

Lv June 2''

Ret Aug 2^

Lv June 25

Ret Sept '

"- 23

Ret Aug 8

$139
$139

$149

$165

$85

$189

$189

$189

$399

Special Australia Charter $595
O910 (47dayS(

(QANTASi

SArj FkANClSCO 'o SYDNEY

SYDNEY to SAN FPANrisrn
Lv )une 30

Ret Aug 15

$595

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
Lv Dec 18

..^.Jlet.Oan 2

Lv Dec 18

$249

$139

•901 I6dnysi OAKLAND, L A to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to LA OAKLAND (TIA)

•902 'l6doyS) OAKLAND to NEWYORK
NEWYORK to OAKLAND TlAi Ret Jan 2

r^^
^^ ^^ ^^ ^i» ^^ ^^ ^^ "^ "^• ^" "^ ^^ I

These C^-orte- t-i.ghti o^e availoble only to student*, ioculty ond sto»» o> tHe LInivef

»ify o* Cali^o'nf) rjr d -^'embe'i o< their tmmediot* 'omili»».

Thee j"> NO MEMBEt$Hff FEE$
All <I.^K.^ ..r. .«,t,(.rnt.H n,rl,^«. tlv^y let eQw.pment "C Qmpl .mentqr y m»aH ond

$•••«.

KEEPSAKE. BOX 90 , SVRACC s

E

.
N Ew„ V ORK^^^

i,'„V.'('om »10oVo '»lo'«lo'"T-.d. M.-k «.,. A. H Po..d C

.oeveroqes served in flight .-^

For App I iCCU.on & Further Inlornrwt,on writ*
a.,o<» ,^l

Cd J^ CKorter., 2150 Gr-a $«r-*. Son Fronc..<o, Col,*orn.o 94123. or cdl

(Areowde)415_922-U34

»>m

.-**'^^^^^T
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Oregon, OSU test baseballers' Pac-8 hopes
Undoubtedly, . the most

vociferous Bruin baseballer is

assistant coach Glann Mickens,

whose words of encouragement

from the UCLA dugout can be

heard at all ends of the field. It will

take more than Micken's lungs,

however, when Oregon and Oregon

State march into Sawtelle Field for

doubleheaders with the Bruins this

weekend.

Oregon State brings a 4-2 Pacific-

8 record and 11-9 overall mark to

"The Bruin diamond today at 1:00

p.m., as well as a share of first

place in the tight Northern

Division. None other than the

neighboring Ducks are in a

deadlock with OSU and owners of a

14-8 overall record. .UCLA meets

Oregon beginning at noon

tomorrow. .
,.

The two Oregon teams will face

an up-and-down UCLA squad.

Before leaving for the Bay Area,

UCLA was only one game behind

the league leading USC Trojans.

The Bruins are now four behind

after being swept last weekend by

Stanford and California.

Watching the Bruins practice

Tuesday, Mickens remarked,

"We're going to bounce back like a

rubber ball." Mickens is concerned

but he is also optimistic. He
remembers when UCLA lost its

first two Pac-8 games in 1969 and

went on to claim its first-ever

conference title.

Mickens, like other Bruin

players as well as head coach Arl

Reichle, was dazed when UCLA

left 28 men on base last weekend.

The last time UCLA played at

Sawtelle, the bats were booming as

the Bruins rattled Stanford and Cal

pitchers for 25 runs. One could tell

by the look in Micken's eye that he

is hoping for a repeat per-

formance.

Probably the major disap-

pointment to the Bruins so far is

the slump of third baseman Mike

Gerakos. Gerakos, hitting at the

beginning of the conference

Reason, has connected in just one of

the 24 attempts in the Pac-8,

prompting Mickens to say, "I knew

he couldn't keep hitting the way he

was but his slump would have to

come now." Nonetheless, Gerakos*

defensive work has been a plus for

the Bruins all season.

When Rick Pope returned to the

lineup against Stanford, his status

was questionable. It still is.

Mickens revealed Pope was given

a cortisone shot in his pitching arm

Tuesday and hopes he will be ready

this weekend. "We would like to

send him in the seven inning game
Saturday," Mickens said. "Pope

threw hard enough last Saturday to

convince me he can still throw."

Rick's condition was diagnosed as

tendonitis two weeks ago.

Assuming Pope hurls this

weekend,^ he will probably be

complemented by Gary Robson,

Greg Zail, and either Bary

Woodruff or Mike Sanford.

^i^ -.
'•*-,

.

»'

ON THE SPOT—Among others, UCLA pitcher Gary
Robson must come through this weekend as the

Bruins meet Oregon State and Oregon in

doubleheaders at Sawtelle Field. The Bruins, 3-4 in

the Southern Division of the Pacific-8, find them-
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JVIickens inferred he is a bit moN
fearful of Oregon State than
Oregon. 'They have fine pitchin
and have been hitUng the

ball
well," he said in reference to the
Beavers. Oregon State had a nine-

game win streak broiten
last

weekend as they dropped a pair to

Washington State.

After the first three conference
games, OSU had three men batting

.400 or better, topped by first

baseman Dave Hummel at 545

Second baseman Mike Naylor
(.444) and third baseman Dan
Cunningham (.400) round out the

list. Cunningham has been the big

gun for the Beavers all season

hitting at a .419 overall pace Keith

Gentz is the top OSU pitcher with a

3-1 record.

The Ducks vaulted into a first-

place tie when they swept the

-Washington schools last weekend
It is an Oregon team that was

considered a weak-hitting outfit,

but the Ducks seem to be coming

around as evidenced by outfielder

Earle Wicklund, who was hitting

.500 after the first three conference

tilts. Rirst baseman Guy Krause,

son of Duck head coach Mel

Krause, and third sacker Greg

Brosterhous also provide

firepower at the plate. Brosterhous

also plays basketball at Oregon

Leading the Duck pitchers is

Rick Mealy who owned a 1 42 ERA

in the conference before last

weekend's games. Alan Hardin.

Jim Officer, and Rich Haderer are

tHe other Duck starters

Oarsmen meet UCI
You really couldn't blame UCLA's oarsmen if they looked past

tomorrow's race with UC Irvine to next week's showdown against

Washington.

After all, UCI has not done that well this year and the Bruin-Husky

encounter may weU be the best individual crew race in the country.

But UCLA coach Jerry Johnsen figures his fowers will have their

minds first and foremost on Irvine tomorrow afternoon.

The Bruins will be facing a weaker Irvine shell than the crew which

upset them last year.

"Last fall, the National Rowing Foundation had three West German

coaches including German national coach Dr. Karl Adams, come to the

United States for a series of rowing seminars. They gave a one-week

conference at Princeton and one at San Francisco, and all the West Coast

coaches went to the latter. The conferences were devoted extensively to

techniques, equipment, training, and psychology. It was a very definite

cram course.

"Bob Ernst, the coach at Irvine, was very taken with Dr. Adams' ideas

and scrapped the most prevalent American theories and went to the

European style."

UCI also switched shells, opting for the Italian donoratico model in

place of the standard American pocock. UCLA has also put in an order for

the Italian boat, but for a different reason than Irvine.

"We ordered the sheU for its portabihty. It can be taken apart into three

sections and we can take it with us at a reasonable cost in a reasonably

short period of time."

However, neither the UCI nor UCLA donoraticos have arrived as yet

Thus, UCLA is a strong favorite. What if Irvine realized the boat wasn't

going to come and changed back to the standard style? "They might

improve," Johnsen says, "but the change would happen so late they could

not adjust in time for our race."

selves tied with Stanford for second place behind

USC. However, the Indians have the advantage if the

two teams remain tied, having beaten the Bruins two

out of three games. Oregon State and Oregon are tied

for firit place in the Northern Division.

— Bring a Friend & Show him Total Freedom —
L. Ron Hubbord presents —

This Congress is of infinite value to everyone. You
learn data that will change your entire life!!!!wi

and
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ROYCE HALL - MAY 27 - 8:30 PM
ALL TICKETS RESERVED $2.00

ON SALE - MONDAY. MAY 3!

KERCKHOFF TICKET OFFICE-UCLA STUDENTS ONLY
presented by

UCLA Student Committee for the Arts and ASUCLA Cultural Affairs Commission

21st Anniversary of

Dianetics and

Scientology Congress.
1. Handling all your fears and unwanted emotions such as
anger, hate & grief.

2. Special seminars teaching the learning drills - you will learn
how to speed up your rate of study easily & efficiently.
3. Experience Group Processing in the technology of Scientology.
4. Witness a live auditing session.

5. Attend a gala party in celebration of the 2 1 st Anniversary of
Dianetics and Scientology. It's easy to attend - j\

SIMPLY CONTACT: Any Ticketron outle^ or ^^
THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

Coffee for free

attheDB

m iiafeswii

tmsl

HEl Ml
HOUSE

WHtME THifiet M.
A SALE IN PIIO0

• LOW!ST HELMtT fMlClf AN
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2005 West Vfh SI. L.A-., Calif., 90006 ',

The Congress will be held of:

The Ambassador Hotel 3400 Wilshire Blvd. LA., Calif.
Prk:aolti4,»«:S8 00 .nodvome S 1 ? 00 ot the door %6 SO eoc h m blocks cV 10 or more

FROM $11 ^&

12010 W. PICO ttV©*!
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Bush worried as track^ters visit Cal
By Steve Kennedy
^B Sports Writer

on Jini Bush's desk Wednesday afternoon sat some articles, clipped

fter the Bruins' ti-ack team had swamped Oregon last week, 86-59.

sh who didn't appreciate the comments of ace Duck distance man
, Prefontaine, is sending the stories to the sophomore sensation and

Oregon coach Bill Bowerman.

"1 can't believe the way he popped off about me using an athlete," Bush

mmered. "People think Wayne (Collett) was hurt or exhausted after

h mile relay Saturday, but he falls down like that in practice sometimes

because he has bad feet."

Turning his attention to the present, however. Bush says he is worried.

Th '
is nothing new. He said he was concerned the week of the Stanford

meet also, and the Bruins romped, 108-37. -

This week, though, the situation is somewhat'different. The opponent is

(alifornia and the meet is away, on a composition track where the-

weather probably won't be as warm and Tartan times don't exist.

The Bruins are undefeated in their last 16 dual meets and should make

1 17 in a row Saturday, the last '/.tune-up" before the match next week

against USC at the Track Stadium.

The Bears, like the Bruins, are strong in the sprints and have a

tremendous advantage in the hurdles. Coach Jim Bush has just 81 points

on his dope sheet, including a projected victory in the meet's key event,

the 440 relay.
, .

In addition, sprinter Isaac Curtis has apparently overcome a tender

ankle and is expected to compete. This strengthens Cal's 440 relay team

considerably and adds to the problem of Eddie Hart in the 100. Hart won

against the Trojans in 9.4.
, » ,

•,

Cal which won the 440 relay in the nationals last year, lost only its

leadoff man to graduation. Hart, Curtis and pony-tailed Dave Masters

give the Bears a solid corps to scare many teams in the sprints and short

relay

And by agreement, long jUmpei^ J^iWi'es McAlister.will not make the

trip The freshman has stolen the spotlight from Norwegian Finn Ben-

dixen who has soared over 25 feet oi^ several occasions: Yet, he has won

only ^ce against Washington State when McAhster did not compete.

McAUster. since he is on a football Scholarship, was allowedjo compete

only in home meets this season.

Cunningham moved up
in a move that took few people by surprise, Gary Cunningham has been

named John Wooden's assistant varsity coach, following Denny Crum's

recent resignation to accept the head coaching position at the University

of Louisville. ^ ,t^t a. u ^
Cunningham, who posted a six-year 101-15 recor^ as UCLA s head

freshman coach, turns over the Brubabe duties to 36-y6ar-old Frank

Arnold, former Oregon assistant, who will also head up the recruitmg.i

program. _
~~

. , ^

Cunningham, 31, guided the Brubabes to a perfect 20-0 record last

season, the third undefeated season he has had at UCLA.

Arnold served five years under former Duck coach Steve Belko, who is

now assistant athletic director at Oregon. Dick Harter, formerly of Penn,

replaced Belko as head coach. Arnold reports to UCLA May 17.

UCLA athletic director J.D. Morgan also announced that the 1971-72

Bruin coaching staff will include Jim Nielsen and Kenny Washington,

both former UCLA players, as graduate assistants.

''THE BEST MOVIE THIS YEAR BY FAR!

A sumptuous, emotionally charged experience!

-Pouline Koei The New Yorker

"A DAZZLING MOVIE. A superior film.

The most striking and baroque images

-you're ever likely to see. A rich, poetic,

cinematic style. —Vincenf Canby, New Yoric Times
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Reggie Echols

The Bruins are counting on Bendixen this week for his second victory.

He'll have competition from Cal's Jim Fraser, a senior who went 24-5 3/4

last week in his best 1971 effort. James Butts, whose specialty is the triple

jump, w ill leap in the long jumpJLbis week also.

"This is extremely different <:ompetition. " Bush added when relatmg

this meet to the one against Oregon last week "The toughest thing is to

get the team up I respect Cal. they have a real strong team, and if they

win the relay, we're in real trouble
"

He looked at the other side of the picture, however "If we win the 440

relay, we'll be in good shape. Teams that can win both relays is like ad-

ding 2() points to your score. That's been the key to many victories since

I've been at UCLA "

For the Bruins, sprinter Ronnie Welch will not run for the second week

in a row He strained a muscle in a relay handoff and Bush figures it's not

worth taking a chance on rishing further injury.

"If anything goes wrong, we're going to lose Saturday." Bush warns.

We could easily end up with the lowest score we've had all year At this

time last year, we'd had much more sun and our performances were

better." ^ ^ u u
Sprinter Warren Edmonson will be returning home He attended high

school and junior college in Oakland and has improved each of the last

two weeks since his injury

"He's just about where he would have b^n without^the injury." Bush

explained "But our sprinters this year have been inconsistent. Against

Tennessee they looked unbeatable and then the next week it was a dif-

ferent situation."

High jumper Dotig Huff, who cleared 6-10 last week despite a noticeable

limp, won't travel either if he's not feeling well The Bruins, if Huff makes

the trip and is neai* par, should gel 1-2 in the high jump

The triple jump, with Fraser and NCAA runner up Rich Dunn

providing the competition, should be a tremendous duel Both the Brums'

jumpers. Denny Rogers and Butts, have soared over 51-6

Mark Ostoich, largely oveHooked with all the banners given to

McAlister has been a consistent winner in both the shot and discus He

should win the shot, but Jim Penrose of the Bears threw 19M in the Bruin

ring when the Trojans toppled Cal. ^

Bush looks for half milers John Drew and Rich Brown to cause trouble,

but if Drew does compete in the 880, it will give the Bruins an advantage

in the mile. The 440, pole vault, and mile relay appeaiMo belong to UCl^A^

The Original Ed's For Style

AS SEEN ON LOS ANGELES TV
You will not be sold up at Ed's. These are absolute prices. No price

leaders . . . no tricks . . . just the world's best values on thousands

of quality suits, sportcoats, and slacks.

YOU CANNOT PAY MORE THAN

FOR A SUIT FOR STYLE

Fully lined, tiand-tailored, modern single

and double-breasted styles all wool and

silk and wool suits— none over $49.00

BUT YOU CAH PAY LESS

$«. YxQQ for a fully lined

I tl*^*^ polyester and

Like X^ rayon suit.

• •••••••• ••• •

All sizes, beautifully tailored. Fully lined all wool

and wool blends, all colors. Thousands of lat§st-style

sport coats.

NO SPORTmrom $29.00

YET AS LOW AS $19.99

•

OVER 6 000 PAIRS OF V2 PRICED SLACKS

$4.99 to $12.99 . . . LATEST STYLES INCLUDING

100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS for

$1299
If you're not buying your suits,

sportcoats, and slacks at Ed's for

Style, you're losing money.

'*'St>'^'^

i -^^.ifkW^'\ ,-
^jSSS^iSt' 'Ti*'v,i^,.M' .1

Open Monday thro.iph Saturday iO to b- Sunday 12 to 6

.p.,^.^,, • -; -^ *?
;. f" : : 1 : i ll.i.l^ downe

y

1?800 Paramount Blvd.

1 block south of Imperial

WEST LOS ANGELES
2029 WebtwOOfl Wlvil

Between Olympic &.Saf>ta Mnfi4ca

I
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UCLA Paily Brtiin Classified Ads
ADVERTISING oFFtcc5 J losf ot^d founc/.....—.— ^ >/ fof Sole...........—...". '0 J.,

y Travel,

KerckhoH Mall nj <
Phone 125 }I]1

Classified advertismg rates

1 5 words »1 50 day, $ consecutive

insertions S5 00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:30a m
No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum gives foil support to tr»e

University of California's policy on non_

discrimination and therefore classifitd

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording

housing to students or offering lObs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

Y Announcements

"TOMMY" Rock Opera, by Peter Towns
hcnd and the Who, at Bew Mills Migh School,

May 5,6.7,8 8 10 P M Seats Reserved 277

5900, X 30e. t<AMS)

GROUPS now forming Reasonable fees.

call TME GROUP CENTER 'or free

brochures. 454 3030. < O''*'

V Church Services

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Ovakers).

Silent worship. Sun., 11 AM, Univ. YMCA,
574 Milgard. Visitors welcome. 472 7»$0.

Social Evenh

YOUNG adult dance May i, lt7i • p.m.

12 30 1520 S Robertson Blvd., LA.(SE A 30)

^ Enferfainmenf 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreat). Weekend and holiday, summer
re ser vation. CaW 21iCA 1-*»4». (207R)

-I' CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Mermosa Motel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box *4A, Avalon,
90704 (20TR)

^Help Wanted 3

WANTED Experienced babysitter with car,
mainly daytime 472 4898 before 9:00 or after

5:00 (3M4)

PLEASE help us. We have summer jobs
coming out of our ears. Services Unlimited,
4759521 (3A30)

BESIDES summer jobs we have m*ny parf^
time |obs available m WLA. Services
Unlimited, 475 9^1 (3 A 30)

DENTAL Assistant Young. Part-time, or
(ulltime Experience preferred. Santa
Monica area l82t-8575 ' (3M4)

WANTED Attractive receptionist
secretary Beverly Mills attorney. Af-
ternoons with full time during summer. 373-
5458 (3MS)

TELEPMONE SALES: If you have a good
phone personality won't take no for an an-
swer and would like to earn S300 300 weekly,
working hours « a.m. to 12 p.m. In morning
please call George Brody, sales manager
A D.tSuppty CO. ,453-0441. (3M5J

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS -

Australia, Europe, So. America, Africa, etc.

All professions and occupations, $700 to S3000
monthly Expenses paid, overtime, sight-

seeing Free information. Write: TWA
Research Service, Box 5591 B, San Diego, Ca.
92105 (3M3)

NEED More Money? Join the Success
Group Sell Shaklee Products to home and
industry Full or Part times sales position
now open Interested? Call Dave Sanford.
918 2747. after 4 .. 11M41

PERSONALITY Test, ^ring close friend.
FM35M 9-2:30, 3 hrs. credit or S3. SO ea. New
subiects (3M3)

You are just the type
we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
S45 per month while helping others.
Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 478 0051 9:00 AM 7 00 PM daily

ELEMENTARY student teachers or
teachers for education study, S4 /hr Mary
Johnson 825 0441, 476 1547 (evenings). (3 A

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westw.ood Blvd.

474 6315

MALE Part time liquor store stock and
clerk, start S2 30/hr Tues., Thurs., Sat , 4
11 PM., or Mon , Wed , Fri., 4 11 PM Ap
ply Jerrys Liquor Stores, 2933 Santa
Monica Blvd

, Santa Monica Monday thru
Friday, 8 AM 4 PM No long hair or
»»*«^''* (1M4)

ilrifri^T "i*'
Century City office. Freeparking. Mr Knaus, 554 144S. (3 AM)

YOU can have a nice vacation summer wltn
a part time iob now Services Unlimited 475"' (1A30)

V Lost and Found 4

^ELP' Reward* Please return contents ot
iriefcase taken Journalism 0«pt Thwr 4/33.
Important No Question Mike Kardt«, )95
iS«9, 835 4501 C4A3t)

LOST Antique gold ring vi/ith nin* op«ls.

Very sentimental' Please call Rene, 824

3113 Noquestions <* ^ ''

JMiscellaneous ^

w '.

FREAK couples to travel South Seas (cheap

Ireigher) lor place to settle Leaving July

477 4011 ext 609 (5M 5)

y For Rent. •......••.*•••

ATTRACTIVE Mousing Available m m
teqrated Crenshaw Baldwin MiMs area

Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw

Neighbors »or house/apt mfo 296^298,

wknd^9^i7^^^^^^^^<^^^

y Rides Offered o

DRIVING to Chicago /Mpis »re». Want
passenger to share driving /expenses. Leave
around May 8th 876 4000 x209 Katz. (8 M 7)

CONTRARY to popular belief Loud stereo

music will not cause warts to grow on your
earlobes Koss pro-4A professional head-

phones list 550. now $28, Scotch 1800 ft.

polyester tape list S4 20, now S2.95, complete
system AM/FM stereo, complete changer,
speakers, 544. Special deal on Scotch

cassettes Call 839 2314 after I PM. ( 10 M 7)

FENDER Jaguar electric guitar 575, Lear-
Jet 8 track stereo w /FM and speakers S100;

8235160 (I0M7)

NIKON FTN - Young body and meter only

(1)5 Guaranteed Call Oliver. 874-3977. '(10 A
30)

BLAUPLUNKT AM/FM radio. S4S. Porsche
seats black, from 913. Like new, must sell.

8390413. (10M4)

-SACRIFICE* AM/FM stereo receiver,
automatic changer, base, dust cover, car-
tridge, two speakers. $44. Call •70>MS9. ( 10 A
30)

ZENITM console bAw 33" TV, AM/FM
stereo & stereo phonograph. Solid walnut
catomet. Sacrifice t)3S.t39-0412. (10M4)

MANOMADE moroccan clothes for sale at

wholesale prices. Mooded capes, leather
bags. etc. 475 3349 eve. (10 MS)

FOR sale: German recorder Mdlenhauer
Blockflote, new 518 2 sets-kitchen table and
chairs. 51 5/set. 789 2447. (10 A 30)

FOR Sale: Ramirei flamenco guitar. i42S
with case. Call Terry at 445-1 1^. (10 M 5)

-OlHCTTC> Ittdeaway tNNr; iMall ^sk,
mattress (44X74), shelves, desk lamps, patio
turn, small Items, 754 3995. (10M5)

4 pc. BDRM. set S40-bar, black pad<»ed vinyl
w/stOOlsS95. 397 7052. (10 A 30)

STERLING MOME
ELECTRONICS

10913 Weyburn Ave.
Westvifood
477 3547

FISMER DEMOS
30% OFF

,

USED
M K Citation! Preamp
M K Citation II Power
Both
Gar AT6 changer
Concertone 4 head Rec
Bogen TA 100 Amp
Dual 1019 Complete
Panasonic 8 TR

DEMO
M K Cad 4 cassette dk.
Ampex M53
Nikko Pam 14

Panasonic Port. TV

$7S
75

135

10

300
100
135

35

135

125

75
100

(10M5)

DINETTE, hideaway bed, small desk,
mattress (44x74), shelves, desk lamps, patio
turn., small items 754 3995. (10 A 30)

GUITAR: Ovation deluxe Balladeer hard
shell case Fantastic cond., $300. (cost $400)
447-5410eves. (10M4)

MUST sell Purebred German Shepherd
puppies $25. Diana, 824 2470. Leave number
at 125 5451, mailbox 49. (10M4)

COMPLETE Stereo System. Roberts. AM-
FM Aquarius speakers, BSR Record
Changer List $300, sell $145. Brand new.
Great sound 721 0307 (10M11)

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern now tor
summer delivery and save

25% to 50%

BUYERSSERVICELTO.
195 So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3-a524

YAMAMA FG180 Guitar excellent condition.
Drosses ITS t4's almost new Best offers.

820 4055 after 6:00 PM (10 A 30)

LUDWIG drum set, 3 Zildiian symbols 300.

Exc Olympia port, typewriter $0. Steve.

477 4011 X443.

WATER beds $19 95 for all kings,queen
s. doubles. 8' round betfs, A lumbos $50 Jim,
345 7979 (10 M 3)

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

CALIFORNIA ARIZONA HAWAII

Professional Trainee poMtions cur

rtntly available in all fields For 1

month's sybscription containing Imm-
4redt- ol currant openings . . . and
JOBS in the SUN's proven technique
lor landing yevr |ob' Satisfaction

guaranteed Send %9 to:

I
f BOI U3

LAJOUA. CALIFORMIA 97037

MOVING For sale dinette set,$50, complete

living room, 590, chest drawer, $30.

Eves 390 5348 <'0M

EUROPE $269 R.T.

FINE classical guitar for sale with case

S250 FR 4 7496 dOM 4)

^Services Offered. II

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services 820 S Robertson Blvd.

457-4390 QTR)

LA/LONDON
June 15/Sept 15

June 28/Sept 7

June 25/Aug 26

Aug. 24/Sept. 24

AMSTERDAM/LA
5269
S249
5249

5-3*?

LAST CMANCE for your 10 interesting
spring college computer dates. Gals FREE,
guys 52.50 when you mail this ad Write now:
PARTY MATE, P O Box 1247, Springfield
Virginia 22151. Last acceptable postmark
May?.- (11 M 5)

VISION Improvement: Classes and weekend
workshops A bioenergetic approach. In-

terscience Work Shop. Call 195 1555 or 834

6000. (11 M 3)

10 —

AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades north, to

ALASK and YUKON, around $3800 a month.
For complete information write to JOB
RESEARCM, P.O. Box 161, Stn A, Toronto,
Ont. Enclose $3 to cover cost. ( 1) A 30)

Sept 2 one way to A^(.5134

Immediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52, to

Bombay $150, to Nairobi $150. Large

discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof P. Bentler UCLA 377 5200 or

8793111 c/0 Sierra Travel, 9875 Santa

Monica Blvd. Bev. Mills {13M11)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
"""'

FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorued & Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

AUTO AND
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOP HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

LA.LON0OfVLONDON-LA.

394-2225. ..ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873 5815, 711 5527 eves. 7t3-3509. (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 3353 WESTWOCD
BLVD., 475 3570. (11 QTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES^

Fit

2
3

4
6
7

8

9
10

n
12

14

^fr

Dap.

6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/11

7/14

8/8

9/4
7/24

Ret

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

1/25

yfiks. Prica

10 $275

8

9

8

10

10

9

4

7

4

3

4

$275
$275

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275

S279
5275

MIMEO DITTO PRINTING
Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
131 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. S3515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rliee, 839-7270, 870-

9793. . (11 QTR)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 34
hr phon-, 274 9119. (11 QTR)

PH.

15

ONE - Vmy LA. - LONDON
tXm^ r" -M

IJu ' ^S"0

ON&WMY LONDON-LA.
: Rat. Price

9/9 $150

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafida members of tiM
University ot California (students, faculty,
staff, registered alumni, immad. family
living in the same housettold)

charter flights

FREE Crochet Lessorts with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-13. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1733 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR2

SELF HYRNOSVS. Classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474 3350 14
p.m. Daily. (il M 3)

CHARTER, LA-Paris, one way, August 27,
$130. Contact the Education Abroad
program, UC Santa Barbara, 941 2394. ( 13 A
30)

UC a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

835 1331

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June
$490. London charters $190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. 59th St., Chicago, III.

60437. (13M7)

UNIgSSP^ TRAVEL.
.RTER FLIGHTS

1O07

LOS AMCELES/LOWDOW/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Wee)cs Cost

ONE way jet LA-Europe from $200. One way
ship NYC Europe from $140. One way^jet
NYC Europe from $138. Phone 441 4171. (13 A
30)

8th ANNUAL
JETCHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam - L.A.

1 June 15 Au^ 15 9 $275
2 . Juae 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 S275
, June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
5^' June 27 Sep 13 12 $275

* LA/London/Ainsterdam
6 July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

June 14-Sept. 15 )3 Weeks
June 24 Sept. 5 10 Weeks
June 23 Sept. 11 n Weeks
July 1 Aug. 24 8 Weeks
Julv7-Aug.28 8 Weeks
Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam

Sits
SlfS

$395
$135

M ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14—LA/London ^148
20 July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19—LA/«adrid/FranV 5135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
SE Sap . -12—LA/London -. I^IU

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) §39-2401. 4240
Overland Ave.. Dept. A. Culver City.

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, M487 San Vicente Blvd., «4. LA, 90049.
824-5449 (13 QTR)

MAKE TME GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 months $125.(M
Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC-Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif 91403

872 2283 or 784 1477

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet N.Y. Europe best prices
Immed. issue int ID Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Afnca
India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 374-8743

EUROPE 5225 285. also Israel, Jap«nSummer & Fall flights E S E P , 8217 Bev
Blvd. LA, 90048 4513311 ESEPUCLA

(13QTR)

P ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM RUROPE

IW June 14--Aai8terda«/LA S139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA $139
3W Sep 16—London/LA $14 8

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployees, extension and Alunni
Mesibers olus iaMiediate families.

Also Headquarters For

INTLSTUDENTIDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Fligtits

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

T TMT fXV^ISNT TRAVEL •^1>X CHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07 braztcxi,^v««t>vood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

members.

TOURS UNREGIMENTED- TME ONLY
)^^.T ^P ^^' ^""^OP* 8 sleeks. 8 countries,
51095 Europe 4 weeks. 4 countries, $715
Israel Europe 11 weeks, S1195 Japan 4weeks^SlOll EXPERIMENTS IN

BRITISH RAILOFFERS

540 15 days
$55 21 days
$70. 1 month

EUROPE Discount flights Also Israel,
Africa, India 40% off Intra European
charter flights Student ID cards Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Dr , Bpv Mills, Ca
90710 276 6293 j R

)

^HBMBmHiHL..!sali^
y lutoring I4

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-
penenced Un.v Prof Positive results any
!,*,*?.-,^**^ conversational method (trial)
473-2493 ______ ^ (UQJR)
GRADUATE Record E.^m preparation
LSAT. etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services,
•1390

,1 iiiiii uviiuci . MLdavmic
830 S^Robertson. 657

^"^ "^QTR)

}m •/f""j^ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• I

J

Tr>riff coupons tor no time limit \^ e-

"."..rci;;!*,'.
'" "• '^ m"« .?7.'s

MST A

AND SKILLS 838 8435

^Typing
Ji

FAST,
Remy.

accurate
820 1259.

typing. All kinds cm

WATTS Secretarial Service
4032 Buckingham Rd , LA 90008 sJrJ^^
in theses, essays, manuscripts *^*^^'*'""'9

QTR) (IS

TYPING, fast and accurate a^U^^ 2
rates. Ask for Jess, 473 4372 ,,"*'*'•

"iMl)

TYPIST: Theses, dissertations uT.^
papers, etc. Experienced Mfs LvnupM
Martin, 391-3584.

.Vsmj''

TYPING, editing, done promptly . Selectnr
typewriter (Pica Courier) Near camouV
Rita Sokolow 398 9880.

, ,5 J jj

ALL kinds of typing ReasonaOle rates Call
G«^«^31. ________nSM2)
WILL do typing Please call Oena at iit
^^"^ "^'^ (15A^)

TYPING theses, mid terms, dissertations
IBM exec, edit, if requested Expert on
equations, languages Virginia 839 2819
afternoons and evenings ; mornings 273
^0^^ (1SA30)

THESES, term paper's, all forms of typmq
IBM Selectric last, accurate. Very
reasonable. Canoga Park Area. 347 $20] 11^M 7)

RUTH - theses, term papers, maujcripts
Exp. WkendS, daily 5 9, 828 1162 dSQTRi

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Speciality math & technical typmg
Accurate, rapid service. 761 5580. I IS QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near
campus. Call Esther 824 7691. (ISOTR)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION 1

GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479

8144,477 4383. (1S0T«I

FREE editing, grammar/filing Electric

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law

school. Alice, 397 3304. (IS QTR

^ Wanted.., ••••••••T««T*f tt4«44«—u~
WANTED: six-strtng guitar, Martin D 18 or

D-38, Yamaha FG300 or ovation Aftpr (

p.m., 371-4979.

SABBATICAL '71-73? We too Need housing

here Oct. -June. Will garden, care for pets

Call collect. Lew Marllani, 309 823 6OSI (UM
V) :

••-^
-

VISITING professor wants furnished home
June- August, Dr. Fitzsimmons, 6708 M^talie]

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110. ()6M4i'*'

3 UCLA Girls want one bdrm. apt WLA tn

sublease summer. Janet, 475-5831 XSOS

Jamie, 834 1733. (16M])

. CAR to Lease for next 4 months, 4 or 6 cyd

Good running cond. Call 474-3767
(16 A 30)

WANTED: Used bieycle girl's, 3 speed, 26

inch. Excellent condition only. Call Carol,

476 4377 or 474 4355. {16 A 30)

^ Apfs. - Furnished.......J 7

SUBLEASE apt for summer July 9 Oct 4

$175/mo. 3 bdrm. turn. 1844 10th. St #2 Santa

Monica, 394-4550. (17 MS)

Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE $50

D«p«ailt nom l«r Mimmar/fdl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3 0524

(FURNISHED) 1 bdrm. 155 attractive,

convenient WLA location. Responsible

adults No pets. EX5 0340. (17MS)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air con(>:

415Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA

Brand new modern 1 bdrm furn ap»s

Perfect to share for 2 people

Rents 5175 235 per mon per apt

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St , SM 392 5573

3045 Fourth St , SM 392 5556

3311 Fourth St., SM 392 5686

APTS furnished Walk to UCLA Large

single 5155 Bedroom apts $185 514 Landfair

• 1 4778990 (17M4)

555 LEVERING
Singles 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-3144
Near Veteran Ave. (170TR)

MOST ATTRACTIVE RELATIVELY NEW
AIR CONDITIONED SINGLE FOR ^^^
441 LANDFAIR BLOCK UCLA ^O^^.^,-,

5404
(17AJU

Furn

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

I and dens, 1 bdrms. single''

ME

-Fireplace, Ige heated pooi, ele^»^or p^

patio, air conditioning, lovely
^V^^J^.-^ire

bidg , maid available North of Wi»sn.

convenient to fwys

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayi«v)
479-8144 .

' '

(15 A 10)

ill! ^.^^"•**' ^•"" ^P^*. resume*,
letters theses IBM Selectric Eng orads
Nancy, 473 4143, Kay, 834 747? (ISMS)

SUBLET mid June to December, 3 Wrm
duplex), yard, garage, 8 mm. ^^'-,,
S340/mo, utilities inc. Edi»»9««^, 47S-3381 ("
M 3)

Pauley Gymnastic Classic

concludes collegiate season

Friday. April 30, 1971 UOLA DAILY BRUIN 27

The collegiate gymnasUc season

romes to an end at 8:00 tonight in

Pauley Pavilion with the Bruin

Gvmnastic Classic, featuring the

country's top individual per-.^

formers. mi- a a

In most sports, the NCAA
tournament marks the end of the

campaign, but not so with gym-

nastics. UCLA coach Art Shurlock

explained tonight is the first

available date for the Classic.

•The Long Beach Invitational is

held the week after the NCAA's,"

Shurloct explained. 'Then it's the

Long Beach Invitational and the

week after is the United States

Gymnastic Federation meet. The

U'SGF decided to change its meet

until September, but I didn't find

this out until our plans were

already under way.

'The added time helps me lay

the groundwork for publicity and
allows me to line up outstanding

performers."

"" Each event should be closely-

contested, according to Shurlock.

'Tiiis is the best field we've had by

far for the Classic, " he says. 'The
side horse should be between
Leonard Caling of Cal State

Fullerton and Danny Uyeda of

UCLA. Caling defeated Uyeda by .5

in the CSF-UCLA dual meet.

Danny overall has a better record,

however.

"In the rings, Gary Albitz has

been very tough in competition this

year, especially when he beat the

NCAA champion (Chuck
Robiequet of Southern Illinois) at

Pasadena. His 9.35 score there was

Netters in SCC tourney
The UCLA tennis team continues its hiatus from dual meet competition

for the next two weeks, and instead will play in the Southern California

Championships at the Los Angeles Tennis Club. The tournament begins

tomorrow morning and runs for over a week with the finals scheduled for

next Sunday, May 9.
. • ,

The entire Bruin varsity and some junior varsity players will par-

ticipate. The field contains over 200 players, including some well-known

international stars.
. ,. , ^^ r, •

. u i^ u
The seedings have not been announced, but Jeff Borowiak should t)e

near the top. Jeff swept the Ojai intercollegiate singles and doubles last

weekend and is playing some of his best tennis ever. He has not lost a

singles match since February 28, when Marcello Lara bested him in the

Southern California Intercollegiate Championships.

use's Erik Van Qillen, who has since turned professional, won the SCC

-singles^tnie a year ago, defeating formi^r Bruin Allen Fox in the final.

the highest he's ever had while at

UCLA •

Shurlock feels the long horse

could go to any of three men. "It

should be close between Jim Ivicek

of New Mexico. Pat Mahoney of

San Fernando Valley State and

Doug Boger of Arizona." Mahoney
is the current NCAA champion in

this event, and Boger was 1970

winner. A fourth competitor, Dan
Bowles of California, has been

forced to withdraw due to a case of

flu.

In free exercise, Stormy Eaton of

New Mexico is the favorite, but he

faces a stiff opponent in Richard

Pasquale of East Los Angeles.

"Pasquale is a phenomenal per-

former." says Shurlock, "and
Eaton just barely beat him at

Pasadena.

The final event, the high bar.

may be the most spirited of all.

Leading the field are Minoru

Morisake of Cal, John Bakovic of

CSF. Bruce Crable from SFVSC,

Bill Beach of UCLA and New
Mexico's Ivicek. "Anyone cbuld

win here," Shurlock commented.

At the conclusion of the meet,

two awards will be presented, one

to the outstanding individual

performance and the other to the

outstanding athlete.

With this meet, the college

gymnastic season comes to a close,

though several gymnasts' will take

part in the Pan-American games

, trials later on this summer.

_Doug Kelly

*i
»'»•

i ^

'^Mf-Y -
'y laaff^^g'y^-^'
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CHAMPION AMONG CHAMPIONS—UCLA rings specialist Gary Albiti

is just one of many top gymnasts taking part in tonight's Bruin Gym-

nastic Classic in Pauley Pavilion at 8:00 p.m. Gary won the Pasadena

Invitational several weeks ago with a 9.35 score, his best ever. Tonight's

meet marks the end of the collegiate season.

Today's Softball Carries

3 00 Eros vs CorK (Fd 1), Fubar vs Stonehaven (Fd 2) BucKaroos from Ba*^*"''*'^, ^*

Por4sh£adXQrp_(fd 3) , Deltajau Telta vs Beta Theta P. (Fd 4). 4284A vs Jackson s Hole (Fd

J'oO Jelfer^^^ Briqantf(Fd 1); Business 5r*K»l B ys Chones <^5 '>;»«'[',+ '^^**
''p*"J^

(Fd 3), Lambda Ch. Alpha vs-;Theta Delta Ch. (Fd 4) , CBSA vs IV F (Fd 6) ,
Ball Four ws_

Hydra (Fd 8)

Wednesday's Softball Result* ^-^,. . , .—_:—_„-

Siama Aloha Epsilon def Siqma P. ( 16 3) , London def Ram.er (9 4) P^kTTTc ^^"FyTTrnmaya

n2?)Nmersd^bvS.erra (forfeit. v-GKtfBlK^modef M.ddle Earth ( 19 7 )
.
Zoology de by

P qS ood n/o) ^S>1l Four def. JacKso?fr>^ate 17^KxiV. F. def by 4284A ('3 9.^BucKaroos from

Bakersf.elddef ^?s(n 9). Crabs def by Solbergon Ice (4 0), End.v^edef by Wh,te Blood (9 4)

VCLiA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
J Apts. - .Furnished. /7 V ^P/s- *<> Sliore„„.......^.^j9 y Room for Renf.......^...... 26 V^"'o^ ^or Sale. .............29 y/Autos hr Sale.... 29

GORGEOUS huge one bedroom with view.

Sublet June thru September. $190. Walking

distance 473 8342, 838-4555. ( 17 M 4)

GIRL share 3 bdrm. turn. apt. Close UCLA
Tel., 47S-2389, 475-2369. (19 MS)

BRENTWOOD apt., 2 bdrm., 2 bath.

Fireplace, gorgeous. Prefer girls. Parking.

820 1681
(17M4)

633 GAYLEY
5Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

^^TmpuTtow e rs
BACHELORS- SINGLES

^ BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATJHL
HEATED POOL PATIO
D«p<MiH now for uimmW**"*'

FEMALE student or grad wanted by

lonesome guy to share his quiet apartment

and meats at no cost to her. Phone evemngs

or weekends. 399-6110. JJI^V*'

GIRL to share great apt. m Village. Own
bdrm. ,575. Call Gwen, a.m., 473-972l.( 19 M 3)

F€MALE Grad student-king size Mrm
bath, kitctien privileges Separate entrance,

o

D

Dositecamous 575.473-3274. (26 M 5)

OLDER woman, working student, private

entrance, bath, kitchen pnviliges, carport,

pool, quiet 565 month CR5 5997

69 MGB roadster, AM/FM, good condition

5 1 9

5

472 2575. {2*^ ^)

68 VW Bug. Automatic, sunroof, good mech
cond. 51050 Eves 454 8183. (29 A 30)

(26 M 4)

Room to Share 2i

'64 TRIUMPH Spitfire Runs good New tof

& tires Needs body work Possibility dunt-

buggy. 5150. 479 9165, Bill. (29M61

y^ For Sub-lease
FEMALfi roommate, S33/mo., one bedroom,

short ride to campus Call Sune: 477-5268,

work 475 2532
'

(27 A 30)

SUBLEASE Office. 2 blocks rom campus

Carpeted, draped Furniture, available.

Approx. 500 sq ft. Extremely "-easonable,

625-1211, Mr. Van Genderen. (SLM61

SUB Lease May 16 August 1. Delux, fur-

nished, spacious, ocean, studio apt., 2jlecks,

finicular, faculty only. 454-9705, P.O. Box

1175, Pacific Palisades. ^^'- '^^'

VAuto5 lor Sale 29

'66 ROVER 2000, economical, excellent

throughout Mus* see and drive $900 /offer.

Near UCLA. 475 5941 -.— ™^- (29 A 30)

BERKELEY Durant Ave. 1 bl. campus

Large furn. studio apt.. Kitchen bath o«

fered. June 15/September IS. S125 monthly.

343 8383 Berkeley 843 5634

'61 METROPOLITAN 55,000 mil, 32 mpg,
distinctivet XInt cond , must sell. Offers

392 8043, Paul. (29AaO)

'62 PEOPLE'S car (VW) Stupendous
condition Just painted Immortal engine

Original owner 568^ Eve s 427 586 3 (29M6)

FREE LOA^ICARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

_ ^ A 1 AUTO SERVICE
A^l 7957 Van Nuys BlvdM I across from GM Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

69 PONTIAC GTO 'The Judge Liki- n»w
carousel red, loaded 244 1214 (29 A 30)

69 VW Fastback, New tires and brakes
Immaculate Must sell Call after 5 p m 836

'"

09 16. (29 A 30 )

64 VW Bug. New engine, tirrs, E«c»ii*ni

running (or\cl S6S0 Best otler 454 S036

eves (29 A 301

'63 CHEV Good cond Automatic New
brakes 654 0818, 9SO-2014 (29 A 30)

66 PORSCHE 912 rebuilt engine, AM FM
.^iHrc^On^., sh.iro SLU437 655 7285 (29M6I

'64 FORD I ...v;..i 289 4 speed, new interior,

new tires, rebuilt engihe 5725 Call Gary 471

2458 (29 M 4)

(SBM4)

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GRS^S84.

^Apts. -Unfurnished 18

y/ House for Rent .....20

'69 CAMARO, FA, AT, p$/b, rs, si. vinyl top,

stDS AM/FM, 2400/|)est offer. 665-2208

eves/wknd. (29 A 30)

FURN $380, 18 months beginning Ju'y, 2

bdrms , study, gardener, delightful enclosed

garden Palisades, 459 1781

.

'69 VW Camper popup roof fully equipped

many extras Original owner $2900 392^6417

evenings. (29 A 36)

(20M 5) '69 FIAT 850 sport, mustard, AMFM, air

cond , low mi, 37 mpg, 399)704, $1600/best

offer
(29M6)

'68 FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great cond ,_
17,000 miles, landau top,' power steering,

-

brakes 476 2045 after 6. (29 M 3)

65 CHEVROLET Biscayne,' 4 door, stick

shift Single owner $275 After 5 call, 474

4658 (29 M 3)

'69 FIAT 850 Sport, mustard, AMFM, air

cond . low mi 37 mph, 399 1704 $),600/best

offer (29M3)

'59 MERCEDES 4 dr 2)9 radio heater

runs' but needs some werk $375 454 2417 (29

A 30)

'61 CHEVY Impala, 6 cylinder, standard,

new battery .^"fi fiutch. good tires Asking

5185 981 0956 (29 M 4)

•70 VW Kombi camp*r"^^OW mites Kfnt

cond' Complete equip Phone *" 1445 or

653 2604
(iTMjui

5145 LRG. 2 bdrm. apt. near beach. Stove,
refrigerator, carpets, drapes. 3S6 4th Ave.,
Venice. 396-2215. (IBM 5)

BRENTWOOD 2 bdrm., 2 bath, pool,
elevator, quiet, adults, unfurp. $250. 476-

2346 (18M5)

J House hr Sah 2
1 ^„,^^i,^^^„:;::-::,jt"i^^i

•.•»,.,vnH f}AO^ 47S.SA31. ext.

CUSTOM 3 bedroom, family room Prime

Sherman Oaks area 15 minutes from

campus$48,500DEPUY 346-2550,783-^^^^

6275

im
486

maculate cond. $2695, 475 5831, ext
(29M6)

'65 PORSCHE SC AM FM radio, new clutch,

brakes 52300 firm Evenings 473 7985 (29 M
4)

-^
'66 VW BUG XInt New clutch, brakes $950

274 3572.no answer. 278 7067 (29 M 3)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO — MG

Save on car rental with our Buy here take

delivery in Europe Plan Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

19) 0445, 870 6928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

'64 VW sq bk.; exc transportation, $575 '44

Chev , good engine $150. Call collect,^379

7461
(29 A 30)

y Apts. to Share i9 J House to Share ^^

GIRL needed to share beach apt. with ocean
view $50. Call Laurie, 392-4351. (19 A 30)

FEMALE grad preferred $h»;e *'!'*" ''°""

'70 VW Bug, baby blue, AMFM Perfect

cond Under guarantee $1780 881 5408 (29 A

30)

LG apt, on beach. Own room, $90. 15 min.
campus. 21-over pref'd. Bob, 789-5489. (19 M
5)

nea
eves

r Venice /Sepulveda Call 836 6249
( M4)

BDRM furn.. Palms, references, male or
cute chick. Call lor details, 838-9939, 837 9038
i75. (19M5)

WANTED Female grad/20'5 to share 2
bdrm Village apt. $100 Walk campus, 475
'219 Diana. (19 M 3)

ROOMMATE needed to help rent apartment
I" Santa Monica. Call Dave at 659 3194. ( 19 M
3 BATH/3 bedroom 2 other guys Your share
i'OO West Hollywood 652 4943 or 276 3200. ( 19
Ay 30)

FEMALE law student will share 2 bedroom,
«wo bath in Fox Hills witti same or faculty
niember Luxurious Karen, 6411545
«vev(19 M 6)

LAR^g j-bedroom WLA apt. with 2 males,
>'5 more or less, utilities included. 477
'J'* (19A30)

NEAR beach Private, quiet, with patio ,

"i^r^, dishwasher, parking Own bedroom,
M'h $85 Mane, 392 9307 (19 M 6)

PLEASANT, well furnished, m
G^en own room, with two others $100. 279

I860 after five.

Beverly
100. 279

(22M6)

'56 BUICK 48,000 miles, one owner, im

maculate. New tires, brakes, battery, tune

up Bargain, must sell, 5250. 981 0737 (29 A

30)

VW '68 bug. xInt condition. Blue $1200 479

'6U - -

••' <29M4)

VW 69 automatic HOOO miles Like new

S1400 479 3636 (29 M4)

69 TRIUMPH Spitfire White Mark III

n 000 mi Wire wheels e«trat out of siQf't

Cash $1400 Call 340 8783 (29M4)

65 BEL Air Chevy engine in good condition.

S«on hJ-st offer Call 473 8196 ( 29 M 4 )

SHARE 2 bdrm^ beach ^''^^
'

^J^^^^"^^^
male, own room, own beach $l25/"io'it^Jy.

456 6833.

'69 CAMARO, FA, AT, ps/b, rs, ss, vinyl top,

AM/FM 52400/best offer 645 2208,

(22 A 30)

stps.

eves /wkend (29 A 30)

i Room and Board

^ Exchanged for He/p... 25

GIRL- -om/board exchange for babysit-

ting Close to campus .17 4 2650^ jj^

RESPONSIBLE girl Companion minimally

.^Vd^c°apped^O y'r girl ^^^^c^'o^J,:*^:
minor if possible Some salary Car nec^

References 275 38 _

O.RL.rtelrg.tu/f roorr^
TbI^V^'^TIo

Santa ^on.ca^
""^^^S^' J^Ih En^'S^

5350.n10 Exchange Wr private t q^

tutoring May Septem ber, 3916*^^- v^^

PEMALE, -ar UCLA ROOT, ^Jo\r6.n'

change for
"•»»'':i)°^""'°,7

Private room /bath IV

'65 MUSTANG, V8, 3 speed, air, disc brakes,

taoe radio, pos traction, green/black top

2717438 ("'^J)

'65 VW. Franti filter, luggage rack, $700

) 629th St ,
S M^.Sa«.'J"" '<**y'*^** '"^

3)

67 COUGAR recent engine overhaul, new

clutch tires battery 51400 /offer 291

1879 (29 M 4)

65 PLYMOUTH convertible Fully

automatic power windows, brakes, and

steering 5500 (29 M 6)

EMALE roommate share apartment on
|H-«ch during summer only Own bedrm,
'wrnished.$ti/mon 823 7397 (19M4)

J Room for Rent io

67 DODGE Coronet, original owner, 4 door

V8 automatic ps radio excellent condition

,"S1095 474 1269 (29 M 3)

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL R,EDUCTlONS
TO STUDENTS and TE ACHBRS

REQUEST AfiPLICAnUNS TOPAy

exchange i$

^<^CTORAL student to share w/1 furn. 2
I «°°i; ""'^.^k^y "cC'e OK 839 2763

«>0'"' lm,iecamou**«7 4714710 hours work w«kiy cw f (26A30)

EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P BOX 69504

LOS ANGELES. CA 90069

't3 VW SUNROOF , xint mech cond fcny.iit

rebuilt last year Must sen 552S 660 1325 (29

M 5)

'68 VW Sedan 40,000 miles Good
physical/mech cond plus some extras

51050 Call 474 3450 (29 M 5)

MGB 68 roadster Loaded wire wheels, AM
FM new top. low mileage Immaculate, 935

/ 1 o a a t .

7744 ^ • '

60 CHRYSLER New Yorker Convertible 4

new t.ffs good cond 5235/best offer 459-

1885 (29 M 5)

66 VW Sundial camper, must sen this week

Best offer 1710 Wellesiey 398 3414, leave
( 29 A 30

)

message ..
"^ " •"'

^64 TRiVmPM Spitfire "^Oft top /tonneau

E ncellent condition Great for summer $675

r7l-7493 (29 A JO)

STUDEBAKER 65 commander 2 doors,

compact car very good cond Cash, $37$

Call 344 0636 (29M$)

63 5UNBE A^'Alpine TransmiSS4on work

needed ofherwist <t66acona B»il uHei «rr

J Cycles, Scoolers

"^ For Sale 30

69 HONDA CL90, xint cond ,
with nei*

helmet, $250 or best offer 475 5831x502 ( JO M
6)

I

67 HONDA CAI60 Very good tran

sportation Only 5,000 plus miles $200 Phone

196 3397 t30A »

69 YAMAHA 350 I mmaculate Condition All

extras plus some $575 firm 4»9J44l All

weekend anytime (JO A JO)

K A(SAKi 90 cc trail/Street bike, 1 yr XInt

cond 5 speed $J00 Paul, 44J 951$ (JO A JO)

•70 YAMAMA J40 Enduro 2500 mi Tran-

sferable warranty to 12000 mi $700 offer

826 4158 (30M4)

YAMAHA 100 twin only 250 miles. $200 478

7882 eves A wknd 130 mj)

401 1 ext 2l5eves (29 MS)

70 VESPA I50CC 2200 mi Xlit 54C

Call Jem, H* 5 l 7i/a ttH»L5 JiOt r

fvemngs
mile campus $97 478 4710

69 PONTIAC GTO beautiful, power brakes,

bucket seats vinyl top. air conditioning

Wholesaling 52200 78« 6733 (29 M 4)

'67 1/2 HONDA 350 xint condition new

engine new parts Call 391 5059 anytime Hot

and fast n0M41

(19 A 30) weekends /eves

M
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Hi u Advertisement)

STUDENTS - VETERANS - ACTIVE DUTY OFFICERS :

AND GI'S WILL PARTIC"rFATE m

MEMORIALIZING THOSE WHO DIED

at KENT STATE at JACKSPN STATE In VIETNAM

P EA C E lUSTICnESTIVAl.
AND

ECUMENICAL MEMORIAL SERVICE
SUNDAY MAY 2, 12 to 5 P.M. EXPOSITION PARK

r-^ r- I /~i I r- ^-)/-^ A o cr -r VAi tr cr M c^ VDO Ci "Tir^ M Di \/n
SO. FIGUEROA. BETWEEN EXPOSITION BLVD
AND SANTA BARBARA BLVD

Jedt INTER DEPARTMHNIT ALC£RR_ESPONt^N^

. KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
^

1(ENT, OHIO
: r^^-

SUBJECT

Distribution List

John K. GSTfett

Allison B. Krause
"^'220 38 6598 9

t^ATEi^^y 13^1970

This is to inform you inforrration has been received that
Allison Beth Krause, Student Knniber ?20 58 6598 9, died May 4, 1970

' 'Y

She was a.^mxied to the College of Eciucatlon the Fall Quarter
1969 and transferred to the College of Fine and Professional Arte.

January 1970. *
-

It is recoTTTTiefired that this student's name be deleted from
Trailing ]is.ts.

John X, Garrett
Associat e Registrar

-pt"
JKC ; ves
Dibtrib ut ion

;

I

Data Processing
Cc>lJegc of I'ducation '

,.

College of Fine and PrcfeKsional Arts
Bursar
Alt r^ei'aTlmerjt - Mt. ILapola

English Departinent - I'^arbara Agte
Sociology v^ Anthvopology Department * T^r. Dennis G.

Political Science - Dr. Peter N. Crossland
On Campus Housing

Cooke
TiJe

HEAP"
•#i

- 1
J

lAKI Faf 'Ml LEN CHANDLER

SEE!! GUE!>!IL» TrJ.TRE & CIA
' CQMLDY IN At, TIQN

PEACE ACTION COUNCIL DIRECTIONS
Harbor Freeway to

Sa i iid Darba r ti 0<

.in.^

Students forced to vacate^Weyburn
By Ken Peterson '

DBStaffWr|t«r „„.-__. «—->

Weyburn Hall is closed.

After four years of operation, the private dormitory in

W estwood shut its doors to 423 students yesterday after the

owners filed for bankruptcy in federal court April 22.

For the remaining 45 days of the quarter, students who

[>ad-been living in Weyburn Hall were given the options of:

^f^ving to La Mancha, the other private dormitory, which

had 292 available spaces, moving to University residence

halls where 76 spaces were available or moving into a

number of fraternity and sorority houses, which made

available 55 spaces. Relocation of students was determined

hv lottery.
Funds

Funds to pay for the room and board of the students were

provided when the Alumni Association here agreed to loan

the University $20,000 to cover the costs.

Weyburn residents were informed of the situation and

their impending move at a meeting last Friday afternoon,

although there had been rumors during the previous weeks

the hall would be closed.

"Although the University is not legally responsible, we

feel the situation is important enough to make the in-

vestment,'* vice chancellor James Hobon said when he

announced Weyburn is closing to the residents last Friday.

-in*
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In addition to working to find space for the students, the

University also provided trucks and labor to assist students

in making the move from Weyburn to their new residences.

"Although this isn't the most perfect solution, it does

accommodate all of you with the least possible in-

convenience, ' Hobson said.

In assuming the costs for maintaining the students for the

remainder of the quarter, vice chancellor Norman Miller

told the students they would be asked to sign over their
,

claims against Weyburn Hall Corporation for the t)alance

of the money they paid for residence in the hall. The

students will not, however, be losing their rights to file suit

for their room depositof $50, the activity fee of $6 and the

remaincter of parking fee monies paid to the hall.

Filing suit

"You may deal with these fees in any way you see fit,

possibly by filing suit," Miller said. Dean Clinton McClure

of the Campus Advocate's Office told a group of students

later that filing a class suit on behalf of all of the claimants

might be one way to get the money returned.

"Right now the property is in the hands of a federal

receiver, appointed by the Federal District Court. He i&

going to have to identify all of the creditors and then later

dispose of all of the assets in order to pay off the debts of the

corporation.

"It may be quite a while before you get anything back apd

if the debts are greater than the assets, you may be paid

back a percentage of what they owe you," McClure said He

added the facilitj^^ of the Campus Advocate's Office and

the campus I^gal Aid Service will be available to assist

students in an unofficial capacity.

According to Hobson, his office was informed of the

ffnancial sUte of Weyburn only last Wednesday. He also

explained the residents couldn't continue to live at Weyburn

because the federal receiver had decided to close the

building in order to prevent its debts from getting any

larger. _

Receivers* Certificates

Hobson also said the University will get Receivers'

Certificates from the receiver as their only guarantee of

being reimbursed for the moving and housing expenses

they will incur These certificates will be paid off when the

assets of Weyburn Hall are liquidated at some future date.

According to Hobson, the investors who originally built

Weyburn Hall had agreed not to open up any competing

dormitories However one of the investors later put up La

Mancha, which opened in the fall of 1969.

"Two halls on the edge of campus just couldn't be sup-

ported, and Weyburn has been running at part occupancy

for a while now," Hobson said.

AILy:
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i'Year of the Pig' to be shown Hayden lauds Berkeley

Anti-war symposium slated }
radical election results

*!V
^A 12-hour symposium on the Vietnam war,

^featuring a special showing of Emile de Antonio's

?•: award winning film "In the Year of'the Pig," will

§: begin at n a.m. tomorrow Tn the Ackerman Union

:':•: Grand Ballroom, according to DaVid Luber, the

xj symposium's director.

:j:j The program, sponsored by the Student Legislative

%, Council-Teach In Symposium Program (TISP), will

:•:: begin with a concert and Luber said chairs will not be

?! set up at the front of the auditorium so students can

%\ dance or sit on the floor.

?: At noon, David Schulman, a Vietnam veteran

ix against the war, will speak, and will be followed by

vj Debbi Kaye, a delegate to the Women's Peace Treaty

;:•: Conference. A speech by a woman who has visited

% North Vietnam is also planned, according to Luber.

% At 1 p.m. "Winter Soldier," a short film depicting

S highlights of the nation's "Winter Soldier In-

•:• vestigation" held last January in Detroit, will

!? screen, followed by "May Day-Time Is Runnmg

•jiiOut." This film was nominated for an Academy

g Award and tells the story of the People's Peace

:$: Treaty and the plight of the Vitnamese people.

V.

• • •

At 2 p.m. "The Selling of the Pentagon," the

controversial CBS film attackinjg the Pentagon, will

screen. It has never been shown off television.

Another concert will follow this film and at 4 p.m.

"People's War," a documentary film of North

Vietnam under war conditions will be shown.

At 5 p.m. Santiago Alvarez's latest film "Seventy-

nine Springtimes" will be shown. This film has never

screened in the western United States.

After a dinner break, "In the Year of the Pig" will

screen at 6 : 30 p.m. There will be no charge for any of

the events at the symposium.

The sumposium will close with a dance concert

featuring two bands, lasting until 11 p.m.

According to Luber, the program was put together

mainly through the efforts 6f a member of the People

for Peace and Justice. TISP arranged the facilities

so it could be presented here.

The symposium will cost about $1,400 and will be

financed with funds from TISP, the Graduate

Students' Association (GSA) and from monies

allocated by vice chancellor Norman Miller.

.:.::-;w.;:;:;:;:.:.s.:.:.:w^^^^^^
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EdDcatlon school chanyes
The school of education should sharply curtail its

budget and graduate school enrollment, according to

the initial report of the ad hoc programmatic review

committee on teacher training.

This and five other reports by committees under

the Chancellor's programmatic review are now
heing considered by Academic Senate committees

and the review's steering committee. Their reports

will be issued May 15, and the Chancellor's final

decision is due May 28.

The committee recommended continuation of a

sharp curtailment of enrollment in the school's

present graduate programs until thf 1973-1974

academic year. This would lower the student-faculty

ratio to the desired level of eight to one. As there are

currently 60 academic FTE's (full-time equivalents)

•n the school, the ratio would mean total enrollment
'•f ^80 students, or an eventual reduction of 636

students from a current enrollment of 1016.

The committee said the support for social sciences

"^ the College of Letters and Science amounts to

^2,4(J0 per FTE while the (-^. - ^.it .support with a

budget of $229,862, is about $3,800. It was reconi-

mended the budget be reduced to approximately

$145,000.

According to the committee. "Some faculty

members currently supervise far too many master's

and doctoral students ' They added, "In the present

financial situation, it would be unrealistic to assume

that tl^e School can expect more FTE."

The committee also asked the two-year teacher

training program (students enroll as seniors) of the

school "be continued but in highly selective ways."

These included: reducing the laboratory planned

nrogram (designed to unify separate components of

teacher training) to operate at a "pilot scale" of 25 or

30 rather than the proposed 225; limiting the number

of'teacher credentials given each year to 200; and

giving careful attention to a cooperative program

betw^n the School and University Extension.

The committee finally said. "In the^ tinries of

budgetary stringency, it is apparent the School must

radically reduce its support budget.'

The elections in Berkeley earlier this month in which a radical slate

was elected to city council offices placed the radicals, "who had always

advocated revolutionary political struggles ... in the position of

defender of the faith of the electoral process, " Tom Hayden. founder of

SDS and member of the Chicago Eight. s§id Friday to an audience of 600

people in the Ackerman Union, Grand Ballroom.

Commenting on the city elections at Berkeley which featured a slate of

radical politicians and a referendum issue on the reorganization of the

Berkeley Police, Hayden said the election demonstrated both the

strengths and weaknesses of a "wide baSed radical election movement."

"It is interesting that Newsweek magazine called the election a radical

victory, while the radicals were still counting the ballots," he said.

"Reactions by the Berkeley community were as diverse," Hoyden said

"Some of the radical community were depressed by the resulU. while

some of the liberal community were encouraged The newly elected

mayor said that the elections prove the only place to effect radical change

«

is at the ballot box.

^But in order to grasp the full effects of the election, one has to examine

the state of the Berkeley community It had become cynical from the

events of the last two years with People's Park and Kent SUte. The

community honestly felt that demonstrations and the like were futile

efforts, so they tried something really radical like the ballot box,"

Hayden stated

Hayden, who was speaking under the auspices of the Expenmental

College, also said the reason for the referendum question on police

reorganization was to return community control to the people of the

"rampant police."

"After the terrorism by police last summer in Berkeley where people

were being busted for being under 18 years old. for hitch hiking in city

limits and being on the street without ID., many proposals came down

through the community.
. , ^ i w

"We had even thought of starting armed foot patrols along Telegrapti

Ave to protect the citizenry, but the community control idea was the

best," he said
. . ,, j a

Although the issue was defeated by a two^to-one majority, Hayden said,

"we now feel that a radical issue 10 years ago like esUblishment of a

police review board would have no problem getting the necessary votes m
the community."

Undergraduate elections today

Primary elettions for undergraduate student body officers will

he held from 9 am to 5 p.m today through Wednesday. Polling

booths will be located in the following areas: in front of Ackerman

Union, the Royce Hall quad. Humanities quad, in front of Bunch

Hall, Franz Hall and the Science quad.

One constitutional amendment and six referendum questions will

also appear on the ballot*. Final elections will be held May 12.
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Child Care Center
short of volunteers

r
gy Steve AInsworth •

DB Staff Writer

After a hectic opening three weeks ago in the subtropical horticulture

building, the ASUCLA Child Care Center here has "setUed down" to the

business of caring for 85 children 10 hours every week day, according to

Betty Diamond, Child Care director.

The children know they belong here now. They can sort of identify

with this place and its made it a little less hectic than three weeks ago,"

Diamond said.

The children range in age from two months to five years and come from

about 120 families. The center can accomodate 85 children at a time, but

some stay only part of the day so the center actually serves over 120

children. According to Diamond, 50 per cent of the children come from

student families, 40 per cent from employes and 10 per cent from faculty.

Volunteers

Diamond said the program is coming along very well but volunteers

and equipment are still badly needed.

Genevieve Desdevises, a student volunteer, said she felt the program

was worthwhile and rewarding. She spends three hours one day a week

working with the children.

"I think it's a great program, it's the least you can do to volunteer," she

said. A full-time staff of 15 mans the center with the help of volunteers,

but according to the Child Care Center Committee (CCCC), they have

only half the volunteers they need.

Horticulture building

The horticulture building was renovated in three months to allow the

Child Care Center to move there. The CCCC said the remodeling was

accomplished in the short time and within the budget because of the ef-

forts of the Physical Plant staff under the direction of Arch 0'Bryant.

Diamond said her staff is now working out the plans for a playground to

be located in a dirt field behind the horticulture building.

Diamond said many people have asked if the center could be open

evenings or weekends or if the center could expand its operation to in-

clude more children, but she said such expansion is impossible because of

the shortage of staff and equipment.

"We don't have any plans for expansion at all. We spend all our time on

this operation," she said.

•*i>
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MOLOTOV—A fire, apparently caused by a Molotov

cocktail thrown through an open window, caused

minor damage* Thursday night to the office of law

professor Laurens Silver. Damage from the blaze,

which was reported by custodians at 11:50 p.m., was
estimated at $350 to S400 by Jack Hillery physical

^^ DB photo—Mark Rubin

plant spokesman. Silver said, "I don't know of

anyone who would want to bomb my office. I have a

feeling it was just a random choice." No suspects or

motives have been found according to campus police

spokesmen.

Budget cuts affectjournalism prof

UCLA
DAJi:/^

Ann L HasKinj. Editor tn Chief
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William Johnson, chairman of the journalism

department here, admitted last week "program-

matic review probably speeded up" his decision to

retire. Johnson, a member of the department for 10

years, will retire this June.

. Programmatic review is Chancellor Charles E.

Young's term for the evaluation of departments,

courses dupicated in high school and possible con-

solidation of some programs, which are considered

"'periph^al to the basic mission of the University."

Journalism is one of three departments being

examined.

Johnson said he is "opting for early retirement,

partly due to health, partly to pursue other projects."

If programmatic review had not conn^ he might have
delayed his retirement for another year, he said.

There are two possibilities for the future of the

journalism department as a resuU of the

programmatic review,^ according to Johnson One

chance is that the department will be phased outl)y

June, 1972 in which case he said, "There would be no

point waiting ai;pund for the last rites."

The second possibility is the survival of the

department. He said, "It will do so with many

problems which younger more energetic peqjir

should cope with."

Final plans have nob yet been made for the jour

nalism department, Johnson siad. Journalism will

lose three of its present instructors: Johnson.

Kenneth Smith has resigned because of proposed

class cuts in his field of specialization, while John

Smith announced his retirement at the beginning of

the year also because proposed cuts will limit the

department's scope.

Johnson has only one regret about retiring: TU

miss the students. Oddly enough I enjoy teaching
"
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Ei :~.i departments

plan rep elections
-

'—
' By Joyce Flnzl

DB Staff Writer

Today is the deadline to file for undergraduate student

representatives in several departments, according to the

University Action Council (UAC) which is sponsoring the elections.

Elections are being held for offices in political science,

psychology, history and English departments. If students express

an interest in running, elections will also he held in zoology and

mathematics departments.

As of Friday, 35 students filed petitions for offices in the eight

departments.

Rhonda Abrams, commissioner of Student Educational Policy

Commission (SEPC) said, "Now, with the proposed change of the

Regents' Standing Orders which would enable students to receive

votmg privileges in academic departments, it is imperative that

students take a more active role with faculty in strengthening

education at the University level."

Department chairmen

Several department chairmen whose departments will be

sponsoring elections were asked about student representation in

their departments.

Irving Maltzman, psychology department chairman, said,

"Where are the students? What's happened this year? There is

total apathy in this department. I'm angry. There's no activity, no

one to follow through with the dirty work."

However, he added if students did participate in the department

they would not have as much say aS the faculty. "It would not be a

good idea for students to vote on faculty promotions because they

don't have the knowledge to evaluate. They just don't know

enough."
English department

In the English department, there are student representatives on

the executive committee, according to Maximillian Novak,

department vice chairman.

'We feel at this point the department ought to have opportunity

to vote on it (student voting). It is the feeling of some members that

the degree to which students got power would be proportional to the

r way the faculty lost power.

"Students don't realizethat long ago the fight f6r faculty power

was very long and difficult. It is felt that to mingle student vote with

faculty vote would dilute faculty power. I hold some of the same

reservations expressed," he said.

William Gerberding, political science department chairman,

said students take part in the formulation of proposals in subjects

mcluding curricukim in the department, but the faculty votes on

these proposals atid students are not present during the voting.

Student votes

He added, "I do not favor student voting in department meetings

because I think the decisions about curriculum and personnel are

professional matters."

Students are encouraged to attend speech department meetings

where there are matters affecting tehm, according to department

chairman Charles Lomas.

Alan Grinnell, vice chairman of the zoology department, said,

"Studehts are members of all the department committees. They

are given quite a bit of importance and are free to initiate ac-

tivities. They are allowed to vote in these committees. They are not

allowed to vote in faculty meetings but are sometimes invited to

attend." . -
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To aid foreign students

New commission proposed
"There is a myriad of programs,

affecting foreign students here,

which need to form a united front,"

according to Mukul Ham, an

engineering student from India

who is leading the drive to have an

international affairs commissioner

added to Student Legislative

( ouncil (SLC).

The question "Do you favor

having an International Affairs

Commissioner on Student

Legislative Council?", will be on

the primary election ballot this

week as a part of a referendum.

"We submitted it to a referen-

dum hoping to get widespread

student support. If a majority of

students don't support the measure
the Administration will probably

take it as a mandate to cut back

foreign programs," Ram said.

Foreign exchange programs like

Project India (Pakistan, Ceylon),

Operation Crossroads and
Education Abroad Programs have

suffered financial cutbacks

because they lack representation

in student government, according

to Ram.
"These programs have great

potential, but they need a central

person to focus their efforts and
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Even bathing every day
eant stnl^ it.

Feminine, wdi); btarrs inrer-

nally. and no amount of barh-

in^ can remose it. Soap and

water simply can't reaJi the

area where the odor starts.

That's the reason you i)ecd

Norforn^s* . . . ihc second dcndor-

ani." These tiny inxernal sup-

positories kill y^erms stopodor

effectively yet sately. In facr.^en

tie, doctor-tested Norforms are

so safe and easy t.o use, you .an

use them as often as necessary.

No hath or shower c.1n»4ive

you Norforms' protection. C jet

Norhums. and you'll teel se-

cure and odorfree for hours.

The scconddcmUnaiM.

KRLbNC')RFCpMS MINI PACK

Noruul.nv..rm.u..U ...rVr <^ "^,^^

Noruuh. N Y iWilS .Ln.loM ."-c

for m.iilm»:. InitJImt: '

plead their case before SLC," he

said

"With a single person coor-

dinating the programs, instead of

having them operate in-

dependently, we could improve

and expand them " he said

The new commissioner would

take over some responsibilities

from other commissioners and

estaolish his own new ^programs,

according to Rara.^

He listed the International

Progr^^s Commission, now under

Sonja Walker, SLC Jirst vice

president, and Project Amigos,

under Lamar Lyons, community
services cofnmisioner, as

programs which could 5e~

represented by the new com-

missioner.

Ram is now trying to obtain the

2.700 student signatures required

to pass a constitutional am-
mendment (modifying SLC
requires a constitutional am-
mendment)

If the necessary signatures are

obtained the measure will go on the

next SLC ballot, where a two- thirds

. majority will be required.

If Ram fails to get enough

signatures, a two-thirds majority

of SLC must approve the measure

It them must be approved by two-

thirds majority on the next SLC
ballot

•OFFICIAL NOTICES* ^
FROM: Registrar's Office

TueHday, May 11, 1971 is the deadline to file notice of candidacy for

the Bachelor's degree to be conferred June 15, 1971. A list of candi-
dates prepared from the **A" cards submitted with the regiiitration pac-
kets is posted outside the Registrar's Office Information Window **A**.

Any errors or omissions in this list should be reported immediately to

Window "A".
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W'wood Lib Front

to hold meeting
The Westwood Liberation

Front will meet at 8:00 p.m.

today at Bradford Hall, 481

Gayley Ave., to discuss the

Tenants Union. Food Con-

spiracy, and FREF: COM-
MUNITY RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES.
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DONE SOMETHING
UCLA IIIVI

AAonday, May 3, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN

Westwood Liberation Notes

Expanded Legal Aid Service

Speakers Program-Best Ever -

Helpline

Student Departmental Organizations

Tutorial Project

Saved Regent's Matching Funds

Direct Assitance Facility '

Expanded Administrative Internship Program

Proposed Amendment to Regent's Standing Orders

Student Lobbiests

Student Fund ~^

Supported Child Care Center =^
Established Regent's Visits to UCLA
Supported Women's Center

More Library Hours

Expancfed Cultural Programs and Concerts

M^T

HERE' TO. BE DONE.

JV —
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Reform Tenure

Student Union Expansion

Improved Teaching — Curriculum Reform

^estv/ood Master Plan

More Input of Financial Aids

Abolish Language Requirement

WITH YOUR HELP.

il

More students have participated this year than ever before. Much
has been done. However, your hrelp is needed to expand student

influence in the university. With your help the Zentners and the

Grahams wouldn't^ be^fired^ ^ . student monies wouldn't be squan-

dered on needless capitol outlay . . . the faculty will fulfill its teach-

ing responsibilities . . . the system will respond . . . you can be-

come responsible for the use of your funds.

Please, call 825-2639 or stop by Kerckhoff Hall 304 if you want
to help. Together we can do something.

t
w^-

Sponsored by the Student Legislative Council

—
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EDITORIAL BOARD **WKo built the walls''" is but an

academic question for historians.

David Lees

Managing Editor

Dave McNary
Staff Writer

1

Ann Haskins
Editor-in-Chief

Deborah Ashin
City Editor

Rick Keir

News Editor

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion' of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Br^in Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of-the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boar^^

Open letter to SLC candidates:

Aastudent body elections come up this year, the University of California is faced with

economic and political attacks that threaten all those associated with the University:

bfudents, employes, faculty, etc.

In the midst of a severe and deepening economic crisis, state and local governments

across the nation are squeezed for necessary revenues to provide badly needed public

services In California, Gov Reagan has responded by proposing a '71 '72 budget that

slashes virtually all sectors of public spending, striking particularly hard at the welfare

system and the state's system of higher education. If this budget goes through, its effects

on the UC system alone will be devastating: increased layoffs of faculty, T A s and em
ployes on the non academic level, no cost of living wage increase, less campus services,

overcrowded classes and departments, no financial support for minority and low income

students and all this at a time when tuition is skyrocketing.

The very depth of the current crisis has tended to discourage struggles by individual

groups around their own interests There is a fairly common realization that these

isolated struggles can make little headway on their own in the face of general fiscal crisis

Yet it IS precisely in this realization that the way forward is shown: only if all groups

affected by the economic crisis and the resulting budget cutbacks struggle together

around their common interest can we h6pe tostop Reagan's budget

It IS with this awareness of our common interests that the Campus Unions address an

open letter to those running for student government office. We address potential office

holders not only as employes seeking allies, but also because we believe students have a

right to know what those candidates who seek their yotes are going to do to fight for their

interests , '

In stiort, we are trying to form a coalition of forces to fight Reagan's budget and would

like each candidate for office to publicly state, via the Daily Bruin, their position on this

coalition and its demands
Concretely, on May 15, there will be a March on Sacramento and a rally on the Capitol

steps to present our demands. The following groups are tryin9 to bring thousands of

students, workers, welfare recipients, etc , to Sacramento for that March: the American

Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees Council <^99 (the state wide AF

SCME council). The California Federation of Teachers, the S.E.l.U (representing social

workers), and the Transit Workers Union

Our position IS embodied in a petition now being circulated state wide that will be

presented May 15 in Sacramento to the State Legislature It reads: "Whereas, Gov

Reagan's 1971 72 budget will result in massive cutbacks at the Univerrity, no cost of

living raises, further hiring freezes, and the laying off of hundreds of academic and non

academic employes, and Whereas, UC staff are now put in the bind of either trying to

squeeze the already overburdened taxpayer or fighting other equally necessary public

services for a larger share^of state funds, and Whereas, the money for public services

comes from an inequitable tax structure where the Ipwer a (;§lifornian's income, the

tporeof that income is paid m taxes, with California's banks and corporations paying only

10 per cent of the state's income. Therefore, we, the undersigned, make the following

demands and pledge to fight for them both inside and outside the state legislature

End the wage and hiring freeze restore the budget no layoffs

End iob discrimination against y^dmen and minorities

Free higher education for all - atwiish tuition I

Full funding for EOP and special programs tor minority students

Recognize unions of public employees as collective bargaining agents

To finance these demands we will fight for:

Increased taxation of the banks, corporations and agribusiness and sea coast (such as

an Oil severance tax)

Increased taxes on profits, not people."
The May 15 March on Sacramento and presentation of demands will b^ne more step m

6ur fight against the budget. 1 1 has been preceeded by circulation of our petition, fighting

tor the growth of our unions on this program, and rallies and marches that were held on

cachUC campus April 15. We will be working in the next two weeks to sign up students and

workers for buses and car pools to go to Sacramento (call 473 2350 if you want to help or

go)

Again, it is the recognition of the Campus Unions of our common interests with students

m this struggle that lads us toaddress an open letter to SLC candidates.

It IS imperative that these candidates address themselves to these issues of burning

'Vriportance to the future of the University We invite them to contact us about helping us

m this mobilizing effort, and most importantly, respond publicly in the DB so that all

wor.ker5.5nd students at UCLA know where thjy^tand, ^ .. -.^ « ^^
Submitted by Keith Dodds,

AFSCME Local 2070,

AFT Faculty and TAs Un»on

but just who is going to tear down
the walls (between us) is question

the Westwood Liberation F^ront has

been trying to answer. We of the

Westwood Liberation Front have
been trying to put through a

program of "action through
participation."

F'ood Co-op

The Westwood Food Conspiracy
is indeed active as an alternative to

rip-off markets with over 100

people now participating. And:

everyone is welcome, as long as we
share the little work there is.

The Westwood "Kock and Roll"

Liberation Front has to date put on

six free dance-concerts for the

community to participate in. On
other entertainment levels, the

group has sponsored several film

showings and a picnic.

On other fronts, we have started

men's and women's consciousness

sessions, free poster distribution

(free meaning that a donation was
asked but only if one could afford

it) and a survey of Westwood. It is

this last event that has brought us

to our current state.

Survey

It seems as though a number of

the people responding to the form-

survey have called our actions

"elitist" and "cliquish." And to

some extent, we plead guilty on

-d^oth counts We have been this way
not because we want to seize

power, but instead we have often

(as a soft-core group of 30 which

1 started as ten) been working so

hard on the legwork that needs to

Letters to the Editor

be done, that we as a group lose

contact with the people we would

honestly want to relate to on a

human level ^

But, on the other side of the com,

we cannot not help to, but feels that

some of these accusations are but

rationalizations for not getting

envolved in activities that could be

both helpful and enjoyable

And we do still take the criticism

to heart, and in fact we would

welcome more of it

Our goal is to break down the

walls of alienation between us, and

cnTTctsm Of oanrrethods andTn:=-

tion thereupon is exactly the path

we woald like to take

We do not want to talk "to" you,

but rather we want to talk "with"

you. We do not want followers, but

equals to move upon a path

towards togetherness In sum-

mation, our (your) actions should

encourage your (our) par-

ticipation.

Steve Orel
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Vietnam: referendum
On today's election ballots, there also appears a referendum.

Five of the questions are related to the Vietnam war. First of all,

for the sake of the rest of this argument, do not read any further

unless to the question "Do you support an immediated withdrawal

of all United States troops from Southeast Asia?" your answer is

yes: OUT NOW!
Now all of you reading this believe we should be out now We can

make our own individual peace with the Vietnamese.

A means of ratifying our peace with the people of Vietnam is the

People's Peace Treaty. It proposes fair and equitable way for the

people of both Vietnam and America to make peace. When the

government does not make peace, the people have to!

But the treaty is just another worthless petition unless we are

willing to take a stand on everyday issues which involve the war.

What good is a treaty unless it is obeyed? And three other questions

on the ballot are direct manifestations of the meaning of "peoples

to peoples peace."

We must show that we as students do not want our University to

have any complicity with the Vietnam War That until the war is

over all war research, recruiting and training (ROTO must not

continue. On the referendum we can vote our conscience We can

show the war-monger that yes the people want peace, and not only

do they want peace they are not going to let him carry on the war.

Chuck Goldman

^
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WJnslow cites own error
Kditor

:

I made an inexcusable error

(based on information it is my
responsibility to check) in stating

that Matt Mazer was present at

only 46 per cent of SLC meetings.

It was substahtially higher than

that, and several absences were

due to hospitalization.

I guess I'll learn . . . really

sorry. Matt.

Bill Winslow

Theater

Editor:

The Student Committee for the

Arts and the Undergraduate
English Association (UEA) are to

be commended for their genuine

interest and concern for students.

This Tuesday, they have scheduled

and financed a presentation of

good, live theater on Campus.

Under their sponsorship the Venice

Free Theater will present George

Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara"

at 8 p.m. in Schoenberg Hall. The

Venice Free Theater performs for

free to the Venice community and

the theater is made up of Venice

residents;

It is according to this same
philosophy that they will present

their play on Tuesday — free to

students — thanks to the UEA and

SCA who are financing the project.

Hopefully this will set a precedent

for further activities that are

valuable to the students.

That is how it should be.

Freida Kowalski

Junior. Psychology

The editors of the Daily Bruin

Intro wish to makiT^C formal

apology to Miss Donna Woolfolk.

C ompletely without our knowledge

and through a series of proof-

reading and editing oversights, an

extraneous sentence was added to

the end of Miss Woolfolks review

of Othello published in last

Thursday's Intro. The addition not

only marred the tone of her work,

but seemed to reflect badly on her

Integrity as a writer. We feel

responsible for this unfair and

completely erroneous suggestion,

even though we had. nothing to do

with the perpetration of the deed

ttsetf . To Miss Woolfolk and to our

readers, we express sincere

regret.

How do we know what you feel if you don't write?
Paid Advertisement)

Today Free

A-level Patio — Ackerman Union
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playing all original music

Sponsored by Cultural Affairs Commission of SLC
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Readercriticizes DB endorsements
The Dally Bruin has spoken

(April 28), and UCLA history has

shown that the pen is mightier than

the ballot. The record of the DB
predicting student elections is

phenomenal. For purposes of

discussion, let's consider for a

moment that the DB selects the

winners in a more rigid sense. Of

the percentage of students that do

read the "election issiies", few

read the candidates' platforms.

For the most part we accept the

DB objective, matter-of-fact

descriptions of the candidates —
the DB endorsements.

Getting closer to what the DB
has done this year, look a little

more carefully at the reasoning

behind these endorsements. If the

election is truly our choices, then

why is only one alternative men-

tioned for four of the positions on

the ballot — excluding the multi-

candidate race for General

Representative?

There is value in the DB en-

dorsements because they indicate

a more intense effort at getting into

the heads of the candidates than

most students have i time to un-

dertake. Yet the DB gives no full

description of how they come to

their decisions.

The four offices mentioned
(Financial Support Commissioner,

Cultural Commissioner, Student

Welfare Commissioner and
Student Educational Policies

Commissioner) provide no in-

formation about those candidates

the DB does not endorse. If DB
decisions are based on information

I have no practical access to, then

why"IS' it nor presented so ,1 can

make my own decision?

The DB can offer more accurate

and complete descriptions of each

candidate; together with the

candidate's platforms such

description will help provide better

opportunity to students to make
reasonable choices. Until the DB
increases its responsibility to us

all, are we to listen when it says

"student government can be a tool

. .V As a tool it is not an end in itself

but a means"?
In my mind what can promote

growth and change in our com-

munity is reasoning not by "means
to an end" formula, rather we can

seek the value in every object,

objective and process as ends in

themselves. Perhaps all of us can

make the pen and ballot com-
plementary, not a cause and effect.

Edward Cody Schumacher

'Budget cut'

p:ditor:

Several employees in the

Engineering department fit the

layman's image of their being cogs

in the heartless mechanical wheel.

Apart from their strict duties they

might as well be inanimate robots

at the desks. And lo! once in a

while you could stumble upon a

surprise like Eleanor Oakland.

To walk into that Engineering

Fellowships/Assistantships office

is to feel the radiating warmth of
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ROYCE HALL - MAY 27 - 8:30 PM
ALL TICKETS RESERVED $2.00

ON SALE - MONDAY. MAY 3

her personality. Instead of treating

the students as mere numbers, she

respects them as individuals.

Besides possessing an infinite

capacity for even the unusual

names of students, she is always a

willing and pleasant source

information and advice.

The only way to stop these

serious attacks is tomake them the

object of a major boycott that will

be more costly to the ad-

ministration than retaining

workers and students. If the

of Chancellor and his flunkies cannot

relate to such demands, the DB
But such rarities seem too good should think in terms of expanding

to last. The devouring "budget- the boycott, gradually or im-

squeeze" is about to make her mediately, to include the entire

relinquish these duties. food services and bookstore, as

To remove her from direct well as the vending machines.

contact with the students would be Moreover, the DB should expand

to strip the technical maze of one of the issues of the boycott at once to

its few human aspects. include layoffs, cutbacks and EOP.
Ramesh Mansukhani Such an action would force the

Graduate, Engineering financially hard-pressed
University to make cuts on the real

Ca non-essentials such as

rises management bureaucracy, con-

struction, computers, the South

Editor: Campus Center, the publication of

The Daily Bruin coffee crisis is a As One or its successor, and (who

tempest in a teapot compared to knows? ) ROTC, war research and

what should be happening, both in the Los Alamos project, though it is

terms of the limitations of the not our purpose at this point to

action and the narrowness of the advise them on where to trim the

issue. real fat; they can make that

To confine demands to price traumatizing decision on their

increases, though that q\^estion is Qwn.

For DB to continue on its present

course would be tokenistic and
even pre-emptive of effective

action. We await a response.

Daniel O'Heam
(This letter is for the people who

used to call themselves SDS before

important, ignores the widespread

layoffs in the hospital and dorms
that the administration is plan-

ning, the cutbacks that have
already taken place for TA's, the

dfficulty of students in getting

work that they now need more than

ever as their parents get laid off we were kicked off campus.)
and the racist surprise cuts in EOP
matching funds.

These measures are justified by
the administration with financial

arguments, and hence a boycott

which forces a rollback in prices

alone may weM be used by the

administration to excuse further

layoffs of workers and make it

impossible for more students.

Recruitment
Editor:

Stephen Gayer's article (Daily

Bruin, April 26) requires some
points of clarification Had Gayer
informed me he was doing a DB

particularly minority students, to article at the time we met, I would
attend UCLA. of course, have been careful to be

quite explicit in my discussion with
him .

I did not mean to impK
agreement "with the sentiments of
the protestors against the u ar and
the Army recruitment for the
war." What I did attempt to convey
was that even if I agreed with the
protesters' views, I could not
sanction their means for attaining

their goals.

When Gayer asked about
alternative remedies, I suggested
the possibihty of lawful peaceful ^f
picketing. I also noted, as a matterji
of simple observation, that some
protesters had signed up for in-

terviews with the Army in order to

express their views privately I did

not advocate this procedure in

order to "gum up the works, " an
implication which might be drawn
by some readers of the article.

I further speculated that banning
military recruitment could require

extended Regental deliberations

and that American involvement in

Vietnam might be substantially

ended by the time the Regents

came to a decision. Gayet's
statement, **he said we could

probably expect the war to be over

long before the Regents would

eliminate Army recruiting,"

carries a quite different message

Finally, I regret Gayer was

unable to reach me immediately,

and I apologize for the delay. He

dropped in when I was out of the

office on April 16, but I did try to

call him later that day and left a

message for him. April 17 and 18

were weekend days, and Gayer's

attempt to see me on April 19 was

thwarted by an emergency
evacuation of the building caused

by a bomb threat. If he wishes to

attribute such circumstances to

"bureaucratic" hasshng, that is an

unfortunate misperception.

Edward A.Shaw

AAAY 5 - Pat and Mike
. The Rainmaker

KERCKHOFF TICKET OFFICE-UCIA STUDENTS ONLY
presented by
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MAY 12— Long Day's Journey
into Night (Long Version)
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Ends, by James Hughes (Knopf:

$5.95)

Cessation, the end of the world,

was near at hand. It is unclear just

why, but the human race was in the

process of ending, using a variety

of techniques, each person

choosing an end that he found most

appropriate to the way he had

lived. Cessation was certain,

universal, unavoidable, final. The

problem was only to choose a

particular end from the plethora of

techniques made available by a
bountiful technocracy. The
Chinese were making a Great Leap

Downward, a mass cliff-out from

the mountains of Yenan, in honor

of the Chairman. In America in-

spired ends were planned: man-

made cliff-outs, Niagarends, H-

bomb Cities, and a Manhattan Split

scheduled to extend from Boston to

Washington. There were hari-kari

booths in Japan, submersions in

The Ganges, and physical deper-

sonalizations in the Soviet Union.

In England class stratifications

were to remain intact to the End;

those with the most status planned

to go to End City, a sparkling

metropolic built just for the oc-

casion.
^'

England was having trouble with

aberrant enders. There were the

Bang-enders who used Ejaculite,

an intravaginal explosive that was
triggered off by the simultaneous

action of malq and female orgasm.
If too much Ejaculite was used it

~ could literally bring down th^

house. Goners, unmindful of the

inconvenience they caused others,

pitched themselves under the

wheels of passing trucks. And
Starvies, "gentle, peaceable young
folk, fond of meditation, music,

sunshine, and dressing-up,"
dedicated themselves to starvation

as an end, not unmindful of the

euphoric hallucinations possible on
an empty stomach. Most deviant
and dangerous were the Lifers,

"murderous psychopaths whose
insensate, brutal behavior was
deliberately without any end or

purpose," who refused to recognize
the reality of Cessation and forth-

rightly rejected ends of any kind.

Caught somewhere between the

many ways of ending and the

onrush of time towards Cessation
is David Parry, a confused and
indecisive London newspaperman.
He must choose an end for himself,
and his choice is all-important, for

end means "both an aim or in-

tended result, and also completion
or termination." Parry's problem
is to end not only finally but

meaningfully as well, to make his

passage into non-being an ap-
- pnrprtaie and fulfilling conclusion

to his being. "An appropriate end,
as almost everyone consciously Or

unconscioii*^'^ im^.M- ir-iiniiAH thr

^'^'^-'* V«» 'i'IV«(liril i»l tail ^ \^»-«-

3 formula affirming the

equivalence of an individual
quantity on the one side and a

s^ial quantity on the other

Once this had been achieved, the

logical conclusion was arrived at in

the privacy of one's own house . . .

one's place of work, or even in

some prayerhouse or other in-

dividually applicable place. This

tenet was as familiar as the

proposition 'two and two is four'

and, like that proposition, took an

analytic form with the con-

summation of interior and exterior

finitudes within a temporal con-

text." Parry's end must be a

.quantification of his existence;

n6n-being is nothing but a negation

of, and so obtains its character

from, the nature of being. Parry's

end must be qppropriate to his life

:

"The answer was implicit in the

way he lived, the things he lived

for. But what were they? Did

Parry live at all and, if so, what did

he live for?" The issue of an ap-

propriate end is contingent upon

the problem of meaning in

existence and finds its resolution

within an existential context of

meanings.

F:nd implicitly concerns itself

with the existential -

phenomenological philosophies of

Martin Heidegger and his two best-

known students, Jean-Paul Sartre

and Maurice Merleau-Ponty.

Specifically Ends tosses up a

paradigmatic problem — David

Parry's attempts to establish "the

connection between yourself and

the rest of your world ... To bring

the whole thing into consciousness,

to see where his end lay." — and

tests these thinkers' philosophies,

each of which is centrally con-

cerned with the interrelationships

of man and his world, against the

problem at hand. To Heidegger it is

through death that we become

conscious of life, of Being as op-

posed to non-being and as opposed

to the individual beings of

everyday. Only when we are faced

with a loss of being is the qustion of

Being — a question we constantly

attempt to avoid and deny —
forced upon us. Death makes the

possibility of non-being a reality,

and so brings us face-to-face with

the question. "What is Being?"

Similarly, only the approach of

Cessation forces Parry to confront

the problem of choosing an end. or

coming up with an alternative, or

simply acting decisively. Though

he frequently slides back into an

immersion in the everyday (to

Heidegger, "the individual

characteristics^ of individual

beings") and tehiporarily forgets

the problem at hand, the temporal

process of existence confronts him

with choices and confronts his

con^40«&fle6^ w i th^ ex i^tenU^i

imperatives

Of cour.se, the issue of choice is

central to the philosophy of Sartre

Wh^nrver Parry forgets the

uf h i.s tmd an^ postpones

colleagues who like himself had
left their private doubts and fears

behind for the time being, because

such things were counter-

productive, had nothing to do with

getting the paper out"), Parry

succumbs to what Sartre calls

"bad faith,
'^

the avoidance of

existential solitude^ and free

decision, by "l)ecoming" a role, by

partaking of — in the language oT

Jungian archetypes — a shallow

persona.

And when he alternatively

succumbs to "bad faith" by

viewing his social existence as an

alien "thing," Parry falls prey to

what Merleau-Ponty calls

"retrospective illusion," a concept

similar to Marx's "reification," in

which (quoting Merleau-Ponty)

"we take the perceived objects

constituted by our perceiving

consciousness as a pre-existing

cause of our perception." By
viewing the projections of his own
consciousness as non-human or

supra-human. Parry destroys his

won freedom; he tells his half-

brother Ritchie, who is some
mixture of Starvie and Lifer and by

whom Parry is fascinated, "If I

could HDegin, commit myself

'

definitely and all that, then ending

would be simple. I keep trying to

fool myself into believing I've got

an alternative, but of course there

isn't any alternative. I've been

committed to a particular end by

my birth and upbringing, and that

comnriitment's been endorsed by

my life and career and marriage,

and there's only one way for me to

go .. . Now it's a question of ac-

cepting it." To which Ritchie

replies, "Don't accept it until you

know it . . . Maybe it's not so

certain as you think, maybe you're

trying to force an uncertain thing

into a certainty, and maybe
refusing something is just as good

as accepting it."

It is Ritchie, wild, sensuous,

"omnisexual," totally opposed to

linear rationality and the ends to

which anything linear must lead,

who counterpoises the weight of

accumulated culture, who, through

his actions, countermands the

sophistic advice of Parry's

analyst, Pripet, and thereby

prevents Parry from succumbing

totally to a socio-psychological

determinism and a conventional

end. Pripet encourages Parry to

accept his end, and thereby

triumph over and transcend it.

Pripet offers Parry a zen koan: "A

dog is tied to the axle of a cart; it

can struggle against its lead, tear

the pads off its feet, resist all the

way; or it can trot along in the

direction of the cart, painlessly

accepting its bondage as a fact of

life." Parry echoes Pripet when he

speakes to Ritchie: "We all know

that being alive is a tautology with

its end implicit in its beginning .

Finite, that's the word you've got

to learn the meaning of" But

Ritchie responds by putting his

hand into a candle flame, letting it

burn " '1 want myself,' he

whispered I want myself always,

and everyone else, and everything

else, always.' " Parry is caught

between his brother's mystical

allure and the rational, expedient

answers dispensed by Pripet

Ultimately he must choose one or

the other ;i choice both • "ntM
(determining his end; and

philosophical (determining man's

relation to non-being)

Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty

would likely be on Pripet's side Tf

deny this fact, to seduce himself

from awareness of the nature of

being, but when he sees the

seduction for what it is, guilt draws

him back to his authentic self Man
then freely accepts the limitations

of his existence and the burden of

projecting himself through a world

not of his choosing Only when he

accepts being as it is given and

tries to develop himself through

time will he realize human
being. " You can't live forever,'

"

Parry tells Ritchie. " Haven't you

heard of Cessation?' " Ritchie

replies with a seeming paradox:
** 'There's ways around even
Cessation.' " Ritchie has chosen

not to accept (" 'Maybe refusing

something is just as good as ac-

cepting it.' ") finiteness, and

thereby also implicitly rejects the

facticity of the world, which

Heidegger would have man accept

To Heidegger, man is born into a

world that is already there, a world

of which each of us is merely one

inseparable interacting part, a

world that does not "belong" to me
or anyone, a world, finally. |hat

must be accepted as fact But to

Ritchie, " 'If you think I'm a fraud,

then thats what I am. for you. Your

picture oC me is yours, not mine.'

To Heidegger, the world is not

subjective. But to Ritchie, "

'Nothing's anything unless

someone, some consciousness, is

there to see it.'
"

For Heidegger, man does not

construct Being by his thought. It

is not even man who thinks Being;

rather, "the thought of Being

comes to light in man." Being

reveals itself to man: "Man is not

the lord of being, he is the shepherd

of Being." Similarly, for Merleau-

Ponty, the true transcendental is

the world in its "alienable

presence." All consciousness, all

knowledge, all human un-

dertakings are drawn on an ever-

present substratum, the world that

is always already-there. Both

Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty

view man as a homologue of

Einstein's field theory of matter.

William Barrett writes in

Irrational Man: "In the way that

Einstein took matter to be a field

(a magnetic field, say) — in op-

position to the Newtonian con-

ception of a body as existing inside

its surface boundaries — so

Heidegger takes man to be a field

or region of Being Think of a

magnetic field without the solid

body of the magnet at its center;

man's Being is such a field, but

there is no soul substance at the

center from which the field

radiates." Man is neither an a

priori substance nor a container

for the world , rather, he is the sum

of his relation to the world To

Merleau-Ponty, "We are relation

to the world through and through
'

The part of David Parry that is

drawn by Pripet is aware that

perhaps there is no ghost in the

machine called man. that perhaps

we are nothing more than our

relation to the world, for Parry,

such a conclusion would lead to

acceptance of a socially approved

end: "But perhaps people had no

existence outside their cir-

cumstances Yes, very probable If

so. he must come to terms with his

own. must get back into a world

where everyone was calmly,

confidently working out his own
appropriate end."

Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty

would have David Parry accept the

finiteness and facticity of existence

and lo view himself not as the

cognitive center of the universe but

as one being among many, as one

part of a transcendent universe

belonging to everyone Heidegger

and Merleau-Ponty would stand

with Pripet It is Sartre who insists

(hat man creates his world, that

"the world" is not "already there"

but is entirely a project of con-

sciousness, and that Ritchie's

rejection of the facticity of

Cessation, his denial of the

finiteness of his own existence and

the inevitability of his own death, is

a tenable existential postion.

The idea that man creates his

world is recurrent in much modem
philosophy "The hallmark of the

philosophical tradition to which

Sartre is heir," Susan Sontag

writes of Sartre's Saint Genet.

"starts with consciousness as the

sole given According to

European philosophy since

Descartes, world-creating has

l)een the principle activity of

consciousness." Husserl,
Heidegger, and Mrtieau Ponty are

likewise part of this tradition, of

course, but Sartre's philosophy is

the most radical extension of this

nascent notion that man creates

his world. In the process that

Sartre calls "nihil^tipn,'^' Sartre

reverses the normal constitutive

interrelation of consciousness and

world (as in Husserl's

phenomenological reduction) by

tearing consciousness away from

the world (making consciousness

into "nothingness"), thereby

leaving the world without essence

( "existence precedes essence")

and making the world wholly a

project of consciousness. Ac-

cording to Sartre, consciousness is

not determined by the world

because, as Pierre Thevenaz

writes in What is Phenomenology?.

"for consciousness to arise means

to arise free and to intend a world

whose whole signification hence-

forth has its foundation in con

sciousness" Or. as Nietzsche

declares in Thus Spoke

Zarathustra. "the spirit sundered

from the world now wins its own
world " vSartre's message is that

man constructs his world, and that

he IS therefore free to construct it

any way he likes

If man creates his world, death is

absurd in Camus' .sense of ab-

surdity revealing the unbearably

meaningless distance between the

world and man and non-being

must be transcended Like Sartre,

Freud saw man projecting himself,

through the libido, into the world,

creating his world through the

unconscious, Freud's concept of

projection is utilized by many
philosophers as the primary

mental process of man's world-

constituting And so. to FYeud. "'in

the unconscious every one of us is

convinced of his own im-

mortality " If I am the cognitive

center of the universe, and 1

(Continued on Page 10)

;choide and action by immersing

iiimself in the everyday of his work

r The blessed practicality of work.

the simplified personalities of his

Heidegger. Uaseln. mAn s Being

m-the-World. is necessarily finite

and temporal Man has con

structed elaborate schemes to
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BET YOU CAN'T UNDERSTAND THIS
The central error responsible toV human pVoBlems is the idea

we are "human beings with a human nature"; i.e. mortals

bound by space & time. This basic concept man avoids ques-

tioning. Instead he concentrates on relationships; physical, men
' tal, emotional, social, cultural.

Mon must transcend theories about .his humoness Understanding that being-

nature as derived from CREATION is basically INFINITE ETERNAL IMMORTAL, we

do not now create individual social problems that alienate man Irom himseU and

others. Acceptir^ CREATION'S gools, man is unified within, united with others

and Creation's co-creotors.

Unlearn man's errors taught as TRUTH & REALITY Use your alpho brainwaves

to contact the CREATIVE PRINCIPLE & PROCESS and learn from it Know how to

convert moHer into energy, flesh into spirit End your "need" of food. w6ter, air.

.Why die? CREATIVE EVOLUTION demands you TRANSLATE your body before you

may evolve to the higher species above homo sapien

The Space Program is recognizing a new profession. SPACE MENTALIST As you

are a television transmitter receiver you can project your consciousness to any

place in creation.

ucu KPKiMtNTAi coufGE SURVIVAL ON A POLLUTED PLANET

Mons. 3:30 & 7:30 P.M.

unknown guest •p«ati«rt d«mon«trot|ng unbetievobU <A>iliti« thai you olto con poftSM

1st Guest, Doris Buckley, Author,

Spirit Communicotion for the Millions

May3- 8:15 PM
Faculty & Alumni Welcome Samuel Marcus, Coordinator

522 Broactwa
Santa Monica

MONDAY
SIOO ALL THE BCER

YOU CAN DRINK

9 n P M

CRAZY THURSDAY
7 » P M

PITCHER 75^

MUG M'

FRIDAY T.G.I.

F

PITCHER 7S«

MUG 15<

4 6 P M

FOOD AND son DRINKS

|(Paid Advertisement)

HilLEL COUNCIL
^HM) Hiigard Avenue

471-1531

FAST FOR FREEDOM
For Soviet Jews

May 1 I

SHABBATON
Shabbat dinner 6: 1

5

Members $1.50, non-members $2.50 »

Shabbat Services 8:15

Guest Speaker: Rabbi William Cutter. Topic: "New
Modes of Jewish Education". Continue with us for a

Shabbaton theme "Soviet Jewry". Services, Panel with

Zev Yaroslavsky, Jay Bender-JRC, and Rabbi David
Berner. Cost $5.00. Reservations are necessary by
May 5.

HILLEL ALL CITY PICNIC
May 9 North Hollywood Park

on the Magnolia St. side of the park. 12:00 — 5:00
Bring your lunch

COMPUTER DANCE -->^

May 15 8:30
""'" "^ ""^

URC Auditorium, members $1 .00, non-members $2.00
Come to Hillel for the Computer form and return it

by May 6

HIllEl COUNCIL r .3

K«>nt State: What Happened and

Why by James A. Michener

(Random House: $10.00)

The tragedy at Kent State

University one year ago tomorrow

had a more far reaching impact

than the four lives it claimed and

the nine who were wounded. It was

a blow to almost an entire

generation of college students, and

the wounds are still far from being

Jiealed._.

With a precan6us armistice on

college campuses, the latest book

on Kent State could not have been

more timely. The possibility of

violence on campuses still loojns,

especially at Kent State itself

where rallies and memorial ser-

vices for the Kent State Four are

being held this week in a tense

atmosphere.

James Michener's book Kent

State: What Happened and Why is

a dramatic and excellently

researched account of the tragedy.

Michener himself spent four

months in Kent, and with a team of

investigators put the tragedy into

its proper context. As a result, the

book is manifestly destined to be a

bestseller.

A lengthy book (559 pages),

Michener's coverage is in depth.

Michener is a Middle American

J^emiv By Bill Gordon

they ret/eated up the hill — hot
,

dustyT^weating aTTd cut off Tfom

the rational world by their gas

masks. Any sudden movement,

any apparent attack would suffice

to start the firing."

Some of the Guardsmen who

fired at students had their backs

turned to the students when the

firing broke out. Michener writes

'There is no acceptable proof of

collusion on the part of officers and

men to account for that sudden and

dramatic turn of. 135 degrees

before firing." But the possibility

that some Guardsmen purposely

fired at students remains.

The tragedy never should have

occurred, but when looking for

causes of campus tragedies,

students sometimes overlook their

own actions as contributors.

Michener's book lets students take

a good look at themselves. This

makes the book worth reading

before (and if there is) another

campus riot.

Student self-deception was one

contributing factor to the Kent

tragedy. Many students seemed to

be unaware of what they were

getting into when they were in

confrontation with the Guardsmen.
The students got a rude awakening

when they discovered the Guards-

followers of that schoo l oi thought
Some btame must be placed on
outside influence, but unlike other
agitator theorists, Michener does
not take the focus away from the
injustice the majority of .students

protested. ,

Michener's coverage of the
reactions of "concerned" tax
payers is bloodcurdling "Of the

four hundred students whom
researchers interviewed in depth

a depressing number had been told

by their own parents that it might
have been a good thing if they ha(i

been shot."

In Toledo, women picketed a

memorial service for slain

students, carrying signs which
summed up Middle America's

response to the killings: "The Kent

State four should have studied

more." (One irony is that one

victim finished an ROTC test in

war tactics about one half hour

before he was gunned down.

)

Perhaps a more appropriate

slogan would be "The Natiional

Guard should have trained more

hard." None of the Kent State Four

did anything that could justify

their deaths.

The Guardsmen were poorly

trained, though Michener main

tains they are not "novices in

who prefers well-dressed, well-

behaved students on campuses, but

does not let his views interfere with

the basic facts. He is too generous
in not criticizing the National

Guard. He calls the killings a

deplorable and tragic accident.

Conceding that the Guardsmen
were not in mortal danger,
Michener writes that nonetheless,

some of the Guardsmen believed

themselves to be in mortal danger.

Michener states that tired, hot,"

sweating Guardsmen whose vision

was impaired by gas masks could

possibly have believed a mob of

students were prepared to kill

them.

At the time of the firing, 28 dif-

ferent Guardsmen saw fit to fire 61

shots Approximately 45 did not. Of
this, Michener writes. "That so
many of the Guard elected to fire in

men were firing bullets, not blanks

at them.

The black students knew better

than to tangle with the Guardsmen,
and most blacks left campus that

fateful weekend. Said one black

student. "You could get five

thousand white cats on that hill

with the National Guard running
around. But you couldn't get five

blacks. What was the difference?

Education. We had learned."

^ One girl said of the shootings: "It

was pathetic for a black like me to

watch the nice white boys and girls

growing up so fast."

(Black students were the first

students to die on college cam-
puses, but there wasn't an uproar
until whites died.)

In a sense, non-radical students

decieved themselves by taking
offense ^atJPresident- Nixen and

the air .was amtracfe for whicli former Ohio Governor James
everyone can be grateful."

Why did those 28 Guardsmen
fire? Michener brings in new
evidence that the Guardsmen went
into a huddle minutes before ttie

firing and that it seems likely "that

Filing for candidacy: May 3-7 Voting: May 12' 19
at Hillel

some of ihe iroops agreed among
themselves. We've taken enough
of that crap If they don't stop

pretty soon, we're going to let them
tiave it.' It was in this mood that

Rhodes' ill-timed, sharp attacks on
radicals. Michener blames this on
misleading press coverage. That
non-radical students were pre-

disposed to beheve Nixon and
Rhodes were attacking them is one
indication oT student alienation

Michener does not mention.
Michener's stress on outside

agitators is somewhat more
tasteful than its usage by most

handling civilian disturbances

They were also carrying weapons

suitable for combat in a war

Michener goes beyond the

tragedy itself and explores topics

such as the role of the university in

society and generations in conflict

For a man who subscribes to the

life style of Middle America,

Michener is perceptive m

analyzing the new youth culture

He has several suggestions for

rapprochement between he

generations. Among other things

he asks the young to make s( me

concessions concerning personal

appearance (''Neatness and

cleanliness do help society to

function."), and asks parents to

stop trying to defeat the reason* ^le

aspects of the new life styles

Perhaps the shootings -^-^o-^-

seen in a different light. Michiner

talks of generations in conflict.^ but

the participants on both sides of th^

Kent State tragedy were all you' h

The Justice Department's ctmI

right division has decided again-

convening a federal grand

investigation of the kiUln^^

decision needs only final appr

from Attorney General J'^"''

Mitchell. That is as good as snv '

the case is closed.

Du Bois: Half Century Ahead
Review By Diane L. Allen
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Thp Negro by W.E.B. PuBois. with a new In^

troduction by George^epperson (Oxford University

Press; originally published 1915; paper: $1.95)

miserable Africa can (only) say I have

hewn the wood and drawn the water to

promote the civilization of other lands."

This is not a quotation from a petty racist of the Ku

KUix Klan variety. It is from the journal of Ralph

Waldo Emerson, one of American's most respected

writers, a man of wide learning and generally liberal

orientation. The condescending attitude expressed

here is even more remarkable in hght of Emerson's

scholarly and literary achievement. Yet it sounds a

note which has echoed through generations of

American culture. This view of Black people — as

hewers of wood and drawers of water — was

widespread in the 19th century. But by the 20th

century this mild patronization had been replaced by

a more aggressive attack upon the people of Africa.

Africans, in the words of a U.S. Senator in 1914, **.
. .

have never had any civilization except that which

has been inculcated by a superior race. And it is

lamentable that his civilization lasts only so long as

he is in the hands of the white man who inculcates it.

When left to himself he has universally gone back to

the barbarism of the jungle." The senator's analysis

coincided with the stepped-up colonial exploitation of

Africa and the increasingly harsh forms of

discrimination aimed at the African people of the

US.

Only a courageous and committed individual

would have challenged such a chauvinist clamour

head-on. Such a man was Dr. W.E.B. DuBois, who

died eight years ago in Ghana. DuBois published his

first major work on African history, entitled The

Negro, in 1915. The book was pan-Africanist in scope;

it traced the story of African peoples through the;r

diaspora into Europe, Asia, and the Americas.

Against the common view of the period, DuBois

argued that these people— his people— had played a

seminal role in world development. As he noted in his

bibliography, he was exploring virgin territory. No

scholar had previously attempted such a work.

Beyond this were greater problems, for most of his

sources were contemptuous of Black men. "None

. write from the point of view of the Negro as a

man, or with anything but incidental

acknowledgment of the existence or value of his

history." This might have discouraged a lesser man,

but DuBois proved equal to the task. By a creative

use of French and German as well as English

materials, he wrote a creditable if brief chronicle of

the African peoples.

The modem student should keep in mind the

paucity of scientific information on Africa and

Africans during this period. This limitation is ob-

vious when DuBois states that "cannibalism was
spread over many parts of Negro Africa" (this is

incorrect) or refei^ to the Southern Bantu in the now

discredited term "kaffirs." Also, the use of such

terms as "primitive" or "uncivilized" may be

disconcerting if not placed in the proper perspective

of pre-World War II writings. DuBois thought that

some African groups were in an early stage of

civilization. Yet he always tempered this by

judicious attempts at sociological understanding,

and displayed an awareness of the human hardships

presented by the African continent. He appreciated

that (in Ahmed Sekou Toure's words) "man's

position was difficult in Africa."
It is in the area of interpretation and scholarly

suggestion that DuBois' work is especially useful.

For example, concerning the importance of

geographical factors, he gives us this:

. . on the whole Africa from the Sahara to

the Cape offered no great physical barrier to

the invader, and we continually have

whirlwinds of invading hosts rushing now
southward, now northward, from the interior

to the coast and from the coast inland, and

hurling their force against the states,

kingdoms, and cities ... It is, then, this

sudden change and the fear of it that marks
African culture, particularly in its political

aspects (emphasis added) . . . beneath all

change rests the strong substructure of

custom, religion, industry, and art well worth
the attention of students."

The African landscape has therefore encouraged a

certain conservatism in African culture. What
C)uBois calls the "strong substructure" has met the

external challenge by strengthening itself from
J^ithin — by further elaboration upon its foundations-

'^-TTorTundam'entally transforming them. The
^Itural stratum is resilient and remains intact. This
'^^ is striking when compared with Basil David-
^n s theory of the mid- 19th century crisis of African

'^•ety.^ Davidson finds certain African societies

'^creasingly incapable of radical structural change

II"
^^^^gh it was sorely needed. They had. in fact,

"^<*n the victims of their own "^s."
' '^ torieally, Iti^y had n6t found II liL crss^tty-to-

^volutionize food-producing technology because of

^^ availability of land - people simply moved into

^^ unsettled areas By the 1950's, however, a

Qistrubed ecological balance" — caused by

^pulation growth and land scarcity — led to a crisis

of immense proportion. It was a crisis, furthermore,
whose successful resolution was hindered by the

colonial invasion of the 1880's. Professor Davidson is

an outstanding scholar who writes with the un-

derstanding not only of twenty years' study but also

the benefit of a large amount of modern monographic
research. His conclusion is no doubt controversial;

as he himself admits, "exact data are invariably

missing" for conclusive proof. But it is of more than
passing interest that his view coincides with that of

DuBois.

This is but one example of how Dr. DuBois has laid

foundations for later thinkers. Professor Shepperson,

in his stimulating introduction to this edition of Tlie

Negro, poi|}t^ to other evidence of this far-

sightedness. DuBois, for example, anticipated

Lenin's theory of working-class opportunism vis-a-

vis modern imperialism. In biting prose, he assails

the (white) American and European proletariat for

sharing in the spoils of colonial exploitation and for

being "flattered by popular appeals to their inherent

superiority to 'Dagoes, Chinks, Japs, and Niggers'."

Compelling also is DuBois's contention that there are

nevertheless signs of the beginnings of un-

derstanding between the white and black workers.

He found that the former in fact "held the key to the

serfdom of black folk." DuBois maintained his belief

in this even after it became clear that the race

question would befuddle class-consciousness for

many more decades.

The American slave-trade exercised a fascination

for DuBois throughout his life. He was convinced that

the trade had disrupted African civilization — it was

a "heart disease" which left Africa materially

weakened and spiritually demoralized. "It was a

rape of a continent to an extent never paralleled in

ancient or modem times." Further, Africa's

degradation was inevitably linked with the progress

of culture in Europe. Confronting this irony led

DuBois to some of his most poetic and bitter out-

pourings :

^'Raphael painted, Luther preached. Corneille

wrote, and Milton sung; and through it all. for

four hundred years the dark captives wound

to the sea amid the bleaching bones of the

dead; for four hundred years the sharks

followed the scurrying ships ; for four hundred

years America was strewn with the living

and dying millions of a transplanted race; for

400 years Ethiopia stretched forth her hands

unto God." »^

Contemporary historians have tended to play down

the impact of the trade upon Africa. Many writers of

the new school think the negative effects not so great

as formeriy assumed. Dr. Shepperson believes,

however, the DuBois view may prevail in the long

run He does not develop this thought (perhaps he

feels that DuBois has so often been right, one should

agree with him until conclusively proven wrong).

Another chapter on "African Culture" tries to

determine "what manner of men these were and how

far and in what way they progressed on the road of

human culture." This is a difficult question for

modern students, one which can be answered only

partly in 1971 with the aid of anthropologists, ar-

chaeologists, and hnguists. DuBois had to rely

primarily upon people such as Mary Kingsley, David

Livingstone, and Leo Frobenius. He describes the art

of Benin, the architecture of Zimbabwe, the Black

fertilization of Egyptian culture, and concludes that

"perhpas no race has shown in its earlier develop-

ment a more magnificent art impulse." African

peoples, he found, had exceUed in the arts of

agriculture, iron and copper working. They were

born traders, their markets were great centers and

leading implements in civilization. While tribal life

was sometimes bare and cruel, DuBois found

courtesy, ceremony, hospitality and "true African

dignity" among the people. Although the religions of

Africa had not been studied and were usually

despised, he wrote that the religion was generally

"universal animism and feUshism" but was not

"mere degradation." Always a perceptive observer,

DuBois had some idea of the complexity of religious

belief and its important place in practical hfe. He

establishes here that Africans were human beings

who have acted and developed like other peoples, and

whose history was deserving of patient, scientific

study This was of revolutionary import for the times

in which he wrote

Dr DuBois did not visit Africa until 1923. But he

was cognizant of "significant centers of new

_thinking" as pohtical awareness began to develop m
South and West Africa. There were, he thought, faint

beginnings of awakening even in East Central

Africa Perhaps it is more than coincidental that the

year 1915 saw the historic rising of John Chilen^we

and his followers in British-ruled Nyasaland. East

Africa This is the kind of foresight displayed by

DuBois from eariy in his career In Prof Shep-

person's estimation. DuBois was a highly intelligent.

ima g-n-^fv^ sensitive and dedicated scholar ^'^
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constitute the world by my
cognition (as Berkeley saw), it

seems wrong that the world could

remain much the same on the day

after my death as it was the day

before. It seems outrageous that

Dristan commercials and the

Beverly Hillbillies should continue

in my absence. Power and fame

have nothing to do with it; even

John Kennedy's death could not

postpone NFL football. Death is

the great equalizer in this respect,

though in another sense it de-

equalizes: though your death is to

me conceivable, even (by in-

duction) reasonable, to me my own

death is literally mind-blowing.

In a way it seems more

reasonable that my death should

be the end of the world, as

Housman recognized with his

*'I need but stick it in my heart,

And down will come the^sky.

The earth's foundation will

depart

And all you folk — will die!"

Similarly, to Dostoevsky in his

Diary of a Writer, a world in which

I am mortal is abrurd, and "I

condemn it to be annihilated with

me." Man, if he really thought

himself mortal, would commit

suicide, as Paul Tillich says in The

Courage to Be, in order, ironically,

to escape the despair of the anxiety

of fate and death. Only if there is

immortality is suicide no escape.

Only a belief in immortality —
psychiatrist Robert Jay Lifton has

classified five modes of im-

mortality, bio-sociar Ttinmortality

through one's offspring or tribe,

nation, etc.), theological (through

an eternal divinity or realm),

creative (through one's works),

cultural (through nature), and

experiential (through a psychic

state) , at least one of which seems,

to Lifton, to be necessary in any

person conscious of his own death

— prevents suicide from being

meaningful. Dostoevsky writes:

**If faith in immortality is so

necessary to the human being (that

without it he com^ to the point of

killing himself), it must therefore

be the normal state of humanity.

Since this is the case, the im-

mortality of the human soul exists

without a doubt." It is absurd that

the universe could continue

without me; since I haven't the

hubris to believe that my death

would be the end of the world, I do

not really believe that it is possible

for me not to exist. Ritchie's

rejection of Cessation is thus not so

unusual.

For Sartre, with man as creator

of the world, the prospect of non-

being is extraneous. ''Con-

sciousness is consciousness or

existing," not of not existing. Non-

being is outside my existential

creation of the world and can have

no signification (non-being really

is a void). Unlike Heidegger,

Sartre does not see man hiding

from the immanent fact of non-

being, rather, man never does, and

never can, achieve awareness of

such a fact. From this Merleau-

Ponty has charged that Sartre's

-lii-s rstssr^^nihilation "carnes leameu "-^

converts itself into an mvidnerable ^^^^ ,ti„„„, ^hich is said to

subjectivity." But Sartre s
e^",?f[^„^ certain way of ending

philosophy is ultimately no^ be the on^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^
epistemological (and so not sub- as y ^^ ^^ .^ ^^^

Sn?*' ^R^tcVe^r^Sve Sy^her/he wants to be." ^e
epistemological (and so not^^^ub-

^ Hniij's toxicity makes the

relation, or lack of relation, to non- drugs toxic ly _
cognitive tually

relation, or lack of relation, lu u^.- ;;;r°
] ^jq^ and the end, corn-

being acUvates his freedom exists

JJ "ri^^ ^^^^^ ^^at Penultimon

as a way of living. In Sartre, as pieie. rx ^ , ^

Thevenaz writes, •the probelm o ™ght^"^1^7^^' 'p-
the reality of the external word no

«J°J^bu" that's iHusion. Vou
longer has any meanmg^d ^

no ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^
longer P«««i. ' ^'^''^^^^^ expensive treatment is to end in

sciousness need not be concerneu r^
_ „

with wheUier Ce^tion really .s

X'l.tually Parry decides he wiU
unavoidable. That is noi

, ..
, f-^s-Hon- with R tchie.

significant. Living is the problem
p*f

'»

""'^^"""o accept his

recorded m his Anti-MemoU•8^ ,g
^ ^^.^ ^Lifismis a kindof

of it the end of Ends is both and he took off his clothes ana

Iddentg and Lriguing in its ^f" ^«
t^^^^Hve^n'!J^Sl

ambiguity Parry has had much to let each second live in ite own

rtr^idingV his end, has right
--^^^Li^^^^

snent a time with some Lifers, of any other second .
.
.reaayiora

Ss rRiX's, and was fullness where there was always

caught with them in a government room for more. Time had ended

round-up of aberrant enders. But and he was released into a dance

afl^r a brief hassle with that veered back and he ^as

bureaucrats he is out and en- among cushions on a low chintz

sconced in End City along with chiar, empty g^ass on the litUe

wife and analyst and fellow round table beside him. And Pnpet

stood over him, a weary man with

m
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a gray face and gray hair, his eyes

red and not sad but completely

empty, looking down at him, and^

the gray grew thicker till it hid all

the light."

Pripet slips Parry some
Penultimon and Parry only

imagines he is with Ritchie,

dancing. With that hallucination,

he dies. In his jillusion he rejects

Heideggerian temporality and
finiteness; but his end is only an

illusion, he could not arrive at it

existentially. That Penultimon was
required would seem to negate the

authenticity of Parry's end; or, if

the drug was meant merely as a

means of clearing away blocks to

the end he authentically desired,

then the implication would be that

modern man (of whom Parry is

presumably an example) is unable

to surmount the barriers to a

meaningful existence presented by

the interiorized social order that he

himself has created. If the drug

negates Parry's end, then Sartre's

vision (embodied in Ritchie) is

nothing more than illusion, as

Heidegger would maintain. The
other alternative, that the drug
worked as an aid helping him to

overcome socially-imposed
psychic restrictions that would
have been insurmountable through
the "normal" channels of

existential action, would seem to

be conciliatory with Sartre, in that

Parry's rejection of Heidegger
(and Pripet) would then be \i\e

choice Parry would have made had
he been existentially free of the

social values and beliefs he had

internalized. But actually such
conclusion would be anUtheticali
Sartre, to whom man is i^

minently free by the very fact

his pre-essence existence.
^

To Sartre, man exists with in

finite freedom. Only subsequent
to

his existence does he create thp

world that seems to bind and en-

slave him. This slavery to ones
own creations is of course absurd

and to be liberated one need only

realize one's role as creator

Similarly to Nietzsche, the man
who realizes he creates God, at

once kills God and becomes (iod
Nietzsche's "If God is dead
everything is permitted," is not sd

much a call to atheistic enthropy

as a declaration that the man who

realizes that man creates all

values is no longer a slave to

values, that he is free to create new

values. To Sartre or Nietzsche,

Parry should have been able to

liberate himself within the context

of his existence, without a drug to

clear the way, because he was, in

fact, creator of the values that

seemed to imprison him. Parry's

drugged end was neurotic.

Ends is centrally concerned with

the issue of liberation, a distinctly

Sartre-ian notion not particularly

of interest to Heidegger Ends is

clearly with Sartre against

Heidegger, but Sartre's doctrine of

infinite freedom is seen as

problematic,, and pessimistically

so. Can man break the subtle

chains of the society he has

created? Are drugs necessary to

that end? Are drugs an escape

from the existential struggle for

liberation, or are they weapons ir

that struggle? Well, these are

problems.

Ends is, in a sense, derivative

rather than expressing a pre

theoretical reality (as does grea

literature), Ends fictionalizes ik

philosophies of Heidegger ant

Sartre,' touching reality only ifi

directly, through them. Like many

philosophical novels, Ends lacks a

sense of the drama beyond on-

tology, of the full weight of the

world's mannerisms; manners,

culture, man's social expression of

himself, though always dialec-

tjcally distant from the

metaphysical first causes, may be

the only possible iconcern of

literature as literature. Unlike

many philosophical novels. Ends is

neither pretentious nor opaque;

neither is it likely to engender

paroxysmal enthusiasm m those

seeking an aesthetic basis for new

literary forms. It is rather

traditional; despite the relevan^

of Sartre and phenomenology w

recent experiments in liteW

form, especially those of tne

French New Novelists and o

Borges, Ends, like Nausea and
1^

ogyjevv of California Chamber Symphony concert

Tribute to Milhaud-Vefreshing

i

By Derrick Henry

DB Staff Reporter

Igor Stravinsky is dead. All the

more reason to be thankful for

those ground breakers of con-

temporary music sUll with us -
sudias Darius Milhaud (b. 1892),

certainly the dean of French

composers and perhaps the most

nrolific composer of our time (with

well over 506 works to his credit).

M Milhaud, who has for the last

thirty years alternated between

teaching posts at Mills College in

Oakland, a summer camp m
Aspen, Colorado, and the Pans

Conservatoire, has now decided to

return to his native country for

fiood.

And so the rationale for the

California Chamber Symphony's

April 18th Royce Hall tribute. One

was made acutely aware of the

ephemerality of life as Mme.

Milhaud hoCbled on stage and her

husband struggled with two canes

to do the same (a valiant effort

considering the composer's con-

finement to a wheelchair of late) .
A

touching moment.

Milhaud is responsible for the

first successful merger of jazz and

classical music (**La Creation du

monde," 1923, predating "Rhap-

sody In Blue" by nearly a year).

And more than any other com-

poser, he can take credit for

developing the use of polytonality

as a viable compositional

technique. No small achievements.

stranger, is a traditional renden

of the philosophical >ssues wH^

are its reason for be.ng^But tne

philosophical issues in Endi ar

exciting and significant, althoug

•lither some knowledge of m

philosophies concerned or

detailed explication of tne

attempted here, ^^J'ZZ
necessary for a full

understanding

of thp hook

as
uc

students' store

a
..

.

^^ ^.. rmon union. 825-771

1

n«w hours: 9:00a.m.-7:l5p.m. Mon-Fri; 10-3 Sat

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK
Westwood's newest fabric shop
is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
10 MEET YOUR NEEDS AT
PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

1006Broxton 477-0880 I

diagonally ocroMlromWwNyoodVilloye
j

^heotfc FREE 7- Tolon riorer/Sl snU |

Thankfully, last Sunday
evening's concert did not attempt

to survey the range of Milhaud's

accomplishment. Rather, it of-

fered a representative sample of

the composer's styhstic diversity,

with pieces generally engaging and
amiable in nature, lyrical and lucid

in emphasis. All the works were

not masterpieces. The "Sym-
phoniette for String Orchestra"

may not even be good music. Still,

in this age of pretentious eulogies,

a refreshing program.

'*La Creation du monde (The

Creation of th^'^orld)" was

played in its piano quintet rather

than orchestral version. The dif-

ference is stunning: the music

remains the same, but the impact

changes completely.

I

At least in this straightforward,

classical performance the

brashness, indeed the very jaz-

ziness (saxes, blues third, ragtime

syncopations) of the work was
turned into something quite

austere and Olympian.

The music assumed a timeless,

detached quality, as if it was

carved in granite. It was strangely

effective, and not at all inap-

propriate for this minor master-

work.

The IfVely duo-piano suite

'Scaramouche (1939)," despite its

utilization of Brazilian rhythms

and idioms, here sounded typically

Poulencian in its graceful

melodies, sly wit, and delicately

poignant harmonies. The refined

performance by Joy Pottle and

Lawrence Smith emphasized the

elegance, clarity, and restraint —
the Frenchness, if you will — of

this delightful music.

MUhaud himself conducted the

two remairiing works, in their own

way as characteristic of his work

as the two more famous pieces

referred to above
(Continued on Page 12)
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Overpopulation Information Center Open:

Monday noon-4pm AU 2412

* K

PRO-U
PROFESSIONAL HEADSET

for only ^200

AND YOU GET A

Ji!*iVm|||'

' ''* t* 1.
—
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Largest Selection of Frames

o A WATERBED o

A
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E

E

P
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PiONGen SX770 Cf) *<"' •"

70-Watt Receiver
AM/FM Stereo, Blockout Dial,

ABSOLUTBLT FREE!

. 'Major Barbara

'

set for tomorrow
The Venice Free Theater will

give a free performance ftf

George Bernard Shaw's "Major
Barbara" at 8 p.m. tomorrow in

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.

Ttie performance is sponsored

by the Undergraduate English

Association and the Students

Committee for the Arts. Every
one may attend.

Van Noys 1 Beds on Display

7i22 V6n Nuys Blvd. 994-9461

LA. 6 Beds on Display

827 5. Vermont 38 i '7038

I

KING SIZE I

withlhis couppn j

void 4-28-71
I

COMPLETE STERlfO

SYSTEMS FROM

MOO
-^

pop

RECORD
;99-

O

»

*

tS 00 plus tax
Art HOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 - Pickett
Chemf^try lA - Siebert
Chemistry ^A — Evans
Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 - West
Economics 1 - La Force
Education 112 - Kieslar
History ic - Kaplan
History 7A - Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright
Mathematics 3C - Gillnr^n
Philosophy 7 - Perry
Political Science 1 - Farrelly
Political Science 145 - Farreljiy
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
sychology 41 - Wickens
'vchology 110 - Carder
scyhology 135 - Kanoose

4 00 plus tax
anthropology IB - Miller
"^^ lA Kayser
^•^^ IB Kleinbauer
^rt 106B Pedretti
lassies 142 Gleason
conomics 2— Baird
conomics 100 — Nisbet
conomics lOlB - Lindsay

'conomics 102 Sweeny
' < momics 130 Lindsay
history IB Hoxie ^

<'Story 7B Yarnell
^rstory 8 Burns
History 178B - Oalick
^iychology 12 - Butcher, Liebeskind
'svchology 115 Butcher

^ "svchology 133B (170A) Lovaas

t ^or oddifionaf courses caff or
.V

J come in

\ 106 Si i

I NOBROOK DR.

*

*
*

*

*

•N-

t

«
t
#
N-

t

Tyrannoiaurus Rox

Unicorn and Beard of Stars

Ike and Tina lurner

The Hunter and Outta Season

Big Brother and the Holding Company

Rascals

See

Bill Cosby
^:15-12:15

Petula Clark

Petula and Other Man's Grass

record store

«

Neil Diamond
Velvet Gloves and Spit

Aretha Franklin

Aretha in Paris

Oliver
Good Morning Star Shine

Jerry Butler

Ice on Ice and You and Me

Marvin Gaye

I Heard It Through The Grapevine

Classics IV

Spooky

Loads more to choose from — but

quantities are limited, so plepfe com

Use your Bankamericard or Master Charge

e early!

uca
III LJIII V* • « ^ ^ -

r w
^riiui" «-»'-'

r.cord». o l«v«l. ock.r.

n,ondays-(ridoys 9 5; Saturdays 10-3
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GRADUATING
SENIORS...
make your appointment now for your senior

portrait — and plan to have your diploma

Permaplaqued - right in the Campus Studio

Graduation is the one-in-o-lifetime occurence you want

to keep on record. How you look in your cap and
,

gown is a unique treasure for you and your family.

And for your very own. always, your (diploma, hand-

somely and permanently preserved and mounted

in Permaplaque.

campus studio

a
room 150, kerckhoff hall, 825-2578

open monday-friday 8:30a.m. -4:30p.m.

**^.i'^. ';;iM'Ve»^:,->*^• tii •M.f », f..^,rt>'^ Vlit^W

?j,i,¥;

Live anil Eat

at LA aIIANCHA

--i-ai«iitelA.

$10515 r-^
1

FREE CONCERT—The Pasadena Ghetto Orchestra will perform in a

free concert at noon today on Ackerman Union A- Level Patio. The con

cert is sponsored by the Cultural Affairs Commission.

Shooting class ollereil
The University Police Department and the University Recreation

Association (URA) will sponsor a series of three lectures on firearm

safety, beginning Wednesday.

A hunter safety certificate may be obtained by persons who attend all

three lectures and successfully complete the examination given for the

California Department of Fish and Game.

The class is open to students, staff, and their famihes. There is no

charge. The class will meet at 7 p.m. May 5, 12, and 19, in Men's Gym 102.

Space may be reserved by contacting Ilene Kaufman in ttie URA office,

X53703.

The first meeting will deal with firearms and home safety, the second

meeting with range and hunting safety, the final meeting will conclude

disscussion on hunter safety.

Milhaud . . .

( Continued from Page 11)

The *'CantaU of the Child and the Mother (1936)" is a sacred narrative

poem accompanied by music scored for piano and string quartet.

Madeleine Milhaud supplied a marvelously vivid recitation of the verses,

with melting beauty of both voice and language. Milhaud's score, in his

lyrical, tenderly dissonant xein, sensitively supports the text without ever

distracting from it.

The American premiere of the '^String Symphoniette (1967)" reveals it

to be a highly accessible work, rather neo-classic in idiom, light-hearted

in character, with typically jagged, irregular rhythmic patterns and a

pervading polytonality (but, at least aurally, polytonality of chord rather

than line). v^3
Rough, but effective performances.

The opening half of the program was devoted to Mozart's "Violin

Concerto No. 5 in A" (one of five Mozart wrote at age 19! ), played and

conducted by music director Henri Temianka.

It was not the most elegant performance you will ever hear. Nor the

most stylistically keen (romantic cadenzas, incorrect trills). But it

pleased.

Despite Temianka's occasional scratches, scrapes, and scoops, the

reading was nicely pointed, full of esprit, and played with ingratiatingly

fresh tone. The small orchestra offered an accompaniment with a nice

degree of clarity, but ultimately lacked polish.

Still, the Milhaud's the thing. And notwithstanding the vagaries of

programming (the Bach-Mozart "Adagio and Fugue No. 2, K. 404a" was

also featured), it was a wonderfully affecting tribute to a very fine

composer.

- EC Conga drurongiing class
Persons interested in teaching or Uking a course in Conga

drumming, to t^e offered by the experimental college (EC), should

contact EC, Kerckhoff Hall 407. 825-2727.

ill

In response to the present economy and

requests by students, La Mancha is pleased

to announce that present rates will be

maintained for next year except for a

$50.00 per year increase in the single rate,

and the availability of a three man room
for $1095 a year or $135 per month

including meals.

•>

II >»
m^'^^^*:

Sands
MOTOR INN
Air ( iinililiunrd Knoins
Tw o 'rtMitiu-raliirr
Conli olU-<l INm»U
Kr»n' r\' \ Inn lto<ini ( «ilf(.H*

ColTo*' Shop - Kcsl.iiiriinl
(otkl.iil l.ounm-
l..|uiMlr\ iV Viik'l SiT\ icr
24 Hour Ilt»(«-I St'r\iir
Krtf I'arKint; - liNionr (^arjiut*
Cri'ilH (ariK llon«»rc<l
Kilt hfuHIc SuilfH
ll.in<|iiii K.uililii**>

5 MIN. FROM UCLA
SPECIAL RATES

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
FREE PICK-UP &

DELIVERY SERVICE
TO AIRPORT

With 24 Hour Notice

Apartment

47^.1241
11461 SUNSET BLVD. I

(Sunset Blvd. at

Son Diego Freeway)

Your time is valuable, so is

your sanity. Why do you lose

both when looking for a place

to live? Because you don't

know of a better way. But

now SCAN-A-PAD is here. We

represent over 20.000 units

on the Westside of Los ongeles

Most of the vacancies are

I
presented to you on 35mm

color slides. This, coupled w.th

comprehensive facts on each

residence makes SCAN-A PAD

the place to go when you need

an apartment. There is a

minimal fee for this service.

Presently, we have units from

$90 and up.

Jt^M. K^.'VrJHk^Jm^jaL. .M...M.^W-i^.m^M..m..i

scnn R P9)

11941 v»uD...re Blvd.

477-1221

Suit!

\t:i

»
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What's Brew'n at the Big U today
special Activity

Ttie overpopulation information

^^j^iter will be open fronfi noon-4

rrn^today In Ackernr>an Union

2412 Information and referrals on

overpopulation, contraception,

family planning, legal abortion and

venereal disease will be available.

Speeches and Seminars

Donald McAllister, assistant

orofessor of urban planning, will

conduct

ficency

a

vs.

colloquium

Equity in

2E
Locating

Reading skills

class begins today
Enrollments are currently

being taken at the Reading and

Study center for groups which

will develop technique for In-

creased reading rate and ef-

ficiency to begin today and

tomorrow. Contact the Reading

and Study Center. Social

Welfare 271, X57744, for further

information and errollment.

Urban Recreation Facilities" at 3
p.m. today In Architecture 1243 C.
O.K. We'rckmeister, associate

professor of art, will lecture on
"Paul Klee and Stephan George in

Exile: The Defeat of Modern Art
by National Socialism" at 8 p.m.
today in Social Welfare 147.

Meeting
Gay Liberation Front (GLF) will

meet at noon today in Kerckhoff
Hall 400.

URA Clubs

The Kendo Club will meet from 5-

7 p.m. today in Women's Gym 200. The Judo Club will meet from

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet 2.30 p.m. today In Memorial Ac-

from 5 7 p.m. today in MG 102. tlvltles Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Ckib will meet

from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
3:30p.m
5pm
7p.m.
7:30pm
7 30pm
7p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m

Survival on • Polluted PUnet
Kix)dalini Yoga

of FaaHistory of Faacism
Survival on • Polluted Planet

Tarot
The Maker as Medium

ParenU and the College Generation
Comcientious Objection

An:hitecture IMS
Courtyard. Women's Gym

Ardyt«ture IMSB
ArtrMtepture 1M3

Architecture IMSC
Dickson SXSl

Moore 100

. Architecture zaoa

•(Paid Advertisement)

'iillil,'. •ilMPI vftlWRMl* ^IIWPj:

' DiUViiY
, gigiMii' 'iNiiii • for*riiigl«: -,:;

_ JSmUmim^^^' eN«t
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VOTE
ASUCLA

UNDERGRADUATE
PRIMARY
ELECTIONS
May 3, 4, 5

9-5
sponsored by SLC

.:;ijL

«:».

^^ ' ">^ I «>*" n^" ' ^fr>^ nl'.^s^ "?• ^^ .v^/ -ij^.y^
' ^^r - ft^ I

s>

SAVE BOON YOUR CLASS RING!

this week only, May 3 through 7

special discounh 2.00

FREE Golden Signature

regularly priced ^-DU

4.50

Juniors, seniors, graduates- just a 10.00 deposit will assure you

of getting your class ring, and if you order yours this week, you

save 4.50 -and get your own signature inside. It's truly a

one-of-a-kind ring for a one-of-q-kind person -you.

/')

as
uc

Students' store

meet Norm Cutliff

John Roberts Ring Company representative

he'll help you with selecting your ring

Monday, Wednesday and Friday this week.

rings, b level, oclierman union, 825-771

1

mondays-fridays 7:45a. m.-7:30p.m.; Saturdays lU-J

v.r-
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UCLA Daily Bruin
AovERTisiNGOFFicEs ^ Help V/ontod 3 V fof Sole '^ —

.

V Iravel.

Kerckholf Malin?
Phone I'iS }"*

Cl«s»i«««<l *«lv«rti»in« r«»*».
^

ISwordS »150d*v.Scons»cutivt

insertion* »S 00

P«y«bte in advance

DEADLINE »0:Ma.»n.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Brum 9lv»» full support to th«

University of California's policy on non-
^

discrimination and therefore classifioO ^

adwertisin9 service will not '>«,'"•"•

available to anyone who, m affording

housing to students or offering lobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA * Daily

Brum has investigated any of the services

offered here

PERSONALITY Test ^j"' VV%I'Net
FM3SS0 93 30,2hrs cred.t or S2 i. -a^ New

subiects
i3M3)

J lo$f ottd Found ^

LOST Antique gold nng with nine opals

;Sry sentimental- Please call
«*"f^

"*

3n3 No question ________

LOST INCABLOC watch on north Athletic

Field Last Sunday Reward J>ni Lackey.

J?9 0301 or 825 *«*2

WATER bedsSl9 9$ for all •"nV'*'"f«
sdoubles. 8 round beds. & lumbos "0^ J''";

345 7979
(I0M3)

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern now for

summer delivery and save
25% to $0%

BUYERSSERVICELTO.
195 So Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. Calif

Mon Sat 10:00 S 00 CR3-1524

EUROPE $269 R.T.

13 y Tutoring..... 14

SPEAK Chinese Individual group tutoring

by native speaker. Bob, 39S-0453 6 12 pm for—
• LliMUi

LA/LONDON
June iS^Sept. IS

June28/Sept. 7

June25/Aug.24
Auq 26/Sept. 26

AMSTERDAM/LA
S269
<2*9

S249
S269

Sept 2one way to AMS S13*

immediate ticketing for discount

London to Tel

Bombay ^150-

flights

SS2, to

Large

(4M 3)

Contact Prof

879 3111 C/O

'Aonica Blvd

initials PAD
LOST Gold Grant M S R.nq

.ns.do Aqo. Stone, Ar.es s.qn '"^'0*^^^%"; ^
766 63 U *~

MUST sell Purebred German Shepherd

pupp.es 525 D.ana, 824 2470 Leave r^^rnter

at825 5451,ma.lbo«69. (I0M4)

^/Announcements
^Miscelhneous 5 y/ Services OHered .^ ^^^

TOMMY" Rock Opera, by Peter Jowns

hend and the Who. at Bev Mills High School,

May 5,*.7.l •: JO P M. Seats
»"*'^fJ '^7,

Stop. X 30«
lAl^ii

VISTA campus representative taking ap

plications MWF 9 11 m Math Science 8302

Drop by MaryMunford 47t9t8». <AM7)

GROUPS now forming Reasonable lees,

call THE GROUP CENTER 'or '•«

brochures 45*3030 « Q^**'

. CAWING US must find good home(s) for
LEAVING u \/""*

, ^Aaqqie and Muey
2 affectionate black cats, rv»ag9i«r - ,5^7,
821 5661

FREAK couples to travel South Seas (cheap

,r?.gher, for'piace to settle leaving July.

477 4011 ext 609
(5»v»5i

SPEED Reading students entering

graduate/professional schools Academic

Guidance Services 820 S Robertson Blvd

657 4390 QTR)

y For ffenf ...•«••••••••••••

^Campus Evenfs

CONTRACEPTION, FAMILY »;«-ANNING,

LEGAL ABORTION, VO Information

/Referrals UCLA Overpopulation in

tormation Center Every Monday »2 4 PM^

Ackerman Union Room 2412. »>«•»'

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available m in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Conven-ent to everything Call Crenshaw

Neighbors lor house/apt mfo 29*^298,

wknds, 292 5175 (7 QTR)

y Ride? Offered^-:^^"-^

JPersonal .. I

area Want
/ expenses.

Lea^e'Jround MayMh 876 6000 « ?<>' '

, ^ ,.

Kati
<"^''

DRIVING to Chicago /Mpis

passenger to share driving

TICKETS for Chassidic concert avallallie

at Chabad Mouse table on Brum Walk or call

479 9282 __^^^2,^^2L

J Enfofioinmenf /

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation Call 213 CA 16849 (2 QTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates Hermosa Hotel

Telephone Avalon, 747 Box 646, Avalon.

90704
(20TK)

)f fOr jOiO.«»»»»««»»»«»«»»»»*»»« '^
" ™ '

""

HEADPHONES for *5.00 brand new. Kos»

pro 4A headphones »50 list S28 brand new

Eleqa pro headphones 1/2 list price, coiled

headphone extension cord reg »3.50 each

now $3 80 for 2 Call 870 8059 a»ter
J

PM.

Limited supply {^0M7)

SCHWINN, rare 15 spd. Deraileur, light-

weight S75 00. call 665 1434, after 6 PM. ( 10 M
7)

^Heip Wonfed

STEREO system, 8 track tape, AM-FM
record player and speakers, hi power,

sacrifice S175 or offer Call Ed 721 0207. ( 10 M
7->

LAST CHANCE lor your 10 interesting

spring college computer dates Gals FREE,
guys S2 50 when you mail this ad Write now
PARTY MATE. P O Box 1247, Springfield

Virqmib 22151 Last acceptable postmark

May 7
JJ.U1.-

NEEDHELP WITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

Fair Housing
Landlord Tenant Disputes

Locating available apts. -

Rental Share <.

We are Here to Help You!

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174
XS449*

VISION Improvement : Classes and weekend

workshops A bioenergetic approach. In

terscience Work Shop. Call 3*5 1555 or 82*-

6000. (11 M 3)

AUTO AND
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSEDT TOOMtOM?"
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39* 2225 ..ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel

873 5815. 781 5527 eves. 783 3509. (11 QTR)

Aviv S77, to Athens

to Nairobi Si50.

^sTouVts on rar s and many other flights.

P Bentler UCLA 277 5200 Of

Sierra Travel. •'^ !;•;»»

Bev H.lls
(13M11I

9-

TOURS UNREGIMENTED? THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries.

SI095 Europe 4 weeks. 6 countries, S715.

IsraelEurope n
^^^"i,^' .^'

'!\, A*"*" IfJ
"weeks 51011 EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING 4248 Overland Ave -Culver

City, (213) 839^524^ ^ ^ n^ ^ t^

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages I5thru 22) Also:

S40 15 days

S55 21 days

S70 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. »40. O'ves

vou 1000 miles and »*0 1500 miles of rai

travel Contact your travel »9e"», o"!^*'

British Rail 62* 5149. (13QTR)

ASUCLA
(OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight

Operation Authonied & Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

aapfl'fitmfnti

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex
perienced Umv Prof. Positive results any
exam Easy conversational method (tr.au
473 2492 (14 QTR)

'graduate Record Exam preparation
LSAT, etc Individual instruction Academic
^...^ c^^w.ro. am c Robertson 657

(14QTRI
Guidance
4390

Services. 820 S.

SWAHLI. Spanish, Arabic, Qualified tutor,

reasonable .263 8715 M7)

'5 sania ^ "
(13 Mil) /T*#i \ C

WILL do typing Please call Dma at 465 6645,

Hwd (15M3)

I'M iust your type. (IBM Executive). Neat,
accurate typing thesis, school papers Call

Fritli. 839 1874 (I5M7)

TYPING to your format. Term pifpers,

theses, or manuscripts Expert at fypmg
equations Hourly and page rates available

Call (213)794 9620. (1SM7)

EXPERIENCED, electric typewr.ttr 3

blocks from campus Mrs. C. Huber. 477

7609. (ISM 7)

IBM Executive and Selectnc typewr.'er

s. Experienced . Fast, accurate work
Please call 394 8295 (15M28)

TYPINGediting. Term papers, resumes,
letters theses IBM Selectnc. Enq grads

Nancy, 472-4143; Kay, 82* 7472. ( 15 M 5)

FAST, accurate typing. All kinds Call

Rem y. 820-125*. (15M6)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299 3)35

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specialmng

in theses, essays, manuscripts. ( 15

QTR)

tA.-LONDOfVION0ON.L A.

«••••••

GIRLS Guys! Fulltime summer jobs

construction kennels resorts restaurants

offices government Services Unlimited

4759521, (3M3)

LOOMS used procion and vat dyes macrame
supolies. Handweaving Depot 1089*^ W. Pico

(Westwood). 474 5114. (10M7).

THE best summer |Obs »re grabbed up

early Don't miss out! Services Unlimited

4759521. <3^ J>

ANNOUNCING! Summer lobs are now
available at Services Unlimited. Call 475-

9521 t * (3M7)

NEW blank Ampex reel, cassettes, new
loom movie camera. Zenith AM/FM stereo

small consol. 47* 5207. (10M7)

ITALIAN /Spanish native speaker /ad
vanced student to practice speaking with

during lunch occasionally. Free lunch.

LouAnn 790 *533 ,
(3M3)

UPPERCLASSMEN ANDGRADUATES
Men and women are invited to participate in

the information processing experiments
-being held at the Rand Corp. on Saturday,
May 8. Sessions are 3 ttours long and you will

receive 53 /hr Please phone 393 0411, ext.

7736. to sign up lor a specific experiment and
to receive details about time and place
Phone early, the experiments fill-up

quickly. (3M4)

WANTED. Experienced babysitter with car,

mainly daytim«. 47a-Ut8 before 9:00 or after

5 00 — UM*>

CUSTOM Teardrop trailer fully equipped,

kitchen, sleeps two, 5200 Sheila Anthony

^jm^|||wp message 8^6-2100. (10M7)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,

prolessional record changer, list S5S0.

Asking S29S New \t\ boxes 723 5*35 •»]|«r _)

pm *'''^J1

CONTRARY to popular belief: Loud stereo

music wtti not cause w«rts to grow on your

ear lobes Koss pro-4A professional head-

phones list 550, now 578, Scotch 1000 ft.

polyester tape list S*.20, now 52 95, complete

system AM/FM stereo, complete changer,

speakers, 5*4 Special deal on Scotch

cassettes Call 839 221* after 1 PM. (10 M 7)

RENT TV OR STEREO »10 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD.. 475 3570. (11 QTR)

ON CAMPUS

"xerox COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall. Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Fh.

2

3

4
6

7

8
9

10

n
12

14

It

Fit.

Fh.

15

Dap.

6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/11

7/14

8/8

9/4

7/2*

Rat.

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

t/15

10

8

9

8

10

10

9

4
7

4
3

4

Prica

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$279
$27S

TYPING, fast and accurate. Reasonable

rates. Ask for Jess.473-*372. (I5M3)

TYPIST: Theses, dissertations, term

papers, etc. Experienced. Mrs. Lyndell

Martin, 391 -3S«*. '1*.^J'

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates Call

GR2-e421. (15M3)

ONE . ^HM LA. LONDON
Dap
6/i» *»50

ONE-VmV LONDON-LA
Rat. Prka

9/9 $150

THESES, term papers, all forms of typmq
IBM Selectnc fast, accurate Very

reasonable Canoga Park Area. 347 5203 (15

M 7)

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscnpt:

Exp. Wkends. daily 5-9. 828 1 1*2. ( IS Q^R)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term

papers Specialty math & technical typmg

Accurate, rapid service. 7*1 5580 (is QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers

theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates ne^r

campus. Call Esther 8(26 7691 (is QTR)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING. GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES 479

•144,477--*3«2. (ISOTk)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electric

.lExpert typing, fast. Pick up/del.ver law

fch^l Alice. 3t7-330* (liQTR

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee, 83f 7270, 870

9793 (11 QTR)

TELEVISION rental. All modets, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr.phon«, 274-91 19 (I'QTR)

••WAITLIST ONLY
AvailaMa only ta banafida mam bars af ttia

University of Califamia (stwdants, faculty,

staff, ragistarad alwmni, immad. family
living in the same hawsattoM)

charter flights

Y Wonfed. ••••••••• «.•*••• 16

UC

WANTED: six string guitar, Martin D 18 or

D 28, Yamaha FG300 or ovation. A't^r 6

p.m..21t-t9n. ^__^^2_^:.._^

DENTAL Assistant. Young. Part-time, or

lulltime. Experience preferred. Santa
Monica area. 82rM75^ (3 M *)

WANTED. Attractive receptionist

secretary. Beverly Hills attorney Af-

ternoons with full time during summer. 272-

5458 <3MS)

FENDER Jaguar electric guitar $75, Lear-

Jet 8 track stereo w /FM and Speakers 5100;

823-51*0 (10M7)

ATTENTION STUDENTS
10 s DISCOUNT

on any purchase with student ID Card or this

ad. We carry long dresses, bikinis, sport-

swear and our own creations. Also hand-
made purses and accesories. Ouartler
Lantin Boutique 117*0 San Vicente Blvd. .

Brentwood (10M7)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-»70». (11

QJK}^^ ,

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3354 1-*

p.m Daily. (IIM 3)

KIBBUTZ in Israel. For further information.

Call Days **2 2181. Eves 839 0191 (13M
7)

Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. A 5.p.m.

825-1221

UNI
lOOT

LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS AMGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

SABBATICAL '71 72? We too. Need housing

here Oct. June. Will garden, care for pets

Call collect. Lew Marliani. 209 823 6051 tu M
<» .

.

VISITING professor wants furnished home

June August. Or Fitisimmons, 6708 Na'alie,

Albuquerque. New Mexico 87 110. (16m*)

2 UCLA Girls want one bdrm. apt. ^^A '>

sublease summer. Janet, 475 5831 XSC

Jamie. 124-1733.
<'*^^'

U
1 June 15 Aug 15
2 June 19 Aug 15
3 June 24 Aug 22
4 June 24 Sep 5
5* June 27 Sep 13

9 $275
8 $275
9 $275
11 $275
12 $275

BLAUPLUNKT AM/FM radio. US. Porsche
seats black, from 912. Like new, must sell.

839-0*12. (lOM*)

TELEPHONE SALES: If you have a good
ptH>ne pejuonality won't take no for an an-

swer ^n<^ould like to earn 5200 300 weekly,

working hours * a.m to 12 p.m. In morning
please call George Brody. sales manager
A DL Supply CO , 653 0461. (3M5»

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

LA London -Amsterdam - L.A.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, So America, Africa, etc.

All professions and occupations, S700 to S3000

monthly. Enpenses paid, overtime, sight

seeing Free information. Write TWA
Research Service. Bok 5591 B, San Diego, Ca.

92105. (3M3)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S45 per month while helping others.

Come in to 1001 Gayley , Suite 210

or

Call 478 0051 9:00 AM 7:00 PM daily

NEED More Money? Join the Success

Group. Sell Shaklee Products to home and
industry Full or Part times sales position

now open. Interested? Call Dave Sanford,

938 2747. after *. (3M4)

ZENITH console bAw 23" TV, AM/FM
stereo S> stereo phonograph. Solid walnut

cabinet Sacrifice S125. tSV-OAn. ( 10 ffj)

HANDMADE moroccan clothes for sale at

wholesale prices. Hooded capes, leather

bags,etc 475 23*9 eve. (10M5)

FOR Sale: Ramirei flamenco guitar. S425
with case Call Terry at *45 1154 (10M5)

STERLING HOME
ELECTRONICS

10913 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood
477 3547

FISHER DEMOS
10^,OFF
USED

H K Citation I Preamp
H K Citation II Powe*-
Both
Oar AT* changer
Concertone * head Rec
Bogen TA lOO Amp
Dual 1019 Complete
Panasonic 8 TR

DEMO
H K Cad 4 cassette dk
Ampex M52
Nikko Pam 14

Panasonic Port TV

June 1* Sept. 15

June 24-Sept. 5

June 23- Sept 11

July 1-Aug 2*

July 7 Aug. 28

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
1

1

Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

Sept. 2* One way to Amsterdam

$2t5
5285
5295
5295
5295
5135

Call Flight Chairman: (213) 839 2401

Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

424*

MALE Part time liquor store stock and
clerk, start 5} 30/hr Tues., Thurs.. Sat.. 4

11 PM.. or Mon , Wed., Fri., 4 11 PM. Ap
ply: Jerry's Liquor Stores. 2933 Sania
Monica Blvd . Santa Monica. Monday tt>rw

Friday, 8 AM. 4 PM No long hair or
beards (3M4)
g[^«a^H^a 64^^^*^^^**4^^*^H^ *4^^*^^^•'^l^ •^ii^^*^^^N ••

TEMPORAR^^ EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

T \ »mm • •^ a •• •_ ^, •
. '•^ ,

575
75
125
10

200
100

125

25

135
lis
75
100

(lOMS)

EUROPE Israel One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights Contact:
ISC A. 1 1687 San Vicente Blvd.. •4. LA, 90049.
82*5**9 (13 QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months 5125.00
Student grants on car purchase

Rental and lease available.

INFO. SOFA AGENT VIC Oept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oaks. Calif 91403

872 2283 or 784 1677

* LA/London/Amsterdam
6 July 1 ---Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17---Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 ---Oct 3 4 $258

M ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14--LA/London $148
2C July 26— LA/London $139
3E Aug 19— LA/r»«dr id/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 —LVLondon $12 3

5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

gl ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14—Ansterda«/LA $139
2W Aug e --London/LA SI 39
3W Sep 16--London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployees, extension and Alumni
Meabers olui inaediate families.

^ Aph. — Furnished

ENJOY summer or longer. Attractive,

clean, singles accom 2, one »>«<l'^oom apts

3, one bedroom and den 4 Air <:o"<l-
|f'°/.,

campus Pools, sundecks Garages 425, »4

Landfair 479 5404
(17r/l^

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE S50

Dupaart.nowl'.r.ummer/fatl

MRS.KAY-GR3-1788,GR3 052^

convenient WLA location Responsible

adults No pets EX5 0360
(17M5)
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Oarsmen rout UC Irvine

The UCLA oarsmen successfully took the measure of UC Irvine

Saturday afternoon at Marina del Key as they prepared for their

showdown next weekend against Washington.

The Bruin varsity routed UCI by three lengths, winning in 5:56.8

to the Anteaters* 6:06.6. The junior varsity, by far the most ef-

fective crew of the day, won by a full 30 seconds, 6:05 to 6:35, while

the freshmen came home in 6: 14 to Irvine's 6:22. In a prehminary

the UCLA second freshman boat defeated the Bruin light-

weight junior varsity by five seconds.

Despite the varsity's easy victory, coach Jerry Johnsen wasn't

that impressed. **We sat on it," he said. ''We ran a good first 1000

eters under 2:50, but we weren't so good in the second 1000. We

deeded' a litUe excitement out there.

"We moved out fast the first 500 meters, and maintained it to

1000 but during the third 500, they came back, rowing first at 32

(strokes per minute) then 38, then 40. Irvine did a good job in this

respect. I would nof have expected them to move the boat that well

at 3M0 on what I had seen of them two weeks ago." The Bruin shell

seemed content to hold on to a boat-length's lead until the final 200

r^eters when it opened up to win going away.

The junior varsity race started out very quickly, as the Bruins

grabbed a boat lens's lead almost at the outset even though UCI

rowed an average six to eight strokes a minute more. By the 800-

meter mark, the race was no longer in doubt. By 1500 meters, the

Bruins took a four-length lead and won by eight lengths.

The freshmen were pressed for a while, but came through when it

counted most. After taking a one-length advantage halfway into the

race the Brubabes saw UCI make a run at the 1100 mark, but the

frosh oarsmen stea*dily pulled away and put it out of reach by the

final 250 meters.

After the day's racing was completed, Johnsen huddled with the

varsity rowers and said, **I have some news you might be in-

terested in. I heard that Cal beat Washington by two lengths." A

: resounding cheer went up. ''I also heard," Johnsen continued, "it's

; not true." ^ r ^i. r»

_lndeed it was not. The Huskies easily disposed of the Bears m
Seattle in 6:13.2 to Cal's 6:28.4. Thus the stage is set for Saturday

when Washington meets the Bruins at Marina del Rey for what will

likely be the best dual race in the country

.

After most everyone had left, Johnsen sat in his office and gazed

at the Washington-Cal results in front of him. Already the Huskies

% were on his mind. "I suppose this," he said referring to the times, ^

%

i

Golfers rip Valley State

Getting back on the beam
seemingly just in time, the UCLA
golf team buried San Fernando
Valley State College, 42-12, Friday

at Bel-Air Country Club.

Don Truett led the way with a

three-under-par 67 on nines of 35-

32. Bill Eaton, in one of his better

rounds, shot 72, followed by Jerry

DiTullio at 73, Pete Laszlo at 74,

Rene Grivel at 77 and Jim Porter

at 78.

Coach Vic Kelley termed the win

"a big one for us, ' and added, "it is

one of our best wins of the year.

Maybe we're starting to come
around:*' •*

Maybe so. Truett, however, has

already come around and is

Splaying excellent golf at the

moment. After a ppor round early

last week, he has come back strong

and looms as one of the favorites in

the upcoming Pacific-8 tourney at

Eugene later this mohth.

The linksters face another major

hurdle in their quest for an NCAA
berth this Friday at the Southern

California Intercollegiate
Championships at Torrey Pines

Golf Course in LaJolla. The Bruins

will enter a six-man team to be

named later in the week.

Albitz stars in gym classic

An enthusiastic crowd of 2000 in Pauley Pavilion saw UCLA's
^

Gary AlbiU named outstanding individual performer in the Bruin «

Gymnastic Classic Friday evening. 8

AlbiU equaled his all-time best in the rings with a 9.35 score as he|

won the event for the fourth time in as many inviUtional meeU.

Elsewhere, Stormy Eaton of New Mexico won free exercise in ::::

9 3, his second consecutive Classic championship and his fifth::;:

overall in competition at UCLA. Arizona's Doug Boger won the long g
horse in 9.4 whUe Richard Pasquale of East Los Angeles took g
parallel bars in 9.35. Pasquale was later named athlete of the meet.

:g

• *

The high bar went to New Mexico's Jim Ivicek with a 9.2 score .•::

and Dan Heckenliable of Cal SUte Fullerton won the side horse in g:

9 05 The Bruin Classic completed the collegiate gymnasUc season, j:;:

Lacrosse team routs Oxy, 14-3

i

Before that, UCLA plays a group

of alumqi this afternoon at

Calabassas Country Club and faces

Cal State Los Angeles Tuesday at

Brentwood

On a warm and humid afternoon, the UCLA Lacrosse Club;:::

defeated OccidenUl College 14-3. High scorer for the Bruins was
|

Bruce Merl with five goals, while Neal Gilman, Irv Wendel and Bill .^

Garwin each tallied twice. Goalie Tony Moscati continued his fine
|

play, as all of Oxy's goals came with either one or two UCLA men in
:|.

the penalty box. This improved UCLA's league mark to 3-1 and its

|
overall record to 5-3. ^

This weekend the team travels north to Palo Alto to toke on a g
strong Stanford team Friday afternoon, and face the University of ft

Oregon Saturday. This is the first meeUng between UCLA and
g

Oregon, while Stanford defeated the Bruins last year 8-7.

Rahim wins in SoCal tennis

I

Second-seeded Haroon Rahim easily won his opening match

Saturday in the Southern California Tennis Championships,

defeating Stephen Sands, 6-0, 6-2. Modesto Vasquez and the Cornell

brothers also won their first matches, as did Bob KreU?,
. .>-. c^.-.-.-.-

UCLA Daily Briiin Ads
yjApfs, - Furnished 17 yj Apfs, fo Share 19

NEAR beach. Private, quiet, with patio

yard, dishv^asher, parking. Own bed^ooni.

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

bath. 585. Mane, 392-9307. (19M6)

Furn 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / »'"9'e«

Fireplace. Ige. heated pool, elevator, pv
«^

pai.o a.r conditioning, lovely street Quiet
p
bidq , maid available

convenient; to fwys.

41 1 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)

North of Wilshire,

479-8144 (17QTR)

FINE classical guitar lor sale wittt case
'.'SO PR 4 74t» (fM4)

MOVING Foi sale din«tte set.SSO complete
living room.i90. chest drawer, sjt
Eves )»0 SJ4I tlOM

EUROPE. S2JS 21$, also Israel
Summ«r A Pall fligttts E $ E P
Blvd LA. 90048 4SI 3311
members

Japan,
8217 Bev.

ESEP UCLA
(I3QTR)

AIS FLIGHTS

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra-Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
We're Open On Saturday

TTMT StnJ^WIfT TRAVEL*UrN X CHARTER FXIOHTS

TELE: 477-llH or 473-4443

'*'"l'
''%~

Jet NY

t4t4 Westweed Slwtf

474-4315

COMPLETE Stereo System Roberts. AM
FM Aquarius speakers. BSR Record
Ctvanger List S30« sell SUS Brand new.
Great sound T21 0707 dOM H)

OUiTAH O ..I >ii j><iuKe Baiiadeer hard
t.. ilcav r^nfa.lic <6nd '-iZZ Icosf UU)
.»: ,»*IOi\(-S (10 M 4)

Euro^ best prices
Immetf issue int. ID Card 4 ticketing

SOFA Europe /Asia /Africa
India/Israel ctiart»rs
Eurailpasses. Tours
Stftt* les Ompif UC
0

EUROPE Discount inqru^ Also Israel.
Atrica. India 4««e ott Intra European
charter flights Student ID cards. Contact
EASC. 323 N Beveryly Dr., Bev Mills. C«
•0'^ 274 4293 (HOTR)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year rouna

living. Heated pool, private paT'o,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cona

415 Gayley at Veteran

478 1735 ,^^

SUBLEASE apt for summer July '^^'
,',

Sl7S/mo 2 bdrm furn 1848 10th St '^^^^^
Mon.ca, 394 45S0

. ^ ^ — '

"TI^ITiTI^IN SANTA MON.
C^

Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn^ ap

Perfect to share for 2 pe«P'/

.

Rents S17S 235 per '^°1ft\^;^ror
Pool Subterranean garage feje

Private patios A balconiesx^ean v

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St . SM lll\\\i
2045 Fourth St., SM '»? U«6
2311 Fourth St.. SM 392 5*86

APTS lurnished Walk to UCLA. Large
Single S1SS Bedroom apts.SlSS. S14 Landfair
--1 477 8990 (17 M 4)

633 GAYLEY
5Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

BRENTWOOD apt., 2 bdrm., 2 bath.

'^"epiace, gorgeous. Prefer girls. Parking.
820 1681 (17M4)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS-SINGLES

2 BEDRMSTUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Dopoait* now for swfnm«r/fdl

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

«»..«».
'^'' Lynch^Gj5-5S84.^ ^

GORGEOUS huge one bedroom with view.
Sublet June thru September. S190. Walking
O'Stance 473 8342,838-4555 (17M4)

/Apfs.- Unfurnished..,.- '8

FEMALE roommate share apartment on

beach during summer only. Own bedrrn,

furnished, SBi/mon 823-7397 (19M4)

FEN\ALE law student will share 2 bedroom,

two bath in Fox Hills with same or acuity

member. Luxurious. Karen, 441-.1545

eves. (19 M 6)

WANTED; Female grad/20's to *>'»'« '

bdrm. Village apt.SlOO.Walk campus 475-

42l9.D.ana.
<^^^^>

GIRL share 3 bdrm. turn. apt. Close UCLA.

Tel, 475-2389, 475 2369 (19M5)

^Room and Board 24

c>ooooooooooooocw:>oooofw

IS

^Aufos for Sale ^Autos for Sale 29

'64 TRIUMPH Spitfire Runs good. New tof

& tires Needs body work Possibility 8un«

buggy 5150 479 9165, Bill. (29M6;

'66 PORSCHE 912 rebuilt enttrvf, AM FM,
air cond .Sharp SLU437. 6SS 72tS (29 M 6)

LAMANCHA

THE BEST PLACE

FOR SOME PEOPLE

TOLIVE

930 Hilgard

FEMALE student or grad wanted by

i:jnesome guy to share his quiet apartment

and rSealsTno cost to her. Phone evenings

or weekends 399-6jnO_^^_^^_Jj^_21,l

>^ For Sub-lease

FURNISHED Delux summer 1 bdrm, TV,

dishwasher, garage No pets, children 9-.12

am weekdays 826 4244 (SLM7)

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help,.. 25

'62 PEOPLE'S car (VW) Stupendous
condition Just painted Immortal engine

Original owner S685 Eves. 427-$l63. (29 M 6)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWINO

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

•64 FORD Falcon. 289, 4 speed, new interior,

new tires, rebuilt engine 1725 Call Gary 473

2458 (29M4)

STUDE BAKER 65 commander, 2 doors,

_

compact car Very good cond Cash. 5375

Call 344 0636 (29M5)

A-1

WORKING mother needs summer sitter

with wheels 3 school kids Some bread, or

live out. School year if works Marianne 255-

51S1. ext 468 836 3237
'(25M7)

'68 FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great cond ,

17,000 miles, landau top, power steer»ng.

brakes. 476-2045 after 6. , . (29 M 3)

AUGUST sublet Furnished 2/l>drm., dinmg

room, fireplace, walled garden house 10

mm campus S275 825 2655, Hli^HiATi^J)

RESPONSIBLE girl Companion minimally

handicapped 20 yr girl Psychology ma|or-

minor it possible Some salary. Car nee.

References 275 3877 M 5)

'65 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 4 door, stick

shift Single owner 5275 After 5 call, 474

4658 (29M3)

'69 FIAT 850 Sport, mustard, AMFM, air

cond , low mr 37 mph, 399 1704 Sl,600/best

offer (29M3)

SUBLET apt May 8 Aug. 1 ,
140/mo

,

i bdrm

furn, Brentwood, 826-7415 ( SL M 10)

SUBLEASE Office 2 blocks rom campus

carpeted, draped Furniture available.

A^pfox 500 sq'ft Extremely reasonable

625 l2il.Mr.VanGenderen. (St-*^ •

'

SUB-Lease May U-August 1. Delux, fur-

nished, spacious, ocean,
V"**'°

«P'
p^o'^^^Jl*.

fin.cular, faculty only 454-9705, PO Box

1175, Pacific Pa lisades '^'-'^^
',

BERKELEY Durant Ave Kbl. campus

Large furn studio apt ,
kitchen, bath of

fered June 15/September 15. S125 montMy^

343 8383 Berkeley 843-5634. (SBM4)

GIRL room/board exchange for babysit-

ting Close to campus 474-2650. (25 M 6)

GiRL-free irg. furn. room, t>oard optional.

Santa Momca, near bus Salary up to

S350/mo Exchange for private English

[tutoring May September, 392 6475 (15 M 3)

'65 PORSCHE SC AM FM radio, new clutch,

brakes 52300 firm Evenings 473 7985. (29 M
4)

SUBLET mid-June to December, 2 Mrm (-

duplex), yard, garage. 8 m;" J^CLA^
S260/mo, utilities inc Ed. nqer, 475-3381. (17

M 3)

^ Room tor Rent a6

F^EMALE Grad student-king sue bdrm..

bath kitchen privileges Separate entrance,

opposite campus 575 473 3274 (26 M 5)

OLDER woman, working student, private

entrance bath, kitchen priv.li«e». carport

pool qo iet 565 month CR5-5997 (26 M 4)

J Autos for Sole.............. 29

^ tutoring,,. titt«i«.. ii

555 LEVERING

^'45 LRG 2 bdrm apt. near beach Stove,
refrigerator, carpets, drapes 356 4th Ave.,
Venice 396 2215. {)tM 5)

BRENTWOOD 2 bdrm., 2 bath. pool.
Elevator, quiet, adults, unfurn. S250 476-
n46 (18M5)

>/Apts, to Share 19

ROOMMATE to Share unfurnished apt
Palms area Call Cheryl 828-6942 ( 19 M 7)

Girl Share with 2 other girls, spacious 2

bedroom
1 1/2 bath apt Large patio Ldry

•^•em Walk to campus. 478-4190, GR8-6171.
.—-__ i_

^OU need a share* Come to 625 Landfair
"e^erve shar^j (or summer. Block UCLA
«" 5*04. (19M14)

^^ apt on beach. Ow^n room. S90 15 mm
campus 21 over pfe4'd Bob, 719-5489 (19M

BDRM furn.. Palms, references, male or
^ute chick Call for details, 138 9939, 837 9038

^ House for Rent, 20 1956 VOLVO Newly pamted, 5275 00 396 3397

Roger or SM ice Palace Tues, Thurs, Fn,

Sat mghts ,|
( 29 M J')

FURN 5380, 18 month-, beginning July. 2

bdrms , study gardener, delightful enclosed

garden Palisades, 459 1781 :20M5)

CHEV 64 impaia 4dr Power steering, R/H,

WSW tinted glass 5400 00 9830822 (29M10)

se for Sale 21yHou

crpr5.8%VDV^UV.3-.-2550,7.3.^^^^

,
*•

68 VW R & H 4 spd New pamt, tires, brakes.

«lnt cond avail June 10 51150 892 5719

after 4 pm (29M7)

'66 VW BUG Xint New dutch, brakes $950.

274.3»72,no answer, 271-7067. (29M3)

'63 VW SUNROOF, xInt mech cond En^jine

rebuilt last year Must sell, 5525. 660-1325. (29

M 5)

'68 VW Sedan 40.000 miles. Good
phyiicai/mech cond plus some extras

51050. Call 474 3450. (29M5)

MCB '68 roadster Loaded, wire wtteeis, AM
FM, new top, low mileage immaculate, 935

7744 (29M5)

'60 CHRYSLER New Yorker Convertible 4

new tires, good cond 5235/best offer 459

1885 (29M5)
\ —

'-67 -tiOTUS -SCAN, <yeUo«y conviertibl««,

radials, knockoffs power windows, AM/FM,
immaculate cond 52695, 475 5831, ext

486, (29M6)
.-

)
' ' M '—-7

'63 SUNBEAM Alpine Transmission work
needed otherwise good con<^ Best offer 477

4011 ext 215 eves (29 M 5i

69 TRIUMPH Spitfire White Mark III

n 000 mi Wire wheels, extras out of sight

Cash 51400 Call 340 8783 (29M4)

'65 BEL Air Chevy, engine in good condition,

S600 /best offer Call 473-8396 (29M4)

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 69504

LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

'61 CHEVY impala 6 cylinder, standard,

new battery and clutch, good tires Asking

$ HS. 981 0956. '. {7^M*)

VW '68 bug, xInt condition Blue $1200 479-

3636 <?*^^<>

VW '69 automatic HOOO miles Litie new
51400 479 3636 (29 M 4)

'68 PLYMOUTH convertible. Fully

automatic, power windows, brakes, and

steering 5500
(l^Mi)

'67 COOOAR, recent engine overhawl. new
clutch, tires, battery 51400 /offer 291

1179- C29M6)

'69 FIAT ISO sport, mustard. AM FM, air

cond , low mi, 37 mpg, 399 1704, 51600/best

offer (29 M 6)

65 MUSTANG, V8, 3 speed, air disc brakes,

tape, radio, pos traction, grttn/black top.

27r7438 (29 M 3)

Cycles, Scooters

ror ^aie,,,*,, ,,,,**,,»»,, wv/

r'-MOOiOA CB 450 Absolutely jn>macuiatt._

Custom paint megaphones, divt brakes

5 500 mi Steve 398 6li7 Richard 838

7900 (30M71

'69 HONDA it\^M xint cond . with ne\*

helmet, 5250 or best offer 475 581i x502 (30M

6)

'70 YAMAHA 360 Enduro 2500 mi Iran

sferabie warranty to 12000 mi 5700 /offer

826 6858 <"^*>

Prime

63 SPRITE Nu pamt, tires 5750 offer '64

B'JICK LESABRE PS PB 5550 offer

Drafted 39i 89i3eves (29M7)

69 PONTIAC GTO, beautiful, power brakes,

bucket seats, vmyl top. air conditioning

Wholesaling 52200 789 6733 (29 M 4)

YAMAHA 100 twm only 2*0 mtlW. *W0. 67I-

7882 eves A wknd (JO Ml)

Mm-Ttmtf rWMmmsm rvmni•«» rv>ir

6775

66 PLYMOUTH 4 dr factory air Good

condition /"ii sacrifice Call BTW 9^and 5

825 1033 (29M3)

'65 VW Franti filter luggage rack 5700

1629th St , S M , Sat , Sun , day , eves ( 29 M

47 DODGE Coronet original owner 4 door

OVERLAND Expedition India
4490 London chartors S1H
Overland. 1414 E 5e9li St., Chic
60637

Mid J(

Encounter
, III.

(t3M7)

MATH GRADUATE record examination
prr.v.fAt.o- Pr.vate tutoring - intensive
-5 hr NiwMatti Barnes Tutorial 397-
'"* (UM1I)

Families OK
Pool Elevator L»»n^t
Walk UCLA A Wtstw^X*

GR7-3t44
H^mr VetoTMi Avo.

S7S

-(^~

(19M5)

f,^
nare great apt m Village Own

DO'-m .S7S Can Gwen, am, 173 9721 n* M 3)

J House to Share ^^

FEMALE Roommates v^"?'*?;*
^^J?.,*^;

,nd Share house near
«>**f„.S' 1^* 'm

J99 4373or l
eavemessageat 396 7566

^

;^;;;;r^'grad or^^^rr,6^^^^rl^r.^'
''*»"*•

near vemce Seputveda Call 836-624V ^^

J I ij
. \ 47 DODGE Coronet or.gmai owner « ooor

cbf^tf' i'j»S/be»t, offer V8l autorn^tilc pn radio.i excellent condition

5 After 6 PM, 323 0141 S'OPS i74*i269 '\ ( >9 M l6C SPRITE Goa
Must sell IIS 3757|

^leanor

67 VW Bug Excellent running condition

good tires brakes dutch, interior 5975

best offer 474 5932 (29 M 7

is After fPN^" J 0141

f
4^ 1^"'""

'67 1/2 HONDA 350, xlnt condition, new
engine new parts Call )91-50S9 anytime Hot

and fast (30M4)

^^

10
eves

67 VOLVO 122S 2 door sedan 43,000 original

m.ies E'Ctiient condition Best o'fer^ •26

n9^ [Utt^li

(170TR1

,

_• PLEASANT ^well furnished '"
,Vc

,7,'

ROOMMATE needed to help rent apartment Gien own room w.th two others ^oc,^
^^

•n^anta Monica Call Dave at 659 3194 {i»m 1B6O after ».ve

67 MUSTANG 6 cvi 3 Speed Engine body
^ ^, SiOOO / best offer 82i

(29 M 7

' excellent One own
7 388

SalvsMMl Service

n tSJ W4stitn99«tt Mice
Cvlv^rCitv tlAltft

«*!!., J

•-^!*-



MlffJ*

wmttl^

p>^lf9g^pmfM9'M<t!l'J^J!'rVT^ ti^feii^sm^M^m
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Trackmen survive scare at Berjceley, 78J6

. iiwiwT»«»n-r»o« ifcwTtn >

By Steve Kennedy

DB Sports Writer

BERKELEY - In a land famous for tear gas grenades,

riots, toUlly-integrated schools and recenUy an elecUon

that chose three radicals, there exists a California track

team, one that is often overlooked be<;.ause its Presence in

the tough Pacific-8 conference is usually dominated by the

schools fi-om the Southland.

One reason USC and UCLA excel in track is they tend to

get first crack at the abundance of athlete^in the area. But

one who got away from the clutches of the smog and the

freeways did his best to upset the Bruins Saturday af-

ternoon in a meet they will doubtless remember for a long,

long time.

Oh UCLA won all right. 78-76. At the end of the meet,

unfortunately, that was almost forgotten. Jumper Jim

Eraser had stolen the show from the Bruins Finn Bendixen,

James Butts, and Denny Rogers, but even Eraser was

suddenly overlooked when the Bruins, who had cbnched the

meet, failed to enter a mile-relay team in the day's final

event.

The three-mile was in progress and UCLA coach Jim

Bush informed Cal mentor Dave Maggard that this was the

meet. He was saying he wouldn't enter a relay teiim and the

Bruins therefore needed a Ruben Chappins victory in the

three-TOile to cinch the outcome. It's not quite that simple,

but that's the essence of it, and Bush was beyond words at

this juncture.

UCLA's coach coulda't find four men who wanted to run

the relay. Some steadfastly refused, deciding to save their

energies for the upcoming Trojan titanic Saturday. Un-

doubtedly, if Chappins had faltered, there would have been

a relay foursome. However, Ruben won rather easily and

the potential mile-relay runners were able to stand by their

decisions.
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When It was announced to the crowd there would be no

mile-relay team, the fans weren't the least bit enchanted

They booed 'leartily and some even hurled dbjects at the

Bruins, stationed on the east side of Edwards SUdiuni. The

crowd apparently felt it had paid to see the b^t, and now

that the privilege was denied them, verbally let loose.

It was the end of a sunless but very competitive meef, one

which saw Rogers break his school record in the tnple

jump, only to have it broken moments later by teaniniate

Butts That's just an example of the jumping that took

place, for it was Eraser that had it when it counted.

Early in the day, it appeared Bendixen would win the long

jump with a 25-6 mark, but Eraser's last effort bettered the

Norwegian's leap by just one inch, giving the Bears much-

needed momentum. Eor West Covina's Eraser, it was just

the beginning. It was in the triple jump that he went

bananas, and it happened again on his final jump.

Here was Butts, jumping a legal 52-10 1/2, watching

quietly as Eraser readied for his final effort and here was

Rogers, with a 52-0 3/4 leap, mentally preparing for his last

jump. Rogers would jump after Eraser and before Butts,

and if Eraser did^i't soar to previously-unbeknownst

heights, the Bruins would have one-two in the triple jump

and the meet locjted up.

But there was Eraser and the capability was present. Two

jumps earlier, he had a 54-5 foul and now Maggard had

advised him not to jump again because he had a very sore

heel which troubles him periodically. And now here was

Eraser, zipping down the runway, and suddenly there was

no doubt. He had hit the board squarely and flew toward a

53-0 1/4 landing.

Eirst, he raced back to the board to claim his official

mark in person. Then, just as quickly, he hopefully headed

toward the wind marker. His reactions were the same in

both cases and the public address announcer only solidified

what the crowd already knew: Eraser had a) gone into the

lead, and b) it was a legal jump. Rogers and Butts failed in

their attempts to overhaul him and the Bruins had to wait

for Chappins to sew up the victory.

^

The Bears served notice early they were going to make it

a rough afternoon. They won the 440 relay in 40.4 as the

Bruins had trouble with their passes. However, Cals Issac

Curtis re-injured his ankle during the race and didn't

compete further. Eddie Hart pulled up in thelOO and as a

result, the Bruins scored 14 points in the sprints.

The only other meet record set besides the triple jump

came in the steeplechase when sophomore Ruben Mejia

scored one of UCLA's five lifetime bests in 9 : 14.6 to ecUpse

former Bruin Randy Hartman's record. Mejia, content to

run behind pacesetter Steve Carroll the entire race save the

last 25 yards, stayed hot on the Bear's heels during the early

part of the contest.

Then he fell back, however, and at the gun lap, trailed by

some 15 to 20 yards. Slowly, he closed the gap. "I found it is

better for me to save myself," Ruben recalled. '*At the gun

lap, I thought I had a chance, but I wasn't sure going over

the last barrier." It was a pure sprint from the final hurdle

to the tape and Mejia won by four-tenths.

The fans in Berkeley thought they*d seen a tremendous

meet. Eor sure. But it may not compare to the one just five

days away, and, as Rogers said Saturday, "Next weelt's

gonna be even tougher.**

Eor sure.

*:

K

Weekend

Results

UCLA 78, Cal 76

v.
f

Baseball:

I UCLA 4-5. OSU 3-1;
•

|UCLA 3-18, Oregon 1 -1

^.'

Crew:

I UCLA 5:56.8,

I UC Irvine 6:06.6

i

i

i
I

•>.

I

i

AT THE WIRE—The Bruins found themselves with all they could handle

at California, but performances such as that from John Smith altowed ttie

Bruins to claim its ninth dual meet win this season and 17 in a row over

two seasons. Smith won the 220 in 21.4 and finished second to Wayne

Collett in the 440 in 47.6.

i Lacrosse:

^UCLA 14, Occidental

I
I Golf:

UCLA 42,

Valley State 12

I See page 15

I for details

a-

g

*

g

i

ALIVE AND KICKING—UCLA's dual ifoubleheader sweep put the

Bruins back in second place in the Pacific-8 Southern Division with a 7j

record behind USC's li-Oand just ahead of Stanford at 6-5. Bruins scorea

30 runs in four weekend games.

Baseballers go wild; Hume batti

*H

By Ed Burgart

DB Sports Writer

UCLA's baseball team decided to be the

aggressors over the weekend, and did it

ever pay off! After the diet had cleared at

Sawtelle Field, UCLA had swept two

doubleheaders, thrashing Oregon State 4-3

and 5-1 Friday, and burying Oregon 3-1 and

18-1 Saturday.

It was a complete reversal of the

timidness UCLA had displayed the

previous weekend, and just like that, the

Bruins are back in the Pacific-8 race.

Upping its conference record to 7-4 and

overall mark to 30-13, UCLA took over sole

possession of second place in the Southern

Division after Stanford, 6-5 in the Pac-8,

won three of four weekend games. The
amazing USC Trojans remain unt)eaten in

ttie Pac-8 after sweeping the same two

teams and extending a wm streak to 22. Tlte

Tr .irirA*.- 'ir-o 11 n in T^'.ii* n i\l!iv; '^^.Q iwirvrall

• • • •>« «A^* »« *

a home run. It was Hume in the spotlight

again in the sixth inning, when he drove in

Ron Diggle with a double down the left-fieki

line to break a 3-3 tie and give UCLA the

victory.

Hume may be the answer to UCLA's
recent problems, prompting assistant

coach Glenn Mickens to say, "It's awful

hard to take away a winning combination,"

referring to Hume's future in the Bruin

starting nine.

Shortstop Ralph Punaro also got into the

act, hitting a two-run homer off Martin in

the fifth

Bruin reliever Mike Sanford came on in

the sixth to thwart a Beaver rally and

ended up the winning pitcher.

Game number two featured the Gary
Robson show, as the Bruin hurler struck out

13 Beavers while limiting thenl to eight

hits Robson improved his Pac-8 record to

iriLiJLil

right-center in the third inning, scoring

Robson and Punaro and giving Robson all

the insurance he needed.

Saturday's doubleheader with Oregon
may best be exemplified by a Duck player

getting on the bus when he muttered, "I feel

like crawling out of here."

The first game was more of a pitcher's

duel between UCLA's ace Rick Pope and
Duck star Rick Mealy. Pope was sharper

than last weekend, lasting five innings and
allowing one run and three hits before being

pulled for a pinch hitter. The Bruins rallied

from a 1-0 deficit in the sixth when Ralph

Punaro singled, Gerakos walked, and
Diggle beat out an infield hit. After Eric

Swanson fouled out to third baseman Greg
Brosterhous, Dave Landress drove in

Punaro as he bounced out to first baseman
Krause, Mealy covering. Bob Adams then

t-V^ ' % f V\i^krf^ i I r^ * k »- V\ »- ^^ » ft V^ ^^rf"**^!^' f l/^rfc

~^»«*«^«^ •^« «

underway Friday when second t)aseman

Ed Hume, starting his first league game,

found Gary Martin's pitch to his liking,

sending the ball over the left-fieki fence for

Mike Gerakos, 1 -for-24 in the conference,

broke out of his lengthy slump, going three
^

for six in the doubleheader. '"The Greek" as
he's known to his teammates, singled to

t y liirv*^^ ii^Mii 4»il\J lll\ V v\i

(L...bvTous Hume sealed the Bruin victory

with a single to left, scoring Diggle Once
again, Mike Sanford was the hero, holding

the Ducks hitless over the last two innings

to increase his season record to 3-0. Mealy

is now 3-2 overall, 1-1 in the Pac-8.

The second game was a riot, at least for

UCLA. It was a contest that saw tive

Oregon errors, 10 unearned UCLA run^'

Bruin hits, and a four-hitter by Bruin hur er

Bill Susa. The Oregon tragedy began in tne

second inning when Bob Petretta droxe i

three of his five runs with a double to rigm

center.

Pitcher Susa helped his own cause when

he socked an 0-2 pitch over the left cenie

field fence in the fourth, scoring Petreiw

ahead of him.

The sixth inning was a laugher as eight

Bruins crossed the plate. Four Bruin hos^

three Duck errors, and two walks did in^

damage. Oregon scored its only run on

solo homer by shortstop Dave Robert.

The Bruins seem to be back. Scoring

thirty nms was impressive, but alio p

tn hP the more spectacular

Art Reichle (iuldn't have been mor

pleased He realizes the Bruins ^^\
and he said, "I have felt all along we ria

the talent to win the Pac-8." Time willteu

UCLA afftrnf^'isi^ jjliii*Wilt

^' tJr'jf^
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All have room and food

Weyburn evacuees housed

DB photo— Dave Dornlas

Damage at Weyburn Hall

Student Judicial Board

rules on Mazer, Elias

By Ken Peterson

DBSUff Writer

Despite some relocatioh problems, most of the 433

residents of Weyburn Hall were moved into their new

quarters by yesterday afternoon.

According to information from Weyburn, there

were still five or six students in the hall last night,

most of whom were waiting for a definite room

assignment before moving.

According to Norman Miller, vice chancellor of

student affairs, places have been found for all of the

former Weyburn residents, who were forced to move

last weekend when the private residence hall went

bankrupt.

Shelter

"We're trying to see that everyone has a place to

sleep and something to eat," Miller said. He said

several non-UCLA students had also been housed by

the University when Weyburn closed.

The DB also learned the La Mancha ad-

ministration excluded some students from the lottery

set up by the University to determine which studente

would go to La Mancha.

'*We had some residents and staff members say

that it wouldn't be a good idea if certain individuals

came over from Weyburn. This included some people

who had already been transferred out of La Man-

cha," according to D.J. Cavanaugl^ general

manager of La Mancha.

Anger

"There were a lot of people who were angry, and

we didn't want the anger. I don't believe we were

unreasonable in asking that certain people be ex-

cluded. 1 feel responsible for the people living here

already, in making the move as easy as possible,"

Cavanaugh said.

The La Mancha administration had also requesled

graduate students be given priority over un-

dergraduates for moving into the dorm.

Some damage to Weyburn was also reported,

particularly on the eighth floor. One Weyburn

resident said the plaster had been smashed thhNJgh

to the wood and lightbulbs and windows were broken

Another source reported a hole chipped through the

outside wall of the building from one of the upper

floors.

Damage

"I think this kind of expression is unfortunate,

especially since it just hurts the student. The expense

of repairing the damage comes out of the building's

assets," Miller said. Any losses suffered by the

students, noUbly their $50 room deposit and $6 ac-

tivity fee, would be repaid out of these assets after

the property is liquidated.

According to Cavanaugh, there have been no

major problems in moving approximately 290 people

into La Mancha.

"We explained the situation to our residente, and

they had to play musical beds for a whUe when they

finally realized they would be getting roommates.

But I've had good comments from students on the

way the University stepped in and showed concern

for the students. A lot of people are upset, but at least

they have beds, " Cavanaugh said.

eligibility as candidates Physical sciences evaluated
The Student Judicial Board decided yesterday that presidential can

didate Matt Mazer was eligible to run. Last Friday, Clinton Burch ana

Ricfiard tlashman sought to have Mazer declared ineligible on the

grounds he did not have enough units completed.

According to the undergraduate student body constitution, tne

president of the associatin shall have completed at least 57 semester units

or 24 quarter courses by the end of the academic term immediately

preceeding the general election." ^
Mazer was short the required number of units by one course. Ho^eveiN

he had one incomplete, and the Judicial Board ruled his name could &e

placed on the ballot since he had contacted Malcolm Pace, *^»ections

Board chairman, coRCeming the matter and Pace ruled he was eligible.

_ The Board ruled that in the future, though, the constitution would be

strictly followed. ~-
,. , . ^ ,. ^

The Judicial Board also ruled on a writ from Bob Elias asking U^e

Board to order the Elections Board to place his name on the ballot tor tne

office of first vice president. EUas had been disqualified ,^a"f "!^

constitution stipulates the candidate 'shall be a woman. ^af« ^":
tended in his testimony he had reasonable grounds to beheve l^uas was

not a woman. ,,. . . ^ . j

Elias tried to convince the board he was a woman, although ne aa-

mitted he is listed as a male on the official University recor^s^
^^^-^.^^^

According to Elias, -They told me if I paid the $3 and got the Registrar

to officially change my sex on the records, I could run." ^oUhv
The Judicial Board found "insofar as Mr./Ms. Elias is l^sted^s male by

the University, he shall also be considered male by the Bwrt, ana

therefore the Board upholds the Elections Board and declares him

ineligible to run for first vice president.

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Tt

Recommendations to strengthen

the physical sciences through

reorganization indicate only a few

changes, in the last initial report to

be delivered by an ad hoc

programmatic review committee.

Few major changes were

recommended by the committee

Among the changes were:

—Joint appointments be initiated

among the departments of

astronomy, geology, meteorology

and planeUry and space science.

^^.^„ ^„ ^. -Formation of a committee to

This along with five other consider thfe possible areas of

report^ by committees under the astrophysics which UCLA might

Chancellor's programmatic enter.

review are now being considered _^ study to strengthen

by Academic Senate committees
g^^jc^emistry and to house it in one

and the review's steering com-
^^ ^y^^ exisUng departments of

mittee. Final reports are due May environmental studies.

15 with the Chancellor's final
, • «

decision scheduled to be released -Environmental .«c>ence

^ 28
departments expand their role in

..:,,,,,:,:,i:sy::::::r:::^^

UCLA TV commemorates May 5

UCLA-TV will broadcast live "May 5. a retrospective -
^"^^^^^^^

usual," a student-produced show dealing with the events surrounding

year's strike, beginning at 11 a.m. tomorrow.
^,^,„„„u In last

The four-hour show wUl feature interviews with key P^**^*.^^P^"';^'",^^^

years strike, including vice chancellor David Saxon and police

Kdward M. Davis.
. ,. . ,,^i nrofessor

Other interviews Include Peter Ladefoged,
»"f"'«^^"

^"^^^^
arrested last year and allegedly beaten by U>s Angeles ^^"^^^P",^^

n^ent officers; Jere King, history professor who was » ^"""^

%mcox incident Involving alleged undercover ««^"^*^.;" "^J^^
Heynaldo Maclas. former head of MFXHA

^»^»t^»"^f/^ ^'f/eM^^
raids on Murphy Hall; a represenUtlve from ROTC; and an officer from

the University police. _. ^ia^ uoes.
The broadcast will also feature students films, poems, video mpr..

^ongs and art work.
^ .JlalL

^lonitors will be located in or around Ackerma.. ;
n::«t -

^'atio. Roycc Hall and the Gypsy Wagon.

i.

War symposium
to be held today

A 12hour symposium on the Vietnam war, sponsored by the

Student Legislative Council-Teach-in Symposium P'"'*™"'
i^Jf;

TISP) will begin at 11 a.m. today in the Ackerman Union Grand

Ballroom The symposium will feature six films 'ncluding The

Selling of the PenUgon," three concerts and
'«r«;»' "Pf"^*^

There will be no charge to any of the evente The schedule of evente

is as follows:

%

%

I

i

t:?

?i

->^-

11 a.m. Concert '^Joyous Noise. c
. .K^^^or"^

12 noon David Schulman. a Vietnam veteran ^m^}^ ^«^' A

Debbi Kaye, a delegate to the Women's Peace Treaty Con- |
fTrence and ^ women who has visited North Vietnam will speak. -^

1 p m. "Winter Soldier* and 'May-Time Is Runmng Out'
|

2 pm. "The Selling of the PenUgon"

3 p.m Concert "Big Qak Basin Band"

4 p.m. "People's War"

5 p.m "Seventy-Nine Springtimes"

5:30-6:30 p.m. Dinner break

6:30 p.m. "In the Year of the Pig"

8 30-11 p.m. Concert/dance "Kockm r uo

the teaching of courses for non-

science majors.

—Formation o£ committees to

advise the dean in regard to tenure

appointments in any of the en-

vironmental science departments.

—That the large departments of

chemistry, math and physics assist

members of smaller physical

sciences departments in the

development and teaching ap-

plicable to the needs fd en-

vironmental science.

The committee offered

arguments for and against merger

of departments in the en-

vironmenUl sciences. They said

first, "If offered by a merged

department, courses (stressing the

"classical physics" underlying

study in environmental sciences)

would have the breadth associated

with courses designed for

numerous users with specific

applications."

They felt a combined graduate

program would also offer in-

tellectual and operating ad-

vantages, because a student would

be exposed to diverse viewpoints,

in addition to being able to change

from one field to another more

readily
^

In defense of maintaining in-

dividual departmenU, they said it

might lead to '•higher national

visibility, which in turn attracts

students and faculty " They also

warned against "the risk of per

turbing the delicate balance ci

personaliUes and ideas which led

to excellence in the first place."

Finally, they said that mergers
:^ ; .^.,^.>.tf >) c<tf»fT<"'#»^ at other
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WANTED
Part-time, free-lance editing work wanted by UCLA editor ex-

perienced in preparing scholarly manuscripts (possibly including

rewriting) for publishers in the social sciences and humanities.

Phone 52565 or 54408.

Chicanos plan la Marcha'

CONTACT LENSES
FITTED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
REFIHED Optomefrisi

Westwood Village 1 0959 Weyburn Av.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 11
r

ROPE
Student discounts on Overseas Car delivery! All European

models, shipping and low cost insurance.

Coll for student savings:

276-4456 Drive In Europe

Jean-Paul Sartre

-ahrillionf performance (Hollywood Reporter)

fakes a fresh turn (Los Angeles Times)

A foreign productjoh
^

by Hisham Emory at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Avenue

May 2 & 9 last performances

By Robin Sanders

DB SUff Writer

Rosalio Munoz, a former student body president

here and chairman of the Chicano Moratonum

Committee, has announced plans for **La Marcha de

Reconquista"-an 800-mile march protesting unfair

treatment of chicanos.

•We plan to throw off the policies that oppress our

people and expose the racist policies of this state^

through the Marcha," Munoz said.

The march will begin on Cinco de Mayo (May 5, "a

Mexican national holiday) in Calexico, Califorma

and end approximately three months later on the

steps of the capitol in Sacramento.

Munoz hopes to pick up supporters along the way

from among the large chicano population located

throughout central California. "Our people have

been thrown off their jobs and off welfare. We want

them to march with us to expose Reagan as a racist

on the level of Wallace and Maddox." he said.

Support

"La Marcha" has the support of other chicano

organizations including the Brown Berets, MECHA
(a chicano student group) and the State Community

Services Organization, which according to Munoz

represents a wide range of political views in the

chicano community.

Munoz appealed to members of the chicano

community for support in the form of supplies

(socks, boots, etc.) and money. He said these

donations will help the march to succeed.

- The Moratorium Committee has come under at-

tack from Mayor Sam Yorty's office and Edward

Davis, Los Angeles police chief, because past

demonstrations have become violent. But Munoz has

charged the past violence was provoked. "Yorty is

trying to use the violent stereotype on the chicano
movement to drum up votes," he said.

Monitors

In order to prevent possible violence during "La
Marcha," Munoz and his supporters plan to have
monitors search the marchers to weed out possible

agitators.

Munoz said he and his Committee believe non

violence is the only way they are going to win. 'We
-do not want violence, we want justice," he said.

In addition to protesting welfare policies and

unemployment, the marchers will be trying to call

attention to what they consider unfair immigration

policies which deport thousands of Mexican nationals

each year. The march org^izers feel the Mexicans

are being used as "scapegoats" for solutions to the

problem of labor surpluses.

Other issues

Other issues included cutbacks in EOP
(Educational Opportunities Program) funds, the

continuing war in Southeast Asia and police

brutality.

Although Munoz is one of the chief organizers of

*'La Marcha de la Reconquista," he may not be able

to participate in the entire march because on May 26

he must appear in court to fight his draft induction

Munoz has tried to change his status to conscientious

objector on the basis of "genocide against chicanos"

in the United States.

He recently won an appeal to be defended by

Michael Tigar, a former law professor here, who had

previously been disqualified on the grounds he was

not a member of the California bar.

Munoz does not feel his absence will diminish the

importance of the march. *This isn't my march-it s

my people's march," he said.

Tickets $2.50 Foreign students free/limited ^.

477-4587 for reservations

^

'Food conspiracy

to meet tonight

The Westwood Food Con-

spiracy will meet at 7 p.m.

today at 663 Gayley Ave. Food

will be ordered at two-thirds the

regular consumer price. New
members are welcome.
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SAVE 4.50 ON YOUR CLASS RING!

this week only. May 3 through 7

2.00• • •••••••• ^ •

•

special di

FREE Golden Signature """"

regularly priced 2.50

4.50

Juniors, seniors, graduates — just a 10.00 deposit will assure you
of getting your class ring, and if you order yours this week, you

save 4.50 — and get your own signature inside. It's truly a

one-of-a-kind ring for a one-of-a-kind person — you.

as
uc

Students' store

meet Norm Cutliff

John Roberts Ring Company representative

he'll help you with selecting your ring

Monday, Wednesday and Friday this week.

rings, b l«v*l, ack«rman union. 825-771

1

mondays-fridays 7:45a. m.-7;30p.m.; Saturdays 10-3

I -^
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On war crimes ^

Dellums calls for heanngs
A

I

^

By Ivan Gerson

DB SUff Writer

Congressman Ron Dellums .of the Seventh

District (Berkeley area) called for open war

crime hearings Friday in Haines Hall 39.

In a speech entitled "The Now Image of the

Black Politician," Dellums told about 120 people

he does not think most congressmen are capable of

understanding many of the basic contradictions

that exist in our society.

"One of the problems is that there are too many

plastic people with plastic minds leading people

without a perception or strategy other than how to

get re-elected," Dellums said.

"Colors are not relevant. Leadership is

relevant. Why wait for 51 per cent to agree on a

problem? Go out and educate the people," he said.

"The United States' foreign policy makes us the

monkey on the backs of the rest of the world. The

assumptions that dictate our involvment in

Southeast Asia are invalid but similar to our

relations with other countries in the world,"

Dellums said.

"The best way to strike a blow for freedom of

V.

« •

;v

V.
V.

Africans is to strike a blow against the repressive

policy of the U.S.

"Politicians describe the atrocity oC welfare

without mentioning the real welfare atrocities,

such as war contracts, farm subsidies and salaries

of politicians."

Dellums labeled the new Nixon family

assistance plan of a $2,300 guaranteed annual

income an insult.

Instead, Dellums called for a national health

plan for all people no matter what their status.

Dellums came to the defense d the Black

Panthers by saying they did not create the Pen-

tagon, pollution, Vietnam, inflation or the

President.

"The silent majority," Dellum claimed, "is

duped and programmed. They're the only group

left holding up the stupid status quo."

Dellums accused the economically elite of

trying to divide the rest of the nation in order to

conquer. "The system makes fear symlwls and ?^

scapegoats to divert the people from the real
^

problems. By labeling sections of the people and g
pitting them against each other it makes it easier jx

for each group to be destroyed," Dellums said. |g

In honor of Israel's 23rd Independence Doyf^

!^^
'V

THE

ISRAELI STUDENTS ORGANIZATION OF LOS ANGELES

Cordially invite you to attend an exhibit of

mis ( CUFTS
- Featuring antiques from the Moshe Dayan Collection

- Works by Israeli artists and students

- Admission free

- Continuous from May 2nd through May 9th ^^—
S

PERSUN JEWELRY EXHIRIl

at the International Student Center

1023 Hilgard Ave.

For sole and inforniofion cal

477^587

i

Taft to speak

at noon Thursday

Peter Taft. a candidate for

the liberal slate of the Junior

College Board of Trustees, will

speak at noon Thursday in Law

School 1345 under the auspices

of the Law Forum. The topic of

his speech wiU be "The Crises of

the Junior Colleges."
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Anti-pollution vehides
="^

Deshn competition

i*t

"Sr-

The Office of Environmental Studies (OES) here is

coK)rdinating entries in a design competition created

to bring about the designing and constructing of new

cars to help alleviate the air pollution problem.

Titled the Urban Vehicle Design Competition, it is

the brain child of a group of professors and students

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),

who last year sponsored the Clean Air Race from

MIT to the California Institute of Technology (Cal

Tech).

This year's competition will not be a race, but

instead a testing program of the cars based on

pollutant emissions, performance, handling, safety,

noise and vehicle size, among other criteria.

Judging will take place in late summer, 1972, by

the committee. Although it is a student competition,

entering teams are allowed to have faculty advisors

and industries are permitted to supply funding and

commercial products.

One of the objectives of the competition is to

educate and^Umulate the general public with regard

to student-faculty engineering projects in vehicle

technology which concern urban area vehicles,

according to Robert Michaud, chairman of the

competition at MIT. t .^ *

He added that another objective is to contribute to

the education of student engineers in the area of

automotive technology where the backbone for

future expertise must be developed at this time.

The competition committee hopes to stimulate a

project-oriented approach in engineering education

which will be socially relevant and capable of

drawing federal and industrial support.

Engineering professor Kenneth Nobe said he

probably will be a faculty advisor to several

engineering students. Albert Bush, another professor

of engineering, said five or sue of his engineering

students are also interested in the competition, but

were not willing to commit themselves at this time.

Move for national lobby

instigated at Berkeley

The move for a permanent, national student lobby is being started at

the University of California at Berkeley and may reach here, according

to Gary Cohen, general representative.

**Until this year, students have never lobbied permanently and

—

regularly for legislation affecting us, *' Spencer Reibman, a coordinator

in the Berkeley lobby office, said. **For the first time anywhere in the

country, students have hired a full-time, salaried lobbyist to represent

out interests in the State Legislature.*'

"A lobbyist is only as strong as the votes, or potential votes he

represents. The 18-year-old vote has dramatically increased our in-

fluence. We must, however, be organized. Students must be prepared to

testify before committees in Sacramento and other state capitals and

visit key legislators," Reibman said.

Reibman said the Berkeley lobby office is trying to organize "issue"

groups for students to work on. Such groups are: anti-war legislation,

financial aids, opposition to UC budget cuts, student rights and civil

liberties, child care, environment, social reform and increasing the

percentage of women accepted by UC graduate schools.

•f
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Dedicated to Events of a Year Past &

the Problems Thai Still Remain Today-
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A SYMPOSIUM ON THE

VIETNAM WAR

TODAY
MAY 4th
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TUESDAY

11 PM
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FILMS
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(sponsored by TISP-SLC-GSA)
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Understanding Viet Liberation
EDITORIAL BOARD

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion ot the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boar'^

By Debbie Kaye

DB Editorials

Weybum
Without a bang, without a whimper, without even

an announcement, Weyburn Hall closed last Sunday.

The owners, callous to the end, withheld news of the

end until late last week.

bankruptcy terminates financial responsibility.

And seemingly from opening day, money was the sole

concern of Weyburn management. Moral obligation

has rarely been a strong issue on Tiverton Avenue.

Weyburn must have been aware of the situation

well in advance. And just a little research would have

revealed this week as midterm time. Yet without

adequate warning, and with no attempt to assist the

students they were once so eager to **serve,''

Weyburn just closed. Thus there was no time for

preparations, plans or studying. Just pick up your

stuff, kid, and get out.

Fortunately there was a place for everyone to go.

The Alumni Association, with a $20,000 loan to the

University, assured Weyburn*s victims of living

space for the remainder of the quarter^. The

association, in cooperation with the Administration,

is also working to coordinate legal assistance for

Weyburn refugees.

Traditionally, alumni associations limit their at-

tention, and their resources, to the affairs of their

alumni members. UCLA's it appears, is somewhat

different. We commend their action in the Weyburn

disaster.

Draft
On May 10the U.S. Senate will vote on whether to

extend the draft. The present draft law expires on

June 30.

The draft has caused many men and their families

much anxiety and unhappiness in the years of its

existence. If you believe the draft should be

eliminated, the Daily Bruin urges you to contact

Senators Alan Cranston and John Tunney and tell

them your feelings on the matter. Cranstop's local

office phone number is 824-7641 ; Tunney 's is 824-7347.

Or you can write them at the Federal Building, 11000

Wilshire Blvd. or at the U.S. Senate Office Building m
Washington, D.C.
Speak out. Make them listen.

Letters to the Editor

A month ago about 500 women from the Western

United States and Canada met with "the enemy" in

Vancouver.

'The enemy" consisted of 6 women from 3 of the

Women's Unions of Southeast Asia—two from North

Vietnam, two from South Vietnam, two from Laos

and three male translators. The purpose of the

conference was to exchange information with the

Indochinese and hopefully develop some strategy for

ending the war.
,

Actually, there were three separate conferences,

involving Women Strike for Peace, Third World

women and white women's liberation. Plenary

sessions, workshops with the Indochinese, and

workshops within each group composed the agenda

of the conference. Since I attended as a delegate in

the women's liberation section, I will try to give a

summary of what I feel came out of that portion of

the conference,
,

Scene

Try to picture this scene: about 200 women from

Alaska to San Diego, from Denver to Hawaii, who
had never met before, are assembled to discuss the

war, women and other related topics. A general

feeling of sisterhood prevailed, although we learned

through struggling together that we had many dif-

ferent beliefs and approaches. We were united by a

common excitement to meet with the Indochinese

women who had come so far to learn about our

movement. The agenda was worked out to include

one workshop on women and one on strategy to end

the war.

One of the most impressive things about these

Asian women was their humanity. They often ex-

pressed sincere compassion for the suffering which

the wai* has brought to Americans witl^out making us

feel guilty for the hardships the U.S. has brought on

their people. -^^—

—

^.-=^.

In all of the sessions, a distinction was made clear

between the people of the U.S. and Canada and the

governments of these countries.

"We, the Vietnamese and the Americans, are

friends. The Vietnamese women kiss the children of

the United States and Canada," one of the South

Vietnamese sisters said. They stressed the idea that

if the American people only knew what was hap-

pening in Indochina, they would demand an im-

mediate end to the war.

Victims?

Tfiese women cannot be viewed as simply "vic-

tims" of a tragic "mistake." They are freedom

fighters and they understand what they are fighting

for. While they are fighting to get the U.S. out of their

countries, they are building a new life for their

people. In liberated territories land is redistributed

and co-operative efforts are made to feed people and

care for children.

The women told their life stories and it was easy to

see how their poetical decisions to fight for the

liberation their countries were a direct result of the

experiences of their lives.

Dinh Thi Huong from South Vietnam described in

detail the six years of torture and imprisonment she

had to endure. Arrested in 1955 on suspicion of

belonging to an anti-American organization, she was

released in 1%1 after being found innocent of this

charge. She was in eight prisons, including the tiger

cages at Con Son; she was forced to shout pro-Saigon

regime slogans and salute the flag and was tortured

severely when she refused to comply. She believes

she was released to intimidate the people in her

village because she was so sick and weak. She had

never been in an anti-American organization, but

after her release she decided to join the Women's

Union and fight for the liberation of her country.

The sacrifices these women have had to make are

incredible The other delegate from the South, Phan

Min Hien, walked for three months wit*) 20 kilograms

.40 pounds) on her back to get to the airport in North

Vietnam so she could attent this conference. ( And we

complained «bMit a 30-hour bus trip!)

The workshop I attended was with the delegates

from the Democratic Republic of Vietnam They

talked about women's status in their country Before

the revolution they lived in neo-coloniahst conditions,

where 80-90 per cent of the women were illiterate and

had to get married at an early age.

Resolution

Now there exists a Resolution on Women which

insures that if there are no women in leadership

positions in a certain area, qualified women are

- promoted. One of the North Vietnamese women. Dr.

Nguyen Thi Xiem, is a gynecologist and obstetrician

who works at the Hanoi Institute for the Preservation

of Mothers and Newly-Born Children, where

research is done on diseases and defects caused by

defoliants and bombs. Two-thirds of the workers in

high positions at this hospital are women.

We discussed strategy to end the war. Basically,

they agree with all forms of our protest activities.

Draft resisUnce, G.I organizing, demonstrations,

teach-ins and electoral work were all discussed as

methods of bringing the war closer to an end.

Unite

They emphasized the fact, however, that the most

important aspect is to unite the largest straU of

people to act against the war. They explained that it

is only world opinion which will determine whether

the U.S. will be able to use nuclear weapons to bomb

the North.

"We would rather die than be enslaved—we fear no

weapons," they proclaimed.

We learned many things at the conference—we

learned what the face of the "enemy" looks like and,

after all, you are supposed to "know your enemy."

Their faces held the story of years of struggle and of

separation. The pained expression of Dinh Thi Huong

-

told of six years of imprisonment and cruelty; Dr

Xiem's face showed the strain of separation from the

12 members of her family, who dispersed to the

jungle after the destruction of their village in the

South.

It is both a political and a sentimenUl wish for

their country to be reunifiiift Many babies born in the

North are named aft^ some geographic spot in the

South. A professopfrwn North Vietnam, Vo Thi The.

named her son a name which means "We are

thinking of South •Vietnam," and she named another

of her children for a rivej; that ran by her house in her-

village in the South. ^>

Challenge ^
—.- ^

We who have come back from the conference face

an enormous challenge The energy which we feel

could easily become dissipated—it is very easy to get

discouraged by the factionalism within the anti-war

movement.
It is also easy to lose hope when you see that many

people are more content to let things take their

course than act upon their feelings about the war

Our task is to work in A united effort against the

war and to work hard and ceaselessly. The South

Vietnamese women told us that their country is very

beautiful. They invited us to visit them there after it

is liberated. I would really like to take them up on

that.

Reader criticizes People 's Peace Treaty
Editor:

What's wrong with the People's

Peace Treaty? It is not a formula
for peace, but a political fraud
which undercuts efforts to acheive
a just and lasting peace. It is a

political fraud because it:

—demands ''immediate and
toUl" withdrawal of U.S. forces

from Vietnam, but says nothing

about withdrawal of the North
Vietnamese forces from South
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia ,

—places the Communist side

under no obligation to release the

Americans they hold prisoner, and
requires Hanoi only to "enter

discussions" on the question

-obligates the United States to--^la 111 HI 11 n < iimi^a '-f t*" tt""

remove the government of South
Vietnam, a government which was
constitutionally elected to office by
^he people oC that country.

—contains no provision for en-

ding the fighting in Laos or

Cambodia, other than a reiteration

of intention to respect the Geneva

Accords of 1954 and 1%2, which

have been violated by North

Vietnam ever since.

—contains no provision for in-

ternational supervision of the

implementation of any of its terms.

Furthermore, the National

Student Association (NSA) lied

when it said it signed the treaty

with the "South Vietnam National

Student Union." The four student

unions in Vietnams located at Hue,

Dalat, Saigon and Can Tho have

never merged into a "Nationa

Student Union" This fab-' •'-'

same stationery says, in Viet-

namese, "Saigon Student Union."

The provisions of the treaty are

in essence the same terms which

have been put forward by Hanoi —
a Stalinist state which liquidated

500,000 peasants, crushed

nationalist coalition parties in-

cluding the Trotskyists and since

1955 has never permitted the

people of North Vietnam the

freedom of self-expression through

opposition parties or competitive

elections.

Support peace with freedom and

jusUce. not a peace which rewards

aggression and thereby fosters

more war

Health

entity exists in lh6 form of n p^y
of sUtionary says, in English,

'South Vietnam National Student

Union " but the official seal on the

Kditor:

There are some students who

feel that they are doing their

friends a favor and putting one

over on the system by loaning out

their registration cards for such

purposes as obtaining treatment at

Student Health Service Many of

these people do not realize the

consequences of this

First, it is criminal action,

constituting fraud

If that does not bother you, it

may also result in the lapsing oC

one's status in the university.

Also, anything that is treated

under your name goes on your

medical record. This may not

permission, and employment or

insurance may be denied on the

basis of past medical problenis

Obviously, it is not the person

falsely using the card that must

bear the consequences It is the

owner and registered student

One may feel that it is impossible

for the employes to tell if it is your

own registration card or not, but

many of these pretenders are

discovered prior to being served

Some have tried to divide their

registration cards with their

friends William T. Puckett.

Registrar, has stated that half a

registration card is not acceptable,

and service will be denied

Service is also denied when

fraudulent use of the registration

card is discovere'

( harles Stephens

Co-chairman. American Youth

for a Just Peace

bother you now, but when applying

for jobs and insurance, one's

records are looked into, with one's

Administrative Intern

Student Healili
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WEST AFRICAN

(^^h

STUDENTS'
Cultural group

Open lot- fn nh^nn"iellor

Presents

%

Authentic African Rhythms

Featuring the

LADZEKPOS FROM GHANA

You, yoor family and fri«nd$ ar« especially invHed to

tee this eKciusive performance.

Appearing with this fine group of professional drummers

and dancers will be Kwasi Bodu.

tix ore: Single: $2.50; Couple: $4.50; Students: $1.50.

At the International Student Center 1 023 Hilgord Ave.

on Saturday, May 8th — 8:30 p.m.
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(Editor's note: The following is an

open letter to Chancellor Charles

Young. ) «!«--^

I tiave been waiting for a reply

from your office in regards to Lora

Weinroth's letter (DaUy Bruin,

April 26). As none has been yet

issued I am sending you a copy of

her letter in case you missed it.

I know that the academic

community is waiting for an an-

swer. Do you hope that a positive

vote in favor of abolishing the

lang.uage requirement will

eliminate all objections to your

proposed "budgetary cuts" of

journalism, speech, and first-year

language instruction? I would like

to assure you that it won't.

1 realize that you have formed a

committee to investigate what

kinds of cuts should be made, from

a budgetary standpoint, in UCLA
undergraduate educations;

however, I still fail to see why

those particular departments were

picked as being peripheral.

There are classes at the

University which are distinctly

peripheral, in my opinion, and

which can be gotten in other ways

on this campus already. The

Counseling Center offers a very

fine reading, writing and learning

program which could easily

replace Subject A, English 1 and

English 2. Courses created

specifically so that social science

and life science students could pass

them are also clearly peripheral, if

not educationally vacuous. These

include: the entire Physical

Sciences Series, 1, 2, 3A, 3G, 3M;

Math 2A, B, C; Math 3A. B, C;

Biology 2 (a simplified course

resembhng Biology lA. B, and all

ROTC military systems courses

which, incidently, exclude women.

This list is not meant to be all

inclusive, but only to suggest areas

that the University clearly should

not be in. All of these courses are

simplified versions of courses

already available to students. As

such these special courses are a

waste of the tax-payers money and

the student's time.

While it is clear that many of

these remedial courses could be

obtained by a student in some other

way on this campus, this is not so of

the beginning instruction in foreign

languages. Many departments

have requirements of so many

units in a language for their major.

If a major requires a course for

graduation from UCLA it must,

ethically, be offered by the

University to that student. In

addition, it would be educationally

criminal and suicidal to prevent

In the minds o^ many, mod-

em technology has created a

monster.

The computer.

We've all heard the stories

about people making, say, a $30

purchase. And then being billed

tor $3,000 by the computer.
""^ Nonsense.

The danger is not that the

computer makes mistakes, but

that human errors remain uncor-

rected while the machine roMs

on, compounding them.

Computers are literal

minded. They must be correctly

instructed to help us in the

solution of problems. They do
exactly what they are told. Not

what they ought to have been
told.

The computer Is man's

assistant. Not his replacement.

The unaided human mind

needs help to cope successfully

with the compTSxTty of our
society.

Intellectual aids, such as

computers, will not Only in-

crease the skill of our minds,

but leave more time for human
creativity by freeing man of bur-

densome rotHme task*.

:— Do we really believe that

our achievements in space could

have been accomplished with-

ouicomputer assistance?

Do we really believe that we
can function efficiently in our
complex modern environment
without computer assistance?

The answer, of course, is

obvious.
'

In truth, the invention of

the computer cah be compared
with the invention of the printing

press.

Engineers engaged in the

development of computer sys-

tems are convinced^ that over

the next decade it is possible to

develop networks of intercon-

nected computer systems capa-

ble of offering a wide variety of

services to the public.

By necessity, one-way
mass communications — radio,

television—deal with a common
denomihator of entertainment.

This situation can be changed

by deveU>ping computer-based

systems that offer each indi-

vidual an almost unlimited range

of entertainment and informa-

tion. Each individual will select

what he wants, and to how
great a depth he wants to delve

into the areas in which he is

interested.

At his choice of time.

Apply this principle to

education.

What it amounts to is indi-

vidualized instruction. To meet-
simultaneously the needs of

many students.

From a practical stand-
point, limits to excellence in

education are almost purely

economic.

The computer provides a

solution by performing high

quality Instruction foji^ large

numbers of students, economi-

cally.

Our goal is to make It pos-

sible for a teacher to provide In-

dividual guidance to many stu-

dents, instead of few.

Yet, computer-assisted In-

struct^ocLis not a concept which

has been enthusiastically em-
braced by all. There are many
who feel that the computer will

replace teachers.

Not so.

This Interpretation implies

mechanizing, rather than per-

sonalizing, education.

Everywhere In our lives Is

the effect and promise of the

computer.

Its ability to predict de-

mand makes it possible to

apply the economies of mass
production to a wide variety of

customized products.

It wHI allow for the use of

a computer terminal device for

greater efficiency irr^ome shop-
ping and much wider diversity

in home entertainnr>ent.— it can be a safeguard
agairwt the boom and bust cycle

of our economy.
In short, the computer

means accuracy, efficiency,

progress.

The computer affords us

the way to store knowledge in

a directly usable fornr)—In a way
that permits people to apply it

without having to master it in

detail.

And without the concomi-
tant human delays.

The computer Is indicative

of our present-day technology

—a technology which has ad-

vanced to such an extent that

man now Is capable, literally, of

changing his world.

We must insure that this

technological potential Is

applied for the benefit of aTl

mankind.

To achieve this potential

we will need creative concerned

people.

That's where you come in

—you may be planning a career

in industry— if so. you could t>e

part of our vision of the future.

We Invite inquiries through

your College Placement Direc-

tor—he can supply additional

Information about an RCA
career.

We are an equal opportu-

nity employer.

ncii
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Students from starting a new
language here at UCLA (different

from their high school language]
America has a tradition of free and
open education. UCLA should not

be one of the first universities to

succumb to the political foes of

education.

Leila Menzies

Social Security
(Editor's note: Hiis is in answer to

Merle Halama's inference (Daily

Bruin. April 26) that certain

statements in Sue Berger's article

on the changes in the retirement

system (Daily Bruin, April 21),

specifically a side comment she

made about the unemployment
insurance University employes
will get next year, were misleading

and incorrect.)

Merle Halama is quite correct

when she states that 'unem-

ployment insurance is ad-

ministered by the State of

California imder the Department

of Human Resources Develop-

ment." However, she is incorrect

when she claims that this is not a

national program. Unemployment
insurance is both authorized and

funded by federal legislation.

I refer her to The American

Political Dictionary, 1967 edition,

pp. 307-308, available in the

(University) Research Library at

the reference desk, which states

**unemployment insurance is a—
program of insurance under the

Social Security Act of 1935 . . Thr:

program is administered by the

states under national supervision.

Under the plan. Congress imposes

a tax oathe payroll of employers of

four or more workers ... All

proceeds of the tax are held by the

national Department of the

Treasury . . . Over-all supervision

of state plans is in the hands of the

Bureau of Employment Security in

the Department of Labor."

What concerns me far more

deeply than Halama's correction,

however, is the tone of her letter. It

seems to me that with budget cuts,

layoffs and work speedups, the one

thing that University employes

now need most is a spirit of mutual

cooperation, not backbiting. It is

only with such spirit, fostered by a

strong, democratic union such as

AFSCME, that we employes can

confront effectively the issues that

-concern us.
"

'•

SueBerger

AFSCME Local 2070

*
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$5.00 plus tax
Art nOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 — Pickett

Chemistry lA — Siebert

Chemistry &A — Evans
Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 — West
Economics 1 — La Force

Education 112 — Kieslar

History IC — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 — Bright

Mathematics 3C — Gillman

Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science l — Farreiiy

Political Science 145 — Farreiiy

Psychology 10 - Goldstein

Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 - Kanoose

14.00 plus tax
Anthropology IB - Miller

Art lA - Kayser
Art IB — Kleinbauer
Art 106B - Pedretti

Classics 142 - Gleason
Economics
«=^Conomic$

Economics
Economics

Baird
100 — Nisbet

101 B - Lindsay
102 - Sweeny

E
t )nomics 130 - Lindsay
istory 16 --Hoxte

History 7B Yarnell
History 8 Burns
H.Story 178B - Daliek .,w«,^,rd
Psychology 13 - Butcher, Liebes^i

Psychology 115 — Butcher
Psychology 133B (170A) - Lovaas

for addifwnal courses call or

come in

Mon.-Fri. 9:30-4:30

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Chicano Moratorium willmarch tomorrow
Kditor:

This letter is to inform you of a

march we of the National Chicano

Moratorium Committee are about

to undertake. The march is to

protest the police bruUlity com-

mitted against our people, the

indignities and brutalities which

our people suffer at the hands of

the Department of Immigration,

Nixon's senseless and maniacal

war in Southeast Asia and the

cutbacks of Educational Op-

portunity Program and other

grants to Chicano students.

The march will start Cinco de

Mayo (May 5) from Calexico,

California, and will terminate in

Sacramento. This march will cover

approximately 750 to 800 miles, will

take about two or three months to

complete and has been named "La

Marcha de la Reconquista". We

are reconquering our rights.

The events of the last few months

have clearly shown us that it is

useless to place any trust in the

present political system.

The police kill our people and all

is forgiven by caUing their actions

"a tragic mistake". Then when the

federal government intervenes,

and sets up a congressional in-

vestigation, and Police Chief Davis

and Mayor Sam Yorty of Los

Angeles scream police harassment

from the federal level to the point

where the investigation is with-

drawn. This does nothing more

than give the police a license to

Icill, because now the Los Angeles

City Council hds voted to pay for

the legal defense of these killers

with our tax dollars.

Daily, our brothers are arrested,

held prisoners and deported

without due process of law. Now,

despite Nixon's words to the

contrary, that this country finds

itself in an economic squeeze the

same situation that was seen

during the great depression is

beginning to emerge. We believe

that a mass deportation of our

people is about to begin. This we
cannot allow to happen.

The war in Southeast Asia

. continues, and as you well know,

'?^'

our Chicano brothers are still t)eing

sought after for use as cannon
f^der. This we cannot tolerate.

There is a concerted effort to

force MECHA and other Chicano
organizations off of the college

campuses. One of the tactics being
used in California is the cutbacks
in the EOP funding. On the one
hand Governor Reagan withdraws
funding for students t)ecause of a

lack of money and on the other he

gives $13 million dollars to three

campuses. That money will be
administered by three police

department heads. These police

officials will receive $55,000 each
apart from their regular salaries

and they will not have to answer to

anyone. We believe that in reality

they will attempt to buy out the

Chicano students who will be using

their grants.

It is for these reasons and many
more that we are forced to march.

All MECHA and Chicano
organizations, which wish to do so

may send us their organizational

banner. ~

In Sacramento we are planning

to terminate "La Marcha de la

Reconqui'sta" in a rally or a con-

vention. At that time we will have

voter registrars among the crowd,

which we are positive will number
no less than 60,000 people, and they

will register everyone into "La

Raza Unida Political Party".

Another matter of interest is the

situation that is developing in

national,; state and municipal

politics. iSe believe that Mayor

Sam Yorty of Los Angeles is en-

tering the Democratic primaries

only to divide the Democratic

Party. He will also take this op-

portunity to attack Nixon and-

divide the Republicans. Yorty

proved this recently by refusing to

meet Spiro Agnew at the airport

when the Vice President arrived in

Los Angeles, and also by refusing

to attend a luncheon that the Vice

President was to address the next

day. After Yorty has divided both

the Democrats and the

Republicans, look for Governor

Ronald Reagan to enter the

Republican race for President. He
will then attempt to cut off Nixon

from the inside and become the

Republican Standard bearer.

If Reagan becomes President,

California Attorney General
Younger, who has little love for

Mexicans, will try for the gover-

norship with Reagan's help.

Reagan will then appoint Yorty to

the position that Yorty is really

seeking —•^ cabinet post or a seat

on the Supreme Court.

Next, look for Los Angeles Police

Chief Davis to make his move. We
believe that Chief Davis would like

to become Mayor of Los Angeles.

This wciuld really complete the

circle l)ecause one of the main

newscasters in Los Angeles is a

former chief of pplice of the Los

Angeles Police Department.

Another of the main newscaster

is, even by the most liberal

definition, a conservative, and to

make matters worse, there is a

former police officer on the Los

Angeles City Council. There is one

other possibility that is very

frightening. The word is out that if

Reagan becomes President he will

appoint Los Angeles Police Chief

Davis to replace J. Edgar Hoover.

The preceding may sound far-

fetched but we believe that these

people are being financed by

Henry Salvatori, who is the funnel

-for funds from the Bank of

America to the Republican party.

This is why we say that time finds

us at a crucial place in history

Gilberto Cano

El Comite Nacional
del Moratorio ( hicano

May 5
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EAT ot Lq Moncho

A variety of entrees at each meal

Choice of salads, beverages, desserts

Unlimited seconds on everything but the

weekly steak dinner

Sunday mid-morning brunch
fr

Come on over and taste for yourself.

f S. You iutiid Ini- jIu'KiLlfJSl
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Editor:

A year ago tomorrow, four

students were killed at Kent State.

The conditions that induced them

to riot have not, in any substantial

way, diminished. As of late a

fervor of protest in this country

cannot be dispelled by the horrific

tactics of our military or the men
that control that power.

Tomorrow should mark in the

minds of sensitive men a day of

mourning. Because of what oc-

cured on this day we shall

remember the chaos and fear that

embroiled not just the universities

across this nation, but all men who
care about America's future. The

past is easy to dismiss, but some

lessons from history, even such

recent history as last year, must be

actively recalled and reflected

upon.

The meaning of those incidents

and others at that time must be

seen in terms of the events that

followed them. For this reason we

contend that tomorrotw.be made a

day of reflection and mourning

and. if one sees fit, intensive

response to the continuing tragedy

in Southeast Asia and what hap-

pens today in Washington.

Revcry and contemplation will

not be sufficient—for they are in

service to a government that

thrives on the apathy of its people.

Kent SUte must provide us with

the will to actively intervene in the

"now" of the American political

struggle
Arthur Levlne

Rex Berber

Talk
Editor.

"Teachers talk at students,

Students talk at students,

Parents talk at kids,

Kids talk at parents.

Who takes time to listen?*'

Name withheld

Letters to tlie Ed.

sliofliil He typed

triple spaced

wim iiiarglis
I*
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graduating seniors, take note : now is the time

to buy your graduation announcements

Get the official University of California announcements now-

so you'll have time to address and mail them. It's a great way

way of letting everyone know about the occasion that can only

happen to you once. Card/ enclosure and double envelope

-

per dozen, 2.85

uc
students' store

a
ort deportm«nt, a lev*!, ocliermon onion. 825-771
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GSA President's co/umn

GSA elections: clearingtlie air I
By Pete Bourn

m

In last Tuesday's Daily Bruin, a candidate for the GSA presidency

expressed his dissatisfaction at an earlier column of mine which ex-

pressed my intention of strongly supporting GSA candidates and strongly

criticising those who I do not support. He also criticised my extension of

the filing deadline and implied that my major reasons for such an acUon

was that I disliked the current candidates.
, . * i

Others have exfiressed similar sentiments. Therefore, I feel that I

should explain myself and my position more fully.

First I extended the deadline without Senate approval because there

was no time to call a Senate meeting and the GSA President has the right

to make such decisions. There is no question that I am over-ruleable

later I felt the decision necessary because I had been told that my can-

didacy scared off a few people and I felt that it would be pretty miserable

of me to withdraw on the last minute and then keep these people out. I

think my decision should have been earlier and I felt bad about that. So

maybe 1 was wrong but in any event, no other candidates appeared.

Arrogance

If I sounded arrogant in my sUtement, it was unintentional. I am

proud.'! guess, of my general performance and the performance of my
officers. 1 hope that isn't interpreted as meaning that I think we're per-

fect in any way. Compared to past GSA governments, we've been active,

visible and together But there are infinite mistakes that we've made and

infinite areas that we wish we'd covered better or differently. In one year,

it is amazing how many regrets you can accumulate ... if I had run

again, 1 intended to point these out.

I did not (;ievelop the graduate student sub-organisations as well as I

had wanted to. I did not always inform the students enough nor did I

develop sufficient avenues of communication. I did not run GSA meetings

fairly at all times. Too often I could not follow up on ideas after I proposed

them. I took on too many commitments. I was too willing to try for con-

sensus at some times and too willing to be brutal at others. This last

bothers me: I failed BOC too many times and UPC also by keeping quiet

when I disagreed. I gave in to Keith Schiller especially at some jeopardy

to my own self respect and the best interests of the students.

Faculty

My anger against the faculty may have been as fruitless as the con-

ciliation attempted by others. Perhaps my actions appeared to enhance

my own image rather than the general welfare and image of grads.

That's hard to say, but in my introspection and self criticism following

*— -<

<-^-l7^,«. ,.-).

this year, I've considered these things. My wish is that I didn't have these

things to say, but I do.

You have the right to know what I have done in your name, right or

wrong. I think that I would be irresponsible if I did not also tell you what I

thought about your choice of candidates. Those who have worked for

GSA, such as it is, are bound to want to maintain a status quo. So, I may
appear to be defending a continuation of my policies. But I don't think

that I am doing so.

New officers

I hope that the new officers are much different people. People with new

ideas and new slants. I do admit that I would like to think that they will

continue to work with SEPC, BOC and UPC where we have some power

and that they will support the lobbyist and our Academic Senate concern

. . generally, not in the same way or vein. I hope that they will continue

to bore away at increasing student power in the administration, where

things are happening, while at the same time doing what I didn't

do—organising student power at the grass roots to take advantage of it

If I think that certain candidates are out to have a fun year at your

expense or that some one has been generally incompetent in a GSA job

this year, how would you know unless Ed, Leona and I, however sub-

jectively, tried to tell you?

And, if you do like what we've attempted and you want, to know who we

support, or if you're just curious, you should have the opportunity to know

our thoughts. Endorsement is less important than criticism; there are at

least two relatively qualified candidates for each position. I would also

say experience is slightly less important than past proven incompetence

as a criteria for judgement. This should be true in any election anywhere

Still, I will let you know wjio I support and why.
Sandbox

Student government is, too often, sandbox. Partly this occurs because

students have so little power; thus student government has an impotent

role. Partly it is because you out there are guilty of inactivity. GSA of

ficers are more and more in the position to affect your graduate careers

If you don't take the election a little seriously then you give up many

chances to better your own lot and to more fully control your monejr

GSA is, in structure, more responsive and more available to the in

dividual grad than any other student government in the UC system. It

could become the strongest student advocate in the system as wetl. So.

though it sounds like typical rah-rah, it behooves you to follow the

campaigns and vote carefully.

I promise you that I will not endorse anyone because they have sup^

ported me or because they agree with me. I will not be malicious with

anything I write unless it's accidental, and I will try to keep you in

formed. You deserve that.

If this is irresponsible, so be it; I don't think it is. If all goes well and you

all vote, whether my candidates or another, we will have a good GSA

government next year and I am sure that you will be served, not in the

same way that we have served you but, likely, better.

*"ay tt <nfr».
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J, Th* %»mm Amount Of Tim* To Study
*• USE STUDY SOUNDS

lncr«a$« Your Concentration An<l Improve
Yoor Compr«h«n»ion Study At A Faitar Rata.

ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THrS TO HAPPEN

Pt«a«a Specify
8 Track Tap«, Castatta. Or LP Record

Send Chech or Money Order — 99-99 Each
Include 75c Handlmc end Postage
Sound Concepts, Inc., — Box 3852

ChertottesvJIie. Va. 22902

10%OFFoN
excellent Chinese Dinner

(except Sim.)

one block west of WestwoodBlvd

on Pico

King Far Low Restaurant

10974 W. PICO BLVD

also special Shidennunchhr9S^

(Please bring this ad)
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buy o
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//
You get it better at the Wherehouse

//

all stores celebrating

this opening of our

Sth store . .

«

a 6000 tqwar* foot SUPER STORE
to torvico tho ontlro South Boy Aroo —

TORRANCE 3832 SEPULVEDA
Near Hawthorne

nc/i
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LOVE STORY
THt f>H»UO(LPW« 0«CHIST«A

RED SEAL

HIRT; ELLINGTON; ATKINS; NERO; FIEDLER, BOSTON POPS -Fiedler and His Friends

FIEDLER, BOSTON POPS - Yankee Doodle Dandy

FIEDLER, BOSTON POPJ - Fiedler on the Roof

ORMANDY, PHILADELPHIA ORCH. -Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overture; Beethoven: Wellincton's

D ORMANDY, PHILADELPHIA ORCH.- Love Story

D FIEDLER, BOSTON POPS - Tchaikovsky's Greatest Ballets

a ARTUR RUBINSTEIN -The Brahms I Love

D ARTUR RUBINSTEIN -Chopin Sonatas

D ARTUR RUBINSTEIN -The Chopin I Love

D ARTUR RUBINSTEIN ^Moonlight Sonata -Three Favorite Beethoven Sonatas

a VAN CLIBURN-Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto #1

D RUBINSTEIN -Rachmaninoff: Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini/Falla: Nights in a Garden of

n REINER - Strauss: Also Sprach Zarathustra

U RUBINSTEIN, WALLENSTEIN- Mozart: Piano Concertos #21 & #23

G BREAM - Rodrigo: Concerto for Guitar and Orchestra

BREAM -Baroque Guitar

n VAN CtlBURN, ORMANDY -Chopin: Piano Concerto #1

n BREAM -Romantic Guitar, Julian Bream

n ORMANDY-Mahler: Symphony #1

a SILLS, WOLFF, FORRESTER, TREIGLE -

Handel: Julius Caesar (Excerpts)

D MARIO LANZA -Speak to Me of Love

[ ] BREAM - Lute Music of the Royal Courts of Europe

[J RUBINSTEIN -Beethoven: Piano Concerto #5

G RUBINSTEIN - Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto #1

VANCLIBUR^ "y Favorite r^*""'"

WITH (10 00 MINIMUM
PURCHASE
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TO ORDER
BY MAIL USE
THIS COUPON

Make checks or money orcJer payable

to "The Wherehouse." Add 50c for 1$t

record, 15c for each additional plus

5% Calif, sales tax.
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CITY ^
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LEARN NOW ABOUT THE
NEXT CPA EXAM

NOVEMBER 3-5, 1971

THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

(213) SS3-0330
(714) 233 3195
(714) §37 3430

LOS AN€EUS
SAN DIEGO
0RAN6E (X>u9rrr

Our SuccMsful Students Raprewnt

1/5 OF USA
Course

Film Classics

MID N[TE REVIVAL 12AM

The Great Escape
w/ St«v«McOu««n
JomM CoR>urn

Only lid Is

Fri. May 7

Sat. May 8

8293368
BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

Wilshire - 26th Santa Monica

DA I LY
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X

llVenice Free Theater

MA jyIVY'S BARBER SHOP— regular haircufs i razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • Westwood Village 478-9102 or 477-9207

Want to tailk?call Helpline

825-7646

Hear loverne iobdell, ex<on rap on

THE PROPHET
4

KAHLILGIBRAN .;_

Today 12to1 PM AU 2408

sponsored by the university religious conference

I
1.

EARTHLIGHT—Earthlight Theatre, a rock ttieatre

company wtiicti performed at Woodstock, will ap-

pear at 8 p.m. Ttiursday in Royce Hall Auditorium.

Tickets are $2 at ttie Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

tocated in KH 140. Ttie company will appear with its

original off-Broadway cast in this special per

formance under ttie sponsorships of the Student

Committee for ttie Arts and the ASUCLA Cultural

Affairs Commission.

iita

Experimental College
^^53"

TODAY

lt)4S (iwiM. SfMI I

No Sweat Foreign Student!
We will ship your personal effects back to your hiome with

professional efficiency ... at cHiorges that won't hurt you.

^M\>
Call Us Now:
749-7491

t«H220V
cf>pl»anc*s aH

w«IMo>own brands

3:30p.m
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m
8pm
7 p.m.

Integral Yoga Hatha
.Macrame (call 473-O6O0 for information)

Leatherwork—Factotum . Meenco Center
ESP UFO

Conscientious Objection
Shakti Yoga

Integral Yoga Lifestyles

Pantomime and Guerilla Theatre

Upstairs

22« N. Beverly Glen Place
1101 Gayley Ave

Haines 39

Arch 2202

Arch 1243

Archl243C
633 Brooks, Venice

What's Brew'n on campus
Special Activities j

El Camino College Chorale will

present a \ree concert at noon

today In Schoenberg Auditorium.

Visitors Center will conduct a

one-hour tour qt. the c^1;ral

campus, including the fine arts

area and the observation deck of

Bunche Hall. The tov^r will leave

from Schoenberg Hall lobby.

Enrollment is still open for

groups to develop techniques for

pop Stereo

*.. '

RECORDS
1.99

Tyronnoiourus Rex
Unicorn and Beard of Stars

Ike and Tina Turner
The Hunter and OuttoSfeospn

Big Brother and the Holding Company
Rascals

See

Bill Cosby
8:15-12:15

Petula Clark

Petulo and Other Man's Grass

record store

uca

Neil Diamond
Velvet Gloves and Spit

Aretha Franklin

Aretha in Paris

Oliver
Good Morning Star Shine

Jerry Butler '*- -

Ice on Ice and You and Me
Marvin Gaye
I Heard It Through The Grapevine

Classics IV
Spooky

Loads more to choose from — but
quantities are limited, so please come early!

Use your Bonkomericard or Master Charge

increasing reading rate and ef

ficiency, under the sponsorship of

the Reading and Study Center The

groups meet on Tuesdays and

Thursdays or on Mondays and

Wednesdays. For further in

formation and/or registration,

contact the center. Social Welfare

271, X57744.
A series of student exhibitions,

'^featuring the work of MFA and MA
candidates in pictorial arts and

design, will continue through M^^y

15, In Dickson Galleries, the exhibit

is changed each Saturday. Gallery

hours are 11 a.m. -5 p.m. Monday

Wednesday, 1-5 p.m. Saturday and

Sunday. The galleries are closed

Thursday and Friday. * : ~
-

"Made in California," an

exhibition of 60 lithographs,

screenprlnts and multiples, whiciL

Includes the work of 52 artists will

continue on exhibit through AAay 9

in the Grunwald Print Gallery.

Hoursare 11 a.m.-5p.m. Men. Fri.,

and 1-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday

"Black Gods and Kings: Yoruba

Art at UCLA" will continue on

exhibit through June 13 at the

Ethnic Art Gallery. Gallery hours

are noon-5 p.m. Tuesdays

Saturdays, 1-5 p.m. Sundays.

(Continued on Page ID
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to appear in 'Major

Barbara' here tonight

The Venice Free Theater is coming here at 8 p.m. tonight in

Schoenberg Hall to perform George Bernard Shaw's "Major

Barbara."

This will be the first time the theater group has left their home in

the Venice Pavilion since their founding in December of last year.

The Student Committee for the Arts and the Undergraduate

English Association (UEA) are sponsoring the performance here.

^The Free Venice Theater is part of the Free Venice Movement,

along with a food co-op, switchboard, children's theater and child

care center.

George Gelemter, director of the theater, described the Free

Venice concept as "people working together on a cooperative basis

to create a counter-culture movement. It is opposition to the dollar

value in society.

"We want entertainment, education, food and child care to be

free to all residents of Venice and other communities," he ex-

plained. "In my view, money and death are the same.
" 'Major Barbara' is being presented by our group because the

protagonist of the play is caught up with the money struggle."

Running time of the play is three and a half hours, with in-

termission. There is, of course in keeping With the concept of "free

theater, no admission fee.

LS.C U.C.L.A. U.SX.
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Speeches and Seminars ^ ^

*t

Prof. A. Avizlensi, and Prof. Gerald Estin, t)oth of

the school of engineering here, will speak on "FleW
of System Design and Courses 100D, 225A and 22SC/'

and "Field of Systeni Design and Courses 225< and
225X" at 11 a.m. today in Boelter 5422.

J. Morley English, professor of engineering, will

present an engineering systems seminar on "Some
Thoughts on Long Range Investments in

Engineering Systems" at 11 a.m. today in Boelter

8500.

Dr. M. Civen, research bioctiemist, Veterans

Administration Hospital, Long Beach, will give a

pharmacology seminar on "Effects of Protein

Hormones Bound to Solid State Supports on Isolated

Cell Systems" at 4 p.m. today In Health Sciences 13-

105.

Thomas Szabo, Laboratories de Physlologle

Sensorlelle Comparee, Paris, will present a

physiology seminar on "Electroreceptors of Electric

Fish" at 4 p.m. today in Health Sciences 53-105.

C. Martin Duke, professor of engineering, and
president of the Earthquake Engineering Institute,

will present a planetary and space science-

geophysics seminar on "Preliminary Analysis of

February 9th Earthquake Damage'' at 4 p.m. today

in Young Hall 2250.

Roger W. Straus, Jr., president, Farrar Straus and

Giroux, rnc. will lecture on "The Book Editor: Who's

Buying What?" at 7 p.m. today In Dickson 2160, as

FAST^FOR
FREEDOM

For Soviet Jews
witli

^
n HilUt Covncil at UCLA

MIJIY10-7130 P.M. JANSS STEPS

i

I
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movie sle«|i - In
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MAY 11
^

MOOM RALLY at JAMSS STL^S
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, Mtortalners, top spoo

t
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your concoro!!

y off FlorMUi,

part of the series "Freelance Writer fn Today's

World." Tickets are $4.50.

Mattltyyahu Peled, retired general, Israeli Army,

will lecture on "The Six Day War and Israeli

Reaction'' ai 7 p.m. today In Social Welfare 147, as

part of the series, "The Middle East Crisis." Tickets

are S4.50, SI. 75 for students.

Brooks Truitt, Social Service Administrator, State

Department of Wejfare, and John B. McKlnlay,

lecturer In behavioral sciences. School of Public

Health, will lecturi^on "Health, Welfare and Human
Services" at 8 p.m. today in Knudsen 1200B, as part

of the series "Los Angeles Decarama." Tickets are

S4.50, $1 00 for students.

URA Clubs

The Sailing Club will meet at 7 p.m. today In the

Women's Lounge
The Sports Car Club will meet at 7 p.m. today In

Ackerman Union 2408.

The Karate Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today In

the Women's Gym 200.

The Conservation Club will meet at noon today in

Ackerman Union 2412.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 3: 30-5 p.m. today

In AAemorlal Activities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3 5 p.m. todayon

Field 7.

The Fishing Club wMI meet at noon today In the

AAen's Gym 201.

The Air Rifle-Pistol Club will meet from 4-6 p.m.

today on the Rifle Range.
^

Free Israeli

Coffee House
set at ISC

The Israeli Coffee House, the

first free coffee house spon-

sored by the Associated

Students for Israel (ASI), will

be held at 7:30 p.m. today in the

Downhome Restaurant of the.

International Students Center,

located at 1023 Hilgard.

This coffee house will provide

an opportunity for students to

get together socially, according

to Jeff Birns. ASI president. He

said that besides meeting new

people, guests will be able to

sample Israeli food, music and

dance.

Birns added that a film has

been scheduled to be shown.

There will be more ASI coffee

house nights at ISC throughout

the quarter.

MP SESSIONS AT ISG

A gusty dialogue with foreign students and Americans

about the different life styles and professional attitudes

and expectancies, highlighted with tKe reflections of a

leading professional. Thursday evenings by fireside at

8:00 p.m. The following guests have been invitefi to

partlcipateT

May 6

May 13

May 20

May 27

Burt Prelutsky — racognixad for his witty columns

in Wast/Vi«w of the Los Angeles Times.

Byron Bloch — a dynamic consumer crusader now
heading the Wet! Coast "Citizen Advocate Office."

Chuck Connors — a versatile sportsman/actor active

in the contemporary social issues.

Lou Ashe — internationally famous trial lawyer af-

filiated with Melvin Belli and recently elected Sec-

retary/Treasurer of the International Academy of

Trial Lawyers.

International Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Avenue, 477-4587

*;-

SENIORS.^
make your appointment now for your senior

portrait — and plan to have your diploma

Permaplaqued — right in the Campus Studio

Graduation is the one-in-a-llfetime occurence you want

to keep on record. How you look in your cap and

gown is a unique treasure for you and your family.

And for your very own, always, your diploma, hand-

somely and permanently preserved and mounted

in Permaplaque.^

UC
campus studio

a
room 150, kerckhoff hall, 825 2578

open monday-lridoy 8:30a m 4 :30p.m

.i
'•^

-.»
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WITH MAX SHULMAN
{By the author of RoIIm Rou nd the Flag. Boy$ . . .

Debit Gillit ...«U.)

Wean'' Means Never Having to Say You're Sorry

Today let us pay tribute to the most overworked and under-

appreciated figure on campus. I refer of course to the Dean.

The iean (from the Latin deanere-to disembowel) is not, as

most of you seem to think, a kind of academic policeman. True,

he does administer discipline sometimes, but more often he admin-

isters kindness, understanding and simple human goodness. The

Dean (from the Greek deano8-to rend) is much more than a rule

enforcer; he is also guide and oracle, shepherd and seer, pro-

consul and pdl. The Dean (from the German deangemackt~to poop

a party) is available day and night to students with problems His

hours are long, his free time practically nonexistent. Therefore,

on those rare occasions when he does manage to get a few minutes

to relax, he does it in the best possible way, which means of course

he sits down and stretches his legs and pours himself a glass of

Miller High Life Beer.

\

DAILY
BRUIN

Tuesday, May 4. 1971

Dwight Chapin, JeffPrugh

discuss collegiate athletics

Why Miller High Life? Because Miller High Life, as every

thinking American knows, is the perfect beei: to refresh and

restore. It is a haven to the harried, a shelter to the spent, a buoy

to the beat, a boon to the bent, a bolster to the bedraggled, a pillow

to the pooped. Try it yourself the next time you get weary and sick

of trying and tired of living and scared of dying. You'll find it

gratifyingly true what the kindly, decent folks who make Miller

Beer keep telling us:"// you've got the time, we've got the beer"

But I digress. We were paying tribute to that selfless, shining

personage, the Dean. We do not begin to appreciate how hard he

works, how hideously complex the problems he solves each day.

Take, for example, these typical cases from the files of Dean

S at the University of Y (If you promise not to

tell, I'll give you the real names. The Dean is called Sigafoos and

the University is Yutah.)
Recently, the Dean was visited by a freshman named Walter

Acupuncture who came to ask permission to marry one Emma
Blenheim, his dormitory laundress. To the Dean the marriage

seemed ill-advised, for Walter was 18 years of age and Emma was

94, and rarely do these May-September romances work out.

After a frank, man-to-man talk, the Dean persuaded Walter

of the folly of his course. Still, Walter felt guilty about jilting

Emma who had had h^ garnets polished and bought three new suits

of underwear in anticipation of the honeymoon. The Dean Sug-

gested that Walter send her a handsome gift to soothe her feel-

ings, and Walter did. He sent Emma a nice kidney machine, and

they are good friends to this day.

Freed from his misalliance with Emma, Walter soon found

a girl much nearer his own age-Agnes Yucca, 74. Today they are

happily married and Walter is the proud father-sfep-father,

actually-of three fine bouncing boys from Agnes's first marriage-

Everett, 38; Willem, 43; and Rex, 55. Believe me, when Walter

puts the boys in their little velvet suits and takes them out in the

perambulator on Sunday afternoons, there is not a dry eye in

all Yutah.

But kindness and understanding don't always work. Some-
times the Dean has no choice but to^ be firm. Take, for instance,

the case of Baxter Mackadangdang.
Baxter, an exchange student from Polynesia, grew up in the

idyllic South Sea Isle of Goona-Goona where the leading social

event of the year was the feast of Max, the Sun God. A quaint

all-day ceremony was held, with tribal dancing, war chants, fat

lady races, pie-eating contests, and, for the grand finale, the

sacrifice of eleven dozen virgins.

Thus, according to Baxter's folkways, sacrificing virgins was
perfectly acceptable, but when he became an exchange student he

soon learned that Americans take a dim view of this custom, in

Yutah, at any rate. The first twelve or thirteen times Baxter
sacrificed a virgin, the Dean let him off with a warning. When,
howev »

, Baxter persisted, the Dean was forced to impose a heavy
penalt. ': he cancelled Baxter's parking permit.

A b oken man, Baxter quit school and returned to Goona-
Goona Nvh«re today he scratches out a meager living selling forged
autographs of Joseph Conrad.

The beginning of UCLA spring

football pracUce marked an end

and yet a re-beginning.

In keeping with policy, the Los

Angeles Times every two years

changes sportswriters covering the

UCLA and USC athletic teams. As

a result, Dwight Chapin, 32, who

has covered UCLA the past two

seasons, returns to USC while Jeff

Prugh, 30, the chronicler of the

Lew Alcindor era, comes back to

UCLA.
The Times changes writers

assignments in order to ensure

objectivity. The switch, naturally,

is a big one for each man. For

instance, Chapin, a graduate of the

University of Idaho and Columbia

School of Journalism, must renew

working relationships with John

McKay and Bob Boyd, both of

whom he has dealt with before, but

who are nonetheless quite different

from Tommy Prothro and John

Wooden.

Prugh, who attended the

University of Missouri, faces a new

challenge in Pepper Rodgers, but

will be returning to a familiar

stead in Bruin basketball. He

covered UCLA's 1967-68-69 NCAA
champion teams,

Chapin says he enjoyed covering

UCLA football under Prothro. "He

was very easy to know. He was

always honest and gave a direct

answer to a direct question at

length. John Wooden was excellent

also. I'd have to rate them at the

top of the list of those I've dealt

with."

Prugh, meanwhile, feels more

comfortable with the recent

change than when he left UCLA for

USC. "The idea was good," he

says. As far as basketball was

concerned, did he regret leaving a

veteran team in the Trojans to

cover the "new-look" Bruins?

"Not really. Coming to UCLA with

a young team will be similar to

Alcindor, (Lynn) Shackelford,

(Lucius) Allen and that group. I

think it will be interesting to cover

a young team again."

Both agree that the UCLA-USC

rivalry is probably the most hotly-

contested in the country. "My

frame of reference is somewhat

limited," Jeff says, "as all I've

seen until now is Missouri-Kansas.

But UCLA-USC is the biggest I've

ever seen. It seems that people who

have nothing to do* with either

school, didn't graduate from either

A 1

Jeff Prugh
or have kids attending one or the

other, get involved and take sides

too."

'•No town, sport by sport, has a

rivalry like this one." Dwight

commented. He related that the

intensity of feeling for the two

schools was brought up to him

rather dramatically shortly after

he made the switch to UCLA two

seasons ago.

"I was at a banquet," Chapin

recalled, "and a man came up to

me whom I didn't know and asked

who I was. I told him, and he said,

*I used to hate you.' I asked why.

He said, 'You used to write for

USC"
**My reaction was that I don't

write for anyone. T write about a

school. It's difficult to separate the

two here because of the tremen-

dous rivalry.'*^' ^^

Chapin also hinted that the

rivalry may have a lot to do with

the periodic assignment changes

"There's a danger that we'll

become too close to one team or the

other and th^ t)osses are aware of

it. Also, there are a lot of outside

pressures."

To cover a team more than

adequately, you must become a

part of it, Chapin beheves. "No one

who writes well can stand apart

from the team he is covering. You

have tp get involved in what is

goihg on."

Prugh and Chapin both feel that

the athletic departments at UCLA
and USC are top-flight. "Both,are

first-class operations as far as the

press is concerned," Chapin says

**I have strong friends in both

places."

"The departments are very^

similar," Prugh commented. "The

logistics of running both are almost

identical. I would say the main

differences are the personalities of

the individual coaches.

"There's also a difference in

campuses, and in the environment

As for the students, I couldn't see

any difference in enthusiasm. 1 did

notice that the adult fans at USC

football games are more fanatical

than those at UCLA, but basketball

was the other way around There

were times last winter that 1 heard

more about USC basketball in

Westwood than I did at USC."

Both men feel it necessary to

maintain a healthy skepticism of

the manner in which college

athletics are run. They talked of

athletic standards at various

schools.

"It's extremely popular at each

of the other schools to say, we

couldn't get him in our school^

when a prospect gets away."

Chapin says. "If you want someone

bad enough, you'U get him. I'm

hesitant to attack any one school

for recruiting or other methods.

(Continued on Page 16)

Tkis column i« brought to yon u^eekly by the brewers of Mill

High. Life Beer who are otherwise rational men.
rr

For your next trip to Europe order your new European cor through

ShipSide. We ore located only a few steps from the terminal building at

the new Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. We are open every day of the week.

Popular cars such as all Volkswagen models, Volvo's, Fiats, MGB's, BMW
and other makes are ready for immediate purchase and delivery at low tax

free factory established prices. Insurance and home shipment arrangements

can be made in just a few minutes.

Mini cost — maxi vocation

— nrtuiti savings.

For detailed information write

to. ShipSide. 609 5th Ave,

New York NY or

ShipSide, P.O Box 7568,

Amsterdam Airport.
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(Editor's note: It may not seem like it, but this is

rSC week for the UCLA track team, the nation's top-

ranked dual meet squad for the past two years. USC,

undefeated also this year, is considered the top

threat to the Bruins* dual meet and Pac-8 titles this

year. The two meet Saturday at the Track Stadium.

Last year, the Bruins defeated the Trojans 100-54 at

the Coliseum.)

By now, I imagine that Daily Trojan writer, who

was detailing an SC track victory over UCLA even

t)efore last weekend's meets, has probably gotten all

of his money together for betting purposes. In a

column last week Terry Ross of the DT used a

comparison of Bruin-Trojan performances from the

double dual meet here April 10 between Cal-SC and

Stanford-UCLA along with various other insights to

forecast an SC upset.

Guess what he's thinking now, since SC defeated

Cai 102-43 then and UCLA barely beat the Bfears 78-76

Saturday ?^ He'll probably point out that SC now has

more momentum--at least psychologically. He may

also reason that the Trojans want to win this one

more. In fact, he'll probably give you points to make

a wager on the meet!

But 1 wouldn't advise anyone to shy away from a

bet with any Trojan supporter despite the dismal

outlook painted above. Too many realities have been

overlooked in the pro-SC prediction.

Run up the score

During the Bruins' 17 meet win streak under Jim

Bush, there has never been an intentional attempt to

run up the score against opponents (no, not even the

100-54 romp in last year's SC meet) . Obviously, when

athletes expect to win or have already won, they

often don't try as hard. The Bruin basketball team's

close wins in non-conference games is a good

example of this type of let-down.

Similarly, the track team may easily have been

overlooking the Cal team last weekend just as they

eased up against Stanford and other weaker teams

earlier in the season^ Their convincing win over

Oregon's highly-rated Ducks two weekends ago

showed what the Bruins are capable of doing when

they have strong competition.

Generally, a competitor runs just hard enough to

: win. Consequently, his best times come when he has

: the strongiest competition. Considering this, I think a

USC head coach Vern Wolfe

more legitimate method of forecasting the Bruin-

Trojan track meet is simply to compare the lifetime

and/or seasonal bests of the competitors.

With this guidehne, the Bruins figure to outscore

SC 8-1 in five of the Trojans' stronger events—the 440,

880, triple jump, pole vault, and high jump. Thus,

Troy's brilliant Edesel Garrison may be good for just

one point in the 440 against the Bruin duo of Wayne
Collett and John Smith.

Similarly, in the 880 Paul Williams and Bob
Langston each have better times than the fine Troy

trio of Nathan Burks, Rick Carr and Steve Crane!'

James Butts and Denny Rogers top Henry Jackson

and Henry Hines in the triple jump. Francois

Tracanelli and Steve Hardison edge Scott Cryder,

Jim Cochran, and Robert Pullard in the pole vault as

do Doug Huff and Rick Fletcher against Larry

Hollfns in the high jump.

However, this method also gives SC both relays,

and firsts in the 100, 220, discus and shot-put.

Of course, if the meet's outcome could be forecast

by looking at lifetime bests, no one would bother to

show up. But 1 think the above indicates that the

Bruins won't be exactly running scared There will

be many intangibles determining the outcome.

Home meet for the Bruins

It's a home meet for the Bruins which could be

very advantageous depending on how much the

Bruin fans outnumber the SC supporters However,

because of the tradition behind SC sports in general

and track in particular, the meet may take the form

of a crusade for the Trojans

SC has won 25 NCAA championships in track yet

have only broken even against the Bruins in the six

years Bush has coached at UCLA. Last year at the

Coliseum the Bruins humiliated Troy, and UCLA
teams in virtually all sports have whipped SC

already this year.

How well sprinter Ronnie Welch has recovered

from a slight leg injury may determine the outcome

of the first running event, the 440 relay. USC's team

of Leon Edesel Garrison, Ron Pharris, and Willie

Deckard has posted a 39.5 clocking while UCLA's

Reggie Robinson. Reggie Echols. Warren Ed-

monson, and Wayne Collett have a ^7 time. Welch,

if well, will replace Echols. He has sat out the last

two meets against Oregon and California.

James McAlister will be another key Bruin in the

first field event, the long jump. James has not been

able to practice much since spring football began and

SC's Henry Hines is capable of an upset. McAlister

had only one legal jump against Oregon and also

didn't make the trip to Berkeley.

In any case, SC, who has been beating around the

Bush-men all season (especially in comparative

scores), is getting its big chance to end the UCLA
streak Saturday. Still, if you get a chance, bet on the

Bruins. — —Clark Conard

(Probable entries and Conard's dope shLeet will

appear later this week.)
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100—1. Edmonson (UCLA), 9.9; 2. Masters

(C), 10.0; 3. Robinson (UCLA), 10.0.

22(H-1. Smith (UCLA), 2^.4; 2. Edmonson

(UCLA), 21.6; 3. Masters (C), 21.6.

* 440—1. Collett (UCLA), 47.6; 2. Smith

(UCLA), 47.6; 3. Ansley (C), 48.7

880—1. Drew to, 1:51.4; 2. Brown (C),

1:51.6; 3. P. Williams (UCLA), 1:55.0.

MILE—1. .Balasco (UCLA), 4:10.5; 2.

West (C), 4:12.5; 3. Amaya (C), 4:13.0.

THREE MILE— 1. Chappins (UCLA),

14:26; 2. Cary (C), 14:28.4; 3. French

(UCLA), 14:13.8.

3,000 METER STEEPLECHASE— 1.

AAeiia (UCLA)! 9:15.6 (meet record, old

mark 9:21.0, Randy Hartman, UCLA, 1970);

2. Carroll (UCLA), 9:15.0; 3. Sybert

(UCLA), 10:09.4.

120HH— 1. Brosius (C), 14.5; 2. Lee (C),

14.5; 2. Lee (C), 14.5; 3. Johnson (UCLA),

15.1.

440IH—1. Lee (C), 53.4; 2. Brosius (C),

440 RELAY— 1. California (Masters,

Curtis, Smith, Hart), 40.4; 2. UCLA, 40.7.

MILE RELAY— 1. California (Andrew,

>«•«•:

Ansley, Bonner, Brown), 3: 15.6; UCLA did

not enter.

HIGH JUMP— 1. Fletcher (UCLA), 6-10;

2. Huff (UCLA), 6-8; 3. Rogaway (C), 24-3

3/4.

LONG JUMP— 1. Fraser (C), 25-7w; 2.

Bendixen(UCLA),25 6; 3. Rogaway (C),24-

3 3/4. — -.

POLE VAULT— 1. Hardison (UCLA), 16-

0; 2. Tracanelli (UCLA), 16-0; 3. Gleck (C),

14-6.

TRIPLE JUMP— 1. Fraser (C), 53-1 1/4

(meet record, old mark 51-1 3/4, Jim Fraser,

California, 1970); 2. Butts (UCLA), 52-10

1/2; 3. Rogers (UCLA), 52-0 3/4.

SHOT PUT— 1. Ostoich (UCLA), 62-0 1/2;

2. Lewis (C), 58 10; 3. Pagel (UCLA), 57-1

1/4.

DISCUS— 1. Penrose (C), ^84-8 (equals

meet record, Jim Penrose, California,

1970); 2. Freberg (UCLA), 178-9; 3. Adams

(C), 176-11.

JAVELIN— 1. Kennedy (C), 241 10; 2.

Jones (UCLA), 225-2; 3. Schiller (UCLA),

1922.

FINAL SCORE — UCLA 78, California 76.
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0. & p. BARBER SHOP

y:*

Razor Cut:

Hair Styling

1061 GAYLEY'AVE.
Across From Saiiivavr

GR 8-2264*
Î^

'Aifi Advertise"i«'fi'

I

HYPNOSIS FOR S100EH1S

•vJ

• B«tt*r grad«t
• Sp««ch Probl^mt
• Orolt

• Smoking
• Tension
• Porsonol Goals

University ot Wisconsin F*h D , 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General beniantics Private Instruction.

William L. Risiow. Ph.D.

1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment

ESCAPE to. . .

A New Taste Treat in

Vegetarian Dining . . •
.

• Gourmet vegetoriandinners. saladsandsond-

wiches. prepared with loving care frof^^ thp

finest organic foods available.

• Juices made to order from fresf^ fruits and

vegetables.
• Restful, homey atmosphere.

NATURE'S REALM
VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT

(formerly "Nature's Door")

8264 Sunset Blvd. - On the Strip

I I vv I

X* n n ' p ' "

'

'

''I

Venice WJhdar
^^ff " ^^

^ ~«SJr
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Kk^
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J- t.
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Or .
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.•~ .:\iOi > PH. 656-84?6
!*».

OPEN 1 I AM to lOPM-FRI & SAT. tp 12PM-CLOSED TUES

Pretented by _ ,^ .-^ .^. ^lj ^ccrv

...f«.:'.'if^j';;;
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TbVERTlSlHO OFFICES

Phone SIS 2221
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m« Un.vrrvtV nor th« ASUCLA A D*«ir

J^.n has .nyest.fated any of rh« »«rv.cr*

offered here

^4nnouncemenf$

UCLA Daily Brtiin Classified Ads
^^ ^M^^HBMii^ *!^^"^^'^^r ^^g*^**- '^- ^^'""'''
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^Uii<elhHBOUS .—»«»»»•««
,»«••«••••••••••••••«

LEAVING U S mw*t find 900d homels) for

^aMect^naie Wac. cats M„9.e *"- Huey

III SMI

FREAK couples to tfjwei Soott^ Seas (cheap

fre.9her) for piac to settle Leav.n9 July

477 40nrHt *©

MUST sen Pure*»red Gorman Shep^erd

pupp.es S2$ D.an*, «4 2470 Leave number

at •?$ MS' maiibo* (19M4)

(SM5)

y Fof Konf •••••••••••••••

ATTRACTIVE Mousing Available m *n

tearated Crenshaw Baid*»in Mills area

Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for house apt -nfo ^*2^Ii
-vhnds 7»2 S'75 (7 0TR)

V Kdes OHered!••••••••••••••• 8

TOMMY • Rock Opera »\.'*rjr,l^
hend and the Who at Be* Mills **'^ ^**^-
jSTy S 4.7 I I JO P M $e*t»

^•*^^^^'l\
•^•O. X 309

VISTA campus repre*«rtativ« t*]*-** *^
pocat.ons MWF • n m Math-Science •M7

Orftpbf Mary Munford 47* »•••

FREE r»de to Connecticut-e«ch«nge for

child care during trip June IMh Ciri only.

EXi*«20 (iMIO)

DRIVING to Chicago Mpl» area Want

passenger to ^*rt driving ' empenses

Leave around Ma y tth 17* 4000 « 20*

K«t| (IM/)

J Servkes Offered I*

SELF MYPNOSiS Classes Learh To

eliminate cramming forever Recall and

release all material ever studied 474 33SO I

6p m Daily <" ^ '"

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
VtMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses A OissertatKMts a SpecialTy

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerchhoff MalL Ext S251S

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.nn.

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates tor stotfcnts

or empioyees Robert Rhee, Mt 7270. §70

•791 niOTR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
Mie VIS tovtH Pavs IS d«V» w««»milefl ran

travel (age* »S thru 22) Also

*40 ISday*
»iS'. 2^ days

S79 1 month
Thrift coupons for no time limit M0-»7«^
you 1000 miles and S40 1500 miles o« ra

travel Contact your travel »•'* ,f^"'
British Rail »2*SI4» (I3 0TR»

TELEVISION rental All models, special

UCLA rates Free delivery, free service. 24

hr phc-*-, 274*1 1» (IIQTR)

(AM7)

GROUPS now o""'"«,SlVr*2J *J^
Call TME GROUP CENTER HK ^tree

brochures 4S4 30J0

y/for Sale. 10

( OTR)

^Campus Events
I

BICYCLE Enthusiasts' C»mp«»s bKycl*

Club forming Meet May W. fioon. top Brum

MaU Bill. XS232I

^Personal

CYNTHIA Vo«i make lit* worth j*;*^^
Come with me to Wellington Trevor (1M4)

TiCitETS for Chassidic concert available

at Chabad House table on Brum Walk or call

47* *2I2 <' ^^*

JEniefioinn^ent ^

CRESTLINE caftih and lodge for group

retreats Weekend and holiday, *«•""[•«;

reservation Call 213 CA 14M*. (2QTR)

FISHER stereo system. Aquarius 'P**!*^'
professional record changer, list »5S0-

Asking S2*S New m bones. '^^**" •"t^
*

pm _"_ *_„_,-
NEAR new Sears Coidspot aule defrosting

regrigerator king sue bed arm chairs, etc.

Eves. 47S 4014 A'l^l_

DURST M400 PhotoMlarger Schneider lens,

steel office desk chairs, lamp, P<»«' ^ue^

Eves, 47S 4014 ( 10M 10)

AM/FM STEREO Magnavox 4' console,

dark walnut SOO (new S4S0) No less Phone

455 2302
*'i*l*!

HAINES Flute S7S0, antique Hut* $150,

French oboe. sk. pants sue 12, rucksack $10.

454 50*4
(10M5)

ATTENTION STUDENTS 10% DISCOUNT
on any purchase with student ID Card or this

ad We c*rry long dresses, bikinis, sport

swear and our own creations Also hand-

made purses and accesones Quartier

Lanlin Boutique HZ^ *•" Vicente Blvd.

Brentwood! ' X10M7)

CATALiN'A weekend /holiday cottages

Soecial group rates Hermosa Hotel

T?.e,;.ilne' Ava'on, m Bo. 444. Avaion

f0704 ( i w I •« /

Y Help }Nonfed • ^

EMPLOYERS now hifing lor summer full

time ,obs Don't be left out S«7;«»»

Unlimited. 47StS2l. (3M4)

HEADPHONES for $5.00 brand new Koss

pro 4A headphones $50 list $20 brand new^

Elega pro headphones 1/2 list price, coiled

headphone extension cord reg $3 50 each

how S3 W tor 2 Catt t70.0O59 *"e^, » P*^.

Limited supply.
^^0N\7)

SCHWIf4N,,rare 15 spd Deraileur, light

weight $75 00, call 445 1434, a«er 4 PM. i lO M
7)

FREE Croctiet Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Man, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-t70f. (11

OTR) .

SPEED Reading: stutfvuts entering

graduate /professional sct»ools. Academic

guidance Services 020 S Rotoerlson Blvd.

T57^JfO QT«)

LAST CHANCE for your 10 interesting

spring college computer dafes. Gals FREE,
guys $2 SO wtien you mail this ad. Write now

:

PARTY MATE. P O Box 1247, Sprmgfiefd

Virginia 22151. Last acceptabl,f postmark

May 7.
. _^

('IMS)

AUTO AND
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? .TO0i*llOMT
CANCELLEDf
LOWMONTflLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3t4 2225. ASK FOR BOB (11XJTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students arut employees. Call Allan Sobel

«73Stl5. 701 5527 eves 793 350^. (11 OTR)

TJDURS UNREGIMENTED' TME ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: I weeks, • countries,

SiOVS Europe 4 weeks, 4 countries. $71$.

Israel Europe 11 weeks. SilfS Japan. 4

weeks 51011 EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING 4249 Overland Ave .Culver

City. (213) IJ* 5247 (1JOTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHAI^TER
FLIGHTS- 1971

ff

An official Charter Flight

Operation Autttonted A Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

LA.-LON0OfVLONDON>L A.

FH Oop tot. IMa. Pried

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $27$

4 6/23 8/28 9 $27$

6 6/24 8/22 8 $27$

7 6/27 9/6 10 $27$

8 6/29 9/10 10 $27$

9 7/t 9/3 r $27$

10 •• 7/n 8/9 4 $27$

11 7/14 8/31 7 $27$

12- 8/8 9/8 4 $27$

14 9/4 9/27 3 $275

It 7/24 9/25 * **'*

ONE. WAY LA. - lONOON

EDITH IBM term papers, dissertatiofls

tape transcription, etc Accurate, fast. Pick

up and, delivery. f»-2»t3.

FREE editing, grammar /spelliiig. Electric

€xpert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law

school Alice, 1«7 3J04. (15QTR

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479

m 44 477 4^4? (15 0T>; ,

PROFESSIONAL typiRB. term papers.

titeses. letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus Call Esther 824 7491 (ISQTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2363 WESTWOOD
BLVD.. 475 3i70 1- <*' Q^R)

V Travel...... .••••.'•A.'««..<'4b«*''

STCRCO system- • track tape, AM FM
record player and speakers, »»' P«*;«[.

Sacrifice $175 or offer Call Ed 72 1 0207 ( 10 M
7)

GIRLS needed Model chastity belH at Male

Chauv»n.»h Convention (also "^e*'
Iff^l

Services Unlimited. 47S-W21. (3M4I

'MAKE $i*$l50 a day, stripmg parking lots

Amai.nglew mventiofi, $tO total equipment

cost vyr.te Dept D Fox Valley Marking

Route 59 Bartlett, III or call (312 )»37-«05$.

or (312)037 4495 "**'*'

ANNOUNCING' Summer lObs Br* now
available at Services UMimited. Call 47$-

fSJI (3M7)

UPPERCLASSMCN AND GRADUATES
Men and women are invited to participate in

The information processing experiments

being held at the Rand Corp on Saturday,

May • Sessions tr* 3 hours long and you will

receive $3 /hr. IMease pnone J93 0411. ext

7734. to Sign uo for « specific experiment and

to receive derails about time and place

Pttone early . the experiments fill-up

qwKkly (3M4)

WANTED Experienced babysitter with car,

;
mamivdaytime472^«n before 9 00 or after

< . *« ( J Nl 41

LOOMS used procion and vat dyes macrame
supplies Handweaving Oepof 10«93 W^ Pico

(VWestwOOd) 474 5114. ^ (10M7)

NEW blank Ampex reel, cassettes, new

zoom movie camera, lenith AM/FM stereo

small consol 474 5207 (10M7)

Make Summer Going "GREAT"

1) HAWAII w/love, $1$0 R.T. (Sti

2) EUROPEAN Summer lObs

Miss Liberty placement program
3) SOVIET UNION study tour w/credit

4) LAPLAND to KHATMANDU
Minitrek expeditions, action holiday.

TOM 123 1943, Campus Rep.

CUSTOM Teardrop trailer fully equipped,

k.tchenUleeps two. $200 Sheila Anthony

$301$ leave message 074^2100. ^^QM^)

CONTRARY to popular belief LquO stereo

music will not cause warts to grow on your

earlobes Koss pro-4A professional head

phones list $50. now $21; Scotch itOO ft.

polyester rj|H" ITST^4 20, now $2 9$, complete,

system AM/FM stereo, complete changer,

speakers, $44. Special deal on Scotch

cassettes Call 039 2214 after l PM. (10 M 7)

FENDER Jaguar electric guitar $75, Lear

Jet • track stereo w /FM and speakers $100;

m-$140 (10M7)

EUROPE, $275 215, also Israel, Japan,

Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 0217 Bev

Blvd. LA, 90040 451 3311 ESEP UCLA
members * (13 OTR)

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet NY Europe best prices

mmed. issue int. ID Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
india/lsraet cttarters

Eurailpasses. Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-1742

BLAUPLUNKT AM/FM radio $45 Porsche

seats black, from 912. Like new, must sell.

•39 0412 (10 M 4)

DENTAL Assistant Yovng Part time, or

tulitime Experience preferred Santa

MonKa art* OTt 0$75 tit^*)

WANTED Attractlvd ' receptionist

secretary Beverly Hills attorney. Af

ternoons with full time during summer. 272-

S4$0. _!i^''

TELEPHONE SALES: If you have a good

phonr personality won't take no for an an

swer and would like to t*rn $200 300 weekly,

working hours * am to 12 p.m In morniwg
please call George Brody, sales manager

AD L Supply CO . 453^441 (3 MS)

Youare|u»tthetyp«
w*'r« looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

$4$ per month while helping others

Come in to lOOl Gayley. Suite 210

or

Call 470^51 9 00 AM 7 00 PM daily

NEED More Money? Join the Success

Group Sell Shaklee Products to home and

industry. Full or Part times sales position

now open, interested? Call Dave Sanford,

930 2747, at«er 4. (3M4)

ZENITH console bAw 23" TV, AM/FM
Stereo A stereo phonograph. Solid walnut

cabMiet. Sacrifice $125. 139 0412 . (10 M 4)

HANDMADE moroccan clotties for sale at

wholesale prices Hooded capes, leather

bags, etc 47$ 2349 eve. (10M$>

FOR Sale Ramirei flamenco guitar $42S

withcase Call Terry at 445 1154 ( 10 M 5)

STERLING HOME
ELECTRONICS

10913 Wey burn Avo.-

Westwood
477 3547

FISHER DEMOS
20% OFF
USED

H K Citation I Preamp
H K Citation II Power
Both
Gar AT4 chancer
Concertone 4 ftead Re<
Bogen TA lOO Amp
Dual 1019 Complete
Panasonic OTR

DEMO
MK Cad. 4 cassette dh.

Ampex M52
Nikko Pam 14

Panasonic Port. TV

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISCA, 11407 San Vicente Blvd., «4. LA, 90049.

0245449 (130TR)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam - L.A.

June 14-Sept. 15

June 24 Sept. S

June23 Sept. 11

July 1 Aug. 24

July 7 Aug. 21

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
I Weeks
a Weeks

$295
5205

tits
$295

Sept. 34 One-way to Amsterdam si 35

$75
75

12S
It

MB
100

12S

2$

12S
12$

7S

100

(10 MS)

Call Flight Chairman: (213) 039 2401

Overland Ave , Dept. A. Culver City.

4241

MALE Part time liquor store stock and

clerk, start $2.30/hr Tues.. Thurs . Sat ,
4

11 PM.. or Mon., Wed , Fri.. 4 - 11 PM Ap
ply Jerry's Liquor Stores, 2933 Santa

Monica Blvd , Santa Monica Monday thru

Friday, I AM. 4 PM. No longhair or

beards (3M4)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

M14 Westwood Blvd

474-631$

FINE classical guitar for sale with case^

$2$0 FR4 7a94. (10 M 4)

COMPLETE Stereo System Roberts. AM
FM Aquarius speakers, BSR Record

Changer List $300, sell $14$ ••^•njj»«7,

Greatsound. 721 0307 (10 Mil)

MOVING For sale dinette sot.iSO; complete

living room. $90. chest drawer, $30

Eves 390 $241. <7^^

GUITAR Ovation deluxe Baltodetr hard

shell case Fantastic cond . $300 (cost $410)

4A7-$4IOO«OS. (10 M«)

JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern

summer delivery and savt

-^e tv** ig f »^^

LOST Gold Grant
tnvidc Aqua Stone

744 431.

H S Ring Initials PAD
Aries Mgn inside Pau-

(4M 4V

19$ So Beverly Or
Beverly HOIS. CalH

MOM -Sot. 11 :••-$:M CR3-1S34

EUROPE Discount flights Also Israel,

Africa, India 40S> off intra European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact

EASC. 323 N . Beveryly Dr., Bev« Hills, Ca.

90210 274 4293. (13 OTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing Intra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months $125.00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available

INFO; SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13$09 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks. Calif 91403

172 2203 or 714 1477

KIBBUTZ in Israel For furtlter information.

Call Days 442 2i|i Eves t39 0i«i '13M
7)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
Jiine 15 Sept 15 $249
,June 21 Sept 7 $349
June 25 Aug 24 s}49
Aug 24/ Sept 24 &2*9
Sept 2 one way to AMS $134

imntediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tel Aviv $77, to Atttens $S2. to

Bombay 5150. to Narrobi 5150 Large
discounts on cars and many other flights

Contact Prof P Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or

179 3111 c/e Sierra Travel. 9175 Santa

Monica Blvd Bev Hills (13M11)

Wl. —^- S150
$V 6/24

»•'"

ONE^>MAY LONpON-LA.
FH. tot Pfie«

15 9/9 $150

• 'WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafidt members of tflo

University of California (stwdonts, faculty,

staff, registered alumni, immod. family

living in tt>e same housefM>ld)

charldr (light •

UC
Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between lam. A 5 p.m

125 1221

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June
$490. London charters $190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. 59th St., Chicago. III.

40637 (13M7)

^JJ^^tTDBKT TRAVEL.
.RTER FLIGHTS

1007

M LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS AUGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

1 June 15— -Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24---Sep 5 11 $275
5* June 27---Sep 13 12 $275

* LA/London/Ansterdaai
6 July 1 Sep 3 9

7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4

8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4

IP ONE. WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14— LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/IUdrid/rr«nk $135
4E I Sep 6 —LA/London $123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

ONE WAY FLIGHTS FKOM

IW June 14—AMsterdaa/LA $139
.2W Aug 8 — London/LA $139
3W Sop 1(—London/LA $148

Available only to yniversity of
California stiidents, faculty,
eaployees, extension and Aluavii

»ra dIus ioowdiate faailies.

Also Head(|uartors For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL - EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
We're Open On Saturday

T TNTT yr^JPKhrr travel*UrMXCHARTKR FLIGHTS
1O07

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

m>

y lufohng ••••••••••••••••••a
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TYPIST Theses, dissertotions, books, term

papers. Specialty math A technical typing

Accurate, rapid service. 741-SSW. ( IS OTR >

I'M iust your type. (IBM Executive). Neat

accurate typing thesis, school papers. Can
Fntli. 139 1874 (15M7)

TYPING to your format. Term papers

theses, or manuscripts. Expert at typing

equations. Hourly and page rates available

Call (213)794-9420. (ISM 7)

EXPERIENCED, electric typewriter 3

blocks from campus Mrs. C. Mut»er 477

7409. 1 (15 M 7)

IBM Executive and S«|lectnc typevirriter

s Experienced. . Fast* acicurate work...

Please call...394-i29$. (ISM 21)

TYPING editing. Term papers, resumes,

letter^ theses. IBM Selectnc. Eng grads
'4tT3;

•^.

.V

Nancy, 472 Kay, 824^7472. (15M5)

FAST, accurate typing. All kinds. Call

Remy 020 1259, (ISM 4)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 799 3135

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90000 Specialtimg

m tl»eses. essays, manuscripts. ( t s

QTRl

THESES, term papers, all forms of typing

IBM Setectric fast, accurate. Very-

reasonable. Canoga Park Area. 347-5203 ( i»

M 7) ^.^___i^__—_^^^

UCLA student wants roommate and/or apt

to U>are for summer and next year. 826 76S3

after 4pm (14M10)

WANTED: Six-string guitar. Martin D-18 or

D 28, Yamaha FG3«t or ovation. Aftpr 6

p.m.. 27A-4979.

SABBATICAL^?! -72? We too. Need housing

here Oct. June. Will garden, care for pets

Call collect. Lew Marliani, 209-823 4051
.

( 16 M

VISITING professor wants furnished home

June August, Dr. Fitisimmons. 6708 Natalie,

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110. (16M4)

^ Apfs, - Furnished 17

ENJOY summer or longer. Attractive,

clean, singles accom. 2, one bedroom apts

3 one bedroom and den 4 Air cond. Block

campus Pools, sundecks Garages. 625 641

Landfair.479 S404. (17 MM)

"SOSGAYLEY*^
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

D«poai8i now »or utmmmrf^M

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

(FURNISHED) 1 bdrm.. 155 attractive

convenient WLA location. Responsible

adults No pets. EX5^340. _ (17 MS)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year roiind
'

living. Heated pool,TJrivate patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air con?!.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

SUBLEASE apt. for summer July 9-Oct, *.~^

»175/mo.2bdrm.furn. 18M 10th. St. #2. Santa

Monica, 394-4550. (17M5)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. torn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents S17S 235 per mon per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies-ocean view.

Walk to beach - Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St , SM 392 S$73

2045 Fourth St , SM 392 5554

2311 Fourth St . SM 392 $484

APTS. furnished Walk to UCLA Large

single SISS. Bedroom apts.SISS. 514 Landfair

.1.477-8990. (17M4)

555 LEVERING
Singles • 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

SPEAK Chinese Individual group tutoring
by native speaker BotH 39S 0453 6 12 PM (or

apoointment (14M14)
THE VILLAGER

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex
perienced Umv Prot Positive result* any
exam Easy conversational metlHMl (trial).

473-2493. • (14 OTR)

MATH GRADUATE record eramination
preparation Private tutormg — intcmsive
SS/hr NewMath Barges Twtor»«l )97-

7335 (14M2I)

GRADUATE Rccora i am preparation
LSAT.etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services 820 S Robertson. 457
4390. (»4GTP>

'::#^,^

^t-^r-s

Cotor and Charm -

Furn 1 and dens, i bdrms. / singles

Fireplace. Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte^

patio, air conditioning, lovely street OuieT

bidg . maid available North of Wilshire

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave (off Gayley)
4798144 (17QTR)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH

\^ evu fTjs ii» mr-»e • ^^"
*< m^ I •<

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscripf.
E«p Wkpnds. daily 5 9 020-1142. (ISQTR)

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5 55t4.

i

.vl

.V

i

K

^

A\A/ILD

Track: USC here Saturday T

Crew: Washington at Marina del

Rey Saturday

Golf: Southern Cal Championships at

La Jolla

Tennis: Southern Cal Championships

at L.A. Tennis Club

Baseball: at Washington, WSU

9

i

%Si5iKSS£ft%^^^
i»»i»>»;' ':»:*;*;';*».;*s:.!«*»*«!»:«M»:»M*>Z'Kvi
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads

y/Apfs, - Furnished 17 ^Apb. to Shore__^^^^

BRENTWOOD apt., 2 bdrm., 2 bath.

Fireplace, gorgeous. Prefer girls. Parking.

820 1681. (17 M4)

633 GAYLEY
5 MIn. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

GIRL share 3 bdrm. furn. apt. Close UCLA

Tel, 475 2389, 475-2369

FEMALE roommate: share apa'-^'^^"! °"

beach during summer only. Own bedrm,

furnished, S81/mon. 823-7397. (19M4)

wcAP hpach Private, quiet, with patio ,

va^r^.^'^hwash^er, parking. Own bedroom

bath. $85. Marie, 392-9307. n9M6)

y For Sub-lease

GORGEOUS huge one bedroom with view.
Sublet June thru September. $190. Walking
distance. 473 8342, 83«-45S5. ( 17 M 4)

/Apts. - Unfurnished 18

NE Bdrm. apt. Large terrace. WalkAKM-A.
acuity, staff, or graduate couple. CiTi 477-

0397 eves.' (IBM 10)

2 BDRM. furn apt married student housing

SI 35 utilit.es included, garage. J""f '^-^^f;.
391-7560.

_^'^__^.[ - ^ i!^^l-

FURNISHED Oelux -summer. ^ bj;")^'
J^'

:J,shwasher, garage No pets, children. 9-12

am weekdays 826 4244 (SLM7)

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25

FEMALE babysitter: Private room/bath

and TV w,*ikinq distance to campus. Salary.

47S nw * n^Mm
.

' "" ~^ '

^a^^^kTnG mother needs summer sitter

w.7h wheels 3 school kids Some bread, or

:;e out school year if works, ^^a^'»"7 "/,"

5151, ext. 468; 836-32^7^^
{75M7)

^^;;^;;7^7Tv^t 'Furnished 2/bdrm., dinmg

?oom, fireplace, ^»^^%tf':^Z,Tn\"^^l)mm campus $2^75. 82^2655,^34-41*5J^$JA7)

PFSPONSIBLE girl. Companion minimally

handicapped 20 yr g.rl. Psychology ma.or-

minor if possible Some salary. Car nee.

References. 275 3877^
'^^'

y/Autos hr Sole .. 29 VA"'o* for Sole.......™.... 29

'64 TRIUMPH Spitfire Runs good New toj

& tires Needs body work Possibility dum
buggy $150 479 916 5. Bill. <^^'^* '

•43 SUMBEAM Alpine Transmission work

needed, otherwise good cprtd Best offer 477

4011 ext. 2l5eves., (29 MS)

GIRL room/board exchange for b»bV»*J-

tinqClose to campus 4742650 (2$M6)

SUBLET apt. May 8 Aug. 1

(urn; Brentv^ood, 826 7415.

140/mo, 1 bdrm
(SLM10),

?

ii45 lrg. 2 bdrm. apt. near beach. Stove,
— refrigerator, carpets, dj-apes. 356 4th Ave.,

Venice 396 2215. (18M 5)

BRENTWOOD-2 bdrm., 2 bath, pool,

elevator, quiet, adults, unfurn. $250. 476-

?346 (18M5)

VApfs.fo Share ...... ........ 19

SUBLEASE Office. 2 blocks rem campus.

Carpeted draped. Furniture available.

a;;?ox. 500 sq. ft. Extremely reasonable

625 l2ll,Mr.VanGenderen. (SLM6)

J Room for Renf ^.... 26 ft"

Beverlywood House room for rent $7S/nrtonth

^'"\"^ii'V442'''"
"'""'" ""^^^^^^^

people 836 5442. , j

•62 PEOPLE'S car (VW) Stupendous

condition Just painted immortal •n9'"«^

Original owner $685 Eves 427 S»*3. (29 M 6)

69 TRIUMPH Spitfire White Mark III.

11,000 mi Wire wheels, extras out of »iglt.

Cash $1400. Call 340 8783 (29 Ml)

^-^„. FREE LOAN CARS
"-f^^K FREE TOWING

>- 1/^:^ 4000 Mile

yg:^ -Vi^ Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across Irom G.M. Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

STUDEBAKER 65 commander, 2 doors,

compact car Very good cond Cash $375

Call 344 0636 ______

•45 BEL Air Chevy, engine in good condition,

$400 /best offer Call 473 8394 (29 M 4)

^ I

CARSin EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES. CA 90049

Ni7 f*>\USTANG, 4 <yl 3 sp»«0 €"«» ^\
excellent One owner $1000 / best oMer 824

7388
(29 M 7)

'44 PORSCHE 912 rebuilt engine, AjJ^^'J-
a,r cond. sharp SLU437 455 7285 (29M4).

VW '48 bug, xlnt condition Blue *'^®« *'
3434

t29M4)

SUBLcase May 16 August i. Delux, fur

nished, spacious, ocean, studio apt -2 decks,

(micular (acuity only. 4549705. PO Bo"

1175, Pacific Palisades (bLM<i

BERKELEY Durant Ave. 1 bl. campus

Large furn studio apt., kitchen, bath of

lered June 15/September 15. $125 rnonthly

343 8383 Berkeley 843 5634.

FEMALE Grad student king sue bdrm,

bath, kitchen pr.vileges^Separate enj^a""'

.^^p^^^M^r^mpus $75 473 3274. (24 MS)

OLDER woman, working student, P^'vate

entrance, bath, kitchen pr.vil.ges, c.rpor;,

pool, quiet $65 month CR5 59^7

•65 PORSCHE SC ^MFM radio, new clutch,

brakes $2300 firm Evenings: 473-79M. (29iw»

4) ^ i-——
VW '49 automatic 11000 miles Like new^

SI 400 479 3434 (JTlvi^i

63 VW SUNROOF, xlnt. mech cond^ Engirie

rebuilt last year Must sell, $525 440 1325 (29

M 5)

(24 M 4)

(SBM4)

GIRL; Share with 2 other girls, spacious 2

bedroom 1 1/2 bath apt. Large patio. Ldry.
room Walkto campus. 478 4190, GR8 6171.

FEMALE share 2 bdrm. apt. with one.

Fireplace Walk to campus, parking $100

Diana,>47.5-4219. (19M10)

LARGE 2 bdrm WLA apt with 2 males, $70
or S85/month, Utilities included. 477 1316. ( 19

W 4)

ROOMMATE needed to help rent apartment
in Santa Monica. Call Dave at 659 3194. ( 19 M

^ Aulas for Sale. 29

'48 VW Sedan 40,000

physicai/mech cond plus

S1050 Call 474 3450

miles Good
some extras.

(29M 5)

J House for Renl 20 '70 VOLVO 142S Xlnt ""«!_
.f^.^f^j

M.cheiins Leaving for Europe. Ca I X5l 3

FURN S380, 18 months beqinrtmq July, 2

bdrmv, study, gardener, delightful eridosed

garden Palisades, 459 1781.

or 472 5889
(29 M 10)

(20 M 5)

J House fpr Sale 21

liOOMMATE to share unfurnished apt

,

Palms ^rea. Call Cheryl 828 6942. (19M7)

YOU need a share? Come to 625 Landfair.
Reserve shares lor summer. Block UCLA
479 5404.

I ,
(19M 14)

V6 apt. on beach Own room, 590 15 mm
campus 7\ over pref'd Bob, 789 5489 (19 M

' BDRM turn.. Palms, references, male or
cule chick. Call for details, 838 9939, 837 9038.

(19M5)

Prime
m

6275 ^^^^^^

y House to Share • ^
SHARE (urn'h'oiTsI w;^hTard. oSTn room^

479 5988

VW 57. sunroof Xlnt mech. «««?„ V^^T
:i';eage New top, brakes "25,^277^5998

ijf">

a PORSCHE super 90 xlnt "hd, COm-

p.eU.y rebuilt. 8.000 "^'^
"f.^. '"'Yj*;;,

p.reiiis, rims, dual webers 454 5779 ( 29 w
10) "

TRIUMPH Spitfire '67 hard/soft top^ X^t

c'ond new dutch $1000 476-4144 .fter^5
^ ^^^

p m ^^___

„;r^LVO Newly pamted, $275 00 394.3397

Roger, or SM Ice Palace Tues, Thurs,^r^i.

Sal n. ghts "- ^

rMFV '44 impaia 4dr Power steef,»ngi R/H,

^"Jw t.nteJ^glass $400 00 983 082f ^•Min,

MGB'68road4ter Loaded, wire wheels, AM
FM, new top, low mileage ""f"*'"'***' '"
7744

(29M5)

•60 CHRYSLER New Yorker Convertible 4

new tires, good cond $235/best offer 45^

1885
(29M5)

69 PONT I AC GTO, beautiful, power brakes,

,ucket seats, vmyl lop^ *''
^^^^^^^.Tm 4)

Wholesaling $2200 789 6733 (29 M 4)

47 VW B\ig Excellent running condition^

"^''^rr^^'tin
''"''' '"''"n9Mn

/besl offer 474 5932

•47 VOLVO 122S 2 door sedan, 43,000 original

miles Excellent condition Best of (e^r^ m^

*i SPRITE Nu paint, tires $750 offer '44

iilCK^'IlsABR^E PS. PB »"0„o^-
Drafted 391 8913 evei^ ' " '^

_'

Standard,

'65 PLYMOUTH convertible Fully

autortiatic, power windows, "rakes, and

steering $500
'^^'^*'

67 COUGAR, recent engine overhaul, new

clutch, tires, battery $1400 /offer 2»' ,^^^
1879

"*^*'

•49 FIAT 8S0 sport, mustard, AMFM, air

cond low mi, 3? mpg, 399 1704. ^'^/jj'j;
oflpr

/ Cycles, Scooters

For Sale •^^

*49 YAMAHA.tf$0 cc Enduro Immaculate

Only 2500 miles $550 Must sell 343 5078 (JO

M 10)

HONDA 450 c c '71 model only •«<>";;'•*,

Call 825 2747 afternoon ' '" '^ '•'

BICYCLE mens 3 speed American Eaglt^

Ni-arly new $40 820 4U7 .Iter 4 p m ( 30 M 4)

HONDA CB oiulely
'"""•'"'•i*

Custom pa.ni ^ ...phones, disc brakes,

II Steve Of8 4317, Richard 8385,500 mi
7900

(30M7)

61 CHEVY impala 4 ^',-*\t\69r.
. . „„

nVw "»•'"• r,rn r..,*r^ q^<lt.r»* Asking

:'85 98

'49 HONDA CLfO, xlnt cond ,
wiTh ne^

helmet, $750 or best offer 475 5831x502 ( JO M
4) - ^

Close by

Beverly

575

FEMALE law Student will share 2 l>edroom,
'wo bath in Fox Hills with same or (acuity
member Luxurious Karen, 441 1545

PLEASANT, ^ell furn^hed. '"
^^,

Glen, own room, with two others
^ ^^ ^ ^,

I860 after five.
.

p^;;;irE grad P-'-red ^ha^
V^-"

^°"**

near Venice /Sepulveda call 836 w
^ ^^^

68 VW R * H. 4 spd New P*'"*' »•/"•
l*;*l;f *,

tint cond avail June 10 $nSO. 892 5719

^«ier i pm (29M7)

40 SPRITE Good cond "'^f^*' '^nl!'!

Must sell 825 2757. 8 5 After 6 PM 22rOM^l^

Eleanor

eves

FEMALE student or grad wantto f>i

lonesome guy to share his quiet apartment
and meals at rK> cost to her Phone evenings
or weekends 399 4110 (19 MS)

^nd Share house near b«ach Ca ^
39? 4373 or leave message at 3*6

67 L0TU5 CLAN veiiow
^f^-;^;;

rad.aU,knocko«ls, power windows, AM/FM,
.mmaculatecond "•"*"*"'••**,,. ^ ^,
486

(29 M 4)

•70 YAMAHA J40 En^u^o ^^^^Z^ /!.?.?
sferable warranty to 12000 m. ^^0^^^;'^%^
•24as«

47 10 HONDA 350, xlnt "««>'
'f". ?!*;

.ng.ne, new parts call 39. 5059 anytime ^ot
en
and fast

\ At
!>-'^K>
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Prunh^ Chaom switch
(Continued from Page 12)

It's better to give an overview and

not castigate any one thing."

Admission standards are quite

nebulous, according to Prugh

"Recruiting stories are ridiculous.

When a good one gets away, a

school's ultimate reply is often *we

couldn't get him in* when they

were actually outhustled for him"

Prugh does not feel his influence

on college athletics is as gr^t as

some may believe. "It is rather

Umited," he says, "rm a reporter

and not a columnist The only

opinions I can express are aitislic

ones, a person playing wdl or

playing poorly. A colunuiist has

more muscle. You either love him

or hate him."

Although Dwight and Jeff have

different opinions on college

athletics, they do have agreement

on one point: neither is satisfied

with the present system.

Prugh favors paying college

athletes. "I frankly feel colleges

should pay the kids something,

some kind of monetary assistance

above and beyond the scholar-

ship." This, he feels, would help

eliminate much of the suspicion

surrounding college sports.

"Let's face it. College athletics is

a business. The idea is to sell

tickets. The money does go to a

good cause, back into the

university. But 1 think this could be

carried on plus paying the

athletes."
' The more valuable commodities

would be paid more under Jeff's

proposal. "When Lew was here,

12,800 people were coming to

Pauley primarily to see him. Why
should he get the same benefits as

a man on the bench?"

Basically, Prugh favors the

university sponsoring a

professional sports team. **Each

person could play three years on

the varsity, the same as it is now.

By bringing everything above

board, 1 think you would remove

many of the suspicions and
skepticisms."

Prugh admits his plan is

somewhat revolutionary, but says,

"there are so many instances of

guys who are enrolled in school but

who don't go to class anyway and

who never graduate. The school

should encourage an athlete to go

to school and get his degree, but if

he doesn't want to, he still should

be able to play."

Chapin favors a plan instituted

by Dr. Joseph Kaplan, physics

professor here, who advocates a

-^^ollege major in athletics. "1 would

not disagree with what Jeff has

said, but I agree more with Dr.

Kaplan's system. I'm hesitant to

FOREIGN STUDENTS
L«f us thip your personal

•H«cts Kom«. We are spe-

cialists in international
pockoging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220

VolK.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

advocate outright professionalism,

though it might be better than the

present system

"The concept of the student-

athlete is a sham," Chapin went

on. "The average athlete can't be a

student too, there just isn't time.

Now I know there are some like

( Terry )-Schofield who can play

ball and sUU keep his grades up,

but he's an exception. You can't

expect a kid to be able to do well

when he's forced to go to practice,

attend meetings, etc.

"There are many abuses, but

you can't condemn any one school.

if*""
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WHiRC tHiii'8 ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS

'

• LOW!ST MELMIT PMIOCt AyWHIMi
e EXCEED U S.A St Z-90 1 STANOAHOS

1 1
C)5

12010 W. PICO BLVD..

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90064

PHONE TODAY (213)479-4383

A serious examination of all

schools is necessary."

Dwight and Jeff both believe that

the college experience alone is

beneficial to a disadvantaged

athlete.

"You can condemn some things

in the system, but not the system

itself," says Chapin. "The odds are

quite strong that a person from a

disadvantaged area with college

experience would be better off than

if he were just walking the streets.

Prugh concurs. "The mere
existence on a university campus
will help an athlete from the

ghetto."

Prugh feels that as long as

athletes are enrolled in school,

they should be taking courses

relevant to their future. He
believes the reason that many
athletes don't go to class is because

the instruction is not relevant. "A
way could be made to encourage

people to go to class. For potential

professional athletes, there could

be a course in studying sports

contracts and one in selecting an

agent. So many of these kids are

not prepared when they

negotiate."

As far as professional teams are

concerned, Prugh believes that a

college cannot restrict an athlete

from turning pro. "It is perfectly

within a professional team's right

to sign a kid off a college campus. I

don't think it will hurt college

athletics at all.

"Sure, it may cost an Alcindor,

but there aren't that many who

make the pros So few are capable.

There is still enough sUbihty left

within college athletics that the

pros waving the dollars won't kill

intercollegiate football and

basketball."

Prugh's argument for

professional teams on the college

campus takes on added meaning if

the pros are free to sign whom they

choose.

At the moment, if a college

athlete signs with a professional

team, he forfeits any remaining

collegiate eligibility. Even Signing

with a professional agent is out, as

was seen in the case of Indiana

sophomore George McGinnis, who

recently signed with the ABA
Indiana Pacers. McGinnis an-

nounced his intention to turn pro,

and the NCAA immediately

declared he was no longer eligible

for college sports.

Thus, if an athlete turns

professional and doesn't make it

for some reason, he is stuck. The

pros don't want him, the colleges

can't have him, and chances are

the individual will wind up, as

Prugh says, playing semi-pro ball

in a drafty gym in Allentown.

But if the same person were

allowed to try professional ball and

then return to the college game if

he were unsuccessful, several

problems could be taken care of.

First, the athlete could resume

his college career with the hope

that he'll mature enough to play

professional later on. Second, and

more important, there is the

possibility that he will return to

school and hopefully get a degree.

"I thought Steve Patterson

summed it up well," Prugh says.

"He had a choice cf signing after

his junior season but he felt that by

staying an extra year he could

raise his price.

A point on which newspapers and

athletic departments naturally

disagree is that which deals with

news unfavorable to a particular

institution, particularly those

items concerning team dissension,

friction between players and
coaches, etc. Prugh believes that

the university often takes an

unrealistic view in this regard.

"Sometimes the university feels

that if you ignore an unfavorable

story, the problem will go away. I

feel that by bringing it out into the

open, the situation will improve.

Keeping a story concealed to make
a problem go away is like saying

that if Pearl Harbor had not been

reported. World War II would not

have happened."

Showdown week in crew,

host Huskies Saturday
By John Wood
DB Sports Writer

It looks like that time of year again for the UCLA oarsmen. Washington

is coming to town. The race is only four days away. No more waiting The

many months of strenuous practice endured by each man will soon be put

to the test, and the ineviUble question will be raised: "Was it enough''

The most outstanding crew match-up in the nation this year will feature

an awesome array of possibly the country's two finest collegiate shells

Washington, the defending national champion and undefeated on the

year, has at least four returning varsity members in their first boat

again. Three of these oarsmen helped comprise the four-man shell which

represented the United States in the World Championships last year.

UCLA, also boasting an unblemished record, has six returnees from

last year's squad which defeated the Huskies in the Western Sprints but

could not represent the West Coast at the I .R.A. due to final exams.

A Donny brook

Coach Jerry Johnsen could only be sure of one thing: *it's going to be a

donnybrook." The race will more than likely be a closely-fought duel all

the way down the 2000 meters of the Marina del Key layout, rather than a

one-sided victory, and times for the swift course could shatter all records

if the race is closely contested.

"Traditionally, Washington has been an opponent who likes to come

from behind," Johnsen says. "They are usually not too concerned about

who is ahead after 500 or 1000 meters. They stay with you unUl the last 500

meters and then go by you. However, in last year's race with us, they

tried to lead us off the line."

In that race, the Bruins barely nipped the^uskies at the wire by a mere

18 inches. "I think they may go back to their traditional style this week,

but after last year, no one knows."

Yel to be pressed

Johnsen is delighted with his team's progress, but there is one area

where he feels the least confident. "The aggressiveness of the crew has

not truly been tested this season. We have yet to be pressed for a full 2000

meters." Undoubtedly, they will be this week.

Due to the fact that Washington is sending down only its varsity squad,

the junior varsity and freshman rac^ will be against Orange Coast

College. Therefore, their showdown with Washington will have to wait

until the Western Sprints May 21-22. Once again, Johnsen reiterated his

extreme pleasure in the progress of the JV boat. If the JV's defeat Orange

Coast this weekend, Johnsen feels they will be co-favored with

Washington in the Sprints.

Durable OCC crew

The freshmen will be facing a durable Orange Coast freshmen crew,

and it figures to be the Brubabes' most difficult encounter of the year. But

they too must win this one if they are to travel to SeatUe as co-favorites.

Johnsen commented on this year's freshmen class of oarsmen which

may well be rowing for him in a couple of years. "We have had larger

crews in the past and meaner ones, too, but this year's freshmen crew is

technically the best I've seen, if not the best overall. All they lack now is

the aggressiveness."

The lightweights will be facing Sante Barbara in a rematch of their

earlier duel in which the Bruins won in surprising fashion over the highly-

regarded Gauchos. Geof Strand, in his first year at the helm Of the squad,

is looking forward to the Sprints, and with a clean slate to date, his

chances look bright.

Jntramura met
Today's Softball Games

3 00 Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma Nu (Fd. 1); Chaos vs H.malaya (Fd. 2); TAG vs. fa'P^^^,^^
^-V

Ucia Band vs Nookie II ( Fd. 4) ; Endive vs. Thunderthuds ( Fd. 6) ; NROTC vs. Pelvis Club ( Fd B) i

4:00 Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Alpha Gamma Omega (Fd. 1); Edinburgh vs. Pacific (Fd^ 2K

Chimborazo vs Tarquin (Fd. 3); Calley's Heroes vs. LLB (Fd. 4); WishBone vs. Heavy St.cks

(Fd. 6). AAaster Batters vs. AAath (Fd. 8).

To«l«v's Water Polo Sclie<lule

Ucia Band vs. Foontainbleu Sheiks (5:00); Lambda Chi Alpha vs. SJgma Nu (5:30); Sigma Aipna

Epsilon vs Delta Sigma Phi (4:00), Edinburgh vs Sparta (i:30). .
*

Friday's Water Polo Results

Ucia Band def, Mac IV the 5th by forfeit. -

'

.

Friday's Softball Results J

Delta T«o Delta def. Beta Theta Pi (6-t) ; Lambda Chi Alpha tied by Theta D«lta Chi (5 5); paoiey

def Eros (forfeit), JeMersondef BrigafHl (5 2); Fubardef Stonehaven (3-0); IVF def. CB5AM &

4); 4284A def Jackson's Hole (15 5); Chooes def. Business School B (22 5); Buckaroos def. pott

shead Corp. (8 6): Ball Three def. Zetes (13-5).

"(Paid Advertisement)

VOTE
<[''

ASUCLA
UNDERGRADUATE

PRIMARY
bLECTIONS
May 3, 4, 5

o 5
sponsored by SLC

Today Is the last day to vote In primary elections for un-

dergraduate student body offices. Polling booths are open from f

a m to S p.m. and are located in the following areas: in front of

Ackerman Union, the Royce Hall quad. Humanities quad, in front

of Bunche Hall, Frani Hall and the science quad.

One constitutional amendment and six referendum questions wiU

also appear on the ballot. Final elecUons wiU be held May 12.

-"4'"a
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.amis of others nationwide who are
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'A disguised formula .

i
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'HERE THERE'S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS^

• LOWEST HELMET PRICES ANY'

• EXCEED U S A S I Z-90 1 STAND

FROM $11 95

Six Weeks of Study

& Fun in Mexico

JULY 11 - AUG 20

I
High School, College Students

& Teachers

Accredited classes in Spanish,

Mexican Culture, Art, Music,

etc. at beautiful Monterry, Tec.

i Tuition, board, room, laundry

and trips — $425. For details,

see Dr. Martin, Hollywood High

School. Phone GR 8^3687 -

8 to 9:30 p.m.

'Peace Treaty' questioned

i»

12010 W. PICO BLL
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90064
EliHTtl:lgraiM8yg;Hiain

PHONF TODAY (213)479-4383

2 Semesters High School Credit

6 College Credits

RAP SESSIONS AT ISC

A gusty dialogue with foreign students and Americans

about the different life styles and professional attitudes

and expectancies, highlighted with the reflections ofti

leading professional. Thursday evenings by fireside at

8:00 p.m. The following guests hove been inv-ited to

participate:

^t9'.

May 6

May 13

May 20

May 27-

Burt Pretutslcy — recognized for his witty columns
in West/View of the Los Angeles Times.

Byron Bloch — a dynamic consumer crusader now
heading the West Coast ''Citizen Advocate Office."

Chuck Connors — a versatile sportsman/actor active

in the contemporary social issues.

~Lou Ashe — internationally famous trial lawyer af-

filiated with Melvin Belli and recently elected Sec-

retary/Treasurer of the International Academy of

Trial Lawyers.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
Washington-based American
Youth for a Just Peace (AYJf) has

called the "People's Peace

Treaty" — drawn up by the

National Student Association

(NSA) and three student groups in

Vietnam last year — a
*

'disguised

formula . . . which undercuts the

efforts to achieve a just peace."

According to a press release by

the Washington Campus News
Service, a publication of the

College Republican National

Committee, AYJP charged, The
pitiful fact about the treaty is that

it embodies the double fault of

representing a miniscule minority

in America bidding for dictatorial

power, on behalf of a miniscule

minority in North Vietnam which

already exercises dictatorial

control," the AYJP charges.

Headed by Charles J. Stephens, a

former student here, AYJP claims

in its four-page "analysis of a

political fraud" that NSA has no

authority to speak for 7,000,000

American college students when it

'iists only 535 affiliate mem-
berships."

While NSA claims it worked out

the treaty's terms with the South

Vietnam National Student Union,

AYJP says the South's four student

unions have never merged. "One

NSA delegate allegedly contacted

a few representatives of the Saigon

Union," AYJP says. "But NSA has

produced no evictence that any of

these representatives endorsed the

'treaty.'
"

AYJP's arguments to the

treaty's nine articles are sum-

marized as follows: .

Article I calls for a date for the

"immediate and total withdrawal

from Vietnam" of American
forces. AYJP says it fails to

provide for a similar withdrawal of

North Vietnam's 400,000 forces that

have crossed its borders.

Article II provides for

"discussions to secure the release

of all American prisoners." AYJP
calls it "pohtical blackmail," and
wonders why the North would free

the POWs in exchange for a prior

American withdrawal.

Article III calls for an ."im-

mediate ceasefire" between the US
and the ".Provisional Revolu-
tionary Government" (PRG) in

the South (the Vietcong). AYJP
asks, "What kind of ceasefire will

there be if there is no ceasefire

between the principal antagon-
ists?"

Article IV |)rovides for

discussing procedures for insuring

Internotional Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Avenue, 477-4587
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the safe withdrawal of US. troops
AYJP said it requires the US and
Vietcong to merely "enter
discussions on the procedures" ^
not guarantee such procedures."

Article V requires the U.S. to
"pledge to end the imposition of

Thieu-Ky-Khiem on the people of

South Vietnam." AYJP counters
with the fact that the 1967

democratic elections which
brought in the Thieu government
were internationally observed.

Article VI provides for an in-

terim "provisional government to

organize democratic elections."

AYJP asks what the need for a

provisional government is with a

democratically elected goverrv-

ment already in office. Granting
such* a need it asks "which Viet-

namese will 'pledge to form' a

provisional government? The
(Vietcong) led by Hanoi?"

Article VII pledges both sides to

"enter discussions of procedures to

guarantee the safety and political

freedom" of South Vietnamese
who have backed the US and Thieu

government. AYJP replies that

'discussions" are not enough

Article VIII provides that both

sides "respect the independence,

4)eace and neutrality of Laos and

Cambodia." AYJP reminds

students that North Vietnam has

"consistently and massively

violated" their peace and

neutrality.

Article IX pledges both sides to

"end the war and resolve all other

questions in the spirit of self-

determination and mutual

respect" of Vietnam's freedom and

independence. AYJP recalls that

the U.S. and the South's proposals

on these issues "have been

rejected by Hanoi and its PRG who
have even refused to discuss

them" at the Paris peace talks.

^^'-
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SAVE 4.50 ON YOUR CLASS RING!

^'

this week only. May 3 through 7

2.00• ••^••••••••••* 9^ • •special di:

FREE Golden Signature

regularly priced • • • • • •• •

'

2.50

4.50
Juniors, seniors, graduates . . . come order your UCLA
class ring this vy^eek, for you'll have it in time for

graduation. And save 4.50 — 2.00 off the regular price,

and the 2.50 Golden Signature is free. That truly makes
it a one-of-a-kind ring for a one-of-a-kind person — you!

./•

as
uc

Students' store

meet Norm Cutliff

John Roberts Ring Company representotive-

he'll help you vy^ith selecting your ring

Wednesday and Friday this week.

ringt. b l«v«l. odi«rman union, 825-771

1

mondays-fridays 7:45a.m.-7:30p.m.; Saturdays 10-3

li^'ri. I

Students try to retain prof
f Kent State deaths

>i;^::!:S!:S:iSS!:!«::Sx%%%X:>^^
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By Rufus Baker
DB Staff Writer

Over one-third of the students in the School of

Public Health here have signed petitions to retain

associate professor Gary Fisher.

According to Lafayette Hanible, graduate student

heading the drive, altwut 110 students have signed the

petitions that began to circulate last Monday.

Hanible predicts that more than two-thirds of the

school's 300 students will sign the petition in favor of

keeping Fisher after his scheduled termination June

30.

Soft Money

Fisher has been in resident here for four years on a

'soft money" basis, salaried through grant funds

which expired last year.
"^

"Actually, he was to have been terminated last

year," Edward Rada, head of the division of

behavioral sciences and health education said. "But

Dr. (Daniel) Wilner was able to shift him to another

source of funds for this year to wind up the doctoral

students under him. Dr. Fisher knows the situation."

Fisher told the DB he expects to leave after the

second summer session which he will be teaching.

"I have a lot ^f research data," he said. "I'll

probably write for a couple of years.

Fisher has worked mainly with doctoral students

here, and has assisted in research projects and

campus and community work.

Recruitments jr-

He worked with the Minority Student Association

here, "trying to maintain and increase the number of

minority students in all life sciences. There are no

faculty members in the School (of public health)

Recruitment efforts have been made, but they have
not l)een too successful."

Fisher has also been runnmg a doctoral program m
community mental health at the Los Angeles
Community Hospital.

According to Hanible, "There is a lot of support for

Dr. Fisher, not only from the students but from the

faculty. We also have community support to keep Dr.
Fisher.

"This is a very important issue because the school

of public health is trying to^get money to bring more
minority students into the school," Hanible said.

Minorities

There are now 18 blacks and two Chicahos out of a
total enrollment of 300 in the school, he added.
"No sooner we start getting more students in here,

there'll be an even bigger cry to get minority

professors in here," Hanible added. "This is a

conservative field of teaching anyway."

Hanible's efforts to retain Fisher began eight

weeks ago. "We were trying to get the facts. A co-

ordinator between students and faculty helped as a

go-between to see if there were any other reasons

why he was let go besides the expiration of his

reasearch grant. We wanted to get the ad-

ministration point of view," he said.

Hanible hopes to "have student imput in this to get

Fisher's case reviewed. What I hope to do is keep him
for at least another year."

Fisher said of the student drive to retain him, "At
least they'll have an interesting experience."

Symposiuiii commeiiiorates Keni deaihs
By Steve Ainsworth

DB Staff Writer

While 7,000 demonstrators sat in a football stadium

in Washington D.C. yesterday, crowds ranging in

size from 150 to 1000 sat in the Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom here and heard speakers, music and

watched films about the Vietnam war as a pari of a

12 hour symposium.
The symposium, sponsored by the Student

Legislative Council — Teach In Symposium
program, served to conmiemorate the deaths of four

students at Kent State one year ago which triggered

demonstrations across the country.

The flag w^s lowered to half-mast here through the

efforts of two students who contacted Vice Chan-

cellor James Hobson and received administrative

approval.

Two veterans spoke at noon to a crowd of about 200

and descrit)ed the state of the "modem Army" as

they saw it.

David Schulman, a Veteran Against the War, said

the army is deteriorating because the troops do not

support the U.S. policy in Indochina. As evidence of

this, he said drugs are prevalent on army bases, not

only in Vietnam but in the United States also.

Bowie Kuhn to speak
Is baseball really dying? Not according to Bowie

Kuhn, commissioner of baseball, who will speak at

noon today in the Ackerman Union Men's Lounge
under the auspices of the Associated Students'^.

Speakers Program.
Kuhn will discuss the future of professional

baseball, international expansion and the impact
of drugs on sports.

'

What the veterans in Washington are doing is no
surprise. The army is against the war. The army is

slowly but surely grinding down. Nixon is going to

lose his army; he doesn't have to worry about losing

his war," he said.

Barry Romo, a Vietnam veteran and winner of two

bronze stars for valor, said he originally joined the

army out of a sense of patriotism and a desire to help

the Vietnamese people. However, he said, while in

the army he became aware of the dehumanizing

forces in the army which condition troops to see all

Vietnamese as "gooks — the enemy."
He told of his experiences as an intelligence of-

ficer, of personally l)eating prisoners for information

or "other reasons" and of "falsified body counts"

which are used as a basis for promotion.

"My brothers and I have to hear the screams at

night and bear the shame of the things we did in

Vietnam. But if you people don't act to stop the

government, you're just as guilty as I am; you're

just as guilty as Calley or the guy who drops bombs
on Vietnam; you're just as guilty as Nixon," he said.

Six movies concerning the Vietnam war or the

"military-industrial complex" were shown, in-

cluding CBS' controversial documentary, "The

Selling of the Pentagon," which over 800 people at-

tended, and "In the Year of the Pig," which about

1000 people attended:^- ^^— —=^~^

Demonstrations planned for today at the Rand
Corporation, the McDonnell Douglas Corporation,

the Space and Missile Systems Orgartlzation and the

Santa Monica Evening Outlook were announced at

the symposium.
An impromptu rally to protest the ROTC dress

parade scheduled for today was announced and one

woman in the audience responded, "Oh, it's that time

of year again, is it?"

i
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observed by 7,000

in overnight vigil
KENT, Ohio ( AP) — A campus bell tolled seven times yesterday

in memorial services marked by pleas for peace and nonviolent

demonstrations to end the Vietnam war. It tolled the four Kent

State students and two from Jackson State who were killed in

campus protest;^ a year ago.

Quiet fell over the crowd of 7,000 as the bell, used in the past for

Kent State athletic victories, l>egan to sound.

Organizers of the service said the l)ell tolled, too, "for the victims

everywhere of war, hatred and repression."

The ceremonies took place on an area known as the Commons,
where Robert R. White, Kent State president, opening the

ceremonies, said, "After the crack of guns four of us were gone,

and, again, two at Jackson State in Jackson, Miss. — all senselessly

early cruel deaths."

"If there is any one thing which unites us, the desire for a

memorial does just that," White said. "That and a craving for

peace."

After, the services, some 1,500 demonstrating students massed
outside Rockwell Library, which houses ROTC offices, and about 20

campus security officers gathered inside the building and locked its

doors. Some of the pohcemen were equipped with riot helmets and

bullet-proof vests. One small window was broken by a thrown

object, apparently a rock.

Four oak trees and a piece of sculpture were dedicated as

memorials to the slain students.

One of thdise wounded in the confrontation with the National

Guard, Dean Kahler, told the students, "Nonviolence is the only

way to stop the war."

Services began Saturday and end at midnight at the conclusion of

a candlelight vigil at the spots where the four died.

Leaders of a rebel May Day Coalition — their ranks thinned by

the arrests of demonstrators in Washington — announced plans to

test a campus ban against outside speakers.

The university reported up to 5,000 of Kent State's 19,482 students

started the candlelight memorial tribute to their slain classmates

Monday night Only a dozen remained by their candles at daylight

and seven of them huddled in sleeping bags.

A bright crisp spring day killed the glowing effect the candles

gave in the nighttime chill
^

The coalition, which claims to represent 13 leftist organizations,

seeks to abolish a system of campus speakers, to have police

disarmed, removf^ undercover agents from the campus and wants

to have 25 indictitients stemming from last year's disorders con-

demned.
Coalition organizer Ken Johnson said at least 30 members of the

group are among the thousands of persons arrested in Washington,

including Bill Arthrell, Kent student and campus Yippie leader.

Monday night's vigil began at the ^ene of the May 4, 1970 shooting.
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UCLA-TV reviews May 5, 1970
UCLA-TV will broadcast live "May 5, a retrospective . . . builneii at

usual." a student-produced show dealing with the events surrounding last

year's strike, from 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m. today.

Monitors will be located in the Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom,

^erckhoff Hall Patio. Royce Hall and the Gypsy Wagon.

The four-hour show will feature Interviews with key participants in last

year's strike, including vice chancellor David Saxon and police chief

Edward M. Davis.

Other interviews include Peter Ladefoged. linguistics professor

arrested last year and allegedly beaten by Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment officers; Jere King, history professor who was a witness to the

Symcox incident involving alleged undercover agents on campus;

Reynaldo Macias. former head of MECHA which last year staged tw«

raids on Murphy Hall; a represenUtive from ROTC; and an officer fronr

the University police. >

The broadcast will also feature student films, poems, video Upet,

songs and art work.
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Join UCLA's 52Rd BIRTHDAY PARTY

DIAHANN CARROLL
BILL COSBY

with

MIKE CONNORS

ANDY WILLIAMS

plus

THE ESTABLISHMENT
HENRYMANCINI

* Special Honors & Awards To

The UCLA Basketball Team
also

Awards for Distinguished Teaching, Outstanding Seniors,

Alumnus of the Year, University & Community Service, and Professional Achievement

Sunday, AAay 16 8: 00 p.m.

DOROTHY CHANDLER PAVILION — LOS ANGELES MUSIC CENTER

Student Tickets $2.00/Faculty & Staff Tickets $3.75

O Sale at Student Ticket Office In Kerckhoff Hall

and the Concert Ticket Office on Le Conte

« Charter Buses from Campus to the Music Center Will Be Arranged

i

Presented By the UCLA Alumni Association
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Per/offdiscusses Westwood Village development

The high-rise development of

Westwood Village to its present

zoning limits would damage the

campus community, according to

Harvey S. Perloff, dean of the

School of Architecture and Urban

Planning here.

Perloff said high-rise offices

would bring to Westwood both

office workers and executives, who

would compete with students and

faculty for limited housing space.

Less able to afford the housinjg

here, students and faculty would be

forced to liy:e further from campus.

"From many years of planning

experience, and from watching

this kind of development around

the country, it's very clear that our

economic system works very ef-

ficiently in this area — when

supply's limited, and demand
rises, prices rise," Perloff said.

Land Values

He noted residential land values

in Westwood will rise out of an

anticipation of a rising demand by

office workers. The anticipation

helps raise land values and rents,

he said.

Perloff added, "Renting to

students is a risky enterprise.

First, they come and go. And they

do happen to have more vigor — to

move in and out and make noise

and so on. Nobody wants to rent to

students if they can't."

When students, faculty and staff

are forced to live far from campus

without the benefit of good trans-

i

"March For Education" Committee. 414 13th Street. Suite 600. Oakland, California 94612 (415) 893 0260

Co-Sponsors and

Coordinators:

Marjorie Green for

American Federation of State.

County and Municipal Employees,

AFL CIO

Mane Whipp for

California Federation of Teachers,

AFT. AFL CIO

John Jeffery for

Public Workers Committee,

California Council.

Service Employees International

Union. AFL CIO ^

Frank Moitoza. Jr./of

Transport Workers Union.

AFL-CIO

Statewide Coordinator.

James Gallagher

California Federation of Teachers.

AFT, AFL-CIO

Endorsed by:*

California Labor Federation.

AFL-CIO

Ia>s Angeles Omntv
Fcderafiim < >/ Ijibi pr. AFL CIO

Calif State Building &
Construction Trades
Counsel. AFI^CIO

International Longshoremen's <&

Warehousemen's Union^ Local 10

United Teachers of Los Angeles

AFT CTA

^Partial listing

gOKki}7\3

AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL STUDEnVs. STAFF. AND FACULTY

On Saturday. May 15. 1971. the faculty and non academic employees of the University

of California will join with teachers, parents, and students and other concerned

California citizens in a march on the State Capitol in Sacramento. We do so to protest

the political attacks, the fiscal cutbacks, and unfair taxation which are eroding Cali-

fornia's ability to provide a decent educational system for its people. We do so in a

"March for Education."

As faculty and non academic employees we have seen the Reagan Administration and its

legislative supporters visit the most dismal conditions on the state university and college

system in its history. Under the guise of economy moves, academic and non academic

Ixjdgets of every campus have been "cut to the bone." And then cut again and again^

As a result and while loopholes in state tax laws allow-giant corporations, oil interests

and others to escape hundreds of millions of dollars in taxes each year, tens of thousands

of qualified young people are now being denied entrance into higher educatfon. Tuition

and astronomical fees have replaced the democratic tradition of a free college education.

Academic programs have been curtailed or eliminated; teaching loads increased as teach

ing assistant and research positions have been slashed. Library and laboratory funding has

suffered drastically. Vital support services provided. by non academic staff are eliminated

or reduced while layoffs and hiring freezes effect an intolerable speed up for those in

these positions. And still other cutbacks are threatened!

In marching on Sacramento we are demanding of Governor Reagan and the Legislature

that the dynamics of the past four years be reversed.

Specifically WE DEMAND:
i

"T Adequate financing for public education at all levels.

2. Collective bargaining — For teachers, classified personnel, non-

academic staff, and all other public employees.

3. Fair and reasonable tax reforms to support these expenditures

t)ased upon the ability to pay.

4.^ State aid to educational institutions implementing affirmative

action, minority hiring and school integration programs.

5. The restoration of all staff cutbacks at all levels of education

in California. ^

6. The elimination of all tuition.

uc^t

7. Preservation and strengthening of the present tenure laws and

due process for all public employees.

It is our hope that we will be able to count on the united effort of all students,

faculty and staff in making the "March for Education" the most mammoth educational

"lobbying" effort in California's history. The march will form at 1 1 00 A.M. between
3rd & 4th Streets on Capitol Mall in Sacramento. We will then march to the steps of the
CapNtol and hold a mass rally.

If vou are a member of a campus or community orgar^izatton, ask them to endorse this ifTH>ortant
derTx>n$tration and to send a delegation to Sacramento. If you wish further information, contact the
"March for Education" office or one of the foiiow/ing campus representatives

Am«ri(an Federation ol S»at».

County ar>d Muoicipol Employ eet

AFl CIO. Coordinotof

4^3 ?3S0 i:i3»

Prot Petei Lodeloged
United Pr^lessort o< Col'trim.n

CFI-AFT. Coordinolor

AFI-CIO
B?t, I0«,4 i?l3|

Ed Brnirude

Service Empioyeei Iniernationol

Union. Af I-CIO.
Coordinotof

387 1388 (2131

••itj.
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port, they're discouraged from
using the library, attending night
classes, concerts, and other
cultural activities, Perloff stated

Problems
"The University functions best

when it is a community. UCLA will

become badly hurt (if Westwood
goes all high-rise). It already

suffers seriously. People rush off to

beat the traffic rather than stay for

evening activities," he said

Perloff favors improved trans-

port services to concentrations of

student apartments off-campus

But he said even good service can
be hampered by a mounting
Westwood traffic problem. High-

rise buildings generate great
numbers of cars at rush-hour

- ~ Zoning

At present, the zoning in West-

wood Village allows a property

owner to build to 10 times the area

of his lot. A community plan drawn,

by the Los Angeles City Planning

Department and community
groups recommends a rollback in

this zoning limit to three times the

area of the lot. i

The Westwood Plan took about a

year to draw up, and went before

public hearings last January. The

City Planning Commission will

soon conduct more public hearings

on it before the City Council rejects

or passes its provisions into law

E>ean Perloff has been serving on

an administrative committee that

'

has been exploring the Univer-

sity's position on the plan. Vice

chancellor James Hoteon heads

the committee. Perloff personally

favors the rollback.

"The University is one of

Southern California's most im-„

portant resources ... it would be

very damaging to us if we turn this

(Westwood) into a very com-

mercial high-rise kind of

development," Perloff said.

V, :
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leads the Los Angeles

Philharmonic in adventures

for the curious ear.

toWTEAAPOTI
Thursday, May 6 8:30

Gertiard Samuel

Sunday, May 9 8:30

Tickets $2-$6, Music Center Box

Office, 626-7211, most agencies.

Students $2 best available seat

MUSIC aNTtK
AHMANSON
FHFATRE
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Unsigned editorials represent a ma|ority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boor^

DB Editorial

May
One year ago today, there was a demonstration

here.

Two hundred officers of the Los Angeles Police

Department were called onto campus and arrested 74

persons on a variety of charges ranging from

**failure to disperse" to **battery on a poUce officer.'*

We are told that in the year which has followed

students have become somehow mellowed — indeed

perhaps immune — to the conditions which oc-

cassioned the May 5 demonstrations here and on

other campuses. Professors tell reporters from mass
circulation miagazines that it has become a pleasure

to teach class again ; now that students have settled

back and are rediscovering wine and Romance.

In our May 6 edition last year, we said **They (the

demonstrators) were angry because every day

America seems to become more callous, more
ruthless, and they were frustrated because there is

nothing they can do about it.''

The professional pundits who diagnose the so-

called "spring mood" on campuses as the natural

result of returned confidence could not be more
wrong when they attribute the present quiet to joy.

If anything in the last year, the American system

has manifested itself more cruelly and more
ruthlessly by withdrawing troops while stepping up

the bombing of Vietnamese, in its praise of Galley as

a national hero, in its applause for those who lash out

against imagined legions of '^welfare bums." In-

creasingly, students have realised that they are not

the only sector of American society which is

powerless to effect that society ; for the spiral of

unemployment and economic depression is now a

fact of American life among the previously secure

'^silent majority." _____
If we demonstrate, our brothers and sisters are

shot, while "our leaders" praise the pohce for then-

restraint. If we are allowed a shce of governance —
the Berkeley elections — we are denounced as a

'^communist element."
At this May 5, students are asking "what's the

point," an attitude which may have ominous

repercussions for America's future. __

—
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May 5: How they handled it on paper

By Edward Schumacher
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The special campus commission's report on the

disturbances of last May 5 has been called ** fairly

accurate" yet **imbalanced" by Chancellor

Charles E. Young. Clearly, the more unbalanced

aspeict of these events is the lack of police attitude

to get at what actually happened — and a faltering

attempt by the University.

The area commanderRay Ruddell, in charge of

the May 5 operation, says there will be no in-

vestigation of complaints against police in-

justices ; his stated reason is that there are *'only a

few" names of witnesses with complaints cited in

the report (quote from a January Daily Bruin).

Ruddell charges the report with containing "a

great deal of hearsay and generalization." Then

he says, "I personally think we stopped your

campus from being burned down that day. Our

team did a good job.*'

Good job?

Briefly, what a ''good job" is to the area com-

mander is phrased quite differently by a com-

mission composed of a law student, a law

professor, a former ASUCLA student body

president, a University librarian, an assistant to

the Chancellor, and an associate dean: "In-

dividual officers physically attacked many in-

nocent persons, inflicting many injuries, some
very serious.

Likewise they invaded two buildings, Campbell

Hall and the University Research Library, for no

useful purpose whatsoever. The pattern of attack

and arrest was discriminatory: the long hairs, the

Blacks, the Mexican Americans, the Asian

Americans, and American Indians were prime

targets; there was one illustration of Anti-

semitism."

By Ruddell's reasoning then there are two ways

to view this discussion of what he calls **a good

job," that seem more reasonable than many other

alternate ways.

Either invading University buildings for no

useful purpose and discriminatory attacks and

arrests are aspects of a good tactical police effort

or the members of the board are some sorts of

subversives in a conspiracy against the LAPD. Of

course there are other alternatives. One is that

both Ruddell's 'good job " attitude and the

commission's "purposeless invasion/discrimin-

atory arrest" attitude are imprecise descriptions.

Dilemma
The dilenuna is now a bit clearer The groups

involved — a University commission and

spokesman for the pohce tend to see themselves as

two sides of an argument: who is more responsible

for the tragedies of the fifth Once this adoption ol

roles takes place it is difficult for each "side" to

ignore their role in their decision-making. So we

get "two sides" rather than the complete picture.

A recommendation seems in order. Get the

police spokesman, the University commission and

bring them together. But don't just throw two

sides into a room. Add community spokesman

And add the attitude that you can't find the

complete description - and certainly not the entire

explanation - of the events of May 5 by thinking in

adversary terms.

Rather, see the situation as one involving many

•sides" Seek to create a hierarchy of per

spectives . . . each having its position in virtue of

the specific situation of May 5.

Where we are May 5, 1971
April 30, 1970 — Nixon sends

troops 'm\» Cambodia. "'^
T^Z

May 1 — Three hundred or so

UCLA students march up to

Chancellor Young's office with a

list of demands. Young says that he

has no power to change things.

Everybody goes home.
May 4 — Four white college

students at Kent State are shot.

May 5 — UCLA riots.

UCLA students were pissed last

May not because of the injustice of

Cambodia but instead because the

oppression that comes down
against Vietnamese, Blacks,

Chicanos, Cambodians, Laotians

and other third world people was
actually coming down on their own
type — white college students. The

May 5 riot was an angry response

to Kent state, not the Cambodian

invasion. If it was about Cambodia

the response would have been on

May 1.

The UCLA strike failed last year

because no more white college

students were shot down. Tlje real

issues-the trike demandjJin end

to the war and the oppi^ion at

home (no more complicity with the

war machine, increased EOP
funding, freedom of political

prisoners) — were not dealt with in

an active way. As soon as it

became apparent that white

students were no longer going to be

killed most people lost their

political fervor and went back to

class while the war went on.

Now, a year later, none of the

demands of last year's strike have

been met.

The Army recruiter was on

campus last week, despite the fact

that students voted in last year's

referendum to stop all University

war-related research and com-

plicity. He was interviewing people

for Officer Candidate's School,

which, in 14 weeks, trains college

graduates to become "leaders of

men" by placing them in

assimilated combat situations In

other words, training them to kill.

As a group, the People for Peace

and Justice felt that the Army
shfHild not be allowed to continue

.... ,^ -. .. i.e .
many My

weapons (shrapnel bombs
designed not to destroy property

but only people) on the people of

Vietnam.

We should not be here just to

make peace in Vietnam. Even if,

through some miracle, all of our

land and air troops were pulled out,

it would not stop the oppression of

the Vietnamese, Blacks, Chicanos,

Indians, other third wortd peoples

and the poor, for the nature of this

oppression is economic and
political, not mihtary.

We are in Vietnam not for moral

reasons — the preservance of

democratic government (the

Thieu-Ky-Khiem is not

democratic, it's a military

government). We are there

because of the economics of the

situation: the Southeast Asian

offshore oil deposit is said to be the

largest in the world, the defense

industry keeps American
economics alive by employing

hundreds of thousands and that

same industry is fed by the

profitable American owned cop-

per, tin, nitrate and coal mines in

Latin America.
Use-a-war

The American politial economic

system needs this war, just as it

needs to own the resources of other

countries, thereby living off the

work of the laborers in those

countries. The type of change

needed is not just pulling the troops

out of Vietnam, but pulling

American economic control out of

much of the world, too.

The only way to stop the war

machine is to confront it on all

levels. We decided to attempt to

prevent the Army from recruiting

at UCLA We blocked the en-

trances to the placement center

trying to stop only those who
wanted to talk to the Army
There has been criticism con-

cerning our actions. (See the Daily

Bruin, April 26.) One criticism is

that we violated the students'

"freedom of choice" We cannot

stand back idly and allow the Army
machine to function as it kills our

Vietnamese brothers and sisters

No one has the right to become part

1956 and 1964 elections that were

never held and the bombs that are

landing in their villages right now.

Another criticism is that

demonstrations for peace should

not be violent because that would

be a contradiction-how can you

stop violence with violence?

First, the demonstrations last

week were not "violent" or

militant — sit-ins and blocking

doorws^ys were tactics used by

Martin Luther King in the Civil

Rights Movement.
Violence,, however, is a

necessary tactic. For years we
have been marching peacefully in

the streets and singing songs and

for years Vietnamese and

Americans have been dying. We do

not choose how changes are made,

that is impressed upon us by those

who are now in power. The

medium of change at this time is

politics and the politics of this

country, when it comes down to it,

are violent.

If that was not so, peace marches

would t>e successful. We must

resort to any means that will be

productive. We don't look forward

to a fight but we're left with no

choice, as proven by Nixon's lack

of reaction to the peace movement
~ his invasion of Cambodia, Laos

and escalation of the air war.

_ Easy
It's very easy for a student at

UCLA, who is not being im-

mediately oppressed by the war

machine, to say we can't fight

violence with violence-that we

must Uke the slower peaceful

route Tell that to the Vietnamese

mother whose child has just been

bom deformed due to herbicides

being dropped around her and

entering her blood-stream.

Just last spring, when it looked

like the oppression was coming

home, UCLA students rioted

against ROTC in the men's gym
(On the referendum last year,

UCLA voted to get rid of ROTC it

is still here) Now. that things are

cool again, we hear pleas for

nonviolence It hasn't worked to

change the system in the past and

it won't work in tt '

THE POOR WHITE

l^i's (as described in the Winter

Soldier investigations), dropping

seven and one half ton boml)s,

herbicides, napalm, a nti-personnel

of that machine.
Argument?

The Vietnamese have no

freedom of choice as proven by the

une cniiclsm suggc5te<i tnat "s^

make our voices heard with the 18

year old vote Who are we goin^ tn

(Continued on Pa^^ b.
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Butter Up a
faster tan with

Coppertone

Illi

Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and

cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That's

why more people butter up with Coppertone Tanning

Butter than any other. _
Coppertone Tanning Butter. One ofJH- great

tanning products by Coppertone.

A product of Plough, Inc.
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Letters to the Editor

'Racism is evil'
Editor:

Radical leftist revoluUonaries

oppose racism because it is evil.

People should and must be judged

on matters open to their choice:

i.e. on what they say and what they

do, not on matters beyond their

control such as race. Relative to

the issue of whether and how a

person thinks, skin color is

unimportant.

Blacks. Chicanos, Orientals,

Indians and whites are (or should

t)e) sick and Ured of the way the

race issue is exploited for the

selfless, self-destructive, self-

sacrificial purposes of a handful of

racist, fascist, power-humgry
punks who pose as spokesmen for

••The People" (yet who, of course,

would not dare include their own
^Ives in that mass), who ruin the

reputation of radicalism and who
degrade the Revolution. In the

name of hberty, not power, vicUm-

followers should reject their kind

of "leadership."

Racist organizations, such as

MECHA and Uie BSU, should be

abolished.

You, as an individual, are the

smallest and most frequently

harassed •'minority." Be your own
leader! Lead your self! Identify

with and be loyal to your own self

first and urge others to identify

with and be loyal to their own
selves first. Use your own mind
and your own judgment, not those

of a ••Leader." Take pride in and
responsibility for, your own
thoughts and acUons.

You have an absolute right to

live, a right that is not dependent

upon permission from any group.

Assert it!

May you have what you want.

For the Liberation of Man!
Rob Myers, A.B.

Poster
Editor:

There is displayed in the Art
Store of the Student Union a poster

that is gross, offensive, disgusting

and that is degrading to women.
The scene is of a men's bathroom
with three urinals, one of which is

being ••liberated" by a ••hip

chick." This display is not

humorous, contrary to what I was

told by the male Art Store
manager.
The anachronism of a woman

using a urinal connects the
Women's Liberation Movement
with Freudian implications of
'•penis envy," also that women in

the movement ••want to be like

men." Such relationships and
damaging stereotypes are plainly

false. Cultural contempt for

women and these enshrined
Freudian myths must be opposed
in all forms.

I encourage all women who have
any sense of respect and dignity for

themselves to protest the sale of

this poster.

Maureen Gamba

Brothers
Editor:

Where are my brothers who have
been lain to rest by the effects of

warfare? The bullets, shrapnel and
bombs have stamped out their

lives.

Where are my brothers (like the

buffalo) whose freedom has been

wiped out? They are being

slaughtered for self-determination

of a people, (a self-determination)

which they do not have at home.

Died Buffalo Soldiers Died!
] __

Where are my brothers whose

manhood is not realized due to the

barrage of racism, injustice and

inequality?

Where are my brothers who are

echoing the ring of a cracked

liberty bell , . . Free-doomed,

Free-doomed, Free-doomed? To be

sure, we are doomed if we continue

to sacrifice our brothers.

The „ reverberation of freedom

will have to awaken America 's~

conscious. Wake up America, fof

your torch of Freedom is flicking

out. The fuel, which permitted the

light of freedom to glow brilliantly,

is being extinguished by the blood

of our brothers.

Where are our brothers who dare

to whisper, to voice, to shout, to

scream: STOP the war! STOP
racism! STOP inJusUce! STOP
inequality!? Our brothers are

dying.

Will you continue to let the war.

foreign and domestic, kill our

brothers?
Roy Moore

Senior, Sociology

THE

mAiCTUEED
COW

afteiDOP.^

2 to 5

weekdays *^«

Have a free, ''^dessert of
the week** with any
hamburger.

Beer 20 it

Pitchers 75<t:

Wine
Coolers 40(1'

939 Broxton ~ W*ttwood
473-2301 i
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'Bridge t/ie Gap ' with communication
Editor:

Some people are really weird. I

met a successful businessman a

few weeks ago. We were discussing

the Indochina War, both of us

agreeing it was savagely immoral

and thus an utter fiasco. However,

there was a minor area of

disagreement. He sincerely felt the

war was an evil, but a necessary

evil, his reason being the United

States had to fight a war in order to

save the American economy from

collapse. His priority system

ranked our economy over

morality.

Other people I have met, in-

cludinggrange Countyites and

Bel-Air liberals, suffer from the

delusion that daily riots occur on

the UCLA campus. Their view of

the University is one of a garrison-

state under constant siege. When I

report to them that UCLA is one of

the more conservative campuses

in California, they balk in disbelief.

No wonder Reagan was re-elected

and all University bond issues are

roundly defeated.

Other people I have talked with

also had some "different" ideas.

Some were logical, others total

misconceptions. But in each case,

their personal reasons for their

stand on any issue seem, at least to

them, to be logical.

This is the foremost reason why

a program of student-community

discussion is so vital. If a com-

munity member who holds a

certain opinion never is confronted

with a logical opposing view,

he/she will never be forced to

examine his premises or con-

clusion. He will remain sheltered

and probably will continue to hold

his uncontested attitude and to act

according to it.

This goes for students, too. This

ivory tower of consensus liberal-

, radicalism stultifies one's thinking

process. We never get the chance

to be opposed, to be forced to

defend our ideas. This is the func-

tion served by a program of

student-community discussion. It

can l)e an effective vehicle for

change—and the change is not

always restricted to the "other

guys."

Too often, I think, we students

ignore the voting public as basic

dolts, incapable of change. It's

very easy to mollify our con-
sciences with this attitude: "Why
should I waste my time talking to

them. They wouldn't listen anyway
or if they did, they wouldn't un-

derstand." This attitude
works—granted. You are thus

convinced of communication's
futility.

But is it true? Have you ever
tried it in a setting specifically

designed for communication—in a
situation where both students and
community members come
together prepared and willing to

discuss?

If you haven't, you might find it

rewarding (or at least you might
confirm by actual experience your *

original feeling about the public.)

If you think you might be in-

terested in participating in un-

structured discussions at your

convenience, call Bridge the Gap
at 478-0901. Come and meet some
"red-blooded Americans."

system of Jefferson and
Washington and I had wished

fervently to see my government
correct ttn^^se wrongs, but I am
saddened 'to say my country has

failed.

Due to the events and conditions

of the past few months, my
association with the military and
my conscience are no longer

compatible. After long and
thoughtful deliberation I have
decided to separate myself from
the Army I have served for nearly

five years. I can no longer view the

military as a service, but rather I

see it as an arm of the evil that is

overtaking my beloved homeland.

I leavetheii:S Army with a heavy

heart.

• Three major events have dic-

tated this action. It is not however

just these three events that have

brought me to this decision; it is

the conditions that could allow

these three incidents to have

happened at all that is most
ee dilturbing.

Resignation

Mr. President:

It grieves me more than I can

express to have to write this letter,

but my conscience leaves me no

alternative. I had hoped in the very

deepest portions of my soul that

my country and my army would

find some way to vindicate

themselves and to make suitable

amends for the wrongs we have

brought upon the people of Viet-

nam, our own people here in the

United States an4 the insults we
have delivered upon the highest

laws of our land. I had faith in the

PaulGustee ^^^
^ irst, last year at this time five

^ (sic) young Americans were killed

at K^nt State University with, as

far as I can see, no real

justification.

Next, a single young man with

whom I can feel much empathy,

has been made to carry the entire

burden of the atrocity that is the

Vietnam war. Lt. Galley may be

guilty of a war crime, but he is not

alone. For Lt. Galley to be the

sacrificial goat for our collective

crime is an injustice of the greatest

magnitude.

Finally, this week several

hundred of my fellow Vietnam war
veterans attempted to exercise

their rights as citizens to petition

their government. It was not

enough that many of their

representatives, their courts and
their President ignored their pleas,

but many of them were accosted,

arrested and incarcerated. They
dared to exercise their rights that

the law protects, but because some
hoary juror of the Supreme Court

felt insulted they were carted

away 1 feel that they ignored his

ill-advised order not bi&cause it was
legally incorrect, but because it

was morally unsound.

To l)e sure, there have been other

events lately that have disturbed

me, such as the harrassment by

our government of a doctor in

Denver who takes his Hippocratic

Oath seriously. 1 wish there were
more like him. But these three,

however, are the ones that have

struck home most with me.

When a government, or a legal

system ceases to be governed by

the higher moral laws of decency

and humanity and governs solely

by blind obedience to man-made
wi;;itten law, it no longer governs in

the best interest of the people.

When a state enthrones the written

law and places it above what is felt

in the heart, that country is a slave

that has wrought its own chains. I

can no longer stand idly by and

watch this country enslave itself.

I have served this nation as a

soldier for three years on active

duty, one of which was a rifle

platoon leader in the Republic of

South Vietnam and over one in the

California National Guard during

which time I have been called-up

for earthquakes, fires and riots.

During this time I have acquired

certain awards I wish now to turn

them back to you as my com-

mander in chief and to ask for

immediate releases from the

military and my commission as a

1st Lieutenant of Infantry

I have also sent a copy of this

request to Governor Reagan who is

my state commander. Please find

enclosed with this letter the

following:

the Combat Infantryman's

Badge
the Bronze Star with two Oak

Leaf Clusters

the Air Medal
the National Defense Service

Medal
the Vietnam Campaign Medal

the Vietnamese Service Medal

the Vietnamese Cross of

Gallantry

the Airborne Badge
my commission as an officer in

the U.S. Army and in the California

National Guard along with rank

designation and insignia —
my pride in my country. «-

Frederick B.K. Rovner

Coffee

Editor:

Open letter to ASUCLA
executive director Donald Fin-

dley:

As an over-worked, under-paid

California taxpayer, and in view of

the serious cutbacks now taking

place in the fiekl of education at

UCLA, I should like to ask one

simple question:

Does the decision to raise the

price of coffee by five cents

warrant a $30,000 a year

executive?

I hope to see your answer in

these columns shortly.

Mark Baker

'(Paid Advertisement)

VOTE
ASUCLA — I

UNDERGRADUATE
^-—PRIMARY -

I'

m

»iMitf«.'Cafl. in •rrfir'4i;iiiliiv:

^
ELECTIONS
May 3, 4, 5

9-5 -
sponsored by SLC

ASUCLA CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION of Student Legislative Council

presents another in its series of FREE NOON CONCERTS

featuring ...

THE WEST LOS ANGELES JAZZ -ROCK ENSEMBLE
loith Gary Gray . Saxophone & Flute Lee KaUman . . .

Trumpel

Larry Bunker . . . Drums Barry Zweig . .
Guitar

TomHensley . . . Piano Jim Huqhart . . . Electric Bass

THURSDAY, MAY 6 — Kerckhoff Hall Patio (just west of Moore Hall)

FFFE NOON FREE F FIfFE Nf ^ 1; ft t ^. 1%

••••*••«***»•
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Referendum: kill the Empire May 5, 1971 ..

.

The big businessmen of the United States have an

empire. This empire extends all over the earth. It is

the largest and most powerful empire in history. Two

thirds of the people of the world, including almost all

the inhabitants of the United States itself, are en-

slaved by this empire. The enslavement has reached

such a high degree of oppression that large numbers

of slaves are beginning to starve to death. Rather

than die of starvation, the slaves are rebelling. They

are rebelling against their U.S. slavemasters in

Indochina, in South Africa, in Watts and in a hundred

other places all over the earth.

The U.S. businessmen understand that if these

rebellions succeed, they will losj^their empire. They

therefore send their imperial armies all over the

world to put down the rebellions. They also train

armies on the spot, made up of inhabitants of those

same countries they are enslaving. They are able to

raise these armies and move them all over the world

because they control the governments of those whom
they have enslaved, including the U.S. government.

In exact figures, there are 3.5 million individuals in

the U.S. military alone. About 1.5 million of these

individuals are defending U.S. imperialism abroad,

stationed at about 2700 U.S. military bases.

Last year, thie US businessmen compelled the

U.S. government to spend eight billion dollars on

arming and training foreign troops to try to hold

down the rebellions in their own countries. These

efforts to curtail the rebellion are failing, and this

year the U.S. imperialists will be obliged to spend

even more money to save their disintegrating em-
pire.

Although the military is not the only means by

which the U.S. imperialists attempt to keep their

. slaves in line, it is clear that when the other means —
namely economic and political — have failed, the

imperialists must resort to brute force to prevent

their slaves from gaining freedom*>. _
In this sense, the American empire is pretty much

like all the other empires that have ever existed. It

differs from the others in one important sense,

though: it is much more complicated than they were,

and depends to a great extent on machines. The U.S.

imperialists therefore need skilled people for their

armies. They need people who can make and run

computers, missiles, radar systems, nuclear sub-

marines, aircraft carriers, supersonic jets, infra-red

anti-personnel detectors and hundreds of thousands
of other complex machines and systems.

The imperialists train their army of skilled troops

in the high schools and universities. This is the

significance of the ROTC program that is run
throughout the country. For consider: right now, 45

per cent of all Army officers on active duty are ROTC
graduates. Sixty-five per cent of first lieutenanjts and
85 per cent of second lieutenants received their

training in the ROTC program.

Had the military been obliged to provide these

individuals with the equivalent of a higher education

on top of the military education they were already

provided, billions of dollars would have been

required. There would have to be a whole system of

military universities parallel to the civihan

universities now in existence. It is obvious to the

imperialists that it is much more efficient to merge

the two, and the presence of an extensive ROTC
program in the American university system is one of

the instances of the merger.

But the imperialists do not stop there, of course.

Having an army of educated people to run their war

machines is not enough. They must have an army of

educated people to design those machines. They

must have electrical engineers to design the missile

guidance systems. They must have mechanical

engineers to design the aircraft carriers. They must

have chemists to design the chemical and biological

weapons. And these, too, are trained in the univer-

sities. These, too, do their research in the imiversity.

According the the National Science Foundation,

close to 75 per cent of all scientists and engineers now
working are engaged in some sort of military

project. Also, more than 90 per cent of those engaged

in purely theoretical research are either employed
full-time at the universities or spend a considerable

fraction of their time there.

The universities, like the government and mihtary,

are merely the instruments of the imperialists. The
imperialists themselves sit on the boards of Regents
and governors of the universities and control every

significant aspect of their operation. What is good for

imperialism is good for the universities.

It is not just that the imperialists decide the

University's research policy. It is not just that they

decide its business policy. They also decide hiring

policy, admissions policy and curriculum policy.

The courses offered at a university are essentially

designed to train technicians for the imperialists'

industrial operation, just as the ROTC program is

designed to train technicians for the imperialists'

military operation. The whole University population,

thus, is simply the technical staff of imperialism.

University personnel can be viewed as the enslaved

brain of the imperial octopus.

Whether one is a dean, a busboy in the Terrace
Room, an ROTC instructor, a physics un-

dergraduate, a chambermaid in Sproul Hall or a
research assistant in aeronatical engineering, one is

the serf of Edwin Pauley and Edward Carter. As long

as there is imperialism, everyone within the

university will continue to be its slave.

On the referendum vote. Vote to end slavery, to

stop the empire, and vote to end our complicity with
imperialist projects, such as Vietnam, by voting to

end ROTC.
iraSohn

UCLA Student CommiMee for the Arts presents

THE FILMMAKER (f
IN RESIDENCE

STAIM

Imagine a vy^orJd alive with incomprehensible objects and shimmering with an
endless variety of movement and innumerable gradations of color. Imagine a
world before the "beginning was the word" . . . How many colors are there
in a field of gross to the crawling baby unaware of "Green" . . . My Eye-
Camera Eye . . . Stan Brakhage

TODAY; 2-4

8-10

TMURS., MAY 6, 3-5

8-10

Introduction of Stan Brakhage- Discussion & Refreshments
Upstairs Lounge, KerkchoH Hall

Workshop with films & lecture - Melnitz 1422

Workshop with films & lecture - Knudsen 1240B

Workshop with films & lecture Buenos Ayres Room

(Continued from Page 5)

vote for? McGovern, Muskie,

Kennedy, McCloskey??
They may get us out of Vietnam,

but that certainly won't change the

racism and oppression that is

inherent to the American
economic-political system. Do any

of these people say anything about

stopping the practice of letting

American corporations own other

country's resources: Vietnamese

oil, Latin American fruit, African

mineral mines and on and on? It is

that practice that got us and keeps

us in Vietnam and their is no

reason why it won't get us into

other conflicts.

If there is to be some actions

done here at UCLA this spring, and

if they are to be meaningful, they
must break out of the liberal mold
for American politics can bend
enough to include liberal
demonstrations in the same
system that bombs Vietnamese, as
it has done for the last eight years

If we go out on strike again, do t

expect it to end the Avar. It won't
The only thing that will end the war
and change this country is day to

day activity at schools, in the
community, at work, on the streets

and ih the underground.
If you don't care enough to work

hard to effect change^hen you can
understand why people get violent

Jan Palchikoff

Tom Hendel.

People for Peace and Justice

Letters to the Editor

Do we baby doctors?
Editor:

I have observed for some time

now that every day, a quantity of

Daily Bruins are dropped off at the

Medical School office. Presumably
this is for the convenience of

medical students who are, no

doubt, a busy lot. But many of us

are busy. I have seen no such

bundle of papers at the Nursing

School office across the hall.

Could it be that someone in your

circulation department is a male
chauvinist pig? It is interesting

that a paper such as yours, which
spends so much time decrying

inequality, should be reinforcing a

sense of privilege and superiority

among members of the medical

community. Your actions are
training future doctors to expect

preferred treatment. If you mean
what you say, it's time you
changed your ways.

_ .. „ Jdark Kleiman

stress of the Terrace Room do not

need the additional pressure of

being a captive audience for a
closed-circuit TV program.

In the absence of more suitable

space for such activity in one of the

lounges or other rooms in the

Student Union, I suggest that

ASUCLA Director Findley's office

would make an admirable viewing

room for those who desire to spend

their lunch hour watching the tube

David G. Epstein

Anthropology
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Editor;

Those of us who subject our-

selves to the culinary and crowding

write US?

HILLEL COUNCIL
900 Hiigard Avenire

47HS31

NATIONWibE FAST FOR FREEDOM
For Soviet Jews ptJanss Steps v^ith Allen Sherman,
Tom Bradley, and Alphonso Bell. Noon May 1 1

^SHABBATON
Shabbat dinner 6:15

Members $1.50, non-members $2.50

Shabbat Services 8:15

Guest Speaker: Rabbi William Cutter. Topic: "New
Modes of Jewish Education". Continue with us for a

Shabbaton theme "Soviet Jewry". Services, Panel with

Zev Yaroslavsky, Jay Bender-JRC, and Rabbi David

Berner. Cost $5.00. Reservations dre necessary by

May 5.

HILLEL ALL CITY PICNIC
May 9 North Hollywood Park

on the Magnolia St. side of the park. 12:00 — 5:00

Bring your lunch

FRL, MAY 7, 8 PM
Recreation Center

MAJOR SCREENING - Dickson Auditorium

M^.
^^v^^^ ,

*

.-. .-. i

COMPUTER DANCE
May 15 8:30

URC Auditorium, members $ 1 .00, non-members $2.00

Come to Hlllel for the Computer form and ri^turn It

by May 6

HILLEL COUNCIL ELECTIONS
.ai.

at Hlllel
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OrTDffing thrPeriphery of Pop7pt74
With John Lennon singing "the dream is over" and the realization of

the Altamont disaster still sinking in, it has been said that the Woodstock

generation has lost its innocence and has awakened to the potential

horror within itself, and ttie illusion of superiority it carried has begun to

break down. FdrFrank 2^ppa, even the early days of the flower children

signalled the phoniness, the inevitable emptiness, the nightmare that was

a dream. The dream from the start was filled with illusion, and while the

media praised the peaceful sentiments of the new consciousness, Zappa

saw the repeated mistakes and false hipness, and in the distance,, some

hope. The Mothers of Invention, founded in 1965, became under Zappa's

guiding hand (in one critic's words) pop's Ugly Remindjpr, and the

recordings of the group reflected their leader's obsession with breaking

through to an audience still in musical and menta|immaturity

.

Frank Zappa has turned out ten albums over the last six years, and

each of them attempts to tackle the problems of society, obviously no

small task. His music t)ecame simultaneous attacks on adult hypocrisy

and youthful follies, the music business itself and the poor musical taste

of the audience Zappa tried desperately to reach. His mission was to

expand the musical awareness of his listeners (or, more properly, those

who refused to listen) and generally wake them up to themselves, to end

the dreaming.

It must be understood at the outset that Zappa was rarely subtle in his

jibes, and as his anger mounted he became more direct and accusing.

Pop music tried to ignore the madman with the wild eyes and strange

beard but his probings only became more forceful and a place was finally

conceded him, but perhaps still unwillingly.

Zappa gathered around him some of the finest musicians available,

musicians who could execute his complex musical plans both on stage

Frank

Zappa

*

IS

tlie

Mother

of '

Invention

Mark Leviton

and in the studio. Zappa, raised in Lancaster, California in the midst of

the El Monte Legion Stadium brand of greasy music, developed tastes

that left him a loner in high school (except for a few weirdos like Don Van

Vliet who shared his interests in twentieth century progressive music of

all kinds). Young Frank read the 1929-vintage Counterpoint Strict and

Free by H. A. Clarke. On the second page it cautioned against use of

certain progressions, so Frank played them, said "Great!" and read no

further. (Those progressions were used frequenUy by Igor Stravinsky,

who Frank thinks also saw them forbidden in a counterpoint book.

)

Frank's music, as it developed, was hard to handle - it fluttered in and

out of idioms, and the blend as played by the Mothers was >mn^ediately

entrancing to some, immediately abhorrent to others. The rock and ro^

world, after a decade of three chord songs and Chuck Berry riffs, was not

ready for a dip into Stravinsky, Cage, Coltrane or Varese, but Y ranK

continued to serve up his incredibly advanced ideas, couched in tne

masters' traditions. ^^ ^ „ ^^.
It is worth mentioning that labels do not readily adhere to /kappas

music but for the sake of convenience, words like "jazz" or classical

are most nearly applicable realizing the fluidity of such terms in h ranx s

work.

Each of his albums contains what might be considered classical piec^.

perhaps easily identifiable as the work of a self-taught novice, but siiii

exciting to a tiny group of followers. Lumpy Gravy ^^^'^^/^^,,}''

billed as "a curiously inconsistent piece that started out as a Pallet tnai

probably dh Pit, "was the epitome of Zappa's 1967 style A

of musical st.n jokes and conversations on phflosophy,
^^'J'^'^

Gravy" is a most difficult piece to follow. Many of the studio musicians

hired could not handle the freedom of improvisation Zappa ^emanaea

and the result is indeed an "inconsistent " work The two main orchesirai

themes, however, are of truly symphonic proportions, and survived to

find spots in Zappa's first majbr serious "classical" work, "200 Motels,"

part of which had its world premiere in Pauley Pavilion last year. Since

then the piece has grown into a monster oratorio and a fllm, with 2appa

instantly adding to its already- formidable size.

As Zappa developed after 1967, his work became more concerned with

pblyrhythm, structured improvisation, elaborate counterpoint, in-

strumental effects and the use of electronics to execute his musicaj ideas.

Over-tracking allowed his multi-talented musicians (three members of

the group play 25 different instruments combined) to descrit)e innovative

musical curves which Zappa attempted to integrate into usual con-

ceptions of rock and roll. Surprisingly, the results are consistently good,

and several of the pieces are semi-ignored masterpieces of the sixties.

Borrowing from Varese gave Zappa interests in tape and percussion

writing. The varied percussion on Uncle Meat (Bizarre 2MS 2024) was

mainly of the pitched variety (marimt)a, xylophone, vibes, timpani, all

played by Cincinnati Symphony grad. Artie Tripp) moving in parallel

harmonies. It eventually branched out into odd contrapuntal patterns in

conjunction with "non-pitched percussion," Zappa's always splendid

guitar and Ian Underwood's masterful keyboards.

Zappa's subtle insertion of jazz and classical elements into his music

has perhaps influenced pop music, but rather than stimulate thought and

experimentation, it seems to have triggered long lines of jazz-rock groups

trying to grasp principles which Zappa's Mothers have always been quite

comfortable with. There is really no teUing how much influence Zappa

has had on anything. —— — r

One of the recurring jokes in Zappa compositions Is his Insertion of

"well known" classical quotations into his own context. Of course, most

of those who heard the Mothers were ignorant of such things, so in effect,

Zappa has had the consUnt last laugh. The bridges from "Duke of

Prunes" and "Call Any VegeUble" from the Absolutely Free album

(Verve V6-5013) come from Stravinsky's "The Rite of Spring" and

"Firebird," and Hoist's "The Planets;" the Weasels Ripped My Flesh

(Bizarre MS 2028) album contains a cut called "Afternoon of a Sexually

Aroused Gas Mask" (see Debussy) with a rendering of the main theme

from Tchaikovsky's "Pathetique" symphony And tucked away in the

liner notes of several albums is a quote from composer Edgard Varete

which serves as Zappa's credo: "The present-day composer refuses to

die!" There must have been satisfacUon in discrediting critics who

praised a stolen passage, but the joke eventually wore off and left Frank

only bitterness. He was still faced with an uncomprehending public,

nearly nonexistent record sales and too much of something to say

Zappa managed to become self-defeating by constanUy insulting the

public Some choice samples are: "These kids wouldn't know good music

if it bit em in the ass;" "Audience response is really pathetic All you

have to do is go out and say baby' a few times and they dig it But they

have so little knowledge of music it's depressing"; Zappa disbanded the

Mothers in 1969 to let the public "digest what we've been doing before we

do' some more."^

The insults pour over into concerts and records too, but more on that in

a minute Zappa has carried with him a "no commercial potential" joke

since 1965—he says "I dislike commercial pop because I cannot accept

the intention behind it Most groups and singers are in the business to

makp hit records rather than make music, to make themselves %S^x\i\fA

instead of actually creating something worthwhile and artistic I don t gel

hose vibrations from Stravinsky" Zappa's morality, therefore,

(Continued on Page 10)

/
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FUTURE CPA'S
LEARN NOW ABOUT THE

NEXT CPA EXAM
NOVEMBER 3-5, 1971

THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

LOS ANQaES ,

SAN DIEQO ^

ORAMGE COUNTY

(213) S53 0330
(714) 233 3195
(714) 137 3430

Our Su ul Students Repri

1/5 OF USA

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Let us ship your personal

effects home. We ore spe-

cialists in international
pockoging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220

Volts.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST

LOS ANGELES 17

4829862

Always the unusual — Priced Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

^ U984 Wttshire B»vd., W. L.A. EX4-7922

4 >- ^
I

No Sweat Foreign Student!
We Will ship your personal

professional efficiency . . .

ects back to your home with

ges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:

749-7491
' \

w« tM 220V
(^>plianc«t of

w«IMuH>wn brands

ISC PERFORMING MUSICIANS
Have you always wonted to ploy y6ur guitar, drums, or flute with o group but
didn't know where to look for one? Slop looking ond come to the Internolionol

Student Center at 1023 Hilgord Ave on Sundoys ot 2 00 for open reheorsols.

You don't hove to be grept! Combos, Bonds. Orchestras, Efhnir groups directed

by Gcxlwin Wong.

mu0 & S^Uxn

¥artg

AT^±

Vco»^<*

4OS0 LINCOLN <>L. 821-6^47

(Paid Aovertiscment) "

ilODP DISCIINTEI IIIITII INSIHIIINGE

lor tSSODIHEl STUDENT MEMIERS
College Student Insurance Service has worked with the auto
Insurance industry for five years to prove that the college stu-
dent deserves lower insurance rates. Now ASB members often
realize. reductions from 20% to 40% below comparoble policies
This group-oriented policy is written through the Associated
College Student Underwriters and provided under an exclusive
agreement with College Student Insurance Service, Inc.

For pertonalixed quota call 451-1393 or fill in the blank below
and send it to CSIS, 726 Sonta Monica Bkd. (•202) Santa Monica
Col iff. 90401.

BiHh Dote:

Zip:

Morried?

Model:

Nome;

Address:

Telephone: School:

Year and moke off cor:

Present policy expires (date):

No. off years Ikensed to drive:

No. off moving violations, lost 3 years:

No. off occidenH responsat>le ffor (3 years)
with damage exceeding $100:

CS1S
oiie^e Student Insurance Service
776 Sonta MonKo Mvd r202) Sonta Monko. Caiil 90401

Zappa is a Mother..
(Continued from Page 9)^

necessitates keeping most of the record buyers at arm's length, and thak

spawns a hopelessness implicit in his attitude.

Zappa as dream shatterer is a powerful force. He calls drugs "this

generation's aphrodisiacs," and claims that joining leftist organizations

has become the equivalent of belonging to a car club in the fifties. His

skillful sense of alienation is shown well on Burnt Weeny Sandwich

( Bizarre RS 6370) , on which there is a live recording of a concert at Royal

Albert Hall in England. The police are getting people back to their seats

after they've overflowed, and one man in the balcony is screaming *Take

that uniform off, man, before it's too late, man ..." and Zappa waits a

'beat before answering "Everyone in this room is wearing a uniform and

don't kid yourselves." Applause. Zappa's motherly moralizing about

young adults is generated around complaints about the collective flower

children-hippie mentality and the car club mentahty he grew up with.

Frank's lyrics are at their scathing best on his third album We*re Only

In It For the Money (Verve V6-5045). We get a parody of ''Hey Joe" in

"Flower Punk" (" 'Hey punk where are you going with that button on

your shirt? '/'I'm going to the love-in to sit and play my bongos in the

dirt' "), a savage indictment in "Who Needs the Peace Corps?" (** 'I'm

hippy and I'm trippy I'm a gypsy on my own . . ./I'm reaMyi just a phony
but forgive me 'cause I'm stoned'/Every town must have a place where
phony hippies meet/psychedehc dungeons popping up on every street/Go

to San Francisco") and "The Idiot Bastard Son" ("The child will thrive

and grow and enter the worId/*of liars and cheaters and people like

you/who smile and think you know").

On nearly every Mothers album can be found allusions to phony I.D.'s

for buying booze, "cruising for burgers" and inane talk about the innards

of cars. Most of the dialogue is given in mock-Pacbuco and falsetto

weezes by Roy Estrada and Ray Collins; the Mexican stereotype,

however unfair (Zappa obviously believes it), is given full vent on Freak
Out (Verve V6-5005-2) and later on "an albimi of greasy love songs and
cretin simphcity," Cruising With Ruben and the Jets (Verve V6-50S5), a
Mothers recording "under a different name in a last ditch attempt to get

their cruddy music on the radio." All the chches of the fifties stream out

and the foolishness is juxtaposed unconsciously to current musical
parallels. Over marvelous "redundant piano triplets," "dwaedy-doops"
and "oo-wahs," lyrics run from "Cheap Thrills in the back of my car . . .

how fine they are/ Cheap Thrills all over the seat ..." to "When I'm
dancing with Deseri/All the boys are jealous of me/I'm as happy as I can
be/Oh! Deseri." The liner claims that the Mothers "reaUy like this kind
of music," but the slap it receives casts some doubt. The album, no doubt,
reflects Zappa's belief that rock and roll styles might have changed but
the public's taste is still bad.

Zappa may be hard on his own generation, but what he does to the
proceeding generation is a thing of pervo-se beauty. Absolutely Free,
released in 1966, attacks: Middle Americans worried about "those
hungry freaks, daddy," "plastic people," racial intolerance (in a strange
parable about vegetables) and middle class living in "Brown Shoes Don't
Make It."

"Brown Shoes" is probably the best little opus ever penned by Zappa,
and is a devastatingly depressing look at nearly everything. The opening
lines describe a family eating T.V. dinners by a pool; the hip young son is

growing a beard (which his sister is watching) and talks about his final
year in school. Through a series of surreal sequences Zappa condemns "a
world of secret hungers" where "every desire is hidden away/in a
drawer in a desk ... at the office," mechanized sex (between a 13 year
old girl who "knows how to nasty" and a guy whose nose lights up when
she bites his neck, like a pinball machine), finally returning to another
scene of the family around the pool. The son, having now finished school,
reflects in his voice the uselessness of it all and the family vainly tries to
convince itself that life is worth living and that £hey have some control
over it. "Brown Shoes" is perfection in lyrics and orchestration, and
thoroughly a downer.
On We're Only In It For the Money Frank broods on middle class

complacency and tells the listeners "We are the other people . . ./take a
look around before you say you don't care/shut your fucking mouth about
the length of my hair/how would you survive if you were alive/shitty little

person?"

Side one of Money contains "Concentration Moon," a happy tale about
sending all the hippies to a "camp " at the bottom of the Grand Canyon,
and "Mom and Dad," a striking, sad song about semi-alcoholic parents
who, upon hearing of the cops' mass murder of freaks, say "They looked
too weird ... it served them right." Mom and Dad wonder about their
daughter's friends, while Zappa asks Mom "Ever take a minute Just to
show a real emotion/in between the moisture cream and velvet facial
lotion?

'

'
Informing the parents of their daughter's aUenation does no good

and the girl is killed in the park by police hands, and "by the side of the
creeps she knew they killed her too." The Mothers have often ended
their concerts with "Mom and Dad" to give the audience something to
think about on the way to Shakey's.

Finally, there are Zappa's views on women — "You paint your head,
your mind is dead, you don't even know what I just said/that's youi

...... ^..akhage, minmaker par
excellance, will be in residence
here at UCLA for three days,
starting this afternoon.

Brakhage has worked with the
visual mythic possibilities of film
for twenty-one years. His earlier
films were scripted; they were
largely gut level reactions to city
life, part of the neo^realist and
dream vision "psycho-
dramatical" genre. »

He stopped scripting films after
doing Anticipation of the Night

ican film
Tl,.c r.

«. . .^-\#v«« (a I ivi .'>̂'i virrui Cu tjy the nature
of the seeing experience: how one
encounters a sight, how it is

recalled, how it affects later vision.

and where it leads the visonary.
While filming, he realized that as
much as vision is prime in film, the
camera and man behind it must
allow visions to occur rather than
force reality into another shape
with a script.

In an apologia to many who no
longer understood his films,
Brakhage wrote "Metaphors on
Vision," a short, precise, exquisite
reminder of what vision is to us
who have lost it . . "Once vision
n\ay have been given — that which
seems inherent in the infant's eye,

American Womanhood/you're phony on top, you're phony un-
derneath/you lay in bed and grit your teeth."
The most common criticism of Zappa on this subject is that he speaks to

people who don't, and never would, listen to his records, so he's just
wasting breath. This reasoning is arrogant and misses the whole point.
It's too easy to say "Wow, Zappa sure puts those people down!" and
ignore the fact that the listener is the target of his words, no matter who is

listening. The morality applies even to those who think it isn't aimed at
them.

While all this other stuff was going on, the Mothers were also the
ultimate parody of a rock and roll band. It's ironic that the best band of

the sixties was constantly lampooning itself. Suzy Creamcheese, the
official Mothers groupie, claims what attracted her to the Mothers' music
was the fact that "they played for twenty minutes and everybody was
hissing and booing and falling off the dance floor." The Freak Out album
contains quotes on the liner by well-known music people testifying to the
group's total lack of "commercial potential." One fellow goes so far as to

say he'd like to "clean up" the group and "make them as big as the
Turtles" (a prophetic statement, since Mark Volman and Howie Kaylan
from that disbanded group are now Mothers oC Invention). Running jokes

about "Louie, Louie" and "Caravan" with a drum solo reach into

"America Drinks and Goes Home," a masterful song picturing an
atrocious band announcing the closing of the bar and suggesting the folks

come back the next night for the twist contest for which peanut butter-

balogna sandwiches are the prizes. All the time the lead singer is

crooning a trite love song, a huge brawl is wrecking the saloon.

Zappa has set up a fan club called United Mutations, a visual arts

business called Nifty, Tough and Bitchin' and a i^ecord company called

Bizarre. He puts all of them under the umbrella of Intercontinental Ab-

surdities Inc. The self-deprecation leads Frank and his business manager
Herb Cohen to place on the paper cover of Bizarre records "We make
records that are a little different. We present musical and sociological

material which the important record companies would probably not

allow you to hear. Just what the world needs . . . another record com-

pany."

The situation that caused the most trouble in Zappa's pre-Bizarre days

at MGM-Verve was the plan for the cover of We're Only In It For the

Money. Zappa was upset at the Beatles for copping his "continuous,

unified album" concept, and so had the cover of his album made as a

rebuttal to the newly released Sgt. Pepper's. The smiling group inside

dressed ii^ military suits was replaced with the Mothers dressed in drag,

Frank with lovely pigtails. The outside was the same sort of collage as

Sgt. Pepper's but with characters like Lee Harvey Oswald, Lyndon

Johnson as Dr. Strangelove, the Mona Lisa without a face, and various

characters with black strips across their eyes like in the medical books.

The word "Mothers" was spelled out at the bottom in sloppy piles of

garbage, half-eaten watermelon, carrots, and radishes. Everything was

so funny that Capitol records sued MGM-Verve and the album was

postponed for six months, finally emerging as a double-jacket with the

same things, but bent the opposite way from Sgt. Pepper's to hide the

resemblance in the record racks. The reversal, when you think about it, is

more appropriate than the original idea. After this. Verve was not

heartbroken to see Frank leave and form "just what the world needed."

Zappa may appear to be a bitter, angry, obnoxious, rarely humorous

man, without much hope for the mission he's undertaken. But, strangely

enough, some of his most moving songs express optimism, and the rarity

of such songs makes the moments all the more precious and meaningful.

The best two, which seem to express something burning inside Zappa's

tough skin, are "Take Your Clothes Off When You Dance" and "Ab-

solutely Free" (the song, not the album of the same name) .
For example:

"There will come a time when everybody who is lonely will be

free/tossing and dance and love/There will come a time when every evil

that we know/will be an evil that we can rise above" and "Discorporate

and come with me . . ./Escape from the weight of your corporate

logo './Freedom! Freedom! Kindly loving! /You'll be absolutely free only

if you want to be." Somewhere Zappa hopes that those "who aren't afraid

to say what's on their minds/the left-behinds of the Great Society" will

become a mature, literate true revolutionary force for change. But, he

says they can't do it the way they're trying to now. Lest one think these

lines'of optimism are ironic, it should be noted that they are delivered in a

context of such sincerity that one would be crushed to hear that they, too,

are jokes. Only the individual can decide.

The Mothers have pioneered such things as the double-fold rock

"concept" album, use of the wa-wa pedal, and ampUfication and use of

reed and brass instruments in "electric chambermusic." Actually Zappa

could be given credit (or blame) for starting Underground Music m a

technical sense. However, public acceptance of aU this welrdness

remains minimal. There have always been a few who could take it, and

today with Zappa getting away from sociology and producing more

beautiful instrumental music like that featured on the Hot RaU album

(Bizarre RS 6356), an increasing number of people with a litUe broader

Background are finding the music acceptable. Which isn't exacUy what

poor Francis Vincent has wanted for six years, but it surely provides its

own sense of satisfaction. ^_^^^^___^^«^_—^-^—

Stan Brakhackin Residence <ofMM«W«kM

eye which mirrors the movement

of the individual toward deatti by

its increasing inability to see

Isn't the Vision of the saint and

the artist an increased ability to

see?
. "I suggest that there is a

persuit of knowledge foreign to

language and founded upon visual

communication, demanding

%ment of the optical mind,
^pendent upon perception in
o'^ginal and d^pest sense of
Word."

^nage's current films
^opoetic; ' that is, they bring

^

mythic quaHties of what is

I
hose things about us which

-4 ak of as legendary, in terms
i 's and symbols and arch-^z'.P.

an eye which reflects the loss of
innocence more eloquently than
any other feature, an eye which
soon learns to classify sights, an

Editor's Note: Experimental f«l'

troduced this afternoon from 2 to 4

the UpsUirs Lounge of Kerckhoff

»

lecture and workshop in Melnitz I

be offered tomorrow from 3 to o m

Buenos Ayres Room of the Sunset

pected that Mr. Brakhage will pr<

this final workshop.

'^ Brakhage will be in-
^sion and refreshmcBts In
^rom 8 to 10 he will rive a

f^* lecture

and from 8 to 10 in the
^r^atioo Center. It is ex-
f his 25 8mm. "Songs" at

1^

types. They deal with things as

feared, those things of total con-

cern to artists of all times: birth,

sex, death, and the search for God.

*.
.

primitive man had a

greater understanding that the

object of fear must be objectified"

(rendered visible). "The ultimate

searching visualization had been

directed toward God out of the

deepest possible human un-

derstanding that there can be no

love where there is fear."

The major screening of the

.y will take place Friday

night at 8:00 in Dickson

Auditorium Brakhage wiU screen

eyes, completed in November, and

premiere Deus Ex.

eyes concerns the police.

"Polis" is eyes, said Charles

Olson, having found the ar-

chaeological root of the word-end

(thus beginning) of, say,

"metropolic", etc. Police is a clear

stymological derivative of "polis".

Brakhage perceives that police are

the public eyes; they are thus

expected to be specialists of that

ability-to-respond which most of

the rest of the society has lost all

sense of.

eyes was shot from within a
T» iC 'frampd" hv

simplist^easons of "perspective.

Brakhage considers it his best

work.
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Von Nuys 10 Beds on Display

7 i 22 Von Nuys Blvd. 994 946 I

t.A . 6 Beds on Displ ay

827T.'VermoT^r:iBT703B
^
1Q95

KING SIZE

with iKtt coupon

vo.d4-2S-71

>atd Advertisement)

HYPNOSIS FOR STUOENIS
• Better grades

, • Speech Problems
• Orals

• SnK>liing

• Tension

• Personal Goals

University oi Wisconsin Ph.D., 14 y^ors teaclping Speed

Psychology and General bemantics. Private Instruction

wiiiiii L msiow. rii.D.

1225 WesKvood Boulevard 477-2953 for appoinhnenf

Stpry 9f Samurai MTthanf StartS April 21

I f s-^^ KINNOSUKE MMMURA

S?

7b GETRKHOUKK
TOHO lA BRFA THEATRE

Itimesaday
That's how many limes PSA ramento. With lowest air fibres

connects Los Angeles with, . Meet your campus rep halfway

San Francisco. San pigK ^ :J Or your travel agent

Diego. San Jose ^^^^^^^Kl Or PSA,

Oakland, arl^ Sac ~^ "'mHBB ^^M^^g^^^^P^y**

DOUG ROTH 559-2626.

I-

k[>wvjftwianu«F« m MWtTMm ^n^tn

How to have fun

at that formal

First rent great new
formal wear. Grodins

has it all-Stripes,

colors, double-

breasteds. The rent's

low. The fit's right.

Then the girl. That's

up to you. Grodins
can't do everything.

600 South Broadway 5570 Wilshire

Hour*: Mon &Fr. 10om9pm tu. Wed . Th 4Sot lOom 6pm
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THE EXOTIC FILMGOER

The Cinema ofSt Victor's

by Salvator R. Tarnmoor

"Now, you must follow this dog's

example and be wise in smelling

out, sampling and relishing . .
."

In an effort to relate more

closely to the specious needs of its

readers and the Westwood
aborigines (or, more precisely,

what's to see around here and how

d'ya get in free), the Exotic

Filmgoer, this week, briefly

reconnoiters two of the territorial

offerings: HEDONICS and THE
AMERICAN CINEMA.
Hedonics has for the past year

made a policy of presenting all the

wearisome, worn-sprocketed

movies which you have heard

about and wanted to see but never

quite got up enough energy to (see,

that is), the kind of fillums (Sic)

that win Golden Liofis, Silver

Bears, Bronze Bulls, and Clay

Pigeons for keeping the hopheads

awake at the Continental festivals

and over which the Bosley

Crowthers and Arthur Knights of

this world are still churning up

residual drool years after their

five-day run in the Village

(Greenwich, that is). In short, the

Classics. But, imagine for an in-

stant that you chose to join the

gilded horde that has followed a

lemming trail of tacky yellow

posters to Soc Welf on a Friday or

Saturday evening and refused to

use your slightly bent arm to throw

some money into an old shoebox.

First, take care not to arrive in the

middle of a 5how. Doing so wiU

insure that your initial sensation on

slipping in while trying to keep the

light in the corridor from hitting

the screen is a powerfully olfactory

one, as a wall of fetid body odor

rises up to hit you between the

eyes. If you must go, go early and

contribute to the collective

mephitis rather than nosing it out.

Let it be also clear from the outset

that as a flesh-pot, the Hedonics

(despite their name) offer a bland

broth of sexual encounter. The

unshaven harboring erotic pipe-

dreams will find women as ap-

pealing as unlacquered man-
nikins ; the men are of the variety

that would take off their shoes in

the theater if they wore any shoes.

In this atmosphere of low mur-

muring and perspiration akin to a

goat-pen, sitting on seats that bring

to mind the bones on which the

beggars of St. Innocents efst^hile

warmed their rumps, you can view

Hedonics staple fare: the murkily

sub-titled prints with which
companies like Audio and Con-

temporary rak^ in the specie on

cow-college rentals. Indeed, the

Hedonics programming seems
most analogous to the contents of

the famous Parisian library of St.

Victor's. For example, try mat-

ching the following directors and

volumes

:

FELLINI - Poiltronismus rerum

Italicarum (The Poltroonery of

things Italian)

DREYER - "The Apparition of St.

Geltrude to a Nun of Poissy in

Labor. " a vignette

EISENSTEIN - De usu et utiliUte

escorchandi equos et equas (The

use and practice of flaying

horses and mares)

BERGMAN - The Brooder on

Cases of Conscience

KUROSAWA - Ars honeste peUndi

in socieUte (The Art of passing

wind discreetly in pubUc)

WELLES - 'The tripe-pod of Big

Thoughts" a fable

theorectically free of charge and

you never have to be discreet about

passing wind there, you might

want to drop by in the coming

weeks and ooh-and-ah over Blow-

up or Les Enfants du Paradis.

. The American Cinema — which

seems to have had its seminal

moment whom someone let their

fingers do the walking through a

Budget Film catalogue — has for

the past two years sought an an-

swer to the auteurist enigma, the

^Gordian knot in the celluloid. This

single-minded endeavor has

allowed its patrons to ponder on the

wall of Dickson auditoriunri the

relative merits of Raoul Walsh and

Frank Borzage. But the concept

has worn thin, possibly because,

like the effort of Friar Lubin, a true

bacon-picker, the authors of the

American Cinema series began

their dedicated work in the simple

hope of drawing out others as crazy

tw themselves, while proselytizing^

among the ignorant and

unenlightened. Needless to say, the

light shone in the darkness and the

darkness grasped it "not. Con-

sequently, conversions to tnie-
^
belief haveJallen to an all-time

low; the Saturday showings, which

used to draw a lot of flies simply

because it was the only stable

around, are no longer buzzing with

confused catechumens. This

demise is probably the result of the

insistent and incestuous self-

indulgence practiced by the movie

faithful, who are wont to sit in

freakish rapture and cry out for

more when Rock Hudson leads a

we don't mean Edgar G uimer
golden calf of the Cultists) Amona
those titles to be screened m tk!

coming weeks are: Borzage s Th
Mortal Storm (this Saturday)*
Mamie (May 15); The Cobw.h
(May 29); and Sirk's Magnifkem
Obsession (June 5) Unlike
Hedonics, the admission price to
The American Cinema is not
voluntary, so if your magnificent
obsession happens to be with
money, the best way to sample the
wonders of Douglas Sirk's universe
is to drop in an hour or so after the

program's started, when the
doorman has gone home. Also
unlike Hedonics, the absence of a

multitude of stolid bodies taking up

the best seats, and prints- that

haven't yet celebrated their silver

anniversary of trips through the

projector, if no guarantee against

ennui, promise at least not to

discomfort the eyes, ears, or nose

.Next week EF ventures ^aift
into limbo with a look at the SHO-
TOKYO Theater. If you didn't

witness the l6mm anamorphic
fiasco at the Monica Theater's

Shakespeare festival last Satur-

day, be thankful. EF, nonethe-

less, recommends this Saturday's

showing (at 11:00 A.M.) of

Oliver's Henry V as a good way to

wake up your mind on the way to

the beach; and congratulates the

ENCQRE on obtaining a relatively

unscratched, 35mm print of They

Died with their Boots On. Finally,

we offer a reward of a three-day

pass to the Rector's ADMIRAL
Theater to any person not

bruin readers^p^esenx-ihis ad for l0%__

discounI on all regular priced MDSE.

(OHer voir! nftpr Mny 31,1 97 1
)

NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS YOU CAN TRUST:

LEVI HARRIS A-1 H.D. LEE . . . BOTANY
BUXTON . VAN HEUSEN . LANCER ... V^EMBLY
KENNINGTON B.V.D HITSH PUPPIE^V-

PARIS . ,y. INTERWOVEN . HOLMAN . . SILTON
GOLDEN V . . JOCKEY . . HANES SWANK

BANKAMERICARD DINERS MASTER CHARGE

MEN'S APPAREL
V Casual - Ore»» - School - Work - Play

11911 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
2 BLOCKS EAST OF BUNDY DRIVE-OR B-9595

OPEN DAILY 9-6, FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9, ^NDAY 1 1 -3

rAlK P«ll IN »KK'S PAIHIMO LOT

ANTONIONI - AntlpericaUmetan-
aparbeugedamphicribrationes

merdicantium (The Greek
prepositions discussed by the

Turdicants)

Hedonics, then, might more
properly be called the Cinema of

St. Victor's, putting up for perusal

all the overblown and over-

wrought, all the tired old titles that

film has to offer. But since at-

tendance at a Hedonics showing is

Iblind Jane Wyman past a series of

back projections of Paris. In recent

months. The American Cinema has

dealt more frequently in color and
Cinemascope than all the other

campus exhibitors combined,
which is beginning to balance out

their past unreelings of black-and-

white TV perennials. Un-
fortunately, the programming is

still mired in that middle-ground
between features of everyday
interest and the truly esoteric (and

acquainted with Mr. Tarnmoor (I,

the autor), who can pick out the

names of two of his notorious fils

naturels (wanted for trying to turn

this column/into a fascicle) each of

which appears somewhere in the

preceding article. And just in case

that kind of foolish prattle has

made you hesitant about hurrying

out to see a movie.we close with the

words of Pantagruel to

Kissmyarse: *'Go on, and don't

rush yourself."

|« or rlSriner

Small tossed salad— choice of dressing
Beef enchilada^ sauce a la Mendoza
Burrito — beef & bean
Spanish rice & tortilla chips

dL^^

\9XV^ \x^r:4^f^^oj\, nifsCNr\i\iM-U[H\ut^

/n honor of Israel's 23rd Independence Day

The

israeli student's organization of los angeles

Cordially invite you to attend an exhibit of

kRTStCIUFTS
— Featuring antiques from the Moshe Dayan Collection

— Works by Israeli artists and students
— Admission free ^

— Continuous from May 2nd through May 9th <

PERSIIIN JEWELIY EXHIBIT
at the International Student Center

1023 H «t^»»-f •- -- - —

For %dim and inlormafion call

477-4587

A. -

«5R?f'»''vTOi's!'.'=^~
fH?(. .T^.,,tVV!;7, *™iC'
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What's Brew'n at the Big U today
Special Activities

Mortar Board, national senior

women's honorary, is accepting

student information sheets for

prospective memt>ers through May

14. Sheets are available in Ker-

ckhoff 312.

prytaneans, junior and senior

women's honorary, -wtH accept

applications for membership

ttirough May 14. Applications are

available In Kerckhoff 312, a GPA
of 2.75 is required.

The following events are taking

place at the International Student

Center (ISC), 1023 Hllgard Ave.:

English conversation 11 a.m.-l

prn.; French conversation 7-8

p m , "Everything You Wanted to

Know About Visiting a Foreign

Country But Were Afraid to Ask" 7

9 p.m.; a film will be shown 8-10:30

p.m. ; Movement and Sound 7: 30-10

p.m.; Persian conversation 4:30 6

p.m.

English Conversation for foreign

students will meet 11 a.m.-l p.m.

today in Campbell Hall 1118.

Campus Committee to Bridge

the Gap will meet at 7:30 p.m.

today, (and every Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday) In room

409A, Linde Medical Plaza, 10921

Wilshire Blvd. There will be an

orientation for students interested

in speaking at student community
dialogs on current issues.

Charlemangne will hold an "End
the SDS — No More Creeps" rally

at noon today at Janss Steps.

Speeches and Seminars
Barry J. Mailloux, professor of

computer sciences. University of

Alberta, Canada, will conduct a

computer science seminar on "An
Introduction to ttie Extensible

Characteristics of Algol 68" at 3

p.m. today in Boelter 8500.

M. R. Mickey, research
statistician, department of

biomathematics, will present a

biomathematics seminar, "On
Association in Two-Way Tables,"
at 3 p.m. today in Health Sciences
AV 139.

M. Walsh, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, New Jersey, will

present a solid state physics
seminar on "Plasma Waves in

Potassium — The Intermediate

Wavelength Region" at 4 p.m.
today in Knudsen 1220.

R. Koenig Department of

geophysics, Rand Corporation
Santa Monica, California, will

present a meteorology seminar on
"Numerical Modeling of Ice-phase
Growth in Atmospheric Clouds" at

A p.^^^. today on Mathematical
Sciences SJOO.

Dennis Barrett, assistant
professor of zoology, UC Davis will

present a zoology seminar on
"Building and Breaking the Sea
Urchin Embryo Chorin" at 4 p.m.
today in Life Sciences 2147.

Alan F. Sandy, asslstanf
professor of English, and Keith and

Rusty McNeil, performer-
lecturers, will lecture oh "Simon
and Garfunkle: The Scope, Nature,
and Themes of their Songs" at 7

p.m. today in Young Hall 2276, as
part of the series, "kock and
Beyond: Social Poetry for Our
Times." Tickets are $4.50.

Anttiony Leeds, professor of

anthropology. University of Texas,
and Dr. John C. Boilens, professor

of political science here, will

present a lecture on "Urbanization
in Brazil," OHustrated with the

film "The Cities of Yesterday and
Tomorrow,") at 7 p.m. today In

Humanities 1200, as part of the

series "Brazil, Titan in Change."

Tickets are $4.75, and $1.50 for

students.

Norma McLeod, professor of

anthropology, Tulane University,

New Orleans, will present an

African Studies colloquium on

"The Spirit of the Gift: Audience

and Performer in Madagascar" at

7:30 p.m. today in Schoenberg 1421,

(Continued on Page U)

Jazz-rock group to appear

The West l>o8 Angeles Jazz-Rock Ensemble will appear In n rre«

concert sponsored by the ASUCLA Cultural Affairs ComoUision at

noon tomorrow at the Kerckhoff Hall Patio.

The sextet preforms Jazz, rock, and Latin-type music, its leader
7Gary Gray. Is a faculty member of the music department, and

directs the UCLA Jazz Ensemble. ±

is 00 plus tax
Art nOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 - Pickett
Chemistr-y lA -- Siebert
Chemistry 6A ~ Evans
Chemistry 6C - Jordan
Chemistry 153 - West
Economics 1 - La Force
Education 112 - Kieslar
History 1C - Kaplan
History 7A - Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright
Mathematics 3C - Gillman
Philosophy 7 -^ Perry
Political Science 1 — Fart-elly
Poi'tic^.l Science 145 77. FarrfMy

Goldstein•Psychology 10
Psychology 41

Psychology 110
Pscyhology 135

Wickens
Carder

- Kanouse

*

*

i

*

* t^ for aadUionaf courses call or

*

*« 00 plus tax
^nthropology IB - Miller
Art lA - Kayser
Art IB Kleinbauer
Art 106B - Pedretti
Classics \47 - Gleason
Economics 3 Baird
Economics 100 - Niibet
Economics 101 B - Lindsay
Economics 102 - Sweeny
E( momics 130 Lir>dsay
History IB Hoxie
History 7B Yarnell
History 8 Burns
History 178B Daliek
Psychology 12 - Butct>er, Liebeskind
Psychology 115 Butcher
Psychology 133B (170A) - Lovaas

rngynA tft

, 10851 UNDBROOK DR.

*
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Fill this out.
WESTERN AIRLINES
6060 Avion Drive, Los Angeles, California 90009

1. NAME 2. DATE OF BIRTH
Please print Month

---«-
Day Year

3. HOME ADDRESS
Street City State

4. SCHOOL OR OCCUPATION

Zip Code

(Class of

- L
5. SCHOOL OR BUSINESS ADDRESS

street State

Address to which card is to be sent: D Home n School or Business

Zip Code

6 PROOF OF AGE. (Any one of those shown below.) Do not mail documents. Just list number and state in which issued.

'-
'''"Birth Certificate: Driver's License:

Numt)€r state Numtjer State

Passport: Draft Card^

Numt)er Place of Issue Numt)er State

School Record: Other: (Specify)

student Card Nunnb>er School

7. MALE D FEMALE D 8. COLOR OF HAIR 9. COLOR OF EYES

10. ENCLOSE $3.00: I Q Check D Money Order (Not refundable. Do not sendcasti).

11. SIGNATURE . -

SMI

Then fill this in
KOOIAK

ANCHORAC

•
'<(

CAlCARY/tANff

•UTTl/1»"ll^'NGS
SHHIOAN

/..

CHIYINNI •''*!!lSl^y?i',V
I

pii««i-^Jr*T 'Aui

'SAlt lAKII ^,,.,-^^StOUX FAllS

OENVIR'

Ias VICAS

HONOIUIU
HIIO

MEXICO CItY

ACAPVM.CO

V3 m m

If you're 12 thru 21, just fill out and mail in the handy

coupon ... to receive your Western Airlines Youth Fare

Card. Then use it to take-off for an exciting vacation

spot like Hawaii, Las Vegas, Reno, Phoenix, Denver,

Los Angeles or San Francisco. ( Most other airlines

accept Western's Youth Fare Card, too. ) The Youth fare

is good on most Western flights when space Ls available-at a

reduction of about 33% from the regular jet coach fare.

When you jet Western, there's one kind of

space that's always avaUable-legspace ! Onlypp_ , ^

Western gives every passenger on every flight

exactly the same legsp)ace as in First Class.

M .iii.
''^ "f^^^^

.0- ^1. %^Ji>m
Even at low Youth fare!

THt ONLY WAY TO FLY

.- ,WW^5(,7,-

i
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You get it better at the Wherehouse

5 HOURS.300 MINUTES

OR 18,000 SECNDS
OFD/WN

(And a few firsts)
^

—

,.Vwn.

^ Jf'

CS 8579

On Sunday May 9th, between 3 and^8 p.m. you can savor

five beautiful hours of pure Dylan'on KMET 94.7.

Metromedia Stereo. The Music Of Our Time

NASHVILLE SKTLIlfE
^OB DYLAN

Indudino:

IThrawtt
MAway
NMnyiM

^ SkykfwRat
Girl From ttM
North Country

LjyLady

nrNBit m
nor* fmn
Vou

KCS 9825

THE FREEWNEEUN'
BOB DYLAN

kicii«b«:
Ooii^ TlMi IMm^ irk Al IMM

o>P>««^Pr—i/M TOfW
A Nvi lli*i%A««M Fal

CS 8786*
CS8993*

BOBonriAirs

nyOayWpnMn«t2A35
aWofmn/Uk« a RoKrtg Stono

CS9189*

BOB DYLAN
SaFPOfCTRAIT

W,gwamjzSn^ST9llM9 SotSm
Copper Kofrfa/Eorly Momin' Roin

KCS 9463* •C2X 30050/C2R 30050

WffW?
KGELANOSN'

DTLAM
INCLUDING:
T>« TIMES THEY

ONE TOO MANY

THE LONESOME OE/tTH
OFHATnECAimOll
BALLAD or
HOLUS BROWN
NORTH COUNTItV
BLUES

Bob Dylan
Brinsiiish All Back llome

n»Tvmii*c

CS 890b' CS 9128*

9VLAM
iONM Wnuv NABOMft

ncMUAOori
LfCANOJMMSriKST
TMrworrariEsww

lORMMEDIl
tTMnuiTMi
MLMpN6TN|
''CHTnOPER

C2S841M

BOBOVUN
"MTllf MArtmiA**

mCLUOING:
WENTTO SEETHE GYPSY

OMT OF THE LOCUSTS/IF DOGS RUN FREE
IF NOT FOR ¥DU SIGN ON THE WINDOW

I
""—KCS6»0»

4.98's to sell for 2.94 5.98's to sell for 3.65 9.98's to sell for 5.88
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THOUGHT THEY CLOSED ALL THESE

MASSAGE PARLORS— The Katherine Hepburn

Festival continues with "Pat and Mike" (with

Spencer Tracy) and "The Rainmaker" (with Burt

Lancaster) at 7 p.m. today in Social Welfare 147.

Tickets are $1 at ttie door.

TICKETS AVAILABLE — Kris kristofferson will appear tn a

concert with Seals and Crofti at 8:30 p.m. ThOfldiV/May 27, In

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2 for students are on sale now

at the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office, located in KH 140.

V.

i What's

I JUST A FRIENDLY GATHERING — Earthlight KerckhoH HallTicket Office in KH 140. The group

' Theatre, with its original off-Broadway cast, will was the only theatre company to have performed

give a special performance at 8 p.m. tomorrow in at Woodstock.

Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2 at the 1

Brew'n
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•BLOW UC - Hedonics Film Society will present ^Ikhelangelo
j _ p^,„„oher John Upton, profetior of photography

Antonioni's "Blow Up " st.rring David He--'";*^.^ V.";»-
^''^*^i%„,n^Xe will',:ak a" i p.n,. today iS Ack.rm.n

Redgrave, at 7 p.m., » p.m., and ll p.m. Friday and Saturday
union 3517 under the au.pice» of the URA Photographic Atin.

Social Welfare 147. j ^ ^

SUMMER INTERIMSHIPS
The UCLA Sacramento Internship Progrann has A Limited Number

Of Unfilled Positions Availoble

Apply IVow For.'^

CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEAABLY
Assemblyman Alan Sieroty-Law student required

-Legislative research
-small salary

Assemblyman Paul Priolo-Publk odministrotion or Urban Plan-

ning background
-Committee work for the Assembly Committee on Urban Planning

-small stipend

CALIFORNIA STATE AGENCIES
Dept. of Mental Hygiene- general interest and analytical ability

-Personnol management studies

-some travel, many contacts

-small stipend .

Dept. of Mental Hygiene- experience In administrotive setting

helpful

-serve as Personal Executive Ass»stant-to Assistant Deputy Ui-

rector "

-small stipend

Dept. of Human Resources Development- minority shidents only

-public relations work

-positions in Sacramento, Son Francisco, Los Angeles

-possibility of continuing on port time basis in fall

•salary for summer and fall available

Dept. of Youth Authority -general interest and ability

-drug abuse studies in the Division of Research

-case system studies in the Division of Rehabilitation

-small stipend

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

UC Legislative Representotrve- Political science & education ma-

jors

-coficentration on legislation and legislators ot Interest to me

University of Callfornio

-small stipend

^fisim
PRE-FIL m

,

« W%1 A *m* '

,., i

KH408
.ns: 825-5432 or

825-5592

(, r nrk outside KH312-"

,ip Office KH4Q8
APPUCATIONS DUE Tuesday, May I 1

KH3I2

— Sponsored by SLC

Emko research has produced

a new applicator for applying

foam contraceptive . . new

Emko Pre Fil features an ap-

plicator that can be filled in^

advance of use . . up to a week

ahead of time.

The filling of an applicator at

the time of need can be emo-

tionally disruptive . . . can lead

to "skipping"... Emko PreFil

is a way to help overcome

ttiis problem ... to assure

better family planning.

Emko PreFil ... highly effec

tive, substantially free from

side effects, easy to use. Ask

your physician at>out EMKO*

and EMKO PRE FIL^**.

Available at drug stores every-

where without prescription.
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Wednesday, AAay 5, 1971

Please Help
Community Services Resource Center

For more information on any of these positions see Cathy Hanan after 2 p.m. in Kerckhoff

Hall 309 or call 825-7368 after 2 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Community Need
• AAales are needed to supervise eight to 12

year-old boys In weekend camping and other

recreational activities.

• Volunteers are desperately needed for one

day to work at election polls in Venice and Santa

AAonica. This is a special election conducted by
EYOA-Education and Youth Opportunities

Agency — Only low income families qualify to

vote. (At least 40 more volunteers needed.)

• Be a bio broTner as well as a tutor to an 11

year old boy In W.L.A.
Students are needed with an Interest in

working on an environmental magazine.
• One or two students are needed to do

research for a public relations firm on tt>e

campaign for community college board of

trustees.

• Be a teachers' aide or a seminar leader at a
nearby high school. All subjects Included,

special emphasis on social studies.

• Volunteers needed to work with Ex-Helps
youth drop-In house in Santa Monica. Group
counseling, telephone counseling, or drug
counseling experience needed.

Requirements
• Interest in children; time

• Availability Tuesday, May 18th at any time
between 8:00 5:00 eve>i if only for one hour.

• Tutoring ability in history, spelling, and
math.

• Interest in ecology and journalism.

• No salary Is available but expense account
may be provided.

• Teaching ability and interest.

• Transportation to Santa Monica.

Wednesday, AAay 5, 1971
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Campus Need
• Students are needed with a proficiency in

any subject who can tutor free of charge or at a
reduced rate. Tutees will be UCLA students who
cannot afford standard tutoring fees.

Requirements
• Tutoring ability In any University-level

subject, especially foreign languages.

Available Resources
• Tutoring help is available in Engineering,

French, Spanish, and AAath, History, Physics.
There Is no cost.

OOOOOOCOOOOOQi oooooooeooooo

Stan Braknage win t>e at the University as filmaker in residence toda>,

tomorrow and Friday, sponsored by the Student Committee for the Arts!

The schedule of activities includes the following. Admission to all ac-

tivities is free.

TODAY
2-4 p.m.— Introduction of Stan Brakhage; discussion and refreshements,

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.
8-10 p.m.— Workshop with films and lecture, Melnitz Hall 1422.

TOMORROW
3-5 p.m.— Workshop with films and lecture, Knudson Hall 1240B.

8-10 p.m. — Workshop with films and lecture, Buenos Ayres room,

Recreation Center.

FRIDAY ^

g p.m.— ScreeiUng of "Eyes" and "Deus Ex", Dickson Auditorium.

That or Brew'n : . .

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
4 p.m.
Sp.m
8p.m

7;30p.ni
7:30p.in.

The Call To Be Human
Kuodalini Yoga

Oaats No. One, Dreams and Stuff

Movement Awareness
Photo/Cine/Sound

Newman Center, MO Hilgard
WomensGym Courtyard

4S Carroll Canal.
Venice; 821-8666

RoyceStl
ArchBlOO

(Continued from Page 13)

as part of the series, "Sociology of

African Music."
Dr. Alan Epstein, professor of

biology, University of Penn-
sylvania, Philedelphia, will

present a mental Health training
seminar on "Brain and Kidney in

Defense of Body Water" at 8 p.m.
today in Health Sciences 23-105.

1st Annual Spring

CERAMIC & GLASS SALE
9:30 to 6:00 Friday

May 7, 1971

UCLA DICKSON^RT CENTER

Dr. Ronald Roberto, epider

miologist, California State

Department of Health, will be the

featured speaker at "Introduced

and Induced Malaria: An

Epidemic Disease in California," a

panel discussion of the current

epidemic of malaria among heroin

addicts in California, at 8 p.m.

today in the Neuropsychiatric
Institute Auditorium.
Meetings
The shooting safety class, will

meet at 7 p.m. today In Men's Gym
102.

English Honor Society will nneet

from 2-3:30 p.m. today in

Humanities 2310. Those unable to

attend are requested to contact the

president through the Chi Delta Pi

mailbox in the English Office.

URA Clubs
The Hatha Yoga Club will meet

from 5-7 p.m. today in Women's

Gym 200.

that accommodations are now available

for Fall, 1971 (which begin at $135

monthly). $1095 annually.

. "^^J!??**
''^ co»>ditioning heated pools lounges

i^w "^ "° «P«c»»l rules suites ^nW\ living rooms
•nd baths good food (all you can eat) meeting facilities

study area activity program adjacent to campus

^rr

iJ.i\}y\A^<Q\\h *«) MIK.ARI) AVtNUI

Early Evening Work

We Need 3
Interviewers
WeshAfood Blvd. OKice

Large national connpdny is conduct-
ing "product and evaluation" in-

terviews with local customers. Good
Salary plus weekly bonus and com-
pany benefits. ApplicantSc..,must^
neat and businesslike in appear-
ance. Car necessary. For informa-
tion phon^

653-58 13

Daily 10 A M _ 2 P.M.
u

The Judo Club will meet from

2:30-5 p.m. today In AAemorial

Activities Center B 146.

The f>hoto Club will meet from 7

9 p.m. today in Ackerman Union

3517. :

The Shooting Club will meet

from 7-9 p.m. today on the Rifle

Range.

The Lacrosse Club will meet

from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Bridge Club will meet at 7: 30

p.m. today in the Kerckhoff Hall

Quiet Games Room.

The Amateur Radio Club will

meet at noon today in Boelter 8761.

The Kenpo Club will meet at

noon today in AAemorial Activities

Center B 146.

The Social Dance Club will meet

at 1 p.m. today in Women's Gym
200.

Film Classics

MID-NtTE REVIVAL 12AM

The Great Escape
w/S««v«McOu««n
JomM Colbum

Only

c
91

II

Fri. May 7

Sot. AAoy 8

8293368
BRENTWOOD TWIN THtATEFL
Wilshlre - 26th Santa AAonica

* ...

\
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m
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THEWORLD IS FULLOF BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE AND PLACES.

To help you get thereJWA introduces the Getaway Program.

If you could dis hitchhiking across Spain or

camping along a road in England. Staying at a

chateau in France or living near a beach m

^tstXr^eXSry«"cir4,h .,, you can

'"SsaKe Youth Passport* G.r.i It lets you

fly at 33'/,% r^tOn all domestic flights on a standby

"""u also gives you reduced rates at many places

you'll Ix? staying.
,A->th,.r lirlines It costs

Youth Passport is good on ^^ other .iirlints_^tco.

$3 and Its available to anyone *^'''^':^ " ^ an 2V

And if you send in the coupon, we II send you the

^ThTa Cei^S bU, a 224 page look at 1. o.

'^h^^a^brhuronT^^^^^^^^^^^^

and a third on Africa,' Asia, the Orient, and the

Pacific

It has the inde|iendent Getaway Brochure. For

those who would rather travel by themselves than

with a group
. v .u

And it has applications for both the Youth

Passport and Getaway Card.

Mail in the cou(X)n for TWA's free Getaway

Vacation Kit,_..^._ ... .^.^.,.-,.....— ,, ,

And find out how easy getting Sway really is.

The Getaway Program

iTWA, PO Box 465,

iFarmingdcile, NY. 11735

I Please send me
I TWA's f r(»e Getaway Vacation Kit

I

I Nanne .

1^ ^
;

I Address —
I

[TWA

—I

I City State Z^g_

UOBOSOll
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified' Ads
Announcements

TOMMY' Rock Opera by Peter Townserid
and the Wtio, at Bev Hills High School, May
S,4,7,8 %:20 PM. Seats Reserved 27f 5»00,

x30t. (A MS)

VISTA campus representative taking ap
plications MWF 9 11 tn Math Science 8303

Drop by. Mary Munford 479 9889 ( A M 7)

INVEST $1000 Real Estate Trust. Possible

tax sheltpred cash dividends, growth,

liquidity KWAK, 788 9242, 748 2779. (AM
11)

PEACE CORPS has summer and •»!

programs. Summer application deadline

May 15, Kinsey 387.82S4098. (AM 14)

GROUPS now forming. Re«sor«able fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures. 4S4 3030. ( OTR)

>/ Campus Events

BICYCLE Enthusiasts' Campvi bkyclc
club forming Meet May il, noon, top Bruin

Walk Bill, XS2328 (CE MIO)

Social Events

YOU'RE INVITED Friday evening family
dinner, then Shabbat services. Valley Beth
Shalom Temple Office, 788 4000 ( SE M 5)

HIGHLY rated! Jewish College Graduates
Parties (21 35) Held monthly in private

homes 980 4433, 784 5524, 938 1739, 981

0914 \ MM)

TICKETS for Chassidic concert available

at Chabad House table on Brum Walk or call

479 9282 ( M7)

7 Entertainment 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats Weekend and holiday/-- summer
reservation Call 213 CA I 4849 (2 OTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,
90704 (20TR)

^Help Wanted 3

MANY part-time |obs blossom into full time
in the summer. Call Services Unlimited 475-
9521 (3M5)

NEEDED Term
Theory I, by May 20,

eves, Ron.

paper for Sociology
1971. Pay $15. 989 12S4

OMII)

ALMOST unlimited summer jobs now
available at Services Unlimited. Call 47S-
9521, now. (3MS)

FEMALE model needed for work with Art
Center photography student, $5/hr. Call Tim
394 1310eves (SMH)

THINK you're smart, contact us. Smoofti
talker wanted telephone sales. Stationery
supplies 451 3513. 8150 Beverly Blvd. I 194. (3M ID

STUDENT actor eves., $S/hr , 5/hr weekly
year guaranteed (room/lx>ard opt.) Perfect
for Med Student 5'10", very good looking.
Send picture, phone # Box 85, 710 N. Van
Ness LA, 38. OMII)

MAKE tSO-StSO a day, striping parking lots.
Amaiing new invention, S80 total equipment
cost Write Dept D, Fox Valley Marking
Route 59, Bartlett, III or call ; (312)837-8i55,
or (312) 837 4495. (3M14)

ANNOUNCING! Summer jobs art now
available at Services Unlimited. Call 47S-
'"' (^M7)

NEED MONEY, but want to set own hours,
live in a college community? 5,000 cir-
culation student newspaper needs full-time
ad salesman Experienced person needing
lOb or not ready to enter professional rat
race this is lor you . Send resume: TODDENGDAHL, COLLEGIAN, HUNTLEY
BOOKSTORE, CLAREMQNT, CALIF.,

^ (3Mn

DENTAL Assistant. Young. Pan-time, or
fulltime. Experience preferred. Santa
Monica area. 828 8S75. (3M4)

WANTED. Attractive receptionist
secretary. Beverly Hills attorney. Af-
ternoons with full time during summer. 271-
MS8. (3MS)

TELEPHONE SALES: If you have a good
phone personality won't take no for an an-
swer and vtrould like to earn S200-300 weekly,
working hours 4 a.m. to 12 p.m. In morning
please call George Brody, mIm manager
A.D.L. Supply CO., 4S3-«441. (3 M S)

You are just the type
we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
$45 per month while helping others.
Come in to lOO) Gayley. Suite 210

or
Call 478 00S1 9 :00 AM 7 :00 PM daily

WANTED. Experienced babysitter witti car,
mainly daytime. 472-4898 before 9 00 or after^^ (3M4)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd

474-4315

^ Lost and Found 4

FOUND Labrador, female, IMack, young
W Hollywood Unable to keep her Mrs
Smith. «S) 1081 (4 M 5)

V Lost and Found........^.^J^ ^ f^or Sale. .;. 10 V Travel.

LOST Gold Grant H S Ring Initials PAD
inside Aqua Stone, Aries sign inside Paul

764 4312 (*f^ »

^Miscellaneous

LEAVING US, must find good home(s) for

2 affectionate black cats, Maggie and Huey
821544). (SM7)

FREAK couples to travel South Seas (cheap
freighter) for place to settle Leaving July

670 2579, Ira (5M5)

y For Rent.

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2398,

wknds 292 5175 (7QTR)

y/ Rides Offered. 8
FREE ride to Connecticut-exchange for

child care during trip. June 14th. Girt only.

EX S 6820 (8M10)

DRIVING to Chicago. /Mpls. area. Want
passenger to share driving / expenses.
Leave around May Bth 874 4000 x209
Kati (8M7)

Y For Sale. 10

AUTOLARM Protect your car & contents
Discount wi*h Advertisement. Phone: 453-

0404 appnt Also salesmen wanted.

SURPLUS apt. furniture for sale as is

Sunday. 5/9 9 AM 4 PM. Roundtable apts.,
3910 W. 102nd. St., inglewood. ()0M7)

CAR radio 12 V AM. Like new, complete.
$40 Weights, 14 lb. dumbells. $10. 479 4444,
eves. g0M4)

GERMAN short-hair pointer/Lab pups, 4

month, female. $10. 472 1295, 8 AM 4 PM,
Marianna. ()0M4)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
professional record changer, list $550.
Asking $295. New in boxes. 723-S435 after 'i

pm (10M7)

NEAR new Sears Coldspot auto defrosting
regngerator, king sue bed, arm chairs, etc.
Eves., 475-4014. (10 MIO)

DURST M4O0 Pttotoenlarger Schneider lens,
steel office desk, chairs, lamp, pool cue.
Eves ,475 4014. (10 MIO)

AM/FM STEREO. Magnavox <4' console,
dark walnut. $60 (new,$450). No less. Phone
455 2302 (10M 5)

HAINES Flute $7^, antique flute $150,
French oboe, ski pants size 12, rucksack $10.

454 5044 (10 MS)

ATTENTION STUDENTS 10% DISCOUNT
on any purchase with student ID Card or this
ad. We carry long dresses, bikinis, sport-
swear and our own creations. Also hand-
made purses and accesones. Ouartier
Lantin Boutique 11740 San Vicente Blvd.,
Brentwood. ()0M7)

HEADPHONES for $S.OO brand new Koss
pro 4A headphones $50 list $28 brand new.
Elega pro headphones 1/2 list price; coiled
headphone extension cord reg. $3.50 each
now $3.80 for 2. Call 870-8059 aHer 1 PM.
Limited supply. (10M7)

SCHWINN, rare 15 spd. Deraifeur, light
weight $75.00, call 445-1434, after 4 PM. ( 10 M
7)

STEREO system, 8 track tape, AM-FM
record player and speakers, hi power.
Sacrifice $l75or offer. Call Ed 721-0207. (10 M
7)

LOOMS used procion and vat dyes macrante
supplies Handweaving Depot 10893 W. Pico
(Westwood). 474-5114. (10M7)

NEW blank Ampex reel, cassettes, new
loom movie camera. Zenith AM/FM stereo
smallcgnsol. 474-5207. -__. 4WMI>

CUSTOM Teardrop trailer fully equipped,
kitchen, sleeps two, $200. Sheila AnflM>ny
53815 leave message 874 2100. (10M7)

FENDER Jaguar electric guitar $75. Lear-
Jet 8 track stereo w /FM and speakers $100;
823 5140. (10M7)

HANDMADE moroccan clothes for sale at
wfN>lesale prices. Hooded capes, leattter
bags, etc. 475-2349 eve. (10M5)

STERLING HOME
ELECTRONICS

10913 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood
477 3547

FISHER DEMOS
20% OFF
USED

H K Citation 1 Preamp »75
M K Citation It Power — " " y$
Both lis
Gar AT4 changer 10

Concertonc 6 head Rec 200
Bogen TA 100 Amp lot
Dual 1019 Complete 12S
Panasonic OTR 25

DEMO
N K Cad 4 cassette dk. 12S
Ampex M52 12^

Nikko Pam 14 75
Panasonic Port. TV 100

(10M5)

CONTRARY to popular belief: Loud stereo
music will not cause warts to grow on your
earlobes. Koss pro-4A professional head-
pl>ones list 550, now $28, Scotch 1000 n.
polyester tape list $4.20, now $2.95 , complete
system AM/FM stereo, complete char>ger,
speakers, $44. Special deal on Scotch
cassettes. Call 029 2214 after 1 PM. ( 10 M 7)

JU44SSRIDCS r*

Select China and Crystal pattern new
summer delivery and save

25% to 50%

BUVFR^^FRVtCF LTD.

ZENITH console bAw 23' TV, AM/FM
Stereo & stereo phonograph. Solid walnut

cabinet. Sacrifice $125 839 041 2 ( 10 M 4r

COMPLETE Stereo System Roberts. AM
FM Aquarius speakers, BSR Record
Changer List 5300, sell $145 Brand new.

Great sound 721 0207 (lOMlD

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June
S490. London charters S190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E 59lh St , Chicago, III.

60637 (I3M7)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

BLAUPLUNKT AM/FM radio. $45. Porsche

seats black, from 912 Like new, must sell

8390412 (10M4)
. — - ^

FOR Sale: Ramirez flamenco guitar. $425

with case Call Terry at 445 1 154. ( 10 M 5)

LA/LONDON
June 15/Sept. 15

June 28/Sept. 7

June 25/Aug 24

Aug 24/Sept 24

AMSTERDAM/LA
S249
5.249

S269
S269

Sept 2 one way to AMS $134

Immediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52, to

Bombay S150, to Nairobi $150. Large

y Services Offered. 7 1
discounts on cars and many other flights

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873 5815, 781 5527 eves. 783 3509. (11 OTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10
STUDENT RATES 2353
BLVD , 475 3570

MO. SPECIAL
WESTWOOD

(11 OTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

GUITAR lessons, beginning group $3.50 /hr.
Folk songs, etc. Hours TBA. Call llisa, 445
1348 (11 MID

DROP IN programs each Tues., 8-10 PM.,
and Sat., 2 4 PM. Gen Adm., $3.00, students,
$2.00. Call The Group Center. 454-3030. (11
OTR)

BANDS, entertainment groups for weddings,
frat parties, etc Rock, smooth, anything, we
have all. 291 2203. (II Mil)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350.

'l- 4p.m. Daily. (11M17)

PRIVATE guitar lessons. Learn favorite
songs, new chords, strumming. Reasonable
rates. Gary Diamond, 399-8217 eves. (11 M
ijj

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or ertiptoyees Robert Rhee, 83t 7270, 870
9793 (IIQTR)

TELEVISION rental. AM models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24
hr phon'-, 274 9119. (IIQTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11
OTR)

itermgSPEED Reading: students ent
graduate/professional sctMMls. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd.
457-4390. QTR1

LAST CHANCE for your 10 interesting
spring college computer dates. Gals FREE.
guys $2 SO when you mail this ad. Write now

:

PARTY MATE, P O Box 1247, Springfield
Virginia 22151. Last acceptable postmark
May7. (11M5)

AUTO INSURANCE
• MOTORCYCLE

INSURANCE
REFUSED? TOO HIGH?

CANCELLED?
Low MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-2225...ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

V Travel. •••••••••••••••••• 13

SAIL Greece Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3-masted schooner. Contact: Schooner
Sofia, Box 332. Tiburon, Calif. (415) 435-
3018 (13M28)

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet N.Y. • Europe best prices
Immed. issue int. I D Card 4 ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel cftarters
Ettraifpasses, Tours
Suite 105. Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-0742

*••

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISC A, 11487 San Vicente Blvd.. M. LA, 90049.
824 5449. (13 QTR)

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLYWAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,
$1095 Europe 4 weeks, 4 countries, $715.
Israel Europe; 11 weeks, $1195. Japan: 4
weeks, $1011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave., Culver
City. (213) 839-5247. (13 OTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing- Intra Europe fits
Student Rail pass 2 months $125.00
Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.
INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA

13509 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2203 or 704-1477

EUROPE CHARTERS Several schedulesrom S250 roundtrip, $150 oneway. Coor
dinator Professor Margaret Paal, 247
Roycroft Long Beach. 90803. ( 213) 438
2179 (13M 11)

8tti ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LA London Amsterdam - L.A.

June 14 Sepl^. 15
June 24 Sept 5

June 23 Sept 11

July 1 Aug 24
July 7 Aug 28

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

LOST Pekingese Small female dog. brown
coat, blonde tail, black fact Reward 477
0780. 650 Landf air (4M;>

Sept 24 One way to Amsterdam

$795
$285
$295
$295
$295

liAMl. -Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3-0SM Call Flight Chairman (213) 839 2401 4248
OverlandAve.Dept A Culver City

,lfr J

—*-

Contact Prof

879 3111 c/o
Monica Blvd

P Bentler \fCLA 277-5200 or

Sierra Travel, 9075 Santa

Bev Hills (13M11)

EUROPE Discount fli^fhts. Also Israel.

Africa, India. 40% off. Infra-European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
9p2l0^74 2̂9^ 1'^^^**!

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the $35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel ( ages 1 5 thru 22) . Also

:

$40. 15 days
$55.21 days.
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. $40. Gives
you 1000 miles and $40 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424 5149. (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authonied & Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

LA..LONDOfVLONDON.L A.

FH. Dep.
2 6/21

^a 6/22
A 6/23
6 6/24
7 6/27
8 6/29
9 7/1
10 ••

7/11
11 7/14
12 • 8/8
14 9/4

. 10 7/24

om-
FH. Dep
5*« 6/24

r^Kic

FK.

L7lMc-

15

Ret.

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10
9/3'

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

\^s. Prico

10 $275
8

9

8

10

10

9
4
7

4
3

4

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$i75
$275
$275
$175
$27S

ONf . ¥«Y LA. . lONDON

$150

ONE.W(VY LONDON-LA.
tot. Pric*

9/9 $150

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafido membort of tha
University of California (students, faculty,
staff, rogisterad alumni, immed. family
living in ttie same hovseliold)

UC
charter flight

t

a KerchKhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

025 1221

Malce Summer Going "GREAT"
1) HAWAII w/love, $150 R.T. (sti
2) EUROPEAN Summer iobs-

Miss Liberty placement program
3) SOVIET UNION study tour w/credit
4) LAPLAND to KHATMANDU -

Minitrek expeditions, action hoi'day.
TOM 023-1943. C-*mpus Rep.

1O07

^ LOS ANGELES/LONDON/'l^.«5 inr.PT.ts

Depart Return Weelcs Coat

1 June 15 Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
5* June 27 Sep 13 12

• LA/London/Ansterdan
$275

6 July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

but WAY ^Ll6HtS TO EUROPE

2E Jafte 14--LA/L6ndon $148
2C July 26--LA/L,ondon $139
3E Aug 19— LA/Madrid/Fr«n»c $135
4E Sep 6 —LA/London $123
SE Sep 12—LA/London $123

oi*E nXV f-LlcJWS fwtm EufeSPf

it« June 14—AiBsterdara/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA S139
JW Sep 14—London/LA $148

Available only to Univoraity of
California itudenta, faculty,
enployoes, extension and Aluami
MMiberB olua laMediate foiiliaa.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights
STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open Qn Saturday

UNI
IO07 t» "t'T- =

I

y Travel.
13

EUROPE,
Summer &
Blvd., LA.
members.

5225 285 also
Fail flights. E.S

KIBBUTZ in Israel
Call. Days
7)

90048.- 651-3311 ESEPuaA
"3QTR)

6*2-2181. Eves 839 0191
(,J*Jj

y Tutoring
14

SPEAK Chinese Individual groupTit^
by native speaker Bob, 395 0453 6 12 pm »
appointment

, ,T.
^"^

^ ''»M 14)

FRENCH SPANISH
-. .. ITALIAN P,perienced Univ. Prof Positive results anv

!7"?lo,^*'^
conversational method ,tr,an'

MQTR)
473 2492.

MATH.GRADUATE record eKam.nat.on
preparation Private tutoring - .ntens.wp
S5/hr Nevt/Math. Barges Tutorial 39;
7335

GRADUATE Record

I '•1M2»^

Exam preparationLSAT, etc Individual instruction Academ.c...w c
gjQ J Robertson 6S7

IMQTR)

Guidance Services
4390

y Typing ......... 15

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates Ca|iGR 2 8421 (15M11)

EDITH IBM - term papers, dissertations
tape transcription, etc. Accurate, fast Pick
MP and detivery. 933-2993.

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electric
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice. 397 3304 (15QTR

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NOBARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479
8144.477 4302.

[il?I«>
PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates near
campus Call Esther 826 7691 dSQTR)

I Y PI ST Theses, dissertations, books term
papers. Specialty math & technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 76I-SS80. ( )5 OTR)

I'M tust your type. (IBM Executive) Neat,
accurate typing thesis, school papers Call

Fritii. 839-1874.
( ISM 71

TYPING to your fornvat. Term papers,
theses, or manuscripts. Expert at typing

equations. Hourly and page rates available
Call (213)794-9620. ()$M7)

EXPERIENCED, electric typewriter 3

blocks from campus - Mrs. C. Huber 477-

7609. (15M7)

IBM Executive and Selectric typewriter
s... Experienced... Fast, accurate work
Please call. .394-8295. \ (I5M28)

TYPING-editing. Term papers, resurnes,

letters, theses. IBM Selectric.. Eng grads

JNancy, 472-4143, Kay, 826 7477.' (IS MS)

FAST, accurate typing.
Remy. 820 1259.

All kinds Call

(ISM6)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299 3ns
4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specializing

in theses, essays, manuscripts. (IS

QTR)

THESES, term papers, all forms of typing

IBM Selectric - fast, accurate. Very

reasonable. Canoga Park Area. 347 5203 dS
M 7)

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscnpf:
Exp. Wkends, daily 5 9, 828 ) 162. (i S QTR

)

^ vvUfllCKa......•••••••••••••••• • 'V

UCLA student wants«roommate and/or apt

to share for summer and next year. 826 76S3

after4p.m. (16MI0)

WANTED: six-string guitar, Martin O 18 or

D 28, Yamaha FG300 or ovation A«tf>r 6

p.m., 270-6979.

SABBATICAL '71 72? We too Need housing

here Oct. June. Will garden, care for pets

Call collect. Lew Marliani, 209 823-6051
.

( 16 M

^ Apts. - Furnished. j7~

ENJOY,, siimmer or longer Attractive,

cleanL singles accom. 2, one bedroom apts^

3; one bedroom and den 4 Air cond Blocx

campus Pools, sundecks. Garages 625 641

Landfair .479-5404. _ ( 1 7 M M^

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

DeyoaHa nmm for »wmm«r/fdl

MRS. KAY GR3-1788, GR3 0524

(FURNISHED) 1 bdrm. 155 attractive,

convenient WLA location Responsible
adults No pets. EX5 0360. (17MS<

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnistied or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478 1735

WOMEN Furnished apt Hilgard near

campus S110, entire apt., or 555 share

Utilities, linens, weekly maid, kitchen, bath

473 5268 (17M5)

555 LEVERING
Singles 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave.

TELE: 477 ... . . , , ,443
IM *rt:STWCX)D, SHOXTOII AT WEYBUMI-

(17QTR)

[mother

Spring football: only six practices left
».. ir^. u.wv.,^. r^fKotn: " ovrkiAiMMt Tomcv. "Scott HwiderBy Ken Hoover

DB Sports Writer

Only six practice sessions remain for coach Pepper

Rodcers and his staff and players to put it aU together

rV^Q spring football practice comes to ^n end with the

annual spring game May 15 on Spaulding Field.

The third Saturday morning scrimmage took place last

weekend, and the coaching staff had nothing but praise for

the performance of the players.

"It was extremely hard hitting," said assistant head

oach Doug Weaver. **Coach Rodgers mentioned on more

than one occasion that the hitting on both the offensive and

defensive lines was the single most impressive factor. That

coupled with the enthusiasm of the players. The two seem to

go together."

Seeking starting berths

Competition between the younger players seeking

starting berths next year is one reason the hard-hitting

scrimmage. **But the biggest factor," added Weaver, ''is

the fine crop of players that we have. They have been well-

trained in prior years, and they have been receptive to what

coach Rodgers has told them."

Spring practice is a time when freshmen and junior

college transfers learn a new system and compete with the

veterans for a place on the team. ''We have many proven

veterans, but we also have many younger players reaching

the level of the veterans through the experience of spring

practice. There are changes in starting positions every day,

and I expect there will be more changes," Weaver said.

Flores and McAlister

Two of the younger players gaining experience are

quarterback Mike Flores, a transfer from Santa Monica

City College and the most likely prospect right now to be

Dennis Dummit's successor, and James McAlister, one of

the Bruin's top halfback prospects. ,

Flores, who presently is sidelined With the flu, completed

DAILY
BRUIN

Bowie Kuhn speaks here
Major league baseball commissioner Bowie Kuhn will

speak at noon today in the Ackerman Union Men's Lounge

under the auspices of the Associated Students Speakers

Program.
Kuhn will talk about drug usage by professional athletes

and will answer questions afterward.

8 passes in 12 attempts for 74 yards in last Saturday's

scrimmage. Offensive backfield coach Dick Tomey

described him as "very intelligent, he learns quicjdy. Mike

was very well-coached in junior college, and he's had no

difficulty adapting to a new system." Flores is expected to

be back in action by today.

Tomey says of McAlister, ''he is better with the ball than

he is without it right now, but he is gaining experience all

the time. He has a chance to be super because he's such a

great runner. He can be one of the all-time greats."

So much more experience

Flores' closest competition for the starting quarterback

position comes from Clay Gallagher, a junior college

transfer from Glendale City College. "They (Flores and

Gallagher) have so much more experience . than the

others," explamed Tomey "Scott Henderson has been

working on the third team, but we do the majority of our

work with Flores and Gallagher, and 1 expect that we wiU

continue to do so.".

So far. there have been no injuries to key players that

would keep them out of the remainder of pracUce, but

minor ailments have affected the progress that many

players are making. ,.

"There have been no major injuries. Weaver says, "but

all injuries are major to the player that suffers them. It

takes him out of a day's practice, and the other person at his

position is getting better while he's not improving."

Reappearance of Tyler

The reappearance of fullback Randy Tyler, who has been

sidelined with an injury, is expected to speed the progress

made in the backfieW. "His absence hurt us, said Tomey,

"because he is a veteran. The veterans are important

because they show the younger players what to do,

especially in blocking."

When asked if the coaching staff is pleased with the

progress the team is making, Weaver replied, "Yes, we're

pleased, but we're just scratching the surface and all of our

improvement is ahead of us if we're going to be effecUve in

this league."

Practice resumes at 3:30 this afternoon after a one-day

layoff yesterday. There will be four afternoon sessions,

Monday through Thursday next week, in preparation for

the spring game a week from Saturday. There will be no

scrimmage this weekend.

Bruin Notes

Teams on tt>e West Coast are among ttie last to complete spring 'ootb*!! The

southwest Conterence wrapped up '* ^•'"'"O,^*'?"* '"
ff^^^J^J^S''^.

schools in the Midwest, notably Notre Dame, tmlshed driHs '•»«r^«^^,. ^.
Jim Bush has been worried that James McAlister may be roughed up a bit at

tt^^Bruin tracKmeti prepare tor USC this wetland Footballer McAhster win

scnmmage tomorroS and possibly Thursday, so hit status
",
Jo"0

'"7?;^
McAlister remains somewhat in doubt Chances are he'll compete •«•'"» '"^

Troiins Ttie spring game will be televised by KTLA Channel 5 trom 2 00

to 4 30 p m

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
jApb. - FumiskcpJ...... 17 JMs. joikiin. —1> , torn and Icari

S175. Large l bdrm.. own washer

dryer; private yard; game room/pooltable.

78 1182.
(17M7)

BH,
/

478

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
Oepoeita now lor t«mmar/<dl

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

THE VILLAGER
Color and Clrarm .,„,,-

Furn 1 and dens, 1

»»<».'''"f_.^.J'^'i'^
F.replace, Ige heated f>oo\.e\e^»^or. pvte.

pat.o air conditioning, lovely s*--**;:.*}"'*'

bidq , maid available. North ot Wilshire,

convenient to Iwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479.8M4 (ITOTK)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 7 people.

Rents S175-I35 per mon. per apt.

$87.50 mo. 82&- 13S6. _^

ciRLTh^S bdrm furn. apt. Close UCLA.

Tet , 475 738^. 475 I3t»t~— .- < 19 M5U_-

3 BEDROOM Venice, S45 per month

Audrey, 39? 2346, after 7 PM. (19 M 5)

Exchanged for Help... 25

FEMALE babysitter! Private room/bath

.una TV wallcing distance to campus. Salary.

^Autos for Sale, 29 >/Avhs for Sale 29

65 VW Bus, w/new guaranteed engine $1400.

473 7113, 473 2443 Also Roberts 770X

taperecorder»175. (IfMlU

STUDEBAKER 65-commander. 7

compact car Very good cond. Cash, t375.

Call 344 0636 (29 MS)

ROOMMATE to ^hare unfurnished apt

K Palms area. C all Cheryl 828-6942. (19 M 7)

YOU need a share? Come to 625 »-«"<"»*;

Reserve shares for summer. Blo«^,i^^^,^.

i479 5404. ^'l.'rii'

FEMAlV Share 2 bdrm. apt. with one.

^'^^'"^^^ 4m"
'" """"'

' t^m??)
Diana, 475 421V.

475 1120. ^^^___ __^
WORKING mother needs summer sitter

with wheels 3 school kids. Some «>reaO. or

hve out School year if works M'^"""* "*-

5151,6X1.468,836 3237. (25M7)

•67MONZA, 4 speed Stick, bucket "*»*• «|^'«.

owner, excellent care. White with black

interior. 876 5474. (29M11)

FREE room, kitchen

part time care of my
823 7407.

use in exchange for

mother, WLA, nites,

(2SM11)

•64 TRIUMPH Spitfire. Runs good. New toj

& t.res Needs body work Possibi;ity dum

buggy. »150. 479 91 45, Bill. {7^N\i ]

•63 SUNBEAM Alpine. Transmission work

needed, otherwise good cond. Best o**»^ *"'

4011 ext. 215 eves. (29M5)

CARS in EUROPE"
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 69504

LOS ANGELES, CA 0049

FEMALE law student will share 2 bedroom,

two bath in FOX Hills with same or faculty

member Luxurious. Karen, 44i-i5'»>

eves. (19 M 6) ^_^__
"' "

,
BDR^A^f7rn.7^aUnI~reterences, male or

cute chick, call for details, 838-9939, W^^^Jj«7M^
g7rl' Share with 2 other girls, *P»c*»"* '

^jd^oom - 1 1/2 '»-»»'
••>!,h',7o*£R"6in.

'•

—^ walk to campus. 478 4iyo,oKB^^

SERIOUS grad student willing to do

caretakinq duties for room & *»"*"
**'*'^)f.

Ev es, 278 7067.
^(ISM^)

ROOM oMered Student 20 or over, «««»»•"«•

i.ght duties, nights, Saturday. Two

teenagers, working mother 390-3255.

, ,
, .—./ '•

i:^

(2SM

AUGUST sublet. Furnished 2/bdrm., dining

room, fireplace, walled garden house. 10

min. campus. S27S. 825-2455,^ 414$. (25 M 7)

RESPONSIBLE girl. Companion minimally

handicapped 20 yr. girl. Psychology major

minor if possible. Some salary Car nee.

References 275 3877. r^^f

•62 PEOPLES car (VW). Stupendous

condition Just painted •"'•"ortal engine

Original owner. t4tS. Eves. 427 S*43. (29 M 4)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWINO

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from O.M. Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

'47 MUSTANG, 4 cyl 3 speed Engine, body,

excellent One owner. SlOOO / best offer 824

7388. (29 M 7)

'44 PORSCHE 912 raBMiN OligiM, AM-FM,
«ir cond, sharp. $LU437.4$$-nt5. (lfM4)

'4$ »>LYMOUTH convertible Fully

automatic, power windows, brakes, and
steering 4500 (29 M 4)

A-1

•47 COUGAR, recent engine evert»aul, new

clutch, tires, battery »1400 /otter 291

1879.
(29 M4)

Pool Subterranean garage-Elevator

Private patios & balconies-ocean view

. Walk tobeach - Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St , SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392-5554

231 1 Fourth St., SM 392-5484

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

^ For Sub-lease

SUBLET »»«'"i'vinid'i';s^iir«5;Vn'
beach, air conditioned- Jutte seff ^^^

eluding utilities 454449*. _- ~
SUBLEASE apt.

;o;„*"i;;r,Yth' st'/^'^s^'i
$i75/mo. 2 bdrm. turn. 1848 lotn. iT. <r^

^^ ^ jj

Monica, 394-45S0.

2 BDRM turn. apt. married student housing

$135 utilities included. 9««9e. June 15 Sept^

3? 1 7540.
*

ciiPNiSHED Delux summer 1
bdrm, TV,

am weekdays 826 4244.

140/mo; 1 bdrm
(SLM 10)

GIRL room/board exchange for babysit-

ting. Close to campos^47«J650. (J$M4)

yf
Room for Rent ..••• 26

Beverlywood House room lor rent $75/month

plus utilities. Nice room, nice area, nice

l»eoplc . 834^442. lUfA\0)

'43 VW SUNROOF, xint. mecti. cond. Engine

rebuilt last year. Must sell, S525 440 1325. (29

»_$) ^__

miles. Good
sAinc exlrat

(29MS)

•4» FIAT 850 sport, mustard, AM-FM, air

cond , low mi, 37 mpg, 399 1704, 81400/best

offer. (29M6)

1»56 VOLVO Newly painted, 5275 00 396 3397

Roger, or SM Ice Palace Tues, Thurs, Fri,

Sat nights (29M7)

'68 VW Sedan 40,000

physics*' fl^^cfi- CwHQ
SIOSO. Call474 34S0.

^,„^., 'M tmoala 4ilr, Power steering. R/K*.

WSW, tinted glass. 8400.00 98)^22 (39 M 10)

SUBLET apt. May 8 Aug^ 1

urn; Brentwood, 826 7415.

SUBLEASE Office 2 blocks ^om campus

carpeted, draped Furniture available.

A«o?oJ 500 so ft Extremely reasonable.

"^Apts. -Unfurnished 18

Approx. 500 sq.

625 1211, Mr. Van Gendercn (SLM6)

FEMALE Grad student king siie t>drm.,

bath, kitchen privileges Separate entrance,

)DPOsite campus t75̂ 7^27^^^(2^^)

^Autos for Sale 2"

•66 PLYMOUTH 4 dr , factory air, good

condition wm sacrifice Call «»tw 9 and
5^

825 1033
<^'^'°'

•66 TRIUMPH TR 4A. IRS. wire 'Wheels, soft

top /Tonneau, new radial tires. *''« J??.
6403,843 2138 (2fMll)

MGB '48 roadster Loaded, wire wheels, AM
FM, new top, low mileage. •'"'"•'"••^^ '",
7744.

- ------JTtMS)

•40 CHRYSLER New Yorker Convertible 4

new tires, good cond S235/best offer^ 459

1885.
(29 M 5)

68 VW R ft H
xint cond.,
after 4 pm ~

4 spd New paint, tires, brakes,

avail June 10. iUSO. 892 57lt
- (afM7)

VW '57, sunroof XInt mech cond Low
mileage New top, brakes 1325, "'^59111

eves (2fM10)

•67 VW Bog Excellent running condition,

good tires, brakes, clutch, '"•^••;, *'"

/best offer 474 59»2 - ^. . (29 M 7)

67 VOLVO 122S 2 door sedan, 43,000 original

Excellent condition Best offer 826
(2t M 7)

miles
7538

•63 SPRITE Nu painl, tM'e*

BUICK LESABRE PS, PB
Dralted 391 8913 eves

offer '44

offer.
f79M 7)

'62 PORSCHE super »0 xinf cofMl, com
pletely rebuilt, 8,000 mi ,new interior,

Pirellis, rims, dual webers. 454-$77». (29

M

10)

TRIUMPH Spitfire '67 hard/soft top XInt.

cond, new clutch HOOO 474 4144 after 5

pm (29M10)

ONE Bdrm. apt. Large terrace. Walk UCLA.
Faculty, staff, or graduate couple. Call 477-

0397 eves. (18 MIO)

5145 LRG. 2 bdrm. apt. near beach. Stove,
refrigerator, carpets, drapes. 356 4th Ave.,
Venice. 3»4-221S. (18 M 5)

BRENTWOOD 2 bdrm , 2 bath, pool,
elevator, quiet, adults, unturn. S250. 474
2346. (18M$)

~J House for Renf .......;;;r.;2v

ciiDN 1380 18 months beginning July, 3

Od'^rmT, "Jdy. gardener, delightful enclosed

iga rden Palisades, 459 1781 ^^^°^

^ House to Shore ^^

'47 SEDAN Triumph 2000 6 cylinders stick

shifi^w mile.^. A V condition, snjyjf^
6384 ext. 24.

J

66 MUSTANG, red convertible, V8 2t9, 4-

speed. xInt S775 (WA6GOS) ,^^,.,
839 0361

(2fMH)

VApfs. to Shore 19

FEMALE student or grad wanted by
lonesome guy to share his quiet apartment
and meals at no cost to her. Phone evenings
or weekends. 399-4110. (19 MS)

WOMAN to share small apt
Pacific Palisades No cost,
required 454 4496

to June 8,

t^eferences
(19M5)

LO apt. on beach. Own room. S90. 15 mm.
campus. 7 lover pref'd Bob. 789 5489 (19M
5)

SHARE furn house with yard. Own room

Close by 479 5988^
'"

PLEASANT, well furnished, m *«^*/'^

olen own room, with two others »1W^79

1840 after live.

FEMALE «'X>"'"'»»«jr!.rr.n MJr'.lin'
land share house near »>«»ch^C»ll Maniyrr

i3994373orleavyncssaoe
*

\J Room and Board ;*\ z.

"^"^
LAMANCHA

HAS THREE BEDROOM SUITES
WIT> ^

'45 DODGE Dart, automatic, power
steering, radio, heater, good condition. 5475

/best offer 653 7018 (29M11)

'68 VW Bug, good corfd. Must sell before

summer 51100 /best. 391 8913 I Mil)

'69 PONTIAC GTO conv Air, FM stereo,

power brakes steering windows antenna

22,000 miles 275 8133, (29M11)

•67 MGB Roadster. AM FM, low mileage,

good condition, yellow S975 I9r3526 (29M

'70 VOLVO I42S Xlitt C0«d. AM FM,
Michelin>. Leaving for Europe Call X5ii3i

or 472 5889. (79 M 10)

67 TRIUMPH Sedan 7000 6 cylinders, stick

sh.lt, low mileage. A i condition t';'«>^*70^

6384 ext 24 (29 MID

Cycles, Scooters

For jole. ^u

60 SPRITE Good cond t315/b»st offer

MoM sell 825 2757, 8 5. After 4 PM "3 0141

Eleanor (29^^7)
69 YAMAHA, 305 cc LOW mileage, excellent

condition, extras. mSM). (MM 7)

'68 FIAT 850 Spytfer, AM FM stereo,

peting, xInt cond , $1300 / best offer 821

evenings.

car
1550

(29M 11)

67 LOTUS ELAN, yellow convertible,

radials, knochofls. power windows, AM/FM,
immaculate cond 52495, 475 5831, ext

(29 M 4)

69 YAMAHA 250 cc Endure Immaculate

Only 2500 miles 5550 Most sell 363 5078 (3(

M 10)

60 CHEV Biscayne 8150 4 cyl. stk. ovr'-

drive Good running condition Evenings

838 3839 (29M5)

'70 VOLVO P1800, air AM FM. low mileage,

must sell, make offer 825 3440, ••*
V^' *«;»^

. (29 M 1 1)

'71 DUNE BUGGY fiberglass Shell, top,

buckets, street legal meticulously kept

$875 /trade Call 274 3003, 839 5435 (29M11)

Triumph GT6, wire
lOw mileage, 51850

(29MH)

BARGAIN Blue '68

wheels, radial tires.

Aft<r6. 474 2418

HONDA 4S0 c c '71 model only *>« '^'•»,

Call 825-2767 etternoon ( JO M if J

HONDA CB 450 Absolutely immaculate

Custom paint, megapl»ones, disc brakes

5 500 m. Steve J98 4317, Richard »•
7900 (lOM/.

NEAR beach Private, quiet, with paiio ,

V*rd. dishwasher, parking Own »>*<'^**'"'

bath i«s Marie, 397 9307 (19M4)

MALE «ante«. FnetMlly student building.
585 per month, off patio. near campus, free
parking 473 3284 (19 MID

-V-4* •«•#•- a* • •••

TO MOVE
TOLIVE

COME BY AND SEE OUR SPACE
930 HILGARD AVE

475-St31

t.^es needs some work NiCk, 474 ii>4 sisu
69 PONTIAC GTO *V"*'*"'-P^y_*^ **/_*****

bockel seats, vinyl top, a.r conamonlng

Int cond . with nom
..loitar 4/>>tr *y>^ ['^f

negotiable

64 CHEVELLE Station Wagon Good con

d.tion Radioheater Call 477 1420

evenings (29 mid

Wholesaling 52300. 789 4733 ( 29 M 1 1

)

4)

•48 VOLVO 122S 2 dr , auto /air, AM/FM
Low mileage new tires Cleanest '«'•*•»

139 5404 (3iMD|

•47 YAMAHA 305 Clean, excellent condition

New t.res battery 5325 /best offer Mark.

783 5444 (30 Mil)
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Netters still at SCC's,

..>..es I JV's end spotless season

:?

v.

I
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Listed below are ttte probable entries for Saturday's dual meet between ,^>i^

UCLA (S'O) and USC (5 0) at the Track Sladlum. Lifetime and 1971 best

performances are listed In tKat order
' DB Track Reporter Clark Conard's dope sneet will appear In

tomorrow's paper. In ca»e you would like to try your own dope street,

score five it) points for a first place, three (3) points for second, and one

point (1) for third. In the two relay races, the winner receives fivfe (5)

points, ttie loser none.

LONG JUMP, 1:15 p.m. — USC: Henry Hitw% (24-5 wind-aided, U-2, 24-1 3/4),

Jackson (24 9 1/2, 24 f 1/2). UCLA: James McAlislar (24-6 1/2,24-4 1/2), Finn Bendixen (25 4

W-a, 25-4 3/4, 25-4 3/4), Jsmes Butts (24-9, 23-7 1/4). s

' POLE VALUT, 1:39 p.m. — USC: Robert Pullard (14-7, 14-4 1/2), Scott Crydtr (14-4 1/2,

14-4 1/2), Jim CocHran (14-0, 14-0). UCLA: Francois Tracanelli (17-0 1/2, 17-0 1/4), Steve

Hardison (14-4 }/l, 14-4 1/2).

SHOTPUT, 1:30 p.m. — USC: Diog Lane (44-0 i/2, 434) 3/4), John Buehler (59-113/4,50-5

1/4), John Colich (58-3 1/2, 58 3 1/2). UCLA: Mark OstoiCli (42-101/4, 42-ip 3/4), Dale Gordon

(57 2 1/2, 57-2 1/2), Kent Pagel (57-1 1/4, 57-1 1/4).
"^^
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JAVELIN THROW, 1:30 p.m. — USC: Willie Hall (221-8, 217-3), Vince Libbon (205-0,211

5). UCLA: Peter Jones (244-4, 244-4), Roger O'Brien (231 7, 202 4), Gave Schiller (202-5, 202-

5).

440-YARD RELAY, 2:05 p.m. — USC; Leon Brown, Edeset Garrison, Ron Pharris, Willie

Deckard (39.5). UCLA: Ronnie Welch, Reggie Robinson. Warren Edmonson, Wayne Collett

(40.3). Best time, to date> 39.7 by team of Reggie Echols, Robinson, Edmonson, Collett.

ONE—MILE RUN, 2:15 p.m. — USC: Rick Carr (4:03.4, 4:04.8), Steve Crane (4:07.4,

4:08.2), Curtis Jones (4:08.2, 4:10.4). UCLA: Ruben Chappins (4:05.5, 4:05.5), Joe BalaKO
(4:07.0, 4:08.0), Rick Tschtldin (4:13.1, 4:14.5).

HIGH HURDLES, 2:25 p.m. -- USC: Lance Babb (13.7, 13.7), Bob^Coffman (14.3, 14.3).

UCLA: Duane Johnson (14.4, 14.41, Fred McNeill ( 14.5, 14.5).

HIGH JUMP, 2:35 p.m. — USC: Larry HolHns (7-10, 4 10), Dean Owens (4-9,4-4). UCLA:
Rick Fletcher (7-0 1/4, 7-0 1/4), Dong Huff (4-11,4-11).

440, 2:35 p.m. — USC: Edesel Garrison (45.S, 44.7), Leon Brown (47J, 48.8). UCLA: John

Smith (47.5, 44.0), Wayne Collett (45.7, 44.1).

100,2:45 p.m. — USC: WllUe Oeck hard (9.3, 9.3), Leon Brown (9.5,9.7), Ron Pharri5T9:7,

9.7). UCLA: Ronnie Welch (9.4, 9.5, 9.2 w-a) "-r-L- Robinson (9.3, 9.4, 9.3 w-a), Warren
Edmonson (9.3, 9p5), Reggie Echols (9.4, 9.4,

9

DISCUS THROW, 2:45 p.m. — USC: Joe Antuiiovich (19710, 197-10), Bruce Akins (143-4,

143-4), John Colich (158-5, 1Si-5). UCLA: Mark Osloich (184 0, 184-0), Roger Freberg (178-9,

178 9), Dale Gordon (175-8, nS-9).

TRIPLE JUMP, 2:50 p.m. -^ USC: Henry Jackitn (51-7, 51-4 1/2), Henry Nines (49-7 3/4,

497 3/4), Kevin Todd (48-8 3/4, 48-8 3/4). UCLA: James Butts (52-10 1/2, 52-10 1/2), Denny
Rogers (52-0 3/4w-a, 51-9 1>2, 51-9 1/2), Finn Bendixen (4911 1/2,48-1).

880, 2:55 p.m. — USC: Nathan Burks (1:52.0,^:52.0), Steve Crane (1:52.2, 1:52.2), Rick
Carr (1:52.8, 1:53.4). UCLA; PauJ ykdlUams (1:««a, 1:51.1), Bob Langston (1:49.2, 1:51.4).

440 HURDLES, 3:iO p.m. — UStI Hwiry Jackson (52.2, 52J), Bob CoHman (i?^, 52JJ,
Lance Babb (52.5, 53.0). UCLA: Jean Piarre CorvaJ (51.7, 51.7), Duane Johnson (53.9, 58.1).

220, 3:20 p.m. — USC: Willie Deckard (20.5, fO.5), Edesel Garrison (20.5, 21.0), Ron
Pharris (21.1, 21.1). UCLA: John Smith (20.7, 20.8,2(L4m^), Reggie Robinson (20.5, 20.9),
Warren Edmonson (20.7,21.4), Reggie Echols (21.0, 21.4, 20.9 w-a).

2—MILE RUN, 3:30 p.m. — USC: Jeff Marsee (8:47.4, 9:00.0), Rick Muth (9:00.4, 9:00.4),
Rick Carr (9:05.2, 9:05.2). UCLA: Jae Balasco (8:49.2, 8:49.2), Ruben Chappins (8:52.4,
8:52.4), Ruben Mejia (8:59.4, 8:59.4).

MILE RELAY, 3:45 p.m. — USC: Laon Brown, Nattian Burks, Henry Hines, Edesel
Garrison (3:10.2). UCLA: Reggie Echatajr Warren Edmonson, John Smith, Wayne Collett (— ). Best time, to date, 3: 10.5 by team of Echote^ Edmonson, Henderson Cooper, Collett.

Photo by Dale Samoker
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As the Southern California Tennis Championships continued into their

fourth day yesterday, the members of the UCLA tennis team appeared on
their way to dominating the championship in much the same manner that

they have jlominated intercollegiate tennis throughout this season

The first recognition of the Bruins' dominance came late last week
when the seedings for the championship were announced. The top seeding

went to Pancho Gonzalez, but the second, third and fifth spots were
awarded to Bruins.

Haroon Rahim, last year's No. 1 Bruin player, was seeded second

although he has not played much local tennis lately. Rahim spent most of

last month playing in the Davis CXip for his native Pakistan.

Senior Jeff Borowiak, who has been the Bruins' top singles man in dual

meets this year, was seeded third, while frestiman Jim Connors was
seeded fifth. Borowiak spent last week in Northern California, playing in

the State Championship. He reached the singles final only to lose a tough

five-set match to Jim McManus.
The fourth seeding in the championship went to Alex Olmedo, who

spent last week playing in the Kansas City Invitational. USC's Tom
Leonard was the sixth seed.

Although yesterday's results were not known before press time, the

Bruins had an almost perfect record going into the third round All ten

varsity members went through the early rounds without losing a set

There were over 138 entries.
• • •

The Bruin JV tennis team completed its dual meet season last week
with its second straight win over the USC JV's. The Brubabes thus

completed their own undefeated (W)) dual meet season, under rookie

coach Ron Kendis, a former varsity member in 1965. Last week, the

Brubabes won five of the six singles to sew their match up early, and then

usd their reserves in the doubles. The final score was 5-4.

/ John Reich

Loyo/a tips Bruins, 7-B
Loyola edged the UCLA baseballers, 7-5, yesterday at Sawtelle Field as

the Bruins loaded the bases in^the ninth inning but could not score. -

*

Mike Sanford, normally a reliever, started for UCLA and allowed only

one run, a home run by £>ean Jalmini, before leaving for a pinch-hitter in

the third inning. - ~ - -

Winning pitcher Rod Volk sided his own cause in theHohs'^ five-run

fourth inning with a home run.

The Bruins host San Fernando Valley State today at 3:00 p.m. at

Sawtelle. The totals:

Loyola 101 500 000 7 13 1

UCLA . 000 101 300—5 6 . .3

g
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Today's Softball Schedule
3:00; Delta Sigma Phi vs. Sigma Chi (Fd. 1); K 2 vs. Inverness (^d. 2); Ball Four vs. 4284A (Fd
3); Orion 11 vs. White Blood (Fd.4); AROTC vs. Harmless Error (Fd. 6); Rhum vs. Torridon (Fd
8)

4:00: Sigma Chi vs. Zeta Beta Tau (Fd. 1), Brigand vs. Niners (Fd. 2); CBSA vs. Jackson's Hole

(Fd 3), Bartholin's Galands vs. Solberg on Ice (Fd.4); Sigma Alptta Epsilon vs. Sigma Nu (Fd

6)

Today's Water Polo Schedule
Fubar vs. Sierra (5:00); Middle Earth vs. Cork (5: 30); Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma Nu (6 00)

Chaos vs. Chimborazo (6:30).

Monday's Softball Results
Delta Tau Delta def. Sigma Pi (Forfeit); Zeta Beta Tau def. Lambda Chi Alpha (22 10), Phi

Kappa Psi def. by Delta Sigma Phi (15 3); Sparta def. by Pauley (8 6); Sierra def. Kliimaniaro
(12 7); AFROTC def. by SlawsKi's Midnite Squad (forfeit). Hydra def. by IV F (4 3); Chooes def

Ball Three (14 2); Crabs def by Excedrin (16^3); Los Chiconos def . by Plasma Players (forfe.f).

Molars def. by Pussywillows (forfeit). Plan A2 def. Dishrat (forfeit).

Monday's Water Polo Results, «

Chimborazo def. Stonehaven (15 2); Bart's Bashers def MAC IV the 5th (forfeit); Delta Sgma
Phi def. by Lambda Chi Alpha (forfeit); Kilimanjaro def. Jefferson (6-2); Sparta def. by CoriL

(forfeit); Medical School def. Portshead Corp. (18-0).

Admission to Saturday's track
meet, which begins at 1:15 p.m., is

the same as for any other home
UCLA meet. UCLA students are
admitted free upon presentations
of their student ID card; UCLA
faculty and staff are admitted free

upon presentation of their athletic

privilege card; USC students are
admitted free upon presentation of

the BACK of their activity books.

Potter's Studio
11656 OLYMPIC, WLA

• Classes • Memberships
• Gallery

coll: 477-7757 Anytime

LIVELY THEATRICS. ROCK MUSIC & SONGS
ALL TICKETS $2.00 ON SALE KERKCHOFF HALL OR BOX OFFICE THURSDAY NIGHT

;'^'

Presentod by UCLA Student Commitfe, Ipr th« Arts ond ASUClA Culturol AHo.rs Commis.ion
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Did anyone here remember May 5?
By Robin Sanders

DBSUff Writer

Mav 5 1^0 — Students here gathered to protest the

killing of four students at Kent SUte University and the

nvasion of Cambodia by United States troops. Cries of "on

trike
- shut it down" were heard at ralhes at Meyerhoff

Park and Janss Steps. Two hundred Los Angeles Police

neoartment (LAPD) officers invaded the campus to quell

disturbances that broke out around the men's gym.

May 5 1^1 — Taped television Able lined the walkways

around campus as UCLA-TV prepared its broadcast

commemorating the anniversary of last year's distur-

bances Small crowds gathered around the television sets

olaced around campus to watch the programs. Students on

campus lounged on the grass with their dogs and frisbees as

they do on normal days.

Something besides the weather was different on campus.

Instead of a warm, spring day the campus was gloomy and

threatened rain. Students went to class as usual — there

were no strikes or calls for strikes. Calm rather than anger

and tension prevailed.

Plans for El Cinco de Mayo (a Mexican national holiday)

last year included a march on the administration building

sponsored by MECHA (the chicano student group here) to

effect changes in the High Potential Program. The MECHA
demonstrators merged with other planned demonstrations

which turned violent.

Yesterday, traditionally costumed **chicanas" passed out

leaflets which advertised plans for cultural festivities. The
emphasis of the MECHA-sponsored program was on

culture and festivals rather than student demands.

While anti-war protests continued in Washington and

memorial services were held at Kent State University,

college campuses around the country remained in a

relative state of calm. Politicians like to think this is

because students have finally "come to their senses" and

stopped raising havoc about the war.

Maybe jt's apathy; maybe it's frustration, or cynicism.

Students on campus have in general not responded to calls

for demonstrations and activism this year. Most of this

week's planned activity has been in the form of sym-

posiums, films and discussion.

Some students were puizled. **I can't believe that

nothing's happening today," a atwlMt who participated in

last year's demonstration said. A student rending a copy d
yesterday's DB folded it and said, "Ifs hard to believe that

at this time last year I was running from the pobce."

J
Other students were satisfied with the calm on campus.

"We're tired of all this rhetoric and demonstrating all the

time. There's no reason to stop classes," one black studoni

said.

The annual "rites of spring" myth about demonstratioos

appears to be dissolving in the midst of campus inactivity.

Student mass involvement has taken the form of centrally

located demonstrations — like those in Washington and San

Francisco — or conversations with government officials

and letter writing.

More radical elements have taken to more

underground "guerilla" activity to replace the usual open-

confrontation tactics.

If old soldiers never die, then anti-war movements do not

either — they only change form.
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BQC establishes task force i
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Elections major upset:

ASUCLA food prices studied JLyons.Cronin in run-off

By Terry Colvin

DBSUff Writer

A special task force to investigate ASUCLA food

prices was established by the Board of Control

(BOO — ASUCLA's governing board— at a meeting

Tuesday.

The committee — which is composed of Keith

Schiller, undergraduate student body president,

Milton Cook, graduate HOC member, and Harold

Kassarjian, business administration professor— will

report back to BOC in two weeks on the various

alternatives ASUCLA may take in the price con-

troversy.

The suggestion for a task force committee was

made by vice chanceUor James Hobson after BOC
rejected a motion to lower prices on coffee, tea and

milk and raise prices five cents on itenis costing 35

cents and over and 10 cents on items one dollar and

over.
' -^

'This committee cannot allow itself to be hemmed
in by only two proposals. The purpose of the task

force will be to present a series of alternatives to

simply raising or not raising food prices," Hobson

said.

Poll Results

Results of the poll taken last week by BOC were^

revealed by Donald Findley, ASUCLA Executive

Director. Eighty-one responses were received from

the poll that was published two days last week in the

DB.

"Some of the responses were highly incensed,"

said Findley. "Some suggested that I be fired or have

my salary cut to make up the deficit, which is all

right and that's their opinion, but it is not very

*^listic," he said.

Carol Handleman complained the survey was "self

selective" because only those who responded were

concerned about the prices.

Responses

The following is a summary of responses

ASUCLA food price questionnaire:

27

22

17

2

3

5

12

53

19

11

7

4

to the

4

45

Like present plan
Like alternate plan
'Some with some modification involving an in

crease in some prices, or different increases)

Like neither plan
Other ideas expressed in various forms:

'^UCLA i<; nnt «;prvina ramnus

&e more efficient
®

Cut "Administrators" ^

^ire outside firm
^

31

25

7

Campus Status

Undergraduates

Graduates

Staff

Faculty

No response

Imporiance of Issue

Stupid and irrelevant

A bit overdrawn in the whole scheme of things

A real campus issue that I ought to have a voice in

A real campus issue worth crusading about

A big put-on by ASUCLA
A big put-on by the Daily Bruin

No response

Twelve responses were accompanied by letters,

some highly incensed over Uie "rip-off," but most

offering constructive suggestions for improving,

according to a summary prepared by Findley's of-

fice.

Loss

Findley also announced ASUCLA food service will

lose a projected $40,000. OriginaUy it was projected

the food service would lose $47,000 this year, bat

because of the increase in coffee, tea and milk prices,

ASUCLA vsrill recover some $7,000.

The major reason for this year's deficit was the

termination of ARA, who had control of the vending

machines on campus. "ASUCLA had to Uke over

operation of the machines and also replace machmes

that were not operating. This turnover did not take

place as fast as we had anticipated," Findley said.

••This entire food controversy places ASUCLA in a

bad position. We just can't jump to rash conclusions

about our prices just because of campus pressures,

he said.

Credence

"If I had my druthers, I would reduce the price on

milk and tea and maintain the 15 cent charge for

coffee The cost of coffee per cup to ASUCLA exceeds

10 cents Besides, consider this, if we succumb to

public opinion this time, will we ever have credence

with the campus in ever raising prices agam?

Findley said.

••As it stands now, we hope to recover some of the

loss this summer We may close the Coop, and we

plan to reduce the full-Ume emptoyment employes

for the summer. We hope that attrition wiU take care

of this for us, but if we have to lay off personnel, then

we will," Findley added.

"Personally, '

present price sue*, anu huim ^i --

the boycott, which has cut coffee sales by 11 per cent,

will extend itself too much longer."

^.
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By Ken Peterson

DBSUff Writer

In one of many major upsets in undergraduate student govern-

ment elections, LaMar Lyons and John Cronin will face each other

in next Wednesday's presidential runoff election, Matt Maxer

having finished fourth in the five-man field.

Lyons outpolled the field with 1792 votes to 935 for Cromn, his

nearest competitor, but he failed to gain over 50 per cent which is

needed to avoid a runoff.

•'Obviously this was a very disappointing loss for me. But I will

lend my experience to whomever serves on next year's council,"

Mazer said.

According to Elections Board Chainnan Malcolm Pace, 44»

votes were cast in the election. However, he said the results are still

imofficial.

Another surprise of the evening's vote tabulation was Jayne

Polland's defeat of Dorothy Mae Redmond for first vice president,

winning by a margin of 1478 votes to 1320 for Redmond.

In the race for student welfare commissiooer, political unknown

Rich Kudo beat acting welfare cocnmiailoBer Mark Ryavec by a

1323 to 1080 margin.
. .

Runoff elections will also determine four other commissioner

positions next week, when cultural, campus events, studoit

financial supports and student facilities commissioners will be

chosen
While Bob Elias, candidate for five Student LegisUtive CouncU

(SLC) offices, won tiie Cultural commissioner race outright, his

withdrawal from this race necessiUtes a runoff between in-

cumbent Dave Stewart, with 636 votes, and James E. Roberson,

who polled 533 votes.
.. ._ • *i_

Jeff Lapham and Gary Green wiU oppose each other tn the

campus events commission runoff, where Lapham PO^*<^|°|JJ

votes to Green'8797. Lapham's total feU 25 votes short of his needed

"^Steven Gorehck and Mario Flores wiU be in tiie runoff
[^J^^j^

financial supports commissioner. In the primary, Gorehck pouea

998 votes to 1315 for Flores. -

o«:n;K»*i-; .ml
In the student facilities commissioner race, Ham ArWter ana

Edward Hernandez wiU be in the runoff. Arbiter had a 1398 to 1142

vote margin over Hernandez in ihe primary returns.

Botii Steve Halpem and Rhonda Abrams won election to their

respective offices, Halpem defeating Brad Reynolds 2279 to 1M8 for

administi-ative vice president and Abrams crushing Roger

Wiesnoski in the educational policies commissioiier race by a

margin of 2390 to 571 _j w i;^
Bob Elias won a resounding victory over Steve Orel and Me^sa

Skoff in the race for National Student Association (f«A)

represenUtive, poUing 1672 votes to 756 for Orel and SI6 for Skoff.

There will be a four-candidate runoff for the three general

representative spaces on SLC, since only Les Rosen received the

necessary 25 per cent of the ballots cast to assure outright election

Rosen led the IS^randidate fieW with 1244 votes. The four in the

runoff will be Neal Steinbrenner. who received 937 votes; Paul

Silver, witii 853 votes; Jerome Juan Urenia. with 715 VQlas; and

Pete Mirich, wiUi 536 votes. wu u^ i^
Referendum and yeU leader results wiU be pubhshed in

V

I

•:?: tomorrow's DB.
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80,000 pieces of mail daily

Mail room here always busy
By Marti-ann Fleming
DB SUff Reporter

In the basement of Murphy Hall, beneath the feet

of students who wait in line for grades and
registration packets, the central campus mailing

division is handling 80,000 pieces of mail a day, ac-

cording to one employe's estimate.

The entire operation, including pick-up, sorting,

delivering, and in some cases, addressinf^ and
metering, is haodledHay 45 employes, according to

Les Bach, manager.
Bach said Berkeley's mail service processed only

about 13 milUon pieces of mail annually in 1970, yet

had a staff of about 50.

Pieces

The central mailing division here handles about 22

million pieces annually. This does not include the

Medical Center, which has a volume of almost 10

million pieces of mail a year and is a separate
operation from the central campus mailing service.

One employe, Ric Myers, questioned whether the
number of employes was adequate. He said despite

an almost steady rise in annual volume, the number
of carriers hasiijiecreased from 11 to seven in three
years. One more will leave at the end of the quarter
and will npt be replaced, Myers said.

Delivery

The carriers pick up and deliver twice a day for

mail and once for parcel post. The mail is then either
redistributed, in the case of campus mail, to one of

213 stations, or is prepared for handling in the U.S.
mail. "^

George Adamson, who was a federal employe for

30 years, works in the central mailing division as a

special consultant. He arranges for special services,

such as registered mail, and recently concluded a

series of lectures designed to help Murphy Hall

secretaries save money on their postage.

Mass Mailing

}n addition to handling campus and U.S. mail, the

central campus mailing division also handles mass
mailings, such as lecture announcements and
newsletters. Bach said there are over 500 mailing
lists prepared by IBM computer. *

Bach complained only of a lack of space. ''There's

not enough room, but there's nothing we can do about
it," he said.

Turnover

Myers was a bit more critical and said employe
turnover in the division was ''many times more than
the University average." He said he liked his job, but
claimed he was subject to hassling in the months past

because of his long hair.

The services of the central campus mailing
division are available to all University departments
and offices and student groups which are authorized
by Norman Miller, vice chancellor of student affairs.

No personal mail is allowed to be carried. Campus
mail should take one day or less, according to Myron
Beil, assistant administrator in charge of the

program. He attributed any problems to improper
addressing or to misunderstandings over the date of

sending.

May 5,1971 reviewed
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Thousands of Americans joined rallies and marches across the nat
Wednesday to protest U.S. involvement in the Indochina war and
commemorate students killed last year at Kent State University in Oh^
and Jackson State College in Mississippi. ^^

There were scattered disturbances and arrests.

Crowds at the widespread demonstrations in small towns and la

cities seemed smaller than similar ones last year. — ^^

Police in Boston braced for possible violence as Boston Common th
nation's oldest public park, became the focus of antiwar protests \t\\}!\

city.

About 25,000 persons were on hand by 4 p.m. for a rally organize
promised would be "legal" orderly and peaceful."

'^

Some 200,000 persons jammed the Common on October, 1969.

A rally by 2,000 student in New York's Central Park broke up after a
hour when fist fights erupted between blacks and whites.

^

Empty bottles and cans were thrown after black students charged a
bandshell stage and pushed white youths pff . The blacks were yellinB

'Free Huey Newton," and "Free the PanCher 13." ^

The main protest in Washington, D.C., went into its third day, with its

numbers reduced. About 1,500 persons marched on Congress to demand
an end to the war, while riot-equipped police awaited their arrival at the

Capitol.

Another 1 ,500 to 2,000 persons— many of them government employes -
held a peaceful noontime rally at Lafayette Park across the street from
the White House. Earlier in the day, rush-hour traffic moved unimpeded
under the watchful eyes of $1,000 Marines and Army troops deployed at

bridges and traffic circles.

San Francisco police on horseback and motorcycles broke up
protesters' attempts to block morning Market Street traffic in front of the

Standard Oil of California building. All 1,800 policemen had been
mobilized for tbe protest when May day demonstrators gathered to ad-

vocate a disruption of business "profiting from the Indochina War. "

At Kent State, where four students died last year from National Guard
gimfire, a small group of demonstrators kept a building housing ROTC
classes cld^d. Elsewhere on campus, 1,000 students attended a rally

where speakers called for a ban on ROTC and repeal of a state law fixing

punishment for campus disorders.

University of Wisconsin's students peppered police with rocks and

bricks at s<°(veral campus intersections. Madison police used tear gas to

disperse a crowd of 1,500.

BSU to hold nominations May 12

Nominations for the Black Students* Union (BSU) officers will be

held on May 12. Nominees for office, particularly chairman and-

vice chairman, should have been here two quarters or more, have a

grade point average of not less than 2.0, have some type of in-

volvement in student activities and some understanding of

University politics and the black community on campus.
Black students interested in running for BSU offices should go to

the Afro-American Studies Center to place their name in

nomination for the desired office.
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btudent rep orientation set
Candidates in departmental elections for un-

dergraduate representatives should come to

orienUtion meetings at 3 p.m. either today or

tomorrow in the Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.

Elections for student representatives have been

definitely set in six departments for later this

month by the University AcUon Council (UAC).

Mail ballots for elections in the English, history,

math, psychology, political science and speech

departments will be mailed on May 14 to all un-

dergraduates in that department.

Candidates may campaign within departments

until May 21 and mail ballots are due May 26.

Forty-two candidates have signed up for 30

available offices (five in each department).

esticides, recycling studied

Presidents of each department group will be

part of a UAC executive council, which according

to Student Educational Policies Commission

Rhonda Abrams (SEPC) commissioner, will serve

as "a collective' intelligence gathering force to

help each other out." UAC is a part of SEPC.

Students from other departments who wish to

establish department groups will also be seated on

the executive council. The aim of UAC is to help

involve students in the workings of the depart-

ments, and to take an active role in working with

faculty to improve education. Students interested

in working with UAC should come to Kerckhoff

Hall 325 or 331.
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OES receives grant for research
By Susie Hatago

DB Staff Writer

The Office of Environmental Studies (OES) here

has been assured a grant of $12,900 from the

Prudential Insurance Company for environmental

research this summer, according to -Paul Silver,

director of OES. -

Silver said the program, which will be student-

controlled, will center on six major areas:

—Emissions Control: studying the effects of

emission reducing controls on the general per-

formance of 30 University fleet cars. These vehicles

(10 each with the following modifications: propane

fuel, natural gas fuel and a gasoline fuel additive)

will be tested in the preparation of a suggested

emissions control policy for the University to follow.

—Recycling: developing a salvage area and in-

centive program for University departments en-

couraging the recycling of solid wastes, such as

computer papers, film and scrap metal. In-

vestigation of the relative price and quality factors of

recycled and original pi:oducts will also be covered.

—Chemical Wastes: investigating the means of

collection and possible reuse of waste chemicals that

are now being disposed of in a questionable fashion,

according to Silver.

—Pesticides: evaluating the present policies and

.procedures regarding the use of pesticides. Interest

will b^ centered on the possible harmful effects of

th^se chemicals which are not normally revealed

with monitoring techniques.

—Phosphate Detergents: compiling a document

which describes the environmental implications of

the use of detergents in different kinds of water. This

may be used later as a policy statement for pur-

chasing procedures in the University.

—Solid Waste Processing: surveying alternative

handling procedures for the 20 tons of solid waste

generated here daily. According to Silver, this will

provide preliminary research for a larger research

project.

Faculty advisors for the program are Robert

^ Pogrund, associate professor of public health,

Richard Perrine, professor of engineering and David

Orbach, professor of physics.
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FEELING DOWN?
*

Call UCLA

HELPLINE 825-7646

GIVE YOUR MOTHER
A LUSCIOUS GIFT OF

alien uiertz candies

How about G beautiful box of chocolates (I lb., 2.98)?

You can also find elegant baskets with candies and

flowers -or assortments of exactly what she'd

like. It's just the best candy to be found, that's all.

You can order fresh flowers sent to her, too,

right here.

Mother's Day
is May 9
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students' store
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coodiM, b level, ockerman union. 82*77 11

rndoys-fr.days 7:45a.m.-7:3Qp.m.; Saturdays 10-3
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Sewing the largest

all beef burgers h
chilidogs found
anywhere.

Fr^ch

Frits

'¥^

:»ouJ w/ Ihis. coupon luuuy ihru Sun., M-y '. ,

Liquidation Sale
of

mmn* tformEL JAY'S
8960 Sunset Blvd.

(2 blocks east of Doheny)

Pimnfy of frmm Parking in Roar

50% OFF
ON ALL ITEMS

Jeans, Slocks, Sweaters. Vests, Suedes, Leather,

Shirts and Fixtures

Londlubbers, AAales - all brands

Hours: Mon., Tuet., Vlfed., Sot. and Sun. - 11-6 P.M.

Thur«. and Fri. — 11-9 P.M.

Store must be Hquidatetl

to Barm WalMI

TheKent Affair

"The events at Kent, Ohio In the spring of 1970 have been

among the most v»^ldely reported and analyzed In recent

history. The complex and tragic nature of these events has

prompted thousands to speak, reflecting every degree of

exploitation and restraint. This collection seeks »« P'*»^» *^«

first balanced, representative, and objective sampling of this

huge mass of material." -»rom ihe Ed.ip;t Preiace

THE KENT AFFAIR Documents and Interpretations

Edited by Ottavio M. Casale and Louis Paskoff, both of

Kent State University, Paper. $3.95

Available at your local bookstore.
Houghton Mifflin
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Saxon seeks sympathy

for Weyburn's residents

The following statement was sent to all deans, directors and

department chairmen by vice chancellor David Saxon:

Last Wednesday, April 28. Weybum Hall, one of two off-campus :

residence halls, infomlld the University that it had filed :

bankruptcy proceedings and would close its doors Sunday, May 2. :

•

The result of this action was that 423 UCLA students were evicted :

and have had to be rehoused by the University. This process is still <

going on.

As a result of this domestic disruption covering at least a one

week period, some students apparently also have had their

academic progress disrupted. Therefore I am writing to request

you and the faculty to \)e prepared to react sympathetically to the

academic problems created and to make whatever adjustments

may be reasonable.

i

If you should wish to verify whether any such claims are valid as

far as whether the student was a resident of Weyburn, the Office of

Housing Services will be prepared to do so (ext. 53401 )

.

——
^
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• OfflCIAL NOTICES •

FROM: Registrar's Office

Tuesday, May 11, 1971 is the deadline to fUe notice of candidacy for
the Bachelor's degree to be conferred June 15, 1971. A list of candi-
dates prepared from (he **A" cardn submitted with the registration pac-
kets is posted outskie the Registrar's Office Information Window **A".
Any errors or omissions in this list should be r^orted immediately to
Window "A".

I BfTE:I«BUkTIOBfA.X^

No Sweat Foreifrf Student!
We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

professionol efficiency at charges that won't hurt you.

\'

Call Us Now:
749-7491
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Hopes to return to teaching
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Graham to work in industry
By Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Writer

Edward Graham, who was denied tenure by the

chemistry department because his research was

considered insufficient, will leave teaching to join

private industry in June,

Although he has not officially accepted, Graham
said it is "quite probable" he will join a Washington

DC. firm doing research on envirorunental

problems.

*'At any rate, I won't be going back to teaching

right away. There are just too many teachers and not

enough jobs right now," he said.

Graham received the Distinguished Teaching

Award in 1968 and was commended in last year's

professor evaluation survey for his "perpetiml en-

thusiasm."

Freshmen
''What ril miss most about teaching will be fresh-

man chemistry. I feel I've been able to make a

positive contribution to many students' experiences

here.

**But the thought of doing research full time

doesn't bother me. Even though my research sup-

posedly wasn't sufficient here, I've always enjoyed

doing research, and I think I can make a contribution

in industry," he said.

Graham said he would like to return to teaching if a

position becomes available.

New professor

According td Graham, the chemistry department
has hired a former researcher at North American,
Inc. to replace him and the new professor has been
given tenure after only one year of teaching, he said.

"This shows the distorted sense of priorities the

department has. During the seven years I was

building a reputation within the University as a good
teacher, my replacement was building a reputation
outside the University as a good researcher

its
obvious which reputation the department was more
concerned with," he said.

. "The departrnent is very concerned with its image
in the outside community, and the only way to

mainUin a good image is to produce a lot d
publications," he said.

Pressure
Graham said the pressure on faculty members to

publish their research leads to poorer teaching and
poorer research.

"It causes professors to do research in areas in

which they can get quick results. Naturally those are
areas in which a significant amount of research has
already been done," he said.

"And, of course, the added research load takes
time away from the students, which has to hurt a

teacher's effectiveness," he said.

Graham said he was denied tenure because he
"didn't play the game. I had to decide when I came
here whether I would go along with the department
and devote most of my time to research, or whether 1

would let my research evolve naturally and devote

most of my energy to my students," he said.

Graham said he is "disappointed but not bitter"

about the decision to deny him tenure.

"It wasn't a matter of personalities; I think it was

just a basic disagreement over what a university

should be. The department seems to think its

primary function is to do research, while I believe its

main goal should be to provide students with the best

possible instruction."

Recycling bins may be returned
The Alpha Phi Omega newspaper recycling bins,

which were removed from the front of Ackerman
Union last month, may return this quarter, ac-

cording to the fraternity's president, Joey Schwartz.
New arrangements for pick-up, however, may
necessitate the bundling of papers before they are
put into the bins.

Last quarter, collection from the University-owned
bins was made by the St Vincent de Paul Society on a
weekly basis, according to Walter Ziesl, Alpha Phi
Omega member. The pick-ups were increased to
twice a week because the large volume caused ani
overflow of the bins.

However, twice a week was not often enough to

remove all the papers, and Alpha Phi Omega asked

to have them collected daily. The St. Vincent de Paul

Society said more frequent collection was im-

possible. At the end of last quarter, the physical plant

office took back the bins because overflow papers

were causing a litter problem.

Schwartz is now negotiating with an ecology action

group in Westwood to empty the bins. They would

require bundling of papers, but would empty the bins,

on a daily basis. Schwartz said Alpha Phi Omega
may provide free string if users are asked to bundle

their paper.

NE'U FIBaMT NIK!
We'll help you find those elusive titles, either

from our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search
service. Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
11613 SAN VICENTE (post VA Hospital) 826^533

Taft to speak

at Law School
Peter Tall, a candidate for

the Uberal state of the Junior

College Board of Trustees, will

speak at noon today in Law

School 1345 muter the auspices

of the Law Forum. The topic of

hb speech will l>e ''The CHses of

the Junior Colleges."
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EAT IN

TAKE OUT

Delicious FooH

CHICKEN-

HAMBURGERS-

SEAFOOD
k

at Reasonable Prices

11645 San Vincente BTvd.

Brentvvood - Phone 826-5010

Hrs. 11:30 AM - 9 PM - 6 Days

AnENTION
FOREIGN STUDENTS
Martin Lewin Transcarga If^

2240 N. Figueroa St.

Los Angeles, Calif 90065

Specializes in

Baggage Shipments
' Air- Ocean -Truck
* Pick-Up and Delivery to

Shipping Point

* Complete Packing Service

*
Insurance and Documentation

Estimates given without
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9 Letters to the Editor

EDITORIAL West Pakistan denoi/nced

David Lees

Managing Editor

Dave McNary
Sta« Writer

Ann Haskins
Editor-in- Cliief

Deborali Astiin

City Editor

Rick Keir

News Editor

1

Unsigned editorials represent a maiority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Doily Bruin Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board

DB Editor/a/

Environment
Currently, hearings are being conducted to con-

sider California Assembly Bill 1056, the proposed

Environmental Quality Act of 1971. The Daily Bruin

Editorial Board wholeheartedly endorses this

measure, and we urge students to write or wire their

state representatives to register support for the Act.

The Act is a direct attack on the present unplanned

patchwork which passes for **planning'* in this state.

Too often, large scale developers have been able to

convince local government bodies of the tax reveniie

benefits which accrue for various plastic paradises

being constructed in their fair city.

The Environmental Quality Act embodies a

philosophy of planning within the framework of a

coherent, regional plan for land use, resource

utilization and pollution control.

The Act would create a State Environmental

Quality Board and eight corresponding regional

Boards which will assume control of existing en-

vironmental programs in a comprehensive manner.

In addition, the Act also contains strong provisions

for citizen involvement through the creation of an

Environmental Quality Council and by authorizing

citizens' legal standing so that they may sue on

_behalf of environmental control.

Women's Lib to meet
The Women's Liberation Front of UCLA invites all women

regardless of personal/political persuasion to attend our meetings

at 7 :30 p.m. on Thursdays in Kerckhoff Hall 400. Our position is tha

solidarity among all women will insure our success as a political

movement and lil)eration force. .

We welcome all women who want to work towards an egalitarian

society and we encourage action on every level which will help ena

the oppression of women. We believe that any definitive action

serves to expose the system of subjection under which we hve and

therefore, we support every sister's aciUvity which attempts to

confront in any manner the barriers which are culturally

politically and legally set up and used by the male power structure

to keep us in our so-called "place."
. ^ r i^

Our objecUve is liberation The way we shall achieve it is twofold.

- Organization which wiU make us a viable political force^ You

do not have to consider yourself "radical " to join us, although

radical sisters are welcome. The only requirement for joimng is

ttiat you be a woman.
- By recognizing how and why we cooperate in our own

psychological and cultural oppression and by eradicating tnesc

oppressive forces from our lives. To this end we form con^

sciousness-raising groups whereby we explore our own natures ana

form bonds of love and trust for our sisters. We consider Uiese

groups to be highly political because they help to form new

women " who unite with each other to resist and eradicate enUreiy

all forms of oppression.
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Kditor:

A few things regarding Anvar

Siddiqui and Tajammul Hassan's

comments on ttie West Pakistani

military genocide on ttie innocent

unarmed civilians of Bangla Desh,

formerly East Pakistan (Daily

Bruin, April 30).

It seems our friends' only source

of information has been the

Pakistan Radio and the well-

censored West Pakistan Govern-

ment news. (To be better informed

could they please find some time to

glance through the following: New
York Times, April 7; report by

Sydney H. Schanberg, also of 4/7;

St. Louis Post-Dispatch April 3;

Chicago Tribune March 30; The

Los Angeles Times April 4; The

Manctiester Guardian March 31

and April 3; Time magazine April

26 and, more recently the May 3

issue by correspondent Dan
Coggin; Newsweek, all issues

starting April 5; Wall Street

Journal; Le Monde; Jerusalem

Post; Japan Times; Der Spiegel;

and Singapore Post (several issues

over entire last month). All these

international newspapers and

magazines are available in the

University Research Library and

it is just a matter of interest that

our friends go and read them and

broaden their outlook.)

The purpose of my letter is not

just to make some counter-

offensive comments or to degrade

Siddiqui and Hassan. They are also

friends of humanitariah peace

This is to show how. the West

Pakistani student intellectuals and

academic community has been the

victims of Radio Pakistan

propaganda and their censored

news media.

Are the near-complete

destruction of Dacca University

and systematic annihilation of its

professors and students by the

West Pakistani military regime

examples of keeping their "most

precious treasure"? The military

has reportedly razed Iqbal Hall of

Dacca University to the ground.

What an irony! The great national

poet Iqbal was adored all over

Pakistan as the dreamer of

Pakistan, and the West Pakistani

military, by this action, has

shattered the dreams of thfe

dreamer of Pakistan. May God

bless his soul! To quote Time, May

3, "Islamabad may have to face

the fact that unity by force of arms

is not exactly the Pakistan that

Quaid-E-Azam Mohammed Ali

Jinnah (founder of Pakistan) had

in mind."
In this chaos of bloody mass

murders and inhuman atrocities,

still there are a few West PakisUni

intellectuals who have condemned

the action of the miliUry regime

(please read Wall Street Journal,

April 4). I, too, have quite a few

West Pakistani student intellectual

friends who have expressed their

indirect condemnation of these

brutal acts. It is encouraging that

their gute in expressing their views

against the strict military dic-

tatorship give us hope that the day

for peace on earth and the at-

tainment of self dignity for each

individual of this world is not very

far away.
That the eastern sector of

Pakistan, now Bangla Desh, has

been exploited as a colony of the

minority West Pakistanis for the

last 23 years can be well ascer-

tained if one goes through a paper

published by Harvard University,

Conflict in East Pakistan:

Background and Prospects ' This

paper has been compiled with

basic facts and figures by three

well-known professors of

economics and public ad

ministration: Edward S Mason,

Robert Dorfman and Stephen A

Siddiqui's calling of the majority of

a country (Awami League won 167

out of 169 seats in the recent

general elections) as a few

political or terrorist "cells."

Recently I read a joke, I don't

remember where, but surely the

American people have a very good

sense of humor. The joke goes

thus: Napoleon, Hitler and
Mussolini met in heaven to

ruminate over their defeat: "If

only I had the British Navy I would

have won" Napoleon said.

"If only I had the atom bomb
." declared Hitler.

"Why all these things? If only I

had Radio Pakistan ..." said

Mussolini
Dillp DutU

Graduate, Engineering
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Nations

Lastly, I vehemently object to

Editor:

Mr. Siddiqui's letter (Daily

Bruin, April 30) is misleading. He

denies that East Bengal is a colony

of West Pakistan, probably

because he comes from the West

and would not like to see his

country partitioned.

Certainly the founder of

Pakistan, Mohammed Ali Jinnah,

did not see Bengal as a colony of

the West. He merely wished to

create a homeland for the Muslims

of India, a nation where they might

live in democracy and equality.

Unfortunately there was neither

democracy nor equality. The

history of Pakistan in the last two

decades would have saddened him.

The first free election in the history

of Pakistan, on the basis of one

man one vote, was not held till

three months ago.

Equality was perhatps inevitable

after the election, considering the

fact that East Bengal has .a

population of 72 million compared

to 55 million for the West.

The injustice of this can .be seen

on our own campus. Although West

Pakistanis are only 45 per cent of

the total population of Pakistan,

they account for over 90 per cent of

allJ'a.kistani students at UCLA.

Nor is this an isolated case. The

same pattern exists at Cal Poly in

San Luis Obispo, where there is.

only one Bengali student compared

to forty-five from West Pakistan.

The inequality between the two

wings is very sharp. Even within

West Pakistan itself, some
provinces like Sindh and

Baluchistan hardly find any

representation. In fact, roughly

half of all Pakistani students in the

United States come from the city of

Karachi in the West.

Obviously this injustice could not

last forever. In Pakistan's first

adult franchise election ever, held

by the military three months ago,

the East Bengali leader Sheikh

Mujib secured an absolute

majority Peaceful change was

around the comer. But the dic-

tatorship was not going to yield

power so easily. It seems that the

privileged in all countries do not

give up their power withbut a fight.

This is at the heart dt the matter.

General Yahya tool^ power from

Field Marshal Ayub in 1969. He is

not democratically elected, not

even nominally. Siddiqui says that

this dictator is safeguarding the

unity of Pakistan. But will the dead

bodies of the East Bengali in-

telligensia cement the unity of

Pakistan*^ Perhaps for a short

while.

In the long run the West

Pakistani dictatorship has per

manently damaged the unity of

Pakistan by creating 200,000

martyrs All military regimes, be

they in Iran, Jordan or Vietnam

seem to be very shortsighted. In

fact General Yahya, by his sense-

less slaughter of unarmed Bengalis

has done great harm to the unity of

Pakistan.

It took Jinnah and other Muslim

leaders of India half a century of

hard work to make Pakistan a

reality, and now the military hai

destroyed it in just three weeks of

genocide Indeed history might end

up calling General Yahya the

illegitimate father of Bagla Desh.

(How stupid can the "colonels"

get?)

Finally Siddiqui talks about the

editorial in the Daily Bruin,

regarding Pakistan. He feels that

you were influenced by what he

calls "vested interests" in writing

that editorial He does not say who

these "vested interests" are.

Similarly in his letter, Hassan,

too, refers to some outside forces.

He feels that the editorial in the DB
was influenced by, and I quote

"those political influences that

want to wipe out the entire Islamic

States and Muslim genertition

whether they be in the Middle East

or Pakistan." Both of them do not

tell us who or what these

mysterious forces are. Why are

they so ambiguous?

Does the CIA. run the DB? Or is

it an Indo-Jewish conspiracy to

"wipe out the entire Islamic States

and Muslim generation whether

they be in the Middle East or

Pakistan"?

If this is a gimmick merely to

secure Arab and Muslim support,

how naive can they get? No Arab

or Muslim is going to support a

distatorship that "wipes out"

200,000 of its fellow Muslim

citizens. 1 have an idea. If someone

at The Near Eastern Center has

time and money to spare, he should

investigate into an Indo-Jewish

conspiracy to conquer the Muslim

world. Here at last is a fresh topic

to work upon.
Madhukar Shah

Graduate. History

Credit cards
Editor:

For the past two months, 1 have

been hassled by many pretty

saleswomen of the American

Express Company to try to pur-

chase credit cards from them. By

filling out the application, the girl

makes 20 measly cents

Being the noble person that I am,

1 agreed to fill out the appUcation

so that she could earn some bread.

But my letter today concerns not

those beautiful young student-

looking girls.

1 tjuestion the legitinwicy of the

fact that a private bank can go onto

a University campus dressed as

students and recruit them using

Bruin Walk and Royce Hall and the

(iypsy Wagon areas, etc.

These workers are not even

students. What the hell are they

doing here?

If American Express can recruit

on campus, why not Bank-

Americard, Standard Oil, or the

third world's best friends, the

Chase ManhatUn Bank or Master

Charge or every damn company

that has a credit card system?

Why don't we turn this campus

into Wall Street so that we can buy

and sell stocks with our credit

cards? In fact, if the University

thinks American Express cardl

are so good that they alone can

recruit on campus, why not let ail

us students charge all of our fe«

on the American Express?
BillFerman
Philosophy
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YOU CAN DRINK
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CRAZY THURSDAY
7 . f P.M.

PITCHIR 7S«
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FOOD MO son DMNKS
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IK HAWAII A RAIMSAIK!

(YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE RICH TO ROAM THE ISLANDS)

Thi&year, don't say "I can't afford to go to Hawaii." Continental

liad your budget in mind when they produced a special free

brochure with the facts about low cost vacationing in the

Islands. Hawaii isn't expensive— not if you know where you

can get the best accommodations and the best meajs at the

price you want to pay! Our booklet tells you all this, plus guid-

ing you to the best surfing, camping and scenic spots. It

includes some of the best values in hotels, restaurants, hight

life . . . even where you can rent a Honda! Send for a free copy
of "Continental RAPS about the Great Hawaiian Trip" with

the coupon below or call Continental's campus representa-
tive, Harry Sloan, 626-9241

.

If you have your Continental Youth Fare Card, you can fly

to Hawaii from the West Coast for just $85.00* on standby. Or
$98.00* on a confirmed reservation, Monday through Thurs-
day Economy Fare. If you don't have a Youth Qard just check
the box below. Then you can
travel in comfort on any one of ^ ""

our six daily flights to Hawaii -^^
from Los Angeles, Portland
or Seattle.

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
P.O. Box 656, Orange, California 92669

Please send rr^e a free copy of:

D CONTINENTAL RAPS ABOUT THH GREAT HAWAIIAN TRIP

n YOUTH FARE CARD APPLICATION

NAME:

S.F. march 'human ' experience
Tht«rsday' May 6, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 7

Editor:

I am certain that the critics of

the march of April 24 shall be many

and their remarks quite cleverly

polished. I am also certain that

Nixon did nothing more serious

that Saturday evening than drink

buttermilk and sway, as much as

the confines of his arm chair would

allow, to the strains o£ Lawrence

Welk
It is a pity that the rally had to

cater to the multifarious factions of

the politically overlooked, instead

of concerning itself only with

peace. It is a pity the whole thing

was not perfect, so as not to give

the detractors anything to whine

about.

But if one might find it in one's

patience to overlook these

somewhat less than monumental

flaws, one might come down to the

importance of the march: the

people who attended it.

, >.i -A

ADDRESS

CITY; STATE: Zl^;

COLLEGE:

n

- YEAR IN SCHOOL:
The Proud Bird with the Golden Tdil

L

Southern Campus

still on sole

KHn2'

We didn't all begin the hike as

noble concerned citiiens, there for

one purpose alone — the adjective

ulterior is applicable to even the

most innocent movements — yet I

think we ended with at l^st a litt|e

insight into our fellow hian.

The war is not over, no. The

protestors still protest each other,

yes. Still, the march, even in its

disruptions, was so far away a

human experience, as In that

capacity alone to be a suitable slap

in the face to the penUgonal war
machine.

I speak as a private person with

little hope for the people of

America, people deadened and

dulled by the luxury of their lives

and the wastefulness of their

greed. And yet there were 150,000

who, whatever their private in-

terests or imperfections, were

willing to put all else aside and
walk the streets of San Francisco

as people, quite simply, who feel

the war is wrong.
Erin Q. Blackwell

Inefficiency
(Editor's note: the following letter

was sent to Registrar William T.

PuckeU.)

Last February I submitted an
application to the Soroptimist Club
for a $2000 scholarship. Three
letters of recommendation were
required, together with a tran-

script of my undergraduate work
at UCLA.
The transcript was requested on

February 8, the deadline for the

application being February 15. The
transcript was received by the

Scholarship Committee about
April 10 approximately one month
after the scholarships had been
awarded. My application received

absolutely no consideration
because of the missing transcript
Needless to say. a great deal n/

Ume had been wasted, both bv
myself and the three people who
had written recommendations

for
me. Notwithstanding, the most
galling aspect of the situation

is

that there are so few scholarshipj
for which one can apply, much 1^
qualify. To be entirely thwarted in

one's attempts by such simple.
minded inefficiency in the
Registrar's OfHce is intolerable

During the first two years a
dental student is required to

purchase instruments and books
totaling $2500. This expense
together with *'Uving expenses'
and tuition would be much less

prohibitive when offset by a $2000

scholarship.

Judith D Green
Freshman, Dental

Symposium
Editor:

I would like to express my! Ap-

preciation to the Student

Legislative Council — Teach-in

Symposium Program (SLC-TISP)

for having sponsored yesterday's

remarkable Vietnam war sym-

posium. While listening to and

viewing several moving and in-

credibly informative speakers and

films, I experienced a wide range

of intense emotions, including;

frustration, desperation, bit-

terness, anger, fear, humiliation,

hatred, shame and even pride. I

felt everything but apathy.

For this, I must commend the

SLC-TISP on what was un-

doubtedly one of the most timely

and worthwhile programs ever

offered to the students of UCLA.

Susan Hayes

Freshman

I
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Henrik Ibsen, the gloomy giant of nineteenth

century drama, was considered a literary heretic in

his own day. When Ghosts (1881) first appeared on

the British stage, it was condenmed as "an open

drain; a loathsome sore unbandaged; a dirty act

done publicly." Yet the young Shaw, James, Joyce,

and later Eugene O'NeUl were all to acknowledge

their enormous debt to Ibsen's dramatic craft.

Ghosts, for instance, seems to have influenced the

Eliza and Alfred P. Doolittle relationship in Shaw's

Pygmalion, the^ sense of the past haunting the

presence in Joyce's "The Dead," and the classical

disintegration of a family unit in O'Neill's Long

Day's Journey into Night. Even a play as current as

Harvey Perr's Rosebloom owes something to Ibsen's

fascination with the psychological tangles of

domestic life.

Surely, history has disproven the charge that Ib-

sen's theatre is "a dirty act done publicly." There is

some truth, however, in that eariy reviewer's

ignorant statement. Ibsen's chief concern,

throughout his long and varied career, lay with the

dirty act done privately. It is hypocrisy, smoothed

over by the lace and velvet of "respectable"

behavior, that he exposes to the public eye. Thus it is

only natural that the pubhc, unwilling to see itself m
Ibsen's cracked mirror, responded with outrage.

After Ibsen's subject matter ceased to be con-

sidered shocking, he lapsed into the uncomfortable

position of an historical figure. Students of drama

paid lip service to him but did not often tackle his

plays. Today, however, there is something of an

Ibsen boom in progress. In the wake of the American

public's new interest in women's social role, the

plays of Ibsen have been "rediscovered." Nora

Helmer's famous door-slam at the end of A Doirs

Ghosts is also famous amorig Ibsen's plays as a

perfect adaptation of the classical unities of place

and time. The play is entirely set in one location, the

parlor of Mrs. Alving. And thirty years of ac-

cumulated horror are neatly compressed into a

twelve hour period in which all of the hideous past

bursts into the present. As in Oedipus Rex. the play

picks up one single loose thread and proceeds to

unravel it until the whole fabric of a household and a

community has been destroyed. This severe

classicism is enhanced by a classical sense of grim

fatality. Coincidence — the fire in the orphanage, for

example — is really part of a larger, darker scheme

which inevitably bares the corruption beneath a

sanctimonious surface.

Yet despite the classical approach, Ibsen's play is

profoundly modem. Hereditary syphilis, the disease

upon which the action of the play hinges, is no longer

considered a medical possibility. Ibsen's use of it,

therefore, seems as old-fashioned as the outraged

reactions his play once aroused. But the disease is

still valid as a metaphor. It is a suggestion of the

festering innards of modem man, trapped by what a

James Joyce character called our "syphilisation."

And Ibsen probes Ghosts* complex set of inter-

relationships with an intensely modem awareness of

psychological forces. Far from being wooden

stereotypes, the characters are as mulU-sided and

full of contradictions as any human being. And the

powerful Oedipal overtones which exist between

Mrs. Alving and her son serve to add one more

dimension to the tragedy of their broken lives.

The Theater for Us troupe at the Oxford Theater

has succeeded in capturing a good bit of Ibsen's

somber world. Theu" production, directed by UCLA's

James Kerans, is generally quite rewarding There

are some lapses, the weather elements so crucial to

the symbolic atmosphere of the pi- "re not reaUy

Pretty Maids

Summer of '71

b y Jeanne Grand////

Lately. Erich Segal has shnigged his shoulders, raiaed his ^f^ildered

brows, and pleaded that Love Story be simply enjoyed as a chocolate

eclair
" A lot of unwarrai\ted criticism might have been avoided had

critics realized that Love StiM-y does, indeed, belong to the genre of

cinematic confecUon This is a legiUmate genre, but itinvolves escapism,

and pure escapism as in Love Story is now obsolete. The latest cinematic

confection is MGM's Pretty Maids All in a Row. In seeking to avoid the

escapist syndrome and come up with a more significant and relevant

pastry, writer-producer Gene Roddenberry (late ^^^J ^^\,'''l^
director Roger Vadim decided that Pretty ^aWs should be a bUck

comedy and therefore came willingly under the influence of MASH (A

football game, a tap^recorded "love" track and the sexuaUy derived

humor make the relation obvious.) However, despite the best and

blackest of intentions, Vadim is still Vadim. and given a dozen or so

pretty girls, thd finished product is decidely more oW-fashioned

cheesecake than revolutionary black comedy.

Even if it's not very successful as black comedy. Pretty Maids might

sUU have been a confectionary treat except for the fact that the story Is

too insubstantial to make good marshmallow. Woven into the cheesecake

and black humor, there is supposed to be a murder mystery - sonriething

on the order of Ten Uttle Indians. Co^ corpses keep turning up at a high

school where Rock Hudson is a combination guidance counselor^ coach

and all-around stud. The suspense remains decidely undeveloped as we

watch Tiger (Hudson) sequenUaUy seduce each of the pretty maids who

invariably turns up dead in the next scene. I don't want to spoil it for you

any more than the film does, but suffice to say there are no surprises

Not realizing that a murder mystery (even a funny black one)

necessarily requires a rather intricate, or at least tricky, plot Vadim and

Roddenberry completely ignored the obligations of the Christie genre,

and dismissing the mystery part altogether, ^^^^^^^j""^^"^"?P\y?^

the butt for their black humor. When a body is found m the boy s lohn

House has been hailed as the shot heard 'round the

male-chauvinist world. The current Broadway

productions of A Doll's House and Hedda Gabler,

both starring Claire Bloom, have been discussed with

an interest far beyond that which usually greets a

revival. And locally Ghosts is being presented at the

Oxford Theater.

In a sense. Ghosts is Ibsen's answer to those who

were shocked by Nora's abandonment of husband

and family in A Doll's House. Ghosts' Mrs. Alving is

the unhappy wife who has dutifully returned after

her virtuous act of self-sacrifice, the ghosts of the

dead past have risen up to haunt her. Ibsen is won-

derfully keen at pointing up the double standard

imposed by polite society The prissy hypocrite

Pastor Manders, makes it perfecUy clear that while

a fallen woman is a 1
-'' ^'-—'^"^ rrmhirr a

«•«•««•« ••«
"fallen man" still ae^rr-vtr; ;ir

obedience which is the birthright of his sex

apparent, and t^ie blocking does not always take mto

account the fact that an audience is seated on all

three sides of the thrust sUge. Also, the Oswald and

the Regina of this production tend to be rather weak

He looking like a blond Edgar Allan Poe, does not

quite have the emoUonal range his difficult role

demands, while she is not visibly the splendid,

ruthless creature Ibsen created. But Eva Soreny s

Helen Alving is generally right on Urget, and Vernon

Weddle is fine as the holier-than-thou Pastor Man-

ders (it is hard, however, to imagine how a younger

Helen could even have been attracted to such a

pompous ass) As Engstrand, the first cousin of

Shaw's Alfy DooUtUe, Remo Pisani is marvellously

comic and at the same Ume deUciously evU.

Ibsen said of GhosU. "the play is to be like a pic-

ture of life" Much has happened in the world of

drama since 1881 But the Oxford Theater production

of (ihosts confirms the rumor that there's ^ lot of life

in the old play yet.

Keenan Wynn as an inept policeman is more interested in grilling Tiger

a^uTthe upcoming fooLll game than about the facts of the ^i^der

Roddy McDowall as the principal is only worried the school will get a bad

repuUtion, and during half-time at the big game the cheerleaders cori-

tinue to prance during a moment of commemorative silence. No one

s^ms at allaffected by the murders, and. indeed, that is just what the

nTm makers wished to show. The only trouble with this kind of black

humor is that it bordere on the improbable. In MASH we could sym-

oathize with the bawdy black humor of men trying to keep their sanityS insanity, but in Pretty M.ld. we are hard put
Jo

chucWe at the

antics of insensitive boors who don't give a damn about haU a dozen dead

^
While the murders are in progress so is a sub-plot. Young Ponce de

Leon Har^r (John David Carson) is a sexually deprived studen who

Xr muchtrial and temptation is finaUy led to the "founUin of youth by

hEnSh teacher (Angle Dickinson) While amusing t occupje«

almost as much film as the main plot wiUiout reinforcing it in ^e lewt

TeUy Savalas is the film's most "arresting' pre«»n«J, and as Pohce

CaptaiA Surcher he paradoxically projects all Uie menacing Dr. Jekyll-

Mr Hyde quality that his suspect, Hudson, can't even suggest.

The sins of Pretty Maid, are preponderanUy those of omission and the

film could have profited enormously from a little intngue a tighter plot

and the addition of a more satisfing ending. As
^f^ ^f.^^^^^^?^^

Maids is a cinematic confection as pretty, pleasant axKi insubsUnUal as

cotton candy.
'^»
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MILLS APPEARING AT
SHELLY'S MANNEHOLE

May 11th to 16th

Jack Johnson — Music by Miles Davis

Album Now Available at

BOOKS ANO RECOROS

1025 WCSTWOOO BOULEVARD
I OS ANGELES. CAIIPORNIA 900?4
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Summer of '42

'Summer' Without

the Wintergreen

\ by Jim Paris

Films about first love cloy like

excess of wintergreen oil. Although

the subject is a candidate for ex-

pert handling, recent years have

seen but a handful of successful

ventures. Last Summer, with its

astute intermingling of adolescent

sensitivity and savagery, was one;

and Summer of *42 is another.

From the point of view of an

outsider looking in, Summer of *42

has all the dimensions of another

supersensitive congeries of high-

flown schlock. And it does come
close at times to teetering at the

edge of tittering. What saves it are

its a-cinematic virtues of excellent

casting, dialog, and direction of

actors. And a remembrance of all

those terrible five o'clocks in the

afternoon, when even your best-

behaved brat is likely to act the

part of the obnoxious, Nox-

zemasmeared, and (especially)

vulgar little bastard poised over

abysses of the tragicomic.

How this subspecies loses the wet

behind its ears and becomes a man
has been the subject of con--

siderable speculation on celluloid.

Herman Raucher, whose own story

Summer ostensibly is, deserves

credit for being the shrewdest

screenwriter to sink his molars

into this morass of molasses. He is

also one of the few to treat his

fictional adolescents as more than

green resurrections of the noble

savage with their "hesitant forays

into the mysteries of oncoming
manhood."
The actors themselves are not

the mewling studio brats reeking of

pomade and bad pot who clog the

rnles of pictures in this genre, but

kids who may have whistled at the
latest Packard, dug This Gun for
Hire at the Bijou, or spat at the
thought of Hitler's jackbooted
legions whom their older brothers
were fighting in Africa or SicUy

"*" l>» l »» Wlf
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The only major complaint, ex

cept for the too, too sensitive

sweetness of the ending, is the use

of desaturated color, which is

supposed to make us believe that

we are looking at our own

childhoods through the misty glass

of memory. Summer of '42 is not a

tintype, and it called for no special

lighting effects to call attention to

the fact that it is a period picture.

Rather, it can stand on its own, and

is not too sensitive for the blaze of

noon or the transparent clarity of a

needle's eye.

•(Paid Advertisement)

~"
Apply now for Fall Positions with the SiC

mmergrailDate AdoiiDisirative

- iniera Program

OPENINGS IN:

Dean of ShidenH ' Office

Chancellor's Planning Office

University Police Department

UCLA Business Office

10 hours a week commitment in addition to 10 hours

a week paid office time. Excellent pay.

Apply now in ASUCLA President's Office, KH 30 A

Deadline for applications WED, AAAY 12, 1970

The Death of Rock-Part 9
Thursday, AAay 6, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN t

TYPEWRITER CITY

Rock is not. nor should it ever be

confused with - life. Rock, the

0reat reliever, the Hoyt Wilhelm of

The revolution, has left joumalii

comemmorating its birth, "roots"

and cosmic significance, strewn m
its wake like seeds of sai4 plant.

They have blossomed into

monuments to illusion. Rock is not

really dead, just decayed like

anything good and overworked.

Nothing lies fallow for next year m
the music business — whatever

size crop is grown can be sold, one

way or another.

James Taylor, and even more so

his brother Livingston, are as good

as everyone feels they are but it is

a heavy burden, especially for

James, and just a mirage for his

fans to mass and bathe their only

lives in reflected pain and then go

back to sleep. A family never

saved anyone and it is hard enough

to save yourself so maybe it's time

Jesus stopped appearing through

the vinyl and the cardboard and

the wires and even live for five

bucks.

Taylor is a very big star now and

it is obscene, in a way sort of

grotesque, that the beauty of his

art is so public. That's it. There's a

thing rock people, music people

and people say about most of those

guys — usually the singles — how

amazing they were when they were

trying to surface, when they were

going through it. Taylor is the

suburban Bob Dylan, and it is not

his fault that everyone almost

loves him. When media people get

inside the media, they become part

of its substance, which smells.

Taylor made it relatively fast, his

• younger brother even faster. The

by Steven Marshall

deluge of life histories and
meaning in their songs explodes

triumptiantly an appreciation that

would be sweeter if acknowledged

and cared for, then cultivated like

something that will last. All just

too fast. Johnny Winter is nearly

stu-edding himself in retribution

for the overhype and reverse

stagger he got before anyone heard

him. Let the people decide, the

man bellowed, and the media said

how, er yes, let them.

478-7282 Westwood 479-7282

It all seems like some grand

theatre called "Private Lives" as

everyone gral)s hold of themselves

these days and thinks it's their

brother. No lessons, it seems, were

learned in the great war — the one

remembered in "Four D^d in

Ohio" by Mr. Young and the

wisemen. Rock has made Miles

Davis a popstar and Mark Famer
the greatest idol since Francis

Gary Powers, but gangrene has

beset it and I wonder if it knows. It

feels like one entity because the

great Otis Redding's Memphis

Horns, and the Dixie Flyers and

Muscle Shoals and Rita and Merry

and crazy Leon are everywhere, on

everything, and freedom is a word

I rarely use without yawning.

So there seems to be a problem,

and that is that rock has become a

life style. The music, the sound, the

words— sucked dry from the blood

of real people and printed, pressed

and squandered like Jack with

jewels of thought instead of beans.

The diaries out of New York and

SF and Detroit and Boston give us

facts we do not need. Nothing has

changed and energy has been

railroaded for ^ bludgeon of

confirmation that while cattiartic

is not too therapeutic and not really

functional at all. That is the music,

and the commentary, while

sometimes necessary and even

artistic is largely gmsed tradition,

jive or just slobl)ering petulance.

Even the reason for its wonder

were lost somewtiere. The reason

is not to have had everyone up off

their feet or chanting but to have

had them dig it, period. The

organic quality, that essence which

is a mania instead of a goal, lias

escaped and flown. It may not

return for a while.

NEW ELEC PORT.

SMITH-CORONA ELEC. 120

SMITH-CORONA 250 (260.00 vol)

IBM SELECTRIC: FAOORY REBUILT

VICOTR ELEC. ADDER
COMMODORE 8/9 CR. BAL.

MULTIPLIERS, Times, Equal (27'9.60val)

99.50

149.50

189.50

67.50

69.50

199.50

ELECTRIC CALCULATOR 299.50

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS

Ibankamericard 1089 GAYLEY AVE, master CHAROt

Film Classics

MID-NUE REVIVAL 12AM

The Great Escape
w/ Sf«v« McQu*«n
JomM ColbMm

Only llll 2!

Fri. AAay7
Sat. May 8

8293368
BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

Wllshire - 26th Santa Monica

lijnprov* GradM Whil« D«votln«

Jh* S«m« Amount Of Tim» To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS
;--r«asa Your Concantrition And Improv*

Your Compr«hen»ion Studv Al A f**'*' ,,?•••

ELECTRONICALLY PfTOOUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

— Pt««*« specify

8 Track Tap*. Ca.tatta, Or LP R»co«l

Sand Chaek or Monay Ordar — ••.95 tach

Includa 75c Handting ahd Po««M«
Sound Concaptt. Inc.. — Box 3852

Ch»rlotta»villa, Va. 22902

records: John Sebastian
Many entertainers are capable of perfoming successfully in concert^

Some of these artists are also able to elicit great audience response and

excitement. A smaUer portion. sUU, of these musicians can mamtain a

high quality of voice and instrument under the strange conditions a live

concert imposes. And only a very few of these remaining performers are

able to establish an idenUty, personality, and sincere rapport with the

audience. John Sebastian comes under the last category, but he makes it

a category all his own. , .

Known in the past as an expert accompanist on a variety of n-

struments. and later as the focus of the legendary Lovm Spooned,

Sebastian has now established himself as an "V*^'<?"«' ?1 ™f^ "f

;

portance. His first solo album, John B. Sebastian ( Repnse RS6379)
,

was a

fine effort, although the many musician friends helping out and the

overdone arrangements somehow left SebasUan m the background. When

Sebastian walks into a stage to perform Uve, he is never in the

background. The atmosphere he creates with the audience is a unique

experience to observe. Attempting to give an analytical descnption wUl

not work here. A performer relates to an audience and an au<^ence

hopefully, to a performer. If that special, undefined "something sparks

into life during the course of a concert, the evening is memorable no

matter how it compares vtrith anything else.
. j „j i, „„„

I That elusive "something" remains a mystery in one s mmd, and it can

never be communicated verbally. To experience Sebastian >•> concert is

simply to do exactly what the word means - expenence. Sebas lan s

newest release is an hour long assorUnent of songs Uped this year at wr

college concerts in California. The album, Cheap<HCheapo P«-<^«»wn.

Presents Real Uve John Sebastian ( R«prise MS 2036) ,
is able to create an

(Continued on Page.l2)

"TOMMY" Rock Opera by Peter Townsend and

THE WHO at BEVERLY HILLS HIGH SCHOOL

May 6, 7. & 8 8:30 P.M. Mat. May 8 2:30 P.M.

SEATS RESERVED call 277-5900 Ext. 308

A NEW CQNCEPT IN MOTION PICTURE EXPERIENCING

con
All

- ^ -?f% lit^

THE FIRST AUdTeNCE PARTICIPATION
A Film by Bernard Gunttier of \he Esajen Institute in wtiich,

through viewing and individual audience participation, you

can experience a deep sense of )oy. peace, harmony
^

and

relaxation

GEHING MARRIED?
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

AT NEW LOW PRICES!

SPECIAL WEDDING PACKAGES

Plan No. 1 (All Color) Plan No. 2 (All Color)

24 - 5x5 Prints 60 - 5x5 Prints

10 - 8x10 Enlargements* U - 8x10 Enlargements'

(your selection) (your selection)

24 - 2%x2% Negatives 60 - 2%x2% Negotives

m

J^The San Francisco State Student

Movement in the 60s .

AN END TO SILENCE f»
by William Barlow and Peter Shapiro

Two students who were there chronicle the bloo<^y events ^ ^

of the 1968-69 student strike at San Franci ^ tdiP^ttege. V*

draw parallels with increasing nationwide camfus revolt,,

and offer an a^nalysis of why. $6.95

OPHOASU4I A DIVISION OF

THE BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY INC

$85 TOTAL COSTl $ 1 25 TOTAL COSTl

Complete samples for .
Acj(J'| gxlOx only $2.50 ea.

your inspection

CALL US TODAY!

WADbWUKIH KMUIUVjRMJ-ni
376-8010

j^:
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Aierfcai Cliema
Okkson Auditorium
Saturdays 7:30 PM
Ev«f.475.2513

Robert Toylor - AAorgora* Sullivan

THREE COMRADES
Margor*! Suilivon — JomM St«war1

THE MORTAL STORM
both dir«c*«d by FRANK BORZAGE

15140 Sunset Blvd.

Pac. Palisod«s

454-5525

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE

JOE
Sat. AAoy 8 — Special Kid Show
"Brigbfy of the Grand Canyon"

2Acod«my Awordtl John Mills — B«st Supporting Actor!

Rob«rt Mitchum • Saroh Mil**
PACIFIC'S

iBIBflf Hills RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

1 bik East of Beverly #r. j^, ^,^ ^,^ ^,^^ ^^ ^^. ^^ 73^ p^
271-1121

Breiiwood I

Sutp«nt« Thrill«HI

THIS MAN MUST DIE
+ d«li*ciou«iy Fr«nch —2524 Wilshire

{al 26th St.)
^ __^

Sonta Monica XFr^^^dT^Ooodby* Columbut"

829-3366 Mid-Nit« R«vivd - FriASot THE GREAT ESCAPE • St«v« McQu»mi

AAARRY ME! AAARRY ME!

ireiiiioil II

2524 Wilshire
(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366

AAelvin Douglas • Academy Nominee

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER
-*- Jack Nicholson

5 EASY PIECES
2 for the price of 1 on AAon. & Tues. Nite

Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

The Rolling Stones

GIAAME SHELTER (GP)
DoHy 6:45. 8:30 & 10:15

Sol. & Sun. 1:30, 3:15. 5:00. 6.45. 8:30. 10:15

Fri& Sot Midnight Shows 12:00

cmecienega
755 N. La Cienega
657-2800

Richard Burton • Genevieve Bujold

ANNE OF A THOUSAND DAYS

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE

Clienia ooie
Sunset Near Vine
Hollywood
466^3401

Worthy Successor To '*Sound of Musicl"

SONG OF NORWAY (G)
70 A4M & Stereo • AM Seats Reserved

Moo-Fri 8:30 PM • Wad. 1:304 8:30 PM
Sot&Sun: 1:30. 5:00. 8:30 PM

Cirlla
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Tarzana
345-2222

5 EASY PIECES

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER
Sat. AAay 8 - Special Kid Show
*'Brighty of the Grand Canyon"

lei Mar
5036 W. Pico

WE 5-6424
Adult* $1.00

Jdmes Eorl Jones

THE GREAT WHITE HOPE
Doily 7:15. 10:27 Sot & Sun. 1:00.4:16. 7:3Z 10:43

Ruth Gordon • George Segal

WHERE'S POPPA?Oo^*^ »«• & Son. 14», *:05. Ml («», I„„

Eacire
5308 Melrose
469-3545

Lost Doy!

ROBINHOOD
CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE

Fri. & Sol.

DODGE CITY

SAN ANTONIO

iorfloB
LaBrea at Melrose
WE 4-2944

Helen Hayes • Bett Supporting Actress

AIRPORT
Ron Moody in

THE 12 CHAIRS
SlpfpT»ow with thM od (Good on 1 tidiot only) Ends TuM.

19'

^

Around Town

Hilliwoon Pacilic
Hollywood Blvd.

Near Cahuenga
466-5211

Year's Big Scienc^^ Fiction Thrillerl

THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G)

Doily 12:30 • 3K)0 • 5:30

8.00 • 10:30 pm

. r 11
"~ British Prix* Winnor

lOJ rlllZ Kenneth Loach s "KES"
1822 N. Vermont Al.o2Acodomy r4ominotod ShorH

Hollywood 'The Gilts" - **A Long Way From Nowhere"
NO 4-2169 COMING Moy 19 "Butor Kooton F-tivol

•m^

I tiyiiiCI I

332 2nd Street

onto Monica
51-8686

The Ultimate Horror Classic

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD
cohit Romon Polonilii'i

THE FEARLESS VAMPIRE KILLERS
Sot May 8 Olivior's "HENRY V

"lea 11

332 2nd Street

Janus Classics Festival

Ends Sat. - 400 BLOWS
SHOOT THE PIANO Pi AVgR

anto Monica
4S '' h?ih

HITCHCOCK' S -39 STEPS"

"THE lAOY VANISHES"

&fSs&*?SsMii&ffill

Beautifully blended three-part

harmony is the calling card of The
Impressions, the soft soul group

with such chart busters to their

credit as "Gypsy Woman,"
•People Get Ready" and "Choice

Of Colors."

In their opening set at P.J. 's, The
Impressions performed these hits

along with eight other numbers for

an obviously delighted capacity
crowd who roared their approval
with resonant shouts of "right on!

"

As mentioned above, The Im-
pressions' forte is their smooth
harmony. Individually, their
vocalizing is only acceptable, with
Sam Goodman singing tenor and
Leroy Hudson (the newest group

I
member) hitting the high notes in a
falsetto fashion. Heavy set Fred

a big attraction if enough people

get a listen to them.

The Whisky last week featured

Threshhold Records' Trapeze, who
proved themselves to be a

relatively staid power trio with

some finesse. Their quieter

numbers proved to be the most
interesting fare in their repetoire,

but in the end they were found a bit

lacking. As one of their fellow

Englishmen put it, "they don't

even dress well." With Trapeze

were Southwind, whose country

and rocking music was as much
fun as ever. The group, who have a

new album due on Blue Thumb,
seem to be stuck in a stylistic rut,

though, and their new material

didn't indicate anything new on the

horizon.

Friday night in Pasadena, Apple
Records' Badfinger made their

local debut along with local faves

igpttBp™'»wao^''wiar°t ii-,i^^^-MkMl^^^'

/
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bread for the clinio
highlights of the concert incJ ,

decent set by the AssS
Country Joe MagDonald j,

"

Baez and Stoneground. The im
rock group ShanU opened thel ^
with an invigorating set Garel
is hoping to try again sooii^i
actually clear some money for!!
clinics, so keep on the lookoutU
another one.

*'
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Cash performed the baritone-uass
part in a barely audible voice,
which, when audible, showed itself

to be amazingly poor (considering
how fine their voices sound
together).
' The excellent instrumental
backing was supplied by the band
which accompanies The Im-
pressions on their tours, complete
with rhythm and horn sections.
The band leader's audience warm-
up was beautifully rattled off as a
series of risque rhymes, Nipsy
Russell style.

Preceding The Impressions was
a comedian who was so God awful
that his name does not deserve
mention

— Andy Linsky

Elsewhere on the town last
week: Rosebud, featuring Jerry
Yester (ex-Spoonful) and Judy
Henske did an impressive one-
night stand at the Troubadour. The

I
group combined just about every

I
element they had at their com-
mand behind Judy's swaggeringly
strong vocals and could prove to be

r*oliution. iiadiinger, who some see
as a possible latter-day Beatle rip-

off, turned out to be mostly a
decent rock and roll band dif-

ferentiated from their competition
mostly by shght variations in style
and the ability of all three of their
singers to sound like Paul Mc-
Cartney at a given time. Thdr set
improved as it went along, ending
with their recent hit, "No Matter
What" and a medley of Chuck
Berry type ravers. A few more
sensible fans threw jelly beans on
stage at this point.

Pollution, featuring lead singer
Dobie Gray and a nameless female
singer destined for immortality,
did what could be called a more
than tolerable r&b and rock set.

The chick singer had the enviable
ability to scream un-Godly
screams which sounded like an
overblown alto saxophone. Long
may she scream.
At the Hollywood Bowl Saturday,

Garewga ProducUons' Free Clinic
Benefk went pretty well, though
disappointly few people attended
(the show broke even, making no

This week around town is heatkrf
by news of the Annual AluZ
Association bash May 16 at thp

Music Center Pavilion. Andv
Williams and others will perform
and good ol' DB editor Ann Haskins
will be duly honored for servic«i

above and beyond the call of!

rationality. Student Uckets art!

available for $2.00 if you look under

'

the right rug.

The Contempo 71 series corv

tinues with concerts on Sunday

afternoon at that same Pavilion

Beginning tomorrow night, though^

the Music Center is host to an

annual cultural milestone event

Liberace. He will give ten concerts

and we feel a responsibility to urge

you all to check out Lib.

Upcoming concerts in the pop

vein include Elton John, Way 14 in

Anaheim under the Concert

Associates banner. With him will

be Mark^^lmond. Also coming,

Johnny Cash to the Forum and the

Incredible String Band to SM

Civic.

At the Whisky through Sunday

are England's rowdy Humble Pie,
i

featuring Steve "Stone Coldi

Fever" Marriott and his Merry

Friends. Coming later to

Whisky: MC5!!!
The Troubadour has guitarist

Gabor Szabo and the Craig Hun

dley Trio in residence this week,

with Mary Travers (of PP and M)

coming next week and Carole King

the week after.

The Bitter End West features

Fantasy Records' group from up jl

north Redwing through thejj

weekend. Over at the Pasadena Ice
|[

House, We Five make their return ll

to the Southland in what should be i|

an interesting gig.

PJ's (see above) will have
^

Martha and the Vandellas and jl

Bobby Gosh beginning the 13th We

;

here at Index feel that Martha is jl

easily the sexiest singer in all of jl

Motown-land and recommend that
j

you check her out. ll

The Beach House features^"

Charlie Musselwhite this weekend

Other clubs to investigate are the
j

Golden Bear in Huntington Beach,
j

McCabe's in Santa Monica and the
j|

Brass Ring in Sherman Oaks.

Truck on.
- -'--

J.B.
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MoviesAround Town
Tonight and tomorrow night in Moore Hall 100 at

7:00, 8:45, and 10:30, you can see Stanley Kubrick's
Dr. Strangelove. This outstanding black comedy
features fine performances by George C. Scott, Slim
Pickens, Keenan Wynn, Peter Sellers, and especiaUy
Sterling Hayden.
This Friday at midnight at the Plaza Theater,
toman Polanski's Repulsion wUl be repeated in
»rder to accomodate those who were turned away
vhen the film was shown a few weeks ago. Tickets
•re $1.50.

Also this Friday (and Saturday) at 7:00, 9:00, and
11 00 Hedonics will present Blowup in S.W. 147. This
urrealistic suspense film features a cameo ap-
l)earance of the Yardbirds with both Jimmy Page
tnd Jeff Beck
Saturday : _

will be Henry V, directed by and starring Sir
I^urence Olivier Tickets are $1 50.

Saturday night at 7:30 in Dickson 2160, there will be
BAaaaaaa..»a>»>««>«a>»»atf>>«aa »»»»«»»a>>ttaa»»—««»«»f»t—»•—<—»*§—»#—»»•••—<
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Cages
Los Angeles not having a world-wide reputation for

I

cultural achievement, it therefore comes as no great

surprise that Southland theatre is all but nonexistent.

If you take away the roadshow companies of last

season's Broadway successes (inevitably inferior to

the originals — sometimes embarassingly so) and

the tired Civic Light Opera revivals, you'll find

depressingly few theatres offering productions

worthy of serious consideration. It is probably the

snobbish attitude of the public that makes it difficult

- more than two or three little theatre companies to

Slay in business, but in my opinion the excitenient

generated by a good production in an auditorium

seating only 75 to 100 is worth countless Ahmansons

and Huntington Hartfords.

This point is evidenced by a new little theatre

group, the M.E.T. Theatre (short for Meredith

Experimental Theatre) currently offering two one-

acts under the collective title Cages by Lewis John :

Carlino, and although the advent of just such a new :

company may give more cause for delight than the £

material offered, it nevertheless deserves support :

and patronage.
|

The first one-act, "Snowangel", demonstrates ;

perfectly how good performances can redeem a bad :

play. There i6 no getting around the contrivances
|

employed by Carlino to elucidate the fantasy worlds :

of his characters, a prostitute and her middle-aged :

customer. "Snowangle" is one of those cyclical plays :

in which the reins of power in terms of human j

relationships are completely reversed by the end. :

This is a highly artificial and very gimmicky ploy for
j

a playwright to use, but if his dialogue is clever
j

enough he can get away with it. Unfortunately,
j

Carlino doesn't handle his story with much grace, so
j

that when the reversal finally does come around, the
j

audience, instead of responding with compassion or
j

pity, is more likely to feel tricked. As mentioned, I

though, "Snowangel" is saved by two very fine
j

performances from Joanne Meredith and George
j

Murdock, who manage quite successfully to convey a :

sense of weariness and defeat. Especially Miss i

Meredith, who is asked to deliver some pretty awful
;

lines, yet in never losing a sense of her character i

manages to lessen their negative impact.

With the second one-act, "Epiphany", Carlino is on

much safer ground. Here he has moved away from

the tired realism of his whore with a heart of gold and

into the absurd. To briefly describe a play that really

has to be seen, "Ejjiphany" concerns a man obsessed

with chickens £(nd/or roosters as a psychotic
|

manifestation of his emasculation by his wife and his :

own latent homosiexuality. As tragic or ridiculous as i

this might sound, '"Epiphany" is an extremely funny :

play and, as in "Snowangel", the actors are a joy to !

watch. Joanne Meredith is here again as the wife,
|

and Britt Leach plays the crazed ornithologist, a s

highly demanding performance. |

Whatever shortcomings there may be lie mostly

with the plays themselves. Otherwise, the dh-ection,

Conrad Penrod's sets, and above all the actors

deserve a great deal of credit. The M.E.T. Theatre,

being new, is having a difficult time attracting

audiences. You would do weU to go and lend your
\

support. s

^r~~~ -

" '
""tl jeiff ' Schuiu'l

Celebration
Some years ago, Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

wrote a musical called TTie Fantasticks, which was
so fabulously successful they decided to capitalize on

their good fortune and write a new play on roughly

the same lines. The new play was called Celebration

and its fortunes on Broadway were dismal, a failure

probably due to the inflated treatment Broadway

gives to any and all material, even when that

material calls for a definitely unspectacular ap-

proach. Now L.A. Valley College is offering a

production of Celebration in its Horseshoe Ex-

perimental Theatre, and although a lot of the play's

flaws still show through (e.g. the gratuitous sym-

bolism) the cast nevertheless manages to imbue

everything with a sort of crazy, offhand attitude that

seems to say, "We're here to have a good time, so

let's just take the script as a starting point." Go, if

only for the ad libs. Itnms one more weekend.

I

I i^*^l«^
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films, The MorUl Storm and
ts are $L50 at the door.

^ in S.W. 147 the Hepburn
^ Long Day*s Journey into

what else? ) . Tickets are only

^end, the Encore Theater a,

f lynn festival. The festival, f
the Encore are always in- ^
washbucklers should provide 4^
tement. j
le Theater is a Laugh Show %
Hardy-Jean Harlow film, a i

'y more. Also on the bill is r

5ter Mystery starring Harry '

5100.

Tuesday at 7 : 30, the Spanish
* A5;5;nriatinn will nm-'^rt la

f^thy series of weekly films,

^ Bunuels. Admission is free.

there will be subtitles.

I I « I I I I

Niiioial
10925 LindbrookDriv*

479 2866

SUMMER OF '42

Doily 2:13,4:15.6:15.8:15.10:15

Fri. & Sol. MUdnil* Show 12:15

orieiiii
7425 Sunsat

87(h02)2

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER

5 EASY PIECES

SI AdtniMion for 1 parson wilK tMt coupon (Sorry, not good Sol nito)

Pai Paclllc
7554 B«v«rly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
Fr«« Parking

UniE MURDERS
THE GREAT WHITE HOPE
SI Admittion for 1 porton with tfiit coupon

( sorry. iH»« good Sot NigM)

PACIFIC'S

Piiiioes
Hollywood at Vin<

469-7161

Acodamy Award Winnwt

TORAITORAITORA!(G)
Doily 12:30. 3:15. 6:00, 8:30 FM

New Policy • No S«aH Reserved

Regular Admittion Prices

PAQFIC'S

PIGWOOII
Pico N«ar Wastwood
272-8239

SAY HELLO TO YESTERDAY |GP|

LOVERS & OTHER STRANGERS (R)

Mon.-Fri. from 6:30 fM

Sol. & Sun. from 12:30 noon

PIIZI
Westwood Village

GR 74X)97
TR 9-9077

JearvLouis Trintignant

Bernardo Bertolucci's

THE CONFORMIST (R)

Midnight Show • Fri. Mar 7 "REPULStON"

legeit
1045 Broxton

I

Westwood Village

BR 2-0501

"A noorly fowHi«M comodyl"

"Nothing •Karl of a miroci*!" LIFE MAGAZINE

Buck Henry in

Milos Forman'i

TAKING OFF (R)

GrooviMt Movi* in Townl

SlieitMovie
611 N. Fairfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

LAUREL & HARDY
GIANT LAFF SHOW

Jean Harlow — Chaplin

Larry Semon — Senneft

HOUDINI SERIAL THRIUER

loho la Brea
La Braa at Ninth

WE 4-2342

WILL TO CONQUER

GET RICH QUICK

Village
961 Broxton

Westwood
478-0576

LOVE STORY (GP)

Daily 2:15.4:15,6:15.8:15, 10:15

Now thru Sundoy

Asiioroire
8162 Melrose Ave.

bL3-2070

JOHN FAHEY
+ AAANCE LIPSCOMB_

NEXT: JIM KWESKIN

._

4080 Lincoln Blvd.

Marina del Rey
821-6969

DfKO«)Mqu« on »»»• Marino • W% fun

Now Playing
ElRlfl ISLKllD

Wod. Nito. S«ud«nt Nit* • Thur« NH«. Done* ContMl

Tuoi & Sun FIK ADMISSION _..-^

eazzarrl's
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

DiKot»t«qu« on tK« $»rtp • Now Hopponing

BERRIES * BANTAAAS

MOTHER BUTLER * STAYNES
Di«cotK«qu«for dl ogM * Mon Done* Contact

(Orond Prii«S300) • W«d lodi«s Nig»#^l4idios

Fro* • Audition* WmI & Thur« NigM

i rouhadoyr
9081 Sonto Monica

LA
276 6168

Now Thru Sunday

81 vd
GABOR SZABO

&
THE CRAIG HUNDLEY TRIO

NEXT: MARY TRAVERS

t
Now thru Sunday

Whisky n 60 HUMBLE PIE

I ivoi bunsct Sfr.p RtXT: bwoothog and Curved Air

I
,524202

Donnna * Compl«t« D««««r« I

IM..M*t*«»«M«*M* ....»«»«t»t» .»..»»>»«»>«»»—«*«I—««>•»•«»•»<»*«»««'"*"**
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Sebastian . .

.

(ConUnued from Page 9)

evening of magic with a particular performer and an enthusiastic

audience. Fortunately, that special "something" was present at the

original concerts, and has not been lost in the production of the record.

The concert and the album are inseparably joined together, and listening

to this album is the next best thing to seeing a live Sebastian concert. Not

many live recordings can make this claim.

Sebastian performs on acoustic and electric guiUr and harmonica, and

he is only assisted by Paul Harris on piano. The record captures the in-

formal mood and impromptu nature oi a Sebastian concert. Sebastian is

introduced and begins with "Mobile Line," and an old Spoonful number,

"Lovin' You," ("I'm just sittin' back sittin' here lovin' you."). These

songs end the only structured set of the evening. FYom here on, the

suggestions by the audience determine what is going to happen. When

Sebastian says, Til play you the soofs you want to hear," he means it.

After a rousing audience sin^4QQg of "Fishin* Blues," he performs

two Spoonful songs. "Youi^er Qiri" and "Make Up Your Mind" — the

best versions of both songs yet recorded. The highlight of the album, if

one could choose one, would be the rock and roll oldies such as "In the

Still of the Night" and "Blue Suede Shoes," sUrting off with "Rooty-

Toot," a clever song Sebastian wrote at fourteen which sounds like every

song ever made in the early days of rock.

On Side 2 he sings his statement on children, parents, and un-

derstanding, "Younger Generation." "Darlin' Be Home Soon" is

transformed into a personal communication to each member of the

audience — it is his way of saying thank you to everyone. The three en-

core songs which close the album end with the truely "golden oldie,"

"Goodnight Irene." The audience is hushed until they all join to sing the

chorus. They are hardly lyrics with symbolic significance, yet listening to

an entire audience of young people singing a song from their grand-

parent's time, creates a special feeling, and no where else is the magical

"something" so evident.

The album, however good, leaves a few questions which should be
considered. Sebastian has not included any new songs in this record, and
his last new compositions were released in John B. Sebastian almost two
years ago. It is curious that Sebastian was able to write so prolifically

while a member of the Spoonful, and now he is taking so long to do new
songs.. In order to remain the influential and respected musician he is, he

^—« t|i r̂•miv^m^r|1>^'"

THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
isoo w«h««d «vd THE QUALITY HAMBURGER
4 Mock* Mutti dl Wilihir* ol Ohio

HTI?fl-cr 1^
BHAIATIYA IHOJAN
2807 Main St S M 399-9038

^^ItT

BIT O SCOTLAND
1938 W«.»wood ilvd

1% blodu SowtK oi S M 8lvd
474-0328, 474 9049

INDIAN FOOD
DiHerenf Dmners Every Night

VEG-$2 25 NON-VEG$3 00
^ues - Sot 6 9 30 P M

BRITISH SEAFOOD
Dinners $2 25 & $2 50
Food to Go

CHEZ FROMAGE
Contury City

stiopptfiQ Contoc

553-5582

CHUNKY'S
918 8raicton • 473-6062
(Narth\i< Bruin TKwHro)

FONDUE HAPPENING THURS NfTE
Unuswol SondwKhat
EtprMto - Cappuccino
Fin* CKoosa- Postry -Too

GIANT BEEF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Dogs

HATCH COVER
2615 Wil.Kir*

SM 828>5404

FOOD
DANCING

POOL

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pico

From Pastrami fo Pickles

® •_ :;L v- .' '. . ...

Cornor Wostood & UiMiirooli

Opon 24 Hours 478-2732

choico
1 1 PM - 11 AM

STEAK N' EGGS
Ka«h brownt, tooil, bwttor, jolly

FRIDAY $1.05 SATURDAY

LA CR9E
1064 Glondon Avo. 478-0437
Opon7Doy« 11.30-1 AM

105 SPECIALITIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEHES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch $ i.so & $1.75

LEDBEHERS
1621 Westwood Blvd.

477-475

1

Greek Nite Every Thurs.

Beer Wine Dancing Food

LinLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 loConto
(LoConto at Goyloy)

For 30 nnin dolivory

477-2006
II-- V--

McDonalds town house
1118 Wottwood 8lvd.
478-9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

12423 W»l«Kiro8lvd

LA. 826-9210

SINCE 1949
Famous For Our Pizzq

~~
^ f—

Pll^ACE W"^"E l^fE" 'S STILL ONLY 25</MUG
Goyloy &Woy<H»rn 478-0788

O^ Timo Movi«

r.f.
12220 Pko
Pico ol 8vn4«y 478>6734

DANCING - POOL
ENTERTAINMENT ^ PIZZA

S GIANT SUBMARINE
H LoConto 478-0375

iHM« 8raKtof> A Ooyloy

Giant Submarine SandwkK
Opon Doily 11-11

WEDEUVER
*(» •

mmmmmm

Gourmet Sandwiches
IroCroom

will have to maintain his creativity. However brilliant his old com-
positions are, the mature Sebastian is someone we would all like to hear
more from, and soon. It is possible that he has many new songs in the
process of completion, as his recent club engagements indicate. Perhaps
he decided that a live album, like a Uve concert, is not the place to

premier new songs. These questions do exist, but an album of new
material will hopefully soon remedy the problem.
So few things in this world make people happy — the kind of quiet

happiness that a smile can bring. Sebastian comes on stage with a smile
and a warmth that are difficult to build defenses against. The album,
Real Live John Sebastian, cannot show you a real smile, but just try to

prevent yourself from feeling the joy and goodness it creates.

Marsha Necheles

Herbie Hancock
Those who have witnessert

Herbie Hancock recently, either athe Lighthouse or at Shellev
Manne Hole may be somewb
frustrated upon hearing his latJ
album, Mwandishi (Warner hZ
WS 1898). In each of the
abovemenUoned gigs Hancock and
his group blew the roof off of the
club with some of the most com
pelling music to be heard locaUy in
a while. The album, while it is

nonetheless a beautiful effort
lacks much of the excitement the
group created in the live sets I

rather suspect that this may be the
work of the ubiquitous David
Jumpsuit (Rubinson) who
produced the album

Mr. Jumpsuit, whose previous
experience includes producing
such rock groups as Aum and Elvin
Bishop, has chosen to emphasize
the ethereal qualities of Hancock's
electric piano. Throughout, it is

complimented by the bass clarinet

of Benny Maupin. The result is a
unified effort which limits the solo

work of the musicians and is ex-

tremely relaxing without being

saccharine. Hopefully, it will be

commercially successful and bring

deserved acclaim to the Hancock
group. If this should come to pass,

then Jumpsuit's efforts would be

vindicated.

However, when compared with

their live performances, there isT
definite restraint on the part ofthe

musicians playing on Mwandishi
For example on "Ostinato," the

live Herbie Hancock and Benny
Maupin became demonically
possessed during their solos and

(Continued on Page 13)

UCLA Student Connmittee for the Arts presents

THE FILMMAKER Jf
IN RESIDENCE ^*

ijjl 'W^

Imagine a world alive with incomprehensible objects and shimmering with an
endless variety of movement and innumerable gradations of color. Imagine a
world before the "beginning was the word" . . . How many colors are there
in field of grass to the crawling baby unaware of "Green" ... My Eye-
Camera Eye . . . Stan Brakhage

TODAY: 3-5
8-10

TOMORROW - 8 PM -

Workshop wjth films & lecture - Knudsen 1240B

Workshop with filnns & lecture-Buenos Ayres Room
Recreation Center

MAJOR SCREENING - Dickson Auditorium
**Ey«t": Polls is evf»<; Pnlirp i«: n rlcnr ofx/mnlnqicol dcrl"

Yitive of Polis - thi- . >.... ^ « ...^ ^-«^

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

plus the world premiere of

'*D«us Bi" — "A major work — one of my most perfect and
exciting films."

Hancock . . . Alice Cooper
(Continued from Page 12)

totally engulfed their audiences in

sound and thereby removed all

boundaries between the performer

and the listener. This just isn't so

on the record.

Herbie Hancock is one of the true

musical killers around today and

one can do no wrong listening to

him at every opportunity be it on

record or in concert. I just hope

ttiat the gap between the two wiU

be closed.
Bob Lynn

Who would have ever suspected
that lurking behind that facade of

sinister unwholesomeness and
effeminate masculinity that is

AHce Cooper, there beats the heart
of a great rock and roll band? For
years, Alice and the boys have
been floating on the periphery of

that insane magic carpet ride
known as Zappa-music. It is a form
of musical expressionism totally

possessed with the madness of real

life, yet fraught with the most
precise of musical in-

strumentations.

After two fruitless attempts at

capturing the insanity and the

magnificence of their music on

wax, Alice Cooper have come down
from out of the cosmos and put

together an album's worth of

material that is destined to be

loved and ctierished by even the

most dense of mortal beings.

The album entitled Love It to

Death (WB 1883). doesn't waste a

second before hitting you right

t)etween the eyes with its opening

number. Called '^Caught in a
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merry way are Neal Smith on

drums and Dennis Dunaway on

bass. Together, they construct a

tight, well-knit rhythm that has

l)ecome one of the most solid t>ack-

up jobs in the business.

Lastly as far as the musicians

go, we have Mike Bruce on rhythm

guitar. But Mike isn't your typical

I'll simply-play-along-with-the-

bass-and-drums guitarist. Mar-
velously, he pounds out his rhyth-

Alex Taylor

Ah, the level-eyed stere of a truly

Sincere human being, surrounded

by blue sky and a sun-halo it's

another brother. His name is Alex.

and apparently he decided that he

could sing, too. So he got it together

witti some Talented Friends, and

posed for a Funky Picture, and

gathered some songs by brother

James, and Scott Boyer, and some

otlier boys who like to write about

going home, and the result is a

tiarmless 35 minutes or so of Alex

Taylor with Friends and Nieghbors

(Capicom SD 860).

It's a nice driving-along-the-road

album. The songs rock along into

one another, and everyone in the

studio seems to be having a grand

ol' time. Tommy Talton plays

some distinguished guiter, and

Greg Reeves and King Curtis

contribute more than adequate

bass and horn arrangements,,

respectively— but in general, Alex

can't seem to muster up enough

vocal strength to deliver any truly

moving lyrics. As a result, the

^album's forte is its continuous,

unified flow of goodtime sounds, all

listening to one another. It's grits

n dumplin's 'n peas 'n apple pie all

swamped together on the same

long playing platter.

Alex is a bit more portly than his

brothers — the beer-drinker of the

caln, you might say. Accordingly

(recordingly), he's more of the

farmer in his delivery and
repetoire. He's more of a foot-

tapping droner. rockier than the

mellow-sensitive James and less

intense than skinny Livingston

wtio, in my mind and ear, com-

bines the good qualities of James
and Alex and throws in some

lively, grinny, rhythmic style of his

own . . . but that's another review.

Anyhow, Alex does some good
country-bluesy renderings of

Tommy Talton's "All in Line",

Charles Singleton's "Take Out
Some Insurance", and a sur-

prisingly enjoyable version of

Bobby & Shirley Womack's "It's

All Over Now" (who would dare to

do a song Jagger had perfected?),

with Scott Boyer adding some
much needed backbround vocals

and some nice lead guitar as well.

He's not a heavy, mind you, but

an easy going cradle of "Highway
Song"s and "Southern Kids". Alex

is a nice boy. But for all the comfy
sounds on the album, he doesn't

sing as bright as James, who in

turn lacks Liv's lustre ... the third

son shines bestest, but that doesn't

mean the others ain't worth
listening at.

—Deborah Gobble

HELPLINE

825-7646

S1UIY POIITICS

THIS SUMMER
ond earn 6 credits in Comparative
Government while visiting 10 nations

in Western Europe plus East Berlin

and Czechoslovakia. Seminars and
lectures will be given by an Oxford-

educated American professor and 70

leoding European stotesmen ond scho-

lors. Meet with European students of

similar interests at balls and other social

events.

Write or call Prof R L Sct^uettinger,
Political Science Dept., Lynctiburg
College, Lynctiburg, Virginia 24504
(703) 845 9071, Ext. 348.

HELJyifc

WHERE THEHE'S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PflOQMit"

• LOWIST NtLMtT PRlCtt ANVWNIMI
•iXjPEtOUt.ASI.ItO.I STANOAftOt

ROM %] 1 95

I
12010 W. WCO BVfO

lOS ANGELES. CALir. 900S4
4 [)( w

.f.- ! -.

Dream," it is a fast-paced rock

ditty that gets you off in-

stantaneously and AHce Cooper's

style is typified throughout the cut.

The group's ever-improving

musicians are four in number.

/For starters, the plaintive,

emotional lead guitarwork of Glen

Buxton makes him the kind of

guitarist one just can't hear

enough of (like Clapton in his early

days). Helping Buxton along on his

ms counter to the tempo of the

other musicians. This helps to

account for Alice's fuller, richer

sound.

All of this nifty instrumentation

and sparkling musical dexterity is

neatly wrapped around Alice's

primally cold, harsh voice. It's

really a treat.

"Long Way to Go", "Is it My
Body" and "Second Coming" all

possess this basic musical

manifesUtion. And besides being

the meat of the album, they are the

only sane, rational songs on the

disc. As was to be expected, Alice

haven't completely severe^

themselves from their original

brand of madness. Consequently

there are a couple of tunes on this

opus which confirm our l>a8ic

belief that no matter how good they

are technically, they're still

creepy!

Among their more curious

renderings, is the much flaunted

"Black Ju-Ju ". It is a mad,

frenzied offering that beckons us to

"... sleep . . sleep . . . sleep

The body needs rest." Apparently,

if one is susceptible to Alice's

hypnotic delusions, he would be

taken for an excrutiating mental

and musical journey.

For those who shy away from

having their minds ripped asunder,

here is "The Ballad of Dwight

Fry". It's a catchy story about a

man who is desperately trying to

escape the horrid confines of his

own body.

Come to think of it, "I'm

Eighteen" (". . . andl don't know

what 1 want") isn't so nornial

either, but it's a hit single anyway.

All in all, it's there in the neatest

Cooper package yet; every bit of

the madness and music and

morbid curiosity that makes Alice

Cooper a persistent nightmare in

the back of your mind. Buy it

friends. You'll love it to death.

-.- Jacob Wlesfl

A hurricane. —

^

Six hundred peopte were

killed by one in New England in

1938

Four Y63''s later, eleven

thousand were killed by one in

India

The winds of aT hurricane

are over 75 rpiles arf hour

Jt takes the lorm of a circle

or an oval, sometimes as much

as 500 miles in diameter

There is no prevention

6ut if we reduce the ele-

ment of surprise, we can reduce

its deadly potential.

And we've taken steps so

that it will never surprise us

again.

RCA has designed, devel-

oped and produced the world's

most advanced family of weather

satellites. It's called the ITOS

program.

It's the most sophisticated

weathei-detector yet devised by

man» and perhaps one of the

most beneficial facilities man

has created since he broke the

bonds of earth

From the detailed photo-

graphs transmitted back to

earth, we can see the formation

and plot the course of hurri-

canes, typhoons, storm centers

V/e can spot sea ice and snow
cover. Calculate wind speeds

Anywhere on earth.

This program exemplifies

the importance of interdisciplin-

ary engineering, the engineer-

ing concept of the future

It is becoming increasingly

mpre apparent that in the fu-

ture, the engineer will touch

virtually every aspect of our

ilives. From medicine to the arts

to education to leisure products

And he will do this in con-

junction with other disciplines

to complement, overlay, and

unite his output for an end re-

sult that is both balanced and

complete

Think for a moment about

an endeavor which, like mete-

orology. IS seemingly unrelated

to classical engineermg the

graphic arts industry
^_

Recently, RCA engineers,

working in conjunction with that

industry, developed the world's

most advanced electronic type-

setting machine It's called the

VideoComp
It can set type as fast as

900 lines per minute Compare

this with the 15/minute of me-

chanical typesetting, or the 300/

minute of photosetters.

It is our goal ultimately to-

produce an RCA electronic

printing system that will accept

a manuscript as input and de-

liver printed copy — packaged,

addressed and sorted — to the

shipping dock

Now consider another field

which had previously been d\Jt-

side the realm of the engineer,

medicine and health services,"'

We've^been Involved in the

developmerltsof a mobile labora-

tory (o provide comprehensive

physical examinations in on-the-

spot locations to people other-

wise out of the mainstream of

our health services

And we've researched a

high-speed turbine drill to in-

crease the efficiency and de-

crease the pain in dental work

And we ve done extensive

work in developing facilities for

teaching speech to the retarded

Communications? Comput-

er education'' Oceanography''

We're involved with them. And

"With so much more

We like to think that at RCA
the drive toward innovation

should be everybody's concern.

Because this concern is

needed if we are to continue

-the forward direction of crea-

tive technology for people

You may be planning a ca

reer m industry— if so. you could

be part of our vision of the future

We invite inquiries through

your College Placement Direc-

tor — he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career -^

We are an equal opportu-

. nity employer
,

\
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Special Activities

"Music and Dance of China"

under the direction ot David

^Aorton, will be pertormed as part

of the "Festival of Ethnic Music

and Dance" at noon today in

Schoenberg Auditoriunr^.

The' Visitors Center will conduct

a "green thumb" tour of campus

with staff from the Botanical

Gardens to identify and comment

on landscape features beginning at

1 p.m. today from the Dickson

Court Flagpole.

Stan Brakhage will be film-

maker in residence through

tomorrow. There will be a

workshop from 3-5 p.m. today in

Knudsen 1240B and another from 8-

XL

ife'"?!" •r«.

'•: -U

W
Û. .•

•'n^e^

SANTA MONICA
1401 SANTA MONICA MAlt

lOS ANGILIS
47* MOtTN fAiafAK

»M* U>>f taliut 1 11 1 M

WISTWOOO VILLAOi
looowfsrwoooaivo. •!«<»»?

0»r«l«<«llltilN •• I'' « jltilN — ••

MltACLI Mlii
$471 MTUSNIfff SIVO.

HOLLTWOOO
4340 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

•<o'»|».->ofl • -d 'J' '•O'

•*•)?! Ml S«t 1MIM- Sm IKM

SPECIAL
OFFER

LIMITED TIME ONLY

Reg 59c Each
Clear, Tint or
Silver Frost 2 ""88

Are you an^

Eau de Love
girl?

Eau (je Love is the

fragrance for the

cor^temporary young

woman ... a fragrance

as fresh and stirring as

spring itself If you're not

an Eau de Love girl

alrefdy, try the special

1 Vj ounce Eau de Love^^

Spray. 2 50. ..

Twg<i^^ef spfay Sizes. 3 75

an^^O There are

seven more luxurious

ways to surround yourself

with the fresh^'^ar

fragTSTtce of Earn de

Low. 2 00 to 7 50.

spnnG
Pirn

saie!
^3.95

RnrutARLY $5 50

Now is the ONCE-
A-YEAR TIME TO
SAVE BIG on the

PINTsize Bonne Bell

TENOSIX LOTION
Tcn'O'Six l,olion is the

one cleansing and correc-

tive cosmetic that helps

your skin to complete

natural beauty. It helps

clear skin blemishes with

immaculate deep cleansing

and healing medication.

Why not order
[ J

two pints at our

special annual

sale price?

ti

• 0»od Momttotpi'

TIN SIX GAllONS ahA ON SAU
dufog May t2« 9S >R(9 s30 00'

DOROTHY
GRAY

SALE
; MIMUTC MACIC

CLEANSING LOTION

NOWtVSO
Annual

uco.c*Tio "Cleanse
NQvoT.ON

'n Freshen"

V

—W4« m»—
NOW t2 SO

— *:'

—
SKIN

CARE

»•»«*«••«••• .

Uit\u.4.;w«;t4.w.. )«•«»'

10 p.m. today in the Buenos Ayres

Room at ttie Recreation Center.

AAortar Board, national senior

women's honorary, and
Prytaneans, junior and senior

women's honorary, are accepting

applications tor membership
through AAay 14. Applications are

available in Kerckhoff Hall 312.

Speeches and Seminars
-t ^

C. P. Zaieski, acting protessor of

engineering and coordinator of

nuclear studies, Electrlclte de

France, will hold a seminar on

"Fast Breeder Development in

France" at 3 p.m. today in Boelter

Hall 5264.

Lauri Honko, visiting professor

of anthropology, UC Berkeley,

from University of Turku, Finland,

and editor of f=innish publications

on folklore, will speak on "Ttie

Taxonomy of Folk Narrative" at

3: 30 p.m. today in Humanities 1200.

Kivie AAoldave, professor oft

functional correlates A, UC Irvine,

will hold a seminar on "Molecular

and Enzymological Aspects of

Protein Biosynthesis" at 4 p.m.

today in Young Hall 2224.

Robert Hessler, oceanographer,

Scripps Institution of

Oceanography, UC San Diego, will

speak on "The Structure of Deep-

Sea Benthic Communities" at 4

p.m. today In Geology 3656.

Charles H. Townes, University

professor of physics and Nobel

Laureate^in Physics, 1964, will hold

a colloquium on "The Nature of

Interstellar Masers" at 4 p.m.

today in Knudsen 1220.

David Fisher, director. Behavior

Therapy Institute, will speak on

"The Behavior Mod Squad:
Shaping Social Change" as part of

the secies, on "Behavior Therapy:
Demonstrations and Dialogues" at'

.—

If-" ,||.^

m V> a> * W»>h94'
' :«• wrfon bwM. OiiMi

Ifi^ymribflfrtMWBM

:i^ #nm. frolt. & tororiHM.

W^i^W.

ATTENTION

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL:
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

l006Broxton 477-0880

diagonally ocrossfrom Westwood Villoge

Theatre. FREE 7" Tglon zipper/$l . sale.

7 p.m. today In Young Hall 2250.

Tickets are $4.50 and $2 (students).

Dr. G. Carleton Ray, associate

professor of pathobiology, Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore,
will speak on "The Role of

Acoustics in the Social Behavior of

Phocid Seals" as part of the series

on "The Living Sea" at 7 p.m.
today in Life Sciences 2147. Tickets

are $4.25 and $1.7$ (students).
—

-

»

Henry Nicholson, associate
professor of anthropology, wiU-

speak on "Clay Sculptures of

Ancient Vera Cruz" (illustrated

with slides) at 8 p.m. today in

Haines 39.

Laura Huxley, author, and Carl

Fat>er, psychologist, will speak on

"Healing of the Spirit" as part of

the series on "Healing" at 8 p.m.

today In Dickson 2160. Tickets are

$4.50 and $2 (students).

Hank Pott, of Bruin Christian

Fellowship, will speak on "What's

in the Package?" at noon today In

Ackerman Union 3517.

Andre Martinet, professor of

linguistics. University of Paris,

will speak on "The Bases of a

Functional Grammar" at 8 p.m.

today in Social Welfare 147.

Students' International
Meditation Society will hold a

student discussion on "TM and

Mental Ability" at noon today in

Ackerman Union 2412.

Peter Taft, candidate for Junior

College Board, will speak on

"Survival of Community Colleges"

at noon today in Law School 1345

((Continued on Page 15)

HILLEL Cai\ClL
^XK) Hiigard A venire

474-1531

New

NATIONWIDE FAST FOR FREEDOM
For Soviet Jews at Janss Steps with Allen Sherman,-^
Tom Bradley, and Alphonso Bell. Noon May 1 I

SHABBATON
Shabbat dinner 6: 1

5

Mennbers $1.50, non-members $2.50

Shabbat Services 8:15

Guest Speaker: Rabbi William Cutter. Topic:

Modes of Jewish Education". Continue with us for a

Shabbaton theme "Soviet Jewry". Services, Panel with

Zev Yaroslavsky, Jay Bender-JRC, and Rabbi David

Berner. Cost $5.00. Reservations are necessary by

May 5.

HILLEl All CITY PICNIC . - --

May 9 North Hollywood Park

on the Magnolia St. side of the park. 12:00 — 5:00

Bring your lunch

COMPUTER DANCE
May 15 8:30

URC Auditorium, members $1.00, non-members $2.00

Come to Hillel for the Computer form and return It
|

by May 6

HILLEl COUNCIL ELECTIONS

at Hillel

"A^t^-^tll'A.i -*.!' 'imrtfmimmmmimstiu^-^ '''-—'
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Brew'n
(Continued from Page 14)

Edward T. Lee, assistant

nrofessor, electrical engineering

and computer science departnnent,

UC Berkeley, v^HU speak on

"Syntax and Semantics of Fuxzy

Languages" at 10:30 a.m. today In

Boelter Hall 5420.

^Aeetings

UCLA Women's Liberation

Front will meet at 7:30 p.m. today

in Kercktioff Hall 400.

Cercle Francals will meet at

noon today In Haines Hall 111. All

Frencti-speaking students may

attend. ^„ ,,,

Bruin Young Republicans will

meet at noon today In Kercktioff

Hall 400.

Ptii Eta Sigma will meet at^ioon

today In ttie Kercktioff Hall Alumni

Lounge to discuss upcoming

elections.

The Group Discussions Com-

mittee will meet from noon-1 p.m.

today In Center for Healtti Sciences

33 105 for organizing discussions

and a film on Latin American

culture.

URA Clubs

The Flying Club will meet from

4-6 p.m. In Ackerman Union 2408.

The Skin 'N Scuba Club will meet

at 7 p.m. In the Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center, Vista Room.

Sam AAlller will speak on keeping

creatures. ^

The Figure Skating Club will

meet at 8 p.m. at the Santa AAonIca

Ice Palace.

^The IndoorSoccer Club will meet

from 7- 10 p.m. In the Women's

Gym 200.

The Lacrosse Club will meet

ifr'om 3-5 p.m. on Field 7.

The Hunting Club will meet at

noon In the AAen's Gym 122.

The Hapkido Club will meet from

3:30-5 p.m. In AAemorlal Activities

Center B 146.

The Women's Karate Club will

meet from 5-6 p.m. In the Women's

Gym 200.

The Surf Club will meet at 7:30

p.m. in Ackerman Union 2412.

The Mountaineers will meet at

noon on the northwest corner of

AAqore Hall lawn.

' >{At»yHriie^i:MSk«a&'j«
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SANTA MONICA
1401 SANTA MONICA MALL

Corhcr Sonto Monico Blvd.

O911 Bally l:3M:3l - Mti ni Fri 1 31-1 -Sii 1^5

LOS ANGILIS
429 NOIITH MlllfAX

N«Mt to Contort

OMiiOaily»^Svi- 1:3a 1:30

MIRACLI MILI
5471 WILSHIM BLVD.
B«tw«ttn Duntmuir and CocKran
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Mothers Day Gifts
AT DISCCUNT

N*w Lady Schick

HAIRCURLER
WITH BEAUTIFYING MIST

Choosefrom the worUrs

leadingfragrances
• Wind Song • Jton Nata'

• Emtrauda • Imprtvu
• Intimott • Woo4hwa
• Tifrass • Arpaga
• My Sin • Ambttsh
• Moia • Tabu
• Haovan Scant • Elan

Afio Avojfoble In Soap,

Dutting Pewd«r and Bath OH

B« r*«ay t* c*ink •«* in 2 S miiMft**

mtiT ifttiiif. M«4«l 70 fmf% with 20

$27.98
Value

PROCTORSILIX

TOASTER
Fwlly •wt*matic witk S*-

Itcf-tMlc C*Ur CMitroi.

2 tlict. Smart koikilM ••
cliroai* ko^y. 1 yr. fl««r-

•MtM.

18

Gift Sugg^lions ^
FAOAL MAKE-U^ MIRRORS^J

ELECTMC TOOTHBRUSHES
^

EUCTRKAL APPUANaS

RAMOS • CLOCKS

SHAVERS • WATCHES

HAIRDRYERS

FAOAL SAUHAS

HAIR SETTERS

~ PLUS -
MANY OTHIR MOTHIR'S ^^^

DAY OlfT ITIMS

-> ^.

Per Mei!n...th« accessory

thot matches everything.
Tli« lltctrMUtch \t m wli«lt «•* tkliis l«JIsM*"-

Jwtt lift Mt tM tCMlptitrca match, and thtrt • •«

imtMt llfM. N* flint to wt«r •Ht.

Ions laitlni fit*! iwppiv- R«al«c«

b«ntrl«t MCt y*«r. In black,

wkitt, avocaao, rtd •r Mf witk

l*ld trim. 1 y««r sworantt*

«.-»'

Book drive begins
The Undergraduate Joint

Committee of the Department

of French is sponsoring a bool(

drive through May 14. Students

who would like to contribute

French novels, plays, an-

thologies, etc. should bring

them to Haines 160.

Elec+TXDAAafkh ® ^

099^$20.00
Volu*

PROaOR-SILEX 6 SPEED

BLENDER
%9\\4 st^t* kUmUr wItK • M«bbMtt»"i and

til ipttd* to cHoet* from. WWp, ^•''••'

flrott, chop, mil. bUM or |of. Comot with

4loi. citor ploitle jor and eo»-
-

•r. 1 yoor guorontoo.

$21.50
Value

ADJUST-A-LITE

MIRRORMAKI
UP

• *4to,*«Mt «-w«T

•hU*

. 1

I 1 , -•,
.. ' «<t«'r.

i.

Imnfino
Only

$24.9S Value

99

^^^ lONA ELECTRIC CAN

Pf^ OPENER
iONA PORTABLE

MIXER— "... • FJngortIp 3-»p««rf toloctor

• Optnt cant 4 timtt ffaitor YOUR CHOICE , Automatic boator ojoctor
• Rtmovf 'n rintt Handlt ^^^^ • OttachabU cord-taty ttorogo
• Built-in cord itorogo r^W • Doublo cbromt jumbo boattrs
. Counttr top or woll mount ^'' • Uihtwtlfht
• Magnttic lid iifttr ^^ EACH
. Rog. $12.9S ^ • Rtg. $12.9S

CUIROl KINDNESS

HAIRSEHER
ELECTRIC, MINI

HAIR
w. DRYIR
C«r4.
Tro««l

Cot*.

Attoftod Color*

'i^M

CUTLERY TRAYS
M.49
Value

—~r

'

ICE CUBE

TRAYS

K
t

*

tf

SS.OO plus tax
Art HOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology UO — Pickett
Chemistry 1A — Slebort
Chem?»trv 6A — Evoni
Chemistry 6C - Jordon
Chemistry 153 — We4t
Economics 1 — La Force
Education 112 — Kieslar
HiSTdry IC — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 — Bright
Mathematics 30 — Clllman
Philosophy 7 ~ Porry
Political Science l — Farrolly
Political Science 145 — Farrolly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 — WicKont
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 — KanouM

14.00 plus tax
'Vnthropology IB — Miller
Art 1A — Kayoor
Art IB — Klelnbauer
Art lOAB — Podretti
Classics 142 — Gleoson
Economics 2— Balrd
Economics 100 — NIsbot

101B - Lindsay
102 - Sweeny
130 - Lindsay
- Hoxlo
- Yarnetl
- Burns

^••'•^ ^, ^
- Butcher, LiobosKlnd

PROTECTO

moth balls

moth"cake
6 Oi. Cako
or 1-Lb. Box
Tour Ckoict

PROCTOR
STEAM/DRY

IRON
^tlfli* eoly IVi Ikt.. foit

tiMtUf. CiMrvUw kMl. ^.^v^
l..y f .M fobrlc 41.1 $n.95^T/
cliroii»«ee»tr»ooroiH.o4 VPIUf^

k iiiii

Scholls

AIR-PI LLO*
INI

It's lik«

walking on

pillows.

Perforated

Tor coolnaM.

44c

MICRO RADIO

'Tf DRUGS BI-RITf DHUG

UWi Itote, wltli tor

plieee. kottery ood
carrylof tfrop. Cowet ia

(

•«o«o4o, 0oM. rU. «••

,

A Mock.

$9.95 Voliit

I B«Tf 0«UOS

DrScholl's
FOOT DEODORANT

Spray right Hiroufk kota. Halpt

check perspiratlen tkot proivcet

99c

'.vp

$1.S0 Volue

TOT

DHUt.S

\m TYLENOL
Tatt Poi« «••••* without

$285 I
MTI'

Mennen

QUINSANA

inips

FOOT
OWDER

iCi. Plastic
I

1.l9Volue

,s*«,.,»~.i--.-

COnON SWABS! 7

roc ^
Oowblo

toxaf
170

Sl.Ot Valwo
IMOf

JOHNSON'S

BABY SHAMPOO,,

.

l\

Plastic

r^f--^-?*

\\

IB .4* -. '^.-'ii^'^i^iftfir^m^-

'^'!gz:i*^

Economics
Economics
Ec )nomlcs
History IB
History 7B
History 8
History 17tB
Psychology 12

XinfSiio W
3IOi. J
Box

Z 100
.i^Cafsalos ^ \,

ItOIIlSHliiill
yilfDIll '

ft T h * t!

FUvar .J %I
lOOTobUtt
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k
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j
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Psychology 115 - Butcher
Psvchology 133B (170A) — Lovoos

for oddifional covrsm call or

•||> AAon - Fri. 9:30 - 4:30 .
478-5289

t 10851 UNDBROOK DR.
,
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Project Brazil sponsors

'Cinema Novo' festival

LifeHT—EARTHLIGHT— Earthlight Theater will perform at

8 p.m. today in Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets are

$? fit the Kerckhpff Hall Ticket Qff|ce< KerckhoH 140,

As part of ISC series

(formerly tl»e post office.) The performance
is

sponsored by the Student Committee for the Arts and
the ASUCLA Cultural Affairs Committee.

^i^/utsk V toy

UCLA's Project Brazil is sponsoring a film festival on Thursdays and
Fridays this month. The films are meant to introduce students and
faculty to the **Cinema Novo," the New Wave of the Brazilian film

festival.

"Cinema Novo is« challenge to the inquiring and intellectually curious

mind. Rarely has the art of film been so successful in capturing the fury,

virility, and ardor which these films embody. Rarely has the American
public been given such a candid view of the realities of Latin American,"
according to one of Brazil's leading directors, Glauber Recha.
Four films will be shown here. They are in Portuguese with English

subtitles. Each film will be shown twice; there is no admission fee.

By Ivan Gerson
DBSt^ff Writer ^

Burt Prelutsky, West magazine
writer who called "Tora, Tora,

Tora," a *'bore-a, bore-a, bore-a"

and was subsequently barred from
a motion picture shooting location,

will head a discussion-seminar at 8

p.m. today at the International

Students Center as part of the ISC
Thursday night seminar series.

Prelutsky said he was in-

terviewing George C. Scott in

Spain before he got the Oscar and
discovered that Scott's current

director Dick Fleischer threatened

to hold up shooting if Prelutsky
came on the set.

"In 1960 I reviewed movies for a

^*'"^******"***^^*^*^*^***^'^'^'^''^^***********'^'^«^^^**^''*^^^^t^^* ^l^i^^^l^^m^^ ^WWg^

Chicano activities schedule

I

TODAY
Symposium on "Toward an Ideological Per-

spective" by Carlos Blanco, Jesus Chevarria, Ron
Lopez, Tony Baez, Oscar Acosta, Juan Gomez
(moderator); 3-6 p.m. in Ackerman Union
Women's Lounge.

TOMORROW
Una Merienda Mexicana : Estudiantes will meet

with members of the National Education Task

Force De La Raza for an exchange of ideas and
spirit; 4-6 p.m. in Campbell Hall Chicano Cultural
Center.

Chicana Conference; Las Adolitas de Aztlan will

share feelings and ideas for the Chicano
Movement; 9 a.m.-5 p.m. at Cal State Los Angeles.
Students may attend.

L^^>>>«l|^^^^^mm^t^^^^H^^m^m,»^sc ?n?LH.l^^^i^^l.1^^1,^^ «<

Los Angeles magazine. After I

panned Hitchkock's "The Birds", I

was blacklisted by major movie
'Studio previeWers. But I was tired

of seeing three bad movies a week,

so I was ready to stop that

anyway," Prelutsky said.

Fluke
Prelutsky calls everything he's

done a fluke. "I never had a battle

plan for a job. I just have had luck

and happenstance in niy favor."

Prelutsky was bom in Chicago,

Illinois, in 1940, but his family

moved to Hermosa Beach when he
was 6.

5^

"I set a school recofd at John
Burrows Junior high school by
shooting 24 baskets in two minutes.

What is really unusual is the next

year I shot 27 baskets and took

second," he noted.

After attending a semester at UC
Santa Barbara and discovering

that it was smaller than his high

school, Fairfax, Burt settled down
to a "humdrum existence" at

UCLA.
"I wrote a humor column and

some editorials for the Daily
Bruin. I wrote one editorial against

ROTC which was compulsory at

that time and I was brought before

a court-martial board," he said.

"I had about 12 demerits which is

some kind of offense They
threatened to drop me from ROTC
if I didn't shape up and that meant
the University could dismiss me I

knew that several other people had

about 50 demerits and were never

bothered. So, I refused to change

my ways and I flunked the course,

but I stayed in school," he said.

Panned
"I panned some movies for the

DB Intro section that included

"Pepy," "Exodus" and "Facts of

Life." The president of the Screen

Directors' Guild of America,

George Sidney, called UCLA and

threatened to withdraw a quarter

of a million dollars in grants from

UCLA.
"I was not a full time UCLA

student at the tim^ and that looked

bad. But, Sidney was the director

of "Pepy" and he expected a

newspaper so close to his home to

give him "better reviews" I

continued reviewing just the

same," he added.

WJiat is Prelutsky's favorite

motion picture?

"Frank Loesser's "It's a Won-

derful Life" can always make me

cry! I interviewed Jimmy Stewart

who starred in the movie and

without prompting he told me that

it was his favorite movie, too."

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
4pm
5pm
7pm
7:30pm
8pm
8pm
8pm
7pm

Ananda Marga Yo^a (new; begins today)
KundaliniYofla

Analysis of Rock Music Industry
Agents of Change in Helping Fields

20th Century Mysticism
Power of Breath

Shakti Yooa
Pantomime and Guerilla Theatre

SocWdlTS
» Courtyard. WGym

i\v SocWeim
^ '

Arch 2203
Archl243B
Archl243C
Arch 1243

633 Brooks. Venice

Jazz-rock group to appear
The West Los Angeles Jazz-Rock Ensemble will appear in a free

concert sponsored by the ASUCLA Cultural Affairs Commission at

noon today at the Kerckhoff Hall Patio.

The sextet performs jazz, rock, and Latin-type music. Its leader.

Gary Gray, is a faculty member of the music department, and

directs the UCLA Jazz Ensemble. . .

X

Hedonics presents Michelangelo Antonioni's

I mil pii)

Liibr!i-
Anto«ionis controversial film aboutah.oh fashior> London photographer who blows up a shot of hwo lovers in a oarkonlv to uncover apossible murder As he pursues his cluesVe finds all his evidence elusive Appearance merges with rwmv into an *^S m.o..^^i^^^
Ind Vo'mSJiron'^^^***

*'*"'' '"^""^^ "''^ ^"^'"•"^^ '"** *^^^ '''»« * f-?^nating V^r.V^::rZT^^'^^^^r^^S:;Z^^^^

^Friday, May 7

Saturday, May 8

at 7:00, 9:00 & 1 1 :00

Social Welfare 147

DONATION REQUESTED

ASrCLA ( ri/rrUAL affairs (^OMMISSIOX of student Legislative Council
presents another in its series of FREE NOON CONCERTS

fccUurifiq ... .

THi: WKST LOS ANGELI-S JAZZ- ROCK ENSEMBLI-:
icilh (jaryCraii

. . . Saxophone^ Flute Lvc Kat^mun . . . Trumpet
I.anii Hunker

. . . Dnnns Barru Zireia . . . Guitar
Jom Hi-nsU-a

. . . Piano Jim Iluqhart . . . EUrtric Hass

THURSDAY, MAY 6 - Kerckhoff Hall Patio (just west of Moore Hall)

FREE NOON FREE NOON FREE NOON FREE

,^..1

..y.y,y:^^.^:^SBUSSifS^^
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The Dope Sheet . .

.

Clark Conard, who has covered the UCLA track team for the DB this

year, predicts an 82-63 win for the Bruins over USC Saturday at ttie Track

Stadium. Below are Conard's picks for each of the events; you might

compare them with your picks based on the probable entry sheet printed

in yesterday's DB. For an explanation of Conard's dope sheet, please turn

to page 20.

I

s

'i

•X

I
V.

I
•

\ 'ij(^l

LONG JUMP — 1. James McAllster (UCLA) 2.

Henry Hines (USC) 3. Finn Bendlxen (UCLA).

POLE VAULT — 1. Francois Tracanelll (UCLA)

2. Steve Hardlson (UCLA) 3. Scott Cryder

(USC). ^

SHOT PUT— 1. Doug Lane (USC) 2. AAark Ostolch

(UCLA) 3. John Buehler (USC).

JAVELIN THROW — 1. Peter. Jones (UCLA) 2.

Willie Hall (USC) 3. Vince LIbbon (USC).

440 RELAY — 1. USC.

ONE MILE RUN — 1. RIck Carr (USC) 2. Joe

Balasco (UCLA) 3. Steve Crane (USC).

iWiGH HURDLES— 1. Lance Babb (USC) 2. Bob

Coffman (USC) 3. Duane Johnson (UCLA).

HIGH JUMP — 1. Rick Fletcher (UCLA) 2. Doug

Huff (UCLA) 3. Larry Holllns (USC).

440 _ 1. Wayne Collett (UCLA) 2. John Smith

(UCLA) 3. Edesel Garrison (USC).

100-1. Willie Deckard (USC) 2. Warren Ed^

monson (UCLA) 3. Reggie Robinson (UCLA).

DISCUS THROW — 1. Joe Antunovich (USC) 2.

Mark Ostoich (UCLA) 3. Roger Freberg

(UCLA).
TRIPLE JUMP — 1. James Butts (UCLA) 2.

Denny Rogers (UCLA) 3. Henry Jackson

(USC).

lao — 1. Paul Williams (UCLA) 2. Steve Crane

(USC) 3. Bob Langston (UCLA).

440 HURDLES — 1. Henry Jackson (USC) 2. Jean

Pierre Corval (UCLA) 3. Lance Babb (USC).

220 — 1. Willie Deckard (USC) 2. John Smith

(UCLA) 3. Warren Edmbnson (UCLA).

2-MILE RUN — 1. Ruben Chappins (.UCLA) 2. Jeff

Marsee (USC) 3. Joe BalaSco (UCLA).

MILE RELAY - 1. UCLA.
Final Score — UCLA 92, USC 43.

i
.V

OB photo by Dale Ssmoker

Bruin sprinter John Smith

(Turn to page 20 for details)

, . ^(orjust one big guess)

,as;«^^:jSia««ja=a^^

SAVE 4.50 ON YOUR CLASS RING

this week only, May 3 through 7

••••••••«•••*••••2.00special di

FREE Golden Signature—
regularly priced ^.DU

4.50

Juniors, seniors, graduates . . . come order your UCLA

class ring this week, for you'll have It in time for

graduation. And save 4.50 - 2.00 off the regular price,

and the 2.50 Golden Signature is free. That truly makes

it a one-of-a-kind ring for a one-of-a-kind person -you!

meet Norm Cutliff f'

students' store

rifigf, b lev«l, ockermon union, 825-771

1

days-ffidays 7:45a.m.'7:30p.m.; Saturdays 10-

J

John Roberts Ring Company representative

he'll help you with selecting your ring

Wednesday and Friday this week.

men

I

•V v-^^^
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I UCLA Daily Bruin Classifiea
ADVERTISING OFFICES

KcrcklMH H«li 112

«}& 2331

^Help Wanted. 3 Y For Sale, W

ClassificH »dvtrti»»«»« r«»^
IS «vords SI J« day, $€•«*•€wt*vt

ins«n»«ns S5 0«

DEADLINE 1«:M«.m.

No f**phon9 orders

THE Daily ftrwin fivos firil Stfpport to tUt

Univerttty © C*li*orn»«'* policy on »»o«»-

discnmtnation and therefore cla»»i<««<

•dverti»in9 verwice will »»ot bo maot'

available to anyone who, m aMor*»f
Iie«isin« to stwdenn or oHerinfi »•*»»

tftscriminates on the ba»i» ot race, color.

retioion, nat»o«al or»tr»« ©r a*KO*try. Noithor

the University nor tho ASUCLA A Daily

Brum has investifott^ »"V • '** sorvlcos

offered here.

^Announcements

NEbDMONEY
but want to sot own hours, live m a colloffO

community? S,000 circulation student
newspaper needs full time ad salesman.
E ipenenced person ne^dmq |Ob or not ready
to enter professional ratrace this is for you.

Send resume: yo^d Cii»rt»W
Collegian, Hentley Bookstore,
Ciaremont. California YI7I1

MAKE S$0 SISO a day, striping parking lots

Amaung new invention, S«0 total equipment

cost Write Oept. O. Fo» Valley Marking
Route S». Bartlett, III. or call:(312)M7-«tS$,

or (312; 137 44»5. (3M14)

Y losf and Found. 4
FOUND on Schoenberg quad Tuesday; pair

of keys Call Art. 474 SM?. (4M*)

tOMMV Rock Opera by Peter Townsend
and the Who. at Bev Hills High School, May
S.4.7.1 • 30 PM Seats Reserved 277 S900,

kMI (AM

VISTA' campus representative taking ap-

plications MWF 9 11 m Math Science tMS.
Drop by Mary Muntord 479 »M9. (AM7)

EVICTED Must find liome tor fantastic

cocker beagle dog before S/12 Please help

Of gas chamber 39»^774 IAM^7)

INVEST SIOOO Real Estate Trust. Possible

tai sheltered cash dividends, growth,
liquidity KWAK,7Ut2*2. 74»2779 (AM
11)

PEACE CORPS has sunrtmer and fall

programs Summer application deadline

MaylS Kinsey3t7 l2S^40tl (AMM)

GROUPS now forming. Reasonable fees.

Call THE GROUP CENTER for free

brochures 4S4 3030 ( QTR)

yf Campus EvenH

BICYCLE Enthusiasts! Campvs bicycle

club forming Meet May 11, noon, top Brum
Walk Bill. XS232I (CE M10)

Social Events

HIGHLY rated' Jewish College Graduates
Parties (2i 3S) Held monthly in private

homes 9M 4433, 7M SS24, »3« 173f, W-
0914 . MID

-A.

JTICKETS for Chassidic concert available

at Chabad House table on Brum Walk or call

47» 2t2 ( M7)

VPersona ff ••• dot ••••••••••••••••

VALARIE : Call Roger, 473-7247.

y^ Enleriainmenl

(1M7)

••••••••••••••

SAIL m your free time Basic sailing classes

open now Very meipensive. Bob Gramcko:
47» WM (3^7)

SINGLES meet singles-
parties/mtroductions. Noon - 7:M p.m. Girls

free TWC.4S4 2700. (jJJ

CRESTLINE cabm and lodge for group

retreats Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation Call 213 CA 1 «4» 12 QTR)

CATALINA weekend /Ttoliday cottages.
Special group rates. Hcrmpsa Hotel.
Telephone Avaion, 747 Bo> 444, Avalon,
90704 (2 QTR)

^Help Wanted.. •••••••••••••

BEVERLY HILLS, lifht secretarily work.
Afternoons 2 3 days/week S2.40/t»r Bank of

America.T7J-4S47.Mr. VanHorne. (3M7)

FEMALE test subiects wanted for study by
dermatologist for permanent removal of

hair Call Mr Errett, General Medical

Company, for details,m 4113. (3M)2)

ALPHA Conditioning Need volunteers in

study of alpha and alpha like bram waves
39l3»42eves. (3M 12)

NEEDED Term paper for Sociology
Theory I. by May 20, 1971 Pay SIS 919 12S4

eves. Ron (3 Mil)

^lAiueUaneous^.

KITTENS. I weeks old Free to loving

homes •3S-4229, 27»-044S. ( I M 12)

LEAVING U S , must find good home(s) for

2 affectionate black cats. Maggie and Hoey.
•21 S44I <5M7)

^ For Rent. .„„ 7

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. mfo. 294-22»S;

wknds;292 517S (70TR)

^ Rides Offered. 8

DRIVE my car to Florida. References. 279-

2474. (IMH)

DRIVING to Washington DC , leaving
around May IS Want passenger to share
driving 934 M SO (IM?)

FREE ride to Connecticut-exchange for

child care during trip. June 14th. Girl only.

EXSU70 (IMIO)

DRIVING to ChKago./Mpls. area. Want
passenger to share driving / expenses.
Leave around May tth 874 4000 x209

Kati OM7)

y^ Rides Wanted..... 9

FROM Sunset and Barrington t* Topanga
Canyon, • p.m. 3 S times weelcty. Will pay.
Diane,45S 25S7, 472 §51* (9M12)

Y For Sale. •••••••••••••• 10

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,

professional record changer^ list S5S0.

Asking S29S New m boxes. n3-S43$ »h9r .

pm (1«M7)

FOLK Guitar (SSS).
Iridge, bed, furniture
Cheap. t2lS44l.

TV, stereo, stove,
everything must go

(10M7)

2 NEW Shure Unidyne mics S3S, new Black
A Decker circular saw SIS )t2-9S22. ( 10 M 12)

KLH 24 stereo system Garrard chgr , FM
stereo, speakers. -SI4S. Top rated Realistic

stereo casette deck $75. All perfect. Ml
4193. (10 Mil)

WEDDING gown, elegant, site 3-S, original

cost $2 so Best offer Phone afternoon. 931

7001 (10M12)

TRADITIONAL Flamenco guitar w/pegs
plus case S3S0 Tamurra CM, Ron, 4S4
W24. (10M12)

12 H. SAILBOAT
accessories, xint.

121

O' Day Amor
cond S4S0. 474

traitor and
14t4. (lOM

FEMALE model needed for work with Art

Center photography student, Mihr. Call Tim
194 1310 eves. (3 Mil)

THINK you're smart, contact us. Smooth
talker wanted telephone sales Stationery
supplies 4S1 3S13 IISO Beverly Blvd tiCM (3

M 11)

STUDENT actor eves . »$/hr , S/hr weekly
year guaranteed ( room /tward opt. ) Perfect

for Med Student S'10". very good looking.

Send picture, phone « Box IS. 710 N. Van
Ness LA.3t. (3 Mil)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES O^ WORK

tony^giWls, INt.

l4l4Westwood Blvd.

474-631S

WANTED Experienced babysitter with car.
mainly daytime 472 4t9« t>efore 9 00 or after
S 00 (3M4)

MOVING must sell! Dining set TV, stereo,
bedroom set, book cases, marble table,

misc. 473-07n (10M12)

"BUDDHA A Jesus Were Brothers"
copyrighted campaign buttons. SOC each.
Allow two weeks delivery. Totito, 340 North
Bedford, Beverly Hills, 99210. ( 10 M 12)

NAME brand appliances, cameras, stereo
components, TV's, radios, tires at wholesale
prices. Call 7M- 1410. (10M12)

RAMIREZ Jose, flamenco guitar Madrid
1970. blue ribbon, brand new S4S0 with case.

I32 S071. (10M12)

CAR radio 12 V AM Like new, complete.
S40 Weights, 14 lb dumbells. SIO. 479-4444,

eves (10M4)

GERMAN sl>ort hair pointer/Lab pups. 4

month, female, »10 472 129$, I AM - 4 PM,
Mananna. (10M4)

NEAR new Sears Coldspot auto defrosting
regngerator, king sue bed, arm chairs, etc.

Eves ,47S 4014. (lOMlO)

DURST M400 Ptwtoenlarger Schneider lens,

steel office desk, chairs, lamp, pool cue.

Eves ,47$ 4014. (10M10)

ZENITH console b*w 23" TV, AM/FM
stereo A stereo phonograph Solid walnut
cabinet Sacnlice S12S 139 0412 (10M4)

NEW blank Ampex reel, cassettes, new
loom movie camera. Zenith AM/FM stereo

small consol. 474 $207. (10M7)

S1300 STEREO components lor »$••, in-

cluding Walpang speakers All under
warrenty Call 47J $47$ (10M12)

ANNOUNCING' Summer lotos are now
available at Services Unlimited. Call 47$.
»52» (3M7)

DENTAL Assistant Young Part-time, or
fulltime Icxperience preferred Santa
Monica arpa 82« ISTS (1M4)

You are just the type
we're looking for.

HEADPHONES for $$.00 brand new. Koss
pro 4A headphones S$0 list $21 brand new
Eiega pro headphones 1/2 list price, coiled

headphone extension cord reg $3 $0 each
now SJ M for J Call 170 M$9 after 1 PM
Limited supply (I0M7)

CUSTOM Teardrop trailer fully equipped,
' kitchen, sleeps two. $200 Sheila Anthony
f- S3ti $ leave message 174 2100. (I0M7)

STEREO system. • track tape. AM FM
record playr^r and speakers, hi power.
Sacrifice $17$ or offer Call Ed 7214207 (10 M

BLAUPLUNKT AM/FM radio $4$ POfSChe

seats black, from 912. Like new, must sell.

•390412. nOM4)

CONTRARY to popular belief: Loud stereo
music will not cause warts to grow on your
earlol>es Koss pro-4A professional head-
phones list $$0. now $21; Scotch IMO ft

polyest(^r tape list $4.20, now $2 9$ complete
system' AM/FM stereo, complete changer,
speakers. $44 Special deal on Scotch
cassettes Call 839 22J4 after i PM (10 M 7)

ATTENTION STUDENTS 10% DISCOUNT
on any purchase with student I D Card or this

ad We carry long dresses, bikinis, sport-

swear and our own creations Also hand
n ade purses and accesones Quartier
Lantin Boutique 11740 San Vicente Blvd.,

Brent\

JUNE BRIDES

Select China a»d Crystal pattern now

summer dHivery^.^^^. .

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
19SSO. Boverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. CalH.

COMPLETE Stereo System^ Roberts AM
FM Aquarius speakei'vrf BSR Recori
Changer. List $300, sell $l»$ Brand new.

Great sound 721 0207 ( tO M 11)

SCHWINN. rare IS spd Oeraileur light

weight $7$ 00. call 44$ 14J4, »t1tr 4 PM ( 10 M

l«:tg-S:M CR)-tSM

V Servkes Offered. 1

1

INVENTORS' ARTISTS! Display your Aube
Goldberg nrM>dern devices and mechonical
developments at Hollywood Premiere of

"OR PHIBES." Cash prizes and
recognition. 278-1118. ext. 330 Auditions in

Hollywood at Pantages Theatre, 9 00 AM.,
Saturday, May IS. (11MI2)

SAILING lessons 23' sloop at Del Rey
group/indv. Lowest rates-start now. Info.-

Bob, 479 241$. (11M12)

TYPING/ Computer research/Editing-PhD
wnter/editor provides complete preparation
assistance Kelly 799 Ott2 eves/wknds. ( 1 1 M
12)

AUTOLARM Protect your car t contents.
Discount with advertisement. PtKme: 4SJ-

0404 appnt. $S. Also salesmen wanted. (11 M
12)

NEEDHELP WITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
Landlord Tenant Disputes
Locating available apts.

-R<nt«i Share
IIT-. ._ We are Here to Help You

!

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH17*.
X $4494

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873-Sai$, 7tl-$$27eves. 7t3 3$09. (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENt RATES 23$3 WESTWOOD
BLVD,4753S70 (110TR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext $2$1$

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

GUITAR lessons, beginning group $3 $0 /hr.

Folk songs, etc Hours TBA Call llisa, 44S-

l)4« (IIMll)

DROP-IN programs each Tues.. 8-10 PM., .

and Sat , 2 4 PM Gen Adm , $3.00, students,

$2 00 Call The Group Center, 4$4 3030 (11

QTR) T
.

BANDS, entertainment groups lor weddings,

Irat parties, etc Rock, smooth, anything, we
have all. 291 2203 (11 Mil)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever «*«*'•»'»«

release all material ever studied *'*'"*;

i.4p.m Daily.
(11M17)

THE GROUP CENTER

"Drop-In" Programs
Each Tues. 8 10 p.m and Sat 2-4 p.m.

Gen adm $3 00 Students $2.00

Call 4S4 3030

'^Travel. .— 13 '^Travel. 13

EUROPE Israel. Otte way round trip

student travel discounts SOFA inter

European student charter flights. Contact

ISC A, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., •4. LA, 90041

• 24 $449 II10TB
90049

(13 QTR)

PRIVATE guitar lessons Learn lavorite

songs, new chords, strumming Reasonable

rates. Gary Diamond, 399 8217 eves. (H M
m
AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee. 839 7270. 870

9793 (IIQTR)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates Free delivery free service. 24

hr phonc-^274 9119 (11 QTR)

FREE- Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10 12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westv^ood Blvd 474-9709. HI
QTR) __^
SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd.

4$7 4390 0"f«)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED^
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
194 272$ ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

ym §9 UV CJI*oo ••••ooooo««*»«»»«««o»*** ' w

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet NY. Europe t>est prices
Immed. issue int. I D Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel cttartert
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 10$, Dept. UC
90$4 Santa Monica
LA 9tM9, 274-«742MIM —O—HP

BRITISH RAIL OFFERS
the $3$ Youth Pass i$ days unlimited rail

travel (ages IS thru 22) Also

S40 isdays
$$$21 days.

S70. 1 month.
Thrift coupons tor no time limit. S40 Gives
you 1000 miles and $40 l$00 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424 $149. (13 QTR)

ONE way Jet LA Europe from $200 One way
ship NYC Europe from $140. One way jet

NYC Europe from $138. Phone 441-4171. (13

M 4)

Stti ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam • L.A.

Make Summer Going "GREAT"

1) HAWAII w/love, StSO R.T. <stt

2) EUROPEAN Summer jobs-

Miss Liberty placement program
SOVIET UNION study tour w/credit
LAPLAND to KHATMANDU
Minitrek expeditions, action holiday.

TOM 823 1943. C^mpks Rep

3)

4)

June 14- Sept 1$

June 24 Sept. $

June 23 Sept. II

July 1-Aug. 24

July 7 Aug. 28

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
1

1

Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

Sept 24 0ne way to Amsterdam

S29$
$28$
$29$
$29$
$29$
$135

TOURS UNRECIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,
$1095 Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, $71$.

Israel Europe 11 weeks, $1195 Japan: 4

weeks.51011. EXPERIMENTS . IN
TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave., Ciilver

City, (213) 839 $247 (13QTR)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

Call Flight Chairman: (213) 839 2401. 424«

Overland Ave , Dept. A. Culver City.

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,'

Africa. India. 40% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Dr.. Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210 274 4293. (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An oHicial Charter Flight
Operation Authonied A Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Camouses

LA..LONDON/LONDON-LA.

LA/LONDON
June l$/Sept. IS

June 28/ Sept. 7

June2S/Aug 24

Aug 24/Sept 24

AMSTERDAM/LA
$249
S249
S2A9
S249

REGUL/ R PLASMA DONORS
$4$ per month while helping others.
Come m to 1001 Gayley. Suite 210

or
Call 478 OOSI 9 M AM 7 •• PM dA.ly

FENOf w j^quar electric guitar S7i, Lear
Jet 8 track stereo w /FM and speakers $100.

823 $140 i
>

r (10M7)

LOOMS used procion and vat dyes macrame
Nuppiies Handweaving Depot igt93 W Pico
iWistwoodt 474 $n« O0M7)

KIBBUTZ in Israel For further information
call Days 442 2181. Ewes 8390191 (13M
11 __^_
SAIL Greece Two week Aegean cruise on
170 3 masted sclMMMier Contact Sctiooner

Sofia Bo« 332. Tiburon. Calif (41$) 43$-

$018 (13M28)

FH. Dop. Rof na. Price

2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 $27$

6/23 8/28 9 $275

6/24 8/22 8 $275

6/27 9/6 10 $275

6/29 9/10 10 $275

7/1 9/3 9 $275
10 * * 7/n 8/9 4 $275

JpA 8/31 7 $275
12 *

• 8/8 9/8 4 $275

W4 9/27 3 S275
7/24 •/2S 4 $27$

ONC-1^(AYLA.- LONDON
FH. Dop
5«* 6/24 $150

ONE-WUVY LONDON-LAi.

FH. Rol Price

1$ __ ^. t
9/9 $150

Sept 2oneway to AMS$134
Immediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52, to

Bombay $1$0, to Nairobi $1$0 Large
discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 $200 or

879 3111 c/o Sierra Travel, 987$ Santa

Monica Blvd Bev. Hills. (13 Mil)

EUROPE, $22$-28$, also Israel, Japan.
Summer & Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev
Blvd, LA. 90048 651 3311. ESEP-UCLA
members. _^ (13 QTR)

OVERLAND Expedition India Mid June
$490 London charters $190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. $9th St., Chicago, III.

40437. (13M7)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticltetlng-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 months $12$. 00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 784 1477

y Tutoring...••••••••••••••••••••• 14

SPEAK Chinese Individual group tutoring

by native speaker Bob, 395 0453 4 12 PM for

appointment. ( 14 M 1 4)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473 2492. (14 QTR)

MATH GRADUATE record examination
preparation Private tutoring — intensive

$5/hr NewMath Barges Tutorial 397

7335 (14 M28)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation

LSAT, etc. Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S Robertson, 657

4390. (14 QTR)

••WAITLIST ONLY
AvailaMe only to bonafide members of ttie

University of California (students, faculty,

staff, registered alumni, imniMi. family
living in ttio same household) -:- -

y typing 15

UC
charter flights

a KerchkhoH Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

82$ 1221

EUROPE CHARTERS. Several schedules
from $250 roundtrip, $1S0 oneway. Coor-
dinator: Professor Margaret Pa#l, 247

Roycroft Long Beach, 90803, (213) 43»-

2179 (13M11)

T TKTf STUDENT TRAVEL •

UrNXCHARTER FLIGHTS
1007 brogrton,WBslwood

IBM Executive ty^pist. College, medical,

psych, reports. Stenorette. cassette Ad
ditional typists available Mayfield Services,

340 0333 (ISM 12)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Call

GR28421 (1SM11)

EDITH IBM term papers, dissertationsr

tape transcription, etc. Accurate, fast. Pick-

up and delivery. 933 2993.

FREE editing grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law

school. Alice, 397 3304. (1$QTR

^~ LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks> Cost

1 Ju-e 15---Aug 15 9
> S275

2 June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275

4 June 24 Sep 5 11 S275
5« June 27---Sep 13 12 $275

• -LA/ London/A»sterda»
6 July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268

8 Sop 5 Oct 3 4 $258

Wf_ ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479

8144. 477 43t2. [}±9^ ^. *

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, near

campus. Call Esther 824 7491 (ISQTR)

2E Jurte 14--LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139

3E Aug 19--LA/M*drid/rrank $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

^ C«E WAY MICW5 ^B6H EUROPE ^

IW June 14--Ainsterda«v/LA SI 39

2W Aug 8 --London/LA $139
3W Sep 16--London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California atudents, faculty*,

enployees, extension and Aluinni
M«mber& olus iMModiate faaiilies.

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math & technical typing
Accurate, rapid service 761 5580. ( IS QTR )

I'M lUSt your type (IBM Executive) Neat,

accurate typing thesis, school papers Call

Fritii 839 1874. (15M7)

TYPING to your format Term papers,

theses, or manuscripts. Expert at typin?

equations Hourly and page rates available

Call (213)794 9420 (ISM 7)

EXPERIENCED, electric typewriter 3

blocks from campus Mrs. C. Huber 477-

7409. (15 M 7)

IBM Executive and Selectnc typewriter^

s Experienced Fast, accurate work

Please call 394 8795. (ISM 28)

FAST, accurate typing.

Rem^.lW 12$9

All kinds Call

(1$M6)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299 3135

4032 Buckingham Rd , LA 9OO08 Specialiimg

in theses, essays, manuscripts ''^

QTR)
Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra- Europe Student Fligtits

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LfeASES
y^m'rp Op*n On Saturday

THESES
IBM Selec
reason
M 7)

term papers, all forms of typmq

ieiectnc fast, accurate Very

able Canoga Park Area. 347 $203 ns

RUTH theses, term papers, rn*"*''''P"

Exp Wkends, daily 5 9, 8 28 1162 (ISO K)

V Wanled.... ^ '^

"UJ:̂ ACHARTTER FLIOHTb
1007 braztot -^-^^vood

,d.Of dot.

TELE: 4 7 7-il^. .1 « J-4443
-Til WTCT»rv^D. BIH^xmN AT WFYBIIRW-

to share for summer and next year, •26^'*^^

after 4pm (14MJ^0J

WANTED SIX string guitar Martm D-H or

D 28, Yamaha FC300 or ovation

p.m , 278 4979

After 6

"K
Plain B. S.

Thursday, May 6, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN If

A time for reflection: the relevance of sports in society

John Sandbrook
This is supposedly a week for reflection. A year has gone

by now and not much has changed. My brother is back from

Vietnam but everyone else seems to remain over there.

Cambodia was ended and we got Laos a little later. CBS

tries to tell part of the story and Agnew cries "foul." Yes,

one does wonder what's the use.

Since this is a week for reflection, I wanted to reprint

excerpts from the campus newspaper of another local

college. The story centered around the campus appearance

of Chip Oliver, Dave Meggysey, Jack Scott, and Steve

McDonnell and the ensuing panel discussion of the

relevance of sports in society. The campus, believe It or not,

^as USC and according to Tim Saasta of the Daily Trojan,

the students and teachers who jammed Hancock

Auditorium at USC, that famed die-hard football school we
all know, generally agreed with the panel's views during

the three hours of discussion.

Excerpts:

Scott: "One of the clear dangers of the disproportionate

influence that football has at a school like USC Is that it

jeopardizes the institutional integrity of the school when
people who are in no way involved in the educational

process (outside supporters of the athletic program) have

?o much influence over an educational activity.

"When you run a financially based athletic program you

have a spectator orientation rather than a participant

orientation. And the only legitimate iustlflcation for having

intercollegiate athlethics is for the benefits of the par-

ticipants ...
"Because athletic departments have Isolated themselves

so much from the academic community they are under fire.

The only constituency that the John AAc Kay's have left Is

the wealthy businessmen ...
,

"What is happening to them (the athletic departments) is

that things are beginning to catch up with them, and tt>e

most recent development is that their own athletes are

turning against them. And there is no way they can deny
that."

Oliver: "The Important thing In tt>ese games has

become the goal, not the playing. Any goal is going to be

wrong as it takes away the person's ability to live tt>e

present. That is what athletic is teaching. It's not teaching

us to understand our bodies, it's teaching us to work out so

we can get something. «

"Ideally, sports should create an awareness In people of

how to use their bodies rationally without hurting each

other."

Meggysey: "We have to democratize our institutions,

particularly our athletic institutions. If football is going to

exist on the college campus, the participants should vote,

fop instance, on who the coaches should be; they should

determine an athletic program.
"The way that athletics are conceptualized on the college

level, no method of entry is available to the student body as

a whole. Funding in athletic departments primarily goes to

intercollegiate sports, not intramural sports. And so how

can we justify athletics in terms of education — they are

peripheral in terms of numbers and In what athletics are

being used for.

"I don't think it's fair to say that we have any amateur

football In this country, the awards are just different.

"Most people's Idea of sports Is of public spectacle —
football, baseball, basketball — sports In which they don't

participate. But a fundamental part of the definition of

sport is participation, not sitting on your ass watching

someone else do it. A tremendous amount can be learned in

the athletic experience, the physical experience."

Meggysey on the relation between politics and sports:

"It's no accident that the No. 1 football freak is Richard

Nixon, or that the most conservative elements within this

society find their strongest Identification with the game of

football.

"You have to ask what Is the nature of the spectacle being

run in this country. We are using the sport of football like

Hitler used the 1936 Olympics, to express a very reac-

tionary, a very dangerous political line."

Scott, summarizing the discussion: "One of the

strengths of the present system that you have to

acknowledge is that It does produce excellent athletes.

Hopefully we can preserve ttiat but do It In a more humane
way."

Tomorrow. I'll print excerpts of the Daily Trojan story

the following day on John McKay's reaction to the views of

the panel.

A few points, though, are In order. In case you didn't

catch It In the L. A. Times this week, the awards ceremony

for the 1971 UCLA basketball team will be held at UCLA '71,

the gala alumni dinner, at the Music Center a week from

Sunday. All of which makes me wonder If the baskettjall

team plays for the UCLA alumni (wealthy businessmen)

rather than for UCLA.
Line of the week: Lucius Allen In the Milwaukee Bucks'

dressing room in response to Jack Twyman's question

whether the Bucks' title was "just like old times at UCLA":
"Well, I get paid better here."

Snulj of the week: To the UCLA athletic department,

especially baseball coach Art Relchle. for not having the

common courtesy to come listen to major league baseball

commissioner Bowie Kuhn yesterday In the Men's Lounge.
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505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstrd

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ONE Bdrm apt. Large terrace Walk UCLA.
Faculty, staff, or graduate couple. Call 477-

0397 eves. (18M10)

SHARE turn, house with yard.

Close-by. 479-S988.

Own room.
(22 M 10)

t8S mo. VENICE, large single. 1 1/2 blks. to

beach. 399 7218. (18M7)

PLEASANT, well furnished, in Beverly

Glen, own room, with two others. »100. 279-

1840 after five. (22 M 4)

APTS. TO SHARE -
$50""

D«rpoaHs now l*»r »ummor/fdl

MRS. KAY GR3-1788, GR3-0524

'47 PORSCHE super 90-xlnt cond, com-
pletely rebuilt, 8,00j0 mi ,new interior,

Pirellis, rims, dual webers. 454S779. ( 29 M
10) _^

68 VW R & H, 4Ttpd. New paint, tires, brakes,
Kint cond., avail June IB. tllSO. 892 S719

After 4pnit
~ "" T79M7)

'47 MOB Roadster, AM FM, low milea9e,

good condition, yellow »97S. 393 1524 (29 M

^Apts. to Share 19 /

NEAR beach. Private, quiet, with patio ,

yard, dishwasher, parking. Own bedroom,
bath. $85. Mane, 392-9307. (I9M4)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. ( 17 QTR

)

BH, $175. Large 1 bdrm., own washer
/drver ; private yard ; game room/pooltable.

478 1182. (17M7)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

MALE wanted. Friendly student building,

$85 per month, off patio, near campus, free

parking. 473 3584. n9Mn)

-P^EE room and meals to girl student or

grad. Share quiet apt. near ocean with guy.

Phone eves or week-ends. 399-61 10. ( 19 M 12)

GIRL to share w/2 others. Barrington Piaia.

S112/mo.Call Nancy at 769-0727 or 473

7315. (19Mm

SHARE 1 bdrm. apt. WLA $50. 479-5341. ( 19 M
6) t

Room and Board
' Exchanged for Help..^25

FEMALE babysitter: Private room/bath
and TV walking distan<*^ campu*. Salary.

4751120. (2SM10)

WORKING mother needs summer sitter

with wheels. 3 school kids Some bread, or

live out. School year if works. Marianne 255

SlSl.ext. 448; 834 3237. (25 M 7)

VW '57, sunroof. XInt. meclt. cond. Low
mileage New top, brakes $325, 277 S998

eves. (29MI0)

•49 PONTIAC GTO conv Air, FM stereo,
power brakes steering windows - antenna.
22,000 miles. 275 8133. (29MI1)

'66 TRIUMPH TR-4A IRS, Wire wheels, soft

top /Tonneau, new radial tires. $1100. 825

6403,843 2138 (29 Mil)

-4iVW Bus, w/new guaranteed engine $1400.

"473*7113, 473 2443 Also Roberts 770X

taperecorder $ 175^
<^^''>

"tT DONE ftUGGY "Tlb#rfll»s» sheH, top.

buckets, street legal meticulously kept.

$8;S/trade Call 274 3003,839 S43S (29 M 11)

FREE room, kitchen use in exchange for

part time care of my mother, WLA, nites,

823 7407. (2SM11)

'70 VOLVO P1800, air, AM FM, low mileage,
must sell, make offer. 825 3440, 886 4251 alter
5. (29 Mil)

SERIOUS grad student willing to do

caretaking duties lor room A small salary.

Eves, 278 7067. (25 M7)

FEMALE share 2 bdrm., 2 story apt. m
Westwood $65/mo. Starting June. Anne, 477-

6854. (19 Mil)

ROOM offered. Student 20 or over, exchange

;ight duties, nigjits, Saturdays. Two
teenagers, working mother. 390-3255. ( 25 M
11)

TRIUMPH Roadster $150. New clutch, good
tires, needs some work. Nick, 474-1854. $150

negotiable. (29 MID

'64 CHEVELLE Station Wagon Good con
dition Radio, heater Call 477 1620

evenings. (29 Mil)

GIRL summer, share 2 bdrm. apt. w/1.

$87 SO mo 826 1356. (19 Mil)

FURN. Bach; single apts. Avail, now. Util.

pa. pool, walk campus-Village. 479 9981, 530

Glenrock. (17M7)

THEVILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479 8144 (17 QTR)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents $175 235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator
Private patios & balconies ocean view

^alk to beach Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5554

2311 Fourth St., SM 392 5486

633 GAYLEY
5 Mi n. walk Callpus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter
473-6412

ENJOY summe*- or longer. Attractive,
clean, singles accom 2; one bedroom apts.
3; one bedroom and den 4. Air cond. Block
campus. Pools, sundecks. Garages. 625-441

Landfair. 479 5404. (17MI4)

' CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Dopoait* now lor swrnmer/MI

ROOMMATE to share unfurnished apt..

Palms area. Call Cheryl 828-4942. (19M7)

YOU need a share? Come to 425 Landfair.

Reserve shares for summer. Block UCLA.
479 5404. (19M14)

FEMALE share 2 bdrm. apt. with one.

Fireplace Walk to campus, parking. $100-

Diana, 475 4219. (19M10)

GIRL - room/board exchange for babysit-

ting. Close to campus. 474 2450. (25 M 4)

^Room for Rent..... 26

'j(>7 LOTUS ELAN, yellow convertible,
radials, knockofis, power windows, AM/FM,
immaculate cond, $2495, 47S $831, txt
484. ——^--^^ (29A^4)

'42 MONZA, 4 speed stick, bucket seats, ong.
owner, excellent care White with blaclr

interior. 874 5474. (29 Mil)

'49 PONTIAC GTO Beautiful, power brakes,

bucket seafs, vinyl top, air conditioning

Wholesaling $2200. 789 4733^ iiy^W)

'48 VOLVO 122$ 2 dr , auto /air, AM/FM
Low mileage new tires Cleanest in town

839 S404 (29 M 111

^^^M8^^^V4v^H^**^B^*9^111^'**^H^^**^B^**^^H^ *^^B

CARS in EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P O BOX49S04
LOS ANGELES, CA 90049

'47 MUSTANG, 4 cyl. 3 speed Engine, body,

excellent One owner $1000 / best offer 834

7388 (29 M 7)

'44 PORSCHE 912 rebuilt engine, AM FM.
air cond , sharp SLU437 455 7285 (29 M 4)

-»*S PLYMOUTH convortiblo. Fully
automatic, power windows, brakes, and
steering $500 (29 M 4)

FEMALE law student will share 2 bedroom,

two bath in Fox Hills with same or faculty

member. Luxurious. Karen, 441-1545

eves. (19 M 6)

GIRL: Share with 2 other girls, spacious 2

bedroom i 1/2 bath apt. Large patio. Ldry.

room. Walk to camj)us. 478 4190. GR8 6171.

MALE, grad U.D., share spac. : bdrm.

Walk to campus, $56/mo Vic, 477-4894

eves.
(19M6)

-———*
' ' I

Beverlywood House room for rent $7S/month
plus utilities. Nice room, nice area, nice
people 836-5442. (24 M 10)

y^Autos for Sale 29

'65 DODGE Dart, automatic, power
steering, radio, heater, good condition. $475

/best oiler 653-7018 (29 Mil)

'48 VW Bug, good cond. Must sell before

summer. $1100 /best. 391-8913. ( MID

'67 SEDAN Triumph 2000 6 cylinders stick

shift, low mileag*' A-l condition. $1150. 670

6384 ext. 24. (29 Mil)

^ For Sublease

$205-2 BDRM. apt. 2 ml campus. 2 bdrm/-

bath upstairs, living room/kitchen down

stairs. Stove, frig, carpets, drapes Unlurrj

June 20 Oct 1 1411 Federal, #1,473-5542. (SL

Ml 2)

BERKELEY Summer sublease <*«'«'*«^'

bdrm , 5 blks from Cal. $200. Days call 245

3404,Henry^ <S'-^'^'

SUBLET beautiful i bedroom, pool, near

beach, air conditioned J""e^«P^- *"°
,'?i

eluding utilities 454 4496 (SL M n»

FURNISHED Delux summer. 1 bdrm, TV.

dishwasher, garage No pets, children 9.1.

am weekdays 826 4244. (SLM7)

'66 MUSTANG, red convertible, V8 289, 4

speed, xInt. $775. (WA4GDS) ,„„,,,
839 0361. ____1
'63 CHEV 1/2T P.V. Completely rebuilt with

gypsy wagon camper. $750 or best offer 392

^c)} ( 29 M 12)

ANY make/model/new car (foreign A
domestic) at near dealer's cost. Call

Collegiate Concepts, 788-1410. (29 M 12)

•44 TRIUMPH Spitfire. Runs good. New tof

& tires. Needs body work. Possibility dunt
buggy $150 479 9165, Bill. (29M6;

'42 PEOPLE'S car (VW) Stupendous
condition. Just painted Immortal engine.
Original owner. $485. Eves. 427-5843. ( 29 M 4)

BARGAIN Blue '48 Triumph GT4, wire
wheels, radial tires, lOw mileage, $)7S0
After 4, 474 2418 (29 MID

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4OO0Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant

'67 COUGAR, recent engine overhaul, new
clutch, tires, battery $1400 /offer 291

1879. (29M4)

'49 FIAT 850 sport, mustard, AM FM, air

cond , low mi, 37 mpg, 399 1704, $UOO/best

oiler (29M4)

1954 VOLVO Newly painted, $275 00 394 3397

Roger, or SM Ice Palace Toes, Thurs, Fn,

Sat nights (29M7)

CHEV '44 Impala 4dr Power steering, R/H,

WSW, tinted glass $400 00 983 0822 (29M10)

TRIUMPH Spitlire '47 hard/soft top XInt

cond, new clutch $1000 476 4144 after $

pm f7«Ml0)

A-1
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

'67 VW Bug Excellent running condition,

good tires, brakes, clutch, interior $975

/best of ler 474 5932 (29 M 7)

6W FIAT 850 Spyder, AM FM stereo, car

peting, xInt cond SHOO / best Offer 821 1550

evenings ( 29 M H

)

'70 VOLVO 142S XInt cond AM FM,

Michrlins Having lor Europe CallXS1131

or 472 S889
(29M 10)

'71 DATSUN 240Z, 400 miles Illness Blue,

air, AM/FM stereo, mags $5300 Eves,

week ends. 824 7402. (29M12)

DODGE Charger '44-383 P/S, auto.. R/H.
$750 Make offer. 474-14I4. (2f M 12T^^

•67 VOLVO 122S 2 door sedan, 43,000 original

mil«i. Excellent condition Best o*'*;, •"
^jjg^ 1/, (29 M 7)

'63 SPRITE Nu paint, tires

BUICK LESABRE PS, PB
Dratted 39r89i3eves

offer '44

offer

(29 M 7)

SUBLET apt May S Aug 1, 140/mo
.

1 bdrm

lorn. Brentwood. 826 7415 {SLt^\0)

SUBLEASE Office 2 blocks rom campus

carpeted, draped Furniture -vallab e

Approx 500 sq ft Extremely reasonable,

625 i2 n,Mr VanGenderen. (SLM4)

AUGUST sublet. Furnished 2/bdrm ,
dinmg

room, fireplace, walled garden house ip

mm campus $275 825 2655, 836 4145
9 - - - "

2 BDRM. furn apt married student housing

SI 35 utilities included, garage J""«
'/2i*in

3.,, 7<i.r, (5L M 10

'63 MERC Monterey $400 RAH, good
interior and tires Leaving country, must
sell 936 2444 (29M12)

'55 MORGAN plus 4-4seater. XInt. Low mi..

R/H, radials, "D " cam, $3,000/offer Eves
232 6263, campus 52370 (29M12)

DODGE '47 Coronet, original owner, VI.

auto. PS, radio, XInt cond $895 474-1269. (29

M 7)

— EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with our "Buy here take

delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

191 0445, 870 6928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washinqton Blvd.

•67 TRIUMPH Sedan 2000 6 cylinders, stick

shiM, low mileage, A I condition $1,1S0 670

6J84CM.t (29 MID

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale ^^

3 WHEEL Westcoaster Mini truck xint

cond Must see! $195 or best offer 477

U90 O0M12)

69 yAMAHA, 305 cc Low mileage, excellent

condition, extras 821 $441 OIM7)

'69 VW blue automatic bug Only 11,000

miles Must be seen to appreciate. $1400

Firm 479^3434. (29M12)

'60 SPRITE Good cond SUS/best oMer
Must sell 825 2757, 8 5 After 4 PM 223 0141

Ele.i
) f> ;

VW '70 Fastback automatic. AM/FM, xlnt ,

red, $2100 GR9 4811 (39M13)

, ryf) '66 PLYMOUTH 4 dr , factory air, good

*J HnU^S to Sriare ^ condition WiH sacmicc Call btw 9 and 5

y nUUaO IV ^Ifwrw"
825 1033 (29M10)

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr Lynch GR5 5584
FEMALE «oo">'"*»^^J'^";^j;,? Mar.lin
and share house near

«>**«';,^S" ( M
399 4373 or leave message at 396 7546 ( M

'67 ROVER, good cond , need to sell, offer,

474 9228 alter 6p m , Rick Huff (29M12)

69 YAMAHA 250 CC Enduro •»"«"*«"'**I*
Only 2500 miles $SSO Must sell 343 5078 (30

M 10)

HONDA 450 c c '71 mo<^el only 800 miles

C.»H «2T 2747alternoon (3OMI0)'

HONDA CB 450 Absolutely immaculate

Custom paint megaphones disc brake*.

SSOOmi Steve 398 4317, Richard •i»

7»oo _ t- T
- ( JO^ /I

'49 HONDA CL90, xlnt cond ,
with ne^

helmet. $250 or best Offer 475 58? 1 x 502 ( 30 M
6)

-*»—' -.1 <t»4wilanl rnnrtilion

Niw tires battery. $32$ /best oMer Mark
;ei S445 (30 MID

•-^

A
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More good players coming

from college ball Kuhn

STRAIGHT TALKER — Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn spoke to a

group of 100 yesterday in the Men's Lounge. A Princeton graduate, Kuhn

talked on a variety of subjects, including drug usage, and the con-

tributions of colleges to major ieague baseball.
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By Doug Kelly

DB Sports Writer

-More and more good players are coming out of

college baseball," says Commissioner of Baseball

Bowie Kuhn, "and in many cases they need little or

no minor league experience. I feel the colleges mean

much to the future of baseball."

Kuhn, who spoke yesterday in the Men's Lounge,

also believes the increased quality of college

coaching is responsible for more coUegians ad-

vancing to the major leagues in such a short time.

The coaching quality is definitely on the rise,
,

Kuhn said. "In this part of the country alone you

have Rod Dedeaux at USC and Bobby Winkles of

Arizona State.

•*A good example of a player coming right out of

college would be Steve Dunning of Qeveland, who

came to the Indians from Stanford University and

pitched with them the rest of last season and who is

doing very well this year. Tom Seaver (ex-USC) is

another."

Kuhn revealed that major league baseball invests

$1 million yearly in a college scholarship program,

"Baseball invests more money per dollar earned of

gross revenue in college scholarships than any other

sport. 1300 players have gone through college under

this program, and because of the four-semester plan

at many colleges, are able to play minor league

baseball at the same time."

Since he became Commissioner, Kuhn has been

involved in more than his share of crises, what with

the Curt Flood suit against baseball and the

celebrated suspension of Detroit (now Washington)

pitcher Denny McLain last summer. A third con-

troversy arose with the publication of Jim Bouton's

Ball Four, a player diary highly critical of several

facets of the sport.

"I read the book," the Commissioner said, "and it

was highly inaccurate. It was an unfair picture of

baseball. It was unfair to the players and wives

whom he (Bouton) slandered."

Drug usage among major league ballplayers, one

of Bouton's key points, is not, in Kuhn's opinion, as

high as is often reported. "Steroids are not a serious

problem, but amphetamines and barbiturates are.

The level of current usage is limited."

Kuhn also expressed the opinion that basel)all is

changing its "traditional" image. "I know that many
people claim baseball is too tradition-oriented, but

baseball has turned the comer and will move into a

program to do what is necessary for the con-

temporary sports fan," Kuhn says.

"The contemporary sports fan is not the same as

he was 10 or 20 years ago. If baseball is to prosper, it

must be contemporary. It is open wide to the

possibilities of change."
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The finals of the All-U WresUlng tournament begins at 3 p.m.

today in Pauley Pavilion. Some final matches were held yesterday,

with the majority being concluded today.

Today's line-up: (134 lb.) Mike Keller (Fubar) vs. Frank

Marakara (London); (143 lb.) Jess Ortiz (ind.) vs. Mike Perry

(Sigma Nu); (150 lb.) Ralph Dockery (ind.) vs. Scott Parker

(SAE) (158 lb.) Dave Delnaro (Sigma Chi) vs. Harold Yada

(TheU Delta Chi) ; (167 lb.) RichTibben (ind.) vs. Randall Martin

(Fubar) (177 lb.) Stuart Ledsam (Lambda Chi) vs. Andy Keene
$j

(SAE); (190 lb.) Greg Hansen (Law School) vs. Tom Zechlin
|

(Jefferson).
'—

^771 TTTIa^
In final matches held yesterday, Earl Johns of Jefferson defeated %

Charles Cox of SAE for the heavyweight tiUe; Wayne Baron of g
Titan won the 126 lb. tiUe by defeating Greg Rice of Fubar via a :$

pin; and Mike Zorick of Pauley won the 118 lb. tiUe via a pm of v.

Brian Balocca of Fubar. Zorick. incidentally, is Wind.

Trackmen favored against Troy;

Conard, Daily Trojan see UCLA,82-63
By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer

(?•

V.

.V

Badminton
Wayne Landis (Sigma Nu), defeated Jim Rayl (Sigma Alpha

Epsildti), 15-3, 15-0, fftr the Fraternity Badminton TiUe yesterday,

in the Men's Gym. On Monday, Brian Ford (Chimborazo) ,
defeated

David Leung (Stonehaven), 15-13, 5-15, 15-8, to win the Residence

Hall Championship. The independent title will be d^ided today at

noon in MG 200 between Dr. Sam Chang and I. Mapoma.

Doubles Volleyball

Doubles Volleyball begins Monday in Pauley Pavilion, but sign-

ups end tomorrow in MG 118. Divisional meets will be held each day

from 3-6 p.m., with the fraternities on Monday, the dorms on

Tuesday, and the independents on Wednesday.

Today's IM SoftlMll Schvdul*

g

.S<

^

ft!

300: London vs. Cork (Fd. 1); Jefferson vs. Orion (Fd. 2); Fubar vs. Middle Earth (Fd.

3), Republic vs. Bacchus (Fd. 4), Anuk vs. Ptgblood (Fd. 6); Grass v4. Mother Liquor •:..

400: Phi Kappa Psi vs. Phi Kappa Signfia(Fd. 1), Bowery vs Stonehaven (Fd. 2); Titan g:
vs. Rhum (Fd 3), Crimson Cl.uti vs Maccabees (Fd. 4), Scooters vs. The Men Upstairs

J.^

(Fd 6). Business School A vs. Uclaw(Fd. 8).
. ^ ^

*"

5:00: F O s vs US Male (Fd 2), Zoology vs. The Crude Ones (Fd. 3); fluckaroos vs

Business School B (Fd.4), The Men Upstairs vs Ucia Band (Fd.6).

T«<lay's IM Water Polo Schedule

^ London vs K 1 (5 00). Edinburgh vs. Pauley (5:30); Phi Kappa PsI vs. Delta T^ Delta »
% (6 00). Hinr>alaya vs. Kili^njaro (6:30) <<

Obviously, in a track meet such

as UCLA-USC where emotions play

^^ large role in determining an

athlete's performance, it's im-

possible to accurately determine

the outcome of every race. Yet, in

a meet where so many events could

go either way, there must be good

reasons or at least legitimate

reasons for picking one competitor

over another in doping the meet

fairly.

Saturday's meet opens at 1:15

p.m. with the long jump and the

results of that event may have a

slight effect on performances

following.

James McAlister will long jump

for UCLA despite his recent

inactivity due to spring football

practice. He had trouble getting off

a legal jump two weeks ago against

Oregon but still managed to leap

26-0 when he eased up to make sure
*
of a fair one. Henry Hines of USC,

his chief competitor, has a best this

year of a&-13/4. If James can get off

a fair jump, he figures to win.

In the first running event, the 440

relay, UCLA will replace Reggie

Echols with Ronnie Welch on a

team that has a l)est two-tenths of a

second behind USC's. The Trojans

still should be favored because

their quartet has spent far more

time together and is less likely to

have trouble with handoffs.

Rick Carr of SC has been running

better mile times than Joe Balasco

and the other Bruin threat, Ruben

Chappins, hasn't beewn^ning that

distance even though he has the

best time of the three this season.

Rick Fletcher and Doug Huff, the

Bruin tiigh jumpers, have been

jumping 6-10 consistently whereas

Larry Hollins of SC has rarely

approached his 7-0 best.

Based on his 9.3 and 20.9 efforts

last week at Oregon alone, Willie

Deckard must be favored to take

the 100 and 220. He seems to run

better on the Bruin track, having

run the fastest 220 in the world here

against Stanford.

In the 440, John Smith and

Wayne Colletthave turned in much
better times than Edesel Garrison

this year even though he has the

better personal best. Without the

burden of running the intermediate

hurdles in this meet and l)ecause

he's a senior, CoUett is the sen

timental favorite.

Jean-Pierre Corval could pull the

upset of the meet replacing Collett

in the 440 hurdles. He's been

working out the last few weeks

after missing nearly all the UCLA
meets with a pulled stomach

muscle. Still, he ran a 51.7 (better

than his competition) in his only

race and could be close to the

shape he was in then.

Jeff Marsee of SC hasn't been in

shape for the two-mile and must

return to previous form to hold off

Balasco and the improving Ruben

Mejia. With the addition of Smith,

UCLA should Uke the mile relay.

As far as the score is concerned,

even the Daily Trojan agrees it will

be 82-63 UCLA.

Women golfers second
The UCLA women's golf team, coached by Miss Joan Martin, finished

second in the Women's California CoUegiate Championships Tuesday, six

strokes behind Arizona State which won the twoKlay tournament with a

team score of 313. After the Bruins' 319 score came Arizona with 330.Jhe
UCLA No. 2 team finished sixth at 340.

Cathy Gaughan of Arizona State won individual honors with a 156 (77-

79) total. UCLA's Jan Webber won a playoff with Mary Bea Porter of ASU

for second after both had finished with 157 (82-75) scores. Not far behind

were two other UCLA golfers, Jan Engesser at 162 (86-76) and Carol

Ginder at 166 (82-85).

Join UCLA's 52nd BIRTHDAY PARTY

with

DIAHANN CARROLL
BILL COSBY

-A

MIKE CONNORS

ANDY WILLIAMS

plus

THE ESTABLISHMENT
HENRYMANCINI

Special Honors 8. Awards To

The UCLA Basketball Team
also

Awards tor Distinguished Teaching, Outstanding Seniors,

Alumnus of the Year, University & Community Service, and Professional Achievement

Sunday, May 16 8:00 p.m.

DOROTHY CHANDLER PAVILION — LOS ANGELES MUSIC CENTER

Student Tickets $2.00/ Faculty 8i Staff Tickets S3.75

On Sale at Student Ticket Office in Kerckhoff Hall

and the Concert Ticket Office on Le Conte

Charter Buses from Campus to ttie Music Center Will Be Arranged

Presented By the UCLA Alumni Association
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UC student lobby wins 'major victory'
By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

The UC Student lobby has already won a major victory in

the State Legislature, according to the Associated Students

Legislative Counsel, Richard Twohy.

He said the student lobby had worked to kill a bill in

committee ttiat would make it easier for the University to

revoke a student's financial aid if he lias been involved in a

campus disturbance.

Twohy was hired by the Associated Students two months

ago to establish the student lobby in Sacramento in order to

tell the Legislature about student concerns.

Regents

He said the lobby had also helped the education com-

mittee approve the two other bills: one to tiave the Regents

increase women's enrollement in UC graduate schools and

another which pressures the Regents to support child-care

centers on each campus.

"Killing the first bill was a real victory, because the bill

was quite oppresive," Twohy said. The bill would have

eliminated the provision speciJfying a special hearing t)oard

be convened to consider suspension of state scholarships of

a student involved in misconduct at a University. Thus, the

Administration would have the decision.

Twohy said, "Our argument to committee memt)ers was

not one about due process. Rather, we opposed it because

the particular penalty is inherently discriminatory to the

^-'ai'R'vW''";;',,,.;^

poor, as they are the ones receiving state assistance."

^ Punishment
"We felt this punishment should remain as difficult to

enforce as the law now allows."

He also argued ttiat most of the available sanctions (such

as probation, suspension, prohibition from campus ac-

tivities) seem appropriate as penalties for destructive acts,

and the University should t>e able to use these, rather than

suspension of financial aid, without hearings pr needless

delay.

Twohy added, "Because of the special inequity of this

punishment, it seems unjust ttiat .Administrators should

have access to it at all." /

The office barely had enough time to generate tlie suppori

against the bill, and it was defeated last week by a margin
of only one vote. Twohy said, "We really had to hustle on

ttiat one, as there was only a week l>etween tiearings.

Women
The first of the bills approved declared the "legislative

intent" that the Regents take immediate steps to increase

enrollment of women into UC's graduate schools so "the

percentage of women more nearly reflects the percentage

of women in California.^*

The lobby's letter of support reads, in part : "We think it a

remarkable waste of human skills and talent that women
have so long t)een discouraged from full participatioh in the

serious activity of society."

The committee also approved a bill to authorize the UC
Regents and the State College Trustees to establish and

maintain child-care centers on UC and State college

campuses.
ChUdren

Twohy wrote to the committet, **Tlie lack of reasonably

inexpensive, properly supervised child-care centers forces

poor persons—in particular young mottiers—to cancel ttieir

dreams for a t)etter education, and deprives the society of

the skills and talents they could develop at tlie University."

Student governments from the UC campuses originaUy

provided $12,000 for the lobby to begin operations. Twohy

estimates the student lobby will close down on July 1 should

no more funding become available. A full-scale operation,

with student interns and a University -wide communications

system to reach the 100,000 UC students, is budgeted at over

$70,000 per year The office presently does not even have a

secretary.

Twohy hopes funding will come from tx)th student

government and private sources Keith Schiller, un-

dergraduate student body, president, will introduce a

funding proposal for the lobby at next week's SLC meeting.

Interns

The Student lobby is also accepting applications for tlMse

who wish to serve as student interns, without pay, over the

l^ummer. Twohy said, "We just don't have any money for

'salariw, although if someone does have real financial need

and wants to do this, he should say so on the application."

Students should apply through the president's office,

Kerckhoff Hall 304.

Twohy said, "I think we're starting to show if students

decide to move this crazy system, it's possible to produce

the right results."

UCLA
Ally
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Free child care causes deficit

SLC allocates minority funds
By Ken Peterson

DB Staff Writer

Student Legislative Council (SLC) approved the

use of $8250 for minority student scholarships to the

ASUCLA child care center. The funds, approved

Wednesday, come from the $1 ASUCLA activity fee

approved by the student body in 1969, ^
^•®-

AccorcUng to Pam Briar, one of the parents on the

governing board of the cliild care center, scholarship

funding is presently running at a deficit and the SLC
funds were needed in order to take on mcire parents

who need the service.

"We're trying to take on people from the waiting

list, but we can't without more scholarship money"
Briar told SLC. •

LaMar Lyons, community service commissioner,

voiced his apprehension that the money might be

taken from one area where the funding was needed in

order to )i>olster the child care scholarstiip program.

He also questioned the structure of the present

program as opposed to the original child care plan

drawn up in 1969.
;

Betty Diamond, director of the center, explained

the present program differs only in that free child

care could not be provided and the center is not as

large as originally anticipated.

"We have projected an expansion of the center, but

right now we don't have the money. This is also the

reason the center isn't free," Diamond said.

Bill Winslow, a general representative, said the

committee formed to allocate the funds had found no

better idea than the plan to give some of the monies

to the child care center.

"We have the responsibility to allocate ttie funds in

some direction and I believe this plan to be ac-

ceptable," Winslow said.

SLC also voted to sponsor in principle a petition by

the American Federation of SUte, County, and

j^unicipal Employes union urging an end to cutl)acks

in Gov. Ronald Reagan's 1971-72 sUte budget.

The petition urges the State legislature to abolish

tuition, end the wage and hiring freeze, stop layoffs

of State employes, fund fully Educational Op-

portunities Program (EOP) and other special

programs for minority students, and recognize

public employes' unions as collective bargaining

agencies.

The petition also states its signers will urge in-

creased taxation of banks, large corporations, and

agri-businesses, higher taxes on profits, and Uxes on

mineral wealth being taken but of California.

The union also plans a rally in Sacramento on May
15 to protest the budget cuts.

SLC also approved the use of the undergraduate

student association emblem on a plaque to be given

to Mae West when she visits this campus next

Wednesday night to receive an award as "Woman of

the Century." She will appear under the auspices of

the Asociated Students' Speakers Program.

In other action. Bob Cohen was approved as the

successor to Bob Elias as head of the speakers

program for next year. Cohen has been working with

the program this past year and is also involved with

UCLA—TV.

D.C. protestors to 'do it again'
WASHINGTON (AP) — Anti-war protestors,

reeling from a wave of 12,000 arrests this week,

straggled from the still security-conscious capital

yesterday with their leader vowing to return in the

summer for renewed efforts to halt the nation's

government.

The demonstrators planned a late morning rally at

the South Vietnamese embassy today. But at the

appointed hour, it was raining and the 50 youths who
*^d shown up found themselves outnumbered more
^n lo-to-l by police.

^'rotest leaders also scheduled a symbolic march
^" city jail, but it was obvious many of their followers

already had left the city.

The leaders, however, were talking of another

round of demonstrations, perhaps within six to eight

-We are going to do it again," protest organizer

Rennie Davis told an unofficial session of the

American Psychiatric Association today.

"We are not going to be stopped, added John

Froines who with Davis faces conspiracy charge*

stemming from this week's halt-the-govemment

efforts.
. , .

Froines mentioned July 4. and said: If the

government has not s»'-~^ thr war, we are gomg to

continue to stop th^ h-^^^'^^ ^ ^^ the l.„.--L

SUtes." He urged the 2,000 psychiatrists to "join our

conspiracy"

Eliasr Mac/as in runoff

election for yell leader
Bob Elias and Farmer John Macias will oppose each other in the

head yell leader runoff election next Wednesday.

In the primary election, held this we«k, Elias drew 1,040 votes to

.771 for Macias. The next highest vote total was received by Rick

Matteoli with 375 votes.

The DB was incorrect yesterday in stating Les Rosen had won

election as a general representative. Rosen will participate in ttie

runoff next week, along with Neal Steinbrenner, Paul Silver,

Jerome Juan Urenia, Pete Mirich, and Harry De Angelo. De
Angelowill be the sixth candidate in the runoff, as his vote total of

470 was the next highest after ttie five candidates announced

yesterday. In general representative runoffs, two candidates run

for each office not won outright in the primary.

Tlie constitutional amendment which would have removed the

National Student Association (NSA) representative from the

Student Legislative Council (SLC) failed again to obtoin the two-

thirds majority needed to pass, although more than half ttie voters

supported the amendment. With nearly all returns tabulated the

measure received 1,606 yes votes to 1,473 nays.

On the referendum, the student body reaffirmed opposition to

war-related recruiting and war-related research by the University,

while ttie majority also opposed abolition of the ROTC program

here.

Students voted 2,478 to 914 against University cooperation in war-

related recruiting, with 332 no opinion l>allot8.

The vote was 2,281 for to 1,112 against the University engaging in

war-related research, 365 voters expressing no opinion. And, on the

ROTC question, 1,514 favored abolition of the program, with 1,955

opposed to this action, with 314 no opinion votes.

Supporters of ttie proposal for an International Affairs Com-

missioner won a victory in the referendum as tlie measure drew

1,528 yes votes to 1,053 in opposition. There were also 1,024 no

opinion votes on ttie question.

Strong voter opinion in favor of the NSA Peoples' Peace Treaty

and immediate withdrawal of United States troops from Southeast

Asia was also shown in the referendum Ttie peace treaty was

supported by a vote of 1,843 to 837, with 988 no opinion votes. The

troop withdrawal question was supported by an overwhelming

margin of 2,994 to 679, with 153 votes expressing no opinion.

Run-off elections for all undecided offices in the primary will be

held next Wednesday.

The DB will also run final vote tabulations for ttie primary next

Monday, as complete figures are not available at the present time.

A total of 4425 ballots have been tabulated thusfar, and ttie final

totals will probably show the figure to be slightly higher, although

not enough to influence ttie outcome of any races.
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Mattoni reflects on past work

,(Pa»d Advertisement).

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY 6 PM

827 Malcolm, (I bik east of UCLA)

Supper and Conversation following

Luthoron Campus Ministry AlCLCA""""
900 HT4gof^47S-»?26 -

GSA second VP outlines job
By Tom Humphreys
DB SUff Writer

ISC PERFORMING MUSICIANS
Hove you olwoys wonted to ploy your guitor, drums, or flute with o group but

didn't know where to look for one? Stop looking and come to the International

Student Center at 1023 Hilgord Ave. on. Sundays ot 2:00 for open reheorsols.

You don't have to be greot! Combos. Barids. Orchestras. Ethnic groups directed

by Godwin Wong.

Opening

May /...

2011 Westwood Blvd.

2 Blocks South of

Santa Monica Blvd.

OFF TtiE BOLT
Fabrics 'n Fun Things

The office of Graduate Student Association (GSA)

second vice president "serves as a platform for you

to do what you want to do," Leona Mattoni said about

the job she has held for the past 11 months.

Last week she paused to reflect on her ac-

complishments, the job itself, and th^ things she

would have liked to do.

"My major area of concern this year was in the

area of social welfare and community relationships,

especially concentrating on the problems of student

welfare," Mattoni said. She said her most important

work has been in the area of child care.

"The child care center will be a useful service . . .

it was absolutely the most satisfying work of the

year," she said. Mattoni was a member of the

ASUCLA Child Care committee and was successful

in persuading GSA to contribute $1,500 to the project.

Projects

Her work has involved different projects during

the year, including her work with the Child Health

Care Pre-Payment Plan and the Housing Office's

Model Lease Program which has produced a stan-

dard form for agreements between landlords and

tenants.

The problems she deals with are not exclusively

graduate student oriented, Mattoni explained. "Part

of the things GSA deals with are academic concerns

unique to graduate students, but in the field of

welfare nothing is unique to graduate students."

GSA is valuable because it has a formal structure

and organization and thus packs more weight, she

add^.

When asked if perhaps her work was not

representative of the views of graduate students,

-Mattoni replied, "There are a vast numi

graduate students who never conveyed to me what
they were thinking on any subject. As long as no one

told me different I know that what I did at least did

not antagonize them."

Mattoni feels this is the way the office has to be

structured. "The office is what you will make out of it

. . I've tried to look out for areas of concern of all

graduate students." She accepts full responsibility

for all the actions she has taken, Mattoni added.

Mattoni also talked about the things she didn't

accomplish this year. "I would have liked to do

something more specific to dispell the feeling of

negativism that exists between Westwood merchants

and students."

She thinks a consumer survey to compare Village

prices with prices elsewhere would determine ff

students are discriminated against. Mattoni also

feels much of all^e^ discrimination is an illusion.
•

Women "^^

"I would also have liked to do something about

problems unique to women, especially the problems

women graduate students face in terms of

discrimination by professors, this distresses me a

great deal," she said.

Mattoni explained she was limited when she first

took office by a lack of knowledge about the func-

tioning of the University.

At times the committee meetings and work can be

frustrating, she admitted, but added, "I don't know

any other way of getting things done — things do

oaove out of the process."

UCLA
C3AII^
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Hunger Foundation

march tomorrow

The American Freedom
From Hunger Foundation will

sponsor a thirty-mile walk at 7

a.m. Saturday at Roxbury Park

in Beverly Hills. Sponsors will

pay marchers for every mile

they walk, which is being led by

Senator Alan Cranston (D-

Calif.). Proceeds will go to the

Los Angeles Free Clinic and

Ecology Action.

Go all the way...

PICKA PAIR
In brewing Bud«, our choice is to go all

the way. We hope beer matters enough

to you that you too wHI go all the way
... to Budweiser.

And right now, that goes double:

Pick up two 6-paks of the King of Beers

It's the smart way to buy.

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser
YOU'VE SAID HALL!

34Nobel
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Prize-winners
calledthe
Universi

\bucantoo

ANHIUSIR BUSCH. INC • ST IQUI

The University of Chicago is

one of the world's great

schools, and this year the

Summer Session is open to

part-time, visiting, and transfer

students. Wide variety of

courses, on campus and off.

day and evening classes. Full

University of Chicago aca-

demic credit. Distinguished

faculty includes scholars and

. scientists of international rep-

utation. New library of almost

three million volumes. Hous-'

ing, athletic and recreational

facilities. The Summer Ses-

sion: June 21 to Septembers.

This summer, you can call UC
home.

312/753-3139
Summer Session
The University of Chicago
1307 East 60th Street

Chicago, Illinois '60637

Gentlemen: Please send me
complete course listing and

application information.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Write or call for the booklet

with full details today.

The University

Summer Session

Friday, May 7, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 3
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Law School grading
||

Seniors in poll scl

hit by /aw students I to vote prof award
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By Ivan

DB SUff Writer

The Law School faculty voted last month to allow faculty

members to give 70 per cent of their students inadequacy ( I ) grade

marks (equivalent to a non-pass) because professors felt they had

been forced to give passes to inadequate students.

Cornell Price, Black Students Law Association representative

who attended the meeting termed the resolution "smacking of

bullshit".

At an informal meeting at noon yesterday over 200 law students

voted to endorse a three-point petition to:

Rescind the resolution changing the **I celUng" from its cnrrcnt

10 per cent to the proposed 70 per cent level.

A re-examin the whole grading lyslem at tlie Law School here.

Schedule general meeting this week for students and faculty to

discuss the resolution and the goals of the Law School.

The official reason for the introduction of inadequacy grades was
'^considerations of academic freedom and pragmatism."

It was mentioned that all students admitted to Law School are

competent and it was asked why a set number of people have to fail.

Cornell said several professors indicated unhappiness with the

present grading system and were disturbed at the large number of

students who don't attend class^.

Students responded to that statement by calling classes non-

relevant or uninspiring. One student called some professors an-

tagonistic and claimed they often "talked down" to the students.

Tony Lopez, Chicane Law Students Association representative,

said minority students would be hurt the most by the new

resolution. He said the minority student has to work harder to get

into law school and to stay in school and he could be easily weeded

out by this device.

One student said law school \acks relevance for current and

community problems. He also claimed the Law School didn't

prepare students for the bar exam. But another student said the

Law School here is more relevant than most throughout the

country.

i

I

I
I

I
I
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Political Science seniors are encouraged to take part In the selection of

the 1S71 "Dtstinguishad Professor," according to the Political Science

Honor Society which will preaent the award. Previous award winners

include: professors Irving Bernstein, Leonard Freedman, J.A.C. Grant,

James Guyot, OS. Hobbs, Richard Longaker, Richard Rosecrance, D.E.

Smith, H. Arthur Steiner and Howard Swearer. According to Gary S.

Greene, president of the society, this is the first year all seniors are being

polled. The ballots that appear below also may be obtained in Bunche

Hall 42S2.

I
ATTENTION PoUtical Science SENIORS

Ballot for "Distlngulihed Profesaor*

Cdl

CHUNKY'

S

#lkiiMif ^ lb lb b««<

tlfH^rt on onion buris Giont

% III oil-b^alc hill dogs Tainal«s

Ippighf h your doo' piping Hof

'^iii DELIVERY

'Wk-i^ irpm ^*r^ thrw Hpm
'i^'illtofl C«ti m erd«r 4S mm ott*«rt.:

473-6062

^:4

.tt

I

i

•.V

%:

«

Previous winners:

Irvtaig Bernstein

Leonard Freedman
J.A.C. Grant
James Guyot

D:S. Hobbs
Richard Longaker
Richard Rosecrance

D.E. Smith

H. Arthur Steiner

Howard Swearer

Vl«itait#l|>.<* itirMtr

I nominate.

Signature;

s
To be returned to Bunche 4252 by May 6.
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Ruchell Magee

attorney named
SAN RAFAEL (AP) — Ernest L.

Graves, a Los Angeles attorney,

was named today to represent

Ruchell Magee, San Quentin

convict who is a co-defendant with

black militant Angela Davis on

charges of murder, kidnaping and

conspiracy in the Marin County

Civic Center shootings of last Aug.

7.

At a pretrial hearing, Superior

Court Judge Alan A. Lindsay

announced Graves' appointment,

then ordered an indefinite recess to

permit Graves and Magee to

confer.

He permitted Magee's
previously appointed attorneys,

Robert Carrow and Robert BeU, to

withdraw. They had said Magee
refused to communicate with

them.
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DIAHANN CARROLL
ANDY WILLIAMS

MIKE CONNORS

Join UCLA's 52nd BIRTHDAY PARTY
with

BILL COSBY
V THE ESTABLISHMENT

HENRYMANCINI
plus

Special Honors & Awards To

The UCLA Basketball Team

also

Awards for Distinguished Teaching, Outstanding Seniors,

Alumnus of the Year, University & Community Service, and Professional Achievement

Sunday, May 16 - 8:00 p.m.

DOROTHY CHANDLER PAVILION - LOS ANGELES MUSIC CENTER

Student Tickets - $2.00 On Sale at student Ticket office in KerckhoffHall

Faculty & StaH Tickets $3.75 the concert Ticket office on LeConte

Charter Buses from Campus to the Music Center Will Be Arranged

Presented By the UCLA Alumni Association
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Winging It

Whether off on a trip, or buzz-

ing around home, she's the kind

of girl people hke to l>c with.

Active and ready to be part of

the fun at any time.

Even her monthly period

doesn't get her down. She's

smart. She uses internally worn

Tampax tampons. They give her

complete protection and

the freedom she needs to h

swim, ride, or wing away t

on a vacation anytime Oi —>
month.

Tampax tampons make a

prl's life so much easier.

Itlghf ffm fhm iforf . .

.
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GSA candidates allocatedl

$50eachforcampaigning|
The Graduate Students' Association (GSA) is allocating each of :?

the 13 candidates running for GSA offices $50 worth of ASUCLA i
printing and duplicating^ervices. to pay for campaign costs, at^
cording to Bob Cooper, GSA election board chairman.

MIME — The San Francisco Mime Troupe, the

world's most reknowned guerrilla theater group, will

perform at noon today in Royce Quad ( Haines Hall 39

if it rains). The Mime Troupe will perform "The

Independent female — or — A Man Has His Pride."

This presentation is sponsored Dy ine (^raauate

Council on the Fine Arts. For tlwse interested in tt»e

techniques of mime and guerrilla ttieater, there will

be a workshop with the Mime Troupe at 8 p.m. today

in Humanities 1200.

g
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Cooper said expenditures are limited to literature and poster S
printing. He also said the candidates are not to spend more than $so ;•:

op their campaigns.

"GSA has always paid for the campaign costs om the past/' :^

Cooper said. "Graduate students don't have that much money " S

Write-in candidates are also subject to the $50 limit, but GSA S

"will not pick up their tab," according to Cooper.
*•'.

A change in the GSA constitution this year will result in the t
elections being decided by campus-wide elections, with all of the

i:-:

approximately 10,000 graduate students eligible to vote.

In previous years GSA officers were elected by a council made up :5

of representatives from each of the graduate departments here, x;

Voting was done by mail ballot.

Polling t)ooths will be located all over campus, but Co6per does •::

not know where as yet. The elections will be held May 18 and 19.

::ft¥:fe:!:*$!a^?55S:f:%5®:^^ :S:%:*:^ AWAWftJS '»>:*:•:' • • • %SSS';*/;>x;;;j::.••.'.•.'.".•,•••,
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Tremendous strength, power, reliability, dependable good taste.

That's what Taurus is known for. Schlitz Malt Liquor, too.

Venus, the ruling planet, makes Taurus sociable, fond of fun. and
able to inspire friendship in others. Maybe you and the Bull should
get together. Maybe you'd hit it off.

But maybe not.

It depends on your sign. Because Taurus has a powerful mean streak
There's a helluva fire in the Bull.

So check your stars. They'll tell you straight if you're the kind of

person who can meet Schlitz Malt Liquor head-on.

Nobody mak«t malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
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Indian controversy

film to be shown
A two and one-half hour film

program featuring the nor-

thwest Indian Controversy will

be presented at 7:30 p.m. today

in Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

UMcr Chter f^iui

FRI ft SUN 8:30 • SAT 8 & IOIq]

. JUIES FEIFFER'S

iWhile House

"As with 'Little Mirders'. Davii Diry's

Tbtattr Niw prtiictiii ka$ a wicked

•dft...MakfS WAVES, aiiiotjisttt

LA06HTER...Directtr Diry's peiple

Uerstaii the play as well as Ali^

Arkii's trifiMl ii N.Y. aii - far me -

play its sivtral levels ef cemerfy

MOfcSKIUFULLY!"
- Dan Sullivan, LA. TIMES

AFTER FRI. 8, SUN. PERFS

CENTURY CITY PLAYHOUSE
10506 WtST PKX)
AG£NCI£SQRPHONC

SS.OO plus tax
Art HOB - Kaplan
Bacterioloov 110 - Pickett .

Chemistry 1A - Siebert
Chemistry 6A — Evans
Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 — West
Economics 1 - La Force
Education 112 — Kieslar
History 1C - Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright
Mathematics 3C - Gillman
Philosophy 7 - Perry
Political ScierKC 1 — Farrelly
Political Science 145 - Farrelly

Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 - Kanoose

t4.00 plus tax
Anthropology IB -— Miller

Art lA Kayser
Art IB Kleinbauer
Art 106B - Pedretti
Classics 142 - Gleason t

Economics 2— Baird
Fconomics 100 — Nisbet

Economics 101B Lindsay
Economics 102 - Sweeny
Ec >nomics 130 - Lindsay
History IB Hoxie
History 7B Yarnell
History 8 - Burns
History 178B Daliek
PsychoT<><jy 12 Butcher, LiebesK ma

Psychology 115 Butcher
Psychology 133B (170A) Lovaas

«

%

I

\ for oMifional courses call or

# come In

^ Mon-Frl. 9:30 --1:30 4 T. "^^^^
* 10851 LINDBROOK DR.

ittlB:i.N W,lshire 1 l'2B'i> F WpstwrKv

Please Help
Community Services Resource Center

For more Information on any of these positions see Cathy Hanan after 2 p.m. in Kerckhoff

Hall 309 or call 825-7368 after 2 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Friday. May 7, 1971
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Six Weeks of Study

& Fun in Mexico

JULY n - AUG 20 j

High School, College ShidenH I

& Teochers

UCLA DAILY BRUIN 5

Community Need
• Males are needed to supervise eight to 12

year^>ld boys In weekend camping and other

recr^lonal activities.

• Volunteers are desperately needed for one

day to work at election polls In Venice and Santa

AAonlca. This Is a special election conducted by

EYOA-Educatlon and Youth Opportunities

Agency — 4Jnlv low Income families qualify to

vote. (At least 40 more volunteers needed.)

• Be a big brotner as well as a tutor to an 11

year old boy In W.L.A.

Students are needed with an Interest In

working on an environmental magazine.

• One or two students are needed to do

research for a public relations firm on the

campaign for community college board of

trustees.

• Be a teachers' aide or a seminar leader at a

nearby high school. All subjects included,

special emphasis on social studies.
— —

-

• Volunteers needed to work with Ex Helps

youth drop-In house In Santa Monica. Group

counseling, telephone counseling, or drug

counseling experience needed.

Requirements
• Interest in children; time

• Availability Tuesday, May 18th at any time

between 8:00 5:00 even if only for one hour.

Accredited classes in Spanish, i

Mexican Culture, Art, Music,
J

etc. at beautiful Monterry, Tec.
J

Tuition, board, room, talmdry \

and trips -$425. For details,
)

see Dr. Martin, Hollywood High
|

School. Phone GR 8-3687 -

• Tutoring ability In history, spelling, and

math.
• Interest in ecology and journalism. -

• No salary is available but expense account

may be provided.

• Teaching ability and interest.

# Transportation to Santa Monica.

8 to 9.30 p.m.

l.j«..-w..»,lM^ .^ •(,, .

2 Semesters High School Credit

6 Coll«e« Cfdits

FROM $1 1 9b

/a 3arieras
RESTAURANT

Open 7 Days

II AM to 2 AM

Campus Need
• Students are needed with a proficiency In

any subject who can tutor free of charge or at a

reduced rate. Tutees will be UCLA students who

cannot afford standard tutoring fees.

Requirements
• Tutoring ability In any Unlverslty-level

subject, especially foreign languages.

..Available Resamtees
• Tutoring help is available In Engineering,

French, Spanish, and Math, History, Physics.

There is no cost.

Between Uarfingtun and Bundy

11813Wilshife Blvd. GR8 0123

OverpopTTfMion^rnfOTTTation Center

open noon-4 p.m. Mondays^

in Ackerman Union 2412

_>, bags^ hair Qoodies, etc

.

come visit our ocu; inocceisaWlc locofion:

iietr in tkc alleq behind JeQ«^sWc<t'4>Cofitte«>«ro

lilO GAYUY Mt. WESTVOOO • 473 9S^9

i
1871

^ CENTENNIAL
n-
—

_.: ...

1971
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CELEBRATION f
' .r r ' "

1 6651 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.^^ ^^ HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. ^

ON SALE
9

at Student Store .

1970-71 UCLA
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&

COURSE ,.

EVALUATION
SURVEY

»€PANTHA«IT
HAS wCiJwOOOS
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DB Editorial

Elections
Sundry political hangovers are presently being

nursed in the wake of Wednesday night's vote

tabulations. Bob Elias, yearly comedy candidate,

and Rick Kudo, a dorm-floor put-on, won vic-

tories—with Elias capturing two offices.

Discounting such factors as conceptual support for

the non-ideas advanced by Elias and Kudo, or the

added possibility that their names were placed first

on the ballot and thus simply easier to punch; we
must conclude that—at least for the commission

offices—students here are registering their apathy

and/or dislike for a system of student government

which they perceive as obsolete.

The Daily Bruin has consistently pointed out the

.shortcomings of student government here. However^

total rejection of student government effectively

erases any chance for change within that system. In

addition, the worn cliche that it may not be much but

it's all you've got to represent you is, after all, still

valid.
.

'*Joke candidates" may be OK as candiHates, but

remember that if those candidates are elected, they

will be making real decisions in your name and with

$200,000. of your money that can affect your future.

Student government has its faults, and there are

candidates who seek to change those faults by
suggesting structural remedies.

In the final voting next week, we urge students to

take another look at who will be the ultimate victim

of their own joke.

Your part in fighting pollution

By Carol Schottland

Pollution! Does the solution to this problem lie

solely in the hands of government and big business?

Certainly not! You, as an individual, can make a

few simple changes in your daily activities thai wilF

help to minimize-euF pollution problems. Stop and___

reconsider your activities during the poUuted year,

1970. Did you contribute to our ecological problems

by creating unnecessary trash?

Each time you opened a slice of individually-

wrapped American cheese, you added another un-

necessary bit of waste material to our ever-

increasing amount of garbage. And furthermore,

many of the plastic wraps create additional

problems because when burned, they produce a

substance that corrodes the metal incinerators.

Although cheese-wrapper pollution may have been

a daily occurrence this past year, our ecological

problems were multiplied during the holiday season.

Were your year-end celebrations ecologically sound?

Trees

You would have helped the conservation of one of

our most precious resources, trees, if you had

planted a live Christmas tree rather than buying one

that merely withered away^^nd died. Another

holiday activity that is sensil^fle from a resource-

saving point of view is wrap[^ing your presents in

newspaper.

Not only does this recycle the newspaper, but if

people would buy less wrapping pap^f, fewer trees

would have to be cut down in order to ipU the demand
for this product. Bright-colored yarn is a good choice

to liven up the packages because it is re-usable, and

need not be thrown away.
Book

By now you must realize that we, as individuals,

and not'just our automobiles and factories, are a

major source of pollution. A very thought-provoking

book. **The User's Guide to the Protection of the

Environment," by Paul Swatek (it's in paperback —

Letter to the Editor

A Friends of the Earth/Ballantine Book), outlines

some necessary changes that must be made to help

in the fight against pollution. Here are just a few of

the many suggestions.

^_L JJse a sponge rather than paper towels to sop up
a spill. It's just as easy^md^ cuts down^ofPOie^
production of trash in your home.

2. Store food in re-usable containers rather than in

aluminum foil.

3. Avoid buying TV dinners or other frozen foods

which come packaged in a metal cooking dish that is

merely thrown away. If you must use these con-

venience foods, at least try to reuse the container.

4. Avoid regular use of disposable paper cups and

plates. Not only does this add to our pollution

problem, but it is expensive.

5. If you find that you must use these disposable

items on certain occasions, choose the non-coated

paper kinds because they decompose and burn more
readily than plastic-coated paper or plastics.

6. Buy soft drinks and beer in returnable bottles.

7. Reuse envelopes. Make sure to write on both

sides of all paper.

8. Return coat hangers to the cleaner. Don't throw

them away.
9. Buy only white tissues, toilet paper and napkins.

Colored papers unnecessarily pollute our waters.

10. Better yet, use cloth napkins rather than paper

ones.

Compromise '-

Unfortunately, some people are not wiUing to give

up the convenience of frozen foods or disposable

paper goods. If you should find yourself among this

group of people, at least try to adopt some com-

promise measures such as tearing your napkins in

half. Just think, they'll last twice as long that way.

Bjesides, every litter bit hurts.

And then there is my boyfriend — he uses his

shirtsleeve!

M^UuLM fiiiuuo uiiuJ
Editor:

W'^-

The Daily Bruin doesn't seem to

understand what ASUCLA stands

for or, better, doubts were ex-

pressed as to the meaning of the

•*S." It's actuaUy quite' clear. If

you look carefully you will notice

that it's really A$UCLA.
**0K," they say, '^So we serve

the worst demi-tasse of coffee in

the state, so it's the most ex-

pensive, so you don't get refills. It's

only a nickel more."
Well, you know the old saying,

give 'em a nickel and they'll take a

dollar or 10 or whatever they can

get away with.

*Toul!" they cry.

**0h yeah?" say I.

Let me tell you a story about

your typical-type innocent student

(me) who needed to get some
photographs reproduced for a

paper. Well, folks, this here
student, well—as I said he is (was)

innocent, you could almost see the

straw in his hair) he figures that

the best place to go to get the job

done U the local "friendly"^
A$UCLA photo shop (Kerckhoff

Hall 120).

He goes in, as I was saying, and
there's nobody there. S6 he waits

awhile figuring — what the heck —
somebody will show up by and by. I

mean it's a student "service"; you
can't really expect too much, when
— lo and behold — she appears.

"Hi," he says brighUy.

"Ugh," she grunts.

Well, at least she's good looking.

"How much will it cost me to get

a negative made from a positive?"

You can tell, already, that the

atmosphere is causing our hero to

become suspicious.

•Two-fifty'* (typically
loquacious female).

"How about prints?"

'•Two-fifty."

"Two-fifty for a single print?

Holy Cow!"

She doesn't reply, but then the

Sphinx wasn't known for it's small
ulk either.

"You gotta be kidding me, what
are the prices like in Westwood?"

Haughtily she answers, "I don't

know about other people's prices.

These are our prices."

A real speech! So the poor, in-

nocent, student (me) almost falls

for it. Fortunately, his friend Vic is

there. Turning to him he says,

"Hey Vic, doesn't it seem a little

bit steep to you?"
"Steep?! It just fell over back-

wards." Vic is cool so the poor

innocent student (me) takes his

word for it and, to make a long

story short, they go to Westwood
(highest cost of living index in the

state?) where they discover that

your local professional photo shop

will do the same job for $1.50 per

negative and 15 cents per copy
(yeah, you got it right the first

time, 15 cents).

And the people smile at you, and
they say "Sir" and basically they

act as if they are happy to take

your money.
Well, anyway, back at the

campus, the formerly poor, in-

nocent student goes back to the

ASUCLA photo shop to stage a one-

man demonstration (two-man
actually, cause Vic is not one to^

abandon a friend in a moment of

need).

"Who's the manager of this

place?"

"I am," answers the man. "May
1 help you?" (Well, at least he's

poHte.)

"Yeah ..." and our hero tells

his tale of woe . . . "So why are

the prices so lopsided?"

"You don't understand, we have
this overhead, it's not like West-

wood, we have to pay for the

janitors and the air-conditioning

and our pension plan ..."
"You're kidding me!"
"No, sorry, but that's the way it

goes

Yeah, that's the way my money
almost went! But this is a true

story t)ellevable though it may
seem, and that doesn't really hack
it. Let's break it down into dollars

and cents. ,

AIUCLA

Westwood

6 negatives $9

4 prints per |3.60

picture

ToUl I12.M

For a profit of $62.40 a whack

(the difference between the two

prices) even I could stand to have

some formerly poor innocent,

student get upset.

Well, I was lucky; Vic was with

me. As a tangible sign of my

gratitude, I will buy him a cup of

coffee . . . Chez D.B.
j

But, fellow poor, innocent,

students, if Vic isn't around,

beware of what you buy from

A$UCLA.
Ben Lawton

Graduate, Italian

Letters

be

triple

spaced,

margins

at 10

6 negatives $15

4 prints i>er $60

picture

Total $75
W
>;
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Letters to the Editor

By Leila Menzies
Food fantasies

(Editor's note: The foltowing is on open

correspondence to Phyllis Lien of ASUCLA from

Leila Menzies of the Mental Retardation Center.)

Phyllis Lien:

T anr a staff ^nember writin)^ in i-esponse ta

questionnaire in the Daily Bruin. I am also a UCLA
graduate (History, '69). I do think that this is a real

campus issue and I certainly do have my two-bits

worth of opinion that I want counted. I have never

been satisfied with any of ASUCLA's services (in-

cluding food service and the book store). I am not

quite sure if ASUCLA is in charge of dorm food

service, so I will consider that separately in ca§e my
criticism there is misdirected. -.^

—

-•.- ^-^^

While I am in favor of all full-time employees,

regardless of ethnic group, being paid a decent living

wage, it does not seem to me that ASUCLA should

have put itself in the position of having full-tinie

employees in the first place. I feel that all full-time

employees, except for perhaps one supervisor to "co-

ordinate" the operation, should gradually be

replaced (through attrition) by part-time students.

As a former student I would prefer to see my
money being spent in the employment of students.

This is not just a criticism of ASUCLA. I feel that way

about all departments at UCLA. Too many of them

have full-time employees in positions that could be

filled more than adequately by two ofthree part-time

students ^
- — -.—

Student workers can be paid less (although the

personnel rule regarding merit increases for anyone

employed 50 per cent or more should be revised to

allow for a full 5 per cent increase at the end of one

year). Students are usually (although this is cer-

tainly not always the case) in a better financial

position than many of the current full-time food

service workers. They usually do not have families

yet, and if they do, they are small; they usually have

some parental support at least early in their college

years. They c$n get loans from the federal govern-

ment to cover tuition and books and so do not^eed to

be paid as much.

Lieel^hat the encouragementjrf more part-time

frozen malts lost money hand over fist because no

Dne had bothered to find out whether they were edible

or not! That's an example of efficiency and savings.

In addition, the whole attitude is one of the **public

(Editor's note: Ttie following letter

is a response to the ASUCLA food

service questionnaire.) ,

When ASUCLA replaced ARA,

^aedamnechr^hrorderta meet the huge onslaught at—somFthings improved (like cmjtce^

*'

half-time, we were told to prepour all the cokes which

meant you got a very flat drink. But I don't think that

was the worst of it ; the worst was the hot dogs. At the

end of the game we would usually have quite a few

hot dogs in their buns still in the warmers, so as an

economy move we would carefully separate the hot

^dog and bun and save these delectables to be sold at

the next game — a week away!
Donald Findley suggests that ASUCLA may be

able to make up some of their losses through in-

creased bookstore sales when they get better public

acceptance. I know this has k)een hashed out t)efore,

but I will repeat it, and it's what anyone knows who

has ever priced a book at the UCLA bookstore. They

do charge more! Not only do they charge more than

College Book Company, but they also give you poorer

service.

I'll tell everyone a little secret that I discovered as

a student and which may no longer be true. I bought

most of my books at either USC bookstore or the off-

campus use book, stores because they were even

cheaper than College Book Company. I figure that

UCLA should be able to get the same kind of book

• discounts that USC can, so they must be gaffing the

students if they charge more.——; -^

Tax

of foods, microwave heating

service at many stations and a

better mechanism for getting

refunds) but some things got worse

(I recently bought a container of

sour milk which never happened

under ARA, and the taste of

ASUCLA machine brewed coffee is

»not as much to my liking as that of

AHA).
Under the economic necessity of

operating the vending service as a

public utility, 1 believe there is the

real possibility that the corporate

body in charge (be it either

ASUCLA or ARA) can become

insensitive and inefficient. I

believe there should be someone to

whom the individual can turn for

complaints and I guess students

have turned to the Daily Bruin.

To be as objective as possible, I

did get the feeling that the Daily

Bruin perhaps overreached on this

—issue; one will never know. Would

a more diplomatic inquiry have

jobs for students will allow many to graduate more

rapidly since they will have some form of regular

employment which will allow them to continue their

schooling instead of dropping out to work full-time

for awhile.

Quality

I fail to see why ASUCLA has such a poor quality of

food. No outside operator could survive long at these

prices and this quality. If I am going to pay for

MacDonalds quality food I will walk to MacDonalds

and pay a fair price for it. In addition, at MacDonalds

the f()od I get will be hot.

I have never understood the kind of mentality that

could presume that it is efficient and nutritious to

serve cold, warmed-up food. Everytime I want a

hamburger cooked fresh for me, so that it will be a

little rare instead of well-burnt, I have to fight with

the salesgirl, the cook and the manager.

I do not mind waiting for the food to cook and I feel

if I'm paying for it I have a right td fresh food instead

of a greasy taquito off the production line. It may be

slightly inefficient to prepare food on an individual

order basis, but the goodwill it would generate should

be worth something, in addition to creating a larger

demand for Coop food (since it would look and taste

better). I have nothing against cafeteria-style food if

it looks and tastes appetizing; if Cliftons can do it,

why can't ASUCLA? ~^

As for food service in the dorm, I fail to see why it

is necessary (in order to break even) for a large

percentage of the dorm residents to be absent every

night. If the dorms ever had to serve everyone who

has paid for a meal, they would fold under. 1 think

that is absurd; whoever heard of a business where

you paid the cashier and then waited in line only to

find they couldn't feed you and wouldn't refund your

money?
Vendors

Another poor area of operation is the vendor at the

basketball games. I used to work serving the public

at these games, and I know what poor quality of food

they get. Contracts are awarded on lowest bid, not

whether or not the food will sell or taste good (an

absurd oversight). The year I worked for them, the

As for the unexpected sales tax assessment of

$11,600, 1 believe that this could have been avoided if

ASUCLA had attempted to impose some kind of

control on who could buy from the Coop. It is my
understanding that our exemption or reduction in the

California sales tax was based on our serving food to

students (UCLA students).

I will concede that it might be hard to discriminate

against the rest of the campus community of staff

and faculty if they wanted to eat there, so I wouldn't

expect ASUCLA to try and keep these people out.

__JIoweyeivlhe large numbers of teeny-boppers that_

come from nearby elementary and .high schools

could and should have been barred. I frankly always

found them annoying when I was a student as they

are noisy and frequently destructive. I was at the

Coop when the tax assessor people did a nose count

on who were students, staff, etc. It is my un-

derstanding that the sales tax was raised because

there was too large a percentage of non-UCLA

students there on the days they did their surprise

spot check. If my facts are correct ASUCLA has no

one to blame but themselves and should not be

passing on their mistake to the student body in higher

coffee prices!

ASUCLA beverage prices are definitely too hiph

As for the alternatives proposed in the questionnaire,

my better idea is to cut labor costs by hiring part-

time students as soon as possible. Obviously that

cannot be achieved soon enough to prevent fiscal

disaster, so I would favor a raising on other items,

but not in the usual even nickel raises. I think the

idea of even amounts, like nickels, is basically

corrupt since it has nothing to do with the cost but

only of making it easier to make change. If a fair

price is 43 cents, that is what it should be and not 45

cents so a salesperson doesn't have to think.

I also oppose the raising of prices on other

"popular" items. Two years ago ASUCLA did that on

— all their lower and more popular staple foods like

tacos and pizza. Obviously the price raise on those

particular items was unjustified since an increased

volume should cause a price to go down, not up. It

was the old trick of making the students pay for other

budgetary crises generated by poor management.

Not oblivious

Although I know I have been vehemently critical of

ASUCLA, 1 do not really think that ASUCLA has

deliberately and consciously been so oblivious to

student needs and opinions; they just need a better

forum for student input. Look at me, while I was a

student I just bowed to the "inevitable" and never

complained about prices and tactics I felt were

unjust ASUCLA does need a public relations cam-

paign to restore student faith. Good luck and I hope

these comments help.

brought a satisfactory response?

In any case, one of the positive

results of this incident is the

questionnaire published by

ASUCLA (Daily Bruin, April 30),

which is in itself a pleasant sign of

concern of which I was not aware

l)efore.

Please don't ever get **in-

stitutionalized" ; sUy responsive to

the individuals you are supposjed to

serve. ^^ \

Herbert Kaesz

Professor of Chemistry

• * *-

Editor:

|In response to BOC's
questionnaire (Daily Bruin, April

30) I would like to suggest a way to

r^olve the great coffee con-

ti^oversy, as well as a number of

other problems related to the way

ASUCLA is run. Why not fire

Findley and hire Pete Bouvier in

his place? Since Pete is eager to

icarn about administration, he

might Just agree And he certainly

would do much better than that

man Findley.

But then I suppose those Fin-

dleyites on the BOC would never

see it this way.
Alain L. Henon

University Press

students' viewpoint, CHCPP
operates as a prepaid insurance

plan, similar to the Kaiser Group

Plan, covering the costs of tx)th

ma intenanee-medical_and_maJQC:_
medical procedures.

It must be made clear that the

Child Health Care Prepayment

Plan is in no way connected with

the infamous Student Health

Service. CHCPP is an independent

program sponsored by the

Pediatrics Department operating

within the Marion Davies Chnic.

CHCPP does utilize the other

hospital resources as needed and is

billed for services rendered.

Itwas anticipated at the time the

plan was initiated that due to the

experimental nature of the plan, a

financial deficit would occur

during the first few years of

operation. This indeed has oc-

curred during the first year of

operation. In fact, the deficit has

been larger than expected. This

larger-than-expected deficit is

directly traceable to a lower initial

enrollment than anticipated and to

a slower-than-expected rate of

increase in the planned

enrollment. This operating deficit

has been covered kx)th by con-

tributions of uncompensated
physician manhours from the

Pediatrics Department and by

substantial direct financial support

from the hospital administration.

Due to financial constraints the

hospital administration will not be

able to continue support of the plan

at the same level as in the past

year. Therefore, CHCPP must be

reformulated from aji essentially

Child care
Editor:

A $250 appropriation made to the

Child Health Care Prepayment

Plan (CHCPP) by the Student

Legislative Council was vetoed

recently by Keith Schiller. It is

clear from the statement issued by

Schiller prior to his action that

considerable confusion exists on

his part with regard to both the

operating history of the plan and

its present status.

CHCPP meets an important need

on the UCLA campus by making

available, for the approximately

5000 minor dependents of UCLA
students, quality health care at a

reasonable price. From the

experimental plan, operating at a

deficit, to a substantially self-

supporting plan. If not the plan will

l)e discontinued.

A plan is under preparation,

based on the experience of the past

year which restructures CHCPP to

operate as a substantially self-

supporting program. CHCPP at

the present time has 350 member
families with another 300 families

on the waiting list to enroll When

general enrollment is again per-

mitted. Present calculations in-

dicated that a minimum
enrollment of 1000 member
families is required to overcome

the negative effects of adverse

selection. In short, stipulating the

formulation of an otherwise viable

plan, CHCPP will continue only if

sufficient responsible support can

be generated within the campus
c^n^munity This support must be

translatable into increased plan

enrollment.

The importance of the $250 ap-

propriation vetoed by Schiller was

not the amount of money involved.

Rather, the importance was that it

would have signified a solid

commitment to this vital program

by the undergraduate community.

In closing to quote from Schiller,^

"You should ask yourself if this

program (i.e., the medical care of

students' dependent children) has

more intrinsic value to the students

than, say, the Student Lobbyist

Programs."
Bob Sclabassi

Member of the Concerned Parents

Committee

Child Health Care Prepayment

(Paid AdvertUemcnl).
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Letter to the Editor
«

Grading abuses earn no stars

Editor:

A few words need to be said

about grading abuses and cram-

ming. _______^__^r—
Grad^are value judgennents —

i.e., rewards and punishments for

for work well or poorly done.

Grades are abused when graders

use them for purposes of thought-

control, manipulation and power.

Students (as ''niggers") are

deathly afraid of and will say and

do anything to avoic "D" and **F"

grades. This doesn't have to be,

however. Students can say **No"

and protest.

One well-known form of grading

abuse is "grade-'n'-run," where

professors and TA's evade
responsibility for their value

judgments.

Midterms are taken supposedly

mid-term (after the deadline for

dropping classes, which makes no

sense, because students have no

basis yet for deciding. ) But by the

tinie graded blue-books are

returned and you know where you

stand in relation to the grader (i.e.,

if you are "in trouble" or not), it is

already time to take finals. (One

might as well forget about

questioning midterm grades.

Midterms are really "endterms"

and finals are simply beyond

terms!)

Graders reveal their true value-

commitments only at the last

minute when it is too late to ask

why or hold them responsible. You
know your grade officially not until

three weeks into the next quarter

some suggestions for coping with

the situation: Only deal with the

bureaucrats one-to-one in private

dial^ue (ioleratiiig no collectiv*

pressure).

Get everything in writing

(especially with regard to grades)

and hold the bureaucrats to their

word. (This is the "social con-

tract" that everybody is always

looking for but never can seem to

find.)

Demand written and signed

feedback. When you get your "C's"

or lower, demand to see an
example of an^ **A" paper. (You'll

be amazed at what passes for

"A"!)

Demand that your professors

and your TA's take exams with

you. ("Look, Jane, see the

professor fail his own exam!").

Grade your selves, grade the

graders and insist that your self-

evaluations be recorded along with

your professor's grade, so that

dissent can be offtcjially registered.

Insist on a probation list for

-professors and TA's.

Ask to read the master's thesis,

Ph.D. dissertations, un-

dergraduate blue book exams and
published works of your graders.

Grade these readings as they

grade your work, and if these

readings are not available,

demand to know why.

Insist on the right to have

grading disputes settled by ob-

jective, neutral and impartial

judges located outside the network(professors do not have to return

postcards and often don't>,wlienr4f

—

ol departmental relationships and

you want to go back and question in the college (with first priority to

"D" and "F" grading disputes).

Ret)el against memorization and

or challenge the grader (and

assuming you would remember
something about the subject

matter!), you run the risk of

getting "D's" and "F's" in the

current quarter. (It can be noted

that "grade-'n'-run" blends nicely

into the "student stampede.") This

is how ignorance and in-

competence are protected.

From someone now "qualified"

to talk about undergraduate life or

anything for that matter, here are

cramming for all that you are

worth. And insist on take-home

papers, papers you can think

about, organize, learn from,

create, be proud of and not be

alienated from. (Otherwise, what
you produce will resemble the

trivial scribble of your
professors!)

(Please allow me now to correct

for my fallibility. In the letter

"Ideal Should Become Reality"

(Daily Bruin, April 16), I said,

-^'Blue books and GRE's will have^

to be burned." This was the wrong

thing to say. In expressing poorly

my complete contempt for

cramming and memorization,

which BB's and GRE's symbolize,

I stupidly encouraged pyromania

and arson, which should not have

been done. I meant that those old

ways of testing educational

competence should be (voluntarily

and nonviolently) discarded. Files

and written records are of great

value.

What I had in mind, in men-

tioning the "Blue Book Bonfire,"

was students saving their nickels,

peacefully going to the bookstore,

buying all the blue books in stock,

getting a fire permit, fueling a

campfire with the blue books, and

then having a dramatic anti-cram

provo weenie roast or something,

not destroying files or burning the

school downl—*—-^•*"*—•''

—

'^ '^'

Also, with that letter, I regret

that the timing was unfortunate

and wrong for being critical of

President Hitch, who was seriously

ill; it is not fair to "hit a man when
he is down," so to speak.)

Make no mistake about it, fellow

students. Many (not all) professors

and mjost TA's are incompetent.

They are afraid of you, and are

scared to death of your finding out

the facts. They will do anything to

blind you or cause you to blind

yourself. All you have to defend

yourself with is the clear vision of

your own mind. Reason, the

"power" to expose, is your only

"weapon," but it is enough. Shine it

on! Shine the light of reason on the

bureaucrats! Quoting a forgotten

phrase, one apparently
meaningless to the corrupt in-

stitution of the status quo but

meaningful to the institution of

change, "Let There Be Light!"

For student liberation . . .

Lemfreiheit!

Rob Myers, A.B.

1970 SouHiern Campus still on sale-KH J 12
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?: Members of the UCLA Community should be appalled at the ?

% underhanded and illegal actions of a group of 15 faculty members \
% at the meeting of the Legislative Assembly of the Academic Senate t

% on April 21.
'^ "

% These members flocked behind Prof. Florence Ridley, chairman

^i of the graduate council, and voted to overrule the will of the

S Academic Senate and to limit the proposed graduate student

iii:
representation on all standing committees of the Senate

% Significantly, this action was taken without the existence of a legal

% quorum!

% At a March 15 meeting of the Academic Senate, a quorum of

faculty members had considered the Bauman Committee's

proposals for reorganization of the Senate. The Committee had

proposed that most standing committees be represented by two

graduate and two undergraduate students and that the Graduate

Council have three graduate student consultants. Exclusion of

students from specific meetings could be accomplished only by a

majority of that committee's members. "*

In an apparent attempt to limit student participation in her

committee's now clandestine activities, Ridley moved to reduce

the number of graduate student consultants on the Graduate

Council from three to two. The great majority of the Senate

members present voted to uphold the concept of increased

graduate student representation and defeated Ridley's constricting

motion soundly.—

"

'

•

; ,
'

^- T""

However, Ridley refused to accept this rebuff. At the meeting of

the smaller and more cliquish Legislative Assembly on April 21,

she disregarded the wishes (rf the majority of the Senate and moved
to alter the proposed participation of students on all Senate com-

mittees having student representation to "one or two students

named by the Undergraduate Students Assn. and one or two

students named by the Graduate Students Assn."

This motion also included a procedural change to allow the

chairman of each conunittee, instead of the committee members,

to exclude students from specified meetings at will.

This motion passed by a vote of 15 to eight over the protests of

concerned professors who noted that not only did the motion

demonstrate a lack of concern for student participation in Senate

activities, but that the motion overrode the will of the entire Senate

as expressed by vote on March 15. _______
The actions of the 15 Le^lative:Aa»emB!yTnembefs^who voted

for the motion should receive careful analysis.

So determined were the members of this clique to maintain their

present control of Senate affairs that they were unwilling to abide

by the decision of the Senate to expand student participation.

Waiting until a time when attendance was minimal, this group

railroaded through their restrictions. After the vote of 15 to eight

was taken and a quorum call requested (26 constitutes a quorum),

the group maneuvered to allow the vote to stand. A legal quorum jx

vote never took place on this issue! :•!:

I urge the members of the Academic Senate to reverse the ac- %
tions of these anti-student members of the Legislative Assembly

:|:|

who voted to restrict student participation. Florence Ridley and g
Moses Greenfield have been consistent in opposing student g
representation in the past. The Bauman Committee proposal must :g

be reinstated. y^

BobWatthe^^
GSA Senator '%

«

:y
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Two post-election SHS views
Editor:

Last Thursday, I became aware

Ihal one of the presidential can-

didates, Matt Mazer, called for

changes in the Student Health

Service. On Friday, I began to

discover what these changes are.

Early in the afternoon I talked

with the candidate on Bruin Walk.

Later Friday I received a copy of

his campaign literature directed

towards SHS. Still later Friday, I

talked with theXhief Physician of

the General Clinic at SHS, John

Champion M.D.
From these sources, it becomes

clear that there are contrasting

ideas. These contrasts are my
focus; the focus is not the entire

content of each source.

Any inference made from this

focus might be carefully con-

sidered.

The campaign literature has as

its headline, "Wait in line and

catch a communicable disease at

the Student Health Service."

Following was the headline, *'You

know the Student Health Service is

ready to handle your every

medical need. It just takes a

while."

"So you sit reading old copies of

Life. Then you shift to yesterday's

Bruin. And finally examine
tomorrow's innoculation chart."

•*The trouble is that the guy next

to you has mononucleosis and the

girl next to him has infectious

hepatitus. There's gonnorhea at

the next table, and, if you get it

from a toilet seat, why not from

yesterday's Bruin?"

»reral persons did not take this

as the joke it was meant to be.

Among them is Dr. Champion:

"This is not the usual mode of

transmission. It is practically

impossible in sitting next to a

person to contract either of these

diseases."

Again from the campaign
literature, "What does Matt Mazer
have to do with the SHS? As httle

as possible. He wants to get rid of

it. Off it. Out."

^ Skipping one paragraph of

descriptions of Matthew's past

efforts on campus, "If elected, he

can deal with the SHS. By
replacing it. With health in-

surance. Like Blue Cross. So when
you get sick (with anything) you

can go to a real doctor. Your
doctor. When yoM want. Where you

want." ^

In the interview he said, "My
proposal is to restructure the

present student health operation

we have now. What we havetw^ is
•

the kind of operation that's good
for a campus of 5000 people in

Northfield Minnesota where it

provides a lot of service to not

many people."

Dr. Champion: "The coverage of

students with insurance plans and
their using insurance by way of

seeing a private physician is

idealistically, probably feasible,

however, in practice it is difficult

for students to call a private

physician in the Santa Monica,
Beverly Hills, Westwood, general

bay area and made an ap-

pointment for any sooner than 2-4

weeks. And from the experience of

most people, even with an ap-

pointment it takes a wait of at least

1-2 hours before you ate seen by
this private physician. Most of the

physicians in this area are already

snowed with patients, and the

majority of them aren't taking on

any new patients but are referring

them elsewhere, to new doctors in

the area. And these men are

becoming inundated with new
patients practically overnight. And
I can't foresee the bulk of students

on this campus getting complete

and adequate care by the doctors

that are presently in the com-
munity."

In substantiation of his

statement concerning inefficiency

of SHS, Matt related his personal

experience of spending hours at the

SHS to have his fractured hip

examined in three separate visits.

"I was lucky. I didn't have to go

through the screening process ta

figure out if I had a broken hip or

not or whether or not I was
faking."

Dr. Champion on the intent of the

literature, "I would think that on

the face of the thing the statements

were made by someone who was
uptight or angered in a particular

situation and was making many
statements that weren't exactly

true, either showed a lack of

knowledge or proper thought

before making such statements."

The discovery of persons and

processes involved in the operation

of the SHS continues; as often is

thccase, there is much more to be

overed. The SHS and its

ation has resulted in a can-

didate's strong demand for reform.

It has resulted in a doctor's saying

of one piece of campaign
literature, that the statements

r;,*^$h6wed "lack of knowledge or
•' proper thought."

We needed much more in-

formation before making a

decision. Matt pulled the campaign
iiterature out of circulation after

one day. He said it was because it

was "too sophisticated. It was too

complex. It was taken the wrong
way."
He has agreed, tentatively to

meet Dr. Champion in a discussion

of SHS operation. Dr. Champion
has also agreed to meet on a panel

of students. ~^ ^

As in anything printed look at

this with the thought that it is not

the complete text of the interviews.

Hopefully, before summer we will

all know a little bit more.

Closing statements in response

to the article.

First Dr. Champion: "It is my
feeling that many misun-

derstandings k)etween students and

staff of student services, and

between students, faculty and
administration can be ironed out

by discussing the problems eyeball

to eyeball. Misunderstandings are

fostered by lack of com-
munication."

Matt Mazer: "I'm not a systems

analyst, I don't practice cost

systems analysis in the Student

Health, I'm not a physician. I just

know what everyone in the Ad-

ministration knows, and what
students who encounter the Service

know, and what those students who
go un-served or poorly served

know, that student health needs an

examination, an administrative

shake-up, and we can provide

better service."

Edward Schumacher

Noises
Editoi^: -^— .-

,

There are noises in the night that

disturb the tranquility of my sleep.

But as the intensity grows, they are

discerned as the cry of voices.

I hear a whimper from a boy

because he is hungry. Yes, a

whimper that slowly and painfully

turns into a groan — a groan to

signal the last breath of life. A
child has slipped away because his

diet consisted of cupcakes and

candies. LEAVE ME ALONE, I'M

TRYING TO SLEEP.

Again 1 hear a voice. A crying

voice of a mother that has received

a telegram from the War Depart-

ment informing her that her son

has DIED in action. This pain is

consuming her body like cancer.

Eating away at her heart, and she

can not do anything but take it.

Weep mother, but you do not weep
alone. OH, HOW I WISH I COULD
GET SOME SLEEP

I hear the screech of tires, then

the momentary silence is in-

terrupted by the wail of sirens. I

try to obliterate the twisted mass
of steel, bones, blood and guts so

that I can sleep. BUT SLEEP
WILL NOT COME -^

I also hear a scream from a voice

that belongs to a wife whose

husband has met with an alter-

cation with society. Yes, the

unemployment lines are growing

longer. She is screaming because

the unity of a family bound

together with love will inevitably

be dissolved.

I hear quickened steps of a man
running away so that his family

may live. I h^r* tJfie utterance of

men or should I say drunken

garble?

The key to decoding such, is

experience. The, what do they

utter? The dehumanization that

results from the struggle for

existence is not worth the price.

The cost is in feelings.

I would like to hold and caress

you, but I can't because I have no

arms. Which is to say, I have two

arms, but they are numb. The
feeling is gone, gone, gone. Finally,

after much tossing and turning I

dose off to sleep.
''

The dream that engulfs my sleep

is focused upon the same voices.

The same voices that are also

present in the wakening hours, but

they do not disturb us.

Roy Moore
Senior, Sociology

Bouvier
Editor:

The irresponsible, statement of

Graduate Student Association

President Bouvier (Daily Bruin,

April 23) is regrettable.

His allegations that "the

majority of candidates so-far

running (for* GSA elective offices)

are not competent for the job" \s

simply false His implication that

son^e candidates, who he claims^

have no GSA experience, "are

trying a rip-off, hoping students

voting campus-wide won't Imow .

that they are inadequate" is

groundless. He forgets that those

he claims "have worked, but

badly" have worked at his request

and for his administration.

He has a duty to be concerned

that "GSA have strong leader-

ship", but his assumption that,

strong leadership comes in the vein

of his administration can be

questioned. He has a right to

"name names, raise hell, and tell

about incompetents and fools

. . . "; buthehasnorighttodoit in

the column guaranteed him (as

GSA President) in the Daily Bruin

unless he is willing to grant the use

of his column, on an equal space

basis, to the candidates he chooses

to attack. He has a right to support

the candidates he feels are l)est

suited for the jobs, but his

presumption that he alone knows

what constitutes suitability for the

jobs is an affront tOlBvet^ graduate

student at UCLA.
Bill Scanlon

GSA Senator
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By Theresa Olson

What does transcendenial

meditation mean to you?

To most people TM stands for

something which it really isn't.

They confuse TM with yoga

practices, mystical cults, hyp-

nosis, concentration exercises and

trance-like sUtes. Others hear the

name "transcendental
mediUtion," and imagine a con-

templative practice which might

"explore the ideas of the tran-

scendentalists (nineteenth century

writers who spoke of a pantheistic,

naturalistic outlook towards life.)

Finally, to some people TM implies

some form of eastern religion

which require the giving up of our

present reUgion and way of life.

Transcendental meditation as

taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,

employs none of these practices.

People who practice TM do not

practice a religion, nor do they sit

in strange pretzel like postures for

long periods of time. TM is not

mysticism or any type of mystical

practice. In fact, each step of this

method can be explained in a

scientific manner.

Transcendental meditation does

not involve either hypnosis or

suggestion. During hypnosis, we

try to improve one aspect of our

life through suggestion. TM is

designed to spontaneously improve

all aspects of life, which means

that we don't put our attention on

any single aspect of our life.

-TM JsJiot Altance state. At all

^^ twice a day — on it.

times we are consciously aware of

what we are doing, and can stop

the process at any time we like. In

addition, TM does not require long

hours of practice. We learn the

technique at four one hour

sessions, and then we spend just 20

minutes

During the rest of the day we just

engage in our normal activity.

What this means is the TM is not

a philosophy or way of life.

Maharishi has often said that we do

not teach any "isms." What we

teach is a simple technique for

people who wish to improve their

personalities so that they may
accomplish more in lifeand exert

less effort while doing sor

The practice of TM is unique

because it involves no con-

centration or contemplation, no

suggestion or control. To clarify

this, we could say the practice of

Transcendental Meditation is a

process of direct experience rather

than one of intellectual analysis.

The technique can be explained in

terms of the mechanics of the

thinking process. Each thought

develops from a fainter and more

abstract impulse in the mind.

Ordinarily, this impulse becomes

perceivable as a thought only

during the later phases of its

development.

The technique of TM allows the

attention to be drawn effortlessly

to increasingly refined levels of

thinking. The practice is effortless

because as the mind experiences

subtler levels of thought it is

naturally drawn on by the ex-

perience of increasing charm. The

result of this process of refinement

is that the attention transcends the

most subtle activity of thinking and

arrives at a state of pure

awareness, the source of thought.

During this time, the body gains

profound rest (scientifically shown

to be deeper than the rest gained

during eight hours of deep sleep),

whUe the mind expands to full situations, and we are more able to

awareness express ourselves in a spon-

With this increase in capability, taneously creaUve manner,

and gain of deep rest we find that ) It is the lack of available

we can work more effectively, and potential that is responsible for

at the same time accumulate far restricting o^^'s Pro^^
f"^

less stress and strain. We also gain enjoyment m life. With tnis

a better grasp of complex tremendous increase m capability

we find that every aspect of

naturally improves
life

With proper instruction, anyone
can become familiar with these
more subtle and charming levels of

thought, and thereby spon
taneously unfold full mental
ability.

Facts on the BC
With the start of the Conception Counsehng and

Education Clinic (CCEC), many questions have

come up in regard to the clinic and its fee.

There have been questions as to why the class is

mandatory and how many classes one must at-

tend It is the observation and questions directed

to the nurses in Student Health Service that have

indicated that most people know very little about

birth control whether they have been on pUls or

not. It is hoped that this class will inform and aUow

an opportunity for answering questions of anyone

wanting contraception or information about it.

Only one class need be attended for par-

ticipation in CCEC. The class may be attended by

anyone desiring information whether or not they

wish to go through the clinic, male or female. The

class is held in the Medical Students' Lounge on

the first floor of the medical center,^t 6:30 p.m.

every Wednesday.

Many questions have been raised concerning the

$22 fee. This was the lowest possible fee the

Family Planning Clinic of the UCLA Medical

Center could offer. It had been previously

established by the University Policies Committee

(UPC), that this organization should provide this

^«ervice^—'-^^
.^.,^_

It has been asked why thiT^liTne^^iannot beof-

Jered on the same basis as the other specialty

clinics of Student Health Service. As it stands n<

Student Health runs over a $100,000 deficit yearly.

The addition of another clinic would involve a

larger appropriation of registration fee money.

There.has been no regental permission for the use

of student fees for birth control services.

Without the permission of the Regents, the clinic

cannot become incorporated within Student

Health and it cannot be a part of Student Health's

budget. At the present. Student Health is offering

the space, the education and the service in an

attempt to make it as convenient and inexpensive

as possible.

Another questie^ -concerns, the Educational

Opportunity Program (EOP) students and the

High Potential Program (HPP) students. Students

under these programs may obtain free birth

control service due to a federal grant still in

operation. This service may be obtained in the

Cervical Screening department on B floor of the

Medical Center. Questions concerning this may be

answered by calling 825-5441. If either of these

groups wish to go through CCEC, they must pay

the fee. But these students as well as all others are

encouraged to attend the class, which costs

nothing.

The cbnic hours are Monday, Tuesday, and

Friday, 8 to 12 a.m. Questions concerning the

clinic may be answered by calling 825-5850 which

is the number for CCEC only.

Anyone with questions concerning venereal

disease may make an appointment with either

Margaret Dillon, RN, or Gale Kramer RN, by

coming to the appointment desk of Student Health.

Jhis is for counseling only and not treatment, but^

anyone and everyone is encouraged to participafe.

These people are available for speaking to groups

^Iso.

Mary Jo Johnson

Administrative Intern, Student Health

SAVE 4.50 ON YOUR CLASS RING!

this week only, May 3 through 7

special discount: ^.UU
FREE Golden Signature

regularly priced 2.bO

4.50

Juniors, seniors, graduates ^^^<onr>e order your UCLA
class ring this week, for you'll have it in time for

graduation. And save 4.50 - 2.00 off the regular price,

and the 2.50 Golden Signature is free. That truly makes

ft a one-of-a-kind ring for a one-of-a-kind person — you!

ao
ucia

students' store

meet Norm Cutliff

John Roberts Ring Company representative-

he'll help you with selecting your ring

Wednesday and Friday this week.

rings, b l«v«l, ack*rman union, 825-771

1

mondays-fridoys 7:45o.m.-7:3Qp.m.; soturdoys 10-3
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Pourquoi les /angues Strangdres?
Editor: ^
Although much printer's ink has

been expended by the Daily Bruin,

both editorially and in letters,

some of the pivotal considerations

in the foreign language

requirement controversy have

continued to be undervalued or

obfuscated.

Students against the language

requirement should be much l)etter

aware, in mounting their offensive,

that language departments

(despite some claims to the con-

trary) have a vested interest in

clinging to the requirement.

Consider a department in which

the number of TA's is practically

coextensive with the number ^f

graduate students. If the

requirement were abolished,

earollmeat waiild -,^^4ssline_

drastically (especially in

languages which are notorious

"guts"), and the graduate student

contingent would concomitantly

shrink.

__ Anyone conversant with the

manner in which "FTE's are

distributed in the University,

particularly in a period of

straitened bugetary cir-

cumstances, knows the ineluctable

results: major curtailment of

programs and reduction in

teaching staff. Most vulnerable

would be departments with

already outstanding overages, i.e.

too many professors. Now, if there

is anything prestige-hungry

professors with pretensions to

national pre-eminence fear, it is a

—collapse (or near collapse) of a

raduate program for lack of

provements, by which I mean
linguistic answers to linguistic

problems.
,,.^^^

Michael Shapiro

Associate Professor

Department of Slavic Languages

language requirements as part of a

t)asic university education.

Bill Drake
», Spanish

regardless Of the national origin of

ttieir source.

Lawrence K. Marsh
Graduate. Near East

~~
Languages and Literature

take into consideration, either out

of ignorance or negligence, what

Christ says in the Bible in John

10:10. *i came that they might

have life and might haveit

students.

Which brings me to a common
defense of the language

requirement, namely that it instills

awareness of foreign cultures. It is

-highly suspicious whether a

smattering of "culture" makes an

^^intellectual contribution to the

education of students in pursuit of

ideas. Travelogues, puerile pot-

pourris, culinary digressions and

name droppings may be fun, but

are they material for compulsory

university courses? When fortified

with a heavy dose of the

patronizing attitude of those

faculty members who regard

themselves as civilizinjg

missionaries, this cultural cocktail

becomes especially noxious. Any

foreign language teacher who
maintains that culture and

civilization should be injected into

students through language courses

is (at least) implying the studies

pursued in the departments of

history and anthropology are

somehow intellectually in-

sufficient.

It should be emphasized that the

sole intellectually honest response

to the foreign language crisis from

affected departments would be

genuine pedagogical im-

Editor:

One of the main motivations for

learning a foreign language, which
in the initial stages is often

necessarily repetitious and boring,

is the anticipation that one can use

that language.

You don't really need to know a

foreign language today. Because of

the military and economic
situation of the world today,

Enghsh is the Lingua Franca, just

as French was in the previous

century.

When Nixon or any politician

goes to a foreign country, it's

Pompidou who speaks English, not

Nixon who speaks French. This

fact is prevalent all over the world.

The size of the Teaching English as

a Second Language department is

witness to the extent to which

people in foreign countries learn

English.

However, one of the principal

tenets of education today is that we
cannot draw an exact blueprint of

how American society will exist in

the 1980's. Among the general

developments, as predicted by the

National Education Association in

their book Deciding What to Teach,

is "the growth of international

tensions and the increasing in-

ternational interdependence.^'

Who'sTo say what will takeplace-

economically, scientifically or

militarily, as far as the United

States is concerned, in the next few

decades? Assuming we're number

one, we can go ahead with our

present policy of assuming that

everyone in the world Will be

learning English until the year x. I

wonder if this will really be the

case?

By eliminating the foreign

language requirement at UCLA
and bringing the UC system to the

state college level, the effects will

be felt in the high schools and

junior highs. Without the foreign

language requirement for entrance

in the UC system, the number of

classes in foreign languages will

dwindle all the way down the line.

If United States education

follows the pattern desired by the

Daily Bruin, it will truly become a

unique country. Its educated

people will have no flexibility and

background to adjust to a change

in the prevalence of the use of

English in the world, having had no

basic exposure to foreign language

learning.

Maybe the DB and other short-

sighted types should rethink their

"relevancy" criteria for foreign

Editor:

As everyone knows, there has

t)een much criticism by Spiro T.

Agnew and company of the

American news media. Fur-

thermore, general merits of

foreign language requirements at

UCLA have been debated. Without

necessarily defending the required

status of foreign language study at

UCLA, it should be realized that

there are advantages to foreign

language study generally. Fur-

thermore, the ability to expand

v-4>Re's Ixjundariss^ of aceess tJ6r4ri---

formation is not totally unrelated

to the national issue of the news

media.

However objective the American

press may try to be, as a molder of

public opinion it wields much
political influence. Further, some

degree of bias will inevitably show

*up in the publication of any

newspaper.

Herein lies the responsibility of

the academic community for the.

maintenance of objectivity and

freedom of opinion, based on

knowledge. As one reads the news

concerning various foreign affairs,

he gets certain general im-

pressions of other nations, based

on daily news reports.

With a solid backgroAid in the

history , socicKpolitical aspirations,

economic problems and religions

of other nations, the average news

reader would be in a much^more
competent position to judge the

true significance of foreign affairs

(and possibly American in-

volvement in them) in a proper

context, than if the reader had no

such knowledge.

Such internationally oriented
curriculae, based on scholarly and
impartial research and study,

could do much to free the mind of

the reader from dependence on

news reporters or vested political

interests in the interpretation of

news from foreign countries. And

while the foreign press is not

without its biases, access to foreign

languages would afford the

cosmopohtan curiousity several

alternative sources of information

or several versions of the same
story, to compare and judge.

Editor:

1 am in favor of abolishing the

foreign language requirement for

undergraduates because I would

like to see each student's tran-

script reflect something more than

the fulfillment of specific

requirements. Graduation
becomes a series of academic

acrobatics when requirements are

rigid.

I feel that a more meaningful

education is possible when a

student is allowed to chose what he

will study. _ ,.^,»..n=«.-^««"'^"«'»«—

—

^ nfthe Uiiiversity required that

we take five courses in every

worthwhile field of study, we would

all graduate in perhaps a decade.^

To be practical, we must hmit our

study loads to something less than

EVERY worthwhile field of study.

After all, each of us must decide

which major he will take and which

courses he will use for his breadth

requirement. He is allowed this

much discretion:

Why then, is he forced to fulfill a

specific requirement? Why is the

language department favored over

others in this University? All other

departments must compete for the

students' interest, only one is

assured of a captive audience.

I, for one, feel that there are

other departments here that are

just as important as the language

department. I think the

requirement should be up to the^

individual department.

Also, those who choose to take

foreign languages should be given

credit in the humanities division of

the breadth requirement, Plan A or

B.
Name withheld

Jesus

The aim of international

education should not be to provide

a reliable yard stick by which to

judge the American press alone,

but rather, to help the news reader

to evaluate the credibility of all

news reports from abroad,

Spipteial

NOWOPEN FOR WEEKEND RETREATS
YOGA—MEDITATION—BHAJANS

Tecate, California on the Mexican border at

tt>e foot of Mt. Cuctxima $10 per person per
weekend Under the direction of Indra Devi
and Richard Bock Call Sathya Sai Baba
Center for information, reservations and
directions 213 876 5011

r
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WANDERING MINSTRELS
MO fcWXTOK WWv)€

W€ STWOOD CAuF 9O024

(Hi) 4Ti-aea»

TZt-TJ I Lb^M

LE FOYER DE FRANCE

LUNCHEON &

DINNERS

We$twood

474 0948

Editor:

I am writing this letter in

response to a letter (Daily Bruin,

April 26) written by Bill Katin in

which he said that a true Christian

is, "a person either Jew or Gentile

who allows the Messiah Jesus to

empower and control their daily

lives."

I would like to add to what Bill

said by making the observation

that students in today's society

seem to be searching for a way to

have a fuller and more abundant

life and a way to make this nation

and the world a better place in

which to live. They are trying to

create this abundant life through

political activism, moral codes and

personal philosophy.

However, most students fail to

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Let us ship your personal

•Ifects home. We ore spe-

cialists in international
pockaging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220

VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

abundantly." By not taking this

claim into consideration students

fail to have an abundant life

through their own efforts; they fail

to let Jesus empower their Uves.

This failure to create the

£rt)undant life can be seen in

political activism Students are

continually getting involved in

different political tnovements.

However, these movements are

only temporary and as issues

change many movements become

out-dated and whether these

movements create a change for the

better is highly questionable when

6he considers the unstable' nature

of this country as a whole. Despite

the individual efforts of students to

bring about changes the social,

economic and poUtical conditions

of this nation and the world con-

tinue to deteriorate.

As a result of this deterioration,

everywhere there are more and_»

more students filled with

frustration and bitterness because

they have put all their energy into

something whose end result is

oftentimes valueless. This tends to

create a great deal of insecurity

because many students have

placed all their hopes on the belief

that the people of this country can

have a fuller life. They have placed—

all hopes on a nation whose

population will double in the next

30 years, a nation whose pohtical

machinery is being corrupted, a

nation that is choking itself with

poHutton and ott^ world that haa

the weaponry to blow itself up.

It sounds like a hopeless

situation and it is. A person can't

begin to experience a truly

abundant life until he admits that

he can't live it on his own. Only by

asking Jesus Christ into your heart

and letting Him control your life,

can you claim God's promises.

These promises include: the

promise that a personal

relationship with Christ can't be

taken away from you, the promise

of an abundant life and the promise

of eternal lifer-

—

'''--

How many political movements

guarantee eternal life?

Krii Vanderwaal

Freshman, English /Journalism

J j; KL 5 rs-.ajTtfa !^jKr3ijr.a'Ji
'Za jraiaoisrst *

1970 Southern

Campus still

on sale-KH J 12

cr-
''r,rP,r.>m:w":-"/'y^p

r smoiY'S
STEREO HI-FI CENTER

SA1ES& siwice

1581 WMtwood Blvd.

ninmond Needles -»• Recording Tope

Hedonics presents Michelangelo Antonioni's

Friday, May 7

Saturday, May 8

at 7:00, 9:00 & 11.00

Social Welfare 147

and composition ^_^_^^_^^_^_^_

DONATION REQUESTED
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What's Brew'n weekmT

Special Activities

The Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam will

perform works by Brahms, Stravinsky and /\Aahler at

^30 p.Ti. today In Royce Hall Auditorium. The

concert is sold out.

Laura Brittain, Sharonjean Leeds, Susan AAorton

and Perry Temaner will present a Graduate

Choreographic Thesis Concert in fulfillment of the

AAaster of Arts degree, at 8:M p.m. today in Women's

Gymnasium 208. Tickets are $1.50 and $1 (students).

"Biology and Environment of ttie Galapagos

Islands—Part II" Including the general natural

history bffhe Gatapa^dS ana the fife hiSTory or somr

of the native organisms, directed by George Bar-

tholomew, professor of zoology and produced by the

University Extension AAedia Center, will screen at 8

pm. today In Young Hall 2224.

"Eyes" and "Deus Ex" will screen at 8 p.m. today

in Dickson Auditorium as part of the residency by

Stan Brakhage. Admission is free.

"Cidade Grande" will screen as part of the Cinema

-Doce series*and Project BrazH -at 1 p.m. today Fn

Bunche Hall 1209 B.

The Undergraduate Joint Committee of the French

department is sponsoring a book drive through AAay

14. All who wish to donate French novels, plays, etc.,

should bring them to Haines Hall 160^.

Mortar Board, national senior women's honorary,

and Prytaneans, junior and senior women's

honorary, are accepting applications for mem-

bership through AAay 14. Applications are available

in Kerckhoff Hall 312.

Activities at the International Students Center

today Include English Conversation at 11 a.m. and

7:30 p.m. (also offered at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. In

Campbell Hall 1118), Japanese Conversation at 6

p.m., Happy Hour at 5 p.m., Aman at 7:30 p.m. and

Folk Dancing at 8 p.m. Activities this weekend in-

clude: Ballroom Dancing at 1 p.m. tomorrow, Aman

atl p.m., Song of Earth Chorale at 3:30 p.m. and ISC

Orchestra at 2 p.m. Sunday. There is also an exhibit

of Israeli art on display.

A series of student exhibitions, featuring the work

of AAFA and AAA candidates In pictorial arts and

design, will continue on display through AAay 19 In

Dickson Gallery. The exhibit changes each Saturday.

Hours are 11 a.m. -5 p.m. AAonday through Wed-

nesday, 1-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

"AAade in California," an exhibition of 60

lithographs, screen prints and multiples. Including

the work of 52 artists, will continue on display

through AAay 16 in the Grunwald Print Gallery. Hours

are 11 a.m. -5 p.m. weekdays and 1-5 p.m. weekends.

"Black Gods and Kings: Yoruba Art at UCLA^
"featuring"^ masks, shrine sculpture, staffs, textiles

and other materials will continue on display through

June 13 in the Ethnic Arts Gallery. Hours are noon-5

p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, and 1-5 p.m. Sun-

day.

"A Society's Chief Joys," an exhibition of rare

books and manuscripts, will be on display tomorrow

through June 12 In the Department of Special

Collections, University Research Library. Hours are

9 a.m--5 p.m AAonday through Saturday.

Speeches and Seminars

J.C. Chen, senior staff member, Research Center,

International Business AAachlhes Corp., San Jose,

will hold a seminar on "Unconventional Superspeed

Computer System" at 10:30 a.m. in Boelter Hall 8500.

Frank Adelman, professor of geophysics, and Irma

Adelman, professor of economics, from Nor-

thwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, and Center

for Advanced Studies in Behavioral Sciences,

Stanford, will hold a colloquium at r;p.nn. today In

GBA 1246.

David Heald, acting assistant professor of elec-

trical engineering, UC Santa Barbara, will hold a

seminar on "Capacitance of a P-N Junction" at 3

p.m. today in Boelter Hall 8500.

Hans Citroen, musicologist and cultural attache of

The Netherlands Government, will speak on "The

Subsidy of AAusical Life in The Netherlands" at 3

p.m. today in Schoenberg Hall 1200.

(Continued on Page 14)
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'REAAEAABER THE THING WE USED TO DO ON FIRE I

"Henry V" will screen at n a.m. tomorrow at tt»e AAonica I

Theaters, 13332 2nd Street, Santa AAonica.

4D' —
and II

A NEW CONCEPT IN MOTION. PICTURE EXPERIENCING

^

BB^
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I
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^ #<r Ms. ;^ :̂ j-^
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THE FIRST AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION FEATURE FILM

A Film by Bernard Gunther of the Esalen Institute in which,

through viewing and individual audience participation, you

can experience a deep sense of being, joy, peace, harmony

and relaxation.

%ATl(.)^,AL GE^FPAl

1 in MAY 8 • La REINA

8:30 P.M.
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WHAT DID YOU SA\ ..^.ibliS EX
WAS?—"Blow Up" will screen at 7, 9 and U p.m* today and tomorrow in

Social Welfare 147.

eners
The Omnibus office and tlie Foreign Students office here «lre

sponsoring a "Traveler's Prep" (TP) program to be conducted

ll:30a.m.-l:30p.m.every Monday in the Queen's room, Ackerman

Union 3564. n

TP consists of travel advice from European, African Asian, and

American students who have been abroad.

(Continued from Page 13) aq^ Dr. Glen A. Holland, psychologist, will hold a

Jose Luis Aranguren, visiting professor of Spanish, cOhference on "Tlie Games We Play: An In-

UC Santa Barbara, and former professor at Madrid ^,troduction to Transactional Analysis" from 9 a.m.-

University, will speak in Spanish on "La Juventudde f*30 p.m. tomorrow In Ackerman Union Grand

Hoy en EE.UU.Y Europa" at 3 p.m. today In Ar- "^ t^llroom. Fee Is $15.
^^ ^ ^ ^ ^

—
chitecture 1102 — L ft Francisco Guerrero, director of Casa de Artesano,

Victor Barcllon, associate professor of ^\.:Cuernavaca, Mexico, will speak on "La Politica de

mathematics and geophysics, will hold a colloijuium
f:

Ruben Jaramillo: La Ultima Zapatista," at 3 p.m.

on "Optimum Signals and the Uncertainty Prlrt- • today in Bunche Hall 2150. Refreshments will be

ciple" at 4 p.m. today in AAathematlcal Sciences 6627. served. v

if Dr Thomas Harris, psychiatrist and vice Andre Martinet, professor of linguistics,

president of International Transactional Analy^s ,
University of Paris, will speak in French on "La

Assn., Larry Mart, licensed clinical social worked, (Continued on Page 15)

THIS FOOTVI/BAR ! FOR

Guaranteed for life or 2QJ300
miles, whichever first.

Brass studded leather thongs lace

into soles of used auto tires. A
sandal to outlast the wearer.

Straps and innersoles in choice of

black or natural leather. Women^s
sizes, 6-9; Men's sizes 8-12
Please no COD.
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bders
Patio G. SANTA FE, N.M 87501
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PROFESSIONAL

ACTING CLASSES

JO ANNE MEREDITH
(Coach and Director to many of

today's top stage, screen and

T.V. actors)

Now Interviewing

for

ACTING AND SCENE

STUDY CLASSES

• Highly individualized instruc

tion

• Beginning & Advanced das

ses

• Guest auditing of Tues (7:00)

scene class by appointment

All Classes Conducted

at

MET
L.A.'s Newest Legit. Theatre

649 N. Poinsettia PI.

near Melrose in Hollywood

for information call:

276-385^ r 936-9611

or wrik* *o tK« ci»ov« oddr***

,W1.J|»»-»*1" 1
V

AND BE A GOOD BOY—"Gentlemen's Agreement" witti Gregory Peck

will screen with newsreels of 1947 at 7 and 9:20 p.m. tomorrow at tt»e

Westwood Film Society, 1730 Westwood Blvd. Admission is $1.S0 for

University students and staff.

Quartet concert I

set for weekend I^

S

CHARGE ME 1$ CENTS ^OR A COKE, WILL
YOU?—Stanley Kubrick's "Dr. Strangeteve" will

screen at 7, 8:45, and 10:30 p.m. today in Moore Hall

100. A donation is requested. The film stars Peter

Sellers and George C. Scott, and this showing li~

sponsored by EROS and the ASUCLA Film Com
mission.

I.O

Son of Brew'n . . .

!
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The UCLA Department of Dance will present "Quartet," an

evening of dances by four thesis cimdidates today, tomorrow and

The highly diversified concert will open with a "Medieval Suite"

by Laura Brittain, in which she will explore the multiple con-

siderations that shape Man's character today as in the 14th cen-

tury, although "the less sophisticated attitude of the High Middle

Ages allows us to view these considerations in a fresh light."

In contrast to this, Susan Morton will deal with Ume and

relativity in her six-sectioned composition, "Episode in Time."

Viewing time as a continuum, Miss Morton will be concerned

with "speed, duration and continuity, past, present and future,

repetition and juxtaposition."

Sharonjean Leeds will present a suite of three dances concemmg

the cyclical nature of things, the repeUtions in the Universe and m
Life. The choreographer said, "The dances in 'Cycles' range from

the broad Cosmos to the intricacies of personal interaction."

In the final presentation, "Access to an Aftermath," Terry

Temaner will present "a dance-theatre work for six dancers and

miscellaneous items."

Music director and composer of two of the works is Richard

Russell of the Dance Department staff. Additional music is com-

posed by Ellen Sinatra and Tom Griffin.

According to Dr. Alma Hawkins, Chairman of the Department of

Dance, the program wiU be presented for three evemngs at 8:30

p.m. in the Dance Department's Laboratory Theater, Studio 208

Tickets are $1.50 (students $1.00) and are available at the Concert

Ticket Office or at the door. Seating is limited

i

1

i
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(Continued from Page 14)

genese du systeme verbal du francals con-

temporain"at3:30p.m. today in Haines Hall 118.

Art Seidenbaum, L.A. Times Columnist, will give a

seminar on psychology at 1 p.m. today 'n Franz Halt

1260.

The "Second Annual Forum on Education for tl>€

Engineering Profession" will be held from 2-5:30

p.m. today in Boelter Hall 3400.

Benjamin W. Lee, State University of New Yprk.

will hold a seminar on "Meaning of

Phenomenological Lagrangians" at 3 p.m. today In

Kinsey Hall 247. .--^ ^i^

Moatings
The Youth Coalition for Muskie will meet at 1 p.m.

today in Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.

(Continued on Page IC)^

Experimental College

TODAY —
8pm

TOMORROW
11 a.m.

SUNDAY
2p.m

5pm

7:30pm

HareKriAna chanting. BhagavadGita. vedlc

instruments, bhakti yog*

Magic for Perform

An Introduction to the Phik)aophy of

Subjective Expreaaion

Vegetariao Cooking (call 473-0600 for more
information

)

Psychokigy Project Group Encounter

( call 473-0600 for more mformation

)

\%

Architecture 1M3

Architecture 1M3

Botanical Gardens.
Siddhartha Pool

..14901 MulhoUand Drive

N Beverly Glen Place

L J _,

5:%W??SftWS%%%S%iSSiSS^^
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• (Paid Advertisement)

Apply now for Foil Positions with the SLC
•f

llDdergriiilyate Admlnisirative

siadrnt
conirrutit'i'

fitt the arts

TICKET INFO
A weekly rundov^n on the status

of $1 tickets, on sale to UCLA,

students only in the Kerkchoff

Hall Ticket Office.

$1 TICKETS

ON SALE MONDAY

Intern Progrii Hi

OPENINGS IN:

Dean of Students ' Office

Chancellor's Planning Office

University Police Department

UCLA Business Office

10 hours a week commitment in addition to 10 hours

week poid office time. Excellent pay.

Apply noy in ASUCLAPresident'sOffice,KH304

THE UCLA OPERA WORKSHOP

^AN POPPER, DIRECTOR

with the

University Symphony Orchestra

in

L
Deadline lor .f

cations WED, MAY 12, 1970

S;^ \V\^

VERDI'S COMIC MASIERPIECE

FALSTAFF
FULL PRODUCTION IN ENGLISH

8:00 P.M.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

MAY 21 and 22, 1971

ROYCE HALL\

,..,. . .,, , I. I r iiifnui..i:.i^a i:.
-;;: g?f ..^*^«"" —
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EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

BRIDGE LOOSE? STRUTS

CRACKED OR BUZZING?
STRINGS TOO HIGH?

WE REPAIR ALL TYPES

OF STRINGED INSTRUMENIS
New Martins, Yamahas

MANN S GUfTAR SHOP

1441 WESTWOOD 477-1238

*ffi/
0' Scotland

FISH&
CHIPS
SHMMf
CHICKEN
DINNEtS

TAKE OUT

LUNCHEON & DtNNER SERVICE

Id Privot* Growpt

Op»o To« THfoogh S«n. - 4 P.M. Fill 9 P M
Frrtloy ll:30AM.r)ll9 30PM.

aOSEO MONDAY
1938 WESTWOOD BIVD. W.LA.

'Convict art' on display here

Text and photos by Terry Colvin

Friday, ^Aay 7, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 17

. ^wA^^^Se/\/r

An exhibit of convict art by

former prisoners of San Quentin

and Soledad prisons is currently on

display in the Kerckhoff Hall

Second Floor Galler^^ through

Thursday.

The exhibit features both

paintings and scupture, some of

which employ innovative

techniques because of the

materials used.

Canvasses, oil paints, palet

knives, clay and other art supplies

are extremely hard to come by for

prisoners in the California State

Department of Corrections. The

high price and prison regulations

make these items premiums in the

institutions.

"You have to realize that this art

has been done on just about any

conceiveable sort of material,"

said Vem Harris, organizer of the

exhibit.—
**I have one piece, a collage of

letters that I received while in

Soledad, that was done on the back

of a sign that I stole from the

shower. The sign reads on the back
— 'This is a shower room, not a

garbage dump. Please throw your

butts in the trash can!* " he said.

with this coupon

discount

On Any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE
Good thru May 15. 1971

Some of the other pieces are done

on masonite scrap board, scrap

lumber, and pieces of paper.

The exhibit is being sponsored by

the Committee for Prison

Humanity and Justice, an

organization concerned about the

conditions of the prisons in

California.

The importance of art to

California's 26,000 convicts was

stressed by Harris who said,

"Sometimes the only thing that

keeps a prisoner on this side of-

sanity is the art work that he does

while in the 'joint.* It is an ex-

cellent way to keep one's mind of^

the dehumanizing institution in

which he is in, and the work ex-

presses that fact quite well.

"Just look at the themes of some
of the pieces — family, women and

the outside world are a few. These

are the things that the convict

desires most.

"The work is extremely sensitive

and not at all brutalizing," stated

Harris.

The exhibit is a sample of an art

§how to be held May 16 at the Free

Press Bookstore parking lot

downtown.

Brew'n puts an end to it . .

.

HILLEL COINClL
^M) Hiigard Avenue

474-1531

NATIONWIDE FAST FOR FREEDOM
For Soviet Jevsrs at Jonss Steps with Allen Sherman,

Tom Bradley, and Alphonso Bell. Noon May II

SHABBATON
Shabbat dinner 6:15

Members $1.50, non-members $2.50

Shabbat Services 8:15

Guest Speaker: Rabbi William Cutter. Topic: "New
Modes of Jewish Education". Continue with us for a

Shobboton theme "Soviet Jewry". Services, Panel with

Zev Yoroslavsky, Jay Bender-JRC, and Rabbi David

Berner. Cost $5.00. Reservations are necessary by

May 5.

HILLEL ALL CITY PICNIC
May 9 North Hollywood Pork

on the Magnolia St. side of the pork. 12:00-5:00

Bring your lunch

(Continued from Page 15)

American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAA) will meet at 1 p.m. today In

Boelter Hall 5273. There will be the AIAA lecture

award candidate's presentation on "Universe and

Mind: the Evolution of Intelligent Life."

URA Clubs

The Tennis Club will meet from 2-4 p.m. today on

the South Courts.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 5-6: 30 p.m. today

in Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on

Field 7.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet at noon today In the

Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-3:30 p.m. today in

Memorial Activities Center B 146. _
The Karate Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today In

the Women's Gym 200.

The Fencing Club will meet from 2-3 p.m. today in

the Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club will meet at noon today in

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will meet from 2:10

p.m., Sunday, In the Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet at 10 a.m.,

Sunday, in the Women's Gym 200.

The Karate Club will meet at 10 a.m.,* Sunday, in

the AAen's Gym 200.

The Cricket Club will meet at 10 a.m., Sunday, on

the South Field.

jCoff66 CupCoup Petition
I

( Editor*s note: The Daily Bruin is asking those students who have not yet signed a copy of the Coffee

I
Cup Coup Petition (CCCP) to use the form below, and return it to the DB office. Kerckhoff 110.

)

I
We, the students of UCLA, assert that we are the membership of the Associated Students

I
(ASUCLA ) , and that ASUCLA exists to serve our needs.

I The arbitrary increase in the prices of coffee, tea and other staple items is clearly not in the in-

I terests of UCLA students.

I We demand that the previous prices of these items be reinstated until this matter can be submitted

I directly to the students in a binding referendum.

NAME^ STUDENT NUMBER

SAYLES BROS. THEATRES "Family The Prices!
HOLLYWOOD

n'f

voeR
MIDNITE CUSSICS: RENOIR'S "DIARY Of A CHAMBERMAID" & "DlETFRtrs "Rl 0^

^ dMi. raiuniic kuiddiud: nLnuin ltihi^t \jr h i/nMrnocnn

f W46 Hollywood Bl '|

. nr.W«tn ) 467-287U
Open Daily 1

4 II ;45 AM k
^ Open All Nite J
* Til 5 A.M. J^

The best

COMPUTER DANCE
May 15 8:30

URC Auditorium, members $1 .00, non-members $2.00

Come to Hillel for the Computer form and return it

by May 6

—^^^^^.^ .»• <«> II < I ll » * .^ ^^^ » • • m.^ • m-r^

!v iii"r

Vm JMH in Los Angeles." -George Pepp*

Best show In town."

-Daily Variety

Splendid. . .entertaining

—L.A. Times

Filing for candidacy. May 3-7 Voting: May 12-19

at Hillel

^,iSWlMWfl.«**i***--ri^#s*Ar*'^ift(^
^/'---"^^^Mft-.r,- ':ssi:-

Perfornunces Fn.& Sat. 8:30 Sim. 8^00

Reservations 6647737 936-9611 276-3858

Student Discount with I.D. Card

I «.•$ WWtSI UOIT TMt«TM

C4» n fOINSETTI* n
nth* MCUtOSC rN holitwooo

Law Review membership

outlined by new editor
The UCLA Law Review is unique in that it has an 'open access' system

uf membership." according to Thomas Taylor, the newly elected editor.

•Traditionally, only the top 10 per cent (A the first year class is allofwed

to join the Law Review in their second year, but we opened up mem-

bership last year to about 50 per cent of the class, foUowing a similar

move by SUnford Law School, so that 9 maximum number of students

could partake in the educational experience or doing research and

writing for the review," he said.

Taylor, who will enter his third year as a law student in the fall, ad-

mitted this "open access" system does not necessarily mean more ar-

ticles (comments) will t)e published

Of the approximately 100 students admitted to the Review last fall,

about 50 have retained their status, the others claiming a lack of time as

reasons for quitting.

The Law Review, which is funded by the University and funds from

subscriptions, is sold internationally and contains comments on court

decisions and legal matters written by law students and professors.

Members of its editorial board, including the editor-in-chief, are

elected by the second year law class after being nominated by the

previous year's editorial kx>ard.

'Kj
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^
First course on subject

«««««"««*«f: Private education jobs

CED kibbutz class described
$
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By Joyce Flnil

DB SUff Writer

A kibbutz class, sponsored by the Council on

Educational Development (CED), is the first

University course offered in the United SUtes on

this subject, according to Ray KoviU, associate

director of public relations of the Jewish

Federation Council of greater Los Angeles.

This course, which has a capacity enrollment of

135 students this quarter, was made possible

mainly through the efforts of Aaron Zaidenberg. a

student in education here, who was responsible for

organizing the class and acquiring funds for it.

The major cost of the course is being funded by

the Jewish Community Foundation ($1,000). Due

to the large enrollment, the University is funding

the remaining $650. The money is required for

teaching assistants, printing, hbrary and various

-edaftinistrati^e. psisi^.^^^^,..^.,^.
^

"

,

„-.-,,, „ ,_

Lecturers

Course lecturers, including Robert Tan-

nenbaum, history, Reuben KriU, from Tel Aviv

University and Bertram Raven, psychology, are

volunteering their services.

Igal Yafttiay, I^ear Eastern Studies, is formally

responsible for the course although he does not

lecture. He was asked to comment on the high

interest in the course: "My impression is that it is

a trend among youth to solve social problems and

since the kibbutz is the one form of communal

living in the world that has succeeded, it attract*

much interest. Most students just want to know

more about it."
. . *

Most of the lecturers and teaching assistants

speak from personal experience on a kibbuU,

kibbutz values, changing kibbutzim, competition

and cooperation, culture and history of the kib-

butz, economics and education and similarities

between American communes and the kibbutz.

Text

Besides regular class lectures, students also

attend a discussion session each week. Texte for

the course are "Growing Up In The Kibbutz,"

The Kibbutz — A New Way of Life" and "The

Kibbutzim as Open Social Systems."

Tannenbaum said, "This course seems to relate

to very deep interests on the part of the students.

One is a special interest in the Israeli kibbutzim,

the other — and broader one — is the considerable

Jflt£ri*^ in recftot Y.qaj^ inJhe.yw^
various forms of communal living. From con-

siderable feelings of loneliness and isolation, more

and more people seem to be asking, 'isn't there a

better way?"

Most of the feedback from the students has been

favorable so far. Yannay said, "The main

criticism was disillusionment. Many students

started out with the idea that the kibbutz is a

Utopia. From the lectures they realize that

everything is not so beautiful and rosy. Some

resent being told that the kibbutz is not ideal."

i
?5
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available to 175 students

By Carol SUrcevic

DB SUff Writer

R
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students interested in the field of private education can now apply for

over 175 paid and volunteer positions made available by 125 local schools

through a program devised by William G. Thomas, dean of Educational

Career Services here.

The "Non-Public Educational Career Service Unit," an attempt to

alleviate the current job market squeeze, is available to graduate and

undergraduate students.

A survey was conducted at independent community, parochial, ex-

perimental, special and military schools in the area to estabhsh per-

manent, reciprocal relationships through openings to candidates.

DaU
Eric Bruck, a graduate student in education here and coordinator of the

program, is responsible for analyzing and implementing the survey data.

In addition to teaching, the survey revealed positions in areas such as

counseling, recreation supervision, psychometry, health services, public

relations, library science, curriculum development and evaluation

techniques.

i
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Coffee for free
^ attheDB

"We hope to assemble a group of a^ut 20 stu3efit§"^hu explore .„.

them their individual needs and interests in the field Of private education.

We want the participants to plan with us," Thomas said.

The students will be cho«cn through personal interviews.

Thomas hopes that eventually the State Department of Education will

recognize the Program as an alternative to credentialing and as a sub-

stitute for a similar experience with the public education sector.

The Unit would offer "mini courses" by recruiting personnel with

expertise in such areas as curriculum development, visual aids and

behavioral objectives to supplement the students' outside experience in

the field.

Next September, the Office is planning to establish one-quarter student

mternshigs ^ithj^n^^"^^^ schools.

"We want to lociiilze it at flreifetit as we expand, I see no reason why we

couldn't carry out the program overseas," Thomas said.

In the future, the program expects to include additional educational

opportunities in private industry, public and federal agencies, and in

private and federal institutions abroad will become available.

Students wishing to participate should contact Eric Bruck in the Office

of Educational Career Services, Moore Hall 220.

Apollo 15 research package

designed by scientists here

A research package, designed by scientists here to study the moon's

magnetic field, will be launched into space onboard an unmanned,

satellite during the Apollo-15 moon mission in late July.

In a unique space first, the Apollo astronauts will launch the 80-pound

craft into a 70-mile lunar orbit. ^
"During the satellite's planned lifetime of one year, a magnetometer

will measure changes in the magnetic field of the moon caused by

changes in the interplanetary magnetic field," Paul Coleman, head of the

space research team here, said.
'' "* '

Apollo-15 is scheduled for launch from Cape Kennedy July 26.

^"^^
UCLA Student Committee for the Arts presents

THE FILMMAKER
ff

IN RESIDENCE ^*

':^' '"-' X^ fe.

-m '

3

TONIGHT: 8 PM - MAJOR SCREENING
DICKSON AUDITORIUM - NO ADMISSION CHARGE

i^rvrOM — Polls is eyes; Police is a clear etymological derivative

L I L.0 of Polis - the PnlirR then, ore the public eyes.

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • Westwood Villoge 478-91 02 or 477-9207

"STTTf .^

^^OFUS EX" (pi^enniere showir 1

'*A maior worlt-one pf,my most perfect and exciting films."

Political Science Seniors

Ballot for ^^Distinguished Professor^"
|

I

I

jf

I

I

Previous Winners:
Irving Bernstein

Leonard Freedmon
J.A.C. Grant
James Guyot
D.S. Hobbs

I nominate

Richard Longolcer

Richard Rosecrance

D.E. Smith

H. Arthur Steiner

Howard Swearer

^

—

i

- «i *« » .-^

,

fo be returned to B.H. 4252 by May 9. I

____.^_.._^ ——— -^
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The recruiting derby: UCLA's second season
By Doug Kelly

DB Sports Writer

Even though the baselwdl, crew, and track teams are in

-the spotlight at the moment, don't think that the sports that

have already completed their seasons are taking things

easy.

For the football, basketball, and water polo coaching

staffs, the second season, the recruiting campaign, is un-

derway and these coaches may tell you that' the regular

season doesn't compare with the work that must be done

now to insure success later.

Recruiting is the bane of college athletics. Some coaches

thrive on it and find it enjoyable. Others detest it. Most are

somewhere in lt)etween. But all find it necessary. If you

don't get out after the top prospects, somebody else will and

you'll pay dearly later on.

Recruiting can often be a dirty business, depending on

which schools are involved. This is one aspect that most

coaches do not like, yet tolerate as something of a

necessary evil. For example, when Dan Devine left the

University of Missouri to coach at Green Bay, he was asked

whirt he'd miss least about leaving the college scene. His

' one-wocri reply? You guessed it. "Recruiting," he said.

"I've never enjoyed it." Tommy Prothro never likwt

recruiting that much either.

Ideal

It would be ideal if recruiting could be carried on by all

parties on an above-board, gentlemanly manner. But, the

world being what it is, this facet of life, like many others, is

7"not always possible:

under a different framework. SEC athletes receive all the

above, plus provisions for books and laundry money, the

latter usually coming to $15 per month.

Some people blame the recruiting evils on the fact that

different schools have different admission standards. While

this no doubt accounts for some of the imbalance, it seems

to me that this argument too often is a convenient scapegoat

for a school to bemoan the loss of a top prospect.

Judging the effectiveness of a particular recruiting effort

is often most difficult because each institution has its own

ideas of what to do and what not to do.

Two Schools

There are two schools of thought on the matter. Some

universities try to sign everyone they Can, and then select

from the available talent later on. Others concentrate their

efforts on one or a group of select players, then taking

whatever else comes along.

UCLA basketball, for example, employs the second ai>-

proach. Coach John Wooden and his sUff decide fairly early

which players they want, and most of the effort is con-

centrated on these individuals. This past year's freshman

team represented a bonanza, as UCLA was fortunate in

acquiring all six of the players it wanted.

Another fact to be considered is that UCLA is not in im-

mediate need of player help. This isn't to say that the

Bruins should stop recruiting for a while, but Wooden and

his sUff have a team that looks like this: the six freshmen

up from the Brubabes. four returning redshirts, and five

returning varsity members. That iotAls IS for a final 12-

man squad, s6 the Bruins for the moment can afford to be a

Uttle more discriminating than usual.

There is one more recruit the Bruins would Uke to have,

but then so would about every basketball school in the

country He's Andre McCarter from Overbrook High School

(which produced Wilt Chamberiain) in PhiUdelphia Thus

far, McCarter has not announced where he will attend

college.

In football, the picture is a little different due to the larger

numbers involved. USC does appear to have an edge at this

time with the signing of Bonita running back Allen Carter in

addition to the Bishop Amat duo of quarterback Pat Haden

and receiver John McKay, Jr. The Bruins have just landed

two out-of-state prospects. Gene Bleymaier of Boise, Idaho,

and Charles Russell from Houston. Texas in the past has

been a strong football recruiting area for UCLA.
Water polo bright

The NCAA has set down rules on recruiting as to what an

athlete may receive. In addition, each conference has its

own standards, and these differ from conference to con-

ference. But ways are found to violate the rules.

For example, the Pacific-8 conference is somewhat

stingy compared to others. An athlete may receive room,

board and tuition for each academic year. The athlete must

buy his own books and other incidentals.

The Southeastern Conference, meanwhile, operates

Tins brings, us to thej)resent and an examination of the

recent letters-of-intent released by the Pacific^. fo~ffi€

everyday observer, it might appear that USC has edged out

UCLA in the basketball war.

The Trojans thus far have corralled Jefferson's Tommy
Lipsey, All-City Player of the Year and Berkeley High's

John Lambert, one of the best centers in Northern

California!

Largely overlooked was the fact that the Bruins got the

man they were after: 6-7 forward Dave Meyers of Sonora,

the CIF AA Player of the Year. Because he played outside

the metropolitan area and in a division composed mainly of

smaller schools, Meyers did not get the pubUcity he would

have had he played in the Los Angeles area. Nonetheless,

his talents are considerable. Lipsey and Lambert are good

talents. But UCLA did get the man it wanted.

As far as water polo is concerned, coach Bun Thay«L
mts IS ThF best retTUittngyear UCLA hasliaa Tn the

last several.

UCLA has already signed John Rees, junior college

transfer from Cerritos JC. Rees was first team junior

college All-America . He comes to UCLA as a junior

The Bruins will also have the services of Costa Mesa's

Ron Misiolek and BoliLlSjgiunaiLn of Lakewood. Both were

first team All-CIF.
.

;

Joining them on that team were two others who are stiU

undecided, although UCLA appears to have a good chance

at each. They are Kurt Krumpholz and Garth Bergeson,

both of Corona del Mar High. Bergeson was CIF Player of

the Year, while Krumpholz is an excellent swimmer as

well. UC Irvine is the Bruins' main competitor for these

latter two.

Today's IM Softball Schedule
ai /ch i^

3
00:Chonesvs.Zete5(Fd.l);Seaslugsvs.NYYankees(Fd.2);EISeenyorsv5.PlanAUFd.3),

Titan vs Bacchus (Fd. 4) ; Portshead Coro. vs. Business School B (Fd 6).

4:00: Ball Three vs. Portshead Corp (Fd. 1); Outsiders vs. Rejects (Fd. 2); Law^chooia vs. Our

Tpam <Fd 3) • Callev's Heroes vs. Scooters (Fd. 4).Team(Fd.3Kt.aiiev5nBrur
.r^3y.j,^v,„,er Polo Schedule

3:00: Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma Chi: 3.30: Sierra vs. Stonehaven.

Wednesday's Water Polo Results

Sierra def by Fubar (forfeit) ; Middle Earth def. by Cork (forfeit) ;
Sigma Nu def. by Sigma Alpha

Epsilon (7 2>; Chaos def. Chimborazo (8 5) _
Wednesday's Softball Results o^riiin^ c.o^,*

Sigma Nu def. by Sigma Alpha Epsilon (10-8) ; Sigma Chi def. by Delta S.gma ^.^\\\^-^'%^^
Chi^ef Zeta Beta tL (13-5); Eros def. by Rainier (forfeit), Inverness def. K 2 (13-1), Nm^^^

by Brigand (forfeit); Rhom def. Torridon (forfeit); 4284A def Ba '

^°X<'f^."^^^,^^^,1^
iackson'sHole(14 13); Bartholin's Glands def. Solberg on Ice (23 10), White Blood det oy unon

II (11 9); AROTC def. by Harmless Error (13 10).

Yesterday's Wrestjling Results

(134) - Mike Keller pf Fubar defeated Frank Marakara (London)

;

(143) -Jess Ortiz (ind.) defeated Mike Perry (Sigma Nu);

(150) - Ralph Dockery (ind.) defeated Scott Parker (SAE),

(158) - Dave Delnaro (Sigma Chi) defeated Harold Yada (Theta Delta Chi).

(167) - Rich Tibben (ind.) defeated Randall Martin (Fu'>a'');

(177) - Stuart Ledsam (Lambda Chi) defeated Andy Keene(SAE);

< 190) - Greg Hansen ( Law School) defeated Torn Zechlin (Jefferson*

;

Fubar won the team title (28 points), Jefferson was second with 16 and there was a tie for third

between SAE and Lambda Chi (15).
* # "

The Original Ed's For Style
AS SEMN ON LOS ANGELES TV

You will not be sold up at Ed's. These are absolute prices. No price

leaders ... no tricks . . . just the world's best values on thousands

of quality suits, sportcoats, and slacks.

YOU CANNOT PAY IVIORE THAN '49
FOR A SUIT AT ED'S FOR STYLE

Or Sam Chang defeated J Ma jsoma yesterday for the independent badminton title. ^

Largest Selection of Frames

o A WATERBEDO
1995

Van Nuys 10 Beds on Display

7122 Van NuysBlvH Q94-946

LA. 6 Beds on Disi

827 S. Vermont 3{r

S I

I

KING SIZE I

I

with this coupon i

void 5-14-71

Fully lined, hand-tailored, modern single

and double-breasted styles all wool and

^ilk and wool suits— none over $49.00

"f

«

Like

BUT YOU CAH PAY LESS

$1Q99 for a fully lined

polyester and
rayon suit.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

All sizes, beautifully tailored. Fully lined all wool

and wool blends, all colors. Thousands of latest style

sport coats.

HO SPORT COAT OVER $29.00

YET AS LOW AS $19.99

• ••••••••••• •••••••••••••••

diA OVER 6.000 PAIRS OF V2 PRICED SLACKS
^^^

$4.99 to $12.99 . . . LATEST STYLES INCLUDING

V 100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS for

/y) $1099
^ I , . If you're not buying your suits, Ja"

7 / sportcoats, and slacks at Ed's for

Style, you're losing money.

n since 1936
try

or CASH

Open ivionaay iiirough Saturday 10 to 6^ Sunday 12 to 6

DOWNEY
12800 Paramount Blvd.

1 block south of Imperial

WEST LOS ANGELES

go, . JhisL

Potw^f^n Olympir A Santa Monica
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MID-NITE REVIVAL

The Great
Escape

w/ S««v« NkQu—n JomM CoMMirn

-OfOy-m 12 A.M.

Fri. AAay 7

.SflLMoy^

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

Wilshire - 26th Santa Monica

829-3368

Free treatment of

FRieiDITY
Married couples only, husband

must cooperate. Therapy based

on effective psychological prin-

ciples, provided as part of doc-

toral research. Requirements:

tests, interview, & 2 tfierapy

§6S§t0rT$ weekly. For wom^n who^

experience anxiety in sexual sit-

uations. Call A^$. Hustad 68ft-

3954 825-5343.

Relevanceof sports-part II

— John Sandbrook

WANTED: GREAT FRENCH TUTOR
who can tutor young man in some sort of exceleroted program

which will prepare him for Paris business trip in Sept. Call

Ron (days) 465-2880.

«k^

DAVrS PHOTO SiRVICi
Special Student Rates

PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U WAIT
Phofogfophs tor Medical & Nursing Students • ID Cards

'

^[JTTi^^fe^onuls Dylly '^ 'J ?iu i l?~a

—

~ZZZIZ^
^

lOWO VVf(fs1TiTe151vd"""(l'or'7eierun A ^,- Aem^^from Feder ol BIdg 473 1021

INTERESTED IN AUSTRALIA?
Thousands ar« gotng~tos«nr>y, core-free, M4-empk>ymeR4

Australia. $10 fare on govt, assisted passage! Aussies love

Americans. You'll have a ball whether yo'u visit or stay.

Why not make it this summer? But before you go find

out about Australia first from an informative new book

that tells you what it's really like there - what to expect.

Send lor: TH€ AUSTRALIAN Just but and available

only from: FIORI Co Bo* 69541 Los Angeles, 90069. $4.95 Ppd. Supply limited.

As mentioned in my column yesterday, ttiere was a

panel discussion at USC last week Involving Dave

AAeggysey, Chip Oliver, Jack Scott, and Steve Mc
Connell on ttie relevance of sports In society.

Yesterday, t reprinted excerpts frwn the i)aily_

Trojan article on the discussion.

USC head football coach John McKay did not

participate In the discussion, but the following day

the Daily Trojan printed an article explaining

McKay's reaction to the panel. Here are some ex-

cepts from that article by Charlie Mack:

On Meggysey's accusation that pills are handed

out by college trainers like candy: "In my 23 years, I

know of no drug problems concerning athletes at

USC. Some players may want to use certain drugs,

but they do so without our approval or knowledge.

"In today's society, it's not really too difficult for a

person — football player or not — to get a hold of

drugs."
On Meggysey's theory of football being a

dehumanizing experience: "The players were
laughing about that In practice. I don't know how
iootbali is more dehumamiUig than something like a

mile run. Running a mile can tear the guts out of a

guy."
On pro football versus college: "Pro foott>all Is

more of a business than college athletics. I like the

personal aspect of college coaching and I like the

players In college ball; being able to talk with them.

This element is not found too much In the pro game."
On the professionalism of college football: "USC

and Notre Dame have produced more pro players

than any other school, ^ut only five percent of our

players ever play pro ball. And over 78 per cent of \f\e

football players | have coached at USC since I've

been here have graduated. This Is much higher than

the overall men's average.
"If one of my players wants to leave school early to

sign a pro contract I'd let him, but I'd tell him to

make sure he's getting the money the pros tell him

he's getting. I hate to see any of my boys get hurt in

any way."
On redshiring (letting a player sit out a year

without losing any eligibility): "All redshirting that

j^edols in No. l special cases. Redshirting gives^nv
youngster that does redshirt an extra year of

education, but It's too bad that the average athlete

never gets that decision. At USC, we've never red
shlrted a player against his will."

In summary: "I think sports Is one of the true

things of democracy In this country."

That's both sides now. ft wouldn't be much of a

surprise for me to say that I agree with some of the

points raised by Meggysey and that I think some of

McKay's comments, especially the ones on the

professionalism of college football and redshirting,

are rubbish. I also think that McKay completely

missed the point of Meggysey's comments on the

dehgmanlzation of football.

But I also think that Meggysey Is out to lunch on

some things, especially the democratization of the

athletic Institutions. He Is thinking In utoplan and not

realistic terms there.

Philosophically, I also agree with Scott and

Meggysey on the spectator-orientation of college

athletics and all the psychological pressures that go

with It. Unfortunately, however, that attitude seems
Ingrained In our society and to change that means
changing the basic structure of American life.

™*Att of us, as spectator and participant, as athlete

and non-athlete, are involved In this whole bag. Scott,

Meggysey, Oliver, now George Sauer of the New
York Jets have raised questions about the role ot

sports, etc. Listening to ttiem talk about American

sports is, to a large degree, listening to them talk

about American society. We might not agree with

them all the way down the line, but at least they

should be heard.

^

=TV

URA /Votes

Lacrosse

The UCLA lacrosse club, 5-3 on the year, makes its first real road trip of

the year this weekend to Palo Alto. Tomorrow the Bruins will play tJie

University of Oregon and on Sunday meet the host Indians. To date,

UCLA has defeated Temple City, UCSB (on a forfeit). Northern Arizona

University, the University of Arizona, and Occidental. Claremont,

Orange County, and the Los Angeles Lacrosse Clubs all pinned losses on

the Bruins.

UCLA has three remaining games this year, beginning with Claremont

here next Sunday. Then it's up to Santa Barbara on May 22, followed by

the Southern California All-Star game on May 29.

P Cricket

In case you're wondering who that is out on the IM fields every Sunday

afternoon, that's the UCLA cricket club, under the direction of Dr. Peter

Lomax. Currently, the club has three sides. The club's practice season

began April 18 and the regular season will run through the summer.

Why be left at the gate when for just a little more
you can get a reserved seat on Delta?

Delta's reserved seat Youth Fare Plan saves you 25%—compared with regular Day Tourist. Costs just a trifle more
than standby No waiting (and waiting!) You know

exactly when you're scheduled to leave and arrive. We honor
Youth Fare cards from all other airlines. Or purchase

one from us for only $3.00. It's accepted by all carriers. Anyone
from 1 2 to 22 year? of age is eligible.

For reservations call Delta or see your Travel Agent.

Compare these typical standby fares with Delta's

reserved seat Youth Fares. r^^,^^.c>DELTA S
Standby fares on RESERVED SEAT

Between other airlines YOUTH FARES
J

c^i *. .

.

•«»

|,,,::
'#"''

::a

m

Miami/Ft. Lauderdale to Chicago $58 $67
At anta to New York City $40 $47
Chicago to Tampa $51 $57
Detroit to Houston $55 $63

Los Angeles to Dallas $60 $68

San Francisco to Dallas $70 $79

^ Kansas City to Atlanta $39 $45

Dallas to Phoenix $46 $52
Houston to New York City $68 $77
Atlanta to Miami $34 $38
Chicago to Houston $49 $55

All fares Include the 8% US. Transportation Tax.

Sailing

The saihng club will cruise to Catalina over Memorial Day weekend.

For all information and sign-ups (there will be a cost, not yet decided)

come to the club meeting next Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the AU Women's

Lounge.

Surfing

The UCLA surf club will participate in the Western Intercollegiate

Surfing Championships next Sunday, May 16, at 8 a.m. on Malibu Beach.

The Bruins are defending titlists, having won the title three of the past

four years.

DtlVE IN EUROPE
Student discounts on Overseas Car delivery! All European

models, shipping and low cost insurance.

Call for student savings: t

276-4456 Drive In Europe 276^4456
,l^i|[i*i*jgi.

'

(Paid Advertisement) I

I

I illy 1 1; r.

»,#' ^ ''^^Jt

f'-?^"''.
-'";•, -.i-^ ,V

SUMMER IN KIBBUTZ
9- 1 1 Weeks

$665

ARCHEOLOGICAL DIG

7-10 Weeks
$765

Other programs available in Art,

Theater and Dance. Also Summer
Sessions for credits.

CqllofWrita
American Zionist Youth Foundation

515 Pork Ave.. N.Y.. N.Y., 10022 (2I2)HA 1 4120

23 years of original non-profit stud«nt programs to Israel

!

I
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Free play Recreation
Eligibility — The following persons are eligible for recreation services and facilities:

currently enrolled students, with registration card; continuing students with Spring
Recreation Card (S3; no charge for family It spouse holds card); faculty and staff with
Recreation Privilege Card ($8 per year, plus $8 for family). Recreation cards may be ob-

tained at AAen's Gym 118 or at the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, payable by check or

money order only.

Clothing and Lockers— Gym clothing, swimsujt and towel are provided and laundered by
the University. Clothing and locker may be obtained at the stockroom In the Men's or
Women's Gym. Faculty and staff must have their Recreation Privilege Card, and students
must have their registration card and an official UCLA lock in order to obtain a locker.

UCLA locks are available at the Cashier's Office in Murphy Hall for $1 .25.

Equipment — The stockroom at the Men's and Women's Gymnasia will check out such
equipment as basketballs, footballs, handballs, gloves and badminton rackets. No golf, ski

or tennis e<HJipment is available for recreational use.

FREE PLAY RECREATION
March 29— June 20

BADMINTON

BASKETBALL

BODY CONDITIONING
^XCCoed)

I

I

GOLF

HANDBALL

Mon thru Fri

Tues

Mon thru Fri

Sat & Sun
Sat

Sun

Mon thru Fri

"MOh, Wed, Fri

Tues & Thurs
Sat 8< Sun

Mon thru Thurs
Fri, Sat, Sun

Mon thru Fri

Sa t & Sun

12 noon 1 pm
7>9:30pm

10 am 5 pm, 7 -9 pm
10am 5pm
10am 5pm
12 noon 5 pm

12 noon 6 pm
7r30T>TrT7^ TOTJTYr1

12 noon 2:30 pm; 6 10 pm
10am - 5pm

8 am
8 am

9 am
10 am

Sam 10 pm
Jaam-5pnr^

Men's Gym 200

Women's Gym 200

Pauley Pavilion*

Pauley Pavilion*

Men's 8i Women's Gym 200

Men's Gym 200

Men's Gym 105

-MAC ^B*^ rrs**

MAC'S" 115**

MAC'S" 115**

South Field

South Field

MAC'S"**
MAC "B"?-*-

^

.V

i

i:

:•:•

JOGGING

SQUASH

SWIMMING

VOLLEYBALL

FIELD SPORTS

TENNIS/I//I/

S

I

Mon thru Fri

Sat 8< Sun

Mon thru Fri

Sat & Sun

Mon thru Fri

Mon thru Fri

Mon thru Fri

Daily

Mon
Mon, Wed, Fri

Sat 8. Sun

Mon, Wed, Fri

Tues 8. Thurs
Mon thru Fri

Sat 8i Sun

8 am 2 pm ; 6 pm dusk

10am 5pm
•i

8am 9pm
10 am -5 pm

n am - 1 pm, Coed

1 pm - 2 pm, Coed .:^—:^t^

12 noon 1 pm, Women Only

8 am Dusk
7 9:30 pm
1 -2:30 pm

,. .'/

10 am 5 pm

8am
8am
8am
8am

3 pm
1 pm
6 pm
6 pm

Field and Tracks
Field or Track

Men's Gym 303 & 304

Men's Gym 303 & 304

Men's Pool

Women's Pool., ,

Women's Pool

Sand Courts

Women's Gym 200

Men's Gym 200

Fields

Sunset Courts

Sunset Courts

South Courts

All Courts

S

i

SUNSET CANYON RECREATION CENTER — Swimming Pool Hours:

Mon thru Fri Sat, Sun 8. Holidays

Apr. 25- End of Quarter 10 am 8 pm 10 am 8 pm

Apr. 25- End of Quarter 12 noon 7 pm 10 am 8 pm

* Schedules subject to change to accommodate special events. Hours for AAay 10 - 13, and

AAay 17 20: 10 am 2 pm

Park Pool

Family Pool

.V

i

1

i
«
.V

5:

•y

»:

«

%

:«
Building closes at 9: 45 pm weekdays and 4: 45 pm Saturdays and Sundays.

H Track Team practice 2-6 pm ,t^^^^ «, -S

§: //# Classes, tournaments, URA Tennis Club and Women's Extramurals take precedence as
:g

;| scheduled by Recreation Services and Facilities.
,..,......r.^..^...^^J&

Netters, golfers in SCC 's

Netters still at L.A. Tennis Club

The Southern California Tennis Championship is

beginning to show signs of becoming an all-UCLA

show this year, as four of the eight players to reach

the quarter finals are Bruins. The quarter-finals,

which were scheduled for yesterday^ were washed

out, and will now be played today.

Of the ten Bruin varsity members entered, six

have been eliminated, mostly by their team-mates.

In the fifth round played Wednesday, four Bruins

were beaten by their fellows, while the fifth Elio

Alvarez was ousted by the championships top seed,

Pancho Gonzalez, 6-4, 6-3.

The top six seeds, Gonzalez, Haroon Rahim, Jeff

Borowiak, Alex Olmeda, Jim Connors and Tom
Leonard have all reached the quarter-finals and have

been joined Tito Vasquez (UCLA) and USC's Dick

Bohmstedt. Despite the cancellation of play

yesterday, the finals are still scheduled for Sunday

';>

iKM
'-:'V.,..?ji) itM

MALE BACHELOR GRADU
ATES EAGER FOR GREAT
GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
WITH A STATEWIDE LOS
ANGELES BASED INSUR
ANCE BROKERAGE
NOW YOU CAN PUT THOSE
MATH PUBLIC SPEAKING
AND GENERAL BUSINESS
COURSES TO WORK IN OUR
SALES OR UNDERWRITING
DEPARTMENTS.

"CALL siMONe: in lus an
GELES FOR APPOINTMENT
NOW ( 21 3 > 387 1 1 01

Duffers at Torrey Pines in La Jolla

UCLA's golf team is in San Diego this afternoon for

the Southern California Intercollegiate Cham-

pionships at Torrey Pines Golf Course.

The one-day, 36-hole tourney will be played over

both the North and South courses at Torrey Pines and

will include most of the top college teams in the area.

USC is among the favorites for the team title,

although San Diego State is also strong.

Individually, UClA's Don Truett should be con-

sidered among the favorites. Truett has played his

best golf of the year in the past two weeks.

The Bruins defeated Cal State Los Angeles earlier

this week 42-12. Truett and Pete Laszlo each had 73's.

The golfers need a strong showing in this tour-

nament if they are to have any hope for an NCAA

invitation.

THE CONFORMIST'
is a brilliant film-
intricate, absorbing
and disturbing!**

7 - Brii^get Byrne* LA. Herald Eiaminer

''A dazzling film of lush
beauty and fluid grace!"

Kevin Tftomas, LA. limes

JEAN LOUIS TRINTIGNANT STEFANIA^SANDRELLI

tl"
:. ^ WW% '"

-^^ r - :' ' ''*'
^'"'

i.W 'M ff''
'^ ^ 'l!^ *! '^ *** ^"^ ^^r'

***' "" ''' 4 "'^ ,i/f| ^^

"GASTONt MUo^^niiN u»^^.iiNjvo/JE SANDA
RERRE CLEMENTI ',<^y*MM- M*'CltUC(l t.*^.**.

Mv««

MAURIZIO lODi FE

^. BERNARDO BERTOIUCCI .^^.^... ALBERTO MORAVIA
c«»on o;;7m . .1~— " "- "^'^ '"' -^ "^"^ '"'

I r ^i:-i'm
' TKMWKOlOf

-*^^ •
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2nd BIG WEEKtic L-tf • • • I

(••atMta'
^ r^ ' Daily 6 30 • 8 20 • 10 20 PM

^t A Sun 2 30 . 4 20 » 6 25 « 8 20 MO 20 PM

• V '7-0097
. /0-9077

TOHO lA BREA THEAT

Rerirai by Popului Demand

TOSHIRO MIFUNE

I: k

PLUS
TATSUYA NAKADAI x .''Tjh'.'. .

Starts May 12 IIVU fV(

ft 123456
and they

•••'t-i.

rested
??

J •

Free Jewis(3 Univ.

SHABBAT
Vf># A«iR.«MM«> f

vi>.,»

,.....^.>^.

,

FRIDAY, MAY 7 at 8:00 - ONEG SHABBAT

at 452 Veteran Ave. 474- 1533

Presents

Authentic African Rhythms
Featuring the —

LADZEKPOS FROM GHANA

~ You, your family and friends ar« especioMy invil«d to

se« this CKclusiv* p«rformanc«.

— tix arm^^ Single: $2.50; CoupU: $4.50; StudenH: $1.50.

— At the International Student Center 1023 Hilgard Ave
on Saturday, May 8th - 8:30 p.m.

— Appearing with this fine group of professional drummers^

on6 dancers will be

I

^0>^

KWASI BADU

&/'

m^'P'

L^
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UCLA Daily Bruin Ads
X5«,T.siHGo.>.cti y^i^ ^^^^ 3 ^ for Sale[,,,»»••••••••••••••••• 10 ^/Senkes Offered.. J I V Travel. >3

Kcrclihoff Hall H3
Phon* 125 2»l

ciasftH»«d •dvtfirtinf ^•»»*.
,

fiwertfs »l »« d»V. 5 cont«<«#tlvt

ifiMrtions »5 90

PayabM in advanct

DgADLimi»:>t».iti.

WANTED GREAT FRENCH TUTO« who

can tutor youn« m»f> m »«m* sort- o# •«

ceierated program which will prepare him

lor Pans 5»rn»»e»» trip •" i«P* Call ««>"*»-

2lf0.dayt (!**'»

»=ISHER stereo vyslem. Aqoarm* sp««her».

prolet».0«*l r«cor0
<:»»*"^!V

'•**"*•;

p m

1:

NO tetoplMMt •rifrs
up Call Service* Unlimited. 47$ ?52i

NiiCKORMAT FTM botfy. c»M. eyo cup.

Si2i women len* foi' Nikon. TelKtoftdor. $50.

^nc/^l>/^^P ,S30 137 1 4A4. ( 10 M

TMl Dally •ruin fivM f«tl topport to IM
Uf»ivor»itv of Calltorniat P<>'*<*„f".,?5;
tfiscritninatien and thoretore ''•»»'*»2

available to anyooo who. .n aftord^

lM>usin9 to studofrts or ••"««
'•JJ'

diKnminate* on the ba».» o« '•«•- fPj^^
rtliflion, natkmal on«in or •"c***:^

.***r!t!!
Si Uniyor.ity nor tho ASUCL^ * DoUj

Bruin ha» investigated any o« tho »orvico»

offered here.

V Church Services

FEAAALE modof noodcd for work with Art

Center photography student, »$/hr Call Tim
JfAUIOfves t^^ "^

THINK vow re smart, contact us Smooth

talker wanted telephone sales Stationery

supplies *5»J$13 1150 Beverly Blvd

M m _
• 104.(1

~J»

WE STWOOD Friends meetin* (Quakers).

Silent worship. Sun , 11 AM., Univ. YMCA,
574 Hilgard. Visitors welcome. 472-T»$0.

NEEOMONEY
but want to set own hours, live in a coU«H>
community? S.OOO circulation student
newspaper needs full-time ad salesman.
Experienced person needing job or not rcad,v

to enter professional ratrace tttis is for yoMi.

S^d resume: y,,^ g„^,H %

Collefliar -. .tore,

Claremc"' '. -. -• - •* *'?"

4

^Announcemef^ts

^H^mM.^ te<* W!»i«cts wanted tor <t»dr
*1J-

dermatologist tor permanent •-•*"«*••.;•'

hair Call Mr Errett, General M(Od«tf|

Company, for details t31 0113 (3MI2>

'TOMMY' Rock Opera by Peter Townsend

and the Who. at Bev. Hills Hi#< School. May
5.4. 7,1 • 30 PM. Seats Reserved 277 SfOt,

H^
VISTA campus repretetttative takin« ap-

plications MWF f n in Math-Science M03.

Drop by Mary Munford. 47f-»t0t (AM7)

EVICTED Most find home for fantastic

cocker beagi* do« before T/11. Please help

or gas chamber l»*-4774. (AM 12)

STUDENT actor eves., «5/hr., $/hr weekly -'

year guaranteed ( room /board opt ) Perfect

for Med Student ^MO', very good •ook.ng^

$0«d pKture. phone • Box M. ''•^'J^.J/a".

Ness LA, M. (3 Mil)

ANNOUNCING! Summer jobs are hPW

available at Services Unlimited Ca'l 475-

521. IJM/J

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT

HEADPHONES for $5.00 brand new. KMft

pro 4A headphones $50 list $21 brand new.

EJega pro headphones 1/2 list price, coiled

headphone e«tension cord reg $3 50 each

now S3 00 for 2 Call 170 005t after 1 PM
Limited supply <'^^^'

CONTRARY to popular belief: Loud stereo

music will not cause warts to grow on your

i-^riobcs Koss pro-4A professional head
phones list $50, now $20; Scotch 1000 H
polyester tape list $4.20, now $2.»$ ;

complete
^yst^m AM/FM stereo, complete changer,

"^pt'akprs. $44 Special deal on Scot*
r**scttcs Call i3» 2214 after 1 PM. (lOMIf)

ATTENTION STUDENTS 10% DISCOUNT
on any purchase with student ID Card or tills

ad. We carry. long dresses, bikinis, sport

swear and our own creations. Also haiHl

made purses and accesorie*. Oua
^L.»a»i» outi^uo 11240 SaA ViconU Blv

B rentwood . x^l^lf^/'^

"BUDDHA A Jesus Were
copyrighted campaign buttc

Allow two weeks delivery Totizo

Bedford. Be verly Hills, t0210_
'"

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattoin now lor

summer delivery and save
, ^

2S%10 Ji% . 1'

BUYERS SERVICE LTIIU
— t^5So Boverfy1>r.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon.-Sat. 10:00-5:00 , •<

INVENTORS' ARTISTS! 0'*P««>' ^^/.^''-^
Goldberg modern devices and mechamcai

STveiopments at Hollywood P^''^*^*
^J

-OR PHIBES ' cash priies and

r^SognitKK, 270-ilU. e«t m A»d.tK,n».n

Hollywood at Panta^et Theatre. » :0 ^^.
^atut da V . May -»» -

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

EEO Reading: students entering

raduate/professional schools. Academic

u.dan(Cf ^r vices 120 S Robertson Blvd^

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE

Superstition Mountains, Arixona.

Complete 7 day tour packo«e. $I3i.

Departure June 19tli.

Call for Information
Amertcan Adventures UMHnito*-

201 E. Workman St., Suite 104

Covina (2l3)««7-3a77 (13M13)

mrmfimmi

y^ Irov0f«*/«***«««>*»««****t*i^*«*« '<'

KIBBUTZ in Israel. For further information.

Call: Days OAJ-iltl. «*•.- •*•-•'' <"^
7)

SAIL Greece Two week Ao9can cruise on
120' 3 masted schooner Contact SctK>oner

Sofia, Box 332. Tiburon, Calif. (415) 435

3010. (13M2I)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the $35 Youth Pas* 15 days unlimited rail

travel ( ages 1 5 thru 22) . Also

:

tao. isdays
$S5. 21 days.
$70. 1 mohW-

\ Thrift coupons for no |i*ne limit. $40. Gives
' you 1000 miles and $00 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agant or call

^BritUbRaU42A-SJ4f. (UQTRi.

A AIS FLIGHTS

.^

Jet H.Y.-Europg best pricds »

Immed. issue int. ID Card A ticketin«

SOFA Europe/Asia/Atrica
•I ftdta/ Israel ctsartors

Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 10S, Dopt. UC
OOSa Santa Metiica
LA »0B*», 274-t742

II I IBll»!—
tus:*.

INVEST $1000 Real Estate Trust PossiWa

tax-sheltered cash dividends, growth

fluidity KWAK,7li-W4a, 74*.277»

11)

ksibia .f
j'

iwth«.>|
(AM ^

;f
t

PEACE CORPS has sumn»or and fall

ro«rams Summer application daadline

May 15 Kinsey 307 •25-4090 t A M M)

ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

i4l4Westwood Blvd.

7^474-4315

CROUPS now forming. Reasonable foes.

CaH THE GROUP CENTER »^ ^•«

brochures 454^3030 ( 0»«>

y/ Gimpus Eveftfs

NEAR new Sears Coldspof <^.<c drx a^'i>ri.{|

regrigerator, king size bed, 9< m c^am-^, «tc.

Eves., 475-4014.
.,J|\^^

1 10 /tUOV

DURST M400 Photoentarger Schneider lens,
steel office desk, chairs, lamp, pool cua.
Eves., 475-4014. (10Ml>10)

MAkE $50$iio a day. striping parking lots.

Amai»ng new invention. $00 total equipment

co« Write Dept O, Fox Valley Marking
nSyu $4 Bartlett. 111. or call:(312)f37-00SS,7^ ;i*'i4)

NEW blank Ampex reel, cassettMy new
zoom movie camera. Zenith AiKk/Ff»»tereo
small consol. 474 5207. d. (fl0M7)

BICYCLE Enthusiasts! Campus bicycle

club lorm»f»g Meet May II, noon, top Brum
Walk B«H. X$2320 (CC.M10)

Social Events V\^
1

r
-KtOt4LY rated^ iewtsh Co iietf »ad^atei
Parlies (21 3S) Held monthi/ tn P*"**'*

homes n0^33, 704^5524, f30^t7r», «!• ^^

TICKETS for Chassidic COAC«rk available

at Chabad Moose table on Brum Walk or call

47t 202. * M7) «,.

NS, • v^eks eld. Fro|0 to loving

i25-422t,:27»-0*45. w . d M 11)

S1300 STEREO coitt.

eluding Walpang speake
warrent y Call 473 5475.

CUSTOM Teardrop trailer fully e«u4j>ped,

kitchen, sleeps two, $200. Sheila Anthony

53015 leave message 074-2100. (10 M 7)

! i'OPE Israel. One way round trip

i»«ii«nt travel discounts. SOFA inter-.

European student charter flights. Contact:

'^r f^ 11407 San Vicente «vd., 14. LA, »004».

.-vxo (13 0TR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight

Operation Authorized A Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses^

.^ fnv>i ...~ w'r»Jl»ome(s) fof

,jn .ff ejltionate Wack cats, Maggie and
ING U.Slv must find 90O«l

'i215£l.

(s) for

HuoV.
(5M7)

STEREO system, 8 t

record player and S(

Sacrifice$l7Sor offer. C

k
4

7 for Rent •«#»•••••••«»«••«<••••••

^ Personal ......

AT~ ACTIVE Housing Avj||Mible in in-t|

tegrated Crenshaw Batdwirtl'MiHs af^a
Convenient to everything. Call Crensh»^
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-3dfl;

wknds, 292 5175. '^OTR)

I

COMPLETE St*reo Syv 't^

FM Aquar ,iker',.

Changer. Lii.: Hf: '-'-ii ^'-

Gre#t found. fV " ^

i|<, rare 15 ip4
75.00, call Wir 443

SC><
weig

pt AM FM
*i t'oower.

Roberts, if^l

lil' Record
B<ahd new.

(lOM 11)

"Ki'if'ur, light-

,. . M. (lOM

^'^tNDER Jaguar electric guitar $75; Lear-

<'let 0-track stereo w /FM and speakers $100;

•23-51*0. (10M7)

••••••••••••••••• ^^%JjA\'''

VALARIE : Call ROfOr, 473-72*7. jiy.U M 7)

^_^ V ' ' "

WEU. well, Wellington New Zeala«|d sink*,

and Cynthia »et* her tail bobbed! trbvofil

y Rides wtfeted.......**'^***' ^

DKIVE my carilo Florida. ^•^•rU^**:}?^:
2474. ^ Ml Mil)

^ Enteriainmenf

DRIVING to Washington D.C., ''>4i • 9

1lir«'ui*d Mdy 15. Want passan9ar i^ ]^-*
driving 934 0050 (rW7)'^

LOOMS used procion and vat dyes macrame
supplies Handweaving Depot 10093 W. Pico

(Westwood). 474-5jl4,^ n0_M7j

y Services Offered. 1

1

SAILING lessons-23' sloop at Del Rey
group/indv. Lovvir$t rates-start now. Info.-

Bob, 479 2*05. (11M12)

SAIL in your free time Basic salting classes

open now Very inexpensive Bob Oramcko;

479-90*4. Kirt^f)

FREE ride to Connecticut-exchange for

child care durthg trip. June l*th. Girl only.

EX 5*020. f (IMIO)

SINGLES meet singles
parties/introductions Noon 7:30 p.m. Oiri*

free. TWC. 454 2200 <»' >

T53! PIMAFORE
Gilbert A Sullivan's Best

•RING THE WHOLE FAMILY
May 13th, 14th, 15th

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD

SOOO COLFAX AVE., HO. HLWD.
TICKET INFO: 744-0I03

STUDENTS SI. 50

DRIVING to Chicago./Mpls. area. Want
passenger to share driving / expenses.

Leave around May Oth. 174-0000 x209

Kati t«M7)

(tides Wanted. 9

TYPING/ Computer researth/Editing-PhD
writer /editor provides complete preparation

assistance. Kelly 799 0992 eves/wknds. ( 1 1 M
12)

AUTOLARM Protect your car A kontents.

Discount with advertisement. Phone: *53-

0404appnt.$S. Also s^la&men wanted. (11 M
12) '

'

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel

•73-$015. 701-5527 eves. 7t3-3$09. (IIOTR)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group

retreats. Weekend and holiday, »"'«"»«^

reservation. Call 213 CA 1*049. (jQTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. H'jrmosa «•»•'•

Telephone Avalon. 747. Box *4*, Avalon.

»0704.
(2ai"l

FROM Sunset and Barrington to Topanga
Canyon, p.m. 3-5 times weekly. Will pay.

Diane, 455 2557, 472-051*. (»M12)

^ f Or jai9.....••.... .....•....* '

"

HAINES flute, $750, antique flute $150,

French oboe, ski pants, siie 12, Rucksack
$10.45450**. (10M7)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (IIQTR)

^Help Wanted!•••••••••••••••

FLUTE with case 'Orassi', excellant coml.,

$100. Call eves., Jan, 024-21 17. ( 10M 7)

GE portable stereo with AM/FM radio. Exc.
cond.. $99. 393 1014, Th,F, all day; MTW,
eves. (10M13)

GUITAR lessons, beginning group $3.50 /hr.

Folk songs, etc. Hours TBA. Call •"»»• *^5

1340. (11 M 11)

DROP-IN programs each Tues., 0-10 PM.,
and Sat., 2-4 PM. Gen Adm., $3.00, students,

$2.00. Call The Group Center, 4S*- 3030. (11

QTR)

BANDS, entertainment groups for weddings,
frat parties, etc. Rock, smooth, anything, we
have all. 291-2203. (11 Mil)

PARKING attofidants wanted: No long hair

or beard, car needed. •23-973*. * PM. to 2

(3MI3)

UROCNTLY Headed • companton for 10 year

•4d boy Male pretorrod. Call eves. CR3-
1427. (3M13)

PART time iobs now or full flnse iobs for

summer yoiu n»me it. Services Unlimitod,

47S-9$21. ,
(3M7)

EXECUTIVE Secretary wanted, all skills.

S4S0S700 month Kirkeby Center office all

benefits phohe 474-4002. (JM13)

OIRLS, freshmen, sophomores, $3 for

hour psycftotogy experiment. Call 391-4420

eves, come ^H M29^yv <>^'*>

BEVERLY HILLS, light socretarlly work.
Afternoons 2 3 4ays/week $2.*0/hr Bank of

America,}?) 4|i7.Mr. VanHorne. (3M7)

ALPHA Conditioning Need volunteers In

study of •>#•• and alpha-like brain waves.
391 3942 evrt. I (3M12)

BRASS bed. beautiful condition. Must soil,

$150 Jim. 392*231. (lOMlO)

ROYAL portable typewriter, OMcellent
condition, S35. Phone 93S-M09, evenings,
weekends. (lOMlO)

FOOT couch, matching love seat and 3

living room lamps. Phone 024-121S. (10 Mil)

POLK Guitar ($55), TV, stereo, stove,

fridge, bed, furniture; everything must go.

Cheap 021 5*41 (10M7)

2 NEW Shore Unidyne mics S3S; new Black
A Decker circular saw SIS. 3f2-tS23. ( 10 M 12)

KLH 24 stereo system-Garrard chgr., FM
stereo, speakers $145. Top rated Realistic

stereo casettedeck-$75. All perfect. 021-

4193. (10M12)

WEDDING gown, elegant, size 3 5, original

cost $250. Best offer. PItone afternoon. 931-

7000. (10M12)

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and

release all material ever studied. *^*-]^-.
V*p.m. Daily.

(iiMi7)

THE GROUP CENTER

"Drop-In" Programs
Each Tues. 0-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen adm. $3.00 Students $2.00

Call 450-3030

PRIVATE guitar lessons. Learn favorite

songs, new chords, strumming. Reasonable

rates Gary Diamond. 399 0217 eves. ( 1
1
M

11)

AUTO insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee. 039 7270, 070-

9793. (IIOTR)

NEEDED '<i Term
Theory I, by May m

eves, Ron

>»r f«r Sociology
1 Pay SIS 90t HS4

(3M 11)

I

You are just the typ#
we're looking for.

li.

TRADITIONAL Flamenco guitar w/pegs
plus case $350 Tamurra COO. Ron. 45*

192*. (10M12)

13 ft. SAILBOAT- O' Day Amor: trailer and
iccessories, xint cond M50. 474-1*04. ( 10 M

li." : _
M' 'MO most sett! Ointng Ut, TV. stereo.
^< ^'n set, book cases, marble table.

3 0790. (10M13)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service 24

hrphon**, 374-9119. (llOTR)

,^.».l. Aa-k r«> ACaAA 'ow^^n

Come in to lOOl Oayley . Suite 110
or

Call 470 0051 9:00 AM 7 00 PM daily

prices ^«t 700-1*10. (lOM 12)

fi

fm^'^

RAMIREZ Jose, flamenco guitar Madrid
1970. blue ribbon, brand new $450 with case
•32 5071 (10M13)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10 12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart. 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR)

""
AUTO INSURANCE

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFi OHIOHT
~~'

LOW t^ ' lY
PAY^^ .^ . S

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
39* 2235 ASK FOR BOB (IIOTR)

LA..lON0OfVLONDON.L A.

FH.

2
3

4
6
7

8
9

10

11

12

14

II

Fit

5*

FH.

15

Dap
6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

Rof

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6
4/2*--. 9/10
'7/1

7/11

>/M
8/8

9/4
7/2*

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

1/25

10

8

9

8

10

10

9
4
7

4
3

4

Price

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$279
S27S

ONE . WAY LA. . LONDON
Dop
6/24

one-way LONDON-LA
Rot.

9/9

Prko
$150

••WAITLIST ONLY
AvaitaMe only to bohafM* members of ttio

University ot California (studonH, faculty,

staH, registered alumni, Immed. family
living in the same housoliold)

carter fllghtt

aKerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between a.m. A 5 p.m

025 1221UC
— - T

eOrOPE CHARTERS. Several schedules
from $250 roondtrip, $150 oneway. Coor-

dinator: Professor Margaret Paal, 247

Roycroft. Long Beach, 90003, (213) 430-

2179 (13M11)

UNISSa^ TRAVSfe,
lBTER FLiOHTiB

1007

IP III ANGELES/LOWDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

1 J-ne 15— -Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 Juno 24-—Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24---Sep 5 11 $275
5* June 27 Sep 13 12 $275

* LA/London/Amsterdam
6 July 1 —Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sop 5 Oct 3 4 $250

p 6Mt WAV ytldtrt-s to Europe

2B Juno 14—LA/London $148
20 July 26—LA/London $139
3B Aug 19—LA/Madrid/rrar\k $135
4B Sep 6 —LA/London $123
SB Sop 12—LA/London $123

.-mm. m but WXV ^L16W& fitiM ti3KbY>t

IN June 14—Aaisterdaat/LA $139
21* Aug 8 — London/LA $139
3N Sep 16— London/LA $14 8

Available only to University of
California students. faculty,
•ployees. extension and Aluami
Member* olua iHsediate faailies.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
IMe're Open On Saturday

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India M>% off. Intra- European
charter flights Student l.D. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210.274 4293 (13 QTR)

8tti ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

i^Jk. uwi0pn-Afn»ttrd«in JlJL.

June 14 Sept. IS

June 24-Sept. 5

June 23 Sept. 11

July i-Aug. 24

July 7 Aug. 28

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
1

1

Weeks
Weeks

1 Weeks

$2fT-
$285
$295
$295
$295

Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam $135

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 039 2401. 4240

Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

Make Summer Going "GREAT'

1) HAWAII w/love, S150 R.T. (stt

2) EUROPEAN Surtimer jobs-

Miss Liberty placement program
3) SOVIET UNION study tour w/credit

4) LAPLAND to KHATMANDU -

Minitrek expeditions, action holiday

TOM 023-1943, C»mpu; Rop

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

$1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, $715.

Israel Europe: 11 weeks, $1195. Japan: 4

weeks. $1011. EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave., Culver

City, (213)839 5247. (13 QTR)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
June 15/Sept. 15 $269

June 28/Sept. 7 $269
June25/A0g.26 $249
Aug. 26/Sept. 26 $269

Sept. 2 one way to AMS $134

Immediate ticketing for discount Mights

London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52, to

Bombay $150, to Nairobi $150. Large

discounts on cars and many other flights,

contact Prof. P. Bentler WC»-A 277 SJOO or

879-3111 c/o Sierra Travel, '•"San;*
Monica Blvd. Bev. Hills. (13 Mil)

EUROPE, $225-285, also Israel, Japan,

Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev.

Blvd., LA. 90048. 6513311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13QTR)

OVERLAND Expedition India. Mid June
$490. London charters $190. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. f9th St., Chicago, III.

60637. (13M7)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

\ i'
"

Immediate ticketing-lnfra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months $125.00
i ,.

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available. \.

INFO: SOFA AGENT-VIC-Dopt. UCLi^ t,

13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872-2283 or 704- 1677

u JiriorinQ...........••••••••••••• F4

SPEAK Chinese. Individual group tutoring

by native speaker. Bob, 395-04S3 6-12 PM for

apoointment. (KM 14 ) i

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473 2492. (14 QTR).

MATH-GRADUATE record examination
preparation. Private tutoring — intensive

$5/hr. NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397-

7335. (14M28)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.

LSAT, etc. Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S. Robertson, 657

4390. (14QTR)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ti>vocai-

EXPERT TYPIST & STCNO. MY HOME^
NEAR CAMPUS. FINEST EQUIPMENT
AND SKILLS. 030-0425.. (1SM7)

TYPING - editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM Sefoctric. Eng. grads.

Nancy 472-4143; Kay 026-7472. (15M13)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Call

GR2-0421 (15M11)

STUDENT needs place in Paris for Sorbonne

Summer Session in exchange for » Will. 475-

5031. ext. 461 (^*M 13)

EDITH IBM term papers, dissertations,

tap* transcription, etc. Accurate, fast, fi

up and delivery. 93).2fta.

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectric Term
papers, dissertations, theses. Fast, ac-

curate 1101 Gayley, Westwood. 473-8127. 804-

IVi. ( ISM 28 )

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IM MBSTWOOO, OROXTON AT WSYBURN-

j;^ — m m SM

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, near

campus Call Esther I2«-70«1. ,ISOTR)

Baseballers meet Washington,

WSU in road doubleheaders

Friday, May 7, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 23

i^..i ...J.; _ -.-

U'

By Ed Burgart

DB Sports Writer

The UCLA batting attack turned hot last weekend

as the Bruins swept four games from Oregon and

"Oregon State. When the baseballers meet

Washington and Washington State up north today

and tomorrow, they'll need more of the same

firepower that helped put them back in the Pacific-8

pennant race.

The situation is simple. The Bruins cannot lose. At

th?top of the Pacific-8 Southern Dvisioh is none other

than use, 11-0 and winners of 20 straight. Breathing

down the Bruins* neck is Stanford, j6-5 but more

important, winners in two out of three against UCLA.

If the two teams tie, the Bruins can turn in their

uniforms; they will not be in the playoffs.

The sweep UCLA needs won't be easy. Coaches

dread going to Washington. The trip is so hazardous

-that the basketball team arranges its games two

days apart. The baseball team must play a

doubleheader against Washington today, and then

meet Washington State tomorrow in yet another

doubleheader.

I

What's worse, UCLA must spend several hours on

the plane getting to Washington, play Washington,

get on another plane to Pullman, and play WSU the

next day. Asking a lotto^win ail four? Mayl)e. But the

talent is there.

The Huskies are 0-9 in the Pac-8 and UCLA should

dispose of them easily. Mickens is cautious, however,

saying the usual, "Any team is cajpable of beating

another on a given day." Washington has just one

man batting over .300, third baseman Jim Dumont
(.335), an All-league second team choice last year.

UCLA enters Cougar country to meet WSU
tomorrow. The Cougars are leading the Pac-8

Northern Division with ^ 5-4 mark and are 24-9

overall. WSU is led by Terry Heaton and Bob Waits,

batting .414 and .388 respectively. In Pac-8 play,

Heaton was hitting .529 before last weekend's games.

Washington State's power hitter is Frank Jackson,

tied for the club lead in homers (3) and leader in Rfil

(26).

If the use games next Friday at Bovard and

Saturday at Sawtelle are to be significant, the Bruins

must come home U-4.

J^:
ON THE ROAD AGAIN — UCLA's baseball twrn resumes Pacific-« play

this afternoonln SeaHle wlHTa^doubleheader against Washlng?d*r. •-^"

Tomorrow, the Bruins have a second twin bill against Washington State,

use leads Pac-8 Southern Division with 110 mark. UCLA is second at 7^,

jStanford is 4-5. WSU leads Northern Division with 5-4 record.

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
/Typing 15 / Apts. - Furnished U >/for Sub-lease ^Autos for Sale 29 ^Autos for Sale ;...29

I'M just your type. (IBM Executive). Neat,

accurate typing tttesis, sct>ool papers. Call

Fritzi. 839 1874.
' (\SM7)

TYPING to your format. Term papers,

ttieses, or manuscripts. Expert at typing

equations. Hourly and page rates available.

Call(2n)794-9620. <15M7)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING GUIDANCE. IBM TYPING^
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
'bargain HUNTERS, RE»=ERENCES 479

8144.477-6382.
"^^^Q^*^*

EXPERIENCED, electric typewriter 3

blocKs from campus Mrs. C. Huber 477-

7609. » ,. ,,,
iMf^7)

IBM Executive and Selectric typewnter-

s ..Ejipenenced... Fast, accurate work^..

^leaie call.. 394-8295. (15M28)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Deposits now for summar/loll

10824 Lindbrookat Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GRS-SS84.^ ^
FURN. 9ach, single apts. A^aii: now; Util.

pd, pool, watk campus Villatje. 479 9981, 530

GICTKOC^ M- - n7M^)

633 GAYLEY
T'i^ SMin.wa Ik Ca:^rpus

WATTS Secretarial Service - (213) 299-3135 -

4032 Butkingham Rd., LA 90008. Specializing

m theses, essays, manustl-ipts. ( is

QtR> .

TYPIST - Ttteses, dissertations, books, term

papers Specialty math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 761-5580. (15 QTR)

THESES, term papers, all forms of typing.

IBM Selectric - fast, accurate. Very

reasonable. Canoga Park Area. 347-5203. (15

M 7) "
,

'^'1'
^^ " '^

RUTH - theses, term papers, maoscrlpts.

Exp. Wkends, daily 5-9. 82^1 162. (15 QTR)

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Sprihg Quarter

473-6412

BH, $175. Large l bdrm., own washer

/dryer ; private yard ; game room/pooltable

.

478-1182. (17M7)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. PicK "P'^**®*'^*''' '1^
school. Alice, 397-3306. ill?!?!

IBM Executive typist. College, medicaid

psych, reports. Stenorette, cassette. Ad-

ditional typists available. Mayfield Services,

340-0333. (15M12)

w WWanjea..... .•....•••.. •...•.44\ * v
,
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UCLA student wants roommate and/or apt.

to share for summer and next year. 826-7653

after 4 p.m. (16M10)

^ Apts. - Furnished 17

PRIVATE patio, garden, furnished singi*

w/kitchen, utilities paid, near Hollywood

Bowl, hillside, $110. 46S0«78. (17 M 13)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

D«ip«Mta now f^ eumnwr/fdl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

FURNISHED bach. Hot
private bath. Si 10 alone,
Gayley Ave. 479-9916.

plate, refrig.,

S55 share. 555
(17M20)

$200 1 BD. Furnished. 3 mos. lease with

,v Q|>tion. 11625 Mayfield. Apt. 8 Brntwd. 826-
"~

'

'' 1251 (17M/)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. turn. apts.

Perfect to share for 1 people.

Rents S175 235 per mon per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392-5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392-5556

2311 Fourth St., SM 392 5686

ENJOY summer or longer. Attractive,

clean, singles accom. 2, 0"^ bedroom apts_

3; one bedroom and den 4. Air cond. Block

campus. Pools, sundecks. G«'->9",17 M U
Landfair. 479 5404.

^^iBIMa

^Apts, -Unfurnished 18

ONE Bdrm. apt. Large terrace. Walk UCLA.

Faculty, staff, or graduate couple. Call 477-

0397 eves. v l!l___

$85^rvENiCE, large single, l 1/' »>''<*:
J®

beach. 399 7218. \^^^^'

^ Apts. to Share '"

3 bdrm. FURNISHED apt. V«"*«
,.7/;

room $45 per month. Audrey. 399 2346. ( 19 M
10) __^
TWO male roommates to share •»rge 2

bedroom 2 bath apt. $58.33 per '"Oj",»,»'^"j'*-

7633.

FEMALE, grad or working to share West-

wood apt Warner Ave. $105. 475 2050. ( W M
7)

2 BDRM. furri. apt. married student housing

S135 utilities included, garage. June 15-Sept.

391 7560 (SLMIO)

SUBLET apt. May 8 Aug. i ; 140/mo; 1 bdrm
turn ; Brentwood, 826 7415 (SL M 10)

BERKELEY Summer sublease deluxe 2

bdrm , 5 blks from C»l. $200. Days call 245-

3604, Henry. --— (SLM19)

SUBLET beautiful 1 bedroom, pool, near

beach, air conditioned. June Sept. $250 in

eluding utilities. 454 4496. 4&L MID

$205 2 BDRM. apt. 2 ml campus. ,2 bdrm,'-

bath upstetrs, living room/kitchen down-

stairs Stove, frig, carpets, drapes Unfurn

June 20 Oct 1. 1411 Federal, #1,473 5542. (SL

M22) -
-

--
'

. ^_,

FURNISHED Delux summer 1 bdrm, TV,

dishwasher, garage. No pets, children. 9-12

am weekdays 826-4244. (SLM7)

AUGUST sublet. Furnished 2/bdrm , dining

room, fireplace, walled garden house. 10

min campus $275. 825 2655, 836-4165.

^ House to Share 22

SHARE turn house with yard. Own room.

Close by. 479 5988. (22M10)

•64 MERCURY Sedan. Good condition.

•SURFER SPECIAL" REAR WINDOW
Full power, AIR. $400 Early AM and eves ,

4722252. (29M10),

•69 BMW 2002, low mileage, one owner,

excellent condition, reclining seats, stick

shift $2,900 GR2 9712, 825 7552. (29 M 13)

•69 MUSTANG. Air conditioning, automatic

transmission, power brakes and »»••••'»•'

new tires. Tom •360798. t^^*^^*

•67 SEDAN Triumph 2000 6 cylinders stick

shift, low mileage, A l condition $1150. 670-

6384ext.24. ^<29M 11)

'66 MUSTANG, red convertible, V8 219, 4

speed, Kint. $775 (WA6GDS) ,„^,,.
839 0361.,—-i--i_ *"^,'"

'63 CHEV 1/2T P V Completely rebuilt with

gypvv wagon camper $750 or best offer. 392

9JJ2 ( 29 M 12)

'62 PORSCHE super 90 xInt cond, com
pletely rebuilt, 8,000 mi ,new interior,

pirelhs, nms, dual webers 454 S779 (29 M
10) - -

.

65 VW Bus, w/new guaranteed engine $1«0*.

47)7113, 473 2443 Also Roberts 770X

laperecorder$l75 (29 MID

71 DUNE BUGGY fiberglass shell, top.

buckets, strppt legal meticulously kept.

$875 /trade Call 274 3003.839 S435 (79 M 11)

'70 VOLVO PliOO, air, AM FM, low mileage,

must sell, make offer 825 3440, 886 4251 after

5 (29M1D

NEED one male student Share canyon

home near UCLA. Private room, »1W, 279-

1 860 after 1^ 00. (22 M U)

HOUSE in the Glen. Need one person to

share room or use loft. Jim. 47^^. (22M7)

FEMALE Roommates wanTJd ^^ look for

and share house near beach C«H Marilyrr

399 4373 or leave message at 396 7846 (
M

J Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25

FEMALE babysitter: Private room/bath

and TV-walking distance to campus. Salary

.

475 1120^
<"^'<»

WORKING mother needs summer sitter

with wheels 3 school Hids^ Some »>rea<l. or

live out School year if works. ^^»'^'»""« "*:

5151, ext 468,836 3237 (25 M 7)

TRIUMPH Roadster $150. New clutch, good

tires, needs some work Nick, '* ''^.^J'^^
negotiable. <^'^ '''

•62 MONZA, 4 speed stick, bucket seats, orig

owner, excellent care. White with black

interior 876 5474 (29 Mil)

'69 PONT 1 AC GTO Beautiful, power brakes,

bucket seats, vinyl top, air conditioning

Wholesaling $2200 789 6733 ( 29 M fl )

'68 VOLVO 122S 2 dr , auto /air, AM/FM •

Low mileage new tires Cleanest tn town -

839 S404 ( 29 M 1

D

CARSin EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUOE NT Va«rt TEACHERS.

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P O BOX 69504

LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

'67 MUSTANG. 6 cyl. 3 Speed Engine, body,

excellent One owner $1000 / best offer 826

7JM. (29 M 7)

BARGAIN Blue '68 Triumph GT6, wire

wheels, radial tires, lOw mileage, $1750.

After 6, 474,2418 (29 MID

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile

.^ jp^
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN TaR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G.M. Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

U
V956 VOLVO Newly painted, $275.00. 'l96-33f7

Roger, or SM Ice Palace Tues, Thurs, Fri,

Satntghts. (29 M 7)

CHEV '64 Impala 4dr Power steering. R/M
WSW. tinted glass $400 00 9|) 0822 (29M10)

TRIUMPH Spit<ire '4/ hard/soft top XInt.

cond, new clutch tlOOO 476 4144 after 5

(29M)0)p m

A-1
'60 FIAT 850 Spyder, AM FM stereo, car

peting, xInt cond , $1300 / best offer 82) 1$50

evenings (29 MID

FREE room, kitchen use in exchange for

part time care of my mottter, WLA, "*•*'

823 7407 (25M11)

•67 VW Bliig. Excellent running condition,

good tires, -brakes, clutch, interior $975

/best offer. 474 5932. tntAI)

•67 VOLVO 122S 2 door sedan, 43,000 original

miles Excellent condition *•*•'»**•[- •^,
7538.

i79fAU

~
offer '64

offer.

(29 M7)

70 VOLVO 1425 XInt cond AM FM.
Michelins Leaving for Europe Call_X$ii3i

or 472 5M9. (29M 10)

'63 SPRITE Nu paint, tires

BUICK LESABRE PS, PB
Drafted 391 8913 eves.

SERIOUS grad student willing to do

caretaking duties for room & »»"•" **'*''y:

Eves, 278 7067.
l2iN\7 }

ROOM offered. Student 20 or over, exchange

light duties, nights, Saturdays. Two
teenagers, working mother. 390-3255. (25 M

y/Room for Rent 26

LARGE, sunny, quiet. Private Brentwood

home. Female Separate entrance, bath $85

month. GR6 1721 evenings. (26M13)

""EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with our "Buy here take

delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

191 0445, 870 6928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

'60 SPRITE Good cond $315/best offer

Most sell 825 2757, 8 5 AMer 6 PM. 223 0141

Eleanor ^^^
'^1\.

•67 TRIUMPH Sedan 2000 6 cylinders, stickl

shift, low mileage, A 1 condition $1,150 670

6384 ext 24 (29M1D|

•63 MERC Monterey $400 R * H, good

interior and tires Leaving country, must

sell 936 2444 (29M12)

'65 MORGAN plus 4 4seater XInt Low mi.,

R/H, radials. '•O" cam, $3,000/offeV' Eves

222 6263, campus 52370 (79MI2)

DODGE '67 Coronet, original owner, Vt.

auto, PS, radio, XInt cond $895 474 1269 (29

M n

'69 VW blue automatic bug Only 11,000

miles Must be seen to appreciate $1400

Firm 479 3636 (IfMH)

VW '70 Fastback automatic AM/FM. xint.
.^

red. $2100 GR9 68J1 (29M12)

555 LEVERING
Singles l Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

OR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (irOTR)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round
living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478 1735

PRIVATE patio, garden, furnished single
w/kitchen, utilities paid, near Hollywood
Bowl, hillside, $110, 465 0878 (17M 13)

LARGE 2-bedroom WLA apt. with 2 males

mI /month, own room. Utilities '"clwded

''477-1316^
kiymn

1 BLOCK from campus, $100 '"<>"»»'
*Ji7

wiTh 22 yr. old female nurse.
47^9^*f5.

Marianne. !

,;;^;T^;;;;ii^^^riendiy *»"<»«"» ^"i'^;,"2;

S85 per month, of. pat.o, near campu^Sj^free

parking. 473 3286

F^EE r^m^and meals to girl student or

grad Share quiet apt near ocean ^'/hjuv
Phone eves or week-ends. 399.6D0. (19M12)

GIRL to share w/2 others Barrington Plaia.

H12/mo. call Nancy at 769 0727 or 47^^ ^ ^^^

FEMALE share 2 bdrm., 2 story •?» '"

Westwood $65/mo Starting June Anne, 477

6854.
n9^MrD

GIRL summer, share 2 bdrm »> •T'l'V

$87 50 mo 826 1356. (19 MID

PRIVATE entrance, delightful porch, air

conditioned Grand piano. 10591 Cushdon.

UPO 0040. $70 month. No hippies. (26M 7)

Beverlywood House room for rent $7$/month

plus utilities. Nice roomi niCf •f- "'ce

people 836 5442 (26M10)

y^Autos for Sale 29

ANY make/»nodel/new car

domest.c) it near dealer's

Collegiate Concepts, |8tl610

(foreign A
cost Call

(29 M 12)

66 PLYMOUTH 4 dr , factory •^•J^
condition Will sacrifice Call «»'*;•"*',*

825 1033
inr^^^t

'71 DATSUN 240Z 400 miles

air, AM/FM stereo, mags
week ends 826 7402

Illness Blue.

i5300 Eves,
(29M 12)

•67 TRIUMPH TR4A IRS Excellent cond ,

blue, wire wheels, Michelins. *'2^^»:7{,
396 4911. eves

"^ " *(29Mt3)

DODGE Charger '66 383 P/S, auto , R/H.

•68 FIAT 850 Spider, $8$0. AM r»ft0.t»^
convertible, good cond morn, •/*";••
eves, 395 6870 (29M1JJ

'70 VOLVO 1800E, $3900, AM/FM stereo,

yellow, injection, excellent cond , morn., 474-

6396; eves, 395-6870. ['^^^1\^

'67 ROVER, good cond., need to sell, offer,

474 9228 after 6 p.m , RiCk Huff (29M 12)

'37 PACKARD conv CPE '110' restored

$1600 or make offer Call: 390 2948. (29M13)

/
Cycles, Scooters

ror ^aie.. ...... ......•.•• •*!/

'68 YAMAHA JOScc 7,000 mi ,
exceflowl

condition, rack and helmet, $350 837 1644 (N
M 13)

3 WHEEL Westcoaster Mini truck XIM.

r ond Must see' $I95 or best offer *n
690 (HM 12)

ROOMMATE to Share «"»":;"'**'*^*P\

palms area. Call Cheryl 828-6942. (1»M7)

'67 MGB Roadster, AM FM, low mileage,

good condition, yellow $975 393 3526 ( 29 M

-68 VW Bug good cond Must sell before

summer S 1100 /best 39) 8913 ( MID

6) DOOC»L U.»(l. auloinalic. po*"-'

Steering, radio, heater, good condition. $475

/best offer 653 7018 (29M 11)

69 YAMAHA, 305 cc Low mileage, excellent

condition, extras. 821 5*61 (30M7)

68 VW R * H. 4 spd New pamt. tires, brakes,

cond.. avail June 10 $1150 892 5719
lint

after 4 pm

69 YAMAHA 2$0 CC Induro immaculate

Only 2500 miles $550 Must sell 363 5078 (30

M 101

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, i tnlrms / singles,

f^ireplace, Ige heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Ouiett

wag , IWaid availab l e Nor th Of ff l lfltlre .

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave (off Gayley)
479 8144 (17 QTR)

YOU need a share? Come to *" '-ar.df.ijr

Reserve shares lor summer Block UCLA^

479 5404 ^

FEMALE Share 2 bdrm apt with one

DiartA.<75 42 i9

•68 DATSUN sedkn, black New tires, clutch

Immaculate $l200/best offer 825-4921 days,

271 8468 eves (29 M 13)

•55 CLASSIC MG TF exc cond red 826 4082

night , |25 7836 day $1200/best off pr ( 29 M
13)

VW '57 sunroof XInt mech cond Low

mileage New top. brakes $325, "^»»][»

eves (29M10)

•69 PONTIAC GTO conv Air, FM stereo,

power brakes steering windows •"•""•

27 000 miles 275 8133 ( 29 M 1 D

HONDA 450 c c 71 model only ••• '^••*.

Call 825-2767 afternoon (wwi^i

HONDA CB 450 Absolutely """'*5*|;***

Custom pa.nt, megaphones, discj>rakes.

SSOOm. Steve ''• *"'"'***•''* ,^ m 7)
7900

GIRL Share with 2 other girls, spa<»ous 2

bedroom 1 1/2 bath apt Large patio Ldry

room Walk to campus 478 4190. 9R8 6iy

•64 CHEVELLE Station Wagon Good con

dition Radio, heater Call 477 1620

tvenings (2fMn)

66 TRIUMPH TR 4A IRS, wire wneeis, »o+t

radial tires $D00 825up /Tonneau,
6403,843 2138

new
( 29 M 1 1)

67 YAM .-. -M r.
"

•, r ;r s- rr- -•. 2*****1*

New tires battery $325 /best •«•'*?*;*,
782 5445 (JBMIIJ

'^m

7*-. *r*
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fa^/ ^(7 i&e^'//? today in support of Soviet Jews
By Joyce Flnil '^

:

DB Staff Writer

A 24-hour "Fast for Freedom" for Soviet Jews will begin

at 7:30 today on Janss Steps, with a teach-in and a vigil

continuing through the night.

The fast, which will be held on 27 campuses across the

United States and Canada, is being coordinated by the Hillel

Council here.

"The fast was an outgrowth of concern expressed by

college students from 27 campuses at the Pacific Hillel

Institute held in Los Angeles this month," Frank Niehaus,

chairman of the Soviet Jewry Committee here, said.

A movie, 'Let My Peojie Go" about the national

liberation movement within tjie Soviet Union and protests

in the United States, will be shown at 9

A rally is also scheduled for noon tomorrow at Janss

Steps to highlight the fast. Speakers will be Congressman

Alphonzo Bell (R.-28th District), Councilman Thomas
Bradley (10th District), comedian Allen Sherman,

supervisor Kenneth Hahn, Rabbi Hillel Silverman and Zev

Yaroslavsky, a student heroi.

A large jail type exhibit c|rttaining articles forbidden to

Soviet Jews — map of Israel, prayer shawl and **matzah,"

will be on display all day tomorrow by Janss Steps.

"We want the Soviet Union to know that we will not

remain silent, that we denamd that the human nght to live

where one chooses should be granted to all Soviet citixem.

The world Jewish conununity has known for severalyemrs

that the Soviet government is responiive to world preMure.

An example is the reducing ci death sentences of defen-

dants of the Leningrad trial to 15 years of hard labor which

was brought about only by world pressure," Niehaus said.

Other campuses will have similar activities Hillel

Council at the University of Toronto will be sponsoring a

trip to Ottawa coordinated with the OtUwa and Montreal

communities A fast in front of the Soviet Embassy will be

held there, according to Rabbi Yehuda D. Eliexri.
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Track showdown tomorrow-. Bruins vs. SC Funding shortage forces limit to computer usage

By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer

Vem Wolfe, the head track coach at USC, has stated that

he feels the sprints will be the key to who wins tomorrow's

titanic dual meet which begins at 1:15 in the UCLA track

stadium. Jim Bush of UCLA says. "Every event m this

meet will be a key one."

The diTference in these two opinions suggests that Wolle

feels the Trojans really need to win the dashes while Bush

realizes his team has the potential to overcome losses no

matter where they occur.

*The hurdles are the only events where they have a clear

superiority over us," Bush claims. "Everything else is

really up in the air," he adds.

KTLA Channel 5 will televise the meet beginning at 2.

The Bruins bring a 17-meet winning streak into the match

including a 100-54 romp over the Trojans in last year's dual

finale. USC has coasted to five victories without a loss this

year and has a good chance to add to its record 25 NCAA

track championships at the national meet in Seattle in June.

Who wants it the most

•'It's going to depend on who wants it the most," Bush

says, "and who feels the best on this particular Saturday. I

think the team that is the toughest mentally and physically

will win. And I like to think that we're the toughest." Bush

also believes his team i? in its best shape of the year right

now. The only man missing tomorrow will be j^uarter-miler

Steve Gibson.

Ronnie Welch, one Bruin returning from a leg injury for

the meet, could provide the Bruins with enough speed to

^pset Troy's 440 relay team. The USC quartet of Leon

Brown, Edesel Garrison, Ron Pharris, and Willie Deckard

has posted a 39.5 time — the best in the country this year.

UCLA, with Reggie Echols (9.6) running instead of Welch

(9.4), has a 39.7 best.

The feature race of the day will undoubtedly be the 440

yard dash. John Smith and Wayne Collett of UCLA each ran

DAILY
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the quarter-mile in 45.7 last year and also had the best 400

meter times in the worid in 1970. USC's Edesel Garrison ran

a 45 5 in the 1969 NCAA meet but was hobbled last year.

Garrison has only a 46.7 best this year but with a runmng

start in the mile relay eariier this year against California

(on UCLA's track) he had a 44.7 leg. Collett and Smith have

46.1 and 46.0 bests this season. « ^ o ,n« i

In the two other sprints, Deckard. commg off a 9.3 100 last

Saturday in Corvalles, Ore., heads an ouUtanding field. His

Gates open at 12:15

The Track Stadium gates will be opened at ap-

proximately 12: 15 p.m. tomorrow for the UCLA-USC track

meet UCLA students will be admitted free upon presen-

tation of their student ID cards, while UCLA faculty and

staff will be admitted free upon presentation of their

athletic privilege cards. USC students will be admitted free

upon presentation of the BACK of their activity books.

Regular ticket prices run $3.00 for adults, $1.00 for high

school students, and 50<t for youngsters 12 and unden

USC teammates Leon Brown (9.5) and Ron Pharris (9.7)

will join him against Warren Edmonson (9.3), Ronnie

Welch (9.4), Reggie Robinson (9.3), and Reggie Echols

(9.6) in the century. In the 220, Deckard's (20.5) top

challenger should be John Smith (20.7) although Garrison

(20.5), Robinson (20.5), and Edmonson (20.7) have com-

parable lifetime marks.

James McAlister, UCLA's phenomenal freshman long

jumper, has been given time off from spring football to

compete in his specialty. He doesn't figure to be at his best

but may have to be at least close to it to top Trojan Henry

Hines. Hines jumped 26-1 3/4 last week compared to

McAlister's 26^ effort in his last try against Oregon.

Another Bruin, Finn Bendixen, has been over 25 feet con-

sistently and with a substantial improvement on his 25-6 of

last week could upset everyone.

UCLA's premiere distance runners, Ruben Chappins and

Joe Balasco, haven't doubled in a long while but are

counted on to do it tomorrow. *'Any good miler can do it

(run both the mile and two-mile the same day)," according

to Bush, "if he isn't tired from doing it all year long

Anyway 1 promised Joe he could double when he asked me a

while back." Chappins (4:05.5, 8:52.4) has been running the

two-mile most of the year even though he and Balasco

(4:07.0, 8:49.2), who has been concentrating on the mile,

have better lifetime bests in the other's specialty. Ruben

Mejia (8:59.'4), after a good steeplechase against Cal

(9: 15.6) may also be a factor in the two-mile. "He gained a

lot of confidence at Cal," Bush says.

Jean-Pierre Corval, one of two UCLA competitors from

France, will run in the intermediate hurdles for the first

time since the opening nneet in February. Even if he could

duplicate his 51.7 he ran then, Corval would still probably be

pressed by USC's Henry Jackson (52.2), Bob Coffman

(52.5), and Lance Babb (52.5).

Infrequent defeats

Joe ^tunovich, a New Zealander at USC, may hand the

Bruins one of their infrequent defeats in the discus. Mark

Ostoich (184-0) and the fast improving freshman Roger

Freberg (178-9) seem well out of Antunovich's (197-10)

class.

Commenting on the unpredictabUity of the meet, Bush

says, "Our half-milers (Paul Williams and Bob Langston)

have better times but you know dam well a 1-2 in that event

is very rare: But that's what makes a meet like this very

interesting and entertaining — for the fans.'*

Oarsmen host Huskies in race of the year
By John Wood
DB Sports Writer

Approximately 12 months ago, two boats

of delicate molding were set gently into the

water somewhere up north in Washington.

The tall, well-built oarsmen carrying these

boats stepped into their small seat com-

partments, tied themselves to its built-in

rigging, and paddled calmly out to a point

designated as the starting line. As they

looked down the 2000-meter course, at

least 50,000 (that's right, 50,000) rabid

Washington Husky fans began their

traditional chant of "Huskies! Huskies!

Huskies!"

The boats were only inches apart when

the command was given, and the

memorable race began. Approximately

six minutes later, the boats crossed the

finish line, and UCLA had won one of the

most exciting crew races ever seen on the

West Coast by no more than 18 inches!

Washington and UCLA, probably the two
»,x^ ^r-n^tt iv-^vi/fur*: in thp natinn at thflt timr.

••# •« «•••«•««*««•*«.«. • ««• * «*^-«**4

i and it w.. '»vious Washington wanted

,0 win it all. They did not, however, and the

tnt i f y of that bitter defeat has remained

ATith them for 12 long months—nine of

which have been spent on the water in

rugged practice workouts. They did

achieve one consolation from this: they

went to the IRA and UCLA did not.

Nevertheless, the Huskies and 50,000 of

their supporters had been shocked by the

astonishing Bruin upset, and undoubtedly

they have not forgotten it.

Tomorrow afternoon, the two titans,

both undefeated and both rated among the

top in the country, will meet each other

once again, only this time it will be on the

Bruin's Marina del Rey course. UCLA,

albeit without a following of 50,000 fans,

will just the same be content with those

who do show up. After all, the Bruin's

entire effort will be concentrated on one

goal : to get their bow across the line first,

not on how many people are rooting for

them as they pass the boathouse.

The winner of this race will definitely go

into the Western Sprints the heavy

favorite, and everyone's attention will

probably be focused on the disparity

between the two shells as they cross the

ample. UCLA wing and

its winning margin is slight, this fact will

give hope to those other schools vying for

the Sprint crown. They could then enter

the regatta knowing that if they stayed

close to Washington, they would also be

close to the Bruins.

If, on the other hand, UCLA were to win

by several boat lengths, it would

demonstrate to the other crews the

enormous task lying ahead of them. For

even if they were to exhibit their finest

performance of the season and beat

Washington, a tremendous feat for

anyone, it would still leave them several

boat lengths behind UCLA, presuming of

course that both boats race the same race

as they did before.

Earlier this season, coach Jerry Johnsen

compared his present varsity eight to that

of last year. The comments could only

prove to be disheartening to Husky fans:

** Individually, this year's squad is not as

strong as last year's, but they are quicker.

We are more experienced than last season,

and this could account for faster times.

Last year's boat was the fastest I've ever

seen. At any given point of any race, they

had the capability of being quicker than

this year's boat, but over the full distance

of the course, our shell this year is better

than last year's."

Johnsen's only real complaint to date

has been the fact that UCLA has not yet

raced anyone in the same class as

Washington. The Bruins have not been

seriously pressed for the full distance yet.

However, he overlooked one important

fact—Washington has not faced anyone in

the same class as the Bruins either.

Tomorrow's race could see either or

both varsity crews break the Manna

course record of 5:51.7 set in 1967 against

Loyola.

CREW NOTES
The UCLA-USC track meet will be

completed in plenty of Ume for the

Wahington race, which should begin ap

proximately 5:45 p.m. To get to the

boathouse from UCLA, Uke the San Diego

Freeway South to the Jefferson Blvd. oft

ramp. Go right on Jefferson to Lincoln

Blvd. Turn right on Lincoln and continue to

Fiji Way. Turn left onto Fiji Way and

follow all the way to the cul-de-sac by the

Villa Venetia Apts.

Parking: Drivers should drop their

passengers at the boathouse and then park

at the launch ramp on Fiji Way. Two

trams wiU rua back and forth both before

and after the race. Parking »s ^
'^^

available by the old boathouse site and in^

Playa del Rey beach parking site, but

Johnsen advises that the Fiji area is the

best.

By Rick Kwan ..^

DB Staff Writer

Except for classes, all universitv-funded use of the

Campus Computer Network (CCN) was suspended at

midnight yesterday. An emergency notice concerning the

freeze is being circulated among university-funded (in-

tramural) users today, according to CCN Director William

B. Kehl.

The notice states that users of CCN should turn in

emergency request forms by Wednesday. The Campus

Computing Policy Committee (CCPC) , chaired by assisUnt

vice chancellor for research Albert Barber, will then

evaluate the computing needs of the campus for the

furation of the fiscal year. *

If normal intramural use were allowed to continue, Kehl

said funds would run out on May 20. Thereafter, classes and

researchers who could not have found external support

would have been unable to use CCN until July 1, the start of

the new fiscal year.

CCN intramural funds now come from three sources. The

International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) has

provided a five-year grant, expiring in April 1972. The

National Science Foundation (NSF) has provided for $1

million, up to June 1972. The rest—about 20 per cent—comes

from the office of the President of UC.

Intramural users receive computing funds from three

faculty suer committees, covering the physical science,

engineering and mathematics, and north campus. Kehl said

the committees have been advised every two weeks of the

potential shortage. In fact, cutbacks were made in

December, March and April.

However,' each time a user ran out of funds, all he had to

do was ask his faculty user committee for an additional

allocation. As a result, users have been using the co"]P"^.^''

'•at a faster rate than the university has dollars," Kehl said^

The charge for computing time runs several hundred

dollars per hour. Most programs however, do not require

more than a few seconds of computing. Most of the time

between submitUng and receiving a program is spent in

reading the program into the computer and prinUng the

results.

Policy comirilttee

to review needs
vrXlWiiW^fl^^WrytWtW!:*^

'•"•»"•..•

^:::::^!y*:::::^!%::%::%::^^

EMERGENCY NOTICE

To: All CCN Intramural Users

The UCLA Campus Computing PoUcy Committee

directed that all CCN intramural charge numbers,

: except classes, be suspended at midnight Sunday, May

I
9. Any user who has an extremely urgent need to use the

: computer between now and June 30, 1971, can fill out an

: e;MERGENCY REQUEST form available in Room 4903

i of Math Sciences Addition. This form must be completed

• and returned to this same room by 4 p.m., Wednesday,

;' May 12. Do not mail. These requests will be reviewed by

•: the UCLA Campus CompuUng Policy Committee and the

i results posted outside this same room at noon on Friday,

•: May 14. Educational users graduating this June will

:* receive first priority.

Class charge numbers will not have to be cancelled.

k However, all instructors must complete and return the

j: EMERGENCY REQUEST form by noon, Wednesday,

•: May 12, in order to obUin an adjusted allocation. The

g class allocation will be cancelled if the form is not

I completed and returned. Do not mail.

The funding problem arises from an Incrcasoi^load of

intramural computing.

Many more courses depend this year on the computer

than last year. (In fact, class use of the computer this

quarter doubles the usage of the winter.) There are also

many more people using the computer in producing their

theses. But, there has not been a proportional increase m
intramural funding.

CCPC in action now for two months, met last Thursday

and decided on the emergency measures Priority of

A*

computer use will be given to June graduates, according to

Kehl. The committee, he said, will look over emergency

request forms due Wednesday. By the end of the week,

service will be restored to non-class users.

Kehl had anticipated a shortage at least in 1972, since last

fall. He told the Daily Bruin that profewocs at that time

were urged to find external support for computing, i.e. that

they should include the cost of computing as part of their

research grant requests CCN would have to protect use

first, he said.

The Daily Bruin learned originally of the funding shor-

tage for this fiscal uear from users of the North Node

(located in Graduate Business Administration) of CCN, last

Wednesday Prof. E. R. McLean, director of GBA com-

puting services, was informed that same day by CCN that

intramural funds were expected to run out in two weeks.

Consequently. McLean sent a noUce to GBA faculty

stating, "If this occurs as predicted, CCN will immediately

cancelall classroom charge numbers (NBC- - O and aU

research charge numbers (NBR- -) that rely on in-

tramural funding The computer will then remain idle

(except for extramurally-funded users) until July 1st . .
.

As absurd as this appears, there seems to be no remedy or

recourse. Therefore, please plan accordingly"

Presently, McLean said, the computer uses oi>ly 40 per

cent of its time in actual computing The rest orth« time, it

sits idle. Had intramural computing been terr|iinated, the

computer still would not be shut down because of ex-

tramural use. which accounts for 10 per cent of the com-

puter's time It would then spend the other 90 per cent of the

time idle. "The only variable costs are cards and paper,"

McLean said These account for only a small fracUon ol

computing costs. '
-

"It is ridiculous to treat the computer like a parking and

grounds, " he said. "Cutting intramural support doesn't

save anything." '^

McLean further cited that CCN's basic problem has been

that it has tried to make itself attractive to researchers, i.e^

that the system is not "user-oriented." He quesUoned

whether or not the researcher, attracted to CCN and UCLA

by the enormous computing system, is getting user-type

aid.

if
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Summe r
Enrollment for both 1971

summer sessions is expected to

reach 10,000 students, according

to Marge Johanson of the Office

of Summer Sessions here.

The first session will start on

Monday, June 21, with ap-

plications for admission due on

June 2. For those students

wishing to register by mail, the

applications are due FYiday,

May 14. There is a $10 ap-

plication fee.

The normal course load for

students enrolled in each

session will be limited to eight

units. Those students wishing to

take additional units will be

allowed to do so after receiving

approval of the dean of th^ir

respective schools.

Courses during the six-week

sessions will be identical, or

nearly so, with the regular

course offerings and normal

credit.

The summer session operates

on a completely self-sustaining

basis with funds coming en-

tirely from student fees. Tuition

during the summer session is

uniform for both resident and

non-resident students. Th^ cost

for each session is $150 ($160

less $10 application fee) or $280

for both sessions.

Summer sessions were

started here in 1970 after

cancellation of the regular

summer quarter in the fall of

1969. The original justification

for changing from the semester

system to the quarter system

was to give students the op-

portunity to complete school

A

5:

g

Wv:*:!.!
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HelplmT 82 5-7646

J
faster and to save money for the

^ University.

After experimentation with

the program it waj discovered

only about one-third of the ..

regularly enrolled students |:

were attending the summer jj

quarter. The low attendance

made it difficult to operate the

10-week quarter on the

University budget, so two

summer sessions replaced the

summer quarter.

i
=====

I Student bit

I on hand by dog
$: Kevin Gilman was bitten on

the hand by an all-black dog.

weighing about 45 pounds, last

Friday in front of Royce Hall

while watching the San Fran-

cisco Mime Troupe perform.

He would appreciate the dog's

owner calling him at 782-9477 to

know whether or not the dog has

been vaccinated for rabies.

Nader backs public firm
By Joyce FInil

DBSUff Writer

Law^shidents here are formulating plans to start a public interest law

firm—Citizens Action Law Associates (CAL Advocates)—similar to the

one being formed at UC Berkeley, according to Ron Brutoco. a third year

law student here.

Funds for the firm may come from a proposed $1.50 per student, per

quarter, tax. The proposal will be placed on the first referendum of the

fall quarter. "If the students vote to tax themselves, it will still be

voluntary. Students will have the first seven days of the quarter to get

their $1.50 refunded," Brutoco said.

The firm will be composed of four to five full-time attorneys who will be

involved in litigation of consumer, environmental and civil rights cases

on behalf of the citizens of California.

The student fee will be needed for the first three years only. By filing

class actions, the firm may then become self supporting, accc^r^g to

Brutoco.

The firm will be governed by a board of directors composed of students

appointed by the Graduate Student Association, Student Legislative

Council and Student Bar Association. Two professors from the law schpol

will also serve on the board.

•*The firm will provide a vehicle for students to take on societal in-

stitutions off campus, and battle them; by getting it together here we can

change the outside world," Brutoco said.

The firm will only take cases that have an impact on many citizens, not

just the defendant.

The group is being backed by consumer advocate Ralph Nader.

Speaking at Berkeley, Nader said, *'We are not talking about a Boy Scout

group of idealists. We are talking about an effective legal tool by com-

petent experienced attorneys." Nader gave the $1,000 honorarium he

received for speaking, to the Berkeley law school as a kick-off con-

tribution for CAL Advocates there.

When CAL Advocate groups are started on several campuses, a central

coordinating group will be formed. However, each campus group will still

be independent.
'
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TO:

RE:

STUDENTS AT UCLA

REASONS FOR LIVING AT LA MANCHA

.i^^

LOCATION: You willlive at the edge of campus just a few minutes walk from

classes.

ACCOMMODATIONS: You may hove^a single, double, triple, or three-bedroom

suite. Our suite bedrooms cluster around a central livingroom and bath and are air

conditioned, carpeted, quiet, and well furnished. Suites, doubles, and triples

have refrigerators.

FOOD: You will alwqys have a choice of two or three main dishes at each meal

(including steak once a week.) You have unlimited seconds (except steak night.'

Service is quick and convenient buffet style in a carpeted dining room.

LIVING STYLE: The community is co-educational and each student's living space is

respected as his own home. Each person con choose the combination of privacy and

involvement that suits his or her needs.

RECREATION: There is a swimming pool, sauna, rec room with billiards and ping pong,

color television, pin ball machines, weekend trips, parties, dances, movies, concerts,

lectures and a lot of disorganized fun.

STAFF: A professional Student Affairs Director and Student Staff are available to assist

residents in using available resources for solving personal or educational problems.

Group counseling is usually available in the residence hall. The staff provides program

assistance to the community.

COST: The rates for accommodations, the use of all recreational and support services

and prepared meals begin at $135.00 a month in September for the triple room. You

might save a few dollars by living in a dormitory, but you would sacrifice some privacy

and fun. You could save a few more dollars by living in an apartment, but first consider

the houre of cooking, shopping, and cleaning. Why not get the advantages of both and

eliminate the problems?

WHAT TO DO: Write for a brochure: La Mancha, 930 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles,

California 90024 or call us at (213) 475-5831 or oome over to see us and talk to the

people who live here.
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indax Editor Stan Barkowiti
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The book
by

Bob Dylan

TARANTULA
BOB DYLAN

\

s
t,

t

Tarantula is Bob Dylan's first

book, the only book he has

ever written. It is a work of

power and imagination, of

variety and richness—of

words and spirit.

Tarantula is filled with peaks

of brilliance and fields of

lumor. It is the plain truth.

It is the complicated truth.

/ou may wish to read it

through more than once, for

it is not easy to get it all the

first time. Tarantula $3.95

ii. MA^MiOAN COMPANY
A CClf CX>MPANY

uo. li.Y., II.V. 10022
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Pesticides suggested
Smith outlines his philosophy

,^ ,„,^^ ^„ ecology
D.. 43...x^o.*«^A thf> h«Mit mpn in its fiplH hAcniMi* ^mith f^niovs ttie Size of the ^^
By Susie HaUgo
DB SUfff Writer

( Editor's note: This is the first in a five-part

series of interviews with the recipients of the

Alumni Association's Distinguished Teaching-

Awards for 1971 The five will be honored at the

Association's award banquet this Sunday.)

**Very simply, I try to get

students to ttiink—ttiat is what we
professors are here for,'* Duane E.

Smith, 38, assistant professor of

pohtical science and one of this

year's recipients of the

Distinguished Teaching Award,

said. ;

"The best way to do this is to act

enthusiastic about the subject and

hope my students will become

enthusiastic also," Smith said.

Term papers and essay

examinations are also in-

strumental in getting students to

think, according to Smith. "If you

ask the right kinds of questions, I

don't see how a student cannot

think about the material.

"Currently; I give students in my
American Political Thought class a

paper to do every two weeks," he

^ added. —'

'

"

'

Objections

Smith has few objections to the

quarter system here. **lt yvas

originally set up as consisting of 10

weeks, but lately it has been only

nine to eight and one-half weeks

long. That really isn't much time to

study 10 or more books. The

quarter system is more of a

problem to graduate students. But

I have never really objected

strongly to it, although I do think

the course load should be reduced

to three.

ttie best men in its field, became Smith enjoys the siie of the

there isn't enough money," Smith University here. **I prefer a big

said. university. There is much more

'However, I like UCLA so much, variety in faculty and students. At

things would have to get desperate a smaller college there may be

before I'd leave, unless they kicked only nine or 10 eoUeagues in your

me out," Smith said. department and if you don't like a

Tenure few of them, it could become a very

He also has a few feelings at)out oppressing atmosphere. Here,

tenure. **rd like to get it one day," there are 45 professors in the

he laughed. "We ought to retain department, so if I don't like any of

tenure, but it could also stand a few them, I Just don't have to see

changes. Right now it is very rare them," he said,

for a tenured professor to be let

^y Bruce CUyton
DB Science Reporter

In the ecology-conscious atmosphere prevalent today it seems almost

blasphemous that a bona fide ecologist should suggest the use of

pesUcides in investigating theecology of our fteWsandforests.

Yet, such is the case.

Charles R Malone, a National Academy of Sciences «fo*<«>5:'

»»
go," Smith said, whose review for

tenure is coming up this fall.

"It is a lot harder to make a

DB phoio — Sue Cochran

judgment about a person's

teaching ability than his research.

There is not too much tangible

evidence of teaching evaluation;

too often it is based on gossip.

"The political science depart-

ment is trying to find better means

described his work of a few years ago in a joint seminar Ust April ».

sponsored by the departments of boUnical sciences and radiation

biology Malone worked with a variety of herbicides and insecUcidw.

including the army's "Agent Blue," used to destroy vegeUUon In Vlet-

The principle behind Malone's research is'that removaTc^a spedes^oir

type of organism from an otherwise sUhle community wiU cause changes

in the community. These changes teU the ecologist what role the target

orcanism" plays in the normal function of the system. PesUcides which

show relatively great specificity (only kill a narrow variety of

organisms) represent "a potential goldmine which ecologists have only

begun to explore" in this type of investigation.

One "textbook" observation of Malone's was that spraying an in-

secticide on a fiekl almost guarantees Uiat a bumper crop of insects will

appear as soon as the chemical decomposes or washes away. This

necessitates repeated applications of insecticide to prevent this backlash

effect Use of insecticides is therefore practically self-perpetuatmg.

One example of pesticide use in research is Oie use of selective hej>

bicides in the study of succession in plant communities. After an area is

burned over, the plant life returns in certain characteristic stages.

(Crudely, weeds come first, then grasses, then bushes, then trees.) The

plants of each stage crowd out the plants of the previous sUge. Studying

any one stage is almost impossible since such a system is continuaUy,

changing By using herbicides which eliminate only young plants of the

"The students are better here ^tage subsequent to the one being studied th^^

now than when I first came here. I freeze -ttie process of succession and obUin a controUed situation for

compare the exams from then and investigation. ^^^
now, and they are much better^^ -

now. I even make my exams a litUe

more difficult each year, to test out

the students. I've got to be careful
*

not to push it too much, or they'U

rebel," he said.

"I also like Los Angeles very

much," Smith said.

Born in Moscow, Ida., he at-

tended the University of California

at Berkeley for his BA in pohtical

science CeO), and Harvard for his

MA (*62) and PhD ('65) in political

science. He has been here since

1%5.

Ability

"I did not see any dramatic

difference in the (scholastic)

ability of students who attend

classes here and tfiose with whom I

went to school at Harvard," Smith

said

BSU to iiold officer nominations May 12

His reaction to winning the
of judging teaching performance

. . -. u u
We're Uking into consideration the teaching award, and the $500 which

"The budget cuts are sad, but teaching evaluation sheets we goes along with it, was calm^;'It

they don't in the least affect my hand out at the end of the quarter, certainly wasn t anything

teaching The most immediate the teaching evaluation book, otiier dramatic. I was obviously pleased,

effect is that the political science professors and the teaching It;s better to wm one tiian not to

department cannot hire tiiree of assistants," Smith said.
* wm one.

Nominations for the Black Students' Union (BSU) officers will be

held on May 12. Nominees for office, particularly chairman and

vice chairman, should have been here two quarters or more, have a

grade point average of not less than 2.0. have some type of in-

volvement in student activiUes and some undertUnding of

University politics and the black community on campus.

Black students interested in running for BSU offices should go to

the Afro-American Studies Center to place their name in

nomination for the desired office.

Legal Aid Service

Legal Aid Service Expands hours —

Now open:

Tuesday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Wednesday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Thursday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Friday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Sponsored by SLC

3334 Murphy Hall

825-4071

• OFFICIAL NOTICES •

\
FROM: Registrar's omce j,j„„, r^,

Tuesday, May 11, 1971 l« the deadline to me notice of ca^^^^

the Bachelor's degree to be conferred June 15, 1971. A itet^^^^^

dates prepared from the "A" cards submitted with
*»V«^^««^f;3**^".P^,^

kds is posted outside the Registrar's Office Information Window ^^

Any errors or omissions in this list should be reported immediately to

Window "A". -J

CHUNKY'S
918Broxton

Jusf North of the Bruin Theater

'^ OuiasiU /ifm Taste'- dnu^ktoifour doorffiffiiijhot/

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTS or, or on campus

DORMS, FRATS, SORORITIES

FREE DELIVERY
Call on the hour from 8 p.m. thru 1 I p.m.

Sun. thru Thurs.

Place order 45 minutes in advance

PHONES
473-6062
473-6064

"(Paid Advertisement)

Ap^\y now \or Fall Positions with the SIC

Undergraduate Adininistraiive

Intern Pr^!;"iiii

OPENINGS IN:

Dean of Shidenh ' Office

Chancellor's Planning Office

University Polke Department

UCLA Business Office

10 hours a week commitment in addition to 10 hours

a week paid office time. Excellent pay.

Apply now in ASUCLA President's Office, KH 304

Please retain this as your ^MENU. catering to meetings and parties

i

I

i

S

"THE WRANGLER"
ALB. BEEFBURGER

650 with cheese 104 extra

on an egg onion bun, Chunky's special

sauce, and sliced dill pickles (onions on

request).

I'THE GREAT DANE"
I 'A LB.

lALL BEEF HOTDOG
* v..:»k rhili S5< with fheese IOC extra

"THE RAMROD"
V2LB. BEEF BURGER

950
on an egg onion bun, 2 slices of cheese.

-Xhvnky's Sf^ecial sauQfl. and sliced dill pick-

les (onions on request)

A LARGE APPLE
TURNOVER 300

XLNT TAMALES
with Chili 55<

with cheese 10<t extra

L

FRENCH FRIES
250

Deadline lor opplications WED, AAAY 12, 1970

Pepsi Colo

Hire s Root Beer

Ornnae

MEDIUM LARGE EXTRA LARGE
1 5<t 20« 25C

—i OH
— 20< 2^^^

15< 20«t 254

y

i
'Sf'^

"'MP

%
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George Brown comes back to campus
Correction

It was erroneously reported in

Thursday's Daily Bruin, that

J^avid Orbach, professor of

physics, was a faculty advisor for

the OES summer program. The

name should have been Raymond

Orbach.

s

*

_ *
^ For (x/di/iono/ coursos co// or w
# come in * S
4^ Mon-Fri. 9:30 -4:30 47B-S1S4 ^
jt 10851 UNDBROOK DR. 2
^C^lBlkN Wilshire- 1 1/2 BIk E WeslwocdC

s
*

SS.OO plus tax
Art HOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 - Pickett
Chemistry lA — Siebert
Chemistry 6A - Evans
Chemistry 6C - Jordan
Chemistry 153 - West
Economics 1 - La Force
Education 112 — Kieslar

History IC - Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright
Mathematics 3C - Gillman
Philosophy 7 - Perry
Political Science 1 - Farrelly
Political Science 145 ~ Farrelly
•sychotogy 10 — GOldStem
Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology 110 Carder
Pscyhology 135 - Kanouse

$4 00 plus tax
Anthropology IB - Miller

Art 1A Kayser
Art IB Kleinbauer
Art 106B Pedretti

Classics 142 Gleason
Economics 2— Baird
Economics 100 — Nisbet

E<?onomics lOlB — Lindsay
Economics 102 — Sweeny
Ec )nomics 130 - Lindsay
History IB Hoxie
History 7B Yarnell
History 8 Burns
History 178B - Daliek
Psychology 12 B^tctjer, Liebeskind
Psychology 115 - BoTcher
Psychology 133B (170A) - Lovaas

By Andrew Moss

DB Staff Writer

George Brown has coipe back to cam-

pus. . not as a guest speaker, but as a

student.

"Fm a sort of perennial student," the ex-

Congressman said. Brown, who gave up

his 29th District Congressional seat when

he waged his losing senatorial campaign

against Sen. JohnTunney (D-Calif.) in last

year's Democratic primary, has returned

to his alma mater to take a political

science reading course and to talk and

listen.
~ ^'

"I perceive my style in kinds of cycles.

During one period you get involved in a

mass of detail — you get involved in the

power game, the political game. Then you -^-rtj

try to reverse the cycle, to try to see

whether you're doing anything," he said.

•Bright side'

And now he has time. **I always try to

look at the bright side of things," he said.

In his graduate course, he has been

reading such authors^ as Plato and

psychologist Herbert" Maslow, Erik

Erikson and Aldous Huxley, Robert

Redfield (anthropologist) and Edward

K 'nfield.

*'I don't even know how you define^

community. I am seeking for a definition*

of community in this process. . . In a sense

I'm Utopia-building. There's a large

literature of Utopia-building. I'm ex-

ploring some of this," he said.

Brown says he has no plans to endorse a

Presidential candidate in 1972, although he

favors John Lindsay, George McGovern,

Edmund Muskie and other anti-war

candidates. **I'll say nice things about

people according to the degree to which,

and to the time to which they express

views close to mine," he said.

Outspoken

Brown was known as one of the most

outspoken anti-war Democrats. He was

one of the first men to speak out against

the war. While his outspokenness helped

lose him a Senate seat, it endeared him to

Here to talk,

learn, listen

I

DB photo—Mark Rubin

George Brown

the college students who heard and worked
for him last year.

Of his hundreds of campus audiences
during his candidacy, Brown said, "i

never got a hstd response in any of those

audiences. . . I didn't have the bad odor

about me that most politicians did
"

He adds, "I really feel very strongly that

a good part of my role as a politician is

trying to serve as some sort of bridge

between one political period and another,

to bridge certain cultural and political

gaps. . . I have the ability, I think, to

convey my ideas to a conventional

audience in a way that doesn't bother

them."

Waiting

He is now waiting to see the results of the

reapportionment this year. If an op-

portimity to nm arises next year, ru
start campaigning like hell," Brown said.

He has pledged himself not to run against

the Democratic incumbent in his. district.

Brown began to get involved in politics

in 1947 with community work in Monterey
Park. He had started as an engineer after

getting his BS in physics (1942) and after

leaving the service following the war. He
organized discussion groups and
cooperatives, and received a Ford
Foundation grant for his community work

The grant helped launch him into the

mayorship of Monterey Park in 1955.

"They didn't know what they were

getting into," he said.

He first ran, and was elected to Congress

in 1%2, and was re-elected four times.

Throughout theryears he has returned to

this campus to take courses, particularly

in political science. He is not seeking a

master's degree, but says he would not

refuse one. He told a gathering of graduate

students he may even decide to stay at the

University.

Brown says he knew the odds against his

success in last year's Senate race. He has

no regrets. "I saw the campaign as wor-

thy. It's worthy in itself. It's not something

to be valued merely because it gives you a

status or a power."

•—^^ mmmmmmmw.m^

* THE CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION

presents another in its series of FREE NOON CONCERTS

PLANNING A TRIP? YOU NEED T.P.^

European, African, Asian, and Annerican students who have been abroad will be

available in the Queen's Room. 3564 Ackerman Union every AAonday beginning

May 10, 1971 fronn 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. to answer questions and help you

prepare for your trip.

^Travelers Prep Call x57434/5 1681
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UCLA ^ GSA election platforms
DB Editorials

Lyons

_

Full Slates

The Daily Bruin Editorial Board strongly endorses

LaMar Lyons for Undergraduate Student Body

President, and we urge the voters to elect him on

Wednesday. —

^

We support Lyons* candidacy for a simple but

important reason : his qualifications and philosophy

of student government are clearly superior to those

of his opponent.

This year Lyons arrived to find a Community

Services Commission which had become a quagmire

of federal, state and private funding. Under his

direction the entire list of Commission programs was

reevaluated and restructured, leaving priorities

which more effectively met the needs of the com-

munity. For the first time in the history of Com-

munity Services, Lyons' successor will inherit a well-

organized and financially solvent commission.

In addition, on the campus level, Lyons has waged

T^continual battle with campus administrators to

keep Regent's Matching Funds under student con-

trol. Lyons knows the system and the individuals

behind it and is, therefore, unlikely to find himself

**lost in the bureaucracy'' — a fate which may befall

his newly-arrived opponent.

With these actions and others, Lyons has exhibited

a philosophy of change for student government which

is a refreshing contrast to the traditional approach of

his opponent. While his opponent has been suggesting

timid, cosmetic programs, Lyons has stated his in-

tention to reorder the priorities of a student govern-

ment which many students have come to view as

irrelevant.

Finally, while operating within the arena of

politics, Lyons has avoided the isolation for his

constituents which has plagued too many inside

Kerckhoff Hall.
. ^

Lyons has demonstrated the ability to organize, to

administer and get things done, and for these reasons

the Daily Bruin sees him as the only candidate for

Undergraduate President.

etal
DB endorsements for the final election are largely

identical with our endorsements for tlje primary

election. Extensive evaluation of candidates'

literature, playbacks of taped interviews with the

candidates, re-examination of platforms,

examination of Student Judicial Board rulings on the

election and several hours of discussion produced the

following endorsements of the DB Editorial Board:

Of the six candidates in the run-off for three

general representative posts the DB reiterates its

endorsements of Paul Silver and hes Rosen. We

believe Silver would make an exceptional general

representative having proven his abilities as a prime

mover in establishing the Office of Environmental

Studies (OES). .
^ ^ .

While Rosen lacks experience he demonstrates

considerable potential and concern, accompanied

with realizable programs not just dreams.

Steve Gorelich has the qualifications and ideas

necessary to mold the new office Student Financial

Aids Commissioner. Gorelick demonstrates the

knowledge necessary to cut through the red tape that

surrounds student financial aid problem solving.

The incumbent Student Cultural Affairs Com-

missioner, Dave Stev^arU has done a good job this

year and should be reelected. Stewart has developeo

the contacts and knows the problems of presenting

concerts, especially free ones, to students.

Of the two candidates facing off for Student

Facilities Commissioner each displays strengths to

commend. Even after extensive review the DB was

unable to reach agreement. Therefore we makp no

endorsement for Student Facilities Commissioner.

Both are strong candidates.

May 18th and I9th are very

important dates, as this is the first

time the graduate students can

elect the executive branch of

THEIR government. Your vote

maximizes the potential of a truly

representative government, which

should CONSISTENTLY
REPRESENT ALL OF THE
GRADUATES ALL OF THE
TIME. This kind of philosophy and

direction should portray a slate

which reflects a broad cross-

section of student groups, student

interests, and complemented by

experience and expertise. It is

within this ideological context that

we offer the Graduate Students the

slate of BOOKMAN, COOK, AND
EISENBERG.

As a result of past participation

yin various state-wide and campus
activities, it is our opinion that

some of the most pressing issues

facing graduate students in the

coming academic year are ( 1 ) the

threat of total exclusion from any

facet of departmental procedures;

(2) past and impending budget cuts

which threaten the elimination of

TA and RA positions; (3)

depleation of monies which are

specifically designed for at-

tracting, and, thereby, increasing

underpopulated student groups;

(4) a growing lack of interest in the

graduate housing problems; and

(5) getting ASUCLA to implement

pohcies which reflect student in-

terests.

An example of how we will treat

some of these problem areas is

embedded in the overall question

— Is academic growth being

curtailed by economic and political

constraints? To answer this

properly, involves developing a

comprehensive perspective and

strategy.

The perspective involves the art

of identifying the specific root

causes of problem areas, and then

effectively and constructively

organizing the departments,

student campus groups, and self-

interest groups such as married

student housing, etc. The strategy

includes a clear decision as to the

proper sources of state-wide and/

or local power mechanisms which

can alter the situation. This type of

approach will enable all of us to

attack the issues in a com-

prehensive manner.

experiences, Mark will bring many
concrete accomplishments such as;

a restructured University Policies

Commission - including a student-

dominated Registration Fee
Committee Mark '»^^ legal

background should give him the

needed insight in the expressing

student concerns to the state

legislators and the regents.

MILTON COOK, as First-Vice-

President, in charge of Academic

Affairs offers two years of un-

dergraduate experience in

departmenUl and course reform,

and graduate training in the field

of Industrial Relations. Other

pertinent experience includes

director of an urban educational

program, active membership in

the Black Graduate Students

Association, undergraduate (1969-

70) and graduate (1970-71)

representative to the Board of

Control, and chairman of the

ASUCLA employees grievance

committee last year. This kind of

experience offers a diverse

background in skills and group

interaction. —.*-.^~-. -^

In the office of Second Vice-

President, Paula Eisenberg has

the needed experiential

background to improve student

welfare. Paula's past experience

includes two and one-half yeares in

the problem area of Married

Students' Housing and other off-

campus housing. She has also

chaired the Board of Urban
Research and Development, which

afforded her many outside funding

contacts. As a graduate student in

the School of Education, it is her

desire to utilize these sources to

seek funding for a progressive

educational program for the child

care center. She is presently on the

steering committee to develop a

proposal for a much needed

Women's Center.

While dealing with these com-

plex problems, we must never

underestimate the need to solidify

the relationship between the

students and the students'

government. Therefore, it is our

hope to institute the policy of

student trans-communication by

rotating the GSA meetings from

department to department,

scheduling informal coffee klat-

ches in various departmental

lounges, and insure a broad input

in the various commissions and

appointed positions.

While a platform and idea of how

to implement proposed programs

is important, they are only as

viable as the individuals who will

put them into effect Our slate

through past positions and in-

dividual emphasis can provide this

kind of scope and dimension.

MARK BOOKMAN, as President

of GSA. will be able to bring to

office the experience he has gained

as Administrative Vice-President

of Student Legislative Council

(1969-70), Studen^ Representative

to the Acadenr\ic Senate, and

various state-wide organizational

accomplishments in an effort to

Thus the potekial for diverse

and competent leadership is

evident, but is meaningless without

your active participation. We ask

you to vote for the slate of BOOK-
MAN, COOK, AND EISENBERG
on May 18th and 19th. It is our

belief that GSA' should truly

represent all graduate students all

of the time. With YOUR help we
WILL do this

Mark Bookman
Milton Cook

Paula Eisenberg

Too often campaigns for student

offices consist of political

maneuvering and empty
statements aimed at electing to

office persons who are content to

"play student government."

During the past year, however, the

UCLA Graduate Students

Association has become an active,

viable force influential in the

decision-making process at UCLA.

If we are elected, we propose to

continue and increase this in-

fluence by working for full student

input in all campus affairs.

Each of us has had extensive

leadership experience in

educational policy making and we

are fully aware of the many duties

and responsibilities of the offices

we seek. If elected, we stand ready

to devote the time and effort

required to meet these demands

Bob Walther. candidate for GSA
President, holds a BS. degree in

drama and mathematics and an

MA degree in speech Formeriy a

secondary school teacher, Walther

has held various faculty offices and

has served as a school district

legislative council member,
curriculum council member and

parliamenUrian, representative to

the California State Speech

Council, Vice-President of the

Southern Californi"
r..u.»p

League, PPCSldeni of liic ^outnrrTT

and chairman of a State committee

on criteria-referenced instruction.

Walther. in his third year of

graduate work at UCLA, currently

is a teaching associate in speech

communication and a GSA Senator

from the Communications Council.

Judd Adams, candidate for First

Vice-President, earned his B.A.

and MA degrees in psychology

and is currently a research

assistant and doctoral candidate in

higher education. Adams was

influential in establishing the GSA
at UC SanU Barbara and held the

offices of Academic Vice-President

and President of the Santa Bar-

bara GSA He served the UCLA
GSA this year as a representative

to the Teaching Evaluation

Committee. Adams is a co-author

of "Convocation Anthology-

Problems. Goals and Research in

Higher Education."

Bill Prahl, candidate for GSA
Second Vice-President, is a first

year law student and a memt)er of

the Student Conduct Committee.

Prahl, who holds a B.A. degree in

political science and an M.A.

degree in public administration,

represented GSA on the University

Policies Commission Sub-

Committee on Registration Fee

Allocations and was responsible

for the appointment of students as

hearing officers. He also has

received an appointment as a

research assistant ^ the Angela

Davis legal defense and is an

American Civil Liberties Union

legal service volunteer.

On the basis of our experience in

GSA and in general academic

affairs, we recognize certain goals

which we would pursue as officers

of the UCLA Graduate Students

Association. We guarantee, ad-

ministrative and fiscal efficiency

in the central GSA offices and

guarantee that the GSA Senate

would be in full control of setting

GSA policies and procedures.

Furthermore, GSA com-
^missionerships and committee

memberships would be open to all

interested graduate students

regardless of departmental,

council, or special interest-group

affiliation.

lobby against tuition Besides these Cahfomia Forensic Association,

A major goal would be to in-

crease the speed and respon-

siveness of the GSA policy making

process. To this end we have in

mind combining two of the existing

commissions to become a Com-

mission for Council and Depart-

mental Affairs. This commission

would obtain data about student

opinion on vital issues and in-

formation about existing and

developing problems.

We have identified other goals

which, although we cannot

guarantee their attainment, we

should like to work toward during

our administration. We mtend to

initiate action to mak§ the

University Policies Commission

(UPC), rather than the Chancellor,

the ultimate pohcy-making body

on the UCLA campus We feel that

no one person, no matter how

capable, should be entrusted with

this overwhehning responsibility.

Furthermore, no one person can

adequately meet the challenges

presented by the diverse campus

factions We recognize that this

major re-organization proposal

would require significant changes

in Kegential SUnding Orders, and

possibly Legislative endorsenrwnt;

however, the UPC as it presently is

structured represents the

significant interest areas on

campus and should be empowered

to make the final decisions which

effect each of these areas

In addition, student services on

this campus need reassessment

and improvement In fact the

(Continued on Page 6)
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Platforms for Mav i8 election
(Continued from Page 5)

overall operations of ASUCLA
need a close examination. Off-

campus housing for single and

married students should be ex-

panded, satellite placement

facilities for graduate students

ought to be established, and low-

income and foreign student

assistance must be increased. In

attempting to attain these goals,

we would hope to work closely with

the undergraduate student officers

in pursuing common objectives.

Academically, we would work

for expanded student repi-esen-

tation on Academic Senate

Committees, for a ruling by the

Regents to allow student voting on

academic committees, for a major

revision of the existing graduate

grading system, and for graduate

degree majors "tailored" to the

needs of each individual student.

These, then, are some of the

directions in which we would lead

GSA during the 1971-72 academic

year. We have the background, the

interest, and the time to serve as

your GSA officers. We ask that you

vote Walther, Adams, and Prahl so

that we may work for you and your

interests.

Bob Walther

r: Judd Adams
BilIPrah^

Presidents

I am Greek, a Ph.D. Candidate in

the Math Department, single with

no children, I live in Westwood,

drive a Porsche (named Pasquali),

study approximately ten hours a

week, and shop at Safeway In my
spare time I am a Math Consultant

in Compton (at an elemenUry

school) and teach a night class at

SMC. My second and Fourth

Graders love me.

I've been at UCLA, for seven

years and this is my first stab at

"Public Office." In private I

provide entertainment for 270

Math graduate students (via an

organization called Pi Mu Ep-

silon). We have a picnic soon -

Wanna come?
I am short (5'8"), have "long"

brown hair, a trimmed moustache,

and my mother thinks I'm too

skinny. I speak five languages

(excluding Pig-Latin) and am a

hell of a good mathematician when
I want to be. So—that just about

describes me.

I like Bouvier because he helped

create the Child Care Center — and

I'll continue to support it! (even

though I'm not a daddy). I don't

like milk for 20f , coffee for 15f or a

hamburger for 60^. (Jack in the

Box should be a student!) Price

control is the answer—through
boycott or firing the asshole

responsible (pardon my Fren-

ch)—and speaking of French, I do

not support the dissolving of

elementary language courses—

I

love languages. As far as

requirements are concerned,

^especially for PhD and MA
degrees) the department should

have full control.

I like "Old Westwood," and I

cringe everytime they knock down
a charming building. I despise

match-box apartments (and their

owners) and I dig hardwood floors.

If they keep raising the rent, then

create a Tenant's Union—I mean a

real one—like in Berkeley. God

knows Graduate students can*t

affort these ridiculous rents! To

feed our bellies (my mother would

love that) bring the Food Coop

Market to Westwood!! Run by

students and for the students;

Organic foods reasonably priced

cigarettes with no tobacco! Down
with taxes on T.A.'s checks—up
with summer health care for all

graduate students engaged in

research. Create a library of

Current Job Openings at

Universities and Colleges

throughout the country (it's touch

now Bruins) and get some Profs

involved. And above all Pave Lot

32!!

Demetri Brizolis

Since the GSA President

represents graduate students at

UCLA and the University and is a

major student voice, his voice

must be strong, responsible,

reasonable. But he must
sometimes be deftS^ht in the face of

inequities or injustices to his

constituency. That is my approach.

As GSA President I will work for

the following goals:

STUDENT WELFARE

:

The continuing erosion of sup-

port for graduate students by the

government and the University

cannot be tolerated. I will seek an

effective legislative voice by our

representative in Sacramento and

will work towards a similar effort

in Washington. In addition non-

government support will be ac-

tively sought through cctoperation

with the Alumni Association ajid

the Student Fun<|. J
'

^
The Child Care Center, the

orientation of new students and

other such activities will be

enlarged and improved under my
administration.

GSA will investigate the impact

on graduate students by the

operations of ASUCLA and will

seek changes in the disbursement

of more than 8 million dollars in

student fees.

As the Commissioner of Budget

and Planning, a member of several

committees, and the GSA alternate

on the Board of Control, I have

seen first hand how these activities

are governed at UCLA and how the

graduate students can have a

stronger voice. Graduate Students

will be better represented under

my administration.

COMMUNICATION AND
COOPERATION

:

While GSA Central and its

Councils have done much this year

to improve the lot of Graduate

students, almost nobody knows
about it. How many know what

time, effort, and money have gone

into minority scholarships, the

Child Care Center, Health Clinics,

Legal Assistance, and the

publication of three new journals

as well as the printing of depart-

mental newsletters? Few know
what GSA spent its $106,000 on.

While the forums for com-
munications exist within the

councils, cabinet and senate, GSA
will prepare a newsletter to

maintain a constant flow of in-

foi::ination to you and will seek

ideas%om you and will attempt to

utilize the enormous talents

available at UCLA graduate
departments in the solution of

common problems. I will work
actively for more involvement, for

a greater exchange of ideas, and
for better communication from you

and to you. ^

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:

The GSA President directly or
through appointees directs or has
an effective voice in the spending
of over sixteen million dollars at

UCLA. Besides GSA's annual
budget which goes towards
minority financial support, council
and independent programs and for

its internal operations, GSA has
three representatives on ASUCLA
Board of Control. ASUCLA bears a

review by GSA to see if ASUCLA is

run in a fashion totally consistent

with its goals for services to

students and if its managers are

operating it in the best interests of

students.

Finally, the University Policy

Commission is concerned with the

disbursement of more than 8

million dollars in student fees. Are
these funds being spent with the

welfare of graduate students in

mind? You are required to spend
money for activities in which you
cannot participate. The two GSA
members can make the needs of

grad students better known. I

believe that graduate students

should determine whether they

want to support the libraries, the

computer center and provide

financial aid or support in-

tercollegiate athletics.

It has been possible to state only

a portion of my platform and to

^describe a minimum of ex-

perience, but I would be delighted"

to talk to any student or group who

calls GSA, 54455, or sends a note

with his name, phone #, depart-

ment and a time when we might

get together.

In any case, give the candidate of

your choice a real mandate for

responsible student government.

Vote on May 18 and 19th.

Peter Tolos

(Continued on Page 8)
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Letters to the Editor

Staff elections 'quiet'

A/Vonday> May 10, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN

Editor:

An election is currently in

progress for one of the non-

academic positions on the

—^Joverning Board of the University

of Cahfornia Retirement System.

This election is one of the best-kept

secrets at the University, yet it is

of crucial importance to thousands

of University employees. I am a

candidate in that election.

Members are given no notice

that the election is about to take

place, other than a solicitation of

nominees, months in advance.

Even this is not sent to every

member, but distributed to the

departments, where there is no

guarantee that it will be passed on

to all the employees.

Before ballots for the current

election were printed, AFSCME
1695 (the Berkeley local of the UC
Clerical, Technical and
Professional Employees)
requested that the ballot include

statements from the candidates

regarding their positions con-

cerning the retirement system.

The Goyeminj^ 3oard denied this

request! Are they afraid that

candidates who criticize the

system will be^elected?

ThjB eimployees of this University

are in^Uigent enough to decide

whom they wish to elect as their*

representa^ve to the retirement

board, if they have some in-

formation. For the benefit of the

many workers on your campus
who are eligible to vote in the

current election (all employees

who work more than half-time and

are not members of the Academic

Senate), I would like to outline

briefly some of my views about the

UC Retirement System.

Ideally, the retirement system

should be completely employer-

paid, a common practice in private

industry.

Each member should i^ec^ive a

regular report containing ^detfiiUs

about the handling of th« funds.

Husbands of UC eniployees

should have the same eligibility as

wives for survivor benefits.

Annual cost-of-living ad-

justments should reflect real rises

in the cost-of-living index, even

beyond the maximum rise of 2 per

cent the new plan provides for.

Elections should be well-

publicized, and opportunities

provided for all candidates to

communicate their ideas to all

campuses.
There should be better channels

of communication between those

setting UCRS policies and em-

ployees. In fact, employees should

have direct control over the setting

of policies.

Employees should be able to

choose between UCRS and Social

Security.

At present, the retirement

system takes a big chunk out of the

salary of everyone over 30, and

gives too little in return. Members

t

neither control the handling of this

vast amount of money nor even
receive information about what is

being done with the money. The
first step in changing this state of

affairs is to elect someone to the

board who will be responsible to

the workers at the University. My
candidacy is sponsored by Council

of University Employees #99,

American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employees,
AFL-CIO. I am a secretary, not a

manager or administrator. I hope
my fellow workers will vote for me.

Margaret Cunningham
Shop Steward. AFSCME 1695

Reply
Editor:

I should appreciate the privilege

of your column to reply to (Leila)

Menzies (Daily Bruin, April 27)

and to indicate to Prof. Lora
Weinroth of the department of

French (Daily Bruin, April 26) the

reason why she can vote with a

clear conscience to abolish the

foreign language requirement.

The Committee on the

Duplication of High School Courses

included among its recom-
mendations the following: "that

elementary courses in all foreign

languages be retained for the

benefit of those students who had
no opportunity to take them in high

school or who were late in

developing an interest in or a need

for them," and we have no doubt

that this recommendation will

prevail.

May I also take the opportunity

to express my amazement that

Prof. Weinroth, whom I would

have expected to champion female

accomplishments, continues to

celebrate the powers of the bull.

Perhaps Prof. Weinroth suffers

from too urban an upbringing and

therefore speaks unthinking out of

a deficiency of experience. Had she

spent, as I did, a carefree,

careless, barefoot youth largely in

cow pastures, she would know that

the cow need yield the palm for

copiousness of defecation to no

bull.

Franklin P. Rolfe

cop-out. Let's face it; the

establishment has succeeded,

politics will not be tolerated on

campus. —--
The struggles of a few to bring

the necessary attention to political

prisoners basically has been un-

noticed as in the case of Angela

Davis. It is not this writer's in-

tention to give the impression that

campuses can solve problems by

protesting. But, the eyes of the

public are still on the campuses
and it is our responsibility to bring

as much attention to bear as

possible on the ills of our society.

I do hope this next year will bear

the signs of a reincarnated cam-
pus.

Name withheld

Discrimination
Editor:

As my eyes idly scanned your

want-ad page (Daily Bruin, May
7), a phrase jumped to my eyes:

"No Hippies". I looked for its

source and found, the following ad

under rooms for rent: "private

entrance, delightful porch, air

conditioning, grand piano ... no

hippies."

I then read your non-

discriminatory clause- at the

beginning of your classified sec-

tion. Its purpose is, presumably, to

prevent the propagation of the

symptoms of prejudice which
denies to the individual recognition

based on his own merit.

I feel such a statement should not

be accepted as it seems to contain

a kind of hostility to one part of our

population; it seems to be quite

different from the kind of attitude

which would lead a landlord to

specify the age or sex of the tenant

desired.

Nancy G. Bonds

S

May 5
Editor

:

I commend the administration,

state government and Los Angeles

Police Department on their suc-

cess in silencing the students of

UCLA. Another word has yet to be

uttered since May 5, 1970. Rallies,

protests, convocations, etc. are a

thing of the past. They (the

students) have been put in their

places and will not be naughty little

children again.

The situation in this country has

not changed, and if it should, it will

not be through any fault of theirs.

The blame could be conveniently

placed on apathy, but I think this a

r
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More and More People
are Studying with

TRACEY r^OBERTS !

because
J

'Tracev Roberts is one of the finest teocfiers of acting I know"
^ ' :eG«ll«r-Bruc4

Her classes are taut, exciting, inspiring.

Creator and Executive Producer of

"Mission Impossible" and "Monnix"
J

Ann Marcos—
Pres., Elan Prod. I

' "Superb actress, superb teacher, superb classes."

I Rob«H L«win— I

I Assoc. Prod. "Dan August" |

"Tremendous teacher-has unique ability to communicate with the |

i beginner as well as the professional." I

I
^

Ellis Marcus- |

I Writer-Prod. |

I ' Training for the Theatre & Films |

Videotapings — Industry Exposure I

i

'Multi-candidate* rebuts DB
(Editor's Nole: Mr. Elias. as a self-styled comedUn and DB
'^humorist" for four years, has perhaps at last failed to perceive

the limits of his attempts at humor and our tolerant indulgence of

them.)

I came to campus last Friday feeling unusually grouchy and was

immediately handed the Daily Bruin. My close friends know that

when I am in a particularly ugly mood, the only thing that cAn

make me go into instant hysterics is a glimpse of the Daily Bruin.

Friday I received a special treat. The Bruin attacked me in their

editorial. I was delighted. I immediately clipped out the editorial,

rushed home and used it to line the bottom of my Parrot's cage.

My bird was equally delighted. He hasn't been feeUng well of

late. He's been having trouble excreting, but the sight of the Bruin

immediately cured him.

The Bruin staff, five intellectual pygmies playing "let's put out a

newspaper" were rightfully ticked off. Nobody they endorsed in the
\

initial election won. :

In the editorial, the Bruin claims that I may have gotten many
j

votes because my name was put
*

'first on the ballot and thus simply
;

easier to punch." This statement doesn't surprise me at all. I don't
\

expect the Bruin big-wigs to know that names are placed on (he
\

ballot in alphabetical order.
^

\

The Bruin further urges students voting next week to "t^ke
;

another look at who will be the ultimate victim of their own joke." ':

These yellow journalists, who have breast fed every cause on
;

campus to feed their own undernourished egos, cannot accept that
;

people think on their own quite well and don't need the Bruin to :

make up their minds for them and tell them how to vote.

The Bruin is a laughing stock and should be treated accordingly. :

They should not have been given the right to endorse. It's like ;

putting a gun in the hands of an infant. 1^ might accidentally shoot

itself. The Bruin has committed editorial suicide and isn't wise

enough to lie down and letrigormortis set in.

However, the fault does not lie entirely with the Bruin. The

newspaper is nurtured on the sow milk of Communications Board,

the true dictator in the land of UCLA and possibly one of the most

(The Bruin Editor consistently censored the words I

picked) group of people ever assembled together in one room.

Beware! The long hand of Communications Board is slowly

worlung its way up to our crotch. —•

—

j q i ri* ^
1984 is just around the comer. DOD LlldS

%
•>:

Rebuttals to the DB election endorsements by non-endorsed

candidates, endorsed candidates and interest groups speaking for

non-endorsed or endorsed candidates are due by 3 p.m. today in the

DB office. Kerckhoff Hall 110. RebutUls will appear in tomorrow's

DB.
Rebuttals are limited to 300 words, except for presidential

candidates who have a 500-word limit.

Rebuttals containing potentially libelous material will not be

printed.
^

I
f

new classes nowjorming
I

AAAY 12- Long Day's Journey
into Night (Long Version)

l'T5*~'"
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^5>1 candidates ' platforms
(Continued from Page 6)

l^./>. Slate
1st Vice

2nd Vice-

r«/

Jerry Goldfeder,

President of G.S.A.

Terry Lee Evans,

President of G.S.A.

I. OPEN GRADUATE
ENROLLMENT AT U.C.

All college graduates should be

able to pursue a higher degree in

their chosen field in the U.C.

system with necessary financial

support.
*"

A. Arbitrary criteria perpetuates

the present educational system's

policy of "tracking" which ef-

fectively disallows a sizeable

proportion of Chicanos, Blacks,

Asians and working class Anglos

from continuing their studies.

B. The university system would

be restructured to provide more

personalized learning experiences

with wider latitude for the

student's plan of study to reflect

his areas of interest.

C. Commitment t6 an open,

student-oriented education is the

only prerequisite for the reor-

dering of financial priorities to

implement programs and policies

to effect a meaningful education

for all.

II. UNION OF GRADUATE
STUDENTS.

The present structure of GSA is

meaningless to graduate students.

What is needed is direct par-

ticipation by all graduate students

on all matters that affect us.

A. Each one of us should choose

to belong or refrain from t>elonging

r in the Graduate Student Union.

B. Only those of us who'do belong

will l)e required to pay the

graduate student activity fee

which is presently automatically

taken from all of us.

C. Each of us shall directly vote

on how that fee is to be used. The

fees shall be directly distributed to

the councils and the departments

to provide more direct decision on

how they shall be used.

D. All policies and programs

instituted for the graduate student

will be determined directly by

graduate students.

Present eliUst GSA officers who

decry apathy of graduate students

do not understand: any program or

policy that is to be implimented

must be done because the mem-
bership desires and enacts them.

III. ACTIVE SUPPORT OF
AFSCME

The workers on this campus

must be supported in their job

security, in their demands for a

decent wage, and in demands for

the end of present job freezes.

IV. STRONGER SUPPORT OF
TA's, RA's and READERS.

A. No ''Voluntary" TA's, RA's,

or readers.

B Restore TA's that have been

cut back.

A union of graduate students

would give us an effective and

democratic bargaining agent. This

means a united front to support the

needs of TA's, RA's, and readers.

V^ PARTICIPATION ON
FACULTY HIRING AND
TENURE COMMITTEES.

A. Active support for non-

discriminatory hiring practices.

B. End to miniscule represen-

tation of women and minorities.

. C. No firing for political reasons.

service to open education, the

students must demand education

through whatever vehicle is

necessary.

VI. PURSUE EDUCATIONAL
OBJECTIVES

A. Teaching facilities of

graduate students must be used in

support of a variety of social

problems such as an end to war

related research.

B. Graduate student elected

officials must spend less Rme
talking to administrators and more

time keeping graduate students

informed.

C. Graduate students should not

only support AFSCME, but also

undergraduates and faculty

members who seek the goals of

greater student participation and

more education^^

VII. SUPPORT OF THE
PEOPLE'S PEACE TREATY.

This university justifies its

existence as an institutionn of

state-supported, higher education.

Our emphasis must reinforce this

idea. If faculty and administrators

refuse to even pay paternalistic lip-

First V.P.

I

—

I am running for the office of

Graduate Student Association

First Vice President. In serving as

the President (1970-71) of the

Engineering Graduate Student

Association (GSA Council) I have

gained experience in getting things

accomphshed. In addition, I am
currently serving as a GSA
representative to the Student

Welfare Committee of the

Academic Senate. This has given

me an opportunity to look closely

into some of the problems students

are having on this campus and the

inadequate means with which they

have to express themselves.

With my experience and interest

in serving the UCLA students,

some of the things I would like to do

are as follows

:

there's stiij^ space

on ASUCLA charter

flight 3 to Lon(don!
eig ht weeks— round trip

$275.00
depart June 22 — return August 16

as
uca

charter flights

Ask for Karen Vounotis or Beverly Townley

F
• « 4t« • ••'• m^^^ — «••••<

Graduate Students Appeals

Board to look into students'

complaints in academic matters.

Meaningful Courses and In-

struction evaluation.

GSA effectiveness and student-

voice in all academic matters.

Campus-wide ADHOC fieWs to

give more independence to

students to choose courses on

pass/ fail basis.

Improvement in Student-Faculty

relations. There is no need to he

abrasive unless one has to.

Student ^dvisers for Student

Problems. ^

I have been a student on this

campus for more than 4-1/2 years.

This has triggered an interest and

desire in serving UCLA students.

Spare time usually is a big problem

with graduate students, but being

very near to receiving my Ph.D.

degree, I have enough spare time

to work on the problems and

projects. I need not be visible, but

when given a chance, my deeds

will be visible. So please, elect Om
Singla as GSA First Vice

President.

Second V.P.

Traditionally, time has

prevented health science

representation in GSA office. This

is unfortunate because a GSA
Social Welfare Vice President,

specially trained in problems of

health care delivery and com-

munity service, can offer unique

assistance to a President in-

terested in campus projects which
combine the resources of the social

and health sciences. As a dental

student with thp time to devote to

office, I am the health science

candidate.

My experience in Social Welfare

is extensive. As a research
assistant in Public Health Den
tistry, I studied the inadequacies in

health education and this country's

systems of dehvering health care

As a result, I developed a relevant

oral health education prograii

used extensively in L.A.'s public

schools. Recently, I directed a

mass self-application topical

flioride operation in one of Comp-
ton's grade schools.

Specifically, I Vant to develop

projects involving in-

terdepartmental participation.

Many grads are involved in ex-

tensive community projects —
legal aid, medical programs,
special education, social work and
sunimer dental programs. These
students are giving, community
service in the name of UCLA
However, even if not enrolled in

courses, they are still required to

pay reg. fees. To encourage
graduate participation, I would

like to see the university absorb

registration costs while students

are involved in such programs.

Other goals: A graduate student

appeals board, continuation of

child care and population control

projects, a campus recycling

center, a maximum GSA student

participation and communication.

Equal campus representation iii

GSA office offers diversity of ideas

which may lead to unique

solutions.

Elliot Schlang

All GSA platforms

appear a ssubmitt ed.

The DB endorsement

will fun

Wednesday-

jiSt jIdliL rt'iJI iittlii j^jIM jHQi mm. Mj|£ jffii ^j^ jMtk 'JM^ jfftlL ^- -

Chunky's
918Broxton
Just north of the

Bruin Theatre

Serving the largest

all beef burgers &
chili dogs found
anywhere.

Large

Pepsi & m French

Fries

w/purchase of any sandwich

mis summer
Tee off! Course lo"\«J,
aneasy^nyejromhotels^

Romance-as only L ^^
Mexico can provide!! Rl PresidClWC

iHv

'

V

Resori comlort

right on the beach.

Luxurious rooms

and suites. For,

El Presidente ana

Condesa Del Mar

reservations,

call toll-free

CONcfcSA

ddMAR
Tropical garden

setting with water-

falls. 2 pools.
J^^^^two adjacent

f,ofe/s otter more

rooms (over 900)
- and combined

convention

Westem'»fabulo"»
'*Fl«$ta Oignt

tervice.

<i»^S

1' ^1

call ioll-tree .^2hk» tacilities than

(415) 433-5720 [^^^^ gpy other cham.

tf f

'^ Summer rales.

v»-

gl mitador

>» western '"'^'"^''^'am''

lilllt
nnn Pnnis 250 casitas,

- share-piiQl casita.

"1(11- "T" ^^^^^~
BI"7

.
"^HF'-T'

-*:..

;

C^jjjufe' de pesca

European Fian.

ofth«worldl

A Wesrern /nfernaf/ona/ Hofe/

with everything ""^^/^^tcT
nverlooks Mornmg Beacn.

?60 a^r condmoned
rooms

with private terraces.

rANBJ

El Jardin'

ra'f*

i)C^2b

Acapulco'i adkion

center* around 3»
beacheti

lone 0/ t^e bos./
A-r-cond/f/oned.

Famous i

,„Muran.end'^'-;"JaOO

'm

Endless fascination

for skindivers

'

f^ow it costs /ess

1 to play on the Bay.

[442 rooms andsfes. I

roottop nigM
and restaurant^

plan, 5/1 -Iffj/'
^

Call toll-lree

800-228-9290

366 ocean front

rooms, located on

Paradise Beach

Ask your Travel

Agent about

vacation packages

. from the

Holiday Ir^n Resort

Travel Directory'.
n *

Right on the beach

with deluxe ocean-

front rooms ana

suites. Air condi-

tioned. Summer
European Plan m

effect. Inquire

about our special

group rates'.
-5^

A^,Ay4U9!fteX!f:

Prices are a lot lower in Acapulco

during the summer. And there's a

reason: Summer is the traditional

off-season. But you'd never know it,

the way Acapulco swings to

summer's beat!

It's still where the boys are. And the

girls. Reveling in the jet-set's poshest

playground. Enjoying the same

beaches, water sports, kicky shops and

frantic discos. The same atmosphere.

Still, it is "off-season." So you can

stay at world famous hotels for as

much as 40% off

!

Find out for yourself on a Western

Airiines "Fiesta Flight." With choice of

entree, and First Class legspace at

every seat-even when you're saving

with one of these Western plans:

From Los Angeles-30 day Excursion

Fare, $213.00 round trip (plus $3.00

tax) ; Group ( 15 or more) Fare,

$160.00 round trip (plus $3.00 tax).

Don't be tradition bound. Be
Acapulco-bound. On Western

!

Call us toll-frep from those areas:

Los Angeles at 776-23 11 ; Beverly

Hills at 273-8310; Santa Monica and

Van Nuvs at 788-6020; El Monte at

443-0261 ; Glendalc at 246-731 1 ; Orange

Countv at 534-0881 ; San Pedro at

.537-4705; Redondo Beach at 679-03)4i-r>

El Segundo-Inglewood at 646-431^ (

WESTERN AIRLINES TOUR DEPARTMENT
Acapulco Hotels. 6060 Avion Drive

Los Angeles, California 90009

Please «end me Free information on the following hotels:

UDB

name phone

address

city •<•<•

Please send me Free information on Youth Fares D
Up

Western
THE ONLY WAY TO FLY

•••••• • • • • •
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DAVi'S PHOTO SflTVICf

Special Student Rates

PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE-U-WAIf

Phologrop>^i»ot Medical &Nurs.ny Students • ID Cards

By ProJessionols Daily V b • Sal 12 4

10990 W,ls»meBlvd Co- Vete-ooAve Ac. oss trom F ederal BIdg 4/3 4021

Largest Selection ol Frames

o A WATERBEDO

19"

A
Q
u
A

S

L

E

E

P

S

H
O
P

S

Van Nuys i Beds on Disj^ay

7 i 22 Van Nuys Blvd. 994-946

1

LA. 6 Beds on Display

827 S. Vermont 381-7038

KING SIZE

with 'this coupon

void 5-17-71

^aid Advertisement)

HYPNOSIS FOR STOOENTS
• Better grades
• Speech Problems

• Orals

• Smoking
• Tension
• Personal Goals

University of Wisconsin Ph.D., 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology'and General bemantics. PrTv Ctte tnstructton.

William L Ristow. PI1.D.

1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment

KPaid Advertisement)!

HiLL^ COUNCIL
900 Hilgard Avenue

47H531

FAST FOR FREEDOM
For Soviet Jews May 1

1

Rally at noon Janss Steps

HILLEL ELECTIONS

Voting will take pface May 12-19

We urge you to come and vote for next year's Hlllel

leaders.

DANCE
May 15 9:00 p.m.

Members $1.00 Non-members $2.00

URC Auditorium

SHABBAT SERVICES

Services 8:15

Oneg Shabbat follows with singing and dancing

DAILY
BRUIN

,11 »f
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LOW COUNTRIES Belgium and Hoiiana win oe newsreels will uc ;>i.v»*.. ... auw.i.o.. .« color films of

featured in a film program at 7:15 p.m. today at ttie countries today. Admission for students and staff

Audiovisual World, 1730 Westwood Blvd. in memory is $1 at ttie door,

of ttie 3 1st
^< fKo Kl^ri invACinn.

.^sa^^

"Whafs Brew'n aroimd here
Special Activities

Ttie Overpopulation Information Center will be

open from noon-4 p.m. today in Ackerman Union

2412. Information and referrals on overpopulation,

contraception, family planning, legal akxjrtlon, and

venereal disease, are available at the center.

The Undergraduate Joint Committee of the French

department Is sponsoring a kK>ok drive through

Friday. All who wish to donate French novels, plays,

etc., should bring them to Haines Hall 160.

Mortar Board, national senior women's honorary,

and Prytaneans, junior and senior women's

honorary, are accepting applications for mem
bership through Friday. Applications are available

in Kerckhoff Hall 312.

A series of student extiibitions, featuring the work

of AAFA and MA candidates in pictorial arts and

design, will continue on display through May 19 in

Dickson Gallery. The exhibit changes each Saturday.

Hours are 11 a.m. -5 p.m. Monday through Wed

nesday, 1-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

(Continued on Page 11)

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY

3:30p.m.
5p.m.
7p.m. r
8:15p.m.
7:30p.m. •

7D.m. ,

8p.m.
8p.m.

Survival on a Polluted Planet
Kundalini Yoga

History of Fascism
Survival on a Polluted Planet

Tarot
The Maker as Medium

—Parents and the CollegeGeneratton
Conscientious Objection

Arch 1243

Courtyard. W Gym
Arch 1243B

Arch 1243

Arch 1243C

Dickson 5231

Moore 100

Arch 2202

I

Join UCLA's 52nd BIRTHDAY PARTY
with

BILL COSBY

DIAHANN CARROLL
ANDY WILLIAMS

MIKE CONNORS THE ESTABLISHMENT
HENRY MANCINI

plus

special Honors & Awards To

The UCLA Basketball Team
also

Awards for Distinguished Teaching, CXjtstandIng Seniors,

Alumnus of the Year, University & Community Service, and Professional Achievement

Sunday, May 16 - 8:00 p.m.

DOROTHY CHANDLER PAVILION — LOS ANGELES MUSIC CENTER

Student Tickets - $2.00 On Sale at student Ticket Ottlce in Kerckhoff Hall

Faculty & Staff Tickets $3.75 the concert Ticket office on LeCont^

BEL AIR

Sands
MOTOR INN
Air C-Miuliltum'tl Ruom>
T\\ ti 'l'cni|>frnliirc

(oiilrulli'd l'ool«

Charter Buses from Campus to the Music Center WIN Be Arranged
Presented By the UCLA Alumni Association M

' V

Krif r\' \ lull UojMii ( olliv

ColTrr Shop KfsiiiuriiMl

Cuckliiil l.oimui-
l.iiiMulrv \- \'.i\v\ SiT\ i<T

24 Hour HoUl Vrxiii-
Kri'f rarkinu - Indoor Car.m*'

• C'rwIH ( iir<ls llonorrd
• Kilthi'iu'Hr Siiid-s

• Hit 1141 lii-l l-juilHii"^

5MIN. FROM UCLA

SPECIAL RATES

FOR UCLA STUDENTS

FREE PICK-UP &

DELIVERY SERVICE

TO AIRPORT
With 24 Hour Nolicp

4/0-1241
1461 SUNSET BLVP

i'-r"%

Id-

(Sunset Blvd. at

Son Dieqo Freeway

:>

*f:
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Kerans set to discuss non-structured drama
By Ivan'Gerson /

DB Staff Writer

James Kerans, associate

professor of theater arts here, will

discuss '^Tlieatrical Plots — the

End of the Ending." at 8 p m. today

in Social Welfare 147, concluding

the faculty series on "Politics and

the Arts," sponsored by the

Committee on Public Lectures.

Admission is free.

In his lecture Kerans will

examine street theater, epic

theater, open theater, audience

participation and other trends

Wfep

moving toward non-structured
dramatic presentation, both in the
narrow and wide areas of political

involvment.

Kerans directed Bertoldt
Brecht's **Mother Courage" here
last fall.

**rm interested in what con-
stitutes an experience. Does it

have a beginning, middle and end?
What makes a human life

valuable?" Kerans asked.

**In my opinion, a plot is merely
a way of accomplishing the ending,
the important pad;.
"As I see it, drama today tells

teefe o

.

a

(Continued from Page 10)

"Made in California/' an exhibition of 60 lithographs, screen prints and

multiples, including the work of 52 artists, will continue on display

through Sunday in the Grunwald Print Gallery. Hours are 11 a.m. -5 p.m.

weekdays and 1-5 p.m. weekends.

Speeches and Seminars

Dr. Marcel E. NImnI, associate professor of medicine and

biochemistry, USC, will present an oral biology seminar on "Structural

Heterogeneity of Collagens and Their Relationship to Function" at noon

today In Health Sciences 63-045. — —— —
Dr. Rami Rahamlmoff, professor of physiology, Hadassah Medical

School, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel, will conduct a

physiology seminar on "Divalent Ions and Quantal Release of Tran-

smitter of the Neuromuscular Juncture" at noon today in Health Sciences

53-105.
—"— ^

Harvey S. Perloff, professor of urban planning, and Dean, School of

Architecture and Urban planning, will conduct an architecture and urban

planning colloquium on "Social Indicators: What Can They Ac-

complish?" at 3 p.m. today in Architecture 1243C.

Pausanias Wilches, presidente, el sinodo de iglesla Luterano de

Colombia, will lecture on "El Rol de la Iglesia Protestante en Colombia"

(in Spanish) at 3 p.m. today in Bunch 2150. Refreshments will be served.

Igal Adiri, T.J. Watson Research Center, IBM, Yorktown Heights,

N.Y., will conduct a computer science seminar on "Optimal Bribing and

.Priority Purchasing Policies in Queueing"at 3p.m. today in Boelter 5422.
"^

Dr. Roderic Gorney, author and psychiatrist, and Peter Loewenberg,

assistant professor history, will lecture on "The Quest for Blondness" at 7

p.m. today in Dickson 2160, as part of the series, "The Human Agenda."

Tickets are $4.75, ($1.75 for students).

James Kerans, associate professor of theater arts, will lecture on

"Theatrical Plots — The End of The Ending" at 8 p.m. today in Social

Welfare 147, as part of the faculTy lecture series, "Politics and the Arts."

Meetings
Medicus will meet at 3 p.m. today in Health Sciences 13-105 (the first

floor lecture hall.) A panel of first, second and third year medical

students, as well as an intern and a resident, will hold an open discussion,

and question and answer period, about medicine and medical school, as

they experience it.

Gay Liberation Front will meet at 5 p.m. today In Ackerman Union

3517.

URA Clubs

The Kendo Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. foday in Women's Gym 200.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today In Men's Gym 102.

-«.„ The Judo Club will meet from 2: 30-5 p.m. today in A/Vemorial Activities

Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Mountaineers will meet at noon today on the northwest corner of

AAoore Hall Lawn.

people to go ahead and try

something, but you'll fail. The
question that arises is whether or

not there's meaning to

achievement," he said.

"The establishment also tells us

that the world is meaningless and

tries to prevent people from
changing things.

"The other philosophy is tliat the

world is meaningful and the logical

thing to do is bring alx>ut a ctiange.

Thus, plays reflect the politics of

their time.

"The basic question concerning

politics that the theater toucties on
mm M(Patd AdvrrtlHeinent)!

I
Six Weeks of Shjdy

I
& Fun in Mexico

I
JULY 11 - AUG 20

I
High School, College Students

I
& Teochers

I Accredited classes in Spanish,

I Mexican Culture^ Art, Music,

I etc. at beautiful Monterry, Tec.

I
Tuition, board, room, laundry

and trips — $425. For details,

see Dr. Martin, Hollywood High

School. Phone GR 8-3687 -

8 to 9:30 p.m.
- - ^ ' -*v

'

' —

:

2 Semesters High School Credit

6 College Credits

asks if the individual should

control his economic condition or

wtiether the economic condition

should control the individual," he

explained.

Besides "Mother Courage" he

has also directed Brecht's "Baal'*

here in 1969, Behan's **The

HosUge" and Gay's "Begger's

Opera" in 1967

African dress seminars scheduled
Claire Polakoff from the African Studies Center will hold a

seminar from noon-l :30 today in Dickson S269on "Adinkira Hoth of

(;hana: An Existential Experiment in Symbolism. Technique and

Design." as the first of two seminars on African fabrics and dress.

The second seminar will be held from noon-l : 30 p.m. Wednesday

In Dickson 5269 on Indigo Dyeing and Paste Resist Patterning,

Nigerian Dress and Marketplace Beads.

EXHIBITION
ABOUT

"The Middle East Conflict" and The Palestinian Revolution

The Exhtbition contains a wide and varied collection of books and literature covering all

aspectsof the Middle East conflict from 1897 to the Present. „->v_
TIME: May 11 through May 14 11 00 AM. to 4:00 P.M. PLACE: Ackerman Union Room
35«4 "Queen's Room" UCLA The public is cordially invited, there is no admission

charge.
"Sponsored by the Organization of Arab Students at UCLA

i-*^*^*^*^^**'^^**^^'^Pg'P«H Advertisement); OSi***^^^*^*^*^*^M
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If you need help for the

remainder of the quarter,

come to Campbell Hall,

Room 1211 and sign up

for a tutor or call

oz j - 2 863 for furth e r

assistance.

I
l-ROM $1 1 9b

ANGELES. CALIF. 90

PHONE TODAY (213)479-4;

ATTENTION

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc, ^

OUR GOAL:
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

]006Broxton 477-0880

diagonally ocrossfrom W«»h^oo<i Village

Th»ott« FREE 7" Tplon f ipp»f/S I tale
<«,

\

3 DAYS - MON, TUES, WED

REFURBISHED

TYPEWRITERS

M

KMG model

Tremendous buys on refurbished typew^riters -all hove been steam-

cleaned, completely v^orked through and equipped with reground

platens. All have 30-day guarantees - pica or elite - manual only.

You can used your Bankamericard or Master Charge, of course.

Royal FP 64.50 SCM Smith Corona 75 64.50

Royal MC 79.50 Olympia SG- 1 (boxed) 79.50

as
uc

students' store
i

?;.;;..

typewriters, b level, ockormon union, 825-771

1

mondqyfc indoys 7.4^fi m 7 .lOp m . SQlurdayS IQ 3

i,\
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UCLA-USC Track Results

LONG JUMP-1. Mines (USC). 26-81/2 (nr^eet record, old mark, 25-53/4, Rater Johnson,

UCLA. 1956); 2. Bendlxen (UCLA), 25-10, 3. AAcAllster (UCLA), 25-6.
^

SHOT PUT-1 Lane (USC). 63-0; 2.0stolch (UCLA), 61 91/4; 3. Colich (USC), 58-81/4.

^AvklN-l Jo^s UCLA). 227-6; 2. O'Brien (UCLA), 223-3; 3. LIbbon (USC), 210-6.

440 RELAY--1 USC (Brown. Garrison. Pharrls. Deckard), 39.3 (equals n^eet record,

USC i968);2.UCLA(Welch. Robinson. Edmonson. Collett), 39.7.

120HM-1 Babb (USC), 13.7w; 2. Coffman (USC), 14.0; 3. Ripplnger (UCLA), 14.6.

MILE-1. Carr (USC), 4:07.1; 2. Chapplns (UCLA), 4:07.7; 3. Jones (USC), 4:08.5

440-1. Garrison (USC), 45.4 (meet record, old mark 45.8, Wayne Collett, UCLA, I (&)); 2.

Smith (UCLA). 45.5; 3. Collett (UCLA). 46.7.
..crio^p^.o

lOO-l. Deckard (USC), 9.2 (meet record, old mark, 9.3, Lennox Miller, USC, 1968), 2.

Edmonson (UCLA). 9.3; 3. Brown (USC), 9.4.
^ „ , ,,.cr-x ^ c^ c

880-1. P. Williams (UCLA), 1:50.9; 2. Crane (USC), 1:51.4; 3. Burks (USC), 1:5 .5.

DISCUS— 1. Antunovlch (USC), 198-10 (meet record, old mark, 196-2, Gary Carlsen, USC,

1967); 2.0stoich (UCLA). 181-9; 3.Gordon (UCLA), 180^.

POLE VAULT— 1. Tracanelli (UCLA), 17-01/2 (equals meet record. Bob Seagren, USC,

1967); 2.tieb€tw.eenPullard (USC), and Cryder.(USC), 16-6.

HIGH JUMP-k Huft (UCLA), 6-10; 2. Hollins (USC), 6-8; 3. Fletcher fUCLA),6-8.

440IH-1 Corval (UCLA), 52.8; 2. Cotfman (USC), 53.9; 3. Ripplnger (UCLA), 55.8.

220—1. Deckard (USC), 20.2 (meet record, old mark, 20.6, Lennox Miller, USC, 1967); 2.

Garrison (USC), 20.5; 3. Edmonson (UCLA), 20.6. ... -

TWO MILE-1. Chapplns (UCLA), 9:03.0.; 2. AAarsee (USC), 9:03.2; 3. Balasco (UCLA),

TRIPLE JUMP— 1. Butts (UCLA), 52-101/2 (meet record, old mark, 52-5, AAahoney

Samuels, USC, 1965) ; 2. Mines (USC), 52-8; 3. Rogers (UCLA), 52-61/2.

MILE RELAY— 1. UCLA (Echols 48.3, Edmonson 49.4, Smith 47.4, Collett 45.3), 3:10.4; 2.

USC ( Brown 48.7, Mines 47.6, Burks 49.2, Garrison 49.4), 3: 14.9.

tt
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Tfui,i\ loses to -^C,
(Continued from Page 16)

But the mile merely typified the Trojans desire to win. "I think it's my
most satisfying dual meet victory," Vern Wolfe reflected. "We waited a

year for this^one, but this is a very-close team with a lot of character

They ( the Bruins) had a tougher dual meet schedule but I really can't say

if that hurt them or not"

Bush had nothing but praise for the Trojans and perhaps felt a little

relief from the strain of the 17 consecutive meet wins. 'The pressure's off

now," he reminded. "I'm disappointed we lost but I think we lost to a

better team. There's not much you can do when you run a 9.3 and the

other guy does 9.2."

The Bruins are now off until May 21-22, the Pac-e championships at

Seattle.

t P^^l^sf?Pz -U^&i!d^>£ii^^>

Intramural mer
Todav't IM Softball Schedule

i

t
ySC — 75, UCLA — 70

%̂
fff^iitiSf^ifiiiifffiiMffffSffm^

3:00: Harmless Error vs. Pelvis Club (Fd. 1); Plan Al vs. Law School 3 (Fd. 2); London vs Eros
(Fd 3), Beta Theta Pi vs. Signna Alpha Epsilon (Fd. 4); Plan A2 vs. AROTC (Fd. 6), Thun
derthuds vs. Plasma Players (Fd. 8).

4:00: Master Batters vs. Pussy Willows (Fd. 1); Hydra vs. Jackson's Hole (Fd. 2); Sparta vs
Rainier (Fd. 3); Delta Sigma Phi vs. Zeta Beta Tau (Fd. 4); Ball Three vs. Business School B (Fd
6), Bartholin's Glands vs. Heavy Sticks (Fd. 8).

Toilay's Water Polo Schedule

Jefferson vs. Chimborazo (430); MAC IV the 5th vs. Fountainbleu Sheiks (5:00), Portshead
Corporation vs. Bart's Bashers (5:30); Beta Theta Pi vs. Phi Kappa Psi (600); Himalaya vs K2
(6 30).

Thursday's IM Sottball Results

London def. Cork (24 2); Jefferson def by Orion (13 12); Fubar def. Middle Earth (forfeit);

Republic def. by Bacchus (forfeit); Anuk def. by Ptgblood (forfeit); Plan A def. El Seenyors (14

9); Phi Kappa Psi def. by Phi Kappa Sigma (forfeit); Bowery def. Stonehaven (112); Titan def

Rhum (12 8); Crimson Clutz def. by Maccabees (13-11); Scooters def. by The Men Upstairs (U
10).

Thursday's Water Polo Results

London def. by K 2 (forfeit); Edinburgh def. Pauley (forfeit); Phi Kappa Psi def. by Delta Tau

Delta (forfeit); Himalaya 'def. by Kilirpaniaro (forfeit).

IM Men's Track Meet
The IM Men's divisional track meets (fraternity, residence hall and independents wUlbeival^

This Friday, May 14, at 2 p.m. on the track stadium. The following Friday, May 21, the All u
Championships will be held. Sign ups will be taken at the track.

IM Men's Swimming and Diving Meet
On May 17 and 19, from 2 5 p.m., in the Park Pool, the Men's Swimming and Divihg Cham

pionships will be held. Sign ups will be taken at the pool.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
Laf us ship your personal

•H«cts home. We are spe-

cialists in international
pockoging and shipping. We
also sell appliances (or 220

Volts.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

WANDERING MINSTRELS
MO MOlTON M/ENoe

WE STWOOD CAUF 90024

(213) ATt-asae

"T3

OVER 20 YKS ' EXPERIENCE

PERMANENT ^
HAIR REMOVAL^
WITH AIR DESENSITIZER

MEN & WOMEN
REC BY PHYSICIANS
"Aemb. Elect. Assoc

Mon-Sot Ev*s by Appt.

474 -71 71^1
SARAL WANNE RE.
ALINE WANNE RN&RE
1245 Glmndon W. LA.
(Westwood Medical

Prof BIdg
)

Term Papers
Dissertations

Theses

Letters

Fast

Accurate

VILLAGE TYPIST

1)01 Gay ley, Westwood
473-8127 886-7475

HELPLINE

825-7646
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Not the kind ot history you read m books,

the kind they're written about. It all happened
live, and not very long ago.

On a pleasant bright afternoon at the

Monterey Jazz Festival, Johnny Otis and his show
took the stage. There were Johnny and his son
Shuggie. And some of the giants out of R&B's
past: Pee Wee Crayton and Big Joe Turner,
Roy Milton and Ivory Joe Hunter. 23 musicians
that represent almost every decade
since the blues began.

but when the performance started, the past
was a thing of the present. The band stomps,
howls. Leri> it^. .....4iu ,..,,, ...t

"^^
'''^i^^1^
^.y*'^^

$
'%

t € ,.:^ f

* -

"9^f,

"^ee

great songs— many ot them classics made famous
by the people who sing them here (''Willie And
The Hand Jive," "Since I Met You Baby"). The
arrangements are free-wheeling and full-blown . ..^0^ '^^-^k ^^ue
with all the excitement of improvised jamming. /^^^^'^'^/(Sg^^'frf'^^'SJ^iQ

More than anything else, though, the story of/ "'^^^^ '^o'^>9^^^
*'' ^^

this album is told by the audience's reaction. ^
^'^' "fn.,Jea/,/

They hollered and applauded, hugged one
another and danced in the aisles. At one point
a woman,who couldn't have been less than fifty,

ran toward the stage crying for more .She must
have been young enough to understand Johnny Otis
kind of history, too.

ON EPIC RECORDS
EG 30473 A specially priced 2-record »«t.

w iNTfOIN US*
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DB photo— D«ve Dornlat

BIG DIFFERENCE — This was

the extent of the Washington

victory over UCLA Saturday at

Ballona Creek In Marina del Rey.

Washington, defending national

champions, convincingly crushed

the Bruins, setting a new record of

5:51.4 for the 2000-meter course.

UCLA finished in 5:56.3.

Coffee for free

attheDB

OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, Mayn 7:30-9:30 P.M.

MONTESSORI OF WEST LOS ANGELES
1300 N. Sep-ulveda Blvd. Bel Air

(Adjacent to Leo Baeck Temple)

Summer School Openings 476-3524

Affiliated: American Mont. -; S^ci^y —7"

students' Store employees have to sell 'em or count 'em. inventory

you know. Where you count 437 freebs and 28930 dulbs. Mind-

blowing. So help your fellow students out, and

incidentally, save a bit of bread. Like 1 0% on Gifts and Sportswear.

Then our employees can get out of this squirrel cage at a decent hour, come May 28.

"—^^^^^^•^^^""^^^•^"""^"^^"'^""^"^'^
I . *

women's hot pants

many styles

10% OFF
",s>i'i- "^'•ri^

T

pop art trash cans

Fireproof metal,

in Art Supplies/A level

4.89
reg. 6.00

dominant jeans

on a 26-ft. wall

10% OFF

men's knit

Wally Berry shirts

10% OFF

art prints

were 1.00-4.98

504

Samsonite

attache case^

5.00 OFF
regular prices

men's blue

work shirts

4.^j
plus 10% off

eagle marking pens

were29C-49<t

194-
people paper

(stained glass window,

bubble gum etc.) 50% OFF

Art S.upplies, A level

394
famous sculpture

reproductions

10% OFF

fashion accessories

10% OFF

authentic

antiquities

10% OFF

as
uc

students' store

a
il

sportswear and giHs, b level

ort supplies, o level ockerman union.

8^7711 ,7
m6nday triday 7:45-7:30; ^atu/ddy 10-3

iit« your

_ 4^

nmoricaro or mr

ji&mk '
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UCI-A Daily Bruin Classified Ads
ADVERTISING OFFICII

KtrckhoH Hall 113

Phont MSnsi

Clatsif ivfl »dvtrti»in9 r«t«s

1 s words $1 $0 day . 5 consecutlvt

insertions • »$.00

Payabit in advanct

DEADLINE 10:30a.m.

No ttlopltone orders

THE Daily Bruin givts full support to tht

University ol California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore clasilfltd

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who. In affordin*

heusiAf to students or offering iotaS/

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neltfter

the University nor the ASUCLA A Dally

Bruin has Investigated any of the services

offered here.

^Announcements

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers),

Silent worship, Sun., n am., Univ. YWCA,
574 Hilqard Visitors wiecome 472 7950.

HOW do you BARGAIN? Find out-play the

Bargaining Game RECEIVE $2. Sign up
outside 4528 Franz Tower. (AM )

WE Buy guitars, amps, drums, bartd in-

struments West LA Music, 1 1345 Santa
Monica Bd 479 6898. (A MM)

EVICTED- Must find home for fantastic

cocKer beagle dog before 5/12. Please help

or gas chamber 396 6774. (AM 12)

-ttivtSTrtooo f^e^ estate Trust. Possime
tax sheltered cash dividends, growth,
liquidity. KWAK, 788 9262, 748 2779. (AM

-r-r .'
I

' I

PEAJ^E, CORPS has summer and fall

prograrfts. Sun^mef application deadline
MdylS Kmsev3|7.02S-4998. (AMU)

*
, /

.,---.. . m ' • *^ —* '

LIVE Air OXFORD. Tutorials with Oxford
faculty; University of California Extension
credit Study music in England, the dawn of

science, medieval English towns, Britain in

the 20th century, ecology of the Oxford
region, religious ideas of the Bible. Classes
begin June 28 and July 19. Students entering
junior year or higher are eligible. Write
Dept. O L, Oxiord/Berkeley Program, UC
Extension, Berkeley, Calif. 94720.

yf Campus Evenfs

BICYCLE Enthusiasts! Campus bicycle

club forming Meet May 11, noon, top Bruin
Walk Bill, X52328. (CE M10)

Social Evenfs

HIGHLY rated! Jewish College Graduates
Parties (.21 35). Held monthly in private
homes 980 4633, 786 5524, 938-1739, 981
0914. (MID

^Personal

HAPPY mh Blrtfid^y,Nina. From TpntJ
and the Pink Pretzel and the Behemoth. ( 1 M
10)

JNFANTS 3-6 months. Free developmental
testing UCLA campus. Call 82S-2893.( 1 M 14)

MESTER Spanish literary
deadline May IS. Spanish
Comabella.

magatine
Dept. c/o

(1 M14)

CONTRACEPTION, FAMILY PLANNING,
LEGAL ABORTION, VD In-
formation/referrals UCAL Overpopulation
Information Center Every Monday 12-4 p.m.
Ackerman Union room 2412. (1M10)'

^ Enferiainmenf 2

SINGLES meet singles-
part as/introductions. Noon - 7:30 p.m. Girls
free. TWC 654 2200 (11 )

H.M.S. piiirFoiii^
Gilbert & Sullivan's Best

BRINGTHE WHOLE FAMILY —
May 13th, 14th, ISth

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD

SOOO COLFAX AVE., NO. HLWD.
TICKET INFO.: 766 8103

STUDENTS$1.50

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213-CA 1-4849. _ (JQTR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 646, Avalon,
90704 (2 0TR)

^He/p Wanted. 3

SUMMER jobs moving furniture S3 to 3.S0
per hr Call Services Unlimited, 47S-9S21. (3
M 10)

COUNSELOR, male 21 summer fufi time,
bonanza Day Camp, WLA. Call Mike, 473-

71S4. (3M14)
.

,
: ^

CAMPUS press representative wanted for

Dustin loffman's new film WHO IS HARRY
KELLERMAN AND WHY IS HE SAYING
THOSE TERRIBLE THINGS ABOUT ME?'
Call (213) 763-8411, Ext 1800 (3M10)

PSYCHOLOGY experiment. Si for 1/2 hr.
Call 397.3769 between 7 and 9 p.m . (3 M 10)

PART time secretary, must bo well-
organized and proficient in shorthand and
typing Call 175 6796 (3M 11)

TWO weeks left to get a summer |ebl Ser-
vices Unlimtted 475 9521 before its too late. (3
M 14)

FEMALE Elementary teachers and student
teachers lor education experiment, si tor
one hr, Mary Johnson, 825 0441/476-1547
(eves) (3Mn>

VB9g><T,Wy nn<t< tomMfitvn tor Itt ytar
old boy Male preferred Call eves. CR3
1437 (3M13)

exeCL'TiVE Secretary wanted, all skills.
1.A ,.; month *« ML, Center office - all

ihon* «J* 'i«l. (3M 13)

\/Help Wanted...:.......... 3 ,>l for So/a. >Q • Services OHered. M y Travel,

PAf^ ' .ttendants wanted: No long hair

or btard, car needed 823 9736, A PM to 2

AM ' (3M13)

GIRLS, freshmen, sophomores, S2 for one

hour psychology experiment. Call a*'^**"

eves, come FH 2329 days.

ALPHA Conditioning Need volunteers in

study ol alpha and alpha like brain waves.

391 3942 eves .

'^^ '^'

NEEDED Term paper for Sociology

Theory I, by May 20, 1971 Pay S15. 989 1256

eves, Ron. (3 M lU

FEMALE model needed for work with Art

Center photography student, $5/hr. Call Tim
396»3l0eves. (3M11»

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

545 per month while helping others.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 478 0051 9:00 AM 7:00 PM daily

THINK you're smart, contact us. Smooth
talker wanted telephone sales. Stationery

supplies 651 3513 8150 Beverly Blvd 1 104. (3

M 11)

NEED MONEY
but want to set own hours, live in a college

community? 5,000 circulation student

newspaper needs full time ad salesman.

Experienced person needing iob or not ready

to enter professional ratrace-this is for you.

Send resume : j^^^ Engdahl
Collegian, Huntley Bookstore,

Claremont, California 9I7II

FEMALE test subjects wanted for study by

dermatologist for permanent removal of

hair. Call Mr. Errett, General Medical

Company, for details. 931-81 13. (3 M 12)

STUDENT actor eves., $5/hr., 5/hr weekly -

year guaranteed (room/board opt.) Perfect

for Med. Student. 5' 10", very good looking.

Send picture, phone # - Box 85, 710 N. Van
Ness LA, 38. • (3 MID

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1416 Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

MAKE S50 S150 a day, striping parking lots.

Amazing new invention, $80 total equipment
cost. Write: Dept. D, Fox Valley Marking
Route 59, Bartlett, III. or call:(312)837-88SS,

or (312) 837-6495. (3M14)

^Miscellaneous

KITTENS, 8 weeks Old.

homes 825 4229, 278-0645.

> '

I
" '

,1^-.. .^..»».--w...v ...i«.i..Tvp..-..-.rrt4r' - 4

Free to loving
(1M12)

y£ lOT Kolii ••••••••••••••••••••••• '\

' -^i •

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in iiV

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 296-2298;
wknds, 292 5175. (7QTR).

y Ricios Offered 8

DRIVE my ca,r to Florida. References. 279-

2474. (8 M 12)

FREE ride to Connecticut-exchange for

child care during trip. June 16th. Girl only.
EX 5 6820 (8M10)

^ Rides Wanfed V
I
—• .

FROM Sunset and Barrington to Topanga
Canyon, 8 p.m. 3 5 times weekly. Will pay.
Diane, 455-2557. 472 8516. 19M12)

or 0ate»»»m»m»99mm»f»%•*••* 11/

MADRILENA Classical guitar with case.
XInt.cond. $85. 474 4368. (10M10)

ELECTRIC Dryer. XInt. cond. 474-1348 eves.

Garage sale-May 16, 927 Westholme (10

am.) (10M14)

KOOALITH FILM IN 3SMM LOAOSI

36 exp $2.50 ULTRA HIGH CONTRAST,
little or no gray scale. (See my ad. page 1457

- yellow pages) Mail, call, or stop in.

ART'S PHOTO
21S1 Sunset Blvd., LA., CA. 90026

386 3639 or 386 3650.

Open Fridays 'till 9, Saturdays noon to 6:30.

CUSTOMBAWLAB (10M14)

PLAYPEN and pad for baby. Cosco brand,
yellow, XInt cond. $18. Call 473 1694. (10 M
10)

m

GE portable stereo with AM/FM radio. Exc.
cond., $f9. 393 1014, Th,F, all day; MTW,
eves. (10M13)

BRASS bed, beautiful condition. Must sell,

$150. Jim, 392-6233. (10MI0)

ROYAL portable typewriter, excellent
condition, S3S. Phone 93S-M09, evenings,
weekends. (I0M10)

8 FOOT couch, matching love seat and 2

living room lamps. Phone 826 121S ( 10 M 13)

3 NEW Shure Unidyne mics $35, new Black
A Decker circular Mw $1S. 392-9S22. ( 10 M 12)
. it

KLH 24 Stereo system-Garrard chgr.. FM
stereo, speakers $165. Top rated Realistic
stereo casette deck $75. All perfect 831
<i9i no M ni

•^ •_• ,• * *

cost $350 Best offer Pttone afternoon 931
'OW nOMU)
$1)00 STERtO components for $S00. in
eluding Walpang speakers. All undei
warrenty Call 471 5475 (10MI3;

GIPSON, MARTIN, GUI LD fantastic

savings one week only. All models, new and

used West LA Music, 479-6898 ( 10 M 14)

NIKKORMAT FTN body, case, eye cup,

5125 200mm lens for Nikon, Telxtender, ISO.

ZenithTVconsole/UHF,$30 837 1664 ( 10 M
13)

INVENTORS! ARTISTS! Display your Rube

Goldberg modern devices and mechanical

developments at Hollywood »*•'.•'"'•''•'»;

DR PHIBES" Cash priies and

recognition 278 8118, ext. 330. Auditions •«

Hollywood at Pantage* Theatre, »;?0 AM/
Saturday, May 15 (IIMIZJ

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE

13

"BUDDHA & Jesus Were Brothers'

copyrighted campaign buttons, 50C each.

Allow two weeks delivery. Totizo, 360 North

. Bedford, Beverly Hills, 90210. ( 10 M 12)

TRADITIONAL Flamenco guitar w/pegs

plus case $350 TamurraC80, R6n,458-

^924 (10M12)

13 ft. SAILBOAT- O' Day Amer: trailer and
accessories, xInt. cond. $650. 474 1684. ( 10 M
12)

1

MOVING must tell! Dining set, TV, stereo,

b droom set, book cases, marble table,

misc 473 0798. *'^^1?1

NAME brand appliances, cameras, stereo

components, TV's, rfdios, tires at wholesale

prices. Call 788 1610. (10M12)
'^

_ _ n „y
RAMIREZ Jose, flamenco guitar Madrid
1970, blue ribbon, brand new $450 with case.

832 5071. (10M12)

^^
JUNE BRIDES

Select China and Crystal pattern now for
summer delivery and save

25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD,
195 So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calf». ' '

"

W irOVOf*************************** '*' u^^tmmi

Superstition Mountams, Arizona
Complete 7 day tour package, si)o

Departure June 19th.
Call for Information

American Adventures Unlimited
211 E. Workman St., Suite 104

Covina (213)947-3877
(13M13)

AIS FLIGHTS

Jet NY. - Europe best prices

immed. issue int. I D Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters ~

Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
90S4 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274^742

SAIL Greece Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3 masted schooner. Contact: Schooner
Sofia, Box 332, Tiboron, Calif. 1415) 435

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam L.A.

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-,

European student charter flights. Contact:
|

ISCA 11687 San Vicente Blvd., M. LA, 90049

826 5669.
(130TR)

June 14-Sept.is
June 24-Sept. 5

June 23- Sept. 11

July 1 Aug. 26

July 7-Aug. H

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
8 Weeks.
8 Weeks

S295

5285

5295

529$

S29$

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS- 1971

Sept. 26 One way to Amsterdam ins

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839 2401 4241

Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City

Mon. Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3 8534

NEAR new Sears Coldspot auto defrosting
regrigerator, king size bed, arm chairs, etc.

Eves., 475-4014. ( 10 M 10)

DURST M600 Photoenlarger Schneider lens,

steel office desk, chairs, lamp, pool cue.

Eves, 475-4014. (10M10)

COMPLETE Stereo System. Roberts. AM-
FM Aquarius speakers, BSR Record
Changer. List $300, sell $145. Brand new.
Great sound. 721-0207. (10M11)

LOOMS used procion and vat dyes macrame
supplies Handweaving Depot 10893 W. Pico
(Westwood). 474 5114. (10M7)

^Services Offered. 11

FLUTE and PIANO LESSONS. West LA
Music. Call Nancy-474-5831 ext. 442 or 479-

6898.
~" (IIMU)

GUITAR CLASSES Starting NOW at W est

LA Music, 11345 Santa Monica Bd. 479-

6898. (11M14)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 6:00a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

SAILING lessons-23' sloop at Del Rey
group/indv. Lowest rates-start now. Info.-

BOb, 479-2485. (11M12)

TYPING/ Computer research/Editing PhD
writer/editor provides complete preparation
assistance. Kelly 799-0992 eves/wknds. ( 11 M
12)

AUTOLARM Protect your car A contents.
Discount with advertisement. Phone: 453-
0404 appnt. $5. Also salesmen wanted. ( 1 1 M
12)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873-5815, 781-5527 eves. 783-3509. (11QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (11QTR)

GUITAR lessons, beginning group S3. 50 /hr.
Folk songs, etc. Hours TBA. Call llisa, 445-

1348. (11 Mil)

DROP-IN programs each Tues., 8-10 PM.,
and Sat., 2-4 PM. Gen Adm., $3.00, students,
$2.00. Call The Group Center, 454-3030. (11
QTR)

BANDS, entertainment groups for weddings,
frat parties, etc. Rock, smooth, anything, we
have all. 291 2203. (11 Mil)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350.

1.4p.m. Daily (11M17)

THE GROUP CENTER

"Drop-In" Programs
Each Tues. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen. adm. $3.00 - Students S2.00

Call 454-3030

PRIVATE guitar lessons. Learn favorite
songs, new chords, strumming. Reasonable
rates. Gary Diamond, 399-8217 evOs. ( 1 1 M
11)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees Robert Rhee, 839-7270, 870-
9793 (11 QTR)

TELEVISION rental All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24
hr. phon*^, 274-9119. (11 QTR)

FREE Crochet Lewons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11
QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
tNSURANCC

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

INTS

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional scltoets. Academic
Guidance Services 820 S. Robertson Blvd.
457 43t0 QTR)

An official Charter l^light
Operation Authorized ^rj^ppV^tved
by the University of cJfiforilfia

on ALL Camous^s

T a->#

LA..LONDOf^tJ^DON.Ut
V^\l>rica

\W^ $275

Fit. D«P "4'i
2 6/21 6/tV
3 6/22 8/16 8 §275
4 6/23 8/26 9 , $275
6 6/24 8/22 8 $275
7 6/27 9/6 • 10 V $275
8 6/29 9/10 id/ $275
9 7/1 9/3 , 9 $275
10 • • 7/11 8/9 ^ 4 $27;5

11 7/14 8/31 7 $275
12 • ' 8/8 9/8 4 $275
14 9/4 9/27 3 $273
It 7/24 t/2S 4 $27S

ONE. WAY LA. .1LONDON
Fit Dap.

5** 6/24
1

$150

ONt\^Y LONDOr4.LA.
Fit. y R«(. Prka
15 y 9/9 $150

*• WAITLIST ONLY
AvailaMa only to bonafMo mombars of th«
University of California (stMlants, faculty,
staff, rtgistartd alumni, immad. family
living in tha samt hotiMlioM)

diaiiar flight•

UC a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. ft 5 p.m.

S25-1221

EUROPE CHARTERS. Several schedules
from $250 roundtrip, $150 oneway. Coor-
dinator: Professor Margaret Paai, 247
Roycroft. Long Beach, 90803, (213) 430-
2179. (13M11)

^^HbrTtISH RAIL OFFERS
the $35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel ( ages 1 5 thru 22) . Also

:

$40. 15 days
SS5. 21 days.
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. $40. Gives
you 1000 miles and S40 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424-5149. (13 QTR)

EUROPE - Discount flights. Also Israel,
Africa, India. 40% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210.274 4293. (13 QTR)

XJNI^!JSS«SHig{gfe-
1O07

W LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

1 Tune 15 Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
5* June 27 Sep 13 12 $275

' * LA/London/Amsterdam
6 July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

^ ONE WAY FLIGHtS tO EUROPf

2. June 14— LA/London $148
2C July 26- -LA/ London $139
3E Aug 1«^--LA/Madr id/Prank $135
4E Sep 6 — LA/London $123
5E Sep li—LA/London $12 3

p ONE WAV fLt(5tlt^ ^ROM EUR6^E

IW June 14—Am«terdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --Lcndon/LA $139
3W Sep 16— London/LA $148

Available only to University of
Californiii students, faculty,
employees, extension and Alumni
M«n«i>prs oXitt iooMdiate families.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights
STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We'rii Op»>n Or, Satiir dav

*^ i.^ JL CHAirr J r , ,^
TELE: 4 77-ii.ll or 4;i-444i

-tN WFSTWnon, B^oXTON XT WFYBt-rn

3i 'm m m mm mm m m m m h

Make Summer Going "GREAT"

'^-rr HAWAII w/10ve, $150 R.T. (students)
2) EUROPElkN Summer (obs

M»ss Libefty placement program
;i;,s4viET UNION study tour w/credit
'^'LAPLAND to KHATMANDU
w.. Minitrek expeditions, action holiday.
V g I

TOMaZ3-1943, CmpLiRep.

TOURS UNREG/MENTED! the ONLY
WAy to GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,
$1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, i7l5

Israel Europe: 11 weeks, $1195 Japan 6

weeks, $1011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave , Culver
City, (213) 839-5247. (T3QTR)

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON
Junel5/Sept 15

June28/iepti,7
June 25/ Aug. ^6
Aug. 26/Sept. 24

AMSTERDAM/LA
$269
$269
S269
S269

Sept. 2 one way to AMS $134

Immediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tert Aviv $77, to Attiens $52, to

Bombay $1^0, to Nairobi $150. Large

discounts Ofi cars and many other fligtits.

Contact prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or

879-3111 C/O Sierra Travel, 9875 Santa

Monica Blvd. Bev. Hills. (13 Mil)

EUROPE, $225 285, also Israel, Japan,

Summer & Fall fligttts. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev.

Blvd^.. LA, 90048. 451-1311. ESEP UCLA
men^bers. (13 QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROP&ikMIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediafi^ ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 monttis $125 00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT-VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 784 1677

^ Juforing......^.. M
EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. High

school, undergraduate, graduate. Several

years teaching experience. Reasonable. 391

2443. (MM 28)

SPEAK Chinese. Individual group tutoring

by native speaker. Bob, 395 0453 6 12 PM for

appointment. <''*^I
^'

FRENCH SPANISH - ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (rial)

473-2492. (14QTR)

MATH-GRADUATE record examination

preparation. Private tutoring — intensive

$5/hr. NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397

7335.
(14M28)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation^

LSAT,etc. Individual instruction. Academic

Guidance Services, 820 S Robertson, 65/

4390. (2igj_2l

TYPING Selectricletters, term papers or

transcribing. Eves. 6 9. Call Gloria 779^

9204. ^ ^ ".. .LJ

WILL do typing. Please call Dina at 465W5.
Hwd. (15M10)

TYPING editing Term papers, resumes,

letters, theses. IBM Selectnc. Eng graas

Nancy 472-4143, Kay 824-7472. (ISMU^

ALL kinds of typing Reasonable rates C^IJ

GR 2-842K nS^'

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, terni*

papers. Specialty math A technical 'yPi"9
Accurate, rapid service. 741 5580. (ISQT W^

EDITH IBM term papers, dissertations,

tape transcription, etc. Accurate, fast PiC"

up and delivery. 933-2993.

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectric Term

papers, dissertations, theses Fast, ac

curate llOl Gayley, Westwoo<?. *^3
*'r»' ,.,

7475.
(15MJ8)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term P*P\7r
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, nf«'

campus Call Esther 824^749r__J_^2-Z_---

IBM Executive and Selectric VP^^Oj*'^
s. Experienced.. Fast, •«"''»**,

,4 m 28'
Please call... 394 829S.

< '^

FREE editing, gramma
Expert typing, last. P
school. AHct, 3t7-3304

ir/spell»«9. Eiectrit-

ick up/o«";',VbrR"

IBM Executive typist College,
"J**^''/,)

psych reports Stenorette, cassette

dittonai typists available Maylieid ^p^^'",
(

l

> *<* '*

'
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Connors in finals of So. Cal.

Weekend Scores
Baseballers sweep Washington, WSU to clinch a fie for second Golfers sixth at Torrey Pines

Only the presence of the 'old man of

% tennis', Pancho Gonzalez, in the Southern

% California Tennis Championships

i§ prevented this year's tournament at the L.

;%A. Tennis Club from becoming an all-

% UCLA show. Of the ten varsity Bruins who

:j^ entered the tourney, five reached the

il quarter-finals, three reached the semi-

% finals but only one reached the finals.

g
That last Bruin was Jim Connors, a

•% freshman who seeded fith for the tourney.

>::He played top-seeded Gonzalez, who is

i^over double his age, in the singles final

:j^ yesterday. The Daily Bruin's early press

>> deadline prevented the inclusion of the

% results of that match.

% In the doubles, the Bruin team of Con-

ttnors and Jeff Austin played USC's Dick

§1 Bohrhnstedt and Jim Hagey.

% The last few days of the tourney were

^5 characterized by numerous upsets, most

% of them dealing with the Bruins.

% In the quarter-finals, third seeded Jeff

:$ Borowiak was ousted 6-4, 7-5, by unseeded

% team-mate Tito Vazquez.

% Connors bagged two major scalps,

:g fourth-seeded Ale x Olmedo, 6-4, 6-3 in the

:j:j
quarter-finafe, and second seeded Haroon

:j: Rahim, 6-3, 6-1 in the semis.

•ii:
) \r^ John Reich

It was quite a weekend for Coach Art Reichle and Co. The UCLA baseball team swept

doubleheaders from both Washington schools, pounding the Huskies 2-1 and 12-1 Friday, and
mauling WSU 5-1 and 11-0 Saturday.

UCLA finds itself in sole possession of second place in the Pac-8 Southern Division behind

the unbelievable USC Trojans who sewed up the championship sweeping the same two

teams while upping its conference record to 15-0. The Bruins, now ll'i , are two games ahead
of third place Stanford, (9-6) , UCLA's main threat right now.

Although they have clinched a tie for second place, the Bruins still do not have a playoff

berth chnched. If UCLA loses both games to USC next weekend and Stanford sweeps Cal

(which is only 5-10) , Stanford and UCLA would tie for second. But the Indians would get the

playoff nod since they won the season series with the Bruins 2-1

.

"^ -^—

When Rick Pope pitched his fiist complete conference game of the year Frkiay against

Washington in the opener, the Bruins were off and running. Pope allowed just four hits, one

run and three walks while fanning 11 Huskies in seven innings. It.was Pope's first con-

ference win, and he is now 7-3 overall, 1-2 in leagu^. He contributed to his own victory by

singling to right field with two outs in the sixth scoring Adams, the tie-breaking run.

The nightcap saw a Bruin avalanche, as UCLA slammed out 17 hits and scored 12 runs. It

also featured Bill Susa who was tagged for just four hits, one run, and three walks. He also

whiffed 11 men. Susa had plenty of help from the rejuvenated Mike Gerakos, four for six,

and Bob Adams, five for six.

— If the Bruins were tired Saturday, they certainly didn't show it. Greg Zail followed in

Pope's and Susa's footsteps as he went the route in the shorter, seven inning game allowing

just five hits and one run. Zail's record is now 5^ as he picked up his first Pac-8 victory this

year.

The Bruins continued to pour it on in the nightcap, exploding for U runs and 14 hits. Gary

Robson continued the Bruin wizardy on the mound, pitching a three hit shutout and blowing

down 14 Cougars. Robson's 47 strikeouts leads the Pac-«. Robson allowed one hit in the first

inning, and it wasn't until the ninth that WSU got another.

—Ed Burgart

Strong winci^ and a heavy rain during

the second round hindered play in the

Southern Cahfornia Intercollegiate ig

tournament at Torrey Pines, but the UCLA ^:

golfers still managed a sixth-place finish ;^:

Friday. ;ij

The Bruins ended up with a 610 total,

well behind Cal State Long Beach and San

Diego State which tied for first at 589. Only

the first four scores count for team pur-

poses, but CSLB was awarded the team
title on the score of its fifth man.

Jerry DiTulho was the leading UCLA
golfer with rounds of 72-75— 147, 10 strokes

off the winner, Jack Spradlin of San Diego

State, but good enough for a share of fourth

place.

"Jerry played well, especially his

second round in the rain on the South

course, which is the tougher course of the

two," said coach Vic Kelley.

Otherwise, Kelley wasn't as happy. **We

played fairly well, but not real well." Bill

Eaton was second for the Bruins at 75-78 —
153, followed by Pete Laszlo's 76-79 — 155

and Rene Grivel's 75-80 — 155. Don Tniett

finished at 156 (77-79) and Mike Bellmar

shot 77-82 159.

—Doug Kelly

••.

i
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PROFESSIONAL D I S S E R T A T

EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPIN^
SATISFACTION GUARANTEEO r?^

BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES «'

• 144, 477 43W. (IJ«^^

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
y Typing J5 >l Ap\s, - Furnished 17 y/ For Sublease ^Aulas for Sale 29 y^Aulas for Sa/e....,^,;;;;^.. 29

RUTH theses, term papers, mauscripts.

Exp. Wkends, daily 5-9, 828-1163. (15 QTR) _

WATTS Secretarial Service - (213) 299-3135 •

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specializing

in theses, essays, manuscripts. (15

V Wanted 16

STUDENT needs place In Paris for Sorbonne

Summer Session in exchange for ? Will 475-

5831, ext. 441. * (1*M )

\AiANTED to buy-Sur>*yor's Transit. Wi".

pay cash. Call 445 6540. ( 16M 14)

UCLA student wants roommate and/or apt.

to share for summer and next year. 826-7653

after4pm. (16M10)

^ Apis. - Furnished 17

WELCOME - SUMMER RENTERS

FUrtN $125-bach.

For 2-S195andS250
LARGE 1 Bdrm.for 3 or 4

Deposit on choice apt. for Fall

705 Gayley 479-8580

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS-SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Depoeits now fbr summer/loll

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

S305-2 BDRM. apt. 2 ml campus. 2 bdrm/-

bath upstairs, living room/kitchen down-

stairs Stove, frig, carpets, drapes Unlurn.

June 20-Oct 1. 1411 Federal, *1, 473 5542. ($L

M12)

48 VW Bug, good cond. Must sell before

/best. 391-1913. ( Mil)summer.

AUGUST fiHtllet. Furnished 2/bdrm , dining

roomAtire^rtice, walled garden house. 10

mm campus. S275. 825 2655;83< 4165.

'68 DATSUN sedan, black New tires, clutch,

immaculate $1200/best olt4fW'825 4921 days,

271 8448 eves. ' " (29^13)

'62 PORSCHE super 90 ulnl cond, com
pletely rebuilt. 8,000 mi .new interior,

piri'llis, riros, dual webers 454 5779" (29 M
10)

•55 CLASSIC MG TF exc. cond , red, 826-4082

night ; 825 7836 day. $1200/beit offer ( 29 M
13)

65 VW Bus, w/new guaranteed engine SI400

473 7113, 475 2443 Also Roberts 770X

taperecorderS175. (29 Mil)

^^^^^^H^^'^^g!^ y ^^^^Q ^Q 51,^^3 22
cKj irtv ciimmpr or lonoer. Attractive, wENJOY summer or longer. Attractive,

clean, singles accom. 2, one bedroom apts.

3 one bedroom" and den 4. Air cond. Block

campus. Pools, sundecks. Garages. 625-641

Landfair. 479-5404. (17M14)

633 GAYLEY
SMin.walkCanfipus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

SHARE turn, house with yard. Own room.

Close by 479-5988 (22M10)

NEED one male student Share canyon

home near UCLA. Private room,
V*!®' V!:

1840 after 5:00. (22M13)

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25

FREE room and board all summer in

beautiful home for child care. Easy |0b. 274-

0524^ ^ (25M11:

FEMALE babysitter: Private room/batt,

and TV-walking distance to campus. Salary

475.-1120. (25M10)

FREE room, k-itchen use in exchange for

part time care of my mother, WLA, nites,

o-ii 7^o7 (25 M n)
823 7407,

PRIVATE patio, garden, furnished single

w/kitchen, utilities paid, near Hollywood
Bowl, hillside, 1110. 44S-087S. (17 M 13)

505 GAYLEY*"*
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

D«|>o*it« now f^v »umm«r/f all

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

^ApH.- Unfurnished. 18

ONE Bdrm. apt. Large terrace. Walk UCLA.
Faculty, staff, or graduate couple. Call 477-

0397 eves. (18M10)

""^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ROOM offered Student 20 or excha.ige

J Apts. to Share 19 ir^ur.'XJr.r^roVhe^Vr.Vs;' .I."^

FEMALE roommate wanted 22 plus to share ^^^i^HHH^^^^^^^^^^t
, .„ ., „.,.. ... .»«. o,^.j.

^^^ fo, ftent 26

PRIVATE entrance, delightful porch, air

cond Grand piano 10591 Cushdon, UP 0040

S70 mon. No hippies (24M14)

'44 CHEVELLE Station Wagon Good con

jitM>n. Radio, heater. Call 477 1420

jven.ngs (29 Mil)

'63 FALCON S350 XInt cond Convertible,

RH, auto, trans. Must sell. 939-3725 eves 657

4488 days. (29M14)
' —— •«. -

VOLKSWAGON '68, automatic, SI, 200 Low
mileage, clean. 9t4-22l7. (29M)4)

'43 VALIANT, new alternator, radiator, 4

door, good cond, must sell *300or best offer.

749 3342,eves (29M14)

'44 DODGE Polara XInt mech cond. New
tires, interior, brakes. $550. 931 4/52, cam
pus 52734 ..^ .

(^^MU)

'44 MERCURY Sedan. Good condition.

''SURFER SPECIAL " REAR WINDOW.
Full power, AIR, 5400 Early AM •"jj^eves.,

472 2252 (29M10)

'71 DUNEBUGGY fiberglass shell, top.

buckets, street legal meticulously kept

SB75 /trade Call 274 3003, 839 5435 (29M 11)

'49 PONTIAC GTO Beautiful, power brakes,
bucket scats, wmyl top, air conditioning

Wholesaling S2200. 7|9 4733 ( 29 M 11)

'48 VOLVO 122S 2 dr , autO /air, AM/FM
Low mileage new tires. Cleanest in town
839 5404 (29Mn)

CARS in EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES, CA 90049

'49 BMW 2002, low mileage, oi^e owner,

excellent condition, reclining seats, stick

shift $2,900 GR2 9712, 825 7552. (29M13)

'47 SEDAN Triumph 2000 4 cylinders - stick

shift, low mileage, A i condition $1150 470

4384 ext. 24 {7^M\})

'44 MUSTANG, red convertible, V8 289, 4

speed, Kinf $775. (WA4GDS)
839 0361 (29 Mil)

CHEV '44 Impala 4dr. Power steering, R/N,
WSW, tinted glass $400 00 983 0832 (29 M 10)

TRIUMPH Spitfire '47 hard/soft top XInt

cond, new clutch $1000 474 4144 after 5

pm (29M10)

'48 FIAT 850 Spyder, AM FM stereo.

peting. xInt cond , $1300 / best offer 821

evenings.

car-
1550

( 29 M 1 1

)

9197

GIRL needs roommate(s) and apt. to share

for summer. 824-1233. (MS)

3 bdrm. FURNISHED apt. - Venice own
room $45 per month. Audrey. 399-2344. ( 19 M
10)

FURNISHED b«ch. Hot plate, refrig..

private bath, $110 alon^, SSS share. 555

Gayley Ave. 479-9914. (17M20)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round
living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran

J78-173S

LIVI AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. turn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.
Rents $175 235 per mon per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator
Private patios A balconies-ocean view

Walk to beach - Near Freeway.
2002 Fourth St , SM 392-5573
?'»15 Fourth St , SM 392-SS54

Fourth St., SM jnUU

THE VILLAGER
Color «nd Charnt

Furn 1 and rt' singles

fl^fP'itt. IB' h. -.> -;nr. pvH

TWO male roommates to share large 2

bedroom 2 bath apt. $58.33 per '"©"p^ •"
7653.

(19M10)

1 BLOCK from campus, $100 month share

with 22 yr. old female- nurse.
^79;J^*«5

Marianne.
{y9MU}

MALE wanted. Friendly student building,

S85 per month, off patio, near ca'"P"*'J';*«

parking 473-3286. --
, ___

FREE room and meals to girl student or

grad Share quiet apt near ocean with guy

Phone eves or week ends, 399-61 10, ( 19 M 12^

GIRL to share w/2 others. Barrington Plaia.

SI 12/mo, Call Nancy at 769-0727 or 473

73]§ ( 19 N\ 12)

fTmalE Share 7 bdrm.** 2 stoVy »P» '"

Westwood S65/mo Starting June A""«, 477-

6854, (19M11)

LARGE, sunny, quiet. Private Brentwood

home Female Separate entrance, bath. $85

month. GR6 1721 evenings, (26M13)

Beverlywood House room for rent $75/month

lus utilities Nice room, nice area, nice

people 836 5442 (26M10)

JAulas for Sale 29

67 AUSTIN Healty Spritt. Hon* good. Must
sell 5350 829 1416^ I'l'^lfJ

'48 VW BUG new paint, tires, breaks XInt,

condS1150 892-5719 after 4 p.m. (29M 14)

'70 VOLVO 1425 XInt cond AM FM.
Michelins Leaving lor Europe Call XSI131

or 472 5889 (29MV0)

'47 TRIUMPH Sedan 2000 4 cylinders, stick

shift, low mileage. A i condition $1,150 470-

6384ext 34 (29M 11)|

DODGE Charger '44 383 P/S, autO., R/M.
S750 Make offer .474 1484. (29M12)

'43 CHEV 1/2T PV. Completely rebuilt with

gypsy wagon camper $750 or best offer 393-

9522, (29M12)

65 MORGAN plus 4 4seater XInt Low mi ,

R/H, radials, "D " cam, $3,000/offer Eves
222 4243, campus 52370 (29M12)

'49 VW blue automatic bug Only 11,000

miles Must be seen to appreciate $1400

Firm, 479 U34 (29M12)

'70 VOLVO P1800, air, AM FM, low mileage,
must sell, make offer 825 3440, 884 4251 •htr
5. (29 MID

'45 DODGE Dart, automatic, power
steering, radio, heater, good condition $475

/best offer. 4S3- 70 1 8. (29 MID

TRIUMPH Roadster $150 New clutch good

tires, needs some work Nick, 674 1854 S150

negotiable. (29 Mil)

GIRL • summer, share 2 bdrm •»»» w;\

S87 50 mo 826 1356 ''^^^^ '

YOU need a share? Come to 625 Landfair

Reserve shares lor summer B'o«'',^^'-*

479-5404. \ L_^l_
FEMALE share 2 bdrm »^^:^'^^

9P^l
Fireplace Walk to campus, ?•''»*'"•,

*'?J,
Oiana, 475 4219 (19M10)

y For Sub-lease

P«tio, air conditioning, lovely street Ouiet
oidg.. maid available North of Wilshire.
convenient to fwys

4il Kelton Ave (off Gayley)
479 8144 (170TR)

BEACH house. Venice. 1-bdrm., turn

siio/month iii¥let between Juty \-^*-
392 1444 if'l'rl*'

J BDRM *»rn apt marrted student ^^n«
SI 35 utilities included, garage J""*

'.^V?«.
391.7540

(SLM_IO_)

SUBLET apt May 8.Aur ' -
iW/t^o ^ bdrm

turn, Brentwood. 824 7415 '*'-^''''

SUBLET beautiful l bedroom pod near

b^ach. air condHioned J""' »•>", "^ ,'?.

eluding utilities 454 4496 ______
BERKELEY Summer sublease deluiit 1

bdrm . 5 biks from Cal $200 Days call 24$

3404,Henry (SLMlf)

'47 MG Midget $900 Good cond, 8 11 am, 7

lOpm wkdays. (29M14)

'68 FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great cond.,

17,000 miles, landau top, power steeripg,

brakes 476 2045 eves (29M14)

'67 VOLKSWAGEN, new brakes, looks good,
5750 '66 Austin Mmi $850 Must sell both 392-

4014 (29M14)

'70 VOLVO 1800E, $3900, AM/FM stereo,
yellow, miection, excellent cond , morn,, 474-

6394 . evjs^ , 395^870^ {JJ M O)

'47 ROVER, good cond , need to sell, offer,

474 9228 after 4 pm. Rick Huff (39M 11)

'37 PACKARD conv CPB. "110' restored
$1400or make offer Call 3t0-29a. iMUMi.

'67 MGB Roadster, AM FM, low mileage,
good cendttion. yeff«w $975. 393-)S34. ( 39 M

6« PLYMOUTH 4 dr factory air good
condrtion Will sacrifice. Call btw 9 and 5

825 1033 (29M10)

'67 TRIUMPH TR4A IRS Exc*llent cond,.

blue, wire wheels, Michelmt $i250/offer

394 4911, ev«».' , (29M13)

'42 MONZA, 4 speed stick, bucket seats, ong
owner, excellent care White with black

in ?rior 876 5474. ( 29 M 1 1

)

BAR'GaVi(< 8lu» 'ii 'trfOrr.^ CT -^ wfT. '

wheels, radial tires, lOw mileage, $17$0

After 6, 474 2418 (29 Mil)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGENCAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from OM »lant
Call 894^7075 24 Hours

V
Cycles, Scooters

ror jote.. ...... ......•**» ^v

'69 PONTIAC GTO conv Air, FM stereo,

power brakes steering windows antenna
22,000 milei 275 8133 (29 Mil)

A-1

ANY make/model/new car (toretgn ft

domestic) at neilr dealer's cost Call

Collegiate Concepts, 788 )6i0 (29 M 12)

HONDA 450 c c '71 model Only tOO miles.

Call 825 2747 afternoon (30M 10)

'47 YAMAHA 100 twin, xint cond Must Idll

si7Sor best offer 477 4934 eves after 5. (30M
14)

'48 YAMAHA 305CC 7,000 mi, 'excellent

condition, rack and helmet, $3*0 837 1444 (30

M 13) - -

3 WHEEL Westcoaster Mini truck XInt

cond Must 4««! $194 or best o!t«r. 477

1490 ,_^ ll!^^i'*

'49 YAMAHA 2$0 cc Enduro Immaculate
Only 2$O0miles$SM. Must sell 343-S078 (30

M 10)

'71 DATSUN 2401,11100 miles
air. AM/FM stereo, mags
week-ends 024 7403

Illness Blue,
15300 Eves,

( 39 M 1 2

)

47 YAMAHA 305 Clean, excellent condition

New tires, battery $325 /best offer Mark
782 544$ (30 Mil)

'fci FiftT IM Soi^tf. MM. AM fftftff, '^f<i

convertible, good cond . morn , 474-4394 ,

eves , 195 6870 (29M13)

VW '70 Fastback automatic. AM/FM, xint. ,

red,53100 OR9 4811 (39M1])

'43 MERC Mofitorey $400 R ft H, good
interior and tires. Leaving country, must
sell 9M-3444 (39M12)

66 TRIUMPH TR4A IRS, wire wheels, soft
tnp TrtnwAu n»^ f>ri.*l t.r»s $1100 825

I

4403:843-3138 ( 29 M 1 1

)

3
VW $7, sunroof XInt mech cond Low
mileage New top, bralies $325, 277 5998

eves (39M10)
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Tracksters bow

to Trojans 75-70
By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer ^
"We did everything we possibly could. I don't see

how we could've done better." That might have been

a statement from winning coach Vera Wolfe, but m
this case it happened to come from UCLA's Jim

Bush. . ^ , ^ u
In what may have been the greatest dual track

meet ever, USC halted the Bruins' 17-meet wm
streak 75-70, by recording 10 lifetime bests and five

1971 world bests. To UCLA's credit, the Trojans

needed every one of those record efforts as the

Bruins chalked up nine lifeUme bests themselves.

A record 12,548 fans witnessed the incredible

performances from the Bruin Track Stodium seats

Results on page 12

16 UCLA DAILY BRUIN

while thousands more watched KTLA's Jive TV
broadcast.

Henry Hines provided USC with a psychological lift

in the long jump by overtaking Finn Bendixen on his

next-to-last try with a 1971 world best of 26-8 1/2.

Then, Edesel Garrison and Willie Deckard sustained

Troy's momentum in record 440 (45.4) and 100 (9.2)

yard sprints.

Finally, as the Bruins threatened to come back,

Deckard and Garrison ran one-two in a record (what

else) 220 (20.2, 20.5) and Hines, again dn his next-to-

last try, overtook Denny Rogers for second in the

triple-jump (52-8 personal best).

Feature race of the diay

The 440, the feature race of the day, turned into a

duel between UCLA's national AAU quarter-mile

champion John Smith and the Trojans' Garrison

after both left Bruin Wayne Collett at the start. Smith

led around the far turn. Garrison passed Smith in the

early part of the straightaway, and barely hung on as

Smith closed ground on him at the tape. "I wasn't

going to let his lead (Smith's) affect me,^' Garrison

claimed later. "I made up my mind to not go all out

until that long straightaway. I knew we had to finish

into the wind."

Bruin Reggie Echols, the pace-setter sighed, "I felt

like a rabbit for those hounds."

use took the initial lead at 6-3 with a first and third

in the shot-put. Bruin Dale Gordon, despite a lifetime

best of 58-6, wound up fourth. The Bruins came back

three events later in the javehn to take their only

lead of the meet, 20-16. Roger O'Brien, who had been

a disappointment until Saturday fired the javelin 223-

3 to finish second to teammate Peter Jones (227-6).

Confident Trojans

After Smith and Edruonson ran personal bests but

failed to catch Garrison and Deckard in the 440 (45.5)

and 100 (9.3) it looked like the confident Trojans, who

were already celebrating a win, might actually rout

the Bruins. Many of the UCLA tracksters were in fact

psyched out at this point, disconsolately confiding to

teammates that the way the Trojans were per-

forming they deserved to win. The excitement wa»

far from over.

Paul Williams finished strong to win the 880 easily

in his best time of the year, 1 : 50.9. It gave the Bruins

life but barely. Bob Langston, who had the best time

of everyone competing, finished far behind. "I can't

explain it," Langston said. "I felt great all week

during practice but then I just felt flat out there

today." Williams said, "I was fairly sure I could win

it but I was sure surprised that Nathan Burks was

still there at the end. He (Burks) has a lot of speed

but he's usually too tired at the end."

^Biggest upset of the meet

In what had to be the biggest upset of the meet, the

Bruins got right back into things in the intermediate

hurdles. Jean-Pierre Corval, one of the two UCLA
entrants, hadn't run since February. The other, Joe

Rippinger, had been out of competition for six weeks.

Corval won and Rippinger took third and the once

thoroughly dejfected Bruin team mobbed them both

at the tape.

"I felt real good," Corval commented. **I just

. concentrated on my steps so I could finish strong. I

thought I could win all along." Not many others did.

Corval's race seemingly gave UCLA momentum
but even an inspired Edmonson, improving his best

220 time to 20.6, was only good for third against the

sky-high Trojans, Deckard and Garrison. Ruben
Chappins and Joe Balasco took first and third in the

two-mile but USC only needed third.

Earlier, Chappins lost the mile when USC'» Rick

Carr forced him off the track as he tried to pass on

AAonday,AAay 10, 1971

DB photo—Mark Rubin

FIRST PLACE — USC's Willie Deckard breaks the tape, winning the 440

relay for the Trojans in a time of 39.3. The Trojans ended UCLA's 17-dual

meet win streak Saturday with their 75-70 win over the Bruins at the

Track Stadium.
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Weekend Results

Track: USC 75. UCLA 70

Crew: Washington 5:51.4. UCLA 5:56.3

Baseball: UCLA 2-12. Washington 1-1;

UCLA 5-11. Wash. State 1-0
*•

%

i
Golf: UCLA 6th at SoCal Intercollegiates

•

t
s»

I

the insi<^
"—

' ' ^-v--,—.;«»«. r^u »k

he (Ruben) obviously < yr^.^ have passed Carr "Y ou

saw it," Roben said afterwards. "H€l knew I was

there."
'

. „(Continued on Page 12)

JUST REWARD — A iubitant ?^ ^

into tt>e water of Ballona Cre«k af*

It (IK v.

» - s' convinciny a ^ over tt»e

UCLA crew squad Saturd ^ on set a new course record of 5:51.4
while the Bruins finist>ed in 5:54.3.

Husky shell tops

Bruins 5:51-5:56
By John Wood

DB Sports Writer

The UCLA dynasty in West Coast crew was finally

jarred loose from its moorings Saturday. The blue

and gold actually failed to row its bow across the line

first. The mighty Bruins found their backs bare for

the first time this season. But, oh my, was it an ex

citing race!

Before the largest crowd of the home season, the

UCLA varsity crew was defeated by an awesome

Washington rowing machine that could only make

one shake his head in bewilderment. As many had

expected, the Marina del Rey course record was

broken, but it was the visitors and not the Bruins who

decided to do it. The Huskies' time was 5:51.4, three-

tenths of a second under the old mark. UCLA finished

in 5:56.3. The most difficult fact to accept after the

race was why there had to be a loser among the two

boats. It was that close.

Expected

Coming off the line exactly as expected,

Washington stayed right with^^e Bruin shell and

refused to lengthen out. The racfe was virtually nedt

and neck throughout the first half of the course with

the lead changing hands twice. UCLA appeared to

have the edge at this juncture for it was able to stay

ahead of the Huskies the majority of the way But as

most crew experts will admit, the race only begins at

the 1000-meter mark. Washington began to make its

move here, but UCLA was waiting for them to do just

that. The only trouble was that the Husky shell

responded to the increased tenripo; the Bruins did

not.
^"

'They really stepped out on us at the 1000," said

UCLA stroker Duncan Henderson, a disappointed

young man. "They seemed to have a better catch."

Jim Lasswell, rowing 4-man for the Bruins, seemed

to agree with that conclusion. 'They simply outhit

us. But we're going to have it (the catch) back at the

Sprints."

The Washington shell gradually moved into a 3/4

length lead going into the final 500 meters, and from

there they stretched out to a full boat margin. The

Bruins were not able to gain any ground in those final

few strokes so the Huskies simply rowed smoothly

across the line without even having to take a sprint.

Disheartened

Coach Jerry Johnsen, a disheartened but poised

man following only his second loss in two years,

calmly discussed the race and his feelings on the

effect it will have on his team's future. ''I felt we

rowed a better race than Washington — technically

However, they rowed a tougher race. Our punch was

right with theirs, but something else was not For

instance, we knew Washington would make their

move at the 1000, and we didn't do anything. My loss

la:^t year was upsetting because we took a lesser

team too lighUy. This loss was particularly upsettir^

because we rowed a better race than them, but lost

it

"

Asked about the rematch between the two squads

at the Western Sprints two weeks from now, Johnsen

adamanUy declared, ''We'll be skyhigh, that is,

whoever is in the first boat by the time of the Spnnts

will be sky high." He hinted that there may be

changes in the first boat lineup following this week s

workouts which he promises will be longer than

usual
In the other races, the UCLA junior varsity con-

tinued its unbeaten string in turning back a ^eter^

mined and much-heralded Orange Coast College

sheU by three seconds in a time of 5:57.7. The JV s

moved out slightly at the beginning of the race, heia

their advantage, and never rermquished it.

The lightweight varsity romped to the only easy

victory of the afternoon. In the much-talked-aDoui

rematch with UC Santa Barbara, whom UCLa

narrowly defeated a couple of weeks earlier tne

Bruins stormed oat in front at the outset, as is meir

custom, and then settled down during the body ot m^

race to make it virtually no contest by three Doa

lengths. . .Q-citv

In another upset almost as shocking as the varsi
:y^

race, theUCLA freshmen were defeated for tne nn.

time this year by the powerful Orange Coast n^^^^

year oarsmen. The crew which many had ^atea

being one of UCLA's most outstanding m m:

years came into this race expecUng a P<^y

opening sprint from their opponents. What ^ney

was a tremendous explosive start which P^ope'
^

the Orange Coast boat ahead by six seats in less

100 meters! The Brubabes kept their poise
^^

stayed with OCC but were not able ^^.^^^^g
^q

distance at all. Orange Coast finished m b "
^^

UCLA's 6:07.4. Coach Jim Jorgensen ^.f^j"^^"^
quiet in defeat as he usually is in v^^^*^^.,.

^^.gs the
n anoH rnro hut thnv rnwoH n £?reat OnC. That W

u/niild not go to tne

Sprints if they lost to us." . fresh
Rounding out the day's events, the secona ^

men defeated the second Orange Coast boai y

seconds.

j-%-' j:::^'^"'"\:^

The writings in the sands of time

were not made with ball point pens—

the Freshman Program, CED iB, is

sponsorina a grafiti ''write-in'' this

PtM»U by Terry Colvln

week in Royce Hall quad. So bring

your crayonS/Pens, and pencils and

write-on.

:;i:::-S-:-:-x-:-W-::%:-:!:r:::«:
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I Mitchell cal ls them brownshirts

Demonstrators condemned
i

I

i

i

i

:•>

^

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Atty. Gen. John N.

Mitchell compared last week's May day

demonstrators to HiUer's brownshirts Monday

and said "nothing else could have been done

except to make the mass arrests that swept them

off Washington's streets by the thousands.
^^

'1 am proud of the Washington city pohce,

Mitchell said. "I am proud that they stopped
^

repressive mob from robbing the rights of others^^

Mitchell's remarks were in a speech prepared

for the 51st annual conference of the Califorma

Peace Officers Association.
^^

He expressed alarm over what her termed a

growing threat to civil rights in this country.

That is, he said. '*the trend of extremist grou{», m
the name of free assembly and free speech to deny

freedom of others.'*

''I hope that Washington's decisive opposition oi

mob force will set an example for other com-

munities, in similar circumsUnces to do the

same," Mitchell said. ''If they do we will see an

end to the extremist pracUce of running roughshod

over the rights of others."

Taking note of criticism of the UcUcs used by

^rW^A^SiWSftWxV::::: :•:•>:C-XrWr ::%y<:yA::J?x:A¥ft:tWftWS

police to round up demonstrators attempting to

stop traffic in the capital, Mitchell criticized that

he termed "sidehners stepping forward to sym-

pathize with the law-breakers and fault the

police."

*'Some have done so again, and unfortunately

we find a few occupying high office, including

some in the United States Senate," he said.

One of them, MitcheU said, '^dragged out" the

tired old comparison with the Nazis.
* 'Perhaps it is

good that he brought this up, because I would like

to recall another group of civUians who roamed

the streets of Germany in the 1920'8 bullying

people, shouting down those who disagreed with

them, and denying other citizens their civU

rights," MitcheU said.
,^

"They were called Hitler's brownshirts, he

said "And if they had been called to account for

their theft of the rights of others and made to pay

for it before they could take over the German

government, the world might have been spared a

whole era of violence and misery."

Mitchell did not name the senators to whom he

referred.

^1
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ContrafofDB policies

ruled on by Chancellor
Alleged misconduct in Daily Bruin editorial endoraements of can-

didates and DB editorial policies are under
^^JV^*^/^^^' .^^i^"

munications Board (Comm Board) not Student Judicial Board (SJB).

according to Chancellor Charles E. Young.

In reaffirming Comm Board's jurisdicUon over DB editonal policy

yesterday, Young's action forces SJB to drop consideration of a case

against DB Editor-in-Chief Ann Haskins. T^ r-
"In light of Young's decision the case will be dropped, SJB Chairman

Keith Hunsaker said foUowing a meeting with Young

The case brought by Comm Board member Bob Rose, sought -an

injunction prohibiting the DB from publishing any endorsements of

candidates in the May 12 run-off election." ^
, ^ . ,,. ^^^

Rose said "the ChanceUor has made a mistake; I hope he ll recon-

"*'

Roselaid he would have liked to speak with Young as "I don't think all

the issues were brought up at the meeUng with Young.' Rose can bring

the matter before Comm Board.
« c.^^o^. in

The writ, filed with SJB last Friday, prompted a hearing Sunday In^

formed of the meeting by telephone Saturday afternoon both H**^/)^
f"|^

Communications Board chairman Mitch Cannold dechned to tesUfy until

the question of jurisdiction was cleared up

-^ Cannold appeared Sunday to discuss the quesUon of jurisdicUon bjjt left

when SJB decided to discuss the case and the quesUon of junsdicUon

simultaneously. '

"Student Judicial Board was involved in some sort of legal mastur-

bation," Cannold said, "I was not about to participate m that sort of legal

^*

FoUowing Cannold's departure SJB heard Rose's case against Haskint_

but made no final decision.

SJB did issue a notice that the DB endorsement process was being

questioned in a case before SJB and the case could not be setUed because

Haskins and Cannold had refused to testify. In addition the notice stated

'the Chancellor has been peUtioned to enforce the Board s authority to

subpeona these witnesses."
r^^^iif-

"SJB's presumpUon in hearing this case can only be viewed as a

serious threat to our consUtutional guarantees of freedom of the Press,

Haskins said. "UnUl SJB can demonstrate their authority over the DB I

refuse to legitimize their usurption of Communications Board authonty

by my presence at their illegal hearing." ^ , cm
Haskins also questioned Rose's moUves in bringing the case before SJB

two days before the run-off election
^ ^ , , :^«

"Considering Rose's close involvement with one candidate s campaign

and his previous attempts to use his Communications Board posiUon to

that candidate's advanUge 1 seriously doubt that his purported concern

for fairness and imparUality is the real motivaUon behind this attacfc on

the DB and me, " Haskins said.

SJB claimed jurisdicUon over the DB and Communications Board on

the groun^ that SJB is the body designated to hear aUeged violations of

elections code.
. ^ j ^ »i^f{<^«

Young agreed questions of DB endorsement conduct during election

should be heard. However he added that Communications Board, not SJB

was the proper body to hear such questions.

I

i
.y

Announcements
David Harris, former un-

dergraduate student body

president of SUnford University

and a prominent figure in the draft

resistance movement, wiU speak

at noon tomorrow at Janss Steps

under the auspices of the

Associated Students' Speakers

Program.

judge disqualifies self
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (AP) - Alan A. Lin^y.

Superior Court Judge, disqualified himself today

from hearing the murder kidnap trial of black

militant Angela Davis and her co-defendant, RucheU

Lindsay ruled a preemptory challenge by Magee

31-year-old San Quentin convict, was valid and

automaticaUy disqualified him as judge in the case.

Davis, 27-year-old avowed Communist and former

UCLA philosophy instructor, and Magee are charged

with murder, kidnap and conspiracy in the August 7

\ii„-;^
CouT* 'iirtho«'"

-^^^'"«' iTi which a ludge

<uiu iwo coijvicis aiit iii»^ • ^'^ r

Lindsay's ruling throws the quesUon of c"ops»"f^

judge to hear pre-trial moUons in the case back to tne

California Judicial Council.

Lindsay of Alameda County, was appointed by the

council after John P McMurray. Inyo County

Superior Court Judge, withdrew from the case when

challenged for cau$e by Magee. Magee accused

McMurray of racial prejudice. Before announcing

his disqualification. Lindsay told the court he

believed Magee was not competent to act as his own

attorney

Magee has rejected all attorneys appointed by the

court to represent him in the case.

Mae West will appear in person

at 7:30 p m. tomorrow in the

Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom

A showing of her best film. "I'm No

Angel" will begin at 7:30 p m and

she will appear afterwards to

receive UCLA's award making her

"Woman of the Century ' A

question-answer session will

follow The program is sponsored

by the Associated Students'

Speakers Program

Hillel Silverman and Zev

Yaroslavsky, a student here.

Graduate Students' Association

(GSA) candidate forums wiU be

held at 12:30 pm. today in Moore

Hall 130, at noon tomorrow in Law

School 1345. at noon Thursday in

Dental School 13-041 and at noon

Friday in Haines Hall 39.

Campus wide GSA elecUons and

referendum will be heW Tuesday

and Wednesday May 18 and 19.

There will be a meeUng of the

Graduate Students' Association

( GSA ) Senate at 7 : 30 p m. today in

the Founder's Room U Pauley

Pavilion All GSA senators and

cabinet members are requested to

attend

\M o rf 4k^> >\ac

Lindsay said nearly ^^^^^^}^[
'

_
filed in the case are "confuseu ana 'Tirrt, ,-T:vt-

Lindsay added: "He would harm his own defense if

he were permitted to act as his own counsel
"

Hillel Council wiU sponsor a rally

at noon today at Janss Steps for

Soviet Jews Speakers will be

Congressman Alphonzo BeU (R-

oRth nistrirt); Councilman

y (imh District);

comedian Allen Sherman,

supervisor Kenneth Hahn. Rabbi

There will be a meeUng for all

former Weyburn Hall residents at,

noon tomorrow in the Ackerman

Union Mens Lounge to discuss

possible legal alternatives for

setUing their claims with . the

bankrupt hall Charles McClure of

the Campitf Advocates offi< ^

some professors Trom ihe law-

department will be present.

1 -'IS

I
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Be fitted by Experts

Bra ond Girdt*

Specialties

G«7 1773

tANKAMCtlCAtO
MASTft CHMGE

VAIK>ATH> FAIKflMC

WITH PUtCNASI

931 WESTWOOD BlVD . WESTWOOD VIILAGE

WITH MAX SHULMAN
{By Ik* author of Rally Hound the Flag. Boy . . Dobt* Cillit ...rte.\

Groovy Gifts for Grabby Grads

Yes, I know how busy you are—cramming for ftnals, decipher-

ing your notes, helping old grads find their dentures after Class

Day—but let me interrupt your manifold Activities—cramming
for finals, deciphering your notes, searching for meat in the dormi-

tory stew—to remind you that Commencement Day is almost upon

us, and it's high time you started shopping for presents to give

your friends who are graduating. So pause a moment in your busy

schedule—cramming for finals, deciphering your notes, raising

bail—to look over this list of charming gift suggestions.

We will start with the hardest grift problem of all : what do

you give the person who has everything? Well sir, here are some
gifts I promise you he does not have

:

IV A low hurdle.
~~

2. A street map of Perth, Australia.

3. Fifty pounds of goose fat.

4. A supply of Miller High Life Beer.

"What?'* you exclaim, your young eyebrows leaping In per-

pendicular incredulity. "The person who has everything does not

have a supply of Miller High Life Beer?" you rasp, your young
lips curling in horizontal derision. "What arrant nonsense!" you
snarl, making a coarse gesture.

But I reply witli an emphatic **No!** The person who has
everything, I insist, does not have a supply of Miller High Life
Beer—not for long anyhow—because if he is a person who enjoys
a beer light but mellow, hearty but delicate, a beer that cloys not,

neither does it pall, a beer that is forever amber and forever
ambrosia, a beer deliciously dependable and dependably delicious,

a beer, in short, for all seasons—if , I say, he is a person who enjoys
such a beer—and who does not? eh? who does not?—then he does
not have a supply of Miller High Life. What he has is a supply
of empty Miller cans and bottles and a thirst that could turn
dangerous if neglected.

So of course we will give all our graduating friends plenty
of Miller High Life. And if you're looking for some additional
gifts, too, here are more suggestions

:

For someone graduating with a degree in American history,
how about a hand-blown jade figurine of Millard Fillmore with a
clock in the stomach? (Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, was the only
American president with a clock in his stomach. It's true of course
that James K. Polk had a stem-winder in his head and Chester A.
Arthur, as you know, chimed on the quarter-hour, but only Mr.
Fillmore of all our chief executives had a clock in his stomach.
To be sure, Franklin Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary
Taylor ticked and Martin Van Buren had a Swiss movement but,
I repeat, Mr. Fillmore and Mr. Fillmore alone had a clock in his
stomach. Moreover, Mr. Fillmore was the first president with
power steering. Small wonder they called him "Old Hickory!")

But I digress. Returning to Graduation gifts, here is another
that is sure to please-a gift certificate from the American Society
of Chiropractors. Accompanying each certificate is this enchanting
little poem

:

/« your tailbone now a failbonef
Has your sacrrnn been dUlodgedf
Are you hxiting vertebratingt
Come right in and get massaged.

la your lumbar growing number?
Has your pelvis run aground?
Does your caudal tend to dawdle?
Com.e right in and let us pound.

Finally, if you have a music-loving friend, how about a per-
sonal portable radio that plugs right into his ear? Next year you
can give him a little pick to dig the plug out.

1X7 Ii^M #!.<. ^-^ ^C * . ^. 1 ^ t r^
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Poli sci chciiiyds su(|4|dsted
By Terry Colvin

DB Staff Writer

New requirements "to upgrade

the standards of undergraduate

education" in the pohtical science

department have been recom-

mended by the Political Science

Ad-Hoc Committee to Review the

Undergraduate Program, ac-

cording to a committee member,
Douglas Hubbs, political science

professor.

The proposals, which now await

approval by the Committee on

Undergraduate Curriculum
Changes, will reorganize the lower

division requirements for political

science majors. There are four

basic changes recommended by

the ad-hoc committee:

— The prerequisites for the

political science major will be

increased to include PS 1 and

either PS 2, world poHtics, PS 3, a

new course in comparative
government, or PS 4, a new lower

division proseminar course.

— The political science depart-

ment will establish a new loafer

division course, PS 3, entitled

"Introduction to Comparative
Government." The new course will

include a description of major

foreign governments. PS 3A and 38

Announcements
Nominations for the Black

Students' Union (BSU) officers will

be held on May 12. Nominees for

office, particularly chairman and

vice-chairman, should have been

here two quarters or more, have a

grade point average of not less

than 2.0, have some type of in-

volvement in student activities and

some understanding of University

politics and the black community
on campus.
Black students interested in

running for BSU offices should go

to the Afro-American Studies

Center to place their name in

nomination.

to request one before the end of this

quarter, according to the Office of

Special Services.

Proposed changes in Selective

Service legislation would prevent

the granting of II-S deferments to

those not holding them prior to

June 30, 1971. To obtain forms or

clarify any questions regarding

Selective Service status, students

"should contact the Office of Special

Services, A255 Murphy Hall.

will be dropped from th«
catalogue. '^

— The department will add PS
a new course in current problenKm political science. Seminars I
this course will be opened to fres^
man majors first and then

to

sophomores. The content of the
seminars will be left up to the
discretion of the instructor with the

understanding that topics will be

announced one quarter in advance
'^ In the future, the only course

designated as a **core course
Uviii

be a new course entitled
in-

troduction to Political TheoryiPs
101 )

.
In lieu of core courses in each

field, the various field committees
will be responsible for designating

field requirements. Upper division

courses which have an enrollment

of 100 or more will be offered more
than once a year, and whenever

possible shall be offered with an

enrollment of 30 students or less

The new requirements will not be

retroactively enforced for con

tinuing students.

Hubbs said, **The net effect of

these changes is to raise by one the

number of requirements for upper.

division classes and allow greater

flexibility in the upper division

'
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All Students who have not

requested a student deferment (II-

S) and who wish to obtain one to

allow completion of their un-

dergraduate education are advised

Former Weybum residents can

pick up address change forms at

the post office and at La Mancha.
These forms will be effective for 60

days. After 60 days, mail will be

returned to sender.

All forms should be filled out

completely and returned to the

post office.
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Ladefoged 'in debt' to students
Tuesday, May 11,1971 UCLA DAILY BRUINS

Prof receives teaching award
I |-:dUor's mAc: Thte to Ihe tccood ta a flve-

oart series of talerview* wMh Uie rcdpitnU ml

ih? Alamnl AtsoclailM't DUtlagalslied

Teaching Awards far It7l.)

His name is Peter N. Ladefoged,

professor of linguistics. His

publication list reads like a

telephone book. His research

concentrates on experimental

phonetics. He was arrested last

May 5, charged with assault and

battery on a police officer. He is a

distinguished teacher. /

Ladefoged, one of five recipients

of this year's Distinguished

Teaching Award (DTA), is an

example of a rare breed of

professors, one who has balanced

his teaching endeavor with an

impressive amount of research

and publication. Speaking in a

heavy English accent, Ladefoged

says, •*! have had the fortunate

opportunity to maintain contact

with my students and still do the

research that the University

demands.
"I enjoy UCLA because of the

uniqueness of the institution. The

University of California is a large

institution. There is always money

for faculty grants for research, and

still an opportunity to teach

students," Ladefoged said.

**You have to realize that my
receiving this award was a huge

promotional effort on behalf of my
graduate students," he added.

••We lost the award for

Ladefoged last year," according to

Len Jacobson, one of Ladefoged's

students, "because we did not

mouht a large enough effort. This

year we did and he got it. I might

add that I don't know of anyone at

UCLA who deserves the DTA
more.

"I am very much concerned over

the whole tenure system con-

troversy," Ladefoged said. "Even

though I have a tenured position, I

disagree with it. It may be

pohtically awkward to say so, but,

I'd like to see the tenure system
disposed of . It doesn' t reward those

who have been here less time on an
equitable basis as those who have
sort of k)ecome permanent fix-

tures," he said.

"The loss of a Graham or a

Zentner is a tragic loss which the

University can not afford. In such

an institution there is room for both

the teacher and the researcher,"

he said, ^
"I am extremely womed about

the students who drop out of UCLA
because of the pressure that is

placed upon them. I have had the

pleasure of meeting an ex-

traordinary scholar who dropped

out of UCLA only to return as a

staff worker. He wrote the

equivalent of a doctoral thesis

while working here. The graduate

advisor read the work which I had

published and the author was
admitted to the doctoral program

even though he did not have a

bachelor's degree," Ladefoged
said.

"The University has got to make
more promotions, and make the,

education here more inviting to

every student. We need to ^

eliminate useless requirements i

that do not interest the majority of m^
students. Why have a language?*'

requirement when most students -

don't want it?" he said.

"The real maxim in education
|

should be flexibility. UCLA needs
|

teachers who are interested in ._
giving students individual at- ^»
tention. The faculty-student ratio

in my department is regrettable —
14 to 1. How can a. professor give

the most to each and every student

when he is spread so thin?" he

asked.

Commenting on his arrest last

May 5 during the Cambodia
demonstration, he said. "Today, a

year after my arrest, 1 am
receiving a dehghtful anniversary

gift — the DTA. I wonder what Los

Angeles Police Chief Edward M.

Davis would say?

"I was swept up in one of those

inhumane and illegal police

sweeps. It was like standing be-

tween a flock of sheep and a herd

of pigs," he said.

"I made the mistake of asking

one of these black suited, white

helmeted sows, just what he was

doing arresting innocent people.

He began beating me on the head. I

demanded that he stop and said

that I had noted his badge number,

which only aggravated him more.

"The felony charge of battery on

a police officer was defeated in

court. Consequently, I am now

suing the city for pain, humiliation

and torment inflicted on me by the

LAPD

Peter N. Ladefoged
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(YOU DON T HAVE TO BE RICH TO ROAM THE ISLANDS)

This year, don't say "I can't afford to go to Hawaii." Continental

had your budget in mind when they produced a special free

brochure with the facts about low cost vacationing in the

Islands. Hawaii isn't expensive- not if you know where you

can get the best accommodations and the best meals at the

price you want to pay! Our booklet tells you all this, plus guid-

ing you to the best surfing, camping and scenic spots. It

includes some of the best values in hotels, restaurants, night

life . . . even where you can rent a Honda! Send for a free copy

of "Continental RAPS about the Great Hawaiian Trip ' with

the coupon below, or call Continental's cartipus representa-

tive, Harry Sloan, 626-9241.

If you have your Continental Youth Fare Card, you can fly

to Hawaii from the West Coast for just $85.00* on standby. Or

$98.00* on a confirmed reservation, Monday through Thurs-

day Economy Fare. If you don't have a Youth Card just check

the box bqlovir. Then you can

travel in comfort on any one of 0^
our six daily flights to Hawaii ^Wi
from Los Angeles, Portland

or Seattle.

YOU BLED m mmmk-m BLED MY POPPA-BUT YOU WONT BLEED ME

mm-^ •••? '» i»" »-*«» I »».»*<•» »• •

f w

li^i;ri:Hnimf^'^imy GKOSS ^.M.t SWEET SWHETMCK S BAAOASSSSS SONS " ^ ffl

a CWWATIOM IMOUSTWES Heleaxf COLOR ^

rMnllywood 46S^3491 iMPtMAL Inglewood 67&-5131

STATE -LonpBcach-432721

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES

P. O. Box 656. Orange. California 92669

f

Please send nne o free copy of.

a CONTINENTAL RAPS ABOUT THE GREAT HAWAIIAN TRIP

n YOUTH FARE CARD APPLICATION

NAME:

ADDRESS;

CfTY

COLLEGE

STATE ZIP

YEAR IN SCHOOL

The Proud Bird with the Golden Tail
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Rebuttal praises Lyons
A candidate in last week's undergraduate primary elecUons running

for head yell leader also sought three student council positions On his

way to the polls he apparenUy confused the purpose of head yeU leader

and student government and so now, more of us are laughing at the latter

than the former.
. .... *

So why not foUow his lead and conUnue to laugh at student impotence

and therefore at unwarranted faculty firings, at rising tuition costs, at

faltering student services, at general campus apathy etc. So lets not

vote in tomprrow's final elecUon and permit very few people to per-

petuate ineffecUveness with little mandate for unified student input into

anything. «-
.

-
-i- .'".. .. ,

• Our other alternative is for all of us to vote and to claim the individual

input now and for the next 12 months, that is ours. There are some

relatively important races yet undecided. Understandably, the

presidential elegUon merits our greatest attention.

I strongly beUeve that LaMar Lyons will be a strong, imaginative

student body president. He is, on a stricUy factual basis, far more

qualified than his opponent. I am not a close friend, worker or poliUcal

ally of LaMar' s; I have, worked with him on a number of significant

student issues, problems and programs and he has proven himself to be a

committed organizer. One of his greatest concerns and assets has been

his desire to stay in constant touch with the people; his office has not been

Kerckhoff Hall, rather the campus and the community.

I strongly believe LaMar Lyons can effectively unite, organize and help

direct student government and action during the coming year.

Part, but not all of what must be done, is for us to vote and to vote for

LaMar Lyons for President.
Mitchell Cannold

Alternative to the shuttle bus
'>

Life on the UCLA campus is changing. Not only

because it is spring, but because many students are

altering their life styles for many different reasons.

When the parking service raised its fees, there was

grumbling among the students who commute but no

widespread trouble. What a lot of students did was to

Uke up riding a bicycle to campus, because it was

far cheaper and more convenient.

Now that reg fees are not keeping up with demands

placed upon them, alternatives are being looked

upon for cost cutting. One cost-cutting suggesUon

was either to eliminate the lot 32 shuttle or have the

students using that lot pay for its services (about

seven dollars per year).

These proposals are very good for the environment

because they would decrease total automobile use.

But the students using lot 32 would not appreciate

these changes, and do nol think it fair to discontinue

service without providing some alternatives.

Alternative

The following proposal would actually provide an

expanded, more flexible, and more convenient

service with long run saving.

Discontinue the shuttle bus services because they

foul the air in Westwood and cost everybody (not just

users) a dollar per year plus the costcf the dirt that

remains on their clothing and in their lungs.

Replace the busses with a fleet of bicycles. That's

.right. This fleet of bicycles would be larger in

number than Westwood or UCLA has ever seen. One

thousand to 1500 bicycles would be needed to satisfy

the needs of the students using lot 32. The bikes would

be issued to the students in a manner similar to the

present locker procedure.

For those of you unfamiliar with that procedure, it

consists of showing a UCLA bureaucrat that you

have a UCLA lock and signing a short form. The

student would be responsible for the bike anytime

that it wasa't parked in a school bicycle rack. More

spaces would have to be provided on campus plus

additional racks at lot 32.

Theft could be largely avoided by making one

integral part of the bicycle so deeply engraved with

UCLA that to remove it would destroy the bicycle.

And permanent chains of the hardened variety would

be welded to the bike racks, thus freeing the rider

from carrying his own.

Now you are probably asking yourself where the

convenience and flexibility come in. Right now the

shuttle buses can only stop on University property

because they are not allowed to run in direct com-

By C. H. Jarvis

petition with public bus systems. A UCLA bike would
not have that restriction. The student could use it to

go shopping in Westwood or other places. He could

also use it for exercise and recreation, which is very

difficult on the present busses. It would provide the

student with the same advantage that a car provides

at a fraction of the cost.

The shuttle busses only run part of the day and only

at set times. The time for a one way trip including an

average wait is 15 to 20 minutes during the day and

about 35 minutes or longer in the evening. A bicycle

runs whenever its rider wants to, and the 0.9 mile trip

takes 7 minutes at a very leisurely pace (no per

spiration).

What happens when it rains? Over the last decade

the average number of days per year when rain

would not allow you to ride to school has been 7. This

is a very minor proportion of the total days in a

school year. Since the distance is less than a mile,

one could walk it in less than 20 minutes, which is

comparable to present bus times. x

What (lappens when the bike has a flat? If it oc-

cured during the working day one could turn it in to a

repair station either on campus or at lot 32 and

receive a new bike. This way you would never be

more than a half mile from help.

In the coming week the Conservation Club of UCLA
will take a survey of the lot 32 users concerning this

proposal. It is hoped that we will receive the co-

operation necessary to get a good sample of the

users' opinions. The reward for participating may be

a transportation system better suited to your needs.

Thieves

Two weeks ago, both the Conservation Club and

Earth Action Council borrow bicycles w^re stolen.

These bikes were for the use of the UCLA community

in general. Their purpose was to help people find out

what a great means of transportation a bicycle is,

and to help them gain first hand knowledge of ten

speed bikes before buying one. |P

Active members in both groups seldom used these

bikes, because they already have their own. The

people who used these bikes for the most part joined

the groups for the sole purpose of using the bikes A

large percentage of those people have since pur

chased ten speed bikes.

Who lost when the bikes were stolen?

The monetary loss was borne by the two groups,

but the real losers are the University community and

the people who never buy a ten speed because they

are unable to find out what a great way it is to travel.

Rebuttals in favor ofCronin for president
It is my belief that student

campaigns should be waged on the

critical issues and priorities that

face our campus. Specifically, I

believe educational reform, a

restructuring of ASUCLA, and the

problems of campus life must be

given higher priorities than ad-

ditional community service

projects. But the Bruin doesn't

agree.

I have consistently opposed

monopoly power used irrespon-

sibly. I have opposed multiple

appointments in student govern-

ment and the cliques that often

result. The Bruin again doesn't

agree.

In point of fact, the Daily Bruin

refused to grant me a run-off in-

terview, refused to run the plat-

forms of run-off candidates,

refused to print an offlcial notice of

Student Judicial Board challenging

the fairness and legality of their

endorsements, and refused even in

fairness to mention my name in

their editorial. It read more like a

campaign brochure than an

analysis of the candidates.

In presenting my candidacy to

the voters, I can only come back to

my priorities, my experience, and

my record of solving problems, all

of which the Bruin chooses to call

'•cosmetic." As Coordinator of the

University Action Council, I have

organized student ejections in

major departments and supervised

undergraduate associations.

Through the Student Educational

Policies Commission, I have fought

tenure procedures, the language

requirement, and the deteriorating

quality of undergraduate in-

struction. We can maHe inroads in

educational reform, but only if we
make it one of our tbp priorities.

As a member of t^e ASUCLA
Finance Committee and the

Chairman of the Independent
Student Lobby, I have pushed for a

restructuring of ASUCLA to

clearly and erpphatically

represent student needs. Vending

machines, the bookstore, and other

business services will only be

operated in our interests if student

government commits time and
resources to making it so.

Our third major priority must
deal with the campus itself. With

what hapens on campus With

parking. With housing. We should

establish, for example, a card

catalogue rating apartment
buildings based on student-user

questionaires similar to the

professor evaluation guide. This is

dealing with the problems that

confront students on this campus
And what of my opponent. The

Bruin to the contrary, he has of-

fered nothing but generalities and

a picture until two days before the

election. His priorites may excite

the Bruin, but they ignore the real

problems of this campus.

Perhaps the pivotal question is,

—what is studfent government? Is it a^

group of students who meet weekly

to allocate funds? Is it a group of

students and their friends who seek

to legitimize their political

existence by demonstrating a

perfunctory interest in campus
problems? Is it a group of students

drawing salaries, making phone

calls and running up expense
- accounts? Or is it and must it not

be students wdrking to change

things that are palpably wrong.

As long as the President appoints

friends to Communications Board,

Communications Board chooses

the DB editor, and the paper

chooses the president, nothing will

change. I ask your help in bringing

direction to student body govern-

ment. I ask you to vote in Wed-

nesday's run-off election. Your

vote may make the difference

John Cronin

For four years I have been at-

tempting to write ^tirical columns

for the Bruin because I believed we

could not afford to lose our sense of

humor no matter how serious the

issue. 1 still feel th^t way, but the

stakes in this run-off election are so •

high that I feel obligated to issue a

more serious statement. (Please,

just one.)

The students are wary of their

own government and they have a

right to be. They are bombarded

daily by a newspaper that is little

more than the outgrowth of a

handful of individuals with strong

private interests. It is a self per-

petuating system in w^ich the

President appoints com-

munications board members, the

board chooses the editor, the editor

selects the editorial bpard, and the

paper returns the favor by en-

dorsing the handpicked successor.

*—Were it a monster it could be

dealt with because people would be

frightened, yet the Bruin is more

like a cancer that quietly nips at

the vitals of good student govern-

ment. The Bruin doesn't like

candidates like John Cronin

because they pose a threat to

monopoly cliques, because the

editors don't like a President who

isn't wiUing to play the Bruin's own

brand of politics. And I also know

John's opponent. I worked with

him in student government and

followed him during the campaign.

He has said little of substance, has

no real experience outside one

commission, and does not share

the priorities that are most

urgently needed at UCLA.

I am actively supporting John

Cronin for President because he is

the only candidate with the in-

tegrity, experience and priorities

that are critical to a good student

government The Bruin's support

for John's opponent only

strengthens my resolve, for the

Bruin's set of priorities don't

match the needs of this campus

restructuring of ASUCLA and the

quality of campus life must be our

top priorities.

I wish to thank the 814 students

who supported me last week. I only

hope that they will examine the

records of the two candidates and

vote their consciences. I think John

Cronin will come out on top.

Bob Ellas
either. Educational reform,

f
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Last time our letter of endorsement was not published due to your
j

totally unreasonable deadline for submission. This of course was
;

fortunate for us, since if you had published it, everyone would have :

seen that our threats did not come true. Well, we want you to know :

that we held off that great epidemic of mass hysteria, diarrhea, and
\

distemper because the public was not warned. (A few rapes were ;

unavoidalbe, our people w^re a little carried away with emotion at
]

not having out letter published ) But, at great expense, (how much ;:

^. we will not say because it naturally exceeds ASUCLA campaign
\

i expenditure limiU,) we have reserved these caUstrophes for you
\

'

again unless our candidate, Bob Elias is elected Head Yell Leader. ;

We, the committee to elect Bob Elias Everything! (and :

especially Head YeU Leader) wish to thank the loyal students here ;

'^ who overwhelmingly elected Bob to twooffices. But, we must again ;

"
enter the breach comrades, and this time we must have your blood,

sweat, and tears as well as your votes. Bob, in all seriousness (that

isall the seriousness he can muster while watching his pet parakeet

use the Daily Bruin editorial s^tion as toilet paper, which is

considerable, in light of the abrasive nature of DB editorials,) is

running for Head Veil Leader.

There are many r^sons to vote for Bob, only one of which is that

. he'd make a great Head YeU Leader The first, of course is our

?; threat of reprisals if you don't elect him. (You think the weather-

:>; men are dangerous, compared to us they are drips in a bucket).

S'- Second is Bob's white haired old mither who would surely keel

^ over if her son didn't get it. (Remember, Mothers Day was only

:•:• Sunday! ) To save her life you should vote for Bob. The third reason

S: is that it would bug the hell out of the Daily Bn^in, who would then

§: have one of the lowest batting averages of any f^litical machine in

5: history. Vote for Bob Elias for Head (you know the rest of the TiUe

5: why should we repeat it? ) , he won't r-efgret it.

:jj Dave Feltler Chairman.

!
Committee to Elect Bob Ellas

^

X-

V.
« •

((Paid Advertisement)
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Rebuttals for run-off candidates
Student Facilities

Commissioner

The basic priority of the office of

Student Facilities Commissioner is

the utilization of university

facilities to improve the weU being

of the entire University com-
munity. No facUity or material

object has any inherent value

unless put to work for people. I,

Ross Arbiter, consider this priority

and commitment to improved
living standards through better

facilities, as the premise of my
candidacy.

The Daily Bruin endorsed me in

the primary election, citing ac-

tivities and competence. Even
though they have since decided not

to endorse anyone for this office

through mysterious and dubious

endorsement procedures, my
qualifications and programs they

originally endorsed me for still

stand.

As head of the Direct Assistance

Facilities, I demonstrated
specifically how facUities can be
used to help people. As an active

member of this year's Facilities

Commission, I gained the ex-

perience needed to immediately
begin implementing this concept.

My specific programs are in

three parts:

First, formulation of facilities

aimed to benefit the entire com-
munity, specifically a broadly
conceived child care center for

which I will seek funding and
space. We also need a community
health care c^^ -

Secondly, faciiit}' programs to

improve everyday life at the

university. These include im-
proved eating facilities, further

investigation of a North campus
student union in terms of priorities,

faster check cashing service,

improved record, book, and
clothing departments in the

student store, lower vending
machine prices and increased

office and facility space for

campus groups.

Third is recreation facUities,

including an inexpensive campus
theater with current movies, in-

creased recreation equipment and
more use of facilities by com-
munity groups.

I present a specific program for

facilities improvement and in-

novation. I believe I have the

leadership to implement these

programs to help UCLA become a

more integrated and complete

campus community.
Ross Arbiter

Campus Events

Commissioner

Last May 5th UCLA was
engulfed in turmoil.

Despite the silence this year, the

problems dramatized by May, 1970

still ^em^in — campus complicity

with the war, cutbacks in in-

struction, rising tuition, and
declining services.

these problems won't disappear

by ignoring them. The results of

the primary election revealed a

deep dissatisfaction by the student

k)ody with the Student Legislative

Council as it's presently con-

stituted.
" '— '^ * — *— Ganges

continue to function.

For the Campus Events Com-
mission I propose such major

changes. Traditional activities no

longer relevant to student Ufe in

the 70's must be slashed. This

includes the blatant waste of Bruin

Week.
Instead, I propose a series of low

cost activities with greater student

appeal: commemorative
educational events ( such as May
5), free outdoor concerts, and fund

raisees for ecology and o^r non-

partisan concerns.

In the past UCLA has been a

political wasteland. This is as

much a fault of the students as it i^

with events beyond our contr^.

If you want things to go on

basically the same as in the past,

don't vote for me. But if you see the

need for basic change, your sup-

port can make this a reality.

Gary Green

Cultural

Commissioner

This past year I have, as Cultural

Commissioner, brought to campus
such persons as Spencer Davis,

Carole King, John Stewart,
Livingston Taylor, Doug Kershaw,
The Dillards and many, many
others. These concerts have all

been free for the student. I have
also,co-sponsored the Elton John
and Neil Young concerts, and will

be co-sponsoring the Kris
Kristofferson concert to be held on
May 27. I am running for re-

election this year to try and im-

prove on this record.

In presenting all of these
programs, I have gained a vast
amount of knowledge

with whom I can deal in presenting

concerts to students. All totaled, I

believe I am most qualified to

continue in this job. My experience

and my performance this past year

are, I believe, evidence of my
qualifications.

While I beheve all of the Cultural

Commission's monies should go to

sponsor events which are free to

the students—since those monies
come from the students—I also feel

"big name" pop concerts should

have a top priority. To that end, I

have this past year pushed to

restructure the Student Committee
for the Arts (SCA), a group which
has enough money (from
registration fees) to sponsor such
big events. Due to those efforts, it

has been assured that at least nine

major pop concerts will be held

here next year.

I would like to continue my ef-

forts of this past year. Next year I

will work towards even more free

concerts and events, and I wiU also

continue my drive to completely

restructure SCA so that i^ is even

more responsive to the needs of

students. I would appreciate your

assistance towards those ends.

Dave Stewart,

Cultural Commissioner

Dave Stewart is undoubtedly the

most qualified candidate for the

office of Cultural Commissioner;

that is why I bowed out.

I have only one complaint

against Dave Stewart. He didn't

spend the entire year taking bows

for the dozens of outstanding

programs he arranged. Thousands

of students came to these

programs but didn't know that

Dave Stewart was working

diligently to make these cultural

programs reality. I am urging

Dave, as soon as he is re-elected, to

come out of the shadows and take

some credit for a job weU done

Bob Elias

Speakers Program Chairman

>.4

concerning
the problems connected with
presenting concerts, ir have also

developed a numt>er of contacts

All rebuttals

published as

received-unedited.

More rebuttals on p. 5.

Name: Ruth Aleksondrovich

Age: i
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Letters to the Editor

May 5 inspires 'poem
EditiNT:

Here is d poem of mourning: I

came home Wednesday and turned

on the news. I vomited twice at the

terrible sight ' of a helmeted pig-

man brassy in blue busting the

head of a woman, who moments
before had been peacefully mar-

ching. He beat on her head with a

dirty brown stick. Blood dripped

down on her army fatigues; the

blood blended into the green. This

all made me feel so goddamned
awful and mean that I fainted from

anger and went into a dream.

I walked down the street with an

armful of bricks and smashed all

the pig-men and all of the am;^ •

and all the marines. I ripped off the

generals. I shot General Ky. I

threw molotov cocktails into the

White House and smoked out that

bastard, that fat-headed louse. I

tried him for treason and put him
in prison.

Then we made a new country.

We set everyone free. Our
hallmark was justice. Our watch-

word was peace. Our method was
loving. Our goal was equality.

There was love in the land and
peace in our hearts.

Suddenly, sadly, I awoke with a

start. I realized then that peace is a

dream. A holy, a sacred, im-

possible dream. I suffer in silence,

like everyone else, the growing

repression, the continual guilt.

Sometimes in the night I cry out in

fright. It can't happen here. It just

can't happen here. But it's hap-

pening here, and it fills me with

fear. I don't like to fight. We can't

live without rights. We must have

our dream. It must become real.

Peace must cbme now.

Carlos Barker
Graduate. G.B.A.

Fellowships
Editor:

For four years I have tolerated

over crowded classes at UCLA.
Lecture halls of 200 to 300 people do

httle to enhance the learning

process, as both students and
teachers know. In fact, I would go

so far as to call them a detriment.

Well, then, it should be obvious to

us all that we have two alter-

natives: reduce enrollment or get

more teac^rs. As it is, teachers

are sadly overworked, and I do

believe everyone should be entitled

to an education (though I don't

think everyone needs one). So the

solution seems to be to get more
college teachers.

Apparently Ronald Reagan and

his legislature disagree with this.

They have decided to eliminate

funds for new State Graduate

Fellowships in the proposed state

budget. These fellowships are

normally awarded to entering

graduate students with financial

need who intend to teach at the

college or university level. The

State Department of Finance,

however, stated that it questions

the need for increasing the supply

of college faculty in California

colleges.

The education system needs a

drastic reduction in the student-

teacher ratio; small classes and

seminars are needed to allow

personalized instruction and
questions.

Why is it that politicians, who
seem to know so little about the

needs of education, are allowed to

make such important decisions

about it? It is an easy matter, when
funds need to be cut, for a

politician to take money away
from the educative system, and.

that's usually where he goes first.

It is a pity that he doesn't realize

that in the end he is only hurting

himself, for education is the key for

building a better world for us all.

Gary S. Toub
Senior, Psychology

OnLC
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stereo albums

1.98
various recordings by:

• Tracy Nelson and Mother Earth • Pat Paulson • Moms Mabley
• Flatt and Scruggs • Diana Ross & the Suprennes • Steam
• Spanky and Our Gang • Chad Mitchell Trio • Johnny Mathis

• Blue Cheer • Mamas & Papas • Richard Harris • Grassroots

• Duke Ellington • Jimmy Smith • Country Joe & The Fish

various rare old albums

various Command, Everest and

Philips classical

vox classical

Fast for freedom
By Jay Kaufman

'Their eyes—I must tell you about their eyes. I must begin with that

for their eyes precede all else, and everyttiing is comprehended within

them "So writes author-philosopher Eli Wieael in his powerful
documentary novel on the Jews of the Soviet Union, "The Jews of

Silence."

Wiesel's first hand view of Jews in the Soviet Union is nothing new to

those of us who have read the American press, which has been delivering

accounts of Russian Jews such as Ruta Aleksandrovich and Boris
Kochubiyevsky— who risked their lives in an attempt to gain permission
to live in a state where they would he welcomed as Jews.

That same press has similarly brought us the cruel stones of the

university quota system which has hindered many Soviet Jews, of the

lack of Hebrew publications, of the general void of freedom to pursue
Jewish culture.
A good numl)er of Russia's three-and-one-half million Jews wish to

leave the country, the majority of them desiring to live in Israel, the

Jewish State. They are not allowed to do so. I>espite the recent trickle of

Jews who have been able to emigrate to Israel, there is no guarantee that

the emigration will continue.

May 11 has been proclaimed as "Fast For Freedom," a national day of

solidarity in support of the Jews of the Soviet Union. But why? Perhaps
with all of our emotions we have failed to comer the real qufestipn behind
our dissent.

The word is survival.

To the assimilated, self-hating Jew, the survival of the Jewish people is

seen in terms of physical weU-t>eing, if at all. He argues that as long as

Jews lead lives of material success, why should he care? The Russian
Jew doesn't live so oppressed, tie rationalizes.

Yet, to the conscientious Jew the perennial issue of survival takes on a

much broader importance. He sees death as cultural, that the Soviet

Union tuis weakened the spirit of Jews to an abyss. He then looks at his

fellow Jews in America, the assimilationists, and says to himself those

dreaded words, "Will the Jewish people continue to survive as a people,

a^U we die out?"
Why survive? Because we are Jews, and our responsibility does not end

with an overly-ostentatious Bar Mitzvah reception at the Hilton, nor with

the half-mumbled service which preceded it. It never ends, for as long as

there is a Jew, or any human being for that matter, who is suffering under

the burden of oppression, we Jews have an obligation to he more than

unfeeling vegetables.

The very idea of a never-ending responsibility is crushingly disturbing

to many assimilated Jews in America. They simply wish to be left alone.

Oppression of Jews in the Soviet Union? WeU, they're stiU eating, aren't

they? Life isn't so bad there for them — or so the assimilationist

rationalizes. That in a way "takes him off the hook."
After all, didn't he learn a few words for his Bar Mitzvah? And doesn't

he eat lox and bagels on occasion? After all, what else is his respon-

sibility?

It is precisely this attitude which spells death for the Jewish people, the

idea that a Jew has no responsibility to another Jew. That notion has been
rephrased in many ways, including the phrase, "I suppose I'm Jewish,"
or "Judaism is only a religion ..."
What does the assimilated Jew mean that "he supposes he's Jewish"^

It probably mean that he cares less about his people.

But the conscientious Jew rejects these notions. He realizes that Jewish
culture cannot l>e turned off and on depending on whether it is chic to do
so. It is more than a religion. Moshe Dayan, one of the greatest heroes in

Jewish history, is known for his lack of synagogue attendance.
If* Jewish culture were merely "a religion," Dayan might not have

risked his life to defend it. There must he something more.
We are one people.

,,_ "Fast For Freedom" is a notice to the world that we Jews are qne

people. We are manifesting our belief that the suffering of our fellow

Jews in any area of the world, l)e it the United States, England, Iraq, or

the Soviet Union, cannot he ignored.

Their plight is not a matter which we may consider upon our con-

venience; rather, it is something which l)eckons our fuUest responsibility.

May 11 is a fast for survival, even more than a fast for freedom. The
issue here is much broader.

"Fast For Freedom" is a test of the Jewish people's will to survive. It is

our hour of truth
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§ Stereo "Anthology of |
Indian Musk," 3.98
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%, Double stereo Canned Heat ^
I 'living the Blues" 2.98 ^
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'inany, many, many, many more!
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record store

records, a l«vttl, ack^rman union, 825-771

1

mondays-fridays 9-5; soturdoys 10-3

l> Sf -

t

3

S

SS.M plus tax
Art nOB — Kaplan
Bacteriolooy 110 — Pickett
Chemistry lA — Sieb«rt
Chemistry 6A — Evans
Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 — West
Economw^ 1 — La Force
Education 112 — Kieslar
History 1C — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 — Bright
Mathematics 3C — Gillman
Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 - Kanouse

$4.00 plus tax
Anthropology IB — Miller
Art lA - Kayser
Art IB - Kleinbauer
Art 106B — Pedretti
": lassies 142 - Gleason
Economics 2— Baird
Fcooomics 100 — Nisbet
Economics lOlB — Lindsay
Ecorwmics 102 - Sweeny
Ec )oomics 130 - Lindsay
History IB - Hoxie
History 7B - Yarnell
History 8 - Burns
H.Story USB - Oallek
Psychology 12 - Butcher, Lietoeskind
Psychology 115 - Butctier
Psychology 133B (170A) — Lovaas

^or add'iHonal counm call or

*
*
*
*

*

MIDNITE REVIVAL
Alffr«d Hitchcock's

PSYCHO
w/ Tony PorkiiM — Jcwtol Loigh

Only 99'!
12 A.M.

Fri. May 14

Sot. May 15

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
Wilshire — 26th Santa Monica
829-3368

USE YOUR BANKAMERICARD OR MASTER CHARGE

come in

'•-. *^n — Fr|. ^30 — 4:30 47S51o9 "2^

I lOSSUINDr^-^OKDR. t

A^HRDbeSlA

jeujCLrY , canoues
^IMPOflTS**

•^He«D SHOP CTC.^

2807 PfCORLVD
SA\rT« *^n; ^^ALil

u *
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Rick Kwan, Editor

map by CaUfornia Division of M*i»«s and 0«ol«fV

California: Quake Country

Ihe morning of February 9 was greeted by a

violent tremor whicti stiook tt>e souttiern

California area and ttie nerves of its residents.

Afterstiocks during ttie day severely reminded

ttiem that California is indeed eartt>quake coun

try Thiat night, residents sat outside to watch the

moon turn red (a lunar eclipse) and wonder when

the next quake would jolt the earth.

The February 9 quake has been the subject of a

month long series of seminars here. DB Science

Reporter Bruce Clayton ^nmmarirps thf»

highlights of the first two seminars In this week's

DB SCIENCE.
He quotes Ca^Tech's Clarence Aller> as saying,

"This quake will go down in history, perhaps as

the most famous earthquake of all time. It was not

a very large or outstanding quake, but it was the

most thoroughly recorded earthquake ever."

Clayton's work is divided here into two parts_2:^

thesemiparof April 27. then that of AAay 4. _
—Rick Kwan

Science Editor
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LOS ANGELES. CALL_

PHONE TODAY (213) 479-4

>(Pald Advertittemml)!

Six Weeks of Study

& Fun in Mexico

JULY 1 1 - AUG 20

High School, Collage Students

& Teachers

Accredited classes in Spanish,

Mexican Culture, Art, Music,

etc. at beautiful Monterry, Tec.

Tuition, board, room, laundry

and trips-$425. For details,

see Dr. Martin, Hollywood High

School. Phone GR 8-3687 -

8 to 9:30 p.m.

2 Semesters High School Credit

6 College Credits

NEW HARPER TORCHBOOKS

The Morality of

Gvil
Disobedience

^ TB/1573 »2^=
LTbTSry

Editions-

The Mass Strike

^^g political party and
_

rdV^r-'"---r •

r/BOSAUUgMBURG
. TB/1583

$2.75

\f\ Harper &) Row • At your bookseller

IHI7 Paperback Dept. 62. 49 E. 33d St., New York 10016

r
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More and More People
are Studying with

I TRACEY ROBERTS S

becauseI

. "Trocey Roberts is one of the finest teachers of acting I know."

J Bruce Geller—

I
Creator and Executive Producer of

"Mission Impossible" and "Mannix"

»i

V.

it

"Her classes are tout, exciting, inspiring.'

I Ann Marcus—
I Pres., Elan Prod.

i- "Superb actress, superb teacher, superb classes."

i Robert Lewin—

I Assoc. Prod. "Dan August"

I "Tremendous teocher-hos unique ability to communicate with the

I beginner as well as the professional,"

I Ellis Marcus—

I Writer-Prod.

I Training for the Theatre & Films
• Videotapings — Industry Exposure

I
new classes now forming

I for app*t call Miss Evans 656-2919

I

I

I

I

i

m
i
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If you need help for the

remainder of the quarter,

come to Campbell Hall,

Room 1211 and sign up

for a tutor or cal

825-2863 for further

assistance.

February 9 - ealhquake disaster
by Bruce Clayton

DB Science Reporter

APRIL27— NATURE OF THE QUAKE

The February 9 earthquake, and the two and one half months of

research which followed It, have been the subject of a month-long series

of seminars which began April 27.

CalTech seismologist Clarence Allen ^poke at the first seminar,

sponsored by the geology department here. Some of the highlights of

Allen's discussion follow:
.. ^ ^ .— The earthquake is now credited as having been of magnitude 6.6.

This Is not an especially notable magnitude, since southern California

experlencpf^ an earthquake of this intensity every four years.

— The force and frequency of the aftershocks, which have caused

considerable public alarm and speculation, are not In any way unusual or

unexpected. There were about 150 aftershocks in the first 24 hours, and a

total of about 300 to date. Compared to data collected from other recent

California earthquakes, the February 9 quake aftershocks are obviously

a normal occurance which will continue for another four to six months.

Famous quake
— "This quake will go down In history, perhaps as the most famous

earthquake of al I time. It was not a very large or outstanding quake, but it

was the most thoroughly recorded earthquake ever. The fault broke In an

area well covered with seimographs and other seismic instruments.

Within a short time, nearly a thousand seismographs were operating in

the area."
— One unusual feature of the earthquake which the CalTech scientists

are concerned about is the fact that there have been no aftershocks in the

magnitude 5-6 range. Usually, earthquakes of magnitude 6-plus have one

to several magnitude 5 plus aftershocks, usually soon after the original

quake. ' " ' :' ^"""""'""t
~"

For this reason, noted CalTech seismologist Charles RIchter advise<f

the evacuation of the area below the Van Norman dam until it could be

suitably drained. "After the 6 a.m. shocks, the water level of the reser-

voir stood only about four feet below the top of what remained of tt>e dam.

We can thank God that the Initial shocks didn't last a few seconds longer

i

ft

Violent shakes
—An accelerometer located at the Pocoima reservoir recorded a

horizontal acceleration of more than 1 g. "We hadn't expected such

violent^shaklng from an earthquake of this magnitude," Allen said. (This

horizontal acceleration was so great that at times it would have been

easier to stand on the wall than on the floor.)

Allen also mentioned a few problems which could come up for

discussion in the remaining three seminars:
— "A mo*el owner with earthquake insurance suffered minor damage

to his buildings, but the company settled promptly and the damage was

quickly repaired. Then, during a subsequent aftershock the sanr>e cracks

in the wall opened up again . . . Is it the same earthquake or not, and If it

is, does the insurance company have to pay twice?"
^ "Who is responsible for the collapse of the hospitals, the engineers,

the contractors or the geologists? As a geologist, I can only say that there

was no ground deformation beneath those buildings. The faulting ail

occurred to the south of the hospital areas, so the ground should have

been safe."

Unpredictables
— Under the tremendous forces of an earthquake, unforeseen things

can happen. In one Instance, a two-lane asphalt road crossed a fault at

right angles. The area had "experienced five feet of foreshortening" as

shown by an overlap of broken pipe railing which stood next to ttie road.

The asphalt pavement, however, extended over the fault In an unbroken

sheet and showed no signs of folding or disruption whatsoever. A full

block north of the fault, Allen found the "missing" five feet of pavement,
underneath the last few feet of unbroken sheet of asphalt which overlay

the fault. Explanation? "A block long section of highway slid over rne

ground a distance of about five feet and rode up a stationary section of

paving before stopping. We really can't explain it, and we certainly could

not have predicted It, but It happened. Now how do we allow for things

like that in a building code?*^ —'
«

MAY4— THE DAMAGE DONE
"The Veterans Hospital was a sitting duck for an earthquake," stated

C. Martin Duke, professor of engineering here and President of ihe

Earthquake Engineering Research Institute.

"It was constructed before 1933, when the Uniform Building Code went
Into effect. There are 19,000 other buildings in Los Angeles which are of

pre-1933 construction. In a major earttK|uake any one of tt>em might

collapse just like the Veterans Hospital."

Duke spoke at a Planetary and Space Sciences — Geophysics seminar

titled "Preliminary Analysis of the February 9th Earthquake Damage/'
l^s^ Tuesday, May 4.

The building code (up until Feb 8, 1971) required that artificial struc-

tures be able to withstand varying horizontal accelerations, \be minimum
amount to depend on the nature of the building or structure in question.

"Adherance to building standards in California one-story schools is

(very carefully supervised," said Duke. "They are built to withstand 0.13

''i^^M.m^msii^ss&ssim^ik^^Mj^s.iii&d,i^
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Tremor results in 5ity Research Library.

g horizontal acceleration. Dams In California are required to withstand

0.1 to 0.2 g horizontal forces. Bridges and freeway overpasses, however,

are built to withstand only 0.02 to 0.06 g, depending on what kind of ground
is under them."
By comparison, the Pacolma Dam accelerograph recorded horizontal

forces greater than 1.0 g on February 9. Although tt>ere Is some question

about this value being a local effect. In general if\e buildings in tt>e

Sylmar-Olive View area were subjected to forces which even tt>e newer
buildings were not designed for.

I^ospital toss

"The, criterion of safety used In the building code is that the building

must not collapse in a strong earthquake." By this standard, the Olive

View Hospital was an englrwering success, even though the building Is a

total loss. Of the main hospital structure, only the stair and elevator:

towers at the ends of the main hospital wings actually collapsed. The

upper stories moved one and a half feet with relation to the foundation,

causing a near collapse of the supporting columns at ttie first floor level,

but the inhabited part of the building held. In contrast, the psychiatric

building a few yards away suffered a total collapse of the lower of Its two

stories. Had it been occupied at the time loss of life would have been

severe. As It was, only one person at Olive View died of Injuries received

in a structural collapse. This was a man who was In the ambulance
carport when the roof fell In. .

'

Duke Indicated the Olive View Hospital had Stood up to much mo^e

abuse than it was designed for,' but in the future such buildings will have

to be even safer. About ten percent of the cost of high rise buildings In Los

Angeles presently goes Into making them earthquake resistant. "We
could easily double the strength of future buildings without doubling this

cost."

Youth facility

Duke also discussed the collapsed freeway bridges near the San Fer-

nando Youth Facility. He stated simply thai the overpasses were un-

derdeslgned, a situation allowed under the present building code. He

pointed out that some of the bridge damage was caused by one overpass

falling on another and crushing It. No bridge has ever been desigi^ to

stand under the full impact of another bridge, nor Is such a design ever

likely to come about. ^*--
,

In the youth facility Itself, the school buildings were the least damaged.

They had been built to withstand 0.13 g horizontal displacement without

damage, and they came through the shaking In good condition. The other

buildings on the facility, not constructed to these specifications, were

more severely damaged.
Reservoirs

As for the upper and lower Van Norman reservoirs, Duke reiterated

. Dr. Allen's comment of the week before that "in places there were only

two feet of earth between us and calamity." The upper dam moved about

five feet down stream during the shocks, due to the enormous hydrostatic

pressure exerted upon It by the full upper reservoir. The lower dam,

however, actually moved upstream during the earthquake because the

water level of the lower reservoir was very low, and there was less than a

normal amount of pressure on the dam. (It was the lower dam which

came close enough to total failure that the week long evacuation of 80,000

people was thought necessary In order to Insure their safety while the

reservoir was emptied.) Duke pointed out that these dams were con-

structed by the hydrollc fill method beh/veen 1910 and 1920, and that newer

dams In the area have been constructed more substantially. No new dams

were damaged by the earthquake.

In conclusion, Duke emphasized that for the most part It was pre-1933

structures which suffered the most damage on February 9. Modern

schools, dams, and the Olive View Hospital in particular satisfied the

criterion for earthquake safety: they didn't fall down. The forces which

such buildings should be designed to withstand had been underestimated

prior to Feb. 9, and although many buildings stood which had every

engineering right to crumble, the margin was too thin. "Each point (in

the building code) has fo be restudled, anJ I suspect every book will have

to be rewritten because of what we've learned from this earthquake."

Redesign?

When asked about pre-1933 buildings on this campus and their safety in

earthquakes. Dr. Duke replied, "I don't like to name any particular

buildings, but let's face the fact that certain rather obvious buildings on

this campus were built prior to 1933, and there has been some concern

about them. There have been studies of the problem made, and some

remedial steps have been taken to strengthen these buildings."

Duke said that if he had unlimited power he would immediately order

the destruction or reconstruction of Los Angeles' 19,000 earthquake-

vulnerable buildings, presumably Including those on the campus.

Another action he would take would be to force the legislatures of

Missouri and Tennessee to enact earthquake building codes for their

states (The most severe earthquake on record In the United States oc-

curred in Missouri in 1811. The topography of the Mississippi valley was

changed enough that rivers changed course permanently, waterfalls

were formed where none had existed before, and 200 square miles of

forests drowned under newly formed lakes. Including 20 square me
Reelfoot Lake in western Tennessee.) At present these states are totally

unprepared for another seismic disaster, even though they are sitting on

top of one of the most respectable earti»quake zones in the country.

Science notes

rnvironmental Vanguatl praised by city council
A proposal developed by En-

vironmental Vanguard, a group of

about 15 students here, has
resulted in the introduction of two
motions to the Los Angeles City

Council encouraging City depart-

ments to use recycled paper.

As the motions were presented,

the council commended the
students for their "constructive

attempts to change for ^the better

the system in which they live,"

according to a resolution by
Snyder.

environmental problems for

government officials, according to

OES director Paul Silver, also a

member of Environmental
Vanguard.

The motions, introduced by
councilman Arttuir Snyder, would
establish "an affirmative policy of

recycling all the city's paper
trash" and institute a purchasing

policy which would "give
preference to thoBe products made
from recycled materials."

•*«•««•"•

Ttw group, sponsored by the

Office of Environmental Studies

(OES) here, was organized in

December to conduct research on

pounds of paper annually, ac-

cording to Snyder. Recycling
waste paper would save over 30,000

trees, he said.

However, collecting waste paper

is not a complete solution, Snyder

warned. Quoting from the En

vironmental Vanguard prop<«al.

he said, '*any responsible effort to

encourage the recycling <^i

municipal refuse must have as one

component, a program to expand

the markets for the recycled

materials."

Encouraging the city to buy

paper with a high percentage ot

recycled fiber would help expand

the market for recycled papf r

Snyder said.

Snyder pointed out that a similar

program has succeeded in Ne\*

York.

Although no vote has been taken

on the motions, they were received

"very enthusiastically" by the

council, according to Silver.

Snyder got the Environmental
Vanguard proposal through a

memt)er of the group, Pam Gentry,

who is an intern in his office.

Thinning Eggshells

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP)

—

Pesticides are thinning egg shells

of the common murre. and the^

Dr. Robert W Risebrough of the

UC Marine Resources Institute

said Monday shells of some two

dozen eggs taken from the

Farallon Island breeding grounds

in 1968 and 1%9 were 13 per cent

thinner than those of murre eggs

collected there in 1913 and now in

the university museum.

"The present thickness is just

slightly above the critical point,"

Risebrough said. **A further

reduction in the calcium buildup

will mean the murre is doomwi "

thinning of the seabird egg shells.

Such experiments cannot be

conducted with murres, he said,

because they will not lay eggs in

captivity.

future of the once numerous fish-

eating seabird is doubtful, a

University of California scientist

says.

Risebrough said he is sau^ led

from experiments with ducks and

mallards that chlorinated

hydrocarbons such as DDT cause

Nat'l Science Medal
Saul Winstein, late professor of

chemistry here, will be awarded a

posthumous National Medal of

Science in a ceremony at the White

House.

The award, the highest govern-

" "ll^ll IV-l 111^ " " .»^. i» »v » ,

-

accepted by his widow, Sylvia

Winstein was an instructor here

until his death in 1969.

1YPM6
Term Papers

Dissertations

Theses

Letters

Fast

Accurate

VILLAGE TYPIST

1101 Gay ley, Westv^ood

473-8127 886-7475

TOHO LA BREA THEATRE

Starts V^ NESDAY

MAY 19th REGENl
Theatre, Westwood

Reriral by I'opulat Demand

TOSHIRO MIFIINE

PLt

TATSUYA NAKADAI

^AMJt/ien/f%m tASTI

r

StarU May 12 Two weeks only |^

-^Ki-'AdvertisementM

HYPNOSIS FOR SI0DEN1S
• Better grades ^

• Speech Problems
• Orals

• Smbking '

• Tension
• Personal Goals

J
Untveibity ol Wisconsin Ph D.. 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General bemantics. .Private InstruCtFon.

Nllliain L Risiow. Ph.D.

1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment

Mftln Or?
liliil wiwi1

n
— -rr -sut 'T^ *• ^si
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0. & p. BARBER SHOP
Razor Cuh
Hair Styling

1061 GAYLEY AVE.

Across From Sofewoy

GR 8-2264

IN'TE:RNA.TIOBfa.
Il)4 V,'<y«i«- S»«*l lu« 4< »IH « i-tt-lv—*

No Sweat Foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

professiorwl efficiency ... at charges that won't hurt you.

FRUITS &Vi'KT ^j

"Extends from the kitchen to

the bedroom, and reveals a

world between. Out of the

commingled pleasures of the

table and of the bed she makes

a high, but not frivolous, com-

edy. This is a reckless and

shameless first book, and it is

a joy to read."
-Stanley Kanits

**Talcnt, intelligence, and

honest (therefore erotic) sen-

sibility ....** —John l^ogan

**Compelling rhythms and

vivid, often startling, images.

This is a first book of imagin-

ative power in which the

reader will hear an exciting

and individual voice ..."

—Robert Pack

"Erica Jong's poetry has ex-

traordinary graces: an adven-

turousness, a riskiness, plus a

self-possession ....

-Michar 1 Benedikt

CUik •$.», P«p«» •»•«

I »u
Holt, Rinehart & Winstonn^^^
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Musically speaking, this system is ttie best value we've seen-ever. It includes the Marantz 28, a high quality AM/FM

stereo receiver that boasts less than 1% distortion from 20 to 20,000 cycles. We're sure you're tired of cheap speakers

with bargain systems so we've included a pair of Cathedral 200's. They're almost eighteen inches tall! Inside are an

eight-inch, high efficiency woofer and a crystal clear tweeter. Oh... almost forgot-for your records, a Garrard SL 55B

changer with piston-dampened cueing for scratchless record handling and a synchronous motor to keep things

constant. By the way, if you'd prefer different speakers or changer, don't be afraid to ask. ^^ ^^^oo
We'll be glad to substitute. List price -$448.68. STERLING PRICE Sp CSClSJ^^

10913 WEYBURN AVE.
/N THE VILLAGE

navjiN. I nKU rKi. IIL v r,m,

SAT. 'TIL 6 P.M. Phone 477-3547

I
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What's Brew'n tells what's happenin'
Special Activities

,

Graduate Students In Spanish and Portuguese, will

screen Saura's "La Caza/' (the hunt). In Spanish, at 7:30

p.m. today in AAoore Hall 100. Admission is free.

AAary Rawcllffe, soprano, and Joel Fried, pianist, will

present a free concert at noon today in Schoenberg

Auditorium.

Visitor's Center will conduct a one-hour walking tour of

the department of astronomy, featuring the planetarium

and exhibits, with commentary. The tour will begin at 1

p.m. today from Schoenberg Hall Lobby.

The Undergraduate Joint Committee of the French

department is sponsoring a book drive through Friday. All

who wish to donate French novels, plays, etc., should bring

them to Haines Hall 160.

Mortar Board, national senior women's honorary, and

Prytaneans, junior and senior women's honorary, are

accepting applications for membership through Friday.

Applications are available in Kerckhoff Hall 312.

"Black Gods and Kings: Yoruba Art at UCLA" featuring

masks, shrine sculpture, staffs, textiles and ottwr materials

will continue on display through June 13 In the Ethnic Arts

Gallery. Hours are noon-5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday,

and 1-5 p.m. Sunday.
"A Society's Chief Joys,*^an exhibition of rare books and

manuscripts, will be on display tomorrow through June 12

in the Department of Special Collections, University

Research Library. Hours are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. AAonday through

Saturday. '
a * -. ^

Campus Committee to Bridge the Gap will meet at 7.»

p m today (and every AAonday, Tuesday and Wednesday)

in room 409A, LInde Medical Plaza, 10921 Wilshlre Blvd.

The following events will take place today at the In-

ternational Student Center (ISC), 1023 Hllgard Ave.:

English Conversation from 11 a.m.-l p.m., and from 7:30 to

10 p.m., (a similar program is offered from 11 a.m. 1 p.m.

In Campbell 1118); Foreign student counseling from 3-5

p.m.; Italian conversation from 6:30 7:30 p.m.; German

conversation from 7 8: 30 p.m. ; Swahili conversation at 7: 30

p.m.; modern dance at 7:30 p.m.
(Continued on Page 12)
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"You just never know what it's going to do."

CONTRARY TO POPULAR BFXIEF

LOUD STEREO MUSIC WILL

NOT MAKE YOU STERILE
IN FACT A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF EAR EXERCISE

IS HEALTHY IN ORDER TO COMBAT EXCESSIVELY

FAT EARDRUMS

A COMPIETE STEREO SYSTEM
FOR

$64.00 NOT CHEAP,

JUST INIXPENSIVE

•AM/fM STEREO RECEIVER
•MATCHING BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
•AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
•lASE, DUST COVER AND

CARTRIDGE

liSS THAN W IKT PIKI

^•i^. , •.'t1lJ*S*ii .

6400

SCOTCH' '^•'*E

•
1 800 FOOT 7 INCH Rttl

•POLYESTER '

•NEW TAPE IN

SEALED BOXES

295
UCH.

NO MINIMUM QUANTITY

mfm

Buy A Koss Pro-4A

Professional Heodset for

Only $700.00. And get

A Pioneer (1^ sxZ/O

AM/FM Stereo receiver

Absolutely FREE

WaaULA
3 37• So. Ov«rlond Ave.

So. of Sonto Monka Fwy

.
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Just about any place you look in tho Giftf and

Sportswear departments^ you can find goodies—

and right now even goodier, because they're

10% off. Everything from hotpants to coffee

mugs. Come help reduce the load our student em-

ployes have to count come May 28. Help stamp out

long-day inventories. And save some bread,

white you're at It. ~ ^
'

1 UCLA class rings reg. ^

I 2.50 Golden Signature
|

I FREE I

'^
, I S

all handbags, belts. |
jewelry, hosiery

10% OFF

all sculpture, all

gifts anct jewelry

10% OFF

J* *

I

I

• •

men's blue work shirts %

if perfect, 7.00 |

I 4.25 plus 10% OFF |

i all men's pants on

a 26ft. pant wall i

10% OFF

* Samsonite attache *

:?

»

S:

I

^

i»:ft«»rSaW:W??:WJ%^:WAW«r^^

^ all authentic

% antiquities
|J;

I 10% OFF i

i*

•X

I

cases, now 5.00

off regular price

I all sweatshirts |
% and sportshirts

|
10% OFF I

as
uc

students' store
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USE YOUR BANKAMEWCARD OR MASTER CHARGE
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FREE NOON CONCERT—Englishmen Spencer

Davis and Peter Jameson will perform in a free

concert at noon today in Ackerman Union Grand

Ballroom. The concert is sponsored by the

ASUCLA Cultural Affairs Commission.

r^:^

X fWv/ I fVl d %^ r( ^ I ^ k. XiT v^ x^W >r^v-i)'x I 9 f%i v.%#i I i^ 1%^ 1^ v^i ji\«ii Of

I "Long Day's Journey Into the Night" will sc^^n at 7 p.m.

I
tomorrow in Social Welfare 147 to conclude the Kattierine Hepburn j

' Festival. Tickets are $1 at tlie door.
|

j LAST WEEK OF tAM I BIT— /vxaae m Califor-

i nia/' an exhibition of 60 lithographs, screen prints

I
and multiples showing the work of 52 artists,

I
continues through Sunday in the^GrunwakJ Print

Gallery. Hours are 11 a.m.-s p.m. weekdays and 1-

5 p.m. weekends. The above lithograph is untitled,

by Vija Celmirts, and part of the exhibit.

' - , ^ .« jfli

•*^i*

Live anil

LA aUANCHA

$1095
In response to the present economy and

requests by students. La Mancha is pleased

to announce that present rates will be
maintained for next year except for a

$50.00 per year increase in the single rate,

and the availability of a three man room
for $1095 a year or $135 per month

including meals.

m.m:

u

TICKb 1 :> AVAILABLE—Tickets are still on sale tor ine conceri by
|

Kris Kristofferson and Seals and Crofts at 8:30 p.m. Thursday, May f

27, in Royce Hall. The tickets are $2 at the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket i

Office, KH 140. I

Witch's Brew'n .

".
(Continued from Page 11)

Speeches and Seminars
William J. Trott, graduate student, School of Engineering and applied

Science, will present an engineering seminar on "Multl-Level Op-
timization of a Reservoir System" at 11 a.m. today In Boelter 8500.

Michael Senko, manager^ information sciences, IBM Research Center,

San Jose, will conduct a computer science seminar on "Studies in

Management: information Systems" at 1 p.m. today In Boelter 5249.

Lewis NkosI, visiting regents lecturer In political science at UC Irvine,

will lecture on "Revolutionary Possibilities in South Africa" at 4 p.m.
today in Bunche 2168.

Ian Fraser, chairman, department of pharmacology, Loma Linda

University, California, will conduct a pharmacology seminar on "Role of

Drug Metabolites in Drug-Induced Hemolysis" at 4 p.m. today in

Health Sciences 13-105.
'^>

"^
(Continued on Page 13)

**
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MA ntIVY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

1091 1 Kinross • Westwood Village 478-9102 or 477-9207

"T -jf" "^1^ i-^-im*^.---'.

930 HIIGARD AVENUE (211) 475-5811
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INTERESTED IN AUSTRALIA
Thousands are going to sunny, care-free, full-employment
Australia. $10 fare on govt, assisted passage! Aussies love

Americans. You'll hove a ball whether you visit or stay.

Why not moke it this summer? But before you go find

out about Australia first from on informative new book
that tells you what it's reolly like there - what to expect.

I

V^^
Send for THE AUSTRALIAN
nnly from riDPl T,, R. f, J ^/i ) 1

Just out and avoiloble o
^.- 1^. .i/Aiw. t> f . ,1 1 rfl J c

M
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(Continued from Page 11)

Lawrence Kruger, protessor of

anatomy, will conduct a physiology

seminar on "Single Unit Analyses

of Synaptic Sensation or the Story

of Power Failure" at 4 p.m. today

in Health Sciences 53-105.

Leon Knopoff, professor of

physics and geophysics, will

conduct a planetary and space

science geophysics seminar on

"Analysis of San Fernando Ear-

thquake Aftershocks" at 4 p.m.

,_loday In Young Hall 2250.

Arnold W. Ehrllch. managing

editor, Holiday Magazine, will

lecture on "The Magazine Editor:

Ground Rules for Saleable Fiction

and Non-Fiction" at 7 p.m. today in

Dickson 2160, as part of the series

"The Freelance Writer In Today's

World." Tickets are $4.50.

Fuad Jabber, graduate student,

department of political science,

lecture on "The Six Day War and

the Arab Reaction: The Rise of

Palestinean Nationalism" at 7

p.m. today In Social Welfare 147, as

part of the series. "The Middle

East Crisis." Tickets are $4.50.

$1.75 for students.

Richard M. Clowes, superin-

tendent, Los Angeles County

-Schools, will lecture on

"Educational Challenges of

Today" at 8 p.m. today in Knudsen

1200B, as part of the series, "Los

Angeles Decarama."/Tickets are

$4.50, $1.75 for students.

Meetings

UCLA Pre-Law Society will meet
at noon today in Kerckhoff Hall

400. Elections will be held.

Westwood Food Conspiracy will

meet at 7 p.m. today at 663 Gay ley

Ave., all interested persons may
attend.

URA Clubs

The Sailing Club will meet at 7

p.m. today in Ackerman Union

Women's Lounge.
The Water Ski Club will meet at 4

p.m. today in Ackerman Union

2408.

The Sports Car Club will meet at

7 p.m. today In Ackerman Union

'2408.

The Photo Club will meet from 7-

9 p.m. today in Ackerman Union

3517.

The Conservation Club will meet
at noon today in Ackerman Union

2412.

The Karate Club will meet at 5

p.m. today in Women's Gym 200.

Campus Tomorrow: Big U shows off
By Robin Sanders
DB Stajff Writer

The University Religious Con-
ference's "Campus Tomorrow "

program provides students from
neighboring junior high schools
with the opportunity to participate
iiv tours of the University. Ac-
cording to Reba Slagle, coor-

dinator of the program, children
from the ghettos and barrios in the
Los Angeles area are given the

tours in order to acquaint them
with opp)ortunities available to

them in college.

About 70 students are invited to

spend ttie day learning about parts

of the campus from volunteer tour

guides. Children are encouraged to

ask questions of the guides in order
to learn more about their par-

ticular areas of interest. Choice
sheets filled out before the students

arrive act as guides to the day's

agenda.

Miss Slagle said that students

are encouraged to make friends

with the tour guides in order to

establish a continuing link between

the junior high and the University.

Although no definitive study has

been made, tt»e general reaction of

the visiting students seems to be

favorable. Some of tt)e students

have written enthusiastic letters

back to their former guides.

So far this year ttie "Campus

Tomorrow" program has con-

ducted six tours and plans anottier

one on May 25 Miss Slagle said

ttiat more volunteers are needed to

conduct tours and no special

qualifications are required to be a

guide. "Campus Tomorrow" tries

to encourage more minority

students to volunteer because of

the high number of black and

chicano students taking ttie tours.

Students interested in becoming
volunteers for **Campus
Tomorrow" are encouraged to call

Reba Slagle, Campus Tomorrow
coordinator, at 475-4366.

DB »ImU—Mark Riibla
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The Hapkido Club will meet from
3:30-5 p.m. today in AAemorial

Activities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet

from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Fishing Club will meet at

noon today in Men's Gym 201.

The Shooting Club will meet

from 4-6 p.m. today bn the Rifle

Range.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
3;30p.m.
7p.m
7pm.
7 pm.
8pm
!8p m

Integral Yoga Hatha
Pantomime and Guerilla Theatre

Leatherwork
ESP-UFO
Shakti Yoga

Integral Yoga Lifestyles

Upstairs
633 Brooks, V^mlce

Factotum. Weenoo Center. 1101 Gayley Ave
Royce 166

Arch IMS
Arch2SQ8

Palestine Conflict exhibit on display

••The Middle East Connict: The Palestinean Revolution," an

exhibit of boolts and literature covering various aspects of the

Middle East Conflict from 1897 to the present, will be on exhibit

from 11 a.iii.-4 p.m. through Friday in Ackerman Union 3564, (the

Queen's Room.)
There is no admission charge, and ^ny interested persons may

attend. The exhibit is sponsoi'ed by the Organization of Arab

Students here.

CONTACT LENSES
FiHED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
REFIHED Op\ome\nsi

Weshwood Village 1 0959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-2111

v^

ami la cerea
individual serving 194

^iL*i'--^

V....,

The International Community
Division of the Sierra Club is

inviting all foreign students in-

terested in hiking and camping
to attend a screening of a film

on conservation in the Sierras,

followed by a discussion on up-

coming trips. The film will take

plate on Tuesday, May 11th at

7:30 p.m. at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave.

They are planning more student

involvement in the organization

of trips.

(Vr^jr-s:^

I

Oat flakes, apple fiakes.wheat. rye, millet flakes, dried raisins, unrefined

sugar, honey, crushed almonds, Biogerm (natural and stable concentrate

from wheat germ). Apples, wheat, rye and grown without chemical fertilizers

or toxic pesticides. Based on the work of Dr. Bircher-Benner, Swiss

dietician. Mix it with milk, it's ready to eat -jyo cooking. Great breakfast,

great snack - and marvelous with whipped cream and fresh fruit (and what

isn't?) - 280 calories. ,

^

l_c;>

\ji^»^ \** */

as
UC

atudents' Store

c^

h«alth foods, b levd, ockermon union, 825-771

1

open mondoys fndays 7:45a.m. 7:30p.m.; Saturdays 103
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YoM are just the type

we're tooking for.

REGULAR PLASMA OOMORS

S4S

#iSCrtMIMM««S ••
rtttmm. mti— it •ri«Mi sr MKMtry
»• U«.r»*^wrv Mr MM ASUCLA ft 0»m
Br^M H»% MvMtivatatf amy o« th« *«rvic«»

^ Annooncefnenfs

in t* t«l G«vteY S««lc 2 it

CHI 47%-mi^ •• AM 7 :•• »^ *»««V

GIRLS. irwlMB^i. MH»ho«ore»'-ia
Jjj

ojj

eve». €••»« FH 2»» toyv '
tJMU)

HOW i»o t<hJ BARGAIN' Fiikd Qwl^Uv MM
»ara«.n.>»9 &«m«RECElVE S3 S««n Up

4S»Fr«iiV*«Mr. (AM )

l»l JM3eves ''**'^'

NEEDED Term paper tor S«ci«l«r[

Theory I by *A«v 2« »t7' P»V Sl$ ftt IM*

f«e\ Rofi (3Mn)

WE Bwy 9w<lars. amps, orwns.
strumertts We*t LA Mws*C. HMS S««t«

Me<»<C« Bd 479^«n (AMI4>

EVICTED Mwtt f»»id Iwmc lor UiitastK

cpcker bca«»e «•« fcHore S/12 Pteatc te«4p

•r »*% chamber 3»*-4774 (AMID
^ 1

INVEST SI9M Real Estate Trust. P«ss«W«
tai sheltered cash dividends, growth.
I*90idfty. KWAJC. 7M-t3A2. 70,2779. ( A M

NEEOMONEY
bwi want to set own hours, live m a colleve

community? S.M« circwlation stodent
i>ewspapcr nectfs full time ad saletmaw.

E jiper lOMCCd pcrsoM i»e«<d*i»« loto or Mt ready
tv enter professiOMai ratrace-tHit is lor yo*.

PEACE CORPS has s*»m

programs Sommef
May IS K.nsey M7 t2S-4Mt

•.on /ioa^Me
[AMU2

FEMALE test swbtects wa«(t«d f«c stwdy by
dermatoto9iSt for permaAOfit removal of

ha*r Call Mr Errett. General Medical
CONipany. lor detailsm-«ni (3Mt2)

LIVE AT OXFORD Tutorials

facttltv. Omwersity ot Caliloroia

credit Study music m E»»9*

scierice. medieval English

the 20th century. ecotOfy o4

region, relig»ou* ideas o* ttie

begin June 21 anil July I* Students

lunior year or higher »rt elifiWe.

Dept> O L, Oitord/Berkeley Program
Evtension. Berkeley. CaM. 472«.

V lo$f and Found...^••••••«•

rite

UC

LOST: Mcfl's void cuH liftk. north campus,
reward «7f^li eves .WS^MS?. days (4M
17J

yAUscelioneous..•••••••••••a

Social Bvenh

HIGHLY rated* Jewish College Graduates
Parlies (2> 35) Meld monthly m private

homes •• 4433. ?•* 5S24. »» 171t.W
0914 ; Mil)

COMING East this summer? Car in Con

neticut, availaMe July,August e>chan9e

same Los An9eles 270-40$«
«»*»f^

,
•

am /eves. ($Mi7)

KITTENS, f weefcs oW. Free to loving

homes t2S-472t,27tO*4J (1M12)

VP I ••••••••••••••••ersona

jNFANTS i-* months Frw de» t topmentai

testing UCLA campus Call t2S-2t»J.< I M 14)

^torRenf

MESTER Spanisb literary

deadline Mat 1*- Spanish

Comabelta

magaiine
Oept c/o

(1 M 14)

^^nlehainment 2

H.ll^. MNAFORE
Gilbert A Sullivan's Best

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY
May I3»tt, I4th, isth

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD
ICOLFAX AVE ,MO HLWO.
TICKET INFO 744-ilt3

STUD«NTS*I.S«

ATTRACTIVE Hotfsing AvaiUMe m m
tegrated Crensha|<(t B»4dwin Hills area
Conventent |p ev«rVttting Call Crenshaw
Neighbors HUr hWse/apl. mlo 2t^22tl;

wknds.2t7 $I7S (7 0TR)

U Rfdos Offered...—••••••••• ^ 8

DRIVE my cafv«6 F References. 27t-

(I MI2)

7
JL

Won ••••••••-•••••

STUOCHT needs sunimer ride. West LA-
Oowney Early nvirning Gladly pay ex-

pvnses Eves Call 93t fOI7 <9M)7)

summer
(2QTR)

tRESTLiNE cabM and lod«e

rt^fH Weekend and holiday.
reserv ation Call 2UCA I^BW.

CATALINA wehend /»»oliday cotta9es

Special group rates Hermosa Hotel.

TetcpCione Avalon. 747 Boi 444. Avalon.

nUr^ (20TR)

FROM Sunset PM Barrin«ton to Topan«a
Canyon, • p.m. 3 S times weekly. Will pay.
0.ane.4$S 2557,472 ISU (»M12)

Y For Soi6...••••••••••••••••••• 10

Y H^lp Wonf6(i..-4-

- Immaculate cond. Standard
Nikkor lens.l3S mm new Nikkor lens. 00

degreeprism-onlySMO. 174 3077. (I0MI7)

••••••••

BE tt»e first one on yo«r Mock !• fOt r
summer |0b! Services Unlimited 47S0S21. (J

M lU •

RISING costs of going back to sctiool in fall?

Call Services Unlimittd summer i»^
*JJ;

»$21.__. _^_l__i^ .__ --

MAKE S50 SIM a day, striping parking lots.

Amaimg new invention. SM total equipment
cost Write Dept D, Foh Valley Marking
Route 5t, Bartlett, III. or call :( 312 )t37-MSS,

or (312) 037 4405. (»^'<)

COUNSELOR, male 21 summer Ivll time.

Bonania Day Camp, WLA CaN Mike, 473-

7IS4. <1MU)

PART time secretary, must be well-
organiied and proficient in shorthand and
typtng Call27S-4704. (3 MID

TWO weeks left to get a summer job! Ser-

vices Unlimited 475-0521 before its too late. (3

M 14)

FEMALE Elementary teachers and student
teachers for education experiment. S4 for

one hr, Mary Johnson, 125 0441/474-1S47

(eves.) (3M12)

URGENTLY needed companion for 10 year
old boy. Male preferred. Call eves. CR3-
1417. (3M11)

EXECUTIVE Seer. . , wanted, all skills.

US0S700 ntOMNi Kt..-^»T >.enter office all

benefits phone 474 4M2. (3M13)

UHER 4000 report S, taperecorder S230 inc.

accessories. Days,l2S-44M; eves , 303-

•347 (10M17)

TAPERECORDER, Sony, 5 inch, mono,
portable/AC; radio. 5-band. portaMe/AC.
After 5 PM , 303-OtlO. (10M17)

Bruin Classified Ads
'Of JOtC»«»«««»•»»»»«•••••« • "

GiBSOM. MAR-^ GUILD-fantastic
vavin«saMe week oniy All mode iv new awd

wved WestLAMus<.47O-4B0B <I9M14)

RAMIREZ Flamenco guitar. 1044. Very 900d
condition. S22S. Call 474-4124, evet. ( 10 M 17)

ELECTRIC Dryer. XInt cond 474 1341 eves.

Garage sale-AAay 14. 027 Westhofme (10

am )_ _ _ 11*^'^»
KODALITH FILM IN 35MM LOADSl

34 exp S2.$0 ULTRA HIGH CONTRAST.
little or no gray scale. (See my ad. pofe 1457

yellow pages) Mail, call, or stop in.

ART'S PHOTO
21S1 Sunset Blvd.. LA.. CA. 00024

304^3430 or 304^ 34Se.

Open Fridays till 0, Saturdays noon to A 30

CUSTOM B A WLAB dO^fU)

GE portable stereo with AM/FM radio. Enc.

cond.. SOO. 303-1014, Th.F. all day; MTW,
eves. X ^

NIKKORMAT FTN body. case, eye cup.

'35 IMNiNilens for Nikon Telxte«>der SSO,

ifrn.th TV console /UHF, S30 037 1444 (le M

"BUOOHA A Jesus Were Brottiers'

copyrighted campaign buttons. SOc each

Allow two weeks delivery Totito, 340 North

Bedford. Beverly Hills 00214 (10M12)

lift SAILBOAT- O' Day Amer trailer and
a4)cessorios. lint cond S4S0 474-1404. (lOM
I2J

I FOOT couch, matching loVe seat and 2

living room lamps Phone •24-121$. pOM13)

FEMALE model needed tor work with Art

Center photography student, SS/hr. Call Tim
30* 1110 eves. (3M11)

PARKING attendants wanted No long hair
or beard, car needed 823 9734, 4 PM. to 2

AM (3M13)

THINK you're smart, contact us. Smooth
tatker wanted telephone sates Stationery
supplier *51 3511 0150 Beverly Blvd f 104. (3

M 11)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

MbviNG must sett? Dinmg set, TV, stereo,

bedroom set. book cases marwe table.

misc 473-070B. - -^^ (KM 12)

NAME brand appliances cameras, stereo

components. TV's, radios, tires at wfvoiesaie

prices. Call 7«0 14 It. (10M12)

RAMIREZ Jose. Mamenco guitar Madrid
1070. Mue ribbon, brand new S4S0 with case

•32 S071 L'l*^
S13f| STEREO components for SSOO. in-

clud^ing Waipang speakers. AH under
warrenty Call 473 5475 (10MI2)

y Services OHered. 1

1

YALE couple wants sublet 2-bedroom fur

nished June August, under S200. SS2 25S4.

Tues eve. only (Mil)

2 NEW Shuiro Unidyne mics *"' i*^. •!•*•[

A Decker circular saw IIS. 302 0522. ( 10 M m
'klK V stereo system-Oarrard chgr , FM
stereo, speakers S14$. Top rated Realistic

stereo casette deck S7 5 All perfect Ml
',4103. t**^"'

WEDDING gown, elegant, siie 3 5. original

cost S2S0. BeM offer. Pt»one •"•'^'7f"^"\

YOU know t»»ere wilt be no |Obs this summer
create one yourself Summer employment

opportunities anywhere m country. Write

GoldTec. inc.. 4001 W Devon Ave., Chicago.
(11 M 17)

FUTURE CPA'S learn to prepare for CPA
ejuun. Becker CPA Review course. (213)5S3-

0330.(714)S37 34X. (11M11)

THE GROUP CENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

Each Tues 0-10 p.m and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen adm. S3.00 - Students S2.00

Call 4S4 30M

FLUTE and PIANO LESSONS West LA
Music Call Nancy 474 5»31 ext 442 or 470-

U9t (11M14)

GUITAR CLASSES starting NOW at W est

LA Music. 11345 Santa Monica Bd. 470-

4«0« (11M14)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPfES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS - TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

SAiL4N6-lessons-23' sloop at Del Rey
group/indv Lowest rates-start rtow. Info.-

Bob. 479 24^5 (11M12)

TYPING/ Computer reseorch/Editing-PhO
writer /editor provides complete preparation
assistance Kelly 700-0002 eves/wkncK. (11 M
12)

AUTOLii^RM Protect your car A contents.

Discount with advertisement. Phone: 4S3-

0404appnt S5 Also salesmen wanted. (11 M
12)

SINGLES meet singles-
parties/introductions Noon - 7:30 p.m. Girls

free TWC. 454 2200. <11 >

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel

•73-S«15. 7^1 5527 eves. 7^J-3$O0. (llQTRi

GUITAR lessons, beginning group S3. SO /hr.

Folk songs, etc. Hours TBA. Call lllsa, 44S-

134^. (11M11)

RENT TV OR STEREO SIO MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES 2353 WBSTWOOD
BLVD.. 47S 3570 (11QTR)

DROP-IN programs eacfi Tues., •-lO PM.,
and Sat , 2 4 PM Gen Adm., S3.00, students,

$2 00. Call The Group Center. 454-3030. (11

OTRl

BANDS, entertainment groups for weddings,
frat parties, etc. Rock, smootfi. anything, we
have all. 201-2203. (11 Mil)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350.

1.4pm Daily 1\}KA}7)

PRIVATE guitar lessons. Learn favorite

songs, new chords, strumming. Reasonable
rates. Gary Diamond, 300-0217 eves. (11 M
11)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhee, 030 7270, 170

0701. .,->^.^-. i« (11QTR)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr.phon-, 274 0110. (IIQTR)

^ Travel ...^....... '^ y ^o^el. ••••••••••a 13

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet N.Y- Europe best prices

immed issue mt ID Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/ Asia/ Africa
India/ Israel charOers
Eurailpasses. To«irs

""
. Suite 105. Dept UC
0OS4 Santa Monica
LA 00040, 274-»742

ii^»-ni"4W»" " ™ " ^_

DRIVE IN EUROPE

student Discounts on Overseas
Car Delivery* All European
models, shipping »n^ low cost
insurance Call for student

^. saving 274-44S4

(13M ij

EUROPE Israel One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA <•»*«[

European student charter flights Contact

ISCA. 114*7 San V.cente Blvd , '4 LA, 00040^

•24 5440
(13QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1071

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorized & Approved
, by tl>e University of California

on ALL Camouses

LA.-lONDOrVLONDON>LA

COMPLETE Stereo System. Roberts. AM
FM Aquarius speakers. BSR Record
Changer List S300, sell S14S. Brand new
Great sound. 731 0207. (1*M II)

TRADITIONAL Flamenco quitir wTp^gj*'

DluscascS350 Tamurra C»0 Ron, 454

•024. (10M12)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal paHern now for

summer delivery and save
2S%toS0%

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvid. 474-0700. (11

QTR)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. ^20 S. Robertson Blvd.

457-4300. QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

ItEFUSEO? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLEDT
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
304 2225 ASK FOR BOB (llOTR)

U1 4 Westwood Blvd.

474-431

S

BUYfftiliftVtCCLTD.
105 So Beverly Dr
Beverly Hills, Calif

Mon 1*1 ift ftA * M Ct3-OS34

INVENTORSI AP'TiCTC DiiaiAv vour Rube
Goldberg moder' 'cal

a*vtlAAITI#nr( It >;07Tyv;-5O3 rr t:-;v.;a; e of

"OR PHIBES " Cash priies and
recognition 27a tnt ext 330 Auditions in

Hollywood at Pantages Theatre, 9 00 AM.,
Saturday, May 15

4

(11 M13)

TOURS UNREGIMENTEO! THE ONLYWAY TO GO! Europe • weeks, • countries
51005 Europe: 4 Weeks, 4 countnet, S7i5
Israel Europe 11 weeks, snos Japan 6
weeks 51011 EXPERIMENTS inTRAVELLING 424« Overland Ave , Culver
City. (213) 030 5247. (130tR)

8th ANNUAL
JETCHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam LA.

FM. Do^ Ro« Mks. Price

••2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275
•4- 6/23 8/28 9 $27$
••4 6/24 8/22 8 $27$
••7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
••• 6/29 9/10 10 $275
"0 7/1 9/3 $275
••10 7/11 8/9 $275
••11 7/14 8/31 $275
••12 8/8 9/8 $275
"14 9/4 9/27 $275

••u 7/24 a/is S37S

ONE- IWI^YLA.. LONDON
Fit

••$

Dep
6/24

$150

ONE.1AMY LONDOf^LA .

FH. Rdl. Prke

IS 9/9 $150

•* WAITLIST ONLY
AvailaMe only to bonafMe members of ttte

University of California (stiNlefits. faculty,
staff, revistered alumni, immed. family
livinf in ttie same Nouseiiold)

as
UC

charter flights

O Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. & 5 p.m.

•2$-122l

EUROPE CHARTERS. Several schedules
from S250 roundtrip, SISO oneway. Coor-
dinator: Professor Margaret Paal. 247

Roycroft. LDng Beach, 0O«O3. (213) 430

• 7 BRITISH RAILOFFERS
ttie S35 Youth Pass 1$ days unlimited rail

travel ( ages IS thru 22) . Also

:

tao. isdays
SSS. 21 daYS*
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. S40. Gives

you 1000 miles and S40 ISOO miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel »9iii or call

British Rail 424-S140. (13 0TR)

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel.

Africa, India 40% off. Intra European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact

EASC. 323 N.. Beveryly Dr.. Bev. Hills, Ca.

00210 274 4203. (13 QTR)

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE

Superstition Mountains. Aniona.
Complete 7 day tour package. S130.

Departure June lOth.

Call for Information
American Adventures Unlimited

201 E. Workman St.. Suite 104

Covina (213) 047M77 (13M13)

T nWTT 8TUPBNT TRAVEL*UXNXCHARTER FUOHTS
1007

M LOS ANGELES/LOHDOM/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weoks Coat

1 June 15 Aug 15 9 $275
2 Juno 10 Aug 15 • $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
5* Juno 27---Sep 13 12 $275

* LA/London/Ansterdan
6 July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 10 4 $26B
8 Sop 5 Oct 3 4 $258

II ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14— LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LX/Madrtd/Fr8rrf)t -$135
4E Sep 6 —LA/London $123
^E Sep 12--LA/Lon'lon $12 3

P ONE WAY FLIGHTS PROM feuh6t>E

IM June 14--Aa8terda»/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA SI 39
3W Sep 14--London/I> $148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
onployecs, extension and Aluani
Noabors olua iMsodiate families.

Also Headquarters f^or

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

TTMTfCr^OKNT TRAVEL*

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IM MSSTWOOD, BROXTOM AT WEYBURN-

E ,(S
1^1 }^':ll:

June 14 Sept. 15 U Weeks
June 24.Sept. S 10 Weeks
June 23 Sept. 11 11 Weeks
July 1 Au9 24 • Weeks
Jufy-f Aug. 2^ • Weeks
Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam sns

Call. Flight Chairman: (213) •30-2401. 4248

Overland Ave,, Dept A Culver City

EUROPE, S22S 2^S. also Israel. Japan.
Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P., •217 Bev
Blvd. LA. 0004^. aSl-lill. ESEP UCLA
members (13 QTR)

EUROPE S269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA
June 15/Sept 15 S249
June 2^/Sept. 7 S240
June25/AU9 24 S249
Au^.24/Sept 24 S249

Sept"2oneway to AMSS134 -^

Immediate ticketing for discount- flights

London to Tel Aviv $77. to Athens SS2, to

Bombay SISO, to Nairobi SiSO Large
discounts on cars and many other flights

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCtA 277 5200 or

•70 3111 c/o Sierra Travel, •75 Santa

Monica Blvd. Bev. Hills (l3Min

SAIL Greece - Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3-masted schooner. Contact: Schooner
Sofia, Box 332. Tibvron, Calif. (415) 435

30l^. I 13 M 26

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EASTFLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing- Intra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months $125.00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
13S00 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

•72 2283 or 784-1477

^ luforing M
EXPERT tutoring m mathematics. High

sctHWl, undergraduate, graduate. Several

years teaching experience. Reasonable 391

2443. (14M2B )

SPEAK Chinese Individual group tutoring

by native speaker Bob, 305-0453 4 12 PM for

appointment. <li^ * >

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex

per.enced Univ Prof Positive results any

exam Easy conversational '«e«'of <':'*i\

473-2402. [^^^J

m'aTH~GRADUATE record e«»'"j"*V.ve
Private tutoring - intensive

preparation . -_ .-,.^j
$5/hr NewMath Barges Tutorial 307

7335.
(14M28)

GRADUATE Record Exam P'^eP*^.*'!®"

LSAT, etc Individual instruction. Academic

Guidance Services. »70 S. R<»*>*^j*f;Q *JjV
4390

y Typing 15

PROFESSIONAL »VP«ngjlec mc

typewriter. Term P«P«^*'l*?^'^Vates
anything fast. Very reasonable rates.

Wendy. 77c 4441.
(|5/v^w,

T^Pm^ Selectric leHers. term papers or

transcribing. Eves. 4-0 Call Gloria 77r
^ ^^

0204.

TYPING editing Term papers, "*"'""'

letters, theses. IBM Selectnc. t"«- 'r.*?,*

Nancy 472-4143, Kay •24-7472. ( 15 M 13)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable
^'/f^^^^f,'!

GR2^421 ^^
_

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty math & technical ty^^ng

Accurate, rapid service. 741-5S^0. (15QTR)

EDITH - IBM - term papers, dissertations,

tape transcription, etc. Accurate, fast. Pt<:«

up and delivery 033-2003.

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectr.c Term

papers, dissertations, t''*"* ^.f *',; o\l.
curate. ilOl Gayley, Westwood <" J127^8M

RUTH theses, term papers ^•^^^^'^^^

EKp. Wkends. dPHv $. tlt-^lM^^^lSQ^^

IBM Executive typist College. nje<»'"'

psych reports Stenorette. «"\»1*^./;,
ditional typists available Mayf.eld Services.

340 0333.
(ISMU)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) J"-^^^*

4032 Buckingham Rd.. LA 00008. Speciali2in9

in theses, essays, manuscripts
QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typii.g- term P*P_f''*,

theses, letters, etc Reasonable r* •?^' "/*'

campus Call Esther •24-7401. (l^QTRj—
IBM Executive and Selectnc typewriter

s Experienced Fast, •«c"'^***
, r.°i!* i«\

Please call 304-020S.
(i5Mi|);^
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/M Notes

Truett'Sanders matchup highlights

second Bruin-Trojan golfpairing

Track and Field

UCLA's golf team attempts this

afternoon to do what few have

accomplished recently: defeat

use. ^ ,

The Trojans had their dual

match win streak snapped recently

at SUnford, but USC nonetheless

ranks as the favorite in the up-

coming Pacific-8 championships at

Eugene, Oregon this month.

Bruin coach Vic Kelley has no

surprises planned for Troy. He'll

send tiis usual foursome of Don

Truett, Jerry DiTullio, Pete

Uszlo, and Bill Eaton. Rene

Grivel will also play, but the sixth

spot is open at the moment, to be

filled either by Jim Porter or Mike

Bellmar.

Porter began the year well, but

has seen his game deteriorate

- somewhat in recent weeks. Kelley

did not use him in the Southern

California Intercollegiates, going

instead with Bellmar, who finished

\ with a 159 total for two rounds.

Porter, however, shot a good
practice round Friday at Bel-Air,

an even-par 70.

This afternoon's match at

Brentwood will likely see Gary
Sanders and Truett meet head-on

in the No. 1 spot, but from then on,

it's anyone guess. The Trojans

usually use their first, second, and
third men in the 1-3-5 slots,

assuring balance throughout the

lineup. The Bruins, meanwhile,

will play a straight 1-6 rotation.

The two teams split their mat-

ches last year, but USC defeated

UCLA earlier in the season, 45-9.

The Bruins have* played much
better since that time, but not on as

consistent a basis as Kelley would

like.

After today, the golfers are off

until Friday when they travel to

the Bay Area to meet California

and Stanford.

The junior varsity meets the USC
junior varsity today at Hillcrest

Country Club.

Doug Kelly

The annual intramural track meet begins this Friday with the

three divisional meets (fraternity, residence haU, and in-

dependent). Sign-ups will be Uken on the track beginning at 2:30

Friday.

The All-U track meet wiU be held a week from Friday, on May 21.

Swimming

Bruins land polo hopeful
UCLA has cornered another outstanding water polo prospect in Corona

del Mar's Kurt Krumpholz, whose Pacific-« letter-of-intent was received

by UCLA coaches Bob Horn and Buzz Thayer Monday.

Krumpholz was an all-CIF first-team performer and is also an ex-

cellent swimmer. He recently won the CIF 200 freestyle.

Thayer also announced that Tim McDonnell, incoming freshman from

Woodside High School, won the Central Coast SecUon 200 freestyle in

1:42.1 at Santa Clara High School. McDonnell was the only non-Santa

Clara swimmer to win any event.

The annual intramural swimming and diving championships will

be held next Monday, May 17, and Wednesday, May 19, in Park

Pool at the Rec Center from 2 to 5 p.m. each day. Signups wiU be

taken at the pool on Monday.

Water Polo
The single elimination playoff bracket for the league winners in S

.^ water polo this quarter will be dertermined by a draw at 5 p.m.

I Thursday in the IM Office (MG 118).

K Today's $off6dll Schedule

g 3:00: Rhum vs. Theta Delta Chi (Fd 4), NooKie II vs Scooters (Fd. 6); TAO vs. Crimson

% J:'iJ! Malhls. Mother Liquor (Fd 1); Tt>e Men ^,P»»«'^» ^ C'li^r;* Her^ (Fd. Jh

$: Jetferson vs. Kilimaniaro (Fd 3); Maccabees vv S awski s Midnlte Squad (Fd. 4), LLB

'•'k vs NooKie II (Fd. 6), Theta Delta Ct>ivs Sigma Ct>(Fd.»).
V. Friday's Results , « . r . . a
^> Bacct^usdef Titan (8 6) Ct^ones del Zetes (• 5). Portshead Corp

<»r«
»"*»"«»,^f^'"

-y- Ttortein Por sheadCorp def Ball Three (0 3). Galleys Heroes det Scoo**"-*
<*^'^«'»i'

::•: Seasrjgs dToy NY vilKees (0 4) ; Outsiders det by Relects (fortelt)
.
Law School Three

•=• def by Our Team (5 4)
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^,^

Ucia band vs Med School (5:00); Sigma Chi vs. Phi Kappa Ps. (& 30) ^„, :.

Friday's Results

Stonehaven det Sierra (forfeit).

.V

• e

%
^;3^:::SS^«;s«««i:S^^

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
V Wonfed. ,

/6 V V*- - Furnishgcl---^-
|7^

/Forjub-leose VAutos for Sa\9 ,...29 ^Aotos for Sale 29

10 SPEED used boys Peugot
Call 820 4265 after 5:30.

good condition.
(UM 11)

STUDENT needs place in Paris for Sorbonne

Summer Session in exchange for ? Will, 475-

5831, ext. 461. tl*^_J

WANTED to buy-Surveyor's Transit. W;'

pay cash Call 645 6540. (16M14)^

^ Apfs. - Furnished 17
"""""

400 BUILDING
'1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

SUBLET biautilul 1 bedroom, pool, near

D.ach .iir conditioned -»""«' ^'P'. .*.250 "h

Lluclmq (-tilitifs 454 4496 (SLM11)

BERKELEY Summer sublease <'«'"*«_^'

bdrm , 5 biks from Cal. $200. Days call
24J-

3604, Henry

'67 TRIUMPH Spitfire, hard/soft top, xInt

cond Must sell/best offer 476 4144 after 5

pm (29MI7)
!_ *
'68 VW Bug, good cond Must sell before

summer /best 391 8? 1 3 ( MID
(SL M 19)

65 VW Buv w/new guaranteed engine $1400.

473 7113, 473 2443 Also Roberts 770X
taperecorder %\fy_ ( 29 M 1

;i Dl^NE BUGGY fiberglass shell, top,

bucki-ts, street legal meticulously kept.

sa75 /trade Call 274 3003, ^39 S43S. (29 M 11

)

1 BEDRROOM S155, pleasant, modern, for

responsible tenants adults. No pets, con-

nient WLA location. EX 5-0360. (17 M 17)vc

WELCOME - SUMMER RENTERS
r '

u

FURN-$l25-bacn. For 3

S195andS250 LARGE 1 Bdrm. for 3 or 4

Deposit on choice apt. for Fall

705 Gayley 479 8580

S150 FURNISHED/unfurnished
redecorated, carpets, drapes, pool, parking,

shopping off National, nice neighborhood
836 3033,839-3272. (17M17r

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE -$50

Dapoaits now Inr fummor/*dl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

ENJOY summer or longer. Attractive,

clean, singles accom. 2, one bedroom apts.

3, one bedroom and den 4. Air cond. Block

campus Pools, sundecks. Garages. 625-641

Landfair 479 5404 (17 M 14)

THEVILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, i bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, dir conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Keltoh Ave. (off Gayley)

479 8144 (17aiK)

633 GAYLEY
SMin.v^alkCa-Tipus

Singles/Sharedapt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

AUGUST sublet. Furnished 2/bdrm., dining

room, fireplace, walled garden house. 10

mm campus S275 825 2655,836 4165.

^ House for Renf •«... 20

FURN 3 bdrms, 2 baths, near Culver/-

Sawtelle S280 Garage Faculty/staff. N,p

pets 821 r (30>^ '^)

^ House fo Snare 2^

NEED one mal'.* student - Share canyon

home near UCLA. Private room, $100, 279

1860 alter 5 00 (^^M 13)

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25

'55 CLASSIC MG TF exc. cond , red, 826 4003

night , 825 7836 day S1200/best offer (29 M
13) .

'64 CHEVELLE Station Wagon Good con

dition Radio, healer Call 477 1620

evenings (29 Mil)

63 FALCON S350 XInt cond Convertible,

KH .luto trans Must sell. 939 3725 eves 657

4488davs (29M14)

VOLKSWAGON ^6«" eotomatir SI, 200 Low
mileage, clean 986 2287 (29M14)

63 VALIANT, new alternator, radiator, 4

door, good cond, must sell *306or best offer

769 3342,eves (29M 14)

64 DODGE PoUra XInt fpech cond New
tires, interior, brakes S5S0, 931 6752, cam
pus 52736 t"'^'^)

'69 BMW 2002, low mileage, one owner,

excellent condition, reclining seats, stick

shift. $2,900 GR2 9712,^2S75S2. (29M13)

67 SEDAN Triumph 7000 6 cylinders stick

shift, low mileage. A 1 condition
*'1^5°^"J',

69 PONTI AC GTO Beautiful, power brake«,

Kucket seats, vinyl top, air conditioninf

.

/hol«?saling»2200 709 6733 (29 M 11)

68 VOLVO 122S 2 dr., auto /air. AM/FM.
Low mileage new tires. Cleanest in town
8 39 S404 (29 M 11)

^^toei^^^Mat^^^^e•^^•^^^^V'^^^B'**4V^^* *^Hi^*^^^^*^^H^**^^

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY;
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 69504

LOS ANGELES, CA 900*9

68 FIAT 850 Spyder, AM FM stereo, car

pelinq, xlnt cond . SI 300 / best offer 821 1550

evenings. C MID

6384ext 24 ( 29 M 1 1

)

FREE room and board all ^"'"'"e'^,'"

beautiful home tor child care Easy |0b 276.

0576
(25Mr 66 MUSTANG, red convertible, V^ 2^9, 4-

speed, Klnt. $775 IWA6GDS)

BACHELOR $75, Ibdrm. $135 util. included!

Culver City. Jim/Nancy. After 6:30 p.m.,

839 3173 (17 M 17)

555 LEVERING
Singles - l Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-3144

^Apfs. fo Share 19

1 or 2 GIRLS to share 3 bdrm summer apt.

Manhatten Beach S8r 479 8^01 eves^ _L!?-'^

3 FEM grads want roommate Apt. near

campus 2 bdrm, pool.$68.75/mo Call^4M-

NEED third girl to share Irg 2 bdrm. near

campus $58.33/mo. Immediately 473

9676 (19 MID

FREE room, kitchen use in exchange lor

nart time care of my mother, WLA, nites,

S2374C7 _
<»MU)

ROOM offered Student 20 or over, exchange

light duties, nights, Saturdays Two
teonaaers. working mother 390 3255. (25 M

839 0361
( 29 M 1 D

J Room for Renf

.

26

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

FURNISHED bach. Hot
private bath, $110 alone,
Gayley Ave 479 9916.

plate, refrig.,_

$55 share. 555
(17MI0)

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS-SINGLES

BEDROOMS ._

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted
OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477- 8990

FEMALE roommate wanted 22 plus to share

2 bdrm apt w/same. Jan, 838-9527 or 870

,,;7
^ (19M14)

1 BLOCK from campus, $100 '"<>"*'
'I**/.*

with 22 yr. old female nurse
Y»J^*f5

Marianne^ <^^'^'^'

M'ALE wanted Friendly student building,

S85 per month, off patio, near campus, free

parking. 473 3286 L'? ^^ lU

FREE room and meals to girl student or

qrad Share quiet apt near ocean with «uVm,

Phone eves or week ends.29^-61^n»^'^|3|

GIRL to share w/2 others Bar'-ington Plaia.

SlU/mo call Nancy at ^4';0"7 or
47^^^ ^ ^^^

GIRL summer, share

$87 50 mo. 826 1356.

bdrm apt w/1.
.,(19M1D

NEAR beach groovy with bed loft. Private

entrance, fng/stove. Could work part.$100

454 1491 (26M 17)

y Room )Nanfed.„<, 28

HELP I and my dog need co-op type summer
housing near campus Keep trying 472

5810. (28M11)

y^Auhs for Sale 29

CADILLAC '65 sedan d'ville faculty

member must sell. Overhauled motor-all

-^Ktra'. Asking$1,350 472 8440. (29M17)

•61 MORRIS Minor $150 firm. XInt. running

cond Must selLcall Nick Pappas, ^21

4842, (29MID
^49 VW BUG, auto, AM^M, wifd pa*nt,

S14O0. '6a CAMPER, wild paint, $2000 HO 6

7922. (29M17)

'*; TRIUMPH Sedan 2000. 6 cylinders, stick

shift, tow mileage, A I condition $1,1 $0 470

6384e>(t 24 (79 M ID

DODGE Charger '66 3^3 P/S, aoto , R/M
S750 Make offer 474 16^4 (29MH)

'4$ MORGAN plus 4 4seater XInt. Low mi..

R/H. radials, "D" cam, $3,000/offer Eves
772 16763 campus 52370 (29MI2)

'69 VW blue automatic bOg Only 11,000

miles Must be seen to appreciate V1400

Firm 479. 3634 (29 M 13)

'63 CHEV I/2T P.V. Completely rebuilt with

gypsy wagon camper $750 or best offer 392

9522. *" ^ '^'

'65 DODGE Dart, automatic, power
steering, radio, heater, good condition $475

/be^ offer 453 7018 (29 Mil)

67 MGB- Roadster, AM FM, low mileage,

good condition, yellow $975 393 3524 (29M

'67 TRIUMPH TR4A IRS Excellent cond ,

blue, wire wheels, Michelins $l250/oHer

396)911, eves (29MI3)

'70 VOLVO Pl^OO, air, AM FM, low mileage,

must sell, make offer ^25 3440, ••6 4251 after

S (39M11)

TRIUMPH Roadster S150 New clutch, good

tires, needs some work Nick, 474 1154 S»50

-68 FIAT 850 Spider, $«50. AM radio, red

convertible, good cond , morn., 474 6396 ,

eves , 395 4870 J29M 13)

VW '70 Fastback automatic AM/FM, «'"*_

red, $2100 GR9 6811 < 3» M 12)

negotiat^le ( 29 M 1

D

'42 MONZA, 4 speed stick, bucket seats, ong
owner excellent care White with black

interior 876 5474 ( 29 M 1 1

)

V
Cycles, Scoofers

For Sale. 30

PRIVATE patio, garden, furnished single

w/kitchen utilities paid, near Hollywood
Bowl, hillside, $110. 445 0^78 (17M 13)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm lurn apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents $175 235 per mon per apt^

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St , SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5554

2311 Fourth St ,SM 392 5686

FEMALE Share 2 bdrm 2 ^tory apt in

westwood $65/mo Starting June Anne «77.

6854
(19M11)

'70 PONTIAC, many extras, light blue

w/black interior, low mileage, best offer

359 5237 after 5: 00 (29M 17)

YOU need a share? Come to 62$ Landfair.

Reserve shares for summer. Block UCLA
479 5404 (19M14)

y For Sublease^

s 1 27"'c02Y
,~

Clean bachelor. J«ne 1st-

September l Patio,
9':?9?:tl ($LM

.refrigerator walk campus, 474-»4t3. (SLM

'68 DATSUN sedan, black New tires, clutch,

immaculate Sl200/best offer. •25 4921 days,

271 8468 ewes i''^l?!

'68 FIREBIRD 3$o', snappy, great cond,

17,000 miles, landau top, power steering,

brakes 476 2045 eves '?'^^1*'

•67 AUSTIN Heaiey Sprite «**"* »^ /^Vll
sell 5350 829 1414 (29M14)

BARGAIN Blue '68 Triumph GT6, wire

wheels, radial tires, lOw mileage. 51750

After 6, 474 2418 ( 29 M 1 1

)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 W»n NuyS Blvd

across Irom G M Plant

Call (94 7075 24 Hours
A-1

60 BMW liawless R l» perfect <ond^

Factory new eng.ne S«95 478 5«81 eves (30

M 17)

'65 NORTON Atlas re bui ft .bored engine,

bik/chrome, last, reliable. »lnt cond $795.

478 5881,eves ( 30 M 17)

'69 TRIUMPH Trophy 450 cc. tow mileage,

oerfect cond .5900 Call 478 7541 or 277

T629 I 30 M 17)

'67 YAMAHA 100 twin, xint.'cond Must sell

5 175 or best offer 477 4934 eves after 5. (30M
14)

17)
_:•• VW BUG new paint, tires, breaks XInt

cond$n50 •93 57lfan#f irm. t2tMM>
"'" '- ^ ^ ""_-* *" "^7 RUSTIC bottom 1/2 redwood ^ou*e

j

bdrm-—^-———"-"^rT^ turn Hollywood Hills June Sept
""^"^J^

FREE editing. »rammar/spelling^ Electnc^

EKpert typing, fast. Pick
^^^'^•''^^I'q^'^.,r— ' Ahce. 397 3304 (150«J<_

-^ K o

F

fess i o w *L t; ' -= ^^ - Vvpii?o"
EDITING, GUIDANCE, 'BM TYPING

SATISFACTION OUARANTEE_D NO

BARGAIN HUNTERS. HEFERENCES^^J'.
•144. 471-4M1

(1$«^«

ft.;/.?-'' Tr^vvERS
BACHELOKb SINGLES

2 BEDR^• ""•^•O, 1 i^'» ^^TH
HtA t L V t*tjOtr—H^ t ..J

DapoaiH now ior •«nr»mer/fa*l

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr Lynch, GR5 5584.

874.7333(eves.)t

BEACH house, Venice, 1 bdrm lurn,

siio/month Sublet between July 9 ^
Oct 4.

397 1464 '*•- ^ '*'

S205 2 60RM apt 2 mf campus 2 bdrm/

bath upstairs, living 'ocm/k,^chtn ao>Nn

stairs Stove, trig, carpets. «^^»P*VJ5"*%'V
June 20 Oct 1 1411 Federal, #1. 473 5542 (SL

M12)

'67 ROVER, good cond need to sell, offer,

474 9778 alter 6pm, Rick Huff (29 M 12)

ANY make/modeunew car ^foreign *
domestic) at near dealer's cost Call

Collegiate Concepts, 78« 1610 (29 M 12)

•71 DAT5UN 240Z 400 miles Illness Blue,

air AM/FM stereo, mags $5300 Eves,

week ends. ^26 7402 .(29 Mil)

<43 MERC Monterey $400 R • H, good
"TWT?nor- jTTd ttres Leaving <euntry, must
sell 936 2444 (29 M 12)

•64 YAMAHA 305CC 7,000 mi., enceileiit

condition, rack and^elmet, $350 ^37 1444 (JO

M 13)
'^ •'

3 WHEEL Westcoaster Mini truck XInt.

cond Must see' $195 or best offer. 477

,690 (I0M12)

'67 YAMAHA 305 CleaA, tucellenf condition

New tires battery $325 /best offer Mark.

782 5445 ( 3« M U )

'67 MG Midget 5900 Good cond, 8 n a m .
7-

"Dm v.Vrtav^ '>' M 14)

S750 '64 Austin Mini SISO Most sell tKJih jV2

4014. {29M14)

'64 TRIUMPH TR 4A IRS, Wire wheels, soft

top Tonneau, new radial tires *"W)^ «v
4403, •43 2138 129 MID

'70 VOLVO l^OOE, $3900 AM/FM stereo,

>/ellow, iniection. excellent cond morn 474

i396 eves.Wiii y O. rW9^^»t-

'37 PACKARD conv CPE DO' restored

Sl^OOor make offer Call 390 2940 (29M13)

69 PONTIAC GTO conv Air, FM stereo.

power brakes steering windows antenna

22,000 m.»es 275 •! 33 (29 Mil)

' "J ft ^

uma)ea--:ii^..

.1
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They rowed better and tougher"--Johnsen 1
I
j^pp fjjefjjijef.^ fg (f/scuss problems on radio

BrDMgKcOy
DB

Ibe k« to WaiiBi«l0D fPon't help the Bnniis as

as it will give them food for thought for theJerry Joboaen sat in the qfiaet of his

otfice with a few reporten and frieodis. ffis

had just kist for the first time this sei

Wasfeingtxio s Hurioes
. ... Technically. UCLA rowed a befier race than

Nearby, the UCLA oarsmen showered and dreaaed
^3,1^,^^,0 uCLA did what it wanted to do. It just

in silence
dicki't do it well enou^ on this particular afternoon.

Jote»en leanedb«± in a chair as he chatted with a
waahii^ton, of course, is an excellent crew, cer-

p fnend 'You know," he said, 'I've beoonoe a very ^^^^ among the top three in collegiate rowing.
^

pr loser
'

Jotesen said his oarsmen learned a vahiable

That's good,'' the man Pepbed, "it*D make you a jeason from the Huskies. "Now they're going to have

A better wmoer." to believe what we've been telling them. You can

I Johnsen may be a poor loser, but not in the general neverdoonSatunlaywhatyoutaven't

IsewTTthe woftl TolLten to him afterwards, you Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. If you're going to

I couldn't teU who had won or lost from the tone of his do it 00 Saturday, you've got to do it Monday.

ivoM* However, he made it clear later on that he was Tuesday, and Wednesday as well. You cant be a

^far from satisfied with his team's effort. r^ce-day oarsman."

I -Washington rowed the way I expected them to It
^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^y^ benefit from racing

gwas not a good start, bit they picked up speed and
^^g^j^g^^ ^ matter what the outcome, as far as

^ then held We didn't hoki UCLA is concerned The Bniins know that with so
V^ - ^ — ^ -»-•*

. _

i

The Bruin varsity crew puts

their shell foUowIng Saturday

five -second loss to

Washington, UCLA's

first defeat in

two years. 4

away

's

some

"Washington was ready to move and we didn't ^M&A effort they can overtake Washington. At no

Johnsen "They (the UCLA
1000^oarsmen) knew Washington would move at

1; f meters) and just didn't answer the call.

S The 250 meters between 1000 and 1250 meters were

time were they ever out of Saturday's race. More

important, racing the Huskies before the Sprints will

be a plus Last year, the Bruins won by a foot and a

half'm the dual race in Seattle, but took the Sprints by

an even larger margin No doubt that racing
the uirmng point according to Johnsen. The Bruins ...,.._. . « • *_
lost 2.5l«onds to the Huskies, holding^^a -5 lead at Washington before hand helped, as it will m two

1000 only to see Washington take a 2.0 advanUge at weeks.

:;< 1250 as the two shells headad for
*»«f- "^^^^»"^ Washington does have one big advantage in this

:|made a gallant, bit firtile effort at the 1750 mark, ^^^^^^^ g^^ilar to the one UCLA had last

|onJy to see Washington puU away once agam.
year The upcoming Sprints are in Seattle, a definite

I 'You lose speed out of the start, but you shoBid pick Husky benefit. A year ago, UCLA enjoyed the Long

^ It up and increase it dcFwn the course. We dropped Beach home water.

^ speo) from 1250 on after they got the lead. They

^ dropped a little too, and we took some advantage, but
^

Speaking of Long Beach, the 49ers are the Bruins'

opponent this Saturday. "A very good and competent

IS Johnsen's deacripbon, but the race will be
% not enough.

I . !^ 4^-V-^ ^^ 'ir'/hH^^,^^'^ mteT«ting fn-n two st^nipomts: 1) whether UCLA

I
JohoMo tod* to ^""^^^^V^"^^ **° d««Wl»ck: and 27ttem« in the v««ty sheU.

« most coaches. His mmd wandered back to a year

I ago. when the Bruins were upaet by UC Irvine. Seat-switching is still a possibility, intensified now

"You know, we lost once last year,*' Johnsen by Saturday's outcoooe. Johnsen revealed that even

if the Bruins had beaten Washington, he still might

have made some changes if the race had been close.

Only if the Bruins had won in a rout would be have

stood pat. _

^ "You know, we losi once lasi year, joanscn

^ reminded, 'and then came back the next week and
^
^ dismantled a very competent Stanford crew." The
^̂ Bniins were no doUbt aided ^
^ realization that their overlooking

% cost them the Sadvdav before.

in this effort by the

^a
cost them the Saturday before.

What will happen from here on out is anybody's

0Dcas« bat the betting in this comer is for a UCLA
comeback, simply because Jchaaen won't alkm his

Whatever, it'$ going to be an interesting week

around the Manna boathouse. Fod good measure,

Johnsen sent the varsity through a double workout

yesterday, although he wasn't referring to it that

Proen to slack off with the rwJ prizes, the Western way. ''Some people can call it two workouts. I say it's

I Spnnts and the IRA, coBdDg up. just one long one"
i»Sl

THEWORDISOUTON
DONNY HATHAWAY

VOICES INSIDE (EVERYTHING IS EVERYTHING) h
JE VOUS AINE (I LOVE YOU> • I BELIEVE TO MY SOUL

MISTY • SUGAR LEE • TRYIN TIMES

THANK YOU MASTER (FOR MY SOUL) • THE GHETTO
TO BE YOUNG. GIFTED AND BLACK

GIVING UP • A SONG FOR YOU • LITTLE GIRL

HE AINT HEAVY. HE'S MY BROTHER
MAGNIFICENT SANCTUARY BAND • SHE IS MY LADY

I BELIEVE IN MUSIC • TAKE A LOVE SONG
PUT YOUR HAND IN THE HAND

The word is out on Denny Hathaway.

A few weeks ago, the suj>erb com-

poser-smger Carole King picked up eight

copies of Denny s first LP (Everything

Is Everything, produced by himself)

and distributed them te her heaviest

pals and gurus— such as Leu Adier and

James Taylof—with the exhortation te dig.

The next portent came at Aretha

Franklins recent epochal appearance

at the Fillmore West, where she and Ray

Charles were rapping backstage about

Denny, who, in their modest opinions is

just about the "baddest" new entry on

the scene.

And a few days later, at the Criteria

Studios in Miami, superstar Steve Stills,

working en his new album, sounded me:

*Hey. what s the chance of Denny

Hathaway coming down te pick on my
album?"
The word is definitely out.

The liner notes te Donnys first LP
inform us that he (1) Was born in Chicago

in 1945 (2) Attended Howard University

(3) Played his first music jobs in the

Washington. DC. area (4) Then achieved

heavy acclaim in the trade for his singing,

playing, arranging, composing, and

producing for such as Roberta Flack.

Curtis Mayfield. Jerry Butler, and others.

Here at Atlantic, where we have had

the privilege of working with Ray Charles,

ArethaJranklin and Otis Redding, we
are daring to hope that Denny eventually

may join them in the special pantheon of

these specially gifted few who:

Sing the best.

Play the best.

Compose the best.

Arrange the best.

As for his stnng. hern, and choral

arrangements, please listen to the seul-

shivering instrumental interlude in Giving

U(i whftfc first Kmg Curtif^' tftnor sax

break lifts the record te a new elevation-

followed by a string ensemble that takes

it yet higher again—climax upon un-

believable climax. When I played his

Little Girl side for its writer, the wonderful

Billy Preston (great artist that he is in his

own right). Billy was transfixed by the-""^

record—Denny's singing, keyboard

playing, and fantastic atrrangernent for

voices and strings.

And I would like to be there when
Bobby Scott hears what Denny dees with

He Aint Heavy, the definitive soul rendi-

tion that a let of people I knew have been

waiting for.

I have been playing the album for seme
weeks new for friends, family and col-

leagues, and the reaction is always the

same: )ey and stunned disbelief. We are

in great hopes that this portends a wide

acceptance by an appreciative audience

for Denny Hathaway and this album,

produced with abiding love, meticulous

care, and. we dearly pray, impeccable

taste.

My special thanks to our own King

Curtis, who found Donny Hathaway at

a trade convention and who brought him

posthaste to my office. And the same to

our own Arif Mardin who split with Oonny

the arranging chores coming through

with his usual brilliance and unfailing

musicality. Listen to the flutes and cellos

on Arif's treatment of LSan Russell's

fneffable A Song For You. and I think you

will see why Arif s is probably the fastest

growing reputation among the new breed

of arrangers and musicians. Arxi thanks,

deeply, to our great rhythm section:

Cornell Dupree on guitar. Chuck Rainey

on bass: and the legendary Al Jackson,

who came up to New York from Memphis

to handle the percussion.

JERRY WEXLER

..:4.

„»•*- *?^rTTiP7^ -^ ON ATCO RECORDS & TAPES (TAPES DISTRIBUTED BY AMPEX) ftih.

By Robin Sanders

DB Staff Writer

Students and faculty members in the High Potential

Program (HPP) here will go on radio station KPFK (90.7

FM) at 6:30 p.m. today to discuss problems surrounding its

operation. The broadcast will cover the history of disputes

between HPP and the administration.

In a meeting with Chancellor Charles E. Young last week

the students and faculty presented their views of the

progress that HPP has made and expressed hopes for the

continuation of the present program.

The students and staff charged in April that the ap-

pointment of a special conmiittee by vice chancellor

Charles Z. Wilson to review the progress of HPP was

designed to change the entire concept of the program.

In a dispute arising from the staff's objection to the

composition of the committee, the HPP members refused to

cooperate with the committee's investigation. Instead, the

staff and faculty composed their own proposals and at-

tempted to present them to Wilson. Wilson refused to accept

their proposals on the grounds they had ample opportunity

to express their opinions before the committee. They were

later granted an audience with Young.

During the meeting, Joe Taylor, one of the HPP faculty

members, presented an evaluation of the program. He cited

figures showing a decline in the dropout rate of the program
— one of the Administration's main concerns — and the

overall improvements in students' grade point averages.

Taylor emphasized that "high risk" students (those with

low grade point averages and high financial need) who

enter the University can succeed if given the chance. One of

the proposed changes in HPP would be the reducUon of the

"high risk" student enrollment and more concentration on

students whose needs are more financial than academic.

^ The student and staff of HPP believed the deemphasis of

the "high risk" student would change the content of the

program in such a way as to make it ineffective. Young

responded by saying the Administration must not fail to

take care of those people who fall into the categories bet-

ween the "high risk" and the highly qualified students.

Another complaint presented was objection to the

possible phasing out of the ethnic emphasis in the HPP
curriculum. "We attribute the academic success of our

students to the ethnic focus of the classes which insUlls self-

confidence," Taylor said.

Kenwood Jung, a student in HPP, compUined about new

proposals which would not assure that students would be

counseled by members of their own ethnic group He said

students need this type of counselling to help the counaclora

understand the needs of the students.

When asked if studenU and staff in HPP would be allowed

to participate in decisions affecting the program. Young

responded, "If what you mean is self-determination, the

answer is no ... the ultimate decision rests with the

University." He added he did not feel each separate

component of HPP should be allowed to design a program

which caters to different ethnic interests. -'

Young also explained Wilson did not have the entire

responsibility for the reexamination of HPP. "He is

responsible for this program but many of the decisions that

have been made were made before he came into office," he

said.
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Run-offs held today
Late night statement

for under Ih nffirpq Young releases clarificat
Q^ ^' 11^^^

. _ c.^. *^..«.„*„« ««.tAm<»nt was mend changes to prevent problems su

Run-off elections for five undergraduate student body government

offices and head yell leader, will be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today. This

will be the only day to vote.

Polling booths will be located in the following areas: in front of

Ackerman Union, the Royce Hall quad, Humanities quad, m front of

Bunche Hall, Franz Hall and the Science quad.

In order to vote a student must present his registration card and a photo

I.D. (either aii ASUCLA identification card or a driver's license is ac-

ceptable).

The run-off for undergraduate student body president is between John

Cronin a*d LaMar Lyons, the top two candidates m last week s primary.

Other run-offs include Mario Flores and Steve Gorelick for student

financial aids commissioner; James Roberson and
»"<^""^^^f^^^^^^^^

Stewart for cultural affairs commissioner, Gary Green ^^^ Jeff I^pham

for campus "evente commissioner and Ross Arbiter and Edward Her-

nandez for student facilities commissioner.

Six candidates will vie for three general ^epresenUtive posts: L^

Rosen, Neal Steinbrenner, Paul Silver, Jerome Juan Urenia, Pete Miru^h

and Harry De Angelo. Students may vote for three^andidates in this

election.

Bob Elias and Farmer John Macias will oppose each other in the head

yell leader runoff election.

(Editor's note: The following sUtcment was

released last night by Chancellor Charles E. Young)

In yesterday's Daily Bruin an article reported on

changes which had been presented to the Student

Judicial Board regarding the procedures followed by

the Bruin in endorsing candidates for the un-

dergraduate student elections. While that article

accurately reported my decision regarding the

question of jurisdiction as between Student Judicial

Board and Communications Board, I believe it may

have led to confusion about the resolution of the

substantive issues involved. No decision on those

matters was reached, indeed, the merits ofihe

charges were not discussed.

I believe, however, that the official notice of the

actio!^ Uken by Student Judicial Board should have

been reported to the campus, and I have, therefore,

asked that it be printed following this statement.

I am also asking the University Policies Com-

mission to review current procedures and recom

mend changes to prevent problems such as this from

arising in the future. —Charles E. Young
Chancellor. UCLA

Statement of Student Judicial Board

Readers of the Dally Bruin are hereby noUfied that

the fairness and legality of the process which led to

the endorsement of candidates published in„

yesterday's paper are under question in a case now-

before Student Judicial Board. It is the duty of the

Board to uphold the Undergraduate Students

Association Constitution, which requires "absolute

impartiality in the administration of all elections."

The case, which makes serious allegations about

the conduct of the Daily Bruin in the endorsement

process, has not been settled because of the refusal of

Ann Haskins, Editor-in-Chief of the Daily Bruin, and

Mitch Cannold, Chairman of Communications Board

(which publishes the paper) to testify. The Chan-

cellor has been petitioned to enforce the Board's

authority to subpoena these^witnesses. and as soon as

possible after they testify, a verdict will be rendered.

Innouncenients

jSpeakers condemn Russian policy

I
Rally held for Soviet Jews

15

•

.V

Mae West will appear in the

Ackorman Union Grand Ballroom

tonight immediately after the

showing of her finest film, "I'm No
Angel." The film will begin at 7:30

p.m. and Miss West will be

presented with the "Woman of the

Century" award at 9 p.m..

The program is sponsored by the

Associated Students' Speakers

Program.

David Harris, draft resistor and

former student body president at

Stanford, will speak at noon today

at Janss Steps under the auspices

of the Associated Students'

Speakers Program.

All bus and car pool sign-up

forms for the May 15 march on

but have not yet signed up, call 473-

2350 and leave your name and

phone number. All campus

workers, students and Caculty are

urged to attend.

There will be a meeting for all

former Weyburn Hall residents at

noon today in the Ackerman Union

Men's Lounge to discuss possible

legal alternatives for setUing their

claims with the bankrupt hall.

Charles McClure of the Campus

Advocate's office and some

professors from the law depart

ment will be present.

Graduate Students' Association

(GSA) candidate forums will be

held at noon today in Law School

1345 at noon tomorrow Dental

School 13^1 and at noon Fnday in

Sacramento to protest budget cuts

must be returned this afternoon to

AFSCME office, 1072 Gayley Ave.

#5. If you plan to attend the march

HameS Hall 39

Campus-wide GSA elections and

referendum will be held Tuesday

and Wednesday May 18 and 19.

By Marti-Ann Fleming

DB SUff Reporter —
Si "If I could meet with the leaders of Russia, I

:* would tell them to beware," comedian Alan

>:! Sherman told a crowd of about 500 here yesterday

jx at a rally sponsored by Hillel Council in support of

•ii: Soviet Jews.
.

$: Sherman, who was inti-oduced as "a comedian

•:•: and humanitarian," was master of ceremonies for

:< the program, which included speeches by

S Congressman Alphonzo BeU, R.-28th Disti-ict,

^Councilman Thomas Bradley (10th District)

^ Rabbi Hillel Silverman, Supervisor Kenneth

?i Hahn, student Zev Yaroslavsky and Frank

ig Niehaus, national student chairman of the Fast for

?: Niehaus explained to the crowd how ap-

:? proximately 150 students had been fasting in

i support of oppressed Soviet Jews in a vigil begun

"
the night before at Janss Steps.

Prediction

.-. Sherman predicted the Soviet leaders would

'^: "topple from the weight of their own foolishness

i* He expressed concern that Jews should not be

'^i 'pawns," and challenged the Soviets to" leave

p us our Jewish humor, and we will laugh you to

& death
'

4 C-^T.. '- . Hrll said the fast was a demon

I

who wish to leave Russia be allowed to do so, and

that freedom of reUgion be granted to those who

wish to stay.

He told the crowd they should can on the u.:>.

government and the United Nations to use their

influence to apply pressure on the Soviet govern-

ment to comply with those ideas

Rabbi Silverman spoke on the experiences of

Jews in Russia, calling them "great heroes," and

explaining they suffered from a form of "spiritual

genocide." "Jews in Russia are looked upon as a

nationality — a nationality without dignity."

Political prisoner*

Yaroslavsky told of Russian political prisoners

charged with "possession of information which

might endanger the Soviet sUte " These include

prayer books and Russian Hebrew dictionaries.

Yaroslavsky also urged students to write in

support of Ruth Alexandrovich (a Russian Jew

who has allegedly been held in prison for mnc

months without trial) to attend demonstirations

and to phone their opinions to the Russian em-

bassY
"Together we can win this battle for the dignity

of man. " according to Councilman Bradley He

said "a question of freedom has no boundaries of

race, culture, or religion

p. stration of concern, and said.^ '^"^
^^P^ **

^^

I capture vwlTaUention." He said all Soviet Jews

I r\ 1 > •
*« • *« * ^<^ * « • *#4

an oulwatd show uf iri^r. rn

would like to see a day of fasting on every campus
.••-•-•-•.•-•.•.•.••

>?>•::W:W:'X-:-:-:-:-x<W:W?:-x->w-»rWv:!W^
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GOOD MORNINe,

JUST SUPPOSE

YOU'RE PREGNANT
There's the lacfc-o^-privacy route.

The clinic— the frog or rabbit

definitely eff»-

i

VM ALTERNATIVE

Send $7.00. You'll receive a "p^ain

envefope" kit by return mail. All

#e need is a 15cc urine specimen

. . . sent posta0»-free in the vial

provided. 96 hours later you have

a »% sure anSMPer . . . ev^jf
only 4 days overdue. Netfeiiig ••«
te pay. NO MORE SUPPOSING.

ONE FOR THE DRAWER
Think ahead. For a future morn-

ing. Just in case . . . you're prepaid

on your o^n terms. And perhaps

for a friend ¥»ho wants to know.

fJJDO, your name and address cov-

ers it Today or tonwrrow.

PREGNANCY TESTING SERVICES

SM E. Hifgins Road

Elk Grove. IM.

Meditation program slated
ByMarkRiibai
DBSUff Writer

effectiveoess and

fulfiUment in bfe should be the

norma] state d every human

beii^" according to the teachings

0^ Maharishi Mahcsh Yogi.

Students' International
.Meditatioo Society (SIMS), an

organization authorized to teach

his technique for achieving these

goals, was established here in 1966

with five members and now has

over 40.000 members at ap-

proadmately 400 college campuses

in this country.

In addition to SIMS, an

ofganoation corxremed primarily

with students, there are many
other groups teaching the

Maharishi's technique

these specializes in

students here with transcendental
meditation, SIMS-UCLA

is

sponsoring a day of activities

tomorrow, '^TM Day ' A film of

Maharishi will be shown
Ackerman Union at 11 a

Each of followed by the Microtonal Blues
reaching Band of Emil Richards at noon at

in

m.

Potter's Studio
11656 OLYA^IC. WLA

• Classes • Memberships
• Gallery

coll: 477-7757 Anytime

^^W"

BSU to hold officer nominations today

NominatkNis for the Black StudeaU* Unioo (BSU) officers will be

held at bmb today in Haines Hall 39. Nominees for offke, par-

ticularly chairman and vice chairman, should have been here two

quarters or more, have a grade point average of not less than 2.9,

have some type of involvement in student activities and some
undersUnding of University politics and the Mack community on

campus.
Black students interested in running for BSU offices should bo to

the Afro-American Studies Center to place their name In

nomination for the desired office.

1^

y-

Fill this out.
WESTERN AIRLINES
6060 Avion Drive, Los Angeles. Carrfornia 90009

1 NAME 2. DATE OF BIRTH
Please print Month

3. HOME ADDRESS
street City State

r^
4 SCHOOl. OR OCCUPATION

5. SCHOOL OR BUSINESS ADDRESS
street State

Address to which card »s to t)e sent: D Home Q School or Business

PROOF OF AGE. (Any one of those shown btelow.) Do not m^iI documents. Just list numt)er and state in which issued.

Birth Certificate: Driver's License:

Number state Number state

Passport: Draft Card:

Number Place of Issue Numljer state

School Record: Other: (Specify)
1

people in different walks d life. Janss Steps. Other activities will

Having originated in India, it has be scheduled throughout the day

spread throughout the world, and For information call 478-1569

is now an international movement. Theresa Olson, president of the

TMDay SIMS chapter here, has been

In order to better acquaint practicing the technique of tran-

:::^r==^==::=^=^:^= scentental meditation sinc^ she

was 10 years old. Olson, a graduate
student in the speech department,
explained the process of

meditation as a simple technique

which will result in improvement
of all aspects of someone's life.

Speaking at an introductory

seminar on meditation for students

here, she and other members of

SIMS-UCLA described meditation

They said it was a pleasant

mechanical process which anyone
can do, in which the attention is

allowed to go to more subtle levels

of the mind.

Benefits

This results in several benefits to

the practitioner of transcendental

meditation. First, while

meditating the body is in a state of

total rest. According to studies

done in the School of Medicine

here, the rest experienced during

meditation is in many respects

deeper than th^t resulting from

sleep. Along with this, the body

undergoes other physiological

changes. Oxygen conspmption ami__

blood pressure drop as well as a

definite EEG change.

The experiencing of the mind's

more subtle levels of thought,

through mecMtation, has many
other benefits. The meditator is

increasingly able to use this un-

tapped portion of the mind in daily

activity. This enables a person to

be more effective in his daily life

with less effort and strain.

Day Year

Zip Code

(Class of

Zip Code

Student Card Nunriber School

7. MALE D FEMALE D B. COLOR OF HAIR

:.s*>

9. COLOR OF EYES

10 ENCLOSE $3.00: Q Check D Money Order (Not refundable. Do not send cash).

11. SIGNATURE SMI

-i^-

Then fill tliis in
KOOtAK
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SIOUXfAUS
AP10 CITY>

HONOiUlU

MIXICO CITY

ACAFUICO

h ^Va SV

If you're 12 thru 21, just fill out and mail in the handy
coupon ... to receive your Western Airlines Youth Fare
Card. Then use it to take-off for an exciting vacation

spot like Hawaii, Las Vegas, Reno, Phoenix, Denver,
Los Angeles or San Francisco. ( Most other airlines

accept Western's Youth Fare Card, too. ) The Youth fare

is good on most Western flights when space is available-at a
r^uction of about 33% from the regular jet coach fare.

When you jet Western, there's one kind of

space that's always available -legsp>ace! Only
Western gives every passenger on every flight

IF3 ^^^^L^^^^^l

.-., n'^„*-^,,.^. ,^^;;*i;Ap. . ^^^^^^^^^^^^^h
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SS.OO plus tax
Art nOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 - Pickett
Chemistry 1A
Chemistry 6A
Chemistry 6C
Chemistry 153
Economics 1

Education 112
History 1C -
History 7A —
Linguistics 100
Mathematics 3C

Sieljert
— Evans
— Jordan
— west
- La Force
- Kiesiar
Kaplan
Tillman

Bright
- Gillnnan

Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psychology 10 — Goldstein
Psychology 41 — Wickens
Psychology 110 - Carder
Pscyhology 135 — Kanouse

(4.00 plus tax
^nthropology IB - Miller
Art lA - Kayser
Art IB - Kleinbauer
Art 106B - Pedretti
".lassies 142 — Gleason
Economics 2- Baird

iSexactly the same legspace as in First Class.

Even at low Youth fare!
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THE ONLY WAY TO FLY

I

100

101B
102 -

130 -

Economics
Economics
Economics
Ec joomics
History IB
History 7B
History 8 -
History 178B
Psychology 12

Nisbet
- Lindsay
Sweeny
Lindsay

Hoxie
Yarnell

Burns
DalIcK
Butcher, Liel)eskind

Psychology 115 - Butcher
Psychology 133B (170A) — Lovaas

for addifional courses call or

• •*•*..

Mon - Fri. <h30 - 4:30 47»-51*'

10851 UNDBROOK DR.
/2 BIk E W.SIV.OC.

*

*
«
*

«

IBIkN. WiUKire- I
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Schwabe cited for teaching
By Steve Ainsworth

DB SUff Writer

"Any instructor has to be en-

thusiastic about his subject to be

effective, whether it be Armenian

or medicine," Dr. Arthur Schwabe,

associate, professor of medicine

(Gastroenterology) and one of the

recipients of this year's

Distinguished Teaching Award,

said.

He said a good teacher must

make the subject matter in-

teresting to the student by

providing him with the information

he needs in such a manner that it is

fun for him.

Schwabe, a specialist in

gastroenterology, said research is

essential to a professor, especially

in medicine, since it keeps him

informed of the latest develop-

ments in his field.

Research

"Research is very important to a

professor, and it will affect his

enthusiasm. It keeps you current

and gives you the latest facts which

today's students want," he said.

"The biggest benefit of research

is that it makes the professor

question the facts so that you don't

become a dogmatist. It means you

won't give the same lecture year

after year," he said.

Schwabe said in the medical

fields, importance is placed on

both the quality of research and

teaching.

-The majority of professors-l "^

good and good resear-

so prominent in

Med school

professor

PSACswoman atUCIA

..mmai^Mf*^ 'I*'-

know are better teachers because

of their research," Sch\yabe said.

He hag published aver 35, articles

since 1%1. ^—

Spitt_ _, :Z

Schwabe said the split between

teachers

chers is not

medicine as it is in other fields. In

medicine, he said, you see patients

every day with problems you must
research to cure.

"There is a great deal of per-

tinence in research to the ad-

vancement of medical science," he

said.

Schwabe said teaching medicine

is different from teaching many
other subjects because much of the

learning occurs while students are

on rounds or seeing patients.

"The only way a medical student

can learn is to see a patient and

hear his problems discussed. This

may come up at any time," he

said.

Teaching load

As part of his teaching duties,

Schwabe conducts rouncfe with the

students and house staff three

mornings a week for two months,

teaches a course in gastroen-

terology three hours a week,

conducts a lecture series for third

year medical students, teaches a

clinic in gastroenterology which

includes lectures and two hours of

patient examination a week, and

attends numerous conferences ip

the medical center every week.

Schwabe graduated from high

school in Santa Cruz, received his

AA from UC Berkeley and his M.D.

from the University of Chicago in^

1956. He has received several

ntlmesadaQit
That's how many times PSA
connects Los Angeles with

San Francisco. San —*—
Diego. Sam Jose

Oakland, and Sac

ramento With lowest air fares.

Meet your campus rep halfway.

Or your travel agent

Or PSA.
wfm

P|g^|RH«yott

ANNALEE McDONOUGH / 475-5060

DELIVERED FREE

• y2 lb. BEEF BURGER
FRENCH FRIES /

* LARGE PEPSI

Arthur Schwabe

teaching awards, including the

Golden Apple award in 1967, the

UCLA Medical House Staff
*'Outstanding Teacher Award" in

1968 and the Golden Apple Award

again in 1970.

We also deliver quarter pound burgers, ^Ia pound hot dogs with

chihe and tomales, delivered on the hour fronr) 8 p.m. thru

I 1 p.m., Sunday through Thursday, to dorms, frots, sororities,

or ANYWHKE^n^campus. Place order. 45 minutes in advance.

CAU
473-6062. 473-6064

CHUNKY'S
918 Broxton

Just north ok the Bri/ln T^ieater
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MAE WEST
IN PERSON

Tonight at 7:30 in the Grand Ballroom.

Miss West will be made UCLA's Woman
of the Century following a showing of her

best film, V'Fm No Angel" at 7:30.

Come Early •
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Sponsored by: Associated Students Speakers Program
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DB Editorial
For the first time, graduate students will have the

opportunity to directly vote for GSA officers. In the

past year, GSA has touched many areas of im-

portance to grad students, such as working to abolish

the Ph.D. language requirement and supporting

development of the child care center. With strong

constituent support at the election May 18 and 19, the

officers next year can do an even more effective job

in speaking to those area of concern to graduate

students.

Of the candidates running for office, we believe the

slate of Bob Walther for president, Judd Adams for

first vice president and Bill Prahl for second vice

president offer the greatest potential for the most

dynamic and effective GSA ever.

The depth of experience these three candidates

offer is astounding: Walther is currently a GSA
senator; Adams established the GSA at UC Santa

Barbara and served there as president and vice

president, and Prahl is current the graduate

representative to UPC and a member of the Student

Conduct Committee.
The three candidates in total represent eight dif-

ferent disciplines including drama, law,

mathematics, psychology, speech, political science,

higher education, and public atlministration. This

will give them a broader understanding of the con-

cern facing the total graduate population here.

The maturity and competence these candidates

posess should lift GSA out of the realm of sand-box

politics and make it a more potent organization for

effecting the changes vital to the lives of graduate

students.

. Walther brings with him to the office ad-

ministrative experience, both as a GSA senator

—representing the Communications Council and as a

school district council member while a secondary

school teacher. Adams, in addition to his experience

with the UCSB-GSA, is serving as the UCLA-GSA
representative to the Teaching Evaluation Com-
mittee. He is a doctoral candidate in higher

education, and his emphasis <xn preparing well-

documented presentations will lend additional
credence to any GSA endeavors in the coming year.

PrahFs outspoken suppoi;! for student concerns
during his service on UPC and the Student Conduct
Committee assure us he will ^tand up for graduate
students and not bow down to administrative

pressures.

Not only is the focus for their ideas sound, and their

methods for implementing these ideas practical, but

they have expressed their willingness to adhere to the

wishes of the GSA Senate. Competent leadership,

responsive to its constituents, is rare in student
government these days and he slate of Walther,
Adams, and Prahl offers both.

While the DB believes the slate of Mark Bookman
for president, Milton Cook for first vice president and
Paula Eisenberg for second vice president is com-
petent,, they do not posess the personal dynamism
and overall depth of the Walther-Adams-Prahl slate.

The past experience of Bookman, Cook, and
Eisenberg does make them strong candidates for

their respective offices, but they lack the potential

for excellence exhibited by the other slate. Of the
three, only Cook has been directly involved with GSA
this past year, although Bookman did serve as ad-

ministrative vice president on Student Legislative

\ Council in l%9-70.

Their ideas are perhaps too pragmatic and do not
offer any new insights into effective change in the
operations of GSA.
The vice presidential slate of Jerry Goldfeder ^nd

Terry Lee Evans are unrealistic both in their goals
and their methods.
Of the remaining presidential candidates, Peter

Tolos presented some good ideas without explaining
how he hopes to implement them, and Demetri
Brizolis, in his efforts to be the *^candid candidate*'
has shown he has no qualifications for the job.

The only non-slate candidate running for first vice
president, Om Singla was well-intentioned but ill-

qualified for the job. Elliot Schlang, a candidate for

second vice president, was sincere in expanding the
huh sci input into GSA, but beca of his

i u iS he might better serve the health

pt;:;;Cft%%fcy:fc^
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Westwood's growing pains

By Andrew Moss
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I think of the snake that mistook his tail for

another snake, and, out of fear, consumed himself.

If enough people think Westwood Village will

rise high and congest itself, the village will. Some

people think it's inevitable.

The land breaks forth in high-rise offices when

it's valued too high and taxed too much. Owners

have to reap some profit. So they'll plant buildings

—a Lindy Medical Center, a Kirkeby, a Security

Pacific Bank—that raise the neighboring land

values even higher.

The buildings bring a swarm of cars upon the

land. The cars devour more and more of it for

parking and roads: the Beverly Hills Freeway, a

widened Sunset Blvd., two extra lanes for the San

Diego Freeway. More people come and the

buildings thrust higher.

The buildings already cast their shadows. The

roads are planned. And the people have begun to

wail.

In the Westwood Community Plan public

hearings held last January, I saw great opposition

to the whole mad cycle — from homeowners as

well as students. City planners and community
groups worked the plan out for over a year, and

they recommended restrictions in height and

residence zoning for the next 20 years. If the

zoning is adopted into law, Westwood Village

property owners will be able to build to only one-

third the area allowed by present laws. It's a good

recommendation.

CofC

People in the Westwood Chamber of Commerce
were dissatisfied with the plan. They hired the

Gruen Associates consulting firm to make a

supplementary $26,000 study. Supposedly the

study is to justify the present zoning laws — after

all, property owners can make more money with

ten stories than with three.

g The Gruen people say they won't take a stand on

^ height yet, but they will when the plan goes in

public hearings before the City Planning Com-
mission, possibly this month.

Whether the Gruen group tries to justify high-

rise or not is unimportant now. What bothered me
g was their attitude of acceptance, of inevitability. I

Letters to the Eifitor

listened to them last week at a meeting they gave
for UCLA people.

Present were the Gruen people, Mrs. Dori Pye
(of the Westwood Chamber of Commerce), Dean
William Lockleer of Housing Services; Paul
Hannum, Director of Facilities Development and
Management; and Don Hartsock, the Campus
Ombudsman. Student government and Westwood
Liberation Front people were invited; none
showed.

Sound-out

Our conference room in the Gruen offices near

the Miracle Mile had maps and charts on th^ walls

about us. The Gruen people gave us coffee and
said they wanted to sound us out. They recom-
mended ways to clean up the traffic; some of their

proposals had been offered by city planners years

ago. Then they spoke of a flowering in Westwood:
a shopping complex replete with a mall, incentives

for retail shopping.

Dean Lockleer asked if high-rise development
would raise the rents for student apartment
dwellers; he had noticed a steady climb in the last

few years. Mr. Ki Suh Park, the Gruen vice-

president heading the plan, said the impact of

high-rise was just a "drop in the bucket." People

with money were coming to live in Westwood
because it was an attractive place to live.

Money talks

I asked Mr. Park whether it might not be wise to

halt the great increase in prices and traffic here

and now— in Westwood— with the city plan. Park

told me the pressures are too great — they're

generated from outside Westwood—and can't be

contained without some scheme of public control:

as in^ federal purchase of land.

Somehow that doesn't sound right:— ;

Someone once told me of an island tribe that

built huge monuments to its own glory. Living

amidst these monuments, the people were af-

fected in a strange way. They began to see

themselves as dwarfs. Where once they had an

illusion of power, they began to think themselves

powerless.

The natives of Manhattan simply lost their cool.

And their hot. And their light. And their

movement. And just about everything else.
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Ex-Weyburnltes reply
Editor:

As a former resident of Weyburn
Hall, I wholeheartedly agree with

your editorial (Daily Bruin, May 4)

condemning the management and
owners of Weyburn Hall. It was,
unlike most of the articles that had
been written on the subject, an
accurate account of what was
experienced by the victims of

Weyburn Hall.

However, my feelings about the

article on the front page of the

Daily Bruin on May 4 were com-
pletely the opposite. With all

respects to D. J. Kavanagh,
general manager of La Mancha, he
had clearly been misinformed as to

why certain people had been
blacklisted and excluded from the

La Mancha lottery. Not one of the

12 men and three women had ever
lived in La Mancha. Many were
simply people who disagreed with
Weyburn's unreasonable and in-

considerate management,
especially the men's resident
advisor, Brian Duran. Some of

these people were not afraid to

state their disatisfaction in the
most concrete of terms. Others
were guilty only by association;

that is, they were merely friends of

the people Duran so intensely
disliked. It was alleged that these
were the people responsible for the
damage inflicted Friday upon the
now defunct Weyburn Hall. Many
of the blacklisted were not even
present in Weyburn on Friday.
Duran made the list his own per-
sonal hate list.

fraternities and University dorms
because of Weyburn Hall's

financial incompetence and total

disregard for the welfare of its

former residents.

Niall White
Sophomore, History

(Editor's note: The following letter

was sent to the Alumni
Association.)

We, the undersigned, wish to

thank members of /your
association, Universitj^ Regents,
officers and others concerned for

assistance recjeived following our
eviction last week from Weyburn
Hall, a private dormitory near the

campus.
We de^ly appreciate your

association's prompt action in

making a loan to the University to

meet the costs of our continued

accomodation and are sincerely

grateful for the help given in the

weekend by University personnel

in relocating residents and

providing trucks on the days of our

removal.

We do not wish to dwell here on

the inconveniences and disruptions

to studies which followed an-

nouncements of bankruptcy by the

owners of Weyburn Hall. Our in-

tention is to make known to you by

signing this letter that we are

aware of, and fully appreciate, the

help the UCLA Alumni Association

has given us.

Grateful Ex-Residents. Weyburn
Hail

60 signatures

UCLA D| f .i'^'^f

A senator.

I was lucky enough to be housed
at La Mancha since my name was
one of those picked out of the lot-

tery. Most of my friends, though,
are scattered about in sororities,

David Lees
Managing Editor

Dave McNary
Staff Writer

Ann Haskins
Editor-in-Chief

Deborah Ashin

City Editor

Rick Keir

News Editor

Unsigned
B ru in Ed r t
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are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to, voice

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

I

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boarc(

Journalism prof to leave

Editor:

It was with great displeasure

that I read (Daily Bruin, April 29)

of Ken Smith's inmiinent depar-

ture from the Journalism depart-

ment.

I took a couple of Smith's

classes, notably his public

relations course, and found him to

be one of the best professors I've

had in the University.

It is indeed unfortunate when a

department such as journalism, in

the second largest media center in

the United States, has to be cut to

less than the barest of essentials to

make room for courses that are a

lot less relevant to the student.

I'm just glad that I had the op-

portunity J» learn from Smith

while he was here. Good luck at

use. Ken.
Doug Kelly , Junior

PolHlcaJ Science/Journalism

Elias

Editor:

I must protest most vehemently

your characterization of Bob Elias

as a joke candidate (Daily Bruin,

May 7). True, his campaigns were

based on his humor (some of which

is even funny), but his ability to

administer our paltry $200,000 (the

administration blew nine times
that much on the stupid stadium)
has been amply demonstrated by
his operation of the (Associated
Students) Speakers Program.
Elias is clearly the most efficient,

if not the only efficient person in

student government, so I shall

continue to vote for him as (rften as
I can.

J. Sprung
- Graduate. Mathematics

Chauvinism

Editor:

Mark Kleiman (Daily Bruini^

May 5) took issue with the fact that

each day a number of Daily Bruins

are left in the Medical School

Office while none are delivered to

the Nursing School Office. He
suggested that because of this your

circulation department may be

harboring a "male chauvinist

pig".

Kleiman seems to assume that

Medical School students must be

male, while nursing school

students must be female. Who has

the male chauvinist attitude?

. Mary Busicker

^«ki

10% OFF ON

excellent Chinese Dinner
(except Sun.)

one blockwestof Westwood Blvd.

on Pico

King Far Low Restaurant

10974 W.PICO BLVD.

alio specfo/Shidttnf lunch for 98<

(Please bring this ad)

wHh Banqu«tlaciltfi«t&codifailt

HELPLINE 825-7646

DAVID HARRIS SPEAKS
Noon Today at Janss Steps

Tonight at 7:30^4^

Mae West Appears

Shortage of columns

-For the first time In recent history, tlie Editorial Directors are^

faced witii a sliortage of mat^al to run as columns. Could it be a

slough of platforms scared yOu away?

V We are looking for informative material of broad interest, such

as a column explaining the process by which one attains food

stamps, etc.

If you are interested, please come by the DB any afternoon.

IN PERSON
After a shoydD9.Qiher finest film "I'm No Anp el,"

Moe West v/ill be made

UCLA'S Woman of the Century

Paid Advertisement)

TODAY

seats are limited — come early

Sponsored by: Associated Students Speakers Program
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Exhibition of

Drawings And

Watercolors

AVIVA BARNEA

UCLA 71 appeals to all
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Opening Sunday, May 16th with a reception

\ from 4:00-6:00 p.m. at the International Stu-

.^dent Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave. Professor

'i^Stephen S. Kayser, art historian and lecturei^j

at UCLA, will speak at the opening reception.^^^^

The exhibit will continue through
June 7th.

en daUy from 1:00- 10:00 p.m.
\y^
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Editor:

Although hardly a sports en-

thusiast, I have followed John

Sandbrook's writing throughout

the year with interest. His literate

alternative perspective is a

refreshing change from the usual

hero worship found in the sports

section.

Yet he erred on May 6. The

basketball awards will, it is true,

be presented at UCLA 71 on May
16. But UCLA 71 is not, as Sand-

brook stated, a "gala alumni

dinner." It is an evehing program

designed to appeal to the entire

campus community. And ad-

mission is not restricted to

''wealthy businessmen." Student

tickets are priced at $2, a price at

which, incidentally, the Alumni

lose money.
Sandbrook is a fine columnist.

He could be a better reporter.

Don Enright

Senior Communications

Complaint
Editor:

* If vou call a tail a leg, how many

f'f«

^/^Y 12— Long Day's Journey
into Night (Long Version)

legs has a dog? Five? No, because

calling a tail a leg doesn't make it a

leg. Nevertheless, one person on

this campus, with permission from

the Chancellor, may decide

without fear of being contradicted

that a dog does indeed have five

legs. That person is the DB Editor,

Ann Haskins (The dog shall remain

nameless and the reference in no

way should reflect upon the DB
Editor).

I have been accused of a per-

sonal attack on the Daily Bruin and

its editor, of harassment, of

providing the impetus for a

"serious threat to our con-

stitutional guarantees of freedom

of the press," and of a lack of

concern over fairness and im-

partiality in the DB's election

participation. The matters to

which the DB Editor refers are

serious and of immediate im-

portance, inasmuch as the DB
Editor has steered a monopolistic,

mandatory student fee-supported

newspaper down a one-way street

to Kerckhoff Hall.

As an undergraduate member of

Communications Board I have

seen complaints brought before the

Board involving the paper we
"publish" and, time after time, the

DB Editor ducks behind her shield

of "journalistic knowledge" and

thrusts forward the lance of

"freedom of the press." She will

not be told by anyone — including

her publisher— how to run the DB.

She asserts the absolute autonomy

of the DB. She has decided what is

^Jairness"^ and refuses to appear

^before the Student Judicial Board

to defend her position. And now the

Chancellor has decided that Comm
Board is the place where
legitimate complaints can be

heard ahd due process given.

If the Chancellor knows anything

at all about Conmi Board, then he

should know that it is a political

body, like its offspring the DB Its

student members have been ac-
tively working for several can-
didates for several offices. And the
jobs and families of its Establish-

ment members are more im-
portant and consume more time
and attention than can be devoted
to communication nlatters. As a
member of Comm Board, I op-

posed DB endorsements of any
type months ago. and was voted
down. As a Comm Board member
I was refused space in the

newspaper I publish and this action

by the DB Editor was upheld. As a

Comm Board member I was
denied time to discuss matters
which Student Judicial Board
agreed to hear, but now has no

jurisdiction concerning. I have
consistently opposed DB run-off

endorsements. After a Comm
Board vote to approve these en-

dorsements, I asked only for

reasonable procedures, already

established, to be followed — re^

interviewing of candidates,

reprinting of platforms, etc. — and
the DB Editor refused.

For these reasons (and others

which space does not permit) I

have charged Ann Haskins with

unfairness and unethical partis^

conduct in her capacity as DB
Editor. There remain substantive

questions which the Chancellor, by

deciding on his usual course-of-

least-resistance, has virtually

insured will not be answered. Let

the reader beware.

Bob Rose

Undergraduate member
Communications Board

Vote
( Paid Advertisement") T^^ ^m

BROOP DISCOUNTED lUTQ INSURINCE

lor issocimED student memders
College Student Insurance Service has worked with the auto

insurance industry for five years to prove that the college stu-

dent deserves lower insurance rates. Now ASB members often

realize reductions from 20% to 40% below comparable policies.

This group-oriented pDliQy,_;i&,., written through the Associated

College Student Underwriters and provided under on exclusive

agreement with College Student Insurance Service, Inc.

For personalized quote call 451-1393 or fill in the blank below

and send it to CSIS. 726 Santa Monica Blvd. (^202) Santa Monica

Calif. 90401.

Name:

Address:

Telephone: School:

BiHh Dote:

Zip:

Married?

Model:Year and moke of car:

Present policy expires (date):

No. of years licensed to drive:

No. of moving violations, last 3 years:

No. of accidents responsible for (3 years)
with damage OKceeding $100:

JS csis

(^ College Student Insurance Service
726 Santa Monica Blvd. ('202) Santa Monka. CaiH .

90401
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MAE WEST APPEARS IN PERSON,
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Ungu/et Slumbers: A Few More Observations on

Wuther/ng

Heights'

"... if my spirit's sky was full of flashes warm, I

knew not whence they came, from sun or thun-

derstorm." (The Prisoner, 1846)

Emily Bronte, HeathcUff , Catherine Earnshaw, whatever

their relationship one to the other, cUng to power as

Romantic enigmas, prisoners caught in strange fits of

liassion and prey to a kind of compulsive, spiritual deter-

minism. Moreover, as neo-Classicism wanes and cults of

science and precision begin literally and figuratively, to

leave a bad taste, stories of obsessive figures struggling m a

primeaval world begin to re-acquire an audience.

Speculation over whether Cathy's key words ("Nelly. I am

Heathcliff.") are really hers, or "EUis Bell's", or Emily s,

becomes less important than actually reading those words

or hearing them spoken or sung.
,

The new film adaptation of Wuthering Heights begins in

the midst of the novel's emotional turmoil, with Cathy s

funeral service. The colorations are muted- mourners and

a lone rider against a grey sky, freeze frames of the m<t)rs

under the titles, silhouettes of a craggy landscape, all

foreboding despite Legrand's Romantic but skeletal main

theme. Under a travelling back-drop revealing figures of

the main room of the Heights, sparse and unevenly lit
-

like a narrative core - Nelly begins the story in voiceover

Throughout Robert Fuest will frame the characters with -.

wide angle lenses flattening visages in the foreground and

adding pictorial depth behind. All the overcast exteriors of

the first half of the picture are in tones of the period,

reminiscent of Constable's Hampstead Heath, an expanse

of stunted shrub and brown earth. The images are not

inappropriately, ominous; even as Cathy and Heathcliff

play among the rocks early in the film, the seemingly

carefree quality of their station at that moment is un-

dermined rather than re-inforced by the physical aspect of

their surroundings. Lil^e the canvas from which Fuest will

pull back during Cathy's last illness - a tall tree in center

frame dwarfing figures at the bottom - like some dark

sodden fate, the landscape appears to clutch at those who

pass over it. So that even as they remember happier times

and look forward to more without impediment, Cathy s

sudden, almost savage remark ("When I'm dead think I

shall come back and haunt you ... I think I will be ine

wind and the rain so that I may beat you.' ) and her sar-

donic smile almost forced out by the terrain rather ex-

plicitly foreshadow the actual course of coming events^in a

like manner, from the opening notes of Bernard Herr-

mann's opera - a frenzied drumroU which gives way to a

shrill nute, sounding harshly over a full tonal sphere

variantly dying into woodwinds that anticipate Cathys

'ghost theme" - which begins as the novel with Lockwood

serving as a kind of interiocutor, a mood of impending

doom pervades. Lockwood sings the first words:

"Wuthering Heights on this bleak hilltop the earth is

hard with a black frost." in a slow, chill baritone low in the

register, setting a rather dismal keynote.

All this is not to say that Wuthering Heights, film and

npera, r.nntain no fine, careless raptures, no Ror _
fever pitches, that they hopelessly overhung wim bruouiu^

melancholy or despair There is no sunlight m the movie

until Cathy and HeathcUffs love scene; and then Fu^t s

depth of field which had captured the fixtures of a

repressive background is lost in a haze of bright grass.

"physically" separating the lovers, momenUrily at least,

from their surroundings and by implication from their

destinies. And after a somber prologue, Herrmann's Cathy

and Heathcliff sing a joyous duet. But as in the novel, the

characters move and circle from wilder emotions through

diminishing hope and deliberate cruelty into insensate

existence, with the underiying irony of uncontrolled im-

pulses playing on deteriorating souls. Fue^t deUils the

furnishings of the main hall and utensils of the skullery in

shallow light, lets the drab, unaccented background cling to

the forms of the characters that move through it. Puest's

wide-angle portraiture of Nelly, Joseph, and the other

servants, of an old gargoyle in the village tavern, heightens

their coarse looks like a Hals canvas might. In contrast,

Thrushcross Grange glows with full light on clean, lustrous

walls hung with Goya reproductions. Little wonder that

Cathy returns to the Heights cleaned and curried, trans-

formed in her slate blue dress — only to have the browns

and blacks envelope her again like a Vermeer framing

bright cloth with dark immeublement, only to discover that

she cannot wash Heathcliff away as she might the dirt he

rubs on her face. For they are as caught and isolated by

their destructive love as Lockwood was in his solitude,

alone at the opera's beginning with Herrmann's tremulous

violins. The opera translates earlier this intermeshing of

personas so central to the novel. For Herrmann's Cathy and

Heathcliff are bound up inextricably from their first

exuberant duet ("On the moors, on the moors, where each

high pass/ Rises sunny against a clear sky ."). The

pattern of the work is precise in the interworking of their

desires for each other as reflections of self. That they

cannot fit into the Linton's world - economically expressed

by Fuest's visuals — only becomes clear when Isabel plays

her spinet and interposes her artificial llcder. In the false

(i.e. Classically regulated or lui-Romantic) emotion of her

song is a line that characterizes the ordered world's puz-

zlement over unsUble longings: "Who will call the wild

briar fair? " Byt ultimately, as in the love scene, Fuest can

best capture Cathy and Heathcliff's almost metaphysical

union (their two mud-smeared faces, framed together,

peering in a window; a tight close-up of their kiss) and the

conventions of behavior that push against it. For example,

when they argue in the Grange's kitchen, it is something

artificial, but sohd a brick hearth pillar, that a panning shot

frames between them, separating them on a two-

dimensional level as those equally solid and artificial

conventions hold them apart on another plane. Only the film

can fully reinforce the explicitness of a line ("Heathcliff is

my soul and I shall take him away with nie.") and expand

on it pictorially. Herrmann develops the opera precisely m
this regard — the prologue ends with a short, semi-aria in

whtch^ieathdiff calls into the snow ioiiJIlathy's ghostjo^

come in; at the end of Act Two, Cathy calls similarly for

Heathcliff in the midst of a rising storm; the final scene

alternates Cathy's now disembodied voice with Heathcliff's

as they repeat each other's names.

But this kind 6f statement is a bit less immediate, more

deUched, than the striking simpUcity of the movie's en-

ding. As she promised, Cathy lures Heathcliff to his death

with that same eerie, sardonic smile. Silently she climbs

the high rock of their childhood to claim his spirit in en-

during entrancement; and they drift off into long shot, into

an eternity of the same loving self-torture. What is left is

Heathcliff's body alone and sUll in the frame's foreground,

outlined by the fading evening4ight, like the final line of the

novel, left are "unquiet slumbers for sleepers in that quiet

earth!"

WUTHERING HEIGHTS. Directed by Robert Fuest.

Adapted from Emily Bronte's novel by Patrick Tllley.

Photographed by John Coquillon. Art Direction by Philip

Harrison. Music by Michel Legrand. Edited by Ann

Chegwidden. 105 minutes. Distributed by AIP. With Anna

Calder-Marshall (Cathy), Timothy Dalton (Heathcliff).

Harry Andrews (Mr. Earnshaw), Julian Glover (Hindley).

Judy ComweU (Nelly), Hilary Dwyer (Isabella), Pamela

Browne (Mrs Linton), Ian OgUyy ( Edgar).

and
h-

WUTHERING HEIGHTS, An Opera in Four Acts with

Prologue. Music by Bernard Herrmann. AdapUtion and

Libretto by Lucille Fletcher Recording engineer Robert

Auger Produced by John Snashall. PYE Records (CSCL

3017314).

With Morag Beaton, soprano (Cathy); Donald Bell,

baritone (Heathcliff); John Kitchiner, baritone (Hindley),

Pamela Bowden, mezzo (Isabel); Joseph Ward, tenor

(F:dgar), Elizabeth Bainbridge, mezzo (Nelly Dean);

Michael Rippon, bass (Joseph). The Pro Arte Orchestra

conducted by the composer
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Term Papers

Dissertations

Theses

Letters

Fast

Accurate

VILLAGE TYPIST

1 101 Gay ley, Westwood

473-8127 886-7475

MID-NITE REVIVAL
AHfMi HHchcock't

PSYCHO
w/ Tony P«fiio« - Jon«« L««gh

Only 99M
r2 A.M.

Fri. Moy 14

Sof. Moy 15

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

Wilshire — 26th Santa Monica

829-3368

Always tti« unusual — Priced Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

1 J984 Wil$kir« Blvd., W. LA. EX4-7922

'••aid Advertisement)"!

HYPNOSIS FOR STOOENTS
• Better grades
• Speech Problems
• Orals

• Smoking
• Tension
• Personal Goals

University of Wisconsin Ph.D., 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General bemantics. private Instruction.
•

Niiiian L. Risiow. rii.D.

1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment

111

IS

¥
ELECTRIC SHAVER SHOP

SALES^ERVICE

REMINGTON • SUNBEAM • NORELCO • RONSON • SCHICK

• REMINGTON AUTHORIZED SERVICE DEALER

• 24 YRS EXPERIENCE
^

• GENUINE, FACTORY PARTS
• FACTORY PRICES
• SAME DAY SERVICE

10910 IE CONTE WESTWOOD VILLAGE
GR 8-2322—

- - At So. Entrance'to UCLA

INTERESTED IN AUSTJRALIA?
Thousands are going to sunny, care-free, f^ilr^mployment

Australia. $10 fare on govt, assisted passage! Awissies love

Americans. You'll have a ball whether youvfsit or stoy.
j

Why not make it this summer? But before you go finVi

out about Australia first from an informative ^&w boo|<

that tells you v^hat it's really like there — v»/hat to expect.

Send for: THE AUSTRALIAN Just out and available

only from: FlORl Co. Box 69541 Los Angeles. 90069, $4.95 Ppd. Supply limited.

Starts WEDNESDAY May 19th

REGENT Theatre. Westwood

!^«.^
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Insight into becoming cind being a Professional

Fireside Rap Sessions witrT Outstanding Individuals

This Thursday, May 13 at the International Student Center.

1023 Hllgard Ave. the series v/ill feature BYRON BLOCH.
a comprehensive and involved professional in many fields.

As a consumer crusader, he founded and directs the newly-
established "Citizen Advocate Office" In West Los Angeles.
He is a long-time friend and associate of consumer Ralph
tsbder Conve and listen to this seminar at 7:30
'^

* - Admission is free.

J^^i^^^^s:^
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Daniel Barenboim; A BitTl Busy for His Art's Good

Wedr>esday, AAay 12, 1971 ucu^bAILY BRUIN 9

TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY NO. 4 IN F MINOR. OP. 36 Daniel

BarentMim conducting the New York PhiUiarmonlc (Columbia m 30572)

That Daniel Barenboim is a talent of the first order is beyond doubt.

Already the 28 year old wunderkind has made some 50 recordings as a

pianist, another dozen as conductor! Rather imposing. Coupled with an

intensive concert schedule, both as soloist, conductor, and not m-

frequenUy , as an accompanist for his wife, cellist Jacqueline Du Pre. Add

to this his chamber music series with Du Pre and violinist Pinchas

Zuckerman, and you have a busy man indeed.

Barenboim knows music, no question about that. Simply to get the

sheer quantity of notes under your fingers (or baton) that he has done is

no small accomplishment. (One man made the perceptive observation

that if given a year to learn Beethoven's piano sonaUs, you would

scarcely have a week to study eaoh work. But Barenboim did practically

that in preparinjg his complete Beethoven cycle for Angel Records. Plus

more. Much more.) And his repertoire ranges all the way from Bach to

Berg.

Still, awed as one must be by the man's genius one wonders whether

Barenboim is pushing himself too far too fast. At least on the basis of this

new recording of Tchaikovsky's 4th Symphony (taped as part of a guest

conducting engagement with the N.Y. Philharmonic), one must answer

in the affirmative. There is a very real danger that an artist can overload

himself to the extent that he never realizes his full interpretative powers

— no one can ever be equally proficient in all endeavors. And Barenboim

seems to be attempting so much that it becomes difficult for him to really

get into a work, to let it permeate his very substance until it becomes part

Bernardo Bertolucci's latest

film. The Conformist, stars Jean-

Louis Trintignant as one of

Mussolini's secret police. If the

film's publicity leads you to expect

a combination of Borsalino and Z,

think twice before brandishing

your simoleons at the gate. Inside

the theater unfolds a disorienting

but arresting sequence of images
laying bare the life of a nonentity

from the time he was buggered in

the schoolyard by his classmates to

his ranting denunciation of a blind-

comrade after the downfall of the

Fascisti. Only in his nonsequential

'7*-

^

-^

Nestled among abandoned warehouses and
allnight rescue missions, and within the shadow of
City Hall, lies LitUe Tokyo — a few blocks that have
not as yet surrendered to the surrounding urban
cancer and human blight. On the periphery of this
hopeful little enclave sits the best and one of the least
known movie theaters in Los Angeles, the SHO
TOKYO, at 326 East 2nd Street.

Like the other Japanese cinemas in Los Angeled,
the Sho Tokyo bekmgs to one of the major Japanese
motion picture production and distribution com-
panies. In this case, the Daiei (short for Dai Nihon
Eiga) Company . L
richer Toho Company has l)een able to bestow upon
its most humble Toshiro Mifune vehicles, Daiei has
nonetheless achieved a remarkably high quality in
its product and developed a stable of actors and
directors that is the equal of few and second to none.

by Derrilenry

of him (this is, of course, what all

successfully).

But back to the Tchaikovsky
This,

Barenboim's talents — the exuh
demands such a virile young roma
But alas, it just doesn't work

moments at the expense of the ove
stance, in the opening of the finale]

out each note that what was intended!
Nor does Barenboim's penchant {J

him on good fooUng. He allows the
lyrical sections with mushy result

pseudo-dramatic slow down in the

become breathtaking merely sounc
Indeed, the whole conception drag

does allow the music to move forwar

orchestra is permitted to grow
something in reserve for the truly

This is not a sophisticated work, c

moments. And Barenboim consisten

and niceties of phrasing. Attacks ar

we permitted to hear true pianissii

basses are overly prominent tl

must do to project a piece

em to be an ideal vehicle for

kgBion of the music fairly

concentrates on individual

of the symphony. For in-

, so insistent on hammering

eful instead becomes heavy.

^ of ritards and rubati stand

to swoop and swoon in the

nakes an unconsciounable,

scherzo, so that what should

faods. And where Barenboim

[ils to maintain control — the-

jwithout holding that extra

ments.

I but it does have its subtler

s over both the inner detail

jingly vehement. Never are

lact, the timpani and string

Particularly annoying is the

The Coifcrmisf

r;—'^'^-'*

ris

presentation of \)ne material and

blistering irony do we perceive the

film's director as doing som^ttiing

other than paring his fingernails

while his creation squirms under

the hot lights.

Bertolucci's art is one of un

dermiping by a multidirectional

tunneling under his subject matter.

In Before the Revolution, which he

made at the age of twenty-two,

Bertolucci examined the dilemna

of a young intellectual forced to

choose between revolution and the

old order that he so dearly loves

Despite the intervening five years,

the method is the same. Before the

Revolution and The Conformist are

difficult films, and both are worth

the expenditure of all the brain

fluid required to crack the code

For Bertolucci, as many in

tellectual directors are apt to do.

etches on our skulls with a highly

compressed nmic shorthand. He

lias too much to say, and unless he

chooses to force his script down our

throats without benefit of relish,

not enough time in which to say it

Like so many of the best films

being unspooled today. The Con-

formist relies for its effects on a

series of shocks that aim. first to

confuse the viewer, then to provoke

him to put it all together somehow

after he has left the theater What

remains with him as he files out to

the parking lot are a set of sharply

delineated images that cry out like

so many accusers for com-

prehension. All of which makes one

wonder whether it was nasty old

Luis Bunuel who proclaimed the

Ition that the cinenm was to

when he spht that eyeball

with a/ razor blade in The

ilusian Dog.

Jan address he delivered in

JBunuel described the peculiar

If of the film me<lium to create

m reality out of the shreds of

antastic: '*A film is like an

itary imitation of a dream
The darkness that slowly

over a movie theater is

blent to the act of closing the

(Then, on the screen, as within

Human being, the nocturnal

Ige into the unconscious
Is The device of fading allows

|es to appear and disappear as

dream; time and space
le flexible, shrinking and
iding at will; chronological

and the relative values of

and duration no longer
spond to reality." One thing

[Bunuel did not point out is

whereas the dream fades

into some dusty corridor of

ory, the film images linger on
bur the consciousness rather

I

dissolving before it.

lis vein, what remains of The
i^rmist are Meeting visions of

per in the snow among the tall

a stolid secret policeman
ing his colleague; the hard
ie beauty of Dominique
', who seduces Trintignant's
starved wife; the walnut-

fed desk of a secret police chief

5e headquarters are ap-
Hly in a brothel; a girl who
the "Internationale" to

THE EXOTICIlmGOER

timpani part in the Andantino, marked pp, but here played at something
very near the level of a forte.

Thus we have an interpretation without direction or focus, suspiciously

as if the conductor were looking at the score for the first time. There is no

sense of poise, relaxation, or even genuine enthusiasm.

Barenboim's deficiencies seem to rub off on the orchestra, for t|je

playing is of no particular distinction (though certainly we are always

aware that this is a first-rate organization). Still, the exquisite bassoon

solos deserve recognition.

Neither is Columbia's sound impressive. Balances are unnatural (bass

much too heavy, winds reticent) ; there is no glow, no vibrancy to the

timbres. It is barely an adequate job.

Thankfully, there are several other fine recordings of this work. One
can choose between the free-wheeling, yet disciplined approaches of

Mehta (London) and Bernstein (Columbia), the polished lushness of

Ormandy's way (Columbia), or the razor-sharp precision of Maazel's

interpretation (London) , which is rather icy but superbly detailed.

My own favorite recording remains Barbirolli's (Vanguard Everyman,

-recently deleted, but well worth a search). Here we have a conductor

working with a considerably less than top-notch ensemble (Halle Or-

chestra), yet he is so firmly in command of his intentions that he can

inspire these musicians to give their very best. It is a passionate,

thoroughly committed reading, full of bite and drive, lovingly phrased,

•^distinctive in detail. I find the roughness of the execution amply com-

pensated for by the power and intensity of the conception

As for the Barenboim disc, avoid it.

Trintignant whefffie buys a flower

from her; and many other scenes

that crowd the mind but which are

too rich to relate.

Where it all adds up is in the

underlying feeling of insecurity.

The conformist's faith in order is

-asiragile as an eggshell ; and when

the world reveals itself as one

absurdity after another, that

eggshell cracks. There is in reality

nothing for the conformist to latch;

on to. And, Bertolucci is saying,

there is little more for us to hang on

to. That goddess reigns supreme

who rules the shifting sands.

'm
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Thfabitfoming

ojokyo

by Salvatcr iTarnmoor

If without discriminating among the pictures shown,

one were to go every week to the Sho Tokyo or its

sister theater, the KOKUSAI, scarcely a double bUl

would fail to yield some finely-wrought gem. Which

other theater showing current films could make the

same claim?

One of the worid's great directors and (sadly) one

whose work is known to but a handful of loyal

followers in this country, appears to be contracted to

Daiei. 1 am speaking of the director of TraU of Trap«

and Castle Menagerie, two masterpieces of

fragmented beauty and violence, namely, Kazuo

Ikehiro. In a recently published index to the

Japanese cmema, neuner

greatest films, the late roiiztj :t-j::Raws. .-t:rr r-r-

mentioned. Not until one of Ikehiro's articulate

admirers learns to speak and read Japanese will his

work receive the recognition it so richly deserves

(Continued ori Page 10)

TOHO LA BREA THEATRE

Revival by Hopulai Demand

TOSHIRO MIFUNE

^1 /*

PLUS
TATSUYA NAKADAI

Starts May 12 Am
Two Wcck> U1117

I BfTEI« BfA.'TIOBrA.
iSMt rxMH* >"••< >«« * '! !.«••»«-•

Na Sweat, Foreign Student!

We^ will ship .your personal effects bock to your home with

professiorvaJ efficiency ... at charges that won't hurt you.

'1

Call Us Now:
749-7491

w« t«ll 220V
Cf>piiCHtC«« of

walMmown brondt

SnA ^K)80 Lincoln ^^
^vlioririgjel Key

BRUIN READERS-PRESENT THIS AD.FOR 10%

DISCOUNT ON ALL REGULAR PRICED MDSE.

(Offer void after Moy 31. 1971)*

NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS YOU CAN TRUST:

LEVI . . . HARRIS . A 1 H.D LEE BOTANY
BUXTON . . . VAN HEUSEN LANCER . . WEMBLY
KENNINGTON . . . B.V.D HUSH PUPPIES

PARIS . .. . INTERWOVEN HOLMAN SILTON

GOLDEN V . . . JOCKEY . , . HANES . . SVy^ANK

BANKAMERtCARD DINERS MASTER CHARGE

MEN'S APPAREL
r,^ Catual Or«»» School - Worli - Ploy

11911 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
2 BLOCKS EAST OF BUNDY DRIVE-OR §-9595

OPEN DAILY 9-6, FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9, SUNDAY 113
rA«K» IN riCK'S ^AIKINO lOT

75^ PITCHERS
Coors -^ Schlitx

Every Monday & TuescJay from 6 pm

^-^

lU f,
*

2260 W.«»wood tlvd (o miago*'* tt« lOM^h ol 0*ympic)

-.-
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m
HOILYWOOO \/ Billy Wilder'* ^^^^ m. ^

Ar* The Private life of Sherlock Holmes !^STAR"^ f^y and

^ WOODSTOCK ..«.-.
(•TIL 8:00 P.M )

**^^^^*^^^ * ^^^ '—

!
4^546 Hollywood Bl 1

^(nr.Witn ) 467-2871 J

^ OKI Daily %
:^ 11:45 A.M. k^ Open All Nite 1Jj^'H-rwMTOTn^^

FOR •297°*' YOU GET

1 DO WATT
•AMFM STEREO RECEIVER
•AAA/FM Stereo Receiver

'Blackout Dial

•Wired for QUADRAPHONIC
Processor

KOSS PRO-4A PROFESSIONAL HEADSET

^,„ tKQOO %HCIAlMOWfO» *Ofto°

W-'Y])^^ 'P "W'^S'^f^;mMBMn'^m
rMtrr cAtrfuii r HiooiM locations

LONGtfACH WEST LA VAN NUYS.

434.09t1 %19'77}6 9t1-1731

GARRARD 2fL-95B
•Best Gorrord Changer
•Damped Cuing

•Synchronous Motor
"Base, Dustcover & Cartridge

TWO AIR SUSPENSION SPEAKERS
•jfcolid Walnut

•o Year Guoronty

'*3^i

YOU BLED MY MOMMA— YOU BLEO MY POPPA-BUT YOU WON I Ol.b.(.U i^E

WELVIN VAN PEEBLES ind JERRY GROSS present SWEET SWEETBACK S BAAOASSSSS SONG m
I CINEMATION INDUSTRIES Release • COLOR #

£

LOS ANGELES - Downtown - MA 4-6271 HOLLY Hollywood-465-3491 IMPERIAL Inglewood - 678-5131
WARMER Huntington Park - 585-0944 CROWN Pasadena 7%-3131 BALDWIN - Los Angeles - 293-7164

STATE Long Beach 432721
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continued.
.

.

I by Salvator R. Tarnmoor
(Continued from Page 10)

Among Ikehiro's directing colleagues, the best are Issei Mori (iv

Hoodlum Soldiers Desert Again), Kenji Misumi (The Blind Swordsman*
Fire Festival), Toliuzo Tanaiia (The Blind Swordsman's Revenge) and
Satsuo Yamamoto (The Freezing foint). In a future article on the

Kokusai Theater, the Exotic Filmgoer will take a look at Daiei's too

actors and the unusual genre films in which they appear.

Aside from the rare virtue of screening consistently good films, the Sho

Tokyo partakes of even rarer (and perhaps forgotten) virtues. For in

stance, the projectionist's reel changeovers are among the smoothest in

town, and scarcely ever does the film remain out of frame for more than a

few seconds. And— oh brave new world !
— the floors do not seem to have

hosted any C^e-spiTfhig competitions in recent memory. But this above

all: How many theaters sell Neapolitan ice cream sandwiches? None, Id

wager, save the Sho Tokyo. Believe me when I say that there isn't

anything so pleasantly habit-forming as a succulent and inexpensive

Japanese meal at the Oka Grill next door to the theater, a Neapolitan ice

cream sandwhich upon entering the lobby, and an Ikehiro san^urai pic-

ture in a theater that knows how to mount a good show.

Unfortunately, the Sho Tokyo does not advertise in the daily papers;

and in those places it does advertise, only those who can read Japanese

derive £iny benefit. As a result, there are only two or thre^ Occidentals in

attendance on any given night. If UCLA students were stuffed with

anything but sawdust, an evening at the Sho Tokyo would be at the very

worst a pleasantly enlightening experience for them.
Not to switch gears, but for those of you who hf^mmered your weak

brains silly trying to ferret out the multifarious personae of Tarnmoor's

shattered psyche, let it be promulgated that next week, Tarnmoor wiU

write with the firm hand of hardboiled Johq (>rmady, a^shamus^turj

reformed-drunk. -

Icarillori player performs

for students' enjoyment
By Susie Hatago
DB Staff Writer

Old music majors don't die or fade away, they just end up in places like

the Murphy Hall counseling center. At least Laura L. Brown did.

She graduated from here in 1949 with a BA in music and has been a

counselor for the last 13 years. But she did not abandon her musical

background when she became a counselor.

She is the one who plays the college library bells (not Royce Hall as '

commonly thought) every weekday from 11 : 50 a.m. to noon.

Intrigued

'i auditioned for this job when the lady who did it before me retired. I

was intrigued because I thought I could improve the quality of music

which was previously played," Brown said.

"When I was hired, I had to practice in the mornings at 7 a.m. for two

weeks. Someone told me that there was never a time when 13,000 people

couldn't hear my playing. I think of that every time I make a mistake,"

she said.

Schoenberg Hall

In a small sound-proofed room in the basement of Schoenberg Hall,

Brown sits at a small electronic console with a double keyboard, called a

carillon. The music she plays is amplified, and fed to multiple speakers in

the college library tower, by an underground electrical system.

"The carillon isn't a reasonable instrument at all. Sometimes I'll be

playing away and no one can hear me because of an electrical failure,"

she said.

Brown has over 5,000 pieces of music which have been arranged for the

carillon. "Old American and Enghsh folk songs, 16th, 17th and 18th

Century music are used because they have uncluttered music lines."

Commemoratives

Thursdays Brown plays "Softly and Tenderly, Jesus is Calling," one of

Martin Luther King's favorite hymns, to commemorate the slain civil

rights leader. Fridays she plays the Navy hymn in honor of John F.

Kennedy. "It's terribly moving to me. I'll always associate those tunes

with those men," she said.

Brown has played the carillon every weekday she has been here since

1959. "I've been pretty faithful about doing it every day. But, when I'm

not here no one plays the instrument since I don't have a substitute."

She doesn't play during finals and when the Los Angeles Philharmonic

is recording in Royce Hall.

At noon, after she has finished her 10-minute musical program, a

recording of the Westminister Abbey chimes automatically goes on. Then

her daily duty is completed.
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1970 Southern Campus

still on sale-KH 112

TONIGHT Wed. May 12

use FOUNDERS HALL 133

34th arKi Hoover St

7 and 9:45 $1

CNICAfiD:TNEIIinmrE OUTRAGE

MAAIBKAN JUSTICE.

Polilical ihcatrc imaginativel>

fashioned. dcfil> acted. amuMng.

moving. Right Onl'NV TiMts

"More cfTcctive thanG//t7'---'

..hilarious but also chilling

-WASHiN(iTON ^^^^s

J cuttingly hilarious parallel

between the events of ihc

Chicagotrialandihcnur-

\ clous courtroom scenes m
Alice h\Wi)iuU'rliiihl

-NtWSWhlK

I OHnPIRACY

A NEW FUM BY KERRY FELTHAM
N EASTMAN COLOR
ROM NEW LINE CINEMA
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Sponsored by: Associated Students Speakers Progrogram

]j^ '

'•"WliiJIii"

DING DONG — Laura L. Brown plays the college

library liells each weekday from 11:50 a.m. to noon* i

Brown, who graduated from this campus In 1949 with

a B.A. in music, plays a carilton In a sound-proofed

room in tt»e liasement ot Schoenberg Hall. The music

she plays Is amplified and fed to multiple speakers In

the college library tower. ^

lExamines chicano literature
•
v.
• •
.V

Bouvier reviews his job--

GSA presidency not easy
By Tom Humptireys

DB Staff Writer

Pete Bouvier, who has been Graduate Student Association (GSA)

president since last June, said of his administration: "I'm proud of our

beginnings We've begun to alleviate graduate student regulations on

academic work. We've helped the graduate student take care of his

children. We're trying to find more places where a student can plug into

the process."
. . ^ „

,

Bouvier specifically cited the work of his two vice presidents. Ed

EUman, first vice president, worked on the easing of the graduate

language requirement through the Academic Senate and Leona Mattoni,

second vice president, has worked on problems of social welfare, in-

cluding the child care center. \-

Bouvier said priorities kept his administration from accomplishing

everything he wanted. "I would have liked to spend time on building

organizational strength on the low levels, in the councils." (GSA func-

tions at the department level through a Graduate Council of elected

Graduate students ) —

.

When asked about the most important accomplishment of his ad-

ministration, Bouvier said, "It's awful hard to tell. If you've done a good

job it's not the big programs that count but the running of the whole

organization." ^

.

During the past year, Bouvier has served on numerous committees

including the University Policies Commission ^UPC), the Board of

Control (BOO and the Student Body Presidents' Council (SBPC). He

termed these "the three most important committee jobs that students

have availavle.

"UPC is the most useful tool students have for dealing with the ad-

ministration," according to Bouvier. He has also served on the_UPL

registration fee subcommittee.
'

j r »•

"My proudest accomphshment on BOC is what they censured me for,

Bouvier said, referring to his leaking to the Daily Bruin the results of a

BOC meeting regarding ASUCLA price rises.

Bouvier also talked about his drawbacks as GSA president. 1 was

pretty noisy ... I don't want someone like me as president next year.

However, Bouvier does feel he was right for this place in time.

t
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i
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By Andrew Moss
DB Staff Writer

It was Cinco de Mayo, the day celebrating the

Mexican triumph over the French in 1862 and a

Chicano student was showing slides of Rivera and

Orozco murals to his class, English 70, Chicano

Literature.

"We have our own artists to fall back oo- We
have our own culture. It's not just in the books, it's

in the painting. I just wish more people would take

the time to learn about it," he said.

The student is one of 77 Chic^nos enrolled in thip'

new course. As he finished his presentation — his

class project — his teacher, Linda Chavez Ger-

sten, added, "There's a relationship between the

visual arts and the literature. They tie in very

closely — the blood symbolism, the colors — and

you can see the relationship of Chicano art in the

U.S. to art in Mexico."
Poem '

Gersten also introduced a Cincq de Mayo poem

written by a Chicano inmate of San Quentin. She

talked about its irony and the way the poet used

sounds to give a sense of the grating prison life.

The mimeographed poem, like most Chicano

literature, was in English. -—
The course reading includes an epic poem by

Rodolfo ("Corky") Gonzales, several novels,

poetry, and some historical and sociological

background reading. Most of the works have been

written within the last 10 or 15 years.

"They (the students) see it a^ their course My
purpose there is as one who can bring the

academic background. They need to bring their

own experiences," Gersten said.

Projects

In addition to a midterm and final, the students

have turned in class projects relating to the

literature. Some have done posters and collages;

others wrote stories and poems. A few students

wrote essays; one student wrote and performed a

song

Gersten, a graduate student in English, said she

is still discovering books for the course, and her

students are still suggesting discussion topics.

Some of her original lecture topics included: "La

Raza in Search of Cultural Identity," "Life in the

Barrio," "The Campesinos, ' "The Church" and

•The Social Conscience of the GO's."

She lectures for about three of the weekly class

days, leaving Thursdays for discussions on topics

that interest the students.

^^ Conflicts

Conflict arose at one point in the course when

Gersten suggested the students read » study of the

"pachuco" (a gang member) written by an Anglo

Some of the students resented the Anglo treatment

of a Chicano group, and four students walked out

of the class. She said she was able to convince

most of the class that the study would prove of

valu^.

Gersten attributed the course's high Chicano

enrollment partly to the course's absence from the

English department's listings in this quarter's

original schedule of classes. The Omission was a

red-tape problem. Many of the students found out

about the course via word of mouth, Gersten said.

Fred Burwick, the former vice chairman of the

English department, said the department created

the course last quarter at the request of the

Mexican-American Cultural Center. The depart-

ment hired Gersten to teach only for this quarter.

(She had been teaching pre-Subject A English to

Chicano students.)

Fall Quarter

A full-time professor will be teaching English 70

and a special studies Chicano literature course

next year. Burwick said students will then be able

to develop a Chicano ethnic program within the

new American studies option of the English major.

One student, a Chicano and a freshman in

sociology, said of the present course, "It helps

make me more aware of the problems of the

community."

ft
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lETS GET fl ON .. . fWMS BY \mmD[}MS

FILM lOmS mNIGHl LOVERS FlimAKERS FILM STUDENTS

A Midnight Program of Special Films YOU Should See

FRIDAY MIDNIGHT and SATURDAY MIDNIGHT. MAY 14fh& 15th.

,

'• in the valley
°^

r^ ,
. AQ (cut out-bhng) Corbin Theatre

Bay Theatre' m^nn \/ 4 di

15140 Sunset DISCOUNTS 9620 Venutra Bl

Pac Palisodes $L00
''"""°

^ ADM.

fllM WAKHERS

showing:

FILM EXPLORER I

showing:

FILM EXPLORER II

EACH SHOW IS 90 minutes o< FILMS by INDIVIDUALS

Some by Students. . .some by Artists. some^short. .

, some sexy. others sexless. Political. .Poetical

some long

. ALL are

12010 W. PICO SLVDm
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. •00S4

PHONE TODAY (213)479-4383

IND IV IDUAL.

SUPPORT A THEATRE WHOSE BAG IS MORE OR LESS YOURS

TAIL

I'M
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What's Brew'n on Campus
I

I

KING SIZE I

wMi >his cowpon j

.^ 5/19/71
I

I 827. S: Vermont 38 i -7038 "^
|

Van Noys 1 Beds on Display

7122 Van Nuys Blvd. 994-9461

LA. 6 Beds on Display

MPaid A«Jv«rti»emefit) I

HILLEL (XUVCiL
900 Hilgard Avenue

47H531

FAST FOR FREEDOM
For Soviet Jews May 1 1

Rally a\ noon Janss Steps

HILLEL ELECTIONS

Voting will take place May 12-19

We urge you to come and vote for next year's Hlllel

leaders. —

^

1

DANCE
A/\ay 15 9:00 p.m.

AAembers $1.00

URC Auditorium

Non-meiTij^ers $2.00

SHABBAT SERVICES

Services 8:15

Oneg Shabbat follows with singing and dancing

Special Activities
. , *

The complete version of "Long Day's Journey Info

ttie Nigtit" will screen at 7 p.m. today In Social

Welfare 147 to conclude the Katherlne Hepburn

Festival. Tickets are $1 at the door.

There will be a "Black Poetry Reading by

members of the Watts Writers' Workshop, a project

to assist young writers from the south central L.A.

community, at noon today In Campbell Hall 1201.

The Men's Glee Club will perform "AAlssa AAater

Patrls" and other works at 8:30 p.nn. today In

Schoenberg Auditorium. Tickets are $1; students,

free.

Ttie "Middle East Conflict" exhibition will con-

tinue on display from 11 a.m. -4 p.m. today through

Friday in Ackerman Union 3564.

Prytaneans-Mortar Board Information Tea will be

held from noon-l:30 p.m. today In Ackerman Union

2412.

—Speeches and Seminars

Willard Rhodes, professor of music, Columbia

University, will speak on "African Socialization

Through Music" from 7:30-10/ p.m. today In

Schoenberg Hall 1421.

Yogi Bhajan, master of KundallnfYoga, will speak

on "Yoga: The Aim of All Religions" at 7:30 p.m.

today in Haines Hall 39. Donation asked.

Thelma AAoss, assistant professor of medical

psychology In residence, will give a seminar on

"ESP Over Short and Long Distances" at 4 p.m.

today in Life Sciences 2147.

Paulo de Carvalho Neto, lecturer in Spanish and

Portuguese, Claude Hulet, professor of Spanish and

Portuguese, and Helen Caldwell, senior lecturer In

classics, will speak on "Culture in the Tropics" at 7

p.m. today in Humanities 1200. Tickets are $4.75 and •

$1.50 (students).

The second In a series of three lectures on firearm
safety will be held at 7 p.m. today In A^n's Gym im
Range safety and hunter safety will be the topjQ
covered; their is no charge.

Stanley B. Dong, associate professor
of

engineering will hold a seminar on "A Layered
Shell

Ttieory Including Transverse Shear Deformation"
at

3 p.m. today In Boelter Hall 5264.

Marten L. Landahl, department of aeronautics and
astronautics, MIT, and the Royal Institute

of

Technology, Stockholm, Sweden, will hold a seminar
on "Ttie Airplane Wake Problem and Vortex Break-

down" at 4 p.m. today in Boelter Hall 8500.

Jacob Bjerknes, Emeritus Professor of

AAeteorology and Geophysics, will hold a seminar on

"Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction" at 4 p.m. today in

AAathematlcal Sciences 5200.

Meetings
The Black Student's Union will hold their annual

nomination of officers at noon today In Haines Hall

39.

The new student action committee of the Institute

of Evolutionary and Environmental Biology (lEEB)

will meet at noon today at the picnic tables in the

power part of the Botanical Gardens. The student

committee is proposed as a possible channel of

student input Into and interchange with lEEB.

URA Clubs
The Hattia Yoga Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. in the

Women's Gym 200.

Thei Judo Club will meet fromr2:X-5 P.m. in the

AAemorial Activities Center B 146.

The Shooting Club will meet from 7-9 p.m. on the

Rifle Range. —
The Lacrosse Club will meetfrom ^-5 p.m. on Field

/ L-.^ . 4

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
4 p.m.

5p.m.
8p.m.

7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.

The Call to be Human

Kundalini Yoga
Oasis ^k}. One, Dreams and Stuff. .

.

Movement Awareness
Photo/Cine/Sound

Newman Center
840HiliUird

Courtyard, WGym
426 Garroll Canal,

Venice. 821-8657

Royce362
ArchBlOO

DR. VliaOR E. FRANKL
will l«cfur« on

ARAN'S SEARCH FOR MEANING
Moy 16fh, 8 P.M. - Sonta Monica High School Auditoriom

For rocarvoliont or informerfion contoet:

CALIFORNIA GRADUATE INSTITUTE School ol Psychology

1321 W-twood Blvd-^W.LA. - Phon>: 478-1246 or 879-1533

' 1 a400 S. Vermont-Gardenr ^ "/-^
^
-
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SEE IT! TASTE IT!

I IT! FEEL IT!I

LIVING IS A WHOLE LOT NICER AT
I

SATUIDAY 8:30rM

SPRINT CARS
SIDE-BY-SIDE

IN THE DIRT OVAL
Offy's Ford's N' Chevy's

General S3.50
Students S2.50

^ a:

A

i ** 1 1 i i ^^rlrV ') Mj i i i L vjAKU .%V lN UE (21 1)4 / 5-5831

% Visit before you decide.

y"

SUNDAY SNI

S^FIGURE rt
X MARKS the SPOf^

Cars collide at combtfgd
speeds of over 100 MPH

General 2.95
Students 1.95

i

I
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The Scott 386 is both AM and FM stereo with an AM section well worth

having. It's rated at 170 watts (± Idb.) and at 35 RMS watts per channel.

It employs sophisticated circuitry on plug In boards for snap in service, and

it has every desirable convenience feature. It also sounds exceptionally good

no matter what you're listening to. List is $329.95, less the case.

The MiracOrd 620U lists for $135.00 including a base and an ADC 202X

cartridge. Its lesser predecessor, the 620, was singled out as an outstanding

value and the "U" version is even better. Every record and needle-saving

device, pushbutton operation and chrome styling make it so.

And Dynaco A-25 speakers are not without favorable reviews. Not only

are they a remarkable value at $167.50 a pair in walnut, but they.sound

quite good enough with all price considerations forgotten. Each cabinet

contains a 10" bass speaker and a dome treble speaker.

cJiji\faca

SAVE $139.35
OFF LIST

SAVE $79.45
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

499»

Thtf Pioneer 770 AM/FM stereo receiver's price was just reduced to

$199.95 including the case. It was an excellent value before and it's, there-

fore, even better now. The 770 is rated at 70 IHF watts and at 15 RMS watts

per channel. The tuner section is excellent and the 770 looks every bit as

good as it performs.

Garrard's SL-55B record changer is hard to believe. It has a sophisticated

and dead accurate synchronous motor and a fumble-free cueing lever, at

$84.50 list, including a base and an ADC 220X cartridge which provides

you with the kind of record reproduction you ought to have.

AR-4X speakers were picked as "best buys" by the leading consumer

magazine, and they're the best selling speakers in the world. In each walnut

cabinet is an 8"- acoustic suspension bass speaker as well as a 2%" treble

speaker. They list for $132.30 a pair which is quite low given how they

sound throughout their usable range.

no^LLit Cd

^-i]

^
SAVE $113.30
OFF LIST

SAVE $78
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

A $158.85 AR turntable/ShureV15II
combination for $114.63
The AR-XA turntable is spartan in appearance and design but it performs so well that it's

very hard to spend more than its $91.35 list price which includes a base, dust cover and stylus

force gauge.
^^

The Shure V15-II (Improved) cartridge is considered by enough people (including the leading

consumer publication) to be the very best there is that very little more needs to be said. Records

sound so good when played with this less than 1 gram tracker you'll be astounded. List is $67.50.

Scotch Dynarange
tape at a price

If yod need some blank recording tape, or

even if you don't, you should be interested in

knowing that you can now save on 1200 and 1800

foot reels of Scotch low noise Dynarange tape.

No doubt you know how good this tape is so

all we have to do is tell you that you can get

Scotch 202 for $2.54 a reei and 203 for $3.68.

They list for $4.75, and $6.85 respectively so you

get to save quite a bit.

HOURS DAILY 9 to 9

5YEAR»yA«RANTV .N STORE SC RVICf TRAO€ IN rOL.CV USING M A L B
i^|.'J2?HARQf

1 VEARVCAKERTR.A, MONTHLY PA YMENT8 LAV A V^AVS BANK AMI RICARO MASTfRCMAROf

SANTA

Ikr-JJ,

^l^ulCA 2828 WILSMIRE 829-1726
LA HABRA 2321 WHITTIER BLVD n««r BEACH 694 3651

NORTH HOLLYWOOD 4830 VINELAND at «-ANKERSHIM 980 771

1

...^.,... r., .,Y MOUNTAIN VIEW WALNUT CREEK <;AN MATEO
!'.3«¥--fl6S|SF)ni«*««i
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kcrckhoff Hainn
Phone: 135-2221

Classified advertising rates

IS words - $1. JO day, 5 consecutive— insertions - SSOO
Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:Ma.m.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to ttte

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not bo made
availaMe to anyone wtio, in affording

housing to students or offering |ol>s.

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA & Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the sorvices

offered here.

NEED ADDITIONAL UNITS? Pick up 3 to ?

units during summer session at San Diego

State College. Write for free catalog:
c.._.«nr Cocc.nnc rtsnt R ^an Dl

^M, Wanfed.. 3 ^ for Sole... ....... 10 V Services Offered. M j^v^
JOBS on Ships! Perfoct summer iob -

career Benefits include draft eiemption,

excellent pay, worldwide travel. Send $2 for

information Sealax. Box 1173, Douglas,

Arizona, IS407. (3Mlt)

GET full time jobs in summer or part-time

lObsnow Call Services Unlimited 475-

f$JI. t3 M 12)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend.

FM iStOflVf 2hrs. creditor $2 50 ea. (3M
It)

PART time telephone sales. Five days. 4:00

9;00 PM. Draw against commission. 735-1157

after 1:00 PM. Mr Shaw. (J Mil)

SUMMER Work Available for girls over !••

Must be personable, hard working, in-

dividual, no experience necessary. Average

eyni
guari
3290.

rning, $135 to SIM per week. Minimum
aoarantee of 5450 a month & bonus. Call 453-
^ (3 Mil).

MGR 26 Single units. Adult bidg. w/poo*. No
pets. Free Rent plus. 273 WSl. (3 Mil)

NEED ADDITIONAL UNITS? Pick up 3 TO v

units during summer session at San Diego

State College. Write for free catalog:

Summer Sessions, Dept. B, San Diego State,

San Diego, 92115. (AMU)

HOW dp you BARGAIN? Find out-play ttte

Bargaining Game RECEIVE t2. Sign up
outside 4528 Frani Tower. (A M )

WE Buy guitars, amps, drums, band in-

struments. West LA Music, 11345 Santa

Monica Bd. 479 4898. (AM 14)

NEED experienced teacher. Ballet, jaii,

good personality. Adults, children, ttiru

summer Call weekdays btwn. 2-4, 472-

2614 (3M1I)

EVICTED Must find home for fantastic

cocker beagle dog before 5/12. Please help

or gas chamber. 396 6774. (AM 18)

PEACE CORPS has summer and fall

programs. Summer application deadline

May 15. Kinsey 387.825 4098. (AMU)

LIVE AT OXFORD. Tutorials with Oxford
faculty; University of California Extension
credit. Study music in England, the dawn of

science, medieval English towns, Britain in

the 20th century, ecology of the Oxford
region, religious ideas of the Bible. Classes
begin June 28 and July 19. Students entering
junior year or higher are eligible. Write
Dept. O-L, Oxford/Berkeley Program, UC
Extension, Berkeley, Calif. 94720.

y^ r orsoiKii ••••••••••••••••«••••« f

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

545 per month while helping others.

Come in to lOOl Gayley. Suite 210

or

Call 478-0051 9:00 AM -7:00 PM daily

GIRLS, freshmen, sopttomores, i2 for one

hour psychology experiment. Call 391-4428

eves, come FH 2329 days. (3M13)

ALPHA Conditioning. Need volunteers in

study of alpha and alpha-like brain waves.
391-3942 eves. (3M12)

FEMALE test subjects wanted for study by
dermatologist lor permanent removal of

hair. Call Mr. Errett, General Medical
Company, for details. 931 8113. (3M 12)

^ Losf and Found.....••••••••

TO Mary Lyn. If Ifollow Rich. ( 1 M 18)

.
--f

'
' ' ~

"JNFANTS 3-6 months. Free developmental
testing. UCLA campus. Call 825-2893. ( 1 M 14)

MESTER Spanish literary magazine
deadline May 15. Spanish Dept. c/o
Comabella. (1M14)

LOST: M£a:& gold cuff link, n<H^ campus.
reward. 479-0510 eves.. I2S-34S7, days. (4 M
17)

^Miscellaneous....••••••••••

Social Evenh

COMING East this summer? Car in Cen-
neticut, available July,August exchange
same Los Angeles. 270-4058 before 8

am /eves (5M17)

KITTENS, 8 weeks old. Free to loving
homes 825-4229, 278 0445 (1M12)

YOU'RE INVITED Friday evening family
dinner, then Shabbat services. Valley Beth
Shalom Temple Office, 788-4000. (SE M 12)

y EnferkiinmenL,.i 2

SINGLES MEET SINGLES. Parties and
Introductions. FREE membership for Girls.

Noon 7;30P»^.TWC,454 2200. (IQTR)

^ For Rent

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2298,
wknds. 292 5175 (7QTR)

' ^-I- ^t#>!c"^ y Kides Onered..... 8
H.II.S. PINAFORE

Gilbert A Sullivan's Best
'" BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY -

May 13th, 14th, 15th

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD

5000 COLFAX AVE., NO. HLWD.
TICKET INFO.: 744 8103

STUDENTS $1.50

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Ho^el.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, A/alon,
90704 (7QTR)

COUPLES CLUB*'
L.A.'s most unique, exciting club

for fun-ioving people.
Weekend parties till dawn!
Limited number Special Student

memberships with verification.
For Brochure call /write.

Box 2195 Seal Beach
CA 90740

(213) 5j>4-4043

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213-CA1-4«49. (2QTR)

^Help Wanlmi. 3

MAKE $50 $150 a day, striping parking lots
Amazing new invention. $M total equipment
cost. Write: Dept. D, Fox Valley Marking
Route 59, Bartlett. III. or call:(312)837-M5S,
or (312) •37-44t5^

fi^l?>
COUNSELOR, mile 21 summer full time.
Bonanza D^y Camp, WLA. Call Mike, 473
7154. (3M14)

TWO weeks left to get a summer job! Ser-
vices Unlimited 475-9521 before its too late. (3
M 14)

WANT to Share ride' /expenses to or around
NY. Want to leave end of May. (8M18)
-d

LADY wishes someone to share driving her
car to Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Tel. » 34«-

1455. (tMlt)

DRIVE my carlo Florida. References. 279-
2*'* (tMn)

Kdes Wanfed..••••••••••••a

STUDENT needs summer ride. West LA-
Downey. Early ntorning. Gladly pay ex-
penses. Eves. Call 931 9087. (9M17)

FROM Sunset and Barrington to Topanga
Canyon, 8 p.m. 3-S times weekly. Will pay.
Diane, 455-3557. 472-8514. (9M12)

^For So/a.. 10

BRONICA "s"-lmmaculate oond. Standard
Nikkor lens,13S mm new Nikkor lens. 90
degree prism-only S3M. 874-3977. ( 10 M 17)

UHER 4000 report S, taperecorder »330 inc
accessories. Days,825-4488; eves.. 393-

,

*^y (10M17)

TAPERECORDER, Sony, 5 inch, mono.
portable/AC; radio, 5-band, portablc/AC.
After 5 PM, 393.0810. (10M17)

RAMIREZ Flamenco guitar. 1944. Very good
condition. $225. Call 474-4124. eves. ( 10M 17)

FEMALE Elementary teachers and student
teachers for education experiment, $4 for
one hr, Mary Johnson, 825-0441/474-1547
(eves.) (3M12)

URGENTLY needed - companion for 10 year
old boy. Male preferred. Call eves. CR3-
•1*27. (3M13)

EXECUTIVE Secretary wanted, all skills.

$650 5700 month Kirkeby Center office all

benefits phone 476 4882. (3MI3)

ELECTRIC Dryer. XInt cond. 474 1348 eves
Garage sale May 14, 927 Westholme (l6
a*"' (10M14)

KODALITH FILM IN 35MM LOADS!

34 exp $2.50 ULTRA HIGH CONTRAST,
httle or no gray scale ( See my ad page 1457

yellow pages) Mail, call, or stop in.

ART'S PHOTO
2151 Sunset Blvd , LA., CA. 90024

384 3439 or 384 3450

Open Fridays 'till 9, Saturdays noon to 4:30.

CUSTOMB&WLA8 ( 10 M 14)

GE portable stereo with AM/FM radio. Cx^.
cond . $99. 393 1014, Th,F, all day, MTW.
eves. (10M13)

PARKING attendants wanted; No long hair
or beard, car needed. 823-9736, 6 PM. to 2
^^ (3M13)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

m

TONY GIRLS, INC.

NIKKORMAT FTN body, case, eye cup.
$125 200mm lens lor Nikon. Telxtender, $50.
Zenith TV console/UHF, $30. 837 1444. ( 10 M
13)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattern now for
summer delivery and save

25% to 50N

2 NEW Shure Unidyne mics $35, new Black

& Decker circular saw $15. 392-t522. (lOM 12)

TRADITIONAL Flamenco guitar w/pegs

plus case $350 Jamvrra CtO, Ron, 454-

9926 (10M12)

TELEVISION rental. All models^ special

UCLA rates Free delivery, free service. 24

hr.phon'>,274»119. (IIQTR)
-tOST DUTCHMAN MINE

n

SURPLUS apt. iumilvre (as is). 3*10 W*.

I02nd St, Inglewood (South, Hollywood

Race Track). Sunday, 5/16 10 AM 4:30 PM.

674 8939. (10 MIS)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn

Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-970*. d'
QTR) .

BOLEX PL loom movie camera 8 mm. with .^

case and accessories. $150 or offer. 838

4401. (10M1S)

SPEED Reading: students entering

graduate/professional schools. Academic

Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd

657 4390

Superstition Mountains, AnionaComplete 7 day tour package Jiio
Departure June 19th
Call for Information

American Adventures Unhmiiwi
281 E. Workman St,, Suite 104

Covina (213)967-3877
„3^,,j|

QTR)

JOBBERS prices waterbeds $18.50. 4 /$100.

5 wr lactory warranty. Trade Stereo, M.C.,

car, etc! 9831079. (\0M\%)

CAN you dig a long, hooded Moroccan cjipe,

trading beads, woven belts? Wholesale. Ron.

475 2349. (10 Mil)

INVENTORS! ARTISTS! Display your Rube

Goldberg n»odern devices and mechanical

developments at Hollywood Premiere of

"OR PHIBES" Cash prizes and

recognition. 278 8118, ext. 330. Auditions in

Hollywood at Pantages Theatre. 9:00 AM.,

Saturday, May 15. (11M12)

AIS FLIGHTS

STEREO Receiver Pioneer SX1500 TD.

58/58 RMS Pert. Cond. w/mic. & warr.

Asking $315. 473 2844. (10M14)

TYPING / Computer Research / Editing -

PhD writer /editor provides complete

preparation assistance. Kelly. 779 0992 eves,

/wknds. '11M18)

Jef';' Y- Europe b^st pricesImmed. issue int. ID Card & i,ckPtm«SOFA Europe/As.a/Africa «
•India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept uc
9054 Santa Momca
LA 90049, 274 8742

GIBSON Guitar with case, Grover pegs. 30

vearsold $150 838 4401.
;

(10M12)

KLH 24 Stereo system Garrard chgr., FM
stereo, speakers. $165. Top rated Realistic

stereo casette deck.$75. All perfect. 821-

4193. (10M12)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and

bodyhair permanently removed. Free

consultation LuCia RE. 10921 Wilshire

(corner Westwood Blvd.) 477 2193 Mon.
Wed , Fri, Sat. (11M2S)

WEDDING gown, elegant, size 3-S. original
cost $250. Best offer. Phone afternoon. 931-

7008. (10M12)
'

_ , , Ml

GIBSON, MARTIN, GUILD fantastic
savings one week only. All models, new and
used. West LA Music, 479-6898. (10M14)

8 FOOT couch, matching love seat and 2

living room lamps. Ptrane 824-1215. ( 10 M 13)

"BUDDHA & Jesus Were Brothers" -

copyrighted campaign buttons, 50C each.
Allow two weeks delivery. Totizo, 340 North
Bedford, Beverly Hills. 90210. ( 10 M 12)

13 ft. SAILBOAT O' Day Amer: trailer and
accessories, xInt. cond. $650. 474 1684. ( 10 M
12)

V Travel. 13

MOVING must sell! Dining set. TV. stereo,

bedroom set, book cases, marble table.

misc 473 0798. (10M12)

NAME brand appliances, cameras, stereo

components, TV's, radios, tires at wholesale
prices. Call 788-1410. (10M12)

RAMtniz Jose, flamenco guitar Madrid
1970, blue ribbon, brand new $450 with case.

832 5074^ (10M12)

$1300 'STEREO components for $500, in-

cluding Walpang speakers. All under
warrenty. Call 473 5475. (10M12)

V Services Offered. 1

1

NEEDHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
-Landlord Tenant Disputes
-Locating available apts.
-Rental Share
We are Here to Help You{

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174
X 54494

^^^ I

YOU know there will be no lobs this summer
create one yourself. Summer employment

opportunities anywhere in country. Write
GoldTec, Inc., 4001 W. Devon Ave.. Chicago.
40444. (11M17)

SAIL Greece - Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3-masted schooner. Contact: Schooner
Sofia, Box 332, Tiburon, Calif. (415) 435-

3018 (13M28)

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N., Beveryly Dr.. Bev. Hills. Ca.
90210.274-4293. (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorized & Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

EUROPE, $225285, also Israel jan^nSummer & Fall flights. E.S E.P 8217 S!
Blvd., LA, 90048. 651-3311 ESEP Ucli
n)em^ers^ ^ ^ ^^

( 1

3

qt r)

BRITISH RAILOFFErT"*
the $35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited ra.i
travel ( ages 1 5 thru 22) . Also

$40. 15 days
$55. 21 days.
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons for no time limit. $40 Giw«
you 1000 miles and $40 isoo miles ol ran,-..-. your travel agent or call

(13QTR)

travel. Contact
British Rail 424-5149.

DRIVE IN EUROPE

student Discounts on Overseas
Car Delivery! All European
models, shipping and low cost
insurance. Call for student

saving: 276 4456

(I3M1]

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam LA.

LA..LONDOf^LONDON.LA.

Fh. D-P Rat. ^s. Prica

**2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 $275

••4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
•*4 6/24 8/22 8 $275
"7 6/27 9/6 10 $275
••8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
*»9

7/1 9/3 9 $275
••10 7/n 8/9 4 $275
•*11 7/14 8/31 7 $275
"12 8/8 9/8 4 $275
"14 9/4 9/27 3 S279
"18 7/24 4 S27S

ONE-1I^Y LA. - LONDON _

Fit. Dap.

"5 6/24 $150

ONE-WikY l^NDON-LA .

Fh. 't^. Prka
15 ^9 $150

June 14- Sept. 15

June 24-Sept. 5

June23-Sept. 11

July 1-Aug. 24
July 7-Aug. 28

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

i295

S28S

S295

MW
$295

Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam sm

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 838 2401

I Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

4248

* THE GROUP CENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

Each Tues. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen. adm. $3.00 - Students $2.00

Call 454-3030

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafMe membart of ttia
University of California (students, faculty,
sta«. re9istered alumni, immau. family
living in ttte same housafiold)

charter fHgfttt

FLUTE and PIANO LESSONS. West LA
Music. Call Nancy 474 5831 ext. 442 or 479-
*•*• (11M14)

-—--' UC

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
'WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

$1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 6 countries, J715

Israel Europe: 11 weeks, S119S Japan: 6

weeks, $1011. EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave , Culver

, City, (213) 839-5247. (13QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketlng-lntra Europe (its

Student Rail-pass 2 months 512S.00

,~ Student grants on car purchase.
..«,....„,»,u..v. Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFAAGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C

-^ Sherman Oaks, Calif 91403

872 2283 or 784 1677

v/ IuforinQ. ....•....•••.•••»» '^

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. High

school, undergraduate, graduate. Several

years teaching experience. Reasonable. 391

2463. (14M28)

a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
Between 8 a.m. ft Sp.m.

825-1221

GUITAR CLASSES starting NOW at W est
LA Music, 11345 Santa Monica Bd. 479-
••" (11M14)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses 8. Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00a.m. to8:30 p.m.

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter--
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 90049.

826 5449. (13 QTR)

SPEAK Chinese. Individual group tutoring

by native speaker. Bob, 395 0453 6-12 PM 'or

appointment.
_04M24)

FRENCH • SPANISH - ITALIAN: Er

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive ["ults anv

iexam. Easy conversational method (tn^i.

I473-2492.
<'*°"'

lyAATH-fcRADUATE record e'<a'"'"*V°;

preparation. Private tutoring - -ntensiv

$5/hr. NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397

7335.
(14M28)

UNIgSiSS5S3SS?fe-
1007

GRADUATE Record Exam P^^P'/hS
LSAT. etc. Individual instruction fca""!'^

' Robertson, 6V
Guidance Services, 820 S

4390.
14QTR)

LOS AMGELE!SyLOND6w/LOg ANG^LEJ

Depart Return Weeks Coat

SAILING lessons23' sloop at Del Rev
^."^7'."?.^. ••*"* rates-start now. info.
Bob, 4792485. (11M12)

AUTOLARM Protect your car ft contents
Discount With advertisement. Phone: 453-
0404appnt $5 Also salesmen v»anted. (11 M

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3^4-222 5. ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

singles" meet ';;ni^^es-

s^uJentsTnd :r**?'''^^^''*"^»"« or
.n^s^ 7r55;77v'er^,^.V' ^"rn t.'si

Lvg.':j-35;o'''' "»
""^Viro^T^^^

y,-,caii^;rGr?u;\r,--03t'*Ti

1

2

3

4

5*

6

7

8

June 15 Aug 15 $275
June 19 Aug 15 $27S
June 24 Aug 22 $27S
June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
June 27-—Sep 13 12 $275
• LA/London/Amste rdaiB
July 1 —-Sep 3 $275
Aug 17 Sep 19 $268
Sep S —-Oct 3 $258

y Typing •••• • *
15

PROFESSIONAL
typewriter. Term
anything fast. Very
Wendy, 774-4441.

typing-electric
papers,theses.type
,«=.cnn;»ble ratesreasonable

(15M17)

2E June 14—LA/London $149
2C July 26—LA/London $139
3E Aug 19—LA/M«drid/rrank $1354E Sep 6 --LA/London -""
SE Sep 12--LA/London

$123
$123

TYPINGSERVICE
RESUMES, TERM PAPERS, P^^o'"

"J''or
Fast ft ElfiCient Service. Special raie>

Students.

Andrews Enterprises

4903 West Pico Boulevard

931-1739

6Ni: WAY tLl(iWt& Fh6M T.UPO^

IH June 14--Amsterdam/LA
2W Aug 8 --London/LA
3W Sep 16—Londnn/LA

$139
$139
$148

... Of

rric-ieiici »< •-• • „-
transcribing. Eves. 6-9. Call Gloria ''

^^,4)
9204.

^^ TYPING Selectricletters, term papers

141* Westwood Blvd.

474 631S

BUYERSSERVIC^ LTD.
195 S«. Beverly Dr
Beverly Hills. Calif

Mon Sat. 10 00 5 00 CR3 8524

SELrHYPNOSiS
c'

»l-m.natf camming 1, ^ ^release all mater i.ie'ver studied 474:335?
I. A n m rk.a.lw ' JJav

J,
(11M17)

1 6 p m Daily

(IIQTR)

Available only to University of
California .tudenta, faculty,
•wployees. extension and Aluisni
Members olus iiwoediate families.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra-Europe Student Fligtits

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

W^'rf^Oppn On Saturri^w

i ^A CKARTKR FLIOlFfe
1O07 Ijtrcfr I

editing. Term paP«''*„^^^gr'Jd$'TYPING .- ,. . _„„
letters, theses. IBM Selectnc. Eng

Nancy 472 4143, Kay 824 7472
('15M13)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, ^ookv t

papers. Specialty math * »ec'i"''^,',,QTRi

Accurate, rapid service. 761 5580 ('5u

—

rapi

VILLAGE Typist IBM S^lectriC^^Ter^

papers, dissertations, '^^^^^ .,, on;, 88*

curate. 1101 Gayley, Westwood. *'••

, ,5 ,v\28)

7475

RUTH theses, term papers, '"y,,QTlJ)

J Exp Wkends, daily 5-9, 828 1142^^^^^

WATTS Secretarial Service {2'3'
V;ilil"ng

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008 Speca.
^^^—in thasas. efctays. manu$criBtS

QTR)
lON

TELE: 47; .li; ^i 473-4443
-IN WEKT*lfv^n, BPOXTON AT WrvnrPN

fc £s: ,i3 si 31 j®, « te, :»^v. .

Mi M

PROFESSIONAL DiSScRT ^,^0
EDITING, GUIDANCE, '^'^cpD **°

SATISFACTION GUARANTEE ^„
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENtc ^^^,
8144,477 4382.

.—i. ^-

\

a
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Netters meet USC after So Cal successes
By John Reich

DB Sports Writer ^

Take away Pancho Gonzales from the Southern

iilifornia Tennis Championships, and what do you have

•> The UCLA tennis team. And looking at it from a

illegian point of view, that is a really good thing.

UCLA entered its top ten varsity members in the tourney.

ive of them reached the quarterfinals, three got into the

mis USC, the Bruins' cross-town rival, entered most of

s varsity players. The only Trojan who missed the tourney

^s Mexican Davis Cupper Marcello Lara, who has played

irely since injuring his thumb in a match against UCLA a

onth ago.
«, , . .

The highest-ranked Trojan was Tom Leonard, who was

peded sixth. He reached the quarter-finals, and ran into

incho. Gonzales personally accounted for three Bruin

alps, beating Elio Alvarez in the sixteenth round, Tito

izquez in the semifinal and Jim Connors in the final.

Individual lacks

Although the Bruins collectively did very well, in-

ividually they did not. Jeff Borowiak, the Bruins' top

igles player all year, and rated third-seed in the tourney,

IS eliminated in the quarterfinal by Vazquez. Haroon

ihim, seeded second, managed to get into the semifinals,

ut was then bounced out in straight sets by Connors,

ahim, in particular, has not been playing his best tennis in

DAILY
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the few weeks that he has been back fron> playing in the

Davis Cup.

,

Connors, on the other hand, has been getUng stronger

every week. He reached the finals of the Ojai Valley

championships two weeks ago, and last Sunday teamed

with Jeff AusUn to win the SoCal doubles Utle, beating

Troy's Dick Bohmstedt and Jim Hagey &-, 7-5.

Even in his loss to Gonzales, Connors put up a stronger

fight than anybody else. After losing the first set M, he

stayed even with Pancho to 4-4 in the second. After holding

his own seive to go ahead 5-4, and then getting the break

point twice, he won the crucial game through Pancho's

double fault. That evened the sets at one apiece, and was

the only set Gonzales lost in the entire tourney. Pancho

bounced back in the final set, breaking Connors' serve

often, winning it and the championship, 6-1.

Bright

The 1971 tennis season for UCLA has been a bright one.

Before the season even began, the Bruins were picked as

the top tennis team in the nation. People such as the Los

Angeles Times' Jeff Prugh have described them as being

one of the finest and most impressive collection of tcnnki

players ever assembled on one campus. They have played

and trounced most of the top teams in the country, including

Trinity (Texas 8-1. which was rated second in the nation.

SUnford, rated fourth nationally, was whipped twice in

dual meets, 8-1 at Westwood and an amazing 9-0 at Palo

Alto. . .

The only dual meet remaining this year is Saturday, when

the Bruins return to the Los Angeles Tennis Club, site of the

SoCal tourney, to batUe USC. The Trojans, rated fifth

nationally, have come the closest of any team this year to

upsetting the Bruins.

Six weeks ago at the Sunset Courts, they stunned the

Bruins by winning three of the six singles, before losing the

first and third doubles. Troy salvaged the second doubles,

losing the match by a close 5-4 score.

Victims

However, the Trojans have also been the vicUms of

SUnford (twice), so they apparenUy are out of the running

for any national dual meet title.

Next week, UCLA 4efends its Pacific-8 Utle at Oregon

SUte. The conference tourney was originally scheduled for

USC, but the Trojans' courts will not be ready.

The Bruins will then be off from compeUtion until the

middle of June when they will enter the national tourney.

The NCAA finals will be held June 14-19 at Notre Dame.

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads

y typing 15 ^A,H. - Furnished. /7 >
/Apb. to Shore 19 ^^ulosjorjole^^^^ yi"lll!!l!:ZZi!

IBM Executive typist. College, medical,

Dsvch reports. Stenorette, cassette. Ad-

ditional typists available. Maytield Services,

340 0333.
(15M12)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus. Call Esther 824 7491. (15QTR)

IBM Executive and Selectric typewriter-

^"^xperrenced... Fast, accurate woMc-
Please call. .394.8M5. i\SM2i)

FREE .ditino, arammar/spelllng^ Electr^c^

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/dellyer^j^aw

^rhool. Alice, 397 3306. (ISQTR^

PRIVATE patio, garden, furnished single

w/kitchen, utilities paid, near Hollywood

Bowl, hillside. Si 10. 445-0878. ( 17 M 13)

BACHELORS-SINGLES
2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH

HEATED POOL- PATIO
D«poait« now tor %un\i*ar/iM

10824 Lindbrookat Hilgard~— Mr. Lynch, OR5-5584.

GIRL to share large furnished one-bedrbom
apartment June Sept Pool, balcony $8$.

Karm. 472 9342. (19M18)

ONE /Two girls share two-bedroom with

third. S45 /month. Near campus. From June

1st Kathy. 477 4854. -.
(19M18)

48 vOLKSvyAGON, bug. automatic En

cellent condition. 25.000 ni.l«.
;"*«"*J';

priced call after 5 00 weekdays 839 1934. (29

fA 18)

3 CHEVROLET Impala Reluilt tng New

brakes, tires, battery Best offer 397^^ ^ ^^^

y For Sub-lease

V Wanfed 16

STUDENT needs place in Paris for Sorbonne

Summer Session in exchange for ? ^'"' ^'\
5831, ext. 441. -: A^**^ J

VVAN^ED to buy Surveyor's Transit wr
pay cash, call 445-4540. jUM^A)

YALE couple wants sublet 2 bedroom fur-

nished June August, under $200. 553-2554,

Tues. e ve, only. .

^ Apfs. - Furnished 17

$150 - LARGE one bedroom furnished.

Carpets - drapes - laundry. Parking. 11410

Iowa. Corner Federal. EX3-3771 evenings

GR7-n45. (17 MIS)

WELCOAAI - SUMMER RENTERS

FURliJ. BACH. For i. • $125.

LARGE 1 Bdrm.for3or4 $19$and$2S0

Deposit on choice apt. for Fall

705 Gayley 4798580

1 BEDRROOM $155, pleasant, modern, for

responsible tenants adults. No pets, con-

venient WLA location. EX 5 0340. (17M 17)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

4l5Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

BACHELOR $75, 1-bdrm. $135 util. included!

Culver City. Jim/Nancy. After 4:30 p.m.,

839-3173.
(17M17)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / »«n9les

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte^

;JuS, air conditioning, lovely stree^i.Q";;^

bIdg.. maid available. North of Wilshire,

'• convenient to fwys.

i' 1 411 Kelton Ave. (Off Gayley)

f 479-8144
(17aiKi

WANTED Responsible couole to sublet

spacious upper Duplex this summer. 2,

bedrooms $145 Rancho Park 553 2843

^ves, <^^'^"'

$140 FURNISHED « bedroom, built-ins

dishwasher, patio. Mature adults. June

Sept. WLA. 825-7801 days^ (SLM18)

RUSTIC bottom 1/2 redwood house. 1 bdrm.

urn. Hollywood Hills. June Sept. $125/mo.

874-7332(eves
)

iSLM 17)

BERKELEY Durant Ave., block campus,

arge turn. Studio apt. Kitchen, bath offered.

June 15/Sept. 15, $125 mo. »-A, 343-Mi3.

Berkeley, »43-4S34. tSLMll)

$127 COZY, clean bacltelor. June 1»t-

September 1. Patio, parage, utilities,

refrigerator. Walk campus, 474-8413. (5L M

'71 BMW 2002 Brand new, white, radini

tires call weekdays 8 5 498 4910 Evenings

vweekends, 4*4 8794 (29Mii)

49 VW. Radio 17,000 mi immac »i|i50,
594-

7494
(2fMI»)

'47 MG MHtget. $900 Good condition ^11

AM., 7 10 PM. weekdays. 393 5792 (29 M 14)^

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPfeClAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES, CA 90049

DCDGE Charger '44 383 P/'S, auto, R/H
$750 Make offer 474 1484 (29MH)

•45 MORGAN plus 4 4seater XInt Lpw mi

R/H, radiais, "D" cam, $3,000/offer Eves

77? 4763, campus 51J70 129M12)

48 VW Camper bus Low mileage, *«el««;;

condition Phone 374 9325 after 4 (29 M 18)
'49 VW blue automatic bug. Only 11.000

miles Must be seen to appreciate $1400

Firm. 4791434. (29MIJ)

47 rHVYSLER New Yorker, only 25.000

m.leV all puwer, air, $2,000 473 7404 aMe^
^^^

17)

$205 2 BDRM. apt. 2 ml campus 2 bdrm/-

bath upstairs, living room/kitchen down-

stairs Stove, frig, carpets, <»'^»P«V,y"*"cT
June 20 Oct 1. 1411 Federal, #1, 473 5542. (SL

B^RKELfeY Summer sublease ^^^**^
bdrm , 5 biks from Cal. $200 Days call 245-

3404, Henry. (SLMIvj

'43 CHEVROLET Impala. 2 door, •««••••"

transportation and condition, best offer^t^

4790 orext S4741. </^'^ '*'

'47 CHEVROLET Impala 394 Good con

dition Leaving for Europe VVholesale $9iJ

Fveninqs 829 1511. m N^ ^9)

•47 MGB. Good condition Must »•" ''^ o";

best offer . 399 4341 eves. (29 MH)

44 VW Sedan Prof selling $$00 New valves,

9enerator, battery, etc 825 5028. 397 3032. (29

M 18)

'47 BUG XInt running condition Good

physical condition Must sell! $950 /best

offer 399-0219 evenings. (29M 18)

'47 TRIUMPH TR4A IRS Excellent cond

blue, wire wheel*. MiCh«»«n> '^SO/olfer

394 4911, eyes.' . ^ ^'^'^ '^'

^^TfiAT 850 Spider, $8$0, AMWadio, red

convertible, good cond ,
morn , *;*^*';* '

eves , 395 4870 (29IVIUJ

VW '70 Fastback automatic. AM/FM, lint. .

red,$2100 GR9 4811 (2tM12)

'4/ VOLKSWAGEN, new brakes, looks good.

$750 '44 Austin Mini $850 Must sell both 393-

4014. (29M14)

t
37 PACKARD conv. CPE 110' r«»»ored

$1400ormakeoffer Call: 390 29a (29M13)

AUGUST sublet. Furnished 2/bdrm ,
dining

-oom, fireplace, walled garden house. 10

mm carious $275. 825-2455, 834-4145.

'59 PORSCHE coupe Metallic blue Mostly

't>riginal $1200 takes it Call George 818

4401.
(291V* !)

e '°"°'2^,^R)^ y^^iouse for Rent 20

/

$150 FURNISHED/unfurnished
redecorated, carpets, drapes, pool, parking,

shopping off National, nice neighborhood.

836-3033,839-3272. (17M17)

$110-115 FURNISHED Singles. Carpets,

drap«s, pool. Near UCLA transptrtation

ierious students only. 1402 Pontius. 273-

FURN. 3 bdrms., 2 baths, near Culver/

Sawtelle$280 Garage. Faculty/$ta«. No

pets 821-2207 (20M17)

8351.

505 GAYLEY —
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

D«)>o»ilt now i^ »ttmm«r/fdl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

2 BED, 2 bath. Fireplace. Gorgeous. Prefer 2

girls. Brentwood. Middle of June on. Call 820-

1681. (17M18)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144

^3J»AYLEY J House for Sale 2 1 —

•48 VW Squareback, low mileage, '^'^ •'•*;

AM/FM, excellent condition. "JJ,.»
evenings.

{7f M }•)

'45 VW s9nro«f • New clutch and brakes;

excellent tires Call mornings or * • ^^^^
f4|Q (29 M «»

'47 TRIUMPH Spitfire, hard/soft top, xInt.

9ond. Must sell/best offer <'* *i*\»*2?';,^

p.m. (29M17)

'48 DATSUN sedan, black New tire*, clutch.

Immaculate $1200/best offer ""^V' '[•V»'

271 8448 eves.
(79Mij»

48 FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great cond ,

J 7,000 miles, landau top, power steering,

brakes 474 2045 eves. (29M141

47 AUSTIN Healey Sprite Runs
0««i /^l*"]?

sell $350 829 1414 <'"^ '"

5Min.walkCa:Tipus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter
*^

473-6412

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room. Prime

Sherman Oaks area Cathedral ceiling,

fireplace 15 minutes from Campus S*«.MO.

OEPUY 344 2550. Call Ella. 781-4275. (21 M

SS CLASSIC MG TF e«c. cond , red, 02* j>082

night, 825 7834 day $1200/best offer (WM.

'45 VW Bug Good condition TroulMe free.

$400 Call 242 5852 evenings (29M18)

CADILLAC '45 sedan d'ville faculty

member must sell Overhauled "^otor all

e.tras. Asking $1,350 472 8448 (29M17)

•49 VW^BUO. auto.. AM FM, wijd paint,

$1400, '48 CAMPER, wild paint, »2000^^O
*,

.««« ( *T m 1,1

!v^

—;;^—;2i;^i~^;;^ / House fo Share 22

^ Apfs, fo Share ''

LARGE apartment on beach, 15 minutes

campus, yJur share $48, over 21 P^e erred

Bob. 789-5489.
(19M18)

NEED one male student Share canyon

home near UCLA. Private room.
V,^L."?:

1840 after 5:00. (22M13)

13) _

'43 FALCON $150 XInt cond. Convertible,

RH, auto trans. Must sell 939 3725 eves 457

4488 days. i"^_
VOLKSWACON 48, •"0»"*'»*«'

*^'??I M ??[
mileage, Clean 986 2287 *

_.

'63 VALIANT, new alternator, radiator. 4

door, good cond, must sell $300 or »>•* o***;,

749 3342,eves • <"^ "'

GIRL share 1 bdrm apt part furn. $43.33

?mo. Easy going. Judy. 478-4498 after ^
^^^

3:00.

NEED fourth girl share luxurious Brent

washer. $80 826 8678 (19M 18)

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

FURNISHED bach. Hot
private bath, $110 alone,
Gayley Ave. 479 9914.

plate, refrig.,

$55 share. 555
(17M20)

FEMALE share large, furnished single

^- ^ p';-'" '"" "•" '" ""ZV^Z
Noreen. 474-5710.

.

ROOMMATE needed <or large »P\^^\\
in A MalPorlemalC.475 2369 (19M1BJ

s/Room and Board 24

LAMANCHA
HAS THREE-BEDROOM SUITES

WITH MORE SPACE
TO BREATHE
TO MOVE
TO LIVE

COME BY AND SEE OUR SPACE
910 HILGARD AVE

475- soil

•70 PONTIAC, many extras, light blue

w/black interior, low mileage, »>•» •'•(^

359 5217 after $; 00 <*^'^ '^'

'70 VOLVO 1800E, $3900, AM/FM Stereo,

yellow, iniectMon, excellent cond , morn ,
474-

6396, eves , 39*4870 (29M13)

'48 VW BUG new paml, tires, breakv Xlnt^

cond $1150 892 5;i9after4p m 129 MMI

•47 ROVER, good com* . need to »•••' ol**!'

474 9228alter 4p m . RiCk Huff (M M 12)

Cycles, Scoofers

For Sale. 30

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS SINGLES-

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OF FICE: 516 Landfajr, 477- 8990

ENJOY summer or longer Attractive,

clean, singles accom. 2, one bedroom apts_

3; one bedroom and den 4. Air cond. Blocii

campus Pools, sundecks Garages *" *4i

Landlair 479 5404. (17 M M)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm furn apts.

Perfect to share for 2 ppooir

Rents $175 235 per mon r

Pool 5ubferraneart garage t''

rioi Share w /2 other girls, spacious 2
i n J

«droom 1 i/j b.th •P'. pj'iy. '-•"•
, Room and Boord

6171. J _,

) or 2 (TlRLS to share 3 bdrrn summer apr

Manhattan Beach_$87_429JlWJ^evej__a'^

'3 FEM grads want roommate. Apt "••'•

Lmpus 2' bdrm ,
poo. $48.75/mo Ca.1^^74^

4255.
_^

FEMALE roommate wanted
JJ

Pj^J/o^jV/oV
2 bdrm apt w/same Jan, "•"'|,°^,4)
9197

, BLOCK »--."7/„- .*\^.r"77^li?
^ith 22 yr old female nur»«

^^,^,„
\Aarianne .—

^.. Exchanged lor Help... 25

WIDOWED Woman lawyer seeking female

graduate Student to live m lovely Ivome^

E xchange for occasional driving, secretaria

sery.rp^ Must have car 472 1044 (25M18)

flii
a^'

iMiiMiUMiMSJ(.!llHgW^fe llifJa!ttt-:^"
'

«r
'

---*-^

y Room lor Renf ^" .
^

. ^-^. -. •.*«« rMMiM* tor summer. M I

FREE room and meals to girl *'"^*"' "^

qr ad Share quiet apt «•*;»"*" T'ffim
Phone evr% or w.-rK'-nH^ J99 6110 ( 19 M T7)
Phon^ evi

• *yy- ,
ngton Plata.

Private patios & balconies ocean vi«w

Walk to beach Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St , SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St , SM 392 5554

2311 Fourth St . SM 392 S484

731$

70U nerd a share' Come to 625 L«ndfair

eserve shares for summer B'ot^,^^^,;;

79 5404
(19M14)

GIRLS, Renting large rooms for m»»»»J»»^^

Heated pool, close campus, $40 /'"O"/*'' '»"
Stathmore. 4799041. <^*'^'*^

^.« w.>7»rM<MM,v with bed loft. Private
NEAR beach groovy 7"" '-*'

. -,rt $100
entrance, fr.g/stove. Could work P*'^^^'^

454 1491 LI!

C.AAI 1 room and ^'r^'J'l';'''*^,^
entrance Wall..ng d.slanc* ""'P"^ J^*"

63 CHEV 1/2T P V. Completely rebuilt with

y,p,y wagon camper $750 or best offerJ9r

64 DODGE Polar a XInt mech cond New
t.res, interior, brakes $550 "' *72, ""J,
pus 52734

<^^^,'* '

'69 BMW 2002, low mileage, one owner,

eicelient condition, reclining seats, stick

thitt $2.900 GR2 9712.825 7552 (29M13)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
_ Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 ^ar\ Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant

Call 894 7075 34 Hours

•70 HONDA #CB,175 cc Best offer a«»vt

ssoo 1950 miles New Telephone after 3 pm
dmnsii (jOMji^i

'71 HONDA Trail 70 EKcellent cbiidltlon. 4«(

miles Mirror, book rack, auto •'•«*'*''*,

279-1951.
(30MI8)

'0~BMW llawless « 40 perfect cond^

Factory new engine $895 478 5881 eves (10

M 17) __

65 NORTON Atlas re built,bored engine,

bll«/chrome,last reliable, «lnt cond $795

478 5881,eves (J0MI7)

•69 TRIUMPH Trophy 650 CC. k»w mileage,

perfect cond $900 Call 478-;S4l or 277^

67 YAMAHA 100 twin, "Int cond Must sell

H75or best offer 477 4934 eves after 5 (30 M
14)

ANY make/model/new car (loreign *
domestic) at oe«r dewier* ***L ^^'|
Collegiate Concept*. ?••• 1410. ^^29 M12)

illness Blue,
ISIOO Eves

•68 YAMAHA JO$cc 7.000 »"«'•""'•??!

condition, rack and helmet, $350 837 1444 (M

M 13) \
•

3 WHEEL Westcoaster Mini truck XInt.

cond Must see' $195 or best offer
<'J^

1690
(JO»v«"»

only 476 2476
(a6M 13) (29M12>

FEMALE Gred King Sue room, bath,

kitchen privileges gorgeous view «>P«>o*'»*

campus $7$ 473 3274 eves, 124 M 18)

7

week ends •24- 7402 _^
•43 MERC Monterey $400 R * H, good

interior and tires Leaving country, most

sell 934 2444 (29 M 12)

\

'

jW»^-
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Baseballers put eight-game Pac-8

win streak on line against Trojans
By Ed Burgart

DB Sports Writer

It's "Beat use" week again for the Bruin

baseballers. Oh, the Trojans have somehow

managed to compile a 15-0 Pacific-8 record and did

win 20 straight this season. They will attempt to

become the first team to have an unblemished

conference record. ^—
UCLA hasn't done that badly, either. They have

compiled: an eight-game win streak; 35-14 (.714)

record; 11-4 Pac-8 mark.

What's more impressive is the fact the Bruins are

on their way to their best-ever finish, excepting 1969

when UCLA won its only conference title, compiling

an overall record 42 wins and 12 losses.

How far UCLA progresses will be determined

Friday at Bovard Field and Saturday at Sawtelle

Field in what promises to be a donnybrook. The

Bruins couldn't be any better prepared.

Winning all four games in Washington was most

satisfying, especially to Art Reichle. "I really think

we played well this past weekend, pitching-wise and

hitting," Reichle commented. UCLA outscored the

Washington schools, 30-3.

Current bright spots for UCLA include:

—Third basennan Mike Gerakos who has suc-

cessfully snapped out of a one-for-24 slump. For-

tunately Mike seems to be okay after being beaned in

the WSU game. Reichle said, *'If the ball had hit him

just a little bit farther back in the head, it might have

killed him."

—Centerfielder Ron Diggle, who broke out of his

.213 conference batting slump with a grand slam

against the Cougars. He will be a threat at Bovard

with that 244-foot right-field line.

—Pitcher Rick Pope, who tossed his first complete

conference game, defeating Washington, 2-1. Reichle

said, "His arm was sore, but he pitched the best I've

seen him throw in quite a while.*'

As a final tuneup for USC, the Bruins meet Cal

State Los Angeles at 3:00 p.m. at Sawtelle today.

UCLA toppled the Diablos, 13^, earlier this year.

><

•X

.V

•:•:

:•:•

Notes and Quotes
ig foott>all game will t>e televlsec

this Saturday afternoon from 2:00 to 4: 30 on ktu ^

ach Pepper Rodgers will assist on the play bv m i

cie to the sidelines... '^^'^V
|

Ing team held Its awards banquet recently and Ste ^

lc-8 champion in the 200, 500, and 1650 freestyle w^^ t

Golfers lose to USC: lacrosse divides

*

Bruins fail, 37-17

Continuing their up-and-down play of late, UCLA's

golfers bowed to USC Tuesday afternoon at Brent-

wood, 37-17, as Troy's Gary Sanders took medalist

honors with a three-under-par 69.

Sanders easily defeated the Bruins' Ddn Truett

(78), although Truett stayed right with Sanders

through five holes. Don three-putted Nos. 7, 8, and 9,

however, and put himself out ofHheTunningr,^^-?-%T

Elsewhere, Harry Fisher topped Pete Laszlo with

a two-over 74 to Laszlo's 82. Alan Tapie defeated Bill

Eattm, 75-77, and Joe Batyko nosed out Jim PorteiV

76-79.

Rene Grivel and Jerry DiTullio each won for

UCLA, Grivel edging Alan Penso, 77-78, and DiTullio

routing Bruce Titus, 77-82.

The USC junior varsity defeated UCLA's JV's, 33-

21, at Hillcrest.

Lacrosse splits at Palo Alto

UCLA's lacrosse team split two games this

weekend, routing Oregon, 8-5, Saturday before

bowing to powerful Stanford, 9-2, Sunday afternoon

at Stanford.

Joe Ward and Mike Pritchard led the scoring

against the Ducks, netting two goals apiece.

T'he Bruins close the regular season this Sunday

afternoon, hosting Claremont College on the North

Athletic Field at 2:00 p.m.

UCLA's spring foott>all game will t>e televised

Spaulding Field

Channel 5 . . . Coach
viaawalkle talk!

Theswimml
Center, l^aclfl

named A/\ost Valuable . . .Tom Bruce was Outstanding
FreshrrTar ^

Steve Doyle Most Improved, and Rob Clarke Most Inspirational t

Bruce set a new American record In the 100 breaststroke
(568) i

Doyle was third In the 100 backstroke (52.1) and Clarke, a fresh l

man, finished second In the NCAA 200 butterfly ... J

Speaking of awards, the NCAA champion UCLA basketball team '^*

will be honored this Sunday as aprt of the UCLA 71 celebration
at

"^

the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion of the Music Center . . . Student I
tickets are $2 . . .

Practice for the Bruin soccer team begins May 18 and will run ^

through AAay 27 on a Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday basis
. .\t^i

practice game with Cal State Fullerton is set for Saturday, May 22 ?

. . All returning and prospective varsity players are urged to attend v

. . . The URA soccer club meets AAonday, AAay 17 in Ackerman ^

Union 3517 ... Films will be shown ..

.

The handball courts currently under repair are tentatively v

scheduled to reopen AAay 17 . . . Regular handball hours are 8.00 •:

a.m. -10 p.m. weekdays and 10 a.m. -5: 00 p.m. weekends . . . Only v

two courts are closed at the moment . .

.

From the 1970 UCLA varsity football team, four players will give i

pro football a try . . . Rey Moore signed with New Orleans, Bruce S:

Bergey with Kansas City, and Tim Oesterling was drafted by I
Oakland . . . Dennis Dummit, who was bypassed In the draft, will i

probably go with the Rams as a free agent . . . Bob Geddes, cut by I
the Rams last year, has hooked on with Denver, where he'll join ::•:

Gary Beban . . . Basketball's Kenny Booker reportedly is being I
contacted by Phoenix of the NBA . . . Booker wasn't drafted in the %
NBA, but was selected by Indiana Pacers in the ABA ...

The seven NCAA basketball championships and regional trophies |
are now on display on the A-level of AU. Also on display are the |:

Pac-8 trophies from those years. One wonders where the other 14 ;ij

NCAA championship trophies UCLA has won through the years ;?

are. All together, the 21 would make a tremendous trophy display
.

.

The 1971-72 songgirls were chosen last week: Jody Hammond,
"i

Cathy Crandall, and Joanne Ishlmlne from this year's squad were |
selected again. Newcomers are Nancy Ghan, AAeg Meager, AAarty |
Hatem, and Dianne Wins low. "°""^~

' ,». I

>:-S-::$?!:::!:::-:-:!$::r:-:r:^^^

intramn
'g^-Si.^ .*S.

Thefinal gamet)l ttoe y^r is Sunftay, M^^^^ 29, at

Spaulding Field, the combined collegiate-club All-

Star game. The Southern California university and

club teams will join forces against similar opposition

from Northern California. Stanford and California

players are expected to dominate the roster of the

NorCal Stars.

, loaays >ofTDau >cneaMi« .

3:00. Sigma Nu vs. Sigma PI (Fd. 1)'; Orion II vs. Endive (J=d. 2); Brigand vs. Sierra (Fd. 3),

Pacific vs. Inverness (Fd. 4); Cones vs. Buckaroos (Fd. 6); El Seenyors vs. Our Team (Fd.8)

4:00: Pauley vs. Cork (Fd. 1); Crabs vs. Wish bone (Fd. 2); Chimborazo vs. Stonehaven (Fd.3)

Hydra vs. 4284A ( Fd. 4) ; The Crude Ones vs. Pigblood ( Fd. 6) ;

5:00: Zoology VS. U.S. Male (Fd. 2); Ball Four vs. IV-F (Fd. 3); CBSA vs. 4284A (Fd.4), Excedrin,

vs. Solberg on Ice (Fd. 6).

Today's Wat*r Polo Schedule
"Wma Alpha CjisWn'viilSittWrNu (5:00); Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma Chi (5:30), Stonehaven vs

Fubar (6:00).
Monday's Water Polo Results

Jefferson def. by Chimborazo (9 4); MAC IV the 5th def. by Fountainbleu Sheiks (forfeit), Pc

shead Corp. def. Bart's Bashers (forfeit); Beta Theta Pi def. Phi Kappa Psi (forfeit) ;,Hfmalayc

def. by k 2 (forfeit).

Men's IM Track Meet
The Men's IM divisional track meet* will be held this Friday, May 14, at 2 p.na. at •le

Jj"'"

Stadium. Signups will be taken at the track. The following Friday, May 21, the All U Cham

pionships will be held.

f' 1970 Southern .Campus stili on sale-KH 1 12

we can print your

wedding

t4-

invitations . .

classic ^ or

original

HERE AT LASTl
* An individually personalized carica-

ture watch
* Guaranteed to resemble photo (see

guarantee at bottom)
* Entirely hand designed in full color

* Quality nr>ade with high precision Swiss

nnovemeni (2 yr. guarantee]

A Novel Gift Idea

Father's Day
Graduation

. . ONLY $19.95
(delivery - 3 wks.)

Also available: 17 jewel, stiock and water
resistant nnodel Only t2t.9S and 24 iewel, 18

karat qold model Only iTV.SO.

Symbols, trademarks or msi^nias can also
h*. ii'vPd hv sgndina a photo reorodtiction or
sketch with color indication.

f Acial caricature resemblance to

photo guaranteed. Return watch
withm 5 days to G W E Inc and
<wi,..w ,»,.ii !.•> >^romptly refunded

Enclosed Is a recent close-up photo,

vMillef size or larger and D SI 9.95,
|

D $29.95. D $79.50 plus 55< postage I

eoch yratch (CalH. odd 5% soles tax) I

No C.O.D.'s D Check here for return |

of photo I

Please Print
J

Nome: '

j

(ii d*6ired on wotch - I? ttfter max.) •

Color of: Eyes |

Hair
I

CompleKion: .4 |

Indicate your special interest:

(Ex. Surfing, Tennis, Skiing, etc.)

Name
Address

City, State & Zip

Mailir>g Address

Goki World
Enterprises, Inc. j

5710 WmI Moncke«»«r Bkd Suite 1 H |

[ _ ^ Ang«(«t, Colifornio 90045
|

Traditional - we got 'em. Big variety, too, so come
look them over. One the other hand, if you v/ant
something completely unique, your very own design,
fine. Get it together, bring it to us, and we'll print
it, at a most reasonable price. Either way, we're
here, handy, and helpfut.

as
uc

printing & duplicating

121 kerxkhoff hall, 825-2515
open mondoy-fridoy 8:00a.m -8:30p.m.

UCLA
I
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Lyons wins presidential race w
^''^'

By Ken Peterson Lyons, president; Steve Halpem, administrative ^^^ »!BBiBBii»T3w»^^ ' -m^^i^^^Em ^mt.:ri^'^''

DB Staff Writer * vice president; Jayne Polland, first vice president; "- - ^iMBol^^'" cI^^^^^BH. ^"
.*j

, , . ^ * 4u Clinton Burch, community services commissioner; '^llfeF ^im^mmoF- t^h^^^w mam^smm^r is-

LaMar Lyons defeated John Cromn for the un-
j^^^ Arbiter, student faciliUes commissioner; »/ '^~™"^ f^—^^— "'"

dergraduate student association presidency m
Rhonda Abrams, educational policies com- "" " »- ^ /

yesterday's runoff election.
,

, ^ * missioner; Rich Kudo, student welfare com- ^ S^ '/
^z'" fl'-^M'^^^r^ a^,

With an unexpectedly heavy voter turnout of about
missioner; Mario Flores, student financial supports ^ JmJL -: k R^mSKmMk''^''' '

3300, Lyons beat his opponent with 1835 votes to 1491
commissioner; Dave Stewart, cultural com- ^ HP' i^'* i fif^

forCronin. . missioner; Jeff Lapham, campus events com- . ^^ 1^" »; '11:1?/ ,

'

Lyon's total was almost the same as the number of
j^igsi^ner; Les Rosen, Paul Silver, and Neal H; JE ^^ 1 1 / IK/ / / v

votes he received in the pnmary election^ while
g^ginbrenner, general representatives; and Bob P*^J*JK^ .jmHLV\^^

Cronin picked up approximately five hundred votes
^j.^^ national student association representative, f ^ JH jH^^KSMSml^lMi!^

over his primary total.
"

^\^g^^ ^jn giso serve as next year's head yell leader. ^
Tn other runoff races, Dave Stewart won re-

, „ . — '^ ^^'XHHP^^^^^Hfltf
election as cultural commissioner, defeating James Final Election Totals ^ .I.^H^C^^^^^II_rmi_ .

E Roberson, with 1571 votes to his opponent's 817. President S^pf^ «r*i^ -^^^i^^^^^^^^^^ ,=.,^,,

Mario Flores wiU serve as the first student LAMAR LYONS 835 - 55.2% ^m^ •
W^^^^^^mm i

financial supports commissioner, as he won election John Cronin i^yi ^ »'*
wff^m,^^ w^^^^i^^^^^^^^ v

over Steve Gorelick by a 114-vote margin, 1273 to General Represept^ves wp^^-*..^ -^M^^^^^^^tm^ •

,
r!^^ LES ROSEN mi - 26.8% H
RnsR Arbiter soundly defeated Ed Hernandez in the PAUL SILVER : r

1095 - 17.0% M^ ..
- .. - _2!™ll!lil^^^^- - --

sm^t [aSrco^nlssioner race, topping his NEAL STEINBRENNER '^ I J j,
«-..,iw.,c-..

opponent with 1760 votes to Hernandez' 965. Pete Minch ^_ 5.0% David Harris

Jeff Lapham {dso won election by a wide margin, Jerome Urenia ^ " '*

winning in the runoff race for campus events com- Harry De Angelo--. *'"* '
••*

,, . I m -1 T rtH
Tss oner Lapham defeated his opponent Gary Student Financial Support Commissioner UOm Q QnPfiK^: til I H llI1
GrSn with 15M votes to 789 for Green. MARIO FLORES 273 - 52.3% f^fffT/^ bUCalKO lU I ,UUU
Us Rosen Paul Silver, and Neal Steinbrenner will Steve Gorehck ii5» i/./-* i

serve next year as the three general representatives Cultural Commissioner

on StS Legislative CouncU (SIX:). The trio DAVE STEWART
'ill.^S

outpoUed their opponents in the runoff , with Rosen James E. Roberson ;- .^ .. • i)3^M.i^ _ ....
receivina 1647 votes, Steinbrenner with 1096, and Campus Events Commlssluoer ,^^ «. ,„ . „ .= with 1^. Th; next best finisher was Pete

f̂ ^^^^^^ ::::::,:^.^'^Z^^ _, «^!,Bt:rr'" -

Minch with 923 yotes^
"America is an empire built on, among other things, butchery," draft

HltiT.1raXrjoKSTaSvXl^^^^^^ BOB ELIAS 1803 - 55.4% ^J^^^ ^^,,^ Harris, former student body president of SUn^rd

Fk!? refelXwfvStnThe ^off whUe Madas Farmer John Macias H54 - 44.6%
u„i,er^ity and recenUy released from aJederal penitentiary told about

^IfV?.!. I
student Facilities Commissioner

1 500 people gathered at the foot of Janss Steps yesterday. '
.

''^^l »l^r«oP. now determined next year's SLC ROSS ARBITER ........... 1760 - 64.6% '

Harris spoke about "ripping up the rooU" of society and changing it at

ri^m.r^„„rthefoZ,"S'st^denrUMar Ed Hernandez ,..'..•.• 965-35.4%
t^at level. ^Mrface changes arc not revolution "he said.

will be made up of the following

^^"J"'^^^^^.'^^^^^^^^^^
..pi^st of all, revolution is for everybody or else it '"n'ta revolution. Let

fytSSSSWftWrWSiWSSSft:::**:*^:-^^*^^^^^^^ $ ^^ jg„ „ brothers and sisters, there are some red-assed mother

iGripVanCe committee formed % luclcers down in Texas at the joint (federalpbnitenUary), but revolution

S
'Jlicvgi 100 v^v^i "'

'$ has to be their revolution, too.

- S Hard love

S %A# I -.^ .^.^-v^^ij^r^K^ +r^ '^ ^^+ S "Secondly, revolution takes love - and I don't mean the soft kind of

i Wevburn residents act
i ra."\"^:'sjt:.^'

"•'•""- ^""
'77

% 1 % Harris also said, 'You only get one lime through, so why not play for

g ... ,,^.„ Attorneys % the big sUkes?" He spoke of building a new society "together because

I
By ^'chal Sadoff

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ McClure offered to |_nobody will build it for you We're gonna have to teach the people how to

i „,.,., u n ^»r^'?wv5.nr.p Committee make available the names of five attorneys and ^ stand up because some of them have forgotten how to.

I The Weyburn Residents Grievance Committee ^aK
^ave-worked with the University | ^he ''new society" Harris spoke of included economic cooperation he

I was established yesterday to exptore the

^'^J
^™« * ^^^ ^^ j^e meeting spoke up | J^^ ..*

haring. When the small farmers are foreed out of buaine-

I ff-^ibility of suing Weyburn Hal Co^^^^
^d^id he felt it would be a good idea to use law g ^"^^ ^hey have no constituency to seU to, yet a Safeway market ha. a

:| damages not covered by the
""'^^"'''i'™^ professors and students here. He said they are g monopoly in the nearest town, then it is time to build a union of pei^le

:| housing which was fTL^e.^'f
""^ '"'^"

accredited and would cost less money. He ap- | that's gonna sti-ip society of its power. It's time to get the people who are

I
Weyburn Hall closed ,U doo« May 2.^^^ a^

^^ ^ ^^^^ ..^^^.^ .^ .„ ,^ f^^uy -^ .^ paying higher prices for bad quality to get togeU^r with the farmer and

$: Charles McClure, campus aovocaw, »aiu v^
weekend following the announcement of :g ^f^ „., tj,e better deal

"

-I although he is an attorney, his ad^ace was ad^

.J^'';,^' Weyburn 'was vandalized. One g '^^'ecKhifsp^h saying it was time to begin "so we better get about

;$ ministi-ative, not legal. He went on to name ine ,.™' "•;. ^u, ',;„» asked "If we sue as a :g i, "

I kind of claims that could be considered in suing s udent at
^"^^ ^*;^'J„"«J*^ „, ,, , ^lass for i

'^

p^son experience.

I Tangible claims include theJM cl^mj^de^^^^
damages." McClure said if the group hite | a question-and-answer period followed during which question, were

I $6 activity fee and parking fe«^In'^"8ibte cUms aa^
^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ „ ^e :| ^ ^^^.^. ^,„„ experiences, parole. Po"cf ha^»«"'*"'; ,»>«

I are emotional d'^tress.rffect on awdmic career w^y ^ ^^^^^ M^ev^r, he believes g; ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ and ptaces where people can offer their help for the

:•: (the most severe case of tins being the two or more
?°'''A:biiitv of such action against the residents. S ..^<-

f
students who withdrew) and Oie d' er^"=«

^^ L' a^at was remote. S '"Zris related seven.1 incidenU during his 20-monU, pri«H, term and

f living conditions between Weyburn Hall and some ««^ '^;^^^' ^^u„„ ^as: "Who gets first crack at ji; J^^ ..Even Uie hacks (prison guards) are against the government^

I former residents' present housing.
Weyburn's assets?

" The common notion is Uiat i;:; y^^ ^e came up for parole, Harris said he had 26 disciphne reporto

S McClure, whowasspeakingatanoonmeet^ngin
^eyouro ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^

awUnst him and had tuVned in a parole plan which was four words

-

I the Ackerman Union Mf"'^,^"^:;^t^ " ^fSwi^^^etemiined, and aU creditors will g ^^'of;^ »me." He laughed as he explained, "They wanted to know

;g may be filed '"^ividually but added tnww
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^j^^ „„,y , ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^j,^ ,.

>5^ involve a large cost for an attorney, wnose sei •" % „ -^ ,^ believed "the pain wasn't worth it, referring to the

i; vices might cost up to $250. He speculated also on percentage. ^ He ^'°^e^^^«[
"^ expressedVhe hope that by hi. experience people

i the confi^ion if close to 500 people hired attorneys
^^^^ ^^^ | ^;^^?!j;;;|";^„ ^.^^ get you, b^you've got to use that fact to

S: to all work on the same case.
xhe Grievance pommitlee's first step will be to x

uncover the lie." _,
, ^ „ .i- *#

fi
aasssult .. .. m-hrost determine Weyburn's assets, obtaining the ¥

Harris termed violence "an abrolute dead end, de«;nbing the dil-

1 He suggested a class suit to "vo-d the lugh cost determ^
y^ ^^ information from fe<tera ; ,ere^ between revolution and civil war. 'Viplence only fnghtens people

of hiring individual attorneys ""d tl^ ccnfusuwr
^^,'^j3„,es A.A. SmiU,. Then, with the l«ilpof g '/ ^„ ^^ ^a^e a revolution by getting next to U-^ P^-^.

His estimation of cost per person rf grmip »ct>«>_^J^
assisUnce, the altermitives will be explored. S J y^„J •• gut, he warned, "Pacificity is our worst poliUcl

« under one representative attorney were lanen, b
c«-ond meeting tentatively scheduled for ;:; „„_*.. 4-

—

I was $2.50 a person to pay the c«tof 'mtial in- M a^^^^ ^^ ^ committee wiU explain what
| %^„ ^^^^ ^^at type of government he would Uke to «* in Americ.

S vestment, and then a percentage of the money won
^^ ^^ discovered, and at that time, former

^ after 'the revolution,
" Harris Mid, "None

"

^ in the suit.
, ., ™«i-4Ant<: ran decide if they want to be part of the j

$ McClure explained an attorney filing cUsssuU
^^^^'^'f^'^'"

''*^"'*' "^
| ===========

g must publish his intentions first, so memDCTSW
Those attending the first meeting were asked to

J;: PCA f><in(liflatp fnriim^ tO faC hfilCl
I the class can disavow their ">enib«rsh.p in the

J^^^^J^^^, phone numbers, and claims to | GSA Candmate lOrUmS 10 UB IIBIU

I suing class (for instance, if he would raUier
committee an idea of 0* amount for

| A»ocl.tlon (GSA. candWate lorum. will be

I "'ivrrs^ng,- «oc^ "«- Hj :..».».,--rsrr-'^.r:!r. i .rpx^riTr^ .«.. ..- .. -^—^

-

g advice to select a representaUve g^^P
J' "^^ .,,. .v....ih mntnrt the committee's! Haine* Hall 3f.

.,.r-.nH«m will be held
X r class acUon was accepted. nr nhnn^ § Campus wide GSA elections and referendum will be neia

lAbout 10 pA.ple from Uie approximately 70 people ..-^..-
-^ ^ ,:

| Tuesday and Wednesday May i» and i..

|j>t U« meeting vohimeered^^^^^^^^j^^^^^^^ _
I-

I

\,ii

m

U 'J
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Uni Camp needs counselors

Uni Camp still needs students to volunteer as

counselors for this summer, accordrng to Bill Oliver,

counselor recruitment chairman.

•^Students, especially k»ys. are urged to sign up

even if they are not sure of their plans for the sum-

mer," he said

There are about 250 opening for counselors this

summer and over 150 students have applied, but

Oliver said most of these students are not sure if they

can counsel yet

We will be recruiting right up to the day before

the session opens, as students are always dropping

out, but it is never too late to apply," he said

Ohver added. "Your age, your major and your

year in schooi are irrelevant . . . The only

requirement for counsehxig is bei^

with the kids for 10 days— all day — it's not an eight-

to^five job. its 24 hours a day." \

The sessions for younger boys (July 31-August 8)

and older diabetics (July 10-July 24) are particularly

short of counselors. The other sessions all have

openings and workers are needed for the camp
opening (June 16-June 28) where work such as fire-

breaking and painting is done to get the site ready for

the kids.

Oliver said although most counselors are not paid,

students who qualify for work-study programs can

receive payment for counseling.

Students interested in applying for counselor

positions should contact the Uni Camp officer on 900

Hilgard Ave., or telephone 475-4460.

Till SiPil^Y -
esabbouse

JO 'JO 6UN &
POLLUTION

SONES

mfjMt^. fd A t^lWft- HflWJg

VPm01?YW 1 ..—.. t^,.,Ml^X„--

Just obout any place you look in the Gifts and

Sportswear departmenjts, you can find goodies—
and right now even goodier, because they're

10% off. Everything from hotpants to coffee

mugs. Come help reduce the lood our student em-

ployes have to count come May 28. Help stamp out

long-day inventories. And sove some bread,

while you're at it.

i$¥:W:X:::::::::::::::::::W^^^^^

I all clothing (or men.

I women and children now I \Ja> Wi i

%

1
:<!

» Kites — various

were 1.50-2.50

HALF PRICE
a Iflvsl ^

all sculpture, all j|

gifts and jewelry

10% OFF

tools — hammers, ^
saws, other types

"*

984

«
i

ft:«¥:W*:ft«*-iSSS:«

«%WSft%Wft;Sfi

zodiac note cards

were 1 .50

994
g

ffi __ o level $:

i
g alevel |

^ men's blue work shirts |

I if perfect, 7.00

I 4.25 plus 10% OFF

§: UCLA class rings reg. 5?>

55 2.50 Golden Signature

FREE

<i.

Mtawi

students' store

sportswear and gifts, b level

art supplies, a level ackermon union,

825-7711

Alumni here to sponsor

'UCLA '7r this Sunday
Andy Williams, Bill Cosby and Diahann Carroll will appear at UCLA

'71, 8 p.m. Sunday, May 16 at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion of the Ug
Angeles Music Center.

The program, presented to honor outstanding members of the campus
community, and sponsored by the Alumni Association, will also feature
television personality Mike Connors as master of ceremonies and en
tertainment from The Establishment.

Student tickets, priced at $2 are available at the Kerckhoff Hall ticket

office. The Concert Ticket Office is arranging staff and faculty reser

vations at $3.75.

Ann Haskins, Daily Bruin editor-in-chief, will receive an award as

Outstanding Senior, along with track star Wayne Collett. Composer
Henry Mancini has been named Honory Alumnus 1971.

"We've tried to make the evening appealing to all segments of the

campus, and offer it at a price everyone can afford," according to Bob
Thomas, the program's chairman. "At $2 we actually lose money on each
'studept ticket but we hope for a large turnout."

If the demand is sufficient, according to Thomas, the Alumni
Association will arrange for direct bus transportation to and from the

Music Center.

UCLA
Ann L. Haskins, Editor-in-Chief
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• OFflCIAL NOTICES ^ —'
• .1. -

FROM: Financial Aids/Work-Study Pffice
—

^

The Work-Study Office Lb now taking appointments for summer cer-

-tifloation. Students who have not filled out an application for 1971-72
financial aid should pick up an application in Room 3109 Murphy
Hall, and make an appointment to see a work-study counselor when
forms are complete. Students with applications already filed for the

above period may make their appointments immediatd^.
Remember, If you have been certified for Spring^^arter 1971, you

-must terminate your employment on June 30, unless you are recertlTied

by a work-study counselor to continue during the summer.

z—
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Yiiii iiLED MY MOMMA
YO

>\ r.
'-•If *

I rnm POPPA

BUT YOU WONT BLEED ME

a
A*a«»«il (n tiAi mmtamm% »**««—r« ««M>M •¥*«« *«ftf At • I kM fa ^\tmkf ***o«£KLVW VAN KEHtS mt JCMT S«OU prttMl IWCET SW(ET|ACX S lAAOASUSS SOW " hatid jf

I CMEMTION MMSTMES IMuu COLM » *« ^^
hatcdV AN
MXWNITf iU"'

AT THESE THEATRES
^PtS^^TTHRr^Slf iiMaikiiiMMiMta

USE YOUR BANKAMERICAtD OR MASTER CHARGE
« !

LOS AMCEIES Downtown MA 4 627 1 IWU)W1M - Los Angeles - 293-7164

HOLLY HoHywood 465 3491 WARMER Huntington Park - 585^)944

CROWN Pasadena 796-3131 IMPERIAL Inglewood 678-5131

STATE Long Beach 437 2721

ig^^y^^fWWWRRWvWO*'

Clinic program lauded
:;^yft^<»^ftft»^^ Tbursday.AAay 13. 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 3
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By Michal Sadoff

'$, DB SUff Reporter

:§ The Child Activity Program of the Outpatient

% Clinic here has won the 1971 Edna Reiss Award for

:^ its creative use of trained volunteers who work

:i with the children in the clinic,

i Many of the children who come to the clinic are

w siblings of children who need to go to the hospital

S for treatment of physical or emotional problems.

I Often the problems of the young patients are

$^ reflected in their brothers and sisters who come to

the clinic.

The program, located in the waiting room of the

.. Marion Davies Children's Clinic and handling

:§ about 500 children from ages 2-10 a day, is also

^ designed for the hospital's young patients who

4. may need a day's preparation at the chnic before

p. going to the hospital for treatment,

^i Guilt Feelings

% The easing of guilt feelings which children might

:§ have about their sick brothers and sisters, and

i§ calming the fears of the patients themselves, are

?? important aspects of the volunteers' work, ac-

:5 cording to the program's coordinator, Joyce

§i Taylor.
'$, The program also accomplishes motor activity

:§ and social maturity evaluations for the doctors

>>and informal health and nutrition lessons for

S parents and children.

§: Due to the skills demanded by these duties,

rJNv >i:»:.*.:::K:'.;
>:•:•"•»•.•.•».'

•'••.•.••:•:•

volunteers are given special orientation and are ^
offered training sessions specifically directed to$;

the problems they will face. Hospital staff ^
members work with volunteers at these sessions, ^.

teaching them how to set up play areas, deal with >x

sick and upset children and how to talk to parents. *^

One of the approximately 100 volunteers is Jerry
^

Lambert. He works there twice a week, from 12 ^
p.m. until 4 p.m. Lambert believes an important :":':

aspect of th^ clinic is its low pressure atmosphere >.:

Toys :^

Toys are also important. A real medical kitig

calms fears about doctors and hospitals. More^ij

conventional toys like crayons and paper or!^

building blocks are helpful when the children^?

reveal feelings through them. Volunteers are:§

trained to spot problems or potential problems -^^

which appear while the children play. Taylor \s:^,

then alerted. §:

There really is no such thing as a "typical" %
volunteer, according to th*» program coordinator, :$

Pat Azarnoff. Some are students here, getting :g

field work credit. Others are housewives and high%

school students. Many more just want to help, org
find out if they might like the work on a morejji:

pen;nanent career basis. iv

Recruitment seems to be no problem. Sources of $^ rr

:

"advertising" are as diverse as high school v:

counselors and a column in The Los Angeles g
Times called "Involvement Opportunity." ig

:<-:<:-:-::<-::-:<:::-:-:<-:-:-:-:-:!:;:::::!:!:!>:r>W-:::rW<s^
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No Sweat, Foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

professional efficiency at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:
749-7491

w« »«M 230V
f^9pltonc«« of

brand*

WE'LL FMDAliNY BIOKI

We'll help you find those elusive titles, either

from our huge stock, or through our fast, efficient search

service. Drop in and see us today.

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS
11 61 3 SAN VICENTE (past VA Hospital) 826-6533

:.:.:.!.:.:•>:•:.:•::•:•:•:•:

Helpline contini^es to give

counseling services here
Helpline, a student-run service 4hich has been in operation from 6 p.m.

to 2 a.m. daily during the past yeaij, aims to fulfill its slogan as ''a place to

turn when you feel there's no place to turn to," according to Dave

Crocker, director.

Each call to the Helpline number, 825-7646, is answered by one of the 55

volunteers who has gone through a rigorous eight-week training session,

Crocker explained. In the session, volunteers learn such things as

"reflection," a method of repeating what is said in order to avoid

misunderstanding. They also learn to recognize an indication of

depression or lineliness in a superficially casual question, said Crocker.

Crocker said that among the callers are personfe in serious situations

including problem pregnancies and drug overdoses. Other callers seek

simple information, such as phone numbers, or the current attraction at

local theaters. The largest number of calls are received on Monday

nights, with the number decreasing gradually through the week.

Edward Dreyfus, df the student counseling service, had the original

"idea for Helpline, said Crocker. Dreyfus got the idea from a similar

service at the University of Texas. The plan was set up by members of

student government, including Keith Schiller, undergraduate student

body president, and Rick Rubin of Suicide PrevenUon. During the first

month of operation, there were about 450 calls, estimated Crocker, ad-

ding the number has remained fairly stable over the year.

Crocker said Helpline is independent and financial support comes from

a multitude of sources. He said the present set-up for Helpline is^

adequate, although he would like to see funds for a full-time secretary to

take care of referral services.

BOOKBINDING
BY HAND-
GLASSES

Leorn to bind

your own books

in cloth or leather.

for information coll

WILLIAM TAPIA BINDERY
7513 Melrose Av«.

»hone: 653-0071 :

Starts WEDNESDAY May 19th

REGENT Theatre, WestwoQd
t~ ~i!«i^

J^

'^"T'll

DELIVERED FREE

•
*«,-

JiV i\

#

'V

* :;&«!

^ri-

Atlj:^% 1

llggi

-^ y^ lb. BEEF BURGER _
' • FRENCH FRIES——
* LARGE PEPSI

We olso deliver quarter pound burgers. % pound hot dogs with

chile and tarriales. dehvered on ihe hour from 8 p.m. thru

11 pm Sunday through Thursday, to dorms, frats. soror.t.es,

or ANYWHKE on campus. Place order 45 minutes .n advance.

z::::::ky:s

/
^^.,ii;j.*^

*|Nli. 1 ^'4 . ^ '-'440.

LA? i^p*^-/'

L

473-6062, 473-6064
918 Broxton

'Just north of the Bruin Theater

maid service Q prepared meals D general maintenance

laundry facilities D on-site recreation Q parking

location next to campus D student affairs staff D refrigerators

meeting and study space

please visit us and see for yourself

930 Hilgard Avenue
-V. (213) 475-5831

J;rf>r,.-'
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Professor receives teaching award

b%::::::%W::s^^

"
i

By Tom Humphrey!
DBSUff Writer

(Editor's note Thi« is the fourth in a five-part seriet of in

lerviews with the recipienU of the Alumni AMOclation a

Distinguished Teaching Award for 1971.)

Vernon Denny has a message for students: "I

wish more students were less negative with

p respect to higher education. I urge students to

i become involved . . . they should get to know the

faculty and get involved with them."

Denny, an assistant professor in engineering, is

P one of the five teachers honored with the Alumni

g: Association's Distinguished Teaching Award this

year.

He explained his philosophy of teaching this

way: **It is significant to me to develop an in-

timate relationship between student and

professor, whereby there is a communication

between them on a one-to-one basis."

He believes the mechanics of teaching such as

preparation of a lecture, organization of a course,

framing of a homework assignment and grading of

students are matters that most faculty are

capable of doing.

•i diverge fairly significantly from the normal

or traditional response to teaching in that I feel

emphasis is better placed on developing rapport

between professor and student on a one-to-one

basis," Denny said.

He dismissed the concept of teaching as simply

a transfer of information, instead he believes it

should be a sounding board for ideas.

'Teaching is developing a dialogue between

professor and students where the professor comes
to student on his (the student's) terms and adapts

to the student's level of ability, comprehension,

understanding and so forth," Denny said

I
s

.V

i

v.

•:•:

.V

Does it work? 'Once they become used to it, yes.

They participate and it is a meaningful par-

ticipation."

Sabbatical

Denny, in his seventh year here, specializes in

Heat and Mass Transfer. He has been on sab-

batical for the past two quarters, and is now in an

off quarter (he teaches no classes) . Next fall in the

normal course of events he will be considered for

advancement to tenure. Denny agrees with the

tenure system and thinks it is necessary.

"The tenure system or a system with similar

safeguards for protecting the independent course

of action of professors is a desirable system,"

Denny explained. He also believes that the present

criteria for teaching evaluation is fair. "Research

is essential to good teaching, essential to main-

taining and providing a stimulating atmosphere

for learning," he said.

In the past economic concerns were the

motivation for attending college, but in the last

few years there has been a change. "Students |ire

searching for and demanding relevancy and

significance in their educational pursuits. They

are very often disappointed," he said.

The solution to this problem lies in the in-

structor's approach to a subject. For example,

Denny said the illustrations the teacher uses in a

lecture are important. In iiis engineering classes

Denny uses an example concerning catalytic

conversion of vehicle emissions rather than one

about an industrial chemical process.

Finally, Denny said, "Students should realize

that faculty members are nruich more willing to

participate with them than they understand. The
faculty is concerned.

^ftyS:ggBj8jdgggS»g^^ ftWiW*!:!*%:?^
Verifon

Photo by Terry Colvtn
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Or, for that matter, Is Los
Angeles? Or Chicago? Or Phila-

delphia? Or Dallas?

Or any other city groping

Its way to an uninhabitable
anachronism.

A curious situation has de-

veloped in America. Eighty per
cent of the people in this coun-
try live on less than ten per cent
of the land area.

There used tq be a good
reason for this.

At the time of the industrial

revolution, we congregated in

cities because that's where the

sources of energy were. Coal.

Water. Electricity.

And our communications
network was so limited that w'^e

had to be in close proximity to

each other for business and
social purposes. ' i

No more.

There are no longer any
good reasons to continue this

hopelessly outmoded life style.

With the advent of the
whole spectrum of new com-
munications available to us
(wide-band communications,
laser beams), we will have the

opportunity to live in signifi-

cantly less dense population
centers.

This Is no idle prophecy.
The concept is quite real-

istic and vyell within the bounds

of engineering Capabilities

which we already have.

Not only do we have the

tools to provide the means for

new styles in human settle-

ments, but also to rebuild. In a

sociological dense, the crowded
inner core of our major cities.

The combination of inter-

national satellites and cable
will provide the means of bring-

ing individuals all the informa-

tion they need or want without

interference or control.

And without the need to be
in any specific place.

(Think for a moment about

the Apollo 11 moon landing in

July, 1969. 500 million people

around the world saw, via tele-

vision, precisely the same thing

at the same time, peing in New
York or Los Angeles held no
advantage over being in Keokuk
or Harrisburg.)

Historically, we've been
preoccupied with moving peo-
ple and objects. Thus, our intri-

cate network of highways and
railroads and airlines — all of

which have become enormously
inefficient (not inherently, but in

application).

The future will see us mov-

ing information, not, by neces-
sity, people and things.

Your home will be the ab-

soltite cQ|!|Br of your life.

You will work from home,
shop from home, "visit" with

family and friend^ from home,
receive in your home any intel-

lectual or cultural achievement
known to man.

Fantastic, yes. Fantasy, no.

It is quite within reason to

expect these changes by the

1980s.

If we want them.
If we want to change. If wft.

want a better life for ourselves.

Technology has advanced

'

to such an extent, that man is

now, literally, capable of chang-
ing his world.

Yet, today, a certain gap
has developed between the po-
tential of technology and its use
by mankind.

There is an obvious contra-
diction in a method which can
land a man on the moon, yet

tolerates, perhaps even accepts
as inevitable, poverty and ignor-

ance here on earth.

There is a contradiction in

a method which affords the best
of everything for some, and next
to nothing for others.

t r

. So we must, in a sense,
catch up with the technological

potential and apply it for the

benefit of all mankind.
All we rieed sacrifice are

the antiquated work practiceii

and our anachronistic traditions.

At RCA, through research
and product development, we
are committed to closing the

techrlology gap ahd cancelling

the cont«''adictlons.

"

Thi^ r^ ^n ag^ of innova-

tions as \^ell as contradictions.

Nobody understands this better

than RCA.
You may be planning a ca-

reer tn industry-—if so, you could"'

be part of our vision of the

future.

We invite inquiries through
your College Placement Direc-

tor—he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career.

We are an equal opportu-
nity employer.

IS NEW YORK

Denny
•

'Westwind' on sale

beginning qext vyeek

The May issue of "West-

wind," the campus literary

magazine, will go on sale for 50

cents next weeic, according to

"Westwind** editor Mark
McQueen.
The magazine will contain 25

student-written poems and

parts from four student novels.

One of the novels, **Fox Wong"

hy Brian Jones, won $500 in the

Sara Gbldwyn fiction writing

contest, McQueen said.

According JLa McQueen,
*' 'Westwind* is the only place

students can find original,

creative student writing. We

have some excellent con-

tributions this month."

'Westwind* will be sold at

locations throughout ; the

campus.

-FRIDAY MIDNIGHT>i
A/Vay 14

PRETTY POISON
Noel Black's thriller with T.

Weld as killer, A. Perkins as

fall guy.
AAay 21

TARGETS
Peter Bogdanovlchs story of

contemporary terror. W.

Boris Ka rloff.

AAay 28

NAKEDANGELS
Bruce Clark's motorcycle

gang's revenge. W. Hell's

Angels. J
A2A THEATER^

FOREIGN STUDENTS
rafurning resK/enfs

doing busineu oversees

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS
BAGGAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating
Insurance Documentation .

Estimates given without obliga"©"

ANYWHERE-ANYTIME

A REGISTERED AGENCY

SINCE 1»S4

a tradition

of persorai

service >^

freig^i'

forward'^y

Martin Lewin Transcorgo

2240 N. Figoeroa St.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90065

(213) 22b 2341

nc.

TT' ;• ;,_,i-,.
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Hitchhiking threatened

Pledge
In spite of it all, Nixon's war continues. The

President is allowed to continue to commit insane

acts in the name of our country because he still

receives a large measure of support from the

Congress.

A campaign mounted by an organization called

'*Young Voters for Peace" seeks to exert direct

electoral pressure against the War in Vietnam on the

Congressional level. Their campaign is comprised of

pledge cards which state that unless individual

Congressmen and Senators fail to make a direct

effort to require President Nixon to set a specific date

for future withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam,

those
* 'representatives'' will not receive the vote of

those who have signed the pledge cards.

Those few times when there have been large

numbers of personal communications to Washington

from the voting public, the effect of those com-

munications has been striking; with the Federal gun

control laws and the defeat of the SST serving as

contemporary examples.

In addition, it is important to note that most

national politicians have already assured themselves

that recently enfranchised 18 year-old voters will

behave no differently from any previously en-

franchised group; and thus have dismissed the 18

year-old vote from their political calculations.

Finally, they have declared that something called

'^the war itself" will not be a significant election

issue. A massive pledge campaign of the sort

currently waged by Young Voters for Peace might

change their minds.

A recent statement by the group claims **there are

approximately 8 million young voters enrolled in

roughly 3000 junior colleges, colleges, and univer-

sities and graduate schools across the country.

Although the work required to reach these 8 million

voters will be staggeringly great, although the work

required to process a million or more pledges will

also be enormous, it can be done."

The Daily Bruin supports those efforts.

If you have heard frightening rumors in recent

months that hitchhiking might soon be illegal in

California, you have been hearing the truth.

Jan. 13, 1971, may prove to have been a very

unlucky day for the untold numbers of Californians,

young and old, male and female, whose only effective

transportation is thumbing their way. On that day

SUte Sen. John Nejedly, a Republican from Walnut

Creek, introduced Senate Bill 92 into the California

Legislature.

It said very clearly, so that lawyer and non-lawyer

alike could understand it, ''No person shall solicit a

ride from the driver of any vehicle which is being

operated upon a highway." It listed four exceptions

to this prohibition, permitting hitchhiking only if the

person was at a spot at which the local government

erected a sign specifically permitting hitchhiking,

life or property was in jeopardy, the person was

obtaining help or fuel for a disabled car, or one was

trying to flag down a taxi or bus.

Nobody really expects cities or counties to do much
for hitchhikers under the first exception. In^fect,

hitchhiking would be totally prohibited throughout

the state. The present law, which is reasonable,

prohibits only standing in a roadway to hitchhike

(Vehicle Code Sect. 21957).

Minor change

Since his original bill was submitted, Senator

Nejedly has had a change of heart, but not enough of

a change to warm the hearts of the hundreds of

thousands of people who hitchhike in California.

Probably because of the heavy volume of mail he

received against the bill, he modified it on Mar. 24 to

read: "No person shall solicit a ride, or enter a

vehicle; at any location where stopping a vehicle is

prohibited."

Surprisingly, this amendment does not offer much
of a change, because three rarely-enforced sections

of the state Vehicle Code (21458, 22500, and 22520)

prohibit stopping extensively : next to any red curb,

at any bus stop, in fronjt of any driveway, at freeway

entry ramps, on the roadway side of any parked

vehicle and at other places. These places are the

most common, and often the safest, spots at which

people hitchhike. It is hard to find a place along most

urban and suburban thoroughfares where stopping is

permitted.

Of course, policemen only enforce these no-

stopping rulofs — unless they are trying to harass

someone — against drivers who have made clearly

dangerous maneuvers. But Senate Bill 92 would

permit police to arrest anyone standing at any of

these places, just for sticking out his thumb. It is

obvious that this law would be an effective device for

the police to harass people with unorthodox life styles

and appearances.

Sen. Nejedly told this commentator in a recent trip

to Sacramento that his original intent was to combat

the crime that occurs in connection with hitchhiking,

such as robberies and rapes committed against both

drivers and hitchhikers He cited a letter from San

Francisco Pohce Chief Alfred Nelder, reporting an

increase in hitchhike rapes in that city from five In

1965 to 73 in 1970, and an increase in hitchhike rob-

beries from none to 83.

But the senator was unable to cite any statistics€
the total amount of hitchhiking done in California,

such as the number ol rides given or the distances

reaveiled. Since most crimes are measured in terms

of ratios, such as the numt)er of murders or larcenies

per thousand population, it is impossible to deter-

mine the danger of hitchhiking until we know the

extent of hitchhiking in the state.

The danger of rape or robbery might prove to be

insignificant to any single hitchhiker, and these

crimes might not be prevented simply by cutting off

this one means of access to victims.

The University of California's Library of Tran-

sporUtion in Richmond, the largest library on

transportation subjects in the country, has not a

single entry or statistic on hitchhiking. Some study is

obviously needed before this form of transportation

is severely restricted.

Hie opposition argues

Individuals opposed to SB 92 have come forward

with a variety of reasons why this bill should l)e

defeated, all of which reduce themselves to a concern

for people.

- First of all, there are so many people in this sUte

who depend on hitchhiking for transportation: youth,

servicement, and poor people travel this pollution-

free way to schools, jobs, stores, beaches, and parks,

primarily because public transportation is woefully

inadequate, slow, expensive, and often non-existent.

Concern for our environment, which is another

way of saying concern for ourselves as living beings,

is another reason many ecotogically-aware persons

oppose unnecessary restrictions on hitchhiking. The

state should be encouraging, not discouraging, all

forms of ride-sharing in order to make better use ci

existing automobiles and highways. To restrict

hitchhiking would increase the need to buy and use

one's own automobile. Our poisoned air and con-

cretized landscape is proof enough that an

automobile-oriented culture is — as the Surgeon

General might print on the side of cars — **harardous

to our health."

California conservationists know that Sen. Nejedly

is compiling a laudable record for his sponsorship

and support of legislation protecting the en-

vironment. Senate Bill 92 would not be consistent

with that record.
Bruce Wenlger

Letters to the Editor

Weinroth vs. Ro/fe: rematch
Editor:

May I request for the last time

—

Gentleman's honor, and we all

know what that means — the

privilege of your column?

1 should like to thank Professor

Rolfe for his enlightening and

urbane (not URBAN) reply, and

express my surprise at the

misunderstanding which seems to

have,occurred.

It is ture that my upbringing was

urban (not URBANE), I had, as a

matter of fact, little occasion to run

carefree, careless and barefoot

through excrementa bovine,

canine or other. I am, therefore,

happy, thought not surprised, to

learn that cows, some perchance

named Celia, acquit themselves

honorably in this as in other

natural functions.

My previous epistolary effusion,

however, must not be read as a

"celebration" of the powers of the

bull; these powers carry far too

much authority in our world to

require any further celebration,

but this is not my purpose in

writing. I simply want to express

my public appreciation to Prof.

Rolfe for again reporting to me,

after his personal letter of April 27,

this time in the columns of the

Dally Bruin, the recommendations

of the Committee on the

Duplication of High School cour-

ses.

I can only attribute this courtesy

to an afterthought on the part of

our former dean, attributable

doubtless to his long experience

among the arcana of Victorian

literature, since in his personal

communication to m^ he had failed

tn rnmnripnt nn the pungcncy of my

Elias
Editor:

As a three year supporter of Bob

Elias, I wish to indignantly

register my feelings concerning

the uncouth, disrespectful, heavy-

handed and not very nice treat-

ment that my hero hai received at

your hands again this year

Bob Elias does not appeal to the

Daily Bruin because he dares to

depart from the traditional pattern

of crass and petty power poUtics of

UCLA student government.

Also, Bob Elias has something

that the DB staff wiU never

comprehend: a plan.

E Pluribus Elias!

VA Horowlti

Senior. Mathematics

Caged

style

Editor

:

This is a response to Erica

Tischler's letter (Daily Bruin,

April 26) Students are caged birds.

Moreover, they would like to fly

away; but they cannot escape

either blue books and papers or

midterms and final exams Can we

escape'' The outlook looks

hopeless

Erica was a caged bird that

dared to sing a song of freedom.

Hers is a story in which she is not

sorry and that is why it is filled

with love So. fly little bird fly, and

n^a y ymi continue to touch those

J-

l^ora Weinroth

Assistant ProCe«»or. French

hearts who have yet to awaken.

Roy
"

Senior. Soclalsgy

L^dt<?b9. SAWYE^ Pf^SSS

1 W)|M|^Hi^UA
n'l ilBiSniii
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Whys and wherefores of women s oppress/on

By Sheryl Baron and Elaine Rosen, Radical Sisterhood

In every movement for profound social change, the

question of women has arisen. Women as a social group

have a history of centuries of economic, social and

psychological oppression, not to mention exculsion of

women from the political process (the de facto disen-

franchisement of half the population).

The purpose of this article will be to explain all facets of

women's oppression, to explain male supremacy and how

we must all deal with it and to expUiln the Women's

Liberation Movement and its demands and alternatives.

We must all begin to realize that the fight against the op-

pression of women must be waged simultaneously with

fights against racism and imperialism — and none of these

jproblems can be finally solved within our present socio-

economic structure.

The economic exploitation of women is a primary con-

sideration when discussing the oppression of women.

Women are utilized as marginal labor; like black people

they are the last hired and the first fired in times of streis.

The position of women ip labor as compared with that of

men is one of lower pay for equal work — women in in-

dustry, for example, earn 4% less than men in similar jobs.

Also, women have very little chance for advancement

because employers feel that women are an employment

risk in that they will one day return to home and family.

As a surplus labor force, women are often hired for part-

time work providing a greater profit for the capitalist.

First, an employer can divide a full-time job into two or

more part-time positions, then hire women at salaries

which do not equal that of a full time position. Second, the

employer saves on fringe benefits, sick leave, vacation pay

and the like as he is not required to offer such benefits to

part-time help. Further, the employer can hire and dismiss

part-time workers at will because there is usually no

seniority attached to their jobs.

The threat of losing a job prevents part-time employees,

who are usually women, from organizing around such

issues as better working conditions or higher pay for

themselves or their fellow full time-workers — and again

we see how the capitalist can keep workers divided thereby

making labor demands less threatening and profits more
substantial.

Free labor

One point that many people seem to take for granted is

that women are a free labor source within the home. A huge

amount of socially necessary labor, labor essential to make
this society function, is done by women and considered their

responsibility. Included in this category of labor are

housework and child bearing — which are the foundations

of the nuclear family as we know it.

This labor, being outside the realm of trade, is not subject

to minimum wage laws and protective labor laws. The
welfare of this worker is solely dependent on the husband-

employer As long as women remain within the nuclear

family and accept this laMtor as their duty, they are com-

pletely dependent on their husbands, "for better or worse' .

Working women, of whom the duty is also expected, are

thus doubly exploited.

The question of woman's function as the pnme per-

petuator of the nuclear family is an important one. First, it

is important to understand how the nuclear family in its

present form (that is single family units of consumption and

household production) is responsible for the second-class

status of women.
In a society where money determines value, women work

outside that money economy. Their work is therefore

valueless, so that women are not judged to be "worth" as

much as men.

Second, the nuclear family is an important force m
maintaining the stability of a capitahst society not only

because it is the primary consumer unit, but because it is

solely the husband who pays for the household labor and

child-rearing; he cannot afford to withdraw from the labor

market.
Realize

Basically, then, we must realize that the nuclear family,

as presently constituted, is responsible for two things:

aiding in the maintenance of women's second-class status,

and aiding in the perpetuation of the present social and

economic structure.

It has been shown that women have a key role, through

the nuclear family, in the capitalist structure, and therefore

that structure has a vested interest in keeping women in

their present position — that is, down. This is done in a

number of ways through psychological oppression. This

takes three basic forms: perpetuating the myth of women's

"innate inferiority," defining women socially by keeping

them in the home. The norm is "Kinder, Kuche, Kirche"

(children, kitchen, church), an ideology stressed in Im-

perial and Hitlerian Germany, among other cultures.

The myth of women's innate inferiority is centuries old; it

was given clinical justification by Freud, and Freud's in-

fluence on contemporary western thought cannot be

disputed.

The application of this theory can be traced from earliest

childhood. Have you ever heard friends and relatives tell a

pregnant woman, "I hope it's a boy"? This theme of in-

feriority continues throughout a woman's life. Not only is

she told that she cannot aspire to male-dominated areas of

interest, but she is also considered a soulless bitch if she

does pursue those interests. Women are channelled into

home economics courses in high school, for instance,

whereas boys are taught industrial skills, a division of

education which allows personal and practical development

to neither sex. " I

Basically, women are oppressed psychologically by

denying them the right to develop their potential; if thev

attempt such development, they are labelled deviants
Sexuality

Very much tied to the fact that women are denied the

ability to use their full potential is the definition of women
by their sexuality. It is just another mechanism for Iceeping

women down and maintaining our present structum
Sexual objectification and definition of women by their

sexuality does not have to be pointed out, it engulfs us. We
see magazines devoted to women making themselves into

sexual objects; we see billboards and ads using alluring

women to sell everything from vodka to fire insurance, and

there are topless bars and restaurants.

The media is not the only culprit; it is we who perpetuate

this by defining a woman as a "bitch" a "dog", and "old

maid" — essentially defining women by their sexuality,

thus denying them their right to be defined as human
beings. The fact is that women buy that definition too, and

perpetuate it by presenting themselves as sexual objects to

be rated and distributed. The result of this is competition

between women, and when women compete, they cannot

unite to realize their mutual oppression.

The competition between women for men can be traced

back to the need for women to be supported by men as free

labor within the nuclear family, thus supporting the present

exploitative socio-economic structure. The factor of

psychological oppression here is clear— women are offered

very few altematives to Kinder, Kuche, Kirche.

Family
We also must examine the oppressive nature of the

nuclear family structure. In the nuclear family the woman

has prime responsibility for raising children and doing

housework. These are tedious jobs for one person to do and

most working-class women cannot afford the luxury of

nursery schools and other facilities that would allow them

to be free. Therefore, women are alienated from one

another by the nature of their work-load; owing to the

cultural indoctrination of women, they relish this position

instead of understanding it as fundamentally oppressive.

The final point that cannot* be overlooked is that women

do not have legal control over their own bodies. They are

tied to the task of reproduction because they are often

denied birth-control information and legal abortions.

Therefore, they are coontrolled by laws in the maintetiance

of their socially prescribed roles. / -r -

It is male supremacist attitudes thaFperpetuate IKe"

oppression of women; however, the real problem is that

women are given second-class status in order to perpetuate

the exploitative socio-economic structure. And it is this

concept of supremacy vested in the male mind that creates

thedivision whereby neither men nor women can realize

and act against their mutual oppression.

(Continued on Page 16)
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by siai Berkowllz

Derby .ia new documentary which treats the roller derby,

is cinematic slumming. The film was intended to be a

simple documentary about the sport, focusing on skater

extraordinaire Charlie O'Connell, but somewhere along the

line the filmmakers met a derby aspirant named Mike

Snell, and they decided that his story might be worth

telling. It certainly was, but for reasons almost totally

unrelated to roller derby. Since Snell is completely un-

distinguished in all other ways, it's fairly clear that he is

supposed to be the typical lower middle American, and the

despairing portrait of his lifestyle that the film gives is

designed to be taken as typical of his whole socioeconomic

class.

Slumming, as you might recall, was a pastime of the rich

which led them to the slums in order to be delighted,

amazed and appalled by watching the poor at their

pleasures. This activity re-inforced the rich's sense of

superiority, and it was also satisfying as a curiosity. Tom
Wolfe's essay on radical chic leads to the conclusion that

the contemporary equivalent of slumming can be found in

the upper and upper middle classes' sudden infatuation

with Third World causes. To attend a cocktail party with

some members ol a persecuted minority is one way of

achieving the goals of shimming; a second way to suc-

cessfully slum is to mock the underprivileged. It would be a

serious faux pas, however, to try to ridicule any or all un-

derprivileged minorities for having low ambitions or for

leading mean lives, because accusations of racism might

pop up. This second kind of slumming, therefore, must be

confined to socio-economic groups.

And what better group than the lower middle class, un-

feelingly lost in an endless desert of bowling alleys, topless

bars and McDonald's, knowing little, but resenting

knowledge? At the beginning of the film, Mike Snell is

working in a Dayton, Ohio tire factory (when he shows up),

taking home $147 a week. His wife is some sort of cocktail

waitress, and the two of them live with their two children

and Mike's layabout younger brother, Butch. Long

sequences in this film which is supposed to be about roller
,

derby show: among other things, Mike's wife fruiUessly

exhorting Butch to do some chores around the house (Butch

prefers to lay on his mattress "reading" Playboy); Mike's

wife and Mike's friend's wife confronting a neighbor

woman about her relations with their husbands; Mike

applying for a loan so he can buy a Triumph motorcycle;

arid Mike and Butch conversing with a Vietnam veteran

who tries to convince Butch that the Army will do him some

good. "I'm a lover, not a fighter," mumbles Butch.

Director Robert Kaylor knows exactly what kind <rf

audience he's dealing with, and he knows how to pick out

V* v^** »>y to laughthe kind oi epii>uuc:> uuit 111:3 aum^ uv^ »*i.i

at. While SneU's life is made to look ha««ically petty and

hopeless, his great ambition being to skate in the derby ( the

films tone makes it seem as though he'll never m^ke it, but

after the film was shot, Snell did in fact get on a team. So

what?) the people who are already on the derby are

.presented as being buffoons and cretins. Charlie O'Connell

philosophizes at length, saying nothing that's not obvious

and even unknowingly contradicting himself. Eddie Krebe

is shown only once, and then it is to tell how skaters come

from all levels of society, some of them even having gone to

college "or stuff of that nature." Eddie then shows us the

great pistol he bought to protect himself from angry fans. A

girl skater ineptly tells a dirty joke during a halftime. The

only other time she is seen, she's rambling on about hair-

dos.

Without the slightest doubt, the sophisticated, educated

audiences who go to see Derby will enjoy it immensely and

for exactly the same reasonsihat the film-makers intended

U tot)e enjoyed. But slumming never reflected very well on

slummers, and the inflated sense of importance that it can

give to those :who do it is often ill-supported What will be

the comparison between the number of people who see and

accept Derby and those real roller derby fans, who

regularly fill Madison Square Garden, who yatch the sport

on 116 U.S. TV stations, who yearly buy 3,000,000 tickets to

the games, and who in total number more than 20,000,000

people? \

"

David Crosby: Always Last but Worth the Wait

by Suzanne Roady

In their first LA. appearance at the Greek Theater (August 1969),

C.&S.&N.^Y.-it wasn't official then) each did an individual set. Crosby

did his set last. When he approached the microphone, David Iw^^foat the

audience and asked, "Why do hippies always come last." It's been the

story of his musical career

David Crosby has been trying since Year Psychedelia-One to get

himself together for David Crosby by David Crosby. Ever since his days

with the Byrds someone has always stepped m front of him. That is, untu

the release of if! Could Only Remember My Name ^"^^ ^"^
, J?,"

with twenty-three assorted additions from Jerry Garcia to Jom Mitchell,

Name is still a solo album.

Crosby's problem is that he fits in too well; his music complemen^

whomever he's playing with, sometimes dissolving into the background^

The man is always there, but he's so seldom blatant that it's easy to let

him slide on by. It is for just this reason that Crosby is often pushed aside

till last. And it is just this understatement, this extraordinary feel for

mood that makes David Crosby worth listening to twice as hard as most

of his contemporaries.
, „ .

The album carefully mingles four kinds of songs. Except it s really only

three, "Cowboy Movie" being the only example of raunchy rock on the

album. Crosby has done a bit of development in the genre of rock

narration, the rhythm remaining basic, definitive (as in Neil Young s

"Down By the River" ) , fundamental to a detailed narration.

"Cowboy Movie" tells the story of a semi-illegal gambol of a menage a

trois (plus Fat Albert as voyeur in the overhead bunk), complete witn

undercover Indian Eli, Duke, and Fat Albert are kicked back to have a

party after robbing the train. Young Billy, the sentry, signals dagger The

Pardners slap on some of their "hardware," "stumble ou of their

"hole." and find an
"

Indian g irl all alone " Taking her back to th^ cabin

Fat Albert warns, "You don't know, she might be the Law
:

( Leave it to

Crosby's paranoia). "Eli and the Duke they got down to it .
and here

lyrics get a litUe tough to understand, but it's easy to hear there s some

shit going down When the Law finally comes Fat Albert says. "I laid

down on the floor and played real good possum you know I'm crazy

but I ain't real dumb ' And Fat Albert lives on to tell the Ule. Try ap-

plying a little Freudian symbolism to this cut - Crosby has recorded an

X-rated movie.

Four melodies grace the album as "do-de-do" songs. Crosby has made

good use of interiocking, dual melodies, often with the harmonic help of

Graham Nash. The traditional French song. "Orleans is a list of

cathedral towns, and is usually sung in rounds by the French school

children, much like "Row Row Row Your Boat." Sung in French with a

simple acoustical accompaniment, it adds a very nice touch The eerie,

cathedral like stillness of "Orieans " compliments the last track on the

album "I'd Swear There Was Somebody Here." The atmosphere and

mood of these two tracks merge together to create a gothic vision of

spiritual agony All four "melodies " are impressionistic, the nruisic

swirling like filigree and evoking images of sea. sky. and sun They

glisten as they roll.

"l^aughing" and "Traction in the Rain " are distilled David. A study in

understatement. "Laughing "is the saddest song chilling, shriveled

-

but playing on in a new harmony with the life-forces "Traction in the

Ram " evokes memories of sunshowers through the beautiful cascading

guitar work that must have been done by Jorma Kaukonen. ( I
guessed by

the pictures You'd never know through the credits )Both songs are fine

examples of Crosby's crystaline, reflective lyrics enhanced by a softy

melancholic mood that is as bittersweet as it is fluid.

If I ( ould Only Remember My Name weaves intricate, lacey patterns

of both vocal and string refrains; nicely juxtaposed to handclapping and

muffled laughmg that render its design deceivingly simple..

M r f>. tw>sn't have to dominate a situation in order to magnetize

r»HHo Us ii*^^;h«i 114111^

tUi i-i t» ^ . .tiiiJii L naTV vv ^'^••«
:

the air waves m which he's heard Perhaps David is far more perceptive

in his shit-shuffling fringy furry facade than he would lead us to believe
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ATTENTION
»

PREMEDICAL STUDENTS

Dr. John Svs/anson from the MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE will be on campus to meet informally

with all Interested premedical students.

WHEN: Tuesday, May 1 8, 1 :30 p.nn.

WHERE: A266 Murphy Hall

Through Life with Sol Saks

/CV

A few temblors were felt Friday

night during the presentation of

The Beginning. The Middle, and

The End at the Theatre West/Club

Theatre in Hollywood. The rolling,

rumbling terror was not so for-

midable as to scare the packed

audience away from a delightfully

entertaining evening at the

theatre. And the night air was light

and brisk, mildly tolerable, quite

equal to what we were to see

performed on stage. For the

performances were on the whole

very humorous. They commented
on the beginning, the middle, and

the end of life, encojnpassing th^"

FOR*297~'YOUGET

m

1 OO WATT tS^ffl ^^'^°"
I

•AM fM STEREO RECEIVER
•AAA FM Stereo Receiver

•Blockout Diol

•Wired for QUADRAPHuN I

C

Processor

KOSS PRO-4A PROFESSIONAL HEADSET

L'*'
SKQOO SMCIMNOWfOM $^000

Ti'-tV
r

,-. -' jji^m pARRARDSL-95B

TMMit CAMifUlL r HIDDiN LOCATIONS

LONG BiACH WEST LA VAN NUTS.

434-0«tl tSQ-llId 9t1-1731

— •Best Gorrord CKoriger

•Damped Curng

•Synchronous Motor

•Bose, Dustcover & Cartridge

TWO AIR SUSPENSION SPEAKERS
•Solid Wolnut
•5 Year Guaranty
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Noreko introduced the micro-thin hes
Shaves upto44% closer,SO% faster

than ever before*

-.v^

>v Kv.

it

New super Microgroove'
0.09mm-thin heads shavie

you up to 44% closer than the ones
that beat the blades. ^^ .

^ *^ New 90-sIot designJOB shavesM « you up to 50% faster,^^^and far
I oi smoother than last year's.

Whichever Ttipleheader III

you buy, cord model or

rechargeable, you get

new micro-thin

heads—plus all the

proven quality

features of

the world's

favorite.

Rotary
action for

smoother

shaves.

Floating

heads to follow

your face. 18

self-sharpen-

ing blades. With
pop-up trimmer for

sideburns. And metal
travel wallet.

TM

Deluxe Tripleheader III.

Rechargeable model 45CT.
Delivers up to twice the
shaves per charge of any other
rechargeable. Use it with or
without the cord.

yjl^^^
^^'^*' Amrtcan Phlllp« c ^

TOO East 42nd Street. New York, N Y 10017.

hilarious and also the sad, but in

such an overall comic manner as to

send the audience home with good

and agreeable feelings.

The first good vibrations of the

night came from^ The Beginning, a

situation comedy entitled "A
Matter of Economics," by Sol

Saks. Boy meets girl, and the

audience loved it all. As it is un-

derstood, boy, played by Michael

Hardstark, meets girl, played by

Elizabeth Berger, in a bar. We all

have the notion that she's a real

goer, but the task of the play is to

show how the connection between

the two can come off. The plot

takes many delightful twists and
turns. The clothes come off and on,

off and on, with the two really

getting nowhere. Absurd classical

music blares. Boy's hopes change.

Does he want companionship,
everlasting relationship, or a quick

lay? She hints. He's astounded.

"But I've never paid for it before.

It's against my principles." Girl

responds: "I bet you've never had
it. You're a virgin, aren't you?"
Boy pulls out money. Takes back
money. Boy falls in love. Girl falls

in love. True love now. Boy: "Well,

let's go to bed now." Girl says no^
"I haven't known you long

enough." And on and on until its

surprise ending. Too much. We dug
it.

Intermission, and now weu.
come to The Middle, a play bv Z
Saks called "The Crocodile '

adapted from a story by sFyodo
Dostoyevsky. Unfortunately Z
segment could not sustain the level
of laughter and amusement "a
Matter of Economics" created
But still, at times, it was funnv
Beyond the crocodile, his keeper
played by Guy Raymond, proved to
be the real star of the play HisNew Yorkish, vaudevUle

dialect
and mannerisms were extremely
funny. He's the proud, bean-pole
skinnj*, sloppily dressed possessor
of a seven hundred year old
crocodile. He's really bored unless
"he tells about the strange and
exciting incident he and his
crocodile once got into. An obscure
statistician and his equally obscure
wife, played by WUham MoUoy and
Reva Rose, happen into the
keeper's place of business Only
the dingy wife would want to see a

crocodile at two bits a head She
drags her drab husband into the

booth where he is haplessly
swallowed up by the crocodile,

which he adamantly keeps in-

sisting is an alligator. Although

these circumstances are quite

unbelievable, the effects of the

events on the couple's lives are

symbolically correct. He survives

^ (Continued on Page 10)

3.ltr^
Records/ Bread
Bread's third release for Elektra, Manna (EKS 74086) amply

demonstrates that the group has decided difficulties rising to the level of

their own musicianship; to wit, they are aU great musicians, but they loaf

along in the songwriting department.
In analytical rock reviews, it's sometimes best to disguise one's

opinions under a thin crust of verbiage, or perhaps leaven one's review.

with a few witticisms. But, if one may be permitted to view such pblite

conventions with a wry glance, perhaps a slice of truth will emerge: to

wit, fully half of the Bread album is comprised of hopelessly icky lyrics,

statements so trite that the group's tightened ihusical touch cannot save

them. To wit: "I made a motion and it's out on the floor/ and it's a notion

that I'd love to explore" (1) or "And when my love for life is running dry/

you come and pour yourself on me" (1) or "She kept me on my best

behavior/ she was my lord/ she was my savior." (1)

Coupled with such outpourings the group employs unkneaded string

arrangements and high-pitched vocal whines on several disastrous oc-

casions.

One glimer of hope in this half-baked effort is indicated by one cut,

"He's A Good Lad," which spotlights the group's unquestionable in-

strumental flare, simple but solid lyrics, and strong vocalizations. That

cut is enjoyable, but is nochie as to the lapses of quality to come. "He's A

Good Lad" seems to offer a stylistic road which Bread, the current toast

of AM radio, should definitely explore. But perhaps they're only in it for

the dough . . ^
(i): Lyrics copyrighted 1971 by Screen-Gems Columbia Music, Inc.

New Tbrk, all rights reserved.

—David Lees
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TYPEWRITER
478-7282 Westwood
SMriH-CORONA ELEC.

BROTHERS ELEC.

MANUAL PORTABLE

CITY
479-7282

114.50

99.50

49.50

I
#>

M

IBM SELECTRIC: FACTORY REBUILT,,
OLYMPIA ELEC. model 35 274.50

USED IBM ELEC. 129.50

USED MANUAL TYPEV/RITERS 29.50

ELEC. ADDERS 8col , fot,9 cr.bal. 69.50

>-.\ULT I PL I ERS; Tu t,-.-,. uquLii i^79:b-sjwo \) 199.5

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS
ANKAMERICARD IC lEYAVE. MASTER CHARGt

Cactus/^

FannyAdams
Two groups fairly new to the

rock scene are Cactus and Fanny

Adams, both composed of mem-
bers who were previously

prominent in other groups. Ex-

Vanilla Fudges Tim Bogert and

Carmine Appice make up one-half

of America's Cactus, while

England's Fanny Adams boasts

the presence of ex-Bee Gee lead

guitarist Vince Melouney. Both

groups prefer to play in the heavy

mode, and at times sound similar

'^o one another.

Cactus, formed originally as a

potential Jeff Bedc Group, have

copped the Vanilla Fddge trick of

turning every song into the

heaviest version existent (note

their "Long Tall Sally"), and this

acts to detract inmiensely from

their listenable qualities. If, in-

stead, for some reason, Cactus,

could manage to divest themselves

from their preoccupation with The

Heavy, they possibly could turn out

some exciting rock and roll as

glimpses of "Rockout, Whatever

You Feel Like" and "Big Mama
Boogie" (which is about a guy who

would rather ball than rock and

roll — now really!) indicate.

The lead singer possesses a

powerless, discordant scream that,

along with the extremely mediocre

lyrics he sings (why they were

printed on the back of the cover is a

-mystery), is the band's weak pointy

The lead guitarist has learned the

Jicks well and has adhered to the

early Cream and Hendrix Lps

which he undoubtedly has

memorized. He's good, like the rest

of the musicians, but, like the

others, he's also quite

unimaginative.

Their album. One way ... Or

Another (Atco SD 33-356) comes

with a pretty poster, though.

Whereas Cactus are rooted

rather deceptively in ihe grease

and hubcaps of New York's fifties

rock and roll scene, Fanny Adams
have been influenced by the blues.

Not much need by said about them

except to say that their debut

album, the cleverly titled Fanny

Adams (Kapp KS 3644), is an in-

credibly insipid bore. '

~ Harold Bronson

#>-i'
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Polydor Records has itself a great thing in vocahst

Irene Reid. As displayed on her album The World

Needs What 1 Need (24-4040), Miss Reid has

borrowed fine qualities from two other female

singers: Carmen McRae's phrasing and Delia

Reese's vocal power Combining these strong at-

tributes with her own distinctive sound produces a

performer that would do equally well at a pop nite

spot as at a jazz emporium.

Most of the songs on the album are familiar

numbers, orchestrated primarily in an easy jazz

style. Van Morrison's "Moondance" is deeply rooted

in a cool jazz vein. "My Way" shows the influence of

Delia Reese and, at times, a trace of the in-

comparable Aretha shows through. "Son Of A
Preacher Man," the Bee Gees' "Words" and Goffin

and King's "Hi-De-Ho " are also given that truly

different jazz inteipretatidn. "Didn't We" is

preceded by a monologue exquisitely read by Miss

Reid, in which she masterfully puts down her

"husband (boyfriend)" in simple street language.

Irene Reid has the makings of a super-star,

depending only upon receiving the pubhcity and

exposure she so rightfully deserves. With the market

being flooded by female vocalists who do nothing

more than carry a tune, it is indeed a pleasure to

listen to Irene Reid. Bravo!

Horace Ott's arrangements vary between tasteful

middle-of-the-road, rhythm and blues and big-band

jazz. He works with an abundance of woodwinds,

brass and strings which bend notes in all directions

for a subtle influence. The arrangements (excellent)

are secondary to Miss Reid's vocal stylings, again a

rarity in today's releases. —Andy Linsky
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SS.OO plus tax
Art nOB — Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 ~ Pickett

Chemistry lA — Siebert

Ctiemistry 6A — Evans
Chemistry 6C - Jordan
Chemistry 153 — West
Economics 1 — La Fore
Education 112 - Kieslar

History IC - Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright
Mathematics 3C - Gitlman
Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly

Political Science 145 - Farrelly

Psychology 10 Goldstein

Psychology 41 Wickens
Psychology 110 - Carder
Pscyhology 135 - Kanouse

'-JS

(4.00 plus tax
Anthropology IB - Miller

Art lA Kayser
Art IB Kleinbauer
Art 106B - Pedretti
".lassies 142 - Gleason
Economics 2— Baird
Economics 100 - Nisbet

Economics 101 B - Lindsay
Economics 102 Sweeny —
Ec momics 130 Lindsay
History IB Hoxie
History 7B - Yarncll
History 8 - Burns
History 178B - Daliek
Psychology 12 - Butcher, Liebeskina

Psychology 115 Butcher
Psychology 133B (170A) - Lovaas

for addifional courses call or

ii : come in

# Mon-Fri. 9:30-4.30 47S-528^

10851 UNDBROOKDR,
* Ik N Wilshire-I I/2BIV E Westwm
it
if': w» **. j»c 'j^:% ' ^-m' "^m*-*--ic3te5|c3«e*J
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As if you hadn't enough to do

already.

But, before you pass this time-

killer by as just another connect-

the-dots ad, perhaps we'd better

mention that it would pay you to

connect those dots as quickly as

possible— before finishing this

paper, even.

After you've finished, tear the

whole thing out and send it to:

WIN
c/o Jim Saltzman

United Artists Records, Inc.

1024 North Orange Drive

Los Angeles, California 90038

The hrst -50- of you to do so,

correctly, of course, will receive a

handsome surprise in the mail.

We can't tell you what the surpnse

is, because that would give away

the answer. But we will remind

you that we aren't in the business

of selling key chains or pens with

our name on them, so what yo|i

get might be something pretty

nice,
,

UMIU> AilTblb Jtjuaut.

'* yi^:^M-i4-' 'tkti^. '"^

-*r"

i

..0:

; giit.-ung' Krvi ^^-i^'
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Aiericii Ciieia
Dickson Auditorium

SoKirdovs7:30 PM
Ev«t. 475-2513

Please call x53255

for Program Information

15140 Sunset Blvd.

Roc. PdisodM
4545525

DR. WISE
GIRL IN MY SOUP

Special Kid Matinee Sat. 12:30

**Brave Little Tailor"

Fri. & Sal. "ftlidnif* $»i>a«rit FMm F—»ivd"

G»

PACIFIC'S

liierlr lills
Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Or

1 bik East of Beverly Dr.

271-1121

ireiiffiil I

2524 Wilshire

(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366

2Acod«my Aword*! John Millt - BmI Supporling Actor!

lob«n Milchum • Soroh MMm

RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

Mon.-Fri.: 8:30 PM W«d.: X-OO. 8:30 PM

Sat.: 1:00, 5:00. 9:30 PM S«n : ZOO. 7:30 PM

Steve McQueen in

THE REIVERS
+ Richard Harris as

A MAN CALLED HORSE
Midnit* Revival - HHchcock't "PSYCHO"

irnlwiil
2524 Wilshire

(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica

8293366

Melvin Douglas • Acodemy Nominee

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER

+ Jock Nkholton

5 EASY PIECES
2 for the price of 1 on Mon. & Tues. Nite

iriu ^_
Westwood Villoge

GR 7-2487

THE METHISTO WALTZ R)

Daily 2:15, 4:15, 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

EiieCieieia
755 N. Lo Cienega
657-2800.

ciieriiiliii
Sunset Neor Vine

Hollywood
466-3401

ORIGINAL UNCUT VERSION
Anouk Aimee i

A MAN & A WOMAN
Luis Bunuel's

BELLE DE JOUR

WortKy Successor To ^^Sound of Music!"

SONG OF NORWAY (G)

70 MM & Stereo • All SeaH Reserved

MD«»-Fn 8:30 PM • ^od. 1:30 & 8:30 PM

Sol&Sun: 1:30, 5:00, 8c30 PM

Ciriii
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Tarzona
345-2222

CROMWEU
TWELVE CHAIRS

Specid Kid Mot. Sot. 1X00
**BRAVELfTTlE TAILOR"

^t\. 81 S^. "Midm»« Sl»»d«wl F^m Fwlfval"

III Mir
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

Richard Horris in

CROMWEU
Emily BronlVt

WUTHERING HEIGHTS
Efirf* TwasdoyAdwHtSlOO

Eiciri
5308 NMrot*
469-3S45

CAPTAIN BLOOD
&

THE SEA HAWK
Two Errel Flynn Hits

iirlii
LoBreo at Melrose
WE 4-2944

SIpT

Helen Hayes • Best Supporting Actress

AIRPORT
Ron Moody in

THE 12 CHAIRS
wiM« Hw od (Oood on 1 Hcfc«t only) Ends Tum.

Hiiiiviii ricilic
HollyviK>od Blvd.

Near Cahuenga
466-5211

Year's Big Science-Fiction Thriller!

THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G)

Doily 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30

8:00 • 10:30 pm

trihtli Priio Wmnor I

[|{ \l\\l
Kenneth Looch's ^^KES"

1822 N. Vermont
AI-2 Acodomy h4ominal,d SKort.

Hollywood The GifH" - *'A Long Way From Nowhere

NO 4 -2 1 69 / COMING Moy 19 "tutlor Ko^en Fo^nroT'

I'tia I

1332 2nd Street

So; Monica

Academy Award Winner BEST FOREIGN FILM

Bio Petri's

Investigation ol a CHiien Above Suspicion

^ Romy Schneider in THC THINGS OF UFE
Sat. May 15 - 11 AM only - Julius Coesor

Janus Classics Festival

Ends Sat. - B«^AnTv akjd THE BEAST

Sun.-Tues.
Friti lona's "M"

Von St«. f o i ,. HI Hi lEANGEl

itaa««*«t

(Continued from Page 8,

and is able to communicate. Their

fame and fortune undergo vast

changes. Hopes rise. Dreams are

built. New expectations from life.

Exploit this new world to its fullest.

But they can only do it in

unimaginative ways, befitting

their lives as they led them before.

Meanwhile, the statistician's

slightly less obscure supervisor,

played by Victor Brandt, gets in on

the act. The statistician first

threatens the image of the com-

pany and is later perceived as a

boon. Needless to say, the

statistician again falls into

disfavor when the crocodile dispels

him from his body. Exit the couple

and their newfound status. Back to

the same old dull existence for

keeper and crocodile.

Intermission, and then comes a

short play by Sol Saks, **Bingo

Twice A Week," which constitutes

The End of life and the evening.

"Bingo" concerns itself with an old

woman (Constance Sawyer) who is

looking at an old age home as an

alternative to living with her

daughter (Mary Munday). As it

develops, we learn that the

daughter is caught in a double
bind. Her mother is destroying

her
marriage, yet she loves her
mother, who doesn't want to leave
The brothers care a little bit ~
they let the sister take care of all

the arrangements. The home's
director, played by Alan
Bergmann, puts in his tw(j cents
now and then. He describes the
pleasures of the home - bingo

twice a week. What this play lacks

in length it makes up for in warmth
and poignant humor. It deals with

the conflicts between the old and
the young. It doesn't try to conceal

^•»—••!»»••>•>———•——•
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Cruisin'
Pasadena's Ice House last week bore witness to the local return of We

Five. The group, most famous for their 1965 hit of "You Were On My
Mind," have gone through some changes, including a two-year hiatus

which ended in 1969. The alterations have not served to alter their basic

approach, but the dynamics and creativity involved in We Five's music

have suffered a bit.

Under the leadership of Mike Stewart (John's lil brother), the original

group helped with the transition between Peter, Paul and Mary folk

music and Jefferson Airplane electric music. We Five's early work fused

a lot of elements, especially Broadway pop and Byrdie electric rock and

roll, into a solid, entertaining music. Lead vocalist Beverly Bivens wasn't

bad either.

The reincarnated group, now two years old, showed at the Ice House

that the potential is still there. Unfortunately, the group is overly content

to settle for good taste without dynamics in its choice of material. Group

leader Jerry Burgan (the only original member left) and his singing wife

Debbie form the core of the band,

along at the level they used to real

All the group's material is good,

coming from their recent fourth

Records. Among the songs were Jo

"Milk Cow Blues," the Byrds' "Yc

course, "You Were On My Mind

If nothing else, We Five would dc
try a little harder. They once showe

Muzak and the passage of five year

much.
Also on the bill were Walt Conley,

whose humor (perpetrated with the|

Donna Jean Young, who is an ener

future ahead of her on such as the To

At the Whisky last week, England|

So hot, in fact, that there was a fire

club after the opening night's show ^

couple of weeks for repairs. Meam
Humble Pie settled back to rest for a

|

Conspicuously upcoming in the Mt

May 23rd Pavilion appearance by Ei

Orchestra. The program includes

begins at 3 p.m. Tickets range from|

for the fleetfooted.

On campus this week : Saturday al

Young Composers Orchestra will pef

pianist Leah Effenbach will appear

Upcoming pop fare on campus: T|

and Seals and Crofts play in Royc

Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office Freec<

on May 20, the Westwood Liberation!

the Flying Burrito Brothers at Janss|

At Anaheim convention Center to

At Ash Grove, for whom we publist

but sadly neglected to mention th

presents the return of Jim Kweskin

••••••••••••••••l«»««l«tM«tM»««*tt««MM*««Mt

l*tt*««»t>««tl •••••MtM«»»**«*«««M«*«t If—»>»#»—••————»—»••••—»1

Red Sky at Morning
In describing Red Sky At Morning one could drop

such adjectives as nostalgic, romantic and touching.

Beyond that it t)ecomes a rather hard film to

evaluate for the reason that it is a veritable jumble of

genres. Considering the poetic title, the fact that it is

nostalgically set in the early 1940's, the gauzy and

cosmetic photography showing red skies at morning,

etc., and the heroic treatment of its subject in

general, I think it is accurate to say that Red Sky is

essentially and deliberately a romantic movie. But,

despite these romantic qualities, the film does not

hesitate to look at harsh realities without the aid of

rose-colored glasses. The fact is that in some curious

manner. Red Sky manages to t)e romantic, realistic,

naturalistic and even primitivistic all at the same
time.

Beating at the pulse of the plot is the romantic.

story, played with great sensitivity by Richard

Thomas, is taken by his father (Richard Crenna)

from his overbred and too easy southern home to the

rugged and untamed country near the Mexican

border. There, through trial and endurance, he must

face life squarely, and come to terms with both

himself and reality. Unlike his shifUess genUeman

uncle Jimbob, who was passively fashioned from the

genteel mould of southern tradition, Thomas will

have to rely on himself, and forge his own kind of

man. In a sihiation with shades of the Odyssey.

Crenna goes off to war leaving his son to cope with a

difficult new environment, and an immature

southern belle of a mama (Claire Bloom) — in short,

to grow up under the hardest and most trying of

conditions.

Helping Thomas to grow up — specifically by

seducing him — is a blunt-spoken local girl well

played by Catherine Bums, and Desi Amaz, Jr. who

does an equally good job playing an equally blunt-

spoken Greek boy who becomes Thomas' best friend

With echoes of an earlier trio (Tom Sawyer, Becky

Thatcher and Huckleberry Finn) the three young

leads roam around having candid conversations and

meaningful adventures (which give Red Sky the

flavor of a worldly Walt Disney movie).

Having been enlightened as to the essence of the

plot, it should be easy to see that Red Sky is, indeed,

the kind of film which might at once have the over all

aura of a nosegay valentine, while dealing

nonetheless realistically with the serious problems of

adolescence. To a surprising degree the variegated

genres co-exist quite harmoniously. The only

element which tends to remain in insoluble

suspension and call unwarranted attention to itself is

the naturalistic dialogue. By naturalistic I mean >t is

often frankly physiological, blunt and crude. Far

from seeming like natural usage, it is flung in our

faces with a kind of impudent -. and whether

primitivistic nobon of the Noble Savage, or in this it offends you or not, it certainly makes a jarring

case Noble Adolescent, and his war against natural inscription for a nosegay valentine,

tnd primitive surroundings. The teen-age hero of the * — Jeanne Grandilh

problems, yet it provides a

factory, believable solution.

le evening thus consisted of

plays, a trUogy written by Sol

Each play centers around an

irtant life situation. It is Saks'

5mplishment that he is able to

jnt his material in such a

lorous light, so easily

stible, even though it has its

in potentially difficult times

He characters' lives. It is good

see the characters survive

^out a maiming. They could

^e been portrayed in so many

jr ways, for example, as in

Feiffer's Little Murders, which has
vastly different but nonetheless
comic results. Sure, the problems
Saks' characters encountered
could have been effectively
presented in a cynical, black
humor framework But it's good to

Theater
leave the theatre after being

subjected to cheerful optimism. It

rubs off. This is an alternative

reality, not necessarily a sub-

stitute* sorely needed on the stage

arid \T\ movies today.

—Marc Kaye
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More Theater *

For those of you who have a hankering to see some "Pieater, but who do
not wish to patronize the establishments in The City, San Fernando
Valley State College, or some students thereof, is and are offering a One
Act called **Muzeeka" and, in the same cultured bill, a poetry reading of

"Once There Was a Way." You can see it all at the Studio Theater from
May 15 thru 23, at 8:00, for $1.50 at the door or by reservation.

ey fail to really propel things

[er, with a preponderance of it

Catch the Wind, on Vault

/art's "Never Going Back,"

Ways of Lovin' Me'* and, of

I turn up the volume a mite and

[pop music could be more than

Idn't have discouraged them so

staid folk music was okfey but

[of his bassist) was better, and

comedienne with a profitable

Jiow.

jible Pie were pretty hot stuff.

[upstairs dressing rooms at the

5. The club will be closed for a

[their thunderous noise stilled,

lin the Boss City.

Iter's schedule is the Sunday,

|ormandy and the Philadelphia

Debussy and Brahms and

[to $2.75 and are still available

p.m. in Schoenberg Aud., the

. Sunday at 3 in the same hall,

ly, May 27, Kris Kristofferson

Tickets are available in the

include Lamb at Janss Steps

[Boogie at Janss on May 23 and

iy27.

night, Elton John.

picture of John Fahey last week
Is relative to it, this week
)to) to the L.A. area. Jim has

Movies

Ih the start of this week's
Movies, let's pause to con-

|the highly worthwhile fare of

lemmle theaters. In West-
at the Plaza and Regent are

i^onformist (See yesterday's

and Taking Off, respec-

They are quite different

I

one another in all ways but

they're both worth seeing

than once. Starting > Wed-
fy at the Los Feliz is a ^three-

long Buster Keaton film

hi Thirty-one of Keaton's
res and shorts will be shown,
>g them The General.
lock Jr., Cops and The
^ouse. Keep you. « y ?s ^ jed to

'tion for more informtition.
itly at the Los Feliz is the

praised British film, Ke«. At

g»**«

»^ -i

\ €.
4

been off with Avatar Mel Lyman in Boston for a couple of years since the

breakup of his jug band. Also on the bill is fine bluesman Bukka White.

The Appalachian culture program continues in full swing.

The Troubadour presents Mary Travers of P,P & M in one of her first

solo gigs. With her is Bob Lind, whose new album on Capitol was

produced by Trouba-duba owner, Doug Weston. Next week's Carole King

show is sold out across the board. Rumor has it that Seatrain, scheduled

for a couple of weeks hence, may cancel their Western tour until later.

The Whisky remains closed until further notice, but the Bitter End
West, the Beach House, the Golden Bear, the Ice House, McCabe's and

the Brass Ring will be happy to oblige you. The Ice House has Belland and

Somerville this week while the Beach House has Jo-Jo Gunne. Next week

at the Ash Grove are Big Mama Thornton and Larry Coryell.

•

I

\

I

This week at SheUy's Manne Hole is Miles Davis in one of his rare club

appearances. Coming next to the Cahuenga cavern are the Tony Williams

Lifetime. ^ ^. ^ u /

At P.J.'s tonight, Martha and the Vandellas and Bobby Gosh (see

photo) begin a residency which lasts through the 22nd. Martha Reeves is

one of Motown's best belters while Bobby Gosh, with a new Lp on

Polydor, is a newcomer in the Isaac Hayes "I'd Rather Do it Myself"

genre.

Leaving the very best for last is something we are not unknown for

doing and this week we have a real winner. KHJ-TV's classic teeny dance

show "Boss City" this Saturday plays host to the increasingly notorious

Christopher Milk beginning at 6 p.m. The show is in color, as is the group.

^
%

IMtMitt

b
*^ « % ^'

the Monica I theater in Santa

Monica, Investigation of Citizen

above Suspicion is being shown,

while next door at the Monica II,

the Janus film Festival continues

with two films by Jean Cocteau,

Beauty and the Beast and Orpheus.

Starting Sunday will be M, FriU

Lang's masterpiece, and The Blue

Angel by Josef von Sternberg.

Come to this program and you'll be

in the company of this column's

anonymous writer. If last

weekend's screening of the out-

standing films The 39 Steps and

The Lady Vanishes was any in-

dication, the prints and projection

system will be quite adequate.

Coming up jn the se^es are such
j

diverse, gems a$ Potemkln,

L'Avveritura, The Grand Illusion,

Citizen Kane, The Informer and,

believe it or not, King Kong.

This Friday Midnight at the
TS

/

Plaza, Pretty Pol»on. an unseen

modern classic with Anthony

Perkins and Tuesday Weld, will be

presented. Tickets are $1.50.

Saturday at the Monica Theater,

Julius Caesar with Marlon Brando

will be shown at 11:00 a.m. Tickets

are the same old $1.50.

Speaking of Hitchcock

(remember, 39 Steps^) Shadow of

a Doubt and the doubtful Mamie
will be showing in Melnitz 1409 at

7 : 30 Sunday night, and guess what

!

No admission charge, except for a

donation, of course

This Friday and Saturday in

^ w 147 at 700 and 10:00, you can

Sheik and Torment, a Swedish film

^ scripted by Ingmar Bergman.

I A* ••••(•••••••••••••«•••••*«• *•**—*%*•—% ••••* — *****' •••'.••• »«««.»<.i«j >.»•#•#§•»••••••••••••••"" <'««*i4£-'^
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Niiioial
10925 Lindbrook Driv«

479-2866

SUMMER OF '42

Q^ 2:19.4:15. 6:15. 8:1S. 10:15

FH. & Sfll. MidnM* SKow 1 2: 1

5

Orleiiil
7425 Suns«t

876-0212

WUTHERING HEIGHtS
and Sophia Loron in— THE PRIESTS WIFE

$1 AdfTMMion lor 1 p«r«o« with »»• co»»po« (Sorry. no« good S<*. nito)

Pii Pacillc
7554 B«v«rly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Fr«« Parking

LITTLE MURDERS

THE GREAT WHITE HOPE

$1 AdmiMion »or 1 porvon wUh this cowf>on

torry. no* good Sot. Night)

PACIFIC'S

Piiliies
Hollywood at Vino
469-7161

Acodamy Aword Winn«ri

TORAITORAITORAI(G)
Doily 12:10. 3:15. 6:00. S:IO PM

Now Policy • No SoaH Rosorvod

Rogular Admission Pricos

PACIFIC'S

riGwood
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

Ends Todayl

SAY HELLO TO YESTERDAY (GP) .

. LOVERS & OTHER STRANGERS (R)

tarh Fri. RED SKY AT MORNING (GPl

Mon.-Fri. tron. 6:M FM Sot. & Svn. I iOO i>oon

Plazi
Wostwood Village

GR 70097
TR 9-9077

Joan-Louis Trintignonf

Bornardo Boiiolucci't

THE CONFORMIST (R)

MUnigHl Show • Fri Moy 14 TtETTY POISON"

'11

leieit
1045 BroKton

IWosh^ood Viltago

BR 2-0501

"A nooHy IomM«m com.dyl'*
J

"Nothing .Kort o< o miracl.1" UFE MA<*AZINE

Buck Monry in

Milos Formon's

TAKING OFF (R)
^

OrooviMt'Movi* in Town!

siieit Movie
611 N.Fairfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

EDMUND LOWE MEMORIAL
FLORENCE VIDOR THOMAb INCE

Civil War Classic BARBARA FRIETCHI^

CHAPUN ''BY THE SEA"
HOUDINI SERIAL THIRLLER

IBIO Ll IPBI RISES AGAINST THE SWORD
Lo Brao cri Ninth

WE 4-2342
GOYOKIN

viiiiie
961 Broxton

Westwood
478-0576

^,
lOVE STORY (GP)

Daily 2:15.4:15.6:15,8:15, 10:15

pi

usimrove
8162 Melrose Avi

OL3-2070

^4owthrw Swndoy

JIM KWESKIN
+ Booker White

Coming — Big Mama Thornton

4080 Lincoln Blvd.

Marino del Rey

821-6969

DiKolh«|w« o« tKo Marino • W% Wn—- EklTH ISLkNB
Wod. Nito. S«wd«it Ni*o • Thwrs Nito, DotK* Con«o^

Two*. & Son FREf ADMISSION

6i2zarrrs
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

DiKothoqu* on »ho Strip • Now Mopp«n»«g

BERRIES -k STAYNES
•k JACK RABBIT

Di«coth«q««for dl ogM • Mon Done* Co«ttoi«

(Orond Pr'amMOO] • W«d Lodi.. Nigh*.lodio«

Fro* • Aoditiont W«d 4 ThMr« NigM

iroyliailoir

9081 Sonto Monica Blvd.

LA
276 6168

^ Now Thrv Swndoy

AAARY TRAVERS
& BOB LIND

May 2540 Saolrain

• GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

lUNilEt
:..t* .i*»*BiC^LiV'^" .''': -~ W.^|-^flSi|r^il^P^^SpE^BI^; /:..

' ,\
..4'. :A--''mtf'-*ym^^:J^
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Theater

Temptedby "TheApple Tree
ii

Loud, brash, unique in concept

and in direction. The Apple Tree

carried the audience along at a

well-rehearsed, fast pace opening

night, but failed to achieve the total

believability and entertainment

value necessary for this kind of

"pure fantasy" play. Each of the

three one-act musicals comprising

the show was technically perfect.

The actors, however, were also

technical. Perhaps it was merely

opening night jitters, but one would

not expect butterflies in a cast with

so many plays and television

credits to their names. The
dialogue was rushed at times, one

character badly garbled the words

of a song, others seemed rather

uninvolved with the central action

of the plays. To be sure, there were

many well-done scenes, but the

entire production left me with the

feeling of having watched a

second-rate dress rehearsal.

It is a fortimate thing for the

show that the first play, "The

Diary of Adam and Eve," did in-

deed come first. By far the weakest

of the three plays, it would have

surely left a poor impression on the

by Mark Osterstock

audience if the two following did

not totally overshadow it. Based on

the story of Adam and Eve in

Eden, it is a corny, poorly-written

attempt at '^humanizing" the

Bible. This Adam and Eve are just

like the kids next door, only twice

as naive. They literally stumble

through every discovery that they

make in the garden.

There seems to be a recurring

theme in contemporary situation

comedy of the pitifully subordinate

male being shown up by the wiser,

less hasty female. "The Diary"

makes good use of the idea. Tim
Bowman is the incredibly ignorant

Adam, frying to make sense of

everything around him. He only

succeeds in botching things up,

however, until Eve (Conchita

Thornton) steps in to help him out.

Time and again this boring chain of

events is repeated, as if the author

we^jf afraid to intrpduce new ideas.

The performers really zipped

through the lines on this one,

almost to the point of overlapping.

This sadly indicates that the two

were not really listening to each

other at all. merely delivering

^r-in'-^'^^ * '

^'*X^ -yilrd* " ir »w *

\;,Vt j-sdrf '

THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
1500 WM»wood Blvd.

4 bloda MMftK of Wilthir* al Ohio ~.

WE QUAim HAMBURGER

BHAIATIVA BHOJAN
2807 Moin St S Ml 399-9038

BIT O SCOTLAND
1938 Wwtwood Blvd

I'A M«da South ol S M 8Jvd

474-0328, 474-9049

INDIAN FOOD
Di^efenl Dinners Exe'y Night

VEG -$2 25 NONVEG $3 00
' ^ues - Sat 6 9 30 P M

^
BRITISH SEAFOOD
Oinn*rs $2 25 & $2 50

Food to Go

CHEZ FROMAGE
Cofihiry City

Shopping Contor

552-5582

FONDUE HAPPENING THURS NrTE

Unutuol SondtMkhat

E«pr««»o — Cappuccino

Fin« Chooto — Po»try-Too

CHUNKY'S
918 8r<Kton • 473-6062

(North of Bruin Thootro)

GIANT BEEF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Dogs

HATCH COVER
2615 Wilthiro

SM 828-5404

FOOD
DANCING

POOL

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pico

From Pashrami h Pickles

® choico

Cornw Wostood & Limdbroo^

Opon 24 Hbvrt 478-2732

1 1 PM - n AM
STEAK N' EGGS

ho«h browns, tootl, buttar. jolly

FRIDAY $1.05 SATURDAY

LA CREPE
1084 Glondon Avo 478-0437

Opon7Doy» 11:30-) AM

105 SPECIALfTIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
'CREPES" & "OMELEnES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunchsi 50&$i 75

10658 bndbrook Dr DINNER $3.25 & $4.25
474-0948- WW Villoq.

ledbetteSs
1621 Wesfwood Blvd.

477^751

Greek Nite Every Thurs.

B«er Wine DancirKj Food

UHLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 LoCont*

(L«Con»« &I Goyloy)

For 30 min. dolivory

477-2006

McDonalds town house ,) you deserve
Ilia \Ai . 1 Ki J ^ -

. I .1118 Wostwood Blvd

478.9343
'^* A BREAK TODAY

PIECE6PIZZA
12423 Wilahiro 8lvd.

LA. 826-9210

SINCE 1949

Famous For Our Pizza

^ '
'

'v
'

pK%C where beer is STILL ONLY 254/MUG
rA.ljAl£Bl Old Timo Movi«»
Goyloy & Woyburn 478-0788

r.«.
12220 P.CO

Pko at Bwndy 478.6734

DANCING - POOL
ENTERTAINMENT - PIZZA

EPrS GIANT SUBMARINE
10968 I* Con** 478^0375

~ OKton & Ooytoy

Giant Submarine Sandwich
Op- '^

WE D Eirv Ek

dialogue and moving from place to

place on the stage as directed,

seemingly "to get this over with."

B.C. Bernardo, as The Snake,

offered relief from the breakneck

pace with his smooth, slow

delivery and flowing gestures. His

part, however, was unfortunately

small compared to the others.

The play closes with the un-

believably maudlin "What Makes

Me Love Him?" sung by Eve. It

may bring tears from the

audience, but not the type you

might expect.

Although the play has some good

moments, such as Adam's song

"Fish," in which he tries to

determine the gender of their new
baby boy, the overall feeling of an

unbelievable situation made worse

by unbelievable characterizations

giver the production a lackluster

air which is never overcome.

The second play, "The Lady or

the Tiger," opens with a quiet

narrative sung by a medieval-type

balladeer. The song is startlingly

interrupted by the entrance of the

cast from the back of the audience,

accompanied by sour blasts on a

Gourmet Sandwiches

f

I

»

HELPLINE

.825-7646

•UttrOtKr^muM

m t SUN 1:31 • MT 1 1 10:31

JUIES FEIFFER'S

Mute Hous^
Z'

trumpet and much singing and

shouting among the company.

Wildly dressed in barbaric outfits

and shiny aluminum foil armor,

they proceed to relate the classic

story of The Lady or the Tiger to

the audience. A suspected criminal

is placed in front of two identical

doors. Behind one is a beautiful

lady, behind the other is a savage

tiger. He is forced to choose be-

tween the two, and the door he

picks determines his guilt or in-

nocence.

The suspected criminal in this

case is in love with Nadjira (Lora

Andrich) , the wife of the king of the

village. She knows which door the

tiger is behind, and is forced to

choose between having him killed

or letting him marry the lady

behind the other door. Either way

she must lose him.

This is by far the most enjoyable

play of the evening, both for the

audience and the cast. The
characters in the story are por-

trayed with such a broad,

humorous style that their wacky

antics become acceptable to all.

The actors take advantage of this

situation to ham it up to the full

extent and provide good-natured,

hilarious entertainment for the

audience.

Lora Andrich is great as the

queen of the village, strutting

about in a huge feather headdre^

and batting her false eyelashes at

every opportunity. Similarly, the

king, William Sims, assumes the

role of the head nitwit extremely

well. The shining performance,

however, is given by Barbara

(Margaret Avery) as the thick-

headed and overweight courtesan

in competition with Nadjira for

Sanjar's (Alan Ham's) love. Her

entrance on Nadjira' s throne,,

supported by four hardworking

attendants, was one of the funniest

moments of the entire evening. She

paraded through the audience,

singing to the men 'Tve got what

_you want . . .", accompanied by

appropriate gestures and body

movements.

As well done and funny as it was
this play, like the previous one
became tedious at times. Again
the dialogue was rapid and the
movements seemed just a little too
fast in spots. It was a noticeable
relief when the play ended and one
could return to thinking at a nor
mal pace.

,

"Passionella," the final play of

the evening, is an up-to-date
version of Cinderella, only the

hardworking peasant girl in this

case turns into a glamorous movie
star instead of a princess She is

only a movie star, however, be-

tween the hours of Huntley-
Brinkley and the Late-lat^ show
The rest of the time she is her

former self, a lowly chimney
sweep. The plot is pretty predic-

table, but the cast dioes a fine job

with what they are given.

Lynn Obermiller, as Passionella,

is really hilarious. She portrays the

classical "dumb blond who makes
it big" as well as Ella, the chimney
sweep. Her performance really

carries the play along. Again in

this play, the characters are

played to the hilt by the cast. All

the stops are let out and a real

slapstick performance ensues.

The thing most obviously lacking

in the entire evening's en-

tertainment was the element of

believability in the characters

Since the plays are total fantasies,

the establishment of credibility

was of primary importance. If you

can believe in the characters, you

are willing to accept whatever

action they may take, no matter

how incredible, just as in a fairy

tale. If, however, the characters

only seem to be ordinary people

assuming a role, the story suffers

This, unfortunately, is the case
^

with The Apple Tree. Although the

stories are very funny, they never

attain the total entertainment

value of escape by the audience

into the worlds of the plays. If the

actors would just slow down a little

and listen to each other more, The

Apple Tree might achieve that

level.

''Al «)tl tittli Miritn'. Davii tanTs

TliMtir Ntw prtiictif has a vkkii

ttf|t . . . Mkis WAVES, aii itt jist tf

LAUCHTEI ...DirKttr Bary's patylt

aatftrsUai tba play as vtll as AlaiT

Arkia's Mifiul ii N.Y. aM-ftrat-
alai its saviral laiils af caaaiy
MtEiKILLniUY!'*

- Dan Sullivan, L^. TIMES

:R Fin. A SUN. PERFS.

CENTURY CITY PLAYHOUSl:
lOMM wesT nco

lncies or pmct

'(Paid Advertisement)'

DO IT!

mm suA/p^vs Mj^y

on

"LAGBOMER"
THURSDAY MAY 13 ^7:45

CHABAD HOUSE 741 GAYLEY AVE.

Do Your Thing for Ecology.

K/een-up Your Clothes^

KLEENCO CLEANERS^^ KLEtlMCU CLEANERS £5f^'»!^

AVAiiABLE 1101 GAYLEY (Corner of Kinross & Gayley) 477-5566 stamps

*1
ONE COUPON PER PBtSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

25% OFF
on ANY SINGLE ORDER OF
PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

AT REG. PRICE

1 DAY SERVICE NO EXTRA CHARGE
bp«t 5/36/71 |aC€l»T

This coupon ithisI accompany ir»-coming ordar SAT.)

»2 ONE COUPON PER PERSON
THIS COUPON GOOD

FREE

»3
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ONE COUPON PER PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

1 UCLA SWEATER CLEANED
AND BLOCKED

'l-l I J ord«rol$5 00
or n>or«

i

wHh an order of 5 or more

1 DAY SERVICE
HANGER OR BOX
NO EXTRA CHARGE

EKpir*s 5/26/71
Thift coupon mwtt occompany ir»-€OfTiing order

This coupon may not be used in

conjencfion with any other discount

TH< ft r i'^

Expire 5/26/71

#4 ONE COUPON PER PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
OFF
OF
REGULAR PRICE

on any Suede or Leather

20%

GARMENT CLEANED AND

REFINISHEQ
Expir.* 5/26/71

mk:m^

««
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Rosemary's Bahy Miscarried

Paul Wendkos is a likeable

director who during the fifties and

early sixties made some very

interesting genre movies, most

notably The Burglar, Face of a

Fugitive, and Angel Baby. With a

temperament and talent suited to

the studio system of the forties or

fifties, Wendkos found himself

aimlessly adrift in the personal-

statement-flashy-technique six-

ties, passing first through the

Gidgct genre, and eventually

drifting into a relationship with

producer Quinn Martin to hit rock

bottom directing TV shows.

Symptomatic of the director's

career frustrations in recent years

was the release of his finest movie,

Fraternity (see by one lucky

audience theatrically when it was

sneak previewed at the Picwood

Theatre) as a TV Movie-of-the-

Week retitled Brotherhood of the

Bell.

Wendkos 's visual style tends

towards th^ bizarre and offbeat,

with lots of strange, deep-focus

camera angles, jarring close-ups,

foreground objects, and fern overall

feeling of delirious paranoia.

Wendkos introduces his various

stylistic quirks even into the most

straightforward of his little genre

scripts, and there is at least one

moment in each of his films when

suddenly everything goes berserk.

Thus in a fairly classical Western

story like Face of a Fugitive,

Wendkos adds an incredible

climactic gunfight in a deserted

ghost town, with deep shadows

punctuated by bursts of bright

colors in an aura of heavily dif-

fused, pastel lighting. And into a

typical fifties robbery melodrama

like The Burglar, Wendkos will

throw a wild finale in an

amusement park fun house, a

sequence which though borrowed

in conception from his self-avowed

master, Welles, is nonetheless

powerful in its realization.

The news that Wendkos had been

signed by Fox to direct its Gothic,

post-Rosemary's Baby, devil-

worship picture. The Mephisto

Running out of

Spiff/ Hondmode

II
III UN
CLOTHES -
Buy a cape, a leather bag,

trading beads, a djalaba, or

many other items.

al wholesale prices

Call Ron 475-2369

Waltz, was greeted with some
excitement a year ago by those
familiar with the director's spotty
career. Aside from being Wendkos
material par excellence in its

treatment of paranoia and the
supernatural, The Mephisto Waltz
was to be the director's first "big-

budget" picture (over $3 million)

and his first project in ten years in

which he would have the relative

freedom to do what interested him.

Unfortunately, the finished movie
proved to be a disappointment on
all levels.

Over-written, over-acted, and
mainly over-directed. The
Mephisto Waltz is at times almost

unt>earable to watch. Wendkos
goes berserk with all the

photographic tricks of the sixties,

shattering the stark beauty of his

deep-focus compositional style

with pointless rack-focussing,

ruining the subtlety of his

evocation of the bizarre with crude

and obtrusive fish-eye lenses (a

technique which nearly ruined

Fraternity a year earlier), and
apparently disregarding entirely

the obvious care needed in the

pacing of the film. The first rough-

cut of the movie was a ridiculous

three hours long, and the result of

this foolish over-shooting was that

the pacing was sacrificed in order

to cut the film down to a watchable

length.

Unlike the earlier genre filiT^, in

which bizarre sequences were

truly bizarre due to their intrusion

on the relatively sane sequences of'

the movies, The Mephisto Walti

opens (with fish-eye distortion) on

a startlingly high level of the

bizarre which Wendkos attempts to

maintain throughout the film, thus

precluding suspense and any

dramatic climax the material

might have called for. Unlike

Rosemary's Baby, in which the

forces of darkness slowly intrude

upon the superficially "normal"

and audience-identifiable young

couple, Mehpisto contains nothing

normal or believable, nothing for

the audience to mvolve itself with

(Paid Advertittement)" "— —'i

ix Weeks of Study I

Si Fun in Mexico |

JULY 11 - AUG 20

j High School, College Shjdents

& Teachers

I

Accredited classes in Spanish,

Mexican Culture, Art, Music,

etc. at beautiful Monterry, Tec.

Tuition, board, room, laundry

and trips -$425. For details,

see Dr. Martin, Hollywood High

School. Phone GR 8-3687 -

8 to 9:30 p.m.

2 Semesters High School Credit

6 College Credits

Rome CCXXXI B.C
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NOW PLAYINOI
MON. thru FRI. 6:00 • 8 00 • 10:00 PM
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but ^heap shocks (the vicious dog,

the dead bodies, the rites) and
generally undeveloped characters.

And even individual sequences are

overlabored to the point where all

tension aitd excitement leaves

them. The sublime bath-tub suicide

which Nicholas Ray accomplished

in Party Girl with a two-second-

long track-in and dissolve is

transposed here into an agonizing,

several-minute sequence which
follows a woman as she pain-

stakingly makes her way through

the house to the bathroom to finally

discover the body.

Some individual touches arc

beautifully done, such as the

writing of the phone message,

'Duncan Ely," on the chUd's

Satanic crayon drawing, or the

great expression of paranoia in the

later stages of the film; but

Wendkos is utterly unable to make
a coherent film of the admittedly

wretched script handed him.

Throughout, one has the feeling

that a good little director is over

his head in, yet quite intoxicated

with, an elephantine project, to the

point where he desperately grabs "^
. . . *

onto modish visual tricks which out of TV work, but one must also as movies move farth«r and far-

are anathema to his own style and hope that at this turning points his ther away from the fifties,

personality. Hopefully, The career. Wendkos will give some

Mephisto Waltz will get Wendkos thought to the direction he will Uke -Uwell Peterson
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stereo albums

1.98
various recordings by.
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fi • .

i

e Nitty Gritty Dirt Band • Beach Boys • Charlie Byrd -

• Flatt and Scruggs * Diana Ross & the Supremes • Steam

• Spanky and Our Gang • Chad Mitchell Trio • Johnny Mathis

• Blue Cheer • Mamas & Papas • Richard Harris • Grassroots

• Duke Ellington • Jimmy Smith • Country Joe & The Fish

various rare old albums

various Command, Everest and

Philips classical

vox classical
i
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I
rock, jazz, comedy albums— good selection of ethnic

and folk music, also priced 1 .98

many, many, many, many more I

as
uc

record store

records, o level, ockermon union, 825-771

1

mondays-fridays 9-5; Saturdays 10-3

USE YOUR BANKAMBIICARD OR MASTER CHARGE
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IK HAWAII A BAIH;AIK!

(YOU DONT HAVE TO BE RICH TO ROAM THE ISLANDS)

Thisyear.don'tsay"! can't afford to goto jHawaii/'Contitiental

had your budget in mind when they produced a special free

brochure with the facts about low cost vacationing in the

Islands. Hawaii isn't expensive— not if you know where you

can get the best accommodations and the best meals at the

price you want to pay! Our booklet tells you all this, plus guid-

ing you to the best surfing, camping and scenic spots. It

includes some of the best values in hotels, restaurants, night

life... even where you can rent a Honda! Send for a free copy
of "Continental RAPS about the Great Hay\^aiian Trip" with

the coupon below, or call Continental's campus representa-

tive, Harry Sloan, 626-9241.

If you have your Continental Youth Fare Card, you can fly

to Hawaii from the West Coast for just $85.00* on standby. Or
$98.00* on a confirmed reservation, Monday through Thurs-

day Economy Fare. If you don't have a Youth Card just check
the box below. Then you can
Wavel in comfort on any one of

our six daily flights to Hawaii
from Los Angeles, Portland

or Seattle. ^&
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What's Brew'n at the Big IT today
Special Activities

Students of harpsichord In-

structor Bess Karp will present an

all Bach Harpsichord concert at

noon today In Schoenberg

Auditorium.

"The Hour and Time of Augusto

Matrago'' (A Hora e Vez de

Augusto AAatraga) will screen at 8

p.m. today in Humanities 1200, and

at noon tomorrow In Bunche 1209B,

as part of the Brazilian film

festival.

Speeches and Seminars

Thomas Carl Brown, Jr., PhD
candidate in Information science,

California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, will conduct a computer

science seminar on "Data-Based
^ Deductive Question Answering in a

Definitionally Extensible Higher

Predicate Calcuhjs'' at 10: X a.m.

today in Boelter 8500.

C.P. Zaieski, acting professor of

engineering, will present an
energy and kinetics seminar on

"Principal Merits of Commercial
Fast Breeder Power Stations

(Choice of Material Characteristic

Optimization)" at 3 p.m. today In

Boelter 8500.

Charles Kisseberth, professor of"

linguistics, UCSD, will speak on

"The Global Nature if the Vowel
Length Alternation In Klamath" at

8 p.m. today in Bunche 2168, under
the auspices of the Graduate
Linguistics Circle.

AAorris FrJedkin, professor of

biology, UC San Drego, will con-

duct a biochemistry seminar on

"Recent Studies with Folic Acid

Analogues" at 4 p.m. toddy In

Young Hall 2224. j

Vittore Bran^Wr president,

Fondazione CInl, Venice, Italy,

editor and scholar of Italian

medieval literature, will lecture on
"The Myth of the Hero in Medieval
Literature" at 4 p.m. today in

Humanities 1200.

Hank Pott, of Bruin Christian

Fellowship will give a seminar on

"Christians in Conflict" at noon

today in Ackerman Union 3517.

Thane H. McCulloh, geologist,

U.S. Geological Survey Pomona
College, Claremont, California,

will lecture on "Oil Well Blowouts
— Mechanisms and Geological

%^%^
-^z* ^
- "^-V.

H> . ti.'f ».' II. IN I

'-^^
/

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
P. O. Box 656. Orange. California 92669

j

Please send me a free copy of:
~~^

n CONTINENTAL RAPS ABOUT THE Gr.dAT HAWAIIAN TRIP

n YOUTH FARE CARD APPLICATION

NAME:

ADDRESS: .

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

COLLEGE YEAR IN SCHOOL
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TRUST ME — "Shadow of a

Doubt" and "Marnie'' will

screen at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in

. Melnitz 1409, under the auspices

of the Film Screening
Cooperative in conjunction with

Theater Arts course 106A.

Donations requested.

Implications" at 4 p.m. today in

Geology 3656.

Frank von Hippel, staff

physicist, Argonne National
Laboratory, Illinois, will conduct a
physics colloquium on "Scientists

and Policy-Making for

Technology" at 4 p.m. today In

Knudsenl220.
Karl Kenyon, biologist, Fish and

Wildlife Service, U.S. Department
of the Interior, Seattle, will lecture

on "Studies of the Sea Otter in
Alaska" at 7 p.m. today in Life
Sciences 2147, as part of the series
"The Living S6a." Tickets are
S4.25, $1.75 for students.

Psychologists Phillip Oderberg
and Carl Faber, will lecture on
"Healing in Parenting" at 8 p.m
today In Dickson 2160, as part of

the series "Healing." Tickets are
S4.50, $2 for students.

Byron Bloch, director, Citizen
Advocate Office in West Los
Angeles vvill speak on "The Citizen

Advocate: What Can You Really
Do Correct Consumer and En-
vironmental Dilemmas" at 8 p.m
today at the International Student
Center (ISC), 1023 Hilgard Ave, as
part of the fireside seminar series

at ISC.

Meetings

Cercle Francais (French Club)

will meet at noon today in Haines
Hall 111.

Women's Liberation Front will

meet at 7:30 p.m. today in Ker
ckhoff Hall 400.

URA Clubs

The Flying Club will meet from

4-6 p.m. today in Ackerman Union
2408.^^ ^—

^

The Figure Skating Club will

meet at 8 p.m. today at the Santa

AAonica Ice P^alace.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet

from 7-10 p.m. today in Women's
Gym 200.

The Lacrosse Club will meet

from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7}

The Hunting Club will meet at

noon today in Men's Gym 122.

The Hapkido Club will meet from

3:»-5 p.m. today in Memorial

Activities B 146.

The Women's Karate Club will

meet from 5-6 p.m. today in

Women's Gym 200.

The Mountaineers will meet at

noon today on the northwest corner

of AAoore Hall lawn.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
4p.m
5p.m
7p.m
7:30p.ni.

8p.m.
8pm
8p.m.
7p.m.

Ananda Marga Yoga
Kundalini Yoga

Analysis of Rock Music Industry
Agents of Change in Helping Fields

20th Century Mysticism
Power of Breath

Shakti Yoga
Pantomime and Guerilla Theatre

Social Welfare 175

Courtyard. Women's Gym
Social Welfare 121

Architecture 2203

Architecture 1243B

Architecture 1243C

Architecture 1243

633 Brooks. Venice

^uUiber Cabern
Presents

Thurs. through Sot.

Direct from the Ice House

ItC i
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Fall by for a listen & you'll be back with your friends.

Shows begin 9:00 Thurs. & 9:30 Fri. & Sat.

Come before 9 and beat the 50< cover.

BEER - WINE - SOFT DRINKS - SANDWICHES

w

"GUYb^ST

2260 Westwood Blvd.
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More opinions on tits Bangla Desh sit,

Editor:

We speak as representatives of

the community of scholars* who

came together last fall to defend

academic freedom and maintain

the integrity of scholarship in our

10 countries on four continents.

Having organized to defend the

life of scholarship, we cannot

remain silent when the very lives

and minds of scholars are shat-

tered in bloody massacre, and

their distinctive culture threatened

with obliteration.

A professor of the University of

Dacca in East Pakistan who last

week fled in terror has described to

us the systematic extermination of

scholars on March 25-6 by units of

the Pakistani military force.

According to this eyewitness, the

army attacked on the night of

March 25. By one o'clock the next

morning the university was ablaze.

Shooting continued for 36 hours.

This professor made his way into

the streets when the curfew was

briefly lifted on the 27th.

Screaming people were all about.

The university looked like a

graveyard with thousands of dead

bodies in view. Freshly dug graves

pockmarked the campus.
'^

It was obvious that the unlveTsity

had been a major target. A
premeditated massacre appears to

have been conducted from a

master list of victims prepared

possibly as early as last fall. That

list presumable contained the

names and addresses of leading

teachers and students as well as

artists, musicians and writers

associated with Bengali literature

The mass murder apparently

proceeded on schedule; senior

professors were brought out in the

open and shot. Their families,

including women and children,

were also killed. The sudden attack

obviously sought the extermination

of the intellectual class, par-

ticularly the bearers of Bengali

culture and a large part of its

audience.

Shot and killed were the chair-

men of the following departments

:

G.C. Deb, philosophy; Dr.

Maniruzzaman, statistics; Dr. M.
Kabir, history; Dr.^ Guha-
Thakurta, English; Muzaffar
Hussain, political science; and
Kabir Chaundhri, the head of the

Bengali Academy.
Many more senior professors,

dorm proctors, lecturers and
others were either killed or left

injured in the campus area.

Members of their families were not

spared.

The eyewitness estimates that a

high proportion of the Bengali

among the faculty and studeiits

and nearly all the senior professors

were either killed or injured.

We do not presume to judge any

aspect of the Bengali secession

issue.

As human beings and as

scholars, however, we call upon

our respective countries to express

their horror at this systematic

extermination of scholars. It

cannot be justified by any
precedent of international or civil

conflict. This was not death

stemming from guerrilla action by

civilians; this was unprovoked

assault on the bodies and minds of

individuals who convey the culture

of a distinct people. This was
genocide in its cruelest and most

abject sense.

Though our governments may
believe themselves limited in

actions they can take, there should

be no further delay in public

recognition that an inhuman deed

was planned and executed at

Dacca. Full opprobrium should be

directed at those responsible.

Though our governments may
remain silent, we, as scholars,

cannot. For whether or not the

East Pakistani matter is a civil

conflict, it remains our duty to

fallen colleagues to express our

sense of horror and pertiaps,

thereby, forestall a continuation or

repetition of the ghastly affair.

^

•The ICUE's Steering Com-
mittee includes Francois

Bourricaud, Paris; Richard
Lowenthal, Berlin; Donald
MacRae, London; Giovanni

Sartori, Florence; Charles

Frankel, New York; Seymour
Martin Lipset, Cambridge, Mass.;

Paul Seabury, Berkeley; and
Edward Shils, Chicago. The 100

charter members of the group

include scholars in Australia,

Belgium, France, Germany, Italy,

Japan.he Netherlands, Sweden,

the United Kingdom and the United

Jascha Kessler

Associate Professor. English

• • ••

Editor:

your editorial on the massacre

in Pakistan (Daily Bruin, April 26)

misses the important facts.

Pakistan was created in 1947 on

the medieval concept of religion as

a theocracy. The only link between

East Pakistan, now Bangla Desh,

and West Pakistan was religion.

The colonial exploitation of the

East i.e. Bangla Desh by the West

during the last 23 years has^

completely eroded this bond. There

is absolutely nothing in common
between the people of East and

West neither language, culture,

eating habits, tradition, geography

or anything else.

With the bond of religion having

disappeared, it is only military

might which is cent per cent West,

that keeps the country together. It

is, however, not possible for the

West Pakistani army to keep 75

million people under military

control indefinitely.

The colonial subjugation, of

Bangla Desh by the military clique

of West Pakistan is a harsh fact of

life admitted even in govt

documents The income of the

average Bengali is only two-thirds

of the average income in the West

Pakistan With 60 per cent of the

population, Bangla Desh's share of

the central government devel-

opment expenditure has l)een as

low as 20 per cent. Bangla Desh's

foreign exchange earnings have all

along been diverted to finance

imports for West PakisUn.

In the political sphere the

situation is even worse. Since 1958

the military junta has been

ruthlessly ruling the country

without any representation from

the Bangla Desh. In the first-ever

general election held in theocratic

PakisUn, people of Bangla Desh

gave Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's

Awami League an absolute

majority in the national assembly.

The political program of Awami
League sought to correct the

economic disparities by tran-

sferring control over economic

pohcy from the central govern-

ment to the provinces. The
response of the brutal and in-

sensitive dictator Yahya Khan has

been to unleash a reign of terror

whose full dimensions Ar& Jiow

becoming known.

Two West Pakistani students,

^kkUqi and Tajammul
Massan, have sought to minimise

the brutality and killings in Bangla

Desh (Daily Bruin, April 30). One

needs only to request them to read

the first-hand reports filed in the

Times (current week) and the

statements of British and

American citizens who were

earlier evacuated from Bangla

Desh. On top of this is the fact that

the miliUry junU expeUed all

foreign journalists and imposed

total censorhip before starting the

carnage. \ '

To date more than 200,00

civilians including women and

children have been killed in the

name of ISLAM. Nine professort of

the University of Dacca have been

butchered. Dr. G.C. Dcv, a

renowned philosopher heads that

list. Countless doctors and

engineers are being systematically

killed. Dr. A.K. Shamsuddin. civil

surgeon of Sylhet, was called out of

the operation theatre and shot.

Alx>ut 200 women students of the

Dacca University were raped by

the West Pakistani army and then

shot. Siddiqi and Hasan should

hang their head in shame. What

evidence do they have to counter

these facts?

We the students of UCLA should

condemn such genocide in clear

terms. We should urge the United

States government to suspend all

military and economic aid to

theocratic Pakistan which kills

women, children, students and

professors in the name of religion

and national unity.

To date over $3 billion of military

aid has been given to Pakistan by

the United States This weaponry is

now being used to kill the innocent

civilians. Two helicopters given to

aid the victims of the recent

cyclone are also being used to

butcher the freedom fighters^

Americans share the guilt of thii

carnage to the extent Anierican

weapons are used.
j

The military junta refused even

the International Red Croat per-

mission to carry relief work to

mitigate the sufferings of the

wanton killings. This is a savagery

of the worst kind. If people like

Siddiqi and Tujammul Haaaan,

living in this country of open

liberty and political rights cannot

appreciate the savagery and

brutality of the killings of their

military government, no wonder

the government does indulge in

such killings and genocide.

Alex Koilniky

Junior, Economics

KAIROS - LOS ANGELES

presents

DR. WILLIAM SCHUTZ
Esalen Institute Fellow

Author, JOY and FIRO

^^HERE COMES EVERY BODY"

an evening designed to expand and recapture our trust love

awareness' and joy. • - -
. . --

.

Friday evening, May 14 LA MANCHA 8PM

930 Hilgard Avenue Students $2

Kairos office 931-1985

Acollege graduate just doesnt get

thewarm welcome he used to.

'(Paid Advertisement)

Apply now for Fall Posifiofiswith the SLC

aim.
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Intern Proyram
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OPENINGS IN:

Dean of Students '
Offke

University Police Department

UCLA Business Office

10 hours a week comnnitment in addition to 10 hours

a week paid office time. Excellent pay.

Apply now in ASUCLAPresidenrsOffice,KH304

There's a lot of competition in the job market

today. And a college degree alone just

doesn't carry as mucti weight with some

employers. .

That's why Honeywell developed their

Postiiaduate Studies Program. A program

"designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college major is. If

you can qualify you'll be ready to learn com-

puters from one of the world's top computer

manufacturers and leading educators,

Honeywell.
You'll be ready to start right off in

the fastest growing industry around.

An Industry that doubles in size and

opportunity every five years.

There still won't be any brass bands ^
around to greet you, but you will get a ^
warm handshake. All you have to do is

mail this coupon. Or call (714) 870-0120.

• Admltftlon* Otflcar

I
Hon*yw«ll ln»tltut« of Information Scl«nc«ft

! 2600 E«»t Nutwood Av«no«
. I full«rton. California 92631

I
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The Otter QxTTputer Company:

Honeywell
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University empioyeesl unions protest budget
Editor:

For several weeks now the

campus employees unions have

been attempting to mobilize a

constructive and coherent coun-

terattack to Reagan's 1971-72

budget proposals. Faced with the

prospect of massive layoffs, no

cost of living increase and speed up

on the job, we have seen that no

matter how much Hitch et al

agonize officially alxHit the cut-

backs, they are powerless to stop

them from coming to pass.

Hitch, Young, our department

heads, our supervisors, can regret

the cutbacks all they want. But

when the funds don't come, they

will shove more and more work on

us per eight-hour day, not give us

the raises we need just to keep

even with inflation, and finally, if

pijr jobs don't rate high enough, lay

us off.

fOnly by fighting for ourselves, by

uniting to become a collective

force able to affect what happens

in Sacramento, can we hope to

establish our right to our jobs on

this campus, to jobs with a fair

wage and reasonable work loads.

The situation of students i»

different and yet the same. The
combination of higher tuition and

diminishing financial aid is

"laying off" students — forcing

them out of school — with minority

and low income students being

especially affected. Those who can

afford to remain face overcrowded

classes, discontinued course of-

ferings, and whole departments

eliminated.

These conditions are being

rationalized as the result of a "tax

crisis." "Tax exploitation" is

closer to the truth. Reagan says

that he can't raise enough tax

revenue to cover the costs of

adequately funding the university.

What he doesn't point out is that

only a little over a tenth of state

revenue comes from taxes on

corporate profits.

The other nine-tenths of the tax

burden falls one way or the other

on wage and salary earners. Since

working people are made to pay for

most oT the costs of state services,

we only get as much as we can

afford. Now that we've been bled

white, We're in effect being told to

shut up and accept cutbacks. So

when Reagan says that he can't

raise more revenue, he means that

he won't raisi^ more revenue, since

that would mean cutting into

privileged tax position of coqaorate

profits.

Women's oppression . .

.

(Continued from Page 6)
If we are to build a movement for social change, we must expose the

fallacy of woman's inferiority for what it is — a thrust to divide people on

sexual lines. We must fight male supremacist attitudes for our own
benefit and for the benefit of a movement that will fight to annihilate

oppression.

The ways in which we attack mkle supremacist attitudes can take

various forms: 1. both men and wom^n should make conscious decisions

to involve women in all facets of pohtical activity; 2. remarks that con-

note female inferiority and define women by their sexuality should be

considered to t)e in the same category as racist remarks; 3. the question

of women's oppression should be supplemented and incorporated in every

political speech, writing and discussion. Men themselves must talk about
the question of chauvinism. Basically we must destroy the behavior

patterns of the larger society that encourage us to exploit women. Only if

we work together to ehminate the problem of male supremacy can we
expect to be efficient and humane in taciding the real problems of our

society.

Finally, the function of Women's Lil>eration should be explained. First,

we oppose the nuclear family as it is presently constituted t)ecause it

perpetuates the economic and psychological exploitation of women. We
wish to build a society in which all non-exploitative familial con-

figurations are welcome. We want free child care centers and paid

pregnancy leave for all women.
Second, we want legal control over our own bodies — free abortions,

free birth-control, free access to self-defense classes.

Third, we seek full and equal participation in all political activities. We
must fight to solve immediate problems, particularly those of working
women, minority women, and poor women, while continuing- to expose
the basic contradictions within this system.

We in the campus employees'

unions are determined not to let

Reagan's assault on the University

come to pass. We are attempting to

mobilize workers and students to

march and rally in Sacramento

tomorrow to make the state

government respond to our

demands. AFSCME (the union for

UC sUff employees) , together with

the faculty and TA's unions, is

circulating peitions and will be

marching for the following

demands.
— ^nd the wage and hiring

freeze, restore the budget; no

layoffs.

— End job discrimination

against women and minorities.

— Free higher education for all;

abolish tuition.

— Full funding for EOP and

special programs for minority

students. u

— Recognize unions of public

employees as collective barbaining

agents.

To finance these demands, we
will fight for:

— Increased taxation of the

banks, corporations and
agribu^itiess.

Tax wealth being taken out of

California's soil and seacoast

(such as an oil severance tax).

— Increased taxes on profits, not

people.

To make the impact of these

demands felt, it is crucial that we
mobilize as many workers and
students as possible for the March
on Sacramento. We are chartering

buses and organizing car pools to

take people from UCLA. If you
would like to join us call 473-2350,

AFSCME Local 2070's office, or

stop at the lunch tables on Bruin

Walk, the Weitwood entrance to

the Med Center, and the Dental

Quad.
Eric FUnt

Supreme Court may later rule that

the case was not within its

jurisdiction. But the lower court

bases its decision not on fear of

possible future reversal, but on its

own interpretation of its

jurisdiction under the law.

This is exactly the process that

SJB followed at the hearing under

dispute. We felt that we had

jurisdiction over the DB in this

case, because of our authority to

guarantee the impartiality of

elections. We attempted to hear the

case and would have rendered a

verdict '^except for the refusal of

Cannold and Ann Haskins (Daily

Bruin Editor) to testify. To do so

was, in my opinion, entirely

proper.

However, the Board fully

realized that the jurisdictional

question would have to be decided

by the Chancellor, and in fact it

was SJB that petitioned him for a

ruling. I would hardly classify this

procedure as ''legal mastur-
bation", and I am appalled that the

chairman of one board should

make such irresponsible

statements about another.

Finally, let me point out that

while the Chancellor ruled on the

issue of jurisdiction, to my
knowledge no decision on the

substantive questions involv^ has

yet been made, either by the

Chancellor, Conun Board or SJB.

Keith Hunsaker
Senior, Economics

Tenure
.,"1 <

SJB
Editor:

As chairman of Student Judicial

Board (SJB), I want to reply to

charges made by Mitch Cannold in

Tuesday's DB that SJB is running
a "circus" and engaging in "legal

masturbation".

To understand our actions,
consider, as an analogy, the
federal court system. For
example, a court may assume the

authority to order desegregation,

by bussing, -in a northern school

district. It knows full well that the

Editor:

^Because some misunderstanding
has developed over the decision to

not recommend me for tenure, I

would like to offer the following

comments in an effort to place this

decision in proper perspective.

Based on the criteria which are

in use at this time for the selection

of tenure staff and the information

available to them, the department
made a fair decision. These
criteria measure performance in

the areas of research, teaching (at

all levels), University service and
public service.

The decision should not be taken

as evidence that the department
does not value teaching; the
chemistry department has a

tradition of concern for teaching

and includes several distinguished

teachers on the staff.

I am not being "replaced" by
any specific individual as stated in

the recent article. Furthermore, in

my opinion, all persons approved
for tenure in this department over
the past few years have been
deserving of this appointment, not
just for their research but also for

their teaching.

However, I do believe there is a
legitimate basis for concern over
the weight given teaching in tenure
decisions.

It is my conviction that the

primary function of the University

is teaching. This is not to say that

research is unimportant. The
dichotomy of teaching vs. research

is false; research or scholarly

activity is essential for good
teaching at the college level.

The purpose of teaching is not

merely to expound known facts and
theories; it is also, and more im-

portant, to motivate students to

teach themselves, to question the

conventional wisdom and to think

creatively. To provide this

stimulus and to impart authority

and realism to his lectures, a

teacher must also continue lear-

ning. While this learning may not

always result in the currently

favored research package, the

small, manageable problem

readily yielding publishable

results, it is still research by any

reasonable definition.

In this general sense, research is

the most important ingredient in

good teaching, However, abuse of

this research privilege has been

one of the cuases of alienation

between students and faculty,

between »the public and the

University. The promotion policy

should reflect the purpose of the

University, the purpose by con-.

sensus of the faculty, students and

public.

A number of students and

student leaders have acted in a

responsible, constructive manner

over the past few months to open a

dialogue on the role of teaching in

the University. This effort tran-

scends any individual case of

faculty dismissal.

With respect to my personal

case, my students know quite well

that my- teaching is vastly

overrated. Nevertheless, I have

been deeply touched by the support

given me by my students and

grateful for their loyalty. I have

gained much more from my

association with them than I have

given in return. It is said that the

teacher leaves his mark on the

"hearts and minds of men"; the

same can be said for his students.

Edward Graham

Assistant Professor
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HUSTLE— Bob Adams takes advantage of a play ff the plate to move up

an extra base in recent game. Baseballers meet USC twice ttiis weekend,

Friday at Bovard Field and Saturday at Sawtelle. Win over the Tro|ans

guarantees UCLA spot in Pacific-8 playoffs May 20-22.

Baseballers against wall;

must top Troy for playoff
.^.

}

By Ed Burgart '

DB Sports Writer^

It all comes down to this weekend as far as UCLA's baseball playoff

chances are concerned. USC has already clinched first place in the

Southern Division so the Bruins will be shooting for second, as will

Stanford. All it takes is a UCLA win or Stanford loss to assure the Bruins a

play-off berth. The only way the Bruins would be eliminated is if they lost

both of their games to USC while Stanford swept California, the cellar-

dweller in the Southern Division with a 5-10 mark. UCLA is 11-4
;
Stanford

9-6.

It's a little more complicated in the North. Three teams are withm a

game of each others Oregon at 6-8, WSU at 5-8, and OSU at 5-9. WSU has

the advantage. They play the neighboring Washington Huskies, just 1-12

in conference play. If the Cougars win two of three as expected, they are

in the playoffs.

Oregon and OSU meet each other in back-to-back single games. The

teams are fairly equal and the outcome is hard to predict. All the Ducks

must do is win one game to meet a Southern representative in the post-

season tournament. Oregon State is in the most precarious position smce

it will be almost forced to sweep to be among playoff contenders.

The Northern schools have an advantage in the playoffs since the

double elimination tournament will be held at the site of the Northern

Division champion.
The tournament is organized in the following manner :

The second

place team in the South meets the winner of the Northern Division m the

best two of three while the Northern runner-up would meet USC under the

same circumstances. The winners meet in the best two of three finals,

determining the Conference representative in the District 8 playoffs.

Right now, USC, defending NCAA champion, would have to be favOred

for its 24th Pacific-8 tiUe. But you can be sure UCLA will have something

to say this weekend in the two final conference games against the

Trojans. And don't giink Oregon, OSU, and WSU won't be thinking ahead

also.
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ADVCRTISING OFFICES

Ktrclthof4H*iini
phoiM: nvmi

IS words $1 SO day, S co«*«c»rt»w«

tns*rttonf SJ.Ot

Payabi* in advance

DEADLINE l«:M» m.

No tolophenc ordort

THE Daily ftroin give* full support to tM
UnivorsitY o* California's policy on noo-

and thortfort clatsifitddiscrimination
advortisin« sorvic* will net bt

availaMt to anyont wHo, in affordin*

housing to studonts or o#forinf lotok

discriminates on tt»« t»asis of race. coMr,

religion, national origin or ancestry. NeitHer

the University nor tt»e ASUCLA « Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

^AnnouncemenH

GAY straight Women's dialogue May 22, 12-

5 p m , daughters of Bilitis, I»10 S Vermont,
phone 737 fl$» Pot luck lunch. (AM M)

,— fp

NEED ADDITIONAL UNITS? Pick up 3 to 9

units during summer session at San Diego
State College Write tor free catalog
Summer Sessions, Dept. B, San Diego State,

San Diego, 93 1 IS. (A MM)

*HOW do you BARGAIN? Find out-play the

Bargaining Game RECEIVE S3.^ Sign up
outside 4S2I Frani Tower. (AM )

WE Buy guitars, amps, drums, band in-

struments West LA Music, 1134S Santa
Monica Bd. 47? »WI. (AM »4>

PEACE CORPS has summer and fall

programs. Summer application deadline
May IS. Kinsey 3S7. I2S-409I. (AMU)

NEED ADDITIONAL UNITS? Pick up 3 to 9

units during summer session at San Otego
State College. Write for free catalog:

Summer Sessions, Dept B, San Diego State,

SanDiego9IH5 (AM 17)

LIVE AT OXFORD. Tutorials with Oxford
faculty. University of California Extension

credit Study music in England, the dawn of

science, medieval English towns, Britain in

the 20th century, ecology of the Oxford

region, religious ideas of the Bible. Classes

begin June 28 and July 19. Students entering

lunior year or higher are eligible. Write

Dept. O L, Oxford/Berkeley Program, UC
Extension, Berkeley, Calif. 94720.

VPersona I •••••••••••••••••••••• I

MBK: I reioice. I share your 23rd. Liebe ist

zeitlox.Stiva. (1 M )

_ 1,

TO Mary Lyn, If I follow Rich. ( 1 M II)

ETIENNE Je faime encore tu sais Mile
Thompson. (1 M 13)

JNFANT4-3-6 months. Free developmental
testing. UCLA campus. Call 82S-2I93.( I M 14)

MESTER Spanish literary magazine
deadline May IS. Spanish Dept. c/o
Comabeiia. (1MI4)

HAPPY Birthday Red Ram from Monsus-
Turkeybird. (1M13)

y^Enlerialnmenf,

SINGLES MEET SINGLES Parties and
Introductions. FREE membership for Girls.

Noon 7 30 PM TWC,«S4 2200. (20TR)

H.M.S. PINAFORE
Gilbert A Sullivan's Best

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY
May 13th, 14th, isth

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD

SOMCOLFAX AVE , NO. HLWD..
TICKET INFO 744-1103

STUDENTSSI.SO

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747 Box 444, Avalon,
90704 (20TR)

COUPLES CLUB
LA'S most unique, exciting club

for tun-ioving people.
"

Weekend parties till dawn!
Limited numl>er Special Student

memberships with verification.

For Brochure call /write.

Box 2l9SSeal Beach
CA 90740

(213) S94 4043

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation, ^afl 213 CA 1 4849. (2QTR)

^Hefp Wanttd. 3

WANTED, personal asst male to paralytic

businessman Live m private WLA t>ome.

Help another student driving fo/fm work and

provide other personal assistance Board,

room, salary Compatible with sctK>oi hrs

Day. 277 3711, nts. and wkeods. 034-4733. (3M
19) ^
JOBS on Ships* Perfect summer |Ob •

career Benefits include draft exemption,
excellent pay worldwide travel. Send S2 for

information Seafax, Box 1173, Douglas,

Ariiona, 0S407 (3 Mil)

RAMIREZ Flamenco guitar 1944 Very good

condition S22S Call 474 4124, eves (10M17)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattern now for

summer delivery and save
2S%toS0%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
19S So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon. Sat. 10:00-S:00 CR)-0S24

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend.

FH 3SO0 9 2 10 2 hrs credit or S2 SO ea (3M
18)

PART time telephone tales. Five days, 4:00-

9 00 PM Draw agamst commission. 73S-11S7

after 1 00 PM Mr Shaw (3 Mil)

SURPLUS apt furniture (as is). 3910 W.
102nd St., Inglewood (South, Hollywood
Race Track). Sunday, S/14. 10 AM • 4:30 PM.
474 8939 (10 MIS)

SUMMER WorW Available for girls over 18.

Must be personable, hard working, in-

dividual, no experience necessary. Average

earning, Si3$ to S180 per week. Minimum
guarantee of S4S0 a month & bonus. Call 4S3

3290 liMM)

MGR 24 Single units. Adult bidg. w/pool. No
pets Free Rent plus. 273 I3S1. (3 Mil)

BOLEX PI, room movie camera 8 mm. with

case and accessories. $150 or offer. 830-

4401. (10 Mil)

JOBBEI^S prices waterbeds $18.S0. 4 /$100.

S yr factory warranty. Trade - Stereo, M.C.,

car, etc! 983 1079. (10M18)

CAN you dig a long, hooded Moroccan cape,

trading beads, woven belts? Wholesale. Ron.

47S 2349 OOMIO)

NEED experienced teacher. Ballet, jazz,

good personality Adults, children, thru

summer Call weekdays btwn. 2-4, 472-

2414 (3M1I)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

STEREO Receiver - Pioneer SXISOO TD.
$8/58 RMS Pert. Cond. w/mic. ft warr.

Asking S31S. 473-2844. (10 MM)

GIBSON, MARTIN, GUI LD-fantastiC
savings one week only. All models, new and
used. West LA Music, 479 4898. ( 10 M 14)

8 FOOT couch, matching love seat and 2

living room lamps. Phone 824-121S. ( 10 M 13)

S4S per month while helping others.

Com^ in to 1001 Gayiey, Suite 210

or

Call 478-0051 9:00 AM 7:00 PM daily

VOX Jaguar organ S2S0. Silvertone amp, ISO

watts,4ten inch speakers S1S0, bothS380. 82o

9793 (10M13)

GIRLS, freshmen, sophomores, $2 for one

hour psychology experiment. Call 391-4428

eves, come FH 2329 days. (3M13)

FEMALES-Psychology experiments. 2

sessions total 1 3/4 hrs. $3. 393-4945, no

psychology students. (3M19)

MISC. jobs available from shoe model.

SZyhr. toi nursury aide $1.45. Services

Unlimitef475-9521. (3M13)

ATTENTION water skiers: Manufacture of

Skikite looking for active skiers to demon-
strate water ski kite w/own boat. 340-8521

gves. ( 3 M 19)

SCUBA tank and baoiqiack, SO cu. ft., J

valve, ^lydrostatic test 2-70, 939 8247 eves. ( 10

M 19)
^'

WANTED:Sates girl for summer em-
ployment. Experienced only. Able to start

soon Apply at the Pant Mart, 10953 Kinross,

Westwood. 879-0297. (3M19)
C-'

TYPIST part time-start immediately-
experienced on electric-term papefs-theses.

Fast. Westwood. 473-8127, 884-7475. (3 M 19)

EXCITING law firm needs sharp «.icretary.

SSSG S4S0 Paid parking, health plan, sick

leave, and other benefits. Call Carole or

Judi. 278 4441 (3M19)

GUILD ^foiV goitar-case cost $320 new 3

weeks ago Perfect sacrifice $220. 173-0774,

Roaer. (10M19)

^Services Offered. /I

YOU know there will be no iobs this summer
create one yourself. Summer employment

opportunities anywhere in country. Write
GoldTec, Inc., 4001 W. Devon Ave., Chicago,
60444. (11MI7)

GUITAR CLASSES 'starting NOW at W est

LA Music, 11345 Santa Monica Bd. 479-

6898. (nM14)

FLUTE and PIANO LESSONS. West LA
Music Call Nancy 474 5031 ext. 442 or 479-

4898 rilMU)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. S2S1S

^ Losf and Found 4 Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30p.m

LOST: Men's gold cuff link, north campus,
reward 479 0510 eves., 825-3457, days. (4 M
17)

^ fAiscelloneous 5

COMING East this summer? Car in Con-
neticut, available July,August exchange
-»ame ^^^s Ango^v.-. 270-4058 before 8

a.m./eves. (5M17)

FREAK couples leaving July for South Seas
(cheap freighter) to start intentiqnal
community 470 2579, Ira. (Mis M 19)

DROP IN programs each Tues., S-10 PM.,
and Sat , 2 4 PM Gen Adm , $3.00, students,
S2 00. Call The Group Center, 454-3030. (11

QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? .....T06 HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-2225...ASK FOR BOB (IIQTR)

^ For Renf

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees Call Allan Sobel
873-5815, 781-5527 eves. 783-3509. (11 QTR)

•••••••••••••••••

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/^pt. info. 294-2298;

wknds. 292 5175. (7 QTR)

y Kides Offered o

WANT to share ride /expenses to or around
14.Y. Want to leave end of May. (8M1tl

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475-3570. v _ (llQTIl^

LADY wishes someone to share driving her

car to Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Tel. ' 348-

)4SS (8M18)

Rides Wonfed

STUDENT needs summer ride West LA-
Downey. Early morning. Gladly pay ex-

penses Eves Call 931 9087 (9M17)

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350.

\. 4 p m. Daily d M 17 )

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Rot>ert Rhee, 839-7270, 870-

9793. (11 QTR)

THEGROUPCENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

Each Tues. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4p.m.

' Gen. adm $3.00 Students $2.00

Call 4S4-3030

^Help Wonfed. 3 ^ p^^ Sale. W

INTRODUCTORY offer. Typewriter ribbons
Expert Service. Trade ins/rentals. 10% 20%
savings Abacus Business Equipment, 473
2424 1IS49 Federal, S M Bid (ll M 19)

MAKE SSO SISO a day. striping parking lots.

Amaiing new mvcition, $80 total equipment
cost Write: Dept. D, Fox Valley Marking
Route 59, Bartlett, III. or call:(312)837-8t5S,.

or (312) 037^49S
<1!^_L**

COUNSELOR, male 21 summer full time.
Bonanza Day Camp, WLA. Call Mike, 473-

71S4.
.

(3M14)

TWO weeks left to get a summer job! Ser-

vices Unlimited 475-9521 before its too late. (3

M 14)

URGENTLY needed companion for 10 year
old boy. Male preferred. Call eves. CR3-
1427 (3M13)

EXECUTIVE ^ecretiM'y wanteO. all skills.

$450 $700 month Kirkeby Center office al'

benefits phone 474 4882 (3M13

PARKING attendants wanted: No long hair
or beard, car needed. 823 9734. 4 PM. to 2

AM (3M13)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

BRONICA "s" Immaculate cond. Stwdard
Nikkor lens, 135 mm new Nikkor lens. 90

degree prism-only $380. 874-3977. ( 10 M 17)

UHER 4000 reports, taperecorder S230 inc.

accessoi^es Days, 825 4488; eves., 393

8347 (10M17)

TAPERECORDER, Sony, S inch, mono.
portable/AC; radio, S'band, portable/AC.
After 5 PM. 393-0810 (10M17)

ELECTRIC Dryer Xtnt. cond 474-1348 eves.

Garage sale May 14, 927 Westholme (10

am ) (lOM 14^

KOOALITH FILM IN 35MM LOADS'

34 exp $2 SO ULTRA HIGH CONTRAST,
little or no gray scale (See my ad. page 14S7

yellow pages) Mail, call, or stop m
ART'S PHOTO

list Sunset Blvd , LA , CA. 90024

384 3639 or 384 3450.

Open Fridays till 9, Saturdays noon to 4: 30.

CUSTOMB&WLAB (10M14)

TELEVISION rental. AM models, special
UCLA rates Free delivery, free service. 24
hr. ptioh-^, 274-9119. (IIQTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10 12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9; tu
QTR)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd.
457-4390 "QTR)

TYPING / Computer Research / Editing -

PhD writer /editor provides complete
preparation assistance Kelly. 779 0992 eves.
/wknds. (11M18)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bedyhair permanently removed. Free
consultation LuCia RE 10921 Wilshire
(corner Westwood Blvd ) 477-2193 Mon,
Wed , Fri Sat (ii M25)

V Travel. i3

GE portable stereo with AM/FM radio Exc
cond , $99 393 1014, Th,F, all day; MTW,
«"" no Mill

t

1414 Westwood Blvd

474 631S

^^"- ''•^ece Two wock Aegean cruise on
' Contact- Schooner

- Can t C B T 5 ) 43 5

NIKKORMAT FTN body. case, eve cup
$175 200mm lens for Nikon, Telxtender, $50
Zenith TV console/UHF, $30 837 1444 (lON
13)

(13M2C)

LOOKING for a traveling companion to trip
through Europe with this summer? Call
Marilyn, 472 5203 (13MI9)

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet NY. Europe best prices

Immed. issue int. I D Card ft ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-8742

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% off. Intra European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.

90210 774-4793 (13 QTR)

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE

Superstition Mountains, Ariiona.
Complete 7 day tour package, S130.

Departure June 19th.

Call for Information
American Adventures Unlimited

281 E. Workman St., Suite 104

Covina (213)947 3877 (13M13)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited r^il

travel (ages ISthru 22). Also:
|

$40. 15 days
$SS. 21 days.

$70. 1 month.
Thrift coupons tor no time limit. $40. Gives

1000 miles and $40 1500 miles of railyou
travel. Contact your
British Rail 624-5149.

travel agent or call

(13QTR)

EUROPE, $225-285^ also Israel, Japan,

Summer ft Fall flights. E SEP., 8217 Bev.

Blvd, LA, 90048. 4513311. ESEPUCLA
members (13 QTR)

ASUCLA
OF F I C IAL yN Iy ERS I^TY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorized & Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

LA..LONDON/LONDON.LA.

Fh. Dep. R«( Hit. Prke
••2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275
•*4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
••4 6/24 8/22 8 $275
••7 6/27 9/6 . 10 $275
•** 6/29 9/1

6

10 $275
••9

7/1 9/3 9 $275
•MO 7/11 8/9 4 $275
**11 7/14 8/31 7 $275
**12 8/8 9/8 4 $275
••14 9/4 9/17 3 $275
••18 7/24 •/2S 4 S27S

ONE- MAY LA.

.

LONDON
^Flf. .,

Dep
4 ^^^ • • r hllM. $150

ONE-VMIKY LONDON.LA
Fh. Rat. Prke
15 9/9 $150

• -WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members of the
University of California (students, faculty,
staH, refiistered alumni, immed. family
living in ttie same household)

charter flights

UC a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 O
Between 8 a.m. ft S p.m.

825 1221

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 90049.

824 5449. (13 QTR)

UNI ?HAr^^^ TRAVEL •
.RTER PXIGHT8

1007

1

2

3

4
5*

6
7

8

LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

June 15 Aug 15 9 $275
June 19 Aug 15 8 $275
June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
June 24 Sep 5 11 S275
June 27— -5ep 13 12 $275
• LA/Londoi»/Ajnsterdam
JAily 1 Sep 3 9 $275
Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $Z68

OWE KAY PLIGrifS~fo"EUROPE/
'

2? June 14-

2C July 26-
3E Aug 19-

4E Sep 6 •

5E Sep 12-

-LA/London $148
-LA/London $139
-LA/M«drid/Fjrilnk $135
-LA/London $12 3

-LA/London S123

P ONE WAY FLIGHTS rrtbH EUROPE—
«r -r

IW June 14—A«8terrf*iit/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA SI 39
3W Sep 16— London/LA $148

Available only to Univeriity of
California students, faculty,
enployees, extension and Alumni
Hembers olus innodiate fasiilies.

Also Headquarters For

INTLSTUDENTIDCARDS
Intra Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

1O07 bnr a, w««t>vTxxi
TELE: 477-iiii or 473-4443

DRIVE IN EUROPE
SHMlltnt Discounts on Overseas
Car OeliV*rv! All European
models, sh|pplt^| and low cost
insurance Call for student

saving .vt?44454

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam l a

June 14 Sept. 15

June 24-Sept. 5

June23-Sept. 11

July l-Aug. 24
July 7-Aug. 28

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam

S29S

S28S

5295

S29S

S29S
S>3$

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839 2401 4241
Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

TOURS UNREGIMENTEO! THE ONLYWAY TO GO! Europe 8 weeks, 8 countries
S1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, $715
Israel Europe: n weeks, $1195 Japan 6
weeks, S1011. EXPERIMENTS inTRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ave

, Culver
City, (213)839 5247. (13 QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT^CApT
EUROPE* MIDDLE EASTFLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student^Rail pass 2 months $12$ 00
Student grants on car purchase

Rental and lease available.
INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA

13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 784 1477

u Juforing 14

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. Migti

school, undergraduate, graduate Several
years teaching experience. Reasonable 391-

2443 - ^^^ ;
(14M2B)

SPEAK Chinese Individual group tutoring

by native speaker Bob, 395 0453 6 12 PM 'or

apoointment^ ( l< M 14 )

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex
penenced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (tnal).

473-2492. (14 QTR)

MATH Graduate record examination
preparation. Private tutoring — intensive

SS/hr. NewMath Barges Tutorial 397

7335. {MM7i\

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation

LSAT, etc. Individual instruction Academic

Guidance Services, 820 S. Robertson 657

4390 (t4 0TR)

\M I vDiriu •••••••••••••••••••••••••• (^

PROFESSIONAL t y p i n q e I e c t r i C

typewriter Term papers, theses, type

anything fast. Very reasonable rates

Wendy, 774 4441. (15M17)

"tYpTnG SERVICE

RESUMES, TERM PAPERS, Photo Copies

Fast & Efficient Service. Special rates lor

Students.

Andrev^rs Enterprises

4903 West Pico Boulevard

931-1739

WATTS Secretarial Service • (213) 299 3135

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specializing

in theses, essays, manuscripts. ('*

QTR)

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, tefm

papers. Specialty math & technical typing

Accurate, rapid servi ce. 741 5580.
(Jj

QTR)_

^To fTssTo n Al l d I s s e r tat I on
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING_

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO

BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES^ 479

8144, 47 7 4382 ___i
RUTH theses, term papers, '"auscnptt

Exp. Wkends, daily 5 9, 828- 1 142. ( 1^ O «

'

PROFESSIONAL typing, ^^'^J^^^^^lll.
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable "-a^^^' 'IfT"
campus. Call Esther 824 7491. ( is QTk j

TYPING Selectricletters, term papers or

transcribing. Eves. 4-9. Call Gtor-a 779^
_

9204.
(isfvi

TYPING editing. Term papers, resumes

letters, theses. IBM Selectric Eng 9L*?4.

Nancy472 4143, Kay 824 7472. (TSMTTT

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectric Term

papers, dissertations, theses Fasr ^t

curate. 1101 Gayiey, Westwood. "73 8 27^886^

7475.
(15M28>

IBM Executive and Selectric typewrite

s Experienced Fast, accurate wo^
Pleasecall .394 8295 (15M28!

FREE editing, grammar/spelling, electric

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/«««''\VnTB
school aii<-p 197 IIOA ( 1^^^^

igpg^^^^r^'lfe'iyijigili^^ '?5s*,WBpHiifff^s?^r*'i?'?^V^^
' '

i:*'" - -iv .iii**. - .. .^v^-'i^m iil^^^!5^'z24^ ^^

yf Wanted *• '^

STUDENT needs place m Pans fdr Sorbonne

Summer Session m exchange for ? 2'"'
.

5831, ext. 441. ^ --

WANTED to l>uy-Surveyor's Trartsm

pdy cash Call 445 4540

^ Apfs. - Furnished. »_J^

ENJOY summer or longer Attrac'

Trackmen at Bakersfinid,

Pac-8 at Seattle next week

Thursday, May 13, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 19

i

By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer

UCLA's tracksters take a break from the pressures

of Pacific-8 competition Saturday as head coach Jim

Bush sends a delegation to the Bakersfield In-

vitational. The vacation ends Saturday night,

however, as the Bruins must begin preparation next

week for the more serious task of defending their

pac-8 championship in Seattle Friday and Saturday,

May »21-22.

Making the trip to Bakersfield — where a new

tartan track is being dedicated — will be the mile

relay team of Reggie Echols, Warren Edmonson,

John Smith, and Wayne CoUett; the 440 relay squad

of Echols, Edmonson, CoUett, and Reggie Robinson;

pole vaulters Francois Tracanelli and Steve Har-

dison; triple-jumper Jam^ Butts, javehn throwers

Peter Jones and Roger O'Brien; and 100 men

Robinson and Ronnie Welch. Bush also hopes to enter

a team of Duane Johnson, Eugene Williams, Hen-

derson Cooper, and Bob Langston in the Swedish

relay, consisting of 100, 200, 300, and 400 meter legs.

The pole vault and mile relay will probably be the

top competitive events. Former USC star Bob

Seagren and ex-Bruins Dick Railsback and Jon

Vaughn are scheduled to vault while Stanford,

California, and the Pacific Coast Club are among

those teams entering mile relay quartets.

Still recalling last week's USC loss, Bush indicated

earlier in the week that the most bitter irony was that

even though the Trojans were so sensational, UCLA
still lost by only five points. USC actually recorded 15

lifetime bests — not 10 as reported previously.

Asked about the psychological effect the loss would

have on his team, Bush quipped, "If this doesn't help

them nothing will — especially after some of the

remarks (Willie) Deckard and (Edesel) Garrison

made afterward. It (the loss) might have been the

best thing that could have happened. They (the

team) were getting a little complacent."

Bush also confided that Edmonson claims he might

have beaten Deckard in the 100 but inexplicably

relaxed a little after getting a good start and the lead.

In next week's Pac-8 meet. Bush feels Oregon

could sneak away with Uie title if the California, USC,

and UCLA sprinters split up the dash points too

evenly. He expects Oregon to virtually sweep the top

distance places.

Vera Wolfe, USC head coach, thinks Oregon and

UCLA both should be rated co-favorites at the con-

ference meet. "Our stock came up a little last week,"

he understates, "but were pretty thin." Wolfe says

USC has only 19 athletes who have qualified for the

Pac-8 meet. A team is allowed to enter 24 men.

Hurdlers Lance Babb and Bob Coffman, vaulters

Scott Cryder and Bob Pullard, and shot-putter Doug

Lane will represent the Trojans at Bakersfield.

>
J1*^'- ' ^-'f

.-
.

•(

tf^ -¥

READY TO BURN — Ronnie Welch awaits the staffer'* gun in the 440

relay Ronnie has been sloVi^ed by injury of late but hopes to be back in

time for the Pacific-8 meet AAay 20 22 in Seattle. Some of the Brum track-

mek4ake part in Bakersfield Invitational Saturday.

tgl
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WELCOME - SU/VWER RENTERS

FURN. BACH. For 2. $125.

LARGE I Bdrm.for 3 or 4 jJ5 195 and $250

Deposit on choice apt. for Fall

705 Gayiey 479-8580

y Apfs. - Furnished /7 ^ For Sublease y^Aufos for Sale 29 y^Auhs for Sale .29

THEVILLAGER
Color and Ctiarm

Furn 1 and dens/ i bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely s^f^eV Q""?^

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshir^,

convenient to fwys.

., 1411 Kelton Ave. (e»« Gayiey)

SUBLET 1 ixlrm. apt. 4/M^»n
';V*«/"J»

Palms, call 839 7405 alter 6. ,
(SL M 14)

RUSTIC bottom 1/2 redwood house. 1 bdrm.

furn Hollywood Hills. June Sept. »\"/mo

B74 7332(eves
)

CJJTE small 5 rm. house. Yard, furnished,

near Occidental College, 25 min. UCLA. $75.

473 5993. (SL M 191

479 8144
(17QTR)

FURNISHED bach. Hot plate, refrig.,

private bath, $110 alone, $55 share. 555

Gayiey Ave. 479 9916. (17M20)

505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE -$50
" D«posHs now 1^ »umn»»r/fdl

MRS. KAY-GR3-1788. GR3-0524

PRIVATE patio, garden, f^rniihed single

w/kitchen, utilities pal^. near Hollywood

Bowl, hillside, $110. 465-087S. (17M13)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
F^amiliesOK

^ Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144

BACHELOR $75, 1-bdrm. $135 util. included!

Culver City. Jim/Nancy. Alter 6.30 p.m.

BERKELEY Summer sublease «»e'"x*^'

bdrm., 5 biks from Cal. $200 Days call 245

3604, Henry

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rontal with our "Buy here tkke

delivery in Europe Plan". Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

191 0445, 870 6921

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washinqton Blvd.

(SLM 19)

839 3173. (17M 17)

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Ca.Tipus

Jingles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

4736412

^Apfs. h Share 19

LARGE apartment on beach. 15 minutes

camous, yoUr share |68. over 21 preferred,

B0b^89-5489 ^^^p" ^ C^'*)

"—
" y House for Renf 20

FURN 3 bdrms, 2 baths, near Culver/-

Sav><telle $280 Garage, '^acuity /staff^^ No

pets. 821 2207 (20M 17)

'68 VW Squareback, io^ mileage, new tires,

AM/FM, excellent condition. 393 3003

evenings. (29M18)
'

——

^

'65 VW Sunrool New clutch and brakes,

excellent tires. Call mornings or 6 • PM 392-

9480 (29MI8)

'67 TRIUMPH Spitfire, hard/so»t top, "Int.

cond Must sell/best oHer 476-4144 alter 5

pm (29M17)

y House for Sale 21

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room, Prif"*

Sherman Oaks area Cathedral ceiling

fireplace 15 minutes from Campus
DEPUY 346 2550. Call Ella. 783 6275

»«)

$48,500.

(21 M

X
^.^^ share 1 bdrm. apt. part. furn. $43.33

/mo Easy going. Judy. 478-64^8 after
GIRL

/ House fo Share 22

•55 CLASSIC MO TF exc. COnd., red, 826 4082

night, 825 7836 day \i2i>0/best oiler (29 M
'3)

'63 FALCON $350 XInt cond Convertible.

RH, auto trans Must sell 939 3725 eves 657

4488 days <^^y '*>

VOLKSWAGON 68, autpmatic, $1,200 Low
mileage.clean 986 2287 (29^M 14)

'63 VALIANT, new alternator, radiator, 4

door, good cond, must sell $300 or «>•»» »'•;

769 3342,eves. (29M»4)

68 PORSCHE 9nTF<r/tltac*, air. AM/FM, S

instruments, log lamps. Must sell going

Europe 874 3031 (29_M19)

CARSin EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 69504
LOS ANGELES. CA 90069

'65 VW Bug Good condition Trouble tree

$600 Call 24} 5857 «>veninqs (29MI8I
t

CADILLAC 6i sedan d'vllle' faculty,

member must sell Overhauled motor all

extras Asking $1,350 4 72 8640. (29MI7)

'69 VW BUG. auto . AM FM, wild pamt
$1400, '68 CAMPER, wild paint. $2000 HO 6

7922. (29MI7)

•70' PONTIAC, many extras, light blue

w/black interior, lew mileage. ,best oiler

359 5237 alter i 00 (29M 17)

•70 VOLVb 1800E. $3980. AM/FM Stereo,

yellow, iniection, excellent cond., morn , 474

6396, eves , 395 6870 (29MI3)

'68 VW BUG new pamt, tires, breaks XInt

condS 1150 892 57 19 alter 4p m (29 MM)

3:00.
(19M18)

Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR)

NEED fourth girl share luxurious Brent

wood apt. 2 Bdrm 2 ba Fireplace. Dish-

Iwasher. $80. 826-8678.

NEED one male student Share canyon

home near UCLA. Private room. Vi!?l.V*:
1860after 5:00. (22M13)

(19M 18)

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS - MODERN
BACHELORS- SINGLES-

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477-8990

2 BED, 2 bath. Fireplace. Gorgeous. Prefer 2

girls. Brentwood. Middle of June on. Call 820

1681. (17M18)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. a|ts.

Perfect to share for 2 people. *

Rents $175 235 per mon. per apt. ^

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway.

Noreen. 474 571 0. .
*" V--

GIRL Share w /2 other girls. spatiW** 2

bedroom, 1 1/2 bath apt. Garage^ Large

patio. $75. 459 Landfair 478-4190. GR8-^
^ ^^^

i^r^roilRLS to share 3 bdrm. *""""«•; •Pj.

Manhatten Beach_$J7_479^8Ml^eves^_n»M

3 F^wTgrads want roommate Apt near

«mpus-2^ bdrm.,pool.$68.75/mo Call^4M-

4255. .

J^;^^;^;^on^»t. wanted JJ^plus
to »h.r*

2 bdrm. apt. w/same. Jan. *»»^
;^;V;;^

9197.

1 BLOCK from campus, $100 "^onlhthMr*

ISh 22 yr. old female nurse. 47^9048$.

Marianne.,,

ROOMMATE needed to share house In

Venict,$25 month 823 2490. (22 M 14)

J Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25

WIDOWED Woman lawyer seeking fefnal*

graduate student to live in lovely home.

Exchange for occasional driving, secretarial

services Must have car 4721044. (25M18)

'67 SAAB 96 New radial tires, xInt. mech.
cond $950/or best Bob. 826 1$00 eves »» M
19)

61 VW Bug. xint mech' cond Good tires,

battery S300 473 80J4 after 7 p m (29MI9)

65 VW Bug. Xint cond . lo mileage $650,

master work stereo System $100, J_9^»J/j-

478 2819
'

'(29M 19)

'67 MO Midget $900 Good condition 8vll

AM.. 7 18 PM. weekda ys. 393 5792 (29Mra)

68 VW Camper bus Low mileage, excellent

condition. Phone 376-9325 after 4. (29M 18)

26y Room for Renf

GIRLS, Renting large rooms lor summer.

Heated pool, close campus, $40 /'"onfJ»' '<>*'<

Stathmore.<.79 9041. (26Mlf)

'59 PORSCHE coupe Metallic blue Mostly

original $1200 takes it Call George 838

4401 (29M 18)

NEAR beach groovy with bed loft. Private

entrance. Irig/stove Could work P««'»;»\'>«

AlA 1.101 (i6IV» l/»
454 1491

'47 BUG XInt running condition Good

physical condition Must Mllt^ $ SO /best

oiler 399 0219 evenings (7^»viie»

'64 DODGE Polara XInt mecfl cond New
tires, interior, brakes $550 "' *'"- c*";^

p.is 52736 (29M14)

UNIQUE Fiat bus Sleeps 2. seats 5 New
transmission, tires, motor Economical

XInt cond 475 3060 (79MI9)

•67 VW Bug, good cond , mutt sell Going to

Europe Best oiler 474 5932 (29M19)

'59 RAMBLER American, new radiator,

battery, tires, water pump, generator, two
doorradio.hvater . $210 459 14)6 (29M19)

J Cycles, Scoofers

For Sale ^^

•71 HONDA Trail 70 Excellent condition 60C

miles Mirror, book rack, auto ^% »"J
279*951

IMMHJ

2002 Fourth St.

2045 Fourth St.

2311 FourttlSt.

SM 392 5573

SM 392 5556

SM 392 5486

YOU need a share? Come to *» landfair

Reserve shares lor summer. Block^UCLJ.

FEMALE Grad King Siie room, bath,

kitchen privileges, gorgeous view OPP?*;^*

campus $75 473 3274 eves. (» M 18)

I

1 BEDRROOM $155, pleasant, modern, for

responsible tenants adults. No pets, con-

venient WLA location. EX 5-0340. (17M 17)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
D*po«iH now lor tvmit%m/l«i^

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. LynchjGR5_5584.

?'?,vr.":::r'i.'pr:.r^^, /auios for soie 29
Karin 472 9342

ONE /Two girls share two bedroom with

lonth Near campus. From June
third $65 /month
1st. Kathy. 477-6854. (19M 18)

PSYCHOLOGY grad student will share

attractive 2 bdrm apl m West Hollywood

$0 653 2387/4513342. ( 19 M U)

I

Clean, singles accom 2; one bedroom a p^^ |l

3 one bedroom and den 4 Air coofl »'" H " ~ "- — ™ "^ '

$110 115 FURNISHED Singles. Carpets,

drapes, pool Near UCLA transportation

Serious students only 1602 Pontius 273

835^. '" ^

Landfair. 479-5404.

^150 LARGE one bedroom
"''"'^'J^^c

Carpets drapes laundry Pa'''<'"9„ '

.-,4

lovKa Corner Federal EX3 3771 even.ngs

C;H7 IMS.
(Uft/i \i

5

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Hrated pwl, private patio.

$80 653-2387/451

GIRL needs roorr,mate(s) and -P' ^
'^'J'

Iy For Sufhiease

WANTED Responsible couple to sublet

spacious upper duplex
•^'»„*"^J'*^

'

bedrooms $165 Rancho Park *" "43 ^
^^^

eves.
*

S160 FURNISHED 1 bedroom, built ins,

dishwasher, patio Mature »<>"'» J li;!..
Sept wLA 825 7801 dayv (^t^nnn

BERKELEY Ourant Ave ,
block campus

^arge lurn%tudio apt Kitchen bath oiler ed

.uo'e ;S/Sep. .5, $125 mo LA, 343^383

Berkeley, 843 6534. '

'68 VOLKSWAGON, bug, autom.. k- Ex

cellent condition, 25,000 miles, rt i« jnibly

priced, call alter 5 00 weekdays 839 936 (2*

M 18)
.

^CHEVROLET,l«l>J«a R#PU'«»*^« •'•^

brakes, tires, b.tteMBesi p*»ir.>*7
^^^

(
^

' "

'71 BMW 2002 Brand new, white, radial

tires Call weekdays 8 5 498 4918 £/•"'"«»'

weeKends, 484 8796 (29M18)

•69 BMW 2002, low mileage, one

exce'lent condition, .eclinmg »«»|»' »
,',1

shiM 52,900 GR7 9712 875 7552 (29 MJ3)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

60O0 Mile
Warranty

^VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A.
A 1 AUTOSERVICE

I 7957 Van Nuys Blvd
I across from O.M Plant

Can 894-7075 24 Hours

•90 HONOA jC».17$ cc Best offer abovt

t500 1950 miles New Telephone •"•^' ^7
m«.o»n «iOMif>

';T

'47 TRIUMPH TR4A IRS Excellent cond .

blue wire wheels, Michelms »'2W/?Vfr.
396 4911, eves (29M 13)

•*o' b'mw flawless R 60 perfect cond

Factory nev. engine $395 478 5881 eves (30

M 17)

'65 NORTON Atlas re built, bored engine,

bih/chrome, last, reliablt, xint cond $79$^

471 5881.eves ( JOM IT)

,1

69 TRIUMPH Trophy 4$« cc, »ow mileage,

porlect cond 5^0 Call 478 7561 or 277^^^
^^^

67 YAMAHA 100 twin, xint Cond Must Sell

5 175 or best oiler 477 6934eves aMer 5 ( 30 M
14)

49 VW. Radio 17,W) mi Immac H^J^^JJ*;

2496,
( nf^^*)

44 VW Sedan Prol selling $500 New valves

generitoriattery.etc 825 5028, 397 3032 (29

M 18)

•67 CHRYSLER New Yorker, only 25,000

miles, all power, a.r, $2,000 «" '484 alter
I >• kM I •

'48 FIAT 850 Spider, $850. AM ^jd'O, rod

convertible, good cof^d .
morn, <;*,•';•.

eves., 395 6870 itJN^y^i

67 VOLKSWAGEN new brakes looks good

5750 '66 Austin Mini $850 Musi sell both 393

6014 ..\^ 0^^'^'

•37 PACKARD conv CPE 110' restored

$1400or make oiler Call; 390 2948. (I9M13)

M YAMAHA 30$CC 7.000 »"' • •"•"•?!
condition, rack an^ helmet, %i». tW 14*4. (M
M IJ) — -

HONDA 305 superhawk New tires and

brakes plus helmets $250 826 3689 (30MI9)

HONDA '70 1/2 CU 100 lo miles, perl cond..

S7»S 397 6051 OOM 19)

'47 MGB Good tondition Must *•"
»;'^V,;

best oiler 399 4341 eves: (29M18)

* M M M M M m. M ® .-trr-'r ^El*J*t- '(1«
$150 FURNlSHED/unlurnished ^

redecorated, carpets, drapes, PO**'.
^'^^ood

shopping oil National, nice "*''",.»/ 177-
83* 3033. 839 3272 *'^

elevator, sub parking. Air cond

415 Gayiey at Veteran
478 1735

S1J7 COZY, clean bachelor June 1st

Uptomber 1 Pot.o. ^-I'^JL, "" V*'*^

rclrigi rator Walk canripus, 474 8413 (SL M
17) '

63 CHLVROLET impJIa 2 door. *»«*•»"'

transportat.o 1 and condition, tesi '>|»e^ ••*^

479flnff»1 \L7h\. .i rJ
(WM18)_

;t impile

'68 DATSUN sedan black New tires, dutch

immaculate 51200 best oMer 825 4931 days

271 8448 eves (29M 13)^

68 FIREBIRD 350 snappy great cond

17 000 miles landau top, power steering

•4T CMEVROLE
dition Leaving lor Europe

E vpninq*. 82' 151

1

396 Good con
Wholesale $950

(I9M 18)

Drop by to sell , .buy

or jvst say HI'.

ji2 F- r-khoff tUll
'67 AUSTIN Healey Sprite Runs good Must

sell $350 829 1416 (29M 14) « ^Jtt
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UCLA recreation facilities

--John Sandbrook
Usually, of course, the weather during the spring

quarter is slightly more favorable than it has been

recently. Unfortunately, the weather has driven

many of us Indoors when we would normally be

enjoying the extra hours of daylight utilizing some of

UCLA's recreation facilities.

It Is a pity that UCLA, with supposedly one of the

best intercollegiate athletic and general recreation

programs in the country, has such limited

recreational facilities. Only five handball courts, a

maximum of twelve indoor basketball goals, three

swimming pools, twenty tennis courts, two weight

rooms, limited field space, and a handful of other

minor facilities.

This is rather poor for a community of upwards

40,000 people. If you have ever tried to reserve a

handball court or play a full-court baskettwil game,

you know what I mean. It is almost impossible to get

a handball court sometimes.

Granted, this is much better than other Pac-8

schools ( use and Cal, in particular), but many other

schools in the country are able to provide extensive

physical plants for recreational and athletic use. The

University of Washington is a prime example, with a

/,
huge intramural building (with four separate gyms
and an Indoor swimming pool ) that is off limits to the

athletic department there.

While it is to UCLA's discredit that it does not have

a comparable physical plant, it doesn't mean that

people arpynd here haven't tried to provide for one.

That infamous baseball diamond of two years ago

also included plans for squash courts and other

recreational facilities. The even more infamous

football stadium (which, incidentaMy, \ believe

UCLA should build) also included plans for handball

courts beneath the stands. The Rec Center was the

result of many years of planning and research by
recreation-oriented administrators here.

Pauley Pavilion, the Track Stadium, the Sunset

Tennis Courts, and Spaulding Field also are

available for recreational use although realistically

they were built for the intercollegiate athletic teams
here. Unfortunately, the incentive to build additional

facilities for basketball, tennis, and field sports was
stifled by the completion of the above facilities for

the athletic teams.
All of which left us with the idea of sharing

facilities between the athletic teams and
recreational use. And when you have that kind of

situation, you always know who wins — the

basketball team, the track coach, the football team.

This is quite unfortunate because no one here

through the years has seen fit to really take charge of

recreational facilities. The scheduling and use of

them are coordinated in an office In Pauley

Pavilion, but beyond that no one is directly con-

cerned y^lth a long range plan for the construction of

new facilities. Unless, of course, you have enough

financial resources to make small improvements In

Spaulding Field as the athletic department did last

What has happened, additionally, are haphazard

attempts to improve other facilities. And, as a result,

we now have archery courts for an archery club that

no longer exists and sand volleyball courts that are

more dirt than sand.

Much of this is naturally due to a lack of money

but, more than anything else, It Is due to a lot of

bureaucratic fumbling and lack of direction.

If UCLA is the basketball capital of the world as

many seem to think, it would seem fitting that the

campus would have enough basketball courts for

people to play on.

This is certainly not the responsibility of the

athletic department, but It certainly is not the

responsibility either of the Office of Cultural and

Recreational Affairs. Yet It should be someone's

responsibility.
*' * *

Thank God, the undergraduate elections are finally

over. Now everyone here In Kerckhoff, from SLC to

Comm Board and the Daily Bruin, can get ott his own

little ego-trip and get back to being an human being

again and perhaps, infrequently, getting something

done around here. ... My apologies for incorrectly

stating last week that the UCLA '71 Sunday show Is a

dinner. It is not. Still, It would seem much more

appropriate for a UCLA birthday party to be held at

UCLA— not at the Music Center way downtownr^^^

NCAA volleyballers thirty

in U.S. Association play

The NCAA All-SUr voUeyball team, selected by the NCAA VoUeybaU
Tournament Committee after the national championships here, finished

third in the United States Volleyball Association championships
last

weekend at Binghampton, New York. The All-Star team, under the

direction of UCLA head coach Al Scates, was not seeded at the beginnimi

wentof the 35-team "open" competition, but, according to Scates,

through some pretty good teams," to finish a surprising third.

The All^tars defeated Santa Monica City College, the eventual college

division champions. Santa Monica YMCA finished first in the open

division, followed by Charthouse Club of San Diego and then the NCAA
team.

A 24-man training squad was selected for the Pan-American games
Included on that squad was the entire starting lineup of the NCAA team

Ed Machado, Kirk Kilgour, and Dick Irvin of UCLA, Tim Bonynge oftC
SanU Barbara, Dodge Parker of Cal State Long Beach, and Duncan

McFarland of San Diego State. The training squad will meet in Los

Angeles on June 19-26, at which time Scates, who is also the head coach of

the Pan-American team, will cut the squad down to a final 12 players.

/ntramura^port^omer
Today's IM Softball Schedule

3 00 Rejects vs. UCLAW(Fd. 1). LamtxlaChi Alpha vs. Phi Kappa Sigma (Fd. 4), K 2 vs Chaos
(Fd 6).

4 00 Ucia Band vs. LLB (Fd. 1); PMti»r vs. Bowery (Fd. 3); Edinburgh vs. Himalaya (Fd 4)

Tarquin vs. Middle Earth (Fd. 6), NY Yankees vs. Outsiders (Fd. 8).

5 00 F O.'svs. US Male (Fd. 2); Zoology vs. The Crude Ones (Fd. 3); Buckaroos vs Business

School B(Fd. 4); UcIa Band vs. The Men Upstairs (Fd. 6).

Tuesday's Results

Rhumdef by Theta Delta Chi (15-3); Nookiell def. Scooters (8 6); TAOdef. Crimson Clutz (12 7),

Math def by Mother Liquor (16 2); The Men Upstairs def. by Calley's Heroes (11 4) Jefferson

def. Kilimanjaro (13 3), Maccabees def. by Slawski'sMidnite Squad (12 10), LLB def. by Nookie

II (8 4), Theta Delta Chidef. Sigma Chi (13 10). --

Today's Water Polo Schedule •-

tCtltmaniarovs. London (5:00)rMed. School vs. Bart's Bashers (5:30); Delta Tau Delta vs-Stgrtw-
Chj (6: 00) , Phi Kappa Psi vs. Beta Theta Pi (6:30).

^ ^

4...

Tuesday's Results
UcIa Band def. by Med. School (191); Lambda Chi Alpha def. Delta Sigma Phi (forfeit); Middle'

Earth def. Sparta (forfeit); Sigma Chi def. Phi Kappa Psi (forfeit). v

Needless to say, ASUCLA Food Service does not have

the greatest public image right now. So one would

have thought that it would have done a little extra to

make Its concession services at last week's track

meet convenient, etc. for the 12,000 customers that

showed up. But no one seems to care. Complaints

about long lines and running out of food were still

coming in this week. Otherwise, the problems that

plagued the event operation at the USC-Cal, UCLA-
Stanford doubleheader in April did not occur. It was
a job well done— except for the concessions.

UCLA soccer practice gets under way next Tuesday, May 18, running

on a thrice-weekly (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) basis until May 27.

All returning and prospective varsity players are encouraged to turn out.

A practice game is scheduled with Cal State Fullerton Saturday, May 22.

The URA soccer club meets Monday, May 17, in Ackerman Union 3517.

Films will be shown, possibly the UCLA-St. Louis championship game

The Old American Dream The Newt

Expressed many way«. A dialcctk emerfneiicc of lomanti-
cism, aesthetics, honesty, and ait. A lot of it is taqpn^cd
throush mu«ic. We feel Fmift RKrw^^*^ K=»« <-<>»#. .•.o^f <»xrrM> /»f

thin ^^^^^^^ ^ ,

SP4254. A&M Rr s and Tapes.

-. «. »»^^ 4 KaBB^aBX.«BBB U^^ ^- «•"

Deans seek larger reg fee allocations
By Rick Keir

DB SUff Writer

Four deans of programs in which changes were proposed

by the registration fee sub committee of the University

Policies Commission (UPC) asked Tuesday for larger

allocations from the sub committee. The requests will be

considered at a meeting early next week.

Housing Office Dean William Locklear asked for $115,000

more than the sub committee recommended. He also spoke

against any cutback in the number of house advisers and

residence advisers. The sub committee proposed a

decrease of house advisers from 50 to 12 and a decrease of

residence advisers from eight to four.

Locklear defended his position by saying both the housing

and residence advisers believe that these advisers should

not be cut as the sub committee proposed. He said the dorm

community is the only institution on campus which helps

the individual grow in a community atmosphere. He read a

poem about the loneliness written by a new student at t)ie

beginning of his dorm stay and added that he is working

now on a Freshman program.

Several members of the sub committee asked Locklear if

he had some hard data on whether or not dorm studento

want the advisers. He did not present any such daU.

Tom Reeve, dean of the Campus Programs and Activities

Office (CPAO), also addressed the sub committee and

asked for $19,000 more in order to pay the four full time

employes who will be transferred from the Campus Ac-

tivities and Service Office (CASO) and one extra full time

employee he may decide to hire.

However, Jim Klain, an officer, in CASO, told sub com-

mittee members five full time emptoyes are being tran-

sferred to CPAO and not four. Klain also asked for $42,000

more to pay two full time employes as well as costs for

bulletin board cleaning and scheduling. Klain said ninety-

eight per cent of the scheduling in his office is for students.

However, the sub committee had recommended that no

reg fee funding go into Klain's operation. It also recom-

mended that four full time employes who enforced the time.

place and manner rules be transferred to CPAO wiUuxit

any additional funding.

Ed Shaw, dean of the PUcement and Career PUnning

Center presented a report requested by the sub committee

which came to tiie opposite conclusion of tije sub com-

mittee. The sub conunittee had urged that two operaUon-

s-^Shaw's office and the Educational Greer Services of-

fice—should be combined.

But Shaw's report said this could not be done until both

operations are housed in tiie same place. Shaw also said

subsUntial income cannot be derived from user fees.

Shaw's report also sUtes, that the center does not

mainUin confidential dossiers on students or alumni.

Shaw asked for $13,382 more Uian he had originaUy

requested But Bill Thomas, head of the Educational Career

Services office, has not yet presented his second request

Thus sub committee members will not know the exactly

how to interpret Shaw's request until they receive Thomas

because they have budgeted the offices with one allocation

of $450,000
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Tram also discussed
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UPC debates smoking
Restrictions on smoking in the classroom and a

proposal for a campus tram system were discussed

at the University Policies Commission (UPC)

meeting Wednesday.

UPC reaffirmed the rule Uiat individual professors

should be allowed to determine whether students can

smoke in tiie classroom after hearing Devallis

Rutledge, a senior in philosophy, propose a no

smoking rule be strictiy enforced by firing professors

who disobey it.

UPC took no action on a proposal by Gary Starre, a

sophomore in economics, tp create a tram system

which serves the campus and some of the Westwood

community. But UPC members listened to SUrre

-present a proposal which calls for operation of a

tram from the campus dorms into Westwood to La

Mancha. They told him the proposal would be for-

warded to the registi-ation fee subcommittee for

funding consideration.

Enforce

Concerning the proposal for a rule barring

^ smoking in classrooms, UPC members generally

believed this would be an arbitrary, authoritarian

rule and would be difficult to enforce.

RuUedge submitted a letter he had written to

Albert Rodda, chairman of the SUte Sena^

education committee, criticizing administi-ators

here as "irresponsible and incompetent beyond

expectation" because tiiey would not pass a no

smoking rule.

In urging Rodda to introduce legislation

prohibiting smoking in any public classroom,

Rutledge wrote, ''No argument 1 have offered to

UCLA adminisU-ators has been sufficient to over-

come their evident indolence and indifference; it

does not seem to matter tiiat tiie Surgeon General

has determined that smoking in closed rooms is

harmful to both the smoker and to others present, nor

that many students are made uncomfortable by

smoky atmospheres in classrooms to the extent that

they cannot freely focus their attention on the in-

structor's presentation, nor that in auditoriums and

crowded classrooms the risk of fire and trampling

death and injury is increased where smoking is

allowed."

i

Leash Law

Rutledge also chastised adminisU-ators for not

strictly enforcing the leash law for dogs. He said he

has asked the City Attorney and Los Angeles Pohce

Department to take action against tiiem for not

obeying the leash law.

Vice Chancellor James Hobson, a UPC member,

told Rutledge loose dogs are being picked up,

although discreetiy. Hobson said it was decided a no

smoking rule would be unenforceable and unpopular.

Other UPC members urged Rutledge to find out if

students agree there should be such a rule and then

lobby with individual professors. Professor Fred

Case, a UPC member, said he would present this to

an appropriate Academic Senate committee.

Planning Oilice internships eiiminatel

By Steve Ainsworth

DB SUff Writer

The graduate and undergraduate stiident intern

positions in the Planning Office have not been funded

for next year due to budget cutbacks, according to

Adrian Harris, director of planning here.

Harris. said the undergraduate intern costs over

$1,600 per year and the graduate intern costs atwui

$3,500, totaling over $5,100. and Uie Planmng O ice

budget, due to cutbacks, does not have adequate

^"^twever. Lark Ryavec, head of the inteni

program, sai'd the Planning Office intern is a cnU^l

position since the office is involved m many areas

that directiy affect students.

-The Planning Office has a mammoth budget and

a large staff. If the intern were placed near the top of

the budgets priorities, it could be budgeted, he said.

Request

Ryavec said the intern program is asking the

Registration Fee Committee for funds to he p finance

intern no^itions in offices whose budgets cannot

cover ***»

i^^^N

However. Harris said, The budget cut m our op

fice « rtore than the cost of the '*» '"t^"™^,?^!!

are no fOnds available even if part of their salaries

are paid."

Ryavec said he beUeved there were other reasons

beyond the budget cuts for the cancellation of U>e

Planning Office interns. He said Yvonne Jones, the

undergraduate intern, leaked some Wonnat,onU.s

January concerning a proposal allocating »».«»™
registration fees to remodel CampbeU Hall The

pi^posal was presented to Berkeley « fjcmls as

havi^ been approved by two committees with

sTudent membere but neither committee had seen

the proposal The proposal was subsequenUy

dropped from the budget.

Reevaluatlon

"I think it must have been a budgeUry thing

because the graduate intern >»'««';',<"'""« °"
f.

reevaluation of thtt whole office and he's going too.

Jones said. ..„,u;/,k i

She said she was working on a project which I

guess had gone down tiie tubes " to open up an in-

formation ^rvice for studenU in tiie Planning Office

so that students could come in for information or to

discuss issues with the AdminisU-ation

Ryavec said the loss of the student interns would

,„ ... .Ko Pinnninp Office to becomc even more

it has ever been
• • ••- •'^4

•Tm really disappointed there won't be an intern

in the Planning Office next year because this office

needs on^," Jones said

SLC allo^trs $12,000

for student programs
By Ken Peterson

' DB SUff Writer

The Student Legislative Council (SLC) last Wednesday night

authorized the expenditure of $12,000 from tiie SLC^^l^^'^l
a variety of funding programs, including the Student ^eg^l^twe

Program and the Associated Students' Information Service ( ASIS)

The reserve fund monies, accumulated from SLC budget sur-

pluses over the past several years, must now be alj««[fl^y ^Jf
special SLC reserve fund committee, composed of Keitii Sch^Uer

incumbent undergraduate student body president; ASUCLA

executive director, Dort Findley. and a past undergraduate

president, to be agreed upon by botii SchUlerand Findfey.

Programs for which SLC approved reserve fund moni^ include:

ASIS, which will receive $3,000 towards ^^^y^^^^^^^^^l^,
tingent upon receipt of an additional $15,000 ['•«"™^^^*^,*?^"^

$5,S)0 for^ Student Ugislative Program, tiie fby «UW^^
this year by the Associated Students' Umversity of California

(ASUC) presidents councU; $2,000 for summer operations of^the

Legal Aid Service; $700 to Crossroads Africa a Program which

enables University students to live and work in Africa for tivo

months during the summer; $500 for
^"^J^^^^ P^^^V^^^^^^f^m^

Cultural Commission tiiis quarter;$400 for tiie Alpha PW Omega

blood drive this spring and $400 for tiie Umversity Action CouncU

(UAC).
Reserve fund

According to Schiller, lowering the reserve fund by this amount

would not endanger SLC by leaving them too litUe rnon^ to f^

back on in case of an emergency The fund will sUU have ap^

proximately $10,000 left after these expenditures are^W^-^
Uie council expects to have a surplus after this year s operaUon..

SLC also approved the use of $600 from the reserve fun<b to cover

part of the costs for an all-University street party to be held inLttt 8

on May 21. Schiller, however, indicated the monies would probably

not be approved by the reserve fund committee^

: 1 woiddrTt want money spent for this in view of U« fact Uwtjhe

commissions still have money for the program," Schiller said.

SUCK

i Bill Winslow, the general represenUtive *ho introduced the

•

motion on behalf of Studente United for Campus K-nsh^P (SUCKK

«id Steve Scott campus events commissioner, was not intere«tea

"St^prograr^dthemcMjiesmScotts^^^^
revert to the reserve fund at the end of the year_ «n effect

^lUting from the reserve fund would be the same as having Scott

put up the money, according to Winalow.

Scotfs-maln reservations about the party and street dance

centered around ite lack of funding from other than SLC.

•The total orowam budget is $933, and this $600 only covers the

eos^l^rftyl^d cleaZp for Lot ». Unle«i they can come up

w^h «,^mo™ money, they sUll dont have any '""^.r^for «v

teruinment," Scott said Scott also felt .dance wouldn t be a good

idea since "a lot of people are too stoned to dance anyway He felt

a^o^ram at Janss^ps, which would cost less to run, might be a

good idea

,.^i_„ c ..ar^tc tn rtn something now And there are

a held this year

have been successful," Winslow said

i
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Roblschon tenure case reviewed

THIS FOOT\A/BAR IB FOR

Guaranteed for life or 20,000
miles, whichever first.

Brass studded leather thongs lace
into soles of used auto tires. A
sandal to outlast the wearer.
Straps and innersoles in choice of
black or natural leather. Women's
sizes, 6-9: Men's sizes 8-12.
Please no C.O.D.

pr.

PATIO G

((NO

Patio 6. SANTA FE. N M 87501

By Rick Keir

DB Staff Writer ^^
The Graduate Students in

Education Council (GSEC) will

expand an ad hoc committee

report on the employment status of

assistant professor Thomas
Robischon because of several of his

criticisms Wednesday night.

Adressing a GSEC meeting,

Robischon said some of his views

on his denial of tenure by the

tenured education faculty are not

included in the report. He said the

report's description of the con-

clusions of a departmental three-

man committee charged to

comment to the faculty on his

research is faulty. (Robischon's

case is now before the Academic
Senate Committee on Budget and
Interdepartmental Relations and

vice chancellor David S. Saxon will

make the final decision.)

"The most important thing about

my case is that the ad hoc com-
mittee gave me a generally

favorable recommendation. I was
told by Wayne Gordon (Chairman

of the School of Education) that it

yfas favorable," Robischon said.

Gordon has refused to comment on

the case to the Daily Bruin.

The GSEC report states. **In-

formation was released by un-

mentioned sources that Professor

Robischon had received a

favorable report from his

departmental ad hoc committee as

to the quality of his research.

Discussion of various members of

that committee revealed that,

though Professor Robischon was
capable of quality research, his

present work created reservations

in their minds."

Robischon also said the GSEC
report did not mention he believes

his denial of tenure is political. The
three students who prepared the

GSEC report, Daniel Aldrich,

Richard J. Kravitz and Anthony J.

Pitale, answered Robischon's
questions Wednesday. They told

him their main purpose was to

mention his case in passing and
concentrate delaying of the

procedure and stating proposals
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for long tenh changes. Robischon's

case was only discussed in six

paragraphs of the 13 page report.

Robischon asked why the report

does not consider that the tenured

faculty gave so httle weight to the

report of the departmental ad hoc

committee. He said the faculty

voted against him overwhelmingly

and the support split roughly along

the lines of the younger professors

against the older ones.

Only one sentence in the GSEC
report deals with the question of

Robischon's research. "Professor

Robischon stated that informally

he had been told that the reason for

which the faculty vote was
negative was because of his

research," the report states.

Aldrich, who was chairman of

the GSEC committee, said the

focus of the report was not

Robischon's case and he has in-

formation about the case which
was^Dot necessary for the report.

According to Robischon, the

main problem the report does not

address is the secrecy of the

^^BRUilM
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proceedings. Although
Robischon

believes his radicalism is a maj*
factor m the decision, he saidr
can not charge this because he hat
no concrete evidence and he is n^
allowed to confront any of Z
"accusers." ^
"There are people who dislilte

me." according to Robischon who
wants the grading system
abolished. He said one factor that
probably weighed heavily against
him is that the result of his
research implies the philosophy of
education in the school is obsolete.

The GSEC report was also at-
tacked by GSEC president John
Minor. He criticized Aldrich for
showing the report to John
Goodlad, dean of the school, and to
the professors before the council
discussed it. Krovitz said Aldrich
only showed it to Goodlad in order
to clarify questions of the
procedure and that any comments
from him would have been
recorded separately. Aldrich said
he did not present it to Goodlad as a
formal GSEC-approved report but

only as an informational
document.

For long term recom-
mendations, the GSEC report
concluded that research is ^^v^p

^'Inordinate imoortance" in

Ann L. Haskins, Editor-in-Chief

Published Monday through Friday, dur-
ing the school year, except during vaca-
tion and examination periods, by the Com-
munications Board of the Associated
Students of UCLA, 308 Westwood Pitta,
Los Angdcs, California 90024. Second class
postage paid at the Los Angeles Post OfBcc.
Copyright 1969 by the Communications
Board of the Associated Students of UCLA.

iportance in

granting tenure, that the professor

should be told officially the reasons

for the tenured faculty action and
that the professor should be given

the option to make a presentation

before the Academic Senate
Committee on the Budget and

Interdepartmental Relations.

Info needed for proposed Weyburn suit

The Weybum Residents* Grievance Comminee niuSi obtain the

following information from every former Weybum resident who
might wish to enter a class suit against Weybum Hall: name,
address, phone number and claims. The information should be

brought to the La Mancha deslt or room 902 at La Mancha, or

phoned in to 475-5831, ext. 388, no later than 10 p.m. today, in order
to be included in the suit. For further information contact Pat
Kitiell at the above number.

((Paid Advertisement)
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LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY 6 PM

827 Malcolm, (1 bik east of UCLA)
Supper and Conversation following

Lutheran Campus Ministry ALC-LCA
900 Hilgord 475-5926

«

THE NEW
SCENE

• a smashing assortment
of short, midi, or max!

cover ups

• hot pants are on^ the

scene as a summer star

• top with terry robe

and matching hat

• split size bikinis in petite

thru d cup for a perfect

fit everytime

MARINA DEL REY
574 WASHINGTON STREET

BEVERLY HILLS
245 SO. BEVERLY HILLS DR.

ENCINO
17025 V£NTb n.-. cLvt.v

823-0878

273-9948
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, , .and rather quickly will it be gone. After all, the complete systrnn is selling

for Just $10 more than the price of the Fisher 2 10T. -

The Fisher 21OT is an AM/FM stereo receiver rated at 110 watts (t Idb.)

and at 33 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms. The tuner section is the same

one used in much more expensive Fisher units and the 210Thas a tape monitor

switch making it compatible with the very best 3 head tape recorders. At

$289.95 list, it's a highly competitive product, to say the least. (The walnut

case is optional.)

The Garrard 40B is an outstanding value. It's a totally reliable record changer

with a cueing lever to gently put the arm and the ADC 220X cartridge on your

records for you. List is $69.50 including the base and cartridge.

Quadraflex Q-6's are 8 inch extended range speakers in extrenwiy compact

walnut cabinets. List is $49.90 a pair which is more than reasonable.

^•- Please don't wait too long.

h

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty

FISHER

%^\* f% »•« ^ •

SAVE $125.90
OFF LIST

SAVE $89.90
OFF PACIFIC'S
REG. DISCOUNT

299*
J

rrCsfir

A tr&^e in sale on

.1

^ery best cartridges
If you bring your cartridge and this coupon in to

any Pacific Stereo store, you can deduct $25 from

the pricey shown here for either of Empire's best

cartridges}

The Empire 999VE/X lists for $79.9^!^ and the

1000ZE/X for $99.95. Either one is capable of

staying with the most demanding record grooves

and reproducing recorded music better and more

clearly than you probably thought was possible.

The difference between them is that the 999VE/X

tracks at about a gram and the 1000ZE/X at % gram

or less in the best record playing equipment. If your

record player is up to tracking records at less than a

gram the 1000ZE/X is the one for you. But if a gram

is as low as your equipment will track, the 999VE/X

is the proper choice.

The $25 trade-in offer ends one week from today

and you must bring in this coupon in order to qualify.

Price includes Pacific's 5 year warranty.

_

SAVE $110.00
3FF LIST

«»I1M *»t* M • • • M

>AVE $49.00
3FF PACIFIC'S

I

^EG. DISCOUNT

^*.^i

Hear this out
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This musi6 system provides you yvith everything you need for the ctea« artrf accursw nsprorfucf/w.

of recorded music from the lowest notes on a bass on up. It's worth a careful hsten. It may well be every

^^'"fhe°SlTrwood 8500 is an excellent performmg FM stereo receiver rated at 150 watts (± Idb.) and at

35 RMS watts per stereo channel into eight ohm speakers. The tuner s^tion has been improved over even

Sherwood-s great past efforts with a solid state ceramic filter in the I.F. stage lwh,ch means YouJ^
neve

need a costly alignment and thSt you'll be able to pick up weak stations close to strong ones on the d,all

The Sherwood 8500 has the provision for hooking up remote stereo speakers as well as a remote mono

sSakerfTmusic everywhere Moreover, the Sherwood 8500 is rated at 50 RMS watts per channel m^
four ohm speakers which means you get more power when you hook up more speakers. The list price of

S299 95 less the case, can only be described as reasonable. ... , ^
Garrard's SL-65B gives you every desirable record and needle-saving device and the bonus of a motor

whtXstays on speed under all conceivable conditions for a mere $103.50 list including a base and a fine

ADC 220X cartridge. All this adds up to an automatic record-player very hard to compete with.

Quadraflex OS's are finely constructed tv^-way systems with a ten inch acoustic suspension bass

.yeaker in each walnut cabinet. You'll bq pleasantly surprised at how much bass there really is on your

-rnrd-: nnd the O-3's low $159 a pair list price will make you wary about taking the next /ump.

\' ?'.':' ;';, *
. r ,

Jl«.—,ty.,-^,^,..^,̂ .-

Easyonthe ears
The distortionless high power of the Scott 387 makes this one of the easiest systems in the

world to listen to. ^7^ ^ /^ i^u 1 7-/,^ scott 387 easily

The Scott 387 is an ^M/FM stereo
^^^'-%''^^^'„lY^^^^^^^ 85 RMS watts per

deliver and exceeds its rated 55
"'f^^jf^'^^^'J^^Z/scapablSof this much power. The perfor

channel into four ohms. There ^rentwo
'"^^yj^^^^^^^f^^^ ^, ^M section is exemplary. And

mance of this great new receiver can t be faulted, in "";/;" ^ -nerfectune" light which
the 387 has all of Scott's impressive design and convenience features the

p^^^^^

lets you know when you're tuned for
"^'"'"^-"^Jff'^""^^^^^^^^^

controls for each channel, modular con'^l^^'^PJ"^^^^^^^^ Scott. (The walnut
At $399.95 the 387 is an example of the kind of value ycu can «a/

case is optional.) . g -j ^Hfj/y misleading You get

The Dual 1215 automatic ^^ord^P''y''J'J" ''^,'^.'2°^^^

all of Dual's precision, all the record and needle-saving oe^^^you
^robablv a lot less

trol for $129.95 list including a base and an elliptical ADC 230XE cartridge, probably

than you expected to pay for a Dual.
.q „£,,, ^^s speaker. The result of this design

pair list.
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Rebuttals to GSA endorsements
(Editor's note: Following are

rebuttals to the Daily Bruin GSA
election endorsement which ap-

peared Wednesday. The palatable

Editorial section will return

Monday.)

Fullslate

Unfortunately the endorsement
of GSA candidates by the Bruin

editorial staff was more of a

fantasyland production that had
little application to the reality of

GSA.
Upon close analysis, one is

forced to ask: What does the en-

dorsement mean? Does it mean
that you will be better represented
in GSA next year by the "supposed
dynamism and great potential" of

Walthers, Adams, and Prahl, all

GSA members who have served in

one capacity or another this year?
Certainly this slate has worked

closely with GSA, yet the com-
bination of their ''creativity,

dynamism, and astounding
leadership" has been unable to

broaden the participation ef

graduate students in GSA. This is

especially witnessed in GSA
—meetings- where t}uorums were

barely assembled in order to

handle -^gular business, not to

mention the lack of abihty to im-
plement effective and innovative

graduate programs.

J
One proposed "innovative"

program, for example, is the GSA-
BOC Advisory Ad-hoc Committee
to investigate ASUCLA
procedures. Even with requested
GSA representation from different

departments, no one has been able
—to solicit "the depth of experience"

that would make this committee
functional.

The Advisory Committee is just
one clear-cut example of how the
Bruin circumvented the issues,

and glossed over the record of
actual accomplishments in student
affairs. Our slate, BOOKMAN,
COOK, AND EISENBERG, can
affirmatively state that we have
cuniulatively made changes in
University programs, up-graded
representattve student govern-
ment, and have brought some
community interests to the
University.

Where the Bruin has arbitrarily
defined representation as mere
enrollment in academic course"
sequences, we can claim broadly
based constituencies of people that
we as a slate do represent.

**
Mark Bookman

Milton Cook
Paula Eisenberg

if it it

We the undersigned, feel it

necessary to clarify and perhaps
raise some questions as to the
Bruin's ability to endorse any
candidates for GSA Office.

Generally, the Bruin's coverage
of graduate news is extremely poor
and lacks depth. Examination of
the reporting personnel reveals
that the Daily Bruin has been
unable to attract graduate students
to its news staff who can sub-
stantively cover any assignment
having to do with graduate con-
cerns. Thus the Daily Bruin, in an
attempt to hide this inadequacy,
had to base its GSA endorsement
solely on the candidates' written
platform and one interview. Our
conclusion is that all the can-
didates were interviewed by a
poorly prepared and poorly in-
formed team of undergraduates
and, therefore, the Bruin should
not have endorsed any candidates
for GSA Office.

We find that the endorsement
was based on first impressions

.. .,
thorough

Kuowlcuge or luc candidates
background. When the Bruin states

"the three (endorsed) candidates

in total represent eight different

disciplines," this represen-

tentation is simply based on the

candidates former academic
majors, in addition to any declared

majors or minors in which those

candidates may be taking classes.

Representation is perhaps better

defined as a combination of

breadth in academic disciplines,

and a thorough knowledge of UCLA
based on innovation and par-

ticipation in a wide range of ac-

tivities.

The slate of BOOKMAN, COOK
AND EISENBERG, all received

their B.A. degrees from UCLA, and
has initiated campus unnovations

dating back to 1969. Yet, the Bruin

felt they "lacked the potential for

excellence."

The Bruin is attempting to

delude its readers when it states

that the slate of Walther, Adams
and Prahl "possesses maturity and
competence to lift GSA out of the

realm of sand-box pohtics"—the
very ostrich structure in which
Walther serves as Senator, and
Prahl as UPC representative.
Actual DB coverage of campus
events shows that Bookman served

as Administrative Vice-President

on the most mature and competent
SLC Council, that, infact did move
student government from sand-l)ox

politics to reality. Milt Cook spent
two years on the Board of Control,

and was often the lone vote for

students' interests and employee
concerns. Eisenberg served on the
Board of Research and Urban
Development long before most
students could conceive of a
marriage between student
initiated programs and community
needs.

The Bruin has failed to show a
relationship between the issues,
the candidates and the slate they
finally endorsed. The Daily Bruin
has covered critical issues dating
back to 1969 in which BOOKMAN,
COOK AND EISENBERG have
been positively involved, the
Bruin states that the slate of
BOOKMAN, COOK AND
EISENBERG are perhaps "too
pragmatic." Anyone who has
accurately assessed the
predicament of graduate politics
knows what ife needed is more
realism, less romanticism,
guaranteed competence and less
facade.

Melbourne S. Cummings
Bob Cummings

Alice Duff
Rondald Fountain

Karen Frye
Donna Jones

1^ Antionehe McAllister

Kerry Nock
Anne Powers

ArthurJ.WUliams.Jr.
Louis Wilson

Presidents

program, and other things that will

find their way into next year's

-operations.
***

1 wish to emphasize that 1 am not

being subsidized by GSA, and that 1

strongly disagree with any
practice that tends to standardize

the quality and possibilities of the

prospective candidates or the

whole philosophical approach to

the democratic process of this

institution. I hope that next year

we can establish better (more
productive), methods for elections.

1 am enclosing my vita and a

brief statement of my general

purpose in life, in the hope that

those who agree with my
philosophy will give me the support

needed for the creation of a strong

administrative student
representation at all policy-

making bodies within UCLA. When
you vote, please write-in Osvaldo
sinceramente,

Osvaldo Romero

• • •
For the reader's sake this will be

brief.

1. GSA will be involved in the

distribution of more than
$16,000,000 (sixteen milhon dollars,

for those who prefer words) of your
money through ASUCLA and the

University Pooicies Commission
(student reg fees). Make sure that

your views are represented in this

important issue.

2. I (sorry that it sounds like a
bad ego trip) have more ex-

perience with GSA this year than
any other condidate and am best
qualiftedft^r the office of president.

3. A single block of special in-

terest students may decide this

election and will demand special

:

privileges from GSA to the ex-
clusion of other students, unless
there is a significant turnout for
candidates who are independent of
special pressure groups (like yours
^'^ly) -

.

4. I expected no endot*sement
from the Bruin since I had no
political favors to be repaid and no
personal friends there. Neither, up
to now, did I ha^ve enemies there.
The result was the bland statement
which appeared.

5. By endorsing a slate instead of
individuals, the Bruin failed to
serve grad students, an action
particularly inexcusable in view of
the misrepresentation of the ex-
perience of one candidate it

selected.

Vote for the independent
presidential candidate who ad-
vocates t>alanced representation
from South, North, and Central
Campus and who advocates im-
proved status and support for
graduate students.

Peter C. Tolos

• • •

As president and past vice-

president of Pi Mu Epsilon
(Honorary Math Society) I have
helped bring the majority of math
graduate students closer together

through effective, meaningful
interdepartmental colloquia and
social functions, and as a memt>er
of the Department Liaison Com-
mittee, I have acted as om-
budsman between graduates,
undergraduates and faculty;

through this committee I have
initiated or acted on issues such as
Tax Exemptions for T.A.'s, re-

evaluation of Language
requirements, implementation of

nieaningful qualifying exams, and
Summer Health Benefits for

T.A.'s. As President of G.S.A., all

these experiences could be ex-

tended "globally" to the Univer-
sity level. For instance, I would 1.

intensify a student lobby in

Sacramento; 2. Fight for tax
exemptions of T.A.'s salaries; 3.

Push for free Summer health care
for all T.A.'s, R.A.'s and Fellows
who work on campus during the
simimer.

As a struggling student and
resident of Wastwood I share the

frustration of high consumer goods
prices. I propose to 1. continue the^
Child Care Center; 27mitiate plans
for a Westwood Co-op Market; 3.

form a Tenants' Union; 4. through
ASUCLA, endorse a plan for price
control of all consumer goods
establishments on campus.
Since the above would keep me

quite busy, I do not intend to

change G.S. A. 's Internal Organs. I

am not an administrator as is my
opponent Walther. But I am a
student., with a student's interests.

1 am very disappointed that a
student-run newspaper would
endorse someone who does not
even resemble a student! I repeat,
let us not waste time on ad-
ministrative squabbles; instead,
let's give power to the student
through effective implementation
of external solutions.

Demetri Brizolis

In picking candidates whf^
record shows that they a^bureaucrats, the Daily Bnin bshown us that it values entrenchmp
present bureaucracy above n^
winding the structure.

3^ We believe that
graduate

students should take positions
wider political issues ^

f".
example, support of the PeonleN:
Peace Treaty. Our opponents hav
not even mentioned this issue in

their platforms. The Daily Bruin
apparenUy does not consider

this
an important issue, since it did not
mention it in its endorsements. We
do not find this inconsistent with
either the Daily Bruin's or our
opponents values, since they have
consistently shown themselves
more interested in perpetuating
bureaucracy than in political in-

volvement.

By contrast, we support the
People's Peace Treaty in order to

register our opposition to,a war
which is inextricably tied to our
social and educational problems
We are the only slate that has a

realistic understanding of the

politics of this university — the

way it is and the way it ought to be

VOTE FOR THE UNION.
..^..-* Jerry Goldfed^r

Terry Lee Evans
GSA 1st and 2nd Vice-Presidents

First V.P.

V.P. slate

I wish to express the feeling that
I also am running for GSA
presidency. With extensive
background in administrative
positions I believe that I can ex-
tract froxn .^ ] the political
overtones that/se^m to plague it,

and give it a stninder more issue-
oriented focus for action.

1 have no plataform t>ecause I

believe that 1 don't have the an-
swers to all the problems of GSA. I

do have some suggestions that I

wish to place before the graduate
students: Establish inter-
departmental seminars for
graduate students; Combine both,
graduate and undergraduate
presidencies (student bodies), help
in the creation of graduate
departments in Dance. Theology,
Public Administration, and ethnic
studies, help in i\\e strengthening
of T.A.*s position without the
academic and salaried cir .

the university, the closing of the
university to motor vehicle, the
establishment of bikcways. the
creation of a part-Ume degree

On Wednesday Morning, half
asleep and half dressed, I jumped
into my faithful Pasquali and
headed down Westwood Blvd. to
the nearest Daily Bruin. 1 fumbled
through the pages until I finally
come across the headline, DB
Editorial. "Oh No," I cried in
horror. My initials, DB. in
headlines. Could this mean that the
editors had endorsed me? Was this
the end of my poUtical carrer? The
beginning of the end? Since one's
chances of getting elected into
student government are inversely
proportional to a Daily Bruin
endorsement, you can understand
my relief when I read "Demetri
Brizolis has no qualifications
for the job

"

But why was the Daily Bruin so
kind to me? Was it the 15 minute
mterview on their waterbed? Or
was it my "Candid" platform
statement last Monday? In either
caso fhp n R h^c '.rf^;„ ..u ...^

r^ '• * '•&'n« 'juicss in
student government affairs They
neglected to consider that I have
been "locally" involved in student
government for the past two years.

In response to the Daily Bruin's
endorsement of candidates for
GSA offices, we would like to make
the following observations.

1. The Daily Bruin has said the
greater democratization and
greater participation in student
government is unrealistic. The
Daily Bruin has said that support
of state institutions of higher
education which are open to all is

unrealistic. The Daily Bruin has
said that student support for
AFSCME, TA's, RA's. and readers
is unrealistic.

However, we believe that student
government has no right to exist
unless it realistically deals with
these problems. Furthermore,
graduate students must be able to
decide whether or not they want to
be a part of graduate student
government, especially since they
are presently taxed by that
government whether they like it or
not. The only way to escape the
present bureaucracy and meet the
social, political, and educational
problems of graduate students is to
form a UNION OF GRADUATE
STUDENTS.

2 The Daily Bruin's standards
and values for endorsing can-
didates are unacceptable. The
standards that the Daily Bruin has
used in endorsing candidates are:
bureaucratic experience, vested
interest in the corporate structure
of the university, lack of political
ideals, and lack of educational
vision.

If the Daily Bruin were to use its
OWN standards to pick the

Daily Bruin notwithstanding,
Om Singla is the best qualified

candidate for GSA First Vice

President.

Om, as chairmaTT—aT'TTie"

Enginetering Graduate Students

Association Council, has

established a rapport between

students and faculty facilitating

accomplishment of several con-

structive goals for the students he

serves. An Engineering Teacher

and Course Evaluation Program,

recognized, accepted and used by

students and faculty, has been

established. Engineering grads

have no more language

requirements.

Om, as a GSA representative to

the Academic Senate's Student

Welfare Committee, has gained

detailed knowledge of the many

problems facing graduate students

on and off campus. His efforts on

your behalf on the Committee have

not yet been as fruitful as his work

as EGSA Council chairman. He

knows the shortcomings of an-

tagonistic approaches, in vogue

with other candidates for First

Vice President, to the faculty and

administration. Om has the desire

and ability to approach problems

and their solutions rationally and

calmly. His goal is to solve

problems and get things done

without unnecessary antagonism

and self-serving publicity.

Om believes a diversity of views

and backgrounds in the leadership

of GSA is essential if the widely

varying interests of all 10,000

UCLA graduate students are going

to be served.

Om is the only candidate for

First Vice President not running on

a slate. Om believes the GSA In

terdepartmental C6uncils must

play a much more decisive role in

GSA than they have this year. Om
is the only Council chairman

running for GSA office.

Among all candidates for all

offices, Om is the only serious

candidate from the biological

engineering, mathematical and

physical sciences.

Om's record of service to UCLA
graduate students is testimony to

his ability, effectiveness,

responsibility and responsiveness.

Please vote OM SINGI .A fnr GSA-p
- •—•—

—

^^—tiii^»i—uiE r lease voie ijm :>ir>;ui.A i

Kegents of the University of FIRST VICE PRESIDENT
California, we would end up with a Bill Scanlon
group of Regents with almost GSA Senator. Physical
exactly the same qualifications as and Mathematical Sciences
those now in power Council

i I
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ANOTHER TYPICAL :>lAFF MEETING — "50

Years of Laughter/' a selection of comedies from

1905-1955, will screen at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

tomorrow and at 2:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday at

Audio vibual World, 1730 Westwood Blvd. The film

includes complete short films of Chaplin, Keaton,

Fields, and others.

^^

What's Brew'n on campus
Special Activities

There will be a concert- lecture

on iazz, "An Experience with Dr.

Willie Ruff and AAax Lotron," at l

p.m. today in Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Admission is free.

"A Hora e Vez de Augusto

Matraga" (The Hour and Time of

Agusto Matraga) will screen at 1

p.m. today in Bunche Hall 1209 B as

part of Cinema Doce and Project

Brazil.

(Continued on Page 6)

THEY TOLD ME DORMIES WERE DIFFERENT' - Felllni's "Tht

White Sheik" and Alt Sjoberg's "Torment" will screen at 7 and 10 p.m.

today and tomorrow in Social Welfare 147.

Brace yourself

for the

ultimate transplant.

The human soul.

TWENTIETH CENTURY- FOX Presents

AOUINN MARTIN PRODUCTION

The
Mephisto

...THE SOUND OF TERROR

Starring

ALANALDA
JACQUELINE BISSET
BARBARA PARKINS
A^CURTJURGENS

as Duncan Ely

Produced B/QUINN MARTIN

Oirecled ByWULWENDKOS
Muse ByJERRYGOLDSMITH
ScreenpJayByBEN MADDOW

Basedonthe Ncvei by

FREDMUSTARD STEWART

COLOR By DELUXE®

NOW PLAYING
Exclusive enaaqement

ypm
rtJiii

CUL THIATHI FOR SMOWTIMf SI

wmmm»«Bmmvmm^

isimisc.

^^^^*»^»A

LklMftNeHH
'.

TO: STUDENTS AT UCLA -

RE, REASONS FOR LIVING AT LA MANCHA

LOCATION: You will live at the edge of campus just a few minutes walk from

classes.
'*

ACCOMMODATIONS: You may hav4 a single, double, triple,
°;1^''^^'^'°;';;.

fuite Our suite bedrooms cluster ground a central li vingroom end both and ore o.r

crdi'tioned, carpeted, quiet, and well furnished. Suites, doubles, end tr.ples

have refrigerators.

FOOD- You will olwoys hove c hoice of two or three main
f

'»^"
°*;°f^^ "T'

,

including steak onceTweek.) You hove unlimited seconds (except steok n.ght..

Service i! quick and convenient buffet style in a carpeted d.n.ng room.

LIVING STYLE- The community'is co-educotionol and each student's living spoce is

'«pe^!:d I; his own home. Each person can choose the combinat.on of pr.vocy and

involvement that suits his or her needs.

RECREATION- There is a swimming pool, sauna, rec room with billiards ond Pi"9 P^^a-

color tele^s^on; pin ball machines, weekend trips, parties, dances, moves, concerts,

lectures and a lot of disorganized fun.

STAFF- A professional Student Affairs Director and Student Staff a.,

""fj^?';^
'""''

assistance to the community.

_j f:«„. th- use of all recreational ond support services

rn";T- The rates for occommodations, tne use or an i^
. .. _ v,^.LUil

.

ine rores
^ tiTi 00 a month in September for the triple room. Yoo

and prepared meals ^eg-n/rt $135.00 a month mi p
.^^ ^^^ ^.^^^

might save a few dollars by .v.ng

'l^/°2l7i\^^^-^o. apartment, but first consider

and fun. You could save o few more dollars by "^'"3^" « ^ advantages of both and

the houR of cooking, shopping, and cleaning. Why not get the oo a ag

eliminate th^ problems?

WHAT TO DO- Write for a brochure: La Moncho, 930 Hilgard Avenue Los Angeles,

CoTflnfa 5^24 or coll us at (213) 475-5831 or co me over to see us and talk to the

people who live here.

HMC.AKI) AVLNUfc • LOS ANC.ELtS, CA '>0()24 • >2I »)47-,.-.Hn

'm^^l^^^^^m

i>

»•
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BLOODY INCONSIDERATE OF YOU — ''Julius

Cutsar'' will scre«n at 11 a.m. tomorrow at tht

Monica I Thoattr, 1332 Socond St., Santa Monica, as

part of tht William Shaktsptart Fntiyal. Tlit film,

stars Marlon Brando and James Mason, and was
directtd by Josepti Mankiawicz. Ticktts ^re $1.50.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
8pm

TOMORROW
nam.

SUNDAY
2 p.m.

Sp.m.

7:30 p.m.

HareKriihna

Mafk for Performaoce

An Introductkm to the Philoaophy
of Subjective Expr«uk»

V«ftUri«n Cooking (caU 47S-0600

for more information

)

Piycholofy Project: Group Encounter

Architecture ISIS

Architecture IMS

Botanical Gerdena.
«kkliartha Pod

l«»lMulioUaod Drive

SS« N Beverly Qlen Place
(call 47S-(M00 for noore inlbrmatioB

)

.'«' CAN T DESERT MY POST— ,*iai ii*o" ano juauuw ur d \Jo\rtiV' will
screen at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in AAakiitz 1409, undar tha auspices of the Film
Screening Cooperative. Donations requested.

Brew
(Continued from Page 5)

The "Middle East Conflict"
exhibition will continue on display

HEAD

IfTS GET /r ON . . . F/IMS Bt INDIVIDUALS

fllMLOVEKS MIDNIGHfLOVEftS FILMMAKERS fILMSWDEmS
A Midnight Program cl Special Films YOU Should See

FRIDAY MIDNIGHT and SATURDAY MIDNIGHT. . MAY 14fh«. 15tK

_ v

FUM WATCHERS

•^^^^fl^^*

at the

Boy Theatre

15140 Sunset^
Pac Pailsades

showing:

FILM EXPLORER i

/^Q (cut out-brjngj

DISCOUNTS
$1.00

ADM.

in the valley

Corbin Theatre

4 9620 Venutra Bl. ^
Torzono >

showing:

FILM EXPLORER II

EACH SHOW IS 90 minute* of FILMS by INDIVIDUALS

Some by Students. . .sonr^e by Artists. . .sonne short. . .some long
. . .some sexy-. . .others sexless. .Political. .Poetical. . .AIL are
INDIVIDUAL. . .

SUPPORT A THEATRE WHOSE BAG IS MORE OR LESS YOURS

from 11 a.m. -4 p.m. today in

Ackerman Union 3564. The exhibit

contains a collection of books and
literature covering aspects of tt^e

Middle East conflict from 1897 to

the present, and is sponsored by
ttie Organization of Arab Students
at UCLA.

The French Department Book
Drive will conclude today. Those
who wish to contribute French
novels, plays, etc. should bring

them to Haines Hall 160.

Prytaneans, junior and senior

women's honorary, and Mortar

Board, senior women's honorary,

will accept applications ending

today. Application sheets are

available In Kerckhoff Hall 312.

Activities at International

Students Center today Include:

English Conversation at 11 a.m.

and 7:30 p.m. (a similar program
meets at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. in

Campbell Hall 1118); Happy Hour

at 5 p.m.; Japanese Conversation

^ at 6 p.m.; Aman at 7:30 p.m.; and

Folk Dancing at 8 p.m. Activities

this weekend include: Ballroom

Dancing at^ 1 p.ni. tomorrow;
Aman at 1 p7rn. Sunday; Song of

Earth Chorale at 3:30 p.m. Sun

day; and ISC Orchestra at 2 p.m.

Sunday. The Center is located at

1023 Hllgard.

A series of student exhibitions,

featuring the work of MFA and MA
candidates In pictorial arts and

design, will continue on display

through AAay 23 in Dickson Gallery.

(Continued on Page 7)

Southern Campus

still on sole

KHn2

I . _. S*T a 110:30

JTJIES FEIFFER'S

^I^MJlQidKU.o.

5 T 'i H o-r^ w k ' R h

Mm
Pf

ill fHj

CO^^Ol'UO^^iij'^ WESTWo -i

> "%

* > »-4

'~-i *,

"te wHli little ^rrtJsrs'. Bsfid Nry's

TlMsttr Nf« ^ra^LiiM IMS a wickti

•<|f Mkts WAVES, aai Mt jist if

^i)c:rE«...Or^M^" Biry's HM^*
.^*.-,.^/ T4.., ..,;. IJ i^ii as Alatf
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LIS BKOS. TNIAfRIt mliy Theatr in PricesC

\,i

I I L rt M )

Billy Wilder's MOllYWOOO00 I

n
The Private Life of Siierlock Holmes ^STAR H

WOODSTOCK < uncut)

l|svt« NollywM* Bl I

^ Op«" Daily \

\ rui A 5XT mTUWTF c

^ 1 1 45 A M
Ail : ot«'n AM Nltf Kr *"

*clWs.'??^''^^^~bronte'S jane eyrj;w* mauwerjj^reb^^

RECITAL — i-ianist Leah Effenbach will hold a recital at 3 p.m. Sunday

in Scho€nl>erg Hall Auditorium. Student tickets are $1 each at the Ker

ckhoff Hall Ticket OHice, KH 140.

Saturday concert to showcase

works by young cornpo$grs'

Six new works by **young composers" here will be pertbrmed at 8:30

p.m. tomorrow in Schoenberg Auditorium, according to G^rge Packer,

student coordinator.

The program includes "Sensations of the Swan" for flute, trumpet and

tape recorder, by Steve Soomil; "Exeg" for string trio and radio, by

Victor Saucedo; "Cumulus" for two flutes, clarinet. ceUo, bass and piano,

by Dolly Kessner; "Generations" for flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano,

harp and percussion, by Ronald Walcott; "Equali U" for three per-

cussionists and piano by Daniel Ressner; and "Times Two** for string

orchestra, four horns and percussion by Packer.

3oomil is a teaching assistant for the electronic music workshop and a

Ph D candidate who won the Axel Stordahl award here last year.

Saucedo, a Ph.D. candidate, utilizes improvisation, his piec6 features

live radio broadcasts.

Ms. Kessner, a teaching assistant and MA candidate, is the only woman

graduate student specializing in composiUon here.

Walcott a teaching asistant and Ph.D. candidate, composed a special

piece for 'the New York Composer's council. (This same piece, his

master's dissertation, wiU be performed tomorrow.)

Daniel Kessner is a Ph.D. candidate who has just won first prize in the

Atwater Kent composition compebUon here with this piece. He recenUy

won the New York Broadcast Music Incorporated award.

Packer, a teaching assisUnt and Ph.D. candidate, won third place in

this year's Atwater Kent competition. (That piece was his masters

dissertation.)
^ ^ . .. ^ »/iu^«rv^,,i/vc

Michael Zearott. first American (since l»«> /»*".Hf^j'^^Ser^,
conducting competition in New York, will conduct Walcott s and Packer s

pt^^ h! has just returned from a guest conducUng engagement m

Guadalajara, Mexico.

Admission is free.

Leftover Brew'n . .

.

(Continued from Page 6)

Hours are H a.m.-5 p.m. Atonday, Tuesday and Wednesday; V5 p.m.

'^""^L1:^:t^^^- an exhibition of «. "•'>^-.P^-
--^^^rd^VrPnl

multiples, will continue on display through Sunday m the G;"r»'<* P^'"»

Gallery. Hoursare nam. 5p.m. weekdays; l-sp.m. weekends.

"A Society's Chief Joys." an exhibition of rare t^* »"^,";,'"7f;'P,^

in the tield of Americana, will continue on display hj~9»[J"7
J*

'

"J^
Department of Special Collections, University Research Library. Hours

are 9 a.m. 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

Spetcttes and Seminars n/- e».,«« Barh«M will

Gten Wade, professor of electrical engineering. UC S^'*
^^'^;'„,^;!!

hold a seminar on "Research on Bragg Imaging for Medical Diagnosis

at 3 p.m. today in Boelter Hall 8500. (Continued on Page 8)

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
^66 iFvauNG - cvarroNE wacoME

(Af S»ro»hmore 2 blockts W ofDorn-;si

9>45AM SUNDAY WOtSHIP

7K)0 P M Ftro §E»Ga PW) JEWS AND JESUS
'

JACK •
'-" V^4793645

8236248

Chunky's
918 Broxton

Just north of the

Bruin Theatre

lorgt

PfpsiA

Serving the largest

all beef burgers &
chili dogs found
anywhere.

Franch

Frits

(•"iB^'ii'^aF

YOU BLED MY MUMMA-YUU duu iVIY POPPA -BUT YOU WONT BLEED ME

fi m^lH WNm'BuV.;VjERH; CROSS pr.t.nl SWEET SWEETBACK S B»»D»SSSSS SONG "
I CINEMATtON INOUSTRItS fleleite • COLOB

in-'wrFlFS nowp»'- m^ 1^971 HOUY Hollywood 465 3491 IMPERIAL I nglewood 678 5^31

STATE Long Beach 432721

ft -m
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If you've thought of joining vs,

make this Sunday your date of ACTION
7

Join us for Sun. 10:00 a.m. services

coffee and discussion of

J.C. Superstar.

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL

Serving

1091 S Sfnithmof Dnv«. lo» Ang«4«s. CMorn'ta 90024

Amo. /L Schmidt Poster (213) 47S.9579

Hm co>.^us commonly o* Hm University ci Ctddornia at lo« Angela.

Students wishing to apply for odnnission to medical school classes beginning

fall. 1972. should arrange for a premedical intervievir dppointnnent as soon

OS possible. / I

T-
1

Applications (including a letter from the premedical od>^i'ser) should be com-

pleted by October. 1971. Call 825-1817 or come to 13112 Murphy Hall and

ask for Miss Joseph.
! I

There will be no limit placed on the number of medicaljschools |o which a

studanHmay request his letters of recomnriendation be s6nt. It is isuggested,

however, that those student planning to apply to more than twelve schools

consult first a premedical adviser to aid in the selection of schools. Advice

of this sort can be sought at the premedical interview. This year a small

p«r-scf>ool service charge will be assessed for the typing and mailing of let-

ters. Those receiving financial pid from UCLA or a federally-insured loan may

reqoelt that tfvis fee be waived.

The Office of Student Affairs of the UCLA Medical School will provide coun-

seling by various members of the medical school faculty^.ona rotating basis,

for students int.erested in careers in medicine. Appointments may be made for

times on three afternoons each week by calling 825-6081 or going to Room

12-109 in the Medical Center.

Group general counseling sessions will also be held at irregular intervals

in 1312 Murphy Hall. Consult Miss Joseph (825- 1817) for exact times.

LIT US SHARE OUR ANXIETIES TOGETHER

DISCUSS BETWEEN US, TELL OTHERS TOO,

WHAT SORT OF MEN WE CANT BE ANY LONGER

WHAT SORT OF MEN WE NOW DESIRE TO BE.

yovgeny yevtwth^nko

5 It was foggy .on the Monterey Peninsula that morning. The roads were lined with young

people—old people—in-between people—all people^ The noonday sun peeked through the

grey. Blue skies and a warm suninier afternoon mingled Ughdy with pastel shim and pleasant

^cnts. The grandstands were packed as Joan Baez walked center stage amidst a tremulous roar

of applause. ^ Aptly titled: celebration; it was. More than anything else it reflected man's

ability to create a niicroconn of beauty amidst a world tom*)y violence and hatred. It recon-

firmed his innate goodness. It reinforced our belief that each person makes an important con-

tribution to the whole :Wc all sent ofTourown tiny ripple. Multiplied a thousand fold
,
we created

a tidal wave of understanding. ^ It was one hell of a beautiful day. Merry Clayton was there;

Kris KristofTcrson, too. Linda Rondstadt and the Beach Boys and thousands ofpeople singing,

enjoying, swaying, loving. And thanks to Mr. Lou Adler, some of the day was captured

on tape. ^ Now there's an album,

ers are donating all royalties from

Non-Violence, Palo Alto, Call

•mAmcnt to stop and listen.

CELEBRATION. The aftists and produc-

sale to the Institute for the Study of

^ It's the time the world took a

N

WSffl'V.tKTr—

Distributed by A&M Records and Tapes.

All Sfob^rg and
Ingmar Bergman's

Hedonics presents

Friday, May 14. 1971

HEY, HEY, HEY— Bill Cosby will be among the celtbrities appearing at

"UCLA '71/' 8 p.m. Sunday in the Dorthy Chandler Pavilion. The

program will honor outstanding members of the campus community. The

Distinguished Teaching Awards, Outstanding senior awards, and Out-

standing Alumnus Awards will be presented at that time. The Bruin

basketball team will ed as well. General admission is $7.50, $3.7S

for staff and faculty, and $2 for students (at the KerckhoH ticket oHIce.)

Brewn whjniiiii yuudies . .

.

( Continued from Page 7

)

—'' "

Christopher Cheney, fellow. Corpus Christ! College, University of

Cambridge. England and member of the British Academy, will speak on

"Magna Carta" at 3:30 p.m. today In Bunche Hall 1209 B.

Francesco Gabrleli, professor at University of Rome, recipient of the

Giorgio Levi Delia VIda Award in Islamic Studies to be presented by

Chancellor Charles E. Young>;will speak on "Religious Poetry in Early

Islam" at 4 p.m. today in Dickson Art Center 2160 to open the Third
^

Biennial Conference on "Arabic Poetry; Theory and Development." The

conference continues at 9:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in GBA 1246,

covering "Arabic Poetry: Theory and Development." The conference

concludes at 10 a.m. Sunday in GBA 1246.

A.S. Hersh, senior scientist. Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Canoga

Park, will hold a seminar on Aerodynamic Sound Radiation from Lifting

Surfaces" at 4 p.m. today In Boelter Hall 5264.

The department of Spanish and Portuguese will hold "Commemoration

of the Centenary of the Portuguese Generation of 1870" from 10 a.m. noon

and 3-6 p.m! today in Humanities 1200.

William Schutz, psychologist, will hold a discussion workshop on "Here

Comes Every Body" at 8 p.m. today at La Mancha, 930 Hilgard.

There will be a colloquium on "The Relations Between African and

Afro-American Studies" from 9 a.m.-noon tomorrow in Bunche Hall

10363. Papers to be presented Include "The African Memory in Afro

American Language and Behavior," "Afro-American and African

Literature in English," "Literature et Plurallsme Culturel," and

"Negrltude, Black Studies and Sociology of Knowledge."

Mrs. V.I. Husaruk, broadcaster to iron Curtain countries, will speak on

"Christians in the Communist Countries" at 7 p.m. Sunday in the Campu^

Baptist Chapel. ,

Meetings
All upper division French majors who would like to serve as

representatives to the Undergraduate Joint Committee for next year

should attend a general meeting at noon today in Haines Hall 111 Those

who are interested but cannot attend should call Janice Brooks at 826 5779

by Wednesday.
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AlAA) wi

meet at 1 p.m. today in Boelter Hall 5273. There will be a short film clip on

'Surveyor VII" with a talk on the Surveyor Instrument Package.

URA Clubs ^\ I

The Tennis ClOb will meet from 2-4 pm today on theSoUth Courts, f

The Hapkido Club will meet from 5-6:30 pm today in Memorial Ac

tivlties Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 pm today on Field 7.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet at noon today in the Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-3:30 pm today in A^emorial Activities

Center B 146.

The Karate Club will meet from 5-7 pm today in the Women's Gym 200

The Fencing Club will meet from 2-3 pm today In the Women's Gym 200

The Kenpo Club will meet at noon today in A/Vemorial Activities Center

B 146.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will meet from 2-10 pm, Sunday, m tne

Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet at 10 am, Sunday, In the Women s

Gym 200.

The Karate Club will meet at 10am Sunday, In the Men's Gym 200.

The Cricket Club will meet at 10 am, Sunday, on the South Field.

Social Welfare 147

F«d*rico Fellini's

n.r»ftgd bv Alt SiobTQ Tam#m ,% In^mjir Bgroman'^ first screen dUv With R»rqn,^»»'^

brooding sense of crime^nd pun, it traces a student's aftair witt» a girl wtio is also mvolveo w>n\
tlie student's sadistic teactier

t-r-

newly wed fal

troiS.

Friday, May 14, Saturday, May 15 2 complete at 7:Q0 & 10:00

"»"m?'"tui»»efli""^ l^aTTan serTaTized comic strip pubTTcatiorts. A
omic strip hero, the Wh.te Stieik, igniting a farcical manage »

DONATION REQUESTED
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By Ed Burgart

Its that time again, when past records really aren't that Important,

when UCLA will be bidding for a playoff spot, when USC will try to

become the first Pacific 8 baseball team to have an unbeaten conference

record.

Bovard Field is the site of today's key game, beginning at 2:». Tt^e

Bruins will be back at Sawtelle Field tomorrow at 1:00 for their finale

against USC.
Assistant Bruin coach Glenn MIckens may have best propheslzed the

two games when he said. "The kids are really going to try to shine." If

you just look around the stands, you will notice a large number of

professional scouts.

USC Is the wonder team this year. They're young. They're Inex

perienced. Nevertheless, they have proceeded to win 20 straight games

this season and remain unbeaten in league action. ,__^

Very solid baseball

It was afteP the trip to Washington when USC head coach Rod Dedeaux

said, "We played very solid baseball In Washington despite the youth of

this team. "
It seems as though that's been Dedeaux's motto all year.

The Bruins have nothing to be ashamed about. Currently, they're 11-4 In

the Pacific 8. a respectable record in any league. In the first conference

game, the Bruins were hampered by an ailing Rick Pope, a game UCLA

lost, 7-1. "The big righthander is going to be the difference," says

MIckens. The 6 4, 220 pound Pope was bothered by tendonitis earlier this

year, but appears to be rounding to form now. Rick pitched his first

complete conference game this year against Washington and will

probably start the Friday game. Pope is 1-2 in the conference and 7-3

overall.

With the Trojans having wrapped up the conference championship,

they really don't have to go all out. Not so, says Relchle, who feels the

Trojans will really be "loose." The Trojans have nothing to lose and a lot

to gain — a perfect Pac 8 record.

Ammunition for Bruins

The Bruins have the ammunition to shoot down USC. Centerflelder Ron

DIggle, In particular, comes to mind. The left handed slugger has ac

counted fqr two Pac 8 homers while driving In 12 men. The short, 244 foot

right field fence at Bovard Is definitely to his advantage although

MIckens said, "Anyone could hit It over there. Do you remember Cal

Meir?" Mick' was referring to the former Trojan shortstop, who batted

right.

Other Bruin long ball threats are Dave Landress.Bob Adams, and Bob

Petretta whohavedriveainJO, 10. and 11 men respectively.

Probably UCLA's only change Saturday will be on the mound, Gary

Robson drawing the assignment. Gary leads the Pac 8 with 47 strikeouts

while compiling a 3-1 league mark. Robson has walked just seven men In

36 innings.
^.^ «

The Trojans shine impressively also. The top statistics are those of

pitchers Steve Busby and Mark Sogge. Dodger farmhand and former

USC quarterback Steve Sogge's brother. In Pac 8actlon. Busby is 5-0, has

an 0.69 ERA and has hurled five complete games. Overall, he Is 8-1.

Sogge's credentials

Sogge's credentials are just about as glamorous. He Is 3 In the con

ference.ownerof aO.99 ERA, and Is 9-1 this season.

If the Trojan starters get In trouble. Grey Widman and Eric Raich will

be more than ready to meet the challenge. It was just last weekend when

Widman "pitched his best game of the year" according to Dedeaux, when

he defeated Washington, 2 0. ^ , ^ i.

USC has a strong enough batting punch with such players as Frank

Alfano, Tim Steele, and Craig Perkins capable of four -baggers any time.

It was Alfano. a second team All Pacific 8 choice last year, who socked a

grand slam against Stanford earlier this season. Perkins leads the team

with 1 1 RBIIn 15 league games, and has also banged out two homers

Those are the records of two of college baseball's best teams. The only

question remaining is. "'Who will win?" USC would have to be favored,

but the Bruins should be hungry.

They have lost their last six games with USC. They have now won eight

straight conference games. They have a healthy Rick Pope. They have an

offense that Is hitting the ball well (30 runs In the last four games)

.

All UCLA needs for a sure playoff spot Is one win. They have Nvo games

left to get It. . " -^
. -

Probable Line-ups

use UCLA

Daryl Arenstein (.280)

Mike Ball (.371)

Frank Alfano (.400)

George Ambrow (.273)

Tim Steele (.381) :^

IB—
2B—
3B—
SS—
LF—

(Gordon Carter (.229)

Fred Lynn (.200) or

Jeff Pedersen (.289)

Craig Perkins (.235)

Steve Busby (5-0)

AAark Sogge (30)

Dave Landress (.327)

Ed Hume (348)

Mike Gerakos (.231)

Ralph Punaro (.278)

Bob Adams (362)

CF^ Ron DIggle (.259)

RF— Eric Swanson (.333)

C— Bob Petretta (.289)

p_ Rick Pope (12)

Gary Robson (3,1)
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
L«t us ship your personal

•ffocts Home. We are spe-

cialists in international
pockoging and shipping. We
also sell opplionces for 220
VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

MIDNrTE REVIVAL

PSYCHO
i^To^ U^k

Only s«. «(Ur IS

BRENTWOOD ^WIN THEATER
Wilshire — 26th Santa AAonica

829-3368

DR. VIKTOR E. FRANKL
MnM Imtturm on

MAfSrS SEARCH FOR MEANING
May I6H1. 8 P.M. - Sonlo Monico »«eti School A4*diloriimi

For roaorvohoMS or inlormahon coMatt:

aUFORNIA GRADUATE INSTITUTE School oi Psychology
1321 WMHvood B»vd.. W LA. - PKonc 478- 1 346 or 679- 1 S33

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular haircuts razor haircuts

10911 Kinross • WesHiM>od Village 478-91 02 (^ 477-9207

I -*~ »i|
| nMI> |
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Von Nvys 10 Beds on Display
7

1 22 Von Nuys Blvd. 994-946

1

LA. 6 Beds on Display

827 S. Verfpont38i-7038 19
c

95
KING SIZE

with (hit coupon

void 5-21-71

KAROS - LOS ANGLES
presents

DR. WILLIAM SCHUTZ
Esalen Institute Fellow

Author. JOY and FIRO

^HERE COMES EVERY BODY »»

an evening designed to expand and recapture our trust love
awareness and joy.

Friday evening. May 14 LA MANCHA 8PA/»

930 Hilgard Avenue Students $2
KoJroscrffice 931 1985

t,

the saffnon Robe

our new merchandise
from India has arrived
our new styles are
ready for summer

nOSGayley Ave
477-7203

326 La Cienega

, ^ . .J-

659-0708

A f' ,*

OUki
h;

^f
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ut liJ doesn't get said
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Term Papers

Dissertations

Theses

Letters

Fast

Accurofe

VILLAGE TYPIST

I 101 Gay ley, Westwood
473-8127 886-7475

Itilusual, in a bitter rivalry like that between

EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

BRIDGE LOOSE? STRUTS

CRACKED OR BUZZING?
STRINGS TOO HIGH?

WE REPAIR AU TYPES
OF STRINGED INSTRUMENHi

New Martins, Yamahas

MANN S GUITAR SHOP

1441 WESTWOOD 477- 1238

I

LA and USC, for one school to dominate

e other continuously in a certain sport.

OAVrS PHOTO SfRVfCf
Special Student Rates

i^ASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U WAIF
Pholog'ophs (oi M«dicol & Nufsmy Stud«nl» • I D Cardi

By PfO««»k.onolk Doily '^ b • but 12 4

I0V90 WiKhwe Blvd Co- VeleionAvw Ac >t.»s tf om K ederol Bld^ 4/ J 40? I

Ucl of course, has done so in basketball and,
BURT BACHARACH OR CARDIE KING, WHERE ARE YOU?

MMiBiaBar- r"

nsequently, everyone knows about John

ooden and the UCLA basketball program.

At lb an individual named Rod Dedeaux

s built a dynasty similar to Wooden's in

T

seball, as a quick glimpse at his record

low will show. -*r

By Ed Burgart

He's a millionaire. He's the owner of Dart Trans-
portation Trucking Company. No's a master
psychologist. He likes to sing McNamara's Band. On
the side, he has coached 1351 baseball games. His
name . . . Raoul ''Rod Dedeaux, the man in charge
of the use baseball team.

.

His achievements are numerous. He has:
— won six NCAA titles (1948, 1958, 1961^ 1963, 1968,

and 1970)

— been selected to the Hall of Fame of the American
Assn. of College Baseball Coaches— coached 23 conference titllsts

— won 975 games while losing just 376 (.722)
These are just some of the accomplishments that

have made the USC baseball program as successful
as it is today. It may also be a reason why Dedeaux is
a college baseball institution, why Dedeaux has been
honored four times as Coach-of-the-Year by the
American Association of College Baseball Coaches,
why Dedeaux is a household name.

It all began back in 1942. That year Dedeaux was an
assistant to Sam Barry. It was also the year Dedeaux
experienced his first conference championship with a
team that finished 18-5-1. It was the prelude to 22
more Pacific-8 crowns, three seconds, two thirds, and
one fifth. With the exception of 1946-1950 when once
again Dedeaux was again Barry's assistant, it has
been Dedeaux all the way.
To say Dedeaux is the best college baseball coach

IS to put it miklly. Maybe that's because he has
followed in the footsteps of former great New York
Yankees manager Casey Stengel.
"Thirty^Hld years ago, I figured he (Casey) had

the best brain in baseball. That was k>ng before his

big success with the Yai

trouble understanding

summarizing his phik

baseball.

The success of Dedeal

restricted to the college ra

Trojans have a 66-82-6

teams. Most rtotable qi

against the 1951-Yankeesl

AAantle, and Co. on Bovaj

team New York has ever

the 1970 Los Angeles

Stadium.
Many coaches are just

Dedeaux believes in havii

you play smart baseball.

thing all the time it doesn'

playing. Secondly/ stay

word hard, but we have

around helps," he said.

More than 100 Dedeaux]

clowned around enough

Most notable is the New

Tom Seaver. Former Dot

Gabrielson are also gra<

school. Currently, ^resi

Ambrow, who turned dowj

draft choice of the New Vr

What's even more amaz|

scholarships the Trojans

talent pours in.

Even more ironic is the

paid to coach at USC. Y(

more or less.

His fun also has extendi

request of President Nixt

Panama supervising a baj

Amorir^in AmateUf ^*

I've never had any
said Dedeaux in

hy about successful

Is.

teams has not been

t. During his tenure, the

[d against professional

include the contest

iJoe DiMaggio, Mickey
iField, the only college

I, and use's defeat of

igers, 4-0, in Dodger

irned with winning, but

]n while playing. "First,

|ou learn to do the right

itter one bit who you're

. When we work, we
too. A little clowning

iched baseballers have
tave shots at pro ball.

Mets' ace righthander
ks Ron Fairly and Len
|tes from the Dedeaux
lan shortstop George
^0,000 as the first-round

Mets, is attending USC.
is the small number of

'e — just six. Yet, the

tt Dedeaux does not get

|could call it his hobby,

ibroad. Recently, at the

deaux spent a week in

»all clinic for the South
'ball Committee. Ad-

manager Red Schoendienst visiting United military

bases. ^ ^ ^,

If a back injury hadn't curtailed Dedeaux's active

playing career, he may never have gone into

coaching college baseball. After being All-Coast in

1934 and 1935 with USC, Dedeaux was signed by

Stengel, then of the Dodgers. In his first year, he

batted .300 with the Dayton team of the Mid-Atlantic

League. Not long after came the injury.

Although he may no longer be directly associated

with the major leagues, he still comes into contact

with many of the scouts. You see, Dedeaux's teams

have been so successful and produced so many fine

candidates, that all USC games are attended by

hordes of major league scouts. Recently, at the first

UCLA-USC game. Dodger Vice-President Al Cam-

panis was present. ... m
Producing such great stars also involves good

recruiting. Dedeaux does the recruiting, or one

should say that the players come to him. The

reputation he has built lingers on, making USC a good

practice area for the major leagues.

It would be unfair not to mention Dedeaux s

present assistants, who are an integral part of USC's

success today. Eddie Allen has been a member of two

NCAA championship teams since he began coaching

the Trojans in 1967. Other assistants are Dedeaux's

son, Justin, and first year man Pat Kuehner.

It's amazing how much one man can do to a

program. His trucking corporation is his mam am-

bition, and when (and how) he finds time to coach his

Trojans (presently undefeated after 15 Pac.8 games

this year) no one really knows. What we do know is

his success. And how can you fault that?

"t
Qitionaiiy, ne spcii •
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Are You A Composer (Piano) who con write really memo
me

abl e

lody with good chord changes? If so Published Lyricist with

Top Contacts wants you as Partner. Call AAr. jBoron, gt Record

/a 3arieraJi
RESTAURANT

FIZZ&
GR 80123 Open 7 Days

U AM to 2 AM
Dtcw^n flffinqton and Burxly \

11 81 3 Wilshire Blvd. GR8 0123

QlSO gJKJJj^/ OU>IS.?y nv*i' Qv-^^'^^i^ • ^

comt visit our neoJ inocc€f$aWl€ locafion;

deer in tUc alleq behind Jeans W«<t-#^Cofit**«fO

1110 GAYLEYA^. WESTV«)0 • H73 9^9

^rm%mnH

Thurs. through Sot.

D\red horn the Ice House

Walt Conley
Fall by for a listen & you'll be bock with your friends.

Shows begin 9:00 Thurs. & 9:30 Fri. & Sot.

Com* b«lor« 9 ond b«o» H»« 50< cov»r.

BEER - WINE - SOnOtlNKS - SANDWICHES

\--
"GuYi i ^

2260 w ^ -^ °''d.

—run

474 9311
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Netters face USC in quest of perfect
By John Reich

DB Sports Writer

No season is a successful one for a UCLA team, without a

win over USC. Even a naUonal championship loses some

flavor, if the team could not beat USC at least once during

the season.

For the UCLA tennis team, tomorrow afternoon will

provide a unique opportunity to ensure at least partially

successful season, when the Bruins travel to the L.A. Tennis

Club to do battle with Troy's thrice-beaten tennis squad.

The match, by itself, will not determine a national title,

but a ^^uin win will accomplish a number of major goals.

Coupled with the Bruins narrow ^ win over the same
Trojans a month ago, a victory tomorrow would mark the

first time that UCLA has swept the two seasonal dual meets

since the NCAA championship-bound team of Arthur Ashe

accomplished it in 1965.

As a matter of fact, only eleven previous Bruin teams

have accomplished that feat in the forty-three years that

the two schools have played tennis against each other.

(Fifteen Trojan squads have accomplished the same feat.)

A Bruin win tomorrow would also extend the Bruins'

current three match win streak over USC, the longest Bruin

-streak in the last ten years.

—

— n
-

Perfect dual meet season

As if that wasn't all, the Bruins could complete a perfect

dual meet season, not having lost a dual meet to anybody
since April of 1970, when the same Trojans upset them 6-3 at

the same LA Tennis Gub.
In addition, the meet tonK>rrow will be a good warm-up

for both teams, in preparation for the Pacific-Eight

championships, which will be held next week at Oregon

State

The Bruins are coming off a successful week-long stint at

the Southern California championships, which they

dominated as a unit. Most of their players are beginning to

hit top form, as exemplified by Jim Connors, who reached

the finals of that tourney, and Tito Vazquez who reached the

semi-finals.

USC, 9n the other hand, has appeared to be in disarray

most of the season. Some untimely injuries to key players

have been for a large part responsible for their three

defeats. (Twice to Stanford, and once to UCLA.)

Marcello Lara

Th^r top player, Marcello Lara injured a thumb in last

month's meet with the Bruins, and has played little since

then. His return has not been announced, but considering

the usual practice in USC-UCLA matches, his seeing action

is quite probable.

For UCLA, the top singles spot has been occupied by Jeff

Borowiak, who has remained unbeaten in dual meet

matches, but who lost twice last week in the California and

the Southern California championships.
" Haroon Rahim has missed most of the season due to his^

playing in the Davis Cup last month, but since his return, he

has played second singles. Jim Connors, who was dropped

to third singles upon Rahim's return, soundly whipped

Haroon last week in the So Cals, and that win might have

been convincing enough to elevate him above Rahim to the

second spot.

For the Trojans, Tom Leonard will play second singles, if

Lara is sound, while Dick Bohmstedt, who was the big

intbt

Trojan question-mark in last month's meet, should be
third spot.

The remaining three singles spots for UCLA will nrnhaki

be filled by Elio Alavarez, Tito Vazquez, and JeffW
Alito*>A<* Viae r\1otro/l in fliA fruir>i'K ownf Tm... t . uoUfl.
Alvarez has played in the fourth spot for most of the v
and has been playing well enough to retain it. Vazquez w
injured before, and although he played in the earlier meeh
was not at full strength.

Last week, however, he showed an almost comnletp
return to form, and reached the semi-finals of the So Cai
defeating Borowiak in straight sets in the quarter finak
Austin played third singles earlier in the year, but lost swn
matches and was lowered in the rankings. He has beer
playing well lately, bu^ his team-mates have also played
well, and kept him in the lower berths.

The Trojans will probably have a simQar problem with
their lower singles players, and will probably play Mike
Machette in the fourth spot, with Sashi Menon and Fer
nando Gentil in the remaining two singles.

Five top teams
In the doubles, the Bruins will have five top teams to

choose from. Borowiak-Rahim will probably play one
Connors-Austin two, and Alvarez-Vazquez three. However
the Kreiss brothers and Cornell brothers might also be

-called uponr
use's doubles teams will depend on Lara's availability

due for the most past to the fact that they have had no

outstanding doubles tandem.
Neither of the two coaches, Glenn Bassett of UCLA, or

George Toley were willing to discuss the match or their

hne-ups. However, from all indications, the Bruins should

not find the going too rough and should extend their win

streak over the Trojans to four.

Juit obout any place you look in the Gifts and
Sportswear departments, you can find goodies—

and right now even goodier, because they're

10% off. Everything from hotpants to coffee
mugs. Our student employes will have to count

everything that we don't sell ^by May 20. So
in freeing them early on Inventory Day. And

all your good works in this direction will save you some bread, too.

V.

.V

all clothing for men, ^^^ ^%^r
women and children now I \j/0 wi i

i

y: f̂ty*:!%W*:!%:!:!::y:XS*^^

• •• ....'.".V

Kites — various

were 1.50-2.50

HALF PRICE
a l«v«l

5<:¥:¥ftv-;::S!SSS55!S8^;t%9?ft!!::%

tools — hammers,
saws, other types

984
a !•¥•!

^W^SftWAy

;^^«iSS»^3:a:»^;:^:^*

all sculpture, all

gifts and jewelry

10% OFF

g

s

sweatshirts

;g small and medium only %
I regularly 3.75 1 OQ I

A.'iAVi.VHWXVtWVftftft'ftf

zodiac note cards

were 1 .50

99<

uc
students' store

sporHw»ar and gilts, b l«v»l
art supplies, a l«vtt( ack«rman union,

825-7711
mnnHnv trtHnv 7 4S 7 30 ^nturrlnv 10 'X

f *>
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VAZQUEZ — Bruin netter Tito Vazquez pulled a big upset by defeating

teammate JeH Borowiak in the So Cal championships last vteek, but Tito

will probably be in the No. 4 or 5 singles slot tomorrow when the Bruins

meet USC at the L.A. Tennis Club.

CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF

LOUD STEREO MUSIC WILL
NOT MAKE YOU STERILE
IN FACT A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF EAR EXERCISE
IS HEALTHY IN ORDER TO COMBAT EXCESSIVELY

FAT EARDRUMS

A comntn sTcirco system

$64.00 NOT CHEAP,
JUST INEXPENSIVE

• AM/FM STEREO RECEIVE*
•MATCHING BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
•AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
•»ASE. OUST COVER AND

CARTRIDGE

LBS TMAM <t LIST ftKI

0064

SCOTCH TAPE
•l«00KXDT7INCHRE«l
•KXVESTER
•NEW TAPE IN

SEALED lOXES

295

MO MINIMUM QUANTITY

Buy A Koss Pro-4A

Professionol Heodsef for

Only $200.00. And get

A Pione«r (1^ sx-770

AM/FM sterto receiver

I Absolutely FREE

USE YOUR 6ANKAMERICARD OR MAST»I CHARGE
W««t LA

337f $o. Ov#rlond Av«

So. •# S««ta Monko Fwy

•39-1216
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while
you're still young enough to enjoy it

Having the want is one thing. Having the

wherewithal is another. The trouble with being^

young is that all too often you have the one

without the other.

But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.

Here is a true sports car for under $2500*—
the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.

In this case the real thing includes a race-

winning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing-type rack-and-

pinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,

crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for

superb road-hugging. Disc brakes up front for

straight-line, non-fade stops. Twin reclining

bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation

with an electric tach.

Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40

years, there's no generation gap. For the name
of your nearest Austin-MG dealer and

information about overseas delivery, dial

(800) 631-1971 except in New Jersey

where the number is (800) 962-2803

Calls are toll-free, of course.

•Mpn.if;icturer's suqqested retail price Does not include transportation charges, dealer

Sl^t!oTstateS^ taxes'if any British Leyland Motors Inc.. Leon.a. N J 07605. ^
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X ft; Spring game concludes footba practice

Head football coach Pepper Rodgers

By Steve Kennedy
DB Sports Writer

Football practice, the phenonnenon that now seems

to take place year round, comes to a temporary halt

tomorrow when UCLA's varsity divides its forces for

the annual spring game.
The 2:00 p.m. clash, open free of charge to the

public, will also be televised live on KTLA, Channel

5. Pepper Rodgers. making his debut In a game type

situation as the Bruins' head coach, will also assist

with the telecast.

The Bruins will be split up in what amounts to an

intra squad game, but the first string will not be

playing against the second team. The coaching staff

has strived to make the contest as close a matchup as

possible.

"In the spring game," Rodg^s pointed out, "every

time there's a 'do' there's a 'lon't'. We're trying to

put the players in a game type situation, with of-

ficials. Mistakes will cost the team you're on, just

like in the regular season."

Mike Flores, still the No. 1 quarterback, will be on

one team while his chief challenger. Clay Gallagher,

plays on the other. Flores will have Randy Tyler and

Dom Mancini behind him as running backs while

Gallagher will turn to James McAllster and AAarv

Kendricks.
Rodgers said he plans to keep just two quar-

terbacks when the regular season begins in Sep-

tember. Currently, six are vying for those spots, with

Flores and Gallagher having a noticeable edge over

the remaining candidates.

In the past, Rodgers has chosen his starting

quarterback and, for the most part, stuck with him.

"A quarterback Is kind of like a head coach," Pepper

analyzed. "If I were the quarterback, I'd not want to

worry about being taken out If I made a mistake.

Hell, I make a lot of mistakes myself."

Is it possible that Flores and Gallagher both might

see action during one series of downs, depending on

•>:

the
I

be in 'A

the situation? "^k)t necessarily," Rodgers replied •

"I'm considering playing a lot of people. There ar 1^

two reasons for this. First, to keep players in \hJ^
game fresh and second, to keep up the morale A'l
player will work harder in practice If he knows he's^
going to play."

Like predecessor Tommy Prothro, Rodgers and-^
his assistants will call the plays. "I feel a quar i
terback doesn't have the time to study the films x

because he is a college student."
f

Several players will not see action In the game ^
Center Dave Dalby has been selected to *^^^

preseason Playt)oy All America team and wi
Chicago. Four others are currently Injured.

Offensive lineman Greg Pearman, flanker Brad I
Lyman and wide receiver Terry Vernoy have been •?:

banged up in practice while running back Gary?:
Campbell Is not yet fully recovered from a kneev:
operation. '•^,

The format will s6e no kickoffs, since the Bruins-^

have not worked on that aspect of the game this^^i

spring. As a result, offensive series after a score an*^-:

at the start of each half will start on the 35-yard line, ^i

Personnel changes during the past week have been i,

minimal. The only change in the depth charts saw •<:

Rob Scrlbner move ahead of Alan Lemmerman at ^,

right cornerback. |
In all of the spring, in fact, there have been t

relatively few changes, a fact Rodgers said was I
particularly common when a team has many ex |
perienced players returning.

|
Rodgers then turned to his offense. Asked Wed |

nesday night by a student at an informal gathering if «
UCLA would use a spring-out offense like that of the 5

Gary Beban era. Pepper quickly said, "No, we don't ^
have Beban."

Instead, he hopes to use a "varied offense that ;$

won't be hurt if an injury occurs to one man. We're ijij

not strictly dependent on one person to the extent >::

that we'll be lost without him," he added. ^
>x;^y:i^<<^^

•n
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Why be left at ttie gate when for just a little more
you can get a reserved seat on Delta?

Delta's reserved seat Youth Fare Plan saves you 25%
compared with regular Day Tourist Costs just a trifle more

than standby. No waiting (and waiting!) You know
exactly when you're scheduled to leave and arhve We honor

Youth Fare cards from all other airlines. Or purchase
one from us for only $3 00 It's accepted by all carriers Anyone

from 1 2 to 22 years of age is eligible.

For reservations call Delta or see your Travel Agent.

Compare these typical standby fares with Delta's

reserved seat Youth Fares.

Standby fares on RESERVED SEAT
Between other airlines YOUTH FARES

f\^iami/Ft Lauderdale to Chicago $58
Atlanta to New York City

Chicago to Tampa
Detroit to Houston

Los Angeles to Dallas

San Francisco to Dallas

Kansas City to Atlanta

Dallas to Phoenix

Houston to New York City

Atlanta to Miami

Chicago to Houston

All fares include the 8% U.S. Transportation Tax.

3 $58 $67
$40 $47
$51 $57
$55 $63
$60 $68

^ $70 $79
$39 $45
$46 $52
$68 $77
$34 $38
$49 $55

i^n you are!

Goffers play in BayArea
The UCLA golfers find themselves faced with an uphilllie as they close

the regular season. «-

Simply stated, the Bruins would like a good performance ip the Bay

Area this weekend to propel them into the Pacific-^ championships

Monday and Tuesday in Eugene, Oregon.
The task, unfortunately, is easier said than done. UCLA meets

California this afternoon and the Bruins' chances for victory appear to be

pretty good in light of Cal sports information director Bob Steiner's one-

word description of the Bears: terrible. The Bruins then move across the

Bay tomorrow, to face Stanford at Stanford Country Club, probably the

finest collegiate golf course in the country. The Indians, though^ have

players equal to this or any course.

Heading the list is senior Tom Watson, who, along with USC's Gary

Sanders, is a favorite to win the Pac-8 tournament. Watson is playing

great golf at the moment, exemplified by his last four rounds over the

Stanford course: 71, 69, 69 and 68, an aggregate seven-under-par. Tom is

7-2-2 in match play this year.

Undefeated in nine matches so far is sophomore John Beers. His three-

under-par 68 helped the Indians defeat USC two weeks ago, snapping the

Trojans' lengthy win streak. He was also Stanford's medalist in the

Tribe's recent loss to San Jose State with a three-over 73.

The Indians are 9-2 overall this season, and won the U.S. Collegiate

Invitational in April. They finished ninth in the Western Intercollegiates,

the Bruins taking sixth place in the same tourney. A Stanford win would

guarantee the Indians the Pacific-8 Southern Division golf title.

SS.OO plus tax
Art HOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology no — Pickett
Ct^emistry 1A — Siebert
Chemistry &A - Evans
Chemistry 6C — Jordan
Chemistry 153 - West
Economics 1 — La Force
Education 112 — Kieslar
History IC — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillnrvin
Linguistics 100 — Bright
Mathematics 3C — Gillnr»an
Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 - Wickens
Psychology 110 - Carder
Pscyhology 135 — Kanouse

M.OO plus tax
^nthropo^ogy IB ~ Miller
Art lA - Kayser
Art IB - Kleinbauer
Art 106B - Pedretti
'lassies 142 Gleason
Economics 2 - Baird

*

Economics
Ecorwmics
Economics

100 - Nist>et

101B - Lindsay
102 - Sweeny

Ec momics 130 - Lindsay
History IB
History 7B
History 8 -

History 178B
Psychology 12

Hoxie
Yarnell

Burns
Daliek
Butcher, Liebeskind

Psychology 115 - Butcher
Psychology 1338 (170A) Lova»s

For additional courses call or

'mem
- —: -r JO -< 3gou «»/OJ^<J

I08SIUNDBROOKDR.
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mfrjiisis miiiMsiii;

open meeting National

Psoriasis Foundation

Tuesday, May 18, 7:30 pm

Coast & Southern Federal

18751 Ventura 81., Tarzana

Guest Speaker Hypnotist

Henry W. Mundt
FREE

\VATER BEDS

"IMPORTS^ ^
•^Heao SHOP CTC.

2807 pTcoBLVU.

SAVTA MONIC/V,CAUf:

Seat-shuffling continues as

oarsmen visit Long Beach

Friday, May 14, 1971 UCLADAILY npniw 15

By John Wood
,

DB Sports Writer

*i'm still not satisfied that we have the eight

toughest men in the varsity boat," commented Coach

Jerry Johnsen earlier in the week. Up until his race

with Washington last weekend, Johnsen had been

fairly content with the progress of his starting eight.

But the bitter defeat to the Huskies changed all that.

Suddenly his job is much more difficult.

Following a Mother's Day rest period for the team,

Johnsen started the week out in quick fashion: there

were five changes in the first boat Monday and four

changes on Tuesday. Monday evening's workout was

exceedingly strenuous as Johnsen strived to find the

toughest of the tough. The varsity and junior varsity

squ£^ds rowed a 2000-meter time trial, and the out-

come was determined by less than a boatlength —
which was closer than their finish to Washington.

-^— So well talented -

Johnsen stressed the fact that he was fortunate to

have to choose from the JV's because they are all so

well talented. "We have 16 men who are capable of a

sub-six minute race," he says.

Johnsen only needs eight. Usually he looks for the

technically superior oarsman when making a

change, but since all 16 members are equally sound,

the next factor is aggressiveness and toughness.

Shuffling oarsmen out of the undefeated JV boat will

not hinder that squad in the future, Johnsen ex-

plaint.

"Since the eight varsity oarsmen who rowed

against Washington were potentially the best, by

putting them back in the JV boat would only make
that boat faster. The shuffling is done only to find a

faster combination — not necessarily because of

individual weaknesses," he said.

One rather unorthodox change noted by Johnsen

was his decision to move Duncan Henderson,

reputedly one of the best strokes in the nation, to the

six-man position. He was replaced by David Hooker,

who had been stroking the junior varsity shell. The

switch was made because the boat needed a good six-

man, and it has made the first boat smoother and

faster when taking the stroke up and down.

Upcoming race

The upcoming race tomorrow against Cal State

Long Beach (at Long Beach, beginning at 10 a.m.)

will show Johnsen whether his shuffling has paid off

or not. Asked if he expects his shell to unleash their

wrath on Long Beach, Johnsen said, **If we don't,

we'll lose, and that goes with the JV's too. We can't

afford to take them lightly." Long Beach finished

third on the West Coast last year, and they have only

tasted defeat once this season, to Loyola.

The freshmen, also smarting from their first Ices

last weekend, have been undergoing lengthy

Workouts this week, too. Johnsen felt their situation

is parallel to his own ''The second freshman boat has

proved itself to be like our JV's." Frosh coach Jim

Jorgensen has undergone seat-shuffling as, was

expected, and the most noteworthy of them came in

the stroke positions. Tom Lumsden, who has stroked

every race to date, was placed in the second shell

while Sherman Spitz moved up to replace him.

ORGANIZED VIOLENCE — UCLA'i licrotte \—m ctet«« out Wit

regular season Sunday afternoon at 2:00 p.m./ hosting Claremont Men's

College on the North Athletic Field. The Bruins are now 4-4 on the season.

Following Sunday's game, lacrossemen %r% oH until May 11, wtien UCLA
hosts the Southern California All-Stars against the Northern California

All-Stars on Spaulding Field. University and club teams from Southland

join forces against like competition from North.

UCLA's women's tennis team closed its season Monday on a successful

note, routing San Fernando Valley State, »-7, winning five of the six

singles and sweeping the doubles.

No. 1 seed Karen Gage had no trouble, ousting Carol Botts in straight

sets, 6-1, 6-0. Sharon Guthrie beat Kathy Thomas by the same score, but

Dariene Hammond lost to Louise Seltzer, fr-1, 3-6, 64).

Sharlene Anderson and Janie Norman were both victorious, 6-4, 6-0,

and Ivy Winters turned in the easiest performance of the day in sbcth

singles, winning 6-0, 6-0.
* *, *

In doubles, Mary Ley and Gage combined for a 6-0, 6-0 rout of Margaret

Castaneda and Seltzer. Lark Walters and Guthrie won 6-3, 6-4, and An-

derson-Hammond teamed up for a 6-1, 6-0 win.

I

T©i»«V'»tMSo«t>«USch«dot«
3:00: Our Team VS. PlanAl (Fd. 2); Delta Tau Delta vs. Alpha Gamma Omega (Fd. 4j.

4:00: Portshead Corp. vs. Zetes (Fd. 4).

Sigma Nudef. Sigma Pi (14-0) ; Orion II d«?. EriVe (n'jO); Brigand d«rfbv Sierra (74); Pacific

d^. Inverness (M-4); Chonesdef. Buckaroos (10-8); El Seenyors def by (>ur Twm (3-2)^^

def . Cork (6-0) ; Crabs def . by Wishbone (forfeit) ; Chimborazo deT S^on*^«r«^<'
f^

,

f
oj'JflV

^J-
by U.S. Male (14-13); Hydra def. 4284A (153); TheCrudeOnesdeT by Pigblood (13 D. ftall Four

def, IV F (14-5); CBSAdef. by4284A (19-7); Excedrindef. by Solbergon lce(IO^).

Wednesday's IM^Water Po*o Results ^^ kw c.K-r
Sigma Alpha EpsJIon def. Sigma Nu (9-4); Chaos def. Sierra (forfeit); Stonehaven def. by Fubar

(14-1); Cork def. Pauley (forfeit). «

^^ ._„_ _„^ — _, ^0 ' ^^

ON LOS ANGELES TV
You will not be sold up at Ed's. These are absolute prices. No price

leaders ... no tricks . . . just the world's best values on thousands

of quality suits, sportcoats, and slacks.

YOU CANNOT PAY MORE THAN ^49
FOR A SUIT AT ED'S FOR STYLE

FEELING DOWN?

Call UCLA

HELPLINE 825-7646

"THE FUNNIEST PICTURE UF THE 70s

bursting with more reol

humor and more comie

imoginotion than ony

other I've teen this year,

or lost ." - Joyce Haber. LA Timmt

• • •

A JACK RaUNS CHARLES HJOFFE
- Prcduclnyi

f ^
A^s '^^ ^^

4*"

CaOR by OeUxe-

UMtad ArtmtB

I
* '^ > ^-l

Fully lined, hand-tailored, modern single

and double-breasted styles all wool and

silk and wool suits— none over $49.00

Like

BUT YOU CAH PAY LESS
for a fully lined

polyester and
rayon suit.

••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••

All sizes, beautifully tailored. Fully lined all wool

and wool blends, all colors.Thousands of latest-style

sport coats.

HO SPORT COAT OVER $29.00

^ET AS LOW AS $19.99
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

\ OVER 6.000 PAIRS OF V2 PRICED SLACKS
' ' $4.99 to $12.99 . . . LATEST STYLES INCLUDING

v.^

K 100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS for

^.r. A/^ If you're not buying your suits,

l^r f \y sportcoats, and slacks at Ed's lor

S% ^ ^ Style, you're losing money.

99

since 1936

m or CASH

Upen Monday tnrougn c^aiuruay lO to 6 — Sunday 12 to 6

nEARTS
r i. M S I It '^

DOWNEY
12800 Paramount Blvd.

1 block south of Imperial

* « • w *

Rptwppn Olvmoic 8t Santa Monica

.^.b
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Looking ahead .

.

1971 UCLA Football Schedule

Sat., Sept. 11—Pittsburgh at Los Angeles Coliseum.

Sat., Sept. la—Texas at Los Angeles Coliseum.

Sat., Sept. 25—Michigan at Ann Arbor, Mich.

Sat., Oct. 2—Oregon State at Los Angeles Coliseum.

Sat., Oct. 9—Washington State at Spokane, Wash.

Sat., Oct. 16—Arizona at Tucson, Ariz.

Sat., Oct. 23—Calitornia at Los Angeles Coliseum.

Sat., Oct. 30—Washington at Los Angeles Coliseum.

Sat., Nov. 6—^Stantord at Stantord.

Sat., Nov. 13—Bye.
Sat., Nov. 20—use at Los Angeles Coliseum (Trojan home game)

%

•:>

:.y

%

-jc^
jk4*dBi>ec^it_

1971-72 UCLA Basketball Schedule
y.

Fri., Dec. 3—The Citadel at Pauley Pavilion

Sat., Dec. 4— Iowa at Pauley Pavilion

Fri., Dec. 10— Iowa State at Pauley Pavilion

Then read SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA LIT SCENE, a

regional literary magazine

feoturing poetry and prose,

news of workshops & groups

and interviews. Current issue

features Port I ok on interview

with Jarr\es Boyer May, editor

of Troc«, long time veteran of

VWe Tittle mog scene in Americo.

Avoiioble at

UCLA Student Boolstore

Pr*« Press Bookstores

Papa Boch's

1 1317 Santa Monica Blvd.

Book Circus

8230 Santo Monica Blvd.

Unfverscif News Agency
1655 N. Las Palmos Ho.

Either/Or Bookstore

124 Pier Ave. Her. Beach

And other bookstores in

Southern Colifornio

Subscriptions

$5.00 6 issues

S9.00 12 issues

Mail checVor money order to:

Southern California Lrt Scene,

P.O. Box 5429
Long Beach. Co. 90805

i-ji.*'-*^ rf»-r

ttKMi tm iii^ will

Sat., Dec. 11—Texas A&M at Pauley Pavilion

Wed., Dec. 22—Notre Dame at Pauley Pavilion

Thu., Dec. 23—Texas Christian University at Pauley Pavilion

Wed.. Thu.,—Bruin Basketball Classic at Pauley Pavilion, including

Dec. 29-30—Arizona, Ohio State, Texas and UCLA
Fri., Jan. 7—Oregon State at Gill Coliseum, Corvallis , Oregon

Sat., Jan. 8—Oregon at AAcArthur Court, Eugene, Oregon

^rf," Jan. 14—Stanford at Pauley Pavilion ~ "
^

Sat., Jan 15—California at Pauley Pavilion

Fri., Jan. 21—Santa Clara at Pauley Pavilion

Sat.,^J|in. 22—Denver at Pauley Pavilion

FriT Jan. 28—Loyola (Chi.) at Chicago^ III., Stadium

Sat., Jan. 29—Notre Dame at Notre Dame Athletic Center, Notre Dame,

ind.

Sat., Feb. 5—USC at Pauley Pavilion^^^^ ^^^

—

^——^
Fri., Feb. 11—Washington State at Pauley Pavilion

Sat., Feb. 12—Washington at Pauley Pavilion

Sat., Feb. 19—Washington at Edmundson Pavilion, Seattle, Wash.

Mon., Feb. 21—Washington State at Bohler Gymnasium, Pullman, Wash.

Fri., Feb. 25—Oregon at Pauley Pavilion ^

Sat., Feb. 26—Oregon State at Pauley Pavilion

FrL, AAar. 3—California at Harmon Gym, Berkeley
.

SatT, Mar. 4--Stanford at Roscoe Maples Pavilion, Stanford "" ^
Fri., AAar. 10—USC at Los Angeles Sports Arena

i
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TICKET INFO
A weekly rundown on the status

of SI tickets, on sale to UCLA,
students only in the KerkchoH

Hall Ticket Office.

$1 TICKETS

ON SALE NOW

NTH Trnnuau

pRSUR
— Ai

SPANISH
In ScKo*nb*rg:

May 21 - 8:30p.m -

May 22 - 8:30p.nn. -

- LANGUAGE THEATER FROM ARGENTINA

-Thai Song i« a Wounded Birrf" by Alberto Adelloch

"But a Dream ol Pension" - Theatrical Spectocle based on texts and

songs by Drogun, Mauricio. Coloi. Denevi, Palont, Adelloch, Tito,

Contilo, Drietz. Ferrer ond Piozzolo. '
;

APRIL 24-25
TtlKS ] 2-8 91518

'-^**iil^^^icm£rj ^r mA.i ttts m0ff€ srfittn i.'»*mtf T'(i.tT »t,ttK,»t «» «m»< ^^^^jjl^t*!*/

III r\v./y V I

May 23 - 3:00p.m Bu*noft AirM Unveilsd - Exhibit of Argentine Art, Spirited Songs of

the Pompos, a variety of short films, to heor about life in Buenos
Aires, and to talk with members of the cost.

-liZXuwW'

GSA rebuttals strike back .

.

.

(ConUnued from Page 4)

I believe the Daily Bruin, in

endorsing various candidates for

GSA offices, has demonstrated

prejudice for the status quo and

general unfamiliarity with the

Graduate Students Association.

The refusal to endorse me was

based solely on the false allegation

that I am "ill-qualified."

The qualifications needed to do a

good job as GSA First Vice

President, besides being a genuine

graduate student,- are

:

(1) Familiarity with GSA func-

tions and operations.

(2) An interest and desire to

sound out grads' needs and

—opinions. » —^—

^

'-»-*—

Graduate students, 1 welcome
the opportunity to serve you and to

hear from you. Please give me a

chance in what should be your
student government. Please vote

OM SINGLA for GSA First Vice-

President.

Om Singla

Second V.P.

You have endorsed three can-

didates representing the speech

department and two related areas;

and by so doing, have left the

social, physical, and health

sciences out in the cold.

with problems involving the

student health service, child care,

and community service projects.

Your only complaint is what you

consider a limited focus. My goals,

such as unification of graduate

student programs in deprived

communities, encompassing legal

aid, special education, social work

and medical programs is far from

limited. And a campus recycling

center does not portray limited

focus, but is the seed to a necessary

commitment to ecology.

EQUAL CAMPUS
REPRESENTATION IN GSA
OFFICE OFFERS DIVERSITY
OF IDEASWHICH MAY LEAD TO
UNIQUE SOLUTIONS.

Elliot Schlang

—C3) A determination to work for

graduate students (rather than for

one self and one's close friends).

(4) The ability and intelligence to

carry out operations reasonably

and efficiently.

My work in the past has

demonstrated that I possess all the

above, and thus I am fully qualified

for the office I seek. I am and will

continue to be a genuine graduate

student. I have served the

Engineering GSA Council, one of

the most active and dynamic, as its

chairman. During my service I

have accomplished several things.

These include establishment of an

effective Teacher and Course

Evaluation Program and abolition

of the foreign language

requirement for Ph.D. students. I

have had experience on the Student

Welfare Committee of Academic

Senate. I have worked on problems

of T.A.'s and R.A.'s, including

"^eir compensation.

—GSA is funded by ALL graduate^
students and it is unrealistic to

believe that each grad can be

represented fairly if the three GSA
officers come from one area of

campus.

You do not dispute my extensive

experience, accompUshments, and

proven competence in Social

Welfare. You speak of your en-

dorsed candidates' "personal

dynamism" but fail to mention any

accomplishments. It is easy to,^it

on a committee, but until they have

accomplished something, they

have merely sat and talked.

You say that 1 am "sincere in

expanding the health sciences

iaput into GSA" and do not deny

my knowledge of student govern-

ment and abihty to get things done.

Certainly, a GSA Social Welfare

Vice President from the health

sciences not only offers balance in

representation but also the special

skills required to deal effectively

^•••••••<

t

Letters

to

me Ell.

slioulil tie lypeil

triple spaced

wim niarolns

at 10 anil 65

Ifp. jiirsei

lif for MtnMtt aad mIiikmI

#I.IQHTINO

• BUDoerma

JII4KE yooft own
SOUND PILM!

SipdiWiiw 10 * Hommm i»

Call Today: 659-2320

^^2<i Sunt* Momc« feo.*!*--

tm Afm»l*t, CaHlomiii m^^

mi UCtA StaffWood Vriyt
Ackerman union

3rcl Floor Womon's Lounge

May 1 7- 2 1 1 0:00 A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

No Appointment - Drop By

m
To Each Donor At MeDONAU)'» Rwtaoronl

in tho viliogo

Donation Builds Double Credit For You

Misc.

DB endorsements are, to say the

least interesting. Penetrating

they're not; amusing perhaps;

misleading certainly.

The slate the Bruin has endorsed

is lauded for its outstanding ex-

perience and great potential ; but if

we take the effort to examine

critically the backgrounds of the

members of this slate, the spotlight

on them is dimmed and the image

they cast is (perhaps as in a Bogart

fhck) somewhat shadowy.

I'm not against experience — it's

a fine thing as long as we don't

loose sight of the fact that GSA is

an organization designed for

graduate students by graduate

students and (hopefully) run by

graduate students.

Maybe I'm overly suspicious, but

I'm leery of a candidate like Judd

Adams who sets up a GSA at a UC
campus, serves as its president,

then its vice president, and when

he's finished (doing a splendid job

of course) moves on the greener

grounds — and UCLA isn't exactly

gray. After such a candidate does

his normally bang-up job here, who

knows where he may l)e bound —
UCB or even perhaps Pittsburg (

that is, of course, after Bouvier has

served his term there).

If I sound cynical, I am. I believe

GSA should be a non-professional,

student-run organization. If we're

going to elect a real "pro" to head

GSA, then let's do it right: elect a

committee to interview

professional administrators, select

the best, tell him what we want

done and (dollars will get you

dimes) he'll do a fine job.

I'm cynical on other grounds. It

seems too coincidental to me that

the candidates on the "DB's slate"

just happened to have been asked

by the current GSA president to

run and just happened to form a

slate that was, strangely enough,

highly praised by the Bruin. At this

point, I no longer believe in coin-

cidence; and I think it's fraudulent

not to make public these hydra-

headed links between some of the

present GSA officials and this

slate.

I'm getting sick and tired of the

pseudo-professional student whose

main aim even in graduate school

is -to develop his administrative

skills at our expense (we pay these

would-be politicians). Looking

over the backgrounds of all those

on both slates presented for GSA
elections makes me wonder when

student government is going to be

turned over to those who are really

concerned with student problems

rather than in furthering their own
"professional " ambitions.

I'm going to vote, but not for

anyone on any slate. I hope you do

likewise.

Sherman Greenstein

Woody Woodbridge
Bill Scanlon

I
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bathroom with you.

If you find yom bathroom

boring, this is (he cup for you

Us sleek. It's genuine plastic

It s bright yellow It s

also free with the purchase

of any 16-oz sof^dnnk

YoulMovett '^
^

1118 Westwood Blvd

Just North of Wllshire

Hurry! QHmr Limited While Supply ^o*^^

*. *.. •**!,
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ADVEffTISiMO wrri<^c>
^Help Wanied

OCAOLIMC t«:ltA.M.

THE Os«*y Brwkm flhr«« l«M

«itcriiniii«ti«M and tli«r««*f-t claftftili*^

•#v«rtHiii9 s«rvic« wtM «
f« umymm wtm. to

«scriM^iiwlM M MM tests •« raca,
rali«Mii. natiaMal aritia or ancastry. WaHlisr

tlM Univaruty aar tUt ASUCLA A Dttf
•rvia tes i«vastt«ata4 aay al tlw tamitm

^AnnouncemenH

NEED ADDITIONAL UNITS? PiCll wp 3 to

units during vwmmer session «t S*n D*e90

Slate Co4l«9e Write tor free cat»lo9

Summer S«ss«ans. Depit B, San Die^o Slate.

San Oie90. tins. (AM 14)

jtgACE CORPS te» summer and fall

programs ivmmtr^WifiiflfiC»rW\ «•*«••»•

May IS Kinsev M7 t7S^4tt« ( MM)

Campus Evenfs...

HOW do vo« BARGAIN? Fifid awt-play Mm
Bargaining Game RECEIVE S3. Si«n up
ovtsMla «S2t Franz Towar^ ( M )

MESTER Spanisli literary ma9aiine
deadline May IS. Spanish Ocpft. c/o

Comabefia (1M14)

Social Bvenh

6AY • strai«lit Women's diala«u« May n. 12-

S p.m , daafhtars of Bilttis, ifit S. Vermont,
phone- 73ftt59 Po«MKk»»»nch ( MM)

^Penonal .•••••••••«••••••••

ELSIE : Hanay, yaa Mv«
Lav ya, Efmart.

Hit sa happy.
U M 14)

TOMArvLym.lf Ifollpw Ridi. (IMlt)

"llfFAWTS %4 nwmms Wrf davalapfncntal
lasting UCLA campus. Call ns^2fln.( I M 14)

^Enfehainment^ •••••••••»••

SINGLES 31-4S. twtw aUad is travai. sailiwt,

bicycling, talk dancing? l«taniati«iials

walcaffie! Call PICAS, GRI-r771. <2MM)

SPRING CONCERT
MasaiaiO

PvrcaM : O Smi9 Uirta tiM Lard

Oiair. O* clMili a,

WESTWOCO PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
itM WMslNra ( Across Iraw Tliip'i)

MAY 14. 7 MPM.
NO ADMISSION CHARGE: CHILD CARE

PROVIDED

SINGLES MEET SIM6LES ParHas and
iHtradwctiam. FREE imiiiHrsti*» far G«rte.

7:MPM. TWC,aS4>23M. «JOTR»

HJU. niAFORE
•RING THE WHOCE FAMILY

May 13NI, MM, ISM
FIRST PRESSYTRRIAM CHURCH

OF NORTH HOCLYWOOO
I COLFAX AVE.. MO. HLWO.
TICKET INFO. : 7M-»1«1

STUDENTS SlJd

CATALINA w«Hund /Holiday latlBtai.
S#«cial graap rafas. Harmasa Hatal.

M. 747. Rax 44*. Avalaa,
9t7*4 (20TR)

COUPLES CLUB
L^.'s mast —um i . aicittafl

H€ I— lad ing pupU .

Waeliand parttas tlM dawn!

P^
•MlltSStel

CAft74B

CRESTLINE caMa and
ratraats. Wssiiawd and

Call 31)-CA 1

yf fMp Wanted.

(30TR)

••«•»>»«•»»>•

IRAD tfadani 9v^ U. m,
90vft« IMO^. w/p9M. Mo poTs* fff*o# rowt pivs>
m-9»}. ()m;«)

SUMMER
Mirsary scHaal, p«««*p
sail. Sarvicas Unlimltad. 47S-«S11 (3MI4)

BABYSIT MNs sammer lavaly IS

«lrl. M T W-Tfi. 1:4$ • 2:^. S2S/waali.
bus Eves, tl4^47t4. nM14)

PARKING Atfandawts far special avawts.
SI .7S ta start. Pliana Jabn Nadari. *S7 »42«. (1

MAKE isatisaatfav. striping parbinp laH.
Amating new invention. SM total equipment
cost Write Dept. D, Foh Valley MarltMMf
Route SV. Barttett, III. f call:(3l7)U7-MSS,
ar (312) (37 ^4«S. (3M14)

1

':'*

WANTED Sales girl for summer em
ployment. Eapenenced only Abie to starl
saan. Apply at tt>e Pant Marl, iafS3 KHirass.
Wastvwaad.47t OW? (IMIV)

NEED eiparienced teactter Ballat, lati,

good personality Adults, children, ttiru

summer. Cllwabdays btvim. 3^. 473

}4M (3M1i)

PART TIME WORK

EARLY EVENING
HOURS

LARGT.E INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION HAS SEVERAL
MARKETING INTERVIEW POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN OUR SERVICE AND NEW
PRODUCTS DIVISION YOU MUST HAVE
A CAR AND MAKE A NEAT
BUSINESSLIKE APPEARANCE. GOOD
PAY PLUS BENEFITS.

FULL TIME SUMMER
POSITIONS WILL BE

AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

PHONE DAILY iSO-StU
It AM TO 3 PM ONLY

STUDENT needs wmm^ rida Wast LA-

OawMY Early nwrnMi*. GUdly Mt «•
Evas. Call 3»«««. ItMlJ)

Y for Salo..^-.••••••••••»••• 10

SEVERAL famdias moving. Farnltbra,

clotbes, very inaxpansive. Front lawn, 3113

Sepulvcda.May IS. U. 1*-4. (ltM14)

BRONKA "s"-lmmaculat« oa«id. Standard
Nibkor lens,)3S mm nev» Nikkor lens n
decree prism^niysaao. 174 39n. (lOMt7)

COUNSELOR, mala 21 summer faN tima.

Bonanza Day Camp, WLA. Cal Mike, 47S-

71S4 (3M 14)

TWO weeks left ta BCt a sumnter i«b! Ser-

vices Unlimited 47$-»$21 before its too late. (3

M 14)

SURPLUS apt. famitwre (as is) 3^10 W
innd St, liniswaod (South, Hollywood

Race Track) Sunday, $/14. 10 AM- 4:3d PM.
r7t^3^ <»•**'«

KOOALITH FILM IN 3SMM LOADS!

3« eip. S3. 50 ULTRA HIGH CONTRAST,
little or no gray scale ( See my ad. page 1457

- yellaw pages) Mail, call, or stop m
ART'S PHOTO

2151 Sunset Blvd , LA , CA. 0034
304-343* or 304^3450

Open Fridays till «, Saturdays noon to 4:30.

CUSTOM B A WLAB ( 10 M 14)

JOBSl ofi Shipst Perfect summer fob -

career Benefits include draft enemption,

e«cenent pay, worldwide travel. Send S3 for

information Sealai, Box 1173, Douglas,

. Ariiona. 0S407 <3^'''

PERSONALITY Test. Bring closa friend.

FH3SO0. » 3:30. 2hrs. creditorS3.50ea. (3M
II)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

U14 Westwood Blvd.

474-^ IS

PART time tetepHowe sales. Fiva days. 4:00-

9 00 PM Draw against commission. 73S-11S7

1 :00 PM. Mr Slsaw. (3 Mil)

.^.. .^^..^. ^— .il a^st mala

.^

buMnrssm^n Live in private \MLA homr
Help another student driving fo/tm work »n<i

provide other personal assistance Board,
room, salary. Compatibit with scttool Itrs

Day. 377 3711 ;nts andwkends. 114 4733 (3M

>«^'

RCA Stereo pHonovraph portable. Perfect
condition. SSO. Call 47S-I770. (10M14)

BABY crib A matching chest, car)^a«t,
bassinette, all in excel, cond. 474-342S eWs.

(10M20)

SCUBA tank and backpack. SO cu. ft., J
I Valve, hydrostatic test. 2-70, S40. 9J9-*U7
eves (10M20)

ELECTRIC Dryer. XInt.cond. 474-1340 eves.

Garage sale May 14. 927 Westttdmc (10

am) (10M14)

RAMIREZ Flamenco guitar. If44. Very good
condiTion S335. Call 474 413*, eves. (lOM 17)

JUNE BRIDES

SUMMER Work Available for girts over II.

Must be personable, hard working, laT

dividual, no evpenance necessary. Avera9«
earning, S13S Ja SItO par week. MinifiMfin

gwarantce of S4S0 a inawth A bpnus. Call 4S)-

32«0. (3 Mil)

MGR 3* Sm^te units Adult Mdg.
pets. Free Rent plus. 373-03S1

i/paal. H9
(3 Mia)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PVASMA DONORS

Select China and Crystal pattern now for
summer daliwarv aad saw*

25%taSO%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
Its So. Beverly Dr.
Reverly HilK, CalH.

Man. Sat. 10:00-S:00 CR1-«SM

UHER 4000 report S, tapcrecorder S23B ipc.
accessories. Days,«2S-4400 ; eves., 3n-
0347 (10M17)

-TAPERECORDER, Sany, 5 inch, mono,
v<9ortat>te/AC, radio, S-band, portable/AC.
AHer S PM, 391-0010. (10 Ml))

BOLEX P-1, lOOm movie camera mm. with
case and accessories. StSO or pffar. t3t-

n. (lOiAit)

Cawie M ta lOOi Gayley, SwHe 210

Call 470-OtSI 9:00 AM • 7:00 PM daily

FEMALES-Psycliaipgy experiments. 2

sessiawi tatal 1 V4 brs. S3. )91-«94S, na
psyOaiatr stadowts. (3Mm
ATTENTION water skiers: Ma—lactara of

Skikite fokm9 for active sluars ta dawow
strata water sbt kiOa w/aam badt. MB-BSII

(3M19)

TVPlST-part tiMe-start immediatefy-
experianced an electric-term papers-theses.
FMt.Westwaad. 473^127. M4-747S. (3M19)

'JOBBERS prices - watcrt)eds tlO.SO. 4 /S100.

S yr. factory warranty. Trade - Stereo, M.C,
car, etc 1901^1079. (lOMlt)

CAN you dig a long, hooded Moroccan cape,
trading t>eads. waven belts? Wttolesale. Ron.
47S2349. (lOMIt)

STEREO Receiver Pioneer SX1S00 TO.
St/so RMS. f*ert. Cand. w/mic. A warr.
Asking S31S.4n-2aO«. (10 M 14)

GIBSON, MARTIN, GUILD-fantastic
savinRS ane week aniy. All modelv new and
vsed. West LA Music, 479-4090. ( 10M 14)

SCUBA tank and backpack, SO cw. ft., J
valve, hydrostatic test 3 70, 939-0347 eves. (10

EXCITING taw firm needs sliarp secretary.
IS9*-t4S0 Paid parHing, haatth plan, sick
leave, and attw i benefits. Call Carale ar
l«di .770-4441. (3M19)

V loff ofnl FoufnL.

LOST : Man's geld cwft IMfe,

r«ward.479-0Sl0 eves., •2S-)4S7, days. (4M
17)

GUILD falk guitar-case cost S320 new 3

weeks a«e. Pertact-sacritice S220. 47V0774,
Raner. (tOMl9)

/Services Ofhred, II

BANDS, sntaiteinmant

frat partias. etc. Rddu
have all. 291 -2a»3.

anyHiinB* we
(IIMM)

I

^tKacMan^ow

BELLY Dance - GirH, have t«n wINi
Dant lasa it «se it. Laam ta Ballv
Biini plamp is an aduanUgo . Hips

are impartant. tea. Yav need Mpo far BaNy
Dancini- Can 4««-Mt3 for tofarmatlan. ( SM
14)

LIVE AT OXFORD. TdfariaH wilh Okfard
facafty; Untvarslty af CalMamia Extansian
credit. Stwdy mwsic in England, tRe dawn af

science, madieval Englisti fawns, Britain in

tRe 3Blfi tamw ». acatagy af tRa Oxfard
region, raflfiavs idans af tlie RiMe. Clasaas
be«in Jnne 10 and July 19

iwHor yaar ar MglMr mrm ell

Dapf. O-L, Omfard/Rarhalay Piap ani. UC
E aUnsian. BarfMfay, CaNf . 047M.

COMING East RHs
, avaRi
Las

9 Car In

Aaga »> as
X70-40SB balara

FREAK couples laaving Juty far Savth Seas
(cheap freighter) ta start intentianal
community 470 2S79, Ira. (Mis M 19)

Y for Renf^.

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills mfm.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw

^ Neighbors for hawse/apt infa 394-3290;

w%n<JS 79? 5175 (7QTR)

(^iw9d. 8

vwANT to Share ride /expenses to or arouno
NY Want to leave end of May. (OMIO)

WANT to Share ride/expa4sas ta or around
NY Wanttolaaveendof May. 440 3094. (OM
10)

RIDE to NY. beginning af June share
expenses. Call Larry. 79S-O401 or 453 9970
( leave message) . (0M2O)

YOU knew tRare will be na iobs this summet
• create one yourself. Summer emplayman!
oppartanities '^^ywRara in canntry. Write
GoMTec, Inc., 4001 W. Devon Ave., Cliica«e,
OBMO. (11M17)

GUITAR CLASSES starting NOW at W est

LA Music, 1134S Santa Monica Bd. 479-

4090 (11 MM)

FLUTE and PIANO LESSONS. West LA
Music. Call Nancy-474-St3l ext. 442 or 479-

(11M14)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses B DIssartaMans a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 KarckhoH Hall. Ext. S3S1S

Hours: 8:0Ca.m.to8:30p.m.

DROP IN programs each Twos.. 0-10 PM.,
and Sat., 2-4 PM. Gen Adm., U.00, sfvdents,
S2.00. Caw The Group Center. 4S4-J030. ( 1

1

OTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIOHT
CANCELLE09
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-222S...ASK FOR BOB (11QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance'' for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
073-S01S. 701-SS27cves. 703-3S09. (11QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO tlO MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 23S3 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570 (11 OTR)

AUTO Insurance, lawest rates for students
or employees Robert Rhee. 039-7370, 070
9793. (11 OTR)

THEGROUPCENTER
DRIVE nrw t^rrty»»'«'i''« .

1*' J'.AKV
coast Leave early June flexible Call 473 -Tsrr ^ > I * m '««j .a « <

S449, eves (0M30)

LADY wishes someone ta share driviitg her
car to Fort Lauderdale, FlarilU. Tel. i 340

)4SS V (OMIO)

Gen adm S3.00 - Students S3 00

Call 4S4^3030

y Services Offered. 11 y_J'w«.^.^^.„.^.„..„.j3

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes. Learn la

e4*minate cramming forever. Recall and

release all material ever studied. *'*-*«••.

V *pj»r Daily. iumui

INTRODUCTORY after. Typewriter ribbons

Expert Service Trade ins/rentals 'tt^^^
savings Abacus Business Equipment, 473-

2424. nS49 Federal. SM. Bid. ( 1
1
M if

)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free »«^vice^ 24

hr pho«-, 274-91

1

9.
.

(11 OTR)

FREE Crochef Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarii

Mart, 1 732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. ( 1
•

OTR) .

SPEED Reading: students entering

graduate/professional schools. Academic

Guidance Services 0^ S Robertson Blvd.

4S7 4390v t

QTR»

TYPING / Computer Research / Editing

PhD writer /editor provides complete

preparation assistance Kelly. ^'•''^
*^f*

/wknds. (11M10)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free
consultation LuCia R.E. 10921 Wilshire

(corner Westwood Blvd.) 477 2193 Mon..

Wed.Fri.Sat. * ^ (11M2S)

Y Travel. 13

ASUCLA
OFFICIALUNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Autttoriied A Approved.,
by ttie University of California

on ALL Campuses

LA^ONDOr^LONDON-LA.
=R. IVi^. la*. Ma. Price

••2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 . 8/16 8 $275
••4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
••4 6/24 8/22 8 $275
••7 6/27 9/6 to $275^ v» 9/10 10 $27$„
•9

^/1 9/3 9 $275
••10 7/n 8/9 4 $27$
"11 7/U 8/31 7 $275
••12 8/8 9/81 4 $275
••14 »/4 9/27 3 $275
••10 7/M I/IS 4 SZ7S

$150

ONE - VlfkY LA. . LONDON
Fh Oap.

..J 6/24

ONE-IMIY LONDON-UA.
Rl. tal. Prka
IS 9/9 $150

••WAITMSTOOiLY

Untvarslty pf CaUfamia (itniants, faculty,
staff, rattBtarad afvPNii, Immad. family

UC a
r mghtB

KerchfehoH Hall 20S D
Between a.m. A Sp.m.

02S-1221

SAIL Greece - Two week Ac«ean cruise on
I2r 3-masted sct«ooner. Contact: Scliooner
Sofia, Box 333, Tiburon, CalH. (41S) 43S-
>•!•• (13M20)

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter fligRts. Contact:
ISCA. 1ia7 San Vicente Blvd., 14. LA, 90049.
t24-$449. ^ (13 OTR)

.::^v-

HAWAII • Six weeks, room and full board,
air transportation, tuition for three units.

p4us many extras. Departures June 14 or 19.

SS20. Few spaces left. WoHd Vista Study
To«rs,tel..4B4-2S1S. (13M20)

1007

LOS htiGKtU/i/mDim/iM Atftttg

Depart Batnm Maaka Coat

1 Juna IS Aug
2 Jona 19 Aug
3 Jvna 24 Aog 22
4 Jona 24 Sap 5
$• June 27 Sap

IS
15

13

9

9
11
12

7

* LA/London/Anatardan
July 1 Sap. 3 9
Aug 17—Sap H 4
Sap S

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275

$275

TO KtJMOPB

2E Juna 14—LA/Umdoa $140
2C July 24—LA/London $139
3E Aug 19—LA/Madrid/Frank $135
4B Sap 4 —LA/London $123
SB Sap 13—LA/London $123

P flW HVy fllCBTS fKM fcalbaw

IN June 14—Ansterda«/LA $139
2W Aug —London/LA $139
3W Sap 14--U>ndon/LA $140

Available only to Univaraity of
California atudants, faculty,
a«ployaas. extension and Aluami

ira Dlua inaadiata faailioa.

Also Haadquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL - EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

1007 IM. 'U^UAL, 1'^'"%^i \X laUtl

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTOM AT trEYSURH-

-'' #*
?M. fl W. W^ W -Pp' M

OUR 10th YEAR
af RefiaMe Charter Fiiat^ti
and stPdant travel service

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON • AMSTERDAM/LA

00 June IS/Sept. IS t 2it
09 June 20/Sept. 7 S 2«t
90 June2S/Au«. 24 $ 2«t
94 Aug. 24/Sept. 24 S 24t
91 Sept. 2 one way to AMS i 134

Immediate ticketing for discount fi.ghti
London to Tel Aviv S77, to Athenj $$2 to
Nairobi S1S0, to Bombay si SO Large
discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or
079-3111 C/O Sitrra Travel Inc., t|75 s»nt»
Monica B. Beverly Hills.

TOURS UNREGIMENTED' THE ONLYWAY TO GO! Europe 8 weeks, 8 countries,
.S1095. Europe 4 weeks, 6 countries S7)j
Israel Europe n weeks, sn9S Japan 4
weeks, Sion. EXPERIMENTS in
TRAVELLING: 4340 Overland Ave , Culver
City. (213) 03%-S247. (UOTR)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam • L.A.

June 14 Sept 15 13 Weeks
June 24 Sept. S )0 Weeks
June 23 Sept 11 1 1 Weeks
July 1 Aug. 20 8 Weeks
July 7 Aug. 20 8 Weeks
Sept.24 0ne-way to Amsterdam ^<3S

Call: Fliglit Chairman: (213) 039 2401. 424|

Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student ID cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Dr , Bev Hills, Ca^'
90210.274-4293. (13QTR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
t»»e S3$ Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel ( ages 1 5 thru 22) . Also

:

»40. ISdays _i ;

SSS. 21 days.

$70. 1 ntontti

Ttiritt coupons for no time limit. S40. Gives

you 1000 miles and S40 ISOO miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424-5149. (13QTR)

EUROPE, S225-2tS, also Israel, Japan
Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev
Blvd., LA. 90040. 451-3311. ESEP UCL/
members. (UQTR

A AIS FLIGHTS

Jet N.Y. - Europe best prices

Immed. issue Int. ID Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel cttarters

Eurailpasaes, Tours
Suite 10s, Dept. UC
90S4 Santa Manica
LA 9tM9, 374-0742

LOOKING for a traveliitg companion to trip

through Europe with this summer? Call

MarilYn,472 5203 . (13M19)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate tictceting-lntra Europe (its

Student Rail-pass 2 months Si 25 00

Student grants on car purchase
Ret^al artd lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT-VIC Dept. UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, CaliL 91403

072 2203 or 704 1477

^ Tutoring•••••••••••••••••••••••* 14

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics High

sctHWI, undergraduate, graduate Several

years teaching experience. Reasonable 3ti

2443. (14M28)

SPEAK Chinese. Individual group tutoring

by native speaker. Bob, 39S-«4S3 4-12 f^*^[
' appointment. n4M_i «

)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversatianal method (rian

473-2492. (14QTR)

MATH GRADUATE record examination
preparation. Private tutoring — intensive

SS/hr. NewMatti. Barnes Tutorial 397-

'733s. (14M28)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.
LSAT.etc. Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services, 020 $. Robertson, 657-

4390. (l4QTIt7-

(
ym fVDIfiQ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• '^

TYPING - Editing. Term papers, resumes/

.letters, ttiases IBM Selectrlc. Eng. gr«ds.

Nancy, 472 4143 ; Kay, 024 7472. < '? ^ '"

EXPERT TYPIST A STENO. MY HOME^
NEAR CAMPUS. FINEST EQUIPMENT
AND SKILLS. 03A-042S. (IS MM)

PROFESSIONAL t y pin g electric

typewriter Term papers, theses. type

anything fast. Very reasonable
•'•J"

Wendy. 774-4441. (15 Mi/'

TYPING SERVICE

RESUMES. TERM PAPERS. Photo Copies^

Fast A EHicient Service. Special rates tor

Students

Andrews Enterprises

4903 West Pico Boulevard

?3M739

1115

.iinna

in theses, essays, manuscripts
OTR)

(15

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term

papers Specialty math A technical VP'"9
Accurate, rapid service. 741-SSOO. ( 15 QT R »
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GSA allocates $3,000 for internships ^y.

By Tom Humphreys
DBSUff Writer

The Graduate Student Association (GSA) Senate last

Tuesday approved a $3,600 allocation to the GSA

Sacramento internship program. Seven interns, four of

horn will be stipended directly by GSA, will work this

Summer in the office of Richard Twohy, lobbyist for the UC

isociated Students.

The four interns funded by GSA were chosen on the basis

of need, each will receive $250 per month for three months.

The three other interns will pay their own way but work for

GSA An additional $1,000 was allocated for the student

lobbyist's office itself, bringing to $2,000 the GSA con-

tribution to the office this year.

The allocation came after a presentation by Twohy, who

explained the functions of his office and the internship

program. He also introduced four o^ the interns.

The main function of the interns will be to develop a

legislative program for the next session of the Legislature,

Twohy said. Each intern will do research in a legislative

area of his own interest.

In other business the senate approved the referendum

questions which will accompany the ballot for the GSA
elections to be held May 18 and 19.

One question deals with support for the People's Peace

Treaty sponsored by the National Student Association. (The

treaty is an agreement between the people of the United

States and the people of North Vietnam, calling for im-

mediate withdrawal of all U.S. forces in South Vietnam.)

Another question on the referendum asks graduate

students if GSA should commit $5,000 to the student lobbyist^

office in Sacramento.

The referendum also contains questions about the pur-

pose and rqle of GSA, the operations and prioritiet d
ASUCLA, and the University and its relaUons^p to defense

and the Vietnam war.

In other action, the senate:

—Allocated $1,000 to the ExperimenUl CoUege Summer

Program, from money formeriy set aside for the now

defunct Associated Students Information Service (ASIS);

—A[*proved a budget of $3,000 for the upcoming GSA

elections;

—Defeated a motion which stated ASUCLA price rises

are unjusUfied when ASUCLA has sufficient funds to un-

dertake new construction projects;

—Appointed the elections board as judicator of election

disputes subject to the approval of the GSA Senate

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
y Typing 15 ,1 ^p\s. - furmi\^ed 17 VApte. to Shore 19 VAofos for Sole 29 >/Aafos for Sale 29

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
FmllNG GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
^riliFACTlON GUARANTEED. NO
l^RG^^N^HUNTERS, REFERENCES^479
8144,477 6382 __
'^^yrn- theses, term papers, '"•»'\t''P|;^

Exp Wkends, daily 5-9. 020-11*2. (15 OTR)

1 BEDRROOM S1SS, pleasant, modern, for

responsible tenants - adults. No p9ts, con-
venient WLA location EX 5 0360. (17 M 17)

THE VILLAGER

GRAD. to Share large furnished 2 bedroom
apt \M/one. $75)'mo. Available now. Melissa,

477 5401. {}9MVi)

FREE room and meals to girl student or

grad Share qutet apt. near ocean >with guy.

Phone eves or vi/eekends, 399 6110. (19 M 120)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus call Esther 826-7691 .
( 15 QTR

)

TYPING Selectric-Ietters, term papers or

transcribmg. Eves. 6 9 Call Gloria 779-

9206.
(15M14)

VILLAGE Typist - IBM Selectrlc. Term
oapers, dissertations, theses. Fast, ac-

curate, noi Gayley, Westwood. 473 8127, 884-

7475
(15M28)

IBM Executive and Selec4ric typewriter^

s Experienced... Fast, accurate work...-

Color and Charm
Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North ol Wilshire

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479 8144 (WQTK)

BACHELOR 575, 1 bdrm. $135util. included!

Culver City. Jim/Nancy. After 6:30 p. hi.,

139 3173. (17M17)

633 GAYLEY

y For Sublease

•70 VOLVO. Perfect condition. Bluebook

$2,565 (alternatively 52,150 if buyer accepts

June30thdelivery).X51131,472 5M9. (29 M
14)

'64 AUSTIN-Healev 3000 MKIII. Mech.

perfect New Pirellis (radials) New paint.

Sacrifice 52,000 825 2391. (29M20)

«8 PORSCHE 91) red/black, air,

instruments, log lamps, Must
Europe 124 3031

AM/FM, S

sell going
(29 M 19)

Please call. .394-8295.
(1SM28)

f»EE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, last. Pick "P/deliver law

school. Alice, 397-3306. (15 QTR

SMin.walkCannpus

Singles/ Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

BEACH 5 min. walk. 2 bdrm, fully equip

ped. 6/l5-y/<5, flexible. Quiet clean adults.

393 1270, 112 Palisades, S.M. (SLM20)

SUBLET 1 bdrm; apt. 6/20-«n $140/mo.

Pdln«, call 839 7605 after 6. (SLM14)

RUSTIC bottom 1/2 redwood house. 1 bdrm.

forn Hollywood Hills June-Sept. $125/mo.

874 7332(eves.) "iSL M 17)

CUTE small 5 rm. house. Yard, furnished,

near Occidental College, 25 min. UCLA. $75.

4735993. 'IL^i!!
BERKELEY-Summcr utbleaM delux» . 1

bdrm , 5 biks from Cal. $200. Days call 245-

3604, Henry (SLM19)

•67 VETTE, 327/350, AM/FM, 4 sp., must

sell! Best offer. 479 2639 Alter 6 PM. (29 M
20)

•45 ALFA Rombo, Guliaspyder, exc. cond., 5

speed, Radials, etc. $725. Anna Wolff, 376

8084, 541 20O_ (^^M'O)

JAGUAR XK-140. Body beautiful. Many
extras Engme runs but needs* $200 work
Grant at GR9 9321., (29M20)

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUtQMOBlliE ASSOC

P.O BOX 69S04

LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

CADILLAC '65 sedan d'ville lacully

member must sell Overhauled motor ah
extras Asking SI, 350 472 1*40 (a9M17)

'45 CORVAIR Corsa. Light blue convertible.

Stick /4 carbs. Nfw engine, bad U)fyHtyte\

$245. 477 5401 t^^'^^O'

'49 VW BUG, auto , AM FM, wild paint,

S1400, '68 CAMPER, wild pa«nt, $2000 HO 4-

7,22 (29M17)

STUDENT needs Q\»ce in Paris for Sorbonne

Summer Sessipn in exchange for ? y^'J';/'*
583Lext.441.

$150 - LARGE 1 bedrm apt. w/garage.

Spacious kitchen, shutters. 5 "i'" ''om

campus 474-8413 (17M20)

(14M ) »«

WANTED to buy-Surveyor's Transit. Wi

"

pay cash. Call 445-4540. n6M14)

WE Buy guitars, amps, drums, band In-

struments. West LA Music, 11345 Santa

Monica Bd. 479-6898. -
' ,V« |4'

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS- SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
D«poeit« now for »wmm«r/foil

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

^ Apfs» - Furnished, 17 Mr. Lynch, grs^sm.*^

2 BED, 2 bath. Fireplace. Gorgeous. Prefer 2

qirls Brentwood. Middle of June on. Call 820-

1681.
(17M18)

WANTED: Responsible couple to sublet

spacious upper duplex this summer. 2

bedrooms $165. Rancho Park. 553-2843

eves.
' (SLMH)

$160 FURNISHED 1 bedroom, built-lns,

dishwasher, patio Mature adults. June -

Sept. WLA 825 78Q1 days. (SLM18)

BERKELEY Dur^nt Ave., block campus,

large furn. Studio apt. Kitchen, bath offered.

June 15/Sept 15, $125 tno. LA, 343^8383

Berkeley, 843-4534. <^*- '^ '"

S127 COZY, clean bachelor. June ist-

September 1 Patio, garage, ut''**'**;

refrigerator. Walk campus, 474-8413. (5LM

'67 MGB Good condition. Must »•»• »]100 or

besloffer 399 4341 eves. .^,.__,^ S*^'^^*'

•43 CHEVROLET Impala, 2 door, excellent

transportation and condition, best offer. 884

4790 or ext 54741. (29M18)

•70 PONT I AC, many e«tra*v Il9»'» •>•»»•

w/black interior, low mileage, best offer. ^
159 5237 afters 00

t
- , 1^*^ '''"'

'48 VW BUG new paint, tires, break*. Xint

condSUSO 892 57 19 after 4 p.m (29M 14)

'i7 CHEVROLET Impala 394. Good con

dition Leaving for Europe Wholesale $9S0^

Evenings 829 1511. (29 MIS)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with oui 'Buy here-take

delivery in Europe Plan". Direct shipment

also arranged. Financing available.

391 044$, 870-4928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

•47 SAAB 94,

cond $9S0/or

19)

'41 VW Bug,
battery $300

•4$ VW Bug,
masterwork
478 2819.

New radtal tires, xint. nMCh.
best Bob, 824 1500 eves (29 M

xInt mech. cond Good tires.

473 8034 after 7 pm (29M19)

XInt. cond.. lo mileage $450

stereo system $100, 397 1372,

( 29 M 19

)

$110-115 FURNISHED Singles. Carpets,

drapes, pool. Near UCLA transportation.

Serious students only. 1402 Pontius. 273-

8351. (17M18f

WELCOME - SUMMER REISITERS

FURN. BACH. For 2. $125.

LARGE 1 Bdrm. for 3 or 4 $195 and $250

'V

Deposit on choice apt. for Fall

705 Gayley 479-8580

FUiRNISHED bach. Hot
private bath, $110 alone,
Gayley Ave. 479 9914.

plate, refrig.,

SSS share. 555
(17M20)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS.TOSHARE-$50
, timpmiH nam f^ tummer/iM

MRS. KAY -~GR3-1788, GR3-b524

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

ENJOY summer or longer. Attractive,

clean, singles accom. 2, <>"«.»»«<*''<>«,'" •P^.*,,

3; one bedroom and den 4. Air <:on«> f'o^"^

campus. Upols, sundecks. Garages 425-44

Landfafr. 479-5404. (17M14)

^ House hr RenI 20

FURN 3 bdrms., 2 baths, rte»r Colver/

SawteMe$280 Garage. f^-^w'^vAtaff. No-

pets 821 2207. (20M17)

J House for Sale 21

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room. Prime

Sherman Oaks area Cathedral ceiling,

fireplace 15 minutes from Campus. $48,500.

DEPUY 344 2550 Call Ella. 7tt-*175. (21 M
18)

•48 VW Squareback, low mileage, new tires,

AM/FM, excellent condition. 393 3003

evenings. (29 M 18)

'45 VW Sunroof New clutch and brakes,

excellent tires Call mornings or 4 8 PM. 392

9480 (29 Mil)

UNIQUE Fiat bov. Sleeps 2, seats 5. New
transmission, tires, motor Econonrucar

XInt cond 475 3040 " _„__
•47 VW Bug, good cond , must sell. Going to

Euro->e Bpst offer 474 5932 _ (29M19)

'59 RAMB1.CR American, new: radiator,-

battery, tires, water pump, generator, two

door, radio, heatar , $210 459 1414. (29Mlf)

"•47 TRIUMPH Spitfire, hard/sott top. xint.

cond. Must sell/best offer. 4744144 after 5

p.m (29M17)

'43 FALCON $350 XInt cond.- Convertible,

RH, auto, trans. Must sell. 939 3725 eves 457

4488 days. L"
^ '*'

VOLKSWAGON '48, automatic, *''*!••
^-'^fj

mileage,clean 984 2287 (J^*^
^y

•43 VALIANT, new atternator, radiator, 4-

door, good cond, must sell. $300 or best offer

749 3342,eves (29M14)

•44 VW Sedan Prof selling $500 New valva*.

generator, battery, etc. 825 5028, 397 3032 (29

M 1*> — —— —
•47 CHRYSLER New Yorker, only 25,000

miles, all power, air, $2,000. 473 7484 after

J
\JfNi IS)

^ House to Shore..., 22

ROOMMATE needed to share house In

Venice,$25 month. 823 2490. (22M14)

JAph.hShare ..'9
lo i oai—L

; ,..,„ ^3 33 JRoom ana Board 24
r.iRL - Share 1 bdrm. apt. part. furn. $43.33 w ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ —i mum

5150 LARGE one bedroom furnished.

Carpets - drapes - laundry. Parking. 11410

Iowa Corner Faderal. EX3-3771 evenings
GR71145. (17M18)

555 LEVERING
Siniles - 1 Bedroom

4, 1 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator • Laundry
Walk UCLA I. Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17 OTR)

J150 FURNISMED/unfurnished
redecorated, carpets, drapes, pool, parking,
chopping off National, nice neighbortw>od.
836 3033,839 3272. (17M17)

WALKTOUCLA
SPACIOUS - MODERN
BACHELORS- SINGLES

-

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted
OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477- 8990

QUAINT, roomy, sunny 1 bedroom;
beautiful view. 2 bIks. campus. |ust painted.
477 1849 (17M17)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern l bdrm. furn. apts.

le.

GIRL Share 1 bdrm. apt. part. furn. $43.33

7mo. Easy going. Judy. 478-4498 after^^
^ ^^^

NEED fourth girl share luxurious Brent-

ROOMMATE needed for large aP*;^ N«»^

UCLA. Male or female. 475-2349. (19M18)

FEMALE share large, furnished single.

Utilities oa.d $55 /mo plus $10 cleaning dep^

Noreen. 474-5710 ri9M^

GIRL Share w /2 other girls, spacious 2

bedroom, 1 1/2 bath apt ^-^age^ Large

patio $75. 459 Landfa.r. 478-4190. GR8-

4171.
^'*^ 'f^

1 or2~G^RLS to share 3 bdrm. »"'"'"••;
•»J;

Manhatten Be« h^ $8r 479^^820 1 eves^_ (J^M

3 FEM.grads. want roommate. Apt near

campus-2 bdrm ,pool.$48.75/mo. Call^474-

^^ALE roomm^t7;;^J2^P'«VoJ**;;;
2 bdrm apt. w/same Jan, •" "27 or 870

9197. '

LAMANCHA
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
FALL QUARTER, 1971.

TRIPLE ROOMS WITH BOARD WILL
BEGIN AT$1095 PER ACADEMIC YEAR

930 HILGARD AVE.
47S5831.

'71 BMW 2002. Brand new, white, radial

tires Call weekdays 8 5 498 4910 Evenings,

weekends, 484 8794 (29MI8)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sole. • •'^

'70 YAMAHA 350 R 5 motorcycle, like now,

$425 Call 274 1154 days or 27$ 1311

eves /wknds. (J0M20)

'48 TR 4 450CC, excellent. 5,000 mt., want bike

•n Europe $700 452 1302 after $ PM , week

days. (30M20)

SUZUKI 250CC X 4 Hustler, excellent con
,

dition, $500 miles, helmet $325, or best offer

391-1942. (X)M20)

'47 MG Midget $900 Good condition. 8-11

AM ,7 10 PM weekdays 393 5792 (29 M 14)

•48 VW Camper bus. Low mileage, excellent

condition Phone 374 9325 aMer 4 (29M18)

'71 HONDA Trail 70 Excellent condition 400

miles Mirror, book rack, auto '•«»'^ "S*^

279 1951 O0M18)

•5» PORSCHE coupe Metallic blue Mostly

origmaf 11200 takes it C»ll George 838

US\ (29M18)

YOU need a share? Come to *» »-and«air.

Reserve shares for summer a'o'J
"^^,J,

479 5404.
{^^NJ}*)

J
Room and Board

^ Fxchanged for Help... 75

WIDOWED woman lawyer seeking female

graduate student to live in lovely home^

Exchange for occasional driving, »*"j;j^
J

services Most h«v* car. 472 1044. (25 M18)

/)/ Discou

J Room for Renf ....i *^ k \
FEMALE Grad King siie bedroom ,

bath,

kitchen privileges, gorgeous view OPP«*»i«

campus, $7$. 473-3274 eves. (24M18)

'47 BUG XInt running condition Good

physical condition Must sell! 5950 /best

offer. Jt9-02 19 evening*. ^.1_^^1*2

44 DODGE Polara XInt mech. cond New
tires, mtenor, brakes $550. "^ *'»; ^'["^

pus 52734 "'~^ '*'

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 yn Nuys Blvd.

across from GM Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

•70 HONDA fCB.175 cc Best offer above

$500 1950 miles New. Telephone after 3 PM
.Mosn (MM 18)

'40 BMW flawless R 40 perfect cond
Factory new engine $895 478 5881 eves (K
M 17)

'45 NORTON Atlas rt built.bored engine,

bik/chrome, fast, reliable, xInt cond $795

478 5S81,eves (30MI7)

69 TRIUMPH Trophy 450 cc, tow mileage,

perfect cond. .$900. Call 47« 7541 or 277

142» (J0M17)

'47 YAMAHA 100 twin, xInt cond Must sell

5175or best offer 477 4934 eves, after 5. (MM
141 ' „ . -• •»"'" ^" >

HONDA 305 superhawk New tires and
brakes plus helmets. $250 824 3489 (W M 19)

HONDA ^70 1/2 Cb 100, to miles, pert cond.,

$295 39 7 4051 (MM 19)

GIRL to Share large furnished one bedroom

apartment June Sept. Pool. «>«'""/^*"

Karin 472 9342
(19M«1>

ONE /Two girls Share two-teedroom with

third. $45 /month Near campus. '=7'" J""*

1st. Kathy. 477-a54.

Gi^Ve^dVroTm'c^ateCs) and -l^.f Jj.r»,

for summer 824 1233 '

GIRLS, Renting large rooms for *umn;er^

Heated pool, close campus, $40 /"»«"'''•'"

Stathmore,47»904l (24M18)

NEAR b^ach groovy with bed loft »»rlv8te

entrance, frig/stove Could work pe/'^'J^
454 , ,-• (24M 17)

•47 VOLKSWAGEN, new brakes, looks good

5750 '44 Austin M.m $850 Must sell «>o«»' '"^

4014
(29M14)

GIRL to shared bedroom 'P^J^'^^^^^Vy^
campus, fireplace, lots of room 475 4219. ( iv

M 20)

;^ ^Autos lor Sale 29

'44 FIREBIRD 350, snappy, great COnd ,

17,000 miles. ian<J#o lop. power *»»«;''nO'

brakes 474 2045 eves. ," _ _
•47 AUSTIN Heaiey Sprite Runs good Must

sell. $350 829 1414 (29M14t

^oo« Subterranean garaqe fctevator

Private patios A balconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway
2002 Fowrth St., SM 392 5573

204$ Fourth St , SM W7 SS^*

......xa^
LARGE »f>*rimrm or,

"""^T t\ l^miPrrt^.
campus, your share $48. over 21 P^***;;^;

Bob 789 5489 * .

ROOMMATE Share 1 «>edrm^ 10 min to

"ampus Own room. $150.
•^••^•••*'' f,^Jj ,4,

'48 DODGE Van Automatic, runs ek set to

travel $750 or best Bob 478 7351 after 4 (29

m 20)

'4r VOLKSWAGON, bug, automatic Ex

cellent condition, 25,000 m.les, reasonably

priced call after 5 00 weekdays 839 1934 129

M IS-

M VW Bus, 1500 engine, good cond., sand

color, new tires $1050 454 3442 (29M14)

'il CHFv;r'Out ' -p-:- -— ~—^ •

brakes, tires, battery Best of fer J97

4. jl
(79 W» 111

47 GTO 385, 4 sp , 8 cylinders, ^•^*^*****TT'
excellent condition, $1050 788 4398 (29M20)

'49 VW Radio 17,000 mi
2494

tac $1500 394

t29M 18)

SMXI-C

J e^

,£^
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Labor negotiations tried
^

in class simulation here
By Mark Rubtn

^ DB SUff Wriier

A graduate business class last week took advantoge of the upcoming

steel labor negoUations to establish a simulated
^^^^^^''pau"

previous years the industrial relations class, Uught by Protesor Paul

Prasow of the School of Business AdministraUoo. had studied the rec^^

of labor contract negoUations Rather than study past sessions this year

SiecUss attempted to predict the outcome of the United Steelworkers-

Industry bargaining planned for this summer. ^

The exercise was established to give the students a familianty with the

strategy and tacUcs of coUecUve bargaining, as weU as to give them a

feeling of what takes pUce in large^ale labor management coo-

fronutions. To do this, Prasow had his class separate mto two m-

dependent groups. .^
Each group was then divided into two forces. One section represented

the United Steelworkers Union, and the other section the coUective in-

terests of Steelmanagement

Once the students had decided on which side they would represent, each

one then researched a specific point of interest m the iyc«mng

bargaining The members of the union team mtenncwed »-ni™

Steelworker officials and studied labor puhbcatioos to gain inaghtm^
worker's view. In the same fashion the people worting as managemw
represenUUves learned of the financial status of the ste«l uMtatryw
what the indietry could afford in the way of increased wages and

benefits

After both sides had researched their topics, they came together and

eatoblished two bargaining sessions, each one approximating as d«ely

as possible the actual negotiations To help assure the accuracy of the

sessions two federal mediators. Les Hulmg and Tony Hodmck, were

present to observe, give what assistance they could, and provide a

critique of the sessions at their conchision.

A major point of interest in the exercise was to see if either or both of

the two groups carrying on the talks came to a setUement, or if a strike

was called by union representatives. Prasow was also interestted in ttohv

closely the decisions reached by his students resembled the actual resulU

of this summer's labor talks

After two days of discussion, both groups got down near the self-

imposed limit of 48 hours. Originally a strike deadline of 2 p.m. FYiday

afternoon had been decided upon, but it was agreed to extend this hour by

hour. ^ - ^.

Finally a setUement was reached at the last minute by one of the

groups. However the other union management team could not come to

terms and the union went out on strike.
,

When aiked about the simulated bargaining session, Prasow said he

was happy with the way the session had gone, * 'especially with the second

day, when the students really seemed to get involved with the issues." He

further stated that when the actual negotiations occur later this year, he

expects a strike by the United Steel Workers Union.

Tietze given teaching award
By Ken Peterson

DB Staff Writer

(Edttors note ThiB u ihe Fifth in a series oj

five interviews with recipienU of

Distinguished Teaching Award this ytar.)

Andreas Tietze. a professor of

Near Eastern languages and

recipient of the Distinguished

Teaching Award this year,

believes both teaching and

research work are necessary in

making a good professor.

1 wouldn't feel at ease doing

only teaching or only research. If

you teach too much, you cannot be

a student yourself, and every

scholar must remember he is a

student also." Tietze said.

Tietze. a 32-year teaching

veteran and a professor on this

campus since 1958. believes he has

esubiisbed*a good relationship

with his students.

Relationship

•My relationship with my
students sometimes extends

beyond the classroom. There is not

a large number of students in the

somewhat esoteric field of Near

Eastern languages, and in the past

I have had students come by my
home for social gatherings,"

Tietze said.

Over the years, Tietze has noted

few changes in the attitudes of

students.

*'I deal very little ^ith un>

dergraduates, and graduate

students are of a much more stable

kind. I haven't seen many changes

in this group," Tietze said. He has,

however, supported students in

their efforts to become more in-

volved in departmental affairs.

"Students are hot a negligible

entity. I think it is important to

Near Eastern

language prof

Andreas Tietze

view them as counterparts and in a

way as equals. Students can

contribute much to instruction and

the operaitions of the department,"

Tietze said.

1958

When he came here in 1958,

Tietze was one of the first mem-
bers of the Near Eastern
languages department.

"I was first invited to come here

from the University of Illinois m
1956, but at that time I didn t have
the feeUng that Near Eastern
studies were firmly established
here; I feared I would be the only
person in the department But the
department did develop and so I

agreed to come in 1958.

"Now I believe our department
is very good, one of the best in the

country. It represents some fields

of study unique in the country and
the collection of scholars is almost

unrivaled," Tietze said. ,

Tietze, a native of Austria, first

became interested in the field of

Near Eastern studies when he was
studying the history of

Southeastern and Eastern Europe

Turkish

1 couldn't study the

area without

knowing Turkish, and my studies

began," Tietze said. He taught at

the University of Istanbul and the

University of Illinois before

coming here.

Tietze said the members of the

Near Eastern languages depart

ment must teach a great deal,

„•. \

"Each member represents a

field in itself and is responsible for

the entire field. Thus they are

drawn into more teaching than

normal, because if they don't do

the teaching it won't get done,"

Tietze said.

„„-"! found

history of this

J<»<>r«'»<
. i«Hi !

•'Probably the most encouraging

thing about teaching is in getting a

student response and seeing they

are actually getting something out

of the class. At the same time the

most disappointing aspect is at

examination time when you see

how little I've actually been able to

give them," Tietze said.

Student Lobby apps

available now
Two positions in the ASUC

Student Lobby are now
available for undergraduate

summer Internships at the State

capital.

According to Legislative

Counsel Richard Twohy, the

Lobby will be conducting

research on prison reform,

housing, welfare, student

rights. consumer law, ^

Educational Opportunities

Program, minority rights,

environmental protection.

Funds are now being sought

for stipend assistance, but none

is available at this time.

Housing will be provided for $35

per mpnth plus food. (Those

students who require stipend

help should apply separately to

the UCLA-Sacramento Intern

Program, 40K-D Kerckhoff. and

request assignment to the

Student liobby.)

Interested undergraduates

may pick up applications at 301

Kerckhoff. or contact Twohy at

1107 Ninth St., Sacramento
95814. (916) 442-3287.
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People's Park revisited after two years
By Deborah Afthin

DB SUff Writer

May 15, 1969— UC Berkeley was being described as a city

under siege as hundreds of Berkeley students l>atUed

police. One non-student died from gunshot wounds received

during the week-long cat and mou^e skirmishes between

police and demonstrators.
People's Park. —

..di..^
May 15, 1971 — Maricing the anniversary of "B*<^?°y

Tuesday" police and demonstrators once again clashed

over the plot of University-owned land adopted by Berkeley

people two years ago as their park.

Using tear gas and putty-like crowd cohtrol bullets, police

battled over 500 demonstrators whose non-violent memorial

escalated into a street war.

Fire

About 110 Berkeley and University police swept down

Telegraph Avenue driving bands of demonstrators onto the

Berkeley campus where the wooden waUs ' " »...i^ing

under construction were ripped apart and a iire was r^i-^

the debris piled in a large street barricade.

Roving bands of protestors repeatedly surged toward

police, according to a UPI news release, throwing bottlw,

rocks and bricks The groups would disperse as police of-

ficers launched tear gas and pelted them with the pUsUc

bullets. Over 41 persons, including Tom Hayden, were

arrested and 11 policemen were injured as a^ result of the

hit-run skirmishes. There were no reports of injuries among

the demonstrators.
.

Demonstrators picked up some of the tear gas cannisters

and hurled them back at police while the police lobbed back

rocks that landed in their ranks A conUngent of 50 Alameda

County sheriff's depuUes was called in to help clear the

area.
Fence

Several store windows were broken and fires were set in a

number of trash cans. An unoccupied patrol car was towed

away after all of its windows were smashed and several

other cruisers were damaged. *

A section of the eight-foot high fence - constructed

around the park to keep the people out - was pulled down

^ by the demonstrators early Saturday. The park onginally

held several apartment buildings, but in 1966 the University

purchasi:^ the land, razed the buildings and announced a

failed to materialize, students and Whcalled "Berkeley

street people" began planting trees, grass and flofwers in

the vacant lot, put up swings and created a park — for the

people.
Trespass

Two days before the initial People's Park riot in 1

former Berkeley Chancellor Roger W Heyns announced a

playing field would be built and the park would be closed to

all persons. He also said anyone violaUng the order would

be guilty of trespass violations.

The Peoples Park incident sparked other UC campus

demonstrationsv including one here where for the first Umc

in campus history Los Angeles Police and SUte Highway

Patrolmen were brought on campus to aid University police

in clearing over 1500 students from the Faculty Center

where the UC Regents were meeting.

Organized by the CoaliUon. the demonstration was

protesting not only the Berkeley crisis, but the Regents'

refusal to let Coalition members speak to them on issues of

ROTC. war related research '= e. an' ^' '"^'^

new dormitory complex was being planned.

However, lack of funds terminated the plans and unUl

1969 the lot was used as an auxiliary parking lot for tenants

in the surrounding buildings When plans for a soccer field

Lf • < - -People's Parte IB now a s:rnir-ue . . _

parking lot - the fence sUU sUnds It is not unconunon to

see tourists snapping pictures of the empty grass lot —
which according to many people is rarely used

m
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'(Pa»d Advertisement)
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ATTENTION
PREMEDICAL STUDENTS

Dr. John Swanson from the MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL

OF MEDICINE will be on campus to meet Informally

with all Interested premedical students.

WHEN: Tuesday, May 18, 1:30 p.m.

WHERE A266 Murphy Hall

UCLA
QAiiyBRUIN Language requirements
volume NO LXXXIII No 34

AAonday. AAay 17, 1971

Ann L. M**lun4- Editer in Chi««

Pwbltoted Holiday t»ro««h Frtday, *mr-

MBtcaOoM ©•nl of tke A««ocljted
aivdcnti ol UCLA. »«L5L*!*i^jn?ii
Lo. A-tek.. C«Wo«U»p024.S«oyd^«.

Board ollhe Aaaodated Stndctite ol UCLA.

Manafinf Etfitar

City Edifar*. . .

. . oavid Laas
Oakarak Askia

tJ

FICgiTY SCHOmRSHir PROGMM!

The Athenian School

Q college preparatory boarding school, co-ed, grades

9 _ 1-2, located at the foot of Mt. Diablo, twenty miles

east of San Francisco

A representative, James Merod, will discuss the school's

unique program of study, and hold admissions inter-

views at UCLA May 19 - 22

for information and appointments call 937-3881

atinats Maaafar
Nawt Editars ...

Editarial DIractar.
Editarlal Assistant
Campus Editars . .

Sports Editor . . . .

Index Editor ....

. . . Dennis Han^al

.... Ailsan Cratt
lltck Kair

.Ckarlatta Vraaman
Tadd Cartar

.... Mat Dattath
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
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doing business oversaos

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS
BAGGAGE
HOMSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Pacliing i. Crating
Insurance Documentation
Estimates given wittxwt obtigation

ANYWHEREANYTIME
A REGISTERED AGENO

SINCE 1fS«

a tradition
of personal
service in

freight

forwarding

Martin lewin Transcargo, Inc

2240 N. Figu«roa St.

Los Angles. Calif. 90065
(213) 225 2347

Makeyour
summer travelingeasier.
If you're planning to get awdy ttiis summer, see Bank of America. We have

several good ideas that can make it easier for you to travel:

Free Traveler's Handbook is packed with helpful foreign

travel information and has a world-wide list of Bank of

America branches and affiliates who will t>e happy to serve

you if you go abroad. , ,

H' .«. Tb
\ t

Foreigr) Currency Kit in handsome wallet-size folder

provides a currency conversion table, a pictorial

explanation of the coin and note values of the country

you plan to visit and, if you like, enough actual

currency to cover small arrival expenses. (Available

for Europe, Canada, Turkey and Israel.)

(JUUl^ fC >

'"

«M ir4<^
\

^«*1ESJ^

BankAmericard^ gives you a helping hand by letting

you charge for goods and services throughout the

fifty states of the United States and in major cities

around the world. And, it provides you with an

accurate record of the money you've spent.

Bank of America Travelers Cheques are

guaranteed loss-proof, theft- proof and fire-proof.

Or your money back. If you lose them, you'll

get a quick refund for the full amount. And you

can buy them or cash them just about any-

where in the world.

Stop by your nearest Bank of America branch and get complete information

on these and other Bank of America Traveler's Services. We're anxious to help.

liAiSi rvOF /\iivi tiRlCA

to be decided June 14
The future of the foreign language requirement will be determined

June 14 by the results of a mail ballot sent to the College of Letters and

Science faculty.

At the April 15 meeting of the CoUege, the proposal to abolish the

requirement was defeated 15^. However, a petition to put the measure

on a mail ballot to the faculty (with more than 35 required signatures)

was receivec) a week later.

According to the regulations governing mail k>allots, arguments pro

and con on the proposal must be turned in by today, which is 10 days after

the minutes were sent out.

Elections for the College's president, secretary and executive com

mittee memberships will also take place on the same ballot. Ballots must

go out by May 24, within five days of the final receipt of arguments, ac-

cording to mail ballot regulations. The ballots must be counted by June

21.

The proposal, drawn up by the CoUege's executive committee, reads:

. **That the foreign language requirement be abolished in the College,

and that individual departments be privileged to set their own language

requirements, if any, as part of their major, subject to review and ap-

proval by the Executive Committee."

.--f.

Ballot boxes stuffed at USC
Ron Price, a University of Southern California (USC) student, declared

last week he had stuffed the ballot box 14 times for one of the two can-

didates running off for the office of undergraduate student body

president.

This disclosure resulted in John Hubbard, USC student body president,

invalidating the election for the office. Price is also under consideration

for disciplinary action by USC.

Hubbard also charged the Elections Commission there with

"malfeasance of duty" in allowing Price to get by with his actions.

The invalidating ei the presidential election will result in it being held

in September. All other offices were decided after the regular spring

elecUons in late April.

Campaign expenses of aU presidential candidates this spring will be

paid by the Associated Students of Southern California (ASSC) , according

to an order by Hubt>ard.

Six students and one group called the "Snake Pit" (well-known at

' Trojan basketlMdl games) were running for the office.

Blood bank starts today

A blood bank will be open for donations from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

today through Friday in the Ackerman Union Women's L4Nuige.

The Student LegislaUve CouncU last Wednesday night allocated

$400 for the blood bank operatkm, a yearly activity of service

fraternity Alpha Phi Omega.
**The blood studenU donate is accepted fai the form of deposits,

which may be freely withdrawn at any time, from any Red Cross

center throughout the world, in case of need,*' Walter Zeisl,

fraternity vice-president, said.

Prospective blood donors will be screened in the Women's

Lounge to determine their blood type. According to Zeisl, the pint of

blood donated is normally replaced within 24 hours.

McDonald's restaurant in Westwood has arranged with Alpha

Phi Omega to give l>lood donors a free lunch.

THIS TAPE

SELFINSTRUCTS

IN 90 MINUTES!

Let Bruno Associates pre-programmed cassettes turn your

waste time into effective study. Learn, study, and review

while driving, shaving, putting up your hair, doing dishes,

or other tasks. Now available complete with outline and

text:

Cultural Anthropology

Ecology

Elements of Literature

Elements of English Grammar

Geography

Public Speaking

Sociology

All by academic authorities, professionally programmed

and prepared.

From your local college bookstore or direct from Bruno

Associates, postpaid. Cassette players and recorders available

at student rates. Price per cassette complete with text,

S12.95. Player only, $19.95; recorder only, $29.95.

BOX 5302
GARDEN GROVE. CA 92645

(714/ aj/8204
Hear any count younelf in the Book Store Mon, through Wed,

f
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Hearing device devised
By Kenn Guernsey

DB SUff Writer

You've heard of an eye for an eye, but how about a

tooth for an ear?

A device, developed by Jerry Dahhn, an

engineering student here, which makes hearing

through the teeth possible, may prove a valuable aid

m silent communication.

The device, which consists of a miniaturized radio

receiver and vibrator encased in a plastic mouth-

piece, could be used to transmit silent cues or lines to

actors, according to Dahlin. -

It could also provide communication during

demanding assignments such as piloting spacecraft,

when heavy demands are placed on other faculties,

according to Earl Collard, assitant professor of

dentistry here who originated this particular use for

the device. -*-

Possible uses

"We haven't even begun to investigate possible

uses for the device. We're just in the early stages of

development now," DahUn said.

The idea of hearing through the teeth is not a new

one. "We've found literature on the subject going

back many years, but as far as 1 know this is the first

time anyone has developed a device which fits in the

mouth," Dahlin said.

The new system consists of a small radio receiver

Former head of EOP program

connected to a Uny vibrator in contact with a per-

manent tooth. Both are contained in a plastic mouth-
piece about the size of an orthodontic retainer.

The receiver in the mouth receives signals from a
small radio transmitter in a pocket or wristwatch,

which picks up sounds by means 6f a microphone; or,

with the aid of another receiver, pkrks up radio

signals from an outside source.

Receiver
When the receiver in the mouth gets a signal from

the transmitter, it relays it to the vibrator, which

converts the radio signal into mechanical vibrations.

The vibrations are passed through the tooth, jaw and
cranial bones to the inner ear, where they are

recorded as sounds.

"The components are really too large to be

practical right now, and the mouthpiece causes a

littie discomfort and speech distortion; but we hope,

as our next step, to micro-miniaturize the whole

system so it will fit inside a tooth," Dahlin said.

If funding can be found, a practical model might be

available in about a year, according to Dahlin.

"Depending on the volume produced, it might cost

$500 to $1,000," he said

Dahlin, a senior in electrical engineering, designed

and built the components of the system on a grant

from the National Institute of Health in collaboration

with Fred Allen, professor of engineering.
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^1 FREEDOM or SPEECH! ^
ytC Snanish. IVench or German: _ W
•
*
*
•
*
•
•

Spanish, IVench or German:
Tbiir nut "Spoocfab Brae!

You II be speaking" the language of

your choice by the end o( your free

introductory lesson using the revolu-

tionary new Sullivan programmed learn-

ing approach to language instruction.

Whatever your reason for learning a

second language, this is the way to do
it! At your convenience. In private

For a fraction of the cost of most ^£~-.^A\i
language courses. Call now for ^BS^K
your free introductory lesson 4Hnll^HK

WILSHIRE AREA 387 1379

PASADENA 79S-3296

fS) SnlUvan Language Schools
THE FIRST RtVOlUTlONARV APPROACH TOitARNING A SICONO lANGUAGt

An •duc«lK>n«l divitton o« B«havKX*l R««»»rch L*bor»tOf i»*. Inc

t

SHERMAN OAKS 964)^185

IRVINE (714) 833 9500

Washington campaigning here

Rome CCXXXI B.C.

By Robin Sanders

DB Staff Writer

ICenneth S. Washington, former

director of the Educational Op-

portimity Program (EOP) here,

returned to campus to drum up

support for his campaign for a seat

on the Conununity College Board

of Trustees.

Washington, an incumbent, is

running on the Save Our Com-

munity College (SOCC) slate

composed of five liberal can-

didates seeking to unseat the

conservative majority. As the only

black candidate for office,

Washington beUeves he should try

to induce more people in the black

communities to vote in order to

bolster his general appeal to the

city's liberal population.

In addition to being a trustee,

Washington is statewide director of

the EOP programs for the 19 sUte
colleges. He uses his connection

with the Community College

system to channel junior college

students into the state college

system. *'I see myself as a

representative of the black com-
munity doing my thing on the

junior college and state college

level," he said.

Main Issue

Washington views the main issue

of the campaign as being a de-

emphasis of political wrangUng.
"There have been a lot of people

fired because of their political

views and not Ifieir eductional

views," he said.

He would also like to see more
financial aid distributed to

students so they won't have to work

full time. As for the future of EOP,
he said he would prefer to have the^

colleges themselves absorb the

functions of the program rather

than making it a separate

program.

Guide Lines

Guidelines for admissions should

also be reviewed, according to

Washington. "We should change

the concept of who should be ad-

mitted and recognize the unique

differences between com-

munities," he said. He explained

these differences should include

new counseling programs catering

to the needs of minority students.

Academically, he beheves new
ethnic studies programs should loe

created on the campuses. "We
must recognize other subcultures

besides those of the people who
came over on the Mayflower and

give them the dignity of academic

investigation," he said.

At present Washington is con-

centrating on winning the election

on May 25. He has asked student

volunteers to help because'he feels

they would have greater appeal to

community people. "We need the

help of all the people who vote; we
can't win by ourselves," he said.

* .
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"Funny, Important and fasdnattng/'
IN COLOR

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

NOW PI.AYINOI
MON. thru FRI. 6:00 • 8:00 • 10 00 PM

SAT.. SUN. 2:00 • 4:00 • 6:00 • 8:00 • 1000

Vinc»fH Canby N Y Tim«»

'V3<b-ti^Uairttt3&-U2l2
FRfl CONViNliNT »*tKIMO'

ATTENTION^ SEWERS!
The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabfics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

1006Broxton 477-0880

diogonally ocross from Westwood Villoge

Theotre >-REE 7" Tglon zipper/Sl

. .'4K«UilBieajttii«iai!»'SB«S3iaiWsa"jfc-;;*;i ^lfteteaSaSf:S^.,31i!S£iiS^^S^S^I

mr mASNi^^^Priw
^v^itpm

K,,

Miiylf*il,

N# Appoiiiliti«i# T#ii ly

DELIVERED FREE

"V,

^jj^
•'«ji^''

• 1/2 lb. BEEF BURGER

• FRENCH FRIES

• LARGE PEPSI

We also deliver quarter pound burgers, 'A pound M dogs w.tfi

chile and tamales. delivered on the hour from 8 p.m. thru

1 1 p.m.. Sunday through Thursday, to dorms, frats. soror.t.es.

or ANYWHBIE on campus. Place order 45 minutes in advance.

To Each Dortdr At WkDONAlD't Restaoranf

in the village

CALL
4"»3 AOi'? ^73-6064

£nu«i«^
918Broxton

Just north of the Brum Theater
Donation Builds Double Credit For You

"^"^
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Clearing the (political)

Unsigned editoriols represent a ma|ority apinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Boord columns

ore open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voKe

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position All o her

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinior. of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boor

ASUCLA
In case you haven't noticed, beverages dispensed

by ASUCLA are still sold at swollen prices.—-^
In contrast with the response to a questionaire

issued by Board of Control (BOC) regarding food

price increases—a whopping 81 people fiUed it

out—the Daily Bruin has served over 75000 cups of

coffee and collected 1000 signatures on its petition to

lower coffee prices.

Stm BOC ambles along, tellmg us that their report

on food prices won't be completed until another week

has elapsed-

Donald E. Findley, the executive director of

ASUCLA, toldiBOC at its May 5 meeting "I think we
can make the present price stick and hold ground. I

don't thmk that the boycott, which has cut coffee

sales by 11 per cent, will extend itself too much

.

longer.'' Well, we stop publishing May 28 if that's

what Mr. Findley ipeant. Or perhaps his attitude of

an **only 11 per cent" cut is consistent with his policy

of raising coffee prices by **only a nickel."

It is obvious that the coffee price will "stick and

hold ground." So wiU any price which Findley and/or

BOC imposes—they have a monopoly on food

dispensing on this campus. Eventually, student

outrage may fizzle, the DB's coffee cup giveaway

may cease its popularity, and the coffee price wiU

**stick." The monopoly of ASUCLA has never been

questioned, but we will continue to question the right

of ASUCLA to assume that because they exercise a

monopoly, they can be immune to student concerns.

At the same May 5 meeting, Findley expressed a

concern to BOC centered around what he termed

''succumbing lo public pressure/^*

That's been Mr. Findley's consistent confusion:

while he talks about wanting to know what students

really think, he fails to realize that ASUCLA is so

devoid of student support that only 81 people answer

his questionaire. Students desire input to ASUCLA,

but when they express an opinion about the

monopoly, they are proposing alternatives which

would constitute
*'succumbing to public pressure".

The time has come for BOC to let ASUCLA know

what the reality of student feeling is on food price

increases ; Findley passed the food price increases

unUaterally without BOC approval initially, and BOC
should act now to insure that prices wiU be lowered.

EdiUNr:

I see that Mitch Cannokl has

once again demonstrated bit

prococious oral techniques by

tongue-lashing me for engaging in

"legal masturbation." While I

have found Mitch stimulating in

the past, I resent his attempts to

errect a barrier between Conmi
Board and J-Board, and tus recent

actions really rub me the wrong

way.
Anyone who is against

masturbatioo obviously has an

unhealthy sex attitude. I think

masturl>ation is great, and it's

even better if it's legal. I'd hate to

be fingered by the vice squad for

illegally masturbating.

Cannold claims to have wit-

nessed this "legal masturbation"

at some kind o£ circus. Now if he

gets his kicks from watching

people masturbating pubUcly at a

circus, that's his problem, but he

must have confused what he saw at

the J-Board hearing with his last

visit to the local massage parlor.

If Mitch really feels unsatisfied

with J-Board's alleged "auto-

erotic jurisprudence," then there

are always the Royce Hall

bathrooms.
Keith Hnnsaker

Cfeairman. Slwlent Jndlcial Board

editorials can we really take to

heart knowing this element

possibly exists?

Maybe the air will clear when the

Editor and Chairman of the

Communications Board decide

they will testify before the Student

Judicial Board.
Chuck Ptoke

Jr.. Psychology

Not accurate
EdttMr: m^
Your account of my receiving a

distinguished teaching award was

fine. But I must point out that some

of the remarks about the LAPD
attributed to me are not quite

accurate. I have never expressed

such flamboyant opinions.

Peter Ladefoged

Professor of Phonetics

Hertz

~— • ^ ^
Editor:

It seems lately that the Bruin has

been involved in an election con-

troversy concerning the en-

dorsements of candidates. The-

question has been raised as to why
the opinion of five hand-picked

students concerning their can-

didate friends (or enemies) carries

so much weight.

Allegations have been aimed at

the editorial staff questioning the

fairness and even authority of the

Bruin to endorse candidates in a

system requiring "absolute im-

partiality in the administration of

all elections."

In all the fervor the Editor of the

Bruin and the Chairman of the

Communications Board (the board

which appoints the editor of the

Bruin) have refused to testify

before the Student Judicial Board

concerning the fairness and
legahty of Bruin endorsements.

The implications of this are

important especially in hght of the

recent allegations. I'll be the first

one to agree that there are a lot of

things that need changing in the

American pohtical system, but the

question that comes to mind is how
can the Bruin criticize and judge a

political system when itself ap-

pears to be caught-up in the very

same type of system?

More important, how much of

the views expreved in the DB

Editor:

On May 7, 1971, at approximately

noon, I attempted to rent an

automobile at the Westwood
Village Hertz. After a number of

infantile excuses I was flatly

refused.

About four hous later I returned

to the office with two colleagues

and after some discussion with the

manager, during which it was

disclosed that I was a physician, I

was then and only then ak^ to rent

the car.

I regard the attitude of rental

clerks to be blatantly discrim-

inatory and based solely on my
personal appearance and strong

Mexican accent.

The manager admitted that

persons wishing to rent cars in his

office were subject to screening by

his employes in order to rent to

responsible people. He apologized

repeatedly and said that this policy

would be changed.

Is it the pohcy of the entire Hertz

Corporation to employ such

discriminatory attitudes with

regard to language, and personal

appearance?
Humberio Bracho, M.D.

Pakistan

copies of this paper which your

readers could obtain free from me
Interested people should contact

me at Room 4280 Boelter Hall or

phone me a ext. 52337.

IMUp Dutta

Graduate, Engineering

*- • •
Editor:

I missed the editorial on the civil

war in East Pakistan. However I

agree with Abul Saduddin that a

strong statement condenming both

the mnsacres and the Nixon

administration's silence on them is

the least to expect from a

responsible student newspaper.

Even the New York Times took the

White House to task editorially for

its cowardly copout. (Leaving it

aside, of course, that a con-

demnation of massacres in one

part of Asia would have a hollow

ring coming from our President,

who is determined to conduct his

own in another part.)

Cordelia Bland

• • •

Correction
Discussions with GSA Fh^t

Vice President candidate Judd

Adams, various student body

officials here and GSA officers

at UC Santa Barbara have

confirtned some confusion over

Adam's sUtement (appearing

in last Monday's DB in a slate

platform) that he served as

GSA president and vice-

-

president at UCSB.
Adams actually served as an

organizer of a graduate student

organixation at UCSB before it

was ofHciaUy ratified as the

graduate student government
on that campus. '

Editor: ~
Since the publication of my letter

(Daily Bruin, May 6) concerning

the Bangla Desh-West Pakistani

issue, I have received quite a few

inquiries from various individuals

regarding the Harvard University

paper,
*

'Conflict in East Pakistan:

Background and Prospects." In

view of the keen interest shown by
these people, I have obtained a few

Leiier;

ti
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More GSA rebuttal g

(Editor's nott: We express deep

regret to all concerned over the

fact that the following rebuttals did

not appear with the rest of the GSA
statements last Friday. The two

statements here and Mr. Bouvier's

on a following page were
misplaced.)

The Graduate Student

Association has been striving for

the past 2 years to achieve

''relevance" and sensitivity to the

needs of the "average" graduate

student, and to develop a structure

which facilitates these goals. I

believe that the positive gains

achieved in these directions can

best be sustained and extended

through the election dt candidates

Waltlier, Adams and Prahl.

Their individual credentials are

leadership. Their slate is based on

a balance of personalities,

capabilities, experiences and
areas of concern. It is these

elements in our officers tht we
should be looking for rather than

the distribution of their majors, or

sexes, or ethnic origins.

I urge you to read the Walther-

Adams-Prahl platform, attend the

open forums to see them in action,

or talk individually with them. I

am sure you will also be convinced

that they offer original, creative

approaches and solutions, not a

mere parroting of popular cliches.

And help make yourself

"relevant" —vote on May 18 or 19.

Mattoni

fi*iiTv imnTf»c«lv«»- nnf»h Kn«

• • •
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concern into action. Their
collective capabilities excite one to

expect outstanding ac-

complishments through their

v

responsive GSA for 1971-72 to vote

for the candidates with the most
experience, raw intellect, and
heart. In my opinion you can only

do so by voting for Bob Walther for

President, Judd Adams for 1st

Vice-President and Bill Prahl for

2nd Vice-President. All three

candidates are weU versed in the

machinations of UCLA and

statewide politics and have proven

their creative and perseverent

qualities by their service to the

UCLA graduate students this past

year. It is gratifying to see so many
people now interested in running

for GSA offices, however, due to

insufficient experience or other

deficiencies I feel that none of the

other candidates presently has the

potential for the kind of leadership

that is now needed to bring GSA to

its rightful position of student

power. Let me emphasize, if you

think^ its important to vote, then

ote for the most cr— -*—* ^"'^

cr^tive individuals: May is '- '--

VOTE for the slate WALTHER,
ADAMS AND PRAHL.

Edward L. EUman

Wwood Lib notes: tenants union
* '

'
' V

Recently, a group d brothers and sisters attempted a survey d our

community. They found out what most of us already know. The people of

Westwood are getting shafted!

Average rents for one bedroom apartments in our community run 200

dollars. Nobody gets the legaUy required maintenance work their

apartments need. People have to park as much as a mile away from their

homes because there are no parking facihties or because the cost oi such

is exorbitant.

And no one has spoken out because no one can do it himself. Over the

past several years, dozens of people have been suddenly evicted as the

funky old apartments are sold out to big contractors who build fancy new

apartments with fancy new rents.

Add t^ this some deductions we .have made from plans such as the

Westwood Plan. This entails the building of huge high-rise business

throughout the village. The poeple who work in these institutions of

bureaucracy will want to live near their place of work. They will make a

lot of money (compared to us). The land owners will have a gold mine.

They will no longer have to rent to students (transient-dirty-renters).

Instead, they can rent fancy, plastic apartments for higher prices to this

new group in the community. And in the middle of it all, UCLA with ite
:i:

entire population travelling miles to come to school.

AdditionaUy, we can look at the other possible results of such

maneuvers by the people of power and wealth. College communities with

their large concentrated populations of young people have always been a

united, progressive segment of the population as a whole. When holding

together as a group, our voices are sometimes heard by sheer force of

numl>ers.

By removing us from a close community and spreading us out all over

the octopus called Los Angeles, they further fragment whatever voice we

have. This brings us back to the Westwood Liberation Front, a group

attempting to be the united voice of the people of the community — a

voice that speaks to the needs and interests of the people not Just the

owners of the lands.

That voice is now but a whisper, but add your voice, and we shall be

heard.

Tonight, at 8 p.m., at Bradford HaU (481 Gayley) there will be a com-

munity meeting.
Submitted by Dave Sacks.

Art nOB — K«pl«n
B«ct«rtologv nO — Plckttt

Chemistry \A — S»«t)«rt

Ch«m»»»rv «A — Svam
Ch«mi»trv *C — Jordan
Chemistry IS) — W«t
Economkri^ J

— La Forc«
Educatton 11} — K»Miar
History »C — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 — Bright
M*thanr»atlc» JC — GMIman
Philosophy 7 — Parry
Political Sclanca l — Farrally

Political Sclanca 14$ — Farrally

Psychology 10 — GoMstaln
Psychology 41 — WIckan*
Psychology 110 — Cardar
Pscyhology IM — Kanousa

^ Imprava Cir»<l»» v»nii« DvvotiiHi

Tlw S—ff Amoocit O* Tim* To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS
Incraas* Your Cooe«ntr»tion And Improv*

Vftur Compf»liw»»»on Study At A F«»t«r R»t«

SXCTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

PIMM Sp«:»fy

• Trad. T.p«, C«««tt«^ rfr LP R*«>«J

Send Ch«ek or Mon«y Ord«f — f».as E»ch

Inelod* 75c M«»dlln« •»<! f^^*,
Sound Concopt*. Inc.. — Box 3852
^Chartottwylllo, V». 22?02

HYPNOSIS (PSmillSIS?

open meeting Notional

Psoriasis Foundation

Tuesday, May 18, 7:30 p.m.

Coast & Southern Federal

18751 Ventura Bl.Jarzano

Guest Speoker Hypnotist

Henry W. Mundt
FREE

OVH 20 YRS ' EXPEtlENCE

PERMANENT ^
HAIK REMOVAL^
WITH AIR DESENSITIZER

MEN & WOMEN
REC BY PHYSICIANS
*v\emb. Elect. Assoc

Mon-Sot Evas by Appt.

4747T7r!
SAtA L WANNE RE.
ALtNEWANNE KN&RE
1245 OlaiHion W LA.
(Westwood Medical

Pro» ttldg.)

liitb HI-FI CINVER

f SAIB4SCTVICE ;

I lS8lW«»wo«l«vd. .

Diamond H—i\*i * Rwording lope

s

t

'p'Vl

M.oo piws tax
Anthropology IB — Millar

Art 1A Kaysar
Art IB — Klalnbauar
Art 106B — PadrattI

'lassies 142 — Gleason
Economics J—' Baird
Fconomics 100 — Nisbat

Economics lOlB — Lindsay
Economics 102 — Swaany
Et )nomic» 130 — Lindsay
History IB - Hoatl*

History 7B - Yarnall
History 8 — Burns
History 17tB — Dallak
Psychology 12 — Butc»>ar. Liabatkind
Psychology 115 — Botchar
Psychology 1338 (170A) — Lovaas

for additional courses caff or

# come in

4f Mon-^ri.9:30-4:J0 47^5189

* 10851 UNDBROOK DR. .

*IBIkN. WiUhIra- 1-1/2 Bik. E. We«h.«>c^l

CAL JET CHARTERS
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Europe 1971
"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with our

reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier

before you sign your application. Don't take a chonce with an

unknown charter airline."

Round Trip- West Coast to Europe
• • -,—' V

"1

I

FligM

•315

•117

•251

•lU

•119

•316

•317

•135

•125

•222

(86 days)

(83 doys)

(90 days)

(73 days)

(68 days)

(93 days)

(87 days)

(29 days)

(32 days)

(30 days)

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA) ^
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND ~
OAK/LOS ANGELES to AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES/OAK (TIA) Ret. Aog. 26

OAKLAND to LONDON Lv. June 20

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT) Ket. Sept. 20

L A /OAKLAND to-lONDON Lv. June 22

Lv. June 13

Ret. Seot. 6

Lv. June 16

Ret. Sept 4

Lv. June 17

Ret. Sept. 14

Lv. June 19

Ret. Aug. 30

Lv. June 20

Prica

$299

$299

$299

$299

J

I

1

I

$299 i

$299 i

I

$299

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/L.A. (SAT)

OAKLAND/ L. A. to LONDON
LONDON to LA/OAKLAND (BMA)

OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND (AFA)

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

Ret Sept. IT"

Lv. July 1 1

Ret. Aug. 8

Lv. Aug. 3

Ret. Sept. 1

Lv. Aug. 23

Ret Sept. 2J

$279

$299

$259

•917

•253

•126

•701

•755

•818

•127

•185

•601

•728

•619

•906

•103

one way
one way
one way

one way
ona way
ona way

ona way
one way

One Way-West Coast to Europe
OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA) Lv. June 1

7

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

OAKLAND/LA to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

OAKLAND to LONDON (BRIT AIR)

OAKLAND/LA. to Amsterdam (TIA)

OAKLAND to LONDON (FIN AIR)

OAKLAND/LA to AMSTERDAM (AFA)

OAKLAND/L.A. to LONDON (BMA)

Just about any place you look in the Gifts and

Sportswear departments, you can find goodies

-

and right now\ven goodier, because they're

10% off. Everything from hotpants to coffee

mugs. Our student employes will have to count

^ everything that we don't sell by May 20. So

in freeing them early on Inventory Day. And

all your good works in this direction will save you some bread, too.

Lv. June IB

Lv. June 24

Lv. July 27

Lv. Aug. 5

Lv. Aug. 18

Lv. Sapt. 2

Lv. Sept. 2T

One Way- Europe to West Coast

ona way
ona way
one way
ona way
ona way

LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR)

LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR)

AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

LONDON lo OAKLAND (BRIT AIR)

Lv. June 27

Lv. July 28

Lv. Aug. 19

Lv. Sept. 6

Lv. Oct. 23

•100

•252

•123

•336

One Way - Oakland to New York

OAKLAND to NEWYORK (AAL)ona way

(80 days)

(62 days)

(69 days)

New York to London
NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON lo NEWYORK (LAL)

NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

Special Flight to Japan

•626 (47 days) L.A./Son Francisco to TOKYO (CPA)

TOKYO to SAN FKANCISCO/L A

Lv. June 16

Lv. June 18

Ret. Sept 5

Lv. June 27

Ret Aug 27

Lv. June 25

Ret Sept I

$179
$179
$179

$179
$179
$179

$139
$139

$149
$175
$165
$165
$175

$89

$189

$189

$189

%

y.

all clothing for men, - ^yy
women and children now I \M)

•A-

••• •;•

^

/•:-:.x-.-x<-:->:-:-:-:-:-x-:-:-:-:-:*:':':->:-:-:W>:^A-:*--^

Kites - various

were 1.50-2.50

HALF PRICE .
,

1

*'- oil sculpture, all ^
m •

.V

gifts and jewelry

10% OFF
I
v.

vX<'X<'X':'X^X'X-:'>x«:-x-:::%W:::>V::r::;:%:-x«>>>;:

tools - hammers, g
•X

saws, other types ig

a l«v*l -^i

x

5^ sweatshirts j:

I
X
• •

I

Lv. June 23

Ret Aug 8

$399

•901

•902

$249

$139

Christmas Flights- 1971-72

(16 days) OAKLAND/L.A to AMSTERDAM L'.^^ 9^

AMSTERDAM to L A OAKLAND (TIA) Ret Jon 2

(16 days) OAKLAND to NEWYORK
o . ,!!, o

' NEWYORK lo OAKLAND (TIA) ^'J.°l^ -|

I ThireT"r"l'!7hiro7e7vrila~i^""denls. toculty ond stoft o» the Univer
j

"j ji»v-»r.l,J 4 „,^o.bers of their immediate tomtlies —

|

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I zodiac note cards g

I
were 1.50 f

§i small and medium only ^

I
regularity 175 ] ^99 |

I UCLA class rings reg.
|

:x 2.50 Golden Signature |

FREE I

as
UC

students' store

I
Th, MlPffK 1

I
AH tlighfs via certificated oirlines flying |et eq<..pment Compl.mentory meoU u-J

j

C%
$porHweaf ond giH*. b level

ort »upplie». o level ockerman union.

825-7711 ,—rFnr
mondoy tnday 7 45 7 30. soturdoy 10 3

1 •WT-''^'r*«'lf«3T; l^-'-

I
beverages served in f I ig tit

|

1 For Appliea»io« & FortKer MormcHion write: r^l^^^ 94123 or coH I

ColTJ ChoH.rs 2150 Gr-« S»r.^. Son FronoKC CdrfornH. 94123. or

I (Aroo cod.) 415 9M 1434 \

USE YOUR BANKAMEWCARD QR MASTER CHARGE

1?

*• .-

•;» ^-*
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EXTieMElY lARCI STOCK

EvtMlfS til 10

6749 Hollywood ilvd..

HO. 9^191 • CR. 5>t191

Tof>0f»90 Ploxo. Cano90 P^rk

ir
«!*'' i;^. 'i'i. m. M. ...^a^iKjnLJnLM. ,.5®,

^

'^/,

tt}iy*8

J^orthof the

,i|lft theofre

Serving the largest

mil b0ef burgers k
chili dogsfound
m^mhere.

ii

..H

^S

Pt-.t'

'V

Oi/r* Cook^ is

Gotipettied cyibout

He listens to what comes out of it

about what you want to put into it,

and so . . .

Q thre^hnain dishes at each meal

n a variety of salads, beverages ?

and desserts

G unlimited seconds except at weekly
steak night

D quality preparation and rapid service

. . . living is a whole lot nicer.

930 Hilgard Avenue (213) 475-5831

Bouvier's GSA endorsement . .

.

Monday. ^A^y 17. 1971 UCLAOAILY BRUIN I

I have recently informed you, via

the Daily Bruin, that I intended to

endorse candidates for the GSA
elections on May 18 and 19. I have,

after strong consideration, decided

to fully and strongly support Bob

Walther, Speech, for President;

Judd Adams. Education, for First

Vice President; and Bill Prahl,

Law, for Second Vice President.

In my view, none of the other

candidates come ckise. in ex-

perience or atHlity, to this slate. I

am in full agreement with the

Bruin endorsement editorial of

May 12. both in its support for the

same slate and for its criticisms of

the other candidates.

The Bookman slate is qualified

only m the sense that all its

members have served in a student

government. Mr. Bookman has

done DoCbii^ with GSA at all and

has never made any attempt to do

so. He is known as lack-lustre and
undynamic and has not shown
great leadership qualities. Milton

Cook is unqualified in academic
matters, the usual concentration of

the First VP. He has never worked
in this graduate area at all, to my
knowledge nor has he taken
positions of leadership as a

graduate with either black

organizations or the GSA, except

as Board of Control representative,

upon which board he functioned

rather weakly until the week in

which he declared his nomination.

Paula Eisenberg has not been

involved with GSA except as a

part-time secretary in the past.

Her reputation is unclear; those

who I asked about her (I'd never

heard of her before the election

campaign) said she'd been
adeqi^ate in the past but rather

uncreative. This slate is the most

balanced, I would agree: a black, a

woman and a putative long hair.

However, while I was hoping for

minority candidates and en-

couraged a black and chicano

slate, I cannot endorse im-

competence and poor past records

merely beca^se the political

structure of a slate is good. I would

have supported Toni Cook, Milton's

wife. She is competent and a

woman also. But I must say that

there is more to blackness or to

woman-ness than mere race or sex

differences. Ability helps.

Peter Tolos was a Commissioner

for me. He performed one of those

jobs which was not good enough to

make me happy and not quite bad

enough to fire him. He is largely

responsible for the fact that the

bookstore discount has not yet

returned: it was his job to in-

vestigate a means of bringing it

back for the BOC through my
auspices and he did not nearly

n^eet the assignment. He has not

worked well with other people and
^s been unable to carry out im-

portant assignments for this

reason.

The vice-presidential slate of

Goldfeder and Evans is a sorry

one. It's incapacities and poor

rhetoric probably proceed from the

lack of any knowledge of GSA.
Their major problem seems a

combination of ignorance and lack

of interest in correcting their lack

of knowledge. I have seen them in

election meetings screaming
elitism because the GSA Elections

Board wanted to keep every
candidate within the same budget:

$50, and refused to allow anyone to

use other resources. I cannot

fathom theu: views. I concur with
the Bruin that Elliot Schlang is, as
yet, inexperienced and perhaps too
limited in focus although he is very
sincere and well meaning Om
Singla was inadequate as an
Academic Senate rep although he
was not severly enough so to

replace: he was on Student
Welfare Committee, the only
Senate Committee where the
faculty really want to help students

and so could carry Om well. I don't

know Brizolis and the write-in

candidate Oswaldo Romero is a

full-time Dean and I think should

not try to be a student president as

well.

In sh6rt, there is little choice but

Walther, Adams, and Prahl. Their

campaign literature will tell you
what they've done. But, I can

speak for all the GSA officers in my
endorsement. We are not able, iif

GSA is to truly continue working

for the graduate students, to

tolerate incompetence. I hope you

all noted the Bruin editorial, the

strongest ever given in en-

dorsement to any candidates for

elections on this campus, grad or

undergrad. The BRUIN staff was

amazed at the competence of

Walther, Adams, and Prahl and, in

fact, stated to me that they had

never seen such competency,
maturity, and creativity from

student candidates and did not

k)elieve it possible. I think that

when a group of cynical un-

dergraduates wil little normal

interest in student government can

react that strongly, you all may
well pay heed. A student govern-

ment cannot be ^'sandbox" when

its officers are of that quality.

» Peter L. Bouvier

-«€. slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love
!•»». By M. K. Cmrp. AttMta. Oa.

^Taiits
reamer derBotioms Belts Slacks Shirts Jeans Vests Flairs

177 1M»
y\

1021 GlENDON AVE
WES7WOO0 VILLAGE 473-4997 JTmiIT^ JJS"*'

MlllMrtlCMyM 10770 «Mk«^MlMi
" C»«WfCiti

iMaM4

(Paid Advertisement)

this summer
m^

Tee oW Coum lo€«*jd^
Romance-as only 1

Mexico can provideM raftperidg"^

W€it»rn'iUbuJwit

terrier.

Mv!

(T*

f{e$on comfort

right on the beach.

Luxurious rooms

and suites. For

Et Presider)te ana

Condesa Del Mar

reservations,

call toll-free

(415)433-5720

Tropical garden

setting with water-

falls 2 pools. These
'*

two adjacent

hotels offer more

rooms (over 900)

and combmea
convention

facilities than

any other chain.

ifeiv

AFU9UP

'^ Summer rates.

nailv from to« An»l*»: V«*

glmitadfli

A western '"'•^""'"""^X''

hiah dvers. From
»J^

""

double occupancy.

^not to b* mi—qy

f*^-ff''*^-'^^^<Sl**#V5^ ^/

0^^ ""^T^

m~» #''
atf,..

^ ^;m^ ^ ~i

It*^ ^ 1.
r^;';^_f*«

onn Pno/s 250 cas/tas,

'^?J,!fi sharing parents' room,

share-poo/ casifa.

CjCuft' de pesca

U

--r-'

i)C?£R3

^ western
'n'.rn-«or,./Ho,./^

«,(»h ^^V^'T&ornfng Beech.

restaurant, of •"'v*' ^^n mn
rtZ>eer>d suite:

trorrt*^^

J «»,« h««f/ Air-conditioned.
\One of the ^^^^.P j^rdm"Famous

I' .i^°J"t9''
restaurant and ^^f^^^L n©

a

s

>^&^

>^v
Endless fascination

for skindivers

'

Wow /t costs /eaa

pm, 5/VA?iI^ Can fo//-fre«

SOO-228^290

366 ocean front

rooms, located on

Paradise Beach.

Ask your Travel

Agent about

vacation packages

,,. from the

Holiday inn Resort

Travel Directory!

Right on the beach

with deluxe ocean-

front rooms and

suites. Air condi-

tioned. Summer
European Plan in

effect. Inquire

about our special

group rates! "•it^-

n

Prices are a lot lower in Acapulco

during the summer. And there's a

reason: Summer is the traditional

off-season. But you'd never know it,

the way Acapulco swings to

sunmier's beat!

It's still where the boys are. And the

girls. Reveling in the jet-set's poshest

playground. Enjoying the same
beaches, water sports, kicky shops and

frantic discos. The same atmosphere.

Still, it is "off-season." So you can

stay at world-famous hotels for as

much as 40% off

!

Find out for yourself on a Western

Airlines "Fiesta Flight." With choice of

entree, and First Class legspace at

every seat-even when you're saving

with one of these Western plans:

From Los Angeles-30-day Excursion

Fare, $213.00 round trip (plus $3.00

tax) ; Group ( 15 or more) Fare,

$160.00 round trip (plus $3.00 tax)

.

Don't be tradition-bound. Be
Acapulco bound. On Western

!

Call us toll-free from these areas:

Los Angeles at 776-Z311 ; Beverly

Hills at 273-8310; Santa Monica and

Van Nuys at 788-6020; El Monte at

443-0261 ; Glendale at 246-731 1 ; Orange

County at 534-0881 ; San Pedro at

537-4705; Redondo Beach at 679-0311;

El Segundo-Inglewood at 646-4311.

I WESTERN AIRLINES TOUR DEPARTMENT
• Acapulco Hotels, 6060 Avion Drive

I Los Angeles, California 90009

UOB •

I Pleas* sand m* Fr— information on the following hotels:

« name pnooa •

* address I
* - ——— •

. city state xip .

• Please send me Free information on Youth Fares D
. 1

•

•
1 1ill • •<>' ftkm•
1 iiiii'"

1. ..ii

: 1
iiiiiiillH iiii THE ONLY WAY TO FLY

• • • • • t» • • • • • • •
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#1' BEL AIR

Sands
MOTOR INN

fit^

Tcrrr ^3;:-e'S

1

(Hm

• T«» T««B9rr««a«tr

• C mt1u»d I£
• 24 ll««r H«M ^T^i

DAILY
BRUIN

-Jil w, fVLtaiattstui,' -''.i-a^tipSmiimmSimmt^ - -loniJ

'

r

4Si.

.1 T

Fosi

VIIAGE TYPIST

1101 Gay ley. Westwood
473^127 886-7475

5 MIN. FROM UCLA
SPECIAL RATES

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
FREE PICK-UP &

DELIVERY SERVICE
^O AIRPORT

24 Hour Notice

476- 1 24 }—-
11461 SUNSET BLVD.

Son Dte90 Freewoy

CINEMEDIA II

Rim Competition

SHOOT IT!

CAN m
SEND m

1st Proe— $1,000

Cftfry forms s^ your nearest

Broadway store. Subimssion

[>eadline — June 28. 1971.

Winning films wil be shown
in August at THe Broa^ay
Rim Festival *

Overpopulation

Infonnation

Center open:

noon4p.m.

AU2412

\

s

WNCHf THCms AUHTAYS
A $AU IN PflOOIICSS

'

|f umcsT MfuitT paiccs ANWHfiii
liiicito II f n s I rf0.i vfanoAiioi

r'v./nu i_>^ 1 iwrt i.cv.iur\.]

1970 Southern Campus sHIi on sole-KH 1 12

— jiraiin DMKe LJdvis, cnairman of the

department of (Senf>ography at UC Berkeley, will hold a free lecture on

"Why the United States Should Have an^xplicit Population Policy" at

3:3t p.fn. today in Haines Hall lit. i

k
f iifyiailii iij^vs^V,

OS. THEATRES romily Tliea«r<Ls of Bar •A ±A,, JA...^±^J:
! ^,JJ

1
ill

WOODSTOCK -c.. rgjg'i
^^^TT^l TXT LUnUl Tt '

' ^ .
I I ^ IMiiLlI K

it,^^2^i^^^^I^^ "^ fir*J

The Privde Ufeof SheHod Holmes ;51
Special ActivttiM

, Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor the UCLA Blood Bank frocn 10 am 2: 30

p.m. today tt>rough Friday In Ackerman Unksn Women's Lounge.

University staff members who donate one pint of blood will receive a free

lunch.

Speeches and Seminars ". '"^ ' —

NEW THEATRE fQB NOW
at the

AAARK TAPER FORUM

WHO WANTS TO BE

THE LONE RANGER
WlIh

Bob Bolcfcon. Bill Colowoy, Hel«n Pog« Comp, Dono Elcor,
Dkina Ewing, Joyce Von Rotten, Pippo Scott. Judy West

AnAJkiiliaiiiA^AikiniAiniliniltiliyn

FRIDAY-SATURDAY- MAY 28, 29 - 8 PM
$1.75 tickets on sale Kerckhoff Hall 140

By orrongemenf of »he UCLA Student CommiHee for the Arts

Grigsby/acting aiMttttaiit|jror«i$«r dfur^
a colloquium on "Community Analysis: AppHcatioiit far Citizen Par-

ticipation" at 3 p.m. today In Archlfecfure 1243 C.
S. Rue inski, astronomical Observatory, University of Warsaw, Poland,

will hold a colloquium on "Problems in ttie Light Cyrves of Close Binary

Stars" at 4 p.m. today in Mattiematical Sciences 81 18.

Saul Roseman, processor of biochemistry, McCollum-Pratt Institute,

John Hopkins University, Baltinrxre, Maryland, will hold a seminar on

"Relationship Between a Bacterial Ptiosphotransforase System and

Sugar Transport' at 4 p.m. in Young Hall 2224.

Roderjc Gorney, author and psychiatrist, and E.Y. Harburg, lyricist,

will speak on "The Mastery of ttie Future" at 7 p.m. today in Diclcson 2160

as part of the series on "The Human Agenda ." Tickets are $4.75 and $1 75

(students).

Meetings
Gay Liberation Front will nr^eet at noon today In Kerckhoff Hall 400 to

djscuss a beacti trlp.^ ^ _ „
" Campus Committoe to Bridg* tha Gap will meet at 7:30 p.mrfoday at

Linde Medical Plaza, 10921 Wilshlre, Room 409 A.
English Conversation will be hekJ for foreign students at 11 a.m. at

International Students Center, 1Q23 Hllgard, and at Campbell Hall 1118.

(Conttniied on Page 9)
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HIAjCTUEED
cow

2 to 5

workdays

Have a free, '"-dessert of
the week** with any
hamburger.

Beer 20<!

Pitchers 75^
Wine

939 Broidon ~ Wethwood
473>2301

Monday. May 17, 1971 UCLADAILY BRUIN «

•»«id Advertnen^ent)

HYPNOSIS FOR SIUDEN1S
• Better grades
• Speech Problems
• Orals

• Smelling

• Tension
• Personal Goals

University ot Wisconsin Ph D , 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General bemanfics Private Instruction.

Niinii L msiow. Pii.B.

1225 WeshAK>od Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment

PARIS HOLIDAY— A film program on "France and

Its People Today" will be screened at 7: 15 p.m. today

at the Audio Visual World School of Travel, 1730

Westwood Blvd. Admission Is $1 for UCLA students
and staff.

Experimental College Schedule

I
(Paid Advertisement;

HILLEL CaiNCiL
900 n igard Avenue

474-1531

TODAY
3:30pjn.
5 p.m.
Tp.m.
8:lSp.m.
7:30p.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.
7:30p.m.

Survival on a Polluted Planet
Kindalini Yoga
History of Fascism

Survival on a Polluted Planet
Tarot

"nie Maker as Medium
Parents and the College Generation
Conscientious Objection
Jewish Mysticism —

New class starts tonight

Architecture IMS
Courtyard. Women's Gym

Architecture IMSB
Architecture IMS

Architecture IMSC
DickK>nS2Sl

Moore 100

Architecture 2302

14301 Mulholland Drive
966-7463

More Brew'n goodies..
(Continued from Page 8)

European, African, Asian and
American students who have been

abroad will be available from 1 1 : 30

p.m.-l.» p.m. today and every

AAonday in Ackerman Union 3564 to

answer questions on travel, as part from 5-7 p.m. today In MG 102.

of ttw Travelers Prep Program. The Judo Club will meet from

URA Clubs 2:30 5 p.m. today in Memorial
- The Kendo Club will meet from 5- Activities Center B 146.

7 p.m. today in Women's Gym 200. The Lacrosse Club will meet

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet trom 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

HILLEL ELEaiONS

Voting is now taking place and will continue

through May 19.

We urge you to come and vote for next years

Hlllel officers.

SHABBAT SERVICES

Traditional Service May 21 8:15

Follov^ing the service there v^ill be a

discussion on "New Modes of Jewish Education"

by Rabbi William Cutter

Oneg Shabbat follows

Awards Night

May 23

i .„,,- ->u ™i,v"FU'fj-wfi^&iji
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What's

Brew'n

deadline

«
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• OFflOAL NOTICES •

FROM: Financial Aids/Work-Study Pfflce

Tlie Work-Study Office is now taking appointments for summer cer-

tification. Students who have not filled out an application for 1971-72
financial aid should pick up an applkation in Room 3109 Murphy
Hall, and make an appointment to see a work-study counselor when
forms are complete. Students with applications already filed for the

above period may make their appointments immediat^.
Remember, if you have been certified for Spring^ arter 1971, you

must terminate your employment on June 30, unless you are recerttfled

by a work-study counsdor to continue during the summer,.

* STUDENTS *
* hcVLTY *
* EMPLOYEES *

I for May 24}
4(

or later:

NOON

Sportcoats

Suits

Flare Pants

Double Knit Slacks

$19.00

$29;00

$4.52

$12.32

t

PUNNING A TRIP? YOU NEED T.P*

European, African, Asian, and American students who have been abroad will be

available in the Queen's Roonn, 3564 Ackermon Union every Monday beginning

May 10. 1971 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. to answer questions and help you

prepare for your trip.

Jj^TravelerS Prep Call x57434/51681 for further information

NK CBEOIT

. '"n *i

18 Stoft^s

iff. IWf
i '

™)^Tf*r':T-"^';?''>'fV :

jWednesday*

937 Weetwood Blvd

Westwood
477-7217

611 S dive
Downtown L.A.

623-3318

illiii$i¥^B

i^ii

L.£:mil

nm Fiim Course

'< tor begmnerf w*i advano&i

^ CAMERA TlCHNJOUfc
^ LIGHTING
* SOUND
* aUDGETIHG

^^lAKE YOUR OWN
SOUND FILM i

M«it eour»# starts Jun« 2^^

^msr sMskms bmg\n Auquh! f^

*ptsi**lMK 20 A Novsml>«f ^

all Today: 6592320

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

PRESENTS

i rmln
WSfiTIITE

THE RANK
Deposit now and withdraw it free anytime, whenever

you need it, and wherever in the world you and a Red

cross are. —

™

Mon. May 17 - Fri. May 21st
MacDonald's Westwood Offers Hamburgers

FREE to all UCLA Blood Bank Depositors

Has
Urn

Mofiksa Botti«vftrd

AtHv
•'^

uiYlnn o EeUnGE lQ-2:30
Sponsored by SLC

L 'I
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ADVERTISU4C OFFICES

KerckhoH Hall 112

PtMAC: S3S2731

Classified »dverti»in« rates

IS words SI 50 day, $ co«s»<wtive

msertioos • S5.00

PayaMt in advanct

DEADLINE 10:Na.m.

No tclephon* orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to tf»e

University of California's policy on non

discrimination and therefore classified

advertisinq service will not be made
available to anyone wtto, in affordlut

housing to students or offering ioM«
discriminates on tt»e basis of race, coler.

religton, national origin or ancestry. Neitl»er

tt»e University nor ttte ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin bas investigated any of the services

offered here.

^Annovncemenfs

HOW do you BARGAIN? Find out-ptoy tfie

bargaining game RECEIVE S2. Sign up
•«fts«dc4S2«FrM>i Tower. (AM 31)

MISS SKIP WESHNER'S KRHM FOLK
SHOW? Write LES CARTER c/o KPPC.
PASADENA. Pressure management's
hiring QUESTIONS 134-2244. (AM 17)

VPersonai »»••»«»»»•»•••••••• I

CONTRACEPTION, FAMILY PLANNING.
LEGAL ABORTION, VD
Information/referrals. UCLA Over-
population Information Center. Every
Monday 12-4 p.m. Ackcrman U«t«fi, room
2412. (1M17)

A DAY late btff Happy Anniversary Ronda.
You're a 9re«t wife. I love you More. ( 1 M 1/)

SOT is alive and kicking. Come up and see m
sometime. 02 Hiigard Ave. (1M17)

TOMary Lyn, If Ifollow RicM. (I Mil)

^ Entehainmeni »»»•••»»>»»

SIMGLES 21-4$. Interested Hi travel, sailin«,
bicycling, folk dancing? Internationals

>! Call PICAS, GRi^TTn. (2 MM)

SINGLES MEET SINGLES. Parties

Introductions FREE mcffibersMp for Gifls.

7 :30 PM TWC, *i4-23««. (2QTR)

CATALINA weekend /lioliday cot1a90S.
Special groop rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Teleplione Avakm, 747. Box 444, AvilOli,
nJU. (2 0TR)

COUPLES CLUB*
LA'S most unKiue, exciting club

for fun loving people.
Weekend parties till dawn! — v^l i^

Limited nun\ber Special Stwdcnt
memberships with verification.

For Brochure call /write.

Box 219S Seal Beach
CA 90740

(213) S94-404J

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation Call 21)-CA 1-4049. (2 0TR>

^He/p Wanted..^••••••••••a

RELIABLE person-accompany 2 children-
plane July North Dakpta or Northwest
•r«« <JM21)

PART time jobs new or full time summer
wfiatever you need. Services Unlimited 47S-
•*'^- (3M17)

GIRLS. Freshmen, sophomores, S3 for one
Hour psychology oxperiment. Call 391-4431
eves, come FH 2339 days. <3M3I)

EXCITING law firm needs sharp secretary.
SSSO S4S« Paid parkfhg, health plan, sick
leave, and other benefits. Call Carole or
Jodi ..37t-4«41. (3M19)

CASTING: Film. Men (10-34),good-looking,
college types. Photos: Michael Coyte
Productions, Box 4374,No. Hollywood,
• 1407. ClMll)

CRAD^ students in psychology, sociology,
recreation Beverlywood AMer Care Center
needs you to help young adults recover from
emotional problems. Call 037-0144. (3M31)

JOBS on Ships! Perfect summer job -

career Benefits include draH exemption,
excellent pay, worldwide travel. Send »2 for
information. Seafax, Box 1173, Douglas
Ariiona. 15407. (3MH)'

WANTED, personal asst.-male to paralytic
businessman Live in private WLA home.
Help another student driving fo/fm work and
provide other personal assistance Board,
room, salary. Compatible with school hr$
Day, 277 371

1 ;nts. and wkends, 034 4733 ( 3 M

PARKING Attendants for special *vMit«
v. 7^»o start Phone John NartS^^'/i-aVJ^'^i

pioym^nt Experienced only. Able to start

NEED experienced teacher Ballet, (aii
90od personality Adults, children, thrusummer Call weekdays btwn. 2-4, 472-
**'* <3M10)

PART TIME WORK
EARLY EVENING

HOURS
^R^GASilATiiS ' \\? ^ Ve^eVaI:MARKETING INTERVIEW POSITIONS
-o^'r^.t,?i-J^

'** °"" SERVICE AND NEWPRODUCTS DIVISION YOU MUST HAVEA CAR AND MAKE A NEAT•"«'N"$LIKE APPEARANCE o6oOPAY PLUS BENEFITS

FULLTIME SUMMER
PO^ WILL BE

" » ^1 uABLE
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

PHONE DAILY 453 5013
10 AM TA 1 l--)^ r\t^i -j

y He\p Wanfed o y Pq^ So/6..>...»«.«««»«««»«»«»'
'0 W ffOVOf••••••••• ******** * *««••••••

ONE week left to •el a summer job Dent

delay Call Services Unlimited 475-9531

now; '^'^"'

GR AD student over 34, manage single units,

adult, bidg w/pool. No pets, free rent plus

273 0351. (3M10)

BABYSITTER Experienced girl Thur
sdays, 0a.m. 4 p.m. SI. 25 hr. Westwood. nt»r
bus. 475 1077. (3M21)

COLLEGE Student June Sept full

work Scholarship available. 595 per
time

404 9300 (3M20)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend.

FH 3500 9 2 30 2 hrs. credit or S3 50 ea. (3M
10)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474-^315

PART time telepftone sales. Five days. 4:00-

9:00 PM. Draw against commission. 735-1)57

aHer 1:00 PM Mr Shaw (3M10)

SUMMER Work Available for girls over 11.

Must be personable, hard working, in-

dividual, no experience necessary. Average
earning. S135 to SlOO per week. Minimum
guarantee of S450 a month A bonus. Call 451-

3390. (3M10)

MGR 24 Single units. Adult Mdg. w/pool. No
pets Free Rent plvs.27)-«3S1. (3Mlt)

You are iust the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S4S per month vvhite helpir>g eWior s .

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

2 ^ Call 470-00S1 9 :00 AM - 7 :00 PM daily

FEMALES Psychology experi-ments. 2
sessions total l 3/4 hrs. S3. 393-4945. no
psychology stvdents. (3 M 19)— ^ V ..It . , .

ATTENTION water skiers: Manufacture of
Skikite looking for active skiers to demon-
strate water slii kite w/owm boat. 340-OS31
eves. (IMIf)

ty PI ST part lime-start immediately-
ekpoctoocod on eloctric-term papers-ttM»es.
Fast. Westwood 473-0127,004 7475 (3M19)

^ Lost and Found...•••••••• ••

LOST: Men's gold cuff link, north campus,
reward. 479-0510 eves., 02S-34S7, days. (4M
17)

^lAiScelhnequs ^••••••••••••

COMING East this summer? Car in Con
neticut. available July,August exchange
same Los Angeles. 270 4050 before
am/eves. (SM17)

FREAK couples leaving July for South Seas
j^cheap freighter) to start intentional
commonity. 470-3S79,lra. (MisM 19)

y For Rent.. »••••••••*••• ••••••••

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills mr9».
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for ho«»se/apt. info. 294-2290,
wknds; 292 5175. (7QTR)

y^KdnOKwad'••••••••••••••• 8

RIDE oHerod to Milwaukee-Chicago, share
gas leaving June 10 call Paul, 024-93a. (0 M

TO Portlandfemale.share driving and gas.
LoBue June to.^aff 705-3944 till 9 p.m. (OM

WANT to share ride /expenses to or around
N.Y. Want to leave end of May. (OMIO)

WANT to sliare ride/expenses to or aroundNY Want to leave end of May. 440-3tM. (OM
10)

RIDE to N.Y. • beginning of June - share
expenses. Call l^rry, 795-040) or 453-9970
(leave message). (OMM)

DRIVE new air-conditioned car to East
coast. Leave early June flexible. Call 472-
5449, eves. (0M20)

LADY wishes someone to share driving her
car to Fort Lauderdale, Florida Tel. # 340-
)455. (OMIO)

Rides Wanfed.......••••••••

STUDENT needs summer ride. West LA
Downey. Early morning Gladly pay ex
penses. Eves Call 931 9007 (9M17)

» ' " t^Mij0....mu..............9, W
SCUBA tank and backpack,
valve, hydrostatic test. 2 70,
evo«.

50 CO « , J
S40. 939-t247

(10M20)

TAPERECORDER. Sony, 5 inch, mono,
portable/AC, radio, 5 band. portaMe/AC
AHer 5 PM. 393-0010 (10M17)

JUNE BRIDES
Sefect China and Crystal pattern now for
summer dolivery and save

25% to 50%

BUYERSSERVICE LTD.
195 So Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif

Mon Sal 10 00 SOO CR 34524

SURPLUS apt lurnitwre (as is) 3910 W
102nd St. Inglewood (South, Hollywood
Race Track) Sunday, S/U 10 AM 4 30 PM
474 0»"»« (10M15)

^

FISHER stereo sytfem, Aquarius speakers.

BSR record Chang r. List 5549 Asking $295

new in boxes. 723 54J5 or 203 0970. ( 10 M 20)

HEAD Ptwnes for 55 brand new KOSS, pro

4A headphones S50 list.S20 brand new Call

070 0059 after 1 p.m. Limited supply. (lOM
17)

5x7 SIMON AOtomega enlarger w/3 lens

Sloe Morns Print stratghtener 55, 2 de-luxe

cash drawers 55 ea KerckhoH Hall 150,025

2570 (10M21)

COMPLETE stereo system.
FM, Aquarius speakers,
changer List S300,sell SI4S.

Great sound 721-0207.

Roberts AM-
BSR record
Ht>ftr used.

(10M20)

NEW kitchen apphances/otensils-direct
from warehouse, cheap Call Bill for prices,

free delivery, 470 0047. (10M:1)

LEXINGTON Concord
with track, 5 mo. old

359.

AM-FM multiplex
X cond. 475-5031 ex.

(10M21)

OUTRIGGER twin hulls 17 ft. complete with

trailer fully equipped 741 9300 or 024 2335. ( 10

M 21)

BRONICA "s"-lmmaculate cond. Standard
Nikkor lens. 135 mm new Nikkor lens. 90

degreeprism-onlyS300. 074 3977. (10M17)

BABY crib A matching cttest, car seat.

bassinette, all m excel, cond. 474-342^ eves.
(10M20)

RAMIREZ Flamenco fkiktar. 19«4. Very good
condition. S225. Call 474-4124, eves. (10M17)

UHER 4000 report S. taperecorder $330 inc.
accessories Oays,02S-44M; eves.. 393-
0347. (10M17)

BOLEX PI. zoom n>ovie camera mm. with
case and accessories. SISO or offer. tJB-
4401 (10 Mil)

JOBBERS prices - watert>eds SIO.SO. 4 /tlOi.

5 yr. factory warranty. Trade - Stereo, M.C.,
car.Hc*90M079. (10M10)

CAN you dig a long, hooded Moroccan capo,
trading beads, wroven belts? Wholesale. Ron.
475-2349. (lOMIO)

SCUBA tank anif bacfipaci, ^ cu. ft., J
valve, hydrostatic test 2-70, 939-«247 eves. (

K

M 19)

GUILD folk guitar<ase cost $330 new 3
weeks ago Perfect-sacrifice $220. 473-0774,
»o«er (10M19)

y Services Offered n
BANDS, entertainment groups for weddings,
frat parties,' etc. Rock, smooth, anything, we
have all. 291-2203. (11M20)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-33S0
Daily- 1-4p.m. (11M2t)

YOU know there will be no jobs this summer
- create one yourself Summer employment
opportunities anywhere in country. Write
GoldTec, inc , 4001 W Devon Ave^ Chicago,

(11M17)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMED DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 KerckhoH Hall, Ext. S2S1S

Hours: 8:00 a.m. tot:3Q p.m.

DROP-IN programs each Tues., 0-10 PM.,
and Sat., 2-4 PM. Gen Adm., $3.00. students.
S3. 00. Call The Group Center. 454-3030. (11
QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED7 TOO HIOHT
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS ^''

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-222S...ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobof
073-5015. 701-5S37 eves. 7t>-3S09. (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD.. 475 3570. (IIOTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for stwdonts
or employees. Robert Rhee, 039-7270, 070-

9793. (11 QTR)
i*ii«M«a»*

THEGROUPCENTER
"Drop In" Programs

Each Tues. 0-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen adm. $3.00 Students $2.00

Call 454-3030

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes Learn to
eliminate cramming forever Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350.
1.4pm. Daily. (11M17)

INTRODUCTORY oMer. Typewriter ribbons
Expert Service. Trade ins/rentais 10% 20%
savings. AImcus Business Equipment, 473-
2424 11549 Federal. S.M. Bid. (11M19)

TELEVISION rental All models, specialUCLA rates Free delivery, tree service. 24
,nr phone, 274-9119. (11 QTR)
FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10 12. Thrifty YamMart. 1733 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. 1 1,OTR) * '

SPEED Reading students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 020 S. Robertson Blvd
457 4390. "'QTR)

TYPING / Computer Research / Editing
PhD writer /editor provides complete
preparation assistance Kelly 779-0992 eves
'>*'»«"<»* fnMiti

bodyhair permanently removed Free
consultation LuCia RE 10931 Wilshire
(corner Westwood Blvd ) 477-2193 MonWed Fr. sat ,„;57,;

DRIVE in Europe student discounts on

overseas car delivery All European models,

shipping and low cost insurance. CoH for

student savings: 274-44S4. (1SM10)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS- 1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorized A Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

LA.-lONDOrVLONDON.L A.

Fh.

••2

3

••4

••4

••7

•••

*t9

••10

••11

••12

••14"

••10

FH.

••5

FH.

IS

Dop
6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/11

7/14

8/8

9/4

7/M

Ro«.

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10
9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

t/2S

1%*. Price

10 $275
8

9

8

10

10

9

4
7

4
3

4

S275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
fl7S

ONE - )MM LA. - LONDON
Dop.

6/2* «»50

ONC^^MI^Y LONDON.LA,
Rot. Prko

9/9 $150

••WAITLIST ONLY
AvailaMo only to bonafMo mombors ol tho
University of CalHornia (students, faculty,
staH, ro9istorod alumni, immotf. family
living in the same household)

uc
charlBr flights

a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 O
Between a.m. A S p.m.

025 1321

NOW!!!! UCLA'S own Student travel-study-'
overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Otfi€«,Kerckboff ifall 304. International
Student ID Cards isiued here every THur-
sday 10a.m. 2p.m. X 57434. (13M21)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam •LJL

June 14-Sept. IS

June 24- Sept. 5

June23-Sept. 11

July 1-Aug.24
July7-Aug.20

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
1

1

Weeks
Weeks
Weeks

%t9S
S2I5
S295
S295
$395

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimitod rail
travel (ages lSthrul2). Also:

MO. ISdays
S55. 21 days.
S70. 1 month.

Thritt coupons tor no time limit. $40. Gives
you IMO miles and 540 1500 miles of rail
h-avel. Contact your travel agent or call
British Rail 424-5149. (13 QTR)

HAWAII - Six weeks, room and full board,
air transportation, tuition for throe units,
plus many extras. Departures June U or 19.

S520. Few spaces left. World Vista Study
Tours, tel .. 4M-1S1 S. ( ISM 20)

uxrr

LOS tMGKLkt/l/mD6n/l/>{i AMflillg

Depart Return Weeks Coot

1 June 15 Aug 15 $375
2 Juno 19 Aug 15 $275
3 Juno 24 Aug 22 $275
4 June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
5» Juno 27 Sop 13 12 $275

* LA/lx>n<lon/AiMterdaa
6 July 1 Sop 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $200
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $250

6Ng WAV yt!(5W6 t6 EvnoPi

2E June 14—LA/London $140
2C July 26—LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/Madrid/rrank $135
4E Sep 6 —LA/London $123
5E Sep 12—LA/London $123

m OWE WAV ^Llelffg fpfytj EuftftTi

iw Juno 14—AmaterdaM/LA
2W Aug 8 —London/LA
3W Sep 14--London/LA

$139
$139
$148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployees. extension an 1 Aluwii
Nesibers olus Isnodiate ImmLlimm.

Also Headquarters Por

INTLSTUDENTIDCARDS
Intra Europe Student Flights
STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

OUR 10th YEAR
ol Reliable Charter Flights
and student travel service

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA

00 June 15/Sept. 15

*

09 June 20/Sept. 7

90 June25/Aug. 24
94 Aug. 24/ Sept. 24
91 Sept. 2 one way to AMS

Immediate ticketing for discount li.ghH
London to Tel Aviv S77, to Athens S52 to
Nairobi S150, to Bombay $iso Large
discounts on cars and many other flights

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or
079 3111 c/o Sierra Travel Inc., 9075 Santa
Monica B. Beverly Hills.

EUROPE, S22520S. also Israel, Japan
Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 0217 Bev
Blvd., LA. 9OO40. 4513311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13 QTR)

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE
Superstition AAountams, Arizona

Complete 7 day Adventure trip, S130
Includes:

All-transportation, meals, lodging,
recreation, art and geology classes, tours,

live band nightly and participation m our
travel film, ^all lor Information

American Adventures Unlimited
(213)947-3077

TOURS UNREGIMENTEDI THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: weeks, countries,
S1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, $7is.

Israel-Europe: 11 weeks, 51195. Japan t

weeks, 51011. EXPERIMENTS
, IN

TRAVELLING: 4240 Overland Ave , Cutver
CilVj(213) 039 5247. (130Tlt)

A

Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam «135

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 039-3401. 4240

Overland Ave., Dept. A. Colver City.

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trip
student traVel discounts. SOFA Inter
European student charter flights. Contact:
IISCA, 11607 San Vicente Blvd.. #4. LA, 90049.

AIS FLIGHTS
Jet N.Y. - Europe best i>rices

Immed. issue int. ID Card A ttcket»nt
SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105. Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049. 274-0742

New York One Way 6/18,$79

LOOKING for a traveling companion to trip

through Europe with this summer? Call

Marilyn, 472-5203. (13M19)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGH.TJ

Immediate ticketing-Intra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months 5125 00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT-VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

072-2203 or 704-1477

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% oH. Infra-European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca
90210.274-4293. (13 QTR)

SAIL Greece - Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3-masted schooner. Contact: ScKooner
Sofia, Box 332, Tiburon, Calif. (415) 435
3018. (13M28)

»^.i-_M-.: f ,., „ .-Ir ..,,
,

. >, ^ __, ..^„. _^

y Juforing •••••••••• 14

^ EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. High
school, undergraduate, graduate. Several

years teaching experience. Reasonable 39)

2443. (14M78)

FRENCH - SPANISH - ITALiAN;_.£jL-
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473-2492. (14 QTR)

MATH-GRADUATE record examination
preparation. Private tutoring — intensive

S5/hr. NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397-

733S. (14M38)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation
LSAT, etc. Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services, 020 S. Robertson, 657

4390. (14QTR)

/ Typing ]5

i;W:::W;A::%:s::¥ft:s::¥::>>::W:

3
Other Weekend Events

«

i

v.

Golfers surprise

UCLA's golfers pulled a

major upset Saturday,

defeating Stanford at Palo Alto,

33-21. Jim Porter was medalist

with an even-par 71 in defeating

Dennis Conrad.

As expected, SUnford's Tom
Watson and John Beers won

their matches. Watson topped

Don Truett by one stroke, 74-75,

in first singles, while Beers beat

Pete Laszlo, 76-79.

However, these were the only

S Tribe victories, save a win ip

Sbest ball. Rene Grivel routed

:?Clem Richardson, 75-84, and

:? Jerry DiTullio's 77 was enough

:>ito edge Gary Vanier by one

;? shot. Bill Eaton shot the day's

i second-best round, a 72, to

S: defeat Pete Harpster by three

:•: strokes.

Fast mile relay

la
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UCLA established the world's

stest

>:!

The Bruins tied the California

:? Bears Friday afternoon.

;«

Oarsmen win

In what was thought to be
nothing more than a warmup
for the Western Sprints and the
all-important rematch with
Washington, the UCLA crew
teams swept all of their races
over the weekend, but the way
they accomplished the victories

left many people wondering
whether or not they are truly

ready for Washington again.

The varsity boat, racing with
a new combination in its lineup,

found the Cal State Long Beach
shell a surprisingly formidable
adversary.

The UCLA varsity oarsmen,
possibly thinking ahead to

Washington, managed to snap
out of their doldrums
somewhere along the course of

the race ^d got down to the job

at hand. They narrowly
defeated the 49ers by one
length, UCLA in 5:58.5, CSLB
6:02.7.

UCLA-USC Box Scores

use 1, UCLA use 6, UCLA 3

year, 3:05.5, Saturday at

Bakersfield Invitational.

Reggie Echols and Warren
Edmonson ran the first two legs

in 48.5 and 46.9, respectively,

before John Smith blazed the

third quarter in 44.6 and Wayne
CoUett anchored in 45.5. The
Bruins had stiff competition

from the Pacific Coast Club

team of Bob Frey (46.8), Terry

Musika (46.5), Jay Elbel (46.3)

and Len Van Hofwegen (47.3),

which finished in 3:06.9.

James Butts won the triple

jump with a 51-5 1/4 leap and
Francois Tracanelli finished

third in the pole vault at 16-6.

The Bruins took a third in the

Swedish relay in 1:55.2. _

I
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
V Apfs. - Furnished. 17 ^Apts. h Share 19 ^ Room for Renf 26 y^Aufos for So/e..„^....„^^29

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE. IBM TYPING.
fATiSFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
li^GAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES^479

RUTH ttieses, term papers. '"•w»cj'«PlS;

EKp. Wkends. daily >-»,M0-1U2. (15 QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

cai

y Wanfed »%.... ......... 16

TERM paper on :effects of marihuana or

personality of student radicals. Call after 5

p.m.(714)538-2542$20C.O.D. (14M21)

^ Apts. - Furnished. 17

] BE DRROOM $1SS, pleasant, modern, for

responsible tenants • adults. No pets, con-

venient WLA lOCOTIon. EX S-0300. (17 M TT)

GLENFAIRTERRACE

, singles A 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck A laundry

Walk to UCLA A Westwood
Reserve nov»-reduced summer rates

S40 Glenrock A 543 Landfair

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pwte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bIdg., maid available. North of Wilshsre

convenient to fwys. ^—
411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)

,

479-8144
(17QTK>

BACHELOR S75, 1 bdrm. $135 util. included!

Culver City. Jim/Nancy. After 6:30 p.m.,

839-3173. (17M17)

633 GAYLEY
5 ^Ain. walk Ca:npus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

______: 473-6412 .,.

GIRL to share large furnished one-bedroom
apartment June Sept. Pool, balcony. S05

Kann. 472 9342 (19M10)

FEMALE Grad - King siie bedroom , bath,

kitchen privileges, gorgeous view. Opposite

campus, $75. 473-3274 evts. (24M10)

ONE /Tvi/o girls share two-bedroom with

third. $45 /month. Near campus. From June

1st. Kathy,477-*0S4. (19M10)
__, if.

—
GIRL needs roommate(s) and apt. to sltare

forsummer 824 1233 (19 M 10)

GIRLS, Renting large rooms for summer
Heated pool, close campus, $40 /month, 10924

Stathmore.47»»041. - .(20M10)

68 PORSCHE 911 red/black. air, AM/FM, S

instruments, »og lamps. Must sell going

Eurppe 824 3031 (29MI9)

CARSin EUROPE

GIRL to share 2 bedroom apt. with one. Walk

campus, fireplace, lots of room. 475-4219. ( 19

J For Sub-lease

SUMMER sT9f»Tet, 1 bdrm., furn. or unfurn.,

Barrington Ave., reduced rent, 473-0043. (SL
M 21)

NEAR beach groovy with bed loM. Privaf*

entrance, fng/stovr Cob-id work part. $100.

454 1491. 24M17)

y Aufos for Sale 29

'40 bbDOE Van Automatic, runs ok set to

travel $750 or best. Bob. 470-7351 after 4. ( 39

M 20)

SUMMER sublet. Homey duplex, furn.,

bdrm., den, air cond. 10 min. campus. $10$.

Eves., 473-5267. (SLM21)

(ISO - LARGE 1

Spacious kitchen,

campus 474-8413

bedrm apt. w/garage.
shutters. 5 min from

(17M20)

FURN. BACH. For 2. - $125.
LARGE 1 Bdrm. for 3or 4 -$195 and $250

Deposit on choice apt. for Fall

705 Gayley 479-8580

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS -SINGLES ,

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
DapoaH* new for MrninMr/fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lyncii, Gk5-55S4.

CHICAGO summer sublet 5 rooms 1120/mo.

Near Lake/University. Eugene Oorver:722r
S. Coles, Chicago. (SLM21)

BEACH - 5 min. walk. 2 bdrm, fully equip-

ped. 6/15 9/25, flexible. Quiet clean adults.
393-1270, 112 Palisades. S.M. (SLM20)

RUSTIC bottom 1/2 redwood house. 1 bdrm.

furn. Hollywood Hills. June-Sept. $125/mo.

874-7332(eves.) iSLM17)

CUTE small 5 rm. house. Yard, furnished,

near Occidental College, 25 min. UCLA. $7$.

473 5993. (SLM19)

QUAINT, roomy, sunny 1 bedrooni;

beautiful view, 2 biks. campus, iust P»*p^^^.

477-1849.
(17M17)

BERKELEY-Summer sublease deluxe 2

bdrmTr-»-b4lts4rom Cal. $200, Days ca l l 245--

3604,Henry (SLM19)
— -e ! ' .^ I I ' -Ill

WANTED: Responsible couple to sublet

spacious upper-duplex this summer. 2i

bedrooms $145. Rancho Park. 553-2043

cyos. (SLM10)

'47 OTO 305, 4 sp., cylinders, radio heater,

excellent contfition, $1050. 700-43to. (29 M 20)

'40 DOOOE wgn., 4 cyl., std. trans., air, tires

ok, great transportation. $300, 024-1350

evas. (2fM21)

'47 MUSTAN0.4cvl.,xlnt, cond. Call eves.*..

Oave 225 3004. (29M21)

'45 SUN&EAM Alpine conv. Oood running
cond. $575 low mileage, Call after 4, 039-

5000.034-5500. (29M21)

'70 VW Bug low mileage. Best offer.

Leaving US. 477-7224,Hana. (29M21)

'48 DATSUN 1400 conv-. AM/FM radio, new
top & battery. XInt. cond. XJE091, 885 9874

aves. (29M21)

'45 ALFA Rombo, Guliaspyder, exc. cond-, 5

speed, Radials, etc. $735. Anna Wolff, 374-

lQ|4u 141 -304Ju.__—— '^ 139 M Ml

__ RENT or BUY '

- SPECIAL REDUCTIONS ^-"

—

TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS
REQUEST APPLICATIONSTODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P.O BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES, CA 90049

CADILLAC '65 sedan d'ville faculty
member must sell. Overhauled motor -all

extras Asking $1,350. 473 8440. (29M17)

'49 VW BUG. auto , AM FM. wild paint,
$1400, '48 CAMPER, wild pamt, $2000 HO 4-

^22. ^ (29 M 17)

r- ' — "

'S9 PORSCHE coupe Metallic blue. Mostly
original $1200 takes it. Call George 838

4491 (29M18)
—mmmammma^i^^ m i.— n —! i ,^.^ j. ,,

'70 PONTIAC, many extras, light blue

w/black interior, low mileage, best offer.

359 5237 after 5:00. (29M17)

'47 SAAB 94 New radial ttres, xInt mech.
cond $950/or best. Bob. 824-1500 eves. (29 M
»9>

'65 VW Bug, XInt. cDn4.. lo mileage $450;

masterwork stereo system $100, 397 1372.

4782819. (29M19)

UNIQUE Fiat bus Sleeps 2, seats S. New
transmission, tires, motor. Economical.

XInt cond 47$ 3040. (29M19)

FURNISHED bach. Hot
private bath, $110 alone,
Gayley Ave. 479-9914.

plate, refrig..

$55 share. 555
(17M20)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE -$50

D«|»«oMi now far ewmmar/fdl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3 0524

WILL do typing. Please call Dina at 445

444S.Hwd. (15M17)

PAPERS, letters, theses. Experienced. Call
399-0414 weeknights 4-9.mornings 8-12 (Sat.
Tues.) (15M2e)

TYPING - Editing. Term papers, resumes,

letters, theses. IBM Selectric. Eng. grads,

Nancy. 472-4143; Kay. 024-7472. (I5M20)

PROFESSIONAL ty pin g elect r i c

typewriter. Term papers,theses, type
anything fast. Very reasonable rates

Wendy, 776-6661. (15M17)

TYPING SERVICE
RESUMES, TERM PAPERS, Photo Copies. <i

Fast A Efficient Service. Special rates for

Students.

Andrews Enterprises

4903 West Pico Boulevard

931-1739

WATTS Secretarial Service - (213) 299 3135 •

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specialiiing
in theses, essays, manuscripts. ('*

QTR)

$J50 - LARGE one bedroom furnished.

Carpets - drapes - laundry. Parking. 11610

Iowa. Corner Federal. EX3-3771 evenings
GR7-1145. (17M18)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-3144

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Beorooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

LARGE 1 bdrm., parking, walk to campus,

sublet June 15 Sept. 15,$180. 477-5235 eves. ( 17

M ?i)
,

' BED, 2 bath. Fireplace. Gorgeous. Prefer 2

girls. Brentwood. Middle of June on. Call 820-

^ Apfs. fo Share '9

$160 FURNISHED 1 bedroom, built-ins,

dishwasher, patio. Mature adults. June -

Sept WLA. 825 7801 days. ( SL M 18)

LARGE apartment on beach, 15 minutes

campus, your share $68, over 21 preferred,

Bob. 789-5489 (}9MM)

GIRL: Share luxury, 2 bdrm., Brentwood

ipt., summer possibly longer- pool,

jalconies, view. Sharon,476-4050.

BERKELEY Durant Ave., block campus,
large furn. Studio apt. Kitchen, bath offered.

June 15/Sept. 15, $125 mo. LA, 343-0303.

Berkeley, 043-4534. (SLMIO)

$127 COZY, clean bachelor. June 1st

September 1. Patio, garage, utilities,

refrigerator. Walk campus, 474-0413. (SLM
17)

^ House for Renf 20

FURN 3 bdrms., 2 baths, n*»r Culver/

Sawtelle.$200. Garage Faculty/staff. No
pets 82 1 2207

.

<30M17)

J House for Sale 21

JAGUAR XK-140. Body beautiful. Many
extras. Engine runs but needs $200 work.

Grant at GR9 9321. (29M20)

'45 CORVAIR Corsa. Light blue convertible.

Stick /4 carbs. New engine, bad flywheel

$245. 477 5401. (2^M20)

'47 MCB. Good condition. Must sell. $1100 or

best offer. 399-4341 eves. (29M10 )

'43 CHEVROLET Impala, 2 door, excellent

transportation and condition, best offer. 004-

4790 or ext 54741. (29M 10)

•47 CHEVROLET Impala 394. Oood con

dition Leaving for Europe ^»»«'**»'* *'**:

Evenings 029 1511. i2^M\t)

'40 VW Sguareback, low mileage, new tires.

AM/FM. excellent condition. 393-3003

evenings. (29M 10)

'65 VW Sunroof New clutch and brakes;

excellent tires. Call mornings or 6 8 PM. 3f2

94§0. *^ ^ '*'

'67 TRIUMPH Spitfire, hard/soft top, xInt.

cond. Must sell/best offer. 474-4144 after 5

p.m (29M17)

'67. VW Bug, good cond , must sell. Going to

Europe. Best offer 474 5932 (29 M 19)

'59 RAMBLER American, new: ra«Hatar,-

battery, tir'cs, water pump, generator, two
door, radio, heater ; $210. 459 1414. (29 M 19)

'44 VW Sedan Prof selling $500 New valves,

gencrator,batterv.«tc 835 5028, 397 3032 (39

M 18)

'47 CHRYSLER New Yorker, only 25,000

miles, all power, air, $2,000 473 7404 after

7 (29M)0)

'71 BMW 2002. Brand new, white, radial

tires Call weekdays 0-5. 490-4910. Evenings,

weekends, 404 8794 (29M18)

'44 AUSTIN Healey 3000 MKIM. Mech.
perfect. New Pirellis (radials). New paint.

Sacrifice $2,000. 025 2391. (2fM20)

FORD Galaxie '44, 3 dr., hrd top A/C. XInt.
54000 m lias $900 Evas , 390 5340. (29M21)

Cycles, Scoolers

I Of jOi9.. .•»•••.•••••••• 30
•^:'!R;'

IjjVi,,;

|1

'47 HONDA 305 Scrambler -good cond.,

dependable transportation $300, 024-7073. (30

M 21>

(19M31)

FEMALE share large apt. Private en-

trances; three blocks UCLA,$75 *nc'"««'n9

Utilities-BR 2-1459, 477-5939 Ann. (1<M21)

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room
Sherman Oaks area. Cathedral

fireplace 15 minutes from Campus
DEPUY 344 2550 Call Ella. 703-4275.

18)

, Prime
ceiling,

$48,500
(21 M

rTE^iaw.!^: iTs

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

$150 FURNISHED/unfurnished
redecorated, carpets, drapes, pool, par»<ing,
shopping off National, nice neighborhood.
836 3033,839 3272. (17M17)

WAUKTOUc'Lr
SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS SINGLES-

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair. 477 8990

MALE your own bedroom of tv«) bdrm.

luxury apt. Near campus, rent
"•^©"•"'f.

Summer. 826 936^ ''^'^f^'

FEMALE/Santa Momca area. Nice, near

beach $40/month. After 8 and weekends,

Diane 395 3657. (1*^ '^^

GIRL - share 1 bdrm apt. part. furn. $43.33

/mo. Easy going Judy. 478-4498 after

3:00 (19M18>

NEED fourth girl share luxurious Brent

wood apt 2 Bdrm 2 ba. »=*''•?'*". S'?^
washer $80 826 8678 (^^^ '*'

ROOMMATE needed lor large »P^;, '^•^
UCLA. Male or female. 475-2349. ( 19 M 10)

y House h Share 22

COMMUNE top of Beverly Glen seeks

oeopie to live learn and grow together better.

V86 7463. ("M21)

^Room and Board 24

LAMANCHA is

flaltlMit tiMporft
1 1 $11 W««lMfi«fg#i Fidcr
CiileerCifV BMllfB

'68 VW Camper bus. Low mileage, excellent

condition. Phone 374-9335 after 4. (29M 18)

'70 TRIUMPH Trophy 450 cc, mutt sell, $000
or best offer, call Frank, 393 4443 (30M31)

BMW '47 R$0, large seat,back rest.rack, roll

bars, windshield, XInt cond , $000, 020
4138 (30M31)

67 BUG. XInt running
physical condition Must
offer". 399 0219 eveninos.

condition Good
sell! $950 /best

(29M18I

•70 YAMAHA 350 R 5 motorcycle, like new.

$62$ Call 276 1154 days or 37$ 1311

eves./wknds (30M20)

TELE: 4 7 7-

-IN 1«ESTWX)D,
llll or 473-4443
B^oxTON AT «rcviMm»-

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty math A technical typing
Accurate, rapid service. 761 5500. (15 QTR)

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectric. Term
papers, dissertations, theses. Fast, ac

curate 1101 Gayley. Westwood. 473-8127, 886

m;5 (15M28)

IBM gM#rtit.wP anrt t>i>ftric typewriter

'.Experienced . Fast, accurate work...-

Please call 394 83f5. ( 1 5 M 28)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law

school. Alirt, 397-3300. (15 QTR ^

$110115 FURNISHED Singles Carpets,
arap«, pool. Near UCLA transportation.
Serious students only. 1402 Pontius. 273
"'' (17M18:

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Br»n<f n»»w modern 1 bdrm furn apts.

FEMALE share large, furnished single.

Utilities paid $55 /mo plus $10 cleaning dep^

Noreen. 474 5710. <'^'^'*'

GIRL Share w /2 other girls, spacious 2

bedroom, \ 1/2 bath apt Garage Large

patio $75. 459 Landfair 478 4190. GR8
Jl71. _i'!^*j
3 FEM grads want roommate Apt nfr
campus 2 bdrm , pool $6«.75/'"o Call 474

4255. fit M 17)

THE BEST PLACE

FOR SOME PEOPLE

TOLIVE

930 Hilgard

475-5131

oLUjiorwMffinnnnnnnnnnrTr

'67 VETTE, 327/350, AM/FM, 4 sp , must
sell! Best offer. 479 2439 After 6 PM (29 M
20) ,

'61 VW Bug. xlnt mech cond Good tires,

battery S300 473 80J4 alter 7 p m (29M19:

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mil*
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTOSERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from GM Plant

Call894 7075 34HObrs

'68 TR 6 650CC. tacellent 5,000 mi . want bike

in Europe $700. 652 1302 aMer 5 ^^.•.^.•?*:
days

""(30M30)

SUZUKI 350CC X 4 Hustler, excellent con-

dition, 5500 miles, halmet $335, or best offer

)9I 3942 (30M30>

A-1

'f1 HONDA Trail 70 Excellent condition 400

miles Mirror, book rack, auto rack $250

379 1951 ^ -- (WM10)
u7 «

•70 HONDA •CB,175 cc Best of«er above

$500 1950 miles New Telepttone after J PM.
838 0511 ^:^^}^
'60 BMW flawless R 60 perfect cond
Factor y new engine. $095. 478 500) eves, ( 30

M 17) . . >r

^-"- '''-

—*t.

Pool Subterranean garage-Elevator
Private patios & t>alconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway
2002 Fourth St , SM 392 5573
2045 Fourtti St , SM 393 5554
231 1 Fourth St., SM |92 5404

f.

-0^e ^f^ ' ^f»e* '^ «

477-5401.

'foom
litsa.

i» M20)

FREE room and meals to girl student or

grad. Share quiet apt near ocean with guy.

Phone eves or weekends. 399 41 10. ( 19 M 120)

I or 2 GIRLS to share 3 bdrm summer apt

Manhattcn B*>;irh 1«7 47^ «7<»l eves ( 19 M

J Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25

WIDOWED Woman lawyer seeking female

qraduate student to live m lovely home
Exchange lor occasional driving, secretarial

services Must have car 472 1044 (25M10)

68 VOLKSWACON bug. automatic En
cellent condition. 25.000 miles, reasonably
priced call after 5 00 weekdays 839 )9)6 ( 29

«i CH^VftdLEr Impala Rebuilt *A4 NffVW

brakes, tires, battery Best offer 397

4555 (39M18)

65 NORTON Atlas re- l>u lit.bored engine,
blk^chrome. fast. reliable, lint cond $795.

478 588). eves ( 30 M 17)

*|t TRIUMPH Trophy 650 cc, law miteaoe,
perfect cond .$«00 Call 478 7541 or 2

t » 79 jrrrrr ;r»

'49 VW
249*

Radio 17,000 mi Immac $1500 394-

(39M 10)

HONDA 105 supemawk NOW tireS and
bi^akes plus helmets $250 834 3409 ()0M19)

HONDA '70 1/2 Cti 100, k) miles, pert coMlj#
$295 397 4051 ( 30 M 19)

-ji:-:^.
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Baseballers strike out; netters squeak by
':"!']

Trojans sweep UCLA

Stanford in playoffs^

DAILY

UCLA DAILY BRUIN
m

Monday* AAay 17. 1^1

By EA Bvgmrt
DB

bnike 1 reovd

MPndiTac

BnnD baaebaUers veot far

bnted It was the VSC Trojaos vlio

while etiminating UCLA frtMB m^
sweeping two emoilioo-packBd gn
BovartI Field andW Saturday at Sawtele

excited capacity crowds

Meanwhile. Stanford swept two ganaes from Cal, 4-

Is askd 21. to aanre themaehres a twrth in the Pacific-

« pbyofifs Stanford and UCLA finished the coo-

ference with idenucal 11-6 records, but Stanford

qualified since it won the season series from UCLA

use did something no other team in the Pac-« has

ever done — finish the conference season unbeaten

And the Trojans finished 17-0 with ooe of their

youngest teams ever USC head coach Rod Dedeaui

Box Scores on p. 11

said. This is a young ball chib that kept getting

better We have no superstars, but everyone con-

tnbuted

Friday's game had to be the more bitter defeat for

the Bruins The contest was dedded in the first in-

ning when Trojan leadoff t>atter George Amlnrow hit

Rick Pope's first pitch aver the right field fence for

the only run of the game

UCLA, with 30 nms in their previous four games,

didn't give up without fighting. The Bruins rallied

continuously off Trojan starter Steve Busby, who
went the route in notching his sixth conference win
against no

HO JOY IN MUDVILLE — The Bniln baseballers ended the season

abruptly, losing twice to USC while Stanford swfept California to gain the

rvnner-up berth in the Pacific-* Soutt>ern Division playoffs. Both UCLA
and Stanford finished with identical ll-« records, but Tribe won saason

series, two games to one. U^C won conference with perfect 17-0 mack.

UCLA loaded the bases in the thh^ only to have

first baseman Dave Landress strike out. With run-

ners on first and third in the ninth, Busby wtiiffed

Bob Petretta and pinch hitter Dan Guerrero to send

UCLA into Saturday's game in a precarious position.

Tlie highlight of the first game was Bob Adam's
outstanding throw to nail the Trojans' Jeff Pederscn

at the plate, prompting former American League
umpire Emmett Ashford to say, "That was one of the

greatest throws 1 ever saw *'

Briefleads

UCLA took the lead Saturday when Adams doubled

m the fourth inning and Ed Hume drove him in with a
single to right USC came back in the fifth when Mike
Ball doubled down the left-field line and scored on a
sacrifice fly by Daryl Arenstein. Ron Diggle's homer
m the fifth put UCLA back on top, but that was the

last time the Bruins were to see the lead. Homers by
Amt>row and Craig Perkins in the sixth provided USC
with its 17th conference win.

UCLA assistant coach Glenn Mickens said, "We
didn't roll over and die.'* Certainly not. For the two
games, UCLA outhit USC 19 to 13, stranding 24 base

runners. But the difference is who scores. And that's

why USC

Vhtf hf Tarry €>!«
DUMMirs SUCCESSOR?— Mike Ftores (19) fires a pass in Saturday's
intrasquad game, closing spring practice. Ftores completed IS of 23

passes for 127 yards, but he wasn't enough as the Blues routed the Golds,
34-8. Crowd off 2000, including Tommy Prothro, watched on Spaukling
Field.

Bruins triumph, 6-3

Connors leads way
ByJoknRekh
DB Sports Writer

Tlie UCLA tennis team concluded its 1970 dual

meet season on a high note Saturday aftemooG
defeating USC, 6-3, in a close and exciting match
Played at the stately L.A. Tennis Club, the match

had all the markings of an upset, which is the usual

state of affairs when the Bruins and Trojans get

together.

It didn't start out that way, however. The match
t)egan with the second, fourth and sixth singles being

played on the match courts. In the second smgles

Jim Connors faced USC's Tom Leonard. Leonard
threatened to break Connors* serve in the first, but

Jimmy held on. Then it was his turn to do the

threatening. He broke Leonard's serve, then r^Jed
off twelve straight points (three love games tc

breeze ahead 5^, and then the set 6-1. He took the

second set 6-2.

The fourth singles produced another quick match,

but this one was an upset. USC's Sashi Menon took

only a few minutes longer than Connors to dispose of

Elio Alvarez >6-2, 6-2, to tie the match at one win

apiece. The sixth singles was also a breeze, as the

Bruins* Jeff Austin whipped Fernando Gentil, 6-3, 6-

2.

The first, third and fifth singles then got under

way. Jeff BcM*owiak played Marcello Lara in the

center-court attraction, and their match turned out

to k)e the best of the day Jeff won the first set 7-5. but

lost the second 4-6. In the third, he raced ahead on a

service break to lead 4-1, only to h^ve Lara break

t>ack and pull up to 4-4.

The score went to 6-6, when Lara broke Borowiak's

serve and then gained match point on his own serve

Borowiak, however, fought back, and eventually woo

Lara's serve to even the score at 7-7. The score rose

to 10-9 for Borowiak (he held the odd service game).

when the tall Bruin made his n[K>ve. He quickly

jumped on Lara's first serves, and was hitting a few

of them off his backhand for winners. He then broke

Lara's serve to win the match, 7-5, 4-6, 11-9, i

The third singles produced some contrasting sets

between Haroon Rahim and Troy's Dick Borhnstedt

Bohmstedt played the more steady tennis in the first

set, and pulled ahead to a 5-3 lead. Rahim, who had

not t>een playing well up to that point, won the next

four games of the set, 7-5, and then streaked ahead 4-

in the second set. He won, 6-1. The Bruins at that

point were ahead 4-1. ^
The fifth singles was the longest match of the day.

featuring Tito Vazquez and Mike Machette. Vazquez

jumped ahead on a service break in the first set BuT

could not hold it, and found a 4-3 lead turn into a 4-6

loss. He came back in the second set to win 64, but

then lost the final set, 7-5.

The second doubles finished first, and with it. the

Bruins clinched the match, 5-2. Connors and Austin

came through to win in three sets, against Leonard-

Ci^rge Taylor, after losing the first 4-6 and being

down match-point in the second. However, they

fought back and took it 4-6, 7-5, 6-3. The main doubles

match saw Lara-Bohmstedt beat Borowiak-Rahim 4-

6, 6-1, 6-2, while Alvarez-Vazquez defeated Menon-

(^nUl 6-2, 6-2 in the third doubles.

The Bruins will be off until Thursday, when they

open defense of their Pacific-8 title at Oregon SUte

Spring practice: Blues rout Golds, 34-8
By Do«g Kelly

DB Sports WHtcr

It was in Pepper Rodgers' office after the Bruins' spring
football game Saturday that the inevitable question came
up
'*How often will James McAlister carry the football next

fall?" a reporter asked Rodgers after McAlister had zigged
and zagged all over Spaulding Field for 170 yards on 23

carries, leading the Blues to a 34-6 win over the Golds.
**How much would you let him carry?" Rodgers repUed.

*'I don't know how many times he's gonna carry the ball for

us next year, but I do know it's gonna be a lot."

Although McAlister was clearly the star of the afternoon,
Rodgers expressed satisfaction with the entire team. "This
is an exciting team, maybe the most exciting I've ever had.
I'm really satisfied with spring practice."
The question nuirk throughout the spring has been the

quarterbacking, and Rodgers said Saturday that he has not
decided as yet who his starter will be.

"I'm gonna play the guy I think can win. How do you win-^

By doing the things you do best We're goona look at the

ftints and then evaluate."

Rrv •'•- '-^d his staff will hare;' ' -"* «i

_.^^ . - . L^: >ptet<dl5M23
pii te having three intc » His counterpart,

Clay Gallagher, drew the starting chores for the victorious

Bl nd com^ r eight of 15 but also ha(J three picked

/

"Gallagher is coming along," Rodgers said, "but Flores

is the better pure passer. There's something in our offense

for both of them. " Rodgers added that he might experiment
in the first few games, alternating the two, Gallagher for

running and Flores for passing, before he decides on a No.

1.

There's no question that UCLA has the pass receivers;

the only thing it needs is someone to get the ball to them.

The pass-catching Saturday bordered on the sensational.

Although the Blues came out on top (mostly on the

strength of having McAlister and Marv KendridLS in the

same t>ackfiekl), the Golds shone in the receiving depart

ment. Jim Bright and Mike Clayton led the way, Bright

nat>bing six passes for 47 yards and Clayton four tor 45.

Jack Lassner also had a fine day, with thm catches for 29

yards.

The leading receiver, however, was Mike Cochran, who
pulled in three Bhie aerials for 67 yards, one of them a
bnlliant 4^yard reception of a tipped pass from Gallagher.

Rodgers was especially enthusiastic over this phase of

the game "The receivers out there now will be hard to beat
out. Those in spring t>all have an advantage over those who

^don't," he said, referring indirectly to the injured Brad
Lyman and Terry Vemoy. and Reggie Echols, who's
competing in track.

•Bright, Clayton. Cochran, all have had a good spring
Oscar Roan also Roan, he went eight feet for a pass, and
I've never seen one like that."

The game was not a masterpiece from an artistic point of

view. The two teams had eight passes intercepted and

fumbled seven times (losing six). Rodgers was unaffected

•That's two UCLA games out there," he reminded In

the course of 140 plays (142 to be exact), you're gonna have

some mistakes. There were no fumbles or interceptions

early in the game, you know. One team got behind, took

chances, and that's when most interceptions and fumbles

happen."

The defensive secondary, at times a sore spot last year.

showed improvement. Ron Carver and Jeff Grobe both

intercepted passes and turned them into touchdowns, while

five others stole a pass apiece.

Rodgers is impressed with the Bruins' spirit at this

juncture "This team has a great, great attitude," he says.

"from the fourth-stringers on up. It's important that these

guys want the team to win. I beheve in treating everybody
with dignity and respect, but I realize everybody won't be

first string."

r»nft t^t TJ .^An^,^.- -. * r ' u:_ _i. a:. ;^ tVin fnr*
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years, only players on the varsity wore the traditional blue

and white jerseys. Non-roster men (redshirts) wore red

This year, starters, reserves, and those not on the active

roster will all wear either blue (defense) or white (offense)
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jGSA elections postponed

Comm Boar(d statementi

i

I
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LET IT BLEED—A blood bank will be open for

donations from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. today through

Fryday in the Ackerman Union Women's Lounge. A
yearly activity of Alpha Phi Omega service

fraternity/ the blood drive allows student donors to

.

freely withdraw blood at any time from any Red

Breadth requirements discussed

Cross center throughout ttw world. Prospective blood

donors wjll be screened In the Women's Lounge to

determine their blood type. McDonald's restaurant

in Westwood has arranged to give donors a free

luncti.

Changes in L&Sprnposed
By Dave McNary
DB SUff Writer

A modification of the breath requirements in the

College of Letters and Science has been proposed by

the college's Executive Committee.

Under the proposal, a student can count language

classes as either part of the humanities requirement

(as is now the case) or as a separate division.

However, for the proposal to be considered, the five

course college-wide foreign language requirement

would have to he abolished.

Previously, requirements were satisfied only

through courses in four divisions: humanities, life

science, physical science and social science.

Language could be a part of the humanities division ,

or be considered within a separate division.

For the requirement to be changed, it would

require the approval of the faculty of the college. The

college is not scheduled to meet in the near future.

To fulfill the requirement under Plan A, a student

is now required to take three courses in each of three

divisions outside the division of his own major. The

proposal would allow the student the additional

option of taking three courses in two, rather than

three, divisions outside his major division and

^mplete course 5 in one foreign language.

To fulfill Plan B, a student is now required to lake^

seven courses in a division outside his major division

and either one course in each of the two remaining

divisions or two courses in one of the remaining

divisions.

For this the committee has proposed, "All

elementary and intermediate foreign language

courses are acceptable for satisfaction of this

requirement provided that the student has completed

course 5 in one foreign language. , v

The committee is recommending completion of the

fifth quarter course rather than the third quarter

course, because at least two of the five courses are

normally satisfied by the foreign language ad-

missions requirement.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee, support

of the committee's motion to drop the foreign

language requirement in the college was reiterated.

The measure will be decided by a mail ballot of the

entire Letters and Science faculty.

(Editor's note: The following is the official, unedited sUtement of

ASt'CLA Communications Board, our publishers. The DB Is not

responsible for errors and Irresponsibility arising from grammar
:

or usage. Peace.)

"At yesterday's meeting of Communications Board, the Board

reviewed the editorial pages of the Daily Bruin of Monday May 17,

1971 and the endorsement procedures followed by the DB in the

current Graduate Student Association elections On the basis of the

complaints registered by Board memt)ers and some GSA can-

didates and the ensuing review, th^ Boafd requested that GSA
President Peter Bouvier, in co-operation with the Administration,

postpone the GSA election. Furthermore, the Board requested that

the DB follow specific procedures for including additional poUtical

comment from any candidates or interested parties. A full motion

by Communications Board follows:

"All the candidates that were attacked in Peter Bouvier's letter

in the DB oh Monday be allowed space in the Bruin for rebuttal

along with a maximum of 1 (one) other letter from a non-candidate

on the behalf of the attacked candidates with space limitations

based on the initial relnittal procedures."

"The motion was ammended as follows:

"The GSA President and the GSA Council, in co-operation with

the Administration, postpone the GSA election 2 (two) days with

voting to commence on Thursday because of problems which have

arisen due to the irresponsibility and errors involved in the DB
endorsement procedures.

• • •
(Editor's note: The following Is the official statement of the GSA
Elections Board:)

The GSA Election Board has decided to postpone the GSA elec-

tions due to the controversy centering around letters printed in

Monday's Daily Bruin. The elections will now be held on May 20, 21,

and 24. Candidates who were mentioned in an unfavoral>le manner

in the May 17 issue of the Daily Bruin will be given a chance to

respond to the Bruin articles.

The responses will be published in the May 19 Daily Bruin. The

election board regrets the inconvenience and hardships the post-

ponement may cause some of ihe candidates and campaign

workers but we feel this step is necessary to allowfall candidates a

fair and equal hearing.

•.V

:•:

Announcements
The Academic Senate will hold a

town meeting at 3 p.m. today in

Humanities 1200.

Annual reports from various

committees will be presented. All

^nate memt)ers may vote on

resolutions.

UCLA-TV will sponsor a free

concert at noon today at Janss
'^teps featuring "The Sincere" as
part of their current affairs
broadcast. Today's show will also

include fencing and hypnosis
^exhibitions and interviews with
newly elected undergraduate
^fudent body president LaMar

The UCLA Debate Union will

sponsor a Kennedy Memorial

Debate between UCLA and UC

Berkeley at noon today in the

Kerckhoff Hall Upstairs Lounge.

The 1971 National Intercollegiate

Debate Champions will debate:

resolved that the United SUtes

should extend diplomatic

recognition and economic aid to

Cuba.

f >ons, a public interest law firm,

niembers of
Journal, and
gaming cult.

the Black Law
Buzzard Luck, a

The WatU Prophets. Bodacious

Buggerilia and Kwa TamanI wUI

appear at o

umaniiies vz^< ••-
t

Black Students' Union Black

Culture Week. All students are

Invited to attend.

Applications are now being

accepted for mid-June or earlier

enrollment of children at the

ASUCLA Child Care Center. Those

requiring full-time (40 hours or

more a week) or no less than 20

hours a week care are particularly

encouraged to apply. A special

scholarship fund for the children of

minority students has been made
available through a grant from

Student Legislative Council (SLC).

Children should be between the

ages of eight weeks and five yean.

Parents must be ^tudentn em-

nlovr^ or faciflty. Afv- •!

.^^ may be obiained from

the Child Care Center, or by calling

Betty Diamond, director, at 82S-

2283.

T-... ..•»^. -v^.^L i... ^rllng, crtator of "Twilight Zona," ''Niffct

_Q«!ltfy" and auttior of numarom *c'»*'^P**y*'> ^!' ^^^ tonigM Inn-

,r,
' V

i^
%cr%%ri ^ f Uio of hli "Twillghf Zona" apisodaT

at • p.m. In ft» Ackarman Union Grand Ballroom. Th« program It

tponsMtd by tha * ^ iatad Studanti' Spaakart Program.
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No problems foreseen

MANNY'S BARBER SHOP
regular hoircuH roxcM- hoircuH

10911 rmro»s • W««H*ood Villag. 478-9 102 or 477-9207

Dorm visitation 'successful'

Tour Id t^ LA Cou«*ir An lorllw

HIT Ml TEcneieer exhiiit
• —

50^ covars tfbnsporfdHdrr tsni enf

r

one e

Friday. Moy 2 1 . 6:30 p.m '

Sigr>-up$ of ISC. 1023 Hilgord by Thurs.

By Terry Colvin

DBSUff Writer

There have been no niajor in-

cidents or problenis arising from

24-hoiir visitation in the University

residence halls, according to Alan

Hansen, associate dean of the

housing service.

"I have mixed feelings on this

subject. My reactions run the

spectrum from positive to

negative," he said. "Although the

program did work hardships on

many students and administrators,

in the long run it was worth it,"

Hansen said.

^ "If the University had not im-

plemented the new program this

quarter a severe misun-

.iiiirAVc

NEW THEATRE FOR NOW
at the

AAARK TAPER FORUM j

WHO WANTS TO BE

THE LONE RANGER

iBiBiBininininininiKinia

Wlth

Bob Bolobon. BillColowoy, Helen Poge Comp, Dana Elcor,

Oiona Ewing. Joyce Von Potten, Pippo Scott, Judy West

FRIDAY-SATURDAY - AAAVis. 29 -8 PM

$1,75 tickets on sole Kerckhoff Hall 140

By orrongement ok the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts

i
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ON CAMPUS

TOMORROW

\

Grand Ballroom

Ackerman Union
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MFFT IR

Author ot America's »1 best seller. "Passions of the Mind". Prolific

Mr. Stone has authored, among many other books, *'Lust for Life"

(Van Gogh), **The Agony and the Ecstacy" (Michelangelo), '*Men to

Match My Mountains" (history of the v/ est), '*Adversafy In The
House" (Eugene Debs). Nov^ his novel of Sigmund Freud has hit the

best-seller lists, and with good reason. Come meet him as a guest
of the Students' Store —we think you'll find it good rapping.

Hf

Students' store

books, b 1«v«l, ocii«rn(aillif«T6C

I

uzi^StaH Cirtoonlsn .Ji:

mondays-fridays 7:45o.m.-7:30p,m.; soTurday^ 10-3

it

derstanding would tiave evolved

between the Administration and

the dorm residents," he said.

A major point of contention tias

t)een the method used to gain

parental permission for dorm
residents to have 24-hour

visitation. A resident who is 21

years old need not have per-

mission. All other residents must

have signed consent from their

parents.

Consent Forms
Carol Hetrick, residence advisor

at Dykstra Hall, said, ''AU of the

residence advisors are on record

opposing the parental consent

forms. We felt that there was a

better, more sensitive way to

handle the parent problem.

'Talking it out with the parents,

setting their fears to rest and

letting them know just what goes

on is a better way to sensitize them
to the program," she said.

Hansen said he believed the

University should not have
obligated itself to the parental

consent forms. "But, I guess if I

were Chancellor Young, I would

have done the same thing," he

said.

"My only fear is that it may
obligate us to use the consent form
in the future," he said.

Changes
"As far as changes in the

program for next year, we don t

seem to see the need of any. We are
going to have to decide which
floors will be 24-hour floors before
the close of this quarter. To that

end we are compiling staUsUcs on
the number of incidents occurring
on each of ttie women's floors. A
resident returning in the fall will

know reasonably well whether his

floor will be a 24-hour floor or not

"

Ernie Scalberg, residence ad-

visor at Hedrick Hall, said, it's

worked very well and has not been
abused. I think it's cool when
people decide to regulate them-
selves as far as their University
behavior is concerned,"

Bruce 3arbee, residence advisor
in Sproul Hall, said a survey
conducted in Sproul revealed that

noise had not increased, and that

there was little inconvenience
created by the program. "As far as

I'm concerned everything has gone
well and I foresee no problems with

next year."

Mm mm
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FEELING DOWN?
Call UCLA

HELPLINE 825-7646

THIS TAPE

SELF-INSTRUCTS

IN 90 MINUTES!

Let Bruno Associates pre-programmed cassettes turn your

waste time into effective study. Learn, study, and review

while driving, shaving, putting up your hair, doing dishes,

or other tasks. Now available complete with outline and

text:

Cultural Anthropology

Ecology

Elements of Literature

Elenrtents of English Grammar

Geography

Public Speaking

Sociology

All by academic authorities, professionally programmed
and prepared.

From your local college bookstore or direct from Bruno
Associates, postpaid. Cassette players and recorders available

at student rates. Price per cassette complete with text,

$12.95. PUyer only, $19.95; recorder only, $29.95.
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GARDEN GROVE, CA 92645
(714) 897 8204

Hear any course yourself in the Book Store Mon. through Wed.

Freedom of sex~not in films
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Mae West gives life viewi/s
By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Mae West is UCLA's Woman of the Century.

Before a capacity Grand Ballroom crowd last

Wednesday night, Bob Elias, Associated Students'

Program chairman, presented her with the Woman
of the Century award and an honorary diploma made

up for the occasion. According to Elias it was "more

important than anything the Regents could do for

her."

Miss West, who was stunning in sparkling

diamonds, luxurious blond hair and white satin,

claims to have been the original cause of movie

censorship. She was sponsored by the Student

Legislative Council (SLC).

Miss West, for her 77 years, is no mummy.
Although she now clears her throat instead of purring

between phrases, she still radiates physical appeal in

her voice, movements and content of her responses.

Her views included these:

— On women's lib: "I'm for it."

— On her best leading man: **I stilllike Cary

Grant. We didn't have a leading man for 'She Done

Him Wrong.' There weren't enough men at the

studio. As we were walking out, I saw him and said,

if this guy can talk, I'll take him.* **
i

— On why she never got married: *i kinda like it

this way."
— On sex in today's films: *i'm all for freedom of

sex, but not in films."

— On how long she'll keep up her career: "As long

as my fans insist 1 continue what I'm doing."
— On what she does when a man doesn't call the

morning after: "That doesn't happen very often."

— Onpohtics: 'idoknowagood^DBKy man when I

see one."
— On the proposal by Sigma Chi fraternitJUo make

use of a guest bedroom: 'i'lltakearainchecl
— On Raquel Welch, who had billing below ^er m

Myra Breckinridge: "She's very nice."

— On Rex Reed, leading man in Myra: "No
comment."

— On the star system: "The new films have not

been the type of pictures that give an actor or an
actress a chance to be a star ... I think they may be
getting back to good solid substantial stories."

— On future plans: "I plan to finish my play

'Sextet' (in which the central character has been

married six times) . . . I'm about to make an album,

Mae West tells bedtime stories and other Fairy

Tales. ' It'll include things like 'Little Red Hot
Ridinghood; 'Snow White and the Seven Studs,' 'Mae
West Meets Mother Goose,' *Rub-dub-dub Three
Fags in a Tub.'

"

— On men: "I like two types: foreign and

domestic."

Finally, on receipt of the award from Elias, she

said, "They've censored me and censored me, and

now I'm Woman of the Century."
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Be fitted by Experts

Bra end Girdle

Specialties

GR 7-1773

BANKAMEttCARO
MASTEt CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

>r*^VS 931 WESTWOOD BlVD . WESTWOOD VILLAGE

GIRLS ONLY!!!
Do you knovy/ anything about your car?

Basic course in "How not to get taken on your auto

repairs."

Five 2 hour classes starting 5/25/71 at 7 P.M.

AT >g-^
Bob's Enco Service VCllCDJ
970 Gayley Ave.

Los Angeles, Calif State Licensed Mechanics

478-9115 Across fronn Pizza Palace
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Goldwyn A wards given tomorrow

The comic duo of Bob Elias and Jon KeHerman will confront actress

Lucille Ball at 11 a.m. tomorrow in the MacGowan Hall Little Theater at

the 17th annual Samuel Goldwyn Creative Writing Awards ceremony.

Other students in the finals are Kim Ringwald, Donald Krintzman,

John Maski and Brian Jones. (It was erroneously reported in Thursday's

Daily Bruin that Jones had already won $500 in the contest.

)

Actress Lucille Ball will present a tribute to Goldwyn, and Dale

Wasserman, author of the musical "Man of La Mancha," will present the

awards of $3,00^ for first place, $1,000 for second prjze and three $500

pnzes.
'

Chancellor Charles E. Young and Walter Boyle, theater arts depart-

ment chairman, will also be present at the ceremonies.

Meeting set tonight

for Weyburn suit

The Weyburn Residents'

Grievance Committee will hold

a mandatory meeting for all

former Weyburn residents who
intend to enter the class suit

against Weyburn Hall at 7:30

p.m. tonight in the La Mancha
dining room. At this time all

current information concerning

the case will be presented. For

further information or filing of

claims, call 475-5831. ext. 388 or

437.

h
• ii lb. BEEF BURGER
• FRENCH FRIES

• LARGE PEPSI

We also deliver half pound lHjr9*>r«,, '/jpoitnd hot ({cm^*^ with

chile and tamales, delivered on the hour from 8 f)
tn thru

II p.m.. Sunday through Thursday, to dorms, frats, sororifies,

or P^IYWMRIE on campus.. Place order 45 minutes in odvofiro.

^M, Z473.6064

CHUNKY'S
918Broxfon

Just r^orth of the Bruin Ihetitef

ROD
Will Speak Tonight

Immediately Following

A Showing o^f Two of His^est TwUight Zone Episodes .M.

PROGRAM
GRAND

Sponsored by: Associated Students Speakers Program
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StanfordMaoist faces firing
I

s
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EDITORIAL BOARD
By Bruce Richardson

Unsigned editorials represent a mojonfy opinion oi the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voke

Qr\ opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, corto6X;s. and letters represent the opinion ohhe author

and do no^ necessorily reflect the views o* the editoriol boor-^

(Editor's note: Tills is the first of a tfiree column

series by Bruce Richardson, former president of

tt>e Undergraduate English Assn.)

1
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Uncle Sam \

By Mark Peterson

(Editor's note: This is anott»er in the series of draft columns

authored by Mark Peterson, a lawyer who deals in draft matters.

Any questions about this or other draft columns addressed to ttie

DB will be answered in future columns. This column 4n no way

represents the Daily Bruin Editorial normally found in this space.)

It is of the greatest importance for you to try to deal with your

draft status before you receive an order to report for induction.

Once you receive the order, you will have only ten days to a month

to try to develop information about a physical deferment which will

keep you out. Unfortunately, ten to thirty days is usually not enough

time. Furthermore, although in the past there were several ways to

get more time, recent changes make it extremely difficult to

postpone your induction so that you will have enough time.

First, the selective service system has changed their regulations

dealing with transfers of induction in order to prevent registrants

from transferring their trials to areas where there are liberal

judges and in order to prevent men from having sufficient time to

develop information which will get them deferred. ^
Under the old regulations, registrants could transfer their in-

ductions if they resided away from the area of their draft board.

Such transfers were easy to get and created delays of from one to

two months.

The new regulations permit any registrant to transfer his in-

duction to another area. However, he must show up and be willing

to submit in the other area at least three days before the date on

which he was to report at the original induction station. Thus the

new regulations eliminate the postponement and, in fact, force a

man to report early if he wishes to transfer his induction.

The new regulations also state that if the man refuses induction

at the transfer station he Will be tried in the area of his local board.

C.0/8
*•

The second change in the draft law resulted from a recent

Supreme Court decision that a registrant cannot file for con-

scientious objection after he has been ordered to report for in-

duction. The court held that the man must submit to induction and
then file a claim for discharge with the Army. That decision creates

several problems for men who finally decide that they are opposed

to war only when faced with the prospect of their own induction.

The compromise of beliefs required of conscientious objectors J
who must join the Army in order to permit a hearing of their con- J
tention that they cannot join the Army may force many men to

refuse induction. Also, even if a man does accept induction and then

files for a CO. discharge, his request will take up to six months to

be considered, during which time he is a member of and supporting

fi.the work of the Army. ~" ~ ~

The ruling also eliminates the second way registrants were able

to postpone their induction. Whereas previously filing a CO. claim

postponed a registrant's induction from one to two months, now
filing such claim will create no postpoi^ement if the induction order

has already been mailed.

Medical
If you do receive an induction order you may still have enough

time to get a postponement for a medical re-examination, if you act

quickly. C^t a letter from a doctor indicating that you have a

medical condition which may serve as the basis for a physical

deferment. If you can get the doctor's letter to a U.S. senator or

congressman at least ten days before the date of your induction you
^\\\ not be drafted on that date, but rather you will be given a

complete medical reexamination.

It is important to get all available medical information assem-
bled so that you can bring it to the reexamination, since in-

formation obtained later may be of little use.

Perhaps the only other basis for obtaining a postponement or

cancellation of your induction order is if you have the basis for a

hardship claim. Because there are so few opportunities open after

you have received an induction order, you should try to deal with
the draft before you receive such an order.

Is UiBoi Ml)'
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^ Bruce Franklin is a Maoist. He is also an im-

|: portant Melville scholar and a tenured professor

in the Department of English at Stanford

University.

Radicals seldom get on well with unTversities

and Bruce is no exception. Over the past several

months his public statements and actions have

brought a storm of bad press on J,op of Stanford

and its new President, Richard Lyman.

In a letter to the alumni newspaper a Bay area

lawyer and Stanford graduate called his alma

mater a "Commie hangout" and claimed he would

have nothing to do with the school until "they kick

out radicals, including faculty members who

incite riots." Lyman is trying to follow the

lawyer's advice. He has suspended Bruce from his

teaching duties, obtained a court injuction barring

him from campus, and reccommendei his

dismissal.

Recently I visited Palo Alto and talked with

Bruce Franklin and Stanford faculty and students

about the case ^nd about Franklin's ideas. I have

developed very strong opinions on the case and the

issues it raises for the university and American

society. I shall try, nonetheless to reserve these

opinions for a subsequent column and deal here

with a brief account of the events in the Franklin

•:•:

.V

case.

.^itiJU~i.- Heekle C.T .*fcl«, 5tt.^MK^^J

% On January 11 Franklin and 150 others heckled

:§ Henry Cabot Lodge so vigorously that he was

S unable to deliver a prepared speech on the UN. On

:g the 18th Lyman charged Franklin with a violation

^ of conduct standards for tenured professors. This

g action would place Franklin's case before the

:K faculty advisory board which would he^r charges

§ and recommend appropriate action.

1^ Franklin lashed out at Lyman's action and

k stated that his only regret about the heckling waB

g that he had not done more: "The appropriate

response to war criminals is not heckling but what
was done to them at Nuremburg: they should be

locked up or executed."

Five days later Franklin was arrested at a raUy

% in Redwood City for the Los Siete defendants (7

% Latin-Americans charged with stealing a car at

;!•: gunpoint). The demonstrators were walking

•^ across some railroad tracks when five San Mateo
police rushed the front of the line, grabbed
Franklin and arrested him.

Demonstrators claim police beat on Franklin

unnecessarily while the police charge that he

resisted arrest. In any case, Bruce was charged
with felonious assault on a police officer. The
charge was later reduced tO a misdemeanor.
Franklin was found guilty of the reduced charge

and fmed $675 with no jail sentence or parole

requirement.

Demonstrations

$

i
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Throughout winter quarter Stanford radicals

staged a series of demonstrations. These included

a rally at Stanford Research Institute (against

war research) with nine arrests, a demonstration

against the Stanford Board of Trustees (issues

included amnesty for Franklin and the other

Lodge disruptors) and a subsequent sit-in. One
student was arrested.

On February 10, to protest the invasion of Laos,

several actions took place. After a noon rally 300

people occupied the computer center for three

hours and shut off the power de^activating the

computer for eleven more hours. A police charge

dispersed the crowd and several students were
arrested. After an evening rally 400 people

marched around the campus. Subsequent events

included fist fights involving radicals, campus
conservatives, and photographers; rock-throwing

clashes with police; and the shooting of two

students by an as yet unknown assailant. The
victims were not seriously injured.

Franklin was not arrested but he did speak at

the noon rally, the computer center, and the

evening rally. Lyman immediately suspended him
(with pay — the maximum penalty Lyman can
invoke on his own initiative) charging that

§ Franklin had, "on several occasions urged, incited

and led Stanford students and others to interfere

with the operations of the University and conduct
themselves in an unlawful manner and you
yourself have so acted, most notably on May 10."

Injunction

Stanford also sought and was granted an in-

junction prohibiting Franklin from coming on
campus during his suspension except to gather+ evidence for hearings on his case.
Franklin claims that Lyman's charges against

* him arc so vagu* that they could easily be brought
against "every member of the faculty who last
spring voted for a strike and participated in it."

Lyman cited what he called Franklin's **in-

1

g

volvement in the tragic events of Wednesday, Feb
10." In reply Franklin stated: "I don't know what ^
'involvement in tragic events on Feb. 10' Lyman is ji:

getting at. I have no idea who did the shootings or i
what prompted them." He added, "I personally $
find myself in the position of being a revolutionary :|

accused of performing revolutionary acts which I 5

did not do." %

Unprecedented ^:

Franklin's case is unprecedented — Stanford's I
current rules on discipline for tenured professors %
have never been tested. Franklin can be fired, %
apparently, if his "conduct represents a gross 5:

impairment of his appropriate function with the jij:

University community."
:i:|

Franklin has commented that he does not un- §
derstand how any of his alleged activities can -i;

hinder his appropriate function — teaching. Even •:*:

after he was suspended Franklin continued to x

meet his winter quarter class — American i

Literature of the 1930's — although officially he ij:

was no longer responsible for the course.

Ian Watt, chairman of the Stanford English :j;

department, explained the problem: "Nobody, ij;

when they drew up the legal and the disciplinary :•;

codes in the University, had any idea that they :•;

would be called upon to deal with the kind of issues
\

that we are dealing with now." :•;

Two tenured professors have been fired from j?

Stanford, one an economist in the early days of the J

University who criticized the policies of Leland •:

Stanford's railroad. The other was Thorstein •:

Veblen who slept with ^is colleagues' wives.

Hearing

Franklin does not expect his case to be heard :|

until the fall. At that time the crucial issue before i;

the panel will be the degree .to which particular >,

speeches by a particular individual were intended
§

to and did in fact cause particular events. The law :•

allows limited prohibitions to be placed on speech J

and it will be up to the panel to decide whether or j:

not Franklin's speeches make him unfit to teach at •!

Stanford.

Franklin claims that he advocated nothing more

violent than picketing. He is reported to have

proposed that students "wage a people's war on

campus." Franklin claims that this phrase

referred to a general strike and not to the kind of

violence that did occur. "I have systematically

avoided committing any unlawful act," he told the

LA Times.
The campus is divided on the issue. A number of

distinguished professors, including chemist Linus

Pauling, English professor Albert Guerard, and

chairman of the French and Itahan departments,

Raymond Giraud support Franklin. Pauling

called his suspension "an extraordinary and

unprecedented violation of the principles of

academic freedom and individual rights^ a really

dangerous introduction of authoritarianism into

the University." Giraud argues that the case

constitutes an illegitimate attack on free speech:

r**The threat of outright dismissal really strike at g
the heart of what tenure should be all about in a

university, namely protection of a professor's

right not to be fired for expressing his political

y.

i
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Views.

Fear
Many other faculty members fear Franklin and

want him off the campus for good. 350 signed a
^

letter backing Lyman's efforts to obtain an in-
jj:;

juction against Franklin. g
The final result of the case is unclear. An editor g

of the Stanford Daily predicted Franklin would be :!:;

suspended for one or two quarters for heckling g
Lodge. Beyond that one instance the ad- |:|.

ministration's case appears very weak.
For Franklin's opponents the case will deter- g

mine the right of Stanford faculty and students to
i:-

peaceful and orderly academic hfe — without ij:

fires, guns, and bombs. Franklin maintains that jti;

the case against him is a defense of fires, guns, g
and bombs. "The attempt is being made to ban g
from the campus all people that resist learning ;:

how to kill people."

Test
The Franklin affair is certainly a test case — on

jj:

the extent of tenure protection, the rights or limits ".::

of advocacy, and the future relationship between g
radicals and universities. Despite his dislike for j:-

Stanford Bruce intends to fight and to keep his 'y,

post. ^ — g
"I have a political, moral, and even legal

j;!

responsibility to the students and workers of ^:j:

Stanford University, present and future, not to g
allow you (Lyman) to deprive them of the ability ^
to hear my ideas and those of other xj

revolutionaries, vi

"It also seems to noe to be important to resist by ^^

all means the wave of political repreaaion. the new

iRtters to the Editor Tuesday, May 18, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN S

McCarthyism, now sweeping the campuses of the
g

empire. The firing of a tenured professor at jj:

Stanford will represent a big breakthrough for the :|:

forces of repression everywhere
"

'Body count' at UCLA
Kditor:

Each week the statistics of

Vietnam are given as to the

number of dead and wounded in

action. Also, citations and medals

are given for valor and bravery.

Yet 'stop the war" is being

drowned out by the instruments of

warfare.

When was the last body count

taken at UCLA? Yes, I know you

don't see anybody dying from the

effects of the educational process.

However, some of us are dying and

some of us are dead. Had it not

occurred to you that the only time

you are really happy is when you

are not in class? To be sure, there

are some exceptions.

Those intrepid soldiers that

fought gallanUy and bravely at

UCLA are being decorated for a

mission well done. These citations

of bravery are cum laude, magna

cum laude, and summa cum laude.

Everyone who is not a fatality

receives a citation. So, to those who

are not honorably mentioned, they

receive regular BA's and MA's, to

name a few. It can be said that

these soldiers have paved the way

so that you and I can fight. You win

because there has been enough

bloodshed, death and destruction.

Bury the sword of competition!

This sword that has inflicted some

wounds and left some many scars

must be buried. Moreover, this

sword has decapitated so many

heads that many of us don't even

know where our head is at.

Do you really know whose head

you were talking with lately? I bet

you don't . . . because I heard you

say .
. ". ^'What happen to her?" "I

don't know her," "She has really

changed."

It goes without saying that sword

of CompetiUdn is fatal. If by chance

you are afraid to lay down your

sword, lest you'll be called a

coward, yoii can still display your

bravado, but you must banish your

sword so that you can engage in

hand-to-hatid combat.

Put your hand in the hand of that

person who is. headed for

destruction. Of course, it is dif-

ficult. This type of infighting is

always hazardous because that

person wants'to cut your head off

and relegate it to the list of missing

in action. And on top of this, your

head might even wind up in a POW
camp.

In spite of all this opposition, we
must continually try to extend our

I

hand, friendship, trust, and our
love. When the opposition per-
ceives the main thrust of our at-

tack, they will become our allies.

Not because anybody won or lost,

but because of the hands which
cease to hold the sword of com-
petition.

I buried my sword and I am at

peace with my fellow man. Will

you bury yours? And perhaps, if it

is not too late, you might be able to

find your head.

Roy Moore
Senior, Sociology

Ecology Corps
Editor:

If any of you read The Los
Angeles Times one day last week,
you might have seen the article

telling how Gov. Reagan has set up
a California Ecology Corps (CEO
for conscientious objectors and
volunteers. He pictures the

members of the CEC "clearing

streams, improving beaches and
parks, working of reforestation

projects, building fire breaks and
serving as a ready reserve for

combating forest fires, floods, and
other natural disasters."

I see this as a fine step towards

conservation and as such, a step

towards a good ecological state.

However it side steps the real

concern of ecologists: man.
Building nice parks is fine, it gives

us someplace to go when we are

tired of looking through the soup'^

we call *'air" to see eight-lane*^

freeways and 20-story oil

refineries.

The CEC is a great idea, but it is

used incorrectly. Let's train the

members to fight industrial

pollution. Train them to help

gather data on polluters to help

bring them to court. Train them to

gather data on the ecological ef-

fects of things like the California

Water Project. Teach them to go

around to P.T.A. meetings to teach

consumers good environmental

procedures. Put the CEC to work

on the big ecological problems.

Gov. Reagan may have

something in reforestation. Trees

help clean the air of smog, but

when they do, they die. Soon we

may not have many trees left to

help clean up the air; the time is

now to plant more.
Arthur S. Pruyn

Freshman, Philosophy

Member^ Ecology Action Council—UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY

For Inter-Cultural Experience

Teaching Assistants and

Counselors Needed

For Sumnner Orientation Program

. August 1 — September 1 1

Compensation $540 &

Room and Board

Qualifications

Social Science Graduate

Willing to live in residence hall

Possible eligibility for Work-Study

Interested in foreign students

A - Foreign Student Office

^Ant«iiimiimM4
Billy Wilder's

The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes
and

WOODSTOCK (WfKUt)

NOILYWOOO \

:sTAR

;

0»M, Oatiy
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PRESENTS

An experimental program of

ALTERNATE TELEVISION
a m ulfi-frock, tf\u hi screen presenfofion of

the continuing story of CAROL & FERD

(or the medium is the marriage)

FEEDBACK
&

OTHERS

THURS. MAY 20 7:30 PM
FRIDAY MAY 21 7:30 & 1 PM
SATURDAY MAY 22 3. 7:30 & 10 PM

UCLA
1 102 Architecture

Tickets at the door

only onemeasley dollar ($1)

on campus sponsor - ASUCLA FIU^ COMMISSION

DEADLINE: June '

our
summer traveling easier.
If you're planning to get away ttils summer, see Bank of America. We tiave

several good ideas ttiat can make it easier for you to travel: ^

i^-.'-K

Free Traveler's Handbook is packed with tielpful foreign

travel information and has a world-wide list of Bank of

America branches and affiliates who will be happy to serve

you if you go abroad.

I :<aFl

CURRENCY
Kfr

Foreign Currency Kit in handsome wallet-size folder

provides a currency conversion table, a pictorial

explanation of the coin and note values of the country

you plan to visit and, if you like, enough actual

currency to cover small arrival expenses. (Available

Tor^urdpe, Canada, Turkey and Israel.)

PANk^Af/f U\C

^VTr>77'm^r^7:frr^ •̂^t:^'

^^ ^^^^^^^^^, ' ."• < 'r" ''7rr^ •»•> • >}»^>^

BankAmericard^ g\yes you a helping hand by letting

you charge for goods and services throughout the

fifty states of the United States and in major cities

around the world. And, it provides you with an

accurate record of the money you've spent.

Bank of America Travelers Cheques are

guaranteed loss-proof, theft-proof and fire-proof.

Or your money back. If you lose them, you'll

get a quick refund for the full amount. And you

can buy them or cash them just about any-

where in the world.

Stop by your nearest Bank of America branch and get complete information

on these and other Bank of America Traveler's Services. We're anxious to help.

BANKOFAMERICA
Bank of America National Truat A Saving* Aaaociation • Member FDIC
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letters to the Ed/tor
[.' - T?j

Putt/ng offthe foreign /anguage requirement \ DAILV
BRUINEditar:

I just finished reading a "letters

to the editor ' section entitled

"Pourquoi les Ungues en-

trangeres** (Daily Bruin. May 7).

Frankly, I don't too» ^-hat the hell

that means but. surprisingly

enough. I was able to decipher the

remainder oi the section ( I think it

was writen in English).

Personally, I'm coming down to

the wire towards a "photo finish
"

If they (whoever "they" are) don't

abolish the language requirement

within the next year, it seems that

I'll be "allowed" to augment my
cultural foundations (two years of

Latin and two years of Spanish in

high school) before receiving a

B.A For a person who oft times

experiences difficulty spelling

Spanish in Enghsh much less

speaking Spanish in Spanish, this

presents a real problem (i.e.

should I take Swahili 1 and 2 to get

in that extra course or should I try

to pass Spanish three for the next

three quarters? ) . Maybe I should

re-examine the entire problem like

the people in that DB article did.

Fir instance. Bill Drake, a

graduate in Spanish, states, "Who

is to say what will take place

economically, scientifically, or

militarily, as far as the United

States is concerned, in the next few

decades? Assuming that we're

number one, we can go agead with

our present policy of assuming that

everyone in the world will be

learning English until the year x. I

wonder if this will really be the

case?"
This is a good point. I, for one,

think computers will conquer by

1990 and feel very strongly that

everyone should have at least a

masters in computer science

before advancing in higher

education.

In the same article, Michael

Shapiro, associate professor of

Slavic Languages, states, "Con-

sider a department in which the

•number of TA's is practically

coextensive with the number of

graduate students. If the

requirement were abolished,

enrollment would decline

drastically (especially in

languages which are notorious

"guts"), and the graduate student

contingent would concomitantly

shrink.

Gee, I think he's probably right

too; classes would shrink and TA's

would be out of jobs. Maybe that's

unfair, but I guess it couki happen

to other highly trained individuals.

Why just think what would happen

if they (whoever "they " are) did

away with capital punishment The

number of inmates on death row

would most likely show a sharp

decrease and then the poor war-

dens would be out of a job, too.

Well, I suppose that if you play a

game someone always has to lose.

Bob Lynch

Junior. Pre-med/Psychology

May 5

Editor:

The Daily Bruin, it would seem is

very disappointed that UCLA was
not engulfed in a full-scale riot on

May 5 as it was a year ago. A calm
mood prevailed on campus on May
5. This apparently was contrary to

the wishes of many protest

organizers and groups here. Is it

possible that students are not

apathetic about peace or justice

but that they are rejecting the

TIRE SPECIALISTS
TIRE RETREADING
SCAA APPROVED

Yokohama Michelin "X"

hypocritical, Jacobinic tactics of

radical protest organizers?

It seems to be typical of the New
Left mentality that one is expected

to be for or against radical,

revolutionary changes. If one

"appears" calm or uninterested

toward protest one is then con-

sidered an "enemy" of change or a

reactionary. What ever happened

to freedom of thought and choice

for the individual student? What
ever happened to analysis of both

sides of an issue? Must the in-

tellectual conununity continue to

dictate an orthodox position on

major issues? Does the Bill of

Rights protect students who choose

to dissent against the radical

movement by ignoring it or

through non-participation?

Isn't the University supposed to

be a place where violence is at)sent

and reason and contemplative

thinking prevail? Is it possilbe that

the rads are themselves a httle

paranoid about some political

issues (something they accuse the

Establishment and government
agencies of being)? Up with reason

and tranquility!

Dean W. Cudgel

A.B., Political Science, '70

Correction.

Editor:

The Daily Bruin (May 14)

reported that I had asked $13,382

more than was included in the

original request for 1971-1972

operations of the Placement &
Career Planning Center. For the

record, this should be corrected to

note that I asked for $13,382 less

Edward A. Shaw

Dean

-^Mj

SUCK
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Italian tires of superb quality

CINTURATO TUBELESS RADIAL TIRES

WHILE THEYiAST

Editor:

Just the facts, short and sweet
We, the coordinators of Students

United for Campus Kinship
(SUCK), wanted to have an all-

University free dance. It was to be

held on top of parking structure 8

on May 21 with live music and free

refreshments. All the facilities and
services were contracted for, but

we needed money from SLC. It was
refused.

Earlier this year, students had
given blood to pay for an ad in The
Los Angeles Times opposing the

raise in tuition. Approximately
$1500 was collected but was never

spent. Somehow, Matt Mazer,
Student Facilities Commissioner,

got his hands on that money and
allocated $600 to himself via the

University Action Council. That

leaves $900 ^of students "blood

money" that Matt wants to keep

around until next year when he can

allocate some more.

Steve Scott, Campus Event

Commissioner, has $600 of

unallocated funds which he refuses

to use for this all-campus event

Steve graduated last quarter, so he

said that he didn't want to sponsor

an event he couldn't attend. Since a

reg card would have admitted the

bearer and a guest, Steve could

have come with Matt.

It's your money. If you think an

event for everyone includes you,

write: "I support **SUCK ' on a

piece of paper. Sign it, and drop it

in one of the appropriately marked

boxes placed around campus
Allan L. Pollchik

Students United for

Campus Kinship

'
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Rick Kwan, Editor

Creating a Demand
for

Recycled Paper
To be read Into the

Congressional Record by

Senator Alan Cranston
as Creating a Demand
for Recycled Paper by

Removing Contract

Restrictions.

By
Paul Silver

Director

Office of Environmental Studies

and
Nick Brestoff

intern

Office of Senator Alan Cranston

Practical solutions to environmental

problems are sometimes difficult to find.

As regards the use of timber resources

for paper goods, however, it

seems that relatively simple contract alter-

ations by corporations and public

agencies will significantly expand the

market for recycled paper,

and reduce solid waste, water pollution and

forest depletion in the bargain.

The alteration: include recycled paper as

a clear option to virgin paper,

since the qualities and prices of the two

(assuming equal volume and freight

factors) are sometimes comparable.

Yet, many contracts presently

exclude the purchase of recycled paper.

Any responsible eftort to encourge the recycling of

municipal refuse must have as one component, a program to expand the

markets for the various waste products. The essential aspect

of recycling is not collection, but utilization, or more precisely,

reutllization. The concentration of industry in the urban

environment makes it imperative that our city systems be resource

efficient, if only for health and aesthetic reasons.

The recycling of paper, an important segment of the solid waste problem,

is particularly important for a number of factors:

1

)

Recycling will reduce the load on solid waste facilities. The various

grades of paper, for instance, constitute between 45 and 65 percent,

by weight, of our nation's residential solid waste.

The Los Angeles County Sanitation District must process 30,000

tons of municipal refuse every day.

2) Recycling will conserve forest resources. Of the 58.5 million

tons of paper used in the United States last year,

only 11.5 million tons (20 percent) was recycled. The Forest

Service estimates that doubling the U.S. recycle rate would add 1 .3

billion cubic feet of roundwood annually to our timber

supply. This is a good estimate based on the best

available statistics. It should be pointed out here that forest product

consumption varies from region to region. On the

West Coast, 70 percent of paper manufactured Is made from^ . .

forest wastes and wood byproducts. Increased recycling

could have an effect on the remaining 30 percent or on future pro-

duction increases.

3) Our long run timber supply is in danger. While paper supplyJi-

going down, demand is going up. The Department of

Agriculture expects paper production to double by 1985 to

meet the demand. Recycled paper must become an

increasingly significant component in the raw material Input.

"

If the United States merely continues to recycle at the present 20

percent rate, which It has maintained for the past 20 years,

we are not going to have enough wood at an

economic price similar to what it is today." (See figure)

It Is interesting to point out that Japan (a forest-poor country)

is diligently pursuing artificial fibers as a precaution

against increased Import costs of lumber.

4) Recycling improves water quality. Perhaps the principal pollution

problems associated yvith pulping have been the disposal of

(Continued on Page 8)

PAUL SILVER is tf»e director of

.the Associated Students Office of

"Environmental Studies and a

recently fleeted general

representative to the Student

Legislative Council here. He is now

a junior^ undecided on a maior.

NICK BRESTOFF. executive

secretary of Environmental
Vanguard, was the originator of

that group. Previously, he was ttie

science editor of the Daily Bruin.

Brestoff is a senior in engineering

and appMed science here. He will

be attending graduate school at the

California Institute of Technology

next fall.

Students advise on environmental policy

W^en the staffs of Senators Alan Cranston (D) and John

Tunney (D) and Congressman Alphonzo Bell (R) want

Information on environmental problems they sometimes

turn to a new student group here, Environmental Vanguard

(EV).

The interdisciplinary group, led by Nick Brestoff, a

senior in engineering, has been working to provide In-

formation to legislators on environmental problems. EV,

with the Environmental Law Society (ELS) and the Office

of Environmental Studies (OES) here, has been responsible

for several resolutions, bills and testimony.

EV recently received a commendation from the Los

Angeles City Council for helping to develop a resolution that

would require the city to favor reclaimed fiber in their

paper contracts.

Several deans support the group. Along with Ombudsman
Donald Hartsock and Prof. Werner Hirsch, Director of the

Institute of Government and Public Affairs, the advisors to

Environmental Vanguard are Deans Harvey Perloff

(Architecture and Urban Planning), Murray Schwartz

(Law), Chauncey Starr (Engineering and Applied Science)

and Harold Williams (Business Administration).

The various projects of EV are in different stages of

development, according to Brestoff. They range from

environmental education and ocean pollution to fusion

power, reclaiming paper, consumer protection, bi lingual

education and the state water project.

But money is a problem for the group.

"We have the strong support of the Alumni Association

and we are trying to raise funds from private sources for

full time operation during the summer and part time work

next year," Brestoff said. "If we can raise the money, we

can continue our work."
EV has been In the formative stages since January.

Brestoff, an intern in Senator Cranston's field office in the

nearby Federal Building, paved the way for several other

studrnH to work with B^" ^nd Tunney.—'
» wf want f %xv could be described as an

gnvir ^ ^^,^,L...,^.^te." Brestoff »^ld-

Provide data

for bills,resolutions

"Wehave a good working knowledge of several problems.

We know where to go on campus for information and we can

follow it up with office memos to people who have votes."

AAark Bookman, a first year law student, takes a slightly

different tack from Brestoff's scientific orientation. He has

been working through Cranston's office fo provide more

funding for bi lingual education programs.

"My work stems from a desire to teach English and

Spanish as equals," Bookman said. "We'll achieve a cer

tain social stability by allowing an equal comprehension of

American and Mexican American cultures. My wife

teaches in Pico Rivera and knew that the funds were being

cut."

Another EV project is a film by Pam Gearhart, for

Congressman Bell, on the Santa Monica Mountains. Bell

has introduced legislation to turn the area into a national

park. Gearhart has completed eight cans of film so far.

Susie Baskin, a senior in computer science. Is also

working in Bell's office. She Is compiling governmental

reports and an register of environnr>ental organizations In

Los Angeles. She will be working with DB City Editor

Debbie Ashin and DB Ed '*" " "" "^ '^—"*
' -es on an

environmental newsletter

Two EV members are associated with Tunney's field

office. Lauren Rapport, who will be an entering freshman

here In the fall, and Joan Buchanan, a graduate student In

business administration, are reviewing the state water

project for Tuni>ey.

Paul Sliver, director of OES, has provided the Impetus for

the City Council paper resolution. He and Brestoff have also

met with the purchasing manager from tt»e Getty Oil

Company who is now conducting a quality -cost experiment

with reclaimed paper.

Silver's office Is the focal point for the group, Brestoff

noted.

__ Another interest of several EV members Is consumer
^

protection. Shelley Rosenfleld, a first year law student, co^'

authored a proposal with Brestoff for a UCLA Consumer

Protection Program. The proposal, presented to the

Graduate Sfudents Association and Community Services

Commissioner Clinton Burch calls for students to teach

other students and minority groups In the Venice ares about

consumer problems.

"The Federal Trade Commission has agreed to help us/'

Rosenfleld said. "We like to think of this project as a con

sumer tutorial effort."

Other members of the group are Ben Rodllitz. a junior In

engineering, who is providing more information on tt>e

prospects of fusion power, and Jeff Arthur, Chalrnr^an of tt^e

Environmental Law Society.

"With all of the possibilities, we still need a lot more

organization," according to Brestoff. "And Interested,

competant people with an ability to communicate."

One success that indicates EV's approach concerns a bill

called the National Oceanic and Envlronnr>ental Research

Act of 1971.

"I wanted Cranston to become co-sponsor of the bill,"

Brestoff said, "and I interviewed several faculty nr>embers

at the Scripps Institute of O:eanography and rewrote the

hui Dpan Schwartz reviewed it and I sent It ln._Cranston

JT the bin Iff^t week."

'M
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(Continued from Page 7)

the residual spent liquors used In the chemlcat

removal of the llgnin binder fronr* the wood. In

recycling, the delignlfying state is essentially

replaced with a de inking process with potentially

reduced environmental implication.

And yet, in spite of the above, the use of reclalnr^ed

paper has been greatly hindered by the contractual

preclusion of the use of recycled material. The words

"virgin," "chemical wood pulp" prohibit recycled

material, in any proportion, from being used.

Similarly, use of such terms as "kraft,"

"semi chemical/' "cotton fiber," without further

elaboration that secondary fibers are acceptable,

tends to limit the use of reclaimed paper.

It should be noted that other specifications —
among them tearing strength, brightness, opacity,

printability — still provide for quality control. Such

specifications assure adherence to performance

standards as required for each product by the con-

tract. In other words the quality of reclaimed paper

is in many cases an even match for virgin fibers.

(For example, the additional softness of reclaimed

fibers makes them highly desirable in book papers.)

The myth that reclaimed paper is "unclean" is fast

becoming unfounded. The C'^ty of New York has

modified its specifications on bond paper, for In-

stance, to require "... a minimum of 20 per cent

recycled de inked fibers. Such de inked fiber shall be

in addition to any use of envelope cuttings, hard

white shavings, mill broke or bindery trimmings."

(The reason for requiring de- inked paper is the

desire to encourage the use of waste paper. De-Inked

fiber comes from chemical and/or surface active

treated wastepapers that may have been dyed, or

havfe been printed on.)

Now, while a percentage specification is not

necessary, a ctxjsen number certainly provides ttw

security of a market for those firms ihsf have to

retool and develop a proficiency in reclamation. In

time, performance standards will suffice to bring ihe

industry to an equilibrium between the prcxJuction of

virgin and recycled paper, a balance that will surely

be closer to the social,optimum.
^^^Severaf typical product categories for reclaimed
paper are:

Packaging Materials: Folding and set-up boxes

and cartons as well as "kraft" bags. For many years

the largest ccxisumer of waste paper has been the

paperboard industry. Because of the significant and
easily separable supply of papertx>drd prcxlucts from
solid waste; 'its use as a raw material over many
years has' Sallowed rreprocessifig techniques to

become sophisticated to the point that some 1(X)

percent reclaimed prcxJucts such as corrugating

medium are comparable in all characteristics to

virgin goods.

Printing and Office Grade Papers: Text book
papers, offset and duplicator grades, xerographic,

cover stock, ledger paper, bond and mimeo papers,

envelopes, and business forms are available in

products made in part from recycled paper.

Tissue and Toweling Papers: Facial and bathroom
tissues, hand towels and napkins are made in part

from recycled products.

Among the companies who utilize significant

quantities of recycled materials in manufacturing
the above mentioned products are:

Allied Paper
Bergstrom Paper
Container Corp. of America

\
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Continental Can
Crown Zellerbach

Federal Paperboard
Georgia Pacific Corp.

"^Hoerner Walctorf
'^

Kimberly-Clark
Newton Fall's Paper AAills

Oxford Paper
Packaging Corp, of America
St. Regis Paper
For all practical purposes, the same paper

|

manufacturing firms ttiat produce products from

virgin pulp also prcxtuce products made with

proportions of reclaimed paper. Any transfer in

allocation of resources would be intra-company, notl

l)etween companies. A company changing^lts paper!

contract to allow for recycled paper may not find it|

necessary to change suppliers.

It is estimated that the present capacity of paper I

mills producing office, printing, offset and related

grades of paper from recycled materials exceeds

500,000 tons annually at present (remember that 58.5

million tons of paper were consumed in 1970), while

the capacity of firms producing paperboard is 9

million tons per annum. This estimate is based on

operating capacity of 80 percent (the present]

operating capacity).

It seems obvious that the reclaimed paper sector of

the paper industry can grow substantially if given

the demand incentive. It is true, however, that the|

percentage specification of reclaimed paper in

contracts will, at first, restrict the number of firms

capable of bidding on the contract. This impediment

of competition could raise costs to the consuming

firm in the short run until reclamation technologies

become industry wide.

The particular problem,of the Industry on the West

-

Coast is that the number of paper recycling plants

have been severely limited, due to contract

1 prejudices mentioned earlier and the predominant

i

use of residuals by pulp mills. The hesitation to build

1 recycling plants has resulted In transportation costs

being a significant factor in the competitiveness of

reclaimed paper relative to virgin paper. If the

market ctemand for recycled paper precipitated the

building of West Coast recycling mills, the price of

recycled content paper would be 'equal to or less than-

virgin paper. (Presently, in California, newsprint

made from old newspaper can be obtained for $7-10

[per ton less than newsprint made from virgin pulp.)

Should a company decide to modify purchasing

[priorities and specifications in favor of recycled

materials, the most impact would be registered in

I

the following product areas:

Paperboard: folding cartons, building boards, and

[corrugated shipping containers;

Paper: offset (coated and uncoated), bond mimeo
land duplicator, register bond, chemical .

wood
writing, AA.F. book- English finish book, and eggshell

book.

As a buyer of paper, a company (or public agency)

might consider the following recommendations:
1) All companies shall submit with their bids the

percentage of secondary fibers in their products. The

secondary fibers must be made from paper collected

from outside the mill;

2) All corrugating medium containers and fiber-

Iboards shall contain at least 95 percent secondary

fil>ers. This is the generally accepted level of waste

[paper usage in "combination board"—which
represented 42% of the U.S. market in 1960 but only

h% in 1970. An additional effort could be made to

have all products purcttased by the company
delivered in boxes and containers made from
recycled materials. This indirect action could have
as great and favorable impact as tt>e direct

specification change in a company contract.

3) The winner of paper contracts will be tt>e lowest

bidder of three ccxnpanies with the hlgt>est per-

centage of reclaimed paper used as raw material In

the manufacture of particular prcxJuct lines, i.e., fine

papers, txx)k papers, corrugated, etc.

An example of the last recommendation should be
given before going on to ttw ottier two-

price—recycled ccxitent purcttase criteria.

Suppose that bids for a certain volume of 20 lb.

sulfite office bond paper were submitted by four

companies:

Company

W
X
Y
Z

(* tons of reclaimed fibers used for office paper

divided by the total tons used for office paper)

,. The buying corporation would choose those firms

using the highest percentage of reclaimed fibers: W,
X and Y. Since company W submitted the lowest bid

of the three, W receives the contract. The buying

company does not maximize recycled content, nor

does it minimize the cost. The recommendation is

based on the idea of compromise.
Instead of a compromise, the firm may wish to

ipecify a certain percentage of reclaimed fiber, and

settle for nothing less. In this case, we recommend a

minimum of 20 percent, the national average, in the

short run. In the long run, a much higtwr percentage

would be both reasonable and achievable.

A third purchasing criteria could give a slightly

greater preference to reclaimed paper than ttie first

proposal, depending on the bids received. This

criteria is an index equal to the reclaimed per-

centage (Pe) divided by the price (Pr, or Pe/Pr. The

._Jndex goes higher if the percentage goes up and If the

price goes down. In the example above, company X
would receive the contract instead of company W,

since the increase in percentage of reclaimed fibers

(from 40 to 45 percent) over company W more than

offsets the Increase in price (from $10.00 to $11.00).

The index for company X is higher than the Index for

company W. \ .

•

. Of course, the intent of our purchasing criteria Is to

suggest ways in which recycled paper can be given a

larger share of the market. In our view, something

like our recommendations would seem highly ap

propriate, especially In view of the fact that the

virgin paper sector enjoys a 10 percent capital gains

treatment factor, a tax advantage unavailable to the

recycled paper sector.

vWe have seen that several arguments can be made

fb support the acceptance of ecology's favorite term,

"recycling," and that there is no reason why con-

tract prejudice against reclaimed paper, or any

other resource, should exist. In order to expand the

market for recycled paper, all contract restrictions

against recycled paper should be removed, at the

very least.

These restrictions are not in the best interests of

our economy or our environment.

Researcher discusselexperiments in ESP

Of Ghoulies an

Of longleggetie

Of things that

Good Lord del

)sties,

rties,

I P in the night.

Scottish prayer

-^

Extra sensory perception.
Telepathy. Apparitions and
precognitions Are these and other

inexplicable phenomena merely
the fantasies of disturbed minds,
freaks of circumstance, and
machinations of unscrupulous
tricksters?

which they cannot explain; ex-
periences so out of the ordinary
that people who hear ot them
almost universally brand the story
a lie and ignore it at best, or burn
the teller of the Ule at the stake at
worst?

Or is thf»rr . m,k r*i

Thelma

tifically sound behind the myriad
stories of witches, mediums,
sensitives and even common
people who have experiences

Moss of the Neuro-
• "'^^ite here Is 1ip'

question. Al

the phenomenon called

"telepathy" actually exists

Moss' first experiments were

with individuals who believed

themselves to be telepathic. Thev

were tested in pairs, with one

person acting as a transmitter (T>

and the other performing the role

of receiver ( R) . The receiver -wmttld

'B' "'^ uii:» quesuon. Al "5"

Department of Zoology seminar,
*ESP over Short and Long
DisUnces," Moss explained her
efforts to deterioine whether or not

lie down on a coucn and try U^ '<^^

his mind be idle and hopefully

receptive. The transmitter.

isolated twenty feet away »"

another soundproof room, was then

ubjected to a series of six

rnotion-producing audio-visual
urograms. These six ten-minute
rograms were:

i' President Kennedy's
assassination: including newsreel
^tage of Jackie with blood on her
"•* ^"-^ cenes of the Funeral. The
•-•b "in
Vears"

"TKg Summer 5f Ht5 voiumc r,xvr ir.-.v.

presumed to still be vivid to the

subjects.)

2) Ocean: Slides of surf and

waves, and views of the Hawaiian

coast Respighi's Fountains of

Rome played in the background.

3) Nazis: Mossolov's Iron

P ._j .. ',c ninv'oH at n harsh

4) Ladies: Playboy foldouts with

The Stripper playing in the

background.

5) Cold: T's kept one foot in a

bucket of ice water, and/or watch-

ed a film of artic explorers

struggling through deep snow and

blizzards Howling wind sounds

were played in the background

was played in the
*3ckground. (The experiment took
'^•ace about nine months after the
'^^nt, so the tragedy was

subject watched slides of Nazi

rallies, concentration camps,

cremating ovens, rotting corpses

and skeleton like survivors.

-» I H H .-) " ' 1

TiM SwfM Amaw«M CM Tim« To Study

use STUDY SOUNDS
Ittcrmmtm Vpwr Coitcantralion Aitd Improv*

four Ce<npr«h*n»K>n Study Al A Fattar Rat*

ELECmONICALLY PHOOUCCD SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPTEN

Pt«««« Spscify
• Tr«Cli Tap*. CaMatta. Or LP Raoord

S«<td CHacii or Mo«««y Ordar — fS.M t»ch
Inciuda ;&c Hartdlir^ and ^mImm
S«ui»d ConcapO. Inc. — Boa 3ti2

C»»«rtotta«vill«, Va. 22M2

6) Ijisneylanci. color

Disneyland accompanied by

Tuxedo Junction

(Continued on Page 1 1
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Term Papers

Dissertations

Theses

Letters

Fast

Accural*

VILLAGE TYPIST

1101 Gay ley, Westwood
473-8127 886-7475
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••aid Advertisement)

HYPNOSIS FOR S100ENTS
• B«ft«r grades
• Sp*«ch Probl«mf
• Orals

• Smoking
• Tension
• Personal Goals

University of Wisconsin Ph D . 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General bemantics Private Instruction

Wllllai L RISIOW. PII.D.

1225 W«shMK>od Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment

IBfTEIIl
'•M k > «« »••••< ti.< *-<l»*' t.*.<< '

No Sweat, Foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects back to your home with

professionol efficiency . . at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:

749-7491

w« ••II 220V
cf>plionc** of

w«ll-known brond*

(Paid Advertisemeni)

We're Muzzled
California State law prohibits usfronn telling you where

you can buy nnen's contraceptives through the mail.

Isn't that a little silly? For legislative refornrt, write

your California State Legislator. For information, write

us.

Population Planning Associates,

Box 2556-CA, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

PPA. . ."Implementing the Activities of Population

Services, Inc."

GEPrS
bluiil uyiii^lAnlNt

10968 Le Conte, Westwood

with this coupon !

discount

On Any Giant Sepi

Good thru May 30, 1971

.dBtk .4kt
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. and Your
ummer with

Cinema Center Films
Summer greetings from_Cinema Center Films, the

young-and-growing motion picture division of the Colum-

bia Broadcasting System. -

—

Our name may escape you, but our films should be

familiar. Internationally-acclaimed hits such as 'The Boys

in the Band," "Scrooge," 'The Reivers," "A Man Called

Horse;: 'The April Fools,""'A Boy Named Charlie Brown."

—-^ And just as we made those screen entertainments so

outstanding, we're now getting ready to make your sum-

mer—four times over.

A CINEMA CENTER FILMS PRESENTATION

MARTIN BALSAM • JEFF COREY
CHIEF DmN GEORGE and FAYE DUNAWAY

AS MRS. PENDRAKE

SCREENPLAY BY CALDER WILLINGHAM • BASED ON THE NOVEL
BY THOMAS BERGER • PRODUCED BY STUART MILLAR
DIRECTED BY ARTHUR PENN • PANAVISION^JECHNICGLOR®
A NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES RELEASE — —

-ff"

M
>,^

STEVE McQUEEN
"LEMANS"

A CINEMA CENTER FILMS PRESENTATION
» *#», f'C'fi

J '\

WRITTEN BY HARRY KLEINER • MUSIC BY MICHAEL LEGRAND
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER ROBERT E. RELYEA • PRODUCED BY

- ^ . JACK N. REDDISH • DIRECTED BY LEE H. KATZIN

A SOLAR PRODUCTION • PANAVISION" COLOR BY DE LUXE""

A NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES RELEASE

fef-

\'

Pf

^i

,^-
~--m'„f»yJ«

^^'^

{^^

^L - ^
Hiii>

iTTTi

"titf* T^r*
.u

,.;.?jb..i.!...

((

5''*fi»?(

n,:'
•"^ifj^'-

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
WANTS TO KNOW

WHO IS HARRY KELLERMAN
AND WHY IS HE SAYING
THOSE TERRIBLE THINGS ABOUT ME?

-^
f

91

^^^rtftf^*^^

A CINEMA CENTER FILMS PRESENTATION
CO-STARRING

BARBARA HARRIS * JACK WARDEN
DAVID BURNS • DOM De LUISE
WRITTEN BY HERB GARDNER • PRODUCED BY ULU GROSBARD AND
HERB GARDNER • DIRECTED BY ULU GROSBARD,- COLOR BY Oe LUXE*
A NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES RELEASE \

\\

• i.

t •JtrXk
Hf^- ''': ^'v

CINEMA CENTER FILMS

^i'^fc.h.-

A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

%
TV

.7
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Art and technology show planned here
Interdisciplinary ''events" for

an "Art and Technology Show"

here, May 28, are being planned by

faculty and students here.

CREATE— Creative Experiments

in Art and Technology — is

designing at least five projects for

the show.,

Accordfhg to Genevieve Marcus,

one of the show's coordinators,

CREATE is still looking for par-

ticipants to help design and

complete the projects. Among

them are the following:

— Light path— A strong beam or

pattern of smaller beams will form

a light path extending from the

Dickson Art Center to the

engineering and science facilities,

tying together the physical and

symbolic area of the event.

Smaller paths may branch off from

this main beam, leading the way to

other exhibits.

People interested in light
sculptures, physics, optics, and so
on may contact project coor-
dinators Stan Mock (x54214) or
Oliver Andrews (x53085) in the art

department.
— Fog piece — An area ap-

proximately 70 inches by 70 inches
will be filled by dense fog emitted
by a special fog machine. Ideas for

events inside and on the surface of

the fog are needed. Contact
Genevieve Marcus 986-1185.

— Light sculpture piece II —
Bunche Hall will be transformed
into a "compelling light structure"

through a planned on-off pat-

terning of its lights. Light com-
positions are needed. Contact
project coordinator Stuart Ziff

(engineering) at 784-0896.

— Kinetic sculpture — If the

world cannot be transformed
overnight, how about the space

inside elevators? "Have you ever

observed the expression on

people's faces when crowded in an

elevator? The extremely close

proximity seems to force the in-

dividuals into tight and mechanical

shells ; such is a prime example of

the influence pn the human
psyche," according to Vickie

Polumbo, kinetic sculpture project

coordinator.

"What would happen if we could

change that environment? Would

such an experiment encourage

some kind of response, humanize

humans?" Vickie hopes to tran-

sform the "functional environment

of the elevator into a 'moving'

aesthetic experience." Interested

persons should contact her at 474-

9042.

— Group video-tape composition

— A group of about 10 people from

different fields will individually

create short video-tapes which

they will jointly edit into a com-

posite group composition. People

interested in group compositions

should also contact Genevieve

Marcus.

As assortment of otl^r projects

are in various stages of conception.

Included are "closed circuitry/*

the idea of using the close circuit

cable which interconnects all

buildings on campus; "computer

graphics" (a software program

exists and can be made available

to the project); pieces exploiting .

the properties of liquid air;

creation of a symthetic asteroid; 3-

D oscilliscope pieces; and so forth.

Chicano committee formed

to encourage science majors

£SP discussed
(Continued from Page 9) ,

While viewing these programs

the T's were instructed to write

down all their impressions of what

they were experiencing. The R's in

their relaxed state were given

instructions to record any stray

impressions which they felt during

the course of each ten-minute

program.

On many occasions Moss could

discover no sign of any interaction

between the transmitter and the

receiver. This didn't surprise her

very much. At times, however, the

recorded impressions of T and R
were strikingly similar. Exam-
ples:

T: (Viewing "Ocean"). R: "For

some strange reason, I seem to be

in Honolulu in the Hawaiian
Islands. There is an atmosphere of

holiday, of relaxation and rest.

Palm trees and green things

growing, and blooming bright-

colored flowers. Perhaps I'm

swimming in a pool. Everything is

restful and peaceful.

T: ("Ladies"). R: "Just before

it began, I thought of whiskey a Go
Go. It's one of the nightclubs on the

Strip .

t>

>»

T: ("Assassination*'). R: "I

seem to have the feeling of sadness

or sorrow . . . feeling as if I were
crying ... or that something

tragic has happened and that I was
grievmg over something . . . much
the same as one might feel when
attending the funeral of a dear

friend ... or a well-known public

figure in whom one had faith."

T: ("Assassination"). R: "I

have the impression of a cross . . .

Then sort of diagonal to that ... I

have the impression of a bouquet of

roses , . . there were very dark
green leaves and tight red buds."

T: ("Ladies"). R: "I didn't get

much from that one. All I saw was

a field of bouncing bunnies."

(People seemed reluctant to

aclmit having mental Visions of

naked womenj' Moss com-
mented.)

' Moss is currently conducting

similar experiments over long

distances, using a group of about

forty transmitters to try to send

impressions to three groups of

receivers. One of these receiving

groups is about five miles from

UCLA, the second is in New York,

and the third is in Pretoria, South

Africa. Although the study is not

complete, the results do indicate

that chance alDne; i^ not respon-

sible for the phenomena which are

being observed. Statistical

analysis of certain aspects of the

experiment indicate in ten trials

out of the sixteen it is quite unlikely

that the results were the product of

a random process (of guessing).

By Moss' criteria, only one such

trial out of twenty should occur by

chance. Statistically, the student

telepaths are doing ^bout ten times

better than chance at the present.

So who needs TV?

David Sanchez, associate

professor of math, is currently

forming a committee of Chicano

science majors here to recruit

more Chicano students into science

and math majors.
^"^

Out of 180 Chicano graduate

students here, between 15 and 20

are majors in sciences or

engineering, Sanchez said. There

are less than 40 Chicanos with Ph-

D's in sciences nationwide, and

only one has earned a PhD in math
here since. 1966.

"It's a terrific imbalance^whep

there are so many Chicano majors

in Spanish and history," Sanchez

said, "especially when they're a

glut on the market, and barrio

schools are in great need of science

and math teachers.

"There are going to be man-

power problems, because we are

not developing science-oriented

Chicanos in the junior highs," he

added. "The barrios should meet

the needs of a complex society.

Sanchez is arranging to have

junior college Chicano students

vyork in science programs here.

"An effort should be made in the

junior highs, high schools and

junior colleges to recruit Chicanp

students into the sciences," San-

chez added. "Here's a chance to

reach th kids who haven't been

counselled out of the sciences

"UCLA seems to be the logical

vehicle for this activity," he added.

"A spearhead effort at UCLA
would reap great benefits."

Chicano students interested in

working in Sanchez's committee

should conUct him at X54948 or

X54701.

\

\

HELPLINE

825-7646

^VATER &EDS

"^Heap SHOP CTc*-^

2807 PICO BLVD.

Where else can you get a

pebble candle as a gift

just for coming in this

week and browsing through

the newest, tiniest, cutest

hand-craft store you ever

saw.

Room 204 is very conve-

niently located at 11691

National Blvd. (upstaiis)

near Barringlon Ave. '

:' v-v/

'

We're open Mon. thru ff\.

9 .10 to 5:30. and this Sat

(May 22) 9 30 to 1 30

Telephone: 477-3635

><

IS YOUR FAMILY BANKING SATISFACTORY?

SEE WHAT A DIFFERENCE OUR WAY MAKES.

A MAJOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Kirkeby Center, 10883 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles 477-3001

ASStT •^ 1 u.ij'ju

-&t*-r--

^CAPiTSL TUNDS $33 8?3 000 -MOLDING COMPANY CITY NA»K>NAL COMPORAIiOAL

CNB MORTGAGE GQRPOBATION ' AFFILIATE
nf^ifeft CITINATIONAI RANr.QRPQRATIQN,

CITINATIDNAL DEVELOPMENT TRUST
•*• of Ci«c«mb««->» *it70

Momber F D I.C

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, CALL 465-1234 AHTIlwic.

Mi-ftitM r ^• !< Ml Wfb»rv«- _.y-.l'»ii

s^T":
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'No one has to die'-basis of EC class here
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We give students a break, with special reduced

rates in Hilton Hotels from Boston to Honolulu.

(Faculty and graduate school* students get a dis-

count too.)

Let us send you a pannphlet listing the Hilton

Hotels and Inns that offer special student rates. Also

a Hilton Student Identification Card to use wher
ever you register.

Mail this coupon to Hilton Hotels Corporation.

Travel Department. National Sales Division. 9880

Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills. California 90210.

We want to make it easy for you to come visit

the Hiltons.^

Address.

C.ty. State. -Z'P-

College.

HILIOn KSTELS
Class of 19.
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By Rufus Baker

DB SUff Writer

"I do not teach anything Awareness becomes the

teacher which dispels the central error of human

beings, that we are mortals bound by space and

time, " Samuel Marcus, coordinator of "Survival on a

Polluted Planet," a weeWy class in the Experimental

College said The class meets at 3:30 and 8:15 p.m.

Mondays in Architecture 1243.

"The only reason we can't transcend time, space

and death is that we believe we are human beings,"

he explained "Another word for human being is a

flesh being or matter being. Instead, I hold we are

energy beings, and spirit beings. On that basis we are

infinite, eternal and immortal.

"No one has to die. We translate into the next

species above the homo sapiens.

"I have actively helped some people to end their

need of food, water, and breathing, and though no one

has reached the stage where they would have died, I

have been told it is already known to many people

they do not have to die," he said. "They know to

translate their body from matter to energy. The body

will no longer exist. They got an OK from a higher

source.

"Personally, you can describe the source as the
Creator. Impersonally you can say the Creative
Principle and Process. It's actually both,^' he noted
"The Creator/Creative Principle and Process
operates through 'creative evolution.'

"Human beings are in one stage of the total

scheme of things. The next species above homo
sapiens has no body as understood by scientists It

has an intangible body, of greater frequency and
energy than the body of flesh all animals have in

common," he added. "There is an infinity of species

above as well as below man. Scientists don't have
this concept.

"Scientific ideas don't conform to the new reality

Truth and reality are not fixed. They are only where
we are in our state of evolution.

"I talk to many a person who has the intellect, the

maturity enough to comprehend the philosophy

behind it, but the problem is, who is willing to give up
his humanness? Everyone is desperately seeking to

get the good things of human beings, and they have
stopped their evolution without their being aware of

it," he said. ,^-~..

"Now in 1971, science is beginning to come of age
(Continued on Page 13)

What's Brew'n at the Big U today
Special Activities

The Watts Prophets^ The
Bodacioos Buggerrilla and Kwa
Tamani will appear at 8:30 p.m.

today in Humanities 1200 as part of

Black Culture Week. Donations

requ€^sted.

"Cangaceiro/' a Brazilian film

In the minds of many, mod-
em technology has created a

monster.

The computer.

We've all heard the stories

at>out people makingi, say. a $30
purchase. And then being billed

for S3.000 by th6 computer.
Nonsense.
The danger Is not that the

computer makes mistakes, but
that human errors remain uncor-
rected while the machine rolls

on, compounding them.

Computers are literal
minded. They must be corr'ectly

instructed to help us in the
solution of problems. They do

'exactly what they are told. Not
what they ought to have been
told.

The computer Is man's
assistant. Not his replacement.

The unaided human mind
needs help to cope successfully
with the complexity of our
society.

Intellectual aids, sOch as
computers, will not only in-

crease the skill of our minds,
but leave more time for human
creativity by freeing man of bur-
densome routine tasks.

Do we really believe that

ourachievements in space could
have been accomplished with-
out computer assistance?

Do we really believe that we
can function efficiently in our
complex modern environment
without computer assistance?

The answer, of course, Is

obvious.

In truth, the invention of

the computer can be compared
with the invention of the printing

pres3,..
;,..^ _;_

Engineers engaged In tihe

development of computer sys-
tems are convinced that over
the next decade it is possible to

develop networks of Intercon-

nected computer systems capa-
ble of offering a wide variety of

services to the public.

By necessity, one-way
mass communications — radio,

television—deal with a common
denominator of entertainment.
This situation can be changed
by developing computer-based
systems that offer each indi-

vidual an almost unlimited range
of entertainment and informa-
tion. Each individual will select
what he wants, and to how
great a depth he wants to delve
Into the areas in which he is

interested.

At his choice of time.

Apply this principle to
education.

What It amounts to is indi-

vidualized instruction. To meet
simultaneously the needs of
many students.

From a practical stand-
point, limits to excellence in

education are almost purely
economic.

The computer provides a
solution by performing high
quality Instruction for large
numbers of students, economi-
cally.

Our goal is to make it pos-
sible for a teacher to provide in-

dividual guidance to many stu-

dents, instead of few.

Yet, computer-assisted in-

struction is not a concept which
has been enthusiastically em-
braced by all. There are many
who feel that the computer will

replace teachers.

Not so.

This Interpretation implies
mechanizing, rather than per-
sonalizing, education.

Everywhere in our lives Is

the effect and promise of the
computer.

Its ability to predict de-
mand makes it possible to
apply the economies of mass
production tO; a wide variety of
customized products.

It will allow for the use of
a computer terminal device for
greater efficiency in home shop-
ping and much wider diversity
In home entertainment.

It can be a safeguard
against the boom and bust cycle
of our economy.

In short, the computer
means accuracy, efficiency,
progress.

The computer affords us
-the way to store knowledge in

a directly usable form—In a way
that permits people to apply it

without having to master it In

detail.

And without the concomi-
tant human delays.

The computer is indicative

of our present-day technology
—a technology which has ad-
vanced to such ah extent that

man now is capable, literally, of
changing his world. _ _

We must Insure that this

technological potential is

applied for the benefit of all

mankind.

To achieve this potential

we will need creative concerned
people.

That's where you come in

—you may be planning a career
in industry—if so, you could be
part of our vision of the future.

We invite inquiries through
your College Placement Direc-
tor—he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career.

We are an equal opportu-
nity employer.

RGil
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in Portuguese, will screen at 7 }0

p.m. today ^in AA66re Hall 100.

Admission is free.

The theater arts department will

present three original one act plays

written, directed and performed by

students at 4:15 and 8:30 p.m.

today in AAacgowan Little Theater.

-The plays include "Come Up and

See My Cassarol'' "I Didn't Get

Your Name/' and "The Priest."

Tickets are on sale now at the

AAacgowan Hall Box Office prior to

each performance.
--==*«—

Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor

The UCLA Blood Bank from 10

a.m. -2:30 p.m. today through
Friday In Ackerman Union
Women's Lounge. Those who
donate one pint of blood will

receive a free lunch.

The URA Photographic Assn. is

presenting a display of prints and

transparencies in Ackerman Union

Men's Lounge through ^^Y 24.

There are over 100 prints on

exhibit.

Paul des AAarals and Paul Reale

will direct "Pomes Penyeach
Concert No. 3" In a free concert at

noon today in Schoenberg
Auditorium. The program will

Include French Renaissance
Choral music, films from the

motion picture department and a

preview performance of Charles

Ives' unpublished "Celestial

Railroad."
-—~.

(Continued onu

CLASS
NOTES
SS.OO plus tax
Art nOB ~ Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 — Pickett
Chemistry lA - Siebert
Chemistry &A — Evans
Chemistry 6C - Jordan
Chemistry 153 - West
Economics 1 — La Force
Education 112 — Kieslfcr
History IC — Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 —"bright
Mathematics 3C - Giliman ...^

Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41-^ Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 — Kanoose

t4.oo plus tax
Anthropology IB — Miller
Art 1A - Kayser
Art IB Kleinbauer
Art 106B Pedretti
"lassies 142 - Gleason
Economics 7- Baird
Fconomics 100 - Nisb«t
Economics 101B LiruJsay
Economics 102 - Sweeny
Ec »nomics 130 - Lindsay
History IB Hoxie
History 7B Yarnell
History 8 Burns
History 178B Daliek
Psychology 12 — Butcher, Liebeskind
Psychology 115 - Butcher
Psychology 133B (ITOA) — Lovaas

for additional courses call or

,^d2_

*
*

*
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10851 UNOBftOOK DR.
SUN Wilshire- I 1/2 Blk E Weslwo.
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Survival' class
(Continued from Page 12)

It is devising electronic equipment that can in-

vesiigate man himself, but ttie great danger with the

equipment is the purpose for which it is used,"

Marcus said. "The equipment can be used to control

you or to set you free. If man uses this new electronic

equipment, it will be to enslave his fellow man.

Marcus, 58, is a Protestant minister, ordained by

the United Church of the Master in Sacramento. "I

never had any desire to enter the ministry, but it is

usefeul, as I am dealing with the world of the

mystics," he said.

Marcus attended teachers' college at Columbia

University. He was expelled in 1934, however, for

crashing an alumni convention and saying over

national radio that the university president and the

U.S. commissioner of education "expressed outdated

academic philosophies."

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY

M

3 3Upm
7pm
7 p.m.

7pm
8pm
8p.m

Integral Yoga HaUia
PanUMnime and Guerilla Theatrt^

Leatherwork

ESP UFO
Shakti Yoga

Integral Yoga Lifeatylea

UpaUin
633 Brooks. Venice

Factotum Kleenco Center
UOlGayleyAve

HaineaSi
ArchlM3
Arch 2203

COME TO MOMMA—''Hamlet'' will screen at 11 a.m. Saturday at the

^Aonica I Theater, 1332 Second St., Santa Monica, as part of the William

Shakespeare festival sponsored by UEA. Tickets are $1.50.

A little more Brew'n . .

.

( Continued from Page 12)

The Visitors Center will conduct a walking tour of the Computing

Facility in Center for Health Sciences featuring the IBM 360 91 computer

and graphics display with commentary by a staff member beginning at 1

p.m. today from the lobby of Schoenberg Hall. ^..

Speeches and Seminars

David M. GoodalLjdi rector of International Biological Program Desert

Biome, Ecology Center, College of Natural Resources, U^ State

University, Logan, will present'a nuclear medicine seminar on "Duikling

and Testing Ecosystem Models" at 4 p.m. today in the main conference

room, Warren Hall, West Medical campus.

Warren Sanborn, postdoctoral fellow and lecturer in physiolbgy will

present a physiology seminar on "Hydrogen Ions and Excitaiion Cow-

traction Coupling" at 4 p.m. today in Health Sciences 53-105. ^--^

David D. Jackson, assistant professor of planetary physics in

residence, will present a planetary and space science-geophysics

seminar on "Backus-Gilbert and Other Type Inversion Schemes" at 4

p.m. today in Slichter Hall 3853.

Perry Knowlton, president, Curtis Brown, Ltd., New York, will lecture

on "The Agent: Who Needs One?" at 7 p.m. today In Dickson 2160, part of

the series, ""^he Freelance Writer In Today's World." Admission is $4.50.

Louis J. Cantorl and Stephen L. Spiegel, assistant professors of political

science, will lecture on "American Options in the Middle East" at 7 p.m.

today in Social Welfare 147. Tickets are $4.50, $1 .75 for students.

Emmanuel Siven, senior lecturer in history, Hebrew University,

Jerusalem, will lecture on "The .Ulama and Secular Power in Islam: A

Tentative Model of Explanation" at 8 p.m. today in Bunche 2168.

Conrad Jamison, vice president. Security Pacific National Bank, M.A.

Steinberg, deputy chief scientist, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, and

Stanley K. Crook, director Los Angeles Field Office, U.S. Department of

Commerce, as moderator, will present a lecture on "The Decade Ahead

— For Bulls or Bears" at 8 p.m. today in Knudsen Hall 1200B, as part of

the series, "Los Angeles Decarama." Tickets are $4.50, $1 for students.

URA Clubs

The Sailing Club will meet at 7 p.m. today in the Kerckhoff Hall Lounge.

The Water Ski Club will meet at 4 p.m. today in Ackerman Union 2408.

The Sports Car Club will meet at 7 p.m. today in Ackerman Union 2408.

The Photo Club will meet from 7-9 p.m. today in Ackerman Union Men's

Lounge.

}?/The Conservation Club will meet at noon today in Ackerman Union

2412. t . ;. -.

The Karate Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today In Women's Gym 200.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 3:30-5 p.m. today in Memorial Ac-

tivities B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Fishing Club will meet at noon today in AAen's Gym 201.

The Air Rifle Pistol Club will meet from 4-6 p.m. today on the Rltie^

Range. __^^____^^

SEE IT! TASTE IT!

HEAR IT! FEEL IT!

LIVING IS A WHOLE LOT NICER AT

L?\ ll M?\N(BH?\ 910 HIICARI) AVENUE (2U»475-5«il
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UCLA Dai
ADVERTISING OFFICES

KtrckhoftHainil
Phone iJS :7J1

Cusutictf »dv«ni»»i»9 rate*

IS wortfs $1 S« *«V 4 cons^uti^
ins«rrions SS 00

Payable in advanct

DEADLINE 1«:Ma.m

Not«

yWe/p Wanted 3

THE Daily Sruin 9i»ev full support t» tfct

Uf*ivef-sity o« CaiiHKnia's policy on •••<»-

discrimination and therefor* cl»s»ifi»«

advertising service will not be '"•^
available to anyone who, m afforol«f

housing to stwdents or offennji |0*».

discriminates on the basis of race, coMW.

religion, national origm or ancestry Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin has investigated any of tht services

offered t»ere

^Announcemenfs

NEED A COOL PICKUP? As many as

units open during summer session at San

Diego State College Write for free

Catalog Summer Sessions. Dept B., San

Diego State, San Oic90t2)>S (AM20)

MOW do you BARGAIN' Find outplay the

bargaining game RECEIVE S2 Sign up

outside 452« Frani Tower (AM 21)

^Personal

P.E.O.'sfar from home and looking for

friends? Call Bonnie FL-M4M4>. ( t M 24)

HAPPY Birthday cui I love you. Siempre tu

hoia. nMli>

TO Mary Lyn. If I follow »-«ich. ( 1 M 11)

^Enfehainment.. ••••••••••••

SINGLES 21 45 Interested in travel, sailing,

bicycling, folk dancing? Internationals

welcome! Call PICAS, GRi-7773. (2 M 20)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. Hermosa Motel.

Teleptu>ne Avalon, 747. Box 644, Avalon,
O0704 (2QTR)

SINGLES MEET SINGLES Parties and

Introductions. FREE membership lor Girls.

Noon 7:30 PM. TWC. 454-2200. (2 0TR1

"couples CLUB
L.A.'s most unique, exciting club

tor fun-ioving people.

Weekend parties till dawn

!

Limited number Special Student
memberstiips with verification.

For Brochure call /write.

Box 2195 Seal Beach
CAtO740

(213) 5V6-4043

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation Call 213-CA 1 4«49. (2 QTR)

^Help Wanfed...,.••••••••••

__—

—

- W" ^^'

*^—

.

SUMMER jobs are available to those who
don't delay calling Services Unlimited 475-

9521. ..i. (3 Mil)

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience

necessary, top wages, call AFPA 935*055. (3

M 28)

FRIENDLY girl for permanent part tlnf»«

secretary receptionist in carpet showroom.
Beverly Mills area. 457 4200. (3M2I)

RELIABLE person accompany 2 children •

plane July North Dakota or Northwest
are«. 911-3434 days, Mi-9399 eves. (3M >

GIRLS, Frcshmtn, sophomores, S2 for ««»e

hour psychology experiment. Call 391-6421

eves, come FH 2329 days. (3M21)

EXCITING law firm needs sharp secrttary.

S550 S650. Paid parking, health plan, sick

leave, and other benefits. Call Carole or

Jwdi. .278 4661. (3M19>

CASTING. Film. Men (11-24),good-looking,

college types. Photos: Michaol Coytt
Productions, Box 4374,No. Hollywood,
91607. (3M11)

GRAD. studonts in psyclMlogy, sociology,
recreation. Beverlywood After Care Contor
needs you to help young adults recover from
emotional problems. Call t37-0146. (3M21)

OWE w««k l«9l •» g«« • summer |0b Dent

delay Call Services Unlimited 47S-9S21

GRAD st»»dent over 3* manage single uniH,

*OwM bidg •< pool No pets free rent plus

373-«3SI • *^^ ^*
\

BABYSITTER Experienced girl Thur

sdays.ta m.-6p m Sl.25hr. Westwood, noar

bus 475 1077. __ii^_L'lL

COLLEGE Student June Sept full time

work Scholarship available S95 per veek

U4 9200 (3M28)

NEED experienced teacher Billet, jazt,

good personality Adults, children, thru

summer Call weekdays btwn 2 4, 472

2614 (3M1I)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

JOBS on Ships! Perfect summer iob

career. BenefHs include draft exemption,

excellent pay, worldwide travel. Send S2 for

information Seafai, B^x 1173, Douglas,

Ariiona, •S*e7. (3 Mil)

WANTED, personal asst.-male - to paralytic

businessman Live m private WLA ttome.

Help another student driving fo/fm work and

provide other personal assistance. Board,

room, salary. Compatible with school hrs.

Day, 277-3711 ;nts. and wktnds. 134-6733. (3 M
19)

PARKING Attendants lor special events.

»1.75to»tart. Phone John Naderi, 657-2420. (3

M 20) ._ _ - ..

WANTEDSales girl lor summer em
ployment. Experienced only. Able to start

soon Apply at the Pant Mart, 10953 Kinross,

Westwood. 179-0297. (3M19)

U16 Westwood Blvd

474-6315

PART time telephone sales. Five <*«V\'/;ff-
9:00 PM. Draw against commission. 735-li57

af«er 1 00 PM. Mr Shaw. <3^'*_>

SUMMER Work Available for girls over II.

Most be personable, hard working, in-

dividual, no experience necessary. Average

earning, 5135 to SiW per week. WUnimum
guarantee of S450 a month & bonus Call 453-

3290 '^'^ '*'

MOR - 26 Single units. Adult bIdg. w/pool. No
pets Free Rent plus. 273-1351. (3MU)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S45 per month while helping others.

Come in to lOOl Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 471 0051 9 :00 AM 7 :00 PM daily

FEMALES-Psychology experiments. 2

sessions total 1 3/4 hrs. $3. 393-4945, no

psychology students. ( 3 M 19)

ATTENTION water skiers: Manufacture of

Skikite looking for active skiers to demon
strate water ski kite w/own boat. 360 8521

eves. (3M19)

TYPIST part time-start immediately-
experienced on electric term papers theses.

Fast. Westwood. 473 8127,886 7475. (3M 19)

^ Losfand Pound...••••••••••

FOUND: Change purse front of student

store Identify, claim. Call 398-9396. (4M18)

^Miscellaneous ......••••••.. 5

FREAK couples leaving July for South Seas
(cheap freighter) to start intentional

community. 670 2579, Ira. (Mis M 19)

y For Renf

.

fllS mon. WALK UCLA-parking
Luxuriously turn, bed-living room/bath,
kitchen privileges, pool, jacuzzi, sauna,

gym, billiard room- 473 1673. (7M24)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 296-2298;

wkndS, 292 5175. (7 QTR)

y Rides Onered..............* o

RIDE offered to Milwaukee-Chicago, share

gas leaving June 10 call Paul, •24-93M. (• M
21)

•

TO Portland female,share driving and gas.

Leave June 16. Call 765-3944 till 9 p.m. (I M
21)

WANT to Share ride/expenses «> ©Ty®"**^
N.Y. Want to leave end of May. 660-2196. (IM
It)

DRIVE new air-conditioned car to East

coast. Leave early Jwne - flexible. Call 472-

5469, eves. (IM20)

RIdW to N.Y. - beginning of June - share
expenses. Call Larry, 795-0401 or 653-9971

(leave message). (IMSO)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend

FH 3580 9 2:30. 2 hrs. credit or t2. 50 ea. (3 V
11)

PART TIME WORK
EARLY EVENING

HOURS
LARGE INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION HAS SEVERAL
MARKETING INTERVIEW POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN OUR SERVICE AND NEW
PRODUCTS DIVISION YOU MUST HAVE
A CAR AND MAKE A NEAT
BUSINE*;" -r APPEARANCE. GOOD
PAY PI » -PFtTS

Bruin Classified Ads
Sale.. 10 V Iravet '^ V travel. 13

FISHER stereo sy«em, Aquarius speakerv

BSR record Chang r. L.st S549 Ask.ng $295

new m boxes 723 5635 or 283 8970 ( 10 M 28)

OUTRIGGER twin hulls 17 ft. complete with

trailer fully equipped 761 9200 or 824-2335. ( 10

M 21)

BOLEX PI. zoom movie camera 8 mm. with

case and accessories SlSOor offer 83r

4401
OOIV* !)

BABY crib A matching chest, car seat,

bassinette, all m excel cond 476 3425 eves.
(10M20)

NEW kitchen appliances/otensils-direct

from warehouse, cheap Call Bill or prices,

free delivery, 478-8047 (lOM-D

SCUBA tank and backpack, 50 cu. ft., J

valve, hydrostatic test, 2 70, S40. 939-8267

eves (10M20)

DRIVE in Europe student di$<ounts on

overseas car delivery All European models,

shipping and low cost insurance. Call for

student savings 276 4456 {13M18)

ASUCLA ^
OFFICIALUNIVERSn>'

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Autttorited A Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattern now for

summer delivery and save
25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Mills, Calif., _

Mon Sat 10:00-5:00 CR3-«524

JOBBERS prices waterbeds $18-50. 6 /SIOO.

5 yr. factory warranty. Trade - Stereo, M.C.,

car, etc! 983 1079 (10M18)

CAN you dig a long, hooded Moroccan cape,

trading beads, woven belts? Wholesale Ron^

475-2369.
<''''^'''

SCUBA tank and backpack, SO co. ft., J

valve, hydrostatic test 2 70, 939 8267 eves. ( 10

GUILD folk guitar-case cost $320 new 3

weeks ago Perfect sacrifice $220. 473-0774.

Roger (10M19)

y Sen/ices Offered........ 1 1

DATA Analysis, consultation for M.A. and
PhD research: tutoring statistic, Chinese,

Japanese, expert, 473 8763. (11M24)

ONGOING Ehcounter group forming near

UCLA. Focus: Present experience/ feed-

back/communication. Dr. Gary Felton. 749-

9851103.m. 4p.m. (tlM24)

Fh.

••5

FH

IS

ONE . YiKf LA. . LONDON
Dep-

ONE^MIkY LONDON-LA
Rol. ^'»<«

9/9 S150

• •WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafMe members of tHe
University of California (students, faculty,

staff, registered alemni, immed. family
living in tti« same heusitield)

Charter fHghts

uc
- Kerchkhof f Hall 2M or

Between 8 a.m. A 5 p.m.
•25 1221

SAILING instruction-beginning-racing
navigation starti in 6' sabot-end in 30'

cascade. Dave,399-7*02. (11M24)

FUTURE CPA's learn to prepare for CPA
xam Becker CPA Review course. (213)553-

0330, (714)537 3430. Collect. (11 M 18)

BANDS, entertainment groups for weddings,
frat parties, etc. Rock, smooth, anything, wc
haveall. 291 2203. (11M20)

NOW!!!! UCLA's own student travel-study--

overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Off.ce.Kerckhoff Mall 304. international

Student ID Cards issued here e^***^ T|»«;

sdaylOam. 2 p.m. X 57434. (13M21)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr. phone. 274 9119^ (11 QTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses & Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

L.A. London-Amsterdam LA.

June 16 Sept. 15

June 24 Sept. 5

June23-Sepit. 11

July 1-Aug. 26

July 7-Aug.2t

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

$2»5
$285
$2t5
$2t5
$295

Sept. 26 One-way to Amstentom «>35

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) OtiaOT.
Overland Ave.. Dept. A. Culver City.

424t

DROP IN programs each Tues.. 8-10 PM..
and Sat., 2 4 PM Gen Adm , $3 00, students.

$2.00. Call The Group Center, 456 3030

QTR)
(11

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIOHT
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3t«-2125...ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance tor

students and employees. Call Allan Sobel

873-5815, 781 5527 eves. 783 3509. (11 QTR)

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student cttarter flights. Contact:
ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd., <4. LA. 90049.

826^5649. (13QTR>

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the $3$ Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages 15 thru 22) Also:

140. 15 days
$55. 21 days.

$70. 1 month.
Thrift coupons tor no time limit. M*. Gives

you !••• miles and $60 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 63A-5149. (13 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD.. 475 3570. (11 QTR)

HAWAII Six weeks, room and full board,
air transportation, tuition for three units,

plus many extras. Departures June 16 or 19.

$52t. Few spaces le«t. World Vista Study
Tours, tel, 604-2515. (13M20)

UrNX CHARTER FLIGirns
1007

LADY wishes someone to share driving her

car to Fort Lauderdale. Florida. Tel. # 348-

1455. (8M18)

^ tOT jo\e...............:...»* i"

HONEYWELL auto/strobonar 330, $40.

Bell/Howell filmosound cassette recorder

$50. 477 3635, 397 1874 eves/wknds. (10 M 24)

MICROSCOPE AO microstar 110. Binoc. 4

objectives oil. case. Retail $960. Xint. cond.
$600,392-14*4. (10M24)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees. Robert Rhee, 839 7270. 870-

9793. (11 QTR)

THEGROUPCENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

Each Tues. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.i

Gen. adm. $3.00 Students $2.00

Call 456 3030

INTRODUCTORY offer. Typewriter ribbons
Expert Service. Trade ins/rentals t0% 20%
savings. Abacus Business Equipment. 473-

2424. r»S49 Federal, S.M. Bid (11M19)

SELF-HYPNOSIS classes. Learn te
eliminate cramming forever Recall and
release all material ever studied 474-3350

Daily 16p.m. (11 MM)

1

2

3

4
5'

6
7

e

LOS AMGELES/LOWDOW/LOS AMGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

June 15 Aug 15 9 $275
June 19 Aug 15 8 $2 75
June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
June 27---Sep 13 12 $275
* LA/London/Aiisterdaai
July 1 —Sep 3 9 $275
Aug 17—Sep 19 4 $26i
Sep 5 —Oct 3 4 $258

owe WAY PLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14--LJ^London $140
2C July 26—LA/London $139
3E Aug 1»—lA/Nadrld/Prank $135
4e Sep —lA/Umdon $123
SE Sep 12—LA/London $123

BRAND new component stereos. Garrard

changer, 100 watt amp, AM/FM ^^UPJ*^***;
788 1781 Mark. (10M34>

COMPCO 3-0 slide prelector with screen.

Fantastic Xint cond. $l60/best o"»;,^^;Vl
$275,761-3771 (igmi*!

IBM Executive typewriter carbon ritlbon,

good clean cond S145 Call eves, after 9 p^m .

467-5918.
ueivil^i

I CXINOTON-Concord AM FM multiplex

l.th »-track. 5 mo old. X cond 475 5831 ex

Jj,
' (10M21)

POSITIONS WILL BE
v. V / >

;
: •

',
I \

FOP INTERVIEW

/-r»»JkPl rTt—?To;-rn-TvrreTn Rot»er1t A*A.

Ctl «•'"*" ' •• ,.-j..-- -
— --

Great sound 721 0307 (10M38)

Sx7 SIMON Automega enlarger w/3 lens

S\00 Morns Print straightener SS. 7 deluxe
cash drawers \\ ea KerckhotI Hall fS0,875
tSlt (18M21)

5PEED Reading students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academ ic

Guidance Services. 020 S. Robertsen Btvtf.

657 4390. '*OTtl

TYPING / Computer Research / CditHif •

PhD writer /editor provides campteN
preparation assistance KefW 779-0*^2 eves
/WkndS. fUMtt)

/

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial an«
bodyhair permanently removed Fre«
consultation XuCia RE 10921 WMshtre
(corner Westwood Blvd ) 477 3193 I

W#d..Fri.Sat Ml

jg 'f uVwi« --««»««-»- »-«--.»»— ----»-- I «J

'75)

1« June 14—AMet«r4a«/LA $139
2M Aog f --Lpndon/LA $139
)W Se^ lO—^Loodon/LA $l«8

Available only to University of
Ca: '---^a ettadenti, faculty,
mm^ \. extension and Aluavii
mmmtMt% oiee laaediate faailies.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
intra Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

OUR 10th YEAR
of Reliable Charter Flights
and stydent travel service

EUROPE $269 R.T

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA

•0 June 15/Sept. 15 . $ 269

§9 June 28/Sept. 7 $ 269

90 June25/Aug. 26 S 269

96 Aug 26/Sept. 26 5 269

91 Sept. 2 one way to AMS S U6

Immediate ticketing for discount (lights

London to Tel Aviv $77. to Athens $52, to

Nairobi S150, to Bombay S1S0. Large
discounts on cars and many oth^r (lights

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or

879-3111 c/o Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa

Monica B. Beverly Hills.

EUROPE, $225-205. also Israel, Japan,

Summer & Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev

Blvd.. LA, 90040. 651-331J^. ESEP UCLA
members ' (13QTR)

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE
Superstition Mountains, Arizona

Complete 7 day Adventure trip,»i30

Includes:

All transportation. meals, lodging,

recreation, art and geology classes, tours,

live band nightly and participation m our

travel film, call for Information

American Adventures Unlimited
(213)967 3077

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,
S1095. Europe: 4 weeks, 6 countries, 5715.

11 weeks, $1195. Japan 6

EXPERIMENTS IN
4248 Overland Ave., Culver
17. lUOTR)

Israel Europe:
weeks, $1011
TRAVELLING:
:itv^(213) 839 52

AIS FLIGHTS
Jet N.Y. - Europe best prices

Immed. issue int. ID Card & ticketing^
SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours '

Suite 105, Dept. UC
9056 Santa Momca
LA 90069, 274-8742 ^

New York One Way 6/^$79^^

LOOKING for a trayjeling companion to tnp
through Europe w
Marilyn,472 5203

Sh" this summer? Call

(13 M 19)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE AMIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing Intra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 months $125 00

Student grants on car purchase

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT ViC-Dept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872-2283 or 784- 1 677

SAIL Greece - Two week Aegean cruise on

120' 3 masted schooner. Contact: Schooner

Sofia, Box 332, Tiburon. Calif. (415) 435

J018 (13M28)

^ Tutoring.•«••••••••••••••••••••• 14

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. High

scl>ool, undergraduate, graduate. Several

years teaching experience. Reasonable 391

2463. (14M28)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method ('rial).j

473-2492. - _ ^ (14QTR)1

MATH GRADUATE record
^"'"'"f^V.

"

preparation. Private tutoring 7
J"'^"*'^^

$5/hr NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397

7335.
(1I4^M28)

GRADUATE Record Exim P'^eP*';*^;^"^

LSAT.etc. Individual instruction. Academic

Guidance Services, 820 S. Ro»»«''V*o%
"J,

4390. (14 QTR)

y Typing 15

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable •'afei. Call

GR 2-0421.
^'^'^

PAPERS, letters, theses. Experienced _Call

3t9 04i4 weeknights 6-9,mornings
*-7"»;^fl>

Tues.)
(15M28)

TYPING Editing. Term papers, '^"unnes,

letters, theses. IBM Selectric. E"9, 9^*?':

Nancy, 472 4143 ; Kay, 826 7472. ( 15 M 20)

WATTS Secretarial Service - (213) *"-^',^*„

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 900O8. Specialu ng

in theses, essays, manuscripts.

QTR) -—

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, ^\J^'J^
papers Specialty math *

;*',J"'" ,^
Accurate, rapid service 761-5580. i"^

RUTH - theses, term papers. '"•"I'q.^r,
Exp. Wkends, daily 5-9, 820-1162. (ISO R'.

PROFESSIONAL typing. «'"'" P^^p,;
theses, letters, etc Reasonable r*;"' 7«,
xampus. Call Esther 826 7691 .

( 15 o i »«

'

VILLAGE Typist IBM ^electric Term

papers, dissertations, theses, f f\^' ,..

curate. 1101 Gayley, Westwood. *" jjj^^e)

iTm Executive and Selectnc typewrifvr

s Experienced... Fast, •««"•»«,%
28)

Please call. .394-8295.
*'*'^

editing, grammar/spelling. Electric

typing, last. Pick up/delive^r^j-;;
FREE
Expert . __

school. Alice, )97-3M«

i n i^r? f^'-^ » % A r^ E

EUROPE Discount flights Also tsroel,
Ainca. India *ov off Intra European
charter flights Student ID cards Contact
EASC. 3i3 N Beveryly Dr , Bev Hills, Ca
90710 2766701 (130TR)

TELCj 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN MCSTWOOO. BPOXTON AT MXYbUIW-

f *' *?^ "S* '^* 1$. m
• I •

A

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IB^^JJL^ nq
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. ^
BARGAIN HUNTERS, '»Ef=E«^'^5^5coT«

)

•144,477-43n.
^"

TypTnG SERVICE

RESUMES, TERM PAPERS, Photo Copies

Fast A Efficient Service. Special rates ^
students.

Andrews Enterprises

4903 West Pico Boulevard

931 U 39

Di Tullio (149) three shots ofi lead in Pac-8 golf
By Doug Kelly

DB Sports Writer

Playing the steadiest golf of any member of the UCLA
team, Jerry DiTullio moved into a fourth-place tie Monday

through 36 holes of the Pacific-8 championships at the

Eugene Country Club in Eugene, Oregon.

DiTullio shot a two over par 74 in the morning round and

then a 75 in the afternoon to deadlock USC's Gary Sanders

at 149, three shots off the leaders, Doug Roxburgh of Oregon

^nd Stanford's John Beers, who stood at 146, two over par

for the tournament.

Roxburgh, playing his home course, took the early first-

round lead with a one-under 71, a shot better than Stanford's

Tom Watson and Scott Massengale of OSU as the second

round got under way.

However it was Beers coming from five strokes back to

grab a portion of the lead. His two-under 70, the best round

of the day under overcast skies, went along with an opening

76.

Massengale was all alone at 147, while Watson and Craig

Griswold stood at 148.

Don Truett had the next best UCLA score, shooting a 75

DAILY
BRUIN SPORTTS

long, tough course with a lot of tr«e8 and a lot of water The

course measures 6908 yards, but today it played like 7108."

The teams play another 36 holes tomorrow morning and

afternoon.

Leaders

and 76 for a 151 total. He's in a three-way tie with Dave
Bosley of California and Joe Batyko of USC.

Pete Laszlo and Cal's Charles Sulhvan are at 152, Laszlo

shooting a mediocre 78 but then recovering for a 74.

Other UCLA scores included Rene Grivel's 77-77—154 and

Bill Eaton a shot back on rounds of 76-79—155. Jim Porter

was sixth among the Bruins with 82-77—159.

The Bruins are third in the team total with 606. Stonford is

currently in the lead at 598 with Oregon next at 603. UCLA is

third and USC is three shots back in fourth at 609. From this

point, the scores drop off to Oregon State and California at

615 and 616.

"We're in very good position," commented coach Vic

Kelley after Monday's play. "We played rather well over a

Doug Roxburgh, Oregon
John Beers, Stanford

Scott AAassengale, OSU
Tom Watson, Stanford

Craig Griswold, Oregon
Jerry DiTullio, UCLA
Gary Sanders, USC
Randy Bojanowski, OSU
Don Truett/ UCLA
Dave Bosley. California

Joe Batyko, USC
Pete Laszk), UCLA
Charles Sullivan, California

Pete Harpster, Stanford

Craig AAadlson, Washington

Rene GriveL UCLA
Alan Taple, USC
Bill Eaton, UCLA
Jim Porter, UCLA

—3=^:-l»i:~7-

71-75—146
76-70—146

72-75—147

72-76—148

75-73—148

74-75—14f

77 72—149
7377—150
75-76—151

78 73—151
76^75—151

78-74—152

76^76—152

8073—153
80^73—153

77-77—154

77 77—154
76-79—155

82-n—15f

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
y^ Wanted. .-. '6 >^ Apis. - Furnished /7 <^ For Sublease y^Autos for Sale. 29 ^Aulas hr Sale.............. 29

TERM paper on effects of mariiuana or

personality of student radicals. Call after 5

Jm (714)S38-25A2S20C.O.D. {16M21)

^ Apfs. -Furnished. 17

GIRLS: 945 Hilgard, near campus. $110

entvre, S55 stiare. Utilities, linens, weel<ly

maid, kitchen. 473-S248. {17M24)

GLENFAIRTERRACE

Singles & t Bedrooms
Pool, sundecic & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood
Reserve now-reduced summer rates

S40 Glenrock & S43 Landfair

1 BDRM. large turn, apt., 1 bk. from cam-

pus, S200 (S175 w/manager position (easy)).

479 0821/ Avail. June 15. (17M24)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Ctiarm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 Ixlrms. / 'Singles.

Fireplace, Ige. tieated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gaylef

)

_-i^ 479-8144 (UaiKJ

TWO Bdrm. apt. UCLA student housing.

S145» Garage Utilities included. June IS thru

Sepf. 391-7540. (SL.M24)

•47 ROVER 2000 sedan, 4 door, four-speed,

AM/FM, itereo, low mileage. Ask 51300 474

iW. (29M24)

JUNE 14 Sept, -^15 Furn. 2 bed/baths, air

cond., pool, sundeck, walk/campus, parking.

'47»-4144r— T (SUM34)

LARGE, modern 2 plus 2, view of ocean
Santa Monica. 5195 month June/August.
Eves, 392 9082. (SLM20)

two

2 BED, 2 bath. Fireplace. Gorgeous. Prefer 2

qirls. Brentwood. Middle of June on. Call 820-

1681. (17M18)

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

BEAUTIFUL Berkeley apt. 1 bdrm.
stories plus a loft. North side, (213)789

4458. (SLM34)

TWO Bdrm. house, furn., $175, June-August,

ideal for kids, dogs, people. Culver City, 839

9887. . (SLM24)

'44 TRIUMPH TR4, Kint cond , low mileage.

$575 Call any time to 383 8584 (29 M 24)

•U VW klnt. cond., radio; heeter, many
extras, best offer over $750. J97 3007 after 5

p.,^. (2fM24)

TOYOTA Corolla wagon, '4f , roomy 30 mpa,
AM FM, Hint mech , clean. $1250. 472 9433

must sell (J9M24)

'43 SUNBEAM Alpine conw. Needs tran-

smission work -otherwise good cond $170.

Call 473-0794 after 5. ( 29 M 34)

'48 PORSCM^ •n red/Mack, air, AM/FM, $

instruments, fog lamps. Must set) going

Europe 824 3031 (2»M If)

'59 PORSCHE coupe Metallic blue. Mostly
original t)700 takes it Call George §38

4401 (29MI8)

•47 VW Bug, good cond., must sell. Going to

Europe Best of fer 474 5932 (29 M 19)

'43 CHEVROLET lmp#la Rebuilt eng New
brakes, tires, battery Best oiler 397

4555 (29M18)

SUMMER sublet, 1 bdrm., turn, or unfurn.,

Barnngton Ave., reduced rent, 473-0043. (SL

SUMMER sublet. Homey duplcy, furn..

bdrm., den, air cond. 10 min. campus. $185

Eves., 473-5247. (SLM21)

'S« FORD. Xint. tires and brakes. Good
transportation. Leaving country. Must
sacrafice. Call eves. 477 74»0. (2tMa4)

'44 DODGE conv . auto Much recent work.

Beat dealer's $300. Bill day, 825 2372,

eves. ,398 2344. (29M24)

CHICAGO summer sublet 5 rooms $l20/mo.

Near Lake/University. Eugene Garver:7227

S. Coles, Chicago. (SLM21)

WELCOME - SUMMER RENTERS -—

"

FURN. BACH. For 2. $125.

LARGE 1 Bdrm. for 3 or 4 - $195 and $250

Deposit on choice apt. for FaW

705 Gayley 479-8580

FURNISHED bach. Hot
private bath. S1 10 alone,
Gayley Ave. 479-9916.

plate, refrig.,

$55 share. 555
H17M20)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for ye^ar round_

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415Gayley at Veteran
478-1735

BEACH 5 min. walk. 7 bdrm, fully equip

ped 6/15 9/25, flexible. Quiet clean adults

393 1270, 112 l^isades.SM. (SLMJO)

CUTE small 5 rm. house. Yard, furnished,

near Occidental College, 25 mm. UCLA. $75.

473 5993. (SLM19)

—BEWKet-eY^StMnmer subleMe deluxe _ 2_

bdrm , 5 biks from Cal. $200. Day* caU 24$--

3604, Henry. t (SLM19)

'48 DODGE Van Automatic, runs ok set to

travel $750or best. Bob. 478 7351 after 4. (29

'47 GTO 385, 4 sp., t cylinders, radio-heater,

excellent condition, $1050. 7M-4)YI. (29 M 20)

'40 DODGE wgn.. 4 cyl.. std. trans. ,.^ir, tires

ok, great transportation. $300, §24 1358

eves (MMJf)

JAGUAR XK 140 Body beautiful Many
extras Engine runs but needs $200 work.

Grant at GR9 9321 {29M20)

'45 VW Bug, Xint. cond., lo mileage $450.

masterwork stereo system $100, 397 1372,

478 2819 (29M19)

UNIQUE Fiat bos Sleeps 2, seats 5. New
transmission, tires, motor Economical.

Xint cond 47S-)040. (29M)9)

'S9 RAMBLER American, new radiator,

battery, tires, water pump, generator, two

door , radio, heater , $210. 4>9 1414. (29 M If

)

'64 VW Sedan Prof selling $500 New valves,

generator, battery, etc 825 5028. 39/ 3032 (29

M 18)

'47 MUSTANG, 4 cyl., xInt. cond. Call eves.,

Dave 225 3884
^- r- - »- (2tM21)

'67 CHRYSLER New Yorker, only 25.000

miles, all power, air. $2,000. 473 7484 after

; (29MI8)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE -$50

Dcpoaito (tow fer »ummer/fdl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

$150 - LARGE one bedroom furnished.

Carpets drapes - laundry. Parking. 11610

Iowa Corner Federal. EX3-3771 evenings

GR7-1145. (17M18)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7 2144

$160 FURNISHED T bedroom, built-ins,

dishwasher, patioT JQ^ature adults. June

Sept. WLA. 825 7801 days. (SLf^t8)

'45 SUNBEAM Alpine COnv. Good running
cpnd $575 low mileage. Call after 4, 839-

5088,834 5580. (29M21)

'71 BMW 2002 Brand new, white, radiel

tires Call weekdays 8 5 4f»-4« 10. Evenings,

weekends, 484 8794 (29M10>

"75"

'70 VW
Leaving US

Bug low mileage.
l7r7224.Hana.

Best offer.

(39M21)
FORD Galaxie '44, 2 dr., hrd top A/C Xint

54000 miles $900 Eves , 3t0 5248 (29M21)

^ Apfs. lo Share 19

BERKELEY Durant Ave., block campus,

large turn Studio apt. Kitchen, bath offered

June 15/Sept 15, $125 mo- LA, 343-8383,

Berkeley, 843 4534. (SLM18)

FEMALE 25 plus, share spacious 2 bdrm.

apt. Pool, balcony, fireplace $142.50. 475-

1239 after 4. (19M24)

OCEAN view apt. Malibu, 2 bdrm., 2

bathrooms, $137.50 each. 25 niin UCLA,

Mark, 454 8544. (9M24)

ROOMMATE needed for large »?• Near

UCLA. Male or female. 475-2369. (19M18)

ROOMMATE to Share beautiful 2 br turn

w/one WLA. $82.50. June 1st. 820-285*

MKhael. ('»^"»

LARGE apartment on beach, 15 minutes

; campus, your share $68, over 21 P^^^^j^^^-

Bob. 789-5489. ^'''^'*!

GIRL: Share luxury, 2 bdrm., »'•«'»;*'««<»

Jpt., summer-possibly^ J^onger^-^^ pool.

-balconies, view. Sharon,476 6050.

WANTED: Responsible couple to suble'

spacious upper duplex this summer i

bedrooms $165. Rancho Park. 553 2843

eves (SLM18)

J House for Sale 21
I

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room. Prime
Sherman Oaks area Cathedral ceiling,

fireplace 15 minutes from Campus. $48,500.

DEPUY 346 2550 Call Ella 783 6275. (21 M

/House fo Share 22

NEAR beach for summer-married couple

jnly graduate student/faculty, 1 child OK.
i200moRm/board. 821 2135. (22 M .

'68 DATSUN 1400 conv AM/FM rfdio, new
top A battery. Xint cond. XJE09I. 885 «<74 /
eves. (29 Min— ~—

'45 ALFA Rombo, Guliaspyder, exc. cond., 5

speed, Radials, etc. $725. Anna Wolff. 274

8084,5412043 (29M70)

\-

'45 CORVAIW Cbrsa Lifl>t blue convertible.

Stick /4 carbs New engine, bad flywf»eel

5245. 477 S401. (IJhfilQ )

'47 MGB Good condition. Must sell. $1100 or

best offer 399 4341 eves. (20M10>

CARSin EUROPE
R€NT or BUY

SPECIAL RtOUCTION*
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAYi
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P.O BOX 49504
LOSANGELES, CA 90049

'47 CHEVROLET Impala J94. Oood con

dition Leaving for Europe Wholesale $950.

Evenings 829 1511 (29M18)

'44 AUSTIN Healey 3000 MKIII Mech.
perfect New Pirellis (radials) New paint.

Sacrifice$2,000 825 2391 (29M20)

'43 CHEVROLET Impala, 2 door, excellent

transportation and condition, best offer. IM-
4790orext. 54741. (29M18)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale. 30

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR) FEMALE share large apt. Private en-

trances, three blocks UCLA,$75 •nclud.ng

utilitievBR2 1659,477 5939 Ann. (19M21)

COMMUNE top Of Beverly Olen seeks

oeoDle to live learn and grow together better.

?rr7dAi (22M21)986 7463

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS SINGLES-

BEDROOMS
REDUCED SUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477- 8990

MALE your own bedroom of-two bdrm.

T"" ";,.»«
"""""

"
"*"'""

Summer. 826-9366.

GIRL - share 1 bdrm apt part furn. $43.33

/mo. Easy going Judy. 478 6498 after
^ ^^^

3:00.

NEED fourth girl share luxurious Brent-

$110-115 FURNISHED Singles. Carpets,
drapes, pool. Near UCLA transportation.
Serious students only. 1402 Pontius. 273-

8351. (17 M II)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern l bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.
Rents $175 235 per mon. per apt.

Pool-Subterranean garage Efevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway.
2003 Fourth St , SM 392 5573
2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5554
2311 Fourth St.. SM 392-5484

LARGE 1 bdrm , parking, walk to campus,
sublet June 15 Sept is, $180. 477 5235 eves. (17

M 21)

CAMPUS TOWERS
3 »^ 4^ e e^h^ *« « • * •

HEATED POOL PATIO
.Depoeita new for SMmnter/foll

10824 Lindbr'ook at Hilgard
Mr. Lynch, GRS 5584.

FEMALE share large, furnished single

ChlVties paid $55 /mo. plus $10 c'e«n";9dep^

Noreen . 474-571̂ . < 7 '^
"l!

'riRL Share w /2 other girls, *P«*<>os 2

bedroom' 11/:. bath af- Jjjr..-
L"'*^

i patio 575 459 Landfair 478-4190. GR8
^ ^ ^^^

4171.

GRAD to share large furnished 2 «>*droom

apt w/one $75/mo Available "<»^
/^j;*;;,

477 5401.

, or 2 GIRLS to share 3 bdrm. »«"""*^, •'^

Manhatten Be.rh $8^^m^82^^

FREE room -nT^ii^^^T^rl student or

grad Share qu.et *P^ J'**L'*^,\V' ^1 m HO)

I

Phone eves or weekends, 3f9.4l 10. (19M120)

apartment June Sept Pool, oa '^« '

Harm 472 9342. "
>.... fiMn. bedroom with

ONE :Two girls ;';*;%XuTFron^ June
fK.Va * -,th Near fc- *• (19M18)

. »..-4Ai4 :

^Room and Board 24

MALE student-walk school-private entranc*

and bath/TV room/pool/parking
Reasonable. 272 4734 {24M28)

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... 25

WIDOWED Woman lawyer seeking female

graduate student to live m lovely home
Exchange for occasional dnvmg, secretana

services Must have car 472 1044 (25M18

'48 VW Squareback, low mileage, new tires,

AM/FM, excellent condition 393 3003

eventngs .

(29M 18)

'45 VW Sunroof New clutch and brakes;
excellent tires Call mornings or 4 8 PM 392

94tO. (29M18)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Pnct

A I AUTO SERVICE
7957 ^un NuVs Blvd

across from GM Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

'48 HONDA 175

cond 5,000 mi
Eves .394 4815

"ii

cc^crambfer In very good
with helmet Best offer.

(MM 24)

A-1

'47 HONDA 305 superhawk Xint cond,
extremely clean $350 fir^m 83» 5400 (30 M

VERY practical Vespa iSOcc Never any

engine problems Completely dependable

transportation Helmet Stan, M* ^^^ '??.

6789 (J0M24)

'47 VAMAHA 100 twin, xint cond. Must sell

$i75/bestoffer 477 4924 eves, after $. JJ*^
•70 HONDA 450 CB disc brake 4000 miles,

lint cond Call 477 9457 fil^'*'

•70 HONDA tCL. 175 CC ^••^ »"••*• ViTiS^i
Call 842 9525 Makeoffer ... IJ0MI«I

•48 VW Camper bus Low mileage, excellent

condition Phone 374 9325 after 4 (29M18)

•47 BUG Xint running ..condition Oood
physical condition Must sellt $950 /t>est

offer 399 0219 evenings. (29M18)

'47 HONDA 305 Scrambler -fPOd JJ**^
dependable transportation $100,124-7071. (JO

'?0 TRIUMPH Tropny 450 cc. must sell, $900

or best offer, call Frank. 192-4443. (10 M 21)

-.-^'iSii^i'^

J Room for Rent 26

ROOM near beach Ten minutes to campus,

privliges, complete turn., appliances, part

*<0'k $100,454 1491 (24M24)

•47 VETTl, 327/350, AM/FM, 4 sp.. must
sell! Best offer 479 2439 After 4 PM. (29M

'41 VW Bug, xint. mech. cond Good tires,

battery $100 471 1034 aHer 7 pm (29M19)

BMW '47 R50. large seat.back rest,rack, roll

bars, windshield, Xint. cond , $000, 820

4331 -v (10 M III•\

•70 YAMAHA 3$0 R $ motorcycle, like new.

5425 Call 274 1154 days or 275^311

eves/wknds (JOMiei

FEMALE Grad King sn-* be-*room . bath,

kitchen privileges, gorgeous v ew "^PPOS'te

campus. $75. 471 1274 eves. < 24 Mil)

GIRLS, Renting large rooms for summer
Heated pool, close campus, $40 /month, 10924

5tx«hmnr« 474 9041 (24M18)

^ Autos for Sale 29

-48 VOLKSWAGON. bug. automatit Ex
cellent condition, 25,000 miles, reasonably

priced, can after 5 00 weekdays 839 1914 (29

4; 5AAB 94. New radial tires, xint. mech.
cond $950/or best Bob. 824 1500 eves. (29M

'69 >Ai Radio 17.(» mi. Immac $1500 3^4-

24' '-"i »/ • I ^

'4«TR 4 450c c, ex cellent $.000 mi., want bike

in Europe $700 4$2 1102 a«er 5 »»'^^»?^^
days.

(JOMWi

SUZUKI 2$0cc X4 Hustler, excellent con-

dition, 5500^ miles, helmet $325, or best offer.

)e 11042. (JOMJt)

GIRL needsToornm-tels) and *P'
;,Vm%!

lor summer 824-l2XJ^
.

•

^i^I^share 2 bedroom -Pi^^';;^^"* ,^^19
campus, fireplace, lots of room. 47$ 4iiT

M 70) ;x

VOLK^WAC E N Bug 'M. tURroct , to -u- .

seats Trouble free engine, genuinely Imp

rubmngcond Stan, 825 4403, 1^9 4789 (29M

44 CORVAIR Conv Engine iust rebuilt

stereo speakers, new brakes, tires $400 or

offer 247 4724 (29M24>

•71 HONDA Trail 70 Excellent condition

miles Mirror, book r^k, auto
'-f^ "JJ^

279 1951 "

'70 HOMOA fCB.l/S C(. -Int oMer above

ssoo 1950 miles New Telephone a"
W W nsn -[ • -~ — ••'

HONDA J05 superhaw\ Hew tire* Mtf

brakes plus helmets $250 824 1409 (10 M If

)

HONDA '70 1/2 CL lOO, lo milts. port.

5795 397 4051 (10M 10)

...r^-ifiri
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Baseballers out ofrunning;

Sub-.500 teams in playoff
By Ed Burgart

DB Sports Writer

One would normally be pleased with a team that

has achieved a 37-17 ( .685) record. But if that team is

denied a playoff berth, the other achievements

usually fade away. That's how it is with UCLA's
baseball teanr as it completes the season against

Chapman College this afternoon at 3:00 at Sawtelle

Field.

This is a UCLA team that compiled an 11-6 con-

ference record only to find themselves not traveling

to Washington for the Pacific-8 playoffs this

weekend. While the Bruins sit at home, the top two

Final Pac-8 Baseball Standings
•̂

SOUTHERN DIVISION

W
use 17

^Stanford 11

UCLA 11

California 5

* Stanford advances to playoff

12

GB

6

12

NORTHERN DIVISION

W
WSU 7

Oregon 7

OSU k

Washington 1

L
8

9

10

14

GB

1/2

1 1/2

6

*«•

finishers in the Northern Division, Washington State

and Oregon, will play in the tournament, having
compiled records of 7-8 and 7-9 respectively. UCLA
swept both schools during the regular season,

whipping WSU 5-1 and 11-0 and pounding Oregon 3-1

and 18-1. Coincidentally, the 18 runs against the

Ducks were the most compiled by any Paciric-8 teiam

this season.

Something wtU have to be done to ensure that the

most representative teaias wiD be present in the

playoffs. Just by looidng at the Southern Division

standings, USC, Stanford, and UCLA should be in the

playoffs, all having far superior records than their

Northern opponents.

Good Pitching

Nevertheless, UCLA has much to be proud about.

The pitching staff comes to mind first. Gary Robson

led the Pac-8 with 52 strikeouts while compliling a 3-2

mark, 6-4 overall. Rick Pope made a briUiant

comeback after a bout with tendonitis in his pitching

arm. Although finishing with just a 1-3 league mark,

Pope was involved in some cliffhangers. The 1-0 loss

to USC and the 2-1 Stanford defeat proves Pope is still

one of the best righthanders around. Not to be

overlooked are Bill Susa, Mike Sandford, and Greg
Zail who had marks of 3-0, 2-0, and 1-0 respectively in

the Pac-8.

The hitting was fairly consistent most of the

season. The games against the two Northern

representatives saw UCLA score 37 runs while

holding the opponents to just two. The Bruins scored

just 3 runs against USC, but as assistant coach Glenn
Mickens said, "We didn't roll over and die. These
guys kept fighting back." It was not until the last

batter was out before the games were really decided.

The Bruins had men on k)ase 12 innings, and were
particularly impressive to Trojan coach Rod
Dedeaux. "UCLA is a very strong team. I would have
to say they are a better team than Stanford,"

Dedeaux remarked. Stanford finished second in the

Southern Division.

use-Oregon
So, the Bruins will just have to sit home while USC

will be battling Oregon, and Stanford tackles WSU in

the opening playoff games Thursday.
use is the favorite, and will be tough to beat.

Unless a major upset occurs, it should be the Trojans
and Stanford in the finals. The Northern schools

seem to be weak in two vital departments, hitting

and pitching. Stanford's pitching is good enough for

the Indians to have an upset chance, but USC seems
to be too well balanced.

For UCLA, there is next year. And you know what
the Bruins would like more than anything else, "Beat
use." >

Lacrosse7-4; Dolls in net finals

•

m-

All-Star game May 29

UCLA's lacrosse team closed out its regular season
at 7-4 following a 10-7 win Sunday over Claremont
Men's College. This season, the lacrossemen counted
wins over Northern Arizona, UCSB, Arizona, Oc-
cidental, and Oregon in addition to Claremon .

Three UCLA players will be in the starting lineup
tor the South All-Stars in the annual Southern
California-Northern California All-Star game
Saturday, May 29, on Spaulding^ Field.

The series between the North and South is

currently tied at three wins apiece. The North team
will be composed mainly of players from Stanford,
California, and the Palo Alto Lacrosse Club. The
South will draw its players from various colleges in
the Los Angeles area, in addition to some club per-
formers.

Linda Lewis wins singles

Doll netter Linda Lewis won the ^Southern
California Women's Intercollegiate Tennis singles
title over the weekend, defeating Tina Watanabe of
Cal State Los Angeles, 7-5, 6-3. Linda rallied from an
early 1-4 disadvantage in the first set. * -
The Bruins' No. 2 singles girl. Lark Walters, lost to

Miss Watanabe in the semifinals. Both Lark and
Linda will compete for UCLA in the national
championships June 15-20 at Las Cruces, New
Mexico.

In doubles, Mary Ley and Karen Gage lost in the
final round to Doreen Irish and Jan Hussey, 6-4, 6-3.

It was the fourth consecutive doubles victory in as
many years for Irish-Hussey, who defeated UCLA's
Sharon Guthrie-Janie Norman in a semifinal match
6-2, 6-2. Mary and Karen wiU also compete in the
finals.
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THREE CHAMPIONSHIPS—UCLA defends three titles in tennis, track,

a'nd crew this weekend. Trackmen are at Washington for the Pacific-8

meet while tfie netters find themselves at Oregon State for the same
purpose. Oarsmen defend their Western Sprint title in Seattle and will

face Washington in a rematch of their Marina del Rey race/ won by the

Huskies.

/ntramrahmSportOComer
Today's Softball Schtdule

3:00 Middle Earth vs. Stonehaven (Fd. 2); Pacific vs. K 2 (Fd. 3); Law School 3 vs. El Seenyors
(Fd. 6); AROTC vs. Pelvis Club (Fd. 8).

4:00ChJmborazo vs. Bowery (Fd. 1); Chaos vs. Edinburgh (Fd. 3); Himalaya vs. Inverness (Fd
4); Fubar vs. Tarquin (Fd.6); Zoology vs. FO's (Fd.8).

Friday's RMults
Our Team def. by Plan AT (13-4); Delta Tau Delta def. by Alpha Gamma Omega (forfeit); Port
shead Corp def. Zetes (forfeit) ; Molars def. by Grass (forfeit) . NROTC def. Dishrat (forfeit).

Today's Water Polo PlayoH Schedule
K 2 vs. Edinburgh (5:00); Beta Theta Pi vs. Fubar (5:30); Chaos vs. O^ta Tau Delta (6:00); Cork
vs. Kilimanjaro (6:30).

Softball Draw
The draw for these teams eligible for the Men's intramural Softball playoffs will take place this

Thursday, May 20, at 3 p. m., in Men's Gym 201.

Two-Man VdUyball Results
Allen Coke and Pat Ryan of Beta Theta Pi defeated Independent Champs Leon Borisof and

Howard Meadows 15 6, 15-9, to win the All U Title. Bob Reid and Curt Stevens of Bowery won the
Residence Hall Crown.

Thursday's Softball Rasuitt f
Rejects def. by UCLAW (81); Lambda Chi Alpha def Phi Kappa ^gma (13 1); K 2 def Chao*'
(forfeit), UCLA Band def. LLB (12-6); Fubar tied by Bowery (4 4); Edinburgh def. Himalaya (10
6); Tarquin def Middle Earth (forfeit); NY Yankees def . Outsiders (11-5); F.O.'sdef: US Male
(10 1); Zoology def. by The Crude Ones (16-4); Buckaroos def . Business School B (forfeit); UCLA
Band def. The Men Upstairs (9-2).

Thursday's Water Polo Results
K ilimanjaro tied by London (4-4) ; Med. School def. Barfs Bashers (forfeit) ; Delta Tau Delta def

by Sigma Chi (11 2); Edinburgh def. Sparta (forfeit).

Catalina cruise
Sail to Catallna with the UCLA Sailing Club.

Membership not necessary.- All university people
welcome. Leave Friday afternoon. May 28th, and
return Monday evening. May 31st (administrative
holiday). Cost is $20-25 (not yet determined) includes
food for the weekend. Come to the Sailing Club
meeting at 7:00 p.m. tonight in the Kerckhoff Hall
Upstairs Lounge (3rd floor).
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DAM!/Dm 1 i \
Deposit now and withdraw it free anytime, whenever
you need it, and wherever in the world you and a Red
cross are.

lyion. May 17 - Fri. May 21st
MacDonald's Westwood Offers Hamburgers
FREE to all UCLA Blood Bank Depositors
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'^ Sponsored by SLC
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MULTIMEDIA HAPPENING — A few hundred ^ DB photo by MarkRubin

students here danced and listened to the music of Steps sponsored by UCLA-TV. UCLA-TV
"The Sinceres"ata noon concert yesterday on Janss cameramen filmed the event in process.

Young discusses issues here
By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

Chancellor Charles E. Young believes there is "no

question" the student representation proposal to the

UC Board of Regents will be postponed at the up-

coming monthly meeting.

The UC student body presidents' proposal would

allow student participation in departments and the

Academic Senate by changing Regental Standing

Orders. According to Young, the Regents will

probably not reach a decision until September or

October. ^

The Chancellor's remarks were made at the semi-

monthly press conference with members of the Daily

Bruin and KLA. Young indicafted his support for a

resolution submitted by UC President Charles J.

Hitch that would allow for student participation in all

departmental affairs, except for recommendations

to the Chancellor on academic personnel.

Responsibility

"Many of those favoring student participation

believe that the responsibility in this particular

matter must be with the faculty.*'

He added the proposal would still allow for student

participation in the review of teaching.

Young said he believed the student body

presidents' resolution would not be considered due to

conflicting views of the faculty and students. The UC
Academic Council has reconimended the matter be

studied before it is considered by the Board, although

it was originally proposed last fall. Young said, "If

the Regents move on it now, it will be an improper

resolution."

Opposition

He also mentioned the strongest opposition to

student participation had come from the faculty at

the Berkeley campus. He attributed this to

Tucson 5 member testifies
Lee Weinberg, a counselor in

the counseling center here, last

Friday was the first member of
the Tucson Five to testify before a
federal grand jury in Tucson,
Arizona.

She and the other four Venice
residents — Pam Donaldson, a
former student here, Karen
Duncan, David Scheffler and Teri
Volpin— had been jailed a toUl of

^ight times for contempt of court
for refusing to testify before the
Grand Jury.
Two grand jurys, one called last

September and the other in April,
^ere convened to investigate
alleged explosives purchased in

Tucson. Elach of the grand juries
snhDoennAH tho f;»/o

\jq testify.
;"*•" - ^^•" Tiir<:nn Piv^

conducting a witch hunt into

personal and political affairs of

themselves and other activists."
AH five have participated in

movement politics. The refusal to

testify and the appeals made were

based, on alleged violation of

constitutional rights and because

the questions were vague and

immaterial.

After Weinberg was denied a

motion for bail, she made the

decision to tesUfy while being held

in FlagsUff , Ariz. She was servmg

the first part of another 18 months

in jail, in addition to the four she

has already served on contempt

charges Once she has tesUfied,

she can no longer be held for

contempt.

Jeff Kaye of the Tucson

Working Committee and a student

here commented on her decision

:

"Although the information which

-sh^ has to offer is not in-

-^ ,^, tx) anyiyKiy. hefore

committee first had to obtain a

rounded picture of the in-

vestigation."

Weinberg is scheduled to con-

tinue testifying today Should the

grand jury finish their

questioning, Donaldson, Duncan

and Scheffler will be called before

the grand jury. All have been out

of jail since the previous grand

jury was discharged. Volpin has

already testified before the new

grand jury and is serving up to 18

months in a Tucson jail.

The following is an excerpt from

the grand jury proceedings:

g What IS your name''

A Lee Weinberg
g What It your aAdrtn''

A Address given

g How long have you lived there"*

A Approximately four years

A My ch

I
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"overreaction" to the "reconstitution" of classes on

the Berkeley campus last spring, in connection with

the student strike there. "They went rather naively

from a tight operation to a total student participation

that didn't work," Young said.

Young also said he expects to receive all the final

committee reports on the programmatic review by

the beginning of next week. The review was initiated

last March to determine ways of saving money and

reallocating resources through the elimination of or

changes in the life sciences, physical sciences,,,

journalism, physical education, speech and

education departments and various other programs.

Decision

Young said he is 'committed" to have some kind of

decision by May 28, and will try to have a statement

before then for publication in the Daily Bruin. He

said, "The final decisions on recommendations will

take some time. The recommendations I have thus

far received seem to confirm my original

speculations." At the beginning of the quarter.

Young said he believed the most significant changes

would take place m the courses duplicating high

school work (Math 1, foreign language, English 1 and

the American History and Institutions requirement).

In regard to the charges of irresponsibiUty raised

by some members of Conununications Board against

the Daily Bruin over election coverage. Young said,

**I think we do have to take a serious look at Comm
Board.

"Steps should be taken to assure its political in-

dependence. Not really having been involved in the

elections, it appears tolfie Comm Board members

were too involved with campaigning to be fair," he

said.

His only contact in the elections, he said, was to

"get in and referee the boxing matches between the

Daily Bruin and Comm Board." '
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Reg fee committee

finalizes proposals
ByRlckKeir
DB SUff Writer

The University Policies Commission (UPC) registration fee

subcommittee yesterday finished its deliberations on tlie allocation

and administration of next year's fee by making only two changes

in its recommendations.

The subcommittee has been meeting with representatives of

departments who had complaints about its recommendations

submitted to Chancellor Charles E. Young several weeks ago.

Seven departments had presented requests for more funding The

subcommittee yesterday allocated all the funds it had saved in an

unallocated account.
^ ^.

The two changes are:

—Ttiat discussions continue with deans of three departments —
Placement and Career Planning Center (PCPC), Educational

Career Service (ECS) and Financial Aids Administration — and

$56,000 be allocated but held in abeyance unUl the subcommittee is

satisfied that its proposed administrative reforms are instituted.

Report Rejected ^

The subcommittee rejected a report by the deans of tbe PCPC
and ECS which stated that administrative consolidation of the two

pi-ograms could not happen until the operations are physically

combined. Subcommittee members stretoed that they want the

operations combined and they want a report detailing how it can be

accomplished. A request for $11,000 more from the Financial Aids

office for the administration of a work study program will be

reconsidered when the subcommittee meets to allocate the $56,000.

—That Communications Board should be allocated $138,565,

which is based on a formula of five dollars per student contingent

on a complete financial audit and a study of the role and function of

the Board.. i

The subcommittee reaffirmed Its proposals for the Housing

Office, Forensics, the Campus Activities and Service Office

(CASO) and the Campus Programs and AjCtivities Office (CPAO).

Housing Request Denied

A Housing Office request for $115,000 more was defeated because

subcommittee members did not believe Dean of the Housing Office

William Locklear presented convincing arguments. Locklear

appeared before the committee last Friday and told it that the

housing advisers and residence advisees disagreed that the number

of HA's be reduced from 50 to 12 and the number of RA's from eight

to four. Locklear presented no student surveys and the sub-

committee has agreed to meet with students concerning any future

fee allocations.

A request from CASO for $42,000 to pay one full time employe and

two half time etnployes as well as cover costs for bulletin board

cleaning and scheduling was denied l)ecause subcommittee

members do not believe rcg fees should pay for these services.

A request from CPAO for $19,000 more in order to pay the four full

time employes who will be transferred from CASO and one extra

full time employe who may be hired was denied.

Forensics request denied

The subcommittee members decided not to allocate $10,000

requested by the Forensics program

Young was given these final recommendations last night and he

will meet today with his cabinet, which includes the vice chan-

cellors, to discuss the proposals.

In a routine press conference yesterday, before the sub-

committee meeting, Young commented briefly about the report

which recommends major changes in the allocation of reg fees.

Young said he would not comment specifically about each

allocation until after he meets with the subcommittee early next

week. But he said in general, the intercollegiate athletic depart-

ment should be allowed to continue a reserve fund although with

more restrictions on the use of those funds. However, the sub-

committee has recommended that this department be given

$141,000 rather than the requested $275,000 with the difference

made up by the $134,obo in the reserve fund, which pmntip« that

fund. It added that a reserve fund should not be contii ::: : • er this

;

year.

Young also said he does not agree wih the subcommittee's con-

clusion that all reg fee funds should be administered by one vice

chancellor in order to insure responsible fiscal management.

Told of Young's comments in the subcommittee meeting, several

members expressed dissatisfaction with his statements.
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Black Cultural Week activities set

A film and panel discussion concerning El HaJJ Malik will be held

at noon today in Campbell Hall 1201 for Malcolm X Day. part of

-Black CiUtural Week sponsored by the Black StudenU* UnkM_

agreeing to cooperate in an even

minor way with a witch hunt of

acUvists, it was felt necessary

that she refuse to testify The

MOts or demonstrations at t'CLA at or near the

Bank of America Building at Westwood in Los

Angeles on February 19 or » 1970''

(Continued on Page 2)

(BSU). _
BSt will also present 'Six Shades of Black.* a touring artisu

group, at 8.30 p.m. tomorrow in Social Welfare 147.
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Tucson 5 . .

.

(Contiiiucd from Page 1)

A 1 was present for a short period of time al a

demonstration on Fetaruary 19 in froot ol the

BMk of America I drove there by myadf and
walked aroind and talked with same people

Q Is that the extent of it?

A Yes
Q Describe any meeting you attmlad on
February 16. 1V70 at whtch noU or demon-
strations were planned for February 19 or S>.

1970

A To my knowledge. I was not at any such
meeting I had returned from Europe only a

couple of days before

Q Have you had any conversations or

overheard any conversations concerning
expkMives. Masting caps, fuaes ot dynamite m
igTC If so. who were they with, and where did

such conversations take place?

A The only such conversation that I recall is

one with the United Sutes marshal while 1 was
in custody He told me that he had been a

dynamite specialist in the army I don't recall

ever heanng any specific conv#rsatioaa

that subject

S%
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Q Have you heard any such conversation

directly or indirectly?

A Let me clarify that last answer I've had no

other diaeuHtons that I recall I've heard the

word mcntkoed m meetings at which my
attorneys were preeent But as to those oc

curencee. I assert the attorney-client

privilege I take it you are not asking me to tell

you all the tunes I ever heard thoae words such

as in movies on television, etc.

Q I wanna hear anythmg disnitaing the use of

eijlaflrivfii or blowwg things up
A I don't recall any specific conversations

other than thoae roentioned before

Q 1 wanna know of any conversations that you
know of whether directly or indirectly about
t)k>wing things up or the use of dynamite
A When bombings have been mentioned in

newspaper articles. I may have mentioned
them to people bu I don't recall any specific

uistances other than thoae I've already stated.

Q You have not answered whether you have
heard any canver«ations on thoae subjects
A 1 cannot rememl>er and do not recaU
heanng them

*Lee then told the grand jtry that her at-

torneys had informed her that she had an-

swered the questions to the best of her ability

and that there would have to be a new question

before she could answer anything because she
had already answered)
Q Now 1 wanna tell you that the attorney

-

clieht privilege extends only to cam-
mmications t>etween you and your attorneys
and not to others, and I wanna ask you the
question again
A I have diacuaaed the matter With my at-

torneys and the answer that I gave previously
IS still my answer
'Lee then named her attorneys. Then as to

questions aboix conversations that she had in

tl»e context of an attorney <lient conference
Mith or without other people, she invoked the
attomey<lient pnvilege >

Island claim disputed

by Chinese students
I

By Cerena Wong
DB Staff Writer

.... The Tiao-yu Tai Islands just off the coast of

p. Taiwan are so small that one needs a magnifying

jS glass to locate them on a map. But these tiny

j§ islands have been the subject of protest and

i§ controversy across the nation among the Chinese

|: students of the major i^oileges and universities.

:^ The demonstrations have been in support of the

:§ Chinese claim to these islands which the Japanese

^: have recently claimed for themselves with' the

iv support of the United States government.

|: The movement started last December with

j:!: some Chinese students in Princeton and has

$: spread throughout a network of colleges from

I Washington, DC. to Chicago, Seattle, the West

^ Coast and down to Houston. According to an ar-

:g tide written in The "New York Times," ap-

•jil
proximately 2,000 Chinese haye been involved In

"'
the protest. y/'

enCath

Islands (Japanese name for Tiao-yu Tai Islands) ••

were ''obviously Japanese territory and that there ^^•

is no need for any negotiaUon." The authorities '•

from Ryuku then expelled any traces of
•

Taiwanese jurisdicUon on the islands, drove ^^•

Taiwanese fishermen out of the waters at gun
>":

point and soon after, announced a meteorological ?
station was to be built there. The United States' ?
stand is supposed to be neutral on this matter but •:•

according to one of the committee's newsletters I
the United States is operating under a "distorted I
view" of a peace treaty written up in 1959 that ?^

gives United States support to Japan's Claim to the i
island. "This position is also in direct violation of :?

the Cairo and Potsdam Declarations, '

the^l
newsletter reads. \

"Originally our groups were protesting the
iUegal cHhia^ of Japan and the collusion of the
United States wUh Japan," Tung said. "But the
NatJonaHst goverfiB^ent of Taiwan has responded

r>:

y.

.,., RiepresenCatives |^ jptmi^f against them They have been silent on the

xj Activities in Southerti California have beeiT^twhole matter and when we made public our

:g initiated by a group ofjitudents from this cam|fus, ^n?rotests the Taiwcuiese government began to call

|: the California Institutje of Technology (Cal Tech), us communists."
'of* IKa TTni\/At^if\> f\( fir\wti\-iavr\ Oolif/vfnio riTCr*\^ttn«f

THIS TAPE

SELF-INSTRUCTS
\

IN 90 MINUTES!

Let Bruno Associates pre-programmed cassettes turn your

waste time into effective study. Learn, study, and review

while driving, shaving, putting up your hair, doing dishes,

or other tasks. Now available complete with outline and

text:-

%

the University of Soathem California (USO.^and

I California State ColIegB (Cal Stale). Two
''

representatives frofn eaci school are mflmbers of

the Tiao-yu Tai Committee of Los Angles. Th^
two representative's from this campus are Carl

Chen and Paul Tang, both engineering majors.
Since January of iis year the Tiao-yu Tai com-
mittee has organized discussion groups, meetings
and more recently demonstrations.

In conjunction with the Northern Callfomia
Tiao-yu Tai Islands Sovereignty Defense League
(representing UC Berkeiey, San Fr-anetoco State
College, and others) the ctpimittee has pid)lished

mtich information on the nt^ement ii^ t>^
of newsletters, pamphlets and flyers __
Tung, the UCLA representative on tie __

mittee, gave some background informatlwi on the

i
:

n

Corresponitence
Tung said lie received <;orrespondence from

friends in Princeton and some other stu(Jents at

Cal Tech to form a group hef^ in Los Angeles. Last
January about 50 people frdn this campus, Cal

Tecb, Loyola, USC, Pasade$a City CoUe^e, LosMi^ aty College, Cal S^te, Pepperdine and
other schools orgaatzed thfe Tiao-yu Tai Com-
naittee of Los MigeleS,

"We organized a ruaas Meeting at USC on the

21^ of lanu^tX^nd had jour speakers who spoke
in A^ndarm ig^ Eilgl^ to acquaint the people

witpibe prii^iAs aniT to muster up enthusiasm
for the demonst^^^<^n planned on the 29th. The
response was very encouraging, I was surprised,

"

Tung admitted.

"We iwKTabout 200 people at the demonstration

.V

.V Tiao-yu Tai Islands and he also traced 1181" "WtTheld on the 29th where we passed out the

Cultural Anthropology

Ecology

Elements of Literature

Elements of English Grammar

Geography

Public Speaking

Sociology

All by academic authorities, professionally programmed
and prepared.

From your local college bookstore or direct from Bruno
Associates, postpaid. Cassette players and recorders available

at student rates/Price per cassette complete with text.

$12.95. Player only, $19.95; recorder only, $29.95.

BRUNO ASSOCIATES
BOX 5302

GARDEN GROVE, CA 92645
(714) 897 8204

Hear any course yourself in the Book Store Mon. through Wed.
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progression of the movement in the United States
and why it is important to the Chinese student to
become involved.

Islands

According to Tung the islands were originally

% part of China and Taiwanese fishermen have
% made their living in the teeming waters of its
•- coasts and bays. During the Japanese invasion (rf

China in 1894, the islands were annexed along with
g: Taiwan and neighboring islets to Japan. However,

I during the Second World War, the Cairo

gj
Declaration said the islands and Taiwan should be

:^ returned to China and consequently both the

I Potsdam Declaration of 1945 and the Japanese

^ Surrender to the Allied Powers coneurred with

g that original agreement.

:^ In November of 1967 , the Taiwanese government
g began prospecUng for oil within the islands'

g territorial waters and in June of 1968 it was^con-
g firmed that the Tiao-yu Tai Islands possessed rich

g oil deposits beneath her waters,

g Japan, expecUng the United States to return the

g Ryuku Islands to them in 1972, in 1969 declared the

g: Tiao-yu Tai Islands were a part of the island
>k group. On September 10, the Japanese Foreign
g: Ministry issued a statement saying the Senkaku

newsletters and sent various letters of protest to :$•

the Japanese consulate and the United States :;:•

government. g
"After the Taiwanese govemmenTaccused us of Jf

being Communist-inspired, we held a discussion vi

meeting here in the UCLA Student Union to clarify- J;

some misunderstandings that arose from that x:

accusation on March 5th," he added.

Demonstration
"On April 10th we had another demonstration in %

conjunction with schools across the country to S

make our protests known publicly again. Since :•::

then the United States government has advised g:

American oil companies to halt further ex- jij:

ploratioos for oil in the area. Japan has postponed j:|:

the erection of their proposed meteorological •:::

station.

He added, there is a lack of political awareness :•::

and involvement on the part of the Mandarin :•:•

students and the movement "has helped to
J!

broaden their education and views." Tung, a $:

doctoral candidate in engineering, said, "too |
many of us know so much about physics and :•:

computers and not enough about the world around
jj:

us. You can't be a full person with such a limited
jjj;

education."
'^•^•••••=^'=^=^=^:==^^^^
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Sells 250 sandwiches daily

Organic food cart 'success'
,^1

Donald Klipper

iJ

Old films to be subject

of summer course here
By Mark Rubin
DB Staff Writer

While a student here 20 years ago, Donald Klipper picked up a hobby

which has lasted him all this time—he c(dlects Hlms. Not home movies,

but films spanning 75 years and 110 countries.

The owner of a travel agency, Klipper has established the Audio Visual

World School of Living History and will offer a University Extension

course this summer. Wishing to make use of the over 2,000 films in his

collection he is offering this course,"
*'American CiQture of the Twentieth

Century" in addition to the many private courses he already offers.

In this course as in the others, Kilpper attempts to show a great deal

can be learned about a certain period by watching flhns of that time. He

feels "by learning to read th^ language of films you develop an un

derstanding of the people and culture of their day
.

"

Knowledge

Klipper believes "films have both entertainment and educational

value." He also said a general knowledge and background of a period is

important. '

Because of time limitations, and to give a "flavor" of the time being

studied, Klipper prefers to use documentaries and newsreels instead of

full length features. One of his lectures of this type involves a study of the

various filmed propaganda of different countries during the World Wars.

In teaching history, Klipper believes the use of source films of the time

is much more effective than the reading of second-hand material. He

makes his films available to teachers and encourages them to take some

of his classes to better understand their use.

Interest

Klipper originally acquired his interest in films by attending the

showings of old movies by film societies.

Over the years a film's name is sometimes changed, along with the

opening sequences often being destroyed, and at times it becomes dif-

ficult to determine where and when a filih was actually produced.

Through research, which many times required interviewing the actual

producers of old films, Klipper has been able to catalog many of the filnis

and hopes to complete his catalog, and use it to fulfill part of his

requirements for a Master's degree in Theater Arts. He said this wiU

allow him to teach regular session courses on campus.

By Susie Hatago
DB SUff Writer

The organic food cart has been

grossing over $145 a day, ac-

cording to Tom and Steve Evans,

the brothers who run the cart.

They said 50 per cent of that

amount goes back into supply

purchasing, and ASUCLA
receives an additional 15 per cent.

The food cart was termed

"successful," by Donald Findley,

ASUCLA executive director, and

Matt Mazer, instigator of the food

cart idea and chairman of the

Vending Advisory Board (VAB).

At the end of the quarter, VAB
will review the cart's business

performance and decide whether

to recommend that the cart

remain here next year.

Findley said he had received

"extremely favorable" student

response to the cart idea and Tom

and Steve Evans, who run the

cart.

"It is always good to have

genuine and sincere people

working in customer service. The
Evans brothers are all that and
more," Findley said.

Mazer said that the cart sells

out within an hour and a half each

day. He said the numk>er of sand-

wiches should be increased for

next fall, so the cart will not sell

out before the three hours it is

supposed to be operating every

weekday.

The Evans brothers make* the

250-260 sandwiches every week-

day morning in an Ackerman
Union kitchen. They ouy the

seeds, dried fruits, figs and grains

at wholesale prices and then

package them here ''This saves

students the extra cost of han-

dling," Tom Evans said.

Tom Evans said he and his

brother have been working 10-12

hours a day getting the cart

stocked and sandwiches prepared.

He spent last year working on an

organic food farm in MaUbu,

learning about food preparation

and farming.

He also said the most difficult

part of their job was "making
sandwiches and pushing the cart

up Bruin Walk." He considered

the most enjoyable part "talking

to people and rolling the cart down
the Walk."

The cart has been here since

mid-quarter and will remain until

mid-finals, according to Evans.

He also said they may sell organic

juices next week

Student Fund

apps available

Applications are now being

taken for the position of

Executive Director of the UCLA
Student Fund, according to Ron
Spire, board of directors

member.
Qualifications for the position

include the ability to coordinate

the efforts of the Fund and head

its executive board of directors.

The Student Fund soliciU

money in the community to

support the Venice Pre-School

project and the Government

Internship program, among
others.

Applications are due Wed-

nesday, May 26, and are

available in Kerckhoff Hall

331B —
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Wife, ifEF BURGER
FRENCH FRIES

LARGE PEPSI

We also deliver half pound buffjtn-s, '/i pound uo\ mihis wtth

chile and tarnciles, delivf.ied on tht- hoi" fron> H
^

n thrj

n p.m., Sunday through Thursday, to dorms, hnts, sor nr ifies.

or AHY\^^^^^€ on c(Hnf)u5> .Place order 45 nnnutfs »n uavuiu*-

MWl. 4734064

CMUNKY'S
Vl8Brox»on

Jyst north <J 'the B' um Ihuntnt

UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY

For Inter-Culturol Experience

Teaching Assistants and

Counselors Needed

For Sumnner Orientation Program

August 1 — Septennber 1 1

Compensation $540 Sc*^

Room and Board

Qualifications

Social Science Graduate

Willing to live in residence hall

Possible eligibility for Work-Study

Interested in foreign students

Harold Taylor has some-

thing to say that stadents

want to hear said.

"A powerful indictment."
^.Joseph Rhodes,

Member,
Scranton Commiasion

"TaylorVcampus-rooUi
work is essential for

parents, teachers, and

all living things.'

—Stndi Tcrkel

ZY/ Social welfare o

DI/ DUNE June 1

... ._ffice

-iodi

U-

- v^"i«

"Harold Taylor, moving
deeply beyond rhetoric, pro-

vides authentic, realizable

alternatives." ^^.tHentoff

"Students who read Taylor . .

.

will learn that at least some
leaders in education are going

their way."
_^^^^.^^^^^, lFeeik/|/

"Provides a wide range of realistic

alternatives." --Playboy

Dir«cior. Ont*r for Educational R«form.

Natkmai Student Aaaociation

'if

m

In Paperback $2.46
at all bookstores
Ako in HardcoTcr

Holt, Rinehart & Winston^^

N
, ^-^
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Text by Teny Colvin

Photos by Dave Domlas

Cigar smoke hangs heavy in the smaU room as the

bright lights glare down hard on the green felt sur-

face of the marble table. A rotund figure stands

anxiously to the side of the number four pocket,

chewing hard on the cue stick. Fast Eddie Felson

steps to the table and glares hard into the eyes of

Minnesota Fats. ...
.

Combine this image of Paul Newman m The

Hustler" and Professor Harold Hill singing to River

City citizens of the evils of a very sinful game and one

has a somewhat less than complete picture of the

pool room on the Ackerman Union "A" level.

What one is more likely to find in the pool room

here are students (over 12,000 per year) who enjoy

shooting pool between classes, on lunch breaks or

even as a living.

The vocabulary of pool playing is as confusing as

biological taxonomic nomenclature. The scam, the

husUe and the rack are just a few of the words pool

players use.

Even the campus pool hall is not devoid of

romantic characters. One such pool cultist, who

asked that his name not be njentioned, has supported

his University education completely off the revenues

he has racked up from the AU pool tables. ''I recall

one game in which I won $400 off a gent in less than 10

minutes," he said.

•'You have to understand the scam in which

someone here may purposely misrepresent himself

by pretending to be naive of the game. That's a

husUe," he said.

**Don't think that the scate doesn't happen either. I

once knew a guy who took someone for $l,ooo by

playing the entire game with the wrong end of the

cue.

"The real devotees of this game are not the

campus personalities like the basketball players, but

the fanatics who really put their heart and mind and

soul into this game," he said.

"It's easy to spot the fanatics. They are the ones

with the glazed eyes, sweatirf| pahns; and n^rvouS

stomachs who go wild at the sound of a falling pool

ball. They are the only ones who really understand

what it means to dig this game."

The pool room is not without its own controversy.

The pool players have felt the pinch of ASUCLA price

increases. Prices over the last three years have risen

from 50< an hour to its present price of $1.25.

Actually though, for such an ethereal experience,

price is of littie importance— that is unless you lose

your teeth.
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BRUIN READERS PRESENT THIS AD FOR 10%

DISCOUNT ON ALL REGULAR PRICED MDSE.

(Offer void after May 31. 1971)

NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS YOU CAN TRUST:

LEVI . . . HARRIS ... A 1 . . H.D. LEE . . . BOTANY
BUXTON . . . VAN HEUSEN . . LANCER WEMBLY
KENNINGTON B.V.D HUSH PUPPIES

PARIS . .* . INTERWOVEN . HOLMAN . . SILTON

GOLDEN V . JOCKEY . . HANES . . . SWANK.

BANKAMERICARO DINERS MASTER CHARGE

|(Paid Advertisement;

HILLEL COUNCIL

HILLEL ELECTIONS

9{A) tk igard Avenue

474-1531

JlJr ^ .:r^. MEN'S APPAREL
Cotuol - Dr«»» - S<Kool - Work - Play

'ri.

fi'
, #*. :

7 -•'T't-^r* Tft'^T •*'' «.•••—«» •y^.^. ,_.,*« 5._^«^2

J^i OPkli 'Jhkli V h f r ui^i ««suni STILL 9, SUNDAY 11-3
> -oil tk PKH'S fAKKIMO kOI

^jJ^ST",^ IT""^ ST

Voting is now taking place and will continue
through May 19.

We urge you to come and vote for next years
Hillel officers.

SHABBAT SERVICES

Traditional Service May 21 8:15
Following the service there will be a
discussion on "New Modes of Jewish Education"
by Rabbi William Cutter

Oneg Shabbat follows

UCLA
DAICir
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ANNUAL AWARDS NIGHT
Thurs. May 27fh 8 p.m.

•.I'vrvm.

Potter's Studio
11656 0LVMPIC, WLA

• Gallery

call: 477-7757 Anytime
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DB Editorial

Paper
The increase in forms to be fill^ out and the ex-

ponential growth of knowledge is accompanied by
increased demand for the staple of the bureaucratic

system — paper. To date, there has been a senseless

favoritism toward virgin products, paper included.

Unfortunately, what we consume has a habit of

ending as waste. This must soon become coun-

terproductive. Though paper demand may increase

exponentially, forests do hot. We must either find

another medium for recording and retrieving in-

formation, or find some way to ration what we have.

Recycling paper is one alternative to waste.

Various paper manufacturers have already proved

that recycled paper is often as presentable as high-

grade virgin stationery.

The Daily Bruin must commend the University's

purchasing agents for opening bids for paper with

recycled fiber. The DB also commends the Office of

Environmental Studies here for presenting the

alternatives to them.
The reclamation and secondary materials industry

is hurt by existing biases in contracts and govern-

mental regulations which fayor virgin over recycled

material. The university's ecologically positive move
is a small but necessary step towards developing a

new market with, among other things, new em-

ployment options.

I
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Rebuttals to GSA rebuttals

BGSA reply to Bouvier
The Black Graduate Students' Association criticizes the Daily

Bruin for ite irresponsible journalism by printing the Bouvier

Endorsement after the election rule deadline; for printing a letter

without confirmed knowledge of the allegations contained therein.

Foremost, it is our position that Bouvier has resorted to the

lowest level of smear tactics by demeaning the slate of BOOKMAN,
COOK, AND EISENBERG. r.

Bouvier has proved to be an expedient liberal who dares to imply

that he has more knowledge of Black student affairs than the Black

students themselves. He has proved to be a politico of the lowest

level, by attempting to create a backlash Vote which would militate

against the election of the representative and competent slate of

BOOKMAN, COOK and EISENBERG.
The tone of Bouvier's letter indicates not only his insidious

personal biases, but reflects his monopolistic attitude toward the

governance of GSA. It is obvious that through Walthers, Adams,

and Prahl, he intends to extend his influence over GSA for one more

year. This is not necessarily the most positive, representative or

constructive direction for the organization.

Along with The Black Graduate Students' Association, there are

others who share our feelings: Bob Cummings (Ph.D. candidate,

history), AHce Duff (Chairman, Black Students in Education),

Sheila Mannes (departmental representative, history), Dennis

McGreivy (at large representative. School of Engineering), Burt

Massie (departmental representative, physics), Tom Norminton

(President of Student Legislative Council, 1969-70).

Arthur Williams, Jr.. President

BGSA

»

«

I
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Dear Readers: for your info
These rebutUls to GSA Peter Bouvier's letter appearing in

Monday's DB are in compliance with Communications Board

'. Thpv aoppar unedited, or with revisions made by per-

On May 17, GSA Presidential

incumbent, Peter Bouvier, wrote

what was considered by many, an

unl>ecoming letter, expressing his

views as to the competence of the

various candidates running for the

GSA offices. After giving the

matter considerable thought, it

was our opinion that we should not

react in the same demeaning
manner. We have also decided

that it serves no purpose to launch

similar attacks on Mr. Bouvier, as

he is the incumt>ent, or the can-

didates in which he endorsed.

However, we do question the fact

as to whether the endorsed slate

had prior knowledge of the con-

tests of this letter, and the manner
in which they would have used it,

as it does raise some questions of

campaign ethics. Our candidacy

for office has been based on who
we are and what we have done —
not on our personal feelings of the

opposition or criticism of the past

GSA administration.

Mr. Bouvier, in his letter,

contains his argument to GSA
activities, thereby failing to point

out MARK BOOKMAN'S work as

an undergraduate. Mark's work
on the Registration Fee Com-
mittee was of benefit to both

graduates and undergraduates, aS

it allowed for student dominance.

As many of you know, Mark Book-

man was the Administrative VP in

what has been called the most

productive student government in

UCLA history. In this capacity, he

was a problem solver, student

representative, campus liason,

and initiator of programs.

In assessing Bouvier's

argument as to the qualifications

of MILTON COOK, we find that

Pete suddenly forgot that he was
the one who appointed Milton to

the Board of Control, as the

graduate representative. He also_

forgot about his joint appointment

with Black Graduate Students*

Association of Milton to the GSA
grant-in-aid committee. It is with

great interest that we find Pete

informing the campus on Milton's

leadership role among black

organizations. Again, it appears

that Mr. Bouvier forgot to confirm

his opinion with BGSA's
president, Arthur Williams, who
in turn would have informed him

that Milt was the business school

concilmatic representative to

BGSA.
PAULA EISENBERG, is

characterized as uncreative.

Bouvier need only to make one

call to the BURD office, here on

campus. If he had done this, he

would have found that Paula has

brought creativity, hard work,

consistency, and innovativeness

to a program which was
originated to bring student and

community interests in closer

harmony with each other. He

would have also discovered that

her work on BURD brought her in

contact with campus ad-

ministrators, funding agencies,

and student organizations. Fur-

ther, if he had questioned someone

in the School of Education, he

would have found that Paula

actually brought a part of UCLA
to the Venice High School com-

munity. Upon further in-

vestigation, he would have found

that Paula is a worker, and a doer,

not a rhetortician.

The decision as to who will serve

in GSA in the coming year is your

decision. It is our belief that our

slate - BOOKMAN, COOK, AND
EISENBERG — will give you the

opportunity to elect a government

which CONSISTENTLY
REPRESENTS ALL OF THE
STUDENTS ALL OF THE TIME.

Mark Bookman
Milton ( ook

Paula Eisenberg

Ike Editorial f>lrectors will accept no columns or letters after

Friday. I nhu ?i for the quarter ends next week.

i » •• •-•4

journalistic credibility in its

unrealistic support of the Bouvier

candidates. Walther, Adams and

Prahl constitute an ineffectual

and unimpressive presidential

candidate, and a vice-presidential

candidate who misrepresented his

experience.

Bouvier's public statement

lambasting and almost hbelling

other candidates has discredited

GSA in his last public attempt to

continue to direct GSA operations

through his stand-ins.

Bouvier's blunder has created

unfortunate repercussions within

GSA. -
Another disturbing practice has

lt)een the unwarranted removel of

campaign literature of the

Walther slate and my posters

while those of the Bookman slate

remain indicating that they or

their friends do not beUeve in fair

play and in a fair election.

I am disturbed by the

sophomoric tactics of the Book-

man followers, because I had felt

that all the candidates were
committed to a fair campaign.

Where do we now stand?

We have been unable to com-

municate with graduate students

other than with the posters since

few have read this sheet and fewer

attended the candidate forums.

AU I can say is that I am by far

the best qualified presidential

candidate, that I relate very well

with people, and that I have ac-

complished a great deal as the

president of the School of Library

Service Student Association, (100

students) in raising several

thousand dollars for financial aid

as , well as completing many
projects. In addition I ahve served

well as GSA Commissioner for

Budget and Planning and as an

alternate for Board of Control.

— I have plans and the methods for

making GSA a truly represen-

tative, responsible and powerful

student voice to improve the

welfare of graduate students. But

only you can do something about

GSA. We need y6ur vote, regar-

dless of whom you elect. Please

vote May 20, 21 and 24.

Peter C. Tolos

What this election needs is a

strong deoderant! As you walk on

campus, don't you smell a fraud?

In fact, after reading the

"misplaced" rebuttals on Monday
(which were, strangely enough, in

favor of Mr. Dynamic and his

stooges) the stench was so l)ad

that I had to retreat to the men's

toilet for a breath of fresh air. I

propose that an investigation into

the BRUIN endorsement policy be

initiated immediately, and that

this election be declared insane

and illegal.

Demetri Brizolii

Lame-duck GSA President

(Peter Buver) said that "I cannot

fathom their views." We expected

as much.

Simply: the GSA as it is

presently structured ,
is

meaningless to graduate studerits.

Students cannot directly par-

ticipate in policy-making, budget

allotments or any programs whicti

we need or desire.

We propose a GRADUATE
UNION OF STUDENTS in which

each student directly joins and

contributes a student activity fee

(presently automatically taken

from all of us); moreover the

UNION will reflect the needs and

wishes of all participants because

it is precisely the graduate

students who will directly enact

policy and programs.

Not so difficult, Mr Boutoir.

Our position represents quite a

departure from present GSA
philosophy which perpetuates the

R.>..^..ty that bureaucratic tf-

important — but not intrinsically

so: efficiency is important only

when it reflects the

democratically conceived wishes

of the constituents of an
Our goal is simple: a

democratic organization of

graduate students where decision-

making rests with each ol us.

Our positions olfer the voters a

choice: VOTE FOR THE UNION.
Jerry GoMfeder
Terry Lee Evaat

Enough has been said. EInough

of your time has been taken by

various candidates filling these

pages with meaningless political

verbiage. I will try to be con-

siderate.

1 request the opportunity to

serve you.

Please vote OM SINGLA for

GSA ist VICE PRESIDENT.
OmSlngU

* if

I regret that others have seen fit

to bloody these pages again today

with political cant.

In last Friday's Bniln detailed

reasons were given for my en-

dorsement of the candidate for

GSA First Vice President 1 believe

is most sincere in his desire and

l)est able to serve all the graduate

students of UCLA. Nothing but the

quantity of diatrit)e has changed

since tlien.

Please vote OM SINGLA for

GSA FIRST VICE PRESIDENT.
Bill Scanlon

Peter, besides unjustly

degrading some candidates, you

have endorsed three candidates

representing a limited area of

campus; and by so doing, have

left the social, physical, and

health sciences in the cold reality

of unrepresentation. Needless to

say, GSA is funded by ALL
graduate students and unless the

three GSA officers come from

different areas of campus, NO
grad will be represented equally.

You do not dispute my extensive

experience, accomplishments,
and proven competence in Social

Welfare :4lt is inconsistent that you

speak of your candidates'

"competency, maturity" and
**unsandtx)xness" but fail to at-

tribute ANY accomphshments to

them.

You concur with the Bruin that I

am "sincere in expanding the

health sciences input into GSA"
and do not deny my knowledge of

student government and ability to

get things done Certainly, a GSA
Social Welfare Vice President

from the health sciences not only

offers balance in representation,

but also the special skills required

to deal effectively with problems

involving the student health

service, child care and com-

munity service projects.

Your only complaint is that I am
"perhaps too limited in focus."

Let's face it, goals such as

unification of graduate student

programs in deprived com-

munities, encompassing legal aid,

special education, social work and

medical programs are far from

limited And DECEN-
TRALIZATION of GSA power is

perhaps the most unlimited and

necessary goal of all

EQUAL CAMPUS
REPRESENTATION IN GSA
OFFICE OFFERS DIVERSITY
OF IDEAS WHICH MAY LEAD
TO UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

Elliot Schlang

the BRUIN appears by its tactics

so beholden to Peter Bouvier to

jeopardize its integrity and

ficiency is the ralson d'etre of its

existence.

Administrative competence is

i
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Butter up a

faster tan with

Coppertone

Tanning Butter
Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and

cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That's

why more people butter up with Coppertone Tanning

Butter than any other.

Coppertone Tanning Butter. One of 1 1 great

tanning products by Coppertone-

A product of Plough, Inc.
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letters to the Editor

No smoking, please
Editor:

DevalUs Rutledge's approach to

the smoking issue (Daily Bruin,

May 14) is unreahstic. Such

conventional means of en-

forcement won't sway the

phlegmatic smoker. He has the

backing of a mulU-billion dollar

industry and several generations

of desperate tradition. The smoke

will stay until the fire is put out.

Of course something must be

done. It is awkward in the least for

a non-smoking student to in-

terrupt a lecture with a vocal

comment about a silent disrup-

tion. And when some of the very

instructors who are entrusted with

directing our studies don't give a

damn about our personal safety,

corrective measures are due. I

have a couple of ideas based on

the buck:
— Compare the insurance rates

of where smoking is and is not

allowed. Instructors who allow

smoking in no smoking areas

should be made to account for any

differences in the premium rate.

Also, the instructor should be

made liable for any damages,

injuries or deaths resulting from

fires caused by smoking done with

his knowledge or consent.

— Students could refuse to pay

that porUon of their reg fee that

goes to the installation of any

signs stating rules which are not

enforced. Such rules and signs

are, after all, a big farce.

Ai the money angle fails to be

effecUve, there's always beer.

That's right, the personally

localized consumption of an

alcoholic beverage is far less

harmful and destructive than the

smoke that fouls everyone's air.

The satiation of one's physical

appetites in the classroom could

become quite a carnal affair. I'm
looking forward to the fun.

Carl Schwarti
Senior, Music

Bookstore
Editor:

I was very pleased to see an
arUcle on Helpline (Daily Bruin
May 13). Not enough space has
been utilized to laud this program
which, in only one year of

operation, has become an integral

part of UCLA student-oriented^

services. However, in reporting on

the creation on Helpline, either

the reporter or Dave Crocker did

not give proper credit where it

was due. ^^
'Mike Dwyer, former Student

Welfare Commissioner, is the

person most responsible for

getting Helpline off the ground It

was primarily through his efforts

that meetings and training

sessions were set up, speakers

were obtained and the idea

evolved from a plan to an ac-

tuahty. Rich Rubin was indeed a

great help, but Keith Schiller's

contribution Was restricted to an

occasional appearance at

meetings to keep his name alive

as a presidential candidate.

As one of the original staff

members of Helpline, I think more

credit should be given to Mike

Dwyer. He devoted countless

hours to this program, and has

never been thaViked enough.

Jane Everett

Junior, Music

]970 Soufhern

Campus sf'ill

on5ale-KH})2

Helpline
Editor:

The ASUCLA bookstore has

been in the process of developing a

section (facing the ecology sec-

tion) on literature dealing both

with violence and nonviolence. It

is far from complete, and if

anyone cares to suggest additional

publications, would you inform

the bookstore manaigemenl?

Elias Amos Padilla

Graduate, Public Administration

I 18400 S. Vermont-Gardena
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'Solution' to 'coffee crisis'
Editor:

I would like to suggest a solution

to the "coffee-tea crisis" facing

our community. It is my un-

derstanding that ASUCLA
finances its programs and ac-

tivities from two main sources of

income — a share of student fees

and profits (though I prefer the

term "social dividend" when it is

ASUCLA profit) from various

ASUCLA operations. Some
ASUCLA operations lose money

and are subsidized.

A new program, and one that

probably brings much joy to each

and every one of us, is a scheme,

that subsidizes ASUCLA em-
ployees by paying higher salaries

than for similar outside jobs.

Higher prices on coffee and other

goodies is one way to finance such

a program. But, it is unthinkable

to benefit workers at the expense

of students, or vice versa

As a solution to the current

financial crisis, I suggest that the

subsidy now given the Daily Bruin

be reduced by 50 per cent and

transferred into a food service

subsidy.

One might wonder whether the

DB could afford to give away

"free" coffee if it w^ not a

subsidized operation.

Further, if one were to examine

the operation of food^services on

campus, it might be found that

students would be better off (in

the sense of better quality, greater

variety, lower prices and shorter

lines) if ASUCLA and the

University got out of the food

business and contracted with

^outside producers to operate food

services on campus.
Ronald Batchelder

Graduate, Economics

'Apple Tree'
Editor:

The Daily Bruin carried a

review of "The Apple Tree"

which, we assume, was the

Hollywood Centre Theatre

production since the reporter

neglected to state which
production he was covering.

We appreciate all that the DB
has done for us this past year in

the form of publicity and reviews.

However, we feel that this

newspaper has committed a

critical error in publishing this

review in that
— it did not state which

production the review covered

(there are three productions

running at semi-concurrent
dates);

— it was a negative review;
— we are opening our own

production of "The Apple Tree"
on May 27 and taking the first two
points into account, we feel that
this review was detrimental to our
audience from the University
community.
Our "Apple Tree" is a fresh,

exciting approach to the stories of

Jules Feiffer, Mark Twain and
others. It is a musical not to be
missed, and one which we hope
the students and faculty here will

support, despite the error on the

part of the DB.
Alan D. Blachei^

Theatre Arts Box Office

UCRS
Editor:

UCRS employees presently
voting to fill the non-Senate
Governing Board vacancy will be
interested in qualifications of AC.
(Chris) Daniels, whose candidacy
is sponsored by the University

Chapter 47 (Davis), California

State Employees' Association.

Manager of the David Campus
Bookstore for 15 years (and CSEIA
member for 12), Chris has served

as president of the Association of

Western College Bookstores,
trustee for the National
Association of College Stores and
president of the Davis Campus
Credit Union.

Raised in Pasadena and
educated at USC (where he
managed the t)ookstore for seven

years), he was business manager
for the Chaffee School District

(serving high schools and junior

colleges in that area), and was a

city councilman in Cannonville,

Ore., where he owned and
operated a general merchandise
store for 10 years.

Chris' extensive business ex-

perience and approaching
retirement make him well-

qualified to represent non-Senate

members of the University of

California Retirement System.

Dave Howton
Warren Hall

The Los Angeles County Psychological Association In cooperotion

with the Los Angeles County Comnnission on Human Relations

ond the UCLA Department of Psychology PrtmrUt

Sanctions for Evil
on in-depth panel discussion of the

sanctions v^ithin our society which are

sometimes used to nationalize inhumanity

and even justify social destructiveness.

Thursday, May 20 8 p.m. Room 1 178 Franz Hall
No Admission Charge

GOLDSTEIN
A/lAY 20 - THURSDAY

12-2 Cham. 2224

4^ Haines 118

7:30-10:00 University Religious

Conference (lower lounge)

w/diredor

PRIX DE LAfNOUVELLE CRITIQUE

CANNES FILM FESTjVAL - 1964

MODERN HASIDIC FABLE ON PROPHET
ELIVAH WHO COMES OUT OF LAKE Ml

CHIGAN TO FACE & CONFRONT THE

WASTE OF CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

CREATING SOMHHING OF LASTING
VALUE

in 30 y*or«."

«rkan fMm I hov« u
-J«on tanoir (1964)

DONATIONS
Spontofd by fr— J«with Univrtity & Hilld Couocil
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CLASS
NOTES
(s.oo plus tax
Art nOB - Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 - Pickett
Chemistry lA - Siet>ert

Chemistry 6A — Evans
Chemistry AC - Jordan
Chemistry 153 — West
Economics \ — t« Force
Education }}7 — Kteslar
History ic ~ Kaplan
History 7A — Tillman
Linguistics 100 — Bright
Mathematics 3C — Gillman
Philosophy 7 — Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly
Political Science 145 — Farrelly
Psychology 10 - Goldstein
Psychology 41 — Wickens
Psychology 110 — Carder
Pscyhology 135 — Kanouse

S4.00 plus tax
^nthropology IB — Miller
Art, lA - Kayser
Art IB - Kleinbauer
Art 106B - Pedretti
'lassies 142 - Gleason
Economics ?— Baird
economics 100 - Nisbet
Economics 101B Lindsay
Economics 102 - Sweeny
E< momics 130 - Lindsay
History IB - Hoxie
History 7B Yarnell
History 8 - Burns -

History 178B - Daliek
Psychology 12 - Butcher, Liet)eskind
Psychology 115 - Butcher
**svchok)gy 133B (170A) — Lovaas

^ For o^---'fKil courses coll or

coma in

'^n. Fri. 9:30 - 4:30 ?7&^32

10851 UND6R00K DR.
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Take the few minutes required to cast your vote

year's feSA OFFICERS and the Referendum.

r next

Demonstrate your interest in good student government by
'
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voting at one of the following polling locations TOMORROW,
May 20, FRIDAY, May 21 and MONDAY, May 24, from 9 ahi

to 3:00 pm.
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POLLING STATIONS
1. Low Building

2. Graduate Business Administration Building

3. Kerckhoff Hell - Moore Hall quad

4. Science Quod
^"^

5. Royce Hall — Hurnanities

6. Boelter Hall

7. Bunche Hall- Research Library

8. Dickson Hall - Melnitz Hall

9. Health Sciences (AAedicat — Dental Store)
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Registration Card and some Picture I.D. are required to establish proof of voter eligibility.

Bring your proof of voting (Received at polling stations) to 301
Kerckhoff Hall and {oin us for free coffee and do-nuts, all you want,
tron^ V am — ^ pm inursaay or rnuuy, iv\ay ux) or zi. •^:rr-rr
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ci<*^eer Group Counselors
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Plus Special Guast Star
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/^/> UCLt StaffWood Wve
Acfiirman Union

3rd Floor Women's Lounge

May 17-21 10:00 A.M. fo 2:30 P.M.

No Appointment - Drop By

FREE LUNCH
To Each Donor At McDONALD's Restaurant

in the village

Donation Builds Double Credit For You

Ttie arts, particularly the visual

arts, are perhaps, the most im-

portant indices of the mood of

their era. Trends in the arts not

only reflect the general ideas and

attitudes of the society that

produces them, but often an-

ticipate them. In short, it is im-

possible to separate the work from

its period (bearing in mind that

specific geniuses are generally

isolated exceptions).

In a given period the arts will

tend to form a unity An excellent

example is Eighteenth Century

France; the age of Rococo.

Largely dominated by feminine

tastes, its keynotes are delicacy,

grace, and frivolity. In ar-

chitecture, these trends are

reflected in the smaller scale of

buildings, paler interiors, small,

graceful curves in the decorative

elements, and the omnipresent,

joyous, cherubs. Watteau,

Boucher, and Fragonard, all

creators of lovely, graceful,

never-never lands, are the key

painters. The high drama of

Bernini's sculpture has t)een

replaced by the small, delicate

work of Clodion. In music, the

complex, countrapuntal struc-

tures of Bach gave way to the

lighter merriment of the young

Mozart and Haydn.

The Twentieth Century is at

once different and similar, for the

Twentieth Century is one of the

great ages of anxiety (along with

Wedntday. May y. 1971 UCUAQAILY BRUIN II

— Charleslmon—

the Sixteenth and Fourth Cen-
turies). In such eras the old

cultural synthesis is no longer

viable. Previously accepted

solutions no longer answer the

questions being raised. Indeed,

such eras are characterized more
by the questions that they raise
than the solutions they provide. A
new synthesis is being sought.
These trends are also reflected in
the arts. The Twentieth Century
has seen all the arts questioned at
the very bases of their structures.
In painting, color and form are
being pursued independent of
reality and each other. In
literature, the psychological
states of the characters and the
sounds and meanings of the words
themselves have become the
centers of attention rather than
the action or the plot.

This questioning has also
reached music (which has-

heretofore lagged t>ehind the other

arts) . The old forms — symphony,
concerto, sonata, etc. — aeem
exhausted and outmoded. The
basic concepts of harnuNiy and
melody are being questioned and
examined as never t)efore in the

search to build a new and -viable

cultural synthesis.

This vssue of Intro is dedicated

to Twentieth Century music ; what
has k)een done, what is t>eing done,

and what will be done. The im-

portance of these experiments
must await the judgements of

future musicologists. Hopefully

these efforts will stimulate some
interest in the much-neglected,

oft-maligned field of Twentieth

Century music.

il'-.=*5^i

«.

"The deep charm of electronic-music com-

position is its perilously limited array of

options ..."
—Mel Powell

"I don't know what the fuck we're doing. .'*

—MickJagger

To discuss electronic music is tq discuss prac-

tically all twentieth century music, and this article

would have to go about as long as War and Peace to

do this fantastic field justice. It is suddenly as

ubiquitous and pervasive as recorded music in

general, and has become so because it represents all

things to all people, composers and listeners alike.

Serious artists see a chance to escape the nineteenth

century tastes and practices that have ossified

*

'classical" music to the point where getting a new

orchestral work performed is only slightly easier

than singlehandedly ending the Indochina war. Total

rationalists can finally attain complete control over

all of music's variables, and total anarchists can

finally achieve true randomness. Pop producers

have a new gimmick for selling albums; just dress

the same old soggy riffs in bright new electronic

coatings and watch the racks empty. Hi-fi freaks

have the best test recordings since steam engines

went out. Dopers have something new to get high

behind. And so it goes, to the point where the poor

composer must feel as beset as a university

president, and that's quite beset indeed.

It might be easier to get a handle on this vast field

if a working definition could be established. I like

•'controlled ordering of sounds produced 1^ elec-^

tronic components," and thus pass it along gratis.

This does narrow things down somewhat by

distinguishing "pure" electronic music from its close

relative of tape music.

One cannot discount tape music this quickly,

however. It got its start in the 1920's, when a group of

Paris "musique concrete" composers decided to try

for a totally new musical language by piecing

together canned radio sound effects on disks, yet.

They soon switched to tape, and tape music

remained the mainstream of electronic music until

the synthesizer became practical in the sixties. Tape
as a medium is at least as plastic and fun to work
with as film. Tape music is easy for under-equipped

amateurs to fiddle with, it is fun, and it is Respec-

table. John Cage and the Beatles did it, and I suggest

that all readers do same. Tape contest, anyone?
Although wholly "synthesized" electronic music

was a postwar phenomenon, it too had its origins

forty years ago. The early thirties saw the

Navachord, which led to the Hammond organ, and
the hands-off , capacity controlled Theremin recently

repopularized by the Beach Boys and TV's "Dark
Shadows." Edgard Varese anticipated the electronic

attitude in his compositions of the period, and in 1937

John Cage wrote of, "electrical instruments that will

make available for musical purposes any and all

sounds that can be heard."

Cage's prophecy was probably fulfilled much
sooner than expected when RCA built the first

synthesizer in the early fifties. This was followed by
the $250,000, 1700-tube instrument which now resides
in Manhattan, where it fills a large room, practically
demanding Hurricane Carla for cooling and Niagara
for power.

The sixti^ saw transistors and large scale integrated circuits, which
made synthesizers practical, and full volUge control, which nuide them
useable. All of this technological evolution has culminated in the mass
protection of the fieW's current workhorses, namely the Moog (which
rhymes with "vogue," by the way) and the Buchla (as in "Buchla, Fran
and OUij.) These work a bit like electric organs, using keyboards or
other control sources to trigger special oscillators, with further control
over the sound coming from modulation circuits and envelope
generators, and the result usually being diddled by supersophisUcated
filters. Add such optional amenities as sequencers^ ring modulators,
reverb units, or six packs, record the result on expensive sync-head Upe
machines, invite a few friends, spout jargon like the above, and you too
can push back the frontiers of humai> expression. Send all royalty checks
to my agent.

The music coming out of all this hardware tends to share several
characterislict, though those may be aU it shares. The mam one is
usually an academic orientation, as the cost of setting up .. ..-.. ^

^

^"^ '^l^ tronic music studio remains staggering (often running to six
riguiGs), and professional composers tend to prefer the life of the
professor to that of the piano player in a nr i* mics tend to be hung
up on mteUectuality and such ideals, and liiue mat the general public can
identify with ever comes out of these university studiofi
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Given the present state of pop music, such a

situation is more a relief than a shortcoming, and it

also helps to explain why electronic music currently

enjoys such great popularity among music's real

cognoscenti. Aha, Zubin; so that's why you're having
such trouble reaching aware young people.

The monopoly held by university professors and
,

grad students couldn't last forever, as independents
like Beaver and Krause were also sheUing for

equipment, a process aided immeasurably by the

fact that they tended, and still tend, to work for Moog
or his competition. At about this time, Switched-On
Bach and 2001 started a mini-fad which put the output

of these independents on every AM station in

existence. This fad had its good and bad points, and
the sudden commercial potential of tired old

spaceship sounds or flushing toilets temporarily

threatened to set the whole medium k)ack ten years.

Fortunately, electronic music is an exception to the

general rule that bad music drives out good, and its

newfound popularity has proven beneficial in the

4ong run, The b^t independents have raised their

work to rigorous academic standards, and the

academics have learned a lot about pacing and
showmanship from the pop field. The result is a

growing sense of unity between the two groups that

benefits everybody, especially the listener.

The other characteristic of all the best electronic

work is a sense of impending maturation as an art

form. The old-fashioned rules of composition are

reasserting themselves, as the initial infatuation

with the equipment itself inevitably gives way to a

use of electronics as another means to the end sought

by artists throughout history, namely com-

munication as opposed to ego gratification. This is

the same process that characterized rock in the late

sixties, as the musicians learned to live with their

electronics and started creating again.

Everything stated in these last few paragraphs

was proven by the successful "Man and Moog"

concert held April nineteenth here at UCLA. Though

such matters as pacing or overall integration left a

bit to be desired, the music left no doubt that elec-

tronic music has arrived at UCLA, both in status and

artistic content. It was only a year ago that the whole

program here seemed on the way out, so

congratualtions are in order to Ashforth, Strang, and

company. This concert also proves that there really

is a large and sophisticated audience for good

electronic music, as other "contemporary"

programs draw twenty percent capacity in

Schoenberg, while this one nearly filled the house.

The future of the medium seems assurred. For one

thing, the equipment is getting better. Despite

persistent bugs, the new ARP synthesizer has scared

Moog and Buchla enough to improve their own

products, making live performance of electronic

music easier. Also, there is now a plethora of

bargain-basement synthesizers aimed at high

schools or even at the home market. The new Mini-

Moog comes in somewhere around $1500 and the

Putney isn't much higher. Finally, computers are

coming into wide use for musical composition, and

the possibilities therein are fascinating.

All of these developments have the effect of bringing more good

musicians into electronic music. I may step on a few ego trips in saying

this but a synthesizer has never been all that hard to operate, and the

new ones are getting even easier in this regard. Years of advanced

technical study are certainly not required. As more are attracted, and as

the medium matures, the present artificial stylisUc dichotomy between

electronic and "natural" will disappear. A composer wiU use a Moog for

one sound, a computer for another, a hired violinist for a third, and so

one Electronics will become a part of every professional musician s grab

bag, just as tape has now, and will thus also become RespecUble.

A lot of the fun has gone out of electe^c music, and the old days of

wiring up girls in bikinis or passing faj^fcOoints in the Grand Ballroom are,

alas gone forever. However, electronic music is on the verge of an ar^

UsUc breakthrough, and its version of Bach is probably patching and

mixing in some unnamed studio right now. And that, my bleeduigneared

friends will be something worth hstemng to.
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HYPNOSIS FOR S1IIDENTS
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• Spaach Problems
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• Personal Goals

University of Wisconsin Ph.O., 14 years teaching Speech'

Psychology and Generol bemonttcs. Private Instruction.

William L. Rislow, PlB.
1225 Westwood Boulevard 477-2953 for appointment
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No Sweat, Foreign Student!
We will ship your personal effects back to your home witl|k

professionol efficiency at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:
749-7491

w« ««ll 230V
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ASIC AIOUT OUft SPKIAL
STUD10 PROOIIAM
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SUMMER
AND FALL

EKROLLMENT
NOW I

Mil

• REQUIREMENTS — Over 23
and pass exom or 60 units Ac-
credited College work.

• GRADUATES receive LLB or
JD & qualify for Colif. Bor Exom,

• Doy or Evening Classes

m ^^ •JlNCf'-'5E:
FREE!
In Spanklv IVandi ar Oenaaii

You won't learn the whole language
right away, but at our free introduc-

tory lesson you'll begin to learn

your second language And you'll

learn why our programmed
instruction method is so unique.'

You learn in private. At your con-
venience. For a fraction the cost o<

other language courses

Call now to schedule your free

introductory lesson.

WILSHIRE AREA 387 1379

_ PASADENA
SHERMAN

795-3296 IRVINE
OAKS 986^185

(714)833-9500

JS) Sullivan Language Schools
""^^^
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An educational divtiion of Bvhavioral RaMarch Laboratonat, Irv
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ThaVs how many times PSA
connects Los Angeles With

San Francisco. Sar
Diego. San Jose

Oakland, and Sac

ramento WUh lowest air fares.

Meet your campus rep halfway

Or your travel age^it

nr PSA

DOUG ROTH Sov 2626.
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Contempo '71 and The One Deadly Sin

by Derrick Henry

Contempo 71 equals problems.

Attendance problems, program

ming problems, performance

problems. Even the question and

answer session following each

concert seemed trite and

unenlightening. In fact, the entire

series proved guilty of that most

unpardonable sin in modern
music: dullness.

On the surface, the reasons seem

obvious. Take attendance. The Ah-

manson Theatre seats 2000, yet

barely that number showed up for

all four concerts combined. And a

preponderent number of those

people were press, music students,

or local musicians. Scheduling

didn't help. This series was
programmed the very week after

the regular Philharmonic season

ended, a week in which the Con-

certgebouw Orchestra of Am-
sterdam appeared in three local

concerts, a farewell tribute to

Lawrence Morton was offered at

the Monday Evening Concerts, and

a new Mel Powell work was in-

troduced at a California Chamber
Symphony program. Neither did

the Contempo planners help

themselves by cramming all four

concerts into the space of a single

week. Nor was the series

adequately publicized.

Or take programming.

Originally Hans Werner Henze was

to appear to conduct his own works

( 4 ) , the featured composer in a sort

of mini-Henze festival. But Henze

could not make it due to com-

positional commitments in

Europe. And then Stravinsky died.

So two previously scheduled works

(including Henze's 5th Symphony)

were removed to make room for a

Stravinsky tribute (curiously

enough of the Symphony of .

'^' ^
.

Psalms' and Song of the Davies, Henze, Feldman, briUiant soloists - smger-actor

Nightingale hardly two of the Yamash'ta (see photo), Lazarof, Julius Eastman, percussionist

master's most forward-looking Musgrave, and Dahl, the aleatoric Stomu Yamash'ta, soprano

scores) conceptions of Kraft and Feldman, Claudia Cummings, mezzo

And those works that did remain the jazz-classical-pop posturing of Claudine Carlson, ceUist Lawrence

were not indicative of innovative Rosenman. — Lesser, clarinetist Michele

directions in today's music. All THis in itself is not, of course. Zukovsky, saxophonist Harvey

were representative of standard necessarily bad. But with the Pittel — than on the music. Im-

procedures in contemporary exception, perhaps, of Paul pressive as these virtuosos were,

music, procedures that have been Chihara's marvelously subtle one's ultimate impression was one

used time and again, procedures Forest Music and Peter MaxweU of boredom. And sadly, there was

whose novelty has long worn off. Davies' theatrical cycle of Eight no single piece with the stunmng

There were the texture studies of Songs for a Mad King, the musical impact of Berio's Sinfonia (offered

Chihara and Norgaard, the results were simply not striking. In at last year's Contempo) to

soloistic vehicles of Tircuit, fact, the focus was more on the salvage the series.

MHNeHR

TO:

RE:

STUDENTS AT UCLA

REASONS FOR LIVING AT LA MANCHA

LOCATION: You will live o\ the edge of campus just a few minutes walk from

classes.

ACCOMMODATIONS: You may have a single, double, triple, or three-bedroom

suite. Our suite bedrooms cluster around a central livingroom and batH* and are air

conditioned, carpeted, quiet, and well furnished. Suites, doubles, and triples

have refrigerators.

FOOD: You will always have a choice of two or three main dishes at each meal

(including steak once a week.) You have unlimited seconds (except steak night.'

Service is quick and convenient buffet style in a carpeted dining room.

LIVING STYLE: The community is co-educational and each student's living spoce is

respected as his own home. Each person can choose the combination of privacy and

involvement that suits his or her needs.

RECREATION: There is a swimming pool, sauna, rec room with billiards and ping pong,

color television, pin ball machines, weekend trips, parties, dances, movies, concerts,

lectures and a lot of disorganized fun.

STAFF: A professional Student Affairs Director and Student Staff are available to assist

residents in using available resources for solving personal or educational problems.

Group counseling is usually available in the residence hall. The staff provides program

assistance to the community. ^

COST: The rates for accommodations, the use of all recreational and support services

and prepared meals begin at $135.00 a month in September for the triple room. You

might save a few dollars by living in a dormitory, but you would sacrifice some privacy

and fun. You could save a few more dollars by living in an apartment, but first consider

the hours of cooking, shopping, and cleaning. Why not get the advantages of both and

jsliminote the problems?

5 WHAT TO DO: Write for a brochure: La Mancha, 930 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles,

California 90024 or call us at (213) 475-5831 or cd me over to see us and talk to the

people who live here.

3U niLvj.\i\u /\vL.>i«^L Lwo .\.\vjlll3, \^/\ ^^0^:4 • (213)475-5831

Or take the performances Due
to the ridiculously brief Ume in-

terval between Contempo and the
regular concert season, or for that
matter, between each Contempo
concert, the orchestra was unable
to prepare the works sufficiently

The Stravinsky, in particular
sounded rough and slipshod
(hardly the way to honor such a
figure). But even the new works
suffered from obvious technical

difficulties, poor intonation
scraggly string .playing, and
general tentativeness. And from
the Ahmanson's muddy acoustics

Nor should we overlook the fact

that this series was designed to

exhibit modem writing for the

symphony orchestra, yet was
dominated by works for soloists

and chamber ensembles. Surely

something's wrong.

Yet these are just external

problems. One suspects the

reasons for Contempo' s failure cut

deeper. Embarrassing attendance

cannot solely be blamed on a bad

week, or even bad publicity

(though certainly these had to

hurt). Fundamentally the dif-

ficulty lies with the music. It seems

that tKis music simply does not

attract, reach out to, or com-

municate with today's youth (who

are ultimately the audience it must

get to if classical music is to have a

future).

One questions what music will

attract these people. Electronic

music, or stiU another attempt at

rock-classical synthesis? No. Such

would defeat the entire program's

validity and purpose, that of

fostering and introducing im-

portant new wor^ for symphony

orchestra.

Or the problem could lie in the

quaUty of the compositions offered.

Unquestionably, there are finer*

contemporary works than what

those dished out here. And the job

of the orchestra's music directors

is to find them, to mull over those

scores they suspect to be in-

teresting, rejecting all but the very

best. Is that too much to ask?

And couldn't we expect a higher

standard of performance? Or

adequate time to prepare the

works properly? After all, if we

can't hear the music as the com-

posers' intended, decently

executed, why bother?

Admittedly, the solutions are not

easy. Perhaps the Philharmonic

could confer with qualified campus

representatives, seeking their

advice in choosing music that

would appeal to a wider audience.

Or they could even hold one or two

of the programs at local univer

sities, properly publicized (such as

the Boulez-Royce Hall concert last

year).

But, whatever the problems, we

can hope for— and expect— better

than what we received this year.

Where else can you get a

pebble candle as a gift

just for coming in this

week and browsing througn

the newest, tiniest, cutest

hand-craft store you ever

saw.

Room 204 Is very conve-

niently located at 11691

National Blvd. (upstairs)

near Barrlngton Ave.

»*»***• • **« thru Fri

9:30 to 5:30. and this Sat

(May 22) 9:30 to 1:30

Telephone: 477-3635

:f
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CHARLES WUORINEN: TIME'S ENCOMIUM
for synthesized and processed synthesized sound

realized at the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music

Center. New York

Nonesuch H-71225 $2 98

No medium has a greater potential for altering the future course of

music than does the electronic synthesizer. With this instrument the

composer can control pitch, duration, timbre, and intensity to an in-

credible degree. He can divide an octave into 3 notes or into 173. He can

not only approximate the sounds of conventional instruments, but can

create completely new and distinctive sonorities, limited only by his

imagination. Rhythmic and technical complexities impossible for mere
mortals can be managed with ease.

By eliminating the performer, the composer communicates directly

with his audience: there is no middle-man imposing his own personality

upon the work. And there is an economy factor: once one has invested the

admittedly huge initial sum to estabhsh a flexible studio, music of great

dimension can be created, music that does not require paying a large

orchestra of 100 men each time it is to be heard.

Still, the critics are legion. Their primary argument centers around the

synthesizer's dehumanization of music. They maintain that the medium

lacks the element of spontaneity provided by live performers, each

illuminating the work from a slightly different angle. That the results
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valid for that reason? Why condenm science? Why not instead hameii

the inventiveness of our technological revolution toward worthwhile

artistic ends? Sure, the electronic medium has its flaws, its limitations.

But so does every instrument known to man. One is restricted only by the

capacity of the human spirit to transcend these shortcomings.

As always, the true test is in the musical result. And so on to the

recording in question.

Charles Wuorinen fe a young (b. 1938) composer-performer-teacher-

writer of immeree talent. His music has considerable range, from the

Coplandesque brashness of his early works to the chromatic serialism,

the Carter-like rhythmic flexibUity and complexity, and the semi-

improvisatory techniques of his later styles.

Time's Encomium, a purely electronic work commissioned by

Nonesuch Records (and winner of the 1970 Pulitier Prize in Music), has

elements of all these idioms. It is full of striking, distincUve, imaginative

timbres; it is spontaneous, often extemporaneous in impact. Yet there is

considerable care and focus in the organization: it is fascinating to hear

the motives slowly develop, grow, expand, transform And the rhythms

are precisely controlled (hence the work's title), as the composer himself

admits in his enlightening annotations.

This music was largely realized on the RCA Synthesizer at the

Columbia-Princeton Electronic Mu&iC Center, hence is by nature oriented

toward 12-tone equal temperament. Yet neither harmony nor melody in

any conventional sense play an important part in the conceptir- " *her,

Temporal

Plane

prove mechanical, devoid of anticipation or surprise. That the sounds are

unnatural, a violation of the "relationship between acoustics and music'*

(Paul Henry Lang). They point to the considerable training, the

specialized technical, physical and mathematical knowledge necessary

to operate these instruments with any degree of facility and purpose.

Yet these arguments have a ring of status quo, inflexibility. Perhaps

the composer does not want to contend with the limitations of perforthers,

who despite their best intentions may be restricting and destroying the

creator's desires instead of enlightening and^enhancing them. Is the

music any less human because the composer happens to 1^ both his own

interpretator and executant?

A work of art, not matter how f/xed, never produces the same aesthetic

effect upon each reexperience. (Consider the great paintings and sculp-

tures, ever-fresh despite their permanent form. Should we reject

recordings by great musicians of the past and present sin^ply because the

performances remain identical each time they are played? Or can we

find new insights in each re-hearing? and remember, music, because of

its temporal nature, cannot project its rigidity until the second hearing.

Further, electronic music need not be a process unto itself; it can be

combined effectively with hve performance, traditional acoustical in-

struments.

Should we censure this new medium simply because it requires new

techniques, extensive training? Stravinsky's music makes greater

technical demands upon the performer than does Haydn's, but is it less

• •

••••••••••••••••««••••••»•

••••••••••••«.-----..- ^ ___••••••••••••••••• •!• ••••••• **.*
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••'^
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GLENANDRANDA
A JM UcBMOe FILM

STEVEN CURRY SHELLEY PUMPTON -'--'^lirp:::^"
'""'*"

RUDOLPH WURUTZER^J<MMceRCE
SCNEVGLA7CR —

JiM WkSnOE LORENZO MAN6.
I UMCP1C.lUBfS*»vi««»'ci<u'«»ri*>n»«»' X

-E. :»IVE ENGAG&ygNT

NOW PLAYING!
CALL THEATRE FOU SHOWTIMES!

LAEMMIE THEATRE

4 045 BUOITON AVI

^' • ^-^ <»{STWOO0 VIIIA6E

Pjmm 72^1-477 0059
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the composer utiUres rhythms, timbres, and textures as lus buildmg

blocks.

He does not make the mistake of imiUting conventional instruments; I

shall not make the mistake of describing the sounds in those terms.

Wuorinen's sonorities are by turns plangent, gentle, penetrating,

delicate, brittle, warm, percussive, reedy. The man knows how to

achieve contrast: of high and low pitches, of cle»r, pure versus blurred,

reverberated sound (synthesized versus processed), of "complex,

rapidly unfolding" textures versus "severe, slowly unfolding" ocms.

Microtonal sliding is used to good effect. So is silence. And Wuorinen has

a keen ear for spatial effects, weU conveyed by the crystalline recording.

This is not an easy work to listen to; it requires patience and con-

centration to reveal its secrets. But it is undeniably intelligent music,

masterfully constructed (despite the less than consumate manipulation

of electronic, as opposed to compositional, techniques), broad in scope,

challenging, gripping, engrossing. It deserves to be heard.

Edgard Varese cites the nineteenth century Polish philosopher and

mathematician Hoene Wronsky's definition of music "as the cor-

porealization of the intelligence that is in sound." Thus the electronic

medium can produce good music; its personality is simply different from

that of good non-electronic music. We must recognize the distinction

between the two, seeing that they are complimentary (thore and more

composers have been using acoustical instruments to imitate electronic

sounds), each with its own validity.

And Wuorinen's music makes a strong case for both.

The Gealive Switch

Why has the Mamiya/Sckor DTL become the favorite

35mm SLR camera of campus pKotographers? Because

you're more interested in creative possibihties than

record making. The Creative Switch allows you to

choose between two separate exposure meter

^k systems, and guarantees perfect exposures
'^^^^^^^^

every time. Why two? Because front lighted

subjects are measured easiest with an

'averaged'" meter system. With back and side

lighting you need a "spot" meter system

to rtdd the most important part of the picture.

Most fine 35mm SLR cameras have one of

these systems, the Mamiya/Sekor

DTL has combined both with the

ve Switch. Who cares

jt exposure if you're only

crested in taking pictures

he baby or Aunt Agatha?

I the most interesting

cturcs usually have tricky

jhting and you want to

pture on film what you

see in your mind. See

your photo dealer for

1 practical demonstra-

on The DTL is priced

rom S185 plus case

If you want a folder

hat will tell you all

you need to know
before you buy,

'^nd the coupon
»'lov«/ to

PondarScfiestJnc
ollege Department

11201 West Pico

Blvd, Los Angeles, y
California 90064. yT

Rush me a folder on the Mamiya/Sekor DTL

NAMC
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College Student Insurance Service has worked with the outo

insurance industry for five years to prove that the college stu-

dent deserves lower insurance rates. Now ASB mennbers often

reoiize reductions from 20% to 40% below comparable policies.

This group-oriented policy is written through the Associated

College Student Underwriters and provided under an exclusive

agreement with College Student Insurance Service. Inc. \

For personalized quo»e coll 451-1393 or fill in the blonli below

and send if to CSIS, 726 Santa Monica Blvd. ('202) Santo Monicd

Calif. 90401. \

ISkime:

Address:

Telephone: School

Yeor and molie of con

Birth Dote:

Zip: —
Adorried?

Model:

fVesenf policy expires (dote):

No. ol years licensed to drive:

No. ol moving violations, lost 3 years:

No. of Occidents responsi>le for (3 yeors)

with damoge «Hceeding $100:

/C^ CSIS

-THE EZOTIC riLMeOER Wednesday. AAay 19. 1971 UCLADAILY BRUIN IS

ne Yellow Marquise

by Salvator R. Tarnmoor

m College Student Insurance Service
726 Son»a Monxo Mvd ('203) Sonto Monica. Coia 90401
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SUMMER BIBLE INSTITUTE

Sponsored by:

Light & Power House

Westwood, Calif.

&

Hollywood

Presbyterian Church

Hollywood, Calif.

June 21

to _ .

July 16, 1971

Monday -Friday

mornings

9:30 to 12:20 p.m

1

2

3

^1 COURSE OF STUDY [§>

A genera) verse by verse study of I Corinthians for all students cov-
ering the nature of the Cx)spel, the Body of Christ, Christian- free-

dom. The work of the Holy Spirit, sex, etc.

A basic course for those of limited background including a "Survey
of New Testament Books" and a study of "Basic Christian Doctrines."

An advanced course which assumes the content of the basic course
and covers "Old Testament Survey" and "The Book of Acts" (chap-
ter by chapter): evangelism, the Holy Spirit, church growth, the mis-
sionary movement, etc.

FACULTY
BILL COUNTS: Graduate of Princeton University, Dallas Theological

Seminary, Co-Director: Light and Power House

HAL LINDSEY: Author of Th« \jk%% Great Planet Earth, graduate of Dal-

las Theological Seminary; Co-Director: Light and Power House

DON WILLIAMS: Graduate of Princeton University & Seminary & Colum-
bia University, Minister to Students, Hollywood Presbyterian Church

*s
NAME

REGISTRATION FORM ^^^

_ phone:

ADDRESS

AGE
street ctty

SCHOOL (IF ANY)
state zip

CHECK ONE:

r~| Basic Course

I I
Advanced Course

ENCLOSED IS MY REGtSTRATIQN FEE

$25 00 - Before June 1

$30 00 - After June \

\When Sal first asked me to throw some words

gether about the movie palaces up on the

boulevard, about the big white, premiere showboats

where they nail up bleachers and slice the sky with

arc lights and the old flea-bags where they wouldn't

notice a stiff rotting in the fifth row on the aisle for

the better part of a month, about Grauman's Chinese

where the ushers wear orange Mandarin coats and

the Rector's' Admiral (75< before lunch — now
defunct) where you groped for your own seat, about

all the banners and the gnoidge houses, I was a little

at a loss. Hollywood has changed a lot from when I

used to hang my shingle in the Cahuenga Building,

from when Spanish-style houses in stucco and red tile

clung to the foothills under those thirty foot letters,

when Argyle and Ivar filtered down through hotels

and playgrounds to a sacrosanct boulevard of first-

run houses, the store-front display for the plentiful

product of those studios lying a little farther within

the edge of the basin. It's changed to the shorter,

dingier fibers in a spreading carpet of glistening

high-rises. It was a street where bright yellow lines

cut the sidewalks sprinkled with glitter into gray
frames around name-encrusted stars like an endless,

walkover film strip. Now on a wet Saturday, the

glass and brick just glare at you ; the asphalt skushes

under your tires. The cruisers from the North — Van
Nuys, Encino, Tarzana, the tract towns — and the

camera slungtourists clog the works. There's usually

free parking above Yucca or below Selma, roads that

run parallel a block off, where the worst you'll have
to do is side-step a stud hustler by the Baptist Church
on your way back up to the boulevard. But when you
turn off on a busy night there's a jerk in the street

tearing at your eyes with a flashlight, a shiny lure for

suckerfish, touting his empty blacktop. Pizza and
bookstores; the lines from the Egyptian and the New
View, upper crust and deviates, slop over the edge of

the pavement with anxious patrons, rocking on their

heels. The Vogue, the Pantages, the Pix, refurbished

find re-priced, epics and Italian quickies (same
difference), Russ Meyer and Walt Disney . . . Even
the Hollywood theater with hot dogs in the lobby and
a fourth-week-of-multiple program has loiterers

checking the poster cases under its triangular wedge
of white bulbs. On the fringe, past (Jower, past record
marts and coffee shops with corner juke boxes, is the
World with its yellow marquee and mini-globe
perpetually revolving over a vertical stack of letters.

It's a newer theater with an older disposition, all too
often burdened with chain bookings, yet still within
memory of esoteric items such as Roger Corman
triple bills and single balls of fire from Sam Fuller.

Years back, before the Hollywood movie product
went to seed, it offered a taste of chaff after a drive

through the grist mill. But today it's just the lemon-
colored finale to a disappointing line.

Okay, enough of that. There's another yellow
marquise in town, and she is no pseudo-aristocrat of

celluloid. Among movie palaces, the Cameo is

anything but de luxe. The first thing you notice when
you get to 6th and Broadway and have it in sight, is

swarms of people pasted to the intersections like tree

moss, and there's no place to park. Since getting

there is said to be half the fun, a few tips: off any of

the Downtown exits from the Harbor Fwy. east past
the **Jesus saves" sign through the steel canyons
puts you in the neighborhood. If you insist on stashing

your car away for free, ride down Broadway past
**Garbos" and the Astro ("closed for remodeling")
and the Pioneer grill. You can leave it here, on the

lawn in front of City Hall, where they'll probably
think you're a salt-water taffy vendor. Or you can
drift beyond Sunset and stop in an unrestricted

residential area, if you're not afraid of having

everything ripped-off the bare body by Fischer; then

try hiking back three miles in open-toed sandals. So

figure that you're getting into the theater cheap and
pay "85< all day" (65< for VW's) on Olympic. (Or

avoid the whole mess by going down after 9:00 — but

not unarmed — or on a Sunday — ditto as muggers
work a seven-day week.) From there you can walk

down past shimmering lakes of parked vehicles

rubbing bumpers and cheap camera stores, where

the traffic cops change their white gloves three times

a day and sniff oxygen for lunch, among the per-

fumed scents of stale tacos and diesel fuel. 9th 8th

7th. Cafeterias and big brown department stores;

corrtferstones laid in 1919. Past the crenelated Tower

and the Orpheum, hardly noticing the State or the old

Los Angeles across the street. 6th. 5th. The big yellow

marquee beckons down in the center of the block, its

colored lights flashing in a rectangle between the

Rox,ie and the Arcade, between old women coughing

over their Keno cards and sticky seat-backs that

leave a-gummy residue on unwary knees. The Cameo^
— the screen may be slightly soiled, old men may
flop and sometimes snore a little, the projectionist

occasionally forgets his specs; but the audience is

honest. They laugh at the comedies, whisper war-

nings to the heroines in peril, shriek at the blood

beasts, and generally wear out the edges of the seats.

They will never question the filmmaker's gifts and

will tolerate anything but pretension. The Cameo is

shopworn where it counts — in attitude. It's closer to

what used to be. And, despite the Hngering smell of

generations of popcorn beyond tally and the peeling

wallpaint, for a few hours of phantasm whirring off

on the blue-faced clock, inside with a couple of fifties

movies, it is again. Finis. ->Iohn Carmady

I WOULD LIKE HOUSING INFORMATION

II TO: SUMMER BIBLE INSTITUTE.

1760 NORTH GOWER. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF 90028

PRESENTS

^n experimental program of

ALTERNATE TELEVISION
o mulfHrack, multi screen presentation of

the continuing story of CAROL & FERD

(or the medium is the marriage)

FEEDBACK
"^ ^- &- '.

OTHERS

HURS. MAY20 7:30 PM
RIDAY MAY 21 7:30 & 10 PM
SATURDAY MAY 22 3. 7:30&1QPM

UCLA
I 102 Architecture

Tickets nt the Hnnr
only one neasiey dollar ($1)

on compui '$pon»or - ASUCLA FILM COMMISSION

1

J ON
CAMPUS
TODAY

time: noon

piece:

Grand Ballroom

Ac^fman Union

MEET IRV STONE
Author of *1 best-seller, "The Passions of the Mind"

The Passions of the Mind is a novel as big as its subject. It brings to us as a portigipant in the life and career

of a bold one, SfgmVnd Freu8:^Ko proved that some of the most excitlrig challenges ore not met on the baH e-

CM or on icv mountain peab, but inside the heart and mind of an individual human being. Mr, Stone has also

authored "The Agony and The Ecstacy" (Michelangelo). "Lust for Life" (Van Gogh), "Adversary in the House"

(Eugene Debs), "Men to Match My Mountains" (history of the West), among many other titles. Hfe's also a home-

town boy, so come and rap.

p/rTTft?

( . . VC^

students' store

books, b l«vel, ockermon onion 825-771

1

mondays-fridoys 7:45o.m -7:30p.m.; soKirdoyt 10-3
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By Ivan Gerson

DBSUff Writer

Three one-act plays written, designed; ^Hrected

and performed by students here will be presented at

3:15 p.m. today in the Uttle Theater in Macgowan

Hall.

Tickets are 25 cents for students and 50 cents for

general admission and are available at the door.

'The Priest," winner of the Kumitz award here

last month is written and directed by 25-year-old

MFA candidate Bea Harpham. "It*s a verse script
'^

that combines music, dance and acting," Miss

Harpham said.

Tom Ruch plays the priests, Marie Daniele plays

the mother, John Gilmore plays Jesus, John Irvin

plays the devil, Therese Bemal is the virgin and

Diane Davisson is the woman.
Miss Harpham 's first produced play was •'Elia

Preta," about an 18-year-pld girl psychologically

crippled by the church. ^

•^7- -wv^..^- • -, >., ;

"Come Up and See My Casserole," by Theater Arts

major-journalist Frank Mosier who is working in

New York, is directed by senior Marianne Murphy.

''Casserole is a boy-girl comedy, with a twist.

Instead of sex being the problem, it's eating," i^
Murphy said.

Donald is played by Mark York and Maxine is

played by Pat Walczuk.

The 21-year-old Miss Murphy has played in

numerous UCLA productions as a character actress
and said that she got her first "break" as a witch in a
second grade play.

"I Didn't Get Your Name" by social worker and
MFA candidate Marilyn McNair is a "serious

comedy about inhibitions," she said.

"Name" is directed by MFA candidate Eileen

Jones and stars Tony Avallon as Number One and
Joe Botsford as Number Two.
Another set of one-act bills will premier June 1 and

2 in the Little Theater in MacGowan Hall, curtain

times being 4:15 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. on June 1 and

3:15 p.m. on June 2.

The plays will include Judy Marion's J 'Oona"

"about fairy godmothers in trouble, Cheryl Kaplan's

"Touch the Bluebird's Song" about young lovers and

Kirk Honeycutt's "The Closet Drama" about the

plight of eccentric characters who discover a corpse

in their closet.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
4pin
5 pm
8 pm

7.30 pm
7:30pm

The Call to be Human
Kundalini Yotfa

Oasis No. One, Dreams and Stuff. .

.

Movement Awarenen
Photo/Cine/Sound

840 Hilgard, Newman Center

Courtyard. W Gym
436 Carroll Canal,

Venice, 821-8657

Royce362
Arch 100

*J('

gebouw Orchestra-'breathtaking'
By Derrick Henry

*^ DBSUff Reporter
Those accustomed to listening solely to the Los Angeles

Philharmonic might think they are hearing a top-notch
orchestra at work. Not so. As those fortunate enough to hear
the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam in Royce Hall
Friday evening, May 7th, will recognize, our own orchestra
is far from world-class — •, ,-

. .

But the Concertgebouw is a great organization in
anyone's league. Their particular aural personality has
been described as rich, warm, mellow, dark, burnished. All
these epithets are appropriate. Yet they don't begin to
describe the extraordinarily beautiful, vibrant sound this
aggregation produces.

The m\isicians repder their solos with innate musicaUty
and individuality. But more importantly, the ensemble is

breathtaking. Their tone is rock-solid, exquisitely in tune,
gorgeously blended from top to bottom. Body is maintained
at all volume levels.

And what a range of dynamics this orchestra can
produce! The reserve of power in the Mahler proved simply
awesome: just when you thought the wind players would
collapse from lung exhaustion, they reached back and filled

their horns with still more sound. Incredibly thrilling. And
never for a moment raucous. Or those string pianissimos,
so soft that one had to strain one's ears to be sure the music
was really there.

Technique? Seemingly irrelevant. Again and again one
was astonished by the precision, ease, and abandon with
which the orchestra memt)ers executed the most ex-
cruciatingly difficult passages.
Thankfully, however, these musicians proved human.

There were mistakes. The winds became a bit breathless in

a

the Stravinsky, the horns botched a few notes and exhibited
a slight tendency toward flatness in the early going of both
the Brahms and Mahler. But that was it. And more than
anything, one sensed the sheer joy of these people in

making music. Magnificent music.
Permanent conductor Bernard Haitink offered a reading

of Brahm's "Tragic Overture" filled with wonderful poise
and repose. It was not a fiery interpretation, yet there was
plenty of drama : the mu^ic flowed forward always, with
tension in the urgent passages, warmth in the lyric sections.
And Haitink 's beautifully measured tempos resulted in
textures of exquisite clarity.

One would hardly expect the mellifluous winds of the
Concertgebouw to be su»led for the acid sonorities of
Stravinsky's "Symphonies of Wind Instruments" (here
offered in the revised 1947 version), but they were. They
adjusted their tone to capture the spirit of the work with
remarkable success. Phrasing was crisp, clear, loving in
detail. Dynamics were beautifully calculated, over-
whelming in their cumulative impact. Tempo changes were
accomplished smoothly, effortlessly. Exceptional music-
making, this.

A work like Mahler's "9th Symphony" normally would
constitute the whole of a symphony program. This huge
symphony makes tremendous demands on the players: for
some 80 minutes they must produce appropriately luscious
tone, maintaining true intonation during wretchedly ex-
posed, highly chromatic passages, enormously wide in both
intervallic and dynamic range. And the conductor must not
only sustain the expansive, slowly developing lines of this
music through profuse tempo and mood changes, he must
uncover the wealth of feeUng and emoUon buried deep
within every page.

Party

jif^i.

'crcQfA^

.4^
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That Bernard Haitink and the orchestra met these

demands stunningly is a measure of the greatness of both.

Haitink 's interpretation did not seek the neurotic intensity

we are accustomed to hearing from Bernstein and Solti.

Nor did it offer the Olympian strength of Klemperer or the

deep compassion of Walter. Instead, he^^xipplied a

straightforward reading.

But straightforward in the best sense of the word. He

simply allowed the music to play itself. There was never

any straining for effect, any histrionics. Indeed, with eyes

closed, one was hardly aware that an orchestra was present

at all. It was as if Mahler himself were transmitting his

thoughts directly to your mind. And that is artistic re-

creation of the highest possible order. <•

Haitink maintained fantastic command of climax and

line, always building toward a more shattering height,

never letting things get out of control. The pacing was

masterful, the detail extraordinarily rich. There was

throughout a marvelous sensitivity to the Mahlerian idiom:

those subtle rubati, yearning portamenti, sardonic brass

trills. Haitink managed to capture the irony and bitterness,

the ardor and seraphic tragedy of this all-encompassing

score with near-visionary identification.

It was a powerful, urgent reading, moving inexorably to

its ghostly, ineffably moving final pages. And Haitink in-

spired the orchestra to uncannily vivid, breathtakingly

virtuosic execution.

Every so often music has the powir to penetrate to an

inner world within us all, creating a reality so truthful that

it shakes our very soul, enabhng us, if only for a moment, to

grasp beyond our everyday existence, perhaps to

essence of life itself. This was such an occasion.

the

FItCOLTY SCHOLIRSHIP PROeMM!

The Athenian School

a college preparatory boarding school, co-ed, grades

Z 7'J^^*®^ at \he foot of Mt. Diablo, tv^enty miles
east ot ban Francisco

A representative. James Merod. will discuss the school's
unique program of study, and hold admissions inter-
viev^sqt UCLA Mny 1 9 - 22

for information and appointments tall 937-3881

• WHEPE THERE'S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS

• LOWEST HELMET PRICtS ANYWHERE

• EXCEED U.S.A.8.1. Z-90.1 STANDARDS

mFROM$il.§lf

-1 I

12010 W. PICO BLVD .

LOS AN f . ^S, CALIF. 90064

PHONE TODAY (213)479 4383
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What's Brew'n today
Special Activities

"Six Shades of Black/' touring artists group will

perform at 8.30 p.m. today in Social Welfare 147, as

part of Black Culture Week activities.

The theater arts department here will present

three one-act plays, original "Come Up and See My
Cassarol/' "\ Didn't Get Your Name/' and "The
Priest/' at 3:15 p.m. today in the AAacGowan LIttie

Theater. All three plays are written, directed and

performed by theater arts students. Tickets are in

sale prior to the performance at the AAacGowan

Ticket Office.

The URA photographic Assn. will continue to

exhibit a display of prints and transparencies

through Sunday In the Ackerman Union AAen's

Lounge.

El Capitan High School Band of Lakeside,

California, will present an outdoor concert at noon

Jioday in the Schoenberg Quadrangle.

The University Chorus will perform in concert at

8:30 p.m. today In Schoenberg Auditorium. General

admission Is $1, students admitted free.

Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a blood drive from

10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. today through Friday in Ackerman
Union Women's Lounge. Free lunch will be provided

for those donating blood.

Speeches and Seminars -

AAasano Ikeda, assistant research physiologist,

will present a pharmacology seminar on "Factors

Involved in the Contraction of the Ductus Ar-

teriousis" at noon today in Health Sciences 23- 105.

Wilfried F.H.AA. AAommaerts, professor of

physiology, will present a seminar on
"Hemodynamics as Seen From the Vantage Point of

the Erythrocyte" at 1:15 p.m. today In Health

Sciences 23-105.

Arme-" Wt-^Campbetr,—Bsslst2rnt~T5^6fe5S6r 6!

psychiatry and biomathematics in residence, wilt

conduct a biomathematics seminar on "Genetic

Linkage Studies in Man: The Exponential Growth

Phase" at 3 p.m. today in Health Sciences AV-139.

Radomier Pleiner, senior research fellow, Ar-
chaeological Institute, Czechkoslovak Academy.^ and

department of prehistory, Charles University,

Prague, will lecture on "Early Iron Metallurgy df

Western Slavs" at 3 p.m. today in Bunche 1209B. '

Muska Mosston, director. Teaching Behavibr

Institute, East, will speak on "Cognitive Develop-

ment Through Human Movement/" the second in a

series of two lectures, at 3 p.m. today at Bellagio

Elementary School Auditorium, 11301 Bellagio Road.

•>:

There will be a demonstration with children ac-
companying the lecture.

Nicholas M. England, associate dean of music,
director of ethnomusicology will hold a colloquium
on "Audiences" from 7:30 1 p.m. today In Schoen-
berg 1421, as part of an ongoing series presented by
the African Studies Center on the sociology of

African music and dance.
Y.C. Fung, professor of bio-engineering and ap-

plied mechanics, UC San Diego, will conduct a
mechanics and structures seminar on "Stress and
Strain of Living" at 3 p.m. today in Boelter 5264.

William Lipscomb, professor of chemistry, Har
vard University, Cambridge, Massachussetts. will

present a chemistry seminar on "Structure and
Function of Hydrolytic Enzymte: Some General
Comments" at 3:30 p.m. today In Young Hall 2250.

F. Coroniti, assistant professor of physics, will

present a meteorology seminar on "Dynamics of

Ring-Current Protons and Red-Arc Formation" at 4

p.m.; today in Mathematical Sciences 5200.

Alan F. Sandy, assistant professor of English, with
Keith and Rusty McNeil, lecturer-performers will

lecture on "Satire, Commentary and Songs of

Movements" at 7 p.m. today in Young Hall 2276.

Tickets are $4.50.

Eulalia Maria L. Lobo, visiting professor.

University of South Carolina, and professor.

University of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, will lecture on
"Brazil: From Slavery to a Modern Society" at 8

p.m. today in Dickson 2160.

William C. Dement, professor of psychiatry,

Stanford University Medical School, Palo Alto, will

conduct a mental health training seminar on "Sleep
Research in the '70s" at 8 p.m. today in Health
Sciences 23-105.

URA Clubs
The Hattia Yoga Club will meet from 5 7 p.nr). today

iit Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club^will meet from 2:30-5 p.m. today In

Memorial Activities Center B 146. -

"~*^^—^The Shooting Club will meet from 7-9 p.m. today on

the Rifle Range.
The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on

Field 7.

' The Bridge Club will meet from 7:30 9:30 p.m.

today in the Kerckhoff Hall Quiet Games Room.
The Amateur Radio Club will meet at noon today in

Boelter 8761.

The Kenpo Club will meet at noon today in

Memorial Activities Center B 146-

W:-:%-:!:!:!:«::::::::%::%::%::::::::%::W>x
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Black Culture Week Activities
Black Culture Week is sponsored by the Black Students Union here. Activities include the

following; donations requested for all events.

TODAY — -----

Malcolm X Day— film and panel discussion concerning El Hajj Malik ; noon in Campbell Hall 1201

Touring Artists Group, **Six Shades of Black; " at 8:30 p.m. in Social Welfare 147.

TOMORROW
Abbey Lincoln and jazz combo and Horace Tapscott Community Arkestra; 8:30 p.m. m Social

Welfare 147.

1

FRIDAY
-

Africa Night— African Music and Dance; 8 :30 p.m. in a place to be announced.
::%

ilgj%W%%WftSS:;iy:^^
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Goldwyn award
to be presented

to five students
Five students here will

receive cash prizes at U a.m.
today in Macgowan Hall Little

Theater at the Samuel Goldwyn
Creative Writing Award
ceremony.

Actress Lucille Ball will be
the guest speaker and Dale
Wasserman, author of the
musical '*Man of La Mancha *'

will present the awards: I30IM)

first prize, $1000 second prize,

and three $500 third prizes for

the best manuscripts submitted
to the contest.

The five student finalists are
co-authors Bob Elias and Jon
Kellerman. Brian Jones,
Donald Krintzman, John Maski
and Kim Ringwald.

Seminar on African fabric, dress set
There will be three lectures on African fabrics and dress

presented in a seminar from noon-1 :30 p.m. today In Dickson 52«9.

Lecture topics will include "Indigo Dyeing and Paste Resist

Patterning (Adire Eleko) in Nigeria," "Nigerian Dress" and

"Marketplace Beads."

MID-NITE REVIVAL

Roman Polontlii'*

"ROSEMARY'S BABY

"

w/ Mio Forrow — John Comov^Im

OniN
!

12 A.M.

^n Mof 21

Sal Moy 22

BRENTWOOD TWIIsl THEATER
Wjjshire — 26th Santo Monica

829-3368
-9-!- rrr-rrrrrr-rrrrrrrr
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PRIDAY SATURDAY andSUNDAY - MAV 21 - 22 and 23
FR1UAT.3 730and10»PM

TICKETS AQUARIUS BOX OFFICE (Ml 2»«1)

AndallWallich'sMu^.c City, Mutual, Lib«^vA9«ocl«t
:• ^ SO oenerai admmion

Always th« unusual — Priced Low

SUSIE SPECTOR ANTIQUE JEWELLERY

1 1984 Wilthir* Blvd.. W. LA. EX4-7922

HELPLINE 825-7646

l^^.rrt 'K \f/

"It

Wlin MAX SHULMAN
(By On aulkof <t/ Railt Round Ih* rim^. I ...D9kttUiUf...«le.)

^^

Is There Life After Commencement ?

If you are looking for the adorable whimsy which has made
this column such a popular favorjte among my wife and my litUc
dog Spot, yoii will not find it to3ay. For this is my last column of
the school year and therefore a leave-taking, an occasion of sweet
solemnity..! will not try to be funny in this final column. (I've been
told I often achieved this goal in earlier columns, but those were
only lucky accidents. Today it's on purpose.)

Further, because of the gravity of the occasion, there will be
no commercials today for my sponsor, the brewers of Miller High
Life Beer. In this decision the brewers of. Miller High Life con-
curred readily-nay, enthuaicutically !—an act of industrial states-

manship totally typical, you would say, if you knew the brewers
of Miller High Life as I know the brewers of Miller pigh Life;
I mean here are gentlemen gray at the temples and heavy with
honors who still rush to the brewery as eagerly every morning as
if they were youngsters only just beginning; I mean all they care
about in the world, the brewers of Miller High Life, is to put the
best of all possible besrs inside the best of all possible cans and
bottles and then go, heads high, into the market place with their
wares, confident that the inborn ability to tell right from wrong,
good from bad, meritorious from shoddy, which is the proud herit-

age of every American, will result in a modest return to themselves,
the brewers of Miller High Life, for their long hours and dedicated
labors—not, it goes without saying, that money is of any conse-
quence to the brewers of Miller High Life; all these simple men
require is plain, nourishing food, plenty of Miller High Life, and
the knowledge that through their efforts the lives of beer drinkers
everywhere have become a little more relevant-an attitude which
I, for one, find heart-wrenching; indeed, so moved am I that I wish
to state right here and now— I declare it publicly and proudly—that
as long as there is breath in my body, I shall have only the highest
regard for the brewers of Miller High Life, no matter how my
lawsuit for back wagei comes out.

(I am only having my little joke. 6f course I'm not suing the
brewers of Miller High Life for back wages. They have always
paid me promptly and in full. True, they, have not paid me in

money, but 111 bet you never met anyone who's got as many Miller
bottle caps as I do.

)

<^fes.

But I digress. As I was saying, there will be no commercial
today for Miller High Life because of the solemnity of the occa-

sion. This is goodbye for many of you, especially those who were
unable to avoid graduating. To these unfortunates I say, be of

good cheer. It will accomplish nothing to slink home and assume
the fetal position. Remember, there are other good things in the

world besides going to college. I admit they don't spring to mind
at the moment, but there must be. And if not, here's an easy solu-

tion: just dye your hair, shave your beard, change your name, and
start over again at some other college.

And so in these last lambent moments, let me say to all of

you, my gentle readers, it has been a great pleasure writing this

column-through the school year. Believe me, pleasure is not a com-
mon commodity in the life of a writer. There are an appalling
number of hazards in this game—a drought of ideas, for one;
catching your necktie in the roller of your typewriter, for another
<-so when a writer is blessed, as I have been, with an audience as

alert and intelligent as you, he must take his hat in hand and his

necktie out of the typewriter and make a thankful bow. This
I now do.

Au revoir, gentle readers. Stay happy. Stay^ loose. And as you
travel down life's highway, remember these lines from Shake-
speare's immortal Pajama Game:

Up your beer enjoyment, fellow.

Raise your pleasure quotient, neighbor.

Switch to Millsr, bright and mellow.
You'll enjoy its groovy fUighbor.

._NiiW ihxit the year is over and the brewery has survivedf W4
at Miller High Life would like to §ay that we have Akarougkly
enjoyed bringiii0 ifdU Ihii ddlumn, Hd mattif AM0 Mf. Skulmmtr
lawsuit eofn€9 out.

mmm •«W
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AOVERTISING OFFICES

Ktrckhoff H«IM13
Phone: lis 2321

Classified advertising rates

IS words - tl.Mday, i consecutive
insertions - $5.00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE lOiMa.m.

No telephone orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to ttM
University of California'^* policy on non-
discrimination and ttterefore classified
advertising service will not be made*
available to anyone wtio, in affording
housing to students or offering iobs,
discriminates on the basis of race, cofor,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neittier
ttie University nor the ASUCLA A Daily
Bruin has investigated any of the services
offered liere.

)/Announcements

CONCERNED Stude^tf : Do you care about
the security of Jewish and other minority
groups? With a small effort, each of us can
help. Call M4- 1000. (AM 2$)

NEED A COOL PICKUP7 As many as f

units open during summer session at San
'Diego State College. Write for free
Catalog: Summer Sessions, Oept. B., San
Oiego State, San Diego 92115. (AM 20)

HOW do you BARGAIN? Find out-play fhc
bargaining game RECEIVE $2. Sign up
outside 4528 Franz Tower. (AM 21)

Social Evenfs

YOU'RE INVITED Friday evening family
dinner, then Shabbat services. Valley Betti
Shalom - Temple Office, 7M-4000. ( S£ M If

)

P.E.O.'s-far from Jiome and loofcing for
friends? Call BonnieFL-«24-32a. ( J M 24)

^Enferfainmenf...••••••••••. 2

SINGLES 2MS. Interested in travel, sailing,

bicycling, folk dancing? Internationals
welcome! Call PICAS, ORt-7773. (2 M 20)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 64A, Avalon,
•0704. (2QTR)

SINGLES MEET SINGLES. Parties and
Introductions. FREE membership for Girls.
.Noon 7:30 PM. TWC, 654 2200. (2QTR)
*^""

"couples CLUB^
"^ ^

L.A.'s most unique, exciting club
tor fun-loving people.

Weekend parties till dawn!
Limited number Special Student

^
memberships with verification.

For Brochure call /write.

Box 2195 Seal Beach
CA 90740

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213-CA 1-4049. (2QTR)

e/p tVonfaof....•••••••••••

TIME waits for no man (or woman), neither
do summer jobs. Call Services Unlimited,
47SW21. OMlt)

PSYCH, experiment, American-born male
grads. %7. I«ss than 30 min. Sign up S497
Franz. (3M19)

COLLEGE stvdent, your
summer. Applications -

minded person, experience
necessary. MA-241S.

own boss this
creative sales
desired but not

(3M1V)

WANTED:iales girl for
ployment. Experienced only
soon. Apply at the Pant Mart,
Westwood. 179-0397.

sitfniner em-
Able to start
109S3 Kinross,

(3M19)

GRAD. Students in r>sych.. Sociology,
Recreation. Beverlywood After Care Center
needs you to help young adults recover from
emotional problems. Call n7-«l4«. (3M 21)

DANCERS, female, over 31, m txperlgfict
necessary, top wages. Call AFPA, 935-
*0»

; (3MM)
GIRL, good appearance. It. housework, own
apt. on beach, good salary, expenses. 392-
4259, call collect. (3M2S)

CAREER opportunities for college girls -

recent grads in PR work with architects. No
selling nor stenography. Apply in person,
7933 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles. (3M2S)

HALF DAY / FULL TIME. Receptiofi •

light typing in law office. Interesting and
JnVQjying work. 472-9503. _ _ (3M2t )

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience
necessary, top wages, call AF PA 935-4055. (

3

M 31)

FRIENDLY girl for permanent part time
secretary-receptionist in carpet showroom.
Beverly Hills area. A57-4200. (3M3t)

RELIABLE person • accompany 2 children -

plane July Nortti Dakota or Northwest
area. 9i1-3434days, ••4-9399 eves. (3M «

GIRLS, Freshmen, sophomores, 52 for fme
hour psychology experiment. Call 391-4420
eves. <emeFH 2339 days. (IM21)

EXCITING law firm needs sharp secretary.
5550 5450. Paid parking, health plan, sick
leave, and ottter benefits. Call Carole or
Judi. .270.444I. <JMI9)

•^ I
'

CASTING: Film Men (II 24),goodlOOking,
college types Photos: Michael Coyte
Productions, Box 4l74,No. Hollywood,
•^I40r (3M31)

ORAD. students in psychology, sociofogy,
recreation Beverlywood Alter Care Center
needs you to help young adults recover trortt
emotional problems. Call •37-0144. ( 3 M 21

)

WANTED, personal asst.-male - to paralytic
businessman Live in private WLA home.
M<»tp «n«)th«»r studpnt driving »o/»m work and'
P i,_

Day, 217 3111 .nts and wkends. 034 4733. (3M
19>

.-•r

_^-

^Help Warned. 3 V For Sale 10
V5erv.ca. Offered. U

.

Aov./_.„..„.^.^,^„^,3

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend.

FH 35SO 9 2:30 2 hrs. credit or 52.50 ea. ^^

GIRL student for house /laundry work. Four
hours a week. Near campus. 473-3397. (3 M
25)

PARKING Attendants for special events.

51.75 to start. Phone John Naderi, 457 2430. (3

M 30)

PART TIME WORK

EARLY EVENING
HOURS

LARGE INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION HAS SEVERAL
MARKETING INTERVIEW POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN OUR SERVICE AND NEW
PRODUCTS DIVISION YOU MUST HAVE
-A CAR AND MAKE A NEAT
BUSINESSLIKE APPEARANCE GOOD
PAY PLUS BENEFITS

FULL TIME SUMMER
POSITIONS WILL BE

AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

PHONE DAILY 4S3-5«13
10 AM TO 2 PMONLY

ONE week left to get a summer job Oen't
delay. Call Services Unlimited 475-9521

now! (3M21)

BABYSITTER Experienced girl. Thur-
sdays, • a.m.-4 p.m. 51.25 hr. Westwood, near
bus. 475 1077. (3M21)

COLLEGE Student June Sept. full time
work -Scholarship available. 595 per
404 9200.

STUDENTS*
APPLY Ei

T-gii

ISHeadquj
Summer Ej

(3M2«)

ACHERS
tLY!

lersfor
Iployment

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES

SWITCHBOARD OPRS.
Other Office Skills - Experienced

T-girl

LOS ANGELES
3345 Wilshire near Catalin* 304-1700

WEST LOS ANGELES
13121 Wilshire n»Mr Bundy •34-5441

ORANGE COUNTY
2700 N. Main, Sta. Ana 714/547-5493
TORRANCE SO. BAY AIRPORT
11414 S.Hawthorne at Imp. 479-2241

S.F.VALLEY
15445 Ventura nr. Sepulveda 904-7331

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd. _^

474-6315

You are just the type
we're looking for.

-RSGULAR PLASMA DONORS
545 per month while helping others.
Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 470-0051 1:00 AM 7 00 PM daily

FEMALES-Psychology experiments. 2
sessions total 1 3/4 hrs. 53. 393-4945, no
psychology students. ( 3 M 19)

ATTENTION water skiers: Manufacture of
Skikite looking for active skiers to demon-
strate water ski kite w/own boat. 340-0521
eves. (3M19)

TYPIST-part time-start immediately-
experienced on electric-term papers -ttieses.

Fast. Westwood. 473-0127, ••4-7475. (3M19)'

^Miscellaneous ••••••••••••••

LOHR'S Wilderness Survival School. 550 for
10 day session in High Sierras. Box J4«3),
LA . W034. (M2S)

FREAK couples leaving July for South Seas
(cheap freighter) to start intentional
community. 470-2579,lra. (Mis M 19)

V For Renf ••••••••••••••••••••••a

5125 men. WALK UCLA-parking.
Luxuriously turn, bed-living room/bath,
kitchen privileges, pool, iacuiii, sauna,
gym, billiard room. 473-1473. (7M24)

.ATTRACTIVE Housing AvailaMe in in-
tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crensliaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2290;
wknds; 292 5175. (7QTR)

y^KdM Ofhred••••••«•••••••• 8

RIDE offered to Milwaukee-Chicago, share
gas leaving June 10 call Paul, •24-9344. (•M
2n - ^
TO Portland female,share driving ano gas
Leave June 14. C«il 745-3t44 till 9 p.m. (• |U
21)

DRIVE new air-conditionod car to East
coast. Leave early June - flekible. Call 477.
»449,eves. (•M20)

RIDE to N.Y. - beginning of June - share
expenses. Call Larry, 795 0401 or 453-9970
(leave message). (•M20)

>/ For Sale., 10

CONTRARY to popular t>etief Loud stereo
music will not cause warts to grow on youf
earlobes. Koss pro 4A proi«ssion«l head^
phone*, i.«.t \%a now 570 ; Scotch itOO polyester
' ow t2 95 , complete systen*'-- '^-'vxr.—compute'^ changer
speakers 544 Special deal on Scotch
cassettes. 439 33)4 aHer 1 pm ( 10 m 35)

CAPITOL Recording tape Cassettes: C30
S8C; C6040C, C90 93< , C120,l-19 ea. Car-

fridges (8tr ) 32 mm 95C 44 min 99c, 00 mm
I 19 ea. 10s Discount on Ten or More.
Distributorships available L DC Dept.

BR ; P O Box 525 San Fernando, Calif 91340.

Wp Pay Postage (10M7O

CINE Dept. Special - Bolex PI Zoom
camera Reg.S fade in-out, lap dissolve, in-

imite speeds 5135. Case * ace. 830 4401. ( 10

FAIRCHILD sound camera, Reg • with

original equipment, 578. 838-4401, must
sell. (10M35)

EUROPE: 2 tickets>Leave~4/l5, return t/IS,

recognized charter. Unable to go, must sell,

discount. 391-4132, evenings. ( 10 M 25)

SOLUTION to pollution. Buy Basic-H and
other household Shaklee products. Contact
Nancy Stem. 7*0 1358. (10M35)

DIAMOND wedding ring set 1/4th carat.
Lmda 825 2^1 473 9032, ext. 40. ( 10 M 35)

PHONO turntable, Pioneer PL 41 w/cart.,
base, dust cover. Excellent condition. 5149.

449 0059 aHer 4 PM. (10M2S)

SCHWINN Varsity 10-speed. Unique, con-
venient brake, gear system. Great new
condition. 545. Marty. 473-4017. ( 10 M 19)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record changer, list 5549. Asking 5295
new in boxes, 723-5435 or 203-^970. ( 10 M 20)

MAKE extra cash. Wallets, cassette, cases,
recording tape, tote bags - Direct from local

manufacturer . 478-3354, ( 10 M 25)

MUST sell light fixture 510. Dinette set - 540.

Bicycles, old sofa, card table - chairs. 473-

0798. (10M2S)

SAVE UP TO 5400
on your new M/Cycle and tour Eiiropft AlMU.
ffdrBTK," TRIUMPH, NORTON, TAX
FREE from one of England's oldest dealers -

Est: 50 years.' Huge stock too of guaranteed
used models at England's lowest prices. Full
Insurance tor Europe & Shipment back to
U.S.A. arranged - or we guarantee re-
purchase. Write now for full details. George
Clarke (Motors) Limited, 274-278 Brixton
Hill. London. S.W.2. Eng. Tel: 01-474-3211.

COMPCO 3-D slide projector with screen.
Fantastic. XInt. cond. 5140/best offer. Worth
5275.741 2771. (10M24)

IBM cKecutive typewriter carbon ribbon,
good clean cond. 5145. Call eves, after 9 p.m.,

.447 5918. (10M24)

LEXINGTOf CoVicord AM-FM multiplex
with O-track 5 mo. old. X-oond. 475-5^31 ex.
359. (10M21)

COMPLETE stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM, Aquarius speakers, BSR record
changer. List 5300,sell 5145. Never used/
Great sound 721-0207. (10M20)

5x7 SIMON Automega enlarger w/3 lens
5100. Morris Print straightener 55, 2 de-luxe
cash drawers 55 ea. Kerckhoff Hall 150,025-

2578. (10M21 )
. — • -— - ' " <p

MICROSCOPE AQ microstar 110. Binoc. 4
objectives-oil. cas«. Retail 5940. XInt. cond.
•5400. 392- H44. (10M24)

HONEYWELL auto/strobonai: 330, 540.
Bell/Howell filmosound cassette recorder
550. 477-3435. 397-1074 eves/wknds. (10M24)

BRAND new component stereos. Garrard
changer, 100 watt amp, AM/FM Mw|rix. %90.
78« 1781 Mark. (10M24)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record Chang r. List 5549. Asking $295
new in boxes. 723-5435 or 203-9970. (10M20)

OUTRIGGER twin hulls 17 ft. complete with
trailer fully equipped 741-9200 or 024-2335. ( 10

M 21)

SCUBA tank and backpack, 50 cu. ft., J
valve, hydrostatic test, 2-70, 540, 939 0247
eves. (10M20)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattern no'v for
summer delivery and save

25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon.-Sat. 10:00-S:00 CR3-«S24

BABY crib & matching chest, car seat,
bassinette, all in excel, cond. 474-3425 eves.

, ^ ( 10M 20)

NEW kitchen appliances/utensils-direct
from warehouse, cheap. Call Bill for prices
free delivery, 478-8047. (10M21)'

SCUBA tank and backpack, SO cu. ft., J
v*'v«j^drostatic test 270, 939-8247 eves. ( 10

GUILD folk guitar-case cost 5320 new 3
weeks ago. Perfect sacrifice 5220. 473-0774,
"•••^ (lOMlf)

V Services Offered. M
GERMAN translations: Austrian native
speaker needs translating jobs. All fields.
Price negotiable. Hans Daurer- 475-5171. (ii

NEEDHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
•Landlord Tenant Disputes
-Locating available apts.
-Rental Share
We are Here to Help YouJ

UCLA Housing Oftice Services, KH174

SAILING instruction beginning-racing

r!cr!H****;i*'"^L.*'' *• »**«»»-^ in 30-cascade. Oave,399-7901.. —'
(ii m 24)

t^W.^^^rS'^ ^*n Adm
. 53 00, students,

OTR
Group Center, 454-3030. ( 1

1

BANDS, entertainment groups for weddings,
irat parties, etc. Rock, smooth^ anything, we
have alt. 291 2203. (11M20)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates Free delivery, free service. 24

hr phcne, 274 9119 (I'OTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

^TR) __^
DATA Analysis, consultation for MA. and
PhD research: tutoring statistic. Chinese.
Japanese, expert, 473 8743^ (11 M24)

ONGOING Encounter group forming near
UCLA. Focus: Present experience/ feed-

back/communication. Dr. Gary Felton, 749-

985110 a.m. 4 p.m. (11M24)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-2225. ..ASK FOR BOB (11 OTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873-5815. 781-5527 eves. 703-3509. (11QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO 510 MO SPECIAL
y»TUOr.NT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
i BLVD., 475-3570. (11 OTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rf>ee, 839-7270. 870-

9793. (11QTR)

JM£ GROUP CC44T«J^

"Drop-In" Programs
Each Tues. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen. adm. 53.00 - Students 52.00

Call 454-3030

INTRODUCTORY oHer. Typewriter ribbons
Expert Service. Trade ins/rentals. 10%-20%
savings. Abacus Business Equipment. 473-

2424. 11549 Federal, S.M. Bid. (11 M 19)

SELF HYPNOSIS classjs. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350
Daily 1-4 p.m. (11M2<)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 020 S. Robertson Blvd.
457-4390. VQTR)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free
consultation LuCia R.E. 10921 Wilshire
(corner Westwood Blvd.) 477-2193 Mon.,
Wed.. Fri., Sat. (11M25)

8t»i ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam - L.A.

June 14-Sept. 15 13 Weeks 5295
June 24-Sept. S 10 Weeks 5205
June23-Sept. 1^ 11 Weeks 5295
July1-Aug.24 8 Weeks $295
July7-Aug.28 •Weeks 5295 ,

Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam «i35 ',

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) (39-2401. 4240
Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the 535 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail
travel! ages 15 thru 23). Also:

540. 15 days
555. 21 days.
570. 1 month.

Thritt coupons tor no time limit. 540. Gives
you 1000 miles and 540 1500 miles of rail
travel. Contact your travel agent or call
British Rail 424-5149. (13QTR)

1O07

LOS AKGELES/LONDON/l66 AtlGELE?

Depart Return Meeks Coat

1 June 15 Aug 15
2 June 19 Aug 15
3 June 24 Aug 22
4 June 24 Sep 5
5* June 27 Sep 13

9 $275
• $275
9 $275
11 $275
12 $275

* LA/London/Aai8terda»
6 July 1 ---Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $26^
8 Sep 5 —Oct 3 4 $258

6Hi WAV flldm& f6 gbftflfrE

2E June 14—LA/London $148
20 July 26— LA/London $139
3E Aug 19—LA/M«dr id/Frank $135
4E Sep 4 —LA/London 5123
5E Sep 12—LA/London $123

IW June 14—A«i«terd*i»/LA $139
2W Aug 8 —London/LA $139
3W Sep 16--London/LA $14|

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployeea. extension and Aluimi
NeabarB olua iaaediate foxilioa.

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMED DITTO PRINTING

Tlieses A Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall. Ext. 52515

|
^"J^:< :00 a.m. to 8 :30 p.m. TT

PRWr \ti Pi.

Also Headquarters Fer

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights
STUDENT RAIL -- EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

TBLEi 477-1111 or 473-4443
IN WEST»#OOD. BROXTOH AT KlYBURM-

^'^ T5IP 195^ '^'^^^r is!^

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971
An official Charter F|,nhtOperation AuthoniM & Ad "L .

''^»''%»i---;»V 01 cateron ALLCamouses

i-^^iONDOH/lOHOOmil*
FH. D.P Ret V^i PrifA
••2 6/21 8/28 10

3 6/22 8/16 a
••4 6/23 8/28 9
••6

"7
6/24

6/27
8/22 8

9/6 10
••8 6/29 9/10 10"9

7/1 9/3 9
••10 7/11 8/9 4
•11

7/14 8/31 7
"12 8/8 9/8 4
••14 9/4 9/27 3 S27^
••18 7/2* •/2S 4 t27S

ONE- WAY LA. LONDON
• FIf Dep.

••5 6/24 $150

ONE-WAY lONDON-l A
F»*- fcf

. Pric,

'5 9/9 $,50

••WAITLIST ONLY
.JJUMUUbla MOy lo^mtafitfe memKert ol th*
University of California (students, licoitT

living in the same household)
^

charter flights

uc a Kerchkhofl Hall iOSO
BetweenBa m & Spm

82S 1221

NOW!!!! UCLA'S own Student travel study-

overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Office, Kerckhoff Hall 304. international

Student ID Cards issued here every Thur
sday 10 a.m. -2p.m. X 57434. (iJ-MJl)

DRIVE IN EUROPE

student Discounts on Overseas

Car Delivery! AH European
models, shipping and low cost

insurance. Call for student

saving: 376 44S6

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 60% off. Intra-European

charter flights. Student ID. cards Contact

EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev Hills, Ca

90210.274-4293. -^)3QTR)

^^H^r ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^.

OUR 10th YEAR
of Reliable Charter Flights

aod student travel service

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON - AMSTERDAM/LA

•0 Junel5/Sept. 15

•9 June 2«/Sept. 7

90 June 75/Aug. 24
94 Aug. 24/Sept. 24
91 Sept. 2 one way to AMS

$ 269

$ 26t

S 269

S 269

i 136

Immediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tel Aviv 577, to Athens J52, to

Nairobi $»50, to Bombay 5V50. Large

discounts on cars and many other flights

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 $200 or

•79-3111 c/0 Sierra Travel inc., 9875 Santa

Monica B. Beverly Hills.

HAWAII - Six weeks, room and full board,

air transportation, tuition for three units,

plus many extras. Departures June 16 or i»

5528. Few spaces left. World Vista Study

Tours, tel.,4^4-2515. (13N\20)

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE
Superstition Mountains, Arizona

Complete 7 day Adventure tr ip.H 30

Includes:
All-transportation, meals, lodging,

recreation, art and geology classes, toors,

live band nightly and participation m our

travel film. ^,,, i^^ mtormation
American Adventures Unlimited

(213)947-3^77

TOURS • UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks. 8 countries,

51095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, *71S.

Israel Europe: 11 weeks, 51195. Japan: 6

weeks, 51011. EXPERIMENTS 'N

TRAVELLING: 424^ Overland Ave.. Culver

City, (213) •39-5247. (13QTRJ

A AIS FLIGHTS
Jet N.Y.- Europe best price*

Immed. issue int ID Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asla/Africa
-India/Israel charters

Eurailpasses. Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
f«S4 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-<742

New York One Way^21.SI^

Eo»?OPE Israel. One way round yP^
student travel discounts SOFA '"'*}

European student charter flights. Contaci

ISCA, 114«7 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA-tpo**,

•24-5449. (130 1"

EUROPE, S225 2«5, also •*«•*'' //2f!!'
Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P.. •''^.,^f *

Blvd LA, 9004.. 4514311. ^^^''^^
members. »'^^

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPEAMIDDLE EASTFLtGMTJ

immedlateticketing intra Europe 'Its

9t«dent Ra4l-^ass 3 months '^y*'

Stu' ^nts on car purchase

_fc... idfaseavailabl*

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC DrfptUt"-^

13509 Ventura Blvd Suite C

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

•72-22»3 or 7^4-1477
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
7 Travel,

SAIL Greece Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3-masfed schooner. Contact: Schooner

Sofia. Box 332, Tiburon, Calif (415) 135

1018

LOOKING for a traveling companion to trip

through Europe with this summer? Call

Marilyn, 472 5203. (13M 19)

y^Apts. - Furnished 17 ^Apfe. h Share 19 /ffoom and Board 24 y/Aufos for Sale 29

y Tutoring............ M ^tw

WELCOME - SUMMER RENTERS

FURN 6aCH For 2. $125.
LARGE 1 Bdrm tor 3or 4 5195 and 5250

Deposit on choice apt. for Fall

70S Gayley 479-8580

FEMALE 25 plus, shai'e spacious 7 bdrm.
apt Pool, balcony, fireplace 5142 50. 475-

1239 after 4 (19M24)

OCEAN view apt Malibu,
bathrooms, 5137.50 each. 25

Mark, 454 8544

3 bdrm , 2

mm. UCLA,
(I9M24)

NATIVE German tutor. UCLA Grad. Expert

in translation, grammar, conversation,

inexpensive rates. Call 472-5442 anytime. ( 14

M 19)

GRE coaching and statistics tutoring.

Professional statistician. UCLA Grad.
Consulting on theses, beginners too. 423-

4355. (14M19)

5110 115. Furnished .^ingles. Carpets,
drapes, pool. Near UCLA transportation.
1602 Pontius. 273 8351, 473 1535. ( 17 M 25)

555 LEVERING

ROOMMATE to Share beautiful 2 br. turn,

w/ono WLA 582 50 June 1st. 820 2852

Michael. . . U9M;|4)
II I

'———
GIRL Share luxury, 2 bdrm Brentwood
apt , summer possibly longer pool,

balconies, view. Sharon, 476 4050. ( 19 M 21)

FEMALE share large apt. Private en
trances; three blocks UCLA,575 including

utilities BR 2 1659,477 5939 Ann. (19M 21)

LAMANCHA
HAS THREE BEDROOM SUITES

WITH MORE 5P/kCE
TO breath!
TO MOVE
TOLIVE

COME BY AND SEE OUR SPACE.
930HILGARD AVE

475- 5^31

.

Roon) and Board

Exchanged for Help., 25

EXPERT Tutormg Tri matKematics.~High

school, undergraduate, graduate. Several

vpars teaching experience. Reasonable. 391-

-163 (14M28)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam Easy conversational method (trial).

473-2492. (14 OTR)

MATH-GRADUATE record examination
preparation. Private tutorinff — intensive

55/hr. NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397-

7335. (14M28)

—Singles 1 BiedFdom
"^

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144

MALE your own bedroom of-two bdrm.
luxury apt. Near campus, rent rteootlabtrr

Summer. 826 9344. (I9M21)

PRIVATE quarters lor girl in lovely Beverly

Hills home with pool exchange light

housewor k 274 0«43. (25M25)

r%r

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.

LSAT.etc. Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S. Robertson, 457-

4390. (14 OTR)

y/lyping IS

LOW RATES. Manuscripts, dissertations,

term papers, etc. IBM electric. Call Diane.
398 4344 after 5:00. (15M25)

EDITH - IBfM - Term papers, dissertations,

tape transcription, etc. Accurate, fast. Pick-

up and delivery. 933-2993. (15M25)

PROFESSIONAL typing, all reports:
Theses, legal, medical, psych.. enginiL>ering.

etc. Stenorette. cassette transcribing. Some
optional pickup /del.Mayfield Services. 340-

0333. (15M25)

CAMPUiS vicinity - 2 blocks away. Papers,

theses, dissertations. Fast, accurate, neat.

Experienced. Tom -473-0031. (15M25)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Call

GR2 8421. (15M24)

I BEDROOM 5135. 1 BEDROOM 5128.

Utilities included. Please call Mrs. Sugihara
at 839 4880. (i7M)5)

^^^^^^^AriTTOuaX
" "

"
"*

SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS-SINGLES-

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477- 8990

1 BDRM. large turn, apt., 1 bk. from cam-
pus, 5200 (5175 w/manager position (easy)).
479 0821/ Avail. June 15. (17M24)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern i bdrm. turn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents 5175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & baJcomes ocean view

Walk to beach -Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392-5573

2045 Fourth St.. SM 392-5556

2311 Fourth St., SM 392 5686

FEMALE share 2 bdrm., 2 story apt. in

Westwood, 565/mo. Starting June. Anne, 477-

6854 (19M19)

FREE room and meals to girl student or
grad. Share quiet apt. near ocean with guy.

* Phone eves or weekends, 399 6110. (19M 120)

-r 1

<eiRL to share 2 bedroom apt. with one. Walk
campus, fireplace, lots of room. 475-4219. ( 19

M 20)
-

MALE: Share luxury apt. Marina w/Grad
student. Pool & sauna. 580. Eves. best. 821

4324. (19M25)

LARGE f'lrnished apartment two blocks
from campus 570 summer. (<Female) Sept.
and June paid. 478 4144. (19M25)

FEMALE roommate to share 1 bedroom apt.
580. West LA. Call between 8 3:30. 825
7801. (19M25)

MALE roommate, furnished apartment, 10

minutes to campus. Call 783 6945 early AM or

evenings. 565 (19M25)

y RoofTi for Rent 26

SUMMER Housing, free parking, kitchen
privileges, 540/mo 479 9998, 479 9703. Please
ask for Rick or Roger. (24M28)

RENT; 540, man over 21. non smoker: 542

share, walking distance, telephone, no
housekeeping. •Ol Malcolm 474 5147 (24 M
25 K 1 VI

I

WOMEN, summer sessions; kitchen

privileges, Hilgard Avenue. Call 474-3371. (24

M 28)

ROOM near beach. Ten minutes to campus,
privliges, complete turn., appliances, part

work 5100 454 1491. (24M24)

^Autos for Sale ^.....29

'67 ROVER 2000 sedan, 4 door, four-»peed,

AM/FM, stereo, low mileage. Ask 51300. 474-

3347 (29M24)

^ For Sub-lease

TWO Bdrm. apt. UCLA student housing.
^5145. Garage. Utilities included. June IS thru

Sept. 391 7560. (SLM24)
A —•'« "

JUNE 14 Sept. 15. Furn. 2 bed/baths, air

cond., pool, sundeck, walk/campus, parking.

479 6166. (SLM24)

'44 VW-Xint cond., radio, heater, many
extras, best offer over 5750. 397 3007 after 5

p.m. (29M24)

TOYOTA Corona wagon, '49, roomy 30 mpg.
Am FM, xInt. mech., clean 51250 472 9433

must sell. (29M24)

PAPERS, letters, theses. Experienced. Call:

399-0414 weeknights 4-9,mornings •-n (Sat.-

Tues.) (15 M2^)

TYPING Editing. Term papers, resumes.

letters, theses. IBM Selectric. Eng. grads.

Nancy, 472-4143 ; Kay, •24-7472. (15 M 20)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299-3135 -

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Spe<Jaliiing
in theses, essays, manuscripts. (15

OTR) ^^

TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 741 5580. ( 15 OTR)

RUTH - theses, term papers, mauscripts.
Exp. Wkends, daily 5-9, •2^-l 142. (15QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near
campus. Call Esther •24-7491. (15QTR)

VILLAGE Typist - IBM Selectric. Term
papers, dissertations, theses. Fast, ac-

curate. 1101 Gayley, Westwood. 473-^i27. 884-

7475. (15 M2^)

LARGE 1 bdrm.. parking, walk to campus,
sublet June iS-Sept. 15,5180. 477-5235 eves. (17

^ M 21)

""c^MPuTtOWE RS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
•Dopoaitt now for •umntar/loll

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

GIRLS: 945 Hilgard, near campus. 5110

sntire, 555 share. Utilities, ''"ens^.l^ffljly

•naid, kitchen. 473-5248.

JUNE 14 Sept. 15. Furn. 1 bed. near cam-
pus, modern, no pets, parking space. 5140.

Eves. 826 5209. (SLM25)

JUNE Oct or years lease, 5250 mo. 2 bdrm..
S & R, washer, garage. 477 3161 after 4

PM. (SLM25)

BEAUTIFUL Berkeley apt. 1 bdrm. two
sTories plus a loft. Northside, (213)789

4458, - - (SLM24)

LARGE, modern 2 plus 2, view of ocpan
ianta Monica. 5195 month June/August.

Eves , 392 9082. (SL.tA20)

TWO Bdrm. house, furn., 5175, June-Au«ust.

ideal for kids, dogs, people Culver C y, •3r

9887.

'44 FORD Galaxie. 2 dr. hrd. top A/C.
Excellent 54000 miles. 5900. Eves. 390

5248 (29M2I)

'63 SUNBEAM Alpine conv. Needs tran-

smission work-ottterwise good cond. 5170.

Call 473-0794 after ^r
"—r2tW747

(^1 M')^)

(17M24)

IBM Executive and Selectric typewriter-
s... Experienced... Fast, accurate work...-

Pleasecall...394-S295. (15M2^)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
schoo l. Alice, 397-3304 . (15 QTR

»

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE. IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479
8144,477 6382. (15 OTR)

^^~THE VILLAGER
"' ~ ' Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace. Igc. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street, (iuiet

oldg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

l»:''^X"8f4r'°"''''"'l"OTR)^

SUBLET (June Sept) Large 2 bdrm.
Brentwood, completely furnished (stereo.

TV) 5195/mo. •20-1049 eves. (SLM25)

59 F'ORD XInt. tires and brakes. Good
transportation. Leaving country. Must
sacrafice.Calleves. 477 7490. (29M24)

'64 DODGE conv., auto. Much recent work.
Beat dealer's 5300. Bill day, 825 3372,

eves. ,398 2344. (29M24)

'68 DODGE Van - Automatic, runs ok - set to

trav el 5750 or best. Bob. 478-7351 after 4. (29

'47 GTO 315, 4 sp., 8 cylinders, radio-heater,

excellent condition, 51050 788 6398 (29 M 20)

'40 DODGE wgn., 4 cyl.. std. trans., air, tires

ok, great transportation. 5300, 824-1358

eves. (29M21)

SUMMER sublet, 1 bdrm , turn or unfurn.,

Barnngton Ave., reduced rent, 473-0043. (SL

SUMMCR sublet. Homey duplex, furn.,

bdrm., den, air cond. 10 min. campus. 5185.

Eves.; 473 5247. (SLM21)

'47 MUSTANG, 4 cyl., xInt. cond. Call eves.,

Dave 225 34^4. (29M21)

'45 SUNBEAM Alpine cofiv. Good running
cond 5575 low mileage. Call after 4, ^39

5088,836 5580 '(29M21)

CHICAGO summer sublet 5 rooms 5120/mo.

Near Lake/University. Eugene Garver;7227

S. Coles, Chicago. (SLM21)

633 GAYLEY
SMin.walkCa-npos

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

BEACH 5 min. walk. 2 bdrm, fully equip-

ped 6/15-9/25, flexible. Quiet clean adults.

393 1270, 112 Palisades, S.M. (SLM20)

'70 VW Bug low mileage. Best offer.

Leaving US. 477-7224.Hana. ( 29 M 21

)

'48 DATSUN 1400 conv. AM/FM radio, new
top A battery XInt cond. XJE091, 8^5 9^74

eves (29M21)

BERKELEY Summer sublease deluxe 2

bdrm , 5 biks from Cal. 5200. Days call 245

3404,Henry (SLM19)

473-6412

V ' * W*'vU•••••••••••••••••••••••• IV „^^^t^^^n^K^>^^^'

y House for Rent 20 -—'T^

'44 CORVAIR Conv. Engine lust rebuilt

stereo speakers, new brakes, tires 5400 or.

offer 247 4734. (29M24)

VOLKSWAGEN Bug '44, sunroof, corduroy
seats Trouble tree engine, genuinely fine

running cond Stan, 825 6403, 399 4789 (29 M

J...

LARGE 2 bedroom house, 5150 Large funky
garage 575. 1st. last plus sec. 824 4771. (20 M

TERM paper on effects of marijuana or
personality of student radicals. Call after 5

P m. (714)538 2542520 C.O.D. (14M21)

^ Apts, ~ Furnished //

i GLENFAIRTERRACE
Singles & i Bedrooms

Pool, sunc'?ck & laundry
Walk to UCLA & Westwood

Reserve now reduced summer rates

540 Glenrock & 543 Landfair

FURNISHED bach Hot plate, refrig..
private bath, 5110 alone, 555 share. 555
Gayley Ave. 479 9914. (17M20)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BL ^..^OMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50
D<|»oeiH now <er ettmmmr/itdi

MRS. KAY GR3 1788, GR3 0524

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478 1735

20»
.-.

<

JApts, - Unfurnished 18

5175. ONE Bedroom unfurnished N.ce^ Four

blocks UCLA campus Westwood. 473 8838,

evenings, 478 6861
(18M25)

LARGE 2 bedroom apartment; "««;"'
»j5j,'

no undergraduates, 634 Landfair »"0 "40.

lease 823 9590 or 823 5150 (IBM 35

HOUSE off B.«verly Glen. 3-bdr. 2 baths 1

fireplace Secluded, rustic split level. Mr
Shannon Day 648 1489, nite 838 0457 (20 M

J House for Sale 21

39,000 Newer 2 t)edrooms /2 baths /den

livingroom /fireplace Bit. ins Benedict

Canvon Area ConMrt Femma, 826 4485 (21

^ House to Share ••.. 22

NEAR beach for summer-miiri« i 'ouple

)nly graduate student/faculty. 1 .hil_ OK
i200 mo Rm /board. 821 2135. (22M18)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

A-T

'47 VETtE, 327/J50. AM/FM, 4 sp.. must
sell? Best offer. 479 2439. After 4 PM. ( 29 M
61 V^ Bu9 Mint mech cond Good tires,

battery 5300 473 8034 after 7 p.m (2»M)9)

«7 SAAB V6 NeM radial tires, xint mech
fonri «.«sn/or ht'vt Rab 826 1500 eves ( 29 M

y^Apts. to Share 19

, or 2 GIRLS to Share 3 bdrm summer apT

Mahhatten B»*rh 587 479 8Wi ev»^

jtifuiiy furnished one

, -..- nnt near &<<>' }*"\*

i^o'n.r* Pool uUhties included 592 50

ShCa.Tpi»ty.ff#^5 30PM392 3395(19

M 25)

COMMUNE top of Beverly Glen seeks
people to livefearn and grew together better
986 7463 (32 M 21)

^Room and Board 24

FOR Sale One women's COOP contract,

trig tor room mn^ board tH 7-l-7» CeM 47»-

H141 (24M2H

'65 ALFA Ron _. _ . , ; -r, eiic Cond , 5

speed, Radials. ttC. 5725. Anna Wolff, 376

•0ft4, 541.2043 (29M20)

«5 MUSTANG. V 8. 3 speed, air disc . pot

traction radio, tape Green^ black top 5500

771 7438 (29M25)

FORD GalaHie 66, 2 dr , hrd lop AC XInt
S4000 miles 5900 Eves 390 5348 (29M2I

69 VW Good tires. AM/FM Eicellent
condition, original owner 5)350 394 5533 (29

M 25)

'55 CHEV 2 door 283 hi rise Holly carb. 3
Npd S600 477 6351 eves Stan (29M2S)

-70 VW Bug Baby blue perfect AM/FM
under guarantee 5)650 or best otter 881

5408 (29M35)

PORSCHE, late 1944, coupe 912 5 speed 4

plus 4 stereo all standard equipment extras.
472 5442/475 3091. (39MI9)

A< jnan Biinn*r, AM FM Stereo, factory

air, clean, mgst see 476 6485 nights.

Nairn. (29M25)
1 II

I

'49 SILVER Datsun Roadster l.OQO 15.000

miles Eacellent condition EveningV or

weekends 395 3093 ex 54^83 days (79M35)

'44 TRIUMPH TR4, ilMTt. cond., low mileage
5575 Call any time to 383 8584. .<2f.MM)

'68 PORSCHE 911 red/black, air AM/FM. S

instruments, fog lamps Most sell going

Europe. 824 30J1 (29 M 19)

'47 VW Bug, good cond , must sell. Going to

Europe Best otter 474 5932 (29MI9)

JAGUAR XK 140. Body beautiful Many
extras Engine runs but needs 5200 work
Grant at GR9 9321 129 M 20)

'65 VW Bug, XInt. cond , lo mileage 5450.
masterwork stereo system 5100, 397 1372,

47^J819 ; (29M1f)

js 2/\iUNIQUE Fiat bus Sleeps 2, \eats 5 New
transmission, tires, motor Economical
XInt cond 475 3040 (29MI9)

'59 RAMBLER American, new radiator,

battery, tires, water pump, generator . two
door, radio, heater ,5310 459 1416 (29MI9)

LEAVING for Europe. Selling '4^
, Kar

menghia 51300 67 Cougar 5)400 Both ex

cellent condition 385 9545 (29M25)

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

""''"~l»0»OX 89504

LOS ANGELES. CA 90049

'64 AUSTIN Healey 3000 MKIII Mech
perfect New Pirellis (radials) New paint.

Sacrifice 53,000 825 2391 (29M20)

Cycles, Scoofers

ror jot9,, ,•••,•••.„,.,,, v«/

'48 HONDA 350cl Oood condition, well

maintained 5440 lirm 479 4496 (30M25)

'43 triumph' 206cc Oood condition

helmet 5275 Jeff 474 5302 aMer 6 PM 825

3459 mornings (30M 25)

KAWASAKI 125CC priced to sell 5130.

Helmet also available 473 4912 evenings ( 10

M 25)

'68 HONDA 175 cc Scrambler m very good

cond 5,000 mi with helmet Best offer

Eves, 394 4815 (30M24)

VERY practical Vespa ISOcc H^yfr any
engine problems Completely dependable
transportation Helmet Stan, 825 4403, 399

6789. (MM 24)

'67 YAMAHA 100 twin, xInt. cond Must sell

5175/bestoffer 477 4934 eves. aHer 5. ( 30 M
'70 HONDA 450 CB disc brake 4000 miles.

xInt cond Call 477 9657 (30M24)

'70 HONDA* CL,175cc 1800 miles Like new
Call 842 9525 Make offer (30M24)

'67 HONDA 30S Scrambler good cond ,

dependable transportation 5200. 8247073. ( )0

70 TRIUMPH Trophy 650 CC, m'ust sell- 5900

or best offer call Frank, 392 4443 (30 M 31)

BMW '67 R50. large seat.back rest.rack, roll

bars. Windshield. XInt. cond , 5400. 820

4338. (30M2I}

70 YAMAHA 350 R 5 motorcycle, like new,

5625 Call 276 1154 days or 275 1311

tves /wknds (3«M20)

'48 TR 6 650CC. excellent 5,000 mi want biH*

in Europe 5700 652 1302 after 5 PM , week

days (30M20)

SUZUKI 250c( X 6 Hustler, excellent con
dition. 5500 miles, helmet 5325. or best offer

3913942 (3>M 20)

HONDA* 305 superhawk New tir»t and
brakes plus helmets S250 824 34«9. (30M19)

HONDA '70 1/2 C>> 100. lo miles, pert cond .

5795 J97 405t 130 M 19)

HONDA 350 CB '68 With fairing, 5400 /offer

Call 392 9140 after 6 (30M20)

7 ADVERTisi::r cays

MALE student walk school private entrance
and bath/TV room/pool/parkmg.
Reasonable 272 4734 (24M28)

67 6T0 4 speed 1 H (posifractlbfil Mirr&n
w/black interior nt^tr wrecked Excellent

condition best over 51350 930 1107 (29M25)

LEFT

G2G-740f

w«->
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Bruins fourth in Pac-8 golf

^OSU's Mass I«iio
•s ti*Mist

By Doug Kelly

DB Sports Writer

Coming from a shot back at the

halfway point, Oregon State's

Scott Massengale took the lead

after three rounds and held off a

challenge by Doug Roxbiffgh of

Oregon to take a one-stroke vic-

tory in the Pacific-* golf cham-

pionships at Eugene, Oregon. USC
won the team title wijth an 1191

total.

Massengale, a sophomore, shot

a third-round 72 over the Eugene
Country Gub course while Rox-

burgh skied to a four-over-par 76

to take a three-shot lead going to

the final 18 holes.

It proved to be just enough.

Roxburgh came through with a

final round 71 while Massengale

took a one-over 73, but his mor-

ning advantage heki up as he

totaled 292 to Roxburgh's 293.

UCLA's Don Truett made a

Jbelated bid, finishing three

strokes o^fthe lead after trailing^

by five going mjtp Tuesday's play.

Don shot a 74 in the moffving. but

came in with a 70 ( the second best

round ai the day ) on the aftemooo

round. He fuushed at 29S.

Jerry DiTullio. only three

strokes off the lead yesterday,

balkMoed to a six-over 78 in the

third round, although he came
t>ack with even par 72 for a 299

total.

"We played a terrible round in

the nK>ming and lost ground to all

seven teams," said coach Vic

Kelley, "but we competed vef7

AffeU in the afternoon.

Scoreboard

Team
use
Oegon
Stanford
UCLA
California
OSU
wsu
Washington

1191

11f7
1205

12M
1215
12»
1240
1247

IndMdual

'We were in good shape and
thought we could make a move,

but USC gained 21 strokes on us in

the morning after we had six

strokes on them going into the

third round," Kelley lamented.

"We were in a position to do a

good job if we'd had an average

time this morning," he continued.

**I still feel we have a good golf

team. I do think USC played its

best golf of the yoarin^winning the

tournament."

~S€on Massengale, osu
Doug Roxburgh, Oregon
Dave Gleni, Oregon
Gary Sanders. USC
Alan Tapie, USC
Don Truett, UCLA
Tom Watson, Stanford
Craig Griswotd, Oregon
Jerry DiTullio, UCLA
John Beers, Stanford
Joe Batyko, USC
Dave Bosley, Cal
Randy Bojanowski, OSU
Jim Frye, WSU
Reg Hunter, Cal
Bruce Titus, USC
Harry Fisher, USC
Pete Lasile, UCLA
Dave Brown. Cal
Rene Grivei, UCLA
Jtm Port«>, UCLA
»ill Eaton. UCLA

727572 73—2W
71 757671—2?3
•2 73 70^70—295
77 72 72 74—295
77 77 7071—295
75-74-74-7»—295
72 7*75 74—297
75 73 74 74—290
74-75-7»-71—299
74^70 74 79—299
76757474—299
7S 73 70 70—300
73 77 74 76—300
77 7172 73—300
7176^74 73—301
79 77 7472—302
7t77 74 73—302
70-74-79-73—303
83 77S1 69—310
J7 77-§1-77—ill
•1-77-70-94—•!>
76-79-00-79—J14

Trackmen leave for Seattle Pac-8 meet;

Bush hopes for healthy 24-man squad
^

By Oark Caoard
DB Sports Writer

Tomorrow morning, Jim Bush takes his once-

beaten UCLA track team to Seattle where the Bruins
will defend their 1969 and 1970 Pacific-6 cham-
pionships FYiday and Saturday. Along with Oregon
and use, UCLA will be co-favored. Like most
coaches, Bush doesn't like the distinction. "Our
chances are slim," he explains, "because everyone
else is improving and we're npt."

After the Bruins went through a 10-meet outdoor
season which wound up with a 75-70 upset loss to USC,
Bush gave everyone a slight rest last week in hopes
of revitalizing the team's enthusiasm as well as its

physical condition.

In Bakersfield last Saturday, Ronnie Welch ap-

peared to be back in good form, running a 9.6 100.

Defending Pac-8 quarter-mile champion John Smith
seemed to enjoy having to run only one race for a
change and blistered his 440 leg in the mile relay in

44.6. An accurate record of relay legs hasn't been
kept but Bush figures it was probably the best in

UCLA history.

"The mile relay team (Reggie Echols, Warren
Edmonson, Smith, and Wayne Collett) was going

after the world record," Bush admitted. It wound up
with the world's best time of 1971 (3:05.5) but were
far short of the existing mark (3:02.8). However,
Bush feels it would have been much closer to the

record had a 29 mile-per-hour wind not come up.

Collett, besides his 45.5 relay leg, also impressed
the Bakersfield spectators by making up ground on
Army's Ben Vaughn in the 440 relay. The relay itself

was a disappointment, though, as Reggie Robinson
came up with a sore leg earlier and the Bruins ran
their umpteenth combination of the ye^ (Welch,
Echols, Edmonson, and Collett). Consequently,
without time to practice much on timing handoffs,
Bush says he may just concede some points in that

relay this weekend by leaving the above team (40.0)

intact.

Depending on how weU Joe Balasco is feeling,

UCLA may bring its limit of 24 competitors to

Seattle. With the first six places scoring (10^^4^2-
1), Bruin depth could be a big factor in the meet's
outcome. ~:
Oregon's Ducks warmed up for the Pac-8 finals last

weekend by swamping the Northern Pac-8 schools.
Oregon ran up 89 1/2 points to Washington State's 44

1/2, Washington's 39 1/2 and Oregon State's 31 1/2.

4),

VS.

Today's Softball Schedule
3:00: Thunderthuds vs White Blood (Fd 1);
UCLAW vs. NY Yankees (Fd. 2), Orion vs
Sierra (Fd. 3); Crok vs. Rainier (Fd
Hydra vs. Bait Four (Fd. 4); Bowery
Middle Earth (Fd. 8).

4:00 Crabs vs. Heavy Sticks (Fd. 1); Solberg
on Ice vs. Wishbone (Fd 2), Brigand vs.
Kilimanjaro (Fd 3), London vs. Pauley (Fd
4J, Outsiders vs Seaslugs (Fd. 4)

Monday's Results
Slawski's Squad def TAG (forfeit); Plasma
Players def. Endive (forfeit), Harmless Error
def Dishrat (forfeit); NROTC def Plan A2
(forfeit), Master Batters def Molars (forfeit);
Crude Ones def Anuk (forfeit); Mother Liquor
def Pussy W.llows(14 6); Grass def. Math (18
4), Ralph def Crimson Cluti (16 6); Pigblood
def US Male (152); Bartholin's Glands def
Excedrin (98).

IM Softball Draw
The draw tor those te^ms eligible for the

Men's Intramural softtMll playoffs will take
place tomorrow, at 3 p m , in Men's Gyn 201
The playoffs start next Monday. May 24

% m

Chooit from 350 clashes for 3 to

9 units. $24 ppr unit.

mmStQffBmk \mrm opens June" ^^
fhfee^week term starts August 9.

Write for cotolog: - ,

Coordinaler of Sufiwner S«tsiofi
*

' Sen Of«^ Itale Colle9«, Dept. B
iffi0iei%Ce.92ns
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Notes andQuotes
Sidney Wicks was the star of the basketball awards presentation •*•

at UCLA 71 Sunday night even though he was not able to be in v

attendance . . . Wicks was named Most Valuable Player for the
••

second year in a row and was also hailed as college basketball's ^-

Player Of the Year . . . Other honorees included Terry Schofield ^
who received an award for highest scholarship by a varsity player x

(3.4 GPA in English), and also the Bruin Bench award for most
"^^

improvement . . . Kenny Booker and Steve Patterson were co-
••^'

winners of the Bruin Hoopster Award for outstanding team player %
. . . Curtis Rowe and Henry Bibby shared the NCAA Tournament ^
Trophy for their play at Salt Lake City and Houston . . . Larry I
Farmer was selected as the best first-year varsity player and John i
Ecker received the Sigma Pi Calkins Trophy as the team's best I
free-throw shooter (88%) . . . BUI Walton was outstanding fresh- il

man player ... A good time was had by all at Dorothy Chandler ^•

Pavilion ...
Former heavyweight champion Muhammad All will speak

Thursday noon at Janss Steps ... Laker star Wilt Chamberlain
may also appear . . . Rumors of an Ali-Chamberlain fight are %
becoming stronger . . . All's draft evasion conviction is before the %
Supreme Cqurt and a final verdict is expected soon. . . |

Netters set for Pac-8
Although the NCAA championships are still a month away, UCLA's

tennis season is coming to an end. The Pacific-^ championships, to be
played at Oregon State this weekend, will in many respects be th^ last

team outing the Bruins will make this year.

Ttie Pacific-6 tourney is conducted on a dual meet elimination basis, in

which the team that wins the match (at least five victories out of nine)

advances to the next round. The Bruins completed their dual meet season
undefeated this y^randliave displayed the depth needed to ensure dual

meet success.

The first three UCLA players, Jeff Borowiak, Jim Connors and Haroon
Rahim will play Nos 1-3, although their playing order may change. The
next three positions are somewhat undecided, although Elio Alvarez, Tito

Vazquez and Jeff Austin probably hold the edge over the Kreiss and
Cornell brothers. i

In the NCAA tourney, the players are basically playing foi* themselves,

with only the number of their individual wins going towards the team
score.

In other words, it is conceivable that a school might take the Pac-8 by

winning three matches by 5-4 scores, (15 wins), while the team that lost

the final 4-5, would have won the two previous matches 6-3 (16 wins). The
team that lost the dual meet title, would have won it on an individual

t>asis.

The dual meet setup naturally favors a school like UCLA, which has a

very strong six-man team. Chances are that even if the top players lost,

the lower players could carry the match. In the NCAA tourney, each

school enters only four singles and two doubles teams, and a loss im-

mediately eliminates the player. — John Reich

MEYER'S KJrIs are in your town at these theatres

NATIONAL GENERAL THEATRES
HOLLYWOOD Hollywood 463-9311
CAPUI Van Nuys - 7«fi-ii% -t^sw
POX InglewrnnH.f^ 4

STATE - Pasadena • 792-7138

PAtK • Hunt. Park 587-3442
STAfit I Riverside 682^440

f'?^''.<'-.Ji.-"^:V?g^

METROPOLITAN THEATRES
OLYMPM: - Los Angeles - MA 4-6271

'^BsSiii^^''i.'£''^^iii,s»m>iM

Daily Cal staff defies dismissal orders
The sUff of the UC Berkeley newspaper Daily Californian

is "refusing to recognize" a decision by the publishers

board which fired three editors for an editorial last week on
People's Park.

The publishers board action and the staff reaction is the

latest in a series of repercussions to an editorial publisher

last Tuesday which called for "going back and taking the

park again." The three firings were a compromise from the

original motion which included firing the editor-in-chief and
censuring a fifth editor.

The publishers board charged the editors with publishing

"an editorial whose irresponsibility threatened the welfare

of the community and the safety of its members . .

reflected grossly inadequate and insensitive judgment."

In defying the publishers board, the Daily Cal staff did not

deny the appropriateness of punitive action but charges the

firings were politically motivated to find a scapegoat on

which to hang responsibility for Saturday's violence ac-

cording to last quarter's Daily Cal editor-in-chief Bruce

Koon.

"The punishment was unjustifiably harsh and any

punitive action should have come last week," Koon said,

"Coming almost a week after the editorial was printed, but

after Saturday's violence, the pub board's action too ob-

viously has more to do with Saturday than Tuesday."

Yesterday the Daily Cal staff was operating as usual with

the officially dismissed editors operating in their usual

capacities.

The firings will probably be discussed by the UC Board of

Regents meeting today and Friday in San FYancisco. Last
May the Regents began investigations of the nine UC
student newspapers after Regent John Canaday called for"

cutting off all funding and access to University facilities for

the newspaper.

The staff defiance is confused by the official resignation
of the two editors not fired in the compromise motion. The
three dismissed editors composed the majority supporting
the Tuesday editorial.

Editor-in-chief John Emshwiller resigned charging
political censorship. The publishers board action "reeks of

injustice," Emshwiller said; "(it) is so unjust as to

threaten the future of any student newspaper on this

campus."

Emshwiller emphasized that while Tuesday*s editorial

was misunderstood the staff had tried during the remMiider
of the week to emphasize their commitment to non-viole$^
and to avert any violence at People's Park on Saturday. '

The Tuesday editorial called for retaking the park in

"The same spirit it was first taken — with joy and spon-
taneity and dedication." The editorial went on to urge
action to take back the park.

On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday front page
editorials were run in an attempt to counteract Tuesday's
front page editorial. The Friday editorial said "A
significant number of people have interpreted our Tuesday
editorial as a call for a violent confrontation at the Park
tomorrow. That was not our intention. If it was interpreted

that way we regret our choice of words and reaffirm our

committment to a peaceful rededication party in the Park.'*
~ Additionally the Daily Cal printed 2000 leaflets calling for

non-violent action, spent money on food for the scheduled

party and met with the Berkeley police chief William Beally

to offer assistance as monitors to avert violence.

Tuesday the motion was modified several times before

the final action was agreed upon. In a 7-4 vote the pub board

dismissed Blogett from the staff, and removed Dozier and
Hawthorn from their editorships but allowed them to

remain as reporters. Immediately following the vote

Emswiller and Hall resigned in protest

Later Tuesday night the Daily Cal staff voted

unanimously "that the present ediCbrs of the paper would
continue in their regular positions and that the authority of

the administration-appointed publishers t>oard to control

the newspaper was rescinded."

In yesterday's editorial the staff stat^ **We took this

action not out of concern for the editors jobs which were due
to expire in two weeks but out of our committment to good
journalism and the needs of the community

.

"

On Monday Berkeley Public Information Officer Richard

Hafner. a member of the 11-member publisher's board,

called for dismissing three editors, — managing editor Jim
Blodgett, editorial page editor David Dozier, and staff

representative Fran Hawthorne — from the paper Further

Hafner called for the removal of Emshwiller as editor-in-

chief and the censure of city editor Trish Hall. This motion

was tabled.
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Today, tomorrow and Monday, the Graduate 5>tudent Association

(GSA) elections will be held.

Polling stations will be open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at nine

locations throughout the campus.
(Graduate students are required to show their registration cards

and picture identification cards.

The dates for run-offs have not vet been decided.
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Lack of criteria cited >

SEPC, GSA berate reviews

FIGHTER—Muhammad Ali, former world heavyweight champion,

currently under indictment for refusal to serve in the armed forces, will

speak at noon today at Janss Steps under the auspices of the Associated

Students' Speakers Program in association with Nommo.

BOC approveTguidetihes

for food service changes
New guidelines for food service pricing and overall improvement of

food service were approved Tuesday at a meeting of the Board of Control

(BOO, governing board of ASUCLA. The guidelines, resulting from a

two-week task force study, suggested the price of milk return to 15 cents

( down from 20 cents) , but the price of coffee and tea to remain at 15 cents.

The report was drafted by BOC members Harold Kassarjian; Keith

Schiller, undergraduate student body president and Milton Cook with the

aid of Donald E Findley, ASUCLA executive director. Kassarjian and

Cook, upon presentation of the project to BOC. sUted they no longer

supported it.

Cook said he dnd Kassarjian dissented in approving the report because,

"We had no substantial, empirical figures other than those of ASUCLA s

to figure the price needs with."

Findley rephed, "Our (ASUCLA's) auditing procedures are absolutely

clean and above boards. The facts of the matter were presented to the

committee and I believe they reached a reasonable solution."

In setting the new price guidelines the report said, "It is the continuing

policy of the Board of Control that no income producing service may be

operated at a continuing loss. . .

"It is the policy of BOC that food service is expected to make some

nominal profit in support of the entire Associated Students operations. By

nominal we mean 5 per cent. We do not believe that it would be sound

"management policy to budget food service at exactly break even, since

the slightest adverse condition would result in a loss to the entire

Association," the report continued

^^indley also presented the board with figures of how much coffee has

^>een consumed in the last month during the pricing ^^"^''1^^'^!'^^
,

" ^
^eek immediately preceding the price increase, over 4»ju puui.ds .>i - ^ ^ ^
^ere used. The week of the price increase 398 pounds of cottee were

(Continued on Page 5)

Two student groups here

responded critically to the findings

of Chancellor Charles E. Young's

ad hoc programmatic review
committees formed last March.

The Student Educational Policy

Commission (SEPC) and the

Graduate Student Association

(GSA) Senate's ad hoc committee

on programmatic review were

asked to review the reports.

Young appointed a steering

committee which in turn appointed

ad hoc committees to study

programs duplicated in high

school, consolidation of certain

departments and programs, the

departments of speech, physical

education, journalism and the

teacher training program in the

department of education. These ad

hoc committees made their reports

last month.

The GSA committee produced

the most critical report, com-

menting on the lack of criteria

which the Chancellor's committee

acted upon. "The ad hoc com-

mittee reports deal inadequately

or not at all with determination of

criteria for evaluation," the report

said.

it is difficult to see how the

committees were even able to

begin their charges without such

criteria for^eyaluation," it con-

tinued.

SEPC voiced a different protest

based on "the fact that so few

students, especially un-

dergraduates, were involved in the

preparation of the ad hoc com-

mittee reports."

A continuing programmatic

review process was endorsed by

SEPC which suggested an ad-

ministrative committee with

student representatives The GSA
committee also suggested such a

committee, similar to the

University Policies Commission

(UPC)
Both SEF^ and the GSA com-

mittee responded to the reports of

specific ad hoc committees in

UUpilLU L 1 " 1 1 ' » I I >

.
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which suggested among other

things, the atx)lition of the foreign

language requirement.

In answer to this the GSA
committee said such alwlition

would result in the loss of support

funds of many graduate students

working as teaching assistants in

foreign languages.

SEPC paid more attention to the

recommendations of the

duplication committee which dealt

with undergraduate education.

SEPC suggested the need for

studying the Subject A curriculum.

The Chancellor's committee
reported Subject A is serving its

purpose and no changes are

necessary.

SEPC also recommended
alternatives to the Enghsh com-

position requirement be made
available, similar to the alter-

native Speech 1 now provides. In

addition SEPC suggested that

students be allowed to take English

I on a pass/fail basis to fulfill the

requirement.

The GSA committee reacted

negatively to the report of the ad

hoc Committee on Teacher
Training in the School of

Assistant dean

takes own life

Larry J. Barger. associate

dean of students here, took his

own life Tuesday night at his

home in Palms, according to a

West Los Angeles Police

Department report.

Barger. 2K. also worked in the

Housing Office here, in both

community service and com-

munity relations projects. He
was a senior residence adviser

in a University-owned dor-

mitory from 1966 to 1969. and

was appointed as associate

dean of students on July 1. 1970.

Barger was an enrolled

student here, working on his

doctoral degree in education.

The police have ruled his

:.i TT/. 11^ ^s
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personal matters.
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Education The teacher training

committee called for a reduction in

the budget of the school of

education and a reduction in

enrollment in the school's graduate

department:

In response to this the GSA
committee said "the report is leaf

than clear about the effect of their

recommendation on graduate
enrollment in the school of

education "In addition the GSA
committee suggested more at-

tention should have been paid to

determining the need for a teacher

training program
SEPC criticized the report of the

ad hoc committee on Journalism

and Speech saying it was "un-

doubtedly the weakest of the ad hoc

reports and was in some members'
opinions unacceptable.**

The Chancellor's committee
suggested further study of plans to

consolidate the speech, journalism

and certain areaa p( the theater

arts department into one depart-

ment of communications

Both SEPC and GSA dismissed

the need for further study and

instead suggested a task force be

formed to work out the con-

solidation of those departments

The report of the Committee on

Physical Education was accepted

with minor recommendations by

both groups Both SEPC and the

GSA committees agreed a name
change for the physical education

department is necessary t)eca use

of the nature of the department's

work.

SEPC agreed with the ad hoc life

science committee's proposal to

consolidate the departments of

tx)tany and zoology while the GSA
committee recommended studies

to determine possible savings that

may be realized by such con-

solidation

The GSA committee made no

recommendation on the report of

the ad hoc committee on physical

science while SEPC made very

limited recommendation regar-

ding the establishment of in-

|t.rHiviv.innal on vi ronmental

;lJi»

'T

studies courses in the physical

sciences
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lESliN ENilNEEl
Requ.re* EE and m£ bodbground w,»h

koowieb:- - • "-»*»-

Desir* 2C now'i <«r«;» • "-WW*.

Proficiency m spofc«" Engt«*hoifWSl

SioH lo $800/montti

(€akulat«d of S4.62/Kour)

Abbott Transistor

Xoborotories, Inc

S700 W«st J^*«^son Boui«word

Pte«« 936-8185 «o oppt.

MID NITE REVIVAl Campsite to open for UC
"ROSEMARY'S BABY"

Mci jr.
S-»^22

!
BRENTWOOD ^WIN THEATER

Wilshire - 26th Sonto AAonka

'Paid Advertisement'

daf
Needs volunteers to train

as Peer Group Counselors

Call 825-7262v-

The Miller Redwood Recreation Area, a 432-acre

recreation and camping area located in the redwood

forest north of Santa Cruz, will be opened to

University of California students, alumni and per-

Tsoonel frtShi June 11. through mid-Septemt)er, ac-

cording to a release by the UC Santo Cruz PubUe

Information office

Margaret Robinson, secretory to the assistont

business manager at UC Santo Cruz said there are 25

campsites between the trees, each with ac-

commodations for one car or a small camper and its

occupants. The area has been open since 1967, when a

central bathhouse and all facilities were completed.

Robinson said the area was a gift of Adolf Miller
formerly a professor at UC Berkeley, and his wif
Mary Sprague Miller. It was donated to thl
University in 1942, along with funds earmarked fo

the development of the area. -

Robinson said the campsites are often fully or
cupied during holidays and stressed the importance
of making reservations at the UCSC Business Office
Santo Cruz, California, 95060.

Use of the campsites costs $2.50 for overnight

camping, and 50 cents for day use. For further in

formation call (408) 429-2778.

UEA to hold retreat at Barton Flats
The Undergraduate English Association (UEIA)

will hold its annual retreat Memorial Day Weekend

(Friday-Sunday, May 28-30) at Barton Flats, in the

mountoins near Lake Arrowhead. This activity af-

fords students and faculty of the English department

an opportunity to get together fbr an informal

weekend of discussion and recreation. The retreat

will focus its seminar discussions on "Teaching and

Literature."

The only cost to participants will be a $5 fee for bus

transportotioii, which leaves a $40 subsidy per

participant by the UEA. Buses will leave from the

loading docks at the Humanities Building on the

afternoon of May 28, and return Sunday afternoon.

May 30. Only 25 students will be accepted from each
grade level.

Students may pay the $5 fee at the UEA toble which
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. each day in the

quad behind Royce Hall.

Patd Advertivement)

GOLDSTEIN
A modern hasidic fable on the Prophet Elijah who
comes out of Lake Michigan to face & confront the

waste of contemporary society creating' something

of lasting value. AAacabre Satire.

"... fhe besi American film I hove seen in 20
years." ^_---JEAN RENIOR( 1964)

PRIX DE LA NOUVELLE CRITIQUE

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL -1964

MAY 20 -TODAY
122 Chem. 2224

4-^ Haines 118

7:3010:00

University Religious

Conference (lower lounge)

w/diredor

DONATIONS
Sponsored by Free Jewish University & Hiilel Council

FOREIGN STUDENTS
rehirnlng residenh

doing business oveneas

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS
BAGGAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR • OCEAN • TRUCK
Pick Up & Delivery
Packing & Crating

"^ insurance Documentation
Estimates given wittKXjt obligation

ANYWHERE-ANYTIME

A REGISTERED AGENQ

SINCE 19S4

.a tradition
of personal
service m
freight
forwarding

Lewin Tronscargo, Inc

2240 N. Figueroa St.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90065
(213) 225 2347

I

HELPLINE

825-7646

-.^-

make your

appointment now
for your

wedding portrait

/*

We have facilities right here on campus to record everything on your
wedding day - your bridal portrait - formal and informal groups - can-
did pictures - and in color or block and white. Come let us help you.

as
ucia

campus studio 'fc^^—-

*»-~.-

room 150 kerckhoff hall 825-2578
open mondays fridbys 8:00a.m. 5:00p.m.

Chicano business conference slated

The Chicano Business Student

Association (CBSA) here is

sponsoring a statewide con-

ference for Chicano business

students May 22 and 23 on this

campus.

Hie purpose of the conference

is to introduce Chicanes to

careers ayailabie in business

and to organize a nationwide

Chicano Business Association.

TTie program will mainly

consist of guest speakers and

workshops and conclude with a

social gathering Saturday
'

evening.

The conference will begin at

9:30 a.m. on May 22 at the

Graduate School of Business.

i^
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THE CLASSIC GARBO
THE MAOIC OF GARBO
RETURNS TO THE
SCREEN

w
NOW PLAYING

KVKftty HILi.S -

MUSICuau
IWB*«MWH.S»«n|| 174-4M1

AuM
4M« ^

Greta Garbo

Marie Dressier in

''ANNA CHRISTir
AND

Greta Garbo

Lewis Stone in

''ROMANCE"

ftLii.

The Now Celebration Presents:

the classic film adaptation of Herman Melville's

"BILLY BUDD"
starring Peter Ustinov and Terrence Stamp

"A beautiful, terrifying and heart-breaking film. . . with onun
popular nrtoroi'. obu>lute good and absolute evil must always

destroy eoch oth«r." -Time

ADAAISSION - FREE
Sunday Evening, AAay 23, 5:30 p.m.

Rop tession follows - Popcorn and soft drinks

Westwood Presbyterian Church
IQ8?? W i l ......j Blvd. (b asT una ucrov.^f^^

Ship's Restaurant)
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DAF aids students on walk-in basis
By Louise Kriegsman
DB SUff Writer ..

The Direct Assistance Facility (DAF) has l)een open

three weeks and has served almost 50 people, according to

administrative director Ross Arbiter.

Located on the **P" Level in La Mancha in room 231, DAF
serves those who desire immediate help on a walk-in basis.

All consultation is free and anyone from the community can

avail himself of its services.

Arbiter said all counselors participated in a nine-week

training program which ^included lectures and small

training groups. No academic credit was given for this

training, but these volunteers were taught by professional

personnel.

Funding for DAF came from the Student Legislative

Council (SLC) and the Graduate Student Association

(GSA). Partial funding for DAF may be granted by the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW),

according to Matt Mazer, facilities commissioner. Salaries

for professional expertise, telephone service and refresh-

ments are paid for by these monies, although the salaried

personnel are being phased out, Arbiter said.

SUff

Presently, DAF staff consists of cbout 50 volunteeris plus"

a limited number of professionals. Three to five staff

members are present at the facility at all times and con-

sultation is available on a group or individual basis. In

addition. Arbiter said a complete referral service is

available.

Student volunteer Erica Goehel was attracted to DAF by

an advertisement in the Daily Bruin. "A friend of mine

worked on the Helpline and I had always thought I'd like to

do something like that," she said. She described the

training course as **very helpful" in preparing her for DAF
work. "Most of all, it gave me confidence and the abihty to

really listen to people and get them to talk," she said.

Randy Taylor described DAF as an ideal place for people

to go for peer counseling. "Many of the Weyburn people

came here just to let off some steam," he said. He also said

DAF is a *'drop-in" facility where no appointment is

necessary.

Goldwyn Awards given

Helpsuught

by 50 people

Mona Gordon, a professional social worker who just

received her master's degree at San Diego State College, is

oneof DAF's "professional staff" members Having taught

one of the training groups, Gordon spends time at DAF once

a week assisting student counselors but does not counsel

those seeking DAF services.

Professional advice

"My job here is to make sure the student counselors have

professional advice if they need it. However, 1 must say

they are really well equipped to handle their job. The
counseling experience provides a sort of ongoing training

for them," she said.

Arbiter said there was no overlap of DAF and the

Helpline since the Helpline receives all calls for both ser-

vices and acts as a screening agency. Problems that the

Helpline is unable to solve are transferred to DAF. In ad-

dition, DAF is primarily a walk-in service whereas the

Helphne is only phone counseling. "Many people refuse to

talk about their problems over the phone, so they find the

help they need at DAF," Arbiter said

He also expressed optimism about having so many people

seek DAF aid. As administrative director, he is responsible

for the program's publicity and overall coordination. It is

his hope the community as well as students will make use of

the facility.

Peer counseling

Of the counselors interviewed, all agreed DAF did not

overlap any of the already existing counseling services

here. Goehel said people could drop in "just to talk, they

don't have to have a specific problem." Taylor added that

DAF offers "peer counseling, which is very important to

many kids."

Additional counselor training sessions will be held

probably at the beginning of the summer, according to Paul

Yates, one of the program's coordinators. "Anyone in-

terested in this phase of DAF can contact us any time for

further information," he said.

DAF is open between 6 p.m. and 2 a.m. Monday through

Thursday and from 6 p.m. through 8 a.m. Friday and

Saturday. It can be reached by calling the Helpline at 825-

7646.

Suit against Weyburn may follow

in ceremony yesterday Residents to file legal claims
Brian Jones, a senior in political science here and a Vietnam war

veteran, won the first prize of $3,000 for his novel "Fox Song" yesterday

in the Samuel Goldwyn Creative Writing Competition for students here,

Jones was presented with the award by comedienne LuciUe Ball at

ceremonies in the MacGowan Hall Little Theater. Miss Ball announced at

the ceremonies she would sponsor a similaf wrilihg competition next

year. -

Second place honors of $1,000 went to the comic duo of Bob Elias, next

year's head yell leader, and Jon Kellerman for their novel "Poor

Lieber."

Winners of the three $500 AWards of Recognition were Donald Krintz-

man for his full length play "Nicole," John Maski for his fUm script "The

Venice Pyramid Love Chain" and Kim Ringwald for his full length play

"The Still Life.'V \

Judges in the 17th annual competition were William Schaefer, chkjr^

man of the EngUsh department here; Jerome Lawrence, playrigm.'

author and teacher; Edmund North, of the Academy of MoUon Pictures

Arts and Sciences; MelvUle Shavelson, writer; producer and president of

the Writer's Guild of America, and Walden Boyle, chairman of the

theater arts department here. Ninety-two entries were submitted in the

competition. ^

Miss Ball, greeted by a loud ovaUon, said, "It's quite obvious I babysat

for all of you." She told the contestants, "This is where those dreams

you've had start to take shape. Don't get bogged down m a sea of

pessimism. Wipe it out. Forget it. There's always room for fresh, bnght

and dedicated writers." .,

Jones won the Navy and Marine Corps Commendation Medal while

serving in Vietnam. His novel dealt with his experiences there. He plans

to enter law school here next fall.

• By Michal Sadoff

DB SUff Reporter

Former Weyburn Hall residents can pay 50 cents'

each to file i legal claim against the l>an)uiipt

private dorm according to the Weyburn Hall

Grievance Committee, which met Tuesday night in

1^ Mancha.
Claims will be filed May 24 on behalf of each

resiuent^by the committee which represents over 300

residents.

In this first action, only d^Ur claims will be in-

volvedf^flly money actually paid to Weyburn by the

resident. l|itangible claims such as emotional

damage will be filed later. Forms must be filled out

by Sunday, and need no parental signature, even if

the ^udent is a minor.

Account

A free account at Southern California First

National Bank is being set up, with two co-signers

from the committee and one from campus, possibly

the ombudsman. Some of this filing cost, about 40

cents, will be returned to the resident if the claim is

won.
Bookkeeping procedures are also being initiated,

and will be open to inspection. All information is

being fed into the Data Processing Center on campus

to facilitate claim distribution later.

Results are expecli^ wTthin 15 days after the filtngr'

"If the trustee grants all the money that's

it—goodbye. If not, if they say they don't have it or

try to pin you—we're prepared to take it to court. We
think there is money—over $2 million," according to

Pat Kittel, one former resident.

Legal claim

Kittel explained the filing is not a law suit, only a

legal claim. He also said they are not obUgated, by

filing claim, to take part in a class suit in the event

that situation arises. In that case, they would be

contacted by mail regarding the suit.

Questions were raised over whether students could

be counter-sued, in the event the case goes to court,

for damages done to the dorm the weekend students

moved out.

Kittel^id although the Federal Receiver, James

A. A. Smith, said he had pictures of each room and

would check each claimant against the picture to

determine if payment was to be given, there was "no

way for them not to give you the money unless they

prove you personally did the damage."

Kittel said they will be suing for around $22,000.

Lawyer fees would be either a flat $2,000 for 300

people, or a quarter to a third of the settlement,

depending on how fast the case is closed.

"»ber*£( tICabtrn
Pr*s«nta

Thurs. through So*.

The Guitar and Humor of

Walt Conley
Fall by for a listen & you'll be back with your friends.

Shoves begin 9:00 Thurs. & 9:30 Fri. & Sot.

NO COVER THIS WEEKEND

—.-.JL.BtW— WINE --SOFT DRINKS - SANDWICHES

I

I

I

I

GUYS 2

2260 W«*twood Blvd.

(iwct tou*^ o< Olymp*>

,1.474-9311

GIRLS 18

PRESENTS

An experimental program of

ALTERNATE TELEVISION
a multi-track, multi screen presentation of

the continuing story of CAROL& FERD

(or the medium is the marriage)

FEEDBACK
&

OTHERS

^HURS MAY 20 7:30 PM
RIDAYMAY21 7:30 & 1 f»M

,ATURDAY MAY 22 3^. 7:30 & 1 PM

UCLA
I 102 Architecture

Tickets at the door

only one neosley dollor ($1)

f^

on campus sponsor ASUCLA FIU^ COMMISSION n

-r P'l:' i
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DIHFORIH 6RIIDDIIIE FELLOWSHIPS

Juniors who:

• plan to begin their graduate education In Fall 1972

• are attracted towards a career in college teaching

• believe theymay iifi qualified for an exceptional

fellowship

may wish to enter the selection process for Dcnforth Graduate

Fellowships. Orientation meetings for those interested will be

held early during the Fall Quarter. Watch the first issues of the

Daily Bruin next fall for the official announcement of these

meetings. Attendance at one of these October orientation meet-

ings is a prerequisite to application.

• antique jewelry • contemporary jewelry - french bikinis, ^^

A LA MODE
'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093V2 BROXTON AVfNUE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CR 9-8204.

g

3
3
<

3

fl>

I

o

o

- jewelry imports from france, morocco^^syeden. india, greece »>

How do we know whatyou fee/ ifyou don't write?

(--
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AUCTION CATALOG ©F
MAGNIFICENT

-v .» . .. .1 aa= - -.«,

COSTUMES
AT SOTHEBY-PARKE-BERNET
GALLERIES
from the world-famous costumiers MAX BERMAN

5.00 limited edition — admits two

Here's your chance to own the costume worn by Ann Miller on the Great
American Soup Commerlcal - Katharine Hepburn's Mary Queen of Scots
velvet gown - an outfit worn by Ava Gardner In BhowanI Junction - or may-
be a 19th century military uniform from Buckingham Palace! These and hun-
dreds more go on the block, and you can see them on exhibit June 3-5 —
or you can scan the beautifully Illustrated catalog, right here, and be pre-
pared. In any case, whether you're an auction buff or not, you'll thoroughly
enjoy owning this handsome limited edition catalog. The M-G-M catalog Is

now considered a collector's Item in Its own right, so get In on another good
thing early! -

Auction to be held at Sotheby-Parke-Bernet Galleries,
7600 Beverly Blvd.
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students' store

bookt, b l»vl, ockTmon union, 825-7711

mondays-fridays 7:45a.m.-/:30p.m.; Saturdays lU-J

Book collection I Food Service guidelines...
prizes awarded
Jerrold G. Stanoff, a gra^'duate

student tiere, won a first prize of

$125 May 12, in the 23rd annual
Robert B. Campbell Student Book
Collection Competition for his
collection of books: *Tour Hun
dred Years' Affair — Westerners
in Japan."

Collections were judged on their

unity of theme. Rarity of the books
was not considered by the judges
who were Mrs. Edward H. Heller
Regent; Robert Kinsman, dean of

the graduate division; and
Williani^ Longstreth, professor of

English^ at Los Angeles Harbor
College.

There were two divisions of

competition: graduate and un-

dergraduate. Stanoffs collection

won the graduate division first

prize. A second prize of $50 was
awarded to Kenneth Karmiole's
collection: "A Survey of Anti-

Christian Science Literature."

Two special prizes were also

awarded, one each donated by the

Library Staff Association and the

Graduate Student Association
(GSA). These went to Sorour

Soroudi for "Persian Poetry in

Transition," and Elliot Mittler for

"Surrealist Paris — 1930's Style."

The award ceremonies were

held in the Research Library and

Stanoffs winning collection will

be on display for several weeks in

the library's lobby.

Check limit

raised to $25
Students, faculty and staff

here may now cash checks of up
'

to $25 at the ASUCLA Check

Cashing Service instead of the

previous $10 maximum. Hie

service, open from 10 a.m. to 3

p.m. in Kerckhoff 140, will also

cash travellers* checks of a

value up to $50. Hie service

charge for check cashing is still

10 cents per check. The new

policy has now been in effect for

two weeks.

1000 GAYLEY AVil
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(Continued from Page 1)

consumed. A week later, at the height of the coffee boycott, 260 pounds of
coffee were used. Findley said, "This decrease was not surprising con-
sidering all the publicity, and food service has now recovered suf-

ficiently."

Pete Bouvier, Graduate Student Association (GSA) president and a
member of BOC, who opposed the task force report, said, "Whether or not
coffee poundage has decreased is irrelevant. The question is whether or
not the campus community is being served.

Student support

"If I were a student reading this report, I would say *So what?' I can't

support the report because I don't feel that it was BOC who did the actual
research. Further, I don't understand how other UC campuses can
charge other coffee prices and claim a profit. UCSD charges 5 cents a cup
and its food service is not losing money," Bouvier said.

The final motion passed by BOC was introduced by vice chancellor

James Hobson and read, "BOC addepts the report as an interim solution

and calls for the implemenUtion of its points. Further, BOC calls for an in

depth study to arrive at the maximum appeal, and reasonable prices

consistent with optimum quality."

The report which was first rejected and then later reconsidered by the

Board is contingent upon the approval of BOC members Schiller, Cook
and Kassarjian who were not present at the time it was approved.

---AnnouncQnnents
Abbey Lincoln and Jazz Combo

and the Horace Tapscott Com-
munity Arkestra will appear in

Social Welfare 147 at 8:30 p.m.

today as part of Black Cultural

week sponsored by the Black

Student' Union (BSU).

Cathy Worthington was ap-

pointed Daily Bruin Business

Manager for 1971-72, last Monday

by a unanimous vote of the

Communications Board.

The Committee to Reconstruct
American Prisons is holding a
book drive this week to collect

books to be sent to various prison

institutions in California. A table

is set up on Bruin Walk to leave

any books, particularly political

education books.
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Nnstang" Double Knit

Slacks by Haggar

There's a whole herd of double

knits now. But Maggar's

"Mustang" is way out front. -^--

Always first in quality, design,

and built in comfort. Comfort

that only 100% Double Knit

Fortrel Polyester can give.

And it does give with every

move of your body. Never

wrinkles and never needs

pressing. Completely machine

washable and dryable.

Solids in brown, tan and navy

16.00

N«rrincbone stripe in tan I blue

18.00
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
Lei us ship your personal

effects home. We ore spe-

cialists in international
packaging and shipping. We
also sell appliances for 220
VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

482-9862

.:'l -.4

YOU CA N DEPEND ON

IVe'ye Arrived With:
• Scented Neutral Glycerine Soaps
• Essential Perfume Oils

• Herbal Shampoo and other biodegradable goodies for your
hair & skin ^

Bring a ptottic bottU or buy ours for 20(

THE BODY COUNTER
1009 Broxton Ave.

Westwood Village

Inside Leather Bound Ltd.

&ANTA MONICA
1401 SANTA MONICA fAf^ll,

Corner Sartto MOoico Blvd

Opea Daily 9 30 1 M - IMi *M Fri 9 31 1 - Sii 19 5

1000 wffsrwooo hiMo.
Corner W«»N«ood and Wvyburn

OpM Daily 9 31 ti I 31 - Mu & Fri 9 39 ti 9 N

LOS ANGELES

439 NORTH fAIKfAX
Next to Contort

Opti Daily »»i SBa.-^t.30 S 30

MItACLE MILi

5477 WILSHIRt BLVD.

Between Ounsmuir ond Cochran

Daily Eictpt Saaiay 94 31

HOLLYWOOD
6340 HOLLyWOOD BLVD.

Hollywood Blvd at Ivor

Daily 9 31 9- Sat 9 30 6 39-Sii 10 S

•flAMO

Juicer Special

Buy the WiiKinson

Bonded Razor Set

at «2*"
and receive

«2.00
REFUND
from WILKINSONe
with the mail-in

certificate enclosed

in package.

FOR JUICE OR BEVIRAGi
Easy to cl*«ii gloss. Mix,

ttoro o«4 strv* in oot
smortly rfocorotorf rfocoo-

ttr stylod iuictr. Grotn
floroi or ooisy dosiin.

SflCiAL
SAVE NOW! iiDucEOPiici

FREE! g*
2 OZ. ALPNA KEtl BATN OilQ^
WITH PURCHASE OF • OZ

""^^

SEBULEX
SHAMPOO
$4.65 VALUE

BOTH '^
ONLY

:iBI KIK DRUGS

•:t)v^»i^J« CONTAC
For Colds I
Hoy Ftvor

10 Continuoos
Action Copswios

$1.69 Volwe

HI BIT! DRUGS
r ilj. il|" -I f LI.

jlktu «7i

BAYER
ASPIRIN
^orks Wondors
100 Toblots

$1.17 Value

BAYER RIGHT ^
GUARD ff

59
M' 71 MT n

Coodoront P^J^-^
4-0i. Bronit ^. . JC ^^

A & Sfroy Con

:^!^ $1.09 Voluc

(OIINT C ;..

'

'l^f'M'

St
DISCOUNT (GUf'ON

Alberto Vu uu^NY FABRIC

SOFTENER

HI «ITI OWDGS

JERGENS LOTION^
Tht SqH Out

9\^-0i.7
Btl.

$1.19
Volw*

S(OUNT (OUPON

SCOPE
rQ\M0UTHWASH

""»».
MKp&ipBSBi

i .-^-antr.^. 24-Ol. .^^,

Swoor Siir i
$2.05
Volu«

i,.4»*il'.!lWSi>»*-i*=

IWI } mHnmmamn ^
DISCOUNT ( OUt'OS

"fr

BUUiLmAi«.m> i

:Valu« jLI A^

'^K

U- i,.i4! U*-

Al BO LINE

-ltd or

Unsctntod 1 1 <

12-Ox. Pkg.

$1.98

DENTURE
ADHESIVE

DENTU-r

Hoovy Doty
Noosoliotd ClMotr
Now Ammonia

Powtr

Volwti

DenUiCreme

TootbMst*
for Dtntortt
S SOi.Tobo

•'It O ('
'f 1 t r

' 'i • "^ '^ ^w t >>^

iUU i Hi ii^
vhitost Tootb Jl%

~

-iboiiJrooitfc ^J ^
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UCLA

EDITORIAL

David Latt
Managing Editor

Deborah Asliin

City Editor

Ann Hatkint

Editorin-CMof

Rick Kair

Nawt Editor

Dava McNary
StaH WHtor

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns

^xe open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Dolly Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and dojiot necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board

DB Editorials

Dally Cal
Three Daily Califomian editors were fired Tuesday

by their publishing board. This action can only be

described as an all too obvious attempt to find a

scapegoat for the violence erupting at the People's

Park rededication last Saturday.

The publishers board charged that those three

editors wrote an irresponsible editorial that was
directly responsible for Saturday's violence. To call

the publishers board's actions '^irresponsible" ^ould
be an understatement.

The publishers board considered the action a week
after the editorial ran. If the editorial was
irresponsible the problem should have been handled
immediately. If the editorial was ambiguous the

efforts of the staff to clarify their commitment to non-
violence, to raising an issue not promulgating violent

confrontations should have been considered. But to

wait until after the event to decide on the editorial's

quality, as the publishers board did, can only be
interpreted as either a blatant attempt to find

someone to blame for the violence or as an excuse to

intimidate the staff on the choice of future editorial

subjects.

If the Daily Califomian and its editors are to be
scapegoats sacrificed to preserve the university's

good image with the community, then the editorial

must be viewed in the Context of the newspaper's
subsequent efforts to avert violence and the
culpability of others including the university, in

creating the conditions which fostered the violence.

The Daily Cal editorial did not create the issue or
People's Park; it only drew attention to it.

BOC
The new guidelines for food service price pricing

approved by Board of Control (BOC) leaves many
unanswered questions.

First, why should ASUCLA's Executive Director
Donald E. Findley be appointed to do the research
work that the task force itself should be doing?
Second, the solutions listed in the report are not even
among the final recommendations, and seem to be an
extension of Findley's either/or mandates. The
report seems to be somewhat less than valid when
two of the three task force members no longer sup-
port the recommendations.

Third we must attack the Findley's profit-oriented

attitude of a **nominal 5 per cent profit" as in-

consistent with his stance earlier in the year that

ASUCLA should be a breakeven endeavor.

Finally, we say, *'so what" to the task force report.

Legal thumbscrews
(Note: Thte b Ihe MC«ii ia • two-part »erie« oa the

rntrktkMi oa hitchhiking under consMcratiMi ! tke 8Ute 8ennte.

|j»t week the backsround and appUcatlM of Scaatc BUI t2 were

discussed, and the need for hltchhlUnc as a form of transportatloa

and a means of cuUiag down pollMtion were prcscsted as reasons

for opposing thU bUI.)

Many young people are opposed to Senate Bill 92

out of fear, and unfortunately their fear is not

groundless. Police harassment— although a taboo

word to the establishment press and the

population that it serves — happens to be an

everyday fact of life to the counter-culture of

youth in this country, who are experimenting with

once sacred societal forms.

People are successfully living their lives with

radical changes in their family structure, cultural

expression, dress, economic organization, and

personal relationships. This makes cops uptight.

Experience teaches that in many conservative

areas of California, the police would love to use SB
92 to bust the asses of otherwise law-abiding, long-

haired hitchhikers.

Tension

It is obvious, then, that this anti-hitchhikiiig bill

is conducive to an increase of tension, hostility,

and hatred between the cops and the young. Its

passage would certainly be interpreted as an act

of oppression against a particular style of youthful

life.

Senate Bill 92 is currently sitting in the

Judiciary Committee of the State Senate. If this

committee votes to pass it, the bill will be sent to

the Senate, and then referred to the Assembly for

similar action and final passage. At this point, SB
92 is still in the beginning of the long process, but if

it can be defeated in committee now it would be

effectively killed for this year's session.

Willitpass?

What are the chances this bill will pass?

Anything can happen once this bill reaches the

floor of the two houses, and Reagan has already

expressed his willingness to sign it. Therefore, the

main hope is to defeat SB 92 while it is stiU in the

Judiciary Committee.
If the committee, votes along party lines, with

the seven Democrats voting against, and the six

Republicans for, then the bill will be defeated.

However, there is a strong likelihood that one or

more of the Democrats might defect to vote for the

bill.

There is very little public support for SB 92.

Even the Cahfomia Highway Patrol's Liason

Officer with the Legislature, Inspector G.B. Craig;

has said in a letter to the author of the bill that he
does not feel SB 92 is necessary from a poHce
viewpoint, and that it might worsen the ^eady
strained relations between police and^young
people. .

^-
' Wavering opposition

This does not mean, however, that these

senators will oppose the bill. The ostensible high-

way safety aspect of the measure appeals to some
of them.

Several senators are wavering in their position

on this bill, probably waiting for some reaction

from their constituents and for the testimony at

the public hearings on the bill. In a letter to Paul
Rude, a founder of Friends of the Open Road» a
group formed to organize opposition to the bill,

Senator John Holmdahl of Alameda County said
he had not yet made up his mind on the bill, but
that "probably because of frequent news reports
of drivers being robbed, heated, or worse, by
persons to whom they have offered a ride, I have
been personally opposed to hitchhiking.'*

Bodies Wanted
Friends of the Open Road is actively seeking

organizations and individuals to help change the
minds of senators like Mr. Holmdahl by testifying

against the bill when it comes up for public
hearings. Inquiries should go to Paul Rude at 574

Peralta, Berkeley 94707, or (415) 527-1896.

It is the opinion of Mr. Rude, based on his talks

with several of these legislators and their aids

that they are not aware of the significant number
of people who would be affected adversely by this

bill. He feels that unless the constituents of these

senators express themselves in a sustained

massive way — through letters to their senator at

the State Capitol, phone calls to their senator's

local office, and atteixlance at the public hearings

on this bill (contact Marjorie Munden, Judiciary

Committee Secretary, for the date of hearings) —
Senate Bill 92 is likely to pass.

Thirteen men
Several of the key senators come from districts

with large student, and presumably hitchhiking,

populations. Both Holmdahl and Nicholas Petris,

another Democrat from Alameda County,
represent the district containing UC Berkeley and
Cal State Hayward.
Two other Democrats, Senators Alfred Song of

Monterey Park and George Zenovich of Fresno,

represent districts encompassing Cal State Los

Angeles and C^ State Fresno, respectively.

Cal State San Jose is represented by Senator

Clark Bradley, a Republican whose district in-

cludes most of Santa Clara County. The University

of Redlands, and UC Riverside are within the

district of another Republican, Senator (Jordon

Cologne.

White elephants

Three more Republican senators, Donald
Grunsky of Monterey and Santa Cruz Counties,

Robert Lagomarsino of Ventura and Santa Bar-

bara Counties, and George Deukmejian of Long

Beach, represent districts containing UC Santa

Cruz, UC Santa Barbara, and Cal State Long

Beach.

Democratic Senators (Jeorge Moscone of San

Francisco and Arlen Gregorio of nearby San

Mateo County have, of course, sizable numbers of

hitchhikers in their districts.

The remaining two senators who comprise the

thirteen member Judiciary Committee are

Republican Robert Stevens and Democrat An-

thony Beilenson, both of Los Angeles.

,The spirit of sharing through hitchhiking is

ingrained in our history and memorialized in our

heritage of poetry, literature, music, and cinema

Instead of making criminal this venerable custom,

it should be preserved as a utilitarian symbol of

our freedom ahd traditional hospitaUty. Let's hope

these thirteen men see hitchhiking in the same

light.

^Bnice Weniger

,j

Letters to the Editor

Smoking in classrooms liit

C^ r prices are still 15 cents and the concerns of the

iisii J community havo i :•• ust in the sterile

(Editor's note: Hie following is an
open letter to Vice Chancellor
James Hobson who is a member of

the University Policies Com-
mission (UPC).)

I was appalled to read Daily
Bruin May 14 concerning your
refusal to consider Mr. Rutledge's

proposal that no smoldng be en-

forced or certainly actively

discouraged by a rule against

smoking in the classroom. After

four years as an undergraduate
here at UCLA I know exactly how
bad the smoking problem is.

I am a non-smoker. I choose not

to smoke and I also wish to not
have another person's smoke
inflicted upon me. I am sorry that
you feel such a rule would be
"unpopular"; however, that does
not strike me as a very good
reason for not having a rule. The
latest reports on smoking have
shown that the exhaled smoke is

almost as d.. .^ — - . .^^y
inhaling it into my lungs

so they light up no matter what the

circumstances — crowded room,
closed room, asthmatic coughing
— none of this matters to them.

I must urge you to reconsider,

along with the rest of the UPC
board, your most ill-advised
decision. VCIA is still part of the
United States and the United
states has a tradition that says the
majority can not trample on the
wishes of a minority (if people
who are irritated by smoke are
even vastly outnumbered), and a
legal system that presumes that
everyone is free to do as he wishes
so long as it does not trample on.
the rights of someone else. Sir, my
rights have been trampled upon
too long in public places. It is time
that someone said I have a right to
my opinion and that no one shall
be default enforce his opinion and
smoke upon me.

Leila Meniies
Mental Retardation Center

U(XA draws to a close this June, I

look forward to the future with

great eagerness. Before me lie

worlds to be conquered and power

to be grasped firmly. I know I

have the drive to make it to the top

of whatever I seek.

What have I got that separates

me from the common mass of

students? I'll teU you in one word

- ambition. That's right, am-

bition. For too many people

ambition has become a dirty

word. Well it's not! It's the most

important virtue an individual can

have. Ambition seems to be

lacking among my fellows. No one

seems to desire control, to be

masters of their own fate and

others. People have forgotten the

importance of obsessive com

pulsion. A world without am

bition? Not a very happy prospect,

is it?
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In addition, smoke is an eye-
irritant, and a distraction.
Smokers are too rude to consider
any6ne else's needs but their own

? ?,f
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In a way
around

I'm glaf'

don't

*^^\ those

Editor:

As my undergraduate career at

nre"

dynamic thrust. It's less com

petiUon for me. Too bad, suckerj^

Mick Bealh

Political Science. Senior
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Woody Allen, like Mel Brooks, makes comedies that are

good enough to make you wish they were perfect. It's

always a shame when a film that could have l)een a

masterpiece just misses; one gets the impression that if

only a few things had been changed — the pacing here, the

dialogue there, maybe the addition or deletion of a scene —
no problems would have existed. But the final cut makes
regrets of this nature pretty pointless, as well as

necessitating our enjoying th^ film for what it is.

,
. . . _. »•;, ^_ .. ...w-.i...

Seen in this light. Bananas is great fiin. fCead ho further if

you are not an adimirer of Woody Allen and his peculiar

brand of humor. It is his film — so much so, that it would be

difficult to watch any scene and not be immediately aware
of who created it. In its best moments, Bananas is

sophisticated and flashy. This, coupled with an irreverence

towards film and comic convention makes it one of the

fastest 90 minutes around. Comparisons with the Marx
Brothers are inevitable; the similarities show up con-

stantly, particularly in the character of the jokes them-

selves and how they are developed. (The word to describe

them used to be "zany".) There are a lot of sight gags, and
Allen is one of the few comedians working today who can
use his body to comic advantage. In one scene, he crosses

his legs as a seemingly nonchalant gesture, upsetting a

coffee table in the process. Allen's slapstick springs

naturally from the situation; there is never the impression

that it has been gratuitously thrown in.

I'm still not sure what Bananas is about, but it has

something to do with a typical Allen character named
Fielding Mellish, whose love for a young activist (played by

Louise Lasser, Allen's ex-wife) gets him involved in a South

American revolution. Some of the film's best moments
involve television coverage of the revolution by ABC's Wide
World of Sports. Howard Cosell, Roger Grimsby, and Don
Dunphy are all on hand to lend authenticity to Allen's ab-

surd vision of turmoil as recreation. Bananas opens with

Cosell doing an on-the-spot interview with the just

assassinated president of the country. As his life ebbs out

before the eyes of millions of T.V. viewers all over the

world, the ex-president is subjected to the insipid questions

of the ABC newsman. The humor lies^ the fact that it isjiot

all that far from the truth, as anytxxly who has ever s^n
television coverage of a disaster will recognize. And the

presence of "real" announcers is the final touch. Their

actions on screen have roughly the same effect as seeing

your history professor fighting with his wife in a super-

market.

The great silent comedies were absurd. When sound

came in, the Marx Brothers furthered the tradition, but

outside of that there haven^t been many comic talkies brave

enough to dispense with conventional logic. Allen can't

quite decide, making for some confusion in the audience

who, after l>eing subjected to spates of definite story,

suddenly find themselves adrift in a sea of comic

ridiculousness. Thus, in the case of Bananas, the parts are

better than the whole. Still, some of the parts are as funny

as anything you'll see this year, and since the first aim of a

comedy is to make you laugh, Bananas is definitely worth

seeing.

t.- i

The Cry of Love . . . and Death

From the moment Jimi Hen-
drix' spirit left his corporeal

being, it l>ecame hard to consider

the man and his music without

first becoming immersed in an
aura of death. And his image does
not linger. Certain tropical fish

are in life covered from one end to

the other with radiant, vibrant

colors, then with death,
everything fades away leaving a
pale, uninteresting specimen.

So be it with Jimi. AHve, he was
a glorious fuck. He was a guitar-

playing orgasm who saw life

through the tip of his penis. He
represented the essence of life.

For^otne, it is a simple matter
to try and recapture the spirit of

Hendrix. One simply has to close-

his eyes, listen to Jimi's music
and imagine that the master of

mania and sound is once again

exposing himself through his

lyrics and his volume. But I can't

do that; I can't even think about

Hendrix without his death
devouring my fantasies. No
amount of effort can infuse my
memory of him with the spark of

life or the majesty he possessed

until he died. His music suffers

too, for it was a literal extension of

his being.
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sparkle The several films he

appeared in no longer vibrate with

the energy he brought to them.

by Jacob Wiesel

They are like an historic event, to

be treated like something long

past, like a piece of ancient

history carrying as much emotion

asa long doctoral thesis on the life

and times of a Phoenician

fisherman. Who the hell cares

anymore?
Back when I was woefully

misspending my youth, Jimi

Hendrix was alive and well on

stages throughout the western

world. He was a one-man
"phantasmagoria." He could

generate enough energy and

excitement to make a Roman orgy

seem tame. HendriJt could turn a

crowd of 18,000 rnto a swirling sea

of frothing idolators. And it was

easy for him After spending

several pent-up years on the

outskirts of the American soul-

music scene as a back-up

musician for such notables as Ike

and Tina Turner, the Isley Bros,

and King Curtis, after going to

England and becoming an instant

super-sUr and stud, it was easy to

walk out in front of an audience

and elicit ecstatic emotional and

sexual responses

Hendrix was the super cock. He

was the manifestation of Middle

America's great nightmare; an

omnipotrnt black molester who
^.^ ^ .(lomfull of

white daughters simply by

playing a tune on his electric

penis. Anyone leaving a Jimi

Hendrix experience left with the

feeling of having been either

sexually assaulted or musically

disemboweled.

The film Monterey Pop contains

a good example of what I'm

talking about. Hendrix' per-

formance at the Monterey Pop
Festival was captured within that

celluloid catastrophy and it

epitomized his magic. No one else

could have spent an entire set

trying to convince everyone that

his guitar was his prick, succeed

in doing so, and subsequently set it

aflame only to flail it to pieces

with an ever-so-wicked sneer on

his face.

Even without this sort of

cinematic over-indulgence, some
people may still be able to get into

Hendrix (or rather, let him get

into them) by way of his music.

The first Hendrix album, Are

You Experienced?, was perhaps

his most realistic self-portrait It

was recorded at the beginning of

his glamorous reign and the music

was loud, hard and fast. His

poetry concerned itself with his

philosophies, from the dope-

crazed "Purple Haze" to the

sensuality of "Fire" r. don't

play with me and you won't get

burned/ 1 just want to stand next to

your fire"). And most im-

r!

'3"'

like "Manic
what a

his demise),
Depression" (

frustratin' mess!")
The whole Hendrix mystique

and personality were laid out on

that album Hendrix was the pop

star, with dope, sex and expensive

thrills Lovers everywhere were

album, Axis: Bold as Love. The
music became more intricate,

more serious. Because he still had

his hands on the controls, it was
consequently just atxMJt the best

album Hendrix did The beautiful

refrains of the title song, "One
Rainy Wish " and "Wait Till

portantly. there were glimpses

into the man's psyche (the

clement that contributed most to

eating it up.

A transition took place between

Experienced and the second

Tomorrow" indiOAlWl.hOW he fell

about life and love

< Continued on Page 8)

,i*
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(Continued from Page 7)

But the other side of this in-

trospective coin also appeared.

'Up From the Sides." "If Six Was

Nine" and "Castles Made of

Sand" all reflected the underlying

insecurity and despair in this

man. They showed a man as

capable of hate as he was of love.

In general, Axis turned out to be a

perfect reflection of the manic

depression that thenceforth

plagued the artist.

If Hendrix sensed his vacillating

spirits, it was not yet time for him

to convince his audience fully that

he could be anything but happy

with his situation. No one yet

believed that Hendrix, star of

stage, screen "and wq^en, was

potentially in the throes of

despair. But this bhndness on the

part of insensitive fans rapidly

turned into a manifest paranoia

upon the release of Electric

Ladyland.

This third album was musically

a lot of bullshit. Comprised mostly

of blues and relatively in-

comprehensible "Hendrix noise,"

it made it all too clear that the

depressed half of Jimi's dual ego

had won out for the time being.

Even though the trappings of

superstardom were -readily

available (as the English cover of

Ladyland, strewn with

magnificently -naked white

women, proved), Hendrix was not

responding well. When an artist

tells a pop festival crowd of 80,000

to "get fucked. You're all a bunch

of teeny hoppers. . .," he is

having trouble.

Typical "play your hits, Jimi!"

pressure from his fans, pressure

from his peers ("Hey black boy,

when are you going to side with

your brothers?"), and pressure

from fellow artists, who were
always expecting him to be in the

vanguard of rock guitarsmanship,

all coupled with a much-
publicized, if set-up, Heroin bust,

precepitated what is probably

r_^ - ?• 'SL
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rock and roll's greatest cgo-

discorporation. After performing

at Woodstock, Jimi holed-up and

remained silent for several

months. He had packed up his

apparently shattered mind and

disappeared. Few knew what he

was up to.

Then, just as suddenly as he had

gone, Hendrix reemerged to begin

1970 with one of the best concerts

and the second best album of his

career. He had been recorded live

at the Fillmore East on New
Year's Eve, and the record which

followed was called A Band of

Gypsys.

During his vacation, Jimi had

disbanded the tired Experience

and teamed up with a couple of

"Brothers" named Buddy Miles

and Billy Cox (Miles, a veteran of

the Electric Flag, had also done

some of the ' session work on

Ladyland). After the long period

of silence which had followed a lot

of bad gigs and poor recordings,

the guitarist was finally making

his kind of music again.

Miles and Cox provided exactly

the kind of strong backing which

allowed Hendrix the elbow-room

he needed. The result was the

return of that wonderous brand of

effusive, flowing, clear-noted

guitar work Hendrix fans were

u§^ to.Deserters came back into

the fold and new devotees were

quickly won. More importantly,

the lyrics on Gypsys showed a

marked change. Suddenly there

was the unexpected emergence of

a political Hendrix. The change

was most evident by the of-

tentimes revolutionary lyrics of

"Machine Gun", "Changes" and
"Power of Soul."

The time had come for Jimi to

indicate that he was no longer the

money-hungry, sexual puppet of

two years l)efore. A new, atypical

subtlety came over him; now he

was dangerous. He had become
polarized and had indeed joined

his brothers in the Fight: "I hope

you all have a nice summer. Ha,

8'",'?y^i^jE!*^fK-' ' »P '^IMI^lii
"' H'IS'-ft "W ! ^^'^'I
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Regardless of its thematic
content, Band of Gypsys was an
encouraging album The new-
found politicism was balanced
with the best guitar playing he
ever did. There was little room for
doubt: he meant what he said and
he meant what he played.

Things seemed to progress
nicely from there. Jimi toured
with Cox and his old drummer
Mitch Mitchell as a new Ex-
perience. They played all over the
U.S., made a yet-to-be released
movie called Rainbow Bridge and
then took a trip to Europe. Then
like an earthquake or a sudden
tropical storm, Jimi died He
wasn't murdered, nor did he just

stop hving. Rather, her killed

himself. That ego-centric super-

spade killed himself!

Authorities said he overdosed on

downers. That's a laugh! He died

from an overdose of everything.

He had had it all; much more than

any one person could cope with in

such a short time. And the irony of

it all was that in the end, he hadn't

really wanted any of those things

that killed him.

Now his record company tells

us, **Cry of Love is Jimi Hendrjx'

long-awaited last album." Who
can really care about that

anymore? Rabid people have been

buying it, putting it on their turn-

tables, turning up the vqlume and
gurgling through their froth,

**Jimi was sure a groovy

guitarist." Screw 'em.

Without the man alive as a

testament to his music, the album
rings hollow Sure, there are good

songs on it like "Freedom," "Ezy

Rider," "Straight Ahead" and in
From the Storm" which seem to

say that Jimi had finally pulled

himself back together. And sure,

"Belly-BuUon Window" and

"Angel" seemed just like the

sleazy, double-entendre tunes that

were on Experienced.

But I can only listen to one cut.

It's called "My Friend" and it

really isn't a song at all. It's more

frnnHniipd on Pasre 9)
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Hendrix,
(Continued from Page 8)

of a narrative over melody and

background bar noises.

Sometimes I think the entire

album was written around this one

tune, and I'm almost positive Jimi

knew he was wrapping things up

when he wrote it.

"I just got out of a Scandinavian

jail and I'm on my way home to

you./ I'm feeling so tired, I take a

long look in the mirror to make
sure my friend's here with me
too."

Even if Jimi never really did get

his world back together again

after his fall from the triumphant

early days of fame, in the very

end, he had found his closest

friend and he took him along for

the last ride; "... your only

friend talkS; hears, sees, and feels

exactly the way you do."

With a real friend and his peace

of mind finally in his grasp, he felt

he needed nothing else. Tired but

satisfied, happy with the

knowledge that he had finally

triumphed over the bullshit, and

with a smile in his mind, he left.

Crazy Horse
Crazy Horse. You may

remember them from a couple

years back as the neat little trio

that provided the back-up for Neil

Young on his second solo album.

Everybody Knows This Is

- Nowhere.
Jack Nitzche. If you remember

him at all, it may be from an early

1960's medium-sized instrumental

single called "The Lonely Sur-

fer." Behind the scenes, however,

Nitzche has amassed a pile of

arrangement and production

credits that would dazzle Leon

Russell, among them Neil

Young's first album, Neil Young.

Anyway, Jack Nitzche plays the

piano, and is a nice addition to any

band. Since Neil Young had joined

a new team. Crazy Horse, Jack

Nitzche and his piano decided to

keep it together together and see

what they could come up with.

They call the result—what
else?—Crazy Horse (Reprise, RS
6438).

Now, we are all familiar with

the kind nf dav when the sun isn't

prov* GradM While D«votinc
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Include 75c Handling and Postage
Sound Concepts, Inc., — Box 3852

CharlottesvtII*. Va. 22902
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shining and the rain is coming
down in drizzles outside. A perfect
day for sitting around in front of a
warm fire, passing the pipe and
listening to the Band or the
Grateful Dead. Although com-
parisons are not always quite

accurate, Crazy Horse is the same
kind of trip—earthy, mellow,
down-home rock and roll.

There are several high points on
this album. One is a trucky little

number called "Dirty Dirty,"

including, aitiong other things, a
super simple lyric ("Dirty dirty,

dirty dirty, <lirty dirty on you")
just perfect {or this type of song
(the type where sense and lyric

take a back seat to the over-all

feeling and idea) and some great

work on the slide guitar by Ry
Cooder (a prolific back-up artist

who recently released a solo ef-

fort, Ry Cooder). "Gone Dead
Train," running on a slower

schedule than the version in the

Jlick "Performance," is

reminiscent of the Dead's "Casey
Jones," if only because of the

tracks. Anotlier enjoyable cut is

"Dance, Dance, Dance," a kind of

cross between Fairport Con-
vention and the Beverly
Hillbillies. Perhaps the best tune

on the album is a slow-but-steady,

electronically-hyped goodie in

splendidly spacey stereo called

"Beggar's Day."
I must regretfully add,

however, that there are a couple

of low ix)ints to the album. One is a

sing-songy little nothing called

"Nobody." The other is "I'll Get
By," which sounds a bit like some
early Beatles numbers. But as

Carlos Santana would say, "No
hay rosa sin espina" ("There's a

rotten apple in every barrel").

Besides, these two songs don't last

too terribly long and they aren't

nearly rotten enough to spoil the

whole barrel.

If you've never been turned on

to Crazy Horse, at any point in

their fluctuating career, you
should be. Just keep your ears

open. Very nice indeed. . .

— Craig Taylor

(Paid Advertisement)
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Aiericai Clieina
Dickson Auditorium

Safurdoys 7:30 PM '

Ev«s. 475-25 13

Please call x53255

for Program Information

15140 Suns«t Blvd.

Poc. Palisades

454-5525

HUSBANDS
Gazzara—Falk—Cassoyetes

WUTHERING HEIGHTS
Special Kid mat. Sot. 12:30

*^RUN WILD, (tUN FREr'
plus color coiioon f«alival

PACIFIC'S

leverly Hills
Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr

1 bik East of Beverly Dr.

2711121

2Acod«fny Awordtl Joh»x Mills - B«*» Supporting Actori

Rob«rf Milchum • Soroti Miios

RYAN'S DAUGHTEI^ (GP)
Mon.-Fri.: 8:30 PM Wad.: 2:00. 8:30 PM

Sot.: 1:00. 5:00, 9:30 PM Sun.: 2:00. 7:30 PM

ireilwood I

2524 Wilshire

(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366

"HUSBANDS"
Ben Gazarra Peter Folk John Cassavetes

plus

"A PLACE TO STAND"
MIDNITE REVIVAL "BOSEMARY'S BABY"

ireilwooil
2524 Wilshire
(at 26th St.)

Santo Monica
829-3366

Melvin Douglot • Academy Nominee

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER
-*- Jock Nicholson

5 EASY PIECES
2 f<^r the price of 1 Jon AAon. & Tues. Nite

irlll^
Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

TH€ METHISTO WALTZ R)

Doily 1:50. 3:55, 6:00. 8:10. 10:20

Sol. /Midnight Show 12:30

ClieCleiega
755 N. La Cienega
657-2800

Marx Bros. Film Feltival

A DAY AT THE RACES

A NIGHT AT THE OP'^RA

•»')!»•'•
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Clieriia Doie
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood
466-3401

Worthy Successor To '*Sound of Muticl"

~ SONG OF NORWAY (G)

70 MM & Stereo • All Seats Reserved
MofvFri 8:30 PM • Wad. 1:30& 8:30 PM

Sot&Sun: 1:30, 5:00. 8:30 PM

cariia
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Torzana

345-2222 if^

Gazzara—Folk—Cassov eies

HUSBANDS
George C. Scott—Joanne Woodward

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS

lei Mar
5036 W. Pko
WE 5-6424

"WOODSTOCK"
Shorn doily 8:46. Sol. & Sun at 4:17 & 9:13

Stocey Keach—Solly Kellerman

"BREWSTER AAcCLOUD"
Doily 7:00; Sol & Sun 2:30 & 7:26

AdulHSI.OO ' " EndflTuMS^^

Eicore
5308 Malros*
469-3545

ROBIN HOOD
CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE

Two Errol Flynn Hits

fiordoi

ClaHi Gobi* + Vivian laigh

"GONE WITH THE WIND"
Jack Lemnrton -*- Sandy Dennis

"THE OUT OF TOWNERS"LoBrea at Melrose
WE 4-2944

$1 par parson wMh Hm od (Good on 1 tidia* only) End* Twat.

Hoiiirwooii Paciiic
Hollywood Blvd.

Neor Cahuenga
466-5211

Year's Big Science- Fiction Thriller!

THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN IG)

Doily 12:30 • 3:00 • 5:30

8:00 • 10:30 pm

m Fellz
HiJ.j. N. Vermont
IHollywood

NO 4-21 69

3 Weeks Only!

BUSTER KEATON FESTIVAL

Program Changes Doily

Please Call Theatre

Ilea I

1332 2nd Street

Santa Monica
451-8686

Academy Avvord Winner BEST FOREIGN FILM

Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspicion

> Romy Schneider in THE THINGS OF UFE

Sot. May 22-11 AM only

Laurence Olivier's HAMLET'

Janus Classics Festival

End\ Sat. - A' ^vAMrNCR NEVSKY

,1 ; 7nA Street

Su-t' M,,Mica

4 5 ! lUitU.
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abrupt, nonsensical resolution
"•'•II

Carol Burnett in Plaza S«ite is an unqualified

delight and don't Usten to anyone who tells you

otherwise. She's not too young, too thin or too

anything. This amazingly adept comedienne is called

upon to perform extremely demanding physical and

emotional tasks on stagi?, and she pulls them aU off

beautifully.

Not the least of these Usks is to give the proper

punch to Neil Simon's dialogue which, I would

venture to say, is not as easy as it looks (or sounds). I

am constantly surprised that Simon's comedies play

as well as they do, given his penchant for using stock

characters, situations, and even lines. It's not that

Simon is able to perceptively analyze and satirize the

everyday — this is a talent widely attributed to him

which I just don't think he posesses. Basically, Simon

is a great gag writer, whose humor, as consistently

on target as it is, remains very close to the top. This

kind of comedy absolutely depends on the per-

formers' timing and ability to perform physical

business. In all three of her Plaia Suite roles (the

play is comprised of three sketches) Miss Burnett

milks the gags for all they're worth and then some. In

the first sketch, as a charmingly eccentric but

slightly slovenly 48 year-old woman who discovers

her husband is having an affair with his younger

secretary, she limps around stage (the heel has

symbolically come off one of her shoes) in A

hilariously woebegone manner. In the second

playlet, as a prim young suburbanite wife and

mother having a secret rendezvous with a high

school sweetheart who has become a famous

Hollywood producer, she is all wide-eyed giggly

girlishness, as she wavers between self righteous

indignation at his advances, and her more natural

inclination to allow herself to be seduced. In the third

sketch she plays a distraught, shrill mother-of-the-

bride whose daughter is having second thoughts on

the day of her wedding. (This third piece, with its

IS probably
the

weakest of the trio).

Miss Burnett is a marvellously human comedienne
who never a)j[ows her characters to sink completely

into caricatiu-e. This '^humanity" is not just a func-

tion of her typical awkwardness and ungainlyness -^

she projects a genuine warmth and a sensitivity

which makes her characters, even the absurd ones

somehow believeable. Her costar, George Kennedy

is not quite as much at ease as she is, but he steadily

improves during the course of the play. Kennedy
seems most comfortable when he can let loose and

ham it up, as in the third sketch where he plays the

irate, blustering father of the reluctant bride

Director Danny Simon has skillfully put together a

very athletic production of Plaza Suite which

requires great agility from the stars. Simon's

physical tricks do occasionally call attention to

themselves because they are so funny, but they never

seem forced or incongruous.

To say that a play has universal appeal, usually

indicates that sophisticated, "serious" theater-goers

had best steer clear. Well, Plaza Suite undeniably

has just that — every dowdy grandmother in the

audience when I saw it, was holding her sagging

sides — but I defy anyone to long remain immune to

the manifold charms of Miss Burnett and company

—Evelyn Renold

More Theater
Those of you who took the time to read last week's

review of The Apple Tree should bear in mind that

the production reviewed was the one presented at the

Hollywood Center Theater. The UCLA Theater Arts

Department will soon be putting on their own version

of the play, and they assure us in all modesty that

had our reviewer seen their production, he would not

have had as much to vent his spleen about. Decide for

yourself. Tickets are available in Kerckhoff 140

IMMtSt
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iMore Music
Martha and the Vandellas and

Bobby Gosh opened last Thursday
night at P.J.'s to a suitably packed
house. The Vandellas, one of

Motown's oldest and most en-

dearing acts, have mysteriously

been missing from the pop charts

for several years. Live, the group
proved themselves to be one of

Motown's few '*pure" rock and
roll acts. Shying away from the

Broadway and pop tunes so
common and stultifying in the

repetoires of other Detroit soul

performers, Martha and her
cohorts combined an active stage
presence, fine harmonies and both
their own hits and other rock
material into one fine forty-five

minute set.

Top numbers were "Honey
Chile," "Ready for Love" and
'Dancin' in the Street." Martha
Reeves remains the bridesmaid at

Motown, but it isn't her fault.

Polydor Records' Bobby Gosh, a
composer of the currently in-

vogue variety, was also on the bill.

His music was of the pop-rock
vein, very rhythmic and nicely

melodic While Gosh's poetry and
gruff voice ^re not particularly

unique, some seasoning could
make him a decent performer in

unique, some seasoning coulcl

make him a decent performer in

his crowded genre.

Mary Travers' recent ap-
pearance at the Troubadour was
marked by her good-natured but
overly "show-biz" attitude. Her
material, spotted with a few too
many P, P and M remembrances,
included several numbers from

I

her new solo Lp. Vocally, Miss
• Travers does well enough on her
\
own, and she certainly retains the

I
aura of her old affiliation.

I
However, she nf»f*d^ n «:nTnnu.'hnf
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potemkin

§ Nevsky

the picture came out in 1925. The
subject of the film is ^the 1905
mutiny of the sailors of the bat-
tleship Potemkin, and the
massacre of the people who
sympathized with them. The idea
of rollective man, not the

From now until Saturday, the

Monica II theater offers another

chance to view The Battleship

Potemkin and Alexander Nevsky

and judge how Marxist dialectics

fare as cinematic formalism.

What is so astonishing about

Potemkin, of course, is that the

classic of montage works so well

today, a counterinstance to the

rule which says that the greatness

of a classic is directly propor-

tional to the amount of intellectual

qhicanery needed to keep it from

seeming silly and trivial. Unlike

many of the silent classics, this

one doesn't require much ac-

ceptance of outmoded dramatic

convention. True, the political

message isn't terribly interesting,

but then it probably wasn't when

dividual, as hero may interest

some, but the editing is sure to^

interest almost all. You sit and
watch the newsreel-like footage

pass by before you in a manner
which clearly could not be outdone
today. The power of the Odessa
Steps sequence shows why it is

probably the most celebrated

single sequence in film history.

With Alexander Nevsky, we
move from naturalism to a more

styhzed manner of film-making, a

bridge between Potemkin and the
later Ivan the Terrible This in-

creasing stylization is appropriate
to the increasingly politically

symbolic nature of Eisenstein's
themes, in this case of historical

drama which intertwines the lives

of two men of the people with a
semi-divine hero. An example of
what Eisenstein called Vertical
Montage, or absolute control of

image, speech, sound effects and
music on simultaneous planes, the
film puts off some viewers with its

operatic dramatic style, this

despite the fact that the per-

formances, especially that of
Nikolai Cherkassov as Nevsky,
are briUiant.

' It is interesting to note that the

Soviet-German pact -——which
came right after the completion of

Alexander Nevsky — prevented
the film, with its theme of a

medieval prince who defeats the

villianous Germans (in the form
of Teutonic Knights), from being

shown in the Soviet Union until a

few years later when the same
theme came back into style.

More Movies

If your idea of a contemporary horror film is one in

which age-old horrification is set in the present, as in

Rosemary's Baby or The Mephisto Waltz, it's time

for you to see Targets, a truly contemporary horror

film. In it, Boris Karloff, playing an aging horror

film star, notes that the kind of horror that he

presented to generations of moviegoers has now

paled in comparison to real life incidents, like deaths

caused by mad snipers. Throughout Targets, writer-

director Peter Bogdanovich cuts from the old actor

to a seemingly harmless young San Fernando

Valleyite who eventually becomes a sniper. Don't

expect any insightful revelations as to the causes of

murders-without-motives"; these are not the

concerns of the horror film maker. Bogdanovich's

concept of r/modem horror is fascinating, and

although the execution of it was hampered in places

by budgetary restrictions, the film's climactic

shootout at the Reseda Drive-in (which was running

a Boris Karloff-Jack Nicholson horror film) is as

effective as it could possibly be. Targets will be

presented Friday at midnight at the Plaza Theater

for $1.50.

Saturday morning at the Monica Theaters, Sir

Laurence Olivier's Hamlet will be shown. Tickets are

also $1.50.

The Buster Keaton Film Festival began at the Los

Feliz Theater last night with The Three Ages.

Tonig^it is Our Hospitality, Friday, Sherlock Jr.,

Saturday, The Navigator with The Goat, one of

Keaton's fastest and funniest short comedies, Sun-

day, Go West, Monday, Seven Chances, Tuesday,

Battling Butler and The Playhouse (in which Keaton

hilariously plays a monkey), Wednesday, one of his

best, The General. Tickets are the usual price,

whatever that is, and the wholt series will be rerun,

starting May 29. Each program consists of one

feature and two shorts, and tape recorded music will

hopefully accompany the films.

Speaking of festivals, the Music Hall in Beverly

Hills has just begun a three week Greta Garbo series

with a week-long run of Anna Christie and Romance.
Coming in later weeks: Susan Lenox: Her Fall and
Jse. Grand Hotel, Anna Karenina. Camille and

Ninotrhka More on this festival next week. Also
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hopefully upcoming is a lengthy John Ford Festival

at the Encore Theater. Rumor has it that a different

Ford film will be shown every night. As soon as In-

dex's intrepid reporters find out more, they'll be sure

to let you know.

This weekend Hedonics is presenting Roman
Polanski's CuWe-Sac, "a neat and edgy chiller"

according to the always reliable Variety. Another

Polanski film, Repulsion, sold out the Plaza Theater

for two midnight screenings, so Cul-de-Sac might

just be worth your time. Also on the bill is a film by

Akira Kurosawa, The Men Who Tread on the Tiger's

Tail. There are two shows in S.W. 147 on Friday and

Saturday nights at 7:00 and 10:00.

This week, the Film Screening Cooperative in

Melnitz 1409 Sunday at 7:30 will present two 2-hour-

long color cinemascope 1950's films by Vincente

Minnelli, Cobweb and Tea and Sympathy. If color,

cinemascope, and 1950's mean anything at all to you,

you'll love these films. And you'll also like the

donation-only admission policy.

If you've read this far, you're someone to whom I

feel it worth extending the courtesy of a closing

comment at the end of this, my last More Movies:>

column. Unfortunately, I can think of no such

comment at the moment.

1& i

•
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: before she'll be toUlly acceptable
: on her own. <. *

At the Music Center^ Pavilion
^i

this weekend is the only local

appearance of Eugene Ormandy
and the Philadelphia Orchestra.
The Philadelphia Orchestra is one
of the country's most celebrated
institutions and they come highly
recommended. The Sunday af-

temon concert begins at 3 p.m.
and tickets are still available.
Move quickly.

4The pop club scene this week is

as follows:

Carole King's appearance at the
Troubadour is sold out. With her
are England Dan and John Ford
Coley. Next week, Index faves

- in residence ]

naance is requiJ'ed. With
them is ex-Youngblood Jerry
Corbitt Reservations are
available, dearies.

c. .,,...

>wi4i aituiJ

t«»««t»«>M»>»tt»t>«>w>M»mwM»*tfmt»n

At the Ash Grove is one of the

most curious pairings of th(

spring. Big Mama Thornton and

Larry CoryeU. Big Mama fsee

photo) is blues deluxe while Larry

is a madman on electric guitar

The show runs through tne

weekend.

At the Beach House this

weekend are Pollution. C»ooo

shows are also^available at the KJ

House, McCabe's, the Brass Ring.

the Four Muses in San Clemente.

the Golden Bear in Huntingtor

Beach and your local drugstore

Local .pop concerts include

Kris Kristoferson and Sea^^^f

"

Crofts in Royce Hall a week ru>;

tonight. Tickets are available n

the Kerrkhoff Ticket Office

(Continued on ^^^^ '^Page
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Niiioiai
10925 UndbrookDriv(
479-2866

SU/MMER OF '42

Doilv 2:15.4:15. fc15. 8:15, 10:1S

S«». Midnil* Show 12:15
'"'>^fl

Orieiiil
7425 Suns««

876-0212

G*orqtt C. ScoH

PAnON
Gould & Sutherland

A^SH
%] AdmiMio*! (or 1 p«raon witK this coupon (Sorry, not good S«rt. nit*)'

Pai Paclllc
7554 B«v*rly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
Fr«« Parking

G«org« C. ScoH

THEYMIGHTBfJSIANTS

* WUTHERING HEIGHTS

$1 AdmiMfoM for 1 porson willi Hitt coupon
>orry. nol good Sot NigKl)

PACIFIC'S

Pillages
Hollywood at Vim
469-7161

Vinc«nt Prk*—Joseph Cotten—Terry-ThonKis
World Premiere—Terrifying Thriller

DR. PHIBES (GP)
Doily 12:90. 2:30, 430. 6:30, 8:30, 1030

Fri. & Sot Lot* Shows 12 MidnigM

PAr\C\c^ Catherine Burns—Claire Blooa>—Richard Crenna
rAV^irn^ :> .^ Halwallis' "Today" Pkhjre

Plow OOd RED SKY AT MORNING (GP)
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

Mon..Fri. 6:30. 8:90. 10:30

Sot. & Sun 12:00. 2:00. 4:15, 6:15, 8:30, 10.30

PIIZI
Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

Jean-Louis Trintignant

Bernardo Bertolucci'f

THE CONFORMIST (R)

Midnight Show - Fri. May 7\ - "Torgah"

leieii
1045 BroKton

I Westwood Villog<

BR 2-0501

Jim McBride's

GLEN & RANDA (X)

God Forbid!

sunt Movie
611 N.Fairfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

II
Grooviott Movi* in Townl

THEDA BARA *'Madam Mystery'
Directed by STAN LAUREL with OLIVER HARDY

SUE CAROL in 'Walking Back"

CHAPLIN COMEDY CLASSIC
HOUDINI SERIAL THRILLER

lOllO L2 BrCS RISES AGAINST THE SWORD
La ii"*" o' Ninth

WE 4-2342 GOYOKIN

vliliDe
961 Broxton

WesNvood
478-0576

LOVE STORY (GP)

Doily 2:15,4:15,6:15,8:15. 10:15

-^ Now thru Swndoy

Ashorove
8162 Melrose Ave.

OL3-2070

BIG MAMA THORNTON
& LARRY CORYELL

NEXT: HEDY WEST

DM<of>»«9w« on tho Marino • if t fun

'080 Lincoln Blvd.

Aarina del Rey
i2 1-6969

- mn isuNoNow Woyi

W«d Ni««, SHfd«ft« Ni*« • Ihfurt Nito. Done* Contoal

lum & Sun FIEE AOMlSSrON

iaz2arrl's
'039 Sunset

:R3-6606

I

DiKO«K«qu« on th« Strip • Now Hopponing

BERRIES • STAYNES
GROOVE COMPANY

Di«co*H«qw« for all ogM • Mon Oonco Conloal

(Orond Prii* $300) • W«d Lodi«« Nig^LodiM
Fro* • Awdifioni Wod & TSur« Nigkl

roubadour
^081 Santo Monica Blvd.

A
'76-6168

Thru Moy 23 SOLDOUT

CAROLE KING
& England's Dan & John Ford Coley

May 25-30 Seotrain

nn Tfl A MOVIE OR CLUB

TOIMITE!
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Bewildered by The Beguiled

by Stan Berkowitz

For many moviegoere, the first viewing of Tke BegwiM

will be a source of deep disappointnient. ThoBe who go to.

see the film expecUng another Clint Eastwood movie or

even a typical Don Siegel acbon film will be surprised to see

the The Beguiled has no relation whatsoever to anything

that Eastwood has acted in or that Siegel has directed,

including thoae films that the two men have worked on

together, Coogan*s Blaff and Two Males f«r Sitter Sar«.

Admirable as their track records may be, thdr previoiis

films (or more precisely, the expecUtions whicli arise from

those films) turn out to be a hindrance to our enjoyment of

the new film, because they cause us to waste more than a

few of the films first minutes trying to figure out just

"what" it is Is ft a Civil War fiJm? An anti-war film? A

black comedy** A sexploiution movie** Or is it a horror

film? The critical consensus seems to be that The Beguiled

is a gothic tale, but that's the easy way out, because the film

contains at least some elements of all the aforementioned

genres.

That's why such an unconventional film almost demands

a second viewing For example, one tenet of motion picture

making says that if the star is to be mauled or mutilated, it

must happen either at the beginning or the end of the film.

When Eastwood's leg is cut off slightly more than halfway

through the film, the incident is so unexpected that our

concern becomes motion picture conventions, rather than

this specific incident with all its ironies. Seen a second time,

the amputation can be placed in better context with what

has preceded it and with what will come later.

As its title indicates, The Beguiled deals with some of the

less praiseworthy ways that people relate to each other:

exploitation, deceit, and eventually murder. What could be

a better pia<;e than a Civil Wartime girls' school to explore

these themes'* Eastwood, ^ a wpunded Union ^Mi^
behind enemy lines, is taken into the school and nuraed

back to health by an assortment of students and teachers

who have Uttlc in common except for a strong reaction to

the handsome soldier Realizing this, Eastwood proceeds to

... , - -
I II r ifii iwii-iMrTiiMn«mimMWiinHiiw«r- -i— -

tfte

ensconce himself in the feelings of uuc school's n^dd-

mistress (Geraldine Page), a frustrated, unfulfilled lady

who may have committed incest and who is nofw overly

friendly with the next one on Eastwood's hst, a virginal

teacher (Elizabeth Hartman). For fun, there's a nym-

phomaniac student (JoAnn Harris). Eastwood at first has

little trouble in manipulating each of these sex-starved

women in order to fulfill his own needs which range from

I

.^Y«ii.V^fc^^-

"^^ * rsr~

3 II r

If I"j^*'3BiS3 J..,,,:!.'. ^.:-,-,,r,l|,»ltvj!'

security to sex The irony ci the film is, of course

question of wtio is ultimately exploiting whom.
This kind of irony works best when we're not being

hit

over the head with it, but subtlety is not part of Siegel s

style When Geraldine Page drags Elastwood into the

school, the hunger in her eyes isn't enough for Siegel he
has to insert a voiceover of her saying **Ifs been so lona

since I've touched the body of a man, I've almost forgotten

what it's liket" An amputation is supposed to be symboUc of

castration, so Eastwood makes two references to that fact

lest the denser viewers miss the point.

With a second viewing, these flaws t>ecome either easier

to ignore or subject to new interpretation. On first viewirw
Miss Page's dream sequence (in which she imagines
herself in a menage a trois, and then as a Madonna to

Eastwood's Christ in a nightm^a rendition of the Pieta)

appears to be simple bad tast^pPH e part of Siegel Seen a

second time, it becomes clt ^^it Siegel is trying to mak^
her use of religion to repress her sexual deviations look

laughable.

Two things which don't require a second viewing to ap-

preciate are Bruce Surtees' evocative photography, with its

soft, rich color and its eerie lighting (possibly done by

Siegel himself) and also the uniformly competent cast Now
I don't want to launch into a tirade on why I don't think

Elastwood deserves all the abuse that he^s taken throughout

his career, but I will say that his presence in those spaghetti

westerns didn't exactly hurt those films, and I actually

liked his perform^ces in Sister Sara and especially

Coogan's Bluff. His best acting has been done under the

guidance of Don Siegel and his acting in The Beguiled is the

best I've seen him do. Especially powerful is his transition

from phoney politeness to the uncontrolled fury that is

brought on by the loss of his leg. If Eastwood's distaff

costars seem ridiculous at times, it is not because of their

performances, but rather because the characters are in^

tended to be that way.

For reasons which range from its bizarre storyline to its

grisly amputation scene, TTie Beguiled is not a film to

please everyone. If you do decide to give it a chance,

though, give it more than one.
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THE All AMbklCAN bURGER ^ ,

ijoow«H^B.vd THE QUAiny HAMBURGEK
4 Moc^ touth <d Wilshir* at OKio

WTl?(rcr 1^
BHAIATIYABHOJAN
2607 Mmn St S M 399 9038

^5TtT

INDIAN FOOD

VEG -S12S NON-VEG S3.00
W* - Sof-fr-^ 30 ^M

BIT O SCOTLAND
1938 W«twood Blvd

Vh blodu Sovth of S M Blvd

474 0328, 474 9049

BRITISH SEAFOOD
D.nn«rt S2 25 & S2 SO

Food to Go

CHEZ FROMAGE
Contvry City

Shopping Cantor

S53-S582

FONDUE HAPPENING THUtS NITE

Unutuol SondwkKo*
Eipr*«»o — Coppwccino

Fin* CKooto — Po<*ry — Too

CHUNKY'S
918Brairton • 473-6062
(North o4 Bruin Thootro)

GIANT BEEF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Dogs

HATCH COVER
2615 WiUhiro

S.M 828-5404

POOD
DANCING

POOl

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pico

From Paskami h Pickles

e cl«o*<«

Cornor Wottood & lindbrooii

Op*n 24 Hburt 478-1732

11 PM - 11 AM
STEAK N' EGGS

Ha«>« brown*. toe«t. bvttor. |oHy

FMDAY $1.05 SATUROAV

LA CREPE
1084 Glondon Avo 478-0437
Opon 7 0oy« 11:30-1 AM

105 SPECIALITIES Of
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
^CREPES" & "OMELEnES"

fm ocumff»Mfmi¥i
AcSirmon Untofi

3rd Floor Women's Leung*

May 17-21 10:00 A.M. to 2:30 P.M.

No Appoinfmoffif -- Drop ty -

FREE LUNCH
fo Each Donor At McOONALD's RMtauront

in tho villogo

L Penotion |M<ls Dotfblo Cr«(^ lef You
,.JiS.:^s^i,^, ,Y*S*:HS!aj«^

T '^IJ

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunchsi 50&$i 75
108S8 Undbroeli Or DINNER $3.25 & S4.25
474-0948- WW V

LEDBEHERS
1621 WMtwood Blvd.

477^751

Greek NHe Every Thurs.

B«*r Win« Dancing Food

LinLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 UCo<«lo
(UConto ol G«yloy)

#or 30 min. dolivory

477-2006

II *^.

McDonalds town house
1118

478.9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

1242J WtUhtro tlvd.

LA 826-9210

SINCE 1949
Fanr>out For Our Pizxa

PAlfAR VVHEI^E BEER IS STILl ONLY 25</MUG
Goyf oy & Woybvrn 47^-0788

r.f.
12220 Pko
Pico al Bundy 478^734

DANCING - POOL
ENTERTAINMENT . PIZZA

SEPrSGi - .o .RINE
10968 L* Cento 478-037) *

Giant Submarine Sondv^cK
Opon Do*Iy 11-11

B'^^ iroKton & Ooyloy WE DEUVER

m
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do you still need a

book for spring quarter?

if your do, please try

to purchase it prior to

may 24 -- because
summer session books are
arriving, and we must
make room for them,
thank you.

•f.

as
uc

students' store

tadboola, b lavat, ocliarman union 825-771

1

M-Th 7:45a.m.-8:30p.m.; F 7:45a,m.-7;30p.m.; S 10-3

Loser's Circle

If you like watching sex por-

trayed with hideous vulgarity,

hearing lots of dirty words like the

ones found scrawled in cubicle

walls, and seeing an overweight.

filthy, middle-aged man take a

shit on stage, then '^The Winner's

Circle" is right up your alley

"The Winner's Circle" is,

without a doubt, the worst thing I

have ever had the misfortune of

viewing. It is so poorly done that

even the cast became noticeably

embarrassed and self-conscious.

But that doesn't daunt James

Kennedy, the writer, director, and

"star" of the entire fiasco. He

struts around stage in his shorts,

-^spouting childish vulgarities at

every opportunity, and generally

making a fool of himself and the

rest of the cast.

This play fails on every account.

The script is poorly-written, full of

infantile profanities, and corn-

communicates no message at all

The acting,, is extremely

(Continued on Page 13)
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SS.OO plus tax
Art noB Kaplan
Bacteriology 110 Pickett

Chemistry lA Siebert

Chemistry 6A Evans
Chemistry 6C - Jordan
Chemistry 1S3 - West
Economics 1 - La Fore*"

Education 112 - Kiesiar
History IC - Kaplan
H.Story 7A - Tillman
Linguistics 100 - Bright
Mathematics 3C - Gillman
Philosophy 7 - Perry
Political Science 1 — Farrelly

Political Science 145 - Farrelly

Psychology 10 - Goldstein

Psychology 41 Wickens
Psychology 110 - Carder
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INDEX Music.
Grin & Bonnie

Rock music today has reached a'

certain level of stasis, not to say

stagnation. It becomes in-

creasingly tempting to pigeonhole

groups and musicians: screamers

like Humble Pie and Faces; the

softie-subtles like James Taylor,

Pentangle, and all the new
folkies; country-rock like the

Band and the recent Dead. What

makes this pigeonholing so simple

is the distinctiveness in sound of a

genre rather than a group.

This trend produces two im-

mediate results : first, if someone

emerges with a distinctive sound

he will immediately be followed

by hordes of imitators both subtle

and blatant. These imitators are

spawned not jiist by their own lack

of originality but by the dollar

signs in their own and others'

eyes.

. Second, it becomes increasingly

difficult to trace down the roots of

a certain riff, snatch of melody, or

lyric once it begins to crop up in

the music of five or ten bands.

This riff-swapping fives many
concerts and albums a persuasive

quality of deja-vu, and leads

groups who depart from their own
particular home base to fall

embarassingly flat. (Witness

Humble Pieman Steve Marriott's

recent and humiliating version of

Rolling Stone" in which he

forgets his Mick Jagger imitation

to deliver a pseudo-soul

monologue.

)

This general discussion leads

us, not surprisingly, to two
specific instances. Two albums

have recently appeared which

feature contributions by per-

formers who have appeared ex-

tensively on their own. One of

these, Neil Young, has done

creditably on his own of late but

becomes little more than an

amorphous blob in a Supergroup

which is itself little more than an
amorphous blob. The other, Leon
Russell, has been able to

generate, like it or not, a certain

amount of excitement on his own
and in other settings, but in this

new light appears to he little

Losers . . J

(Continued from Page 12)

amateurish and at tinies seems so

put-on th^t one wonders if it is not

a big joke. Believability is never

established. The characters
presented are so offensive that no
one would ever want to believe in

them. The entire production has

about.as much sophistication as a

.-(Ififd-rate stag film. It contains all

the erotic appeal of th^ latest

National Geographic and all the

charisma of a pre-adolescent's

sticky sock.

Don't waste your time. This is

not entertainment. An incredibly

offensive attempt, perhaps, but
certainly nothing more.

—Mark Osterstock

and Delaney

FW IS. _ . ^ 11:31

JCIES FHFFER'S
^wn*'
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better than a boring piano roll.

RusseU is to be found, along
with a host of other Big Names, on
Delaney and Bonnie's latest.
Motel Shot. ( Atco SE 33 358) To be
blunt, this album is horrible. It

purports to be the record of
spontaneous musical happenings
featuring B, D, the friends and
whoever else happened to drop
into their cozy motel room during
some tour. That this is actually
the case is debatable, but the idea
is given some credibility because
of the excrutiatingly poor quality
of the recording. Whole groups of
instruments and voices are
rendered incomprehensible. This
may, however, be fortunate. What
can be heard is uninteresting and
boring. Russell appears to have
been programmed to produce a
cer^aifl. and interchangeable
s^fies of chords. The material is

less than interesting. B&D's
country gospel roots seem to have
withered, leaving them unable to

infuse the slightest excitement
into even the greatest of
traditional songs like "Rock of

Ages."

Bonnie says on the album jacket
"If this album can make one
person feel half of what I* felt on
this session, then I am happy." I

found listening to this album a
painful experience. B & D seem to

be unable to add substance to their

adopted form of gospel-rock. ^

And now to the good news,
relatively speaking. Nils Lofgren,
whose name may be familiar to

Neil Young fans, has assembled a

trio and an album called Grin
(Spindiizy. Z 30321). Lofgren
derives his music from a variety
of genres, but adds enough
creativity and wit to justify a good
deal of his borrowing. Neil Young
and Crazy Horse provide ex-

tensive moral and musical sup-

port, and it is possible to wonder
who is influencing whom on the
album. While it is nice to have
Young and his crew around, it

would also be interesting to see
what Grin can do on their own.
Young's piercing and distinctive

guitar work at times threatens to

take over an entire number, as is

the case with "Outlaw."

The only real flaw in Grin is that

a good deal of the music — "We
AH Sung Together,' "Every-
body's Missing the Sun" — are
variations on overly familiar
themes. True, they are well-

wrought variations on a wide
assortment of ideas, but in-

novations are in great shortage
these days. ^

—Peggy Baker
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TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Salts

Formol Wtor
n«1« Wil«liir«Blv4.
^ I.A. 477^Sat

1,1
J

'JJ^" '

r'5

L.OO

MIDNI6HT

HORROR SHOW

FBI

'^

^ r €

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

doors open at 1 1 :45 pm Released BvConttnentai:^

SAYLCS BHOS. TNCATRES "family Theatres at Baraain Prices!

HELD OVER
CTIL 8:00 PM )

CELEBRATION AT BIG SUR
and

WOODSTOCK

*iHOILYWOOD I

:STARS
(uncut)

)^M4f H»llywM<l Bl I
^(nr.Wrtn ) 4«7-2l7lJ
^ Om« Pally I

II :4ft AM
Omi* am MIta s

fES

E UP TO 48% <o" "ST, -

classical ^^ jazz — folk — pop

$1 OFF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES ON THESE:
list price sal* pric*

4.98^
5.98

6.98

r-»*« ••^-•-^ ' • ••«••• 4.*'* • a * 2.66 ir- ?.'**':;"m 7;.^:sr J"

$2 OFF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES ON THESE:

9.95

.

11.98

5.32

6.72

8 TRACKS AND CASSETTES
Q.V3 • •r.lrO

/ ,V5 • ...•...••.•..•.•. J.^O

DltNCT DISC 11% ' \ i
>''

,
'jnrcB fgi a sun fp*
NTURY CITY PIAVHO

,"»,--

^tC/HL acLn

record store

records, a level, ockermon union, 825-771

1

ondoys-fridays 9o,m, 5p m.

•t

03
'tsfS.i" "^Sf*'**!*^'"'S

1 I < Tmi
m

. I J 1 1 • t (
*
t'f r I f 7 1 1 1 1 1 1

J
i I

J
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No Sweat Foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

professional efficiency . . at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:

7497491

w« tail 220V
<cipplionc*t of

walMmown brand«

f,000 New Behavioral Science Boolis

50% Off List

We have just gotten in important new titles in Psychology,

Urban Studies, Sociology and Political Scle^nce with many, many

more in Black History, Literature and An^ericana. It will pay

you to drop in and browse.

Needham Book Shop
I 1613 San Vicente near Barrington

826-6533

open Monday-Saturday 1 0A.M. -6P.M.

Youc: STILL
r,^\ ti

r ^ \ '

2*11 '''-tife. CT tf

1^ ':. P
.iifib.

It's a cruel trick of Fate that most
sportscars are too expensive formany
of the people who get most out of

them— people under 25.

That's why we designed the 850
Spider. It's the lowest priced true

Sports car you can buy in America.
It lists from $2,335!

And, for many people, it's the

best looking sports car on the market
under $10,000.

Fiat has more experience than

any other car maker in the world
when it comes to building small high

i iria

performance engines.

The red line on the 850 Spider's

power unit is all the way up at 6,500

rpm and it enjoys working at those

speeds.

And with disc brakes in front

and independent suspension all round,

you get all the road holding you need
to handle the hard driving this car en-

courages.

It's one of the kinder tricks of
Fate that the best sports car under
$3,000 is the one that's furthest under
$3,000.

\^,J^ \lm «im->^

.ri=::.J.SMt-g->ttU.-Jei^Uig.-JI.'.J.JUAlJ" f '!Vt.. ..,<.-rrr>

FIAT 'f"*.r»'«^
"T:'.' "VT.» -^O-*!

'T'
«r««

CALIF.

HARBOUR IMPORTS
841 W. Anaheim St.

Wilmington, Calif.

LARRY REED, INC.
5208 Centinela Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.

GARVEY MOTORS
415 Orange St.

Redlands, Calif.

HELANE MOTORS, INC.
1420 W. Valley Blvd.

Alhambra, Calif.

SURFSIDE PONTIAC
400 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

Manhattan ^each, Califr

The biggest selling car in Europe.

TOM HUBElfr IMPORTS
7707 Firestone Blvd.

Downey, Calif.

FRANK WHITE IMPORTS
1407 W. Holt Ave.
Pomona, Calif.

KEYES MOTORS INC.
5700 Van Nuys Blvd.

Van Nuys, Calif.

HERB FRIEDLANDER AUTO
SALES, INC.

13750 Beach Blvd.

Westminster, Calif.

( , I

GEORGE WiLLIS MOTORS
1230 Thompson Blvd.,

Ventura, Calif.

FOREMOST MOTORS, INC.
2110 E. Rosecrans Ave.
Compton, Calif.

KRAMER MOTORS, INC.
1717 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica, CJalif

VAN WYK PONTIAC-
CADILLAC, INC.
711 N. Broadway
Santa Maria, Calif.

BREA SPORTS CARS, INC.
519 S. Brea Blvd.

Brea, CaUf.

PALMER IMPORT MOTORS
3300 Atlantic Ave.
Long Beach, Calif.

WHITTIER IMPORTS INC.
14324 E. Whittier Blvd.

Whittier, Calif.

CAVALIER SPORTS CARS
10701 Garvey Ave.
El Monte, Calif.

SELECT AUTO SALES, INC.
1221 N. Harbor Blvd.

Anaheim, Calif.

RICH MOTOR CO. OF
GLENDALE
1615 S. Brand Blvd.

Gendale, Calif.

COMMONWEALTH IMPORTS
3910 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Fullerton, Calif.

LARRY REED BEVERLY HILLS
9022 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

SELECT AUTO SALES. INC
1221 N. Harbor Blvd.
Anaheihi. Calif.

THOUSAND OAK COUNTRY
MOTORS
1313 Thousand Oaks Blvd.
Thousand Oaks, Calif.

MAHONEY MOTORS, INC.
45134 N. Sierra Highway
Lancaster, Calif.

ROSS REYNOLDS MOTORS, LTD
311 S. Victory Blvd.
Burbank, Calif.

ECONO PLUS VALUE CARS, INC
3575 University Ave.
Riverside, Calif.

DICK MILLER ENTERPRISES, INC
1201 N. E St.

San Bernardino, Calif.

GERMAN CAR SALES & SERVICE
200 W. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, Calif.

B. J SPORTS CAR CENTER, INC
2833 Harbor Blvd.

Costa Mesa, Calif.

C BOB AUTREY MOTORS, INC
1860 Long Beach Blvd.
Ix)ng Beach, Calif.

2717 E Slauson Ave.
niintinptnn Park, Calif

AUTO SPORT Ltd
9625 Garden Grove Blvd.
Garden Grove, Calif

LINDQUIST MOTORS, INC.
4235 Sepulveda Blvd.
Culver City, Calif.

LARRY REED SPORTS CARS, INC
19019 Hawthorne Blvd.
Torrance, Calif

More Music
(Continued from Page 10)

At the Aquarius Theatre
thi<5

weekend, KDay presents a specif
multi-media program called "The
Beatles: Away with Words"
Featuring the music of the groun
and various other innovative
sensual sUmuli, the show runs
tomorrow, Saturday and Sunday
in the palace which once hous*»H
••Hair."

^
Coming in a couple of weeks to

the same location, a concert
featuring Ballinjack and
Sweathog. Across the street at the
boss Palladium, Pacific
PresenUtions is planning a couple
of goodies for you. This month
they plan to stage a dance-concert
featuring the Quicksilver
Messenger Service and Albert
King, and in June, one of the all-

time great shows hits town: Alice
Cooper, the Stooges and San
Francisco's famed Cockettes.
-?H:oming to the Forum June^
the Johnny Cash Show. Oooh,-
whee! On June 5, Lee Michaels
and B.B. King hit the same arena,

and soon afterward, Jethro Tull
The famous Civic Auditorium

twins, Samo and Pasa are back in

action soon; this weekend at

Samo, Bread and Joy of Cooking,

next weekend at same, the In-

credible String Band and Grin,

June 19 at Pasa, 'Mother Earthi

The Doobie Bros, and Long John
Baldry.

Free concerts on campus in-

clude: tomorrow at Janss, San

Francisco's unique group called

Lamb. Sunday, the Liberation

Front present one of their larger

bashes in the same place. Next

Tuesday at the A Level Patio,

Raljih and Holly Barr (Ralph is

ex-Nitty Gritty Dirt Band). And
finally, a we^ trom today will

find the Flying Burrito Brothers

on campus to introduce their new

album.
Perseverence. i

I

-J.B.

Kristofferson
r

Kris Kristofferson is giving a

concert in Royce Hall Thursday

night. May 27th. Kris was first

heard from in 1969 when Roger

Miller recorded his "Me and

Bobby McGee." The song has

since become a country classic.

His "Sunday Mornin' Coming

Down" was recently voted song of

the year by the Country Music

Association. He has also written

"For the Good Times", "Help Me

Make it Through the Night" and at

least a dozen others which will

probably become popular before

long. ~- -

Kristofferson plays the new

country sound or more accurately

an important link between

country, pop and underground

music. His songs are very per-

sonal and he is more concerned

with interpretation than with the

quality of his voice.

Seals and Crofts are also on

the bill. Tickets are still available

You won't be disappointed.

L T 0.
FOR

tiSTENiNG & Dancing

ARRIVES AT^

WEST
4345Cf\ENSHAWBLVD

THIS

WEEKEND
BEGINNING

Wednesday - Thursday

Friday - Sahjrday

99* Admission
99* Bar Drinks

FOR INFORMATION &

DIRECTIONS CALL 29^ 7T

%f
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Take'the fev^ minutes required to cast your vote for next

year's GSA OFFICERS and the Referendum.
\

Demonstra te your interest in goqd student government by

voting at one of the following polling locations TODAY:
May 20, FRIDAY, May 21 and MONDAY, May 24, from 9 am
to 3:00 pm.

POLLING STATIONS,,
1. Lav/ Building

2. Graduate Business Administration Building

3. Kerckhoff Hall — Moore Hall quod
4. Science Quad
5. Royce Hall — Humanities

6. Boelter Hall

7. Bunche Hall- Research Library

8. Dickson Hall - Melnitz Hall

;9. Health Sciences (Medical — Dental Store)

2^3.;

,<.viv:)i>:

4^*

Registration Card and some Picture I.D. are required to establish proof of voter eligibility.

t

Bring your proof of voting (Received of polling stations) to 301

Kerckhoff Hall and {oin us for free coffee and do-nuts,

_ ^ 9 ^^_
_ 4 pm Thursday or Friday, May 20 or 21

.
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What's Brew'n
special Activities

Abbey Lincoln and Jazz Combo,

and Horace Tapscott Community
Arkestra will appear at 8:M p.m.

today In Social Welfare 147 as part

of Black Culture Week.
William Sweeney will present

Video Free America, ex

perlmental video programming,
^t 7:30 p.m. today in Architecture

-^1102. Tonight's program begins a

series of three, ending Saturday.

Admission is $1 at the door.

The Women's Choral Society,

under the direction of Roger
Wagner, will perform at noon

today In Schoenberg Auditorium.

Black God, White Devil (Deus e

Diablo na Terra do Sol)'' will

screen at 8 p.m. today In

Humanities 1200 as part of the

Brazilian Film Festival.

A Senior Dance Concert will be

presented by the students in the

department of dance at 8:30 p.m.

today in Women's Gymnasium
208.

The UCLA Blood Drive wilt

continue from 10 a.m. -2: 30 p.m.

today In Ackerman Union
Women's Lounge. Those who
donate one pint of blood will

receive a free lunch.

Activities at the International

Students Center, 1023 Hilgard,

today include: English Con-

versation at 11 a.m. (a similar

program will meet at 11 a.m. in

Campbell Hall 1118); Spanish

Conversation will meet at 8 p.m.;

Chinese Conversation will meet at

7 p.m.; Estranged in a Strange

Land will meet at 7 p.m. and
Chuck Connors will speak at 8

p.m. as part of the weekly

seminar series.

Speeches and Seminars
Dr. James C. Hitchcock Jr.,

medical entomologist. School of

Public Health, will hold a seminar

on "A Comprehensive Ecological

Approach to the Epidemiology of

Filari^is in the Kingdom of

Tonga" at noon today in Center

fbr Health Sciences 33-105.

C.P. Zaieski, acting professor of

-Bngtneering and coordinator of

nuclear studies. Electricity de

GOLDSTEIN—Free Jewish University will screen 10 p.n^. in the University Religious Conference

"Goldstein" today from noon-2 p.m. in Young Hall Lounge, 900 Hilgard Ave., (the director will be

2224, from 4-6 p.m. in Haines Hall 118, and from 7:30- present for discussion at this showing.)

^OOOOOQQOPOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOO

A

ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT

France, will hold a seminar on
"Safety Problems for tlie Fast

Breeder Power Station" at 3 p.m.
today in Boelter HalK8500.

David Weide, museum scientist,

department of geology, will speak
on "Geologic and Geomorphic
Problems of the Macedonian
Neolithic" at 4 p.m. today In

Geology 3656.

Geoffrey Lewis, senior lecturer

in Turkish, and Fellow, St. An-

tony's College, University of

Oxford, England, will speak on
"The Devsirme: The Ottoman
System of Recruiting Christian

Boys" at 4 p.m. today in Bunctte

Hall 2168.

Martin Peter, Rector,
University of Geneva, Swit-

zerland, will hold a colloquium on
"Magnetic Superconductors" at 4

p.m. In Knudsen 1220.

George A. Bartholomew,
(Continued on Page 17)

Uraduate Study abroad

grant program for 1972-73
The Institute of International Education has announced the official

opening of its annual competition for grants for graduate study or

research abroad, and for professional training in the creative and per-

formings arts for 1972-3.

These grants, which are provided by the U.S. Government and by

various foreign governments, universities "and private donors, are

designed to give U.S. students with t>accalaureate degrees the op-

portunity to live and study in a foreign country for one academic year.

U.S. Government grants are provided as part of the educational and

cultural exchange program administered by the Department of State

under the Fulbright-Hays Act This program should not be confused with

the Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad Fellowship

Program.
Applications and further information for currently enrolled students

may be obtained beginning Tuesday, June 1, from the campus Fulbright-

Hays Program advisor in the fellowship and assistantship section of the

Graduate Division, Murphy 1228. Completed applications and sup-

plementary material must be received in this section no later than Oc-

tober 15.

Experimental College Schedule

EXHIBITION—The URA Photographic Assn. here iV pr«s«iiting an
exhibit of over 100 prints and transpericies through Sunday in the
Ackerman Ui|ion Men's Lounge. The photograph above is by Mika
Morris. _ . .

4p.m
5p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Ananda llarga Yoga
Kundalmi Yoga

20th Century Mysticism
Power of Breath

ShaktiYoga
Pantomime and Guerilla Theatre
Analysis of Rock Music Industry
Speaking tooigbt: NorraMaJkin

. Social Welfare 175

Courtyard. Women's Gjhti'

Architecture 1243B

Architecture 1243C

Architecture 1243

633 Brooks, Venice

Social Welfare 121

l>

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

PRESENTS
i-^

THE UCLA BLOOD
Deposit now ond withdraw it free anytime, whenever
you need it, and wherever in the world you and a Red
cross are. ^

Mon. May U - Fri. Mav 21st

m
MacDonald's Westwood Offers Hamburgers
FREE to all UCLA Blood Bank Depositors

WuiVirtN^S^fH
Sponsored by SIC

i6iiini Film C<iiir$es

«l for befftmers ami »<h«iiic«#

• CAMEftATECHHiOUi
#t»GHTlMG
« SOUND
• »U0QETI»*6

MAKE YOUR i m

SOUND FILM I

U«xi courv* wimrt* i* "^ ^•

Call Today: 659 2320

•,•11. -i

WKiniFTE
•tasftMUi

i{:

1
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(Continued from Page 16)

professor of zoology, will speak on

"Polygamy in Seals and Sea

Lions" at 7 p.m. today In Life

Sciences 2147 as part of the series

on "The Living Sea." Tickets are

$4.25 and $1.75 (students).

Carol Whalen, professor of

social ecology, UC Irvine, will

speak on "Research in Mental

Retardation: Implications for Non

Pros" as part of the series on

"Behavior Therapy: Demon-
strations and Dialogues" at 7 p.m.

today in Young Hall 2250. Tickets

are $4.75 and $2 (students).

John AAartel, senior trial part-

ner, Farrella, Braun and Martel,

San Francisco attorneys, will

speak on "Healintg in Law" as

part of the series on "Healing" at

8 p.m. today in Dickson 2160.

Tickets are $4.50 and $2

(students).

Hank Pott of Bruin Christian

Fellowship, will speak on

"Anathema; Maranatha" at noon .

today in Ackerman Union 3517.

Meetings
UCLA-ACM (Association for

Computing Machinery) will meet

at 7 p.m. today in Boelter Hall 8500

Penthouse. Computer movies will

be shown: "Matrix" by John

Whitney, and "Cybernetic 5.3" by

John Stehoora.

Phi Eta Sigma will meet at noon

today in Kerckhoff Hall Alumni

Lounge. Election of next year's

officers will be held^

The UCLA Bicycle Assn. will

meet at noon today at Moore Hall

—north lawn. A/Vembers should br I ng^

their bikes.

The Women's Liberation Front

will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in

Kerckhoff Hall 400.

Cercle Francais will meet at

noon today in Haines Hall 111. All

French-speaking students may
attend.

URA Clubs

The Flying Club will meet from

4 6 p.m. today In Ackerman Union

2408.

The Skating Club will meet at 8

p.m. today at the Santa Monica
Ice Palace.
The Indoor Soccer Club will

meet at 7 p.m. today in the
Women's Gym 200.

The Lacrosse Club will meet
from 3 5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Hunting Club will meet at
noon today in the Men's Gym 122.

The Hapkido Club will meet
from 3:30-5 p.m. today in
AAemorlal Activities Center B 146.

The Women's Karate Club will

meet from 5 6 p.nh. today in the
Women's Gym 200.

The Mountaineers will meet at
noon today on the northwest
corner of Moore Hall lawn.

d

Final exam o
seminars set

The Center for Reading and
"Study has announced two three-

hdur final exam seminars to be
held May 25 and June 1.

The seminars are designed to

help the student explore ef-

fective ways of preparing for

objec^tive and essay exams.
The seminars will be held

from 2-5 p.m. both Tuesdays.

Pre-registration is required for

either seminar; to register

contact the center. Social

Welfare 271. x57744.

1

.

uniyn
1 1 IIIU

Term Papers

Dissertations

Theses

Letters

Fast

Accurate

VILLAGE TYPIST

1101 Gay ley, Westwooci

473-8127 886-7475 ,

TYPEWRITER CITY
478-7282 Westwooci

SMITH-CORONA ELEC.

BROTHERS ELEC.

MANUAL PORTABLE

IBM SELECTRIC: FACTORY REBUILT

OLYMPIA ELEC. model 35 274.50

USED IBM ELEC. 129.50

479-7282

1 14.50

99.50

49.50

USED MANUAL TYPEWRITERS

ELEC. ADDERS 8col., tot.9 cr.bair "T

29.50

4^9.50

MULTIPLIERS: Times, Equal (279.00vdy 199.50

SALES • RENTALS ^^^—REPAIRS

[bankamericard 1089 GAYLEY AVE. master CHARGt

">AY prM<
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AQUARIUS THEATER - *230 Sun»^ Boulfvard

FRIDAY. SATURDAY andSUNDAY - MAY 21 - 22an07J

7:30and10 OOP M
TICKETS AQUARIUS BOX OFFICE (441 2961)

And all Waltich's M05 .c C.tv, Mutual, Liberty Agencies

13.50 gen#rai admission

Support

Self

Expression

. Buy
Westwind

50C
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AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

a student discussion on the value of tronscenderital

meditation as taught by Maharlshi Mahesh Yogi
I

I

Learn how TM relates fo developing full mental ability,

improving health, increasing enjoyment tn life . . .

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

Each Thursday 1 PM
r9WVWVVVWVVVVl>nnr,rir^rif^rir^

I

Till S8^JAY- ^'liCnLSEKO; <^
POLLUTION & SOUTHWIN

liilT- Black Oak Arkansas
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jf'rj^ ; ? slack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love"

MUt* Mfi By M. K C«rp AltafMa. Qa

?

4€^«.:tv.r Bell Bottoms Belts Slacks Shirts Jeans Vests Flairs

21 A ftMnirtJ Ctalcr 1 1 Cmmw Ctattr 1021 GlENDON AVE. Miii»«rt(Ci«r«» io»7o««»«it^»i»H

^_ ._ ._^_ Haiti HativvMtf C»'»ti C»«i

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 473-4997 vnm «••»«
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kcrckhof* Hall in
Phone: 12$ J??'

Classifitd advtrtisins r«tt>

IS words il $0 day, 5 consecutlvt

inseriions is 00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:30«.m.

No telephcn* orders

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classifi***

advertising service will not be made'
available to anyone who, in affording

'housing to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA A Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

UCLA Daily Bruin Classi||^A^ J ^^^^ ^gg^^ ^^^ BRUIN-MAY
•cEs /uiuiij o/rcj in J Services Offered " J. r!:::::::::--^^^^^^ /3 I

J H^ln WanfM. J >§ For bale. lU ^
. sail Greece Two »—•. aIZT ^H -

. . —^^—-^-^-^—^^—-^—

^Announcements

CONCERNED Students: Do you care about
the security of Jewish and other minority
groups? With a small effort, each of us can
help Call 664 1000 (AM2S)

NEED A COOL PICKUP? As many as 9—ui»tt4 open during summer session at San
*Dieqo State College. Write for free
Catalog: Summer Sessions, Dept B., San
Oiego State, San Diego 921 IS. (AM 20)

^Personal
PrE.O.'s-fer from l»*me and looking lor
friends? Call Bonnie-FL •24-3241. ( 1 M 24)

GERTRUDE Cellen: I know it's right. A
beautiful life we shall have. My love always,
your being friend. (1M20)

^ Enferfainmenf „... 2

SINGLES 2I-4S. Interested in travel, sailing,
bicycling, folk dancing? Internationals
welcome! Call PICAS, GRI-7773. (2 M 20)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalori, 747. Box 646, Avalon,
•0704 (2QTR)

SINGLES MEtT SINOLfJS.
Introductions. FREE membership for Girls.
Noon 7:3 PM TWqt*S4"00. (2QTR)

^ COUPLESCLUB ^
L.A.'t most unique, exciting club

for tun-loving people.
Weekend parties till dawn!
Limited number Special Student

memberships with verification.
For Brochure call /write.

Box 2t9SSeal Beach
CA 90740

_ _( 313) 596-4043

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213 CA 1-6849. (2 QTR)

^Help Wanted.... •••••••••••

GIRL - light housework, 3 biks. campus,
S1.7S hr, after S,473-4t37. (3M26)

SUMMER GOVERNESS IN MALIBU.
Young woman needed to care for four
children, ages 4 to 12, for six weeks begin-
ning June 20. Private beach and tennis club
Mustlivein.37IS000or4$«-t97«. (3M2I)

FEMALES needed for Psychology ex-
periment. 2 sessions total l 3/4 hrs. $3. 3g3-
4945. No psych students. (3 M 21)

GIRLS t) for abort, simple Psychology
experiment. Call 397-3749 betwemn J and 9
'^'^ (3M20)

• SHOPPING days left lor a summer iob.
Call ^rvices Unlimited, 475-9521. (3 MM)
STUDENTS Make guar, salary plus bonus
doing pleasant phone work from $-10 PM
daily. For immediate work call 3t3*!OS. (3 M

GRAO. Students in Psych., SociolotV,
Recreation. Beverlywood After Care Center
needs you to help young adults recover from
emotional problems. Call •37-01U. (3M21)

DANCERS, female, ovor 21, no experience
necessary, top wages. Call AFPA, 935-
•55 (3M2I)

GIRL, good appearance. It. housework, own
apt. on beach, good salary, expenses. 392-
4259, call collect. (3M2S)

CAREER opportunities for college girit •

recent grads in PR work with architects. No
selling nor stenography. Apply in person,
7933 W. 3rd St.. Los Angeles. (3M25)

HALF DAY / FULL TIME. Reception
light typing in law office. Intertttina and
i"^"'y!'** worlt.471-»S03. __ (IM2t)

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience
necessary, top wages, call AFPA 935-4055. (3M 21)

FRIENDLY girl for permanent part time
secretary -receptionist in carpet showroom.
Beverly Hills area. 657-4300. (IM

RELIABLE person - accompany 3 children -

plane - July North Dakota or Northwest
area. 9ti-34)4 days, U4-9399 eves. (3M >

GIRLS, Freshmen, sophomores, 52 for rme
hour psychology experiment. Call 391-6421
eves, come FH 3329 days. (3M2I)

CASTING Film. Men (11-24) .good looking,
college types. Photos: Michael Coyte
Production*. Box 4374.No. Hollywood,
»*•». (3M21)

GRAD. students in psychology, sociology,
recreation. Beverlywood After Care Center
needs you to help young adults recover from
emotional problems. Call U7-0144. (3 M 21)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring close friend
P M 3S10 9 2 30. 2 hr» credit or S2.50 ea.

You are just th« type
wa're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
54$ per month while helping others
Come in to 1001 Qayity. Suite ;io

'

y Services Offered. ff ^IJl?}^

YOUNG waitress for Hamburger Cottage,

Venice and Centmella Daily 113 p m Call

Bill, 39S 2)38. (3M36)

PART TIME WORK

EARLY EVENING
HOURS

LARGE INTERNATIONAL-
ORGANIZATION HAS SEVERAL
MARKETING INTERVIEW POSITIONS
AVAILABLE INOUR SERVICE AND NEW
PRODUCTS DIVIS)10N YOU MUST HAVE
A CAR AND MAKE A NEAT
BUSINESSLIKE APPEARANCE GOOD
PAY PLUS BENEFITS

^ FULLTIME SUMMER
POSITIONS WILL BE

AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW

PHONE DAILY 653 5813
10 AMT02 PMONLY

ONE week left to get a summer job Dcn't
delay. Call Services Unlimited 475-9521

lit^iunmurr

BABYSITTER Experienced girl. Thur-
sdays, 8 a.m. -6 p.m. 5l.2Shr. Westwood, ne»r
bus 47$ 1077. (3M21)

STUDENTS* TEACHERS
APPLY EARLY!

T-girl

~ IS Headquarters for

Summer Employment

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES

SWITCHBOARD OPRS.
Other Office Skills - Experienced

T-girl

LOS ANGELES
334S Wilshirenear Catalina 384-1700

WEST LOS ANGELES
12121 Wilshirenear Bundy 826-5441

ORANGE COUNTY
2700 N. Main, Sta. Ana 714/547-5493
TORRANCE SO. BAY AIRPORT
11616 S. Hawthorne *i Imp. 679-2241

S.F.VALLEY
15445 Ventura nr. Sepulveda 984-7331

COLLEGE StudentJunr^ept. hiiriTine^
work Scholarship available. 595 per <veek.
484-9200. (3M28)

GIRL student for tiouse /laundry work. Four
hours a week. Near campus. 473-3397. (3 M
25)

PARKING Attendants for special events
51.75 to start. Phone Joltn Nadori, 457-2420. (I
M 20)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPES OF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

^Miscellaneous ...••.••••....

FREE kittens to caring homes. 274-4353 or
273-3519. (,M24)

LOHR'S Wilderness Survival School. 550 for
10 day session in High Sierras. Box 34833,
LA.. 90034. (M25).

y For Renf,

5125 mon. WALK UCLA-parking.
Luxuriously turn, bed-living room/bath,
kitchen privileges, pool, jacuizi, sauna,
gym, billiard room. 473-1473. (7M24)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-
tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills *re»
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info 294-2298-
wknds, 292 5175. (7 QTR)

^ Rides Offered..••.••....*••. 8
RIDE offered to Milwaukee Chicago, share
gas leaving June 10 call Paul, 824-9344. (8 M

TO Portland female,share driving and gasLeave June 16. Call 765-3944 till 9 p.m. (8 M

DRIVE new air-conditioned car to East
coast. Leave early June - flexible. Call 472-
5449, eves it MM)
RIDE to NY. beginning of June share
expenses. Call Larry. 795 0401 or 453-9978
(leave message). (8M20)

STUDENT Must sell • Legitimate Alpaca

rugs New Also Peruvian Indian blankets.

Call 874 3774 anytime (10M26)

AUTO tape cartridge stereo unit, 4 A 8 track
Muntz *M 12 69 New. unused 539 825-

2543. (10M20)

ELECTRIC Gibson guitar, like new Red
color, Model 330, S325 Call after 6 PM, 390

7238. (10M26)

CINE. Dept Special Bolex P-1 Zoom
camera Reg 8 fade in-out, lap dissolve, m
finite speeds $125 Case A ace. 838-4401. (10

y 711

EUROPE : 3 tickets. Leave 4/15, return 8/15,

recognized charter. Unable to go, must sell,

discount. 391 4132. evenings. (10M25)

PHONO turntable. Pioneer PL 41 w/cart..
base, dust cover. Excellent condition. 5149.
649 0059 after 6 PM. (10M2S)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record changer, list SS49 Asking 5395
new in boxes, 723 5635 or 283-8970. ( 10 M 28)

MAKE extra cash Wallets, cassette, cases.
recording tape, tote bags Direct from local

manufacturer. 478-3354. ( 10M 25>'

SAVE UP TO $400

on your new M/Cycle and tour Europe! Buy
new BSA,TRIUMPH, NORTON, TAX FREE
from one of England's oldest dealers -

EST: 50 years.

Huge stock too of guaranteed u&ed models at

England's lowest prices.

Full Insurance for Europe & Shipment back
to U.S.A. arranged - or we guarantee re-

purchase.

Write now for full details:

GEORGE CLARKE (MOTORS LIMITED
276 278 BRIXTON HILL

LONDON, S.W.2 ENGLAND
Tel: 01 474 3211.

SOLUTION to pollution. Buy Basic H and
other household Shaklee products. Contact
Nancy Stein. 780 13S8. (10 M 25)

FAIRCHILD sound camera, Reg 8 witti

original eouipment^ 57L 838-4401, wiust
sell. ^

.. (1<M2S^

COMPCO 3 slide projector with screen.
Fantastic. XInt. cond. 5140/best offer. Worth
5275.741-2771. (10M24)

IBM Executive typewriter carbon ribbon,
good clean cond. 5145. Call eves, after 9 p.m.,
447-5918 (10M24)

LEXINGTON Concord AM-FM multiplex
with 8-track, 5 mo. old. X-cobd. 475-5831 ex.
359. (ieM21)

COMPLETE stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM. Aquarius speakers. BSR record
changer. List 5300,sell (145. Never used.
Great sound 721 0207. (10M28>

5x7 SIMON Automega enlarger w/3 lens
5100. Morris Print straightener 55. 2 de-luxe
cash drawers 55 ea. Kerckhoff Hall |50.^5-
25'l- (10M21)

MICROSCOPE AO microstar #10. Binoc. 4
objectives oil. case. Retail S940. XInt. cond.
5600 392 1464. (10M24)

HONEYWELL aute/strobonar 330. 540.
Bell/Howell filmosound cassette recorder
550. 477-3435. 397-1874 eves/WkndS. ( 10 M 24)

BRAND new component stereos. Garrard
changer, 100 watt amp. AM/FM Muplx. SM
788- 178t Mark. (10M24)

FISHER stereo sytfem, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record chang r. List 5549. Asking 5295
new in boxes. 723-5435 or 283-|970. ( 10 M 28)

OUTRIGGER twin hulls 17 ft. complete with
trailer fully equipped 741 9300 or 824-2335. ( 10M 21)

SCUBA tank and backpack, 50 co. «., J
valve, hydrostatic test, 2-70, S40, 939-8247
•^•* (10M20)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattern now forsummer delivery and save

2S% to S0%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Dr.
Beverly HrtH; Cifff

.

Men. -Sat. 10:00-5:00 CR3-4524

BABY crib A matching che«t, car seat,
bassineHe, all in excel, cond. 474-3425 eves.

*
(UM20)

NEW kitchen appliances/utensils direct
from warehouse, cheap. Call Bill for prices
free delivery, 478-8047. ( iom 2|)

GUILD folk gwitar-case cost 5320 new 3
weeks ago Perfect sacrifice 5220. 473-0774.

Mft lu letRna4»r

>/ For Sale.::::... 10 >/ Services Offered. 11

SCHWINN10->peedbike. t40. 479-0397. (M 20)

S.^frt^^L'^'^!?'" "•"'»«"'• twin i\9»fi

stand. Perfect. 472-4848 eves. ( io m 24)

CONTRARY to popular belief: Loud stereo

rarf:'b«"T* ""*• ^•^* »° '^^^ »" *«^

«h«n.. . ..^f«" '''^ **" professional headphones list $50 now 528 , Scotch 1800 polyester

AM/PM ** '.' "**^ " * completrsyttem
f^r.i.- V"^**' CO'"?"*** changer,
speakers S64 Special deal on Scotch
cassettes 839-3214 Bhf 1 PM. ( io M 25)

"or

Ken, 678 0311, ext. 1247. (10M24)

DIAMOND wedding ring set 1/4th carat
Linda 825 2981 ext. 40 . 473-9032, ( 10 M
CAPITOL Recording tape Cassettes: C30-
58c ; C40 68C; C90 93< , C120 1.19 ea. Car-
tridges (Str) 32 mm 95c, 64 min 99c; 80 min-
1 19 ea 10% Discount on Ten or More.
Distributorships available. L.D.C Dept.
BR , P O. Box 535 San Fernando, Calif. 91340.
We Pay Postage. (10M25)

MUST sell light fixture 5l0. Dinette set - 540
Bicycles, old sofa, card table chairs 473*

NEEDHELP WITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housmg
Landlord Tenant Disputes
Locating available apts.
-Rental Share
We are Here to Help You!

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174
X 54496

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty
ROSTERS TYPESETTING
121 KerckhoH Hall, Ext 52515

Hours: 8:00«.m.to8:30p.m.

Call 478 0051 9 00 Am 7 00 PM daily COMPLETK hpt. furniture: sofa, bed
rTi'i'V^r*^?',

*•*• •*"' '**"••" ''••^•'•». misc'uan«777fii
(10M24)

I

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSrn* TOOHIOHT
^ LED?
cc'" ^^onthly
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394 3325 ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

BANDS, entertainment groups for weddings,

frat parties, etc. Rock, smooth, anything, we
have all. 291 2203. (nM20)

LICENSED day care for your child in my
home 474 8472 or 474 820S. (11M24)

DATA Analysis, consultation for M.A. and

PhD research: tutoring statistic, Chinese,

Japanese, expert. 473 8743. ( 1 1 M 24)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rhee, «"^"0, 870

9793 (11QTR)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr phc-"*, 274 9119. (11 QTR)

ONGOING Encounter group forming near
UCLA. Focus: Present experience/ feed-

back/communication. Dr. Gary Felton, 749-

985) 10a.m. 4p.m. (11M24)

GERMAN translations: Austrian native

speaker needs translating lobs. All fields.

Price negotiable.^Hans Oaurer -475-5171. (11

M 25)
I

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free

_£oniultation LuCia R.E. 10921 Wilshire
(corner Westwood Blvd.) 477-2193 Mon.,
Wed, Fn. Sat (11M2S)

AUTO and^ motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
873 58)5, 781 5527 eves. 783-3509. (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO 510 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD. 475 3570 (UQTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart. 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

THEGROUPCENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

Each Twes. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.r

Gen. adm. 53.00 - Students S2.00

Call 4S6-3030

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
reiea»o all matertai ever studied. 474-33S0
Daily 1-6 p.m. (11M28)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd.
657-43W. '!QTR)

SAILING instruction-beginning-racing
navigation-start in 4' sabot-end in 30'
cascade. Oave,399-7902. ( 11 M 24)

DROP-IN programs each Tues., 8-10 PM.,
and Sat., 2 4 PM. Gen Adm.. 53.00. students,
52.00 Call The Group Center, 454-3030.
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FABULOUS LONDON BARGAIN! Ov»^n
charter, join us at University of London - full
week, 22 28 July. Single room, full breakfast,
dinner, three great walking tours. Rest of
lime yours! Only 549.50 total. Limited room
supply. Hurry. (213) 845 1171 eves. (13M24)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam - L.A.

June 14-Sept. 15
June 24- Sept. 5
June 23-Sept. 11

July 1-Aug. 24
July7-Aug.28

l3WeekT
10 Weeks
1

1

Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

S29S
S2SS
$2g$
S29$
5295

Sept.24 0ne-way to Amsterdam *i35

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839-2401. 4248
Overland Ave.. Dept. A. Culver City.

NOW!!!! UCLA's own Student travel-study-
overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Office,Kerckhoff Hall 304. International
Student ID Cards issued here every Thur-
sday 10 a.m. -2p.m. X 57434. (13M21)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971
An official Charter Flight

Operation Authorized A Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

I A^-lONOOfVlONOON.LA.
Fh. Oop. tat. \%«. Prico
••2 6/21 6/26 10 $275

3 6/22 6/16 6 $275"4 6/23 6/26 9 $275
••4

6/24 6/22 6 $275•7
6/27 9/6 10 $275

••8
6/29 9/10 10 $275••9
7/1 ^ 9/3 9 $275

**10
7/11 6/9 4 $275

••11 7n4 6/31 7 $275
"12 6/6 9/6 4 $275
••14 9/4 9/27 3 $279
••18 7/24 8/25 4 t27S

ONE-\%B^YLA - LONDON
F»t Dep
••$ 6/24 $150

ONtmy lONDON-LA
Fh. Hot fVke
15 9/9 $150

••WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafide members •< Mi.university^ California

( stui^^T fatuS?
M?i::g.;r2r.h:i',sidr-*- '•-^^'

Kerchkhoff Hall /05 D
Between 8 a m A 5 p m

825 1221

"^*>'iiiiiii|i .* 4—

SAIL Greece Two week AeaearTTT"
120' 3.masted schooner. ContaC \T' "^

Sofia, Box 332, Tiburon. Calif (ViVi ,%?°<*'^
JP18 iiisi^js.

-- __. _ '3Mja^

TOURS UNRECIMENTED' TwJTT**WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks Br! °.'*'-^

51095 Europe: 4 w'ieks, 6Tountr?es" u?l'Israel. Europe: 11 weeks, SnSs jaJn^*,weeks, Sion. E XPER imp wtc "^ " *

TRAVELLING: 4248 Over.I^d aJ' r...
"*

City, (213) 839 5247. ,;5"'^«''

1O07 brQKton,^v««t\vood

Depart Return Weeks

1

2

3

4

»•

4
7

I

June 15 Aug 15
June 19 Aug 15
June 24 Aug 22
June 24-;— Sep 5
June 27---'Sep 13
* LA/ London/Amsterdam
July 1 Sep 3 9
Aug 17-7-Sep 19 f
Sep 5 Oct 3 4

9

8

9

11

12

Cost

S275
S275
S275
S275
S275

i275
$'268

$258

m ONE WAV FLIGHTS TO EUROPF

2E June 14--LA/London $145
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/Madrid/Fran»i S135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

ONE Way FLIGHTS FROM~EUROpr

IW June 14—Amsterdam/LA
2W Aug 8 --London/LA
3W Sep 16—^London/LA

$139
$139

Available only to University gf
California students, faculty,
employees, Atension and Alumni
Members dIus immediate families.

Also Headquarters For

INTLSTUDENTIDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance —^

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
We're Open On Saturday

1O07 l7KX3Kton,wnitwood
TELE: 4f7-llll or 473-4443 .

-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

DRIVE IN EUROPE
Student Discounts on Overseas
Car Delivery! All European
models, shipping and low cost
insurance. Call for student

saving: 276-4456

HAWAII - Six weeks, room and full board,
air transportation, tuition for three units,

plus many extras. Departures June 16 or 19.

5528. Few spaces left. World Vista Study
Tours, tel.. 484-2515. (13M20)

EUROPE - Kraef One w*y roani^^trlp
student travel discounts. SOFA inter

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd.. #4. LA, 90049.

826-5669. (13 QTR)

EUROPE, 5225-285, also Israel, Japan,
Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P.. 8217 Bev,.
Blvd., LA, 90048. 651-3311. ESEP UCLA
members. (130TR)

A AIS FLIGHTS
Jet N.Y. - Europe best prices

Immed. issue int. I D Card & ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eiifai Ipasses. Tours
Suite 105. Dept. UC
fOSi Santa Mooica
LA 90089, 274-8742 \-^

New York One WayA/ll.!!!.^
EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% off. Intra European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact

^ASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.

90210.274-6293. (13 QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing- Intra Europe (its

Student Rail-pass 2 months 5125.00

Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT-VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

S72-2283or 784 1677

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE
Superstition Mountains, Ariiona

Complete 7 day Adventure trip,51 30

Includes:
All-transportation. meals, lodging,

recreation, art and geology classes, tours,

live band nightly and participation m our

travel film.
<:ai| for information

American Adventures Unlimited

(213)967 3877

OUR 10th YEAR
of Reliable Charter Flights
and student travel service

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA

80 June1S/Sept. IS

89 June 28/ Sept. 7

90 June2S/Aug 24
96 Aug 26/Sept. 26
91 Sept. 2 one way to AMS

5 269

5 269

5 269

5 269

5 136

Immediate ticketing for discount fligH|*

lonrton tn T«»1 Aviv ST? to Ath^n* *52, to

arge

Contact Prof. P Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or

879 31J1 c/o Sierra Travel Inc.. mi Santa

Monica B. Beverly Hills.

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
y Iravel. 7v^T3I!rri7 y/ApH. fo Share J9 • »oom and Board.^..^ 24 >/Aufos hr Sale 29

BRITISH RAIL OFFERS "^"^^7TTTTTrt
«ie 535 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages 15 thru 22). Also:

$40. IS days
$55. 21 days
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. 540. Gives

you 1000 miles and 540 1500 miles of rail

travel Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424-5149. (13 QTR)

505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

Dtipoaits now fir •ummer/foll

MRS. KAY GR3 1788, GR3 0524

1 or 2 GIRLS to share 3 bdrm summer apt

Manhatten Beach $87 479 8201 eve s. (19M
OCEAN view apt Malibu, 2 bdrm., 2

bathrooms, 5)37 50 each 25 mm. UCLA,
Mark, 454 8544 (19M24)

ROOMMATE to share beautiful 2 br turn
w/one. W. LA. 582.50. June 1U. 820 2852

Michael • ^ (19 M24)

MALE student walk school private entrance
and bath TV room pool parking
Reasonable 272 4734 (24M28)

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help,. 25

J fuforing.........••••••••••••••• 14

GIRL Share luxury, ) l^rm., Brentwood
apt , summer possibly longer pool,

balconies, view. Sharon,474-4050. ()9M 21)

PRIVATE quarters for girl m lovely Beverly

Mills home with pool ochange light

housework 274 0843 (25M25)

EXPERT tutoring in Math/Physics by grad
student with MS in PhysKS. 824 4911. (14M
24)

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. High

school, undergraduate, graduate. Several

vears teaching experience. Reasonable. 391

2463
n4M_28)

FRENCH SPANISH - ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam Easy conversational method (trial).

J732492. i'i^i
MATH-GRADUATE record examination

preparation Private tutoring - intensive

$5/hrNewMath. Barges Tutorial 397-

7335. .
(_I4M28)

T^TmiATE Record Exam preparation.

LSAT etc fndivfdoal instruction. Academic

^'ufdance services, 820 S. Robertson^ 457^-

4390.

FURNISHED bach Hot
private bath, SllO alone,
Gayley Ave. 479 9916

plate, refrig..

555 share 555
(17M20)

65 MUSTANG V S 3 speed air disc pos

traction, radio tape Green black top 4500

2717438. (29M25)

FEMALE share large apt Private

trawcev, ttwee- blocks UCLA,575 *fH.iM

utilities BR 2 1659, 477 5939- Ann. ^19 A

en
Img -4

121) y

WELCOME - SUMMER RENTERS

FURN. BACH. For 2. 5125.

LARGE 1 Bdrm. for 3 or 4 5195 and 5250

Deposit on choice apt. for Fall

705 Gayley 479-8580

MALE your owi} bedroom of two bdrm.
luxury apt Near campus, rent negotiable.

Summer 826 9366 (19M21)

GIRL to Share 2 bedroom apt. with one. Walk
campus, fireplace, lots of room. 475-4219. ( 19

M 20)

MALE Share luxury apt Marina w/Grad
student Pool A sauna. 580. Eves. best. 821

4334. ' (19M25)

y typing 15

1 BEDROOM 5135. 1 BEDROOM 5120

Utilities included. Please call Mrs. Sugihara
at 839 4880. (17M25)

GLENFAIRTERRACE

Singles & 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood
Reserve now reduced summer rates

540 Glenrock & 543 Landfair

FEMALE roommate to share I bedroom apt

180 West LA. Call between 8 330. 835-

/801 (19M25)

LARGE furnished apartment two blocks

from campus 570 summer. (Female) Sept

and June paid. 478 6164. (19M25)

FREE room and meals to girl student or

grad Share quiet apt near ocean with guy.

Phone eves or weekends, 399 61 10. ( 19 M 120)

LOW RATES. Manuscripts, dissertations,

term papers, etc. IBM electric. Call Diane.

398-4344 after S: 00. (15M25)

!:^ y For Sublease

EDITH IBM Term papers, dissertations.

Tape transcription, etc. Accurate, fast. Pick-

up and delivery. 933 2993. (15M2$)

BEACH Apt. 3 bedroom. 2 baths, fireplace,

A/et bar, c/d, dishwasher, 5335. 277-5548, 399

,153 (17M26)

FURNISHED 1 bdrm., July A August

$90/mo. in West LA 826 1758 after 9:30

PM. I

(SLM26)

PROFESSIONAL typing, all reports:

Theses, legal, medical, psych., engineering,

etc. Stenorette, cassette transcribing. Some
optional pickup /del. Mayfield Services. 340-

0333. ' (15M25)

CAMPUS vicinity - 2 blocks away. Papers,

theses, dissertations. Fast, accurate, neat.

Experienced. Tom -473-0031. (15M25)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144

SUMMER sublet: beautiful newly furnished

bachelor apt Doheny and Olympic. 275-

7261. (SLM24)

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

TWO Bdrm apt UCLA student housing.

$145 Garage. Utilities included June 15 thru

Sept. 391 7540. - (SLM24)

JUNE 16 Sept. 15. Furn. 2 bed/baths, air

cond., pool, sundeck, walk/campus, parking.

479 616r (SLM24)
-if

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Call

GR 2-8421. (15M24)

PAPERS, letters, theses. Experienced. Call

399 0414 weeknights 4-9,mornings 8-12 (Sat.

-

Tues.) " (15M28)

TYPING - Editing. Term papers, resumes,

letters, theses. IBM Selectric. Eng. grads,

Nancy, 472-4143 ; Kay. 826-7472. ( 15 M 20)

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS-SINGLES-

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair,477-8990

FURNISHED 1 bdrm. apt., mid Jw"**"
Sept , near campus, couple ?•'«•''''**' ^*;.\
9945.

(SLM26)

SUMMER sublet, large 1 bdrm. w/room for

3, furnished, near Gaytey/Landtair 5185

473 4359.
(SLMJei

JUNE 16 Sept 15. Furn. 1 bed near cam
PUS, modern, no pets, parking space. 5140.

Eves 826 520*: (^LM25)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts.

Experienced. Wkends, daily 5-9,828-1162. (15

OTB\ . -, ~

WATTS Secretarial Service - (213) 299-3135 -

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specializing

in theses, essays, manuscripts. ('5

QTR) —
TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books, term

papers. Specialty math & technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 7 61-5580. (15 QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus. Call Esther 826-7691. (15 QTR)

LARGE 1 bdrm., parking, walk to campus,

sublet June 15 Sept. 15,5180. 477 5235 eves. ( 17

M 21)

THEVILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, i bdrms. / S'^S'"

Fireplace, Ige heated POO',
«'«^^»J^r' gj !.

patio, air conditioning, lovely *»;««•
^'^'f

bidq . maid available North of Wilsht^P.

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)

479-8144
(17aiKJ

JUNE Oct. or years lease. 5250 mo. 2 bdrm.,

S & R, washer, garage. 477 3161 after 6

BEAUTIFUL Berkeley apt. 1 bdrm. two

stones plus a loft. North side, (213)789-

4458. *^'- ^2*^

LARGE, modern 2 plus 2, view of ocean

Santa Monica. 5195 month June/August.

Eves, 392 9082. ($LM20)

TWO Bdrm house, turn., 517$, June August,

ideal lor kids, dogs, people. Culver City, 839^

9887

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectric. Term

papers, dissertations, theses. Fast, ac

curate, noi Gayley, Westwood. *73-8 27, 884-

7475.
(15 M 19)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deMver, law

school. Alice. 397-3304. (15QTR>

IBM Execotfive and Selectric typewriter-,

s... Experienced... Fast, accurate vvork .-

Pleasecall...394 8295. (15M28)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479

8144,477 6382. (15 0TR)

V Wanfed........ .....9. ......... 16

SEEK canyon or beach place to *''*''^
^l?*"

room. Laissez-faire. Steve, 479 6648, f"
4761

(message) i\6fAW

TERM Paper on Contemporary Black Jazz

artist. Name your price. After 3 P^A- /J?;

0516.
(16M36)

TERM paper on effects of rn»n\\t»n» or

personality of student radicals. Call atTer d

p T 2562520C.O.D (16M2U

GIRLS: 945 Hilgard, near campus. 5110

entire, 555 share. Utilities, •*"«"*'!*'•••?')[

maid, kitchen. 473 5268. (17^A24)

«33 GAYLEY
SMin.walkCa-npus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412 I

1 BDRM. large furn. apt., 1 bk. from cam

pus, 5200 (5175 w/manager position <"SV''^

479 0821/ Avail June 15. (17M24)

^40CnBUrLDiNG
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnsshed or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

4l5Gayley at Veteran

478 1735

SUBLET (June Sept) Large 2 bdrm.

Brentwood, completely furnished (stereo.

TV) 5195/mo. 820 1049 eves. (SLM25)

SUMMER sublet, 1 bdrm.. ufn,®;;^""*"^";'

Barrington Ave , reduced rent, 473-0043. (SL

SUMMER sublet Homey duplex, furn^,

bdrm . den, air cond. 10 mm: campus. 5185.

Eves, 473 5247. (SLM21)

CHICAGO summer sublet 5 rooms 5120/mo.i

Near Lake/University. Eugene Garver;7227|

S Coles, Chicago. (SLM21)I

BEACH 5 min. walk. 2 bdrm, fully equip-

ped 4/15-9/25, flexible. Quiet clean adults.

393 1270', 112 Palisades, S M. (SL M20)

^ House for Rent 20

HOUSE off Beverly Glen. 3 bdr. 2 baths 1

fireplace Secluded, rustic split ••vel Mr
Shannon Day 648 1689, nite 138 0457. (20 M

V Apfs. - Furnished 17 ,/Apfŝ Unfurnished 18

•live AT BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents 5175 235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios 8. balconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St , SM 392 5554

7311 Fourth St , SM -392 5686

$175 ONE Bedroom i"'*"^"***'*** f**", JSl'
•^'"^^

^".';?656*r'" hVm »)'

evenings, 478-6861.

LARGE 2 bedroom a#artment
""";"'»J'^

'

undergraduates, 634 Landfair »»0 »"«'

se 823 9S90or823 5150 l}%M7i

3 BEDROOMS. 1 1/2 baths, dishwasher, 5300

mo Miracle mile, 939 9002. "' •039,

Seidel
<^^'*'

LARGE 2 bedroom house, 5150 Large funxy

garage 575 1st last plus sec 826 6771. (20M

J House for Sale 21

39,000 Newer 2 bedrooms /2 baths /den

/livingroom /fireplace Bit ms Benedict

Canyon Area Contact Femma. 826-4485. (21

no
lea

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room
Sherman Oaks area Cathedral

hreplace 15 mm from Campos
DEPUY 344 2550. Call Ella. 783 4275

28)

. Printo'
ceiling,

$48,500
(21M

y Apfs. fo Share 19 ^ House fo Share -.... 21

5110 115. Furnished singles. Carpets

drapes, pool Near UCLA transportation

1402 Pontius. 273 8351, 473-1535

"' ONE or .wo ;e-'« ".'"-''.nr".".?
bedroom, 1 1/3 o*'" **^**' /i«m5a»

(17M25) 6 00.
(19M24)

BEACH Apt Deluxe single, »«P*/,V*
dressing area Balcony, utilities P*'*' *'"

,277 5548, 399 4153 (i/rvi«i

^ >«^»<^«i^>^^»<>^H»<.«^X.^i^ >^^>-*^^ "^i**Hi^X>^

CAMPUSTOWER3
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BFORM <;TIJDI0, I 1/2 BATH
i_^.^^. ^,A PATIO

MALE roommate, furnished 'P""^"^*"!;
'J

m.nures to campus. Call 783 6945 eaMy^AM^or

evenings 565
(19M25)

2 GIRLS, share 2 bdrms, «« G*Vl»V ^^2 girls

(summer ), 550 mo Kath.e, Mane, 474-^

6713

NEAR beach for summer married coupie

only graduate student/faculty, 1 '-h'td OK^

5200 mo Rm/board 821 2135 (22M18)

COMMUNT"top of Beverly <•»•" »"V
people to live learn and grow together better^

984 7463.
(2?M21)

(19M,16)

FEMALE 25 plus. *''*'^« »P*<='»"* V^.^",
.,pf Pool, balcony, Hreplace »'«,W./,7,

1739 after 4

NEED somewhere to live ft»is summer?

Share house, private room m •«'C»>«"9« 'or

Dab ys;!tmg 836 3237 (22M26)

' "9 M ?<>

Deposits now for »unimor/*all

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr Lynch, GR5 5584. M TS)

1 QnABQard 24

SUMMER Housing, free P*^^'"'' •'i*^1*"

privileges, 540/mo 479 9998, «'»
»'",fJ?**!

ask for Rick or Roger^ <^*^"'

RENT 560, man over 21, non smoker 542

share, walking <«'»»•"«• ^•'•.•^•j"'*;"^
housekeeping 801 Malcolm. 474 5147 (24 m
25)

-

WOMEN, summer »•";»"»',,« JP,n
privileges, Hilgard Avenue Call 474 3371 (26

M 28)

^e* ALFA Rombo Ootiaspyder, exc comt .

"
speed Radials etc $735 Anna Wolff. J76

8084 541 204) (29M20)

'65 SUNBEAM Alpine conv Good running

cond 5575 low mileage Call after 6, 839

5088,836 5580 '^*^^'>

'69 VW Good tires. AM/FM Excellent

condition, original owner 51350 394 5532 (29

M 25)

'55 CHEV 3 door 283 hi rise Holly carb, 3

spd V600 477 635) eves Stan (29M25)

ROOM near beach Ten minutes to campus,

privliges, compile •"'^" • »PPl»«nc"' P**"^

v»<ork 5100 454 1491 (26M24)

^Aufos for Sale ^'

^'63 PORSCHE, Mint condition, many entras,

new paint, chrome wheels. Call 459 1818 ( 29

M 26)

'64 FALCON Station wagon, power steering,

radio, automatic trans . 5750 P**©"* ""^ .^.
j\^ (79 W\ i»»

•70 TRIUMPH Bonneville 450cc, 4000 «"• >
"

itp, perfect concUtion. 51150. CAlL4Z3-*4tJM29^

M 24)

65 VOLVO 122S. new battery, tires Four

.peed, runs well, 5750 828 2251,393 0344. (29

M 26)

'43 VW good bargain, good condition and

very clean. 545q. 825 4839, Pete Wilson. ( 29 M
24)

VW, 1500S. sq bk., exc. »'^»''*P«»''**;|«";

90,000 mi , FM, RAH, 5550. Firm Call collect

FR9 7441,
{n^A.2})

•49 MUSTANG Mach I Cobra Jet 428, ps, disc

breaks, stereo in warranty 395 7209 (29 M

:*

•40 SPRITE 5850 Good cond. 383-9727,

Mon Fn, before 4, or 241 8934. Ask for

Ron "^ (W'^'*'

•47 GTO 4 speed 3.90 (positr action) Marron

w/black interior never wrecked^
V^tiVsl

condition best over 51350 938 H07 (29 M 25)

•70 MO Midget, blue AM/FM. radlais. exc^

cond . 51895 or best offer (582 BNM) Call

443 4873. (29M26)

•71 FORDS, all makes, Herti Cars. Call 478-

0473. (29 Ma*)

'65 CHEV station wagon Auto trans., air

cond ,5750 653 9550 (before 5)839 5758 (after

5)
(29M21)

'67 ROVER 2000 sedan. 4 door, four speed,

AM/FM, stereo, low mileage Ask 51300 476

3347 (29M24)

'66 VW XInt cond , radio, heater, many
extras, best offer over 5750 397 3007 after 5

pm. (^9M24)

TOYOTA Corolla wagon, '49, roomy 30 mpg.
AM FM. xInt. mech., clean 51250. 472 9633

must sell. (29M24)

•66 FORD Galaxie 2 dr hrd top - A/C.
Excellent 54000 .mles 5900. Eves 390 .__

5248 (29M21)

'43 SUNBEAM Alpine conv Needs tran

smission work otherwise good cond 5170

Call 473 0796 after 5 (29M24)

'59 FORD XInt. tires and brakes Good
transportation Leaving country Must
sacrafice Call eves. 477 7690. (29M24)

•64 DODGE conv . auto Much recent work
Beaf dealer's 5300 Bill day. 825 2372.

eves ,398 2364 (29M24)

'69 ROAD Runner, AM FM stereo, factory

air, clean^cmust see 476 6485 nights

Na.m (29M25)

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIALREDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONSTOOAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 69504

LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

'70 VW Bug low mileage Best offer

Leaving US. 477-7224,Harta. (29M2))

68 DATSUN 1600 COnv AM/FM radio, new

top A battery XInt cond XJE091, 885 9874

eves
—^^ (29M21)

'64 CORVAIR Conv Engine lUSt rebuilt

stereo speakers, new brakes, tires 5400 or

offer 247 6724 (29M 24)

CP 6000 Mile
^.' -vy Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
O.scounled Below Dealers P'

U t AUl. '^-i-

'70 VW Bug Baby blue perfect AM/FM
under qsttrnrxiee 516i50 or best offer 881

5408 (29M25)

FOR Sale One women's COOP contract

5110 lor room and board til 7 1 71 Call 478

M

JAGUAR XK T40 Body beautiful Many
^xtra« Ervgme r4ms bul. J)efii!k.Jt2{)&.J«A£^

Grant at GR9 9321.^ l^**^!.'.

"EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO — MG

Save on car rental with oui "Buy here take

delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available.

191 0445, 870 6971

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Wasttinqton Blvd.

LEAVING for Europe Selling 68 Kar

menghia 51300 67 Cougar 51400 Both e»

Teltent condition 385-9545 <a9M34t

'49 SILVER Datsun Roadster 2,000 15.000

miles Encellent condition Evenings or

weekends .395 3093 e« 56983days (29M25)

64 TRIUMPH TR4. ulnt cond . low mileage

S575 Call any time to 383 8584
<l'-'*^-?.i'

64 AUSTIN Healey 3000 MKIII Mech
perfect New Pirellis (radials) New paint.

Sacrifice 52,000 825 2391 (29M20)

Cycles, Scooters ^

For Sale. 30

•69 YAMAHA 350 Exc cond , all extras and
more, great cruising 5525 phone eves , 479^

3441 (30M26)

•45 DUCAT I 140CC Monia ir,. low mileage.

extras, 5200 454 4440 evev (30M24)

'70 AJS 3iO MX, must sell immediately
Virtually unused, never raced. Best offer,

76JM31V ^ _ (30M31)

YAMAHA 175 Enduro, »»*t. cond , 5^75/best

offer Call wkdays , after 6, all day wkend,

664 8032 (30M20)

•a HONDA CL350, 5375 or best offer 837

0377 Excellent cond (I0M34)

68 HONDA 350cl Good condition, well

maintained 5460 firm 479 6696 (30M25)

I

'63 TRIUMPH 200CC Good condition

helmet 5275 Jeff 474 5302 alter 6 PM 825

3459 mornings (30M25)

KAWASAKI 1J5CC priced to sell 5130

Helmet also available 473 6912 evenings (30

M 25) .

68 HONDA 175 cc Scrambler m very good

tond 5 000 mi with helmet Best offer

Eves , 394 6815 (30M24)

VERY practical Vespa I50cc Never any

engme problems Completely dependable
transportation Helmet Stan, 825 6403, 399

6789 (30M34)

'67 YAMAHA 100 twin, «lnt cond Must sell.

5175/best offer 477 4934eves after!. ^(MM

'70 HONDA 450 CB diSC brake «000 miles,

Irtt cond Call 477 945 7 (30M24)

'70 HONDA • CL.175CC lieOmiles Like new
Call 842 9575 Make offer (30M24(

47 HONDA 305 5crambler good cond,
dependable transportation 5200,824 7073 (30

'70 TRIUMPH Trophy 450 CC, must sell. 5900

or best offer, call Frank. 392 4443. (30M21)

BMW 67 R50 large seat.back rest,rack, roll

bars windshield. Xint cond 5800, 820

4JJI
(MM 311

'67 VETTE. 327/350, AM/FM. 4 sp.. mult
sell' Best offer 479 2639 After 4 PM. (29 M

VOLKSWAGEN Bug '44. sunroof, corduroy

seats Trouble free ^ngme, genuinely fmt

running cond Stan 825 6403,399 6789 ( 29 M

Jff ^'
- FBEE LOAN CARS

' /J-V"^" ''^^ FREE TOWING

•70 YAMAHA 350 R 5 nf>otorcycle. like new.

5625 Call 276 1154 days or 275 1311

eves /wknds .
(30M30)

-68 TR 6 450cc,eiicellent 5,000 mi want b«k*

.n Europe 5700 653 1302 after 5
»*'^^^7»*)J^

days ,
(30 M 20)

Suzuki 250cc X6 Hustler >«cellent con

d.t.on. 5500 miles, helmet 5325, or best offer

2913943 (30M2O)

HONDA 350 CB 68 With fairing, 5400 offer

v.- '>i4n ;»i»»f « ( 30 M 201

>H»* --^

VV,,.

•68 DODGE Wtn Automatic, runs ok set to

travel 5750 or best Bob 4 78 7351 a ft er 6 (29

•67 GTO 385, 4 sp.. 8 cylinders, radio-heater,

eicellent condition 51050 788 6398 (39M30)

'60 DODGE wgn . 6 cyl . std trans air tires

o^,, great transportation. 5300, 824 1358

nyp^ ( 29 M 2 1

)

67 MUSTANG, 6 cyl , xInt cond Call eves..

Dave 23^5 3886 (29M21)

FORD Calaxie 66. 2 dr , hrd top A/C XInt.

54000 miles. 5900. Eves.. 390 5248. (29M3I)

n^»^

7957 y*r\ Nuys Blvd

across from G M Pi*nt

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

If
-rrr

-r,^^
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^ Costly penalty helps Long

I
CI^ Beach surfers beat Bruins
^^B^^^ UCLA's surf team olaced second to Cal State Lona RAanK j« *•_

Rodgers still undecided on QB
as spring football drills close

By Sieve Kennedy

DB Sports Writer

Pepper Rodgers, his white shoes flashing and his

tie ruffled halfway through the day, sat in the office

to whichjije has become accustomed recently and

reflected on what is now past history — spring

football, 1971 edition.

The No. 1 concern, of course, was quarterback.
^ After the loss of Dennis Dummit, the Bruins needed

to get an idea of the potential at the signal-calling

post. Replacing Dummit is quite a task, considering

he rewrote many of the UCLA passing records in just

two seasons with the varsity.

"We established our top two quarterbacks/*

Rodgers said. "Both (Mike Flores and Clay

Gallagher) had a good spring and both figure in our

plans for next fall. If we started tomorrow, Flores

would start; but as for three weeks from now, I don't

know."

Both will work on passing over the summer. "It's

extremely difficult to work on anything else except

conditioning." Picture day, the first day of practice

in the fall, will be August 21.

Pepper compared his squad of the present to the

one that represented Kansas in the Orange Bowl of

1^. "In the spring, this team's just as good except

at quarterback. That's a big if. Right now, we don't

even have the all-league quarterfc>ack and at Kansas,
Bobby Douglass was an All-American.

" "I'd say ioui^quarlerbacks in this league have
chance to be all-league. It's difficult to have a great

team without a great quarterback. I've been pleased
with the progress of our two, but they've got to im-
prove a lot more before I'll be satisfied."

The No. 2 question mark before the opening of

spring ball was the defensive secondary. "Our

cornerbacks got better during the spring. The
secondary generally improved which is a pleasant

surprise. We have no depth there, but they'll get

better and we have a chance to have a good secon-

dary by the time we get in the conference race."

Pepper also mentioned the key play of wide
receivers Oscar Roan and Jim Bright, giving depth

in that area. Terry Vemoy figures to start at that

J3" position if he's healthy.

On the other side, Mike Cochran and Mike Clayton

are currently sharing the duties, but Rodgers pointed

out that is also the position of Brad Lyman (injured)

and Reggie Echols (out for track).

Rodgers figures to get a look at the depth situation

in game-type situations during the Bruins' first three

contests in the fall — non-league encounters against

Pittsburgh, Texas and Michigan. He plans to dress

about 50-52 for those games, or, *'We may dress 'em
all to scare 'em."

One of those who'll be dressing in more than the

non-league games is James McAlister, the cover
story in last week's Sports Illustrated. "It's very
obvious," Rodgers said casually, "that he is a very
talented running back.

"But he has someone to compliment him that will

make McAlister better. Everybody's overlooking

Kendricks a little bit because of the publicity on
James, but Marv is a fine back also.','

Currently, it appears the Bruins are deep at run-

ning back. Probably four will be carried for each
game in the fall. Rodg^^had praise for Randy Tyler
and Bobby Farrell and added that "you can never
have too many running backs."
The depth chart indicates only how those who

participated in spring ball were ranked at the end of

practice. No mention is made of those who were
injured.
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i OFFENSE
Weak Tackle Weak Guard Center Strong Guard Strong Tackle
Greg Pearman (Sr.) Randy Gaschler (Jr.) Dave Dalby (Sr.) Brian Goodnnan (Jr;) Bruce Walton (Jr.)
ZenoVeal (Jr.)

rt .V
• f

y.

Dan Rice (Soph.) Mike Evans (Jr.) Russ Leal (Jr.) Eugene Clark (Soph.) :•::

Wide Receiver Weak Back
Oscar Roan (Soph.) AAarv Kendricks (Sr.)

Jim Bright (Soph.) Randy Tyler (Jr.)

Quarterback

Left End

Mike Flores (Jr.)

Clay Gallagher (Jr.)

Left Tackle

Strong Back Tight End
James McAHster (Soph.) Bob Christiansen (Sr.)

Dom Mancini (Sr.) Jack Lassner (Jr.) ^

Flanker ^^
Mike Cochran (Soph.)

Mike Clayton (Jr.)

DEFENSE
Middle Guard

I
.V

!>:

i
^

Right Tackle Right End
Cal Peterson (Soph.) Ed Galigher (Jr.) Mike Pavich (Sr.) Craig Campbell (Sr.) Fred McNeil (Soph.)
Pat Kealey (Jr.) Jim Berg (Jr.) Rick Baska (Soph.) Earl Peterson (Jr.) Steve Hookano (Soph.):-?

Left Linel>acker

Bob Pifferini (Sr.)

Vince Mok (Jr.)

Left Cornerback
Allan Ellis (Jr.)

Frank Jones (Sr.)

Outside Safety

Ron Carver (Sr.)

Gary James (Soph.)

Right Cornerback
t Right Linebacker

RobScribner (Jr.) Greg Snyder (Sr.)
Alan Lemmerman (Jr.) Steve Kelly (Soph.)

Strong Safety

Jerry Jaso(Sr.)

Paul Moyneur (Jr.)

;%x

i
I
5*
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10% OFF ON
excellent Chinese Dinner

(except Sun.)

one block west of Westwood Blvd.

on Pico

King Far Low Restaurant

10974 W. PICO BLVD.

also special Shidenf lunch for 9S<

(Please bring this ad)

wHh Banquet focilitios&codifatlf

4^.

CONTRARY TO POPUf^AR BELIEF

LOUD STEREO MUSIC WILL
NOT MAKE YOU STERILE
IN FACT A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF EAR EXERCISE
IS HEALTHY IN ORDER TO COMBAT EXCESSIVELY

FAT EARDRUMS

WHERE THER^ S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS"

LOWEST HELMET PRICES ANYWHERE
EXCEED USA SI Z-»0 1 STANDARDS

A COMPlf TE STEREO SYSTEM

$44.00 NOT CHEAP,

JUST INEXPENSIVE

•AM/fM STEREO RECEIVER
•MATCHING BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
•AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
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UCLA's surf team placed second to Cal State Long Beach in the f f

annual Western Collegiate Surfing Council championships last Sund
Malibu. Long Beach totaled 44 points to 42 for the Bruins with UC rI

^^

Barbara third at 38. San Diego State took fourth at 36 1/2 while sl^
Fernando Valley State came in fifth at 19 1/2. A penalty late in the con^"
severely curtailed the Bruins' title chances. ^^

With the 12th man on each team surfing first, UCSB started sir
winning two of the first three heats and maintaining the lead throuffh^n?'

eighth heat. ^ ^^

UCLA came on strong when Jim Lynnette and Brian Hollister won th
fifth and sixth heats, respectively, and there was but a point and a half
difference between first and fourth-place bv the ninth heat.

As Paul Mooney and Tony Maridan took heat nine and 11, UCLA moved
to within one point of the 49ers with a heat to go.

From this point on, the competition was shrouded in controversy For
UCLA to win. No. 1 stirfer Lee Westfall needed to finish two places ahead
of Skip Wilson, CSLB's top man.

^
Westfall paddled into what looked like the largest wave of the contest

but another surfer also "dropped in" on the wave. Though he started
iriding after Westfall, he was closer to the curl (the wave's breakine
point) and by WISC rules, had wave possession.

In a decision that provoked heated discussion among the three judges
Mike Purpus, Chuck Linnen, and Jerry Poppler, Westfall was called for

interfering with the other surfer and four points were deducted from his

score.
,

The penalty was just enough for Long Beach to take the team title and
dethrone the defendin^^hampion Bruins.

Tuesday's IM Softball Results
Middle Earth vs. Stonehaven (double forfeit); Pacific def. K 2 (18 17), Law School 3 def by El
Seenyors (forfeit); AROTC def. Pelvis Club (forfeit); Chimborazo def. by Bowery (12 7), Ctiaos
def by Edinburgh (forfeit); Himalaya def by Inverness (15-3); Fubar def. Tarqon (I3i)
Zoology def. by F.O 's (forfeit); Jefferson def. Niners (forfeit); Maccabees def AFROtc (for
feit); NROTC def. Plan A2 (forfeit).

Playoff Draw
The draw for those teams eligible for the Men's Intramural Softball playoffs will rake place

today, at 3 p.m., in Men's Gym 201. The first two teams from each team are eligible, and the
playoffs begin next Monday.

AIIU Track Finals
The finals of the All U track championships will be held tomorrow at 3 p.m., at the Track

Stadium.

Baseballers finish seaso

The UCLA baseball team completed its 1971 baseball season with a 6-5

win over Chapman College Tuesday at Sawtelle. The non-league victory

gave the Bruins an overall 38-17 record, the third most wins in Bruin

baseball history. UCLA finished third in the Pacific-8 Southern Division
with an 11-6 mark, behind playoff representatives USC and Stanford.

Northern qualifiers are Washington State and Oregon. The playoffs are
this weekend.

-NUDE RESTAURANT-
Andy Warhol's masterpiece expose

of bizarre New York life.

PLUS _ciTY LIGHTS-
Charlie Chaplin's hilarious portrayal

/ of high society night life.

Shown on Sat. May 22 '^City Lights" at 7& 10

Sun,; May\23 '^Restaurant" at 8:30, 1 1 :30

At URC, 900 Hijgard Avenue, Westwood
Donation $1.50 i

HE|IE AT LAST!
• An individually personalized corica
fure watch 5

• Guaronteed to resemble photo (see
guorantee at bottom) •/

• Entirely hond designed in full color
• Quality madewith high precision Swiss
movement (2 yr. guarantee)

A Novel Gift Idea

Father's Day
Graduation

ONLY $19:95
(delivery - 3 wVs

)
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res.stant model Only $J9 95 and 24 jewel. 18Karat gold model Only S79.SO
Symbols, trademarks or ms.gnias can alsohe used by sending a photo reproduction orSketch w>t>) color indication
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j
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Regents refuse to act against Berkeley editors
By Deborah Ashin

DBSUff Writer
V

San Francisco — The UC Regents' Educational Policies

Commission yesterday refused to take action against the

three yC Berkeley editors who were responsible for

publishing an editorial that urged the community to

commemorate the second anniversary of People's Park by
"going back and taking the park again."

It was feared the Regents would either force the Daily

Californian (the UC Berkeley newspaper) to go in-

dependent by stopping all UC funding or take disciplinary

measures against the three editors.

However, the committee members concurred with

Regent John Canaday — a severe critic of UC campus
newspapers — who said, ''The Berkeley campus ad-

ministration has done an admirable job of administering

the newspaper guidelines they established." He said such

actions were outside the Board's jurisdiction. •—

—

Robert Kerley, Berkeley vice chancellor, told the Board,

which is meeting for two days at the UC Extension Center in

San Francisco, the Daily Cal is being held responsible for

any actions and damages which occurred at the People's

Park incident last Saturday. These actions resulted in

Berkeley city police using tear gas and plastic pellets to

control demonstrators.

Disciplinary action against the three editors will be

determined by Berkeley's Board of Communications which

has jurisdiction over all UC Berkeley student pubhcations.

Regent John Lawrence called these editorials "poor

journalism" and advocated "some of the UC papers be off-

campus like at Harvard and Yale."
''

In other action the committee again postponed discussion

of changing Regent's Standing Order 105.2C which would

allow students to vote in departmental meetings.

Addison Mueller, law professor here, and chairman of the
' statewide Academic Souncil, reported to the Board that the

council yesteniay unanimously opposed such a change.

However, he did add, "Student opinion should be sought"

Keith Schiller, undergraduate student body president

here and originator of the resolution, toUi the Board campus
faculty groups would say they were doing "all they can to

increase participation, but when it comes down to the nuts

and bolts students will not be allowed to take part in any

decision-making processes"

UC President Charles J. Hitch agreed with the Academic

Council's recommendation and said he would oppose the

resolution when it is presented to the full board today.

The Committee on Finance today will recommend that

the late registration fee be increased from $10 to $25

beginning next fall quarter.

The increase will be used to cover processing costs which

have doubled, according to Hitch, and ''to provide some

deterrence to late registration.!!-,
,
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All speaks on career: L&S committee respond^
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By Doug Kelly

DB Staff Writer

"I draw more people out here talkin* than Joe Frazier do

singin'," Muhammad Alir former heavyweight champion, told a

crowd of 4,000 at Janss Steps yesterday afternoon.

"I know there's one question you all been askin' and I'll answer it

right now. There will be a rematch with Frazier. The hospital

treatment showed him OK. Next time I won't play around with him

like I did and try to do better."
-^

That was the extent of fight remarks as Ali spoke in bright

sunshine about his religion, himself and man in general.

"I just have common sense, " he said. "Many people go a lot

farther on common sense than with degrees. The people in the

White House, they all got degrees."

Philosophy f „
Ali then lapsed into his discussion on "The Intoxication of Life."

Many things in U^e are intoxicating, he said, but hfe itsell is the

greatest.

"At every stage of life, you always have a particular urge to

accomplish something. What at one Ume gives satisfacUon

humiliates at another. What a person enjoys at one time hurts him

at another time.'*^ >
The things important to man all have an intoxicating effect on

him, according to Ali. **If we look at importance, fanie, wealth,

position, as soon as man has all these he wants somethin' else.

"Man wanted the motor, but he's still not satisfied; he wants the

moon and he's sUll not satisfied; he wants to get to Mars and he s

still not satisfied. When he gets to Mars, he'll be fool enough to go to

the sun." —

^

Appearances

Ali, who has made 32 college appearances since he lost the

heavyweight crown to Frazier in March, believes man in the ac- ft

tivity of the world is like a piece of wood carried up by the sea and g
then crashing down as the sea subsides. "Man is floating on the ^
ocean of acUvity," he says, "and not really knowing what he s g.

doing. The only thing clear to us is the present; the past is a dream
|

and the future is in the midst."
. ai; ^

Shortly after he won the heavyweight championship in 1964, Aii .

became a Black Muslim and later refused induction into the ar- '^,

mer forces on grounds that it violated his religious tenets. His
g

appeal in the draft evasion case is sUll continuing, but All says he
g:

does not worry about the possibility of going to prison. When
^

you're doing something to be free, you don't worry. When you re
^

doing something to free black people (working within the Muslim
^

organization), you don't care about things like jail. '•'

Ali advocates a separation of the black and white races in

America. He believes blacks should be left alone to build their own

culture. Was this racism in reverse? "No, it's "o^ racism in reveree

for black people to have their own country, for them to build their

own homes and schools. When you talk about racism, you re t^^»"

about keepin' me here to do something I don't want to do. There s

nothing racist about leaving (white society). I'd like to see several

states for blacks to live in.

Black groups

"Everything black people say and think today came from i^lijah

Muhammad. All the groups. NAACP. the civil rights groups, th^

can't matoh one-fourth of the power of Ehjah Muhammad, n a few

more days, all Negroes are going to be Mushms. It won t be too

^'^ite men. powerful as they are, are scared to death of Elijah

-^. ...„ _ drawing of himse lf and exclaimed. Thats
g

me. Oh. is he beautiful: Been^in the ring 200 Umes^
"^'Z'^'T^ ?

rounds of boxing and not a mark on me " Conrrnienting on h.s early
^

career, he said/;i was so great it was hard o^h^b^^^^
Education Abroad Program.

By Tom Humphreys ii

DB Staff Writer

A faculty committee, asked by Chancellor Charles

E. Young to comment on the reports of ad hoc

programmatic review committees has registered its

opposition to the recommendations regarding the

speech and journalism departments.

The Executive Committee of the College of Letters

and Science denied the need for a department of

communication which the Chancellor's ad hoc

committee on Speech and Journalism suggested

should be studied. The Letters and Science com-

mittee also said there is no need for a full program in

speech.

The Speech and Journalism Committee was one of

six ad hoc committees appointed in the Chancellor's

plan for programmatic revie^. They reported to the

Chancellor last month.

Young then asked the L and S committee, the

Student Educational Policies Commission (SEPC)

and the Graduate Student Association (GSA) to

review the reports and make recommendations.

The L and S report on speech and journalism was

formulated by a subcommittee headed by Kenneth

Trueblood, dean of the College of Letters and

Science. The executive committee unanimously

approved the recommendation regarding a depart-

ment of communications. The executive committee

endorsed all the findings of the subcommittee.

The chancellor's committee had suggested a

communications department could offer a

framework within which the departments of speech,

journalism and parts of the theater arts department

could operate. They recommended a new committee

be formed to study the matter further.

In response, the L and S subcommittee said, "This

subcommittee believes that enough information has

already been collected. . . The departments should be

told soon either that their programs will be phased

out or that they will be supported, perhaps in an

altered form."

The subcommittee recommended that a separate

journalism program should be continued. "We find

the arguments convincing that UCLA has an

obligation to support a first rate professional

graduate school in journalism, either as a dcfMUt-

ment or as a separate school."

The subcommittee cited the need for skilled

journalists trained in an academic environment, and

Los Angeles' importance as a media center as

justifications for such a department.

The L and S subcommittee recommended that a

full program in speech is not necessary.

If the speech department were phased out, the

subcommittee said, an interdisciplinary program in

communications should be considered, using the

faculty members of speech whose research is ap-

propriate to a program in human communications.

The L and S executive committee also reviewed the

reports of the other ad hoc committees. The com-

mittee unanimously endorsed the report of the ad hoc

committees on the life sciences, which called for the

consolidation of the departments of botany and

zoology into a new department of biological sciences.

The ad hoc physical education committee's leport

was also unanimously endorsed. This report called

for the retention of the physical education depart-

ment.

They made only minor recommendations on the

report of the ad hoc committee on teacher training in

the School of Education They declined to comment
on the ad hoc committee's proposal to slash graduate

enrollment in the School of Education.

The L and S committee also declined to comment

on the ad hoc committee on the physical sciences.

Finally, the committee endorsed the report of the

ad hoc Committee of Duplication of High School

Courses which called for retention of the

Mathematics 1 course, abolishment of the foreign

language requirement and retention of the Subject A
program

'~
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Otis Chandler, publisher of the

Los Angeles Times, will speak at

noon today in the Ackerman Union

Grand Ballroom under the

auspices of the Associated

Students' Speakers Program.

Chandler will answer questions

about The Times' pohcies and

procedures.

'A

A tableau of scenes from Italian

plays will be presented by the

Italian conversation classes at

noon today in ^Humanities 1200

The progranv which will feature

selections from pri- -'^"" md
pauscy, Is being prr-Mttt: ^n-

honor of the students going to

Today is the last day for

nominations for the following

offices of the Black Student

Union: chairman, vice chairman,

secretary, treasurer, cultural

affairs, communication,
education and community affairs

Additional names may be placed

in nomination at the Afro-

American Studies Center, ext.

57045. or contact Cheryl Dearmon,

All nominees for office, par-

ticularly chairman and vice

chairman, should have been here

two quarters or more, have grade

point averages of not less than 2.0.

h.Tvp <;nmp tvnr of involvement in

Charles Schulz, creator of the

popular "Peanuts" cartoon strip,

will speak apd do some drawing at

noon Monday in the Ackerman

Union Grand Ballroom.

"Peanuts ' appears in over 1,000

newspapers around the country

and in some 150 countries around

the world.

1

The Committee to Release

Amenkan Prisoners will sponsor

a program of films, singers and

speakers at 7 30 p.m today in

Dickson 2160 Len Chandler,

singer from the Credibility Ga

»

' "^

lA

lie

Padua, Italy through the

understanding of University two films. "Amenkkka" and "Is

politics (as concerns the black of the Missing Men. will

community on campus). highlight the program.
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-NUDE RESTAURANT-^ 1.
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^
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ANDY WARHOL'S documentary on social-

tes, starlets, addicts, honnosexuals, whores,

ashlon nnodels, artists and people on the

nake who connprise New York's subculture.

4-

-CITY LIGHTS-

CHARLIE CHAPLIN*! hilarious comedy on

Hollywood's night life in the '30's that made

even Albert Einstein cry from laughter.

SAT MAY 22 SUN MAY 23

— CITY LIGHTS shown at 7:00 & 10:00

NUDE RESTAURANT at 8:30 & 1 1 :30

Shown at URC, 900 Hilgord Ave. Weslwood 1 .50 Donotion Requested

come. .

.

tiance the funky chicken

with the sabbath bride

again
free Jewish university
a sharing of: food

song and

cele

™:J_bration with life,
— .^.

958% Hilgard Av«
8:30 pm, friday Moy 21 tt

call 474-1533 for info.
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Ttieater arts major here

Ed Ames returns to school

i
.V
• *

•v

By Ivan Gerson

DB Staff Writer

Singer-actor Ed Ames, a freshman theater arts

major here since winter quarter, said he is con-

cerned with the problems of the University and

ecology.

*To hell with the damn super-highways. Why
don't they stop the damage they're doing to the

University," Ames said.

"I don't like the government meddling and

manipulating funds. The University is too low on

the list of priorities," Ames said.

**I had an image of the University before I came
that was only a vision of a minority of violent or

radical students. I thought I'd need karate to

protect myself from the 'long-haired radicals.' I

thought most students carry bombs in their

pocket, but it just is not true

demonstrates his interest in ''saving our planet"
by pedaling a bicycle to class.

"I started my efforts in ecology when people
thought the idea was weird. Now I think people
will have to realize that they have to change their
life styles."

"Students complain about pollution by cars and
trucks, yet they ride motorbikes that put out
pollutants also. I'm a contradiction, too. I ride a
bike, but in my five-member family there are four
cars," he said.

Ames is "working his way through school." "If i

get a job offer to play in Las Vegas for a few
weeks, as I did at the beginning of this quarter, I

commute. During one period, I didn't sleep for

four days. Of course, I might have slept in class a
little that last day."

No conflict

__When asked if his job conflicts with his

I
.V.
• •
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I
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v.
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i
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Meetings

"fve gone to meetings of the Chicanos, blacks

and the SDS, and I've rapped with students, after

they adjusted to me. I'm convinced that most
students come here to learn. They're really

concerned about their studies. The whole SDS
picture is cloudy. Nobody even knows what they're

doing," Ames said.

He said the "petty political maneuverings" are

creating a situation that directly hurts the

students and society as a whole. "I want to start a

movement of alumni, business men, entertainers

and concerned people to save our schools," he

said.

Ames has bought a small house in Westwood and

schooling," he said, "I have an engagement set for

June 2 at a hotel in Reno, Nevada. It's right in the
middle of finals. I'm going to have to charter my
own plane to get through it."

Asked why he's going back to school now, Ames
said, "I want to understand more aspetts of my
craft. I think that if I wanted to direct something,
which I do, I should understand the age in which
the artistic endeavor was achieved. The good
directors go to school."

Ames said "rapping with students" has not

changed his political outlook but has brought him
closer to his children. "Now we all exchange books
and ideas. I find myself calling policemen pigs and
understanding the attitudes of young people,"

Ames said.
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IVrts committee
Applications for un-

dergraduate positions on the

1971-1972 Student Committee for

the Arts may now be obtained in

Kerckhoff Hall 304.

Next year, the committee will

be actively involved in planning
major, popular concerts to be
held here, among other things.

Any undergraduate with an
interest in the arU, particularly

popular arts, is encouraged to

apply.

Applications are due by May
28.

UCLA

Ann L. Haskins, Editor-in-Chief
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Seminars on finals set
Are you queasy about the final for that history

survey class? Or for that econofnics lecture course?
Or that crucial English lit final?

The Center for Reading and Study skills here will

hold seminars to give students approaches for taking

that formidable last test.

**We take a student through the ways you prepare
for a final; how you think about a course, how you
pull it all together, how you correlate the notes with
the lecture material, and how you read the questions

and answer them," Olga Farbstein, one of the
seminar counselors, said.

Ruth Saltzt>erg, the other center counselor working
in the seminars, noted that one of the most important
areas covered in the seminar is ''sensitizing them
(the students) to the important words in the exam
question, to what the question is asking for." She said

the students can bring their class notes to the

serhinar, and are invited to write a prot)able final

^xam question. "A lot of students don't even know
that past final exams are on file in the College

Library," she said.

Two seminars will take place, one from 2-5 p.m.
Tuesday, May 25; and the other from 2-5 p.m.

Tuesday, June 1. Students need not attend more than
one seminar, Farbstein said. They must pre-register

either at the center office (Social Welfare 271), or by
calling ext. 57744.

According to Margaret Wilson, the coordinator of

the center's programs, the seminars are oriented

toward students taking courses in the humanities and
social sciences. She added that students taking math-
science courses have found the seminars useful, and
that those students with math-science problems
exclusively can make individual appointments with a
counselor specializing in that area.

Some of the counselors have audited the first

session of several large lecture courses, and have
used those notes in a center note-taking program
which ran each quarter.

"1 have notes in which he's (the professor) teUing

what he expects from the paper, what the final's

going to t>e— things you don't remember," Saltzberg

said. The note-taking program, along with individual

counseling and reading groups, was a center

program to help students improve their studying

abihties.

Undergradrep balloting set
By Dave McNary
DBSUffWri^r

Ballots for student elections of

representatives in five depart-

metits will be mailed out today to

majors in those departments.

English, history, political

science, psychology and zoology

majors will vote on departmental
candidates to act as president,

vice president, programs
chairman, treasurer and
secretary.

The math and sociology majors
will hold meetings to determine

their representatives.

In all, these seven departments
represent nearly 8,000! un-

dergraduate majors.

The University Action Council

(UAC) of the Student Educational

Policies Commission (SEIPC) is

trying to coordinate both the

elections and the future efforts of

departmental organizations. This

will take place through an
executive committee of

representatives and people from
SEPC.
"UAC's main purpose will be to

coordinate issues and make
funding available. The real work
will be done at the department
level," according to John Cronin,

UAC coordinator.

The largest battle for office

appears t<» be in the political

scienee department with two
slates on candidates opposing

each other.

The first slate, David Luber,

Joel Schwartz, Alan Lefkowitz,

David Stewart and Jim Lahana, is

running for the offices of

president, vice president,

programs chairman, treasurer

and secretary.

Its platform includes
establishing departmental
seminars for work in political

campaigns, year-round depart-

mental government internships,

departmental referendums and
review of faculty time spent on
instruction and research.

The second slate, composed of

Robert Switzer, Jeff Levine, Jon
Chait, Mai Hyman and Rich

Wordes, stresses improvement of

professor evaluation at „ a
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department level, conferences
and colloquiums, and obtaining

voting rights in matters of student

concern.

Additionally, Herb Byron is a

candidate for programs chair-

man.

In the history department,there
are three candidates for

president. Robert Freilich wants

to initiate large-scale student

action, Paule Gale proposes
coordinating the student

organization into an effective

body, Neal Peterson stresses

establishing a closer student-

faculty relationship.

Ballots for all elections are due
June 2.
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Committee on Women
gives recommendation

By Joyce Flnil

DBSUff Writer

The Committee on the Status of Women, a special Academic
Senate committee, presented five recommendations to the Senate

at a meeting last week.

The committee, composed of five women and two men said

preference should not be given to men in making academic ap-

pointments.

"Very often women, for many reasons, including discrimination,

get put in non-ladder positions such as adjunct professor or lec-

turer. As a custom these positions lead to nowhere. We would like to

argue that this custom should l>e changed," according to Susan
Kaufman, chairman of the committee.

Second, the committee proposed the atwlition of the nepotism

rule (which does not allow a husband and wife to teach in the same
department) because "it denies equal opportunity to qualified

female scholars."-'-' -
'

'—

"With this rule it is the woman who always gets put in a position

below her capabilities. The burden of proof is now on the wife to

show that she is capable. If we almlished the rule, the department

would have to show that she doesn't meet their requirements or

standards," Kaufman said.

Third, the committee urged the University to strive to increase

the number of female faculty members in spite of the current

curtailment in recruiting.

Fourth, the committee urged the University to support in its

presentations to state and national legislators child care centers

and income tax deductions for child support expenses incurred by

working mothers.

Fifth, the committee requested that Chancellor Charles E. Young
appoint an advisory committee on the status of women, as

requested by Rot)ert L. Johnson, vice president for administration.

By parliamentary procedure the report was not accepted, since

the senate did not act on the recommendations, according to

Benjamin Aaron, Academic Senate Chairman. "The report was
just received and placed on file and it's up to the committee what
action to take next," he said.

Kaufman said there are 529 full professors on the faculty, 22 of

which are women, there are 18 female associate professors out of

276, and there are 38 female assistant professors out of 404.

"My personal idea of how to increase the percentage of women on

our faculty is to enable women to work part time without penalties

of cut salaries, and still enable them to get tenure. This kind of

procedure would also l>e of benefit to men. Many men want to spend
more time with their families, but can't," she said.
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IE FOYER DE FRANCE

LUNCHEON &

DINNERS

Westwood

474-0948
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MID-NITE REVIVAL

Romon Polantki't

"ROSEMARY'S BABY

"

w/ Mb farrom — John CaMOv«t*«

Only 99
12 A.M.

Fri. Moy 21

Sa». May 22

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
Wilshire — 26th Santa Monica
829-3368

HEALTH — The organic food cart continues to dition to organic sandwiches, dried fruits and nuh*
operate on Bruin Walk every week day. They havt The cart is operated under the auspices of th^now added organic apple iuice to the menu, in ad- ASUCLA Vending Advisory Board.

Kennedy debate held here

OVER 10,000 OF EM!

HIS & HERS

BELLS-FLARES-JEANS-ETC.
FAMOUS BRANDS - AT DISCOUNT.
BLUE JEANS $5.50: WIDE BELTS $ 1 .50

BRUSHED DENIMS $5.00: FAR OUT SHIRTS $6.00
FLARES $4.50: OVERALLS $7.00

GENERAL PANTS CO. OF HOUYWOOD
1700 N. Western at Hollywood Blvd.

465-0646 9-8 Week Days Closed Sunday

•*If the United States just gives Cuba money out-
and-out, Castro will use it to buy the military means
to subvert the rest of Latin America." This walone
of the arguments used Tuesday by UCLA debater
Barrett Mclnerney in winning the sixth annual
Kennedy Memorial Debate between UCLA and UC
Berkeley, held this year in the Kerckhoff Hall third
floor lounge.

Mclnerney was arguing the negative case on the
resolution, "Resolved: the United States should
extend diplomatic recognition and economic aid to
Cuba."
Don Hornstein, a student here, who teamed with

Mclnerney to win the national intercollegiate debate
championship last month, placed second, one point
behind.

Mark Cain, who joined Mclnerney on the negative
side, and Greg Anderberg, Hornstein's teamr^ate on
the affirmative, both from Berkeley, placed third
and fourth respectively.

In the Kennedy Memorial Debate, unlike normal

4.,

debates, individual, not team, winners are declared
Traditionally, teams are composed of one
representative from each school.
The debate was initiated in 1966 at the suggestion of

Allen Lerch, UC debate captain, to commemorate
John F. Kennedy. After the death of Robert Kennedy
in 1968 the purpose of the contest was expanded to

honor both brothers. >

Each year the schools choose a different area of

U.S. foreign pohcy to debate. This year's selection
was Latin American affairs.

The event was sponsored by the UCLA debate
union, part of the speech department. The moderator
was Charles W. Lomas, department chairman.
Judges for the debate were Alfred Gitelson, former

superior court judge, now a private attorney; W.B.
Rodiger, attorney; Lucy Keele, director of forensics

at California State College at Fullerton and George
Schell, director of forensics at Loyola University.
The fifth judge, Eduardo LaTorre, USC political

science professor, was unable to attend.
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EAT ol Lq Monchg
A variety of entrees at each meal
Choice of salads, beverages, desserts
Unlimited seconds on everything but the
weekly steak dinner
Sunday mid-morning brunch

Come on over and taste for yourself.

«
To Each Donor At AAcDONALD's Restaurant

in the village

Donation Builds Double Credit For You

P.S. You could hve there too.

930 HIIGARD AVENUE • lO^ ANGELES, (213)475-5811

Vidiuiiy econ professor

gives views on teaching
By Robin Sanders
DB SUff Writer

"I can't think of anything better for a university researcher than to

move' around," Malcohn Fisher, a visiting professor of economics here,

said, t^isher, on leave of absence from Cambridge University in England
will be teaching classes here through the summer.

Originally from New Zealand, Fisher has lived in England for 20 years
and has taught at New Zealand University, Oxford University in

England, and the University of Chicago.

In explaining teaching methods in the various institutions^ Fisher
explained the Cambridge system includes both formal lecturing anti

individual teaching. He said this system allows for more personal contact
between students and professors.

Student visits
>*'

He also said he likes the idea of students here visiting him in his office

and said they are very *

'forthcoming on problems they're having."
The transition from studying the English economic system to the

American system was **much more interesting to examine than the
British one." Fisher prefers the capitalistic system in America to

Britain's brand of socialism because he said he's an individualist at

heart.

Awareness
Fisher said he thinks students here are more aware of day to day events

than they are at Cambridge. But he added that on English campuses the

Vietnam war is a **very strong and vigorous issue."

He said he was most impressed with the "immense scale" of the United

States and the diversity of people. He commented on the fact that

Englishmen are much more conscious of the law than Americans. **Here

they would say it's because Americans are more individualistic; in

England we say it's because Americans are much more violent/' he said.

When asked if he would like to live here permanently, he said, "I could

conceive of circumstances in which I might settle here but at the present

time I'm very happy in England."

Friday, May 21/ If71
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Buys, rents almost anyttiing

Materiel office described
By Susie Hatago
DB SUff Writer

If the theater arts department wants to rent a mule
and a mule skinner for one of their productions, the

production manager calls the office of material

management here and asks one of the buyers to find

out where mules are rented and then rent it.

If the teaching hospital at the medical center needs
' more or new surgical equipment, the office is again

called.

If the political science department wants more
office supplies and equipment, the office is con-

tacted.

The buying and renting needs of the entire campus
(except for ASUCLA-owned and operated in-

situtions) are taken care of by this office.,

Office— **The running of this office is equivalent to serving

the buying needs of a city with a population of 35,000

or more," Kenneth A. Weydert, material manager,
said.

Buyers in the material management office are

experienced in the ordering of electronic equipment,

chemicals, drugs, hardware, stationery, furniture,

laboratory glassware, office supplies, meats, fresh

and frozen foods, linen and janitorial supplies, just to

name a few of the thousands of orders received

annually.^
^

The office also purchases food for the five

residence halls here. "Thisisroughly enough food to

prepare 15,000 meals a day," Weydert said.

All laboratory equipment and ctiemicals for

science departments are purchased by the office.

Office supplies, maps, microphones and chalk are

also ordered through this office

Unusual requests

Weydert said unusual requests are "few and far

between," but that there are a few notat>le onea.

Cardiac pace makers have been ordered by the

hospital through his office. "Ttiey're electrical

devices which are implanted in the body of a person

with heart trouble. They help regulate heart beats/'

Weydert explained.

Buyers in Weydert's office have ordered man-
nequins for the institute of transportation and traffic

engineering here. The mannequins are uaed in

simulated auto crashes.

Weydert has ordered sea water for the porpoiaei in

the ornamental horticulture building.

Water
- For a research project in the chemistry depart-

ment several years ago, Weydert organiied the

purchase of half a gallon of water from each of 40 ice

layers on Mt. Everest. "Several chemists were
trying to determine the amount of radioactive fallout

in a given amount of time. It seems the ice layers

each represented a year," Weydert said.

"Approximately $28 million a year is spent by this

office. Some 35,000 purcliase orders are sent out

annually, and around 91,000 shipments are made to

the receiving department," Weydert said.

To handle all these orders, there are 34 men and
women working in the purchasing department of the

office, another 34 working in the storehouse, 20

taking care of the receiving department and eight

involved in the inventory department.
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CAL JET CHARTERS

Europe 1971
"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with our

reliable Charter group'. Know the facts on your charter carrier,

before you sign your application. Ddn't take a chaoce with an

unknown charter airline."
,

Round Trip— West Coast to Europe
Flight

•315

•117

•251

•114

•119

•316

•317

•135

•125

•222

(86 days) LOS ANGELES foLONDON
AMSTERDAM fo LOS ANGELES (SAT)

(83 days) OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM \o OAKLAND (TIA)

{90doys) OAKIAND to AMSTERDAM '

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIAK

[7^ days) OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND

(68 doys) OAK/LOS ANGELES to AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES/OAK (TIA)

(93 days) OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

(87 days) L.A./OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/LA. (SAT)

(29 doys) OAKLAND/LA. to LONDON
LONDON to L.A./OAKLAND (BMA)

(32 doys) OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND (AFA)

(30 days) OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

Lv. June 13

Ret. Sept. 6

Lv. June 16

Retc Sept. 4

Lv. June 17

Ret. Sept. 14

Lv. June 19

Ret. Aug. 30

Lv. June 70

Ret. Aug. 26

Lv. June 20

Ret. Sept. 20

Lv. June 22

Ret SepJ. 12

Lv. July 1

1

Ret- Aug 8

Lv Aug. 3

Ret. Sept. i

Lv Aug. 23

Ret. Sept. 23

Prko

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$279

$299

$259

4
I

I

I

1

\

\

I

I

I

I

One Way— West Coast to Europe
I

•917

•253

•126

•701

•755

'818

•127
'185

•601

•728

•819

•906
•103

one way
one way
one woy

one way
one way
one way

one way
one way

OAKLAND lo LUNUUN (TI A) " Lv. June 1 7

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA) ' Lv. June 18

OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM (TIA) Lv. June 24

OAKLAND to LONDON (BRIT AIR) Lv. July 27

OAKLAND/L A. to Amsterdam (TIA) Lv. Aug. 5

OAKLAND to LONDON (FIN AIR) . Lv. Aug. 18

OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSI tRDAM (AFA) Lv. S«pt. 2

OAKLAND/L. A. to LONDON (BMA) Lv. Sept. 29

One Way— Europe to West Coast I

one way LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA)

one woy LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR)

one way LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR)

oneway AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

one way LONDON to OAKLAND (BRtT AIR)

Lv. June 27

Lv July 28

Lv. Aug. 19
-w.

{^y Sep! 6

Lv. Oct. 23

$ 179 I

$179
I

$179
j

$179
I

$179
$179

$139
$139

$149
$175
$165
$165
$175

RADIAL TIRE SPECIALISTS
RADIAL TIRE fiETREADING

—"^- ^__- T

SCAA APPROVED

Yokohama Michelin "X"

Italian tires of superb quality

CINTURATO TUBELESS RADIAL TIRES

WHILE THEY LAST
PRICE

One Way — Ookiand to New YoriL

•100 oneway OAKLAND to NEWYORK (AAL)

New York to London
NtrWYUKK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL) '

NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEWYORK (LAL)

NEWYORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

Special Flight to Japan

L.A./Son Francisco to TOKYO (CPA)

TOKYO \o SAN FRANCISCO/L.A.

Lv. June 16 $89

•252 (80 days)

•123 (62 doys)

•336 (69 doys)

Lv. June 18

Ret. Sept 5

Lv. June 27

Ret Aug 27

Lv June 25

Ret. Sept. 1

$189

$189

$189

205-14

8.00/8.25-14

G70-14, G78-14

205-15

8.15/8.25-15

G70-15, F78-15

$

*^*ea
2V^la.

Imported PreiYiium Full 4 ply Tub»l»«$

560x15 - 13.95 + Exc.

600x 15 - 15.95 + Exc.

white wall - $2.00 more

•626 (47 days) Lv June 23 $399

Ret Aug. 8

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
•901

•902

(16 doys) OAKLAND/L.A. fo AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to LA. OAKLAND (TIA)

(16 days) OAKLAND to NEWYORK
NEWYORK to OAKLAND (TIA)

Lv Dec 18

Ret Jan 2

Lv Dec. 18

Ret Jon 2

$249

$139

These Ltioriei flights ore available only to students, faculty ond stoH o* the Univer

sity of C(jlifofni 1 (inH members ok their inSmediate iomilies

TS^fp It. NO(«»BWBHrSHlFFEES
All timfttt VI I iwi-fti"''^ .Tfi.not (lyi. ._. _.inipment Compiimentafy meflis and

l.tT'erotji's .ei%».'H inflight

For Applkotion 8. FurfK«r \riormeA*on wri««:

Col J«l Charter*. 2150 Gr»«n S»r»««, Sor Froncisco, Colilornia 94123; or ccrfl

(
Ar«o cod*) 4 1 5922- 1434

-

guarantee 40,000 miles — Rood Kozord, workmanship and material

PLUS EXCISE TAX AND OLD TIRES

• Wheel Alignment

SPORTS & DOMESTIC
• Brake Service;

• Budget Terms

• Balancing

ALL MAJOR
REDIT CARDS
HONORED

i^ I 1
ik h Til

MON - FRI 8:30 - 6 PM SAT - 8 - 2:30 PM

INGLEWOOD A
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Dally Bruin Sounding Board columns

ore open to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Dolly Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the outhor

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board

OB Editorial

Poppies
Yesterday, GovemOT Ronald Reagan pleaded with

concerned citizens on behalf of one of the great

pleasures of this state, the California — yes,

California — poppy.
He asked flower fanciers everywhere to donate

money for a 700 acre poppy preserve in the Antelope

Valley. Waxing his most lyrical, our Governor

sighed, 'Today, there are only a few areas left where
our state flower flourishes in sizable displays."

Sizable displays ! A poppy . . . preserve ! 700 acres

of sizable displays, a veritable Elysian Field for our

golden friends, whose gently bobbing heads used to

blanket our fair state in days of yore.

But questions remain. Why only poppies? Are not

all the fair flowers of our Golden State in danger,

their petals, stalks, and very stamens threatened

each day by the ravages of picking and pollution?

The decision of the governor to defend the poppy
with all that he possesses is indeed a decision of

tremendous dimensions in the State, but we are

saddened that he chose only to point out the plight of

only one genus, the state flower.

But the Governor does have his vision. 700 acres of

little gold cups of sunlight — yes, California sunlight

— protected from the perils of uprok>ting, basking in

the sun, their very beings protected by the Laws of

California.

So we say to the (Governor, the very man who
portrayed Frank Gipp, of **win one for the Gipper"
fame: you may never have won a golden Oscar, but

your <;oncem for our golden state flower is a more

bountious award by far. By far.

Bg) feoQgj M&

1984 from coast to coast X

By Norman Leach

Sacramento (IPI ) : Virtual warfare now rages in

California's major cities. Police have abandoned

all precinct posts in South Central Los Angeles.

They are now surrounded in Civic Center, where

the Mayor and the City Council are directing a

desperate defense against the superior firepower

of the hostile forces. Local authorities in San

Diego, however, appear to be momentarily in

control of the city despite the audacious mortar

attack last night that reduced aty Hall to rubble.

Widespread confusion reigns in the countryside.

Caesar Ravage's peasant army has descended

from its baaes in the Sierra Madre Mountains,

occupying the rich farmlands of the San Juaquin

Valley against scattered resistance from land-

owners.

The present critical situation evolved from a

decade of urban terrorism spearheaded by Black

Panther ambushes of poUce patrols and public

disorders organized by the Brown Berets. Only six

months ago the authorities appeared to have

regained the upper hand. In fact, Los Angeles

Mayor Thomas Badley voiced optimism that "At

last we can see the light at the end of the tunnel."

S.D.S.

The situation took a turn for the worse, however,

when the Students for a Democratic Society

negotiated a peace treaty between the feuding

Black Panthers and the Brown Berets. From the

time the S.D.S. grasped leadership of the anti-

establishment forces, the position of the

authorities steadily deteriorated. It was during

this period that the coaches of Czechoslovakian

arms were discovered on California beaches,

giving rise to charges of foreign intervention and

countercharges that the government had
engineered "another Reichstag fire."

It is clear that the decisive battle for California

is now shaping up in the Bay area. Hours ago,

hundreds of motorists crossing the Golden Gate

Bridge saw three military transports steam into

San Francisco Bay past the abandooed U.S. Navy
Station on Treasure Island.

The mystery ships quickly tied up at the

Berkeley Municipal Dock and heavily armed
troops disembarked. They marched away with

sharp military precision, heeding commands
shouted in Spanish. Two Chicano stevedores who
witnessed the scene a|T in disagreement over

whether the SpeniBb was spoken with a Cuban or

Chilean accent. Unaccountably, members of the

Berkeley City Council were at the dock to welcome
the troops to California soil.

No hitch

This afternoon, in the wake of the first military

operation by the fast movi^ig troops, the Com-
mittee to Free Angela Davis finally freed Angela
Davis. In a broadcast from Radio Berkeley, the

Provisional Government of the California People's

Republic declared Miss Davis the President df the

University of California.
• • •

Washington, D.C.: From the nation's capital,

NAC brings you "Meet the Media." Our guest
today is the senior senator from Larkansas,
Senator M.T. Dull. Senator Dull, we are receiving
conflicting reports on the developments in

California. What is your assessment of the

situation?

"In spite of efforts in some quarters to suggest

foreign involvement,
^
what is happening in

California is purely a California internal squabble

which has escalated into civil war."

Senator, is it true that Governor Hayakawa has

asked the Governor of Larkansas to send the

Larkansas State Guard to aid in defense of

California?

"That is correct. The Governor has consulted

with me on this matter and I have stated my
vehement opposition to any such military ad-

venture. I see no earthly reason why we should

send our Larkie boys two thousand niiles away to

risk their lives in a conflict that is none of our

concern.

There is absolutely no justification foi^us to

expend our blood and treasure to prop iin the

corrupt, reactionary Hayakawa-Riles regime.

Why, the corruption of the California government t

islegendary.evenfortheFarWest. Just recall the }
legal fee kickbacks and Mafia domination in San ik

Francisco, the Yellow Cab brik)ery case in San

Diego and the zoning change payoffs in Los

Angeles.

For decades the state government has been the

puppet of movie moguls and environment-

polluting oil t>arons. The Governor's mansion has

t)een occupied by a succession of playboy-actors

and reactionaries dedicated to repression and

violence.
^

Take the current governor, for example:

Hayakawa. Remember how he violently tore

wires from a loudspeaker at San Francisco State

CoUege?"
Senator Dull, we have reports that the Nevada

State Guard has taken up positions along the

California border. Would you favor deploying

Larkie troops alongside them to resist any further

eastward military movement by unfriendly forces

in California?

Ban vice!

"Certainly not. Everything I have said about

California appUes doubly with regard to Nevada.

The Nevada regime is not only corrupt, it is openly

and blatently dedicated to exploiting every human
vice imaginable. The whole economy of the state is

l)ased on gambling and home-breaking..

"In Nevada our Larkie troops would face the

double danger of warfare and exposure to the

corrupting influence of legalized prostitution,

legalized gambling and widespread drug traffic."

Senator, some of your fellow Larkies claim that

if the West Coast falls under foreign domination it

will represent a threat to the security of

Larkansas.

"I thought that the discredited domino theory

died with the Federal Government! The Rocky
Mountains serve as an insurmountable barrier to

any potential aggressor. It's ludicrous to suggest

that an unfriendly government on the W^t Coast,

even with foreign allies, could mount an attack on

Larkansas. Besides that, if we have learned

anything from the fighting in California, it's that

we wouldn't have much to fear from California

soldiers, anyway!"
I'm afraid our time is up. Thank you, Senator

Dull, for appearing on "Meet the M^a." Ladies

and Gentlemen, please tune in next week when our

distinguished guest will t)e the statesman widely

credited with bringingjpeace in our time, Senator

M.S. Govern.

Letters to the Editor

IsAmerica really free/
?

t
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Editor:

The illusion that America is a
"free" nation keeps many faculty

memt)ers from participating in

demonstrations and dissent. Yet
the average person outside the

government is employed by a

gigantic corporation whch has
dictatorial power over most of his

activities. If a person quits his job

three or four times, he soon builds

up an unstable work record of

resignations and disputes with

authority which is easily found out

by a wealthy corporation.

As for "political freedom," it is

ah*eady well known that wealth

and powerful bureaucracies

control both parties. Any advance

in human rights which occurs

under one semi-lil)€ral ad-

ministration is promptly annulled

by the next co - '= " -^

ministration, as NiaOu nas uono

by failing to enforce the Civil

Rights Act of the previous ad-

ministration and by replacing

lil>erals by conservatives on the

Supreme Court. "

Instead of becoming in-

creasingly humanitarian and
sensitive, America has gone back
and forth like a pendulum between
conflicting administrations. This
is a complete failure of the
American political system, for
humanity and sensitivity and
social justice have an absolute
quality which transcends the
changes in power politics, a
quality which is severely injured
by being annulled every few
years.

Osher Doctorow
Graduate, Mathematics

conveys the attitude that if you

don't go out and fight, you are a

chicken. Something to be looked

down upon in America. Because
all good Americans should go out

and fight. It doesn't matter what
the hell for, just so long as there is

kilhng and destruction, because

fighting in a war (declared or

undeclared, moral or immoral) is

the AMERICAN WAY. And we're

not supposed to question that.

So let's all go out and fly our

flags and love it or leave and let

Nixon worry about all those un-

pleasant "other things."

Brian Hunt

Senior. Engineering

Chicken
Editor:

I have seen the familiar peace
symbol displayed with the caption
underneath: "TheFootpr 3 1 « . the
American Chicken." This, 10 me.

'if**'

4:'!/':'
r-J?

Mapping the Movement
Review By Jim Bickhart

The Movement Towards a New
America, edited by Mitchell

Goodman (Knopf Pilgrim Press:

$5.95)

If the Movement is a loose

collectivity of politically radical

Americans, Mitchell Goodman's
Movement Toward a New
America is a loose collectivity of

politically radical American
ideas. The large volume of shorter

magazine and newspaper articles,

pictures and occasional essays,

organized into general topics, is

still no more a unified effort than

the Movement it claims to speak

of and for.

Since ^e term "movement"
began to be used as an umbrella

under which most contemporary

American radicals could hide, any

attempts at defming, focusing or

channeling different modes of

thought have been headed off by

the interest in numerical strength.

Instead of the emergence of a

relatively common, adequately

definitive goal for all those who
consider themselves more or less

a part of the Movement, we have

subsequently seen the emergence

of different schools of rhetoric, a

proliferating "do-your-own-thing'*

philosophy whi<5h causes more
conflict of interest than it fosters

productive revolution and a

growing frustration amongst
those dissatisfied with individual

factions within the Movement and

incapable of creating their own
faction in order to claim a piece of

the action.

Yet the Movement does not

hesitate to create a facade of mass

appeal with which its members
attempt to reassure themselves
that they indeed stand a chance of

accomphshing something. Also,

there is the outside hope that they

may succeed in imposing a milieu

of unity upon their efforts even
though many of those they at-

tempt to call allies are not par-

ticularly inclined to accept any
gestures of friendship. Rather, the

golden rule of the underground
has inadvertently become "Do
Thy Own Thang and Take the

Credit for It."

Mitchell Goodman (a 1968

Boston draft protester), along

with collaborator Kathy Mulherin

and designer Robbie Pfeufer, has

accomplished quite a bit in the

direction of chronicling the

Movement. In his introduction he

makes note of the fact that the

major portion of the book is

devoted to just such an effort. He
also prefers to think of the

Movement as a body of energy, an

experiment, a dynamic rather

than as as a fully-conceived

project. And there always
remains that final gap between

saying that what is needed is a

"new America" and being able to

give some reasonable idea of

exactly what that may mean.

There are eight main sections in

the book: "The New Americans,"

"People of Color," "Learning,"

"People Media/ Pig Media,"
"'•What Price Salvation Now?,"

and "How to Live, What to Do."

Within the sections s|uch

speclflcities as Women's Lib, civil

rights, student and penal in-

surrections, draft resistance,

media, vocations for social

change and law are dealt with. It

is prol)ably in these topics that the

volume, or the "collage" as

Goodman likes to call it, asserts

itself most strongly. For not only

within the Movement as a whole is

there factionalism, but also within

the individual factions is there

misunderstanding and further

fragmentation. Goodman uses a

shotgun approach in presenting

viewpoints and accounts within

each realm, and under the current

^circumstances (and given his

stated purpose), he could

probably not have made a better

choice. " '-'

With regard to Women's
Liberation, for example, there is a

spectrum of thought all of which is

represented in some f<^rm or

another; Women's Lib as a

psychology, as a plan of action, as

a plan of reaction, as a philosophy.

Those who are proponents of the

end of male oppression of females

but don't really know what it

means, or those who are afraid of

the idea altogether f^r the safne

reasons, would do well to peruse

the array of articles. If nothing

else, it helps to remove the

distorj^ed jmage of Women's
Liberation as an anti-social,

inhuman approach to a change in

the status of personal and political

relationships.

There are long essays called

"Comprehensions," written b^

such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Peter

Marin. David Dellinger, A.J.

Muste and Sta^^^''^^^'^ Lynd,

scattered throughout the collage.

Numbering nineteen, they provide

some attempt to tie the chronicles

together. They are not entirely

adequate for that purpose l)ecau8e

they, like the rest of the articles in

the book, were not written with

this volume in mind.

To make ^coexistence of many
different Movemept factions

practical over the long run, some
overall Movement purposes must

eventually he settled upon. Once

the goals are evident, separate

factions can approach those goaU^

however they wish with the un-

derstanding that each faction is

picking up a loose end which will,

when the time comes, become an

integral part of the successful

whole the Movement purports to

be seeking. A working knowledge

of how the loose .relate,

and thus how cooperation can be

the by-product of independent

action, is quite possibly the key to

propelling the Movement upward
from the shaky plateau it has thus

far reached. Mitchell Goodman
and his cohorts have, in The
Movement Toward a New
America, provided a fairly

coherent body of raw material out

of which such a working
knowledge may be fashioned.

More is required, certainly , more
experience, more ex-

perimentation. But some ac-

celeration is required too. All of

the Movement's talk about the

"old America" collapsing will be

wasted if the old America
collapses before someone is ready

with something potentially viable

to replace it.

Philharmonic, by Herbert Russcol and Margalit Banal

(Coward McCann & Geoghagen. Inc: $6.95)

The behind-the-scenes story of a symphony orchestra

would seem to form an unlikely background for a novel. It

does. At least on the evidence of this book.

The authors should be ideally suited for such a task.

Herbert Russcol has served as a member of the French

horn section of the Pittsburgh Symphony, the Israel

Philharmonic, the Boston Pops, and in various chamber

groups. He has worked on the record programming staff of

the famed New York classical music radio station, WQXR.
He is a free-lance music critic (unfortunately, a bad

one—his Guide to Low-Priced Classical Records should be

avoided—it is chock-full of misinformation and dubious

judgments) . And together with his wife Margalit Banai, he

has written three previous books.

Impressive qualifications. But they are of little avail in

this work. For despite the couple's extensive musical

background, they are not good storyteUers. Nor are they

good writers.

The plot? Too complicated to relate. If there really is one,

that is. Instead of a well-developed tale, we simply have a

string of incidents. Paul Klange, the newly-hired con-

ductor of the Boston Philarmonic, not only tyrannizes the

orchestra members but captivates and dominates every

woman in sight. Assistant conductor Daniel Lourand has a

homosexual relationship with black trumpeter Peter

Jackson, and a heterosexual one with beautiful cellist

Dorothea Long. Yet he marries Board of Trustees member
Livia Landon. Meanwhile Dorothea has fallen (quite

literally) for Klange. And local music critic Gloria Brodie

consistently lashes out at Klange with scathing, totally

incompetent reviews, all the while serving as Klange's

mistress. Yet that's just the beginning!

-^Tfie^ofcheso^a members plot against Klange, so ruthlen

are his musical demands. Oboist Ferdinand Roget attempts

a mid-concert murder. And when that fails, he flushes all

the scores down the toilet to wreak his revenge. Stefan

Graesler, an aging cellist who is losing his technique,

commits suicide as a result of Klange's brutal tauntings.

First homist Walter McGrail conspires to have the

musicians union dismiss Klange on the grounds of cruelty

toward the players. Mediocre black violinist Jason Gibbs,

after being demoted, accuses Klange of racism. And so^it

goes. — -'-—
Hardly a penetrating study of what makes an orchestra

tick. Rather, we have an exploitative, though often en-

tertaining narrative that corresponds to the similar ap-

proaches in Hotel and Airport.

Sex? Plenty of that. In one incredible scene. Dorothea is

making love to Danny (not vice-versa). Unsatisfactorily

( remember, Danny still has his hang-up with Peter) .
Danny

just can't get with it, and so turns over and falls asleep.

,

Silently Peter enters, and begins stroking the naked

Dorothea against her will. Danny awakens, but instead of

becoming upset, he simultaneously caresses Peter and

Dorothea The latter, obviously enjoying the attention of

both men on her now-throbbing body, goes ecsUtic with

passion. Sudd^ly she senses she has been left alone, and

sees that the two men have turned all their amorous at-

tentions upon each other. Poor neglected Dorothea!

Disgusted, she leaps out of bed and starts dressing But she

jolts at the realization that this is exactly what that "son of

a bitch" Peter wishes. So back into the action she plops,

forcing Danny to choose between her and Peter The three

lie there quietly until daybreak, with the pressure upon

Danny mounting steadily. At last he speaks: "You'd better

go now, Peter. You'd better leave. Yes, I want you to

leave."

Stimulating stuff. But sadly, it is told with a near-total

lack of sophistication, sensuousness, or compassion.

Another typical example:

••She (Dorothea) still couldn't believe It herself.

Since it had happened, she had gone over the episode

again and again in her mind and was still astounded

and baffled by her own behavior. She had stepped —
close to Klange. put her arms around him. and

kissed him. She had no idea why she had done h. She

"had felt an overwhelming Impulse to be near

him—and she had kissed him. The realliation that

her body could respond so impetuously still

frightened her.

Klange hadn't seemed surprised. He locked the

door. and. without heslUtion. without waiting for a

sign of her consent, he undressed her. He took her

urgently, almost ruthlessly. It didn't occur to her to

struggle. She felt Klange's hands gripping her

buttocks, felt the Uste of his neck and chest on her

mouth, and she clung to him.

He didn't wait for her. didn't seem to give a damn

about her need, and yet she heard her own grateful

_ cries as she was blissfully released, transflgured.

She and Klange had not been together: they had

raced separately along their united paths, but he had

fulfilled her more than any oCher man she had ever

known."
Makes you wonder, doesn't it? StiU, Russ Meyer might

find this material useful.

The characters have no more personality out of bed than

in Four of them, in fact, are Uttle but not-so-subUy

disguised counterparts of real musicians.

Paul Klange, the heartless conductor, strikingly

resembles FriU Reiner There is the same toUl devotion to

his art, the same incredibly masterful (and unaamming)

baton technique, the same sheer interpretative genius And

the same cruelty. Like Reiner, he studied in Budapest, and

gave up a composing career for conducting when he

realized he could never become more than an epigonous

^"^^^ (Conttnued on Page 9)

The Condud of ffie Condijcfor
Review 6/ Dernc/c henry
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Couple: The Verb Behind The Nouii
Megaphor

! FOR THE PUBUSHER AND READER

problcnis by speodtaig two wttkM at Dn.

JohoMD's '*R«proAictive Bioloor RcM«rdi Fi

SI. Loiis. The book smtiiates thdr ijiiHiUiiwii (ianei ol

the treatoeoL The S^piwr, cooiinbhre —•^ <rf "»

coitfeMMiis and trif'«ummatiaas. wntten moBte After the

event, attests to ao ezpenence (kamatic enoa^b >o their

bves to remain vnrid lor a kng time. The Ixwk is lots d
yidu, it s honest and frank and aU about sex, and mostly it's

moving,

II BULLSHIT FROM MEGAPHOR
Why is it moriof? Because you identify with Haroki and

Joan. Aroenea Is sexually messed up. Researchers d such

things report the "average" male spoutoff time is nam

down to two mimtcs atter entry while the "airerage"

female eqiiiralent is op to 15 to 30 minotcs. I for one am
fstting a tired tongue.

But such range in those averages! Ladfes — the female

half of The Cmjle could come in 30 seconds, and I have

known ladles who could match her . So let's knock off all this

tafl( of premature ejaculation—« sexist term blaming men
for the entire time discrepancy, conceived no doubt by

women, wtio have always commandeered authority in

matters of knre — and start getting it on with the okl ex-

plosion or the whole lot of us in Men's Lib is going to go fairy

on you.

What causes this cruel disparity in come time? No one

knows, but it is the duty of the writer to speculate. Can we
blame it on mom and dad? Or maybe America? We could

cite anthropological studies to prove that primitive tribes

are better in bed, or worse. If the studies suggest that

sexual discontent is a product of civilization, they may also

neglect the heightened demands made of civilized sex. An
aborigine couple may ride for an hour or more— but maybe
that's all they do, just ride; he does not see her as a horse,

nor she him a cowboy.

Our puritan heritage and present historical role of the

riirhest, most exRlpiUtiye and therefore the guiltiest nation

in history might be giving us trouble in getting it on. This is

an ecological argument — the members of the species

creating the most planetary imbalance incur a backlash of

forces beyond their myopic vision but hardly an

evolutionary one, since we are surviving at the expense of

Other tribes rather than dying at their hands. It's not even a

plausible one, since satisfaction and reproduction are

unrelated and we have too many kids, not too few.

And none of the above hypotheses answers why men are

too fast, women too slow, as opposed to vice-versa, to men
too big, women to small, to men rutting in June and women
in November, or any of the infinite other sabotages possible

if God is the culprit; if Burroughs is right when he calls the

human body *'an engineering mistake." Bdaybe men's

quicker timing is an expression of basic masculine

aggressiveness, women's languors one of passivity. On the

phychic level, these create a vicious circle which stretches

the time differential further. As the woman worries more
about being left steaming on mountain-tops of passion and

consequently feeling nervous and acting bitchy the next

day. she to arouse and wants more to be

TWs works terrors on the man, wtiowaati

not more, for dmbing her up thoac

and more worried aboutmountains. He beiowifs more
her stmded. If he tries the cave-man come-on

, his forepAay becomes an ever more Inficrous be to

iim. Come-on tms come^ast (premature ejaculalioe) into

come-apart (inability to get it up, or what Maiters and

JolMMm caU '^secondary impotence").

in FORJOAN AND HAROLD K AND THE READER
The people who dabble in this sort of thing each have their

own guesses as to the number of problems this time

dtaparity causes. Masters and Joiuaon's speculation that 50

percent of marriages suffer sexual problems is in line with

other estimates, and the figure can only be higher for

The good doctors, wisely recognizing the folly of

mind games such as Megaphor's, try to iron out the

wrinkles in the body without getting lost exploring the

labyrinths of the mind.

Since Joan and Harold wrote the book to help others, and

since none of you have $6 to buy it, here are Masters and

Johnson's cures:

For quick triggers, the Squeeze Technique. The first few

sessions, only manual stimulation of the penis is allowed.

Just before the man is about to come, his lady squeezes the

head of his penis between her thumb and first two fingers

(thumb on bottom) for three to four seconds. When this

brings him under control every time, they may try entry

with her on top, exiting for a squeeze whenever he gets too

excited. Allow 20 seconds for re-entry.
*"

For secondary impotence, long, langurous, sexy sensory

awaffCBcas scaiiiinr. with bodtei iinfrfd in smooth)

,

M|ueegy, sqqunchy body kition. No taOdng; take half-hour

tvns gaUkm yov partner's hand to ttie places you most

like to be touched, indirating preferred pressire with your

rubers, sigbii« or moaning when you will. Guys, the object

is not to get hard but to enjoy touching her.

In both treatments. Masters and Johnson stress that the

relationship is the patient, not cither half of it They throw

in a minimum of clas^cal headriuinkery, apparently

feeling that if people's explanations of their troubles are

plaiBible, what hes deep can remain buried.

At worst such a byp«»-the-«)urce approach is garbage in

the behaviorist sink, like 'rehabilitating' homosexuals by

showing them nude men and shocking them. At l>e8t

—

Sometimes I'd come in her mouth even without an

erection and sometimes I'd be able to get inside and

come there. After I'd come, I'd fed ashamed

becatae I knew I hadn't performed like a man.

And she didn't always reaasure me. Sometimes

she'd just get mad about the whole thing, and we'd

go to sleep with no one talking at all. It's awful when

you can't satisfy a woman.

At best it turns misery into joy.

. It's like a mirticle. Nofw I can ask for things in

sex without feeling like a pervert. **Suck me"
doesn't mean "maybe that 'will give me a hard-on

Now, just inserting my penis into her gives me
pleasure. I kyve the softness of her insides as I first

slip in . . .

Now, I can hold my penis deep inside Joan's vagina

and let her come up and down its entire length . . .

. . . it's a good marriage that will last.

Masters and Johnson charge for their Two Weeks to

Happiness program—a shocking $2,500. Since they both

work 6 1/2 days a week with their patients, if they're

capitalist pigs they're too busy helping people to enjoy it.

The fee suggests a psychology more Jungian than

behavioristic — but maybe it's too simple for such

philosophical scrutiny. After all, the value <rf overcharging

is known by everyone with something to sell, from sor-

cerers to prostitutes to shrinks, therapists, mediums and

gurus of all schools. Joan expresses the psychology of Faith

through Cost succinctly: **I tried to be honest because for

$2,500 I'd be crazy to fool around.

I wrote this review to help you all to better sex lives, but

also for fun, so here's a couple of good ones from the book

Harold at one point tried sexual aids. The first, 'Hard-

creme," came in an un-unmarked wrapper and turned his

member white instead of hard. **The Splint," which

simulated an erection, required an erection to put on; "The

Bumper" bumped Joan too hard. As for the dildo — "My

ballsl The damned thing is cutting into my balls." A simple

rubber band around his shaft worked, but a doctor told him

it could cause gangrene.

Harold also visited a shghUy Illicit Registered Physical

Therapist named Ruby, who has offices in a Wilshire

medical building. To acquire her services, he needed a

prescription, available from a doctor in the same building.

Now there's a fantasy for any whore and her pimp! (And for

any lovers who'd like it^)
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The Conduct of the Conductor . .

.

(Conthiued from Page 7)

And there is Vladimer Nicolia,

another conductor, whose
description suspiciously parallels

Serge Koussevitsky. Both were

born in Russia, both had
passionate, paroxysmal ap-

proaches to their art, both were

noted for their services to con-

temporary music in general and

the music of Scriabin in par-

ticular. And both had spent

considerable time conducting in

Paris. Moreover, both founded

important summer camps:
Koussevitsky the Berkshire Music

Festival, Nicolai the Heartland

Music Festival.

Small wonder that the authors

dedicate their book to the memory
of Fritz Reiner and Serge
Koussevitsky.

Or that conductor Daniel

Lourand, student of Nicolai and

Klange, corresponds to Leonard

Bernstein, student of Reiner and
Koussevitsky. Or that Lourand,

like Bernstein, has a charismatic,

"vibrant personality (that)

charmed all the women right out

of their girdles." That Lourand,

like Bernstein, is not merely a fine

conductor, but an able composer

and pianist a^ well, equally at

)iome in both the jazz and classical

idioms. That Lourand gets his big

break by substituting for the in-

disposed conductor of the New
York Symphony (Bernstein,

remember, made his debut by

taking over the New York
Philharmonic for the ailing Bruno

Walter).

And then there is violinist Simon

Halkin, remarkably analogous to

Jascha Heifetz. Both are Jewish,

both Russian-born, both began

taking lessons from their fathers

at age three, both later studied

under Leopold Auer. The

description of Halkin's
aristocratic, chilly, technically

awesome playing applies equally
to Heifetz. As do Halkin's personal
tragedies.

Even impressario Max Zim-
merman is a frank replica of Sol

Hurok. What imagination these

writers possess!

You might suspect that the

Russcols' portrayal of the music
world itself would be as profound
as are their individual charac-
terizations. You would be right.

The authors' are adept at

throwing around the names and
surface backgrounds of legendary
musicians, at giving superficial

descriptions of the music they

play and the problems they must
overcome in playing it. Take, for

instance, their insights into the

difficulties an oboist encounters:

"Like most successful oboe
players, Ferdinand Roget was
half crazy and violently

temperamental. This, the

symphony men firmly
believed, was the result of all

the pressure that builds up in

oboists* heads when they blow
their oboes. As though that

were not bad enough, oboe "t^

players spent a tormented two
hours a day honing down the

double reeds they blew on,

which had to be within a

millimeter's exactness for

perfection. Everybody in the

Philharmonic knew you had to

be utterly mad to dedicate

your life to mastering the

oboe, and no one felt sorry for

them. Oboe players were all

masochists anyway, and
orally fixated, perpetually

sucking on their reeds even

when they weren't playing."

The bassoon is represented as"a

ludicrous clown with a soul.** And
according to the;Russcols, Mozart

and Verdi "firmly believed that it

was the composer's first duty to

please the paying customer."

Russcol and Banai show a total

lack of understanding of the role

of the music critic. Instead of

providing intelligent, trained,

subjective responses to what he

hears, they see the critic's job as

that of making or breaking an

artist's career. Nonsense!

One questions the sincerity of

these musicians' devotion to their

art. Danny Lourand **loved

conducting, too, of course, and he

had to make a name for himself as

a conductor." But his true am-
bition was composing. His piano

concerto was, for him, "his real

chance to impress the critics . . .

(but) what he had done at

Heartland didn't mean a damn
toward winning fame and success

... He vowed he'd become the

first composer to synthesize jazz

and serious music with real ease.

He'd show them—he was still

young—he would write music that

would humble them." Paul
Klange confides, "And now with

the Boston I have the chance to

create my ensemble, my sound. A
chance to prove myself to those

who ignored me and to prove to

myself that what I strove to

achieve is in fact achievable."

(Italics the authors').

And so we have a book un-

compromisingly shallow in its

attempted representation of

human complexity and artistic

struggle Yet it is written by two

knowledgeable people. Miserably

written.

A pity. No! More than that. An
insult. To the glorious art of

music, to the essential wonder and

beauty of the relationship between

the sexes at its t)est, and to that

mystifying enigma we call life.

^ Sad. Very sad "

"11
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Japanese government to produce a war propaganda film Instead, be comically satirized

militarism, and the film was banned

Friday, May 21 Saturday May 22 2 complete shows at 7:00 & 10:00

The Cultural Affgirs Commission

presents,

FREE COHCERT

<»

. . o unique group from Son Francisco

-v-^.

sponsored by SLC

-^ V
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CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL
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rNEeUSSICfiARM
'HE MAtie OF ftJJIM

!llTURIt TO TMC
SCREE!

Greta

Marie Drenler in

•^^ ^n
I Hj^HIIA CNRtSTir

NOW PLAYING

& 9M
bm7

Mt-
fireta ditt
Umt Stne

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER
840 Hiigord Av •. 474 -50 1

5

MASS: ev»fyckH«<ioy<J« >2<.'. ^'/

Soturdoy oi 6:1^ PM
Svnaoy at 9 A J 1 AM, 6^ li ood 7;30 v: r.e Cehl#f,

ot^ o« 5 PM at th# MH«fon Co'npus CKopeL Sirotfwnore

&OayWy. !

op«n from 9 to 5 ofM 7 to 9;)0 doiy.

, convorM#H>fi,

HeiHttd hy I'npulai iPeniand

TOSHIRO MIFUNE ^9r^

IS^ ''"p'i'i.rirrf".-

r'u.i/]

TATSUYA NAKADAI

qqvrtJCi

If
^ I^"l

.-.-r-^*!"*

Two weeks onty

GIRLS ONLY!!!
Do you kno^ anything about your carr '

^ftk course In **How not to get taken on your auto

repairs."

Five 2 hour classes starting 5/25/71 of 7 P.M.

Ub't Efico Service \|!I9
970 Goyloy Avo.

^•"''^

lot AngoUi. ColU State Ucen»«d Mechonkt

47^-9115
""^""

" Acrofcs from PJzzo Poloce

THPTRE CITMT. We^ve

$24.95 and the blue

glO in. deep at

9.95. (Both

king)
from SI 5.95.

COMPLETE Bod 63.00

(with Boor stylo fromo).

Th« DREAM MERCHANT
Safeway - Lincoln Square Shopping Center !:

205 Lincoln Blvd., VENICE, (396-BEDS)
|

1230-8:00 K.WJh. F; Sat 11:30-6; Sun 1-5; Tues. 5-8 |

i^»(P»V« Adv«ft'^«m«f»tj

4 :
' votunreers TO tram

Oft Peer Group Counselors.

Coil 825-7261 .

y
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EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

^iRIDGE LOOSE? SIRUIS

CRACKED OR BUZZING?
STRINGS TOO HIGH?

WE REPAIR ALL TYPES
OF STRINGED INSTRUMENib

New Martins, Yamohos

MANN S GUITAR SHOP

1441 WESTWOOD 477-1238

: :

Belly Dance I
* •

: Girls, have fun with \

I
your weight. Don't

I
lose it— use it.

I
learn to Belly Dance

•Being plump is an advantages
:Hips are Important, too. You|

9^eed hips for Belly Dancing.!

I
I

^oll 466-2603 (or informotioni

oAvrs PHOTO satvici
Spociol Studont Rotes

' PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U WAIT
PKotogfQpHs tor M«dical& Nurjmq Students • i D Cords

Bv P'u<«*»'0"a'i Uoilr '^ "j • Sot 12 4

lO'^^'^O W.l\»i.rf> Bl vd Coi V«(©ni'» Avf Aticiss (totn Fedeiiil Bld^. 4/3 402

I (Paid Advertisement)

«^

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
SUNDAY 6 PM

827 ^Aalcolm. (1 bik east of UCLA)

Supper and Conversation following

Lotheron Compus Ministry ALC-LCA
900 Htlgofd 475 5926

/a 3arieraji
RESTAURANT

PIZU
GR 80123

N0\^ OUN
»0« IUN(K«
I I A I I A N

'

I N N E IS

COCK lAllS

^OO0 to GO

Optn 7 Days

II AM to 2 AM
-Between Berringion and Bundv >~

11813WilshifeBlvd. GR8 0123

t'if'ififif'ik A A ^""i

CLASS NOTES
W^iave comprehensive notifies on courses offered currently

S}\ UCLA. -_i
. :

-^-— '

—

^
, • • , - . •

We hire T.A.'s ahd/or Grad students to sit In on courfos to

take and prepare comprehensive notes which ore then repro-

duced and are available for purchase to be used as a study

-<'• 10853 UNDBROOK DR.
1 BLK. N. WIISHIRE - Vh BIK. E. WESTWOOD) 478-5189

'(Paid Advertisenr>ent)

-- Mieeiifli Bpaaa BeBarmitiii

""^VAUDVinlE HAS RETURNED!

THE OCOTILLO LOD^E NEEDS MANY ENTERTAINERS TO PRE

PARE THEIR MONDAY AND THURSDAY NIGHT SHOWS

ALL TYPES OF ACTS ARE NEEDED -SO BRING YOUR ELEPHANTl

BUT FIRST CONTACT BOBBY PARIS TO ARRANGE AUDITION.

(714)327-1141

DtllFORIH 6RIIDIIIITE FELLONSHIPS

Juniors who: '^

• plan to begin their graduate education In Fall 1972

• are attracted towards a career in college teaching

• believe they may be qualified for on exceptional

fellowship > '

may wish to enter the selection process for Danforth Graduate

Fellowships. Orientation meetings for those interested will be

held early during the Fall Quarter. Watch the first issues of the

Daily Bruin next foil for the official announcement of these

meetings. Attendance at one of these October orientation meet-

ings is a prerequisite to application.

/'

ASK ABOUT OUR STiCIAL
- STUOIIS PROGRAM

fer Hie ftMP MMmm.

16910 Voi «^M * #-1
i«

SUMMER

ENROLLMENT
NOW I

[
I REQUIREMENTS — Over 23

e 6raDUATES receive LLB or

JD Cr quotrfy for Cohf Bor Exom.

• Doy or Evening Classes

^1

m

^%
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AScott386
ina^00system

«» • tr

The Scott 386 is both AM and FM stereo with an AM section well worth
h«vtn9. It's rated at 170 watts (i. Idb.) and at 35 RMS watts per channel,

h employs sophisticated circuitry on plug in boards for snap in service, ar>d

it has every desirabte convenience feature. It also sounds exceptionally good
no matter what you're listening to. List is $329.95, less the case. ^

The Miracord 620U <isU for $135.00 including a base and an ADC 202X
cartridge, lu lesser predecessor, the 620, was tingled out as an ouutanding
valM€ and the "U" version is even better. Every record and needle-saving

device, pushbutton operation and chrome styling make it so.

Ar>d Dynaco A -25 speakers are not without favorable reviews. Not only
are they a r«fv^kabie value at $167.50 a pair in walnut, but they sound
quite good enou(^ with all price considerations forgotten. Each cabinet
contains a 10" bMt tpMker and a dome treble speaker.

(^IJNdr.O

SAVE $139.35
OFF LIST

SAVE $79.46
OFF FAOFICS
REG. DISCOUNT

499«!

4-^ .^ r.f^fi-,,

A
in a

tjr770
system

The Piorteer 770 AM/FM stereo receiver's price was just reduced to

$199.95 including the case. It was an excellent value before and it's, there-

fore, even better now. The 770 is rated at 7Q IHF watts and at 15 RMS watts
per channel. The tuner section is excellent and the 770 looks every bit as

good as it performs. __ __ ^

Garrard's SL-55B record changer is hard to believe. It has a sophisticated

and dead accurate synchronous moxor and a fumble-free cueing lever, at

$84.50 list, ir>cluding a base ar>d an ADC 220X cartridge which provides

you with the kind of record reproduction you ou^t to have.

AR-4X speakers were picked as "best buys" by the leading consumer
magazine, and they're tt>e best selling speakers in tfie world. In each walnut
cabinet is an 8" acoustic suspension bass speaker as well as a 2^^" treble

speaker. They list for $132.30 a pair which is quite low given how they
sound throughout their usable range.

^.
/Sk

SAVE $113.30
OFF LIST

SAVE $78
OFFPACIFICrS
REG. DISCOUNT

$158.85 AR turntable/Sli
combination for $114.63
The AR-XA turntable Is spartan in appearance and dttign but it performs so well that it's

very hard to spend more than its $91.35 list pric* which indudes a base, dust cover and stylus
force gauge.

The Shure V15-II (Improved) cartridge is considered by enough people (including the leading
consumer publication) to be the very best thare *s that very little more needs to be said. Records
sound so good when played with this !••§ than 1 gram Uacker you'll be astounded. List is $67.50.

Scotch Dynarange
tape al a price

If you nMd sonr>e blank recording tape, or
even if you don't, you should be interested in
knowing that you can now save on 1200 and 1800
foot reels of Scotch low noise Dynarange tape.
No doubt you know how good this tape is so
all we have to do it tell you that you can get
Scotch 202 for $2.64 a reei and 203 for $3.68.
They list for $4.76, and $6.85 respectively so you
get to save quite a bit^

SALE HOURS DAILY 9

li

6 VCAH^AwiTrJri*** .'Z'.T^f «*- ^''''°^'' '^ '*» * SUNDAY. 1 ,o b. DAILY 9 to 9

,
YCA.« u^TcrrSrA?';^t;:;VajtsXrs jAvrv^AY?' «:.f'^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^-^^ ^^^^ni.Tr«TWKNTS LAY A WAYS BANK AMERICARO MASTERCMARGE

y-i

ftl«^;!^*i^tf;^jM ^y^'^wJij^iW-t^yiiSifti'"'' * 'i!i?'ii'''iJ.--*^A<i'fcVi*-*'- •S^i^'fE^ .
"^'^.

SANTA MONICA 2828 WILSHIRE ' 899.1 79A
NORTH Hotrv^^j^on""

*""'"'" »'*""•« BEACHIE'mV*
SANfRANoI^O BPRKc??? ^f ^'NELAND „ LANKERSHIM 980 7711»«« fHAlMCISCO BFRKEIEY MOUNTAIN VIEW WALNUT CRFF- -"O
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I (Paid Adv«rtlMm«nf)

•
I

HiLLEL COUNCi
9(iO ri. igard Avenue

474.1531

SHABBAT SERVICES

Traditional Service May 21 8:15

following the service there will be a discussion on

*'New Modes of Jewish Education"

by Rabbi William Cutter

Oneg Shabbat follows

AWARDS NIGHT
May 23

>, i

Ml

FREE NOON CONCERT—Lamb, a unique musical the foot of Janss Steps. The concert is being

group from San Fransisco, who record for Warner presented under the auspices by the Cultural Affairs

Bros., will perform a free concert at noon today at Commission.

Opera workshop here to periorm 'Falsiair

"MUST RANK WITH '2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY' AS

ONE OF THE GREAT MASTERPIECES OF THE SCIENCE

FICTION GENRE!"-SHOW magazine

By Ivan Gerson

^DBSUff Writer

Verdi's comic opera **Falstaff," featuring Rol)ert

Petersen (200 lbs.) and ttie unpadded Arthur Ed-

wards (350 lbs.) in the title role, will be presented in

English by the Opera Workshop here with full or-

chestra, under the direction of Jan Popper. Two
different casts will perform at 8:30 p.m. today and

tomorrow in Royce Auditorium

.

"Edwards is the biggest man ever cast as

Falstaff," Popper said.

"I was bom prematurely and underweight and I've

been making up for it ever since," the 42-year-old

Edwards said. (Eklwards sings with Roger Wagner's

master chorale and writes their program notes.)

"The role of Falstaff is a challenge. You can't just

waddle out on stage and stand there and sing pretty

tones," Edwards said. "Falstaff has to go from a

chuckle to a rage and from comic love scenes to

patter songs." ___^^
Petersen, the other Falstaff, may need some

padding to look the part, tnit his operatic

qualifications are there.

Petersen has sung Falstaff in Europe and America
and in German, Italian and English. He has sung at

Bayreuth, the home of the most extravagant Wagner
productions in the world.

Concerning the role, Petersen said, "It's one of the

most sophisticated opera roles. Concentration is

essential but it must appear frivolous as hell. If it*s

labored, then it's uot a comedy."

The rest of the cast includes Nicholas Pietroforte

as Fenton, Marvin Klebe and Charles Bergman as

Ford, James Edwards as Dr. Caius, Alfred Tautz and

Phil Boroff as Bardolph and Tom Foreman and John

Hall as Pistol.

The feminine members of the cast are Tami
Asakura and Sue Patchell as Mistress Ford, Cheryl

Stoltz, Carolee Thomburgh and Hiroko Kitano as

Anne Ford, Trist Hillman and Diane Thomas as

Mistress Page and Beta Popper and Francesca

Bellandi as Dame Quickly.

NceupoNATiMe
Tbeuevveue couNTuies.

ciTies. schools. Movies.

elecTRic AppLiANces

Tb€ beATles. pcH-iilciANS

ANOTbeN

'«-

.-J^' y.^

What's Brew'n at the Big U
Special Activities

Africa Night, featuring African Music and Dance,

will be held at 8.30 p.m. today in Social Welfare 147.

William Sweeney will present Video Free America,

an experimeotal program of alternate television, at

7:30 and 10 p.m. today and at 3, 7:30 and 10 p.m.

tomorrow in Architecture 1102. Admission is $1 at the

door.

"Black God, White Devil (Deus e o Diabo na Terra

do Sol)" will screen at 1 p.m. today in Bunche Hall

120*^ °

"Cul de Sac" and '/The /Wen Who Tread on the

Tiger's Tail" will screen at 7 and 10 p.m. today and
tomorrow in Social Welfare 147.

The UCLA Blood Drive concludes today from 10

a.m.-2:30p.m. in Ackerman Union Women's Lounge.

"Hamlet" will screen at 11 a.m. tomorrow at the

AAonica I Theater, 1332 Second St., Santa AAonlca.

Tickets are $1.50.

GLEN AND RANDA

it*ru*.mSTEVEN CURRY SHELLEY PUMPTON ^.^
ORifiZ0 t>

Pl|ip.tll A LAEMMIE THEATRE

NOW PLAYING! '
^

CALL TNCATtE FOR SNOWTiMES!

OMMtflRCe LOrS^ZO MA^«: HUOOLPH VVURtn/ER «< JM McBRCt SJUNL t IjU>u iti< («<• ^

EXCLUSIVE ENOAOCiWIENT

(Continued on Page 15)

'i> I04S ttOXTON AVf

WESTWOOO VIllACE

?72^)50l • 477 0059

lmprov« ar«d«* White Devoting
Th« S«m« Amount Of Tim* To Study

use STUDY SOUNDS
lncr«*so Your Concontratlon And Improv*

Your Comprohonsion. Study At A Fa«t«r Rat*.

ELfCmONICALLY PflOOUCEO SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

PtMis* Spocify
• Track Tap*. Casaatta. Or LP Racord

Sand Chock or Money Order — 99.9S Each
lr>cludo 75c Handling and Poataga
Sound Concapts, Inc., — Box 3852

ChartottMvilte, Va. 22902

fjj^^^^^^^JjM^A^tr^mm

I miL 0* SAT 8 1 11:31

JUIES FEIFFEffS

Miitf w^m

TlMite; M titaltttawicM
N|i ...!« s. aai Mt |ist if

UmCNTER ...lirKtMr Ivy's pMflf

its V e 1 1 Itflls If CtBtif

hFtcr f»i a sun 'pf kfs,

I

HflTURY CITY PLAViBi

KL^ENCO CEN i tK
- W—h<wod ViHo9«

li.

• KLEENCO SHOE REPAIR •

AAen's 1 Pair Women's

HEELS FREE
witR one pair at regular price

OFFa EXPtiES JUNE 1 5t»t

Kleenco Coin-Op Dry Cleaning & Laundry

SPECIAL OFFER
ONE 8-LB. DRY CLEANING LOAD

ip#cial $2.00 f9.$X50

1 WASH LOAD FREE
To introduc* You To Our N«w 12-lb. W«h«rf

PRESENT THIS Ab FOR SPECIAL OFFER
EXPIlisjUNEIS. 1971

'•'Vf
-^v

mr

'*''.-.

sh/OfAiT'tkicer

2
A uitnt Tta ^P

Factotum
ia««f>co C«nl«r nOI Goyl«y Av« WMtwood 478^7297

This coupon good for 1/3 off on any belt

ony size— color— design — made to order

ALSO - All kinds of special Si custom buckles

EXPItCS JUNE 15. 1971 ONE PER PEtSON

I

t

This summer Leather Classes at Factotum
KLEENCO C»*re« nOI GAVIEY AVE. WBTWOOO 478-7297

Make your,own sandals, purses, belts, watch bands, etc.

'jHr'

— Begins the third week of June
- Eight weeks, one 2'/^ hour class per week
— work benches end bosic tools provided

^ class limited to max of 12 persons
- fflft $?S plus material purse or bag $6.00

s^^

sandals $7.00

belt & buckle $3.00

call or come in for orrangements or questions 478-7297
;!:'!v.7S!S0.'
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Student sings for UniCamp
By Syaie HaUgo
DBSUffWrilcr

AlMf tiMCtoaigk
•CaMcMMBaMIMlMi

8* y«a ill bMMe Mi waH fw.
FartMMthlitfUi*.

Tkto cMM BM^i JTM to ghrc

YM.tkiicliiMBCcAiywiUfhre
,

y««
fhrc."

COBWEB— Minelli's "Cobw«b"»nd "T«a and Sympatliy" will %cr—n at

7:30 p.m. Sunday In Melnitz Mall 140t, und^r tha auspices of fha Film

Screening Cooperative. Donations requested. ^^^^^^^

This is the song Dave Kinnoin, a

junior majoring in music here,

composed and sings to aid the

UniCamp fimd drive.

He can be seen daily on campus,

singing and strumming his guitar.

He collects donations for

UniCamp in a small container he

first sets down. Kinnoin has also

gone off campus; to the Santa

Monica beaches, and will soon ask

donations of the long movie lines

in Westwood on the weekends.

He sang at noon yesterday in the

Terrace Room and collected $8.67

before the food manager kicked

him out.
*'Wednesday a lady

signed a check for $20 in the

Terrace Room," Kinnoin said.

It was Kinnoin's idea to sing for

donations. A friend of his was a

UniCamp counselor and told him
funds were needed. This friend

also gave him a permit to collect

funds, after Kinnoin suggested
that singing might bring in more
money.
Kinnoin said he's been

averaging over $20 per hour. He
has collected $175 so far. "But
much more is needed," he said.

He receives no pay for his work.

"Singing encourages those who
haven't yet given to UniCamp to

give, and those who have to give

more," Kinnoin added.

«^
..-,0^^

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
8p.m

TOMORROW
nam

SUNDAY
2pm

„5pm

'^fi«i —

Hve Krishna

Mack (or Perforroaoce

An Introduction to the 1

Subjective!

Vccetarian Cooking (473-(M0O)

ArchUecture IMS

Architecture IMS

Botankal Gardeos.
Siddhartha Pool

14S01 MulhoUand Drive

*' ^
/m

<SM971 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.. Milwaukee and other great cities.

liquor.
<i^» '''' W 4^ «BulL

iflflfli^";:: lyp^

Tremendous strength, power, reliability, dependable good taste.

That's what Taurus is known for. Schlitz Malt Liquor, too.

Venus, the ruling planet, makes Taurus sociable, fond of fun. and
able to inspire friendship in others. Maybe you and the Bull should
get together. Maybe you'd hit it off.

But maybe not.

It depends on your sign. Because Taurus has a powerful mean streak

There's a helluva fire in the Bull.

So check your stars. They'll tell you straight if you're the kind of

person who can meet Schlitz Malt Liquor head-on.

Nobody makos m«N liquor like SchUtz. NotM>dy.

If

DB photo—J«rrv Morrfj

I T 0.
FOR

LISTENING & ^^Nc

ARRIVES AT

//vg

WEST
4345CR,ENSHAW BLVD

THIS

WEEKEND
BEGINNING

Wednesday — Tliursdoy -

Fridoy — Saturday

'7 99t Admission
99^ Bar Drinks

FOR INFORMATION &

DIRECTIONS CALL: 299-1123

LOVE
mess up our
environment!

<a^/a^
ON YOU

If yo«*re a CalifornUn • ke*s •

valuable friend. But It youVe
en outsider plenuiag to move
iu on us. • .uainvited. •

a Cal'Pox ou jftm. . . and
that** bad. There** a way out

tkoufjb. If you can*t beat *em,

join«em. For just $3.98

(iueludiuc tax aud tkipping

ebarnes) we caa make a

Califomiaa out of you with:

Your own wallet-sise

combiuatiou Celifbmia resident

ID card aidl Cal-Pn
iuHuunisaliou certificate.

A striking Cnl-Fbs wall

certificate. Your authentic Cal*

P6s button .Your Cal-Pox bumper-
strip. And for just $4.9S more-

the goriest '^r* Bdx Maggot
Sweatshirt anyoody ever saw.

How^ that for added security.

Cal'Pbx
For A Non-Growing CalifiM'nis

Enclosed fe my
••^der lor $ for

memberships end swentshirtt<

Sn._||ad«.Lg_X Lg—

City,

.,^^«-

LA

:

•il to: CaM>V»Kja<-.,P.O. Box 24

Sausaliio«Cnlif. 94965

( I U1CM««4 4 ( f r 1 1 i I « i\ ^t*i§94i4t

Argentine theater group to perform here
Frid«y.AAay21,1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 15

By Rufus Baker
DBSUff Writer

Gnipo Once al Sur, a professional Argentine

theater company, will present a series of per-

formances of modem Spanish-language drama today

through Sunday under the auspices of the Spanish

and Portuguese department here.

"This is one of the best-know theater groups in

Buenos Aires," Gerardo Luzuriaga, Spanish
professor who promoted the company's visit here,

said. **They have been well-received by many
universities on their American tour. I am sure it will

be a success in this performance here."

Luzuriaga said all Spanish students should attend

one of the performances, ''Theater in Spanish is

always a good way to come in contact with Spanish in

real presentation."

The Spanish department is trying to establish a

tradition of presenting Spanish-language theater

here according to Luzuriaga except for a per-

formance by the Chilean group "Ituch" in 1968, no

professional Spanish-language companies have
played here. „..:

"This group is bringing an image of Argentina.

Their performances are about Argentinian activity

and life," he added. "They are on an unofficial

cultural tour. This will be more than just a theater

performance Grupo Once al Sur has young, hvely,

dynamic performers."

The group is scheduled to present "Esa Cancion es

un Pajaro Lastimado, ' ("This Song is a WoiBided

Bird") Friday at 8:30 p.m. in Schoenberg

Auditorium. This is a three-act play by Argentine

playwright Alt>erto Adellach.

Saturday night at 8:30 p m., the company will

perform "SolounSuenodePasion," ("Only a Dream
of Passion"), also in Schoenberg. "Sueno" will

feature highlights from the works of more than a

dozen Argentine playwrights.

Grupo Once al Sur will close here with a special

"Domingo con la familia" (Sunday with the Family)

program at 3 p.m. Sunday in Royce Hall Auditorium.

Grupo Once al Sur will close here with a special

"Domingo con la familia" (Sunday with the Family)

program at 3 p.m. Sunday in Royce Hall Auditorium.

An exhibition of Argentine art in the Royce Foyer

will precede a variety program featuring music and

humor from the Pampas, and popular dramatic

sketches, the presentation is entitled "Buenos Aires

al Desnudo," (Buenos Aires Unveiled.)

Tickets are available at the Ticket Office or any

Mutual Agency at $3.50, $2.50 and $1.50. Students may
purchase special reserve seat tickets for $1 from the

ticket office. A special $2 discount ticket will be

available for groups of 15 or more at the door.

Manny's Barbers

When you say, 'Voice just o little bit off," we take

just little bit off.

1091 1 Kinross Ave.

Brewn's lost weekend . .

.

(Continued from Page 13)

The Corps of Cadets of the Army ROTC unit will present their annual

Awards Review at 10 a.m. tomorrow on Spaulding Field.

Dance students will present a "Senior Dance Concert" at 8:30 p.m.

tomorrow in Women's Gymnasium 208.

"Dance of Yugoslavia" will t>e presented at 8:15 p.m. Sunday in

Women's Gymnasium 208.

Meetings
The Political Science Honor Society will meet at noon today In Bunche

Hall 4269. _r_„ ,*,-.— ' • ' -•
.

"

--

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) will meet

at 1 p.m. today in Boelter Hall 5273.

URA Clubs , "T

—

The Tennis Club will meet from 2-4 p.m. today on the South Courts.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 5-6:30 p.m. today in AAemorial Ac

tlvities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on Field?.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet at noon today In the Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-3:30 p.m. today in /VVemorlal Activities

Center B 146. ^ —-^
The Karate Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today In the Women's Gym

200.

The Fencing Club will meet from 2-3 p.m. today in the Women's Gym
2001.

The KenpoXTu^ wTIT meetat nObn today In AAemorlal Activities Center

B 146.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will meet from 2-10 p.m. Sunday In the

Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet at 10 a.m. Sunday in the Women's

Gym 200.

The Karate Club will meet at 10a.m. Sunday in the Men's Gym 200.

The Cricket Club will meet at 10 a.m. Sunday on the South Field.

DESHill EN6INEER
Requires EE and ME bockground with

knowledge oi microwove theory.

Desire 20 hour$/w«ek minimum.

Proficiency in spoken English a must

StaH to $800/month

(calculated at S4.62/hour)

Abbott Transistor

Laboratories, Inc.

5200 WUsT iif«ers3h Boulevard

Phone 936^185 for appt.

~ equal opporhinity employer

lumbers; Cabern
Pr«s«nta

Thurs. througt> Sot.

The Guitar and Humor of

Walt Conley
Fall by for o listen & you'll be bock with your friends.

Shows begin 9:00 Thurs. & 9:30 fn. & Sot.

NO COVER THIS WEEKEND

BEER - WINE - SOFT DRINKS - SANDWICHES

GUYS 2

2260 W««twood Blvd.

(jwtl KMlh ot Olympkl

474-9311

.(Paid Advcrtiaemcnti^BM^-MH^BB^H

We continue to celebrate

Easter, Christ Risen . . .

Sun. 10:00 A.M. Services with coffee hour

1 1:30 A.M. Disc. dfJ.CJuperstar

Wed. 9Jj5 P.m. Informgl Bible study

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL|
10915 StrathmorjB Driv«, lo» Ar»gd«», CoWornio 90024

Amot A. Schmidt. Potior (213) 478^9579

Serving »»• corr^u* community ot tK« Univ«r«ity ai California at Los Angol**

'Naked City' to screen tomorrow
*'Naked GIty" Academy award winning film by Jules Dassili. will

screen at 7 and 9: 15 p.m. tomorrow at Audio Visual World. 1730 Westwood

Blvd. Admission is $1.50 for students. Author Melvin Wald will be present.

i(Paid Advertisement)

HILLVL CO'JIMOIL AT UCLA PRtJfNTS
THk POOH PtOPL;>'5 f VpTK SPAGi- TWt TRk

<f' rt. vn

departments,
including

Art Supplies on A level!

Students' store

iTUfPT^S^ONnWLLT tr H^Hi !AU UKimmr-ii |

gifH. sporlsweor, b Uvl
art tupplies, o l*vol, ockormon union - 825-7711

mondays-fridays 7:45a.m. -7:30p.m.; Saturdays 10-3

•MM

\
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M(Pakl Advertisement)

Dzzie and Harriet belong to an alumni association.

So do both Ricky and David. And Ricky's wife Kris

and David's wife whatshername. No one ever

remembers her name. Her husband can't $ing.

They all joined the association on their way from the

malt shop after the big football game. They had run

into Archie, Reggie, Betty and Veronica and, over

Fullback Frappes (2 scoops lime sherbet, 1 scoop
rocky road, sauerkraut, raisins, butterscotch sauce),

they all decided the alumni sounded like a square

deal. A straight arrow so to speak.

Of course, there was a problem with Jughead. He
wouldn't come around. Old Jughead had, of late,

taken to hanging around with Beaver Cleaver. And
most people thought the Beaver was a bad influence.

He had been busted at an anti-war demonstration

with a copy of Naked Lunch. Wally, just out of

West Point, was seriously worried about his brother

Beaver, but figured it was Jughead's fault. Jughead was
usually too stoned to care, one way or the other.

Beaver also belonged to an alumni association. A
different one. He was a member of the UCLA Alumni

Association and he suffered because of it. Night after

night, sitting around the hookah listening to

bootlegged Dylan and sipping Spanada, someone.

usually Dobie, would ask, "Hey, Beaver, do you really

dig all that boola-boola?"

And old Beav would have to get Zelda Gilroy (another

member) to stop chewing on his ear for a minute

and answer the question.

"The rah-rah is mostly gone. They do good things.

Liketutorchildren (600 of them), and give

scholarships ($100,000worth), and fight tuition, and

provide housing for Weyburn victims, and support the

Legal Aid Service, and publish a grad student

handbook, and raise mon^y, and a lot of other things.

Now leave me alone," Beaver would say, and offer

Zelda his other ear.

f _ ,

Dobie never joined, no matter how hard Beaver tried?

And maybe that's why Dobie is still on channel 13

reruns.

The Alumni Association is doing some pretty strange

things for an alumni association. Ozzie and Harriet

would be shocked. It's worth looking into, maybe
even joining. Dues for graduating seniors is five

dollars. You can call 825-3901 and talk to Roland, Sue,

Bill, Don, April, Sparkie or Kathie, or come by
Kerckhoff 226. There's a lot more to it than

Coorson tap.
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Bruin golf season may not be over,

Truett candidate for NCAA spot

Friday, May 21, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN 17
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By Doug Kelly

DB SporU Writer

Whether or not UCLA has

played its last golf match of the

season remains to be seen

following the Bruins' fourth-place

finish in the Pacific-8 tournament.

Coach Vic Kelley feels it is

"questionable" whether UCLA
will receive a team bid to the

NCAA tournament June 21-26 in

Tucson, Ariz.

Regardless of how the team

fares, Don Truett appears to have

a good chance at receiving an

individual berth. Truett finished

in a four-way tie for third in the

Pac-8 at 295, three shots back of

winner Scott Massengale. Elarlier

this season, Truett won the Sun

Devil Classic.

Kelley also feels Jerry DiTullio

merits consideration for NCAA
play. Jerry finished in a tie for

sixth place at Eugene with 299, but

was in contention most of the way.

A k)ad third round (78) hurt his

title chances. DiTullio tied for

fourth in the Southern California

Intercollegiate tourney prior to

the Pacific-8 meet

The problem as far as the

f,

m^M^M^

u
f7>

i

1._ m^r

Bruins* team chances are con-

cerned is the fact that only six

teams from District 8 can go to the

NCAA tournament. USC qualifies

by winning the Pacific-8. In all

probability, San Diego State
qualifies by winning the PCAA
tournament.

That leaves Oregon (2nd in Pac-
8) and Stanford (3rd) plus Cal
State Los Angeles (2nd PCAA)
and Cal State Long Beach (4th). It

would appear that the Bruins and
49ers are a toss-up for the sixth

and final spot.

Looking back at the Pac-8,

Kelley said UCLA let the tour-

nament get too far out of hand in

the thir^l round. The Bruins
started the second day of play only

eight strokes lt)ehind Stanford, the

first-day leader.

However, all seven opponents

gained ground on UCLA during

the third round as the first four

men went 21-over-par in 18 holes.

USC, the eventual champion,
gained 21 strokes after trailing

UCLA by three after two rounds.

Ironically, the man many felt

would win the tournament put

himself virtually out of the run-

ning after the first round althpugh

he came back strong to tie with

Truett and two others at 295. He's

Dave Glenz of Oregon who,
playing his home course, shot an

opening 82 before settling down
with rounds ol 73, 70 and 70.

''Glenz could have put the tour-

nament out of sight," Kelley

commented, "except for a

horrendous 46 on the front nine

that first round."

Provided Truett does receive

and invite to the NCAA tourney

(and it looks as though he will), he

might be a prime candidate to win

it. Why? His record in tournament

play.

Don did not have a really good

dual meet season, but his pla^ in

tournaments was much better. He
won the Sun Devil in Arizona and

did fairly well at the Southern

California Intercollegiate. Plus

his finish in the Pac-8.

Kelley feels Truett is coming
into his own as a top collegiate

golfer. The blond junior from

LaJolla has shown the promise

ever since he was a freshman, but

it is quite likely that too much
pressure was applied too early.

Truett, though, is now used to

pressure play. And it's just as well

with the biggest prize of all, the

NCAA, forthcoming.

Pac-8 Track Entries
KNBC, Channel 4, at 2 p.m. tomorrow

440 relay:

.V

Mile relay:

Three mile:

:880:

:440IH:

;440:

— Reggie Echols, Ronnie Welch, Warren
Edmonson, and Wayne Col left.

— Echols, Edmonson, John Smith, and Col left.

— Ruben Chappins and Joe Balasco.

— Paul Williams and Bob Langston

— Jean Pierre Corval.

1
S220:

ii 100:
v:

gShot Put;

I Discus:

High Jump
I
I Pole Vault:

— Smith, Collett, Echols, and Henderson
Cooper or Eugene Williams.

— Smith, Collett, Edmonson, Welch, and
Reggie Robinson.

— Edmonson, Robinson, and Welch.

— AAark Ostolch and Dale Gordon.

— Ostoich, Gordon, and Roger Freberg.

— Rick Fletcher and Doug Huff.

— Francois Tracanelli and Steve Hardison.

— Peter Jones.

41

^

iS Javelin:

M
;^. Long Jump:

^^Triple Jump:

James McAlister and Finn Bendixen

James Butts and Denny Rogers.

Wednesday's Softball Results
White Blood det Thunderthuds (16 12); NY
Yankees def. UCLAW (7 0); Orion def. Sierra

(4 3); Rainier def. Cork (forfeit); Hydra def

Ball Four (17 5); Bowery def. Middle Eartti

(forfeit); F.O.'sdef. Zoology (forfeit); Crabs
def Heavy Sticks (forfeit); Solbergon Ice def.

Wishbone (14 9); Kilinnaniaro def Bn^and
(11 4); Pauley def. London (14-2), Outsiders

def. Seaslugs (9 6).

SoHI»all Draw
The draw for the upcoming All-U Softball

playoffs took place yesterday and the bracket
will be posted, with times, in the IM office,

after noon today. The bracket will also appear

in the DB on Monday.

The AIIU Track Finals
The finals of the All U track championships

are today at the Track Stadium, beginning at 3

p.m.
3.(X) Broad Jump, High Jump, Shot Put.

3 ip: 440 yard relay
3:20 70 yard hurdles
3:30: Mile Run
3:4S: 100 yard dash
4 00: 440 yard dash
4 15: 880 yard dash
4 25: 220 yard dash
4:35: Mile Relay
4 45: Two Mile Run

^

APHRObeSiA

^WATZR BEX>S
<ue^THer sooos^
jeujeLrY , canoues •

^IMPORTS'*
*Heao SHOP eTc.-*

2807 pTcoblvd:
SAVTA MONICAmiE

•»2 8^512.20'

THE NEW
SCENE

• a smashing assortment

of short, midi, or maxi

cover ups

• hot pants are on the

scene as a summer star

• top with terry robe
-^ ar>cl matching hat

• split iize bikinis in petite

thru d cup for a perfect

f
fit everytime

/^ 1MARINA DEL REY
574 WASHINGTON STREET

BEVERLY HILLS
245 SO. BEVERLY HILtS DR.

ENCINO
17025 VENTURA BLVD. —

823-0878

273-9948

788-6519

,## its'

j-1,1 ,% ,!f :!^/ fj .,4> ~
:J4J

tt

ALSO PALM SPRINGS • MIAMI BEACH

SAYLCS BROS. TMiATRES "Family Theatref of Borgotw Prices!

HELD OVER
('TIL 8:00 P.M )

CELEBRATION AT BIG SUR
and

WOODSTOCK (uncut)

*1W NOILYWOOO I

:star;
)|M4« HollywMd Bl I
^(itr Wttn ) 4«7-2l7lJ
^ Op*t» 9**iy %
:^ M :4i A M k^ 0»«n All Nit* ^

^^
The Original Ed's For style

AS ^EEN ON LOS ANGELES TV
You will not be sold up at Ed's. These are absolute prices. No price

leaders... no tricks... just the world's bestjvalues on thousands

of quality suits, sportcoats, and slacks. -^— -—^

YOU CANNOT PAY IVIORE THAN ^49
FOR A SUIT AT EDS FOR STYLE

Fully lined, hand-tailored, modern single

and double-breasted styles all wool and'

silk and wool suits— none over $49.00

__ BUT YOU CAN PAY LESS

$1999
Like

for a fully lined

polyester and
rayon suit.

• •••••••••• • 9^ # • • • •WW ••••••••••••

All sizes, beautifully tailored. Fully lined all wool

and wool blends, all colors. Thousands of latest style

sport coats.

NO SPORT COAT OVER $29.00

YET AS LOW AS $19.99
•••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••

A OVER 6.G00 PAIRS OF V2 PRICED SLACKS'

^^ $4.99 to $12.99 . . . LATEST STYLES INCLUDING

!H. 100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS for

$

/
1299

If you're not buying your suits,

sportcoats, and slacks at Ed's lor

Style, you're losing money.

since 1936

i'ydmjt<m,f 'Mt^f

'yjifMg*^^^ --
'.ri: '?'^-*"°'?W

~'::-:Ai'''-}'h'^'-\

"\I

Open Monday through Saturday 10 to 6 — Sunday 12 to 6

••^•••••••••••••••••••••«|:.

FOR STYLE t

DOWNEY
12800 Paramount Blvd.

1 block south of Imperial

2029 Westwood Blvd.

Rotwprn Olvrnpir A Si^nta Monica

*J

i .......yi
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kerckhoff Hall n}
Phone: MS 2«i

CUsiifi*d advertisinv ratM
IS words SI. SO day, S conk«r<wtiv«

insertions - tS 00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE lOMa.m.

No telophonc orders ,

THE Daily Bruin gives fwll svpport to tM
tJpivorsity of California's policy on Mm-
discrimination and therefore clatsifi*^
advertising service will not be made'
available to anyone wtto, in aftordtnf

housing to students or offering |«

discriminates on tfve basis of race,

religion, national ortgm or ancestry. Neittter

the University nor ttic ASUCLA ft Daily

Bruin has investigated any of ttte torvices

offered here.

y Church Services

WESTWOOO Friends meeting (Ovakers),
Silent worship. Sun.. II a.m., Univ. YWCA,
S74 Hilgard Visitors wiecome. 473 79S0.

^Announcements

CONCERNED Students: Do you care abovt
the security of Jewish and other minority-

groups? With a small effort, each of us can
help. Call 444 1000. (AMIS)

^Personal

HAPPY Anniversary, Funnyfacei I lovt
you. Jeff. (1M21)

P.E.O.'sfar from home and looking for
friends? Call Bonnie F L •24 32*t. ( 1 M 24)

7 Enterhinmenf ••••••••

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avaton,
»0704. (IQTR)

SINGLES MEET SINGLES. Parties and
Introductions. FREE membership for Oirts.

Noon 7 : 30 PM. TWC, 4S4^2200. ( 2 QTi> ^
""^^

COUPLES CLUB
L.A.'s most unique, exciting club

for fun-loving people.

Weekend parties till dawn*
Limited number Special Student

memberships with verification.
For Brochure call /write.

Box 219S Seal Beach
CA »0740

(213)5»4-4043 _
CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and ftoliday, summer
reservation Call 7n CA 1 484^ (70TR)

^Help Wanfed.....••••••••••

YOUNG waitresii^ for Hamburgor Cottage,
Venice and Centinella. Daily 11-3 p.m. Call

BilL3fl-213I. ()M24)

ONE week left to get a tummor {ob Ocn't
del«y. Call Services Unlimited 47S-9S21
nowl (3M21)

BABYSITTER-Experienced girl. Thur-
s()ays, •a.m.-4p.m.Sl.2Shr. Westwood. twmr
bws.47Sr1077. (3M21)

NEED extra monoyT Instant income from
part-time work. Call 7t7-2S3f , Sunday. (3 M
21)

>—» *

SUMMER. Driving 2 aftornoont/wtok.
S2.S0/hr. Good riving record required. OR 2-

77S1. (3M27)

GIRL: Housework/some ironing. 3 hrs. each
weekday; start June 1st, n%^r campus.
$2.S0/hr.Eves., 471^72S. OM27)

HE who hesitates <for • summor (ob) is lost.

Call Services Unlimitod, 47S-9S21, now. (3 M
21)

GIRL, part-time housework, child cart,
permanent, live in or out. Walk campus. 474-

3yS3. 272 7232. (3M27)

GIRL - light housework, 3 Mks. campus,
il.7Shr., after S,473-4t32. (3M24)

SUMMER GOVERNESS IN MALIBU.
Young woman needed to care for four
children, ages 4 to 12, for six weeks begin-
ning June 20. Private beach and tennis club
Mustlivein.27t-S000or 4S4-I97I. (3M21)

FEMALES needed for Psychology ex-
periment. 2 sessions total 1 3/4 hrs. $3. 3t3.
494$. No psych students.

( 3 M 21)

STUDENTS. Make guar, salary plus bonus
doing pleasant phone work from $10 PM ,

daily. For immediate work'call 393-910$ (3M
24)

GRAD Students in Psych., Sociology,
Recreation. Beverlywood After Care Center
needs you to help young adults recover from
emotional problems Call 137 0144. (3M21)

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience
necessary, top wages, call AFPA 93$-40$$. (3M 21)

GIRL, good appearance. It. housework, own
apt. on beach, good salary, expenses. 392
42$9. call collect. (3M2S)

CAREER opportunities for college girls -

recent grads in PR work with architects. No
selling nor stenography. Apply in person,
7933 W. 3rd St.. Los Angeles. (3M2S)

HALF DAY / FULL TIME Reception
tight typing in law office. Interesting and
involving work. 472-9S03. (3M2I)

FRIENDLY girl for permanent part time
secretary receptionist in carpet showroom.
Beverly Hills area 4S7 4200. (3M

RELIABLE person accompany 2 children -

plane July North Dakota or Northwest
area 911 3434 days. Mi 9399 eves (3M «

GIRLS, Frcvhmen, sophomores, %7 for rme
hour psychology experiment. Call 391 44)|
eves, come FH 2339 days. (3M2t)

PERSONALITY Test Bring close friend
fH 1S80 9 2 30 2 hrs credit or sr SO »^

>/Help Wantmi. 3 >/ Por Sale. ?0

RUSSIAN LANGUAGE SPECIALIST
Work in La Jolla for 1-2 months with
possibility of full tinte employment at a later

date. Preferably Russian- born or a fluent

knowledge of tlie language Challenging:
Must be abte to work witfMMt supervision.

Small oHico: good salary.

LATSEC. INC..
7tS2 Ivanhoe Ave.. P.O. Box 1924

Lo JMIO. Calif. nt37
(714)4Sf-47M

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S4$ per month while helping others.

Come in to lOOl Gayley, Suite 310

or

Call 47rOOS1 9 00 AM 7:00 PM daily

CASTING Film. Men (It 24).good-looking«
college types Photos: Michael Coyte
Productions, Box 4374.No. HollyviK>od.

91407. (3M21)

STUDENTS* TEACHERS
APPLY EARLY!

T-«irl

IS Headquarters for

Summer Employment

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES

SWITCHBOARDOPRS.
Other Office Skills - Experienced

T-«irl

LOS ANGELES
334SWilshirenear Catalina 3*4-1700

WEST LOS ANGELES
12121 Wilshirenear Bundy •24-S441

ORANGE COUNTY
270*N.Main. Sta. Ana 714/547 S493
TORRANCE SO BAY AIRPORT
1 1414 S. Hawthorne at Imp. 479-2241

S.F VALLEY
1S44S Ventura nr. Sepulveda 914-7331

COLLEGE Student June Sept. full time
work Scholarship available. $9S per <veek.

4*4 9200. (3M2*)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1414 Westwood Blvd.

474^315

^Miscellaneous.,..••••••••••

LOVABLE kittens need homes. Black-tflue
eyed part Siamese, house broken. 7 wks. old.
Eves, 477 443*. (SM27)

FREE kittens to caring homes. 274-43S3 or
"3 3$H^ ( M24)

LOHR'S Wilderness Survival School. SSO for.

10 day session in High Sierras. Box 34*33,
LA., 90034. (M2S)

y Fofienf.

S12S mon. WALK UCLA-parking.
Luxuriously furn. bed-living room/bath,
kitchen privileges, pool, iacuiii, sauna,
gym, billiard room. 473-1473. (7M24)

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2290 ;

wknds, 292 $17$. (7QTR)

7 fcrfes Offered. 8
RIDE offered to Milwaukee Chicago, share
gas leaving June 10 call Paul, *2«-9M4. (iM
21)

TO Portland-female.share driving and gas.
Leave June 14. Call 745-3944 till 9 p.m. (• M
21)

' "• '^^'V..:.^.......... .»..., I V

TWO Super Takumar lenses for Pontax. 12.*,
10$ mm. f3.5, 135 mm. Mint condition. t7S ea.
VE4-4474. (10M21)

APARTMENT and/or house burqiar and fire
alarms, inexpensive. Call Tony, 235-3171
(Also need more sales reps. M or F). (10M
21)

SALE: Waterbed, autoharp, TV, antique
Singer, silver/turquoise jewelry, velvet
patchwork coat, others. 392*410 aHer 4:M
PM. (10M27)

DREXEL bedroom furniture: twin head-
boards, double dresser, mirror, one night-
stand. Perfect. 472 4*40 eves. (10M24)

CONTRARY to popular belief: Loud stereo
music Will not cause warts to grow on your
earlobes. Koss pro 4A professional head
phones list SSO nowS2l; Scotch 1100 polyester
tape list S4.20 now S2.9$; complete system
AM/FM stereo, complete changer,
speakers. S44. Special deal on Scotch
cassettes. 139-2214 after 1 PM. ( 10 M 2$)

SOLUTION to pollution. Buy Basic H and
other household Shaklee products. Contact
Nancy Stein. 7*0 13Sa. (10M2S)

LARGE Desk, 4 1/2' x 3'. 4 drawers, SSO. Call
Ken, 47*-0311.ext. 1247. (10M24)

COMPLETE stereo system.
FM, Aquarius speakers,
changer List S300,sell S14S
Great sound 721 0207.

Roberts AM
BSR record
Never used.

( 10 M 2*)

DIAMOND wedding ring set l/4th carat.
Linda 02$ 29«i ext 40 4/1 9033, ( 10 M
MUST sell light fixture tlO Dinette set S40.
Bicycles, old sofa, card table • ctiairt. 473-
0'90 (I0M2S)

COMPLETE apt furniture: sofa, bed,

^*-"'"-*^_r'^"l
^**' '^"^' **"'^^**» drawers. mi<.f

L*II477 7fn. (10M24)

GII»L student lor house /laundry work Four
Itoursaweek Near tjim pus 473 )-}f 7 11 m
3S)

CINE Oept S|>ecial Bolex Pi Zoom
camera Reg • lade m out, lap dissolve, in
finite speeds Si 2$ Case* ace 1)4 4401 (10M 71)

2 LOVE seats, down filled original, cost

S1 100. sell both for S190. OL 3-4009. (10M27)

STUDENT Must sell - Legitimate Alpaca
rugs New Also Peruvian Indian blankets.

Call 874 3774 anytime (10M26)

ELECTRIC Gibson guitar, like new. Red
color. Model 330, S325. Call after 4 PM, 390

7231. (10M24)

CAPITOL Recording tape. Cassettes: C30-

$»c. C40 40C, C90 93C; C120-1.I9 ea. Car-

tridges (Itr.) 32 mm 95C; 44 mm 99c, 00 min-
1.19 ea. 10% Discount on Ten or More.
Distributorships available. L.D.C Dept.

BR ; P.O. Box $2$ San Fernando, Calif. 91340.

We Pay Postage. (10M2S)

EUROPE 3 tickets. Leave 4/15, return 8/1$,

recognized charter. Unable to go, must sell,

discount. 391 4132, evenings. ()0M25)

PHONO turntable. Pioneer PL 41 w/cart.,
base, dust cover. Excellent condition. SI49.

449 0059 after 4 PM. (10M2S)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record changer, list S549. Asking S29$

new in bdxes. 723-5435 or 283-8970. (I0M28)
\

——
MAKE extra cash. Wallets, cassette, cases,

recording tape, tote bags Direct from local

manufacturer, 478-3354. ( 10 M 25)

S/(VEUPTOS400

on your new M/Cycle and tour Europe! Buy
new BSA,TRIUMPH, NORTON, TAX FREE
from one of England's oldest dealers -

EST: 50 years.

Huge stock too of guaranteed used models at

England's lowest prices.

Full Insurance for Europe ft Shipment back
to U.S.A. arranged - or we guarantee re-

purchase.

Write now for full details:

GEORGE CLARKE (MOTORS) LIMITED
274-278 BRIXTON HILL

LONDON, S.W.2. ENGLAND
Tel: 01 474 3211.

FAIRCHILD sound camera, Reg 8 with

original equipment, $78. 838-4401, must
sell. (10M2S)

COMPCO 3-D slide projector with screen.
Fantastic. XInt. cond. Si40/best oHer. Worth
S275. 741 2771. (10M34)

IBM Executive typewriter carbon ribbon,
good clean cond. S145. Call eves, after 9 p.m.,
447 5918. (10M24)

LEXINGTON-Concord AM-FM multiplex
with 8-track, $ mo. old. X-cond. 475-5*31 ex.
359. (10M21)

$x7 SIMON Automega enlarger w/3 lens
S100. Morris Print straightener SS, 2 de-luxo
cash drawers S5 ea. Kerckhoff Hall |50,82it^

2578. (10M21)

V^ICROSCOPE AO microstar #10. Binoc. 4
objectives-oil. case. Retail S940. XInt. cond.
i*00. 392 1444. (10M24)

HONEYWELL auto/strobonar 330, $40.
Bell/Howell filmosound cassette recorder
S50 477 3435, 397 1874 eves/wknds. ( 10M 24)

BRAND new component stereos. Garrard
changer, 100 watt amp, AM/FM Muplx. $80.
70*- 1781 Mark. (10M24)

FISHER stereo system. Aquarius speakers.
BSR record Chang r. List S549. Asking S295
new in boxes. 723-5435 or 283-8970. < 10 M 28)

OUTRIGGER twin hulls 17 ft. complete with
trailer fully tquippad 741-9200 or 824-233S. ( 10M 2 1 ) *-' ~~^

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattern now for
summer delivery and save

2S% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. fteverlylSr.
Beverlyl Hills, CalH.

Mon. -Sat. 101:00-5:00 CR1-«S2«

NEW kitchen appliances/utensils-direct
from warehouse, cheap. Call Bill for prices,
free delivery, 478-8047. (10M21)

^Services Offered. II

DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES are
experienced information specialists who will
give personal attention to your literature
search, document retrieval or state-of-the-
art survey. Also, abstracting, indexing and
manuscript assistance. 477-4044. (1»M27)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
itudents and employees. Call Allan Sober
873-5815. 781 $$27 eves. 783-3$09. (11 QTR)

LICENSED day care for your child in my
home. 474-8472 or 474-820$. (11M24)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee, 839-7270, 870-
9793 (11 QTR)

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free
:onsultation LuCia RE. 10921 Wilshire
(corner Westwood Blvd.) 477-2193 Mon..
Wed,Fri,Sat. (11M25)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses* Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall. Ext 5251$

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to^:30 p.m.

ONGOING Encounter group forming near
UCLA Focus Present experience/ feed-
back/communication. Dr Gary Felton, 749.
98$l 10a.m 4p.m. (n M24)

GERMAN translations: Austrian native
speaker needs translating jobs All fields
Price negotiable Hans Oaurer 47$-$171. (11
M 25)

SELF HYPNOSIS cUsses Learn tc
#»t«m!nat^ fr^mming forever. Recall and

atenal ever studied. 474 3350
.^.... .-.J, ^

( 1 1 M i8)

^'

SPEED Reading students entering
graduate/professional schools Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd
$7 4390. ' > QTR)

V Services Offered M V ^'o^*'-
/3

NEED help moving North in June? Call

John, 384 7844. Leave your number. ( 1 1 M 27)

'~
AUTO INSURANCE

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394 2225. ..ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart. 1732 Westwood Blvd 474 9709. { I'l

THEGROUPCENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

Each Tues. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen. adm. S3.00 - Students S2.00

Call 456 3030

SEAT on Charter. NY • London - NY jun.
23 Sept. 3. S170 or best offer 599-1084

( nil
27)

^'^

TWO guys (age 28) seek two adventurous
chicks to share driving expenses for South
American trip. John or Dick, 594-2244 (13^
21)

SAIL Greece - Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3 masted schooner Contact: Schooner
Sofia, Box 332, Tiburon, Calif. (41$) 43s.
3018. (13^781

1007
"

RENT TV OR STEREO SIO MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 475 3570. (11 QTR)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr.phc'»«». 174-9119. (11 QTR)

SAILING instruction-beginning-racing
navigation start in 4' sabot-end in 30'

cascade. Dave, 399 7902. ( 1 1 M 24)

V Travel. 13

FABULOUS LONDON BARGAIN! Own
charter, join us at University of London - full

week, 22 28 July. Single room, full breakfast,

dinner, three great walking tours. Rast oi.^

time yours! Only 549.50 total. Limited room
supply. Hurry. (213) 845-1171 eves. (13M24)

8t»i ANNUAL
JETCHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amstardam • L.A.

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
employees, extenssQn and Alumni
Members dIus iwnedialrw^families

.

June 14-Sept. IS

June 24-Sept. 5

June23-Sept. 11

July 1-Aug. 24

July 7-Aug. 28

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
11 Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

S295
S285
S295
&29S
S29S

Sept.24 0ne-way to Amsterdam <i3S

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839-2401. 424*
Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

NOW!!!! UCLA'S own Student travel-study-
overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Office.KercHhoff Hall 304. International
Student ID Cards issued here every Thur-
sday 10 a.m. -2p.m. X 57434. (13M21)

A AIS FLIGHTS
Jet NY. Europe best prices

Immed. issue int. ID Card ft ticketing
SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 2744742

New York One Way 6/18,$79

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL - EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

T TKTT gTUPENT TRAVEL*JJA^ •*• CHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07 lyogrton,^»i—twood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN WESTIIOOD, BROXTON AT WEVBURN-

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa. India. 40% off. Intra European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
902 10.274-4293. (13QT R )

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE ft MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months S125 00

Student grants on car purchase
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 784 1677

•»•

EUROPE, 1225 285, also Israel, Japan,
Summer ft Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev.
Blvd., LA. 90048. 451-3311. ESEP-UCLA
members. itSOTR)

LOST DUTCHMAN MINE
Superstition Mountains, Ariiona

Complete 7 day Adventure trip,S1 30

Includes:
All-transportation. meals, lodging,
recreation, art and geology classes, tours»
live band nightly and participation in our

TOURS UNREGiMENTEO* THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,

S1095. Europe: 4 weeks. 4 countries, S7IS.

Israel-Europe: H weeks, S1195. Japan; 6

weeks, SlOll. EXPERIMENTS IN

TRAVELLING: 4748 Overland Ave, Culver

City, (213) 839-5247. (13 QTR)

/Sj

travel film

.

Call for Information
American Adventures Unlimitod

(213)947-3877

PERSONS interested in sharing tMpensas •

Europe in VW bus. Leaving July S, arrive
Frankfurt. 392-4351. (13M21)

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JETCHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971
An official Charter Flight

Operation Authoriied A Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

LA-lONOOfVlONOON.LA

OUR 10th YEAR
of Reliable Charter Flights

and student travel service

EUROPE $249 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA

80 June 15/Sept. 15

89 June 28/Sept. 7

90 June 25/Aug. 24

94 Aug.24/Sept. 24

91 Sept.2oneway to AMS

S 269

S 249

S 269

S 269

S 134
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y/ Typing

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
^flHHHIHI^^HHHHHHHH^HV ^^i^iMiMi^^>>^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^" ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^
V Apts. - furnished 17 >/Apts. to Share 19 >/ Room for Rent 26 >/Autos for Sale 29

^f LOS ANOELBS/tOtfOOW/LO?" AfJSEtES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

I June 15 Aug IS 9 $273
2 June 19 Aug 15 8 S275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 Juije 24 Sep 5 li S275
5« June 27 Sep 13 12

• LA/ London/Amsterdam
S275

6 July 1 Sep 3 l S27S
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $248 .

8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 S258

^i ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14—LA/London $148
2C July 26— LA/Lortdon $139
3E Aug 19— LA/Madrid/Frar k $135
4E Sep 6 — LA/London $123
5E Sep 12- -LA/London $123

( ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14--Amsterdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA S139
3W Sep 16—London/LA $148

FH. Dap. Rot V^t. Price
••2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275
••4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
*•, 6/24 8/22 8 $275
••7

6/27 9/6 It) $275
••8 6/29 9/10 10 $275
**9

7/1 9/3 $275
••10 7/n 8/9 $275
••11 7/M 8/31 $275
*M2 8/8 9/8 $275
••T4 9/4 9/27 $279
••18 7/24 8/25 t275

ONE.l^VLA.. LONDON
Fit. Dap
••$ 6/24 $150

ONE-WKVV LONDON-LA
FH. Rot Price
IS 9/9 $150

Immediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tel Aviv S77. to Athens S52, to

Nairobi S150, to Bombay S150. Large

discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or

879 3111 c/0 Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa

Monica B. Beverly Hills.

EUROPE Israel. One way round tnp

student travel discounts. SOFA inter

European student charter flights Contact

ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 9004^

824 5449
* ^i^JH

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages ISthru 22). Also:
S40. 15 days
S55. 21davs.
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. i40. Gives

you 1000 miles and S40 1500 miles of raj

travel. Contact your travel agent or canyour
British Rail 424-5149. (13QTR)

y Tuforing '^

tutoring m Math/Physicsby grad

th MS in Physics. 824-4911. {1<^
EXPERT
student with
24)

• 'WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonafMa membort of ttia
University of California (itudontt, faculty,

n •» ' .'^••••'•<* ••omnI, Immod. family
living In ttte same housoltold)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN; Ex^

lenenced pniv Prof Positive results any

exam Easy conversational method (triau

473-2492. M4QTR)

MATH GRADUATE record examiaa^'""
preparation. Private tutoring — mtenstye

S5/hr NewMath Barges Tutorial 397

7335 (14M28;

UC

&«AOMAT^ »^^rtr^ Eiiam ^epaMtjon
L -itruction Academic

chaiiar flights
-4»—

—

4390.

... >- ,»>.i fc. Hobartsnn
(14 QTfl)

a Kerchkhoff Hall /OS O
Between Sa m & Sp m

835-1221

tXPERT tutoring in mattiematics. Hiqf^

'•>0>l, undergraduate, graduate Several

years teaching experience Reasonable. 3"
2443 (14M28*

DATA Analysis, consultation for M.A. and
PhD research: tutoring statistic, Chinese,

Japanese, expert, 473 8763 ( M74)^

EXPERT TYPIST 81 STENO. MY HOME
>4EAR CAMPUS. FINEST EQUIPMENT
AND SKILLS. 838 8425. (15M21)

TYPING Editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM ^electric. Eng. grads,

Nancy, 472-4143, Kay, 824-7472. (15M27)

LOW RATES Manuscripts, dissertations,

term papers, etc IBM electric. Call Diane.

398 4344 alter 5:00. (15M25)

EDITH IBM Term papers, dissertations,

tape transcription, etc. Accurate, fast. Pick-

up and delivery. 933 2993.
,w..,,«(15M25)

PROFESSIONAL typing, all reports: i

Theses, legal, medical, psych., engineering,

etc Stenorette, cassette transcribing. Some
optional pickup /del. Mayfield Services. 340-

0333 (15M25)

CAMPUS vicinity 2 blocks away. Papers,

theses, dissertations. Fast, accurate, neat.

Experienced. Tom -4730031. (15M25)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Call

GR28421. (15M24)

PAPERS, letters, theses. Experienced. Call

399.0414 weeknights 4-9, mornings 8-12 (Sat.-

Tues.) --.,..._-....„ .(15M28)

RU-TH - theses, term papers, manuscripts.

Experienced. Wkends, daily 5 9, 828-1162. (IS

OTD^

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299-3135 -

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specializing

in theses, essays, manuscripts. (15

QTR)

TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books, term

Ddpe^s Specialty math & technical typing.'

Accurate, rapid service 761 5580. ""^•'°»(15QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,

theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus. Call Esther 826 7691. (15QTR)

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectric. Term
papers, dissertations, theses. Fast, ac-

curate. 1101 Gayley, Westwood. 473 8127, 884-

7475. (15M28)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice, 397-3304. (15 QTR ^

IBM Executive and Selectric tiojewriter-

s Experienced Fast. accuratF»Work...-

PleasecaU..>394-8295.

: t^ew

(15M281-

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479

8144,477 6382 (ISQTR)

V Wattled 16

SEEK canyon or beach place to share. Own
room Laissei-faire. Steve, 479 6648, 825-4761

(message) {MtAlt)

TERM Paper on Contemporary Black Jaiz

^rtjst Name your price. After 3 PM. 735-

0516 (16M26)

^ Apfs. - Furnished 17
j

LARGE 1 bedroom /den. Private pooltable,
fenced yard, color TV. S145. B.H. 3rd
Doheny. 478-1182. (17M21)

BEACH Apt. Deluxe single, separate
dressing area. Balcony, utilities paid. S14S.

277-5548,399 4153. (17M24)

BEACH Apt. 3 bedroom, 2 baths, fireplace,
wet bar, c/d, dishwasher, $335. 277-5548, 3<»9-

4153.
• (17M24)

^OSGAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

DwpoaHs now f<ir rumm«r/f ail

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

LARGE 1 bdrm., parking, walk to campus,
sublet June 15-Sept. 15,5180 477 5235eves ( :7

M 21)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern l bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.
Rents S175 235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator
Private patios & balconies ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway
2002 Fourth St , SM 392 5573
2045 Fourth St , SM 392 5556
2311 Fourth St , SM. 392 5686

1 BEDROOM 5135. 1 BEDROOM $120.

Utilities included. Please call Mrs. Sugihara
at 839 4880 (17M35)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES _

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
^Dopoeit* now for M»mmor/lail

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard
Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

i'lO n$ Furnished singles Carpets,
'''ipes, pool Near UCLA transportation.
'602 Pontius 273 8351,473 1535 (17M2$)

GLENFAIRTERRACE
Singles & i Bedrooms

Pool, sundeck & laundry
Walk to UCLA & Westwood

Reserve now reduced summer rates

540 Glenrock & 543 Landfair

^55 LEVERING
Singles 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA 8. Westwood

GR7 2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR)

5150. 1 bedroom, redecorated, good car-
peting, drapes, also unfurnished. Pool,
parking, shopping, nice area. 839 3272. ( 17 M
28) .

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS SINGLES

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477-8990

S145 MODERN 1 bedroom lower,
redecorated, A/C, built-ins, unfurnished
S135. Near Melrose /La Brea. 553-7544. (17M
21)

i THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, l bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.
I patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet
lbldg.,'maid available. North of Wilshire,

1 convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479-8i44 (17QTR)

MALE:
Student
432i

Share luxury apt

Pool & sauna. 580

Manna w/Grad
Eves, best 821

(19M25)

SUMMER Housing, free parking, kitchen

privileges. S40/mo 479 9998, 479 9703 Please

ask lor Rick or Roger. (24M28)

FEMALE roommate to Share 1 bedroom apt.

$80 West LA Call between 8 3 30 825

7801 (19M25)

LARGE furnished apartment two blocks
from campus $70 summer. (Female) Sept.

and June paid 478 6164 (19M25)

J For Sub-lease

FURNISHED 1 bdrm., July & August.
$9n/mo. In West LA 826-1758 after 9 30

PM (SLM24)

SUMMER sublet beautiful newly furnished

bachelor apt Doheny and Olympic. 275-

7261 ( SLM24)

TWO Bdrin. apt UCLA student housing.

S145 Garage. Utilities included. June 15 thru

Sept. 391 7540. (SLM24)

JUNE 16 Sept 15 Furn. '2 bed/baths, air

cond , pool, sundeck, walk/campus, parkiag.
479 6166. (SLM24)

FURNISHED 1 bdrm. apt., mid June to

St?» , n*ar campus, couple preferred. 477

9945. (SLM24)

SUMMER sublet, large 1 bdrm. w/room for

3, furnished, near Gayley/Landfair $185

473 4359. (SLMa4)

JUNE 14 Sept. 15. Furn. 1 bed. near cam-
pus modern, no pets, parking space. $140.

Eves. 824 5209. (SLM25)
•

JUNE Oct or years lease, 5250 mo 2 bdrm.,
S 8. R, washer, garage. 477 3161 after 4

PM._. — ^ (SLM2$)

GIRLS 945 Hilgard, near campus. S1>8

entire, S55 share. Utilities, linens, weekly
maid, kitchen. 473 5268. (17M24)

633 GAYLEY
5Min. walk Ca-npus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter

473-6412

BEAUTIFUL Berkeley apt. 1 bdrm. two
storitsplusa loft North side, (213)789-

4458. (SLM24)

TWO Bdrm. house, furn., S175, June-August,
ideal for kids, dogs, people. Culver City, 839-

9887. fCI M')A\

SUBLET (June Sept) Large 2 bdrm.
Brentwood, completely furnished (stereo,

,TV) S195/mo. 820-1049 eves. (SLM25)

SUMMER sublet, 1 bdrm., furn: or unfurn.,

Barnngton Ave , reduced rent, 473-0043. (SL

SUMMER sublet. HomeV duplex, furn.,

bdrm , den, air cond. 10 min. campus. 5185.

Eves, 473-5267. (SLM21)

r BDRM. targe furn. apt., 1 bk. from cam-
pus, S200 (5175 w/manager position (easy)).

479 0821/ Avail. June 15. (17M24)

400BmTDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnistied. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415Gayley at Veteran
478 1735

XXICAGO summer sublet 5 rooms Si20/mo.

Near Lake/Umversity Eugene Garver:7227
5 Coles, Chicago (SLM21)

^ House for Renf 20

HOUSE off Beverl/Glen 3 bdr 2 baths 1

fireplace Secluded, rustic split level. Mr.

Shannon. Day 648 1689, nite 838 0457. (20 M

' 3 BEDROOMS, 1 1/2 baths, dishwa^sher, $300

mo Miracle mile, 939 9002, 931-8039,

Seidel (20M26)

^Apfs.-Unlurnished 18 y fi^y^e for Sale 2

1

MODERN 1,2 bedroom, redecorated, S135-

$180 1 bedroom, furnished, $145. SM/La
Brea. 553 7566. (18M21)

1 BEDROOM unfurnished, built-ins, shag,

stove/refng., drapes, near campus. 1227

Wellesley, apt. 7.824-7779. (18M27)

5175 ONE Bedroom unfurnished. Nice. Four

blocks UCLA campus Westwood. 473-8838,

evenings, 478-6841. (18M25)

LARGE 2 bedroom apartment; unfurnished,

ino undergraduates, 634 Landfair. S230- S240,

lease 823 9590 or 823-5150 (18M25

^Apfs, fo Share 19

ROOMMATE share 1 bdrm. 10 min to

campus. Own room, $50. Keivan, 479 5341. ( 19

M 21)
"^

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room. Prime
Sherman Oaks area. Cathedral ceiling,

fireplace IS mm. from Campus. 548,500.

DEPUY 344-2550. Call Ella. 783-4275. (21 M
2 8)

39.000. Newer 2 bedrooms /2 baths /den
/hvinqroom /fireplace Bit. ins. Benedict

Canyon Area Contact Femma, 826 4485 (21

M 25

^ House fo Share ......^r.... 22

NEED one student to share canyon home
near UCLA Private room, 5100 279 1840

after 5:00. (22M27)

COMMUNE top Of Beverly Glen seeks
people to live learn and grow together better.

986 7443. (22M21)

FEMALE share with one huge one bedroom.
Furnished, walk to school. 557.50. 474-8954,

eves/weekends. (19Mi7)

$85 ONE or two females to share furnished 2

bedroom, 1 1/2 bath. WLA, 4"*72V after

,4:00.
''

(19 M26)

MALE roommate, furnished apartment, 10

minutes tocampus. Call 783 6945early AM or

evenings. $45. (19M25)

FEMALE share large apt Private en

trances, three blocks UCLA,S75 including

utilities BR 2 1659, 477 5939 An n. (19M21 )

FEMALE 25 plus, share spacious 2 bdrm
apt Pool, balcony, fireplace $142 50 475

1239 after 4 (19M24)

2 GIRLS, share 2 bdrms, on Gayley w/2 girls

(summer), $50 mo Kathie, Mane, 474

6713 (19M26)

GIRL needed to share beach apt. with same.

Ocean view S75/mo Laurie, 392 4351 'J9.VL

21)

GOOD folks needed to share large Topanga

Cyn apt Trees, stream, own room, $80 4$5

1474. (19M27)

ROOMMATE to share beautiful 2 br furn^

w/one WLA $82.50 June l»t 820 2852

Michael. (19M24)

OCEAN view apt. Maiibu, 2 bdrm., 2

bathrooms, $137 SO each 25 mm UCLA,
Mark, 454 8544 (19M24)

GIRL $t»«re luxury, 2 bdrm., Brentwood
apt , summer possibly longer- pool,

balconies, view Sharon, 474 4050. ( 19 M 21

)

NEED somewhere to live this summer?
jhare house, private room m exchange for

f)abvsit1.nq 836 3237 (22M26)

^Room and Board 24

MALE student-walk school private entrance
and bath/TV room/pool/parking
Reaso.-abic 272 4736 (24M28)

LAMANCHA
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
FALL QUARTER. 1971

TRIPLE ROOMS WITH BOARD WILL
BEGIN AT $1095 PER ACADEMIC YEAR

930 HILGARD AVE.
475 5831 . 'T

FOR Sale One women's COOP contract.

$110 for room and board til 7 1 71 Call 478

a-»4i (24M2J)

J
Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.. 25

PRIVATE quarters for girl m lovely Beverly

Hills home with pool exchange light

housework 276 0843 (25M2S):

^ Room lor Rent 26

WOMEN, summer sessions, kitchen

prrvtteges Hilgard Avenue Call 474 3371 (24

V M 28) __'

«OOM near beach Ten mmutes to campus.
priviiges. complete lurn , appliances, part

work $100 454 1491 (26M24)

y^Aufos for Sale 29 ^I1'11'Z.U.'I2I1L«

45 MUSTANG, V 8, 3 Speed, air. disc pos.

traction, radio, tape Creen/biack top $500

»71 7438 (29M25)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Milet
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 y»n Nuys Blvd

across from GM Plant
Call 89J 7075 }4 Hours

A-1

'67 MUSTANG Good running condition Will

sell below wholesale blue book 839 7243 (29

M 21)

'49 VOLKSWAGON bug red, automatic,

stick, radio, new tires, excellent condition.

$1400 349 2829 evenings, weekends. (29 M 21)

BORGWARD Sedan. Extremely trouble free

/independent rear suspension / handles like

Mercedes /all service records. 5350. 454 2549

anytime. (29M27)

'43 VW Bus, rebuilt engine, new tires, ex

cellent. 5900 or best offer. 393-4484 after 4 (29

M 28)

'49 PONTIAC OTO, beautiful, power
steering, air cond , bucket seats, vinyl lop,

wholesaling 52200, 789 4733. ( 29 M 27)

•^48 FORO Torino Exc cond., automatic

trans., factory air, many extras One owner,

51450.475-4404. {29M21)

'65 VW Convertible, radio, heater, extras,

exc. cond , clean $875. 459 2013or 820

4454 (29M21)

•reenbriar
ts to camiwagon converts to ca'mper $450. 473 1128 or

478 8376 Mike.
j

J29M27)

'62 PONTIAC Tempest. Low price, good
transportation for mechanical minded 656

3967after 5 PM. (29M27)

'64 CHEVY impala, exc. cond , good looking,

new tires, $450 Call Taku, 479 0518 eves (29

M 27)

'44 MERCURY Colony Park wagon, 9 pass ,

full power, air Good tires $550 Pr pty 398

2639 (29M27)

LE MANS convertible, full power, 35,000 mi ,

FM", $1399/best offer. Leaving country 477

0311 mornings. (29 M 27)

'4^ PORSCtte, xtnt. condition, many extras,
new paint, chrome wheels. Call 459 1818 (29

M 26) .

r
'66 FALCON Station wagon, power steering,
radio, automatic trans., $750 Phone 838-

7144. -.— _ V —^ (29M24)
—1 I

•-

65 VOLVO 122S, new battery, tires. Four
speed, runs well, $750 828 2251, 393 0344. (29

M 26)

'62 VW, good bargain, good condition and
very clean $450 825 6839, Pete Wilson (29 M
26)

VW, 1500S, sq bk , exc transportation,

90,000 mi , FM, R&H, $550 Firm Call collecl-

FR9 7461. m9M21)

'69 MUSTANG Mach I jCobra Jet 428, ps, disc

breaks, «.tereo in warranty 395 7209 (29 M'
26)

'60 SPRITE $850 Good cond , 383 9727,

Mon Fri, before 4,or 241 8934 Askfor
Ron (29M34)

'47 GTO. 4 speed 3.90 (positr action) Marron
w/black interior never wrecked. Excellent
condition best over $1350. 938 1107. (29M2S>

'70 MG Midget, blue AM/FM, radials, exc.
cond , 51895 or best offer (582 BNM) Call
443 4873 (29M24)

'65 SUNBEAM Alpine conv Good running
cond $575 low miheage. Call after 4, 839-

5088,834 5580 (29M2I)

'65 CHEV Stat.on wagon Auto trans . air

cond , $750. 453 9550 (before 5)839 5758 (after

5) (29M21)

'47 ROVER 2000 sedan, 4 door, four speed,
AM/FM. stereo, low mileage Ask $1300 474-

3347 (29M24)

66 VW xint cond , radio, heater, many
extras, best oMer over $750 397 3007 after S

pm (29M24)

TOYOTm Corolla wagon, '69, roomy 30 mpg,
AM FM, xlnt mech , dean $1250 472 9633

mustsell (29M24)

64 FOmD Galaxie 2 dr hrd top A/C
Excellent 54000 miles $900 Eves 390

5248 (29M21)

'63 SUNBEAM Alpine conv Needs tran
smission work otherwise good cond $170

Call 473 0796 after 5 (29M24)

59 FORD Xlnt tires and brakes Good
transportation Leaving country Must
sacralice Calleves 477 7690 (29M24)

LEAVING tor Europe Selling 64 K*r

mtnghia SUOO '47 Cougar $1400. Both •*

cellent condition 38$ 9545 (29M2S)

'4< SILVER Datsun Roadster 3,000 15,000

miles Excellent condition Evenings or

weekends 395 3093«x 54983days (29M25)

'68 DATSUN 1400 COnv AM/FM radio, new
top & battery Xlnt cond Xje09l, 885 9874

p vf S (29M21)

'45 VW Van with 1500 engme Needs pair^

$950 Call Burt, 470 2111. (39M27)
—-

"

—
.. V

'57 T BIRO, pride A |0y Must sell or drop' *

out $2000/ best offer 373 9314, eves. (39M37)

64 CORVAIR Conv Engine lUSt rebuilt-

stereo speakers, new brakes, tires $400 or

offer 247 4724 ,

(39M34)

'71 FORDS, all makes, Hertt Ca}s Call 478

0473 ' (39M34)

VOLKSWAGEN Bug '44, sunroof, cordi/roy

seats Trouble free engine, genuinely fine

running cond Stan. 82S 4403, 399 4789 ( 29 M
69 ROAD Runner, AM FM stereo, factory
air. clean, must see 476 4485 nights.

Nairn. (29M25)

• Monica Pool, utilities mciuded. $92.50

, month Call Patty after 5 30 PM. 392 2395. ( 19

M 25)

TTb D r N T—Pf.viT* f\dmc. (irivaTi Darn,

kitchen pfivileges, pool, large study room

60 DODGE wgn 4 cyl std frartl ,
iTf, fire*

Ok, great transportation $300,824 1351

"ivet :

( 29 M;n

'70 VW Bug low mileage Best offer

Leav.na tl^ J" '??i Nana ^79M71)

49 VW Good tirt, -- . . . ^ - t

condition, original owner $1350 394 S532.ji,( 29

M 25)

55 CHEV 2 door 383 h«-f»*e Holly carb, J-
spd. $400 477 6351 eves Stan (29 M 35)
»••«»•i^^1^^i*^•^^•^i»<«»•-^^•^^•^

CARSin EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX-49504 »

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049

67 )v\USTANC. 4 cyl., Xlnt. cond. Call eves.,.

Dave 225 3Mlr. _. . ._ ,. (29M21)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with our "Buy here take
delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment
also arranged Financing available.

191 0445, 870 4928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

FORD Galaxie 66, 2 dr , hrd top A/C Xlnt

54000 miles $900 Eves , 390 5348 (2^M31)
r'.j(*'.T«- 'V

-V
Cycles, Scooters

I or ^OfO.. ........ ........ «ii/

'70 HONDA 350 CL 5000 mi , good cond..

$500 Call Rick or Mark. 473 0731 ( 30 M 37)

'49 LAMBRETTA ISOcc Looks, runs great
Low miles, new spare $375, best offer Eves.
393 5845. <)0 M 38)

'49 YAMAHA 350 Exc cond . all extras and
more, great cruising $535 phone eves , 479

3441. ^ (30M24)

^5 DUCATI 140CC Monia Jr., low mileag««-
eKtras,S300 454-4440 eves (30M34)

'70 AJS 350 MX, must sell immediately.
Virtually unused, never raced Best offer.

741 4319 (30M31)

'48 HONDA CL350, S375 or best Offer 837
0377 Excellent cond ( 30 M 34)

'48 HONDA 3S0CI Good condition, well
mainta ined 5440 firm 479 4494 (30M3S)

43 TRIUMPH 200CC Good condition

helmet $375 Jeff. 474 $307 after 4 PM 835

3^59 mornings . . _ ^. (30M35)

KAWASAKI I35cc priced to sell $130

Helmet also available 473 6913 evenings (30

M 25)

68 HONDA 175 cc Scrambler m very good
cond 5J)00 mi with helmet Best offer

Eves. 396 681

5

(30M24).

VERY practical Vespa tSOcc Never any
engtnt: .problems. Completely dependable
•ransportation Helmet Stan, 825 4403, J99--

1789 (30M24)

67 YAMAHA 100 twin, xlnt cond Must sell.

$l75/best offer 477 4934 eves after 5 (MM.

70 HONDA 450 CB disc brake 4000 miles,

Hint cond Call 477 9457.
.

( 30 M 34)

70 HONDA* CL,l75cc 1800 miles Like new
Call 84} 9525 Make offer ( 30 M 34)

67 HONDA 305 Scrambler -good cond..
dependable transportahon $300, 824-7073 (30

'70 TRIUMPH Trophy 650 CC. must sell. S900

or best offer, call Frank, 392-4443. (3CM31)

BMW '67 R50, large seat.back retfrack, roll

>ars windshield, Xlnt cond , S800, 830

4338 (30M21>

70 TRIUMPH Bonneville MOcc. 4000 mi . S3

'^p. perfect condition 51 ISO, Call 473-4491 (

5 ADVERTISING DAYS

,

^'1

I

«*i

Near campus, $50 GR 3 7751 (34M37)

MALE your own bedroom of two bdrm
luxury apt Near campus, rent negotiable

Summer 826 9364 (19M21)

RENT 540, man over 21, non smoker S43

share, walking distance, telephone, no

housekeeping lOi Malcolm 474 5147 (34M
35) "^

70 VW Bug Baby blue perfect AM/FM
under guarantee $1650 or best offer 88)

5408 (39M3S)

64 TRIUMPH TR4, xlnt cond , low mileage

$575 Callany timet© 383 8584 (39M24)

LEFT

825-7406

V","^'
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Track, tennis Pac-8 titles
pr*

Trackmen in Seattle

UCLA tri-favorite

By Clark Conard

DB Sports Writer

Although UCLA's trackmen lost one title (dual

meet) this year, they can keep a more important one

HuccSy defending their 1969-70 Pacific-8

championships this weekend m SeatUe. ~T^^
Finals are to be held in four of 18 events today :

long

jump, shot put, steeplechase, and javelm^With an

expected Oregon sweep in the steep echase.Uie

Ducks figure to have the first-iiay lead. KNBC

Channel 4 will televise aU of Saturday s acUon

beginning at 2:00 p.m.

The championship is up for grabs between Oregon,

UCLA and Southern California - perhaps the three

best track teams in the country. The three niain

factors deciding the outcome should be USC s first

place strength against Oregon's disUnce dominance

and UCLA's balanced depth.

DAILY
BRUIN
20 UCLA DAILY BRUIN Friday, AAay 21, 1971

UCLA Entries on page 17

Last year the Bruins won their second straight

Pac-8 title by coming from behind with points in ^e

high jump and pole vault to edge Oregon 111-102. UbC

won the meet five straight years from 1960-1964 and

last won it in 1968. The Ducks have never fimshed

worse than second since entering the conference six

years ago and won UUes in 1965 and 1967. UCLA

accounted for the 1966 championship.

With the first six places scoring (10-8-6-4-2-1) m
^^^ch event, the Trojans are heavy favorites to pick

up 60 points with first places alone and could easUy

wind up with 80 by virtue of firsts. Henry Hines, Doug

Lane, Joe Antunovich, and Willie Deckard are clear-

cut picks to win the long jump, shot put, discus, and

100 and 220 yard dashes for USC. The 440 relay squad

is also a heavy favorite. Edesel Garrison in the 440

^
and Lance Babb in the 120 high hurdles have good

chances to win.

UCLA figures to win only the pole vault (Francois

Tracanelli), high jump (DoUg Huff or Rick Flet-

cher), and the mile relay (Reggie Echols, Warren

Edmonson, John Smith, and Wayne Collett). Con-

sequently, the Bruin hopes lie in the team's ability to

pick up plenty of second- and third-place finishes.

With the announcement that California's top

sprinter, Eddie Hart, will probably not run, UCLA

may be better able to pick up valuable points in the

100, 220, and 440 relay.

Oregori, with its horde of distence runners might

collect close to 70 points in the three long disUnce

—feces — the mile, three-mile, and steeplechase.

Steve Prefontaine, Knut Kvalheim, and Rick Ritchie

are capable of sweeping the mile for the Ducks while

Prefontaine and Steve Savage have a fair shot at

running one-two in the three-mile. Todd Lathers,

Savage, and Kvalheim all will probably place in the

steeplechase. ....
As in the USC-UCLA meet, the pole vault and high

jump will be key events. Only UCLA's Rick Fletcher

and Doug Huff have cleared 6-10 this season in the

high jump but seven of the remaining competitors,

including USC's Larry Rollins and Oregon's Marty

Hill and Philip Singleton, have 6-10 bests.

Behind Tracanelli and SUnford's Casey Carrigan

in the pole vault, Scott Cryder and Robert Pullard of

the Trojans and Steve Hardison of the Bruins have all

cleared 16-6 1/2. Hardison, however, has not cleared

his top mark as recently as the two USC vaulters.

NUMBER ONE - JeH Borowiak, the defending NCAA smgles champion,

leads a seven-man entourage to the Pacific-8 tennis championships iiv

Corvallis, Oregon. UCLA is expected to bring home the Pac-8 title for the

third consecutive year and tie USC with six conference tennis crowns

apiece. Play started Thursday and runs through tomorrow.

I
iWeekend Action

.V
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TRACK:

Pacific-ll championships at Seattle, Washington

TENNIS:

Pacific-8 championships at Corvallis, Oregon

CREW:
Western Sprints championship at Seattle, Washington

grabs
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Netters in Corvallis

Bruins sole favorite

By John Reich

DB Sports Writer

The Pacific-8 tennis teams arrived in Corvallis

Wednesday to begin the ritualistic re^nactment of

declaring either UCLA or USC Pac-8 champion The

conference championship, which has been competed

for since 1960, has only had two champions in that

time, use six times, and UCLA five. This year's

tourney provides UCLA with an excellent chance of

evening the series at six apiece.

Yesterday's first round consisted of four matches, ..

each of which was won by a California schoo! Top^

rated UCLA beat Washington State, Stanford won

over Oregon, USC came out on top over Washington

and Cal beat Oregon SUte.

Today's matches pit the winners, UCLA and Cal

and SUnford and USC in semifinal matches, with the

two winners meeting tomorrow afternoon in the

final.

The match between USC and Stanford might

possibly be the most even and least predictable of the

tourney. After years of winless droughts, Stanford

finally arose and scalped the Trojans, not once but

twice by identical 6-3 margins. This year's Indian

team is considered to be "the best Stanford team in

the last 30 years" acccM-ding to coach Dick Gould.

However, even that may not be enough to beat an

aroused USC team, which has begun to play its best

tennis of the year.

The two Stanford wins came at times when the

Trojans were missing a key player, Dick Bohrnstedt

m the Los Angeles match, and Marcello Lara in the

Palo Alto rematch.

Both players are now back in form, and Lara, the

top singles player and the Mexican Davis Cupper,

showed how much he has come back last week, when

he lost a tough three-setter to the Bruins' Jeff

Borowiak.

Bohrhnstedt gs^e Haroon Rahim a tough first set

last week before losing in straight sets, and both

Lara and Bohrhnstedt should be slight favorites over

their Indian counterparts, Roscoe Tanner (who beat

Lara once this year) and Rick Fisher.

From UCLA's point of view, a Stenford win might

be preferable, although a Trojan success is more

probable, despite the Indians' higher ranking. UCU
romped 8-1 and 9^ against the Indians, while having

considerably more difficulty in disposing of the

Trojans, 5-4 and 6-3.

UCLA took a seven-man squad of Jeff Borowiak

(first singles), Jim Connors (second) Haroon Rahim

(third), Elio Alvarez (fourth) Tito Vazquez (fifth).

Jeff Austin (sixth) and Bob Kreiss (non playing

rlfeserve). Kreiss wiU play in case of injury to one of

the others.
" ~

The Bruins have gone undefeated this year in dual

meet action, and have beaten each of the other three

schools twice. — —
However, if USC meets the Bruins in tomorrow's

finals, the Trojans could provide quite a roadblock to

UCLA's third consecutive Pac-8 tennis crown^Last

week at the L.A. Tennis Club. UCLA beat USC in a

close 6-3 match, losing the fourth and fifth singles

and one of the doubles to the Trojans.

as is WsstAr
By John Wood
DB Sports Writer

West Coast superiority in collegiate

rowing will be decided this weekend as

UCLA opens defense of its Western Sprint

crown. Schools from all over the Western

seaboard will compete in the annual in-

viUtional event, and the winners will most

likely enter the I.R.A. as the heavy

favorite.*

The Western Sprint championship was

first organized in ld58 as a 2000-meter

sprint race for West Coast crews, and in

1960 it was designated officially as the

"Western Sprints" with the Ky Ebright

Trophy being the coveted prize. The

Eastern Sprints, held last month, is the

more prestigious of the two contests, and it

i^f»toT-minincy tbf* f!n^5t
pr--*^'

.u ;r^

• «*«^ ««!»••«•••-« •«

high place finishers from the two regattas

then meet in the IRA national cham-

pionships to decide the year's finest and

fastest crew.

r::!

Washington has dominated the Sprints

since the race's inception. Since 1960, the

Huskies have captured the varsity crown

seven times, the JV's have won eight

times, and in the five times the freshmen

have entered, they have won each time.

Washington is rated the favorites in every

event this year also.

Dick Erickson, varsity coach at

Washington, already having defeated the

defending champion Bruins this year, has

predicted a nine-second victory for his

first varsity boat. His comment was an

honest one, and UCLA coach Jerry

Johnsen feels no animosity toward him for

making it. **He's not bragging He's just

merely saying what he thinks."

Erickson also predicted last year's

outcome • • a Husky win which
probably explains Johnsen's not

response. The Bruins, of course, upset the
Washington shell by an open water vic-

tory

The Western Sprint^ is not as important

WW—* qWB> ^mv **«- *"»• m*" -mm ••• •MO)*. •»«» HW «•?

for each mdividual boat as it may seem to

be. A boat could still compete in the I.R.A.

even if it finished dead last. On Friday
morning, the preliminary heats will be nm
— each one resembling a miniature
regatta of at least four boats. The winners
of these initial races automatically ad-
vance to the finals on Saturday.
On Friday afternoon, the "also-rans'*

from the prelims will once again race
down the course, and the winners of these
races will advance to the finals. From
Ih^tee qualifying heats, the winners will

sprint against each other on Saturday one
more time to determine this year's
Western Sprint champion.

In UCLA's much-heralded rematch
against Washington, the situation will be
Qtlitr rtiffprpnt fmrn \i7hof ;« »»'Tf '»'*>#>'' fVip

h\n
M ^ft. «2

^-* -

.J || nl¥ i, ^ i I

-ir «M « # .-*• >•««»**<» « «««'«^«4
en=

counter was a dual meet (one shell vesus
one shell), but the Sprints features four to
six boats across racing down the course
together. A dual race is more tiring and

the pressure is greater, but in a regaUa

situation, the boats simply row their own

race straight to the finish line.

UCLA will not have an advantage

facing Washington a second time

First, the Bruins will be rowing m tr^'

water for the first time this season - qui

unhke their normal salt water compeuu^^

courses. Also, since the location of the ra

is in Seattle, the Husky rooting secu

should be at full strength, meaning uK

wards of thousands of fans. And tinai ^

the Bruins will be rowing in a borrow

shell which is always a disadvantage
^

Summing up UCLA's chances earue

this week, Johnsen seemed ^^^^^[^^^

"We have not yet been able to P"V^"^^
^^

a 2000 meter, line-to-Une. agg^^^^'^V.insI
jr .u, ..=„„ '„.„„ ^.,* u together

agains^

lose. Last year it was possible for uj, a
^^.^

time. This year we haven't done i^

simply a matter of whether they can n

up their mind to do it."

UCLA
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15 leave URD committee \^High noon' deadline set

^PP students, staff resign I
for editpre of Dally Cal

s

s

By Susie Hatago
DBSUffWrHer _*

Fifteen High Potential Program (HPP) students

and staff who were on the Undergraduate
Recruitment and Development (URD) Screening

Committee resigned last week.

This committee was established by Vice

Chancellor Charles Z. Wilson to screen and select

"high risk" students who, under standard

academic restrictions, would not be admitted into

the University. HPP staff previously screened and
selected these students, before Wilson took over

the HPP this year.

The committee members who are resigning said

they could not proceed to select students under the

imposed structure for the following reasons:

— '*We find the screening process inflexible and
unresponsive to recommendations by students,

staff and faculty members." They said, for in-

stance, at the May 4 meeting a motion was made
to have at least one person from the same ethnic

group being screened on the three-man com-
mittee. Wilson responded by affirming the random
nature of his process and denied the right of the

screening committee to make policy recom-

mendations.

—"The process did not take into account ex-

periences or evaluations of past High Potential.

—"The orientation meetings failed to explain to

committee members outside High Potential its

history and goals even when such information was
requested.
— "We find the process cumbersome to the point

of being a 'mathematical absurdity,' especially in

its alienatipn from the students it is trying <. to

understand and s^rve.

"We (the committee members) were just doing

paper work, everything else was decided upon,"

Joanne Amano, a HPP student, said.

"Faculty members on the committee did not

know anything about HPP. They wanted to know
what kind of program it was, and what kind of

criteria was used to select students. How can

people who are unfamiliar with the program be

asked to select the shidents?" Chiyo Maniwa, an

HPP instructor, asked.

"I thought the committee meetings were very

poorly run," David Sanchez, faculty member on

the committee, said. "Vice Chancellor Wilson did

not give committee members any clear ex-

planation of what they were supposed to do.

Committee members thought they were going to

be able to select students, but we are only sup-

posed to classify the students," Sanchez said.

"The right information was not given out to the

members, and the members did not know what

was going on. It seemed like a bunch of guys who
were pulled off the street and asked to serve on

this committee." he added.

Vice Chancellor Wilson had "no comment" for

the Daily Bruin.
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Ted Kennedy WAS here?
By Tom Humphreys
DBSUff Writer

It seems strange that a United

States Senator, and a potential

presidential candidate 'could visit

the UCLA Medical Center and
hardly be noticed. But that's what
happened last Tuesday when
Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D.

— Mass.) talked to community
leaders and medical school of-

ficials in a sixth floor conference

room at the Neuropsychiatric

Institute (NPI).

Kennedy, a member of the

Senate Sut>committee on Health,

was in Los Angeles conducting his

hearings on health care for the

poor.

The meeting was kept closed by

agreement of the Kennedy staff

and officials in the medical school.

At an earlier open hearing at the

County-USC Medical Center,

Kennedy heard from "victims" of

healih care in the Los Angeles

area.

Kennedy introduced to the

Senate a bill for comprehensive
national health care last August.

Tuesday afternoon at NPI, he

conducted a roundtable discussion

with members of the Venice

Health Council, staff of the Venice

Last day to vote

in GSA elections

Today is the last day to vote

for officers in the Graduate

Student Association (GSA)
HectUms. Polling sUtloos wiU

be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m

Graduate studeats ~ ~

to 8h6W rej^lstratloi'i card

picture identification at the

polls.

«^

i:^ a ma

Community Family Health Center

and members of the East Los

Angeles Community.
Resource

A report by the Santa Monica

Evening Outlook said Vermont

McKinney, spokesman for the

Venice Health Council told

Kennedy his group sees the

University "as a resource to help

hft us up. If this institution wants

to get at real questions of health, it

has to relate more to people with

real needs."

According to the Outlook,

Sherman Melinkoff, dean of the

medical school, responded by

saying the school's "primary job

is training doctors, not doing

community work. We feel we are

fulfilling our central obligation to

provide good doctors."

Before the discussion Kennedy

was conducted on a tour of the

Medical Center, arranged by Dr.

Baldwin Lamson, the director of

the UCLA hospitals and clinics.

The discussion was arranged by

Dr. Fred Rasmussen, associate

dean of the medical school.

Secrecy

Because of the important nature

of the visit, some workers in the

hospital were incensed that the

meeting was not publicly an-

nounced. They complained that

news of the visit was suppressed.

Some workers were told by

Lamson's office that "if anyone

called (about the Kennedy visit)

we didn't know anything about it."

Kennedy's staff had released to a

city wire service on Monday his

itinerary including the proposed

stop at UCLA.

According to Lamson and
pacrniiQsu>n it was their UD-

-^ >« * •»«*-•• «^ ••• *•• «••**« «..*»^- ^«^*— *i^.^*^ td^a

He learned this from. Dr. Phil

Caper, a Senate subcommittee

staff member who arranged
Kennedy's visit.

"He (Dr. Caper) said he wanted
it (the meeting) quiet and con-

fidential. I asked, 'does that mean
no visitors and no press?' He said

yes.:
"

Ooudy

Caper, when contacted in

Washington, DC, admitted that

his talk with Rasmussen over the

phone was cloudy in his mind.

"There was no attempt to exclude

the press ... I don't remember
specifically saying that there

would be no press, but if he

(Rasmussen) says that's what I

said, then that's what I said." Dr.

Caper was one of Rasmussen's

former students.

Rasmussen explained that the

visit was at first scheduled to be a

quiet meeting among a few invited

guests and the senator, then at the

last moment Kennedy or one of his

aides requested that the meeting

be moved to a larger room, and

opened up. About 50 people finally

attended the discussion.

One man who toured the

medical center with Kennedy said

the reception of the medical

center administration seemed
rather cold. "Organized medicine

is hostile to Kennedy's efforts and

this was reflected when he

visited, ' he said.

According to Dolores Sims,

editor of the hospital newsletter,

Dr Lamson's office refused her

permission to take pictures during

Kennedy's visit for her

publication. Lamson explained

that he did not think it would be

fair for him to give explicit per

By Terry Colvtai

DBSUff Writer

High noon today is the deadline given to the Berkeley campus
newspaper, the Daily Califomian ( Daily Cal) , by which time it muit meet

the demand of the Publications Board to fire three of its editors. Edtton

at Berkeley, however, have vowed to "continue business as tsoal."

The action taken by the PubUcation Board was in regard to an editorial

appearing in the paper May 14 caUing for the Berkeley stndents to retake

People's Park in celebration of its second anniversary.

"The staff was very surprised that Publications Board did not

to cease pubhshing on the spot," according to Dave Dosier,

editor.

No provlsloM

"While it was a good thing not to cancelos, PublicattaM Board left no

provisions for the newspaper to negotiate. We wiM omtinue publishing in

some form if they decide to close us down," he said

Reaction to the firing order among the other UC newspapers has been

to rally behind the Daily Cal.

The campus newspaper at Santa Barbara, the Daily Nexus, reprinted

the Daily Cal editorial on Monday after the disturbances at People's

Park. Mike Callahan, special edition editor for the Nextis said, "Although

the decision to run the Cal was irrespoosible according to newspaper

ethics, the three editors should not have been removed because they

didn't incite anyone to riot. The action is a blow to freedom of the

he said.

Daily Bniin

Ann Haskins, editor of the Daily Bruin, said, "All of the Ad-

ministration's actions point to the fact that they are trying to Oiig a
scapegoat for the disturbances at People's Park.

"Firing editors, threatening to lapse their student status, and holding

them entirely responsible for the riot point to clear violations of the First

Amendment guarantee of freedom of the press,
'

' Haskins said.

"The real issue is not the appropriateness of the editorial, but whether

the University of California has the power to remove newspaper staff."

according to Peter Herman, editor of the UC Irvine paper, the New
University.

Premature decisloa

"The decision was at least premature t)ecau8e no one has yet been

charged with inciting a riot. The New University finds the action to be an

intolerable infringement on freedom of the press. Further, whatever

decision is reached by the Cal editors we will back them to the hilt,"

Herman said.

The reaction to the firings have been split at UC Davis. On Tuesday the

Cal Aggie ran an editorial written by the editor-in-chief, Andee Zet-

terbaum, in which she said the staff was opposed to the Daily Cal editorial

and further supported the action taken by Publications Board.

The rest of the staff, however, printed a story the next day stating they

did not endorse the Zetterbaum editorial and were backing the Daily Cal

staff.

lodependence

"The staff does not support the Zetterbaum editorial. We maintain our

independence in dissenting from the view of our editor-in-chief We feel

that the punishment does not fit the crime. There is no cause and effect

relationship between the Cal editorial and the riot at People's Park,"

according to Ann Bancroft, city editor at Davis.

"If an editor professes revolution, then the publisher does have the

right to reprimand, but not to dismiss," Bancroft said.

The newspaper editors at San Diego, Riverside andSanU Cruz were

unavailable for comment.

closed to the press. Rasmussen

says Kennedy's staff specifically

asked that the press be excluded

mission for photographs if the

session was to be ckised to the

press, as he understood.
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Students more aware'

AAonday, May 24> 1971

/\/ew chap/am states views

,»X'
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By Martl-Ann Fleming

DB Staff Writer

The Rev. John Olson, recently appointed

Episcopalian Chaplain here, said he wonders if the

churches really can help students "make sense" of

things.
.

Although Rev. Olson said he disliked isolating

people by labels, including "student," he was con-

scious that young people today are "infinitely more

aware of the soft spots, the 'cracks in the universe.'
"

He found the rise ci what he called the "anti-

productive edict" to be "an extraordinary move,"

and contrasted attitudes today to those common in

his twyhood.

"In those days, it was still pretty much God, flag

and General Motors," he said with a snyle. Com-

petition, as in entrance to college, was not nearly as

stiff then as now, according to Rev. Olson, who said

that pressures on students today are "nearly in-

supportable."
Religioii

Discussing religion. Rev. Olson drew parallels with

art, literature and music. "The trouble with the

Christian religion is that it has become dogmatic,

rather than creative and intellectual," he said.

Religion, he explained, should be understood as art

is, each person toking the traditional symbols and

making them their own. "I would hate to have to see

what others see in somethng," he added.

Rev. Olson attended UC Berkeley, then transferred

to UCLA where he graduated in 195S. He then at-

tended the seminary in Cambridge, Mass., where he

said "It was so cold, we were afraid to touch our

ears, for fear they would break off." From there he

was appointed assistant pastor at a church in

Anaheim, just when ProposiUon 14, the "fair housing

amendment," was coming up before California

voters. ^^-*:w

Fair housing

Rev. Olson, who said he has been active in the

movement for fair housing, said that working in

Orange County during a fair housing election was "a

unique experience."

In 1965, Rev. Olson, was transferred lo Ontario,

Calif., where he started and worked in a Head-Start

school. He also gave draft and abortion counseling,

and came into conUct with local drug users and

pushers.

His first year as Episcopahan Chaplain here will

be devoted to looking around the campus, listening

and meeting people, he said. Asked about the current

feehng about religion on campus, Rev. Olson said,

"It seems to be a case of religion. Si; church, No."

i
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Retreat cancelled
The second annual Un-

dergraduate English
Association (UEA) student-

faculty retreat will not be held

this year due to a lack of

response on the part of students

and faculty.

Students and faculty who
have paid their fees for the

retreat will be able to pick up

their money in Edith Lufkin's

office. HB 2318.

The UEA wUl try to hold some
form of get-together in lieu of

the retreat.

Keith Olson

UEA
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AlumniAssn. honors

outstanding seniors
By SusieHatago

DB Staff Writer

Every year since 1966 the Alumni Association here presents two

Outstanding Senior awards. The recipients receive bronze

medallions and life memberships in the Association.

This year's recipients are Wayne Curtis Collett, track star, and

Ann Lynn Haskins, editor-in-chief of the Daily Bruin. They

received the award last week at the Association's annual

celebration, held this year at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion of the

Music Center.

Seniors are nominated for the award by Norman P. Miller, vice

chancellor of student and campus affairs; Donald E. Findley,

ASUCLA executive director; Byron H. Atkinson, dean of students;

Maxwell Epstein, dean of foreign students; J.D. Morgan, director

of athletics, and Nola Stark, dean of women. The Association then

votes, deciding who will be the year's recipients.

Wayne Collett

"I was very pleased to be selected the Outstam" u^ enior,"

Collett said. A pohtical science major, he is planning to attend the

School of Business here next fall.
^

Collett has been a member of the track team for four years, and

is currently one of the three team captains. Despite the long hours

he devoted to track, he still managed to maintain a B plus/ A- grade

point average. . .

At various times this season, Collett has competed in the 100, 220,

440, 440 relay, and the mile relay. He also ran the 880 in a meet early

this season as a change of pace. Collett also competed in, and won

regularly, the intermediate hurdles, an event he does not par-

ticularly enjoy.

Collett, who will compete for the last time in a UCLA jersey at the

NCAA finals in June, is currently anchor man for the two relay

teams and competes regularly in the 440, judged the most difficult

running event.

Ann Haskins

"This has been a fighting year for me— against the Regents over

the Bruin's guidelines and funds. Chancellor Young with what he

considers good for the University and what we at the Bruin see as

bad- for the students, ASUCLA with their, coffee price and

dissatisfied candidates over our right to endorse in elections,"

Haskins said.

"I had to go out and fight all those I felt were trying to interfere

with the operation of the Bruin," she added.

Haskins is undecided about her future, but has applied to the law

school here and at UC Berkeley. "But I may take off and try to

work myself around the world.

"Or I'll crochet, go to ballet concerts and sit on my waterbed,"

she said. -"'

: ,

Her reaction to winning the award was a bit puzzled. "Someone

goofed," she laughed.

*•
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An ALL NEW Program of

UCLA STUDENT FILMS
produced by the Students of the Motion Picture-Television Division, Department of Theater Arts

THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY - 8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL
Also Next Weekend, Friday-Saturday-Sunday, June 4-5-6
(Same progrann presented on each date)

General Admission, $2.00 -STUDENT TICKETS^Supply Un '
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student tickets now on sale, kerckhoff hall 200 and concert ticket office
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Policies, problems of University police investigated
By Terry Colvin

DBSUff Writer

New charges of racism and prejudicial treatment in favor of white

officers have been added to the controversy and furor surrounding the

University Police Department (UCPD).

Recent months have seen the unfolding of a new issue of contention for

the department. Beginning last November, black officers began an

exodus from the UCPD, which has led to the depletion of nearly one-half

of the total force. As of a few weeks ago, 15 members, including a veteran

sergeant and a detective, all black, have left; and still others have either

announced their resignations or have indicated they will soon resign.

The majority of officers leaving the force complain of covert racism.

Still others pin their resignations on low pay and the absence of benefits

such as a retirement plan. The foundations of their discontent lie sub-

merged in the mire of a 10-year dilenmia which the University seems to

be unable to solve. As John McGee, the UCPD student intern said, '"The

recent problems of the department are merely like a pimple coming to a

head on an acne-scarred face."

UCPD History

The history of the UCPD stretches back 24 years to different times and

different college atmospheres. In 1947, the state Attorney General or-

dered the reorganization of the security department of the University of

California, when it became clear that a mere security force could not

maintain itself as an effective protective agency for the University. The

campus population had simply outgrown the need for a small security

force.

What was needed, the Attorney General decided, was a full-fledged law

enforcement agency to police the University. In a precedent-setting

move, the UCPD was estabUshed as an independent state agency

somewhat on the level of the State Highway Patrol.

Precedence was broken by giving the UCPD jurisdiction within the city

limits of the city limits of the cities where the University had branches. It

was precisely this move that has given rise in the last few months to the

conflict over jurisdiction of UCLA,^tween UCPD and the Los Angeles

Police Department (LAPD). "''^'^

LAPD chief Edward M. Davis has said, "The LAPD will go anywhere

at anytime to preserve the order of the city, to protect its citizens, and

maintain justice."

Growth

The last quarter century has seen the UCPD grow from a fledgling

force of 12 officers to its present budgetary capacity of 68 men. Its present

strength stands at 35 officers.
^^

- •* -^^

The present chief of the UCPD, Boyd Lynn, has been here for 10 years.

Before becoming a policeman, Lynn was a cab driver ancf a butcher. **A

lot of things have changed since I became chief," according to Lynn. "As

our society changed, so did the UCPD. Early in my tenure here we began

to hire blacks. Before I came, there was not a single black, Chicano or

any other minority representation," Lynn said.

Many officers, past and present, place blame for UCPD problems

directly on Boyd Lynn. In addition, in a report from the isisXe Attorney

General's office released last year, Herbert Davis, a de^Hity attorney

general, wrote that the major reason for dissension "can be directly

attributed to the belief that numerous officers would like to see him

removed.
'This belief has caused Chief Lynn to doubt for many years the honesty

and loyalty of many of the men who have served under his supervision,"

the Import continued.

"The problem began in 1%1, before Lynn was named chief. Just before

his appointment he made recommendations to discipline three officers

for improper conduct. This recommendation was denied and the three

officers stayed on the force," according to the report.

Support

Since then, the report indicates, Lynn has worried that he has not had

the full support of his department. To that end, he has requested that

officers on the force inform on others about activities and comments

made.
"Lynn did in fact get officers to perform this function," according to

the report.

I (Paid Advertisement)

The only equality is material equality, and tt>eooly iustice is material justice, since ttiere

is only matter and nottiing else. Matter is ^ condition or state of being, and matter in

(relative) motion is action Equality implies corxjition, and justice implies action. Jw»''ce

IS equalizing action Equality is equilibrium, and when disturbed, justice is to restore It to

its balanced condition
Peace is the state of quiet and equilibrium of material equality. Materially equal P«opie

do not fight among themselves, and would be incapable to wage war on others U.^ is

making a war in Vietnam, because Americans are at each other's throat at home. The

futility of the "peiBce" groups in US. is caused by their lack of material equality and

iustice among themselves The hundreds of thousands of "anti war" demonstrators

recently are ineffective in realizing peace because their very individual members are

everyday practicing a material class and cast system among themselves. THE
MACHINERY. Box 321, Malibu, Calif 9026S
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Racism,

low salaries

cited

The Attorney General's findings, which were reached over a period o^

six months last year and had been requested by the Administration here,

centered around four basic issues:

1) That the University consider the possibility of dismissal for Chief

Lynn. Note : It did not request that dismissal outright.

2) That an inter-<rffice intern be estaWished to act in an ombudsman-type

position.

3) That all secret recordings and recording devices be removed from the

department's offices.

4) That a re-examinaUon be made of the.UCPD's role as a law en-

forcement agency versus a security force, the methods used in giving

promotional examinations, and the constant backing of Chief Lynn by

the UCLA Administration.

The Attorney General, who is responsible for the runiftng of all

University of Califorrfta Police Departments, said all the proposed

suggestions could be acted upon by the University within six months of

the report's release. The report, itself, (which was never officially made

public) was presented to vice chancellor James Hobson, although copies

of it were leAed to a Wal newspaper Herbert Davis, author of the

report, said, 'The UCLA Administration was the only group authorired

for the release of the report Because of its inflammatory nature, any

further publication was left totally up to them."

"Over a year has now passed," said Davis, "and we are still unable to

discern any noticeable change in the affairs of the department."

The report was released March 2, 1970, and by the end of May, Hobson,

the administrative head of the UCPD, had already reached a decision

concerning Boyd Lynn. "Chief Lynn is doing a fine job, and I can see no

reason to replace him at this time," Hobson said.

Changes

Concerning the request for an administrative liaison between the

department and the Administration, Hobson's office made two changes.

First, a position was established for a student intern in the department

through the Student Legislative Council(SLC) intern program Second, a

"campus advocate " was appointed to hear cases involving ad-

ministrative disputes.

While not directing himself solely to the UCPD, the campus advocate.

Chuck McClure, has heard many cases involving the department One

officer still on the force said, "Sure McClure invesUgates the charges, but

he always draws all the.wrong conclusions^ He comes down hard on the

"officers most dissatisfied with Lynn and his lieutenants." '"•"**-*^ ^
As for the microphones allegedly hidden in the offices to record con-

. versations, no one seems sure whether these are still used or not. Former

1 detective Robert Jefferies says he is sure he has had conversations of his

recorded and listened to by Lynn as late as last February when he

resigned. •

"I know that the microphones'are theferBut ITust can^C prove it," he

said. McGee, the student intern, on the other hand, has never seen any

microphones or recordings made by the department. "Of course," he

* said "there are some things that I am not allowed to see." Hobson,

(Continued on Page 4)
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Investigation of University police continued . .

.

(Continued from Page 3)

though, said, **I seriously doubt this story about the microphones. All the

evidence that I saw concerning them was pretty much hearsay."

' Opinions

Administrative opinion on the Attorney General's report was varied-

Hobson believes that while the Attorney General's report served as a»

guide for reconstruction of the department, it was in part **somewhat less

than accurate."

•'You see, that report was merely part of a three-year effort on our

behalf to re-examine the role of the UCPD. We used the report as part (rf

the total picture, and not the total picture itself. The total picture is now

presented in the form of a report issued April 26 of this year.

Hobson wrote in that report:
*

'Officers employed by the UCLA Police

Department over the past three years appear to be more matured and are

of a progressively higher caliber."

The vice chancellor said the upgrading was directly attributable to

three changes in the department's policy:

1) More stringent screening of applicants,

2) An intensive in-campus training program,

3) Successful completion of the Los Angeles county sheriff's police

academy course.

Screenings
*

'Careful screening of applicants brings to the department personnel

possessing higher physical, mental, emotional and social qualities, which

are essential in competent, effective police services," he said.

'These inherent qualities are then developed through the police

academy program and our training program which subsequently

provides the officer with better intellectual capabilities and reasoning
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PAPERBACKS
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Over five thousand books in this big sole buy - ranging from Penguin's
famed AAodern Classic series, through Shakespeare's ploys. Euripedes,
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M-Th 7.45 o.m.:8:30 p.m.; F 7:45 om. I QQp.m., S closed

abilities ttiat enaWe him to pursue his duties with aa. air

professionalism and greater confidence."

In further explanation of the UCLA upgrading, Chief Lynn said that the

post-1968 officers were superior for the following reasons:

1) The average age of officers completing the training program is 23

years old compared to 35.

2) Officers are better physically fit to deal with the everyday stresses

encountered in the field of law enforcement.

3) The educational background and basic training is of a much higher

level.

4) The officers are psychologically better prepared.

5) The physical appearance of the officers is far superior.

6) The officers are easier to motivate.

A total of 21 officers has been added to the force during the past three

years, according to the report. What it fails to mention is that in the past

seven months 15 men have resigned. \

More educatkMi J
"Of the newcomers," continues the report, **13 have had some college

education. At present, some seven others are attending college level

classes."

The report also details the new training which the officer undergoes.

First, he spends five weeks acclimating himself to the campus and his

new "beat." Next, he is required to spend 10 weeks at the sheriff's

academy. This training includes "the fatest techniques in investigation of

such crimes as burglary, auto theft, robbery, narcotics and vice. The
officer is taught to protect himself and others through the proper use of

weapons."
Upon graduation from the academy, the officer undergoes four more

weeks of departmental training with an experienced officer before he is

given a duty assignment.
^

"In addition," Lynn pointed out, "all officers, regardless of rank, are

kept abreast of the changing methods and procedures in law enforcement

through training films, bulletins and classroom lectures provided b}

outside jpolice agencies."

•I
- — ~—

Professionalism
t« •—

—

Chief Lynn said increased training for both new and old officers has

greatly improved the professional standing of the UCLA Police Depart-

ment.

"The number of citizens' complaints that have been lodged against the

department in the past three years, as compared with an equal number of

years prior to 1968, both verbal and written, has been reduced by 32 per

cent. I know that a large part of this is due to our present recruiting

procedures and our high standards for our officers," Lynn said.

"Directly, one of the changes to emerge from the Attorney General's

report was a massive departmental reorganization of the chain of

command. We now have four divisions in the department: lieutenants,

who oversee the entire operation; detectives, who do investigative follow-

ups; a uniformed officers division and a services division, the ad-

ministrative personnel. By breaking the department up this way we are

able to pinpoint responsibility," Lynn said.

"In retrospect, I would say this about the Attorney General's report:

some of the statements were taken from disgruntled officers who havfe

resigned, and it was a way for them to get back at us.

"

(Continued on Page, 24)
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Jesus!
Editor:

It was just about a year ago today, and I swear I'm not really sure what
has happened to me. You go for a long time thinking it's too good to be
true, and when it hits you that it is, you rememt>er that life is a joy.

This campus is not the same one we once knew and loved. A year ago
the nation was in turmoil. So was I. It seemed very likely that everyone
was out to get me. The Army, or if not that, then it would be a career,

retirement at 65 and death. It didn't seem possible that life could be like

that.

It was about a year ago today. I was mucking about the campus and
just happened to sit down, not knowing who I was or where I was going.

Around me were people who seemed just as lost as I, except for two souls,

who accosted me with the person of Jesus Christ. I was in no mood to

listen. "He's not relevant. What about the war?" I asked. It was all I had
left to say. . ^

To make a long story short, the man has changed me. I couldn't believe

it all at first, but here I am. I was called a Jesus freak the other day, and I

swear I still don't understand. I've never been a very religious person.

I'm still not. Neither was Jesus. He was God.Jle still is for that matter.

Not relevant? It occurs to me that there are things which aren't

necessarily relevant, but they're there nonetheless. Things like pain,

loneliness, bitterness; just looking at your world falling before you,

wishing at times that you didn't have to live. It seems morbid, I know, but

these are problems that no amount of an education will ever cure.

Jesus can. He's the most relevant person alive. He is alive, waiting to

love you, to show you that life isn't all that bad — in fact, it's good to be

alive.

Those two people who accosted me that day go on living. I love them
now. We all have the hope of Jesus. Life is a hassle every once in a while,

but He's always waiting for me when I return. Waiting with open arms.

As John once said: "I've got to admit, it's getting better, a little better

all the time."
Bill Riley

Sophomore, Undecided

11111111111111^11W1«11ib>>^^^^^^^^''^^^^^^^'g^

Winter Soldiers
Last January over 100 Vietnam veterans took part in an in-

vestigation into war crimes in Vietnam. The investigation was
called the Winter Soldier and took place in Detroit. It was these

veterans who formed the core of the recent Vietnam Veterans

Against the War protest in Washington, D.C.

Due to a news media black-out, the Detroit investigatiori was not

too well publicized in Los Angeles. This situation will be remedied

with the California Veteran's Movement sponsoring its own Winter

Soldier Investigation.

The investigation will be held on May 29 and 30 at the KPFK
Auditorium, 3729 Cahuenga West, North Hollywood. For those

unable to attend, it will be broadcast live in its entirety over KPFK.
Unlike the Detroit investigation which dealt primarily with war

crimes, veterans at the Los Angeles investigation will in addition

discuss the atrocities of basic training, racism, tnale chauvinism.

Veterans Administration hospitals, unemployment of veterans,

drug abuse and the military justice system. It will be an in-

vestigation into the totality of the mihtary system and how it af-

fects the day to day lives of those who participated in it. Over 100

veterans from Southern California are expected to testify.

Veterans attending UCLA who are interested in testifying at the

Winter Soldier Investigation and/or forming a chapter of the

California Veteran's Movement should contact the California

Veteran's Movement, 13609 Victory Blvd., #229, Van Nuys,

California 91401 (782-1231) or the undersigned at 396-6325.

David Shulman
"^ •^' "-»• -% '#- «»' ^m^^^L^i.»*^^n^^i^i«****^i^<^ini*ttM'g^rrr
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Sadat's "modest proposal"
ByJayKaufman

Again, the State of Israel is faced with

unreasonable terms from the Arab world. Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat, who was hopefully to be
perhaps more ^iiberal" than his predecessor Gamal
Nasser, has proved just the opposite.

While in the Middle East, U.S. Secretary of SUte
William P. Rogers met with leaders from both sides,

and returned to Washington with an attitude of

"guarded and qualified optimism."
However, according to the Associated Press, Sadat

related to Rogers the terms upon which Egypt would
re-open the Suez Canal: When Israel withdraws 115

miles from the waterway, and when all captured
Arab territory is returned. The Israeli withdrawal
from Arab territory would be consummated within

six months. Then and only then would Egypt agree to

open the Suez.

Withdrawal
A careful glance at a map of Israel indicates that

the proposed 115 mile Israeli withdrawal would reach
half-way into the area of Gaza, an area on the

Southern Mediterranean coast of Israel. Originally,

the Egyptians demanded that Egyptian troops be
allowed to enter this withdrawal area, but at last

they backed down on this issue.

The Sadat proposal is unrealistic and
unreasonable. If Israel were to succumb to such a

naive move, the Gaza area and northward would
stand in the direct line of an offensive sweep. Without
the means of repulsing an air attack from the Arabs,

and with the new Soviet-built fighters in Egyptian
hands, Israel would be faced with an impossible

obstacle.

The second portion of Sadat's Suez plan, requiring

Israeli withdrawal from occupied lands taken in the

Six-Day War of 1967, is strategically deleterious to

the Israeli position. While the Sinai Peninsula is not

,
the key area as far as Israel is concerned, it is still a

buffer against attack, and must be guarded. The
Golan Heights, Sharm El-Sheik, and the Gaza Strip

all represent areas of critical strategic importance to

Israel.

-t Pronged
If Israel were to pull back 115 miles, while

simultaneously withdrawing from Sharm El-Sheik

and the Golan Heights, a two-pronged attack could be

waged by both Syria and Egypt Should the equally

strategic West Bank be abandoned, a three pronged

attack could be added by including Jordan in the

picture. While more of a disorganized mob than an

army, Jordan's forces nevertheless represent an
added force against Israel. In a political contest

where a nation is outnumbered forty- to-one, every

threat must be perceived accordingly.

The United States is anxious for a peaceful Middle

E^st, as are all parties. However, an imprudent and
hasty peace will not endure in this world hot spot.

Secretary of State Rogers, with all fine intentions,

has failed to appreciate the Israeli position, or the

lessons of history.

•*lnnexlble'*

Speaking with Israeli leaders, from Parliament

leaders to Golda Meir to General Chaim Bar-Lev,

Rogers found the IsraeUs to be "inflexible". In a

frantic search for a fragile peace, Rogers secretly

views the IsraeUs as the stumbUng block to the ideal

of peace.

Yet, Rogers has failed to appreciate fully the

unacceptability of the Sadat plan as far as the

Israelis are concerned. He has failed to rememt)er
the bitter lessons of 1956 and 1967, when similar

concessions backfired. He has also failed to realize

that inflexibility when it comes to national survival is

not, to paraphrase one U.S. Senator, a "vice."

Neither is it a virtue. It is a necessity.

One of the main currents of friction between
Washington and Jerusalem is the issue of whether
the United States would support Israel if Egypt
would take advantage of a canal agreement by
transporting missiles, troops, and tanks into the

area. Thus far, Rogers has intimated that jthe U.S.

would prpvide "limited support," but nothing quite

that definite has arisen yet. . _
Rogers "guarded optimism'Hs rnorc guarded than

optimistic. When Newsweek magazine displays a

photograph of Sadat, Libyan strongman Kadaffi, and
Syria's Assad joining hands in a renewed Arab
federation, Israel must of experience find it in-

creasingly difficult not to be "flexible" where her

national security is involved, _ .

'^'
L00king into the future

By Andrew Moss
Someone — perhaps a grad student— had brought

a baby into the architecture building, and it t>egan to

wail outside our classroom. We were deepening a

discussion, and I felt we were gossiping — we were
talking about that baby. His (or her) name I'll never

know, never know his father*^r mother. But his

future world . . . that was the ball we bounced that

afternoon.

The class is Integrative Forecasting, a fancy name
for organized dreaming. This urban planning course

has a fictional content: the future. How is it

predicted? What of the future do we wish to predict?

What of the present do we know?
Marvin Adelson, a learned and articulate professor

in architecture and urban design, was guest-

lecturing for our teacher, Charles Ehler. Adelson, a

middle-aged man with a background in psychology

and engineering, began with questions about a game
we had played as a class project.

Knowledge
The conversation flowed off into the problem of

knowledge. In a changing world, how can people

know what indicators are meaningful, what quan-

The conversation flowed off into the problem of

knowledge. In a changing world, how can people

know what indicators are meaningful, what quan-

titative markers they can follow into the unknown.

The talk started abstrusely; it settled down into

deep philosophical currents. We skimmed the top of

those currents — the 15 or so of us representing

diverse backgrounds: geography, art, English, and

of course, urban planning.

Submerged
Now we submerged, and Adelson asked for our own

dreams about the future — what technological in-

novations may mean for people. In much of the

futurist literature — Herman Kahn and Anthony

Wiener, Kenneth Boulding and Arthur Clarke —
there still seemed a lack of insight into the way

people respond to the changes about them.

One student asked if it were presumptuous for us to

project present human needs onto the needs and

i^alues of the 1991 mait. He said science fiction placed

Contemporary characters in future environments.

I

^ Shock .'hf^*^^

Adelson mused on putting a 15th Century man into

the present, a shock and a horror to any early

Renaissance figure' Think of the noise, the speed, the

complexity, and the diversity of world-views.

Then h6 talked of human needs. One student

wondered 'if human beings are at least constant in

their primal wants: food and sex and sleep and

water. Adelson said no: he had subjected students to

great physical extremes for a PhD thesis, and found

that thie hardships made no psychological change.

Human needs

The question of human «needs came up — will a

man of 1991 need what we need? Will that baby need

meaning or companionship or love or continual

growth? — that question was left unanswered.

And as in many fictional experiences, we moved
from philosophy to metaphor. Adelson pondered

NASA's approach to the future — aim at one point in

time and space, and work backwards from that

objective

The approach got the NASA of 1961 to Apollo by

1970, and the whole process took on the figurative

shape of a spindle. One point was embedded in 1960,

one point touched 1970, and a bloated body of alter-

nate routes spread itself between.

No answer

Adelson told us we hadn't answered his question

about the people of the future — about our own
fantasies. But perhaps fantasy is not at issue.

Perhaps the study of the future is important in itself

— a cultural phenomenon. It not only represents a

sense of human complexity Perhaps it's also a way
to reassure ourselves that a future exists for the baby

that cried that afternoon.

I
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Junior College Boardposts to be decided
Editor:

It should by now be clear to all

but those who refuse to see that

California's system of public

education is a seamless web.

Anything that vitally affects a

part affects the whole. In par-

ticular, opportunity to administer

public defeat on forces of

educational repression anywhere

in the system gives each of us

within the University of California

community the strongest possible

reason to act. Next week's elec-

tion of members to the Boftrd <rf

Trustees of the Junior C^Uege
District creates jOHt such an

opportunity.

For the repressive majority of

that board has. within two years,

reduced the junior college system

in the Los Angeles area to a

shambles.

Usually failure of college and
University governing boards is

measured by what they don't do.

Not so the repressive majority of

the Junior College District's

Board. Its activist passion has,

produced an accreditation crisis,

aggravated the current fiscal

crisis, demoralized faculty, ad-

ministration and students by
generating an atmosphere of

intellectual timidity rooted in fear

and promoted iihmense despair

among members of minority
groups.

In its most recent report, tlie

Western Association of Schools

and Colleges gave four of the

area's eight conmiunity colleges

two-year instead of the normal
five-year accreditation. And the

Association warned if corrective

measures are not adopted ac-

creditation will be withdrawn
altogether.

Fiscal mismanagement ranges

from documented acts of

cronyism to failure even to try to

secure counterpart federal and

state funds when they are

available.

Irxlividual acts of repression

(e.g. savage persecution of a

tenured teacher at Valley College

for using an allegedly obscene

poem and advertisement in her

freshman composition classes)

combined with more systematic

effort to distort the hiring process

by imposing political tests, have
enabled the repressive majority of

^

the board to destroy that at-

mosphere of civility, tolerance

and intellectual boldness without

which education becomes little

more than an engine for producing
slavishness. No less than four

college presidents have left the

district to escape the present

madness.
And through systematic neglect

of the problems of racial

minorities the repressive
majority has managed, among
other things, to produce a 60 per
cent dropout rate among students
in those groups.

The repressive majority, at

least those who are running, have
joined together with their kind on
a slate. They are Dr. Monroe
Richman, Dr. James Slosson,

Monte M. Miller, J. William
Orozco and Marion N. La Follette.

Running against them are
distinguished individuals who,
though less monolithic in political

and educational outlook, share a
deep commitment to restoring the
junior college system to integrity.

They are former Los Angeles city

councilwoman Rosalind Wyman,
Arthur Bronson, Dr. Kenneth
Washington, Dr. David Lopez Lee
and Peter Taft.

Under ordinary circumstances

the latter would deserve thp

support of everyone within ouir

University community. In the

present climate our support is

politically imperative. For if the

repressive group is defeated,

reverberations like those felt

when Wilson Riles beat Max
Rafferty will be transmitted

throughout California's political

system. It will be a signal that the

tide is continuing to turn. SO
VOTE AND INDUCE AS MANY
FRIENDS AS YOU CAN TO
VOTE.

Arnold S. Kaufman
Professor of Philosophy

Regulations
Editor:

The administration is using the

campus regulations on assembly
and on distributing literature in an

arbitrary and selective way to

prevent free political discussion.

SDS has recently been banned
by the administration for sup-

posedly violating these

regulations. One can question the

validity of these regulations (see

below), but granting that they are

valid, enforcing them only with

respect to certain groups is a

blatant repressive tactic.

SDS has been accused of

literature-posting violations (the

dates and places of these
violations being left unspecified

by my knowledge). Yet, it

requires only random observation

of the campus scene to see that

these violations are not at all

enforced in general. For example^
with my office being in GBA, I

daily see the notices of book sales,

bake sales, charity drives,

awm
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marketing talks, flyers for local

republican speakers, etc., all over

the doors, walls and Johns of the

GBA. I would imagine that the

same regulations apply to such

notices, but the administration

has no enforcement policy in this

and many areas.

SDS is also charged with having

used Meyerhoff Park for a rally;

you see, Janss Steps is for

organizations and Meyerhoff is for

individuals. Yet, several

organizations, from SMC and

WLF over to various religious

groups have used Meyerhoff

without difficulty; apparently.

Dean Sachs has claimed that this

regulation is to be interpreted

"broadly" as not applying to

J-'non-affiliated" organizations.

Whatever "affiliated" means, it is

clearly a convenient redefinition

of the regulation so that it can be

used for selective repression.

Another accusation is that SDS
has used amplified sound in Royce
Quad. I have often heard am-
phfied sound in the quad (music,

etc.), and am not alone in this

experience. Perhaps special

permission has been given in all

these cases (I doubt it), but then

the administration should have
told SDS that tlfiey too would be
granted permission for this

without difficulty. (Certainly we
can expect this fair policy in the

future?)

"^The administration is using

petty regulations like such
regulations are used by all

repressive agencies: to single out

certain groups for harrassment
and repression, and also to create

a general repressive and
authoritarian climate even
around those not directly single^

out. (Compare the so-called

"enforcement" of marijuana laws
in California.)

Of course, if the rules were
stricUy enforced, there would
have to be such an overwhelming
police (or more likely, plain
clothesmen) presence on campus
that the university community
would surely rebel. By their

present policy, the administration
achieves the same goals in a much
less offensive manner.
Some more general points can

be made. First, the ad-
ministration acts as law-maker
prosecutor, judge and jury in such
cases, as in almost all student

affairs. Why should people—how
can people—feel bound by such
completely undemocratic control

by appointed overseers? And, of

course, on cannot "go elsewhere",

the University is after all prac-
tically an economic necessity for

anyone who feels he can come
here, and is s^pposed to be the

right of a California citizen.

Second, if SDS is not different

from other groups and individuals

in violating regulations, in what

way is it different? Well, it does

have a special relationship to the

administration: it has con-

sistently fought the lay-offs of

campus workers, the speed-ups of

those that remain, their

reclassifications (downward), the

hiring freezes, c^. that the ad-

ministration is implementing. One

can only conclude that it is the

political opinions and activities of

SDS that has brought about its
'

expulsion, and not its petty

violations of the undemocrs^tic

and generally unenfo^-c^ed

regulations. '

Joseph Emends,

Asst. Prof.,

Linguistics
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Irani charges nation suffers from oppression
ICdiior:

I send this letter with a friend of

mine to make sure it will reach

you and wont get stuck in the

Iranian Bureau of Censorship. I

hope you will get it.

I am a former UCLA student

and this is my plea to you and all

the students in the States to raise

your voice against the suppression

of civil lit)erties and the denial of

elementary human rights in my
country — Iran.

I myself have witnessed your

support for suppressed peoples

whether in Vietnam, East Europe

or elsewhere. But I ask you to

voice your protest before our

agony here reaches disastrous

dimensions to make headlines in

the media.

I am aware of the fact that most

of you don't know much about the

internal conditions of my country,

and what you know is mainly, I'm

afraid, what the propaganda
machine of His Majesty the Shah

wants you to know. His machine,

indeed, works very sufficiently in

building an image of his regime as

a very humanitarian, progressive,

peace-loving system of govern-

ment. Millions of dollars are spent

to sell this image to the world,

while my people are bleeding

under his cruel dictatorial regime.

He boasts of his agrarian, social

and feconomical reforms, while

millions of Iranian peasants still

live in worst possible conditions,

oppressed by the landowners and

government agents. He'celebrates

his^ victory i|i imposing more
profitable contracts on Western

oil companies, but who benefits

from all the millions of dollars?

>^ii_Jl6w do the people of Iran benefit

from them? Who dares to ask, who
dares to question?

My friends, if you oppose the

policy of your government — as

you do in the case of Vietnam and

internal jpolicies of your
aiiHioritTes — and if you are

frustrated for not being able to

change the course of events, you

can at least open your mouth and

protest. How frustrated would you,

have been if you were forced, as

we are here, to shut up and say

nothing? To see all the horrors, to

suffer all the injustices and not to

be able even to cry, why? To
witness the Shah's Corruption,

treasons, oppressions and then to

hear his glorification on the radio

and the TV or read his praise in

the papers ad nauseam?
My country has become vir-

Cually a police state. Nobody dares

to open his mouth in public.

Agents of SAVAK — Iran's FBI —
are everywhere. Some have been

even sent to other countries,

disguised as students, to watch
Iranian students.

During the few months I have

been back, I have seen many
students, and heard of many

others, who have been arrested
for daring to question the ac-

tivities of the govemtnent. The
students are not free to speak up
even on purely academic issues. If

a student dares to protest he will

be suspended from his studies and
sent to serve his "miUtary"
services, even if he has already
served the whole period. And if his

"crime" is severe, God knows
what will happen to him*. Some of

them just "disappear" without

ever coming back; their parents
have to cry silently and hope in

vain. ^

Students are not the only vic-

tims. Air the segments of the

society suffer to one degree or

another. But the intelligentsia are

the main target. The professors,

the poets, the writers, the artists

are harassed almost daily. Only
few weeks ago a well-known

playwright was bitten savagely in

his own home. Collective

execution of "subversive"
elements is not rare news even in

the censored papers. Only last

month 13 people were executed

following a mock military trial;

six of them were students.

The Soviets compete with

America to flatter the Shah and to

praise his "achievements".
Communist China has joined them
recently. Evert the UN has shown
its real hypocritical nature by

.electing Shah's twin sister> the

most notorious and hated mem-
bers of the Iranian "royal"
family, as the chairman of the

General Assembly's Committee
on Human Rights!! And what
praises she was bestowed upon by

the delegates of all countries,

including the so-called pro-

gressive countries. And Mr. U
Thant himself selected Tehran as

the seat of the first International

Conference on Human Rights as a

token of gratitude to His Majesty's

great services to this cause!!

Don't you, Mr. Thant, and all you

who help to conceal the reality,

know the agonies of my people,

the denial of their most basic

human rights?

My friends, we will continue our

struggle against the dictatorship

of the Shah and his gangs, but we
need your help in revealing the

truth about the nature of his

regime . Will you help us? Will you

voice your protest on our behalf?

Do you know what I miss most of

all at UCLA? Kerckhoff

(Meyerhoff) Park, the Janss

Steps and the Daily Bruin. If I

could just once more stand at

Kerckhoff Park and speak up to

my heart's content.

Please, friends, send this letter

to other UC campuses, and, if

possible, U.S. campuses. Let our

voice be heard there, because

here we are doomed to be silent.

But I believe some day we will

also see and feel the light and the

(Paid Advertisement".

warmth of a bright day. Some day
the dark night will come to an end.

It wilt indeed come before long.

Name Withheld

Robischon
t Editor's note: The followtng Is an

open letter to Vice Chancellor

David Saxon.)

According to the Daily Bruin

(May 14) you will make final

judgment on the case of Prof.

Thomas Robischon. I urge you to

decide in favor of Robischon. The
reason is very simple: he is a

teacher in the truest sense, he

makes it possible for students to

grow with their own strength and
momentum. His being and per-

sonality are tremendously en-

couraging too. We see that growth

and studying here at the

University can be exciting, vital,

alive and important to our real

lives. And if UCLA loses this man
a very large amount of the life

present in the Graduate School of

Education (traditionally infamous

for its dullness, irrelevence and
life-robbing qualities) will be lost.

Many people, both professors and
students, will be depressed and

discouraged about their own ef-

forts at working within thed

system.

In June of 1970 I received an

MA. in TESL. In September I

shall begin working on a Ph.D. in

the School of Education. I have

wanted very much to work with

Robischon.

In 1970 a professor at UCLA got

tenure AFTER one of his classes

unanimously and continuously

during the quarter protested to his

department his unfair grading

and his poor teaching. It is very

disheartening to see that kind of

person rewarded for poor

teaching and for Robischon to be_

punished for good teaching. Are

the priorities of the University as

lopsided and out of step with

reality as those of most other

institutions in this country? As a

person who loves UCLA and has

found it to be beautifully human
from the Reference Desk at th«

Research Library to the Student

Loan Office to the TESL Coun-

selor, I cannot believe it.

AnneHensley

Graham
(Editor's note: Hie following is an

open letter to the department of

chemistry.)

It was by chance that I picked

up a recent Bruin, but it was with

disbelief that I read a letter from

Edward Graham explaining why
he was not given tenure.

I was fortunate to have taken his

freshman chemistry course in

1966, and 1 can honestly say that

he is one of the few truly great

Ananda Marga Yoga Society of UCLA
presents

j^

Acharya Yatishvarananda Avadhuta

-DADAJII- ' „ ^

speaking on

The Supreme Task for the Present Mtan

MONDAY MAY 24 12:00 NOON JANSS STEPS

initiations into Meditation will take place Monday afternoon, Tuesday

afternoon and evening. Call 454-6325 for information.

teachers that I have had the

pleasure of learning from.

His rapport with and respect for

his students, his contagious en-

thusiasm and the clarity of his

presentations all contributed to

what was one of the finest courses

that I had takei) at UCLA.
In considering the question of

research it is easy to be short-

sighted. The students now in

freshman chemistry may in four

years be graduate students and in

four more years be assistant

professors — but only if they are

stimulated to go on and do further

work. It is^difficult to estimate

how many have left the sciences

because their early courses were
not as stimulating as they have

the potential to be; they took with

them the contributions they may

have made had they been

stimulated to go on. Those who do

not feel that excellent teaching

enough contribution must think of

the dividends it will pay in the

research of the future.

It is the hallmark of the good

scientist to be able to re-evaluate

the data, reweigh the evidence

and he able to re-consider his

conclusions. I remember the

department of chemistry as being

extremely sensitive to the needs of

its students and willing to make
changes to suit these needs.

I only hope that it has the sen-

sitivity and foresight to grant

tenure to Graham.

Paul Indman
UC School of Medicine

San Francisco

.' ^v ^-'^''-'^^
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• OfflCIAL NOTICES •

FROM: Campus Parking Service •

Parking Petitions are now available for the 1971 Fall Quarter begin-

ning September 27, 1971. Petitions are obtained from, and must be
submitted to, Campus Parking Service, Room 280, Gayley-Strathmor^
Structure (area 8) between 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM Monday through
Friday. --.---

PETITION DEADLINE: FallQuaHer Petitions for continuing students

must be received by Campus Parking Service no later than 4:00 PM,
July 28, 1971.
PARKING PERMITS ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE and MAY BE

PURCHASED ONLY FROM CAMPUS PARKING SERVICE

l - •

FROM: FacUUlca Development and Management

LOCKER CLEARANCE NOTICE
Student lockers Issued from Murphy Hall, the custodian headquarters,

or the gymnasiums must be cleared by 5 p.m. Tuesday, June IStii,

1971. Failure to remove the lock and/or contents will result In a $5.00
service fee.

Students may reclaim personal belongings after June 21st, 1971, by
paying the service fee at the cashier's window In Murphy Hall (Ad-
ministration Building) and presenting the cashier's receipt and proper
identification to the lost and found department in the physical plant

bufldlng at 601 Wcitwood Plaza.

FROM: Registrar's Office

FALL QUARTER 1971 REGISTRATION & ENROLLMENT BY MAIL
All continuing students may register and enroll by mail. Failure to

follow instructions for registration hy mall will necessitate registration

in person Sept 28, 29, 30, Oct. 1. Registration in person after Oct 1.

1971 requh>es the payment of the $10.00 late registration fee. The final

date for Fall 1971 registration is 2:00 pm on Oct. 15.

1 A continuing student fa one who completed the Spring Quarter 1971
and whose status (undergraduate, limited, or graduate) b not changed.

All continuing students who wish to register by mall may pick-up

materials between June 1 and Sept 8 according to the following schedule*

Anatomy Hit Sci 73-235
Architecture & Urban Planning
Astronomy Graduates
Business Administration Graduates
Chemistry Undergraduates
Chemistry & Biochemistry Graduates
Dentistry HH Scl 10-137
Engineering & Pre- Engineering

Undergradu ates

Engineering & Computer Science
Graduates

Geography Graduates
Law Law 1224
Mathematics Graduates
Medical Microbiology & Immunology
Medical Physics ( Radiology

)

Medicine Hit Sci 12-109
Microbiology LS 5304
Molecular Biology
Neurosdence Hit Sci 73-364
Planetary &. Space Science

Psychiatry NPI C8-849
Public Health, Biostatlstics, & -—^r-

Nutritional Sciences

Zoology Graduates
ALL OTHERS BY LETTER

Archills
MS 8979
GBA 3320
WG Young 1037
WG Young 2080

Bodter 6426

Boeher 6730
Bunche 1251

MS 6375
Hit Sci 43-239
Hh Sci ARr259

WG Young 5O40

Geology 3684

PH 51-279
LS3201

GROUF^AT" REGISTRAR'S OFFICF^
1 134 MURPHY HALL, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
A — E only
F — K only
L — R only
8 — Z only
Entire Alaphabet
FIRST DAY TO

Tuesday and Wednesday. June 1 and 2
Thursday and Friday, June 3 and 4
Monday and Tuesday, June 7 and 8
Wednesday and Thursday, June 9 and 10

Friday, June 1 1 through Wednesday, Sept.

all ifiitiafions are Free

MAIL IN REGISTRATION AND ENROLLMENT
BY MAIL IS NOON, FRIDAY, JULY 30.

Students are warned that Wednesday, Sept 8 is the last day to enroll

or register by mall and that failure to register by this date will resuH

in cancellation of enrollment of classes.

New and Re-entering students for FaU Quarter 1971 wUI be maUed
Information about registration by the admitting or re-admitting offW-tr.

FROM: Student Health Service

SUMMER HFIALTH SERVICE FOR CONTINUING STUDENTS

StudenU who have been registered in the Spring Quarter and are

expecting to return in the Fall may purchase regular Student Health

Service Coverage durtng the summer by paying an Option Health

Service Fee of $33.00 at the Cashier's OfBce in the Student Dispensary.

A Health Service Identtfkration Card will be Issued at the time the fee

is paid. Such summer coverage, formerly limMed to graduate and foreign

students, is now available to undergraduate students as well. ELECTION

JULY J^
Health Service.

iM
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^Everj^n^ wins
this summer
«n e«OT Jri»« front hoW

^

Romance-as only ,^^,__jj^_j„
Mexico can pfovi^ RlPreriaente

1 "7

Resort comiori

right on the beach

Luxurious rooms

and suites. For

ei Presidente ana

Condesa Del Mar
reservations.

call toll-tree

(415)433-Ji720.

CONcksA
ddMAR
Tropical garden

setting with water-

falls, 2 P<y^f^J^'^^t
^ . two adjacent

hotels offer more

rooms (over 900)
" and combined

convention

facilities than

any other chain.

"FiesU fnpn

'-'*^-'

300 acres of f"*"'[°''l!V'''^
living. Private 18-hole

championship golf <^our.^

private beach. Air-conditioned

.

Summer rates.

Wertfim hat FInt CWtt

' <>.i.i>iiC aiifcii

"f

200 PoQis. 250 casitas.

150 jeeps' Two children (no age

limit) sharing P^'l"J^J^J^
no charge From S30 double,

share-pool castia.

pe8€a

The only hotel with Its own

fishing boats! Air-conditioned.

BeautituI tropical setting.

From $12.00 double occupancy

European Plan.

Spoftftshtng capital

of thawoHd!

•;5's

A msituun

A Western International Hotel.

High atop Quebrada Olins.

high divers. From StO.W

double occupancy.

Daring dWf ^»>g,
_f»rtf In be mnwaw*

I "I

fTaM^rMT"

Acapiilco's action

C0nt«rs around 38
boacNoal

CCUeta
A Western International Hotel

with everything under the sun!

Overlooks Morning Beach

260 air-conditioned rooms

with private terraces.

malS
Acapulco'8 rnostjntck^Mho^
located on ihe Bey. B Oe^dof

NigMdub and Votmn gourmet

rooms and euma, from^O^

restaurant and "^'/"®^^- ^
flamenco nightclub. From $8.00

per person, double occupancy^

Acapulco Bay-fawiod

hav^ lor water ataort!

o

%
%-i,i

Efidlaas fascination

for ftkindivers!

Now It coete teea

, to play on the Bay!

1442 rooms and sut^a;]

rooftop nightclub

and reataurant.

Speoiat European
plan. 5/1-12/19.

Call toll-free

800-228-9290

366 ocean front

rooms, located on

Paradise Beach.

Ask your Travel

Agent about

vacation packages
...from the

Holiday Inn Resort

Travel Directory!

Right on the beach

with deluxe ocean-

front rooms and
zuites. Air condi-

tioned. Summer
European Plan in

effect. Inquire

atyout our special

group rates!

a.,;

a

-«r

Prices are a lot lower in Acapulco
during the summer. And there's a
reason: Summer is the traditional
off-season. But you'd never know it,

the way Acapulco swings to
summer's beat!

It's still where the boys are. Am/ the
girls. Reveling in the jet-set's poshest
playground. Enjoying the same
beaches, water sports, kicky shops and
frantic discos. The same atmosphere.

Still, it is "off season." So you can
stay at world famous hotels for as
much as 40% off!

Find out for yourself on a Western
Airlines "FiesU Flight." With choice of

entree, and First Class legspace at
every seat-even when you're saving
with one of these Western plans:
From Los Angeles-30-day Excursion
Fare, $213.00 round trip (plus $3.00
tax) ; Group (15 or more) Fare,
$160.00 round trip (plus $3.00 tax).

Don't be tradition-bound. Be
Acapulco-bound. On Western

!

Call us toll-free from these areas:
Lo« Angeles at 776-2311 ; Beverly
Hills at 273-8310; Santa Monica and
Van Nuys at 788-6020; El Monte at
443-0261

; Glendale at 246 731 1 ; Orange
County at 534-0881 ; San Pedro at
537-4705r Redondo Beach at 679-0311;
El Segundo-Inglewood at 646-4311.

"H^JJ^H^^^^^ DEPARTMENT
vfl^J^J^^' ^^^^ ^^n DriveLot Ancain, Califomia 90009
PiMM %mnd m« ffi Information

UDB

on th« followinc hot«l»:

• nam*

•dd
phon*

WMse s.nd m« Fr.« Intormation

state

on Youth FarM D
zip

"fey

* • • • •
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Special Activities

"Some Personal Graphic
Thoughts Regarding Man and
Pollution/' a design show by
Dwain R. Wright will be on
display from 7-10 p.m. today (with

reception,) noon-8 p.m. tomorrow,
and from noon 8 p.m. Wednesday
In the conference and Vista
Rooms, Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center.**

Traveler's Prep will be held

from 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m. today in

Ackerman Union 3564. The
program makes Ahnerican and
foreign students available to

answer questions atx>ut travel

abroad.
The Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open
frbm noon-4 -p^.tn. today In

Ackerman Union 2412. In-

formation and referrals on
overpopulation, contraception,

family planning, legal abortion,

and venereal disease will t>e

available. ———-—
.

"A Society's Chief Joys/' an
exhibition of rare books and
manuscripts from the American
Antiquarian Society, will be on
exhibit 9 a.m. -5 p.m. Monday

through Saturday until June 12.

Pre registration is still

available for either of two three
hour final exam seminars to be
held from 2-5 p.m. tomorrow and
Tuesday, June 1. Pre-registration
is required, contact the Reading
and Study Center, Social Welfare
271, X57744, for further in-

formation and/or registration.

English Conversation will t>e

held from 11 a.m.-l p.m. today in

Campbell Hall 1118, or at the
International Student Center, 1023

Hllgard Ave.

Speeches and Seminars
S. Arunkumar, assistant

professor of engineering here will

conduct an engineering systems
seminar on "Nonparametric Age
Replacement Policies" at 11 a.m.
today in Boelter 8500.

Dr. Ernst Knobil, Richard
Beatty Mellon professor of

physiology. University of Pitt-

sburgh School of Medicine,
Pennsylvania* will lecture on
"Regulation of LH Secretion in^the

Monkey" at 11 a.m. today in

Health Sciences 53-105.

Dr. John R. Vane, professor of

pharmacology, Royal College of

FRENCH FLICK — "Paris et La France Vu du
Ciel" a new film program on Paris and France,

will be shown at 7: IS p.m. today at Audio Visual

World School of Travel, located at 1730 Westwood

Blvd. Gu«st speakers will be featuteO and

reference materials will be available. Admission

is $1 for students and staff.

Surgeons of England, London, will

present a pharmacology seminar
on "The Role of Lungs ih ttie

tnactivation. Activation and
Release of Vasoactive Hormones"
at noon today in Health Sciences

23 105.

Hugh Davson, D.S.C., fellow

and honorary research associate,

department of physiology,
University College, London,
England, will present a

physiology^ seminar on "Fluid

Transport Mechanisms in tlie

Eye" at 4 p.m. today In Health

Sciences 43 105.

Ralph D'Arge, visiting

professor of Urban planning, and
professor of economics, UC
Riverside, will conduct an ar

chitecture and urban planning

colloquium on "Social Crimes and
No Punishment: Ttie Case of

California's Efforts to Control

Automotive Emissions" at 3 p.m.

today In Architecture 1243C.

.^WrAJT'M*

Meetings

Bruin Young Democrats will

meet at nobn today In Ackerman
Union 3517 to elect officers.

Medicus will meet at 3 p.m.^.

today in Health Sciences 13 105. A
symposium on "Medicine In

Today's Society" will be held at

that time. Panel members Include

an AMA representative, pre-

medical students, medical
students, practicing physicians

and faculty members. A question

and answer period will follow the

presentation.

Gay Liberation Front (GLF)
will meet at 5 p.m. today In

Ackerman Union 3517. ----^

(Continued on Page 10)
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MEDICUS, the premedlcal society here, will sponsor a panel discussion

on "New Trends In American Medicine" at 3 p.m. today In Center for

Health Sciences 13 105, the first floor lecture hall, at their final meeting of

the year.

Panelists will Include Dr. Robert Heaven, ward psychiatrist at tt>e

Veterans Administration, at Seputveda; Or. Milton I. Romer, professor

of preventative medicine and public health, as well as ottwr memt>ers of

the teaching and practicing medical community.

All premed students or those considering a medical career may attend.

(Paid AdvertiMH^nt)

Whether youVe after your first

job or a step up in your career,

this li^ok is for now.

1 80 pages of easy to read, con-

fidefice building inside informa-

tion. Step bystep instructions

on "how to*' and why. The

most comprehensive book on

hiring practices and job hunting

ever written. Published in

February, 1971 , and now in

its second printing.

Only $2.95 at campus and local

book stores. Published by

Apple/One Publishing Company,

Los Angeles.

I

This year's Student Committee for the Arts

brought to UCLA Elton John and Neil Young.

Next year's Student Committee for the Arts could

bring to UCLA Leon Russell and James Taylor.

Next year's Student Committee for the Arts
'

could be you.

Applications for undisrgraduate positions on the

1971-1972 Student Committee for the Arts may
be obtained in Kerckhoff Hall 304. . . . .now

Sponsored by SLC applications due May 28

i
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Please Help
Community Services Resource Center

^ For more information on any of these positions see Cathy Hanan after 2 p.m. in Kerckhoff

IHall 309 or call 825^7368 after 2 p.m. Monday ttirougti Friday.

ASIAN FILM — The Asian-American Studtiit Alliance will screen

"Kwaklan/' I9i5 Cafmes award winning ftlm, at 7:3f p.m. today in

William G. Young Hall 2250.

Community Nied
• Males are needed to supervise eigM to 12

year-old boys in weekend camping and other

recreational activities. '-

• Vokmteers are desperately needed for one

day to work at election polls in Venice and Santa

Monica. This is a special election conducted by

EYOA- Education and Youth Opportunities

Agency — Only low inconr>e families qualify to

vote. (At least 40 more volunteers needed.)

• Be a big bromer as well as a tutor to an 11

year old boy in W.L.A.
Students are needed with an interest In

working on an envlronnr>ental magazine.

Requirements
Interest in children; time

• Availability Tuesday, AAay 18th at any time
between 8:00-5:00 even If only for one hour.

• Tutoring ability In history, spelling, and
math.

• Interest In ecology and journalism.

Experimental College Schedule \ End of Brew'n . .

.

TODAY AND JtNE 7

3:3ipm.
Spm
7p m
115pm
7 aopm
Tpm
tp m
tp m
7'SOpm

Swrnrai OB a Priluud Planet

KMWWYMa
ifiHoryorFaaciana

Sirrnral OB a Polluted Planet
Tarot

The Maker as Mcditan
Parents and the College Gcneratiop

Opjaction
<callflM-74S3>

Architectire IMS
Courtyard. Women'sGym

Aixhitectire IMSB
Arddtecture IMS

Ardiitectire 1M3C
DickaonSSSl

Moore 100

Ardiitecture 2KD
> lODlMnlhDUandOr

(ContlBiied from Page f

)

Campus Committee to Bridge ttie Gap will meet at 7: 30 p.m. today (d^d
every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday) in room 409A, Linde Medical
Center, 10921. There will be orientation for students interested in

speaking at student community dialogs on current issues.

URA Clubs
The Kendo Club will meet from 5-7 p.m. today in Women's Gym 200. ^^^^^

Overpopulation Information Center open noon4 today in AU 2412

Th^ Hattia Yoga CKib will meet from 5-7 p.m. today in AAen's Gym 102.

The Judo Club will meet from 2:30-5 p.m. today In Memorial Activities

Center B 146.

it
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AUCTION CATALOG O
MAGNIFICENT

COSTUMES
AT SOTHEBY-PARKE-BERNET
GALLERIES
from the world-famous costumiers MAX BERMAN

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHHa
Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YdU CAN AFFORD.

1 006 Broxton 477-0880

diogonolly ocrots from WMtwoodVil log«

Jhggjre^ FREE 7" Talon tippf/$! lole.

^.00 limitMl •dition — admits two

I

<M/Qi<L

Here's your chance to own the costume worn by Ann Miller on the Great

American Soup Commerlcal — Katharine Hepburn's Mary Queen of Scots

velvet gown — an outfit worn by Ava Gardner in Bhowoni Junction — or may-

be a 19th century military uniform from Buckingham Palace! These and hun-

dreds more go on the block, and you can see them on exhibit June 3-5 —
or you can scan the beautifully illustrated catalog, right here, and be pre-

pared. In any case, whether you're an auction buff or not, you'll thoroughly

enjoy owning this handsome limited edition catalog. The M-G-M catalog is

now considered a collector's item in its own right, so get in on another good

thing ear*ty!

Auction to bo hold at Sothoby-Porko-Bornot Gallorios,

7600 Bovorly Blvd.

mess up our
environment!

ON YOU
If yo«*rc m Califoraiaa • ht*% m
valiftabic friend. B«t if yoaVc
Mi •iil«i4cr pUiMUBg to

IB Ml •. . .mtkTttc#.
a Cal'Pox iM y<Mi. . .

thal^a iMid.Tliere** a way Mil
beat

Students' store

-- '7+1-

mondoys-fridays 7:45o.m.-7:30p.m

ikoMicb. If

joia 'CM. For JMl fS.M
(iacladiaa tax aiidi •kippiag

ciMff|{es| %*<e caa aialie a
oat of jom with:

Yoar o«rB waliet-Msc
combiaatioa Califoraia resident

ID card aad CalPba
iaunaaiBatioM certificate.

A strikiag Cal-Fbx wall
certificate. Yo«r aatkeatic Cal-

Pra kattoa.Vr-^- Tal-Po*
•trip. Aad fo< j«ft«i 94.9S

the goriest CahlN» Magf(ot
Sweatakirt wmyhudy ever saw.

How'b tkM lor added secarity.

Cal-Pbx
For A NoB*Crowiag California

SM.Med Lg—X Lg—

1

^''^y

»r

lo: Cal-IWa,l

1

. * i,* Jft« i , « . » . 4^ >.. > (

.,P.O. Box 24

94965
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Intercollegiate athletics
f

By Michael P. Cronin
When you experience a money crisis, you tend to get back

to basics. You re-examihe your priorities. You take a hard

look at expenses, and then you decide what must be cur-

tailed.

When colleges and universities find themselves in a

-money crisis, they must do the same. ^

Most institutions of higher learning do face a serious

shortage of funds today, and many of them have begun the

process of reviewing programs and expenditures to

-determine where economics can be achieved. Schools

throughout the country are raising tuition, eliminating

courses and departments, and lowering enrollment

ceilings.

Intercollegiate athletics is one department within the

educational system which has seen the writing on the wall.

In 1970 the National Collegiate Athletic Association

(NCAA), which describes itself as "a voluntary association

of more than 700 institutions, conferences and organizations

devoted to the sound administration of intercollegiate

athletics in all of its phases," appointed a committee to

explore in depth the causes for the financial crisis and to

make recommendations to the nation's athletic directors.

In a preliminary report issued

in November 1970, the committee
said, "It is inevitable that under
these circumstances (the

financial crisis), the eyes of those

who are charged with respon-

sibility for maintaining in-

stitutional financial integrity will

turn to the intercollegiate athletic

program as one of the places in

which substantial adjustments
can be made to bring the situation

into financial balance."

The report went on to state that,

'it behooves all of us who believe

intercollegiate athletics is a

valuable part of the higher

educational program in the United

Instates to focus our attention with

all the intensity we can command^"
on the question of improving the

financial situation of athletics at

our institutions. It is only through

such efforts that we can avoid the

hazard of crippling curtailment of

the athletic program."

The committee's purpose was simple enough :
examine

the fmancial situation of the nation's athletic departments

with an eye toward repairing the balance sheet before

university administrators take steps which may not be

acceptaWe to the athletic directors. The scope of the

committee's research was not as broad as it could have

been. For example, it devoted little or no time to an

examination of the role of athletics in the university.

Nonetheless, the search for economies is a step in the

direction of putting athletics in step with the rest of the

university.

In a report published in 1970, the NCAA examined in'

deUil the financial statements of athletic departments

throughout the country. Tliat report conUined the following

table of athletic departments' expenditures:

Salaries, wages and benefits $421,000 29%

Grants-in-aid $308,000 .... .20%

Guarantees and options paid $247,000 14%

Travel, scouting and recruiting $155,000 11%

Equipment and uniforms $ 64,000 4%

All other misc. expenses .^^^'^^ :.:^-.-^^

! $1,533,000 100%

These Hgures represent the expenditures of an average

(Ed. Note: Michael Cronin, a graduate in journalism h«rt,

prepared this essay as his comprehensive paper for his

master's degree in journalism. We have divided his papar
into two parts, the first today dealing with intercolltgiatt

athletics in general, ttie second to be printed tomorrow
dealing with intercollegiate athletics here at UCLA.)

reductions in salary expenditures, and to give most of their

attention to proposals for reducing grant-in-aid spending.

TTiis was undoubtedly a wise decision, since salary ex-

penditures are primarily coaches' wages and the amount

spent on coaching is directly related to level on which

athletics are carried out. Last year college basketball fans

spent $23 million to watch the game, and college foott>all

fans spent $29.5 million. The television networks and their

Sensors fight for the rights to the "best" games, and the

ammni are constantly pressuring their alma mater to l)e

the top school in the field of athletics. The desire to have the

best possible team leads athletic directors to seek out and

hire the hesi possible coaches in the quantities deemed

necessary to turn out the desired results. This all costs

money, but the problems in de-escalating costs from this

end of the athletic department were deemed by the com-

mittee to be more difficult than to approach grant-in-aid

first.

Before going into the NCAA committee's recom-

mendations it might be useful at this point to briefly look at

what a grant-in-aid is and why it is given. To do this, one

must look briefly at the history of intercollegiate athletics

tn America. . ^^-.^

Originally, athletics was strictly of, by, and for the

student. In the 1850's sports clubs made up of students at the

various institutions (eg: Harvard, Yale, and Amherst) got

together and arranged for competition with one another.

The faculty at tliat time were somewtiat aloof from the

events. If not disapproving

By the 1870 s the alumni entered the picture and l)egan

pressuring for winning teams Student control began to

erode The 1880's saw the hiring of the flrst "professional"

coach, and now the faculty were getting interested—they

saw a need for academic supervision During the 1890'8 the

first fulltime athletic din»ctor. AmoR Alonw) Stagg, was

student proposition whose purpose was to allow the students

at the school an outlet for their athletic interests. But with

the addition of non-students to the administration of the

sports program and attendant emphasis on competing with

other schools, intramurals, competition which serves the

majority of the student body, gradually shrank to its .

current level. At UCLA, for example, there are 811 athletes

who compete on the intercollegiate level at a total cost of

$2.6 million. In the intramural program about 6,000 students

participate in athletic competition at a cost of atwut

$200,000. These figures underline existing priorities.

In looking at the past it is interesting to note that the

current study of intercollegiate atliletics is by no means the

first one ever undertaken. During the 1950's the college

athletic scene was rocked by a series of scandals. Under-

the-table payments to athletes were commonplace. Tlie

president of American University, Paul F. Douglas,

referred to the recruiting of college footl>all players as a

"black market operaton." Magazine article titles of the

1950's told most of the story: "Cash and Crash," "Buck*

Passing," "My Crusade Against Football," "College

Football: Big Business/' "Can College AthleUcs be

Saved? " "Is Football Being Geaned Up, ' and "Is College

Football Worth Saving?" .
• >'" ' ' J 1" — iii»

Out of the scandals of the 1950's

came numerous studies and
recommendations for the in-

stitution of rules and regulations

aimed at de-emphasizing in-

tercollegiate sports.

One of the men who helped lead

sports out of these dark days was
Dr. John Tigert. As the president

of the Southeast Conference, Dr.

Tigert proposed to cut the

hypocrisy involved in the

recruiting and sut>sidization of

athletes by instituting a program

under which the school provided

tuition, room, lx>ard, and books

for an agreed upon number of

athletes. Dr. Tigert was simply

trying to move the dealings of

athletics to the top side of the

table. He assumed that schools

were going to continue paying

money to get the best possiblc_

athletes to perform on their

teams, so he thought it would be

best to institutionalize that

payment in order to keep it within

reasonable limits.

Today, every major conference in the United States, with

the exception of the Ivy League, gives athletic scholarships

under a plan similiar to that devised by Dr. Tigert.

In order to insure that schools throughout the country

were operating on an equal basis regarding amounts of aid

given to student athletes, the NCAA has adopted a set of

rules pertaining to grants-in-aid:

1) Financial aid may be awarded by an inBtitution to any

gtudent-athleie during any i9rm in which he ia a

regularly enrolled ttudent. (NCAA O.I. 2)

2) Thia aid shall conform to the ruleM and regulationM of

the awarding institution, that institution's conference,

and the NCAA. (NCAA O.I. 2)

3} The total amount of financial aid (not including

academic scholarships) provided to a student-athlete by

a member institution, whether by tuition grant, sub-

sistence grant, campus employment, or any com-

bination thereof, shall not exceed the actual cost of

tuition, compulsory fees, and room and board at campus

rates. (PAC 8. Article IV, sec. A; NCAA O.I. 2)

4) Any student-athlete who receives financial assistance

other than that administered by his institution shall not

be eligible for intercollegiate competition. (This does

not include aid from anyone upon whom the student-

major University athletic program.)

Armed with this information on expenses, the committee

decided to focus its attention on the two largest areas of

expenditure: salaries and grants-in-aid

The committee decided to postpone making proposals for

* *# • « * «

'

• «•**' •-*« *m * • %'

complete The sports programs were now run by the

faculty, the alumni, the coaches, and the ad-

ministirators—and, less ttian ever, the students.

In the beginning, school sports programs were entirely a

-^•«««««««« « «» • «*«««««

«

appiy to aid having no relationship whatever to athletic

ability.) (NCAA Article 3, sec. 4)

(Continued on Page 12)
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NOTES

Collemte athletics

<ContiBned from Page 1 1

)

5) The vMran^ "adminUtered by" « u$€d abov€ U inUrpr^t^ as

mows A •cholarsMp or grant in-uid U "adminUtered by an in-

stitution if the institution through iU regular committees or other

agencies for the awarding of scholarships and granU in general, has

the final determination of the student-athlete who is to receive the

award he U to receive. Special committees appointed to award grant*-

in-aid or scholarships to student-athleUs do not meet this

requirement. (NCAA O.I. 40} _

€) Tutoring expenses, athletic medical insurance and death and

dUmemberment insurance for intercollegiate competition and

practice may be financed by the inetitution wiOiout being included in

the total received by an individual athlete. (NCAA 0,L 3)

7) A member institution may terminate the financial aid of a student-

athelte if he is adjudged to have been guilty of manifest disobedience

through violation of institutional regulations or established athletic

department policies and rules applicable to all student-athletes.

(NCAA ruling: January 1969)

These are the general rules which icover the granting of financial aid to

student-athletes. Each conference has its own specific rules which

conform to these general ones, but serve to broaden them in detail.

The NCAA committee investigating ways to achieve economies in the

administrati6n of intercoUegiate athleUcs took a look at the amount of

money iWing spent on student-athletes and determined that adjustments

in the rules pertaining to that aid could save athletic departments up to

50% of their costs in this area.

We have comprehensive notes on courses offered currently

at UCLA.

We hire T.A.'s and/or Grod students to sit in on courses to

take ahd prepare comprehensive notes which are then repro-

duced and are available for purchase to be used as a study-
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6IRLS ONLY!!!
Do you know anything about your car?

Basic course in "Hov^ not to get taken on your auto

repairs."

Five 2 hour classes starting 5/25/7 1 ot 7 P^.
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Los Angeles, Calif State Licensed Mechanits
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The Speakln'ls Easy!
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The Sullivan mettiod teaches you a

second language in small, easv steps. No.

homework, no studying, no effort is

required. You progress at your own
speed. And you learn by appoint-

ment with your own, private

Sullivan instructor.

You might expect it to cost nrK)re

than other language courses, but it

actually costs mucti less.

How could anything this good
-be legal? Find out.

Call the Sullivan Language
School nearest you to schedule a

free first lesson, at^our
convenience.

WILSHIRE AREA. . .387-1379 SHERMAN OAKS . .986^185
PASAOCNA 795-3296 IRVINE (714)833-9500
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. . .there are so many different ways to finance a

college education that it is virtually impossible to be

kept out of college because of a lack of money. It is

doubtful that- the athletic department is the only

possible source of funds for a young man wishing to

go to college

Last falllhe committee, whose chairman is William Flynn of Boston

College, recommended to the NCAA that it make the following rule

changes

:

J> That financial aid to student-athletes be awarded on a needs basis.

The term "need" as used here means that in determining the amount

of aid to be granted, account is taken of the financial resources of the

recipient and his parents.

(Aid is currently given without regard to need. It is strictly based on the

athletic department's desire to obtain and keep the student-athlete's

services.)

The committee stated that a simple, practical, and reliable means could

"be used to determine the need; a means not at all unlike that used by

universities to determine the "needs" of non-athletes applying for aid.

2) That a limitation be placed on the number of financial aid com-

mittments in the sports of football and basketball. The basic limits

suggested by the committee were: 30 initial commitments each year

in football and six in basketball, with specified latitude for variation

from year to year in the form of a carry-over or "bank" arrangement,

and with a limit of 10 "red-shirt" or five-year student granU.

According to the committee, the limit on the number of grants each

year would not allow a financial savings, but it would allow for a broader

distribution of athletic talent by preventing any one school from obUining

a virtual monopoly on talented athletes. It would also, they feel, be an

incentive for schools to avoid recruiting an athlete who is in danger of

becoming an "academic casualty."

To preculde an institution from pressuring a non-productive athlete

into giving up his aid so it could be given to another prospect, the com-

mittee recommends that once an initial award has been issued and the

student has enrolled in the institution that award may not be replaced if

the student fails to use it, no matter what his reason for not doing so.

A third proposal made by the committee recommended that common
ground-rules be established as to the timing of offers of financial aid and

the acceptance thereof. Such a policy, the committee felt, would facilitate

the operation of the foregoing system..of limitation, and would lessen

some of the pressures of recruiting.

These proposals were presented to the NCAA convention held in

Houston in January 1971. The convention decided to take no action, and

the committee was asked to continue meeting.

One of the major stumbling blocks to the convention's ability to take

action on the committee's proposals was the fact that the American

Football Coaches Association and other smaller coaches' organizations

came out against the plan to put grants-in-aid on a needs only basis. Their

opposition was so strong that the NCAA gave serious consideration to

calling a special convention in the sprinfl of thi^i year to discuss the

"It is hard to justify continuing expenditures in these

areas when pressing needs for general student aid

and for academic programs cannot be met. "— NYU
President James Hester as NYU eliminated in-

tercollegiate bashetball and ttack.

committee's proposals. The special convention never came to pass, but

the financial aid committee did meet in Denver with four coaches
representing the various coaching associations.

At these meetings, which took place in early March, the committee
voted to appoint four coaches to the committee as non-voting consultants.

One of the main objections raised by the coaches was the failure of the

committee to recognize the different situation faced by large athletic

departments and that faced by smaller institutions. Coach Eddie
Crowder, of Colorado, explained, *There are only 120 schools in the big-

time category and yet we are being asked to live by the same rules as the
small schools Wr don*t aonrovr "

'"zr

report a proposal for a limit on the numk)er of coaches an institution may
employ , and voted to develop plans to limit grants in other sports.

As to what the committee will do next, chairman Flynn said, "We now
have to wait until we receive reaction from the various coaches
associations on our new findings."

Commentsl the NCAA

financial Jproposals

"There are only 120 schools in tt)e|

asked to live the same rules as

Colorado head football coacti E(

"It won't affect us at UCLA beci

any one time you could have 120 f^

never had tliat many on^id at on(

Tom Jacobs.

"One of the fine things about ttie

large number of boys to go to coll^

it.'' — UCLA basketball coacti

John Wooden on the 'needs' plan]

shouldn't parents who have mon(

trouble with the needs plan is ttia^

be impractical. The rule would

>e category and yet we are being
»e schools. We don't approve." —
rowder.

30 per year limit means that at

I players on grant-in-aid. We have
— UCLA faculty representative

n-aid program is that it permits a
otherwise might not have made

Vooden

I plan is theoretically sound. Why
Ito send their kids to scliool? The

be difficult to enforce. It would
I to administer."

Paul Dietzel on the 'need' plan
:

'
w has a free ride, another doesn't.

Maybe one boy gets a free ride alOthere is no real need. The reverse

may be true of another boy. T

coach have as much control ov

much more likely to do what h

up bad situations . . . WouM a
who isn't on aid? He wouki be

II

The committee was to considr'

meeting — May 15-16 in Kans

The feedback which the comr

unanimous. On the proposal to

there are several opinions:

Howard Grubbs, executive sf

the 30 figure for football "son

missioner of the PAC 8, said. "I

may not need that many, but tr

Valley Conference Commission'

is not enough." Tom Jacobs,

said, "The limit idea is fine wit

the 30 per year limit means t

football players on grant in au

one time. I don't see how scho-

that high."
^ ,,—UCLA's :

^^^^^^^

really be no rule on grant m-;

schools themselves must re^

school has its own budget and

from the outside, what about

collet; ucation'^Oneofthet

^"^ack from the groups at its next
ssouri. ^
ready received is by no means
imber of grants m each sport

^le Southwest Conference calls
' while Tom Hamilton, corn-

figure might be a bit high. We
^ " DeWitt Weaver, Missouri
'ked the national limit, "but 30

letic representative at UCLA
n't affect us at UCLA because
one time you could have 120

^ever had that many on aid at

^ niuch money with Umits set

can apply to all schools. The
^Ives. It's their money. Each
within it.

'

' are imposed
will h' ir^r 1 t ti iftting a
''"

- 'hr fcjr.uit HI .tid program

is that it permits a large number of boys to go to college who otherwise
might not have made it."

Wooden's conunents touched upon two of the primary issues in any
discussion of limiting the amount of financial aid given to student-
athletes by insUtuUons: 1) the reason why the NCAA should be involved
at all in the decision by an institution to give some of its money to student-
athletes, and 2) the quesUon of whether or not student-athletes would be
able to attend colleges and universities were it not for the money given to
them by athletic departments.
On the first point the NCAA was called upon by a large number of

schools to step in and, in a very real sense, to save athletics from itself.

The pressure to excell has pushed many institutions to the point of having
to choose between going bankrupt or de-emphasizing sports.

One of the strongest arguments against the "needs'*
plan is that the only conference (the Big Ten) which
ever tried to put financial aid on a needs-only basis

quickly dropped the plan and called the experiment a
failure.

In his 1969 annual report to the NCAA, H. Boyd McWhorter, from the

University of Georgia, said that schools in his district had stated that

"they are concerned" about rising costs and the numerous internal and
external pressures on their athletic programs, and that they "would like

to see some form of national limitation on athletic grant-in-aid." James
McCoy, representative from Ohio State, told the NCAA at that same time

that the Big Ten was holding special meetings to discuss cost reduction

measures, while maintaining the broad intercollegiate programs that

have been conducted in the past.

While being asked to suggest ways to cut costs, the NCAA observed

several schools reducing their commitments to athletics.

Earlier this year Bradley University announced that it had decided to

discontinue its 74 year-old football program. I>r. Martin G. Abegg, acting

president of Bradley, said the university administration recommended
discontinuance of the sport for economic reasons. He stated that the

football program had been operating at a deficit for the past 10 years, and

that the entire university "is currently operating with a deficit in its

general budget."

In early April of this year, New York University announced that it was

withdrawing from intercollegiate competition in basketball and track.

University president James H. Hester said that recruiting of athletes for

these sports had become increasingly competitive and costly. He said, "It

is hard to justify continuing expenditures in these areas when pressing

needs for general' student, aid and for academic programs cannot be

met.
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The NCAA is really the only body which can act to save athletics from

itself. The few schools which for reasons of independence or competition

who do not want to see limits placed on their spending are outnumbered

by the institutions desiring to put all schools on equal footing, and thus

improve the level of competition.

The other point raised by Wooden which is central to the grant-in-aid

problem is whether or not the student-athletes would go to school if they

could not get athletic department grants.

In theory, the primary reason for attending a college or university is to

get an education. Despite the rising costs of obUining that education,

there are numerous ways for a young man (or woman) to pay for his

education. There are, according to Don Brusha, financial aids officer at

UCLA, so many different ways to finance a college education that it is

virtually impossible to be kept out of college because of a lack of money.

It is doubtful that the athleUc department is the only possible source of

funds for a young man wishing to go to college.
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DAHFORTH GRkDUIITE FELLOWSHIPS

Juniors who:
,

• plan to begin their graduate education in Fall 1^72

• are attracted towards a career in college teaching

• believe they may be qualified for an exceptional

fellowship ^
may wish, to enter the selection process for Danforth Graduate

Fellowships. Orientation meetings for those interested will be

held early during the Fall Quarter. Watch the first issues of the

Daily Bruin next fall for the official announcement of these

meetings. Attendance at one of these October orientation meet

ings is a prerequisite tp Application.—
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"It is really time for all of us to decide about athletics

in the university. We either decide that it is primarily

a spectator sport, entertainment in which paid

performers entertain us as fans or we stop recruiting

and on the first day of practice put an ad in the

campus paper requesting that all who would like to

play football come out that afternoon."

On the proposal to put athletic grants on a needs Ijasis the committee

has gotten q^^ a l^t of "feedback." UnUke the UmitaUons proposal

where there^^ at least some agreement with the concept t>y most of the

Trties involved the "needs" proposal is quite controversial, while on the

s'^J^e itS seem to beL Inost logical of the two. What could be

more logical than giving aid only to those who need it?

One of the strongest arguments against the "ne«Js" plan is that the

only conference which ever tried to put aid on a needs^ly basis quickly

dropped the plan and called the experiment a failure.

In 1956 the Big Ten decided that it would act to reduce the pressures
^

caused by the compeUUve recruiUng for athletes by putUng athletic aid
'

on a needs basis.

Under the plan adopted by the Big Ten, a full grant coidd be made to a

student-athlete who had graduated from high school in the upper quarter

of his class and had a B average in coUege All other unearned aid was

based on the needs of the student. The family of the student^ithlete was

required to submit a sUtement of its financial means, and a compuUtion

was made of the amount of aid which the family could be expected to

contribute toward educational expenses. The difference this coniputed

figure and the cost of board/room/books/tuition and fees at the Big Ten

insUtution could be awarded to the student.

During the years of giving aiH \-^^<^ on needs, the Big Ten ^ufferpd

competitively According to :— •'---. ^CLA's^- -;:-— :.*

reprSentative, it was during these years that the neighboring Big Eight

Conference came of age The Big Ten had shackled itseU in the com-

petition for athletic talent and the success of their programs had slipped

(Continued on Page 14)
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Collegiate athletics: it's time we stop fooling ourselves,,.

(CootlBued from Page 13)
. ^ ^ „ ^

In 1961. the "needs program" in the Big Ten was droppwl and all aid

was then based on a prediction of academic success, as it is Mjed at niost

schools, and progression toward a degree. Competitively, the Big Ten

came back into the picture.

The NCAA's financial aid committee answers this argument against a

-needs" basis for aid by sUting that the Big Ten experiment failed

because it was the only conference using the plan. It was at a competiUve

disadvantage.

Paul Dietzel. South C|ut)lina's athletic director, has suggested that the

"needs plan" would "make hypocrites of the coUeges." He also thinks it

would create an unhealthy situation on the squad: **One boy h#s a frec

ride another doesn't Maybe one boy gets a free ride although there is no

real need. The reveree may be true of another boy. That sets up bad

situations '. . . Would a coach have as much control over a boy who isn t

on aid? He would be much more likely to do what he pleases."

The answer here, says the NCAA committee, is that athletics*.function

is not to have "control" over boys.

Wooden disagrees with Dietzel: "As for team morale, it may happen

that a pUyer might feel that he should be on full grant, but in fairness

should that cause a morale problem? Just because someone else's

parents have money, or someone else has nice clothes is no reason to

have a morale problem." But Wooden does see some problems with the

needs plan : "The plan is theoreUcaUy sound. Why shouldn't parents who

have money use it to send their kids to school? The trouble with the needs

plan is that it would be difficult to enforce. It would be impractical. The

rule would be much too hard to administer."

The financial aid conunittee has stated that the enforcement of the rule

would not be difficult and that the NCAA Executive Committee has

authorized increased manpower and funds for the enforcement program.

The committee has also sUted that the problems in arriving at what the

needs of the student-athletes are wiU be minimal. They feel that since the

bulk of non-athletic grants are based on needs, the athletic grants could

use the same system of determining what the needs of the student are.

The decision on whether or not to put athletic grants on a needs basis

and to limit the number of them which can be granted in any one year is a

basic one. It reachfes at the even more basic question: what is, or shoidd

bei the role of athletics in the university.

The urgency of that question becomes evident when, as is happening at

UCLA and other universities, faculty positions are being cut and whole

departments are being dropped.

The Ivy League institutions (Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth,

Harvard, Penn. Princeton, and Yale) made a decision on what the role of

athletics should be. In 1954, these eight schools signed the "Ivy Group

Agreement" which outlined that role. It states that in each institution that

the academic authorities should control athletics. Furthermore, it states

that: "The Group affirms their conviction that under proper conditions

intercollegiate competition in organized athletics offers desirable

development and recreation for players and a healthy focus of coUegiate

loyalty.

-These conditions require that the pUyers shall be Uiily represenUtive

of the student body and not composed of a group of sp«:ially r«!rmted

athletes. CHiat they not be composed of students offered adnaission and

support by any different standards than apply to the rest of the student

body.)

"They further require that undue strain upon players and coaches be

eUminated and that they be permitted to enjoy the game as participants

in a form of recreational competition ratiier tiian as professional per-

formers in public spectacles. In tiie total life of tiie campus, emphMis

upon intercollegiate competition must be kept in harmony wiUi the

essential educational purposes of tiie institution.

"The Group conclude that tiiese conditions and requirements can best

be fulfilled by denying to tiie fullest possible extent external pressures for

competitive extremes."

This philosophy puts athletics in perspective. Don Brusha, of UCLA*s

financial aids office, offers his own personal opinion. "It is reaUy time for

all of us to decide about atiiletics in tiie university. We eitiier decide tiiat it

is primarily a spectator sport, entertainment in which paid performers

entertain us as fans, or we stop recruiting and giving grants-in-aid and on

tiie first day of practice put an ad in tiie campus p^per requesting tiiat all

who would like to play football come out that afternoon.

"As a fan I don't know if I could honestiy enjoy seeing a bunch of un-

talented guys slopping around tiie field. But I tiiink it is time we qmt

kidding ourselves about athletics. We fool ourselves about enough tilings

which really matter, there is no reason to do it here. We have to make up

our minds about sports in college, and then get on with it.

"

Ton) Jacobs, UCLA's faculty-atiiletic representotive, feels tiiat if

athletics at "big-time" schools were moved in the direction of the Ivy

League philosophy, the really good players would stop coming to tiie

colleges. "The prdfessicmal teams," Jacobs said, "would soon set up

minor leagues, like tiiey have done in baseball. They get almost no

players sti-aight out of tiie coUeges in tiie sport of baseball." But would

that be so terrible?

If tiie only reason that athletes go to college is so they may receive tiie

trying they need to go on as professionals, then maybe a farm system

for other sports ought to be set up — at the expense of the professional

teams — so that the university could put some of that much needed

money which it is currentiy expending on athletics back into the depart-

ments of learning which badly need the funds.

This is, of course, carrying the problem out to an extreme. But if the

universities continue experiencing the current money drought and if the

level of spending in the athletic departments of those universities con-

tinues at its present rate, then something will have to go.

As was mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the university wiU

have to re-exam inp \\^ oriorities and decide what must be curtailed.

(Tomorrow: the situation di ycLA)—- -^
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Trackmen come on

late to nip Oregon
ByaarKConard
DB Sports Writer

Aroused by an upset win over Southern California's

440 relay team, the UCLA track team outscored

Oregon, 108-72, on the final day of competition to edge

the Ducks, 126-117, for the 1971 Pacific-8 track

championship at Husky Stadium in Seattle Saturday.

The title is the third straight for coach Jim Bush and

the Bruins.

Oregon still had the lead, 111-106, when Hughes

Sports Network concluded its telecast at 4 p.m. with

two events left — the pole vault and high jump.

However, the Bruins, just as they did the year before,

scored big (20 points) in both events to win com-

forUbly. . ._._^

Francois Tracanelli cleared 17 feet to take third in

the pole vault and then Doug Huff and Rick Fletcher

outdueled two Duck high jumpers with 6-10 leaps for

second and third in their event. Both Oregon jumpers

cleared 6-8 for fourth and fifth.

Better team

*

'I think what really won it for us was the (75-70)

loss to use in the dual meet (on May 8)," Bush

surmised. "Our kids felt that they were the better

team." Bush's belief was verified by Bruin per-

formances Saturday in Seattle. Wayne Collett and

John Smith ran one-two in the 440 and James Butts

pulled out the triple jimip. Collett had been em-

barrassed by Troy's Edesel Garrison in their dual

meet match and he and Smith (45.3 and 45.5) easily

whipped the USC sprinter (46.8) Saturday.

Butts also had suffered one of his few losses in the

dual meet defeat to USC when Henry Hines beat him

with a terrific last attempt. This time though. Butts

had the sensational last leap, 54-2, to top Oregon

State's Robert Reader, who had soared 53-10 1/2.

USC, meanwhile, wasn't able to garner as many
first places as they should have on paper. Oregon

picked up unexpected points in the sprints and field

events but didn't do quite as well as they'd hoped in

the distance races.

-r?p5*^^--^- *- t4ines and Hines

Besides their sprint relay and 440 loss, USC had

favored Doug Lane and Hines lose to Oregon's Steve

Shmock and Bouncy Moore in the shot put and long

jump on the first day. The Ducks were boosted

further when Weldon Vance, Craig Blackman, and

Doug Chapman finished fourth-sixth in the 440, Al

Hearvey took fourth in the 100 and their mile relay

squad ran second.

Yet, even though the Ducks took the top three

places in the mile, they had hoped for five different

scorers. First, third and sixth in the three-mile also

didn't quite match Oregon's expectations.

Host Washington, although scoring just 45 points to

finish a poor fifth, did win three events and could be a

contender in the nationals as could fourth place

finisher California. The three Huskie winners, Carrie

Feldman in the javelin (258^), Jim Seymour (50.9) in

the intermediate hurdles, and Kirk Bryde in the pole

vault (17-4) all are threats for victories in the

nationals.

^Continued on Page 19)
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Netters romp past

Wash. St., Cal, SC
\

By John Rekh
DB Sports Writer

SMILES OF A WINNtK— ine smiling taces oi jonn amitti (I.) and

Wayne Cdt**tt reflect UCLA's third consecutive Pac-i track cham-

pionship, won over the weekend at Seattle. Collett was the star of ttie

me#t, winning the 440 in :45.3 (1971 world best), anchoring both winning

UCLA relays, and placing third in the 220 before being disqualified for

running out of his lane. UQI^A outscored Oregon and USC, 124-117-102.

^ii^^i^^^^^y^^^^i^ii^^
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Weekend Results

Pac-8 Track Championships

•y
ft

I

i

I

UCLA (126)

Oregon (117)

USC (102)

Cal (77)

Washington (45)

Stanford (36)

Oregon St. (29)

WSU (26)

Pac-8 Tennis Championships

Championship:
Semifinals:

First Round:

UCLA defeated USC 7 2

UCLA defeated Cal 9

USC defeated Stanford 6-3

UCLA defeated Washington State 9-0

USC defeated Washington 6-0

Cal defeated Oregon State 5-0

Stanford defeated Oregon 8-1

Western Sprints Crew Championships
(Varsity)

Washington — 6:06.3

British Columbia — 6:12.3

Loyola (LA) — 6:13.1

i

.V

v.

4. Cal State Long Beach — 6: 13.4 S
5. UCLA — 6:13.7

6. Stanford — 6:26.1

^
^-^—^^^^^^^^^^^—^ ( PAifi Advertisement) ""^^^"^^

The UCLA tennis team added the 1971 Pacific-8

title to its list of trophies over the weekend, beating

USC 7-2 in the final at Corvallis, Oregon The win,

which clinched the Bruins' third straight Pac-8 title

(and sixth in the twelve years that it has been held)

was UCLA's third dual meet win over the Trojans

this year. Beating USC three times in the one season

IS a never-before-accomplished thing for a Glenn

Basset-coached UCLA tennis team.

The Pac-8 tourney once again reflected the large

disparity between the California and the Northwest

schools. In the first round, played on Thursday, all

four of the California scImoIs won their matches,

losing only one individual match.

The Bruins trounced Washington State, Stanford

almost duplicated that score against Oregon, win-

ning 8-1, USC defeated Washington 6-0 in a rain-

shortened match, and California beat Oregon State 5-

in another short match.

Second round

The second round played on Saturday saw the

Bruins continue their romp, blasting California 9-0

That win marked the Bruins' third dual match defeat

of the Bears this year. »•

The other semi-final was the closest match of the

tourney. USC, beaten twice this season by Stanford

by 6-3 scores both times, upset the Indians and went

on to register a 6-3 win of its own.

The main reason for the Trojans' win was their

lower-ranked players, as their fifth and sixth singles,

and second and third doubles teams easily beat their

Indian opponents.

Stanford's Roscoe Tanner, who had beaten Troy's

Marcello Lara earlier in the year, repeated that feat

on Friday, winning 6-4. 6-3ln straight sets Tanner

then teamed with Sandy Mayer to beat Lara and

Dick Bohmstedt 6-7, 6-4, 6-4 in the main doubles.

Favorites to repeat

The Bruins in the meantime had reached the finals

without losing a solitary match, and were favorites to

repeat as Pac-8 titlis^.

The USC-UCLA final turned out to be another

"^rufn romp, as the Bruins clinched the match, and

the title, in the singles, winning five out of the six

played.

The major surprises of the day came through

major reversals of form. In the second singles,

UCLA's Jim Connors played Tom Leonard. Connors

had won their two previous dual meet matches,

beating Leonard 6-1, 6-2, only last week. On Satur-

day, however, it was Leonard's turn as he won two tie

breaker sets by identical 7-6 scores. .

The fourth singles saw a similar reversal, as Elio

Alvarez, beaten 6-2, 6-2 by USC's Sashi Menon last

week, turned the tatAes and won 6-1, 6-2.

The other matches came out fairly routinely, with

the Bruins' numt)er-one man, Jeff Borowiak,

retaining his perfect season record, beating Lara 6-3,

6-4. Borowiak has not lost a dual meet singles match
this year. In the third singles, Haroon Rahim en-

countered some difficulty with Botunstedt, losing the

first set 6-7, t)efore turning the match around and

winning the remaining sets 7-5, 7-5.

(Continued on Page 19)
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Take the few minutes required to cast your vote for next

year's GSA OFFICERS and the Referendum.
- MmbmmMi^M^^M

Demonstrate your interest in good student government by

voting at one of the following polling locations TODAY
from 9 am — 4 pm

..,^..%

V .,.i

POLLING STATIONS
1. Low Building

2. Graduate Business Administration Building

3. Bruin Walk
4. Science Quad — So. Side of Bomb Shelter

5. Royce Hall — Hurnanities

6. Boelter Hall

7. Bunche Hall- Research Library

8. Dickson Hall - Melnitz Hall

,9. Health Sciences (Medical — Dental Store)

.
'

Registration Card and torn* Pictur* I.D. or* raquiredto establish proof of voter eligibility.

Bring yoor proof of voting (Received ot polling stations) to 301
*- " "^ -^ ana c^ ^orr 3m^iiir4pmV— I
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n fifth as Huskies dominate Sprints
By John Wood

DB Sports Writer

The Western Sprints traditionally decides the finest

collegiate crew on the West Coast. This year's winner is

probably the best in the nation.

In an awesome performance Saturday on Lake
Washington in Seattle, the University of Wastiington swept

every major race of the yearly classic and clearly showed
the rowing world — East and West — that it is in a class all

by itself. UCLA, seeded number two in every category,

fared worse than expected. The varsity shell literally

shocked everyone by finishing fifth in a six-shell field. The
lightweight varsity placed third while the junior varsity and
freshmen crews both took second.

Bruin coach Jerry Johnsen was unavailable for comment
after the race, but he was overheard tp have commented on

the fact that several Bruin senior oarsmen would have to

graduate with the stigma of their fifth-place finish hanging

over their heads. It was truly a bitter defeat for the

defending champions, but the final race was actually closer

than the outcome suggested.

6:06.3 winning time

Washington's winning time was 6:06.3, but the next four„

finishers were bunched tightly together: University of

British Columbia (6:12.3), Loyola (6:13.1), Cal State Long
Beach (6:13.4), and UCLA (6:13.7).

In the preliminary heats Friday, UCLA's chances ap-

peared rather questionable. The freshmen avenged their

only loss of the season by nosing out Orange Coast College,

but the junior varsity squad defeated a poor California shell

by only four seconds. To add to the tension even more, the

varsity eight trailed an incredibly charged-up Loyola

University crew for 1800 meters before nipping the Lions at

the wire by two tenths of a second.

On Saturday, the situation worsened, and it l>egan with a

flurry of unexplained and highly mysterious Washington

—officiating procedures. The lightweight varsity race got

under way amidst some doubts as to the validity of the

weights of the first two finishers — both from Washington.
The Bruin lightweights suffered their first loss of the season
by^two boat lengths.

After the race, oarsmen in one of the shells that defeated
the Bruins admitted thoy were junior varsity, and not

v:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::v::::::::::>:;:;^

Western Sprint Re^T5ults

Varsity

|:i:1. Washington, 6:06.3; 2. British Columbia, 6:12.3;:$
gia. Loyola, 6:13.1; 4. Cal State Long Beach, 6:13.4; >•:

::::5. UCLA, 6:13.7.

Junior Varsity

i

;:i:
1. Washington, 6:12.4; 2. UCLA, 6:22.4; 3. Orange Coast

«

g College, 6:22.4. $:

Freshmen ^
>vY. Washington, *r10.3; 2. UCLA, i: 17.3; 4« Orange Coast ^
iij: College, 6:19.7. ^

•:•: Lightweight Varsity

jijil. Washington, 6:18.3; 2. Seattle, 6:26.S; 3. UCLA, 6:2f.6. ^

lightweight, performers.

The freshman race followed, and it was probably the

finest showing of the day for UCLA. The Bnibabes lost to

Washington by only seven seconds, the closest margin
anyone has come to the Huskies first boat this year.

(Neither the freshmen nor the lightweights will be
allowed to travel to the IRA June 17-19 in Syracuse, N.Y.

The lightweight program has no funds and the freshmen
have been urged to concentrate on their final exams.

)

Another runaway
The JV race was another runaway for the Huskies, but

UCLA dueled Orange Coast in a spirited battle for second

place all the way down the course and finally edged OCC by

an eyelash at the wire.

As the much-awaited varsity contest approached, UCLA
again found itself plagued with highJy questionable

problems — this time in the boats' riggings, which seemed
to have been tampered with. Officials supervising the race

were seen wearing University of Washington jackets, and it

was ironically noted that in every race of the afternoon,

UCLA received the outside lanes (the worst positions),

while Washington had generously been given the middle

lanes (most ideal positions).

Despite this cloud of controversy, UCLA refused to lodge

a complaint the entire day while numerous protests were
filed by other schools — all overruled, oi course, by the

Washington officials.
"""^

No contest

The varsity race was virtually no contest for the Husky
oarsmen, who have lost only seven times in history on the

West Coast. UCLA ran into difficulties and never seemed to

**get it together" as both Loyola and Long Beach gained

revenge for earlier losses by nipping the Bruins at the

finish. British Columbia, a darkhorse Canadian shell,

surprised everyone by finishing second.

There is a current saying around crew circles that even a

blind man could coach a winning Husky freshman crew.

Washington is never hard-pressed for talent as 100-120 new
men enter the program yearly, compared to approximately

50 at UCLA.
With this thought in mind, phis the Huskies' total nuistery

of the Sprints, Washington's presence can only cast a

foreboding outlook on UCLA's chances at the IRA in June.

SC wins baseball

use won the Pacific-8 baseball

championships Saturday, but had

more trouble than expected Jo.
doing so.

Alter defeating Stanford, 4-2, on

Friday, Troy was matched with

once-beaten Washington State for

the title, the Cougars surprised

everyone by winning 10-5, forcing

a third game.
use recovered sufficiently to

win the rubber game, 6-3, and
advances to the District 8 playoffs

this weekend against either San
Jose Statej^r Santa Clara.
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Several years ago a nearby alumni association

employed Leslie Lightbody to be their public image.

"She's attractive, intelligent and a moderate to

boot/' enthused one alumni executive. "Yeah/and
she's got a great body," said another. - *^

Things went well for Leslie Lightbody. She attended

reunions and listened to stories abotrt the "Big

Game." She appeared on panels and represented the

"student majority." She led campus tours and smiled

prettily. And once in awhile she diddled with an

administrator.

Her rise was meteoric. The alumni association was
very pleased with their new acquisition, so much so

that they scheduled her to appear at the annual

yVestern Regional Roundup in Azusa. This vyas

where all the alumni executives from the area

_met to discuss ^^fogr^mpfs, exchange ideas and looto—
for better jobs. A Western motif was carried

throughout: most people dressed in buckskinithe
avant-garde wore blankets), the meals were catered
by The Lone Ranger drive-in, and Lome Greene was
master of ceremonies. Before retiring to bed
everyonesang Home on the Range.

"She can speak on The Role of the Alumni
Association in the Changing University Context.'

She does that one well," planned one alumni
executive. "Yeah, and wait until those poor guys get
a look at her legs," chortled another.

Leslie Lightbody did look stunning. They had dressed
her as Pocahontas, although the jewel in her naveL
was admittedly out of character. And she spoke very
well, indeed. No one noticed the Tele-prompter in

the back of the room. All in all, the reaction was
overwhelming.

Thus it came to pass that the executive responsible
for Leslie Lightbody's triumph, looking to improve
his lot, sough< out the Director of another alumni

association. A different one. The UCLA Alumni

Association.

"Hey, man," said the executive (whom we'll call

Harve), "howdja like that little chickie? Huh?"
The man frorti UCLA was apparently not impressed.

He smiled slightly, as if he had indigestion.

"I couldjbe dynamite in L.A.," Harve continued. "All

those girls^ I can see fifteen of them, topless,

singing "Hail to the Hills of Westwpod" in three-part

harmony." '

Now the man from UCLA actually did have
indigestion. He^topped smiling, "Do you know
anything about community involvement? Things like

tutoring children or recruiting minority students?"

Harve lodked blank, then grinned. "I'ye tutored a

few kids in my time. Take a look at Leslie Lightbody."

-UCLA looked annoyed. "What about student

involvement? Things like the Legal Aid Service,

scholarships, a handbook for grad students?"

Harve was a little lost.

"Familiar with membership benefits? Library

privileges, charter flights, continuing educaton,
camping facilities, health insurance?" asked UCLA,_^
starting to get up. ^-
"Benefits?" Harvey responded weakly, "I know all

about football tickets."

"Sorry, Harve. So do we." The man from UCLA
walked away. Harve went and spoke to Bert,

crosstown. Bert was interested in Leslie Lightbody.

The UCLA Alumni Association is doing some pretty

strange things for an Alumni Association. Like

running this ad. It's worth looking into, maybe even
joining. Dues for graduating seniors is five dollars.

You can call 825-3901 and talk to Roland, Sue, Bill,

Don, April, Sparkie or Kathie, or come by Kerckhoff
226. There's a lot more to it than Leslie's lightbody.
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Trackmen victorious at Seattle.

.
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(Continued from Page 15)

Jim Johnson, w(^o placed third

in the steeplechase, could con-

ceivably even improve that

position by NCAA time when
Washington will again be the host

for the NCAA championships in

June.

Cal, even without Eddie Hart in

the sprints, was able to take third

in the 440 relay and served notice

that with a healthy Hart they

could once again "steal" the

nationals. Rick Brown and John

Drew placed one-two fairly easily

in the half-mile and might do it

again nationally. Bruce Kennedy
(javeliff), Isaac Curtis (sprints),

Jim Penrose (discus) and Roddy
Lee (440 hurdles) are also

potential scorers for Cal in the

NCAA's.
With the Pac-8 now tucked

away, the Bruins, of course, look

much more like a contender in the

NCAA's than they did following

the loss to use. Still, to win that

last meet, UCLA would* again

have to do it with its depth.

Both use and Oregon won five

events compared to UCLA's four
(both relays, Collett and Butts)
last weekend. Warren Edmonson
got closer to beating USC's Willie
Deckard in the 100 Saturday and
he and Smith in the 220 d^e two of
the Bruins potential placers
nationally. Finn Bendixen,
TracaneUi, Huff, Fletcher, Denny

Rogers, Mark Ostoich, Reggie
Robinson, Reggie Echols, and
Ronnie Welch are a|so possible

point getters. Long jumper James
McAlister, who did not even place
in the Pac-8, might be the ace-in-

the-hole for Bush's team if he can
get baclc IntoTofrnTn time for the

June 17-19 meet

Dollswimmers sweep
Stanford Invitational
The UCLA's girls swim team convincingly swept the recent Stanford

Invitational, qualifying sWimmers ip. every event and then winning 10 of

12 fmal events.
'
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Netterswin Pac-8. . .

(Continued from Page 15)

Tito Vazquez, who had a particularly hard time with Mike Machette
last week losing in three sets, found the going much easier this time, and
won m straight sets 6-2, 6-4.

The sixth singles pitted the Bruins' Jeff AusUn against George Taylor,
USC's secret weapon. Taylor who was one of the top players on the Trojan
squad last year, has played very little this year, preferring to pay more
attenUon to studying. He had played mostly doubles this year until the
tourney, but USC coach George Toley put Taylor in the No. 6 slot. Austin,
however, prevailed in three sets, winning 6-3, 6-7, 8-6.

The doubles matches saw a revamped Bruin team win two of the three
matches. Connors teamed with Rahim to defeat Lara-Bohmstedt 6-7, 7-5,

7-5, in the main doubles, and Borowiak teamed with Vazquez to beat
Leonard and Taylor 7-6, 6-4. Alvarez and Austin, however, lost 7-6. 6-3 to
Menon and Fernando Gentil.

'-

^

The Bruins will be off now until June 14, when they will travel to Notre
Dame to defend their NCAA championship.

— - —
.........
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The Dolls had three double winners, Toni Hewitt, Susie Jones, and Pam
Carr, in running up 84 team points to easily defeat runner-up UC Santa
Barbara, which had 49.

I
UCLA set a new record in the 200 medley relay, the team of Syd Arth,

Jbnes, Hewitt and Carr winning in 2:02.7, a tenth of a second faster than

former record holder Long Beach State.

The 200 free relay team also scored a victory, Judy Mankin, Arth,

Aileen Maughan and Carr doing a 1 : 51.8. The 100 medley relay squad set

a new 57.8 record in the preliminaries, but was disqualified when one
swimmer left too soon.

Individually, the Dolls took eight first places. Pam (Darr won the 100

freestyle in 59.3, Susie Jones the 100 breaststroke in 1:13.6 and Jan
Palchikoff the 50 butterfly in 30.4. Aileen Maughan was second in 30.5.

Sydnee Arth took the 100 individual medley in 1 : 07.0, while Miss Jones
was third in 1 : 10.1. The 100 backstroke went to Toni Hewitt in a new meet
record time of 1 : 09.1 and Miss Carr came back in the 50 free with a 26.9

clocking.

Susie Jones earned her double win by taking the 50 breast in 34.3 and
Toni Hewitt and Syd Arth were one-two in the 100 fly at 1 : 03.6 and 1 :07.6

respectively. ^
——

^

—Ronni Wilson
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Softball playoffs
The first rowid of Uic All-U intramural Softball playoffs begin today on

the athletic flekb. First round games will continue through tomorrow, wHh
the second round on Wednesday, the quarterfinals on Thursday, the
semifinals on Tuesday, June I. and the cbampionship game on Wednesday.
June 2.

Master-Batters are the no. 1 seed in the tournament, followed by the N.Y.
Yankees. Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Bartholin's Glands. PlgMood. Pauley,
Fubar, and Sigma Nu.
The asterisk games are preliminary games, selected at random as the

bracket was drawn, because of the excessive number of teams entered In

the playoff. The first and second place finishers from each league are en-
tered in the tournament.
The first round schedule:

Monday at 3:00— Theta Delta Chi vs. El Seenyors ( Fd. 1 )

,

Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Slawski's Squad (Fd.
2);
Bacchus vs. Phi Kappa Sigma ( Fd. 3)

;

Plan Al vs. Crude Ones { Fd 4)

,

Oor Team vs. Pauley { Fd 6)

;

Monday at 4:0»- Pigbiood vs Jefferson (Fd. 1);

Orion II vs 4284A (Fd.2);
Calley's Heroes vs London (Fd 3)

;

Bowery vs Bartholin's Glands (Fd.
NROTC vs Solb€rgonlce(Fd.6);

4),,

Monday at ):0i>—

Tuesday at 3 : 00

—

Tuesday at 4: 00

—

Band vs. Aether Liquor (Fd. 1),

Chones vs. winner of Orion II-4284A (Fd. 2);
Hydra vs. winner of London Cal ley (Fd. 3);

MasterBattersvs UCLAW(Fd. I),

White Blood vs winner of Theta Delts El

Seenyors (Fd. 2);

Thunderthuds vs. .winner of Plan AlCrude
Ones (Fd 8); '^ " '-"

Portshead vs. winner of NROTC Soltjerg <Fd.

4),

Fut)ar VS. Titan (Fd. 6);

Ralph vs. Harmless Error (Fd. D.-

Edinburgh vs. Sigma Nu ( Fd. 2)

;

Himalaya vs NY Yankees (Fd. 4);

Orion vs. winner of Band Mother Liquor (Fd.

6),

Buckaroos vs. winner of Bacchus Phi Kappa
(Fd 8)

All-U Swim results
Sigma Alpha Epsilon easily won the All-U swimming cbampionship

Wednesday by scoring 59 poinU. 29 more than its closest competitor.
Fountainbleau (30). The Law School and Edinburgh finished in a tie wHh 12
poinU each. In the preliminary meets last Monday . Sigma Alpha Epsilon
scored 7« poinU to finish first in the fraternity division, while Sigma Nu
came in second with 41 points, and Lambda Clii Alpha finished third wHh 13
points. In the resi;!rnce hall division. Chaos and Chimboraio tied for first,

each team scoring 30 points while Edinburgh toUled 27 poInU in finishing
third.

Resulu from the All-U meet follow. All of the times arc new records wHh
the exception of the 100 yard individual medley time which was tied.

Medley Relay
Fountdinbleau A (Sudder, Brown. Funnell, Boissoou), 1:47.7, old record
I 47.9 ~ —-t^
200 yard freestyle
Andy Keene (Sigma Alpha Epsilon), 1:53.0, old record 1:57.0.

SO yard freestyle
Boisseau (Fontambleau), :22.6, old record :23.1.

100 yard individual medley i

Jeff Kiesel (Sigma Alpha Epsilon), :59.6, tied record.
SO yard butterfly
Charley Strauss (SigiVia Alpha Epsilon), 25.3, old record : 25.5.

100 yard freestyle
Andy Keene (Sigma Alpha Epsilon), : 50. A, old record :51.5.

100 yard backstroke
Ron Clark (Sigma Alpt\a Epsilon), 1:02.1, old record 1:03.2.

100 yard breastroke - - '^

Jeff Leow (Edinburgh), 1:05.9, old record 1:08.1.

200 yard freestyle relay
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (Keene, Stfauss. Allison, Walker), 1:32.9, old record
134.7.

All-U Water Polo
Sigma Alpha Kpsilon^^ottntainbleau Sheiks. Sigma Nu and the Med.

School have advanced to the semi-finals of the All-U Water Polo Playoffs.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon defeated K-2. »-4: the Sheiks defeated BcU TheU PI

by eligibiUty forfeit :' Sigma Nu defeated Chaos. IS-I: and the Med. School

defeated Cork 10-2. .Ml games were played last Thursday.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon will face the FounUinblean Shleks tomorrow at 5:90

in onf semi-final game, while Sigma Nu will play Med. School in the other

game which will be played at 0:00 p.m., tomorrow. The winners will be

matched up in a 6:00 p.m. game on Thursday.

All-U Track results
POWER captured the AIM' track and field championship Friday at th^

Track Stadium, collecting twenty-four poinU to Beta Theia Pi's It.

Chimboraio's and Portshead's 14 each, and the El teenyors' 13. Three new
intramural records were set: Tim Oesterllng of Portshead hurled the shot

put U'll". breaking the old mark of 80 1". POWER'S 440 relay team ran a

:43.8. eclipsing the old mark of :44.4. And the El Seenyors' mile relay team
ran a 3 : 33.8 time, breaking the old mark of 3 : 38.5.

Complete results:

440 relay:
I. POWER (Simpson, Brown, Moore,
2 Beta Theta Pi - 44
3 I don't cares — 44 3

120 hurdUs:
1 Dave Smith (POWER) — :14.7

2 Jim Rayl (SAE) - .15.4

3 Billy Williams (Republic) 15 8

Mile run:

Brown) — 43.8

\

2

3

100:

Bob Schiowitz (Samohl) —'4:33.0
Mtke Duncan (Sierra) — 4.34.3

Don Allen (Chimborazo) — 4:34.6

1 Cal Peterson (Republic) — 10.1

2 Oscar Roan (Beta Theta Pi) — 10.1

3 James Upchurch (Republic) — 10.2

Bill Simpson (POWER) - 10.2

220:
. 1. Jim Sktdmora (Sigma Nu) — ;22.3

2. Charles Shaw (POWER) - 23.1

3 Bernardo Ortiz (Hydra) - 23 3

440:

^ 1

2

3

•80:
I

2

3

Mile
I

2

3 Lambda Chi Alpha 3 40 5

Two miie:
1 Gary Maeder (El Seenyors) - 1008.0
2 Allison June (Jefferson) 10 13.4

3 Tommy Hui (Eros) - 10 28.3

Shot Put:
1. Tim Oesterling (Portshead) - 63'H"

Eugene Clark (POWER) — 59'2"

Eugene Jones (Kilimanjaro) — 53'4"

Jim Skidmore (Sigma Nu) ^r ;4?.2
Luis Kun (Hydra) - 50 8
Gary Ludlow (Lambda Chi Alpha)

Sean Collentine (Chaos) - 2 03.

3

Tom Ouranti (Pacific) — 2:05.0

Torrey Wuff (Sigma Chi) — 2:05.2

Relay:
3 33 4
3 37 1

53.5

El Seenyors
Chimtwrazo

2

3.

The bracket is printed on page 21.

Long Jump:
1 Tim Doerr (Beta Theta Pi)

2 Sieve Hookano (Portshead)
3 Jim Rayl (SAE) 20'6"

High Jump:

— 21'10"
20'10 1/2"

Information compiled by Steve Lesser
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1 Jim Arnold (Portshead) — 4'4"

2 Ttm Doerr (Beta Theta PI) — 4'4"

3. Brock Jones (Delta Tau Delta) — 4'2"
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Recycle

this

FOREIGN STUDENTS
returning residenh

doing busineu overseas

SHIPPING SPECIALISTS
BAGGAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
COMMERCIAL CARGO

AIR - TRUCK
Pick Up Si Delivery
Packing Si Crating
Insurance Documentatiori
Estimates given without obligation

ANYWM^RE ANYTIME
A^U. ..tREDAGENa

SINCE 1954
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vmn Tronscargo, Inc.
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Monday, AAay74, 1971

P/a/n B. S.

It's relaxing now to be able to sit back and muse . .

.

In case you didn't know It, this Is the last week the Daily
Bruin will be publishing this academic year. The quarter
has gone by extremely fast (finals start in two weeks,
believe it or not) as has the entire year. AAany things have
happened the last nine months. It's relaxing now to be able-
to sit back and muse . . .

Today and tomorrow I am printing a long essay by Mike
Cronin, a grad student in journalism. The subject, of

course, Is intercollegiate athletics, its growing financial
crisis nationwide and the situation here at UCLA. I urge you
to take enough time to read through it all. It Is quite
thorough and interesting.

The reason I am printing Cronin's piece is that It sum-
marizes, for me at least, many of the thoughts I have ex-
pressed this year about the athletic department and the
campus ai large. We all, myself Included, are justly proud
of the accomplishments of the UCLA intercollegiate teams;
we are, I think, quite deserving of the gi-eatest emotion of
all, the emotion of being No. 1.

But now Is the time to put all emotion aside. We must ask
ourselves the question: What role does intercollegiate Everyone knows you drove Tommy Prothro away
athletics play In this educational Institution?

That has been my intention this year. Often I have gotten
down to specifics and criticized the athletic department for

"Its position In the administrative structure. Its virtual in-

dependence, its handling of crowd control problems. Its

relation to the recreation programs on the campus, its

overemphasis on success and public relations, etc. ,

But each specific criticism was intended to be part of one
single philosophical question: Just what are we doing to
ourselves? In other words. Is it more Important for us to be
known as the best athletic school in the country or one of ttie

best graduate schools \n the nation?
I love Intercollegiate athletics. As professional as they

are, I, like most other Americans, find a unique emotional

satisfaction in watching a sporting eyent. For me to go

through the chaos and frustration of working on the Daily

Bruin for three years, I had to be crazy about sports.

— Yet, ihe time has come for us to re-evaluate everything;

we must take some time off from running the day-to-day

business operation that collegiate athletics is and take a

hard look at things. We can no longer operate under 1955

assumptions; this is 1971.

AAany people have assumed that I was out to get In-

tercollegiate athletics this year. Needless to say, I have lost

quite a few dear friendships that I once had In the athletic

department. Of all the letters and notes I received this year,

this ope Is my favorite:

Mr. John Sandbrook:

Gee Whiz! We thought you did all that writing against

athletics because you were some kind of activist radical.

Here it turns out it's sour grapes because you didn't get

some ego-trip office.

with

your slams and lowrating. Keep up the good work and
maybe you can help us get rid of Coach Wooden.

^^--^^ A sophomore who loves UCLA

Seriously, though, if people have taken offense to the
intent of my comments this year, I have to wonder where
their dedication to this university lies. If It means that much
to fhem to have a chanfjplonship baskett>all team, then
maybe they had better follow the AAllwaukee Bucks for the
next couple of years.

It's hard to convince peopJe of this. The question In my
mind is NOT whether w^ should have intercollegiate

(or just about to be)

u

\burMoi
& the Business of Living

Vol. I Sotting and Reaching Family Financial Qoata
Pnparad by Bank ol Am»rlc« to help you and your famtly with tha bualneea ot living.

i

John Sandbrook
athletics. I wholeheartedly say yes. But the question is "ai
what price and to what extent?" ^'

It has been Illuminating this year discussing this with
people in the athletic department and AAurphy Hall her
especially athletic director J.D. Morgan. We have had arui
will continue to have our share of arguments and bitt
disagreements; we have done a few favors for each othe'^
J.D. is a businessman, the best In the business

I think
Given the rules and regulations of operating his business
he is the best administrator on campus. That means he is

stubborn, driving, intelligent, devoted to UCLA, and
hardheaded as anyone I have ever met. I honestly believe
that the best thing that could happen to UCLA the next few
years would be making J.D. AAorgan the VIce-Chancellor in
charge of the Administration.

As^or me, I will be quitting the DB on Friday after three
years. What I will be doing next year I don't know yet,
although I may still continue a column. But the days of
being sports editor are almost through. Doug Kelly will
handle those chores soon.

I hope to find space In one of the remaining four issues of
the Bruin for one more column. After being around this
school for four years one becomes attached to it. I hope to
share some of my observations about UCLA.

But no more ranting and raving about athletics — for this
year at least from this column, It was a quiet year, the type
to appreciate most. And now I can think back.
Texas, 20-17; leading Oregon, 40-21; Horowitz' field goal

to make It 10-7; the first half agakist USC; losing the water
polo championship to Irvine; the second half of the Rice
game; the Sports Arena, down 59-50; the bogus Daily
Trojan Issue; the rugby game at Stanford; the swim meet
against USC; Borowlak vs. Tanner; HOUSTON; the best
dual track meet In the world; the volleyball team.
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i Notes and Quotes

vr

The problems at the University of Washington are Increasing
despite the optimistic tone of Husky officials . . . Basketball coach

g: Tex Winter left recently to take the San Diego Rockets' job . . . Ken
g Lehman, head baseball coach, resigned yesterday . . . Although

g Winter was offered a sizable salary increase, he felt III at ease with

g the tense situation in Seattle . . . Former UCLA star Freddie Goss
g was offered the job, but turned it down to remain at UC Riverside,

g where he's beginning a new contract ... No word at the moment
gi on the new baseball coach ...
gi Dee Andros, head football coach at Oregon State, ts Investigating
gi the athletic director's job at Oklahoma, his alma mater . . . He's
:^ one of a number of candidates to succeed the late Gomer Jones . . .

g Bud Wilkinson, former Soonerhead coach, has also been mentioned
v: for the spot

. . Ray Nagel, former head football coach iavolved in

:g
the controversy at Iowa a year ago, is the new athletic director at

g Washington State . . . Nagel once coached here ... He replaces
:X; Stan Bates, who left WSU to become commissioner of the Western
^ Athletic Conference . . . Former WAC commissioner Wiles

^ Hallock will be the new executive director of the Pacific-8,

g replacing the retiring Tom Hamilton ...
^ Bill Reed, Big 10 commissioner, died Thursday of a heart attack

gi . . . He was 55 . . . UCLA's Curtis Rowe is expected to sign

g momentarily with Detroit of the NBA . . . Rowe's signing would
$: place 3/5 of the Bruin starting lineup in the pros.

^ ^^^ Pacific-8 released Its All-Star baseball team ... The only
:ft Brum selected to the first team was pitcher Gary Robson (3-2, 2.14)

g . . . USC had four men on the squad, Stanford and Cal two each,
- and Washington and Oregon one apiece . . . Bruins Ron Diggle and
Bob Adams made the second team ...

i
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Bank of America's New Family Financial Planning Guide could be
very helpful to you. Stop in and let us gi\e you your firee copy.

Westwoorf Village Branch

1099 Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles

Phone: 477-4277

•WHERE THERE'S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS"

• LOWEST HELMET PRICES ANYWHERE
• EXCEED U.S.A.S.I. Z-90.1 STANDARDS

12010 W. PICO BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90064
MililtlrteW^Ui^^ TT"^
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20
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22

23

24

25

26

30

First Round

Master- Batters

Second Round Quarttr Finab

IM Softball Playoffs
Sami Finab

UCLAW
Ralph

Harmless Error

*EI Seenyors-Theta Pelts

White Blood

3:00 Wed. Fd.l

3:00Thurs.. Fd.3 .11

Edinburgh

Sigma Nu
4:00Wed.. Fd. 1 1

3. 00 Tuesday, Jun«l, Fd. 1

Jefferson

Buckaroos
= !

* Bacchus- Phi Kapps

Hydra

3:00Wedr^Fd.3J. O.

4:00Thurs., Fd. 3

'Galley's Heroes- London

Bowery

Bartholin's Glands

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
IT-

4:00Wed.,Fd. 2

Slawski's Squad

Thunderthuds

Championship
3: 30 Wednesday, June 2, Fd. 2

*Plan Al-Crude Ones

Pbrtshead

4;00Wed., Fd. 4

NROTC Solberg

Our Team

3:00Thurs.,Fd. 1

4;00Wed..Fd.6

- 1-

Pauley

Fubar

Titan

Chones 3:00 Wed, Fd. 4

4: 00 Tuesday, June \. Fd. 3

*Orion II-4284A

Orion
4:00Thurs.. Fd. 1

31

32

'AAother Liquor- Band

Himalaya 3: 00 Wed, Fd. 6

N.Y. Yankees

%

:•>

For details, turn to page 19

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
ADVERTISING OFFICES

Ksrckhoff HainU
Phone: 825-2221

Classified advertising rates
15 words • $1 .50 day, 5 consecutive

insertions • $5.00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:30 a.m.

No telephone orders

yjPersonal I >fEnferiainmenf„ •...•••••..• 2 y/Help Wanted --z^ir^-^ Help Wanied,::~,::::~rj

)/Announc^emenf5

GIRLS wanted-to enter "Miss Beverly Hills"
Contest for MiSs World. Call "Sports Page",
657 04M. (AM 28)

SOCIETY for Individual liberty meeting
May 28 7:30 p.m. 1125 Barry. Speaker. Party
M6<123. (AM25)

CONCERNED Students: Do you care about
the security of Jewish and other minority
groups? With a small effort, each of us can
help. Call 644 1000. (AM 25)

VPersonal •«..•.•.•...••........

PROFESSOR V. Guess
something in your classes.
apologies. DD.

I did learn
You have my

f1M24)

P.E.O.'s-far from home and looking for

friends? Call Bonnie-FL-824-m8. ( 1 M 24)

CONTRACEPTION, FAMILY PLAftMINO,
LEGAL ABORTION, VD. In
formation/referrals. UCLA Overpopulation
Information Center. Every Monday 12-4 p.m.
Ackerman Union Room 2412^ ( 1 M 24 )

HISTORY Majors; get our dept. to recogniie
our needs. Vote for Robert Freilich un-
dergraduate president. (IM24)

^ Enferfainnoenf 2

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone Avalon, 747 Box 64*, Avalon,

Q0704 _____ (2 QTR)

Couples CLUB
L.A.'s most unique, exciting club

for tun-ioving people.

Weekend parties till dawn!
Limited number Special Student

memberships with verification.
For Brochure call /write,

Box 2195 Seal Beach
CA 90740

(213)596-4043

SINGLES MEET SINGLES Parties and
Introductions. FREE membership for Girls
Noon 7:30 PM. TWC, 54-2200. ( 2 OTR

)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213 CA 1 «849 (20TR)

>f Help Wanted. 3

YOuivG waitress for Hamburger Cottage,
Venice and Centinella. Oail.y 11-3 p.m. Call

Bill, 398-2138. (3M2f)

ECOLOGY minded? Want to earn money?
Become a Shaklee Distributor. No in-

vestment needed. Mrs. Roman, 986-137S.(3M
2*)

SERVICES Unlimited will have summer
lobs to offer well into June call 475 9521 . ( 3 M
28)

•f '

.
— "*-

'"NEITHER a borrower nor a lender be"
(instead get a summer job) Services
Unlimited, 47S-952I.J (3M24)

A-u

>9YCH experiment, $2 less "than 30 min
Males, Americans, prefer grads., sign up
5437Frani. (3M34)

GIRL, good appearance. It. housework, own
apt. on beach, good salary, expenses. 393-.

4359, call collect (3M25)

GIRL student for house /laundry work Four
hours a week Near campus 473 3397 (3M
25)

GIRL: Housework/some ironing. 3hrs. each
weekday, start June 1st, near campus.
S3.50/hr. Eves.,473|73S. <3M27)

FEMALES needed for
penment. 2 sessions total
494S No psych students

Psychology ex
1 3/4 hrv, 53 393

(3M3B)

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience
neces%ary, top wages. 5410 Wilshire, Suite
221. Mort./Tues. 12-4. (3M28)

'MALE Part time liquor store stock.clerk,-

I

permanent Start S2.30/hrTues., Thurs. Sat.
4 n p.m or Mon , Wed., Fri. 4-11 p.m.
'Jerry's Liquor Stores 3933 S.M. Blvd.. Santa
Monica 828 4428 Mon.- Fr I., 8a.m. -4 p.m. No
long hair or beards (3M28)

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience
necessary, top wages, call AFPA 935 4055. (3
M 28)

FRIENDLY girl lor permanent part time
secretary receptionist m carpet showroom
Beverly Hills area 4S; 4300. (3M

}—
SUMMER. Driving 2 afternoons/week.
S3.50/hr. Good riving record required. OR 3-

7751 (JM^27)

SUMMER jobs for college men. Earn 52,000
for the summer dealing with single girls.

Phone 460-2420 between 1-4 p.m. for personal
interview. (3M2I)

RELIABLE person - accompany 2 children -

plane - July North Dakota or Northwest
area 981 3434 days, 884-9399 eves. (3M >

BUSINESS opportunity full or part time.
Like to walk, talk, make money? Contact
Steve Adams, 820-2970 aHer 4 p.m . ( 3 M 21)

TYPIsf HOSTESS Prominent developer
has full-time opening working in large
residential community Duties includ* a
large amount of walking while showing
apartments Recent graduate with seme
college preferred. Call 477-4803. ( 3 M 21)

GIRL, part-time housework, child
permanent, live in or out Walk campus. 474-

3953,273-7232. (3M27)

care,
474-

GIRL light ttousework,
51.75 hr, aHer 5. 473 4832.

3 Mks. campus,
(3M24)

MALES' SI for short simple ptyclft»fv
experiment. Call 397 3769 between 7 and 9

p.m (3M34)

FREE
pack ol smoking paper

with any purchase.

"r«—

MUSIC ODYSSEY
1 1910 W i lsht.c u-.-^d.

2 miles west of westwood

CU^OM LEATHER ACCESSORIES
ENGLISH HOT PANTS & T-SHIRTS

Gn0^9 TAKE\' ON CD'^'SIGNMENT

(youngjnan sJoncyJ
» .

*'•

12038 Wilshire Blvd. corner Bundy Noon-8 pm Mon.-Saf. 473-2431

r
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^Help Wanted. 3 >^ For Sale

CAREER opportur t>9s tor co<l«9« 9"^*^

recent gradi m PK v.o« » :^ «-cr.;fects. No

sellinq nor stenography. Apply m pervon,

7933 W Jra S" L3>Anqe«. (3M2$)

SELL IN YOUR HOME TOWN
SUMMER (ANYWHCRE USA)

M4h« Sl.OOO/SJ.OOO more, selling piper.

toner (wt>olesale) lor copying machines

supplies for hardware stores, electricians,

plomers Sporting goods, ski equipment,

fwrn.. etc. Pt»one Gardena Office for appt.

W'll furnish ma»er,ais and train before

returning nome for summer Year round.full

time lObs available Act at once

JOHN ASHLEY,
(213)770-0027

STUDENTS. Make «o»r. salary plus bonus

doing pleasant p»»one work from S 10 PM..

daily For immediate work call 3t3-f 10$. (3 M
2*)

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

( Part time & Full time)
Earn to
$Tiao
Base

Commission

CALL

RICHWESSMAN

427-3151

EXPERIENCED mottier's t)tlper for

summer. 4 chtldren under 7. Must drive,

swim. Prefer live in. »200/mo.4S4-424l. (3M
21)

RUSSIAN LANOUAOE SPECIALIST
Work in La Joila for 1-2 monttM witti

postibilitv of fotf-tfm« employmont at a lator

date. Preferatily Russian- born or a ftuofit

knowledge of tt>« lan9uo9« Challonsinfl:

Must be able to work witttovt supervision.

Small office: food salary.
LATSEC, INC..

7U1 IvanfcooAve., P.O. Box \9U
La Joila. CalH. tM37

(714) 4Sf-4700

You are jusl the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S4S per montt) wtiile ttelpin« otttors.

Come in to lOOi Cayley, Suite 210
or

Call 47I-O0S1 9:00 AM -7 :00 PM daily

PERSONALITY Test. Bring closo friond.

FH 3S80.9 2:30. 2 ttrs. credit or S2.S0oa.

STUOENTSA TEACHERS
APPLY EARLY!

T^irl
ISHoadquarlorsfor
Summer Employment

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES

SWITCHBOARD OPRS.
Ott»tr OHice Skills • Exporioncod

T-ffirl

LOSANOELES
334S Wilsttire near Catalina 3t4-170t

WEST LOS ANGELES
12121 Wilshircnear Bundy n4-SM1

ORANGE COUNTY
2700 N Main, Sta. Ana 714/S47 S««3

TORRANCE SO BAY AIRPORT
lUUS.HawttKM-neal Imp. 479-2241

S.F.VALLEY
I544S Vontvranr. Sopulveda 9M-7S31

COLLEGE Studont Juno-Sept, full time
work Scttolarsliip available. StS par iwook.

4*4 9200. (3M2t)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.
'i

1414Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

yMiscellaneous ••••••••••

LOVABLE kittons nood ttomos. Black-Muo
eyed part Siamese, bouse broken. 7 wks. old.

Eves, 477-443«. (SM27)

FREE kittens to caf-ing homes. 274 43$3 or
273 3S19. ( M24)

LOHR'S Wilderness Survival School. »$0 for

10 day session in High Sierras. Box 34t33

LA, 90034 (M25)

y For Kenf •••••••••... 7

14 n^m. SOUND Protector, Bell and Howell.

S7S 394 4140. keep trying. (10M2t)

APARTMENT and/or tiouse burglar and fire

alarms me«pensive Call Tony, 235-3171

(Also need more sales reps M or F). (10M
21)

ADORABLE pedigree toy poodles, six weeks
old Please call 477 144S any day after S

pm (I0M24)

QUALITY Modern furniture Bed, living and

dining rooms I yr old, 1/2 price 394 0000. ( 10

QTR)

MASTERWORK Stereo 30 watts, Garrard
changer never used, 19S, Solidstate

taperecorder,S20, 397 1373 or 47i- 2119. (10.

QTR)

CLASSICAL GUITAR, Ariel 1 month old,

must sell immediately S79 with case. Call

47i-9559 ,

-^ (10 QTR)

SONY SM S13S. Mercury cassette deck SM
Lyie guitar S40, '47 Honda 140 S22S. 473-

0149 ( 10 M 2t )

2 LOVE seats, down filled original, cost

SIIQO. sell both for $190. OL3-40«9. (I0M27)

ESTEY (U.S.) Studio piano. Excel, cond

iSOO Call betw. 4 7 p.m. 391 S907. ( 10 QTR

)

PANASONIC Portable Stereo AM/FM radio,

seperate speakers, turntable - like rtew Best
offer 473 4840. (10 QTR)

IBM Executive typewriter carbon ribbon,

Qood clean cond S14S. Call eves, afttr 9 p.m.,

i?n9l8 <»tM14 )

MICROSCOPE AO microstar «10. Binoc. 4

obiectives oil case Retail S940. XInt cond.

S400 392 1444. (10M24)

HONEYWELL auto/strobonar 330, S40.
Bell/Howell filmosound cassette recorder
SS0.477-343S. 397- 1174 eves/WkndS. (10M34)

BRAND new component stereos. Garrard
changer, 100 waft amp, AM/FM Muplx. SM.
7M 1701 Mark (10M24)

RARE Abyssinian kittens-top show and
breeding quality. Striking! CFA Registered.

S7SS)2S. Gail, 331 -S479. (10M2t)

MUST sell piano S12S, twin beds-i4$, dinette

set; bookcase .dresser .lamps etc. 834-

74}%^___ (liM»)

19' SAILBOAT, sleeps 3,dacron sails. 3 H-

POB, dinghy, trailer, mooring, extras.

$1700/Offer. S4$-4J07. (10 M 2t)

WET suit , S40, safety vest,Sl0. 1* lb. wt.

belt,tiO, ottter accessories. Dave, 473-

7447 (10M2t)

STEREO-2 speakers, ^Ua/FM radio, tvr«-

table XInt cond. $M/best offer. Call

Michael, 824 1204. ( 10 M 28)

BOOKS ON BUDDHISM
for furttter information and

free catalogue
Write to

The Buddhist Bookstore
I7l0 0ctavia Street

San Francisco
California 94109

AMPEX model 14$0 tapedeck, auto
threading, new S300 XInt cond. S135. 30 day
guarantee - 472-324$ Ernie. (10 QTR)

NEW 8 track tiome cdrtridge player. Best
oMer . 479 SfM. ( 10 M 2t)

COMPCO 3D slide proiector with screen
Fantastic. XInt. cond Sl40/best offer Worth
S27S. 741-2771. (10M24)

I 11

SALE. Waterbod. autaharp, TV, antique
Singer, silverAurquoise iewelry, velvet
patchwork coat, ottters. 392-8410 after 4:30
PM. (10M27)

DREXEL bedroom furniture: twin head-

boards, double dresser, mirror, one night-

stand Perfect 472 4M«ev««. ttOMlOI-

SOLUTION to pollution. Buy BasicH and
other household Shaklec products. Contact
Mancy Stem. 7B0 13S8. (10M2S)

CONTRARY to popular belief: Loud stereo

music wilt not cause warts to grow on your
earlobes. Kois pro 4A professional head-
ptM>nes list SSO now t28, Scotch 1800 polyester
tape list S4.30 now S2.9S; complete system
AM/FM stereo, complete changer,
speakers. S44. Special deal on Scotdi
cassettes. 839 2214 after 1 PM. ( 10 M 2S)

COMPLETE stereo system.
FM. Aquarius speakers,
changer. List S300,se1l St4S.

Great sound 721-0X07.

Roberts AM-
BSR record
Never used.

(10M28)

MUST sell light fixtures 10. Dinette set - $40.

Bicycles, old sofa, card taMf chairs. 473-

0798. (10M2S)

DIAMOND wedding ring set l/4th carat.
Linda 82S-2981 ext. 40 . 473-9032, (lOM

COMPLETE apt. furniture: sofa,

dining room set, rug, iMireau drawers, misc.
Call 477-7911. (18M24)

ELECTRIC Gibson guitar, like new. Red
color. Model 330, S32S. Call after 4 PM, 390-

7238. (10M24)

EUROPE : 2 tickets. Leave 4/lS, return 8/lS,

recognited charter. Unable to go, must sell,

discount. 391 4132, evenings. ( 10 M 2S)

CROWN Acoustic guitar-must sell brand
new,perfect cond; SlOO/best offer. 473-5109,
Dave. (10M28)

STUDENT Must sell Legitimate Alpaca
rugs New Also Peruvian Indian blankets.

Call 874 3774 anytime. (10M24)

CAPITOL Recording tape. Cassettes: C30-
$8C, C40 48C; C90 93c ; C120 1 19 ea. Car
tndges (8tr ) 32 min 9SC , 44 min 99C; 80 min
1.19 ea 10% Discount on Ten or More.
Distributorships available L.D.C. Dept.
BR ,

P O Box 52i San Fernando. Calif 91340.
We Pay Postage (10M25)

PHONO turntable. Pioneer PL 41 w/cart.,
base, dust cover. Excellent condition. $149.
449 0059 after 4 PM. (10M2S)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record changer, list $549. Asking $29$
new in boxes, 723 S435 or 283-8970. ( 10 M 21)

$125 mon. WALK UCLA parking.
Luxuriously turn bed-living room/bath,
kitchen privileges, pool, iacucii, sauna,
gym, billiard room. 473-1473. (7M24)

; I MAC I vc M.fsing Available in in-"

iL'qrdted Crehshaw Br.ldwin Hills »re».
Convenient to everything Call CretVshaw
NeighlMrs for house/apt. info. 394 2298;
witnds. 292 S17S (70TR)

y kiiitii wHered.....*.....*... 8

DRIVING Tucson via Pt>oeniK May 29. Share
4» r^«*n ^o^. ^aII C r Atn 77ft <.)ll<> .a rvx a n m /A

MAKE extra cash. Wallets, cassette, cases.
recording tape, tote bags Direct from local
manufacturer 478 3354 (10M25)

SAVE UP TO $400

on your new M/Cycle and tour Europe! Buy
new BSA,TRIUMPH, NOMTON, TAX FREE
from one of England's oldest dealers -

EST 50 years

Huge stock too ol guaranteed used mo<»e«s at

England's lowest prices.

Full Insurance for Europe A Ship»»»en1 back
to USA »rr»t%^^ .. or we guarantee re-

purchase

_i.^

—

..^.. .-_ -df^on Lompton arci
9 o clock «.i«^^ wiH dfive your house contact

beforehand 129 523) (9M28)

NEED ride to NY Early June Share ex
penses Call Larry. 795 0401 (9M3-i

"Wnl* now loTTuH ^efiitf:

GEORGE CLARKE (MOTORS) LIMITED
274 278 BRIXTON HILL

LONDON SW7 FNGLANO

FAIRCHILO sound «•*"•'•.
o. iginat equipment. S78 138 4401, must

^1.

Reg 8 wittt

(10M2$)

^

FISHER Stereo syUem, Aquarius speakers,

BSR record chang r. List $549. Asking $395

new in boxes 72 3 5435 or 283 8970. ( 10 M 28)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China »t%4 Crystal pattern now for

summer delivery and save
3;s% to sg%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
195 So. Beverly Or.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

CR 3-8524

V Services Offered. M
DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES Bf
experienced information specialists wtio will

give personal attention to your literature

search, document retrieval or $tate-of tt»e-

art survey. Also, abstracting, indexing and
manuscript assistance 477^044. (11M27)

—T-

AUTO and motorcycle insuralTce for

students and employees. Call Allan Sobei

873 581 5,>rV 5527 eves. 783-35d9. (11 QTR)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for sttfdents

or employees Robert Rhee, 839 7270, 870-

9793 (11 QTR)

NEED help moving North in June? Call

John, 384-7844. Leave your number. (11 M27)

LICENSED day care for

ho^e. 474 8472 or 474-8205.

your child in my
(11 M24)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRlNTIf^

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckltoff Hall, Ext. 5351$

Hours: 8:00a.m. to 8 :30p.m.

GERMAN translations: Austrian native

speaker needs translating lObs. All fields.

Price negotiable. Hans Daurer 47$-$171. (11

M 25) . _^^_^- ,_^_^^

PHOTOGRAPHY: Wedding? f»ortraits for

Mom? Trying to escape from stuffy studio

pbotos? Call Art 47H990. (11 QTR)

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional scImmIs. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd.

4574390. MOT«>

SURFING lessons Fair price dont miss out
on summer fun Call Eddie, 394)321. (11 M
28)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yam
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

QTR)

CONGA drumming lessons in summer.
Elementary/Intermediate. Call Steve, 824-

2408 Best after 7 : IS P.M. (11 QTR)

ONGOING Encounter group forming near
UCLA. Focus: Present experience/ feed-

(11M24)

— ... - .. . . -JC1II «A|«iri mivc m^(-
back/communication. Dr. Gary Felton, 749-

9851 10a.m. 4p.m.

$7 TOTAL FEE
1 Page 50 copies

(35 Additional copies
With this Ad)

Westwood Resume
1245 Glendon,West LA
(Iblk E. of Westwood.
1/2blk.S.of Wilsbire)

475 5203

PAINTING this summ»r? Mire UCLA
students Quality v»ork EKf|. Hefs. Call

Martv.479 9849, 395 2482. ^ (llM3t)

FUTURE CPA'S learn to prepare for CPA
exam Becker CPA Review course. (213)$S3-

0330.(714)537 3430. Collect. (11M34>

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIOM?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394^2225 ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD.. 475 3570 (HQTR)

THE GROUP CENTER
"Drop In" Programs

Each Tues I 10 p.m and Sat. 2-4 pm.

Gen adm $3.00 Students $2 00

Call 454 3030

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Free
consultation LuCia RE 10921 Wilshire

(corner Westwood Blvd.) 477 2193 Mon.,

Wed.Fri.,Sat (MM 25)

>/ Travel. 13

SAIL Greece Two week Aegean cruise on

120' 3 masted schooner. Contact: Schooner

Sofia, Box 332, Tiburon, Calif. (415) 435-

3018
(ijMJaj

^JJ^gTUDENTTRAVSl..
.RTER PXIOHTS

1O07

W LOS AWGELES/LONDON/LOS ANGELES

Depart Return Weeks Cost

1 June 15—Aug 15 9 $275
2 June 19---Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24---Sep 5 11 $275
5« 'June. 27-— Sep 13 12 $275

* LA/London/Amsterdam
4 July 1 Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
« Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

^ ONE WAY PLIGHTS TO EUROPE

2E June 14--LA/London $148
2C July 26— LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/Madrid/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

Jl
ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14—Amsterdan/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA $139
3W Sep 16—London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
eaployoes, extension and Alunni
Heabelra-&lus ioBodiate faniliea*

—

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL -EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
We're Open On Saturday

T TKTT gTUDEhrr TRAVEL*UXNXCHARTBR FLIOHTO
1O07

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURM-

FABULOUS LONDON BARGAIN! Own
charter, ioin us at University of London - full

week, 22 28 July. Single room, full breakfast,
dinner, three great walking tours. Rest of
time yours! Only 549.50 total. Limitfd room
supply. Hurry. (213) 845-1171 eves. (13M24)

8t»t ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

LA. London-Amsterdam • L.A.

June 1«-Sept. IS 13 Weeks $29S
June 24- Sept. S 10 Weeks S2IS
June23-Sept. 11 11 Weeks $2fS
July I Aug. 2« 8 Weeks S295
July 7 Aug. 28 8 Weeks S295
Sept.36 0ne-way to Amsterdam ^^35

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839-2401. 4248
Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

TOURS UNREGIMENTE01 THE ONLY
WAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,
S1095 Europe: 4 weeks, * countries, 571$.

Israel Europe: 11 weeks, 51195. Japan: 6

weeks,S1011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING: 424t Ovorland Ave., Culver
City, (213) 839 5247. (13QTR)

NOWifi! UCLA's own student travel-study-
overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Office,Kerckhoff Hall 304. International
Student ID Cards issued here every Thur-
sday 10 a.m. 2p.m. X 57434. (13M

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971
An official Charter Flight

Operation Authonted A Approved
by the University of California

on ALLCamouses

LA.-ION0OIS/ION0ON.LA.
FM.

••2

3

••4

••«

••7

••10

••1?

12 •

••14

'•

f»f

••5

Fh.

IS

Dep
6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/11

7/U
8/8

9/4

7/34

Rot.

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

8/25

l^s. Price

10 $275
8

9

8

10

10

9

4
7

4
3

4

$275
$275
$275

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275
$275

LVlSlOM ^ootaL AU modats,
UCLA rate* Free delivery, free service 24

hr phc**, 2/4.9 Uf. ^^ (llOTR)

SELF HYPNOSIS cUstej Learn to
ptimtnate cramming forever Recall and
release all material ever studied 474 )]50
Daily 14* ih HlMit)

ONE- my LA.. LONDON
Oe^. :

6/24 $150

ONE.VMI^Y IONDON.LA.
te» Prko
9/9 $150

•\WAITLISTONLY
AVinaUe only to bonaflde mambTi mm t^^
university ^\.iiZ:!.'^,::s!XT'f,iu^
staff, registered alumni, immM famliwliving Ih ttte same hoosefwMd) ^

A AIS FLIGHTS
Jet NY. Europe best pricesImmed. issue int. ID Card A tirtl.
SOFAEurope/As!.?A,r,cJ'""«

India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept uc
905* Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-8742

New York One Way 6/18,$79

SEAT on Charter. NY • London NY, June
23-Sept. 3. 5170 or best offer. 599)084 (I3aa
27)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months S125. 00
Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 784 1477

EUROPE, 5725 285, also Israel, Japan,
Summer & Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 8217 Bev
Blvd., LA, 90048. 451 3311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13 QTR)

OUR 10th YEAR
of Reliable Charter Flights
and student travel service

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA

80 Junei5/Sept. 15

89 June 28/ Sept. 7

90 June25/Aug. 24

94 Aug. 24/Sept. 24

91 Sept. 2 one way to AMS
1<V

S 269

5 249

5 269

5 269

S 134

Immediate ticketing for discount flights

London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52, to

Nairobi $150, to Bombay $150. Large
discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or

879-3111 c/o Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa

Monica B. Beverly Hills.

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts SOFA inter

European student charter flights. Contact

ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., #4. LA, 90049

824 5449. (13QTP^

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the $35 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages I5thru22). Also:
$40. IS days
SSS. 21 days.

$70. 1 month.
Thrift coupons for no time limit. $40. Gives

you 1000 miles and $40 1500 miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424-5149. (13 QTR)

p

LOOKING for a traveling companion?
Hawaii or Mexico, any two weeks m August

Suianne, 472-5203. (13M2B)

DRIVE IN EUROPE

Student Discounts on Overseas
Car Delivery! All European
models, shipping and low cost

insurance. Call for student

saving: 274 4454

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% oM. Intra European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact

EASC, 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca
90210.274-4293. (13 QTR ^

y Tuforing.....••••••••••••••••••• 14

EXPERT tutoring in Math/Physics by grad

student with MS in Physics. 824-491 1 .
(MM

24) ^
FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-;

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results anyi

exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473-2492. ('^Q^RJ

MATH GRADUATE record examination
preparation. Private tutoring — intensive

S5/hr. NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397-

7335. (14M28)

fcXPERT tutoring in mathematics. High
'school, undergraduate, graduate. Several
years teaching experience. Reasonable. 391

2443. (14M28)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.
LSAT, etc. Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services, 820 S. Robertson, 657

4390. (MQTR)_

V W'ng •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15

DATA Analysis, consultation for M.A and
PhD research: tutoring statistic, Chinese,

Japanese, expert, 473-8743. ( ^24)

TYPING - Editing. Term papers, resumes
letters, theses IBM Selectric. Eng. grads,

Nancy, 472-4143, Kay, 824-7472. (15M 27j

LOW RATES Manuscripts, dissertations,
term papers, etc. IBM electric. Call Diane
398 4344 after 5:00. ()5M2S)

EDITH IBM Term papers, dissertations,
tape transcription, etc Accurate, fast Pick
up and delivery 933 3993. (1 5M 2S|

CAMPUS vicinity 2 blocks away. Papers,
theses, dissertations. Fast, accurate, neat

Experienced. Tom 473-0031. (15M25)

ALL frmds of typing. Reasonable rates, Caf
OR 2 8421. (15M24)

PAPERS, letters, theses Experienced Call

399 0414 weeknights 4-9,mormngs 8-12 (Sat

TUfi )

-^'^ '-——^ nsMTtr

SAILING instruction beginning racing
navigation start m 4' sabot end m 30'

cascade. Dave. 3*9-7902 (11M24)
UC

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts
Experienced. Wkends, daily 5-9, S28-1U2. (n
OTO\

z:^ Kerchkhoff Hall 205 O
BetweenOa m & 5pm

825 1221

WILL do lyp;ng Ptease call 5tna af US U45
Hwd (1SM24;

IBM Executive and Selectric typewriter
s Experienced Fast, accurate work
Please call... 394-829S. (15M28)

!

I

vS

^Typing

PROFESSIONAL typing, all reports:
Theses, legal, mtdita;, p'yct* engineering,

etc. Stenorette, cassette transcribing. Some
optional pickup /del. Mayfield Services. 340-

0333. (15M25)

TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math A technical typing.

Accurate, rapid service. 741-5580. (15QTR)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299-3135 -

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specialiiing

in theses, essays, manuscripts. ( 15

QTR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near

campus. Call Esther 824-749). (IS QTR

>

y^Apts, - Furnished 17 y For Sub-lease

VILLAGE Typist - IBM Selectric. Term
papers, dissertations, theses. Fast, ac-

curate. 1101 Gayley, Westwood. 473 8127, 884

7475. (I5M28)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.

Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice, 397 3304. (15 QTR >

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS. REFERENCES. 479

8)44,477 4382 (1$OT«)

V IVonfed..*••••••••••••••••••••• 16

EXPERTISE needed in thesis material
organization. Lil>eral Arts. MA or PhD
preferred. 451 1934. (14M28)

^ __^^ . '

WANTED: European cassette recorder.

Small Honda motorcycle. Quality stereo

tuner and speaker. Cash or will trade
automatic phone answering device. 478-

758r (14M28)

SEEK canyon or beach place to share. Own
room. Laissei faire. Steve, 479 4448, 825-4741

( message) ^^;"-- ('*Ma*)

TERM Pap«rj>n Contemporary Black Jazz

artist. Name your price. After 3 PM. 735-

05)6.' (14M24)

^ Apfs, - Furnished 17

BEACH Apt. - Deluxe Single, separate

dressing area. Balcony, utilities paid. $145.

277-5548,399-4153. (17M24)

Across from Dykstra
KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-

BEDROOMS
ARTS. TO SHARE $50

04pmit» now f^ »«NnnrMr/fdl

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. turn. apts.

. .. Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents $175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage-Elevator
Private patios & balconies-ocean view

Walk to beach - Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392-5554

2311 Fourth St.. SfA 392-5484

1 BEDROOM $135. 1 BEDROOM $120.

Utilities included. Please call Mrs. Sugihara
at 839 4880. (17M25)

^^Tn^Ttowe^^
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
DopoaH* now for Bwmm«r/fdl

10824 Lindbrookat Hilgard

_ Mr . Lynch^GjS-5584. ^^
$110 115. Furnished singles. Carpets,
drapes, pool. Near UCLA transportation.
1402 Pontius. 273-8351, 473-1535. ( 17 M 25)

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles A 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck A laundry

Walk to UCLA A Westwood
Reserve now-reduced summer rates

540 Glenrock A 543 Landfair

GIRLS: 945 Hilgard, near campus. $110

entire, SSS share. Utilities, linens, weekly
maid, kitchen. 473S248. (17M24)

SSSLEM^ERING
Singles • 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

51 SO. 1 bedroom, redecorated, good car-

peting, drapes, also unfurnished. Pool,

parking, shopping, nice area. 839-3272. ( 17 M
28)

""""waliTtouclT"
spacious modern
bachelors singles •

BEDROOMS i

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 514 Landfair, 477- 8990

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES AC-
COM. 2; 1/BDRM APTS., 3, 1/BDRM AND
OEN, 4. AIR COND BLOCK CAMPUS,
POOLS. SUNDECKS,GARAGES 425441
LANDPAIP 4 79 1404 (17M7t»

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, i bdrms / singles

Fireplace, loe heated pool, elevator, pvte

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk CaTipus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter
473-6412

BEACH Apt. 3 bedroom, 3 baths, fireplace,
wet bar, c/d, dishwasher. $335. 277-5548, 399-
*'53. (17M24)

400BUrLDiNG
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round
living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran

^^8 173*

1 BDRM. large furn. apt., 1 bk. from cam-
pus, $200 ($175 w/manager position (easy)).
479 0821/ Avail. June 15. (17M24)

^Apts. - Unfurnished...... 18

1 BEDROOM unfurnished, builtins, shag,
stove/refrig., drapes, near campus. 1227
Wellesley, apt. 7. 824-7779. ( 18 M 27)

$175. ONE Bedroom unfurnished. Nice. Four
blocks UCLA campus. Westwood. 473-8838,

evenings, 478 484 K« (18M25)

_ARGE 2 bedroom apartment ; unfurnished

;

10 undergraduates, 434 Landfair. $230- $240,
lease. 823 9590 or^23-51 50. (18M2S

^Aph. to Share •••••••• w
FEMALE share 3 bdrm, 2-story apt. in

Westwood, Starting June 1 - Anne, 477-4854.

(19M2S)
^
—.—

GIRL to share 2 bdrm., lukury Brentwood
apt. Pool, balcony view, faciliities. Call

Marilyn, 472-5203. (19M28)

OWN bdrm . for male $85 utilities included, in

large apt. WLA 2 1/2 miles campus. 477-

1314. ( 19 M 28 )

FEMALE-SUMMER apt. Walk campus.
$57/mo. 824 1434 or leave name, 825 2945,

Miss v. Lowe. {19M28)

ON the beach. Extra Irge. furn. apt.,

pool.Summer share w/male grad. $90. 399-

237^. (19M28)

MALE roommate, furn. apt., 10 min. to

campus. Call 783-1284 early AM or eves.

$45. (19M25)

GIRL share 2 bdrm., 1 1/2 bath, studio w/2,

$45. Westwood Village. Kathy, 477-4854. ( 19 M
28)

YOU NEED A SHAREr COME TO 425

LANDFAIR. LARGE CLEAN APTS. POOL.
SUNDECKS, GARAGE 479 5404. ( 19 M 28)

MALE to share 2 bdrm. studio in S.M. Near
beach. $90/mo. 392 9350. (19M28)

FEMALE share with one huge one bedroom.
Furnished, walk to school. $57.50. 474>«954,

eves./weekends. (19M27)

$85 ONE or two females to share furnished 2

bedroom, 1 1/2 bath. WLA, 479-4724, after

4 00 (19M24)

FEMALE 25 plus, share spacious 2 bdrm.
apt. Pool, o./rcony, fireplace. $142.50. 475-

1239 after 4. i
(19M24)

2 GIRLS, share 2 bdrms, on Gayley w/2 girls

(summer), $50 mo. Kathie, Marie, 474-

4713^ ntM24)

GOOD folks needed to share large Topanga
Cyn. apt. Trees, stream, own room, $80. 455-

1474. (19M27)

ROOMMATE to share beautiful 2 br. furn.

w/one WLA. $82.50. June 1st. 820 2852

Michael. (19M24)

OCEAN view apt. Malibu, 2 bdrm., 2
"^ bathrooms, $137.50 each. 25 min. UCLA,

Mark, 454-8544. (19M24)

GIRL share beautifully furnished one

bedroom apartment near beach. Santa

Monica. Pool, utilities included. $92.50

month. Call Patty after 5:30 PM. 392 2395. (19

M 25)

MALE: Share luxury apt. Marina w/Grad
student. Pool A sauna. StO. Eves. best. 821-

4324 ( 19 M 25)

.

FEMALE roommate to share 1 bedroom apt.

$80 West LA. Call between 8-3: 30. 825-

7801.
(19M15)

LARGE furnished apartment two blocks

from campus $70 summer. (Female) Sept.

and June paid. 478-4144. (19M25)

y For Sublease

BERKELEY turn. 1/bdrm. modern/-
pool/sauna/electric/close campus. $155.
Jams Silver, 3530 Hillegass '314, (415)841-
2219. (SLM28)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrms., 2 baths, air cond., 4tew
building, walk/campus, original rent,
S280/month, 4/15 9/31, $185 month,473
0774. (SLM28)

FURNISHED I bdrm.. July A August.
S90/mo. In West LA. 824 1758 after 9 30

PM. (SLM24)
m

SUMMER sublet beautiful newly furnished
bachelor apt Ooheny and Olympic. 275-

724) (SLM24)

TWO Bdrm. apt. UCLA student housii^.
SMS Garage Utilities included. June 15 thru
Seot 391 7540. (SLM24)

JUNE USept. IS. Fwffl. 2 bed/Baths, afr
cohd., pool, sundeck, walk/campus, parking.
479-4ia (SLM24)

FURNISHED 1 bdrm apt., mid June to

Sept.^ »9Mr campus, couple preferred. 477

9945. (SLM24)

SUMMER sublet, large 1 bdrm. w/room for

3, furnished, near Gayley/Landfair. $185.

473 4359 (SLM24)

JUNE 14 - Sept. 15. Furn. 1 bed. near cam-
pus, modern, no pets, parking space. $140.

Eves. 824-5209. (SLM2S)
'I

JUNE Oct or years lease, $250 mo. 2 bdrm...
S & R, washer, garage. 477 3141 after 4

PM. (SLM2S)

NEED somewhere to live this summer?
Share house, private room in exchange for

aabysitting. 834-3237 (22M24)

^Room and Board.,., 24

MALE Student-walk school-private entrancs
and bath/TV room/pool/parking.
Reasonable. 272 4734. (34M28)

LAMANCHA
THE BEST PLACE

FOR SOME PEOPLE

TO LIVE

IS

930 Hilg«rd

475-5131

LARGE Beautiful furn. 1 l>drm. June 15-

Sept., walk to campus, carport. »'«y_7<^*";
,4419.

IILMMI

Room ana ooara

Exchanged for Help., 25

^Room for Reni 26 ^Aufos for Sale 29—.
1

RENT: $40. man over 31, non-smoker $42
share, walking distance, telephone, no
housekeeping 80) Malcolm 474 5147 (24 M
25)

PRIVATE suite, private entrance, all

utilities included A phone Avail. June 1st

5100 Phone 274 1544 (24M28)

^Aufos for^Sale 29

'48 FIREBIRD 350 conv, stereo tape deck,
spkrs, air cond $3150, Nancye 474 2418. (29 M
28)

FORD '48 Mustang V-8, 43,000 miles. XInt.

cond Best offer 275 1479 (29M28)

'41 COR VAIR good cond. Must sell, 1200. 275-

1479. ()«M78)

'42 VW BUS, rebuilt engine, clean, reliable,

good cond $750 or best offer. t24-14S4. (29 M
,28) ^/___^
'45 VW BUG, 34,000 miles, radio, good cond.
$750. Day,a2S 5828. eves., 837 •94A4. (29M28)

'40 BUGEVE Sprite, rebit eng , i\u paint,

xint.cond. Phone 392-7729 after 4 p.m. (39 M
28) .

CAMARO '47. XInt. cond Must sell by June.
$1 100/make offer . 939 9100 antr 4 p.m. ( 29 M
28)

'70 FIAT 8S0 spider. Extras $1850 or best
offer. 479-0271. (29M28)

BEAUTIFUL Berkeley apt 1 bdrm. two
stories plus a loft. North side. (213)789
4458. (SLM24)

TWO Bdrm. house, furn., $175, Juite-August,
ideal for kids, dogs, people. Culver City, 839-

9887. '^> M7il

iUBLET (June Sept) l^rgo 2 bdrm.
3rentwood. completely furnished (stereo.
rV) S)95/mo 820 1049 eves. (SLM25)

^ House for Renf... 20

HOUSE off Beverly Glen. 3 bdr. 2 baths 1

fireplace. Secluded, rustic split level. Mr
Shannon. Day 448-1489. nite838-04S7. (20^
25J _J
3 BEDROOMS, 1 1/2 baths, dishwasher, $300

mo. Miracle mile, 939-9002, 931-8039,

Seidel. (20M24)

ONE Bdrm. in 3 bdrm. house. Pool, utilities

paid. $100/mo , Sherman Oaks, 784-5148. (20

M 25)

^ House for Sale 21

CUSTOM 1 bedrooms, family room. Prime
Sherman Oaks tre*. Cathedral ceiling,

fireplace. 15 min. from Campus. $48,500.

OEPUY 344-2550. Call Ella. 783-4275. (21 M
^ 8) £

39,000. Newer 2 bedrooms /2 baths ^den
/livinqroom /fireplace. Bit. -ins. BeniKlicf'

Canyon Area Contact Femma, 824-4485. (21

M 25

y House h Share ............ 22

SHARE Brentwood house, own room. Move
now or June. 479-5988. 1 (»M 28)

M F, student/prof. Pool table, dark rm..
Palms. Call Jerry 838-5391. (22M28)

LAUREL Canyon. Tasty, large, furn. tiouse
w/garden Share with one for summer. $125
mo.,454-4584. (22M28)

NEED one student to share canyon home
near UCLA Private room, $100. 279 1840

afters 00 (22M27)

'43 SKYLARK deluxe model, engine lUSt

overhauled. $500 475 5055 ( 29 M 28)

'48 FIAT 850 Spider Good cond Best over
$750/any offer. Leaving U.S. 453 0743 nites

(29QTR) ,

'47 SAAB 94. Excel, mech. cond. New radial .

tires, engine transmission. $850. Call Bob,
824 1500. (29QTR)

flt'i 111 I I

44 VW in good mech. cond. Good tires, break.
Radio, Heater. Call Nick at 473-3404. (29

QTR) *

43 RAMBLER American Excellent
mechanical cond 4 cylinder. Radio $250 or

best oHer . 870-0470. > (29 QTR

)

44 VW, good cond, sun roof, $400. Call 455

11 25 or 454-4741. (29 QTR)

VW 1948 Sedan, runs fantastic Looks
great Wood wheel Priced to sell $1095, 478-
8745 Bob . (29 QTR)

'43 SKYLARK-BUICK, xInt. engine and
body Must see! $425. Dorm student leaving

Calif. 824 2890. (29M28)

'57 MGA, xint. throughout, $425 Includes top,

curtains, tonneau cover. 741-0174. Must
sell. (29M20)

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire Soft fop/tonneau.
XInt. cond. Great for summer. $450. 478-

7493. (29M28)

'49 BMW 1400, white^ AM/FM, exint cond.
low mileage. Call 478-4490. f29MnT'

'70 DUNEBUGGY. like new. t>eautifvl

leather interior, sharp fiberglass t>ody.

$2000 UP 2777, Lou Before 4. (29M28)

BOROWARO Sedan. Extremely trouble free

/independent rear suspension / handles like

Mercedes /all service records. $350. 454-2549

anytime. (29M27)

'13 VW Bus, relHiilt engine, new tires, ex-

cellent. $900 or best offer. 393 4484 after 4. ( 29

M 28)
,

'49 PONTIAC OTO, beautiful, power
steering, air cond , bucket seats, vinyl top.

wholesaling $2200, 789 4733. (29M27)

'44 CHEV. Greenbrier van. 9 passenger
wagon converts to camper. $450. 473-1138 or
478-8374. Mike. (29M27)

'42 PONTIAC Tempest. Low price, good
transportation for mechanical minded 454-

3947 after 5 PM. (29M27)

'44 CHE V Y impala. exc. cond., good looking,
new tires, $450. Call Taku, 479 05)8 eves. (29
M 27)

'44 MERCURY Colony Park wagon, 9 pass.,

full power„air. Good tires. $SSO. Pr. pty. 398-

2439. (29M27)

FOR Sale. One women's COOP contract.

$110 for room and tward til 7-1-71. Call 478-

4342 (24M25)

LE MANS convei tible, full power, 35,000 mi.,

FM, $1399/best offer Leaving country. 477-

J8311 mornings. (39M27)

'44 FALCON Station wagon, power steering,
radio, automatic trans., $750. Phone 828-

7144. (29M24)

'45 VOLVO 122S, new battery, tires. Four
speed, runs well, $750 828-2251,393-0344 (29

M 24) ,

'42 VW, good bargain, good condition and
very clean $450 825 4839, Pete Wilson. (29 M
24) ^__
'49 MUSTANG Mach I Cobra Jet 428. ps, disc

tKeaks, stereo m warranty 395 7209. (29 M
34)

.iM.

BEAUTIFUL deluxe apt., Brentwood Ten

mm campus. 2 bed., 2 bath furn »200^"*-

7588.
|»l.»Vl«l

RUSTIC Studio apt. July 1st Oct. 1st

Brentwood Canyon above $«"»•• /"^".'

utilities $)25/mo 479 7 334. (SLM28)

BEAUTIFUL, large 2 bdrm. apt. w/1, own
bedroom. Approx June 21 Aug 28.

S87.50/mo. 477 4828/475 118'. <SLM38)

TWO bdrm house need girl «' '""'"^•'^

Approx 2 months. $44 monthly 24th. S.M.,

828 5087. <**- ^"'

STUDENT to live in Walking distance from
school Light housework No children CR 2-

9347, after 4. (25 QTR)

PRIVATE quarters for girl in lovely Beverly
Hills home with pool exchange light

housework 274 0843 f7?M75)

Room for Renf ..••.. 26

SUMMER Housing, free parking, kitchen
privileges. $40^mo 479 9998, 479 9703. Please

ask for Rick or Roger (24M28)

'40 SPRITE $850 Good cond, 383 9727,

Mon Fri, before 4, or 241 8934. Ask for

Ron (29M24)

'47 GTO 4 speed 3.90 (positr action) Marron
w/biack interior ne^er wrecked Excellent

condition best over $1150 931 1)07 (79 M 25)

'70 MG Midget, blue AM/FM, radials, exc.

cond , $1895 or best offer (582 BNM) Call

a3 4873 \ (29M24)

«7 ROVER 2000 sedan, 4 door, four speed,

AM/FM. stereo, low mileage Ask $I300 474

3347 -r- (29M24)

a VW XInt cond., radio, heatt many
extras, best offer over $750 397 3007 after $

pm. (29M24)

1 BDRM furn apt. summer sublet June 20

Sept 20 12 mm. to campus. $110/mo Fred,

398 2000 — — (SLM20)

3 BDRM turn , 3 baths. UfplM Sublet

June Sept Ohio near Barnngton,
y^^J*^ j,)

WOMEN summer sessions, kitchen
privileges. HOgard Avenue. Call 474-3371. (24

Mj8) ,r

ROOM n«»r beach Ten minutes to campus,
privliges, complete turn., appliances, part

work $100 454 1491 (24M24)

TOYOTA Corolla wagon, '49, roomy M mpg,
AM FM, xInt mech , clean $1250 472 9433

must sell (29M24)

'43 SUNBEAM Alpme conv Needs tran

smission work otiterwise good cond $170

Call 473 0794 after $ t
(29M24)

SPACIOUS, one bdrm
completely turn , parking

$140 477 5235 eves

, near campus,
June 1$ Sept 15,

(SLM2i)

3 Bi

patio, air conditioning, lovely street Oulef

bidg , maid available North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave (off Gayley)
479 8144 (17aiKJ

8240242

My turn
;-j;..g »5—Sept.

and equippeo

H, $180 Jullt.

STUDENT Private home, private batt»,

liitchen privilege*, pool, large study room.
Near campus, $50 GR 2 7751 (24M27)

STRAIGHT male studont. guiot room, kdg
priv $40 poss garden and pet care 834 4730

'43 PORSCHE new paint, clutch Speedster
seats Must seel $1950 834-3240. (39M2t)

'40 VW BUG fair cond Good tires $150 839

7915 after Sp m (29M38)

LEAVING for Europe. Selling '48 Kar
menghia $1300. '47 Cougar $1400 Both ex
cellent condition. 385-9545 ( 39 M 25)

49 SILVER Datsun Roadster 2,000. 15,000

miles Excellent condition. Evenings or

weekends 395-3093 ex 54983 days (29M2S)

'70 VW Bug Baby blue perfect AM/FM
under guarantee $1450 or best offer 881

5408 (29M2S)

'44 TRIUMPH TR4, xlnt cond , low mileage.
5575. Call any time to 383 8584. (29 M 34)

'45 MUSTANG, V 8, 3 speed, air. disc, pos
traction, radio, tape Green/black top $500.

2717438 1 29 M 25)

FR^E LOAN CARS
F,'>EE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 \/Mn Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

•59 FORD XInt tires and brakes
transportation Leaving country Must
sacralice. Call eves. 477 7«ff. (29M24)

(SLQTR) (i4MII)

VOLKSWAGEN Bug '44 sunroof, corduroy

»aau. Trouble iraa angina. ganumtlY ftPt

A-1

'45 VW Van with 1500 engine. Needs paint
$950. Call Burt, 470 2111 (29M37)

'57 T BIRO, pride A loy. Must sell or drop
out $2000/best offer. 373 9214. eves. (29 M 27)

'44 CORVAIR Conv Engine lust rebuilt
stereo speakers, new brakes, tires. $400 or
offer 247 4724 (39M34)

"-^1 FORDS, all makes, Herti Cars. Call 478-
- 04M. (29M24)

running cond Stan. 825 4403, 399 4789 (39 M|

FURN one bdrm. $85 plus utilities J""* '*

Sept 15 Quiet people Culver City.
•/•V-*"

1992

PRIVATE t>drm. den bath garage kitchen

privileges breakfast Olympic A Ooheny
area BH,$85/mo CR 4 3595. (34M28)

49 ROAD Runner
air. clean, must se*

Naim

AM FM stereo, factory

47& ftAlS nights
(29M35)

'49 VW Good tires, AM/FM Excellent
condition, original owner $1350. 394 5533. (39
M 25)

'55 CHEV 2 door 283 hi rise. Holly carb, 3-

spd $400 477 4351 eves Stan (29M25)
fl^V**^B9**^I^**^H^**^l^^4^1^^0^1^**4^^**^^^^*^H9aa^h

<a

CARS in EUROPE
RENTor BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY:
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P O BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES, CA 90049

Cycles, Scoofers

For Sale. 30

49 BSA 441 VICTOR Good cond for

street/dirt, Bell Star included $400 395 0344.

834 3459 (30 QTR)

BMW R 34 250 cc Perfect mechanical cond.

Very reliable, and smooth. $350 Dave, 984

7443. (30 QTR)

48 BSA 450 CC, 24,000 mi Fair cond. Needs
work $400 or best offer 454 8087 (30 QTR)

'70 HARLEY Sportster 5400 miles, custom
chromed, perfect mech. cond Best
reasonable offer 824 0238/Jim (30M38)

HONDA CL140 '44, Street or dirt, very good

cond E xtr at $100 398 4708 (3PM21)

'49 HONDA 140 CC Low mileage, xlnt. cond

$225. 824-4234 eves. (30M28)

49 YAMAHA 305 CC 4400 mllfs Really Kint.

Extras, helmets, $445 825 42'29or 278-

0445 - J.»OMM)

'70 HONDA 450, xlnt. cond Must sell

$725/best offer NiCk, day,479 ))35, eves..

274 0221. (30M281

HARLEY Oavison '70 45 CC lourego. perfect

cond Great for school $200 Call 391-0248. (30

M 28) ^
'48 HONDA 350cl. Oood cond. well main-

tained $400 firm 479 4494 (30M2$)

HONDA 350 CB '48 helmet. Chain and lock,

recent valve grind, very strong, $350. 475-

5831 ex 534 (BOM 28)

'70 HONDA 350 CL, 5000 mi., good cond.,

$500. Call Rick or Mark. 473 0731. (30M27)

'49 LAMBRETTA 150CC Looks, runs great.

Low miles, new spare $375, best offer Eves,

392 5045 (30M2i)

'4* YAMAHA 350. Exc cond., all extras and
more, great cruisihg $525 phone eves.. 479-

3441. (30 MU)

45 OUCATI 140CC Monia Jr , low mileage,

eirtr as, $200 454 4440 eves (30M24)

'48 HONDA CL350, $375 or best offer 837-

0377 Ex cellent cond (30M24)

43 TRIUMPH 200CC Good condition •

helmet $275 Jeff 474 530 7 after 4 PM 835-

3459 mornings. (UMIS)

KAWASAKI 125CC priced to sell $1)0
Helmet also available 473 4912 evenings. (30

M 2$)

41 HONDA 175 CC Scrambler m very good

cone 5.000 mi with helmet. Best offer

Eves., 394 aiS. (30M24)

VERY practical Vespa iSOcc Never any

enqmt problems Completely dependalMe

transportation Helmet Stan, 835 4403, 399

4789. m^AU)

_:4I^A7AAHA 100 twin. Klnt„Cj>fML y!*»*»**^

5175/best offer 477 4934 eves after $ {mm

79 HONDA 450 CB disc brake 4000 miles,

.inl cond Call 477 9457 (I0M24)

70 M0^•
-eott-o**--:

1800 miles w
«.«-.•... II f I

-—'« i4)

70 TRIUMPH Bonneville 450CC, 4000 mi., 12

r,p,p«rlec' condition $1150, Call 473-4491. (

}
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More on University police policies
(Continued from PlBge 4)

A common complaint among administrators is the

inability of the UCPD lo be compeUUve with its salaries

and benefits At present, the base salary is $728 a month and

the top is $884 a month
'*The UCPD sits in the middle of many urt>an pouce

departments. We try to get the same personnel that they do,

but our salaries are lower and just not competitive/* Lynn

said. . .

In addiUon to that, our retu^ment program is just

unreasonable The UCPD, being part and parcel of the

University, is on the Univeraity retirement plan. Which

means that an officer must wait until he is 67 years okJ

before he becomes eligible for retirement benefits. The

implications are obvious, what we would have is a bunch of

old crony policemen waiting around for retirement, so that

they could go fishing," he said.

The implications of the salary problem are many, ac-

cording to Hobson. **It is tied to this whoit quesUon of

whether the UCPD is a security force or a law enforcement

agency If we are inadequately staffed and must assume a

subordinate position of security force, then the campus

would be much more subject to the whims of the LAPD than

it already is."

The entire pohce department came under attack last

spring during the incident oo May 5 and the subsequent

ROTC graduation exercise on June 7.

Students charged that the UCPD tended to aggravate

tensions on May 5. **It seemed to me," said one student,

"that the UCPD was anxious for the LAPD to break heads

on May 5; simply because they didn't get their licks in that

day."
Further charges of impropriety and mishandling were

filed regarding the ROTC graduation ceremony. During the

ceremony, which Governor Ronald Reagan attended and at

which actor John Wayne gave the keynote address, a fight

t)etween spectators and student demonstrators broke out in

the stands.

Officers from the department moved in and arrested the

students or assisted in citizen's arrest of the students. The
department drew much criticism from students who sub-

sequently filed complaints with the department for their

"prejudicial manner" in arresting only students and not

spectators.

MfepUced fUes

Sets of photographs aod witnesses statements that were

filed with the department on June 8. the day after the in-

cident, were lost by the UCPD. These statements accused

specific officers of "acts unbecoming of law enforcement

personnel
"

An investigation into the charges was recently concluded

by vice chancellor Hobson's office and UCPD officers were
absolved of all guilt in the matter. Prior to the release of

this report, one student was found guilty of disturbing the

peace during the ceremony, Hned $250 and placed on six

months' probation.

Outside pressure from authorities both inside the

University of California and in state government have
asked for reforms of the UCPD.
State Assemblyman Paul Priolo, a long-time thorn in the

side of the UCPD, has been instrumental in launching in-

vestigations and introducing legislation to change the

UCPD. He has introduced a bill that would require

specialized law enforcement personnel like the UCPD to

receive as much basic training as regular peace officers.

Priolo said the legislation was triggered by reports of

consolidated under one overall department head, and that

its numbers be greatly increased. He suggested the

University Police be granted full sovereignty in campus

matters to quell what he called "permissive campus

unrest."

Effectivcsess

Simon said campus police are more effective preventers

of campus violence than outside police forces because,

"They sense the troublemakers—they can really spot

them."
In urging increased manpower, better training, and

higher pay, Simon said, "I don't care if you give up foreign

language departments, to me 1 think it's more important

that we have campus police."

problems within the campus police department at UCLA.
"It's directed to preclude anything like what has happened
at UCUA/' he said.

Bfll ^

The Priolo bill would require any member of a law en-

minimum standards set by the state.

"There is no doubt that we consider our regular law

enforcement agencies, such as county sheriffs ""''^ !!:;?h-j;r.v

While the Simon proposal drew much criticism for its

"law and order" stance, it also drew praise from other

liberal quarters on the Board of Regents. "Simon has hit

upon a proposal that has far reaching effects. If it is ac-

comphshed with the campus community in mind instead of

law and order, it could strengthen the stand against sen-

seless violence. It could prevent a rampage by the Berkeley

cops, or another command performance by Ed Davis and

the LAPD at UCLA." one Regent said.

Veto

UC President Charles J. Hitch, however, vetoed the

Simon suggestion by saying, "We cannot possibly provide

police forces within our limited budget that would take care

of serious problems." In rejecting the proposal he added he

was still consulting the various chancellors on whether

steps other -than an increase in force size could be effective

in preserving campus peace.

Reports of specific cases of discontent and unrest tend to

reinforce the Attorney General's report and the subsequent

action taken by the University .''Cases in the last year in-

clude that of former officer Stan Fite who claims he was
dismissed because he drew his revolver to keep a driver

from running him down.

In May 1969, Barry De Forest joined the department as a
campus officer. A month later an injured knee forced him to

undergo surgery. The day before the operation he was
dismissed for what he says was a belief on Lynn's part that

he was a member of an office clique.

Factionalism

The former officer said he was not allowed to talk with

certain other officers who were alleged to be members of

the chque. It was this kind of factional dispute which the

Attorney General cited in the report as a main reason for

low morale. ^

Ex-officer Robert Jefferies believes he was ostracized by

Lynn for arresting an undercover agent in last year's Bank
of America demonstrations (TDA) in Westwood. "I was
assaulted by Ted Kosak, an undercover agent for the LAPD
working with the SDS members who organized the

demonstration. I arrested him and had him transported to

the Westside division of the LAPD. When I returned to the

station, I was told by Chief Lynn that SDS had a contract out

on my life and that I was to be guarded while on duty. What
this amounted to was house arrest," he said.

"After three days of this I was chmbing the walls. So I

decided to call Gordy Alexander, one of the SDS'ers who
supposedly had the contract out on me. I asked him why the

hell he did this, and threatened to arrest him. He became

very uptight on the phone, and denied everything. Not only

did he deny it, but he called Mike Tigar at the law school,

who called Chancellor Charles E. Young, who in turn called

Boyd Lynn," Jefferies said.

Reaction

"When I came to work the next morning I was confronted

by the Chief who v- - nvn)v»"^g mad. He asked me why I

called Alexander and then said that I really 'blew it.' He
tells me that they were waiting for SDS to make the attempt

on my life and then nab the whole bunch of them.

"It was at this point that I realized that the whole incident

was an effort by the department to keep me from arresting
Kosak again during TDA and blowing his cover, and if that
is what they wanted then why didn't they come out and say
it?"

In another inc''<'^"* ^^fferies, who had been on the force
six years, was h i ^^ ^v.^ed for three days by Lt. Richard
Thomas for "crossing over administrative channels, when
he coniplained to the Chief about a duty asstgnment." This
action cost him three days' pay.

"lost" when he applied for a position at Compton's police

department. "Chief Lynn and his upper echelon of officers,

have to my knowledge, destroyed records, mutilated

documents and lost files," he said.

"It is interesting to me that every black who has resigned

from the department has had his file "lost," Jefferies said

The matter, however, does not seem to be so clear cut.

Former Sergeant Bill George, now a personnel analyzer

with Broadway Department Stores, said, "Boyd Lynn deals

fairly with his officers, but he receives channeled in-

formation from his lieutenants which prevents him from

seeing the facts as they really are.

Passed over

"I was very upset about being passed over for the

lieutenant's position that went to Thomas. On the written

exam I placed above Thomas, and Stuart (another black

officer) placed above both of us. Yet Thomas was given the

position on the basis of an oral interview. That decision

seems to me to be weighted down with prejudice and bias,"

George said.

"Indirectly, racial tones underscore the entire depart-

ment. Black students who are arrested get treated dif-

ferently than whites. White janitors caught stealing get off,

while black janitors get racked up. Don't get me wrong.

This is not Lynn's fault, but the fa^t of the officers im-

mediately below him — his lieutenants," George said.

"My exposure at UCLA had been a delightful one, until

the last three months after Thomas took over the new

position. The situation there is just not conducive to the

morale of a good police force," George said.

George, one of the most popular "unicops, " was often the

favorite request of students when they needed dance

security. On the day that George left UCLA he was given a

going away party by some of his friends on campus. "My
leaving UCLA was a sorrowful experience," George con-

cluded. .
-

Racism

Answering the charges of racism, Hobson said, "Let's

face it, it is a difficult thing to judge. Anytime a black

leaves a job, there is a chance that he will say he left

because of job discrimination, whether it is true or not.

"

"Twenty-five per cent of the UCPD is black, and that

doesn't seem to indicate a concerted effort on behalf of the

white officers to eliminate them," he said.

"In the specific case of Sergeant George, he was

disciplined by Thomas for not showing up for work one

morning while he was taking an exam for another depart-

ment," Hobson said.

Don Hartsock, the campus ombudsman, has listened to

officers who have come to him shortly before they resign

"It seems to me that Chief Lynn has been sandbagged by

his lieutenants, who are engaged in a concerted effort to

make the UCPD a iaw and order' get tough outfit.
'

'

Boyd Lynn -

The man in the middle of all these charges, Boyd Lynn,

doesn't believe they are true. "As far as Tm concerned,

from what I know of the facts, racism just doesn't exist. Let

me tell you something. The UCPD will hire a qualified man
whether he is black or white or red or purple. Further, my
lieutenants know just what I would do if they were acting in

a racist manner. They know I would come down hard and

fast," he said.

"Let*s face it. The resignation of any officer on the force

is a tragedy, especially when we need men so badly. The

they have virtually th^ same po^vir.?" he a^>—d.

Last spring Regent Norton Sinum proposed the UCPD be

Discoveries

Jefferies also had discovered that his evaluation reports
drawn up every six months by the ^rtment, had beeii

problem is how are we to i^x^y ^ I i icei^. ilie reason for

the blacks quitting is connected tu xiiore than just charges oi

racism. That seems to be much too simple an answer for

such a complex problem," he said.
—

The UCPD adds the charge of racism to a long list of

problems and headaches that it has faced in the last 10

"years. The preponderance of evidence from both inside thr^

station house and outside in the* rampus community shows

that the problems of the UCi .. e not likely to be swept

away with the feU stroke of an fidministrative manifesto or

miraculously remedied by leg^ative proclamation. They
are rather, as Lynn said, "problems that this entire campus
community must deal with, wrestle with, and eventually
solve. We have no other choice/*

UCLA
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Abed to speak
» '—•

at noon today
- UC-

Berkeley and a spokesman for

the Arab world, will speak at

noon today in the Ackerman
-»--- Grand '• " —*-^
the auspices off the As§ociaied

Sladenis' Speakers Program.

Bookman, Walther

vie for GSA

in

runoff this week

Mark Bookman will face Bob Walther in the runoffs for the jpretidency

of the Graduate Student's Associations. Bookman outpoUed walther by

232 voted out of a total of over 1200 votes cast for the office. Runoffs will be

held Wednesday and Thursday.
In the race for first vice presidency Judd Adams and Milton Cook

gained the runoffs beating out the other two contenders Jerry Goldfeder.

and Om Singla. Singla missed a place in the runoffs by thirteen votes.

The second vice presidency will be decided in a runoff between Paula

Eisenberg and Elliot Schlang. Schlang who called himself the "candidate

of the health sciences*' is the only candidate in the runoffs who did not run

with a slate.

One slate. Bookman, Cook and Eisenberg placed candidates in all three

runoffs. Walther and Adams also ran on a slate with Bill Prahl who failed

to make the runoff for second vice-president. The vice-presidential slate

of Jerry Goldfeder and Terry Lee Evans failed to make the runoffs.

Over 1400 graduate students voted in the three day election. This is the

first time graduate students have voted directly for GSA officers. For-

merly officers were elected by the GSA senate.

The election was postponed for three days after irregularities in the

Daily Bruin election procedure were protested by several candidates.

GSA elections board chairman Bob Cooper admitted he was shghtly

disappointed with the voter turnout, but added, "This is the first time

we've done this, we really didn't know what to expect." According to

Cooper the primary election cost over $3,000.

The results of the primary are as follows:

President

:

Mark Bookman, 540, Demetri Brizolis, 153, Peter Tolos, 113. Bob Walther,

308, Osvaldo Romero (write-in) 30

First vice-president:

Judd Adams, 297, Milton Cook, 448. Jerry Goldfeder, 148. Om Singla. 285.

Second vice-president:

Paula Eisenberg, 411, Terry Lee Evans. 136, Bill Prahl, 290, EUliot

Schlang 446.

, ; !(.J
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. *i..i: UPC staff election set

I

1

i

i

There ^re 56 petitioners for the three non-

academic positions open on the University

Policies Commission (UPC). The election will be"

conducted by mail ballots which have been sent

out to the approximately 10,000 non-academic staff

members here this week.

In its four-year history, this is the first time UPC
will seat non-academic staff members.
Chancellor Charles E. Young has described

UPC as providing "an open pipeline for recom-

mendations concerning establishment or change

of University policies. The UPC evaluates or

originates recommendations for changes in policy

and transmits its findings to entities (e.g. the

Chancellor or the Chairman of the Academic
-Senate) responsible for determination of policy."-

UPC currently seats three students, three

faculty members and three administration of-

ficials. The non-academic staff memk)ers will also

have three positions on UPC.

"This is the most significant change in UPC
history. It is not inconceivable that this is the first

step into the expansion of UPC into a radically

changed campus governance body." Eugene F.

Wilhelm, executive secretary of UPC, said.

The deadline date for receipt of ballots has l)een

set for June 18.

:¥:%%%W:¥S:%%W:V:::::W:::::%%¥::^^ i^^-i>S!$S(miS$i

By Terry Colvln

DBSUff Writer

The staff of the Daily Californian (Daily Cal), UC Berkeley's campus

newspaper, yesterday compromised with their Publishing Board and

elected a new editor-in-chief, managing editor, city editor and staff

representative.

Last week the Publishing Board ordered the newspaper to fire three

editors who had published an editorial which asked the community to

mark the second anniversary of People's Park by "going back and taking

the park again " Noon yesterday was the deadline given to the DaUy Cal

to meet the demand.

The new Daily Cal staff will be allowed to continue publication of the

newspaper, Publishing Board, the ruling body of the newspaper, an-

nounced.

Vick Liebermann, the new managing editor, said the Daily Cal s

compromise with Publishing Board was two-fold.

The Associated Students had promised to back the newspaper in any

stand we made over the firing of our editors. However, they Uter

retracted that support saying they wouldn't go down the river with the

Daily Cal," Liebermann said.

"Further the Daily Cal decided to go ahead with its regular elections

for editor and staff posiUons. We thought that PubUshing Board would

O.K. the new positions because the dismissed editors would no longer be

running the paper," he added.

"A high noon showdown was avoided by telling Publishing Board that

the new editors would be making decisions for the paper for the next three

days we are in print, " he said. *

Liebermann added the sUff does not recognize the firings. 'We merely

-see^this as a natural changing of offices, much like we undergo every

year," he said.
^ , ^.

.

The Daily Cal circulated a news flyer on the Berkeley ca^^nus this

morning stating their position and announcing plans for the nev. >^per to

-4 ^«i^>*^.-..ipai fr.'irr. ih«'. camous bv September 1 of this year.

Daily Californian <a,a

makes compromise

by electing

Vf,

^hree new eHitor^

/VS lU uui aiui'-'vinv ^ •« ••I »''

looking into this possibibty, and we haven't i

yet," Liebermann said.

Daily Cal is

ed any decisions as of

At.. .
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Deals with cruelty among 'kids'

Schuiz discusses 'Peanuts
r

"The comic strip is a unique

form of entertainment. It lives

with you from day to day,"

Charles Schuiz, creator of the

**Peanuts" comic strip, said

yesterday to a crowd of about

1,000 in Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom.

Schuiz said the title •'Peanuts*'

was first selected by a publisher

and has remained the same,
although he "hates it." He also

Portuguese

debate to be held

A debate on Portuguese
Africa will be held at 3 p.iiL.

today in Haines Hall 220 under
the auspices of the Centro
Hispano.

The Portuguese government
point of view will be presented

by Jose Ferraz de Carvalho, a

former commando in the
Portuguese army.

His opponent will be Gerald
Bender, professor of political

science here.

Edward Alpersj. • history
"professor here, will moderate.

said he likes all of the "Peanuts"

characters and each one portrays

"a Uttle of me."
"Originally, the strip dealt with

the cruelty amongst kids. You
know, it's a cruel world out on that

playground during recess and

each kid must learn what he can

and cannot do there," he said.

Schuiz considers "Krazy Kat"

the "greatest cartoon ever

drawn" and explained his strip is

the result of a "constant search

for new areas. If something

works, it stays, if not, it goes."

An average work day for Schuiz

begins about 9 a.m. and ends

about 4 p.m. During that time he

draws cartoons that will not be

published for about six weeks if it

is a syndicated daily or 10 weeks if

it is a syndicated Sunday cartoon.

"Peanuts" is presently syn-

dicated in over 1,000 newspapers
in the United States and more than

150 countries.

His career began at the age of

26 when he started drawing strips

and sending them to different

publishers. "It seemed they likefd

the ones with children best so I

decided to make them ex-

clusively. I then named the

characters after friends of mine,"
Schuiz said.

Much of his appearance here

was spent drawing the characters

of the "Peanuts" comic strip. He
told numerous anecdotes and,

with animator Bill Melendez,

described some of the difficulties

which arise when making movies

out of comic strips. The next film

presently being made will be

"Snoopy Come Home." No release

date was given.

Volunteers needed

for Child Center
Student volunteers are

needed to help in the Child Care
Center, according to Les Rosen,

newly elected general
representative and director of

the Child Care Volunteer
Project.

Sign-ups are in Kerckhoff

Hall 409 or by calling ext. 52417.

Students can volunteer for the

rest of this quarter and/or
during the summer. Rosen
suggests students sign up for

three or four hours at a time.

"Volunteers are part of the

staff and not just frosting on the

cake," Betty Diamond, director

of the center, said.

I
UPC asked to evaluate

I
Ombudsman program

Tuesday^ May 25, 1971 UCLADAILY BRUIN 9

The University Policies Commission (UPC) has been asked to >;

g evaluate the campus Oml^udsman program. A most important :?

•^ input to the evaluation would be the comments of the individuals %

% who may have been users of the Ombudsman services as ^ell as %
:^ those who may have been Contacted to help indentlfy or resolve %
$j particular problems, according to R. O'Neill. UPC Chairman. The %
''^ UPC would very much appreciate responses to the following |
•••- questions: *

% 9
I. What was the nature of your contact with the Ombudsman's ^

:$ Office (there is no need to identify specific names or incidences. %
% e.g. "needed financial help," '*! was contacted about someone i\

:|; else's grades.")? »-
:^

§2. Was the situation resolved in a manner satisfactory to you? %
^.. 3. Do you feel that the Ombudsman's Office handled the situation P
^: in a suitable manner? ^;

^ 4. What is your personal opinion of the Ombudsman program on %
\ this campus? .. %

Responses should be sent to the Chairman of UPC, Room 74oo >:

Boelter Hall as soon as possible.i

UCLA f^? ^Sm

Ann L. H«»ltias, Etfitor-in-Clii«f
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A hurricaae.

Six hundred people were
killed by one in New England in

1938"^

Four years later, eleven

thousand were ,>^illed by one in

India.

The winds of a hurricane

are over 75 miles an hour.

Jt takes the form of a circle

or an oval, sometimes as much
as 500 miles in diameter.

There is no prevention

But if we reduce the ele-

ifienr of surprise; we cari "reduce

its deadly potential

And we've taken steps so
that it will never surprise us
again.

RCA has designed, devel-

oped and produced the world's

.
most advanced family of weather
satellites. Its caMed the ITOS
program

It's the most sophisticated

weather detector yel devised by
man. and perhaps one of the
most beneficial facilities man
has created since he broke the

bonds of earth.

From the detailed photo-,

graphs transmitted back to
earth, we can see the formation
and plot the course of hurri-

canes, typhoons, stcrm centers

We can spot sea ice and snow
cover. Calculate wind speeds.

Anywhere on earth.

This program exemplifies

the impor'tance of interdisciplin-

ary engineering, the engineer-

ing concept of the future

It is becoming increasingly

more apparent that in the fu-

ture, the engineer wjll touch

virtually every aspect Of our
lives. From medicine to the arts

to education to leisure products.

An^ he will do this fn con-~

junction with other disciplines

to complement, overlay, and
unite his output for an end re-

sult that is both balanced and
complete.

Think for a moment about
an endeavor which, like mete-
orology. IS seemingly unrelated

to classical engineering: the

graphic arts industry

Recently, RCA engineers,

working in conjunction with that

industry, developed the world's

most advanced electronic type-

setting machine It's called the

VideoComp
It can set type as fast as

900 lines per minute. Compare
this with the 15/minute of me-
chanical typesetting, or the 300/

minute of pHotosetters.

It is our goal ultimately to

produce an RCA electronic
printing system that will accept
a manuscript as input and de-

liver printed copy — packaged,
addressed and sorted — to the

^shipping dock.

Now consider another field

which had previously been out-

^
side the' realm of the engineer:

medicine and health services.

We've bee'rtlnvolVed in the

development of a mobile labora-

tory to provide comprehensive
physical examinations in on-the-

spot locations to people other-

wise out of the mainstream of

OHr health services.

And we've r'esearched a
high-speed turbine drill to in-

crease the efficiency and de-
crease the pain in dental work.

And we ve done extensive
work in developing facilities for

teaching speech to the retarded.

Communications? Comput-
er education? Oceanography?

We're involved with them. And
with so much more.

We like to think that at RCA
the drive toward innovation
should be everybody's concern.

Because this concern is

needed if we are to continue
the forward direction of crea-

tive technology for people.

You may be planning a ca-

reer in industry— if so. you could
be part of our vision of the future.

We invite inquiries through
• -if-our College Placement Direc-

tor — he can supply additional

information about an RCA
career.

We are an equal opportu-
nity employer.

itG/:

Helpline *

825-7646

ym

BUY
1

PIZZA
and get another

for

offergood only

May 25th /26th
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Budget cuts affect fine arts productions here
By Ivan Geraon
DBSUff Writer

Tightened budgets, rising costs and the unpredictabihty of.artists and
audiences are threatening the range and quality of cultural offerings

here.

Officials of the organizations responsible for providing lectures, music,
art and theater productions to the campus community predict a dwin-
dling number of cultural events accompanied by diminished quality.

The Committee on Fine Arts Productions (CFAP) is one of a myriad of

committees and organizations on campus which offer cultural programs
to the VCLA conmiunity. The committee, composed of U faculty

members, one graduate student, fiscal officer Robert Rogers, executive
officer Frances Inglis and Charles Speroni, Fine Arts CoUege dean, is

involved with most of the major departmental and nondepartmental
cultural productions.

SUff

As executive officer, Inglis and a 20-member staff handle the financial

and pubhc relations problems for everything from public lectures to

French foreign language theater.

The CFAP operating budget of about $172,000 includes $60,500 from
student incidental fees, $42,000 from the Regents and $35,000 from
donations.

CFAP offered 21 concerts in 1951-52; 58 concerts, 31 films and 114

performances by the Theater Group in 1961-62; 104 concerts, 37 films and
77 presentations by the Theater Group (which has since moved to the

Music Center) in 1966-67 and this year only 49 concerts and 13 films.

But CFAP as a committee only met twice this year, according to Steve

Bien, the student representative to CFAP.
"With the exception of the Student Committee on the Arts, which makes

recommendations to CFAP, and myself, there is little direct student input

into CFAP," Bien said. „.

Conservatism

'The committee is a little conservative because they've been burned by
certain kinds of productions, but 95 per cent of their ideas are for the

benefit of the UCLA students and community."
Students claim Inglis is "conservative and elitist" because UCLA does

not have "a major pop concert (rock-n-roll or folk) every month and
UCLA caters to the rich community more than to the not-so-rich

students."

Ironically, a recent concert by the Kinks, scheduled for students in

Pauley Pavilion April 10 prompted the sale of only 1600 tickets (Pauley

holds 12,500). If the Kinks had not cancelled out two days before the

concert, the CFAP stood to lose $7,000.

The Kinks' concert provides a good example of the problems con-

fronting the promoter of a pop concert today.

The Kinks asked for $7,500 for their appearance. A sec^ond group, ex-

pected to increase interest In the concert, Boz Scaags, asked for $1,250. It

cost another $2,000„to set up the sound equipment, hire ticket seUers,

ticket takers, ushers, etc.

Attractions

"Your artist has to be such a hot sale that you don't lose anything by
using Pauley," Inglis said.

In a recent campus wide referendum students voted two to one to keep

student ticket prices at the current ceiling (usually $2)

.

But students seem to expect the highest quality of pop entertainment at

UCLA, at student prices and mor^ often than the "good ol' days.

Inglis points to the January 1970 Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young concert

in Pauley as a not so good ol' day. It cost a whopping $9,000 for the use of

Pauley Pavilion.

"The group's manager wanted a curtain to open in front of the group. It

meant -thousands of feet of curtain, Inglis said. "The manager also

demanded a recording system and wanted our staff to help install it.

"Their sound system blew the house sound system and caused us more

money and delay. The group didn't want the curtainwhen they first saw it

and refused to play unless we removed it."

When the concert ended, the total expenses amounted to $37,000. The

13,444 people who attended provided the house with a net profit of $10,000.

Another good ol' day was in 1969. Ray Charles was scheduled for Pauley

in the fall. "The Rolling Stones did not dtcide to go to the Forum until

three weeks before our Charles concert. They came the same weekend

and took away most of our audience. That was an $11,000 loss," Inglis

said.

Costs of "Great Artists" have naturaUy risen, too. In 1961-62 an artist

asked for a $2,500 fee, on an average. In 1963-64 the average fee rose to

$3,500. This year it's up to $5,000.

"This means that for UCLA to book a Rubenstein," Ruth Felt, CFAP
staff member, said, "We'd have to pay him twice the salary he got just 10

years ago."

Another Committee
The second most important arts organization on campus is the Student

Committee for the Arts (SCFA). The eight-member all-student

organization gets $64,000 from incidental fees and recommends allocation

of this money for events.

In its nine-year history the SCFA has txHight general admission Uckets

for CFAP concerts and sold them back to students at a reduced rate.

Thus, students pay the same price for any concert but in a roundabout
way.

The SCFA also sponsors some cultural events like coffee concerts, noon

concerts and an occasional major pop concert.

Dave Stewart, Student Legislative Council (SLC) cultural affairs

commissioner (elected by the student body and an ex-officio member of

CFAP), and the SCAF have proposed some changes.

Suggestions

"Since my (SLC) budget is only $9,000, it seems that combining my
office and the SCFA would benefit both groups. We've suggested that the

new committee be required to stage a minimum number of pop concerts

each year, because that's where most of the student interest is," Stewart

said.

Stewaft focused his office's attention this year on presenting a few

major pop concerts and numerous free noon concerts at Janss steps.

"Though it costs over $100 for each noon concert, they seem to fill a void.

As it is now, most of the other fine arts areas are well cared-for by the

CFAP," Stewart said.

The committee on Public Lectures (CPL), a branch of CFAP, offered

104 lectures in 1957-58, 91 lectures in 1962-63, 78 lectures in 1967-68 and 67

lectures last year.

Costs for putting on public lectures have risen considerably in the past

15 years, according to lecture coordinator Pearl Letz.

(Continued on Page 4)

THEATRES "Family Theatres at Baraain Prices

HELD OVER

CELEBRATION AT BIG SUR
and

WOODSTOCK (uncut)

. f Rt & SAT MID^NITE
I CLASSICS: I CALL THEATER FOR TITLES

HOLLYWOOD |
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Just A Reiiiiiider
"^

Jqmes Roberson, the TWA Campus Rep. con sell you your
youth cord, good ot\ all airlines, your youth standby or

youth reserved ticket (one way or round trip), or your
full fare coach or excursion ticket.

You con hove, free for the asking, flight schedu4es and
Information, a map of the airport terminals and the sur-

rounding area, and on application for the TWA Getaway
Credit Cord. This card is free, approval is virtually auto-

matic, and there ore no interest charges if the bill is paid
within 30 days of billing. It's good for a variety of estab-

lishments OS well OS for airline transportation. It establishes

a credit rating for you and is great as check-cashing I.D.

It even gives you automatic check-cashing privileges at

any TWA office.

James roberton 474-7072
or483-1600 ext. 2735

:i»1SJ»*W t?*Slk'^*Week toten:

i6iiini Filiii Course

tti«lenti
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'(Paid Advertisement)

This year's Student Committee for the Arts

brought to L^CLA Elton John and NeilYpung.

Next year's Student Committee for the Arts could

bring to UCLA Leon Russell and James Taylor.

Next year's Student Committee for the Arts

could be you.

Um
MowlMi BoulAvard

CaMonriatOMM

Applications for undergraduate positions on the

1;: 71-; ::7*^ Si^dw*; Coi^M^lii^^ i^^ the Arts may
-^^oL.c.lxxod in Kerckhoff Hall 304 . . , ,
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Sponsored by SLC applications due May 28
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NFORIH 6RIIDUIITE FELLOWSHIPS

Juniors wKo:
• plan to begin their graduate education in Fall 1972

• are attracted' towards a career in college teaching

• believe they may be qualified for an exceptional

fellowship

may wish to enter the se I ecl»Qr^ process tor Donforth Groduote

Fellowships. Orientotion meetings for* those interested will be

held early during the Fall Quarter. Watch the first issues of the

Daily Bruin next foil for the oHiciol onnouncement of these

meetings. Attendance at one of these October orientation meet-

ings is a prerequisite to ap0<lication.

WHAT Happened
ToTheWomen At

lUiiiyjliilivii
The true story of John Reginatd Christie «rtK> turned his backyard into a burial ground.

PLACE"?

See For Yourself FRIDAY
Crest Theatre • Westwood

RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH/JUDY GEESON/JOHN HURT m
10 RILLINGTON PLACE >c>»»x»ni >ycnvf utow >»»tii« ^«<i>cf mK»wriv .

'CP-^«
CAL JET CHARTERS . .

Europe 1971
"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with our
reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrier

before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an
unknown charter airline,"

Fligltf

•315

•117
- •^-

•25!

•114

•119

•316

•317

•135

•125

•222

Round Trip— W^st Coast to Europe

(86 doys) LOS ANGELES to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT)

(83day»j OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AAAST EPnAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

(90 doyi) OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

(73 doys) OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND

(68 days) OAK/LOS ANGELES to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES/OAK (TIA)

(93 doys) OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

(87 days) L.A./OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/L.A. (SAT)

(29 doys) OAKLAND/L.A. to LONDON
LONDON to L.A./OAKLAND (BMA)

(32 days) OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND (AFA)

(30 days) OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

Lv. June 13

Ret. Sept. 6

Lv. Jeoe 16

Ret. Sept. 4 r

Lv. June 17 .

Ret. Sept.- 1

4

Lv. June 19

Ret. Aug. 30

Lv. June 20

«el. Ai/g. 26

Lv. June 20
Ret. Sept. 20
Lv. June 22

Ret. Sept. 12

Lv. July I I

Ret. Aug. 8

Lv. Aug. 3

Ret. Sept. 1

Lv. Aug. 23

Ref Sept. 23

Prk*

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$299

$279

$299

$259

•917

•253

•126

•701

•755

'818

•127

•185

•601

•728

•819
•906

•103

One Way -West Coast to Europe
oneway OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA) lv Jun« 17
one way OAKLAND to Aa^STEROAM (T1A| Lv. June 18
onewoy OAKIANO/L A -"

l» Jvft» 24
oneway OAKLAND to LOr^k^^ * .jbkj, U. July 27
one woy OAKlANO/l A So ^TTiftinlwii ^ U. Aug 5
onewoy OAKLAND to LONDON KHN AiQ U. A4>« 18

one woy OAKLANO/LA «o AMSfGROAM (Af Aj| U. S^^ 2
on e way OAKlAND/l A to LONDON (PMA| U . S«pt. 27

One Way- Europe to West Coast
one woy LONDON to LOS ANOaES (BMA)

'

lv. June 27
one woy LOfsJOON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR) Lv July 28
pne woy LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR) Lv Aug 19
one woy AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT) lv. Sept 6
one woy LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR) lv Oct. 23

One Way - Oakland to New York

$179
$179
S179

$179
flTf
$179

$199
$139

$149
$175
$165
$165
$175

I

I

I

I

I

i
I

I

I

'100 oneway OAKLAND to NEW YORK (AAL)

•252

•123

•336

•901

•902

New York to London
(80 day s) NEW YORK to LONDON

LONDON to NEW YORK (Ul)
(62 days) NEW YORK to LONDON

LONDON to NEW YORK (LAI)

(69 days) NeWTORK fo LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (lAl)

Special Flight

l.A./Son Froncisco to TOKYO (CPA)

TOKYO fo SAN FHANClSCO/l A

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
(16 doys) OAKLAND/LA to AMSTERDAM

AMSTFRDAM to LA OAKLAND (TiA)

(16 days) OAKLAND to NEW YORK
NEWYORK to OAKLAND (TIA)

I

I

Lv June 16 $#9 I

I

I

lv June 18 $1f9
I

ftel Sept 5
!U June 27 $199 I

Ret Aug 27 I

lv June 25 $1t9 I

Ret Sept I I

•626 (47 days) lv June 23 »>99

Ret Aug 8

lv. Dec 18 $249
Ret Jan 2

lv Dec 18 $139
Ret Jan 2

These Chorter FTigTis ore ovailoble only to students, faculty ond staH o* the Unlver
sity of California, ond m«mh*»r^ nf their immediate fomllles.

ThftrRtKR NOME .^ .._^
All flight* via ceittitculed uirlmet flylftg jet equipment Complimentary meals and
beveroges served in flight

For Appttcotton l^. FurfKer IntornMition write:

Col if •-• i150 Oreen Street. Son FroncMCO. Colilornio 94123; or coll

f/ae arts productions . .

.

(Continued from Page 3)

"Many of our lectures are funded by private

organizations or by the Regents. The rest are

departmental lectures co-sponsored by the depart-

ment and by the CPL," Letz said.

Records of 1957-58 promotion costs were not kept,

but lecturers got an honorarium (fee) of about $50 to

c6me speak at UCLA. In 1962-63 the promotion of a

lebture cost about $^ and the honorariums rose to

$100. In 1967-68 promotion cost about $50 and the

hdnorarium went up to $150.

VNow the minimum cost of a lecture is $125," Letz

said. "Naturally it's more if the lecturer wants to use

sliies or something."

Theater productions

The theater arts department offers five major

productions each year and a showing of student films

in(|Royce Hall each spring as well as informal 'pot-

pourri' student showings in the department.

,fohn Cauble, a production manager for the theater

arts section, said that they will have to use less

elaborate sets and fewer costumes to avoid expenses.

Ijlugh Grauel, a production manager for the film

poi-tion, said the equipment the department lets its

students use to make films is so expensive now that

cut backs make it difficult to buy improved equip-

ment or keep up the old equipment. "But students

us<i a lot of their oyi^n money to make their films as it

is," Grauel said.

Dance
Suffering most from the budget situation is the

dance department.
* We're fighting to survive right now," Alma

Hawkins, dance department chairman, said. "We
off(;r one major production in Royce each year/ but

-jwemay not be able to offer a major production next

* We began on a skeletal basis in 1954 but now we
have no flexibility. We can't bring visiting artists ; we
can only offer our students one scholarship and one

graduate student fellowship," Hawkins said.

Ijhe dance productions and certain music depart-

merlt productions are in danger of being reduced to a
mere laboratory or classroom situation rather than a

production.

Graduate Program
"We're the only full graduate program in the

United States offering graduate degrees in dance,"

Hawkins said. "We're pioneering a field that turns

out dancers for television, stage and movies.

JThe interest is great, but the financial situation is

grim. We have to turn people away from our survey
courses. Those survey courses encourage students to

appreciate dance. In 1954 when we introduced dance
at l^CLA 100 people attended our first concert. Last
quarter our four-performance concert in Royce drew
3,500 people," she said.

Music
The music department staged 52 concerts and 33

filn) showings in 1959-60; 60 free and paid concerts in

1961-62; 104 free and paid concerts in 1965-66; 64

concerts were offered last year and 30 productions
werp scheduled for this year.

The electronic music workshop of the music
d^p^rtment cannot find a decent location because of

the
I

financial situation. They've been in an
acoustically inadequate location known as their

'temlporary home' since 1968.

"I' d describe our location as the Hades of the Math
Sciences Building," Alden Ashforth, electronic

RUisic workshop coordinator, said.

We are right over the central plumbing and heating

system for the building. We have to record our work
beckuae that is the way the equipment works. A
recording studio should have no more than 25

decibels (db's) background noise; a crowded
res^urant has about 48 db's; but, our lab has 59 db's
of background noise," Ashforth said.

"l^ecause of the financial situation, they turn off

the ^ir conditioning at night and on weekends. We
alsc have no windows. But, if we open the door, they
complain about the noise," he said.

r

•There's plenty of interest in the workshop
Students complain we don't let them have a chance
at the equipment so we are offering a large survey
course next fall (Music 155), open to all Univeristy
students," he said.

•There's no space in the music department, but
that's where we should theoreticaUy be located. If

they changed our room in the Math Sciences Building

we'd be much better off. Surely there's someone who
doesn't use his office or classroom as much as us and
would be willing to exchange," he said.

Ashforth estimated it takes 10 hours of work to get
one minute of synthetic music.

"The equipment naturally wears out because it's

delicate, and, of course, there's no money for new
equipment. We literally repair some equipment With
rubber bands. Soon we'll have an electronic nuts and
bolts workshop, because that's all our budget lets us
buy," he said.

Opera Workshop
Another art under serious financiarpressure is the

opera workshop headed by Jan Popper, former
Prague opera house director.

Popper has sent his UCLA-trained singers,

directors and stage managers to most of the majof
opera houses in the world.

The opera workshop accepts students from Asia

and Europe to study and participate in educational

and ariistic endeavors.

"I think it's the arts obligation of the University to

support such high level productions. Should we let

the arts go if a majority of the community does not

choose to attend them?" asked Roy Morton, Pop:
per's production manager.
"Opera combines more art types than any other

media. It's recognized as one of the highest ac-

complishments for an artist. Is profit the only func-

tion of University productions?"

Carl Johnson, junior music major, agreed. "Im-
portant operas are done at UCLA for student prices.

Pop music isn't everything," he said.

Frustrations

Sky-rocketing production costs cause frustration

for most program coordinators.

Jim Paris, film conrunission chairman, a graduate

student in film, said his budget this year is only

$5,800.

"Without a subsidy we'd have to up the prices, but

thatis just what we don't want to do.

"Right now it costs us about $300 for overhead to

show a film in Royce. Dickson costs us abodt $70 in

overhead.

"What upsets me, is that we're saddled with

personnel who all wear suits. It makes us look like

it's not a student production. I want to change the

name of the film commission for the same reason,"

Paris said.

"I think we should show the films ourselves

because members of our committee have the know-

how. We should sell the tickets ourselves and usher

the event ourselves.

Attendance
"Right now we need 250 students at a movie

showing just to break even. We usually draw about

200 people on an average, so we've had to cancel the

John Ford Retrospective, a horror film series and a

science fiction film series, aU scheduled for this

quarter," Paris said.

"Another problem we have is known as the film

distributor. They are corrupted and medieval in their

approach. They overcharge for low quality reprint-

s," he added.

Speakers Program
Bob Elias, Associated Students' Speakers

Program chairman, complains about the

"minimum-salary system."
"We are always charged a minimum for facilities

and its a four-hour minimum for any policeman we
may need for security. It amounts to a $40 minimum
per police officer. I'm going to have those guys follow

me around for two hours before the program just to

(Continued on Page 5)

(Paid Advertisement)

special international events this week:

4^"^* ^

=«*'"« mIL.-'!' .'-^^ ftsssil: -ASC .-tfSSfi M||» <|i^^ vStHf. -^SS' JteS^:

M - Sun.

Tu^tdoy

W«Jn*sdoy

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

EXHIBIT: Waf»r Cdort and Drawings by Aviva Barnea. Op*n daily 1:00-
10:00 p.m.

-o* 7

ISRAEU COFFEEHOUSE fsahiring -ceiling bellydancing.muticfolkdoncing.
o:Ug p.m. No admission charg*.

FlUVb "Shop On Main Sfr»#r' from aochoslovokia serening aft 8:00 p.m.
No admission charg*. " i

•*?*!L1:?" ^^"^ "* "•'" ""^ A*"-' o»»o™«V^oMaw, will H>«ak with

No'cl^ •
<» o port of lU casual Rap Sastion* program. 8:00p.m.

DANCE H.on«>r.d by th. Groduaf. Sh,d.nt A..oc«rtion. B:00 p.m. 50<
odmistion chorga. R«(r«*hm«nh.

at the international student center
1023 Hilgard Avenue

Westwood
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make sure they do something for their money," EHas
said.

"A major problem with speakers today is that they

all have an agent who want to charge more. The only

thing to do is avoid the agent and talk directly to the

speakers you want," he said.

••Another problem is student interest. If you bring

a person who's an expert in his field, you may only

draw 50 people which embarrasses us and him.

••So, we bring the students what they want, en-

tertaining and glamorous people. Then the students

complain we don't bring enough educators.

'•Politicians all want a handsome fee. There are

only 20 senators who would stimulate the UCLA
crowd and they're either in demand or too ex-

pensive," Elias said.

Technical aspects

The Campus Activities Service Office (CASO)
handles all of the technical aspects of over 700 con-

certs presented here each year. They work on music
department concerts; noon concerts; most events

held at the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, Pauley

Pavilion, Royce Hall and Dickson Art Center; and
every lecture, including providing audio-visual

equipment and service for classes.

The CASO staff budget is $250,000, but they expect

only $160,000 in recharges. The audio-visual section

of CASO also runs on a $250,000 budget and gets back

$50,000 in recharges. The UCLA general fund sub-

sidizes the rest of the money they need and pays for

new equipment.

CASO emplys a total of 20 salaried full-time em-
ployes and 31 full-time employe general assistants.

This means that over 250 people are involved in the

details concerning campus cultural events.

Have CASO costs risen much over the past few
years?

"Yes. Our costs reflect the overall economy which
has sustained a five per cent cost-of-living raise for

the past six years," according to CASO director Jim
Klain.

"The University has to abide by lalx)r regulations

and must pay overtime or higher prices for weekend
projects," Klain said.

Cost comparison
A comparison of two similar campus events held in

the same auditorium illustrates the rising costs and
why.

The concert by the Swingle singers, a pop group
that performed in Royce Nov. 5, 1965, and drew 1,744

people, cost $223.58 to produce. The cost included a

general service charge, latx)r, a house staff of 12

ushers, 5 ticket-takers and one policeman for back-

stage security.

But, the Neil Young concert in Royce Jan. 31 drew
1,855 people and cost $832 to stage. **Some of the costs

were higher simply t)ecause of spiraling salaries. But

pop concerts are different now," Klain said.

^*^Young's concert required twice as much
preparation. We had to hire extra doormen and
ushers. Over 350 kids hung around Royce Hall trying

to get in to hear the concert for free.

(Continued on Page 6)
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TMPRE-FIL
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Emko research has produced

a new applicator for applying

foam contraceptive . . . new

Emko Pre-Fil features an ap-

plicator that can be filled in

advance of use . . up to a week

ahead of time.

The filling of an applicator at

the time of need can be emo-

tionally disruptive . . . can lead

to "skipping".,. Emko Pre-Fil

is a way to help overcome
this problem ... to assure

t)etter family planning.

Emko Pre-Fil . . . highly effee

tive, substantially free from

side effects, easy to use. Ask

your physician about EMKO*
and EMKO PREFIL^^.

Available at drug stores every

where without prescription.
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Tremendous strength, power, reliability, dependable good taste.

That's what Taurus is known for. Schlitz Malt Liquor, too.

Venus, the ruliriB planet, makes Taurus sociable, fond of fun. and

able to inspire friendship in others. Maybe you and the Bull should

get together. Maybe you'd hit it off.

But maybe not.

It depends on your sign. Because Taurus has a powerful mean streak

There's a helluva fire in the Bull.

So check your stars. They'll tell you straight if you'rO the kind of

person who can meet Schlitz Malt Liquor head-on.

Nobody mak«t malt liquor lika Schlitz. Nobody.
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More on campus arts productions

.

(Continued from Page 5)
•This problem of the superfan is

creeping up more and more. Also,

we have to do a lot more with the

sound equipment for a pop singer

nowadays," Klain said.

Responsibility

Norman Miller, vice chancellor

for student and campus affairs,

proposed an annual culture

festival of lectures and concerts

connected by one theme. We
could organize all of our talent and

facilities to produce informal

instant concerts here or a touring

troupe," Miller said.

*The goal of the arts on campus
should be to educate our

who has been delegated the

responsibility for overseeing the

arts on campus, views it this way:
"The purpose of UCLA

productions used to be to identify

UCLA as a cultural center in Los
Angeles before the advent of the

Music Center, Art Gallery and the

Forum," Miller said.

"Now we want to turn to the

campus community. We'v^

professional students in the arts,

present the highest level of ar-

tistic experience possible and give

the general student the maximum
exposure possible to the arts."

Reorganization

Miller has proposed a
reorganization of the UCLA
Cultural Policy Committee, which
overlooks all the other campus
arts committees.

Has any department's budget

gone up?
The office staff of the dean of the

fine arts college, Speroni, had a

$149,000 budget last year and a

$195,000 budget this year. The

apparent reason for the increase

was that the dean would have a

contingency or emergency fund to

help the departments during the

current financial crisis.

Several self-supporting and self-

run organizations, though are

beating the cost-factor.

The International Students

Center (ISC) at 1023 Hilgard

provides the facilities for students

to "come and do their own thing."

ISC has sponsored discussion-

seminars with noted educators

and celebrities this year. ISC asks

them to come for free or not at all.

"The costs are mostly
publicity," coordinator Ruta
Skirius said. "Our costs are low

because the students do all the

labor and usually put on free

events that don't require ushers

and ticket-takers.

"Mbvie studios often loan films

to ISC for low rates or for free.

Music, dance, drama and film

experts offer their, services each
week for free courses," Skirius

added.

The Powell Library offers in-

formal conversations with staff,

professors at guest lecturers

every Thursday afternoon on the

second floor for people who pick

up the free tickets at the reference

desk. From 150-350 people attend

the library's "music in the
rotunda" series held once eac!)

quarter on a Saturday night when
the library is closed.

"We have our own staff set up
the concerts, take the tickets and
print the pubticity signs," Powell
librarian Jim Davis said.

*i
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•*A11 of our performers and

speakers work for free, so we have

minimal costs."

Hedonics, a club whose name
means '*pleasure" m Greek, often

shows movies on campus. They
have held down costs by asking for

donations. According to

University regulatons, they thus

$1."
should never go over
Ackerman said.

"UCLA is a center for the arts
and should develop them. Us all
part of the educational program
Arts give students a chance to
assert their creativeness. They
won't get a chance at home''
Ackerman said.

need, no ticket-takers or ushers.

Eras of change
'*We've gone through eras of

jazz, rock, weird music and folk

music at UCLA," according to

WHliam^^C. Ackerman, former
ASUCLA executive director.

"There has always t)een more
emphasis here on the pop than on
the classical side. My theory is

that ticket prices for students

"Well-rounded students have to

be aware of the arts. How else can

we know what to appreciate and

patronize. In the early days of

UCLA we had students go right to

Broadwaiy. UCLA has produced a

Carol Burnett and a Hugh
O'Brian. When students say that

student productions at UCLA are

inferior, they may be showing

their ignorance."

APM^OteSlA

jeujCLry , canoues

*Heao SHOP CTc*^

2807 PICO BLVD.
mh MONIC/^SANHM monic/vxauj:

'(PakJ Advertisement)

A New International

Restaurant in the Making
c

We need foreign and Annerican students with

energy and ideas to help plan and operate
a new food experience at the INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT CENTER. Anyone wishing to help
us get started, call 477-4587 for information
and/or come to a meeting at the ISC on
Wednesday. May 26th at 7:00 p.m.
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Intercollegiate athletics

By Michael P. Cronin

The year is 1984 TWA yoiing scholar thumbing through
Webster's dictionary happens across an interesting entry:

STUDENT-ATHLETE — (from the French atudentia-

athletica). Meaning: a unique, now extinct, breed of college

student which at one time inhabited campuses in America.
This species— 99.9% male (possibly the reason it is now
extinct) — attended classes while participating in various

athletic endeavors. This species did not have to concern

itself with seeking food or shelter as this was supplied by
the college. The theory was that the species was made up of

an equal number of student genes and athlete genes, but it

turned out that these two qualities could not live in peace
inside of one body, and the stronger of the two qualities

(obviously the athlete) took over. The species then sought

greater remuneration for its services than the colleges

could afford, and the best of the species left college to sign

lucrative contracts with organizations which did not

require that classes be attended (classes whose value had
always been questionable to this species). With the best of

the species no longer attending classes, the colleges began,

one by one, to drop athletics as being "peripheral to the

mission of the university." Thus the extinction of the

species called student-athlete came about._

Since the situation described here has obviously not oc-

curred yet, it might be interesting at this point to ask

whether or not it could happen.

As nearly everyone will admit, the nation's economy is in

a slump. Jobless rates are soaring, and living costs are

doing hkewise. Yet, the American pubUc continues to pour

out that scarce commodity, money, for the privilege of

watching athletes perform. According to a survey

published earlier this year by The Morning Telegraph and
Daily Racing Form, 29 million people attended college

football games (about 3 times as many as went to pro

football, and about a million more than attended major

league baseball games), and over 23 million attended

college basketball games (about 4 times as many as went to

pro l>asketball games). In order for college athletics to

attract this many people at the gate, the athletic depart-

ments of the nation's colleges must spend a fair amount of

money.
While the average "major" football school takes in about

$1.4 million (according to the NCAA), it has expenses in the

( Ed. note: This is ttie second ahd final part

of Mike Cronin's comprehensive jour-

nalism paper on intercollegiate athletics.

Yesterday's essay dealt with the financial

crisis facing intercollegiate athletics

nationwide and the NCAA efforts to stave
off bankruptcy. Today, Cronin discusses

the most controversial aspect of these

proposals — the area of financial aid —
and its situation at UCLA.)

neighborhood of $1.3 million. Of these expenses, about

$184,000 is spent on coaches and related salaries and
$308,000 is spent on grants-in-aid.

UCLA, certainly a major power by any standard you
choose to apply, spends and takes in a bit more than the

average major power ($2.6 miUion in income and about

$470,000 paid out for grants-in-aid). Elxact figures on

UCLA's athletic income and expenditures are not easy to

arrive at. In an interviewwith Look magazine a couple of

years ago, J.D. Morgan, UCLA athletic director, expLained

why: 7
"We can't tell you how much we spend on travel or

tutoring or recruiting. The University's Regents don't want
us to tell anyone. Business doesn't tell its competitors what
its doing. That's what we have here, a business. You'd be

surprised to learn how much private enterprise there is,

even at a state institution like UCLA." Indeed we might.

UCLA has one of the biggest and best athletic depart-

ments in the country (it may well be the best). As was
pointed out earlier this year, during the 1969-70 year we at

UCLA enjoyed winning four NCAA championships, we had

an undefeated dual meet track season, the nation's No. 2

rugby team, No. 4 swim team. No. 10 football team, and a
crew which beat the national champions twice. While most

of us enjoyed having our sports program be so successful,

we must put this success in some kind of perspective. We
must ask ourselves: What did that success cost us? Was it

worth it? Can we afford to continue being so successful?

In a year when the University of California is said to be in

danger of falling in the nation's academic ratings, we must

decide if we can afford to be at the top in the athletic

ratings. Maybe we can. But we must ask ourselves the

questions.

And as we are asking these questions we will eventually

get around to dealing with the species of man known as

student-athlete. There are some people who t)elieve that the

species is already extinct.

One of those people is Steve Patterson, former UCLA
l)asketball star. In an interview earlier this year, Steve

said, **It will be different when I'm a professional athlete.

Here I'm a student-athlete. As a professional, t>asketball is

my occupation. Here there's the hypocrisy that says I'm a

student.

"If I ever told the coach that I had a big final and couldn't

play because I had to study, I feel I would find oiit what my
place really is."

Patterson went on to say, *'The way amateur athletes are

so professional, we're not amateur athletes. There's not a

college athlete who is. Its impossible because of the nature

and pressure of the situation. There's a tremendous amount
of psyching involved. You have to feel that to win you have
to kill, you want to humiliate your opponent. The days of

sportsmanship are past. Where to lay the blame is hard. It's

not just the athletic department, but with the fans too. In

order to see excellence they're demanding too much.
They'll patronize schools with bigtime teams. We average

13,000 at home and capacity crowds everywhere. At $4 a

seat in Pauley, and $3 for a cheap seat, that's big business

and you know how the business world is tough . . . We don't

represent UCLA. We don't represent the run-of-the-mill

UCLA student. We were actively recruited and have our

room and board paid for. By the nature of that, we're not

part of the academic community."
If Steve is right, the athletic program at UCLA is a far cry

from creating an environment favorable to the existence of

the species called "student-athlete." Not only is the species

in danger of extinction, but as it dies it threatens tot take

with it the species called 'intramural athlete.' V
The emphasis on winning and being the best team wtth

the t>est players, so noticeable in intercollegiate athletics,

has spread to the students participating in intramurals. As
evidence of this, I offer the words of a student who wrote to

the Daily Bruin earlier this year:

(Continued on Page 8)
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A »,«,r4 K:i<:kPthAll Toach JohH Wooden (l#ft) athletic director J.D. Morgan. AAo .... assumed his

prg^nt position on July L 1^63 and since then UCLA

the UCLA intercollegiate athletic program through

the years, the winner of seven of the last eight NCAA
basketball championships. But tt»e entire in-

tercollegiate athletic program is th^ responsibility of

has risen to tt>e position of one of the l>est, if not THE
best, athletic department in tt»e country. In Morgan's

eight years, UCLA has won 13 NCAA titles, seven

other national championships, and 79 Pac-4 titks.
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Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Girdle

Specialties
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VAltOATEO PAtKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOO BlVD , WESTWOOO VILLAGE
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0. & p. BARBER SHOP

Razor Cuh
Hair Styling

1061 GAYLEYAVE.
Across From Safeway
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No Sweat Foreign Student!
We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

professionol efficiency ... at charges that won't hurt you.
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Athletics and the universk
( Continued from Page 7

)

**Intranniral teams are not for fun l>ecau8e they are controlled by

people who see achievement in terms of taking first place ... I watched

a team, comprised mostly of varsity baseball players, tear apart a dorm

team in the intramural football playoffs recently . . There are tw6

things not to believe about organized sports in America : everyone gets to

play, and everyone has fun . . .1 don't think the fault lies with ourselves

as human beings . . . The fault actually can be found in the idea that

competition is good for us . . . I am prompted to ask *Good for whom?'

. . . There is little provision and even less emphasis for those who cannot

make it to the top on the athletic fields. They are allowed to use the

facilities should no one else happen to be around. I cannot t)elieve that this

competition — the need to make the varsity, as shown by the ease of

which a player can be replaced as you get onto higher levels of com-

petition — is right if you have disregarded those you passed up on the way
. . Are we trying to become physically fit and better persons by simply

having fun, or preserve a deacUy Orwellian tendency to limit our par-

ticipation to being hero-worshippers?"

UCLA has not always been this way. There was actually a time when no

"There are two things not to believe about
organized sport in America: everyone gets to play
and everyone has fun ... J don't think the fault lies

with ourselves as human beings . . . The fault ac-

tually can be found in the idea that competition is

good for us ... I am prompted to ask 'Good for
whom?'

grants-in-aid were offered. Prior to 1956 the University of California had a
philosophy of athletics which emphasized the word amateur. One of the
university's policy statements expressed a belief in **amateur in-

tercollegiate athletics, which they understand to mean that athletes shall

not be paid in money, board or room, or anything else, to come to a
university or to play for it while there."

However, the UC schools soon found themselves at a disadvantage
competitively since the rest of the Pacific Coast Conference members
were giving grant-in-aid money to athletes. On November 30, 1955, the
Student Legislative Council's Athletic Committee reported that it had
studied the arguments in favor of giving grants-in-aid (the dispelling of
public suspicion that the UC athletes were receiving aid under the table,
the putting of the UC schools on an equal competitive level with the other
PCC schools, and the elimination of the need for athletes to take part-time
jobs) and the arguments against giving such unearned aid (that students
might not like to pay for a select few to go to school, that aid is not needed
since the University of California has such a small tuition, and the con-
cept of the amateur athletics would be violated) . The conunittee reported
that, having studied these arguments, it had decided in favor of the
arguments favoring the giving of aid to student-athletes. The University
of California began aiding athletes not long after the committee's report
was issued.

The first step in the direction of extinction had been taken on behalf of
the student-athlete.

The NCAA, which considers itself the watchdog of amateurism in
collegiate athletics, has several rules pertaining to the granting of aid to
athletes which are designed to insure that the athlete is treated in a
manner not unlike the manner in which non-athletes are treated. One
suspects, however, that the NCAA rules are failing in their efforts.
At UCLA, for example, the manner in which the student-athlete obtains

his financial aid differs considerably from the procedures which the non-
athlete must go through.
The NCAA states that "any student-athlete who recievea financial

a$8istance other than that administered by his institution shall not be

Steve Patterson: "It will be diHerent wt»en I'm a professional athlete
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lntercolle*7thletics

a proud recli of success
^CLA, under the department

0(1eighteep Intercollegiate
sports

in the country:

Baseball
~~—

'

Basketball

Crew
Cricket

Cross Country
Fencing
Football

Golf

Gymnastics

Rifle

Rugby

Soccer

Swimr

Tennis

Track

Volleybjil

Water

Wrestliiii

I
late athletics here, sponsors

tost extensive sports program

Since 1929, when UCLA joined

twenty-one (21) NCAA champ.
Tennis: 1950,52,53,54,56,40,61

Basketball: 1964, «5, 67, 68, «!

Track: 1956, 66

Volleyball: 1970, 71 -'

Water Polo: 1969

This puts UCLA in the fifth allj

State, Yale, and Michigan.

-r> ^-f

(A, the Bruins have captured

iition, behind USC, Oklahoma

Additionally, UCLA has replacedBs the dominant power In most
Pac-8 sports, in 1969-70, the BruiiKix of twelve conference cham-
pionships In addition to claimingtcKA titles. Although the Pac-8 All

Sports Cup has been discontinuedMuins won the title in 1965-66, 66-

67, 68-69, and most certainly woulilwon It last year. Since 1963-64,
UCLA has won 29 conference chfthips.

There are presently approxlmatel]

program, with almost 40% of th

from the athletic department.

UCLA athletic department totali

$1.3 million since 1963-64.

ident-athletes under tt>e UCLA
tving financial aid of some sort

[res, tt>e present expenses of the

16 million, an increase of almost

eligible /or intercoWegxaie. comp

of the NCAA constitutional int

by, ' as used in the Constituim ii I

grant-in-aid is 'administer2ih)i\

its regular committees or oihif

and grants-in-aid to students im\
student-athlete yfifho is to receive!

avifard he is to receive. Special

aid or scholarships to student-Qti^U

According to the rules gover

applying for scholarships or other;

lengthy docunient, as many of yo

what the financial aids people

Awards of financial aid depend

amount is based on the need of

Scholarship Service criteria andf^

instructions which determine the 1

out by the financial aids office in I

type of aid ranging from part-time|

to regents' scholarships. It does

good reason.

The pamphlet only covers those
j

the financial aids office. Contrary f

such separatism, the financial

non-athletes, does not admi

certainly do not have the "final 1

According to Don

Acting Director of Finatj

keep score for the athki

the money with us and

people who are to receiy

which they are to receii

like we do in the cases of (

can we? We have no cri

'he rule is fleshed out by O.I. 40^

is: "The phrase 'administered

\ted as follows: A scholarship or

ition if the institution, pirough
)s for awarding of scholarships

IS the final determination of 0ie

and the amount or value of the

ts appointed to award grants-in-

xot meet this requirement.

"

icial aid at UCLA, all students

St fill out an application (a quite

and your parents must submit
(rents' Confidential Statement,
availability of funds, and the

Jt as determined by the College
md University regulations, and

:ific funds. The pamphlet put

\y Hall mentions every possible

lent to federally insured loans
ition athletic grants-in-aid. For

ims actually administered by
rules designed to prevent just

,
which administers all aid to

Jtic grants-in-aid. They most
Uion of the student-athlete who

recently appointed
ids at UCLA, "We just

irtment. They deposit
\they send over lists of
and the amount of aid
^e make no judgments
non-athletes . . . How

is to receive the award and theajor value of the award he is to

[appointed Acting Director of
^re for the athletic department.

' they send over lists of people
aid which they are to receive.

I the case of aid to non-athletes,
iy should get.How can we? We
'^ not based on need. We make
the lists we receive from the

•is enough money in the fund to
»e do. The student-athlete picks
lis completed.

[perteining to athletk; grants-in-
1 aids office has been "score
"s not administer — as I would

roiu. "r !
^P^rfmenT, but with the fans too. In order to see excellenc. tK.v re demanding too much. ... We don't representUC^A Wedont r..

,

ont the run of tt»e mill UCLA student - were actlvelv

receive.

According to Don Brusha.

Financial Aids at UCLA, 'We just I

They deposit the money with us

who are to receive aid and the ar

"We make no judgements, liKe^

on who shall get the aid or ho*

would have no criteria. Athlete I

up the checks based on the intof

athletic department. We ^^^fr^^
cover the checks written, and tw

up his check from us, and the tra

•*t do not know what the specu'^

aid are, but as far as I know

keeping" for a long time But t

define administer — athletic

Rmshas point is well U

our room and board paid for. By me nature of thatwe're not part of the academic community."

than it does about the UCLA a

be for Brusha or other membei

the names and corresponding

absolutely no basis for making 1

grants on a needs only basis, s

yrnore ajxHit the NCAA rules
nient. What point would there
cial aids office to "decide" on

^ athletic aid? He would have
^ntil the NCAA puts athletic

Y^ are con-iHr , ^ now, there

is really no- point in burdening the financial aids office with the book
keepmg for the athletic department.
The point of all this is simple: the student athlete IS treated in a dif-

ferent manner than the non-athlete The very fact that he is recruited is
evidence of that. With the relationship between the student and the in-
stitution starting off on such an unusual note, it is unreasonable to expect
that the relationship could suddenly become normal once the student is
accepted and matriculated.
Another point of divergence between the athlete and non-athlete lies in

the area of tutoring. What other department on our campus Ukes the
personal interest in every detail of academic performance of its mem-
bers taken by the athletic department?
The idea of raising these questions is to move the UCLA conmiunity in

the direction of having a real and meaningful dialog on the role of
athletics in today's University. At UCLA the topic is particularly relevant
since we havef"~~

1) the finest, most successful athletic department in the country, and
2) a chancellor who is interested, as a result of severe budgetary

pressures, in determining what endeavors are peripheral to the
mission of the University.

Some of the more interesting questions which come to mind are : If the
University cannot afford its journalism, speech, teacher training, and
physical education programs can it afford to have such a large athletic
department? Should the chancellor appoint a situation review committee
to study the athleUc program at UCLA in the same detoil and with the

The student-athlete IS treated in a different
manner than the non-athlete. The very fact that he is

recruited is evidence of that Wtih the relationship
between the student and the institution starting off on
such an unusual note, it is unreasonable to expect
that the relationship could suddenly become normal
once the student is accepted and matriculated . . .

same interest with which the departments mentioned atx)ve are being
studied? (There now exists an academic senate committee which is

supposed to serve as a watchdog over the athletic department, but it is

mainly ineffective.)

Or, are these questions generally unpopular with the University

community? Are we so in love — and nearly all of us, including myself,

are in love — with out basketball and football programs that we resent

anyone who would dare raise questions about them? Is it time for a
campus-wide study of what the' mission of the University is (giving the

study a deadline so it doesn't drag on till the 1980's) and then place each
department inside of that perspective? Where can our athletic program
go from here, given that we are on or near the top (both in successes and
in money spent to achieve those successes)?

It seems to me that while the country was asking itself whether or not it

could afford both guns and butter, it may be time that we in the academic
community ask whether or not we can afford both studies and sports at

their present levels.

It may well be that after examining all of these questions that the

community will decide something along the lines of reasoning put forth

by sportswriter Jeff Prugh the other day when he suggested that the

university should sponsor a professional sports team. Prugh suggested

that, "Each person could play three years on the varsity, the same as it is

now. By bringing everything above board, I think you would remove

many of the suspicions and skepticisms."

Underlying Prugh's plan is the idea that universities should give up thf

current sham of the student-athlete. We must make up our minds about

intercollegiate athletics and the species called student-athlete then treat

them accordingly.

Are we so in love—and nearly all of us art in tove—witti our baskett>all

and football programs that we resent anyona who wouM dare r^itm

questions about them?. . • '^^^^^ ""'^^* 'j^ ^.""^^ *^'^^^^J^'
speech, teactier training, and pliysicat education programs can It afford

to have such a large athletic department? . StK)T'^ ^he chancellor

appoint a situation review committee to study tt»e at.ii^.;c program at

UCLA in ttie same detail and with tt>e same mterest with which tttc

departments mentioned above Mre being studied? ...
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CONTACT LENSES
DR. ALFRED R. BECKER adjusted

Qptoma^isf POLISHED

• Westwood Villogo ^0959 Woyburn Avo. GR 9-2111

FIHED
REFITTED

'(P4»d Advertisement)

^i9r9 1% m card trick. S«i«c1 one card, any card. You know v^nat card it I*, but your friend*
dont Let'ssaythecardisSolspadet Then tnr>a9ine the oanneooet like this: YOU Which
of the two colors of the cards, red or black, do you prefer? YOUR FRIEND I prefer
black Y. Of the bfack cards, which of the two. spades or clubs, do you prefer? YF I

prefer clubs Y Of the spades you dont prefer, do you prefer pictures to the numbers, or
the numbers to me pictures? YF I prefer the pictures Y Of the numbers you don't
prefer, do you favor 1 to S cards to A^ to 10 cards, or vice versa? YF I prefer i to 5 cards
Y Do you prefer 1A2 td 3.4*5, or the other way around? YF I prefer \L7. Y Of the 3.4*5
*P«<*«» you dont prefer, -to you t>»^9 a preference for 3*4 or for 5? YF I prefer 5 of
*P*<*«» V (Snowing your friend the card,) Here is your card What does this card "tricK"
remind ydu Of? The lesser of two evils." maybe? Your "freedom of choice," maybe?TH« MACMINCRY Box 37t Mallbo. CatlT f0}«5 ^^ ~~^

n.

> i.i

^Manny's Barbers

When you soy, 'Vofce just a litfle bit off," we take

just a litfle bit off.

1091 1 Kinross Ave.

We hove comprehensive notes on courses offered currently

at UCLA. —*- ' ' r-*
^

We hire T.A.'s and/or Grad students to sit in on courses to

take Ond prepare comprehensive notes which are then repro-

duced and are available for purchase to be used as a study-

°'" 10851 UNDBROOKDR.
(1 BIK. N. WIISHIRE - Vf, BIK. E. WESTWOODI 478-5289

IIV ^f-p
'•^f- •

^i;.:i

I

• % lb. BEEF BURGER
• FRENCH FRIES

• LARGE PEPSI

f We also deliver halt pound burgcMs. % poured hot dcxjs v/ith

I
chile ond tamales, delivered on the hour from 8 pm th'u

Ir I I p.m., Sunday through Thursday, to dornis, frtjts, iororitM? ,,

%i^: IPIVWMWi on compj^ Place order 45 minutes in odvance.

Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

RUTH
FINER
MINTZ

in a poetry reading '

Wednesday, May 26, 8:00 p.m.
/

Sunset Canyon

-'^i"

Recreation Center
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Year-end Wrapup
SPORT

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

BASEBALL

TRACK

SWIMMING

SEASON PAC-8

RECORD CHAMPION
UCLA finish in parentheses

^.5 Stanford (3rd)

2? 1

38 17

WATER POLO

TENNIS

CREW

9-1

7-1

14 2

14-0

4-1

UCLA

use (3rd)

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

^

NAT40NAL
CHAMPION

Nebraska

UCLA

To be determined

To be determined

Indiana (3rd)

UC Irvine (2nd)

To be determined

To be determined

SPORT

GOLF

VOLLEYBALL

WRESTLING

SOCCER

RUGBY

SEASON
RECORD

1210-1

(current)

16-2

68

16-1

22-4

PAC-8

CHAMPION
NATIONAL
CHAMPION

use (4th) To be determitied

SDS (SCVBA champ) UCLA

Washington (3rd) ' Okla. State

St. Louis (2nd)

ff

>/

CROSS-COUNTRY 12

GYMNASTICS 33

Oregon (6th)

California (3rd)

UCLA

Villanova

Iowa State

fjf

:SA:::ftWA:ft::%%¥iWt:?^^

Washington (2nd)

UCLA won five Pac-S crowns in 1970-71, compared to the six conference titles won in 1969-

70. Currently, of course, the Bruins have won two NCAA championships this year and

finished second in both the NCAA water polo and soccer tournaments. The track and tennis,

both have excellent chances to win the national championship in June. Also, the rugby team

has been picked as the national champion this year. .

Finally, of the 17 official NCAA championship tournaments, UCLA will have participated

in 12 of them this year, with the results printed above. Of the tournaments not mentioned

above, Columbia and NYU tied for the NCAA fencing title, Villanova won the NCAA indoor

track and field title, Denver won the NCAA skiing title, and Boston U. won the NCAA ice

hockey title. ^ .. . * .. t

The initial NCAA lacrosse championship is being heW this week also at Hofstra Unlver-

sity. UCLA fields a club team, not a NCAA team, in lacrosse.

:ft:sw*W:%W^ft%%^^
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(orjust abort to be)

\bur Money
^* u>^ss of Living

Vot I I :::t^ ^ RMCIiIng Fmnlly Flnandai Qoait
by B«nfc of America to h«lp you »nd your famity wittt tha i>usln«M of tMng.

DESI6II EN6INEEII
Requires EE ond ME background with

knowledge of microwove theory.

Desire 20 hours/week minimum.

Proficiency in spoken English a must.

Start to $800/nrK>nth

(calculated at $4.62/hour)

Abbottjransistor

laboratories, Inc.

5200 West Jefferson Boulevard

Phone 936-6185 for apfit. .

•quol opporfunity employer
^\

Improv* Qr»(}«s Whil« D«votinc
Tha Sams Amount Of Tim* To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS
Incraa** Your Conc«ntration And Improv*

Your Compr*lMnsion. Study At A Fa*t«r Rata

ELECTRONICAU.Y PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPI>EN

Pl««s« Spocify
• Track Tap«, Cassatta, Or LP Racord

Sand Chack or Money Ordar — 19.95 Each
Includa 75c Handlinc and Postage
^ound Concapts. Inc., — Box 3852

Chartottaavllta, Va. 22902

Bank of America's New Family Financial Planning Guide could be

very helpful to you. Stop in and let us ^\y^ you your firee copy.

Westwood Village Branch

1099 Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles

Phone: AllAlll

SONGWRITER

KRIS

1 V^fl-ft 'nrf**- t^im^- 'm,.

,

«#v
"ME & BOBBY McGEE"
"SUNDAY MORNING COMING DOWN
•HELP ME MAKE IT THRU THE NIGHT"
"FOR THE GOOD TIMF<;"

1

1

m

- 1

Natione4Tnist& Savings Association • Member FDIC

WITH

n r
4**;.

i;i':.

-aUi^a* tpMP"

TTII

i^
THIS THURSDAY ~ MAY 27

ROYCE HALL - ff:JO P.M.
All Tickets S2.00 Reserved

ON SALE NOW TO UCLA STUDENTS. FACULTY & STAFF

KaCKHOFF HALL TICKET OFFICE
presented by

UCLA Student CommiH— for tt>e Arts and ASUCLA Cultural AHaIr* Commiss-on ^
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Collective begging for union

By Sue Berger and Evelyn Stern

DB Editorial

Reg fee
r

The lengthy and complicated report of the University Policies Com-
mission (UPC) registration fee subcommittee proposes important
changes in campus organization which would help UCLA better cope with
budget cuts.

It is in general a well-researched and well-thought out blueprint for

more efficient student programs administration. The five students, one
professor and one administrator have spent hundreds of hours talking

with deans and other administrators.

Unfortunately, it appeared to the committee that most of the deans did
not care about helping them to assign priorities and tighten up services.

Each dean cared only atwut his service and only about running it the way
he intended. '

'^
' "'

Perhaps the main reason for the non co-operation lies in the fact that

the deans had considered their areas sacrosanct and subject to no
systematic review. Such has l)een the case for many year and, we think

no one, not even Chancellor Charles E. Young, expected such a thorough
and far-reaching report.

Here are some of the major changes suggested by the committee

:

— All programming using reg fee money should be under the

jurisdicition of a new vice chancellorial position with a fiscal officer

responsible to that administrator and the subcommittee.
— No deficit be budgeted.
— A "floating staff pool" comprised of staff personnel who would be

moved around in the university according to the fluctuating work load.

The most important of these is that no deficit be funded. It appears that

administrators may decide to go into a deficit and solve the problem
several years from now by raising the registration fee. Steve Halpem,
newly elected Student Legislative Council (SLC) vice president and
subcommittee chairman, sees the most important job of the sub-

committee as stopping any increase in the fee. We agree with Halpem
and urge Chancellor Charles E. Young not to plan a deficit in any
department.

We also urge him to establish the floating staff pool so that staff

members can be retrained or rotated to different areas within the

university, thus avoiding some unnecessary dismissals.

Perhaps our only disagreement — and it is a serious and fundamental

disagreement — is with the subcommittee's recommendation that a

fiscal officer be established at the vice-chancellorial level who has

jurisdiction over all reg fee funds. We agree that ihe tightened lines^^

authority which would result would be more efficient, but the political

implications of such a centralization of power are frightening.

__ Presently two vice chancellors administer reg fees. One of them,

Norman MiUer, vice chancellor for student and campus affairs, is on the

subcommittee. The other, Charles Z. Wilson, vice chancellor for

academic affairs, has been reluctant to assist the subcommittee during

its deliberations. Wilson refused to recognize the implications of Young's

charge to the subcommittee to review spending; He was hostile to the

subcommittee and presented his request for more funds only after much
prodding and, then, in a piece mSk\ fashion.

Not only did Wilson seem to devalue the subcommittee's importance

but other administrators seemed to believe they could go around the body

and deal directly with Young.
For example, J.D. Morgan, director of Intercollegiate Athletics, is

upset about the major changes the subcommittee has proposed for his

operation. Although Morgan refused to comment to the Bruin, it is known

from informed sources, that he wants Young to ignore the proposed

changes.'

The subcommittee has recommended that Morgan not be allowed to

keep a reserve fund and should report to a vice chancellor rather than

directly to Young.
Because intercollegiate athletics is so popular here, Morgan has been

able to acquire a great deal of power over non-athletic activities. It is true

that he has given money to some campus projects. But it is also sadly

true that he lends money to campus organizations and then charges in-

terest. In a sense, Morgan runs an autonomous operation which is

protected from the general budget squeeze. We think the subcommittee

changes will help to draw this department back into the campa^ com-

munity.

Another sensitive area is that of housing. Dean of Housing William

Locklear has expressed his complete disregard for the subcommittee's

plans to cut the number of house advisers from 50 to 12 and the number of

residence advisers from eight to four. He also disagrees with the

suggestion of changing the emphasis from on-campus housing to off-

campus housing.

Ivocklear has not presented any hard data showing that dorm residents

wP"f i\.^^^ ^^.,:^..ns and has adopted an attitude of indifference towards

va iv , » 1

A television newscast recently showed a picture

of the statewide president of CSEA coming out of a

closed-door meeting with Ronald Reagan. They
were patting each other on the back,

congratulating themselves on the "new plan" they

had just established regarding state and
university employees.
And wtiat was this new policy? Well, it has just

been published, and for all UCLA employees and
camp followers of the labor movement here on
campus, Local 2070 gives you the real lowdown on
the "pact."

Provision is made in this deal for a represen-

tative of the governor to meet with represen-

tatives of employee organizations to discuss

matters of salary and employee k)enefits.

Decisions made in such meetings will be written

down and enforced. \^
Doesn't that sound like coffective bargaining to

you? That's exactly what it's meant to do — give

UC employees a false feeUng that they don't need
a union, because supposedly CSEIA has won
collective bargaining for them.

Unfortunately, this agreement has only the

remotest relationship to real collective

bargaining.

Not impartial

First of all, the Governor's representative is

anything but impartial, as would be true with an
arbitrator or mediator in collective bargaining,

union style. He happens to be the Secretary of

Agriculture and Services Agency, Alan Grant,
who also happens to be one of the most con-

servative members of the Board of Regents.

Beautiful — one of our bosses "negotiating" with

us with the uncontrolled power to refuse any
request we make! Who needs it!

If that doesn't get you in the funnybone, try this.

The only matters which can even l)e discussed

with the representative are "(1) the need for an
amount of a general salary adjustment, (2) the

j^
total salary amount of any special inequity salary

2 adjustments, (3) and general employee benefits."

i Excluded
Specifically excluded from this "meet-and-

confer in good faith relationship" are the

following: "Working conditions, merit system and
related matters, such as the examination,

recruitment, hiring, appraisal, training, retention,

promotion, assignment, disciplining or transfer of

employees; directing, deploying, and utilizing the

work force; classification plan and salary

determination for individual classes; mission,

purposes, objectives, and organization of the

State; and facilities, methods, means and num-
bers of personnel required to conduct state

programs."
Incredible, isn't it? They've left out every really

important matter for workers requiring
negotiation These matters are not even open to

discussion or consideration!
^

Facade
The Union will not be fooled by this facade of

collective l>argaining the Governor has insultingly

offered us. It is just another, attempt, like the

useless, impotent Personnel Board that Hitch and
CSEA jointly set up, or the decision to put staff

people on the University Policies Commission, to

assuage the growing tide of unionism on UC
campuses.
They are all meant to give employees a false

feeling ttuit somehow they are being effectively

represented in determining their working con-

ditions, when none of these Ixxiies have any power
or muscle to them whatsoever. They are merely
advisory, and more often than not, their

resolutions are totally ignored.

There is no substitute for collective bargaining,

which means not just consultation and in-

formational exchanges but negotiated settlements

and agreements with an impartial mediator en-

ding in binding contracts on all matters of em-
ployee-employer relationships.

Bragged
CSEA has long bragged about its favored

position in the eyes of the Governor and the UC
Administration and Regents, but the price of this

favoritism is that CSEA is nothing less than a

company union, whose leadership is composed of

management. CSEA is run by, and for,

management, and utilizes collective "t)egging"

rather than striving for respectable collective

"t)argaining."

AFSCME and Local 2Q70 exist because of the

needs of employees for effective representation

when facing the UC-Reagan bureaucracy, and do
not accept the concept that meaningless deals will

fool UCLA employees.

'^^^^ififif^irit^^

Letters to the Editor

Organic garden, anyone?
Editorr—^
How would you like to learn

through experience, save money
and participate in nature? A
UCLA student co-operative

organic flower and vegetable

garden can do these things for

you, if you are willing to do the

work to maintain it.

The idea for such a garden is

derived from a garden project at

UC Santa Cruz, where there is a

four-acre student garden which is

liand-worked^and harvested by
and for students.

It is located on campus as ours

would be and is worked by

students between classes, under

the direction of an ex|;)erienced

gardener. The vegetables and
flowers grown there are given

away to students, especially to

those who work on the garden.

However, the Iwisic reason for

growing the garden is not to

harvest its produce, but rather as

DB Editorial
\^

Elections

• vj irx t 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 V ^

Several important offices are being contested in

the election today. Two slates offer quite different

views of how to run the Community Colleges and the

Los Angeles city schools.

Candidates of the conservative slate are overly

concerned with saving money without due regard for

improving educational quality. They are also pan-

dering to the public's lust for punishing students.

We urge you to vote for people who are not just

economists or educators but men and women who
want to build an educated community, men and
women who represent that community. Therefore we
endorse, Rosalind Wyman, Arthur Bronson, Dr.

Ji. i_W. David Lopez Lee and Peter

the past president of the Santa-
Cruz garden said. "We grow thing

for the joy of doing it.
'

' The garden
puts out thousands of flowers and
hundreds of vegetables every day
free for the concern.

But what is more is that it puts

out a sense of student community,
an opportunity to discover how the

earth nurtures us, and a constant

rediscovery of the joy of life in

caring for people and plants as

they grow and bloom.

Like many good things, the

benefits come from involving

yourself, so that is what this letter

is about we are trying to organize

a student garden here to t)egin in

Septeml)er, and we want to know
if your really interested. Loa
Angeles is very different from
Santa Cruz and so are the UC
campuses in each place. Here the

garden would have to compete
with sports, fine arts and other

entertainment. What we want to

know is would YOU t>e willing to

regularly work two hours a week
to help mamtain a UCLA student

garden?

If you would or if you would like

to know more alx>ut it go to the,

information desk in Ackerman
Union (floor one) where there is a

sign up sheet or call me at 479-

ol

"''!^
3

i

Finally, we agree wholeheartedly with the subcommittee's view that

"departments receiving funds through registration fee sup-

port . . should provide student services, and not services given by

professionals in the area of student services."

Taft for Community College Trustees. We also en-

dorse Janice Bernstein, Georgiana Hardy and Arnett

Hartsfield for the Board of Education.

9649

Michael Bflluomini
Jr., Psychology

:»»^
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/fittprs to the Ed/tor

Wevburnites ' charges refutedbyRA
^ rk^^A ^/^nffAllino flttPmnt to arniIRP hnfrA/l ow

Editor:

I am writing in response to Niall

White's letter (Daily Bruin, May
12). In his letter, White alleged

and implied that, as men's

resident advisor for Weyburn

Hall, 1 submitted a "blacklist"

composed of people whom I

"intensely disliked". According to

White, I
*'.

. . made the list (my)

own personal hate list." (These

claims by White are absolutely

false, and I take exception to their

implication that I acted in a

malicious and petty manner.

Unfortunately, White not only

seems to have been misinformed,

but he has also, for some un-

fathomable reason, misin-

terpreted much of whatever in-

formation he has been supplied.

For example, he claims that D.J.

Kavanagh, general manager of La

Mancha, was *'.
. . clearly

misinformed as to why certain

people had been blacklisted and

excluded from the La Mancha
lottery'*. This statement is not

based on fact. On the contrary,

Kavanagh himself stated on page

one of the May 4 Daily Bruin, "I

don't believe we were
unreasonable in asking thjit

-eertain people be excluded*^.
'^^^'^'

Therefore, he was not, as White

implied, given a list of exchided

persons. Rather, it was Kavanagh
himself, by his own admission,

who decided on such an exclusion

policy. It is at this point in his

letter that White maintains that I

composed a list of people for

v^om I had a personal dislike.

Once""again, his contentions are

based on inaccuracies and
distortions of fact.

1 was instructed by my em-

ployer to cooperate with La

Mancha and the University in any

way possible in order to effect the

smoothest possible relocation of

Weyburn residents. To this end, I

was asked to supply a list of

Weyburn graduate students,

house advisors, and individuals

who had a history of being

troublemakers at Weyburn Hall —
to my way of thinking, all per-

fectly reasonable requests. To

compile a list of troublemakers,

the women's resident advisor and

I merely reviewed those residents

about whom we had received the

most complaints from residents,

house advisors and neighbors. Th^

list, as submitted, totaled nine

persons: six men and three

women.
The implication by White that I

took this situation as an op-

portunity to vent my personal

negative feelings towards certain

persons is insulting and pubUcly

damaging to my record as a

student administrator.

I have requested of White that

he reconsider his untrue claims

against me and cause a retraction

of same to be printed in the Daily

Bruin.

Certainly, the Weyburn Hall

bankruptcy was unfortunate and

ill-timed. I would, however, hope

that unhappy people such as White

would more closely examine the

validity of their information

before laying undue and
damaging blame.

Brian Diiran

Graduate, Music

Requirements
EdiUHr:

Understandably, no university

is going to graduate anybody who

has not met certain course

requirements or who has not

shown a competence to do

university work (whatever that

is).

What I fail to see is why in

genuine situations a graduation

cannot be negoUated. There is no

sensible reason why the "plan" of

the institution must rigidly apply

in all cases, without a legitimate

input from the individual student.

It is not enough to invoke high

arguments about bureaucratic

difficulties or to flatly respond

that what the present system

offers is Hobson's choice. This is

so in all cases only because

serious attention is not given to

exceptional cases; consequently,

meaningful alternatives never

have a real beginning.

It is insensible, silly to the

highest degree, to have students

go on attending unrelated classes

that only waste energy and time,

simply because some precon-

ceived "plan" has already

decided the level of his com-

petence, that is, the criteria by

which he is said to be "educated".

I have seen many brilliant

students, especially black

students, become totally alienated

by and even cynical about the

educational process. These

students invariably take at least

one of four '^options": one, grin

and bear it; two, choose another

area of study; three, complain

like hell and perhaps drop out

eventually; four, do the work with

a loss of incentive and ambition.

There is absolutely no reason

why certain prerequisites,

programs and even diplomas can.

not be negotiated without

necessarily extending the

bureaucracy. Once controlling

interests ar put to rest instead of

being placated there might be

signs of substantive change.

In the absence of better, more

effective input-feed-back

arrangements, higher education

should expect a second wave of

bureaucratic dislocations making

the introduction of black studies

look like a stillbirth.

Royal Johnson

Senior, Undecided

Muhammed Ali

Editor:

Muhammad All is one of the

greatest boxers of all time. The

other day, however, he called the

late Malcolm X a hypocrite.

Shouldn't Ali look at himself?

Muhammad Ali is speaking

throughout the country on racism

and bigotry, yet he is guilty of the

very hatred, racism and bigotry

which he is denouncing.

Ali blamed the ''Jewish

promoters" for the fact that his

fight with Joe FYazier was not

seen on television. Certainly some

of the leading promoters such as

Jack Kent Cook and Andrew G.

Perenchie are not Jewish.

My intent is not to point out that

there were no Jews involved in the

promotion of the fight nor to shift

the blame to other racial or

religious groups. Neither race nor

religion had anything to do with

the matter, but only pure business

considerations and Ali certainly

knew that. In his intellectual

dishonesty Muhammad Ali is

guilty of demagoguery and of

creating nonexisting "facts" to

support a preconceived opinion.

Because of Muhammad All's

attempt to arouse hatred among
blacks against Jews through the

use of mistatements of fact, he has
tainted himself as an irrespon

sible rabble rouser and not fit to

elicit the respect and support of

people who are genuinely
in-

terested in attempting to solve the

racial problems afflicting
this

nation. The problem is difficult

enough to solve based on facts as

they exist without distorting them
and resorting to hes.

Marty Rub
Senior. Political Science

• • •
Today I had the experience of

hearing Muhammed Ali address a

rather large group of students on

campus and was quite impressed

with so much of what he had to say

— until the end when in response

to a question from the audience

asking how many poor people are

able to see him fight, he replied

that if it weren't for the "Jewish"

promoters, poor people could see

him fight.

That comment demeaned the

man, insulted the audience's

intelligence and denegrated an

entire group of people. If he

thought it was a cute thing to say,

it wasn't; and if he thought it was

tirue, it wasn't.

In my judgment a man with his

popularity and charisma owes

more responsibility to his fans, his

friends and himself.

Fred Cowan

Southern Campus

still on sole

KH112
tX-Paid Adwertisemenli.

—
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THIS WEEKEND
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-_ An ALL NEW Program of

UCLA STUDENT FILMS
produced by the Students of the Motion Picture-Television Division,- Department of Theater Arts

THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY - 8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL

Also Next Weekend, Friday-Saturday-Sunday, Jqne 4-5-6
(Same program presented on each date)

, - General Admission, $2,00 ~ STUDENT TICKETS (Su; * U ,.J I" 1~

student tickets now on sale, kerckhoff hall 200 and concert ticket office

Combines efforts of UCLA. Swiss students

Chiapelli coordinates project on Machiavelli
By Ivan Gerson
DB Staff Writer

Fredi Chiappelli, Italian

professor here for the past year

and a half, has begun a unique

international intercollegiate

project.

Chiappelli has UCLA and
University of Lausanne students

in Switzerland combining their

efforts to publish over 6000 official

papers and letters of Florentine

political chancellor and theorist

Niccolo Machiavelli from 1498-

1512.

Support money is in-

tercontinental, too. The project

rceives $25,000 from the Swiss

government, $10,000 from an
American national humanities
grant and $2500 (per year) from
the Italian government.—?*I have brought about a

thousand of these letters on
microfilm to America with me
from the Florence archive.

Almost all the rest of the

documents are on microfilm for

the Lausanne students with whom
we correspond," the 50-year-old

Chiappelli said.

"These letters attest to his

thoughts and experiences.
Machiavelli wrote 'Discourses on
Livy.' The chapter entitled The

Prince' became world famous,"
Chiappelli said.

Discussions

"Machiavelli's importance lies

in his articulate discussions which
reveal the thoughts of Machiavelli
and his time," ChiappeUi ex-
plained.

"He was one of the first men to

scientifically study ttie state as an
organ. He was a practical ob-

server and humantistic scholar
who wanted to show how to run a
political state with the least

amount of effort."

Chiappelli is a Renaissance
scholar bom in Machiavelli 's

place of work, Florence, Italy He

was a full professor at the

University of Lausanne and then
the Dean of the college of arts and
sciences there l)efore coming here
in the fall of 1969.

., He has written over 150 l>ooks

and papers and is one of only 90

men admitted to the prestigious

"Academy of the Crusca," an

Italian honor society founded in

the 16th century. He is one of the

world's foremost Experts on
Machiavelli and was awarded the

"gold medal of culture" by
President Saragat of the Republic
of Italy.

Fredi Chiapelli

Tradition

"My family has had a literary

tradition, too," Chiappelli said.

"My great grandfather was a

historian of medicine. My gralid-

father was a law historian and an
expert on Roman Canon. My
father is a painter and president of

the Art Institute of Florence and
my mother is a fiction writer.

"My colleagues in Switzerland
told me I'd sink in Coca Cola
bottletops if I came here,_but 1

haven't yet!"

Asked to compare European
and American students, Chiapelli

said, "Students in Europe have a

better background before they go
to the universities, but they're dry
and passionless compared to

Americans.

"My students are bright and
believe in what they're doing," he
noted. My research students are
paid for at>out 10 hours of work a

week but they really work 60 hours
with much fidelity and warmth."

Experimental College Schedule

TODAY, JUNE 1, 8

3:30p.in.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7 p.m.
8p.m.
8 p.m.

Integral Yoga Hatha
Pantomime and Guerilla Theatre
Leatherwork Tactotum.Kleenco.

ESP-UFO (June 1 - Royce 166)

ShaktiYoga
Integral Yoga Lifestyles

Upatairs
633 Brooks, Venice
UOkGayleyAve

Haines 38
Arch IMS
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James C. Hitchcock. Jr.. medical entomoiogiit-fUariologiit from

the school of public health here, will present "A Com|i|rehengive

Ecological Approach to the Epidemiology of Filariatla In the

Kingdom of Tonga," from noon-2 p.m. today In Center for Health
Sciences 33-105.

The presentation will demonstrate the Interrelationship of

humans, vector mosquitoes, and parasites to disease — especially

those at risk of the resident human population.

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to th«
Univtrslty of California's policy on non-
discrimination and thortfor* classified
advtrtising service will not be made
available to anyone wtio, in affording
housing to students or offering jobs,
discriminates on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the ASUCLA 4 Daily
Bruin has investigated any of the services
offertd here.

>JEnierlainment y/Help Wanted...^.... 3 ^H«lp Wanted.. 3 ^Htlp Wonfed....... 3

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213-CA 1 AM*. (2-OTR)

CAPABLE and equipped student movers for

apt. Move wanted. Call 274 34*7. (3 M 2t)

ADVERTISINO OFFICES —
KerckhoH Hall 112
Phone: 125-2221

Classified advertising rates
IS words - f 1.S0 day, 5 consecutivt

insertions • IS.OO
Payable in advanct

DEADLINE 10:30a.m.

No telepfione orders

SINGLES MEET SINGLES. Parties and
introductions. FREE membership for Girls.

Noon 7 :30 PM. TWC, 654 2200. (2QTR)

BIG Opportunity. Profits plus bonus. No
investment. Full/par* time. Own hours. J^l-

7001,479 0401,839 1404. — (3M2t)

SERVICES Unlimited will ttave summer
iobs to offer well into June call 475-9S31. (3M
20)

GIRL, good appearance. It. housework, own
apt. on beach, good salary, expenses. 392-
42S9, call cottect. ( 3 M 2S)

GIRL student for house /laundry work. Four
hoursa week Near campus 4733397. (3M
2S)

FOUR days left to get a summer job. Call

Services Unlimited now 47S 9S2I. (SM2S)

COUPLESCLUB
YOUNG waitress for Hamburger Cottage,

Venice and Centinella. Dally 1V-3 P-"* Call

LA.

VAnnouncements

WANTEb Volunteers - Valley Area. Bridge:
A Way Across, Inc., a social-recreation-help
center for young people, some group ex
penence, an knowledge of drug abuse
problems helpful. Attitude more important
than age. Interested in r-warding ex-
perience, contact BRIDGE. 4210 W.
Magnolia, Burbank 043 7444. (AM 20)

's most unique, exciting club
for fun-ioving people.

Weekend parties till dawn

!

Limited number Special Student
memberships with verification.

For Brochure call /write.

Box 219S Seal Beach
CA 90740

(213)594-4043
»<i«^H<«^MI^^MM^Mt^^MMI^Mi^W»^i»««^M«^MM

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. Mermosa Motel.

Telephone Avalon, 747 Box 644, Avalon,

Bill. 390 2130. (3M20)

ECOLOGY minded? Want to earn money

T

Become a Shaklee Distributor. No in-

vestment needed Mrs. Roman. 904-1375.(3 M
20)

MALE-Part time liquor store stock.cTerh,-
permanent. Start t3 30/hr Tues., Thurt. Sat.
4 11 p.m. or Mon , Wed., Fri. 4-11 p.m.
Jerry's Liquor Stores 3933 S.M. Blvd., Santa
Monica 020 4431 Mon.Fri., a.m. -4 p.m. No
long hair or beards. (3M20)

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience

necessary, top wages. S410 Wilshire. Suite

221. Mon. /Tues. 12-4. (3M20)

90704 (2QTR)

If.^ G'WLS 5'9" to 7'0". VOLLEYBALL
''UN. Learn competition. Coed. Now,
summer. CALL 394 7215 TODAY. (AM 20)

GIRLS wanted to enter "Mtss Beverly Mills"
Contest for Miss World. Call "Sports Page".
•S^OOO. (AM 20)

SOClCTV for Individual liberty meeting
May 20 7:30 p.m. 1125 Barry. Speaker. Party
^^•4122. (AM 25)

CONCERNED Students: Do you care about
the security of Jewish and other minority
groups? With a small pfforl, each of us can
^elp. Call 664 )000 (AM 35)

rsonal , I

Y Help Wonted 3

SELL IN YOUR MOME TOWN • ,

SUMMER (ANYWMERE USA.)
Make S1,000/t3,000 more, selling paper,

toner (wholesale) for copying machines,

supplies for hardware stores, electricians,

plumers. Sporting goods, ski equipment,

lurn , etc. Phone Gardena Office for appt

Will furnish materials and tram before

returning home for summer Year round full

time iobs available Act at once

JOHN ASHLEY.
(213) 7700027

COLLEGE Student June Sept. full time
work Scholarship available. $95 p9r <veek.

404 9200. (3M20)

RUSSIAN LANOUAOE SPECIALIST
Work in La Jolla for 1-2 monttts with
possibility of full-time employment at a later
date. Preferably Russian- born or a fluent
knowledge of the language. Challenging:
Must be able to work witftout supervision.
Small oHice: good salary.

LATSEC. INC..
7052 Ivanhoe Ave., P.O. Box 1920

La Jolla, Calif 92037
(714) 459-670C

PARKING Attendants for special events.
$1 75 to start Phone John Naderi, 457 2420. (3
M 70)

CHILD Care: TLC. 2 Studio City. Top pay.
Live in/out. Our/your car. 05«-7«5S. ( 3 M 20)

GIRL light housework,
$1*75 hr, after S, 473 4837

3 biks campus,
(3M36)

Youare just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
'"Ubb Miss you much Love, Italian. 1 1 w
7S»

^HMIPNOFF I love you. Yoo leavi me
breathless Please be mine The Brute ( i M

STUDENTS %7 for one hour or less

psychology experiment Group Interaction
Game FH 4540. ( 3 M 20)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

- TONY GIRL S. INC —J-
545 per month while helping others.

Come in to 100) Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 470 0051 9 00 AM 1 00 PM daily

BUSINESS opportunity full or part time.
Like to walk, talk, make ntoney? Contact
Steve Adams, 020-2970 after 4 p.m. ()M2t>

TYPIST HOSTESS Prominent developer
has full time opening working in large
residential community. Duties include a
large amount of walking while showing
apartments Recent graduate with some
college preferred. Call 477-4003. ( 3 M 20)

GIRL: Housework/some ironing 3hrs. each
weekday, start June )st, near campus.
t2.50/hr Eves .473 1725 (3M37)

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience
necessary, top wages, call AF PA 935-4055. (

3

V^ 20)

PERSONALITY Test Bring close friend.

FH 3500 9 2 30 2 hrs credit or 52 50 ea
U

STUDENTS* TEACHERS
APPLY EARLY!

Tgirl
IS Headquarters for

Summer Employment

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES

SWITCHBOARDOPRS
Other Office Skills Experienced

T gtrl

LOS ANGELES
1345 Wijshire near Catalma 304 1700

WEST LOS ANGELES
12121 Wilshire near Bundy 1}^ ^^^i

ORANGE COUNTY
7 700 W

SUMMER Driving 2 afternoons/week.
t3.50/hr Good riving record required. OR 2-

77$t
.

(3M27)

GIRL, part time housework, child care,
permanent, live in or out Walk campus. 474-

3953.372 7233. ()M27)
•— ~"'~'

.e ' " Aim *

EXPERIENCED mother's helper for
summer 4 children under 7 Must drive,
swim Prefer live in S200/mo 454-4241. (3M
20)

CAREER opportunities for college girls

recent grads m PR work with architects. No
selling nor stenography Apply tn person.
7931 W Ird St , Los Angeles (1M25)

ORGAN IGO Inc, Distributers finest quality
n»1ur»t foods plus food supplements, offers
full/part time iobs Substantial earning
potential Alan Yahr 020 0116,020 5447 (3M
20)

GIRLS, freshmen, sophomores, *2 For one
hour psychology experiment Call 391 4420

eves , come FH 2329 days. (3M20)

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

(Parttimea Fuit time)
Earn to
t)500

Base

Commission

CALL

RICH WESSMAN

427.3I5]

m

liM

1416 Westwood Blvd.

474 631$

Mom stj ano t u/m ~ -i^i
TORRANCE SO BAY AIRPORT
H6I6S Hawthorne at Imp 679 2261

S F VALLEY
15445 Ventura nr Sepulveda tt6 7331

trf-
(Continued on Paf^e 14)
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
>/ Help Wanted. 3 ^ For Sale. 10 >/ Servkes OHered........ M ^^"^''j-

13

SUMMER jobs (or coli.9« men Earn fX,Mt

for the iummer d««lin9 witfi Vl>«it girll.

Phone 440 2420 betwvM 1^ pm. for pwu>n»l

interview. (3M2I)

STUDENTS. Make g"**" "••fv p4u5 bonus

doing pleasant phone ¥iforli from $-10 PM..

daily For imntMliato work c«U3t)*ftU.()M

^*L : {

PART-TIME Teaching- Required : Male,
over 21, car, 2 yrs. college. Bonefitt wMlg
training. Start, S4 per teaching tM>ur. Phone
E.I.R.,l3«S000or 272 1722. (3M2a)

FEMALES needed for Psychology ex-
periment. 2 sessions total 1 1/4 hrt. il. 193-

4945. No psych students (1M2I)

^NiisceHaneous •••••••••••••a

FREE to good home: 2 noutcred cats. Vory
affectionate, lyr. old. •M-7gt7evot. (SMlt)

LOVABLE kittons noed homes. Black bluo

eyed part Siamese, house brok*n. 7 wkt. old.

Eves, 477 4410. (SM27)

FREE kittens to caring homes. 274^1S3 or

2713$1f ( M»)

LOHR'S Wilderness Survival School. »50 for

10 day session in High Siorras. Box 14t33,.

LA, 90034. (M25)

NEED garage w/door for VW for summer.
Nancy: Royce 214 or Iv.msg.XSltSS. <SM
21)

y For Reni. •••••••••••••••••

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
NeighlKM-s lor house/apt. info. 2t4-229t;

wknds, J?J $17S. (70TR>

.jf Ridos IVQii^od........—••••

COUPLE neods ride East (or Florida)-end of
garter, en. Share expensos. Mary Jo. t2S-
4714, Ben, I2S-40M. (9M2i)

SUMMER -Oominguet Carson Compfon aroa
9 o'clock class will drive your house contact

beforehand. 3»-S2)3. (9M2t)

NEED ride to NY-Early
penses. Call Larry. 79S'g4tl.

Sliaro ox- V
(tM2*l

COUPLE needs ride East (or Florida)-«nd
or quarter, on. Share expensos. Mary Jo, I2S-

4734, Ben, t2S-4Oa0. (fM2t)

Y For Sale. •••••••••••••0 10

WOMEN'S Liberation: Books, stattonorY,
posters, etc. Sond for brochure: Women's
Heritage Series, PO Box 3214, Santa Monica.
Ca.V0401. (lOMlt)

USED pre-rocordod cassottos. Like new. Top
groups. t2.S0oa.27f-1341. ' (\0M2t)

AKAI Stereo outfit. The bost from Japan
New $2000, only three weeks old. Must soli
Best offer. 9tS-432I ext. 2494. ( 10 M 2t)

STEREO $7S Garrard record changor.
Raleigh AM/FM MPX recolvor. Speakers.
Alex. 474-4094 morning-evos. (10M2I)>

SALE tank (iust bydrostatod), backpack.
regulator, sea-viow gauge. SISO. nt-ltS?
after 7 p.m. (ltM2l)

YORKSHIRE Terrier, male, AKC. Needs
home-house, yard would be best. 47t-S43S
eves. Best offer . < !•M U)

NAVAL Service after graduationr Oood
quality used oNlcer uniforms. Cheap, siie
MR B we4 .. 4yg.WM. (ItMaTl

CINE Dept. Special Botox P-1 Zoom
camera Reg. • fade in-owt. lap dissolve,
infinite speeds. i12S. Case * ace. Mt-44«1. ( lo
M 24)

QUALITY Modern furniture. Bed, living and
diAing rooms. 1 yr . oM, 1/2 price. If4-Ntt. ( It
QTR)

MASTERWORK - Stereo It watts, Qmrvr^
changer never used, S9S, Solldstate
taperecorder. $30 ; 397-1372 or 47t- 2019. (10
QTR)

CLASSICAL GUITAR. Ariel 1 month oM,
must sell immediatelv t7f witti case. CaU
47t.9SS9. (II QTR}

ESTEY (U.S.) Studio piano. Excel, cond.
tStO. Call betw. 4-7 p.m. 39»-S9t7. (lOQTR)

PANASONIC Portable Stereo AM/FM radio.
seperate speakers, turntable • like new. Best
oHor. 471-4040. (10 QTR)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattern now for
summer delivery and save

2s%tosg%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD..
19S So. BeveHy Dr.
•everty Hills. Calif.

Mon.Sat. I0:00-S:00 CR3-«S24

ir SAILBOAT, sleeps l.dacron sails. 3 N-
POB, dinghy, trailer, mooring, extras.
t1700/offer. S4S-4307. ( 10M 2t)

WET suH . t4Q. safety vest,tig, 14 lb. wt.
boN.tiO, ether accessories. Dave. 473-
H*^ (10M20)

SOLUTION to pollution. Buy Basic-H and
other household Shaklee products. Contact
Nancy Stein. 710-1 3S0. (10M2S)

RARE Abyssinian kittens-top sl«ow »n4
breeding quality. StrlkingI CFA Registered.'
S7S-t12S. Gail,321-S479. (10M20>

MUST sell piano II 2S. twin beds-MS. dinette
set ; bookcase ;dresser.lamps etc. 024-
74IS. (10M2t)

STERBO-2 speakers, AM/FM radio, turn
table. XInt. cond. MO/best offer Call
Midiaol. 124-1200. (10M2tI

CONTRARY to popular belief: Lewd stereo
music will not causp wsrt^ to grew en your*,

earlobes t( al heed-
plMM»«% li»l 1 '.w ..u A ^..u . • . ^.,.. nAlwA«*«r
t.' ow S2 V rn

speakers S44 Special deal on Scotch
cassettes. 019-2214 aHer 1 PM. (10M2S)

BICYCLE (yr old) 13$, Sony TV, XInt., $7S
Sony radio AAA/FM/SW,i40. Hiroshi, 024-
2094. (I0M2I)

APARTMENT and/or house burglar and fire

alarms, inexpensive. Call Tony. 21S-1171

(Also need more sales reps. M or F). (lOM
20)

^OOKSON BUDDHISM
for furttter information and

free catalogue
Write to

The Buddhist Bookstore
I7l0 0ctavia Street
San Francisco
California 94109

AMPEX model I4S0 tapedeck. auto
ttireading. pew S300. XInt cond. S13S. 30 day
guarantee 473-324S Ernie. ( it QTR /

NEW I track tiome cartridge player. Best
oHer.479-S900. (10M2t)

SALE: Waterbed. autoharp. TV, antique
Singer, silver/turquoise iewelry, velvet

patchwork coat, ettiers. 392-0410 after 4:M
PM. (10M27)

DREXEL bedroom furniture: twin head-
boards, double dresser, mirror, one night-

stand. Perfect. 472^040 eves. ( 10 M 24)

MUST sell light fixture tiO. Dinette set t40.

Bicycles, old sofa, card table - cliairs. 473-

0790. ( 10 M 2S)

DIAMOND wedding ring set l/4tfi carat.
Linda 035 2901 ext. 40. 473-9032, (10M

COMPLETE apt .'P furniture: sofa,
dining room set, rug« bureau drawers, misc.
Call 477 7911. (10M24)

ELECTRIC Gibson guitar, like new. Red
color. Model 130, 112S. Call after 4 PM. 390-

7230 (10M24>

EUROPE: 2 tickets. Leave 4/ IS, return 1/ IS.

recognized charter. Unable to go. must sell,

discount. 391-4132. evenings. (I0M2S)

CROWN Acoustic guitar-must sell brand
new, perfect cond; $100/best offer. 473-S109,
Dave. (10M2t>

ja_

STUDENT Must sell - Legitimate Alpaca
rugs New Also Peruvian Indian biankets.
Call 074 3774 anytinrte. (10 M 26)

CAPITOL Recording tape. Cassettes: C3t-
StC; C40^0C; C90 91c ; C1Jt-1.19 ea. Car-
tridges (Otr ) 32 min 9SC;«linin-99c. tO min-
l.lt ea )0V Discount «m Ten or More.
Distributorships available. L.D.C. Do^.
BR , P.O. Box S2S San Fernando, Calif. 91340.
We Pay Postage ( ioM 2S)

PHONO turntable. Pioneer PL 41 w/cart..
base, dust cover. Excellent condition. S149.

449 00S9 aHer 4 PM (10M2S)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record changer, list SS49. Asking S29S
new in boxes. 723-S43S or 2U-t970. (10M20)

MAKE ^tra cash. WalleH, cassette/ca«ef<
recording tape, tote bags • Direct from local
manufacturer. 478 33S4. ( 10M 2S)

14 mm. SOUND Projector. Bell and Howell.
i7S. 394-4040. keep trying. (10M2t)

SONY S30 $135, Mercury cassette deck S3t
Lyie guitar $40, '47 l4onda 140 $225. 473-
t149. (10M2t)

2 LOVE seats, down-filled original, cost
$1100, sell both for $190. OL 3-4009. (10M27)

FISHER stereo sy«)em, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record chang r. List $549. Asking $29S
new in boxes. 723-5435 or 203-0970. ( 10 M 20)

COMPLETE stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM, Aquarius speakers, BSR record
changer. List $300,sell $145. H9vr used.
Orea t sound 721-0207, X10M2BX-

FAIRCHILD sound camera. Reg witti
original equipment. $70. 030-4401, must
»^l- (10iM2S)

SAVE UP TO $400

on your new M/Cycle and tour Europe! Buy
new BSA.TRIUMPH, NORTON, TAX FREE
from one of England's oldest dealers •

EST: SO years.

Huge stock too of guaranteed used models at
England's lowest prices,

F«tl Insurance for Europe B Shipment bbck
to U.S.A. arranged - or we guarantee re-
purchase.

WriH now for full details:

GEORGE CLARKE (MOTORS) LIMITED
274-270 BRIXTON HILL

LONDON. S.W.2. ENGLAND
Tel: 01-474 3311.

>/ Services Offered........ M
DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES are
experienced information specialists wtto will

give personal attention to your literature

search, document retrieval or state-of-ttte-

art survey. Also, abstracting, indexing and
manuscript assistance. 477-4044. ( 1 1 M 27)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
073-5015. 701 5527 eves. 703-3S09. (11 QTR)

SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
refease all material ever studied. 474-3350
Daily- l-4p.m. (llM2t)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students
or employees. Robert Rhee. 039-7270, §70-

9793. (11 QTR)

TELEVISION rental. All ntodels, special
UCLA rates Free delivery, free service. 24
hrphc*'*, 274 9119. (11 QTR)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Ttieses A Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING

ELECTROLYSIS, unwanted facial and
bodyhair permanently removed. Prf
consultation LuCia RE. 10921 Wilshir*

(corner Westwood Blvd.) 477-2193 Mon.,

Wed, Fri,Sat (11M25)

NEED help moving North in June? Call

John, 304-7044. Leave your number. ( 11 M 27)

LICENSED day care for your child in my
home. 474-0472 or474-02«S. ( 1 1 M 24)

GERMAN translations: Austrian native

speaker needs translating jobs. All fields.

Price negotiable. Hans Daurer - 475-5171. (11

i M 25)

* PHOTOGRAPHY: Wedding? Portraits for

Mom? Trying to escape from stuffy studio

photos? Call Art 470- 1990. (11 QTR )

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services 020 S. Robertson Blvd.

457-4390. VQTR)

SURFING lessons-Fair price don't miss out
on summer fun. Call Eddie, 394-1321. (11 M
20)

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

'>TR)

CONGA drumming lessons in summer.
Elementary/Intermediate. Call Steve, 024-

2400 Best after 7 :15 P.M. (11 QTR)

$7 TOTAL PEE
1 Page 50 copies

(25 Additional copies
With this Ad)

Westwood Resume
l245Giendon.WestLA
(iblk.E. of Westwood,
1/2blk.S.of Wilshire)

475-5203

PAINTING this summer? Hire UCLA
students. Quality work. Exp. Refs. Call

Marty. 479-9049. 395-2M2. (11M20)

_THE GROUP CENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

EachTues. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.

r

Gen. adm. $3.00 - Students $2.00

Call 454 3030

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD., 47S 3570. (11 QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-2225...ASK FOR BOB (11 QTR)

y JraveL 13

SEAT on Charter. NY - London - NY, June
23-Sept. 3. $170 or best oHer. 599-1004. (13M
27) __^_^
TRAVELIN' man wants companion to see
US & Canada. Gary, 192 7142, 021-4101. ( 13 M
20)

OUR 10th YEAR
of Reliable Charter Flights

1 student travel service

EUROPE $249 R.T.

LA/LONDON - AMSTERDAM/LA

to June IS/Sept. 15 S 209
t9 June 20/Sept. 7 . S 240
90 June 25/Aug. 24 S 249
94 Aug. 24/Sept. 24 $ 249
91 Sept. 2 one way to AM

S

$134

Immediate ticketing for discount flights
London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52. to
-Nairobi $150, to Bomt»ay $i$o. Large
discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof. P Bentter UCLA 277-S2tO or
079-3111 c/o Sierra Travel Inc., 9t75 Santa
Monica B. Beverly HilH.

120 3-masted schooner. Contact: Schooner
Sofia, Box 332. Tiburon, Calif. (415)ST^
** '

(13M2tJ

LA LONDON 4/4/71. and London-LA 4/24/71
One way charter tickets. Must sell im-
mediately, separately/together. 394-3449
*^** _ (13M27)

WAy"to fXI!V'^*''^ NTEo,"^e"7>„l

Y

r^wl SJ? Europe: weeks. countries.
$109$. Europe: 4 weeks. 4 countries $7i«
Israel Europe: ll weeks, $1195. jj^n *iweeks, $1011 EXPERIMFmtc ••!
TRAVELLING, 42MOveru5i^"vI' CulvJJCity, (213) 039.5247. (13 QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPEEUROPE A MIDDLE EAffFtriHTS
I n^mediate ticketing- Intra Europe fitsStudent Rail-p.,, j months SiToO

student grants on car purchase
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
«1509 Ventura Blvd SuS C ^
Sherman Oalts, Calif 9i4ei

•72-2203 or 704-1477

EUROPE. »J252I$ also Israel, Japon
BuT'Vl ''•Ji:i'»*'»»-

E.S.E.P.*^t217*KC:

memi,ers ^^ *""^' 6SEP-UCLA
"•" (11QTRK

DRIVE IN EUROPE
student Discounts on OverseasCar Delivery! All European

1O07

jENT
RTER FLI<

ym

LOS AhGELES/LOHPOW/LOS AWCgEIf

Depart Return Weeks Coat

1

2

3

4

5«

6
7

8

June 15 Aug 15 9

June 19 Aug 15 8

June 24 Aug 22 9

June 24 Sep 5 11
June 27 Sep 13 12
* ijv/London/Ansterdan
July 1 Sep 3 9

Aug 17 Sep 19 4

Sep 5 Oct 3 4

ONE WAY FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

$275
$275
$275
$275
$275

$275
$260
$258

2E June 14—LA/London $148
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/Madrid/Fr«nK $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London $123
5E Sep 12—LA/London $123

J ONE WAY FLIGHTS FROM EUROPE

IW June 14—Ansterdam/LA $139
2W Aug 8 —London/LA $139
3W Sep 16 --London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
ea^loyees. extension and Alumni
Meabers dIus innediate faniliea.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL - EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
jl We're Open On Saturday

T TXTTSTUDENT TR^TKL*UINXCHARTER fOoHTB-
1007 broartoo,wt i¥Ood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN WESTWOOD. BROXTON AT WBYBURH-

FABULOUS LONDON BARGAIN! Own
charter, ioin us at University of London - full

week, 22-28 July. Single room, full breakfast,
dinner, three great walking tours. Rest of
time yours! Only Mf .SO total. Limited room
supply. Hurry. (213) 84S-1171 eves. (13M24)

SttiANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam • L.A.

Junci 14 Sept. IS 13 Weeks S2f$
June 24-Sept. S 10 Weeks S28S
June 23-Sept. i: 1 1 Weeks S29S
July 1-Aug.24 8 Weeks $2W
July 7 Aug. 28 8 Weeks t2fS
Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam <t35

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 83t-2401.
3verland Ave.. Dept. A. Culver City.

4241

NOW!!!! UCLA'S own student travel-study-
overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Office, Kerckhoff Hall 304. International
Student 10 Cards issued here every Thur*
sday i0a.m.-2p.m.XS7434. (IJM '>

A AIS FLIGHTS
Jet N.Y. - Europe best prices

immcd. issue int. i D Card 4 ticketing
SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
•India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 10S, Dept. UC
90S4 Santa Monica
LA 900«t. 274^42 "

New York One Way 6/18,$79
' » I

EUROPE - Discount flights. Also Israel.
Africa. India. 40% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact
EASC. 323 N.. Beveryly Dr.. Bev. Hills, Ca.
»0210.274-42»>. <nQTR)>
LOOKING for a travelin« cempanlonr.
Hawaii or Mexico, any two weeks in August.
Sutanne. 472-S203. (13M2t)

ASUCLA
QFfICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -mi
An official Charter Flight

Operation Authoriied A Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

LA>lONOOI^^lONOON.LA.
Fh. Dop Rot. V«s. Price
••a 6/21 8/28 10 S275
si 6/22 8/16 8 $275
••4

6/23 8/28 9 $275*4 6/24 8/22 8 $275••7
6/27 9/6 10 $275

••8 6/29 9/10 10 $275*•»
7/1 9/3 9 $275

•*io 7/11 8/9 4 $275
••11

7/14 8/31 7 $275
12 •

8/a 9/8 4 $275
••I4-. 9/4 9/27 3 t27S
••18 7/14 t/is 4 U7S

ONi-^ikYLA.. LONDON
Fh. D«P
••$ 6/24 $150

ONtmy lONDOf4.LA
Fh. lot. Prko
IS 9/9 $150

*• WAITLIST ONLY
Available only to bonaflde membars •• t^

tai R»fefcB6ff Hall . girt. SH I S

Hours: liOOa.m.toStMp.m.

!y.,: '^'pp'^q •"<« ">^ «»«•
insurance Call lor student

"ving; 274 4454 UC

V JraveL

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the SJ5 Youth Pass IS days unlimiti>rt
travel (ages 15 thru 22). Also

"""""**<« ^W
140. IS days
SSS. 21 days.
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. S40 giw^
you 1000 miles and S40 ISOO miles of r.V^
travel. Contact your travel agent oV r!
British Rail 424-S14f .

*
J ,$ q^J'

EUROPE • Israel. One way<^v...wb .>. .vi. vii« way round trin
student travel discounts. SOFA mtp
European student charter flights Contar.
ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., #4 i a o!iV.
824 S449.

d - #4. LA, 9004)

y Tutoring...•••.•.•••....i,,,,,,. 14

EXPERT tutoring in Math/f»hysics by qrad
»tudent with MS in Physics. 824-491 1 ( u m
24)

V "iv^

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Expenenced Univ. Prof. Positive results anyexam. Easy conversational method (tnaii
473-2492. (,4 QTR,

MATH GRADUATE record examination
preparation. Private tutoring — intensive
SS/ttr. NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397-

'"5. (14M2I)

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. Hign
school, undergraduate, graduate. Several
years teaching experience. Reasonable 39i.
2**3 (14M2I)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.
LSAT, etc. Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson, 4S7-

4390. (14QTR)

^Typing 15

TYPING. editing. footnoting, bibliographies,

-of ttteses, term papers, resumes, etc. by
former UCLA librarian. 278-7148. ( ISM 2f)

TYPING. Professional standards.!
Reasonable. Pick up and deliver USC area.
747 1871. (1SM2S)

VILLAGE Typist -. IBM Selectric. Term
papers, dissertations, theses. Fast, ac
curate.1101 Gayley. Westwood. 473-8127, g«4-

7475. (15M28)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric.
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice, 397-330*. (15QTR)

PROFESSIONAL DiSSERTATIOK
EDITING, GUIDANCE. IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES. 479

8144,477-4382. (IS QTR)

TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math & technical typing.
Accurate, rapid service. 741-SS80. ( IS QTR)

WATTS Secretarial Service - (213) 299-313S
4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specialiiing
in theses, essays, manuscripts. ( IS

QTR)^ ^-.~ -- - -

PROFESSIONAL typing, term pajMfrs,
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near
campus. Call Esther 824-7*91. (15 QTR)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Fast

service. Call GR 2-8421. (ISM 21)

TYPING Editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM Selectric. Eng. grads,

! Nancy, 472-4143; Kay, 824-7472. (ISM 27)

LOW RATES. Manuscripts, dissertations,
term papers, etc. IBM electric. Call Diane.
398 4344 after 5:00. (ISM 25)

EDITH - IBM - Term papers, dissertations,
tape transcription, etc. Accurate, fast. Pick-

up and delivery. 933-2993. (ISM 25)

CAMPUS vicinity - 2 blocks away. Papers,
theses, dissertations. Fast, accurate, neat.

Experienced. Tom •473-OOM^ OSJ^USL

PAPERS, letters, theses. Experienced. Call

399-0414 weeknights *-9.mornings 8-12 (Sat.-

Tues.) (15M28)

RUTH - theses, term papers, manuscripts.

Experienced. Wkends, daily S-9, 828-1 142. (IS

OTPt

IBM Executive and Selectric typewriter-

's.. .Experienced... Fast, accurate work...-

Pleasecall...394-829S. (15M28)

PROFESSIONAL typing, all reports:

Theses, legal, medical, psych., engineering,

etc. Stenorette, cassette transcribing. Some
optional pickup /del. Mayfteld Services. 340

0333. '^ •^ (ISM 25)

V Wanted.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 16

EXPERTISE needed in thesis material

organiiation. Liberal Arts. MA or PhD
preferred. 4S1-1934. (14M28)

WANTED: European cassette recorder

Small Honda motorcycle. Quality stereo

tuner and speaker. Cash or will trade

automatic pftone answering device. 478-

7$88. (UM2jj^

share. Own
., 825 4741

(14M26)

SEEK canyon or beach place to
' room. Laissei-faire. Steve. 479-4

(message)

a Kerchkhoff Hall lOs D
Betweenia m.BSpm

825 1221

TERM Paper on Contemporary Black Jan
artist. Name your price. After 3 PM. 735

851*. (UM24)

^ Apfs. - Furnished. '7
- —

BEACH Apt. Deluxe single, separatt

dressing area. Balcony, utilities paid. »i*5-

277 SS48. 399-41 S3. (17M2*)

»24$ LARGE Furn. apt. near UCLA 1 bdrm.,

den. pool. 1)444 Chenault,472-*84S. (17M28)

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES fC^
COM.2, 1/BDRM.APTS.. 3. 1/BDRM. AND
OEN; 4. AIR COND. BLOCK CAMPUS'
POOLS, SUNDECKS.GARAGES. 425*41
LANOFAIR 479 5404 (17M28)

1 and 2 BedroomS/ furnished or

unfurnished. j<^^ '/<>'' V^^*'
'^^^""f

living. Heated pool, private pa*»0'

UCLA DaUy Bruin Classified Ads
^Apts. - Furnished....... 17 ^Aph.h Share 19 >/ For Sub-lease

ONE Bdrm duplex, yard. A garage. S1S0
sublet in Santa Monica. CjH 828-0120
anytime. (17M28)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TOSHARE-$50
Dd^oaila now l^r summer/fall

MRS. KAY • GR3-1788, GR3-0524
i«^^^^dg4l^n^|^B8^^^feil^P^^fll^l(tl8^HI^'HHV4Bi^vt^^^MB4B

ONE Bdrm. UCLA Married Students
Housing sublet $90, utilities included. June
21 Aug 28. 397 4932. (17M28)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn. apts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.
Rents $175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool-Subterranean garage-Elevator
Private patios A balconies-ocean view

Walk to beach - Near Freeway.
2002 Fourth St.. SM 3^2-5573
2045 Fourth St., SM 392-5^54
2311 Fourth St.. SM 392 5484

mtm^H*^mn^fm*t^emm^^m^^t-^mntmm>*mmtn^^ttt^m

1 BEDROOM S135. 1 BEDROOM $120.
Utilities included. Please call Mrs. Sugihara
at 839 4880. (17M25)

" campuTtowers
BACHELORS- SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL- PATIO
~ f>«pdeils now for sommor/foll

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard
Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

$110 - 11$. Furnished singles. Carpets,
drapes, pool. Near UCLA transportation.
1402 Pontius. 273-8351. 473-1535. ( 17 M 25)

GLENFAIRTERRACE
Singles A 1 Bedrooms

Pool, sundeck & laundry
Walk to UCLA & Westwood

Reserve now-reduced summer rates
540 Glenrock A 543 Landfair

1 BDRM. $148. modern, attractive. xInt.
WLA location. Responsible adults. Also 1

summer sublet. EX 5-0340. (17M28)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK" r\—.=

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR)

-^ -r^
$1S0. 1 bedroom, redecorated, goo<i
peting, drapes, also unfurnished. Pool,
parking, shopping, nice area. 839-3272. ( 17 M
28) ——

^

^'^^'^^alktouclX^'^"^^
spacious - modern
bachelors-singles-

bedrooms
reducedsummer rates
Reservations for Fall accepted
OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477-8990

1 BDRM, walk campus, $145, quiet, parking,
good furnishings, newly painted, 473-9430
eves. (17M28)

LARGE, quiet 1 bdrm. apt., 1 bk from
campus, available June 15, 479-0821. ( 17 M
28)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg.. maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479-8144 (17 QTR)

WALK UCLA Village. Quiet, secluded,
fireplace. 2 Bedrooms $250, spacious singles
$140-155, room $80. 473-02P1. (17M28)

433 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Cannpus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter
473-6412

BEACH Apt. - 3 bedroom, 2 baths, fireplace,
wet bar. c/d, dishwasher, $335. 277 5548, 399-
4153. (17M24)

^Aph.-Unhrnished. 18

SUMMER sublet, option lease fall, large 2

bdrm. unfurn. Close campus. $180 month.
477-3144 eves. (18M28)

1 BEDROOM unfurnished, built-ins. shag,
stove/refrig., drapes, near campus. 1227
Wellesley, apt 7. 824 7779. (18M27)

$175. ONE Bedroom unfurnished. Nice. Four
blocks UCLA campus. Westwood. 473 8838.

evenings, 478-4841. (18M25)

LARGE 2 bedroom apartment ; unfurnished ;

no undergraduates; 434 Landfair S230 $240,

lease 823 9S90 or 433 5150 (1IM25

EHBSESE'ii'i'j'yf!'•»'<«« ?

^Apfs. fo Share.............. 19

IMMEDIATE openinq Male/female
Beautiful hou5e Garden, trep^ walk
campus. Rent negotiable To^'
4 7t idm. ;:-*-•.-•-;

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran

LARGE furnished apartment two blocks

from campus 570 summer (Female) Sept

and June paid 471 4144 (19M25)
47l» i7'»5

?^^«^* ,?"^'*' **'*'^« "'«
•

"unplastic"

i«^* ^'/Jv
*" "'*' •• S«'"'ner or longer

Barbara.47j-5283 (19M28)

GIRL needed to share beach apt. Ocean
view, own room $75, share $50 Call 392
*^^' (I9M24)

FEMALE roommate share 1 bdrm. w/1
Santa Monica, near busline. Begin Summer.
Pam

. 828^8454. ( 19 M 2S)

ONLY $40, own room in 2 bdrm/furn. apt.
Begin June 15. Local. 398 9394 eves. (19M28)

SHARE 2 bdrm.. 2 bath w/ otte. parking. 15
mm. from campus, bus line, SM . 828-5455. ( 19
M 28)

YOUR own bdrm of two bdrm luxury apt
Close to campus. Summer, $75. Paul, 824-
*^** (19M28;

FEMALE share 2 bdrm. 2 story apt. in
Westwood. Starting June 1 Anne. 477 aS4.

(19M2S)

GIRL to share 2 bdrm.. luxury Brentwood
apt. Pool, balcony view, facilijties. Call
Marilyn, 472 5203. (19M2t)

OWN bdrm. for male $85 utilities included, in
large apt. WLA 2 1/2 miles campus. 477
'3^* ^_ ^^ (19M28)

FEMALE SUMMER apt. Walk campus.
$57/mo. 824 1434 or leave name, 825 2945,
Miss V.Lowe. (19M28)

ON the t>each. Extra Irge. ,furn. apt.,
pool. Summer share w/male grad. $90. 399-
My* (19M28)

MALE roommate, furn. apt., 10 min. to
campus. Call783-1284early AMoreves.
**5 (19M25)

GIRL share 2 bdrm.. 1 1/2 bath, studio w/2.
$45. Westwood Village. Kathy. 477-4854. ( 19 M
28) _^
YOU NEED A SHARE? COME TO 425
LANOFAIR. LARGE CLEAN APTS. POOL,
SUNDECKS. GARAGE. 479-5404. (19M28)

MALE to share 2 bdrm. studio in SM. Htmr-
beach.$90/mo. 392-9350. (19M28)

FEMALE share with one huge one bedroom.
Furnished, walk to school. $57.50. 474-8954.
eves./weekends. (19M27)

$85 ONE or two females to share furnished 2

bedroom, 1 1/2 bath. WLA, 479-4724. aHer
»:00 ^ .- (19M24)

2 GIRLS, share 2 bdrms. on Gayley w/2 girls

(summer). $50 mo. Kathie, Marie. 474-

4713. (19M24)

GOOD folks needed to share Ikrge Topanga
Cyn. apt. Trees, stream..own room, $80. 455-
1*74.

. , <19M27)

GIRL share beautifully furnished one
bedroom apartment near beach. Santa
Monica. Pool, utilities included. $92.50

month. Call Patty after 5:30 PM. 392-2395. ( 19

M 25) -—'-•-

MALE: Share luxury apt. Marina w/Grad
student. Pool & sauna. $80. Eves. best. 821-

4324. (19M25)

ROOMMATE'S wanted, (male), large furn. 1

bdrm., 1 bk. from campus. $58.30. 479-

0821. (19M28)

FEMALE roommate to share l bedroom apt.

$80. West LA. Call between 8 3:30. 825-

7801 ,(19M25)

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2 bdrm. un-
furn. apt. in Palms next fall. Paul, 825-

5776. (19M28)

^ For Sub-lease

LARGE Beautiful furn. 1 bdrm. June 15-

Sept.. walk to campus, carport, $l85/mo. 477-

4419. (SLM28)

TWO bdrm. house need girl for summer,
Approx. 2 months. $44 monthly. 24th. S.M., -

828 5087 .
Ul^^M-

BEAUTIFUL deluxe apt., Brentwood. Ten

min. campus. 2 bed , 2 bath furn $200. 824-

7SM (SLM28)

RUSTIC Studio apt July Ist-Oct.lst.

Brentwood Canyon above Sunset. Furn.,

utilities. $125/mo. 479-7334. ( SL M 28)

BEAUTIFUL, large 2 bdrm
bedroom. Approx. June
$87.50/mo. 477-4828/475-1181.

apt. w/1, own
21-Aug. 28.

(SLM28)

SUMMER sublet: beautiful newly furnished

bachelor apt. Doheny and Olympic. 275-

7241. (SL M 24)

FURNISHED 1 bdrm. apt., mid June to

Sept., near campus, couple preferred. 477-

9945 (SLM24)

SUMMER sublet, large 1 bdrm. w/room for

3, furnished, near Gayley/Landfair. $15$.

473-4359. (SLM24)

JUNE 14 Sept. 15. Furn. 1 bed. near cam
pus, modern, no pets, parking space. $140.

Eves. 824 5209. ($LM25)

JUNE-Oct. or years lease, $250 mo. 2 bdrm.,

S A R, washer, garage. 477-3141 after 4

PM. (SLM2S)

SUBLET (June - Sept) Large 2 bdrm.
Brentwood, completely furnished (stereo.

TV) $195/mo. 820 1049 eves. (SLM2$)

SPACIOUS, furn., sunny, quiet 1 bdrm..
great for 3 , well kept garden w/trees , i block

campus. 473 9592. ( SL M 28)

HOUSE Furn. 2 bdrm., den. June
September. Close campus, rec. park. groc.

store. $225/mo. 820-4114. (SLM2t)

FIRST session, summer quarter. 1 Bdrm..
furn si35/mo Flexible terms. Sant»
Monica, 828 4224 eves (SLM28:

SPACIOUS 2 bdrms., 2 baths, air cond., new
building, walk/campus, original rent,

»280/month, 4/15 9/31, $185 month,473-

0774 (SLM28)

SPACIOUS, one bdrm., near
completely fern , parking June 15

$140. 477 5235 evev

It pus.
if 1$.

cat
Sepf
(SLM28)

7 BDRM , beautifully
Brentwood apt. June 15

824-0242.

furn and equipped
Sept 15, $>80 Julie,

(SLQTR)

BERKELEY furn 1/bdrm modern/
pool/sauna/efectric/close campus $155

Jams Silver, 2530 Hillegass i'3l4, (415)841

-jTi^

—

—
1 %L m 28 )

FURN one bdrm $15 plus utilities June 14-

Sept 15 Quiet people Culver City, eves 837

499} (SLM28)

3 BDRM furn , 3 baths, fireplace. Sublet
June ttg*-. OtHO near Barnngton, WLA, 477
0804 (SLM28)

FURNISHED 1 bdrm., July A
590/mo In West LA. 824-1758 after 9
PM

August.
30

^ House for Rent 20
HOUSE off Beverly Glen 3 bdr 2 baths • 1

(•replace Secluded, rustic split level. Mr.
Shannon Day 448- 1489, nite 838-0457 . ( 20 M
25)

1 BEDROOMS, 1 1/2 baths, dishwasher. $300mo Miracle mile, 939 9002, 931 8039,
^*'<**' (20 M 24)

ONE Bdrm. in J iKtrm. ttouse Pool, utilities
paid. $IOO/mo., Sherman Oaks, 784 5148. (20M 35)

^ House for Sale 21

CUSplM 3 t>edrooms, family room Prime
SharflltN Oaks tre*. Cathedral ceiling,
(•replace. 15 mm. from Campus $48,500.
DEPUY 344 2550. Call Ella. 783-4275. (21 M

39,000. Newer 2 bedrooms /2 baths /den
/livingroom /fireplace. Bit. ins. Benedict
Canyon Area Contact Femma, 824 4485 (21
M 25

^ House to Share 22

BEACH CoHage: Share bdrm. for sum-
mer/longer want friendly, neat, up-
per/grad. $45. Sue. 399 4745. (22 M 28)

COMMUNE top Beverly Glen for friendly
people learning, living together, trying to
grow better. 984-7443. (22M28)

SHARE Brentwood house, own room. Move
nowor June. 479 5988. (22M28)

M-F, student/prof Pool table, dark rm..
Palms. Call Jerry 838 5391. (22M28)

LAUREL Canyon. Tasty, large, furn. house
w/garden. Share with one for summer. $125
mo. 454 4584. (22M28)

NEED one student to share canyon home
near UCLA. Private room, $100. 279 1840

after 5:00. (22M27)

NEED somewhere to live this summer?
Share house, private foom in exchange for

babysitting. 834 3237. illNjli)

^Room and Board , 24

MALE student walk school-private entrance
and bath/TV room/pool/parking.
Reasonable. 272-4734. -.- (34M28)

FOR Sale. One women's 'COOP contract.
$110 for room and board til 7-1-71. Call 478-
11141 (24M25)

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help.. 25

STUDENT to live in. Walking distance from
school. Light ttousework. No children. OR 2-

9347, after 4. (25 QTR)

PR IVATE quarters for girl in lovely Beverly
Hills home with pool exchange light

housework 274 0843 ( 25 M 25)

J Room for Rent 26

STUDENT. Private home, private bath,
<itchen privileges, pool, large study room.
Nearcampus, $50. GR2 7751. (24M27)

SUMMER Housing, free parking, kitchen
privileges, $40/mo. 479-9998. 479-9703. Please
askfor Rick or Roger. (24M28)

WOMEN, summer sessions; kitchen
privileges. Hilgard Avenue. Call 474-3371. (24

M 28)

STRAIGHT male student, quiet room, kdg
priv. $40 poss. garden and pet care. 834-4730.

(28M28)

PRIVATE t>drm, den, bath, garage, kitct«en

privileges breakfast. Olympic A Doheny
area. BH,$85/mo.CR4-359S. (24M28)

CHRISTIAN Women-Summer school.
Housing on Levering. $5S/mo. Call 479-9475
or 478 5472. (24M28)

RENT: $40. man over 21. non-smoker. $42
share; walking distance, telephone, no
housekeeping. 801 Malcolm. 474-5147. (24M
25)

PRIVATE suite, private entrance, all

utilities included A pftone. Avail. June 1st.

$100 Phone 274 1544. (24M28)

^Autos for Sale 29

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire Soft top/tonneau.
XInt. cond. Great for summer. $450. 478-

7493. (2fM28)

'49 BMW 1400, white, AM/FM. exint cond.

low mileage. Call 478 4490. (29 M 28)

'43 SKYLARK BUICK. xInt. engine and
body Must see! $425. Dorm student leaving

Calif 824 2890. (29M28)

'57 MGA. xInt. throughout, $425 includes top,

curtains, tonneau cover. 741-0174. Must
setl. (29 Mat)

'41 VOLVO, 122$, well cared for. 277-4481,481

4045 (29M28)

'41 CORVAIR Monta, clean, new clutch,

tires, battery, brakes. XInt. witfi light work
$180.^74-3572. (29M28)

'45 VW Convertible, xlnt cond , low mileage,

very clean, extras. $87$. 4S9-20)3 or 820

4454 :j- (29M24)

TTVW Bug Baby blue perfect am/fm
under guarantee $1450 or best offer 881
S404 f7*M??)

Aug '70, 2300 miles, helmet, $275 Starfire

Olds '42, only 51.000 miles, 4 new tires $475

Ford Wagon '44, 59,000 miles Air cond
Radio. $1000 Call 984 3178 after 4 (29 M 3$)

^Autos for Sale 29 ^Autos for Sale 29

'40 VW BUG f«ir cond Go«d tires. $1S0. 839-

7985 after 5pm (29M28)

'47A H SPRITE, good cond.. must sell.

S800/offer Call Peggy, 477-4447. (39 M 28)

'48 DODGE Dart, 4 cylinder, power steering,
lint. cond. $1S7S/ofter. Telephone 839 1729
eve».

'~""~" '

(29 MH)
'48 VW BUG, good Cond.. new brakes. $11S0.

Call Alex, 474 4894 morning eves (29 M 28)

'43 PORSCHE new paint, clutch. Speedster
seats. Must see! $1950 824 3240. (29 M 28)

'47 VW Semi-camper, xlnt. cond. Panel, bed.
floor, new stereo tape FM player. $1495 or

! best of fer 784 3034. g29M28)

'48 FIREBIRD 350 conv . Stereo tape deck,
spkrs, air cond $2150, Nancyc 474 2418. (39 M
28)

FORD '48 Mustang V 8, 42.000 miles Xlnt.
cond Best offer. 275 1 479. _. <>8M>i*
'41 CORVAIR good cond. Must sell. $200. 275-

1479. (29 M 7*1

'42 VW BUS, rebuilt engine, clean, reliable,
good cond $7 50 or best offer. 824 1454. r29 M
28)

'45 VW BUG, 34,000 miles, radio, good cond.
$750 Day.825-S828; eves, 837 9484. (29M28)

'40 BUGEVE Sprite, reblt. eng., nu paint,
xlnt cond Phone 393 7729 after 4 p.m. (29 M
28)

CAMARO '47 Xlnt. cond. Must sell by June.
$1 lOO/make offer . 939 9100 after 4 p m (29 M
28)

'70 FIAT 850 spider. Extras $1850 or best
offer. 479 0271. (29M28)

'43 SKYLARK deluxe model, engine iust
overhauled.$500. 475 5055 (29M28)

'48 FIAT 850 Spider. Good condi Best over
$750/any offer. Leaving U.S. 452-0743 nites

(2*QTR)

'47 SAAB 94. Excel, mech. cond. New radial
tires, engine transmission. $850. Call Bob,
824 1500. (29 QTR)

44 VW in good mech cond. Good tires, break.
Radio, Heater Call Nick at 473 2404. (29
QTR)

43 RAMBLER American Excellent
mechanical cond. 4 cylinder. Radio - $250 or
best offer. 870-0470. (29 QTR)

t
.. - -
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44 VW, good cond, sun roof. $400. Call 455
11 25 or 454-47.4).

I
(29 QTR)

VW 1948 Sedan, runs fantastic Looks
great Wood wheel - Priced to sell $1095, 478
8745 Bob. (29 QTR)

'70 DUNE BUGGY, like (tewT beautiful
leather interior, sharp fiberglass body.
$2000. UP 2777, Lou Before4. -. (29M28)

'iw
BOROWARD Sedan. Extremely trouble free
/independent rear suspension / handles like

Mercedes /all service records. $350. 454 M49
anytime. (29M27)

'43 VW Bus. rebuilt engine, new tires, ex
cellent. $900 or best offer. 393 4484 efter 4. (29
M 28) -

'49 PONTIAC GTO, beautiful, power
steering, air cond.. bucket seats, vinyl top.
wholesaling $2200, 789 4733. ( 29 M 27

)

'^ CHEV. Greenbrier van. 9 passenger
wagon converts to camper. $450. 473 1128 or
478 8374. Mike. (29)M27)

'42 PONTIAC Tempest. Low price, good
transportation for mechanical minded 454-

3947 after 5 PM. (39M17I

'44 CHEVY lmpal«, exc cond.. good looking,

new tires, $450 Call Tako, 479 0518 eves (29

M 27)

'44 MERCURY Colony Park wagon, 9 pass ,

full power, air. Good tires $550 Pr. pty. 398-

2439. (29M27)

LE MANS convertible, lull power. 35,000 mi.,
FM, $l399/best Offer. Leaving country. 477
0311 mornings. (29M27)

'44 FALCON Station wagon, power steering,

radio, automatic trans., $750 Phone 828

7144 (39M24)

'45 VOLVO 122$, new battery, tires. Four-
speed, runs weir, $750 828 2251, 393 0344. (29

M 24)

'42 VW, good bargain, good condition amt
very clean. $450 825 4839, Pete Wilson. (29M
U) .^

'40 SPRITE. $850 Good cond.. 383 9727.

Mon. Fri, before 4. or 241-8934. Askfor
Ron. (29M24)

'47 GTO. 4 speed 3.90 (posi^raction). Marron
w/black interior ne^er wrecked Excellent
condition best over $1350. 938 1 107. (39 M 25)

'70 MG Midget, blue AM/FM, radials, exc.
cond., $1895 or best offer (582 BNM) Call
443 a73. (29M24)

'49 ROAD Runner, AM FM stereo, factory

air, clean, must see. 474-4485 nights

Naim (29 M 2$)

'40 VW KARMAN Ohia, engine lust rebuilt,

body xlnt $400 or best Call Larry, 478

1323. (29M28)

'43 FORD Fairlane, clean, xlnt cond $400 or

best offer Hiroshi, 834 3894. (29M 28)

'44 VW- Xlnt. cond. and clean. New plugs,
motor tuned New tire $495 478 4480 (29 M
28^

'45 SUNBEAM Alpine conv Oood cond Low
mileage $550/best offer 839 5088, 834 5580

Sves. (29M28)

TRIUMPH TR4A45 tonneau cover, new top,
cinturatto radials wire/w 50,000 M Good
cond $1095 394 4919 (39M38)

'49 VW Bug. lint, cond/ AM/FM, extras
$1475. 398 021 4. (29M28)

'48 BLACK VW rad(o/heater. white walls
Good mech.ctmd 477 0220bet. 11 A 4 < 7« M
28)

'44 C^E V cenvt Oood cond Must sell soon
Make offer ( Call 474 4080 anytime ( 29 M 38)

C

744 9075eves (29 M 28)

MGB '70, low mileage Fully loaded Xlnt
cond 985 4321 ext 3494 (29M28)

'45 MUSTANG, V 8. 3 speed, air, di»c.,,pos
traction, radio, tape Green/black top 4500.
2717438 (29M25)

'48 FORD Mustang California special. Fully
loaded, xlnt cond Price to sell. 985 4331 ext.
2*M. (29M28)

LEAVING for Europe Selling '48 Kar-
menghia $1300 '47 Cougar $1400. Both tx
cellent condition 385 9545 (29M2S)

'49 SILVER Datsuto Roadster 3,000 15,000
miles. Excellent condition Evenings or
weekends. 3n-3093 ex. $4983 days. (29M2S)

'49 VW (bug) sunroof, good cond . $1375
Honda 305 Scrambler, $100. Day, 835 0093,
eves, 455 2212. (39M3a>

'44 ALFA Romeo Voloce Spider 5 speed.
Mint cond Loaded/extras New paint, top.
980 4108 eves (29M28)

'
' ' - .

jp I. - —
'49 VW. Good tires, AM/FM. Excellent
condition, original owner $1350. 394-5532. (29
M 25) _ _

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from CM. Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

A-1

'45 VW Van with 1500 engine Needs paint.

$950. Call Burt. 4702111. . .^ (29MI7)

'57 T BIRD pride A ioy Must sell or drop
out $2000/best offer 372 9214, eves. (39 M 27)

I - — •
,

_- -

'71 FORDS, all makes, Herti Cars Call 478
0473. (29M24)

'85 CHEV 3 door. 283 hi rise. Holly carb, 3

spd $400 477 4351 eves Stan (29M25)

CARSin EUROPE
RENTorBUy

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY;
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P O BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES. CA 90049

'59 AUSTIN HEALEY Nice looking car.
Everything in good shape except engine.
Make offer 824 8844 (29M28)

VLycles, bcoofers

For Sale 30

'70 HONDA 350 cc, little mileage, like new
Call Todd after 4 Phone 447 7433 ( 30 M 28)

'49 BSA 441 VICTOR Good cond lor
street/dirt. Bell Star included $400. 395 0)44.
834 3454 (30M28)

'49 YAMAHA 180 street scrambler. Electric
starter, xlnt cond 4,000 miles. $3$0/effer.
838 7794.837 5841 (30M38)

'47 HONDA 305, runs well, recent work, $325.

399 8380 (30M28)

'70 HONDA 450CL, $750 eves. after 5:M. 479
9990 Ask for Joseph, Rm. 21. (30M28)

'44 HONDA 250, helmet and goggles $300

includes all taxes and registration costs. Call

824 3117 O0M25)

LAMBRETTA '43 ISO CC Runs well. Spare
tire. $150 Morning till noon, 394 5083. (30 M
28)

BMW R.24 250 CC Perfect mechanical cond.
Very reliable, and smooth $350 Dave, 984-

744). ()OQTR)

48 BSA 450 CC 34,000 mi Fair cond Needs
rk.$400or best offer. 4$4-8e87. (30 QTR)

'70 HARLEY Sportster 5400 miles, custom
chromed, perfect mech. cond. Best
reasonable offer 824 02)8/Jim. ()0M38)

'49 HONDA 140 CC Low mileage; xlnt. cond.
$225 824 4234 eves (ISM 28)

'49 YAMAHA 305 CC. 4400 miles. Really xlnt.

Extras, helmets, $445 835 4229 or 278

0445 ()0M28)

'70 HONDA 450. xlnt cond. Must sell.

$725/besf offer Nick, day,479 1125, eves ,

274 0221 (MM>ai

HARLEY Davison '70 45 CC lourefo. perfect
cond Great for school $200 Call 391-0248. (38
M 38)

I I ._ I-*

'48 HONDA 3$0cl Oood cond well main
tained $400 firm 479 4494 ()0M35)

HONDA 350 CB '48 helmet, chain and lock.,

recent valve grind, very strong, $350 47$-

5831 ex 5M ()0M28)

-70 HONDA 350 CL, $000 mi , good cond..

$500 Call Rick or Mark, 473 0731 ()0M27)

'49 LAMBRETTA l$Occ Looks, runs great.

Low miles, new spare $375, best offer Eves,

393 584$. (38 MM)

'49 YAMAHA 350 Exc cond , all extras and
more, great cruising $535 pfvone eves,, 479

3441 ()0M34)

45 DUCATi i*0cc Monia Jr., low mileage,
extras. 5200 4}4 4440 eves ()0M34)

'48 HONDA CL350. $37$ or best oHer 837
0377 Excellent cond ()8M34)

'43 TRIUMPH 200CC Good condition

helmet $275 Jeff. 474 5)07 after 4 PM 825

3459 mornings. (30M 25)

KAWA$AKi t75cc priced to sell • $1)0
Helmet also available 473 4913 evenings (38

M li )

'70 TRIUMPH Bonneville 450cc 4808 m4.. $2
ip. perfect condition 51150, Call 473 4491 (

" *^!3|
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What's Brew'n tdlls what's happenin' today

Special Activities

"Some Personal Graphic
TtMughts Regarding AAan and
Pollution/' a design show by

Dwain R. Wright, will be on

display from noon 8 p.m. today

and noon 6 p.m. tonnorro^v in the

Conference and Vista Rooms,
Sunset Recreation Center.

A free concert featuring the

works of Grieg, Prokofiev and
Wilder, will be presented at noon

today in Schoenberg Auditorium.

The Visitors Center will corKJuct

a one-hour walking tour of ttie

meteorology department here,

featuring the cloud physics
laboratory, with commentary by a

staff member. The tour will begin
ai 1 p.m. today from the lobby of

Schoenberg Hall.

Graduate students of Spanish
and Portuguese will screen
Bunel's "Viridiana," (in Spanish
with English subtitles,) at 7:X
p.m. today in Moore Hall 100.

Admission is free.

. r REE CONCERT — Ralph and Holly Barr will

I present a free concert at noon today on Ackerman
Union A- Level Patio. The concert it sponsored by
the SLC-Cultural Affairs Commission.

Final exam seminars will be
tield from 2-5 p.m. today and
Tuesday, Jvne 1, by tt>e Reading
and Study Center, Social Welfare

271, X57744. Pre-registration is

required.

Sophomore Sweethearts will

hold rush from 2-5 p.m. today In

Kerckhoff Hall 400.

Speeches and Seminars
Ayuko Babu, graduate student

in law, and J.K. Ot>atala, graduate
student in history, (both recent

visitors to Guinea and TanzaniaJ
will lecture on "International

Solidarity Day for Guerilla
Movements in Africa" at noon
today in Campbell 1201.

George Miller, acting associate

professor of engineering, UC
Irvine, will conduct a computer
science seminar on "Real-Time
Classification of Handwritten
Script Words" at 4 p.m. today in

Boelter 8500.

Dr. Wolfgang Trautwein,
American Heart Assn. visiting

scientist, and head, department of

physiology, faculty of medicine.
University of Heidleberg, Ger-
many, will conduct a physiology
seminar on "Membrane Currents,

Voltage, and Mechanical Ac-
tivation in Cardiac Muscle" at 4

p.m. today in Health Sciences 53-

105.

British Architect Colin St. John

will present an illustrated lecture
on "Recent Projects" at 8: 15 p m
today in Architecture 1102.

Meeting
Public Relations Student

Society of America will meet at 7

p.m. today in tt^e Buenos Ay res
Room. Sunset Canyon Recreation
Center.

URA Clubs
The Sailing Club will meet at 7

p.m. today in Ackerman Union
Men's Lounge.
The Sports Car Club will meet at_

7 p.m. today Tn Ackerman Union
2408. A film of the 1969 Baja 1000

Rallye will be stH>A/n at tt^t time
All interested persons may attend
The Photo Club will meet from

7-9 p.m. today in Ackerman Union
3517.

The Conservation Club will

meet at noon today in Ackerman
Union 2412.

The Shooting Club will meet
from 4-6 p.m. today on the Rifle

Range.
The Hapkido Club will meet

from 3:30-5 p.m. today in

AAemorlal Activities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet
from 3-5 p.m. today on Field a?.

The Fishing Club will meet at

noon today in Men's Gym 201.

The Karate Club will meet from
5-7 p.m. today in Women's Gym
200.

ISC to sponsor tour of Arven, djai
'J t

The International Student Center will sponsor a
tour for foreign students to spend this we^end in

rural homes of Arvin and Ojai for the experience of

living in a typical smaU town in the country.

Arvin hospitality for Friday and Saturday, will

include participating in some of the seasonal farm
activities such as vegetable harvesting, visiting a
local winery, exploring the dairy and feed lots, and
picnicing in the traditional small town fashion.

On Sunday, the group will drive to Ojai Valley via
the scenic Maricopa Highway and attend the annual
Ojai festival where they will listen to the music of

Stravinsky and Mozart as played by the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra with special performances
by Yugi Takahashi and jCarlos Carvajal's San
Francisco Dance Spectruml
Sunday night will be spe|it in the homes of Ojai

families and on Monday theigroup will come back to

Los Angeles. Families (k foreign students may
participate in this tour I through the heart of

California. The cost will be $5 for the tour and $1.50

for the concert The tour wjll leave the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard, at 5:30 p.m. Friday and
return Monday afternoon. For further information
call 477-4587.

^®m^^ mi QDO®QD®§ij'a[i)[jo ®(lfeir@(!l

voted Distinguished Professor of 1971, received his award from the
Political Science Honor Society at their annual banquet attended by
faculty and students.

A limited number of copies of **Black Gods and Kings — Yoniba
Art at UCLA" will be available beginning today at a discount price
to registered students here.

The 2S4 page monograph includes 20 essays as the Yoniba and
their art. If color plates, over 45a illnstratioiis and two maps. The
text was written by Robert F. Thompson of Yale University. This
DMMgraph is the sccaad in the occasional paper series of the
Masevm and Laboratories of Ethnic ArU and Technology.
Each copy will seU for |C rather than the regular lit in the

Museum Office. Haines Hall S5A on a ffa^t-come. fli%i-oerved basis.
The reduced price is available throagh the Student Committee for
the ArU.

Term Papers
Dissertations

Theses

Letters

Fast

Accurate

VILLAGE TYPIST

1101 Gay ley, Westwood
473-8127 886-7475

WHERE THERE S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS"

• LOWEST HELMET PMICES ANYWHERE
• EXCEED USA.SI Z-M.1 STANDARDS

FROM $11.95

Whether you're after your TirNt

jiih or a step up in your career,

this book is for now.

1 80 pages of easy tt» read, con-

fidence building inside informa-

tion. Step by step instructions

on "how to' and why. The
most comprehcnsi\e book on

hiring practices and |oh hunting

e%er written. Published in

February, 1971, and now in

its second printing.

Only SZ.*)-^ at campus and l<Kal

book stores l\iblished by

Apple/UnePubhshing Company.
U>s Angeles.

were you at the beach
for half ybur classes?
-and now you desporately need the notes from those doys?
-and your best friend (who made it to class) won't give up his?

you've got a problem - but

THERE IS A SOLUTIQNi
1. Plead piteously- solemnly swear you'll return them within 48 hours.
2. Rush notes to ASUCLA Printing & Duplicating and have them

Xeroxed.

3. Act immediately! Xerox copying (like walking the dog), takes a
little time.

4. Race original notes bock to your buddy. Start studying your
Xeroxes—and you'll pass your course.

after all — what are friends for?

printing & duplicating

121 k^fdiholf hall, 825-2515
mondoys-irldays 8:00a.m.-8:30p.m.
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Run-off elections for the Graduate Student Assoclatka (GSA)
offices of president, first vice president and second vice presMcat
will be held today and tomorrow. Voting will take place at nine

places on campus from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The polls near Boelter Hall

and the University Research Library will remain open until 7 p.m«

today only.
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Moratorium set

on building density
< By Andy Moss

DBSUff Writer

Two major Westwood Village landowners have agreed to

a building density moratorium that accords with height

limits proposed in the Westwood Community Plan.

For at least six months or until the plan's passage into

law (if earlier), no Village structures will rise above the

plan's proposed height hmits on properties owned by M.A.
Borinstein and the Bank of America.
Borinstein owns about 20 per cent of Westwood Village

property. His parcels include the land under Desmond's
Department Store, Safeway supermarket and much of the

land on both sides of Glendon Ave., in addition to other

properties. The Bank of America owns the lot across from
the present bank building, the site of the demolished Sears'

structure.

N Guide
The Westwood Community Plan, a guide drawn up by the

Los Angeles City Planning Department and a community
advisory group over the last year and a half, proposes a

reduction in commercial building density to about one-third

allowed by the present la^Vs. Commercial builders can

">resently build structures with floor areas 10 times the area

of the lot in the Village. The plan proposes a reduction to

three times the buildable area.

Presently under review by city staff members, the plan

vill be discussed in public hearings' before the City Plan-

ning Commission and the City Council before the Council

ejects or enacts its provisions into law.

Density has been a controversial issue throughout the

)lan's progress, because higher buildings mean increased

,)opulation and more cars in an already congested area.

Traffic

According to Walter R. Schroeder, a traffic engineer in

he Transportation Planning Section of the City's Depart-

nent of Traffic, **The current traffic is near the street

apacities. We can't accomodate any high-rise at the same
evel of service."

The moratorium on the Borinstein and the Bank of

\merica properties was a response to residents' demands
or an effective plan, according to Sarah Stivelman, the

chairman of an umbrella group of Westwood residents'

associations.
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FinancialAids may face cut in funds

i

I

:

By Robin Sanders

DBSUff Writer

Students receiving money from

the work-study program, an

Equal Opportunity Grant (EOG)

or a National Defense Student

Loan (NDSL) should prepare for a

possible cut in funds according to

Don Brusha, director of Financial

Aids here.

A letter sent to Brusha 's office

by the Department of Health

Education and Welfare (HEW)
indicated that if current

legislation pending in Congress

passes, as much as 14 per cent (or

$1,093,000) of the current

allocation will be cut.

Brusha emphasized the HEW
letter was only an estimate but

said the estimation helps his office

be awarded to students during the

coming year.

Summer
The summer aid program is the

one most immediately affected by

the possible cut in funds. "We had

originally hoped to run an ex-

tensive work-study program, but

we must now give primary con-

cern to financial aid for the

regular academic year (Fall,

Winter and Spring quarters),"

Brusha said.

On campus work-study offers

for the summer will be extended

to those students currently in a

work-study position who are

planning to attend both summer
sessions. Federal work-study

funds (off campus) will be ex-

tended on a limited basis to

students on the basis of need

NDSL funds will be issued during

fho Slimmer onlv to those students

who will graduate prior to or as of

Winter quarter 1972.

Cuts during the academic year

will be made on a "sliding scale"

for each student according to

financial need. Brusha said

students currently receiving

financial aid would not have
precedence over incoming
students with financial need.

Equality

"We are not going to initiate any

type of a priority system.
Everybody is treated equally

relative to their need," he said.

One of the problems in assessing

the extent of the cuts is actual

funds will come in after offers

have been made to students.

Brusha said it is best for his office

to make conservative offers

rather than overextend itself. "In

the event that we get more money

I
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we will pump it back into student

funding," he said.

In the meantime the Financial

Aid» Office is loolcing for other

sources of funds. The problem was
brought before a meeting of the

Chancellor's Cabinet Monday
Brusha said the Cabinet promised
to "extend every effort to ask for

additional funds from the

University."

Brusha urged students to write

their congressmen and push for an

increase in the federal allocations.

He said he will also ask for money
from the state level. "I'm not

particular about where the money
comes from," he added.

Students currently receiving §
financial aid are asked to look for

additional sources of aid during

the summer to prepare for the

possible cuts in funding.

^mi
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Applications available 1

ilni Camp Stilllacks funds
f

for undergrad posts
By Steve Ainsworth

DBSUff Writer

Uni Camp still needs $20,000 for physical im-

provements to the camp sites and almost $5,000 to

finance this summer's program, according to

Mickey Seigel, camp drive chairman. All of the

money must come from donations.

The $20,000 covers the cost of new flush toilets on

one campsite, covered dishwashing areas and a

variety of minor improvements. Much of this work
must be completed before the Forestry Service will

allow the camp to open this summer, Seigel said.

In addition, $5,000 is needed for this summer's
program which will cost an estimated $69,911. Seigel

said if sufficient monies are not raised, Uni Camp
may be forced to cut t>ack their sessions or lower the

number of children in each session.

DMiations received

He said they have received about $25,000 in

donations and pledges in addition to the profits from
Mardi Gras. Camp drive week raised over $2,700

from student and staff donations.

Over 17,000 letters were sent to the faculty, but only

300 teachers responded, donating a total of over

$3,000. In addition, the Los Angeles Times Cam-
pership Fund pledged $3,850 to Uni Camp.

The Los Angeles Metabolic Chnic finances the two

diabetic sessions which usually cost around $10,000,

Seigel said. California SUte College at Los Angeles

and UC Irvine will also sponsor and finance one

session each, if the money can be raised. If not, the

sessions will not be held.

Mardi Gras

Mardi Gras grossed about $106,000, according to

Roy Campbell, Mardi Gras chairman. He estimated

a net profit of $40,000 which will all be donated to Uni

Camp.

Seigel said they have about $65,000 in funds but

their budget requires over $92,000. He said donations

will be solicited for the remainder of the quarter.

Counselors are also needed to work this summer,
according to Bill Oliver, counselor recruitment
director. The sessions for younger boys (July 31-

August 8) and for older diabetics (July 10-July 24)

especially need volunteers. All the other sessions still

have openings since many students who have signed

up will not t)e able to attend camp, Oliver said.

Oliver said students should sign up as counseloi^

even if they are not sure of their summer plans so

they can be contacted before school ends. Students

should call the Uni Camp office located in the

University ReUgious Conference at 900 Hilgard Ave.,

475-4460.
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The interview with former
sergeant Bill George of the

UCPD was Uken by DB Staff

Writer Susie Hatago and in-

corporated into Terry Colvin's

article on the UCPD. The
quotation attributed to George
regarding treatment of black

vs. white suspects was not his

but that of former officer

Robert Jefferies. In addition,

the statement by campus
Ombudsman Donald Hartsock
in that article was erroneously

reported.

By Joyce Finii

DBSUff Writer

Apphcations for undergraduate appointee positions may be obtained in

the student body president's office, Kerckhoff Hall 304, according to

Lamar Lyons, undergraduate student body president-elect.

Openings include positions on review boards, advisory committees and
task forces. Deadline for returning applications is Mondlay, June 7.

**In order to implementmy philosophical concept of placing myself and
my council within the scrutiny of students I seek to serve, the students of

the undergraduate population must partake of a degree of responsibility

One means of accompUshing this is by applying for a presidential ap^

pointment," Lyons said.

Any undergraduate student may apply for any appointee position

according to Lyons. "Basically we need concerned, interested students!

Experience is not required," he said.

Positions

The following positions will be appointed before the end of the quarter
according to Lyons:
— Communications Board (three students) — this board decides policy

regarding all campus corhmunications, including the Daily Bruin,

Nommo, KLA and La Gente.

— Board of Control (two students) — this board is responsible for the

governing of ASUCLA, including book store. Terrace Room and north

campus facility.

— Housing and Living Conditions (formerly referred to as the Housing
Board — three students including a chairman) — this committee will be

concerned with the living conditions in and around campus; it will also

research the feasibihty of forming a tenants union.

— Teach-in Symposium Board (five students including a chairman) —
they will aid in arranging symposiums on campus.
— Westwood Community Committee (four students) — fi new com-

mittee which will represent students on various Westwood Chamber of

Commerce committees and make recommendations to SLCfor courses of

action which will affect the campus community. -~
• ~ "

"I feel these positions must k)e filled first so that the students can begin

working right away. I will make the rest of the appointments afterwards,

maybe after the erid of the quarter," Lyons said.

Later Appointments

Other positions to be filled are: Memorial Activity Center Board of

Governors (three students), Elections Board chairman, Inter-Collegiate

Athletic Advisory Board (two students), Inter-Campus Athletic Advisory
Board (one student), Pubhc Ceremonies Committee (two students).

Sunset Canyon Recreation Clenter Board of Governors (two students),

Finance Committee chairman. International Program Commission,
Student Fund Board of Directors (three students). Student Judicial

Board chairman. Student Judicial Board (six students) and ASUCLA
Alumni Liaison (one student). ^

(Paid Advertisement)
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WEEKEND
i

An ALL NEW Program of

UCLA STUDENT FILMS
produced by the Students of the Motion Picture-Television Division. Department of Theater Arts

THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY - 8:30 PM - ROYCE HALL
Also Next Weekend, Frlday-Saturday-^unday, June 4-5-6
(Same program presented on each date)

General Admission. $2.00 - SI w 4/ ...^T TICKETS (Supply Umited). $L2S^—
student tickets now on sale, kerckhoff hall 200 and concert ticket office
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Budget cuts: chairmen discuss dept. c/ianges
By Susie Hatago
DBSUff Writer

Budget cuts will result in fewer courses, larger classes and a lowering
in educational quality, according to chairmen of undergraduate depart-
ments here. These professors call the cuts "disastrous," "deplorable,"
"damaging" aQd "depressing."

This year the University has a 1,500 full-time equivalent (FTE)
allocation. The University of California budget cuts as proposed by
Governor Ronald Reagan will reduce this figure by 90 FTE by July 1 of

this year. This represents a six per cetii decrease in the teaching staff.

This bill is currently in the state legislature.

Under the full-time equivalent scale, a full-time associate, assistant or
full professor counts 1.00, a part-time lecturer or professor 0.5 and above
(depending on ai^ount of time spent teaching) and a teaching assistant

(TA) 0.5 and above (also depending on the amount of time spent
teaching). —.: ^ _

There is a TA allotment of 419. Fifteen of these positions will be lost,

representing a 3.6 per cent cut.

The statistics of each of the department's FTE allocation have been
obtained from the Planning Office here. Any adjustment of these

department figures occured within their respective colleges and were not

**rm subjected to the depressions and agonies of

everybody over and over. What can I do?" —
Charles Speroni, Dean of the College of Fine Arts

available at press time. The provided figures represent the Planning

Office's suggested FTE level.

A listing of the effects of this year's budget cuts on the academic of-

ferings and faculty positions during the 1971-72 academic year and the

chairmen's reactions to them follows:

Anthropology
^The anthropology department will lose 5.33 FTE's for next fall from the

present 28 FTE's. Phillip Newman, chairman, added that his department
had lost six FTE's in the last two years.

The effects of these losses are partly responsible for dropping plans d
revising lower division classes for anthropology majors into small

seminars, according to Newman. He also said the cuts have made it

difHcult to increase the number of small enrollment classes.

There are approximately 400 imdergraduate and 150 graduate an-

thropology students.

Fine arts

Charles Speroni, dean of the college of fine arts, reported the loss of 10

FTE's in the art department for next fall. The department now has 56.62

FTE's, 625 undergraduates and 250 graduate students.

Speroni said the department is tjrying to offer the same number of

courses, although less frequently.
~

"I'm subjected to the depressions and agonies of everybody over and
over. What can I do?" he asked.

Astronomy
The astronomy department is one of the smallest in terms of faculty

positions and student majors here. This year there are 9.5 FTE's. The
budget cuts for next fall will result in a 1.96 FTE loss in a department

wiiich has 70 undergraduate and 30 graduate students.

No courses as of yet have been cancelled. The faculty members wiU
double their teaching loads some quarters, but some experimental and
innovative classes are threatened, according to Qiairman George Abell.

"We at the UC system are the worst off than any other state university

system. Our reputation abroad is being hurt as a result of continual

budget cuts," Abell said.

Bacteriology
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But Sydney Rittenberg, department chairman, did not set; easy sailing

ahead.

"We are anticipating a nine per cent cut in state support for research.

The !>roh!rTn will be maintaining and improving our program of graduate

and undergraduate education. The budget cuts are rough and very dif^

ficult on a campus aiming for eminence in the academic world," Rit-

tenberg said.

There are 300 undergraduate and 35 graduate bacteriology students
this year. "The impact of the cuts will occur most on those who may want
to join us here. We cannot possibly accomodate those who would like to

join us," Rittenberg added.

Botanical science
The botanical sciences department will be reduced to 14.7 FTE's next

fall from the present 15.5 FTE's.
Chairman Wilbur Ebersold said all courses will be covered by the

faculty, but that program development "can't go anywhere." Citing

faculty morale as a problem with the cuts, he said two professors are
leaving for other universities. One of the professors is leaving because of

the "political climate in the state," according to Elbersold; -—-—

—

Chemistry
The 1970-71 chemistry faculty consisted of 42.40 FTE's and next fall's

will be cut back to 39.40 FTE's. In addition, all of the five research ap-

pointments had to be eliminated in 1970-71.

Plans for smaller lower division chemistry classes will have to be
shelved, due to lack of faculty, according to Vice Chairman C.A. West.
**We will try not to drop any courses, but we have just about reached the

limits of our flexibility," West said. There are 347 undergraduate and 192

graduate chemistry students.

Classics
The classics department offers undergraduate and graduate degrees to

its 30 majors in Latin and Greek.
Jaan F\ihvel, chairman, said his department lost four FTE's last year,

forcing the cancellation of several graduate courses in cla»ical studies

and the teaching of Finnish, Hungarian and Lithuanian.

Puhvel said no FTE positions have been lost for this fall and all of the

present 22.67 FTE positions are filled. However, he Mid the ad-

ministration has told him his department has an ovar-reftcfa of three

FTE's which means if three or less professors should leave, their

positions cannot be refilled.

"The budget cuts are a drift toward the erosion of taachlng quality. In

other states there is offlcial sympathy to the problems of state univei^

sities, but we lack this in California," Puhvel said.

Dance
Dance department Chairman Alma Hawkins reported the loss of one

FTE for next fall from the present 12 FTE's.

"We at the UC system are the worse off than any
other state university system." — George Abell,

chairman of the astronomy departmenL

"We're understaffed greatly. Several assistant pi cifman have been
shifted to lecturer positions which means a decrease in itlary for them,'*

she explained.

"This is the largest dance department in the country. We're at the point

of real expansion and growth. The cuts are holding us back/' she said.

"The arts must play a vital role in the student's education. We're doing

something very important here. This is the first dance department in the

U.S. with a full-time graduate program," Hawkins said.

There are 135 undergraduate and 66 graduate dance studsots.

Economics
In the economics department, the faculty reduction for next fall will be

1.33 FTE's from the present 34 FTE's.

; A new undergraduate honors program planned for next year has been

dropped, about one-half of 24 freshman and sophomore seminars ptanilt
may have to be eliminated and a new innovative major's program begun
this year will not be expanded to include any new students next year as

previously planned, according to J.Claybum La Force, economics

department chairman
"In the end it is the studfsnts who are hurt by larger and fewer

La Force said. There are 850 undergraduate and 200 graduate economics

(Contlnaed on Page 8)
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USED Bocr.s
over 20.000 titles. . .all subjects

Poperbocks . . 1/2 price
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
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Volta.

PACIFIC-KING
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LOS ANGELES 17
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Budget cuts-'a disaster'
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By Svsie HaCago
DBSUff Writer

Administration spokesman,
vice chancellor David Saxon, said

the budget cuts "are a disaster for

the University.

''TTiey almost eliminate our

alnUty to start new programs,

make improvements of* un-

dergraduate education more
difficult to implement and make it

more difficult to carry out our

commitment to ethnic community
programs because there isn't

enough money to fund the

programs," Saxon said.

"The budget cuts affect us here

in administration roughly the

same way and proportion as in the

academic departments.

Administration staff reduced

•'We'll have to reduce our staffs

and expenses, as a result of a nine

to ten per cent cut in our support

budget.

"But, we have to be careful of

what services we cut within

Murphy Hall because we also

have to provide information to the

state legislature and the president

of the University of Califomia in

order to ask for more funding. I do
sympathize with the faculty,

though, when they say we should

take a longer look at ad-

ministrative budget cutting in-

stead of academic," he said.

"There is no illusion where the

University is. It's not in Murphy
Hall, it's in the academic
departments. We can stand a little

belt-tightening without much
harm.

It

graduating smiors, fake not# : now is the time
to buy your graduation announcements

Get the official University of California announcements nov^—
so you'll have time to address and mall them. It's a great way
way of letting everyone know about the occasion that can only

happen to you once. Card, enclosure and double envelope —
per dozen, 2,85

n..
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Students' store

art d«portm«nt. o level, ockermon union. 825-771

1

Open 9 am 7 pm W*. 3-1 Fri, >...^^_. _..^,
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"Last year, because the cost-of-

living increase for the faculty

members was not approved, the

administration did not take a cost-

presenting the University's views
and requests for more funds
"But the crucial question now is

whether the legislature
is

of-living salary increase," Saxoo
said.

Diminishing momentmn
''UCLA has had a certain

momentum which has l>een

diminishing. It was a campus
rapidly developing in quality.

Now, the budget cuts have had
adverse effects on the humanities
and the sciences. The research
library has been hard hit by the
cuts. Our computing system is one
of the most advanced in the
country, but in a few years we
might not have it because it is a
very expensive program.
"The University has a certain

toughness and vitality, but it is

also sensitive. It is a delicate thing
and depends greatly on the sense
of commitment and involvement
of the faculty and staff," Saxon
said.

"Chancellor Young must have
testified in front of legislative

conmiittees at least six times,

prepared to take hard and deep
looks at the tax structure in order

to generate additional funds for

the University. Withholding is

years over-due. But, I think the

administration has made an ef-

fective presentation of our case to

the legislature," he said.

Improved climate

"I think the political climate in

this state has improved toward

the University. We may have seen

the worst of anti-intellectualism.

People are having second
thoughts about their initial

criticisms of the university.

"The elections last faU helped

effect this change in attitude. The

new Democratic majority in the

legislature has also helped.

"I think Tm somewhat op-

timistic over the long range.

We've hit rock-bottom now, but

over the next three or four years I

see an upswing," Saxon said.

SmiND OPENMG
SALE

UCLA STUDENTS & FACULTY

\fM OFF OUR REGULAR DISCOUNT
l||/ PRICES ON EVERYTHING
'"^ IN THE STORE* -1 WEEK ONLY

Flair pens . . . .reg. 494 NOW 194
BoBced stationery-reg. 1.25NOW194

tM,H\ UN-ADVERTISED SPECIALS

Toys and
Discount Stationery

475-2368

* EXCEPT SALE MDSE.

2395 Westwood
near Pico
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Planning Office provides

information for campus

WMnesday, AAay 26, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN S

By Steve Ainsworth

DB surf Writer

The Planning Office acts in a

staff capacity to the chancellor

and the vice chancellors in the

preparation of the campus target

budget each spring, in the coor-

dination of long-range planning,

on-going resource review and

evaluation, and institutional

analysis, according to a statement

by the Planning Office.

Joseph Johnson, assistant

director of planning, said the

Planning Office coordinates in-

formation and analyst for the

entire campus for use by the

chancellor and the vice chan-

celljprs. He said the Planning

Offkse does not make decisions

concerning campus expansion.

Budget
Johnson said the process of

deciding the final budget begins in

the fall when the UC ad-

ministration in Berkeley proposes

a budget for the following year.

This year, they asked for $374

million.

The governor then proposes his

budget which is submitted to the

state legislature. Governor
Ronald Reagan proposed a $337

million budget for 1971-72 which is

equal to the budget for this school

year. However, Chancellor

Charles E. Young said, in an in-

terview last quarter, this

represents a 10 per cent cut

because of rising costs due to

inflation.

The budget is now being con-

sidered by the state legislature

and will probably not be final until

the end of the summer. Once the

legislature passes it, with

whatever revisions they include,

the budget goes back to the

governor who can veto any in-

creases the legislature passes. He
can not veto any decreases in the

budget, according to Adrian
Harris, director*of planning.

Veto
Harris said the governor in the

past several years has con-

sistently vetoed increases passed

by the legislature. Clark Kerr,

former UC president, said this

'ioss of autonomy" by the

Regents has. caused many of the

University's problems.

Johnson said once the state-

wide budget is decided, the UC
president makes allocations to

each of the nine UC campuses.

Johnson said these allocations are

made after discussions with the

campus chancellors.

Once the allocation has been

made to this campus, the Plan-

ning Office collects and coor-

dinates information from the

departments and schools and the

allocations are made to the

schools here.

Impact
Johnson said the Planning

Office reviews ^the impact the

allocations will have on each

school" and presents this to the

chancellor. The chancellor meets

with the vice-chancellors and the

deans of the sctiools here and
makes the allocation decisions.

Johnson said the Planning Office

is not involved in the decision-

making process.

/*We act in a staff capacity and
we do not make decisions. They

are ultimately up to the chan-
cellor," Johnson said.

"An important function of the
Planning Office is to assist in the
preparation of UCLA's target
budget each spring. While this

effort is a primary responsibility

of the chancellor, a great deal of

staff support from the Planning
Office is involved," the Planning
Office statement said.

Johnson said once the
allocations are made, the Plan-
ning Office assists the schools and
departments in implementing
their budget and solving their

resource problems.

NEW THEATRE FOR NOW
at the

MARK TAPER FORUM

WHO WANTS TO BE

THE LONE RANGER
with

Bob Bolobon, Bill Cotowoy. H«l«n Pog« Comp, Dana Elcor,

Okino Ewing. Joyce Van Pott*n. Pippo Scott. Judy West

FRIDAY SATURDAY - MAY 28. 29 - 8 PM

$1 .75 tickets on sale Kerckhoff Hall 140

By orrongem^nt of the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts

SAVE UP TO 48%ioFFusT,
classical r- jazz — folk r- pop — all regular stock

2.98 classical records (list) - 1.49

$] OFF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES ON THESE:
9 '

„ „

list price

4.98
5.98

^6.98 k*Aaju«ji.aa*<Ll,i^lj

sale price

2.66
.... 3.36

4.26

.jiui.

$2 OFF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES ON THESE:

9.95 5.32

11.98 , 6.72

J TRACKS AND CASSETTES
6.95 4.98
7.95 5.58

I IIIBIIL.IHHI

record store

"T*^**ii»wh'»*'i.ii&w

records, a level, ockerman union, 825-771

1

mondays-fridays 9a.m.-5p.in.

OR MASTER

MERICARD

THE RALPH FREUD PLAYHOUSE,

AAACGOWAN HALL

lirVilUv

Music by Jerry Bock

Lyrics by Sheldon Harnick

Stories by Mark Twain,

Frank R. Stockton,

and Jules Feiffer

Performances 8:30 (Sunday 7:30)

i;£»«^t,vi^•:^^/^^^^*:..-;^ii,/'a:'<i^lSac:T,^^^
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Budget Committeeproposes FTEallocatians
By Tom Humphreys
DB Staff Writer

Perhaps the two most important
academic issues of the past year
have passed under direct review
of the Academic Senate Com-
mittee on the Budget and In-

terdepartmental Relations —
tenure and programmatic review'"
This committee made final

recommendations to the ad-
ministration before Vice Chan-
cellor David Saxon decided to
deny tenure to Ronald TakaJd,
Edwin Graham and others.

It also prompted the Chancellor
to call for his programmatic
reviews now in progress.

In the face of budget cuts, the
committee must make recom-
mendations to the administration
on the allocation of campus
resources for academic purposes
and on matters of academic
personnel.

Interviews with the twelve
committee members revealed two
things

:

First, they possess a vast

amount of experience within the

University. The average member
has been here eighteen years. One
member has l)een an instructor

here since 1939.

Second, the committee mem-
!)ers share a traditional view of
the University as both a teaching
and research institution.

They possess a vast
amount of experience
witHtnm& Univefsit
The average member
has been here eighteen
years, one member has
been an instructor here
since 1939.

The committee has a dual
function: advising on resources
and on personnel. It performs this

function by working in two sec-

tions — personnel with seven
members and planning with four

members. The committee
chairman sits on both sections.

The committee acts as a whole on
matters of policy or controversy.

The planning section is now
preparing a five year projection of

the number of professors
allocated to each department —
an important plan for department
chairmen who have to juggle
resources and keep their

dcDartments running.

* "Two years ago the Vice
Chancellor (David Saxon) asked
us to prepare for his information a
five year projection of faculty

needs for every department in the
University except the Health
Sciences," according to Claude
Fawcett, professor of education.

Projection in June
"We hope to give him this

projection around the middle of

June; it will be the faculty side of

academic planning," hp said.

WANT TO DO
SOMETHING FOR

YOUR
THINNING HAIR?

WELL NO ONE CAN HELP YOU
IF YOU DON'T SEEK HELP

You are probably doing everything wrong for
your thinning hair. Does this mean you must
watch your scalp become devoid of hair—
BALD? Can you do anything about it? Well, one
thing you can do is nothing, and accept the in-
evitable, or you can decide -to help yourself
and find out just what is wrong

mini!!!7 C""'ps with 25 years experience ad-
ministering relief to thousands of people cair
help you toward this goal.

hcumib oarr

Why not call today for a

FREE EXAMINATION
and

SCALP ANALYSIS

During the past two years, the
planning section has been in-

terviewing department chairmen
from the social science,
humanities and life sciences. It

has also reviewed ten year plans
submitted by department
chairmen.

The Chancellor's present
programmatic review stems from
a letter sent to him from the
committee listing areas in which
changes should be made such as
the journalism and speech
departments. ^-

—

year plans, describe their func-

tions and plans. We realize the

functions are useful but we must
ask, 'Is everything essential?'

"

said Robert Burr, a three year
committee member and history

professor.

The planning section was form-
ed, according to Burr, because, in

the past, the planning office did
not consult faculty enough.
Resources were allocated on the
basis of the number of student? in

the department, he said. Now, a
member of the planning office is a
consultant to the planning section.

The planning section works not
only on matters of resources
allocation, but also reviews plans
for new degrees, study centers
and research institutes.

The second section focusses on
the committee's main work,
teacher evaluation, in the form of
tenure promotion and rank ad-
vancement.

Tenure procedure _/

Committee chairman J. Dean
-Swtft, professor of mathematics;

—

said tenure is the most important

''We have few
resources and the
question is where to
put them. We realize
the functions are useful
but we must ask, 7s
everything essen-

On the subject of the relativ.imporUnce given in promoUo,^.'

J.G^ Pierce, of the school
Jimedicine, said the univer.it!

cannot be solely a teaching /stitution like a high school mL ofthe members said both teao*iL
and research are equally 7^
portant. ^ "

Meet twice weekly
Committee members mept

twice a week, Tuesday and
Thursday, in closed session. Thei
said they meet in closed session
and debate is confidential in order
to protect all of those involved.

The committee members are
chosen by the Academic Senate's
Committee on committees
Membership rotates each year
Members are chosen for a three
year term. Four members leave
and four members come on each
September.

_ Asked about the represen-
tativeness of the committee, most
members said it represents the
disciplines fairly well. Six
members are from the college of
letters and science, five are from
the professional schools and one
from the college of fine arts

tiaV?"
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Ad hoc committees have
reported that further study should
be aimed at determining the
desirability of combining the
speech and journalism depart-
ments and that the physical
education department should be
retained. The Budget committee
IS now studying these reports and
will mak«^ Another recom-
mendation.

"The reviews are quite im-
portant and essential; we have
few resources and the question is
where to put them. They should
have gone on regardless of a
budget squeeze.

Ten year plans
"The departments, in their ten

personnel decision. He explained
that the committee makes
recommendations on the basis of
several factors including the
tenured faculty's vote on a
teacher's advancement, depart-
ment chairman's recom-
mendation and that of the
division's dean, and the report of
an ad hoc review committee
appointed by Saxon.
Asked about tenure cases of the

past year. Swift said there are
always four or five "uproar"
cases although 40 to 50 professors
leave yearly.

Four criteria are used. The
candidate's teaching, research.
University service and
professional standing are used to
measure his ability.

Representation
Representation with regard to

different ranks of teachers was
discussed by members. Whether
or not non-tenured teachers or

associate professors should serve
is a good question, they admitted
Most members agreed that work
on the committee requires an
extensive knowledge of the

campus which senior faculty
members have had time to gain.

The question of power was
.•-•-•-•-•^» •
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STENZ
HAIR-A SCALP SPECIAUSTS

M20V2 Sunset Blvd. (upstairs)
10:30 ajn. to 9:00 pjiic

466-7949
(i« Mm KmH «f Hollywoodl

Just A Reminder

FEELING DOWN?

Call UCLA

HELPLINE 825-7646

The planning section

was formed because,
in the past, the plan-

ning office did not

consult faculty enough.

Resources were
allocated on the basis

of the number of
students in the

department,

discussed by the committee
members. The budget committee
has no power to act, it makes no

decisions, it only recommends.

"The committee has no real

power, but at the same time it

exerts through its recom-
mendations a considerable
amount of power, according to

committee chairman Swift. "Its

recommendations are usually
listened to." he added

James Roberson. the TWA Campus Rep. can sell you your
youth card, good on all airlines, your youth standby or
youth reserved ticket (one way or round trip), or your
tull tare coach or excursion ticket. C
You con have, free for the asking, flight schedules and
information, a map of the airport terminals and the sur-
rounding area, and an application for the TWA Getoway
Credit Card. This cord Is free, approval is virtually auto-
motk. and there are no Interest charges If the bill j$ paid
within 30 days of billing. It's good for a vorlety of estab-
lishments as well as for airline transportation ft establishes
a credit rating for you and is great as check-cashlno

I D

IrWA^Xe.'"
°"'""°'' check-cashing privileges at
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Kerr criticizes Regents on budget
(Editor's Note: DB SUff Writer

Ken Peterson interviewed Chuck

Coury. statewide assistant

director of the budget, and Claris

Kerr, former president of the

University of California, about

their views on the budget crisis.

Kerr blames the Regents for

allowing the governor to blue

pencil items. Coury predicts that,

from now on, essential functions

will suffer.)

Clark Kerr, who served as

president of the University of

'"alifomia for eight and a half

years, until hisfiring by the Board

of Regents in 1967, played an

important part in budget

negotiations with the governor

and State legislature during his

period in office. In reflecting on

the present financial difficulties of

the University, Kerr cited the

Regents' sacrificing of autonomy
over the budget as a major factor

contributing to the troubles.

'*While I was president, it was
never recognized that the

governor could make specific cuts

in the budget. A one-line budget

was presented, and no item cuts

within the budget could be made.
"When (Governor Ronald)

Reagan came into office, he began

to blue-pencil items in the budget,

and the Regents went along with

this. I consider that to be an

historic mistake," Kerr said.

"During my years as president,

and before tliat as a chancellor I

Clark Kerr

can't recair a single instance

where the governor cut an item in

the budget, except to say the total

was too big and cut that. When the

Regents took their autonomy

UC official views budget

Cuts hurt essentials
Although past cuts in the University of California budget have caused

cutbacks in many areas of University involvement, the size of the cut this

year will hit many of the University's essential functions, Recording to

Chuck Coury, assistant director of the budget for the University.

''Over the past three or four years, with stringent budgets, the

University tried to protect as much as possible its direct activities —
instruction, research, and hbrary growth. During this period it had been

possible to give preferential treatment to these areas by cutting sup-

porting costs.

**This year there is a change, to the extent that it is no longer possible to

cut other areas without doing them irreparable damage," Coury said.

Coury noted the University has a built-in growth of $13 million per year,

in the form of employee merit increases, utility costs, and other ex-

penses, which cannot be cut. Governor Ronald Reagan's budget for the

UC system calls for an increase of less than $7 million over the UC budget

for 1970-71.

"Cuts are not equal across the board, but it isn't possible to provide no

cuts for instruction. One hundred faculty positions have had to be cut,

research programs will receive $3 million less, and libraries are being cut

$765,000. The building program has also been cut back almost to nothing,

including on the newer campuses, and some past outlays for capital

improvement have been rescinded," Coury said.

**I would hate to guess how much longer the University can maintain its

quality if there are continued budget cuts ... Its relative standing hasn't

been hurt because other schools have also had some hard knocks, but its

quality is down from four years ago," Coury said.

seriously, twenty-four of them
would have been in the governor's

office the next morning if he had
tried to cut a specific item in the

budget," Kerr said.

Kerr also noted professor
salaries used to be based on a

different scale than the one
presently being used to determine
pay raises.

"We used to have an agreement
with the governor and the

legislature to base salaries for UC
professors on those for five

comparable institutions. We chose
Harvard, Yale, Columbia,
Michigan, and Princeton for

comparison, ^ow, however, the

University uses a larger list of

schools which is less favorable to

our professors," Kerr -i%^*^
"Basically, there v,^^v ' three

fundamental agreementsJii about
the University budget before the

last several years. Our budget
total was respected, because it

was always a very solid total. The
University had complete internal

control over the budget, while the

total could be cut. And there was
the agreement on the salaries for

UC professors.

"Once upon a time, until

Reagan took office, the University

of California was the number one

state university and was moving
ahead very rapidly. It's still the

best of the state schools, but now
it's moving slightly backward. It

is in a condition of slow
deterioration and there is only one

person who made the

decision—the governor. Not the

legislature and not the Regents,"

Kerr said.

Kerr also cominented on the

priorities of the UC budgets while

he was president.

"Perhaps our highest priority

was the libraries. It is amazing
that Berkeley has the second best

college library in the country

(after Harvard) and even more
phenomenal tha UCLA has the

fourth best in the country (after

Yale) considering the University

has only t)een in existance for 100

years and UCLA has had a

graduate program only since the

1930's.

"Daniel Oilman, in the early

days of the University, said the

governor should be quick to help

and slow to interfere in the

business of the University. This

process now seems to have been

reversed: the governor is now
slow to help and quick to interfere.

Those first hundred years of the

University seem to be a kind of

golden age for the school. It

makes one sad to see its present

difficulties," Kerr said.
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ARVIN
COMMUNITY VISIT

Tour for foreign students to Arvin and Ojai
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ANNUAL AWARDS NIGHT
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SHABBAT SERVICES

May 28
Shabbat of Introspection

Oneg Shabbat follows

June 4
Dinner at 6:15

Creative Service on Freedom
Guest Speaker: Prof. Carl Faber-Topic "Ide
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Budget cuts cause fewer and larger classes . .

.

(Continued from P&ge 3)

Engineering

The school of engineering and
applied science will lose 18 FTE's
from the present 1S8.73 FTE's.

**The present cuts in the budget
at UCLA, coming on top of lasl

year's restrictioos, have in effect

halted the growth of the achooi,'*

according to its dean, Qiaupccy
Starr. "In particular, the
development of new fields in the

By next fall the department will

lose 8.25 of the 85.84 FTE's now.
"While we will coatinue to do aU
we can to accomodate our
students, it is painfully dear that

reduced staff means fewer
courses, larger class sizes and
inevitably, an inferior education
for UCLA students." Schaefer
said

department, which means no one

may be hired to take the place of

this year's visiting prttfessor,

according to Clemens Nelson,

chairman.

This loss will have little effect

on the course offehnflB of the

"Certain engineering
courses will be offered
less frequently,
probably once every
year, instead of each
quarter," — Chauncey
Starr, chairman of the

School of Engineering

computer sciences, electrical
sciences and engineering, en-
vironmental sciences and
materials has been seriously
stunted."

Certain courses will be offered"
less frequently, probably once
every year, instead of each
quarter. The cuts also will make
less money available for new
equipment used for research by
students and faculty, according to
Starr. There are 875 un-
dergraduate and 1080 graduate
students in the school.

-^-^^^-^ EngUsh
The budget cuts are causing a

•creeping deterioration" of the
English department, according to
WiUiam Schaefer, chairman.

and 300 graduate

^ French
The Prendi de|Mrtinent will

SS7 FT^'s b^m the present"
S^. Chairman Marc Bensimon
said his department will be af-

fected ^seriously" hy these cuts.

He added that several coirses
wtiich are normally offered will

not be next year.

'*The idea of making any kind of

budget restriction on the
University is detrimental to the
educational process. Faculty
members are very depressed
about the cuts. They are being
abused and education here is

being abused," Bensimon said.

About 200 undergraduate and
200 graduate students are in the
French department.

Geography
The geography department will

lose .33 FTE's next fall from the
present 18.33. Chairman Howard
Nelson had no report on how the
cuts will affect the course of-

ferings for the 160 undergraduate
and 100 graduate students in the
department.

Asked what was his reaction to
the cuts, herepUed, 'TslptluQgyou
can printi^'

Geology
One of the 15.75 FTE positions is

being "frozen" in the geology

"I've turned myself
into a pretzel to

m.aintain another
German literature

"'^Ctass next year/* —
Franz B au m I

,

chairman of Germanic
languages department

department, other than the
courses taught by the visiting

professor in sedimentology will

not be offered to the 100 graduate
and undergraduate majors.

German
The chairman of the Germanic

languages department, Franz
BaumI, reported no loss of FTE's
from the present 22.56 FTE's, but
added that four positions had been
lost this academic year.

"We can only supply an
adequate course offering. We
cannot staff courses which are
more luxury than necessity. A
course inaugurated this year in
titerature will probably be can-
celled. I've turned myself into a_
pretzel to maintain another^
German literature class for next
year," Bauml said.

"I'm outraged at the budget
cuts. It is obviously a political ploy
from Sacramento. I've no doubt
that Sacramento's relationship

•i^T-V ^S

students' store
%'•uca

9fHi, b l«v«l, ock^rmon union. 825-771

1

mon-thurs 7:45Q.m 7
, .ri 7,A >.... -X-i—C-*« ••>•

' '
' >\jn inuy J i

with the University is a punitive

one," he added.

There are GO tmdergraduate and
60 graduate students in the
Germanic languages department

History

Robert Wohl, history depart-

ment chairman, reported a 3.30

FTE loss for next fall from the
present 71.29 FTE's.

"Students should not notice any
difference in class offerings. In

fact, next fall we are introducing
3 sections of seminars lor. lower
division students. Some faculty
members will carry heavier
teaching loads. We are going to do
everything possible not to hurt
studente," Wohl said.

The history department has 150

undergraduates and 500
graduates.

Italian

Giovanni Cecchetti, chairman
of the Italian department,
reported the loss of 1.60 FTE's for
next year from the present 16
FTE's. Last year three FTE's
were lost which substantially
reduced class offerings for this

year^^ according to Cecchetti.

"For next fall, we may have to
cancel some conversation classes
and courses taught in English.
We're standing still financially
while the department is growing
in number of students. You need a
certain amount of staff and
classes to operate smoothly," he
siiid.

There are 35 undergraduate and
26 graduate majors in Italian, but
over 900 students annually take
language classes.

Journalism
The journalism department is

the smallest department here with

6.8 FTE s this year, which wa.
down 30 per cent from th.
previous year of 9.8 Fte s
Budget cuts will Uke awav oLFTE posiUon this fall. '

No undergraduate degree
is

offered in journalism, but the
department offers classes

for
undergraduates in photography
magazine writing and reportinK
among others

.^ Undergraduate
enroUment in 196^^70 was about
600, but this year the figure
dropped to about 120 because of
the cuta ^__^
The department, along with the

speech and physical educaUoo
departments, is currently under
review by Chancellor Charles
Young's ad hoc committees for
possible eUmination or substanUal
reduction in size.

William W. Johnson, journalism
department chairman, called the
cuts "a deplorable thing." There
are 48 graduate students in the
department.

"Fornextfall we may
have to cancel some
con versation classes
and courses taught in

English, We're stan-

ding still financially
while the department
is growing ir^ number
of students," —
Giovanni Cecchetti,

chairman of Italian

department

>i- .'^^ i
^ **"
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Linguistics

A recent survey by the

American Council on Education
rated the tinguistics department
here second in the nation.

The linguistics department
faces a loss of 2.62 FTE's for the

fall from the present 18.00 FTE's.
There are 200 majors in the

department, equally divided
between graduate and un-

dergraduate students.

"The department will not have
enough faculty to teach all the

courses students need to fulfill

degree requirements, given the

budget we expect," actings

chairman Victoria Fromkin said.

"We are getting by now, by in-

creasing class size and offering

fewer sections in major courses.

And this is at a time when demand
for our courses from students in

other departments is sharply
increasing."

Mathematics
Elarl Coddington, mathematics'

department chairman, said his

(CoBtfaiaed on PageW

ATTENTION
UCU MEDICAL CENTER PERSONNEL

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

OS tought by Mohorlthl MoK«,h Yogi

An Introductory lecture on Trao».
c«nd*ntal MsdiloHon. a natural
spontaneous technique which
brings energy and efficiency to
life and expands the mind, will
be held.

r

WHEN: T htirv

(lunch Hour)
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^btes on ^'ack M::stc^

by Jim dickhart

"Black audiences aren't so *hlack' that they only like

black roots music. In fact, they are more like white

audiences than you might think. Because up until recently,

blacks were used to doing things for white people's ap-

proval rather than blacks', they were emharassed to

present something to whites that whites couldn't identify

with. So the blues artists couldnH break out because a blues

record would come on the radio and a black would have

l)een conditioned against listening to it. The Man wouldn't

like it, you see. They'd feel embarassed to be listening to

something so basic.

"Therefore, if you did something the white man would

listen to, you could become popular. And once you became
popular, it wouldn't matter so much what you did. For

example, the Temptations can do their hits, which are

distinctively Motown rock and soul records, and then do

Broadway tunes just because they think they can do a good

version. And the audience will accept both from them
simply because they're the Temptations.

"Now an Albert King or a Muddy Waters was a different

story. They did the basics, which didn't break loose until the

underground came along. The underground, which you can

dividuality in today's black popular music; everyone is

under the thumb of commerciality, as dictated by the gods

at Motown and Stax. It would seem that the Vast difference

between the elder and younger Thomas is an argument
against that. They are both products of the same music
factory, yet they are probably more diverse than any two

artists one might arbitrarily select from Motown.
"Motown packages a sound which is l)eat-oriented and

personality-oriented," Carla explains. "So you get to know
the performer by sound and style and then it doesn't matter

what they sing. Stax is shghtly more musician-oriented

because the sound was built by the same artists whose
names go on the records, not by anonymous session men.
Rather than being created by production men and having

singers plugged into it, the Stax sound has grown with the

artists themselves participating in both the musical ex-

perimentation and the production."

Trouble is, at Motown, the range of personalities offered

to the artists is fairly narrow. Consequently, Motown has

had three female singing groups (of which two are left)

develop over the last decade, all of whose personalities are

inordinantly indeterminant given the length of time they've

(known as "The Corporation"). But the rest have received

no such all-encompassing career guidance.

Stax Records, operating out of Memphis at the same
time, developed their own approach which was similar yet

different to that at Motown. The major difference in

production techniques mentioned by C^rla Thomas fails to

take into account that the musicians involved with the

creation of the music included only Booker T. and the

M.G.'s, Isaac Hayes and David Porter. The M.G.'s were the

house l>and, and with a horn section called the Markeys,

formed the instrumental basis not only for their own
records but for nearly everyone else's too. Members of the

M.G.'s notably guitarist Steve Cropper, and the Hayes-

Porter team were responsible for a good many of the songs

to be found on the major albums coming out of Stax's

studios, including those of Wilson Pickett, Otis Redding, the

M.G.'s, Albert King and Sam and Dave. The factory has

broken up somewhat, due to changes in company owner-

ship, group breakups, Otis' death and changes in attitude.

"When I first came to Stax. they had us in the studios

:*4i-:J4i

mark as beginning with the Beatles, made roots a good

thing to have and identify. The young performers would

play root music, blues, and give credit and the root people

would reap the harvest. At least, some of them did; there

are still a lot of good people you may never hear and a lot of

bad ones you will. Just because the people are black doesn't

meail^iey 're gonna make good music, or good Wack music.

They may be bad, or they may not do only black music.

"Music is an important vehicle for expression and for

self-improvement that transcends other claims for black

music. For musicians to be black and to be heroes for their

fans is good for black pride. The same goes for being black

and being creative. And the income from music brings at

least some, though not all, of the financial earnings into the

black community. When I was small, I used to get all ex-

cited every time I saw a black person on television, even if

it was a boxing match. The kids don't get so excited now.

That's a sign that the problem is being dealt with."

Carla Thomas, one of SUx Records' very first per-

formers, is responsible for the preceding statement. Miss

Thomas has had such hits as "B-A-B-Y" and "Tramp"

(with Otis Redding) and doesn't claim to be in the vanguard

of the revolution as far as her music goes. "I like love songs.

Things with sentiment and emotion and some variety in the

styles," she says.

Carla 's father is Rufus Thomas, Memphis disc jockey and

another Stax artist. His music, though done as an adult, has

been more representative of the emotional state of black

youth in this country in the last decade. That's because it

has been physically expressive music. "Walkin' the Dog"

and "On the Fimkv Cliirken." his two big hits, are both

^-,..1 to youngj^ i« f 9*«4*f!^^. •*•*-** ***•>•««• >•«.*... ^'«

•^^ ^

Carla 's music is like comparing the Rolling Stones to the

Carpenters (with the exception of Carla's one album done

jointly with Qtis Redding, King and Queen)

It is often said that there seems to be little room for in-

been around. The Supremes, Martha Reeves and the

Vandellas and, for a while, the Marvelettes, were all on

more or less equal footing around Barry Gordyland. The
latter two came first as far as national hits went, yet neither

of the groups had established themselves as anjrthing but

unknown quantities by the time the Supremes began their

unprecedented string of at least seven major hits in a row in

1964. With that string, the Supremes won both the battle and

the war; people soon knew the girls by name, if not by

personality, and it no longer mattered what they sang.

Meanwhile, Martha and the Vandellas had had a hit with

what would have been a perfect Supremes song two years

before anyone had ever hear of the Supremes, "Ready for

Love." The Vandellas, who were considerably more ver-

satile in the rock idiom than the Supremes, and who were

therefore not steered into any particular groove by Motown
producers, suffered from too much variety in their music.

There was one brief period when it looked like the fateful

formula had been found for them, and they released "Heat

Wave" and "Dancing in the Street," both fast-tempo

rockers, in quick succession. But that streak was not

sustained. Pretty much the same went for the Marvelettes,

who went from the roclung "Please Mr. Postman" in 1982 to

the smooth "When You're Young and in Love" in 1967 to

oblivion in 1971.

Probably the most important element In the consistent

success of the Supremes on the distaff side, and con-

currently the Four Tops on the male side, was the full scale

pairing of songwriter-producers with the specific artists.

The team of Holland, Dozier and Holland were the

masterminds behind these two groups, and once they threw

all their weight behind them they contributed precious little

to the success of any other Motown acts The Temptations,

who came up a little later, had Norman Whitfield, the

Miracles had their man, Smokey Robinson and the current

Jackson Five has Gene Page and James Carmichael

playing from nine to five," recalls Booker T. Jones, leader

of the M.G.'s and formerf head producer for Stax Records.

"We experimented for months trying to find what the

bosses wanted: a hit sound I think we found that sound, and
it showed up on the company's records in the mid-sixties.

But we got bored pretty fast. I quit and went to college for

four years so I wouldn't have to do that every day. It was
really unforiunate that they wanted me to do exactly the

same thing when I got back. The harder they pushed for

hits, -the fewer they got.

"With the M.G.'s, having a hit like "Green Onions" as our

first single was a kiss of death. We were handicapped by the

company's wanting us to equal that success every time we
released a record. To this day, we haven't come close, but

recently, we forced the company to give us some leeway on

our albums so we could do what we wanted. The payoff is

that our last two albums have been best-sellers while none

of the early ones did well at all.

"Stax also would not let me sing at all; the M.G 's had an

image of being an instrumental k>and and couldn't alter it. I

think that kind of rigidity stifles the progress of the com-

pany's music. I've nuide a deal with another company
which allows me to make records on my own which will be

totally under my control while I still record with the M.G .'s

for SUx"
^ ^

Another company known for its Involvement with black

music is Atlantic Records. Atlantic formerly controlled

SUx and has always had a large scale r&b operation of its

own. The list of people who made their first major records

on Atlantic includes Ray Charles, the Coasters and the

resurgent Aretha Franklin The men responsible for

Atlantic's interest in such music have primarily been Ah-

met Ertegun and Jerry Wexler, who run the company but

have always been active on the artistic as well as the ad-

ministrative side of the business.
(Continued on Page |t)
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compaoy barely knew it had even

been recorded.**

Holland, Dozier and Holland left

Motown several years t>ack and
formed their own recording
company called Invictus. As ooe
might expect, Invictus is operated

in the image of Motown with some
variations There is a staff of

songwriters which also par-
ticipates in the production of the

artists. The company is working
hard to develop a stable of artists

to match and perhaps even sur-

pass that of Motown in terms of

covering all available audiences.

They have people like the
Chairmen of the Board, the Fifth

Dimension/ FYiends of Distinc-

tion-like Glass House, Freda
Payne and the surprisingly unique
ParUafunkadelicment lliang.

The ParUafunkadelicment
Thang are really two groups
operating as a maniacal rock and
roD conspiracy. First come the
Parliaments, who can actually be
remembered for MtST like **1

Wanna Testify" back in the six-

ties. The second. Funkadehc^ are

(CtirtiMwdfrMn Paget) ^^
' "When I first signed with

Atlantic, it was a small, very

family-like operation," says soul-

singer Solomon Burke, composer
of "Everybody Needs Somebody
to Love." '"riiey were really a

cooperative company too, and

they still are in general I left

when I began to feel it getting too

big.

"Occasionally on Atlantic I had

to be rebellious to keep the

freedom I wanted as an artist.

Sometimes I would have iigbts

with the producers or arrangers,

all provided by the company, and
sometimes I wouldn't. Once, as

the company was getting bigger, I

just walked into a studio with my
band, recorded a single, took it

upstairs and said 'release this.'

liiey did, and when it was a hit,

they got upset because I hadn't

gone thnx^ hormai procedures

and they ifreren't prepared. I

guess it was as good a situation for

making a rec^ '^ 6n< could wish
for, but the record s becoming a

hit was ou fluke because the
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an instruDMntal band who have

long been backing the

Parliaments but who have only

recently becon^ prominent on

their own.

. In general, the combination is a

relative of the influential Sly and
the Family Stone-Chambers
Brothers school of psyche-
delicized soul music, resplendent

with wah-wah guitar and raving

vocal arrangements. But the

ParUament Thang have brought

some elements into their efforts

that give thcjhi a more interesting

sound. Like the Chambers
Brothers, the group features a

strong vocal lineup. Like the

Family Stone, the group also

features a--g<M>d instrumental-

lineup. But unlike either

"pacesetter," the Parliament
Thang have both in one package.

Besides that, they have included a

wider range of western musical

elements in their style, like

country music, and their stage

act, complete with the

Parliaments running around in

the audience in leopard-skin
jockstraps, striped prison suits

and Indian headdresses, is a
madhouse one would more likely

expect from Alice Cooper or the

Stooges than from a black group.

The one thing missing is the

radically progressive jazz of

Pharoah Sanders, Sun Ra, Miles

Davis and the like, and based on
the plethora of influences they

already exhibit, it would not be
surprising should such music all

of a sudden appear. ParUa-
funkadelicment have two albums
out: Osmium and Free Your Mind
(and Your Ass WiU Follow).

There are black artists

currently popular whose
popularity base is only marginaUy
black. Many of the old blues

pioneers who have either been
resurrected from obscurity or
turned into superstars (like

B.B.KingO are as well supported
by white audiences as black.

"B.B. is an example of a
musician finding a universal
sound," says Solomon Burke.
"His is a very pure one, without
gimmicks. Ten ^years ago, B.B.
had become a big star for black
audiences and they would line up
around the block to see him play.

They still might, but whites do for

sure! And B.B. still plays great;
he was the first of the psychedelic
guitarists, but he used emotion
rather th^ equipnnent to make
his statements with the guitar.

That got through to everybody
ooce they beard it."

Young blues singer Taj Mahal
has gained similar acceptance
without having had to go through
twenty years of hard times to

make it. As a member and
product of the "psychedelic

generation," Taj wisely ad-

dressed himself to the white un-

derground record buyers first,

and has built up a large following.

As a modem blues stylist, he

bends the roots while still being

able to relate them to audiences

who don't understand their

origins. A;id, to reverse the path

taken by B.B., Taj has oc-

casionally gone to ghetto high

schools and given concerts at

assemblies. The school kids'

famiHarity with basic black music

is minimal and Taj has found

them exub«*antly receptive to

what he is doing as an alternative

to the packaged, processed soul

music played on the radio.

Taj Mahal's aura of authenticity

is lent credence by his ability to

incorporate the original country-

blues instrumentation into his

music. Yet his sense of humor and
contemporaneity are indicated by
his inclusion of four tuba players

in the band for his most recent

Columbia album, Tbe Real Hiing.

The only thing resembling a
major trend in recent black

popular music has been the in-

fluence of Sly Stone on nearly

everyone. Unfortunately, the
music business' habit (tf overdoing
a good thing was revived for the

occasion and two results are now
present. First, Sly himself seems
to be burned out, having refrained

from releasing any new material

for nearly two years: Second, the

hallmarks of Family Stone music,
the wah-wah (derived from Jimi
Hendrix), hard rhythm,
minimally creative chord
progressions and boom-tx>om
vocal techniques are omnipresent
in other artists' music. If anything
is to be salvaged from the tem-
porary progress the Family Stone
initially signalled, it will be up to

either old standbys like Ike and
Tina Turner and Little Richard,
who have matured quite
gracefully over the years and can
apparently cope creatively with
the changing times, or to surly
people like the Parliafunka-
delicment Thang, whose sub-
servience to a formula is limited

by, their status as fuU-blown
madmen.
From the white audience's

standpoint, a comparison between
white and black music leads to the

conclusion that black music has
less of a variety of influences to

draw upon within its ethnic sphere
than does white music. Therefore,
the overuse of styles in black
popular music is more natural
(and perhaps excusable?) than it

is in white music. Whether one
accepts that as valid or valuable

remains. secondary to the fact
that, no matter what fashions
have ruled the world of music a/
any given time in the last two
centuries, the Hrst and most
vigorous pathfinders in North
America have generally been
black. The closest thing America
has to indigenous music comes
from either the native Amencans
(the Indians) or the blacks (the
Africans) and because the blacks
have gotten closer to the main
stream of American culture than
have the Indians, they have been
the more influential. This goes for
jboth pop and jazz, which are
American rather than European
innovations.

If It can be said that black music ...

is in the midst of a relatively

uncreative period (which, since
the fading of Sly, has been
claimed by some), then it should
also be said that the rest of

American music is suffering
similarly. The slump may or may
not be important at this point, but
the relationship cannot be
questioned. Black music and
American music are inseparable!

Some albums:
The Cry of Love - Jimi Hendrix,
Reprise

Bitches Brew - Miles Davis,
Columbia
Osmium - Parliament, Invictus

The Story pf Motown - various
artists, Motown
Dance to the Music - Sly and the

Family Stone, Epic
Take a Giant Step - Taj Mahal,
Columbia
Tlie Best of Wilson Pickett, vols. 1

and 2 - Wilson Pickett, Atlantic

Jewels of Hiought - Pharoah
Sanders, Impulse
Otis Redding Live in Europe - Otis

Redding, Volt

The World's Greatest Blues
Singer - Bessie Smith, Columbia
B.B. King Live at Cook County

JaU - B.B. King, ABC Bluesway
Workin' Together - Ike and Tina

Tina Turner, Liberty

Aretha's Gold - Aretha Franklin,

Atlantic

A Man and His Soul - Ray Charles,

ABC
The History of R&B, vols. 1-5 -

various artists, Atlantic

Chuck Berry's Golden Decade •

Chuck Berry, Chess
Cast a Long Shadow - Little

Richard, Epic
1 Do Not Play No Rock and Roll

Mississippi Fred McDowell,
Capital

Headless Heroes of the

Apocalypse - Eugene McDaniels,

Atco
The Johnny Otis Show Live at

Monterey - The Johnny Otis Show,

Epic
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RCA '5 /Vew Rubencf*'!: Cc'^tratlan Worthwhile
by Derrick Henry

Not only is Artur Rubinstein a living legend, but a viable

money-maker as well. Or so reasons RCA. The company
seems dissatisfied that Rubinstein already ranks as the

"all-time k)est-selling classical recording pianist." That's

not enough. Hence the rationale for the re-releasing of this

spate of the artist's recordings from the late 50's and early

60's (among this group, only the Brahms recital is newly
recorded).

"—-—^t is a fiepressiflgly commercial gesture, at least on the

surface. Actually, however, these reissues serve several

worthwhile purposes. For one, the sound has been re-

mastered, and in some instances radically updated. For
another, the three Beethoven sonatas hav^ been re-grouped

into an attractive coupling, while the piano concertos are

now available at near-irrestible prices. Yet most im-

portantly, they serve to introduce Rubinstein's playing to a

new audience who know theman solely by name.
Much of this playing is marvelous indeed, though

Rubinstein .js certainly not a scrupulous player. His

freatment of detail frequently proves cavalier: aberrated

rhythms, generalized dynamics, overly-flexible phrasing.

In the hands of a lesser artist such liberties would be
inexcusable. Yet Rubinstein compensates with so much
poetry and warmth that these failings become not only

forgiveable, but largely irrelevant.

Rubinstein's approach to music remains always civilized,

yet never strikes one as consciously urbane. If you seek

fierce intensity in your music-making, Rubinstein is not the

man to listen to. But if you esteem playing with enormous
breadth, sweep, and sheer vitality, look no further. Few
artists can summon the utter poise, freshness, and gran-

deur that seem innately at Rubinstein's dis|>osal.

Rubenstein's reading of the Brahms 1st (RCAVCS-7071)

has nobility, ardor, and dynamic thrust. Unfortunately,

Leinsdorf and the Boston Symphony playing with him do

not match these qualities. While they prove much more
fastidious than the pianist, they do so at the expense of

forward motion. The result is stiff, heavy, and boring. The
stem, imposing Curson/Szell reading (London) conveys the

youthful drama of this music far more convincingly than

does this misguided collaboration.

Other critics have pointed to similar conductor/pianist

disparities in the Brahms 2nd. Thus I was alert for evidence

of the same. It simply did not materiahze. Krips' ac-

companying pick-up orchestra cannot match the precision

of a permanent ensemble, certainly. But they do offer solid

musicianship, and, equally importantly, sensitively support
and reflect the soloist's wonderful, distinctive work.
Much the same the Tchaikovsky, Grieg, and Rach-

mamnoff (RCA VCS-7070). Rubinstein and Leinsdorf give

the Tchaikovsky a richly persuasive reading, expansive,

polished, beautifully proportioned. I can think of no version

of the work I would rather live with; there are more ex-

citing interpretations (the bravura of the fiery, in-

candescent Horowitz/Toscannini acount on RCA must be
experienced to be believed), but the combination of mellow
lyricism and aristocratic power offered here prove
eminently satisfying. _ .. /

Rubinstein has called the Grieg di$c his most completely
satisfying recording and no wonder. It is worlds apart from
the impassioned, taut Lipatti/Galliera account (Odyssey),
but what a world of poetry Rubinstein uncovers in this

music ! Every mood is captured with disarming naturalness

and purity in a reading of incomparable breadth and
grandeur, ably supported by Wallenstein and ensemble.
The Rachmaninoff likewise calls for superlatives. Con-

ductor Fritz Reiner obviously brings out the best in the

pianist, and under this conductor's demanding ear,

Rubinstein is much more attentive to detail than usual. The
result is a reading of uncommon sweep and impetus, heroic

in scope, yet with tremendotis poise and total lack of

histrionics. There are other fine recordings of this music,

notably the tender, introspective AshKenazy/Kondrashin
account (London) and the composer's own stunningly

virtuosic, deeply intuitive performance with Stokowski

(RCA), a true classic. But Rubinstein can hold his own with

any of these.

Rubinstein's solo discs are perhaps even more reveaUng
of his characteristic approach to music than are his con-

certo recordings (RCA LSC-40001). A comparison with

Serkin's single-disc version of the same Beethoven sonatas

(Columbia) proves instructive in this regard. Serkin faith-

fully observes the smallest detail of Beethoven's scores,

producing readings that are overwhelming in their

demoniac power, tremendous thrust, and lean intensity.

Rubinstein, by contrast, is^relaxed, lyrical, gentle. His

tempos are slightly faster tlian Serkin's, yet one would

never realize it, for his playing lacks the younger master's

febrile excitement. _^_^.

Not to say that Rubinstein is inferior. Just different. His

dynamic range is narrower, his contours broader. He
caresses the music rather than propelling it forward. Yet,

except for the sluggish first movement of the Pathetique,

there is ample momentum.
Despite the wonderfully mellow sound Rubinstein coaxes

from his instrument, he could not be termed a colorist.

Indeed, next to Serkin's subtle shadings (once one's ear

adjusts to his typically dry, brittle sonorities )t, Rubinstein's

playing sounds almost monochromatic. But Rubinstein's

work does offer undeniable breadth, a great deal of

freshness (especially in the Moonlight—his first recording

of this, incidentally), and absolute conviction.

It may seem sacrilegious to say so, but I have never

particularly admired Rubinstein's Chopin. These recor-

dings (RCA LSC-3144) help to explain why. There is the by-

now-familiar generalized approach to dynamics color, and
phrasing. And Rubinstein's conceptions are surprisingly

straightforward: many artist's take greater liberties with_

tempo, ritards and rubati are rather overtly managed here.

More than anything, this is extroverted playing.

Rubinstein admittedly captures the joy and verve of this

music to delightful effect. And the lyrical sections are

marvelously songful, delicately inflected, gently

mellifluous.

Yet he misses so much of the music's depth and tension

You need only to listen^lo Horowitz's overpowering, deeply

moving reading of the 2nd Sonata (Columbia) or Lipatti's

patrician, effortless rendering of the 3rd Sonata (Odyssey)

to understand my point. For example, in the 2nd Sonata

Rubinstein's opening movement drags, his second

movement ambles pleasantly when it should take fire

(neglected accents, shallow dynamic gradation, lack of

comprete<<echnical assurance ii^ the lek hand contribute to

his downfall here), and the final movement, while stun-

ningly executed, lacks direction (one merely hears a

jumble of notes).

Rubinstein's Chopin is aesthetically pleasing, there is a

marvelous fluidity, a wonderful elegance to it all. Yet in the

strictest sense of the word, this is superficial playing. To
stretch a point, you might say his Chopin is pretty rather

than penetrating.

The collection of short Brahms works (RCA LSC-3186)

represents the sole new recording of this group. And what
an absolutely magnificent recording it is! We have here

truly monumental pianism, keenly sensitive to minute

details, accents, and inner voices, yet thoroughly imposing

in overall scope. There is exquisite lyricsim, entirely

natural momentum, tremendous strength. The dynamic
range proves awesome, thunderous in climaxes, deUcate

and lovingly colored in the gentler moments.
This is truly great artistry, breathtaking in its complete

assurance and perfect proportions. Gieseking's similar

recital (Angel) sounds positively fussy and tonally

restricted by comparison. /

Rubinstein may already be a legend, but judging f^om his

recent Brahms program, he is only now entering his prime.
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OnA&M Records and Tapes

In concert singing songs from their new

album at Janss Steps—tomorrow at

12:00 noon. This will be their only free

concert this yeai^ don't miss them—
or their album (for that matter). Special

sale price at Vogue Records at $2.99.

sponsored by SLC-CAC
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The voices came through the closed doors of "inoer sanctum, ' the

upstairs office, where the groq> listened to the work they liad just

recorded downstairs. ''We want to avoid everything in the past. "General
silence followed, as if the other three Doors were conndering some in-

novation. Then one of them said, ''That's a good way to repeat yourself!

"

Since Strange Days the Doors have been accused of endlws repedtion;
but in reality they have simply remained true to the explicit, if ntfrow,
world visioo of their furst album. This dark, primitive/cosmopolitan
perception of spiritual evil, called forth by serpentine incantations and
rituals, defined the Doors as purely wicked and often vulgar, but with an
ice-hot velvet softness. The Marnsooic vision me&owed (and aged) over
four years, but it retained its potency and passion.

Within the Doors' self-limited domain was a dare-devil sense of ez-
perimenUtion that led from ceremonial chants ("My Wild Love" and
•'The Celehration of the Lizard") to Zappa-type collage ("The Soft
Parade^* MHidhaek into solid home^spunL. A. Rock-'n-HoU ("Roadhouae
Blues' and 'Ship of Fools") But even while dabbling with the blues on
L.A. Woauui, the Doors have done nothing to avoid "everything in the
past." Instead, they have re-hashed all of the successful gimmicKff we've
heard before into an album that is strictly "formula."

It seems that a conscious effort was made to isolate the magnetic
elements of all earlier material and compile them into the ultimate in
Doorsiness. Which would have worked if the whole business hadn't gone
sUtic. From the thematic content of the work as a whole to the flagrant
re-use of images and rhymes, L. A. Woman sounds mechanically con-
trived.

As any good Doors album does, L. A. Woman includes a poem set to
music, a creepy-crawly-snake-song (by Willie Dixon of "Back Door
Man"), and a piece of esoteric wierdness. The only ambitious lyrical
adventure, 'The WASP (Texas Radio and the Big Beat)" reminds you
why Morrison won acclaim in '67 as a great rock poet. Sure enough —
"The WASP" smacks of that original Morrisonic genius. High time it was
set to music; the poem was first written in '68 or before
"Crawling King Snake" is a good enough creepy-crawly-snake-song as'

far as such slither songs go — but I thought Jim had outgrown snake
songs when he outgrew his leather pants ... the same snakes have slid
through 'The End" and "Not to Touch the Earth." By the way. a king
snake is a skinny litUe green snake who eats rats and other snakes but is
otherwise harmless.

"Riders On the Storm'
long pieces of cryptic

5«^o rhymes
revise,

first IS the ''friend/erKi-rC;
"nmortal "fire/liar- rhym

^

seems restrained when compared to his other
scarriness. It faithfully combines social com-

mentary, personal revelation, and bizarre but very poetic images as did
"The End," or "Shaman's Blues." The lines. "Thei^'s a killer on the
road/his brain is squirmin' like a toad ..." or "hke a dog without a bone/
an actor out on loan/Riders on the Storm" prove that Jim must preserve
his enigmatic illusions until the end.
Re-hashed images flaunt themselves throughout MonisanT^ght of-

ferings. In "L'America" he drizzles "genUe rain," much as that which
came down in "Crystal Ship." And the idea of "cars hiss by my window"
sounds a lot hke "the cars crawl by all stuffed with eyes" from "Soul
Kitchen " on The Doors. Poetic repetition for the sake of continuity is fine
but these verbal re-runs sound more like self-plagiarism than strivimBB
for conceptual unity.

^^

(Editor> Note— Dr. Fagen is a
Lecturer in the Theater Arts
Department)

It was in June of last year, not
more than 48 hours after com-*
pleting a two-quarter-long gig as
instructor in a course on rock 'n
roll, when I discovered that my
approach to the subject was just
not "where it was at." One of the
major premises of the course had
been that it was possible to
criticize and evaluate rock music
with the same kinds of tools that
members of The Academy have
traditionally used to analyze
classical scores. My attitude in
this respect may in fact have been
entirely reflective of the almost
total lack of conununication that
exists between the student's
musical experience (rock) and
The Academy's music
curriculum. In any case, certain
students had tried to diiuhuse me
of this approach to the subject
from the start, but \m6 never
made their argument in a par-
ticularly convincing ommmt.-As it

turned out, my enlighteoBMat had
to come from personal ex-
perience, and perhaps ft was
better that way. But, in
retrospect, I feel rather badly that
it came too late to benefit the
studenU in the course, so let me
talte this opportunity to relate
publicly how it happened.

It was a Sunday afternoon and I
was walking on the beach in
Venice A rock band was playing
and an audience of several hun^
dred were dancing and, generally
speaking, enjoying themselves.
As I moved closer to the group it
slowly dawned on me that here
was very possibly the; worst band
I'd ever heard. The drummer
wasn't bad, in a journeyman's
sort of way, but the rest of the
instruments were, for all practical
purposes.' broken Either the

_ "^^ actually defective,
'nn I know hew to use it.

Woman" from Krieger s -u^
though the rhyme was exha^:
four years later Jim ,s using?'

L.A. Woman" is a song
L. A. woman is first a gene'riT
somfication of Los An^eks CuT
lady, the flaming-haired dam
Fu^." You can see all three le

_ burning/ Hills are fUl d with fi-
they are a liar." This textural
a good romnthrough the mind

f

J

Little pin<?J^ of incongruity*
introduced by "The Changeling.
different on the rest of the side J
roU. . ' ^
AstK.

vjnossofi ff—tayomtf u)% r

lacks the gutsiriess of convict!
that a lot of suffering did go do
Other flashes of weirdness c

which sounds like a blues song
da bluze? By definiUon, the bl

under by a tractor, you c

trembhn'/with a sonic boom
refined guitar and one dij

Morrison makes guitar noises (yei!

which are fucking unreal
In "L. A. Woman," Jim reflects

which isn't really bizarre in his

knows so weD.

"L'America;" in slithers Mi

trading some beads for a "pint

than odd. Since when does gold

cleans the grease off your

About the inane over-used
Woman," all I can say is if it takes

Mr. Mojo needs the direct inte

Repetition and incongruities be

are transmitted almost in spite

contribution, "LoveHerMadlv is

the Doors has never been finer.

musical effect of the album to bear

Ray Manzarek's keyboards have

or Wasting the Dawn*
oy Suzannelady w/p.t.

^thf
~

blatant they almost hurt. The

inth House." The other is the

gged into Morrison's "L. A.

.

' After "Fire" it seemed as

St the rest of the century, but

ly that he almost brings it off.

distinct levels, because the

'1 chicks in L. A., next a per-

^ocal monument to Jim's own
tage introduction to "Light My
n the lines, "I see your hair is

f I never lov'd you/ You know

t allows for reading-in assures

ho wants to bother.

t across the album. Side one is

you up^ expect something

get is rather "fluffy" rock and

des of

la^c^orus, wnein yoithsalize

"peepy-dicky" trip in Miami.
'Cars Hiss By My Window"

ver heard of "sonic booms" in

rsal. If your friend was mowed
blues, but ^>rindow started

totally out of^lace. Krieger's

ick save the ^ng, however:

Ihis mouth! on thle microphone!

)

)ps in cars, the topless bars."

:ause that's the L. A. that he

whistHng "Yankee Ekxxile."

This strikes me as being more
pints? (Aha! Scotch liquid gold

?)

ojo risen" segment of "L.A.

titions to build up a little force.

of Priapus.

may, some flashes of brilliance

selves. Robbie Krieger 's only

ocking joy. The musicianship of

they were depending upon the

ponsibility the lyrics once had.

sounded so galloping good; his

Mock and Roll \rtheAcademy

« W«1 11 W\.WW\0^m

considering the prejudices I had
always held about what music
should or should not be about, was
to look around the audience and
discover that I was the only one
not digging it — nobody cared
about the notes except me.
What the incident forced me to

do, primarily, was to start
thinking very hard about the
significance of the fact that you
couldn't discern the tones, but
that, somehow, this was OK. To
put this thought in its proper
perspective you have to realize
that the entire history of Western
music is essentially a process of
exploring the relaUonships bet-
ween the tones. And that it is
essentiaUy the differences bet-
ween kinds or sets of relationships
that music students all over the
world are spending their days and
nighte trying to figuro out. In
other words, The Academy is
really in the business of ex-
plaining and celebrating the
differences between the
Pergolftfifi relationships and the
Beethovenian relationships and
the Stravinskian relationships —
«*vert the importance of the
tones altogether and you've put it
out of business.

Let me make the point another
way. Imagine that same Venice
beach scene transported to an
elegant chamber music hall. This
time it's a string quartet playing
Mozart; but the players have no
talent whatsoever, and they're
tBing Sears Roebuck instruments
that have broken springs and are
hadly out of tune. Now further
imagine that you stumble on this
scene in a kind of dazed horror
only to look around you and find
that the cla^^imi n.-.^ic freaks in
theaudien* ......... Hr^;

should convince you that there is

simply no situation in the world of

the classical musician com-

parable to that Venice rock

concert, because every major

criterion that academy-trained

musicians use to evaluate a

musical experience grows

directly out of the idea of judging

the relationships between the

tones.

31owly. painfully, I began to

come to grips with the thought

that what was happening on the

beach in Venice might not fit into

the category of "music," at least

as I had been in the habit of

defining it. But if not music, then,

•what was it? Well it was clearly

ofessional athlete as the
emier adolescent cultural hero.

too has the rock dance replaced

spectator sport as the primary
ans of physical and psychic
ergy release. In both instances

are faced with a phenomenon
t is significantly different from
traditional relationship bet-

n art and its audience. At rock
nces there is a certain amount
artistic consciousness, but not
lly very much; the rest is a
nbination of some con-
mporary incarnations of par-

football games, and revival
tings all mixed together. The
element in the Venice ex-

rience that connected with my

^^u ^^" ^^c«. nutter, Ungle and bound in stunning labyrinthian
rhythmic highs, lows, and in-betweens. His impeccable taste is warmed
by a neat sense of humor, such as the riff of Traffics "House in the
Country " in "LA. Woman " and a taste of "Polanaise" in "Hyacinth
House." Manzarek's work on "Riders on the Storm" makes it the best cut
on the album.
Robbie Krieger has been forced to simpUfy his rather ornate whining

and picking, but he comes across with all the precision and feeling that a
rock/blues/classial/down-home guitarist should have. Krieger shps and
spills his best on "L.A. Woman" and "The Changebng."
What can be said about John Densmore's drumming? It offers infinite

variety to the dancer and that's no small compliment.
As for the vocals, the quality of Morrison's blue-siness could be a ready-

made disclaimer for a scotched voice. In all fairness, however, when
Morrison musters up his custard he can still sing. "Hyacinth House" and
JJRiders" are bewitching examples. .

•

The few lyrical strengths are all the more brilliant since they are rare
"Hyacinth House's" concern with superstar paranoia is stated so simply
that it evokes honest compassion in the listener. If there was ever an
honest selfappraisal set to music, this is it. Jim obviously struggled with
his "vision" in the humble entreaty, "Why did you throw the Jack-of-
Hearts away/It was the only card in the deck that I had left to play/. And
I'll say it again/ 1 need a brand new friend. .

."

"L.A. Woman" has some value in that it capsulizes the city's pulse,
perversions and paranoias by running 65 miles-an-hour through typical
LA. scenes. The lyrics, "Are you a lucky little lady in the City of Ught/
Or just another lost angel. City of Night?" come home as a powerful
visual to anyone who has seen the angel atop the Mormon temple
silhouetted against a blue-black sky.

"L'America," recorded a year ago, and unsuccessfully submitted for
Zabriskie Point, includes a blatantly implied "fuck:" "He'll change your
weather, he'U change your luck/ He'll even teach you. how to Find
yourself." Bravo! .

Finally "The WASP (Texas Radio and the Big Beat)" relays~a
surrealistic history of south and mid-west rock and roll with incredible
imagesofswamps, Pyramids, and "Negroes in the forest saying*. . Out
here on the perimeter there are no stars/ out here we is stoned—im-
maculate."' Probably the finest line Jim Morrison has ever written is

included in this song: ** I TELL YOU THIS; NO ETERNAL REWARD
WILL FORGIVE US NOW FOR WASTING THE DAWN."
The filial touch that cannot pass without comment is the inner sleeve

design representing the most disgusting piece of male chauvinism I've

ever seen. This, a female form on a symboUc cross, is Jim Morrison's
conception of the ultimate L.A. woman. He's obviously proud of the fact

that he has symbolically strung up naked chickies on phone poles all over
the city. This "piece of art," coupled with all the '*.

. .baby, baby, baby/
Won't you get down on your knee" and the ''Get out there on your hands
and knees baby/ Crawl all over me" would make any self-respecting

woman teU him to suck his own. In short, the Doors have slammed on
some faithful fingers belonging to the women of Los Angeles.

The overall effect of L.A. Woman is unsettled; it has some fine, fine

music and a touch of good lyrics, but it lacks the spontaneity and interest

that would have made it a great last album

.

and popularism. With Schonberg
and his fpllowers, the extent of the

thrust toward elitism and in-

tellection was extremely great —
here, for one of the few times in

irf »Vw.,:_

th

becai^ you absolutely could not
tell what the heU notes they were
playing But the real mind-blower

US of

\

elevated to the highest platea
ecstasy by this deeply spiritual
experience. No way, righf
The absurdity of the image

both a physical and a social ex-

perience — not unlike surfing,

perhaps. But there's no reason to

beheve that's all it was. Perhaps.

again like surfing, there were, at

least for some of the participants.

psychical, even spiritual.

ingredients' in the experience
In any case, the concept of

energy — primarily physical

energy — seems to \>e central lu

understanding what rock is about

This is even more obvious on the

cultural level Just as the rock

star has pretty much replaced tl?e

•Stic consciousness was the
mmer — the rhythm line. But
concept of rhythm alone,

thout tones, is not really in the
estem tradition. In fact, until

avinsky, rhythm wasn't even a
^^ partner with the other musical
•ements— it existed primarily to

fticulate the relationships bet-

e tones. In rock, or course,
tRe"

who

iii>i it^stne opposite is true:

f^mmer, the energy man,
o'ds it all together.
Now in all fairness it should be
inted out that in the Venice

incident I have chosen to illustrate

my argument with a rather ex-

treme example. Some bands,

most bands, possess a sub-

stantially higher degree of artistic

consciousness. If that band had
been any good there would have
been thousands of people grooving

on the beach instead of hundreds.

So there are really two kinds of

experience that make up what we
know as rock 'n roll: the musical

thing, and the social-physical-

psychic energy thing. How much
of each depends on which group

you're talking about: Ten Years

After in Woodstock? Mostly

energy! McCartney? Mostly

music. The Stones? A lot of both.

Everything I've said so far may
seefnNintuitively obvious to the

rock 'n roll generation, but I doubt

very much whether The Academy
understands it. Certainly it is not

behaving as if it did. For the

implications of the idea that

musical expression has taken a

new form that has precious little

relevance to the current Academy
curriculum ought to be very

threatening.

In rock, musical consciousness

is now being wed with a special

kind of social experience, just as

was the case with opera in the 18th

and 19th centuries, and as has

always been the case with sacred

music. In the past. The Academy
has been able to cope with a

realization like that in not an

unintelligent way. The big dif-

ference this time lies in the fact

that the society involved is not a

cultural elite. Rock is the first

important music of the mass

culture — and it's a much heavier

task to try to figiu-e out what that

might mean.
To put it another way,

have always been dialeciicai

cycles in the Western musical

culture, vibrating back and forth

between rigor and spontaneity,

intellection and emotion, elitism

Western history, was music that

appealed exclusively to the mind.

It is only natural, then, to un-

derstand that a reactionary return

to music exclusively for the body
would ensue. What The Academy
didn't anticipate, however, was
the possibility that the reac-

tionary thrust would carry music
right out the door and into the

streets. In fact, it has effectively

refused to acknowledge that this is-

what has happened.

The fact, however, that for at

least the past 25 years jazz and
rock have been more vital,

authentic, meaningful sources of

musical culture than The
Academy, is really above dispute.

That's the one thing I got right the

first time, because it's so in-

tuitively obvious you can't miss it:

the burden of interpreting the

20th-century experience in

musical terms has rested on the

shoulders of the serious artists,

like Dylan, Lennon, and C!oltrane,

not the purveyors of sterile in-

tellectualisms that The Academy
has been turning out for a

generation. It's in the work of an

artist like Bob Dylan that one

finds the true spiritual, if not

musical, inheritence from
Stravinsky^ Bartok, and Prokofiev
— the hai-shness, the austerity,

the authenticity, the toughness of

mind.

The Academy, like any other

relatively stable institution, is an

odds-on favorite to survive — it

has the time and the power to co-

opt, and the cultural capital to live

off during its lean years. But that

capital is not by any means
limitless The power of the rock

pcTTiups its pSj'cnic inrTat nas~

lessened; it might not be a t)ad

time for The Academy to open up

and find out what this music's

been about.
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MID-NITE REVIVAL

"BLOW-UP"

Only 99'!
12 AM.
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BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
Wilshire - 26th Santa Monico
829-3368

[(Paid Advertisement)

With our abstrect intellect we have manipulated and distorted the material truth. We talk
of "intellectual honesty " There is only one honesty, and that is material lntellech>al
honesty IS a contradiction in ternr^s. and material honesty is redundant Takt a universityn »n American city The center of intellect and m reality the meet dishonest The poor
neighborhood is exploited materially to support the university The university pretends it

% solving our problems and in actuality itself is the problem. All the researches and
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Orbiting the Peripheiy of Pop. R. 5

by Harold Bronson
Although the now defunct Bonzo

Dog Band were indisputedly one

of the world's greatest late Sixties

rock acts, their acceptance in

America has been regretabdy only

minimal Most rock listeners

---^^—probably know very little about

0\jthem. . - _^ - >

Rock comedy (and social

commentary) at its, best, is what
the Bonzos were all about. They
were originally conceived in 1962

and through the 'years the
members drew on more than just

rock influences in developing their

uniqu^ soikd. 'Quittt v^ v^e

group wa^^s much rooted in

vaudeviiy^ and London's music-

hall scene as it was in rock. They
were also influenced heavily by
Spike Jones ahd England's Trad
(traditional) band revival (Bop
and Swing) fin the early 1960's. In

fact, in addition to exposure
problems and lack of support by
their U.S. record company
(Imperial), the vaudeville/music-

hall flavorings may have tended
to alienate some U.S. fans whose
lack of famfliarity with these

institutions is as pronounced as
the Britons' endearment to same.
The group also occupied itself

with early rock and roll, whose
presence was evident throughout
song structure, brass and vocal

arri^ngements, and by way of

specific personality imitations.

Essentially the group took the

faddish and made a complete
mockery of it. For example, a
typical concert might begin with
one of the members moving to the
front of the stage doing Pete
Townshend imitations (jumping
up and down, whirling his arm
around, etc.), only to have his

guitar fall apart in his hands.

The group's occupation with

satire and social commentary
immediately brings to mind the

Mothers of Invention. Because the

Mothers' influences are so dif-

ferent and theu- form of comedy
somewhat more acrid (and is

accompanied by an involvement
with progressive o^ avant garde
jazz as apposed to the Bonzos'

mterest in traditional jazz), few
musical similarities beyond the

humerous exist.

The band, thorougly immersed
•4fi-4heir -homespun lunacy r-

referred to quite a few people not

generally recognizable to

American audiences, people like

British singer Val Doonican or

Johnny Morris. Consequently
these ^'inside jokes,*' — like when
'tears for souvenirs" is sung,
referring to Ken Dodds' number
one Enghsh chart smash of 1966,

* "Tears," — aren't understood or

appreciated by the majority of

stateside hsteners. .

in "the Intro and the Outro**tbe
Bonzos carried the "introducing
the band" format of the swing
bands to its most outrageous
extent. The piece started out

normally enough, with the Dog
Band members being introduced
on their respective instruments,
but then all kinds of people, like

Eric Clapton on ukelele, John
Wayne on xylophone, and Roy^
Rogers on Trigger make ap-
pearances. Some tunes, like

"Doctor Jazz," feature swing,
bop, and dixieland styles (in this

case all in the same song). These
were generally the less successful
of the Bonzo's tunes, probably due
to their lack of lyrical sting and
they quite frankly sounded like

early 1950's cartoon music.
The Bonzo Dog Band , along with

the Mothers of Invention, were

Doo-dah! Doo-dah!
masters of the recited cliche

which sometimes made its ap-

pearance during the instrumental

break and sometimes also at the

end of the song on old rock and roll

records. "Canyons of Your Mind,"
the all-time definitive mock I950's

ballad, is sung in a parody o(

Elvis. The song, which features a

tinkling piano decorates the

background as tears rush to the

singer's eyes and he drops to his

knees) "And each time I hear

your name/(frying pan, fryinjg

pan)/Oh ... Oh m-my how it

hurts/(he*s in pain)/In the
wardrobe of my soul/In the
section labeled shirts."

The rave-up "Trouser Press"

tortured spoken segment, is

rendered even more ridiculous

due to the exaggerated
seriousness of the lyrics. It

dissects the Ixxiy, so to speak, in

an expression of love. The verse is

promptly followed by a hilarious

blues guitar solo in which the
guitarist gets his fingers tangled
in the strings. Someone shouts
ecstatic ' 'ooh-ooh-yeahs

'

' while
the grating, slightly off-key sax
grinds all the way. Then comes
the classic recitation: (playful,

makes ._. of those "Land of a

Thousand Dances"-type audience
participation songs. It begins with
an incredibly funny "come-on-

everybody-clap-your-hands" in-

troduction that has to be heard to

be believed, and concludes with an
introduction of the cast: "The part
of Old Bill was played by a frying

pan, the other part of Old Bill was
played by. . ."In the break— the
Bonzos always seemed to make
the most of those traditionally

requisite bars — the singer
moans: "Ow ; . . press those
trousers" and a few beats later we
actually hear a trouser press
being opened and shut.
The combo's two main

songwriters, Vivian (Vic) Stan-
shall and Neil Innes, often made
fun of situations encountered by a
young man growing up. Their
"Mr. Apollo," satirizes those kick-

the-sand-right-back-in-their-faces

body-building courses. A
distorted, grinding, Hendrix
guitar weaves in and out of the
5,000 cheers, only to yield to the
nasal story teller (Neil Innes) who
describes the feats of the famed
Mr. Apollo from whom he will
soon receive instruction. Upon
completion of the course he
reveals in a charming English

I
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accent (Stanshall)
pj^^

years ago I was a four stone

apology/Today I am two separate
gorillas." As the song fades we
hear: "Wrestle poodles and win
play beachball, shave your legs

Sometimes targets revealed
traces of bittemesg ^md struck
points closer to home. "The Bride
Stripped Bare By *The Bachelors'
" concerns itself with the less
rewarding aspects of a touring
rock band: "We arrived-at the gig
looking rough. We were not happy
and we'd all had enough ... And
the hotel reception wars empty and
cold with horrid red wallpaper
forty years old."

Quite often, Stanshall and Innes
ridiculed the set ways of the
Enghsh people. Keynsham, which
the group thought their best

album, concerns itself with the
way the masses are conditioned to

not think for themselves. A few
leaders in a mob, or a few in-

fluential speakers are able to

direct the people's thoughts, even
though the result might have been
against their collective original

wishes. The album deals with pre-

conceived notions, about people
who aren't particularly normal
themselves judging whether
others are socially acceptable,
and about the mystique
surrounding show-biz per-
sonalities (they are just ordinary
people, why aren't they treated as

'

such?).

Innes and Stanshall wrote many
melodies which were quite good,
and encased more than a few of-
them in sentimental, nostalgic

atmoshperes.
The Bonzo's instrumental lineup

went something like this: Vivian

Stanshall: vocals, tnmipet, tuba,

euphonium, ukelele; Neil Innes:

musical director, piano, harp
sichord, guitar; Legs Larry Smith
(who used to get up from his

drums every few numbers to blow

kisses to the audience and tell

them how wonderful they all

were): drums, tuba, tap-dancing;

Rodney Slater (he's the rocker in

the group): alto, baritone, bass

sax, clarinet, trombone, bass

clarinet; Roger Ruskin Spear:

sax, cornet, electrical props
(including trouser presses and

robots); Vernon Dudley Bohay-

Nowell: bass guitar, banjo, sax,^

nightingale, and Sam Spoons (nee

Ash): rhythm pole, string bass,

spoons. The latter pair left the

group after the recording of the

first album (Gorilla) and were

(Continued on Page 15)
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(Continocd from Page 14)

replaced by bassist Dennis
Cowan.

Instnimentaily, despite l^ieir

diversity, the Bodhib did not place

high on an absolute scale of

proficiency. But because they

played simple arrangements, the

group performed together very

competently. Aside from that,

they were able to astound
listeners with the levels of hilarity

they were able to create on purely

musical terms. Neil limes' lead

guitar l>reaks were quite terrible

judged from a musical standpoint,

yet they were terrifically

laughable and appropriate in

context. Rddney Slater's (and
sometimes Spar's) sax solos

sounded like nothing so much as

Junior Walker on LSD.

Despite this Refreshing ap-

proach in a rock world where
originality is a precious com-
modity, the Bonzos most deter-

mined effort toward Top 40

stardom, '*rm the Urban
Spaceman'* (produced by one
Apollo C. Vermouth — Paul
McCartney to his friends), only

managed to make the charts in a

few cities, reaching into the high

thirties here in Los Angeles. Their

only full-scale U.S. tour resulted

in a $25,(X)0 loss, thus requiring the

group to "work their balls off the

rest of the year to make it up.

Their second tour, undertaken in

INTRO

3rfi(longa,

l^itajirebig!

peace,

tde Cbitors;

tlCtffe

"A Black

wperience,

AMost-S#;j"
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PHOI^ TODAY (213)479-4383

the faB d 19« under definite
duress, indirectly contributed to
their collapse.

Their appeal was also Umited by
their idiosyncraaieB. It's hard to
imagine teenie-t>oppers un-
derstanding someone crawling
around the stage making fun of
the likes of their hero, Mark
Famer, or even reacting to a
trouser press solo. The people who
seemed to ergoy the group most
were those lighter-hearted souls
who could more properly ap-
preciate a solo on the "leg"
(another of, who-else, Roger's
contraptions, in reality a
theremin).

Also, the Bonzos were too much
into sociological backstabbing to
have ever t>ecome popular on a
mass tevel Comedy, of course, is

vasUy popular in some forms, but
it has to be aimed at an im-
personal, universal target — the
Bonzos' work bordered on black
humor and aimed at many in the
rock audience. Also their attitude
was distinctively English, as is

much of their humor, and thai
simply doesn't make it in
America. Bonzo fans, if you know
any, are primarily fans of English
rock and roll (Small Faces, Move,
Who, Kinks, etc.).

In March of 1970 the group
decided to call it quits; Rodney
Slater became a social worker,
while Legs Larry Smith took off

for an unknown destination. Stage
fever remained with Vic and Neil
however. Stanshall formed Big

Grunt (with Spear and Cowan)
who released a Bonzo-ish single

called "Labio-Dental Fricative,"

a more or less meaningless word-
play song that featured none other

than Eric Clapton on guitar. When
Stanshall had a nervous break-

down. Big Grunt fell apart. Innes
formed The World (with Cowan)
which was more serious than the

Bonzos (much like his work on
Keynsham). They released but

one album.

Meanwhile Roger Spear (who
placed fourth in UCLA
miscellaneous instrument
category of the 1971 Rock and Roll

Roll ) has taken all of his electrical

goodies from the Bonzo days,
added to them, and is performing
as a one-man band called the

Electric Kinetic Wardrobe. Roger
is currently in the process of

constructing a band composed
entirely of robots who sing and
play instruments. Latest additions

to the Wardrobe include a wah-
wah mattress and a blues guitar

that has three necks, the idea

being that the guitarist doesn't

have to trouble himself forming
chords, but rather strums the
strings for a twelve bar blues.

It has been suggested that the

Bonzo Dog Band were victimized

^AMnesday, May M, 1971 UCLA DAILY BRUIN U

by their own talent. When one
considers that three of the
members were able to take-off

and form musical
conglomerations of some sort, and
when one considers that most of

Mr. Spear's inventions were built

after his Bonzo days (because of

the band-members' other talents,

he felt limited in what he could

do), it l>ecomes hard to disagree

Neil and Vic still have com-
patible ideas, and being that their

other groups didn't prove suc-

cessful they recently paired up,

convinced Dennis Ck»wan to joki

them and are now calling them-
selves 'The Freaks." It's obvious

that ex:Bonzos have nothing
better to do than to again be
Bonzos, in spirit if not in name.

It's hard to think of a reformed
Bonzos without Spear, Slater, or

Smith, such insane creatures are
they, yet thankfully they didn't

contribute much in the way of

song writing, and it seems that

Stanshall and Innes may have
picked up some equally crazy

participants. Bubs White,
weighing in at 16 stone (224

pounds), plays guitar and doubles

as Princess Fatima. Another new

guitarist, Andy Roberts^ counters
Bubs by portraying an Arab —
Mustafa Crap. Although the
Freaks are currently working on
an album, advanced word has it

that music is emphasized more
than it was with the old Bonzo Dog
Band. One also suspects that the

trad band influences will be
minimized due to a shortage of

brass players in the new lineup.

Hopefully, the attention drawn
to the Bonzo Freaks by various

people, whether they be writers,

DJs (Pasadena's KPPCer Jeff

•the Bonzo" Gonzer), or rock
groups (Christopher Milk and
Mogan David and his Winos, who
both acknowledge their Bonzo
influences), and United Artists'

upcoming promotional push, witi-

make their reformation a wor-
thwhile endeavor.

If you dig rock, and you have the

slightest inclination toward
humor, the English Best of the

Bonzos or the soon-to-t>e-released

American Beast of the Bonzos are
recommended as Bonzo primers.

(The original four Lp's (Gorilla,

Urban Spaceman, Tadpoles, and
Keynsham, are also still

available.

)
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(CestiMKd from Pmgf 8)

de{>artinent will have 67 45 FTE s

in the fall, reflecting a loss o( 9

FTE's from this academic year

No courses will be dropped, but

many will be cut back on the

number of times they are offered

to the 900 UBdeisnMknte and MO
graduate students in the depart-

„„. ^•^on.o^U.fe.tor^ Special red caur«» wiU be eUewhere in the country Furth m«e cuts affect no.V^|l_ inTBrBSl 111 UUuffGi /flCfGdSGS W/l/j ClSSS /Gdr
uive67 45PrEs a poooftle increase in teachii* offered alternate y«w« instead of said. classes for physics majors, but

. .
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"We can only offer an adequate

program, not oititaiMing in terms

of variety. The quality of

education here is fooig downhill,"

Coddington said.

Music

Walter Rubsamen, music
department chairman, projected

a loss of two FTE's by the fall

quarter from the present 50.82

FTE's.

Sections will be cut and larger

daaoes will result. Rubsamen said

for the first time the music
department nuiy have to abandon
innovative and new courses.

"We're down to a bare-bones

budget," Rubsamen said. There
are 234 undergraduate and 121

graduate music students.

Eastern language

Avedis Sanjian, chairman of the

Near Elastem languages depart-

ment, was one of the fe* to report

a poarible increase in teaching

pmiHwTM> One FTE for next faU

will be received from the ad-

ministration as a temporary

positioa. In 1973-73 the pooitioo

"We're fighting for our

lives at the present

time. The resources of

the department are
badly out of line both.

with the comparable
departments at other

campuses of the UC
system and elsewhere

in the country." —
Montgomery Furth,

chairman of
philosophy department

will become permanent. There
are currently 16.11 FTE's.

Tbe department offers courses

in Arabic, Hebrew, ancient near

eastern civilizations, Armenian,
Semitics, Persian and Turkish for

its 60 undergraduate and graduate

majors.

our Arrow shirts
/

ore reolly

two-for-the-money shirts

7.00 to 11.00

They look good being casual — and they look

great with a tie, for those moments you find

yourself in need of wearing one (or even if

you |ust feel like wearing a tie!) They are
great shirts— in cut, color and design. Come
see them. Your choice: short or long sleeves.

as
UC

Students' store

fhitii. b l»vl, odiTrwon union, 825-77H
mon-thurs 7:45a.m.-7:30p.m.; fri 7:45a.m.-i :00p.m.

closed sof may 29 through mon may 31

^^Specialized courses will be

offered alternate years instead of

annually. We haven't lost much
but our operating budgets for

supplies, equipment and
assistants have been seriously

affected," Sanjian said.

Oriental language

The oriental languages
department offers undergraduate

degrees in Japanese and Chinese

to its 48 students. There are 19

gradKiates in the departmealr
This year's staff stood at 12.25

FTE's, next year it will consist of

12.00 FTE's. Department
Chairman Richard C. Rudolph
could not be reached for com-
ment.

Philosophy

Philosophy department
Chairman Montgomery Furth
reported the loss of 2.5 FTE's
from this year's 16 FTE's.

'*We're fighting for our lives at

the present time. A department
that has lt)een as hard hit as ours

will have to do serious rebuilding.

The resources of the department
are badly out of line both with the

comparable departments at other

campuses of the UC system and

..I

Helpline

825-7646

BUY
1

PIZZA
and get another

for

50C
offer good only

May 25th /26th

CaesarsPizza 'heat

I' 'ktji

elsewhere in the country," Furth

said

''llie budget cuts are grossly

inequitous and are responsible for

the chief lacunae in what we are

currently able to offer. Our
program in the history of

philosophy is hobbled if not

crippled," he said. There are 200

undergraduate and 92 graduate

majors.

Physical e9

Although the physical education

""department (178 undergraduates,

"f think we should looh

more closely to ad-

ministrative budget

cutting instead of
academic budget
cutting." — Thomas
Eekman, chairman of

the Slavic languages
department

60 graduates) is currently under
review for elimination or sub-

stantial reduction in size in a few
years, next fall it will not lose any
of its 22.72 FTE's.
Chairman Donald Handy said

there will be the same number of

classes, but the classes will in-

crease in size. "We've had a bare-

bones budget for a number of

years, so I have no particular

reaction to these tHidget cuts. The
faculty is most concerned with a
general axing of the department,"
he said.

Physics

The physics department faculty

consisted of 62^ FTE employes
during the 1969-70 academic year,

was cut to 55.25 FTE's for 1970-71

and, under the present budget,

will be further cut to 46.09 FTE's
next year.

5838 Perry

Culver Qits

836-8808
Hory^e 637 0084

not only
classes for physics majors, but
also service courses offered by the
department for students in nur-
sing, pre-med, pre-dental, pre.
optometry, zoology, engineering
geology and chemistry.

The cuts will especiaUy affect
plans for smaller and more
personalized classes for fresh-
man, as suggested by uc

- President Charles Hitch.

There are 272 undergraduate
and 272 graduate physics
students.

Political Science

One of the largest departments
here is the political science
department. William Gerberding,
chairman, reported six FTE
positions which were unfilled by
the department have been with-

drawn by the administration.

Tliere are now 45 FTE's, 1600

undergraduate and 148 graduate
students.

Gerberding said no courses
have been deleted, but courses
"simply will be offered less

frequently." He said the two main
problems resulting from the
budget cuts are inability to hire

professors and faculty morale.
'*! regret the cuts. I regard them

as unfortunate for the educational

process. In the long haul, they will

result in a serious deterioration of

faculty^quality," Gerl)ercling said.

Psychology
Psychology Department

Chairman Irving Maltzman said

3.6 FTE's will be lost from the

present 60 FTE's. No courses will

be dropped, but they will become
larger and few^ sections will be

offered to students. There are 1600

undergraduate students in the

department.

"The budget cuts are terrible.

It's not possible to give quality

education with them. The
situation will grow progressively

worse unless the legislature

decides to increase the tax base,"

Maltzman said.

Maltzman said none of the

faculty has left for better-paying

jot)s as a result of the budget cuts.

"Money isn't the critical thing

here, which reflects the dedication

of the faculty. But it will get worse

if there are no salary increases,"

he said.

Slavic language —
Russian, Czechoslovakian,

Polish, Old Church Slavic and

Serbocroatian are all taught in the

Slavic languages department.

(Continued on Page 21)
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By Susie Hatago
DBSUff Writer

Student reaction to the budget

cuts vary from **what are they?"

to "everything is deteriorating

here." Student interest and
knowledge of the cuts seem to

increase with class year.

Twenty five students of north

(humanities, social sciences) and

south (science > campus majors

were asked of their reaction to the

cuts. This sampling was not at-

tained in a scientific manner and
therefore should not be considered
as completely representative of

the student opinion here.

The reactions of all 25 students
are not recorded here since many
overlapped. Samples of general
^consesus of each class are instead

presented.

could not say if they had affec,ted

their education here.

"I haven't been here long

enough to see any of the effects of

the cuts/' said Keith Miller, a
history major. **I haven't seen
quahty teaching here — so it can't

get worse. I've had only four

decent teachers out of 15."

Freshmen

Ail iHlt 6he of the freshmen who
were interviewed said they had
heard of the budget cuts, but they

'*! don't give the budget cuta.

that much thought. UCLA is so

big, ^ it's bound to affect people

somewhere. I guess we may lose

some good teachers," said Mike
Gonzales, a freshman who is

undecided atwut a major.

Sophomoret
All of the sophomores who were

interviewed said they were aware
of the budget cuts, but added that

the cuts haven't affected their

classes much.

-<-~*Tin -a 4ittle dismayed by the

cuts and their effects on the

number of professors and ser-

vices," said Gary Forsch, a

chemistry major. "Right

they haven't affected my
education too much, although

there isn't enough money for

equipment in some d my dases.

**My parents think there is a lot

of waste in the University, so they

agree with Reagan's budget cuts.

They see the University as

preparing me for a iq^ddk class,

existence and Uttle more," Forach

added.

(Continued on Page 21)
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PRESIDENT
MARK BOOKAAAN

WALTHER

1ST VICE PRES
JUDb ADAMS
MILTON COOK

2ND V.P.

PAiJLA EISENBERG
ELLIOT SCHLANG
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Take the few minutes required to cast your vote for next

year's GSA OFFICERS.

Demonstrate your interest in good student government by

voting at one of the following^olling locations TODAY, May 26

& TOMORROW, May 17 from 9 am - 4 pm.

POLLING STATIONS
1. Lav/ Building

2. Graduate Business Administration Building

3. Bruin Walk
4. Science Quad — So. Side of Bomb Shelter

5. Royce Hall — Hurnanities

6. Boelter Hall — open until 7:00 on Wednesday only

7. Bunche Hall — Research Library — open until 7:00

on Wednesday only

8. Dickson Hall - Melnitz Hall

9. Health Sciences (Medical — Dental Store)

m- '-•
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Regittraiion Cord and some Picture I.D. are required to establish proof of voter eligibility.
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Ann Haslcins
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MckKMr Dave McNary
StaH Writer

Unsigned editorials represent a maiority opinion of the DdlTy

Bruin Editorial Board. The Doily Bruin Sounding Board columns
are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

on opinion contrary to a Dolly Bruin Editorial position. All other
columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the outhor
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board
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HPP
The High Potential Program (HPP) will cease to

exist in structure and spirit as of June 30 of this year.

In February, vice chancellor David Saxon shifted

administrative responsibility for HPP to the Office of

Academic Programs under vice chancellor Charles

Z. Wilson. Since that time HPP students and staff

have been disappointed and angry with Wilson's

handling of the Program.
When first initiated in 1968, HPP was considered a

bold step in innovative education. **High risk"

minority students, who would not be admitted to the

University under normal academic requirements,

were enrolled under this program. " ~~~ ^

The HPP staff offered classes in history, English,

mathematics and chemistry, among others, to HPP
students. The aim of these classes and tutoring

services was to prepare its students for regular

University study.

HPP is unique in the nine campus University of

California system.
All recruitment, admission, counseling and

tutoring of these students are done by the HPP staff.

Wilson has now delegated these duties to a new office,

the Office of Undergraduate Recruitment and
Development (URD).
Last week, 15 HPP students and staff members

who were on the URD Screening Committee
resigned. They have said the screening process for

new students is ''inflexible and unresponsive," "did

not take into account experiences or evaluations of

past High Potential," and **the orientation meetings

failed to explain to committee members outside High

Potential its history and goals even when such in-

formation was requested."
These are serious charges. Yet Wilson has con-

sistently refused to discuss them with the HPP staff

and students, the Daily Bruin and the Los Angeles

Times.
It is time Wilson re-consider and return th^

recruitment, admission, counseling and tutoring

responsibilities to the Campbell Hall's HPP staff,

who are concerned and knowledgeable of minority

problems.

HPP has been a strong link to the ethnic com-

munities. This will undoubtedly be broken under

Wilson's URD plan.

Is the antagonism, anger, confusion and unhap-

piness which have resulted from Wilson's new

program, worth it?

We think not.

UCPD coverage corrected
Editor:

In reply to the article (Daily

Bruin. May 24) entitled "Policies,

F^roblems of University Police

Investigated," I can agree with

some of the contents txit I was
never interviewed by Terry
Colvin, the author oi the piece.

~Ss~a former Sargeant on the

UCPD, I do know that there are

definite racial overtoties in the

management of the department
which can t>e attributed to the

lieutenants.

However .JT^any <rf ^c com-
ments attributed to me fn the bddsT"

of the article I did not malce at any
time.

I was interviewed by another

Daily Bruin reporter regarding

the UCPD but did not make the

statement regarding differential

treatment of biack vs. white

suspects that is attributed to me.
Rectifying another misquote in

the article, what I did say con-

cerning promotion of lieutenants

was that one candidate for the job

was given credit for qualifying,

while another officer took the

exam for him.

William H. George
Former Sergeant

UCPD

Pregnancy
Editor:

A recent advertisement in the

Daily Bruin (May 12) by an
Illinois firm offering pregnancy
testing kits for $7 is, in our

opinion,.not in the best interests of

our students at UCLA.
-—False claims were made as to

the accuracy and expediency of

this test in the opinion of three of

our gynecologists and a specialist

in clinical laboratory procedures.

To the best of our knowledge,

there is presently no pregnancy

test that is 99 per cent accurate

and no test that is reliable prior to

14 days after a menstrual period is

missed.

Pregnancy test are available

free to students through Student

Health Service, and all records

. are kept strictly confidential.

Non-students may obtain

pregnancy tests at very little cost

through private physicians and
various community agencies.

It is our hope that the Daily

Bruin will share our concern for

the students' welfare k>efore

reprinting the advertisement.

John G. Champion, M.D.
Senior SUff Physician

Student Health Service

Alternatives
Editor:

I was very saddened by the

death of Associate Dean Barger.

Perhaps I took his suicide a little

more to heart than most of my
fellow students as in the past two

weeks two of my personal friends

made the same decision to take

their own lives. Their decisions

were unk)eimownst to me; I first

heard only by their resultant

deaths.

As in all cases of death, once the

life is gone, it is totally and finally

irreplaceable. The tragic and

unusual circumstance of these

three deaths is that \he9e fellow

humans felt that death was the

only answer to their suffering.

They solved their problems by

destroying their utmost — their

Uves.

Like most of us, I feel totally

impotent over a fellow human's
suicide. I have spent much of the

past 10 days contemplating what

must be done so there is no further

self-destruction in this world. It

has become clear to me that this

self-murder is just as violent a

^biltcbery as political murder.
The decision to continue life

involves building a world in which

people may live. We must end all

butchery through life-affirming,^

"Trton-violent alternatives to the"

suffering promoted by this world.

Unfortunately, my three friends

must have felt sure they had no

alternatives, save death, to the

suffering in their lives. I feel it is

up to us, the living, to consider

Life as valuable an(| ^cred, and

to carry this out in ^very action of

our lives. I urge all who read this

to consider the alternatives to that

which makes life uni)earable. The
alternatives ARE there, we must
find them, develop them and
make them known.

Laurel E. Herzberg

Sophomore, Undecided

Gap
Editor:

What happens when people stop

talking? A communication gap
exists that promotes suspicion,

then distrust, and finally hatred.

When a son or daughter no

longer meaningfully converses

with his or her parents, the en-

suing condition has been lat)eled

the ''generation gap."

Now, amphfy this same lack of

communication to the level of a

citizen and his state. When a

government draws unto jtself,

refusing to be open and candid

with its people, the result is known
as the "credibility gap."

Yes, gaps of understanding

appear everywhere. And, if we
amplify our focus ope step

greater, to the level of nations,

what do we find? No, not a gap, for

the consequence of a lack of

communication between nations

is usually called war.

The students and adults,

working for Campus Committee to

Bridge the Gap, direct their

energies toward eliminating these

gaps of understanding, and with

that goal, they are breaking down
stereotypes and building up trust

and understanding.

The organization works like

this: You give us a call any

evening (or leave a mes»|ge with

the answering service) at 478-0901.

We'll arrange for you to come to

our office in Westwood for an

orientation meeting, where all

questions can be answered
relating to the CCBG's
organization, history, and goals.

You might want to participate in a

bri^f role-playing session, or the

orientation group might just

discuss the elements of com-

munication techniques.

Whatever happens next is up to

you. You may walk out the door

and never see us again, or maybe
you'll want to schedule yourselif in

a dialogue. The next step is the

dialogue itself. Usually it takes

place in a Community Member's
home with a very informal at-

mosphere conducive to clear and

honest rapping You might discuss

the draft, Angela Davis, sex, pigs,

cops, ROTC (and other four-letter

words), John Wayne, Red China,

Spiro Agnew, yourself, ecology^

Galley, or even if the Rams made
good trades after the pro football

draft. A group might discuss one

topic in depth or the whole gamut.

The range is totally up to the

concensus of all the people in-

volved in the dialogue.

.._ > Committee to

change minds, we open them. We
are a student coordinated com-

mittee, completely non-pohtical.

You can have any thoughts or

beliefs you desire.

We ask only the conmiitment

you can afford. One night a week
is great. So is one night a month.

But please, give us a try, give

communication a chance. You
have nothing to lose but

ignorance.

Hank Weiia

Sophomore. Undeclared

Man
Editor:

For a long iitne in the realm of

morality, God, Society, Collective,

Fh*oletariat, People, Nation-State,

Race, Humanity, et al., debated

among themselves the question of

what to do with Man.
Man was not only excluded from

this "debate," but He was not

even allowed a seat in the Hall (in

other words, Reality) . . . and it's

His Hall! Now, Man is asserting

His Self! Man is deciding on His

own what He is going to do with

His Self and His Life. Man is

taking His rightful place as

Master of Reality. And to Hell

with those "Others!"

Man, in the above allegory, is

the human individual. (He
prepresents the species in con-

texts where sexual distinctions

are not relevant.) Man is Ego or

Self objectively and universally

conceived. Man is "the universal

I." Man is you.

We watch, in the political realm,

something of an allegory. A
meaningless, futile and wasteful

clash rages on between the dovish

pseudo-liberals of the Left (in-

cluding the qld New Left and the

new Old Left), whose main
unifying principle is Society, and
the hawkish conservatives of the

Right, whose unifying principle is

God.

The only trouble is: both

"sides" are evil! Both are absurd

and corrupt. Both use coercion

and violence in human relations.

And both fight for the privilege of

sacrificing Man.
Who defends Man? The real

liberals. The radical liberals. The
new New Left. . . which is very

similar to the now forgotten old

Old Left. The Revolution, my
friends, has come full circle!

Ronald Reagan, the unbeatable

Tory, does God's work in

California, and that is what is

wrong! (Richard Nixon now doet

God's work in Southeast Asia,

after Lyndon Johnson had a

chance to do Society's work

there.) The Democrats can never

win another major political vic^

tory unless they effectively

challenge Reagan and the

Republicans where it really

counts (i.e., in the realm of

morality) and start doing Man's

work.

God, damn your "self!" Leave

Man alone!

For the Liberation of Man! For

reason and reality, radicalism

and revolution, and the Rights of

Man.
Rob Myers. A.B.

Two candidates'

names left off

UPC ballot

In preparing the ballot for

University Policies Commlaalaa

(UPC) staff electloBS. ike

names of two candidates were

inadvertenUy left off. Uada
Maple and Peter A. Wllaaa alia

filed for the poattions and are

'*#* #;; * *

Bridge the Gap is not a pre-dental

organization, nor does it have

anything whatsoever to do with a

Campus Crusade We do not

eligible to serve at tlalf

representatives on UPC.

I
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What's Brew'n

LAURELAND HARDY— "Our Relations/' starring liQturday and at 2:30 and 7 p.m. ^"^^ *
^"^"J*

Laurel and Hardy and Jim Finlayson, will screen Visual World, located at 1730 Westwood Blvd. Ad-

witti two Laurel and Hardy shorts, "Laughing mission for students and sta« is $1.50.

Gravy" and "The Music Box," at 7 and 9:15 p.m.

Free concert at Royce Hall

Special Activities

Ruth Finer MIntz will raad her

poetry at 8 p.m. today Ni the

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center.

"Some Personal Graphic

Thoughts Regarding Man and

Pollution" will end Its exhibit

noon 6 p.m. today In tt» con

ference and Vista Rooms, Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center.

Sophomore Sweethearts will

hold rush from 2-5 p.m. today in

Kerckhoff 400.

Copies of "Black Gods and

Kings: Yoruba Art at OCLA"^ wilt

be available for $6 to registered

students from 8 a.m. -5 p.m.

Monday through Friday in Haines

Hall 55 A.

Speeches and Seminars

Claude S. LIndqulst, research

scientist, Collins Radio Company,
Newport Beach, will conduct a

seminar on "Active Transmission

Lines" at 2 p.m. today in Boelter

5704.

Rodney Vlasak, assistant

Wind ensemble to perform tonight
By Ivan Gerson

DB SUff Writer

"*UCLA's symphonic wind en-

semble, under the direction of

Clarence Sawhill, presents a

varied concert at 8 p.m. today in

Royce Hall Auditorium. General

admission is $1, students admitted

free. Tickets will be available at

the door.
. - ---— '''

Student pianist-clarinettist

Alexander DeVorkin performs
George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in

Blue" with the band, conducted by

associate l)and director Kelly

James.
Ottier featured numt)ers include

Carl Neilson's **Concerto for

Flute," arranged for band by

saxophonist Keith Hunsaker, with

last year's Frank Sinatra award-

winner Dawn Weiss soloing, and
"Concertino for Three Ayers" by

Floyd Werle with soloists Chet

Herbst on trombone, Bob Karon

on trumpet and Edward Welter on

Tuba
Chamber pieces on the program

are Igor Stravinsky's "Wind
Octet," conducted by graduate

music student John Anderson, and
Ronald Lo Presti's "Suite for

Eight Horns," directed by senior-

The rest of the program in-

cludes "A Festive Fanfare fdr

Brass and Percussion" by Joseph

Wagner, Gustav Hoist's "Jupiter"

from "The Planets," Percy
Grainger's "Lincolnshire Posy"
and Donald White's "Terp-
simetrics."

Sawhill has headed the UCLA
band program since 1952, en-

music major David Angus. \^ couraging beginning, in

termediate and advanced
musicians to join. Choruses and

bands under Sawhill's direction

have won numerous awards.

In 1961 the UCLA symphonic
wind ensemble was invited to

r^epresent the United States on a

tour of Europe. The group per-

formed in Mexico City and
Guadalajara last May as guests of

those cities.—

—

^

mess up our
environment!

(M/=iK^
ON YOU

If y«i*r« a CaliUraiai
valMiMe fricad. Mmt

hmmmmm. .^.uuivitod.
a Cal-PlM « ymi. . .

|Imi*s kadl.TWff«*a

{\wt\mdi

CalifoniiMi •«! •! ywi with:

wallet- stsc

Califoraia r«tti4e«l

ID cMPd and Cal-r^
HMMMiiMtioa certificate.

A Mrikiag Cal-INm ^||
eertifieatc. Yovr aatlMrtic Cal-
Pm batlM.YMr Cal-Pbs
•trip, hmd far |Mt •«.«

iIm gM-ieat Cal-^x Maggot
Sweatakirt aaybady ever mw.
How^ tkat far mMt4 •ccaHty.

Cai-Pbs
For A Noa-Crowiag California

BEEP— "Omelk>" will screen at 11 a.m. Saturday at

ttie Monica I and II Tlwatars, 1332 Second Street,

Santa Monica, as part of ttie Shakespeare film

festival sponsored by ttie Undergraduate English

Assn. here. Admission is $1.50. Next Saturday
"Mac Beth" will screen at the same time and place to

conclude ttie series.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY, JUNE 2, 9
4p.in
Sp.m
8p.m.

7 30pm.
7:30pm

llie Call To Be Human
Kundalini Yoga

Oasis No. One. Dreams and Stuff. .

Movement Awareneas
Phoio/Qne/Sotaid

Newman Center 840HOaard
Gourtyard, WGym
496 CarroU Canal
Venice, 821-MS?

Royce 382
ArchBlOO

a

on

professor of music will conduct a
colloquium on "Hausa Praise
Singing and Interaction Style"
from 7:30 10 p.m. today in
Schoenberg 1421.

K.Y. Daaku, visiting history
professor from Ghana at Indiana
University, Bloomington, will
lecture on "History in Oral
Traditions—Ttie Akan Model" at 3
p.m. today in Bunche 10363

Robert HatI, co-founder of
Operation Bootstrap. and
associate director, Watts Labor
Community Action Council, wilT
lecture on "Private Organiiatlon
and ttie Black Community" at
noon today in Campbell Hall 1201.

Jose P. Segundo, professor of

anatomy, will present
biomathematics seminar
"Transformations of Neuronal
Spike Trains" at 3 p.m. today IrT

Health Sciences AV-139.

Fred Naftolln,^ assistant
professor of obstetrics and
gynecology, UC San Diego, will

hold a seminar on
"Masculinization of ttie Brain" at

4 p.m. today in Center for Healtti

Sciences 73-105.

Frank AAurray, professor of

geophysics. Rand Corp., Santa

Monica, will hoW a seminar on

"Numerical Simulation of

Cumulus Dynamics" at 4 p.m.

today in Mathematical Sciences

5200. ,
'

G. Riou, professor, Institute

Gustave-Roussy, Villejuif,

France, will ho\6 a seminar on

"Kinetoplast DNA of

Trypanosomes: Some Recent
Aspects" at 4 p.m. today In Life

Sciences 2142.

Alan F. Sandy, assistant

professor of English, with Keith

and Rusty McNeil, lecturer

performers, will speak on "Black

Revolution: Black Pride, Soul,

Independence, Protest aird

Panthers" at 7 p.m. today in

Young Hall 2276. Tickets are $4.50.

Claude Hulet, professor of

Spanish and Portuguese, and
Helen Caldwell, senior lecturer in

classics, will speak on "AAili

tarism in Brazil" witti the film,

"Rio — Portrait of a City" aty
p.m. today in Humanities 1^.
Tickets are $4.50 and $1.50

(students).

URA Clubs
The Hattia Yoga Club will meet

from 5-7 p.m. today in the

Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from

2:30-5 p.m. today In Memorial

Activities Center B 146.

The Sliooting Club will meet

from 7-9 p.m. today on the Rifle

Range.
The Lacrosse Club will meet

from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Bridge Club will meet at

7:30 p.m. today In the Kerckhoff

Hall Quiet Games Room.
The Amateur Radio Club will

meet at noon today In Boelter 8761

The Kenpo Chib will meet at

noon today in AAemorial Activities

Center B 146.

The Social Dance Club will meet

at 1 p.m. today In the Women's
Gym 200.

rta.
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Budget cuts deplored. . . student reactions . .

.

^y „Bj,

t

( Coiitfa«ed from Page li

)

Chairman Thomas Elekman reported the loas of

one FTE for next fall from the present 12.67 FTE's.

This will result in the offering of fewer non-required

courses and elimination of several experimental and

advanced graduate courses for the 50 undergraduate

and 46 graduate students in the department, ac-

cording to E:ekman.

"Tlie budget cuts are fatal to the status of the UC
system. I think we slKNild look more closely to ad-

ministrative iHxlget cutting instead of academic

budget cutting," Eekman said. ^

Sociology

Jt'Sociology classes are already large. We'll have to

jcontinue with professors in even larger classes and

TA assistance will be minimal, "^ said Georges

Sabagh, department chairman.

He reported the loss of 1.66 FTE's for next year

from this year's 30 FTE's.

Sabagh called the budget cuts **very rough at a

time when the department has been expanding.

We're trying to innovate while the resources with

which we've been innovating are being taken away,"

he said, noting ttie number of undergraduates and

graduates (respectively, 800 and 120).

He also mentioned the faculty members have been

receiving "extremely good" offers from other top

universities, such as Columbia. "If the budget cuts

get worse and there are no salary increases, we'll

lose faculty members," he said.

Spanish

Donald Fogekjuist, chairman of the Spanish and

Portuguese department, said four FTE's will be lost

from the present 31 FTE's.

The loss of these four positions will cause the

pancellation of **at least five courses," according to

Fogelquist. An English reading course of Cervantes

and conversation classes on four levels of difficulty

are being eliminated next year, as well as two

courses of Hispanic literature in translation.

"All this results in larger and fewer classes. Some

students won't be aWe to get the classes they need

and may have to put in an extra year here,"

Fogelquist said.

"Parents, students and the public should be

outraged by the cuts and their effects. Unfortunately,

they don't have the kind of knowledge of the situation

as ttK)se of us who are involved directly with the cuts

have. Ttie cuts are creating a tremendous amount of

harm and are deteriorating the quality of education

for students," Fogekjuist said.

There are 300 undergraduate and 150 graduate
Spanish majors.

Speecli
The speech department is also under program-

matic review. Cliairman Cliarles Lomas rejxirted no
loss of FTE's for next fall from ttie present 11.2

FTE's.

^ He said this will have no effect on course offerings

for the 50 undergraduate and 50 graduate speech

majors.

He viewed the cuts as a result of "political action

outside the University. Ttiey are disastrous to the

general University and will adversely affect many
departments here," Lomas said.

Theater arts

Chairman of the theater arts department Walden
Boyle said four FTE's will be lost from the 47.25

FTE's now.

Boyle said some classes will be offered less

frequently, but he also hoped that he would not have/

to eliminate any courses.
"1 have to run like mad to stay in one place," Boyle

said. There are 552 undergraduate and 259 graduate

students.

The theater arts department sponsors five

productions a year, one during tiie fall and two each

during the winter and spring. "We're trying to

sustain our productions," he said.

Zoology
Zoology department chairman Everett Olson said

one FTE position is being cut from the present 40

FTE's.

One basic course in the core curriculum has been

eliminated next fall and professors will have to carry

a heavier teaching load, according to Olson.

"The whole feeling here is that budget cuts can be

met for one year, but they will be disastrous in a few

years. Also, lack of salary increases have disap-

pointed the faculty. The cuts will eventually draw

away the top professors," Olson said.

There are 600 undergraduate and 140 graduate

zoology students.

(Continued from Page 17)

All of the juniors who were interviewed knew of the budget cuts and

were able to identify the effects on ttieir education here.

*All my classes are already quite large, tnit tliey will become larger

soon. It's getting to the point of all lectures in upper division classes,"

said Dan Sadler, an economics major.
* The budget cuU stifle creative thinking. ExperimenUtion in

education should be encouraged but the cuts directly affect innovative

classes. They are the first ones to go when a department has to cut back

on course offerings," said Paul Silver, who is undecided about his major.

Seniors are well-informed about the cuts and readily identify the effects

made on their education.

"The younger and better professors are l>eing dropped. The result in

certain cases is extremely boring classes, in which you don't learn a

damn thing," said Scott Neely, a history major.

"If money could buy quality teactiing, then tlic budget cuts could make

a difference There used to t)e an emphasis on education in California,.^

now it doesn't seem to be a priority. The University of California system

was rapidly expanding Things that don't grow wither and die," said

Gary Cohen, a psychology major.

"I suffer as a result of the budget cuts. Every quarter, students are in

competition to get into classes. I cannot take performance classes outside

of my major," said Marti-Ann Flenung, a theater arts major.

Grad students

The graduate students seemed ttie most dismayed and upset over ttie

budget cuts and also said the cuts were harder on graduates than un-

dergraduates.

"Chemistry is not the kind of tiling you can take home with you to study.

Tlie budget cuts affect the lab equipment maintenance and purchasing.

It's false economy when you ttiink you can save a couple of thousands of

dollars by not fixing a million dollar instrument," said Ben Huie, who is

working on his doctorate in chemistry.

"With ttie cutbacks, you stand tlie risk of losing good faculty members

I came here from MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) because

UCLA had one of tlie best graduate programs in chemistry. It stands to

lose that reputation now with the budget cuts," Huie added.-

"Everything is deteriorating here. We're losing good professors

because we can't pay them enough. It's also hard to get into the courses I

need," said Cheryl Strand, who is working on her doctorate in Spanish.
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y^H^lp Wanted. 3 ^Help Wanlml. 3 ^Mp WaiHed. 3 ^iMp Wairiml•••••*•••••••••

BRIDGE: A Way Across. Inc., social •

recreation - help center for youn« paopla,

some group experience, Itnowledge of drug
abuse problems helpful. Attitude more
important than age. Rewarding experience.

Contact Bridge, 4210 W. Magnolia, Burbank.
•43-7444. (3M2«)

MALE Student wanted for delivery to dormt.
Nightly/3 hrs. Must have valM UCLA
parking permit, own car. S3 hr. Clionky's,

473*044. (IMXtl

GIRLS ar «.i,w^.. ^
modeling (nudity ro^.)
»ir.min.4a4-1«2^.

magaiina
axporionce. !!•

(3M27)

OIRL - light housework. ) Mhs. campus,
11.7Slir..,aftor9,471-4«32. (3M24)

Clasaiflad advarttsing ratat
IS wards • SI .S« day, 5 consacutivo

Inaartlons • SS.«e

Payabia In advanca

DKADLIN11«:Ma.m.
Na talaptwno ordors

/Announcemenh

WANTED Voluntaors - Valley Area. Bridge:
A Way Across, Inc., a social-recreation-help
center for young people, some group ex-
perience, an knowledge of drug abuse
problems helpful. Attitude more important
than age. Interested in rewarding ex-
perience, contact BRIDGE, 4210 W.
Magnolia, Burbank. •43-7444. (AM2^)

GIRLS wanted-to enter "Miss Beverly Hills"
Contest for Miss World. Call "Sports Page",
*57-«444. (AM2^)

TALL GIRLS S**" to 7'0". VOLLEYBALL
FUN. Learn competition. Coed. Now,
summer. CALL 3t4-7215 TODAY. (AM2^)

SELL IN YOUR HOME TOWN -

SUMMER (ANYWHERE U.S.A.)

Make $1,000/$3,000 ipore, selling paper,

toner (wholesale) for copying machines,

supplies *for hardware stores, electricians,

plumers. Sporting goods, ski equipment,

lorn., etc. Phone Oardena Office for apoi.

Will furnish materials and train before

^turning tiome for summer Year round full

time jobs available Act at once: ^

JOHN ASHLEY,
(313)770-0027

FEMALE: large bedroom/kitchen
privileges for babysitting girl 7, two hrs.

daily . Opposite campus. 473-3274. (3 M 20)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S45 per month wrhile helping others.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 470-00$1 »:00 AM 7:00 PM daily

MALES - »i for short simple psychology

experiment. Call 3»7.37*f between ' -"^ »

P.M. (3M17)

Exr. TRY COOKS, ntala, part tima, nlgMs,
apply now: 9:30 • 11 a.m. and 3 • S p.m.
CHUNKY'S,91^ Braxton. (3M2C)

COLLEGE Student June-Sept,

-work-Scholarship available tvs

4»4-9200.

full time
<veek

(3M20)

GIRLS, freshmen, sopftomoros, »2. For
hour psychology experiment. Call 3f1-442^

eve«.fomeFH 2329 days. (3M2«)

DIAL 47$-f52i for a summer iob. (If you are

mj»i«» or female) Services Unlimited, 47$-

W21. (3M2*)

PART TIME Teaching Required Male,

over 21, car, 2 yr». college. Benefits while

training Start, 14 per teaching hour. Phone

E.I.R.,S3^S000or 272-3722. (3M20)

JUNK Orads in Kcanamics: ground Naar
opportunity, send resume to Western
Resources. PO Box 3a*4. Fullartan, CalH,
f2*34 <JM27)

1 I

PSYCH expft. S2 for 4S mins. Molas/femalas.
Running Wed, Thurs, Fri. Sign Op today, FH
3244 OM2«)

MALEPart time ilguar stare stack.ciarli,-

permanent Start $2 30/tir. Tues., Thwrs. Sat.

4- n p.m or Mon , Wed., Fri. 4-11 p.m
Jerry's Liquor Stores 2933 S.M. Blvd., Santa
Monica t2l-447t Mon.Fri., •a.m.-4 p.m. No
lang hair or beards. (3M3^)

dry wittiout a
Unlimited. 47S

(3M2«)

DON'T be left hiah
summer^ob, call Services
9S21.

BIO Opportuntty. Fratlts pl«s Banas. H*''

investment Fuli/part time. Own hours. 391-

7a0l,479-a4«1,^39-14a4. (3M2f)

DANCERS, famala. •^9f 21. na a»perlaaca
necessary, top wages. S410 Wilsltire. SuHa
321 Mon /Tues 134. (3M2g)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPKSOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

14U Westwood Blvd.

474.«31S

TYPIST HOSTESS Prominent developer
has lull time opening working in large

residential community. Duties include a

large amount of walking while stiowing

apartments. Recent graduate with some
college preferred. Call 477-a««3. ( 3 M 2a)

SERVICES Unlimited will have summer
lObs to offer well into June call 47S-9S21 . (3 M
2«)

ADVERTISING, marketing research
company needs, young women for survey

work in WLA arof . Car needed. 3«*-107». (3 M
It)

^Personal I

EARLY Happy 2Ut. Birthday, Kath. Love
Always, Froggy. (1 M 2*)

PERSONALITY TEST. Bring a cJose friend.

FH3$«0.t-2:J«.2hrscredHor»2.$0ea. (3M
3«) —

"HAPPY Birthday
R.M.C.

Barrett . Love
(1M24)

^ Enferfainment ••••••••••••••

FOR Belly Dancing - you naad hips. Dont
•ase them -use them. Call 444-2403. (2M24)

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213 CA >-4»49. (2 0TR)

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.
Special group rates. Hermosa Hotel.
Telephone Avalon, 747. Box 444, Avalon,
W»4. (2QTR)

SINGLES MEET SINGLES. Parties and
Introductions. FREE membership for Girls.

jfoon 7
^:
30 PMTWC,454:»0g (20TR)

COUPLES CLUB
- ik.A.'s most unique, exciting cluto

tor tun >pving people

RUSSIAN LANGUAGE SPECIALIST
Work in La Jalla for 12 months with

possibility of full-time emplayment at a later

date. Preferably Russian- born or a fluent

knowladga af the language. Challenging:

Must Ba aMa to work without supervlsian.

Small aHica: goad salary.

LATSCC, INC..

7J52 Ivanhoa Ave., P.O. Box 1924

La Jalla, Calif. 92t37

(714) 4S9-47««

FEMALES needed for Psychology ex
-eriment. 2 sessions total i 3/4 hrs. S3. 393-

94S. No psych students. (3M2*)

GIRL, part-time housework, child care,

permanent, live in ar out. Walk campws. 474-

3953, 272 7332. OMIT)

PART time teaching. Required: male over
21, car, 2 yrs. college. Benefits while
training. Starts S4 pet teaching hour. Pttone

EIR,«3«-S000or 272 3922. (3M2S)

GIRL: Housework/some ironing. 3 hrs. each
weekday, start Jutf 1st, n—r camp«»s.

12.5a/hr.Eves.,473-«72S. (3M27 )

DANCERS, famala, •^•r 21, na axparlance

necessary, top wages, call AF PA 93S-4«SI. (3

^^>
LlL:^-

CAPABLE and equipped student movers for

apt. Mave wanted. Call 274 3497. (3M2«)

STUDENTS Make guar salary plus banws
doing pleasant pitone work from S 10 PM..
daily. F«t immediate work call 393-9ltS. (3 M
24)

PARKING Attendants for special events.

$1.75 to start Pttone John Naderi, 457-2420. (3

:M 2«)

CHILD Care: TLC 2 Studio City

Live in/oot. Ov«"y«>or car «54-7*5S'1^
Top pay.
(3M2I)

STUDENTS «2 for

psychology experiment
Game FM4S40

hour 01" less

Group Interaction
(3M2i)

Weekend parties till dawn

!

Limited number Special Student
memberships with verification.

For Brochure call /write.

Box 2195 Seal Beach
CA 90740

(?n) s»* 4041

GIRL FRIDAY
FOR challenging part time position with

young publishing firm Wirto rpstvintibitttle^

including writip<

gd lting, PUW IC t v: st'.rrr'. srr^r—r.rr.^ rrt

Graduate in tournalism, languages, or

liberal arts background best A perfect

position to apply all your education, en-

thusiasm, initiative Send resume with letter

indicating creativity Publisher. Box 90410

Los Angeles 90009

SUMMER. Driving 2 afternoons/week.
»2.50/hr. Good riving record required. GR 2-

7751. «IM27)

YOUNG waitress for Hamburger Cottage,

Venice and Centinella Daily 11-3 p.m Call

Bill, 39i 2130 (3M2*)

HOTTEST SALES
PROPOSITION IN TOWN

Sell stainless steel cookware,

china and flatware during your

summer vacation. Ttiert art

other jobs similar to this one.

But - we pay highest com-
missions and have a better

product, SO why not give your
/-lie tr\ p^^ A r c r%r\j\A rfAal ;inH n^t

• •o-eo^ro •«»• «#«»*«

EXPERIENCED mather's helper far

summer. 4 children under 7 Must drive,

swim. Prefer live in. t300/mo 454 4241. (3 M
.M»

BUSINESS appartunity fall ar part time
Like to walk, talk, make maneyT Contact
Stave Adams, •3*-3970aHar 4 p.m. (3M2^)
^
ORGAN IGO Inc. Distributors finest quality
natural foods plus food supplements. oHers
full/part-time lObs Substantial earning
potential Alan Yahr •2»-03t«, I2»- 5447 (3M
21)

STUDENTS A TEACHERS
APPLY EARLYI

T^lrl

IS Headquarters tor

Summer Employment

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES

SWITCHBOARD OPRS
Ottter Office Skills Experienced

T^lrl

LOS ANGELES
3)45 Wilshire near Catalina 3«4^17ta

^^^ WEST LOS ANGELES
uni W.Uh.r»n>ar Bundv t74 5441

ECOLOGY mindodr Want fa earn manayT
Become a Shaklee Distributor. No in-

vestment needed Mrs Roman, 9*4 1 375.(3 M
2«)

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

(Part time A Fulltlma)
Earn to

sisao
Base

Cammissian

CALL

RICHWESSMAN

477-3151

SUMMER fobs for collego man. Bam »MBI
for the summer dealing with single girls.

Pttorte 440 3420 between 1-4 p.m. far personal
interview (3 MM)

^MisceHaneous 5

SUMMER in Beverly Glen, far coupla. Jinn,

474-a7»9. (MM)

FREE to good home 3 neutered cats Vary
affectionate. I yr. old. »3»-70«7 eves. (SMlt)——

' n '

FREE kittens to caring homes 274^3S3 or
271351» ( MU)

2 ADVERTISING DAYS

same time.

252H West 9th St.. IxM AnRele*

:i80-4466

ORANGE COUNTY
2700 N Mam Sta Ana 714/547 5493

TORRANCE SO BAY AIRPORT
n4t4S. Hawttwrneat Imp 479 2341

S F VALLEY
15445 Ventura nr Sepulveda 9t4^7331

i^n

« J.«••«----V ronfip»!<^i» on ''oxt page

I

^vr'%1

^^
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^Miscelhneous ..^..^« »>•»•»»>»»•»»—« y Services Offered..

'«••••••••••••*
13 7 Tuforing ... |4

••••••

NEED 9«r.«. w/do«»r ••r VW
J^^***"";"^

Nancy Rovce2Uorlv.r»*q XSJf55. o*^
21)

LOVABLE kinvaw «••« !»»"•* •••**"*!!?

eyed part Si*fn««. t»99%« brotem »
^J"*- ^,

Eve*., 477 ^M (5MJM

WOMEN'S Liberation: Books, sfofiowerv.

poster%. etc Semi tor brochure Women's
Meritaoe Sortes. PO Box JIJ*. Santa Montca,

Ca tO403. ()0M2I)

STEREO 575 Oorror* record

Raleigh AM/FM MPX receiver

Alex. 474-«at4 mornin«-«ves.

chanver.
Spealiers
(IOM2a)

J for Rent »#•••••••••••••••••••••

ATTRACTIVE HOMSin* Available »• •»-

tearated Crenshaw Baldwin Mills »rta.

Convenient to evervth.n9 Call C;*"*?)**

Neighbors tor house/apt .nto.
^*2?i{

whnds ?t2 SI75.
(IQJft)

AKAl Stereo outtit. The best from Japan

New S2090. only three weeks old M**»' »*"

Best ©tier etS-4m e«t. 2M4 ( !• M 2i)

jRides Wanted

SALE: Waterbed. autoharp, TV, antiq4»e

Sinoer, silver/turquoise i*welry. velvet

patchwork coat, others 3ta 1410 •"•^
'••J®

P(WI '

taSr'i<^-~fc,

NEED r.d* to NY Eartr --•« '^fTL t"i*
penses Calt Larry . yt5-»etl. ^

sJmmER Oomin^uei Carson Compton are*

9 o'clock class will drive your »»«»• «"2?»5?

beforehand >W52n <* ^ "'

DUTCH student noeds ride LA New York,

midst of July Share expenses. Coll *24^

0511.
(»M2*)

COUPLE needs ride East (or Florida)-end

or quarter, on Share expenses Mary Jo, MS-

4736. Ben, 82S40tO (»M2I)

FURNITURE for sale: Sofa, loveseat,

tables, lamps, stove, Iridge, bed, dresser,

desk, carpet, drapes. 2»0-^37. (IOM2j
)^

CROWN Acoustic guitar-must sell »r«"<^

new perfect cond; llOO/best offer. <75-5l09,

Oave (10M2I)

USED pre-recorded cassettes. Like new. Top

groups. 52.50 ea . 27^.3341. ( '0 ^ M>

2 LOVE seats, down-filled original, cost

SI 100, sell both for $ltO. OL 3 400? (10M27)

SALE tank (just hydrostated), *>»c''P*J^;

regulator, sea-view gauge »15«- "^'";
after 7 p.m . , _; (IOM2t)

YORKSHIRE Terrier, male, AKC. Needs

home house, yard would be best. 478-5435

eves Best offer. '— (10M24)

Umm. SOUND Projector, Bell and Howell.

575. 39*-4M0, keep trying. (I0M2I)

NAVAL Service offer graduation? Good

quality used officer uniforms. Cheap, site

MR. Eves., 478 57*3. HO M 27)

ciwE: DepL Special Bolex
*»-J

!«>"»

camera Reg 8 fade in-out. ••Pi*"']'?'
mlinite speeds 5125. Case ft ace. 83»-44ei (10

M_1*J

QUALITY Modern furniture : Bed, living and
dining rooms. 1 yr. old, 1/2 price. 3»l •••8.(10

QTR)

MASTERWORK Stereo M watts, Garrard
changer never used, 595, Solidstate

taperecordor,$2e;397-1372or47»-281f. (18

QTR) •-:r-^

CLASSICAL GUITAR, Ariel 1 month old,

must sell immediatefy 57t with case. Call

478^»55«. (lOQTRj

ESTEY (U.S.) Studio piai»o. lucal. cond.

tSOO Call betw.»-7p.m n8SW7. (18 QTR)

PANASONIC Portable Stereo AM/FM radio,

seperate speakers, turntable • like now. Bo«t

offer. 473 48M (18 QTR)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal pattern now far

summer dofivory and save
2$% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD.
Its So. Boverly Dr.
Bovorly Hills, Calif.

Mon.Sat. 1«:^t-S:^« CRl-BSM

TANDEM - New Schwin bicycle • built for

two 7 speed orifl.^ii». Stti fi25 ^itt

Becker HO) 4811. (I0M28)

OFFICE furniture one-half original price:

Sears executive desk, 555, chair, 51
1j

flourescent desk lamp, 518. 82*-3137.

28)

(10M.

RARE Abyssinian kittens-top show and
breeding quality. Striking! CFA Registered.

57$-»l25. Gail ,32l547». ( 10 M 28)

ELECTRIC Gibson guitar, like new. Red

color. Model 330, 5325 Call after i PM. 3*0

'7238. ( 10 M 24)

COMPLETE apt. furniture: sofa, bed,

dining room set, rug, bureau drawers, misc.

Call 477-7911. (10M24)

STUDENT Must sell Legitimate Alpaca

rugs New Also Peruvian Indian blankets.

Call 874 3774 anytime. (10M24)

FISHER stereo syUem, Aquarius speakers.

BSR record chang r. List 5549. Asking 52»5

new in boxes. 723 5435 or 283 8970. ( 10 M 2«)

SAVE UP TO $400

on your new M/Cycle and tour Europe! Buy
new BSA,TRIUMPH, NORTON, TAX FREE
from one of England's oldest dealers -

EST: 50 years.

Huge stock too of guaranteed used models at

England's lowest prices.

Full Insurance lor Europe »> Shipment back
to USA. arranged -- or we guarantee re-

purchase.

Write now for full details:

GEORGE CLARKE (MOTORS) LIMITED
274-278 BRIXTON HILL

. LONDON, S.W 2. ENGLAND
Tel 01*743211.

SONY 530 5135, Mercury cassette dock 530.

Lyie guitar $4«, '47 Honda 140 5225. 473-

0149. (10M28)

FISHER Stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record changer, list 5549. Asking 5295

new in boxes, 723-5435 or 283-8970. (10M2S)

/Services Offered.. M

LICENSED day care for yptir c»»»»d in my
home 474-8472 or 474^1»5. (UMI4»

NEED help moving Hortti in JunoT Caft

JeHn. 3»4-7«44. Leave your number. ( 1 1 M 27)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Ttteses A Dissertations a Spociatty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 KerckhoH Hall. Ext. S2S1S

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

19' SAILBOAT, sloops 3,dacron sails, 8 H-
f>OB, dinghy, trailer, mooring, extras.

t170e/oHer.S45-4»7. (1^M28)
..

,
.

:
' >l^

WET sun , S4», Mfoty vost4l^, U lb. wt.

b«(t,5l8. otbor accessorltt. Davt* 471-

7447. (1«MSt)

DREXEL bedroom furniture: twin head-
boards, douMe dresser, mirrpr, one nifM-
stand. Fffd. 472•4«M eves. (I*M 24>

'*

MUST sefl piano S12S, tvrin bodt44S, dtnottp
Mt . bookcase .-dresser.lamps etc. 824-

?4IS. (18M2B)

STEREO 2 speakers, AM/FM radio, tvrn-
tabte Xint. cond. S««/best offer. Call

Michael, t24-im (t>M2t)

•UILD Mark IV Classical guitar. Excellont
condition Sl^8, Ooya T-lt fiatlap. Eicollont
condition t18«.«2«-43M. (1^M24)

NEW 8 track home cartridge pteyor. tost
offer. 479-S98t. (10 MIS)

WOMENS Liiberation: Books, stationery,

posters, etc. Send for broduire: Woman's
Heritage soriaa, PO Box 3234. Santa Monica,
Ca. 90403. (18 MM)

'KLH Model 24. 40 watt, FM stOTOo. Cxc.
cond., must sell, SMO. new. Asking 8225.

Carl. 475-5831 xU7. (10M2t)

DIAMOND waddinf ring sot 1/Oth carat.

Linda •2S 29*1 ax1.8«.47i-9«32, (I^M

SELF-HYPNOSIS cUsses. Learn to

eliminate cramming forever. Recall and
release all material over studied. 474-33S*

Daily - 1-4 p.m. niM2«)

NEED HELP WITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Hotising
-Landlord-Tenant Disputes
•Locating available apts.

-Rental Sbare
We are Hgrf to Help Yo«i t

UCLA Housing OHIce Servicas, KH174
XS4494

D0CUMBNTATI09I ASSOCIATES are
experiofKOd informatlan specialists wtio will

give poraonal attowtlon to your literature

search, document rgtrieval or stato-af-ttio-

art survey. Also, abstracting, HiitKing and
manuscript assistance. *f1*»**. (11 M 27)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates tor students
or employees. RotMrt Rtiee, •19-727t, §?••

9793. (11 QTR)

SPCKD Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 820 S. Robertson Blvd.

4S7-4390 VQTR)

BICYCLE (yr. Old) S35, Sony TV, XInt., t75.

Sony radio AM/FM/SW,S40. Hirofthi, •24-

2^94. (10M28)

APARTMENT and/Of house burglar and fire

alarms, inexpensive. Call Tony, 235-3171

( Also flood more sales reps. M or F). (1*M
It)

1

STEREO 2 speakers, AM/FM radio, turn

table XInt cond. UO/boftt offer. Call

Michael, 824-l2tt. (WM28)

THE GROUP CENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

Each Tues. 8-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen. adm. 53.00 - Students 12.00

Call 454 3030

COIMLPLETE Stereo system
FM, Aquariiks speakers.
changer. Listr tMO.sell SU5.

Great sound 721 -•207.

Roberts AM-
BSR record
Never used.

( 10 M 28)

SURFING lessons Fair price don't "i'**
f«J

onsummerfun Call Eddie. 394.1321. (11M

28) .
-

HAS your Child been P«»« »'«;"«'/j ^^^J
instruction by Dan Bov.ll(WS. poo

available. Call aMer 5. CR4-0130. (I1M28)

TRAVELIN' man wants companion to see

USA Canada Gary, 392-7142, 821^4101. ( 13M
28)

EXPERT tutoring in Math/Physics by grad
student with MS in Physics. 824-49)1. (um
2*)

A AIS FLIGHTS

PAINTING this summer? Hire UCLA
students Quality work. Exp. Refs. Call

Marty. 4799849, 395 2482. << 1 ^ 3»>

PHOTOGRAPHY Wedding? Portraits for

Mom? Trying to escape from ^^w^V *!»^*
photos? Call Art 478-1990 (11 QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees. Call Allan SoBel

873-5815. 781-5527 eves. 783-3509. ( 1
1
QTR

)

Jet N. Y. - Europe best prices
Immed. issue int. I D Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Eurailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-8742

New York One Way 6/18,$79

SEAT on Charter. NY London - NY, June

23 Sept 3 S178 or best offer. 599-1084. (UM
27)

SPEND summer"^learning pottery. Lessons,

memberships, at The Pottery, 5"« ^^^V
Drive, Culver City. 834 8«08. (nM28)

$7 TOTAL FEE
1 Page 50 copies

(25 Additional copies
With this Ad)

Westwood Resume
1245 Glendon,West LA
(Iblk. E.of i^estwood,
1/2blk.S.of Wilshire)

475-5203

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Yarn

Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474-9709. (11

OTI

U^.

.Jt.

y Travel •••••••••••••••••• 13

EUROPE, 5225-28$, also Israel, Japan,

Summer A Fall flights. E.S.E.P.. 8217 Bev.

Blvd., LA, 90048. *51-33n ESEP UCLA
members. (13 QTR)

OUR 10th YEAR
of Reliable Charter Flights

and student travel service

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LOKDON - AMSTERDAM/LA

80 June 15/Sept. 15

•9 June 28/Sept. 7

90 June 25/Aug. 24

94 Aug. 24/Sept. 24

91 Sept.2oneway to AMS

Immediate ticketing for discount fligftts

London to Tel Aviv 577, to Athens 552, to

Nairobi 5150, to Bombay 5150. Large
discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof. P Bentler UCLA 277-5200 or

879 3111 c/o Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa
Monica B. Beverly Hills.

5 249
S 249
S 249

S 249

S 134

LOOKING for a traveling companion?
Hawaii or Mexico, any two wioeks in August.

Suzanne, 472-5203. (13M28)

SAIL Greece - Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3-masted schooner. Contact: ictlooner
Sofia, Box 332, Tiburon, Calif. (415) 435

'

3018 (13M28)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing-lntra Europe fits

Student Rail-pass 2 months 5125.00

Student grants on car purchase.
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dopt. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872 2283 or 784-1477

EUROPE - Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd., 14. LA, 90049.
824-5449. (13 QTR)

EUROPE - Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student l.D. cards. Contact
EASC. 323 N.. Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210.274-4293. (13QTR)

1007

LOS AMG1LES/LOWDOII/L65 ^t«!;ELE?

Depart Return Noeka Coat

CONOA drumming lessons in summer.
Elemontary/intermediate. Call Steve. 824-

2408 Best after 7 : IS P>A. (11 QTR)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24
hr.phc-^, 274-9119. (11 QTR)

1 June 15 Aug 15 9 $275*
2 Juoe 19 Aug 15 8 $275
3 June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24—Sep $ 11 $275
5* Juno 27—Sep 13 12 $275

* LA/London/AMSterdan
6 July 1 —Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sop 5 —Oct 3 4 $2S8

flkft WAV YLl6\it& t^luRoFE

2E June 14—LA/London $148
2C July 26—LA/London $139
3E Aug 19—LA/M«dr id/Prank $135
4B Sop 6 —LA/London $12 3

5E Sop 12—LA/London $123

P 6m WAV PLIGHTS fKM ftbfcBt't

IM Juno 14—Amsterdaat/LA $139
2¥ .Aug 8 —London/LA $139
3t< Sop 16«^London/LA $148

Available only to Univoraity of
California atudonta, faculty,
enployoos. oxtonslon and Aluani

ira olue iHMdiato fawilios.

BOOKS ON BUDDHISM
for furttier information and

Ittt catalogue
Mtrileto.

RENT TV OR STEREO 510 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVO,47$3S70 (11 QTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
•/ MOTORCYCLS

INSURANCe
REFUSED?

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARDS
Intra-Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL- KURAILPASS

Travel Insurance

AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES
We're Open On Saturday

lOMt . .f
BTTTTWeNT

Ttie Buddhist Bookstore
17tOOctavia Street

San Francisco
jCalifornia 94109

CAMCEV-..^xrr
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUOBMT DISCOUNTS
mUlS ASKFO«»OB (11 QTR)

TRAVICT*
"xioirrs

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
•XR WBSTWOOO, BROXTOM AT WEYBURN-

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A. London-Amsterdam - L.A.

June 14 Sept. 15

June 24 Sept. 5

June23-Sept. II

July 1-Aug. 24

July 7-Aug.28

13 Weeks
10 Weeks
1

1

Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

5295
5285
5295
5295
5295

Sept.24 0ne way to Amsterdam *'35

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) 839-2401. 4241

Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

FABULOUS LONDON BARGAIN! Own
charter, join us at University of London - full

vweek, 22 28 July Single room, full breakfast,

dinner, three great walking tours. Rest of

time yours! Only 549v^ total. Limited room
supply. Hurry. (213) 845 1171 eves. (13M24),

DRIVE IN EUROPE

student Discounts on Overseas
Car Delivery! All European
models, shipping and low cost

insurance. Call for student
saving: 274-4454

NOW!!!! UCLA's own Student travel-study-

overseas information center Tlie OMNIBV^
Office,Kerckhoff Hall 304. International

Student ID Cards issued here every Thur
sday 10a.m.-2p.m.X57434. (ISM

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS- 1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorized & Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Campuses

LA..lONOOI^LONDON.L A.

FH.

*»2

3

••4

•*4

••7

••8

••9

••10

••11

12
••14

••18

Fh.

••5

FH.

IS

Dap.

6/21

6/22

6/23

6/24

6/27

6/29

7/1

7/11

7/14

8/8

9/4

7/24

Rot.

8/28

8/16

8/28

8/22

9/6

9/10

9/3

8/9

8/31

9/8

9/27

I/2S

10

I
9

8

10

10

9
4
7

4
3

4

Price

$275
$275
$275
$275

$275
$275
$275

$275
$275

$275
$275
sns

ONE . VmX LA. - LONDON
Dap.

6/24 »«50

ONE-WAY LONDON.LA.
Ral. Prka

9/9 $150

• • WAITLIST ONLY
AvailaMa only ta bonaUdo mamBart pf fHa
Univarsltv of Catffamia (stvdant*, facwtty,
•faff/ rtflttarad alumni, Hnmad. family
Nvlni in flM same hawsaHald)

diertBr fUghts

UC a KerchkhoH Hall 20S O
Between 8 a .m . A S p.m

.

•2S-122I

I

TOURS UNREGIMENTEDI THE ONLY
WAY TO GDI Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries.
51095. Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, S71S.
israel-Evropa: 11 weeks, S119S. Japan: 4
weeks, 51011. EXPERIMENTS IN
TRAVELLING: 4248 Overland Ava., Culvar
City, (213)839 5247. (130TK)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the 535 Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail,

tra vel ( ages 1 5 thru 22) . Also

:

S40. iSdays
SS5. 2ldays.
S70. 1 month,

fhritt couponi tor no time limit. S40. Ofvas
you 1000 miles and 540 liM miles of rail

travel. Contact your travot agent or call

British Rail 424-5149^ (12QT1I)

LA LONDON 4/4/71, and London-LA 4/24/71.
One way charter tickets. Must sell Im-
mediately, separately /together. 394<)449
rvp^ M1M27)

J luhring••••••••••••••••••••••a

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Umv Pro! Positive results any
!^*71«,^**^ conversational method (trial)
473 2492.

(14 QTR,

«^ 4Mk -

P^AT^.^^^ "•"'«* ^«*"' preparationLSAT etc Individual instruction AcademicGuidance Services. 820 S Robertson, 457
*'**

(14 QTR)

• fypmg •••••••••••••••••••••••„, I
J '••i»

LOW Rates. Term papers, dissertations
4heses, etc. IBM electric. Call Diane, 39b
<344. ()SM28)

TYPING, editing, footnoting, bibliographies
of theses, term papers, resumes, etc by
former UCLA librarian. 278 7)48. (ISM 28)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPlNcT
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN HUNTERS, REFERENCES 479
.8 1 44. 477 4382

( 1 5 C T « )

TTVTHQ: Prplessional standardT
Reasonable. Pick up and deliver use area
'47 1871 (l5M2tj-

MATH.GRADUATE record examination
preparation Private tutoring — intensive
55/hr. NewMath Bargos Tutorial 397-

(14M2fl)7335.

EXPERT tutoring m mathematics h]^
lelrt;J?w

*'«'***"*** Oraduate ^rvPr!^
^**'* ••^•«»f •»per*ence Reaso
'443

VILLAGE Typist - IBM Selectric Term
papers, dissertations, theses Fast, ac-
curate. 1101 Gayley, Westwood. 473 8127, 686
7475. (15M28)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice, 397-3304. OS^TR'

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers. Specialty math & technical typmg
Accurate, rapid service. 741 5580. ( 15 QTR

)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 29»-3i3s -

4032 Buckingham Rd., LA 90008. Specialiiing
in theses, essays, manuscripts.

, (tt

QTR) ^

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates, near-
campus. Call Esther 824-7491. (is QTR)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates Fast
service. Call GR 2-8421. (ISM 28)

TYPING Editing. Term papers, resumes
letters, theses. IBM Selectric Eng. grads,
Nancy, 472-4143; Kay, 824-7472. ( IS M 27)

PAPERS, letters, ttteses. Experienced. Call

399-0414 weeknights 4-9,mornings 8 12 (Sat.

Tues.) (ISM 28)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts.

Experienced. Wkends, daily 5 9, 828 1U2. (1S~
QTP^ ;^
IBM Executive and Selectric typewriter-^

s... Experienced... Fast, accurate work...-

Please call ... 394-8295. (1SM28)

V Wanted.. 16

EXPERTISE needed in thesis material

organiiation. Liberal Arts. MA or PhD
preferred. 451-1934. (UM28)

WANTED: European cassette recorder

Small Honda motorcycle. Quality stereo

tuner and speaker. Cash or will trade

-automatic plH>ne answering device. 478-

7S88. (16M 2a)

SEEK canyon or beach place to shar«i OWn
' room. Laissez faire. Steve, 479-4448, 82S 4761

< (message) (16M26)

TERM Paper on Contemporary Black Jan
artist. Name your price. After 3 PM. 73S

10514. (UM26)

^ Apf^ - Furnished 17

"400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-173!

SINGLE apt. to sut>let for the summer,

Walking distance to campus, Westwood. Call

John, 477-2224. (17M28)

EINIJOY SUMMER OR ^^l®^?
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES AC^

COM.2, 1/BDRM.APTS.. 3, ^/B«>«'A.f,'??
DEN; 4. AIR COND. BLOCK CAMPUS.
POOLS,SUNDECKS.OAR AGES. 625

4J
LANDFAIR. 479 5404. (17 M21)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA

Brand new modern 1 bdrm. fwrn. epts.

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents 5175-235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garaga^Elevator

Private patios A balconlps-ocean view

Walk to beach - Haar Freeway

2002 FourttI St., $M 392-5573

204S FourttI St.. $M J92-$$54

2311 FourttI St., $M 392-5484

S245 LARGE Furn. apt. near UCLA- 1 bdrm..

den, pool. 11444 Chenault.472-4W5^J17M28)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS -SINGLES

7 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
Da^MHe now far ewmwae/t^l

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GRS-5584.

1 BDRM. 5ia, modern, attractive. xInt.

WLA location. Responsible adults. Also i

summer sublet. EX S-0340. (17M28)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

D«p«Bila iMw Mr n>miwor/fatl
MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

ONE Bdrm UCLA Married Students
Housing sublet 590, utilities included. Jone
21 Au«. 28. 397-4932. (17M28)

GLENFAIR TERRACE
Singles A 1 Bedrooms

tunde^k A UUHBry
~

PJSSr.

Walk to UCLA A Westwood
Reserve now reduced stammer rates

540 Glenrock A 543 Landfair

^ Apfs. - Furnished W V^pls. to Share 19 ^Room and Board 24 ^Aulas for Sale 29 >^Au\os for Sale. ..29

BEACH Apt. Deluxe single, separate
dressir^g are». Balcony, utilities paid. 5145.
277 5S48, 39» 4153. (17M24)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2I44
Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR)

ONE or two bedrmms furnished. Pool,
Summer or Fall, walk to campus. 5)8
Glenrdck, 477 3980. ( 17 M 28)

walk^o^ucla""
spacious • modern
bachelors singles -

bedrooms
reducedsummer rates
Reservations for Fall accepted
OFFICE: SULandfair, 477 8990

5150. 1 bedroom, redecorated, good car-
peting, drapes, also unfurnished. Pool,
parking, shopping, nice area. 839-3272. ( 17 M

BEACH Apt. 3 bedroom, 2 baths, fireplace,
wet bar, c/d, dishwasher, 5335. 277 5548, 399
"'53 (17M24)

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Canpus

Singles/ Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter
473-6412

5245 LARGE furnished apt. hear UCLA, 1

bdrm ., den, pool . 1 1444 Chenault, 472-4845. (17

M 28)

T BORMTwaik campus, 5145, quiet, parking,
good furnishings, newly painted, 473-9430

eves. (I7M28)

LARGE, quiet 1 bdrm. apt., 1 bk from
campus, available June 15, 479-0821. ( 17 M
28)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, l bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
4798144 (17QTR)

ONE Bdrm. duplex, yard, A garage. 51S0
sublet in Santa Monic^. Call 828-0120

anytime. (17M28)

WALK UCLA Village Quiet, secluded,
fireplace. 2 Bedrooms 5250, spacious singles

^140-155, room 580. 473-0201. (17M28)

^Aph." Unfurnished 18

SUMMER sublet, option lease fall, large 2

bdrm. unfurn. Close campus. 5180 month.
477 1146 eves. (18M28)

1 BEDROOM unfurnished, built-ins, shag,
stove/refrig., drapes, near campus. 1227

Wellesley, apt. 7. 824-7779. (18M27)

y/Apis, fo Share 19

IMMEDIATE opening.
Beautiful house. Garden, nees, walk
campus. Rent negotiable. Together people.

472 0725. (19M28)

MALE - Share 3 bedroom WLA. Dinner
duties with 3 others. 551.25 /month plus

utilities. 478-5270^ (19M28)

FEMALE -share furnished one bdrm. apt. in

Westwood, 575/mo. Call Jeannitf, 474-9003 or

4741144 ^ (19M28)

YOUR own bdrm. of two bdrm. luxury apt.

Close to campus. Summer, 575. Paul, 824-

9344. (19M28)

ONE/two girls, share Irg., "unplastic"
Spanish w/l ,- 545 mo. ea. Summer or longer.
Barbara, 473-5283. (19M28)

GIRL needed to share beach apt. Ocean
view, own room 575, Share ISO. Call 392-

43^. (19M24)

ONLY 540, own room in 2 bdrm/farn.-a|ir.'
Begin June 15. Local. 398-9394 eves. ( 19 M 21)

SHARE 2 bdrm , 7 bath w/ one, parking, 15

mm. from campus, bus line, SM , 828-5455. ( 19

M 28)

GIRL to share 2 bdrm., luxury Brentwood
apt. Pool, balcony view, faciliities. Call

Marilyn, 472-5203. (19M28)

OWN bdrm. for male 585 utilities included, in

large apt. WLA 2 1/2 miles campus. 477
1314. (19M28)

FEMALE SUMMER apt. Walk campus.
557/mo. 824-1434 or leave name, 825-2945,

Miss V.Lowe. (19M28),

ROOMMATES wanted, (male), large furn. 1

bdrm., 1 bk. from campus. 558.30. 479-

(••21. (19M2C)

ON the beach. Extra Irge. furn. apt.,

pool.Summer share w/maie grad. 590. 399-

2374 ( 1* M 3«)

FEMAL F shar* with one t^uge one b«droom.
F • to SChoot S57 50 4T«.g95«,

-a- ^ (ltM271

AVAILABLE June ISth Woodsy Near
campus. Your share 585. Fireplace. David,
479-7821, Work: 474- 4511. Trees. (19M27)

MALE to share 2 bdrm studio in S.M Near
beach 590/mo 392 9350. ( 19 M 28)

585 ONE or two females to share furnished 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath WLA, 479-4724, af'er
* •® ( 19Maei

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2 bdrm. un-
furn apt tn Palms next fall. Paul, 825-

5774. (19M28)

2 GIRLS, share 2 bdrms, on Gayley w/2 girls

(summer), 550 mo. Kathie, Marie. 474-

4713. (19M24)

^ For Sub-lease

FURNISHED 1 bedroom apartmept June 20-

Sept. 20, parking, 12 minutes campus. 5110.
Fred. 398 2000. (SLM28)

fCARRIED Student Housing, 2 bedrm. June
5 Sept 15. 5145 month utilities pd. 390-5532.

(SLM24)

BEACH House furnished. 5500 - 5 weeks.
June 28 August 2. 3 bedrms, 2 baths. 392-

3170, Venice. ( M24)

JUNE only small, obscure 1 bqrm., furn. W.
Hollywood. 595. Utilities pd. Late eves. 453-

5434. (SLM24)

LARGE Beautiful furn. 1 bdrm. June 15-

Sept., walk to campus, carport, 5185/mo. 477
4419. (SLM28)

TWO-bdrm. house need girl for summer.
Approx. 2 months. 564 monthly. 24th, S.M.,

828 5087. (SL M

BEAUTIFUL deluxe apt., Brentwood. Ten
mm. campus. 2 bed., 2 bath furn. 5200. 824-

7581. (SLM28)

RUSTIC studio apt. July Ist-Oct.lst.
Brentwood Canyon above Sunset. Furn.,
utilities. 5125/mo. 479 7334. (SL M 28)

BEAUTIFUL, large 2 bdrm. apt. w/l, own
bedroom. Approx. June 21-Aug. 28.

I87.50/mo. 477 4828/475-1181. (SLM28)

SUMMER sublet: beautiful newly furnished
bachelor apt. Doheny and Olympic. 275-

7261 (SLM24)

FURNISHED 1 bdrm. apt., mid June is,

Sept., near campus, couple preferred. 477-

9945. (SLM24)

SUMMER sublet, large 1 bdrm. w/room lor

3, (urnished, near Gayley/Landfair. 5185.

473 4359. (SLM24)

SPACIOUS, (urn., sunny, quiet 1 bdrm.,
great for 3, well-kept garden w/trees; 1 block
campus. 473 9S92. (3LM28)

HOUSE-Furn. 2 bdrm., den. June-
September Close campus, rec. park, groc.
store. 522S/mo. 820 4116. (SLM28)

FIRST session, summer quarter. 1 Bdrm.,
furn. 5l3S/mo. Flexible terms. Santa
Monica, 828-4224 eves. . (SLM28)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrms., 2 baths, air cond., new
building, walk/campus, original rent,
5280/month, 6/15-9/31, 5185 month,473-
0774. (SLM28)

SPACIOUS, one bdrm., near campus,
completely furn., parking. June 15 - Sept. 15,

5140. 477-5235 eves. (SLM28)

2 BDRM., beautifully furn. and equipped
Brentwood apt. June 15 Sept IS, 5180. Julie,

1826-0242. (SLQTR)

BERKELEY furn. 1/bdrm. modern/-
pool/sautpa/electric/close campus. 5155.
Janis Silver, 2530 Hillegass 1314, (415)841-

2219. (SLM28)

FURN. one bdrm 58S plus utilities. June 14-

Sept. IS. Quiet people. Culver City, eves. 837-

4992 (SLM28)

3 BDRM. furn., 2 baths, fireplace. Sublet
June-Sept. Ohio near Barrington, WLA, 477-

0804 (SLM28)

FURNISHED 1 bdrm., July A August.
590/mo. In West LA. 824-1758 after 9:30

PM. (SLM24),

^ House for RenI 20

3 BEDROOMS, 1 1/2 baths, dishwasher, 5300
mo. Miracle mile, 939-9002, 931-8039,

Seidel. (20M24)

J House for Sale 21

MALIBU Canyon. Remodelled one bedroom
cottafteon view here. Corral, 35 mins. UCLA.
524,000.456 6955. (21M28)

OCEAN View - brown shingle old fashioned.
3 bdrm., enclosed sun porch. Dark hardwood
floors, living room and dining room. Lot 57 x
165. 5U,000, WLA, 398 1827. .> (21M28)

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room. Prime
Sherman Oakk area. Cathedral ceiling,

fireplace. 15 min. from Campus. 548,500.

DEPUY 344-2550. Call Ella. 783-4275. (21 M
28)

^House to Share 22

FEMALE to share 2 bdrm. house in Santa
>Aonica beach. 597.50 or 540 Call Elaine. 39S

IU2. ) (22M28)

BEACH Cottage Share bdrm. for sum
mer/longer want friendly, neat, up-
per /grad. M5. Sue, 399-4745. (22M28)

OIRL Share 2 bdrm.. i 1/2 bath, studio w/2,

545. Westwood Village Kathy, 477-4854. ( 19 M
28) ^

YOU NEED A SHARE? ^OME TO 42S

LANDFAIR LARGE CLEAN APTS. POOL.
SUNDECKS, GARAGE. 479 5404. (I9M2B)

FEMALE Share 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt.. S^8.

Grad /age 22 plus. Near buses. 274 1343 (19

M 28)

COMMUNE top Beverly Glen for friendly

people learning, living togetfter, trying to

grow better 984-7443 (22M28)

SHARE Brentwood house, awR raom. Mave
tow or June 479 5988. (22M28)

M-F, student/prof. Pool taMo, dark rm., |

Palms. Call Jerry tM-lJfl. (22M2i)

LAUREL Canyon. Tasty, large, tvrn house
w/garden Share with one lor summer 5125

mo454 45M. (MM2»

NEED one viwdent to share canyon horn*

n^ar UCLA Private room, Sl«« 379-1840

•flCf S.M, <^^^^>

LAMANCHA
HAS THRII-BEDROOM SUITES

WITH MORE SPACE
TO BREATHE
TO MOVE
TO LIVE

COME BY AND SEE OUR SPACE.
9MHILGARDAVE.

475-S«31.

MALE student walk school private entrance
and bath/TV room/pool/parking.
Reasonable 272 4734 (24M28)

Roon\ and Board

Exchanged for Help.. 25

GIRL, Private room, bath. Board. Walk
UCLA. 525 mo-.-Exchange baby sitting light
duties. 474 4991. (25M28)

GIRL Student, Room, Bath, Bokrd. Cooking
and housework plus 5100. mo. Avail, im-
mediately. 931 0747 eves. (25M28)

FEMALE babysitter: Private room /bath
and TV - walking distance to campus -

Salary. 475 1120. (25MS)

FEMALE, Aid mother with housework A
babysitting/room, bath, board. Walk to

campus. Salary possible. 279 2135. (35 M 28)

STUDENT to live in. Walking distance from
school. Light housework. No children. GR i-

9347, after 4. (25 QTR)

COUPLE: Mature responsible, care for

children while parents travel. Must drive
Jul. 31 Aug. 31. Room board 550 week.
Lovely Westwood home. Pool. Other help in

house. Walk UCLA if enrolled. Refs. 474-

4991.

y Room for RenI 26

GIRLS, nice rooms for summer. Kitchen
privileges, heated pool. 540/mo. 479-9041,

10926 Strathmore. (24M28)

STUDENT. Private home, private bath,
kitchen privileges, pool, large study room.
Nearcampus. 550. GR 2 7751. (24M27)

SUMMER Housing, free parking, kitchen
privileges, 540/mo. 479 9998, 479-9703. Please
ask for Rick or Roger. (24M28)

WOMEN, summer sessions; kitchen
privileges, Hilgard Avenue. Call 474-3371. (24
M 28)

STRAIGHT male student, quiet room, kdg
priv. 560 poss. garden and pet care. 834-4730.

(24M28)
' _ _ _ _ .yjL . ..

PRIVATE bdrm. den, bath, garage, kitchen
privileges breakfast. Olympic A Doheny
area.BH,585/mo. CR4 3595. (24.M28)

CHRISTIAN Women Summer school.
Housing on Levering. 5S5/mo. Call 479-9475

or 478-5472. (24M28)

PRIVATE suite, private entrance, all

utilities included A phone. Avail. June 1st.

$100. Phone 276 1564. (24M28)

RENT; 540, man over 21, non-smoker. 542
share; walking distance, telephone, no
housekeeping. 801 Malcolm. 474 5147. (24 M

^Aulas for Sale 29

42 FORD Sedan. Good trans, car. Automatic,
radio/htr. pwr. steering, brakes. After 4 -

7313302. (29M28)

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire convertible. Mnt.
condition. Call Rich. 477-1420. (29 M28)

'42 CHEVROLET, good motor, needs' some
work, 5100. Call eves. 398-7139. (29 M 28)

'44 SIMCA, 4 door, hardtop, hrtr, good
condition. 824-0197 or 478-1874after 5. (29M
,28)

I

'48 DATSUN 510. Perf'^ct cond. Red. Mack
interior Must sell. 51200 /best offer. ••4-4220
X422. 824 2757. (29M28)

'44 VW. New brakes very dependable *

tremendous sacrifice at 5450 342 1789. (29 f^

|28)

'63 CORVAIR, runs fine. Unique, would like

to sell soon as possible. 5150. Vicky. 474-

8759. (29M27)

BORGWARD Sedan. Extremely trouble free
/independent r^ar suspension/handles like

Mercedes/ all service records. 5225. 454 2549

anytime. (29M

'40 BUGEYE Sprite, reblt. eng., nu paint,

xint. cond. Phone 392-7729 aHer 4 p.m. (29 M
,
28)

'47 MUSTANG, 4 cyl. stick-shift, radio-

heater, clean. UJT415. 51100. 5-9 PM. 839

5483. (29 M

'69 VW Fastback. immaculate, new tires A
brakes, 51350, best oHer. Days, 837-4334,

eves. 834-0914. (29M28)

'69 AUSTIN America, 4 spd , AM/FM,
radials, low mileage, economical, ex-
ceptional, immediate. Sacrifice, 5990. 271-

4477 (29 M 281

'45 CHEVY y/tn Extraordinarily sharp
Only 50,000 miles New Polyglas tires. Shop
manual. 51200. 391-7540. (29M28)

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire. SoH top/tonneau.
XInt. cond Great (or summer. 5450 478-

7493 (29M28)

'49 BMW 1600, white, AM/FM, exint cond
low mileage. Call 478 4490. (29M28)

'63 SKYLARK BUICK, ilnf engine and
body Must see! 5425 Dorm student leaving
Calif 824-2«90 (39M28)

GOOD folks needed to share large Topanga
Cyn. apt. Trees, stream, own room, 500 455-

1474. (19M27)

NEED somewhere to live this summer?
Share house, private room in exchange for

>abysitting 834 3217 (22M24)

66 VOLVO 1225 stick shift. Five new tires
5900 394 5432. (39M28)

I
— . —

BEAUTIFUL Austin Healey, '45 3000 MK III.

best offer over 52000 Well loved, 788-4455
iMarlu_ «seMs»»

'60 VW BUG lair cond Good tires. 5150. 839
' 798Salter Sp m (39M28)

'47A H SPRITE, good cond.. must saU.
5800/offer Call Peggy, 477 4447. (29M28)

'57 MGA, xInt throughout, 5425 includes top,

curtains, torneau cover. 741-0174. Must
sell. - (29M28)

'41 VOLVO, 122S, wall cared far. 277 4481,481
4045 (2tM28)

'41 CORVAIR Monia« xlaan, now dutch.
tires, battery, brakes. XInt with lig*mo . 2y4»72 . rrr %: rz ;

'45 VW Convertible, «tnt cortd , low mileage,
very clean, catras 5875 459 2013 or 820

44S4 (29M36)

'68 DODGE Dart, 4 cylinder, povirer steering,
xInt. cond 51575/offer. Telephone 839 1739

eves (29M28)

'M VW BUG, good cond , new brakes. SI ISO.

Call Alex, 474 4894 morning eves. (29 M 28)

'63 PORSCHE new paint, clutch. Speedster
seats. Must see! 51950. 824 3240 (29 M 28)

'47 VW Semtcamper, xInt. cond Panel, bed,
floor, new stereo tape FM player 51495 or

best offer. 784-3034. (39 M 28)

FORD '68 Mustang V 8, 42,000 miles XInt.

cond. Best offer. 275-1479. J 29 M 28)
_- . .

"—~-*

'68 FIREBIRD 350 conv . stereo tape deck,
spkrs, air cond 52150, Nancye 474 2410. (29 M
28)

'61 CORVAIR good cond Must sell, 5200 275

1479. (29MJXI
^

_

. . -

'42 VW BUS, rebuilt engine, clean, reliable,

good cond 57S0or best offer. 824 1454. (29 M
28)

'65 VW BUG, 34,000 miles, radio, good cond
5750 Oay,825 5828, eves, 837 9484. (29 M 28)

•67 PONTIAC Tempest PS/PB. Seafoam
green exterior, black interior. Immaculate
in and OUT. 51300. 834-5480. (29M24)

CAMARO '67 XInt cond. Must sell by June

SI 100/make offer 939 9100 after 4 p.m. (29 M
28)

•70 FIAT 850 spider. Extras 51850 or best

offer 479 0271. (29M28)

'63 SKYLARK deluxe model, engine lust

overhauled. 5500. 475-5055. ( 29 M 28)

'48 FIAT 850 Spider. Good cond. Best over
5750/any offer. Leaving U.S. 4520743 nites.

(29 QTR)

'47 SAAB 94. Excel, mech. cond. New radial

tires, engine transmission. 5850. Call Bob,
826 1500. (29 QTR)

r-^

6AV\M ih good mech. cond. Good tir#s, break,
R^dio, Heater. Call Nick at 473 2404. (29

QTR)

63 RAMBLER American Excellent
mechanical cond 6 cylinder, Radio 5250 or

best offer 870 0470. .
l (29 QTR)

. 64 VW, good cond, sun roof, 5400 Call 455-

1125 or 454-4741. (29 QTR)

VW 1968 Sedan, runs fantastic Looks
great Wood wheel Priced to sell 51095. 478

8745 Bob '; (29 QTR)

'70 DUNE BUGGY, f^ke n«w, beautiful

leather interior, sharp fiberglass body.
S2000. UP 2777, Lou Before 4. 129,M2I)..

BORGWARD Sedan. Extremely trouble free

/independent rear suspension / handles like

Mercedes /all service records. 5350. 454-2549

anytime. (29M27)

'43 VW Bus, rebuilt engine, new tirits, ex-

cellent. 5900 or best offer 393 4484 after 4. (29

M 28)

'49 PONTIAC GTO, beautiful, power
steering, air cond., bucket seats, vinyl top,

wholesaling 52200, 789-4733. ( 29 M 27

)

'44 CHEV. Greenbrier van 9 passenger
wagon converts to camper, 5450 473-1128 or

478 8376. Mike. (29M27)

'42 PONTIAC Tempest Low price, good
transportation lor mechanical minded 654
3967 a«er 5 PM. (29M27)

'44 CHEVY Impala, exc. cond., good locking,

new tires, 5450. Call Taku. 479-0518 eves. ( 29

M 27)

'44 VW XInt. cond. and clean. New plugs,

motor tuned. New tire 5695 478 6480 (29 M
2i)

'44 FALCON Station wagon, power steering,

radio, automatic trans., 5750. Phone 828

7)44. (29M24)

'45 SUNBEAM Alpine conv Good cond Low
mileage 5550/best offer. 839 5088, 834 5580

Eves (29M28)

TRIUMPH TR4A4S fonneau cover, new top.

cmturatto radials wire/w 50,000 M Good
cond. 51095. 394 4919. (29M28)

'49 VW Bug, xInt. cond/ AM/FM, extras
51475 391 0216. (29M28)

'48 BLACK VW, radio/heater, white walls.
Good mech cond 477 0220 bet 11 A 4 (29M

I'L _^___ _
'44 CHEV convt Good cond Must sell soon.
Make offer < Call 474 4080 anytime ( 29 M 38)

CHEVY '43 Biscayne, clean, 4 cylinder, xlnt.

runnmq cond , new transmission, tires 5325
744 9075 eves (29M28)

MGB '70, low mileage Fully loaded Xlnt.

cond 985 4321 ext 2494 (29M28)

'40 VW KARMAN Ohio, engine lust rebuilt.
body xlnt S400 or best Call Larry, 478
1323 (29M28)

'43 FORD Fairlane. clean, xlnt. cond 5400 or
best offer Hiroshi, 824 2894 (29M28)

'44 MERCURY Colony Park wagon, 9 pass..

fuU power, air Good tires H50 Pr pty 398

2439 (29M27)
—f^
LS MANS convertible, full power, 35,0«0 mi.,

FM, 51399/best offer Leaving country 477-

0311 mornings. (29M27)

'65 VOLVO 1225, new battery, tires Four
speed, runs well, 5750 828 2251. 39) 0344 (29

M 24)

'42 VW, good bargain, good condition and
very clean 5450 825 4839, Pete Wilson (29M
26)

'60 SPRITE 5850 Good cond, Ml 97?7
>n Fr I, before 4, or 241 8934 Ask (

ii:irr I J rw^ iWI

-70 MG Midget blue Am/Fm. radials, exc
cond , 51895 or best offer (582 BNM) Call

443 4873 (29M24)

'70 COUGAR itereo AM/FM, air, auto pwr
str and disc brakes 529M. Mrs. Faye. 277
3i10^ \ (29M24)

68 FORD Mustang California special Fully
loaded, xlnt. cond. Price to sell. 985-4321 ext.
3494. (29M28)

'49 VW (bug) sunraaf. food cand., S137S.
Honda 305 Scrambler, 5)00 Day, 8250093;
eves...455 illl. ., (29M 281

'44 ALFA Ijlomeo Volace Spider 5 speed.
Mint cond. Loaded/extras. New pamt, fop.
980 4108 eves (

2

9 M 282

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWfNO

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd.

across from G.M. Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

Al

'71 FORDS, all makes. Herti Cars. Call 478-

0473 (7«M36)

'45 VW Van with 1500 engine Needs paint.

5950. can Burt, 470 2111 (29M27)

'57 T BIRD, pride A ioy. Must sell or drop
out 52000/best offer 372 9214, eves. (29 M 27)

CARS in EUROPE
RENT or BUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONS TODAY;
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

P O BOX 69504
LOS ANGELES. CA 90069

'59 AUSTIN HEALEY Nice looking car.
Everything m qood shape except engine
Make otter 876 8844 ' (29M28)

Cycles, Scoolers

rof jato....... ........... 01/

'70 HONDA SL 90. Like new. Call evenin%i(
477-4123 5225 (30M28)

'49 HONDA 305 Dream Great cond., low
mileage, smooth nde 5)50 Bill 474 9228

eves (30M28)

'45 SUZUKI 80, low mileage. 5100. Call eves
298-7139. •

^

(20M28;

'70 YAMAHA RtS '350CC Asking 5550. 837

-mt. (30M28)

GREAT buy, '70 Yamaha 125 twin, street-

dirt, perfect, low mileage, turn signals,

luggage rack, 5350 firm 454 5337 (30 M 28)

BMW R 50 SOOcc '47 original owner 5725

cash. 821 1690. (30M28)
. ^
'68 YAMAHA, exc. COnd., S140I 314 S.

Rockingham Ave., eves. (30M24)

'70 HONDA 350CC, little mileage, like new.
Call Todd after 4:00 Phone 447 7433 (30 M
28r

'47 SUZUKI ISO good cond.. must sefl. 5200 or

best offer Call 824 1350. M30M28)

-70 HONDA 350 cc, little mileage, like new.
Call Todd after 4. Phone 447-7433. (30M28)

'70 HARLEY Sportster 5400 miles, custom
chromed, perfect mech. cond. Best
reasonable offer 824 0238/Jim. (M M 28)

'70 HONDA 450CL, 5750 eves. after 5:3«. 479-

9990. Ask for Joseph, Rm. 21. (30M28)

'69 YAMAHA 350 Exc cond , all extras and
more, great cruising 5525 phone eves., 479-

3441.^ (30M24)

'65 OUCATI 160CC Monia Jr.. low mileage,
extras, 5200 454 4640 eves. (30M24)

'48 HONDA CL3S0, 5375 or best offer 837
0377 Excellent cond (20M24)

-70 TRIUMPH Bonneville 450cc, 4000 mi.. S2

np, perfect condition 511*0, Call 473-4491. (

'49 BSA - 441 VICTOR Good cond fof
street/dirt, Bell Star included 5400 395 0344.
826 3454 (30M28)

'69 YAMAHA ISO Street scranf^ior Electric
starter, xlnt. cond. 6,000 miles. 5350/offer.
838 7794.837 5841. (20 M 28)

'67 HONDA 305, runs well, recent work, 5325.

399 8380. ()0M2^)

LAMBRETTA '63 150 CC Runs well Spare
tire 5150 Morning till noon. 396 5083 ( ]• M
28)

BMW R 24 250 CC Perfect mechanical cand.
Very reliable, and smooth 5350 Dave, 984-

7443 (MOTR)
' IP

48 BSA 450 CC. 24,000 mi. Fair cand. Naada
work 5400 or best offer. 454 •••7. (380TR)

69 HONDA 140 CC Low mil
5225. 824 4234 eves.

xlnt.

()0M28)

'49 YAMAHA MS CC 4400 milos. Really xlnt.
E xtras. helmets, 5445 825 4229 or 278
0445

.. (38M2»
'70 HONDA 450, xlnt. cond. Must saN.
572S/best offer Nick, day, 479 1125. eves.,
2760221 (MM2«*

> ' *

HARLEY Davison '70 45 cc leurefo. perfect
cond Great tor school 5200 Call 291 0248 (38
M 21)

HONDA 150 CB 68 helmet, chain and lock.
recent valve grind very strong, 5354 47S-
5831 ex 534 (38M2B)

}{j HONDA J50 CL. 5000 mi ,

5500 Llll Rick or Mark, mkJh
good cond..

'69 LAMBPETTA IsOcc Looks, runs great
Low miles, new spare best offer Eves,
3»'584S. (MM2t)

f,/-
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Ozzie
and Harriet belong to an alumni association.

So do both Ricky and David. And Ricky's wife Kris

and David's wife whatshername. No one ever

remembers her name. Her husband can't sing.

They all joined the association on their way from the

malt shop after the big football game. They had run

into Archie, Reggie, Betty and Veronica and, over

Fullback Frappes (2 scoops lime sherbet, 1 scoop
rocky road, sauerkraut, raisins, butterscotch sauce),

they all decided the alumni sounded like a square

deal. A straight arrow so to speak.

Of course, there was a problem with Jughead. He
wouldn't come around. Old Jughead had, of late,

taken to hanging around with Beaver Cleaver. And
most people thought the Beaver was a bad influence.

He had been busted at an anti-war demonstration
with a copy of Naked Lunch. Wally, just out of

West Point, was seriously worried about his brother
Beaver, but figured it was Jughead's fault, jughead was
usually too stoned to care, one way or the other.

Beaver also belonged to an alumni association. A
different one. He was a member of the UCLA Alumni
Association and he suffered because of it. Night after

night, sitting around the hookah listening to

bootlegged Dylan and sipping Spanada, someone,

\W Mit ill.,- I « i; t i-

-. * li .i < T% If

usually Dobie, would ask, "Hey, Beaver, do you really

dig all that boola-boola?"

And old Beav would have to get Zelda Gilroy (another

member) tostop.chewingon his ear for a minute
and answer the question.

"th^ah-rahJs mostly gone. They do good things.

Like tutor children (600 of them), and give

scholarships ($100,000 worth), and fight tuition, and
provide housing for Weyburn victims, and support the

Legal Aid Service, and publish a grad student

handbook, and raise money, and a lot of other things.

Now leave me alone," Beaver would say, and offer

Zelda his other ear.

Dobie never joined, no matter how hard Beaver tried.

And maybe that's why Dobie is still on channel 1

3

reruns.

The Alumni Association is doing some pretty strange
things for an alumni association. Ozzie and Harriet

would be shocked. It's worth looking into, maybe
even joining. Dues for graduating seniors is five

dollars. You can call 825-3901 and talk to Roland, Sue,
Bill, Don, April, Sparkie or Kathie, or come by
Kerckhoff 226. There's a lot more to it than
Coorson tap.
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Announcements

Turnout blamed on poor publicity

Abed talks before 26 bere

Black Students Union ^BSU)

elections will be held from 9 am
to 4 p.m today and tomorrow,

according to Cheryl Deannon,

BSU chairman Polling areas are

located at the NOMMO office,

Bruin Walk, the Afro-Anaerican

Studies Center and the quad

behind Campbell Hall.

Voting is restricted to un-

dergraduates, and a current

registration card and ph8H> l;I>.

must be shown.

terested hut unable to attend,

please call 3»-5194.

William KiMistor, attorney for

the Chicago 8. will speak at noon

tomorrow in Haines Hall 39.

Sponsored by the UCLA Moot

Court, KunsUer wiU be speaking

on "the role of a radical lawyer."

All students are invited to attend.

Dick Martina, candidate for

the vacant seat in the 27th

Senatorial District, will speak on

the "Gerrymandered Chicano" at

noon today in Ackerman ^Union

2406.

The main emphasis of his

speech will be to attack the

chronic technique of "democratic

legislators who gerrymander

Chicano districts to insure that

white, liberal democrats will be

elected." The speech is sponsored

by the Bruin Young Repubhcans.

An all day "Free Boogie!" is

scheduled for noon till dusk next

Monday. The Westwood
Liberation Front l^s contacted

Pacific Gas and Electric, Savage

Grace, Rockin' Foo, Peter

Galloway, Elijah, Southwind,

Charles John Quarto and Big Oak

Basin Band to play. People in-

terested in helping with publicity

should come to the Kerckhqff Hall

steps at noon today.

/\

Wbmen students, Vtaff and

faculty interested in developing a

Women'^ Studies Program during

the summer and perhaps next fall

are invited to attend a meeting at

noon today in the Ackerman Union

Women's Lounge. If you are in-

An "art and technology show"

here set for tomorrow has been

postponed, according to project

coordinator Genevieve Marcus,

because of "long obstacles and

short time." The show, sponsored

by a campus group called

CREATE (Creative Experiments

in Art and Technology) has not yet

been rescheduled.

By Mark Rubin

DB SUff Writer

Amid accusations of unfair

publicity and scheduling, George

Abed spoke Tuesday on the Arab

nations and U.S. policy in the

Middle East. Although Arab

groups on campus had been

notified about Abed's visit, the

turnout for his speech numbered

only 26 people.

Abed, a visiting assistant

ec'onomiiis professor at Berkeley,

spoke here under the auspices of

the Associated Students' Speakers

Program. Originally scheduled

for the Ackerman Union Grand

Ballroom, the program moved

into a smaller room at the

suggestion of Bob Elias, chairman

of the Sp^kers Program.

Irina Barof, who helped initiate

Abed's visit, attacked Elias for his

handling of the talk. Barof, a

doctoral candidate in the French

department, accused Elias of

"sabotaging the talk, and being

responsible for the very small

turnout." She included in her

complaints the fact that the Daily

Bruin coverage of Abed's speech

was "very poor with no advance

publicity."

Reply

In reply to these charges, Elias

told the Daily Bruin he had been

originally told by Abed that a

picture of himself would be sent.

Elias said he had planned to use

the picture in the publicity. The

additional fact that Charles Schulz

spoke the day before prevented an

advance notice on Monday, he

said.

Furthermore, whenever a

special interest group dpes

request a speaker, they usually

help with the publicity, Elias said.

Abed, currently working on his

doctorate o» the "economics of

underdevelopment," devoted his

presentation to the applications of

the new Nixon Doctrine in the

Middle East. Abed believes this

doctrine is. "being applied to the

Middle East with grave con-

sequences."
Nixon Doctrine

This doctrine, Abed alleged, is

the policy which the U.S. is pur-

suihg of setting up power bases in

the Middle East to combat the

Russian footholds made in the

area. "These footholds, the only

major Russian victory since

World War II. have caused the

United States to fear for its in-

terests," Abed said. ^
He also said the United States

"is attempting to establish an
alliance of Middle East states with
Israel as the pivot."

Abed cited many examples of
"a campaign in this country to
identify the interests of the United
States closely to those of Israel "

He told of public officials such as
Governor Nelson Rockefeller and

^ylSen: Henry Jsickson ^D —WashJL
who are following this policy by
their support of the Israeli cause.
Commenting on the size of the

crowd, Ehas said, "Twenty-sik is

an all time low for the Speakers
Program, ever since Walter
Hickel came and got 30. This
demonstrates a total lack of in-

terest on the part of UCLA
students to hear an academic
lecture on the Middle East."
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Can TAA eliminate tensions?

-*.,_ .,

Shine- On

Simonize system

10147 Venice Blvd., LA.

(2 blocks east of Motor Ave)

N.E. Corner ofVeniceBlvd

'(8iJasnnine in rear of Venice

Sof-Spra Car Wash

DAY or NIGHT
PHONE

276-5959

graduating seniors, take note : now is the time

to buy your graduation announcements

Get the official University of California announcements now —

so you'll have time to address and mail them. It's a great v^ay

vs/ay of letting everyone know about the occasion that can only

happen to you once. Card, enclosure and double envelope —

per dozen. 2.85

CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF

LOUD STEREO MUSIC WILL
NOT MAKE YOU STERILE

IN FACT A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF EAR EXERCISE
>S HEALTHY IN ORDER TO COMBAT EXCESSIVELY

FAT EARDRUMS

A COMPlETE STEREO SYSTEM
FOR

$64.00 NOT CHEAP,
JUST INEXPENSIVE

•AM/fM STEREO RECEIVER
•MATCHING BOOKSHEIF SPEAKER
•AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
•»ASE, DUST COVE* AND

CARTRIDGE

LESS TNAM W LIST flKI

ucia
students' store

0064

SCOTCH TAPE
•1800 FOOT 7INCHREEI
•PCKYESTER
•NEW TAPE IN

SEALED 80XES

295

825 7711

UCN.

WO MIWIWUH (7UANTTTY

Buy A Koss Pro-4A

Professionol Heodset for

Only $200.00. And get

A Pioneer (^ $x-770

AM/EM stereo receiver

Absolutely FREE
W««t LA

Open 9 om-7 pm Wed & Thurs; 9-1 Fri. closed Sot

n.—

'

3370 So. Overland Ave

So. o# S«t»ta Monica Fwy
•39-2216

CLO<;m MONDAY
MA/ 71
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Final broadcast of year

Ycun:: to talk on UCLA-TV
§

i

i

I

I

UCLA-TV's last live broadcast of the quarter,

featuring a live interview with Chancellor Charles

E. Young, will be broadcast at noon today from the

Gypsy Wagon.

Students will have an opportunity to question the

Chancellor through remote feed from the Gypsy
Wagon.

Today's broadcast will also feature the

Credibility Gap, several MFA films, an interview

with track star Wayne CoUett, a demonstration of

electric music composition jwi_ the^JMoog syn-

thesizer and a folk guitarist.

UCLA-TV was started during the strike last

year, although it had no definite structure until

last fall, according to Martin Rips, executive

producer.

UCLA-TV has broadcast shows twice weekly

this quarter, including a three-hour special on

May 5 (May 5 Retrospective). Shows have in-

x%^ix>:x-:%::::::-:-:::>-:::%-:-x-x

eluded a demonstration of Ghanian dancing and
drumming, a symposium on venereal disease, a

demonstration of belly-danging, live bands and

news stories ranging from the recent elections to

the "coffee crusade."

UCLA-TV plans to continue broadcasting next

year and is making efforts to find channels for

broadcasting into the community. •

**If we're going to be successful in what we're

doing — and that's in providing an alternative to

the commercial media — then we need to expand
our base of support to include members of the

surrounding community, as well as individuals at

UCLA," Rips said.

At present, UCLA-TV is funded at a minimal

level by Communications Board. This has enabled

them to operate, but has not provided them with

necessary capital to construct adequate ter-

mination sites, Rips said.
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Cal Advocates ask for fund^
Law students here representing a student-run

public interest law firm — Citizens Action Law
Associates (Cal Advocates) — are planning to in-

troduce a resolution before Student Legislative

Council (SLC) tonight calling for a referendum

proposing a $1.50 per student, per quarter increase in

fees to fund a Cal Advocate firm here.

The firm, which would be composed of four or five

full-time attorneys, would deal with problems of the

consumer, environment, and civil rights on behalf of

the citizens of California.

Ron Brutoco, a spokesman for the firm, said,

'There is a need for a consumer protection law firm

that would express the interests of students at UCLA.

"A similar referendum like the one we are going to

propose here was voted on Wednesday by the

students at UC Berkeley. The referendum's margin

of victory in that instance should be about five to one

in favor of it," Brutoco said.

**We hope that SLC approves the referendum

before the end of this quarter, so that it will be on the

ballot in the fall. By winter quarter of next year we
hope the firm will be in full operation," Brutoco said.

Paul Silver, a newly elected General Represen-

tative, said, "Cal Advocates is an attempt by

students to reach out to the general community and

express interests which concern not only the campus
community but the whole of society.

"We hope to kick off the referendum publicity in

the fall by getting Ralph Nader to speak." A similar

speech by consumer advocate Nader at Berkeley

started the Cal Advocate campaign there.

According to SLC by-laws, a referendum must be

publicized 15 days before it is scheduled to take

place. In order for the increase in fees to become

effective by winter quarter, Cal Advocates must

begin publicity for the referendum this quarter.

"There are only 13 days in the fall quarter before the

winter quarter registration fee cards are printed on

October 20. Therefore, Cal Advocates must push this

referendum for at least two days during this quar-

ter," Brutoco said.

y

Students* store

FREE ALIOTO — Joseph Altoto, San Francisco mayor, will spoak at

noon tomorrow at Janss Steps under the auspices of ttie Associated

Students' Speakers Program.

• OFflCIAL NOTICES •

giffit, b lovol, ockorman union, tt2>-// II

mon-thurs 7:45a.m. -7:30p.m.; fri 7:45a. m.-l; closed sat may 29-mon may 31
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FROM: Campus Parking Service

Parking Petitions are now available for the 1971 Fall Quarter begin-

ning September 27, I97L Petitions are obtained from, and must be

submitted to. Campus Parking Service, Room 280, Gayley-Strathmore

Structure (af^ 8) between 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM Monday through

Friday. ;^'
PETITION DEADLINE: Fall Quarter Petitions for continuing students

must be received by Campus Parking Service no later than 4:00 PM,
July 28, 1971.
PARKING PERMITS ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE and MAY BE

PURCHASED ONLY FROM CAMPUS PARKING SERVICE

FROM: Facilities Development and Management

LOCKER CLEARANCE NOTICE

Student lockers Issued from Murphy Hall, the custodian headquarters,

or the gymnasiums must be cleared by 5 p.m. Tuesday, June 15th,

1971. Failure to remove the lock and/or contents will result In a $5.00
service fee.

Students may reclaim personal belongings after June 21st, 1971, by
paying the service fee at the cashier's window In Murphy Hall (Ad-

ministration Building) and presenting the cashier's receipt and proper

Identification to the lost and found department in the physical plant

building at 001 Westwood Plaza.

FROM: Registrar's Ofl^e

FALL QUARTER 1971 REGISTRATIONS ENROLLMENT BY MAIL

All continuing students may register and enroll by malL Failure to

follow Instructions for registration by mall will necessitate registration

in person Sept 28, 29, 30, Oct. 1. Registration In person after Oct. 1,

1971 requires the payment of the $10.00 late registration fee. The final

date for Fall 1971 registration Is 2:00 pm on Oct 15.

A continuing student Is one who completed the Spring Quarter 1971

^nd whose status (undergraduate, limited, or graduate) is not changed.

All continuing students who wish to register by mall may pick-up

materials between June 1 and Sept 8 according to the following schedule.

Anatomy HM Sci 73-235
Architecture & Urban Planning
Astronomy Graduates
Business Administration Graduates
Chemistry Undergraduates
Chemistry & BlcKhemlstry Graduates
Dentistry HU Scl 10-137
Engineering & Pre- Engineering

Undergraduates '^

Engineering & Computer Science
» Graduates

Geography Graduates
Law Law 1224
Mathematics Graduates »

Medical Microbiology & Immunology
Medical Physics (Radiology)
Medidne Hit Sci 12-109
Mkrpbiology L8 5304
Molecular Biology
Neurosdence HM Sci 73-364
Planetary & Spare Science

Psychiatry NPI C8-849
Public Health, Blostatlstlcs, &

Nutritional Sciences

Zoology Graduates

Arch 1118
MS 8979
GBA 3320
WG Young 1037
WG Young 2080

Bodter 6426

Bodter 6730
Bunche 1251

MS 6375
Hit Sci 43-239
Hit Sci AR.259

WG Young 5O40

Geology 3684

PH 51-279
L8 3201

ALL OTHERS BY LETTER GROUP AT
1 134 MURPHY HALL, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE,

A — E only
F - K only
L — R only
S — Z only
Entire Alaphabd
FIRST DAY TO

Tuesday and Wednesday, June 1 and 2
Thursday and Friday, June 3 and 4

Monday and Tuesday, June 7 and 8
Wednesday and Thursday, June 9 and 10

Friday, June 1 1 through Wednesday, Sept. 8
MAIL IN REGISTRATION AND ENROLLMENT

BY MAIL IS NOON, FRIDAY, JULY 30.

Students are warned that Wednesday, Sept 8 is the last day to enroll

or register by mail and that failure to register by this date will result

in cancdlation of enrollment of classes.

New and Re-entering students for Fall Quarter 1971 will be maUed
Information about registration by the admitting pr re-admUtlng officer.

FROM: Student Health Service

SUMMER HFJ\LTH SERVICE FOR CONTINUING STUDENTS

Students who have been registered in the Spring Quarter and are

expedlng to rdum In the Fall may purchase regular Student Health

Service Coverage during the Hummer by payinR an Option Health

Servke Fee of $33.00 at the Cashler'H Office in the Student Dispensary.

A Health Service Identification Card will be issued at the time the fee

is oald. 8«rh •iimmer coverage, formerly limited to graduate and foreign

studen *

TO FLKt.tlA»E hL.'w.'vir.n v vi v r.iv-^wj r. tiL -> i » >

TO JULY Ist. —Donald S. MacKinnon. M.D., Director of Student

Health Service.
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Cheaters never prosper — or do they?
By Jeff Weber
and Bill Gonteo.
DB SUff Writers

Cheating is a serious problem here. The only reason

.^. cheating is not more widespread is because students do not

have more opportunity to cheat. Cheaters and non-cheaters

alike believe it is still difficult to cheat here.

There is little consensus among the students themselves

concerning the extent of cheating here.

"I don't think there is a student at UCLA who hasn't

cheated in one way or another,
*

' one athlete said,

w Other students said they thought very little cheating was
attempted here. Many of these students said they minded
their own business during examinations and wrote their

own papers. They said it could be possible they wer^
unaware of aqy cheating going on,.--.^^^

Why Cheat
There are a multitude of reasons why students cheat.

Michael Lewin, author of "How to Beat College Tests,"

writes that one of the reasons for cheating may be the

number of useless courses so many of today's students are
required to take.

Students who cheated said they did so because they were
not interested in the course material. Many students said
they would never cheat in courses of their major, but would
cheat in courses required to satisfy breadth requirements.

**I believe many students cheat because of the nature of

the University itself," Norman Miller, vice chanceUor of

student and campus affairs, said. "Since the University
system has such large classes, attention to each student is

minor, and this tends to have an adverse effect on the
student."

Miller said the emphasis on "getting the grade" causes a
great many students to cheat.

Other students said they cheated because they found the
tests to be more difficult than they expected.
"When I take a test, it's between me and the test," Jeff S.

said. "Only when I'm absolutely stumped will I look around
for clues."

|

A student will often rationalize his behavior when it

comes to cheating. For example, a sophomore and a senior
were taking an exam, and they decided to d^uss the
question. Not the answer, just the question.
Mike J. brought crib notes to. a political theory final last

quarter because he felt the teacher had cheated him by
"wasting 10 weeks of my valuable time and money."
Students who said they did not or would not cheat even if

it would help them usually said they would not cheat for
other than moral considerations. They said they feared
getting caught, had strong superegos or "chances are the
guy sitting next to you is wrong." Many students also
beheved there is no advantage to cheating, or that it is too
much trouble.

To some, getting a good grade on one's own is most im-
portant. "If I can't do it on my own, I haven't done it," Ken
T. said.

**I basically feel that students have to be able to do things
on their own," Steve J. said. To hini, not cheating is a
matter of self-confidence.

"The ability to rely on yourself is something that keeps
you an iDdq;)endent human being. Cheating deprives you of
that chance."

Better Grades
A few students will go to great lengths to raise their

grades even though most of the cheating here is (tf a minor
nature.

About three years ago, two students, engineering and
computer science majors, were unsuccessful in a three-
month effort to reprogram their computer grades.
One 0^ the students, through his part time University job,

was somehow able to obtain a set of keys to the entire
University.

Working on weekends only, sometimes nine to 10 hours a

day, the two students proceeded to change and alter the new

tape that the College of Letters and Science was currently

making. Not for everyone, but just for themselves. Their

average in the University was about 2.9, and they needed a

3.2 to get into graduate school.

After they managed to reprogram the whole computer for

themselves, they realized they had to change the grade

reports that each department kept. They typed out new
reports, forged signatures, etc. The job was so monumental
that their only motive for doing it was to see if it could be

done. -.—

,

,

•

Computer tapes

Once they had gotten the department grade reports

altered to their specifications, they had to go back to the

professor's offices, where a copy was also kept. Alterations

were done on most of these reports? -
" ""

The department, finishing the tape, decided to check the

new tape by comparing it to the old one. Every time they

did, the two students' names fell out as not agreeing with

the earlier tape. They went back to the departments and
looked at the records. Perfept. No changes had been made.

^^erl-..

DB photo—Jerry Morris

The administration checked with the professors, and in
half the-cases, found the records of the two students did not
agree. Soon after, the two students were caUed into the
Dean of Student's office and confronted with the problem.
Instead of denying the charges, the students were
straightforward and admitted to the alterations.
One incredible aspect concerning the attempt was that it

was done by two students in total secrecy over ^ period <rf

three months.

Dismissal
Both students were dismissed from the University for a

year, tnit they re-entered the University a year later to
finish their undergraduate work. Both were admitted to
graduate school, but not here, one administrator admitted
with a sigh.

In another incident, a student seemed to be whispering
into his hand during an examination. Upon closer in-
spection, a proctor found the student had a miniature radio
transmitter in his palm. The student transmitted the
question on the exam to a person sitting outside the hall.

'.rato Advertisement^ •"^^^'^"^^^^Bi^BHi^^^i^^^Bd^H^^^^^^

The student outside would look up the answer and radio t

back to the student who was taking the t^t.

Author Lewin also explained in his book that teachers
confronted with cheating have difficult decisions to make
"They can ignore it or deny its existence in their classes

They can assume it is being practiced at every opportunity
It is impossible to avoid confrontation with a cheating
student.

"Certainly no teacher likes to think that cheating occurs
in his classes, but if that fact is forced upon him, he can
assume that his course, his teaching methods or the caliber
of students is below par. _„„„ .^

"He can leave it unpunished or he can 'automatically' fail

the accused student. He can try to design cheat-proof
exams, questions that have nothing to do with the course or
he can see that there is a proctor for every student or that^

""the mateHal tested does hot test memory per se or that
notes are permissible. If all this fails, he can ignore
cheating entirely and read books on the afterlife, go back to
his research or daydream about the professorship awaiting
him at the end of the century."
Most of the professors contacted do not consider cheating

a serious problem. This may be one reason why very little

of the cheating is detected.

Prof reactions
David Gillman, associate mathematics professor, has

another explanation. "Most professors will try to avoid
catching cheaters outright because it is unpleasant and
embarrassing. The whole thing is an unpleasant issue and it

is easy to lose your mind to H and hope whoever cheats
doesn't cheat too much," Gillman said.

Many professors believe the cheater is not harming the
professor, only himself.

"If a student cheats, it will eventually work out to his
detriment," according to James Brown, assistant zoology
professor.

"I'd rather let a couple of students get away with it than
be an untmsting ogre about it

"

Brown said his attitude is not designed to keep a good
rapport with his students but, "When students are
suspected, it becomes a game to see if they can get away
with it."

Charles Bennett, geography professor, agrees. "The
greater the efforts to prevent cheating, the greater the
possibility cheating will be attempted. It becomes a game"
where the student tries to best the teacher in a challenge."

Precautions against cheating during class tests vary
depending on the type of course and examination, the

number of students and other variables, such as what the

professor thinks about cheating. The usual precautions are

to have exams proctored and to separate students if

possible to discourage potential cheaters. ' ^^

Methods of testing

Some professors giving objective examinations will give
different tests on the same colored paper or the same test

on different colored paper, with or without informing
students.

Other professors will go to great lengths to prevent
cheating. Music lecturer Paul Tanner moved his students
into a larger lecture hall for a jazz midterm this quarter so

that he could seat students every other row with two seats

between them. He also gave four different examinations on
two different days with students whose names began with
A-L taking the exam one day, and students whose names
beginning with M-Z the -next day.
During essay examinations, professors sometimes have

students turn their blue books upside down before writing or

tell students to leave pages blank in the blue book,

especially if they announce test questions beforehand.
Methods of cheating

The methods by which students cheat are varied. Some

(Continued on Page 5)

INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH FRESHMEN?
The Student Educational Policy Commission is accepting applications
for seminar leaders for a tentative Freshman Program to be offered
to 150 freshmen next winter and spring (The course has not been
approved yet). Each seminar leader will work closely with about 10
freshmen to explore "education" in different academic and ex-
periential ways.

Seminar leaders must be able to take for credit (or participate
without credit in) Educ. 100 in the fall (TuTh 9-1 1)- a subsection of
this class will be a training course for the Freshman Program. Ju-
niors and seniors will bex^jven priorityv'^but sophomores may apply.—-:r
Interested students should pick up an application in Kerckhoff Hall
33 IC; interviews will be scheduled shortly.

A-$1I

14K GOLD
PEACE
RINGS

the Student Educationa, z :^.ky Commission of SLC

B-Sll

0$11

CSll

F$15
Diamond Set

E$I1
-(Wt

G-^i^-

Florentine Gold Finish
Give Ring Size if known

Send C- .^. '<-^ »-'~f-

ALLEN'S JEWELERS
9041 W Pico Blvd .

tot Anc»|«s. Calif 90035
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(Coniinued from Page 4)

students will write on Daily Bruins and cover their notes

when the proctors walk by. Students have put up posters

bearing information on bulletin tx>ards, write on gum
wrappers or the gum itself, or wear sunglasses to conceal

eye movements. Some girls will write on their legs, which

isn't too wise if the proctor happens to be a leg man.
Some students will leave the room for the ostensible

purpose of going to the bathroom, then look at their notes or

consult with friends.

According to >J^'l^ Clark, assi^
proctors did i|^B itudents dur^p
finals last quj^S : # the "normal" n
five students ]'rA: mra. Clark said
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them, ^ome sUidenG have pre-written entire examinations

when the professor announced what the questions would be.

Essays are passed back and forth. Students slip notes in

and out of blue books, which they occasionally forget to take

out when they hand their examinations in.

One unusual method is that students will writfi^jiotes on a

piece AMHBHHHj^tt in the blue

imprii^^ff^^^^MMI^Mn read a

during the e^fcination.

Very few

essay exams
Students
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Most professors said that it is impossible to spot a

stranger in a class of 100 or more students but Michael

"^onrady, assistant chemistry professor, caught a 'man

taking a final for his sister in one of his chemistry classes of

200K)dd students. Konrad said the man's face was not

recognized, and his suspicions were confirmed when he

handed the exam in with his sister's name on it.

Professors said it is very difficult to detect plagiarism on

term papers. They will be suspicious if the term paper

seems too sophisticated or not in "student phraseology."

Professors said they would be suspicious if a student does

poorly on liis tests and hands in a well-written paper.

One professor said students are usually writing in the

field of the professor's specialty, and they can recognize

plagiarism from well-known papers.

"None of us have a great deal of time to check on these

things," David Cattell, political science professor, said.

Fraternities and sororities in the past had notorious

reputations for keeping files. Most fraternities though do

not keep u^^^^fil^^nym
Most b^^pHB^^B^ ^^'*^^^^^HHH^feK?^

much J^pRt^c3^^Vto^at^u€^Binc^II^^ and

profedfp change to^^ftidly.
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hearing officer. The hearing officer will then review the

case, and if he decides the magnitude of the case demands
more attention, he will bring it before the Student Conduct

Committee, which will then conduct a trial. The Student

Conduct Committee's harshest^ ruling can be one of

probation only.

If further discipline is needed, the committee will

recommend suspension to the Chancellor. It is then the

Chancellor's duty to decide whether suspension is in order.

The committee and the Chancellor may recommend
dismiggj^o j|j£^£ggjdent of the Univ<

sident's d<
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Library. SomeTeachers donate their finals and midterms to

the library for future reference.

Professors often return term papers by placing them in

boxes outside their offices. Several professors said that

students with A papers sometimes complain they never get
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If they spot a student trying to get a little help from their

friends during examinations, professors usually just plant a

proctor to stand over the student or stare at him to make
him uncomfortable. They may keep papers together after

class to compare them.

Professors are often suspicious but need firm evidence.

Sometimes the professor will talk to the student.

Other professors will give the student an incomplete. The

professor can flunk the student, or take the case to a
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What can be done about cheating?

"We won't do anything about cheating unless students

start reporting on each other," David Cattell, political

science professor, said.

One girl who cheats from tinde to time expressed the

sentimei^^)f many studentayMMMlM ~ '
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present day grading system. Many students feel the system

has enough inequities. For example, last quarter a^

sociology professor told his teaching assistants to give only

a certain number of A's because he did not want to botch his

chances fpr tenure.

Under the present grading system, getting the grade

takes precedence over the learning process for a majority

of students.
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UCLA u:rj
Letters to the Editor

Undergrad reforms
Editor:

The article in Wednesday's Daily BriiiB (May 26, 1971, pp. 3) quoting

Department Chairmen on the impact of tb^ UC budget cuts on the

educational process at UCLA appears to us to imply that undergraduate

curricular reform is likely to be the first to go when budgetary cuts are

made at UCLA. ' -

^ ^

, _« ^—

^

Oiir close invoIvemenTwith curricular planning in the past, and our

current responsibility in the UCLA Administration have led us to the

opposite conclusion. We should like to share with your readers our view of

what is happening, and give some specific examples of what we claim is

the continuing commitment to improvement in undergraduate education

exhibited by faculty and students alike at UCLA.
Strategically, we should also like to point out that restoration of budget

cuts is most likely to occur if we continue the process of improvement (rf

the undergraduate instructional program, even in the face of enormous

financial difficulties. The mistaken impression that somehow this area

has the lowest priority can only lead to a further degredation of our

financial situation.

This past year, a number of Departments have been responding to

President Hitch's "Statement on the Improvement of Undergraduate

Teaching" which was made public last November. Their responses, in

the main with significant student input, have exhibited the continuing

commitment mentioned above.

A number of departments have already committed themselves to an

increase in teaching load for next year and for succeeding years.

Significantly, the increase will, not be used merely to reduce marginally

present class sizes. Instead, entire new programs are being devised

which will result in improved quality of instruction.

Some specifics are in order. We shall not deal with every department

because of obvious space limitations. Rather, we shall focus on those

which have proposed new programs which, in our view, serve as models

for further action.

In the Division of the Social Sciences, History is in the process of re-

designing its entire lower division curriculum. It will adiopt a kind of

"case" method approach rather than the usual "survey" approach.

Small class seminars will be offered on an additional load basis. They will

show how history comes to be put together and written as it is, and how
historians come to differ in the interpretation of common facts. They will

produce additional dividends: early student-faculty contact and practice

in the essential activity of writing, x
Economics is constructing lower division research seminars, on an

additional load basis, in which each student will do an intensive research
project under the guidance of a regular member of the faculty. Only ten

students will participate in each seminar. In addition, an entirely new
approach to the Economics Major using a single sequence of courses is

being taught by one of the most distinguished professors in the E>epart-

ment. He will take a group of 35 students through a five-quarter ex-

perience (total) and generate with them the equivalent of the full

preparation for the major and major requirements. This represents an
extraordinary commitment, and is currently in operation.

In the Division of the Life Sciences, Bacteriology teaches, on an
overload basis (this was the case even before President Hitch's

Statement), a course for non-Life Science Majors in which the "case"
method is used. A faculty member takes a research paper of interest to

him and spends a quarter (or less) attempting to acquaint the students
with the contents of the paper, the reasoning which led to it, and its im-
pact.

The Zoology Department is developing a similar series of courses for
non-majors, hoping to present a wide variety of specialty courses so that
students can pick an area or professor of interest. With reference to its

own majors, a (smaller) core curriculum has been identified which gives
the student, in conjunction with an advisor, greater freedom and alter-

nate pathways towards satisfying requirements for the major.
In the Division of the Physical Sciences, Chemistry has committed

each of its faculty members on an overload basis to add an hour meeting
with freshman chemistry students (enrolled in a year sequence of
chemistry courses) every week for a year. These meetings will attempt
to exhibit to the student how a professional approaches a problem in
chemistry, using as a reference the material the student is currently
learning in chemistry.

In I^ysics the model is different, with a simple division of the freshman
physi^ourse into^hmll (less than twenty students) sections, taught by
regular members of thetacuity on an overload basis.

In the Division of the Humanities, the teaching loads are already very
high. Nevertheless, some new programs are being planned for lower
division seminars, though resources will come from a redistribution of
effort amongst upper division or graduate courses. New programs in this

Division deal with requirements of the majors.
New majors are being constructed in Comparative Literature (leading

to graduate work) and General Literature (for the student who is not
committed to graduate work). This will allow the second category pf
student to receive the general education he needs and wishes.
Joint majors have particular relevance to this Division, and

cooperative degree programs between Linguistics and the language
departments are near to completion.
We have listed only a few specific examples concerning improvement

of undergraduate instruction. We submit that these are indicative of the
commitment which now exists at UCLA for improvement of the
educational experience of our undergraduate (especially lower division)

students. It reflects a deep and continuing interest on the part of the
faculty.

A Supplement to the 1971-72 General Catalogue will be available Sefh
tember 1, 1971, which will list in detail all of the new curricular programs
available to students at UCLA next Fall.

Raymond L. Orbach
AsslsiantVice Chancellor for

Academic Change and Curriculum
' "--"- Development

Raymond H. Goldstoae^
Coordinator for Academic Change

and Curriculum Development

Creating controflable citizens
By Richard Boyle

(Editor's note: Richard Boyle is an associate

professor in the sociology department here.)

While I was in graduate school, it happened that

my wife told me she was going to have a baby about

three days before I got a phone call offering me a

one-year research job in Canada, doing a study of

why girls do or don't go into nursing.

Being in bad shape financially, I took the job, and

thus collected a lot of data on the occupational and

educational aspirations of high school girls.

Not too long after this job was over, I was r^dy to

start on my PhD dissertation, and needed a topic.

Since I had a year of my time invested in the data,

it was clear that the dissertation research had

already been done. I decided to focus on educational

aspirations, and nine months later my dissertation

was t)om.

In the process I got quite interested in what lies

behind the flow of students through the educational

system, and the next year took advantage o^ an

opportunity to do more research Wit. v
This work led me in some new direction, and this

was subsequently reported in a journal article which,

among other things, helped me get tenure.

One of the cbnclusions in that paper was that

grades serve pretty much the same functions in the

educational system as money does in the economic

system.

They make possible the more or less tidy allocation

and distribution of available resources, in this case

selection for more and more advanced training and
certification. They also provide the basic incentive

and hence control mechanisms.
As far as the other parts of our social system are

concerned, this seems to work out at least tolerably

well. However, when examined more closely certain

incongruities emerge.
The most obvious of these, at least from the point of

view of empirical evidence, is the fact that, while

education is supposed to prepare a person for success

in later life, grades (as the criteria of how much
education a person is getting) show virtually no
correlation with any kind of success in later life,

including in scientific careers.

This finding applies among students exiting the,

educational system at the same point, e.g. college

graduation. There are three reasons why this might
be true.

It could be that all that is really important is the

certification granted, that, e.g., having a college

degree opens doors, period.

It could be that grades have something to do with
whatever predicts a later achievement, but that this

is sufficiently weak that it washes out after students

are selected for internal advancement on the basis of

grades.
'" *""

And it could be that something happens to the

student when he participates in x years of education,

such that the longer he stays in the better prepared
he is for later success, but that whatever this

something is, it does not shQW up in grades.

There are many candidates for the "unknown
factor" in this third possibility, and all three

possibilities may be true simultaneously. What is

important is that these studies underscore what
many people have know from other evidence for a

long time—that grades as measures of any fun-

damental, long-range, life-generating kind of lear-

ning are patently absurd. Except that as a social

institution grades work.

As a teacher for some seven years now, I had
somehow to reconcile my rese^f^ch findings with
what I was doing in the classroom.

For awhile I was determined to give grades on the

basis of whatever really important kind of learning

was involved in the course.

I tried to devise the best thought-demanding essay
questions, or used student-initiated term papers and
projects. Especially in small classes where I really

knew the students, the more concerned I was and the

more I thought about it, the more frustrated I

became.

The "best" products, by any reasonably academic
criteria I luiew of, were so often not coming from the

students I somehow, intuitively but deeply, felt had
the most building up inside them. Over and over
what I seemed to be rewarding (and hence en-

couraging) was a kind of competent synthesizer.

At this point my research came, in a sense, to my
^rescue. Although the detail^ are too compHcated to

go into here, I found evident that grades were ac-

tually getting in the way of learning—the kinds of

students (and the kinds of high schools) who were
most oriented toward grades were getting them, but

weren't learning as fast as other students according

to other, more general criteria (in this case, stan-

dardized achievement tests). Again, this is

something which is very obvious to many people, but

sociologists do things the hard way.

The trouble is that while grades are at best partial

and limited measures of learning, they are also

currency, the big motivational target, the stuff that

can be cashed in for fellowships, more education/

good jobs, and cdd hard money.

But to the extent that grades measure something

other than really worthwhile learning, this means
that all this motivation is focusing students' efforts in

the wrong directions— e.g. toward guessing what the

professor wants and concentrating all effort there,

memorizing, cramming, cheating, etc., all the things

that we know so well are wrong with the educational

system.

Furthermore, as a professor I foimd that when I

~tried to broaden the definition of grades to include

deeper and more general kinds of learning, I created

a tremendous amount of anxiety—grades are so

important that students want to know precisely what

they are going to be graded on, and how.

That is the normal reaction to situations of high

.anxiety (although I have great trouble getting many
students to admit they feel that anxious about

grades—until the usual props they always complain

about are thrown away).

So if grades are not only absurd in what they

pretend, but actually have negative effects on

education, then why are they such a fundamental and

sacred part of the system? Is it some kind of

historical joke we are caught in? Hell no it isn't!

One morning, after six months sabbatical in

Mexico and wondering now what was I going to do

about grading, it finally dawned on me (there is

nothing like complete withdrawal to give you a fresh

perspective).

The mechanism of grading is vitally important in

the educational system of this society because it is

the prime, critical process for conditioning people to

be controllable citizens!

(Continued on Page 9)

A personal commenceiffent
By Andy IVIoss

There are little blue books that explain the history

and traditions of conuneticement exercises for this

year's graduating cla^ ; they list the meanings of the
colors on the academic robes, the tassel, and some of

the other fringes that hang from 700 years of usage.
It's reassuring the know that the ceremony — and

even some of its recent turmoil — have antecedents
in a long tradition.

It's easy to forget now that the university somehow
embodies the movement of civilization — at least
Western civilization.

The university — this University, this campus— is

also people: wise people, frightened people, confused
people, malicious people, good-natured people,
serious people.

It's something through which people pass, like a
tunnel or a sunlit temple.

It's a community of scholars (so some say).
It's a place in which to advance knowledge (as

others say).

It's a prison (Jerry Rubin said).
It's a place, an idea, a card catalogue, an attitude:

but most of all, people.

I have always thought about the idea of the ivory
tower — as a place of quiet or refuge. And I've
always wondered why the people here would be in
any more of a tower than bi«ino*:«: pTrnrntivr^c c\r q

or welfare mothers, or secre s in insurance of-
fices. No man's a tower, or we all are.
Maybe the peculiar quality that makes this place

unique is that it's still on a human scale.

People may commute from Sylmar or Long Beach
or East L. A. — but once they're here, their universe

is all within a walking distance. The atom-smasher
isn't far from equation-makers, and they're just a

straight line from the realm of music.
I still marvel at the campus plan, a masterwork of

human order into north and south, humanities and

sciences. Apparently medieval scholars saw good

reason to tease "university" out of "universe."
If for no other reason, that ordering principle, that

re-creation of human knowledge, must make the

university the extraordinary experience it can be.

Coming here can be like breaking from a narrow
mountain pass onto a vast and rich plateau. It can

exhilirate the searcher into higher and wider spaces;

or it can frighten him back into narrow and

predictable passes.

If self-consciousness is the thorny gift of

adolescence, then self-expression and creation can

be the iFruit of these four years.
I'm one of several thousand to graduate in a few

weeks, and probably one of many to come back in the

future: to take an extension course, to take another

degree, to work on a project, to think or expand.
The word "extension" is a good one: People can

always extend themselves a little further, a little

hig*^"*-

r^ I ,,ny.^ n tn iiui^ la as v luli tu Uit; iiUiliuii Dviu^ <

air or water. He must shed the skin of old phrasingS,
worn values — or he'll suffocate in it.

"Commencement" means t)eginning. I first came
here in 1966. That was my commencement.

Letters to the Editor
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PcIIsci candidates reply to article
Editor:

In your article of May 21, you

neglected to mention my platform

for programs chairman of the

political science department in

the UAC undergraduate
representatives election, whereas

you stated the platforms of my
opponents. I hereby take this

opportunity of redressing this

greivance as the elections are .

currently being held and I feel this

neglect will hinder my chances.

My platform is:

That students be required to

take a minimum number of upper

division political science courses

but that these courses may be in

any of the core course fields and

the choice of these courses be left

to the students.

I would support a modification

and reorganization of the courses

used in preparation for the major

(i.e. there is only political science

1 required. I, would like to see a

minimum number of required

lower division preparatory

courses in more specific and
varied political science fields such

as theory, comparative govern-

ment, etc.).

I would like to work on some
way in which students may have

significant influence in the subject

matter and organization and the

requirement of final examinations

and course papers in the political

science classes in which they are

currently enrolled. For example, I

recently took a course in "Nature

of the State" which was listed in

the course catalogue as being an

examination of the rise of the

nation-states, but was in actuality,

a discussion of the fifth century

B.C. Athenian sexual and social

mores and other such trivia. The
term paper in this class consisted

of a discussion of any student-

chosen outside book which did not

have to be relevant to the class.

There was no final examination.

Currently, a student if

discontented with the subject

matter being discussed, may only

drop the class thus resulting in a

postponement of the completion of

that required course and his (or

her) graduation.

I would support some system of

professor evaluation and effective

redress against teachers of such

previously mentioned courses

which do not cover their

specifically mentioned materials

in a relevant fashion and which do

not have a realistic examination

and grading system.

This is my platform and I ask
for you support, thank you.

Herb Byron
Sophomore, Political Science

Candidate for

programs chairman of UAC

Editor:
^ The political science depart-

ment is one of .the most silent

departments in tne University^

Whether youVe after your first

job or a step up in your career,

this hook is for now.

1 80 pages of easy to read, con-

fidence building inside informa-

tion. Step by step instructions

on "how to" and why. The

most comprehensive book on

hiring practices and job hunting

ever written. Published in

February. 1971 . and now in

its second printing.

Only; S2.95 at campus and local

book !itnres. PublffheH by

Apple/One Publishing Company,

Los Angeles.

As we sit in our classes,

listening to our professors dictate

about bi-polarity or Thomas
Malthus, a war is going on. I

mention this war, because it

seems many of our professors are

unaware of it. Napalm. Disem-
bowling. My Lai.

Our lectures discuss this war in

terms of "Nation 'A' at war with

Nation 'B', with nuclear

obliteration a possibility if Nation

'C intercedes." Seldom do we
hear about the children killed or

the heritage destroyed.

We must place the priorities

first or assume a responsibility for

the slaughter of our fellow

humans. The department must
not remain silent any longer! It

must be the spokesman for our

University against war in any
form, slaughter and other

elements which cause misery to

the people of our planet.

We must begin somewhere.
Perhaps, if the poUtical science

majors who read this article will

cast their ballots for the Luber-

Schwartz-Leftkowitz-Stewart-
Lahana slate running for

departamental office, it may be a

beginning.

•
.

_

JimLahana
Junior, Political Science

Candidate for office

UAC political science elections

Editor:

The Daily Bruin's article on the

departmental elections mentioned

that "the largest battle for office

appears to be in the political

science department." Without
making a partisan statement, we
would like to stress to all political

Science majors the importance of

mailing their ballots. A large

participation in the election will

enhance the position of whomever
wins by showing the political

science department that the

students are indeed interested in

who represents them.

The students will receive their

candidate statements with their

ballots in the mail. We urge that

all political science majors make
their choices and send in their

l)allots. Their participation will be

of great help to their political

science representatives next year.

•The Other Slate"

Robert Swltier

Jeff Levine

Joh Chalt

Mai Hyman
Rich WOrdes

History
Editor:

^The Daily Bruin stated (May 21

)

that as a candidate for president

of the undergraduate history

department, my platform was
based on initiating "large-scale

student action." This statement is

somewhat misleading. My
program includes many forms of

persQi(ial action: undergraduate

lounge, a place to meet with

others in our department, a

history professor evaluation

conducted by history majors,

faculty-student dinners, research

paper file, newsletter to keep

history majors informed of

current changes (of which many
have been scheduled for fall and

remain unknown to most in our

department) and preparing the

way for greater action by my
successors.

This being the first election of

this sort, whoever is elected will

be establishing precedents. I have

already stated my initial

program.
Included, but unstated, is my

policy of constant ck)6e iden-

tification with the undergraduate

body. In most elections you hear

and see the candidates only when
they want your votes—I want your

voices constantly speaking out on

issues, alerting me. Here is my
home phone number and I would

like to speak to you on what you

wish to see done in our depart

ment: 479-3641.

I would further encourage
departmental participation for all

of us. I feel that within our

department the chances for ef-

fective change is very great. Here

is our chance. Use it and continue

to participate.

Robert Alen FreUlch

Junior History

m
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HELPLINE

825-7646

"We

Little Pieces
of People's
Lives"
That s what the United States Postal Service does.

It's one of the biggest and most demanding manage-

ment jobs on the planet.

84 billion units of mail— half the world's yearly total

— is the mountain that needs to be moved.

Moved by plane, by wheel, by electron. And by people

— but above all, by Brains.

And Guts.

And Empathy.

It's not for everybody. It's for MBA's who can make—
and keep— a commitment.*

Can you contribute?

Please call us. Los Angeles: Jack Castleton (213)688

San Francisco: Fcnton Hughes (415) 556-4924.

'^'i

-2138:

* * An Equal Opportunity Employer

-».-r

^Money isn't everything — but a solid

MBA is eligible for $10,400. That's

right now. Later, it's up lo you.
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Forensics allotment shouldn t bo out
Editor:

A short paragraph in a recent

story about allocation of reg fees

mentioned that it was (^ided to

eliminate a proposed $10,000

allocation to fund the UCLA
forensics squad. It appears that

once again the force elimination of

any remnant of a UCLA depart-

ment of speech.

The cut in funds appears totally

-ujiwarranted considering the

^quad^s outstanding record
capped by a victory in this year's

National Debate Tournament
UCLA appears more than willing

to support our other national

champions—why not this one?
The answer is obvious. There is

a small group of faculty on this

campus who are interested in

eliminating the department d
speech at all costs. The motives
may vary from a sincere belief

that speech should be considered a

non-academic area of study to a

vindictive coveting of the

research areas speech now claims

^s its own.

Whatever the explanation, the

fact is that speech has been under

fire since 1966 and is now seriously

threatened with extinction. The
move to eliminate funds for the

forensics program, for which
credit is offered through the

department of speech, is just

another step in the total

elimination process.

The hopelessness of fighting the

predetermined decision over-

whelms one. The study of

speeches provides an important
contribution to political and social

history; the study of rhetorical

theory provides important con-

tributions to the awareness of

philosophical development; the

study of the communication
process provides important in-

formation on a specific area of

human behavior. This study is

necessarily interdisciplinary in

scope, but the fact that other

areas of study are involved does

not decrease the importance of

maintaining speech as a separate

discipline.

I can't understand this whole
business. Somehow, I just can't

bring myself to feel "peripheral/"

Bill Eadie
Graduate. Speech

Comm Board
Editor:

It is the opinion of many
students and administrators on
this campus that the Com-
munications Board has failed to

show itself effective in its- han-
dling of the graduate student body
elections.

The Comm Board meeting of

May 17, demonstrated its

weakness by totally evading the
only legal issue: the Daily Bruin's
violation of its own election policy
by failing to print GSA's officers'

endorsements on the only
established day for such letters

and then taking it upon them-
selves to correct their error by
illegally printing them in the May

MID-NITE REVIVAL

'mow-ur'

Only 99'!
I2A.M.

Fri. May 28
Sal. May 29
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17 DB. Rather than facing the real

issue, the Comm Board chose to

focus on the legality of the content

of Bouvier's letter and were
swayed by the emotional pressure

put upon them. While the content

of Bouvier's letter is not subject to

lik)el, it also was not intended for

DB publication. The Comm Board
ignored this issue and allowed the

subject matter to be discussed.

The final decision of the Comm
Board was to try to postpone
^erections Tor two days to allow

unendorsed candidates to rebut
Bouvier's letter. In their search
for power to postpone elections

they were aided by Vice Chan-
cellor Miller who offered to use his

power to force postponement, a
threat no student government
could allow. The endorsed can-
didates were refused the op-

portunity of defending themselves
and consequently are suffering

guilt by association with Bouvier's

letter which they did not author,

which was illegally printed by the

DB, and which was not meant for

publication.

What excuse is there for the
action taken by the Comm Board
in response to emotional pres-
sure?

Comm Board failed to hear^6oth'

sides of the story and proceeded to

generate and allow personal at-

tacks on Bouvier. They failed to

give equity to candidates Walther,
Adams, and Prahl who have now
no means of defending their pwn
views. This injustice is the result

of the Comm Board's irrational

decision and only demonstrates
their failure to serve as an ef-

fective body. The members of the
Comm Board have clearly
demonstrated that they are in-

capable of making a mature
judgment. In view of their weak
and vacillating posture, it seems
only reasonable and fair that they
resign from their positions at
once.

Michael A. B. Mature
GSA Seantor

Law Council

cities which have resulted in the
defeat of the miUtary and seizure
of arms by the attackers.
After the execution of 13 Iranian

commandos by the order of the
secret mihtary court (later it was
found out that eight of them had
died under torture), another
group of 50 were arrested whose
names and >vherea bouts and the
charges against them have not yet
been disclosed. Last month in a
demonstration by the students in
Tehran, the army occupied the
university and attacked the
students killing four and arresting
about 500.

In a recent demonstration of

factory workers, the police shot
mto the crowd kiUing 20 and
wounding 50. These are just a few
examples.

The confederation of Iranian
students, which embodies the
majority of the Iranian students
abroad, with the help of other
progressive organizations has
waged an intensive campaign in

exposing the atrocities of the
Iranian regime, and in mobilizing
the public opinion in defense of the

political prisoners.

Two of the demands put forward
by the confederation are:
— We demand an open court for

the group of 50, and we demand
the names and charges of these

people be made public.
— We demand that an in-

ternational observer be allowed to

be present at the courts, and be

allowed to investigate the con-

ditions of the political prisoners.

Iranian Students Organization at

UCLA

Iran
Editor:

The view expressed in the letter

titled "Irani Charges Nation
Suffers from Oppression" (Daily
Bruin, May 24) is shared by the
Iranian Students' Organization at
UCLA.
What was missing in the letter

was the mention of the heroic
struggle of the Iranian people in
the face of this oppression. In
recent months the wave of
struggle has reached new heights.
It has gradually intensified into
armed attacks by small organized
groups on army posts in the rural
areas and police stations in the
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Grades: goal creating controllable citizens
(Continued from Page 6)

The reason it took me so long to

see this, and the reason you may
think I am exaggerating things is

that our thinking prepares us to

see things from only certain points

of view.

We tend to look at products

(objects, states, etc.) rather than

at processes. A process is

something we are doing, and in

the process, something is done to

us, so that vye are not the same.

Now, what does the process of

grading consist of? -

" "" "

Goal

A valued object—the grade—is

placed before us as a goal. If we
want to attain this goal, we focus

our efforts on those means which
seem most effective and efficient,

conserving our time and energy

by ignoring competing values

which seem either immediately

pleasurable or personally wor-

thwhile.

The goal, and to a considerable

extent the means for attaining it,

are dictated to us.

Why is the goal so valu-

able?—not for itself except as an
ego-tx)ost (which means getting

hooked on having the approval of

others for a meaningless token).

Grades are valuable because they

are the appropriate means toward
other goals, e.g. a good career.

Therefore, the important
characteristics of this process

are: You set aside what seems
worthwhile to you and concentrate

on what is defined as necessary by
others; y9U do this under a guise

of free, Individual choice (you

don't have to be here, do you?) sq

that only the more superficial

details of what is wrong can be

blamed on others (lousy

teachers); and the whole thing is

justified not for itself but'because
it leads to some more distant goal.

In sum, we learn to give up real

personal direction, live with a
moderate level of anxiety (which
we usually refuse to acknowledge
but which sometimes peaks), and
to put off "fulfillment" for the
future.

This is the process which is

internalized— it's called
manipulation.

Then, what happens when we
start on the career? Look at you
fathers (or your professors).

Fulfillment

Fulfillment is still postponed,

anxiety is still managed, and self-

direction still rests largely with

others (either specific superiors

or **professional expectations").

And all this is still a matter of

free choice—you know you can
always quit and be a chicken

rancher or impoverished writer.

I think the free choice thing is

particularly important, because it

means you've got to build the

whole system into your self-

definition, along with defenses

and justifications, because there

is so much that is very
threatening.

It's easy to take pokes at the

older generation. The important

thing is that this all starts

somewhere.
It started long before you got to

UCLA, but for the here and now I

say in complete and utter

seriousness that the major func-

tion of grades is to make sure that

students will become manipulable

citizens.

They may play around with

radical ideas and sit-in instead of

panty-raid (so long as they can
still finish the quarter), but when
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they get out, get a job and get

married, they will have the right

hooks built into them.

They will twitch at the right

time, cool down, accept respon-

sibilities, put up with what they
have to, etc. I don't care so much
what students do with their lives,

but I think they should know what
is being done to them.

Know hooks

Choices should be made, if not

without hooks, at least with a

knowledge^ what tlMM hooks
are. '

And again—if you think I am
making a mountain out of a mole-

hill, look at the Board of Regents
and administration. They know
what is important. After all that

happened last spring, their

countermeasure was to tighten up
grading and examination
procedures.

Why was Sterling Robbins
canned? With all the bad teaching

that is going on on this campus,
and all the other things he was
doing that violate academic
tradition—and rules—Sterling
was canned because and only

because he was going to let

students grade themaelvea.

Grades are like paper money
and the emperor's clothes—they

obey Gresham's law and they

need people to believe that they

have some kind of special,

mysterious validity.
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Take the few minutes required to cast your vote for next

year's GSA OFFICERS.
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Procol Harum:

Tossed and Crossed,

Screwed in Transit

Demonstrate your interest in good student government by
voting at one of the follov^ing polhng locations

TODAY, May 27 from 9 am - 4 pm.
x-^
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POLLING STATIONS
1. Lov^ Building

2. Graduate Business Administration Building
3. Bruin Walk
4. Science Quad — So. Side of Bomb Shelter '

5. Royce Hall — Humanities

6. Boelter Hall — open until 7:00 on Wednesday only
7. Bunche Hall — Research Library — open until 7:00

on Wednesday only

8. Dickson Hall - Melnitz Hall

9. Health Sciences (Medical — Dental Store)
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by Martin Rips
(Editor's Note: Procol Harum
will be featured in a pre-taped live

concert tonight at 8 p.m. on KLOS-
FM (95.5). It is required listening

for all readers.)

Within the sharp dimensions of

the pop-rock music market, there

is little leeway for commercial
potential unfulfilled. Given the

short-lived incubation period of

most rock groups, it is imperative

that their commercial viability

become established quickly, or

else an early break-up is sure to

follow.

Procol Harum formed in that

period of music which can best be

described as the Sgt. Pepper era;

psychedehc, mystical, lyrically

grandiose and musically
mysterious. Their song, "A
Whiter Shade of Pale," sold over 4

million copies and people on two
continents were mumbling "what
in the hell is a light fandango?"

Procol Harum started as two

people, composer Gary Brooker

and lyricist Keith Reid. They
quickly added other personnel,

put out their first album Procol

Harum (Deram DE16008) in

eleven days in the wake of

."Pale's" success and sat back to

enjoy a lucrative couple of years

in the pop music game before

retiring to lettuce farms in Wales,

visiting analysts and castigauug

the bourgeois.

Unfortunately, the bottom then

proceeded to fall out. A sub-

sequent single, "Homburg," a

song of greater sophistication and
artistry, was labeled by critics as

A Whiter Shade of Pale
Revisited."

Procol Harum 's next album.

Shine On Brightly (A&M SP4i31)

contained a 17 minute rock can-

tata of a most ambitious scope and
the album's title song, a

remarkable synthesis of rock and

classical music. Yet, the album
was scorned by critics who took

umbrage with the liner notes that

compared Dylan's influence on

Procol Harum with their own
influence on the Band.
Procol Harum 's A Salty Dog

(A&M SP4179) met with equal

disinterest, although the

brilliantly orchestrated title song

remains the definitive song of its

genre and the loveliest bit of

"pop" music created in the 60*s.

Subsequently, the group altered

its personnel. Fisher, who tired of

touring and playing that organ,

among other things, and David

Knights, a rather undistinguished

bass guitarist, left, to be replaced

by organist AND bassist Chris

Copping, snatched from the jaws

of a doctoral program in

chemistry.

Their ncxFalbOitl, Home (A&M
SP4261), was perhaps their best,

yet they managed to attract only

the same 100,000 or so who con-

sistently buy their albums.

Its opening track, in no un-

certain terms, informs the

listening public as to what kind of

music will be played on the new
Broken Barricades (A&M
SP4294).

- It is throbbing, clamorous rock

'n' roll and marks a radical

departure from their earlier

albums. On A Salty Dog, Robin

Trower's "Juicy John Pink" is

primitive, raunchy and decidedly

-British blues This style surfaced

briefly again on Home, with

Trower's "Whiskey Train," but

here it dominates the album,

rather than popping up as

evidence of eclecticism on the

group's part.

The emergence of hard rock on

this album co-incides with

Trower's emergence as a musical

force (and consequently, his

impending departure from the

group) . On the first Procol Harum
album, a guitar is hardly

noticeable, but with successive

ei forts his guitar work assumes
greater prominence. With the

departure of Fisher's supurb
organ, it assumed a more marked
role (Home), but by-and-large

was still subdued by the con-

tinuation of what has become the

group's musical trademark, the

piano-organ interchange. With
Broken Barricades, Robin's

highly emotive, and at times

screeching blues guitar literally

silences the organ component and

becomes the album's dominant

instrument.

It is the instrumentation, in fact,

which is the most interesting

facet of this record. It is in-

dividually and in ensemble, highly

economical. In addition to

Trower, Copping' s bass has more
force and range than anything the

group has yet attempted. B.J.

Wilson is freed from the rhythmic

impositions of the group's

previous semi-classical style, and
rather than attempt to accentuate

or counterpoint musical motifs, he

is able to show off some of the best

rock and roirdrumming this side

of Keith Moon. And finally,

Brooker himself comes through

with a varied performance on the

piano. Because so much of it is

uptempo, his piano seems more
impressive than in the days when
he played second banana to

Fisher's classically influenced

organ. Vocally, Brooker's voice

remains the basic strength of all

of Procol Harum 's music.

"Simple Sister" deals with

another niche of lyricist Keith

Reid's wholesome interests. This

one concerns an unfortunate

youngster who contacts whooping,

cough, and is locked in a cell

whose key is tossed in the ocean at

the end of the song. Brooker takes

a simple rock progression and
hammers it out over and over

again with minor variations to

achieve a powerful opening track

indicative of things to come.

The title song is next, and it is

one of two on the album which"^

shuns the ready kilowatt. Stan-

ding next to a ."Wreck of the

Hesperus" or "Whaling Stories,"

it pales in ambition and scope, but

its simple, repetitive beauty and

eloquence provide a needed
contrast to the harsh music
surrounding it.

"Broken Barricades" concerns

familiar Reid themes: pessimism,

a sense of foreboding doom, and a

cynicism of values. While the

whole rock world is tuning up to

"My Sweet Lord" and "Jesus

Christ—Superstar," Reid is

writing "Your prayers are

unanswered/Your idols ab-

surd/The seaweed and cob-

web/have rotted your sword/Your
barricades broken/Your enemies

Lord."

The next track "Memorial
Drive," comes back at you in the

now familiar Trower blues

fashion—terse, highly rhythmic
(Contlnncd on Page If)

V/e/f and Randa ': Post-^Apocalyptic Odyssey

n
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.Sidratlon Card and »«n. Pich,r. ID. ar. r«,„i,.dlo «ld>li,h <»oof ol «ot« .legibility.

It may take a few years of hindsight to perceive Jim

McBride an iconoclast the calibre of Stravinsky,

Brackhage, or even Orson Welles. But there is definitely

something happening in Glen and Randa, his third feature

(he is formerly known for 1967 Mannheim Grand Prizer,

"David Holtzman's Diary" and "My Girl Friend's Wed-

ding"), something of tremendous signiflcance.

The fllm, an extended allegory about the process of and

need for civilization pitted against the rhythms and

organism of nature, has the quality of being irritating

before becoming captivating. Some of the disonance comes

from McBride's reduction of usually expected feature

filmic elements to fit his own concept. As a result, a lot of

responsibility is put on the viewer, for he cannot simply sit

back and allow enveloping cinematic devices to manipulate

and guide his mind along. There are no music track

crescendos (or music track altogether), soliciting close-in

shots, or engrossing dialogue. The passive charac-

terizations of Glen and Randa (Steve Curry and Shelley

Plimpton of Hair' fame) are counter-charism ic, viewed

from a distance which prevents easy identification or

emotional involvement. As the film unravels, it is not

dissimilar to an anthropological studies film, tracing the

• «*•<«* ««• *««^« «^*rfi^>« **'

malignant organism which has consumed itself. They have

little care or cognizance of the civilization that spit them out

in its dying gasp. They are barely conscious of the physical

remnants of the society that remain, except for the im-

mediate necessities of food and shelter they may provide.

The characters' interrelationships with the relics afford

McBride some splendid opportunities for symbolizing his

rivihzation vs. nature concept, although sometimes.

civilization. All the more mterestmg, for Glen and Randa

actually traces *our' aboriginal civilization after the final

Great War. Glen, Randa and the few other characters in the

fllm feire the excess carrion, the few surviving cells from the

perhaps out of an insecurity about his audience, he gets a

bit heavy-handed with them The film opens with Glen and

Randa exploring an automobile, which, over many years of

mertia, has been lofted into the sky by the crotch of a tree

which has grown through it. Interesting, but an image

which works with greater subtlety comes a bit later, when a

cement freeway ediface is seen as a secure overtiang to

pitch tents. The flimsy cloth huts fluttering below the

massive brace is an intriguing sight.

A group of people is found by Glen and Randa assaying

the worth of crushed food cans. Any real spirit of life is

absent from their faces^ Also gone is any semblance of the

moral-social reflexes inherent in modem Western society.

Indeed, if Fellini's version of Petronius's Satyricon was

meant to reflect a view of pre-Christian morality. Glen and

Randa more assuredly accomplishes a *post-Christian'

conception of amorality, with greater sensitivity and

spontaneity. There is a phenomenal scene where an older

man, (called the magician, played with appropriate ob-

noxiousness by Garry (^oodrow) embarassedly copulates

with Randa as Glen looks on indifferently The magician is

a man innoculated with. the avarice and values of the past

civilization and he is seen in painful contrast to the natural

innocence of the Others For the ragged group of young

survivors he puts on a boring dissertation on the past,

demonstrating contrivances like cigarette lighters,

polaroid cameras, toilet seats, even a broken down record

player bearing a warped copy of the Rolling Stones "Time

on My Side" to the catatonic fascination of a generation

which time has obviously run out

The exposure of Glen to these remnants has a profound

(Continued on Page 19)
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10 Rillington Place'

by Jeanne Grandilli

go to the police, but being simple

and illiterate, he >was tragically

framed by Christie, condemned

and hung.

Most of the movie is filmed

inside the tenement building, and

lame, everyday exchanges of

dialogue are presented. Thus the

audience becomes acquainted

with every odd nuance of his

behavior The result oi such

painstaking depiction is - "~-

Like Dragnet and the FBI, 10

Rillington Place dramatizes a real

life crime story. In 1949 in ugly

urban England a sex-pervert and

murderer named John Christie

lived in a squalid tenement
building at 10 Rillington Place.

Pretending to have some medical

training, Christie would lure

ailing women into 10 Rillington

Place, gas and strangle them,

assault them, and bury them in his

garden.

Although Christie killed a lot of

women, the movie only focuses on

the most horrific incident in his

lurid career. As landlord of the

building, Christie let a flat to a

young couple named Timothy and

Beryl Evans. Under pretence of

performing an abortion, Christie

killed Beryl and threaterted to

involve her husband as an ac-

comphce if he went to the police.

He also strangled the couple's

baby daughter. Evans finally did

KARATE
Learn the Aufhentic Art
Beginners Class: Mon. and Wed. 7 - 8 PM

Sat. 10 - M AM
Special Student Rate - No Contract - Visitor's Welcome

W.LA. Karate School

1650SawtelleBlvd. W.LA.

Affiliate of Japan Karate Assn andtfie All American Karate Federation
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1

The true story of John Refinald Chnstw «rtK> turned his Ixckyard into a tMirial fround.

Sec FwiYemsa^ TOMORROW
CMsrTHE/tTift • Westwooo

RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH/ JUDY GEESON/JOHN HURT in
A MANTiN RANSOMOfr IIUU lINOt* PWOOUCTIOM

10 RILLINGTON PLACE w,«^nwa«aiTw.,-«—»v.*«,.A,K Ami..^-vl?^^

there is an aui^mpi lo re-create

the story exactly as it happened.

Just as he night have really done,

Christie slowly climbs the stairs

with a cup of tea for Beryl, he
reads the newspapers and listens

to the radio, he looks out of his

window in his stf^ngfe way, his

NEEB II CM?
Students — For a tmoll feo I con get

you a car less than wholesale blue-

book prices from a VWfo a El Dorado
directly from the Los Angeles Auto-

mobile Auction helcT every Tuesday
for Qutfxjrized deolers only. You wilt!

attend and select the car you want
and be present at the bidding which
can go hundreds of dollars below Blue-

boofc pf4cesr-6att Sh*fry of 473-0933
and save! ! !

#

m-

t

1!

II

jfff^fyf ,|ack and jeans "The guys slacks girls love"
M*t* M«s. By H. K. Cmtp. Atlanta. O*.
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•1 ^* . 4
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mediate reausm ana a penect
integrity of tome. The only

weakness inherent in this sort of

realism is a tendency toward
tedium — the movie is naturally

slow-paced, and this works
against the building of suspense—
if the film-makers intended any.

The court-room scenes in which
Evans stands trial are
frightening testament to the
fallibility of the court and the
irreversibility of capital punish.
ment. These scenes are in no wav
embelhshed with Perry Mason
theatrics, but like the rest of the
movie, rendered with cold, un.
smiling accuracy, Evans is not
romantically dramatized as a
martyred innocent with Christ-
like overtones, he is simply taken
from his cell, led to the gallows
and hung. His death is pathetic
and ignoble, not heroic.

Richard Attenborough is ex-
cellent playing the squat, bald and
be-spectacled Christie, and Judy
Geeson and John Hurt are very
good playing the^Eva^seg. One of
the' drawbacks of the film's semi-
documentary style is that while
we are allowed to observe
behavior in detail, there is no
character analysis or develop-
ment. We are given hints that
Christie once received a severe
injury, which among other things
left him mute for two years, that

he distinguished himself in the
military police during the war,
and that he was fascinated by
medicine. With hints like these it

is natural to wonder what bearing
they might have had on ChrisUe's

perversion — was he a murderer
due to some flaw in his character,

a mental disorder, injury of.;

circumstances? Because
psychology is beyond the bounds
of 10 Rillington Place these

questions remain unanswered.

Renoir Masterpieces
The Monica II Theatre will be showing Jean Renoir's Grand Illusion

and Rules of the Game— films whose influence can be seen ii) the works
of Bergman, Antonioni, Resnais, Truffaut, Godard and others — through

this Saturday. Both films, especially Rules of the Game, have often ap-

peared on critics' lists of the ten best films of all time.

The titles of these two works are interchangeable, for they both concern

themselves with the theme of people Virhose lives are predicated on ever-

changing social norms, norms whose existence seems to be arbitrarily

and capriciously fixed. For the people in these two films, however, the

norms constitute reality, and those who can't keep up with the ever-

changing illusions, the ever-changing rules of the game, perish. And
sometimes those who can keep up perish also. -

_ Grand Illusion is set during World War I and~centers around the

relationships of a French aristocrat, De Boeldieu; a German aristocrat,

von Rauffenstein; a French plebian, Marechal; and a rich young Jew
from the merchant class, Rosenthal. The fu^t thing that strikes the

viewer about this film is the strict adherence to the rules of polite society

by the French and the Germans in their dealings with each other, this in

the most barbarous war in history. Von Rauffenstein does not seem to be

troubled by the fact that Germany might lose the war— after all, he will

have done all that he could as an officer and a gentleman — but he is

troubled by the fact that his prisoner De Boeldieu might not be treated as

a gentleman should be treated. And Rauffenstein and De Boeldieu are

both deeply troubled by the impending death of the aristocracy. The

(Continued on Page 14)

'^Pounding suspensedrama of
nerve-twisting brute force!"

-Judith Crtet. NewYork Magazine

"Extraordinarily stylish mix of A Fistful of Dollars'

and The Godfather*.

"

— George Anderson -

Coronet Magazine

MICHEL BOUQUET FRANCOISE FABIAN JOHN GARKO
BERNARD PRESSON ADOLFO CELL! THEO SARAPO

Produced by VERA BELMONT Directed by YVES BOISSET
A Co-Production of STEPHANE FILMS (Pans) EMPIRE FILMS (Rome)

EASTMANCOLOR [/>\^An AUDUBON FILMS RELEASE
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Peter Fonda — Dennis Hopper — Jock Nicholson's

THE TRIP
one of the most successful portrayals of psychedelic experiences yet

plus

-
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WILD ANGELS
Sot May 29 - Sun May 30
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Roger Gorman's latest since

Gas-s-s-s (which is yet to be

released locally) is yet another

biplane adventure, this time with

the original cast: Von Richthofen

and Brown. (If those names mean
nothing to you, they designate the

authentic "Red Baron" and the

yes-he-really-lived-too Canadian

flying officer who shot down the

red Fokker D-1 one sunny mor-

ning while he was in the thiroes of
"'

dyspepsia.) From this thin

pretext, Gorman has fashioned a

101 minute movie, which operates

(probably by default) somewhat
like a dialectic. The Germans
shoot down some planes, land and
talk about it a while. The English

bag some, return and drink a toast

( and eat a few as weU). Then the

Germans, then . . . well, you get

the idea: machine gun bursts,

Richthofen talks about knight-

hood, planes explode, Brown
scoffs at noble gestures. At a

couple of points in the film, the

two threads synthesize and
Richthofen and Brown both in^,

dulge voiceovers (ostensibly they

are being interviewed by their

respective presses) while a dog__.

fight takes place on screen.

In themselves, the aerial scenes

display some admirable effects, if

not genuine dramatic progression.

At first, they break down into

three monotonously standard
shots: flaming guns; close shots of

pilots gritting their teeth,

grimacing or smiling at victory,

gurgling when they are shot

fortunately photographed
(against a real sky, not blue card-

board with clouds matted in

behind) ; and sweeping aeriel long

shots of pursuits and the losers

spinning out of control, trailing

smoke. Eventually, medium shots

begin to creep in. In one sequence

an aileron with an Iron Cross flails

back and forth followed by a

brown plane spitting fire—

a

reverse angle suddenly puts the

gun in the foreground still firing

and following its victim down to

earth—the Fokker noses up like a

gooney bird coming down and a

dying figure pulls himself from a

smoking black pit.

Unfortunately the points that

are made visually and unob-

trusively in the aid are made
vocally and too often on the

ground. In the title sequence
Richthofen playfully chases a

grazing horse with his

plane—fine. A few nlinutes later

he will sit philosophizing about

how a century earUer his family

position would have made him a

Teutonic knight on a white
charger—not fine. John Philip

Law's portrayal of Richthofen is

sufficiently stalwart to physically

carry that tag, but how can he be
expected to walk through over-

wrought scenes at his father's

estate discussing Manfred, the

last warrior, son of Frederick the

Great (yes, that's his name, too)

and the greater glory of the old

Fatherland among the statuary

and the family plots.

By the end Richthofen is

reduced to dehvering weary lines

like "I feel as if I've been in this

plane forever." Brown (Don
Stroud) on the other hand, settles

for a perpetual scowl. He knows
'There are no more Knights!"

and he says those very words right

out loud. His displeasure with the

whole situation is positively

physical. He answers the rookie

spying, "We'll be the last soldiers,

won't we? The other who came
after will envy us," with foresight

symbolized by a sneer and a

Dr. Phibes

grunt. When someone offers him a

drink in a bar, he hits him in the

mouth.

That's about it. The good scenes

(long lens shot of Richthofen on

"vacation" unloading both
shotgun barrels; cut to a close

shot as he smiles through the

smoke) are lost among the facile

cuts from medals being pinned on,

to machine gunds blazing, and
back again. Intriguing (and real)

touches like Richthofen's silver

cups or the painting of the planes

are glossed over. The comic relief

(the Emperor chortling "Go back
and t)utcher another forty of the

sons of bitches;" a voice over

discussion with Fokker as some
blonde strudel poses on a silver

plane like Miss Long Beach at the

boat show: "Is she fast?" "Fast

enough" "She looks dangerous."

"Not for you, my friend, she's, if I

may say so, she's just your

meat") is too Uttle and too

retarded. When Richthofen finally

comes down ("Before combat,

after death, B.C. and A.D., acey-

deucey," as Brown wretchedly

puts it) and, Hke his own first kill,

stares into space with dead eyes,

the overriding sensation (besides

wanting to leave) will probably be

"Who cares?
'

KOOO New Behavioral Science Books

50% Off List

We have just gotten in important new titles in Psychology,

Urban Studies, Sociology and Political Science with many, many
more in Black History, Literature and Americana, It will pay

you to drop in and browse.

Needham Book Shop
I 1613 San Vicente near Barrington
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The question is not so much whether or not Dr. Phibes has good vibes

but why they should be trumpeted over at an old style Hollywood

premiere followed by a roadshow engagement. With all the pomp of a

Santa Glaus Lane parade AIP dredged up its sundry contract players

("stars" is not the word), put them into monkey suits, and shunted them

through the old RKO Pantages— formerly the scene of exclusive runs for

The Swedish Fanny Hill and Three in the Attic — in gala tempo. Dr.

Phibes compares favorably enough to those previous entrees in the

Pantages illustrious history, but, let's face it, it's the kind of picture that

(Continued on Page 14)
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(Paid Advertisement)

WATCH FOR
SUPPLEMENT TO THE 1971-72 GENERAL CATALOGUE

AVAILABLE: September 1, 1971

Student Book Store and Murphy Hall Cashier's OKice
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"A Block

^perience.

A Most — See!"

Because of the large number of re-

visions in curricula and programs which

have developed during the past few months

but were approved too late for inclusion

in the regular 1971-72 General Catalogue,

a Supplement will be published and made
available to the student body, at nominal

cost, by September 1, 1971.

The Supplement wilj enable all students

to prepare more knowledgeably their aca-

demic programs for. 1^71 -72. Speciol atten-

tion should be paid to a host of new semi-

nar or small-class offerings at the lower

division level, and to new alternative pro-

grams within majors. Also of particular note

are several new courses constructed by de-

partments for the non-major.

The Supplement evidences the continuing

commitment to improvement of education

which exists at UCLA. Student interest in the

wide variety of curricular experiments il-

lustrated in the Supplement will determine

in large measure the adviseability of fur-

ther revisions in similar directions.

8801

So. Vermont
Ave

SiMiefiis S2.50 weekend* 8:30 l»«^ - ^

OFFICE OF ACADEMIC CHANGE AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
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ScrambledEgos
*^ i6/ J. Handler

As a regular filmgoers may
have noticed, we are now in the

era of the documentary film. This

film type, long considered un-

commercial and suboordinated to

the fiction-oriented motion pic-

ti^e, has come into vogue recently

to meet popular demands for

realism and documentation of the

all-popular rock concert. Now is

one of the rare times when a

filmmaker can hope to actually

find a market for his documentary
efforts.

It is with this timeliness in mind
that Kent Mackenzie was able to

get any market at all for Saturday

Morning, a camera's view of an

encounter group in action. It deals

with a subject matter which is

both trendy (catharsis with a

price tag) and relevant (as

frustrations and hostilities

mount )

.

Renoir

^U— ! '
ifc— I.——

'

(Continued from page 12)

latter chooses death as a way of facing this fact, the former a life of quiet

despair.

With Rules of the Game, set at the eve of the outbreak of World War II,

the rules of the game have changed, just as von Hauffenstein and de

Boeldieu knew they would. The old'Code of honor is not only gone, but the

two characters in the film who try to adhere to it end up dead. Hie new
rules, if indeed there are any new rules, seem to he graceful adaption to

the decay of morals.

In both Grand Illusion and Rules of the Game there is one absolute, one
factor which never changes, and that is death, When you strip away the

facade of war, when you strip away the facade of the famous party in

Rules of the Game, you confront death.

The subjects in the particular

encounter group which Mackenzie

chose to cover are high school

kids, girls and boys from assorted

social and economic backgrounds.

The setting is a mountain retreat,

a paradise of tall trees and earthy

tonalities. The issues which
dominate the group's discussions

are defining and coping with

alienation. Basically, due
probably to the focus of the

cameraman's attentions and to

the fact that the particular type

was most prominent in the group,

the painful unravelling of young

peoples' crises is seen primarily

through the eyes of the white

middle class student, whose
problems largely concern his

relationship to himself rather than

his relationship to hia en-

vironment.

Although the tears which are

shed may seem to be ludicrous to

those of us who pretensiously

claim to be "beyond" all the sex

and social hangups of

adolescence, the feelings of

despair and terror at the prospect

of man's isolation are certainly

universal themes to which
viewers of all ages can relate. A
16-year-old cheerleader's
papanoid fear of her emotions

escEitiouee
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cosmetics

date: today, Thursday, May 27

'time: 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

place: cosmetics department, b level,

students' store, ackerman union

Come meet Jane Krashin, Revlon's makeup consultant

you'll find it fun to discover your own personal look

with her help. There's no obligation, of course.

Just bring in your face — and perhaps your firends —
and see Jane do her stuff. Cosmetics are now located

near the gift department at the foot of the stairs.

as
uc

Students' store

coftm«Hct. b l«v*l, ackerman union. 825-771

1

open thursday 7:45a. m.-7;30p. m. ; frlday 7:45a.m. -1 OOpm..
closed Saturday

may not seem relevant to a 30-

year-old bachelor, but her

frustrations certainly would be.

Saturday Morning has three

major problems. First, the scope

of its inquiry, as that of any
acad^jp^ic documentary, is

limited. The minority students

participating in the discussion are
largely ignored, glossed over so

that tt)e general feelings of the

group rather than specific in-

terests can be represented. This of
course must make the film

somewhat offensive to anyone
who sees the complexities of

minority problems as far more
vital than the frustrations of

transitional adjustment. Second,

the filmmaker always seems to

remain aloof trom his subject

matter, the nature of which is

highly emotional. Thus the viewer
gets the feeling that he riding

through Watts in a limousine,

observing but not truly relating.

Third, as a viewer, you can't help

but get the feeling that Mackenzie
sat around in predatory fashion

waiting for the chance to catch

someone crying. Perhaps such
moments constituted the drama of

the incident, but they surely were
not truly representative of the

event as a whole. It is even likely

that much was a participant's

response to l)eing in frOnt of a

camera.

Even with these considerations

in mind, Saturday Morning is a

fairly good documentary film It

^
effectively^ utilizes that^ familiar

tv - news-style-in-and<>ut-of-close
shot technique which most of us

relate subconsciously to coverage
of reality. The kids arem
teresting, and many of their in

trospections are enlightening and
intelligent. For the viewer, the

catharsis works on a level

similar* to that on which encounter
functions. He hears other people's

grievances and relates them to his

own, projecting himself into the

image on the screen.

It seems rather unlikely that

Saturday Morning will achieve
any financial succes§, which
Mackenzie most likely was aware
of in attempting to publicly
release it. Hopefully, however,
educational bureaus at least will

pick it up, because it deserves that

much. Adolescence is an ex-

tremely difficult period, par-
ticularly because the com-
munication devices which are so
vital for relieving the pressures
inherent in growing up are closed
during those years. It was a
valiant effort.

i ^.

Phibes
(Continued from Page 13)

is more comfortably confronted as the second half of a citywide double
bill.

Not that Dr. Phibes doesn't have any style — it may have a bit too

much. There is enough Jazz Age posturing amidst i^rt Deco trappings to

satiate even the most unregenerate Twenties freak. But at moments, in

the shimmering blue plastic of Phibes* organic salon, in shots of road-

sters with running boards gliding through
. green countryside at the

masked ball, there is some of the old serialized grace of Feuillade or the

antique lustre of Franju's finely wrought Judex. But then there are also

the excesses of dry humor. A victim is dispatched in a rather unique
manner and the police commissioner is made to self-consciously com-

;^

ment: "A brass unicorn has been catapulted across a London street and
^

impaled an eminent surgeon. Words fail me, gentlemen." Unfortunately,

words seem much the problem. Too often characters wi^ be compelled to

sit down and wonder aloud for the sake of exposition.

Through it all the English actors are resolutely satisfied with acting
English and Joseph Gotten wears his perpetually worried expression.
Only Vincent Price seems to have worked up any relish for the

proceedings, and chortles through a number of declam9tory monologues
-Without even moving his lips. His one grand reaction shot comes after-
having pumped his third victim (Terry-Thomas as a doctor ^Y\o cranks^
silent stag reels of a belly-dancer writhing with a python through an
archaic projector) dry of blood. He does a double-take over some semi-i
erotic art and thtows an exquisitely calculated sneer over his shoulder.
But as I can't duplicate that expression in print, I'll have to be satisfied'

ending this review with words uttered by a nameless gargoyle-extra who
is only in frame for a moment during an interrupted panning shot:

"Fools, fools, they'll have the worms soon enough." —Alain Silver

"
'GLEN AND RANDA' IS GRIPPING

!

STARTLING AND BEADTIFUL!"
LA. FREE PRESS

GLEN AND RANDA

-^STEVEN CURRY SHELLEY PLIMPTON .^.^
JMMc^RCe L0«E^MANSRLIXXPHVAJRLn2ER^Ji.Mc»«.^S?y'SA« cac*

MorH». TK,y Friday

6:15
Saturday a Sunday: 1:15 3«)
4:45. 6:40. 8:30 & 10:?5 P M

' LAEMMLE THEATRE

BtOXTON AVE
n^lWOOO VHUCE
^4»ai • 477-0059

tf^mi-vf'ini'maifm^mgm*'

The Musical Index
Buddy Miles
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Buddy Miles is perhaps the

single most persistant coun-

tenance ever to grace the whole of

rock and roll's multitudenous

throngs. It is for this very reason

that, inevitably, we will someday
be faced with the somewhat

with the same basic structure, but
-its enjoyable lyrics carry it

beyond the original instrumental
design.

"The Segment", which con-
cludes side one, is a nifty voice-

over-repetitous-harmony tune
which surprisingly refuses to get-
boring or let the listener down. It

is the kind of number which leaves

everyone
wrinkled.

The second side of the disc mars
the near gem-like quality of its

predecessor^ And rather than bore

everyone with a glop of sordid and
negative details, suffice it to say
that the general palor of

"Wholesale Love", which is quite

near to being an abomination,

pervades the entire side.

...»^At least Buddy hasn't mucked it

up entirely this time. As he con-

tinues to gig his way into your
hearts, he also manages to con-

tinually improve his art form,
thereby ever-so slowly raising

himself higher up that glittering

spiral of success. After all, it isn't

everyone who gets to be second
billed to Santana.

Jacob Wiesel

UCITV DAILY BRUIN IS
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James Taylor
James Taylor's gift has always

been honesty. He doesn't fake

smiles and glee when he's gigging

and feeling bad, nor does he frown
when he's feelin' fine. So now that

James is utterly exhausted from
all that has transpired in less than

a year, he lets that show through,

too.

James has always been tired,

that's true: tired but hopeful on

Sweet Baby James and tired and
scared on his earlier debut on
Apple. But now, he's just plain

tired, and that exhaustion gets in

the way on Mud Slide Slim and the

Blue Horizlon (Warner Bros.).

The exhaustion is evident even
without the much-discussed
lament "Hey Mister, That's Me up
on the Jukebox." One need go no
further than the Utlg cut. Jame3
has ripped up the middle bridge of

"Mud Slide " on numerous oc-

cassions, roaring out from t>ehind

from whatever psychic load he

was carrying to knock over
audiences w>th the power and
undeniable funkability of his

belief that "there's nothin' like a

walk down by the bayou to change
a young lady's mind." On the

album, he drags that bridge, and
colors the background vocals of

Sister Kate, Carole King and Gale
Haness a drab grey. He's not sad,

he's not yearning, he's just too

"tired to get it -on

The smog of his exhaustion

hangs over most of the album, and
ruins some of the best material

Taylor has written, including such

masterworks as *'Love Has
Brought Me Around" and "Places
in My Past," and his weary drone
cancels out any of the good vibes

to be had from Carole King's

"You've Got a Friend " Here and
there, the usual Taylor style

shines through, a voice deeper and
more interesting than little

brother Liv, a style worried only

about getting across the feeling.

"You Can Close Your Eyes " and
"Highway Song," two of Taylor'^

best songwriting efforts, are
examples of James Taylor as he
should and could he; jj^entle hut

powerful, the cuts are suffused

with James' touch of Southern
wistfulness and supported by the

impeccable arrangements and
production of Peter Asher.

However, Asher is not without

blame for much of the mistakes on
Taylor's latest. Perhaps it's

heresy to attribute such a com-
mon sin to a midwife of the folkie

rebirth, but parts of the album are

unmistakably over-produced.
Maybe he was agreeing with

Taylor's wishes, perhaps he was
desperately trying to inject some
spark of life on what he might
have seen was a limp album; but

whatever his reasoning, the

background vocals, in general and
especially the cute little melody

"inlercuis by Johi Mitchell are a

burden on the ear and patience of

the listener. The T^ylbr/Mitchell

Boys' and Girls' Choir may be OK
for Carole King, but even Lou
/Vdler—the very name is

synonomous with overkill—had
the good sense to keep them in the

background.

James Taylor can't be written
off as a superstar that flashed,

burned and is now eclipsed, for the
strong cuts on the album are too

good to permit any dismissal of

Taylor's talents. But the record is

a disappointment, and now that

he's resting up on Cape Cod,
maybe such problems will take
care of themselves.

David Lees

dubious prospect, of deciding
whether or not to attend a concert
where Buddy is actually top

billed.

The only reason that one might
have for interjecting a note of

skepticism is that up until now,
Miles has never produced an
album's worth of material that

makes^pne jump up and down with

glee at the mere prospect of

owning it. The closest that our
anti-hero has come to this

distinction was when he did the

drumming on Hendrix's Band of

Gypsys. But, that's another story.

"~~t)ur major concern at this

moment is the contents of Buddy's
latest epic, entitled Message to the

People (Mercury SRM 1-608). The
most important thing about this

offering is the new perspective

which Miles has adopted. Rather
than accost people with his music,
<see Buddy Miles) he has
mellowed out a bit and realized

that his multi-colored form of

music carries just as much-
impact without the aid of volume
and his "beyond the primal
scream'--screams as well.

Most of the tunes on the album
are devoid of all those gratingly

rough edges that have heretofore

rendered the listener's ears

assaulted. The entire first side of

this LP has a soothing appeal to it

regardless of the variety of in-

strumental leads and rock and roll

rhythms contained therein. "Joe

Tex" and "The Way I Feel

Tonight" are both easy flowing,

instrumentally dominated tunes.

The former, being devoid of

lyrics, is more of a showcase tune

which allows the bands' assort-

ment of ten musicians an op-

portunity to tactfully display their

wares. The latter is possessed
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WHERE THERE S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS"

• LOWEST HELMET PRICES ANYWHERE

•EXCEED USA.SI. 2-90.1 STANDARDS

12010 W. PICO BLVD.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90064

l^~ ' }^11G0K«IM:I!UI1B

PHUNt TODAY (213)479-4383

J,

You want a job, we're offering the world

As a TWA hostess.

And unlike most of the other airlines, when
we offer the world, we offer the world.

Because TWA flies all the way around it. To

placesHrke London, Paris. Geneva. Rome.
Athens, Hong Kong, Milan. Not to mention

33 cities in the United States.

And when you see the world our way. you

—I.

not only see it, you get paid for it. And you

get enough time off to enjoy yourself.

There's just one thing. A lot of girls are

taking us up on our offer. And while there's

still plenty of world to go around, it's not

going to last forever.

So what you better do is coll 2 1 3/394-322

1

Right now.

The world waits for no woman.

Be a

TWA Hostess
It's like no job on earth

Ar equa^ )ppo<tuniiy emptoyer
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llSriCII Clltll Please call X53255
Dkkson Audftoriunf%^

Saturdays 7:30 PM
ev«$. 4752513

lor f^ogrom Informafton

15140 Suns«t Blvd.

Poc. PalisodM
454-5525

lidiard HvTit & Atm Guiimm

CROMWELL
*Mic.^. 12 CHAIRS

May 29 Special rid Motfit*** Soturdoy

"VfondtM land el Ox" plus color cartoon fMlivd

PACtPtC'S

hTerly Mills
Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Dr

2A«.odiwy Awordd io)w» M41» - BmI Supporiino Actorl

tob«r1 Mikhum • Saroh Milot

RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

. .. ^ , _ , -, Jum-fri. 8:30f

M

W«d : 2:00. 8:30 PM
1 bik East of B^veHy Dr. ^^ ^^^ ^^ $„„ 4 Mo«. 2:00 & 7:30
271-1121

iriiiwBil I

2524 Wilshire

(at 26th St.)

Santa Monka
829-3366

Mkfc i<«gor - lolling S«onM

GIMME SHELTER—-
pktt Goorg* ScoM - Pt*mr S«ll«r«

DR. STRANGELOVE .

Spociol Ma»tn*« So*, Sun. Mon 99< till 3:00 PM

iriilffiil
2524 Wilshire
(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366

Duitin Hoffman

LIHLE BIGMAN
plv« Woody Allan

TAKE THE MONEY & RUN
MidnigKf tovrvol Fri. & Sat.

Antioni't M.OW UP

^\

Westwood Villoge

GR 7-248>

THE METHISTO WALTZ R)

Doily 1:50, 3:55, 6:00, 8:10, 10:20

ciieCieieii
755 N. La Ci^n^gflT

657-2800

Marx Bros. Film Festival

.'u THE BIG STORE
GO WEST

Clieriii III!
Sunset Near Vine
Hollywood
466^3401

Worthy Successor To "Sound ol MusicI"

SONG OF NORWAY (G)
70 MM& Stereo • All Seats Reserved
IvM-Fri. 8:30 PM • Wad. 1 :30 & 8:30 PM

Sat.. Swn, Men 1:30, 5:00. 8:30 PM

Ciriii
19620 Ventura Blvd.

Tarzona
345-2222

GfBxaro-Folb—CoMavotOS

HUSBANDS
Coorgo C. Scotf—Joonn* Woodward

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
Moy 29 - Spociol Kid Matino*
"WONDERFUL LAND OF OZ"
pim color cartoon fttival

ici yar
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

2001 -A SPACE ODYSSEY
Sham daily at 9:07PM Sat & Sun. 2:00, 6:33. 1 1:00

CATCH 22
Show* daily at 7:00 & 1 1 :27 Sat. & Sun. at 4:26 & 8:59

AdwiH S 1 .00 Ends TuMdoy

Eicire -
5306 Metros*
469-3545

BLOWUP

TOM JONES

sirdii
LoBreo at Malrot*
WE 4-2944

LITTLE BIG MAN

JOE
$1 par parson with ttws ad (Good on I tiokat only)

HBllywood Paclllc
Hollywood Blvd.

Near Cahuenga
466-5211

Year's Big Science-Fiction Thrillerl

THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN (G|

Doily 12:30 • 3K)0 • 5:30

8:00 • 10:30 pm

LOS Fellz
1822 N.Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-21 69

Now thru Juno 8

A National Troasuro of Convody /

BUSTER KEATON FESTIVAL
Program Changes Doily

Please Coll Theatre

MBiica I

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
45 1 -8686

Walter AAothou • Boine May

A NEW LEAF
Short '"Bach to Bach"
Sot. May 29 - 11 AM only

Lourence Olivier's **OTHELLa'

i fk M I ft n

1332 2nd Street

Janus Classics Festival

Ends Sol. - GRAND lUUSION
Dii|F<: nr THE GAME

Santa Monica
451 8686

Sergei Eisenstein's IVAN THE TERRBLE

'',"/; .' '^j,'/ 'Wl' 'jX-'' |;lI;^J|«i!^'i•^?*'^J||».''''^
'" Vwh'tI'

A new musical that rocks
Freek". is presenting itself for
p.m. from now ttiru June su,
••Hair", liliely parents, and Ha.
do it, along with the cast h^
PavUion. 1531 Ocean From '

promisliig tlUe of **Zorba the

iday and Saturday nights at 8:M

ic is derived from "Zorba" and

ay and his freeked-out caravans

Venice Free Theatre II, at the

lately Whatever.

••••••••^••••••••^•••^•••••••••.••••••«,.M...,„„„i;, „ ;„„r*

Cinema
I

Carole King, riding on the strength of her ^1 (in L96

Angeles) seUing LP, Tapestry and the current

singer-songwriter craze, landed in a Troubadour

crammed to its pseudo-stained g^Uiss windows with

her admirers for the first of a sold-out week of per-

formances there last Tuesday.

Miss King, flashing a smile as wide as her

keyboard into the powdery Troubadour spotlights,

dove energetically into her numbers, which, for the

most part, contain staple rock piano elements with

imcomplicated melodic development and pedestrian

lyrics. In spite of the simplicity, most of the songs

have an irrepressible chemistry c bout them, which,

coupled with Miss King's close eyes, soulful in-

terpretation, merges a sprawling audience into a

softly rippling pool of appreciative rhythm-keepers.

If ever son^s were called 'catchy', Miss King creates

melodies of epidemic infectiousnesii.

Of slight disappointment was that Miss King took it

upon herself to perform sans the strong instrumental

accompaniment foimd on Tapestry.* As a result, a

few of the songs imusually heard with embellished

instrumental arrangement, like "Its Too Late",

sounded anemic, especially in the bridge portions.

Many of the nimibers were from the "Tapestry"
albimi, and the audience responded with bursts o{

applause on recognizing them. A partially standing

ovation called back Carole for "You've Got A
Friend", and she certainly had won more than a few
in that audience.

SUnn Findelle

Twenty-eight hundred people present at the Santa
Monica Civic Auditorium Friday night were given

the recipe for entertainment: Equal parts of Bread
and Joy of Cooking.

Joy of Cooking, the Berkeley based group whose
current hit "Brownsville" is bringing them a lot of

attention, came on first to a warm capacity crowd.
Their unique sound, featuring two female vocaUsts
and an electric piano (organ), was present through
all their numbers Friday, but never became boring.

By way of changing beat and the ability to perform a
ballad as well as a rocker, Joy of Cooking remained
highly entertaining. The audience brought them back
for an encore after their fifty minute set.

Bread, the stars of the show, came out to screams
of delight from their many female fans (read:

"teenyboppers"). The only problem with the four-

-man group (all studio musicians — and that's the tip-

off), is that they were too perfect. With each member
being capable of playing each other's instruments,

and of singing in sweet harmony, Bread were able to

go through their entire seventy five minute set

without working up a sweat or messing up their neat
hair styhngs. All of which is to their credit.

The surprise of the evening (and perhaps the

classiest move since a similar one by the Bee Gees)
came when the rear curtains opened to reveal a
twenty-piece string section. The violins, violas and
celli added a contrasting Tush sound to the electric

instruments played by Bread.

— Andy Linsky

Tomorrow night, Santa Monica Civic Auditoriimi

will be the site of the Incredible String Band's only

L.A. appearance in the last two years. The ISB (see

photo) are just about the most eclectic group in aU of

rock (or folk, as the case may be) and are led by
Robin Williamson and Mike Heron. They have a
number of albums out on Elektra Records, including

U and Mike Heron's new solo effort, Smiling Men
With Bad Reputations. Tickets are avaUable at all

the usual places and Index's staff of super freaks
urge you all to take time out and see them. With the
ISB are the new pride of Topanga, Grin.
Tonight, Royce Hall plays host to fine new Nash-

ville songwriter Kris Kristofferson and vocal-
instrumental duo Seals and Crofts. Kristofferson is

responsible for such songs as "Me and Booby
McGee", "For the Good Times " and "Sunday
Morning, Coming Down". His music will also be
featured in Dennis Hopper's upcoming The Last
Movie.

Tomorrow night at the Aquarius Theatre, Sam
Riddle and KDAY play host to the beginning of a
good new series of concerts. Featured this week are
Chase and Redwing and coming next week are
Ballinjack and Sweathog. Tickets are hmited to $3.00
and are readily available. ^
Saturday night will find two important concerts

waiting to snatch you from the jaws of your

schoolbooks. At the Hollywood Palladium,
Pacific

Presentations brings the ever-changing Quicksilver

Messenger Service, the re-formed Moby Grape and

Albert King to the concert stage. The show should be

interesting if nothing else, Down in Inglewood the

same night, Johnny Cash brings his troupe to town
for a night of country music and hard drinking

Coming next week to the phabuleus phorum are

Lee Michaels, with his new LP, 5th, now out on A i
M, and B. B. King. _^
On the classical scene, the Pasadena Civic

Auditorium will play host to Manos Hadjudakes on

June 6th. Manos is acclaimed as Greeces' finest

composer (he did the award-winning score for .Never

en Sunday) and will offer <» program of eariy Greek

underground music. The concert begins at 3:30 p m
Students with ID. cards will receive a discount For
more information, call 388-9558.

Seatrain returns to LA. this week at the

Troubadour and we unabashedly urge all of you to go

see them. The Capitol Records group last played

here with Cat Stevens in Decemt)er and are one of the

most interesting musical conglomerations in the US
right now. With them is Jerry Corbitt and his friend

Charlie Daniels. Jerry was one of the original

Youngbloods and has a new solo LP out on Capitol

At the Ash Grove this week is the conclusion of the

Appalachian month program. Featured artists are

legendary (Georgia folksinger Hedy West (see photo,

South American Suni Paz and famed traditional

singer Guy Carawan. The show runs through the

thirtieth.

The Ice House features the Dilliards this week and

rocking folk singer Denny Brooks next week. Both

should be good shows.

Former Impression Curtis Mayfield is in residence

at the Bitter End West through Monday night. Curtis

is composer of such, classics as "Gypsy Woman",
"We're a Winner" and "Choice of Colors" and puts

on a good program.
And a reminder to the faithful; tonight on KLOS

(95.5 FM), Procol Hanmi alive and well in New
York. A one hour concert (better known as a worship

service) will be broadcast.

More Movies
The Music Hall Theater on

Wilshire Blvd. is currently

presenting a retrospective series

featuring perhaps the most
famous screen actress of all time,

the sullen Swede Greta Garbo.

not known for her
or versatility as an
Garbo undeniably
one of the most
screen personalities

ever. Although many of her films

were syrupy "women's pictures"

heroccasional collaborations with

Although
sensitivity

actress,

possessed
distinctive

able directors (Cukor, Mam-
moulian, Lubitsch) produced
memorable results. Her enig-

matic presence also salvaged

certain films that would otherwise

have been tedious, such as the

famous Grand Hotel in which she

plays the temperamental prima
donna who wearily tells her

followers at one point "I want to

be alone."

The Schedule for the Music Hall

series is as follows: Today
thrdiigh June 1 Mata Hari and
Susan Lenox: Her Fall and Rise;

June 2-8 Grand Hotel and As You
Desire Me; June 9-15 Queen
Christina and Painted Veil; June
16-22 Anna Karenina and-

Conquest; June 23-29 Camile and

Ninotchka.

Tomorrow night at the Los Fehz
Theater, you'll have a chance to

see what is generally considered

to be Buster Keaton's last great

comedy, Steamboat Bill Jr. In this

1928 feature, Keaton plays a

character who is somewhat dif-

ferent from the ones that he

played earfier in his career: he's

the sissified son of a rugged

steamboat captain. Keaton of

course is always Keaton, and the
character development soon gives
way to brilliant physical humor.
Critics note that Keaton's slap-
stick was often based on the notion
of a mechanistic world gone mad;
in Steamboat Bill Jr., this theme
manifests itself in an ambitious
and superbly executed hurricane
sequence in which buildings blow
away and uprooted trees serve as
a means of aerial transportation.

In its utter outrage, the hurricane
sequence might be taken as a
parxKiy of a Lillian Gish film of

that period. The Wind. Playing
with Steamboat Bill Jr. are two
early shorts, Out West and The
Electric House. The Keaton
Festival will be completely rerun
starting Saturday with The Three
Ages. 'I

——
Index's resident psychopath

recommends two really out-

standing violence-and-brutality

films opening this week: Villain,

with Richard Burton as a vicious

degenerate gangster, and The
Cop, a French film about a

policeman who decides that the

only way to fight crime is to adopt
criminal methods, like murder . .

.

At the Monica I Theater is In-

vestigation of a Citizen Above
Suspicion, an Italian film which
not only combines sex and
violence, but also throws in

politics. All worth seeing to cheer

up a frustrating day.

At the Toho La Brea Theater,

rd b^ a shellfish opened for two
weeks beginning May 26

(yesterday). This oddly titled

little epic which was written and
directed by Shinobu Hashimoto
(the screenwriter on Kobayashi's

Hari-kiri, Gosha's Tenchu,
Okamoto's Samurai Assassin, and
Kurosawa's Seven Samurai)
reveals that Hashimoto's own
nihilism lies soniewhere in be-

tween the various interpretations

made of it by other directors and
is surprisingly visual in its ex-

position! Opening June 9 for what

will undoubtedly be a lengthy run

is Akira Kurosawa's Dodeska-den

(variously called in English Town
without Seasons, Sound of

' Streetcars, or just plain Clickety-

clack and inarks the last

surrender by a major in-

ternational director to the lure of

color film.

All you devotees of boots and
whips can have your innermost

sadomasochistic fantasies
gratified this Friday at midnight
when the Plaza theatre presents

Naked Angels. The cost for all you
leather lovers is a mere $1.50, so

you might have enough left over
for a new vest.

If you can manage to get up
early Saturday morning (11:00),

you can see the latest installment

in the Shakespeare festival at the

Monica theatres, Olivier's

(Hheiio. This production caused
some controversy for the
allegedly racist portrayal of the

"melancholy Moor" by Sir

Laurence. As usual, the admission
price is $1.50.

Sunday night, bop on down to

Melnitz Hall 1409 at 7:30 when the
Film screening Cooperative
presents John Ford's Mogambo
and a Ford western to be an-
/lounced.

This week's Hedonics offering is

Marcel Game's Children of

Paradise. It will be shown at 7 and
10:15 Friday and Saturday in

Social Welfare 147.——-
But the best for last as the

saying goes. Our very own UCLA
student films will be screened in

Royce Hall -this Friday-^ and
Saturday and next Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday at 8:30. The
UCLA film department has
achieved a world-wide reputation.

No, make that notoriety. At any
rate, we can probably expect the

same high standards of preten-

tiousness, obscurity, self-

indulgence, pseudo-
intellectualism, and overall

amateurishness that have
characterized the film depart-

ment — its faculty, staff, and
students — since its inception.

Still, every cloud has a silver

lining, and we can assure you that

while most student filmmakers

will be making asses out of

themselves, one Ass in particular

will be kissed by the mob's ap)-

proval. Tickets for all you eager

cineastes are either $1.00 or $1.50.

Harum in Transit, bntinued .

.

m

(Continued from Page 11)

and lyrics which are semi-
screamed by Brooker, who
provides a nice bit of business

with his piano at the instrumental
break. Its roots, somewhere along
the line, are in the honky-tonk
tradition.

The last track on side
one,"Luskus Delph," is Procol
Harum 's other main concession to

their past. Highly melodic, it is

Booker's showpiece song on this

album and possesses some lovely

instrumental harmony. The lyrics

seem to counterpoint the spiritual

quality of the music, appearing to

be about aspirations of sexual
intercourse. When Reid writes
"Shove me in your steaming
vat/Make me split like chicken
fat," what else is one to think?
Side two, on the whole does not

have the impact o( its

predecessor, but it nevertheless
contains interesting moi/ients.
"Power Failure" is, in many
respects structurally like "Simple
Sister," but possesses a more
rapid pace and forcefulness. Word
and music come together and
meet at a visceral, rather than,
intellectual level. When Brooker
sings "Chopped up, churned out
weeks of prpn7v /<^ia'ii-l ,^i.,«^

burnt up p., "V VI

The song

brief, eco

solo, wi

solos, hasj

callous t

"Song

second oil

wrote on 1

to its sounj

to Trower'

and drear

like it's a

of electrc

reproduct

salute to

this is Trc

his guitar I

three ar(1

hardly

peri mental

"Playi

only weal

Brooker pj

music hi

"Mabel'

Lp.K P^

tosses in a
I

to time.

same nf^s

with somel

Kite-lik«

this song »|

drivel

doesn't St

ISO notable for its

and unusual drum
dike other drum
)ose other than to

imer's hands.

Dreamer," the

?e songs Trower
|bum owes as much
;ineering as it does

ftar work. Mystical
the song seems

:al exercise in uses

lamphfication and
|not to mention a
ite Hendrix. Still,

album and after

m suppressed for
If albums, one can

for a little ex-

the Mouth" is the

on this album.
|what sounds like a
10 (reminiscent of

ie group's initial

^r Chris Thomas
section from time

Trower repeats the
[about five minutes

the Benefit of Mr.
^s Needless to say,

irior to 90% of the
Dn AM radio, but
[up to the level of

J^l Harum have

"Poor Mohammed" is in much the

same vein as "Memorial
Drive"—hard, gutty and direct

rock with an assertive lead and

slide guitar. Reid ends the album
on the same note of charity he

began it with. This time his lyrics

have something to do with

Mohammed kicking a beggar

down a flight of stairs. If that

sounds perverse, it should be

noted that Reid's lyrics are

becoming more and more obscure

with each succeeding album, and

on Broken Barricades are marked
by a 180 degree swing from the,

thematic unity of Home.

Some additional observations:

Broken Barricades is definitely a

transitory album when judged by

earlier Procol Harum records.

This refers both to style of much
and in the manner in which it is

played. Orchestration is plainly

evident in three of the songs, but

Brooker has always been able to

incorporate strings into his music

with a definite purpose in mind

(not merely to "fill out" the

^ound )

.

It is also evident that the group

is still searching for a format

since the departure of Fisher,

althoiii'h fnr thr fir^t time they

... .. ..^.^ ^.. .^..t of

organ work in Home and to a

limited extent on this album in-

dicates that while he lacks

Fisher's virtuosity, he is more
than able to fill the bill musically.

Moreover, his bass on this album
is excellent, and as the swing-man
he can shift with whatever style

and/or form the group's music

-takes.

I
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Trower's wailing guitar, the
sensory force is overwhelming.

establi

The all concluding track.

their instrumentalists. Copping

has proved a solid addition. His

With Robin Trower's now-
apparent departure from the

band, Procol Harum are faced

with finding a new lead in-

strumentalist. The nature of that

addition (Brooker is rumored to

be seeking a full-time key board

man) will no doubt alter the

situation drastically.

My own personal preferences lie

more along the lines of "Shine on

Brightly" than "Memorial Drive"
|

but the group has apparently

decided to cast its fate with the

hard rock market. And while I

hope that they don't forget their

musical roots, it is clear that they

are equally adept at playing

either.

One of A&M's hucksters has

written, as promotion for Broken :

Barricades, that he could think of

only "three better rock groups in

the iinivprse " This is one time he

appreciably undersold

product.

his

»•»——>«>»»^i
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10925 Lindbrook Drive

479-2866

-"""SUMMER OF '42

Doily 2:15.4:15. ^1S, 8:15. 10:13

Sol Midnil* Show 12:15

Orleiiai
7425 Sunset

876-0212

Oonoro Folk Comov«««s

HUSBANDS
+ THIS MAN MUST DIE

$1 AfdmiMion for 1 porton wi»K thit coupon (Sorry, no* good Sof . nSlo)'^

Pii Paclllc
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
Free Parking

FIVE EASY PIECES
+

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER
$1 A<ln>iMion lor 1 p«r«on with this coupon

torry. no* good So>. NigKt)

PACIFIC'S

Piitiies
Hollywood at Vine
469-7161

~"

Vincent Prke—Joseph Gotten—Terry-Thomas
World Premiere—Terrifying Thriller

DR. PHIBES (GP)
Dolly 12:30. 2:30. 4:30. 6:30. 8:30, 10:30

PH.. Sot & Sun. LotoSKow. 12Midnigh«

p A p.pi^.Q Catherine Burns—Claire Bloom—Richard Crenna
rM^iriL. b

.^ ^j ^^1,.^. "Today" Picture

nCWIOl JED SKY AT MORNING (GP)
Pico Near Westwood Tuo...Fri. 6:30. 8:30. 10:30

Sot.. Sun.. Mon. 12:00, 2:00. 4:15. 6:15. 8:30. 10:80272-6239

PIIZI
Westwood Village

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

JeaivLouis TrintigrKinf

Bernardo Bertolucci't

THE CONFQRMISTjR)
Midniflht Show - Fri. Moy 28 - "MAKH) ANOELS"

"Muat ronli with 2001, A SPACE ODYSSEY

ot on« ol th» groat mo»torpioc«« ol tHo

.^Sij05« Fiction Gonrol" SHOW MAGAZINE

1045 BroKton

IWeshwood Village

BR 2-0501

f Jim McBride's

G|||N & RANDA (X)

God Forbid!

siiHt Movie
611 N. Fairfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

.GrooviMt Movio in Townl

GIANT LAFF SHOW
UUREL& HARDY

CHAPIIN - FATTY ARBUCKLE
BEN TURPIN - MACK SENNEH

HOUDINI SERIAL THRIUER

^M7Z^.

lolo La irea
La Braa at Ninth

WE 4-2342

I'D BE A SHEUFISH?

THIEF ON THE LOOSE
o>;»

viiiaie
961 Broxton

Wetfvvood
478-0576_

LOVE STORY (GP)

Doily 2: 15, 4: 15, 6:15.8:15, 10:15

Now thru Sumloy

Uliorove
8162 Melrose Ave.

HEDY WEST
+ GUYCARAWAR

OL3-2070 NEXT: Johnny "GuHar" Watson + Big Joe Williams

4080 Lincoln Blvd.

Marino del Rey
821-6969

DiKothoquo on tho Marino • it^» (wn

Now ftoying

EIIITH ISUND
Wod. Nito, Studont Nil* • Thurt Nito, Donco Conto^

Tuot. & Sun.FIEE ADMISSION

eazzarrrs
9039 Sunset

CR3-6606

DtKothoqu* on tho Strip • Now Hopponing

BERRIES • 13th HOUR
• MOTHER BUTLER

Ditcothoqu* lor oil ago* * Mon Done* Contoal

(Grond FriB«S300) • W«d Lodiot NifhA-Lodio*

Froo • Auditiont W«d & Thurt Night

Thru Moy 30

SEATRAINTroubailovr
9081 Santo Monica Blvd.

LA Jerry Corbitt & Charlie Daniels
2766168 NEXT: Ion & Sylvia

GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

TONITE!
%.. ;irj: 5?««iSSBSS^iaP^:y,^^„«*a».;'. -II. «/ . ......J

\
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*• Music/Sugarloaf
N The universal acclaim for rock albums such as Tommy and Uesus

Christ Superstar has inspired increasing, sensitivity toward lyrical

significance in the rock music industry. More and more albums are being

produced with recurrent themes or "messages", smoothing transitions

and strengthening unity throughout the record. Coupled with tight,

sensitive musical performances, the finished product would make a

rewarding li^^ening experience.

One such album, recently released on Liberty Records, is Sugarloafs

"Spaceship Earth" (LST 11010). based on the book Operating Manual for

Spaceship Earth, by Buckminster Fuller The book proposes a "blueprint

for survival" which "diagnoses the causes of the environmental crisis".

Tuller rejects specialization, describes the population explosion theory as

a "myth", and calls for widespread, systematic use of the computer to

provide for survival of man on earth.

The members of Sugarloaf, however, are content to use Fuller's work

superficially as an inspiration for their own lyrical bag. Nothing really

Jar out or heavy is offered, just an expression of appreciation for the

beauties of nature and concern for preservation of the environment.

It is Sugarloafs notion that "the interaction between man and his

environment— 'Spaceship Earth' — has in fact been a moving violation".

In realiy, the things the group promotes, sunshine, trees, and rollin'

hills, are not really novel or unique. In fact, writ<»rs Jerry Corbetta and

Robert Yeazel are basically anti-progress and country-oriented in

thought, though progressive and diversified in sound.

—The sound of the group, which features a standard lead-rhythm-bass-

organ-drums combination, can be termed "multi-directional". Well-

timed, smoothly-executed tempo changes throughout the album are one

of; its greatest strengths, and songs seldom move in a predictable

direction.

The^itle song, "Spaceship Earth", is a good example. Entirely in-

strumental, the song begins with chaotic 2001 -style sound effects which

fade away and suddenly return at unfexp^ted intervals. The bass and

organ follow with a short, tight lead-in, which establishes the preliminary

rhythm of the tune. The remaining instruments are then brought in and

effectively build to a rich, full sound. Throughout the album, instruments

complement each other well, never competing for "primary voice" or

focal point of attention.

Sugarloaf combine an effecUve sound balance rivalhng Spint with the
PJq;:^ Pntt^rc

roek-solid tightness of early Quicksilver for a very pleasant, satisfying IXIDQ I l^llClb
sound. Drummer Bob MacVitUe is especially competent, handlmg swift

tempo changes with ease and pounding out a capUve, unernng meter

MacVittie is master of his set, and combines the basic snare shot with an

off-beat bass drum pedal accent for unique pacing throughout^

Vocals vary from song tosong. The group sounds best singing together,

Yet another female vocalist
with a debut album has recently
descended upon us. This ladvs
name is Risa' Potters, and her
record is entitled Half
Woman/Half Child (National
General NG 2004). It is obvjous"
after one listening that the album
is somewhat premature. Miss
Potters attempts to capitalize on
the female singer-songwriter trip

so successful today. But. of

course, this only succeeds iJF the
female in question is a. ) talented
and b. ) has written a body of good
songs. In Miss Potters' case, a

remains in doubt, and "b" is a
definite no. This lady, who has an
mteresting voice, is just not ready
to record, though she is honest-*'

enough to admit to some confusion
concerning herself by way of the

album's title, **half woman/half
child." Unfortunately, neither
that confusion nor anything else^
is eloquently expressed in heP
compositions.

with pleasing three-and-four-part harmonies on '! Don't Need You
Baby" from side one, and "Tongue in Cheek", a seven-minute rocker

complete with alternating lead guitars and a Deep Purplish organ on side

two.

Vocal solos are generally adequate-to-good, though "Woman" on side

two is truly outstanding. Good singing, exemplary tempo changes, and a

beautiful, floating, echochamber piano make "Woman" an extremely

appealing tune. -—.-__

Next time you'ce hipping around the old'record store, put your bread

into Sugarloaf. It's a pretty good album.

BUI Pique

•

THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
1500 WMtwood Blvd.

4 Uocki toolh 61 WiUhir* al Ohio

ftHARATIYA BHOJAN
2807 Main S( S M 399 9038

BIT O SCOTLAND
1938 W«h»ood Wvd
1*6 blodu Sou«K of S M Blvd

474.0328. 474-9049

BRITISH SEAFOOD
Dmn*r« $2 25 & $2 SO

Food lo Go

CHEZ FROMAGE
C*ntwry City

Shopping C*nt«r

553^5582

FONDUE HAPPENING THURS NITE
Unutuol SondwKh«t
Espr*«»o - Coppuccino
Fin* CK*«s«— Pastry —T«o

CHUNKYS
918BroKton • 473-6062

(North of Bruin TK«a«r«)

HATCH COVER
2615 WiUhir*

SM 828-5404

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Westwood near Pico

®Cornor WMtood & LinArook
Opon 24 Hours 478-2732

LA CRERE
1084 GI«ndon Av« 478-0437

Op«n7Doyt 1130-1 AM

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch $i 50 & $1.75
10858 bndbrook Or DINNER $3.25 & $4.25
474 0948-WWVillaii*

LEDBEHERS
1621 Westwood Blvd.

477-4751

UHLE CAESARS PIZZA

i

'

GIANT BKF BURGERS
ON ONION BUNS

Chili Do9$

FOOD
DANCING

POOL

From Pasframl fo Pickles

cKoic*
1 1 PM - 11 AM

STEAK N' EGGS
hothbrownt, tootl, buttar, jally

FRIDAY $1.05 SATURDAY

Tl IS LOOKING FOI

NDMOER ONE COMBINIITIOH
Texos Instruments is looking for o young person with a variety

o( talents. He must have a high degree of business savvy as
well OS a working knowledge in electronics. With an educational
background combining a BS and mosters in EE and/or a BBA
and MBA. And K% Wlist speak Japanese and Er>glish fluently.

Prefer a recent college groduate with to 3 years experience
in semiconductors. You will be working in Tokyo, Japan. Your
job assignment will be varied from marketing to manufocturing
to finance to sales — all leoding to a management position.

If you have this language and job flexibility

write
BOBHENSLEE

Corporate Staffing

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 5474

Dallas, Texas 75222

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATCD

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

105 SPECIAirriES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEnES

Greek Nite Every Thurs.

Beer Wine Dancing Food

10974 LeConte t

(LeConte al Goyleyj .^^

For 30 mm delivery

477-2006

McDonalds town house
1118 WMtwood Blvd.

478.9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

SINCE 1949
Fomous For Our Pizza12423 WiUKir* Blvd

LA 826 9210 ^ ,

pK'Ar where beer is still only 254/MU6
rAi^aucB ow rim. Movi..
Goylay & W*yburn 478-0788 .. ^

r.f.
12220 Pko
Pico al Bundy 478^734

DANCING - POOL
ENTERTAINMENT - PIZZA

SEPrS GIANT SUBMARINE
10968 l« ConI* 478^0375

BoKvoon Broirton & Ooyloy

Giant Submarine Sandwich
Opon Doily nn
WE DELIVER

AN OPEN INVITATION TO AHEND

10679 L.ndbrooh
Gourmet Sandwiches

W* Croom

'^^iBtlSstf^'^'^'*^*^*

a student discussion on the value of transcendental

meditation as taught by ityjpharishi Mahesh Yogi

Learn how TM relates to developing full mental ability
Improving health, increasing enjoyment in life

Ackerman Union: Room 2412

bach Ihursday 1 PM

<

The song which best illustrates

Miss Potters' problem is a little

number called "I Want to Have
Your Baby." The song is a six

minute and twelve second opus

with lyrics like, **And you can take

mV heart/ With anything I would
part/ Just leave me one fertile

night/ That will stay with me for

the rest of my life." The song

continues with the refrain, i

want to have your baby," which is

repeated three times. Miss Pot

ters, as one soon learns, con-

tinually produces inane lyrics like

these. In "Ned," she tells a story

of a one night stand, and ends

with, "You had to go/ Back to

your wife/ Back to your life/ .

But just like the sea/ You'll

always be/ Very special to me."

This pair of samples only

exemplifies what the other songs

are like.

But, there are a few fleeting

moments when Risa shows
promise. Her melodies are sur-

prisingly quite good. That the

music is able to survive her lyrics-

is a marvel in itself. In only one

song, "Michael," is she able to

blend the words and music to

create a properly clever

characterization of a young man
Sadly, this song is lost in the

muddle of the rest.

Perhaps at some later date Miss

Potters will be ready to record an

album that is fully listenable. To

do so, she will have to improve her

lyrics to the point where they

intelligently relate her feelings

Only then will the woman in her

begin to overcome the child.

—Marsha Necheles

6-Week

Curses
CWBlirrn'T.,. ^
Mf lor i^'^^rM'.

prolBliMll tri^

;..; .-.i' 'li^; I: ; ECNMOUi
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Call Tod >-2320

Odyssey, continued . .

.

(Continued from Page 11)

effect upon him. He becomes motivated by the magician's
idealized conception of the great 'city' of civilization which
provided his wonders. Ironically, the image of the 'city' is

further conceived for Glen by surreal Metropolis-type

drawings found in a "Wonder Woman" comic book the
magician gives him. Thus Glen begins his search for

"civilization," dragging a reluctant Randa with him.

In Jim McBride's own words, during the search, 'Glen

becomes a "civilized man" and, in doing so, gradually

alienates himself from everything that has meaning to him
on a natural level. An intriguing concept which can be

applied meaningfully to many flaws in our current way of

life, such as our ecological destruction through man's
"progressive" 'civilization.' It is indeed a sad odyssey for

Glen, whose conception of the 'City' he searches for has no

more substance than, say, the immortality that Gilgamesh
searched for.

The search eventually leads Glen and Randa to the

decayed home and person of Sydney MiUer, an enigmatic

character underplayed astoundingly by Woodrow Cham-
bliss. Glen and Randa are welcome guests to a man who has
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had only his decomposed wife's body as a companion for

many years. With Sydney, Glen is lead to the softly over-

whelming climax of his odyssey.

Accentuating the power of this film is the deUcate balance

of style and content. As mentioned before, it is devoid of the

usual contrived audience manipulators. This is not to say
the film is devoid of technical virtuosity. McBride con-

sistently displays a briUiant location eye in choosing land-

scapes which add pertinently to the film's point of view, as
well as those which are aesthetically breathtaking.

Although mostly shot in 16mm, the blow-up is of unusually

fine quality and actually, the soft graininess, coupled with

the unspoiled beauty of the Pacific North Coast, produces a

lyrical, impressionistic feeling. McBride's customized

technique for this film includes the use of complete fade

outs separating each portion of action, producing an effect

p^uliar to biblical or epic form. The effect is initially

jarring, but, gradually the asperity dissolves as.the overall

powers, (the obnoxious God Forbid' campaign, the ihor-

tening of his title, which was originally 'Glen and Randa Go
To The City') he was relatively free to do what he wished

within the limited budget. There has been none of the panic

and butchering of his film that has taken place with

prodigies of the past, most recently, Noel Black's Pretty

Poison. "There was some yelling and screaming about

extra money here and there, such as for a set simulating a

decomposed 'Howard Johnsons' (which seemed
phenomenally natural or 'found' in the film) but, within

limits, I've enjoyed more freedom with this film than most

directors have," said McBride. After seeing 25 million

dollar fiascos like Waterloo, one wonders how producers

could have argued about a little 'extra' money for a film,

which would have been a fine accomphshment at any price,

but which did cost only $600 thousand.

So from Jim McBride we get a refreshing new type of film

instead of just a new film. It is a mosaic of individual parts

flow of the film developes, untiL by the final segi^ence. the gentlv falling into view to form a gem of imagery and

fades are like soothing ripples on a disturbed pool.

Another aspect of this film that is quite interesting, is that

Jim McBride was allowed significant freedom in realizing

his conception. In interview, Jim claimed that, although

there was somle of the usual tampering by the production

metaphorical concept. With this film, the viewer must
participate organically with a lot of thought and analysis on

his own part. But in the end, it l>ecome6 a more worthwhile

and individual film experience t)ecause of it.

—sunn FindeUe

M u sic /MTcHeTCo Ium b ier

Wings is weird. Conceived,

composed, orchestrated and
conducted by Frenchman Michel

Colombier, with lyrics by Paul

Williams, Wings takes off as a

contemporary symphony per-

formed by a twenty-five piece pop

orchestra and a French sym-
phonic orchesitra. Williams' lyrics

are sung by Bill Medley, Lani

Hall, Herb Alpert, Vermettya

Royster and Williams himself.

With the exception of Bill Medley
(who is "on loan" from MGM
Records), the entire performing

cast comes from Alpert's A & M
studios.

Although the cuts flow one into

another, there is little continuity

in Wings (A & M SP 3503). The
music is harsh, almost angry

sounding, with the blaring brass

clashing head-on with the vocals.

When the lyrics bespeak of soft-

ness, the accompanying music

should, too. It doesn^t.

Paul Williams' lyrics are the

best part of the album, which
doesn't say much for the
production, considering the words
were meant to be secondary to

Colombier's music. The vocal

interpretations range from fair to

poor, not much of an ac-

complishment. Bill Medley's
pronunciation is so slurred it

leaves the lyrics a totally

meaningless, garbled mess. Paul
Williams, an actor-writer, tries to

sing \a(^hat he has written.

Although his pronunciation is

better than Medley's, he does not

have enough emotion in his voice

to effectively sell his work.

Lani Hall, ex-lead vocalist for

Brasil '66, does the best job on the

album, but seems confined to her

soft style of interpretation. If she

is to successfully pursue a solo

career, she should expand her

style somewhat. Vermettya
Royster, lead singer for the

Sisters Love, is given such a small

part that it is unfair to comment

on it at this point. The final

vocalist is Herb Alpert. He con-

tinues to sing in his weak, high-

pitched, thin voice, laying waste
to any lyrics he encounters. But he
signs the checks.

In theory, the idea of a pop-

symphony is good — an excellent

opportunity for creative writing

and performing. In practice.

Wings fails to fulfill such an-

ticipations. Colombier, who has
done some fine work as an
arranger for many popular ar-

tists, could have done much
better. The production is an ex-

pensive waste of a great number
of people's talents.

—Andy Llnsky

J. S B. Martyn
John and Beverly Martyn are an

English folk oriented duo who
along with such groups as Fair-

port Convention, Pentangle,
Fotheringay, and Matthews'
Southern Comfort have helped

perpetuate and expand the

English folk revival. Unlike their

peers, the Martyns eschew
traditional folk music in favor of

their own original compositions.

Last year the Martyns released

an extraordinary and regrettably

overlooked first album Storm-

bringer! (WB 1854). Now they

have a new album Road to Ruin

(WB-1882) which although un-

deniably pleasant is just not the

blockbuster they need at this point

to overcome obscurity. The
melodies are less complex than on

Stormbringer! to the point of

t)eing thoroughly innocuous in

certain cases, and the lyrics are

generally less challenging.

The best songs on the first

album featured eerie, ethereal

melodies which were well suited

to the Martyns' raspy, delicate

voices. The material on the new
album with a couple of possible

exceptions is just plain bland by

comparison. The most successful

cut on Road to Ruin "Auntie

Aviator" (a title apparently
chosen for its alliterative value

more than anything else ) has a

haunting otherworldly quality

which is more reminiscent of the

learlier material than any of the'

other new songs. "Sorry To Be So

Long" and Say What You Can"
are acceptable quasi-rockers

which indicate that the Martyns

are capable of transcending their

natural idiom ; but these songs are

not exciting or ambitious enough

to redeem the album as a whole.

Beverly Martyn fares con-

siderably better than her husband
on Road to Ruin. On most of his

solo numl)ers, notably "Give Us A
Ring" and "New Day" his singing

is so muddled that the lyrics

t)ecome indecipherable. Beverly

on the other hand has a more
aggressive style which she uses to

good effect on "Primose Hill'

(which features a rather tasteful

saxophone accompaniment) and

the aforementioned "Auntie
Aviator".

That John and Beverly Martyn
are gifted writers and performers

is still incontestable. Hopefully

another album which duplicates

the artistic accomplishment of

Strombringer! will soon be forth-

coming from them
Evelyn Renold
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Caution. Children at Play

Everybody makes mistakes.

Antonioni directed Zabriskie

Point, Judith Anderson starred in

Hamlet, Hemingway wrote
Islands in the Stream. And now,

Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young
have released their live double

album. Four Way Street

(Atlantic). If' you believe in myth
and the psychology of positive

deception, you'll agree that Four
Way Street should never have
been released.

Four Way Street points up the

intricacy of the quartet's en-

semble numbers as well as the

futility of doing them badly. Like a

high school production of a play by
Noel Coward, some of the $ongs

clomp along with a ponderousness

and weight never meant to be
there. Excruciating harmonies
which might have made
Schoenberg happy, overlong in-

strumental solos, and (perhaps

worst of all) an insipid, sac-

charine "rapport" with the

audience that is not for a minute to

be believed, all make Four Way
Street an album to miss. (But, god

damn, look at it sell!)

Still, it's not all bad. Had the

better parts of Four Way Street

been consolidated onto one record,

there wouldn't have been too

much of a problem. The best cut

on the album is **Triad" sung by

"David Crosby. After a needless

intro of "Honest Rap," Crosby

settles down into putting across

one of the best songs he has

written. Its spontaneousness and

fluidity improve even upon Grace

Slick's version, no easy task.

"Triad" is good enough to excuse

the first two cuts on side one, a

lifeless "Teach Your Children"

and an all-right "On The Way
Home " And since "Triad" is

followed by a beautiful new song,

"The Lee Shore" (also writtne by

Crosby), Four Way Street seems

to have definite possibilities. That

the side should close with

"Chicago" is both a shame and an

omen. It's not much of a song, and

its anachronistic political outlook

— which crops up again from time

to time— sadly dates it. ("We can

change the world; rearrange the

world")
Side two continues in an

acoustic vein, "Love the One
You're With" being the best cut

and, along with "Triad" and "The
Lee Shore," one of the three good

songs on the album. Sides three

and four are electric, and that's

where all hell breaks loose. The
major faults of the album are

concentrated on the second
record. There is no excuse

whatsoever for "Carry On." The

singing is atrocious, the playing

unimaginative. "Southern Man,"

at least, has ok. instrumentals,

but Young's cohorts are not Crazy

Horse. There is no blend or

smoothness to their harmony.

As would be expected, Neil

Young stands out individually as

the best of the four. His solos on

"Cowgirl in the Sand" and "Don't

Let It Bring You Down" show him

in excellent voice, with that

peculiar plaintive yet powerful

quality coming through perfectly.

Crosby gets only "Triad" to sing

alone. Stills does fine with "Love

The One You're With," but makes
an ass out himself with "49 Bye-

Byes," which incorporates parts

of "For What Ft's Worth" and a

laughable, chanted "poem" called

"America's Children" exhorting

the audience to change the world

"with a smile on our face, with

love in our hearts." (Funny, T

didn't detect a smile on old

Stevie's face when he tried to slug

a spectator in Celebration at Big

Sur.) As for Nash, the stuff he

does is pleasant enough, if a little

on the bland side.

Oh, well. The album is selling.

RoUing Stone has called it CSN &
Y's best to date. The audiences

couldn't get enough. It must be

good.

JeffSchultz

If

There are two If albums ^n the

market. The first was an adept,

simple representation of a new,

rather unique, musical ex-

pression. But the second, If-2

(Capitol SW 676), or for the

mathematically inclined, If-

squared, is the primary topic of

this critique.

To put If in an appropriate

frame of reference, unbind your

mind for a moment, and con-

template the idea that the major

shortcoming of rock and roll is

that there is too much imitation

and not enough inspiration.

Current hit tunes, if they are not

original, creative efforts, can
almost always be placed
somewhere inside of a schematic
diagram of a pyramid with the

trend-setting artist's material on

top and all the imitations and
duplications of those artists

resting uncon^fortably throughout

the rest of this geometrically

expanding configuration. The
more imitaton, the wider and
weaker the base.

At times it would seem that the

weight and instability of all such

plagiaristic bullshit would be
enough to topple this already

teetering structure. But every

once in a while, as is the case with
If, a new and refreshing maker of
mu^ic will come along to reinforce
the foundation of this framework

If do this, and if you've ever
manifested a partiality towards
brass-oriented jazz-rock, and are
bored to the point of excretion
with Chicago and their muJU-
tudenous permutations, if could
turn out to be just what
musicologist prescribe.

the
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your uasic up
tempoed swing beat, add the
exquisite high-noted, sax and flute

work of Dick Morrissey and Dave
Quincy, spice it with some of the
best damned j^uttar work this side

of Johnny Winter, blend in the

comfortably nasal, upper-register
vocal abilities of John Mealing
and voila! : If.

They are a jazz-rock group who
don't get boring nor repeat
themselves. Its a vein of music
that soars in dimension and
complexity and plummets into the

blue regions of slow, easy going
jazz-oriented ballads.

Their entire second album is

comprised of tasteful, intricately

arranged offerings (The first

album was very good, but a bit

less exciting.)

Of fhe ||x tunes on this second
collection, three stand out above
the general flair the album
possesses. The first entitled "I

Couldn't Write and Tell You." It's

a speedy tune dominated by the

parallel employment of Mealing s

aforementioned vocal abilities

and the bizarrely breezy, alto sax

...work of Morrissey.

From the swing ol "Couldn't

Write," the mood ahdlempo are

subdues a bit for the soft, yet

unpredictable, '^Shadows and
Echoes." This tune sports a

dynamic, lightning-quick acoustic

guitar riff by Terry Smitt, who
employs speed to augment his

superb dexterity— not to cover up

for less than adequate
musicianship.^

—J After fluctuating* between
various moods and tempos, If-2

winds things up with an odd,

bluesy jazz thing that gives most

of the group's seven-man en-

tourage ample opportunity to

flaunt their individual madnesses
On this ditty, a tenor sax riff by

Quincy steals the show

magnificently.

If's music is comprised of so

many excellently diverse ele-

ments that one can only touch

upon a few of the facets in hopes

that it will inspire the reader to

procure said album. And if this

critic has failed to move you

sufficiently, go out and acquire

the album anyway — for your own
enlightenment. Jazz on! !

!

Jacob Wiesei
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Groundhogs
The last effort from T.S. McPhee's Groundhogs

was titled Thank Christ for the Bomb. The album was

a restrained effort to the point of being diluted. This

precluded any possibility for a good LP. The English

charts, however, have l)een looking pretty strange

recently, and the disc reached the British top ten.

Apparently McPhee's prior reputation as bottleneck

guitarist extraordinaire carri^i the sales without his

exhibiting any talent.

The newest LP from the group is Split (United

Artists UAS 5513), and is 1969 power trio exuberance

with a twist— McPhee overtracks his ^tar work no

less than three times, giving the illusion of three lead

guitarists backed up by bass (Pete Cruickshank) and
drums (Ken Pustelnik) . The group's try for an epic is

found on side one, a four-j[>art opus called ''Split."

Part one contains savage, loud guitar work with an
Entwhistle-type bass line. The elementary chord

rhanges provide childish background riffs to Mc-
Phee's excess, which builds (via wah-wah pedal) to a

distorted orgasm leading into the second part. The
riff turns to a hack blues thing (reminiscent of early

Yardbirds minus their artistry), and the lyrical

surrealism of the lyrics yield to pictures of mental

anguish; "Reality is hard to find/ Like finding the

moon if I was blind/ It's so stark, so undefined."

Between tempo slufts the song degeilerates into a

Bang-Bang-Bang atrocity. .\

Jhe thir4 part (the side is over twelve minutes old

without yet having exhibited a decent idea) con-

centrates on lyrics (which McPhee sings tolerably)

which hardly deserve prominence. Finally, part four

allows T.S. (for Tough Shjt) to show off on a boogie-

blues, and the guitar work begins to sound like the

sort of thing McPhee did with the original Ground-

hogs, when he was still under Robert Johnson's in-

fluence. After more disappointing noise patterns the

side ends.

The second side contains three cuts of additional

excess, the most serious offender being "Junk Man."

The latter includes a section of guitar travesties

including garbage like uncontrolled feedback and
tape speed-ups done in a most unartistic way. If you
enjoy hearing funny noises coming out of your stereo

set, okay, but otherwise the cut is strictly for the man
after whom the song is named.
The last track of the album, "Groundhog," is

decently -done. It's a delta blucs-in-the-basemcnt,
with tapping foot for the rhythm track. McPhee
finally picks up Ihe ol' bottleneck and wails away
beautifully, behind lyrics like "Give me some toad
and frqg's hips I'm gonna mix/ it up together, mix it

up good, mix it up together/ Kill that dirty ground-
hog." It is a relief after a wasted album of music
McPhee is not at home with.
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If you'd like to hear what T.S. sounded like when he
tried harder, pick up the first or second volume of

RCA's British Archive Series (LSP-4409e or -4455e)

aipd hear T.S. with his own group shortly after the

breakup of the original Groundhogs. The four tracks

cut with his own group are all on the RCA discs, and
include "Ain't Gonna Cry No More," "You Don't

Love Me." "When You Got a Good Friend" and
"Someone to Love Me," each one a gem for blues

fans. Leave these diluted, misdirected, boring and
loud Groundhogs to shadow lovers.

—Mark Leviton

Upon first listen it is easy to dismiss Atomic Rooster as an attempt,

mostly botched, to duplicate the sound of Emerson, Lake and Palmer,

and that's just what I did upon hearing Death Walks Behind You (Elektra

EKS 74094). Then a wise musical sage enlightened me to the historical

background of Atomic Rooster and I sinned thus no more. A facsimile of

the wise man's tale follows.

Once upon a time a madman named Arthur Brown was stomping

around presenting his theatrical-musical "Crazy World" show, using

various items like cranes, cloaks, heavy makeup and lots of fire to put his

message across. The organist for Oazy World was also writing his hits,

most notably "Fire", which you'll recall the "god of hellfire" brought to

AM radio during 1968. When the group began fading into the English rock

and roll graveyard, the organist, Vincent Crane, and a fellow Crazy

World member, drummer Carl Palmer, formed a new group called

Atomjo Rooster by joining with a fellow named Nick Graham on bass. A
rivalry developed between. Crane and another keyboard player, the

Nice's Keith Emerson, but Rooster's first release. Atomic Rooster (sic)

could hardly match the recordings from Emerson's band. Crane's

"pyrotechnic organ" apparently proved too much for Palmer and
Graham, and they were replaced by drummer Paul Hammond (said to

have the largest drum set in the world) and John Cann, a guitarist fleeing

from a group he ran called Andromeda. When the Nice broke up, Carl

Palmer found a home with Keith Emerson and Greg Lake, and Atomic
Rooster recorded a second album. A single from it began to move on the

English charts, Elektra picked up the United States rights to the album
from the group's avant-gardish British company, B&C Records, and here

we are.

Since Rooster existed before Emerson, Lake and Palmer, they cannot

beblamedfor copying that group (although they might be borrowing from

the Nice), and besides. Crane's keylx)ard work is different from Emer-

son's. Keith is much more classically and jazz oriented, while Crane

more oten than not uses his piano and organ in a louder, more racous

manner. His traditions are those of rock. Keyboards are overtracked

several times on the LP so judging Crane's prowess is difficult (studio

recording techniques have an uncanny ability to disguise lact of talent).

^

1

Support Self Expression

• Buy

Westwind

John Cann's lack of viriuousity is mighty clear however, since 'fis

guitar runs are the usual 1969 hack electric shrieks, not altogether im-_

possible to Tisten to but hardly stellar stuff. His lead vocals are usually

distant, usually loud and occassionally off-target. Drummer Hammond
provides fairly competant backings and achieves a few moments of

originality and inspiration (as do all the Roosters), but he does little to

justify any incredible drum liit!

Quite a bit of the material performed reeks of Led Zeppelin, tHit

although the individual talents are nothing to rave about, they do manage
consistantly to provide a tight sound that makes the reqord minimally

good. The soft tune of the album is "Nobody Else", and on that cut Atomic
Rooster manages to put the parts together correctly, including a sensitive

vocal.
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On A&M Records and Tapes

IN CONCERT TODAY, 12:00 NOON
JANSS STEPS. The Burritos (an off-shoot

of the Byrds) will be singing songs from

their new album in this their only free

concert of the year— the Flying Burrito Bros,

album is available at Vogue Records—

special sale price $2.99. .
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Rooster. . .

(Continued from Page 21)

Two other goodies are the 7:31 title cut. which features some stomping

instrumental work broken, for dramatic effect, by some creepy lyrics

about how you'd better "count the nine lives you have." aiid;*Vug'\ a fast

instrumenUl piec^ which achieves its •'heaviness" through a roUicking

rhythm, masterful use of guitar and keytxnrd overtracks. and a clean-

sing height of volume. The album's most serious musical contender is the

final number, 'Gershatzer", which is eight minutes flat of interesting

stereophonic and electronic effects assooated with an organ solo from

Crane, and exciting drum solos from Hamwwnrt Crane for a while really

gets it on and has the organ sounding like it^ being heard through a piece

of gauze, a short wave set and a it^iiabte Juicer. **Gershatzer'* contains

a simple little heroic theme wtucii b iipaHwl every so often to let you

know you're still hstening to the same song, and the structure is ad-

mirable Ustening to 'TiiiiMiHi" and Eaaeraon s *The Three Fates"

will allow you to draw an mdmfmtt aplMB as to Crane and Emerson's

respective talents. ^

The album cover (by George IsiiBti) shows a marvelously drawn

metallic rooster (with a gauge for a head) l>lasting through black space

by means of flame-sprouting rocket jets Tht trio represented inside may
not have the energy of the unkashed atom, but they do create some

special ultra-hard rock moments. With improvements in musicianship

Atomic Rooster may become a very good blast-off l>and indeed.

— Mark Levlton

Edgar Winter
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During the summer of '70, Edgar Winter.

Keytward-player brother of guitarist Johnny Winter,

re' ased a Columbia debut album titled Entrance.

The most publicly significant thing about the in-

novative and jften esoteric jazz/rock Lp (not to be

confused with the simplistic stylings of Chicago and

fnends) was its failure to achieve any noteable

popularity.

Three factors distinguished Entrfince. First, its

songs achieved great musical complfexity without

losing their enjoyability. Second, Edgar somehow

managed to unify his work, especially on the first

side, which played as one long kaleidescopic track

fluctuating in mood and creating musical

melodrama. Third, Edgar has an interesting voice

with an incredible range of mellow lows to piercing

shrieks, and a great capacity for non-plastic soul of a

unique sort, all of which is heard on the record.

All in all, the album was a rather imposing work,

stimulating and exciting for those who enjoyed it,

confusing and alien for those who did not. Minimal

promotion and airplay hindered Entrance,

relegating Edgar to a place well below that of his

brother. Nonetheless, Mr. Winter's got a new one out,

so it looks like he didn't give up easily. Or did he?

Edgar Winter's White Trash (Columbia) is not the

product of progre&.

On White Trash, innovation and nonconformism

have been exchanged for conmiercialism and the

spirit of AM radio. The songs which Edgar wrote for

the album in conjunction with Jerry LaCroix fall far

short of reaching the first two criteria set by En-

Carly Simon
The growing numbers of solo

female singer/songwriters
gaining popularity in the rock

music industry are currently

treading on thin ice; their appeal

may be a passing fancy which will

fade as soon as listeners tire of

light piano work and soft, girly

voices.

Styles begin to sound very much
alike, mainly because of the

physical limitations of the female
voice; many singers fmd it im-

possible to get down into the lower
ranges (Bobby C^ntry is a notable

exception), while the higher notes

they are capable of reaching are

often inappropriate to a bassy
rock sound. No dame wants to

screech or sound Shirley Templish
in an age of fashionably ex-

i;>anding masculinization.

The hope for survival, then, lies

in lyrical content. In the case of an
established artist, in considering a
new release, one might ask, '*Is

she saying anything she hasn't

already said?" In the case of a
budding unknown, one should ask,

"Does she have anything to say at

all?"

.As far as Elektra recording

artist Carly Simon (EKS 74082) is

concerned, the answer is yes, she
is worth hearing. Carly looks

kinda like a piquant cross between
Mick Jagger and Alfred E.
Neuman, a combination which is,

not surprisingly, unique and
striking. Her album's lyrics deal
with sundry aspects of time, love,

''
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loneliness and freedom. What
distinguishes them, however, is

their beUevability.

Many contemporary per-
formers make the mistake of

singing what they feel audiences
want to hear, rather than singing

about what they know best Carly
Simon does not sing about poverty
or politics because they happen to

be pertinent or
*

'heavy". She sings

about her life, about the city,

about the family, about terraces
and cheap wine; she sings from
within about reality. She's upper-
middle class and the personal
complexity of her lyrics reflects

it, alluding at times to career,
travel, college friends and
reunions. There's a sharp sen-
sitivity to fears and unanswered

MAKB SUMMERTIME LIVING EASY

trance, and Edgar actually sings lead on only fon.

songs. White Trash employs every currently
trend

rock element, from the Leon Russell-funky
singalon^

"Save the Planet" (with ladies too! ) to the good r
rock and roll memory lane quality of "Keep Piayj .

that Rock and Roll" to the horns and congas of "iTf"
Get it On" to the straight blooze of Ray Alfred^
classic "I've Got News For You." Though "Good
Morning Music," "Keep Playin' . .

." and "GivH
Everything You Got" are both pleasant enough songs
and decently performed tracks, the album

is

basically identifiable by the same mediocritv-
plaguing most rock albums these days. -^-^

Edgar seems to excuse White Trash in "Keen
Playin' .

." when he says, "There's a certain kind
of music/ got to make^ou jump and shout/ well you
can call it commercial/ if you want to see it that way/
but way back in my mind/ I can hear the pople say/
keep playin' that rock and roll/ keep doin' what you
been told/ save your money for when you get old

. .
." He writes Entrance off as a mistake which

failed to communicate with a broad enough
audience; "I had my chance to make it/ playing
anything I wanted to play/ but way back in my mind/

I could hear the people say/ Keep playin' ..."
As for Jerry LaOoix, who's really the star of the

album, he's okay, but just a little too reminiscent of

the (Ilocker/Clayton-Thomas tradition of singers.

Edgar Winter has finally written songs you can
sing in the shower. It's too bad he didn't receive the

raves he deserved for the work which most aptly

reflected his creativity. Nonetheless, take heart

Edgar (and fans too). With your proven versatility,

you're bound to make it one way or the other.

—J. Hendler

questions, problems and un-

fulfilled desires.

Perhaps the most powerful and

moving song of the album is

"That's the Way I've Always

Heard H Should Be," a critical

look at the tradition of marriage:

"My friends from college they're

all married now/ They have their

houses and their lawns./ They

have their silent noons,/ Tearful

nights, angry dawns. . .

"

She reflects the reality of her

dilemma following graduation

from college. Marriage is not the

answer, ^ for independence is a

virtue through which loneliness

and frustration often prevail

"Dan My Fling," written for her

by two close friends, reflects that

loneliness: "I lie alone in our old

bed? I close my eyes, I smell your

hair;/ It's like I haven't slept in

years."

Her style cannot be easily

categorized. Songs such as "One

More Time" sound like country-

rock, "Just a Sinner" is bluesy,

and "Rolhng Down the Hills ' is

honky-tonk rag time. Ac-

companiment varies from pedal

steel to strings to harpsicord,

giving technical nit-pickers

justification to claim over-

production on a few cuts. The

sound balance is generally more

than adequate, though, as piano,

guitar and drums prevail and

complement the voice quite well.

It's an honest, personal album,

aimed at middle class listeners. If

you enjoyed "Five Easy Pieces"

and could relate to Jack

Nicholson's dilemma therein,

you'll prot>ably find Carly Simon

interesting.

—Bill Pique
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VIVITAR 770 AM-FM
CASSETTE RECORDER

• AAA-FM radio

• Cassette recorder

(record live or from radio)

• Plug-in or battery operation
• One year parts & labor warranty

You Have To See It To Believe It!

voio. $99.95 Specbl *49«*

For Photo Fun Ws^awmef
MINOLTA AUTOPAK 600X

_ . rli!

• Uses Instamatic Drop-in Film
• Fully Automatic Operation
• Just Point & Shoot
• Use nev^ "x" Cube

Value $50.00

BEL-AIR CAMERA &HIFI

Helpline

825-7646

iL.^

477-9569 8799616
Open 9-6 - Mondays 9-9

"^;
,
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ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring

Fabrics

Trims
,

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES VdU CAN AFFORU

J 006 Broxton 477-0880

diagonally acroMlrom WestwcigdV^i"oq<

Thfolra ^REE 7" Talon /ippjr/Sl sole
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Letter to Beloved
4(

President Ton Due Ttiang.

Democratic Republic of Vietnam,

Hanoi. Vietnam

Mr Xuan Ttiuy,

Democratic Republic of Vietnam Representatives,

National Liberation Front Representatives,

Pans. France.

May we respectfully submit few matters m this letter for your consideration. Our
mam concern here is the immediate material consequences of the war in Vietnam,

for the people who are directly hurt by it, the Vietnamese and the Americans, and
others

President Ho Che Minh was respected by many Americans, even among those

who did not fully agree with him. He is still remembered and respected by

countless Americans We think President Ho Che Minh, too. had a great liking for

America. Throughout History, people who have been close, have hurt each oth«r

most, unfortunately.

Since the purpose of this letter is a serious one, that of material resolution of at

least a part of our mutual problems, we beg you to consider some of our criticism

of your side, only as sincere and constructive criticism. In a way this is a self-

criticism, since we consider ourselves part of you, and vice versa.

Before each step of the escalation policy of Johnson, almost all Americans who
were sympathetic with you, would think it impossible for the Pentagon to escalate

any further, without Russian interference. The rest of this matter is history, and

you, as well as we, know that the Russian governrtient Is onfy usmg Vietnao) for its

own unfair gains. Russians negotiated with U S over Cuba, which is only 90 miles

from U S., but they are using Vietnam to bleed America to death. With the ex

penditure of relatively little military aid to Vietnam, and at the cost of multitudes

of Vietnamese and American lives, and suffering, Russians are building their own
empire. It is indeed a most clever plot.

We were told that if we don't stop the "enemy" in that part of the world, we
would have to fight them at our beaches. But the American shores were seized by

the occupation army of the oil cartel. You did not drop one single bomb on the

U.S., but today American cities are in ruin because of the Vietnam war If the

justification of the Russians is that this way American capitalism will be destroyed,

the people of U. S. and Vietnam are paying very dearly for this "noble " end. But

the truth is that Russians want to ultimately involve U. S. in an endless war with

China. U. S<. government today would welcome a face saving end of the war in

Vietnam, that would be. of course, the "threat " of getting involved with the

Russians. But Russia is not even paying any of the customary lip-service to the

cause of peace any more. Why should it? U. S. involvement in Asia, already has

given the Russians the freedom to do their dirty work in other parts of the world,

recent examples being Czechoslovakia and the Middle East.

Here, in the U. S.. you have gained the reputation of a professional "empire

bringer downer.'* You have defeated Japan, France, and now America. America is

defeated, but you have not won. This time there won't be a winner. How can it, we

ask you What noble end will justify the prostitution of Vietnamese women and

teen agers. and the young beggars in Saigon? What self righteous "victory" will

make sense, at the cost of so many Vietnamese and Americans, tortured, mur

dered. and maimed? You frequently mention "humanity," "humane," etc. What

creature but man has done to its young, what we have done to our children?

Vietnamese children sacrificed, for what cause? American women and children are

living torturous lives today, because there is not even reliable information about

the fate of their husbands, sons, and fathers as POW in Vietnam.

It is true that most American POWs and their families are still arrogant about

their role in the war; but this is more an evidence of their having been victimized

by their own government and society If anything, they deserve your kindness and

help even more. An American POW who has realized his own wrong thinks he

deserves what is coming to him, and certainly you have been kinder to him, and

and roar their filthy, noisy and shameful smog machines. Joan Baez is studying

nonviolence. lane Fonda is calling names at the establishment. Saturday Review

regularly comes out, with all the good abstract ideas and talks and nonsense.

Regularly it uses the pictures of the poor children from all over the world for

charity ads Regularly it is pushing cigarettes And regularly Mr. Norman Cousins

makes his good income for his immediate and material comfortable living.

Here is another incredible Scene from the contemporary America for you:

Muhammed Ali and his oppenent in a boxing match, each is paid off a minimum

of 12 1/2 million to entertain the crowds, by hitting each other in the face.

Everybody is gone silly happy and excfred. Lancaster and Mailer get on the boob

tube with Cavett to whip the mobs into box office frenzy. How can you miss;

everybody connect^ with the game is a big shot celebrity Life Magazine carries

Mailer's article, and big daddy mobster Sinatra contribures pictures from his high

powered camera. Who is in effect paying for this easy money but the poor and the

cheated of this country and others? The senselessness and the madness goes on.

and the players of these vulgar games of the irrelevant manifest no shame. One is

reminded of similar games in the last days of another empire not so far back.

With all this sickness at home, the POW, even their arrogant ones, suffer daily

and personally, being separated from their families, and this mental anguish is no

less painful than the napalm burning the physical flesh. We know America is wrong

in the war that is killing and maiming at this very moment, but two wrongs don't

make a right, and only make a vicious circle. Ultimately the stronger should take

the first conciliatory step to end this war.

In any case, it is the most unfair to punish the few POW and their families for

the wrongs of millions of other people. If we have to allocate blames for our

present situation and have to be very specific, we would have to point at the

direction of the American liberal intellectual, including the radicals and the

"revolutionaries." who have divided and kept divided the American opposition to

the war. Any movement and change must have effective leadership, and Americans

are no exception to this need. If the majority of Americans today are opposed to

this war. why aren't we able to stop it' It is exactly and precisely because we are

divided And if we look closely, we can see that the individuals who make this

divisive leadership, are all interested in )ust talking abstractly about remote issues,

and by no means are willing to do anything that would touch their daily material

lives right now. They want to change the world as long as their present material

position remains intact. You can see why Chairman Mao loathed the liberals so

much.

What we need urgently is a qyiet respite in our madness, just to reconwder our

past ways, and maybe we will be able to see that all of us have made senous

mistakes _ ...

Please don't think we are merely sentimental in this le^ To convince you that

we are also very practical, we suggest tt»e following: -:
:*

Let us instead of using few hundred POWs as a Leverage, try to pressure the

divisive liberal intellectual leaders in U. S. to wake up and reform themselves to

material action and true leadership For example, supposing you would help us

with this plan, and as a gesture of good will, by allowing a minimum of com

munication between American POWs and their families immediatehf After than

supposing you would reward individual Americans for their good deeds of helping

America, by freeing individual POWs Let's say. for example, if all AmeriMn

publishers and advertisers voluntarily promised to cease all tobacco and cigarette

advertising, you would reward them with the release of more POWs Since aM ttiese

publishers and advertisers are true blooded and patriotic Americans, who were

arrogantly asking for the freedom of POWs, next to the ciprette ads and also

because they deep down in their hearts, wish the well being of all the Americans,

how could they refuse' This way, you will have helped Americans to imprwettteir

own lives materially, and on a da<ly basis And no longer they would think tneycan

- '- — '^-*
it IS they. tl»e fniitity

therefore he suffers less But the belligerent and arrogant, because of hts own
Ignorance suffers more. We all are most troublesome, when we are ourselves

troubled most

Few hundred POWs should not be used as a leverage to annoy the real culprit of

the war, the U S government, with the out of proportion hardship for them and

then families This is not only wrong, it is also impractical Both reasons are really

the same Immoral ideas are tried, but they don't work. One qualification for a

good idea is that it should work. Material resolution of an a(;>stract idea is its only

test If we fight a war for a life time, we are wrong no matter what side we are on.

And since human life is short, and we have been fighting in Vietnam for a long

time, no loRg?' people here m the U S are concerned too much with which side is

right The tendency here is to think that both sides are wrong More and more, we
are beginning to think that may be you too have gotten used to the idea of fighting

this war for ever We keep hearing you say that, time is on your side, etc If this is

true, you too have become callous to the agony and anguish of war. as many in the

JJ. S. have. We are getting the impression tti^ you are more concerned in proving

that you are right, than in ending the war. While both sides were arguing over the

seating arrangement in Paris Peace Talks, people were being massacred in My Lai.

Today, unfortunately, the American people are very important in the outcome of

whatever happens in our troubled world Ultimately ttie U S government and the

Pentagon war machine must be disarn^ed by the American people, for the good of

themselves and that of the world Correct information about the Vietnam war and

the rest of the world is vitil for the people in U S to act on Unfortunately you

have not helped with this problem of informatioa,. Not only we don't know about

you as much as we should, you don't know about ttte situation in the U. S. as much
as you should. This is a mutual situation, and one has led to the ottter As evidence

of your being misunderstood over here, after so many years of struggle, we oMer the

following examples:

1. How many Americans have tried to pay nrKMiey for the return of American

PQWs? The last one of them is the idiotic Sing Crosby This idiot and his clown

partner. Hope, once were trying to buy the state of California They think nniney

can do anything. The trouble is that you haven't helped maiority of th^ Americans

understand that ransom is not what you want.

2. Who was it that initiated the My Lai massacre mvestigatipn in U S? It was

an ordinary decent young American citizen And he was not one of the liberal

intellectuals, radicals, or the "revolutionaries. " or "peace" groups people, who are

representing you in the U S. today much to your disadvantage And the young

American prosecutor in the resulting court martial case is also not related to any of

the "peace " groups.

3 We are told here that you are not taking proper care of the American POWs.

If this is not true, you have failed to somehow reach the Americans with the fKts

of the situation „...^_,

4. We are totd that torture irar method used bfboth-stdestrf thttwr Ajilh;if-

this charge is not valid, you haven't done your )ob of informing people over here of

the facts. ^w-
b. A recent expose of the brutal treatment of POWs by the Saigon puppet

government, was made by the American side, which is not any part of the liberal

intellectual and the "peace " groups in the U. S. By the way. this indic^es to the

people over here, that you don't much care about any POWs. yours or ours. Could it

be that you are also using your own POWs for propaganda purposes, by letting them

by tortured by the Saigon regime'

6 People here are led to believe that the U. S. government, and the Saigon

regime, have been willing to go along with many plans for a negotiation to end the

war. but you are not willing. They tell us you don't want free elections, etc.

We here in the U S. don't have enough exposure to your side of the war. In U. S.

TV plays an incredible role in the people's lives and decisions. Nightly, tens of

millions of people watch any one network program You should establish contact

with the American TV newsmen of these network news departments. The few times

in the past that you have invited American newsmen, your side has been

'^iifV' n oil > I riTTiii : itt: J w ir

The financial affairs of the world, manipulated by the American capitalism, is

behind the international war machinery of the West, and is headed by Pentagon

Much of these affairs are conducted in utmost secrecy The disclosure of this

international financial conspiracy will go a long way to slow down the Pentagon's

far reaching operations.

From throughout the world, individuals who have profited from this conspiracy,

directly or otherwise, hide their loot in secret accounts of the Swiss banks. If we

materialize the disclosure of these secret accounts retroactively, much of the

omnipotence of Pentagon will be paralyzed. We will have related the events of the

Vietnam war, which is financed by this conspriacy. to the daily lives of the

Americans and the people in the West We must eventually create a situation,

where there wouldn't be a hiding place for the criminals and gangsters and pirates

of this world The masses of people to cooperate with this plan, will also boycott all

Swiss goods and imports until that country, that "democratic ' and "just " country,

that haven of the international thieves, discloses all her murderous secrets

And finally, supposing you made it a condition for all the various individuals and

groups in U S , who claim to be for peace, justice, etc.. and on your side, to first

unify before trying to do anything else. These people have not met once in person

to discuss and settle their own differences, let alone attend to our urgent matters.

These liberal intellectuals, including the radicals and the revolutionaries." the old

left, and the new left, all practice ruthless and brutal economic class and cast

system in their immediate material lives. If William 0. Douglas, with his official

annual $60,000, and much undercover income, cannot help materially and

immediately the poor and the deprived in this country, how can he help the cause

of peace and justice thousands of miles away?

The Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, in Santa Barbara, whiciL

spends $2 million every year just for a handful of liberal intellectuals to sit arbund

daily and abstract around and about the immediate material problems of the

world, which has also sent its own private "peace " mission to Hanoi, is incapable

to take care of even the minimum of any immdiate material problem, for example

student housing in the near by Isia Vista, where the Center has caused the death of

one student Huw would you expect these people solve any problems They live well

at the cost of the poor and the exploited These people, by keeping the masses of

American people distracted with their abstract nonsense, and therefore keeping

them divided, are the real power behind the Pentagon war machine Compre

them with your guerrilla fighters The mam reason guerrilla warfare is successful is

that the guerrillas are united acDongst themselves, and that they are concerned

with the immediate material problems of the masses. On a daily basis, they

become part of and equal to the people, and therefore gain the trust of the people

Guerrillas don't keep talking about the good and beautiful and just life for the

masses in the future, while the guerrillas themselves live very comfortable material

lives in the present.

The people in these United States are basH^ally a decent people, and gwen an

honest leadership would rise in defence of material equality and justice, which is

of course the foundation of any lasting peace By violating the principle of matenal

equality and justice, in their immediate material lives, the liberal intellectuals m
U S are actually postponing tfje materialization of true peece in the workJ The

radicals and the "revolutionaries
' by not exposing the danger of their immediate

neighbor in a spectrum of gradual hierarchy which includes all of them, are

diverting the attention of the people from the real and hidden immediate enemy,

to the obvious but more distant Pentafon

In this way, the radicals and the revolutiooane* have beconw nmifid with and

submerged under the lethal and massive dead wei«ht of the emascoaftion. im

potence and incapacity, that the liberal intellectual is today For example. EMndfe

Cleaver is too polite a revolutionary to utter the fact that Loretta Kmfl is no dtf

ferent from Ethyl Kennedy and Edward Kennedy. 9n6 all o4 these contemporiry

individuals are living wHI right now. and at the material expense of the masses.

Real living individuah with names and addfvsses. and all the matenal life ac

tivtties. are actually doing thinjs that ha<e caused all our present problems If we

Ti »?

miemy
represented by them m their programs, very honestly and we have been moif

informed about the matters discussed Why not, for example, similar proframs on

the current issue of the POW' But please, if you like one of these newsmen, don't

teed/him your favonte dish which you make of dog meat, as you did with Charles

Collingwood. few years ago This either shqws your lack of information about such

an obvious matter of the American diet, or ft proves your fanaticiihl with your ways,

thatjfou think everybody else should follow your ways People in U S think are you

a fanatical and secretive people You probably have similar isconoeptions about the

Americans The answer is to widely open any avaiable channel of information

between us

The proof of the failure of the left and the peace groups, and the liberal in

tellectuals, including the radicals and the "revolutionaries" in the U S , is the

present material reality in the U S And the reason for the failure of these in

dividuals and groups is that they are not trusted by the masses of the American

people These people have the serious and basic internal problem of the lack of

unitKlhey are tighting'each other. Otherwise xrhy aren't they together, if they all

want the same thing While they talk of the high ideals of "freedom, justice,"

etc.. they materially practice many injustices in their daily lives These

actually the mam reason for all the division among a large number of the

that want to see the war ended soon

In Pans talks, you quote statements from Fulbright and Carmtchaei, to prove

that the Americans don't want this war True, the Americans don't want this war,

but the reason for their inability to stop this war, is exKtty the Fulbrights and the

Carmichaels These two individuals, Ktually happen to disagree very seriously on

more issues than they agree on How can the folk)wers of these divided "leaders

"

agree on anything when the whole meaning of leadership, that of uniting people, is

violated by these leaders'' Your bek)ved leader. President Ho Che Minh. himself

proved how important it was for you to unify, and your power today lies mainly in

that condition

America is a terrible place these days America is ailing with confusion of values

today In what other country you would have this In Los Angeles recently the

Yellow Cab Company, franchised by the City, had changed the gear ratio in its taxi

meters, and in one year had over charged people )1 million What happened when

the company was exposed? Exactly nothing Not one single person m the city

government, or in the company itself even lost his job You can see the degree of

brazen corruption This is highway robbery in the middle of the day. in the center

of the largest city in U S This is only a more obvious example of our corruption

here We give you another example Cigarettes kill thousands annually in U S.

Therefore any cigarette promotion and advertising contributes to this toll Can you

.imagine the irresponsibility and corruption of the intellectual' media m U S

.

which goes on with the madness of promoting poison, just for the sake of few

dollars In effect these publisheis and intellectuals art murdering their own

people, their own countrymen

It IS not so much the matter of the dishonest gams by these concerns that is

hurting us all The principle of the matter, that on one page of the magazine a

known harmful product is advertised, and on the next page, for example, an anti

war statement is made Therefore people don't believe anything anymore So. tell

those wretched souls of the POWs in your country, that they are not missing very

much these days as far as their country is concerned Except their immediate

families, nobody gives a damn about them Nobody gives a damn about anything

anymore These slick magazines, with their multi page cigarette ads. every year just

before Christmas, mention the POW issue, and the ritual lasts for few weeks and

everything is forgotten again

Can you imagine the degree of vulgar apathy and senselessness that, while the

whole world is suffering so much, while in the U S ,
just next door our con

temporary human beings suffer, while the Appalachian family starves, while the

black and the white in Mississippi go to bed hungry. Fulbriglits and Carmichaels

keep talking Cronkites and Cabetts utter statistics William Douglas continues

his diatribes in his profitable little books Paul Newman and Dick Smothers race

don't know who these individuals are. how are we going to stop them' How are we

going to do anything about our immediate material problems, if we dan't even see

at what point it begins' At what point does the victim become the culprit'

Take this situation, for example We have the exploited Mexican American farm

labor in California Cesar Chavez is their mam leader, and he is a good ntan Robert

Kennedy, Ethyl Kennedy, and Lorreta King, all come to California to visit with the

fasting and well meaning leader, and pay homage and tribute to him and his good

cause They all go back to their very comfortable material lives right after the viyt.

So far everybody is a good guy. and no "enemy" is in sight Then they Kennedys

and the Kings and the Douglases, all get together with the Carmichaels and the

McNamaras, over a cocktail at the Center in Santa Barbara, where there may even

be found a Russian general or two. and where Ashmore has just returned from his

prestigious peace mission to Hanoi Later, we find similar groups meeting with

NLF representatives in Stockholm, and still wf haven't had a glimpse of the

"enemy
"

You see, it is too easy to point at the General Westmorelands and the Kellys of

our troubled world It is too easy to torture the obvious wrongdoers of POWs. If

these are the real enemies, now that we have spotted them, it should be a simple

|0b to end this war Why haven't we' The ultimate test of who is friend and who is

foe. must be simple, immediate and material, in OUR view Who is willing to

immediat^JX^d materially share the entire and total of his mfHrial possession

and evergy with the rest of the people to immediately and materiaify live an equal

and just life, is the proof of this test Are all these pretty talkers willing to abandon

all their abstract differences and unify under one cause, that of immediate

material reality, to end current confusion and despair that has paralyzed us all'

That IS the test we must pass As tonkas everjpne is top busy promotini his

abstract "ideals " there won't be anyone left to attend to the immediate material

reality And as long as everybody is dying for his own country, no one will remain

living to save the world that includes all these countries

In short, here we humbly ask for your cooperation and help to expose our real

problem, which is our own division In ArT>erica, this divivve element is the liberal

intellectuals that also includes the radicals and the revolutionaries We must stop

the cheap trick and the delay tactics of "time is on our side. " Or 'ultimately the

good will win out " Some of the most wrong in the world, a big one of them Hitler,

frequently have made that claim "Time' has proved many more fallacies than the

few truths it has verified So. the truth and the good must be NOW or never

Our claim that we are fighting for the future good of our children is merely a

cliche boax The immediate material reality of the life of a teenage prostitute, in

Saigon right at this very moment, and the immdiate. material condition of the

American POW m maddening mental anguish of doubts and uncertainties, at this

very minute, is the test we must pass The little boy with napalm stuck to his facial

flesh, and the little boy with the agony of life in Harlem. New York, right NOW is

the test Comfortable living quarters of the Pans Peace Talks" participants from

both sides, the present and material advantages of Innng in the most beautiful part

of California, and "studying nonvfoience. of Joan Baez, are the relevant potnts

The good lile of Norman Couves with his cigarette ads and hts use of poor children

for his slick liberal micazine. and the near by Hartem life of a black child are the

present realities

In short, let us all stop this abstract game of man. of sacnficing the prtMNt

material, for the sake of abstract distance In short, we arc befging you here for

your help to sec our real enemy, which is hidden amongst ourselves, before we can

go any further

Very respectf ulhr yours.

^ for a group of people.

Behzad Kavan

^rom Hie MAOilNEtY Box 321 Mahbu. Calif 90265. S3 00

162 paces 64.000 words Every word counts in the strong advocacy o* a new

machinery for immediate and material change
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What's Brew'n

FREE CONCERT — im: guttural AHatrs Coih-

mission presents AAM Recording artists ttie Flying

Borrito Brott»ers today in tt*e final free noon Cff tt»e

year. .... ttos will being playing at noon at

Janss Steps.

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY
4p.m
5pm
Sp.m
tp.iti

8pm
7p.m
7p.m

'J

t^

f
Si

In

rUto—^>.

Ananda Marga Yoga
Ktaidaliiii Yoga

SOthCentiar
Pcmcr of Breath

ShaktiYoga
Pantomime and Guerilla Theatre
Analyiiaof Rock Musk Industry

Soaal Welfare ITS

Gourtyard Women 's Gym
ArchUOB
ArdilMaC
Arch IMS

633 Brooks, Venioe
Social Welfare 121

Special Activities

Newell Jenkins, musicologist

and musical director of ttie

Clarion Music Society, will con-

duct a concert of sacred works by

Monteverdi at noon today in

Sctwenberg Auditorium.

"Land in Anguish" will screen

at 8 p.m. today in Humanities 1200

and 1 p.m. tomorrow in Bunche

Hall 12098.

Lawson Fusao Inada, will give a

poetry reading at noon today in

Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.

Inada is a Japanese American

poet, who has been published in

several magazines, and has

written the book, "Before the

War."
Sophomore Sweethearts wf tf

hold rush from 14 p.m. today In

Kerckhoff Hall 400.

Activities at ttie International

Students Center, 1023 Hilgard,

today include English Con-

versation at 11 a.m. (a similar

program takes' place at 11 a.m.

and 2 p.m. in Campt>ell Hall

1118.); Spanish Conversation will

meet at 8 p.m.; Chinese Con-

versation will meet at 7 p.m., and
"Estranged in a Strange Land"
will meet at 7 p.m.

Speeches and Semipars
Newell Jenkins, conductor,

musicologist and music director
of the Clarion Music Society, will

speak 't)n "Gaetano Brunetti: The
Last Italian Symptwnist" a\ 3
p.m. today in Schoenberg
Auditorium.

SAVE UP TO 48^.o-"ST.
classical — jazz — folk — pop — all regular stock
2.98 classical records (list) - 1.49

$1 OFF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES ON THESE:
list pric* %o\% pri€«

4.98 .....2.66

5.98 3.36

6.98 ,i 4.26

$2 OFF OURjggULAR LOW PRICES ON THESEi-
9^95 5.32

11.98 6.72

8 TRACKS AND CASSETTES
6.95
7.95

•••••••••••••••••••••••• >•••••••••••••••••••• 4.98

as
uc

record store

J

racordt, a leva), ocliarman union, 825-771

1
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Richard E. Dickerson.
professor of , chemistry and
chemical engineering, Caliiomia
Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, will hold a seminar on
"Cytochrome C: T!>e Oxidized and
Reduced States of ttw Molecule"
at 4 p.m. today in Young Hail 2224.

Harden M. McConnell^
professor of ctiemlstry, Stanford
University, will hold a colloquium
on "Spin Label Studies of

Biological Systems" at 4 p.m.
today in Knudsen 1220.

Paul W. Clenr>ent, director of

clinical training. Fuller
Theological Seminary, will speak
on "I Am My Brottier's Keeper:
Children as Ttterapists for Each
Ottter" at 7 p.m. today In Young
Hall 2250. Tickets are $4.75 and $2

(students).

Dr. Morris Bernstein, dentist,

and Carl^Faber, psychologist, will

speak on "Healing in Dentistry"

at 8 p.m. today In Dickson 2160.

Tickets are $4.50 and $2

(students).

Superior Court Judge Jerry

Pacht, will speak on "Polarization

of Police Powers" at noon today In

Law School 1345.

Hank Pott, of Bruin Christian

Fellowship, will give a seminar on

"In the End, God and. . .
" at noon

today In Ackerman Union 3517.

Darrell Drickey, professor of

physics t>ere, will hold a senninar

on "l>hysics and Physicists at

Serpukhov" at 2:15 p.m. today in

Knu!;isen Hall 1240. ^
Meetings
Cercle Francais will meet at

noon today in Haines Hall 111. All

French-speaking students may
attend.

Women's Liberation Front will

meet at 7:30 p.m. today in Ker

ckhoff Hall 400.

(Continued on Page 26)

Peter Orleans to speak-

today in library series

Peter Orleans, a member of

the sociology department, will

be the guest o( the College

Library Conversations Series at

3 p.m. today in the West

Rotunda of the College Library.

Orleans is a specialist in

urban sociology. Students who

would like to join him in an

informal discussion over coffee

and cookies may sign up at the

College Library Reference
Desk.

Want to talk?

call Helpline

^25-7646

mmmi' •ut€ramf*mm
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SEALS AND CROFTS — Seals and Crofts will perform in concert with
Kris Kristofferson at 8:30 p.m. today in Royce Hall. Tickets are still

available for $2 each at the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office, KM 140. Seals
and Crofts will also speak on the Baha'i faith at 10:30 p.m. today after th«-

concert at 644 Hilgard.

Civil law expert Lou Asche

set to speak at ISC today
By Ivan Gerson
DBSUfff Writer

Civil law expert Lou Ashe, a

specialist in consumer protection,

professional negligence and
medical legal jurisprudence, w^l
lead a discussion-seminar at 8

p.m. today at the International

Student Center at 1023 Hilgard.

"Most trial lawyers are per-

formers," Ashe said. "A lawyer

speaks with his mind, but talks

with his heart. One Httle mistake

can turn jurors away.'*

As an example, Ashe explained,

"If a lawyer cross-examines a

woman, ydu cannot harass or

embafass her, even if you're

making a good point. It offends the

jurors.

"I saw a lawyer cross-examine
a child imtil the kid was in tears.

He alienated the jury," Ashe
noted. "When a lawyer discovers

he's made this kind of a mistake,

he dies a little inside."

Ashe has been involved with

several important cases. "In the

I950's we went to court against the

Cutter Corporation which made
poliomyelitis vaccine which was
given to school children. It gave

the disease to the kids instead of

preventing it," Ashe said.

"The question that rose was
whether a child could sue a

company that he had no contract
with. Who was legally respon-

sible?"

1
LOU ASCHE

Ashe represented surviving
families of the 1959 TWA-United
plane crash over the Grand
Canyon. "All the passengers were
killed and the damages ran into

the millions," Ashe noted. ~
Asked about changes in the

courts, Ashe said, "Juries have to

be reduced to eight or six people."

"But, what really holds up the

courts are the criminal litigations.

We need more judges, especially

in Los Angeles.

"Naturally court costs have

gone up, just as the cost of living

has gone up. But even speeding up

the judicial process might not be

desirable, if it denies people their

right to a fair trial"

^ulturai^ind

Recreational Affairs

Presents

Hedy West
folksinger

Sunday, May 30 at 2:30pm

Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center

Thursday. May 21. 1»71 UCLA DAILY BRUIN IS

SANTA MONICA
i^Or SA.^.7A MONICA MAU
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OMI Only 9:31 1:3( - Mti Ii4 Fri 1311 > - in 16 J

LOS ANGELES
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1- PleaseHelp
Community Services Resources Center

._x

For more Infornriatron on any of these positions

or call 825-7368 after 2 p.m. Monday through Frj^

Community Needs
— Volunteer your tinr>e to design tt>e lay outs

for printing of different community newsletters.

Don't know how to do it— ttiey'll teach you.

see Cathy Hanan after 2 p.m. In Kerckhoff Matt 309

Requirements

Interest In learning how to use an IBM
selectric composer Machine is located In Papa

Bach Bookstore in W.L.A.

^'§ Help a 20 year old guy from EJ Salvador

learn to speak English.

• Be a big brottier to a 16^year old Burbank

boy Tt>e boy is interested in sports and

desparately needs male companiortship.

• Anyone who v^ants to teach anythlr>g —
vocational or academlcj— is welcomecl at ttie

new Free School.

V*

• A 14 year-old Palms girl needs a tutor and

companion.

• If you are experienced in group or telephone

counseling, especially for people with drug

problems. Ex Helps Youth Drop- In House needs

you.

Ability to speak and understand Spanish.

Transportation to Burk)ank,

Transportation and teaching ability.

Tutoring ability In general sub|ects.

Transportation to Santa Monica.

Paid position.

b AAale or female art major Is neededlb glve"^

art lessons and be a companion for a girl. Some
background in psyctK>logy is also deslreable.

These are only a few of the volunteer opportunities open to students and others. Why not volunteer

after finals are over and get Involved for the summer? i

SAYLES BROS. THEATRES "Family Theotres at Borgain Prices

AIRPORT
and

ftob^rt KadlortJ ifi

Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here

^ HOILYWOOO

FRt & SAT MIDNITE CAU THEATER FOR TITLESi
"" classics" ^ ^j^^^^^^^}I}}iilS^l^ji!i'^^^^^^^.

•*

STARS
)fS54« H»llyw»«d Bl.li
^(nr.Witii.)4«7-287lC^ Oyeii Daily %'

rji 11^45 A.M. £^ O^n All NHc 1
jA Til S A.M. k

k

NEW THEATRE FOR NOW
at the

MARK TAPER FORUM

ii;'li,<»;4»;«i'ii»i«'i<iiiiii]iiiM«iiii'

WHO WANTS TOBE
THE LONE RANGER

with

Bob Balaban, Bill Caloyoy, Helen Poge Comp, Dana Elcor,

Diana Ewing, Joyce Van Patten, Pippa Scott, Judy West

FRIDAY-SATURDAY - MAY 28, 29 - 8 PM

$1.75 tickets on sale Kerckhoff Hall 140

By arrangement of the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts

5 1"

IL

WINNER OF 3 OBIE AWARDS!

"IHF TRHI JI^THF

t#^
.^.^'-

Daniel Bemgan, S.J.

Philip Berrigan, S,S,J,

By Daniel Berrigan
Directed by

Gordon Davidson

with

William Schollert as the Judge

Ed Flanders as Daniel Berrigan

PREVIEWS: JUNE 11, 12, 13

8PM - MARK TAPER FORUM

$2 TICKETS on Sale Monday
Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

By orrongement of the Student Committee tor the Arts

(
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'Apple Tree ' tp open here today I DAI LY
By Ivan Gerson

DB SUff Writer

(E4iler's Mie: The review ef **1W Ap^le

Ttee" tkat a»»earc4 tai Uw May 13 Imim of the

Daily Bn*i referred U aaelfcer preAacUoa.

ap^ariag eff-caoiM*. •( t^i* caMpat
|M UflliftMMt f

\
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"The Apple Tree," a musical

comedy written as a trilogy by

Jerry Bock and Sheldon Hamick
who collaborated on "Fiddler on

the Roof/' will open at 8:30 p.m.

today in Macgowan Hall Little

Theater, according to director

John Cauble.

The play will continue at 8:30

p.m. through Saturday. It will

play at 7:30 p.m. Sunday and next

week the play will finish its run

with performances at 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday through Saturday.

General admission is $2.50 and
student tickets are $1 and can be

purchased at the Kerckhoff Hall

Ticket Office, KH 140, or by
phoning reservations at 52581.

The first part of the show is

based oiji^Mark Twain^s version of

Jhe "Diary of Adam and Eve."
Jim Martin plays Adam, Gayle
Land plays Eve and Dean
E>oerflinger plays the snake.

Multiplying

"Adam is just an average guy
who has trouble multiplying,"

Cauble said. "Eve's just an
average girl."

When asked if costuming the
first man created any problems
Cauble said, "No. Twain pictured
them as plain folk. So we dress
them as plain ordinary folk The
costume problem is a twentieth
century dilenuna."

The second part is based on an
Indian fable, "The Lady and the

Tiger," dramatized by Frank
Stockton. Dean Doerflinger plays
Sanjar, Judy Kaye plays the lady
(Barbara) and Jim Dean plays
the l>alladeer and tiger keeper.

"This is a classic and satyrical

look at forbidden love," Cauble
explained. "The play as done to

spoof the Jeannette MDonald and
Nelson Eddy style. Naturally we
throw in a few exotic harem girls

here and there to entic** the hero,

Captain Sanjar of the Mounted
Camels."

Passionella

The third production portion is

"Passionella," a new look at

Grimm's "Cinderella." Jules

Feiffer wrote the story and
satirizes any subject he can

squeeze into the script. It is a rags

to riches story about a hard-

working chinmey sweep turned

into a Marilyn Monroe. Her

Prince Charming is a rock'n'roll

star.

Passionella is played by

Marilyn ladebski, Flip is played

by Jim Dean and the narrator is

Frank Mapson.
Music for the show is provided

by a 7-piece combo directed by

Mel Dangcil and Kenneth Meyer.

"The music has been reor-

chestrated to make the music

lighter and more delicated,"

Meyer said.

"We'vealso put the orchestra in

the back of the stage. It gives the

actors and audience a more in-

timate relationship. It also cuts

out that 'stop we're going to sing

to you' feeling," he added.

When asked what the core of the

"Apple Tree" is, Cauble said,
'

The Apple Tree' throws seeds

containing ideas about boy-girl

relationships throughout the ages.

Together, the audience and

performers help those seeds.

develop."

Endof Brew'n . .

,

(Continued from Page 24)

URA Clubs
The Flying Club will meet from 4-6 p.m. today In Ackerman Union 2408.

The Skin 'N Scuba Club will meet at 7 p.m. today In the Women's

Lounge. Nick Icorn will speak on the history of diving equipment. There

will also be a movie.
...The Figure Skating Club will meet at 8 p.m. today at the Santa AAonica

Ice Palace.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet from 7-10 p.m. today In the Women's

Gym 200. ^

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on Field 7.

The Hunting Club will meet at noon today In the A^n's Gym 122

4^ Hapkido Club will meet from 3:30-5 p.m. today In AAemorlal Ac

tlvltles Center B 146.

The Women's Karate Club will meet frOm 5-6 p.m. today In the

Women's Gym 200.

Tt>e Mountaineers will meet at noon today on the northwest corner of

Moore Hall lawn.

liPaid Advertiserrient)

nuiPORTANT
DRA NOTICE

All Students who have not requested a student defer
ment (ll-S) and who wish to obtain one to allow com-
pletion of their undergraduate education are advised
to request one before the end of this quarter.

Proposed changes in Selective Service legislation I
would prevent the granting of ll-S deferments to tho
not holding them prior to June 3^. . .71.

'^

To obtain forms or clarify an/ questions regarding
your Selective Service status, please come to the
C>ff,rp of Special Services. A-255 Murphy Hall.
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NCAA trackchampionships

at Univ. of Washington again
By Clark Cobard
DB Sports Writer

During June 17-19, Seattle and the University of

Washington will host the 50th annual NCAA outdoor

track and field championships and the West Coast

site seems only natural when one looks at the history

of the event.

Only 12 times has a school east of Kansas claimed

the NCAA team title and if California hadn't been
disqualified last year (allowing Kansas, Brigham
Young, and Oregon to tie), one would have had to go

Women's Track Meet tomorrow
The annual UCLA women's track invitational

begins at l p.m. tomorrow at the Track Stadium.

Twelve schools are expected to compete^ including

Cal Poly Pomona. Chi Cheng Reel, the worM's
fastest female, will compete for Cal Poly.

back to Kansas' championship in 1960 to find a

winner east of Eugene, Oregon. Pacific-Eight

schools have won 35 times with USC dominating the

total with 25 titles. Following the Trojans, Illinois has

won five titles (the last was in 1947), Oregon four,

Stanford and Kansas three, UCLA two, and 10 other

schools one.

This year, according to UCLA coach Jim Bush,

only Villanova and possibly Tennessee could win

from the east while Kansas, BYU, Texas at El Paso,

and New Mexico are the other teams rated chances

to beat the Pac-8's three best — Oregon, Southern

California, and UCLA.
However, with the growing number of great

athletes being spread out more today than in the

past, Bush feels thatj "the best team doesn't always

win the nationals." With more schools entering in-

dividuals, it's getting tougher for a deep team like

the Bruins to win and easier for a team with just a

few outstanding athletes.

Since USC won the 1967 title with 86 points, the

winning scores have been dropping yearly. USC
repeated in 1968 with 58 points; San Jose State,

almost exclusively composed of sprinters, totaled 48

in 1969; and Cal,.before its disqualification, picked up
just 40 points last year.

The increase in overall competition becomes ob-

vious when studying UCLA's recent track record.

Under Bush the Bruins won the national cham-
pionship in 1966 after also winning the conference

meet. Yet, even though the Pac-8 remains the

toughest track conference, UCLA has finished fifth

and seventh nationally after winning Pac-8 crowns in

1%9 and 1970.

Despite his team's finish the last two years, Bush is

not pessimistic about this NCAA tournament after

winning the Pac-8 title for the third year in a row. "I^

our attitude is the same positive one of last week," he

emphasizes, "Our chances are very, very good. We'll

still have to improve, but nolxxiy gave us a prayer

Saturday. It (the Pac-8 win) had to be one of the

greatest comebacks of all time."

There is no limit for schools on entries for the

NCAA's, but Bush doesn't intend to take any more
than the 15 top performers in the conference meet. At

this writing he couldn't name which athletes will

repriesent \3CIA in Seattle because athletic director

J.D. Morgan still hadn't determined the number of

entrants he felt UCLA could afford to send.

The fact that three more events are added to the

national meet doesn't help UCLA at all. The Bruins

have no one to enter in the hammer throw,

decathalon, or six mile — the extra events. However,

UCLA does have all of its scorers (except for fourth

place pole vaulter Jeff Sakala) from last year's meet
back this year and the meet is on the somewhat
familiar Washington facilities.

Last ye^r the mile relay team took first, Wayne
CoUett finished second in the 440 IM hurdles, John

Smith was fourth in the 440, and Mark Ostoich placed

fifth in the shot-put. Triple jumper Denny Rogers

was fourth two years ago.

(Continued on Page 28)
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Notes and Quotes
student tTckets for y>e first three UCLA football games (Pitt-

sburgh, Texas, and Oregon State) will be distributed In the fall

registration packets . . . Also Included In tt>e reg packs will be a

form In which parents of UCLA students can obtain season or In-

dividual tickets at a discount . , , The Bruins open the 1971 season

Sept. 11 In the Coliseum . . . it was reported In yesterday's L.A.

Times tt>at UCLA tennis star Haroon Rahim, a |unior, Is con-

sidering turning professional after the completion of this season,

just as use's Eric Van Dillen did last summer after only one year

at Troy . . . Or>e year makes a difference ... At this time last

year, the Pac 8 office reports, UCLA had 67 Pac-8 letters -of-Intent

signed for football. This year, the total Is half that, only 34 . . .

Which possibly will mean a weak Brubat>e squad next Fall . . .

Santa Clara and USC meet this weekend for the District 8

baseball championship, with the winner in the best of three series

advancing to the College World Series In Omaha, Neb . . . Tt^
series was originally scheduled for ^ovard Field on tf>e USC
campus, but Santa Clara athletic director Pat Maltoy filed a protest

with Gene Duffy, NCAA special events chairman . . . Malley
contends the NCAA guidelines call for alternative playing sites

year to year (USC was the host last year) . . . He also feels the site

should b»e determined according to ttie best financial set up for both

schools . . . Bovard Field seats 1,(X)0, SCU's Shaw Stadium holds

11,000 ...
Big 10 presidents are meeting this week to discuss the possible

deemphasis of intercollegiate athletics, .... wonder If It will

happen here soon? . . . Tuesday, Big 10 faculty reps and athletic

directors approved a proposal to extend financial aid to athletes

who have used up their eligibility but who need an extra year to

graduate . . . Thus, If a player needs five years to complete school,

he'll get the money he needs ... In the past, once your eligibility

for the year ran out, so did your funds . . . The Big lO's action may
force other conferences to adopt similar measures . . . see page 29

for details of the Pac-8 Council meeting In Seattle.

The California state high school track meet will be held June 4

and 5 at the Track Stadium . . . Charge for UCLA students^lll be

The Modesto Relays take place this weekend . . . Some members
of the UCLA track team will compete there while others will be In

the SPAAU track meet at UC Irvine ... the SPAAU had requested

the use of the UCLA track stadium for Its meet, but the MAC Board
of Governors here nixed the deal .... Yet the Women's National

AAU championships were held In the track stadium last summer
and the state high school meet Is next week . .-r—. Strange, Isn't It

. . Stranger still Is the UC Board of Regents allowing the use of

the Cal Memorial Football Stadium by the Oakland Raiders for a

game next September . . , . UC Berkeley will clear a nifty $30,000

out of the deal .... At that Big 10 meeting mentioned above, the

presidents also t>acked that conference's policy of not permitting

professional teams to use Big 10 facilities, notably the Chicago

Bears and Northwestern . . . Apparently, the Pac 8 has no similar

rule ....
Wayne Collett recently won a $1,000 Fellowship Award granted

by the Southern California Sports Broadcasters . . . The awards
are financed solely by the SCBA annual celebrity golf tournament

... A second $1,000 award went to USC'S Chris Schrobilgen . . .
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( Pdici^dvertisement)

WEEKEND

_An ALL NEWProgram of

UCLA STUDENT FILMS
produced by the Students of the Motion Picture-Television Division, Department of Theater Arts

THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30 PM ROYCE HALL

Also Next Weekend, Friday-Saturday-Sunday, June 4-5-6

(Same program presented on each date) .

" r .prnl Admission $2.00 - STUDENT TICKETS (Supply Umited), $1.25

tudent tickets now on sale, kerckhoff hall 200 and concert ticket office
- "f^-t *% L-a
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'^B Bruins, Trojans dominate tennis history I underway, newmembers needed

;^*-

By John Reich

DB Sports Writer

Which UCLA team do you think has won the most NCAA
national championships? If you said the Bruin tennis team,

then you are at)solutely correct.

Believe it or not, the tennis team has captured nine

national championships, and it will be shooting for number

ten next month, when it will travel to Notre Dame for the

1971 NCAA tournament.

The impressiveness of nine NCAA championships in-

creases when one considers that the Bruins did not win their

first national title until 1950, when they wcrctroached by Bill

Ackerman (1922-50).

That means that UCLA has won nine of the last 21

championships played and finished second six other times.

Combine that with the record of USC, which has won the

national title eleven times (ten of them since 1950) ,
and also

finished second six times, and the two southland schools

have been national title-holders nineteen times in the last

twenty-one years, and finished second on twelve occasions.

Needless to add, the Trojans and Bruins are numbers one

and two on the list of team champions, and appear to be

perennial contenders for the NCAA title. ^

This year is no exception; the two schools are once again

among the top ranked in the nation. The Bruins who have

won just about everything in sight, are considered the

definite favorites this season, though.

UCLA was rated the top dual meet team in the country

before the season began, and the Bruins maintained that

rating by soundly whipping every opponent they faced in

1971 ^..

Second-ranked Trinity was routed 8-1, fourth-ranked

Stanford was beaten twice, 8-1 and 9-0, and fifth-ranked

USC was conquered three Umes, 5-4, 6-3 and 7-2. Only third-

ranked Rice escaped the Bruin machine, simply because

the two schools did not meet this year.

Judging solely on the results of these dual meets, it ap-

pears that the other schools in the nation are simply

wasting their time and money by even showing up at Notre

Dame next month.

However, the entire make-up of the NCAA tournament is

designed to prevent runaway team victories, and the Bruins
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National Championship

Schedule

Baseball

Creighton University, Omaha, June 11-17

Crew
~""

v.-

«•/

:y

' Syracuse, New York, June 17-19

Golf

University of Arizona, Tucson, June 21-26

Tennis

Notre Dame, June 14-19

Track

University of Washington, June 17-19
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Manny's Barbers

When you soy, ""take just a little bit off," we take

just a little bit off.

1091 1 Kinross Ave.

our Arrow shirts

ore really

two-for-the-money shirts

7.00 to 11.00

They look good being casual— and they look

great with a tie, for those moments you find

yourself in need of wearing one {or even if

you just feel like wearing a tie!) They are

great shirts— in cut, color and design. Gome
see them. Your choice: short or long sleeves.

ONG
CYCLES

FIRST AMERICAN APPEARANCE
Oscar Winning Composer of "NEVER ON SUNDAY"

MANOS HADJIDAKIS
PIANO CONCERT

FLEURY D'ANTONAKIS "S^^'m HADJIDAKIS & THEODORAKIS

PASADENA CIVIC AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY, JUNE 6th at 3:30 pm

ALL SEATS RESERVED SS.SO, $4.S0, $3.S0, $2.S0
PHONE 449-9473 AND MOST TICKET AGENCIES

lOX DISCOUNT WfTH STUDENT ID. CARD

total dominance in dual meets gets thrown out the window
in this championship.

To t)egin with, only four and not six singles players will

play. Only two and not three doubles teams will play. And
the players will not play together for a team score against

another school, but instead, will be playing in a tournament,

much the same as Wimbledon or Forest Hills.

The players will be seeded, from No. 1 all the way down
and they will be involved in an knock championship. Thus|

every time that each player wins a match, his schooi

receives a point. At the end of the tourney, when the in-

dividual singles and doubles champions have been decided,

the team with the most points wijl be the national cham-
pions.

On the individual level, the NCAA's this year will provide

the Bruins' Jeff Borowiak with a chance to accomplish a

very rare feat. Borowiak, a senior and defending NCAA
singles champion, will be shooting for his second straight

NCAA individual title. If he wins again, he will be the first

man to win the title twice since Dennis Ralston did it in 1963-

4. In fact, in the eighty-four year history of the national

-singles title, only twelve people have ever won the title

more than once, and some of their names are Francisco

(Pancho) Segura (three times) and Alex Olmedo (twice.)

Altogether, six Bruins have won the singles title, starting

with Jack Tidball in 1933. Others to win it were Herbert

Flam in 1950, Larry Nagler (1960), Allen Fox (1%1), Arthur

Ashe (1965) and Charles Pasarell (1966.)

As far as Bruin coach Gl^nn Bassett is concerned, he will

be going after his third NCAA title, and his second last year

as coach. Bassett began coaching here in 1966, replacing

athletic director J.D. Morgan as the tennis coach. During

Morgan's 15 years as the UCLA coach (1951-65), the Bruins

won seven NCAA team championships.

Track . .

.

(Continued from Pa^e 27)

With the addition of Francois

Tracanelli in the pole vault, triple

jumper-^James Butts, high jum-

pers Doug Huff and Rick Fletcher,

long jumpers Finn Bendixen and

James McAlister, and sprinter

Warren Edmonson, UCLA figures

to score more in 1971.

Still, Oregon and USC are also

improved and this year's

champion figures to score more

than the 40 points Cal racked up a

year ago. In fact. Bush flatly

rejects the possibihty of the Bears

winding up first again after a

fourth-place conference finish

"It's a shame they couldn't hold

onto it last year," he muses

'Theirs was a one-in-a-hundred

shot and probably wouldn't

happen again in a century."

Bush is especially fearful of

use's first place strength. With

their 400 relay, sprinters Willie

Deckard and Edesel Garrison,

long jumper Henry Hines, high

jumper Larry Hollins, shot putter

Doug Lane, and discus thrower

Joe Antunovich, the Trojans have

a number of potential scorers. In

the all-time number of individual

NCAA champions. USC leads

second place Ohio State 78 to 37

UCLA is tied for ninth place with

20 winners.

TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Sales

Formal Wear
11«1f Wilaliir«Blv4.

Coffee for free

attheDB

Just A Reminder

as
uc©

students' store

thirH, b level, odierman union. 625 77 1

1

mon-thurs 7:45a.m.-7:30p.m.; fri 7:45a.m.-l:0Cp.m.

closed sat may 29 through mon may 31

James Roberson, the TWA Campus Rep. can sell you your

youth card, good on all airlines, your youth standby or

youth reserved ticket (one way or round trip), or your

full fare coach or excursion ticket.

You can have, free for the asking, flight schedules and

information, a map of the airport terminals and the sur

rounding area, and an application for the TWA Getaway
Credit Card. This card is free, approval is virtually auto-

matic, and there are no interest charges if the bill is paid

within 30 days of billing. It's good for a variety of estab

lishments as well as for airline transportation. It establishes

a credit rating for you and is great as (;h9ck-cashing ID
It even, gives you automatic check-cashing privileges at

any TWA office.

James roberson 474-7072
or 483-1600 ext. 2735

Fall football practice is two and

a half months away. The first

game with Pittsburgh isn't until

Sept. 11. But the halftime card

stunts for the Texas game a week

later are almost complete^

Sound strange? Not if you're a

Rally Committee membe^.
Foott)all season for these people

began this month and won't be

through, hopefully, until Jan. 1 of

next year.

Rally Committee first vice

chairman Steve Kesilis explained

that Rally Comm will be doing

more work than ever before

during the 1971 season.

"We will be working seven

games this year (out of 10), three

day games, thr^e night games,

and a Northern trip to Stanford in

Novemt)er."

Kesilis also explained that

halftime stunts for the first four

home games will be undertaken

and completed during the sum-

mer. "We have three games
|[)efore the l)eginning of school and

then one the first week of

classes," he says, **so we have to

do a lot of oUr work early."

The Texas game is scheduled
for television and the halftime
stunts will include a salute to
UCLA athletics in addition to a
few barbs for the visiting
Longhorns, according to Kesilis.

With much work to be done this

summer, Rally Committee is

looking for new members. "We've
got about 20 fulltime people rigtit

now, and when the football season
starts, we'll get some more," says
Kesilis, "but we^jeedpeople right
at the moment." Kesilis added

that h^ hopes To find some
potential Rally Commers at the

upcoming Uni-Prep sessions.

Benefits of Rally Committee
membership include the best

seats in both the Coliseum and
Pauley Pavilion for Bruin football

and basketball, guaranteed
parties after every game, plus a

trip to San Francisco each football

season.

The Rally Committee office is

located in Kerckhoff Hall 125.

_:^_Z:ZIIZ nt>oug Kelly,

Yell-leader tryouts Tuesday
Four positions on next year's yell-leading squad will be filled at try-outs

to be held next Tuesday, June 1, at 5 p.m. in the back court-yard of the
women's gym.
Anyone interested in being one of next year's yell-leaders should sign

the sign-op sheet in Kerckhoff Hall 304. Deadline for signing up is

Tuesday, June b at 12 noon. All applicants will be given a two-minute
time period in which to perform any routine they wish. Applicants will be
fudged on enthusiasm and ability by a panel of ten persons.
Applicants are also asked to submit a written statement, no more than

one page in length, answering thequestion : "Why do you want to be a yell-

leader and what pertinent experience, if any, do you have?" This
statement is to be submitted when applicants sign up in Kerckhoff Hall

304.

PacifiC'8 votes to limit

grants-in-aid at Seattle
SEATTLE (AP) — Pac-8 conference faculty representatives voted to

limit grants-in-aid and to return to separate northern and southern

division schedules in most sports in the annual Pac-6 council meetings

here last weekend.

The council voted to limit grants-in-aid to 35 per year in footk>all and six

in basketball Bob Sprenger, the Pac-8 publicity director, said ttiat

schools could "store" only a few unawarded scholarships per year.

"They can't exceed 40 football rides for eight basketball rides in any

one year and by 1974-75, no more than 110 may be on football scholarstiips

at any one school, nor more than 21 in l>asketl)all."

"""-Separate northern and southern division scheduling will not apply rrr—

iooU>all and basketball. In dividing the conference into two divisions,

schedules will be more like those prior to 1967 wtien t)asel>all was con-

ducted on such a level. Schools within a division would meet each other in

weekend action.

^

' »

The 1972 wrestling championships will be hosted by Washington, track

finals will be at Stanford, and the baseball playoffs between the northern

and southern division champions will t>e played next May 19-20 under a

schedule adopted by the directors.

Basketball coaches asked that the Pacific-8 runnerup be eligible tor

participate in the National Invitational Tournament. The conference

agreed to study the question.

In other action, the council selected John Harbaugh of Stanford as the

new council president; the athletic directors completed football

scheduling through 1984; and an extra year of eligibility was granted to

UCLA water polo player Paul Becskehazy.
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the

ijpiversitY of California's policy on non-

discrimination and ttterefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone wfK>, in affording

housing to students or offering iobs,

discriminates on tite basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA & Daily

Bruin ha» investigated any of the serviC4

offered here.

ADVERTISING OFFICES

KerckhoH Hall 112

Phone: 125-2221

Classified advertising rates
IS words - SI.50 day, 5 consecutive

insortions • S5.00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:30 a.m.

No tofephone orders

^Personal 1 ^Help Wanted ..._: 3 ^Help Wanfed,.... 3 y^ Help Wonfed........ 3

WHAT is Sherlock's? (1M27)

WHERE is Sherlock's? (1M27)

COLLEGE Student June Sept.

work Scholarship available. S9S
484 9200.

full time
per week.^
. {3M2I)

BETTER than Dodger scoreboard is our

congratulations to Marty and Oidi on their

June wedding. M/L. (1M27)

HAPPIEST 22nd birthday on Monday,
Marco. I can't wait to see you. Love your
kiddo. (1M27)

7 in\er\a\nmeni 2

CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and holiday, summer
reservation. Call 213-CA 1 6849. (2QTR)

>/^nnouncemenh

WANTED Volunteers - Valley Area. Bridgtr
A Way Across, Inc., a social-recreatipn-help
center for young people, some group ex-

perience, an knowledge of drug abuse
problems helpful. Attitude more important
thin age. Interested in rewarding ex-

perience, contact BRIDGE, 4210 W.
Magnolia, Burbank. 843 7444. (AM2I)

GIRLS wanted-to enter "Miss Beverly Hills"
Contest for Miss World. Call "Sports Page",
4S7-0M4. (AM2t)

TALL GIRLS 5'9" to 7'0". VOLLEYBALL
FUN. Learn competition. Coed. Now,
summer. CALL 394-721S TODAY. (AM 21)

SHERWOOD OAKS
EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE

Guitar making, telescope making, I Ching,
dome building, alternatives in Education ;

car repair for females, creative writing with
Deena Metiger and others. Classes meet
nights and weekends. Call 781 9360 for
booklet or write 672S Valjean Ave., Van
Nuys. (AM 28)

S2 for half hour psychology group ex
periment. Sign up outside 4528 Franz Tower.

( M28)

JCATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special grouo rates. Hermosa Hotel.

Telephone AVIIon, 747. Box 44*, Avalon,

•0704. (2QTR)

^Personal

COUPLES CLUB
L.A.'s most unique, exciting club

for fun-iovir.g people.

Weekend parties till dawn!
Limited number Special Student

memberships with verification.

For Brochure call /write.

Box 2195 Seal Beach
CA 90740

(2n) 5944043

SINGLES MEET SINGLES. Parties and
introductions. FREE Literature. Noon • 7:30

PM. TWC, 454 2200. (2QTR)

y Help Wonfed, 3

PART TIME Teaching Required: Male,

over 21, car, 2 yrs. college Benefits while

training. Start, $4 per teaching hour. Phone

E I R, 838 5000 or 272 3722 (3M28)

BRIDGE: A Way Across, inc., social -

recreation help center for young people,
some group experience, knowledge of drug
abuse problems helpful. Attitude more
important than age Rewarding experience.
Contact Bridge, 4210 W Magnolia. Burbank.
843 7444. (3M28)

GIRLS, freshmen, sophomores, %2. For one
hour psychology experiment. Call 391-4428

eye>., come FH 2329 days. ( 3 M
28J^

,1

'
-
—

STUDENTS - $2 for *one hour or less

psychology experiment. Group Interaction

Game FH 4540. ( M 21)

EXP. FRY COOKS, male, part time, nights,

apply now: 9:30 11 a.m.-^end 3 - S p.M.
CHUNKY'S,918Broxtdh. (3M2I)

GIRL, part-time housework, child care,
permanent, live in or out. Walk campus. 474-

3953,272-7232. (3M27)

PSYCH expt. S2 for 45 mins. Males/females.
Running Wed, Thurs, Fri. Sign up today, FH
3244. (3M38)

SUMMER. Driving 2 afternoons/week.
S2.50/hr.^ood riving record required. OR 2-

7751 (3M27)

ORGAN IGO Inc, Distributors finest quality
natural foods plus food supplements, offers
full/part-time jobs. Substantial earning
potential. Alan Yahr . 828-0314 , 828-S447. ( 3 M
2^)

BABYSITTER Mother's - helper for infant.

Tues/Thurs. 11-430, days hours flexible.

274 1448 leave message. (3M2I)

MALES J1 for short simple psychology
experiment. Call 397-3749 between 7 and 9

P.M. (3M27)

MALE-Part time liquor store stock,clerk,
permanent. Start S2.30/hr Tues , Thurs. Sat
4- n p.m. or Moo,, Wed., Frt. 4-1) pm
Jerry's Liquor Stores 2933 S M Blvd , Santa
Monica 828 4428 Mon Fri., 8a,m.4p.m, No
long hair or beards. ( 3 M 28)

GIRLS or couples needed lor. i.magailne
modeling (nudity req). No experience. $10
hr mm, 4*4 1028. f3M27)

FEMALE: large bedroom/kitchen
privileges for babysitting girl 7, two hrs.
daily. Opposite campus. 473-3274. ( 3 M 28)

M'GOO'S has part time day and night
waitress positions tor neat, attractive,
outgoing young ladies 21 and over wfu> are
eager to serve our wonderful customers in a

fun atmosphere.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Apply in person, Mon, -Thurs, 3-7 p.m.

M'GOO'S
4451 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood

SERVICES Unlimited will have summer
lObstoolferWeirthtO June call 475 9521. (3M
»•> -H' '---
EXPERIENCED mother's helper for

summer 4 cftildrcn under 7, Must drive,

swim Prefer live in t200/mo 454 4241 (3 M
28)

BUSINESS opportunity full or part time
Like to walk, talk, make money? Contact
Steve Adams, 820 2970 after 4 pm, (3M38)

I

RUSSIAN LANOUAOC SPECIALIST
Work in La Jella for i-3 months with
possibility of full time employment at a later
date. Preferably Russian born or a fluent
knowledge of the language Challenging:
Must be able to work witltout supervision
Small office: good salary,

LATSEC, INC
7152 Ivanhoe Ave, P O. Box 1924

; La Jolla. Calif. 92037
(714)459-4700

DANCERS, female, over 21, no experience
necessary, top wages, call AFPA 935 4055, (3
M 28)

t'M

PART time teaching. Required: male over
21, car, 2 yrs college Benefits while
training. Starts S4 pet teaching hour. Phone
EIR,838-5000or 273 3922. (3M20)

STUDENT subjects wanted for mari«uana
smoking study Pref fresh soph All ranges

of experience need from no use to daily use.

We will be running experiment thru summer
and next fail. Contact Charlotte Appel, 825

4397 days ( 3M28 )

MALE Student wanted for delivery to dorms
Must have valid UCLA

12 hr, Chunky's,
(3M28)

Nightly/3 hrs
parking permit, own car.

473 6064

YOU
ADVERTISING, marketing research
company needs yourg women for survey

work in WLA area Car needed. 384 1078 (3 M
28)

are the 1971-72

PROFESSOR
ANDCOURSE

EVALUATION SURVEY
See your

FALL REG PACKET
Por Details,

Or call the

UCLA STUDENT

FEMALES needed for f»sych*fogy ex

periment, 2 sessions total 1 3/4 "» "^5?\
4945 No psych students (3M28)

"" STUOENTSA TEACHERS
APPLY EARLY-

T-girl

IS Headquarters tor

Summer Employment

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES

SWITCHBOAROOPRS
Other Office Skills Experienced

- T girl

LOS ANGELES
3345 Wilshire near Catalma 304 1700

wf«;t
12131 Wi

EDUCATIONAL
POLICIES COMMISSION

825-?759

t 0<; ANGTLES
y 824 5441

m,-r. -nr; r T t^v^^Jf-V

2700N Mam, Sta Ana 714/547 5493

TORRANCE SO BAY AIRPORT
1UI6S Hawthorne at Imp 479 2241

SF VALLEY
15445 Ventura nr Sepulweda 984 7331

TYPIST HOSTESS Prominent developer
has full time opening working m large
residential commun.ty. Duties include a
large amount of walking while showing
apartments Rrrent graduate with some
collegr preferred Call 477 4803, UM 28)

NEED experts in iewctry, casting, book
binding, dome building neon sculpture,
welding for summer work 7819340, (3M37)

JUNE Grads in Economics ground floor

opportunity, send resume to Western
Resources, PO Bon 3484, Puilerton, Calif
92434 (3M37;

IF you can talk with people and sell them on
deas when others faii;

''*'"'

I F you can persist wfien others cease trying,
iF you have genuine sales experience door
lodoor, publications, advertising and can
devote June and July to work while others
pl«y
IF you can travel to various campuses and
help a dynamic young firm sell § new

CAPABLE and equipped student movers for

apt. Move wanted. Call 274-3497. (3M28)
t-

SUMMER lObs for college men Earn S3,000
for the summer dealing with single girls

Phone 440 2420 between 14 p m, for personal
interview (3M38)

EXCITING |0b for men, women with
camping experience and v»n or wagon.
Beach, mountain daycamp program and
twelve day Sierra trip 472 3349 ( 3 M 38)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALL TYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1416 Westwood Blvd .

474-6315
"

ECOLOGY minded' Want to earn money*
Become a Shaklee Distributor No m
vestment needed Mrs Romaf>, 984 1375 (3M
28)

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

( Part time & Full time)
Earn to
51500

Base

Commission

PARKING Attendants for special events.
51 75to start Phone John Naderi, «57 3420 (3

M 38)

SELL IN YOUR HOME TOWN
SUMMER (ANYWHERE USA)

Make i1,000/t3,000 more, selling paper,
toner (wholesale) for copying machines,
supplies for hardware stores, electricians,

plumers. Sporting goods, ski equipment,
turn , etc Phone Gardena Office for appt.

Will furnish materials and tram before
returning home for summer Year round full

time lobsavailabie Act at once

JOHN ASHLEY,
(213) 770 0037

BIG Opportunity Profits -plus bonus No
investment Full/part time Own hours 391-

7001,479 0481,819 1404 (3M38)
""^"^

^mr'lTrTday*^^^"^
FOR challenging 'part time position with
young publishing firm Wide responsibilities
including writing, typing, office work,
editing, public relations, advertising, etc.
Graduate in lournalism, languages, or
liberal arts background best, A perfect
position to apply all your education, en
thusiasm, initiative Send resume with letter
indicating creativity Publisher, Box 90430
Los Angeles 90009

DANCERS, female, over 2l, no experience
necessary, top wages 5410 Wilshire, Suite
221 Mon ATues 12 4 (IM 38>

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

545 per month while helping others
Come in to lOOi Gayley, Suite 210

or

Call 478 0OS1 9 00 AM 7 00 PM daily

^Miscellaneous 5

FREE to good home 3 neutered cats. Very
affectionate, I yr old 818 7087 eves (SM20)

1 i-

Iff

CALL

program,
YOURS IS the |ob and everything that's in it,

and which is more you'll be paid expenses
pius commission and
If your're interested, call 444 2878

RICH WESSMAN

627-3151

»cm-\
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UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
^Miscellaneous—^~._- 5 y^^ ^^^ jq •^Services Offered. " J'^_

13

LOVABLE kitttns MM* Hornet. MackMM
eyed p«n Siamese, Imhisc broke« 7 w*i$. eW
Eves.. 477-MM. am 17)

FREE kittefls: 7 wks. »ld. For loving people

474-43U. ($MM)

NEED 9»r»g9 w/door for VW for tummf.
Nancy floyceJUor iv mjg X $J»5$. (SM

CHILD Care: TLC 3 Studio City. Top pay.
Live in/out. Our/yoor car. 4S«-7«1S. . M 21)

FREE Shepherd mix pupptes (part collie).
Healthy and affect»enate Ready to leave
mother soon. 273 1 72t. (SM2t)

y rOF KOnf .•^••^•.••.

ATTRACTIVE Howsmg Available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills arta
Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw
Neighbors tor house/apt. mfo 2f*22et,

wknds, 2t2 517$ {7 0TR)

ygides Offered.••••••••••••••• 8
TO (leaving June U) and/or From (retor
ning end June) Midwest or intermediatt
pointy. 124 I2ti. _j {IJM2t)

NEED, or can provide, nde to Mamnwth,
Memorial weekend. Skis. Share. 125-5497 or
eves, 475 4427. (IM27)

DRIVING LA to Calgary, Alberta, leaving
mid June; and/or return Calgary/Van
couver to LA mrd-Aug. Share expenses. 29t-
*»M. (•M2a)

^ Rides Wanted....••••••••••a

NEED ride to NY Early June. Share ex-

penses Call Larry, 795^40). <tMr J.

SUMMER-Domingvei Carson Compton area

» o'clock class will drive your house contact

bolorehand 321 5233. (»M2I)

COUPLE needs ride East (or ^l^ida)-end
or quarter, on. Share eiip^ses. Mary Jo, I2S-

4734, Ben, 125 40«0 (9M2I)

>/ For Sale. W
MARTIN 0-1I.
loved., w/acces.
1403 eves.

Immaculate cond., well-
Hard-shell case, S2tS. M4-

( 10 M 2t)

BICYCLE 3-speed.
120 4347.

American Eagle. S40.

(10M2t)

RARE Gibson ES33S, new ampeg amp,
Rodriguei classical guitar. Reasonable. 3t2
•474 early morning, late evening. ( 10 M 21)

JBL Matched pair 14" spkr systems. Hanc
rubbed oiled walnut cabinets, $350. Come
listen 372 -••57. (10M2t)

SINGER portable stereo S35, Craig tape
recorder S30 or offer. Call 479-M25. (10M27)

STEREO compact Garrard turntable-
separate speakers. Asking 550. Call Louis,
275 7721or275-042r (10M2S)

HALIp carat diamond (or sale. Call 3t1-S09l
to seal if. Set in U carat gold. (10M20)

PORTABLE Olympia typewriter, im-
maculate cond. Leather carrying case. Cost
5125, sell 545. Tel. 020 2403. ,(10M2t)

FURNITURE for sale: Sofa,
tables, lamps, stove, fridge, bed,
desk, carpet, drapes. 390-4037.

loveseat,
dresser,
(10 MIS)

CROWN Acoustic guitar-must sell brand
new,perfect cond; $100/best offer. 473-S109,
Dave (10M2I)

USED pre-recorded cassettes. Like n*w. Top
groupv 52.50 ea. 279 3341. (10 M 2t)

2 LOVE seats, down-filled original, cost
SI lot, sell both for 5190. OL 3-4009. (10 M 27)

SALE tank (just hydrostated), backpack,
regulator, sea view gauge. 5150. •2^-US7
after 7 p.m. (10M2«)

14 mm. SOUND Proiector. Bell and Howell.
*75. 394-4<40, keep trying. ' ( 10 M 20)

NAVAL Service after graduationT Good
quality used oii««er uniforms . €hoop> s«i«
30R.Eves.,47r57t3. (ieM27)

QUALITY Modern furniture. Bed, living and
dining rooms. 1 yr.old, 1/2 price. 394-OtOO.(IO

MASTERWORK Stereo 30 watts, Garrard
changer never used, 595, Solidstate
taperecorder, 520 ; 397- 1372 or 47». Hit. ( to
OTR)

CLASSICAL GUITAR. Ariel 1 month oM.
must sell immediately 579 with case. Call
470-9559. (10 OTR)

ESTEY (U.S.) Studio piano. Excel, cond.
5500. Call betw.4 7p.m.390.S9«7. (10QTR)

PANASONIC Portable Stereo AM/FM radio,
seperate speakers, turntable like new. Best
offer. 473-4040. (10QTR)

m 19* SAILBOAT, steeps 3,«acren saiu, 3 h-
POB, dinghy, trailer, mooring, extras
5 1 700/offor . S4S-4307 . ( 10 M 2«)

WET suit , 540, 14 lb. wt.
beit,5io, other accessories. Dave. 473-
'*'•

( 10 M )•)

MUST sell piano 512S, twin bods S4S, dinette
set

; twokcase ,*dresser,lamps etc 124-
'»*• (lOMU)

NEW • track home cartridge player. Best
offer. 479.590i.

. (10M20)

WOMENS Liiberation. Books, stationery,
posters, etc Send for brochure Women's
Heritage series, PO Box 3234, Santa Monica,
Ca 90403

'1 ( 10 M 2f)

WOMEN'S Liberation Books, stationery,
posters, etc. Send for brochure Women's
Heritage Series, PO Bom 3234, Santa Monica,
Ca 90403 (10M20)

JUNE BRIDES
Select China and Crystal paHern now fotsummer delivery «nd save

25% to 50%

BUYERS SERVICE LTD

STEREO 2 speakers. AM/FM radio, turn
table. Xint. cond 540/best offer Call

Michael, 024 1200 ()0M20)

APARTMENT and/or house burglar and fire
alarms, inexpensive. Call Tony, 23S-3171
(Also need more salosropo.M or F). (lOM
79)

KLH Model 24. 40 watt. Ft^ sterto. Exc.
cond., must sell, 5340, new Asking 522S.

Carl, 475-5031 x347 (10M2S)

BICYCLE (yr. old) 535. Sony TV, XInt., S7S.
Sony radio AM/FM/SW,i40. Hiroshi, 024-

2094. ( 10 M 2«)

STEREO 2 speakers. AM/FM radio, turn
table Xlr\t cond. 5M/best offer Call
Michael r?< TTotr—~'- riomnr

PHOTOGRAPHY: Wedding? Portraits for

Mom? Trying to escape from stuHy studio

photos? Call Art 470-1990. (11QTR)

SURFING lessons Fair price don't mist out
on summer fun. Call Eddie, 394 132 K (11 M

WILL make pl>oto portfolio for you Great
gift idea Jane. 4S2 50t9 or 452 7591. ( 11 M 2^)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special

UCLA rates. Frte delivery, free service. 24

hrphc-»<», 274 9119 (11QTR)

CONGA drumming lessons in summer.
Elementary/Intermediate. Call Steve, (24-

240^Bestafter 7 :15 P.M. (11QTR)

TRAVELIN' man wfants companion to see
US& Canada Gary, 392 7142, •21-4101. (t3M
28)

EUROPE Israel. One way round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter

European student charter (lights. Contact:
ISCA. n4^7 San Vicente Blvd., •4. LA, 90049.
-6 5449 (130TR^

A AIS FLIGHTS

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

j»r employees. Robert Rhee. •39 7.270. •7^.,

9793 (11 OTR)

—STEREO^ Ti^-Garr^rd record , ,

Raleigh AM/FM MPX receiver. Speakers
Alex. 474-4094 morning-eves. (10M2^)

AKAl Stereo outfi^ Tt»e best from Japan.
New 52000. only three weeks old. Must sell.

Best offer. 905 4321 ext. 2494. ( 10 M 20)

SALE Waterbed. autoharp, TV, antique
Singer, silver /turquoise lewelry, velvet
patchwork coat, ottiers. 3t2-«4IO after 4:30
PM. (10M27)

TANDEM New Schwin bicycle - built for
two 2 speed orig. 5140. Sell 5125. Bill

Becker. H03-4«11. (1CL.M20)

Jet N.Y. - Europe best prices
immed. issue int. ID Card B ticketint

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa

^ India/ Israel charters
t Eurailpasses, Tours

Suite 105, Oept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-^742

Nevy Ytwk One Way 6nn,%79

OFFICE furniture one-half original price:
Seors executive desk, $55; chair, $11;
flourescent desk lamp, 51^. •24-3137. ( 10 M
20)

RARE Abyssinian kittens-top show and
breeding quality. Striking! CFA Registered.
$7S-$125. Gail, 321-5479. ( 10 M 2t)

FISHER stereo syifem, Aquarius speakers.
BSR record chang r. List $549. Asking $395
new in boxes 723-54,15 or 203-0970. ( 10 M 20)

SONY 530 5135, Mercury cassette deck $30
Lyie guitar 540, '47 Honda 140 5225. 473-

0149. (10M2S)

FISHER stereo system, Aquarius speakers,
BSR record changer, list $549. Asking $295
newinboxes, 723-S435or2»3-«970. (10M2S)

COMPLETE Stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM, Aquarius speakers, BSR record
changer. List 5300,sell 5145. Never used.
Great sound 721-0307. (10M20)

SPEL and net foniklee, kumpleet in-

strukshunt 51.00. Joesif Bednash, 1515^
Pusiftk Av., Venus, Kaltf . 90391, ( 10 M 2n

BLACK ministerial or doctor's robe. $75.00.
475-3425 aHer 9 00 P.M. (lOMU)

BOOKS ON BUDDHISM
for further information and

free catalogue
Write to:

The Buddhist Bookstore
1710 Octavia Street

San Francisco
California 94109

"PXiNtiNG fhis summer? Hire UCLA-
students. Quality work. Exp. Refs. Call
Marty, 479 9049, 395 24^2 . ( 11 M 2«)

SPEED Reading students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. ^20 S. Robertson Blvd.
457 4390 "OTR)

SPEND summer learning pottery. Lessons,
memberships, at The Pottery, 5^30 Perry
Drive. CufVer City. ^34 •OO^. ( 1 1 M 2«)

TTtotaTfee
1 Page 50 copies

(25 Additional copies
With this Ad)

Westwood Resume •

1245 Glendon,West LA '

(iblk. E . of Westwood,
l/2blk.S.of Wilshire)

475-5203

HAS your child been pool trained? Swim
instruction by Dan Bovill (WSI), pool
available Call after 5. CR4-0130. i1 1 M 20)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel
• 73 S^15,7«1 5527 eves. 7^3-3509. (11QTR)

V Travel................ IS.........p. fv

SPECIAL Opening Sale:- Sat., Sun.. Mon,
> Stereo headphones, speaker systems, PA
systems, stereos, mikes. All types of cables.
Electronics imports Center, 1714 Westwood

474 •iOS. (10M2t)

CHARTER ticket to London - 1 way- Juno 11.
Reasonable. •37-l5«4. (13M3<)

OUR lOth YEAR
of Reliable Charter Flights
and student travel service

EUROPE $249 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAM/LA

10 June IS/Sept. IS $ 249
•9 June 2^/Sept. 7 % IM
90 June25/Aug.24 $ 249
94 Aug 24/Sept 24 $ 249

V Sept. 2 one way to AMS $ 134

Immediate ticketing for discount flights
London to Tel Aviv $77, to Athens $52, to
Nairobi ilSO, to Bombay $150. Large
discounts bli cars and many ottier flights.

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277-S300 or
•79-3111 c/o Sierra Travel Inc., 9075 Santa
Monica B. Beverly Hills.

/Services Offered. M .*•«.«««....
NEED help moving North in June? Call
John, 3^4-7»44. Leave your number. ( 1 1 M 27)

ON CAMPUS

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Theses A Dissertations a Specialty
POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 Kerckhoff Hall, Ext. 52S15

Hours: 8:00a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

?^! , **^* ^^° "^^^ Aegean cruise on
120 3-masted schooner. Contact: Schooner
Soda, Box 332. Tiburon, Calif. (415) 43S-
^®" (13M2^)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE B MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing- Intra Europe fits
Student Rail-pass 2 months 5125.00
Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.

.

INFO: SOFA AGENt VIC-Oept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

•72 22»3or7»«-l477
SELF HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to
eliminate cramm..ig forever. Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350
Daily- 1-4 p.m. (11M20)

DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATES are
experienced information specialists wfH> will
give personal attention to your literature
search, document retrieval or state-of-ttie-
art survey. Also, abstracting, indexing and
manuscript assistance. 477-4044. ( 11 M 27)

THE GROUP CENTER
"Drop-In" Programs

Each Tues. 0-10 p.m. and Sat. 2-4p.n

Gen. adm. $3.00 Students $2.00

LOOKING for a traveling companion?
Hawaii or Mexico, any two weeks in August.
Suianne, 472 5203. (13M20)

1O07

LOS amgeles/londow/lo^ awgeles

Depart Return Weeks Coat

1 June 15 Aug 15
2 June 19 Aug 15
3 June 24 Aug 22
4 June 24 Sep 5
5* June 27 Sep 13

9 $275
8 5275
9 $275
11 $275
12 $275

Call 454 3030

• LA/London/AmsterdaiB
6 July 1 —Sep 3 9 $275
7 Aug 17—Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 —Oct 3 4 S258

RENT TV OR STEREO 510 MO SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES 2353 WESTWOOD
BLVD, 475 3570 (11 OTR)

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOOHIOH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-2225...ASKFOR BOB (11QTR)

j*z WAV Plights fQ-EiT5ngr

2E June 14--LA/London $14.
2C July 26—LA/London $139
3E Aug 19--LA/IUdrid/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 --LA/London 5123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

ITS So Beverly Or.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Mon Sat 10:00 5:0* CR3 0524

FREE Crochet Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12 Thrifty Yarn
Mart, 1732 Westwood Blvd. 474 9709. (U
QTR)

HIGHLY EXPERIENCED medical
secretary Strong background surgery
psychiatry, neurology, child psychiatry
internal medicine, radiology, orttiopedics'
psychology and orthopsychiatry Holds
recent BA Degree from UCLA Work anvhours or shifts or days but MUST hav» oui.t
setting NO NOISY STENO PQO 4
7704 Sam per Delivered, ijis Ei. r

"

SlW t fc Monica. W»<. ' *' ^
^'* '

"<"VwT

fc 6rtfe Way PlIcjhY^ msST

IW June 14—An«terd««/LA
2W Aug 8 --London/LA
3W Sep 16 --London/LA

Available only to University ofCalifornia .tudent.. faculty,
•^loyeet, extension and AlujaniNoabera olut inwdiate f««iii—

$139
$139
$148

iate faailiea.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra-Europc Student Flights
STUDENT RAIL-eURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
jAUTO PURCHASE / LEASES

We're Open On Saturday

"-EUROPE Otscount Mights. Also. Israipb

Africa, India. 40% off. Intra-European
charter flights. Student ID cards. Contact
EASC, 323 N..,Beveryly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.
90210.274 4293. (13 QTR)

8t»i ANNUAL
JET CHAPTER FLIGHTS

L.A. Londih-Amsterdam - L.A.

June 14- Sept. IS 13 Weeks 5295
June24-Sept. 5 10 Weeks $2tS
June23 Sept. 11 11 Weeks S29S
July 1 Aug. 24 • Weeks S29S
July 7 Aug. 20 • Weeks $295
Sept. 24 One-way to Amsterdam <i35

Call: Flight Chairman: (213) •39-2401. 4241
Overland Ave., Dept. A. Culver City.

SEAT on Charter. NY London - NY, June
23-Sept. 3.$170or bestoffer. 599-1004. (13M
27)

DRIVE IN EUROPE
student Discounts on Overseas
Car Delivery! All European
models, shipping and low cost
insurance. Call for student

saving: 274^4454

NOW!!!! UCLA's own student travel-study-
overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Sudikt !n V*****!

"'" ^ 'nternational

I ^Pl '° ^*''*** •**»*<1 here every Thorsday 10 a.m. -2p.m. X 57434. (ijm )

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS- 1971

An official Charter Flight
Operation Authorized A Approved
by the University of California

on ALL Camouses

LA.lONDOfVLONDON.LA.
Fh. Dop. Rof V4i%. Price
**2 6/21 8/28 10 $275

3 6/22 8/16 8 $275
••4 6/23 8/28 9 $275

.••* 6/24 8/22 8 $275
**7

6/27 9/6 10 $275
••§

6/29 9/10 10 $275
**9

7/1 9/3 9 . $275
**10 7/11 8/9 4 $275
••11

7/14 8/31 7 $275
12 •

8/8 9/8 4 $275
••14 9/4 9/27 3 $275
••!• 7/24 t/2S 4 S27S

ONE.\^YLA..|LONDON
FH. Dop
••5 6/24 $150

ONE-WI^Y LONDON-LA.
Fh. Rot. Price
IS 9/9 $150

"WAITLIST ONLY

ttST r2l.? S!!"*«f"** <»»«<»«»t». faculty,

living In the same housohoM)

cfuin«r fUghIt

UC a Kerchkhoff Hall 205 O
Between • a.m. AS p.

m

•25 1221

TOURS UNREGIMENTED! THE ONLYWAY TO GO! Europe: 8 weeks, 8 countries,
51095 Europe: 4 weeks, 4 countries, 5715
Israel Europe 11 weeks, 51195. Japan 4
weeks.Sion EXPERIMENTS INTRAVELLING: 4240 Overland Ave.. Culver
City, (213) ^39 5247. (130TR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S3S Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail
travel (ages 15thru22). Also

$40. 15 days
$55. 21 days.
$70. 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. $40. Givesyou 1000 miles and $40 1 500 miles of rail

- •!,•
'^ f*"**^* y*"^ '^•^•' •••" or call

British Rail 424-5149. (13 QTR)

LA LONDON 4/4/71, and London LA 4/24/71
One way charter tickets Must sell im
mediately, separately/together 394 3449
•^•*- (13M27)

EUROPE. S225285, also Israel, Japan,
Summer & Fall flights. E.S.E.P., 0217 Bev
Blvd. LA, 9004^ 4513311 ESEP UCLA
members (13QTR).

^ Juhring•••••••••••I .........if.. f4

^**:»ej)c**

AW/
TELE: 477-llU or 473-4443

-LN ¥F,S-nr>r.p P^XT'W \- WIYBORM-

MATH GRADUATE record ««amination
preparation Private tu« -^tensive
SS/hr NewMath B^ry>^

y Juformg.
]4

•n mathematics Hi 9h
EXPERT tutoring
school, undergraduate, graduate
v»a.s?each.ng experience. ReasonablVYt',

(_>4M2«)

Sever*

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN E»
perienced Univ Prof Positive results anvexam Easy conversational method (tnal)
473 2492. (14QTR)

/ W"*g •••••••••••••••••••••(,,,, J5

7335 (14M2«)

'i" ^1^ j|> ^Jl

^RAOUATE Record E«am "
preparatio^

L 5AT etc Individual instruction Academic
Guidance Services, |20 S Robertson, 457
*'*<>

(14 OTR)

LOW Rates. Term papera, dissertations.
theses, etc. IBM electric tlal I Diane 39»'

4344.
_ _^ ^ (1$M28)

'typing, editing, footnoting, bibliographies,
of theses, term papers, resumes, etc by
forrner.yCLA librarian. 270 7148. (IJM 28)

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATlO^
EDITING, GUIDANCE, IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NO
BARGAIN V^UNTERi REFERENCES 479
8144, 477 6-^S 2. ^(150T«>

TYPING. Professional standards
Reasonable. Pick up and deliver USC area
747-1^71. (15M28)

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectric Term
papers, dissertations, theses ^^aSf,*'^"
curate. 1 101 Gayley. Westwood. 47J-8127, 886
^*^ ^- (ISM 28)

FREE editing, grammar/spelling. Electric
Expert typing, fast. Pick up/deliver, law
school. Alice, 397 3304. (15 QTR >

TYPIST - Theses, dissertations, books term
papers. Specialty math & technical typmq
Accurate, rapid service. 74l-55^0. ( 15 qtr)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) 299-3135
4032 Buckingham Rd , LA 90008. Specializing
in theses, essays, manuscripts. r mQTR) *^ "5

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers
theses, letters, etc. Reasonable rates near
campus. Call Esther 024 7491. (15 QTR)

ALL kinds of typing Reasonable rates Fasf
service. Call OR 2-8421. (15M28)

TYPING Editing. Term papers, resumes
.letters, theses. IBM Selectnc. Eng. grads!
•Nancy, 472 4143; Kay, f2»:7472. ( 15 M 27) r
PAPERS, letters, theses. Experienced Call
399-0414 weeknights 4-9,mornings 8 12 (Sat.
Tues.) (15M28)
— ' —

1

RUTH - tfteses, term papers, manuscripts.
Experienced. Wkends, daily 5 9, 828 1162. (IS
OTP^

IBM Executive and Selectric typewriter-
s. Experienced... Fast, accurate work...
Please call... 394-8295. (ISM 28)

V Wanted....••••••••••••••••••• 16

WANTED-typesetter- p/t work, your own
hours. IBM Selectric stand alone com-
poser. Must type 60 wpm. Wilshire (1 1/2

miles UCLA) Apply Ernie Image. 275
018«. (16M28)

EXPERTISE needed
organization. Liberal
preferred. 451-1934.

in ttiesis material
Arts. MA or PhD

(t4M28)

WANTEb: European cassette recorder.
Small Honda motorcycle. Quality stereo

tuner and speaker. Cash or will -trade

automatic phone answering device. 478-

7S«^. ' (14M28)|

^ Apti. "Furnished..^.. 17
«•

$110-115 FURNISHED SINGLES. CAR
PETS, DRAPES, POOL. NEAR UCLA
TRANSPORTATION. 1402 Pontius, 477 5184

273 8351. (17M28)

1 BDRM, walk campus, $145, quiet, parking,
good furnishings, newly painted, 473-9430

eves. (17M28)

SINGLE apt. to sublet for the summer
Walking distance to campus, Westwood. Call

John, 477 2224. (17M28)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. lorn apts

Perfect to share for 2 people.

Rents $175 235 per mon. per apt.

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios & balconies ocean view

Walk to beach - Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573 —
2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5556

2311 Fourth St., SM. .. ,392 5686

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER-
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES AC
COM. 2; 1/BORM.APTS., 3, 1/BDRM. AND
DEN; 4. AIR COND. BLOCK CAMPUS
POOLS, SUNDECKS,GARAGES. 625 641

LANDFAIR 479 5404. (17M28)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
Dopoail* now ior swmmcr/fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard
Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

1 BDRM. $148, modern, attractive, xint

WLA location. Responsible adults. Also i

summer sublet. EX 5-0340. (17M28)

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles A 1 Bedrooms
* Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood
Reserve now-reduced sumnrer rates

540 Gienrock A S43 Landfair

4t3 GAYLEY: Reduced summer rental

rates Bachelor S90/mo Large 1 bdrms
accomodating four persons-$45/mo. P^'^

person Furn Utilities paid. Walk to cam
pus Phone manager 477 4939 (17M28)

555 LEVERING
Sing >om

Families OK
Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7 2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17 OTR)

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
^ Apts. - Furnished. 17 ^ApH. fo Share—•••••••• 19

ONE BdrtnnOUpleii. yard, A garage. S1S0

sublet in Santa Monica Call •2^-0120

anytime. (i7M2t)

$245 LARGE Furn. apt. near UCLA- 1 bdrm.,
den, pool. 11444 Chenault,472-M4S. (l7M3i)

400BUILDING
1 and 2 Eiedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-17:

furnished. Pool,
to campus. 510

(17M2S)

ONE or two bedrmms
Summer or Fall, walk
Gienrock, 477 39iO.

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS SINGLES

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477- 8990

$1S0. 1 bedroom, rodocoratod, good car-

peting, drapes, also unfurnished. Pool,

parking, stiopping. nice area. •39-3272. ( 17 M

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Caifipus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring Quarter
473-6412

$265 LARQE furnished apt. near UCLA, 1

bdrm, den, pool. 11444 Chenault, 472-4«45.( 17

M 28)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

D«posili now foe •vtnmmr/itd\

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

LARGE, quiet 1 bdrm. apt., i bk from
campus, available June 15, 479-0021. (17M
28)

THEVILkAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

41 1 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley

)

479 8144 (17 QTR)

WALK UCLA Village. Quiet, secluded,
fireplace. 2 Bedrooms 5250, spacious singles

5140-155, room $80. 473-0201. (17M28)

^Apk.- Unfurnished. 18

SUMMER sublet, option lease fall, large 2

bdrm. unfurn. Close campus. $1W) month.
477 3164 eves ('.8M28)

1 BEDROOM unfurnished, built-ins, Shag,

stove/refrig., drapes, near campus. 1227

Wellesley. apt. 7. »24-7779. (1^M27)

y Apis, to Share 19

FEMALE roommate share 1 bdrm. w/1.
Santa Monica, near busline. Begin summer.
$S7.S0. Pam, 028 ^454. ( 19 M 27)

AVAILABLE June 15th. Woodsy. Near
campus. Your share $85. Fireplace. David,

479-7821 ; Work : 474- 451 1 . Trees. ( 19 M 27)

MALE Share 2 bdrm. WLA. Dinner duties

with 3 other. 551.25/mo. plus utilities. 47^-

5270. (19M20)

FEMALE Grad/sr. 2 br., 2 bath with 3

female grads. Pool, walk campus. 549.

Sherry 478-^«53. ()9M2^)

BEACH Cottage! Girl share bdrm. for

summer /longer : Want liberal/neat upper
grad. $45. Sue, 399 4745. (19M2^)

FOR Sumn^er months: Venice, own bdrm..
$42.50/mo. Partially furn. Mark, 021-4479. (19
M 2^)

IMMEDIATE opening.
Beautiful house. Garden, iices, walk
campus. Rent negotiable. Together people.
472 0725. (19M28)

FEMALE share furnished one bdrm. apt. in

Westwood, $75/mo. Call Jeannie, 474 9003 or

474 1144 (19M28)

•YOUR own bdrm. of two bdrm. luxury apt.

Close to campus. Summer, $75. Paul, 826

9344. I
(19M28)

J

ONE/two girls, share In. . "unplastic"
Spanish w/1 , 545 mo. ea. Sun.nier or longer.
Barbara, 473 5293. (19M2^)

FEMALE share 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt., $00.

Grad /age 22 plus. Near buses. 274-1343. ( 19

M 20)

SHARE 2 bdrm., 2 bath w/ one, parking, 1$

mm from campus, bus line, SM , O?* 5455. ( 19

M 2^)

GIRL to share 2 bdrm., fuxury Brentwood
apt. Pool, balcony view, faciiiities. Call

Marilyn. 472-5203. (19M2«)

OWN bdrm for male 585 utilities included, in

large apt. WLA 2 1/2 miles campus 477

1314. '^ (19M2t)

ROOMMATES wanted, (male), large furn i

bdrm , 1 bk. from campus. $58.30 479-

0821 '>. \
(19M20)

YOU NEED A SHART"' rOME 'TO 62S

LANDFAIR LARGE C fTS POOL.
SUWUhCKS.GARAOe =:~ •^^'* t'9 M »0)

FEMALE share with one huge one t>edroom. -

Furnished, walk to school. 557 50. 474 0954,
eves./weekends. (19M27)

ONLY 540, own room in 3 bdrm/furn. apt.

Begin June 15. Local 39*9394 eves. (19M2«)

ON the beach. Extra Irge. furn ~*apt ,

pool.Summer share w/male grgd 590 399
2374. (19M20)

GIRL share 2 bdrm., 1 1/2 bath, studio w/2,
US. Westwood Village. Kathy. 477-aS4. (19 M
?a>

MALE to share 2 bdrm studio in S.M. Near
beach. $90/mo. 392-9350. ( 1* M 2^)

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2 bdrm. un
(urn apt. in Palms next fall. Paul, 125-

5774. (19M2^)

Room and Board

Exchanged for He{p». 25

y/Autos for Sale 29 >/^*''^^ '^'^ ^^'^ 29

FEMALE babysitter: Private room /bath

and TV • walking distance to campus
Salary. 475 1120 (25M )

COUPLE: Mature responsible, care for

children while parents travel. Must drive
Jul 31 Aug 31. Room board 550 week.
Lovely Westwood home Pool. Other help in

house Walk UCLA if enrolled. Refs. 474-

4991 (2SM20)

^F^r Sub-lease

LARGE Beautiful furn. 1 bdrm.- Ji^ne 15-

Sept., walk to campus, carport, $1^5/mo. 477

M19. (SLMIO)

MARRIED Student housing, 2 Ixirm., furn.
June 15 Sept 15 5145 mo. utilities pd. 390-

SS32. (SLM27)

BEAUTIFUL 2 bdrm/bath, 400 Bidg.,
modern, pool, sundeck.. air cond., parking,
walk/campus, 479-4ia. ( SL M 20)

FURNISHED 1 bedroom apartment June 20-

Sept. 20, parking, 12 minutes campus. 5110.

Fred. 390 2000. ( SL M 20)

TWO-bdrm. house need girl for summer.'
Approx. 2 months. $44 monthly. 24th, S.M.,
•2^ 5007. (SL M

BEAUTIFUL deluxe apt., Brentwood. Ten
min. campus. 2 bed., 2 bath turn. $200. 024-

7SU. ^ (SLM2^)

RUSTIC studio apt. July 1st Oct. 1st.

Brentwood Canyon above Sunset. Furn.,
utilities. $125/mo. 479-7334. ( SL M 2^)

BEAUTIFUL, large 2 bdrm. apt. w/1, own
bedroom. Approx. June 21-Aug. 28.

587.50/mo. 477 4828/475 11^1. (SL M 28)

SPACIOUS, turn., sunny, quiet 1 bdrm.,
great lor 3;well-kept garden w/trees; 1 block-
campus. 473-9592. ( SL M 28)

HOUSE Furn. 2 bdrm., den. June-
September. Close campus, rec. park, groc.
store. $225/mo. 820-4114. (SLM2^)

FIRST session, summer quarter. 1 Bdrm.,
furn. 5135/mo. Flexible terms. Santa
Monica, 828 6224 eves. (SLM28)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrms., 2 baths, air cond., new
building, walk/campus, original rent,

$280/month, 4/15-9/31, $185 month, 473-

0774. (SLM2^)

SPACIOUS, one bdrm., near campus,
completely furn., parking. June 15 Sept. 15,

5140 477 5235 eves. N (SLM2^)
— S:

BERKELEY furn. 1/bdrm. modern/
pool/sauna/elecfric/close campus. $155.

Jams Silver, 2530 Hillegass #314, (415)»41-

2219. (SLM2P)

FURN. one bdrm. 5^5 plus utilities. June 14-

Sept. 15. Quiet people. Culver City, eves. 837

4992. (SLM28)

3 BDRM. turn., 2 baths, fireplace. Sublet
June-Sept. Ohio near Barrington, WLA, 477-

0804. (SLM28)

END June mid Sept. W. Hollywood Lrge.
bdrm, poof, bale, parking, linens, dishes,
silverware. $145. 273-4108 early AM, late PM.

.i (SLM28)

J House for Sale ,...21

MALIBU Canyon. Remodelled one bedrm.
cottage on view acre. Corral. 35 mins.

UCLA. 524,000 454-4955. (21M28)
——^ '

I
—• ^^^—^—^^—^^-^—^_

OCEAN View brown shingle old fashioned.
3 bdrm., enclosed sun porch. Dark hardwood
floors, living room and dining room. Lot 57 x
165.533,000, WLA, 398 1827. (21M28)

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room. Prime
iherman Oak» »rei. Cathedral ceiling,

hreplace. 15 mm. fiom Campus. 54^,5O0.
DEPUY 346 25SO Call Ella 703 4275. (21 M
>•)

^ House to Share 22

RUSTIC House-own room. Fireplace,
hilltjop, /antastic view, friendly people,
.adjoins park, summer only. 444-9444. (22 M
7*)

LARGE house on beach with students
private room. Vacant June 5. 585 per mo. 392-

1679. (22M28)

FEMALE to share 2 bdrm. house in Santa
Monica beach. $97.50 or 540. Call Elaine, 395-

2482. (22M28)

COMMUNE top Beverly Glen for friendly
people learning, living together, trying to

grow better. 984-7443. (22M28)

SHARE Brentwood house, own room. Move
now or June. 479 5988. (22M7>)

M F, student/prof Pool table, dark rm ,

Palms. Call Jerry 838 5391, (22M28)
-rt .—

LAUREL Canyon Tasty, large, furn house
w/garden Share with one for summer. 512:

mo 654 4S86. (22M28)

NEED one student to share canyon home
near UCLA Private room, 5100 279 1840

after 5 00 " (22M27)

^Roont and Board 24^.

MALE ytudent walk ichool-private entrance
and bath^TV room /pool /parking
Reasonable 272 4736 (24M28)

jRoom and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.. 25

GIRL, Private room, bath. Board Walk
UCLA. 52S mo Exchange baby sitting tight

FEMALE. Aid mottier wi^h housework A
babysitting/room. bath, board Walk to

campus Salary possible 379-2135. (25M28)

STUDENT to live in Walking distance from' -

school Light twusework No childreh GR T-"
9347, after 4. (25 QTR)

^ Room for Rent 26

GIRLS, nice rooms for summer. Kitchen

privileges, heated pool, 540/mo 479 9041,

10924 Strathmore. (24M28)

STUDENT Private home, private bath,

kitchen privileges, pool, large study room.
Nearcampus,$50.GR 2-775). (24M27)

SUMMER Housing, free parking, kitchen

privileges, 540/mo. 479 9990, 479 9703. Please

ask for Rick or Roger. (24M20)

WOMEN, summer sessions; kitchen
privileges, Hilgard Avenue. Call 474-3371. (24

M 2^)

STRAIGHT male student, quiet room, kdg
priv. $40 poss garden and pet care. 834^4730.

..i (24M20)

PRIVATE bdrm, den, bath, garage, kitchen

privileges breakfast. Olympic & Doheny
area. BH,$^5/mo CR 4 3595. (24 M2^)

CHRISTIAN Women Sumtmer school.
Housing on Levering. $55/mo. Call 479-9475

or 47^-547 2. (24M2<)

PRIVATE suite, private entrance, all

utilities included & phone. Avail. June 1st.

5100. Phone 274 1544. (24M28)

.RENX^ 560, mrfh over 21, non smoker. $42

share, walking distance, telephone, no

housekeeping. 801 Malcolm. 474-5147. (24 M

^Autos for Sale.... 29
4^

STATION Wagon, restored cond. Must see.

all extras plus make offer. Lie. VhnE 809)

telephone 477 3200. (29M28)

'47 MGB GT white, good cond. $1550. Call

after 6 p.m. 249 7891. (29M28)

LEAVING Country, must sell Ford LTD '44,

air, lull power, XInt. Bestoffer. 394 5051. (29

M 28)

'68 PEUGEOT Immac Auto trans., sunroof,
heater. New tires/brakes. Low miles. 51450,
Jeff, 938 4777. (2fM20)

'41 PEUGEOT 404, Michelin tires. Good
cond , good mileage Sunroof. $400 or offer.

662 8364 (29M 20)

'44 2-door VALIANT, low mileage, good
trans, $300. 474-0774. (29M20)

FORD Falcoln '59. New battery, looks and
runs well. Best offer. Call Clyde, 275-0420. (29

M 28)
-

'45 VALIANT 50,000 miles. Must leave
country, best offer takes. Contact Greg, 477

034S. (29M20)

'44 FORD Econoline Super Van, new engine

and clutch Good cond. •24 4114. (29 M2^)

'42 AUSTIN Healey 3000 MK II. overdrive. 3

carb., 4 cyl. 5900/best offer. 477 441 1 (29 M
20)

'49 JAG XKE, sable, air, wr whis, good cond.

Best offer. 825 1844, 477 ••32. ( 29 M 2^)

'43 OLDS F-SS, new clutch, new 4-SPD, rbit

215 V^, new paint, new etc. 5595. 824 3058. (29

M 27)

'49 AUSTIN America, 4 spd., AM/FM,
radials, low mileage, economical, ex-
ceptional, immediate. Sacrifice, $990. 271

4477 (29M20)

591 AUSTIN HEALEY. Nice looking car.
Everything in good shape except engine.
MakVoffer ^24 ••44. (29M2I)

'42 CHEVROLET, good motor, needs some
work, 5100. Call eves 390 7139. (29 M 2^)

BEAUTIFUL Austin Healey, '45 3000 MK III,

best ofler over 52000 Well loved, 788 4455

Mark. (29M27)

'70 FIAT OSO spider. Extras $1850 or )>est

offer 479 0271. (29M28)

BORGWARD Sedan. Extremely trouble free

/independent r«»r suspension/handles like

Mercedes/ all service records. 5225. 456 2549

anytime. I2f M
'69 BMW 1600, white. AM/FM, exint cond
low mileage Call 478 4490 (29M28)

'40 BUGEYE Sprite, rebit eng , nu paint,

Kinl cond Phone 392 7729 after 6p.m. (29 M
28)

- - - — . -

FORD '68 Mustang V 8, 42,000 miles XInt

cond Best ofler.'275 1479 (29 M 28)

'65 CHEVY V;»n. Extraordinarily sharp

Only 50,000 miles New Polyglas tires Stwp

manual 51200.391 7540. (29M20)

'64 CHEV convt Good cond Must sell soon

Make offer! Call 474 4000 anytime (29 M 28)

'44 CHEV. Greenbnar van. 9 passenger
wagon converts to camper $450 473 1128 or
478 8374. Mike. (29M17)

'61 CORVAIR Monia, dean, new clutch,

tires, battery, brahes XInt with light work
5180 274 3572 (29M28)

'41 CORVAIR good cond. Must sell, $200 275
'1479 (79M7«»

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO — MG

Save on car rental <*'ith oui Buy here takp
delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment
also arranged Financing available

OUt i*^ IM-^yf l TTTWTTir

GOOD folks needpd to snart- tai m. Topanga
Cyn apt Trees, stream, own room, SOO. 455

1474 (19M27)

GIRL Student. Room, Bath, Board Cooking
and t>ousework plus $100 mo Avail inn

mediately 931 0747 eves (25M28)

TTT^nrTwvm
WESTSIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

42 FORD Sedan Good trans car Automatic,
radio/htr pwr steering, brakes After 4 •

7313302 -fj9M2«)

44 CHEVY impala. exc. cond., good looking,
new tires. 5450 Call Taku, 479 0510 eves. (29
M 17)

'it DATSUN 510. Perfect cond. Red. black
interior Must sell. 51200 /best offer. 8^4 *22v
x422. 824 2757. (29M28)

'68 DODGE Dart, 4 cylinder, power stoering,

Hint cond 51575/olfer Telephone 839 1729

eves (29 Mat)

61 VOLVO. 123S, well cared for. 277 4481.481
604 S

CHEVY '43 Biscayne, clean, 4 cylinder, xlnt.

running cond., new transmission, tires $325.

764 9075 eves (29M2|)

70 DUNE BUGGY, like now, beautiful

leather interior, sharp fiberglass body
52000 UP 2777, Loo Before 4 (29M28)

'43 CORVAIR, runs fine. Unique, would like

to sell soon as possible. $150. Vicky. 474>

8759. (39M27)

CAMARO '67 XInt cond Must sell by June.
51 100/make offer 939 910() after 6pm. (29M

'68 FIREBIRD 350 conv , stereo tape deck,
spkrs, air cond. $2150, Nancye 474 2418. (29 M
28)

'44 ALFA Romeo Voloce Spider S speed.
Mint cond. Loaded/extras. New paint, top.

980 4108 eves. .X79M28)

68 FORD Mustang California special. Fully
loaded, xlnt. cond. Price to sell. 985 4321 ext.
2694 (29 MM)

«... - - _„-.--
'43 FORD Fairlane, clean, xlnt. cond. $400 or

best offer. Hiroshi, 824 2894. (29 M 28)

'47 MUSTANG, 4 cyl. stick shift, radio

heater, clean. UJT415. $1100. 59 PM. 839

t 5483. <WM

MGB '70, low mileage. Fully loaded. Xlnt

cond 985 4321 ext 2494. I29M28)

'57 MOA, xlnt. throughout, $425 in<Ju<|es top.

curtains, tonneau cover 7410174. Must
sell. ^

(29M28)

'49 PONTIAC GTO, beautiful, power
steering, air cond , bucket seats, vinyl top,

wholesaling$2200, 789 4733. (^M27)

'42 PONTIAC Tempest. Low price, good
transportation for mechanical minded. 454-

3947 after 5 PM. (29M27)

'43 PORSCHE new paint, clutch Speedster

seats. Must see! 51950 824 3240. (29 M 78)

LE MAi^S convertible, lull power, 35,000 mi.,

FM, $1399/best offer. Leaving country 477

0311 mornings. (29M27)

'44 MERCURY Colony Park wagon, 9 pass^,

lull power, air Good tires 5S5X) »»' P<vj»f^
2639.

(29M27)

'63 SKYLARK deluxe model, engine iust

overhauled. 5500 475 5055! (29M28)

'43 SKYLARK BUICK, xlnt engine and
body Must see! 5425 Dorm student leaving

Call! ^24 2^«0. ' \.,^-~^ {29M20)

'66 SI MCA, 4 door, hardtop, hrtr, good
condition ^24 0197 or 470 1^74 after 5. (29M

'67A H SPRITE, good cond., must seU.

5800/offer Call Peggy, 477 4447. (29 M 28)

'65 SUNBEAM Alpine conv Good cond Low
mileage. 5550/best off^r. 039 500^, 834 5580

Eves. ' (29M28)

TRIUMPH TR4A45 tonneau cover, new top,

cinturatto radials wire/w 50,000 M Good
cond $1095. 394 4919. ' (29M28)

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire Soft top/tonneau
Xlnt cond Great for summer $450 478

7493. (29M2«)

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire convertible. Mnt
condition. Call Rich. 477 8420. ( 29 M28)

'66 VOLVO 122S stick Shift. Five new tires

5900.394 5432. (29M28)

'48 FIAT 850 Spider Good cond Best over
5750/any offer Leaving US 452 0743 nites

(29 QTR)

'47 SAAB 94. Excel mech. cond. New radial

tires, engine transmission $850. Call Bob,

824 1500 (290TR)

44 VW in good mech cond Good tires, l>reak.

Radio, Heater. Call Nick at 473 2404. (21-

QTR )

63 RAMBLER American Excellent
mechanical cond 6 cylinder, Radio 5250 or

bestoffer 870 0470. (29 QTR)
_? -

44 VW, good cond, sun-rool, $400 Call 455

lUSor 4S4-4741 (29 QTR)

'42 VW BUS, rebuilt engine, clean, reliable

good cond 5750 or best offer 824 1454 (29M
28)

'60 VW KARMAN Chia, engine lusl rebuilt,

tMdy xlnt 5400 or best Call Larry, 478

1323 (2YM28)

'43 VW Bus, rebuilt engine, new tires, ex
cellent 5900 or best offer 393 44*6 after 6 (29

M 28)

'64 VW New brakes very dependabli-
tremendous sacrifice at 5450 343 1789 (29M
21)

'45 VW Van with 1500 engine Needs paint.

$950 Call Burt, 470 2111. (29M27)

-65 VW BUG 14,000 miles, radio, good cond
"•'"' Day, 825 "^"^o '-•. 8379484. (29M28)

•4 VW Xlnt cond and clean New pfufo.
motor luned New tire 5495 478 4480 (29M
28)

1 1

40 VW BUG fair cond Cood tires. $150 839-

7985 alter 5pm (29 M 28)

48 VW BUG, good cond , new brakes. $1150

Call Alex. 474 4894 morning eves (29M28)

-48 BLACK VW. radlo/hcater, white wall*.

Good mech cond 477 0220 bet 11 A 4 (29 M
28)

'57 T BIRD, pride ft |oy Must sell or drop
out S 2000 best ofler 372 9214 eves (79M27)

-^ia»..VW-4»mH-*wnpoo« . -good^ cond. »IS7».

Honda 305 Scrambler, 5100 Day. 824 0093;

ovos 455 2212 (29 M 2«1

69t>vVv Bug. «lnt cond/ AM/FM. extras

51475 398021* (29M28)

6/ VW Semi camper nint cond Panel, bed,

floor, ne^ stereo tape FM player 51*95 or

bestoffer 704 3034 ( 29 M 28)

VW 146B Sedan, runs fantastic .-

,

great Wood wh*-!"! ir ,ced to sell 51095, 478

8765 Bob (790TR»

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN'CAR SElkVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A I AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G.M Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

A-1

'49 VW Fastback, immaculate, new tires A
brakes. 51350, best offer Days, 037 4334,

eves. ^34 09 14. (2^M 2>)

CARSin EUROPE
RENTorBUY

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS

REQUEST APPLICATIONSTODAY;
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC.

P O BOX 49504
LOSANGELES,CA 90049

PORSCHE Orange, 1961 VW 63 fngine sun

rool Black inferior $500 or best olfer 994

0703. (29M20)

2J TOYOTA Landcruiser New! 300 miles!

Extras, Year warranty! (original cost

3690) Sicrilice 53195! 475 5298 129 M 28)

65 MGB GT Roadster, am/tm. rear

speakers, conv wire wheels, excellent cond
Must sell!! 731 9979 after 5.00 PM. (29M28)

69 RED VW Automatic stick, radio, new
tires Excellent 51400/best offer 349 2829

eves, weekends (29M28)

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale 30

70 HONDA 90, perfect cond Only 2500 miles

5240 Call Bob, 398 9598 (30M28)

-45 HONDA 250 Scrambler New parts runs

well must see $235/best offer 473 5401. ( 30 M
2t)

SUZUKI 200 cc, 67 good running cond ,

engine m perfect cond 5250/ofler Perry,

• 34 64^7 (30M20),

-68 SUZUKI X6 hustler custom excellent,

5375/ol(er 824.4771 (30M28)

HARLEY Davison '70 65 cc leurego, perfect

cond Great tor school 5200 Call 391 0348 (30

M 28)

HOtrOA ITO-Cfl '68 hetmet. eham and lock,

recent valve grind, very strong, 5350 475

5831 ex. 534: (30M28) '

70 HONDA 350 CL, 5000 m^ , good cond ,

5500 Call Rick or Mark. 473 0731. (30M27)

-49 LAMBRETTA I50cc Looks, runs great
Low miles, new spare best offer Eves,
292 5045. (30M20)

BMW R 34 350 cc Perfect mechamcal cond.
Very reliable, and smooth. 5350 Dave, 9t4-

7443 (30QTR)

40 BSA 450 CC, 24.000 mi. Fair cond. H—4%
work 5400 or bestoffer 454 0007 (30 QTR)

69 HONDA 140 cc Low mileage, xlnt. cond.
5735 824 4234 eves (30M28)

'49 YAMAHA 305 cc 4400 miles Really xlnt

Extras, helmets, 5445 835 4229 or 278
0*45 (30M38)

'70 HONDA 450, xlnt cond Must sell

5775/best offer Nick, day, 479 1125, eves ,

274 0221 (30M7m

'49 BSA 441 VICTOR Good cond tor

street/dirK Bell Star included 5400 395 0344,

824 3454 (30M28)

LAMBRETTA '63 150 CC Runs well Spare
tire 5150 Morning till noon, 396 5083 (30M
28)

^5 SUZUKI 80. low 'n leage. 5100. Call ev«-

398 7139 (30M1I.

70 YAMAHA R 5 150cc Asking 5550 837
' ^

'
'

T
- M 7 )

^'a i

m

•49 YAMAHA 180 Street scrambler Electric i

starter, xlnt cond 6.000 miles 5350/olfer.

838 7794,837 5841 * ( 30 M 2«)

67 HONDA 305, rWns well, recent work, 5325.

199 8)80 (30M28)

BMW R 50 SOOcc '47 original owner $725
cash 821 149Ci. (30M28)

'70 HONDA 350CC, little mileage, like new
Call ToddaMer 6 00 Phone 4*7 7423 no M
28)

-70 HARLEY Sportster 5400 miles, custom
chromed, perlect mech cond Best
easonable otter 82* 0238/Jim (30M28)

'70 HONDA 450CL, 5750 eves after 5 30. 479
9990 Ask for Joseph, Rm 21. (30M2I)

70 TRIUMPH Bonneville *50cc, 4000 mi., 52
ip, oertect condition 51150. Call 471 *491. (

70 HONDA SL 90 Like new flail tvenln^t
177-4123. $225. (30M2t»

*9 HONDA 105 Dream Great cond , low
Ttileage, smooth ride 5350 Bill 474 9220
>ves (30M20)

\, vr t A T Uuy 'f ^ - ,-. — .-.- .- • .• - -v.-
, - -.rr p rT"

Jirt. perlect. low mileage, turn s«gaal4.
uqq.. - T ()0M2t)—

I

f .ONDa ll !6'J 'V66 btret-t or Oirf Very good
rorxj Filras $7110 198*708 ( 30 M 21)
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Fraternity

Sigma Alpha Epsilon 792'

Lambda Chi Alpha 702

Sigma Nu 692

Delta Tau Delta 541

Beta Theta Pi 506

Sigma Chi 437

Alpha Gamma Omega X2
Phi Kappa Psi 278

Theta Delta Chf-

Att-lTfomtTotals

Independent Residence Hall

UCLA Band
Portshead
IV-F

Maccabees
White Blood

El Seenyors
LAW

509

322

257

255

248

221

190

§

«
^

g

Delta Sigma Phi

Zeta Beta Tau
Phi Kappa Sigma
phi Gamma Delta

Sigma Pi

Pi Lambda Phi

Alpha Sigma Phi

tsr
211

196

151

74

69

54

16

Women

^rots
Skye Isle

tiRleber Hall 7th)

Shannon

823

635

Chimborazo
Fubar
Middle Earth
Jefferson

Sontet^ven
Edinburgh
Chaos
Brigand
Cork
Himalaya
London
Sparta

Pacific '

Kilimanjaro
Tarquin

i
^1

S

• a

V.

(Rieber Hall 5th)

Alpha Phi

Tara
iDykstra)

464

435

Net included are the points from the Softball playoffs

Spring Quarter Results

Davis ca-defendant disrupts courtroom
By Robin Sanders
DB Staff Writer

Ruchell Magee, Angela Davis* co-defendant, was ordered
removed to a holding cell by Richard E. Amason, Superior
Court Judge, yesterday after kicking his court-appointed
attorney, Ernest L. Graves, and knocking him to the floor of

the courtroom. Graves asked to be relieved from the case
but Amason denied his request.

This was another in a series of incidents involving Magee
who has objected to his court appointed attorneys during
preliminary proceedings in San Rafael. In yesterday's

an incident on Aug. 7, 1970 at the Marin County Civic Center
in which two convicts, an accomplice and a judge were
killed. Davis is accused of supplying the guns used in the

shoot out. '

^ Legal Maneuvers
Court proceedings this year have been bogged down in a

series of legal maneuvers and appeals which haye delayed
the preliminary hearing. Howard Moore, chief attorney for

Davis, had filed a motion in January for dismissal of

charges on grounds of insuffieient evidence.

At a later hearing in February, motions were filed to

u -;«^ xM^^ u^A ^^\,^A A r * ,. .
dismisstheGrand Jury's indictment of Davis t)ecause of an

heanng, Magee had asked Aranson for time to appeal a—-^n^g^d iUecal federal wiretAn the nreiudicial makeun of
decision by the District Court of Appeals on Tuesday which fhl r .Tl a

^"^^^P'
rf.

Prejucncial makeup of
'' *^*^ ^ ^iiiv,ii

^^^ Grand Jury and adverse publicity in the Davis case.

These motions have yet to be acted upon. Also pending is a
motion to grant bail for Davis.

\

rejected Magee's motion for Aranson's dismissal on
grounds of prejudice.

The incident took place before Michael Tigar, a co-

counsel for Davis and a former law professor here, was
about to argue a motion to dismiss the murder, kidnap and
conspiracy indictment against her. The charges stem from

Another problem involved in the case has been the

inability of the defendants to agre^ on a judge to try the

case. Originally all of the Marin County judges had
disqualified themselves on the grounds that they had been

close associates of one of the victims. Judge Harold Hal^y.

McMurrary

Later, Judge John P McMurrary was challenged by

Magee and stepped down. Magee also challenged Mc-
Murrary 's successor, Alan A. Lindsay, who said he was
''not biased nor prejudiced against either defendant."

Magee's motion was denied by a district court of appeal but

Lindsay later stepped down in response to a pre-emptory
challenge exercised by Magee. Amason, a Contra Costa

County judge, was then appointed to try the case.

m additional motion before the court is one filed by
Davis' attorneys asking that she be allowed to act as a co-

counsel in the case. The original move was made by her on

January 5 of this year in which Davis also proclaimed her

innocence when she said, "I stand before this court as a

target of a political frame-up which, far from pointing to

my culpability, implicates the State of California as an
agent of political repression."
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Track

Two Man
Volleyball

Badminton
Singles

Doubles

Water Polo

Wrestling

Swimming

Golf

Fraternity

Beta Theta Pi

•Ryan and Coke
(Beta Theta Pi)

Landis (Sigma Nu)
Moody and Bogner
(Lambda Chi Alpha)

Sigma Alpha ^silon
or Sigma Nu

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

•Sigma Alpha Epsilon

•Beta Theta Pi

Residence Hall

Chlrhl>oraro

Reid ahd Stevens

( Bowery

)

Ford (Chimborazo)
Hodge and Edelen
(Chimlx)razo)

Cork or Chaos

independent

•power $:

Borisof and AAeadows $:

•S. Cheng :|:|

•Cheng and Mapoma :•$

SAM AND TONY— Los Angeies mayor iam rorty found time recently to
proclaim, with UCLA goalie Tony Moscati, this Saturday as Lacrosse
Day in Los Angeles. The occasion is the North-South All-Star lacrosse
game, to begin at 2 p.m. on Spaulding Field

Language requirements to be decided

All-Star lacrossegame^ \ L & S faculty ballots mailed

•Fubar
y

Chaos and Chimborazo

»

Pauley

•Shieks or

Medical School

Oritz

Fountainbleu

Dogcatctiers
-^^ :

—

w

. $: Softball

I

To t>e determined

* indicates All-U winners

i

i

Summer Program 1971

First Session

.V.

.V.

y

i

I

«5

8
Men's Program
Basketball

Handball

(Doubles)
Tennis

(Singles)

Badminton
- (Singles)

Dates
6/287/23
7/5-7/30

7/127/23

^/12-7/23

Time
2-5

99

3-5

12-1

Plac«

'I'auley Pavilion
AAac B

Sunset Courts

MG 200 .

—

%

i

Saturdayon Spaulding
TTfiree members of UCLA's co-champion lacrosse team will be on the
Southern California All-Star team which meets the Northern Califcrnia
All-Stars Saturday at 2:00 p.m. on Spaulding Field.

The three Bruins selected are attacker Bruce Werl, midfielder Neal
Oilman, and goaltender Tony Moscati. Oilman and Moscati are both

repeaters from the 1970 Stars.

The two All-star squads are composed of the best college and club

players in California. In six previous games, the series is even at 3 wins

apiece.

Although lacrosse is often a physically brutal sport, Saturday's game
should emphasize the finesse of the two teams, especially in setting up
fast-break situations which often turn a close contest into a wide-open
affair. —^ — ^— -"••"- —

-- ' —-—

—

—
The Souths experience and depth is reflected in the three U(XA All-

Stars. Gilman played lacrosse for four years as an undergraduate at

Massachusetts InsUtute of Technology, Werl for four seasons at Oberlin
College in Ohio, and Moscati for a like number of years at Holy Cross
College.

~~— —'^

Admission to Saturday's game is free.

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

The vote on abolishing the foreign language

requirement in the College of Letters and Science

began yesterday when mail ballots were sent to the

faculty. The ballots must be returned by June 11,

with the results . being tabulated on June 14.

A resolution by the college's executive committee
to abolish the requirement was defeated 15-39 at a

faculty meeting April 15. However, a faculty petition

caused the measure to be placed on mail ballot.

This is not the first time the College has considered

the requirement. In 1969, the College defeated a^-

proposal (295-315) that would have revised the

present requirement of completion of the fifth-

quarter course in a foreign language.

committee of the College, and another resolution to

appoint an ad hoc committee to "investigate the

goals of the BA degree in the College, including the

breadth and language requirements."

Second resolution

This second resolution was approved at the April

meeting, but enough faculty members signed

petitions to have it placed on the mail ballot.

Although the petition is related to the proposal to

atx)lish the language requirement, Hugh Dick,

chairman of the College, said this was not illegal

^•because neither resolution depends on the success

or failure of the other."

—•- ' I'jpiii l-jtiMJ'
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Coed Program
Volleyball

(Doubles)
Tennis

(Doubles) ^

Hole In One
Swim Relays

^*^^*^^:::«:y:%::::%%W:^

7/6 & 7/7

7/197/23

7/21

To be determined

>*%%%:::>:Wx-AWS

2-4

3-5

122

Pauley Pavilion

Sunset Courts

Rec. Field

.V

•V »
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UNI-CAMP
Needs A Director

STARTING OCTOBER. 1971

Part-time during school • Full time summer
PREFER: Grad Student, some camping experience,

desire to work with kids.

APPLY: UNI-CAMP Office • 900 Hilgord

Phone: 475-4460

All-U Softball PlayoH Results (From Monday & Tuesday)
AAaster Batters def. UCLAW (tortelt); Harmless Error def. Ralph (9 8);

El Seenyors det. White Blood (7-3); Sigma Nu def. Edinburgh (15 7);

Jefferson def. PIgblood (11-6); Buckaroos (13-12); Hydra def. Galley's

Heroes (9-8); Bartholin's Glands def. Bowery (17-1); Sigma Alpha Ep
sllon def. Slawskl's Squad (12-0); Thunderthuds def. Plan Al (7 5);

Portsheaddef. Solbergon Ice (11-4); Pauley def. Our Team (11-4); Fubar
def. Titan (15-1); 4284A def. Chones (6-3); Band def. Orion (14-7); NY.
Yankees def. Himalaya (13-4). ^r ^^

All-U Water Polo Playoff Results
Fountainbleu def. Sigma Alpha Epsilon (6-5), after two overtimes and a

sudden death period. A/Ved School def. Sigma Nu (7-4). Cork def. K-2 ( 6-5).

Proposal tabled

Last year, the proposal to abolish the College-wide

requirement was tabled at the faculty meeting.

The proposal of the executive committee reads:

•Ttiat the foreign language requirement be

abolished in the College and that individual depart-

ments be privileged to set their own foreign language

requirements, if any, as part of their major, subject

to review and approval by the Executive Com-
mittee."

Also on the ballot are the annual elections for

chairman, secretary and members of the executive

It was also explained that although the resolution

-has been approved, it was being placed on the ballot

to give the total faculty an opportunity to expire3!!f

their opinion.

Giovanni Cecchetti, chairman of the Italian

department said, "It is obvious that through in-

vestigation of College requirements an ad hoc

corhmittee can come up with a statement of

phi-losophy of education . . . which should be given

serious consideration."

Jules Zentner of Germanic languages argued that

given the nature of ttie committee's charge, "it is

unlikely that any group of faculty who truly

represent the vastly divergent views on this campus
can arrive at meaningful recommendations.*!

Announcements

SALLYJ(ELLERMAN
as

"VENUS"

®

•A FILM BY LAWRENCE HAUBEN
ONE SHOWING ONLY

Midnight Saturday May 29
Los Feliz Theater, 1822 N. Vermont N04-2169

Hedonics presents

B
MARCEL CARNE'S Social Welfare 147

II'

-*

£

/ ro
2 shows each evening

017:00+ 10:15

m #

O
I

4 4!*

A * «» .*a;
tiiri^hioToi:";* '"^TeVt wJ^ri'^So'^::-^^^^^^ •-•* e"«*«t»-u ^•r^^.^.^n^^^r^ tf occupation (,94^

Plays tn. txunant young m>m. manu.>for^t?i:£.r:^̂ a^rci.'^^Vro«:;rL*r^
'«--» <> »^ branch clneST. B.?r^.:l;

Frt: May 28
Sat. AAay 29

DONATION REQUESTED

I

Registration packets may be

picked up from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in

Murphy Hall 1134 between June
and Sept. 8 according to the

following schedule: A-E, June 1-2;

F-K. June 3-4; L-R, June 7-8; S-Z

June 9-10 and all letter groups

Friday. June 11 through Wed-
nesday, Sept. 8. Registration and

enrollment forms may be mailed

in beginning noon, Friday. July 30.

By Regental action. late

registration fees have been raised

from $10 to $35.

registration card and photo I.D.

must be shown.

may get further information by
calling ext. 55850.

Joseph L. Alioto, San Francisco

mayor will speak at noon today at

Janss Steps. Immediately
following his speech. Alioto will

conduct an informal "rap
session."

Black Students' Union (BSU)
elections will be held from 9 a.m.

to 4 p.m. today according to

Cheryl Dearmon, BSU chairman.
Polling areas are located at the

NOMMO office, Bruin Walk, the

Afrn Amrrirnn fstiiHip'; rrntpf

Hall

Voting is restricted to un-

dergraduates, and a current

William Kunstler, attorney for

the Chicago 8, will speak at noon

today in Haines Hall 39 Sponsored

by the UCLA Moot Court, Kunstler

will be speaking on **th€ role of a-

radical lawyer " All students are

invited to attend

A free rock n' roll show will be
given from noon until dusk
Monday at Janss Steps. Pacific

Gas and Electric, Savage Grace,

Rockin Foo, Charles John Quarto,

Peter Gallway, Kooties, Big Oak
Basin Band and Elijah will

provide the music. The sound
system is by Savage Grace and it

was used by Hendrix on one of his

last tours. The event was
organized by Westwood

IfLiberation Front (WLP) and is

being co-sponsored by WLF^ and
Student Legislative Council.

^ The Conception Counsehng and
Education Clinic (CCEC) of the

Student Health Service will be
r> \ rj i 1 T h I r> t n c run i cr> c nf o 1 i a ih 1 r-

*« *•-*• « • •-

•

*

not they have purchased the usual

spouse coverage plan. Spouses of

registered or continuing students

The staff of the Daily Bruin bids

f.nrpwell fnr thr vrnr with this

twice a Week during the first

summer session and once a week
during the second session.

Friday, May 28. 1971
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Bookman, Cook

elected in runoffs
Mark Bookman defeated Bob Walther yesterday in the runoff for

the presidency of the Graduate Student's Association (GSA). Book-

man, former undergraduate vice-president here, outpoUed Walther

by more than 150 votes. Over 1200 graduate students voted in the

two day election.

In the closest race for GSA office Milton Cook won over Judd
Adams for the first vice-presidency by 60 votes. Adams and
Walther were running as a slate.

Paula Eisenberg who ran on a slate with Bookman and Cook was
defeated decisively in the race for second vice-president by Elliot

Schlang, a dental student. Schlang, who pledged representation for

the health sciences during his campaign, won the election at the

Medical School polling station where he received 439 Votes to

Eisenberg's 15.

The final results:

i

I
.V.

i

i

*

t •

.V

^T

• •

•x
* •

•V.

PRESIDENT
Mark Bookman . . . .

Bob Walther

FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT
Judd Adams
Milton Cpok_

SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT
Paula Eisenberg . . .

Elliot Schlang

i

• t • •

629

468

497

557

451

767

Employes ' union begins

negotiation witii dorms
Members of the campus employes' union began negotiation Wednesday

with dormitory administrators over dorm workers' demands for better

working conditions and fewer campus layoffs

The first of a series of meetings between Local 2070 of the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employes (AFSCME) and

dorm administrators was held at 3 p m Wednesday in Rieber Hall

Union representatives protested low wages, overwork and summer
cutbacks at the meeting, according to union organizer Keith Dodds.

"We expect the administration to argue that they don't have enough

money to meet our demands, but our contention is that their budget is

their problem It's not the workers' fault the state doesn't give them
enough money," Dodds said.

Wednesday's session was concerned primarily with demands by dorm
maids, but the union plans to expand the negotiations to include dortn

food service workers, Dodds said.

Ix)cal 2070 began operation last fall in the Medical Center here It

opened membership to all non-academic campus employes two months

ago

"Right now we have about 200 members m the Med Center and 75 or 80

m the dorms and a few in other places on campus. One of our goals now is

to let all non academic employes know they can join," Dodds said.

A strike by dorm workers is not mconceivable, accbrding to Dodds

"We don't expect to go out on strike, but our effectiveness in these

negotiations depends on our ability to threaten a strike. " he said

"A strike by dorm workers here would effectively shut down the entire

University, because other union workers such as delivery men and

custodians, would refuse to cross the picket lines." he said

'€
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DOKE-MI does if again - this time if's even beWer fhan stealing

Claricon 100 Watt

AlVJ/l^M Stereo System

Model 26-751

Complete stereo record player end AM/FM/MPX receiver systepn designed to fit every

purse. Fectures'lOO watts peck power AM/FM stereo receiver v^ith tuning meter and stereo

indicator light. Has separate bass and treble controls with switchoble loudness and AFC.

Features full size 11" VM Vecord changer-on a custom base with diamond stylus & dust

xover complete with two full range speakers.

REG. 169.95 Now 99 95

RANCHO PARK
10665 W. Pico Blvd.

Lot AngcUt, Calif. 9006
8792 160 • 475-2943

MUSIC BRENTWOOD SQUARE

DISCOUNT

651 San Vicente Blvd.

les, Call

26-32

'

New barrister's society

formed by Undergraduates

The Barrister's Society, a newly-formed group of undergraduate

students interested in law school, has just completed a set of catalogues

and applications "from every single law school m the naUon," Herbert

Michel, one of the three directors of the society, said.

Michel explained he and the two other directors, Steve Revitz and Mike

Gottsegen, began the group after experiencing a multitude of problems in

communicating with law schools. Each iniUaUy contributed between $25

and $30 to pay for materials and postage to start the library. Office space

and additional labor was furnished by Vicki Waldman, undergraduate

political science advisor, who allowed the Barrister's Society to store the

library in her office.

"The organization of the Barrister's Society has two phases,'* Michel

explained. The first phase is the gathering of information for and by

students interested in law school. ''Beside the hbrary, we hope to have

former members, who are in law schools, making their opinions available

to current members," he said.

The second phase has to do with what Michel called "extra-curriculaF

activities," primarily the sponsoring of talks by prominent people in

specific fields of law. ^

The number of memberships grew from three to 50 in ohe and one half

months, Michel said. Most members major in political science, with the

next greatest number of members in economics. Membership and use of

the library, including access to law school applications, are open to all

those interested in law and willing to pay the 50 cents dues, which are

used for the maintenance of the library.
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Draft counseling

schedule outlined
Draft counseling will continue

through the last week of classes

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday,
Wednesctay and Friday and from 7

to 9 p.m. Thursday in Law School

2114. Conscientious Objector (CO)

counseling and military coun-

seling will be given from 7-9 p.m.

Tuesday and Thursday respec-

tively. This summer, draft

counseling sessions are planned

from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday through

Thursday with CO counseling on

Tuesday nights.
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KLA faces problems, uncertain future

By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

<i

A worker at this year's Mardi Gras stopped pounding
nails into a booth and rested for a minute. He listened for a
few seconds to the sounds of the campus radio station, KLA,
being played onto the field and said, "Oh, God, will

somebody jplease turn that shit off."

His wish may be partially granted. KLA/83-AM is in

trouble. "^
V

,

The station has lost listeners and is not making the money
it is supposed to make— and that loss comes out of students
pockets, as the station is funded by the Associated Students.

KLA doesn't try very hard to get advertising, and time
which could be paid for is given away free.

It has been charged with mismanagement.

Change

Its future is uncertain, a real change from two years ago
when KLA was recognized as being at the top of college

broadcasting in Southern California.

Apart from all this, KLA's governing board plans to apply
for an FM educational (non-commercial) hcense with a 10-

mile broadcasting radius.

Presently, the station broadcasts to the four dorms on the

hill west of campus, but nowhere else on campus. Its signal

is transmitted from Ackerman Union through wires to a 10-

watt transmitter in each dorm. It can be picked up by 3,200

students.

It is no longer being played in any of the dorm lobbies.

'No interest*
^

Clinton Burch, a dorm house advisor and next year's

community services commissioner on SLC, said dorm
residents have "no interest at all" in KLA.
Pam Morgan, a sophomore dorm resident, said, "The

only people who know about KLA were here before this

year. I'd say 90 per cent of this year's freshmen don't^ven
talk about it."

For the recent undergraduate student body elections,

KLA held a presidential candidates' forum, and listeners

were requested to call in following the debate and ask

tjuestions of the candidates. Not one call came in.

Perhaps the^lwve statements might be invalid: no

listenership poll has been taken by KLA this year. However,
three students took an independent poll of the four dorms
two weeks ago.

.

-
' Po|l_^,^

Calls were made anonymously and randomly between
7:35 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. on May 10.

The caller said, "Hi, we're conducting a radio listening

survey. We'd like to ask you a few questions. It'll take about

10 seconds." If the person who answered agreed to the

survey, the first question was "Is your radio on?" If that

answer was no, the caller thanked the person and hung up.

If the answer was yes, the person was then asked which
station he wa^ listening to.

The people called were selected at random by use of a

dorm directory, each caller using about a third of the

directory to select phone numbers. All the dorm tran-

smitters were on. No repeat calls (calls to the same room)
are included.

Of the 297 responses 74 people had their radios turned on

and two people were listening to KLA. The following

stations were being listened to:
^

"Aboveground" pop
KHJ—AM 21

KKDJ 7

KNX—FM 5

KHJ—FM 4

KRLA 4

KGBS—FM 4

Total

KBCA

KPPC
KMET
KLOS

Total

KFAC-AM
KJOI
KFAC-FM
KPOL
KOST
KBIG—FM
KWIZ—FM

Total

KMPC

KNX-AM

KLA

"Jazz"

"Progressive" rock— FM

'*Downbeat" or listening music

45

2

7

2

10

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

Baseball (Angels game)

News

Other

13

1

1

2

Losing listeners;

revenues down

f

\ 'm^

been an FM format of "progressive" rock, like that of

KPPC, KLOS, or KMET.
"The programming is very unreliable and the DJs (disc

jockeys) are screwed. They're totally unprofessional," Jim
Jarvis, a freshman in the dorm, said.

Doug Kelly, who served as KLA sports director last year

and a DJ until this winter, said, "The whole idea of turning

the station into an imitation of KPPC—FM is ridiculous.

Yoy're dealing with an audience that really doesn't want
that."

Howard King, who was a KLA DJ for the first two
quarters this year, said DJ mistakes over the air are of no
concern to the KLA management. "There are really no
rules and the management will let you do your own thing on
the air as long as you're 'cool'. The DJs try to be heavy and
what comes out is a real schmaltzy coolness."

However, according to Stu Sheldon, KLA general

—

manager, "We wanted to keep programming very loose, so

I pretty much left it up to the DJs. I wanted to see each
develop his own musical consciousness and develop his own
show."

•Heavy'
Cathy Franklin of Dykstra Hall expressed what may be

the result of this attitude: "The people there try to come on
with low, deep, sexy voices and 'heavy.* It comes off like a

very amateur KPPC "

LaMar Lyons, undergraduate student body president,

worked as a KLA DJ for six months until last January. He
said It was discouraging to know that the station was get-

ting little listener support.

Jeff Wet)er, a KLA DJ, said that because of the lack of

listeners, people on the station should not be held respon-

sible for what they do. "Basically, wc just enjoy the station

for what it is. The informality is a result of no one
listening."

It is fairly common to hear DJs sound like this one did on
the morningx.of the Los Angeles earthquake last winter: '*I

feel like caftlirtg this disaster control, 'cause the newsman .

. the newscaster. . . the head news. . . the news director,

that's what he is, is running around with sweat pouring

down his neck, hair sticking out, obviously. . . (laughs)

undeodorized. . . he's just running around (indistinct girl's

voice in background). Here. . . he's running around with

earphones even if they aren't plugged. It's not much of a

disaster and everyone is reaching for the teletype by the

second." He put on a record, having given no news for the

"not much of a disaster" that killed over 60 people

Name calling

Although DJs have called the UC Regents "pigs" from

Number two
Two years ago, KLA ranked number two in the dorms. It

programmed what was described as a "sophisticated pop"

:

a "more educated" top 40 sound. This year, the style has

time to time, it's not only the Regents who have been called"

names.
Last February, Nancy Stevenson, a KLA DJ, verbally

assaulted Dave Lowenstein, ASUCLA services and

operations manager. She called him'sTva^ety of obscene

names for having chained the doors shut td the Ackerman
Union Grand Ballroom. Lowenstein explained this forced

KLA staffers to have to use a freight elevator to get into the

station. He said he had chained the doors because some
valuat)le documents were displayed as part of a conference

in the ballroom.

Bernie Mitchell, KLA program director, yelled, "Right
on!" in the background following Stevenson's first attack

on Lowenstein.

Stevenson's speech was something less than coherent in

parts. An excerpt:"But thiscal really thinks he is, ya know,

like he. . . he thinks he owns the building and just because,

ya know, KLA happens to l)e the only, by the way, the only

student organization that's housed in the student union

that's run by ASUCLA and which really is UCLA is not run

by the students. Just get it straight before you, ya know,

have any ideas otherwise Uke consider this is KLA in

Westwood, because that'll make it legal. . .

"

*ShU'

Ken Turner, KLA music director, later said, "A lot of shit

is going to hit the fan because of this," and added, "Sorry

about that, Dave, ol' boy." Stevenson said on the air that

Ackerman Union would be burned down someday because

of people like Lowenstein, and again called him obscene
names.
Turner turned out to be partially right. Stevenson's at-

tack was presented on February 22 to the ASUCLA Com-
munications Board (Comm Board) which oversees KLA.
The Board dismissed Stevenson and Mitchell at their

March 6 meeting. However upon appeal by general

manager Sheldon, and an appearance t)efore the Board by

Mitchell, the Board unanimously re-instated Mitchell on

April 6 with retroactive salary.

Sheldon said he though the Board had originally acted too

hastily. "I had already made^<a managerial decision

(Stevenson had resigned before the meeting) and if the

Board is to take action on its employes, it shouljd have acted

on me," he said.

Professionalism

There is no doubt that the station sounds and acts dif-

ferently this year in terms of professionalism. Sheldon

believes the whole concept of professionalism is open to

question, and that it should be left up to the station more
often than to the standards of the outside community.

"I liked to get the idea across that we were trying to talk

to people rather than at them. And I was perfectly willing to

let people rap about anything they wanted. Perhaps I ex-

pected a little much from some people in terms of com-
municating," he said. "I think this was an experimental

year."

Matt Charash, who did a few shows for the station this

year, said, "It's nothing but screw-off radio."

KLA has seen better days, tx>th in terms of audience and
advertising.

Two years ago, KLA received a number two ranking

(behind KHJ) in every one of the monthly surveys taken.

During that year, KLA was held in high enough esteem by

the Southern California Broadcasters Association for them
to vote in KLA as a full member, the first station to l>e so

honored.

Compete
Phil Cogan, general manager of the station that year,

said, "The attitude of the people there then was that since

we were , in the number two radio market in the country,

we'd have to compete with the other stations for listeners.

To do this, we had to train people to sound as professional as

possible."

"At the same time, we justified what we were doing by

being campus-oriented — in trying to provide a service

students couldn'^ find at other stations."

Ken Levine, who was a DJ then, emphasized that the
main idea to study from other stations was not for the music
but for the professionalism that went with it. ^

KLA staffers pointed out that many give-aways and

contests were held, an indication of the station's "broad-

casting superiority" in the minds of promoters.

Progjran[iming was done largely on the basis of what people

called in to request, and DJs were required to go through

training and maKe practice broadcasts before going on the

air.

Many of the people who worked at KLA in former days

have gone on to work professionally in the field

Advertising

Along with the drop-off in audience, KLA has experienced

a genuine decrease in advertising revenue which means a

genuine loss to its supporters — the UCLA students.

KLA's budget allows for approximately $21,000 to operate

the station, and Comm Board expects the station to make
back close to $11,000 of that

At this point, only $7,025 has been accounted for in ad-

vertising revenue, with ads from the rest of the year ex-

pected to boost that only slightly.

A breakdown of KLA's ongoing finances is as follows:

(projected)

1968-69 1989-70 1970-71

Total rost $21 fiJW $20,132 $20.W6

H -h---- ^rHfi —
Total loss $11,164 $10,986 $13,970

Sheldon admitted the station had not made too much
effort to get ads this year (Continued on Page 4)
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But he did attribute this year's reduction in

revenue partially to a dropoff in national advertising.

The one national account KLA has, Campus Media,

Inc , boi^ht over $2,500 of time (mostly for

Newsweek magazine), while last year's figure was

$3,051

'Hustled'

Harry Morris, director of ASUCLA publications,

was asked why the station had done so much better

two years ago. "Phil Cogan hustled," Morris said.

He also said during the previous two years, the

KLA management did not have the additional

revenue commg in from summer operations. **When

this year's management asked to operate this last

summer, they agreed to get $10,000 worth of ad-

vertising for the year. We assumed that with the
. JjL, additional three months, they could get it."

^

However, during its summer operation, KLA if^
only $300 in advertising.

^ AdStKvially , the ^me sort ofijaestion about the

quality of broadcasting seems to concern ad-

vertisements : it is all right to do things casually?

Alice's Restaurant in Westwood twice bought time
spots on the station to advertise special student rate

offers. •*! don't think many people heard us — we had

^ one student come in," a management spokesman

^ said

For the first Alice's spot, the announcer read the

copy, while other people from the station stood

behind him chanting, "E^at! eat! eat!" which caused
the entire conwnercial to be indecipherable. For the

second spot, there was the clatter of dishes breaking
in the background over the announcer's voice.

Shelley's Stereo reported **no results whatsoever"
from ads they placed this year. Stu Sheldon did the
ad for Shelley's by saying *^chtung, achtung" and
reading the rest in a throaty German accent. He
finished by giving the store hours as 6 p.m. to 10 p.m
while the actual hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The largest single advertiser^ Newsweek
magazine, is consistently getting its ad copy
mangled.

One DJ said, **In any case, Newsweek is your
newsmagazine for the week, so pick it up, I think it's

on sale down at the student store, and if you like that

kind of thing, go M> it" Others reduced the ad to

simply repeating the word "Newsweek" a few times.

**Anything that does not come over the air exactly
as we sent it to the station is a breach of contract,"
according to Richard Lynch of Newsweek *s national
advertising department. If Newsweek decided to

charge breach of contract, it could collect for

previous infractions and cancel aD future ads im-
mediately.

Additionally, time is being given away free to those
who might pay for it. Ehiring fall and winter quar
ters, spots were given over the air for the Ail-

American Burger in Westwood and Jeans West.
There is no record of any charge made to them by
KLA during that period.

•Trade out*

The station was forced to cancel trade out

agreements by Comm Board in March. A *

'trade

out" is a legal agreement by a station and an ad-

vertiser to exchange goods for free advertising.

(Continued on Pag^ 5)
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You want a job, we re offering the world
As a TWA hostess.

And unlike most of the other airffr^es. when
we offer the world, we offer the world.

Because TWA flies all the way around it To
places like Lonbon. Paris. Geneva. Rome.
Athens. Hong Kong. Milan. Not to mention
33 cities in the United States.

And when you see the world our way. you

not only see it. you get paid for it. And you
get enough time off to enjoy yourself.

There's just one thing A lot of girls are
taking us up on our offer. And while there's

still plenty of world to go around, it's not

going to last forever.
"^

So what you better do is coll 213/394-3221
Right now.

The world waits for no woman.

Be a

*'• •qu«l opportunHy vrnptoyCf

1 \t " • • • « « • ••• • . . «. .. •-

It's like no )Ob on earth.

14K GOLD
PEACE

'^^^^ RINGS

D$ll

E$ll

G-$15

Florentine Gold Finish

Give Ring Size if known

Send . i Of Money Order

ALLEN'S JEWELERS
9041 W Pico Blvd .

tos Antcks. Calif 90035
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around. "The publicity helped us and KLA's thinking

was that they were doing a public service to

broadcast it."

However, Sheldon said the Ash Grove ads were not
logged as public service announcements.

Apart from advertising, there have been other new
station policies and occurrences. Some KLA DJs
have gone on the air this year with no previous ex-

perience—the station did not require training.

"People were learning by doing. We (the

management) were there to pass on the knowledge
we could," Sheldon said.

Former DJ Howard Kling said the management
never told him anything, except that he should not

talk so much on the air.

BUZE

KLA is also the only station at which you can
consistently hear a low buzz in the background, or
sometimes you honestly cannot hear the DJ—he
won't be loud enough.

"There is constant misuse and abuse of equipment
at KLA. No one is being showed how to really operate
anything," Bill Pearl, former KLA DJ and an
engineer there for part of this year, said.

Pearl explained he had come into the station one
night when Bemie Mitchell and Ken Turner were
having the board console feedback through itself to

get "moog" sounds. The board had smoked and
blown a pre-amp. "You just don't do what they did

with the board, because the whole thing can go,"

Pearl said. (Since pre-amps are subject to failure, it

was replaced free of charge.)

Sheldon reported promotion this year had been
"low-key" rather than going into "hard-sell AM
radio style promotions." There have been some
posters put up in dorms at the beginning of the year,

and some record give-aways. Sometimes a DJ has
tried for 10 or 15 minutes to give a record away.

The problems with KLA are not derived from bad
station equipment. The station has top professional

items like Ampex tape recorders, Altec boards and
QRK turntables and is said to be as well equipped as

the normal professional local station. Its equipment
represents more than a $20,000 investment.

Mismanagement

The question of mismanagement of the station was
not considered by Comm Board until Pearl brought

these charges before the Board at its February 22

meeting, and the Board went into executive session.

Pearl said he based the mismanagement charges
on abuse of equipment, breach of contract in ad-

vertising, not maintaining complete logs, obscenity,

the attack on Dave Lowenstein and the cir-

cumstances of the trade agreement with the Ash
Grove.

Pearl said he was not allowed to make a complete
presentation of his charges during the meeting. "The
board members kept asking how long it would take,
and remmded me that they had to go home. I'd make
a point, try to elaborate and they'd railroad me
straight through, telling me they weren't paid and
they weren't going to be intimidated. They were
really put out at me for presenting facts about what
they are supposed to regulate." ^

Mitchell Cannold, chairman of Comm Board and
KLA news director two years ago, believes Pearl did
not take care of his grievances in the proper manner.
"Bill had chosen to come to us rather than go to the
station management to straighten these problems
out w^^aKLA" Cannold said-

Pearl said he went to Comm Board because "the
management was well 9ware of everything I was
pointing out. It wasn't anything new to them."

Charges

As to the charges themselves, Cannold said some
were valid and many were not. When asked to name
those that were, he said, "I don't want to go into that.

It's pretty much of a dead issue. Most of the changes
at KLA have been self-imposed."

|

At the end of the meeting, Cannold appointed a
committee of four to study KLA and make
suggestions to the management. Scott Shurian, a
board member from the Los Angeles Press club,

delivered recommendations within two days of the

meeting.

Shurian found no evidence of "fraud, em-
bezzlement, or gross mismangement," and
recommended barring Nancy Stevenson and Bemie
Mitchell from the station for the attack on Lowen-
stein, discontinuing trade out agreements, setting a
policy for non-student workers and making a com-
plete review of KLA's operating procedures. Sheldon
thought the recommendations were good ones, ex-

cept for the one involving Stevenson and Mitchell.

However, action has been taken only on the attack on
Lowenstein and on discontinuing trade agreements.

Neither of Comm Board's representatives to KLA,
Bob Rose for the fall quarter and Rhonda Pieter for

the winter, were involved with bringing anything

before Comm Board aside from technical problems.
Pieter said, "I wasn't into the station too much.
Mitch (Cannold) handles KLA." l.

By a personal agreement with the Ash Grove, a

Hollywood music club, the management and "people

related to the station" got to go there free if KLA ran

advertisements for the Ash Grove, according to

Gordy Alexander, publicity director of the club.

Alexander said the Ash Grove does not have
enough money tq buy ads, and this kind of

arrangement is made to get the Ash Grove's name
(Continued on Page 32)
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Paid Advertisement)

The King is Dead, Long Live the QueenI

Dennis Hamel
Business Manager
68-69 69-70 70-71

$ $ $
on your way up remenAer us . . .
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HAPPENING
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Manny' s Barbers

When you say, ''take
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\ Q little bit off/'

e bit oH.

we take

10911 Kinross Ave.
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SALUTE TO THE

AMERICAN INDIAN
Stqiring

IRON-EYES CODY AND COMPANY

Pow-Wow, Booths & Enfertoinmenf

SUNDAY, June 6, 1971
*

5 p.m. 'til _____

HOUYWOOD PALLADIUM
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Vietnam
The end of another school year is in sight, the end of

another year of mass murder in Southeast Asia is

lurching toward its midpoint. ^

Reports from Pentagon sources indicate that the

War in Vietnam has become the heroin war, and that

President Nixon may have to end the Hghting before

the dimensions of a battle-induced heroin plague
spreading among American forces there becomes
generally known.
Each year adds some newer, more complete

catalog of ''incomprehensible" atrocities to be at-

tached to Vietnam. And the war drags on. The War
must stop: there is no question of it, the War must
stop.

President Nixon has apparently fixed the figure of

100,000 froopT as a politically acceptable platform
from which to launch his campaign for re-election in

1972. No troop level, no American lives and futures,
can continue to be squandered in Nam. Americans
and Vietnamese have been killed at Khe Sanh for the
second time ... the war is going in circles, a vortex
pulling us all deeper into insanity.

The War must stop.

Faculty of the College of Letters and Science now
control the fate of' the much -debated foreign
language requirement.
Despite what the language departments on campus

might argue, we contend that learning a foreign
language has no greater worth as an intellectual

discipline than any other area of study on campus.
The maintenance of a foreign language

requirement places language departments in a
position throughout the campus of considerable
importance in a student's academic life. For this
reason, we seriously question the motives of those in
favor of keeping the language requirement: do they
genuinely have the student's best interests at heart of
do they simply wish to maintain the stranglehold of
requiring everyone to "learn" the basic rudiments of
a foreign language? We believe the latter is true. The
proposal now before the faculty would hot eliminate
the requirement outright, but allow individual
departments— surely better judges of student's need
to learn language — to set their own language
requirements. If language departments on this
campus cared about the students' interests rather
than their own, they would support the proposal.
The second proposal further reflects the self-

centered attitude on the part of language depart-
ments. It is simply an endorsement of a proposal
already approved to review the goals of the BA
degree, singling out the language requirement. It's a
rather slipshod effort to try one more time to get
some committee to endorse the language
requirement, despite the fact that except for those

with narrow, self-centered interests, few people wish
the language requirement,

urge the facultv to vote to abolish the

CSEA: workers ' friend

S -->••»
1to maT.,

We
CUi^cge-Wldc iana>,,5^,t^ rp'^ '- » 11 i

'Collective begging for union**

in your Tuesday issue must be

rebutted.

Gov. Reagan's "new plan" of

employee relations was developed

for the sole purpose of watering

down the effort of CSEA to get AB-

2463 (Hayes) passed. This bill is a

parctical employee/employer
relations measure, introduced by

CSEA. It amends certain sections

of the Meyers, Mihas, Brown Act

and adds Chapter 10. 1 relating to

state employees.

A summary of this bill by the

Legislative Counsel indicates the

extent of the proposed enactment:

"Enacts separate provisions

regulating the employer-
employee relations of state em-
ployees, including provisions

creating a State Employment
Relations Commission, with

specified powers and duties with

regard to employer-employee
relations of state employees, and

providing for the recognition of

majority representatin, employee
organization elections and
voluntary arbitration of

disputes."

CSEA has worked for the em-
ployees of the state, the Univer-

sity and the state colleges. Every
benefit you now have was won by
CSEA after long hard battles with

management, legislators and the

press. And every \ .. » you, and
those who follow you, will get in

the future, will be t)ecause CSEA
was fighting for you. We don't

have time to **bad-mouth" other

labor organizations.

What comes out of the horn?
Generally, we receive 5% in-

crease in pay each year. That's

worth $300 a year if you make $500

a month.

Health insurance contribution
— started with nothing. Then we
got $5 a month; then $6; then $8;

now it's $10, and in July it will be
$12. That's $144 a year. Sure
premiums have gone up — but
what hasn't? No one else was in

Sacramento getting this extra
money for you — only CSEA.
Payroll deduction for dues. You

are now automatically protested

for representation at a cost of

$2.50 a month. CSEA spent
thousands of dollars in court costs

to obtain this benefit for you. The
Regents fought us all the way, but

finally succumbed to pressure.

Results are what count!

For years, the University
refused to grant payroll deduc-
tions for Credit Union tran-

sactions. But with capitulation on
the dues for CSEA, the University

gave in and the Credit Union
operation is much more efficient

— another benefit for you.

Incidentally, did you know that

it was CSEA Chapter 44 here at

UCLA that started the Credit
Union?

Retirement. You don't care
about it? It's too far in the future?

But when that day catches up with
you, you'll be glad CSEIA was the

organization that estatilisbed the

Retirement System for em-
ployees. Senator Gninsky's bill,

SB 249, just pMwd the Senate by
unanimous vote. It now is in the

Assembly. This bill is exactly as

proposed by CSEIA. It provides for

20% increase in retirement
l)enefits.

Legislative representation is a
main-line program with CSEA.
Five full-time employees are
''working" the halls in the sUte
Capitol to establish, extend, and
maintain employment benefits for

CSEA membNers. We sponsor and
support legislation which l)enefit8

you and your family. We oppose
legislation which would harm
your working conditioilt.

AB 146, premium pay for
overtiT- " " ' ^^th houses
siiid is on tnc- lioverriur's desk. UC
police ^tirement. AB 758;
disability leave with a full year's
pay, AB 676; PERS 'idse" Sur-

vivor Benefit improvement to

equal Social Security benefit, AB
207; Retirement credit for sick-

leave, AB 416 are current bills that

CSEA introduced. AB 801 will fully

pay your health insurance

premiums. AB 1455 will provide

unemployment benefits; SB 166

will increase pay for night shift

workers, and SB 104 appropriates

$96,065,000 from the General Fund
plus added funds from special

accounts to yieki a 6% salary

increase. And for those who are

retired, SB 57 provides a cost-of-

living increase ranging from 5%
to 12% depending on the date ol

retirement.

CSEA is a member of Assembly

of Government Employees
(AGE). Your affiliation with

CSEIA gives you representation

l)ack in Washington, D. C. in

national affairs.

CSEA maintains a legal staff to

protect your working conditions.

After all administrative remedies

have failed, we have gone to court

to correct any "high-handed" or

capricious or arbitrary decisions

adversely affecting employees —
and we have won these cases!

Many CSEIA members are still on
the job only because CSEA
"represented them and got them
reinstated — with full back pay!

The University Staff Personnel

Board was created only by the

pressure CSEA put on the

Regents. It was a long tough fight,

started ifi 1957, but we won. It is up
to us to make use of this Board, to

advance our cause with reason,

logic and facts.

All these items and programs
are the work of a "company
union"? Come to think about it,

what has AFSCME and Local 2070

accomplished for you?
Karl Jensen

Department of Chemistry

Baseball
, After four years (rf disheartening

experience climaxed by defeat at

the hands of USC on May 15, 1 find

that the need to reveal the charade
of the baseball program has lost

none of its urgency or appeal. It is

my fervent hope those who follow

will avoid repeating my error, i.e.

playing baseball at UCLA.
Any apparent lack of concern

with the possibility of a premature
end to Reichle's coaching career is

due to the public knowledge that he
would rather be doing something
(anything) else.

The general atmosphere of the

baseball program is a curious
mixture of visible disorganization

and clandestine incompetence. As
a direct result, everyone, despite

claims to the contrary, is per-

petually concerned about his own
advancement; everyone has a
grievance (usually with good
reason), and everyone lives the

deadly passions of self-importance

and resentment. These effects

have a common cause^ and it is

Reichle.

Rare is the occasion when
Reichle does not promise some sort
of reward for anticipated per-
formance — all too often without

hope, or means, of fulfilling those
promises.

UCLA baseball history is replete

with unfulfilled promises such as
"a gold watch for everyone" and
"win more games than you lose in

Pac-8 and I'll give you a grant next
year." Many players have heard
the words; very few have found
reason for belief.

A general gauge of athletic

performance is usually tempered
with the perception of personality.

For example, two players are
performing equally poorly; one is

liked, the other not liked. Well, the

former is "suffering through a
slump" while the other "just can't

do the job."

This indiscriminate favoritism

could well be the most regular

irregularity of the entire program.
The level of clarity and

deliberateness achieved by college

baseball's Paragon of Ap-
prehension can best be illustrated

by the direction player-coach talks

take.

Usually the player requests
some honest evaluation and con-

structive criticism. Through
devious social and political

commentary the coach then

succeeds in building and main-

taining a. state of tension which

causes, then magnifies, the illusion

of danger.

Reciprocal distrust then turns

talk to harangue, and then neither

party really has an appropriate

avenue of defense. The only

available recourse is to comply
and play "power" games fostered

by the unremitting anxiety.

Add to these the coach's

predisposition for private business,

and the outlook is indeed dismal.

By one count, the head coach was
absent more often than present this

past season. ^

During my four years here I

have witnessed three teams held

together by fear and anxiety.

Within this framework honesty

to one's superiors is obviously

suicidal; honesty to one's equals

puts them on their guard. "Dog eat

dog" is the operative principle of

the whole organization.
""

Everyone winds up wishing
everyone else demotion and
discredit; "friendly" -chats with

the coach turn into confidential

reports and have as a consequence

a myriad of pretended alliances.

Over all this, expressions of

grave respect and "tributes" to

one another's invaluable services

indeed form a thin veneer of

camaraderie. All this is to say

expect the end to justify the means.

If this should create a public

scene that would be fine. Perhaps
then some people might respond, if

only to the great drama created by

such a scene.

In any case, the "coaches" must
cope with growing resentment and

increasing recognition of their true

abilities and concerns.
""=^^

This sort of mismanagement
can no longer be considered in-

nocuous but must be determined^
legitimate outrage. It is entirely

unseemly for this unsatisfactory

and undesirable conduct to con-

tinue to represent the university.

Ed Hume

Rock happening
Next Monday the Westwood Uberation Front will be putting on all day

rock n roll n boogie at Janss Steps. This wiU be our-your twelfth free
(bnng a donation if you can) dance^oncert.
Scheduled to play are Pacific Gas and Electric (now with nine pieces),

Savage Grace, Rockin' Foo. Peter Galloway and Charles John Quarto-
More to come.

a^J^ conspiracy would like to get in touch with more people that are
gomg to be »;€re diffing the summer months. They meet every Tuesday at
7.30 p.m. at 673 Gayley (old Theta C^i)
Yog might

nf^If!!?," ^?^ ^*^ ^ "^t more of you haven't got involved. We need each

S^swo
If you want to help come to the community meeting or call

—sabmlUed by Davkl Sacks

Student intern criticizes articb on pdice
After reading and re-reading

the article (Daily Bruin, May 2,

1971 ) concerning the University of

California Police Department
(UCPD), I have ye>to find any
constructive purpose in the

reported analysis of the dif-

ficulties which now hesei the

department.

I have always felt (and perhaps
naively so) that the primary
purpose or goal of journalism is

J
the provision of an informed

. readership.

Newspapers such as the Daily

Bruin serve an important function

in that they supply much-needed
information to a public that might
otherwise remain ignorant and
uninformed. The manner in which
the reportage is presented is of

critical importance then.

The media (television,

newspapers, radio) can and do
forge public opinion by in-

terpreting reality in keeping with

their own values and philosophies.

Anyone who is familiar with The
(Jeorge Putnam News knows that

"how you say what you say" can
make a tremendous impact on the

viewing public.

Objectivity should be the

primary concern of news
reporting. The individual reporter

should attempt to temper his own
personal biases in order to present

a more accurate view of the

situation.
~

Unfortunately, this is seldom
the case. Many reporters allow

personal feelings toward the

subject matter to color their in-

terpretation of the truth.

The truth in these cir-

cumstances is often bent and
twisted so that the reporter in

question can expunge himself of •

his own personal feelings of

frustration, and dissatisfaction.

Once again, I question Terry
Colvin's purpose in writing the
article When interviewed by him,
I honestly felt that he was at-

tempting to acquire some sense of
and appreciation for the problems
of the [UCPD.

I found that this was not at all

his purpose. He wanted a story.

The truth seems to be of secon-
dary importance to him. The story
reigns supreme.

" —
His Urget — the UCPD, an

already maligned organization
that has never enjoyed the
pleasure of even nearly accurate
reportage.

His charges — they are racist:

they are unjust: they are corrupt.

Th^sources used to validate his

ch^es are at once credible and
incredible. Many of the quotes
cited come from officers who are
no longer in the employ of the
department. Their accusations
are often biting and bitter.

This is understandable, how-
ever, because they no longer work
for the force. Their opinions about
the department remain just that,

ho\<rever, their opinions.

No amount of editorializing will

give the 'aforementioned state-

ments any more validity or any
greater degree of credibility.

No one is saying they shouldn't

be bitter. I do feel however, that it

behooves the reporter who utilizes

these quotes to critically analyze
their content, and the motivation
which triggered them.

I saw no questioning of the

comments. Mr. Colvin quite
readily accepted and used them.
Many of the comments are easily

refutable as they were published

with no investigation as to their

validity. Mr. Colvin assumed they

were true and proceeded from this

assumption.

In his zeal to wHte a successful

story Terry Colvin has attempted
to discredit Chief Boyd Lynn. He
has been named the scapegoat
and bears the brunt of the tHirden

in the reporter's eyes.

I reply I can only say that Mr.
Colvin is obviously blinded by his

own enthusiasm and immaturity.
Chief Lynn is one of the most
concerned and understanding
administrators that 1 have ever
worked with. He Is aware of the

problems that exist and is trying

to deal with them. Personnel
problems, however, are often

difficult to resolve.

One of the major faults in Mr.
Colvin's argument is his refusal to

see that the police department, as
any other administrative depart-

ment, has personnel problems,
problems.

The UCPD has been singled out

because of the great degree of

public exposure that it receives. It

makes a good story. Many will

read with great interest and
surprise. The saddest part of all is

that it is so grossly inaccurate a
picture.

My initial response to the letter

was "let it go"; I cannot in good
conscience dismiss it so lightly. If

my position as intern to the UCPD
has validity, then that validity

rests in the fact that I am closer to

the problem and cart understand it

more readily than students in the

outside community. This is one of

the basic philosophies behind the

program.
After working here for a period^

of one year, I still do not feel

qualified to write an article such
as that written by Terry Colvin.

He has proven conclusively that

he does not understand the police

department or its function, and
has attempted to reduce the

complexity of the reality of the^

department into two key words:

"low pay" and "racism".

Mr. Colvin has appointed
himself "judge" and "jury". He
has tried and convicted the

department and actively sought

out that "flexible truth" that

allows for slanted interpretation.

It^is evident to me that he sees

only what he wants to see, and
hears only what he wants to hear.

In a world plagued with lack of

communication that seems to me
the ultimate offense.

John A. McGee
Student Intern

UCPD

Student Films
Editor:

As a viewer of last year's

student films which I found to be
relevant, dealing as they did with

topics such as racism and the May
Strike I would suggest a viewing

of the films this year at Royce
Hall, May 28, 29 and June 4, 5, 6 at

8:30 p.m. I would expect, pertiaps,

that it might be even more
rewarding to attend this year.

Unda Reitman. SUff

Theater Arts

Lights
(Kditor's note: The following

letter is directed to the Physical

Plant.)

With the numerous classes
given by Extension in Bunche Hall

in the evenings it would seem that

you could afford to put Ughts at

the tops of stairs as well as at the

bottoms (one would prefer not to

fall down them rather than to see

where one's possessions have
fallen afterward!)

Should funds be so low that a

regulati<)n fixture cannot meet
your budget, I enclose an example
of a cheap simple one — Sears
perhaps.

M.NeUien

4

ANVCAft

SZMONIZED
PASTE
WAX^

WkLlMi

Shine- On
Simo^ize system

10147 Venice Blvd.. LA.
(2 blocl^s east of Motor Ave)
N.E. Corner of VenkeBlvd
& Jasmine in reor of Venice
Sof-Spra Cor Wash

come miyr phone ior

an appointment. We
will also wax at your

location.

DAY or NIGHT
PHONE

276-5959
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*7he reason I like the ASUCLA
Barber Shop is they never take

off more than I tell them."

So soyeth Robert Sheoffer, resident poet and
fulltime expert on books In the Students' Store.

Miss Lee Von Buskirk, our talented lady barber,

is ready to cut your hair exactly the way you
want It, too; she's a good listener. Come In

and speak up — you too Con hove a hair cut

without looking scalped, here.

UC
barber shop

a
room 1 79 k^rcVhoff hall, ^25-2850 ^

open 8:00a.m.-6:00p.m. monday through friday

/

You may think they've gone away

But 23, 000 are here to stay.

Advertise in the Summer Bruin.

Copy deadline the 16 th ofJune.

Phone 825-2161

And then relax and enjoy the sunlt

1971 SUMMER PUBLICATIONS SCHEDULE
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CYCLES

FIRST AMERICAN APPEARANCE
Oscar Winnino Compot«r of "NEVIR ON SUNDAY

MANOS HADJIDAKIS
PIANO CONCERT

FLEURY O'ANTONAKIS 'SUS? MAOJIBAKIS I TNEOOORAKIS

PASADENA CIVIC AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY, JUNE 6th at 3:30 pm

^^ ALL MATS IISIRVIO $5.50. $4.50, $3.50. $2.50

PHONI 449-9473 AND MOST TICKffT AOCWCICS

IGK OISCOUKT WITH STUOVfT 1.0. CAIO

Program maybe termitf^^^d

^^^^Smm^

KPdKJ Advtrtt*#fn«nt)

HILLELCOLNVX
900 Hugard Avenue

474.1531

i
V
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SHABBAT SERVICES

May 28 — Shabbat of Introspection

Oneg Shobbat follows -, .

^'

June 4 — Dinner of 6:15

Creative service on freedom. Guest Speaker:

Rfof. Carl Faber, Topic "Identity"

Oneg Shabbat services

Lost Wednesday Night Dinner

May 26 ^

EdlUir:

You may or may not recognitc

my name. I was a local

Congressional candidate (didn't

make it, of course) and am active

in and on the executive boards of

such organizations as Women for

Legislative Action, Califomians

for Liberal Representation, and

man; others which I'm sure you'd

recognize.

At any rate, I am writing you

about a tragic situation which

threatens our community i^id

which I thought you might com-

ment on, editorially or otherwise,

in the Daily Bruin.

The OMR Program is about to

be terminated. It is an Outside

Medical Relief project in which

aged, indigent and sick people all

over the County have available to

them medical services and
pharmaceuticals in their own
area.

The Board of Supervisors is

planning to cut off this aid. This

would mean that these old and

sick people and for the most part

suffering from mental illness,

would have to travel to General

Hospital for some help. They have
no transportation available to

begin with, and even if they made
the effort and got to General

Hospital, imagine what would
happen at General. But, as one

cynic put it — "That's fine, if they

can't get there then there will be
less problem at General."
Imagine!

This is just one part of the

whole welfare mess we're in, but

I, and some of the organizations in

which I work, plan to create as

much mass pressure as we can.

The hope is that you will alert your

readers — some of whom may be
able to attend t,he hearings which
will be held on this the week of

June 7th at the Board of Super-

visors of L.A. County.

Mildred Simon

chelder's letter (Wednesday, Mmy
19), tlie Daily Bruin coffee cup

coup does not run on a subsidy. We
depend on donations out ol the

sheer goodness of people's hearts.

Every so often, funds do run

low. When that happens, we poet

signs near our coffee pot saying,

"Please donate. Your nickel will

help keep the coffee crusade

going
"

On occasion, DB staff members
and readers have donated coffee,

cups, sugar, powdered cream, and
napkins. We incur no labor ex-

penses (though we're very tired).

We definitely don't have money to

donate to Uni^Camp, as we
thought we might. We are just

short of breaking even.

I must commend Batchelder's

interest (and everyone else's who
has written) in making ASUCLA
more responsive to the campus
community. But as he must know,

the situation will take con-

siderable study before it .reaps

effective, long-term solutions. The
DB's prime responsibility is to put

out a newspaper, including con-

siderable late-breaking news. We
do not have the manpower to do

both. (If we did, we would.)

Please note there is nothing

(that I know of ) to bar the student-

at-large from such a study. I'm

certain that if a student ap-

proached the general represen-

tatives (Kerckhoff 409) and
assured them that he or shewould
spend the time studying the

problem, they would be quite

willing to offer a sense of direction

and orientation.

I wish more people would do just

that.

Rick Kwan
DB SUff Writer

& **Coffee Editor"

Sale

Coffee
Editor:

In response Ronald Bat-

Editor:

Have you tieard, there is a sale

going on. So, don't procrastinate,

get in on a buy of a lifetime.

Needless to say the longer you
delay, the longer you will be

II
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deprived. So hurry on down to

your nearest university or college
and sell your head for the low
price of 1158.50 per quarter
For the wise investor, you can

sit on your investment and wait
for a bullish market. Here is a hot

tip! The price of heads are going
up next year to well over $200 per
quarter. And for the entrepreneur,

you can invest now and in four

years, you can net a considerable
profit. Society always pays top

dollar for four year heads or is it

sUll true? *"— -

But what happened to those

investors who thought they made
a good investment and sold out

lock, stock and barrel. The
realization, of which, is the long

unemployment lines. YOU HAVE
JUST BEEN HAD! It hurts, when
you get jammed. You had the

faith, but little did you know, that

society was a "Three Dog Night".

The investment you made turned

into salt.

However, it may not be too late

to save the core of your in-

vestment. But you must be willing

to check out the scene and relate

to your fellow students. You just

may be able to salvage your head
Cause after all, your head is you!

Furthermore, UCLA is a

disaster area filled with so many
headless students that it isn't

funny. So take back your head, if

you can find it, and earnestly

relate to your fellow students, who
I might add, might have also lost

their heads through a bad in-

vestment. Happy hunting,

because you are going to have a

miserable time trying to find your

head. Why? Because searching

for heads in a disaster area is

always a bad trip . . and that's

for real!

Roy Moore

Senior. Sociology

Southern Campus

still on sole
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'WHERE THERE'S ALWAYS
A SALE IN PROGRESS "

• LOWEST HEUIET PRICES ANYWHERE
• EXCEED U.S.A.8.1. Z-f0.1 iTAN0AR08
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K(;rvi $1 1.9b

12010 W. PICO BLVD.,
LOS AMQELES, CALIF. 90064

. PHONE TODAY (213)479-4383
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DECS: The selling of the university

i

By Sylvia T. Mason

Several ^eeks ago I witnessed a conversation between a
UCLA graduate who is seeking a teaching position through
the Office of Educational Career Services and its director.

Dr. William Thomas.
The apphcant charged that discrimination on the iMtsis of

religion was being exercised against him by the counsellor

responsible for 4-year institutions. Unfair practices by
schools seeking applicants and sanctioned by that office; an**

interviewer took the applicant's picture without his per-^

mission. The counsellor responsible for Junior Colleges
^

purposely withheld information regarding openings.

R-A-C-I-S-M

The counsellor for 4-year institutions told the applicant to

apply at a specific college on the basis that his chances for

acceptance would be better because he and the majority of

the people there had the same religion. The exact quote

from the counsellor was as follows (the words with dashes

between the letters were spelled out by the counsellor),

"You ought to fit in well there, there're a lot J-E-W-S there,

H-E-B-R-E-W-S you know."
An incident was also recalled where a large eastern

university took the picture of every applicant, not always

with the apphcant's approval. When the applicant in

question asked that the picture be returned and then

complained of this practice to the junior college counsellor,

he was reprimanded for complaining. It was stated that if

the apphcant wanted the job, he must submit to these

practices, and that he had no right to complain.

Territorial imperative

The applicant objected to the fact that Qie'counsellor for

Junior Colleges purposely withheld positions from him for

which he is fully qualified. The counsellor ^s long held the

Junior College placement as her private preserve and

proudly declares that, "As long as I am here, there will be

no open listings." As a result she maintains what Dr.

Thomas calls "special arrangements" with administrators

in a number of Junior Colleges in California. Placement is

based upon subjective evaluations of the applicant by this

counsellor. To anyone who had the misfortune to disagree

with this counsellor, the question "Are there any openings

in California ,Junior Colleges?" is always greeted with,

f

"No." Yet there are 93 Junior Colleges in California and the

Ukelihood of no openings in any one year is impossible.

Through a private placement office in the east the ap-

plicant learned of some fifteen openings in five California

Junior Colleges. At this rate there could have been 270

openings. Even if only half of the junior colleges had one

opening apiece, there could still have been 43. I verified

several of the openings myself and was told definitely that

UCLA had received notification of these openings. None of

these was called to the attention of the applicant by the

junior college counsellor in the Office of Educational

Career Services.

••Screen"

When queried, the counsellor stated that she has the

authority to "screen" applicants. This "screening" is used

as a cover-up for the exercise of value judgments and

discriminatory practices by thijs counsellor and by the

Office.

When Dr. Thomas was questioned about the "screening"

activities of this particular counsellor, he began by stating

that she didn't "like" the applicant in question. He also

stated that "Yes" the Office of Educational Career Services -

is a "screening" operation and not only does it enjoy the

sanction of the University, it has a charter from the

University to perform this function. He stat^ that often

requests come in for persons of a specific religion, or that

only men below a certain age need apply, or that "Blacks"

only are wanted.

"Screening" is DISCRIMINATION when a job listing for

which an applicant is qualified is withheld from him on the

basis of race, religion, age or "likei^bility" of the applicant

by the counsellor.

Open Ititlngi

Dr. Thomas and his counsellors declare that colleges

would not come to UCLA If there were open listings. There

afe other colleges in the state, however, which maintain

open listings and do not seem to be suffering from lack of

interviews because of it.

~ If the counsellors at the UCLA Office were in truth to

"assist'l flpd the Office to maintain information open to all.

(Continued on Page 10)
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as is sUted in tbe General Catalog, an applicant could

compile a list of jobs which interested him from the open

listings and then discuss them with the counsellors

wig^rHing suitability and qualification. There is no reason

to bebeve that the Law of Natural SelecUon would not

functjool here as it does in every other enterprise where

opportmlities are open and accessible to all.

Dr Thomas defended the practices of this Office on the

premise that in private industry if a Personnel Agency does

not provide the employer with the type of applicants he

wants, the employer takes his business elsewhere. In

private industry, however, both employer and employee

pay a fee. The Personnel Agency is paid AFTER the service

IS received The services of the Office of Educational

Career Services are PRE-PAID, by the student. The

educational institutions seeking applicants pay NOTHING.

A student pays whether he uses the service or not, he pays

BEFORE he receives the service, and in many instances is

screened out by the very Agency which he is supporting.

The paramount question is, for whose benefit is the Office

of Eklucational Career Services functioning? For the

students? Or, for the colleges and universities seeking

applicants? The University of California is maintaining a

FREE Personnel Agency to outside educational in-

stitutions, and CHARGING the students.

"Free"

Eh-. Thomas stated that if the applicant did not like the

service he was getting, he could take his papers elsewhere,

"Since as a graduate . . . you are getting it free.'* It was not

free. The graduate in question holds a BA, MA, and MFA
from UCLA — this is approximately 9 years of student fees

which he has paid to maintain this office.^

The Graduate Catalog states that "this service is

available WITHOUT CHARGE (which it is not) to

matriculated students or former students of the University

of California. The service is provided throughout the

professional life of the graduate." (page 76) The only

person or persons getting the services of the Office of

Educational Career Services WTTHOUT CHARGE are the

outside educational institutions.

RighU

The classic reason for the screening activity performed

by the Office is a quotation from the General Catalog which

states that the '^University reserves the right not to

recommend candidates who seek positions for which they

are not fully qualified:*' (page 66)

A certification by the State of California does not appear

to be enough. The applicant is forced to |Bubmit to the

unannounced and unpubhshed criteria of the counsellor and

the reasons by which he is deemed either fully qualified or

not fully qualified are never discussed with him. The

"qualification" is made in the mind of the counsellor and

positions are either offered or withheld on this basis.

Charges

On the basis of the foregoing charges I question the basic

concept of the Office of Educational Career Services and all

of its functions. I also question the right of the University

which is supported by student fees, state and federal funds,

to support within its confines a discriminatory agency su<^

as the Office of*Educational Career Services.

In the conversation I witnessed, I>r. Thomas arrogantly

declared the practices of the Office of Educational Career

Services. He stated that he was "going to see to it" that the

Office did not have to serve the applicant in question,

whatsoever, despite the fact that the applicant was highly

qualified and recommended.
Discrimination

The practices of this office violate the Civil Rights Act of

1964 and California State Law. The practice <rf this Office

are in direct opposition to the published criteria of

University of California Policies Relating to Students and

Student Organizations. Use of University Facilities, and

Nondiscrimination, issued September 1, 1971 by Charles J.

Hitch, President of the University of California: "^ . . h*

the administration of its affairs, the University of

California has consistently pursue^) a policy against

discrimination based on race, religion, or national origin.

All groups operating under the Regents are governed

by this policy of nondiscrimination." (page 9)

I
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UCLA STUDENT FILMS
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producecJ by the Students of the Motion Picture-Television Division, Department of Theater Arts
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By Rick Kwan
DB Staff Writer

It handles airline reservations—it determines the trajectory of a guided
missile. It monitors the pulse of a cardiac patient—it helps coordinate a

global defense system. And it adds and drops classes. ~ "^^
"^

It Is a complex array of simple logic elements and supporting circuitry,

arranged to produce binary arithmetic and decisions. ^

It is called a computer, and it is to the informational revolution what
the steam engine was to the industrial revolution.

Inner workings
The fundamental coijiponents of a computer are its central processing

unit, memory and input/output (I/O).

Information in the computer is handled in the form of binary digits

(bits), either one or zero, even though it may be entered in the form of

numbers, letters, or other symbols. A single such character is trans-

mitted in the form of eight bits;

Thus, there are 256 possible I/O characters and operations, including

carriage returns and backspaces.

The heart of a computer is its central processing unit (CPU). It In-

cludes circuitry to decode instructions In memory, do arithmetic, retrive

from and store data into memory and conduct simple logic operations.

The memory of a computer holds the instructions and data to be

manipulated. It is divided into individual registers, each with an in-

dividual binary address.

I/O is primarily composed of devices through which computer users

Introduction

The computer must be one of the

most pervasive inventions of the

human intellect.

. They grew up after the Second

World War, along with com-

munication and cybernetics.

Computer technology provided a

medium for complex, but fast

mathematical calculations.
Communication technology made
distance a negligible factor in

many activities of human society.

Cyi)ernetics allowed analysis of

complex systems involving

feedback. ^

The result has been the ability to

mathematically simulate, or even
control, parts of the real world

and even create artificial ones.

This DB Science is devoted to

the nature of computers, their

future, and the fate of the Campus
Computing Network here.

load data and Instructions into \he computer memory. Such includes

teletype and cathode ray tube television like consoles, magnetic tape,

rotating magnetic discs, etc.

Programming
Instructions are accepted by the computer from the user In the form of

program statements. Often, these statements resemble English language
or algebra. Example: ,

^

GET B, H;
AREA equals (B*H)/2.0;

PUT AREA;
STOP;
This program asks for values of B and H from the computer user. It

multiplies the two together, then divides by 2.0. Then it prints the result,

designated "AREA" and It stops, returning the computer to any other

tasks It may have.

The computer is principally used in two modes of operation—t>atch and
time sharing.

Batch

In batch processing, programs are executed one by one on a first-come

first-serve basis. The user turns a program in, probably in tt>e form of

punched cards, to a computer Input depot. After waiting several minutes

or several hours, depending on how the computer center manages Its

staff, he receives his cards back along with the printed results.

The problem is that the user wllLnot catch his programming errors

until after a program execution Is attempted. Furthermore, the computer
(Continued on Page IC)
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see chase tonight may 28

in concert at the aquarius theater—
a new concept in concerts.

This hot new Epic release is o 'oilable at

#
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CCIV: recovering, but not for long
By Kenii GaenMey
DBSUff Writer

The Campus Computing Net-

work (CCN) wiH be 'back in

operating order" July 1st, but wilJ

be in financial hot water again by

next spring, according to CCN
director William Kehl.

CCN was forced this month to

eliminate service to many student

and faculty users here, and sharply

curtail funds for others when it was

discovered that computing funds

would run out on May 2ist if the

rate of use was maintained.

The system has been operating

ar a reduced rate since May 10th,

when service to all intramurally

funded users except classes was

temporarily suspended. The
cutback was necessary to keep

CCN financially solvent until the

beginning of the new fiscal year

July 1st, Kehl said.

Since May lOth CCN restored

service to many users, mostly

graduate students working on

theses for presentation in June and

other users with pressing needs for

computer time.

Many others remain without

funds, however, and allocations for

all users, regardless of need, have

been redtfced.

"The reasons for the funding

shortage this year are very

complex, but the basic problem

was that many of our users needed

^more computer time than they

originally esUmated. When they all

came back and asked for more

money w^ got into trouble," Kehl

sakL
There are two types of funds of

CCN users: extramural and in-

tranniral Extramurally funded

users sre pnrfewors with research

granti from private foundations,

usually the National Science

Foundation (NSF). They often use

some money from their grants to

buy computer time from CCN.

These users make up about 40 per

cent of CCN's customers, and are

not affected by the cutback.

Intramurally supported users,

the other 60 per cent, are faculty

and students who are given

computing funds by the Campus
Computing Policy Committee
(CCPC) The conunittee allocates

about $1.8 million per year to

students and faculty who apply for

funds.

Intramural funds come from

three sources: the UC system

($550,000 per year), NSF ($1

million over a three year period),

and IBM ( $900,000 per year for five

years). _, /
It was TK^ intramural funds

which ran short and, consequently.

the intramural usere who had penses and total amount of usage

services cut back for the year. The rate of charge

The root of the financial problem (dollars per hour )
for the next year

is that rates charged by compuUng is based on these esUmates

faciliUes are tighUy controlled by "Estimating expenses isn't too

the US Government, according to hard, but the trick is to estimate

Kehl. The rates are controlled to

prevent NSF, a government

supported foundation, from being

overcharged for computing time,

Kehl said.

At the beginning of every year

CCN must esUmat total ex-

how much usage you will have,"

Kehl said. "If. at the end of M»e

year, your rate estimate turns out

to be too low and you don't bring in

enough money to cover costs, the

government says, lough luck,

budd\

'

Campus Computer Network magnetic tape library, db photo—Madi iUMa
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"We
are Handling
Little=Pieces

of People's
Lives"
That's what the United States Postal Service does.

It's one of the biggest and most demanding manage-

ment jobs on the planet. ^i_

84 billion units of mail— half the world's yearly total

is the mountain that needs to be moved.

Moved by plane, by wheel, by electron. And by people

^ but above all, by Brains. '

And Guts.

And Empathy.

It's not for everybody. It's for MBA's who can make—
and keep— a commitment.*

Can you contribute? >

Please call us. Los Angeles: lack Castleton (213)688-2138;

San Francisco: Fenton Htkghes (415) 556-4924.

MES POsr>a

o ^/»

m3 U^MAIL

iployer

'Money i»n't everything - but a solid

V1RA tc rfivthlf forSIO 400 That's

"But if it turns out you get more
user time than you estimated, and
your rate estimate is t6o high, the

government steps in and says.

You've been charging us ( NSF ) too

much for computing time all year
therefore you have to pay us back
the excess charges," Kehl said.

If, as happened this year, many"
intramural users use more com-
puting time than expected, CCN
has to refund a large sum of money
to the government. This depletes^

funds available for intramural
users. -'

"Our problem this ^ear was.
with the improvements we've
made in the system, such as_

shortening the time it takes to run

a program, we t>ecame too

popular," Kehl said.

"Many more people than we
expected used computer time,

which made our rate estimate too

high, and now we owe the govern-

ment a bunch of money," he said

"Next year when we're giving

out the intramural funds w^'S
remember this and watch our

allocations more closely," Kehl

said.

Despite such precautions, CCN's
future is uncertain after next

spring. IBM's grant expires in

April and the NSF stipend ends in

July. Both organizations have been

k)arred by the government from

contributing any more aid. v
"This leaves us with a 'Bg

problem. Our only intramural

funds after July, 1972 will be the

money UC puts up, and $550,000 a

year may sound like a lot, but it's

hardly anything," Kehl said.

Kehl compared the $550,000

figure with Ohio State University,

whiqh receives $3 million in-

tramurally, and the University of

West Virginia, which receives $1

million.
;

"I only know of one university,

the University of Colorado at

Boulder, which gets less state

support than we do," Kehl said.

Kehl is pessimistic about getting

enough funds to replace the two

(Continued on Page 16)

Hollywood Cuthirol Arts Center

— for creative people -

semimars m
Arabic Belly Dancing

Spanish Flamenco Guitar &

Dancing

Classical Music Appreciation

Poetry & Creative Writing

Painting fi^Sculpture
....

Call 466-2603 Q.mr
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Oiperator's console and control panel of CCN's IBM/360 model 91. DB pk«to—Mark ftaMa

Becoming economical

Future finds home computer consoles
Future applications of computers should become

more widespread as the cost of computing goes

down. Two factors which greatly affecf the cost of

computing is the cost of the circuitry involved and
the demand on computer time.

The first generation of computer circuitry was
l>ased on vacuum tubes mounted on large circuit'

lx)ards. Unfortunately, vacuum tubes consumed
considerable power and quite often overheated.

The second generation was based on transistors, on

smaller circuit lx)ards, and needing less power. With

less overheating, rehability went up. With smaller

circuits, quicker calculations were possible, and

computers t)ecame more economical.

Most large-scale computers are now of third

generation circuitry, which combines transistors,

diodes, resistors, and other electronic elen(ients on

tiny "chips" of silicon, called "integrated circuits"

(IC's). The IC produces little heat. Its small size

allows an addition operation to be done in le^ than a

microsecond.

Computing costs in the near future are expected to

be acceptable to the individual homeowner. Result:

television-like consoles, connected to a distant

computer by telephone line, may soon be found in the

home. Possible applications include:

-programmed educational review, allowing in-

dividual students to progress at their own rates.

—accessing a list of continually updated news

headlines and selecting stories to read accordingly.

—accessing the card catalog of the local library

and finding out if a book is checked out or not.

—sending memos or letters. '

—watching the stock exchange rise and fall, and

entering transaction instructions to the broker.

—finding the products available in the local

supermarket or department store.

Research is now underway in audio-visual

recognition by computer, a prelude to artificial in-

telligence. Problems are expected to develop should

programming become so sophisticated that a

computer's simulation of human responses is dif-

ficult to differentiate from true human responses.

OES summer manpower

stress pragmatic approach

The Office of Environmental Studies (OES) here

expects 20 to 30 students to return from its summer
programs to provide a "pragmatic approach" to

environmental problems, according to OES Director

Paul Silver.

The students will be involved in governmental and

government-related internships, experimental

studies^ and policy formulation.

Of 14 students composing Environmental
Vanguard, Inc. (EV), 10 will return in the fall. EV
provides environmental policy advice to various

" elected officials.

Internships have been arranged for-three graduate

students in the San Francisco office of, the En-

vironmental Protection Agency; two students will

work with the Environmental Quality Study Council

(through the Lt. Governor's office in Sacramento.)

Positions have also been arranged with the

Sacramento offices of the Sierra Club and the

Planning and Conservation League.

OES will also employ eight students here to work

on specific environmental problems on campus.

WINNER OF 3 OBIE AWARDS!

THEm OF THE

CATONSVULE HUE'
By Daniel Berrigan

Directed by

Gordori Davidson

v^ith

William Schallert as the Judge

. Ed F lande rs ps _Dan i e I Be r r iga cl

PREVIEWS: JUNE 11, 12, 13

8PIVI - MARK TAPER FORUM

$2 TICKETS on Sale Monday
Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office

Daniel Berrigan, S.J.

Philip Berrigan, S. S,J.
/By orrong«fT>«nf cl tK« Stud«nt.Connmitt0« for the Arti

CAt JET CHARTERS^

Europe 1971 I

"Don't be misled by lower prices, investigate first! Kly with our

reliable Charter group. Know the facts on your c-harter carrier

before you sign your application. Don't take a chance with an
j

unknown charter airline."

Round Trip— West Coast to Europe

(86 days

(83 days

Flight

•315

•117

•251

•)U

•119

•316

•317

•135

•125

•222

LOS ANGELES »o LONDON
AMSTERDAM »o LOS ANGELES (SAf)

OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (TIA)

Lv. Jun* 13

Ret Seot 6

Lv. Jun* 16

Ret Sept 4

\9Q days) OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDA/^ to OAKLAND (TIA)

(7JdoY») OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

AMSTERDAM to OAKLAtMD

OAK/LXJb ANGELES to AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGFlFS/OAK (TIA)

OAKLAND tb LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND (SAT)

L.A/OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/L A (SAT)

OAKLAND/L A to LONDON
LONDON to LA /OAKLAND (BMA)

OAKLAND/L A. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L A./OAKLAlsiD (AFA)

OAKLAND «o AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM fo OAKLAND (TIA)

(68 days)

(93'doys)

(87 days)

(29 days)

(32 days)

(30 days!

Lv. June 17

Ret Sept 14

Lv. June 19

Ret. Aug. 30.

Lv June 20

Ret Aog /t>

Lv June 20

Ret Sept 20
Lv June 22

Ret Sept 12

Lv July I I

Ret Aug 8

Lv Aug. 3

Ret Sept I

Lv Aug 23

Ret. Sept ?3

Price

$299

$299

$299

I

$299

$299

$299

$J99

$279

$299

$259

+-
1

One Way— West Coast to Europe
•917

•253

•126

•701

•755

•818

•127

'185

•601

•728

•819

•906
•103

oneway OAKLAND to LONDON (TIA)

one way OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

one way OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM (TIA)

oneway OAKLAND to LONDON (BRIT AIR)

onewoy OAKLAND/L A to Amsterdam (TIA)

onewoy OAKLAND to LONDON (FIN AIR)

oneway OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM (AFA)

one way. OAKLAND/L A to LONDON (BMA)

Lv. June I 7

Lv'june 18

June 24

July 27

Lv. Aug 5

Lv Aug 18
'

Sept 2

Sept 27

Lv

Lv

Lv

Lv

One Way — Europe to West Coast

one way
one way
one way
one woy
one woy

LONDON to LOS ANGELES (BMA) • Lv. June 27

LONQON to OAKLAND (BRiT AIR) Lv July 28

LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR) Lv Aug 19

AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES (SAT) Lv Sept 6
LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT AIR) Lv Oct 23

$179
$179
$179

$179
$179
$179

$139
$199

$149
SlTSi

$165

$175

One Way — Oakland to New York
•100

•252

•123

•336

oneway OAKLAND to NEW YORK (AAL)

(SOdoys)

(62 days)

(69 days)

New York to London
NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON fo NEW YORK (LAL)

NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)

Lv June 16 $89

Lv June 18 $189
Ret Sept S

Lv June 27 $189
Ret Aug 27

Lv June 25 $189
Ret Sept I

Special Flight

•626

•901

(47 doys) L.A./Son FronciKO to TOKYO (CPA)

TOKYO to SAN FRANClSCO/L A

Christmas Flights- 1971-72
(16 doysj

Lv June 23 $199

Ret Aug 8

•902 (16 doys)

Lv Dec 18

Ret. Jon 2

Lv Dec 18

Ret Jan ?

$249

$139

OAKLAND/L A to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L A OAKLAND (TiA)

OAKLAND to NEW YORK
NEW YORK to OAKLAND (TiA)

These C*>ofte' Flights ore avoiloble only to students, toculty and sto^ o* the Univer |

sity ol Calilofn»o, ond members at their immediote fomtlies

ThM.e >r. NOMEMBEtSHIFFEn.
All n.qhU «<.u (erliLcaled a<rlin«i flyir>g |el 4qu<pm«ni ComplimvniUry mMll OTVi j"

be'erriqps '.«f' v«»fi inflight •

for )Vpplicotk>v> 4 Further Inlormo^ion write: I

Cd Jet Chorler*. 2150 Green Street, S<»n froncMCO. ColilornKi 94123; or «tM |

(Areiicorfe) 415 922 1434 ^ J

I
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Dear Under
tr

For the past three years, the Student
Educational Policy Commission (SEPC)
has been working to improve the nature ot

the educational experience that you, as an
undergraduate/ receive at UCLA. SEPC
receives all ot its funds from your student
government — the Student Legislative
Council — and I, as Commissioner/ feel a
responsibility to report to you on what
your money has been spent on this past
year.

REGENTAL STANDING ORDER 105.2.

If we are successful in modifying that
regulation, It will open the way for
STUDENTS VOTING IN DEPART.
MENTAL MEETINGS AND COM-
MITTEES.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
REQUIREMENT:
The proposal to reduce the foreign

language requirement was first in-
troduced to the Faculty of the College of
Letters & Science two years ago by S E PC.

Below you will find brief informatiorv4t^a''ed then, but we've been working on

about issues that SEPC has addressed
itself to and about some of the projects we
have going now and have worked on this
year. For more information, please drop
by and see me in the Commissionoffice —
33T C Kerckhoff Hall.

INCREASING STUDENT PAR-
TICIPATION IN DEPARTMENTS —
UNIVERSITY ACTION COUNCIL:
One level on which .students can be

effective participants in shaping and
improving the type of education offered at
UCLA is on the level of the individual
department. SEPC has worked on two^
major projects this year which can enable
students to have a greater voice in their
departments.

First, SEPC has sponsored the
UNIVERSITY ACTION COUNCIL
(UAC). UAC provides funds and
assistance to departmental groups in
order that they may work to improve the
departmental curricula/ build a sense of
community within the department/ and
provide assistance to majors in the form
of course and professor guides. One of our
most successful groups this year was theUNDERGRADUATE ENGLISH
ASSOCIATIONv^ ~

it ever since.
This year, we introduced a motion to

abolish the College-wide foreign language
requirement. It was subsequently
adopted by the Executive Committee of L
& S and is now being sent out on a mail
ballot to L & S facu

SEPC nriembers have also worked with
Keith Schiller, Undergraduate^ Student
Body President, to help change the

STUDENT REPRESENTATION IN THE
ACADEMIC SENATE:

All Of the undergraduate student
representatives to the Academic Senate
and Executive Committees of the
Colleges are chosen and coordinated by
the Commission. These students serve on
the LIAISON CORPS of the Commission
and are appointed to such Senate com-
mittees as Council on Educational
Development (CED), Educational Policy,
Academic Freedom, Student Welfare,
etc.

This year/ Liaison Corps members
worked on the proposed revision \n^
SENATE BY-LAW 45F. This revision
would allow two student representatives
on most major committees instead of one.

CHANGING TENURE PROCEEDINGS— KEEPING GOOD TEACHERS AT
UCLAx ~
SEPC has worked on two levels this

year to try to make tenure a more
equitable system. FifsT/ SEPC has

^W^

STUDENT EDUCATIONAL
POLICY COiV '^TON

^
worked to try and change the system
itself. SEPC members have served on the
CHANCELLOR'S TASK FORCE ON
EVALUATION OF TEACHING to try and
come up with - reliable methods of

measuring teaching ability. SEPC has
also just recently taken over major
control of the PROFESSOR
EVALUATION BOOKLET. We hope to

not only make it a greater, service to

students, but more useful in tenure
proceedings as well.^,

Second, SEPC has worked to try and
save goo^l teachers who have not made
tenure — specifically, PROFESSORS
EDWARD GRAHAM and JULES ZENT-
NER. In one case, concerted student
pressure was enough to keep Prof. Zent-
ner from having to leave UCLA.

In

THE FRESHMAN PROGRAM (CED 1A.

& B):
For two years, SEPC has sponsored an

innovative two^ quarter program for

freshmen^JThe courses consist of small
seminars of 8-12 freshmen led by upper
division undergraduate students. The
purpose of this program is to enable
freshmen to more fully realize their own
potential while students at UCLA.

CURRICULAR IMPROVEMENTS &
INNOVATIONS:
On numerous task forces and com-

mittees, SEPC members have worked to

make the curricular offerings at UCLA
more responsive to students needs. To
name just a few: THE TASK FORCE IN

RESPONSE TO PRESIDENT HITCH'S
NOVEMBER 9 DIRECTIVE, which may
result in new majors and more in-

terdepartmental courses and programs;
the COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT which sponsors in-

terdisciplinary and innovative courses;
and the UCLA GOALS COMMITTEE,
which is investigating the possibility of an
undergraduate college.

Student Educational

IMPROVING TEACHING:
Through the CREATIVE TEACHING

INFORMATION CENTER, _ihe Com-
mission has worked to help professors
improve their teaching. Through
newsletters, faculty Seminars, articles

and reprints, and personal assistance, we
have tried to help professors find alter-

nate and improved teaching methods,
break down large lecture courses into

discussion groups and_ try jnnovative
structures in their courses. -

THE EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE:
The Experimental College is not part of

SEPC per se, but does come under my
jurisdiction as Commissioner and is

funded by SLC. E.C. offers educational
opportunities, freedoms and explorations
for all those Interested. This year, the
Experimental College was revitalized —
instituting new courses, new people, and
new approaches. We held informal talks

with professors in the International
Student Center. and sponsored special
speakers.

The Student Educational Policy
Commission has spent your money this

year trying to improve the education you
get at UCLA and trying to secure for

students more control over their
educational destinies. We have tried to

work for issues we believe the majority of

undergraduate students would benefit
from and desire.

If you have any questions about any
part of the Commission or feel that you
would be interested in working with us,

please feel free to stop by and see me in

the SEPC office, 331 C Kerckhoff Hall or

call me at (82)52759 or (82)57306.

Sincerely?
Rhonda Abrams

Undergraduate Commissioner
of Educational Policy

Policy Commission

^31C Kerckhoff Hall (82)52759,. (82)57306
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CAPT. AMERICA MEETS WESTWOOD!
OPENING TONITE AT LAST

GOORS 75<1 PITCHERS

10655 PICO 1 BLOCK E. of MAY CO.

Ed's For Style
ON LOS ANGELES TV

You will not be sold up at Ed's. These are absolute prices. No price

leaders... no tricks ... just the world's best values on thousands

of quality suits, sportcoats, and slacks.

YOU CANNOT PAY MORE THAN ^49
FOR A SUIT AT ED'S FOR STYLE

h;

»i-

Fully lined, hand-tailored, modern single

and double-breasted styles all wool and
silk and wool suits— none over $49.00

PAYIESS

Like

BUT

$1999 for a fully lined

polyester and
rayon suit.

T..,.

All sizes, beautifully tailored. Fully lined all wool

and wool blends, all colors. Thousands of latest-style

sport coats.

NO SPORT COAT OVER $29.00

YET AS LOWAS S19.99

^
••••••

ill

/

OVER 6.000 PAIRS OF V2 PRICECSt/ ^^^

^

$4.99 to $12.99 . . . LATEST STYUS lhUiJO\NQ
100% POLYESTER DOUBU V ^Z <Of

If you're not buying your utH9,

sportcoats, and 9lack% ai t&^ fof

Style, you're losing nwo9f.

.421-

e 1936

or CASH

Op<3n Monday through Saturday 10 to 6— Sunday 12 to 6
it. A^.S. A M, A .1 .i i A i ... DOWNEY

12800 Paramount Blvd.

1 block south of lmp)erial

WEST LOS ANGELES
2029 Westwood Blvd.

Between Olympic & Santa MnnJca

\

Computer bits and pieces
( C«irtiB«ed fram PM« 1 > >

might r>ot execute his program because of some spell ir>g or ott>er error

In time sharing, tt>e user sits at a console, enters his statements or^e by

of>e, and receives imnr>ediate en'(^ nr>es$ages if the computer is unable to

translate a statemenf.

Unnoticed by tt« user, the computer Is compiling and executing

programs for several other users as well.

The computer runs portions of individual programs In such a way that

the user never waits more ttian a few seconds between tt>e moment he

enters data and the moment the computer initiates a stream of ou*

put—unless sonr>ething goes wrong with the computer.

Large scale computers can add or multiply numbers in a fe/^

microsecor>ds or less. As a result an entire program may be executed in a

few seconds. Most of the time spent in using a computer system is spent f^

reading in data or printing it—operations which can be conducted -

rJependent of CPU supervision.

(Editor's note: This DB SCIENCE represents a light treatment pf

computers. A more complete coverage of the subject is expected ne/>

f ill, when the SCIENCE supplen>ent will appear on a regular basis.)

-V
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Portion of the CCN machine room.

CCN financiaLpmhLems
(Continued from Page 12)

grants (about $1.2 million an-

nually) from the UC Board of

Regents, so he is weighing other

ways to combat the anticipated

funding shortage.

One plan he is considering is to

separate intramural and ex-

tramural users, maintaining a

separate computer system for

each.

"The drawback with that plan is

that the intramural users wouldn't

be able to afford a very big com-
puter. The extramural users would
get the big machine (IBM 360/91)

and the intramural users would get

stuck with a less powerful one,"

Kehl said.

•*It isn't unreasonable to con-

sider that, however, when you
compare it to the alternative of

eliminating intramural funding

entirely and operating strictly for

users with outside grants," he said

Kehl has also talked with ad

ministrators at other U^ campuses
jthe possibility of some campuses
shutting down their computing

centers and using CCN instead

"Many intramural users don t

realize what a problem we're going

to have. If they just sit back and

wait for a Daddy Warbucks to walk

in with a pocket full of bills, they're

in for a big surprise," Kehl said

''Maybe if enough faculty

members wake up to the situation

and make enough noise, we can

squeeze some extra dollars out of

the University," he said.

"All these years the University

has been freeloading on oiir grants,

but if we are to have student and

faculty use of CCN, UC will just

have to cough up some more
money," he said.
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SPECIAL GUtST STAR

iiyini: s 'viDB
2BIGDAYS

FRI. JUNE 18 8 PM

altheFabuhm
QflT lliur 40 8 PM

jtf; HB/M
"CEN I fci-f

ALL SEATS RESERVED AT $5.50. 4.50. 3.50

ANAHEIM tickets available at
Anaheim Convention Center Box
Office, all Walllch's Music City
Stores, all Mutual Agencies

FORUM tickets available at
Forum Box Office. All Ticketron
outlets, all Mutual Agencies,
^or information call OR 3-1300
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fifei¥ Innocence For Old: Mytfi and the Power ofMedia

Americana, by Doir^ DeLillo

(HoughUm Mifnin: |6.95)

The Dick Gibson Show, by SUnley
Elkin (Random House: $6.95)

"It is reality that closes

Saturday night."— Jules Feiffer

We all carry mythologies
around with us in our heads. When
I first saw A Hard Day's Night — I

was then twelve or thirteen years

old— I intensely wanted to be, not

a Beatle exactly (for even then I

knew that reality is never as much
fun as art), but a personification

of that film, a part of the spon-

taneous (though actually con-

trived), ecstatic, life-loving

ambience that resulted when
Richard Lester's then new and
exciting quick-cutting camera
peered out on the young men upon
whom we loved to project the

charisma of an immensely at-

tractive, youthful, cathartic

energy. The dream, says Lennon,

Is" over, and he is right; the

Beatles myth is dead, as are many
of the illusions we seduced our-

selves into in the early.sixties. But

we have lost none of our in-

nocence, it has merely taken new
forms. Once it was Kennedy,

Dylan, Salinger, now it's

Guevara, Jagger, Brautigan. And
then there are the perennial

myths which we have never given

up for a moment. Though we may
no longer think of it as a quasi-

political force, the myth of

romantic love remains as

powerful as ever. One could argue

that romantic love, a uniquely

Western concept, was invented by

a Medieval aristocracy as a

technique for sexual repression.

In any case, as cross-cultural

studies have shown, romantic love

is not an inherent or necessary

part of human reality. Yet we live

our lives in awe of it. **Wee can

dye by it, if not live by love," John

Donne wrote. We are slaves to our

own inventions, our symbols, our

ideas, our images.

We are the only animal capable

of inventing needs and desires and

of making ourselves miserable

when we fail to fulfill them.

Recently I read of a fifteen-year-

old girl who killed herself. She

wanted, she wrote in her diary, to

be a movie star and be married to

Frank Sinatra. She knew none of

that would ever happen, so she

swallowed lots of her mother's

pills and some bread to keep them
down.

We approach reality with a

highly developed, culturally

received symbolic structure,

variously called myth, cliche,

archetype, metaphor, collective

unconscious. We construct our

experience and experience our

lives in terms of the corporate

symbols dispensed by society.

And society itself — this from

George Herbert Mead — is merely

a system of symbolic interactions.

Art, particularly mass art. and

mass communications not only

reflect the myths, cliches,

metaphors and archetypes of our

collective unconscious, they are

also powerful means for

life is supposed to be about into

every nook and cranny of a

culture. Widely current images

infiltrate our minds, bypassing

Review By Barry Mitzman

reason and even consciousness,

and life begins to imitate art as we
perceive ourselves and others in

terms of these images. When
Clark Gable removed his shirt on
screen and was not wearing an
undershirt, sales of undershirts

plummeted. In the 1950's the

editors of Seventeen, in order to

draw ad revenues, set out to prove
their magazine's power among
teenage girls, all of whom werp
then wearing bobby socks.

Seventeen single-handedly suc-

ceeded in making nylons a must
for every girl over twelve. And
about a year ago did you notice

how every guy on a Harley who

first man persisted. "I liked you in

Bob and Ted and Alice and
Whosis." ^__ Vi:'

••Well," admitted the second

man, ••! guess 1 could be Elliott

Gould."
"1 warn you," writes Thomas

Berger in his novel Vital Parts,

"don't take your sense of reality

from the communications niedia

or your will will be paralyzed and
your head stuffed with trash that

is utterly arbitrary. There is the

actual and there is the

representation. They have almost

nothing in common except insofar

as peoplebegin to dct according to

what they hear, but they can

a TV actor is quoted in Edmund
Carpenter's They Became What
They Beheld, 'that the key thing

iti acting is honesty. Once you

know how to fake that, you've got

it made.*' We are all acting, all the

time, in just this way. Even when
we believe ourselves earnest, we
are acting out a socially

prescribed performance intended

to communicate the image of

earnestness.

We model our performances on

the performances of others,

especially of those with an at-

tractive image. Mass art is full of

admirable and attractive heroes,

wasn't a one-percenter dressed

like Jim Bronson, complete with

navy-blue watch cap?

From Time, Sept. 7, 1970:

It could have been a scene from

one of his movies. At a rock

concert in Manhattan's Central

Park, a man sat nervously waiting

for the music to begin . . . They

studied each other. Both hud

bushy hair, full sideburns and city

complexious with heavy shadow.

Both wore those wrap-around

tinted eyeglasses that look like the

windshield of a small Italian

sports car. B9U1. despite some
aUempts at careful grooming,

looked — well, sort of dumpy.
They were wearing chinos,

sneakers without socks and knit

shirts on which even the tiny

Lacoste alligators seemed ill at

ease and vaguely apprehensive.

Slnulv thp ' first man

Elliott Gould?"
••No. man." said the second.

Tm not Elliott Gould."

•'I've seen all your movies." the

almost never pull it off properly."

People do act ''according to what

they hear" because knowing the

ground rules makes for a sensjj^ ofj*

security. They need — t<); u«?^
Erving Goffman's metaphor of

social behavior as a theatrical

performance — a scppt. Social

models of behavior provide ready-

made cues. Naturalness and the

actual have long ago been lost in

the welter a0d weight of roles,

models, images, expectations;

these we have for every occasion,

even the most primal and in-

timate. Are not Masters and

Johnson or Havelock Ellis by now
in every literate bedroom**

Culture is so deeply imbedded we
cannot even consider what it

would be like to "act naturally,"

for it's the culture — as anti-hfe as

it may be — that seems natural

.•Xuthehticitv is not dead so much
as accul — ~~.— .. iver by

fashion and style, become a

cozenage for the likes of Bob and

Carol and Ted and Whosis "It

took me a long time to discover,"

and mass media seeks them out.

The artistic and mass media
images of Gable or Gould or the

l^atles, and the counter-culture

'^cult images of Guevara or Gin-

sberg are imitated in the per-

formances of real people. Gin-

sberg started chanting "Om" and
now everybody is chanting right

along There is no "real" you or

me behind the social selves em-
bodied in our performances Our
performances and the images we
convey, taken from mass or cult

art, are our essence. "Well, I

guess I could be Elliott Gould
" Life imitates art. Jerry

Rubin yells *1 am obscene!", his

presence an act of theatre, his

revolution a catchy image for the

6 O'clock News. Many people

believe the moon shots are staged

in a TV studio. Nixon viewed

Patton several times just before

ordering troops into Camtxxiia It

is art that is autonomous and

reality that is mimetic The White

House press releases, having

become works of fantasy, con-

tliHttiitiUfi&t^iiik^i * iHf

stitute their own reality, no longer

need besx any resemblance to

anything outside themselves.
Flaubert's dream is realized in

Nixon and J. Walter Thompson.
Laos is a success! The image is

everything, we base our per-

formances upon it; there is no,

and there need not be, any
"reality " behind it, for if we don't

quite pull it off we can always
create new images, new myths, to

cover up.

When White House Director of

Communications Herb Klein

spoke in UCLA's Ackerman
Ballroom last year, he declared

the "One of the major problems of

this administration is finding how
to end the credibility- gap." A few

in the audience yelled back, "Stop
lyi^g!" I'm sure he had never

thought of that. After years of

contrived illusions and outright

lies, truth telling becomes in-

conceivable. Our sense of reality

has for so long been built on myth
that the truth becomes un-.

t)elievable, becomes subversive of

our hard-won sense of knowing
who we are and what we're about.

It is easier to make Calley a hero

than to reveal Americans as

mass-murderes. The problem of

the credibility gap, in the eyes of

the government, is not that the

government lies, bgt that not all

the people believe the lies. Their

solution is to create credible lies,

lies they think we want to hear

They build lies upon lies, adding to

a massive autonomous structure

of myth and illusion which con-

stitutes its o^n reality and which
takes over and controls events.

What is reality? Whatever power
designs.

That power relations determine

mental processes is the central

notion of Marxian theories of

ideology, but of course most of our

mythic archetypes are only im-

plicity, historically, political. The
notions of heroism and tragedy

may have emerged from the

Greek aristocracy, the cult of

liberty and revolution from the

rise of the European bourgeoisie

in the 18th Century, and romantic
love from the Medieval power
structure, but such mythic forms

have been so long imbedded in the

collective unconscious that their

political sources and implications

are blurred. Now they are the

common conventions mass art

and mass media, now they are the

ground upon which we sym-
bolically construct and un-

derstand our lives, and now, in so

far as myths, art, and media
abstract reality into meaningful

coherence, our lives mimic
mythic, artistic, and media
notions of what is meaningful.

Americana and The Dicli

(;ibson Show deal with individuals

who try to organize their lives into

meaningful media forms. In the

end they both fail, but a

significant question — whether it

is possible to exist, to be human,
without also being mentally en-

cased in culture's ready-made
cognitive mods ^ remains
problematic.

The protagonist of Don fVl illo's

^.^ first . ^ .

Bell, a young (28). handsome TV
executive whose major interest in

(Continued on Page 18)
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CLA DAILY BRUIN Friday. AAay 28. 1971

lOXOFFoN
excellent Chinese Dinner

(wcapt Sun.)

one block west of Westwood Blvd.

on Pico

King Far Low Restaurant

10974 W.PICO BLVD.

also sp^ialShdmifLunchhr99^

(Please bring this od)

with Banquet fociliti«t& cocktails

FOREIGN STUDENTS
iM %n %hip yo«#r p«rsoool

•H«cts Kom«. We af spe-

ciolists in international
pocfcaging and stripping. We
dkm sell Oflpliances for 220

VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
12IS W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

4t2.9862

ti

KARATE
Learn the Authentic Art
Beginners Class: Mon. and Wed. 7 — 8 PM

Sat. 10 - II AM
Special Student Rote — No Contract — Visitor's Welcome

W.LA. Karate Schoof

l650Sdvs4elleBlvcl. W.LA.

Affiliate of Japan Karate Assn andthe All American Karate Federation

L S A T
YOUR FUTURE AWAITS THE TEST

V Preparation for tests required for admission to Post graduate sctxMfs
2 Six Session Courses Small Groups
3 Voluminous study material for home study prepared by experts in eact) field.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Tutoring Since 1938

For informatton aDovt classes in the Los Angeles Area call l^l^jl Z/u"l O v/U

Home office NYC — aHiliatts in Basfafi, f>tiilad«lfjliia, Washinnlon, Detroit

-^ ^ 7-

UNI-CAMP
Needs A Director

STARTING OCTOBER, 1971

Part-time during school • Full time summer
PREFER: Grad Student/ some camping experience,

desire to work with kids.

APPtY: UNI-CAMP Office • 900 Hilgard

Phone: 475-4460

downing at a craotive esiperiance

HIGH CASTLE
forest festival

^•^f^^r LOVE [•-'•^'^

^0^9^^'* flames opporal

t^x<*
AS<^

9^ Alt typas d music
Or,
Oonic

May 29^0-31
Hoppanir^ at Idyltwitd

Toka Kwy 74 fronn Hanr>at

or Kwy I from Bonnir^

donation $1 .00 -v^

campirig tocilHias naorby

7^ ^J- UNIVERSITY CATHOLIQ CENTER
840 Hilgard Ave. 474-5015

MASS: Every class day at ] 2:05 PM
Saturday at 6:15 PM
Sunday at 9 & 11 AM, 6:15 and 7:30 at the Center,
also at 5 PM at the Lutheron Campus Chapel, Strathrrtore

& Gay ley. ^^^. , \,

1 \t 1 'I

Th« cmv^mr is opmn from 9 to 5 and 7 to 9:30 daily. Staff is

availoblo for counsolling, coiw«rsation. efc.

il

MyfA and the Power of Media.

OVER 10,000 OF EMI

HIS & HERS
BELLS-FLARES- JEANS-ETC.
FAMOUS BRANDS- AT DISCOUNT.
BLUE JEANS $5.50: WIDE BaTS $1 .50

BRUSHED DENIMS $5.00: FAR OUT SHIRTS $6.00

FLARES $4 50 OVFRALLS $7.QQ

(ConUnued from Page 17)

life is his ISmin camera. He deals

with hfe in terms of cinematic

images. A dull party is "like an

Antonioni movie." **What the

machine (his camera) accepts is

verifiaWy existent, " he says. **A11

else is unborn or Worse."

Moments of hit life are "like the

only bad scene in a very good film

or the one good scene in a terrible

film " When he boards a plane

someone invariably asks for his

autograph, mistaking him for a

movie star. His main obsession is

the image, and he models his life

on the image of Burt Lancasterr«r

"I saw Burt in From Here to

Eternity. He stood above Deborah

Kerr on that Hawaiian beach and
. for the first time in my life I felt

the true power of the image. . . I

knew I must extend myself until

the molecules parted and I was
spliced into the image. Burt in the

moonlight was a crescendo of

male perfection ... I carry that

with me to this day, and so, I

beheve, do millions of others . . .

That night after the movie,
xlriving my father's car along

-country roads, I began to wonder
how real the landscape truly was,

and how much of a dream is a

dream.'* As the image Ukes over

his life everything becomes
imaginary^-

Bell leaves his cushy job ("I

thought all of us at the network

existed only on videotape") and

takes off across the country in a

camper. He holes up in a hotel

room in some Midwestern small

town and makes a film of his life.

But apparently nothing is

revealed, the artistic molds are

not escaped: *'I felt it was
hterature I had l)een confronting

these past days, the archetypes of

the dismal misery, sons and
daughters of the archetypes,

images that could not be certain

which of two confusions held less

terror, their own or what their

own might l)ecome if it ever faced

the truth." On the flight back to

New York a woman asks for his

autograph.

Americana is a cool, abstract

little book, at times intellectually

intriguing, but often — _and
perhaps this is necessary when
the author will not play within the

very archetypal forms that are his

subject — it is recondite and dull.

The Dick Gibson Show, on the

other hand, while also dealing

with imprisonment in artistic and

media forms, is deliciously funnv
a sustained piece of coZ
brilliance. Dick Gibson is an i
tensely ambitious radio

per
sonaUty who is absorbed in voiL
in a need to kill the silence

bi
filling the air with waves: ']

hav
no character; I am what I think
and what I say on the radio What
I think and what I say. My voite
He aims for the networks anr

believes all the grubby aspects
o(

his apprenticeship in small town
stations to be a necessary prelude
to the rewards that come to heroes
in the end. He saw his life as

"touched and changed by cliche

by corn and archetype and the

oldest principles of drama," and
thought "that it would be as it is in

myth." But the fame never comes
and he settles down to telephone

talk and controversy programs in

out-of-the-way places. Then
strange things begin to happen
People before the Dick Gibson

microphone say bizarre things,

pour out the stories of their lives!

reveal the drama and pathos of

hving. Stanley Elkin is sort of a

combination Martin Buber afid

Lenny Bruce, achingly sensitive

yet very, very funny.

Both Americana and Hie Dick

Show wreck havoc on

ain trusted soHdities of

ty, revealing them as the

eras of culturally trained eye

ear. Both books emphasize

landscape, the geographical

nse of America. David BeU

ps across and up and down

country, but is never free of

image: "For years I had been

fast by the great unwinding

tery of this deep sink of land,

thick paragraphs and im-

ing photos, the gallop of

ting adjectives, images of

eal cinema . . . Whether the

els and songs usurped the

, or took something true from

s not so much the issue as this

:

t what I was engaged in was
rely a literary adventure, an

empt to find pattern and
tive, to make of something wild

ueamish thesis on the essence

e nation's soul. To formulate.

seek links." Working in every

t of the country, experiencing

monolithic conformity of high-

ys and gas stations and Dairy

ns, Dick Gibson nonetheless

gs to myths: "He believed in

of it. New Englanders were

ty. Southerners proud,

sterners independent,
sterners sophisticated." For

vid Bell and Dick Gibson there

nothing so real that it can

hstand cliche and archetype.

Everything is forced into an-

. tecedent forms but nothing fits

very well.

It is easy enough to become"
aware of the twists we have given
reality in our attempts to fit it inta
mythic and archetypal forms of

meaning when, as Thomas Berger
said, we never quite bring it off. If

we were to succeed in making
reality seem to fit our molds we
would not be aware that that is

what we were doing, we would
accept our archetypes as accurate
pictures of reality. Perhaps the

problem is not, therefore, that we
never confront reality on its own
terms; we always supply the

terms, since reality has none, but
that is shocking to realize. The
problem is that we are alienated

' from our own terms and that

because of this alienation we are
aware of their arbitrariness and
inadequacy and are threatened by
the meaninglessness of a formless

reality. That we are alienated

from our inheritance, that the old

forms no longer seem to serve,

that they seem to constitute a

reified surreal reality, is symp-
tomatic of a disjunctive shiift —
McLuhan's electric revolution,

perhaps — in the way we perceive

and exist in the world. If new
forms evolve which do not appear
to us as forms at all but rather as

accurate theories of reality, we

may forget that these new forms
do not encompass reality any
more completely than the old

^ ones, and be happily deluded until

history proceeds to the next step

and calls Tor new forms and
representations once again.

But if our present awareness of

the vacuity of our collective un-

conscious is in fact different in

kind from past intellectual

revolutions, if our knowledge ol

the vastly different un-

derstandings of the world current

in other cultures and other
historical epochs has made us
aware that our ideologies, our

cherished beliefs, our every
mental construct is culturally,

politically, generated, then we
will not hand our credulity over to

-^any dreams, myths, or ab-
stractions, we wiU not be so

cocksure or so ready to kill or t)e

killed for the sake of an idea, and
we will not Uve our lives so wholly

immersed in archetypal notions

and forms. With regard to this

end, Jerry Rubin's desire to

"make a world where heroism is

possible," and Richard Nixon's

talk of ".peace with honor," are

both dangerous ^ and reactionary

attitudes, in that they l>oth speak
of culturally invented concepts,

"heroism" and "honor," as if lioth

were hard and tangible realities to

live by.

Tiraitila" - Wlat Di llo li Yiir Keal Lifef
Bob Dylan, for many, is a relic — useless, sold and settled. His edge is

gone. The wicked messenger was told off and Dylan decided to shut up for

good, offering no more approving stamps of psychic blood to the struggle,

just the ending. Seven years ago, he had a contract to write a book and

now it is here—Tarantaul, from Macmillan.

This cosmos of Dylan's mind at twenty four is a collection of visions —
with not so much vision as sights. It is lucid for punctuation, organically

chaotic, frantic and demandingly coherent— for those married to Dylan-

sense. The self-abused mind, raging inward, but retaining that gleam,

which reveals silently from the eyes, it is known: the world does not work,

it operates. Wisdom from "a piece of hunger," for Dylan was then more
victim than conscious seer and his distended, impacted feehngs cannot be

grafted for insight. You cannot learn from the deadening experience of

others; it is of no value without a bud, a seed, some semblance of

serenity », nourished by . . . insight — your own.
- ,- ^ . • .

•

•

Tarantula is a comic illusion, an obligatory shuck t)om of pain, wise

from defeats and never-ventured solutions. It is a cartoon for the insane,

advice to lovelorn dwarfs, food for the analyst. Worthless games from

Dylan's three eyes. He plays with shocks — running dead statues into

each other and absorbing the collisions. His figures are clowns — lifeless

fools and madmen with striped hats and their pants down. Drenched in

his polar confusion for kinetic density, his sculpted nightmare circus let

go, Dylan emerges from his tub of grease, hands covered with butter and

sneers, "Dig in— or go find your real life."

This Dylan book is indigestible without his music, his partner that

nourished hini and cooled him and eased his mocking word-deaths. It is

overmanipulated, lacking in editor's intent and even more sorely, his

meaningful ego, though he appears in every politician's pocket, under

every cap and every skirt in this contract commitment— his only book. It

is all a diversion, for its essence, as the philosopher would say, IS

revealed — love thyself and prove it, as he told his hopeless friend,

wasting away from contempt in the mirror. After his masquerade ball —
his pen-pals all gone home, the smoke signs say that he can't but must

learn to, so that he doesn't have to write about eyes and Quasimodo, any

more For his teacher there is —Aretha— the black queen who will not

apologize.
— ^ —Steve Marshall
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Review By Charles SoloiOH

Fanny Hill's Cook Book by Lionel H. Braun and
William Adams (Taplinger Publ. Co: $4.95)

To the Sixteenth Century mind, death was
everywhere. Artists painted Dances of Death
showing how E>eath came to all men and aU things. A
modem artist would have to do a Dance of Bad Taste.
Bad taste has come to films, books, T.V., politics,

and advertising, and now bad taste has come Iq the

kitchen (and I don't mean TV dinners) : Fanny Hill's

Cook Book has arrived.

This volume represents the degradation of a

pleasant, heretofore innocuous, genre. Peg Bracken

t)egan it writing on the problems of the reluctant

cook. For the first time a cookbook sold on the

cleverness of its prose rather than the merits of its

recipes. Then a few years ago I/hi Rand Hogan wrote

the Gay Cookbook, full of double-entendres, which

was funny in a campy way. Messrs. Braun and

Adams have now apparently decided to try to write a

heterosexually-oriented risque cookbook. Un-

fortunately it falls flat. -H.
,

' ziiT

The double-entendres are heavier than the national

>bt and as much fun as seeing your grandmother in

see-through blouse. Vulgarity is rife; a culinary

;yond the Valley of the Dolls. Sample dishes in-

lude Sex Pot au Feu, Codpieces, and Cunnihnguini. I

Idn't try any of these recipes; they may be good

^hough I doubt it). After reading a few pages of the

)k you're too nauseated to think about eating

lyway.

Realizing that the book could never stand on the

3ysmal quality of its writing, the pubHshers hired

•ian Forbes to illustrate it. Mr. Forbes seems to

ive been aiming at a style fusing the work of

[iberto Vargas and Aubrey Beardseley, with a dash

Alphonse Mucha thrown in. But his curves aren't

raceful, his maidens aren't sensuous, his line is

unimaginative, his erotic suggestiveness i^ crude.

The result is^midway between bathroom wall

drawings and the illustrations in he-man-story

magazines.

If for some reason you should decide you want the

God-awful thing, don't rush out and pay $4 95. Just

wait patiently; in a few months it'll turn up at

publishers' overstock sales at $1.96 with a blurb

along the Hnes of "wicked and witty;' for adults

only." I, however, am sending my review copy back

to the publishers with instructions to try to foist it off

on someone else. I wonder if John Cleland's

descendants could sue Braun and Adams for

blackening Fanny Hill's good name . . .

Charles SMmnon

"Maggie" - Notes fm\>edicated Ikitighter

*f '"if!:

GENERAL PANTS CO. OF HOUYWOOD
I 700 N. Western at Hollywood Blvd.
>*AC n^6 9 P ^A/„,a n,. ., rt..c^H Sunday

A 'A "k k'A k Ar. *i k'•
T);;

Maggie by William Woolfolk
(Doubleday: $5.95)

What can you say about a book
a written by your own father—and
^ dedicated to you?
^ I have the first reviews in front

of me. It might be easiest to

choose representative quotes.

Here goes:

"One of the most intriguing love

affairs of the twentieth century,

the barely disguised story of

William Randolph Hearst and
Marion Davies . . . telling it just

the way it all happened."
"Maggie is the girl of the year,

the love story of the century."

has all the romantic
magic of Love Story, and the

shattering realism of Zelda."

Obviously, a book like that is

designed to be a best seller. If

rapid narrative, a likable and
amusing heroine, a Gothic castle
setting (called San Souci but
clearly meant to be San Simeon),
anr! n nostalgia ''-"--^—

> --.

-ef^^..-^ > of the ;v ancT

J Thirties are what rt«vj<rs are
^^ looking for. Maggie is un-

doubtedly going to be popvilar.
It beghiB, except for a short

present day prologue in San
Souci/Saa Simeon, when
Maggie—a delightful, gay,
irreverent, eighteen year old
Follies girl—first encounters
Wallace 2^chary Thome, possibly
the most powerful man in
America, a ruthless newspaper
publisher who is many years her
senior, nuirried and the fathen of
four sons.

No doubt a love story which
explains how such an oddly paired
couple met, were attracted to
each other, and began an affair
that became the most famous
Back Street romance of all time,
will intrigue the imagination of
most readers. And there is a good
deal more on the broad ambitious
canvas: Thome's entry into
politics and his defeat when his
scandalous private life is exposed,
his unrelenting expensive cam-
paign to make Maggie into a
famous movie ster (with many
'"tgresting vignettes of th^
Hollywood of the silents and early
talkies). and finally the
fascinating detail on the building
of the fabulous castle on the
California coast which still at-

tracts half a million visitors a

year.

Most of this will be familiar to

those who have seen the screen

classic Citizen Kane, starring

Orson WeUes. In that movie the

role of the mistress was scanted in

favor of an examination of the

Great Man; she was portrayed as

merely a shrill, unloving woman

who resented his attempts to

make her a famous opefa star

In the book Maggie we get an.

entirely different portrait. In a

sense, Maggie is the View From

the Other Side of CiUzen Kane

Everyone who knew or has read

about the real Marion will agree

this portrait is much closer to life

However, the author (Hi. Dad'

pays a penalty for achieving i^

The character of Wallace Zachary

Thome, seen entirely througn

Maggie's eyes, is not revealed in

many faceted and complex

nrhnr<^<; Snmpfhincr nf what he iS

h the

narrative, but he remains

resolutely and above all the man

Maggie loves. It would probabl

be an unfair intrusion of th

author into his story to preten

|t Maggie could see her lover

jh X-ray glasses. Never-

lless the character of Thome is

iited by the viewpoint the

ihor chooses.

is Maggie's character on

(ich the book must stand or fall.

publisher tells us that "if you

not lose your heart to Maggie,

have no heart to lose," which

ids like modified blackmail

for most readers will turn out

be fairly close to the truth.

^ggie Dohaney lives in the

jes of the novel, doubtless more
[rm and winning than the real

irion Davies. The real Marion

:ame a blowsy alcholic, and

ta Grey Chaplin in her

tobiography flatly says that

Irion was unfaithful to Hearst

Charlie ChapUn. But the

[tional Maggie preserves all of

irion's charm and ignores the

imier side. The novel probably

Id not be faulted for this. In
' 'ion, a writer can simply tell

ial happened and yOU believe tt

se you know it happened

y that way. In fiction a
i' er must persuade you that

ething happened: To create a

character as diverse as Marion

Davies really was would need a

book many times as long as

Maggie—and turn the novel into

something other than an escapist

romance. The aim in Maggie is

clearly not Dostoevskyan, and it

would be unfair criticism to point

out that a book is not what it never

intended to be.

In publishing circles they are

fond of saying that every book has

its audience. The audience for

Maggie is the same audience that

loves Love Story, No. No. NanKte.

and that era of Hollywood in which

movies were content to tell us a

story. There is extra savor for

those who like to find true

parallels for fictional events,

although that won't be easy to do,

simply because the facts are more
extraordinary than fiction. I doubt

if many readers will know that the

mysterious death aboard the

yacht in Maggie is not invented

but is a fictional explanation for

II'

wf\at was a celebrated scandale at

the time, and even fewer will

believe that Hearst/Thome's body

was actually stolen from the

castle after his death. And who

will not see the fiction writer's

hand at work in the climactic

scene in which Hearst/Thome
reaches k)ack from k)eyond the

grave to provide the surprising

finish in which Maggie is saved

from enemies who had been

waiting to destroy her? Yet all

that is true. There are many other

such parallels which readers may
discover for themseWw.
Now: how can I sum up a book

written by my father—and
dedicated to me?

Well, there may be some doubt

as to who are the l>est people to

judge a book Uke Maggie, but

there can be no doubt that critics

are the worst. Real critics, I

mean, not the kind of daily book

reviewers who write the gushing

reviews that begin this essay. It

will add little to William
Woolfolk's literary stature. But

the people who buy Maggie won't

care. They will be looking for fun,

to be made happ' * — •^*'^

t)ygone era, to laugn ana t;LU V^l

And they will not be disappointed

In short, Maggie is the kind of

book that may very weU bring

back reading.
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HEED I Ml?
Shidants -"for o small f»« I con g«t

you a cor !•«« then wKolvsoU blu*-

book prkM from a VWto o El Dorodo
dirscHy from tf>« Lot Ar>g»lM Auto-

mobil* Auction K«ld sv^ry Tu«sdoy
for out>toriz«d d«ol*rt only. You will

dhtni ond t*(«ct th« cor ypv. wool
and b« prmgmni at th« bidding wfuch
con go hundreds of dollars b*iow Blu*-

'book pricM. Coll Sh«rry ot 473-0933
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UK STUDY SOUNDS
Vo«ir Cowft>wtfMow And linpi^w*

Yewr Co«wpr>lnn»tew Study Al A fa»*%f

BLICT1I0NICAU.Y PHODUCCD
^ CAUSE THIS TO HAPfCM

• Tisak Tap*. CiMalW. 6r LP
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DAVrS PHOTO satvici
Spociol Studont Rotos

PASSPORT PHOTOS WHILE U WAIF
Photogrophs lui M«dKol& Nursiny Studanli • I D Lards

by Prolcstionols Daily V b • So* 12 4

hJV'Vll W,l$h.r» Blvd Coi VeleiuM Ave Across »ro!n Federal Bidg 4/:J402l

FOREIGN STUDErnS RECEIVING DEGREES
n#>'M'*A».»a.J>>« « f^-

In June join us at the Internotlonal Student Center for a recep-

tion in your honor on Wednesday. June 16th at 3:30 p.m:

Foreign students who also received degrees in Fall and Winter

quar^ters ore alsowelcome.
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CUOSKO TUB«OAV«
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The
CHfcSHIRE CAT IMTERhATIOMAL

Orqonic ana Veqctarian K^taupant

Just south or thk Santa Monica PIrkkwav in ^ai-m«

10426 National Bl.vo.

los anocles. ooos4
BUD BEAN
OwNBM • Man.

(Paid AdvcrtiMment)

''Budgo* cuts couso f«w*r and lorg*r classes. .
." (Daily MUIN,

May 26)

*•

THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE!

• MJ

' a

f

{S— Inf^maHond Community Collogo adv«rHs«m«nf, Pg. 24)

CrASS NOTES
We hove connprehensive notes^ on courses offered currently

at UCLA.

We hire T.A.'s and/or Grad students to sit in on courses to

toke and prepare comprehensive notes which ore then repro-

duced and are available for purchase to be used as a study-

' °'"^' 10851 UNDBROOK DR.
(1 BIK. N. WIISHIRE - }'/, BIK. E. WESTWOOD) 478-5289

RESTAURANT

Oprn 7 Days

n AM to 2 AM
Btwn bsrnngion and BurKty

11813 Wikhire Blvd GR 8 0123

f ...:i

\
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The Problem Is We're All Aware of the Problem
Friday. May 2>> IfTI UCLA DAILY BRUIN i;

Review By

Karen Cole

aaUiontanan
huma

Iff

tkot wuh tiie

-^.;

lis stir

its

Soviet minority

topennit
of

has and its

and caicfuOy wrought
prov i'-auvg

gnaraatees the coDtinuity of.

itkal fona
10 its win.'

sanrtTiag and imprmriag by

the nne gial — the good life

win indouftitedly be warmly

Today, a book that effecoveJy

fPf geaeratioos, races and
bonlers is rare — a book th^: can

roan to w«ete«pe the futur*
stin.

worid of the fifties aad
has been slowly etuff uig

says uraas. -^Tm
sayiag that it isn't

Unifeed Stat^ B|||d0Bd by ao^

insistent miAority. has aiade
strides JBJB^B II I iiig the

d .ariag and degree of

freedotn of its

V-''

Fiddling, Middling Science Fiction Collection

Frxi)^btf the

has a writiBg oa a meiiaere work. Pans and rares

are easy—^and often fiai to write, bat does one ny
ab9^ B-' work'' Afteran. there spothmg terribly

wrong with it but there s nodaag lei iiblj right

with It either. TW Fatare is Now is a case in point;

It's good eooagh science fiction, but it certainly isn't

great science fiction.

Most of the stones never qioite ""get it togeth^\
Part of the trouble is that many of them suffer from
an overdose of self-conscious relevance: ooe story is

a heavy-handed satire oil air pollution; another deab
with the straight drop-outs from a dnig-fiDed future;

a third is a pointless parody of Andy Warfaoleique

'Jenny Amflag the Zecbs" has a clever,

Boccaciao twist to its plot but is so fi^ of

paendo- rock jargon as to be almost laiiradahle.

The most enjoyable piece is Ron Goulart's 'The
Whole RoiBd Workt" a rollicking black comedy
satire on television and paramilitary ar-

chconservatives. But it stops, rather than ends, and
leaves too many loose ends lying about to satisfy the

ISK, thankfully, is both

TWOMOMENTS
A thosHaidyean ago, I fivad, yctcvci/ day I died— when have I

been happy? A huDcked years ago is not too far away But
yesterday was never. If I seek yon out win yaa give aae a tomorrow
and an jresterdays be gone?

I win share my hapiJiyss with you
if you win take my hand.

There. Now I wiU show you the

ingredients I have put into love —
that make life grand.

One heart fuU of love and compassian; one
head fuU of UDderBtHHii«; a mind fiUed

with confidence and beautiful thoughts of

you, piis^dependabihty and strength to

carry you through. v
^ombine it with the seciaity we get from
^^eing together; sharing it with the winds
and the rain — any weather.

Look at the stars, sim and the trees, find

something personal to hold — even the breeze.

Wrap them an in your own big bag, peep at

them often — enjoy them and bra|.

Brag about your treasures that aU may
share. But share them you mist, or the

next time you look, they may not be there.

Love them because they are the fruits of

life— for happiness is usand an these ^^^ . .^

things are free. Now, wasn't that easy
— to find happiness with me?

William F Nolan (also the editor of the briUiant

lattwiogj The Pleads Pesple ) states in his in-

troduction that sci-fi magarines are dying off (?) to

be replaced by books of new stories, such as this one.

If this IS ture, future collections had better have more
to offer.

Support Self Expression

Buy
Westwind J.----

,^i.

J

I

let DAF catch you wh
tJ0>' ^H^-fl^y '^ -flfi- -V- -^- USJ'

When you re coming down.
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ALVAREZ AND THE IRISH — Elio

Alvarez, from Argentina/ is coach Glenn
Bassett's pick as the No. 4 singles man
when the Bruin tennis team travels to

South Bend next month to defend is NCAA
title.

BAILY
BRUIN

rs defend NCAA title at N.D. . .

.

By John Reich

DB Sports Writer

The UCLA tennis team wiU depart for Notre Dame early next month in preparation
for the defense of their NCAA championship. The Bruins, nine time holders of the title,

are considered the favorites to repeat as champions again this year, and thus complete
the most successful season that any college tennis team has ever enjoyed.
The Bruins so far this year have literally won everything in sight, including all

seventeen dual meet matches played, the Pacific Eight Conference title, and the La
JoUa Intercollegiate Championship. In addition, Bruin players have captured
numerous singles and doubles titles. , »

However, all that will be in the past l>eginning, next month, when Bruin coach Glenn
Bassett will be taking his reduced team to the national play-offs.

As of now, which is still almost three weeks away from the championships, Bassett
has not yet decided the final composition of the team. He already has announced that

he will be taking his top four singles players for the four singles berths : Jeff Borowiak,
the NCAA singles champion from last year; Jim Connors, the sensational freshman;
Haroon Rahim, Pakistan Davis Cupper; and Elio Alvarez, from Argentina
The two doubles teams, on the other hand, have not been announced as yet, and

Bassett confided that he is having a hard time deciding which two teams to play.

Borowiak, Connors and Rahim are almost certainties, and only the identity of the

fourth Bruin prevents the naming of the teams. The choice probably will fall down
between Jeff Austin and Tito Vazquez.

If Austin goes, then he will play with Connors, and Borowiak will play with Rahim. If

Vazquez gets the nod, then he v^ team with Borowiak and Connors and Rahim will

?\g^y together.

All four teams have played together before, and each team has been successful.

Connors and Austin captured the Southern California championship three weeks, and
have won numerous titles this year. Connors and Rahim played together earlier this

year on the East Coast, and then teamed last weekend in Oregon to beat USC's Mar-
cello Lara and Dick Bohmstedt in three sets.

Borowiak and Rahim have played together most of the year, and were the Bruins*

number one doubles team until last week's switches. Borowiak^and Vazquez have also

played together, and last month won the California State Championships.

The main threat to UCLA in the nationals will come from one of four schools, Trinity

(Texas), Rice, Stanford and possibly USC.
Although the Bruins t)eal Trinity a-1 in a dual meet earlier this year, Bassett con-

sideres the Texans to be one of the Teams to watch in tourney. Their four singles

players. Bob McKinley, Dick Stockton, Paul Gerkin and Brian Godfried are con-

sidered among the best, and they each gained experience last year when Trinity

finished second l>ehind the Bruins.

Rice h^s Mike Elstep as its top player. Estep finished second in the singles in 1969

behind USC's Joaquin Loyo-Mayo.
Stanford bas Roscoe Tanner, who was runner-up last year to Borowiak, as well as

Sandy Mayer, their freshman star.

P
k

N
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CONNORS TOO — UCLA freshman
Jimmy Connors, along with Jeff Borowiak
(the defending NCAA* singles champ) and
Haroon Rahim, will also travel to Notre

Dame, hoping to bring home UCLA's tenth

NCAA tennis championship since 1950.

. . . trackmen peak for NCAA's at Seattle
By Clark Conard «

DB SUff Writer

Jim Bush's UCLA tracksters split into two groups tomorrow for the

first of two preparatory weekends preceeding the NCAA championships,

June 17-19, in Seattle. Most of the Bruin NCAA hopefuls will compete in

the Modesto Relays while those attempting to qualify -for the AAU
national championships (in Eugene later in the summer) or merely

improve their bests of the collegiate season will participate in the

Southern Pacific AAU championships (beginning at 1 p.m.) at UC Irvine

Sunday.

Making the Modesto trip wiU be triple jumper James Butts, high

jumpers Rick Fletcher and Doug Huff, long jumper James McAlister,

quarter milers John Smith and Wayne Collett, and sprinters Reggie

Robinson, Reggie Echols, Ronnie Welch, and Warren Edmonson.

Women's Track Invitational at 1 today

The annual UCLA Women's Track Invitational begins at 1 p.m. today at

the Track Stadium. Thirteen teams will participate in fifteen events

today, according to Shirbey Johnson, the UCLA coach. Cal Poly Pomona
and Chi Cheng Reel, the worW's fastest female, are entered in today's

meet.

At Irvine, Finn Bendixen, Denny Rogers, Bob Langston, Eugene

Williams, Paul Williams, Henderson Cooper, Steve Hardison, and Peter

Jones will represent the Bruins.

State JC Championships

The state junior college championships will be run simultaneously with

the prestigious Modesto Relays so competition starts at noon tomorrow

with an expected conclusion not until 8 p.m. A duel between Smith,

Collett, and Olympic champion Lee Evans in the 440 yard dash promises

to be one of the meet's highhghts USC's Edesel Garrison will only watch

the quarter mile race, confining himself to relays for the day.

The 100 meter sprint should equal the 440 in excitement and will be an

yards like Deckard (and Welch wind-sided) this year. Daniels and
Branch, like Edmonson, have tx)th done 9.3 this season. Former USC and
Jamaican Olympic speedster, Lennox Miller (currently competing for

the Southern California's Striders) , is the chief non-collegiate threat.

World Record goal

UCLA will also enter both the 440 and mile relay teams, with the mile

quartet's goal again being the world record. However, none of the run-

ners will be completely fresh with Echols scheduled for the other relay,

Edmonson entered in the 100 meters and 440 relay. Smith in the 440, and
Collett in the relay and 440.

A week from Saturday, in the Kennedy Games, (the final tune-up for

the NCAA's), the mile relay team may get its best shot at the record

according to Bush. At that meet, in the Berkeley stadium. Smith and

Collett will skip the 440 and should be well rested. Bush intends to add

Rogers, Bendixen, and possibly Tracanelli to the Modesto Relay en-

trants' list for the Kennedy Games. Strong Rice and Abilene Christian

mile relay teams will hopefully push the Bruins the the record in the June

5 meet. "If it (the record) comes," reminds Bush, ''it's got to be this week

or next because no one will be rested enough at the nationals.
'

'

State high school meet

With the state high school meet being held in the Bruin track stadium

next week, many future UCLA athletes will get a head start in growing

accustomed to the Bruin facilities. Two of Bush's top pro6|»ects for the

coming year, Charlie Jackson of Lompoc and Benny Brown of Sunnyvale,

should be present for the June 4-5 meet. Jackson has a 13.6 time for the 120

high hurdles while Brown may be the best quarter miler in the state.

Other high schoolers who have signed letters of intent to attend UCLA
include Gordon Peppars of Compton, Dwight Stones of Glendale, and

Rory Kotinek of Milikan Charles Rich, who set a national JC record of

13 5 in the high hurdles at LA Southwest College, also has chosen UCLA,
according to Bush. Two other outstanding junior college recruits include

Ron Gaddis of Pierce and Harry Freeman of San Jose

indication of the NCAA championships' outcome Besides the Bruin trio

ot Edmonson, Robinson, and Welch, Southern California's Willie Deckard

will be challenged by Kentucky's Jim Green and Colorado's George

Daniels and Giff Branch
Green is the Martin Luther King Games winner who has run a 9.2 100

BACK TO SEATTLE — Wayne
Coltett will lead the Bruin track

team back to Seattle in three

weeks, hoping to emerge as

victorious in tt»e NCAA cham-
pionships as it did in the recent

PAC 8 meet ttiere.

Earlier this week, Bush reported that Steve Prefonlaine, Oregon's,

tremendous distance ace, wrote him a letter apologizing for ridiculing

Bush publicly after the Duck Bruin dual meet in April Prefontaine had

charged Bush with "using" Collett needlessly in the 440 hurdles when

Wayne artii^^lly had asked to run even though UCLA was winning easily.

It's iriteresting to note that Oregon's own Knut Kvalheim was perhaps

the most dedicated performer in last weeks Pacific Eight meet.

Kvalheim showed his awesome endurance by tripling in the steeplechaae,

mile, and three-mile He placed in all thr^*^ ^f them

•I*.
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RSH&
CHirS
SH0MF
CNICICEN

DINNERS

>^ TAKE OUT

LUNCHEON & DINNER SERVICE
Id Frivol* Growp*

Op«n TuM. IWoggk Sim. - 4 PJKL TJ 9 fJl

fridovll30AJirin9:30PM.

aOSED MONDAY
19M WESTWOOO KVD. WLA.

TYPIN6
Term Papers

Dissertations

Theses

Letters

Fast

Accurof*

VILLAGE TYPIST

1101 Gay ley, Westwood
473-8127 886-7475

?

i

HOT PANTS
H/P SOFT SUEDE

STYLE

"A"

LACED
OPENING

STYLE

SCULPTURED
APPLfH)

SUEDE

Ĉ51HI

stylC

BIBBED
LARGE FRONT
POCKET

$1^00 $16.00 $18.00

COiOtS - CKoc. Eonh, Gold. Red, Green. Blue SffES - 5-7-9-1 1-13

INDICATE STYtE, SIZE. COLOR Add $2 00 to cover tax. postge & hor>dling

allow 2 weeks (or delivery , ^%.
Lc Gikma

255 Lo Cu«fKi Son a«m«n««, Co. 92672

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

SILVERSTARS STEELRAND
If you missed them at the International Fair, pock slowly

because they will be back on Tuesday, June 15th. Stu-

dents close the year with a Jump-Up! $1.00 admission
includes refreshments, Trinidadian food will be for sale.

Tlx available at the ISC, 1023 Hilgard Ave. For further

Information call 477-4587.

Is the summer beginning to bore you, nothing to do,

then. . .why hot join us at the INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
CENTER and let out all your inhibitions to the beat
of the CONGA DRUMS on Saturday, June 19th from
9:00 until 12 midnight. NO ADMISSION CHARGE, FREE
.REFRESHMENTS.
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By John Wood
DB Sports Writer

As the 1971 season slowly draws to a close, the

UCLA oarsmen find themselves with two strikes

against them. One more and they're out. The strikes,,

of course, denote their two losses to the Washington
Huskies. .

The Bruins will meet the same opponents for the

third and final time June 1719 at Syracuse, New
York for the national title. If UCLA wins there,, it will

help to erase the doubts that have plagued the team's
progress throughout Jhis long and rather disap-

pointing year. If the Bruins lose, it will merely close

the season on a sour note—as was generally expected
when Washington entered the scene in the first place.

. UCLA is faced with five major hurdles as they try

to make the comeback of the year and win the I.R.A.

And each one is crucial:

(1) UCLA's tiyo earlier losses to Wasihington were
due, in part (if not wholly), to their extreme psyche
before the race. They were too **up" for the races. In

the first race, the Bruins seemed to be awed by the

Washington mystique, and were unable to get any
"gusty" spirit into their boat on race day. The second
meeting found the Bruin eight virtually bristling with
determination and hopping mad. But once again,

they let their emotions run wiy and suffered their

most embarrassing showing of the year—or the past
several years. At the I.R.A., they must find a way to

unpsyche themselves and, if possible, actually get
"down" for the race. If they settle down, they may
find the solution that has eluded them to date.

(2) Throughout the season, the Bruin shell was
ranked as being potentially the best crew ever seen
at UCLA. Unfortunately, this potential was never
exhibited on race day—only in the practice turn-
outs. Their day-to-day situations balanced
precariously between near-greatness and greatness,
and every race promised to be one where UCLA

would put it all together. They cannot afford to fail in

this area at the I.R.A. This must be the time they put

it together.

(3) As in any season, changes in personnel are

necessary due to the quest for faster combinations.

and for the ironing out of individual weaknesses This

year was no exception. Countless oarsmen were

shuffled in and out in order to perfect the most out-

standing boat, but nothing seemed to do the trick

There are three more weeks before the I.R.A. UCLA
must find, not just the best, but the "winning"

combination if they are to triumph over Washington

(4) UCLA finished fifth in a fieW of six at the

Western Sprints. Therefore, the Bruin's task will be

threefold at the I.R.A. For not only must they worry

about the Huskies, they also have Loyola and Cal

State Long Beach to reckon with. Washington

defeated UCLA by five seconds at Marina del Rey

and by seven seconds at Seattle. That is nearly two

boatlengths. This may seem trivial to the spectators,

but to the eight individual oarsmen, it is an incredible

deficit to have to make up. In order to beat

Washington at the I.R.A., it will have to be.

(5) Finally, UCLA must face several Eastern

rivals who promise to make the I.R.A. a difficult

crown to earn. Navy, like Washington, completely

dominated the Eastern Sprints this year. They

placed first in the varsity, second in the Junior

Varsity, and first in the freshman classification

Harvard, always a perermial crew power, finished

third, second, and second respectively. UCLA must

cope with these new challengers if they are to place

high in the national championship. . /

So, the picture looks bleak. But the Bruins have

three weeks to get themselves ready, and three

weeks is a long time. The margin is miniscule bet

ween near-greatness and greatness. ' '
'
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i-aio Advertisement)

INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH FRESHMEN?
The Student Educational Policy Commission is accepting applications
for seminar leaders for a tentative Freshman Program to be offered
to 150 freshmen next winter and spring (The course has not been
approved yet). Each seminar leader will work closely with about 10
freshmen to explore "education" in different academic and ex-
perier\tial ways.

Seminar leaders must be able to take for credit (or participate
without credit in) Educ. 100 in the fall (TuTh 9-11) -a subsection of
this class will be a training course for the Freshman Program. Ju-
niors and seniors will be given priority, but sophomores may apply.
Interested students should pick up an application in Kerckhoff Hall
33 IC; interviews will be scheduled shortly.
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Baseball team issues statement
criticizing program; 16 may leave
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the Sf. dent Educational Policy Commission of SLC

j^

iViiether you're ailfr'yiWIiljff
'

^W a step yp in y«tf ^^'-
^jslioaki fornow.

Mliiice buading tniW ^_
iioii. Step by step Initrogll**

1WI *1iow to" ami why.Hf
post comprehensive h<wi|;f^

hiring practices and job H**"*
ever written. Publislied ii

Febniary, 1971, and novli

its second printing.

Only $2.95 at campus aai i*^

book stores. Pubiiahcd^F^
Apple/One i>ublishing Coi*^'

Los Angeles.
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By Doug Kelly

DB Sports Writer

Of a possible 30 returning baseball players next

year, 16 are reportedly not returning to UCLA, the

Daily Bruin learned yesterday. Of the 16, most are
either planning to transfer schools or turn

professional if selected in the upcoming draft.

In addition, the entire team yesterday drafted flTRf

signed a letter (at right) that was delivered to

athletic director J. D. Morgan and baseball coach
Art Reichle, among others.

The letter reads, in part, "our immediate concern

is the unusually high number of ballplayers who are
leaving or ane considering leaving even though they

are eligible fe return. Of the 30 players who should

return, sixteen have admitted that either they are not

returning or are seriously considering such action.

Most of them, if not all, have stated that the primary
reason for their departure is the nature of the

program."
The Bruins finished tie^ for second place in the

Pacific-8 this past year with an 11-6 record. The
Bruins, however, did not qualify for the post-season

playoffs. UCLA last won the Pacific-8 title in 1969, its

only conference championship.

The letter charges, in addition, the unequal
treatment of., players on the team and mentions
several instsibces of personal player-coach conflicts

which the flayers felt should have been discussed in

the manager's office and not in the dugout.

UCLA assistant coach Glenn Mickens commented

^.
Lacrosse

le seventh annual htorth-South

All-Star Lacrosse game begins 2

p.m. tomorrow on Spaulding
Field. Admission is free. The
series stands at 3-3. Three UCLA
players are on the South squad:

goalie Tony Moscati, Bruce Werl
and Neil Gilman.

Yell-Leaders

Four positions on "tx^xX year's

yell-leading squad will be filled at

try-outs next Tuesday, June 1, at 5

p.m. in the back courtyard of the

Women's Gym. Anyone interested

should sign up in KH 304 before

noon Tuesday. All applicants
should submit a short written

statement, answering the

question, "Why do you want to be
a yell leader and what pertinent

experience, iff any do you have?"
All applicants will be given a two-

minute time period in which to

perform any routine they wish and
will be judged on enthusiasm and
ability by a panel off ten persons.

^
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SCAfs^A PAD will let you take o

vacation tKi« summer. We'll toke the

worry out of findtog an oportment

now or for the coming sctKX>l year. We
represent over 25.000 units on \\\m

Westilde o* Town. One stop to SCAI^i-
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'"anything we reccommer>d. Current

availobilities $90 up. Coll us now or
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that the players should all have signed their names to

the letter instead of the "entire UCLA baseball

team" signature v/hich was used.

Reichle had no comment on the letter. Later it was
found that the letter had the full backing of every
man in the UCLA baseball program.

The two team captains, Ralph Punaro and Bob
Petretta, had no additional comment except for the

fact that they supported the players' stand.

The letter found fault primarily with the baseball

program itself and not directly with any members of

the coaching staff. The players, in addition, rejected

the idea that ihcir action was the result of disgrun-

tlement at the team's not winning the Pac-8 title.

"We would have taken this action even if we had won
everything," one player said, referring to the team's

dissatisfaction at this point.

Although each player in the program agreed with

the statement in spirit and principle, some were
hesitant to sign it for fear of future reprisal.

Reichle has coached UCLA baseball the past 27

years. His overall record through the 1971 season

stands at 616 wins and 478 losses, a .562 winning

percentage.

The players, in addition to the present, are con-

cerned also with the future of the Bruin baseball

program. ".
. . We want to improve conditions, not

contribute to their deterioration. We want to build

morale with constructive changes, not destroy it with

unfounded accusations."
^,_~ (Continued on Page 24)
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Baseball team

statement
May n, \Wt\

To wt^om it may concern: v, *,v . .»-. . .

We, ttte undersigned, ^rt members of the UCLA mtercoliegiatt baseball teHVir). At
concerned members we want to improve conditions, not contribute to tt^elr deterioration
We want to build morale witt> cor>structlve ct^nges not destroy it with unfounded ac
cusations. After be«ng part of tr>e baseball program for a number of years, we feel it our
obligation to raise some serious issues about tt>e operation of that orxi^rtm

Our immediate concern is tfte unusually tiigti number of baltpla/ers wt>o are leaving or
are considering leaving even thtougti they »r9 eligible to return. Of the thirty players who
should return sixteen have admitted that either they are not returnir^g or are serlousiy
considering such action. Most of them, if not all, have stated that the primary reason for

their departure Is the nature of the program.

Some of them w the usual disgruntled ballplayers. However, it has been our ax
perience that the circumstances which have led to this situation have appeared annually
the past tew years The unhealthy circumstances that have produced for UCLA only one
conference championship include; disorganized practices, discrepancies in meal money
allotment, mismanagement of personr»el, continued absence of the coach from practice
arnJ non conference games, and the fact that the coach would rathei' be somewt>ere else.

We, as tMllDlavers, are as upset as anyone at UCLA about the loss of the conference
baseball title for the umpteenth year We feel that the issues which led to our secor>d best
finish must be dealt with now Otherwise, the future success of UCLA baseball will surely
be jeopardized **

Aggravating these grievances Is the unequal treatment of specific individuals — per
sonal conflicts which properly st>ould be discussed irv-private Prior attempts to air these
problems have been fruitless; leading to the composition of this letter Briefly, erratic

treatment of individuals, coupled with the aforementioned issues, has led to an un
wholesome atmosphere and decline of morale Such an atmospf>ere Is hardly cornluclve to

the teamwork required of a baseball team for success.

We, therefore, calUor a serious re evaluation of the UCLA baseball program White we
recognize the inherent difficulties, e.g. lack of on campus facilities and budget restric

tions, it is still our conviction that new and proper direction would overcome these dif

ficulties immediately Until such ct>anges are made, we find it our obligation as
t>allplayer& to recommend to all interested in furthering their careers r>ot to become part
of the UCLA baseball program.

t Sigr>ed,

The entire UCLA baseball team
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TOf* STUDENTS AT UGLA

RE: ^REASONS FOR LIVING AT LA MANCHA

LOCATION: You will live at the edge of campus just a few minutes walk from

classes.
,

ACCOMMODATIONS: You may have a single, double, triple, or three-bedroom

suite. Our suite bedrooms cluster around a central livingroom and bath and are air

conditioned, carpeted, quiet, and well funnished. Suites, doubles, and triples

have refrigerators.

FOOD: You will always hove a choice of two or three main dishes at each meal

(including steak once a week.) You have unlimited seconds (except steak night.'

Service is quick and convenient buffet style in a carpeted dining room.

LIVING STYLE: The community is co-educational and each student's living spoce is

respected as his own home. Each person can choose the combination of privacy and

involvement that suits his or her needs.

RECREATION: There is a swimming pool, sauna, rec room with billiards and ping pong,

color television, pin ball machines, weekend trips, parties, dances, nrK>vies, concerts,

lectures and a lot of disorganized fun.

STAFF: A professional Student Affairs Director and Student Staff ore available to assist

residents in using available resources for solving personal or educational problcnw.

Group counseling is usually available in the residence hall. The staff provides program

assistance to the community.

COST: The rotes for accommodations, the use of all recreational and support services

and prepared meals begin at $135.00 a month in September for the triple room. You

might save a few dollars by living in a dormitory, but you would sacrifice some privacy

Qr\6 fun. You could save a few more dollars by living in on apartment, but first consider

the hours of cooking, shopping, and cleaning. Why not get the advantages of both and

eliminate the problems?
'tmi^OMm m

WHAT TO DO: Write for a brochure: La Mancha, 930 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles,

California 90024 or. coll us at (213) 475-5831 or oome over to see us and talk to the

people who five here.
~
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Shalom-UCLA is a funny place

John Sandbrook

Beginning for the last time

I think back now to October and can only conclude that it

was one hell of a year. I've learned a lot and talked a lot,

nr>ade many friends apd perhaps lost some. Soon, It will be

all over.

UCLA Is a funny place. It is In the midst of a quandary,

not knowing whether it is a business corporation one day or

an educational institution the next. All of the problems that

surfaced this year and will surface In the years to come are

a result of that dilemma of business soundness vs.

education. Until the people in charge of this 40,000 member
city recognize that dilemma and solve It by coming down

completely on one side or the ott>er of the governor, the

legislature, etc., we are going to keep on having problems.

Until we solve that very simple philosophical problem of

being a business corporation or an institution of higher

learning, we are committing administrative and academic

suicide. As long as we continue to play a middle game — as

we have been doing — then each year we will have new

policy statenrwnts, new advisory committees, new

reorganizational charts. All which will be replaced the next

year, ad infinitum.

- A business or a school. The governor and society in

general see us as a corporation, to deliver each student as a

finished product into the assembly line of the Industrial and

scientific American society. I am beginning to suspect that

is the future for higher education in this country. Even the

faculty don't seem to care anymore (notice the attendance

figures at Acaldemic Senate meetings lately?). Higher

education Is a specialized collection of courses; maybe I anri

being naive, but whatever happened to the liberal Vts
degree and its place In society?

I wasn't being facetious the other day when I suggested

J.D. Morgan be named the Vice-Chancellor in charge of the

administration here. Let's face It, we're a business - a

multi million dollar corporation - and thus we should let a

top notch businessman like Morgan do a good job. Instead,

we have a political scientist as Chancellor, and a physicist,

an economist, a recreation specialist, and an educa^ as

the Vice Chancellors.

Enough said.
* * *

My area of specialty this year has been the UCLA

department of intercollegiate athletics. I have gotten to

know it quite well and many of the people In It. I have been

outspoken about its operation and Its place on campus. Be

that as It may, I have a few thoughts to offer.

It disturbs me to see the department still operate on

assumptions born years ago. Its concept of a "student-

athlete/'especially. Given the present mania in American

society for sports, an athletic department can be and Is a

legitimate part of a university.

But that mania can just as as otten permit an Illegitimate

power structure to exist — because of the desire to kick the

hell out of a group of Individuals that happen to go to USC.

That is the danger and that is what I have decried — the

power structure and the 20 year old assumptions, not the

departmenl^tself . If athletics is Illegitimate, then so are the

cultural departments like theatre arts and music (certainly

not journalism, though).

"Fitness of the body Is just as important as fitness of the

mind. But when it evolves Into the hero-worship mythology

that It has, the concept of athletics — true athletics — is at a

danger point.

Enough for^philosophy. I' have two concrete suggestions

for the^thletic department: ^

1. that dVstudent administrative intern be hired In con-

junction with the SLC internship program;
^

(Paid Advertisement)
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ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ??
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2. that a council of six to nine varsity captains be formed to

air grievances such as those that the baseball team has

made and to act in an advisory capacity to Morgan and
the other administrators within the department.

I feel very strongly about those two suggestions. People

are becoming to realize more and more, I think, that the

university is not a collection of separate administrator,

faculty, and student units. It, along ^ith each individual

department is a community of people. Interacting In the

office and In the classroom. I only hope that the athletic

department sees this — ttiat those "student-athletes" -are as

much a part of te department as any of ttie salaried per

sonnel there. Student input Is not a bad thing; It might be
hard for old-timers to swallow and It might sometimes be
Irrational. But it is never a bad thing.

* * *

I would be remiss if I did not thank those people who
worked for and with me this year. I feel that the last

quarter's sports section has been the best of all, but it was
they, not I, who made It the best — Doug, Steve, John, Tom,
Craig, Steve, Dale, Gordon, Buddy, Jan, Cheryl, Julie, Saul,

Mike, John, Craig, Dan, Jim, Clark, Ed, Ken. I hope you all

got as much out of it as I did, If not more.
In the shop, to Art, Al, Cathy, Gary, Scott, Ka^en, John,

Al, Jack, Jon, Bob, and any others I have forgotten.

Up front, to Rose, David, Joan, Dennis, Karen, Kathy,

Betty, Harry, and the others.

Around Kerckhoff, to David, Stan, Norm, Pete, Jim,

Jason, Chris, Bob, Don, Lyie, Tom, Larry, Mary.
In Murphy, to Norm, Bob, Gene, Ev, Barney, Ev, Brook,

Bob, Chuck.
Around, to Julie and Wendy (the world's sweetesT girls )7

to Steve (who proved what a friend was), to Tim ahd Linda,

to Bob, to Vic, to Dennis, to Bob, to. . . . oh, what's the use.

Shalom.

Baseball . .

.

(Continued from Page 23)

Athletic director J. D. Morgan
commented yesterday afternoon

that he hopes to sit down and

discuss the situation with all the

members of the baseball team.

! UCLA
.

\.

•nTHE DEPARTMENT OEGEOQRAPHY ANNOUNCES

A NEW MAJOR

ANALYSIS AND CONSERVATION OF

ECOSYSTEMS
Plain. Plan 1 is for un(jergraduates desiring a general

educotion fcxused on gaining an understanding

of problenns and issues related to post, present

and future human manipulation and utilization

of the world's ecosystems and to those students

who wish to prepare themselves for educational

contributions to non-ocodemic society via the

principal communicative media.

Plan 2. Plan 2 is designed for students who wish to

pursue, future work at the graduate level and

beyond in various aspects of the analysis and

conservation of ecosystems.

. **I don't know when the meeting

will be held, but we'll get together

and talk. I think the team may be

upset because tl^^y didn't -do

better than they did," he said.

At the awards dinner last night,

center fielder Ron Diggle was

named most valuable player.

Diggle hit .324 overall and was

named to the Pac-8 second team.

Gary Robson (3-2, 2.14) and Bob

Adams (.338) were honored as

outstanding league pitcher and

hitter, respectiveljr^

Other awardi went to pitcher

Bill Susa as comeback player of

the year and second baseman Dan

Guerrero as most valuable junior

varsity player. Third baseman

Mike Gerakos ( .346) and shortstop

Ralph Punaro shared the Flan-

nigan award as the most complete

player and first baseman Dave

Landress (.300) and catcher Bob

Petretta (.266) did the same with

the outstanding senior trophy.

X
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The customary way to begin a column like this Is

to say that the preceding years have all been fun.

Which, Incidentally they have. Then the next thing

to say Is that I will miss ttie work, and \\\e people

that I met through it. And tt^t naturally Is also

true. But somehow, those .words don't seem to me
to be as sincere as other words and thoughts that

are occurring to me now. Realistically, the job of a

sportswriter for a college newspaper, covering

soccer, rugby and tennis, is not the most
glamorous, nor the most academically-oriented,

occupation that a student can have. Somet>ow, at

U4^LA, sports other than football and baskett>all,

and maybe track, are very simply other sports.

So, to be honest, I've probably spent the last four

years in almost total anonymity, providing casual

reading for the bored student in a lecture hall, or

as desperate reading for the constipated in

dividual in one of the numerous stalls on this

campus. Yet, if somebody was to ask me why I did

It for so long, then the only answer that I can come
up with Is that I enjoyed it. Besides, somebody had
to do It.

This job, far from being rewarding financially, was very rewarding spiritually. During
my stay here, I witnessed the birth, growth and maturation of a sport. When I arrived In

Bruin land In 1967, the NCAA soccer team had not even found a uniform to play in. As I

leave in 1971, I retain the fond memory of a bitter 1-0 loss in Illinois to St. Louis in tt>e

finals of the NCAA national championshls. Through sports, I met numerous people, some
like Fesseha Emmanuel from Ethiopia, others like Hugh McCracken from England. If a

part of the function of the University Is to provide a forum for interchange of ideas and
experiences, then these teams certainly fit the prescribed role. Imagine, the rugby team
lost a potential national championship to Stanford 14-9 at Palo Alto one Saturday af-

ternoon/ and two hours after the game, both teams went out to a club to celebrate. In

reference to the now famous 'feud' between my editor John Sandbrook and J.D. AAorgan,

I believe ttiat my position permitted me to have a closer look at the issues, and conclude

that there really is no feud. Both John and I consider J. D. to be a fine businessman, a

superior administrator, and a very nice person. Tt>e Issue was not a personal one, it

merely involved persons caught in a philosophical question. I hope that the various ar-

ticles printed in the Bruin about the relationship between the University and Athletics

helped provide Information to the average student, and provoked some deep thought on

the matter. I feel a certain amount of regret about the departure of John from the Bruin,

because a person of his interest and dedication should not be allowed to slip out of a

position of power? . I can only hope, that the Bruin, as a whole will continue on the same
road that John was on this year, and continue to ask the pertinent questions relating to

the University. As is customary, I would like to thank a number of people for the help that

I have received in the last few years . . . Nancy . . . Jennifer ... John . . . Dennis . . .

Glenn . . . Ron . . . J. D. . . . and many, many ottiers. I can only hope, that other people

who will continue on in my place will have as much fun and enjoyment as I have had In

my.ffiw^ears here„._^—--^ ~- _ '

_j^„ Reich

90 U)N(7,

John Sandbrook
It's funny. For three years I have planned wt^at I

would say in this last story and now that the time is

here I don't know what to say. I can still

remember that day in November, 1968 when I first

walked into the IM office and started working for

the DB. Ron, Andy, Jim, Kathy, Shirbey, and
AAardl. That was a long time ago. A very long time

ago.

I sit here wanting to say so many things, hoping

to include everything and everyone. In case you

are reading this, tt>ank you — because you must be

interested in this last story because you know me.
And I owe many people many things. I just can't

begin. Simply because I would r\esvc finish.

The Daily Bruin has been my life for the last

three years and now it's over with. I'm not bitter,

but sad. I have seen the DB go from a great college

newspaper to a very good one last year and to an

average one this year. I fear that the decline is still

there.

Just because the DB is no longer a college newspaper; it is no longer a campus
newspaper. It Is a collection of different sections, but not one solid unit. It has failed to see

|

this place as a viable, living community bound up not only In political fights, but also

economic conditions, social traumas, and the problems of everyday living. And until the DB
— and people in Kerckhoff generally — realize that, then there is little hope for this place.

David, good luck — like I said, I am really Impressed with the core you have to work with.

I would have stayed if I could have been No. 2 man — but no grief, man, just a small tear and

a wish of luck to you and Todd. To Art and the pasties, no more stats, gang, no more
screwed up truks. I only hope that someday people will realize that you people are just as

much a part of the Bruin as everyone else^^^__— ^
To the people who have offered encouragemenflo me this year, thanks ; \t the peopte wtw

have disagreed with me, thanks for the time for listening , to all the kids in line I used to bark

at — I take full blame for the AAarch 13 flas^oa.— but I thought It went rather well. To the

people in the athletic department — and I meap this honestly — rny love, my friendship, and

continued good luck. I wish I could have communicated even more with you this year. As \

said in the second column of the year — I wasn't attacking athletics, just the assumptions

upon which you operate. "^

No one will ever know though how much pain this year has caused me. No one will ever

know. But now It's all over. Thanks, It was fun.

And to that one person who meant and still means so very much tome . . • Shalom. Amo
fe.

John Sandbrook

_ I

Go Bruins . .

.
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Want to talk?

call Helpline

825-7646
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When was the last time you got off your ass? May 5, 1970 was

over a year ago. And last election day we were all at the beach.

You say the right things, sign a petition or two, have the

appropriate stickers on the bumper of your appropriate car. but

what have you done lately ?

Take ecology. It*s a big thing right now. You're for it. of course.

But there*s more to it than just hating Union Oil and applauding

the demise of the SST. You've promised yourself that you'll find

out about it. You've promised yourself a lot of things.

Now you can keep the promise. Not by reading your doctor's

Time magazine. Not by talking to the blownout acidhead in front

of the Free Press bookstore. Not by watching Dick Cavett or

-pasting another stoker on your car* — ^ —

You can keep the promise by attending the Conference on

Environmental Education. Here on campus, a week from

tomorrow. It starts at 9: 00 ATlVTm the Grand Ballroom: There'll

)€ expert&ther^. people who know what they're talking about.

People who can give you something to think about. Something

to act on.

It's a day-long commitment. And it's a Saturday, too. Yqur

beach day or laundry day, bumming around day or finally write

that paper day. But go anyhow. The cost is cheap and includes

an "organic fcait" for lunch. Besides learning a lot and getting

the hell scared out of you, you may even have a good time.

Student tickets are $3.50 at the Kerckhoff Ticket Office.

And. anyway. Mommy told you never to break a promise. When
was the last time you actually hstened to her>
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Hidden Valley Music Seiriinar te play
By Derrick Henry
DB SUff Reporter

"Dedication, pride, fire, guts." Rare commodities

in today's music-making. Or so reasons Michael

Zearott, orchestral conductor of the Hidden Valley

Music Seminar at Carmel.

Zearott, ^ dynamic, persuasive exponent for his

student group's vitality and excellence, and James
Moore, director of Hidden Valley's music history

Michael Zearott

program, both conveyed their disgust for the

phlegmatic approach to music typical of the con-

temporary scene. And both see their Hidden Valley

group as a partial solution. ^
Intensive program

Hidden Valley is an intensive five week summer
school program in which serious young musicians

(ages 15-21) band together to study, perform, and

listen to music under the guidance of thoroughly

qualified, committee instructors.

Such as Zearott, winner of the 1969 Mitropoulous

conducting competition, student of such masters as
Roger Wagner, Rot)ert Shaw, Hans Swarowsky, and
Maurice Abravane), and the recipient of the first

Ph.D. here in composition.

Or James Moore, graduate student in historical

musicology here, prominent TA, fine violinist in his

own right, and general fixture of the music library.

Or Mark Fogelquist, former UCLA grad student in

ethnomusicology and TA in music history, organizer

of last year's memorable Messiah—Vietnam War
protest, another excellent violinist, and now one of

the principal coordinators for the Hidden Valley

Seminar.

Passionage approach
The passionate approach to music characteristic of

these three men became almost emt>arrassing to this^

supposedly sober reporter. Yet immensely"
refreshing. Though the nature of the critic's role

forces me to remain dubious until I can hear the

results, 1 suspect that their intense excitement and
love for the art cannot fail to convey itself to the

players and audiences.

At ahy rate, one can judge for onself today.

Members of the seminar will offer, under Zearott's

direction, a string orchestra concert at, noon in

Ackerman Union Men's Lounge. Free of charge.

Demanding program
The program will consist of Giordani's rarely

heard Keyboard Concerto (c. 1780), here played by

Zearott on piano, Britten's Variations on a Theme of

Frank Bridge, and Elgar's Introduction and Allegro

for String Quartet and String Orchestra.

A demanding program, but if lofty intentions,

diligent work, and genuine talent influence the

outcome, it should prove weU worth hearing.

HELLO DADDY — "Mogambo" (pictured abovt) will scr««n with

"S«r9Mnt Rutledge" at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in AAalniti Hall U99, under the

auspices of the Film Screening Cooperative here. The Cooperative will

screen "There's Always Tomorrow" and "Magnificent Obsession" at

7:30 p.m. Sunday, June 6rin Melnitz 1409. Donations requested at both

programs.

Foreign Student Office

offers financial counseling

What's Brew'n at the Big U
TODAY

Mehli AAehta will conduct the

Chamber Music Ensemble in a

program of Mozart, Rayel and
Dvorak at 8:30 p.m. today In

Schoenberg Hall 1200.

Margalit Oved AAarshall, lee

turer in dance here, will direct

"Dance of Yemen/' an ethnic

dance concertj at 8:30 p.m. today

and tomorrow in Women's
Gymnasium 208. Tickets are $2

and $1 (students).

Land in Anguish" will screen at

1 p.m. today in Bunche Hall 1209B.

"Black Gods and Kings: Yoruba
Art at UCLA" continues on exhibit

through June 13 ir> the Ethnic Art

Band awards given
Seniors Dave Angus, Bob

Robbins and Bill Knopf won top

awards at the UCLA Band's

IflUL annua l awards banquet

held Sunday. " ' '^""-' - V^

French horn player Angus

received the Director's Award,

clarinettist Robbins received

the Honor Award and drum
major of the band Knopf was
presented the Achievement
Award.
Woodwind player Kerry Ridle

won the outstanding freshman

trophy.

"T** awards for outstanding

contributions to the band were

given to clarinettist Karen
Kimes. band cartoonist Mark
Hoffman, band finance

manager Roy Richardson and

band halftimt^ announcer ^Iick_

Curea.
~~^

Gallery. Hours are noon-5 p.m.

Tuesday through Saturday;
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

Peter Hansen, research

engineer, Naval Electronics

Laboratory Center, San Olego,

will hold a seminar on "Radiation

Efficiency of a Dipole Antenna

Above an Imperfectly Conducting

Ground" at 2 p.m. today in Boelter

Hall 5264.

F.W Spaid, assistant professor

of engineering, will hold a

seminar on "Incipient Seperation

of a Turbulent Boundary Layer in

a Compression Corner" at 4 p.m.

today in Boelter Hall 5264.

Jorge Fontana, associate

professor of electronic

engineering, will give a seminar

on "Remote Sensing of At-

mospheric Pollutants by Laser

Beams" at 3 p.m. today in Boelter

Hall 8500.

The American Institute) of

Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) will meet at 1 p.m. today

in Boelter Hall 5273. Election of

chairman will be held.

The Hapkido Club will meet
from 5 6:30 p.m. today in"

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet
a^ noon today in the Women's
Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-

3:30 p.m. today In Memorial
Activities Center B 146. -—
The Karate Club will meet from

5 7 p.m. today in the "Women's

Gym 200.

The Fencing Club will meet
from 2-3 p.m. today In the

Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club will meet at

noon today in Memorial Activities

Center B 146.

(Continued on Page 28)

Due to the shortage of work-

study funds, foreign students who
are relying on summer work-

study positions should come to the

Foreign Student Office, located in

Social Welfare 297, as soon as

possible, according to Maxwell D.

Kpstein, Dean of Foreign
Students.

Fpfitein also suggested that

foreign students who anticipate

financial difficulties next year

should come to the Foreign
Student Office for financial

counseling. i V

In particular, foreign students

who have previously attended the

following universities should

come to the Foreign Student

Office for consultation regarding

their financial arrangement next

year: University 6i Nairobi;

University of Ghana; University

of Bordeaux; University of Paris;

George August University;

Chinese University of Hong Kong;
Hebrew University of Jerusalem;

University of Padua; Venice

Academy of Fine Arts; In-

ternational Christian University;

University of Bergen; University

of Lund; University of Bir-

mingham; University of Cam-
bridge; University of Dublin,

Trinity College; University of

P^asl Anglia, University of

Edinburgh, University of Oxford,-

University of St. Andrews;
University of Stirling, and the

University of Sussex.

Band tape available now
A tape recording of music

played by the UCLA Basketball

Spirit Band this year Is

available free to students,

faculty or staff who submitt a

blank tape to the band depart-

ment, according to associate

band director Kelly James.
Interested parties should

bring a blank tape to Schoen-

berg Hall 2411 or call 825-3835.

OT^^aiA^# '^AH

ii A STRANGER

TO LOVE

Un«i£^«d LADliS
21 & ov«r

35< w«ll drinks

Admission Free

4089 UiKoln Blvd.

MorifHi del Rey
•21-6313

NEW THEATRE FOR NOW
at the

MARK TAPER FORUM

WHO WANTS TO BE

THE LONE RANGER
with

Bob Bolobon, Bill Coloway. Helen Poge Camp. Dona Elcar.

Diana Ewing, Joyce Von Paften, Pippo Scott, Judy Weit

FRIDAY-SATURDAY - MAY 28, 29 8 PM

$1.75 tickets on sale Kerckhoff Hall 140

' ^W ( y '^ ^W^WyW^" » By Of ranoement of the UCLA Student Committee for the Artv

Hedonics presents MARCEL CARNE'S
Sociol Welfare 147

^:: }; -a

III .if.

ml

;^¥- m

2 shows each evening

at 7:00+ 10:15

Fri. May ?8

starring Je.n Lou.s Barr.«.t. Arletty. and M.rl. C.**res (-Orph.u*;;) L.» En,.«U du Per^ad^^^^^

t94S) wnen sorr^e o* .ts rnakers were t>«.ng hooted by the Ge-stapo Wr.tfen by Jacques P ••>'*.''
' ^^^^

CARNE this sumptuous vision dream of Pans m the early V9th century -s a rpust see fjim »of all lovers of the

plays the brilliant youn^j mime m an unforgettable perf6rmjr.ee TTie complete, orifpiftal vefstow.

French cif>ema ti»rrau\^

Sot. May 29

DONATION REQUESTED

^^K'n

^.
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CLASSICAL "ASS"—"Traosit-Mix/' a program of

UCLA student films including "Ass/' picturtd

above, will be shown at S:30 p.m. today and

GERMANY— A film program on "Germany and Its People Today" will

screen at 7 p.m. Monday at Audio Visual World, 1730 Westwood Blvd.

. , . Admission is $1 for UCLA staff and students. Laurel and Hardy's "Our
tomorrow in Royce Hall Auditorium, and also next

Relations," "Laughing Gravy," and "The Music Box" will screen there
weekend, June 4, 5 and 6. Student tickets are $1.25 on

,^ j^^ ^^^ ^.,5 ^^ tomorrow and Sunday. Admission for this
sale now at the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket OHIce, KH 200. program is $1.50 for UCLA students and staH.

Brew'n goodies . .

.

(Continacd from Page 27) ""^ ^

WEEKEND, MONDAY^ J
"—-

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet from 5-7 p.m., AAonday, In the AAen's

Gym 102.

The Judo Club will meet from 2:30-5 p.m., Monday, In Memorial Ac-
tivities Center B 146.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m., Monday, on Field 7. I

The mountaineers will meet at noon, Monday, on the northwest corner
of Moor^^ Hall lawn. —-r

The Aman Folk Ensemble will meet from 2-10 p^m., Sunday, In the
Women's Gym 122,105,200.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet at 10 a.m., Sunday, In the Women's
Gym 200.

The Karate Club will meet at 10 a.m., Sunday, In the AAen's Gym 200.

The Cricket Club will meet at 10 a.m.» Sunday, on the South Field.

TUESDAY
The Madrigal Singers, under the direction of Don Weissi will giva a frtt

concert at noon Tuesday In Schoenberg Auditorium.
The Visitors Center will conduct a walking tour of central camput«

Including tfie fine arts t— and the Bunche Hall observation deck,
beginning at 1 p.m. Tuesday from the Schoenberg Hall tobby.

(Continued on Page 29)

I'LL MEET YOU AT HOLLYWOOD AND VINE —
"Othello" will acreen at 11 a.m. tomorrow at the
Monica I Theater, 1332 Second Street, as part of the
Shakespeare film festival sponsored by the Un-

dergraduate Eiiyiiaii M»aii. here. Muiiii>»iuii is $1.50.

"Macbeth" will conclude the series next Saturday,

same time and place.

Kayser to lead European tour
OmnlbuS: On-Campus travel Center

College Abroad, with an adjunct academic program by University
Extension, has arranged a tour of Europe this summer which will em-
phasize the art, music and drama of the area.

Prof. Stephen Kayser, lecturer in the art and integrated arts here, will

instruct students in the tour. Participants can earn up to six units of
credit in humanities.

The tour will last from June 23-August 2, and will cover Rome,
Florence, Venice, Munich, Salzburg, Vienna, Paris and London.
For further information, those interested should call X54239.

The Omnibus Office, Kerckhoff
Hall 306, offers a variety of books
and other publications which give

students the opportunity to study
and travel abroad this summer.
Numerous study programs are

open to students who wish to study
abroad for a summer or longer.

Summer schools usually teach
languages and provide an ex-

cellent means of settling into the
life of a European city. " *

Omnibus Office is also the
University's travel center. The
travel information includes
charter flights for students, staff

and faculty other than those
available at the ASUCLijl Charter
Flighte office.

I
(Paid AdvertiMmtnt)

WATCH FOR
SUPPLEMENT 10 THE 1971-72 GENERAL CITILOGUE

AVAILABLE: September 1, 1971

Student Book Store and Murphy Hall Cashier's Office

International Student ID Cards

are issued there from 10 a.m.-2

p.m. Thursdays. Information on

student and youth hostels, Intra

European Student Charters,

Eurail Pass (regular and

student), Britail Pass, Passport

and visa information, health

regulations and regular fares is

also available. There are also

publications on travel.

The Omnibus Office is located in

Kerckhoff Hall 306, and is open

from 8 a.m.-l p.m. and 2-5 p.m

Monday through Friday, X57434

Because of the large number of re-

vitiont in curricula and programs which

have developed during the past few months
but were approved too late for inclusion

in the regular 1971-72 General Catalogue,

a Supplement will be published and mode
available to the student body, at nominal

cost, by September 1, 1971.

The Supplement will enable all students

to prepare more knowledgeobly their aca-

(jehfiic programs for 1971-72. Special atten-

tion should be paid to a host of new semi-

nar or small<lass offerings at the lower
division level, and to new alternative pro-
grams within majors. Also of particular note
are several new courses constructed by de-
partments for the non-major.

The Supplement evidences the continuing
commitment to improvement of education
which exists at UCLA. Student interest in the
wide variety of curricular experiments il-

lustrated in -" Supplement will determine
in large measure the adviseability of fur-
ther revisions in similar directions.

Belly Dance

I
Girls, have fun with

\

I your weight. Don't \

: lose it— use it. \

I
learn to Belly Dance j

iBelhg plump Is an advantagej

jHlps ore Important, too. Vouj

Sneed hips for Belly Dancing.:

s
I

[Call 466-2603 for information:

OFF' "^ or \C CH IGF AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
';^itA--^^-::ii.:.-:i^'-:^lJ^̂ ^ *'"^^»fit--;, J'5i!3^:i^»^^?^i|iifi' ^-v^

. i^:- A'i.. . 'ti '^•si^i.i^^::;;^);/^!,^^^^^,.;^

UhMv^''^"'
I

MID-NfTE REVIVAL

Antonlours

"BLOW-UP"

12 AM.

Fri. Moy M

-enty—MftS —t—

BRENTWOOD -WIN THEAlER

Wilshire - 26th Santa Monica

829-3368

4 ivr -^ » aok^^x

10: IS p.m. today and tomorrow in Social Walfart 147.

Donations requested.

BUT I WANTED A &MALL WEDDING — Hedonics

film society will screen Marcel Carne's "Children of

Paradise/' ("Les Enfants de Paradis'') at 7 and

Brew'n winds It up
(Continued from Page 28)

• The Theater Arts department
will present three original one-act

plays at 4:15 and 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday in AAacgowan Hall Little

Theater. The plays are written,

designed, performed and directed

by students.

Final Exam Seminars will be^
held from 2-5 p.m. Tuesday to

explore effective ways of

preparing for and writing ob-

jective and essay exams. Pre- '

registration Is required. In-

terested persons should come to

Social Welfare 271 or call X57744.

Moshe F. Rubenstein will speak
on "Values and Value Theory:

Rational Procedures for For-

mation of Consensus in Ranking
Society Values'' at 11 a.m.
Tuesday in Boelter l-iall 8500.

Earl Homsher, assistant

professor of physiology, will hold

a seminar on "A Model of the

Energetics off Muscular Con-
traction" at 4 p.m. Tuesday in

Center for Health Sciences 53-105.

Davis T. Griggs, professor of

geophysics, will hold a seminar on

"Earthquake Prevention" at 4

p.m. Tuesday in Young Hall 2250.

Elizabeth Cuadra, professional

acoustician, Wyle Laboratories,

El Segundo, will speak on

ItCommunity Noise Control
Through Legislation" at 9 a.m.
Tuesday In Architecture 1243.

Wallace Winters, professor of

pharmacology in residence, will

hold a seminar on "Some En-
dogenous Chemicals Which In-

duce CNS Excitation" at 4 p.m.

Tuesday in Qenier^ for Health

Sciences 13-105.

The Sailing Club will meet at 7

p.m., Tuesday, in the Women's
Lounge.

The Sports Car Club will meet at

7 p.m., Tuesday, in Ackerman
Union 2408.

The Photo Club will meet from

7-9 p.m., Tuesday, fh A'cfkerman

Union 3517,

The Conservation Club will

meet at noon, Tuesday, in

Ackerman Union 2412.

The Karate Club will meet from
5-7 p.m., Tuesday, in the Women's
Gym 200.

The Hapkido Club will meet
from 3:30-5 p.m., Tuesday, on

Field 7.

The Fishing Club will meet at

noon, Tuesday, In the Men's Gym
201.

The Air Riffle-Pistol Club will

meet from 4-6 p.m., Tuesday, on

the Ritl«; Rang*^

''.i'"'i','^f"T'Jf

-r-4-.

I

i
LONE RANGER — Pippa Scott, pictured above, is currently appearing

in "Who Wants to Be the Lone Ranger" at the Mark Taper Forum.
Student tickets for performances today and tomorrow may be purcha^Mi

for $1.75 at the KerckhoH Hall Ticket Offffice, KH 140. /
^i^^

f

.
^^^vMj^gsji

\i

Experimental College Schedule
TODAY, JUNE 4, 11

8p.m.

TOMORROW, JUNE 5, 12
11 a.m.

SUNDAY, JUNE 6,13
2 p.m.

Hare Kriahna

Magic for Performance

5p.m.

An Introductkx) to the PhikMopby of

Subjective Expreaakm
Vegetarian Oooldng ( 473-06001

'j%

Architecture 1343

Architecture IMt

Botanical Qartim
Slddhartha Pool

14S01MtilN>IlindDr
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EXPERT GUITAR
REPAIRS

BRIDGE LOOSE? SIRUTS

CRACKED OR BUZZING?
STRINGS TOO HflGH?

WE REPAIR ALL TYPES
OF STRINGED INSTRUMENIS

New Martins, Yomolias

MANN S GUITAR SHOP

1441 WESTWOOO 477-1238

^ TWO LUNCHES

OR DINNERS

for the price of one

$1.45
t^i'oogh June 1 1)

WM»wo«d VUl^e Inn

KeeJMfowt }

1470 S. S«f>ulv«doBlyd

'^ Corner of Ohio & SepulvwJo

What Happened
ToTHEWOMEN At

lORILUNGIOHPLAGn
Tht trut ttory of John fttfinald Chntti« who tum«d h\% backyard into a burial |rouftd.

RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH/JUDY GEESON/JOHN HURT in

A MAHTIN MANtOMOM llSlif I iNCXd MIOOWCTlON

10 RILLINGTON PLACE •.^-•^.•rci.vioro* »««.»«».«•«.•. Mtn Am It»,«p5i >»«»-, JJ,

er\/vood

oaks
experimental

college

Guitar Making • Neon'

Sculpture • Dome Building

I Ching • Car Repair for

Females • Alternatives in

Education • Creative Writing with

Deena Metzger • Telescope Making • Tap.'

Dancing • Silk Screening • Wood Carving

Stained Glass • Organic Cooking •

Organic Gardening • Psychodrama • En-

counter of the Generations • 8 unattached

Males and Females.

clastM m«et nites & w««kends 6725 Vaij^an

Van Nuys 781-9360. call or writ« for irmm

brochure classes start jun« 13 & aug. 2.

CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF

LOUD STEREO MUSIC WILL
NOT MAKE YOU STERILE
N FACT A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF EAR EXERCISE

IS HEALTHY IN ORDER TO COMBAT EXCESSIVELY

FAT EARDRUMS

A COMFIETE STEHtO SYSTEM

WM NOT CNEAP,

JUST mrXPENSIVE
•AM/fM STEREO RECEIVER
'MATCHING iOOKSHELF SPEAKER
'AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
•»ASE, DUST COVER AND

CARTRIDGE

IBS TNAM W IIST PRKi

6400

SCOTCH TAPE
•ISOO FOOT 7 INCH REEL

•POIYESTER
•NEW TAPE RM

SEALED BOXES

295
UCN

NO MINIMUM QUAHTITY

Buy A Koss Pro-4A

Prof«ssionol Htodstt for

Only $200.00. And g«t

A Pion««r (^ sx.770

AM/FM sttrto ro€«ivor

Absolutely FREE

%; •! t»nf Monk* Fwy

.

GLOS ED MONDAY
^ 'U . . 3

1

>(Paid Adv*rtlft«m«nt)

HOLIDAY WEEK END
May 29-31

SHABBAS:
Friday night - 7:45 P.M.

_Saturday - 1 0:30 A.M.

SHAVUOTH:
Saturday night— "All Night Learn In"

- starting 8:00 P.M.

preceeded by services and meal

Sunday - 1 0:30 A.M. 7:30 P.M.

Monday- 10:30A.M. 7:30P.M.

nneals served throughout Shabbas and Yom Tov

rHARAD HOUSE

P"

I

,i„»..*-<»* ..•'*in*5';«-fe;?. -.j;"-;#!.r;fi:ret!*f-i™"--:.

741 GAYLEY AVENUE
A77-&647 270-3303 479-9282
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Oved dance concert begins today

-4—

Sant

Kirpa^

Sinch Ji:

"If we have anchored ourselves

in a love of God and complete

self surrender, nothing can

disturb the peace of our lives or

distract the spiritual harmony

that is ours. This ability to

conquer the ego and submit

oneself to the higher Will is

as rare in the East as It is In

the West."

RUHANI SATSANG—
(Devine Science of the Soul)

Each Sunday at 11:00 AM readings

from the works of the Living Master. I

221 W. Broadway, Anaheim

j^y^is

'-;>

k
>

"The World of Margalit Oved,'*

a dance concert exploring the

arttient cultural heritage of

Adenite Jews, will be presented at

8:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in

Women's Gym Little Theater,

Room 208.

Miss Oved, presently on the

faculty of dance here and for-

merly a leading dancer with the

Inbal Dance Theater of Israel, has

shaped three pieces from
memories of her life in the Middle-

Eastern community. The entire

concert is dedicated to the

memory of UCLA dancer, Jean
Irwin

•^
- '

• Jh
nv ^r- :r. !--'''ri^

..„..
. r^

T
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AAargalit Oved

Selections will include "Land
scape,'* "Aabbii" and "Spring'
Miss Oved attempts to coin
municate human feelings via non-
verbal modes of movement
sound, rhythm and drama.
General admission is $2, with a

student rate of $1. The concert is

sponsored by the UCLA Depart-
ment of Dance.
The cast includes David

Drexler, Wanda Evans, Uana
Hersori, Judy Tamura Hoddy
Nancy Ichino, Dorothy Laverne
Lorraine Perez, Betzi Roe
Marilyn Scherr and Buddy
Sperber.

•!• _^f^
• • • .

. ••.••,|

-30- means goodbye {

Jim

» ..i''

If I had been a better teactier than I had been
a pupil, the single PDOSt innportant thing I have
come to understand and believe in my time at

UCLA would not be so oblivious to some of the
people I come in contact with around here.
That is, that everything (everything) is, in the
end, a matter of attitude; that contests won are
the product of long, wearisome hours of

practicing when the crowds aren't watching,
that goals achieved are the product of work
conscientiously done and not favors bestowed.
And that there is room for showboating and
friends, as long as one understands their value.
For four years of a way of life I would like to

thank some people from the past, Lewis S.,

John AA., the guys at KLA, Ron A., Dennis S.,

Larry R. and most of all, Jim Howard, who
kicked me both in the right place and in the
right direction To all the great and not so
great kids one gets to work and/or know at the
DB, my apologies for neither being a worthy
part of and for not having provided for the
continuation of a great tradition. Trivia may
be popular, but it does not substitute for

something of value.
Evelyn, Joe, Ivan, Stan, Art, you've all done

better than you think. We all should probably
be thankful that what we leave behind us is

what we might have achieved and not our
ghosts. Life is short (and sometimes I thir»k

I'm sure that that is a very good thing), art
endures. Peace.

Andy Moss
Just a bow to the ladies — Oebby and Joan

for last minute patience, particularly. Meg:
keep t>eamin',that raw organic sunshine.

What can I say about the backshop people'
Plenty, that's what. From the King to the
Queen of the Keyboard: Cathy, long live ttie
Queen — 1 hope we never get out of contact, the
insanity is too much of an experience Gary -
hope you get that "dwarf" off your back. Lynn- from now on do your own puzzles. Linda and
Linda, oh how I'm going to miss the both of you— I can always identify you if you wear long
yellow coats. Karen, Pete, Jerry, Art and aM
the rest of the typies, I'll miss all of you Hey
hey pasties, what a great year! Jon, Jotin, a!
and Jack — I can't tell you how farfuckmgout
it has been. I really can't. And Peggy, my little

snookums, I have already missed your won
derful sick hupnor around the shop. You too,
Mr. T.A., Big Bob. And of course Art, my boss
for all these years.
As I take off with a piece of paper in my

hand, I'm glad I've got something intangible to

hold on to.

scott

Scott Neely

After working four years in the "unknown,
unheralded" section of the Bruin — the Great
Backshop — I find it's time to say good-bye to

all those people who made my four years at

this institution worthwhile. To the Bruin
people: Meg. Vicki (the trivia whizzes) and
Charles (Vive Le HameauU — wt>«t a birth-

day! Rose, we gotta get together for some
fishing, soon. Todd and Charlotte: you two are
absolutely the greatest. Thanks for being the
best friends the pasties couid have, off mitch
! { ! And Vroom, don't forget to pty me with
Beethoven. John S.. I can only hope that
everything works out for you — you deserve it.

Stats and all, you're still one of my favorites
from the office. To the rest — Annie, Rick,
Evie, Stan, Jim, Dave. Sue, Jerry end those
whom I forgot to mention — tttanks for just

being there to talk to. To Neville. Allen and
Searcy in NOMMO. take care.

I

^

Evelyn Renold
The main purpose of writing this farewell

address is to convince myself that it is in fact

all over, i think the realization will probably
not fully hit ttome for a few months but I'm

hopeful that by the time I finish this I'll have
some inkling of what's going on. So as not to

tarnish my image as the arch cynic of the

western world, I will try valiantly not to be as

maudlin as I really feel like being. —

(Continued on Page^T)

Good writing-Entertainment

Buy Westwind 50C

1 1 >

)•

UCLA Student CDmmlttee for the Arts presents

rr I

CARMEL-BY-IHE-SEA. CALIFORNIA

MICHAEL ZEAROTT, CONDUCTOR —
PROGRAM: KEYBOARD CONCERTaCiordani; VARIATIONS ON A THEME
OF FRANK BRIDGE -Britten; INTRODUCTION AND ALLEGRO -Elgor

FRI. MAY 28 NOON AU MEN'S LOUNGE
No Admission Charge

THE NEW
SCENE

• a smashing assortment

of short, midi, or max!

cover ups

• hot pants are on the

scene as a summer star

• top with terry robe

and matching hat

• split size bikinis in petite

thru d cup for a perfect

fit everytime

MARINA DEL REY
574 WASHINGTON STREET

BEVERLY HILLS
245 SO. BEVERLY HILLS DR.

ENCINO
1703^ V !

•>• »•>-- -

823-0878

273-9948
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ALSO PALM SPRINGS MIAMI BEACH
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(Continued from Page 30) \

Regrettably, th«r« aren't a wholt lotNof

people around to shed sentimental tears with

m« atwut the early days. But tor thdse tew

stalwarts and tor myself here are a tew "tond

remembrances": Valpariso Indiana— the

Dairy Queen, the Wagon Wheel, the man from

Coutes. the goddam heat, Mary Washington'

and Sweet Susie, Rict^ard Bananos, and King

Kong Escapes; Chicago and the Con
vention—onion soup fondoe in the Hilton (the

inauspicious start of a prominent gourmet
learn), Eddie Anderson's room at the La Salle,

seeing Eric Severeid (my he's tall we gushed),

the 12th floor of the Sheraton Blackstone,

"Happy Days Are Here Again" and Con Regan
(bonus points to anyone who can rememt>er

fvim). This certainly is self indulgent isn't it?

Welt, if you've managed to muddle through so

far, here's some more: 5281/2 Landfair—the
beast, drinking at the Century Piaia (how
gauche) reams and reams of editorials,

comingthisclosetoqulttingtheDB altogether, a

houseful of crazy Lithuanians and a review of

Hard Contract, then Europe and senior year:

a free Cantor's salami at 3 a.m., (ar>d herring

and chopped liver at 4 and 5 am) ripping off

Buck Loner, Woody's snrx>rgasburborgers. The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (or was that the

year before?) Captain for Dark Mornings, the

New Yorker and my all time pop culture hero
p K , picnics at the Encore, Hey Mr.
Spaceman, House of the Rising Sun, I am A
Child, Jumping Jack Flash, and the Ballad of

Diane Linkletter (quick: what flamboyant
local rock group included the preceding songs
in their repertoire?) horseback riding on
Sunday mornings. Bob Dylan imitations,

Nina's spaghetti, jRB's chocolate bars, Phil

Ochs in gold lame, and Intro? how did that

happen anyway? And then it was Malcolm
Arthur, Bullock's (may I neyer punch a time
card again) Friday night at the Plaza
chocolate fondue, Katharine Hepburn, The Old
World, vegetarian salads, early Monday
mornings, and this is really ENOUGH! Four
years ago I promised myself that under no
circumstances would I write a 30 box like I've

just written, but the temptation was really
overwhelming.
What's ahead? As some old editor said in his

30 box, somethir^ different, but in all

likelihood, nottnng better. For those who are
left, all I can do is quote the words of a famous
blacklisted " rocit group: Carry On. And
rememt>er, contrary to what you may be
thinking now, these probably are the "best
years of your lives." Enioy.

Rick Kwan ^

From the inscrutable Manchurian Candidate,
alias Rick Jim O'Kwanberg. To: whom tt,may
concern.

'^

IS

MegDotseth^
They say all good things must come to an

end, whoever they are. In any case a good
thing is coming to an er>d for me. I'm leaving,
through graduattonJo be sure, but leaving all

the same.
There's too many people to thank just for

being themselves, and not near enough space
So there'll be no names named, the good
people, the special people, know who they are,
whether they work in the office, the back shop,
come to the window, or just hang around. The
other people? Well, ttiat's t)est forgotten
anyway.
The DB did give tt>e opportunity to achieve.

my childhood ambition, however, to become a
t>dsketball superstar.

There'll be a lot of other things I'll never
forget either, "Life at Catholic Corf>ers," our
wall, sucrose fits and the munchies to quell
them, "Wednesdays," the bathroom tour,

filling the waterbed, the coffee crusade, and
being kidnapped when I needed it most.

I guess that all that's left to do is shuffle off.

I never drank so much coffee in my life.
In case anyone asks why, the answer

"survival."
I intend to resurrect myself (with some

sanity left) to pursue three other worlds:
aerospace science, environmental studies and
creative writing. (The fourth? Lord
knows/When the cold wind blows/What the fire
and ram/Will disclose. Yes, I know it's a little

bit funny.)
I also hope to analyze the following

phenomena: one man armies, apethy
(because I hate its guts), and my head.
To those who helped DB Science come to life

and prosper (esp Meg, Vicki, Kenn, and
Bruce), thanks.
To those who wonder about the nature of the

University, two clues: er>ergy runs downhill,
order tef>ds toward disorder.
Annie: You're right; running.for position of

Great One is quite an experience. I happen to
like the stage.
Kenn and Dave; Go0d luck, you'll need it.

Rose; Keep them scissors to yourself! I have
a few years to go (Amen!)
-The nature of OB Science— evoWtion 4s

filled with far more false starts than sue
cesses, however, r>othing succeeds like sue
cess. ^

Peace. .

Ann Haskins
David; Unlike John, I can say it was worth

it, every single moment, the pleasure and the
pain. Pain and enemies force you to find the
limits of your strength, as well as heightening
the pleasure when it does come. Make your
enemies carefully. I made some good ones this

year, and they couldn't be a better collection if

I'd picked them myself. I value them t>ecause
they say almost as much about me as my
friends.

Wow, so much to remember — horseback
riding on the beach in Santa Barbara, regents
meetings. Resurrection City, being chased
down alleys by cops in Chicago, James Rector
and Peoples Park, NSA in El Paso and USSPA
in Valparaiso and Boulder, the Poor Peoples
Campaign, cars breaking down in the Utah
desert, beach parties. waterJaeds, picncs at the
Encore. Jje>evJSi©rv court trfals, an all night
stint in jail after May 5, tour days on uppers
during the Spring strike, graveyard pictures,

irrate regents, irrate candidates, strategy
sessions over neptune salads at Old World,
ballet concerts, sbpc meetings in Ross, gypsy
wagon seminars, "Tuesday morning with
Chuck," Isia Vista, three a m election results.

Art and the pasties, warm crystalline summer
days on an almost deserted campus. Wed
nesday night SLC marathons, Normintoh and
his braintrust, Hartsock and his wisdom,
Sandy and his tales of Japan, Bickhart's ex
tremism and pillar to post moodiness, Debby
and Dave and crocheting and Coffee Cantata
and tuition and six hour drives to San Fran
Cisco, Royce Hall aflame with sunset, Joanie
and tramping all over New York City, Noel
losing Capitola, DJR arid his acorns and
transcontinental spirit t4ft», Stan and his

pornies, Keir and his cackling and bad puns,

Kwan and McNary taking Soquel ever so

seriously, blue gray dawns after all nighters

on campus, Meg and Vicki and their quotable
teasers and lx)ttomless munchie supplies, do-

it yourself Christmas tree decoration parties.

Mitch breakirtg this desk p «n stand with a tittle

help from his fnends, Donnyt)rook swimming
upstream to the Alumm, Rhonda hiding behind
blackboards. Spitzer with his wise counsel,
calming demeanor and unfathomable ability
to dabble m so much without getting involved.
Sue and skiing downhill face first, Todd and
cheerful movies where they t>andout razor
b>ades and bicycle ndes and santa bart>ara
and all mghters over typewriters m the Glen,
Jay's friendly face bailing me out of lail with
Matthew s SlOO bill. Young blustering "w«ll,
what t\awe you done now?", Scoble and lear
ning tools to view the world critically, Ashcraft
and painfully learning tools to critically work
through the theorists' views of reality, learn
ing how to learn, leaving a class still thinking
about the subject, Evelyn and friendship and
trust and loyalty, and arguments over which
word for the column, Martin and friendship
and bitterness and tolerance, Jeff and sym
pathy, Janie and friendship and patience, Judy
arKi friendship and intolerance, David and the
doubts and "illiterate editorials" that grew to

rapport and ESP and transference of jobs
and posters, and finally the new staff writers
— seeing m them myself five years ago, a
terrified freshman thoroughly intimidated by
UCLA, Los Angeles and the DB, watching
them grow into their work, watching them
become addicted to the OB; tr>e addiction is.

difficult to acquire but the wittnlrawal is ut
terly devastating, but necessary for growth.
I've had a great time but it's time to move on,
to another great time . . . Take care — peace
Annje^

(Paid Advertisememr^

VOLUNTEER IN ISRAEL

FOR ONE year:-- _
MR. YEHOSHUA LEOR WILL BE HERE
JUNE 3 TO DISCUSS THE

SHERUT LA'AM PROGRAM
STUDENTS CAN BE PLACED IN

KIBBUTZ WORK AND PROFESSIONS
IN NEW DEVELOPMENT AREAS

Sign up of PLACEMENT'S CAREER PLANNING
CENTER or PHONE Mike Pines of 52981

•i.!,

"THE BEST MOVIF SINCE 'BONNIE AND CLYDE!
" JAities Bacon. L.A. Htrald Luminer

ff

AaC ^Tu«S COiW
petsiNts

ANASSOCUttSAMO
AiONCMCOM^AMv

WtOOuCTlON .

THE
4^ISSOIVI
GANG
SI- 1
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The Illustrious

Backshop Folk
Our Boss: Art "Still the Immigrant"

Atkinson.
The Hardhitting Typesetters: Linda "Toll

House" Masliah, Karen "Jean Claude"
Sleven, Bob "It's still Pete" Peterson, Linda
"The Hermit" Eaves, Karen "Wilhelm the"
Kaizer, Art "Not to be confused with Atkin
son " Ryskind, Susan "L." Reisman, Jerry
"Jerry" Suhl, Janis "What Else — Jan"
Persoff,' Scott "King of the Keyboard" Neely,
tathy "Queen of the Keyboard" Bothum.
— The Sheer Pasties: Jack "The Jock"
Thomas, John "Tape Man" Lien, Jon "Not to
be confused with Rick" Kier, Al "Mr. En
couragement" Benjamin, Keren "Thursday
Night" Sleven, Scott "Bacjt Here Too" Neeiy.
- The A.M. Happiness Crew; "Hairy" Terry
Nelson, Cathy "I do everything" Bothum,
Gary "So do I" Bothum, ''Lunar" Lynn Banks,
Elizabeth 'Is Work" Engh

EXCLUSIVE ENQAOEMENTS
NO>A/ PL
DAILY 1:00-3:30

1 1:00 PM.S 1:30 A.M

AOEMENTS /
<fACIHe'r>

AY I N o / v»nitr \
' 6 00 8 30 fMOujrwooo tive »> r }tmt\

Also in Orange
eOWAMO 8
CINEMA

County at *««jj^ro- ..aoh
Starting hIOKwAy 30

WEDNESDAY om^m^tu^rm^^mn
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Classified Ads
Get Results

Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

Hedy West
folksinger

.;

Sunday, May 30 at 2:30pm

Sunset Canyon

''':M

vlV'-fl

1

m

Eecreation Center

1^

Polish
Cnlb llfinniiiiQfifi

iwicmaimii

Just A Reminder

^y* the Warsaw-born MII6DHEIU 6ILINSKI

will open at the International Student Center, 1023 Hllgard

Ave. on June 7th and continue thru July 1 2th. -Wycinanki-

Pollsh folk decoupoge or cutouts- are the decorative de-

sings originated by Polish peosOnts oround the 19th cen-

tury to decorote their home, mainly at Christmastime

and Eastertime.

For ffurthor information fall 477-4587

ANY ARTSTUDENTSwhowould
like to exhibit in the summer
contact the ISC at 477-4587

^v.-?^^^

James Roberson, the TWA Campus Rep. can sell' you your

youth card, good on all airlines, your youth standby or

youth reserved ticket (one way or round trip), or your

full fore coach or excursion ticket.

You con hove, free for the asking, flight schedules and

Information, a map of the airport terminals and the sur-

rounding area, and an application for the TWA Getaway
Credit Card. This card is free, approval is virtually auto-

matic, and there ore no interest charges if the bill is paid

within 30 days of billing. It's good for a variety of estab-

lishments OS well as for airline transportation; It establishes

a credit rating for you and is great os check-cashing I.D.

It even gives you automatic check-cashing privileges dt

any TWA office.

%

Ismvs robvrfGn 4/*»-/U/x

or483-1600ext. 2735

1^'

.."t
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More on KLA situation . .

.

(Continued from Page 5)

^ Cannold said KLA was doing a **good job" in program-

ming, although he said he did not hear the station often, not

being a dorm resident. "It's not our job to overview dorm
tastes. I'm confident that they're broadcasting what people

want to hear." he said. '

He also said that he was "confident" that Sheldon had

taken surveys to help in programming the station. Sheldon

said he hasn't taken a survey all year.

Cannold also believes that the Stevenson attack on

Lowenstein is "an isolated infraction."

Soon after the February 22 meeting, Sheldon fired Pearl

from his job as engineer for reasons of "not being abl^ to

work with him." He affirmed that Pearl had never talked to

him about programming and added, "I felt he used his

position as engineer to snoop on the station."

Marty Polan, KLA's technical advisor, said, "Bill Pearl

was certainly fulfilling his duties in the jbbat the time."

As to snooping on the station. Pearl said most of what he

brought up bJefore Comm Board was gathered in a two-week

period during winter quarter.

Comm Board, however, appears to be more concerned

over the station's future rather than its present. Through
research done by Phil Cogan as a consultant to the board,

they have been planning for six months to change the

station over from AM and ge( a spot on the FM education

( nonncommercial) band.

Last Monday, the engineer hired to perform a search of a

possible FM channel told Cogan there^was an open spot at

88.3.

Cogan said there would be some interfemece with Loyola

College's radio station, KXLU, about six miles southwest of

hllre. However, the engineer believes the FCC (which

.grants broadcasting licenses) would disregard this and
grant permission for a 10-watt full-time FM station,

probably with a maximum radius of six miles.

Cogan earlier indicated he was doubtful of getting a place

on FM, as the band is fairly full ip the Los Angeles area.

FM station

The engineer has been authorized to make out the

technical part of the application, and a meeting has been set

with Chancellor Charles E. Young (or next week. Earlier,

Young had given his tentative approval to an FM station.

Regental approval is required. ^:

Cannold believes the application will be into the FCC by
July 1, with the decision on the station due sometime in

October or November. "It may be possible to go FM by

January, 1972," said Cannold

The move to FM would not be particularly novel, as many

other college campuses and most other UC campuses have

educational FM stations. Along with the increase in

popularity of FM radio, many were established during the

past decade As of last year, 304 or 375 educational FM
stations were on college campuses.

"UCLA is probably the largest school in the country

without an FM. This our last real chance to go beyond what

is effectively an intercomm," Cogan said.

The only commercial station available during this past

six months had a price on it he termed "toUlly

unreasonable" for UCLA.
Comm Board

Comm Board hoped to acquire an FM station six years

ago when it began funding KLA. Both Cannold and Marty

Polan, KLA technical advisor, said KLA has the basic

equipment to go on the FM band right now. All the funding

that went to buy professional standard equipment was

made with the end of becoming an FM station, according to

Cannold. •

The FCC has established regulations and guidelines for

FM educational stations as to broadcasting and technical

aspects of the station. However, it is rare for the FCC to

revoke an FM license.

Professor James Howard of the journalism department

believes quality would improve should a change to FM take

place. "I think you'd begin to take the audience into con-

sideration when you become aware that the station is no

longer operating in a vacuum."
Bill Davis of KLA said, "The entire attitude here would

probably change. When you're out in the public eye, there's

-much more pressure to perform well."

Former KLA program director Steve Abelman was op-

posed to the idea of an FM station here. "It's a needless

expenditure in order to reach such a limited audience, and
^there's no guarantee the programming will be any good."

Should UCLA actually acquire an FM educational

channel, the details of its future are up in the air. There is

no FCC regulation that says an FM station has to sound
good. For now, only hazy estimates of operation costs are
available — mainly because no one knows exactly what the

magnitude of operation will be.

According to Polan, the cost of the equipment needed to

go FM (tower, antenna, cable, generator, emitter and

limiter) depends on how large an area the station win
reach.

Cannold gave an estimate of $25,000 for transformation
to

an FM, along with a yearly budget equal to that of KLA's -
about $29,000. Should the AM operation to the dorms be
continued along with the FM as a sort of "training grounds"
for the FM station, Cannold estimates a $15,000 yearly cost
with $10,000 in advertising.

The first notable manifestation of an FM here might be
the appearance of a tower on top of Bunche Hall or Hedrick
Hall (the two highest places on campus). Again the height
of the tower and its conspicuousness depends on how large
an area one wants to reach. Campus ecologists not-

withstanding, the tower may have to be located off-campus
to avoid interference with other stations.

What happens if KLA doesn't get the FM? "I would ex
pect that KLA would probably not operate on the same
scale as now. It would have to take a different direction in

regards to budget, staffing, and programming. I'd like to

see more of an emphasis on educational and public service

matters," Cannold said.

Responsive

According to Rose, "If KLA is to make sure the people it

reaches want to listen to it, its got to be responsive to the

dorms. I can't s^e spending over $10,000 only to provide
good training experience for whoeVer happens to be at

KLA.'U-^
The new general manager, Don Leutz, is presently

conducting a survey of dorm residents about their tastes in

radio. "We'll probably have to start out with almost en

tirely music, but I really want to emphasize the non-music
programming part, because you can get music anywhere
on the dial," he said.

He added "The station should be unique to UCLA, and we
hope to go into depth about campus life." Leutz is unsure of

the musical orientation the station will take, and promises
he will "revitalize" the staff. Exactly what this means in

terms of competence and serving the students will be

determined next fall as Leutz does not think the station will

operate during the summer sessions.

So the future of the campus radio station is up in the air.

What KLA will eventually become may still surprise those

^acquainted with it.

And to most other UCLA students, it's probably not what
they had in mind when they paid what breaks down to about

54 cents of registration fees for the year.

BBOS. THEATRES "Family Theatres af Bargain Prices!

AIRPORT
Hobflft Rcdrofo m

('TIL 8:00 P.M )

Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here

*1W HOLLYWOOD |

:STARS
)f S546 H<Mrm—4 Bl. 'l

^(nr.Witn ) 467.287K
T O^n Daily 1^ 11:46 A.M. ^' nmmn All ftii*> ^

Li'1^3^^i^^Z2^^^^^^^S^]^^MISiM^^^^^^^^^i.Z3£tiiftJ
i(Paid AdvertUcment^

Pentecost . . when the Spirit

of the Lord fills us . . .

High Mass Sun. 10:00 A.M. Pentecost Festival
- ^ ] 1 :00 A.M. coffee - "

Wed. 9: 1 5 P.M. Bible fellowship

and discussion

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
109 IS Sirolhmor* Driv*. Lm Ang*!**. Coi ifornio 90024

Amo* A. Schmidt Poslor (213) 478-9579

serving Hm compus community ol (tt* Univ«r«i»y of California at Los Angolas.

• (Paid Advertisement)

TOUR TO WAHS
on Fridoy, Jun« llfh — FftCE. —No educational experience Is complete In America with-

out a look at Its socio-economic strata. A special visit has been arranged for foreign students
to the House of Uhuru, a drug clinic with an innovative program; a local high school; visit

to the Watts towers; and a rap session with a few member of the famed Watt's Writer's
Workshop; plus an authentic dinner of '*soul food" concludes the tour. The tour ,will leave
at 9:CX) a.m. on Friday and return in the evening. Sign-ups are still available dt the ISC.

^HiiaiiJ VisBi ^ii • E 18-20
Sponsored by the international Student Center will tour this scenic wonder-of-the-world
The tour will include a stop-off at Palm Springs for lunch, a hike to the bottom (almost) of
the Canyon, o visit to Phantom Ranch and the Montezuma Castle Notional Monument
F«« it $56 for ttudcnft cmd $62 for noivtlud*nt«. For further info call the TSC. 477-4587

•^amM

\

Peter Fonda - Dennis Hopper - Jock Nicholson

THETRIP
Through hallucinogenic experience^ of Peter Fondo, Director
Gorman recreates the spiritual odd^sey of hifown oJrw.r ;..,., n^
on LSD The film is the first

j
oint effnri nf ! ....^. ...,,, ,,^^

son Teom who were later to collaborate on Easy Rider Though
It was written oH as on exploitation film in '67. the film remains

UCLA's attempts to gain

FM radio Station outline
Two opportunities to establish a campus radio station here, failed

before KLA was created.
In 1954, station KMJM was offered to the University for one dollar. The

station owner wished to count the remaining worth of the station as a

donation to the University, to be used as an income tax write-off.

However, the UCLA administration decided against accepting the

station and it was later sold for $55,000 and became KCBH. (It is now

KJOI and broadcasts at 75,000 watts with a range from Santa Barbara to

Mexico.)

Phil Cogan, KLA general manager in 1968-1969, said, "When Chancellor

Young took over in 1968, he seemed receptive toward an FM." So he spent

most of the year trying to negotiate purchase of KCBH. The owner had

agreed to a price in the area of $750,000, again to be used as a tax write-

off.

Funding would have come from the UCLA Foundation. Cogan said,

"The consensus of the people I worked with indicated that the station

would get funded if it had the Chancellor's approval."

However, Young said of the proposal, **! did not beheve the cost was

justifiable." The station was sold last summer for $1.6 million. "It was a

fantastic opportunity for the University to get into the community"
Cogan said. Until six months ago, the attempts to go onto FM were not

followed up.

Cogan believes two things went wrong with KCBH: the assets of the

station were not made clear to the right people and the time of the

decision had been marked by disturbances. —

1
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FMSCHi^MHIi COOMIUIOR
The 1971-72 Professor end Course Evoiuofton Survey
needs ond individual who:

no4 e»perienc« using the following pieces of computing equip
m«nl ond occe«»ories:. IBM 360/90. IBM 519. ond I8M 083
con coordinate the otiiont of a imoll group of coders ondkeypuncfiers

• wonts to work oboul 20'hrs/wk fronn tKe middle of June tfiru September

* con p4^09#am^ Fortran -

Interested? Please coll 825-2759 ond leave yovr name and number.

1

today OS a prime -^

r

'
•^w<MHt=fePW.'t

,<:;jE:!^,>>Hw^,,i^^^;ajv»;»i¥tn«

.)le of the personal directorial "auteur"
nativ^ Of ah fh*» Hh,q-rulturP mnv\n^

plus: The first

and the greatest

of bike films

starring

Peter Fonda

and

T>lanny Sinatra

ALL CCXOR

SAT MAY 29-SUN MAY 30
WILD ANGELS at 7 and
THE TRIP at 8:30 and I I

at URC. 900 Hilf|nrH Aun W^rk^^^J ^i en j^
*#i'«;wi^»SI^.>, ^:Sf<|«*£jl*J^1

/•IVItIW*!*'*^!

ASUCLA record store

to c/ose this quarter
. .

- -1-

The student store record department on level ''A" of Ackerman
Union will be closed at the end of this quarter, according to Gerald
Matthews, manager of the student store.

The record department lost $3,236 last year, due to a drop in sales
from the year before and a high rate of pilferage, Matthews said.

The drop in sales was due to competition from discount stores in

Westwood, which because of volume buying can offer the same
product at a lower price, he said

He cited the example of a record which has a list price of $4.98
which is sold for $2.74 at a discount store in Westwood. The same
record, he said, would cost the student store $2.87 to buy. The cost to

the student would be $3.66. Matthews added the record companies
will be increasing the list price on such a record to $5.98 this year.
Thefts accounted for 12.2 per cent of the total sales, according to

Matthews, who said thi^ figure was much higher than the pilferage

rates in other departments of the student store. He told of one in-

cident where a person was caught attempting to steal $89 worth of

records at one time.

'Six racks of records will be carried in the art department of the

student store after the record department closes.
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TISP
The Teach-in Symp<;js[unni

Program ( TISP i, begun last fall

by Keith Schiller, undergraduate

student body president, is now
exploring possibilities of ex-

panding the program to include a

larger number of programs and
involve a broader student con-

stituency.

This year TISP sponsored three

symposiums and next year, ac-

cording to David Luber, TISP
director, they hope to double that

number by offering two programs
each quarter.

TISP was created to "present

educational, informative, honest

programs on subjects of interest,"

Schiller said. He said the goal was
not to necessarily attract large

audiences, tnit to present In-

formation to students interested in

one particular subject.

expansion
LuWr said by the third sym-

posium, the committee had
"learned the ropes" and were able

to solicite other funding for the

program.

Schiller said TISP could present

an excellent series of programs

with a budget of $2,200. This year,

it spent $1,300 of the $1,500 in SIX
funds earmarked for TISP.

Schiller said this budget is very

small compared to the Associated

Students' Speakers Program
which had a $15,000 budget this

year.

SLC, GSA official notice

OFFICIAL NOTICE: Student Legislative Council (SLC) and the

Graduate Student Association (GSA) will vote next week to propose the

following referendum to all registered students in Fall Quarter 1971

:

We. the Associated StudenU of the University of Califomia. Lm
Angeles, hereby authoriie a voluntary fee Increase of $1.5# per

quarter during the regular academic year for a period of three

years, commencing at the beginning of the Winter Quarter 1972.

and ending in December 1974. for the purpose of fundhig Cltiien'i-

Action Law Advocates. Westwood (CAL Advocates) ; such fee to be

refunded to any registered student so requesting during the first

seven days of classes each quarter at the UCLA School of Law.

UCLA Daily Bruin Classified Ads
ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kerckhoff Halin2
Phone: 82S3321

Classified advertising rates

15 words -SI. SO day, S consecutive
insertions $5.00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:30a.m.
'- •-*:

No telephone orders

y^Enferfainmenf, 2 >/ Help Wanted 3 ^Help Wanted 3 >/ Help Wanted ^3
CRESTLINE cabin and lodge for group
retreats. Weekend and tioliday, summer
reservation. Call 213 CA 1 6849.^ (2QTR)

THE Daily Bruin gives full support to the

liPiversity of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified

advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording

housing to students or offering jobs,

discriminates on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither

the University nor the ASUCLA & Daily

Bruin has investigated any of the services

offered here.

y Church Services

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Quakers),
Silent worship. Sun., H a.m., Univ. YWCA,
574 Hilgard. Visitors wiecome. 472-7950.

V Announcennents

CATALINA weekend /holiday cottages.

Special group rates. Hernfiosa Hotel.""

Telephone Avalon, 747. Box A46, "Avaton,"
90704. (2QTR)

SINGLES MEET SINGLES Parties and
introductions. FREE Literature. Noon 7:30

PM TWC 654 2200 (2QTR)

''**''**CaUPLES CLUB
LA 's most unique, exciting club

tor tun-ioving people

Weekend parties till dawn!
Limited number Special Student

memberships with verification.

For Brochure call /write.

Box 2195 Seal Beach
CA 90740

(213) 596-4043

y Help Wanted 3

ECOLOGY minded? Want to earn money?
Become a Shaklee Distributor. No in-

vestment needed. Mrs Roman, 986 1375.

HELP! Station wagon or van wanted to rent

lor July. On vacation? Local use. Respon
sible party. 459 2066 before 8 PM. ( 3 M 28)

YOUNG man talented, experienced and
^•sponsible to restore beachtront apartment
butldtnq this sonvmer. Salary and bonus
Send resume. Cramer Development Co , 1901

Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, Calif.

90067 _ „ -„^.^,^^ -^ U M 38)

BOARD and room to male for light oc

casional duties with invalid 276 3983 alter 6

PM. <3M28)

TYPIST HOSTESS Prominent devetepei'
has lull time opening working m large

residential commuf^ity Duties include a

large amount of walking while showing
apartments Recent graduate with some
college preferred. Call 477 «tO). <3M 2«>

GIRLS, freshmen, sophomores. i2 For one
hour psychology experiment Call 391 6428
eves .come FH 2329 days (3M38)

SUMMER lobs Will be available throughout
June Don't forget! Call Services Unlimited
4759521 (3M28)

HAPPY Trails to you until we meet again-
the gang at Services Unlimited. 475 9531. (3
M 28)

WANTED Volunteers - Valley Area. Bridge:

A Way Across, Inc., a social-recreation-help

center for young people, some group ex-

perience, an knowledge of drug abuse
problems helpful. Attitude more important
than age Interested in rewarding ex-

perience, contact BRIDGE, 4210 W.
Magnolia, Burbank. 843 7444. ( A M 28)

GIRLS wanted-to enter "Miss Beverly Hills"

Contest for Miss World. Call "Sports Page",
657 0646. (AM 28)

TALL GIRLS 5'9" to 70". VOLLEYBALL
FUN. Learn competition. Coed. Now,
summer. CALL 394-3;215 TODAY. (AM 28)

"^'^SHERWOODOAKS'
EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE

Guitar making, telescope making, I Ching,

dome building, alternatives in Education;
car repair for females, creative writing with

Decna Metzger and others. Classes meet
nights and weekends. Cill 781-9360 for

booklet or write 6725 Valjean Ave., Van
Nuys. (AM 28)

EXP. FRY COOKS, male, part time, nights,

apply now: 9:30 - 11 a.m. and 3 5 p.m.

CHUNKY'S,918Broxton. (3M28)

CONTINUING school ih fall will be easier
with a good summer |ob. Services
Unlimited 475 9521 (3M28)

-t

M'GOO'S has part time day and night

waitress positions for neat, attractive,

outgoing young ladies 21 and over who »re
eager to serve our wonderful customers in a
fun atmosphere

NOEXPERIFNCE NECESSARY ^

Apply in person, Mon. Thurs. 3-7 p.m.

M'GOO'S
6651 Hollywood Blvd

Hollywood

RUSSIAN LANOUAOE SPECIALIST
Work in La Jolla for 13 months with
possibility of full time employment at a later

date Preferably Russian born or a fluent

knowledge of the language Challenging

Must ttt able to work without supervision

Small office: good salary
LATSEC, INC

7tS3 Ivanhoe Ave, P.O. Sox if36

La Joiia. Calif 93037
(714)459-6700

BIG Opportunity Prolit* plus bonus No
inwfstmmt Full part time Own hours 391

7001.479 0481139 140* (JMJ8)

MALE Part time liquor store stock, clerk,

permanent' Start sr 30 hr ^ues Thurs Sat

4 IT p m or Mon . Wed . Fri 4 11 p m
Jerry's Liquor Stores 2933 V M^BWd-. ifnta

Monica 178 4428 Mon Fri.8a.m.4pm No"
long hair Of beards (3 M 28)

'^ Last and Found,,.** 4

LOST Black glass case wwhite contact
< .iM .nside Tom Zapata. 479 9998 or 479 9703.

W) w.trO (4 M 28)

y^ Miscellaneous

PSYCH expt. $2 for 45 mins. Males/females.

Running Wed, Thurs, Fri. Sign up today, FH
3244. (3M28)

ORGANIGO'lnc, Distributors finest quality

natural foods plus food supplements, offers

full/part time jobs. Substantial earning

potential. Alan Yah!-. 828-0316, 828-5647. (3 M
2^1

BABYSITTER Mother's helper for infanJ.

Tues/Thurs. 11 4:30, days hours flexible.

276 1668 leave message. (3M28)

EXPERIENCED mother's helper for

summer. 4 children under 7. Must drive,

swim Prefer live m. $20C/mo 654 4261 (3M
nj _^__
STUDENTS »2 W qne ho«r or less

psychology experiment. Group Interaction

Game FH4S«». ( Mat)

PARTtime teaching. Required; male over

21, car, 2 yrs. college Benefits while

training. Starts S4 pet teaching hour. Phone
E I R, 838 5000 or 273-3932. (3M38)

GIRLS »1 for short simple psychology ex

periment. Call 397-3769 between 7 and 9

pm (3M38)

Yoo are just the type

we're looking for.

$3 for half hour psychology group ex-

periment. Sign up outside 4528 Franz Tower.
( M28)

yM rersanat •••••«••••••••••••••••

NANCY I'll love and make you Tiappy each
and everyday, Oscar. (1M28)

STUDENT subjects wanted for marijuana
smoking study. Pref. fresh, soph. All ranges

of experience need from no use to daily use.

We will be running experiment thru summer
and next fall. Contact Charlotte Appel, 825

6397 days. (3M38)

BRIDGE: A Way Across, Inc., social •

recreation help center for young people,

some group experience, knowledge of drug
abuse problems helpful. Attitude more
important than age. Rewarding experience.
Contact Bridge, 4210 W. Magnolia, Burbank.
843 7444. (3M28)

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

S45 per month while helping others.

Come jn to lOOi Gayley, Suite 310

or

Call 478 0051 9 00 AM 7 00 PM daily

CAPABLE and equipped student movers for

apt. Move wanted Call 274 3497 (3 M 28)

DEAR Hulk meet me at Sherlock's tonight-

Spiderman. (1M28)

SERVICES Unlimited will have summer
jobs to offer well into June call 475 9521. (3M
28)

SUMME9 jobs for college men. Earn S3,000

for the summer dealing with single girls.

Phone 660 2420 between 14 p m for personal

interview. (3MJ8)

CHESTER H. Ripoff says goodbye to all his

friends at UCLA expecially if he owes you

money. (1 M 28)

WELCOME to the '21' Club! Happy Birthday

Sharon. Ca... (IM28)

TO Vonk, Nakken, Johnston, Franke, Wally,

Jane, N^ncy, Hayes, Rietzke and Don -

Thanks, Big D.

ED, have a Happy Birthday on June 1. Love,

Bev. (1M28)

CINDI LOO Ten days hence, have the

happie:»t of days and a beautiful year ahead.

Jody .
(1M 38)

HO, Happiness is Saturday thru Thursday.
Have a happy June 6. Your Chicky.
(Saturday Thursday) (1M38)

YOF"
are the 1971-72

~
3TOD COURSE

EVALUATION SURVEY
See your

FALL REG PACKET
^or Details,

ADVERTISING, marketing research

company needs young women for survey

work in WLAarea Car needed. 386-1078. (3 M
781

TEMPORARY

SUMMER

EXCITING job for men, women with

camping experience and y»n or wagon_

Beach, mountain daycamp program and

twelve day Sierra trip 472-3349. ( 3 M 28)

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
ALLTYPESOF WORK

TONY GIRLS, INC.

1416 Westwood Blvd.

474-6315

/

FEMALES needed for Psychology ex

penment 2 sessions total i 3/4 hrs 53 193

4945 No psych students I3M38)

FEMALE: large bedroom /kitchen

privileges for babysitting girl 7, two hrs.

daily Oppositr campus 473 3274 (3 M 28)

'^"^UNDE RolTATruTTf§^
"^

AND GRADUATES
Men and women are invited to participate in

the information processing experiments

being held at the Rand Corp , on Thrusday,

June 3, or Saturday. June 5 Sessions srt

either 2 or 3 hrs long and you will receive

S3/hr Please ptuine 393 0411, ext 7736. to

sign up for a specific experiment and to

receive details abovt time and place ( 3 M 78)

SELL IN YOUR HOME TOWN
SUMMER (ANYWHERE U.S.A.)

Make Sl,000/S3,000 more, selling pap'er

toner (wholesale) for copying machines
supplies for hardware stores, electricians,

plumers Sporting goods, ski equipment,
turn , etc Phone Oardena Office for appt
Will furnish materials and »rd<n before

returning home for summer Ye^'' round fuH
time robs available Acta'onte

JOHN ASHLEY,
(213) 770 0037

DANCERS, female, over 31, no experience

necessary, top wages 5410 Wilshire, Suite

221 Mon /Tues 12 4 ( 3 M 28)

^^ t^^^to* »^^^H »^^^^ '4i^" *4i^^ '^^^'*^*^ "*

GIRL FRIDAY
FOR challenging part time position with

young publishing firm Wide responsibilities

including writing, typing, office work,

editing, public relations, advertising, etc.

Graduate in lournalism. languages, or

liberal arts background best A perfect

position to apply all your education, en

thusiasm. initiative Send resume with letter

indicating creativity Publisher, Box 90430

Los Angeles 90009

PARKING Attendants lor special twnU
SI 75 to start Phone John Naden.**7-J4» <J

M 28)

DANCERS female, over 21. no experience

necessary topwages, call AF PA 935 605$ 1

3

M 28)

IF you can talk ^ith people and sell them on

ideas when otht.rs fail,

IF you can persist when others cease frying,

IF you have genuine sales experience door

odoor. publicatipns, advertising and can

devote June and July to work while others

play
IF vo'u can travel to various campuses and
help a dynamic young firm sell a new
program,
YOURS IS the (Ob and everything that's m tt

and which is more you'H be paid expenses

p^us commission and
'f your're interested, call 464 2l7i

"free to good home 2 neutered cats Very

affectionate, 1 yr old 838 7087 eves (5M38)

free kittens 7 wks old For loving people

4764316 (5M28)

Child care TLC 2 Studio City Top pay

Live in/out Our /your car. 656-7654. M28)

FREE Shepherd mix puppies (part COIIi«).

Healthy and allectionate Ready to leave

mother soon 77 3 1729 < 5 M 28>

NEED garage w/door for VW for summer
Nancy Royce lUor lv.xn*9 X $3955 (5M
71)

\l
>^ For Rent,

ATTRACTIVE Housing Available m in

tegratfd Crenshaw Baldwin Hills »rfa
Convinient to rverything Call Crenshaw
Ni-ighbors lor houM-\ipt into 794 7J9I

.

^t«nd^9^»7^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^ Rides OHered..,. 8

MEDFORD. Oregon anytime m June
Nona 83$ 6495 or 475 44«,

Call

GIRL Travel points east with teacher
share driving and expenses summer, plans
fleiible Sharon 476 6050 (8M28)

RIDERS wanted to Salt Lake to help w/gas.
Elisha. 454 7531 (SM38I

TO (leaving June 16) and/or From (retur

ning end June) Midwest or intermediate

points 824 1288 (8M38)

DRIVING LA to Calgary, Alberta, leaving

mid June, and/or return Calgary/V^n
couver to LA mid Aug Share expenses 398

9934

y (fides Wanted 9

RIDER wanted to Boston. Leave by June 10

Call 353 8042 late evenings (9M38)

NEED ride to Washington D C in mid June
Call Bill at 834 3980 (9 MIS)

NEED ride to NY Early June Share ea-

penses Call Larry , 79$ 0401 (9M3)

SUMMER Dominguei Carson Compton »r99
9 o clock class will drive your house contact
beforehand 329 $233 (9M38)

,c. > -•

COUPLE needs nde East (or Plorttfa) end
or quarter en Share expenses Mary Jo. 835
4716 Bfn 825 4080 (9M28)

JOBS
MALE student wanted for delivery to dorms
Nightly/3 hrs Must have ^/alid UCLA
parking permit, own car 52 hr. Chunky's.

473 6064 iaM2l)

'"'"""""^^_^^" y For Sale. W

-L-,

E Xperfenced - . - ..

Men and Women
to replace

Typists - Secretaries

Stenos - Keypunct* Operators
'^ and all ottier office skills!

Higti pay. Never a fee. Come in

today .

Staff

builders
TEMPORARY PERSONNEL

COLLEGE student June Sept full lime

work Scholarship available 595 p#r veek

484 9300. (3M28;

STUDYING for finals is important, but so is

a summer lOb Services Unlimited 47$

9$2l
- - -, *

BUSINESS opportunity full or part time
Like to walk talk, make money'* Contact
Steve Adams. 820 2970 after 6pm ( 3 M 28)

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

(Part time* Fulltime)
Earn to

51500
Base

Commi»s*on

>-AI i

STUDENTS* TEACHERS
.APPLY EARLY'

Tgirr
IS Headquarters tor

Summer Employment

TYPISTS
SECRETARIES

SWITCHBOAROOPRS
Other Office Skills Eip^ri^nred

Tgiri

LOS ANGELES
)14$w ishire near Cataiina 386 UOO

WEST LOS ANGELES

MOTORCYCLE Helmet, 5,15 16mm a*!! A
Howell movie camera best olfei* 473 8183.(1
M 28)

STROBE light iienon Powerful Walnut
case Cost $60 new Sell $3$ almost new 474

^177 (I0M38)

MUST s«ll Sofa. Chair 5100 Otning ro*«n s««

$100 King Sited bed $70 Excellent condition
guality ^$1 9479 (I0M38)

FILING cabinet Solid walnut Letter site. 4

separable units. 54$ Man's Hamilton Watcli.

Sl$ 473 0331 (lOM 38)

UCLA STUDENT
EDUCATIONAL

POLICIES COMMISSION

825-7759

3700 Wilshire Blvd. LA

386-7650

RICH WESSMAN

627-3151

7U1 Wilsnirenear Bundy 836 5661
ORANGE COUNTY

2700 N Ma<n Sta Ana 714/$47 $693

TORRANCE SO BAY AIRPORT
M6I6S Hawthorne at imp 679 3361

S F VALLEY
I $44$ Ventura nr S^pulveda 986 7)31

t
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BICYCLE
t?04347

American Eagtm.
(10 MM)

RARE Gibson ES33S, n«w ampcf amp.
Roilriguei classical guitw Reasonable }t2-

§474 early morn^nf, laieevenin9. (IAM2t)

JBL Matched pair 14" spkr systems. Hand

I)

JBL Matched pair I4" spkr systems. Hand
rubber! oiled walnut ca^ncts, S3S0 Come
listen^ 372-MS7. ( l«M 2t)

STEREO compact Garrard torntaWe
separate speakers. Asking SSO. Call Louts.

27S 772lor 27S^>4}t ( 10 M 21)

HALF carat diamond for sale. Call 3f 1-S«f1
to see It. Set in 11 carat gold. (I0M2I)

PORTABLE Olympia typewriter, im-
maculate cond Leather carrying case. Cost

$ll5.seHS*S Tel 020 2403. ^1 10 M 20)

FURNITURE for sale: Sofa, loveseat,

tables, lamps, stove, fridge, bed, dresser,
desk , carpet, drapes. n^-Ui7. ( 10M 20)

CROWN Acoustic guitar must sell brand
new .perfect cond. SlOO/best offer. 473-S)Of,

Dave. (10 M 20)

USED pre recorded cassettes Like new. Top
.groups. S2.S0ca.27t-33«). (1tM2t)

SALE tank (just hydrosta^ed) , backpack,
,

regulator, sea view gauge llSO. 02O-10S7

aner 7 p.m. ()0M2t)

U mm SOUND Protector, Bell and Howell.

S7S. 394-4*40, keep trying. ()0M2I)

QUALITY Modern furnitvre: Bed. livirtg and
dining rooms. 1 yr. old. 1/2 price. 394-OMO. ( 10

OTR)

MASTERWOR«(
changer never
taperecorder. t20
OTR)

Stereo 30 watts. G»rr»ra
used, S9S, Sohdstatc
997)371 or 470-2019. CIt

CLASSICAL GUITAR. Ariel 1 month oM,
must sell immediately S7V with case. Call
470-9SS0. (10 OTR)

ESTEY (U.S.) Studio piano. Excel, cond.

.
I^oocaii betw. 4-7p.m.,j^s»i7. ooaiR:

PANASONIC Portable Stereo AM/FM radio,

seperate speakers, turntable like new. Best

offer. 473-4000. CItQTR)

19' SAILBOAT. Sleeps 3xlacron saHs, 3 H-
POB. dinghy, trailer, mooring, extra*.
t1700/ofter.VI»-4307. OOMlf)

1 :
\

.:

WET suit , S40, U ». Wt.
belt.SlO. other accessories. Dave. 471-

7047. (10 MM)

MUST sell p«ano S12S. twin beds MS. dinette
set , bookcase .dresser4amps etc. OlOp
74)5 (10 MM)
NEW track home cartrMfe player. Best
•Htr^79-l?||, 1M M 2t)

WOMEN'S Liberation: Beaks. stationorV'
posters, etc Send lor brochwre: Women's
Heritage Scries. PC Box 3230. Santa Monica.
Ca 90403 (10M70)

. JUNE BRIDES
Select Chma and Crystal pottem now for

delivery and save
2S%9aSO%

BUYERS SERVICELTD.
19SSO. Beverly Or
Beverly HitH, Calif.

Man. Sat. 10:00-5.00 CR3-«S2«

SPEL and riet foniklee. kumpleet in-

strukshuni SI.OO. ioesif Bednash. ISIS
rwsilik Av, Venws, Kalif.90291. (10 MM)

BLACK min«storial or doctor's rotoe. S7S.0*.
47S^302SaHer 9:00P.M. (10 MM)

KLH Model 24. 00 watt. FM steroo. Exc.
cond.. must sell, SMO. new. Asking $22S.
Carl. 47S-S031 xM7. (10 MM)

BICYCLE (yr. oM) S3S, Sony TV, XMt., S7S.

Sony radio AM/FM/SW,S40. Hiroshi, 024-

2094 (10 MM)

STEREO-2 speakers. AM/FM radio, twrn
table. Xint. cond. MO/best offer. Call

Michael, 024-1MO. (10 MM)
STEREO t7S Garrard record changer.
Raleigh AM/FM MPX receiver. Speakers
Alex, 474-0094 morning-eves. ( 10M M)

CAR Radio. Brand new Motorola AM push-
button. Transistoriied, retail, S40, sell S2S.
023-4717, mornings best. (10M20)

MARTIN O-10. Immaculate cond.; well-
loved, w/acces. Hard-shell case, SMS. 044-
1403 eves. (10M2t)

AKAI Stereo outfit Ttie best from Japan.
New t2000, only three weeks old. Must sell.

Best offer. 90S-432lext. 2494. ()0M20)

TANDEM New Schwin bicycle built for
two 2 speed orig. t140. Sell S12S. Bill

Becker. HO)-40)i. (iOM2tr
~—X-^ ,

^

OFFICE furniture one-half original price:
Sears executive desk, iSS; chair, $1);
fiourescentdeokiamp. 1)0.024-3137. (lOM
M)

SONY SM $135, Mercury cassette deck SM.
Lyie guitar 540. '47 Honda 1405225. 473-

0)49 (10 MM)
FISHER stereo system. Aquarius speakers,
BSR record changer, list 5549. Asking 5295
new in boxes, 723 5435 or 203-4970. ( 10 M 20)

COMPLETE steroo system. Roberts AM-
FM, Aquarius speakers, BSR record
changer List 5300,sell 5145. M9vr used.
Great sound 72) 0M7 ( 10 M 20)

BOOKSON BUDDHISM
tor furtfier information and

free catalogue
Write to:

The Buddhist Bookstore
I7i0 0ctavia Street

San Francisco

VACATION Special King sue watcrbed.
519 95. Buy watert»eds directly from ttic

factory, cut out high middleman costs.
^Higher quality waterbeds, frames and ac
cessories Liquid Rest Products. 711 S. Fair
Oaks Ave . Pasadena, 79V0I 21 (lOMMl

APARTMENT and/or "house burglar and fire
alarms, inexpensive. Call Tony. 235-3171
(Also need more sales reps. M or F). OOM
M)

CHARTER ticket to London - 1 way- June 21.

Reasonable. 037 1504. ()3M2f)
EUROPE Discount flights Also Israel,
Africa. India 40*« off Intra European
charter flights Student ID cards Contact
EASC, 323 N Beveryly Dr , Bev. Hills. Ca.
»0210. 274*293. (13QTR)

VILLAGE Typist IBM Selectnc. Term
papers, dissertations, theses Fast ic
curate noi Gayley, Westwood 473 1127 nj
7475 (15M28i

OUR 10th YEAR ^—

RARE Abyssinian kittens-top show and
breedir>g quality Striking! CFA Registered

^Services Offered, 11

SUMMER Jobs for students. For in-

formatior send 51 to Grand Enterprises Box
74542 Los Angeles. (nM20)

HYPNOSIS instruction, private or group.
Memory or personal problems our specialty.
475 4032. 1 1414 S. Hawthorne Blvd. ( 1 1 M 20)

TENNIS Lessons: You name the price! Call
Larry (eves ) 399 2418 or leave message, 27S-

of Reliable Charter Flights
and student travel service

EUROPE $269 R.T.

LA/LONDON AMSTERDAAA/LA

00 June 15/Sept 15 5 249

09 June20/Sept 7 S 249

-90^ ««ne 2VAug, "'^ " * •*^*

94 Aug 24/Sept. 24
,

t 249

91 Sept 2 one way toAMS 5 134

NEEOHELPWITH
HOUSING PROBLEMS?

-Fair Housing
-Landlord Tenant Disputes
-Locating available apts.
Rental Share
We are Here to Help You

!

UCLA Housing Office Services, KH174
X S4494

SELF.HYPNOSIS classes. Learn to

eliminate cramming Vb^ever Recall and
release all material ever studied. 474-3350

Daily- 1-4 p.m. (11M20)

Immediate ticketing fori discount flights
London to Tel Aviv 577. io Athens 552. to
Nairobi 5150. to Bombay 5150. Large
discounts on cars and many other flights.

Contact Prof. P. Bentler UCLA 277 5200 or
079 3111 c/o Sierra Travel Inc. 9875 Santa
Monica B Beverly Hills.

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing- Intra Europe fits

Student Rail pass 2 nwnths 5125.00
Student grants on car purchase.

Rental and lease available.
INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA

13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C i_,
Sherman Oaks. Calif . 91403

872 2203 or 704 1477

THE GROUP CENTER
"Dro^ln" Proframs

Each Tues. t-lO p.m. and Sat. 2-4 p.m.

Gen. adm 53.00 Students 52.00

Call 454 3030

RENT TV OR STEREO $10 MO. SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES. 2353 WE,STWOOD
BLVD.. 475-3570. [(11 OTR)

ON CAMPUS
I

XEROX COPIES
MIMEO DITTO PRINTING

Tlieses A Dissertations a Specialty

POSTERS TYPESETTING
121 KerckhoH Hall, Ext. 52515

Hours: t:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

LOOKING for a traveling companion?
Hawaii or Mexico, any two weeks in August.
Suzanne, 472 5203. ()3M20)

T TKTT gTUDKKT TRAVEL •UrNX CHARTER FLIGHTS
1O07 brcBrtop, wggl wood

~

LOS ANGELES/LONDON/LQS AMGELES

Depart Return Mee)ca foat

1 JTxne..l5 Aug 15 9 $275
2 Juno 19 Aug 15 8 $275
J June 24 Aug 22 9 $275
4 June 24 Sep 5 11 $275
$• June 27-:— Sep 13 12 $275

f * LA/London/Aauterdan
6 July I Sep 3 9 . $275
7 Aug 17 Sep 19 4 $268
8 Sep 5 Oct 3 4 $258

ONE WAY PLIGHTS TO EUROPE

FREE Croct>et Lessons with any minimum
purchase. Saturday 10-12. Thrifty Y^rn
Mart, 1732 Wesfwood Blvd. 474-97091 >. til
OTR) •

AUTO INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

REFUSED? TOO HIGH?
CANCELLED?
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
394-2225...ASK FOR BOB (11 OTR)

SWEET Flute lessons, (52/per). Will give
you summer wings! Call Jacquie, leave
message 342-4044. (1 1 M 20)

PHOTOGRAPHY: Wedding? Portraits for

Mom? Trying to escape from stuffy studio
plH>tos? Call Art . 470-1900. -lllQTRJ

WILL make photo portfolio for you. Great
gift idea Jane, 452-5009 or 452-7590. () ) M 20)

TELEVISION rental. All models, special
UCLA rates. Free delivery, free service. 24

hr.phc-'*'. 274-9119. (IIQTR)

SURFING lessons-Fair price dont miss out
onsummer fun. Call Eddie, 394)32). (DM
20)

CONGA drumming lessons in summer.
Elementary/Intermediate. Call Steve, 024-

2400 Best after 7: IS P.M. (11 OTR)

PAINTING this summer? Hire UCLA
students. Quality work. Exp. Refs. Call

Marty, 479-9049, 395-3M2. (1IM2t)

AUTO Insurance, lowest rates for students

or employees Robert Rttee, 039-7270. 070-

9793 (11 OTR)

2E June 14— LA/London $14«
2C July 26--LA/London $139
3E Aug 19—-LA/Madrid/Frank $135
4E Sep 6 -"LA/London $123
5E Sep 12--LA/London $123

^ ONE WAY PLIGHTS PROM EUROPE

IW June 14--Amsterdaa/LA $139
2W Aug 8 --London/LA $139
3W Sep 16—London/LA $148

Available only to University of
California students, faculty,
enployees, extension and Aluauii
Meabers olus iviMdiate faailies.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARDS
Intra- Europe Student Flights

STUDENT RAIL EURAILPASS

Travel Insurance
AUTO PURCHASE / LEASES^

We're Open On Saturday

TTMT grUDENT TRAVEL*LJrNXCHARTER FXJOHT8
IO07 .bronrtcii ,wt wood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443
-IN WESTWOOD, BROXTON AT WEYBURN-

SAIL Greece • Two week Aegean cruise on
120' 3-masted schooner. Contact: Schooner
Sofia. Box 332, Tiburon, Calif. (4)5) 435-
W« (13M20)

Ai
AIS FLIGHTS

Jet N. Y. - Europe best prices
Immed. issue int. I D Card A ticketing

SOFA Europe/Asia/Africa
-India/Israel charters
Curailpasses, Tours
Suite 105, Dept. UC
9054 Santa Monica
LA 90049, 274-0742

NewYorkOne Way 6/18,S79

SPEED Reading: students entering
graduate/professional schools. Academic
Guidance Services. 020 S. Robertson Blvd.

457 4390 ^»OTR)

SPEND summer learning pottery. Lessons,
memberships, at The Pottery, 5030 Perry
Drive. Culver City 034 0000 (11M20)

$7 TOTAL FEE
1 Page 50 copies

(25 Additional copies
With this Ad)

Westwood Resume
124S Glendon.West LA
(1 bik E. of Westwood,
1/2 bik. S of W»l»hire)

475-5203

EUROPE, 5225 20S, also Israel, Japan,
Summer A Fall flights. E.S E.P., 0217 Bev.
Blvd , LA. 90040. 451-3311. ESEP UCLA
members. (13QTR)

BRITISH RAILOFFERS
the S3S Youth Pass 15 days unlimited rail

travel (ages IS thru 22). Also:
MO. iSdays
555. 21 days.
$70 1 month.

Thrift coupons tor no time limit. 540. Gives
you 1000 miles and 540 150C miles of rail

travel. Contact your travel agent or call

British Rail 424-5149. (13 OTR)

HAS your child been pooi trained? Swim
instructton by Dan Bovill (WSI), pool

available. Call after 5. CR4-0110. (nM2t)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for
students and employees Call Allan Sobel
ara-iais 701 s\77*v»« i^isot (iiotr)

SPECIAL Opening Sale Sat . Sun . Mon
Stereo tteadphones, speaker system%. PA
systems. «tereo%, mil(e\. Alt types ol caMes.
Electronics in»por1i Center. 1714 Westwood
Blvd 474 0405. OO M 20)

, Sun . Mon V IfOVW.........•••••••••••••••••a 13

EUROPE Israel One way round trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 11407 San Vicente Blvd.. #4. LA. 90049.
024 5449 (13QTR'

GIRL grad wants same to travel Europe this

summer Call 322 4409. evet.. (13M20)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

L.A London Amsterdam • L.A.

TOURS UNRECIMENTEO! THE OfOLV
WAY TO GO* Europe weeks. countries,
5)095. Europe: 4 weeks. 4 countries, 5715.
•Israel Europe: II weeks. sn9S Japan- a
'Weehs^ ' N

Lerin.4f>>4l> ,,', ^^^^

'..rEREO 7 speakers. AM/FM radio, turn
table XInt cond S40/best offer TanMichaeJ.OMim ZiJCnl

City. (2l3>0i9 5i47. IIJOTR)

June U Sept. 15 i] Weeks
June 24 Sept 5 10 Weeks
June 23 Sept 11 11 Weeks
Jury ' Auo ?* H Wi^oVs

^xi^t *m \^*i«- -WW m J * \j ^^iiikiv* u«ii

5295
S20S
S795

DRIVE IN EUROPE
Student Discounts on Overseas
Car Delivery! All European
models, shipping and low cost
insurance Call lor student

saving: 274-4454

FREE editing, grammar/spelling Electnr
Expert typing, fast Pick up/deliver law*,

»£hM^liCe^9M304^^^

Y Wanted—

,

16

STATION wagon or y^an wanted to rent lor
July On vacation' Local use Responsible
party 459 2044 Before S PM

( 14 /^ jg,

NOW'!!! UCLA'S own Student travel study-
overseas information center The OMNIBUS
Office, KerckhoH Hall 304. International
Student ID Cardv issued here e^-r Thur"
sday 10a m2p nS.X 57434. (i3M ~

ASUCLA
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS -1971

An official Chartier Flight
Operation Autftoriied & Approved
by the University ol California

on ALLCamouses

LA..LON0OfVLONDON-LA.

WANTED French native to e.chanqe
conversation for private room bath
Hollywood, July 3 (or 4 weeks. 423* 41 13 im
28) \^

WANTED typesetter p/t work, your own
hours IBM Selectnc stand alone com
poser Must type 60 wp.n Wilshire (1 I/2
miles UCLA) Apply Ernie Image 27$-
<>'" (UM2I)

•n thesis mj^tenai
Arts. MA or PhD

(UM2B)

EXPERTISE needed
organization. Liberal
prelerred.45)-)934

WANTED European cassette recorder
Small Honda motorcycle. Quality stereo
tuner and speaker Cash or will trade
attomatic phone answering device 478

U*^^^^^^^^^^^- (UM?g)

y^Apfs. - Furnished //

HL Dap Rot. ym%. Prke
••2 6/21 8/28 10 $275
3 6/22 8/16 8 $275

••4 6/23 8/28 9 $275
••4 6/24 8/22 8 $275
•*7

6/27 9/6 10 $275
••0 6/29 9/10 10 $275
••9

7/1 9/3 9 $275
••10 7/11 8/9 ,4 $275
••II 7/14 8/31 7 $275
\2 ' 8/8 9/8 '4 $275
••14 9/4 9/27 3 $275
••10 7/24 0/25 4 5275

ONE- ^%llkY LA.. LONDON
Fh. 0«P
••5 6/24 $150

ONE-W^Y LONDON-LA .

Fh. Ret Price

IS 9/9 $150

SINGLE apt. to sublet for the summer.
Walking distance to campus, Westwood Call
John, 477 2226 (17M28)

5150. 1 bedroom, redecorated, good car
peting. drapes, also unfurnished. Pool.
parking, shopping, nice area. 039-3272. ( 17 M
20)

LIVE AT BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern ) bdrm. turn. apts.

Perfect to shari^ for 2 people.
Rents 5)75-235 per mon per apt.

Pool-Subterranean garage Elevator
Private patios & balconies ocean view

WaM( to beach Near Freeway.

2002 Fourth St., SM. . ...392 5573
204S Fourth St., iM 392 SSS6
2311 Fourth St., SM 392 5406

.-....-.^^« _,.

• • WAITLIST ONLY _ _
Available only to InmiTKii' membgrs of fh*
University of California (ttudenH, faculty,
staH, registered alumni, immed. family
living in the same household)

charter flight

o

Kerchkhoff Hall 205 D
1 Between 8 a.m. A 5 p.m.

025-1221

NATIVE German tutor UCLA grad. Expert
in translation, grammar, conversation,
inexpensive rates. Call 472-5442 / 475 3091.(14
M 2t)

MATH GRADUATE record examination
preparation. Private tutoring — intensive
55/hr. NewMath. Barges Tutorial 397-

7335 ()4M20)

GRADUATE Record Exam preparation.
LSAT.etc. Individual instruction. Academic
Guidance Services, 020 S. Robertson, 6S7-
4390. (14QTR)

EXPERT tutoring in mathematics. High
school, undergraduate, graduate. Several
years teaching experience. Reasonable. 391-
1443 (14M28 )

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Pro!. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial).

473 2492. (14QTR)

y typing ••••••••••••••••••••••••..15

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES AC
COM. 2; 1/BDRM APTS.. 3, 1/BDRM AND
DEN, 4. AIR COND BLOCK CAMPUS
POOLS.SUNOECKS,GARAGES. 62S 641

LANDFAIR 479 S404. (17M28)

CAMPUS TOwiFs^"
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
O«f»o«il» n'jw Icy JMwnmor/foJI

10824 Lindbrook at Hi49ard
Mr. Lynch, GR5 S584.

1 BDRM. 5140. modern, attractive, xInt

WLA location. Responsible adults. Also i

summer sublet. EX S 0340. (17M2<i)

GLENFAIRTERRACE
Singles & 1 Bedrooms

Pool, sundeck & laundry
Walk to UCLA & Westwood

Reserve now-reduced summer rates
540 Glenrock A 543 Landfair

403 GAYLEY: Reduced summer rental

rates. Bachelor-590/mo. Large i bdrms
accomodating four persons S4S/mo. per

person. Furn. Utilities paid. Walk to cam
pus. Phone manager : 477 493^. (17M28)

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

,
2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (170TR)

PROFESSIONAL typing, all reports:
Theses, legal, medical, psych., engineering,
etc. Stcinorette, cassette transcribing. Some
optional pickup /del. Mayfield Services. 340-

0333 (ISM 20)

TYPING Editing Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM Selectric. Eng..vgrads,
Nancy, 472-4143; Kay, 024-7472. ( IS M 20)

EXPERT TYPIST A STENO. MY HOME.
NEAR CAMPUS. FINEST EQUIPMENT
AND SKILLS. 030-0425. (ISM 20)

LOW Rates. Term papers, dissertations,
theses, etc. IBM electric. Call Diane, 390^

4344. ()5M20)

1 BDRM, walk campus, 5145. quiet, parking,
good furnishings, newly painted, 473 9430
eves. (17M28)

5245 LARGE Furn. apt. ne»r UCLA- I bdrm.i
den, pool. 1 1444 Qhenault. 472-6045. ( 17 M 2tl-

TYPIST Theses, dissertations, books, term
papers Specialty 'math & technical typing.
Accurate, rapid service. 741-5500. ( 15 OTR)

WATTS Secretarial Service (213) ^99-3135
4032 Buckingham Rd , LA 90000. Specializing
m theses, essays, manuscripts. ( IS
QTR>

PROFESSIONAL typing, term papers,
theses, letters, etc Reasonable rates, ne^r
campus. Call Esther 024-7491. v (15 OTR)

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Fast
service. Call GR 2-0421. (15M20)

TYPING Editing. Term papers, resumes
letters, theses IBM Selectnc. Eng. grads,
Nancy, 472-4143; Kay, 024-7472. (ISM

PAPERS, letters, theses Experienced Call
)99 0414 weeknights 4 9, mornings 0-12 (Sat
Tues) (15M28)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts.
Experienced. Wkends. daily 5 9, 020 1142. (15
OTO >

IBM Executive and Selectnc typewnter-
s. Experienced Fast, accurate work ..

Please call ..394-0295. (15M20)

ONE or t¥fo bedrmrtis (urni^ed. Pool,
Summer or Fall, walk to campus. SiB

Glenrock. 477-3900. < y? m ?x^

400"BUrLDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished or

unfurnished. Ideal for year round

living. Heated pool, private patio,

elevator, sub. parking. Air cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran

^ ^ ^ ^ ii^J72S ^ ^ _
ONE Bdrm. duplex, yard; A garage. 5150

sublet in Santa Monica. Call 020-0120

anytime. (i7M2i)

WALin-OUoX
SPACIOUS MODERN
BACHELORS SINGLES

BEDROOMS
REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OF F I^E : 516 Landfair, 477- 8990

T RAVE LIN' m»n wonts campanion 9o see
USACanadaOary, 1917142, ni 4)0). (t)M
20)

Call Flight Chairman: (313) 039 2401 4240
Overland Ave , Dept A Culver City

PROFESSIONAL DISSERTATION
EDITING, GUIDANCE. IBM TYPING
SATISFACTION
BABfiAIN MUiiTi ~^. «> ««>-^> ,^,
•144. 477.43(tt. (15QTR)

TYPING Professional standards
Reasonable Pick up and deliver USC area
'*^'«" USM20)

5110 11$ FURNISHED SINGLES. CAP
PETS, DRAPES, POOL NEAR UCLA
TRANSPORTATION 1402 Pontius, 477 5184,

273 0351. (17M28)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENFTTF5 SINGLES

APTS. TO SHARE $50

D<yoiiOi new hr »umn»or/fdl

MRS. KAY - CR3 1788, GR3 0524

•f%. ^

UCLA Daily Briun Classified Ads
^ Aph. - Furnisf}ed 17 ^ For Sub-lease

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk CaTnpus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Spring QL',<iter

473-6412

5245 LARGE furnished apt neai- UCLA, 1

bdrm, den, pool. 11444 Chenault, 472 4845.(17
M 70)

LARGE, quiet 1 bdrm. apt., 1 bk from
campus, available June IS, 479 0071. tl7M
20)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.
Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.
patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet
bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,
convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479 8144 (17 OTR)

WALK UCLA Village. Quiet, secluded,
fireplace. 2 Bedrooms 5250, spacious singles

SI40 155, room 580.473-0201. (17M28)

^Aph.- Unfurnished. 18

SUMMER sublet, option lease fall, large 2

bdrm. unfurn. Close campus. 5180 month.
477-3144 eves. (18M20),

^Aph. to Share 19

MEN - Share room, private bath, across law
school, 555. 474-0S90, no kitchen privileges.

Available now. j (19M2a)

. . LARGE apt- on beach, 15 min. campus, own
room, 5112, over 21 preferred. Bob, 709-

54«9. (19M20)
t

'

•GIRL share large furnished 2-story, 1-

bedroom. Block/campus. 590, start June 15.

477 3413. {19M28)

3 GIRLS need 4th to share 2 bdrm apt. near
beach. 534 mo. Call 473 0185. ( 19 M 28)^

FEMALE share 2 bdrm. apt. in Westwood.
Call Ginette, preferably between 3-5 PM. 473-

2349. <19M28)

NEED 2 girTs share one of 2 bdrm. apt.,

559/mo plus, WLA, call 824-5240. ( 19 M 28) '

' ' ^r — — ——

—

FEMALE Grad/sr. 2 br., 2 bath with 3

female grads. Pool, walk campus. 549.

Sherry 478-0053. (19M28)

BEACH Cottage! Girl share bdrm. for

summer/longer : Want liberal/neat upper
grad. 545. Sue, 399-47^5. ()9M20)

FOR Summer months: Venice, own bdrm.,
542.50/mo. Partially furn. Mark, 821-4479. ( 19

M 28) .

'

IMMEDIATE opening. ~
Beautiful house. Garden, trees, walk
campus. Rent negotiable. Together people.
472 0725. (19M28)

FEMALE -share furnished one bdrm. apt. in

Westwood, 575/mo. Call Jeannie, 474 9003 or
474-1144. (19M28)

YOUR own bdrm. of two bdrm. luxury apt.

Close to campus. Summer. 575. Paul, 824-

9344. (19M20)

ONE/two girls, share Irg., "unplastlc"
Spanish w/) ; 545 mo. ea. Summer or longer.
Barbara, 473-5283. ( 19 M 28)

"
I

FEMALE share 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt., 500.
Grad /age 22 plus. Near buses. 274-1343. ( 19

M 28)

SHARE 2 bdrm., 2 bath w/ one, parking, 15

min. from campus, bus line, SM , 828-5455.(19

M 30)

GIRL to share 2 bdrm., luxury Brentwood
apt. Pool, balcony view, faciliities. Call
Marilyn, 472-5203. (19M20)

OWN bdrm. for male 585 utilities included, in

large apt. WLA 2 1/2 miles campus. 477-

1314. ()9M20)

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2 bdrm. un-
furn. apt. in Palms next fall. Paul, 025-

5774. (19M20 )

MALE to share 2 t>drm. studio in S.M. H^ar
beach. S90/mo. 392-9350. (19M20)

-VOU NEED A SHARE? COME TO 425
LANDFAIR. LARGE CLEAN APTS. POOL,
SUNOECKS, GARAGE. 479 5404. ( 19 M 20)

ROOMMATES wanted, (male), large furn. 1

bdrm., i bk. from campus. 550.30. 479

0021.

ONLY 540, own room in 2 bdrm/furn. apt.
Begin June 15. Local. 398-9394 eves. (19M20)

ON the beach. Extra Irge. furn. apt.,

pool.Summer share w/male grad. 590. 399-

3374. ()9M2t)
— '

GIRL share 1 bdrm., 1 1/2 bath, studio w/2.
545. Westwood Village. Kathy, 477-4054. ( 19 M
28)

y For Sub-lease

END June mid Sept. W. Hollywood. Lrge.
bdrm. pool, bale parking, linens, dishes,
silverware S14S 273 4)08 early AM, late PM.

(SLM20)

ADJACENT SMCC, June 10-Aug. 14. 5225. 1-

bdrm (piano, TV), 394 5044 after 8 PM.
Fri (SLM20)

SUMMER sublet, 1 bdrm., furn., w/garage,
reduced rent. 473-0043. «<• ** >•»

SMALL Cottage Private Glen Brentwood
Charm garden Full kitchen Completely
furnished June 15 Sept. 15. 5175. 472-

0402. (SLM20)

MARRIED SftKfent Housing 2 bdrm fur
nished June IS Sept. 15. 5140 mo. utilities

paid 390'5532. (SLM2i)

STUDENT to live in Walking distance from
school Light housework. No children GR 2

9347. after 4 (2SQTR)

SUMM6R Sublet furnished one bdrm..
duplex, yard, utilities included 2 mi from
campus. 5100 473 0282 (SLM21)

BERKELEY furn. 1/bdrm. modern/-
pool /sauna /electric /close cam pw> 5155
Jams Silver. 2530 Hillegass «314, (415)841
3219 (SLM28)

FURN. one bdrm. 505 plus utilities. June 14-
Sepl. 15. Quiet people. Culver City, eves. 837-_
"''J. (SLM28r

3 BDRM. furn., 2 baths, fireplace. Sublet
June Sept. Ohio near Barrington, WLA, 477
0804. (SLM20)
I

^S^BLEASE: ) tKirm; fornrsned, otil»tie»r"

June 15 Aug. 15, 5100. 398 7139. (SLM28)
I

•"

—

SUMMER Sublet Spanish villa, mile from
campus. 3 4 people, June IS Sept 560 57 s ea.
1907Glendon 475-5471^ /> (SLM2I)

LARGE 1 bdrm. w/room foi 3 to share for
summer. Near Landfair, Gayley, 545. 473
4934. (SLM28)

LARGE Beautiful furn. 1 bdrm. June )5-

Sept., walk to campus, carport, 5105/mo. 477-

4419^ __^___ (SLM20)

BEAUTIFUL 2 bdrm/bath, 400 BIdg.,
modern, pool, sundeck, air cond., parking,
wa|k/campus, 479 6164 (SLM28)

FURNISHED I bedroom apartment June 20
Sept. 20, parking, 12 minutes campus. 5110.

Fred. 398 2000. (SLM20)

TWO-bdrm. house need girl for summer.
Approx. 2 months. 544 monthly. 24th, S.M.,
828 5087. (SL M
BEAUTIFUL deluxe apt., Brentwood. Ten
mm. campus. 2 bed., 2 bath furn. 5200. 824-

7500. (SLM28)

RUSTIC studio apt. July Ist-Ort.lst.
Brentwood Canyon abov^ Sunset. Furh.,
utilities. 5125/mo. 479 7336. (SL M 28)

BEAUTIFUL, large 2 bdrm. apt. w/1. Own
bedroom. Approx. June 21-Aug. 20.

587.5()/mo. 477-4021/475- ) )01

.

( SL M 21)
'

.
'

SPACIOUS, furn., sunny, quiet 1 bdrm.,
great for 3, well-kept garden w/trees; 1 block
campus. 473 9592. (SLM20)

HOUSE Furn. 2 bdrm., den. June-
September. Close campus, rec. park. groc.

store. 5225/mo. 820 4116. (SLM20)

FIRST session, summer quarter. 1 Bdrm.,
(urn. 5l3S/mo. Flexible terms. Santa
Monica, 828 6226 eves. (SLM28)

SPACIOUS 2 bdrms., 2 baths, air cond., new
buli)ding, walk/campus, original rent,
S280/month, 6/15-9/31, 5185 month,473-
3774. (SLM20)

SPACIOUS, one bdrm., near camr'is,
completely furn., parking. June 15 - Sept. 15,

5160 477 S235 eves. (SLM20)

^ House for Sale 2 J

MALIBU Canyon. Remodelled one bedrm.
cottage on view acre. Corral. 35 mins.

UCLA. 524,000 456-6955. (21M20)

OCEAN View - brown shingle old fashioned.

3 bdrm., enclosed sun porch. Dark hardwood
floors, living room and dining room. Lot 57 x

145. 533,000, WLA, 398-1827. (21M20)

CUSTOM 3 bedrooms, family room. Prime
Sherman Oaks area. Cathedral ceiling,

fireplace. 15 min. from Campus. 548,500.

DEPUY 344 2550. Call Ella. 703-4275. (21 M
28)

y House to Share 22
f

FEMALE share large 3 bdrm. in the Glen
with 2. Abundance of trees/quiet. 473-

0600. (32M2I}

RUSTIC House-own room. Fireplace,
hilltop, fantastic view, friendly people,

adjoins park, summ^only. 444-0444. (22 M
28)

LARGE house on beach • with students
private room. Vacant June 5. 585 per mo. 392-

1679. (22M28)

FEMALE to share 2 bdrm. house in Santa
Monica beach. 597.50 or 540. Call Elaine, 395-

2402. (22M20)
— _^^ f - '

COMMUNE - top Beverly Glen for friendly

people learning, living together, trying to

grow better. 904 7443. (22M20)

SHARE Brentwood house, own room. Move
now or June. 479-5t0|. (22M20)

M-F, student/prof Pooi table, dark rm..
Palms. Call Jerry 838 S391. (22M20)

LAUREL Canyon. Tasty, large, furn. house
w/garden. Share with one for summer. 5)25

mo. 654 4586. (22M20)

1^9 f^w yRoom and Board 24
I

MALE Student walk school-private entrance
and bath/TV room/pool/parking.
Reasonable. 272 4734. (24M20)

LAMANCHA
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
FALL QUARTER, 1971.

ITRIP* E ROOMS WITH BOARD WILL
BEGIN AT 5109S PER ACADEMIC YEAR

930HILGARD AVE
475 5031.

y
Room and Board

Exchanged for Help.. 25

OlPt 5twd*«nt Room Bath, Board ConVrng
100. mo

GIRL, Private room, bath, Board Walk
UCLA 535 mo Exchange baby sitting light
duties 4744991 (2SM20)

^Room lor RenI 26 >/Autos for Sale 29 >/Autos for Sale.... 29

FEMALE Aid mother with housework A
babysitttng/room, bath, board Walk to
campus. Salary possible. 279-2135 (35M20)

COUPLE: Mature responsible, care for

children while parents travel. Must drive

Jul 31 Aug 31 Room board 550 week.
Lovely Westwood home Pool Other help In

house Walk UCLA if enrolled Refs 474

11 (35M20)

RENT 540, man over 21, non-smoker. 542
share, walking distance, telephone, no
l.ousekeeping. 001 Malcolm. 474-5147. (24

M

PRIVATE suite, private entrance, all

utilities included A phone. Avail. June 1st.

-SIOO. Phone 274- 1544 u i34 M U)

OLDER Woman. Car port, kitchen
privileges, pool Lonely home 545 month.
CRS 5997 (26M2B)

ROOM in Beverly Glen for rent for the
-summer 575 474 0759 (24 Mil)

GIRLS, nice rooms for summer. Kitchen
privileges, heated pool, 540/mo. 479 9041,
10926 Strathmore (24M2I)

SUMMER Housing, free parking, kitchen
privileges, 540/mo 479 9998, 479 9703 Please
ask for Rick or Roger. . (24 M 28)

WOMEN, summer sessions, kitchen
privileges, Hilgard Avenue. Call 474-3371. (26
M 28)

STRAIGHT male student, quiet room, kdg
priv. 560 poss garden and pet care. 834-4730.

(24M2I)

PRIVATE bdrm, den, bath, garage, kitchen
privileges breakfast Olympic A Doheny
area. BH.SaS/mo.CR 4-3595. (24M20)

- -^ — .^ .

CHRISTIAN Women-Svntm/»r school.
Housing on Levering. 555/mo. Call 479 9475
or478S672 (26M28)

^BIHHHHBHmiHIHHIHI''
^Autos for Sale.............. 29

'69 LOTUS Elan. 16.000 miles. Excellent
condition. Extras. Must sell, going overseas.
Please call after Tues. 825-2995. 273 1418. (29
M 28) '

'41 RENAULT Caravelle, sportscar. rebuilt

engine, low mileage Best offer 894 4201. (29

M 28)

'45 MUSTANG V-8 - automatic. Ne%r
brakes, new battery, rally pack, radio. Good
coiliition. 472 43»S, $54 3535. (29M2I)

'64 IMPALA Sedan Sacrifice 5420.
Everything xInt. Must see! Why not call

Taku. 4790510. "^ ^ (29M2I)

'68 DODGE Charger 3/8 V 8 stick, new tires,

warranty still good, xInt. condition. 51490.

390 5532. (29M28)
» - I.

I

PORSCHE, late 1944, coupe 912, 5 speed, 4

plus 4 stereo, all standard equipment plus
extras. 472 5442/475 3091. (29M28)

'69 FIAT 850 Spyder convert. Excellent
condition, low mileage, wire wheels,
AM/FM. Must sell. 51400 /offer. 470 7423, 451^

7032. (2?M28)

'4^VW5emi-camper,'Xlnt. coiid. Pfnel, bed,
floor, new stereo tape FM player. 51t9S or

best offer. 784 3034 (29M28)

1945 MUSTANG. Hi Performance, 4-speed,
350 GT Equipped. Extras. New - im-
maculate. Make offer. 024-1147. eves.

'66 VW XInt. cond. and clean New plugs,
motor tuned. New tire. 5495. 470-4400. ( 29 M

.20)

1970 1/2 MGB GT Primrose yellow, black int.

Chrome wire wheels, overdrive. AM/FM
radio, back window, heater. Flawless
condition. (7)4) 423-0351 aiif 5. (29 M 28)

STATION Wagon, restored cond. Must see,

all extras plus make offer. Lie. #HNE 009)

telephone 477 3200. (29M20)

'47 MGB-GT white, good cond. 51550. Call
aHer 4 p.m. 249 7^91. (29M2i)

LEAVING Country, must sell Ford LTD '44,

,air, full power, XInt. Best offer. 394 5051. (29

M 20) ,

'41'PEUGEOT-lmmac. Auto trans., sunroof,
heater. New tires/brakes. Low miles. 51450,

Jeff . 930 4777. (29M20 )

'41 PEUGEOT 404, Michelin tires! Good
cond., good mileage. Sunroof. 5400 or offer.

442 0344. (29M20)

'44 2-door VALIANT, low mileage, goodi

trans, 5300. 474-0774. ( 29 M 28)

'45 VALIANT 50,000 miles. Must laavd
countrv, best offer takes. Contact Greg, 477

0345. (29M20)

'66 FORD Econoline Super Van. new engine
and clutch Good cond. 024 4114. (29M28)

'42 AUSTIN Healey MOO MK II, overdrive, 3

carb, 4cyl. 5900/best offer. 477-4411. ("29 M
21)

- - - - - -

'49 JAG XKE, sable, air. wr whis, good cond.
Best offer 025 1|46, 477 0032. (29 M 20)

'69 AUSTIN America, 4 spd , AM/FM,
radials, low mileage, economical, ex-
ceptional, immediate. Sacrifice, 5990. 271-

4677 (29M20)

'59 AUSTfN HEALEY. Mice tooktng car.
Everything in good shape except engine.
Make offer 826 8044 (29M20)

'62 CHEVROLET, good motor, needs some
work, 5100 Call eves. 390 7139. (29 M 20)

'70 FIAT tte spider. Extras SfOSO or best
offer 479 0271 (29M20r

BORGWARD Sedan Extremely trouble free
/independent' rear suspension/handles like

Mercedes/ all service records. 5225. 454 2549
anytime. (29 M—

1

*. -. -.I'

'49 BMW 1400, White, AM/FM, exint cond
low mileage Call 470 4490 (29M20)

'40 BUGEYE Sprite, rebit eng., nu paint,

xInt cond Phone 392-7729 after 4p.m (29 M
20)

FORD 68 Mustang V 8, 42,000 miles XInt
cond B»st offer 27S 1479 (29M20)

'45 CHEVY W»n Extraordinarily sharp
Only SOOOO miles New Polyglas tires Shop
manual SUOO 391 7549. (29M20)

'61 CORVAiR Monia, Clean, new clutch,

tires, battery, brakes XInt with light work
5110.274 3573 (29M28)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MG

Save on car rental with oui "Buy here take
delivery in Europe Pl«n" Direct shipment
also arranger citable

— r9-

WESTSIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

42 FORD Sedan Good trans car Automatic,
radio/htr pwr. steering, brakes. After 4
'31 330^ (29M 2I)

'41 CORVAIR good cond. Must sell, 5200. 375-
1479 (29M2II)

"46 CHEV convt Good cond Must sell soon
Make offer' Call 474 4000 .nytime (29 M 20)

'42 FORO Econoline, exc mechanical cond
Paneling bed heater, 5750 Availabe June
ISth 399 2171 nights. , (2«M20>

44 VOLKSWAGEN Bug. sunroof, corduroy
seats trouble free engine, genuinely line
runrting condition S^an. 025 4403, 399
»'<^ ^ - ^' ^ '"

^ " —

^

— — _ ^ J ... ^

TRIUMPH TR3 '44 engine. .1 air syn
chroMran.s good interior, new pamt, 5500
340 4047 (29M20)

'41 JAGUAR MK IX, 4 door Saloon In
storage since '68. Not running now. 5300 47S

l^l^
- .- j[29M28)

'70 DATSUN 510 sedan 2 dr , 12.000 miles
chrome nms, going to Europe, 47S 583), ext
480 (29M20)

'S6 CHEVROLET My son has taken it apart
and can't Imish it Was running Highest bid
gets It. 780 3953. or 788 5104 ( 39 M 28)

'40 DATSUN 510. Perfect cond. Red, black
interior Must sell. 51200 /best offer 8li6 6220
x622. 824 2757. (29V\2«)

'68 DODGE Dart, 6 cylinder, power steering,
xint cond 51575/olfer. Telephone 839 1729

pves (29M28)

6) VOLVO, 122S, well cared for 277 4681,481
604S (29M28)

CHEVY '63 Biscayne, clean, p cylinder, »lnf
running coipd., new transmission, tires 5335.
764 9075 eves. (29M20)

'70 DUNE BUGGY, like new, beautiful
leather interior, sharp fiberglass body
53000 UPC 2777, Loy Before 6. (29M28)

camaW 'fpKth]^ c^nd. Must «ert By~joht:
51 roo/makeoffef 939 9100 after 6p.m (29M
21)

'60 FIREBIRD 3S0 conv , stereo tape deck,
spkrs, air cond 521S0. Nancye 474 2418 (39 M

'46 ALFA Romeo Voloce Spider 5-speed
Mint conci Loaded/extras. New paint, top.
980 4108 eves (29M28)

'68 FORD Mustang California special. Fully
loaded, xlnt. cond. Price to sell. 90S 4321 ext
2694 I- (29M28)

'tlFORD Fairtane, clean, xInt. cond 5400 or
bestoMer Hiroshi, 824 2894. (29M28)

MGB '70, low mileage. Fully loaded. XInt.

cond 985 4321 ext. 2494. __ . (29M28)

'57 MGA. xliit. throughout, 5425 includes fop,
curtains, tonneau cover. 741-0174. Must
sell, s (29M2*)

'43 PORSCHE new paint, clutch. Speedster,

seats. Must seel 51950. 824 3240. (29 M 20)

'43 SKYLARK deluxe model, engina |ust

overhauled. 5500. 475 5055. ( 29 M 20)

'43 SKYLARK BUICK, xlnt engine and
body Must see! 5425. Dorm student leaving
Calif. 824-2090. (29M20)

'44 SIMCA, 4 door, hardtop, hrtr, good
condition 024 0197 or 470 1874 after 5. (29 M
28)

'47AH SPRITE, good cond., must sell.

5000/offer. Call Peggy. 477 4447. (29 M 21)

'45 SUNBEAM Alpine conv. Good cond. Low
mileAge 5S50/best offer. 039 5000. 034 5500
Eves; (29M28)

TRIUMPH TR4A45 tonneau cover, new tbp,
cinturatto radials wire/w 50,000 M. Good
cond. 51095. 394.4919. (29M2I)

11- -I
'

. :., ,1 ,. I .

'44 TRIUMPH Spitfire Soft top/tonneau
XInt. cond Great for summer 5450 478
7493. (29M20)

'44 VOLVO 122S stick shiN. Five new tires
5900.394 5417 (29M20)

'47 VW Ftbk XInt transportation, runs
great Must sell. 5575. Call 474 1 198
anytime (29M28)

'48 FIAT 850 Spider. Good cond. Best over
5750/any offer Leaving US 452-0743 nites

(29 OTR)

'4rSAAB 94 Excel mech cond New radial
tires, engine transmission 5050. Call Bob,
024 1500. 4290TR)

64 VW in good mech. cond Good tires, break,
Radio. Heater. Call Nick at 473 2404. (29
QTR)
T«-*«^

43 RAMBLER American Excellent
mechanical cond 6 cylinder. Radio 5250 or

best offer 870 0470. (29 QTR)

44 VW, good cond, sun roof, 5400. Call 455

1125or 454 4741. (29QTR)

'42 VW BUS. rebuilt engine, clean, reliable,

good cond 5750 or best offer 024 1454 (29M

60 VW KARMAN Ghia, enqme iust rebuilt
body Mint S400orbest Call Larry. 478
1323 (2«M28)

'43 VW Bus, rebuilt engine, new tires, ex
cellent 5900 or best offer 393 4406 after 6 (29

M 28)

'48 VW BUG. good cond , new brakes. tnS4.
Call Alex, 474 4094 morning eves (29M2I)

68 BLACK VW radio/heater, white walls.

Good mech cond 477 0220 bet 1 1 A 4. (29 M
28)

'49 VW (bug) sunroof, good cond . 51375.

Honda JOS Scrambler, SlOO Day. 8250093;
owes , -JSS 2212 ( 29 M 201

44 TRIUMPH Spitfift Convertible >•"«

condition Call Rich 477 0420 (29 M 21)

FORD Falcoln 59 New battery, looks and
runs well Best Oder. Call Clyde, 37S 0428 (29
M 28) _
49 VW Bug. xint. cond/ AM/FM, extras.

51475 398 0214 (29M20)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

6000 Mile
*3^ ""Cy Warranty
VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Price

A-1
A 1 AUTO SERVICE
79S7 Van Nuys Blvd

across from GM Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

'69 VW Fasfback. immaculate, new tires A
brakes, 51350, best offer. Days, 837 4334.
eves ,836 0916. (29M20)

CA^S ill ftJ^ROPfi

RENTorBUY
SPECIAL REDUCTIONS

TO STUDENTS and TEACHERS
REQ»JEST APPLICATIONS TODAY
"EtJffOPEAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOC

, PO BOX 49504

LOS ANGELES. CA 90069

PORSCHE Orange, 1961 VW 63 engine sun

root Black inferior 5500 or best oiler 994

Oioi ^- — (29M20).

71 T<.. /bvOTA Landcruiser. New! JOO miles!

Extras^ Year warranty! (original cost

53490) Sacrifice 531951 475 5298. (29M20)

65 MGB GT Roadster, am/fm, r9»r

speakers, conv wire wheels, excellent cond

Must sell!! 731 9979 alter S 00 PM U9 M 20)

J Cycles, Scooters

- ' — I - ^

'60 HOt«IDA"cB350 Excellent condition wl^
airing great tor travel 5400 /offer 392 91|40

after 6. j(J0M2i)

'64 HONDA 2S0 Must sell Many new parts
Battery, tire, rings, etc. Call 024 3117. (30 M 20)

'70 HONDA Trail 90, less than 600 mflts on it.

Must sell 51S0 475 2174 (30M20)

'47 SUZUKI 150 good cond . must sell. 5200 or
best offer Call 024 1350 (30M20)

'70 HONDA 90, perfect cond Only 2500 miletl
5240 Call Bob, 390 9^90 ( 30 M 21)

'6S HONDA 250 Scrambler New parts runs
well must see 5235/best offer. 473-540). (30 M
28)

SUZUKI 200 cc, '47 good running cond.,

engine in perfect cond 5250/ofler Perry.

036 6457 (30M20)

740 SUZUKI X6 hustler custom awcellont,.

S375/offer 0'>4 4771. ( 30 M 2i)

HARLEY Davison '70 65 cc leurego, perfect
cond Great lor school 5200 Call J91 0240. (M
M 28)

HONDA 350 CB '48 helmet, (bam and lock,
recent valve grind, very strong, 5350. 475-

5031jx.5JI4^ (30M3t)

'69 LAMBRETTA I50CC Looks, runs great.
Low miles, new spare. t>est offer Eves.
392 5045. ^ (30M20)

40 BSA 650 cc, 24,000 mi. Fair cond Needs
work. 5400 or t>est offer 454-0007. (MQTR)

BMW R 26 250 cc Perfect mechanical cond
Very reliable, and smooth 5)50 Dave, 904
7443 (30OTR)

LAMBRETTA '43 ISO CC Runs well Spare
tire 5150 Morning till noon, 394 5083 OOM
20)

BMW R 50 500CC '67 original owner 5725
cash 821 1690 (3OM20)

'70 HONDA 350CC, little mileage, like new.
Call Todd after 6 00 Phone 467 7423. OOM
781

'70 HARLEY Sportster 5600 miles, CUStam
Chromed, perfect r^ech cond Best
reasonable offer 126 0230/Jim. OO M 20)

'70 HONDA 450CL,~-v, eves alter 5:30. 479-

9990 Ask for Joseph, Rm 21 (30M20)

'70 HONDA SL 90 Like new Call evenimr*
477 4123.5225 (30 M? J

'44 VW New brakes very dependabi*
tremendous sacrifice at 5450. 342 1 789. (29 M

'45 VW BUQ. 34,000 miles, radio, good cond
S7S0 Day. 82S S878. eves , 837 9414 (29M2S)

VW 1940 Sedan, runs fantastic Looks,
great Wood wheel Priced to sell 5I09S, 478

8765 Bob (29QTRJ

69 RED VW Automatic Stick, radio, new
tires Excellent S1400/best offer 349 2829

'49 HONDA 305 Dream. Great cond , low
mileage, smooth nde 53S0. Bill 474 9321
pves - (30M2t)

'45 SUZUKI 00; low mileage. 5100 Call evM
390 7139. OOMM
'70 YAMAHA R S liOcc Asking 5S50 037-
4345 ( 30 M 2t)

GREAT buy, '70 Yamaha 135 twin, street-

dirt, perfect, low mileage, turn signals,
luggage rack, 5350 firm 454 5337 (30M2I)

HONDA CL 160 1944. Street or dirt Very goad
cond Eotras.SIlO 398 6708 ( 30 M 20)

67 HONDA IDS. runs well, recent work. SSIS
399 1100 OOM 30)

69 YAMAHA 100 Street scrambler Electrk
starter, xInt cond 6,000 miles 5350/offer

830 7794.8)7 5041 (30M20)

69 HONDA 140 cc. Lew mitoage, xInt. cond
522S 826 62)6 eves^

^ (30M2I)

69 YAMAHA 305 cc 4400 miies. Really Xlllt.

Extras, helmets. 546S O/S 4229or 278
0645 ( 30 M 21)

'70 HONDA 4S0 aint cond M>'<t v.i|

5;7S/best offer Nick, day, 679 112

i>% 9 ll \ 130 v; 7ar

«9 BSA 441 VICTOR Good cond for

trie! dirt. Bell Star included 5600 )950)«4,
024 3454 (30M2t)

,fr'
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(Patd Advertisement)

. . .Announcing. . .A Special Wholesale Warehouse. . .

GROUP DISCOUNT PURCHASE
°U.C.L.A.

STUDENTS • ALUMNI • FACULTY-STAFF
Arrangements have been made at Capitol Tire Sales/Warehouses, Inc. for discounts up to

coted by the price schedule below, on most new tires-plus wholesale prices on quality long

and guaranteed by Monroe) Now ... to better serve the educational community. ..or

others throughout California and one in Portland, Oregon. See the location maps below.

Preseni your LA. Trade Tech identifkotion to moke purchases at any of the warehouses.

, Retain this pricing schedule for future use.

PLAN

a new

I

I

I50% or more off manufacturers average list prices, as indi I

life automotive*batteries end E-Z Ride shock absorbers (Mfg'd '

warehouse at 4623 Brazil, St., Los Angeles, in addition to I

OVM

HMTN JfT AC( X>0 (MM kr W*
w>lk FwM*a«« MO. Omttuym* T

Cmk) Mi 4 ^ aytoa c*,^

tmt9€4 Wirf

650 13

700 13

695 14

735 U
775 14

825 14

155 14

885 U
735 15

775 15

825 15

855 15

900 1

5

600 16 n_Bl

3295
34 65
34 30
3655
39.05
43.70
47.10
5560
36 60
39 15

43.45
48.80
5492
3085

ZINITH jn AGi 400 (MM by S«ik«rii)««—A Di<

wiMi Devbl* fofl*. Dwa( W). loyal MotI*/) futl

wall Wridan M,00O-inil« lr««4 woor. rood hoiora

700 13

735 14

775 14

825 14

855 14

885 14

775 15

825 15

855 15

915 15

44.90
4550
47.50
51.30
5585
62.75
47 50
5L30
55.85
62.75

14.ft I 78

IJ.f>6 1 96

1*.f3 1 96
17.4S 204
17J2 2.17

Tt.71 2.33

!.•» 2.53

21.95 2.84

17.73 2.07

17.9t 2.19,

l«.94 2.36

20.t4 2.57

J1.97 2.87

13.65 1.87

noon ot fiftton • ) (Coapofat
4 ply Oynocor--IripU wkita

( a*d worlai«nih ip gworonliir.

nM 1.96

t9,n 2.04

20.t5 2.17

thn 233
nM 2.53

25.7t 2.84

iOU$A 2.19

n.9^ > 2.36 ^

23.82 2.57

2SSi 2 95^

6000YEAR
DOftAL

JETZON

GENERAL

ALLIANCE

TIRE CODING SYSTEM
Tlie NtlioMi Traffic aii4 Mo«o» Vtl»tel« S»»tfy Act of 1966 and tt)« Motor Vehiclt Saftty Standant No 109

rcquir* Ittal tacli tire t>c labcM with th« nam* of the manufacturer or his brand name and an approved code

mark to »erniit tlM tctlcr to identify tl>e manulacfurer of tf«e tire to the purcfiaser upon request Most tires

miad on Wiis sclMdule are manufactured by the worlds largest tire producers or their subsidiaries Because

of the low pncts offtrtd we cannot always use the manufacturer s name

and DYNACOR

This program is not available to the general public '

Z]'

I

HRESTONE
REYNOLDS

ZENITH

CARNEGIE

YEITH

COMI^Aa MfO tMrOXmi €Ai lliff

ZENITM OrNACOR BELTED 202—(Mfd by S«ib«rlirn

%ton of Firestone). Twin whitewoll—40,000-mile tread

road hazard and workmanship guarantee.

TaiiM

C78 13

E78 14

F78 14

G78-14

H78-14

J78 14

F78 15

G78 15

H78 15

J78-15

178 15

Of

(700-13)

(735- 14)

(775-14J

(825 14)

(855 14)

(885 14)

(775 15)

(825 15)

(855 15)

(900 15)

(915-15)

Mfr't. Af
IM

42.38

49.95

53.55

55.80

58.95

61.50

53.55

55.80

58.95

61.50

67.90

Divi-

weor,

r*4.

ittw

19.93

IntM
Ton

2.12

20.95 2.35

ZIM 2.55

22.90 2.67

24.75 293

25.92 3.08

2r.90 2.61

22.f9 7.77

24.96 298

25.«3 3.08

2691 3.22

ZENITH DYNACOR BELTED 402—(Mfd. by Seiberling—A Divi

)ion of fireCfone). EXTRA WIDE TREAD—Twfn wfiitewall—45.000
mile tread wear, road hazard and workmanship guarantee.

OOBO. iiiAJAfOir Ol jnZOi CfMINI—MCW WI0{ IOOK—M<d by la*

Tir« a«d twbfctr Qwwd by tb« wofW t iorfn* lire aakor fUll KXHtftT
pa4y«tl«f cord wkitowoM Coaipara* wiNi Oe«bl« logt*. Boyol Mailfj M.00O-a»il«

Ircod oaor, roo^ltotard and warkatoatliip 9»oro»i»«

tta*

C78 13

D78 14

F78 14

G78 14

H78 14

J78 14

F78 15

G78 15

H78 15

900 15

L78 15

n' Aw

0( £

-<700 13)

1735 U)
(775 14)

(825 14)

(855 14)

t900 14)

(775 15)

(825 15)

(855 15)

(915-15)

47.90
48.50
50 50
54.30

58 85
65.75
50:50
5595
5885
65.80
71.75

20.94

22Ai
n.49
2i.9r
24.90
25.80

ii.4$
23.97
24.90

27 93

ImU*

2.02

2.41

2.44

260
2.80

3.01

240
2.60

280
2.87

3.20

D78-14

E78-14^

F78-14

G78-14

H78-14

J78 14

F78 15

G78 15

H78-15

J78 15

178 15

(695 14)

(735-14)

(775 14)

(825- 14{

(855-14)

(885-14)

(775 15)

(825 15)

(855-15)

(900-15)

(915-15)

51.80

53.90

55.40

59.60

62.45

67.25

55.90

56.40

62.55

71.25

76.75

20.»5 2.12

22.80 2 35

23.75 2.55

34.82 2.67

25.95 293

27.«2 2.88

23.94 2.61

25.85 2.77

26,90 2.98

28.91 3.08

30.72 3.22

DOIAt AF40 JtTZON WlOf tlOI-
rka world'i torgad tire aiakar 4 f«lt pty poiyottar cord

Afd by la* Tif* ond Ivbbar—Owwod by

D70 14

F70-14

G70-14
G70.W

F70 14

G70 14

G70 15

H70 15^

(735-14)

(775-14)

(825 14)

(825 15)

RAISED

(775 14)

(825 14)

(825 15)

1855 15)

54.50
59.80
65.70
6545

WHITE LETTERS

79 50
8570
8680
90.50

norrow

2^95
24.90
n.$s
25.85

25.94
27.72
27.85
3T.90

whits itripo.

2.31

259
2.75

282

2.59

2.75

2.82

3.00

Muo AND iHOw vms

JfTZON CUTIASS MUD * SNOW — Mid by l*« Tir* end lubbar — Ownod
by the world t lorgatl lira aiakar. 4-ply nyloa cord, IwbaloM, whll* or bla<k.

Rood hoiard and workiitontkip gworonlaa.

Of

Mfr't. A¥«.

2ENITH
laltan

F78 14

G78 14

F78 15

G78 15

If MANS SS WlOf TIACK—4 foil pty nyfoa h.bal«i» foitad wbita

(775 14)

(t25 14)

(775 15)

(825 15)

66 50
69.75
66.50
69.80

2.44

260
2.40

2.60

AUTOMOTIVE BATTBtlES

650-13
700-13

C78-14
E78-14
f78-14
G78 14
H78-14
J78 14

560-15
E78 15

^78 15

G78 15

H78-15
J78 15

K78 15

L78 15

(695-14)

(735-14)

(775-14)

(825 14)

(855 14)

(885-14)

(735-15)

(775-15)

(825-15)

(855-15)

(885 15)

(900-15)

(915-15)

37.65
39.00
37.65
43.00
45.50
4'8.05

50.50
56.30
37.65
43.65

45.S0
48.05
50.50
52.90
56.30
58.05

19.72

19.^
19.80
20.96
21.87
22.90
23.95

24.73
1875
20.96
22.80
23.70

24.10
75.74
25.90

26.t5

1.78

1.96

1.94

2.04

2.17

2.33

2.53

2.84

1.75

2.08

2.19

2.36

2.57

2.93

2.87

2.96

[tAADt BY THE WORLD S LARGtST REPLACEA«^£NT
BAHERY AAANUFACTURER)

HEAVY DUTY—Equal fo or better than most original equipment
batteries 42 month service guarantee. These sizes fit most 12-
vOll American and foreign cars.

ZfNirM SNOW POWE«_OYNACOI MITIO (Mfd. by Saiboriing—A.divition «f
Firatlono.) Tubototi, wkilowoll—rood hoxord and workiaanthip guoranto*.

24C
29NF
22F -

24F

60
53
42 VW

42 Months 29 95
29 95
2995
29 95
2995
29.95
32.95

IM

(695-14)

(735-14)

(775-14)

(825 14)

(855-14)

(885 14)

(775-15)

(825-15)

(855 15)

(885 15)

(915-15)

55.60
58.75
59.55
61.85
65.60
68.45
59.55
61.85
65.60
68.45
72.60

23.95
24.83
25.90
26.85
2t65
24.85
25.90
26.93
28.65
29.95>

2.15

2.37

2.54

2.69

2.95

3.05

2.62

2.80

3.01

3.12
3.27

SUPER HEAVY DUTY—For cors loaded with high-draip extras.
Equal to most Premium Labels. 60 MOf^fTH SERVICE GUARAN-
TEE.

ZENITH WINTft 0»r TIEAO (Mid
Full 4-pJy, Dynacof rayon cord
workmorttbip gworonloa.

HUt't. A«*.

by Saibarling—A DivUien of riroiloiio.)

•wbatoM, wbilo or Meek, lood hoxord and

Months 39.80
39.80
39.80
39.80
39.80
42.95
42.95

p995
I9.)>5

19.91
19 95
21.95
21.95

HEAVY DUTY 6 VOIT Wet Chorge. 36monl|i mtatoM—
I 36 Months 21.95 .

191 VW ••
22.95

NO TRADE REOUIRED

r"

650 13 35.80
700 13 38.00
735 14 3805
775 14 39.20
825 14 42.05
855 14 44.70
885-14 54.50
560-15 35.65
775 15 39 20
825 15 42.05
855-15 44.70
915-15 54.50

16.90
17.96

18.9a
19.89
20.95
22.93

23.85
16.92
19.84

2J.94
23 71

24.9i

Toa

1.78

1.96
2.04
2.17
2.33

2.53
2.84
1.75

2.19

2.35
253
2.96

H.^

hr}<ip(i -yr. the ntirnber of fminfht

42
<3

i-' s *n:h trt ^}

m
-1,

Easy Piy Budnt Taran

.

Up To H MoRllK To fay

(MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY MONROE)

STANDARD DUTY—Exceeds ofiginal equipmeflt quality —
244X)0 mile or 24-month fuarantee—$4.50 oadi—4 for

$17.00.

HEAVY DUTY—Lifetime guarantee—as lonf as yoa own
your car. $6.90 txh — 4 for )26.00.

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY—Lifetime guarantee—as long as you

own your car. $8.90 eadi — 4 for $34.00.

ROADMASTER LEVELING UNIT FOR OVERLOADS—Front and

rtar-^30,000-miie guarantee—$14.95 each.

SACRAMENTO (95S18)
2000 16l»t STRttT AT "T"

1*16) 44»-2526

iW- 1

SAN RtANCISCO
101 SO VAN NfSS

(94103)
AVENUE

621-2396

SAN JOSE (95112)
1760 ROGfRS AVENUE
PH. (400) 287-9112

DOtAl flMtClASS MIIID HMod* by la* Iir» and Rwbbw—Ownod by tha

world'i lorgatl lira makar)—folyailar cord wida »r»od. Djiol whitawall. Son-

totionol $0X)0O-iiiil« Iraod waor. rood hoxord and workHMnthlp gvorontao.

SiM

C78-13
E70-14
F70-14
G70 14

M70 14

F78 14

G78-14
H78 14

J78 14

,([170-15

'G78-15
H78-15
J78-15
178-15

FlUtGLASS
b«lli, «-ply

guoronto*.

C78-14
E78 14 .

F78 U
G78-14
H78-14
J78-14
E78 15'

F78 15

G78 15

H78-15
J78-15

L78-15

TokM
ftOM
Ol

(700 13)

(735 14)

(775-14)

(825-14)

(855-14)

(775-14)

(825-14)

(855-14)

(885-14)

(855-15)

(825 15)

(855 15)

(900 15)

(915 15)

UlTED—Whilowoll, 4

traod—50,000-milo

Uktt't. Av«.

Ptk*

48.85
55.90
61.26
74.60
81.75
60.20
70.40
77.75 17.85
86.14 30.92
86.72 29.96
71.35 26.90
80.75 *t;95
85.15 31.90
89.40 S2^.95

full ply pofyador ^ord .' ;

rood hoxord ani

(695-14) 81.95
(735-14) 86.70
(7/5-141' 88.20
(825-14) 90.40
(855 14) 95.75

(885 14) 98.70
(735-15) 86
(775-15) 88.40
(825 15) 90.80
(855-15) 95.75
(900-15) 98.60
(915-15) 105.90

JETZON SWINGER—(Mfd. by l*« Tir* ond Rubbar
lorgatl lira mokar)—t^lawatl look—Wida-wido 60
polyaitar cord.

E60 15

F60-14/15
G60-14/15
J60-15

L60 15

(735-15)

(775 14/15)
(825 14/15)
(900-15)

(915-15)

78.95
83.20
85.90
97.60
105.70

IkIm
Toi

2.12

2.43

2.56

2.76

3.01

2.55

2.67

2.93

3.08

3.05

2.77

2.98

3.08

3.22

ucrglott cord

workmanthip

2.17

2.50

2.55

2.67

2.93

3.01

2.23
2.75

2.77

2.98

3.08

3.22

—Ownad by tha wortd'i

tarial—fiborglon baltad

2.79

3.02

2.98

3.53

3.61

35.87
^39.78

42.8r

iAIHAL HY THtB PO« AMfittCAIi COM9ACT
AND itfufomm CAM

RADIAL BELTED 2 + 4 Slim Une White Tubeless. 2 ply polyester
cord body plus 4 plies rayon belts. 6-ply tread. 40,000-mile
tread wear, workmanship and road hazard guarantee.

A«a.

185R-13
ER78 14
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR78-14
8R78-15
FR78-15
GR78-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LR78-15

o(

(700-13)

(735-14)

(775-14)

(825-14)

(855-14)

(600/735-15)
(775-15)

(815/825-15)
(845/855-15)
(900/855-15)

(915-15)

Prtaa

70.15
72.60
76.80
83.85
87.25
74.80
78.70
84.30
88.65
91.40
94.75

COMPACT SIZES—WHIfEWALL TUBELESS
155SR-13
165SR-13
175SR-13
165SR-14
155SR-15
165SR-15

(560-13)

(590/600 13)

(640/650-13)
(590/600-14)

(560-15)

(590-15)

40.55
43.95
4i.50
44.35
44.00
45.35

2.10
2.34

2.58

2.82

3.11

2.52

2.58

2.84
3.47
3.33
3.46

1.57

1.65

2.02
1.76
1.72

1.86

COMPACT SIZES—BLACKWALL TUBELESS

145SR-13 (550-13) 33.00 WSKS^ 1 ><9d

155SR-13 (560-13) 34.00
S^^^i^

1 .4B

165SR-13 (590/600-13) 37.00 24.98 1 ./

o

175SR-13 (640/650-13) 40.00 26.69 1 »fr

145SR-14 (520-14) 36.00 23.85 1 .34

155SR-14 (560-14) 39.00 25.91 1 >32

165SR-U (590/600-14) 41.00 2592
175SR-14 (640/650-14) 41.50 26.93
185SR-14 (700-14) 42.00 27.90 2.02

155SR-15 (560-15) 38.00 25.94 1 .o3

165SR-15 (590-15) 41.00 26.97 1.92

P UMOUS»«i * MMUUkHCM i-HY Huvr

P„.....,.-

DUTY ¥WtTfWAtt—NnOW iSORO

890-15 1 1 2.95 37.93 3.80
890-15 Mud/Snow 125.30 39.nte ^ 3.80

CAmOi^S NO TIME UNQT T|ME OUAiimTEE

U «My tWm «<»MWORKMANSHtf AND MAT»HM
Co^tot foil* du« to d«f*cft in

(iittina Hut Itrtf 75 Y, ol tre<»«i -

beyoivc!

f>i4<«0 Qr> me oa»»» o< treoo w^Ia^ pr^^olMi on fif |MN>-

xh0$m prU:*. '.fUtt I^J.T.)

ff*<t4 w«ttr wilt Im m-

ROAD MA7
ards w '

^^f) tK«»
,

k»y failure that occur* d«M to rood bc«-
-'

' <'qd wear, |>ro-rqf««|

81 Nf (M'it V^fAS i srtCAi'-Ui'y

[\s_> Oil 1? ..
: ;

ehotr r-'-; V-

510 00 ,i?Ui

f 1

s ^o

'•'•-" '-9nt*M
'H!,-- .,>-: ! for or
'--- >n the pur-
vHt< o( ,i»if«o«e.

*w Hre for

am Compl«t<* CU#OflM»r totiffnction

fW» IWUMiM <»«•'< rJfiH «»»4 i" n >' v: i.... - r«r tarvtca t« nrlllagf
pwfffcoMW owly, ond do»» nfl« ««« * ..^i VMteal Otiwa rahidai
MedttUd Ho«k ten, U»^ 4«tntg»4 t.

. >innm. «., ComImmi, wnOi
••Jtof *»ta<n «« «<ri>|]^. T*»*f. «' < ttrat u^d b< Co«iiM««M
MTvtae *r e» Tfe»»», T«4mIm. e» tn ««« farm «l mtitttt, te«M>*c 4*«# «ri|M.

OAKLAND AREA (94577)
2059 WILLIAMS STREET

SAN LEANORO
PH. (415) 351-8434

SPOtT rtfMIUM — TiAoloai MKkweN . . 30,000-ioido trood waor, rood hoiord
and workuKHithip gvoronloa. A4d ^1-00 for whitowolli

550-12
600-12
520- 13
560 13

600-13
560-15
600-15
560 14

26.80
33.90
34.50
34.80
35.55
36.55
36.75
36.55

15.90
15.90
15.90
15.90
15.90
14.90
15-90
16.90

1.37

1.52

1.37

1.48

1.60

1.75'

1.88

1.54

COOHMEtOAl MIWAY IBUOC NYION COM) TUM TYPI
ttf**mim»

Mfr-t. A»a.

670-15
700-15
700-15
600-16
650-16
700-16
750-16
700-17
700-17
750 17

6
6
8
6
6
6
8
6
8

8

40.50
48.90
58.25
36.55
43.75
50.65
59.90
58.65
61.40
75.90

HftOI

18.95

2T 90
25.96
18.95

22.86
24J5
nj9\
28.78
32.65
37.94

I

-

!

IidM I

2 40
I

2.85 1

3 14

2 39 1

2.61
I

3.00 1

3 68

3 34 I

3 72
I
3

4.25

COMMItaAi MIWAY THIOC MYlOH CORD TUBCiCSS

li

700-13
700-13
700-14
700-14
6.70-15

7-17.5

8-17.5

8-19.5

6
8
6
8
6
6
8

8

46.65
52.75
49.85
58.70
51.60
66.05
76.85

84.35

21.88
25.79

22.99
26.85
20.90
28.85
34.95
39.85

2 32
I

2 57
2 47
2.73 I

2.70

3 28

4.01 I

4.63
I

mm vm£--mnja vm-^mmcm Tmuss nrnt

800-16.5
800-16.5
8.75-16.5

9.50-16.5

10-16.5

1016.5
10-16.5

12-16.5

17 16 5

6
8

8

10
6
8

10

8
10

63.00
73.25
82.90
102.40
80.50
91.65
106.82
105.75
115 50

32.97
37.77
42.85
59.90
44.92
48.75
63.89
64.83
n.81

3 33 I

3 62
I

4.08
I

5.00

4 40 1

4 78
I

5.17

6.04

6 63 I

CDMMfitClAi NYtOK <iOt!} EX. T«ACTION MUD« SNOW

670-15
700-15
600-16
650-16
700-16
750-16
700-17
750 17

6
6
6
6
6
8

8
8

51.25
62.25
55.68
57.80
65.50
79.90
78.60
98 65

21.82
24.71
21.90
24.85
27.65
37.80
38.75
43.90

2.77 I

3 28 I

2 64

2 96

3.30 1

4 19
I

4,44 1

5.00

mm smsii nertix vm-i^ cmi im « smw Tractkw

800-16.5
800-16.5
10-16.5

10-16.5

12-16.5

12 16 5

L.A. MUNI.
GOLF COURSE

LOS ANGELES (90039)
4423 BRAZIL STREET
PH. (213) 240-4350

(Near Levitz Furniture

Warehouse)

All SAiES/WAREHOUSES 09fN

PORTLAND (97202)
904 S.E. DIVISION STREET

PH. (503) 233-2431

•CASH AND CARRY PtlCES-^Mountinf, iokm«in« ond lnsto»oti«n A.ullrtll

SAN DIEGO (92110)

5433 GAINES STREET

PM. (714) 291-9150

PricM iubt«ct »o Chang* without notict.
Pfooiiadi ti owr dotifMotiea. No

Speaking

afbig
'-

mothers .

.
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begin

next week
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Nisbet dismissal recommended
:;:*:W:W::s%::::W:W:::W:y*::::::::y^^^

/\/ew members installed

Economics professor resigns at last SLC meeting;

By Dave McNary
DB Staff Writer

Charles Nisbet, assistant professor of economics

here, has resigned, effective June 30, following the

recommendation of his department that he be

dismissed.

The recommendation was made last fall by the

tenured members of the department as part of the bi-

annual review of assistant professors.

Nisbet has taught here the past four years and

would have been moved up to fourth level of assistant

professors, one before tenure is granted. Had he not

resigned, the department's recommendation would

then have been considered by the Academic Senate's

budget committee, the Dean of the College and

Chancellor Charles E. Young.

Department decision

"The department had decided almost to a man to

recommend my dismissal," Nisbet said. "I agree

with Chancellor Young: if the department doesn't

want you, there's not much you can do."

Young indicated earlier this year that depart-

mental judgment is the largest factor in a personnel

case. He said, '*
. . . a teaching department is the

kind of institution that's very hard to work in if

there's a strong consensus that you're not worthy."

The University criteria for reviewing a professor

are: teaching, research, professorial activity and
University and public service.

Nisbet was given an "A" rating in the past

Professor Evaluation book. He said, '*! taught the

way I liked and did the research I liked. I tried to

make my classes exciting to the student." He
speculated that the department's recommendation

was based exclusively on his research.

Research
"When it comes down to who does get promoted,

the ultimate criterion is research," Nisbet said. He
attributed this to a department's desire to establish

and maintain a good reputation for itself.

Nisbet's specialty has been Latin American
economics, and his research has included foreign

investment, drugs, inflation, and rural credit

markets. He admitted that this was not the type of

research the department found most interesting.

The review of personnel by departments is con-

fidential and J. Clairbom La Force, economics

departm^t chairman, would not elaborate on the

department's recommendation. He did not know
whether anyone would be hired to replace Nisbet, as

the department has lost nine full-time equivalents in

the past two years. —^—
Nisbet has accepted a position at Evergreen State

College in Olympia, Wash., which opens this fall.
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Registration packets may be

picked up from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in

Murphy Hall 1134 from today until

Sept. 8 according to the following

schedule: A-E. today; F-K, June

3-4; L-R, June 7-8; S-Z June 9-10

and all letter groups Friday. June

11 through W^nesday, Sept. 8.

Registration and enrollment

forms may be mailed in beginning

noon Friday. July 30. By RegenUl
action, late registration fees have
been raised from $10 to $25.

Redbone; Iron Eyes Cody, sign

language expert; Indian dancers;

Indian food and Red Power
speakers. .—

The Amrrican Indian Student

. JSativf

Billy Mills. Los Angeles CUy
Councilman and Ken Nakaoka

will discuss the "Obligation of the

University in the Area of Minority

Education" at noon Friday in the

Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.

Jim Olguin. a native American

Committee worker and John
Figueroa of the Joaquin Murietta

Center will also participate in the

discussion.

suits filed by the organization at

8:00 p.m. Monday. June 14 at the

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium on

Pico and Main. Chancellor

Charles E. Young will also par-

ticipate in this community event,

Applications for Common Cause

are available in Kerckhoff 409 or

call ext. 32417 for information.

The Daily Bruin last Friday

erroneously attributed remarks

to Phil (ogan about the ap-

plication for an FM license for

KLA. The remarks w<*rp actually

plans confirmed for fall
•

^
By Ken Peterson

DB Staff Writer

The 1971-72 Student Legislative Council (SLC) members were

installed in office one week ago tonight following the final meeting

of the outgoing council.

The new council took action to approve in concept a multi-phased

program geared towards controlling "the maladaptive use of

drugs'
The program, which will be of an educational nature, includes

training for Helpline and Direct Assistance Facility (DAF) per-

sonnel and educational programs along the lines of an Ex-

perimental College clasp' on drug abuse.

The bulk of the program's funding will come from a Health,

Education, and Welfare (HEW) grant. Ross Arbiter, student

facilities commissioner, and Matt Mazer, former student facilities

commissioner, will attend a meeting in Washington today with

HEW to discuss further development of the program.

Final Meeting

In its final meeting t)efore giving way to the incoming council, the

1970-71 SLC approved two changes in the undergraduate election

code The first change prohibits students with more than 164 units

from running for an undergraduate office, thus eliminating

potential gradu<»ting seniors from being elected to undergraduate

offices which they would have to vacate upon graduation.

The second election code change prohibits candidates from

running for more than one office in the same election, including the

post of head yell leader. This prevents future candidates from

duplicating efforts such as Bob Elias' multiple candidacy thhi past

election.

The outgoing SLC also approved the transfer of $562 to DAF, $150

from Mazer's office and $412 from unallocated funds in the budget

of Steve Scott, outgoing campus events commissioner

Money allocations

The council also approved $129 for the concert which was held

yesterday at Janss St€ps.( The concert was jointly sponsored by the

Westwood Liberation Front (WLF) and SLC)

SLC also approved the transfer of $150 to Crossroads Africa from

unallocated funds in the budget of Sonja Walker, former first vice

president.

Mazer received approval for the transfer of $903 to the student

lobbyist program in Sacramento from Committee Against Tuition

: (CAT) funds.

^
New Reps

In addition to the 14 elected student representatives to SLC. the

; council will also have a new administrative representative and

: alumni representative next year. Craig Cunningham will be

; replaced by Everett Wells, the executive associate dean oi the

I
Campas Programs and Activities Office (CPAO) as ad-
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American Day Festival from 11

a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow at Janss

Steps. The festivities will feature

"The Edge." backup group for

John Gardner, director of

i;^ ion Cause, will report on law

made by Mitchell Cannold,

chairman of Communications
Board, as a result of having

spoken to Cogan.
^*» •-•-•-•

ministrative represenUtive on SLC The Alumni Associanon has

not y^t named a replacement for Jim Mahoney, who resigned ai

alumni representative late last year.
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(Paid Advertisement)
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G^IOUP DISCOUNT PURChASE PLAN
° U.C.L.A.

STUDENTS • ALUMNI • FACULTY-STAFF
Arrongements hove been mode at Capitol Tire Sqles/Warehouses, Inc. for discounts up to 50% or more off n^onufacturers average list prices, as indi i

coted by the price schedule below, on most new tires-plus wholesale prices on quality long life automotive batteries and E-Z Ride shock absorbers (Mfo'd
and guaranteed by AAonroe) Now to better serve the educational communityTT" a new warehouse at 4623 Brazil St., Los Angeles, in addition to I

others throughout California and one in Portland, Oregon. See the location maps below.
|

Present your LA. Trade Tech identification to make purchases at any of the warehouses.
[

Retain this pricing schedule for future use. This program is not avdilable to the general public. '

CAi TMfS n

\

oommmo$tM. and «mm qvm
IfMITH iCT AC( MO (MI4 ky
wiNi rwM*«M MO, U»»fyl 1.^mt

GOODYEAR

DORAL

JETZOM

GENERAL

ALLIANCE

Ttt€ CODING SYSTIM
The tuuemat Trafhc an4 Motor Vafccte SaMk Act al 19M and tk* Motor Viliicli SoMy 5too<iii
require tfwl cadi tire bt UkoM otUi Um
mark lo ^rnwt Mm mMw to itmMf Mw
ksled on tkn tchtMt m
o4 llio iMi pncn

or im kraa^

- ", —^ r-TogCWi or

No m
ttMN

•i^^^^leJH) cind OYNAC

FIRESTONE

REYNOLDS
ZENITH

CARNEGIE

VEITH

I

COMPJlCT AMB

ZENfTH DYNACOft BELTED 202—(Mfd by S«iborlm<

»ion of Firestone). Twin wftrl*woll—40,000-milc treod

road hdzord on^ workmanship guarantee

Divi

weor^

OOtAl HKtdAU HlTfO—<Mo4« by iM T.ra m4 •kkw—Owwad by lb«

•>«M'> iar«*i« !«• aMk«r)—Totyvtlvr cord m<4m Irao^ Oaoi «k(lawaH. San
MtioMail S0iX)O-s4« traorf waor. rearf koxanl Oitd wortaoMM^ gwarmto*.

Am (Mr*! A»^

o<

(700- J 3)

(735 U)

(775- U)

(S25 14)

(855 U)

(885 14)

(775-15)

(825 15)

4«55-l5)

(900 15)

(915 15)

42.38

49.95

53.55

55.80

58.95

61 50

53.55

55.8P

5895

61.50

6790

2 12

235

255

267

293

3.08

261

2.77

2.98

3.08

3 22

C78 13

E70 14

_F70 14

"O70 1

4

M70 14

f78-I4
G78 14
H78 14

J7S 14
H70-15
G78 15

H78 15

i78 15

L78 15

o«

(700 13)

(735 14)

(775 14)

(825 14)

(855 14)

(775 14)

(825 14)

(855-14)^^

(885 14)

(855 15)

(825 15)

(855 15)

(900 15)

(915 15)

ii«

NKIGLA&S ftCLTRX—Wti.««i.^. 4

4885
5590
61 26
74.60
81.75
60.20
70.40
77.75
86 14

86 72
71 35
80.75
85.15
89 40

toll p4y po<y*tt«r

I4.f5
25.96
2«.96
29.95
24.85
25.97
27J5
30.92
29.96
26.90

21.95
rr9o

2.12

2.43

2.56

2.76

3.01

i:S5
2.67

2.93

3i)8

3.05

7.77

2.98

3.08

3 22

ba«». ^-f»y Hma4—MfiOiymM trMd wo>. nm4
co'd.

boiord
? iibf'gloti cord

ond work

nNTTH OYNACOt eClTCO 402—<Mfd br S«tb*rtinv—A Om
lion of Firestone) EXTRA WIDE TtEAO—Twin whitewoll—45,000
mile tread wear, road haiat^ and wdrkmansKip gworantee

OOCAl tTtATA.KMr Ot IfTZON CfMNI—NTW WlOf lOOC—«M
T|f« m»4 twbfcei Oi < ky Km ««*W a lof«*tt lira aakar fUll
>* » '"•' «r4 afcua-a< Cimotm «fM. Owbto Ea«ta. »ral MMtar

kr Ua

u

>

C78 13
078 14
F78 14

C78 14
H78-14
J7S 14
F78 15
C78 15
H78 15

900 15
L78 15

Of

(700 13)

(735 U)
(775 U)
(825 14)

(855 14)

(900 14)

(775'M)
(825 15)

(855 15)

(915-15)

47 90
48 50
50 50
54.30
5885
65 75
5(^50
5595
5885
65 80
71.75

t3.48
3J,97
24.90
»J0
J2).4t

^^
-95JO
"27.*3

202
241
244
260
280
3 01

240
260
280
2.87

3.20

D78U
E78 14

f78I4

G78 14

H78 14

J78 14

F78 15

G78 15

M78 15

J78 15

178 15

(695- Uj.

(735-14)

(775 14)

(825 14)

(855-14)

(885 14)

(775 151

(825 15)

(855 15)

(900-15)

(915 15)

51.80

53.90

5540

59 60

62.45

67.25

55.90

564g

62.55

71.25

76.75

22.80

7417

25.95

27.82

n»A
25J9

7*90

28.91

30.72

2.12

235

2.55

2.67

293

288

2.61

2.77

298

3 08

3 22

C78-14
E78'I4^
F78 14

G78-14
H78-14
J78 14

C78 15

F78 15

G78 15

H78-15
J78-15
L78 15

(695-14)

(735-14)

(775-14)

(825 14)

(855 14)

(885 14)

(735 15)

(775-15)

(825 15)

(855 15)

1900 15)

(9T5-15)

81 95
86.70
88 20
90.40
95 75
98.70
86.70
88.40
90.80
95 75
98 60
105.90

74.88
27.84

34.93

.28.80
1^.72
30.93
34.92

36.88

2.17

2.50

2.55

2.67

2.93

3.01

2.23

2.75

2.77

2.98

3.08

3.22

JFTZ04 SWtNGEI—.(Mfd by laa Tira and Ivbbar—Owned by ihc wortd't

orfatl t.ra nokar)

—

Humt* lookr^Wida-wid*. 60 tariai—(ibargloM ballad
polya«lar cord

E60 15
F60-14/15
G60 14/15
J60 15
1^0 15

(735-15)

(775 14/15)
(825 14/15)
(900 15)

(915 15)

78.95
83 20
85.90
97.60
105.70

33.89
34.96

35.87
/39.78
42.88

2.79

3.02

298
3.53

3.61

DOtAl AMD XTZON WIM HOC—Mid
lw«a*l ••/« mdkm 4 Ml ati

by laa Tira aad tabb*?—Owi»ad

D70-14
F70 14

G70 14

G70 15

F70 14

G70 14

G70 15
JM70.15

(735-14)

(775-14)

(825 14)

(825 15)

54 50
59 80
65 70
654,5

RAISED WHITE LETTEUS

(775 14) 79 50
(825 14) 83 70
(825- 1 5) 86 80
(855-15) 90 50

'*t2.93

24.90
25.85
2S85

25.94
27 72
27J5

by
w^*8« %*f%pm

2.31

259
2 75
282

i 59
2 75
282
300

MUD AND SNOW mff

trrzON CUTIASS mud 4 S>40W — Mid. ky Ua Tira Mid
by 1^ w^rWi )«rva«» tira iMbar. 4-^ aylea cord
eod Hoiord aad workawntki^ gaoroalaa.

tAOtAl nv TIM» rot AMftKAN. tO$»Aa
ANO IMMMntD CAIS

fvvavaM^ vnNea or bisciL

Ml>'». A«a.

MNITM U MMM «S WlOf riACK—4 Mi ^y .,«•• h,b«.,t. r«Md -b.la

F78 14

G78 14
F78 15

G78 15

(775 14)

(825 14)

(775 15)

(825 15)

66 50
69.75
66 50
69 80

21.9^
2284
n75
2>.«0

2 44
2 60
240
260

650 1

3

700 13
C78-14
E78 14

F7e.14
G78-)4
H78 ir~
J78 14

560 15

E78 15

F78 15

G78 15
H78 15
J78-15
•(78 15
L78 1-5

(695-14)

(735-14)

(775-14)

(825 14)

(855 14)

(885-14)

(735-15)

(775-15)

(825 15)

(855 15)

(885-15)

(900-15)

(915 15)

37.65
39.00
37.65
43.00
45.50
48.05
50.50
56.30
37.65
43.65
45.50
48.05
50.50
52.90
56.30
58.05

1.78

1.96

1.94

2.04

2 17
2.33

2.53

284
1.75

2.08

2.19

2.36
2.57

2.93

287
296

Of

(700-13)

(735-14)
(775-14)

(825-14)

(855-14)

(600/735-15)
(775 15)

(815/825-15)
(845/855 15)

(900/855-15)
(915-15)

COMPACT SIZE

RADIAt BELTED 2 + 4 Slim Line White Tubele»» 2 piy polyester
cord body plus 4 plies rayon be^ts. 6-ply treod. 40,000-mile
tread wear, worltmontttip and rood hozord guarantee.

185R 13

978 14
Ft78-14
Gt78 14
HR78-14
8878-15
Ft78-15
GR78-15
HR78 15

JR78 15
1878-15

2?v

,y*l

A >

l/MAOE THE WORLD S LARGEST REPIACEMENI
BATTERY MANUFACTURER) ilMITM SNOW >OW<0—OYNACOt MlTfO (Mfd by »aibat<i«»—A di.itiaa ml

HEAVY DUTY—Eqool fo or better thon nH>st original equipment
bottertes 4 2 month service guarantee. These sizes fit hkmI 12-
volt AmerKon ond foretgn cars.

24C
79Uf
22f
24F

60
53
42 VW

42 MonltM 29 95
29.95
29.95
29 95
29.95
29.95
32.95

^failawa ) Tvbalati. wfcitawaM—rood

(695-14)

(735 14)

(775-14)

(825-14)

(855-14)

(885 14)

(775 15)

(825 15)

(855 15)

(885-15)

(915-15)

55.60
58 75
59.55
61.85
6560
68.45
59.55
61.85
65.60
68 45
72 60

22.92
23.95
24J3
25.90
26.85
28.65
24.85
25.90
36.93

2.15

237
254
269
2.95

305
262
280
301
3 12

3 27

155SR 13
165SR 13
175SR-13
165SR 14
155SR 15
165SR 15

(560 13)

(590/600-13)
(640/650-13)
(590/600-14)

(560-15)

(590-15)

70.15

72.60
76.80
83.85
87.25
74.80
78.70
84.30
88.65
91.40
94.75

WHrfEWALL
40.55

43.95
45.50
44.35
44.00
45.35

ma Taa

24.99 2.10
27.90 234
29.90 2.58
31.96 2.82

33Li5 3.11

28.92 2.52

2%W 2.58
31.96 2.84
33.85 3.47
35.90 3.33
'37.15 3.46

TU8ELESS

25.90
'26^85

28.97
27.9S
27.98
29 84

SUfCR HEAVY DUTY—For cart tooded with High-dram exfrot.
Equol to most Premiwm Lob*ls. 60 MONTH SERVICE GUARAN-
TEE

24 60 Monttts 39 80
29NF 39io
22F 3980
24F 39 so
60 3980
27 4295
27F 4295

Ittmiti WINTtI OftP TtfAO (MM
fan *-ptr Dyacat r«yea card

by $a>ba«4i DivHioa

btMk.
>r rirail—a.)
boeofd aad

145SR-13
155SR 13

165SR 13

175SR 13
145SR 14

155SR 14

165SR 14

175SR 14
185SR 14
155SR 15

165SR 15

COMPACT SIZES—8LACKWAU TUBELESS

(550-13) 33.00
(560-13) 34.00

(590/600-13) 37.00
(640/650)3) 40 00

(520 14) 36.00
(560-14) 39.00

(590/600-14) 41.00
(640/630-14) 41.50

(700 14) 42 00
(560-15) 38.00
(590 15) 41.00

26.69
33J5
25.91

25.92
26-93
27.90
.^3.»4
26.97

1.57

1.65

2.02

1.76

1.72

1.86

1.33

1.48

1.78

1.77

1.34

1.52

1.85

1.94

2.02

1.63

1.92

HEAVY DUTY 6 VOtT Wet Charge 36

21 95

guororttee

1 36
191 VW • 2295

NO TRADE RfOUltCD.

35.80
38.00
3805
39.20
42.05
44.70
54.50
3565
39 20
4205
44 70
54 50

16.90
17.96
18.93

19.89

lCLf5
22.93

16.92
19.84
21.94
•23.71

24.98

•«*• I OffTY WNIIfWi

1 78
1.96

204
2 17

2.33
253
2.84
1.75

2.19
2.35

253
2.96

AMMAANCf f-TLY l«AVY
rALU-NnoN com

890 15 1)2.95
890-15 AAud/Snow 125.30

37.95
<MU>

3.80
3.80

-^ mnmmamanmnmmmmu
^^«*f<- "• and w» ftot hoW o cfiarg*-

(i1}-HBlTaaiof:r <*»•»< with»n 90 doyt o( pufcSose

17) AA«f.90 • .-V- r^p^jrv ...^,. ^ I,. ^ b.:r'?./-,
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CATITOIS HO TIMf LMUT^TIKi OUAiANTa
VVOHKMAN5MI9 AND MATSHAL - li <my 4;»*-««»d by
Coiwkil «««« Af to ^h«H m wwknuuiMp ond motwiol
duHng Kmi Haft 25% of trMd oiwor, H wSIb* f«pt<K«d fre«
6» tfiorge. Foflur»» be^nd 25% o(.tiead weor wiO b« r«.
pl«cod on »• bcms of trood ^mmr, proi^rotod o« Hf pift-

cKooo ^rk**. (Clut f.ttj.)

W3A0 HAZARD—Any failure that o«ci«r« dM» to rood ho»-
ord« win ?-

-Ttod yreof, (MO-rcrf^d

f K !>. M p"-

L»y Piy BHtfffl Ttrm

.

UpTt24ll8iMttTtf8y

V.'-K.'';

W Uii^~..>

(MANUfACTURED AMD GUMMNTEEO BY MONROE)
STMIIMin) DUTY-EKMtfs orfiMl
24.000^mle « 24HM«tt

HEAVY DUTY-LifRliM ctt«r8iMM--«s Irrc 8S yw
yow C8r $6.90 8adi - 4 for $2(jN.

EXTRA HEAVY DUn-lifetime pufiiitaa 81 l8iig m
own yoMT CRT. $190 etdi — 4 for $34i».

^

ROAOMASTER LEVaiNG UNIT FOR OVERlOAOS-frout lai
fO8r-30J00 wih cuaraRteo-$I455 oadi.

vvif vlAV

i
•-' '

.
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'"if«K»ge
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^^1 v9W0l*>O CM^DMCr Mrt
*^ IMt tmi aiiiM t>»u Hrm Mtad

KediW td . %*tk <er«

*rf*<it «•

»Ot«tfo<-1k>f>
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by mmi^ «*«*-•. Ptf, CdMit^e. aiMk.

Tk^. <MK >an im >i »,«( Mad i«

SACRAA^ENTO (950 It)
2000 IMi STREfT AT T*

PH. (916) 443-2536

SAN FRANCISCO (94103)
101 $0 VAN NCSS AVEI4UE^ (415) 621.2336

SAN X>S€ (95112)
1760 ROGCRS AVCNUC
PM (408) 387.9113

OAKLAND AREA (94577>
2059 WILLIAMS STREtr

SAN LEANOROm H15) 351.8434

SK>*T nttmm — TufcafaH bla ifc aell . . XiXB-aida traed
oad wm^maiuMp faiaalaa Add $1 .00 ter arbitawollt

.rMid boMrd
I

550 12
600 12
520-13
560 13
600-13
560 15

60015
560 14

26.80
33.90
34.50
34.80

35.55
36.55
36.75

36.55

15.90
15.90
15.90
15.90
15.99
14-90
15.90
16.90

1.37

1.52

1.37

1.48

1.60

1.75

1.88

4;54

Lf3r^ HIWAY TRUCK NYLON CX>tOTtMYYPt M

670 15
700-15
700-15
600-16
650-16
700-16
750-16
700-17
700-17
750-17

6
6
8

6
6
6
8

6
8

8

40.50
48.90
58.25
36.55
43.75
50.65
59.90
58 65
61.40
76.

18.95
21.90
25.96
J 8.93
22.86
24.85

28.78
3265
37.94

I

2 40
I

2 85
3 U
2 39 I

2.61
I

3.00

3 68 '

3.34 I

3.72
I

4.25

I^OMJMttOAL HIWAY TR^CX NYLON CORO TUtaiSS
li
I?

70003
700-13
700-14
700-14
6.70-15
7-17.5
8-17.5

8-19.5

8
6
8

6
6

8

8

46.65
52.75
49.85
58.70
51.60
66.05
7685
84.35

21.88
25.79
1^2.99
26.85
30.90
28.85

I

2.32

2 57
2 47
2.73 I

270 1

3 28
4.01 I

4.63 I

YiM umu-^mia fvPE-^noR coro trrbjbs irniy

800 16.5

800-16.5
8.75-16.5
9.50-16.5
10-16.5

10-16.5
10-16.5

1216.5
12 16 5

6
8

10
6
8

10

8
10

63.00
73.25
82.90
102.40
80.50
91.65
106.82
105.75
115 50

32.97
37.77
42JM
S59.90
•64.92
48.75
63.89
64.83
73.81

I

I

3 33 I

3 62]
4 08 I

5.00

4 40 I

4 78
I

5.17

6.04

6 63 I

OOMMOCIAL NYLON CORO (»C. TRACTtON MUO A SNOW

670-15
700 15
600-16
650 1

6

700-16
750 16
700-17
750 17

6
6
6
6
6
8
8
e

51.25
62.25
55.68
57.80
65.50
79.90
78.60
98 65

21.82
iI4.71

tl.904J5
1^27 65

f37.80
^8-73
43.90

2.77 I

3.28 I

2.64
j

2.96

3.30 I

4.19
I

4.44
I

5 00

IRBI SiRRU ROna YTr(<^M» Cinl ttrt i Sm« TndiM

800-16.5
800-16.5
10-16.5
10-16.5
12-16.5
12-165

6
8

6
8

8
10

65.75
69.95
84.75
98.90
105.20
115 75

34.85
4).62
47.84
53.96
67.85
76.90

3.45

3.70

4.55
4.96

6.26

682

:'i

MOUSTRIAL - tOAT fRAftlR NYLON COtO

400/480-8
"400/480-8
400/480-12

"400/480 12

"570/500-8
530/450 12
•530/450 12

* 'Tubeless

LOS ANGEUS (90039)
4623 BRAZIL STREET
PH. (213) 240.4350

.tNear Levitz Furniture

Warehouse)

AU SALCS/WAREHOUSES OTEN 8 TO 7

**ONOAY THRU FlIDAY _ 8 TO 5 SATURDAYS

PORTLAND (97202)
904 S.E. DIVISION STREET

(5091 233-2431

SAN DIEGO (92110)
5433 GAINES STREET

(714) 291-9150
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Nisbet dismissal recommended

Economics
By Dave McNary
DBSUff Writer

Charles Nisbet, assistant professor of econpmics

here, has resigned, effective June 30, following the

recommendation of his department that he be

dismissed.

The recommendation was made last fall by the

tenured members of the department as part of the bi-

annual review of assistant professors.

Nisbet has taught here the past four years and

would have been moved up to fourth level of assistant

professors, one before tenure is granted. Had he not

resigned, the department's recommendation would

then have been considered by the Academic Senate's

budget committee, the Dean of the College and

Chancellor Charles E. Young.

Department decision

**The department had decided almost to a man to

recommend my dismissal," Nisbet said. "I agree

with Chancellor Young: if the department doesn't

want you, there's not much you can do."

Young indicated earlier this year that depart-

mental judgment is the largest factor in a personnel

case. He said, "... a teaching department is the

kind of institution that's very hard to work iii if

there's a strong consensus that you're not worthy."

The University criteria for reviewing a professor

Tuesday, June 2, 19/1

iry&'^y^X-y^^'^^i-'S'^^^^^^^^
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resigns
are: teaching, research, professorial activity and
University and public service.

Nisbet was given an "A" rating in the past

Professor Evaluation book. He said, **I taught the

way I liked and did the research I liked. I tried to

make my classes exciting to the student." He
speculated that the department's recommendation
was based exclusively on his research.

Research
"When it comes down to who does get promoted,

the ultimate criterion is research," Nisbet said. He
attributed this to a department's desire to establish

and maintain a good reputation for itself.

Nisbet's specialty has been Latin American
economics, and his research has included foreign

investment, drugs, inflation, and rural credit

markets. He admitted that this was not the type of

research the department found most interesting.

The review of personnel by departments is con-

^.—fidential and J. Clairbom La Force, economics

departm^t chairman, would not elaborate on the

department's recommendation. He did not know
whether anyone would be hired to replace Nisbet, as

the department has lost nine full-time equivalents in

the past two years.

Nisk>et has accepted a position at Evergreen State

College in Olympia, Wash , which opens this fall.
^

Announcements
Registration packets may be

picked up from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in

Murphy Hall 1134 from today until

Sept. 8 according to the following

schedule: A-E, today; F-K. June

3-4; L-R. June 7-8; S-Z June 9-10

and all letter groups Friday, June

II through Wednesday. Sept. 8.

Registration and enrollment

forms may be mailed in beginning

noon Friday. July 30. By Regental

action, late registration fees have
been raised from 110 to $25.

Th«' \mprirnn Tnrffnn Stiidmt

.American Day Festival from 11

a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow at Janss

Steps. The festivities will feature

"The Edge." backup group for

Redbone; Iron Eyes Cody, sign

language expert; Indian dancers;

Indian food and Red Power
speakers.

Billy Mills. Los Angeles City

Councilman and Ken Nakaoka

will discuss the "Obligation of the

University in the Area of Minority

FIducation" at noon Friday in the

Ackerman Union Men's Lounge.

Jim Olguin. a native American
Committee worker and John
Figueroa of the Joaquin Murietta

Outer win also participate In the

discussion, .

suits filed by the organization at

8:00 p.m. Monday. June 14 at the

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium on

Pico and Main. Chancellor

Charles E. Young will also par-

ticipate in this community event.

Applications for Common Cause

are available in Kerckhoff 409 or

call ext. 52417 for information.

The Daily Bruin last Friday

erroneously attributed remarks

to Phil Cogan about the ap-

plication for an FM license for

Kl.A. Thp rpn^ark^ were actually

/

John Gardner, director of

Common Cause, will report on law

made by Mitchell (annold.

chairman of Communications
Board, as a result of having

spoken to Cogan.

New members installed

at last SLC meeting;

plans confirmed for Tall
\Sy Ken Peterson

DB Staff Writer

The 1971-72 Student Legislative Council (SLC) members were

installed in office one week ago tonight following the final meeting

of the outgoing council.

The new council took action to approve in concept a mtilti-phased

program geared towards controlling "the maladaptive use of

drugs."

The program, which will be of an educational nature, includes

training for Helpline and Direct .Vssistance Facihty (DAF) per-

sonnel and educational programs along the lines of an Ex-

perimental College clasp, on drug abuse.

The bulk of the program's funding will come from a Health,

Education, and Welfare (HEW) grant. Ross Arbiter, student

facilities commissioner, and Matt Mazer, former student facilities

commissioner, will attend a meeting in Washington today with

HEW to discuss further development of the program.

Final Meeting

In its final meeting before giving way to the incoming council, the

1970-71 SLC approved two changes in the undergraduate election

code. The first change prohibits students with more than 164 units

from running for an undergraduate office, thus eliminating

potential gradLuitinr; seniors from t)eing elected to undergraduate

offices which they would have to vacate upon graduation.

. The second election code change prohibits candidates from

running for more than one office in the same election, including the

post of head yell leader. This prevents future candidates from

duplicating efforts such as Bob Elias' multiple candidacy this past

election.

The outgoing SLC also approved the transfer of $562 to DAF, $150

from Mazer's office and $412 from unallocated funds in the budget

of Steve Scott, outgoing campus events commissioner.

Money allocations

The council also approved $129 for the concert which was held

yesterday at Janss Steps (The concert was jointly sponsored by the

Westwood Liberation Front (WLF) and SLC).

SLC also approved the transfer of $150 to Crossroads Africa from

unallocated funds m the Ijudget of Sonja Walker, former first vice

president.

Mazer received approval for the transfer of $903 to the student

lobbyist program in Sacramento from Committee Against Tuition

4CAT) funds.

New Reps

In addition to the 14 elected student representatives to SLC, the

council will also have a new administrative representative and

alumni representative next year. Craig Cunningham will be

?: replaced by Everett Wells, the executive associate dean of the

•jjj Campus- Programs and Activities Office (CPAO), as ad-
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ministrative represenUtive on SLC. The Alumni Association has
f^

not yet named a replacement for Jim Mahoney, who resigned as

alumni representative late last year
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KLA personnelrespond to article

EdiUM-:

It is unfortunate that last

Friday's Daily Bruin was not

recycled before it reached
campus. The May 28 article on
KLA was a triumph of the

imagination.

I had talked extensively with

reporter McNary, and upon
reading his finished product, I was
surprised at the number of in-

formational omissions and
statements which can be easily

misinterpreted. Some statements
are totally false.

Apparently McNary felt that his

version made better reading. I

trust his professor in Journalism
101A, for whom he wrote this

journalistic travesty, was more
impressed than I.

In any case, I would like to

supply some information which
was nowhere to be found in his

article:

The "anonymous" listeneFpoU
was conducted by Bill Pearl and
Howard King, two people who
have stated on numerous oc-

casions their more than altruistic

interest in KLA.
This past month, Howard King

applied for the position of KLA
general manager, basing his
candidacy on allegations of

mismanagement by this year's
management

Bill Pearl, in the February 22

Communications Board meeting
stated his wish to become
program director of KLA.
Aside from any personal con-

siderations, I nlight add tl>at the
conclusiveness of this or any poll

of dorm listeners is open to

question due to numerous tran-

smitter faiJures in the dormitories
(fourteen this quarter). The
majority of these failures have
been caused by acts of vandalism

,

At the time of the earthquake,
nobody knew the extent of damage
and/or injury. The fatalities

mentioned by McNary were not
discovered until two days after the
quake.

KLA did extensive coverage on
the quake, and the dj. quoted by
McNary did indeed read teletype

information. You should have
stayed tuned, Dave.
Matt Charash says that KLA is

"screw off radio". He ought to
know. Matt is Howard King's
roommate. Howard was fired

from KLA for letting Matt go on
the air in his stead— without prior
knowledge or consent by station

management.
People working at KLA are still

finding jot)s in pntfessional radio.

Bemie MitcheU, this year's
Program Director, is employed at
KPPC. Nancy Stevenson has
worked at KDAY since she left

KLA. Chris Ames of the News
staff is currently employed at KH-
J, and News Director Don Zimring
works for Radio News West.

In regard to KLA's financial

state, McNary 's breakdown is

somewhat misleading. It would
seem from looking at his chart
that KLA has spent all of the
$20,996 allotted to it for this year's
As of May 28, there was a total

of approximately $2453 remaining
in KLA's various internal budgets,
which will be returned to the
coffers of ASUCLA.

If this amount is subtracted

from McNary's loss factor of

$13,970, we come out with a new
remainder of $11,517. Not so good,

but no further out of line than the

overall losses of the last two
years. " '^

In regard to Campus Media, the

figure $2500 represents the

amount of advertising which the

publications department has
allowed KLA to accept from the

New York agency, because
^—Campus Media still oWes ASUCLA

well over $1000 for advertising

placed with KLA in '69-70.

Also of note — KLA also does
business with national advertising

firms such as D'Arcy-McManus,
Deiner-Hauser-Greenthal, and
Columbia Pictures.

The mistaken store hours given
for Shelley's Stereo were included
in the information sheet given me
by the fellow who sold the ad-

'' vertisements, none other than
Howard King.

In the case of Newsweek, on
Feb. 21 of this year, I received an
okay from Campus Media (the

firm which handles our Newsweek
account) to let KLA's air per-

sonnel ad lib the Newsweek copy,
in particular the ten second
variety

.

The allegation that KLA ran
'freebies" for Jeans West and the

All-American Burger these last

fall and winter quarters is totally

untrue. I (Challenge McNary to

prove thatihese "free of charge"
commericals were run.

Concerning more technical
matters, the "background buzz"
alluded to is regretably a factor in

carrier current radio.

In the dorms, when they start

making dinner downstairs, the

resultant noise is heard over
KLA's frequency, which radiates
from the buildings' electrical

systems.

In regard to the claims of

"constant misuse and abuse" of

equipment, this year's
engineering budget indicates that
there has been no greater expense
for equipment repair than has
been spent in past years.

Bill Pearl was not present
during the "moog incident" with
KLA's board console. Fur-
thermore, the equipment in

question (pre-amps) did not ac-
tually fail until four days later.

Furthermore, no charge was
made for the pre-amp repair
because the manufacturer, Altec,
could find no evidence of misuse.

It is the company's policy to

charge for the repair of equipment
which has in their estimation
failed due to misuse.
There are an even dozen

reasons why the Daily Bruin had
no business publishing McNary's
article as a straight news piece.
Much of the material McNary

Ucitly presents as "facts" are, in

fact, "opinions ', and should be
clearly labeled as such.

It's too bad that the Daily Bruin
has waited until the last minute to
take such an "extensive" interest
in the operations of KLA. It is also
regretable that they chose to run a
piece which left out information
that could have presented a much
better balanced view of the
station's operations.

UCLA

I only hope that McNary's ar-

ticle will in no way hinder the

success of next year's KLA staff.

Stu Sheldon

KLA General Manager. '70-'71

if if

Editor:

KLA became the best radio

station in Los Angeles this year,

before people became too scared

to be creative. "You can't talk to a

man with a shot gun in his hand"-
Carol King stated the situation

quite well.

-^ When I review this year at KLA
I divided it into two parts, before

mid-February and after.

From September to February
KLA was a tj\gbt close-knit

communications unit, the
programming showed this. It was
excellent.

For the first time in years,

virtually all of the staff was
concerned with the sound of KLA.
Everyone contributed witti

creative programming and novel

productions of station iden-

tifications. The general attitude

was overall condusive to

cfieativity.

Then came February and Bill

Pearl leveled his charges against

us. The attitude immediately and
understandably changed.

People began to distrust
everyone and creativity began to

suffer. In terms of programming
it became impossible to hold any
type of unity or to pursue the

avenues of exploration we had
begun.

People involved here at the
station lost interest because they
were scared.

It became a chore to work at

KLA because the atmosphere
changed. Since February I have
continually been justifying our
existence . _ •_ -^——^^ r—

I feel in its present form KLA is

*-H^ot an effective a conmiinication
force as it can be. When you
broadcast only to four dormitories
at maximum output, and more
usually only to one, it becomes
quite disheartening.

In an overall retrospective, the
programming was excellent when
we were a total unit. Each of our
d.j.s had developed the com-
municative skill of combining
music and interesting and
relevant talk, as opposed to

needless chatter.

Un^;on«vi ~litori«ls r«pr«Mnt • malority
^OMndtng Bord columns art l

'.rrary to i Daily Bruin editor i

letter* r«pr»Mnt me opinion o» the author
edttoriAl board

•I Mosiiion All other column*, cartoons, and
and do not neceisarily reflect the views of the

Specialized programming was
underway and progressing well:
Witness, The Marketplace, The
LaMecha program, and our
current classical program.

I cannot help but feel sorry
about the grief that this political

mud slinging and personality
differences have caused.

I trust KLA will win out because
UCLA does need a good campus
radio voice, and it has one here.
The one irreversible disaster

that these charges and allegations
have caused is a straining of
friendships.

To those members of my staff I

have alienated as a direct result of
this I apologize. I also thank you
one and all for sticking with us
through the thick and thin.

I would like to close with my
now famous quote :

"RIGHT ON!"
Bernie Mitchell

program director

KLA

Fditor

:

I was a KLA disc jockey until
my recent firing by the Com-
munications Board. I am the one
who is charged with using ob-
scenity on the air. I think that it is

time for me to make my side of the
story clear

To recount that night: I was on
the air doing my 5-7pm shift.

Bemie Mitchell, the program
director came into the control

booth and told me that the doors to

KLA in the Grand Ballroom were
chained.

1 then went out and took a look

for myself. Sure enough, the doors

had heavy chains and padlocks on
them.

In the meantime, Bemie had
gone down to see if he could find

David Lowenstein, the man in

charge of Ackerman Union. Ac-
cess to the freight elevators Was to

be cut off at 10pm, and KLA was
ot until 3am. The rest of our staff

had to get into the station.

The only way out was through a

side exit, which automatically

locked at the bottom. David
Lowenstein was nowhere to be
found.

, ,„ Since I was on the air, I turned
on my microphone, and contrary
to popular t)elief , did not spout out

solid obscenities. I merely told the

story.

The story was about 40 minutes
long, and was told in a vocabulary
common to someone living in th^
twentieth century.

I was angry, so I am sure that

>. my vernacular didn't consist of

gosh's or darn's. What I did say, I

do not remember.
The following day, I was

reprimanded by Stuart Sheldon,
the general manager of KLA. The
incident should have ended there.

It didn't.

A few weeks later, I was in-

formed by Mitchell Cannold,
chairman of the Communications
Board, that Bill Pearl had a tape
of my show, and was threatening
to take it to the Regents, the

Chancellor, Gov. Reagan, and
even had a letter prepared to send
to President Nixon.
My show was not the only in-

cident involved—KLA's tradeout
- with the Ash Grove, Ken Turner
not being a student (he was) and
being on the payroll, and KLA's
"general attitude" were just a few
of the things Pearl wanted to

contest. He was appeased by
being told that he could present it

all to the Communications Board.
The day that it was actually

presented, the Comm Board
closed for an executive session._

I was not allowed to be present
when the tape was played. I do not
even know if it was me. I have
never heard the tape.

Strangely, the tape was only
supposedly five minutes long
when it was presented.

I contend that that tape was
edited, and until I am presented
with the complete tape of my show
that I am sure that Bill Pearl has
in his possession, I will continue to
contest its accuracy.
Before the Comm Board

meeting, I made a visit to
Lowenstein's office and
•apologized for calling him names.
Lowenstein immediately accepted
my apologies and even made a
comment about people calling him
names all the time.

He also stated that the reason
that the doors were locked was
because the convention that was
renting the room didn't want their
notebooks and pencils '-scattered
about.

No nfentldn was made about
important documents being left

inside the Grand Ballroom.
He also apologized for locking

us out without telling us. Again the
incident should have ended. Again
it didn't.

The Comm Board heW it's first

meeting and a committee was
appointed to look into the matter
You would think that since I was
involved, I would have been
spoken to

of

I was only approached by one
person, who assured me that
everything would be all right.

,

The next thing that I knew, '

I

had been fired. I had not even

been afforded the courtesy
being told that there was a
proposal in front of the Comm
Board to fire me.^

Bernie Mitchell, KLA s
program director, was also fired
for not stopping me from using
"obscene language."

I was also KLA's traffic
secreUry at the Ume, which
means that I typed logs, con-
tracts, and correspondence as
well as taking care of Public
Service Announcements for a
stipend of $60 a month.

I was fired from that job too, as
well as being barred from the
station. The man who made the

proposal was Scott Shurian. I have
never met or spoken to him.

In the meantime, I had resigned
from the station-I needed a job to

help support myself.

The Comm Board met again to

reconsider the matter of re-hiring

Bemie and I.— r—
" They only agreed to rehire

Bemie—no mention was made of

me.
I still wasn't spoken to about the

issue. In fact it wasn't until three

weeks later that Stuart Sheldon
bothered to tell me that I could not

go back on the air. Until then, I

just assumed that I could. The
incident should have ended there

U didn't.

One week ago, I was informed
that there was to be an article on

KLA in the Daily Bruin the

following day. (May 28)'

Not only was it to be treated as

. an expose, but I was mentioned in

the article as having used

profanity when referring to David

Lowenstein.

Again, no one came to talk to me
atx)ut the incident, yet they quoted

me in the article. Where else could

that quote have come from except

Bill Pearl's extensive tape library

of KLA?
No one can convince me that his

purposes in taping my show were

honest, nor that he just "hap-

pened" to be taping KLA that

particular night.

Nevertheless, I tried to get a

copy of the story, or at least read

. it and be able to tell my side of the

story.

I read it the night before it was
to go to press, and was never

asked whether I even made the

statement that was charged to me
in the article.

Until that point, I had only met
^r. McNary once, when he came
into KLA to get my picture for the

article (without informing me on

what it was being used for) after I

had specifically told him that I

didn't want it taken.

By that time the article was

done and being edited, so McNary
had no way of knowing whether or

not that was my quote without

taking Bill Pearl's word for it

I still haven't heard the tape.

and I am still not sure whether

this incident is going to ever come
to a close.

It had been four months since

that night in Febmary, and I am
stiU being "hunted." _^_

I think that the Daily Bruin only

managed to re-open a dead issue,

and didn't accomplish anything by

doing it.

I think that the issue not only is

dead, but never had any reason to

exist in the first place.

Let me ask Mr Pearl and Mr
McNary a few questions. If KLA
isn't a "toy," then why do you

insist on playing with it? Or is

your attitude: If I can't have it

then nobody can?!
Thn ntivf firr»« fKo* \ir\\\ f\o^\(\C' fO
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bigger, just remember that there

are real people involved. People

are a little harder to destroy than

a radio station.

Napcy Stevenson

WASA

WAA
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What's Happening

Tllngit Language

mi

m

The American Indian, since the intrusion

of Christopher Columbus, has faced the

dangers of defeat, humiliation, genocide,
and acculturation. Those of us here at

ucla could be considered a product of

acculturation. It would be more precise

to i^ay that we have taken the shell of

this society, but within the shell lies

the soul of our people.

Our Indian identity could be proven in

many aspects. I believe that the written

word would identify this and I would like-

to present this paper to all,people in

sir

-I

hopes that some may be able to achieve
identification with what we are; not what
we are not, wooden Indians. I shall now
let our shell runneth over.

Eric Morrison
Tlingit

Alaska

little ones

daffodils and snow drops, buttercups too

oh my little brothers

so innocent you play and laugh

at the sun. you lick up the dew
you are so beautiful, oh so young.

Hope no one picks you
you* re having so much fun

BeaVi
Yuro^ Kn rnk

'
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A MOTHER'S HEARTBREAK

My child, my child .

please don't grow up yet,

for I am not ready
I can not explain why
,we are all different colors

I can not explain why colors

are frowned down on

I can't tell you why ~*~-^ "—
there must be wars
I can't tell you why
man must kill one another
I've never learned yet

what equality is

It's something I've never
been shown
It's hard to explain

why some people lie

I can't stop the tears

of all those who cry
my child my child

please stay a child

don't learn from your elders

for they teach one thing

and preach another
and they've never solved anything

yet

Beverly

V Sioux

South Dakota

f
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white woman,
staring out and seeing

wooden Indians

that are instead real people

quietly suffering their real lives

Mike
Seneca

' .1.

I

Rotten Feelings After Stealth of a Child

Sun don't rise

Days rays illuminate the emptiness

of my child's bed

Th^ yellow bus took

our pagan children,

south to white

christian arms last week,
and left empty
Dakota hearts behind,

Skeletom trees stand
along the lapping banks
of the Missouri.

Like dog soldiers

watching a defeat,

might as well go
get some Southern Comfort.

Come over tonight

Philimena, we'll lift a
few — drink Southern Comfort
and wish the same for our babies in Utah

Ta Wacin Waste Win
Sioux

South Dakota

'k

;

Where are all the Indians
the young men cried

|

All full of hukiliation

and genocide
Indian songs
sung unfullfilled

Sitting Bull cried
*7 am the last Indian"
his spirit still walking
with pride inside

The day is coming
to say
his words
a lie

Eric

'; ^'5:'^^^/v i( " - • 'i
\
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Rain

America
America
i have seen your/ac
upon the teevee sett

and spread across Q\

it is said that i was
america
i would rather

that i was bom]

america america
your flag flies oyer

but it is just a shad

dark forsaken
fallen dead over /r«

america
i raise a clenci

^mdr^ive^xrj

america america ai

your history is a di

your problems you

but your wealth is

ungrateful world

and you wonder wh)

america
where is the mi

i have to fight

to keep what lit

america america ai

you ask for my syr

sent home from tk

the countless childr^

are worthy of my te

and i cry too becm

actually believed in\

they were doing

it is for them

that i fight th\

america
what mind could e\

that you were trul^\

what tongue could i\

without thinking fi^

i am your enei

it is my soul a^

to save you jro\

mine is the sou

i am a revolutionafjl

america americari^

there is no dream

it is now a nightmQ^

that seeks me out

and beats me on thel

then throws me into]

still the revolution

to free america fro^

it was my hro^

that knelt to p\

for the bodies

it was my tonl

our ambitious blindness

made
God cry
today

for our industrial blindness

choking all life

killing some
I rejoiqed

knowing he still cared

Eric

*»

black and white

myou

lan say
you

lead

's corpse

it at you
youFlaws

done

with the

so ungrateful

pot?

ve got

america
for bodies

y

\ . I

\t you murdered

against you

iocracy?

^edge allegiance

ierica

\rit that wishes

rself

spirit of revolution

^:

An Indian was born today,

-How long he will fivc^"^

—

^'

no one can say.

With no food in his stornach
or warmth on his back,

he is expected to survive like that

He lives on^land where no crops grows,
and he remembers his grandfathers days

of long ago.

When the snow was deep and the game plentiful,

When the snow was deep and the game
plentiful,

and that of hunting with the spear
and the bow.

But now he awaits the day to come
when he
and the Great Spirit

will meet

Cynthia
Paiute

•rim:,

1

••**> *.-—.—-^

^v-,lp.»/y"-
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street

rika
I

irred knees

me from the war
it prayed

those words ^

and the teunr^'-om my eyes

yes america
i shed those same'''

when your astrona^

but i cried not for

but for what coul(^

ears m space

r
My home is gone,

my people murdered,
all in the name of God.

You say I must become white.

Gone are my customs that I love so dear,

all in the name of God.

God, oh God,

you have played a terrible

joke on me

Sandy
Sac-creek

Okla.

)een

June

/ Chemehuvei
Califqrnia

{
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When I went to school in Oklahoma a yery long
—time ago everybody in my class was as poor as d
church mouse. When I see peoi)le coming to school
now days just because it's fashionable, it makei^me
think about the time my ma and pa received a
clothing order from the field clerk, that's what we
called the Indian agent. Ma took me and my little
brother down to Paul's, a little Jewish store in our
home town. She bought me and him the shiniest pair
of shoes in the store.

We went to school the next morning grinning like
two possums eating shit. The teacher noticed our new
shoes right away and she was not about to let us
disrupt her class. You remember the little chairs that
they use to put in a circle and you read, etc. Well, she
put me and my little brother up on those chairs, and
told us to show the class our new shoes. Then she
would go into a long speech about how she wore that
pair of shoes she had on for about four years and
never kicked a rock or can, and how you should take
care qf your shoes.

Wefl, recess would roll around and we went out to
play. If you ever went to school, there's one in every
class, that little girl with the big eyes, and Shirley
Temple curls every boy in class was in love with.
Well, anyway, I w9s swinging up and down. She came
and was looking at me with those big, pretty eyes. I
lost my fool head and had the swing going as high as
It would go and the bell rang. She looked up and said
"Come on Sandy." Well, sir, I brought my feet down
to brmg that swing to a sudden stop and left both my
heels from my new shoes right there on the ground.
My little brother came up and started to laugh. I
started to cry ^s we walked into class with both heels
of my new shoes in my hands and one sole flapping
open and closed like an alligator mguth. The whole
class started to laugh. Most of them were glad
because I had acted so sniart with my new shoes. My
little brother was having the time of his life, jumping
up and saying how he was going to tell ma and pa

.

Well, I was glad when school was over. We started
home, my little brother running ahead looking at his
new shoes as he ran. He wasn't watching where he
was running and stepped in a rut filled with water AD
at once he stopped and let out a yell ! The water from
that water-filled rut had seeped in his new shoe and
done Its work on his cheap, but pretty shoes. Then the
glue gave way and off came the sole of his right shoe
and then the left. He cried all the way home As he
walked he left foot prints in the road. As we neared
home, we made up lie after lie about how we had
wrecked our new shoes, but none w^s good enough
Knowing that no matter what we said or did our new
shoes were gone forever 'Ul next time, ma and pa.

I.

^*'"iir

Sac-Creek
Oklahoma

is^
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Thesis dance concert here tomorrow
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REVIEW OF B(K)KS OMISSION: LMt Friday's (5/28) Review ef

Books carried a review of William Woolfoik's Maggie on page 18

whose author went uncredited. The review v^s written by Miss

Donna Woolfolk

MFA candidates Janice Jensen and Bea Harpham
combine their talents in a master's thesis dance
program at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in Women's Gym.

"The Priest", which was performed at the one-act

play festival here, May 18 and 19. _^

Admission is free.

Ms. Jansen performs "Experiencing the Sacred
and the Profane" and then Harpham 's dance-play

"It's a preview of concerts we plan to do together

next year at the Awarehouse Theater in Los
Angeles," Ms. Harpham said.

"I've always thought I would never find a dancer
who could realize my work until 1 met Janice, but,

now I feel that she's my alter-ego, who translates my
ideas into motion."

Ms. Harpham is part Portuguese and part Inca. "I

have wanted to choreograph a dance of the Incas."

Ms. Jansen came here in 1968 after teaching in the

San Francisco Bay Area. She got her BA in history

and an MA in education at Stanford. ^
This past year Ms. Jansen has taught an extension

course here, "Dance for Parents and Children"

AND THIS ISMRS. KING—"^Aacbeth" will screen at 11 a.m. Saturday at

the Monica I Theater, 1332 2nd Street, Santa Monica, as part of the

Shakespeare film festival sponsored by the Undergraduate English Ass.

here Admission Is $1.50.

Concerts set for week
Works by Stravinsky, Ives and Britten as well as premiers of works by

three UCLA professor-composers highlight next week's music depart-

ment concert schedule.

In memoriam of the death of Igor StraviiUisy, the UCLA A Capella

Choir, under the direction of Roger Wagner (Wagner gave the west coast

premier of Stravinksy's mass in 1948, working under Stravinsky's per-

sonal supervision), performs the Stravinsky "Mass" and "Pater Noatcr"

at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow and Friday in Royce Auditorium.

An instrumental ensemble of UCLA students and staff will accompany
the choir.

General admission is $2.50 and student tickets are $1.50 and are

available in Kerkchoff Hall ticket office or at the door the night of the

concert.

Pianist-professor Paul Reale performs the world premier of Charles

Ives' unpublished "Celestial Railroad" at a faculty recital at 8:30 p.m.

Friday in Schoenberg Auditorium.

Faculty compositions being premiered include Alden Ashforth's

"Inaugural Sarabande," Reale's "Fantasie for Organ," performed by

faculty organist Thomas Harmon, and Roy Travis's "African Sonata,

performed by pianist Richard Grayson.

w|

tf

BODY BY FISHER—The theatre arts department
here will present "The Apple Tree" at 8:30 p.m.

today^ through Saturday in the Ralph Freud

Playhouse of MacGowan Hall. Tickets are $2.50 for

generat admission, ST for students and are available

at the MacGowan Hall Box Office.

[\ rtln

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

The UCLA Concert Band will perform In concert at noon

today in Schoenberg Quadrangle.

Zbigniew Herbert, Polish poet, and visiting professor of

English, California State College at Los Angeles, will

present a poetry reading of his own works in Polish,

assisted by Jascha Kessler, professor of English here, with

English translations, at 4 p.m. today in Humanities 1200.

"Celesetial Umbrella," a thesis dance program by Janice

Jansen, will be presented at 8:30 p.m. today in Women's

Gym 208.

"The Apple Tree," a play embodying stories by Mark

Twain, Frank R. Stockton, and Jules Feiffer, will play at

8:30 p.m. today through Saturday at the Ralph Freud

Playhouse. Tickets are $2.50, $1 for students.

"Black Gods and Kings: Yoruba Art at OCLA" will

continue on exhibit through June 13 In the Ethnic Art

Gallery. Gallery Hours are noon-5 p.m. Tuesday through

Friday, 15 p.m. Sunday, closed Monday.

"A Society's Chief Joys," an exhibit of rare books and

manuscripts from the American Antiquarian Society will

continue on display through June 12 in the department of

special collections, University Research Library. Hours

are 9 a.m. -5 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

The UCLA Jazz Ensemble will perform in concert at noon

tomorrow in Schoenberg Auditorium.

The UCLA A Capella Choir will perform in concert at 8: 30

p:m. tomorrow in Royce Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $2.50,

$1.50 for students.

The UCLA Collegium Musicum will present a program of

Renaissance music at noon Friday in Schoenberg 1200.

A faculty concert of keyboard works will be held at 8:30

p.m. Friday in Schoenberg Auditorium. Tickets are $2, $1

for students.

"Transit-Mix," a new program of films by students in

theater arts here, will screen at 8:M p.m. Friday through

Sunday. Tickets are $2, $1.25 for students.

Cheryl Stoltz will be featured in the Senior Concert to be

held at 8:30 p.m. Saturday in Schoenberg 1200.

The "Annual UCLA Student Design and Pictorial

Exhibition" featuring paintings, sculpture^ design,

graphics, and textiles, will be on exhibit from Sunday

tVough July 25, in the Dickson Art Galleries. Gallery hours

are 11 a.m. -5 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 1-5 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday.

"There's Always Tomorrow" and "Maginificent Ob-

session" will screen at 7:M p.m. Sunday in Melnltz Hall

1409. under the sponsorship of the Film Screening

Cooperative. Donations requested. ^
Frank Sinatra Musical Performance Awards Concert wilt

be held at 8:M p.m. Monday in Royce Hall Auditorium.

Winners of the $1,000 awards competition will perform, and

prizes will be presented by AAr. Sinatra. •.

Violinist Carol Zeavin will perform in concert at 8 p.m.

Sunday, June 13, in Schoenberg Auditorium.

SPEECHES AND SEMINARS
George Chester Wing will speak on "Wide AnglePio-

Nucleon Scattering in Iron and its Relation to Equal Time
Commutators" at noon today in Boelter 3568.

Jan W. Kuzma, associate professor of biostatlstlc^ Loma
Linda University, will present a biomathematics seminar
on "Data Reduction in Large Clinical Trials" at 3 p.m.
today in Health Sciences AV 139.

Y.M. Ito, assistant professor of engineering, will present

a mechanics and structures seminar on "Grain Size and
Strain Hardening Effect on Early Fatique Damage" at 3

p.m. today in Boelter 5264.

Engineering systems department here is sponsoring a

"Student and Faculty Gathering" at 4 p.m. today in Boelter

8500. Refreshments will be served.

J.H.K. Nketia, visiting professor of music, tt>e University

of Legon, Gt^na, will present an African studies colloquium

on "Sociology of African Music" at 7:X p.m. today In

Schoenberg 1421.

Daniel I. Arnon, professor of cell physiology, UC
Berkeley, will conduct a biochemistry seminar on "The
Light Reaction of PlK>tosynthesis" at 4 p.m. tomorrow In

Young Hall 2224.

C. Barker Jorgenson, professor of zoophyslology.

University of Copentiagen, Denmark, will conduct an

evolutionary and environmental biology zoology seminar
on "Studies in Comparative Endocrinology" at 4 p.m.

tomorrow in Young Hall 2276.

William A. NIerberg, professor of physics, and vice

chancellor of marine sciences, Scripps Institute of

Oceanography, will present a physics colloquium on

"Oceanography for Physicists" at 4 p.m. tomorrow In

Knudsen 1220.

J- McLaurin, assistant professor of mathematics, will

present an applied mattiematics colloquium on "Th%
Coupled Equation Approach to tt>e Biharmonic Problem"
at 4 p.m. tomorrow in Mathematical Sciences 6229. _^ _.

Walter Wicclair, actor, director, producer and founder of

the Gertiardt Hauptmann Ttieater In Kreuzberg,i Silesia,

will lecture on "Heinreich Mann Zu Ehren," (in German) in

honor of Heinreich's Mann's 100th birthday, at 3 p.m.

Tuesday, June 8, in Dickson 2160.

MEETINGS

Cercle Francais, (French Club) will meet at noon

tomorrow in Haines 111. All Interested French-speaking

students may attend.

Women's Liberation

X.

Front
Xl • -

will meet at 7:30 p.m.

URA CtUBS
The Hatha Yoga Club will meet from 5 7 p:m. today In

Womens' Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 2:30 5 p.m. toda^ In

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Shooting Club will meet from 7 9 p.m. today on tt>e

Rifle Range.
The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3-5 p.m. today on Field

7.

The Bridge Club will meet at 7:» p.m. today In tt>e

Kerckhoff Hall Ouiet Games Room.
The Amateur Radio Club will meet at noon today In

Boelter 8761. '

The Kenpo Club will meet at noon today in Memorial
Activities Center B 146.

The Social Dance Club will meet at 1 p.m. today In

Women's Gym 200.

The Flying Club will meet from 4-6 p.m. tomorrow In

Ackerman Union 2408.

The Figure Skating Club will meet at 8 p.m. tomorrow at

the Santa Monica Ice Palace.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet from 7-10 p.nn.

tomorrow in Women's Gym 200.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3 5 p.m. tomorrow on

Field 7.

The Hunting Club will meet at noon tomorrow In Men's
Gym 122.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 3: » 5 p.m. tomorrow In

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Women's Karate Club will meet from 3:M-5 p.m.

tomorrow In Wonr»en's Gym 200.

The Mountaineers will meet at noon tomorrow on the

northwest corner of Moore Hall lawn.

The Tennis Club will meet from 2 4 p.m. Friday on tt»

South Courts.

The Lacrosse Club will meet from 3^5 p.m. Friday on

Field 7.

The Hapkido Club will meet from 5-6:» p.m. Friday In

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet at noon Friday In

Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1 3:30 p.m. Friday, In

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Fencing Club will meet from 2 3 p.m. Friday in

Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club will meet at noon Friday In Armorial

Activities Center B 146.

The Karate Club will meet from 5 7 p.m. Friday In

Women's Gym 200.

The Aman Folk Ensemble will meet from 2-10 p.m.

Sunday in Women's Gym 122, 105. 200.

The Indoor Soccer CItfb will meet at 10 a.m. Sunday In

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

( AIAA) will meet at 1 p.m. Friday in Boelter 5273. A film on

"Space Technology and Earthquake Engineering" will be

shown

Women's Gym 200.

The Karate Club will meet at 10 a.m. Sunday In Men's

Gym 200

The Cricket Club will meet at 10 am Sunday on South

Field

•V.
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Kennedy Games at Cal offer NCAA tuneup
By Clark Conard „,.,

DB Sports Writer

John Smith posted the only win by a UCLA trackster

Saturday afternoon in the Modesto Relays, beating

teammate Wayne Collett and Olympian Lee Evans with a

46.1 in the 440 yard dash. Triple-jumper Denny Rogers had

the lone Bruin victory at the Southern Pacific AAU meet at

UC Irvine with a 48-10 1/2 effort.

After watching the Pacific Coast Club lower its world best

mile relay time for 1971 to 3:05.5, UCLA's team of Ekhols,

Edmonson, Smith, and Collett will be in its best postiion all

year to get it back in Berkeley. Echols and Edmonson will

skip the dashes while Smith and Collett pass up the 440 to be

ready for the relay. Echols, Edmonson and Collett will get a

warmup however by running legs in the 440 relay.

Tliis Saturday Jim Bush's team gets its final tuneup

before the NCAA championships in Seattle June 17-19 as 12

of the 17 athletes entered in the nationals compete in the

Kennedy Games at Berkeley. Those entered are Reggie

Echols, Reggie Robinson, Warren Edmonson, Collett,

Smith, Ronnie Welch, James McAlister, Finn Bendixen,

James Butts, Rogers, Rick Fletcher, and Doug Huff.

At Modesto, Edmonson dropped the baton on his leg of the

mile relay, cancelling any chances for a Bruin world

record. The 440 relay squad ran a disappointing sixth with a

40.6 clocking as Southern California's team averged the

Pacific-8 meet loss by winning in 39.7. Welch and Robinson

failed to qualify for the 100 final, running 9.7 and 9.8 for

fourth and sixth in their heat. Fletcher cleared 6-10 for fifth

place in the high jump while Butts was third in the triple

jump at 50-10 3/4. Collett was unable to challenge Smith in

the stretch of the 440 and faded to sixth in 47.0.

Baseball team meets tomorrow
There have been no further developments in the UCLA

baseball story. A team meeting of only the players was
scheduled for late last night, while the meeting between the

coaches, the team, and athletic director J.D. Morgan is

reportedly set for tomorrow afternoon.

In an article in Saturday's L.A. Times, UCLA co-captain

Ralph Punaro denied having given his tacit approval to the

letter criticizing the Bruin baseball program. The Daily

Bruin, however, stands by its reporter's affirmation that he

did talk to Punaro and Punaro did, indeed, give his ap-

proval to the letter. ^

Francois Tracanelli, the Bruins' top jkAb vaulter who has

cleared 17-8 for France but has a UCLA best of only 17-0 3/4

this year, has been bothered lately by a sore hamstring

muscle, according to field coach Tom Tellez, and will be out

of competition for the second consecutive week. However,
Tracanelli is expected to get a final tuneup June 12 in a

Portland meet.

use's vaulters continue to improve as both Robert

Pullard and Scott Crycter cleared 16-8 over the weekend, oif

interest is the return of Canadian Bruce Simpson, who

transferred to the University of Toronto after competing for

the Bruins last season. He vaulted 16-6 at Modesto and

recently cleared 17-0 in Texas. With school finished in

Toronto, Simpson has come back to UCLA for tutelage from

Tellez.

UCLA entries for the NCAA meet June 17-19 in Seattle

are:

440 RELAY— Reggie Echols, Reggie Robinson, Warren

Edmonson, Wayne Collett (39.7).

JAVELIN THROW— Peter Jones (244-6).

LONG JUMP— James McAlister (26-6), Finn Bendixen (25-

SHOT PUT— Mark Ostoich (62-10 3/4).

100 YARD DASH— Ronnie Welch (9.4), Reggie Rdbinson

(9.3), Warren Edmonson (9.3).

HIGH JUMP— Rick Fletcher (7.0 1/4), Doug Huff (6-11).

POLE VAULT— Francois Tracanelli (17-8 1/2), Steve

Hardison (16-6 1/2).

220 YARD DASH— Robinson (20.5).

440 YARD DASH— Collett (45,3), John Smith (45.5).

DISCUS THROW— Ostoich (184-0).

TRIPLE JUMP— James Butts (52-10 1/2), Denny Rogers

(52-6 1/2).

MILE RELAY— Echols, Edmonson, Smith, Collett

(3:05.5). Alternate for the mile relay will be either Hen

derson Cooper, Bob Langston or Eugene Williams.

Notes and Quotes

ti

Bob Horn led the Phillips 66er's to a
third place finish in the National AAU
Water Polo championships in Long Beach
last weekend . . . Selected to the All-

American team were former UCLA
poloists Jim Ferguson, Stan Cole, and
Dave Bradley . . . The tournament also

was used to select a Pan-American games
training squad . . The above three made
this team, as did UCLA players Kevin
Craig, Paul Becskehazy, and Russ and
Torreey Webb . . . Craig and Becskehazy
both return to UCLA in the fall . . . The
two Webbs have graduated, but a third

brother, Robert, enrolls here in the fall

. UCLA diving coach Nick Rodionoff,

who doubles as swim coach at Bir-

mingham High in Sherman Oaks, saw his

charges lose the City swim championships
for the first time in 14 years to Taft High
recently . . .

Fortunes of former UCLA baseball

players take an upward and downward
swing: Chris Chambliss was called up by
Cleveland and promptly won a game for

the Indians with a base hit ... Bill

Bonham, meanwhile, was optioned to the

minors recently after starting the season
with the Chicago Cubs . . . Jim York is

pitching relief for Kansas City and another
ex Bruin, Gary Sanserino, is playing for

Omaha in the Royals' system . . .

Pauley Pavilion will be closed to

recreation basketball from 9 p.m., June 15

to 19 Pauley will house five high
school graduations during that tinne

>ming from tt^e University
jT WaSnTngTori . . Three members of the
baseball team there have quit ttie team on
the heels of baseball coach Ken Lehman's
re^lgr^atlon recently Elotn Bavtor of

the Lakers has been offered Tex Winter's

old basketball coaching post, but everyone
expects Baylor to decline, just as former
UCLA guard Freddie Goss did . . .

Finally, the use of mandatory student fees

to support the Washington athletic

progranrx is being questioned by a
university committee called Sports
Programs Committee.
There will be no new scoret)oard in the

Coliseum next football season . . . the

earliest that a new board could be installed

is 1973 . . . The Coliseum will be the site of

a Trojan- Bruin doubleheader next Sep-

tember . . . use opens its season against
Alabama on Friday, Sept. 10 while the

Bruins host Pitt the next night, Sept. 11

. . . The UCLA football team reports back
to campus on August 20 in order to prepare
for the upcoming season.

June is a busy month for track . . .

While everyone around here will be
watching the NCAA Track and Field

Championships June 17-19 at Seattle,

many more people will l>e more interested

in the AAU National Championships the

following weekend at Eugene, Oregon.

And, of course, the State High School meet
IS at UCLA this weekend. Charge for

UCLA students is $1.00 . . .

The athletic director's job at Long Beach
State still has to be filled ... The LA.
Herald- Examiner reported yes^terday that

the L.A. Rams' Jack Teele had been of

fered ihe post, but declined . . . Insiders
have it that USC Sports Information
Director Don Anderson was also offered
the job, but declined also . . . Bob Bell,

former assistant to UCLA athletic director
J.D. AAorgan, Is also in the running for the
4*?'rr iob

Stu Zanville, who assists Anderson at

USC, is the new director of public relations

for the Lakers . . . Ken Pagans, com-
missioner of the PCAA (Long Beach State,

San Diego Stae, etc.) since its inception in

1969, is stepping down from that post to
concentrate on his job, as commissioner of

the CIF Southern Division . . . UCLA
rugby and soccer coach Dennis Storer

recently was ttie color commentator on
two ABC Wide World of Sports shows taped
in 'Europe . . . The first, the FA Soccer
Cup Final, will be shown June 26, while the

second, the Rugby Cup Final, will be
shown in its entirety on August 28. Both the
rugby and soccer matches were played
before 100,000 fans in London's Wembley
Stadium.
UCLA Extension is offering a sport

swriting course this summer . . . Entitled
from "Grantland Rice to Jim Murray",
the course (Journalism X419) will run
from June 22 to July 27 . . . The fee is

$50.00 . . If interested, contact the Ex-
tension Office at 10851 LeConte. . .

The USC baseball team did itagain over
the weekend, winning the District 8
championship for the 14th time in the last

24 years
. The Trojans defeated Santa

Clara 5 1 and 9 1 on Sunday after the >^

Broncos had taken the opener of the best
of three series on Saturday, 6-5

Saturday's game was played at Santa
Clara, as the NCAA reversed its earlier
ruling on the playing site . . . The Trojans
now go to Omaha for the College World
Series, which they hav>¥W>n six times
Other entries include Harvard, Southern
Illinois, Seton Hall, Pan American,
Mississippi State, pither Iowa State or
Tulsa, and either BYU or Gonzaga.

-,„i!^' ^

Admittedly, it's a little late in telling but

Terry Schofield was awarded a post-

graduate scholarship by the NCAA, the

first Bruin to win the $1,000 award since

Kenny Heitz . . .

The ^uthern ^atifornla Att-Stai

lacrosse team defeated the Northern

California All-Stars 6-4 Saturday on

Spaulding Field ... The UCLA Women's
Track Invitational, postponed last Friday

because of wet weather, has been

rescheduled for this afternoon at the Track
Stadium . . . Varsity coach Jim Bush,

although having the stadium reserved for

his team, graciously bowed to Shirbey

Johnson, the UCLA coach . . .

The intramural Softball playoffs con-

clude tomorrow with the championship
game at 3:30 ... Before yesterday's

semifinals, four teams were still in the

running : Bartholin's Glands, Master

Batters, N.Y. Yankees, and Sigma Alpha

Epsilon . . .

UCLA footballer Tim Oesterling has

been selected to play in the Coaches' All

American game June 26 at Lubbock,

Texas (Texas Tech). Oesterling also plans

to report to the Oakland Raiders in July

Baketball letters of intent: USC has

signed 10 men thus far: John Lambert of

Berkeley; Bill Boyd of Crescenta Valley;

Tommy Lipsey, Los Angeles; Greg White,

West Los Angeles; Clinton Champman,
Denver, Colo ; Mario Roias. Los Angeles;

Gary B _.. N.J.; Po"
Ford, Santa Barbara; Clark Burrell,

Compton; and Jeff Reinke, Pasadena . .

UCLA has corralled only Dave Meyers of

Sonora . . .
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When me gUss i$ at ninety a man is a tool, wlio directs not t»is eHorts to try to Iceep cool

— Joscpit Ashby-Sterry

Pending Senate approval PERIODICALS ROOM
Oo not Circulate

L&S drops lang. requirement
By Kenn Guenwey-
DB Staff WHter

signatures to place a measure on a mail ballot. The

results of such a vote would be decisive.

JlWith the normal delays involved in requesting the

A measure to abolish the foreign language

requirement has been passed by a narrow margin

(250-222) as the result of a mail ballot vote by the

faculty of the College of Letters and Science.

The action, which must be ratified by the

Academic Senate, will allow individual departments

to set their own foreign language requirements if

they wish, but the present college-wide five

quarter requirement will be eliminated.

A resolution by the college's executive conmiittee

triabollsh the requirement was defeated lS-39 at a

faculty meeting April 15; however a faculty petition

placed the measure on the mail ballot.

Two similar proposals, one last year and one in

1969, were defeated. In 1969 the faculty voted 295 to

315 to keep the requirement. Last year the measinne

was tabled at the faculty meeting.

This year's resolution read: "That the foreign

language requirement be abolished in the College

and that individual departments be priviliged to set

their own foreign language requirements, if any, as

part ^ their major, subject to review and approval

by the Executive Committee."

The measure may encounter difficulty next fall

when the Academic Senate considers ratification,

according to Academic Senate chairman Benjamin

Aaron.

**In view of the closeness of the vote, I'm afraid

that, even if the ballot results are raUfied, there will

be enough faculty members dissenting to place the

ratification on a mail ballot," Aaron said.

Academic Senate rules require 35 faculty

ballots, getting them ready voting, it could be late in

the fall before this issue is resolved," Aaron said.

"I certainly hope we can get this as our first order

of Ixisiness at our first 'meeting, and the faculty

overwhelmingly ratifies the resolution, but I think

that's*wishful thinking," he said.

On the same ballot the faculty approved a

resolution to create an ad hoc committee to '*in-

vesUgate the goals bf the BA degree in the College of

Letters and Science including the breadth and

language requirements."

Giovanni Cecchetti, Italian department chairman^

said the committee could recommend that the

language requirement be continued, or that the

college be split into two parts.

'The matter hasn't been finally decided because

much of the committee's work will be done before the

Academic Senate reconvenes in the fall," Cecchetti

said.

"They may recommend that the college be sput,

with one part oriented toward the sciences, and one

toward the humanities as was done at UC Riverside

and UC Irvine.

"When the conUct between the sciences and the

humanities ceases to exist, even the name of the

College of Letters and Sciences ceases to be ap-

plicable," he added.

Cecchetti said he would favor a move to split the

college because "no departmefnt should have to

belong to a college if it doesn't want to. If the sciences

want to go on without foreign languages they should

be allowed to"

Campus union approved
The controversial North Campus Student Facility

Project has been approved by the ASUCLA Board of

Control (BOC).

The proposed 12,000 square foot facility would

provide a 200 seat food service, a 50 seat restaurant,

a small store for stationary and sundries, and

meeting rooms. The one story bOilding would be

located in the parking lot south of the University

Research Library and would replace the Gypsy

Wagon.

Before construction begins, the project must be

approved by various UCLA and University oi

California planning committees as well as the UC
Board of Regents.

"The new building is necessary because of the need

for better food service on the North Campus," ac-

» • « • «•

now grown to 15.000 and ASUC mates only »
per cent of those people can be fed dunng peak hours

from existing facilities

ASUCLA also cites the need for better lounge and

meeting rooms in the area There are no central

lounges in the north campus area now.

The prospectus for the project, as approved by

BOC, includes no firm estimate of the cost of the

project Donald Findley. ASUCLA executive

director, declined to estimate the toUl cost of the

project until the deUiled Project Planning Guide has

been evaluated by the Campus Architects and

Engineers, the UCLA AdministraUon engineering

service.

Funds for the project are scheduled to come from

surplus reserves in the Ackerman Union Building

Indenture Fund and from registration fees. No in

crease in student fees is planned.

The design of the building will be "modem and

informal, free^flowmg in line, low in elevation and

relat^to the natural environment surrounamg li.
'

according to ASUCLA pUns The project will inchide

landscaping improvement of the adjacent area.

Young reports changes

in speech, journalism,

phys. ect. departments
By Suftie HaUgo
DB Staff Writer

Feared elimination of three departments here was all*yed for two

departments last Tuesday when ChanceUor Charles E Young announced

only the speecft department^ill be phased out. Several other depart-

ments will work toward mergers, the physical education department wiU

remain unchanged but the journalism department will be upgraded

His announcement climaxed a five-month review of several depart-

ments and programs for the "possible reducUon. consoUdation or

elimination of programs m which parallcl^wq^k was given in high schootej^

programs not essential to the promary mission of the University and

programs that might be strengthened through reorganization."

Ad hoc committees of faculty and students here worked for several

"weeks on recommendations and turned ihem over to Young on April 15.

Since then the recommendations have been under review by faculty and

student committees and subsequently by Young and his sUff

.

"The recommendations which I have approved will not only provide

more economical and efficient organization, but will mainUln and im-

prove quality," Young said There was no immediate Indication of the

dollar savings or faculty reductions that will result

Over a three year period, the speech department will be gra<hially

phased out There are 12 faculty members and about 50 undsrgraAiates

and 50 graduates. A number of speech courses and faculty members wiU

be retained and moved into other departments The ieaiact number and

into which department they will go have not been decided as yet.

"This is not a big surprise to me. It seems the decision was made some

Oime ago," Charles W. Lomas, speech department chairman, said "His -

decision is quite disappointing The speech department does not just

teach students how to give speeches. U teaches them howJOjttiink and

analyze the issues of today."

Ivomas said he has hopes of keeping some kind of speech program alive,

perhaps within another department.

Widely believed to be set for phasing out, the journalism department

will be elevated to the status of a professional school of journalism

Young said a special committee of experts from on and off campus wiU

plan the organization, curriculum and staffing of the new school, which

may be in operation by 1973
_,. ^

It will offer a master's degree in both print and broadcast media and

may also develop a Ph D program in mass communications. Young said.

"I hope this will mean UCLA will become the Columbia (which has a

journalism school of international fame) of the West. We're all eUted

here and thankful to the alumni, students and professionals who made

their views known to the chancellor about the possible elimination of our

department," James Howard, a journalism lecturer, said

Also under programmatic review, the physical education department

will be unchanged Kenneth Trueblood. dean of the College of Letters and

Science, was asked by Young to consider a new name for the department.

The departments of zoology and boUnical science will merge into a

single department of biology by July 1, 1972. with the bacteriology

department to join them at a later date.

Chairmen of the departments of astronomy, geology, geophysics.

chemistry and physics were asked to work toward "cooperative sUffing

and curriculum arrangements leading to some eventual mergers" by

Young. ^ .

Young also approved the appointment of an all<ampus Committee on

Teacher Training A planned program will be submitted to the sUte to

meet the needs of undergraduates seeking teaching careers.

He also endorsed:

-Elimination of the foreign Unguage requirement for gra(kiation.

—Accepting high school courses in Amrican history and government as

satisfying the requirement in American history and institutions.

-Revamping Subject A to include courses for students to whom

English is a secood language ^ . ...

At least the first two and perhape the third must be approved by the

Academic Senate before becoming effective

•A large number of people have invested many hours searching for

more effective ways of arranging these programs in the light of reduced

state support, and we have made some progreM. Young said.

"However, it appears that further improvement in the quality of these

programs will have to await increases in the budget
" '

Kaufman moratorium slated today

A moratorium will be

held at 3 p.m. today in th€ (

Faculty Center for

philosophy professor

Arnold Kaufman who
was killed June 6 in a

""m? ?'€3? * *^^ <^* ••.^« **» • «*-

•

San
Bernardino Mountains.
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Hour IISCOINIED 1010 INSDRkNCE

ler tSSOCMTEO S1I0EN1 MEMOEIS

College Student Insurance Service has worked with the auto

Inturance industry for five years to prove that the college stu-

dent deserves lower insurance rates. Now ASB nnembers often

realize reductions from 20% to 40% below comparable policies.

This group-oriented policy is written through the Associated

College Student Underwriters and provided under an exclusive

agreement with College Student Insurance Service. Inc.

And th« cov«fCig« con b« continued tMf you loove school.

CALL (213) 451-1393

AMI

College Student Insurance Service

726 Sonto Monico Blvd. (»202) $on»a Monko. Cd» 90401

YOUR FUTURE

WITH
BURROUGHS

MARKETING BUSINESS MACMINES-Stirting at a marfcating

Nianagtmant trainaa. ttia Burraughs talas rapraaantativa atsitta

businass managamant in aalving ita accountMig and data procaaa-

ing prablama. Ma deaa this by bringing te thair raquiramanta a

camplata lina af computatienal aquipmant. and a highly raapactad

acceunting and data^^ocaaaing backgrnund. A prafaaaional data

pracaaaing prablam solvar. ha works diractly with his customars.

tha tap achalon of managamant in industry, banking, govarnmant

and ratailing. Hit work raquiras a high dagraa of imagination,

fast thinking and craatiwity. for which ha is wall compansatad.

Tha candidata for a position as markating managamant trainaa

should hava a Bachalor's Dagraa, prafarably an MBA. with a

battar-than-avaraga aeadamic racord. Ma ahould hava basic

knowladgo in accounting mathada and.ihould also hava auccaaa*

fully complatad a coursa in computar scianca or othar computar

ralatad aubiact. T ^

Call collect batWaan 9 andT ofwrite Tor an interview at one of thie

rdtlowing locations in this area:

'"*''
rl'"^

RE. PRESTON
3965 Landmark St. Culver City. Co. 90230

836-7230 873-5341^

Burroughs has 200 branch offices throughout the United States. For

consideration in other parts of the country forward your resume,

indicating geographic preference, to;

Collaga Racruiting

Markating Parsonnal

Burroughs Corporation

B071 Sacand Avanua
Detroit. Micttigan 41232

Q>
AN EQUAL OfiPOfiTUNITY EMPlOriK

Burrou.^ti»

-^i'Vmr'&'fX''^^'"'

.v5^y:X:«%^>::%P«^^
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Prof survey to be changed
By Susie HaUgo
DB Staff Writer

The professor evaluation survey for -4;^ faU

will differ in many areas from this year's ac-

cording to professor evaluation committee

memt)ers Rhonda Abrams, Mickey Henschel, Jess

Overall, and Paul Greening.

'•We're trying'to arrange our budget so it can be

given away free to students," according to Hen-

schel, the committee's representative form

Communications Board (Comm Board), which is

funding the survey.

•This year only 4,000 surveys were printed at a

cost of $1.50 to each student. We'd like to pnnt

15,000 to 20,000 surveys," Henschel said.

••It will be published in a Daily Bruin like a

tabloid - listing courses and professors, so more

students can see it," he added.

It will be published twice a year, during the fall

:§:^nd spring quarters.

^ Two years ago the evaluation book used the

^- subjective comments of students. Comments were

.V

i

i

I

not used in this year's survey. "There wiU be a

return to the use of subjective comments. The

back of the IBM survey cards will have questions

such as 'Why did you take the course?' and 'What

did you like about it?' " according to Abrams.

Student Educational Policies commissioner,

whose commission (SEPC) is responsible for

turning out the survey.

Abrams said it was "important to remind

students that a low response rate distorts the

accuracy of the evaluation."

A class with a low percentage o£ students

evaluating the professor and course, will not be

included in the survey, according to Abrams. One

of the criticisms of this year's survey was that a

low percentage of students were evaluating many

classes.

The professor evaluation IBM cards will be

included in every student's registration packet in

June. The cards can be sent in with registi-ation

packets or may be mailed separately. The com-

mittee requested students to send in the cards as

early as possible.

*

Dental students aid Indians
The 50-member vanguard of a UCLA dental expedition leaves this

weekend for the Fort Apache Indian Reservation in Arizona to initiate a

project to build 500 sets of dentiires for Uie White Mountam Apaches

there.

NEED l CM?
Students - For a »mall S— I can g«t

you a cor JMS •^Kln whoUsoU blue-

• book prkw from a VWlo o El Dorodo

•directly frorT> the Los Angeles Auto-

mobile Auction held every Tuesday

'fof outhoriied dealers only. You will

'attend and select ^the car you wont

and be present at the bidding which
' can go hundreds o* dollars b«Jow Bloe-

[book pric««. Co« SKerry of 47W)933

and sovel I !

Approximately 150 studenlte and faculty from the School (rf Dentistry

here and dental-technician and assistant ti-ainee win spend up to ten

weeks there this summer working on the project.

Many dental students wUl he accompanied by tfieJp wives, who will

conduct an oral hygiene program for Indian families. About 4,000 tooth

brushes have been donated for this auxiliary program.

iiUliim^
VSmriii<!,.:^i,.

Diamond Needles -• Re^^uium^ .«>>e

MON. AN V«H^^^

••••••••••IM««t*M«««M««*««««*Mt«««M«M«*«6
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The summer project also plans to ti-ain about 30 Apache youths to

perform simple dental laboratory procedures and to act as chairside

dental assistants.

Historically the White Mountain Apaches are a much ti-aveled tribe.

About a century ago they were transported by tiie federal government to

a Florida reservation. Later they were transferred to Oklahoma and then

came back to Arizona to stay. They live 200 mUes east of Phoemx on a

reservation which sti^tches from desert to forested alpine counti7 m the

White Mountains.

The Indian Health Service provides' two dehtislsToriRe tribe, b^^

great is Uie need that they are able to care for only pediatric and

emergency cases. The result is that virtually aU members of tiie tribe

over 20 require dentures, and few have been able to obtain them.

This need was observed last summer by John Davidson, a tiiird-year

denUl student here, when he participated in tiie Student Amencan

Medical Association's American Indian Student Health Project.

He approached tiie faculty UCLA School of Dentistiry here with a

proposal that Uiird and fourth year stiidents organize a summer clinic to

provide dentures.

Belly Dance
G\r\s, have fun with

your weight. Don't

lose it— use it.

learn to Belly Dance |

^eing plump is an advantage:

Ships are important, too. Yous

ineed hips for Belly Dancing.

i

I
5

IColl 466-2603 for information|

ucia
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We Kleen Your Clothes

While You Sun Bathe

KLEENGO CLEANERS

W W^MM ^
1 K mw i<^

r^KT KLEENCU ULtANtKS TueThIp

aOS?iabie n 01 GAYLEY (Corner of Kinross & Goyley) 477-5566 stamps

•1
ONI COUPON K* MISON

TMS COUPON GOOD FOR

25% OFF
on ANY SINGLE ORDER OF
PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

AT REG. PRICE r_
1 DAY SERVICE NO EXTRA CHARGE

TM* cowp«n "*»•* actompany iivcofning ord«r SAT.

I

•3
ONC COUPON P€t l»BI$ON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

1 UCLA SWEATER CLEANED

AND BLOCKED
~

wi»K cl««nii«g

I or4«r«iSS00

#O ONi COUPON P« F^tSON
^ THIS COUPON GOOD

ONE DRESS SHIRT LAUNDERED

FREE
with an ord«r ol 5 or mor«
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HANGER OR BOX
NO EXTRA CHARGE

TItit coupon mwal occwwponv ifv<o«n«ng ordvr

ApWCPROm MAKING
ORGANIZATION
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on lo you

2 Ait piotiN Irom *hm tot* dl mctcKondiM 90 righl tnto our podiaH Vou or* no«

•Mpporttng N«} <k)(«n aiaculivM >ri Now Veil oHico*

3 WvOONOTboltOvaIn htghprMsuroMtiM

4 All producn»oMha«*lK«
<ompl*(« porii and lobof

guofonio* trocn iKo monw
loctwror

5 Cantnq arhm you woni and
I mo'* iivpononl lo

6 Vow con com* w** ono
oi out •o'o* and (uit loak

orownrf ««t«ow< o toto*-

mox b'Oal^nf down you>

l^^mj

»4 ONE COUPON PEt PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
OFF
OF

harman kardon

XU/b REGULAR PRICE

230 AAVPM R«c«tv«r

4SW«Ha«f|

SiSS^iffi

coni«nction with ony oth«r dixouni
h^irm 7/1/71

on any Suede or Leother
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Buy a tie for father
IRWIN PARNES prm—nH— a»turn.o9 by RapuUr Omttmnd \

1

wf.

The Student Store here has decided to simplify

alters for mind-weary students and is now selling

IL for Father's Day. Not a very original idea, one

might say. However, these ties are the first com-

nlercial product to carry the UNICEF emblem and

endorsement.

A management trainee at Castle Neckwear, Inc.

complained to Don Baron, secretary-treasurer and

nart owner there, that businessmen are too con-

cerned with profits and not enough with the pressing

problems of today. Asked to come up with an idea to

remedy this, Baron suggested one item be chosen on

which 100 per cent of the profits would go to UNICEF.

Baron wrote to all potential retail outlets and asked

for every $6 tie sold, $1 be donated to UNICEF. rhis

would be one-third of the outlet's gross profit, and

sU-ictly voluntary.

According to Marge Adinhoff. supervisor of the

jewelry/sportswear department in the student store,

the student store will donate $1 to UNICEF from each
tie sold. ^
A display board on a counter in the men's clothing

section has a picture of a girl and the statement:

"Yes she has never seen a necktiQ.»_._*_Yet^- ji^hen

you purchase the UNICEF Father's Day Tie, you
help provide her with food, medicine and education."

The tag attached to each tie says, "All profits from

the sale of this tie will be given to UNICEF." On the

back of the tag is a quote from Gabriela Mistral:

"We are guilty of many errors and many faults, but

out worst crime is abandoning the children . . .

Many of the things we need can wait. The children

cannot ... To him we cannot answer Tomorrow'.

His name is 'Today'."

.,jT'- fK ^*

WORLD TOURING
SkiMinM^BAlLET SOUT M«s>«rs

WastMn Premmre of _ —,. _
. ,

WILLIAM COUSER, Gu«»t Artis-t
,5 00 4E'0 3 SC. 2 50 •• WE Q "2? '^*'
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Blacjr inferiority theory challenged^

"A Searing Indictment of

Capital Punishment:"
KEVIN THOMAS, LA Tim««

ii

10 RIUINGIDIIPLACE
ft

Tlw Inw Mory ol JoKw

The Center for Afro-American

Studies here has recently

published its second monograph-

The Jensen Hypothesis: Social

Science Research or Social

Science Racism. Authored by

Frank Morris of the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MFT), this essay is

the first comprehensive analysis

subject of criticism and outrage

vented by many members of the

academic community.
"After years of research, it had

been assumed that no one

questioned the contribution of the

environmental to the development

of intelligence—and then Jensen

publicly states that blacks are

genetically incapable of ever

and criticism of the Jensen reaching inteUectual -T^ality

,

position, to be published in a Smith said.

scholarly journal. Its content

reflects a growing trend among
black scholars to put the Social

Science Research on Black People

in its proper perspective, ac-

cording to Arthur Smith, director

of the Afro-American Studies

Center.

"The Jensen Hypothesis has

regenerated an issue—the genetic

inferiority of the black in-

tellect—that has been lurking in

the archives of psychology and

education for twenty-five years.

*Wheri the paper was first

published, in 1969, it became the

Smith added Morris has

responded very carefully to every

allegation made in the Jensen

report, drawing upon data from

every relevant discipline, citing

every response ever written to

Jensen, including those from the

"rather accepting editorials of the

public press." Not resigned to

concentrate on a criticism based

in his own discipline, political

science, Morris has provided both

the academic and lay community
with "a cogent refutation of the

Jensen hypothesis that addresses

two leveli-uf concern," Smith

said.

"This monograph as^a^tronL
indicator oTlhe potentialities of

black studies in higher education,

has developed a rigorous analysis,

and has met general academic

need for a thorough response to

the Jensen position. But its most

important thrust, is that it gives

additional substance, credence,

and validity to the black ex-

perience," he said.

FWOM COIUMSIA PtCTUKCt AND MLMWAVt

NOW SHOWING!
MON. thru FRI 6 00 • 1:00 • 10:00 PM

SAT. « SUN. 2:00 • 4 00 • 6:00 • 100 • 10 00 fU

XCLUttlVI CN«A«CM«NTI

r^y^/^' CREST

(Paid Advertisement)

CAMPUS BAPTIST CHAPEL

479-3645

666 LEVERING - EVEKYONE WaCOME
(At Strathmore 2 blocks W of Dorms)

9:45 A.M SUNDAY WOtStHf

Food and ConvwMilion crft«r S*rvic«.

JACK TABa. CAMPUS BAPTIST PASTOt 823-6248
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'Own Your Own'

CONDOIIUNIUM— 1 Bedroom
APARTMENT

As Low As $400.00 Down - MODEL UNITS ON DISPLAY

wmmmmmm

Stoves and

Refrigerators

INCLUDES
Waste disposal

Garage & Laundry Room

AAaintenance & Repair

Included

NEW
Wall-to-Wall Carpet

Traverse Drapes

Tub Enclosure *

Sofa Bed

I

L % .
-.:, .,

OPEN
. „. ,

Equity Specialty Plan Inc.

5779 Ctemson Street

Betv/een Jefferson and Rodeo in the

3500 block of soutfi Lo Cienega

L. A. 90016

BEA UTIFUL

PARK-LIKE
SURROUNDINGS . .

.

SPACIOUS LAWNS

BENEFITS FOR
Income Tax Payers

K you-own a condominium

apartment, yoo might hove

quolifiMl (or hundreds ol

dollars a year savings on

your INCOME TAX RE-

FUND.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WFFK

CHILDREN WELCOMEl

F.n.A.
LOAr:s

nf"*^'***^'-'-'-^
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ucia
summer RUIN
EDITORIAL BOARD

Unsigned ecHtorioU rrofeseal a majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Dalty Bruin Sounding Boord columns

are open to responsible groups or Individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Dally Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boar-^

DB Editorial:

Summer
In nature, spring is the season of genesis; at the

University, summer is the time of origination.

During the summer here, task forces submit their

reports, departments engage in soul-searching, and

everybody works hard in the cliche forges fashioning

next year's catch phrases.

Starting with today's issue and continuing

Throughout both summer sessions, the Daily Bruin

^ill attempt to report and analyze the vast range of

events which comprise **the news" of any summer at

UCLA. - -- ^

In addition, various sections of the newspaper wiU

carry infonpation on meetings, reviews of the arts,

and sports. The ^'Letters to the Editor" department

will hopefully provide a sampling of individual

opinion on a number of important issues.

In order to accomplish all of this, we need help. We
have to cover as much of the news as we can with

fewer staff members than during the regular

academic year; so if you're interested in learning

about UGLA and in communicating that knowledge to

others, please drop by the office— Kerckhoff Hall 110

— there's probably a job waiting for you. If

something about anything bothers you, sit down and

write a letter to us, people will read what you have to

say. * ,

Finally, if you decide after a few weeks that we're

missing something in our coverage, phone in your

news tip.

In case your sense of duty, oryour moral outrage is

Jt>enumbed after nine months in the academic fac-

tories of the land, we're offering a small sum for

usable news tips.

So, have a good summer and keep in touch. . .

-All columns atid Iciien submitted must be typed triple spaced

with margins set at 10 and 65. We reserve editorial powers over all

copy submitted; libelous or contemptovs materials will not appear.

Names in full (signature, association or status) must also be

submitted and will be withheld upon Judgment.

T

Letters to the Editor

Anti-Arab bias cbarged
Editor:

This letter is a rebuttal to the

article which appeared in the

Bruin Thursday, May 27, con-

cerning George Abed's speaking

engagement the previous

Tuesday. Due to the fact that the

Bruin did not print this letter in

the special edition that came out

the following Wednesday, it is

appearing late.

During this school year, several

people have each suggested

names of speakers representing

Arab viewpoints to the Speakers

Program. One of these speakers,

George Abed, was first suggested

in the winter quarter. On April

30th, an agreement was reacj^
with the Program to bring Abed.

The Chairman at that time

suggested that a date between

May 10-20th was the best regar-

ding publicity of the event, and he

stated that Abed would be con-

tacted within a week to set up a

definite date. Continual procras-

tination on the part of the

Chairman- resulted in the date

being set at May 25th.

Previous to this d^te. Abed sent

a copy of the title and a short

summary of his speech to the

Chairman. The ad which the Bruin

ran on the day of his speech not

only omitted the title, but also

gave no indication cf what the

content of his speech would cover.

Thus, the publicity did not draw
those people who would be in-

terested in hearing a Palestinian

professor's view of the Arab-

IsraeU conflict, and the role of

American involvement in this

area of the world.

In addition, the bulletin board in

the lobby listed the speech to be at

11:30, when the time agreed upon

was 12:00. Several people later

mentioned that they had waited in

vain for the speech to begin and
then left. Also, it seems ironical

that all the publicity afforded

Abed by the Bruin was an in-

significant ad tucked in the comer
of the page, when the criticism of

the program spanned nearly tr

quarter of a- page.

In an unprecedented act by the

Speakers Program afforded to a
government official, letters were
sent to each professor on campus
requesting classes be dismissed so

students could attend Abba
Et>an's speech.

In addition, organizations of the

Jewish community were also

notified of his coming. In light of

this, we question whether there

was an intention behind the

(It's closed for the summer.)

f But you con still got oil tho Coop food in

Three of the Terrace Room 10 a.m. — 7 p.m.

*•—

•

All those quick service goodies will be there - hamburgers,

^1 pizza, cheeseburgers, hot dogs, burritos. tacos, tostadas, french fries.

submarines, taquitos. chili, soup, salad. Frenchburgers,

sdh drinks, coffee, tea, milk, iced tea, desserts,

shakes, ice cream, sundaes!
jwa* '>

—•«>•• ^_- ^___^* ^*^f^ T y I* •^^g • ^' - WAtCH FOR IT.

inadequate publicity given Abed's

speecn.

American Students for the

Liberation of Palestine

Jesus!

you. My peace I give to you — not

as ttie world gives, give I to you.

Let not your heart be troubled,

neither let it be afraid" (John

14:27). Tilings won't ever be the

same for you again.

Dominie Soo

Senior, Psychology

Editor:

Laurel Herzberg's letter of

Wednesday, May 26, 1971, 'moved

me to write this one. Laurel

laments the deaths of two per-

sonal friends and Associate Dean

Barger, all who have recently

taken Uieir own lives. She urges

"all who read this to consider

alternatives to that which makes

life unbearable. The alternatives

are there, we must find them,

develop them, and make them

known."
My own life at one time didn't

seem worth the effort either. I

lived in the despair of a life

unrelated to any ultimate

meaning. Why go on when you

can't think of one good reason for

getting up in the morning? Daily

problems, responsibilities, and

trivia, however,*keep ^ou goipg,

But if you're a thinking, seeking

sort of person, this is highly un-

satisfying.

For a while I thought I found the

answer in other people — living

for others and needing them. But I

soon befcame aware of how im-

perfect and disappointing human
love can be. I found I couldn't even

l)ase my life on niy relationships

with other people.

One day, someone introduced

me to "a friend who stays closer

than a brother" (Proverbs 18:24).

This friend was Jesus Christ who
offered me a relationship with

himself. So beautiful to me are tiis

words: "Come to me, all of you

who are tired from carrying your

heavy loads, and I will give you

rest. Take my yoke and put it on

you and learn from me, for I am
gentle and humble in spirit, and
you shall find rest" (Matthew
11:28-30).

Jesus also said, "Whoever will

lose his soul-life for my sake will

find it" (Luke 9:24). If your life

doesn't seem worth living, don't

give it up, rather give it to God. )L^

am just one of many who can say

that He takes good care of his

property. Get hold of a Bible, start

reading the New Testament, and
find out more. I reconmiend the

Good News for Modem Man,
which is available in most
bookstores.

Jesus said, "Peace I leave with

Israel
Editor:

Israeli policies are often

justified as being necessary for

her national survival. Quoting

from Mj. Kaufman's article in the

May 24, 1971 Daily Bruin: "...
inflexibility when it comes to

national survival is not, to

paraphrase one U.S. Senator, a

"vice^*. Neither is it a virtue. It is

a necessity."

This type of rhetoric can mean
all things to all people. 'National

survival* can mean something

besides survival of a people ; it can

mean survival of a government,
or of a political party, or of a
particular economic or social

system. It can be and is used to

justify many inhuman practices

such as apslrtheid, genocide of'

minorities, or subjugation Qf

foreign peoples.

Can Israel morally continue to

exclude millions of Palestinians

from their homes on the ha^ of

the national survival?

Israel tias proven her over-

whelming ability to defeat Arab
armies not once but three times

using a variety of borders. Neither

side believes Arab armies can

defeat Israeli armies whatever

borders are used.

One must look at what Israel is

doing with the occupied territories ^

to understand that they are being^

held for Israeli economic in-

terests. Israeli oil needs are

suppUed by Egyptian oil weUs in

Sinai; numerous Israeli set-

tlements dot the West Bank, much
revenue is derived from tourists to

such places as Bethlehem, in the

occupied territories.

There will be no peace until the

rights and just claims of the

Palestinians are recognized. A
new state must be established, one

that"- is not based in racial,

national, or religious exclusion,

but on progressive, egalitarian

Unes.

One lesson can be learned from
this conflict — that a formerly

oppressed people can become the

oppressor.

Name Withheld

Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

{ i

f

Presents

A Poetry
Workshop

Monday Evenings

7:30 p.m.

Beginning June 21st

Sunset Canyon

Recreation (Jenter

IjtwjotheJditoL

The Weyburn debate goes on

Friday, June 18. 1971 UCLA Summe r Brutn *-

h'

Editor:

I am writing in response to

Brian Duran's
letter (Daily Bruin,

Mav25) Does he seriously expect

L to retract my statements

about him when he does not have

the guts to request this in person?

He claimed that he had contacted

me which is a blatant lie. In his

letter he writes other lies and

misinterprets what 1 wrote in my

letter (Daily Bruin, May 12).

Duran claimed that 1 was

misinformed and that I misip-

terpreted D.J. Kavanagh's

sutements on th^ black list. My
disagreement with Kavanagh's

lies in his statement that the black

list
"... included some people

who had already been transferred

out of La Mancha," which Duran

knows is not true. If I accidentally

implied that Weyburn Hall or

Duran formed the black list on

their own volition, I regret this.

The fact still remains that Duran

took advantage of Kavanagh's

concern for La Mancha's

residents by making the list in

part his own personal hate list.

He claimed that he and the

women's resident advisor com-

piled this list after he was in-

struct€^ by his employer to do so.

When he and the women's resident

advisor compiled this, he was no

longer employed by Weyburn Hall

and was under no obligation to

make this list. :iii:i

Later in his letter, he calimed
that my accusations are *'

.

'

.

insulting and publicly damaging
to my record as a student ad-

ministrator." I and most former
Weyburn residents considered his

record as a student administrator

mediocre at best. Instead df

wasting his time by making up
this list, he could have helped in

the relocation of 433 students. If he

is so interested in his record as an

administrator, he should have

shown more interest in the

welfare of the students than he

did.

He claimed that the list "...
totaled nine persons, six men and

three women," and that this list

consisted of "
. . . those residents

about whom we had received the

most complaints from resident's

house advisors and neighbors".

This brings up an interesting

question. The original list was

actually 15, 12 men and 3 women,

and not the nine people that Mr.

Duran claimed. If these nine

people were legitimately placed

on the list because of the

numerous complaints that were

made against them, why then

were the other six put on the list?

Mr. Duran seems to be admitting

these other six people were simply

people that he intensely disliked.

I now wish to show concrete

examples of how Duran decided

who would be on the list. Two of

the women on the list had never

committed any serious offense

against the dorm or its residents.

One disliked Duran personally

and made her dislike public, but

had not part in the great amount
of damage inflicted on Weyburn
Hall during the past year. The
other had been very close to a-

former resident who had been

dismissed for alleged misconduct.

Even though Duran was mainly

responsible for this list, one of the

house advisors used this list for

personal vengeance to a lesser

degree. On Sunday, May 2, he

admitted that several people that

he was instrumental in putting on

the list were people that he did not

like.

These few examples are in-

dicative of the treatment some of

the former residents of Weyknirn

had been receiving all year,

simply because they did not live

up to the management's and

especially Duran 's idea of the^

model resident. My reason for

writing these letters is simply to

make sure that a situation like this

will, I hope, never happen again at

uctar —
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10968 Le Conte. Westwood q

with this coupon

discount
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good thru S«pt. 15 ,
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Summer Bruin

needs your help-
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• OfflCIAL NOTICES •

FROM: Shident Health Service

SUMMER HEALTH SERVICE FOR CONTINUING STUDENTS

8tud«nt« who have been registered In the Sprhig Qu^«r and are

expecting to return In the FaU may purchase regular atadait Hea^^h

SeSJ^Coverage during the -ummer by P^^VSJ^SSi^^il
Kp^ii^ Fpe of i33 00 at the Cashier's Ofllce In the Student Ulspensary.

X^^hS^ict^efS^^ Card wlU be Issued at the time the fee

to paSfL^mmSl^age, formeriy limited to graduate and fordgn

rtudeSs, is now available to ""d^gradu^e shidento Vt^f^^j^^^^SS
TO PURCHASE SUMMER COVERAGE MUST BE ^ADE PKIOR

TO JULY Irt. -Donald S. MacKhmon, M.D., Director of Student

Health Service.

Manny's Barbers

When you $ay, ''take just a little bit off/' we take

just a liHle bit off.

1091 1 Kinross Ave.

\.^'
.vv«^^

'^^O^"^^
^'^(//V

'^s,

HOT f'ANTS 9epsoo^
B\ooses

Fhe Saffron Robe
BlO'

ost^ Folk Dresses

AND

^on,
^^iU

'*6j\
kurtas

^^*>
^Aexican

Shirts Oj, v., -^au

MAaI
, Q^ j^j^5 Wed.. Thurs.. Sat.

^ Closed Sun. ^\^

TTirT^^*^ F*p*it'*>

Niall White

Sophomore. History

1

This summer

lEATHER WORKSHOPS

AT FkCTOIUM
KLEENCO CENTER 1101 OAYLEY AVE. WfeTWOOD 478-7297

A/toke yo\jr own %ondo\s, purses,
,.__^__^ _^, ^ ...,"" W- J

•'"

belts, wotcn bonds, efc.

Summer Seminars (fr wks)

& Privafe Instruction in

Flam«nco Guitar & Piono

CoiTipo«Hton & Hormony
Arabic B«liy Dancing

S^K D«f*nf« for Girtt

Psychology-Human B«havior

Cr«ativ* Writing & Po«»ry

Painting & Sculpture

Call 466-2603

-Sessions held In evening or nriorning 9 11:30 a.m..

7 9:30 p.m. -

-Eight weeks, one 2'/? hour sfrssion^^er week, plus one

free introductory session

-Work benches and tools pfdvlded

.^.Air-conditioned workshop also available during open

shop hours
i j^t nn

-Fee $25 plus material: purse or bog $6.00 sandftlO/.OO

belt & buckle $3.00

-Options on materials available

-Call or come in for arrongemenls or questions

478-7297

V

FtlDAY SATUKOAY. SUNDAY - JUNI U. W. »

RICK'SBAR ft
1633 W. WASMIWOTON BLVD. • VENICE

H Week Nonh of Veniee BlvA. on ft. ftrnT

IUm DImwrafNNii SMM • No A«i UnM

399-9S63

Tiw».lifi)iA

THE
WORID
ATTHEIR

I mm.m®^^^

^ Soccer qnthe
CtNEMA SCREEN

MCOLOUR
TMEWOMDCUP

.InCokxjf

LOS MGELES ttt RUN
EXCLUSIVi SHOWINGS

I 10 A.M. 4 12 NOON 1

June 19 A l6-Plaia We«»W*H>J
1067 Olendon TR 9-9077

June 26 * 27-Lot Fellr-Mlywd.

1622 N. Vermont NO 4-2 169

July 3 A 4—Eequire, Potodeno

%^ M^ff. U I M

READING OtV£lOPIII«T SYSIlllt

|ttt vat •• • *t*^ **'

tayi Tt« ••' ••§»•••

irtrf ft4t It ! II «••«••

• r lti«. tk9 fc«en»H«il»»«
lakt IS

tp««4 rtaiiaf Ittsaat at

1117 lafla? a»a wattwat*

•• iaaa 21
• 22

24
2S
21
21

|>lf 1

2 •« tpa

iaif 1 at 1ta«

f«r fartkar lafaraatiaa call

iiAiiac OEVfitraiHT ststchs
4—*^J l-LU

L

c^'-'^i-l.

J'^*.'*
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Look Here

15140 Suns«t Blvd.

Poc. PolisodM
454-5525

A NEW LEAF

THE OWl AND THE PUSSYCAT
%mhro Strimond * Osorg* S«gd

JwfM }9 Special Kid MolinM Solwrdoy

"HIeK Wild Fr««" pWt color cortoow l«^»vd

Only lA rvn 2 academy amard*

toborl MiKhum SoroK fMm iohn Mills

PACIFIC'S

WUshir. Blvd of Conon Dr RYAN'S DAUGHTER, (GP)

1 bik Eo«fr ol B«v»rly Dr,--

271-1121
TofNfM o* ft.aO p.m. • Good ovotlabi*

iriilwyil I

2524 Wilihir*

(at 26th St.)

Santo fAon'tco

8293366——-

VALDEZ litroming)

Bitri Loficatlor

RAID ON ROMMEL
RiclMfd Burton

Mon. & Tv«« 2 lor 1 lor UCLA S«udonN

iriilwiid II

2524 Wilthir*
(at 26th S\.\

A NEW LEAF
wUh WoHor MoHKou

APRIL FOOLS
with Jock Lomnton

Santa Monica
829-3366

Mon. & Tvot. 2 lor 1 lor UCLA SlwdonI*

HARRY KEUER/VIAN

^- W«ttwood Village

GR 7-2487

Doily 2:10. 4:10. 6:10. 8:10. 10:10

Friday -^ Soturdoy midnight show 12:10

HollyMKKxJ

Ceiter
1451 N. LotPolnKM

at Suntot

STAtTS WH>NESDAY
Agno* Vordo's

LION'S LOVE
WMi Andy Warhol suporstar Vivd

Ono Wooli Ody

Cliiriii Due
Suns«t N«ar Vin«

Hollywood
466-3401

Hurryl Latt 4 w*«kil

• SONG OF NORWAY (G)

TonigM a» 8:30 p.m. . . . Oood toaH ovoilobU

July 14. . .**Bluo Wotor. Whit* Dooth"

For Your
-„.*--

Ill Mir
5036 Vi Pko
WES.M24

A NEW LEAF

LITTLE BIG MAN
bids Swndciy

SlorH Monday OIMMC SHELTER

THE STtAWBEMY STAIEM0ia

Movies Galore

lirlii
loBrao ol Matrot*

WE 4-2944

MUSIC LOVERS
THE^REAT WHITE HOPE
%\ .00 por porton with this od

Oood on ono tickot only
Ends Tuotdkiy

iiiiiffiii riciiic
Hollywood Blvd.

Noor Cohuongo
466-5211

Stovo McQuoon. .Rociog ThrilUI

%tmmm'% Wigfod MM

LE MANS (G)

ly d iSlJO. 2:)0. 4:10. 4:90. %M}. lOJO p.m

LIS FIIIZ
1822N. Vormont
Hollywood
NO 4.2169

D.W. Griffith Festival:

M. MITN Of A NATION
ta. INTOiBMNCE
loM. OtTHANS Of THE HOtM
Mm. AMEMCA phft SAUV Of THE SAWfDUSf

MlllEI I

332 2nd Stroot

^nto Monica
451-8686

ANDROMEDA STRAIN

'^'^ICI II

J; _-^ . J S»r—

f

FH,.$al./ SEVOITHSEAl

t^r^n^', SMUB Of A SUMMa NIGHT

Monica
151 8686

WINTaUGHT
THf OH A GIASS DAilClY

r-*;j,r

'""*» H*i^ »•

^ ^ V y^ ^^^ ^^ m^m .V ^^ * « .-^

^ fry- -- J <~'T

imJl^sM
tk Mii&a^''

A

Summer Solstice

-June 21
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• ^
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When heat waves come to ^
scorch the streets

And humid is the long-drawn
day . . .

Then editors in huddles go
And to the cameramen declare:

"Quick, to the zoo for we must
show

Some pictures of a polar bear! ##

H.I. Phillips

,i

. ««••*

• *.

-JbA i* n^^^

'H n

&,5%**

£ .,Jlhp£j^
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mtiiiii
10925 lindbrook Driv<

479-2866

SUMMER OF '42

t>o«lv l]J.4:l5.»c15. iris. 10:15

Sol MldMitoSKow 12:13

Irliilil
7425 Suntat

87M)2I2

WoH*r MoHhou

A NEW LEAF
LOVERS & OTHER STRANGERS

P» PiClllC
7554 B«v«rly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Fr«g Parking

OWL & THE PUSSYCAT
Std>*oy Poilior

BROTHER JOHN
SI AdmiMion lor \ por»on with thi« coupon

•orry. i»o< good Sol N«9M)

PACIFIC'S^
Vinc«nt Prico-Jocoph Cotton-Torry-Thoa>ot

PiltlQCS ^"^ AWFUL ABOMINABLE

Hollywood at Vin. DR. PHIBES (GP)

plus HOUSE THAT DRIPPED BLOOD (GP)469-7161 12:45

r
PACIFIC'S

Picwootf
Pico Near Westwood
272-8239

PliZI
W«stwood Villagg

GR 7-0097 —-^-

TR 9-9077

"ArcKio * MoKi*<d>U"

with Corol CHonning Eddio trodion

SHINBONE AUEY
Do«ly at 12:00. 2:00, 4:00. 600, SOO. 10:00 p m

BortolocciU

THE CONFORMIST (R)

mill
1045 Proocton

jWostwood Villogo

BR 2-0501

Ends Tuotdoy

GLEN & RANDA (X)

Slim MlVll
|611 N. Fairfax

OL 3^2389

$1.00

Groovtsat Movi* in Townf

GIANT LAFF SHOW
LAUREL & HARDY
CHARUECHAPUN _

WIU ROGERS-MACK SENNEH
HOUDINI SERIAL THRIUER

Till LI irii

La Broo at Ninth

WE 4^2342

through July l3

OODESKA-DEN

Vllllll
961 Broxton

Wostwood
478-0576

LOVE STORV^G*^

Doily2:15.4:15. 6:15, 8:15. 10:15

islirivi
8162 Molrot* Av«

OL3-2070

THE PERSUASIONS
bodacious"dugurrilla

(UrMi tK«*» 0»«<»1

'i'

GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

TONITE!

iizzirrl's
9039 SunMt

CR3-6606

BERRIS • FAT SO
WITCH & CHRISTIAN

Iriililiir
908^ Sonto MooKo Blvd.

TWowftt i«*no 20

J

-f .,-

HEDGE & DONNA
LA
y6 6l 68

t TIMBER
NEXT: Kiilo Toylor

UNOMOtOUNO TV1

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW
428N. LoBroo a Wlo.l».—i*ro«<»>^—rifV
mciii

y^/Txo.}
iiii»i«i » iiiw>r'y«*i

-

''i««»y!w»j'^i^ -^1

'^- 4
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No Sweat, foreign Student!

We will ship your personal effects back to your home with

professionol efficiency . at charges that won't hurt you.

^P -'^,- ^

:'«*

„ :

I

.,«. .^.^-^ ...,--..;.,,;

- -^'-^
''"- --^

i^saswsmsR

Call Us Now:

749-7491

w« tall 220V
qpp\»Qnc9t of-

w«ll-kn«wn bran6*

ii

• (Paid Advertisement)

Information and Referrals
for

birih control • abortion

venereal disease treatment

vasectomies • tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION

INFORMATION CENTER '

- y^-^ ^Q_2 Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by SLC — student run

THAT'S NO LADY, THAT'S MY BROTHER - 1730 Westwild Blvd

Chico, Harpo, and Groucho Marx star in "Love students and staff will

Happy" which will screen at 7 and 9:15 p.m. will screen Way Out

tomorrow at the Westwood Film Society, located at Hardy.

^^^^^^BHMBB^^^^^i^'wCPatd Advertisement)^^^^^^^'^^"^^*"'^

Admissioh for University

be $1. Nest week the Society

West/' starring Laurel and

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER

840 Hilgard Ave.

474-5015

welcomes you

Moss every class day 12:05

Sundays 9and I 1 A.M. and 6:15 and 7:30 P.M.

open Mondoy thru Friday 9 A.M. to 1 :30 and il io-.-9;30 P.M. ^
for counselling, conversation, etc.

^^i?' -

CI'KCLE
iiiitiiiiiiiiiwitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiHtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitttmnmitm

Chick Corea
^nih9nif Mraxion

fifirtu /iliscAuf

(Celer)AKIRA
4 KUROSAWA'S

rOWN WITHOUT SEASONS

OoJeslisk-Jen
Sound of Street Cars

Bid 3R0 WEEK

TOHO lA BREA THEATRE

A FATHER'S

ll^E IS NOT
AN EASY ONE

^

"...one of the roost over-
whelming musical and emo-
tional experiences I have
had. . .

" --

Oak land Tr ibune
i

"Pianistically , Chick Corea
is beautiful. ••

-' «

Jazz and Pop Magaziiw

fP*ariMA fit

CELEBRITY CENTRE oo

especially

fathers with

children!

Gladden his life on Sunday vy/ith a gift that

shows you love ^Im. Such as a tie with q
difference. A UNICEF tie^ that's not only a
gift — but the profits from the sale of It go
to the United Nations Children's Fund.Qlana
nylon, 6.00

And look at our selection of wallets, acces-

sories, jewelry, too. We have lots of nice

things for The Big ^Aan. And cards to go with

them. See them, now.

MO W. 8th StTMt. Loc AnfilM. Calif. 90067 PHom 4t3e04A

L5. A.

as
ucia

Students' store

9fH», b l«v«l, odMrmon union. 825-771

1

oppn ^ 4*) n m 7 30 p.m. m-f; 10-3 $

What's
Brew'n

Ticlcets for Jules Feiffer's "The
Wtiite House Murder Case" are

being sold to student* for $1.75 at

the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office,

KH 140, for performances te be

held the next two Sundays. The

Theater Now Repertory Troup

will present the^ special per-

formances at 8:30 p.m. this

Sunday and Sunday, June 27, at

the Century City Playhouse, 10508

W. Pico.

Tickets are also on sale at the

Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office for

ttie Trips and Tours sponsored by

the Office of Cultural ^nd
Recreational Affairs. The first

tour is of Busch Gardens. Adult

admission Is $3.50; children 13-17,

$2.50;
,
and chilj^ren 4-12, $2.25.

Tickets Include admission and

transportation to the Gardens.

The tour will leave Ackerman
Union at 10 a.m. and return at 5

p.m. Future tours include.

Universal Studios, Disneyland,

and Magic Mountain. ?

The Overpopulation in-

formation Center will be open

from 10 a.m. -2: 30 p.m. every

Monday throughout the summer
in Ackerman Union 2412 to offer

Information and referrals on

overpopulation, contraception,

legal aborlliUL and venereal

disease.

The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1:30

p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours

are free and open to the public.

The Kendo Club will meet from

5-7 p.m. Monday, In the Women's
Gym 200.

The Hatha Yoga Club wttt meet

from 5-7 p.m. Monday, In the

Men's Gym 102.

The Judo Club will meet from

2:30-5 p.m. AAonday, In Memorial

Activities Center B 146.

The Mountaineers will meet at

noon Monday, on the northwest

cori»er of Moore Hall lawn.

!

«

AvailobU for Summer
$4.00 plus lax
AH 105A . nmit^mtm
Ecowomici 2 Bob^
Ee<momk« 100 - l^iib**

Ecotwuio 1«0 - ftWr^tvy

EAfc^HMi 112 - IQmIv
Hhlery 7% Ycrf»«M

M^ory 174a . W«iM
PolWeJ Sciwtcc 2 - JKlBrtin

MMcalSd«fK«121
41 .

no

For oddifioiHii courses

coil or come in
T««a. TliiKV & Fri 10:90 »o 1 :$0

*

# 10851 UNDBROOK DR. #
^(thlVN WilcKif ? •ARIV E WMtwoodjjl

Essay contest

offers $25,000

in s cholarships

All'
registered students, in-

cluding
graduaUng seniors and

Suite students 1« y«-
-J

Lr may enter the $25,000

'XlarshiP essay competition

^Obscenity:
Censorship or Free

^Q-^^nleaf Crassics, Inc., a San

Diego book publishing firm and

their
distribution wing, Reed

Enterprises, Inc., will award a

first prize of $5000. Second pnze is

«W0 and third prize is $2000. Ten

JlOOO and ten $500 prizes wiU also

be awarded.

Judges will include entertainer

Sammy Davis Jr.; Martha Boaz.

dean of the University of South'^m

California School of Librmrf

Science; Donald Cheek, \*c«

president, Human Resources

Institute and director of the Black

Studies Center for Claremont

Colleges; and Arthur Knight,

professor of cinema arts at USC

and film critic for '^The Saturday

Review." Additional judges are

being empaneled.

Xo entr>r forittiS are required.

Students must include a single

sheet of paper with entries giving

their name, address, telephone

number, name of school they

attend, age and signature.

Essays must be 3000-5000 words

in length.

The deadline for entries is July

4. Winners will be announced Sept.

"r~~"
tintries should be sent to

"Scholarship Competition," P.O.

Box 69900, Los Angeles, 9«>69.
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^axJ Advef^ttserrHPntTl

KYPHOSIS FOR SIUOENTS
• B«tt*r gradM
• Sp*«ch Problems
• Oralt

• SfT>oliing

• Tension
• Personal Goals

University of Wisconsin Ph D.. 14 years teoching Speech

PiyctfoTogy ar)d Genv af bemontics' PrTvdTe Tosfructlon.

Nllliri L liSllff. ri.i.

1225 Wwtwood Boolevord 477-2953 for appoiiVtm«nt

|> IBERIA—A film program on "Spain and Portuoal Today" will be

I
shown at 7:15 p.m. Monday at the Audio Visual School of Travel, :

I 1730 Westwood Blvd. Reference material will be available. Student I

i and staff admission is $1.50. I

Omiiiiius open iliis summer
The University's student travel, study and overseas information

center, the Omnibus Office, will issue International Student Identity

cards from U a.m.-2 p.m. every Thursday.

ThfeX)mnibus Office wiU be open from 8 a.m.-l p.m, and 2-5 pjn^

Monday through Friday throughout the summer to help students prepare

for trips overseas.

For further information, call X57434 or come to the Ommbus Office m
Kerckhoff Hall 306.

Hear ye

Requirements for submission of

copy to the campus events

schedule during the first session of

summer school are as follows:

- all 'Regularly scheduled

events are to be submitted one

week in advance, and be in the DB
office by Friday noon for

publication the following Tuesday.

or by Wednesday noon for

publication the following Friday.

— all special or unscheduled

events are to be in the DB office by

noon two days in advance of

publication.

Submit aU copies triple spaced

with margins set at 10-65, in-

cluding pictures if possible.

MA and CHS

MIDNITE REVIVAL

Fallinr*

^.^O belTS, bagSy hair^«222iS/ \^*

com€ visit oor neui ir>acc<js«W€ locabon:

deer m tU alles V»tUind ^^^^^Jt^-T^^
1110 GAUEf AVE. WESTWOOD • 473 9^9

8 1/2
Fri. & Sal.

i«n«l8&19
^rt 12

fVi i Son Jw««20
Only II IIP oinKWp.m.

BRENTWOOD i WIN THEATER
Wilshire - 26th Santa Monica

829-3368

99' r

GUITAR SALE

VamahaFG-300 $220 $167
Yamaha FG- 180 $130 $110
Yamaha G-60 $ 65 $ 48
Yamaha 12 strl. 5165 $145
Yomaki $110 $ 97
Yairi-300 $150 $105

^perf Repairs
Group dosses — enroll nowl

MANN S GUfTAR SHOP
^^» WESTWOOD 477-1238

.•••»••••»••»•

even for those who

persfiireiieavily

When you discover Mitchum
Anti-Perspirant, you will

enter a new world of under-

arm freedom and luxury. It

k'cepe you 4"**^ than any anti-

wetne^'i ag. Put in an

aerosol spray can. ny anybody.

Even if you perspire heavily,

you will find that Mitchum

Anti-Perspirant r^*^ positive

protection -keeps underarms

absolutely dry for thousands

who could never find that

protection in popular "de-

odorants." If you perspire

moderately, it will give you a

new sense of comfort and

fastidiousness.

Its positive protection does

not:decrease with use but

builds up. After the first 4

days of use. almost everybody

finds that they need use

Mitchum Anti-Perspirant

only every third or fourth day.

regardless of bathing.

So whether you ptrspirs

heavily or moderately,
doesn't It make sense to move

up to the positive protection

of Mitchum Anti-Perspirant?

With complete underarm

luxury you get wn^pl*^* gsn-

tleness to normal skin and

safety to clothing. And full

efficiency as a deodorant, too.

Product of the ^7-year-old

trustworthy Mitchum labora-

tory. Recommended by over

500 jdepartment stores and

thousiinds of drug stores.

^Liquid or cream, 90-day

supply if used daily, $8.0^.

V'

cueAM

irM>.r^tita*r"kffr'i^!rf^|trr:r'-n'^-'-- 11^
''"

^"' ^5W .j££.

'

H
i|»|i'
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G. P.

McAHsterJootball Status in air;

NCAA appeal last resort

c^

" ^dVER 10,000 OF EMI

HIS.&HERS

BELLS-FLARES-JEANS- ETC.

FAMOUS BRANDS- AT DISCOUNT.
BLUE JEANS $5.50: WIDE BELTS $ 1 .50

BRUSHED DENIMS $5.00: FAR OUT SHIRTS $6.00

FLARES $4.50: OVERALLS $7.00

GENERAL PANTS CO. OF HOUYWOOD
I 700 N. Western at Hollywood Blvd.

465-0646 9-8 Week Doys Closed Sunday

By Doug Kelly

DB Sports Writer

Although UCLA football and

track star James McAlister has

been declared ineligible as of now

for both sports by the NCAA,

athletic director J.D. Morgan

feels his status for 1971 football is

up in the air.

McAlister, UCLA record holder

in the long jump and a highly-

touted running back, was barred

Tuesday from competing in the

NCAA track and field cham-

pionships in Seattle Wednesday,

the NCAA ruled McAlister was

also ineligible for football due to a

discrepancy in his taking of a

National Scholastic Aptitude Test.

Contacted in his office

yesterday, Morgan said he feels

no li^stinjg desisiop has been

arrived at as yet. He also said that

an appeal to the NCAA council is

not necessarily to be expected.

Several Los Angeles metropolitan

papers reported that an appeal

would be Morgan's next step in the

matter.

"Any action (concerning

McAlister) will depend on con-

versations between me and the

NCAA officials in Kansas City,"

Morgan said. "An appeal would be

the final step if all the

ramifications of what we do are

not settled between now and

August (when the NCAA Council

meets)."

T"-

fi

'^4

^ i

GREEK THEATRE
JAMES A OOOLITTLE. GENERAL DIRECTOR

1971 SEASON
J4tXX* FEtFORMANCISONlY

Saturdjy, Tuesday. Thursday— June 26, 29; July 1

TOSCA
^ A UVISN MODUCTION STARRING TNE METROPOLITAN OPERA'S

DOROTHY KIRSTEN - BARRY MORELL - ANSELMO COLZANI

GLENDALE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

CONDUCTED BY JAMES LEVINE

Eicellent Seats in Sections B and C still available, but hurry.

Friday, Saturday, Sunday— July 2, 3,

4

THE SUPREMiS
EDDIE KENDRICKS

Monday, July 5 thru Sunday, July 11

VIKKI CARR-ALVIN AILEY
AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

Monday, July 12 thru Sunday, luly 18

BURT BACHARACH
^THE ESTABLISHMENT

Monday, Ju(y 19 thru Sunday, luly 2S

GLEN CAMPBELL
ANNE MURRAY -JERRY REED

Monday, July 26 thru Sunday, Aug. 1

BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS
THELMA HOUSTON

Monday, Aug. 2 thru Sunday, Aug. 8

ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
JACK WAKEFIELD

Monday, Aug. 9 thru Sunday. Aug. 15

DIONNE WARWICKe
DAVID STEINBERG

Wadnasday thru Saturday, Aug. lB-21

CAROLE KING 7

JO MAMA

CONTACT LENSES
PITTED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
REFIHED Ophmofrisf

W«sfwood Villoge 1 0959 W»yburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 11

GIRLS-eNLY!!!
Do you know cinything about your car?

Basic course in "How not to get taken on your auto

repairs." -^ -

Three 3 hour classes starting ()/29/71 at 7 P.M.

Tuesday, Wed.. Thurs. - $10.00
AT
Bob's Enco Service

970 Gayley Ave
Los Angeles. Calif 478-9115

State Licensed Mechanics

Across fronn Pizza Palace

•(Paid Advertisement)

NEED MONEY?
Try . . , j BABYSiniNG

.... TUTORING (If you're a junior, senior,

or graduate student)

. . . : TEMPORARY WORK

Come to the PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENTER. BIdg.

IG (east of Moore Hall) and place your name on these files.

Deodline for summtfr registration is FRIDAY, JUNE 25th.

Monday, Aug. 23 thru Sunday, Aug. 29

NEIL DIAMOND
Monday, Aug. 30 thru Sunday, S«(»t. S

ROBERTA FLACK
QUINCY JONES

Monday, Stpi. 6 thru Sunday, Sept. 12

ILTON JOHN
Monday, Sapt. 13 thru Sunday. Sept. 19

SMOKEY ROBINSON AND
THE MIRACLES - THE FOUR TOPS

TYPEWRITER
478-7282 Westwood

NEW PORTABLES
ELEC. PORTABLES
SMTH CORONA AUT. 10

SA. TH CORONA 250

OLYMPIA ELECTRIC 35

CITY
479-7282

*

49.50

99.50

149.50

189.50

274.50

JBM SELECTRIC: FAOORY REBUILT

Ttie eligibility furor surroun

ding McAlister stems from the

date on which he took the aptitude

test, a date not recognized by the

NCAA because such exams were
not administered nationally on the

day in question.

McAlister explained that he did

not take the exam on the regular

day in April of 1970 l)ecause, he

forgot to bring with him a

signature card which is used for

admission to the test center. Thus
he was forced to wait until the test

was offered again. When he did

take the exam, he received it

under the same conditions as all

other students; in fact, it was
administered to him by the same
testing service individual who
administered the original.

UCLA athletic officials knew
that McAlister did not take the

test on the assigned day and

Morgan wrote Pacific-8 com-
missioner Tom Hamilton last

Octot)er, apprising him of this

fact.

••Nothing was done with any

subterfuge in this matter,"

Morgan commented. "We thought

it would be all right because it was
administered by the same
national testing supervisor."

If Morgan indeed does make an

appeal, it will be his second

concerning McAlister.;_-^ He
originally appealed Tuesday to

rescind t|ie ruling on McAlister's

track eligibility, but it was turned

down by the NCAA.
McAlister's eventual football

eligibility, it appears, will hinge

on the manner in which the NCAA
interprets the 1.6 rule, which was

tightened April 15. In its by-laws,

the NCAA says that when it

amends any rule, the effect shall

be to the benrfit of the athlete in

question. The penalty is not to be

retroactive. If an appeal is made,

Morgan most likely will base it

upon ttiese premises, maintaining

that McAlister would not be

benefitted by the new in-

terpretation.

Morgan did not indicate

specifically when he expects to

meet with any NCAA officials,

although he did say that he may
fly to Kansas City in the near

future. He departs tomorrow for a

national athletic directors

meeting in Miami before moving

on to the NCAA basketball tour-

nament committee meeting.

Morgan hopes to meet with some
NCAA officials while he's away,

but said he may have to wait on

the McAlister matter until he

returns 8-10 days.
^

— -Stt'

Monday, Sept 20 thru Sunday, Sept. 26

LIZA MINNELLI
MAC DAVIS

Monday. Sept. 27 thru Sat.. Oct. 2

IKE AND TINA TURNER SHOW
TICKH PRICES

SUfiEMES - VIRRI CARR ALVIN AILEY - FLACK \ JONES
ROtlNSON & 4 TOK - LIZA MINNELLI - IRE & TINA TVRNER

Sunday thru Thursday: Sec A $6.50 — Sec B |S.OO — Sec C S3.S0
tlTHiijf Md Saturday: Sec A $7.50 — Sec B $6.00 — Sec C $4.00

T«SC« - tACNAUCN - CAMffCU - ILOOO. SWEAT t TEARS
NOMfEROINCR — «ARWICR« - R INC - DIAMOND - JONN

Sunday thru Thundey: Sec A $7.50 — Sec B $6.00 — Sec C $4.00
fridey and Saturday: Sec A $S.50 — Sec. B $7.00 — Sec C $4.50

Mate ClMcii Mrahlt Mi aail tt Crtth TUtatrt AtitciatiM.
N«lt«iiit Mtt ai«rt>Mi. ttMHi tavtl«Rt

ELEC. ADDERS - 8/9 cr. bal.

MULTIPLIERS: TIMES, EQUAL.
ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS
CLEANING SPECIAL

69.50

199.50

199.50

6.50
your portable (nninual) typewriter cleaned, lubed,

type chemical clean, new ribbon (10.50 vol)

SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS
Ibankamericard 1089 gayley AVE. master CHARGt

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

1006Broxton 477-088tf

diagonally ocroMfromW*stwood Villoge

Th«otr«. HREE 7" Tolon zippT/Sl . sole

BOX OFFia OPEN 10 a.m. • 6:00 p.m„ SUNDAYS FROM NOON
'"" ~ tOU» SAHS AND INroeMATION CAU »64^eOC

"" "^--^^ . ICKITS CALL rOI ILLUSTIATf D BKOCHUiE ANO OtOlt FOIM

wnm
FREI PAtKING
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o
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FLYING BURRITO BROS.
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UCLA

SUMIVIER
BRUIN

CLASSIFIED ADS

DEADLINE 10:M».ni.

No telephon* or6»r%

full »oppcr> to tht

V for Sale.
y Iravel 13in y ffuvui •*' y Mpi>. — rurriuriiy^ Apfs. - Furnished....,., 17 ^ House h Share 22

iMt^l

MICROSCOPE — Swift, proleisional type
Zerntke type phase contrait Tnnocular
Body built in Koehler iMumtnatton. Fteating

and mechanical stages All objective Plan
AcKromate Phase Case S900 Jim, Thurs

Sat after 12 noon A70-4497. . (10 Jy 2)

GREAT B uy

!

Practically new .cassette tape

recorder, with microphone/ earphone Must
sell Onqmally SS9 95 down to S3S 00. Jo Ann,
273 2790, 8 30 S. (lOJnIS)

Aug
Sept

JET to EUROPE

26/ Sept 26 LON/AMST
} One Way to AMST

S269
SI 36

SAVE, CS 24 Pioneer speakers, SIS each, 6x9

rich red rug, S22, mahog coftee table, SIO.

Call3923619 dOJyJ)

and many other flights Indicate YOUR
CHOICE of departure date and call Prof P

Bentfet UCLA c/o Sierra Travel Inc 987S

Santa Monica Blvd Beverly Mills, 277 5200 or

879 3111.

40u BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking Air Cond.
4i«; Gayi*^v - Veteran

478 1735

LOVELY Apt private^Oath A entrance 5100

a month Can work m eichang* for r«nt. 472

502J H7jn22l

VANT rtspcnsibit roommatt* to %h0r9

Brentwood how** b»in9 r»<ltcorat»d Own
room prefer grads 479 5988 820 )04« (2]Jv
A)

GIRL
2 mos

over 21, »Mrt 2 bdrm fwrn

)«0 5814 after 6 5100 mo

BEAUTIFUL furniture.

Bargains Leaving town
8647.

appliances, etc.

Or Evans, 474-

(10 Jn 22)

.HE 04.IV

Ufiversi'V

.jjcrtminJ

^vertiv««

Bruin 9'^«*
,

of caiifornias

|«4 iiabit

and
service

to anyont

M*/*'"'
to

nates

students

on the b«»i»

policy on non-

fherefore cUtsifltd

vtfill not b« '"•"•

who, in ordlng
or offtring |ob»,

of race, color,

BEAUTIFUL King sued
packaged, S130, worth S260

firm, usually home, 391 6111.

bed still

Quilted, very
(lOJy 2)

Tuin has .nv-

Nelthtr

ASUCLA
estlgated any of tl»t services

i,itrimin*''>
"' ••" ._ ^ ancestry. Neitner

l^Qion,
national or.9»n or .^^ 4 D,|,V

100 WATT Marman Kardon AM/F/yV, stereo

dual record changer, Shure cartridge,

walnut bookshelf speaker^, S263 for all. 837

9355 after l PM. CO Jn 181

+
GARAGE Sate From 10< near new baby

clothes' Crib, portacrib, ..wedding dress,

turn , cameras/etc. 655 2044. (10 Jn 22)

y Church
Services

TraiH^.

(Quakers),""TT^nnn Friends noeeting ((

f'lTZsu'n. If a.m., Un.y. YWCA,
Client worship

iMHilgard Visitors welcome. 472 7950.

yiMerfalnmenI,

10' TEAR DROP Camping Tra»4e». tight

weight, good shape, plus extras S375 00

422 2648. (10 Jn 22)

y Services Offered 11

PHOTOGRAPHER S3 neg on mm. fashion,

sport, candid, whatever Your location

choice. 472 7S42 after 10pm. Harold. (11 Jy 2)

fATALiNA Holiday Cottages. Daily/Weekly
i*""- . .j_._. ^k,»»o Avalon 747;

(2QTR)special Hermosa Hotel, phone

to, t4< Avalon, 90704.

Social Events

HYPNOSIS instruction, Private/Group.

Memory or personal problems our specialty^

675 6032 11616 So Hawthorne Blvd. (lUY^)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA models Free delivery free service. 24
, , 1 nre

SINGLES 21 45! Sailing, bicycling, travel,

wrn foreign dances - songs ^'»h us Call

PICAS, GR 8 7773. (SEJn22)

^Help Wanfed..,..

TOPANGA Center For Human Development

sponsors ongoing, weekly encounter groups,

weekend workshops, Friday evenings
much more. Call for

EUROPE Discount flights Also Israel.

Africa. India 60''o off Intra Europtan

charter flights Student ID cards Contact

EASC, 323 N Beverly Dr., Bev Hills. Ca

90710 276 6293 (13QTR)

l^^^g^^^^^i^^^fi^^^^ t^^^^ »4II^^<t^^^^>a^^^v**^^^v* ^^^^^

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing

Student Rail pass 2 months S125.00

Call for flight information
^

Rental and lease available ^

INFO SOFAAGENT VIC Dept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd Suite C

4t;^. f.j»j»*. -^fY^man Oaks, Calif 91403

872 228 3 or 784 1677
^

EURPPE Israel One way, round trip

student travel discounts SOFA inter

European student charter flights Contact

ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd. O, LA ,
90049

826 5669
^^ (UOTR^

"""
AISFLIGHTS

Europe/ Africa/ Asia/ India/ Israel -Student

flights and Charters

Europe any day by scheduled airline Youth

Fares from all maior US Cities (incl. L.A)

from St99 roundtnp
Eurailpasses, Student Railpasses

surance. Car Purchase London

commodations. Tours, ' D^Cards

Free European Maps & literature

Currency converters

6 S158 roundtnp

3360
( 17 Jv

for

juo ATTRACTIVE well fuVmshed large i

Ddrm front apt Separate garage laundry

2324 33rd Street Santa Monica 455

appointment

THEVILLAtJER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens i

Fireplace ige heated

patio. air conditioning

bidg . maid available

convenient to fwys

Ktitan Ave. (off Gayley)
479 8U4

411

t>drms singles

pool, elevator pvte

lovely street Ouiet

North of WiUhire

HOUSE to share J bdrm neute Have own
room Pets welcome S'" 50 a month J*0

6540 l23Jn32)

^Room and Board 24

MALE student grad undergrad meals walk

to school pool tv parking Rtasonabtt 400

S Bentley 27J 4;36 (24JvJ0)

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help.. 25

(17QTR)

GROOVY female student private bath.

s.tt.ng room TV baby sittmg dinner dishe»_

Brentwood GR2 2982 (25 Jv2)

WALK UCLA "Nhllage Quiet Secluded

Fireplaces 5230 2 bedrooms S155 singles

S105 Bachelor 473 0201. (17Jy2)

GLENFAIRTERRACE

Singles* i Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood

Reserve now reduced summer rates

Also reserve for Fall

540GLENROCK A 543LANOFAIR

MOTHER $ aid babysitttnt. light

r>ouscwork Pr.vateroom bath TV »»**'y^

Telephone 270 4063. 472 84*3 {2% Jj i)

FEMALE student

board cvchangr tor

July stay on ne«f year

Jy 2)

private room bath &
babysitting Start m
Fle«ible47* 5071 |}5

FEMALE
UCLA (or

4M 4991

-^•vate room bath, board >A»aik

t>abv sitting lite duties »25 me
(2SJI8)

y/Room for Renf. 26

in-

Ac
NEWEH 1 bedroom (also unfurnished) A/C,

built ins, refrigerator, redecorated

Melrose/La Brea 5135 5140 553 75M. (17Jn

PRIVATE room and bath for rent m ^"v***

Home Brvertywood *f9* Transportation

•it'cessary Pboneil7 571) (3*Jy 2)

singles encounters,

brochure, 455 1342. (njy2)

passengers

NEW YORK Aug. 28 Sept.

'Student Travel Headquarters"

••••••••

CAPABLE Musicians Orchestral Record

r«tio jingles Good future for appointment,

jn

V

INTRO Group processes, awareness,

Gestait. Tuesday 8 10 pm Saturday 2 4 pm.

Students S2 00 Call for brochure The Group

Center 456 3030. (IIQTR)

^ AISFLIGHTS

4M7. Twin Studio Productions, Ltd. ( 3 Jy GUITAR Lessons Folk/Classical/Rock_
Teacher S4 per hr. 670-6068

9056 Santa Monica Blvd.

LA 90049 274 8742

(l/2blk east Santa Monica/ Doheny)

GUYS gals, long hair OK, freshly washed
,h,cHs, Real Estate License ^eq^'j-ej

eoWen West, 780 1000. {2 J)f 2)

Experienced
Zane. "

"

(1) Jy 2)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring

Iriend FH 3580, 9 2.30, $2.50 ea.

any close
(3Jy2)

DRIVING
since 1928';,.

4638755
'

School.
. State

S9f0 hr
credential.

'Koad Safety
Penny, Bros.

(11 UTR)
^ luforing. ••••••••••»•••••••••••• 14

DESPERATELY need female graduate

slu<»ent, work full time, Aug., part time

during school year. Private room/board &

Sary Live close to UCLA with young

widow and boy 3, who goes to nursery school.

Couldeasily carry 8 units. 645-1953. (3 Jy 2)

OPPORTUNITY
For Girls 2' 35 yrs

«ive FUN & earn liberal expense allowance.

Accompany eligible men touring the city.

461-3478 hrs. 19 pm 7 days

Information and Referrals

For

birth control - abortion

venereal disease treatment

vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday lC-2

Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S.L.C student i un

FRENCH French: Enper Pansienne l^rn

Grammar, conv accent spec DP 3

(14 Jn 18)
tutor

9263.

STATISTICS IS fun Consulting on theses,

beginners too Professional statistician,

UCLAgrad

555 LEVERING
Singles l Bedroom

2 Bedroom
f^amilits OK

Pool Elevalor - Laundry
walk UCLA A Westwood '

GR7 2144

Near Veteran Ave (17 0TR)

, WALK TO UCLA
^SPACIOUS — ^AODERN

BACHELORS
SINGLES- BDRMS

REDUCED SUMMER RATES

Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE 516 Landfair, 477 8V90

PRIVATE and separate room and

lesponsible student Near campus
472 2StO.

bath for

*95/mo
(a*Jv2>

SMALL room private entrance off ••'•••

walking distance campus Man only 550 47a

2476 ** ID

L«A«viic M|rm

t)ith kitchen privileges, opposite «•"*«»

Gorgeous view S75 47J 3374eves H* Jv ''

BEAUTIFUL
linens Male
4/7 981)

quiet, private Bath. wtfMies.

Mornings 451 0t04 Evenings
(36 Jy 3)

FURNISHED room, bath, kitchen and
Female Walk to school *85 47S

(28 J33)
privileges

W4Q

t-

LOVELY loocn to share

buMni*\N woman or teacher

2)

home for

276 15*4

voun«
(26 Jy

623 4355 (Mad Hell) (14Jy2) "H"

IW PRIVATE home
qi aduatt' student
siOO/mo 279 2419

one btoch UCLA male
private entrance.

I (2«Jnil)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex

perienced Univ. Prof Positive results any

exam Easy conversational

473 2492.

method (trial)

(14QTR)

^Apfs, - Unturnished, 18 QUIET comfortable room
or Mid student 393 9)09.'

fpr grad student
(28Jy3)

y Typing 15

>NE Bedroom apt. for home
Westwood Blvd GR 9 9380

Laundry'.

business. 1S49

or inquire at

• ()8Jyl)

(513) AUTO Insurance too high? Students and

call Robert W Rhee 839 7270 or

LOW rates Term papers, letters, dictatiop,

manuscripts, etc. IBM electric. Call Diane,

398 4344.

SINGLES, 5125 5135 1 bdrm , 5155 5190 On

the beach Consider child, pet Utilities,

stove, -efngerator included 14 West

(15 Jy 2)

miftster, Venice
-.l"...!....-

»6 6*44 (18 Jy 2)

S75 OUIET girl Bel Air Panoramic view

Private vntrance. share bath Pool, break

fast privileges 783 0148 < 26 Jy 2)

y Room to Share ,.. 27

STUDENT subjects wanted for marijuana

smoking study. Pref. fresh/soph, all ranges

of experience needed from 'never before' to

daily usage. 825-6397. (3Jy2)

(.mployees
—870-9793. (11 QTR)

METAL sculpture class Welding, brazing,

6 mtes. 7;30to 10. 528.00 Gene Bern
(1lJy2)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts

Experienced Weekends, daily 5 9, 828

1162.
(15QTR)

VENICE Unfurnished apt art*

stovi', refr)g 5140 One block beach

0124 between 4 30 and
8902 »

5 30

casting
474 7495

'"bedrm.
Call J««

owner, 479

II Jv2)

forLARGE room private battt, avaifabfe

two m»n sharing across from law school

S55 474 05»l (37 Jn 18)

^^.

UCLA Students - Men and women are invited

to participate in the information processing

experiments being held at the Rand Corp. on

Saturday, June 26. You will receive *' 00 o''

3ttrs work If you are interested, phone 393-

0411, ext 7736, to sign up for a session and to-

receive details about wh«ije,..jnd yihen the

experiment Will be given. - ^^lntlT

DO YOU WANT:
An income while attending school?
To help combat air pollution through

ciqarette smoke?
To help others improve their health by

stopping smoking?
Smoker's Kit,

P.O. Box 447,
Santa Susana. Calif. 93043

Phone: (805) 537 8987

PHOTO Portraits (Portfolio or

Indoor and Outdoor Reasonable

6i? 5889, 652 7598.

albums)
Call Jane,
(11 Jn 25)

TYPING
accurate,
368 1232

my fvome 'BM Executive Fast &

will ^Iso ed't Reasonable rates

(15 Jy2)
^Apts, to Share. ,,ji,,,^,,,,,,_ 19 ^Autos for Sale.„^*.-**^ 29

INTERESTED IN .A/MEANINGFUL PIC

VuRES OF YOUR WEDDING? CALL FOR
AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE MY WORK
BEFORE DECIDING ON ANYONE BOB
CARLSEEN, 780 0329. (11Jy2)

STUDENT couple live m, 6 days.

Housekeeping and child care. Sunday off.

GENERAL academic/business style IBM

electric Prof«^ssional/accurate 8 yrs. eX^

perience Santa Monica area, 399 2009. ( 15

Ql_B>
, ^_ .^

TYPIST- Theses, dissertations, books,

t^rrpapers. Specialty math and tet;"^|!^

-Typing Accurate, rapid service 761 5580. rilfc^

S 9) '_

.

TYPING Editing. Term papers, resumes,

letters theses IBM Selectnc. English
.

grads Nancy, 472-4143, Kay, 82*7472. ( 1$ Jy

2)

MALE Undergrad 1 bdrm apt , J"©^*'"
bIdg Summer/Fall, Venice beach »75,

utilities included Near UCLA «>"*•
f/*'

"'

5874, eves 687 6071 days <'*,^""'

7 BEDROOM, own room. tiO National and

Overland Call.Mike either 380 "«<«;/«;,
4J0(L . .. ., :

' '
'''

«9 FIAT ISO Spytfar,

mileage, console radio, perfect

SllSO/best.by 6/21/71 981

Low
must sell

(39Jy 3)

IMPALA 63 excellent condition New tires,

shockers, ntjwiy rebuilt engine S400 «>r «>«»\

Tel 390 1020 (I* J HI

OWN large BEDROOM 3 ^drm, 7 m.n

campus 5*8 mo 2 bath, air cond 836 6585 ( it

Jy 2) • - L__

4) ^ORO Galaxy \edan Must soft, ff* •»

best offer Comrey 825 29*1 or «>1 4112 (If Jy

2)

FAST service with all kinds of typing.

Electric typewriter. Reasonable rates. Close

to campus. GR 2 8421 niJ}f2)

WE 5 9175. (3 Jy 2)

FEMALE: Vanda Beauty counselor

cosmetics needs counselors Commission,
sales Full or part time. 839 2263 AM. (3Jy2)

PSYCHOLOGY Experiment, $2 for 1 1/2 hrs.

No Psych majors please. For information,

call 837 8830. (3Jn18)

PEMALES needed Psychology ex-

periment. 2 sessions, 1 3/4 hrs. total. 53. No
Psychology maiors. 393 4945. (3Jy2)

YW d re j ust the type
we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
545 per month while helping others.
Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 478-0051 12 7 p.m., M-F

ACADEMIC Motivation for

students Effective summer
college professor, 474 4058

PM.

Jr Mi/HS
course by

8-1(< AM,A-7
(11 Jy 2)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,

guidance. IBM typing Satisfaction

guaranteed No bargain hunters, •'•«/.«J[|i^\

479 8144, 477 6382 (150TR)

FEMALE SHARE LARGE 2 BORM APT
WITH SPACIOUS PATIO ON BEVERLY
GLEN BLVD NEEOE D BY JULY 13 PETS
ALLOWCn RENT 5105/MO PER PER
SON CALL AFTER 5 00 PM, 553 5174 < 19 Jn

f

)

-
own room Furn

Sept 9 5*2 50/mon
(19 Jy 2)

'*7 VW Bug
4510

new tires, i*95
(}« Jn li)

FUNKY Venice, apt

Available immed to

Mark, 821 4479

MODERN DANCE CLASS •NTCN^'^I
SUMMER COURSE, *1"^8/19^M AR I E

MARCHOWSKY, SOLOIST MARTHA
GRAHAM CO 3112 PENNSYLVANIA, S.M.

828 9000.478 3329. (11 Jy 30)

PRIVATE guitar lessons. Folk, Rock, and

,ai2. Fingerpick.ng ^vles, music theory^

Reasonable, Gary Diamond, 399 8217 (ii Jy

2)

^ Iravel,

•r TT^TT STUOENT

/3

XJNI ctapS^r fliShts*

1007 broxton,westwood

i2/hr plus 10'

*Orlt 12 7 pm.
Bp.m.».m

'e of sales. Supervised field

Bondable. 475 1220, 475 5044 9

ROUNDTRIPFLIGHTS
LA/Londoo/LA

^20 WEEK baby sit twins 2, M
t4r necessary. lO mms UCLA
"1 36M

F 3.30 5.15.

Mrs. Baxter
(3 Jn23)

June 24 Sep 5

juty 1 Sep 3

Sept 5 Oct 3

S275
$275

S258

^Jl!:— ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ '

ir"^"—
^^"^ ONE WAY FLIGHTS

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
^'"* 21 35 yrs with talent potential Call:

461 347^

hrs. 1-9 p.m. 7 days

July 5L0N/LA
Aug6LA/L0N
Aug 24 LA/AMS
Sep6LA/LON
Sep 12 LA LON
Sep 16 LON/LA

More flights ava?»^t)rt on Wait

limited to UC students,

and registered A'umoi
flights
tension

L.St

staff.

5148
5148
5143

5123
5123

Si 46

All

ex

DISSERTATIONS proposals, first and final

drafts; theses, seminar reports Best

references Editor typist 393 9109 ( 15 QTR )

^ Apts. - Furnished 17

483 GAYLEY Reduced summer rental

rates Bachelor 590/mo Large furnished l

bedrr'^m, 5160/mo Utilities paid Walk to

c, js Phone manager, 477 4939 (17Jy2)

'^7mpuTtowers
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRMSTUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Deposits now for summer/fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hllgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5 5584^

S110 5115 FURNlSMtD Singles, pool,

carpets, drapes, near UCL^^;^*"»«»?7!';j,

1602 Pontius 477 5184.273 8351 ' 7Jv2)

633 GAYLEY
5 Mm walk Campos

Singles/Shared apt Heated Pool

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

two others
Furnished,

(19 Jy 2)

NEED Female Share with

Walking distance to campus
spacious 550/mon 475 5310

BEACH Cottage (2 "•*""*"••*'
i.biral/ neat" 3rd g.rl share be<lrm

availaDlenow-565 Sue, 399 *;*5 (i9Jn22)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO— MO

iavr on car rental with oMi "Buy »»«re take

delivery in Europe Plan" Oiroct sM#mef«t

also arran««d Financin* available

191 0445. 870 6928

565 \u«

FEMALE student would like to meet same to

find, share apt Age 22 plus 474 86*7 (i9Jn

22)

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

63 VOLVO P»IO« New tires Overdrive

Call 29* *272 after 5 p m (29
Runs good 5850

Jy 2) JL

LARGE
POOLENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING

ATTRACTIVE CLEAN ^'^OLES
SUNDECKS GARAGE *41 425 LANDFAIR

479 5404
( 190TR

ROOMMATE for two bdrm apt 10 minutes

to UCLA Near bus 587 50 plus utilities 82*

,585
(l»Jn23.

47 FIAT 850 Fastback White/Red mt^rior

2* 000 mi Onr owner immaculate
««"J ^J

1441 eves *

CAMPER •S inte^natwnaf Harvester Metro

H<;buiil engine. New Tires Kitchen

facilities, stereo S 1,500 firm) «ifl4t» (WJy
21

66 SIMCA 4 door sedan Good gas mileage,

transportation S450 82* 0197 or 478

Ft MALE to share 2 bdrm

Grad or} musician preferred

SiOO 3«4 5172

studio w/one
Santa Monica

(19 Jn 22)

good
I t7A (29 Jn23)

CHEERFUL mature student or medical

.male near campus. 5195/garden apt 575

Ut.l.t.e-. inciud.d BR 2 l*5*.-477 5939, Ann
^ (I9jy2l

^For Sublease

condition
17*2

70 OBEL
condition.

Jy 21

S4 FIAT
.portatton
.J% 1*74

'-yaw

>

11

T partel truck for sale Very

Best offer Call Rayfnond, 178
(JtJyJ)

station M«gon Must sell Perfect

51200or,be»tprtce VE 8 9378 (29

noo 4 door sedan
Good condition. 1350

'Good tran
82*0197 or

(29 Jn 22i

JUNE
ntsncfO

'87?

21st SeDt 1st.' 1

5125 mo Federal
bdrm tM>use, fur

St Call eves ,478
(SL Jn22)

473-6412

Members »•-

'^•^E MONEY EASILY'' Your own time.
1 BASIC H and tMfGANiC, natural'

'"rriins
H and t>ltGANlC,

cosmetics *53 1890

^ for Rent

for artist, art teacher.
f^ir, designer etc S17S 2000 sq ft

Also Headquarters
For

INTL STUDENT IDCARD
Intra Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto PurchASP"-

Open I ' Oav Saturdays

LONGER AT
APARTMENTS

Or^e bedrooms

ONE BEDOOOM AND
a'c'commodates '^our a^h
'*'"^

Pool sondechs

qarage 625 Landfa.r 479 5404 Cl7QTR>

ENJOY SUV'/ER OR
TRACTIVE CLEAN^
Singles accommodate
accommodate thrtt

DEN
COND bioch campus

V House for Rent ^ 20

VENICE 2 bdrm house near beach bed.

r.if Q.rittor garbage disposal, 5200 month

maculate Jim (20Jy2>

/RidejWonfed......

rir^

••••••• 1O07 b«xjxton,^v««twood

" 505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

lTCHEN»^TTrS SINGLES
—^—rt - ^ '

!b 00 FURNISHED
., /, Ahite carpeting
pi,arc»s Utilities oat

f-

Single one bedrm.
drapes Eiec ap

lO car port Call after

(20 Jy 2)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

*000 Mife
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

O.'scounfed Beiow Oeoter^ Pt .<•

A 1 SBjUTTrSERVlCe
)957'van Nuys Blvd

across tromG M Plant

C*H 844 7075 24 Hours
A-1

Available Juty
^^r Howard 474

<20 Jy 2i

Cycles, Scooters

For Sale,, 30

2L
HONDA 4SC 70 Only 70O0 m\ 5*50 offer *9

rA«/AHO •uiiy •qo.ppvd 52 300 offer Both

at UCLA from
tn Summer Wi||

" Jy 7)

APIS. TO SHARE S50

Oipo's.ti now or summer fan

Cont

lATE . Cd' n^'i . .

vf'^Mi, Off B
92*4*'^ li

Xint cc . *r\ blue »o

rs can 877 409 lof ;*« Hit IM

m.
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Recreation Schedule
Cultural and Recreational Affairs Is pleased to offer certain recreatloaal classe^

%Ml"eSe'S'
with current registration cards and faculty /staff/spouses only

^^^J^^i^^J^^rZc^^^^
Enrollment Is limited ; certain classes are enrolled on a Percentage basis wl^i P^^^^^^^'^^^^^^

to students Spouses with membership may be accommodated In classes
^^/f*,^ P;L^' "L

ho^e^r noot^ dependent members are eligible to sign up for CRA c^^^^

^^^oTcUemi^crS'^s
Swim lessons for children at the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center (SCRO). No academic creaii

given for these classes.

ENROLLMENT: First Session (SS I) - Wednesday. June 23; Second Session (SS II) - Wednesday,

August 4. 12 noon to 1 pm in the Women's Gym Foyer. Exceptions noted below.

INSTRUCTION BEGIf^S week of June 28 for SS L and week of August 9 for SS II; INSTRUCTION

ENDS July 30 and September 10.

Bruins cinch NCAA teimio

Borowiak, Zothers in semis

AQUATICS
Beg. & Int. Swim. (SS I only) M Th 2-3

Senior Lifesaving (SS II only) M Th 2-3

Water Safety Instr. (SS II only) M Th U:12

Adult Informal Lessons (beg. 6/23) Wed 5: 30-6:

»

Men's Gym Pool Sharon McAlexander

Men's Gym Pool Al Chavez

Women's Gym Pool Al Chavez

SCRC Park Pool Staff

Children's Swim Lessbns (Signups: Thu., June 17, 2 pm for Ist Session. $6 fee.)

SCUBA- ( Enrollment and details at Orientation AAeeting Tuesday, June 22, 5 pm, at SCRC.)

cgr
I

TuTh 4-7 - . SCRC Park Pool Staff

Sec'. II TuTh 6 9 SCRC Park Pool Staff

ART (Note: Instruction begins week of August 2. Come to first class.)
•»i

i

Children A-6 yw*

Children 7 years & older

Adults

BODY CONDITIONING, AAen

Sec. I

Sec. II

Tues

Thur

MTh

TuTh
TuTh

10 11 8i

n:30-12:M
1-2 &
2:30-3:30

10-12

12-1

1-2

SCRC Jackie Ruby

MAC "B" 115

DANCE ( Instruction begins week of June 21 . Come to first class.)

Children 5-7 years

Children 7 years 8. older

Adutti =—
Tues
_Frl

DUFFERS GOLF —Staff Only**

EXERCISE FOR WOMEN
Isotonics

Isotonics

Slim 'n Trim

GYMNASTICS A TRAMPOLINE
TENNIS
SS I: ^
SS II:

"'

FrI

MWTh

MWF
MWF

2:30-3:30

12:30-1:»

-^r30-4!30^

1:30-2:30

12-1

11-12

12-1

SCRC

Soung^Jt Cho

Judith Davies

«

:•>

ft

i

5:

.V

i
.V
.V
.V

V.

•>:

«
I

SOUTH BEND (AP)—UCLA
clinched its second straight NCAA
tennis title Thursday after

grabbing three of four positions in

the singles semifinals.

The Bruins' Jeff Borowiak,

Jimmy Connors, and Haroon

Rahim Will join Stanford's Roscoe

Tanner in today's semifinal

matches.
^

The Bruins also had two doubles

teams, Borowiak-Rahim and

Connors-Jeff Austin, in action

Thursday. UCLA assured itself

the team Utle with 29 pointe whils-

runner-up Trinity had 25.

Borowiak, seeking his second

consecutive NCAA singles title,

coasted to a 6-2, 6-2 win over fresh-

man Eddie Dlbbs of Miami of

Florida. Rahim scrambled for a 4-

6, 6-1, 6-4 victory over Rice fresh-

man Harold Solomon.

The Pakistani Davis Cup star
was down 3-1 in the third set
before staging a final rally
Rahim and Solomon were seeded
fourth and sixth, respectively.

Connors, seeded second, was
also forced into a decisive third

set during a two-hour, forty-five

minute marathon with Bob
McKinley of Trinity. The Bruin
freshman, current U.S. juniors

champion, won the first set 6-2

before losing, 4-6. McKinley then

went ahead 3-1 in the third set,

only io have Connors break his

service and rally for a 7-5 victory

Stanford's Tanner, who lost to

Borowiak in the singles final a

year ago, (registered a straight

set, 6-3, 6-4' victory over Trinity's

Brian Gottfried, Connors meets
Rahim and Borowiak battles

Tanner in today's matches.

ss

MTuWThl2-l

MWF 12 1

TuTh
TuTh

TuTh

n-4
9-11. 12-1.

4-5

5-6.30

South Field

MAC "B" 115

AAAC "B" 115

Women's Gym 200

Men's Gym 200A

South Courts

Norm Duncan

Sharon McAlexander
Ronni Witson
Sharon McAlexander

Art Shurlock

Charlie Williams,

Karen *Gage and
Joel Ostroff

i

«
«•

Staff Only. Both Sessions.

* Basic SCUBA fee. $20.00 ^ . * . «w . . c^ .
** Golf Instruction is offered to registered students by the Departnwnt of Physical Education.

***Each person will sign up for one weekly thirty-mlnute dual lesson. A $2.00 fee Is charged for the

purchase of tennis balls; these balls will become the property Q^the students at the termination o*

1

I

classes.

%%%::::::::::::::V::ft%:::ftW:%::%:::fty^
.•.•»»»»:«»;«!i

.TAV. >}!iii$$ii!»^'iS^^^^^

NCAA Dope Sheet
100 - Green (Kentucky), Deckard (USC), Branch {Co\orito). Crockatt (So. n»»noi»)r-

Edmonson (UCLA). Hart (Gal).
^ ^ ^ .v « ^ ,r~ , ^ .

220 ~ Deckard (USC). Goodrich (Indiana), BJack (N.C. Central), Branch (Colorado),

Daniels (Colorado), Coffee (LSU). __ ^^ ^,,^^ ^ ^
440 - Smith (UCLA), Garrison (USC), Collett (UCLA), C. MIH» (Texas A«iM), Bond

(Tennessee), Turner (Murray St.).

StO Winzfenreid (Wisconsin), Vinson (Kansas St.), Zoeller (Tennessee), Wheeler

(Duke), Brown (Cal), Drew (Cal).
. . „ ^ ....: >

Mile- Liqoori (Villanova), Rose (Okla. St.), C. AAason (Villariova). La Bache (Illinois),

Howe (Kansas St.), Ritchie (Oregon).
v «, - ^ ...

SMile — Prefontaine (Oregon), Kardong (Stanford), J. AAason (Kansflis), Bednarski

(UTEPl, Ktlton (Houston), Jones (Air Tore*). ."^ ,„ e4TT
A-Mile — Bjorkiund (Minnesota), Liebenberg (\At Mich.). Frad«ricK« (Pann Stata)..

Hmdley (BYU), Walsh (Villanova), Misner (Fla. St.).

steeplechase- Sink ( Bowling Green), Liebenberg (W. Mich.), Lath«^ (Oregon), Savage

(Oregon), Johnson (Wash), Tinnm (Minn). ^^^. .. .. ,^ »

120 highs - Milburn (Southern), High (Tennessee), Gibson (UTEP), McAAannon (Notre

Dame), Howser (Duke), Walker (Colorado). v«Kt». f<t>n
440 Intermediates - AAann (BYU), Bolding (Okla. St.). Cronhoinn (Rice), White (Stan

ford), Seymour (Wash), Koster (Illinois). ^^,. ,^,^,^^^tm\ AA.*,Hr>.4
High i«inp - Brown (Cal Poly). Pnoii»>» <utbp>, m^ikkii. (Minnasota), AAatzdorf

(Wisconsin), Mann (Michigan). Hollins (USC). ,...r^«» »r

Polevault^ Roberts (Rice), Bryde (Wash), Tracanelli (UCLA), Haglar (UTEP), Ernst

LowJ'lump —Hines (lisC), Robinson (San Diego State), AAoore (Oregon), Brabham

(Baylor), Owusu (Angelo St ), Bendlxen (UCLA).
,. . « ...^. *, ^

Triple lump— Gill (Cal Poly), Butts (UCLA)^ Reader (Orag. St.), Rogars (UCLA), Hmes

SHot p«t
—
*Safb (Kansas), S Wilhelm (Kansas), Monarj (UTEP), OaBai^wrdl (UTEP).

zOiscor— D^2ernard?"(UTEPT:"Antunovich (USC), Louisiana (BYU), S. Wilhelm

(Kansas), Monari (UTEP), Mosley (Baylor).

Hammer — Schoterman (Kent St.), Accambray (Kent StJ, Converse (W. Mich.), Dm
neen (Dartmouth), DIehl (Army). Penny (Kansas). ,„w..x am . m
Javelin — Feldmann (Washington), Murro (Ariiona State), Plhl (BYU), AAorland

(Kansas State), Bacon (AAaryland). Colson (Kansas).

440 Relay — USC, Colorado, UCLA, Texas A«.M, Indiana, Long Beach St.

Mile relay — UCLA, Tennassaa, Rica, Abilene Christian, Adelphi, Nebraska.

(Ed. Note: According to Kennedy's projections. USC would win the NCAA title with 60

points. UCLA would finish sei^ond with 53 points.)

Stava Kennedy

T' m(^ 4iLW 'f.-: :

^o%
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Hil I work in the Book department of

the^SUCLA Students' Store. A lot of us

work pretty hard to keep it all together —
and keep all the shelves labeled and filled up.

So we thought you'd like to know

/; -/

u 1/

c>^
^A

HOW TO USETHE TEXT DEPARTMENT HERE
You'll find text bool« behind the General book department. Texts are out

there by acodemic department in class number order. The alpha-

betical order by department winds around like a snake (see sketch

at right) — and extension program texts are on the wails.

«»_<-
J>

i Wiunui iMiMh ' ^ « \MHiw in i /
i>r\

^lU^^'M^lU^MM^'"^T??T^^^)lM\(\\\^\llP\U'^^ i
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ENGLISH 137 SSI (HCLT 25)

SIDNEY: SELECTED PLCSE nKD FCZTRY (ed. KirobroughT

f£c;UIRED

3^i im/n/Mf< mTnn
h\ttii»,.w.r.... iiinn. )!/ <t nUM ft

tt^^"'" ,>
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THIS IS A SHELF TAG, AND HERE'S HOW TO READ IT:

Class number Summer Session One (Publisher & prof s expected enrollment)

Author: Title

Required (sometimes It is a section •, which means it's required for that

section only)

-

1

as
uc

Students' store

I booln on wall«

All the information you need should be on the

shelf. If the book isn't here yet. there will be a

sign with the date ordered and date expected.

If there isn't any listing for your class, maybe

the prof didn't order any books, or -maybe
the order came in lota^^^Uok^s us a couple of

days to get tags typed and put up.) We try to

Hlove the store set up so you can use it with

a minimum of hassels and delay.

t««tt. b l«v«l, ock^mMin union, i>25-771

1

open today 8:30-7:30, soturdoy 10-3; mondoy-fridoy |une 21-25 7:45-7:30

If you" -• 'i»r help at th«
BOOK INPORMATiON COUNTER. Catch you later.

^
r

UC financial aid reductions expected

, VHfJ^ ,-Jj JrJ

Belt tightening by the federal government may result in

f nancial aid reductions this fall for about 5,000 UC students,

UC President Charles J. Hitch warned the UC Board of

Kegents last Friday.

Hitch said preliminary estimates from the U.S. Office of

Education indicate this University's share of federal funds

for student aid may drop by one-third from the current

year's total.

UC vice president Frank Kidner said this would effect

ver 5,000 of the 30,000 students receiving financial aid

unless the University can find money to make up the dif-

ference. '
:

students with the lowest financial need would be en-

couraged to seek federally guaranteed loans from private

banks which would take them out of the program entirely,

Kidner said.

"You have two choices You can increase everybody's
package or you can lop some off," he said.

Hitch said federal funds for UC student aid may be cut to
approximately $8 8 million for the next school year—

a

reducation of $3.4 million from the current level.

Cuts will primarily be felt in the following three levels:
work study grants, educational opportunity grants and
national defense student loans.

While the threatned cuts will effect students already
using financial aid, Kidner emphasized that requests from
students are currently increasing^^th in numbers and
dollar amounts. ,

*

"This will bw the first time that we've ever had an ab-
solute reduction in federal funding," Kidner said.

Next month Hitch is expected to report on whether the

University can come up with the money needed to cover the

loss of federal funds However, those chuices look slim.

Hitch said he is hoping final congressional action will

increase student aid funds but added. "This legislation still

has a long way to go.'*

UC's student aid program costs $42 million a year.

Together with other funds not included in the thr««

programs threatened by cuts, federal money comprises 58

per cent of the total.

The remainder of the money is from Regent's Speciai

Funds, registration fees, gifts and other sources.

Kidner attributed the increased n^ for stu<)ent aid ta

the current econonuc slump in California He said students

are having difficulty finding employment and many
parents are having to tighten their purse strings and are

unable to help.

summer
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UC Regents, Berkeley councilmen

Revitalization program
of ASUCLA suggests

V.
V.
V.People's Park meeting AQmm expansion, remode//mg

By Deborah Ashin

DB Staff Writer

The fence around People's Park will remain

standing indefinitely as the UC Regents last

Thursday refused to meet with a committee of

Berkeley councilmen who wanted to discuss the

:J park's future.

:$

f Berkeley councihnen asked that negotiations be

I open to discuss the removal of the fence from the

I controversial park near the Berkeley campus. The

I councilmen are considering the possibility of

I converting the plot of land into an actual park.

•x However, the Regents' Committee on Grounds

I and Buildings rejected a motion to meet with the

ijil councilmen and said any such discussions would

jiji
have to be preceeded by talks with UC Berkeley

:•:• administrators.

iij:
The Regents met last Thursday and Friday at

I
the UC Extension Center in downtown Los

%' Angeles. _
;$ When People's Park erupted two years ago the

I Board of Regents removed the issue from the

v: jurisdiction of campus administrators by

I designating the land for eventual use as campus

?j housing and refusing to give it to the city for the

I
purpose of turning it into a park.

Because the Regents have never relinquished

that authority, both Regent Joseph A. Moore and

j
Berkeley Chancellor Roger Heyns told the

•i-:::::W:::W:::V:::::::::::%%y:y^^

^
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Berkeley councilmen to take th^ matter up with

the Regents.

Moore, Heyns and UC vice president Robert

Johnson met with the councilmen a week ago to

hear their request for a meeting with the Regents

Thursday's action will keep the issue within :§

campus jurisdiction until further action is taken.

Regent Dean Watkins, one of those against the

meeting, said to have such a discussion would

"usurp the authority and responsibility of the

campus."

However, it is not clear what authority campus

officials have in the matter, other than hearing the

Berkeley delegation and then making a recom-

mendation to the Regents.
i

Although UC President Charles J. Hitch sup-

ported the committee action, he said there is a

question as to "how far the campus administration

can go" because of the Regental action Uken two

years ago.

People's Park was converted into a sterile

playing field and parking lot by the University.

Although the parking lot has been boycotted by

most of the students, the playing field does get

used. Even so, the park us sUll a controversial

issue at Berkeley. Last month police and

demonstrators took to the streets to mark the

park's second anniversity.

^
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Lawschoolacceptances delayed
Nearly 3i<O00 college graduates

^re still anxiously waiting to hear
if they have been accepted to the
Law School here.

Only 275 students out of this

year's massive deluge of ap-
plicants — 300 more than last year
^ will be accepted. However, the
^ork involved in determing who
^*^^se select few will be has been
somewhat slowed down due to a
'"educed clerical staff and tran-
sitions in a new administration of
t"€ school.

^^e clerical staff which
P^^ses the law applications has
^n reduced to half the size of
'ast years because of the general

'Barnes Karp is leaving and the
change has caused some con-
'^»on at admissions

Some prelaw students who had

applied as early as December to

date have not heard any word

about their status. But this is not

unusual, according to Ann Lim^

baug, a clerical worker, who said

sometimes people are accepted on

the first day of school

However, a few students, those

with extremely high LSAT scores

and grade point averages, have

been notified of their acceptance.

Child Center has

infant openings

Openings for children from

two to six months of age are

M.Kir. in the Child Care

.....n to 5;?0 P "^

For further information contact

Betty Diamond, ext. 522H3.

The bulk of acceptance or

rejection notices are expected to

go out in the middle of July. UnUl

then students who have been

accepted at other schools, must

either decide to pay the

registration fee at other colleges

or wait and chance acceptance

here

Limbaugh said this year's rate

of admission announcements

cannot be compared to previous

ones because of the unexpected

openmgs caused when students

are drafted, married or change

their mind about schools She

added a few openings may occur

in a single week

According to Limbaugh. who

gets approximately 10 calls an

hour on this suHirrt thf» law

sc' h(n>i w i ll notify - -*^

his status 24 hours after they have

investigated an applicant s files

By Ken Peterson

DB Staff Writer

Steps are now being taken to implement proposals in the ASUCLA
revitaUzation program, a comprehensive plan calling for ma)or im-

provements and innovaUons in services offered to the student body,

according to Donald t.Vindley, ASUCLA executive director.,.

The plan, prepared by the Board of Control (BOC) space committee

and submitted in February, outlines areas where improvemenU are

needed and contains specific recommendations for their improvement.

One of the major recommendations in the plan which includes the

development of a North Campus eating facility was approved by BOC last

week. Other recommendations include expansion of the students' store;

elimination of the bowling alley and iU possible replacement by an arU

and crafts do-it-yourself shop, a small theater, or office spaces;

redecoration of much of Ackerman Union making it a more attractive

place for students to meet; and development of an ice cream parlor-

sandwich shop in the site of the old Ucket office on the second floor ol

Kerckhoff Hall, where students can go either during the day or evening.

The space committee sUted in the plan that it recognises **the

Associated StudenU of UCLA is in trouble " and further sUtee, "The

Association must correct its deficiencies and render greater con-

tributions to the campus or it must forfeit the opportunity to others.

"

The recommendations were made to comply six goals of the

Association, also formulated by the space committee. These goals are:

providing wanted goods and services conveniently and at a fair price;

providing convenient and attractive places for students to go and have

fun; providing a legitimate and viable instrument for student par-

ticipation in UCLA governance and providing efficient facilities for

student governance; and giving studenU the primary voice in controUng

theii facilities

Expansion of the central studenU' store by building a 22,000 square foot

addition is also planned, although no specific plans have been made for

the addition. Findley noted the expansion will give the store a front en-

trance on Bruin Walk and will also permit a merger of the Engineering

and Art Supplies store with the central facility Findley mentioned he

hopes to reinstate the eight per cent book bonus as soon as it is financially

feasible.

Other food service improvements recommended by the revitaliration

plan include an increase in the ratio of people served to vended food and

more food carts, in addition to the organic food cart, on Bruin Walk

The ice cream -sandwich shop planned for Kerckhoff Hall will feature

outdoor service on the patio behind the hall and an intimate eating at^

mosphere inside, according to Findley

In order to free more office space in Kerckhoff Hall, ASUCLA will be

urging the Administration to construct a MAC-C building, similar to the

MAC B (the office and athletic building) adjacent to Pauley PaviUion.

The MAC-C would house such administrative services as the Housing

Office, which presently occupies space in Kerckhoff. Findley says con-

stniction of the MAC^ is two or three years away

Findley said there have been many complaints about the money not

being spent on other projects, such as the Child Care Center, instead of

student union expansion.

There are certain funds set aside solely for capiUl improvements on

the student union which can't be used for anything else," Findley said

The revitalization committee strongly advised against raising

registration fees in order to cover the cosU of revitaliration Tbey

stressed the plan is "a total concept" which must be implemented as a

package and not piecemeal. The also recommended that efforts be made

to begin as soon as possible.

"If we cant succeed ** —* *-'^"- »• •- ...r.r^-« AQt-rr a it can't

operAl6 If p^<)ple areni loyai in mr -.—---.r.-r, —tt • -^^m^^t it. it is

economically dead and will always have fina...... problems." Findley

said
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Manny's Barbers

Wh#n you fay, "take just a little bit off/' we take

just a little bit off.

1091 I Kinross Ave.

Be fined by Experts

Bra and Girdle

Specialties

GR7 1773

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BlVD . WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Keep an eye on things . .

work with the Daily Bruin

talk to Todd Carter or David Lees

in kerckhoff hall 1 10.

escdhcuse
G«iyt

21

TMi SSiSM
VENICe

FLYING BURRJTO BROS
ROCKIN FOO

« «

JUNE 25. 26, 27
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Regents' committee kills

proposal on student vote
The vision of student voting in academic departments at this University

...was shattered last week when the UC Board of Regents' Educational

-policies Committee rejected a proposal wtSch would have given students

a voice in departments^ affairs.

However, the student voting cause is not yet dead as the committee's

action requires the ratification of the full board of Regents and the motion

was tabled until July. /

The proposal, created by the Student Body Presidents Council, would

give the UC President the authority to "determine the form of ad-

ministration organization of departments of the University and is

authorized to determine who may vote in department meetings."

If this proposal had been approved, UC President Charles J. Hitch

' would have the authority to include students in departmental ad-

ministrative organization.

The committee's rejection was not unexpected as Hitch and the

Statewide Academic Council announced their opposition to the proposal

in May.

David Lees, EdItor-in-Chlef

Tuesday, June 22, 1971

Published Tuesday and Friday during the first Summer Session, except

during holiday periods/ by the Communications Board of the Associated

Students of UCLA, 306 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, California, 90024.

Copyright 1971 by tlie Communications Board of tlie Associated Students
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SAVE UP TO 48% OFF LIST!

CLASSICAL JAZZ - FOLK POP

$1 off our reg. prices

on these: sole

"1

ij

4.98

5.98

6.98

2.66

3.36

4.26

$2 off our reg. prices

on these: sale

9.95... 5.32
n.98 6.75

8 T'^^CKS AND CASSEHES
sale

6.95 4.98
7.95 5.58

USE YOUR BANKAMERICARD
OR MASTER CHARGE

as

David G L—%
Todd Carter
Cathy Worth ington
Deborah Ash in

Sandy Schaffell
Steve Ainsworth
Ken Peterson
Sue Cochran
AAargaret Audet
Charles Solomon
Kenn Guernsey
Doug Kelly
Staff Writers:
Photographers
Marlaine Stoor
RoseZoes

Editor in-Chief

Managing Editor

— Buslr^ess Manager
' . City Editor

Technical Advisor

Assistant City Editor

Editorial Director

Editorial Assistant

Cannpus Editor

Cannpus Editor

Science Editor

Sports Editor

Terry Colvin, Susl« Hatago, Andy Moss and Dan Sadler

Gerald Morris, Mark Rubin
Copy Reader

Secretary

Write a letter

to the Editor
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JDIES FEIFFER'S

Mute House

UG
record store

mondoys-fridoys 9a m -5p.m
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Available for Sunfim«r

$4.00 plus fox
AH 10SA . ia«if4>ov«r

BBonomici 2 • Boird

Economict 100 - Niibal

Economics 180 - Murphy
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**
led editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily

Q Ed^itorlal Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns

ooen to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice •

°
ifvk)n contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

°
I rnns cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author I

^^ A do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boar'^ I

SCA members rebut

ASUCLA
Last quarter, the Daily Bruin centered its editorial

efforts on a seemingly trivial issue — the raise in

price of a cup of coffee from ten to fifteen cents. We
offered free coffee as part of our so-called **coffee

crusade" in an effort to dramatize our position that

fifteen cents is too much to pay for a cup of ASUCLA

coffee.
^ ^

We have been gratified by the response to our

campaign, as we have distributed over 18 thousand

free cups of coffee in two months. However, ASUCLA

coffee prices are basically unchanged, despite

halfway measures proposed by ASUCLA Executive

Director Donald E. Findley. Findley has repeatedly

told Board of Control (BOC, the governing board of

ASUCLA) **I thii^ we can make coffee prices stict';

and apparently he has been successful. -^. .

The central question which our campaign

developed dealt with the degree to which ASUCLA,

supposedly student controlled, is in fact governed by

students. Findley made the decision on coffee prices,

and many other decisions without consulting BOC.

But the degree of meaningful student control of

ASUCLA isn't Findley's problem, indeed he can

exploit the power vacuum.
ASUCLA is not controlled by students because the

student representatives to BOC have traditionally

been apathetic and ill-informed. We would point out

that membership on BOC entails responsibilities

which are analogous to serving as a member of the

board of directors of a large corporation, and that

BOC members have not assumed this responsibility.

ASUCLA will never be student controlled until both

the executive director and the members of BOC act in

a more responsive'fashion to the supjSosed owners of

ASUCLA — the students.

Kditor

This IS in reply to the article by
Ivan ' Gerson on the cultural

program at UCLA (Daily Bruin,

May 25).

First, it should be pointed out

that, while this letter is being

written by five members of the

Student Committee for the Arts

(SCA; not, as the DB printed,

SCFA). it is not being written on

behalf of the SCA.

In fact, SCA has not reached a

consensus on the issues

discussed—a direct contrast to the

implication that the SCA has, for

instance, voiced support of the

changes proposed by Dave
Stewart. ^ -

The SCA is a fourteen man body

(not eight meipbers) which is now

in the process of transition from

advisory body to CFAP to

programming body in its own

right.

Until SCA relegates itself to a

role higher than faculty puppet, it

will not represent active student

input into the cultural programs

at UCLA.
It is this transition that SCA is

now preoccupied with. It has not

even considered the possibility of

jernittg' with ASUCLA • and Day^
Stewart, and there are, in fact,

some strong reasons for opposing

suich a move.

One suggestion has been to join

both budgets together, but with

CFAP's influence being as great

as it is over SCA. a merger woiild

extend that influence ov^r

ASUCLA.
ASUCLA's budget may be

small, but at least it has main-'

^

tained a certain independence^

from the faculty body, a merger

would place that independence in

danger.

A second suggestion has been to

place ASUCLA at the head of SCA,

but to keep the budgets separate,

a move which extends ASUCLA's

influence over SCA, and yet allows

ASUCLA to have its own budget,

over which SCA has no say at all.

It is no accident that CFAP and

ASUCLA support the principle of

merger, but it has yet to be ex-

plained hfm SCA will benefit

,

especially now that it is trying to

fulfill a new, more active and

involved programming roie and

establish its own independence.

There should be some reaction

to the implication throughout the

entire article that popular

programming has overshadowed

fine arts programming. Mr
Ackerman suggests that "There

has always been more emphasis

here on the pop than on the

classical side."

Many of the members of the

SCA, including all of the un

dersigned, feel that when 70 per

cent of SCA's budget goes to

support of fine arts programming,

as opposed to 25 per cent toward

pop. this doesn't represent a

balance in the favor of popular ^

concerts One major pop show a

month has been the goal of this

past year's committee, and will be

next year-with the great

majority of dollars still going to

classical programs.

Mr. Gerson, who interviewed

officials from CFAP and

ASUCLA, failed to quote one

representative of SCA.

ApparenUy Gerson approached

neither this yfear's chairman, Sam
Wendel, or next year's chairman,

Steve Erickson, or, mere im-

portanUy. Charles August, the one

member who more than anyone

else decisively set the direction of

the SCA for the present and the

future.

Dennis Baughman
Steve Krickson

James McConaghy
Merle Meyers

Joel Oseran

Members. Student Cpmrnittee for

the Arts

AYJP
Kditor:

It has recently been brought to

my attention that an American

Youth for Ju$t Peace (AYJP)

pamphlet circulating on the

Harbor Junior College campuB.

and. no doubt, on other campuBes.

attempts to refute the Peoples

Peace Treaty

AYJP. formerly known as

Young Americans for Freedom

(YAF), is a conservative political

youth group. acUvely encouraging

the American people to support

our government's "commendable

endeavors' to halt the for-

midable Communist lion"

From the summer of 1967 to

November of 1970. I belonged to a

religious group which, during the

year of 1969 to 1970. supported

AYJP. often, in fact, as a de facto

frpnt for the political activities ol

AYJP
I. however, never sympathized

with nor supported nor joined ite

^ ranks Mr Charles Stephens, co-

chairman of AYJP. has con-

venienUy overlooked these facts,

apparently assuming that any

member of the rehgious group

must, by definition, also be an

ardent advocate of his particular

brand of super- patriotism

Acting on such a flimsy

assumption, made, even less

tenable Fy^Qie Tact that ! have^

severed my relations with the

religious group. Stephens and/tir*-"

his publicity sUff have listed me

in th^ir pamphlet as AYJP's

UCLA representative

The unauthorized and arbitrary

use of my name is an indication of

the spurious nature of this par

ticular "political" group

Indeed. 1 wonder whether the

pamphlet is representative of any

sincerely held views? Its authors

might just as well have gone

through the telephone book and

pul|tHl out names at random

Si^i^e 1 have no other recourse. I

am writing to the Bruin in the

hope that this public statement of

disavowal will restore my
reputation on thils campus and

perhaps deter AYJP from using

my name anywhere else in such a

misleading way

anmvwr-im*t**^

Linda Jarmln

Alwmnae. KnglUh

• OFFICIAL NOTICES •

FROM: student Health ServJce r. .,

SUMMER HEALTH SERVICE FOR CONTINUING STUDENTS

18 paid. Such gummer coverage, formerly ""'J^X^fwdl ELECrriONxt

ro-?SR^cKrsrS.««E3p^^^^^^
TO JULY i«4. -Donald S. MacKinnon, M.D., IKrector oi aiua«ii

Health Service.

GIRLS ONLY
Do you know anything about your car?

Basic course in *'How not to get taken on your auto

repairs." -t

Three 3 hour classes starting 6/29/71 at 7 P^
Tuesday, Wed.. Thurs. - $ 1 0.00

AT
Bob's Enco Service

970 Gayley Ave.

Los Angeles. Colif 478-9115

@)
State Licensed Mechanics

Across fronn Pizza Palace

LET YOUR LEGS OUT

TOR THE HOLIDAY!
, , . _„^ _ . ^ _

We've got the hot pants for you!

Loads of colors and styles,

priced from 4.99 to 8.00.

Tops - sleeveless, cotton,

terry, peasant styles

just 2.99 to 5.50

NEED MONEY?
Try BABYSiniNG

TUTORING (If youVe a junior, senior,

or graduate student)

.... TEMPORARY WORK

Corp^ t. tf.. PI ArFMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENTER. Bldg

4^^^... ... .-^ ...... HqII) nnH plat? jo^^ "°^« °" '^^^^ *''^'

Hotpants suits 5.50-12.50

Men's swinn trunks 3.75-8.00

Men's tank tops 3J5
Men's \e% shirts 4:50-8.00

UCLA beach towels 5.00

Hoye Q nice holiday!

studsnts' ttor«

UC^

-¥

•L...

H>orlsw«or. b l«v«l. odi^rmon union. 825-77 11
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Tuesday, June 22, 1971 Cornell nips Washington

MalcP no^nistake: UCLA is number one! I in rowing; Bmlns fade
I W IM im%# • ^^ ,^^^M—— ^. *^ n T^,ic vftar's Intercollegiate Rowing Association race didn't ficu
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Spikers Tough in Clutch,

Capture NCAA Title

By Steve Kennedy
'^~

DB Sports Writer '

It was just a week ago today that UCLA's track

team left for Seattle, the second time in three

weeks the Bruins visited the Washington seaport

and they hoped for resulte equivalent to the

previous encounter.

Before they even left, however, catastrophe

struck rudely. James McAlister was ruled

ineligible for the meet, a blow that cerUmly didn t

help the point potential. UCLA was already an

underdog to cross-town rival USC.

"Everybody felt bad for Jim," field coach Tom

Tellez said yesterday, recalling the hectic

surroundings of an NCAA meet, "not for the team,

but for Jim personally."

When it was over, however, the Bruins had

Uken their second title in six years with 52 points,

just one off the projected toUl of the DB dope

sheet. USC was second with 41 and Oregon third

with 38. Six,of the top 12 teams were from the Pac-

8.

"We performed consistenUy all year," Tellez

added. "Last y6ar, I'd honesUy felt we'd had it

when we got to the nationals. We kind of floated m
there. But we were a much different team this

year and I thought if we could make 50 points, we

could win it."

Odds-on favorite USC didn't get expected pointe

from Willie De'ckard in the sprints and couldn't

come close to their potential of over 60 points. The

Trojans, it will be recalled, were the only team to

defeat the Bruins in a dual meet in nearly two

izzyears. It happened May 8 when USC recorded

LIFETIME BEST - UCLA triple iumper Denny R^J^- ^ ^fj''^
*° *

lifetime best 53-7 1/4, good enough for third place at the NCAA cham-

pionship in Seattle. Bruins racked up 52 points to win team title.

:^si(imiii^m^^^^^
>:a:i%%:%WS¥A%%%%^^^

several lifetime bests enroute to a 75-70 victory.

Ultimately, though, that may have been the

turning point for the season. UCLA used this loss

as a springboard to win the Pac-8 meet in Seattle

two weeks ago and then continued its winning

ways last weekend to capture the NCAA title in the

same city. It was the Bruins' third track title.

(Continued on Page 5)

NCAA Report
In winning four NCAA titles (basketball, volleyball, track and tennis)

^-during the 1970-71 school year, UCLA now owns 23 NCAA titles, 10 in

:>: tennis, seven in basketball, three in trick, two in volleyball, and one in

$: water polo. UCLAIsalsotheonly university to win four collegiate titles in

?: each of two school years. Last year, the Bruins won basketball,

iij: volleyball, tennis and water polo championships.

1
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Singles to Connors;

Netterscop NCAA Title

By George Morgan
DB Sports Writer

Add the name Jimmy Connors to the list of NCAA
tennis champions. Joining that select, fraternity

which includes such names as Tony Trabert, Rafael

Osuna, Arthifr Ashe, Charles Pasarell, and Pancho

Segura, the 18-year-old freshman led the Bruins to

their second straight team title at Notre Dame
University in South Bend, Ind.

Playing consistent tennis Connors parlayed con-

sistency with a strong serve, to defeat third-seeded

Roscoe Tanner of Stanford, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4, 6-4, for Uie

singles championship TdHtier, a sophomore,

finished in the nmner-up spot for the second year in a

row. He defeated last year's winner, UCLA's Jeff

Borowiak in the semi-finals, only to lose once again

in the finals.

Connors, the top ranking junior player in the

United States, w^s ready to play, for he lost his

service only once in 19 games, and kept the pressure

on Tanner for most of the match. The win, his eighth

of the tournament, came in the fourth set when

Connors went ahead 5-3, and Tanner was never able

to catch uj^
"'

_
The match was fairly even most of the way, as the

"players traded point-for-point throughout the finals.

Tanner, however, lost service three times, each at a

critical point, and double-faulted seven times to

Connors' four.

• Connors, the first freshman ever to win the singles

title, (this being the third year in \yhich the NCAA

has allowed freshman to compete) lost only three

sets in his march to the title. Seeded second when the

tournament began, Jim breezed through the first five

rounds before h6 wais finally extended by Bob

McKinley of Trinity 6-2, 4-6, 7-5. He recovered suf-

ficiently against McKinley to move into the

^semifinals against teammate Haroon Rahim.

In another tough match, Connors showed great

poise and withstood the constant pressure of Rahim's

attack to come up victorious in four sets, 6-4, 7-5, 6-7,

7-6.
—

*

(Continued on Page 5)
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^^ki KUROSAWA'S
# H TOWN WITHOUT SEASONS

FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus of any out-of-print store, we stock 50.000

titles, new and old, all subjects. Browsable - buyable.

-*

—

'>" i""' >»<^ ^d "i^ki .M.» .. .i|! . '..t fa .
,
jajayj ii i^r-T^

N«#dtKim Book Findort

826-653311613 Son Viconto Blvcf.

- Just 5 minutes from campus by bus. bike or beachwagon - I

Potter's Studio
11656 OLYMPIC. WLA

-—• Classes • Memberships
• Gallery

call: 477-7757 Anytime

n.. «^,

lf'» for tho kidsU

Child Care Center

Volunteer Signups
* Not baby-sitting or day care

* Complotoly child-oriented — hove the satisfaction ol helping a

child develop the skills they need to live their life.

— Volunteers are on integrated, equal part o( the staff

— Sign up in Kerckhoff Hall 409 for a Monday, June 28 orientation

meeting. _
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CHampiun—Jimmy Connors became the only freshman in ^^'^^^''^

^
win the NCAA singles title as he disposed of Stanford sophomore Rose

Tanner Saturday at the NCAA championships at South Bend, Ino
^

nors, who defeated teammate Haroon Rahim in the semi-finals, is a

hander from Belleville, III.

—rr

Sponsored by the SLC Child CoreVolunteer Project, 825-2820 mVJVi AT 6
MJD 10

UNDCRGROUND TV
i$ here now.' sec The n-aXit^jJ

Gv^e, Americaji T4u5icr St^ua,

The Hallwa-rK Kail of Mirrors,

everything up to Evening
"Meditation, plu^ commerci'ii^

for -pipipiei, Ihe Tai^ouS Judged
School, and TWTTjerous, 111

written ik}^*-'"''^"""^ ^''' ^^'^

c ^ncfii^ 'ion . .-; .«... -^.,—

-

—y
gave you BwcK for a D*y " »^<i

Dill aDir^ Joke. A funny ^>J»w. J
THearn

This year's Intercollegiate Rowing Association race didn't figure to

have too many surprises. Navy, the Eastern Sprints champion, and

Washington, the Western Sprints winner, were expected to dominate the

competition^

So what happened? Darkhorse Cornell came out of the pack to edge

Washington for the IRA title. The Big Red had not won a national or

regional rowing title since 1963.

As the IRA got underway Thursday, Washington immediately made its

presence felt, the Huskies winning their heat and qualifying for the final

along with Penn and Rutgers. UCLA finished fifth and was forced to a

special qualifying repechage Friday.

From this point on, it was all downhill for Jerry Johnson's oarsmen.

The Bruins finished third in their heat, 10 seconds behind Brown, and

were relegated to the consolation bracket.

In the consolation final, the Bruins took fifth place in 6:18.6 behind

winner Dartmouth.

In the final, Cornell took an early lead and held on despite a furious

Husky charge. The Big Red finished in 6:06.0 to 6:06.9 for Washington.

Third place went to Penn with Brown fourth, Rutgers' fifth, and Navy a

disappointing sixth.

The Middies did salvage part of the competition, winning the varsity

fours race in 7:00.9. The Bruin fours were second behind Penn in the

consolation bracket.

The varsity pairs title went to California, Navy earned a second

championship as the Middie junior varsity eights were victorious, and

Penn won both the freshman eights and fours races.

Track Connors
IContinued from Page 4)

One of the meet's key events, or

at least it was thought to be prior

to the outcome, was the 440 relay.

UCLA, for the second straight

year, couldn't complete a baton

pass and didn't make the finals.

Ronnie Welch was jostled,

running into a man from Cal Poly

on his left before bumping a man
from Colorado on his right, and he

never made connections with

Wayne Collqtt, the anchorman.

CoUett took off, but not with the

baton.

As was the case in the Pac-8

meet, UCLA scored heavily in the

late events, getting 28 points to be

exact. The mile relay (10), triple

jump (10) and pole vault (8)

enabled the Bruins to come home
a winner.

The quartet of Edmonson (46.9)

,

Reggie Echols (47.2), John Smith

(45.1) and Collett (45.2) finished in

3:04.4. Triple jumpers Denn^
Rogers and James Butts grabbed

third and fourth (53-7 1/2 for

Rogers and 53-3 1/4 for Butts),

Rogers setting an NCAA meet

record in the process.

Tellez couldn't say enough

about pole vaulter Francois

Tracanelli and added that there is

no truth to the rumor he won't

return next year in brder to train

for the Olympics. Francois

cleared 17-0 and had close trials at

17-9.

"He looked best in the nationals

and he's really ready now. He

should do very well in Europe, but

I think he'U need a sUffer pole. His

running on the runway was ex-

cellent."

(Continued from Page 4

)

Connors, whose style is similar

to that of his former instructor,

Francisco (Pancho) Sequra, a

three-time NCAA singles champ
himself at Miami (Fla.) in 1943-45,

uses a two-handed backhand to

gain power and a powerful

overhand serve to keep opponents

off balance.

The Bruins, in winning their

10th team title, amassed 35 points

and dominated the tournament so

completely that the Utle was

clinched even^ before the

semifinals got underway. UCLA
ran away from second place

Trinity (Tex.), which finished

with 27.

Dominating the doubles play as

they had the singles, the Bruins

made up two of the final four

teams. The eventual champs,

Borowiak-Rahim, had only one

tough match before reaching the

semifinals, when they were ex-

tended by the McNair-McKee

team from North Car^ina 7-6, 0^,

6-2. Jimmy Connors and Jeff

Austin had an easier time getting

to the semi-finals, not losing a set.

In the semifinals, Connors and

Jeff AusUn met the top seeded

Trinity team of Bob McKinley and

Dick Stockton, who proved to be

too much. McKinley-Stockton took

the match, 4-6, 4-6, 6-3, 3-6. In the

other bracket, Borowiak and

Rahim reached the finals by

beating the USC team of Sashi

Menon and Mike Machette, 4-6, 6-

1, 7-6. From there, Borowiak and

Rahim captured the doubles title

by upsetting McKinley and

Stockton 7-6, 7-6 to complete the

Bruin domination.

Dolls grab

title,too

The Bruin Dolls added another
championship to UCLA's total

over the weekend as they took an
l8-stroke victory in the Women's
National Intercollegiate Golf
Championship at Athens, Ga. ,

UCLA s Janet Webber, the

tourney leader after the first and
third rounds, finished second to

Stanford's Shelley Hamlin, four

shots off the pace. Janet fired

rounds of 73-73-73-82 over the par-

73 University of Georgia course

for a 305 total.

Carol Ginder teamed with Janet

to give UCLA the team title, Carol

shooting 76-83-79-77—315 as the

Dolls finished the tourney with a

620 total, far ahead of runner-up

Arizona State.

Team totals: UCLA—620.

Arizona State—638, Dade Junior

College—640, Florida—648, North

Carolina—658. Cal State Los
Angeles—663.
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HEED II CM?
Sludentf - For a small f«e I con get

you o cor less iKon wholesale blue-

'book prices from o VWto o El Dorodo

directly from the Los Angeles Auto-

mobile Auction held every Tuesday

for outhorized dealers only. Yoo will

attend and select the cor you woM
and be present at the bidding which

can go hundreds of dollars below Blue

book prices Coll Sherry at 473-0933

and save! ! !

FEDERICO
FELLINI

West Coast Premiere • Friday, June 25

Doheny Plaza Theatre, Beverly Hills

Doheny Drive half-block south of WilshJre

,-., n

raptri,^

0m^^^

DRINK UP TIME—Th« Offict ot Cultural and RtcrwHonal AH«lr» is

offering a series of four trips during the first summer session. The first

outing is this Saturday, June 24, to Busch Gardens in M%n Nuys. Buses

leave Ackerman Union at 10.00 •.m. and return at 5:00 p.m. Tlckttl m«»

be purchased at the ASUCLA Ticket Office, KM 140.

- antique jewelry • tonlcmporary )Pwelry • trench bikinis -

SoCom on sale
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LA 3

'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1()9V/j BROXTON AVENUE

VVESTWOOD VILLAGE

CR 9-8204

O

t jewelry imports from trance, morocco, swccicn, mcJia. greece -

READING OEVEIOPKIEWT SYSTEMS
notsoMt on I liiwb •«i ' —•"-,_ .. »" '

tayt y«t OMt tvengt
grad reads it m 10 mtnylflt

• r lass, the procia s t i na to r s

taka 15

wa ara gtviiif I'oa intlial

spaad rsadinf lassant *t

1067 gay lay ivo witlwooi
ON iuna 21

22
24
25
21
21

jMly t

2 at IpM

I
aaa

l« ly

21
3 at lOai

far fartkar iafarmatiaa call

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
at f33 tl71

Ul

^""^. marvelous home-hnade

bread — make it yourself

with our organic mix

3 pounds 1 .09

White bread mix with wKgat germ added - all yoM do is

add water. The yeast comes in three separate packs.

so you can make one or more loaves. (Each pound makes one

loaf or 16 rolls . . . flour made by El Molino.

Whole wheat bread mix 1.09; wheat germ- 16 oz. 49<

See the big selection of organic flours from El Molino!

Students' Store

r

.ih^

h^lth foods, b l#v#l, ockermon union. 825-771

1

open mnnfiny-fndQY 7;4S o m 7:30 p.m., sot 10 3

«'»-' ^
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, . ,« «.„, 8S I ^ «««k Of Au«ut 9 for S8 II; IIISTIWCTI(» BTOS

DMiaUCTKNI acm w««k of Juo* 28 for 8S I, »«1 «»••» oi jwi««-

jttXy 30 iiid S«pt4«b«r 10.

A<yMTIC8
4^. 4 lot. ittiM. (as I oaljr}

SMlor Uf««»nn« (S8 II oaljf)

Wftt«r S«if«ty In«t»-. (Sfl. II ooljr)

Adult Infoar^Ll Lmatonm (»>•«. 6/23)

CJm4r«n'« 3wl« L«««oo« (Slff»-up«

2 , Nm'a Oy« Ftool Bbaraa HcAl*x«n«Ur

o.i Mra'a Oy» l»o«»l Al Ch»T»» v_.

U-12 Wo«n'« 0>« Pool Al ChoT.* - \
5:30-6:30 8CHC P*rt Pool St*ff

TUu., JuM 17, 2 |« for l«t S«mIoo. |6 f««.)

M-Tt*

CJm4r«n'« 3wl« l*««oq> ii»i«B-»»«-. •— •, -
.. -,, t «. «) acic )

8«c. I

Sm. II

Ajrr («ot«:

Chlldr«n

Children

AdulU

Tu««4l>. 6-9

Initructloo b«gin« w»«k of Km^xmI 2. d
H^ y«M-i

Uj3O-12:30

7 y«*r« A ol<l«r T^tar 1-2 *
'
^'^

2:30-3:30

Ktt 10-12

SCK PW* pool

8C«C PM* Pool

to flr«t cl»M.)'

3CRC

StAff
Staff

Jackl* Ruby

BOOr CO«DITIO«TJiC, Mtn

8«c. I

S«c. II
TuTh

12-1
1-2

MAC "B" U5 8ouD(-Jl Cho

DAMCK (loitructljm b«flM w^k of JumZI to flrat clMS.)

I

i

Cbll4r«0 7 r»««"» "fr^oi^'

Adult*'

DurmcB G0Lr-8t«rf omy**

OBKin roK tfcMca

laotouiea
laotonlct

Slla 'n Tria

01MU8TIC8 h TMMKUn

Tu«a
rrl
TU
frl

Mmi

MHP
MWP
KrxiWTh

Mwr

2:30-3:30
12:30-1:30
3i30-l»:30

1:30-2:30

12-1 -v.

U-12
12-1
12-1

12-1

SCRC

South Plaid

1

MAC
MAC
W

B" U5
B" 115
• Oya 200

Jt^ith D«vl«a

lora DuQcaa

Shairan MeAlmxanAmr
Ronol Wll«ao
ShATOQ McAlaxkodar

Mra'a Oy« 20QA Art SInirlock

s
c
h
e
d
u
I

'«. # ii»^— MrMBfl ar* «ll«lbl« for r«er»»tloii MrrtoM ud fMllltlMi

curr^lij .«roll*l '^r^^-'.^'^ ^S^^ T^)l ^^7 ^ •**« •!«» I»*:r..tlo« Prm-
Card ($3{ i»o cb«r»» for '"^^^ ''^^x lucraatlon cart, aay b. obtalMd *t Mwi'a Ofm Ufl
lac card ($8 par j^, ^ ^/ rl^ -.aSTby ebaek or May -^ onl^.
or ,t ttaa 9»«aat Caur* Racraatioo Cantar, fajraoia oy caacm #

^^^

. . w - f)_ ,.iatttlaa Mtwult wA towal ara prorldad aad laundarad by
ClSl^aLIS^.^^ 'J^,,!i!?-II'broJSlnad at ttaa atockroc. la tiia M«i'. or Woaa'a

"- *^'"*^"'^l-^^r^5^jfhi;fSa5^a2r2JtorPrtrlla«. Car*, aod atud«»t. —t h.^

Sir 'r:ss:j-Sa'::s = -^plHr,- -r^ "
"^

'
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ZnlijMui^t ttaa Caatalar'a Offlca In Jtarphy Hall far $1.25.

*• GyBnaala will ctaack out aueta a<iulpMnt
- - —---- lo tolf, aki or taonlagaul^aot - Tha atoekrooa at tha Mao'a »* *_._^- _,^»-

aa baSSiPL . footbaUa. haodballa, .lo^ aad baAil«to» ractota.

•<|ulpHOt ta avallabla far racraatlooal na*.

BUMirtOK*

BASKETBALL^

BOOT OOKDinOKK
(Coad)

OOLT

HAK>BALL

SS I; Tu thru Thu ll-*»

38 II: TU thru Thu 9-li» 12-1,
« U-5

Staff OaXr, Both Saaalooai Tu. **^™_''^___5^i30

BcMtta Courta CtaarUa Williaa

KflLran aa«» and

Joal Oatroff.

I ^I'^lToi. ifSrSrad to ra^l.tarad .tud«»t. by
"-^^P-^«\-J,'^J;:^,r*rh:iiS'

Bach para^^rlll .IflD up for oo. »»aakly thlrty-mlnut. dual laa.oo. A $2.00 faa
J-J^'f^

for^ purcha.. of tanni. ball-, ttaaaa ball- vlll b«:<». th. property of th. .tudant- at

tiM tarmlnatloo of clMa*a. ^ ___^_____
--4CV*——•»— _ --

I li I I

I il I

JOOGIK^

SqVASH

SWDMIK

VOLUEYBALL^

riEU) SPORTS

TBrnis^^

Man thru Prl
Tuaa

Moo ttaru rrl
Man ttaru Prl
Sat A Sun
Sat

Mao ttaru Prl

Moo, Uad, Prl

TMa A
Bat A

OaUr

Mao ttaru fti
Sat A Sun

Man ttam rrl
Sat A Son

Mon ttaru Prl

Sat A Sun

Moo ttaru Prl
Moo ttaru Prl
Moo ttaru rrl

Dally
Moo A rrl
Moo ttaru Prl

' Sat A 8iai'

Sat A Son

Dally

mx PLAY RMgATiai

11:30 as - lt30 ft

7 - 9:30 ^
Ui30 • - 2

1:30 - 9 ^
10 an - 5 ^
10 aa - 5 ^
12 noon • i I

12
1

]

12
lO

7-9^

nooo - 6 ya
- 10

10

8m - 9a«

8 m - 10 |B
10 aa - 9 ^
8 Mi
10 m

10 m

- 5 J"

9 VB
- 5 pa

UiOO - 1 IB, Coad

1 ^ - 2 pn, Coad

12 noon - 1 «, Hcmo Only

-7 - 9

Nan'a Oyn 200*
Uanin'a Oyn 200*

^mlay MvlUoo*
Man'a Oyn 200*
Fnulay FarlUoo*
Maa'a li Wcaan'a Oyn 200*
Nan'a Oyn 200*

Nan'a Oyn 109*

MAC "B" U5«
.,KKkC "B" 115»
MAC "B" 115«

SoBtta nal4

MAC "B"*
MAC "B"*

nal4 aad Track
riald and Track

Mn'a Oyn 303 A 30i»*

Nan'a Qyn 303 A 30W*

Man'a Fool
Wcaan'a Pool

''a pool

8 tm
7 - 9«30 !
IllSO a«'- 5

10 an - 5^
10 an

8aB

Sand Courta
W<»Mt'a Oyn 200*

TmalMT t*^* Proah Conrt*

FMOay FftT. rroata Court*

nalda.
'

Sonaat A South Courta

i 2 DAYS - WED. AND THURS.

REFURBISHED

TYPEWRITERS

Schadula «U,J.ct to ctaao*. to acc<—odaU ICAA
!«-"J~*tJ:f«^* J^^"^^ r?*^^^

n-TT-T«-it« r iiiilni Auau-t 30 to Sapt. 24, durla« FMalay Parlllon fl«w nalnt«>anc«,

2ri^r:iS«'ba2:;SS?*w£^ «- badmntoo actaadulaa will ba adju-tad u-la. th.

Man'a aod Wown'a OynnaaU aa availabla.

- Svlaloc Pool Houra for SUMBET CAjm* KKREATKH CEHTTO, Juna 21 ttarouj »-P^ '

Pif ly 10 as - O |B ^^ r^M-fcy rvu^M

..south court, ara raaarrad for »y.loal M-caUoo Cla.— . Bacraatlon Claa— and URA Cluba

aa poatad at ttaa c<nrt*.

. Bulldlag r*:r-tlon ara- »111 ba clanr^ 15 .H-ta- l»l<» ^ -^^"^ «^^ *^'-

Join the Summer DB

n.

The
Saffron

Robe
boutique

1 108 Gay ley Ave., Westwood 477-7203

326 N. La 'CeheQa 659-0708

Hours: 10-6 Tues.. Wed.. Thurs.. Sat. 10-9 Mon& Fri; closed Sun.

iti-'rrT&'cifKiiCLp.m \ Th« Creators o< "Hair" and Vivi (»uper«ar)

in a film by Agnes Varda

KMG model

Tremendous buys on refurbished typewriters - all have been steann-

cleanftd. completely worked through and equipped with reground

platens. All have 30-day guarantees - pica or elite -manual only.

You can used your Bankamericard or Master Charge, of course.

Royal FP 65.00 SCM Smith Corona 75 69.00

JRoyal MC 79.00 Orympio SG- 1 (boxad) 79.00

studMiti* ttor«

Iti4 i ••,.«^#' >••#•» I <.\ A ij**** V •'

No Sweat Foreign Student!
V^e will ship yoV ,

personal effects bacic to your home with

professional el^iciency . . at charges that won't hurt you.

li uca

Call Us Now:
749-7491

w« anil 220V
opplioncna oi

wnll-btown brood*

*a»d Airfvertisar

HYPNOSIS FOR SIODENTS
• B«H«rgrod«t
• Sp««ch Problttim
• Ofxilt

• Sn>oliing

• Tension
-• P4Ksonal Goolt

\

typewriters, b l«v«l, ockermon union. 825-771

1

mondoys-fridays 7:45a.m. -7:30pm.; Saturdays 10-3

j^

University o| Wisconsin Ph.D., 14 years leaching Speech

Psychotoqv and General bemontics Privote instruction

wiiiiii L USUI. ri.i.
1225 Westwood Boulevord 477-2953 for oppoinhnent

TuMday. June 22, 1971 UCLA Sumnier Bruin 7
-m

What's On . . .

(Continued from Page 8)

from 10a.m. 2 p.m. every Monday
throughout the summer in

Ackerman Union 2412 to offer

information and referrals on
overpopulation, contraception,
legal abortion and venereal
disease

The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1:X
p.m. every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday from Murphy Hall

, 1215. The tours are free and open
to the public.

The Annual UCLA Student
Design and Pictorial Exhibition,

featuring paintings, sculpture,

design graphics, ceramics and

textiles. The display will continue

through July 25 at the UCLA Art

Gallery. Hours are Monday
through Friday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5

p.m.

I
RA CLUB MEETINGS —

June 22

t

-•««.

BECAUSE IT'S THERE—Tenzing Noray, ttie first man, witti Ed-

mund Hillary, to climb to ttie top of nfiigtity Mt. Everest, ttie world's

hiqtiest point, will present a free lecture witti films at 8 p.m., Monday,

June 28 in Royce Hall. This event is sponsored by tfie UCLA Committee

on Public Lectures, ttie Asian Studies Committee and tt»e Institute for

Geophysics and Planetary Ptiysics.

the" Karate Club will meet from 5

7 pm, Tuesday, in the Women's
Gym 200.

The Fishing Club will meet at

noon, Tuesday, in the Men's Gym
201.

URA CLUb MEETINGS —
Wednesday, June 23

The Hatha Yoga Clyb will meet

from 5'7r"-Wed:, tn ttie Women's
Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from

2:30 5 pm, Wed., in MAC 8146.

The Kenpo Cljjb will meet at noon.

Wed., in MAC B146.

URA CLUB MEETINGS —
Thursday, June 24

The Indoor Soccer Club will n>€«t

fi*bm "t-lO pm, Thurs., in the

Women's Gym 200.

The Women's Kar^^te Club will

meet from 5 6 pm, Thurs., In Tt>e

Women's Gym 200.

The Mountaineers will meet at

noon, Thurs., op the Northwest

Corner of Moore Hall Lawn.

URA CLUB MEETINGS—Friday.

June 25

The Tennis Club will meet from 2

4 pm, Friday, on the South Courts.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet at

noon, Friday, In the Wonr»en's

Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1

3 30 pm, Friday, in MAC B146.

The Karate Club will meet from 5

7 pm, Friday, In the Women's
Gym 200

The Kenpo Club will meet at noon,

Friday, In MAC B146.

URA CLUB MEETINGS—Sun
day, June 27

The Aman Folk Ensemble will

meet from 2 10 pm. Sunday, in the

Women's Gym 122, 105. 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club will meet

at 10 am, Sunday, in the Women's

Gym 200.

Hear ye . . .

Hear ye
Requirements for subrntotloa of

copy to the campus eventt

schedule during the first settloa of

summer school are as follows:

— all regularly scheduled

events are to be submitted one

week In advance, and l>e In the DB
office by Friday noon for

publication the following Tuesday,

or by Wednesday noon for

publication the following Friday.

— all special or unscheduled

events are to be in the DB office by

noon two days In advance of

publication.

Submit all copies triple spaced

with margins set at l»-«5. In-

cluding pictures If possible.

MA and ( HS

The Karate Club will meet at 10

am, Sunday, Ij^ the /Wen's Gym
200.—

-

The Cricket Club will meet at 10

am, Sunday, on the South Field.

Omnibus open
The rnlverslty's student

travel, study and overseas

information center, the Om-

nibus Office, will Issue In-

ternational Student Identity

cards from II a.m. -2 p.m. every

Thursday.

The Omnibus '^Office will be

open from K a.m.-l p.m. and 2-6

p.m. Monday through Friday

throughout the summer to help

students prepare for trjps

overseas.

ADVERTISING OFFICES

Kerckhoff Hall 112

Phone: 125-2221

Classified advertising rates

IS words $1 .50 day, 5 consecutive

insertions • S5.00

Payable in advance

DEADLINE 10:30 a.m.

No telepttone orders

THE Dally Bruin gives full support to the

University of California's policy on non-

discrimination and therefore classified
advertising service will not be made
available to anyone who, in affording
housing to students or offering iobs,

discriminates on ttte basis of race, color,

religion, national origin or ancestry. Neither
the University nor the ASUCLA ft Daily
Bruin has investigated any of the services
offered here.

^ Help Wanted. 3 V for Sale ..-V
'0 V Services Offered... M >fjravei^.^.^.^.^..^.^.^

^
FEMALES needed Psychology ex-

periment. 7 sessions, i 3/4 hrs. total. $3. No
Psychology maiors 393 4945. *(3 Jy 2)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

RE&U1.AR PLASMA DONORS

$45 per month while helpmg others.

Come in to lOOl Gayley, Suite 210

. or

Call 478-0051 12-7 p.m.. M-F •

FLUTE Artley, silver, eKcellent condition.

S70 After* PM. 473 3931 (10Jv7)

y^ Enierhinmenl ••••••••

CATALINA Holiday Cottages. Doily/Weekly
special. Hermosa Hotel, phone Avalon 747,-

Box 646 Avalon, 90704. (2QTR)

Social Events

SINGLES 21-45! Sailing, bicycling, travel,
learn foreign dances - songs with us. Call
PICAS, OR 8 7773. (SEJn22)

Y Help Wanted. 3

FEMALE students needed to participate in

tociolegical experiment. 12 session (1 1/2-2
hrs). Esther. 47y-M35. (3Jy7)

CAPABLE Musicians Orchestral - Record
radio iingles. Good future. For appointment
"7-6327. Twin studio Productions, Ltd. (3 Jy

GUYS gaij, long hair OK, freshly washed
Chicks, Real Estate License required.
Golden West. 780 1000. (3Jy2)

any close
(3Jy2)

$20 WEEK baby sit twins 2, M - F 3.30 5.15.

Car necessary. 10 mins UCLA. Mrs. Baxter

2713614. _ (3Jn221

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

Girls 21-35 yrs with talent potential. Call:

461-3478

hrs. l»pm.7 days

Sell BASIC H and^-^pGANIC, "•«;•
v.tam.ns/ cosmetics._653J890__^_(3_Jy2^l

^ roT Renf '

STUDIO for artist, art |e«<:her,

photographer, designer etc. 5175. 2000 sq «

Brentwood 395 2078___^_^^^^;^

ADVENT Model 100 Dolby noise supressor,

brand new, $225 Call Sandy, 274 1270 alter

6:00 PM. (lOJy?)

GARAGE 'Sa\v From lOc near new baby

clothes' Crib portacnb, weddinq dress,

lorn cameras etc 655 2044. (10Jn22)

10' TEAR DROP Camping Trailer, light

weight good shape, plus extras $375.00

422 7648 -^- (10Jn22)

y Services Offered. I

'

VOICE singing speaKing Group or

private Brochure GR 2 7169 before 9 30

AM- or after 9 30 P.^ (nJy7)

INTERESTED IN MEANINGFUL PIC

TURESOF YOUR WEDDING? CALL FOR
"AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE MY WORK
BEFORE DECIDING ON ANYONE SOB
CARLSEEN, 780 0329 (11Jy2)

DRIVING
since 1928'

463 8755.

School (f.tO hr.
' State Credentilil

'Road Safety
Penny Bros

(IIQTR)

PRIVATE guitar lessons. Folk, Rock, anc

,a/i Fingerpicking »»V«e». "«"»•« '•'••^^

Rojisonable, Gary Diamond, 399 8217 ( 1
1
Jy

2)

O iur6p<"A»ric«/A»ia /India/Israel ,

Mudrnt Might* and Charters

• Europe any day by scheduled airline

Youth Fare* from all maior US cities

(inci LAI from Site roundtnp

• Eurailpa»se«, Student Railpasses,

ln*uranc*. Car Purchase, London

Accommodattens. Tot(f;s . ID Cards

• Free European Map* 4 literaturt to

pa**enger*/Curf»ncy converter*

PHOTOGRAPHER $3 neg on mm fashion,

sport, candid, whatever Your location

choice 472 7542 after lOpm. Harold. (H Jy 2)

NEW YORK
roundtrip

Aug 28 Sept 6 SIM

HYPNOS
Memor
6756032

„,.S instruction, Pnvate/Oroup.

y or personal problems our specialty

I 11414 4a Hawthorne Slvd (llJy2)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes. You can learn to

eliminate cramming and recall and release

materialstudied 474 3350 1 6PM daily. Ill

QTR)

INTRO Group processes, awareness.

Gestalt Tuesday 8 10 PM Saturday 2 4 PM
Students $2 Call for brochure The Group

center, 456 3030 (llQTR)

A Student Travel Headquarters"

AIS FLIGHTS

«g54 Santa Monica Slvd

L A *00«9 314 874}

1 1/1 b»k eest %•***• Monica/ Ootseny

)

AUTO insurance too high?
«»»*«»"I>

'"^
employees call Robert W Rhee 'J^, "» *

870 9793.
*"**"*'

^ Travel.

METAL sculpture Class. Welding, b^'^ns-

Tasting 6 n.tJs 7 30 to 10 $28. Gen. Ben i-

474 7495.
UiJy<)

PHOTO Portraits (Portfolio or •»«>"'"»'

.ndSir and outdoor Reasonable Call Jan.-

652 5889,652 7598 (llJnJSJ

JET to EUROPE

Aug 26/ Sept 26 LON/AMST
Sept 1 One Way to AMST

EUROPE Israel One way. round trtp

\tudenl travel dre^ount* SOFA i*ter

charier fiiEuropean" student
ISC A. 11687 San Vicente Blvd

826 $669

ights Contact
«4, L i^, «0M«

(DOTH)

53*9
8134

^ Rides Wanted.

at UCLArn FERNALD School ^.,
'

. LTh B 10 to 11 30 a.m. Summer Wll
inglewood 8.30 to n.-w a

j j

pay "i«»q«> 674 8548. ^^^^^^ ^'

from
Will

)

GUITAR Lessons ^olk/Classicel/Rock

Experienced teacher. $4 per hr f'O *J^'
Zane^ *

" ''^

KARATE; Self defense development^

S^mners 78 Mon/W«. , 10 11 Sat WLA
Karate School, UiO Sawtelle, WLA
ftudent rate no contract visitors welcomr

(member Japan Karate Assn/All Amy'"
Karate Federation. uijtm

and many other flights ••»*«•? -^?"J
CHOICE of departure date and cal ^rorw^

gentler UCLA c/o Sierra Travel Inc^^^TS

Santa Monica Blvd •eyerly Hills, 277 52«t or

879 3111

MAKE THE GREAT EICAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST PLIOHT*

^ Immediate ticketing

Student Rail pass 2 months ll2S.tt

Call for fttgfii totor mat too

Rental aTld lease available

INFO SOFAAOBNT VIC Oept UCLA
11509 Ventura Blvd Suite C

Sherman Oans, Calif 9l4g3
* 872 2283 or 784 16TT

PERSONALITY Test. Bring
nend. FH 3580. t-2:30, $2.50 ea.

DESPERATELY need female graduate
student, work full time, Aug., part time
oonng school year. Private room /board A
salary. Live close to UCLA with young
*idow and boy 3, who goes to nursery school,
could easily carry 8 units. 645 1953. (3 Jy 2)

OPPORTUNITY
For Girls 21-35 yrs

Have FUN & earn liberal expense allowance.

Accompany eligible men touring the city.

<''J> 441-3478 hrs. 1.9 pm 7 days

*l}i?^**^ subjects wanted for marijuana
»niok,ng jtudy Pref Iresh/soph, all ranges

y»perience needed from never before' to

^'y usage
. 825 6397. (3Jv2)

JO VOu" ANT: — — —
To

'"*^°'"* *'»»•«• attending school?

f.«:. .1** combat atr pollution through
t'Oarette smoke?

»i^ •* others improve their health by
"opP'ng smoking?

^ ' *»»»«ker'sKlt.
PO Box 447,

>antaSusana, Calif 93043

Phone (805)527 8987

mI^^5**^ couple live in, 6 days

^^E^sVjV'"* •"^ **'*"' ^*'* Sunday off

(3Jy2)

FEMAl P Vanda Bieauty

f ^«rf llmo

counselor
ooumelors Commission
lme.lMi243AM OJyiy

Y for jole '^

BICYCLE Peugeot custom PX 10 'J^iyt^
25' frame. $150. Ask for Joe at JSJ-jm,

days.
^

COMPLETE stereo system ^^b*TU AM^

^rtine spe-V"si4V"irve;' u's^ Gr^eil

iMvoi^_^;^^
CIPHER Stereo system, Garrard

P o'feslonal Vhanger, Aquarius
^/^;%\,:

,.st, $562 Asking $295. New m »»o«»q^"^',

5635/283 8970.
'

4*ii«T sell Standard AM/FM stereo

Jn 25)

rsrxti^t P i>Ml small dining table/chairs 4

?r^aw^^'he^ pi:; .urnitur.^ing cab^n.

-

easy chair, booK shell bar stools. 826-0$^^^

478-3711. X357 4 Dr. Wong. *_

SACRIFICE Photo"dry copifr, Y«»hica

imm, table, cnb, -'«"«*'^'
'^;*",or4 ( 18

dress, baby miscellany, potty. 655 2044 i ••

Jn 22) —
MICROSCOPE-Swift, professional type
N\t\.M\i3\.vr m.

.«._«,«•• Trinocular.

Sat after 12 noon 670J>497____
n»j^v_l'

SAVE, CS 24 Pioneer »P«*'«*;*^Mtj; s*,V
rich red rug, $22; mahog coffee

'-^Jj^;
«,

Call 392 3619

appliances, etc

Or Evan* 474

(10 jnzai

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel.

Africa, India 60% oM intra European

harter flights Student ID cards Contact

EASC, 323 N Beverly Or , Bev Hills. Ca

»0210 776 6293 (130TR)

XJNT?HApS^R rLlOHTti

1007

y luhring. 14

STATISTICS IS fun Consulting on theses,

beginners loo Professional statistician,

UCLAgrad 623 4355 (Mad Hell) (I4jy3)

^FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN Ex
-^penanced Univ Prof Positive results any

exam Easy conversational metttod (trial)

473 2492 (14 0TR)

ACADEMIC Motivation for Jr Hi/HS

student* Effective *»"":"*; ^""Z** "*

College professor. 474 4058, 8 10 AM. 6-7^
^^ ^^PM

ROUND tlilP FLIGHTS
LA/London/LA

/ Typing 15

June 24 Sep 5

July ' Sep 3

Sept 5 Oct 3

»275
$275
ft2sa

TYPING fast

manuals, ttieses.

6291 or 34> 7245

and accurate Reports.
correspondence Call 479

(IS Jy 7)

BEAUTIFUL furniture.

Bargains Leaving town

MODERN DANCE C*-^"
.Z,;^!.***!^!SUMMER COURSE, 6/28^8/19 MARIE

MARCHOWSKY, ^OLO\y ^^^^J^
GRAHAM CO J"' PENNSYLVANIA'S M^

B7« 9000 4 7e 3^79 - jf^:jJim.

Information and Referrals

For

b.rth control abortion

venereal disease treatment

vasectomies tubal ligations

overpepulavon literature
^

bt

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CEN>tiJ

Monday iC-2

Ackerman Union 2412

*ponsoredbySLC student, u«

TOPANGA Center For Human Devefopment

vponsors ongoing weekly encounter groups.

r.^end
^'r*'"*^mucJ' m'oJe

•^•"' -
single* encounter* mucti more

brochure 4$$ IJ42 _

ONE WAY PLldMTt

LOW rates Term papers, letters, dictation.

manw*(r>pts, etc IBM electric Call Diane
398 4344 4»4iy l»

Jury $LON/LA
Aug6LA/LON
Aug24LA/AMS
Sep6LA/L0N
Sepl2LA/LON
Sep I6LON/LA

$148
$148
$143
$123
$123
$148

RUTH thete* term papers, manuscripts

Cipenenced Weetiend*. daily $ 9, 838

,,42 <1$0TR)

Call
('

for

More flight* available on Wait List All

flights limited to UC »tudents, staff, ei-

ten*ion and registered Alumm Members.

Also Headquarters
For

INTL STUDENT IDCARO
intra Europe Charters
STUDENT RAIL
Au«e Purchases

' Open 1/7 Day Saturdays

XJNT ?HARTER FLlOfWiJ
1O07

TYPING
accurate.
168 1212

my l»ome iBMB-ecwtive Fast A
will also edtt. Reasonabfe rates

(1$Jv2)

GENERAL academic/business style IBM
electric Prof»s*io«a'/4<r"rate 8 yrs ex

penence Santa Mon.ca area. )99 20g9 (1$

OTR)

TYPIST Theses. dis*ertatio*»* boon*

termpaper* Specialty mefh and techmca*

typing Accurate, rapid service 741-

S 9)

(11

TVPtiea BdMI«»g Term popors. resumes.
letters, theses IBM Sefectnc BngltsM

grads. Nancy. 473 4143, Kay, 824 7472 ( 1$ iy

3)

PAST service wtfH all hiii«s of typmg
Electric typewriter ReasonoMe rates Close

to campus GR 2 8431 (l$Jv2)

»J/hr |>|„^ »^^
worl, ,j ,

* "^ • p.m

sales Supervised fieie

47$ 1370 47$ $044 K

4447

BEAUTIFUL ,
King sued

packaged, $130, worth $260

firm,usually home, 391 611'

b«d still

Quilted very
(10 Jy 2)

TP IE VISION rental Special uLuA '"'''.

hr phone 274-9119

ztlt A-n-il.
rn W8TW0P. IP-

dissertation •diti^e,

typing Sat f\

fuaranfeod We Mi'tAi* hUHWI- '* '=~"gT-
479 8144,477 6382 •(1$OTt)

PROFESSIONAL
f uidance. i BM

..3

;w;'li1 -.."Sir
'"A

•its

. 'a*

^-#

BSfl^

'''i
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What's On:

, SHE GAVE HIM THE BIRD—"Harper" will screen

•t 7 and 11:15 p:tn. Friday and Saturday In Moore

Hall 100. On the same bill is "T»»e Cat and the

Canary," a silent mystery ^hoirror ftlm. The program

is sponsored by the Eros Film Society, and a

donation is requested. This is the first in a series of

films to be presented on campus which will be shown

throughout ttte summer.

A seminar, ''Without Measure

ment It Is Difficult to Have a

Science", will be held at 2 p.m.,

today in Boelter Hall 8500. The

guest speaker will be Dr. Richard

W. Hamming, Professoi:. - In

formation and Computer Science

Department, UC Irvine. The

seminar is being sponsored by

Computer Science Department.

A Medical Microbiology

Seminar— "Studies on Ex
perimental Treponemal In-

fections in Primates" will be held

at 3 p.m. Thursday, June 24, at the

Center for Health Sciences 43-130.

The speaker is U.S.G. Kuhn, III,

D.V.M., Chief, treponematoses

unit, National Center for Disease

Control, Alanta, Georgia.

A Karate class for women will

be held at 5 p.m., every Thursday,

beginning June 24, In Women's
Gym 200.

A seminar, "Some Theoretical

Aspects of Data B&ses", will be

held at 11 a.m. on Friday, June 25,

in Boelter Hall 8500. The guest

speaker will be Or, Claude
De I obetr Director of the

Laboratoire d'Intormatique,

CNAM (Conservatoire National

des Arts ei Metiers), Paris,

France and Visiting Staff

Scientist, IBM Research
Laboratory, San Jose. The
seminar is being sponsored by
Computer Science Department.

Tickets for Jules Felffer's "The
White House Murder Case" are

being sold to students for $1.75 at

the Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office,

KH 140, for performances to be

held the next two Sundays. The
Theater Now Repertory Troup
will present tt>ese special per

formances at 8:30 p.m. this

Sunday arui Sunday, June 27, at

the Century City Playhouse, 10508

W. Pico.

Tickets are, also on sale at the

Kerckhoff Hall {Ticket Office for

the Trips and Tours sponsored by

the Office of Cultural and
Recreational Affairs. The first

tour is of Busch Gardens. Adult

admission is S3.S0; children 13 17

$2.50; and children 4-12/ $2.25.

Tickets include admission and
transportation to ,tt>e Gardens.

The tour will leave Ackerman
Union at 10 a.m. and return at 5

p.m. ^utyre^ tpMri include

Universal Sttidios, Disneyland,-

and Magic Mountain.

The Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open

.. _ (Continued on Page 7)

UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads
^Typing 15 ^Aph. - Furnished. 17 >/Apls. to Shore ........;..„. 19 >/ House to Share 22 >/Autos for Sale 29

DISSERTATIONS propoials.ftrtt and final

drafts, tht»*«, temmar rtportt. Btst
references Editor typitt 391 110« (ISOTR)

y Wonfed 16

FEMALE ttudentt wanted
research S2.S0 session (1 1/3

weel(.4rtM3S.

- asttttint in

Shrt). lOhrt
(1« Jn2S)

<c:s^

U:'

II

I

^ Apfs, - Furnished,,,,,,. U
WALK UCLA Villaoe. Quttt Sacludad.
Fireplaces S230 2 bedrooms liSS • sinfltl.

SlOSftachtlor. 473-0301 tl7Jv3)

SUMMER ftwMet. t Mrm. fwrni»had
barfain for «rad sfudant faculty with

rtlartnces ntar campus. •24-4MV. (17 Jn 3S)

BACHELORS SINGLES
2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH

HEATED POOL PATIO
»

Deposits now for summer /fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lync»>,GR5 5584.

SUO (3S0 SPACIOUS 3 bdrm., 2 bath,

ftachelor apts., near facilities Available
June 1S.MSUM. (17Jv7)

633 6AYLEY
SMin. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473.A412

NJOY SUMMER OR LONOIR AT-
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS.
Stnfltt accommodate two. One bedrooms
accommodate three. ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR AIR
CONO., block campus. Pool, sundecks,
9ara«e. «3S Landfair 479 S404. (17QTR)

"400"BUrLblNG
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gay ley at Veteran

'^LOVEV.Y Apt , private bath A entrance tlOO
a month Can work in enchange tor rent 473

S034. (17Jn33)

505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
^- BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50
Deposits now for summer/fall

MRS. KAY GR3 1788, GR3-0524

iUO ATTRACTIVE well furnished large 1

bdrm front apt Separate garage, laundry
2134 33rd Street. Santa Monica. «S5 33«0 for

appointment. ()7 Jv i3)

555 LEVERING

HIP Girl wanted to share Santa Monica
Beach apt. S75. 392-«3$1. (19 Jn 23)

BEACH Cottage (3 bedrm) need
tiberal/'neat" 3rd girl share bedrm -

available now! S6S. Sue, 399«765. (19 Jn32)

GIRL needed share house tor approx. 3

mos., begin immediately. 36th Santa
Monica. B2B 5087 (23 Jn35)

WANT responsible roommates to share
Brentwood house, being redecorated. Own
room, prefer grads. 479 5988, 820 3048. (33Jy

?)

FEMALE. Own bdrm., bath. Share with two.

Pool, sauna, ma|d. S99 mo_. 137-5083 after

6;00 (19Jy7)

MALE Undergrad 1 bdrm. apt., modern
bidg. Summer/Fall, Venice beach, S75,

utilities included. Near UCLA bus. Art, 831-

587«,eves. 6B7-A07ldays. (i9Jn33)

NEED 3 girls. Share large one-bdrm. Prefer

non smoker. 5 min. walk campus. Oarage.
473 5753. (19 Jy 7)

Sinelcs - 1 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA t Westwood

GR7-lt44
Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

48) OAYLCY: Reduced summer rental
rates. Bachelor t90/mo. Large furnished 1

bedroom, tl«0/mo. Utilities paid Walk to
campus. Phone manager, 477 4939. ( 17 Jy 3)

SPACIOUS— MODERN
BACHELORS

SINGLES— BDRMS
REDUCED SUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OF FjCj : 5Uj-andfair, 477-8990

LARGE apt. on beach, 15 min. campus. Own
room-S90, shareS48. Over 31 pref'd. Bob, )9A-

9044. (17Jy7)

^ApH," Unfurnished, 18

1 BEDROOM apt, dining room, unfurnished.
SMS/mo. Walking distance campus. Rent -

July 1st 4784491. (1«Jn33)

BEACH Apartment 3 bdrms, 3 baths, built-
ins. carpets/drapes, $345. S4S/mo reduction
for light management. 377 SS4f, lt9-41$3. ( 18
Jv 7)

ONE Bedroom apt. for home, business. 1549
Westwood Blvd GR 9-93M or inquire at
Laundry (18Jy3)

SINGLES. »13S»135. Ibdrm., 5155 »190. On
the beach Consider child, pet Utilities,
stove, refriger«ior included 14 West-
minster, Venice. )n-4444. (18Jv3)

VENICE. Unfurnished apt one bedrm,
%tove refrig SUO One block beach Call 394
0124 between 4 30 and S 30 or owner. 479
19Q2. (18 J5

SUMMER apt. Female roommate wanted.
Brentwood. Your own room. Pool. $83 mo.
Call Marcia, 473-4484. (19Jy7)

DESPERATE! Girl share 1 bdrm. furnished

apt. 1 block from campus, parking $70. 477-

3118. ('»iY7)

NEED Female Share with two others.

Walking distance to campus. Furnished,
spacious S50/mon. 475-5310. ( 19 Jy 3)

MATURE female for exceptionally nice, 3-

bdrm, WLA. Share/one. Grad preferred.
$70/mo. 835-3847, 824-0197. (1* Jn 23)

ROOMMATES (1-3) - beautiful, 1 bdrm,
pool, 3 biks. campus, $200 total. Bishnu, 825-

2784,473-9189. (19Jn22)

FEMALE student would like to meet same to

find, share apt. Age 23 plus. 474-8447. f 19 Jn
22)

^e— " "
ROOMMATE for twobdrm. apt. 10 minutes
to UCLA. Near bus. $87.50 plus utilities. 834-

1585. (19Jn22)

FEMALE to share 2 bdrm
Grad or musictan preferred.
5100.394-5172.

studio w/one.
Santa Monica.

(19 Jn22)

CHEERFUL mature student or medical
female , near campus, $195/garden apt. - $75.

Utilities included BR 2-1459, 477 5939, Ann

:^ For Sub-lease

SUBLET 3 bdrm. apt. July Aug. (4 or 8

wks) $145 me. Call eves., 914-1991. (SL Jn 33)

JUNE »lst Sept. 1st, 1

nished, 5135 mo Federal
1872

bdrm. house, fur-

St. Call eves., 478-

(SL Jn33)

THE VILLAGER
MM^)

,y House for Rent 20

AUGUST 1 Sept 20 4 bdrm furnished
custom hillside. Woodland Hills. $400.
Professor Baum. •35-4)31. days. (20Jy1))

A LITTLE ho«»M 1 bdrm. $135 mo. H*»r bus
line en Federal Ave OL 1-40B4. (20Jv7)

GIRL over 31, share 3 bdrm. furn. house for

2 mos. 390-5814 after 4. $100 mo. (23 Jr|33)

COMMUNE top Beverly Glen for friendly

folks learning, living together, trying to

grow better. 984-7443. (22Jn22)

HOUSE to share: 2 bdrm. house. Have own
room. Pets welcome. $117.50 a month. 390-

4S40 (23Jn32)

^Room and Board 24

4 MALE student grad/undergrad meals, walk
to sctuK>l, pool, tv, parking. Reasonable. 400

S Bentley. 273 4734. (34Jy30)

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help.. 25

BACH, quarters offered femalo student in
exchange for babysitting. Call 454-3443 after
4:00 PM. (2SJn25)

GROOVY female student private bath,
sitting room TV/baby sitting,dinner dishes .

Brentwood GR3 3983. (2SJy2)

MOTHER'S aid — babysitting, light
housework. Private room, bath, TV, salary.
Telephone 370-4043, 473 8443. (25 Jy 3)

FEMALE student — private room, bath A
board exchange for babysitting. Start in

July, stay on next year. Flexible 474-5071. (35
Jv 3>

y Room for Renf 26

LOVELY room - house privileges, for
responsible nature-loving person. Topanga
Canyon near ocean. 383-8718 eves. (34 Jn 33)

STRAIGHT male student, rustic house,
kitchen privileges, $40. Garage, 10 min. from
campus. 834-4730. eves. (24Jy7)

ROOM kitchen privileges, exchange
companionship for 10 yr. boy. afternoons.
474-4iBS. (34Jn22)

CHEVROLET Impala '44 Co«»pe Automatic,
power -steering, factory air, tinted glass.

Excellent condition. S12B5/offers. 454-

2574. (39Jn33)

'63 TRIUMPH TR4, convertible, new top,

runs well. 5550, alter 4 pm., 473 3931. (39 Jy 7)

'4t VW Bug, sunroof, radio, excellent con
dition, 38,000 mis., original owner. Call after

4 PM. 398-7933. (39Jn35)

'45 VOLKSWAGON, new tires, brakes, paint,

hub-caps, 39,000 mis. Perfect condition,
$975/Offers. 454-3574. (29Jn33)

'45 MUSTANG Hi perforimance, 4-sp., 350
GT. Equipped, good mileage immaculate
Make offer, 4730417, eves. (39Jy7)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

Save on car rontal vMitti our "Buy here-take
delivery in Europe Plan". Direct shipment
also arranged. Financing available.

391-0445,870-4928

W€ST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washinqton Blvd.

49 FIAT 850 Spyder. convertible. Low
mileage, console radio, perfect, must sell.

51150/best, by 4/28/71. 9|1-MM. (29 Jy 3)

IMPALA 43, excellent condition New tires,

shockers, newly rebuilt engine. $400 or best.

Tel: 390 1030. (29 J 35)

'43 VOLVO P1800. New tires. Overdrive.
Runs good S850. Call 394-4372 after 5 p.m. ( 39

Jy 2)

i>
'

'47 FIAT 850 Fastback. White/Red interior

28,000 mi. One owner, immaculate cond. 478

1441 eves. (29Jy2)

CAMPER 43 internarional Harvester Metro.
Rebuilt engine. New Tires, .^Kitchen
facilities, stereo. $1,500 firm! 4$9-)4t9. (39 Jy
3)

'44 SI MCA. 4-door sedan. Good gas mileage,
good transportation. $450. 834-0197 or 478
1874 (39Jn33)

'55 CHEVY panel truck for- sale. Very good
condition. Best offer. Call Raymond. 278
3242. - (29JV2)

- .
—~~ I

,
>

.

—
'70 OBEL station wa^on Must sell Perfec
condition, 51200 or best price VE 8 9378. (2S

Jv 2) .—
'64 FIAT noo 4-door sedan Good Iran
sportetion GjDOd condition, $350. 834 0)97 or

«

Color and Charm
Furn 1 and dens, i bdrms / singles
fireplace. Ige heated pool, elevator, pvte.

paiio. air conditioning, lovely street. Ouiet
bidg . maid availatMe North of Wilshire,
convenient to fwys

411 Keltoh Ave (Off Gayley)
47911144 (17QTR)

$110 $11$ FURNISHED singles, pool,
carpets, drapet. near UCLA, transportation.
1402 Ppntius 477 5184,173 8351 (17 Jy 3)

^Aph, h Share ...••••••••••• 19

3 BEDROOM house
Available now Near
Ave OV 1-40M.

^

furnished $190 mo
bus line on Federal

(3«Jy7)

SIRL shore furnished 2 b^m beach apt
Mith couple Hear bus $7$, wt»l»f*e« included
392 3874 (19 in 33)

FEMALE Roommate Share
bdrm. two bath apf Potme
24/ovor 8)9 1431

LUXURIOUS beach
Furnished, aircond
Aug. Ives. I93-8M7.

bdrm/3 baths
available now til

(3«Jy 7)

Prefer
(»9Jy7)

i BEDROOM own roe«f* sao National and
Overland Call Mike eittter >M 3444 er VI 7

•7M (t9Jv3)

GLENFAIR TERRACE
^WN large BEDROOM 1 Mrm. ^ mm
:amput$Mmo 3 batn. atr cond 8U 4$«5 (19

Jv 2)

VENICE 3 bdrm house near beach bed,
refrigerator, garbage disposal, $300 month.
192 U78 Immaculate. Jim. (2t Jy 3)

$135 00 FURNISHED Single, one bedrm,WW white carpeting drapes Elec ap-
pliances Utilities patio car port Call after
3 >0GR4 9g43 (2«Jy3)

3 B€DROOM Beverly Glen Available July
1 Before l 00 pnn after 4 00 Mr Howard 474-

PRIVATE room and bath for rent m Private
Home Beveriywood area. Transportation
necessary Phone 837 5713. (34Jv3)

PRIVATE and separate room and bath for
responsible student. Near camous 595/mo
<y^»«0 (34Jy3)

' — II.. . . ^

FEMALE, Grad Student^ Kmgsiie bdrm,
bath. kitchen privileges, opposite campus
Gorgeous view $75 473-3374 eves (34 Jy 3)

BEAUTIFUL quiet, private. Bath, utilities,
linens Male Mornings 451 0904. Evenings
*^>^«". (34Jy3)

FURNISHED room bath, kitchen and pool
privileges Female. Walk to school $85 475
'•*« (34 J 33)

478 1874 (39 Jn33)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
7957 >^ar\ Nuys Blvd

across from G.M. Plant
Call 894 7075 34 Hours

A-1

LOVELY room, to share home for young
business or teacher 374 1544 (34Jv
21

Cycles, Scoofers

For Sale. 30

W«lk to UCl A 4k WV> %l«.uo<t

Reserve now reduced vommi^f rates

Also reserve lor Fail

S40OLENROCK A S«l LANDFAIR

FUNKY v/-«.r«

Avaiiabi d
IWar« . 8 2i ??rT —

apt own
to Sept 9

Fur n

QUIET, comfortable room .for grad student
or Med student 393-9109 (34Jy3)

$75 OUIET girl Bel Air Panoramic view.
Private entrance share bath Pool break-
last pr-. :trqp<; -Rtf^jp '?j u ^^

'70 HONDA. CB17$, 4,3M mis, M7$. or best
offer. Call 451 -M29. (3»Jy 7)

'49 HONDA 3S0 Scrambler, immaculate
conditions, 1096 jmt%. $500/best. Fred, 374-
754«or Gary 835 3434 after 5 PM. (30Jn32)

S4
•• •— v-

NJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LAROE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL
SUNOECKS.6ARAOE 441-43$ LANOFAIR
479 5404 (19 0TR)

VHouse for Sale 21
S180M IMMACULATE 3 bdrms

, 3 bathsden livin^foom privacy Off BenedictCanyon Conlact F^mma 134 44«s <llJv3»

'A9 HONOA CLt75 Xint cond Clean, blue. l<

mileage 5375 call 877 4091 or 749 03M (K
_iXL-Z2J

y^Aufos for Sale 29
47 TRIUMPH Convertible Mork II Clean
S750 87T a^M/HS 3804 (29Jv7)

Afro-American center needs hiring power
By H.A. Searcy

DB Staff Writer

Afro-American Studies Center — probably the

^^est singular entity designed specifically to help

^^"i here — is seriously hampered because, unlike
^^^^

tments, it does not have the authority to hire or fire

^^^"^thur L Smith, director of the Studies Center, when

tld to discuss the Center's success during the past year

^
^fhi«; as one of the Center's major problems because

su^ a situation can conflict with the Center's ains, ac-

-jjnrt [o Smith. J

In brief the primary goal of the Afro-American Studies

r nter is to stimulate and encourage transdisciplinary

^rch as it relates to the black experience," Smith said.
'^^^^^

Dependent

«;niith said because of the center's inability to hire

f^rdtv the Center is largely dependent on black faculty

pmbers in other departments to give time to do "trans-

Hl^ioUnary research." TOs fact in turn is further com-

plicated by the University's ineffective minortty faculty

rprniitment programs.

Three years ago in June 1968 ChanceUor Charles E.

Young issued a public commitment on improving the status

of minority faculty membership here. The Center for Afro-

American Studies' Educational Committee has just com-

oleted its survey of black faculty recruitment and

development and found **the efforts of the past three years

shock ing.". -^—,-.,.-,^^

For example, the engineenng department has one black
faculty member out of 196 total while the English depart-
ment has two blacks out of 93 faculty members. Even the

education department which has four black faculty

members still is lopsided with a total faculty of some 109

members.

\

•ri

News analysis
S:

I
V.
« •

•X

^::::::!:!:!:-WW?::<i::::%:::r:r:t%^^

"While UCLA has more black faculty members than any

other major university in America, with the exception of

possibly City University of New York and maybe Wayne
5tate in Detroit, 15 or 20 of the 38 that are here nwf were

here before 1968," Smith said.

The report also said most of the black faculty are

assistant professors and in no policy making positions. It

also stated in 1968 the proportion of black faculty to white

faculty was better than it is now.

The Center bcUcves this attempt at aiding minority

faculty development is not completely incidental and in

some aspects is premediUted One of Young's 1988

guidelines was that the dcpwtments employ their own

black Ph D. students. This has only been done m three

departments On the level of outside recruitment some

departments have made it a point to hire black faculty that

will not be posiUve towards giving research time to the

Center. ^_

"My source for stating such a fact about the departmeiito

is that some department chairmen have told me this/*

Smith emphasized

Smith added the few Black faculty hired here are so

burdened with departmental and administraUve demandi

that to give time to research with the Center can poMibly

jeopardize their upcoming tenure. According to Smith,

•The result of these half hearted efforts to secure more

black faculty members is a self sustaining cycle of failure,

perpetrated at the University level.
"

Moves

When asked what moves the Center envisions for ac-

complishing what the June 1968 mandate failed to do. Smith

replied. "It is our overall intent to make our position known,

and. if necessary, Uke the appropriate acUon.

•Hopefully, we will not have to proceed in the manner of

the Federal Government, which has sued some institutions

belonging to the Big Ten for violaUng the Civil Ri^ts Act.

Our quesUon to the departments and to the University is.

must we also go to the courts to effect the -• *-^—..i»-t ••

Friday. June 25. 1971

Cites rights, unacceptable conduct

UC taculty coda established

By Ray Tiger-

DB Staff Reporter

UC faculty now have a code of conduct which liste

righU, responsibiliUes and types of unacceptable

conduct which discourages ^'participatrng m
disnipUon, interference or intimidation m the

classroom."

The code was approved two weeks ago, after a

yearlong study, by the UC Academic Assembly by a

vote of 36 to 0. ^ tu

it contains nothing that a member of tne

academic profession has not always subscribed to m
general terms,'^ acconfing to Addison Mueller, a law

professor here and the Assembly chairmaa

The move by faculty to estabUsh a conduct code

came out of last year's campus protests over the

Cambodian invasion when many classes at the

University were "reconstituted."

UC. Regent William Forbes commenUng onine

approved code said the enUre University was lookiig

at itself with great care after the ''vibrations" of a

year ago. *^ think that it is most useful the fac^^y

has chosen to deliberate on this," he saki. Fortes

added the code would have a positive effect on the

University.
. .,

The code sete down specific "ethical pnndptes-

for faculty which are taken from the American

AssociaUon of University Professors' (AAUP) 1966

policy statement. ^
,

,

"Unacceptable" kinds of faculty behavior are also

listed in the code and include such activiUes as

participating in disruption, interference or in-

timidaUon in the classroom" and discrimination

against students and colleagues on political, racial,

^xual grounds or for personal reasons.

"Commission of a criminal act which has led to

conviction in a court of law and which clearly

demonstrates unfitness to conUnue as a member of

the faculty," was also included in the code as

"unaccepUble faculty conduct" at the assemb^^

meeting.

"Its (the code's), importance, therefore is not that

it creates new standards or alters old ones but that it

for the first time cleariy and definitely articulates all

of the many components that make up the code,

Mueller said.

"General principles in developing disciptinair

procedures" which call for faculty groups to play the

major role for holding hearings or deciding discip I ne

matters are listed in the last section of the code.

However the Assembly has no power to enforce

theTSards or others listed in the code^ij

disciplinary proceedures as decisions on faculQ^

ethics areleft to the individual chancellors and the

Regents.

Norman MiUer, vice chancellor of student and

campus affairs, said if the code had been m effert3 the 1?7M1 academic year no incident would

have violated the code.

He said before student rights in education can be

establ^f^. faculty obligat.ons must first be defined

r
'^r^ts„ruc^d^n;i:::^t^'^Kdrnrtf

KtaSconductcodes was d^eaM b^a 201,

vote. The proposal was submitted by BeiKeley

professor Laura Nader

An
Tuesday, June 29. is the last day

to turn in registration packets for

the first summer session. After
this date a late fee of $10 wUl be
imposed.

•Purchasers of UCLA*s annual,
t*)* SOUTHERN CAMPUS, may
^^ up thdr copies between the

J^s of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

'ough Fr»'''

P-

iaH i ^ €» -^ ^

P'fen purchaser receipts. Tliere

^^ "Iso limited copies available
^^ purchase at |10.0« each.

The Westwood Food Conspiracy

will meet at 7.30 P -H;^ ^^^^"^
June29.at663Gayley(OXhouse).

The Keith Claric Singers and

Orchestra with the Bel Air

Presbyterian Channel Choir wUI

present a concert at » 30 pm^

"omorrow in the Hoti^da o

PowdlUbrary.TTie program wm

fr.ture the Biblical Scene Jesus

Temple. ' by Heinrich

^hu^etz; tlTcANTAtA. 19S2, by

Igor Stravinsky; and the

Coronation Mass by W.A.Moxart.

Three courses have been added

to the offerings of the Political

Science Department for the first

summer Session. Polltica

Science SII5. Theories of PoliUcal

Change, wfll be offered at 11 am
Monday through Friday by

Professor Michael I ofrhie

Political Science M& -^ "^-

(.ovemment and Politics wlU be

taught from Monday through

Friday at 11 a.m. by Prof««^

,|.M. Harrwald. Course 8135.

Asia will be Uught dally at 10 am

by Professor Baum.
I

Studetft fund program

reviewed by directors
By Saile Hatago

DBSUff Writer

The Student Fund, created 14 months ago by the Akimni Dev^«^
Center and the Student LegisUUve Council, h- colt^ appr^in^

$40 000 to finance student manned and student- ortented community

projects. The funds were solicited by students from corpora Jon..
^
rm not disappointed at all with the amount of coipOTte^^

year." MitcheU Cannold. outgoing executive drector of the Student Fund

^TheTuil, which was established to -provide financial ^^^J^
stud^n iSiated an3 operated programs," accordtagjo the fuiid'. b)^

Uwl feU $35,000 shortof a goal eeUbliahed Ust Febniary by Mark

Greenfield, executive director of the fund.
. ^^ ,„ w.^u .nd

Greenfield, who announced a goal of $75,000.
^^f'^^^^J^!^'^^

was replaced by Cannold. Matt Maier, former SLC Commiaiioner of

Student FaciUties, aaaumea Cannold's position Ju^^ 1.

Solicitation
^

m a written evaluaUon of the fund. C»nnold »" '»"*"
Pl'?';;''^

enuaaed in but not limited to. the .oUclUUon of loci merchanU.

^fr^eTand corporation, that have had conl. ct ^th the University m

thP nasi either through alumni, frienda or busiie««B.

^l^Xa^ thisTsar ha. sponsored the Office of EnvlronmenUl^
Studies (OES). the Venice Pre^hool. the Government Intemihip

Program, and a showing of the film Wooditock.
.i,.™-^

Cannold suggested in his rt^orl that the pre-«chool «"* •'^"««

funding and subsequenUy achieve "''-""PP""^ »*';»';: f^^^Z:
ternship program no longer contiiue to be »uPPO«*d^ "» ft^n^b«««^

•it has been the least well-received program and does not demoortrate

dlr^t co^unity benefit. ' But, he termed OES " Wgt*r «.cc-rful. we

have been able to sell It well to the buwness commun«y

.

^ Goali

A redefimUon of the goals and purpose of the Fund is also~M»^^
Cannold "We must not consider dollars ra ised as the measure of succ«s

a^T^prima.7 motivation for our efforU. We followed that cou«e th«

year, and many of us lost interwt because of it. h«M»d
^ "We must measure equally our

"""^V*'"? "f* PTfu *' "^
supplemental to the money, otherwise my »hort but valuabte ext«nen«

with fund-raising on a smaU scale leads me to beleve msBiity would s«t

'"'He'^^.S^i't^togram needs to "gain -omentum and develop e^

ii cia^m • Cannold said the woi* was "very b<nng this year, except

f^lHoo^t^k showing which raised «.500 for the fund and received

'"^•rhoj: mf^ulTrTooperaUon from the a*ni-l..ration now that

.n^r^mTv improve Uve image of studenU and to do a lot of good thing.

rrS^ZtC^rli^ displacement " He worW.on_lbeev.luaUon

""He fiXit ,0b as execuUve director provding ' »a«f«j«^~'"

notU" talking to yourself. T^ fund is a vehicle to approad. people o

SKme door Money is an indicator <^ our succew, but *« h«ve ^

^ carrfulnol to step on people's toes. Its PR ««.rk without calling it

"T)« of the problems faced by the fund next year wiU be student

v,iu^t«n> as menUooed in Cannold's report "We've got «ood People

n^ STt^^ more We dont want these who want to get "vdv^ in

Sa i^.tks This will not be a breeding graind for future general

r«na " Mazer a ooliUcal science major, said

X»e^Lteers are aMigned to soliciUUon. interviews, tester writing.

staS.,^, special proband program soliciution of ^""dstiom^

JilLuSrf w^k putUng «20 worth of their Uroe and getting a m
'Cz^'sa^~^ ""» be held next year b«.u.e "-yprov^

exdlement and pergonal satisfaction- for the funtf s voluntowi. He

^^Z^ goabare not important to him a. lonf •• Mud«t. are

^«PPy ^'^^
y my mind." Maier

"11 my job

said •rvera-vk-commitment here: its«)methhglb«»eve in.

tvy

m
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T
4i COMTACTUNSIS

FfHED
REFITTED

^ W»stwood Villog»

DR. ALFRED R. BECKER

10959 W»yborn Av«.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 11 «

4^IIMTS
OVER 10,000 OF 'EM!

HIS & HERS

BELLS -FLARES -JEANS-- ETC. ^

FAMOUS BRANDS- AT DISCOUNT.

BLUE JEANS $5.50: WIDE BELTS $ 1 .50

BRUSHED DENIMS $5.00: FAR OUT SHIRTS $6.00

fCaRES $4.50: OVERALLS $7.00

. PSrCHONUlU
-Diredor's Training Course

-

THEORY & PRACTICE
Training in all rolw including fhol o^

director - Participation in actual sessions

erKOurogad — ^Of prolessionols arxi norv

prc4essionals alike- No prerequisetes

I equired- Beginning July 6

UCLA Sunwner rates:

S25/pefson for course

For information and pre-enrollment,

coll or write »o Philip Broilslord or

Wayne Schoenfeld ot:

THE INSTITUTE OF CREATIVE^

BEHAVIORAL PSYCHODRAMA
Beverlyhouse After Co/e Cenl^.r,

1916 S Robertson Blvd
*

Los Angeles, Co 90034

(213)838-9485 ,,

^ A » A Axyrwww

GENERAL PANTS CO. OF HOUYWOOD
1700 N. Western at Hollywood Blvd.

465-0646 9-8 Week Days Closed,Sunday

miracuious movie! Not to~Be imssed! V
—Genet. The New Yofker-

"Unforgettable! Total theatre on film!"
^Bernard Drew. Gannett Newspapers

- _^

"A work of ceniusl A refreshment for all!"
—Judith Crisl. New York

"Wonderful fun! A dazzling worLof highest rank!"
—Rex Reed. Holiday

'Runs a breathtaking emotional spectrum!"
—Paul D. Zimmerrhan. Newsweek

"A pure stone gas! A trip and a half!
—Michael Goodwin. Rolling Stone

"Exuberant, charm, nostalgia and humor!"
—Playboy

Another Fellini masterpiece of imaginative cinema!
—Arthur Unger. Ingenue

^

1>

trvin Ptckntan Rim Corporttion fwstnts

FEDERICO FELLINI'S

ow«««««bv F«<tonco F««ini ^oeuc«4ibT Elio Sc4y<)«maglia «*4 Ugo Qktmrm sc>««n«>t«v bv F«<l«hco F«iin« m^
Btmardinb Zappont Mum bv Nino Rola » m»t.oni9 %mm*» r*m amm Coiwwtw • >.»on« Cmmma»oQft»>cm Cp»rB»<c»iow
On«iN« tMMNrKk •» ct»ymm>» nwote* T«chnico(oc*

ShowtimM at 2:00 • 4:00 • 6:00 • 8 00 & 10:00 P.M.

TODAY DOHENYES^PLAZA Dohen^ Or K»lf block so of Wilshire

'•* 271 20W

Placement Center has

worst year in decade

By Dan Sadler

DBSUff Writer

'*ThisTs the worst year in a decade. In a normal year we would be

beating employers back with a stick/' Chuck Sundberg, associate

director of the Placement and Career Planning Service said.

The Placement Center, located in a temporary building next to Moore

Hall, tries to help students find jobs.

"With the exception of the medical and health science field, there are

many fewer openings this year and we wouldn't have three quarters of

our openings if we hadn't called more than two thousand exployers

throughout the Los Angeles area asking for hstings," Sundberg said.

The placement center does not count how many listings it has, but it

appeared that there were several hundred listings posted at the center

yesterday.

Finding out precisely how bad the employment picture looks is difficult

because the center, which is totally supported by Registration Fees

($347,865 in 1970-71), doesn't compile data on how many people it pluces.

"Getting that kind of data would be too expensive," Sundberg said.

"People find a job and forget about us, so we don't get much feedback."

Although specific data is unavailable, Sundberg saki the Engineering

students seem to feel the job crunch the most. "The engineers are used to

being actively recruited for jobs and have high expectations," he said.

Humanities students, who have lower job expectations, are less disap-

pointed at having to pound the pavement, according to Sundberg.

Students with specific training (such as accounting or engineering)

. generally have the easiest time finding work, he said.

^ "CaiTapefson find a job if he wants one? Sundberg thinks so. "I don't

want to sound too optimistic, but given that a person will be flexible in

terms of job, pay and geography and is willing to look hard, he can find a

job," Sundberg says.

Will the job crunch continue? *'It is increasingly evident that having a

college degree doesn't guarantee a person a job," Sundberg said. "As

more and more people get a degree it becomes lei^ unique and then it

becomes necessary for a person to make decisions ei^iiier about what

direction he is going in."

David G. Lees, Editor-in-Chief
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Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

A Poetry
Workshop

Monday Evenings

7:30 p.m.

Sunset Canyon
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/ fiffnrs to the Editor

Hertz racist

I i

I

-4

' Editor:

I 1 note that you printfedl>r. Humberto Bracho's letter addressed

I to Hertz Rent A Car dated May 11 in the May 17, 1971 issue of the

i UCLA DAILY BRUIN. In the interest of fair play, I am enclosing a

'
photocopy of my reply to Dr. Bracho dated May 14, 1971, and

request that you print this letter also. — .-^
• • •

i Dear Doctor Bracho:

Your letter dated May 11 has been passed along to me for reply.

First, let me assure you that it is not the policy of The H^tz

Corporation to have a discriminatory attitude towards anyone

regarding his mode otdress, appeajance, nor language barrier, as

we rent vehicles to all people who qualify. 1 beheve, Doctor Bracho,

you will agree that we must ask for some information and see some

identification before a vehicle representing an investment of $4,000

to $8,000 is rented to an individual.

I spoke with a young lady. Miss Hughes, to whom you r^erred. It

was her impression that you were seeking information regarding

the possibility of getting a car at some future date rather than

Lvtrying to rent one when you were in our off ice the first time.

I Miss Hughes has been in our employ for seven years
;
and, to our

I knowledge, this is the first complaint we have had regarding her

I attitude towards any prospective customer. If you received the

i impression that Miss Hughes was being discriminatory towards

I you, we extend our apology.
I

^ ' Yours very truly.

I
THE HERTZ CORPORATION

I

'

J. Howard Bums
'

South Pacific Zone Manager

Editor:

The following on-paper diatribe

concerns the incompetence of Bob

Elias, next year's elected yell king

and the fraudulent assistant yeU

leader try-outs he promoted last

quarter. The result of the tryouts

was the selection of three of his

friends he inteiKis to use in a

comic coterie and my friend and

co-partner for the trials.

Judging by the horrendous

reception the white-dominated

cheerleaders and yell leaders got

last year, a repeat performance in

Fall '7l-Spring'72 is in store, and I

am virtually certain that the

aforementioned yell leaders and

he will t)e suspect to charges of

student body alienation next year.

Their publicized^intent to assume

the role as skit performers and not

to enhance the performance of the

cheerleaders and promote

audience participation stands to

jeopardize the potential for an

effective Bruin cheering section in

the fall.

Besides the racial alienation

that a 95 per cent Caucasian squad

did and will continue to create,

there Is the fact of Elias' total

inexperience as a yeU leader, his

partiality toward white-Jewisb

friends as co-workers (I'm white

and Jewish by the way),

misconduct with regard to the

yell-leading trials, his non-student

status intended for the coming

fall, and his plans to spend his

summer in Israel which would

detract from his ability to function

as head in Uie early fall, during

which UCLA plays Texas and

other crucial elevens.

The anxieties created and

flagrant violation of the principles

of fair play in the yell leading

trials are evidence of his inap-

propriateness for this upcoming

post. I, as a University High ydl

leader for three semesters (the

maximum allowed there), one of

which was spent as head yell

leader for fall sememster 196S,

and having presided over Uni's

own version of yell leader try-outs

qualify me to criticiae on the farce

that occurred at 5:30 p.m.

Tuesday (Most of the judges and

Bob himself arrived anywhere

from 15 to 30 minutes late — at an

inconvenient hour to start with.)

At that time there was already

great anxiety among non-white

candidates over Bob's alleged

partiality to white-Jewish friends

and by the presence of a 90 per-

cent white panel of judges.

Again, the primary purpM* ^
this discourse is not to take swipes

at Elias personally, but to point

out the pathetic inadequacy of the

yell leading trials he espoused.

The disparity between the ex-

pectations created by Bob, the ad

in the Dally Bruin from the

previous Thursday and various

song girls with regard to what was

being looked for from the par-

ticipants and the reality of the

biased, incompetent selection

process was glaring if not

revolting The purpose of yell

leading try-outs is to build com-

patibility with the key

cheerleading personnages, but

also to promote selection of the

most qualified and talented

persons.

1 suspected foul play when a

personal friend of Bob's suc-

ceeded in making the squad when

he failed to make yell leader at

Uni High ( a notorious distinction I

might add) a few years ago.

The trials caused discomfort

among contestants of a non-white

ethnic make-up and especially to

myself, as I am sou! and dance-

oriented. From the beginning I

sensed a futility that need not

have existed had 1 been mads

aware, as were all yell leading

aspirants at Uni, of what would

impress the judges and

ctieerleading staff.

The purpose of yell leading try-

outs is to evoke topflight per-

formance by creating a somewhat

relaxed kmosphei* and to choose i

candidates representative and

worthy of a diverse and highly

extroverted student body.

The sour racial overtones,

known pre-disposition of Bob

Eliai to comic sidekicks <rf white-

Jewish background, impropriety

of a white-donunaled selection

board with the debacles of the past

two yell leading squads still fresh

in the mind, and lack of rapport

between participants' expec-

Utions and the job's demands

made the trials a blatant

miscarriage The selection

sUndards were so vague that

persons in direct conUct with Bob

and having some knowledge of his

aims and aversions for the coming

year had a distinct advanUge in

the trials

I cringe at the thought of Bob's

and his cronies' jappeal to a rabid,

ethnically diverse UCLA sports

crowd with the limited experience

of themselves and their pushing

antics, jokes, and buffoonery,

especially when the cheerieaders

are cheer and dance-oriented to

begin with.

\i is all very reminiscent of last

year's yell leading fiasco with the

screwed crew " despite Bob's

admitted ability to round up

outside talent for campus ac-

tivities He will be alienating a

great bulk of Bruin spirit from the

outset and once the novelty of the

(Continued on Page 4)
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GIRLS ONLY!!!
Do you know anything about your car?

Basic course In "How not to get token on your auto

repairs."^

Three 3 hour classes starting 6/29/71 at 7 PM
Juesdoy, Wed., Thurs. - $10.00

AT
Bob'f Enco S«ffvk«

970 Goyley Ave.

Los Angeles. Calif 478-9115
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State Licensed Mechanics
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Much more Elias

.'.^

(Continued from Page 3)

jokes and ruses wears off and his

inexperience and lack of motor

coordination l)ecomes apparent,

UCLA yell leading will add

another twmbshell ^to its scrap

pile.

I appeal now for new, impartial,

try-outs for assistant yell leaders

who should not be subject to the

every whim of a despotic and

untried head yeU leader such as

the current office-holder (who

ran, irresponsibly for two other

offices simultaneously) and

suggest that head yell leader

candidates, from here out, be

made to pecform before a

balanced nominating board or the

students at large (perhaps at a

non-conference, non influential

athletic event). UCLA students,

especially with the high standard

set by its song girls and
cheerleaders, should not let

themselves be subject to em-

barrassment at their athletic

events such as the kind I am
confident Bob Elias will sock to

them starting with our first

football game this September.

The knowledge that he will be

gone for the greater part of the

summer, does not intend to l)e a

student in the fall as of now, has

never lead cheers t)efore a sub-

stantial and sophisticated crowd

such as UCLA's is physically and

artistically unimpressive, and
made a disgrace of UCLA s

FIRST yell leading trials,

discredits, in my opinion, any yeU

leading aspirations he may have

and will prove detrimental to

successful spirit arousal in' the

fall.

As to current happenings, I, one

of the more qualified and ex-

perienced candidates for the

assistantship post, author,

choreographer, and singer of the

"song-cheer" that helped my
partner attain the position, and
witness to the appointment of a

yell leading reject at my former
high school, urge the investigation

of Elias' suitability for the job,

plea for changes in the yell leader

selection process he so

irresponsibly espouses and
abuses, and hope that new trials

will be arranged (preferably not

right before finals nor at dinner

time again) that will cater to

talent, verve, and creativity

rather than previous acquain-

tance and conformity to an
inexperienced yell leader.

I also hope students here care

enough atxnit spirit and their yell

leaders to make a formal outcry

against the outrageous system at

work now which humiliated me, a

viable candidate, and that will

delegate UCLA cheering to the

theatre and farce department
come Septemt)er.

William J. Teweles
Junior, History

Donald I

Editor:

Congratulations to the BOC and
to Findley for sneaking one past

the students. There is no better

time than right after graduation to

announce ASUCLA is going ahead
with its North Campus Facility.

This way one is sure to reach the

fewest number of students
possible. But we'll try and remind
people from time to time about the

ASUCLA Empire and how Donald

1st runs it.

Tell us again how strapped you

are for money, Findley, and how
ASUCLA cannot survive unless

the price of coffee goes up and

book discounts disappear. How
about skipping the free-flowing

building and giving people some

frfiiB-flQwing coffee? ^^ .

Alain Henon
University Press

Debate
Editor:

UCLA has had many national

firsts this year.

We are number one in

basketball. We are numl)er one in

track. And we are numl)er one in

det)ate.

Are we dropping basketball?

Are we dropping track? Why are

we dropping debate?

The Administration's decision

to no longer fund forensics at

UCLA means there will be no

Debate Team unless participants

can dig up the $10,000 on their own

to^ travel and meet other large

universities in debate com-
petition.

This is castration by can-

cellation and only another move
by University officials to choke off

the Speech Department.
Have we been too verbal in the

Speech Department?
Adolf Hitler silenced verbal

people. Joseph McCarthy tried it

in the U.S. And now they are

silencing the Sjieech Department

at UCLA by gradual strangulation

of its program and activities.

L.L. Toth

Department of Graduate Speech

In Kerckhoff Hall on Bruin Walk - room 121

Get your notes, projects, whatever organized and
copied quickly and thoroughly. Open 8 a.m.- 5 p.m
(Over 100 copies are just 4C eoch.)

as
ucia

printing & duplicating

Just Monkeying Around

by JeannlB Gj^andilli

Fscape from the Planet of the

\pis is a very campy movie.

When three intelligent apes with

doctorate degrees named Cor-

nelius (Roddy McDowall), Zira

(Kim Hunter) and Milo (Sal

Mineo) travel back in time scores

of centuries to 1973 and put up at

the Beverly Wilshire, you have

nothing if not camp. Camp is

anything at once deriseable and

enjoyable, and Escape is both.

some raw meat" and "try the

t)anana trick." Then poor Dr. Milo

gets strangled by a gorilla in the

next cage at the infirmary. After

that, dear impetuous Zira can't

keep her mouth shut, and just like

a lady ape, unwisely reveals her

entif-e history to the human
authoi^ities.

The President (William Win-

dom) calls a commission to in-

vestigate the apes, and while

Cornelius and Zira endear
themselves to the Amet-ician

^^ ft

public via television, Dr. Otto

Hasslein (Eric Braedon) is

convinced (quite illogically) that

the apes are the seeds of a future

menace and should he destroyed

at once. Despite the earlier

burlesquerie, everything is now

deadly serious — or is it? The film

never really loses its element of

farce, and the tragedy it tries to

portray (the persecution of the

apes) is continually undercut by

it. No matter what happens, the

audience continues to be amused

room 121 kordiSoH holl. 825-2515

opr - nndoy through friday 8:00 o.m.-5:00 p m
-^cTTt

ii,,^i,.
i^ J. ..I

.g'SBff'**^?^

\

In the original Planet of the

\pe8 Charlton Heston ac-

cidentally tripped forward in time

and found himself the odd man out

in a society where apes were

advanced and humans retarded.

Escape, the third sequel (after

Beneath the Planet of the Apes),

reverses the process, and by

bringing the three aforementioned

apes back in time, they in turn

become the odd apes out in a

society where men are advanced

and apes still primiUve.

While it is impossible to take the

aforementioned farcical situation

seriously, it is also hard to tell how

seriously the film takes itself. In

the beginning when the three apes

are removed from their

spacecraft and brought to the

infirmary of the LA. Zoo for

safekeeping, it's definitely played

for laughs. The ignorant humans

naturally suppose that the apes

are dumb animals, and the script

gets alot of yucks with heavily

ironic lines like
* 'throw the apes

Beethoven by Barenboim

December, 1970, saw the bicentennial of Ludwig van Beethoven's birth.

Thatis to say, if Beethoven had Uved till December 1970, he would have

been 200.

And as if to prove that he still lives through his music, the number rf

festWafs held and new recortUngs issued in his honor was immense.

Some, needless to say, were better proof than others.
„,- Of the recordings, Daniel Baremboim's version °f "«„«>,7'*'* rj^

'
SonaUs, Beethoven: THe 11.^,4*0 PtanoSoo.Us; D""W B.7mb« m.

Diano ( Aneel SNLV-y755 fourteen record set) merits considerable pra^.

? J^^nng t^e pian^fs age (twenty^ight). jJ^J-'^^^J^^J^ty
are formKtaWe. His musicianship, however, will have to be tempered by

age.

m this recording Baremboim shows a y«*M;i««1"^»^S°"Hf

U

are both very important ingredients m Bf*»v« 8 piano mv«c^m is

occasionally even compassionate, at ^»»«* '"°™*"l,;V^^ue <rf

pleasure to listen to his playing. But there is n<r • *"''^'Su^rf
Uiat other passion, the quiet, genUy suffering that is so <=»«^«;'*™^^

the slow m!»vements in almost all of Beethoven's ^^L^*" ""^^^^
thisisthe Adagio of the "Pathetique" SonaU, which BaremtoimtateM

an unusuallydow tempo which, curiously, works. But ™«=^m«^^K^
is his interpretation of the "HammerUavier <5 i*/?°^'3uon
many to be the greatest of the thirty two sonatas^^."^ "^l^j^ an
of tti slow movement here simply does not make ''• ^' ^^"^ » an

extremely difficult work to keep together, <»« »« its lei«U. and tonUsUc

musical demands; in this recording it become '"fCrating
to hsten^

like a singer who ik just barely flat. You feel it has to go somewhere and

somehow just doesn't.

Though his tone is occasionally britUe ^d »«".
"if

?^'
"H^^'^eb

BareZim-s playing is his coloraUon. The Fugue o^ "^%"?r^;^r
itseU very, v^ b^utifuUy, through fine shadmg

»"l;^''™«t^SS
than striS counterpoint. The "Moonlight" ^^jt^'^^jff^Z
for the same reason, as is the last movement of the Op. 31 No. 2, uie so-

called "Tempest" Sonata. ,

The Sonata in C-Major! Op. 53 (the ''Wal*.tein")l.
just gn»tJj^^^^

mevery respect. BarTnboim X^-y-^'^}^^^^T£^:^^r, it

is customary and, as fantastic proof to the gemus « uic r—
makes aene that way! It was a very happy surprise.

Some other really fine interpretations are ^^^^^^] ^^ '
*"*

fifth, in C-minor) and the Op. 10 No. 3 (the seventh, m D-Major;

.

There are other beauUful moments inte"^"*!^'"^'^!' fi^e'^'e^*
. on the whole it is a bit disappoinUng ^''^^^JZlJ^^^i^
-technique and generally a good tone, but there >«

?^„!f"fi^^^™S
I suspect, however, that it is nothing that Ume"f"^"^^"^^ ^.
take^e of. As is. the set stands as a fine attempt, more or le» wc

cetsfiil tn ara^n thr infinitr deoth of B<^thoven s music.

by Boaz Heilman

by the civilized antics u v oi nelius

and Zira, and are not really sober

enough to digest the myriad of

solemn allusions which the film

makes on everything from
pollution to nuclear destruction.

To make matters worse. Hasslein

is a stereotyped German heavy,

and without smiling once,

Braedon is intent on giving hi»

best plainclothes imitation of a

Nazi. If Escape is ultimately

trying to comment on the l>ar-

barism of mcn.^the point is made

rather badly^E^ hinging it on one

stereotyped heavy.

The funniest moment in the film

is when Zira gives birth to a little

ape-baby (Cornelius and Zira are

a conjugal couple). When t)aby

Milo (a real monkey) rolls his

innocent ape-eyes into those d
Kim Hunter, credulity snaps

altogether, and it's simply too

campy to swallow. Camp,
however, succeeds in spile of it-

self, and while Escape is hardly a

quality film, it is eminently

watchable and entertaining, and

not to be missed by the connoiseur

of camp.

—Jeanne Grandllll

Zelllrelli's la Boheme". Opera on Film

ti Jiies irtlii

One of the major drawbacks in Uving m tWs

cultural wasteland called, ironically enough, 'The

City of the Angels" is the infrequency with which the

opera lovers of this town are allowed to inAiIge th«r

obsession. A rare performance at the HoUywood

Bowl or the Greek Theatre and possibly a short visit

from the New York City Opera Co. are the 'crumbs

to which we are considered enUUed One would Ounk

that a city of this size would have more |o iU cr«m

than polluted air and an in absentU mayor. But

complaining wiU accomphsh litUe. We must,

suppose, be thankful for what litUe we have and, at

the same time, work to bring opera to Los Angeles on

a more frequent basis

One of these aforementioned "crumbs we have to

be grateful for is a new series of operas on f^ —
beginning this <^hn-day morning at 10 am at the

Esquire Theater and 10 a.m. Sunday at the PUia.

During the series the works d Verdi. Puccini.

Tchaikovsky. Moiart. Johann StrauM (the yo^«r)'

and Mussorgsky will be seen as performed by

companies like those of the Bolshoi Theatre the

Rome Opera House, and La ScaU. But the highlight

wiU undoubtedly, be the first film in this series —
Giacomo Puccini's immortal La Boheme as directed

r>V none other than Franco Zeffirelll. The fUm was

made in 1986 before Taming ol the Shrew and llome«

and Juliet and is, therefore, ZlfflreUi's first major

experiment with the medium of cinema Though at

Umes restricted by the UmiUUons of the proacenium

arch (it is all shot on the La ScaU stage) .
it is a fitting

prelude to the briUiant film career ZefflreUi is now

forging for himself In this work. ZeffireUls classical

precision in ediUng and camera movement his

decorative-symbobc use of color and lighting, and bit

pleasant mixture of bawdy humor and Romantic

tragedy are all clearly evident The Cafe MomiM

scene which explodes with cok)r; the cold blue olUw

third act; the anUcs of the four Bohemian fnen^.

and the subUe shifts of lighUng in the first «nd fourth

acU - all presage the masterfulneas of Zeffu^lli s

later work His use of the zoom lens and 'cloeer

shots "

is also parUcularly effective in the film.

Through theie mewis he emphMlMS various

moments which are dramatically and musically

central (eg Mimi's death, the fUrtaUoos d the

voluptuous MusetU - dreaaad, incidentally ma
very semual. red dress . and the various kwe AietoK

By any standard, this film is an admirable grafting

of opera on film ^^
It has never been a mystery to me )as it has ne«

with others) why the opera has produced two of the

mofit important film directors at work in E^^i^^lP^

today - namely ZeffireUi and Luchino Visconti The

primary prerequisite for a fihn director is. 1 bcheve

a heavily visual or pictorial orienUtion coupled with

.. ...,.Ma ^amntir sMwe FoT the developn^nt of

^ .- ter place to took

li^iui uu' »' truly great music is Joined with

(CeiithMwdeaPaielt)
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4 UCLA Summer Bruin

fanny's Barbers

Wh«n yoo fay, "tak« jutt a IHH« bit off," w« take

just o littl* bit off.

Friday. June 25, 1971 | pna Home.

'Nature's Baby'
by Ancjiy Linsky

1091 1 Kinross Ave.

(Paid Advertisement)

V:

NEED MONEY?
Try ... BABYSiniNG

TUTORING (If you're a junior, senior,

or graduate student) -__

. TEMPORARY WORK

Come to the PLACEMENT & CAREER PLANNING CENTER. BIdg.

IG (east of Moore Holl) and place your name on these files.

D«odtin« for »omm»r rsgittrotion it TUESDAY, JUNE 29th.

Lena Home's popularity has

risen and fallen niany times

during her long career as a

vocalist. However, even at its

lowest, Miss Home manages to

stay in the public's eye through a

television special; which is to say

that, even at its lowest, Miss

Home's popularity is never really

very low.

Her latest album, Nature's

Baby (Buddah BDS 5084), is a

collection of eleven songs that

should once again establish L«na

at the peak, of both her popularity

and her talent. While her tight-

mouthed manner of singing would

seem to forbid an effective

reading of the lyrics. Miss Home
remains one of the very few who

can successfully interpret a ballad

and then turn to an up-tempo

number with the corresponding

vigor required (Carmen McRae
comes to mind as another).

Side one opens with a happy, up-

beat song ("Feels So Good"), and

then proceeds to Leon RusseU's

'*A Song For You," in just such the

fast-slow pattern discussed above

This sequence continues with

McCartney's ''Maybe I'm

\ There was Red Herring, Woo-Woo, the Weird

.*?¥••••

i

i

Beard and Tip, an everyday Dope Fiend who

knew Nancy Wheeler when- she U-ved In Venice,

Para and Larry, Big Time Male Hustler and

City Life, the King of Van Nuys Blvd., and
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City Life's New Old Lady and Money Man

and The Red l^^e^A: •- who all copped from

"Dustyand S«if«ets IfrGee"
Wind it tip baby, the Solid Gold Weekend is coming to a close, •.

Wamcf Bros., A.Kinney leisure Service presents "DUSTY AND SWEETS McGEE"
Director ol Photogrophy WiHiom A Froker. A SC • Produced by Michoel S loughlin

Wniten ond Directed by Floyd Mutrux • Technicolor*
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Amazed," pertly done m Miss

Home's 'sassy " tone, and then on

to the best song on the album,

"Being Green." In this number,

Miss Home half discusses, half

sings the relative merits of being

that particular hue. Written by J.

Raposo, the whimsical yet sen-

sitive lyrics seem to come from

the Harry Nilsson-Randy

Newman mold. One of Nilsson's

many excellent compositions is

recognized on the album in
* 'Think

About Your Troubles," in which

teardrops of trouble are related to

tap water through ecological

channels. The complex lyrics are

simply and effectively handled.

Strangely enough, the only two

songs that are not impressive are

the title song and "Mother Time."

Since both were written by Gene

McDaniels, the blame tends to

shift from the perforaner to the

writer. Both songs are of the jazz-

ballad type, which is apparently

not Lena's forte. The lyrics are

somewhat disorganized and are

difficult to grasp, as is the melody.

The main problem is a lack of

flow Everything in these two

songs seems chopped. ^

The session, recorded in New
York, is complete with a full or-

chestra under the control of

Donny E. Hathaway, William

Eaton and Robert M. Freedman

(the arrangers) and a handful of

engineers. Everything comes off

smoothly; not too much echo on

the mike, intricate arrangements

performed masterfully by the

musicians. Only the eight

engineers need to be reprimanded

for some sloppy work. At times

Miss Home sounds very muffled

and bass-y, at other times, crystal

clear. Such fluctuations in sound

reproduction need not occur with

today's equipment.
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AvailobI* for Summ«r
$4.00 plus tax ^
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Psycholagy 135 • Konouse

For additional courses

call or come in
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polydor Records and the company's various affiliated

lat)els have gained a well-deserved reputation for bringing

excellent blues artists to the public, whether it be Otis

Spann, John Mayall, or the should-t)e-legendary-but-isn't

Bluies J*"* *" Chicago LP. The label's roster includes those

who stick to more traditional blues structures as well as

those who use the blues "feel" in their thoroughly modern

compositions. Two of the newest, finest innovators in.

contemporary blues are represented by two new releases

from labels under Polydor's wing, Duster Bennett's third

album, 12 db's (Blue Horizon BH—4812) and The Climax

Blues Band (Sire SI 4901).

Duster Bennett has a reputation as a one-man blues band,

since he plays several instruments (most prominently

harmonica) and also does the vocals for his own songs.

This time around Duster has a few friends to help him out

and instructs the listener to listen at plus 12 decibels. The

first side of the LP is filled with mostly traditional twelve-

bar numbers employing variations of texture on the piano-

drums-guitar-bass-harmonica lineup. Among these good,

but usual, blues numbers rests a classic, Ray Charles and

Jimmy Holiday's "I Choose to Sing the Blues," done in a

very fine funky manner by Duster .and crew. The last song

of the side is "Everyday," which uses only harmonium and

voice to create a sensitive mood much like that found on

John Sebastian's harmonium-voice song, "The Room

Nobody Lives In." The lyrics are dehvered perfectly and

create a mood which is strangely optimistic in its melan-

^.boly — "Now I'd be wrong to call myself a king/ but

there's a crown for me and everything/ Just for the love of

GqAI instead of loving everyday." ^^Everyday" signals the

overwhelming excellence of side two.

Side two contains six varied Iselections, but each hints of

the "blues approach" to the material, anc^each song is

treated as an expression of human feeling at its-Jun.-

damentals. The lead-off is a new Ray Davies song, "Act

Nice and GenUe, "using a shlock but fun melody with a

delivery that sounds suspiciously like Mungo Jerry. The

Da Blooze

by Mark Leviton

next rut, a male chauvinist song if there ever was one, is

"Woman Without Love," which contains the refrain "A
man without love is half a man/ but a woman is nothing at

all " The number is sung in a TempUtions-SmOkey

Robinson style that is entirely appropriate to the melody A

quick transformation finds Duster as a cockney young

Englishman apologizing to his girlfriend for a variety of

mishaps in a talkin' blues Utled "That Mean Old Look." A
sample verse runs "N6w, about getting tickets for the

wrong night I admit that I was wrong/ Oh boy! My head

feels like that fight was still going on/ Still, the lights in

town were still pretty good . . . they weren't?" From the

absurdity of that we go to "Sweeter than Sugar," an un-

diluted cool jazz number with some pleasant ideas from the

organ-drums-guitar instrumentation, sounding like the

Jimmy Smith-Kenny BUrrell-Kenny Clarke goodies of

years gone by. After a well-done straight blues (with

wailing mouth harp) the final cut turns out to be "Hill St.

Rag," an instrumental for solo mandolin, with some dude

slapping his knees for the rhythm. This crazed stomper is

an apparent incongruity to what has preceeded. until

Duster stops the mad picking and ends Uw cut with a

minute of a lone, distant piano playing a slow boogie-blucs.

Is Duster trying to draw an analogy between joy and pain?

The Climax Blues Band is a straightforward group of

Jirilliantly blended musicians, singer Cohn Cooper, ex-

traordinary guitarist (bottleneck and regular) Peter

Haycock, bass player Derek fiolt. keyboard men Humpty

and Arthur Wood and drummer George Newsome

Ths band has decided on its goals and drivet on succtMfiily

to a senes of perfect performancca of moaOy original

material As with the Duster Bennett LP, this one has one

side of outstanding work and an erratic other iide. The

great side for Climaj^ is side one, which rum: •'Country

Hal." 1:56 of fariUiantly executed bottleneck guiUr.

•Everyday,' full of crashing guitars and organ, a perfect

example of the modem bluea without the l2-bar reatric-

tions "Reap What I've Sowed." getting some airpUy fiam^

based on several intcriocking nffs with sliding guiUrs and

plenty of volume (strangely enough, all the instruments

mix beautifully instead of mashing together as on some

overtracked records, and each raving mstrumenUl part

has Its own clarity - kudos go to engineers BiU Price and

Chris Michie and producer Chris Thomas foiL saving

everything for us). "Brief Caac." an instrumenUl which

manages to almost speak a story through changca in tex-

ture style, tempo and metedy, and contains a weU placed

sax solo from Cooper, and "Alright Blue/ Country Hal^

some good boogie music with the mouth harp carrying the

melody and improvising leading into a reprise of the WP^^
botUeneck work that Haycock Uid in at the outset of the

record The highhghts of side two are Willie Dixon's never-

gonna-die epic, "Seventh Son," saved here by a CUpton

inspired six minute guitar solo. "Like Uncle Charlie/' a

lyrically interesting song about the gap between what a

child expects of the world and what he gets, and conUimng

some memorable, expressive pUymg from Haycock again,

who has that pnceless ability to think through his in-

strument, just as Jlmi Hendrix could, and finally

"Louisiana Blue." an uncompromising Southern traditional

blues number with yet another superb electric bottleneck

solo defying dMCnption.

I may have told you what goes on technically on these

records, but the nice thing about the blues is that words.

can't express the feeling like the music can Next time you

want some miisic with guU te it^ you might fall by these two

jewels. 1
'

$3897

SPEND A LITTLE
SAVEAL '^

X Micro20
The Micro 20 is a high quality portable cassette recordij; vi^ich used to sell

for $99.50. Until we run out of them you can agigLa^^ amount on some

thing quite gpod.

Tod-rated
$50 stereophones

The identity of these superb^stereophones must

remain a mystery until you visit our stores. We can

tell you that they were given the highest rating by a

leading consumer publication and are very very

combortable and well worth their regular $50 price.

iliIg|gIi3fgBlilSii@S^S

SaveySonBASF
blank cassettes

oAQF blank cassettes are of the very hi^iest quality construction and they do a

June 30 we'll give you one free with every Vho you buy.
.
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15140 Suns«t Blvd.
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A NEW LEAF

THE OWl AND THE PUSSYCAT
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CMlty Cl^lly •«« Mnf M^ CO^

leierir can
205 North Canon Driv*

B«v«Hy Hills (ol Wilthir«)

275-5244

PRETTY MAIDS AU IN A ROW

Plus 2nd footur*

PERFEa FRIDAY

"""^OirfylA

1m Jolm MiNt

PACIFIC'S

iiverir mils
WiUKir. Blvd at Canon Dr RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

1 bill East ol B«v#rly Dr. ^ ^^ . ^^^ ,^ ^.^.^
271-1121

^
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2524 Wilshir«

(ot 26th St.)

Santa AAonica

829-3366
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PERFEa FRIDAY
Umdmf kiMr & Urwio AndrMS
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& T<>^. 2 i<r Ifor UCLA S»M4#nH
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2524Wilshir«
(ot 26th St.)

Santo Monica

8293366

A NEW LEAF
Willi W«ll«r MiMKow & Bom* Mcnf

APRIL FOOLS
wftti Joes LwvwMOA

MUdnipM Fri & Sol AMBHCAN OtfAMB w/D«wi»

MUn. & loo*. 2 for I (or UOA fludwiH

irili
W«stwood Villogi

OR 7-2487

HARRY KEUERMAN
Doily 2:10. 4:10. 6:10. 8:10. 10:10
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Hollywood
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1451 N.losPol
ol Sunsot

UON'S LOVE
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Cliiriii Mil
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Hollywood
466-3401

Hurryl LotI 4 wooktl

SONG OF NORWAY (G)

Mooflw fri 1:J0 & tcJO; S«l. Son 1:30. SKX) & 8:30

July 14. . .**Blwo Wolor. Whito Dooth"

III Mir
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

GIMME SHELTER
ond

THE BABY MAKER
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iriiidi
9000 Sunsot Blvd.
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Andy Warhol Prosonto

TRASH
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PUTNEY SWOPE

milUf lflil flClllC
Stovo McQuoon. . .Racing Thrills!

Hollywood Blvd.
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466-5211

LE AAANS (G)
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LIS FlIIZ
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Hollywood
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Sonto Monica
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MlllCI II
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Sonto Monica
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THEATER
Beah Richards Ope is a Crowd

continues at the Inner City

Theater Rachel Roberts stars in

The Effect of Gamma Rays on

Man-lB-the-Moon I^jlarigolds

through July 10 at the Huntingtop

Hartford.

For the Music Center crowd

Company continues at the Ah-

tomorrow at the Santa Monica

Playhouse. lonesco's The Lesson

opens July 2.

Venice Free Theater presents

Fish on Thrusday at 8 p.m. today

and tomorrow Norman. Is That

You? opens today at the Ebony

Showcase. Victory Canteen

continues at the Ivar.

Jules Feiffer's The White Ho«se

r/teap (and

not-so-\eap) Thrills
"

HbliAai^

\

The World at TIreir Feef
Soccer is. regreUbly . not a popular sport in the eyes ofAmerican sporte

fans partly because it requires more or less undivided attenUon froin

spec'utors (and Americans don't have much of an attenUon span) and

parUy because it didn't originate in this country. But it is the world s

number one specUtor and participation sport, and by objective stan-

dards. it is probably one of the most aesthetically weU^nceived forms of

athletic competition in existence.

The World at Their Feet, a new documentary film about the 1970 World

Cup soccer championships, may serve as a good introduction for those

who have failed to pick up on the several past opportunities to learn about

soccer (the short-lived pro leagues of several years bacii, for example).

The World Cup is probably the world's second most prestigious sporting

event (behind only the Olympics), and pits Uie all-star teams from every

interest^ country in the world (give or take a few who are absent for

political reasons) against each other for aUiletic, emotional and even

national pride. The film capsulizes the final tournament, held in Mexico

City, showing clips of the goal-scoring plays in the major gam^^ tiie

series, concluding with the Brasil-Italy championship game. «

Save for a bit of overly-tight editing, which occasionally cuts a lot of

interesting shots abruptly short, Uie 90 min. color presentation gives a

pretty good idea of the nature of bit-time international soccer, both how it

is played and properly worshipped.

The Laemmle Theatres will be presenting The World at Their Feet at 10

a.m. and noon as follows: June 26 and 27, Los FeUz Theatre, HoUywood;

July 3 and 4, Esquire Th., Pasadena ; July 10 and U, Monica I Th., Santa

Monica. On July 13,tiie film will make a one-night only stand at the Los

Feliz at 7 and 9 p.m.

?Ji'':~^t'4, -I- --J^

the Old Globe Theater. Mid
summer Night's Dream will plav

each day; Taming of the Shrev^

will play tomorrow, Sunday and
Wednesday.
DANCE
Raoul Appel's American Jazz

Dance Company will present a

survey of Ainerican music from
New Orleans jazz to rock at 8 p.m
today at the Wilshire-Ebell

Theater. ^

The Stuttgart Babet will appear
at the Shrine Auditorium Thurs

day through July 4. lliursday s

performance of Romeo and Juliet

will begin at 8:30.

MOVIES ™^

manson, starring George Chakiris

and Elaine Stritch; Coco closes

next week at the Dorothy Chan-

dler Pavilion to be followed by

Knickerbocker Holiday, starring

Burt Lancaster. Trial ol the

Caionsville Nine continues at the

Mark Taper Forum through

August 1.

The Closet Casanova closes

Murder Case continues at the

Century City Playhouse. Tickets

for the special student per-

formance this Sunday are sold

out.

Hair opens Thursday at the

Long Beach Auditorium and plays

through July 4.

Down in San Diego the

Shakespeare Festival continues at

On-campus fare this weekend
includes Hitchcock's Psycho and

Tod Browning's Freaks at 6:30

and 9: 30 p.m. today and tomorrow

in Social Welfare 147.

The Westwood Film Society will

screen Way Out West and other

Laurel and Hardy shorts at 7 and

9:15 p.m. tomorrow and at 2:30

and 7 p.m. Sunday.

The midnight show at the Plaza

Theater will be Rosemary's Baby
tonight and Repulsion tomorrow

night.
""^^

The D.W. Griffitii festival will

continue at the LosJFeliz through

Tuesday. Way Down East screens

today. Birth of a Nation shows

tomorrow. Intolerance shows

Sunday, Orphans of the Storm

shows Monday and America and

Sally of the Sawdust screens

Tuesday. A W.C. Fields festival

begins Wednesday.

Akira Kurosawa's Dodes' ka-

Den is showing at the Toho La

Brea. Camille concludes the

Ingrid Bergman festival at the

Music Hall Theater.

An Israeli film festival is

featured at the Monica II. Every

Bastard a King screens through

Tuesday, and Margo begins

Wednesday through July 6.

Paul Leni's The Last Warning

will close Tuesday at the Silent

Movie Theater. Flirting with

Fate, starring Douglas Fair-

banks, will show with shorts of

[jrst

md

nd

^orel and Hardy, Chaplin and

fack Sennet Wednesday through

luly 6.

^

tL Art and Technology exhibit

/the LA. County Art Museum

lii be closed through Sunday, but

reopen Tuesday and continue

lirough August
29. Admission is $1

L probably worth It.

KL and the Eye is featuring Art

I^geria and Morocco UutMJgh

flonday
—

I
Albrecht Durer prints are on

[xhibit through
Wednesday at tiie

iuntington Gallery.

For those who didn't see it the

rst time, Welcome to Fillmore

ast starring tiie Byrds, Van

orrison. Albert King, Sha-Na-Na

„ the Elvin Bishop Group, will

on Channel 28 at 10 p.m. Sunday

7:30 p.m. Tuesday.

tsic ^ ^^
Tosca," starring Dorothy

irsten, opens the season at the

reek Theater tomorrow,

uesday and Thursday. Per-

ormances are at 8:30 p.m. aU

hree nights. The Supremes open

iuly2. "r
John Hammond and Pollution

re at the Pasadena Civic at 8

m today while the Hollywood

;owl hosts a Battie of the Bands at

today.

Leon Russell, Freddie King and

luddy Miles will be at the Forum

unday. The show begins at 7:30.

he Flying Burrito Brothers will

ppear in concert Tuesday at the

.quarius, with Cherokee. Per-

iormances will be at 8:30 and 11

m KDAY will present the

turn of The Rascals July 2.

Canned Heat, Nitty Gritty Dirt

nd, Sugarloaf , WAR and others

ill appear in a 99 cent concert at

Hollywood Bowl Wednesday,

program will run from 5-11.

Cat Stevens will give two shows

t the Santa Monica Civic

hursday, one at 8 and one at 11.

On the club scene. Long John

aldry and Savage Grace are at te

lisky through Sunday. Rita

N

Coolidge and Ides of March open
Wednesday. The Deacon Jones
Review closes tomorrow at P.J. 's;

the Main Ingredient opei^ there
Thursday.

Belland and Somerville will be
at the Ice House through Sunday,
Russ Giguere opening Tuesday.
Kate Taylor closes at the
Troubadour Sunday, followed by

Profitt is at the Golden Bear and
Yusef Lateef is at Shelley's

Manne-Hole
The Staple Singers and Tim

Rose close tomorrow at Bitter

Knd West Hudson and Landry
Vill be 'hangin' in there" Wed
nesday through July 4 with
Southern F^ried. Gazzari's
features Berries, Mother Butler
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INVESTIGATION OF A PRIVATE

CITIZEN BEYOND SUSPICION

THE VILLAIN
$1 .00 por porson with this od

Harper'
Paul Newman, along with Steve McQueen, was in the 60's perhaps the

only film culture hero of young people Neither of them ever had the

energy or interest of a James Dean or a Marlon Brando. But they both

were in their own way rel)els-without-a-cause. In Harper ( 1966), Newman
plays a tough detective. No James Bond, he is a hard, sardonic realist

who doesn't always come out on top. He uses his brains and his muscles

rather than wild gadgetry.

The plot of Harper (by William Goldman who wrote Butch Cassidy and

the Sundance Kid) moves at such a dizzying pace that our interest in the

story almost makes us overlook Harper's personality. He is certainly not

the go-for-broke materialist of Hud or the masochistic, half-white-half

-

Indian hereof Hombre But he is still a loner The unexpected ending of

Harper proves this all too effectively. Yet he has Uie traditional heroic

frankness and integrity of an American culture hero.He is made for better

things, but by the end of the film he has somehow lost everything and yet

noUiing. The incompleteness of the final freeze frame reflects Harper's

life, and p)erhaps our own.

(Harper will play on campus this weekofid, Friday and Saturday, June

25 and 26 in Moore Hall 100 along with tiie silent detective classic The Cat

and the Canary. Harper will screen at 9:00 pm while The Cat and the

Canary wiU be shown at 7:00 pm and 11:15 pm. The double bill is spon-

sored by Eros Film Society as part of a series on tiie detective genre.

Donations are requested.) ,—Steve Ryan

pii riciiic
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Froo Parking
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DUSTY AND SWEETS McGEE
Doily at 1:15. 3:00, 4:40. 6:30,

8:20, 10:15

Sol. midnito show • :^l

Hoyt Axton. y-

The Flying Burrito Brothers

will be at the Beach House today

through Sunday. The Persuasions

and Bodacious Bugerrilla close

Sunday at the Ash Grove. Freddie

King opens Tuesday.

^^t)oc Watson is at McCabe's,

closing Sunday. Peter Evans and

Shep Cooke open July 2. Mason

and Thirteenth Hour through

Wednesday Orange, Spare

Change and Mother Butler open

Thursday.

For those who want to get away

from 'it all tiiere's The Great

Frontier Fair and Expo .at

Paramount Ranch. Admission is

$2.50 and there will be countiry,

( Continued on Page 1 1)

siieii Mivie
611 N.Fairfax

Ol 3-2389

$1.00

Oroevi««« IMovio in Townl

rnt fomI io«rt Orooi OKoi« OoMk

THE LAST WARNING
(TK. *r.cH^ ol 'W-wH-" ond " Col o«^ Conory")

CHARLIE CHAPLIN & HOUDINI SERIAL

(^ase: Cm Joi/ Mm

^ Their YaYas Out?

Every so often, while skimming acrote those Heavy FM radio bands,

one may chance across something that stirs up a little hope in the hearts

of inveterate music lovers everywhere. A new sound that somehow seems
slightiy familiar yet also exhibits a touch of individualism. A sound that

doesn't seem to be an unoriginal attempt at commercial success.

After one of these startiing occurrences, (which can evoke at least as

much excitement as Dee Murray's see-through hot-pants) one proceeds

to play the groove over and over again in an attempt to determine its
;

artistic validity.

The rather unique timbre of Chase constitutes just such a sound. If you

happen to glos^ over it too quickly, you may proceed to skip it altogether

thinking that you have spared yourself the ordeal of listening to some new
Blood Sweat and Tears. On the other hand, if you listen to it for a moment
or two, you may discern the presence of an interesting (read striking)

horn section, and a rather deft rhythm section that is designed to anchor
the all-lHit-piercing instrumentality.

Chase, as all you quick minded readers may have surmised, is

primarily a horn t>and — a nine man horn band which has infused many
musical elements into their far-reaching jazz-rock orientation. However,
Chaae differs in one important respect from its predecessors: it is

comprised primarily of jan rooted musicians, ". . . musicians who have
opened their heads to rock music," as leader Bill Chase puts it.

The problem that arises when dealing with the group is its musical
authenticity. After a!i iarr m^n T^invina rock music*^ Dubious A lead
singer who more r- - - r :. z^-.^ like David^Hayton Thomas?
Doubtful It was with these elements of skepticism — elements that
caused me to vacUate between accepting Chase as a valid musical ex-
pression, and ignoring them for the sin of capitalizing on a popularly
accepted musical style - tiiat 1 interviewed Bill Chase and Ted Pier-
cefield.

Being a master of subtlety
. it was easy to get things going with a typical

^' *' ''question.

III! LI irei

La Broo at Ninth

WE 4-2342

through July 13

DODESKA-DEN

^ IntendM^ dff

Jaeoi WU^el

viiiiie
961 Broxton

Wostwood
478-0576

PLAZA SUITE (GP)

Doily 2:20. 4:20. 6:20. 8:20. 10:20

midnito show Fri & Sol
^
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"The early days of Rock, when it

^
were awful. From about "60 to '65 rc^

just plain bad. But around 1^965
.

wf

songs tiiat had horn arrangements

creative again.

"Perhaps the most important oc(

the door for us, was the widespreij

Tears. The horn arrangements that
*

perhaps tiie best thing to ever hit

JW: Perhaps thats what makes vourj

you to put Chase together and hit thef

BC: "My start in professional music

Kenton and most notably tiie stint i|

an awful lot from Woody.

"Anyway, before I put Chase togei

Las Vegas grind. You know, playinj

show tunes night after night. Don t g<

had my house and my pool, 1 was eve

"But it was really getting boring i

than my surroundings would allo^

fact tiiat I was really getting turned

me to do what I'm doing now, which u

JW : What kind of audience have vo<

"^'^^i was yo«r prtmary moUvatkM for adafCteg a rock and roll
format?"
BC "Actually, it was a combination of factors I guess mostiy because
rock and roll music was becoming musical again."

BC: "We'veplayedtoevery Kind I

•

your tiny spaced-out jazz clubs to yoj

Rock people reaUy dig our music ar"

it too.

)ming commercially popular,
lusic was simple, repetitive and

Beaties first began releasing
-m, the music started become

in rock, the one that opened
Jptance of Blood, Sweat and

produced on their albums were
M

»^ popular. Bat what motivated

with the big bands. Like Stan
^th Woody Herman. I learned

^as pretty well pettied into tiie
" music, or playing the same
^'^'ng, the money was great; I

'•producing.

^1
1 had more to say musically

these tilings coupled witii tiie

^^^ music again that inspired
iy nny own kind of music."

"Kfor? ..._,.
~'' every kind of place. From"

pw.OOO people festival audience
(ioUbly most Jasz freaks dig

"In tiie beginnir^, a lot of my friends criticized
'"fJ^^^^W^'Jf.^^^^^^

rock. But tiiele wei^ the guys who refused to open upthe^r heads to it. But

now most of them have come around to see tilings my way

.

??> '^LTke at t1^ Kansas City Jazz Festival. We played to a crowd of

^;000^a^ buffs and we got like four standing ovations after every song.

The whole audience snapped out.

JW: About your music, is It a conscious eflort on your prt to put the horn

in that intricate, high register?.
, , . ,. ,. . ,„,

RC '^es Idomostof the wriUng, and its my belief that horns have a lot

fo sav^^^cSS horns as a total musical entity not as back up

^!i»r Th^ havea Breat potenUal as lead instruments,

•""^"n theS^gJ wrote all of the music with that in mind Andnow

that^'ve^otlfelJ^sic format laid out, everyone in the group p.tche. m

with the writing."

JW ApparenUy youre doing somethtag right, lor you seem to get rave

reviews after all -'/."^Pf^r^^ a couple o( group, that have
BC: -AS a ^^^^^\'^^^^y'^'^^^^^TL fir^t^uTreally blow
cancelled tour d'^f *'"l*;,'^,'^urS^"Allman Brother, and Canned

?r^?:ndt;rw'nmrJ-rr^y were a litUe hard up to foUow

!J^':' -.incdentally, it was the Canned Heat and the Carpenter, that

cancelled on us
.j „„„.h« were doina Mine gig. with Three

BC ; 'Coming up in a coup e
o*J^"""^** ^t an audienwrnoving And

Dog Night. Now they^f;?- ^CiT.SI t^.l3^ came to see

;!:::„^ ^n^ Hir^re^l^IteSre rence
gets, they re holding )u.t a

Tnd^^lrr^r^'rbe'^rB-mr^^^^^^

album and
album and tiieir next tour will be

lilirni
THE PERSUASIONS

8i62M*iro..Av. BODACIOUS BUGUERRIUA
013-2070= ^^

Clng Nak t«.^WJ«lv « rtlDOIt »I1<0

GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

_ . .TOMITE!
.-,i*f.rt^,,M.wt t^.w"."'

Sizzirrl's
/039 Sun»«»

CR3-660<>

BERRIES • 13th HOUR

MOTHER BUTIER • TRAIN

Troibaloir
9081 Sooto Monico Blvd.

LA
276 6168

Hmm ti<n0 Jvk« V

KATE TAYLOR
& PAUL SIEBEL

NtXT: Hoyt Airton 4 loo KoMko

I .. ^ uNOeOtOVND TV!

^ laCIII VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW
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Tales of Cochise
Swallow Tale* (United Artists

UAS-5518). by a group known as

Cochise, is another trendy

country-rock album, a con-

tinuation of the electric folk ex-

plosion that the Byrds kicked off

with "Mr. Tambourine Man"
Although the group may be riding

the wave, they do it better than

most new groups of the per-

suasion, and they do have a very

fine talent in pedal steel guitarist

B.J. Cole, though they are lacking

in other outstanding musicians.

The album s first cut is Buddy

Holly's 'Love's Made a Fool <rf

You," which you might thmk has

already been revived enough

times. Cochise does a very good

version, however, appropriately

rocking, trading licks between

steel guitar and regular electric

and enjoying some four part,

harmony during the song's cloa^.

The band also effectively

"country-tinges" the com-

positions of their own writers.

Cole and guitarist Mick Graha©.

The musical structures are Poco-

ish (Cochise's 'Hear that Music"

is called *Do>yn Country Girls")

and are sufficiently enthusiastic

(even though perhaps finally

empty, unlike Pocos material).

The album's superb example of

thegenre is * *Home Again,
'

'
which

you've most likely heard on your

AM car radio: "Days in the

future da N-s m the past were days/

the flag flew at half mast/ and I'm

home again After a pair of

average songs which set up

varioui echoes with other groups

and other times "Hom^ Again"

ftnds a near equal in "Why I Sing

the Blues," a convincing rocker

with 'Humble" Steve Marriott

helping out on backing vocal and

piano. Evei^one manages to get

in their old time rock and roll licks

o^ this precise httle wallop, a

performance that they cannot

match on a two-chord im-

provisation section on "Axiom qf^

Maria, " which goes nowhere

•Another Day" contains some

nice airy steel guitar work

floating behind the vocal har-

monies, but even that yields to an

unproducUve Led Zeppelin riff,

with the lead guitar straining to be

heard among the volume ex-

cesses.

The record shdes to a close

through these unsatisfactory

lukewarm efforts only to end on a

pedal steel solo arrangement of

•O Come AU Ye Faithful." which

achieves a short but strikingly

beautiful moment or two.

Once again, the cry is "better

material will save you fellows

from mediocrity — if you already

haven't managed to avoid it!"

—Mark Leviton
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TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Sales

Formal Wear
lit If WiUhir«llvrf.
W.l.A. 477-OStr

--I,

THEY'RE GREAT. We've got them at

$19.95 and the Woe pais-

ley 10 in. deep at ^^^^^^^MJ^^^^ Frames
$39.95. (Both ^>^^^^»g^*^^ from $15.95.

King) ^^^^gR^!^^^ COMPLETE B«d 55.00

(with floor style frame).

The DREAM MERCHANT
Safeway - Lincoln Square Shopping Center

205 Lincoln Blvd., VENICE. (396-BEDS)

12:30-8:00 M,WJh, F; Sat 11.30-6; Sun 1-5; Tues.4-8

ur. .j^J^s hair ftoodtes. etc

.

come VISIT our netAi inaccejsaWlc Locobon:
dittf in tkc ollen Wftiind JeQnsWcd'4'Cofit^Mro

1110

in The oncil bthind Jeonswcsf •f>uoniw«r

GAUer Hh. WESTWOOD • 473 9S^9

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W^stwood n«ar Pko

From ?Q^Qff\\ fo PicWes

LA CRB>I
lOM Ol«n4on Av« 478.0437

Op«n7 0oy« 11:30-1 AM

105SPECIALmE$OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEHES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunchsi 50&S1.75
lOSM bndbrook Dr DINNER S3.25 & $4.25
474-094«-WWVillaa«

UTTIE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 UC«nl« ^

. (UCon** «» Ooylvy)

For 30 min d«1iv«rY

477-2006

McDonalds town house
nU WMtwoodilvd
47S.n43

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

NATURE'S REALM Oourm«( v«g«kirion Dinners. Salods. &
Organic V«g«»ar)on tcMowront Sandwkh«S. Hom« ol \\s% himOUt
SIM SwM«fi - On »K« S*rip. Kvki ''NciKir« Bvira«r." Soya B«an Soup end
\kmpm & %mm^m - 654^24 Hon«y k« Cr»om sp»cioHi#s.

PQCEOPIZZ&
11423 WiHKir*IM
LA. ^Ok-nXfi

EVERY TUES. AFTER 9 P.M.

Any Pino $1.60

PAI.AfK WHERE BEER IS STIU ONIY 254/MUG
6y Tim«Movi«>

i SEPI'S GIANt SUBMARINE
6« U Cfif 47».037S

Gionl Submorifi* Scmdwkh
Op«r«D«4y n 11

\A/r nrtivrD

-P

V
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One of the most creative currents in rock, the at-

tempt to fashion ancient English folk tales and

ballads into viable electric music, has been viewed

by the music press as either an offshoot of **soft

rock" or an origin point for groups which '*orbit the

periphery" of whatever constitutes mainstream rock

music in any given week. The effort to preserve the

integrity of songs which were composed during the

Middle Ages while simultaneously rendering them in

modes which fit the basic guitar-electric bass-drums

motif of rock bands is hard work, and beautiful ]s^J?en

successfully accomplished.

Along with Pentangle, Fairport Convention, and

the unfortunately defunct Fotheringay, Matthews'

Southern Comfort has achieved-' artistic success in

translating those ancient idioms into modem
stylizations. Ian Matthews, the former vocalist for

Southern Comfort, is responsible in large part for the

""ai*iistfc aiid "c^ftifienn^ ^success vf ^ist ^roupr''

because his voice seems ideally suited to conveying

the essence of material which has roots in olde, olde

England, while keeping up with the new patterns

provided by electric instruments. On his first solo

album, If You Saw Thro' My Eyes (Vertigo-Mercury

VEL 1002) Matthews is accompanied on drums by

Gerry Conway and on electric bass by Pat Donald-

son, both from Fotheringay. Matthews is also oc-

casionally aided on the album by Sandy Denny,

vocalist for Fairport Convention and Fotheringay,

and one of the most gifted vocal stylists and lyricists

in the "electric medieval" movement.

So, on first glance, Matthews' effort should have

approached a perfect offering; but the release is

disappointing in several areas.

Matthews, who penned eight of the twelve selec-

tions, and is also credited as his own producer,

created a lot of work for himself, and as a result

some of the material sounds thin. On *'Southern

Wind" Mathews employs background vocals for

emphasis during the breaks of the song, but those

points of emphasis lose their operational ef-

fectiveness because they are repeated at exactly the

same point in the song every time the cue comes

around: Matthews should know that good music

should fake you out now and again, and his "Little

Known" suffers the same problems as "Wind."

Matthews has more serious problems in the

songwriting department, however, for his "If You

Could See Thro' My Eyes" is such a w^k plea to

"the Lord above us all" that you wonder if Matthews

^:pally wants some Good Guidance, after all, and

"You Couldn't Lose" and "Desert Inn" are either

oblique or idiotic. ,^
In addition, on two cuts, Matthews' role as

producer impinges on his possibilities as an artist.

"Never Ending" is a deadly combination of 1/2 beat

...;»v> «, A,PP A irK»mr>Q coh^m^ u/jjiph h^.<t.tn hflyp b<*en

painfully reachol, while "It Came Without Warning"

features a strong lyric which is murdered by Mat-

thews' repetition of his solid arrangement. His ap-

parent strategy in the latter case was to seize on the

strong lyric and arrangement and repeat them for 4

minutes, hoping that no one would notice.

The strongest band on the album — and it's ex-

cellent — is Matthews' interpretation of Richard

Farina's "Morgan The Pirate." Matthews'

arrangement and backing band are absolutely

together, and he delivers, for some strange reason,

much more vocal authority with this and another

Farina composition, "Reno", than he does with his

own material. —m*.
Matthews' voice can get him out of almost any

difficulty, and he has proved an asset to Southern

Comfort, but it looks as if it'U be a while before he

will be ready to put out a successful solo record.

—David Lees

*La Boheme*
(Continued from Page 5)

engrossing drama. With librettists like Arrigo Boito,

Luigi Illica, or Hugo von Hofmannstahl and great

composer-showmen like Verdi, Puccini, or Richard

Strauss a non-stop supply of verbal poetry, dramatic-

lyrical incidence, and visually exciting scenes is

assured. If anyone doubts this, I refer you to

Turandot where the mood of mystery is conveyed as

much through the complex set design as the haunting

music, II Trovatore with its low-key mood and its

savagely beautiful gypsy world or even Der
Rosenkavalier with its detailed recreation of 18th

Century Vienna. In other words, opera lends itself

quite easily to the requirements of film and con-

sequently its directors can, with little trouble, adapt

to the cinema's environment. Opera is a rich source

Which has yet to be tapped by filmmakers to any

significant degree. Imagine the beauties of a well-

produced film of Der Rosenkavalier, Turandot, II

Trovatore, or a hundred others. No longer would

there be any of the theatrical restrictions of sizeand

scope; the cinema and its numerous resources could

be exploited to the hilt. With innovations like this

opera could be returned to the people out of whose

hands the exorbitant admission prices have driven it.

Opera on film could well be the most exciting artistic

revolution of this century.
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thrills.
(Continued from Paget)

oik and gospel music, horse

races, a revival camp and a

medicine show.

There's also Magic Mountam. If

vou haven't been there yet,

consider it. Regular adult ad-

mission is 15 but you get

unlimited use of ndes and en-

terfeinment all day from 10 a.m.-

midnight. That means no we-ran-

out^f-E tickets-hassle, and the

lines aren't unbearably long.

There are strolling jugglers,

magicians and acrobats to en-

tertain you while you're waiting or

while you're eating in one of the

four resUurants and numerous

snack bars. The food isn't great

but it isn't bad either, and the

prices aren't exhorbitant.

Entertainment takes up where

Ed Sullian left off. During the day

there are shows at 1, 3 and 5 which

usually consist of an emcee and

"specialty acts" (that means

dancing poodles and the like. The

kiddies love it.). Charlie Brill and

Mitzi McCall are there now, and

Urry Storch of F Troop fame

opens Monday. In the evening

there is dancing in three pavillions

and cocktail-lounge accom-

paniment ui the restaurants.

There are two evening shows, at

8 and 10, by weekly headliners in

-the Showcase Theater, an am-

phitheater which holds about 3500.

All the seats are good. If there's

some act appearing at Magic

Mountain that you'd pay $6.50 to

•see" at the Forum, you might

consider driving out to Valencia,

paying the $5 and gcffinjg a

genuinely good seat for an hour-

long performance (twtce) and all

those other goodies besides.

Roger Miller is the current

headliner and, unfortunately,

gave a rather perfunctory per-

formance Tuesday night. He
seemed condescending towards

the audience (which, granted,'

consisted of the usual types found
at Disneyland, Marineland and
Knotts Berry Farm) and sang a
short set of nine of his "greatest
^ts " It was about half of the
same show he gave at the Greek
Theater five years ago.

Phyllis Diller opens Mon<^y
Other acts scheduled later include
Milton Berle, Count Basie, Pat

Friday. Jun»2S«W1 K^C^y A Summy Brulw II
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Boone, Mel Torme, Roger
\yillianis and JHomer and^ Jethro

Magic Mountain is open everyday

during the summer and is north of

the San Fernando Valley on In-

terstate 5.

—VIcki Nadsady

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Feoturing:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Mocrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAlJ
TQ MEET' YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAfsl AFFORD

l006Broxton 477-0880

diogonolly ocrossfrom WettwoodVillpge

T hftotre. H<EE 7" Tolon 2ip(?«r/>l sole

ur\%ef\\mBniB\ portrait, fascinating in its

detaiK unrelenting as its subject Schiller.

has created an unusUal. illuminating nnotv

picture. ^^
PAINE KNICKERBOCKER

"^
SAN FRANCISCO CHRON"
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Dennis Hopper in *'The ^
American Dreamer*',,

"That's the way Dennih .

'ways fionest. He asked

)e about it and t tofr" hy

ilked it/' i

ARWY ARC
HOLLYWOOD VARIETY
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A Film by

LAWRENCE
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arv KIT CARSON _l!iJ
BR. STU. FILM SOC. ^«' * ^/'

^

Brentwood T^^r• J""« 25 4 26
26 & Wil«t«ir« . 829-3366 12:00 MidfTrte

ASH GROVE MONDAY ONLY
»««ne 28

Corbin Theatrt • 345-2222 ^^^ ^^

Vtntura Blvd , Tanana 12;00Midnite
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That's our Job.
^ Five times a wedc during the academic year, eight times a

month during first summer session and once a week during second

session, the Daily Bruin keeps an eye on news areas that are

important to people on this campus. . .budget cuts. . .faculty

- salaries and tenure. . .student government. . .unionization of wor-

kers. . .the Board of Regents. . .Sports. . .the Chancellor's Of-

fice. . .Graduate Students' Association. . .International Students'

Center. . .ASUCLA. . .College of Letters and Science. . .northcam-

pus. • .south campus, r^everywhere something of importance is

happening.

Such a big job takes people, people who are interested in finding

out how UCLA works and communicating their discoveries to

others. The job isn't easy, but it's crucial, and at times it's even

fun.

If you're interested in writing, taking pictures, working on gra-

phics, or aren't quite sure of what you'd like to do on the Bruin,

please drop by the office, Kerckhoff HaU 110 and talk to Deborah
Ashln, Todd Carter, or David Lees.

Lend us your eyes. . .

worl< with
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Sweek in Tunisia

for Sports Corps

Friday. June 25. 1971 UCLA Sunr^mf Bruln_U

'i

While his more publicized

teammates are now playing

professional basketball, broad-

casUng Laker games, or studying

law Bill Sweek has followed in

John Wooden's footsteps, at leas\

for the moment.

Sweek is a member of the Peace

Corp-sponsored Sports Corps, a

volunteer coaching organizaUon

giving altletic instruction to

aspiring athletes around the

globe. BUI currently is coaching

basketball in Tunisia >

with a varied sports background.
Blatchford then formed the Sports
Corps, made up entirely of
volunteers for overseas coaching
instruction.

At the moment, the Sports Corps
has over a hundred coaches
working in 15 foreign countries

around the world. Besides Sweek,
other volunteers include Bob
Schul, 1964 Olympic gold medalist
in the 5,000-meter run; Ken
Clotworthy, former swimming
coach at Princeton; Ken Walsh,
three-medal swimming winner in

the *68 Olympics; and Tom
Meschery, former NBA star at

San Francisco and Seattle.

Meschery, who took a leave of

absence as a teacher at

Evergreen State College in

Olympia, Wash., will coach the

Venezuelan national basketball

team. Clotworthy and Walsh head

the Venezuelan national swim
team, while Schul is instructing

the Malaysian national track and

field squad.

The usual tour of duty for

coaches is two years. While they

are on the job, they receive a

subsistence -allowance for

themselves and their families. In

addition $75 per month is

deposited to their account in a

U.S. bank, payable when they

return home.

SPG.
Smith defends AAU title at Eugene
John Smith, the Bruins' Pacific^

8 and NCAA quarter-mile
champion, defends his AAU 440

crown tomorrow in Eugene,
Oregon, against much d the same
competition he defeated at the.

NCAA meet last week in Seattle.

, Smith, quite possibly the

world's premier quarter- miler,

wiironce again face the challenge

of use's Edesel Garrison and

teammate Wayne Collect. Also

running is former Bruin Len Van
Hofwegen, now of the Pacific

Coast Club. Hell be joined by PCC
teammate Jay Elbel. Curtis Mills,

Belly Dance.
Girls, have fun with :

your weight. Don't
j

lose it — use it. i

learn to Belly Dance
|

§Being plump is on advaniage:

sHips are important, too. You|

yieed hips for Belly Dancing.

|

! ' I

: Call 466-2603 1-5 p.m.
J

the xurrent 440 record holder

(44.7) from Texas A4M. Dal^

Alexander of Kansas SUte, Dave

Morton oi Texas, Alvin Dotson of

Prairie View, and Darwin Bond of

Tennessee.

Smiths chief competitor,

however, could be Lee Evans,

formerly of San Joee SUte and

nov* representing the Stockton

Track Chib. Smith nipped Evans

at the wire in last year's AAU
meet, held at Bakersfield. —
Tomorrow's meet also marks

the return to action of UCLA long

jumper James McAlister Birred

from the NCAA meet, this will be

McAlister's iirst competition

since the Pacific-B championships

in May.

Also competing for the Bruins

are triple jumpers Denny Rogers

and James Butts, sprinters

Ronnie Welch, Reggie Echols, and

Reggie Robinson, high jumper

Rick Fletcher, pole vaulter Steve

Hardison.

Pole vaulter Francois

TracaneUi and long jumper Finn

Bendixen have returned home U>.

France and Norway, respectively

They'll cpmpete in Europe

throughout the summer

Juvenile Delinquency

Evaluation Project EEDS

Faculty and/or graduate students with research and/or

evaluation experience in juvenile delinquency

Flexibility for individual research ^—^^---^

For additional information call ext. 52836
I

,
..

'
' Tf ' 'f^ 'r"t '^

,
f" '^""

The Sports Corps came about as

a result of a five-nation tour by

Bill Toomey, 1%8 Olympic

decathalon champion. In his

travels, Toomey saw the great

amount of talent emerging in the

developing countries. The only

thing these young athletes lacked,

according to Toomey, was good

coaching, which the United States

could provide.

Upon his return, Toomey
consulted with Joseph Blatchford,

director of the Peace Corps, a

former tennis player at UCLA

Tiiutigh"thc uOot COtiTiu ita' niSifr^

ambition is to prepare their teams

for international competition, the

Sports Corps goes even further.

Coaches are also assigned to

direct physical education

programs in the universities,

serve on the staff in elementary

and secondary schools, and

establish sports clubs where

school programs don't exist.

Perhaps the best example of

what the Sports Corps is trying to

accomplish comes from Toomey,

whose recommendation led to the

program's formation. While on his

tour, he was beaten in a 100-yard

dash by a 19-year-old Ghanaian.

"This kind of talent," he said,

"deserves a chance."

<e.,... . « .-
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' j.a '
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jr^ for thi icM«H^
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Announcements
The UCLA saihng club wiU hoW its first meeting of the sunrmjer next

Tuesday, June 29, at 7:00 p.m. in the Ackerman Unk)n Women s Lounge^

Signups for beginning and advanced saUing classes will be taken at this

meeting.
' • • •

The 20th annual North-South Shrine football game wiU be held Friday^

July 30, at the Coliseum. Tickets are $5, $3, and $1.50. The South Shnne

team will practice at UCLA beginning July 17.

• • • • •

Parents of UCLA students are entitled U> a
»i-l«-8f'"f ,f

•=*"'
"Jl!

Bruin footl)aU tickets (except USC) for this fa I. Contact the Athletic

Ticket Offfce for deUils. ^ ^

Child Care Center

Volunteer Signups

. Not baby-sitting or day care
, . , •

Completely child-oriented - have the satisfaction ol helping a

child develop the skills they need to live their life.

Volunteers are an integrated, equal part of the staff

- Sign up in Kerckhofl Hall 409 for a Monday, June 28 orientation

meeting at IZOO in the Child Core Center.

Sponsored by the SLC Child CqreVolunteer Project. 825-2820

Ua^ ioAda ' doAolcJ/ythertond
r ?^ in an alan i oakula oroductioninanalanj pakula production

Mute

:••-•.'

• • • • I

-.••••!•!•!•! :•:•:•;•.',
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GIANI SUBMARINE

r' 10968 Le Conte, Westwood
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OF GUYS
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"WITH A
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$6.5D dovrg kelly.

Dr. Willis Tate made news this week. No, not on tt>e

medjcal page. On ttie sports page. And for a good reason.

Dr. Tate isn't going to tell you wtiy Bill Singer is hurt or

why Alex Johnson has l)een in such a good mood lately. But

he did say something about the future of intercollegiate

athletics. l^ « 4*^
Dr. Tate is an educator, ah^a good one. He ts me

president of Southern AAethodlst University and is also an

avid Mustangs' football fan.

But Tate sees disaster ahead for college athletics. In an

address to a group of college athletic directors earlier this

week, he charged that college athletic programs are on a

suicide course and that professional sports are on the rise

because tt>e pros are snnarter. '
-—

=

; —

Tate's fears certainly are not unfounded. The causes have

been apparent for several years now. Unfortunately, I'm

afraid he's right in many areas.

With costs continually on the rise, college athletic

departments are naturally forced to charge more money

for tickets. But there is a saturation point, and the day may

be near when the public will simply refuse to pay the price.

UCLA will charge $6.50 for reserved seat tickets to its

home football games next fall. The seniors and grad

students on this campus can probably remember when the

same ticket cost $5 not too long ago.

But before anyone castigates athletic director J.D.

AAorgan for charging too much, consider the fact that, as

the situation now stands, he has little choice. As his costs

rise, he has to pull in more money to make ends meet and

about the only way to accomplish this is to raise tkket

prices.

It isn't AAorgan's fault that costs are rising. Ratter, it^s

everybody's fault. It is no secret that intercollegiate

athletics can be a very lucrative operation. But as one

school spends more to attract quality players to its campus,

the competition, if it wants to renr^ain competitive, "^"Stdo

the same. First one school recruits more players, then

another, and another. Then the first ^^^^^
"-^[^"'^^fT,^

more. It's a vicious circle, and there's no sign t^Mi^**^
come to an end. Ifs almost a case of "keeping up with the

Joneses" if a school is going to remain on an even level with

its rivals.

There's not too niuch that any university can do about

rising equipment and travel costs. These Increases affect

-everyone. But college athletic departments can do

something about the biggest expense on the ledger, grants-

in aid. Simply, they could place a binding national Umlt o"

the number of scholarships that could be offered In football

and baskett)all. ^ ,. , x.. i

I really don't like to see this, but I think |t is the only

alternative. I just don't see how schools can cope with the

rising costs of athletics and continue to raise ticket prices

before the public win be turned off and say no. A limit on

scholarships, moreover, would not seriously affect the

calibre of footbalt or basketball at schools like UCLA or

use. Each is still going to get its share of the quality

athletes, as is the case now.

Where does this leave the smaller schools? At the outset,

a scholarship limitation might hurt a little, but smaller

institutions would be better off in the long run. Not all the

super athletes are going to choose UCLA or USC or Texas or

Arkansas or Notre Dame. Athletes and students (for the

most part) aren't going to choose a school simply because It

has a good football team.

Smaller sctiools would come out ahead In the end because

they wouW, In effect, be saved from ttiemselves and con

sequentlywouWn't see the athletic deMrtment going broke.

Dr. Tate says that SMU spends $600,000 yearly on a class-
of 50 freshmen football players, and I would venture to say
that the figure at other schools of comparable size and
stature is similar. That $600,000 comes out to a cost of
$12,000 per player. But cutting football scholarships to the
suggested 30, you have a saving of $240,000, or almost a
quarter of a million dollars.

Cutting the number of scholarships Is the only avenue to
keeping ticket prices realistic. You can talk all you like

about the quality of play and how a limit would affect your
program, but In the end, you have to please the paying
customers. And a _ lot of weekend quarterbacks are
becoming disillusioned with the increases. v

Where do you draw the line? Pretty much wherever the

fan wants to. So far, he hasn't objected too strenuously to

price rises because college football attendances have risen

each year. But the day may come when this Isn't so.

$6.50 is expensive, but still, In this Inflated era, somewhat

reasonable. But If colleges cannot curb their costs, $7.50 and

$8 Is just around the corner. Those prices are not so

reasonable.
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WESTWOOD Friend* meeting (Oiek^rs),

_J[d?nt wor*iiip^$un., n ».m., Univ YWCA.
A/Utfbrs W#ifcbmiB •TTTfjw

'

graduate

J Enfdfioinnionf 2
^

"

.
. . t

—
CATAfeiNA Holtday Cottages Daily/Weekly

sptctJl Hermoia Hotel phone Avalon 747;

BOK 646 Ava»on, 90704. HQTR)

y noip lYan^6(i.. ..••..•• j

STUDENT to pencil or ink draw pictures of

girtj and boy» tor researctt protect 7W-
0**3 (IJnlS)

AUDITIONS: Music people. Tonight, Sat.

From 7 PM 7 AM Gulliver's Tavern, 33M
Wettwood Blvd. 474-9311. (3Jn}S)

FEMALE elementary teachers/student
teachers, education study, t4 tor one tH>ur.

Signup 4$$J Frani Tower. U4n If)

FEMALE student for general housework for

same invalid living alone. 4 tirs. weekly
Walking distance. 473-3397 UJnlS)

PART Time Opportunity: Represent
meaningful consumer services, non-profit
orgaQjiation ricti rewards forv efforts. In-

formation and/or application, phone:
Califonnia Consumers Club. }74in4 ( ) J^ f)

ENTERTAINERS wanted. Apply at Piiia
Palace in Village. Apply late afternoons. (3
Jn yt»

TELEPHONERS for political campaign.
SI 7S ttr. salary, no selling, women only. Call
Mr lovino. 737 USa (3 JnJS)

GIRL Friday Sharp. Needed by professor,
student OK EX S433S (3Jn39)

OPPORTUNITY
Girls 21 -35 years •

DESPERATELY need female

during school year. Private room/board &

salary Live close to UCLA with young

widow and boy J, who goes to nursery sctMiol.

Could easily carry a units *4J 1953. (3 Jy J)

Yoo are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA OONOHS
S4Sper month while helping others.

OOme in to 1001 Cayley, Suite 310

or
Call 47»-00$1 13-7 p.m., M-F

PERSONALITY Test Bring any close

friend FH 3SM. 9 3: 30, t3 SO ea (3Jy3)

CAPABLE Musicians Orchestral Record
radio jingles. Good future. For appointment
377 «337. Twin Studio Productions, Ltd. (3 Jy

\v IVI Rwllf ••••••••••••••••••••••• '

ATTRACTIVE Housing available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hilts area
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neightx>rs for house/apt. info 39«-339g;
wknds. 393 SI75 (7QTR)

STUDIO for artist, art teacher.
ph>otoqrapher. designer etc. S175. MM sq ft.

Brentwood J95 7071 (7Jy3)

CPMPL^TE stereo system. Roberts~AM-
>M^Trnespea1(eri,lSSRr-^<tord changer. List

S300, sacrifice S14S. Never us«d. Great
sound. 731-0307. (10QTR)

FISHER stereo s,ystem, Garrard
Professional changer, Aquarius speakers -

list, SS43. Asking S39S. New ia boxes. 733-

S4}S/atM»70. (lOQTR)

y Serwkes Offered, 1

1

—

—

— -I I
.- — -— --

ju

GUITAR Lessons. Folk/Classical/Rock.
EMpenenced teaclter. S4 p«r hr. i70-Mit,
Zane (11Jy3)'

PHOTOGRAPHER : S3 neg. on min. fashion,
sport, candid, whatever. Your location
choicj^. 472-Z343 after 10 pm. Harold. ( 1 1Jy 2)

PRIVATE guitar lessons. Folk, Rock, and
laii. Fmgerpicking styles, music t.teory.

Reasonable, Gary Diamond, 399-1317. (11 Jy
3)

^

ORIVINO School. S9.M hr. "Road Sofety
Since I93f" State Credential. Penny Bros.
44aa7SS. (11QTR)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance fot.
students and employees. Call Allan Sobel,
7t1 S$37, 173 StIS eves., 7t3-3S09. (Iliyt)

VOICE singing speaking. Group or

private. Brochure. GR 2 7169 before 9:30

AM.or after 9:30 PM. (lUy')

HYPNOSIS Instruction, Private/Gj;oop;;
Memory or personal protHems our specialty.

47S-M33. 11&16SO. Hawthorne Blvd. (11 Jy 2)

GIRL wahts same to travel in Europe. Leave
August. Call 322-4609. (13Jy9)

TTMT ffgUDENT l^MVEL •

[ARTER FLIGHTS

METAL sculpture class. Welding, brazing,

casting. 6 nites. 7:30 to 10. S38. Gene Benz,

474 749*: - - ( H Jy2)

KARATE: Self-defense - development.
Beginners: 7-8 Mon/Wed; 10-11 Sat. WLA
Karate School, 1«S0 Sawtelle, WLA.
Student rate - no contract • visitors welcome,
(member: Japan Karate Assn/AII America
Karate Federation. ( 1 1 Jy.7)

WILL trade Underwood standard typewriter
(S2S0 new) for good electric guitar. Call Skip.

391-01S5.

1007

Sept S-Oct 3 tA/London/LA S358

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS

July 5

Aug 6

Aug 24

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

LON/LA
LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA

$148

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

y Travel. 13

FLASH!

/Kdes Wanfed

MODERN DANCE CLASS INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE, 6/38 8/19. MARIE
MARCHOWSKY, SOLOIST MARTHA
GRAHAM CO 3112 PENNSYLVANIA, S.M.
838-9000 478 3329. (11Jy30)

S332R.T. Fares*
LA/EUROPE/ LA
DAILY 747 FLIGHTS

1 Year Validity - No min. stay
*AgelS-2S

Tom, Campus Rep. 823-1963

••••••••••

FROM Carson, 9 'o clock class, both
sessions, have permit, shall drive yo«r
house Call 3395233. (9 Jy 9)

TO FERNALO School at UCLA from
in^tewood I 30 to 11:10 am. Summer. Will
pay mileage. 674-8S48. (9Jy2)

AUTO Insurance too high? Students and
employees call Robert W. Rhee 839-7270 or
8709793 ' (11QTR)

INTRO Group processes, awareness,
Gestalt. Tuesday 8-10 PM Saturday 9 4 PM.
Students $2 Call for brochure. The Group
Center 4S6J030 (11QTR)

EUROPE - Israel. One way, round trip
student travel discounts; SOFA inter-
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd:>4(4, L.A., 90049.
826 S669. \ (13QTR)

More flights available on Wait List. All

flights limited to UC students, staff, ex

tension and registered Alumni Members.

' Also Headquarters for

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Ctiarters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdayf
In Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

TTMT grUDBNT TRAVEL*UrNX CHARTER FLIGHTS

Eliminate Boredom

Cilll Jan, 461-3478. hrs. 1-9 PM

STUDENT tubiects wanted for marijuana
smoking study Pref fresh/soph, all ranges
of experience needed from 'never before' to
daily usage 835 6397. (3Jy2)

DO YOU WANT
An income while'attending school?
To help combat air pollution through
Cigarette smoke?
To help others improve ttteir ttealth by
stopping smoking?

Smoker's Kit,
P.O. Box 447,

Santa Susana. Calif. 9)063

Phone (OOS) J37 8987

VFor Sola...•••••••••••••••••..10
BELOW retail price. Orit«»al Peruvian
blankets, sharp colors/design. Also
legitimate Alpaca rug. new 874-87S3. (lOJn
29)

BICYCLE Peugeot custom PX10 10 speed.
25" frame. tISO. Ask for Joe at 6S3412S.
«**V» (18Jy7)

VW Dune Buggy/camper. a.t$"«g" wHeols
and tires, S60 J T$"«4" wh«iTs andTTres. »?$.
391.96$6 after 6 PM (ig mm

STUDENT couple live in, 6 days
Housekeeping and child care. Sunday off

WE i 917$ (3Jy2)

PBMALB stwdofits needed to partlcipato tn
sociological experiment, sa session (1 1/3 - ]

hrs). Esther, 479.8t3S. (3Jy7)

WANT A DATE?

CaU Suiie

(213) 461-3471 ttrs. 19 PM

SACRIFICE: Splendiferous, large, medarm
walnut cabinet containing HK AM/FM
stereo tuner. Heathkit ]8w amphfitr.
GMrr»ra changer, WoMensak portable tape
rerorder( monaural), Goodman (English)
speakers All for S100. 390^130S before
Tuesday. (ig j„ ^5,

SKIN Diving outfit next to new mask.
snorkel, booties, fins (waterlung '707* large)
473 3000.477 6033 (10Jn2$)

SIAMESE kittens Ctean t levatMe price no
obiect to good home Call 76< 41H (10Jy9)

NIKKOTOfB. 90 Watt receiver List t2)9. now
t160(7insteck) AR 4X speaker system List
UO. now S49 (walnut finish). RKk, 901 1731
aftorlPM. (lOJntS)

PHOTO Portraits (Portfolio or albums) -

indoor and outdoor. Reasonable. Call Janor 7
6S2 S889.6S2 7S98 (11Jn25)

XEROX
C Complete

rOp\ tiiv! >or\ h

KH 121
^ s:5 :?i?

ACADEMIC Motivation lor Jr. Hi/HS
students Effective summer course by
COllOVe professor, 474-40M, 8-10 AM, 6-7

^ (Iljy2)

Information and Referrals

For

birth control abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations
ever|>opulat<on literature

at -
.

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

**onday IC 3

Ac,^«rman Union 3412

sponsored by SLC stwoenT run

:41A, L.A., 1

1007

TELE: 477- 1 1 1 1 or 473-4443

JET to EURbPE
Aug. 36/ Sept. 26 LON/AMST $269
Sept. 1 OneWaytoAMST SIM

and many other flights

indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure date
and call Prof. P. Bentler UCLA c/o Sierra
Travel Inc., 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, 277-5200 or 879-31 1 1

.

EUROPE Charters. Several schedules from

$250 roundtrip, $150 one way. Coordinator:

Professor Margaret Paal, 247 Roycroft,

Long Beach 90803, 213-438-2179. ( 13 Jy 9)

^^'i*'"
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(Continued from Page !•)

Wednesdays (until end of second

summer session), in the Women's

Gym Courtyard.

A Karate class for women will

be held at 5 p.m., every Ttiursday,

beginning June 24, in Women's

Gym 200.

The Youngrads will hold a

dance party for girls over 20, guys

over 21, at 8-11 p.m. Sunday, June

27 at the International Student

Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave., The

first 25 girls will be admitted free;

guy^ just $1.00.

URA
Friday, June 25:

The Tennis Club will meet from

2-4 p.m., on the South Courts.

The Hatha Yoga Club will meet

at noon, in the Women's Gym 200.

The Judo Club will meet from 1-

3:30 p.m., in MAC B146.

The Karate Club will meet from

5-7 p.m., in the Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club will meet at

noorii^in MAC B146.

Sunday June 27. jhe Karate Club wiU meet at 10The Aman Folk Ensemble wiU am. in the Mens Gym 200.
meet from 2-10 p.m., in the^ The Cricket Club wiU meet at 10Womens Gym 122,105 and 200 a.m., on the South FieW.

Laurel and Hardy

WHICH ONE IS THE ASS? —
"Way Out West," staring Laurel
and Hardy plus two Shorts "Busy
Bodies" and "Hog Wild." will be
shown at 7 and 9:15 o.m. Satur-

day, June 26, and at 7:20 and 7

p.m. Sunday, June 27, by the

Westwood Film Society, 1730

Westwood Blvd. Admission for

students and faculty, $1.50.

VW'X
WYCINANKI—POLISH FOLK DECOUPAGE — Cot-ouf» Bf
{lecorative designs originattd by th€ Polish peasants In th# IWh

Century to decorate their homes during f«stlvt occasions.

^Aagdalena Gilinsky, the artis* v.mII be honored by a reception at 2

p.m. Sunday, June 27, being held at the International Student

Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave. Extiibit will continue through July 12.

^ lUiOrinQ************************ '^

PERSIAN - tieginning class coloquial

language, taugtit througti linguistic mettiod.

Vida, 714 830 438* ( collect) nigtits. (14 Jy 9)

STATISTICS is fun. Consulting on ttieses,

beginners too. Professional statistician,

UCLA grad. «23'435S (Mad Hell) ( M Jv 3)

GUYS gait, long httr OK, tre«My wash«tf
citickt. Rtal Estate License required.
Oolden West, 710 loot. (3Jy])

PEMALCS needed Ptychelegy tM
penment 2 sessions, 1 1/4 hrs. total SI. N«
P«vc»t«4«gy meters. M1-494S. (1 Jy I)

MAKE MONEY EASILY" Your own time.
S^M »AS«C M afwJ ORGANIC, natural
vitamins/ cosmetics *M 1890 O Jy 3)

PEMALE Vanda Beauty countelei
cosmetics needs counselors. Cornmittton
sales. Puller part time. 8)9 )1*l A" ;>

MICROSCOPE— Swift, professional type
Zernike typ« phase contrast Tnnocular
•odv built in Koehler iMummatie*) Floating
and m^ctianical ttagvs All-obiectiwt Plan
Achromate Phase Case (900. Jim. Th«rs
Sot after U noon. 870 4497. { i« jy ])

SAVE, CS J4 Pien»«r speakers. Si J each «k9
rich red rug. Ml. mohog coHoe toMo. 110.
CallJ91J419 (lOJyJ)

BE AUTtPUL
pacliaged. SlU

TOPANGA Center For Human Oevetopmoftt
sponsors ongoing, weekly encounter groups
weekend workshops. Fr.day evenings
Singles encounters, much more Call for
brochure. 4SS 1)4} (lljyj)

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rotes.
RCA models Free delivory free service 14
hr piionoJ74 9119 (11QTR)

King bed

ftrm,MSwally homo. )9l.4iii

King sued
n iN« ouiited. very

still

(10 Jy 2)

fi^JJ Artloy. Mlvor, excoHoM
tn. After 8 PM. 47)-)0)1. OOiyT)

ADVENT Modet 100 Oolbv noise swpressor
brand new. %ii% call Sondy. ]74 ti70 after
« MPM. (lOJyT)

-**«««ESTEO IN MEANINGFUL PICTURESOF YOUR WEDDING? CALL FORAN APPOINTMENT TO SEE MY WORKBEFORE DECIDING ON ANYONE BOBCARLSEEN 700om (IIJvV)

SELF MVPNOSIS Classes You can loarn to
eliminate cramming and rocall and release

J*Jj«^'*'»»w«»^ "4.n$oi-*PM.-do.»y. (n

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,
Africa, India. 60% off. Intra European
charter flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact
EASC. 323 N. Beverly Dr., Bev. Hills, C«.
90210 27* 6293. (13QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST TLIOHTS

Immediate ticketing
Student Rail -pass 2 months t13S.00

Call for flight information
Rental and lease available.

INFO; SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13S09 Ventura Blvd Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

872-2283 or 784-1677

Europe/Africa/Asio /InHia/ltrael-
Student fli«hts and Charters.

Europe any day by scheduled airline
Youth Fares from all maior US cities
(incl. LA) from S199 roundtrip.

Eurailpasses, Student Railpasset,
Insurance. Car Purchase, Lomton
Accommodations. Tours, ID Cardt.

Free Eiiropoan Maps B literature to
passengers/Currency converters.

NEW YORK Aug. 28 SMt 6S1S0
roundtrip.

A Stiftfmt Travel Headquarters'

AIS FLIGHTS

tl/tir i j\ lOX ol sales Sup*rvit*o ii»t«
work 13 7 pm BondoMa «7S 1770 «7V S6** t

^ a.m. 'Op.

m

aotomatK changor. base, dust cover car
trKgo. headpham s. AM tor 847. oyo^00»9 (la
Jn 2$) * •

»tr»»», drott«t.
~-- ^roiHi^al seam
P*"**' •••», men's shirts

jIV*'^*
^^"•^»«' •vM 837 1704

-JiiA Santa
LA 90049

FRENCH - SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (trial)

473-2492. (14QTR)

^ lypifiQ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• *^

TYPIST, expert. Statistical, charts, legal,

technical, psychiatric, MSS , resumes, term
papers, theses, musKal WLA. 838 8425. (15

Jy 9)

TYPING - fast and accurate. Reports,

manuals, thesos, corirospondoncc. Call 479-

' 6391 or 343-724S. (1$Jv7)

RUTH thooes, term papers, manuscripts.
Experienced. Weekends, daily S-9, 828-

11*2 (150TR)

TYPING my home. I Am Executive. Fast A
accurate, will also edit. Reasonable rates.

368 1232. (15Jy2)

GENERAL academic/business style. IBM
electric. Professional/accurafe 8 yrs. ex
perience Santa Monica area, 399 1009. (1$
QTR)

_

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books,
termpapers Spo«««4tv math and technical
typing Accurate, rapid service 76i 5580 ( 15

S 9)

TYPING Editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, tho««s. IBM Solectric. English
grads, Nancy. 472-4143, Kay, 8«* 7472. (i$ Jy
2)

FAST sorvice with all kinds of typir 1

Electric typewriter Reasonable rates. Close
to campus GR 2 8431 (l5Jy2)

(11

2M «/4i
(1/2blk east Santa Momca/ Doheny)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,

fuidance, IBM typing Satisfaction
guaranteed. No bargain hunters, rtferences.
479-8144, 477.AM3. (1$OTR)

/Typing

DISSERTATIONS proposals, first and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports. Best
referenciBS. Editor -typist. 393-9109. (15 QTR

)

UCLA Summgr Bruin Classified Ads
/5 y Aph. - Furnished. U ,/Apts. h Share 19 ^ House to Share 22 y/Autos for Sale....;., 29

LOW rates. Term papers, letters, dictation,

manuscripts, etc. IBM electric. Call Diane,

398 4344. (15Jy2)

^ Wanted 16

FEMALE students wanted assisting in

research. $2.50 session (11/2- 2 hrs). 10 hrs.

week 479 8835. (1*Jn25)

^ Apfs, -Furnished,...,.. 17

483 GAYLEY: Reduced summer rental

rates Bactielor 590/mo. Large furnished 1

bedroom, SUO/mo Utilities paid. Walk to

campus. Phone manager, 477-4939. ( 17 Jy 2)

^1:7mpuTtc)we RS
BACHELORS- SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL - PATIO
Deposits now for summer /foil - -

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch^GR5 5̂584.

sno S250. SPACIOUS 2 bdrm., 2 bath.
Bachelor apts., mear facilities. Available
June 15.*45-**30. (17Jy7)-^

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473-6412

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS.
"Singles accommodate two. One bedrooms
accommodate three. ONE BEDROOM AND
OEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR. AIR
CONO., block campus. Pool, sundecks,
garage. *25 Landfair. 479 5404. (17 QTR

)

4oo"building
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.
415 Gay ley at Veteran

478 1735

LOVELY 1 1/2 room private house. $95.

Ev^s., 2837 Westwood Blvd. 474 5*31 ( Jy 9)

BEAUTIFUL furnished one bdrm. apt.

SwinViing pool, laundry. Curtis Manor, 11*17

Gorham, Brentwood. (17Jn29)

ONE and two bdrms., pool. Reduced sum-
mer, also Fall -rentals now 518 Glenrock
Ave. 477 9265 (17Jy27)

^^
sosgayley"^

Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50
Deposits now for summer/fall

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3-0524

GIRL share with one Furnished, Mam
moth apt Walk to campus S75 474 1759

(keeptrying) ' (19Jn25)

1 BDRM house Have own room, pets OK
Call in eves, 390 *540. tll7 SO a month (22 Jn

25)

70 SUBARU )«0 \fdan 1 100 best offer

Mechanically XInt ^100 mi 50 mfgal 477

11*2 (29Jn2S)

FUNKY Venice, apt. own room. Furn.
Available immed to Sept 9 S*2.50/mon.
Mark, 621 4479 ( 19 Jy 2)

: : , -I eeu.

MALE share room. 575 Large,' quiet 2

bdrm, 2 bath 0(1 Wilshire/18th St 451

1829. (19Jn29)

OWN larqp BEDROOM 3 bdrm, 7 min
campus 568 mo. 2 bath, air cond. 83* *585. ( 19

^_22
'"

'
' '•—-

7 FEMALES st>are 2 bdrm, 2 bath with one
Start August. Day, 825 *7}9, night, 478

1703. (19Jy'9)
^ a '.

'

.

MALE; large 2 bdrm apt With 3 Balcony
Summer only, 545 mo 478 95*3 after six (19

Jy 9)

5140. ATTRACTIVE well furnished large 1

bdrm. front apt. Separate garage, laundry

2324 33rd Street. Santa Monica. *S5 33*0 for

appointment. d^ Jv nj

555 LEVERING
Singles 1 Bedroom

-™—̂ '-^—^^' 2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7 2144

2 BEDROOM, ovn room. iOO. National and
Overland Call Mike either 380 2*44 or VE 7

8700. (19Jy2)

^^ALIBU Woman to share 1 bdrm l>each

apt S9i per mo. Call Mary Ann, 45* *322. ( 19

Jy 9) -,. .

Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR)

GIRL share furnished 2 bdrm, beach apt

with two Near -bus- IZ J, Ufilttits included

392 3874 ('» J" »'

FEMALE. Own bdrm., bath. Share with two

Pool, i»un; matd. 890 mo 837 5003 after

4 00 . (19Jy7)

COMMUNE top Beverly Glen for friendly

foiki learning, living together to make it

better 98* 74*3 <22Jv9 )

GIRL needed share house for approx. 2

mos . begin immediately 2*th Santa
Mon ica 828 5087 [liJnH)

WANT responsible roommates to share
Brentwood house, being redecorated Own
room, prefer grads. 479 5988, 820 3048 ( 22 Jy
21

^Room and Board 24
-— .) —

MALE student grad/undergrad meals, walk
to school, pool, tv, parking Reasonable 400

S Bentley.272 473* (24 Jy 30)

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help.. 25

SUMME R room am board m beautiful home
tor mother's helpor. No mon. Q»r roQutrod
27* 2013 " (25 Jy 2)

'*i BONNEVILL^C Pontiac Eacellent
(ondition 4 door perfect Call *54 I8*3« (>?

*3 VOLVO PIOOO New tires Overdrive
Runs good 5850 Call 39* A777 attrr 5pm ( 7«

70 FIAT 850 Spider ritiat stereo rack
Leaving country soon S 1435 479 0271 ( }9 Jn

-*2 MGA (Mark llt-Oood transportatton.
S200 82* 1178 11819 Gosm>n Ave apt 9 (39

CAMPEX 6.' trii V , ..i. i p* four, low miles.
very clean, stove, sink, built ins.lMsl of

fet /t 1995 Days. 825 2743. night'^ >»4 "i-i
•
>•

CAMPER *1 lntcrn#tionat HarvrMcf iv>c-tro

Rebuilt enqmr New Ttres, Kitchen
lacilitii •> .>r^spOf'rmt 459 1409 (29 Jv

'«7 FORD Cortina UOOGT. 7 door 4 speed
Moor shift, low mileage, 5950 837 1784 (29 Jn

'74 OBEL station wagon Must sell Perfect
condition 5 1 700 or best price VE 8 9178 (29

'*7 PONTIAC Or^nd Pria Pull power, air.

windows See on campus 51400 Tel 392
*l78,eves. iT^Jni^^

"A225, 2 BDRM, Ibath, modern, spacious. 1/2

block Wilshire near Westgate '"7 Ar

macost,apt.3. BR9 1257. (17Jy9)

**^"*"^
alTto^u cla

spacious — modern
bachelors

singles— bdrms
reducedsummer rates
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 4778990

NEED 2 girls Share large one bdrm. Rrefer

non smoker 5 mm walk campus. Garage.

4735753 <'»->V^>

SUMMER apt Pemale roommate wanted.

Brentwood Youl* own room. Pool. 583 mo.
'

Call Marcia, 472*40*. (19Jy7)

LARGE apt. on beach, 15 min. campus Own
room 590. share t*8. Over 21 pref d. Bob, 39*

9064 (17Jy7)

^Apfs.-Unhrnished 18

UNFURNISHED Westwood one bdrm. apt

5135 One bdrm apt ,5100 & work 454-

*051. (18Jn25)

DESPERATE! Girl share 1 t)drm furnished

apt. I block from campus, parking 570 477

3118 <'tJv2)

NEED Female Share with two others

Walking distance to campus. Furnished,

spacious 550/mon 475 5310. l\9 Jy 1)

CHEERFUL mature student or medical

lemale . near campus, 5195/garden apt 575.

Utilities included BR 2 1459, 477 5939, Ann

SALARY, separate apt, board eichange
child care after school, supper physician

and, daughter (11). 275 0*78 (25 Ag2*)

MOTHER'S Aid exchongod for meals,

private room, bath/eotranCe. Pool/^ennis.

Sal*ry520week 271 977*. (35Jy9)
,

:

'

BACH quarters offered female student In

exchange lor baby«ttting Call *5* 24*2 after

«:OOPM. (llJnSI)

GROOVY lemale student private bath,

sit ing room TV/bab« sitting dinner dishes

Brentwood GR 2 2982 (25Jy2)

MOTHER'S aid —
housework Private room, bath.
Telephone 370 40*3, 472 84*3

'*4 VOLVO Sport B18 544 Eicellent con
dition E^ome rebuilt fifewhrakes. perfect
5 700 Can **4 1001. .1 -^ (lOJyO)

'*9 VW Bug automatic, new tires shocks
Eicellent condition ti*00/oMfr\ Call after *

PM 9 34 1770 129 Jy 9^ <-

09 VW. ORCollont condition, must sell. Loovo
for Europe:>477>^S724or VE MM) (29 Jn35)
^ -

I I

-
.

I —I
I . - — - — I ..^

47 TRIUMPH Convertible Mark II Clean
S7 50 87 7 0*18/ 7*« 1804 (29Jy7)

babysitttnf, light
TV, salary

(25 Jy 2)

FEMALE Student - private room, botit 4
board exchange for babysitting Start in

July, stay on next year Flexible 47* 5071 (25

V 2)

^ For Sub-lease
i

JULY August. 2 bdrm, 2 bath, air con

ditioned, dishwasher, parking, negotiate

rent W Hollywood, day 825 3931 1 evoi., *57

0380, Carol (SLJy9)

LARGE 1 bdrm, 2 car garage included^ one

block campus, hardwood lloors
/"l^";**^;"''

-available, »175 mo., no lease. 540 Landfa.r *2

473 1787.
i^ajnxj

5200 and UP. 2 bdrm, availat»ie now summer
rental, large, patio, pool. 11*01 Gorham. 82*
*02r (17Jy9)

LUXURIOUS beach. 2 bdrm/3 baths
furnished, air cond., pod, available now til

^9 Eves, 393-83*7. ( Jy 7)

^'10 $115 FURNISHED singles, pool,
carpets, drapes, near UCLA, transportation.
1*02 Pontius. 477 5184, 273 8351. ( 17 Jy 2)

S235 3 BDRMS, 2 baths, "-edecorated,

Ipacicos. patio 1/2 block W^sh.re near

Westgate 1237 Armacost apt. 2 BR 9-

^^
1257. *

i^

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles & l Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood
Reserve now-reduced summer rates

Also reserve for Fall

540GLENROCK& S43 LANDFAIR

^ALK UCLA Village. Quiet. Secluded.
»;;[fP'»cei »230 2 bedrooms. $155 singles.
*'»> Bachelor 473 0201. (17Jy2)

SINGLES,5115 5135 lbdrm.5155 5rn^On

the beach Consider child pet Utilities,

stove, refrigerator included. ^* ^l^l.
minster, Venice 396**44. <''-'y"

BEACH Apartment 2 bdrms, 2 baths, built^

inT. carpets/drapes. "«
*^V"?t°9 4^ (%

for light management 277 5548,399 4153 (18

Jy 7)

ONE Bedroom apt for home, business 15*9

Westwood Blvd. OR 1 9380 or mgu.re a

Laundry --t-^^.,^.
uajjit

VENICE unfurnished apt one b<Mlrm,

stove refrig 5140 One block beach Cat! 394

J.24 befwe?n 4 30 and S 30 or owner,^479.

AUGUST 1 Sept. 20 4 bdrm. furnishod

custom hillside. Woodland Mills. 5400

Professor Baum, 825 4331, days ( Jy 13)

y House for Renf 20

3 BDRM house, 1 bath, fenced backyard.

Mar Vista, available June 24, 1971, 8300 390

7700 (30Jn25)

SUMMER Rentals July * August 5190, 2

bdrms room (or four 5125, 1 bdrm OX. 1

4()|« (20Jn25)
-i-

A LITTLE house 1 bdrm, 8125 mo H»ar bus

hne on Federal Ave GL 1400* (20Jy7)

3 BEDROOM house furnis»»od 5190 mo
Available now Near bus line on Federal

Ave GL 1 408* (20 Jy 7)

J Apfs. fo Share ''

JWMMER subfe,
Mf^gain for
references

OWN bdrm, share with one guy

bus 5*2 mo 478 9488

WLA, near
(19 Jn29)

VENICE 2 bdrm ftouse near booch

refrigerator, garbage disposal. 5200 month

392 3578 Immaculate, Jim ilC Jy 1)

^S5«0 FURNISHED, Single, one bedrm,

v« w white carpeting drapes Elec «p

pi.ances Utilities, patio carport Call offer

) 30GR « 9042 (MJylJ^-

i BEDROOM. Beverly Glen Available July

V Before* 00pmaMer4 00 Mr Howard 474

3870 '20Jv2)

^ Roon) for Renf,,,, 26

QUIET room in canyon ftome Kitchen
privileges. 12 mm to UCLA 895 per mo ' 271

13*4 . (2«Jn35)

58 50 WEEK large room, large closet
Pleasant, quiet surroundings Near Santa
Monica freeway 938 924* (2*Jy9)

STRAIGHY' male student, rusfTc house,
kitcneii privileges, t*0 Garage, lO mm from
campus 8M*7M, eves (2*Jy7)

PRIVATE room and bath for rent in Private
Home Beverlywood ere* Transportation
necessary Phone 8)7 5713 (3*Jv2)

PRIVATE and separate room and bath for

responsible student Hear campus 595/mo
473 2500 (30Jy3>

FEMALE Grad Student- Kingsne bdrm.
bath. kitchen privileges, opposite campus
Gorgeous view 575 473 3374 eves (3* Jy 2)

BFAUTIFUL quiet private Bath, utilities,

linens Male Mornings *5» 0904. Evenings
477 9811 (3*Jy2)

*3 TRIUMPH TM*. convertible, now top.

runs well 8550, after « pm , 473 3931 (29 Jy 7)

'*8 VW Bug. sunroof, radio, excellent con
dition, 38,000 mis., ongiaal owner. Call after

*PM 398 7932 (}9Jn25)

'«5 MUSTANG Hi performance, 4 sp , 380

CT. Equipped, good mileage immaculate
Make offer. 472 0417. eves (29jy7)

EUROPEAN DELiVEl
VOLVO — MG

Save on car rental with our "Buy Here take
delivery in Europe Plon". Direct shipment
also arran^ea Financing available

^9) 0445 170 *928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washinqton Blvd.

"''t^iy:

••9 FTAT" 8W~Spyder
mileage, console radio
5M50/bett. by 0/28/71 9810000

Convertible LOw
perfect, must sell

(19 Jv3)

IMPALA *), excellent condition New tires,

shockers, newly rebuilt engine 5400 or iMst

Te4 )90 tOtO (29 J 25)

'*7 FIAT 850 Fastback White/ Red interior

78.000 mi One owner, immaculate cond'efO
1441 eves 129 Jy 2)

LOVELY
business
7)

room, to Share home lor youny
or teacher 37*15*4 (2*Jv

QUIET, comfortable room for grad student
^er Med student 393 9109 (3*Jy3)

'55 CNEVY panel truck for sole Very go'>d

condition Best offer Call Raymond, 37|
3242 (29Jv2)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

eOOOMile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A ) AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across tfom G M Plant
C«ll 094 7075 74 Hours

A-1

W5 QUIET girl B«l Air Panoramic view
Private entrance share bath Pool break
fast privileges 783 0'«» (2*Jy2) Cycles, Scooters

1 Ixlrm. furnished
grad studofit faculty with

near campus. 82* 4349 ( 17 Jn 25)
ROOMMATE for two bdrm '"^n 'P;

"J *J'
utilities Color tv pat.o, piano Near UCLA.

t73 3523
(19 Jy 9)

J House for Sale . 21 ^Aulas for Sale. .^?29

For Sale. 30

T+HE VILLAGER
p Color and Charm
^urn

) j|„^ dens, 1 txirms / singles

p.jtr**'*^*'
''*'' •'*'**P<* poo'- elevator uvt.

bid" *" '^' d'tioninq, lovely street

r J.- '

*"*'" Jvjnap i p
—wor th ot w i

!

-?'-
convenient to twys

llKoiionAve (offGayley)
4798144 (17QTR)

FEMALE Roommate ^**»'* ^Jf'*^'^
.Ktrm two tjath apt Palms,

Q-^'^J^;?;
24/o\ e r 839 1*21

ROOMMATE Share 1 bdrm own roo-^

n-jr campus 550 mO C

cwlOY LUXURY BY SHARING >- SJp^
!7T'SIcTrv'E''"cLEAN S'NGLES P(>OL

iUNDECKS, GARAGE **' •»
"-^ffiV^';,

179 5404

BRENTWOOD OnaknoH view privacy, 3

4-2 1 2 lormai dmlng, built inkitcf»on Rl'tr.

17* T»2* morns, eves (JlJy 9)

M/i iMMACUiATE 2 bdrms . 2 baths
oqroom privacy Off Benedict

-* >>«itatl tammi. 12* 1*8^—121 Jir 21

>uSTiN America, good miles. AM/FM
,0 Call 255 2904 after 5 only 51400 Hurry

vm: (aOJyO)

9 MGB lo mileage Overdrive, wire wh»s

Vellow 51750 best Pho*»e 27* 5*72 or 27*

)744 I 29 Jn 251

i^
*7 MUSTANG stick shift, good condition.

m.o sell (5050) Call Mr Silver, *55 7992,

rtj, (29 in 29)

«9 MONOA CL175 Xint coAd Clean, bfve. lo

mileage 5375 can 877 409l or 7*9 0188 (30

-*9 BMW R 00 US OOtCC. «tro«l5|. fast,

dependable, German drive%hott b«ke Call.

Pete )98 '105 (50 Jy 9)

HONDA CL 350 i4t«/B0St VAMAMA 110

VR? C 2400 mi Cherry 5550 best Alan 479

8m i Ti no t

-^0

,*ii

•'.*

. Cd

v-^«l

70 MONOA. CBl7f, 0.

Offer Call*5i 3039

TIC JV 91

mis. 817S. or best
(30 Jv7)
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Thyrza Escobar Jones, prac-

Ucing astrologer, will speak on

•Astrology." at 7:30 p.m. Wed-

nesday. June 30, in Social Welfare

147. Tickets available at the door.

Seminars
''Some Theoretical Aspects of

DaU Bases," will be conducted by

Dr Claude Delobel, Director of

the Laboratoire dinformatique,

CNAM (Conservatoire National

des Arts et Metiers), Paris, at 11

am today in Boelter Hall 8500.

JUSTONE BIG HAPPY FAMILY — Tod Browning's "The Freaks" and

Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho/' will be shown by the Hedonics Film Society

starting at 6:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in Social WeHare 147. Complete

shows at 6 : 30 and 9 : 30 p.m., with a special screening of "Freaks" at 12 : 30

a.m. each night. Donation at the door.

MY DEAR I SEE YOU DON'T USE l,UX - "The Oit and The Canary"

Illn^ stown at 7 p.m., tonight and tomorrow in More Hall 100. Donations

at the door.

What's On:
Tickets
Kerckhoff Hall Ticket Office, KH
il40

~.
-, - ---•

Trips and Tours, coordinated by

the Office of Cultural and

Recreational Affairs is sponsoring

a tour to Bttscb Gardeat. leaving

from Ackerman Union at 10 a.m.

and returning at 5 p m Adult

admission iS $3.50; chiklren 13-17

$2.50; and children 4-12, $2.25.

Future tours will include

Universal Studios, Disneyland

and Magic Mountain.

••be Mans" featuring Steve

McQueen, will be shown at 12:30

pm Saturday, June 26. Price

11.25. per student. This special

UCLA showing, being sponsored

by the Office of Student Affairs, is

ip be held at the Hollywood Pacific

Theater

Lectures
Tenzing Norgay will speak on

^"The Challenge of Mount

Everest" (with fUm of 1953 Briash

Expedition) at 8 p.m. Monday,

June 28 in Royce Hall Auditorium.

Parking will be available in lot 5

adjacent to Royce Hall, for $1.00

per car.
"

William Lessa will speak on

''Soniatomancy — Palmistry and

Other Body Divination," at 7:30

p.m. Monday, June 28, in Social

Welfare 147. Tickets available at

the door.

Eleanor Rolston will lead a

discussion on the novel "Them/'

by Joyce Dates at 9:30 a.m.

Tuesday, June 29, in the Tea

Room, Bullock's Westwood, 10861

Weyburn Ave. Tickets available

at the door.

Et cetera
"Harper" and The Cat and the

Canary," will be shown starting at

7 p.m. tonight and tomorrow in

Moore Hall 100. Donations will be

accepted at the door.

The Annual UCLA Student

Design and Pictorial Exhibition,

featuring paintings, sculpture,

design graphics, ceramics and

textiles. The display will continue

through July 25 at the UCLA Art

Gallery. Hours are Mondays
througl)^riday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5

p.tn.
'

The Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open

from 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. every

Monday throughout the summer
in Ackerman Union 2412 to offer

information and referrals on

overpopulation, contraception,

legal abortion and venereal

disease.

The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1:30

p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours

are free and open to the public.

The Integral Yoga Club will

meet at 3 p.m. Mondays and

(Continued on Page 15)

BUDDY, CAN YOU SPARE A LIFT — Steve McQuMn stars m "Le

Mans" to be shown as a special UCLA showing at 12:30 p.m. Saturday,

June 26, at the Hollywood Pacific Theater. Tickets are now available for

$1.25 at the KerckhpH Hall Ticket OHice KH J40^

*n-4rf

HERE THEY ARE!
CATALOG
PRICE

5.98

NOW ONLY

FREDA PAYNE
Contact

Odds and Ends
Tb«ffU>adW«
Didn't Take
Yoii Brought

thaJoy

FREDA PAYNE

Contact

I'm Not Getting Any Better; Sudden-

ly It's Yesterday; You Brought the

Joy; You've Got to Love Somebody

(Let It Be Me); Prelude; The Road

We Didn't Take; Odds and Ends;

Cherish What Is Dear to You (While

It's Near to You); I Shall Not Be

Moved; Mama's Gone.

HELEN REDDY
I DONT KNOW

HOW TO LOVE HIM
LA. BRCAKOOWN ASO«<OFO«rOU

HaEN REDDY

I Don't Know How To Love Him

Crazy Love; How Can I Be Sure; Our

House; I Am Woman; LA Break-

down; A Song for You; Don't Make

Promises; I Believe in Music; Best

Friend; I Don't How How to Love

Him.

L

SMAS 7307 (Invlctui) — Alto AvallabI* on Tap« ST-762 — A!so Available on Tap«

LEON RUSSELL
& THE SHELTER PEOPLE

III rill 111 fTlANQER IN A STVAMtf LANO

TNC UUM or MAO DOM ANO EMUSNIKN
«, inaMK or dammiss alcathaz

'_>

-nWH RUSSEU—
& THE SHaiER PEOPLE

Stranger in a Strange Land; Of Thee

I Sing; A Hard Rain's A Gonna Fall;

Crystal Closet Queen; Home Sweet

Oklahoma; Alcatraz; The Ballad of

Mad Dogs and Englishmen; It Takes

a Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to

Cry; She Smiles Like a River; Sweet

Emily; Beware of Darkness.

mi,
iH^

m,L *: 'r

^
^.^^l-t/li/

-M'.

PAUL & LINDA McCartney

Ram

Tot Many People; 3 Legs; Ram On;

Dear Boy; Uncle Albert/ Admiral Hal-

sey; Smile Away; Heart of the Coun-

try; Monkberry Moon Delight; Eat at

Home; Long Haired Lady; Ram On;

Back Seat of My Car.

SW-ttOS (»ntt«0 — *' '"-"ablt M Tapt SMA»-3S79 (App4«) — AIM Availabia on Tapi
apptoracotM

^a ivEED WE SA Y MORE?

4<t

4*6 777*

iirwnrtiiyn
( oqpMit* Vogu* Th««tr*)

OPEN DAILY A SUNDAY
10 00AM— II MPM

770 3U7
7aoxn3

(onibiocitromUCLAi
Daily )0 00AM n 00PM
SUNDAY M OO * 00 PM

^hOPPl

'^Uir'^&ir'^ i^^^":^^L^~

CgNTgB
( at Sar S«rn«rtfmw f wy )

Daily 10 » AM # » PM
SUNDAY U 0»-4 00 PM

•37 S»4
Wj».-»1 ^»ooping Ccntar

eMMI
HIOOABI

No o« 1%*>r\^B Monica Fwy )

Daily 1} 00 PM-O 00 PM
SUNDAY 13 00-^ 00 PM

City College
DiHy 10 00 AM « 00 PM
SUNDAY 12 00—* 00 PM

H«rm«M Baacli

374 937*
79Pi»r

(Across from L','

DAILY 4 SUNDAY
12:00—10; 00 PM

Panel dings quality of undergrad education here

By Kenn Guernsey

DB SUff Writer

There are **serioiis deficiencies in the way the University

arries out its educational responsibihties, especially to

undergraduates," according to a committee which con-

ducted a two-year study of educational planning here.—
The 19 member Goals Committee, headed by chemistry

orofessor Russell Hardwick, presented its report, to

Chancellor Charles E. Young last Friday. The committee

members included students, faculty, administrators and

alumni.

"Although UCLA has a well deserved reputation

throughout the world as a great educational institution, our

committee has found several aspects of education that may

be improved here," Hardwick said.

Committee findings ^_..., ,

Group suggests

new college

Although the conunittee foimd the graduate program has

retained its good reputation, it said undergraduate

education here is not of the quality that is claimed

•Either the University must restate its public posture, or

changes must be made to give undergraduates their fair

'

share of the University effort," the report said.

The committee criticized departments for assi^ng "the

most expendable faculty members" to lower division

courses and condemned emphasis placed on research in

recent years at the expense of teaching.

"The improvement in the UniVetsity must be toward the

enhancement of teaching quality rather than the weakening

of research: Research and teaching become an-

tithetical only when an individual neglects the practice of

one in favor of the other," Hardwick said.

The committee concluded that the emphasis placed on

research m recent years has led faculty members to shift

their loyalty from the classroom to their individual fields.

Audience size

"A professor can be an outstanding teacher and maybe
only a few hundred people, his students and colleagues,

know he exists; but if the same fellow is an outstanding

researcher tu5 reputation spreads all over the world. It's

thepeople with stellar reputations who are now offered the

teaching jobs," Hardwick said. ^==-=*=
The committee suggests the faculty incentive system be

changed so only faculty members "who demonstrate real

care for students and for teaching" are promoted.

"Faculty loyalties to the intangible worlds of far-flung

disciplines which convene in flesh only for annual m.petings

and in spirit only in the pages of what the public regards as

obscure (if not superfluous) journals, cannot in good con-

science be allowed to maintain the exclusive lien on careers

they have come to enjoy," Hardwich said.

Undergrads suffer

The committee also s^^id^ undergraduates are not

receiving their fair share of fte University effort. Com-

mittee work documented "factually and statistically the

lack of conUct^between senior faculty members and most

students," Hardwick said.

"The University justifies its budget by mainUiningthiit

students, both undergraduate and graduate, bendU

strortgly from their association with Ulented reseai;^h

faculty The undergraduates, however, in many casei enjoy

little or no exposure of this kind," he said

The committee said some material now offered only at

the graduate level should be shifted to undergraAiate

courses and unnecessary prerequisites for courses should

be eliminated The report also suggested undergraduates

be given more access to graduate classes and more op-

portunities to conduct individual research.

Criticlfms

One of the committees broadest criticisms of un-

dergraduate education here was that the departmenUl

structure does not meet the needs of students with broad-

based, general interests.
^

"The system works fine for students who know what they

want as soon as they get here and fit into one of the

established majors But the ones who fall in the cracks, the

undecided majors, have newhere to go for counseling or

information, and they have no department to coordinate

their education." Hardwick said.

The committee suggested that a new college, called the

"University College." be organized with its own dean and

faculty to offer general courses for students with undecided

or interdepartmental majors.
^

Th^ Ctew college would strength^ existing departments

by freeing them of responsibility for "service" courses,

lower divisioft introductory courses offered mainly to meet-

breadth requirements of other departments, the report

said
(Continued on Page 2)
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if applicants exceed' vacancies

Admission guidelines
'By Robin Sanders

WJ Staff Writer

UC admissions procedures have been reorganized

to cope with the increasing number of applicants

Guidelines established on June 14 set specific cntena

for deciding which students should be accepted if the

number of applicants exceeds the number of

v'3C'3ncies.

—

The new system came about in response to com-

plaints from students about the lottery systems used

at UC Davis. UC Irvine and UC San Diego in which

applicants were accepted or denied admission on a

random basis without an individual review of each

application ^ o * /^

Only one overflow campus. UC Santa t.ruz,

reviewed each student's application and read their

essays Administrators at the other campuses said

individual review was not possible because of thi»-

large volume of applications

New Guidelines

. Newly adopted guidelines provide for strict

prcK-edures for deciding wM^ch students will or will

not be accepted. According bo the rules, campuses

receiving more applications' than the number of

vacancies must accept 50 per cent of the students

solely on scholastic qualifications.

The next 40 per cent of the applications will be

reviewed individually The remaining 10 per cent will

be retained for reconsideration by admissions of-

ficials Qualifications for admission will remain the

same, however

Those students not accepted at the campus of their

first choice will be redirected to other UC campuses

At present only three campuses have more available

space than qualified applicants Those campuses

able to accept redirected students are: UCLA. UC

Riverside and UC Santa Barbara

Acceptance

According to Robert Kinsman, dean of admissions

here the new guidelines are not expected to seriously

affect enrollment "We have been able to accept

most qualified applicants including those who have

been redirected to thi*^ mmpus " Kinsman said

Kinsman explained that the number of redirected

students is held to a manageable level because of

effective coordination by the statewide admissions

^fffc^ '^They make sure we only get the number of

students we can handle." he said

\-^\

?3«J

I

•'*I4

newAccording to the ne^^ guidelines, students wishing

to b|e assured admission to the carjfipus of their first

choic** will be given equal consideration only if they

apply for admisJiion during the first month of —

^

filing period

Transfer students from community colleges,

( alifornia residents and Vietnam veterans will sUU

l)e given fiht consideration for admission under the

new guideline^

Announcements
Today is the final day to turn in

registration packets for the first

summer session After this date a

late fee of $10 will be imposed
•

F»urchasers of UCLA s annual.

;h4.> Sf H THKKN CAMPUS, may

112. Iflease bring green purchaser

receipts There are also limited

copies available for purchase at

$1(1 00 each.

LET IT BEE-Oroundsman Randy Hausman
^"^^^Y^lllXi^^fn^^^

^^«rm of bees in front of Powell Library Owner of three niv*

^•Koiints danger from unmolested bees.

pick up their copies between 8 30

a m and 4:30 p m Monday

through Friday in Kerckhoff Hall

The Westwood Food Conspimrv

will meet at 7 JO p fY\ today a. '- -

Gay ley Ave <the OX house) The

Conspiracy is a cooperative

projeii that buys fresh produce,

cheese, and other foods for its

members at wholesale prices

A meeting for all won^n in-

ff>^f>«.tfHl !n a Women's Studies

tomorrow in Ackerman Union

24()«

4.^
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A recommendation from the University Policies

Committee (UPC) to cut the debate Program s

entire $10,000 budget was rejected by Ctiancellor

Charles E. Young. However, he did a^^ee
f^

reduce the program's funding by cutting $2,500

from the student registration fee.

The 12-member team's budget last year was

$12,000: $10,000 was funded by student registration

fees and the remaining $2,000 came from the

speech department. Next year the speech

department will not be able to contribute funding

because it is being phased out.

Steve Halpem, UPC chairman and Student

Legislative CouncU (SLC) vice president, said he

did not think the debate team was of top prionty

and cited the large amount spent on travel as a

reason for eliminating student funding.

Last year the debate program spent $1,000 to

send four students to Kansas for a tournament.

According to Halpern. Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs Norman Miller (a UPC member)

advised Chancellor Young not to eliminate the

budget because the team members were "national

champions."
Next year UPC will review the debate team's

budget and recommendations to Young about its

budget "may go either way" depending on the

speech department's phase-out. Halpem added,

cuts in student funding in no way reflect the

phasing out of the speech department.

1

v.
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Group proposes cbangC70 m m m

(Continued from Page 1)

At the same time, it said, the

"University College " would be

"primary basis for renewal of

undergraduate education" here.

A shift in admission policies

should accompany the im-

provement in undergraduate

education, the committee said.

The repefT^sugg^ted tests of

^ •mance in "i^te learning"

be replaced with criteria which

identify "intellectual boldness,

flexibility, curiosity, initiative and

creativity."

Other Goals Committee
recommendations included: ^^

—More student participation in

departmental decision-making.

r^OSN^

.(

by A
ARTHUR
FROMMER

1971-72 EDITION

3.50 paperback

America's most popular money saving guide, revised, expanded and

updated. Read It - and you'll find $5 a day is no miracle budget

life in Europe — then ask someone who's used it when they traveled

there. They'll agree. And even if you don't go anywhere but, the

beoch, you'll find this throughly enjoyoble.

Students' ttor*

Juc 6

—More opportunities for

students to take courses by exam
and increased use of advanced

placement programs which allow

talented high school students to

take courses here.

—Creation of an Office Of

Educational Seijvices, staffed by

professionals, to provide many
services including academic
counseling, testing and course

evaluation.

* —Establishment of an
Academic Evaluation and
Planning Group, under a senior

vice chancellor, to evaluate

programs and make recom-

mendations on programmatic
changes.

The committee's conclusions

were based on more than 300

pages of subcommittee reports,

according to Hardwick. During its

two-year investigation the

committee sought student and

faculty opinions by mail, phone

and personal interview. Com-

mittee members also visited

classes and studied results of

previous investigations.

"Our report cannot be con-

sidered a condemnation of all

education here. It's a matter of

perspective. UCLA is already one

of the outstanding campuses in the

world, but that do^n't mean we

cim't improve. We have to look to

the future," Hardwick said.

Alumnus named project

manager for ASUCLA.
Gary Wehrle, 1971 Graduate Commissioner of Academic Affairs has

been appointed ASUCLA Project Manager, an ASUCLA administrative

post.

Wehrle, who graduated this spring with a MS in finance from the UCLA

Graduate School of Business Administration here, will work directly for

ASUCLA Executive Director Donald C. Findley. ~^^_,
- - -

The ASUCLA project manager's major responsibUity is to act as a

consultant to the ASUCLA service area managers. (The 28 ASUCLA

service area managers each run an ASUCLA department such as the

Food Service and the Bookstore.) Wehrle wiU make cost evaluation? for

the various departments and will recommend improvements in their

operations.

Wehrle will assist Findley and Jason Reed. ASUCLA Controller, in a

monthly evaluation of ASUCLA performance. (ASUCLA has recenUy

begun budgeting its operations on a monthly bajis in an effort to improve

operations.)

"By staying right on top of our cost areas, we hope to at least break

even on our operations and to vastly improve our services," Wehrle said.

ASUCLA had gross sales of^ over $7 million in 1971 and employs 500

students and 200 full-time staff. Findley said he expects ASUCLA to have

a deficit of approximately $100,000 for the fiscal year ended May 1971.

,., .^.

books, b l^vl. Qckfinoii union, ^25-771

1

open monday fridoy 8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.; closed Saturday

~a1l these

you can eat

for 59^*

* every Wednesday

6 am-12 midnite

3201 wilshireblvd.

tanfa monica

Foreign students face financial

problems; FSO unable to help

Tuesday. June 39. 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin 3

ByJvMRMe
DB SUff Repwter

Despite some earnest efforts to

counsel the 2,500 foreign students

here, the Foreign Students Office

(FSO) i» facing some in-

surmountable problems that

threaten to *1)rice the foreign

students out of the University

system," according to Martm

McCarthy, director of the In-

ternational Students Center ( ISC)

.

The FSO, serving students from

over 103 countries from

Afghanistan to Zambia, is staffed

by six counselors (in addition to

part-Ume student help) , as weU as

news analysis

some much needed assistance

from the ISC, an organization

working closely with the FSO.

The FSO attempts to counsel the

foreign students here on financial

difficulties, problems of ad-

justment to the U.S.A., academic,

social and individual problems, as

well as questions on visas and

passports.

^Misinformed

McCarthy said, "I think we

have to recognize that the student

who comes here is a fairly

sophisticated individual who has

either selected himself or been

selected to come here and further

his education. That in itself makes

him a fairly unique person. But

typically he has operated with

misinformation. Traditionally, he

feels that he is a guest in this

country, and as a guest he should

be 'seen and not heard.'

But the most critical problem

facing the foreign students is a

financial crisis. According to

McCarthy, the tuition for the

foreign students ranges from

$4500 to $5000 per y^, an in-

crease of $2000 over what

California residents pay. The

foreign students, many using

money pooled by family and

friends, must find adequate

housing using their limited

financial resources.

Rent
Moving to the lower-rent areas

away from the University

necessitates transportation. The

student is subsequently forced to

purchase a car and the ac-

companying insurance. As the
student is a non-citizen, insurance
rates skyrocket. To compound the
situation, foreign students,
unaware of the purchasing power
of the American dollar, frequently
find themselves taken in by
alleged "discounts" and
"bargains."

Finding employment is

prohibited if the student is a non-

citizen or does not have per-

manent residency status.

For many of the foreign
students (excluding the 10 per

cent who are sponsored), the only

solution seems to be dropping out.

But to do this, the student would
place himself in danger of

deportation as his visa status is

dependent on his attending school

full-time (except for the sum-
mer).

FSO
The only place to turn to is the

FSO, and that is specifically why
they exist — to help the foreign

students adjust to their new life

style and to assist in any way
possible. Maxwell Epstein, dean

of foreign students here,^ ex-

plained that through files and

records kept on the students in the

offices of the FSO, the students

can be helped with their

correspondence.

"Foreign students have a lot of

relations beyond the campus that

American students don't have. We
assist them in their relations with

the immigration service, their

ovta embassies, and sometimes

tHeir sponsor."

The primary purpose of the FSO

is to surmount the financial

situation, and to do this they are

trying a number of approaches.

An appeal has been made to the

University Policies Commission

(UPC) -an advisory council

composed of students, faculty and

administrators-although no firm

answer about financial assistance

for next year has come.

Plight

Some of the foreign students

themselves, in an effort to make

campus and non-campus agencies

more aware of their phght, are

serving on a committee that has
^

drafted a position paper which:

will be circulated to Clhancellor

Charles E. Young in hopes of

making him aware of the

situation.

This action is progres, ac-

cording to McCarthy "Too often

foreign students are hesitant to

complain. They are not

traditionally complainert. They
are fairly passive, and as a result,

ttiey are not always given as much
recognition as they should in

terms of their situation."

In addition to tliese efforts, the

Alumni Association is working in

conjunction with the FSO to ask

the community to provide funds

SEPI'S

6I1IN! SU^..]I1RINE
10968 Le Conte. Westwood

with this coupon

I
u

which will be used to support the |

DO YOU READ FAST ENOUGH ?

READING DEVC^LOPMENT SYSTE MS

REATDING IS A MECHANICAL SKILL.

IT 43 -LEARNED BEHAVIOR ANY

ONE WHO WANTS TO LEARN TO

SPEED READ CAN!

READING DEVELOPM ENT SYSTEMS

ATTEND THE 7 LESSONS IN SEQUENCE

DO YOUR HOMEWORK DAILY AND WE

GUARANJEE TO TRIPLE YOUR READ

ING SCORE" OR GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY

BACK:
. COMBINATION OF SPEED AND COMPREHENSION

READING DEVELO PMENT SYSTE MS

FREE MINI LESSON
AT 1067 GAYLEY WESTWOOD. CAL.
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• TUESDAY JUNE 29 8 00PM
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education of many foreign j

students.

The foreign students them-
selves; however, have not

responded as well as had t)een

hoped, Epstein said. Many are

unaware of the existence of the

FSO Others (particularly the

European students, according to

McCarthy), tend to work out their

own problems without any outside

assistance.

Home

"We want the students to feel

that they don't need to have a

problem to come in here. We're

prepared to deal with problems if

we can, but we'd like the students

to feel a sense of community and a

sense of t)eing at home. .
." he

said.

Despite the problems of budget

and anon# .^e FSO is con-

fident of siL^'v viing in helping the

foreign students here to b«icfit

from their experience. "We try to

help him re-establish his own

identity and be the person, the

scholar, he was before he came

here, and re-affirming his identity

will help him be a little more

confident in his ability to ar-

ticulate his ideas and express his

own needs."

discount

On Any Giant Smpi

SUBMARINE
good tfiiru S«pf. 15

«*> JC.«

m. c. escher r'^oroductions, $3
'hi^orted from Europe, and lifhogrophed on high-quolify paper

Escher: a niathe.r.atician. photographerrvisiooory o^^d ^^neoM -

but most of oil, a consummole ortist. Posters ore sizes 18x^4 /i ;

same subject matter on 5x7" cards, 50< each

From a collection of po»t«r« ond print., 50< to 3.50
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Doily
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Uncle Sam-and^ou
By Mark Peterson
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The UCLA Goals Committee, a 19-member panel

drawing its membership from among students,

faculty members and administrators, finds **serious

deficiencies in the way the University carries out its

educational responsibilities, especially to un-

dergraduates."

The report of the committee states that often

departments here assign **the most expendable

faculty members" to teach lower division courses,

that ^'undergraduates in many cases enjoy little or no

exposure*' to senior faculty, and that the present

departmental structure here does not meet the needs

of students with broad-based, general interests.—
^^

The Goals Committee report is a thorough

document, written with painstaking tact, but its

findings arenH new to most undergraduates here: the

conditions which the committee cites have been

present on this campus for years. -^

^ It requires a galaxy of reasons to answer the

question of such institutional stagnation, but one of

the central causes may be found in the fact that while

various committees here perform a competent job in

ferreting out facts, and often make valuable

recommendations, plans for implementation of

_ committee suggestions are very rarely formulated

Committees meet, offer suggestions, and nothing

happens because in the absence of any avenues for

implementation of plans for change, no one is held

accountable to do anything.

"The interface between suggestion and im-

plementation is a treacherous one, for it involves

treading on toes which, contrary to nature, becoihe

ever more sensitive with each passing year. But

nothing will change, no forward motion will occur,

unless individuals and committees here get together

to map out the often touchy question **where do we go

from here?'' -
t r

Letters to the Editor

liberation farce

(FMitor's note: This \% Ihe nlnteenth and Uit In a

series of columns on the draft, written by Mark

Peterson, an attorney who speclalliet in draft

matters.)

During the past year important changes have been

made in the SelecUve Service System which will

affect every man's draft stotus. This article will

generally summarize the position of most men facing

the draft.

iFtemember, however, that the information in this

article can only be general. It may be important for

you to see a draft counselor or attorney both to obtain

information about your specific situation and also so

that you will be informed of any further changes in

the draft law or regulation^.

Probably the change in the draft law most im-

portant to you will be the elimination of student

deferments.

Earlier articles explained that students who en-

tered college after April 24, 1970 will almost certainly

not be able to hold Il-S student deferments after this

school year.

The I-S(C) deferment now available to fifth year

students or others who are not making "nonnal

progress " will apparently also be ehminaied.

Students who entered college before April 24, 1970

and are now in their second or third year will not be

affected by the elimination of student deferments.

If you are a junior or sophomore, you will be en-

titled to one or two more years of a 11-S After you

graduate you will be able to appeal for another one to

two years. " -
-^

—

This period of two to four years may be sufficient to

abolish the draft. It certainly should be sufficient

time to develop a way to avoid the draft if it is not

Also, even if you are eligible for a student defer

ment, you can give up that deferment and be per-

manently safe from the draft if your lottery number

is not reached this year.

In late fall Selective Service will announce the

highest number to be reached in 1971. Check with a

draft counselor to see if your number will be reached,

and if not ask your draft board to reclassify you I-A.

The elimination of student deferments is ex-

tremely important to students who are now i'^^^'
"

first or fourth year of college ~
^

Next fall there will be no Il-S or I-S(C) student

deferments for those men, whether or not those men

continue in college.

If you are now a freshnuin or senior, you will

probably need either a high lottery number or a

physical deferment to avoid the Army.

Only a>few men may be able to get alien or hard-

ship deferments or the opportunity to perform

alternative^ service as a conscienUous objector - the

only other means of avoiding an inducUon order.

If your lottery number is higher than 195 it will

probably keep you out. No draft board went higher

than 195 last ye^r and boards will not go as high this

year.

In fact, if your lottery number is between 150 and

195 your number may not be reached.

Nevertheless, you must check regularly to see

which lottery number will be reached so that you can

be prepared.

U you are now in the first or fourth year of college

and your lottery m^nber is 196 or len you certainly

should not give up If you prepilre properly you will

not have to be drafted

You will probably not be reclaaaified 1-A until

sometime next fall, perhaps as late as December.

Once you are reclassified I-A you can use the appeal

process provided by the Selective Service Uw in

order to prevent your induction for one to two years.

That means that you will have between one and oiie^

half to two and one-half years from now to develop a

physical deferment. If at any time during that period

you have a physical condition which would disqualify

you. you can request a preinduction physical or a

physical reexamination.

If you are then found unaccepUble you must be

reclassified l-Y Not only are you safe during the

period that you are l-Y. even if you are recUssified I-

A later, you can begin the appeal process again

In addition to the physical deferment, you may be

able to obUin one of the other deferments available

to a few men.

If someone becomes extremely dependent on you,

financially or psychologically, you may be able to

obtain a hardship deferment.

You may be able to cdnvince the draft board that

you sincerely oppose war and gain classification as a

conscienUous ob^ctor (although you will still have to

perform three yeafs of alternative service)^

If at any point during the one and one-half to two

and one-half years you are arrested (for possession,

^ iioiisLrating. etc ) you will be morally unfit for the

Ai my and you must be classified 1 Y until you have

had your trial

. Of course men who cannot get any deferment will

receive induction orders when their appeals run out.

If you decide that you cannot obey such an order, you

will be committing a crime which could subject you

to a five year jail sentence.

In Los Angeles, the federal government prosecutes

about 50 per cent of those men wlij^ disobey their

induction orders and obUin convictions on about 50

per cent of those men they prosecute

The usual sentence in Los Angeles is now two

years This means that, if convicted, a inan would

probably be paroled after about one year

If the draft is extended for only two more years.

virtually any student who still has his sUident

deferment will be able to ovoid t^re draft

Kven if the draft is extended indefinitely you

should be able to avoid induction if you take ad

vantage of the help and information which is

available from draft counselors, attorneys and

doctors. In fact, if enough men use that information

and help they could make tiie Selective Service

system ineffective

Reviewing 'Catonsville Nine-
By Andrew Moss
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Eklitor

:

Women today appear to be

having a lot of difficulty com-

municating with each other. Of

course this is not our fault. We
have never^been taught how to

communicate with our own sex.

We have been taught how to

satisfy men and how to be fearful

and jealous of other women; we
have t)een discouraged from l)eing

ourselves since we were small

children. It is unfortunate that as

thinking adults our concepts deep

within still take over our basic

behavioral patterns.

What I am specifically referring

to is the ad hoc committee

preparing proposals for the

women's studies program to be

presented to C.E.D. This com-

n^ittee could not refrain from

divisiveness within its own female

structure. This is not liberation!

The only way we can call our-

selves truly liberated women is

"iytns. we siiouio worK u^c-Uici

no matter what our affiliation

—

Black Women's Studies. Women's

Liberation, Radical Sisterhood-^

we are all sisters.

It is very important that we

have a center for women's studies

on the UCLA campus. Women

must become enlightened to the

potenUal for an entirely new

means of existance.

The liberated female can not be

called so unless she is made to

know her individual capacities;

and happily, we are all potential

individuals

The women's studies program

would be the starUng point for an

entire creation, but we need this

CED sponsored opportunity with

which to begin,

Can't we put aside our general

prejudices and look at the com

mon goaP It is far better U»l we

get something together already,

instead of protonging and even-

tually killing a program not even

off the ground, and into which a

great deal of hard work has gone

What I t; it we wanf^ ^ ^ _ „
' JayneF Polland

Associated Stttdenti lit Vice

Pre«ldefit

I saw "The Trial of the Catonsville Nine
"
some

lime ago. and f found it moving, a little disturbing.

Drama can add to people's humanity by attaching

the stuff of everyday Ufe to themes cosmic and

universal. "Catonsville " did that, and more.

Two senses of humanity vied in the dramatiied

courtroom of Catonsville; two ideas of jusUce There

was the letter of the law that spelled the Kuilt of draft-

record burners; there was the spirit of jusUce that

breathed the horrors of Vietnam and global misery.

Almost as if the Merchant of Venice were spited for

his inhumanity, so Amencan jusUce was on trial for

Its blindness to the evils of war and suffering.

Fine. ^ .. » a
The conflict was set and staged, and the victor and

vanquished came out in their roles of actual and

poetic jusUce. Guilty: the Berrigans for burning U.S.

documents Guilty: American jusUce for its

mhumanity.

And then came a movie clip of actual burnings of

the records by the Berrigans and their colleagues in

Cn rlsUaii mei ty An unsteady film clip at best, ex

posed in black and white (probably by one of the

burners), it had the documenUry flavor of a bygone

newsreel era "Monk Bums Self in Saigon

•Students Protest Dien Takeover.^ "Poles Yiekl

LitUe Resistance to Nazi Invasion."

Film clips are ^ nasi history. cwnf<>rtably

catalogued TheBerr^ -. m jail, and bodies

are sUll being counted tn Vietnam

m "Catonsville.' a universal conflict of jusUce it

moored not to Shylock. not to John Steinbeck's grape-

pickers, but to the present lU presence makes the

play disturb.

A good citizen is a good man who is concerned for

the welfare of his feltows "The Trial of the Caton-

sville Nine" raises the quesUon of good citizenship, of

patriotism

How can a man love his country and idly watch it

massacre the villagers of a country he has never

seen, toward which he has never borne ill Vill? The

play raised that cpiesUon.

How can a play that attacks American policies and

American jusUce be supported by American tax

dollars'^ Many ciUzens, including a prominent off-

ficial or two. raised Uiat quesUon For the Mark

Taper Forum receives some of its money from the

taxpayers

Yet these pocketbook critics have forgotten thai

old conservaUve line "freedom has a pnce^tag. we

must pay for it."

Now IS the Ume that an old lime patnot or con-

servative can really pay his price, can emerge the

clUieii from the shriveUed cocoon of UxfMyer

If such a man were to accept the noUon that a

disturbing play like "Catonsville" mast benipporled

by the public, then he'd be paying the true price ct

freedom: aggravaUon, incerUinty, and the fear that

he* 11 view his own toss of compassion..

When a man must attack •*CaU»«viUe" as a public

production, you can ortiynk him W**-^-* ' ^ -^-**^
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PSYCHIDIUMII
-Difdor's Training Course

-

TMEO|nr&j>«AcncE
Training In oil rolw Including thot of

director -Porllclpollon in octuol tMsions

•ncourogad — For prof•ttionoU or>d non-

prof«<»ionalt alili«-No pr«r«qui*it««

r«quir«d- Beginning July 6

UCLA Summer rafes:

$25/person for course

For information and pr»-«nrollment,

cdl or v*rlt« to Philip Broiliford or

Wayn* Scho»n<eld at:

THE INSTITUTE OF CREATIVE &

BEHAVIORAL PSYCHOORAA^
B«v«rlyhou>« AH*r Cor* Center

1916 S Robartton Blvd

" Lo« Ang»l»«, Co 90034

(213)838-9485
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J Forum (and aga urn)

TICKETS NOW ON SALE!

..a NOW
ballet; a

youth ballet

with love as

its special

forca."
- Walter Terry,

Sat. Review, May 8, 1971

HUROK presents

Editor:

I would like to reply to the ar-

ticle by Sheryl Baron and Elaine

Rosen of the Radical Sisterhood

entitled "Whys and Wherefores of

Women's Oppression" (Daily

Bruin, May 13)

Many of the claims made in the

article are very true. Many
women are conditioned into

thinking that the only way to win a

man is to cater to his sexual needs

and that she is odd, or a failure, if

she's not married at least by the

time she's 25. It is also true that

for the most part women are

discouraged from training for

"man-type" jobs or from going

into full-time permanent careers

and that when they do succeed in

doing so, they are often

discriminated against.

The article points out the

resultant "psychological op-

pression" which results from the

"second-class status of women."
The article further stated that,

"Basically, women are oppressed

psychologically by denying them

"A TRIUMPH!

under the direction ol JOHN CRANKO

JULY 1 THROUGH JULY 4

e PERF.. 4 BALLETS, 2 L.A. PREMIERES

ROMEO AND JULIET (FmII itngtli)

Thyri July 1 8:30; FrI. July 2. 8:30

EUGENE ONEGIN (Full Itmth)

Sat. July 3. 2:30 met., 8:30 eve.

1970 Southern

Campus sfill

onsale-KH 112

(l.A. Premlara)

CARMEN/THE SEASONS
Sun. July 4. 2:30 met., 8 30 eve.

TICKET PRICES:
tt.M. 7.91. S.9S, 4.95, 2.95

ON SALE AT MUSIC CUDIKJC
CENTER. ALL AGENCIES 3lll\ll^l-
FOR INFO CALL 626 7211 AUDnORRJM

the right to develop their poten-

tial."

But, what are the real roots of

the problem? Aren't all these

external social pressures merely

symptoms of a basic inner

problem in the heart of every

person? Etoesn't it really all stem

back to the basic problem of

unhappirjess and emptiness? So,

where should the real liberation

begin? Will a change in social

structure, in language or in

procedure make a woman more

complete and self-actualized?

Women might have better jobs

and more money, but will that

honestly make women more
content, more lulMed or more of

a woman?'
1 sincerely believe that the

needs go far deeper, to the inner

most part of every person.

Altering the external symptoms of

the problem will not produce a

lasting change in the heart. There

must be a liberation of the spirit-

—a revolution from within.

Scripture says, "If any man (or

woman) is in Christ, he i6 a new

creature; old things are passed

away; l)ehold new things have

come." (II Cor. 5:17). If one ac*

cepts Jesus Christ into his heart as

Savior and Lord, he (or she) then

has the very source of liberation

living within them. t^

From my own person life and

the lives of many others that I

know, I can testify to the fact that

being a woman of God, and having

Jesus Christ live His life through

me; Is the most exciting life

imaginable. Jesus Christ can

transform a life, make it

satisfying beyond comprehension,

and fill it with people to love ^nd'

goals to reach—a purpose this is

fulfilling.

In response to the article's

claim that women have a second--

Some Critics Can't tell Sodomy
from a Hole in the Ground*

4% > -^'t^^r^Hifi
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This is a scene from DRIVE, HE SAID, the most
controversial film at this year's Cannes Film Festival.

Some critics referred to it a§ sodomy.

See it and decidejor y^ourself.
'^-**

"One of the finest films

of the year. It sets a

new standard of

sexual frankness for

the American cinema.

A must see!"-SCREW

Karen Black will

probably win the

Explicit Orgasm
Scene Oscar
next spring!"

—JUDITH CRIST
N«w York Mag«zin«
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class sUtus, Scripture states that

we are "all one in Christ Jesus."

(Gal. 3:28) Before Christ entered

the world women were openly

considered beings much lower

than males. But wherever Christ

has gone, the sacredness of

marriage and women's rights

have been acknowledged. But

even though God says we are

equal. He also says that we, in His

power, each have unique roles to

fulfill. It seems logical that a God

who created the entire universe

might know a little more about my
basic needs and desir^ than I do.

God has proven Himself to be

trustworthy.

Rather than putting faith into

man's ability to change externals,

why not put your life into the

hands of the One who has never

been known to fail! !

Vicky Gripentrog

Junior, Psychology

/?,

Editor:

The Prescription to cure the ills

of the world was given to man
many years ago. Most men have

ignored it; hence our pre-

dicament.

InstrvkJtions are short,* simple,

direct and if applied will be ex-

tremely effective against all kinds

of crime and injustice. It will also

bring joy and peace to all men who
find the way - THE WAY OF
JESUS CHRIST.

Jim Cleaveland—— — Mathematics

Junk
Editor

:

^

The letter which appeared
entitled Jesus! (Daily Bruin, May
24) was interesting and quite

informative as to the motivations

of the rather recent rash of jesus-

addicts.

The basis of jcj^us-freakism,

jesus-people-ism, hip chirstiantiy,

call it what you will, is, as Mr.

Riley's letter shows most clearly,

a paranoid obsession with death.

"Everyone was out -to get me
, "hesays, ". . .thearmy. . .

career . . . retirement . . .

death."

Now, every junkie knows that

death is where it's at, that is, that

death is the final and absolute

reality, and this is the horrible

gnawing knowledge from which
he knows but one escape: junk.

It is the same with the jesus-

people, this time only the drug is

different. Instead of smack, it's

jesus, instead of 'just one more
trip' it's 'jesus loves you' and the

result is the same—a quick, easy

flight away from the tedium and
complexity of • day-to-day
existence.

Mr. Riley does admit that 'life is

a hassle every once in a while' but,

he says, 'jesus is always waiting
with open arms.' Of course he is!

So is heroin, so is acid, so is

pohtics and mysticism, all of them
cop-outs, all of them interesting

but sad little fantasy worlds which
offer the possibility of escape
from the bounds of self into

•-something seemingly larger, all of

them treacherous little cakes and
flasks labelled 'eat me' and 'drink

me.'

More human beings have been
sacrificed in the name of the

gentle jesus than to any other

cause, idea, or drug in the entire

recorded history of the race. That
idealistic, evangelical gleam is

frightening in anyone's eye, and
rightly so, but it is nowhere more
ominous as when it is in the eyes of

^a jesus freak or a jesus people.

I modestly propose a nationwide^

system of jesus-rehabilitation

centers where confirmed jesiis

"

addicts could go (voluntarily, of

course!) for understanding
-^"Counseling and a chance to face up

tOi the destruction joi their

security-producing* obesssions.

These centers should be 6pen to

anyone who feels himself under

the spell of this jesus-addiction,

this self-destructive habit. I would

not anticipate any measure of

large scale success with such a

program, but surely these people-

deserve our feeble attempts at

understanding and assistance.

Just think for a moment of all

the governmental and private

possibilities open to the junkie

hooked on heroin. Surely the jesus

addict deserves our care and

attention, for jesus is the ultimate

junk, and christians are the

ultimate junkies.

Mr. Riley closed his remarks

with a quotation by some un-

specified John, 'I've got to admit

it's getting better, so much better

all the time. .
.' It wasn't St. Johp

of the revelation, no, it was John

Lennon of the ill-fated Beatles,

singing in the crazy-hazy days of

the 'psychedelic revolution.' The

same John Lennon who a few

years later, older, and oh so much
wiser sings 'I don't believe in

magic. . .1 don't believe in

bible. . I don't believe in

jesus. . .1 just believe in me. .

One can only hope that the jesus

people will come to bear the

weight of years as gracefully as-

has Mr. Lennon.
Marshall Cason

Senior, German
'
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luxurious

dryness

Safti Grip Bathtub Mats

even for those who

perspire heavily

When you discover Mitchum
Anti-Perspirant, you will

enter a new world of under-

arm freedom and luxury. It

keeps you drier than any anti-

wetness agent ever put in an

aerosol spray can. Hy artyhndy.

Even if you perspire heavily,

you will fmd that Mitchum
Anti-Perspirant gives positive

protection -keeps underarms

absolutely dry for ihou>;ands

who could never find that

protection in popular "dc-

.odotants," Ii* you perspire

moderately, it will give you a

new sense of comfort and

fa.stidiousness.

Its positive protection does

not decrease with use b\it

builds up. After the first 4

days of use, almost everybody

finds that they need us*-

Mitchum Anti-Perspirant
only evety third or fourth day,

regardless of bat hi njr.

So whether you perspire

heavily or moderately,

doesn't it make .sense to move

up to the positive protection

of Mitchum Anti-Perspirant?

With complete underarm

luxuryyou get complete gen-

tleness to normal skin and

^afety to clothing. And full

(.mriency as a deodorant, too

Product ofnhe 57-year-old

trustworthy Mitchum lab«»ra-

l(,ry. Kec/mmended by over

-m department stores and

ih.msands of <Irug storf •

U.uid or cream. OO^iay

supply if used daily, $.J.0«-

rG«»dMous«t«»«pi»t9;

jm

.g i^m<r^

SCRIPTO GRAFFIT"

t FIBER TIP PENS

»Uck •f •!••

49c Volut

OlSCOUliT COUPON

Bl HIT! DRUGS

KOTEA
Sanitary Napkins

39'
«9«t«r

0112

DISCOUHT COUPON

bUTEX, OILY

POLISH REMOVER

29^14 Ol.

5ScSii«

DISCOUNT <0V

'^v.

SSS;^^p»li®«!«»fi';4'*'s:*';,i-^^^^^^
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The
Saffron—^ Rabe

BouffQt/e

1 108 Gayley Ave., Westwood 477-7203

326 N. La Cienega 659-0708

Hours: 10-6 Tues.. Wed.. Thurs.. Sot. 10-9 Men & Fri; closed Sun

SPORTS
Smith (44.5) world 440

mark ; Cottett

INTEIV BiA.TIOBiJk
( v4 <. ' ^ —

No Sweat Foreign Student!

W« wiU ship you> personol miiects, bock to your hpme w.th

pro^essionol efficiency at charges that won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:

749-7491

»• tmt\ 220V
<^>plionc«t of

FOR YOUR BiST BUY IN BOOKS
-•.•-., H-1»*l--Wfc*tt .-Jf,, -—,1.,., ». .-..-.w-fc.^, - -

.^ .

Closest to campus of ony oui-of-print store, we stock 50.000

—' titles, new and old. all subjects. Browsoble - buyable.
^

Naedham Book Finders

11613 Son Vk«n*« Blvd.
826-6533

-JO$t 5 minutes from campus by bus. bike or beochwagon -

'aid Adveftisern«

1 HYPNOSIS FOR SIIIDEH1S
• B«ft*r grodM
• Sp*«ch Probl*mt

• Oralt

• Smoliirtg

• Tension
• Personal Goals

Un»v«iiUy oi Wisconsin Ph.D .
14 years ledchi^nq Speech

Psychology and General bemantics Private Instruction

miiiii L iistow. py.
1225 W««twood ^l«vard 477-2953 for appointment

In what UCLA coach Jim Bush

termed "the highUght of my
coaching career," John Smith

blared to a world record 44.5 in the

AAU 440 at Eugene. Oregon, while

teammate Wayne CoUett finished

second in 44.7, equaling the

previous world best set by Curtis

Mills of Texas A&M in 1989.

"John and Wayne ran a perfect

race," said Bush, a trackside

viewer. "John just had a Utile

more at the end than Wayne did. It

was the most perfect 440 ever

run."

Collett set a great pace

throughout the race, but this was

by design. After Wayne had drawn

lane eight (an outside lane). Bush

cautiohed him, ''You've got to

-^rinl out, or th^'ll creep out on
^

you " Meanwhile, Smith, in lane

two, had a good view of all that

was going on around him. "He

was fortunate in that he could key

off someone from his lane," Bush

commented.

'-.Best 440 men

* These are the two best quarter-

milers in the world," Bush con

tinued. No, I wasn't surprised that

Lee Evans (former world record

holder and second to Smith in the

AAU a year ago) wasn't in the

finals. He was injured, but I'm

afraid he would have been over his

head. These two young men came
to run.

"I didn't have a world record on

my mind when the race started. I

just wanted them both to go out

right. When it was over, I looked

at the clock and thought, *My God,

that was a world record.*
"

Bush was also proud of the fact

that two current Bruins, Smith

and Collett, and one former Bruin,

Len Van Hofwegen, were among

the eight finalists in the 440. Van

Hofwegen, now running for the

Pacific Coast Club, finished

eighth. **Len did not run his best

race, but he did well enough to get

to the finals."

James McAlister came off a

month's inactivity to- get fifth

place in the long jump with a 25-6

effort. "He did very well con-

sidering the layoff," Bush said.

"He needed the work and did a

fine job, but I'm sure he's

disappointed. I also thought

Hardison (Steve) did a fine job in

the pole vault (16-6)."

\

'
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John Smith and
Wayne Collett

As usual, the AAU had a few

surprises, and a few world recqrds

as well. In the latter category.

Southern University's Rod
Milburn high-s.epped his way to a

record 13.0 in the 120 high hurdles.

He set the mark iri a semifinal

heat, then cam« on to win the final

in a wind-assisted 13.1. The wind

on his 13,0 was 4.36 mph, just

under the allowable 4.473'.

Among the sui^rises was Dr.

Delano Meriwether, who won the

100 in a wind-aided nine seconds

flat. Dr. Meriwether led the

charge in a race that had six

contestants running 9.2 or better.

UCLA's Warren Edmonson
equaled his lifetime best, 9.3, only

to finish seventh. Dr. Meriwether

and John Carlos are the only

sprinters to hit the nine flat

plateau, but both marks were

wind-aided, so the world record

9.1, held by a number of men in-

cluding Bob Hayes, still stands.

New 440 hurdles mark
In other events, Ralph Mann set

a new AAU record in the 440 in-

termediate hurdles, 49.3, bet-

tering his old mark ot 49.& last

year. Marty Liquori, as expected,

won the mile in 3:56.5, Bill

Skinner, late of Tennessee and

now of the New York Athletic
\

Club, threw the javelin 267-2 and

Karl Salb won the shot with a put

of 67-2 3/4. Reynaldo Brown took

the high jump at 7-3.

The hometown University of

Oregon fans were treated to Steve

Prefontaine's stirring victory in

the thfee-mile, Prefontaine

sprinted the final 50 yards to win

in 12:58.6, holdirtg off the -^^

challenge of Georgetown's Steve

Stageberg. Prefontaine's time

was the second fastest in

American history. Gerry Lind-

gren, who finished fourth in this

race, holds theU.S. record 12:53.0.

The USA—USSR track meet is

this weekend at Edwards Stadium

in Berkeley. Milers Jim Ryun and

Liquori ar^ skipping the meet to

go to Europe, but meet director

Dave Maggard announced

yesterday that Dr. Meriwether.

Prefontaine, Stageberg, Salb and

Milburn would compete.

Also on hand will be sprinters

Willie Deckard, Jim Green, Willie

Turner, Ivory Crockett, and

Edmonson, long jumpers Bouncy

Moore and Arnie Robinson;

javelin throwers BilLSkinner and

Gary Feldman; and high jumpers

Brown And Pat Matzdorf. Ex-

Bruin Russ Hodge and Rick

Wanamaker will go in the

decathlon.

MALES

Sexual Research \
Study Needs——Subjects—^—

AAU

Wrapup
John Smith—First, 440, new world

record (44.5)

Wayne Collett—Seconcl 440, tiei

old record (44.7)

James Butts—Seventh, triple

jump, 51-8 j-.^.-..-

Denny Rogers—Ninth, triple

jump, 51-4 1/4

Steve Hardison, Eighth, pole

vault, 16-6

Warren Edmonson, Seventh, 100,

9.3

Ric(< Fletcher, Sixteenth (tie),

high jump, 6-9

James McAlister, Sixth, long

iump«.25-6

$1 .50 / session.-:

Session is 20-40 min.

It takes 20 sessions.

Sign-up 2244A Franz Hall

or coll 652-3] 16.

J

SoCam on sale

Kenny Washington: UCLA's first star

'Kingfish' leading Bruin ball carrier

TuMday, Jun»29, 1971 UCLA Sumnr>«r Bruin 9

A. 1

Help us work for the nomination of John V. Lindsay at the

1972 Democrotic National Convention.

- antique jewelry - contemporary jewelry - trench bikinis "^

For information wnte to YoufK for lindsoy (UCIA), 707 South Broodway. S«ii«« 812.

Lot Angolot, Colilomio 90014
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A LA MODE
'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093Vj BROXTON AVENUE

WESTWOOn VILLAGE
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By Doug Kelly

DB SporU Writer

No. 13 suppoBcdly is unlucky,

but its wearer may have been the

greatest footl)all player in UCLA's

52-year history.

Kenneth Stanley (Kenny)

Washington, who died Thursday

night at the Medical Center, was

one of UCLA's first immortals,

playing left halfback from 1937-39.

In that time, he set the all-time

Bruin rushing record of 1915

yards, a mark which still stands.

He passed for 1291 more from his

tailback spot, ending his

collegiate career with 3206 yards

total offense, fifth on the UCLA

list. He also is seventh in career

passing.

As befitting the all-around star

he was, Kenny was at his best in

the big games, especially those

against USC.

In 1937, his sophomore year, the

Bruins trailed the Trojans, 19-0,

with five minutes left. In the space

of 29 seconds, Washington per-

sonally put 13 points on the lx)ard,

passing 46 and 62 yards to Hal

Hirshon. but it wasn't enough.

The 62-yard pass still is the

longest in UCLA lii^tory. UCLA
had the ball on its own 20, and in

those days, a passer had to be five

yards behind the line of scrim-

mage in order to pass. From his

15, Kenny connected with Hirshon

at the USC 23, and he scored from
there.

Washington's greatest year was

his senior season, 1939. He became

UCLA's first All-American and

almost led the Bruins to the Rose

Bowl for the first time, an honor

that eluded them until three years

later.

UCLA was 6-0*3 going into the

season finale with the also-
unbeaten Trojans. The Coliseum
was a complete sellout for Ken-
ny's last game, one of the greatest
in the UCLA-USC series

With seven minutes: left, the two
teams were tied 0^ but the Bruins
had a first down on Troy's three-

yard line. "We came awfully ckse
to winning it," Kenny recalled in

an interview 14 months ago.

'•Jackie Robinson and I were the

halfl)acks and Leo Cantor was the

fullback and it seemed we just

couldn't miss.

"Jackie lost three yards on first

down. Cantor gained it t>ack, and
on the next play I carried to the

Trojans' two-foot line. We were
just 24 inclies away from the Rose
Bowl with one down left. It was a

perfect spot for a field goal, a

cinch. But both of our field goal

kickers had injured legs, so we
gambled on a pass. But the ball

was intercepted in the end zone,

and that was it. The game ended

scoreless, and USC went to the

Rose Bowl."

Washington then received what

he termed "my greatest thrill"

when he came out of the game to

the cheers of almost 100,000 fans,

Bruin and Trojan rooters alike.

Kenny also played three years

of professional football with the

Los Angeles Rams, the first black

man to play in the National

Foott>all League as a Ram. His

greatest pro season was 1947. He

scored a 92-yard touchdown run

against the Chicago Cardinals, the

longest run from scrimmage of

that NFL season and still the

longest in Rams' history.

Football men still feel

Washington may have beep the

greatest ever to play the game.

Jim Hardy, Kenny's Ram
teammate in 1946, descrit>ed him
"as a spinning. whirUng dervish, a

runner in a class by himself. Bob
Waterfield. another of UCLA's all-

time stars who played with Kenny
on the Rams, is even more
specific in his praise.

'Kenny was the best football

player I ever saw in my life and
that includes everytxxiy 1 ever

knew ... If tie had come into the

National Football League directly

from UCLA, he would have been,

in my opinion, the best the NFL
has ever seen."

Washington was also an out-

standing baseball player ai

UCLA, hitting 454 in 1937 and .350

in 1938 as an infielder. He later

had a tryout with the New York

Giants.

Funeral services for Kenny are

scheduled for this morning.

Alexander feted
. Kermit Alexander, former

Bruin fooUtwill star now playing for

the Rams, won the Whizzer White

Award,, presented annually by the

National Football League
Player's Assn. to the player "who

best serves his team, community,

and country."

Kilgour selected
UCLA volleyball star Kirk

Kilgour, who directed the Bruins

to their second NCAA volleyball

title in as many years, was

selected to the United States Pan

American Games team. UCLA's

Al Scates coaches the squad,

which departs July 14 for a

tournament in Poland.

SUMMER FUN-Th« Univtnlty Rtcr«aflo« A»»oclat*on
^J'^^)

**

sponsoring a numbtr of clubs during tlM •"'"•^•^.»;^»**";
J.^'^tlJilH

cricket, ludo, karate, indoor soccr and fishing, ^'""fl ^•"'^
J?.;*^

tonight at 7:30 in Grand Ballroom. Signups for new mtmbers will oe

taken at this mteting.
Jm

Manny's Barbers

Wh«n you toy, ''\dkm just a !»«• bit off/'Tiif*^ tak«

^^ a littl* bit oH.

. n

m

STARTS WEDNESDAY!

1451 N. Lot Polmot at Sunset

Presents

A film bY Ernie PIntoff

.,. .^ m^m .,^*rw!Sia. .»«i*«tJiwr. .4uMi3|||Bh ^EmM^SB^ttKetrAv

Paul Krassner • Richard Pryor • The Ace Trucking Company Lenny

Bruce • Joan Baez • Rhinoceros • Ron Carey -Juli Kup'erberg • Sha-

Na-Na • Allen Ginsberg • Leonard Cohen -Malcolm X • Peter M^
'•iiM

.J

WIMBLEDON—UCLA'S Jeff

Borowiak made it to the fourth

round of ttie Wimbledon Lawn
Tennis Ctiampionships before he

was defeated by Cliff Richey, 4-4,

4 6, M' *-^ Borowiak and USC $

Joaquin Loyo-Mayo were the only

collegians to advance to the finals

16 players.

"(f»akJ A<»v«rti»«nr>ent)

- jewelry imports from france, morocco. Sweden, india, greece -

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC

CENTER FOR UCLA
840 Hilgord Ave. 474-5015

OPEN HOUSE
Tonight June 29th at 7:30 p.m.

Moss every doss doy ^2:05.

.Qnndll A.M and 6:15 ond 7:30 P.M.

elous home-made

bread — make it yourself

with our organic mix

3 pounds 1 .09

White bread mix with wheat germ added - all you do \i

add water. The yeast comes in three separate packs,

so you can make one or more loaves. (Each pound makes one

loaf or 16 rolls . . . flour made by El AAolino.

Whole wheat bread mix 1.09; wheat germ- 16 oz. 49<

See the big selection of organic flours from El AAolmol

Students' Store

I

uca
UmMt foods, b loval, odiormon union. d.TS-TJU

open mondoy-fridoy 7:45 o.m.-7:30 p.m.. sot iO-3

—ii

i
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UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads
Aov<«Tis.N« OFFICII ^ tMfi Wo1^9(1, 3 ^iTfJc^i OKtrwi. U y^ov^.^..^..^™^^»^^^^y Trove/. J3 yApfs. - Furnisfcad....... 17

KarcklMM K«ll 11]

nvmt

IS w*r«s 1 1 St «av . S csMMCwMv*
MMrttMis ftS.M

F«yaM« M atfyawc*

OCAOLINC 1«:lia.«.

7"

#ti
'

TMt 0«Mv •o»kl t»»« •«* —— - v_-

«iscrimiii«ti*fi ana tt»«ft#»ft cl«»»*f»««

•v«MaM« »• •mymm w^. «

IWMim •• ttiiiiiiH •r •Mwi^

r««i«i«i, Mti«Ml 9ihft/m •r •*c«fnr MeMtojr

flM UiNv«rs^ mr fH* ASUCLA A O^Y
Br«Mi teat i«v«t»»««^ ••y •• m» »«^ic»
9Vf#C#V K9C9

,^Personal %^009•••••••••###### I

IF ye«-Mt«tto«
SIM.

J Enfedoinmenf ......••••••••

CATALINA Hoiid«y Coft«t«. 0»ily/W«««ily

special Mermoi* Mot»«, p»»o«»« Aw»l«« 7<7;

»0«*44 Ay«»OO.tO;04 (2 0TR)

^He/p Won*ad......... 3

WANT to make %im • w^r ***^r,^

<» BABYSITTING Wed ni9»»tv> <5 »• '» "
per n.«ti1 3 MMk» trom UO^ Call 4W
•TM. ^ -"-'• ...~....^-i --:-.-. :.. . ..

COLLEGE Girl First vr*tf*r need* Y«« •«•

summer J/3 jHernoons. S*me Saturday

eves Carnece**ary. WLA.4n W»aff«r2.(3
Jy n>

^

.- -[.^

BABYSITTER Our hame. Experianced virl

with »»o children ThiKftdays. I AM .-« ^M.
11 2Shr Westwood. near b«is. 475 1077 (3Jy
13)

AUDITIONS Music Peapie Tues, Wed.,

from 7 PM. Gullivers . Tavern, 22a Wetl-

waod Blvd., 474-9311. .(IJ«J»)

THE Piccolo Theatre will hold auditions lor

Aristophanes "The Birds". Tues. Wed, and

Thurs. 3 PM. Meet behind Women's Gym
Follow sifns Also Tues, Wed, eves, 7 M PM.
I70»B Bunche Mall Everyone welcome.

t3/hr plus itX of sales. Supervisad fiald

work 12 7 pm BOndable. 47S 12M, 47S-S*44 «

a.m. -I p.m.

«' —....

FEMALE elementary teachers/studfRj
teachers, edwcation study, U tor one tmmr.

Si9nup4SS3 Frani Tower. (IJfilV)

PART Time Opportunity: Represent
meanin9(ul consumer services, nan-profit

or9aniiation rich rewards lor etforH. In-

formation and/or application, pliont:
Califorinia Consumers Club, 374-nB4.(3 Jy 9)

ENTERTAINERS wanted. Apply *t Pitia
Palace in Villave. Apply late afternoons. (3

Jn 2*)

GIRL Friday. Sharp
student OK EX S 4235

Needed by pro^o^Mr.
(3Jn29)

11

OPPORTUNITY
Girls 21 -35y*«rs

Eliminaf* Boredom

CallJan.4«l 3478,hrs. 1-9 PM

STUDENT subiects wanted lor maniuana
smoking study Pret tresh/soph, all ron9es
ot eiperience needed from 't>*yt9r before' to

daily usage 125 4)«7 (3Jy2)

DO YOU WANT
An income while attending sctiool?

To help combat atr pottwtian Mir««»«li

cigarette smoke?
To help otiters im^ove ttieir hoaltti by

stopping smoking?
Smoker's Kit,
P O Box 447.

S«nta Susan*. Calif t)M3
Phone (MS) 527-I9I7

STUDENT couple livt in. « days.
Housekeeping and child care. Sunday off.

WE 59175 (3Jy2)

to participate tn

S2 tottion (1 1/1-2
(3Jy7)

FIMALC students
wctalaiical experiment
lirt).lstl»or,479-M3S.

PCRSOMALtTY ?•«•. Brintf

friofid FH3SM.9 2 M.Sl.Staa.

FEMALE Vanda fteaaty

cosmetics needs counsafors

vates Fuller part time M9 22*3

counselor
Commission
AM <3 Jy2)

TOPAMGA Cantor For Human Development

^jfi? -sponsors on«o«ng, weekly encounter groups,
»TrT^ ^weekend workshops, Friday evenings

singles encounters. miKh more Call for

brochure, 455 JJ42. (" JV '>

^ y/MiKelfcindows..^•••••••••• ^

FOUR little kittens lost tt»eir

looking for goad home Cute.
ittons now

trained.

y For RenI »«»»»»•—•>•»•«»•••*

FURNISHED psychiatrist-Psycholofnt

office Beverly Hills Medical MtfB ^ •*• ^V*
ar loss No lease CR 4 2023. (Jv ''*

ATTRACTIVE 4ousing available in iw-

tagrated Creqshaw Baldwin Mills arta.

wknds

to everything
for l«ouse/apt

2t2 517$.

Call
info

Craftsiiaw
294 2m;
(70TR)

STUDIO tor artist, art

photo9rapher. designer, etc. $175

Brentwood. 395 207t.

taachar.
20Mt«. H.

(7 Jv2)

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rates.

RCA matfels Free delivery - free service. 24

nr pnowe 274 9119 ("QTR)^

INTERESTED IN MEANINGFUL PiC
TURES OF YOUR WEDDING? CALL FOR
AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE MY WORK
BEFORE DECIDING ON ANYONE BOB
CARLSEEN,7tO-0329 (lUyl)

Information and Referrals

For -

birth control abortion
venereal di.sease treatment
vasactomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

•*ondayiC-2
Ac.c. lan Union 2412

sponsored by S.L.C student run

y Rides Wontod.••••••••••••••

FROM Carson. 9 'o clock class, both

sessions, have permit, shall drive your

house Call 329 5233 [UlM
TO FERNALO School at

Inglewood I 30 to U.n a.m.
milea«e 474-tSM

UCLA
Summer. Witt

(9 Jy2)

^f FvP ^WJfO« »»»»»»«»»»«•»»»«»»»» >V

GARAGE Sale:
refrigerator, bdrm
Sat, 10 AM, MM S
5990

Piano, btcycle, radios.

set, housalwld stuff, etc.

Elm Or . LA. 90035. 277

(Jy2>

MIKKO 301 timor-afnp, 2-maximus 3-way

speaker cabinets, BSR turntable, »300. J99-

5142 (10Jy2)

YAMAHA Guitar - «ood contfition plws extra

strings, case, 520 or best offer. Call Oowg.
472 1732 (10Jn29)

N IKKO 70 1 B »• •»•« rocoivor

List 5239, now $160
(Limited supply valley only)

AR 4X speaker system List 55C, now 520

"Tl«e al>solutely best prices
atttie

positively worst locations"

WLA, 0J9 22U Valley, 901 1731

Long Beach, 434 0901

UHER 4000 Report S taper ecordor.
microphone, genuine leather case.
rechargeable batterios. SI7S. Eves. 391-

03*7 n« iw fti

MUST sail sofa 9' Mue, rug 12'x1S' Mue, iir

conditioner, bedroom .dinotto sot. etc. 470-

2194. (10 Jv2>

GARAGE Sale July 3rd. 4th. SIh, 11414 1/2

West Pico Blvd.. botwoon Barrinflffaii ft

Fedoral. { Jy »>

COMFORTABLE lar»e green sofa

recycling I'm leaving country. Must Mil

today 515.024-9092. (10Jn29)

BELOW retail price. Original f»oruwlan

blankets, sharp colors/desifln. Also

legitimate Alpaca rug, new. 074 0753. ( 10 Jn

29)

Peugoot custom PXIO 10-lpoed.

4)Se. A»k for Joe at 4S3412S,
(lOJy7)

VW Dune Buggy/camper. 2-l5"x9" wtiools

and tires 540. 3 I5"x4" wheels and tires, 57$.

J9 1 9*54 after * PM ( 10 In 29)

SIAMESE kittens Clean A lovable

obiecttogoodttome. Call 741-4194.

price no
(10 Jy9)

MICROSCOPE— Swift, professional type

Zernike type phase contrast Tnnocular.

Body built in Koehler Illumination Floating

and mechanical stages AlH)b|ective Plan

Ackromate Phase Case 5900. Jim, Thurs-

Sat after 12 noon. 470 4497. (10Jy3)

SAVE, CS 24 Pioneer speakers, 515 each; 4x9

rich red rug. 523 . mahog. coffee table. $10.

Call 392 M19. ' (lOJyJ)

BEAUTIFUL Kingsixed
packaged. 5130. worth 5240.

firm, usually home, 391-4111.

bed still

Quilted, very
(IOJy2)

FLUTE Artloy, silver,

$70. AHor 4 PM. 473-3931.

excellent condition.

(10Jv7)

WANT A DATE?

Call Suzie

(213) 4«1-3478 hrs. 1-9 PM

GUYS gals, long hair OK. freshly washed
chicks. Real Estate License required
Golden West, 700 1000 (3Jy2)

FEMALES needed ' Psychology ex
pfnment 2 sessions, l 3/4 hrs total $3 No
Psychology maiors 393 4945 (3 Jy I)

MAKE MONEY EASILY!! Your own time.
Sell BASfC M and ORGANIC, natural
vitamms/cosmetics. 453 1090. ( 3 Jy 2)

DESPERATELY need femair graduate
student, work full time. Aug , part time
during school year Private room/t>oard A
salary Live close to UCLA with young
\Midow and boy 1. wtto goes to nursery school

Could easily carry Ounits. 445-I953. (3 Jy 21

Yov are just the type
we're looking tor.

REGULAR PLAtMA DONORS
$45 per month while helping ottters.

Come in to lOOIGayley. Suite 210
or

Call 470 0051 13 7 p.m.. M F

ADVENT Model 100 Dolby noise supressor.
brand new. 5225 Call Sandy, 274 1270 after
4:00 PM. (10Jy7)

COMPLETE Stereo system Roberts AM-
FM, line speakers. BSR record changer. List

5300, ^acrilice 5145 Never used. Great
sound. 721 0207. (10QTR)

FISHER stereo system, Garrard
Professional changer. Aquarius speakers
list, 5542 Asking $295. New in boxes. 723-

5435/203 0970 (10QTR)

V Serykes Offered. 1

1

LEARN hypnosis Lose' weight, improve
your grades, quit smoking. Call Or. Ernits at
023 3910 now (11 Jy 13)

VOICE Singing speaking Group or
private Brochure GR 2 7141. l>efore 9 30
AM or after 9 30 PM (11Jy7)

HYPNOSIS Instruction. Private/Group.
Memory or personal problems our specialty.
*75 *032 lUUSo Hawthorne Blvd. (11 Jy 2)

METAL sculpture class IMofdtng, braiin«.
casting * nites. 7:30 to 10. 520. Gene Ber.i,
474 7495. <11Jy3)

KARATE: Self defense development
Beginners 7 Mon/Wed. 10 ll Sat WLA
Karate School. 1*50 Sawteile. WLA
Student rate no contract visitors welcome
(member Japan Karate Assn/All America
Karate Fo«eratton. (njy7)

in *Ji/
71

I w?«« ^IwOio Prodwctiotis, Ltd (iJy

NEED new
_\»rr%v__0re%ses__
alterations Alter

Jy 91

ctothos?
ponfs. toys

IS or eves. •->' "•'»*

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes You can learn to

eliminate cramming and recall and release

material studied. 474 3350 1-4 PM. daily. (11

QTR)

MODERN DANCE CLASS INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE, 4/20 0/19. MARIE
MARCMOWSKY, SOLOIST MARTHA
GRAHAM CO.r3112 PENNSYLVANIA, S.M.

020 9000 470 i319. ( 1 1 Jy 30)

AUTO Insurance too high? Students and
employeet call Robert W. Rhee 039 7270 or

070 9793. (11 QTR)

INTRO Group processes, awareness,
Gestalt Tuesday 10 PM. Saturday 2-4 PM.
StutfdntS $2 Call for brochure. The Gfipup
Center, 454 3030. (11 QTR)

GUITAR Lessons. Folk/Classical/Rock.
Exportancatf teacher. $4 jper hr. 470-40M,

Zane (11 Jv2)

PHOTOGRAPHER: $3 neg
sport, candid, whatever
choice. 472 7542 after 10 pm

on min. fashion.
Your location

Harold (ll Jy 2)

ACADEMIC Motivation, for Jr. Hi/HS
students Effective summer course by
college professor, 474-4051. 0-10 AM. 4-7

PM (11Jv2)

PRIVATE guitar lessons, Folk, Rock, and

latt Fingerpickiog styles, music theory.

Reasonable, Gary Diamond, 399-0217. (11 Jy

21^

DRIVING School. $9.90 hr. "Road Safety
since 1920". State Credenttal. Penny Bros.
443 0755. (II QTR)

WILL trade Underwood standard typewriter
(5250 new) for good electric guitar. Call Skip.
391 0155.

y Travel IS••••••••••••a I V

^JJ^grUDENT TRAVEL.
.RTER FLIOHT8

1O07

Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/London/LA $258

Julys
Aug 6

Aug 24

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

LON/LA
LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA

$148

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

More flights available on Wait List. All
flights limited to UC students, staff, ex-
tension and registered Alumni Members.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters
STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purctiases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays
In Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

. i

EUROPE Charters Several scttodules from
5150'i'oundtrip. 5150 one way. Coordinator
Professor Marg,aret Paal. 247 Roycroft.

Long Beach 90003 213 430 2179 (13 Jv9)

EUROPE Israel. One way, round trip

student travel discounts SOFA inter
European student charter flights Contoct
iSCA 11*07 San Vicente Blvd. •*, L.A.
•2* 5**9 (13QTR){

i

FLASH!
AUTO .'and motorcycle insurance for

stude-nts and employees Call Allan Sobei

701 5527.073 50)5. eves.. 7U3$09 (11 Jyt)

533) R T Fares*
LA/EUROPE/ LA
DAILY 747 FLIGHTS

1 Year Validity Nomm stay

•>-

Europe/Africa/Asia /India/lsrael-

Student flights and Charters.

Europe any day by scheduled airline

Youth Fares from all maior US cities

(mcl. LA) from 5199 roundtrip.

Eurailpasses, Student Railpatses.

Insurance, Car Purchase, London
Accommodations, Tours, ID Cards.

Free European Maps A literature to

passengers/Currency converters.

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Deposits now for summer

/

fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GRS SS84.

NEW YORK Aug.
roundtrip.

20^Sept 4-$ ISO

A Student Travel Headquarters*

AIS FLIGHTS

9054 Santa Monica Blvd.

LA. 90049 274-1742

( 1/2 t^lk. east Santa Monica/ Ooheny)

5110 5250. SPACIOUS 2 bdrm., 2 bath.
Bachelor apts., near facilities. Available

.June 15.445 4430. (17Jy7)

433GAVLEY
S Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

^ 473-64T2

JET to EUROPE

Aug. 24/ Sept. 24 LON/AMST $249

Sept 1 OneWaytoAMST $134

and many otl>er flights

Indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure date

and call Prof. P. Bentler UCLA c/o SierP*

Travel Inc., 9075 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Beverly Hills. 277 S200 or 079 3111.

EUROPE - Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, ,lndia. *0% off Intra European
charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact

EASC, 323 N. Beverly Dr.. Bei(^Hill5. Ca.

90210 274 4293. ('3 QTR)

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing

Student Rail pass 2 months $12S.OO

Call for flight information ,

Rental and lease available. I

INFO SOFA AGENT VIC Dept UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

072 2203 or 704-1477

GIRL wants same to travel in Europe. Leave
August. Call 322 4409. (13Jy9)

^ Tuforing M
FRENCH:—French: Exper. Parisienne
born tutor. Grammar, conv. accent spec. OU
3 92*3. (14Jn10)

PER-SIAN - t>eginning class - coloquial
language, taught through linguistic mettMMl.
Vida, 714 030-4304 (collect) nights. (U Jy9)

STATISTICS is fun. Consulting on theses,
beginners too. Professional statistician,
UCLA grad. 423 4355 (Mad Hell) (T4Jy2)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN:, Ex-
perf»nced Univ. Prof. f»osltive results any
exam. Easy conversational mettK>d (trial)

473 2492. (14 QTR)

TYPIST, expert. Statistical, charts, legal,

technical, psychiatric, MSS., resumes, term
fMpers, theses, musical. WLA..l3tr»425. Hi
Jy ») jj_
DISSERTATIONS proposals, first and final

drafts; theses, seminar reports. Best
references Editor typist. 393-9109. (15QTR)

*•/

TYPING fast and accurate. Reports,
manuals, theses, correspondence. Call 479-

4291 or 343-7245. (1SJy7)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts^^
Experienced. Weekends, daily S-9, 020
II42. (15 QTR)

TYPING my home IBM Executive. FastS
acturate, will also edit. Reasonable rates.

340 1232 (15Jv2)

GENERAL academic/business style. IBM
electric. Professional/accurate. yrs. ex-
perience. Santa Monica area, 399-2009. (IS
QTR)

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books,
termpapers. Specialty math and technical
typing. Accurate, rapid service 741-5500. (IS
S 9)

TYPING - Editing. Term papers, resumes.
letters, theses IBM Selectric. English
grads, Nancy. 472-4)43, Kay, 024-7472. (IS Jy
2)

FAST service with all kinds of typing.
Electric typewriter. Reasonable rate^. Close
to campus GR 2 0421 (1SJy2)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,
guidance. IBM typing Satisfaction
guaranteed. No bargain hunters, references.
479 0144, 477-4302. dSOTR)

LOW rates Term
manuscripts, etc
390 4J44.

papers, letters, dictation.
IBM electric Call Diane,

yf Wanfed ••••••••••••••• 16

PLACE io live wifh/w<tttowt roommate
Reavonabty priced UCLA must b« a<
cesv«l>le witttout car (bus/wolk* 471 1171 (14
Jn 29)

y Apfs, " furnished 17
SINGLE for rest of summer 5110 mo Write
Sandy 034 Wilshire Blvd . Meter in, LA,
^^^ (I7jn29»

BRENTWOOD 1 bdrm . beam ceiling, light
airy quiet H9»r beach/school Available
July 10th 020 )I4* (17 Jy 2)

40J GAVLEY Reduced summer rental
rales Bachelor 590/mo Large furnished l

pedroom, 5i*3/mo Utilities paid Walk toicamous Phone man«9»r 477 4939 (17Jy2)

• TTRACTIV-
bdrm W<»o| ,p,
IJJ4 Jjfd Street Santa
appointment

ica 455 )J40 tor

<'7JvU)

5210. 2 bdrm,
transportation
Jy 13)

2 bath. $150 1 bdrm. Near
1320Barry Ave. 479-0142. (17

LOVELY 1 1/2 room private house. 595.

Eves ,2037 Westwood Blvd. 474-^31. (Jy9)

ONE and two bdrms., pool,

mer, also Fall rentals now
Ave. 477 9245.

Reduced sum-
510 Glenrock

(17 Jy27)

505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS^TO SHARE $50
Deposits now for summer/fall

MRS. KAY - GR«^1788, GR3-0524

BEAUTIFUL furnishe<i one bdrm. apt.

Swinning pool, laundry Curtis Manor, 11*17

Gorham, Brentwood. (I7jn29),

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144

^

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT-
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS.
Singles accommodate two. One bedrooms
accommodate three. ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR. AIR
CONO., block campus. Pool, sundecks,

garage. 425 Landfair. 479-S404. (17 QTR)

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles A 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood
Reserve now-reduced summer rates

Also reserve for Fall

540 GLENROCK & 543 LANDF AIR

WALK UCLA Village. Quiet. Secluded.

Fireplaces 5230 2 bedrooms. $155 singles.

S10S- Bachelor. 473-0201. (17Jv2)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. r and Bens, 1 bdrms / singles.

Fireplace, Ige heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg , maid availatHe. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479-0144 (17 QTR)

LUXURIOUS beach. 2 bdrm/2 baths.
Furnished, air-cond., pool, available now til

,
Aug. Eves, 393-0347. ( Jy 7)

$110 5115 FURNISHED singles, pool,

carpets, drapes, near UCLA, transportation.
1402 Pontius 477 5104, 273 8351. ( 17 iy 2)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished

Ideal for year round living

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

415Gayley at Veteran
478071

5200 and UP 2 bdrm, available now summer'
rental, large, patio, pool. 11401 Gorham. 024-

4020. (17 Jy9)

5225, 2 BDRM, 1 bath, modern, spacious. 1/2

block Wilshire near Westgate. 1237 Ar

macost, apt.3. BR9-1257. (17 Jy9)

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS— MODERN

BACHELORS
r IJtNGLES— BDRMS

V REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
"Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE 516 Landfair, 477 89?

L AROt apt on beach, 15 mm. campus Own
room 590, share $40 Over 21 prVf'd. Bob, 394

(17Jy7)

/Aph. - Un/urnis/ied. 18

LARGE 1 bdrm, 2 car garage included, one
block campus, hardwood floors, furnishings
available, 5175 mo , no lease. 540 Landfair «2,

473 1707 (10 Jn29)

5235 3 BDRMS. 2 baths
%pacious. patio 1/2 block
Westgate. 1237 Armacostapt.
1257.

redecorated,
Wilshire near

2. BR 9
(iOJy9)

SINGLES. 5115-5135. 1 bdrm , $155 $190 On
the beach Consider child, pet Utilities,

stove, refrigerator included 14 West
minster. Venice 394 4*44. (10Jy2)

tor ii«ht management. 277-5540. J»9-4I53.
Jy 7)

(10

->
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Room and Board
/Apb.- Unfurnished. 18 ^Aph.h Share 19 y

''^'^honged for Help.. 25
' lAll A MM*I» "

y^Auios for Sale 29 y/Auhs hrjalle............y 29

ONE Bedroom apt. for home,
»>"*'"«"

J**'

Westv^ood Blvd. GR 9-9300 or 'n<J"'^* *

Laundry.
l\9J)fiy

VENICE. Unfurnished apt. one J>ef\^'
stove, relrig. 5140. One block beach Call 396

0124 between 4:30 and 5.30 or owner, 47?.

8902.
llBJViJ

y^ApH, h Share '9

GIRL Share v»ith one. ^w"***;***'
T?7'^9

moth apt. Walk to campus, *"•
,V,„„i

(keep trying).
^'^^"

SEPARATE room, bath, entrance, large

beautiful ocean view apt. 454-8544. (19 Jy 13)

OWN bdrm, share w.th one guy ^^A. near

bus S62 mo 478 9488 ... (19jn2y)

y For Sub-lease

AUGUST 1 sept: 20. 4 bdrm "/"'*';«^

custom hillside, Woodland^ H.I s 5400^

Professor Baum, 8254331, days. <
JV '^'

CHILD care v-eekdays -"erJ 30^ H^JltZ*
room board small salary Prof » 'i»^^'*[-

age 2 8 82i 38S4 mJYJJM

FOREIGN student private room, bath/

board Bachelor s house tennis court/

swimming pool "''•"9*
r''***r.°."ndr°7M

weekdays, 4 7.3 5221, "'»''» *'••'»•"?*
.',j)

0740.
ii^->i

TR4 iSwhite low mileage hardtop **"^•"•••

wooden steering wheel .mmac «ond 5095

Eves 19 J 0347 ''^'y '*'

67 DATSUN sports 1400, mileage 31,000

Hard canvas tops E.celieht co'jf;'*"

Owner leaving Call. 020 2913 (29Jy2)

•>0 FlHT-050 sport c^upo. $000 •"•'•»' '•'^*

new, private party 037 9343. 51400 (29/v13)

JULY - August, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, air con^

i^ined. d?shwasher, parking negotiate

fenT W Hollywood, day 825 3931. eyes

0380, Carol

657

(SL Jy 9)

SUMMER room and board m «>••"»'"' ^•"\*

lor mother s helper No men Car rtqu.r»d^

2762013 *"^

'65 VW. XInt cond , tune up. new e«tr actor,

paint Mustiell $450/offer "**•*'„
, ,,

George' il^J^fi^

entrance, large . n l Of\
,4-8544. (19 Jy 13) / ^Quse for Kent *-^

! t

*

-

SHARE a spacious 2 bdrm., 2 »»«th apt^

across ISC, $50/mo. Call 474i74l.eves.(l9 Jn

MALE: large 2 bdrm. apt. with 3. Balcony.

Summer only, $45 mo. 470-9$43 after sm. OA^

OWN large BEDROOM. 3 bdrm, 7 min
campus $40 mo. 2 bath, air cond. 834-4505. (19^

MALIBU. Woman to share 1 bdrm. beach

apt. 595 per mo. Call Mary Ann, 454-4322. ( 19

GIRL roommate two bdrm. turn. apt.

597.50, utilities. Color tv, patio, piano. Near

UCLA, 473-3511. (19Jy9)

Ave. GL 1 4084^
*^ ^

VENICE 2 bdrm ^'ou" n«*;
"f/oi'mo?^'

refrigerator, 9»r^*^^ ^^^^'^
' (20Jy2)

192-3570. immacwtate, Jim^ ;j_J

—

SALARY separate apt, board e«change

ch'd ?are aMer school, supper physician

and daughter (in 275 0478 (25Ag24)

MOTHER'S Aid e«changed «;;,,";••'»•

private room, bath/entrance Pool/tennis

Salary 520 week 271 9776

69 VW Must <ell Leave for Europe Call

alter 4 PM 477 5724,377 4443 (29Jn29)

must
i7« Jv

(25 Jy9)

GROOVY female student private bath,

s.tt.nq room TV/baby sitting,dinner dishes .

Brentwood GR 2 2982 (25Jy2)

MOTHERS aid - babysitting, light

housework Private room, bath, TV, salary

Telephone 270 406J, 472_0443_ (25Jj^2)

'40 FALCON 2 door Good condition

sell 51200 or best otter 392 8794 eves

131 '

•46 MGB Fiberglass hardtop •''^,^^2^^^*
top 5850/best otter J9? 9550 (or 744 9209) (19

Jy 13) ' "

"

•42 FAIRLANf automatic V power

steering, brakes 25,000 on engine

overhauled transmission etc Leaving

«untry must sell 5400 825 4785,392 0154(29

Jn 29)

67 FORO Cortiha 1400GT: 2 daor, 4 »jeed

Moor shVfr iow mileage 5950 03Mm_( JVIn

64 V^LVO Sport BIO 544 Excellent con

d.t.on Engine rebuilt ^ew braM» l^';**;

s;oo cai»*54 »04J ,_ (»»»*'

69 VW Bug automatic, new tiret^hockt

t.ceiient condition 51600'otlers Call after 4

.PM 934 3770 )JzJl—

67 TRIUMPH Convertible Mark •» ^Jean

5750 87 1 0430/745 30O4 ii^J ^ll

»7"TRIUM7f^"^«« ""^V/s^ie'll 7m Jy'n
runs well $550, aftfr 4 pm ,473 3931 (29 Jy/)

^ MUSTANG H. P«»'»""»'***J„* 1'
', ',!^

OT Equipped, good mileage ""'"•i'''**;,

Make otter 472 0417, eves^ (IVJVM

T^TfiAT 850 Spyder ^o";;;*'*'* ^'7
^..age console radio. Perfect, •"";;;%•,
snso best by 4/28/71 9tl U*^. ,

^^ ^''

^^^^^^'^^i'^'^B y Room for Kent 26
pl.ances Utilitie>, patio car pon. *. t^ _

—

3 30GR 4^042.

ROOMMATE for two bdrm. furn. 'P* *y,'f'
utilities. Color tv, patio, piano. Near UCLA,
4733523 {}9 J^f ^)

FEMALE Roommate: Share huge two

bdrm. two bath apt. Palms, qoiet. Pr«»«^

24/over. 039-1421. l\^J^y)

FUNKY Venice, apt. own room. Furn.

Available immed to Sept 9. $" SO/f"©"

Mark, 821 4479. (19Jy2)

1. Before 100 pm after 1 WW. I"
(20Jy2)

3870 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^n

J House for Sale 2'

PRIVATE and separate room and bath for

responsible student Near campus 595/mo.

472 2500
'^'^

OWN room in big 3 bdrm, 2 bathroom. SM^

apt only 567 Enc. 392 5340 (24Jn29)

''59 CORVETTE (classic), engine 1943 327

MT, white, e.cellent condition, »''»0''«>«*\

Leaving tor Europe, 477 4444. (29 Jy 13)

'44 DATSUN 4 Br , Stick new clutch, mutt

sell $775/offer Pr /pty 475 3344eves (29 Jy

13)

47 PONTIAC Grand Pri«. full power, •*r

conditioning, electric windows, low "^'W,
Tel 3924178. (29JV1J

3 baths Pool

(Jy 30)

-
ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL,

• SUHPgCKS, GARAfi£.4*l *" LANDFAIR
4t«.5404. •-

.

(19 QTR)

6464

BRENTWOOD ^On a knoll Vie-
P-V,r,'^'

4 2 1/2 formal dining, built inn (j, jy,)

58 50 WEEK large room, large closet

Pleasant, quiet surroundings Near Santa

Mon.calreeway 938 9246 {JiJy*)

STRAIGHT male student, rustic house,

kitchen privileges, 540 Garage, '•
'"'"/.''•T;

campus 834 4730, eves {UJ^D

•69 VW Bug 5000 1
miles new ^•"•"v

radio 51400/otters. 390 7673 (29Jy2)

*\% CMtVV •panel truck for sale Very .^^
;?nSi7i:n B'^oHer Call Raymond. ^T^
1262 ^ _

•^•••^••"^•••^••••'••^•"'^^
u.

FRtE LOAN CAR!
FREB TOWINO

4000 MiM
iMarranty

ToLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE

Discounted Below Dealers Pf 'ce

A
A 1 AUTOSERVICI

i 7957 van Nuys Blv4.

I across iromO M Plant

Call 894 ro'5 24Hovrs

y Cycles,
Scoofars

For Saie* *'"

MALE share room, $75 Large, qoiet 2

bdrm, 2 bath. Off Wilshire/lOth St. 451^

1829. (l9Jn29|

,38,000 '^^^^^^^'-^p:.!acy'*''0f^
den '-^^^'^'""p,^':';V26 4685
Canyon

"^

2 baths.
Benedict
(21 Jy "

2 FEMALES share 2 bdrm, 2 bath with one

Start August. Day, 825 6739, night, 470-

1703.
(19Jy9i

2 BEDROOM, own room 500 National and

Overland Call Mike either 380 2444 or v t ,

8700 (19Jy2)

FEMALE. Own bdrm., bath Share with two^

Pool, sauna, maid $90 mo $37 5003 after

4:00. (19Jy7)

J House fo Shore ^^

~~ CIIDMI5HED private room bar
540 mo ^^•*'*'* ,„..,-, Near UCLA
beque patio ««', „2 //s 47Sl (22Jn7'>

,en.en»bus parking «7S «'5

FEMALE Grad Student •<'"•*
''.moTs

bathk.tchen pr.v.lfges^ opposite
<-»^J>^y

Gorqeoosv.ew575 473 3274eves <'*-'V'>

BEAUTIFUL quiet, private Bath, utilities

"ens Male Mornings 451 0904. Evening*

47 7 9811 '
ifJI *i

Lo'i^^I^Voom to Share •'•"'••'
;«,"7;

bus.ness or teacher 276 1564 (26 Jy

63 TR 4, 5450 '42 MBI 220S. tape air COn

d.t.oner e«c#llent $075 *» <"» •\V. .* ,.
1880 days "*''»"

70 AUSTIN Am«. tea. good miles. AM/FM
radio Call 255 290^ aMer 5 only 51400 Hurry

up I
(29 Jy 9t

y,MV pay parking '70 «•'••»»?:»•
Lerr.go E.cellenl condition "•• •^J

o»i»r Call 391 0240 . ,
(JOJy U)

67 MUSTANG stick Shift good co"f«J|»"

must sell (5850) Call Mr ^"^•'
^ Jj^j^^oj

6t BONNEVILLE Pontiac E«cellent

condition 4 door, perfect Call 454 i06J (29

MONDA C 90 '69 1/2 Looks A. runs

Turn signals Bra^k $200 Call Tom 473^

4173. .
'>*''"'^'

,

' — '
"

89 BMW R 60 US 600CC strong last

dependable German dnveshaU' bike

SOOO otter Call Pete 190 n05 < 30 Jy 13)

QUIET comfortable room lor Of •<»»»«<»•";

or Med student 391 9109 ^^^ iU Jv 2i

575 OUiET girl Bel Air Panoramic view

P?. v;.e entrlnce ' share bath Poo. br.akv -

last privileges 783 0U8 (26Jy2)

6) vOLVO PlOOO New tires Overdrive

Runs good 5850 Call 294 4272 aHeM P m (29

42 MGA (Mark II) Good transportation^

5200 826 1178, 11039 Goshen Ave »pt 9 irt

67 MONOA S90 o«<iy «$00 miles great

condition 5150.020 3144 10 AM 10 PM (M
Jv J'

MOt^OA^uT 5405 /best YAMAHA JM

ypJC 2400 m. Cherry 5550/besl Alan. 479

«6C4 4T< 4195 <t« Jy^>

70 HONDA CB175 6 300 «•* »37». or best

oMer Caii«»i 3029 (30Jy7>

Convi

NEED 2 girls Shareta .y. ""L
'

lf.rr.!?!?/ giRL sKareJW r m
""""crro'ln"

°""

non smoker 5 mm walk campus p*'^*'*

473 5753.
n9 Jy "

SUMMER apt Female roommfte wanted

Brentwood Your own room Pool $M mo^

Call Marcia, 472 4404. i)^Ji^)

DESPERATE' Girl share 1 bdrm
*»\'i**^*f

apt 1 block from campus, parking
»J°

*''

3110. (19Jy7)

Sharp w.th two others

to eompu*

—

F >irn i5pCg<

r-nS....,Un^-,;-.V.«r"|
iliiail'

PRIVATE room and bath tor rent m Private

Mome Bever.ywood Mf*» Transportation

necessary Phone 837 57 U (7i i>l 1)

COMMUNE 'OP Beverjy G';n - ^-•;«";,

totks learning l.v.ng togetner o
,jjj^,,

better_986j4*3_

Brentwood house_ b.ing^^^
,^^ ^^^,

Sl4/wk FEMALE preferred *'^;;*'» '<^"^

tool quiet barbeque Near UCLA Con

\Vrs,^M bus parking 475 «^
, ^jLjill

J Aulas for Sole.... 29

spacious ^50/mon 475 5310. (Tf Jy2) ^ AWill w » w -' _

70 08EL stat>on
,»^rt.t.nn 5 1700 0^

.^ Must sell Perleci

.,,,.Ct VE8 9178 '29

CAMPER '47 Chevy, sleeps tour low miles.

very Clean, stove, smk. bu.tt -ns bes ot

ler S1995 Days 825 2743. nights )94 0192 (29

CAMPER 41 international Harvester Mr'",

Rebuilt engine New Tires, Kit<n»n

lacilities stereo 51 500 l.rm' 4S9 1489 (29 Jy

LUROPEAN UELIVERY
VOLVO -MO

Save on car rental with our B„y her* lake

delivery in Europe Plan Direct shipment

also arranfod. Financing available

CHEERFUL m*txi»4 adent or medical

'••male . ntar campus. H9S/9*'«*''" *P* *''

Utilit.es included BR 2 1459, 477 5939, Ann
,0 school pool IV parking »ea»

^j^j^,^,

S Bontley 272 4736

.-47 FIAT 850 Fastbach .Vh.te/Red •««•'••'

28 000 m. One owner 'Tn*"**"'*** «^ ,J
,*,

11201 Washinqton Blvd
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Tu—day, June 29> 1971

What's On
Lectures:

lead a

"Them/'
—Eleanor Rolston wJI

discussion on the novel

by Joyce Oates at 9. 30 am. today,

in the Tea Room, Bullock's

Westwood, 10861 Weyburn Ave.

Tickets available at the door.

=^Thyrza Escobar iooes, prac

ticing astrologer, will speak on

"Astrology/' at 7:30 p.m..

tomorrow, in Social Welfare 147.

Tickets available at the door.

—Charles W. Doak, United

Ministries University Pastor, will

speak on "Religions and the New
Politics/' at 9:3011 a.m.

tomorrow, in The Tea Room,

Bullock's Westwood, 10861

Weyburn Ave. Tickets available

at the door.

Exhibits:
—The "Wycinankl-Pollsh Folk

Decoupage," or' cut-out designs,

produced by artist AAagdelena

Gilinksy, will be on display at the

International Student Center, at

1023 Hilgard\ Ave., from now

through July 12.

—The Annual UCLA Student

Design and Pictorial Exhibition,

featuring paintings, sculpture,

des,ign graphics, ceramics and

textiles. The display will continue

through July 25 at the UCLA Art

Gallery. Hours are Monday
through Friday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5

p.m.

URA Clubs:
Today
—The Sailing Club 7 pm. In the

Women's Lounge.

—The Karate Club-5-7 pm. In the

Wonrven's Gym 200. •

—The Fishing Club-noon, In the

Alston's Gyni 201^

—The Conservation Club-7:30 pnn;

in Ackernr>an Union 2412.

Wednesday, June 30

—The Hatha Yoga Club 5-7 pm, In

the Women's Gym 200.

—The Judo Club 2:30 5 pm, in

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

— The Kenpo Ciub noon, -in

AAemorial Activities Center B 146.

Thursday, July l

—The Indoor Soccer Club-7 10 pm,

iiiLltie Women's Gym 200.

—The Women's Kacate Club-5-6

pm, in the Wonr>en's Gym 200.

Et cetera:

—The Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open

from 10 a.m. 2:30 p.m. every

Monday throughout the summer
in Ackerman Union 2412 to offer

infornriation and referrals on

overpopulation, contraception,

legal abortion and venereal

disease.

—The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1:30

"p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours

- are free and open to the public.
'

I DIDN'T REALLY MEAN DROP DEAD-"The Big Sleep" and "Public

Enemy" will be shown at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday, in Moore Hall 100.

_Donatipfis asked at the door.

t
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JOHANA HARRIS—Featured pianist, will perform

at the Summer Faculty Recital, to be held at 8:30

p.m., Wednesday, July 7, in Schoenberg Hall

Auditorium. Ms. Harris' program will include the

works of Bach, Debussy, Schubert, Ravel and R.

Harris. The concert is sponsored by the Committee

Nautical chart added

to Cook collection
A colored nautical chart drawn by Captain James Cook in 1758 was the

one important item missing in UCLA's Cook CollecUon until the Ah-

manson Foundation of Los Angeles donated it to the campus library.

The chart of the Gaspe Peninsula in Eastern Canada was drawn when

Cook was captain of the Pembroke, probably during General Wolfe's raid

on Gaspe in August, 1758. It is believed that this map contributed to the

defeat of Montcalm by the British.

The chart, which provided detailed nautical information, was the great

explorer's earliest marine survey and ttie first step in his brilliant career

of Pacific's discovery.

This is the only one'of all -of Cook's charts which was published in a

single edition and never re-issued. The UCLA copy is an extremely rare

item.

According to Prof. Norman J. W. Thrower, the Cook Collection at

UCLA is rivaled only by the MitcheU Library in Sydney, Austi-alia,

among libraries outside Great Britain.

The Cook collection contributes to the University's standing as a major

center for studies in Pacific discovery.

on Fine Arts Productions and the Dept. of Music.
Tickets are available at ttie Concert Ticket Office,

10851 LeConte, UCLA Dept. of Music and at

Schoenberg Hall Box Office the night of the per-

formance. General Admission: $2, Students $1.

Submit special events notices

. two days before publication.
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$4.00 plus tax
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Evaluation Project NEEDS
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Flexibility for individual research —
For additional information c( 52831

Two ASUCLA departments-^cheduied to close

Record prices too high
The ASUCLA Record Store will close permanently after their **Giant Close-out" sale is

completed because it can't offer the students prices compeUUve with those of Westwood

record stores, according to ASUCLA Executive Director Donald Findley

.

In a unanimous move, the AStJCLA Board of Control (BOC), ASUCLA's governing

board, voted to discontinue the record store as a separate operation ASUCLA plans to

make some popular records available through the Art and Engineering Store, located next

to the Record Store in Ackerman Union.

The record store, described by Findley as **a giant rip-off of the students, has been

losing sales volume since the retail record industry beg^A heavy discounting two years

ago. Sales volume at the ^itore has fallen from $61,676 in 1970 to $54,109 this year.

By Dan Sadler

DB SUff Writer

Findley told BOC the Wherehouse, a Westwood record discounter, sells its records for

less than ASUCLA can buy records from wholesale record distributors. Currently

ASUCLA buys a $4.98 list record for $2.98 and sells it for $3.66. The Wherehouse sells the

same record for as little as $2.84.

ASUCLA is currently negotiating with three retail record sales companies (including the

Wherehouse and Record Odyssey) to establish a r^ord store in Ackerman Union on a

franchise or lessor basis, according to Findley. He said prices at any new record store

would be competitive with Westwood prices.

Employes of the ASUCLA Record Store will be assigned other jobs in the ASUCLA

Student Store according to Sandy Hammer, ASUCLA Personnel Officer

.Haircut profits too low
The ASUCLAlftoard of Control (BOC) decided to ck«e the barber thop after three

years of declining sales and profits," Jason Reed. ASUCLA controUer, said.

Reed said the shop wiU be ck)6ed on September 1, 1971 or before if the four barbers laid

off by the closing can find other work before that date—'*We gave the best service we could, and that service was not well received by the

students Further more, we had no reason to believe that sales would improve next year,*

Rtf^Mi ssid

The barber s||»::-)9$^Q'^ deducting overhead costs—oarned $lyjl74oo tales of |25,5M

last year as agaihst $3,296 on sales of $31,300 in 19e»-70.
"^ **

The barber shop, located in a first floor comer of Kerckhoff Hall next to the Housing

Office, has an extremely poor location for a commerical operation according to Reed.

•Some other locations for the barber shop have been exnlw^ ovor^ the years, but the

payout of a move does not appear to justify a move,** he said.
, .

At the Tuesday BOC meeting, Donald Findley, ASUCLA executive director, estimated

the cost of moving tiie shop to an alternate locationjtniorc than $10,000 due to plumbing

and remodling costs. ^^
Alternative uses for the 800 square feet now occupied by tiie barber shop will be decMMl

by the ASUCLA Space Committee. -^
The barber shop space plus the Hogsing Service space is being considered as ¥l»nlDie

site for the Campus Activities and Programs Office (CAPO ) which must be relocated frqm

third floor Kerckhoff to make room for a new sUirway.

Head Barber Julius Jackson was angered by the decision. "Me, Vm (fialifled to leach

barbering and can easily find a job. but two of my barbers are apprentices and they are

going to be out of luck," Jackson said.

Busy faculty, foreign students and blacks—who cannot get afros in Westwood—are three

groups that can't be adequately served by Westwood barbers a^COWUng to Jack*on.
:;l?.:
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Low summer enrollment! N
Asst. vice chancellor appt. disputed

dent input considered

!X-

locks libraries Sunday
By Susie HaUgo
DB Staff Writer

The University Research Library and tiie College Library (in-

cluding tiie Powell Library first and second floor reading rooms)

here will be closed on all Sundays during the summer because oi

lower Summer Sessions enrollments, according to Robert Vosper,

University librarian.

Funds to support tiiese two libraries at night and on Sundays

during the summer are provided by tiie Summer Sessions Office ,

This office has less money available for operating expenses ana

cannot fund the Sunday library hours.

The extended hours (evening hours and weekends) are based on

support from Summer Session, and there is not enough money to

support the Sunday hours," Vosper said.
^ , . „ c.,„

Revised hours of service for Uie libraries (boUi closed on Sun-

days) are:

University Research Library (Loan Desk, Reference

Periodicals, Graduate Reserve, SUcks) Monday tiirough Thursday

7:45a.m. tol0p.m.;Friday7:45a.m.to5p.m.; Saturday 9a.m. to

5 p.m.; Sunday closed.

University Research Library (Microform Service) Monday

through Thursday 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. ; Friday and Saturday 9 am to

5 p m. Except July 5 Monday 9 am to 5 p.m. and September *.

Monday 9 to 10 p.m.

University Research Library (Pubhc Affairs Service) M^Y
IhroughFriday 9 a.m. toSp.m.; Saturday9a.m. toSp.m. Closea on

July 5 and September 6.
^^

College Library (Circulation, Reference &
^^^f^^^;^^^"^^

throughThursday 7:45 a.m. to lOp.m.; ^"^^ ^"^^ ^
.'^ c n rn and

Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Except July 5 from 9 am to 5 pm and

September 6 from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
co»..rHav 9am

College Library (Audio Room) Monday through Saturday 9 am
to 5 p.m.;

College Library (Reading Rooms, 1st ^"^ 2nd "^^^^1^
Library) Monday through Friday 7 a.m. to midmght. Saturday

am. to 5 p.m. Except July 5 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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By Ken Peterson

DB SUff Writer

I The proposed appointment of Byron Atkinson as

assistant vice chancellor for student affairs has been

called a violation of University Policies Commission

(UPC) policy guideUnes which sUtc "any major

student service officers" cannot be appointed

without student input.

Speaking at last Wednesday's UPC meeting. Steve

Halpern, a UPC student represenUtive, cited the

UPC registration fee subcommittee report, adopted

by Chancellor Charles E Young last montii which

states
'* before any major student service officers are

appointed in Uie future, significant student input be

involved in the selection and. that stiident

criticisms or endorsements of candviates lor such

offices be very heavily weighted."

Mutual relationship

AUiinson dean of students since 1961. would serve

under vice chanceUor Norman Miller, the man who

recommended his appointment Miller served under

Atkinson as an associate dean of sUidents in charge

of cultural and recreational affairs from 1964 until

his appointment as a vice chancellor last ywr.

•The reg fee subcommittee discussed the ap-

pointment with Miller, and we felt there had been no

student input into the decision We were told of it

after the decision, in tiie form of an announcement

and not a discussion

"This decision was later presented to the chan

cellor as having had student input and the problem

was supposed to have been solved I felt tins was not

correct and the action was in strict violation of the

subcommittee report and the UPC recom-

mendations," Halpern told UPC members.

nUe change

Miller maintains, tiie appointment is. merely a

title change, not the creation of a new post, and as

such does not fall under tiie poUcy guidehnes set

forth in the UPC report.
.. u . .u-

UPC decided to send the matter back to tne

registration fee subcommittee for furtiicr discussion.

since the principals in the disagreement, Halpern

and Norman Miller, vice chancellor for student af-

fairs, both serve on that committee.

The fundamenUl disagreement between Halpern

and Miller is over the nature of the appointment

While Miller views the action as an administrative

matter. Halpern sees it as "a major appointment in

the area of student services."

•In appointinenU at levels where we beheve

people will have input on policy. I feel we should have

some student input," Halpern saidL

Jurlsdlctloa

Miller, as vice chancellor for student affairs, has

jurisdiction over such student programs ss the

Student Counseling Onter, Student Health Service,

the Placement Center, the Special Services Office,

the Campus Programs and Activities Offlce' (CPAO)

,

the housing office and other services affecting

students on this campus.

James Hobson, vice chancellor of sdminisU-ation,

also believes tiie appointinent was of an ad-

ministrative nature He said he beUeves when an

appointment is made, the appointee should have tiie

authority to choose a core sUff of advisors wiOi

whom he can work Although he beUeves certain

positions should have student input, he added an

appointee must have some flexibility to choose Ms

own advisers. He sees the failure to do so as showing

a lack of faitii in the administi-ator

Hobson also questioned whetiier or not tiie new

policy would go into effect before or after July 1

New policy

"I don't see that you can dump a new policy on an

ongoing system and expect it to absorb U." Hobson

said

Gene Wilhelm. UPC executive secreUiry and a

member of tiie registration fee subcommittee,

concurred witii Halpern in charging a policy

violation

•The sense of the committee as I read it and as

intended in the report has been vioUted." Wilhelm

said

.V

stration fee subcommittee !oriuruicruuK;u«».u.., »-.«

UPC election runoffs announced

'^•R-AWaig

Mii^Kiievh

:%•;Wf?R:?>??fi%=cWft%%»«^^
:%%?:.y.

All day dance concert slated Monday

A mail ballot for the run off election of tiu^ sUff

representatives to tiie University Policies Com-

mission (UPC) will be sent out to all University sUff

members next week.

, Janss Steps.
. u»ou.^fc-^An all day "Boogie wm i>^ -» ^

. ^ . native
;^-t«ring iUdboae. .'rock «' roll »-"^COwl " »-^^^
AmericanV The dance-concert is sponsored by wesiwuuu

•"•"ont and Stn^^ ' l>egislative Council.

The St

Berger. i49

»K« r^iin-off 3**** Silvan

Hniery !« votes; Marge Johansen, 107 votes.

France McQuade. 107 votes; Eleanor Wasson. 102

votes These six were the top vote getters in a fieW of

fifty SIX pnmary election candidates. A total of 2.S00

votes were cast in the election

In tiie run off, sUff members will be permitted to

vote for three of the six candidates, one for each

it.on on UPC- to be filled Results of tiie run-off are

expected in late July, since all of the balloting wiU be

conducted by mail.
,
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Determines age, region

Chemistry prof analy

1

^FRIDAY MIDNIGHT-
JmIv 2

SCREAM AMO SCREAM AGAIN
'• kifihy «ri#rt fHcfc

MOT STATUE—Visiting chemistry professor Thomas Caims (right)

explains a process by vifhich wax Is applied to a statue witti a heat lamp to

preserve it. Caims works as a conservation chemist for the Lot Angflas

County Art Museum. """i

nmmm
-Director's Training Course-

THEORY & PRACTICE
Troining in all rolet including that of

director — Participation in actual sessions

encouroged — For professionals and norv

profettionols alike— No prerequisites

required — Beginning July 6

UCLA Sumf?ier rotes:

$25/person for course

For information Ond pre-enrollment,

cofi or write to Philip Brailsford or

Wayne Schoenfeld at:

THE INSTITUTE OF CREATIVE &
BEHAVIORAL PSYCHOORAAAA

Beverly house After Care Center

1916 S. Robertson Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90034
(213)838-9485

July*
KUKONCKO

T«wo i«ty yennpires teke out tt>eir

venaesnceon»«mureis Bizarre.

Juty t«

WCCKEND
«odartf»Mood sta.nedeMAwtt

on bouroeoit civilization.

1067 GI>ndon Ava. Wwtwooi
S7S-9077 or 4770098

Vil,

By Andrew Moei

DB SUff Writer

Some experU examine art

historically or aesthetically.

Thomas Cairns has his own

special way of analyzing paintings

and other art objects: chemically.

A visiting professor in

chemistry for the past three

summers, Caims works full-time

during the year as a conservation

chemist for the Ldfe Angeles

County Art Museum. He directs

the scientific work in the

museum's conservation depart-

ment, a section devoted to

authenticating, restoring, and

preserving art objects. '

"The minute an object is made,

it starts to deteriorate. You can

slow down that deterioration,"

Caims, a Scot who speaks with a

crisp burr, said.

X-ray

Some of his work at the museum
includes making X-rays or

chemically analyzing art objects

for authenticity.

"When you're buying a bronze

worth $100,000, you have to look at

the composition. You have to/*

Caims said. \

At the -*iuseum laboratory,

Caims showed X-rays of statues

and paintings. Some of those X-

rays revealed jewels hidden inside

figurines, and features covered

We Hope Everyone in Sbuttiem Calif.

Is Ptanntf>Q to Conr>e to tt>e Anrnial

PEOPLE'S WORLD PICNIC

SUNDAY, JULY nth - 1«:3Cto$:J0.

PLUMMER PARK, Fiesta Hall.

737rSanta Monica Blv«l.

BOOKS, BOOKS, BOOKS,

for Sole. »

There will be tt>e traditional good food &
goodies for sale, and some fun games to

play Mostly you can socialize wrtti tt»e best

people in the world.
Adm ».50 — CtiildrenFree

PLAZA THEATER
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MANeHA

\r

TO: STUDENTS AT UCLA

reT Hreasons for living at la MANCHA

^ LOCATION: Yoo will liv« at th« adg* of campui iuft a

clasMS.

f«w minutvs walk from

%

(ACCOMMODATIONS; Yoo moy have a »lr>ol«, doobU, tripU, or thr»«-b#drooin

suit*. Our suit* bedrooms cluster around a cantrol livingroom or>d both othI Qf olr

conditioned, corpatad, quiat, and wall fumlshad. Suitas, double, ond tripUs

Kova rafrtgarotors

.

I FOOD: You will aTwayThava a choice of two or three moin dishes at eoch meol

Oncluding steak once a week.) You have unlimited seconds (except steak night J

Service is quick ond convenient buffet style in a corpeted dining room.

I LIVING STYLE: The community is co-educotionol and each student's living spoce it

respected os his own home. Each person con choose the combination of privocy ond

involvement that suits his or her needs.'

«

I RECREATION: Tltere is a swimming pool, sauna, rec room with billiards and ping pong,

color television, pin boll machines, weekend trips, parties, donees, movies, concert*,

lectures and o lot of disorganized fun.

I STAFF: A professionol Student Affoin Director and Student Stoff ore ovoilc^le to oMist

residents in using available resources for solving perv>nol or edifcc^ionol problem*.

Group counseling is usually available in the residence hall . The staff provides program

istance to the community.

r

I ri"'-

(COST: The rotes for occommodoflons. the use of oil recreotionol ond support services

ond prepored meols begin at SI 35.00 o month in September for the triple room. You

might sov. a few dollors by living In o dormitory, but you would socriHce some prwocy

and fun. You could sov o f*w more dollon by living in on oportment, but ^"^^o^^'

the hours of cooking, shopping, and cleonlng. WKy not get the odvontages of both and

eliminate the problems?

> WHAT TO DO: Write for a brochure Lo Moncho, 930 Hllflord Avenue Lo. Angjiles,

Colifomio 900^4 or coll u. ot ^^n^ 475-5831 or come over to see u. ond folk to iKe

people who live here.

over in painungs. One of the more

spectacular discoveries at the

museum was a complete Van

Gogh painting the artist himself

had painted over. Caims ex-

plained Van Gogh was often too

poor to buy new canvaaaeB.

This and less sensational

discoveries **give new meaning to

the art historian. And it increaaes

the value of the painting," Caims

said.

Caims also applies chemical

analysis to a painting, working

from the knowledge that artists of

certain periods used charac-

teristic materials in their works:

resins, oils, metals, and dyes.

Looking at a work's chemistry can

not only fix it in time, but by

region as weU. ;

Bronifce

Caims said the precise com-

position of elements is unique to

any point in the earth's crust.

The bronze in an ancient statue

made in a certain part of India

will have a composition of im-

purities and trace elemepts

unique t^ the .metals of that

region. By getting material

samples at many areas in a

particular region, Caims said

researchers could Jthen determine

the unique minerid composition,

or '^fingerprint" for each of those

areas.

"When you establish the

fingerprint, then you have the

method," he said.

Cairns analyzes organic

materials as well, since many
peoples used animal or vegetable

substances as pigments or fixing

agents.

india

He told one story of a brilliant

yellow pigment used by (East)

Indian painters in the 16th and

17th centuries. Called piuri, it was

made by dehydrating the urine of

cows fed with mango leaves.

Caims said the pigment much
impressed 18th Century English

traders, who didn't know of what

it was made. The English shipped

the dehydrated pigment home in

the shape of balls, which had

l)ecome quite foul-smelling Dy tlie

time they reached England.

When an English researcher

discovered the pigment's com
position, **They (the English)

weren't too happy, so they stopped

the production of this pigment. It's

the first instance of British in-

tervention in Indian Home
policy," Caims said.

Caims also performs original

research work on the conservation

of art objects. The substance used

to preserve Old Masters paintings

— dammar resin — "ages in a 100

years; it must be taken off, then

put back," Caims said. The

chemist studies the fading

characteristics of these old

materials, as well as those of

plastic or synthetic substitutes.

Laboratory

His laboratory has several

million dollars worth of equip-

ment in it: spectrometers, an X-

ray screen, a dark room,

retouching facilities, and other

equipment.

Caims, who received, his B.S.

and doctorate in chemistry at the

University of Glasgow, became
interested in this fiekl as a study

linking geology and chemistry.

Conservation

Caims said negotiations are

currently underway for a

chemistry course of study in the

research and applied techniqijes

of art conservation. He hopes a

doctoral program of conservation

can be established in the depart-

ment here. **We're offering

chemists a new source of em-

ployment," he said.

At the museum, Caims in-

troduced his associate and

director of the Conservation

Department — Ben Johnson —
who hopes for a similar program

in the art department here.

Johnson lectures on art con-

servation for the department's

graduate program.

"It, (a conservation program)

should be a new marriage bet-

ween two fundamental

disciplines," Johnson said.
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Two top-level officials here, both

supposedly appointed because of some
special skill in aiding students, have
enlarged Chancellor Charles E.

Young's credibility gap to a chasm of

contradictions.

Vice Chancellor for Student Ser-

vices Norman Miller is presently

engaged in an effort to appoint Dean

of Students Byron Atkinson as

Assistant Vice Chancellor for Student
"

Services despite Young's acceptance

last month of the Universitjr PoUcy
Commission requirement that any

appointments of officers in the field of

student services must involve

significant student input.

Miller claims that the appointment

of his old boss Atkinson as his future

underling is not a creation of a new
position but **a change in title only."

What does Miller intend by that

ambiguity? Will Atkinson do nothing

in Miller's office and receive a title

and more money for his inactivity? If

that's the case, who needs Atkinson?

If Miller sees Atkinson as playing a

role in the office of the Vice Chan-

cellor for Student Services, then

clearly such an appointment is a

major appointment, and should have

involved student input, in Uiie with the

Chancellor's statement of last month.

Finally, in testimony at the UPC

Student input ignored (again)
' '

f

meeting which considered Miller's

move, it was noted that Atkinson's

appointment was presented to the

Chancellor as a decision reached after

student views had been soUcited.

Either Miller lied to the Chancellor, or

Young simply didn't bother to ask

summer %m ~"~ --.-=.=:- ^ =^

EDITORIAL BOARD

ministrator making appointments."

The present case of Miller and

Atkinson should provide Hobson with

a clear answer as to why students

don't trust some inhabitants of

Murphy Hall.

Beyond the moment of the con-

troversy is a larger question which is

troubling faculty and students^ who's

in charge here?

In the face of these — and other —

David G Lees
Elditor-in-Chief

Deborah Ashin

City Eklitor
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whether of not student concern has
been gathered on the appointment, or

perhaps Yoimg never read his en-

couraging statement regarding
student input.

At Wednesday's UPC meeting, Vice

Chancellor James Hobson self-

righteously bleated that his fellow

Vice Chancellors must have flexibility

in appointments, and that the uproar

over the conspicuous lack of student

input on the Atkinson appointment

showed a **lack of faith in the ad-

blatant contradictions of policies

which the Chancellor has fought for

and presumably believes in, we
^wonder if the Vice Chancellors, and

particularly Miller, speak for the

Administration here.

The title and rank of Vice iChan-

cellor should imply that the indfvrldual

who holds that tiUe speaks for the

Chancellor on any given issue; and in

^arge part, it is this imphcation which

serves as the source of initial respect

for a Vice Chancellor.

However, the statements which

have come from the Vice Chancellors
— Charles Z. Wilson and Miller in

particular — seem lately to be as

contradictory of Young's policies and

ideas as they are internally in-

consistent.

We urge the Chancellor io assert

leadership before he faces a severe

crisis in confidence on campus.
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technical abilities of the upcoming
female soloists in Tbe Seasons,
particularly Joyce Cuoco, and
Emiletto Ettlin, promises much in

future visits. What was only a
very promising group of male
dancers is now a mature corps of

versatile technicians and several

startlingly good soloists, par-

ticularly David Sutherland whose
Benvolio in Romeo and Juliet held

its own with two of the company's
strongest male principals

Mercutio in Romeo and Juliet is

outstanding, and while Heinx

Clauss substituted adequately in

the pivotal role of Don Jose in

Carmen, the dramatic talents of

Madaen promise more. Cragen,

whose reception in San Francisco

(he hails from Sacramento) was

more than enthusiastic is a

technically stunning dancer and

Haydee's most frequent parther.

His Toreador in Carmen is

^wnlHant, all silver and black

*
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Ann nasKins
Christmas for ballet enthusiasts

comes not in December but in July

when Santa Claus, alias Sol

HuTok, stops in hos Angeles for his

annual visit with such gifts as, in

the past, the Royal Ballet, the

Bolshoi and the Royal Danish-

Ballet. In the last few years the

summer gifts have been sup-

plemented by visits throughout

the yesMT from the American Ballet

Theatre, Robert Joffrey, and two

years ago, from Germany's
Stuttgart Ballet. Despite these off-

season gifts the summer remains

ballet season for L.A. dance en-

thusiasts. Last year Hurok press

releases promised the Bolshoi for

this summer but political tensions

provided a convenient exit line for

all parties when j financial losses

appeared unavoidable with a

Bolshoi tour. Instead we are being

offered the Stuttgart Ballet from

Germany.

The present comes packaged m
the ta^ky wrappings of the Shrine

Auditorium, with a program
reflecting the triumph of the

business office over art and with

two days chopped from its

originally announced L.A. stay,

but if their performances in San

Francisco last week are in-

dicative, Los Angeles should find

the company considerably more
mature and polished than during

their last visit.

Los Angeles audiences will see

only three of the four programs
being presented on this tour.

Taming of the Shrew, presented

two years ago, will be seen in San

Diego but not here. Of the other

three programs Romeo and Juliet

and Eugene Onegin were offered

before; only the double program,

Hie Seasons and Carmen, is new.

The growth of the young (just

over ten years old) company
should be evident to anyone who
saw them in 1969. The principals

are stronger and surer than ever

before and their characterizations

in the story ballets display the

deep dramatic understanding that

comes with living with a part over

many years. But the real evidence

of growth comes with the up-

coming soloists and corps.

Although still reflecting the many
disparate sources of its dancers,

the Stuttgart school, producing

dancers now rather than polishing

training received elsewhere, gives

The principals are as exciting as

before. Marcia Haydee is an in-

credibly versatile ballerina. From
the coltish innocence of the young
Titania in Eugene Onegin and her

delicately intense Juliet to the

bittersweet maturity of Titania 's

rejection of Onegin to the spirited

Kate in Taming of the Shrew.

Haydee creates completely
believable human beings, not

simply a character. Her Juliet is

comparable to any T*ve seen but

her Titania in Eugene Onegin

during the last Stuttgart visit

remains one of the most moving
performances in my memory.
Illness prevented her scheduled

appearance as Carmen in San

Francisco but she's well now and

expected to dance all scheduled

performances here.

AM three other ballerinas

—

Birgit Keil, Judity Reyn and

Susanne Hanke—will be featured

during the LA. visit. All are

striking dancers. Miss Keil more
than adequately flUed in for the

ailing Haydee in San Francisco's

Carmen. Her Carmen was all

flashing eyes, inviting smile and

seductive snake. Reyn danced the

technically demanding lead in Hie

Season effortlessly but was
equally impressive in the

dramatically demanding Taming
of the Shrew. Reyn justified

Kate's nasty temperment as well

as her gra(|ual transformation to

hauteur, tnit his Romeo is all

youthful romantic dreamer. It will

be interesting to see Cragen and

Madsen exchanging roles for the

LA. Romeo and Juliet as they are

scheduled to do. Besides Carmen.

Claus danced a marvelous

Petruchio in the San Francisco

performance of Taming of the

Shrew, bringing a sensitivity to

what could be simply another

overpowering male chauvinist

pig.
^^—

^

.^^_

^ The Stuttgart*s performance
here is little more than half the

length of their last stay and the

complaints about this and the

choice of program have l)een loud

and long Let me register my
complaints along with the others

and hope that next visit displays

more appropriate housing and

more gutsy programming
Although the repertoire include!

both Giselle and Swan Lake

among other classics, these

traditional works and, more
importantly, the more abstract

and shorter ballets (with the

exception of The Seasons) were

not included on the tour, provi^ling

us after two visits with a very

narrow and distorted view of the

company's range The days are

gone when Los Angeles audiencei

are so starved for dance they are

ready to accept passively

whatever scraps are thrown to

them Television has brought

the dancing a necessary stylistic

consistency.

During their last visit the en-

semble efforts lacked the crisp

unity a company school provides

and which is imperative in the

major classics. The corps sense of

itself and its unity is growing

without muting the wonderful

spirit and individuality of the

dancers. Brief glimpses of the

the spirited but mellowed heroine.

Miss Hanke's dancing in San

Francisco, . particularly her

Bianca in Shrew appeared to have

matured since her somewhat
uneven Juliet here two years ago.

It's hard to identify a single

male sUr although Egon Madsen

and Richard Cragun tend to vie

for that position. Madsen's

r
'

Hance closer to even the non-

ballet-going public and it is time

for Hurok to Uke stock of his

audience, especially in this city,

and recognize the maturation over

the past Ave years that has not

been matched by his program-

ming policies which continue to

assume a naivete and lack of

sophistication that is t)ecoming an

insult.

Seeing the Stuttgart in San

FranciacQ over the weekend was

like aeei^idt old friend after an

absence and t)eing able to

recognize and rejoice in its

growth, progreaa and succeaa at

the same time recognizing the

potential that remains unfulfilled

The company is devek)ping depth

in dramatic character diancers but

'

still has a long way to go The

tradition and individual style that

marks a great company like the

Bolshoi or Royal Ballet (which the

Stuttgart naturally most ckiaely

resembles) is not there yet but the

groundwork has definitely been

laid Most of th^ principals and

corps came to the company rather

than being the product of the

company, but as mentioned
before, students trained prin-

cipally under Anne Wooliams'

direction in the company school

are establishing their credentials

and an identifiable Stuttgart style,

Ireflecting, but not domlnated1)y

the Royal Ballet influence.

The major influence continues

to be John Cranko. the company's

prime mover, amstic director and

choreographer. The company's

repertoire continues to expand Init

still Cranko is the only real

choreographer—he is credited

with 43 out of the 68 ballets in the

repertoire. However, the com-

pany has yet to generate

choreographers from its own
ranks It is only ten years old.

though, and its international

reputation and recruiting pohcies,

as well as Cranko's reputation and

work, have attracted some of the

finest dance potential in the world.

Many of today's finest chore-

ographer's rose from the ranks of

the corps, including Cranko from

the Royal Ballet so this, like the

company's other shortcomings,

are hardly insurmountable One
rather gets the feeling Cranko

simply has not found time to get

around to the problem, and that

when he does, the company will be

holding its own in this area too.

own in this area too.

The company has so much going

for it as to make other ballet

companies envious—money, civic

backmg, the finest artistic

guidance in Cranko, an in-

ternational reputation and respect

in the dance world (not

necessarily the same thing) a

strong, diversified repertoire, a

versatile growing company whose

richness continually deepens and

expands with the maturation of its

young spirited performers. All the

ingredients for greatness are

present but the cake is still in the

oven, and its boosters should

beware of taking it from the oven

and serving it too soon. Any

dispute over ranking this com-

pany among the great is not in-

correct so much as premature.
"«9!

Grinding Down Stoneground

by Heather Hams
,.>»

Stoneground—this is the group that supposedly took Los

Angeles Uke Sherman took AtlanU, igniUng local clubs,

sending the press corps clique scurrying to their

typewriters and causing at least one lady reviewer to lapse

into neo-Blakean apocalyptic revelation nimiety in its

worst extreme. The group's personnel is distinguished by

composer ex-Beau Brummel Sal ValenUno, ex-Tongue and

Groove Joint Lynne Hughes and other competent musicians

under Big Daddy Tom Donahue's hefty wing, all evolved

from house band dues-paying days of Warner Brothers

Medicine Ball Caravan that transversed the U.S. of A^

*iring summer 1970. And now we are to be honored with

their Great First Album, Stoneground. WS 1895 Whereupon

we run right smack dab into the problem at hand afoot

This is the rock equivalent of a Big Band, right, ten or

eleven whole people, (more if you count the freaks, imps

and dancers captiffed on the back cover) which, by

<tefiniUon or sheer numerical odds ought to generate in-

terest by offering a variety of sounds The group features a

four-giri backig) chorus which is a refreshing departure

from the RiU and the RusseU Gang school of over worked

dnmino.jon There's lor« tall Sal ^^^ ">"• ^" pYannsro

I mean, how can you lose ".:::
- .—-...

Guess again, kids. Contrary to what Warner Brothers

would Uke us to beUeve, this is not the Great First Album

Too many factors point accusingly to a regretUWe

squandering of the flne ingredients' full potenUal. For one,

the rhythm secUon is decidedly weaker than what is ex-

pected in a Big Band sound. More disappointing still,

practically every track has the annoying habit of sUrting

with a lone vocal in a virtually musicless void sustained by

a chord or two. only later to be filled in to crashing

crescendo ( and even then someUmes never quite) ,
rather in

the tradition of most of your schlock entertainers. Pacing is

a good idea only if you know how It is not working if the

listener is conscious of the fact that your formula build-up is

repeated every number.
,

,,,

• .- f

A typical example can be heard in the album's opener. It

begins in classic dance concert style with the hoUow echo of

singular instrumenU. which insUnUy identifies the band as

San Francisco-based. Sal starts with his hybrid Tom

Rush/Leon RusseU growl intonations and the chorus tiptoes

m obligatory guiUr break, withheld cUmax and that's it

Nice But strangely frustrating to hear It's not that Sal isn t

generous about dispensing lead vocals around, after all.

every one of the singers gets his or her own track to shine.

However each cb'--^'^'^ ^'"'^'^"f^'*'^hp above nattem Whut an

unhappy wasie! 1-

variety from down so^low Miss Sam^ smug l^ulher

Bildt, groovy tongued Lynne. and our pal Sal to chirpy

Deirdre LaPorte amidst others, and what do they do but

display each singularly adhering to sUle solo patterns that

more than once tend to buckle m the knees from exhaustion.

If Stoneground could only utilize a vocal interplay oi thdr

leading singers' talents, since we can hear it start to happen

so well in 'Added Attraction" (which is one) with Miss

La Porte's novel voice-bouncing set against Sal'i stable

growl, they would be quite a group album wise as weU as

visually Ye gads, all this potential for truly exciting music

that ^U you up for the slam-bam frenzied ecsUcy oi a

wonrtPrfiil pxpenence but for some reason or other aeeros to

reject lU best abiUty I hope their next album wiu not be

similar coitus intemiptus. Its quite frustrating, you know

f»0w»m0^wm*^*r9^^^»
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RACHMANIr^OFF : Etudes

Tableaux. Op. 33: No. •; No. 2;

Etudes Tableaux, Op. 39: No. t;

Moment Musical, Op. 16, No. 3;

Preludes for Piano, Op. 32: No. 12;

SonataJor Piano, No. 2. In B flat

minor. Op. 36. Vladimir Horowtti.

piano. Columbia M 30464

Sergei Rachmonincrff was a

superb pianist and composer of

music for piano, yet though his
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lour cooccrtoB are often heard

(numbers 2 and 3 are firmly en-

trenched in the repertoire), very

few of his solo pieces are

programmed on today's concerts

with any regularity (excepting

such potboUers as the C-«harp

Minor and G Minor Preludes).

And despite a plethora of new

Rachmaninoff solo recital

recordings by the likes of

Horowitz, Weissenberg, Ponti,

Estrin, and Bemette, the com-

poser's oeuvre still remains

poorly represented on disc.

Why? Perhaps Rachmaninoffs

richly romantic idiom collides

with the astringent mood of our

time. Yet one would think that his

music would appeal precisely for

this reason: the lush colors,

gorgeous melodies, massive

sonorities, and brooding in-

trospection provide a refreshings

escape from the tnqre

acerbic idioms of today's music.

As such, this new HorowiU

release comes as a distinct

pleasure, not only for the

program, but for the thrilling

playing as well. Rachmaninoffs

music presents fantastic technical

difficulties, especially in the 2nd

SonaU. Remember, the composer

was a great pianist in his own

right, and his works were

designed to reveal his particular

talents to best effect. They abound

in enormously wide chords ( Rach-

mininoff possessed huge hands),

dramatic hand crossings, and

busy figuration. Rachmaninoff

bathed his music in cascades of

figurative notes designed to

harmonically enrich and provide

rhythmic impetus to his melodies;

from this abundance of activity

the pianist must be able to cfearly

bring out the themes — no easy

task. --
But needless to say, Horowitz

manages brilliantly. He has an

uncanny knack for extracting an

important line at will, yet without

losing the clarity of the ac-

companying material. All the

familiar traits are here in

akHmdance: an incredibly wide

dynamic range which does not

preclude exquisitely subtle

coloring, and a bravura technique

which in no way sacrifices poetry.

The freedom and power of his

playing recalls Rachmaninoffs
own. Indeed, upon hearing
Horowitz play his 3rd Piano

CoBcerto (Horowitz's 1930 per-

formance is preserved, in-

cidentally, on Seraphim 60063),

Rachmaninoff, stunned, promised

he would never again touch the

work. Fortunately for us, he was
not true to his word (he himself

recorded the work for RCA in

1939—still available as LM 6123, a

three record set including the

composer's performances of all

his concertos and the Rhapsoday

on a Theme of Paganini), but his

admiration for Horowitz's art was
undeniable. In fact, this particular

version of Rachmaninoffs 2nd

Piano Sonata is Horowitz's own.

The sonata was written in 1913 and
revised and condensed by the

unsatisfied^ creator in 1931.

Horowitz felt the compressions

destroyed the forward flow of the

music, and so, with the permission

of Rachmaninoff, combined
elements of the original and
revised versions with certain

alterations of his own.

The work does not prove en-

tirely successful; it" frequently

becomes caught in its own
rhetoric. Still, there are a winning

lyricism and a rhythmic vitality

that both grow nearly irresistible

when played as vibrantly as

Horowitz does here.

Since hisj*eturn to the concert

stage in 1965, after a self-imposed

hiatus of twelve years, Horowitz

seems to have developed an

aversion to studio recordings.

This disc consists of live per-

formances in New York,

Philadelphia, and Washington
taped during l9o7-68. Like all such

projects, this recording has its

share of annoying audience in-

trusions, yet the sound, while not

particularly warm, is still quite

good: thoroughly natural, nicely

transparent. — " "^

4^^

Some Critics Can't Tell Sodomy
from a Hole in tho Sroumi.

MID-NITE REVIVAL

BeMe Dew is

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO

BABY JANE?

e Jt

Only

Mon. & Tuet.

July 5 & 6
11:30 p.m.

MID-NITE REVIVAL

Oragn Will«

COMPULSION

Only 99'

!

Fri. & St*.

July 2.3

d»T2

Sun. July 4

al 11:30 p.m.

BRENTWOOD i .•IN THEATER
Wilshire — 26th Sonto Monica

829-3368

BRENTWOOD T./IN THEATER

Wikhire - 26th Santa Monica

829-3368

DO YOU READ FAST ENOUGH ^

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

This is a scene from DRIVE, HE SAID, the moel

controversial film at this year's Cannes Film Festival.

Some critics referred to it as sodomy.

See it and decide for yourself

.

"One of the finest films g"^^ "Karen Black will

w "r X ^ prot>ably win the

V_IF Explicit Orgasm
IT Scene Oscar
z;^^ next spring!"

READING IS A MECHANICAL SKILL.

IT IS LEARNED BEHAVIOR. ANY-

ONE WHO WANTS TO LEARN TO
SPEED^ READ CAN!

of the year. It sets a

new standard of

sexual frankness for

the American cinema

A must see!"-scR£w

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

ATTEND THE 7 LESSONS IN SEQUENCE.

DO YOUR HOMEWORK DAILY AND WE
GUARANTEE TO TRIPLE YOUR READ
ING SCORE* OR GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY -

BACK.

* COMBINATION OF SPEED AND COMPREHENSION—-.vcir^

—JUDITH CRIST
N#wyorV M«o«zioo

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

FREE MINI LESSON
AT 106;^ GAYLEY - WESTWOOD. CAL.

.-. ^^ _ ^ ^1^^ JACKNCHOLSON

M»'*i

mmMmn KAI^NBU^ IIICHA£LI«AR(am bruceo^
i,Jer9myUmef»«JackHicl»boni^»iPM»~i--NJewmtLi^ Ne«ii,Sl««»auf»i^ Jack Nicholson

B<Tt SctmaidBf \S.Ci

tXCLUSIVt CNOAOfI^CNT

NOW SHOWING / 12« »

MONDAY
TUESDAY

NEVER
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
TUESD,AY

NEVER
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

JUNE 28 8r00 P.M.
JUNE 29 8:00 P.M.

ON WEDNESDAY
t

JULY 1 8:OOPM.
JULY 2 8:00 P.M.
JULY 3 -10 00 AM
JULY 6 8:00 P.M
ON WEDNESDAY
JULY
lUi.Y

y,4-' CREST
• SATURDAY JULY 10

8 00 P.M
8.00P.M.
10:00 A.M.

> MVO
CALL 933 9171 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
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What's wrong with the last ten minutes of Kluie is

exactly what is right with the rest of it; director Alan

pakula's handling of his actors, specifically Jane

Fonda. Cast as a call girl who's being trailed by a

psychopathic murderer. Miss Fonda creates a strong

and extremely interesting character. Her per-

formance is so strong, in fact, that Pakula seems at

the end of the film unable to properly manipulate it,

and the result of this flaw is that a film which could

have been both an absorbing character study and an

exciting thriller succeeds only on the first level.

Klute begins with a cold, detached tone which leads

one to expect a straightforward detective thriller Six

months after his friend's disappearance, an icy rural

policeman named John Klute (Donald Sutherland)

decides to go to New York to find him. On his search

for his friend, Sutherland meets Fonda, who might

have been hired by the friend at one time. The

blossoming of the relationship between the reserved

rustic (who wears white socks with his dark suits)

I

and ^he ultrasophisticated call girl is fascinating in

its contrasts and it also provides most of the film's

interest. But in one scene, the seeds of near disaster

can be detected. In it, Fonda goes to her psychiatrist

and unloads about her frustrations and also attempts

to analyze herself. Were this scene an isolated in-

stance, it would be beyond reproach, a girl like that

would go to an analyst, and she would talk like that.

But in the context of what is to come later, the scene

becomes one in which Jane Fonda, and not the call

girl, improvises about a character she is playing.

Having an actress delve into her role like that is

certainly a valid way to develop a believable

character, but there's nothing which says that that

kind of preparatory work has to be shown on the

screen. And the fact that it is up there indicates that

Pakula might be willing to sacrifice the film to its

characters.

The end of the film bears out this prediction all too

well. Where there should be mounting tension and

gripping fear, there are only lengthy introspective

monologues, and more talk. Besides destroying

much of the film's suspense by just being there, all

that talk is also damaging because of its content:

character analysis as presented by the characters

themselves. In most films, characters fail to be

believable because of too little development;

nevertheless it should be remembered that it's

necessary to leave a little room for the viewers'

imagination so as to involve them more deeply with

the characters. It's a very delicate balance and if one

side has to be favored over the other, I suppose it

might as well be the one favored in Klute.

But lest my seeming ambivalence toward Klute

deter you from going to see it, you would do well to

consider what kind of competition the film has, and
in that light, Klute's rough edges disappear com-
pletely.

While Klute had some very strong points and a few

weak ones. Shaft is uniformly tepid. Tepid, that is. if

you're a fancier of detective films, willing to bend
over t)ackwards to encourage your favorite genre.

The only new wrinkle in Shaft, which looks t>ack on a

long and honorable generic tradition, is that all its

principle characters are black. Otherwise, its story

about gang warfare, a kidnapping and a swash-

buckling rescue is as routine as could be.

The question is whether or not Shaft was intended

to make some important social comment or simply

as entertainment for a primarily black audience

(which, exhibitors have found, is nothing to laugh at.

Melvin Van Peebles' Sweet Sweeitiack, which was
made for. and advertised to. the black audience, was
one of the top grossers in the country ) . Since Shaft

does have vast commercial potential and since the

racial concerns are tangential, like scattered racial

slurs, a few black militants (who are ultimately used

as gunsels) , and a Harlem setting ( used not nearly as

well as Ian Fleming used it in Live and Lei Die), it's

prot>ably safe to assume that writer Ernest Tidyman

and director Gordon Parks had only the most down-

to-earth motives in mind and were not concerned

with social issues The treatment of the mihtants is a

good indication of this When they are first en-

countered, they are suspected of kidnapping a vice

lord's daughter, but it soon l>ecomes clear that their

leader hasn't the brains to do more than channel his

animosity into the harmless pursuit of constantly

addressing the gangster (Moses Gunn) as "pimp".

Later, the militants ally themselves with the hood,

and they serve as soldiers in an "army" led by the

apolitical John Shaft, who's been hired to free the

daughter from the clutches of the Mafia.

Thus assured that Shaft is intended as pure en-

tertainment, we can consider the film's leas con-

troversial values, like story, acting, direction, and

photography, only the last of which is anything above

mediocre As I have hinted, the complexion of the

cast is not enough to conceal the story's lack of

imagination and innovation. It borrows heavily and

carelessly from almost every private detective film

you've ever seen, and the end, which, by the way,

involves neither solution nor mystery, is straight out

of Mission Impossible, only not as Interesting Of

slightly more interest are the supporting characters,

like the white policenum and the black gangster (who

is laughable, but at least mainUins interest). John

Shaft is a thoroughly conventional tough private eye,

played by Richard Roundtree Roundtree seems

uncomfortable with his lines, but it's un*

derstandable, because the script is fiUed with

gratuitous swearing and awkward phrasing along

with many other indications that the screen writer

might just not be too familiar with his subject

It's nice to see that Hollywood is finally

acknowledging a long overiooked segment of its

audience by making films especially for that group.

And it would be a pleasant irony to see Hollywood's

financial ills soothed by a group which the large

studios have, in the past alternately ignored and

insulted But the fact that Hollywood has finally

taken notice of this huge audience (not. of course, out

of sheer generiosity) does not absolve them of the

responsibility for making good entertainment films.

And if they feel they can get away with foisting an

inferior product on a sUrving audience just because

the actors in the film are the same color as the

prospective viewers, then this is exploitation in the

worst sense.

INTERESTED
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CAREER?
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will be on the campus

July 7, 1971
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Poverty In Pastels

Akira Kurosawa's latest film

invites viewers to man the

barricades— against one another.

On the one hand, Hy Hyburger's

infamous throwaway rag, '^The

World Cinema," is building it up

as the Ultima Thule of cinematic

perfection; while on the other, the

small band of bespectacled Oc-

cidental film junkies who

regularly make the circuit of

Japanese theaters are reaching

into their grab bags for pejorative

adjectives.

One viewing of Dodes 'ka-den is

sulfficient to establish the point

that Kurosawa has broken away

from the art-house classics

(Rashomon and Seven Samurai)

that made his reputation.

Although it is his first color film,

Dodes ka-den is in many ways a

throwback. Viewers who
regularly freqiient the Toho La

Brea theater, for example, will be

sUrtled to see a film that scarcely

fills half the screen. It is perhaps

the first major film to be shot in

the old academy ratio of 1.33:1

,that has come out of Japan in a

decade. Perhaps Kurosawa is

beginning to see eye-to-eye with

Fritz Langi who once remarked in

a film appearance that

"Cinemascope is for snakes and

funerals."

For anyone who has seen

Kurosawa's earlier The Lower

Depths and Drunken Angel, the

film's concentration on squalor

and poverty will not seem that

much of a departure. What is

by Jim Paris

added is a bizzare pic-

turesqueness due largely to the

eyeball-scorching color and wildly

expressionistic sets and costumes

often reminiscent of everyone's

misconceptions of German ex-

pressionism Here, too, Kurosawa

lays himself open to the charge of

pretentiousness and self-

indulgence. Yet while the result

comes across as a somewhat

overblown feast for the eyes, it

does serve to express a basic

change of attitude since the

grimness of The Lower Depths. In

the interval, Kurosawa has moved

from the glumly pure naturalism

of a Zola to the stridently op-

timistic morbidity of early Celine.

Again as in Lower Depths,

.Dodes 'ka-den is a fihn without a

star. The mortar that holds the

series of otherwise unconnected

siequences together is the direc-

tor's tender regard for his

creations — a group of people

living in a shanty town that bor-

ders a large city which we never

see. All the characters ^re sharply

delineated by their eccentricities

of dress and behavior. Perhaps

some may find it too naive of

Kurosawa to construct a

microcosm (as Bunuel did in

Mexican Bus Ride) to bring

across such a banal point as that

people tend to be human even if

they are reduced to sheer

necessity. Running through

Kurosawa's work is an urge to

reconcile Shakespeare's unac-

commodated man with the bun-

dle of jangled neurons and

synapses that make up today's

urban dweller. At his best he

succeeds in going beyond the

squalor of man living a lowest-

common - denominator life to find

a germ of hope among mosquito

ridden pools and tipped-over ash-

cans. .

Among the dwellers of the

shanty town is a young man who
drives an imaginary streetcar

through the rubWe! Day in and

day out, regardless of the

weather, he chugs up and down
the dump simulating the soimd of

wheels against tracks ("dodes

'ka-den "). His room is covered

with drawings that could have

come from a kindergarten wall.

No one bothers him, except the

children, who taunt him with cries

of "Trolley crazy!" His is a

journey from nowhere to nowhere.

With him the film comes to no

sudden realization or tying

together; it just ends.

Dodes *ka-den is certainly

pretentious, and it is certainly

overlong considering that it is so

loosely (if at all) structured. It is

far from a masterpiece, whatever

that is, and by no means is it the

director's best work. Somewhere
along the way from the opening

credits to the end title, however, it

succeeds in stenmiing back by a

little the tide of cynicism that has

engulfed filmdom like a black

cloud from Mordor. And to a

viewer who does not mind
pleasant digressions, it provides

him with an excellent o»»».^^.^».««—

^
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The queen of the metaphors has painted herself

into a musical comer. Joni Mitchell has indulged

herself in shades of Blue (Reprise MS 2038). The

words flow in a stream of good ideas, sincere

statements, and intricate images — a veritable

tapestrie of truth— but unlike that other brilliant and

innovative lady, Joni has stuffed her thoughts into

some tired old musical boxes. It'd be a great album if

Udies of the Canyon had never been published, but

as it is, the rhythm and piano of "For Free,"
"Conversation, " and "Yellow Taxi" are blatantly
and boringly rehashed The friends and lovers

(redundant, 1 believe, in this case) helping her nut,
Stephen Stills, Sneaky Pete, and the ubiquitous

James Taylor, do fill in the comers, t>ut the basic

structure renuiins disappointingly the same.

„No matter how brilliant the words, they, are
squelched if reprocessed mto the same intervals and
progressions. Joni's the organic answer to the plastic

man. Rod McKuen, so why doesn't she put it down in

pretty writing on rice paper or newsprint, and let her

past musical triumphs sing for themselves while she

finds a fresh sound? Clouds was a growth from the

initial message; and Ladies was an exquisite sur-

prise of newness, but Blue is a sad sequel.

. . .But the poet shines on . The lady has lived a

bit — she's had many old men who are "singers in the

park
;

" and the words in Blue scream out at everyone

who's passed through her:

"All good dreamers pass this way some day;

I'm gonna blow this damn candle out."

"The Last Time 1 Saw Richard" is clear and true

— the best words on the subject I've heard since the

Incredible String Band's "First Boy I Loved" and

"All I Want " evokes many a knowing nod These first

and last offerings seem to be the only ones that are

fairly fresh music-wise, especially "AH I Want," in

which Joni restrains herself from emoting on the

piano, something which she should continue to do

until she learns some new chords.

Blue is "coming on Christmas/ Tliey're cuttin

down trees" full of seasonal shrewdness, but emptied

of musical shrubbery. And you can't see the trees

because of the forest. There are few individual

songs; because of the sameness of arrangement the

album is all one color, all one tone.

Jf the white album had never floated into my ears,

I'd probably applaud the Wue one, but as it is, the

music fades familiarly into the l)ackground, and 1

pay my dues and respect and attention only to the

words on the jacket, printed in off-blue, hinting of

haystacks and beds and bitter memories and a touch

of beauty and a whole overflowing handful of clear-

eyed visions, which stand out like her ruby in a black

man's ear.

But ^s long as Dylan and Beatles and the like live

on, no artist, no matter how eloquent, can be forgiven

for plagiarizing her own material. And I've heard

Blue in an album of a different color
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Not So Cheap Thrills
MUSIC

If you're looking for concerts to go to over the Fourth, there isn't much
to choose from. KDAY presents the return of the Rascals appearing with

Fanny at the Aquarius tonight. The Supremes appear with former

l<%l.v ^«I»»W

tape to three monitors in three rooms in the theatre. Each room offers

free pop and potato chips; one room has regular seats for the straights,

one has overstuffed pillows, and the other has a huge waterbed.

ART
. , ..,,

The Pasadena Art Museum is showing Picasso prints, works by Milton

Avery, photographs by Minor White and The Crowded Vacapcy,

photographs showing people and the LA. environment - all through

August 29.

THF" ATRfe
The Venice Free Theater has Fish on Thursday through July 17. Nor- |r|||||l \% |lp09

man Is That You is at the Ebony Showcase IIUHU LD Vi UO

Hello Dolly opens Tuesday at the Shrine Auditorium starring P'earl

Bailey and Cab Calloway. The musical plays through July 17.

"Angela Is Happening, a play about the trial of Angela Davis, will be

given tonight only at the Embassy Theater. :

Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds conUnues at the

Huntington Hartford, Knickerbocker Hollldky. Company and Trial of the

Cantonsville Nine are at the Music Center theaters One Is a Crowd

continues its run at the Inner City Theater.

Cages is being presented at the Meredith ExperimenUl Theater, 647

Poinsettia Place; the Bubage Theatre Company present Tom P«*ne at

the Company Theatre; An I for an I is at the Horseshoe Theatre, 7458

Melrose. And, lonesco^ The Lesson and Checkov's The Boor are opemng

this week at the SanU Monica Playhouse

Groovi«l Mov;« tn Townl

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
Comedy Thriller-'Flirting with Fate"

LAUREL & HArJy

CHARLIE CHAPLIN & HOUDINI SERIAL

La Brea at Ninth

I

WE 4-2342

Village
961 Broxton

Westwood
478-0576

tttrough July 13

DODESKADEN

"^l^LAZA SUITE (GP)

Daily 2:20. 4:20. 6:20. 8:20, ia.20

Midni«« Show Fri * Sol * Swn

^ 12.20

9036 WUsKire Blvd

Boverly Hills (at DoKeny)
QUEEN CHRISTINA

.ii.;H»u, -*„.',,.;-, ,^A;:iva(*"ti.iii^- 'J^'J!''--''
"-:*"' '' ''

'
"'' „ ..*.Ji,.'«\i?iS3S

Eddie Kendncks tonight through Sunday at the Greek
Tlicaier Vidd Carr opens Monday with the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater .^

There will be a special Ce»cert in the Park tomorrow at the Hollywood
Bowl, with John Green, soloists and fireworks, even. The regular
Philharmonic season opens Tuesday with Lawrence Foster conducting
and Vladimir Aahkenny on piano. Thuraday's performance features
Misha Dichter on piano and Joseph Krips conducting.

The club scene looks brighter The Dillank open TuewSiy at the Ice
House with TomandSuxam^and Ron Coden. Freddie King closes at the

There will be a free dance - E'

Mnnday. Performing are Redbone.

aordon, and the WXJ^.Oaoili,'^^'^''

FILMS
Scream and Scream Again nmH scr

Sunday, The Marriage of Figaro ^ n

at 10:00 a.m. .

The Israeh film fesUval continue

through Tuesday, followed by I upo

Fairbanks, will show at the Silent Moy

The W.C. Fields festival continues

Harry Langdon series starts V^ea

Freaks and Dali^ Un Chien And a on
_

Grand Hotel and Queen
^^''f^\

Music Hall Theater beginning toniM

Rabbit and Tales of Beatrix Potter d.

|

bring along the kiddies to enjo> i

Saving the best til last, there
^

Center Theatre, 1451 N Las I aim-

Company. Richard Pryor. J<>3"
f^|j

Na, Allen Ginsberg and others H

TV

ience Day at Janss Steps on
Foo, Elijah Tamarack, Ruthie
»^ical Choir.

>t midnight tonight at the Plaza.
mue the series of operas on film

Ithe Monica II. Margo screens
•»« with Fate, starring Douglas
IS week.

^ Feliz through Tuesday ; a
Remember, Tod Browning's

[ommgJulyH.
^Unue the Garbo series at the
"^'s Beverly features Peter

^al BaUet. You don't have to
Royj

Jj^
Cliicken at the Hollywood

"* film features Ace Trucking
y Bruce, Malcolm X, Sha-Na-
'^oughJulyl3.

Void Where Prohibited By U^
«jL"^^ TV satire si

the Vacuum Theatre, 428 N ' -^ ^T* Program is played

^ound TV satire showing at

on video

Ashorove
8162 Melrose Ave.

OL3-2070

Ho^ thro«>«K Sundoy

FREDDIE KING

JUKE BOY BONNER
Coming NMrt July 6- n TAJ MAHAL

("?

?

GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

TONITEI

iazzarri's
^039 Suruat

:R3-6606

BERRIES * ANOTHER BUTLER

ORANGE

iiroubadoyr HOYfAxVoN081 SonfoMonicoBlvd nUT I MA I V^l^

vm A
I 2766168 LEO KOHKE

vacuum
428 N. la Brea

^ Jlywood

UNDOK^IOUNO rvi

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW -

A MorioMt —hro oi w>w» ri TV _? %

937-9233 NigMy ol 8 00 & l6>M M pU.. tL^ak. ^.& »
r,^.,'Tj:-.i-^.K:iv.7Vis.i:.-xxtiir'i'!^ii(VM'
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University Bicycles
8A1-CS - EXf"KRT RCI»AIR»

RCfTTAl-S - %A.OO A DAV

OPEN 7 DAYS 9 8

1714 WfSTWOODBLVD
WESIWOOD
PHONE 475 3370

.-»^..^j-' ..- fc-^K^parauP

CONTESTANTS WANTED
for T.V. Game Show

Guys and Gals between the ages of 17 and 25

Please contact Miss Perth between

!0 A.M. and 5 P.M. weekdays at

(213)849-7674

- NO SAG. AFTRA, EQUITY MEMBERS -

.^^^'' \
^"-s, O^A,

'V,̂
^-

HOT Pants 9eosor^^
b\o^

ses

rKe Saffron Robe
i)se5 Folk Dresses

AND

^o.0/

kurtas

jv ^AAX^ 10-6 Tuos., Wed, Thurs, Sal. ,

V^^DRESSES -0-9 MO.. P..
_^^^^^^

*"'>,

Mexican ^/j*4L C-
Shirts -^QoV>

* ""^>

#\^

:^3iyK;..- -:isKr;v:

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wostwood near Pko

from Pasfrawi fo Pickles

LA CREPE
1064 GI«>m1o«i Av« 47S-0437

O|>«n7 0oy« >l:30-1 AM

lOSSPECIALrriESOF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEnES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch $150& $175
losst iindbrook Or DINNER S3 25 & S4.25
474-0948-WWVillaa*

LTTTLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 l«Co«i*«

(UCon*« ! Ooyivy)

For 30 min. d«lfv«ry

477-2006

McDonalds TOWN HOUSE
11U Wmt.uudHvd
47«.n4S

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

NATURE'S REALM Oourm^ v«g««arian Dinners. Salads. &
Organic V«««»or»«« tMiouroft* SandwicK««. Hom« ol th« famout
8264 Swn««i - On »K« Strip, twkt "Nahir* Bura«r," Soya B*on Soup and
H.rp«r 4 S«««ii«r - 6S6^M ^^^ 1^, Cr»am $p«ciaHi««. ^______

11423 WiUhir«»lvd

LA t2fr<92l0

EVERY TUES. AFTCT 9 P M.

Any PixzaSl.60

PIZZA
PALACE

•y^rn 478 07M

WHERE BEER IS STIIL ONLY 25</MUG
Old Tim« Mowiw

i J

SEPI'S GIANT SUBMARINE
10968 L«Co*««« 478-0375

%^tm—r< trmtow h, 0«yi«r

Gion* Sobmorin* Sondwich

OpanOoity 1111

WE DELIVER

'..l*'*'"''
**'

Redwing r
r— ,:,„

-

... \:, --

Redwing's first album (Redwing: Fantasy tt409) is

a curious combination of Creedence Clearwater and

Blue Cheer. From Berkeley-based Creedence,

Redwing (also from Berkeley) copied the id^ of a

simple dance beat and simple lyrics. As did Blue

Cheer. Redwing seems to bebeve that by increasing

the volume and punctuating the singing with

screams you can generate excitement. They come

across with all the conviction of luke-warm chicken

noodle soup. .^. ^

The vocal renditions found on Redwing are either

group unison or the most milquetoast harmom^

imaginable. Although their voices someUmes blend

and the singers sUy on key. the lyrics performed are

such anti-poetic trivia that the listener is alternately

screamed out of reverie and bored to tears.

Slade
In today's fancy, frilly, long-

hair world of rockdom you'll not

see a more unlikely looking rock

quartet than Slade. For you see,

Slade happen to be a demented,

fear-evoking bunch of skinheads!

Skinheads, to you uninformed, are

a rebellious youth faction in

England (and I believe, Jamaica)

who wear their hair short — hence

skinheads — and go around with

lead in their boot toes, kicking in

heads and anything else to which

they can lay waste. Once, in a

more tragic incident. Who
drummer Keith Moon was so

frightened by a group of these

types, that he jumped in his car

and proceeded to step on the gas,

running over and killing his

forgotten-about chauffeur who
had been standing near the car.

These nasties really are

something to be wary of.

Regardless of their leisure time

activities, I have to admit that

Slade have a lot to offer musically

on their album, Play it Loud

(Cotillion SD 9035). Infused with

the spirit of rock and roll, the

group powers its way through

frantic, sloppy-at-times,
Who/Kink-like three-four chord

stompers. The nameless lead

singer screams in a vehement,

menacing, slightly hoarse, too-

throaty-and-baseless voice which

reminds one alternately of Alice

Cooper and Arlo Guthrie.

Apparently these skinheads

adhere to their prescribed doc-

RETURNING BY POPULAR REQUEST

L^^."^X
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Unfortunately, the quaUty of the lyrics is echoed in

the quality of the music. Redwing's guitars are

reminiscent of surf music and the drumming is as

steady and uninvigorating as a faucet dripping.

Redwing's "hit," '^Shorty Go Home," steals riffs

from "Mr. Tamborine Man" by the Byrds and the

Stones' "Street Fighting Man," as well as **get back,

Shorty" spoken with the exact McCartney intonation

of "get back, J6 Jo." This is originality?

Halfway through the second side I kept hoping that

every cut was the last. Unfortunately, the side

contains several more intensely dull renderings that

could be perfectly duplicated by any neighborhood

rock band that practices every Sunday in their

drummer's garage. Redwing is clearly an exercise in

floundering mediocrity.
—Suzanne Ready

and electric guitars. Most of the

Doobie Brothers' songs revolve

around the guitar pivot and are

built from there of component

parts (produced for the record by

ace producers Lenny Waronker

and Ted Templeman) utilizing

piano, organ, bass and drums, all

skillfully played, and some killer

vocals with overlaps, intricate

harmonies and background/-

foreground interplay. The Doobies

manage to be fresh and exciting

without seeming sloppy; although

great amounts of time and energy

have been given, the project

yields an easy unstrained result,

the example of a difficult task

made to sound easy. Shogren and

Hartman's work are very im-

pressive parts of the whole

because they play their in-

struments (bass and drums

respectively) in a way that blends

not at all oppressively — in fact

the homogeneity of the sound is

part of its overall charm.

Songwriters Johnston and

Simmons are able to scoot from

rock oriented tunes with simple

lyrics like "Nobody" or the

album's biggest AM radio suc-

cess, "Feelin' Down Farther," to

tender countryish ditties like

"Travelin' Man." Even though

the lyrics are, on examination,

quite simple, they acquire in their

harmonic settings meaning which

is neither superficial nor

especially meaningful. The lyrical

heUraiser is the only non-original

song on the album. Randy

Newman's "Beehive State,"

which the band takes over

brilliantly for their own hymn —
"Since you're the delegate from

Kansas/ Will you kindly Uke the

floor/ and tell us what is Kansas

thinking/ and what is Kansas

for?" comes out as a rockandroU

song only slightly linked to

Newman's approach. The Doobies

help the tune immeasurably by

adding their own rave-up, loud,

fuzzy lead guitar riff which

transforms the mood of the cut

even further, and that terrific

Shogren-Hartnwn rhythm rips the

song along its way quickly.

After you buy this album, you

can fill in this last paragraph with

glowing adjectives of your own.

I'm tired.

—Mark Leviton

trine; witness "See Us Here":

"See us here, see us there/ Pick us

out anywher? • . Ain't got time

to shed a tear/ What we want we

take from here." And then there's

"one Way Hotel" where the singer

claims "My mind was deranged."

The group surprisingly managed

to record a NeU Innes (he of the

Bonzo Dog Band) composition,

"Angelina," but when they say "I

won't do you no harm," I find that

hard to believe. Also worthy of

mention is "Dapple Rose," an

emotion-packed slowie that would

be terrifically suited to the Bee

Gees. It's about a horse.

I like the album, and I might

even go to see the group if they

tour the SUtes ... I only hope I

don't meet them on the street

someplace.
—Harold Bronson

Doobie Bros.
This band (Tom Johnston, Pat

Simmons, Dave Shogren, and

John Hartman) is fortunate in

that they have three excbellent

vocalists, four spectacular

musicians, two superb

songwriters and unrelenting

enthusiasm and inventiveness for

their material. Put 'em all

together and they spell The
Doobie Brothers (Warner
Brothers WS 1919), one of the

finest debut albums of the past

few years.

Particularly impressive and

prominent is the use of acoustic

8 P.M.
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THE EXOTIC FILMSOER

Kjll!

by Salvator R. Tarnmoor

For the past few columns

Tarnmoor has been engaged in a

campaign to bring the viewer to

the Japanese film, the viewer in

this case being the UCLA student

and Westwood aborigine; the film

being the product of the five major

Japanese studios (to refresh the

memory of past readers and

clarify for new ones: TOHO,

DAIEI, SHOCHIKU, TOEI, and

NIKKATSU) which are readily

available for the adventurous

movie-goer to sample in five local

theaters. But for all the lavish

praise and facetious awards

Tarnmoor has rained down on

those theaters, the Occidental

attendance at any of them has yet

to show a marked increase. Ac-

cordingly, and to put an end to

excuses^ Tarnmoor has recently

^lad a sticky hand in bringing the

pictures to the viewer—that's

right, authentic Nipponese movies

complete with sub-titles, sword-

fights, and gore enough to outstrip

the Spanish Tragedy by a wide

margin, are coming to UCLA.

Big deal, you say. Well, for

those of you with voguish in-

clinations who would like to scoop

your friends on the party circuit, it

is a big deal in New York and

Chicago, where retrospective

seri^ of some months duration

are packing them in, and where

people are paying exorbitant

prices for samurai swords and
reading up on the Tokugawa
Shogunate, and seeing the movies.

Here in L.A. where the op-

portunity has been iavailable all

along, few have seen fit to indulge.

So, this Sunday night in Melnitz

1409, the Film Screening
Cooperative will sponsor what
may be regarded as a vanguard
showing of two films by Kihachi

Okamoto: Sword of Doom and

Kill I . For those who have come to

think that Kurosawa or Peckinpah

are the last words on Chambara
(the sword-fight genre) or just

plain waist-deep-in-blood
violence, respectively, these

pictures may come as a

revelation. To say they are

murderous in intensity is

something of an understatement,

for violence and killing (as the

exclamatory titles may suggest)

are more inherently part of these

films than anything ever con-

ceived of by Kurosawa or

Peckinpah, or perhaps any other

director. Although the character

played by Tatsuya Nakadai in

both pictures may be roughly

analogous to a gunfighter or a

feudal European warrior, death

by his hand as rendered ^by

Okamoto bectirnes almost a ritiiai,

a pure, visual form that can

sustain itself through almost

twenty minutes of stylized ballet.

Frl<toy. July?, 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin n

cafe le monaco
1611 OCEAN FtONT-STA. MONICA

ff^# ^I9f O^l TW^

DANCING
Iv«rY Nil* • ffm iUmiMion

I Wmm IIm ^mmmtt V«»mc« MWaiMl lof^ tk« FrMAT

EVERY SUNDAY BLUES SESSION Food & Drinb

FiOM 2:30 •* 5:30 PM 25<»0$1.25

OHH DAY TIMi TOO WMKI AT TMf ilACM RVIiSH
In A CoMiwnM S»y<» Col*.

Killing becomes so necessary a

function for him that when the

real adversaries are exhausted,

his mind creates new phantoms to

oppose him in an endless l>attle.

Like Randolph Scott, an ar-

chetypal Western loner, Nakadai

crawls through a wild, dark

landscape. Unlike Scott, he is

alone for the simple reason that he

has killed everyone. Like Chnt

Eastwood in the Sergio Leone

extravaganza, he works for

money rather than moral values

Unlike him, he is neither cool nor

trying to survive, bein^warped

instead and inclining rather

towards self-destruction.

For those then, who feel hardy

enough to sample this kind of fare,

the place is Melnitz 1409, Sunday.

July 4 beginning around 7:30 PM
"•
T^^xt week, Tarnmoor will get off

this PR kick and go back to

talking about dingy theaters and

other esoteric film dehghts.

INTEX«NAr'TIOBIJk

No Sweat Foreign Student!
We will ship yOuf personal effects bock to your home with

protessionol efficiency at chorges thnt wm/t hurt you

Call Us Now:

749-7491

w« %9k\ 330V
lionc«« of

rn bron^

I

G. P.

OVER 10,000 OF EMI

HIS&'hlERS .

BELLS - FLARES - JEANS.- ETC.

FAMOUS BRANDS- AT DISCOUNT.

BLUE JEANS $5.50: WIDE BELTS $1 .50

BRUSHED DENIMS $5.00: FAR OUT SHIRTS $6.00

FLARES $4.50: OVERALLS $7.00

GENERAL PANTS CO. OF HOUYWOOD
1 700 N. Western at Hollywood Blvd.

465-0646 9 8 Week Days Closed Sunday V

THE NATIO LAWYERS

A PEOPLE'S GRAND JURY

"It is overdue that those without

power sit in judgment over those

who have it. This is the test we must

meet, alone if need be. yVe are re-

sponsible before history." .

Bertrahd Russell

"...I believe that one of the reasons

for the deep division about Viet Nam

is that many Americans have lost

confidence in what their government

has told them about our policy. The

American people cannot and should

not be asked to support a policy

which involves the overriding issues

of war and peace unless they know

the truth about that policy."

RicharcJ Nixon

AN EXPANSION OF THE WINTER SOL

DIER INVESTIGATION INCLUDING TES-

TIMONY FROM THE DETROIT AND LOS

ANGELES INVESTIGATIONS AND EX-

PERT testhviony relating to indi-

vidual CORPORATE AND GOVERN-

MENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND TO

WAR CRIMES GENERALLY AS WELL AS

SPECIFICALLY IN INDOCHINA.

The four dayt of programming wHI

be concerned with the following:

OS. INVOLVEMENT IN INOO CHINA

GENEVA
THE U.S. IN INOO CHINA: 1964 1980

LAOS/CAMBODIA
INTERNATIONAL LAW PRIOR TO THE 20TH CENTURY

THE U.N. CHARTER

THE TRUMAN DOCTRINE

THE GENEVA ACCORDS

GENOCIDE

LAW OF THE LAND WARFARE

TREATMENT OF RETURNING GIS

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

NUREMBERG
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY

EVIDENCE
FINDINGS

JUDGMENTS

• , J^
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Manny's Barbers

When yoo foy, "take jutt a IHti* bit off," we toke

just a little bit off.

1091 1 Kinross Ave.

BOOKS ON ORGANIC FARMING
The Pfeiffer Garden Book 2.75

Herbs in Nutrition . . . 3.00

Art & Science of Composting .50

Companion Plonts & How to use them

(odd 5% sales tax)

3.75

Rudolf Steiner Book Store & Library

«r- -240 So. hfbrmandle Ave., Los Angeles

382-8847 662-9964

Juvenile Delinquency

Evaluation. Project n EEDS

Faculty and/or graduate students with research and/or

evaluation experience In juvenile delinquency

Flexibility for individual research -

For additional information call ext. 52831

'4 n ' ""*

^•(Paid Advertisement)^"^

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CENTER FOR UCLA

840 Hilgord Ave. 474-5015

MASS EVERY CLASS DAY AT 12:05 PM

SUNDAY MASSES: 9& I 1 AM; 6: 1 5 & 7:30 PM
THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY 9 to 1:30

ond 7:30 to 9:30 PM on T. - W. - Th.

THE S

W^^^Lil

Spend a

Howling Fourth

at our Midnight

HORROR SHOW
Saturday & Sunday

ExPt-OOeS WITH

ORROR^
nil

NI6NI

iinti
DEAD
Released By ConhneoM®

LTMUl'

—4 DOORS OPEN } 1:45 P.M. llttW luiSw-'
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'Plaza Suite':

Room for Improvement

Fftdav. July 2, IWI UCLA Summer Brutrv -H

by Evelyn Renold
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Plaza Suite is a feather-weight pUy which features

a lot of overfamiliar characters uttenng over-

familiar lines in what arc basicaUy overfamiliar TV

sit com bits with a slighUy risque touch. And yet, it

can work beautifully, perhaps in spite ol itself, as

Carol Burnett and company proved in the recent

Huntington Hartford stage production. What seems

to be necessary for Plaia Suite to go over properly is

a fiercely energetic, no holds barred production

which isn't afraid to overdo things every now and

again.

Two-thirds of the new film version of Plaxa Suite

unfortunately errs on the side resti-aint The film was

directed by Arthur Hiller, late of Love Story, who did

a more than creditable job with another Simon

property The Out of Towners; but here Hiller just

seems to have run out of steAip. The first two sket-

ches, about a middle aged wife who discovers tiiat

her husband is having an affair with his younger

secreUry, and a shck HoUywood producer who

seduces his former high school sweetheart, a wide-

eyed young suburbanite housewife, are plodding and

sporadically amusing at best. Pla*a Suite is a one set

play, and Simon (who wrote tiie screenplay) and

Hiller were apparenUy unable to come up with any

legitimate excuses for opening thing up in the film.

(The few clumsy half-hearted attempts, such as in

the first sketch when the camera follows the wife's

gaze out the hotel room window to a park where two

young lovers are embracing, don't really qualify.)

This being the case, Hiller must have been afraid

that the film would be accused of being too stagy, and

claustrophobic; so, to compensate, it appears as

though he cautioned his actors to subdue their more

flamboyant impulses, and to underplay everything.

It is easy to imagine Hiller reminding his actors that

whereas on stage it is usually necessary to magnify

gestures, etc. , on film because of the proximity of the

camera, certain actions must sometimes be reduced

in size. That may be a good general rule of thumb,

but it just doesn't hold witii PUia Suite. Neil Simon

comedy is made of fairly ordinary, coarse stuff, and

it's no use trying to play it delicate and sophisticated

as though it were Noel Coward.

What made the Hartford stage version consistently

hilarious was the physical business which director

Danny Simon invented for the characters. When the

dialogue sagged, the audience could still chuckle at

the weird physical contortions which Miss Burnett

and costar George Kennedy were performing. Here

again, Hiller was probably fearful that a lot of these

kinds of physical tricks would leave the film open to

charges of excessive staginess. Maureen Stapleton

who plays the wife in the first sketch, suffers most of

all from this rigidity; usually a loud, abrasive and

very funny actress, Miss Stapleton seems inhibited,

and almost shy here.

It should be mentioned that there are a few things

wrong with the basic conceptions behind the film

characters. Barbara Harris is made up to look far too

sophisticated for the part of the prim little housewife

of the second sketch. (She's got too much authority in

her voice too, but that's not the main problem). She

resembles a high priced hooker more than anything

else, and the naivete which she demonstrates before

the flashy producer is hard to swallow. Walter

Matthau is pretty good in all three male parts, but he

somehow lacks the humanity whicJiXJeorge Kennedy

brought to the same roles. The three men are

basically bastards, but bastards with considerable

charm, each in his own way. Matthau's Hollywood

producer and his penny pinching father of the bride

in the last sketch are unmistakable heavies

(Although it should be acknowledged that the

producer role has foe?n slightly rewritten for the film

for some inexplicable reason, with the result that the

character is a good deal more cynical than he was in

the play).

All of which brings us to the last sketch, which

happUy provides the kind of try and catch your

breath humor which the other two sketches so con-

spicuously lack. Part of the credit here must go to an

extremelj^ versatile, gifted actress named Lee Grant

who at first seems too young and pretty for the

qvetchy motiier of ttie bride role; But she overcomes

these obstacles handily and turns in what is probably

tiie best and least resti:^ined performance in tiie

fUm. Mattiiau, too, seems to relish the bombastic

father of the rehictant bride role and he loosens up

considerably himself.

It's conceivable tiiat Uiose who have not seen Plaia

Suite on stage (particularly the recent local

production) will be somewhat more receptive to the

first two parts of the film; and for the more discer-

ning, well, one third of a fihn is probably better tiian

none.

jot^ E L«v»n« p^eienis a Mike N«chols Film starring Jack Nicholson • Candice Bergen >

Mike NktuKJaciNidioison.

Candice Bei^ArltiurGarfunkel.

Ann Margtetand Jules Feifler.

Gimal KnoMfle(^.

wA>^

MALES

Sexual Research

Study Needs

Subjects

$1 .50 / session.

Session is 20-40 min.

It takes 20 sessions.

Sign-up 2244A Franz Hal

or call 652-31 16.

w
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ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttorrt

Mocrame
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES Y(3U CAN AFFORD

1 006 Broxton 477-0880

dtcvooony ocrocsfromWwtwood V^lloge

TH^(k hWft T' Toion ripper/SI '-sol*

U.S. trackmen duel Russians in Berkeley
By Steve Kennedy

DB Sports Writer

BERKELEY—Many of track

and field's new faces, some of

whom will undoubtedly wind up in

the 1972 Olympics, and a relative

few of the old breed compete

against the best from Russia in a

two-day meet beginning here this

afternoon in Edwards Stadium.

If you haven't been following

track and field recentiy, many of

the names participating won't

seem familiar. Everyone knows

Bob Seagren, John Fennel, John

Carlos, Lee Evans and people like

that, right?

Well, none of them will be

around for this one and at first

glance the meet might be missing

some top performers. But only

two men from the US were invited

for each event. The same number

will compete from the USSR and a

select few from a ''World All-Star

Team" will also see action.

The torrid tandem of UCLA's
John Smith and Wayne CoUett,

hopefully half of the Olympic mile

relay team a year from now, will

be notably absent. As top finishers

in the AAU meet a week ago, they

would have ordinarily been in-

vited.

However, Smith is not par-
ticularly fond of the Cal track and
said on television last week he
might use the week to rest. Ap-
parenUy, he's headed for Europe
shortiy. CoUett is working this

summer and a meet official said
he couldn't be pinned down.

^ The only curreht Brum likely to"
see action is Warren Edmonson.
He is among the five runners
being considerecl for the 400-meter
relay team. Dr. Delano
Meriwether, Jim Green, Willie

Turner and Ivory Crockett are
other possibles.

An ex-Bruin still seen frequently
— Russ Hodge — will be one of the
US representatives in the
decathalon. The other is Rick
Wanamaker, the ex-Drake
basketball player who takes
competition much less seriously

than does Hodge.

Wanamaker, _ apparently
refusing to worry about the
success or failure of his individual

efforts, nipped Hodge at the

national decathlon championships
earlier this month in the famous,

lush confines of Porterville.

Hodge will be out to avenge his

defeat, losing last time by just 31

points.

A pair of other locals — and
rivals — will get a chance at in-

ternational competition as well.

Edesel Garrison of USC will team
with Fred Newhouse, Darwin
Bond and Tonuny Turner to make
up the 1600-meter relay team

=^And Willie Deckard, the thin

Trojan junior who had nothing

short of a horrible NCAA meet,

rebounded to grab third in the

AAU 220 and earned a berth in the

Berkeley affair. He and North

Carolina's Larry Black will run

200 meters.

Much attention will be centered

around Rod Milburn, the Southern

University high hurdler who last

week streaked to a new world

record in 13.0. He had previously

accomplished the feat earUer this

year, but it was negated by a wind

just over the allowable.

Other potential^ athletes were

already committed to trips in

Europe and therefore were not

considered for this meet. Among
those in that category is Marty

Liquori, who ran in Germany
Tuesday and, in fact, lost. Jim

Ryun is also abroad at the

moment.

Karl Salb and Randy Matson
will renew their dual in the shot

and Matson wiU be seeking a

reversal of the upset he suffered in

Eugene. Ore., last week. Randy
has been disappointing in recent_

weeks, said he doesn't know the

souTCje of his problems, and ad-

ded, "I should be able to throw

.

better than this with a broken

leg " In Eugene, Matson tossed

the 16-pound ball 66-1

The Pac;8 dominance, which

showed clearly in the NCAA meet

, when six of the top 12 teams were
from that conference, has

emerged again as track followers

can recognize many familiar

UCLA rivals in the American list

of competitors:

100 meters—Dr. Delano

Meriwether. Jim Grecfi.

200 meters—Larry BUck, Willie

Deckard.

400 meters—Darwin Bond, Fred

Newhouse.^

goo meters—Juris Luiins, Art

Sandison.

1500 meters—Jim Crawford, John

Baker.

3000 meter steeplechase—Sid

Sink, Mike Manley.

5000 meters—Steve Prefontaine,

Steve $tageberg.

I0.ao« meters—Frank Shorter,

Gerry Lindgren

Intermediate hurdles—Wes
Williams. Jim Seymour

High Hurdles Rod Milburn, Ron

Draper

400 meter relay—Team to be

chosen from Meriwether, Green,

Willie Turner. Ivory Crockett and

Warren Edmonson.

1000 meter reUy-Newhousc,

Bond, Tommy Turner and Edesel

Garrison.

Shot put-Karl Salb. Randy

Matson.

Pole vault—Jan Johnson, Dave

Roberts

Long Jump—Bouncy Moore. Arnie

Robinson.

triple Jump—John Craft. Dave

Smith.

Javelin-Bill Skinner, Cary

Feldmann.

High Jump—Reynaldo Brown, Pat

Matzdorf.

Hammer—Al Schoterman, Al

Hall

Discus—Tim Vollmer, Rich

Drescher

Decathlon— RicK Wanamaker,
Russ Hodge

I

Russian Conquerors

't^-'^M-t
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Edesel Garrison
Russ Modge
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Steve Prefontaine
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Announcements

Signup deedUne for the men's doubles handball tournament is today at

5:00 p.m. in the intramural office.

•X Meet Facts

• • « • •

Singles tennis and badminton signups begm Monday. July 5. Coed

(loubles voUeyball signups end at noon, Tuesday, July 6

Where: Edwards SUdium, UC Berkeley campus

When: Today (4:00 p.m.), Saturday (100 p m )

Meet Directs- : Dave Maggard, UC Berkeley U-ack

and field coach
^ Number of Pacific-* Performers: Nine

v.

I
ft

UCLA R^presrnUtlves: Two (Warren Ednoopon

and former Bruin Russ Hodge

,^--1nt on ^:

Parents of UCLA stiidents are enuileu lo a >: i^' ^J;;.' ^,. *

UCLA football tickets tiiis fall Contact the Athletic Ticket Office for

<teUils.
?;

Expect«^ Attendance: 22 000

"Tickri*. Siuail gate SuIC Tm

Saturday
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UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads
AOVCRTISINC OFFICES

KvrckheHHall 112

•2V 2221

CUs»ifi«tf •tfvtftivit.s, r«tc»

IS word* Si.$0 day, S con»«cutlvt

ins«nion» tS 00

Payabl* in advanct

^Hefp IVonfed. 3

PERSONALITY Ttst Bring any clo*«

Ihwd.FM JStO.»2;lO.S2.$Oe*> (3Jv2)

J S.rvkes Oflered....... 11 Jjll^^- 7 ^K H}^
Im M rvicccOTATII

LEARN HypfWSt* LOM
yoor 9r4dei. quit imottinq

t23 l^lOnow

Call Or
ifnpr«v*
Ernits at

(1) Jy 13)

A
DEADLINE 10:)0a.m.

No ttloptton* ordort

THE Daily
ilPivarsity
ditcriminatton and
adv»nisin« korvict

Bruin 9iv«s lull Mipporl to flM

of California'! policy ofi non-

ttttrtfort clatiifitd

will not bo mado
available to anyoiM wt>9. in ••'1*^
houting to »tudonti or offorinfl |o**.

di»crinr»inaft» on tt»« basis of raco. color,

rotifion, national origin or anctitry Noitt»or

ttic University nor t»»e ASUCLA
Brum rtas investigated any of the

offered here

CAPABLE Musicians Orchestral Record

radio iingles Good future For appointment

277 4327. Twin Studio Productions. Ltd. (3 Jy

2)
^

MAKE MONEY EASILY" Your own time

Sell BASIC M and ORGANIC, natural

vitamins/cosmetics 453 lOW. (3 Jy 2)

VOICE singing speaking Group or

private Brochure GR 2 7i*» before » 30

AM or after » :30 PM (njy7)

DISSERTATIONS -proposals, first and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports Best
references Editor -typist. 3»J-»»0«. (ISQTR)

^Miscellaneous

HYPNOSIS Instruction, Prjvate/Group
Memory or persona* prob4en<i our specialty

',7 S 4032 1 liU So Hawthorns Blvd MlJv2>

METAL sculpture class Welding, braxing

casting 4 nites 7:M to 10. lU Gone Bern,

474 749S (11Jy2)
.^i^m

••••••••••••••

4 Daily
services

FOUR little kittens lost their mittens now

looking lor good home Cute, house framed

477 7I»0,47S 3033

KARATE: Sclf-dtfensc , dewolopmeni
Beginners 7-# Mon/Wed; 10 11 Sat. WLA
Karate School, I4J0 Sawtelle, WLA
Student rate no contract visitors welcome,

(member Japan Karate Assn/AII America

Karate F.{de'^«tKM»
(njy7)

n

Church Services
J For Ren f.«•••••••••••••••••••••

FURNISHED psychiatrist PTchologist

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and employees Call Allan Sobel,

"ytt^»»fv»?^-i»^.<»•»« ?U-3>gf . tU J)Lfl_

WE STWOOD Friends meeting
(0"*«J»;.»|'

Silent worship. Sun , II a.m.. Un.v YWCA,

$74 Hilgard Visitors welcome 472 7^50.

y Enforfoinnionf /

IF you'd like to know what its like to get mn

obscene phone call, dial »34 S24« for a

recorded message. ^''Y *?-

office Beverly Hills Medical BIdg '=«^«;<**V*

or less NO lease CR 4 3023. '-'V^^

ATTRACTIVE Housing available m in

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for house/apt. mfo. "4^2ti;

wknds. 2f2 SI7S. ilQJfi)

art teacher.
S17S 2000 sq ft

(7 Jy2)

GERMAN tutoring by qualified instructor

with classroom experience Phil Buttolph

3f7$35$. (HAS)

'Nj.i.i
f'
ut '̂

l
*jiii I

»*VVciii(iiiii.|f(iVnmn4L...

^^^^^^^^^^^1 ^^Jl .

RUTH - theses, form papers, manuscripts.
E xper lenced Weekends, daily S-V. 121

|

1142 (1SQTR)

TYPING my home. IBM Executive Fast 4
accurate, will also edit Reasonable rates.
34« 1232. (IS Jy 2)

yf WW %inm^M»»»»»»»m»»9»»»»»»»»mmm»»

WANTED Now. Graduate student and
family share 3 bedroom house; Veitice near
beach SlOO/mo. S2I 9229. (14Jy7)

^ Apfs. - Furnished. 17

S)40 ATTRACTIVE wcllfurnished large 1

bdrm front apt Separate garage, laundry
2324 33rd Street Santa Monica 4SS 33&o for
appointment. ()7Jv

TOPANGA Center For Human Development
sponsors ongoing, weekly encounter groups,

weekend workshops. Friday evenings
encounters, much more. Call for

DESPERATE'
London July 6

trying

Must sell I way charter to

Best offer §70-5247. Keep
(13 Jy 2)

STUDIO for artist,

phptographer, designer, etc

Brentwood. 3»5 2071.

singles
brochure, 4S5 1342 (11 Jv2)

CATALINA Holiday Cottages Daily/Weekly

special Hermosa Hotel, phone Avalon_747

BOK 444 Avalon t0704 ('?qtr/ y KjiJas Ytanfed.. •••••••••••4«

^ Help }Nonfed..>»*y
*^^

^ .

-
• t

.

—"
;

pes^onalitY Test. Bring any close

,nend°?HVij, f-2 30, M.S. ..<l». tj^rough

July* — WTT'

FROM Carson. » 'o clock

sessifi^ns, have permit, shall

house Call 32» 523r

class, both
drive your

(»Jv»)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA ratos.

RCA models Free delivery free service. 24

hr. phone 274 f 1 1T (H QTR1

INTERESTED IN MEANINGFUL PIC
TURES OF YOUR WEDDING? CALL FOR
AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE MY WORK
BEFORE DECIDING ON ANYONE BOB
CARLSEEN,7l0 032t. (11Jy2)

Infbrmation and Referrals

UNISiiS^^ TRAVEL*
BTTER FLIGHTS

1O07

Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/Lo«idon/LA $258

TO FERNALD School at

Inglewood • 30 to 1130 a.m.

pay mileage. *74-i54«

UCLA from
Summer. WiM

(fjyj)

babysitter Tuesday and Thursday afternoon

4 30 to iOO P.M Own transportation near

Century City 5 S3 4403 beginning July 4. ( 3Jy

7)

VFot Sal: W

For

to*rth control abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies - tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

Julys
Aug 6

Aug 24

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

OMg.WAY FLIOMTS

LON/LA $148

LA/LON $148

LA/AMS $143

LA/LON $123

LA/LON $123

LON/LA $148

iP*EE Rent in exchange Wf "Hguse »*"•"#';

month of August Bel Air 125 0415 (3Jy 14)

VW Engines Transmissions, parts and

"Rupert sefVTC* thereof r €ownHete engines

2 years, 24,000 miles Universal

Corp , 10451 W. Jel'

OPPORTUNITY; 21 yr old Singer forming

12 piece group. Concerts/Recordings
Ability a must Good investment/career

minded men Rewarding future. «•«/•'",

inc, 275 47*4. t^^V"

guaranteed
Mfgrs Engineering
lerson Blvd., Culver Citv. li* §545, 170

8545
(lOJyU)

Receptionist Clerical Typist Bookkeepers •

secretary. Longhand short term assignments

Earning to $125 00 weekly Paid vacation

Zip Girl Temporary service noo Glendon

Suite 2034 Weslwood Center BIdg 272 0437 (

3

Jy 2)

WANT to make S300 a week? Salesmen or

women needed now? Call 74»$**4. (3Jyl3)

SCUBATANK, certified, 72 cu. ft.. Scubapro

with J valve, boot, pack, regulator A life

vest 5»0 125 0014, 124 4M4. ( 10 Jy 14)

CARHOPS Wanted Inquire at Tiny Naylors

Drive In Phones;* 9007 (10Jy14)
' ^rrtr tz

'

TINY square Bucherer gold watch (in-

terchangeable straps) S40.00 Two strands

coral beads, 535 00 475 5SM. (lOJyn

COLLEGE Girl. First grader needs you all

summer 2/3 aMernoons. Some Saturday

eves. Car necessary WLA, 472 t»2t after 2.(3

Jy 13)

KASTINGER ski boots, 548 (5100 new), site

? 9 1/2 Skis with Look step in bindings, $24.

789 5049 eves. (iOJy2)

BABYSITTER Our home. Experienced girl

with no children Thursdays. 8 AM 4 PM.
51.25 hr. Westwood.near bus, 475-1077. (3 Jy

13)

2 Farout Stereos, Portable Color TV. All on«
year old, under warranty Must sell 3f2-704»,

4543832 (<OJyU)

3 wooden bookshelves 8 f by 4 good work
manship 473 4708 evenings 5-9 ( 10 Jy 7)

52/hr plus 10S of sales Supervised lield

work 12 7 pm Bondable 475 >220, 475-5044 9

a.m. 8p.m.

GIBSON: Hollow body elec

8. AMP, Wah Wah, Fun .

0241.

guitar (ES-I2S)
5200. . 7W

(10 Jy 14)

PART Time Opportunity: Represent
meaningful consumer services, nonprofit

organization rich rewards for efforts. In

formation and/or application, phone:
Califorinia Consumers Club, 274 8984. ( 3 Jy 9)

OPPORTUNITY
Girls 21 35 years

Eliminate Boredom

Call Jan, 441 3478, t»rs. 19 PM

OARAGE Sale Piano, bicycle, radios.

refrigerator, iMlrm. set. ttousef>old stuff, etc
Sat, 10 AM, 1130 S Elm Dr., LA, 90035 277

5tt8 tJv3)

OVC«POPULATION ,-^

INFORMATION CENTER
'>nday 1C 2

Av an Union 2412

sponsored by S.L.Cstuoent ruii

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes. You can learn to

eliminate cramming and recall and release

material studied. 474-3350 1-4 PM. daily. (11

OTR)

MODERN DANCE CLASS INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE, 4/?8-8/19. MARIE
MARCHOWSKY, SOLOIST MARTHA
GRAHAM CO 3112 PENNSYLVANIA, S.M.
828 9000. 478 3329. ( II Jy 30)

AUTO Insurance too high? Students and
employees call Robert W. Rhec 139 7270 or
8709793 (11QTR)

INTRO Group processes, awareness,
Gestalt Tuesday 8 10 PM Saturday 2-4 PM.
Students 52. Call for brochure. Tf>e Group
Center, 454 3030. (IIQTR)

GUITAR Lessons Folk/Classical/Rock.
Experienced teactter. $4 per hr. 47g-MM,
Zane. (nJv2)

PHOTOGRAPHER S3 neg. on mm. fashion,

sport, candid, whatever. Your location

choice. 472-7542 aHer 10 pm. HaroM. (nJv2)

More flights available en Wait List. All

ttt^jtitr timrte** t^ A^G- tftMtonts. jstiff. ex-

tension and registered Alumni Meml>ers.

NIKKO
speaker
5143

301 tuner-amp, 2-maximus 3-way
cabinets, BSR turntable, 5300 399

110 Jy 2)

"STUDENT subjects wanted for mar«tuana
smoking study Pref. fresh/soph, all ranges
of experience neeiled from 'n*ytr before' to

daily usage. 825 4397 (3Jy2)

DO YOU WANT
An income while attending school?

To help combat air pollution through

cigarette smoke?
To help others improve tl»eir ftealth by

stopping smoking?
Smoker's Kit,

P O Box 447,

Santa Susana, Calif 93043

Phone (805) 527 8987

to participate in

$2 session (1 1/3-2
(3Jy7)

N I KKO 70 1 B »0 ^•^ receiver

List 5239, now $160

(Limited supply valley only

)

AR 4X speaker system List ISO. now 528

"The absolutely best prices
at the

positively worst locations"

WLA. 839 2214 Valley . 98M731
Long Beach. 434 Of8

1

Also Hea<lquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purcliases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays
In Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

T TKTT STUDENT TRAVEL*UINX CHARTER FLIGHTS
J007 lHtMrton,n>—t wfood

TELE: 477-11 11 or 473-4443

MAKE THE GREAT ESCAPE
EUROPE A MIDDLE EAST FLIGHTS

Immediate ticketing

Student Rail-pass 2 months $125.00

Call for flight information
Rental and lease available.

INFO: SOFA AGENT VIC Dept. UCLA
13509 Ventura Blvd. Suite C
Sherman Oaks. Calif . 91403

872 2283 or 714 1477

FLASH!

Jr. Hi/HS
course l>v

UHER 4000 Report S taperecorder.
microphone, genuine leather c*s«,

rechargeable batteries. 5175. Eves. 393-

8347

ACADEMIC Motivation for

students. Effective summer
college professor . 474 4058. 8 10 AM, 4-7

PM (11Jv2)

PRIVATE guitar lessons. Folk. Rock, andi

laii Fingerpicking styles, music ttteory.

Reasonable Gary Diamond, 3t9-82'7. (11 Jy

5332 R.T. Fares*
LA/EUROPE/ LA
DAILY 747 FLIGHTS

1 Year Validitv - No min. stay
•Age 15 -25

Tom. Campus Rep. 823-1963

u JuiorinQ •••••••••• 14

fin iv !•«>

MUST sell

2194

sofa 9' Mue, rug l2'xlS' MiM.
bedroom .dinette set c4c 478-

(10 Jv3»

DRIVING
since 1928'

443 8755

School.
State

$9.90 hr.

Credential.
'Road Safety
Penny Bros.

(11 OTR)

GERMAN male native speaker, experienced
tutor, all levels, reasonable ratos. Call 828

4870 (14JyU)

GARAGE Sale July 3rd. 4th, $th, 1T4U 1/2

West Pico Blvd.. between Barrington A
•Federal < Jv 2)

y Trade.. 12

FEMALE students
sociological experiment
brs). Esther. 479 M3S.

BICYCLE
2S" frame.
days.

Peugeot custom PXIO lOspeod.
$150. Ask for Joe at 453-0125,

(10 Jy 7)

WILL trade Underwood standard typewritor
(5250 new) for good electric guitar. Call Skip.
391 0155

STUDENT couple live in, 4 dBV»-
Housekeeping and child care. Sunday off.

WES9175 (3Jya)

WANT A DATE?

SIAMESE kittens Clean A loyable

obtect to good twme Call 741-419^.

price no
(10Jv9) y Travel •.••••••••••••••••a 13

FRENCH —French: Exper. Parisienne
iMrn tutor Grammar, conv. accent spec. DU
3 9243 (14Jn18)

PERSIAN beginning class - coloquial

language, taught through linguistic method.
Vida.714 830 4384 (collect) nights. (14 Jy 9)

STATISTICS IS fun Consulting on theses,

bcgmners too.' Professional ^statistician,

UCLA grad. 423 4355 (MadHeirt/ (14 Jy 2)

MICROSCOPE — Swift, professional type
Zernike type phase contrast Tnnocular.

Body bu.lt m Koehler Illumination Floating

and mechanical stages All obiective Plan

Ackromate Phase Case. 5900 Jim, Thurs

Sat alter 1 2 noon 470 4497 «0 Jy 2)

Call Suzie

(213)4«l-3478 l^rs. 1.9 PM

SAVE. CS-24 Pioneer speakers. 515 each. 4x9

rich red rug 532. mahog coffee table, $10.

Call 192 1419 -^ (10 Jy 2)

BEAUTIFUL King sited
.p.ickagiE'd sno worth 5240

(irm. usually home. 391 41)1.

bod still

Quilted, very
(10 Jy 2)

GUYS gals, long hair

chicks. Real Estate
Golden West. 710 1000.

OK, freshly washed
License required

(3Jy2)

FLUTE Artley. silver, excollont condition.

'$70 After 4 PM 473-3t31. (lOJyT)

2 ONE WAY Charter Flight ticket- t.ondon
to LA , Sept 10 Call K51221 (13 Jy 14)

GIRL wants same to travel in Europe. Leave
August Call 322 4409. _ (l3JyLH

EUROPE Charters. Several schodules from
S7S0 roundtrtp 5150 one way Coordinator
Prjotessor Margaret Paal, 247 Roycrott,
Long Beach 90003. 213 438 21 7^ tUJyt)

EUROPE Israel One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights Contact:
ISCA. 1 1487 San Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A > 9004f

.

824 5449. (UQTK)

-FRENCH SPANISH - ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ Prof Positive results any
eiam Easy conversational method (trial)

473.2492 .s. (14 OTR)

y Typing
j<?

••••••••••••••••• 15

FEMALES needed
periment 2 sessions, 1

Psychology maiors

ex-Psychology
3/4 hrs total $3 No

3^3 4t45 (3lv2)

ADVENT
brand
4:00 PM

Model
$225

100 Dolby noise supressor.
Call Sandy. 274-1270 after

(10Jv7)

DESPERATELY need female graduate

student, work full time, Aug . part time

during school year Private roem 'board A
salary Live close to UCLA with young

\widow and boy 3, wtto qoes to nursery school

Couldeasily carry 8 units 445 1953. (3 Jy 2)

You are just tt>e typ«

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
545 prr month while helping others

Come m to lOOl Gayley. Suite 310

Call 478 005) 13 7pm..M F

COMPLETE stereo systr»m Roberts
FM, line speakers BSR record changor List

SIOO, sacrifice 5145. Never . used. Great

sound 7210207. (10 OTR)

lONOON-LA Jet ticket 5)2500 Departs
London August nmth Ken Kantor. 849-3911
Days . 454 1490 Nights ( 13 Jy 14)

JET to EUROPE

TYPIST expert Statistical, charts, legal,

-4ocbntcai. psychiatric. MSS , resumes, term
papers, theses, musical WLA 838 8425. ( 15

Jy 9)

TYPIST- Theses, dissertations, books,
termpapers Specialty math and technical
typing Accurate, rapid service 741 5580. ( 15

S 9)

TYPING fast
manuals, theses,
4291 or 343 7245

and accurate,
correspondence.

Reports,
Call 479-

(l5Jy7)

FISHER stereo system.
Profess -^nai changer . Aquarius
list. 5543 Asking 5395 New m
5435/383 8970

y Services Offered

Garrard
speakers
boxes 733

(10QTR)

5349
$134

•••••••• II

FLORISTRY Become a professional florist

Convenient rvening classes We\t View
Floral School. phon.> tn 747* 11515 Santa
Monica Blvd. WLA (II iy 14)

Aug 14/ Sept 34 LON AMST
Sept. 1 ' OfM| Way to AMST

and many ottser flights

indicate >6uR CHOICE of departwe date
and call Prof P Bentler Uf'LA c/o Sierra
Travel li?n 9«75 Santa Monica Blvd .

•cverlv HMlS. 377$2gtor 879 3111

GENERAL academic^busmess style. IBM
electric Professional/accurate 8 yrs. ex-
perience Santa Monica area. 3ft-2009 (15
OTR)

. ^^
TYPING Editing Term papers, resumes,
letters theses IBM Setectnc English
grads. Nancy. 473 4143. Kay ft34 7473 (15 Jy
3)

UtLD n.w ciQthpS> Protpvv.QnAl vi am „ ^

FEMALE Vanrla Bi-auty counselor
cosfni-tics ni't>ds counselors Commission
salt-. Full or part time 139 734) AM ()Jy3)

I.

\lri-S'

altcrai"
Jy 91

pants top'w I

'»'rr>oons or «*vcs • 1'
s shirts,
1784 (11

< i^^rte* flights Student I D
EASC. 323 N Beverly Or .

•07t8 774 439)

cards Contact
Bev Hills. Ca

(13 OTR)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO

i

^' Deposits now for summer/fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lyncti, GRSS58>Y.

5110 53S0. SPACIOUS 2 bdrm
Bachelor apts . near facilities.

June 15.445 4430.

LOW rates Term papers, letters, dictation,
manuscripts etc IBM electric. Call Diane.
3^8 4344 (ISJyl)— 1 « —-— '

»-AST service with "all hinds of typing
Electric typewriter Reasonable rates Close
to campus GR 3 8431 (15Jv2)

. 2 bath
Available
(17 Jy 7)

483 GAYLEY: Reduced summer, rental

rates. Bachelor 590/mo. Large furnished 1

bedroom, 5140/mo. Utilities paid. Walk to

campus Phone manager, 477-4f 39. ( 17 Jy 2)

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473-6412

5210 2 bdrm.
transportation
Jy 13)

,2 bath. $150 1

1328 Barry Ave
bdrm. Near
479-0142. (17

ONE and two bdrms.. pool,
mer. also Fall rentals now
Ave. 477 9245.

Reduced sum
518 Glenrock

(17 Jy 27)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS, TO SHARE $50
Deposits now for summer/fall

MRS. KAY - GR3-1788, GR3 0524

4 ROOMS spacious apart. $180. Garage
many closets. 512 3/4 Veteran Ave. EX 4

8193. adults only. (17Jy7)

BRENTWOOD 1 bdrm , beam ceiling, light,

airy, quiet. Near beach/school. Available

July 10th. 820-3144. (17Jy2)

555 LEVERING
singles - 1 Bedroom ^^

2 Bedroom «=K«r

Families OK
Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17 OTR)

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS.
Singles accommodate two. One bedrooms
accommodate three. ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR. AIR
COND.. block campus. Pool, sundecks,

garage. 425 Landfair. 479 S404 (17 QTR)

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles & 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood
Reserve now reduced summer rates

Also reserve for Fall

540GLENROCK & 543 LANDFAIR

WALK UCLA Village. Ouiet. Secluded

Fireplaces 5230 2 bedrooms. 5155 singles

$105 Bachelor. 473-0201. n7 Jv 2 )

SPACIOUS 1 bdrm. and den, walk UCLA,
Summer discount 5140. i\y*'****** *°''

451 0887 anytime

Friday. July 7. 1971 UCLA Summ«r Bruin l>

NOW A PRO—UCLA quarterback Dennis Dummit, at UCLA, completing 289 of 552 passes. He rejoins his

pictured in action in ttie Bruins' 45-20 win over USC college coach, Tommy Prothro, who makes his debut

last Novemk>er, signed a free-agent contract with ttie as Ram head coach August 6 in the Rams-Cowboys

Los Angeles Rams Wednesday and will report to tt»e charity game in the Coliseum. Dummit will compete

Ram camp in late July. Dummit, 6-0 and 180 pounds, with four other quarterbacks when the Rams open

threw for 4,355 yards and 29 touchdowns in two years camp.

SC BOUND-Frank N Stein, noted de«ef»>eve tackle bound for USC m the

fall, makes special appearances at the Universal Studios throughout tt>e

summer. See Mr. Stein Saturday, July 10, when CRA sponsors a tour of

the Universal set. TickeH may be purchased at KH 140.

*unbap in analjeim

UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads
y/ Apfs. - Furnished 17 >/Apf$. h Sharb 19 /1?oom and Board

'|3

'-r^i

-I'M

» :'4

•>j

'^ Autos for So/e...7r;;;;7;;;r.r29~- y/Aufos for Sale,. »n »»'»»»i»»» 29L

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS — MODERN

BACHELORS
SINGLES— BDRMS

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477-8990 _

^Apfs.- Unfurnished 18

'0 Mini, yCUA Newer 2 bdrm , i 1/2 baths,

carpeting, drapes, exceptionally cool Great
landlord 839 16V7 (18 Jy 16)

OWN large BEDROOM 3 bdrm. 7 mm
campus s6TVno 2 bath aircond 836 6585 (19

Exchanged for Help.. 25

SUMMER apt Female roommate wanted
Brentwood. Your own room Pool. S83 mo
Call Marcia •J72-6686 (19Jy7)

DESPERATE' Girl share 1 bdrm urmshed
apt 1 block from campus parking S70 477-

31 18 ( 1' Jv 7)

MALE Room
encManqe one
bachelor s hom
Jv ^6,'

only fantastic view poof

hour daily housework
' (10 AM 3 PMi 657 '576 (25

t3 OLOSMOBILE —Dynamic 11 Con
,»/tabi« all power automatic somg ta»t

must sell 51M 190 t4|4 Kan ' ?< ^v 3'

67 TRIUMPH Spitfire 27 000 mile* 2 top*

R M Wirewheeis VOT 3*0 124 711$ (John)

n7 i'7i evet "* Jv 'Ij

64 VOLVO Sport BH $44 ficeilent con
dition f n^int rebuilt Ntww braktt, perlect

>'00 Cait4V4 rt6) (29 Jv«)

NEED Female Share with two others

Walking distance to xampus Furnished,

spacious 550 mon 475 5310 ri9Jy2)

CHILD care weekdays after 2 30 Exchange
room board >m-aii salary Prof s daughter,

age I 8 825 3856 ' » JV '>'

FOREIGN student, private room, bath

board Bachelor s house ttnnts court

sv.irhming pool eichange y«rd housework^
weekdays 473 $22' mghts wteken-ls 7ir

0760 • (2JJvl))

r*' FIAT ISO Pastback Wh.te-Red interior

21 000 mi One owvner immaculate cond 471

'U'eves ^
il^Jji)

69 VW Mu»t sell Leave tor Europe CaM
after 4 PM 47T $724. J77 *44J (lfJvJ>

69 VW ftuv automatic new tiret tAociii

E iceiient condition. lUOOVottert Call after «

PM 9J4 3770 t J9 Jv •>

67 TRIUMPHConverttbie MarlLl^ dtan
S7$0. 177 0*J|/Te$ 1W4 fJ»ni»^4

63 TRIUMPH TR4 convertible new top

runs well $$$0 after 6pm . 47) ]9)i (2«^v7)

\>^ For Sub-lease

VENICE Unfurnished apt one lyedrm,

sto.^ refrig $140. One block beach. Call 396-

"li between 4 30 and 5 30 or owner, 479-

ig;2 (l»Jy2)

:23$ 3 BORMS, 2 baths, redecorated,
spacious, patio 1/2 block Wilshire near
.vtstgate. 1237 Armacost apt 2. BR 9-

1257 (18Jv9)
i

LARGE garage apt Single student Julyi-;

Auq 15 S90 total' Friendly atmosphere 826-

,771. .
(SL Jy 16)

AUGUST 1 • Sept. 20. 4 bdrm furnished

custom hillside. Woodland Hills. S400.

Professor Baum 825 4331, days ( Jyl>'

SUMMER room and board m beautiful home
or mother s helper No men Car required

2762013 (2$Jv2)

6$ MOB .v.titt, hard & soft top*, wire

wheels radio Good cond mutt *eii.

i 1000 offer »2S00U 126 4164 (29jyl«)

SINGLES. S115S135 1 bdrm.. $1S5 • S190. On
the beacb. Consider child, pet Utilities,

stove refrigerator included 14 'West-

minster Venice 396-6644. (l8Jy2)

-tl*--

(U Jy2)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Cliarm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms / singles

Fireplace, Iqe heated pool, elevator, pvte

patio, air conditionmq, lovely street Qutei

bidq , maid available North of Wilshife,

convenient to fwys

BEACH Apartment 2 bdrrrtJ, 2 baths, built-

ins carpets/drapes, $245 $4$/mo reducMon
for light management. 277$54l, 399-4153. (18

Jy 7)

^Apfs. h Share /9

YOUR own bdrm . in three bdrm apt., $67.

No lease ten mms campus, eves, 392-

53iO (19Jv2)

MALE Share spac 2 bedrm studio. Walk to

campus . $56 mo 477 4894 eves. < 19 Jy 2)

GIRL to share one bedroom furnished
s60 mon in Santa Monica Lorne 392-9953 or

396-9812. (19Jyl6)

'/ALE Share 2-bedroom apartment,
Brentwood Short drive to campus, food, bus
-and near services 826-1585 (19Jy7)

FEMALE roommate Share 2 bdrm 2 bath
•••'h one Furn $87. mo for summer 477-
'6': i77 9247 (19 Jy 16)

^EVALE GRAO-share large furnished 2

bedroom apt w i 57$ /mo available now
Veiissa 477-5401 (19Jy20)

p'^EERFUL rnaturt student or medical
.!•"!*.'* "««• campus. si95'garden apt $7$
utilities included BR 2-16$9. 477 5939, Ann

SEPARATE room, bath, entrance, large
beautiful ocean view apt 4544544. (19JyiajL

JULY August, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, air con

ditioned dishwasher parking, negotiate

rent. W Hollywood day 825 3931, eves .
657

0380, Carol (SLJy9)

J House for Renf 20
'' —

'

- —

FURNISHED House ' ('Lease) SSOO -4

bedrooms convenient beautiful location,

excellent schools, available August i. 4$4-

J270. (2CJyl6)

SALARY separate apt board exchange

child care after school, supper physician

and daughter (11) 27$ 0678 (25 A926)

»-M"OTHER S Aid exchanged for meal*,

private room bath/entrance Pooi'tenm*
Salary 520 week, 271 9776 (25Jy9)

66 VOLVO 122S 4 door automatic Radio
heater good condition onftnai owner
SI75 best J95 202J (I» Jv 3»

62 FAiRLANE automatic V-l recond

engine Good condition. leavin« country

Best offer 12$ 67|$ )92 tiS* «a»Jy2»

'6$ MUSTANG Hi performance 4 *p . 150

GT Equipped good miieafe immaculate
Make oHer, 673041 7. evet - (H Jy y>

69 Fiat 850 Spyder, convertible Low
mileage console radto. perfect. mu%t »eii

sii$0 best by 6/21/71 «•* M66 .. (2«Jy2)

63 VOLVO PIMO New tire* Overdrive
Runs good $150 Can 2n 437) after 5 •.m. 129

I

A LITTLE house 1 bdrm, $125 mo. Near bus

lineon Federal Ave. GL 1-4086 (20Jy7)

12BEDR00M house - furnished - 5190 mo.

:Available n.w. Near bu» ime on P«a«''*

Ave. GL 1-4086. (20Jy_7_)

,

bed.VENICE - 2 odrm house near «>e«ch

refrigerator, garbage d.sposal,.S200 rnonth^

392 3578 immaculate Jiqi Kivjy

GROOVY female student private bath.

Sitting room TV baby sitting dinner dithes

Brentwood G^R 2 29*2
^

i25-'vi>

M(5lrH6R S aid — babysitting, tigHT"

housework Private room bath, TV." salary

Telephone 270 4063. 472 8463 (25 Jy 2)

y Room for Renf 26

ROOM in private home, privileges, utilities

included Available now $80 Call 276

1S6J (26Jy20)

FRINGE Benefit*' Outet, attractive room m
canyon plus use Of patto with untrammelled

hillside (deer) Kitchen privileges. No

deposit no lease $95 00 per month 271 1364
*^

(26Jy2)

69 TOYOTA Corolla low milage e«ceiltnt

cond Must sell $noO offer 825 4700 275

5804 tve* (29Jyl6)

66 LINCOLN Continental Beautiful^ Full

power air cond 4 door $1350 HO $ 8008 (29

Jy >6)

1965 CORVAiR Corsa Light blue con

vertibie Stick 4 carbt New engme bad
flywheel $245 477*401. (29 Jy 20>

MORGAN 67 plus 4' wire wheel*. itOOO

miles Original owner eitcellent cond 53050

1$ J 9906 "" (29Jyi6i

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
^ VOLVO—MG
Save on car rental '***^*^ our--^„y ^,r, miif
delivery in Europe Plan" Direct thipn%«nt
also arranged Financing available

191 0445 870 6928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

CAMPIR '47 Chevy, tieept lour, lew mile*,

very ciea'n, *tove, *ink built in*. be*t of

ter $1995 Day* 825 2743 mght*. J94 0392 (29

Cycles, Scoofers

for Sole 30
70 HONDA 350CL helmet * rack, eatra
cle^n 4.700 milt»SS75 Pn prty 654
3737 iJOJyU)

YAMAHA 350 R 5 1970" Very low mileage
Eacellent cond $550 l 276 1 154 day*) (371

1)1 > ewe*'W«t«nds. OOJyUi

67 HONDA )05 Scrambter new brake* Fme
condition Helmet included 5375^ofter jan
479 0124 k <>\ ( 10 Jv 2)

NEED2gIris Share large one bdrm f»refer
non smoker.. J mm. walk campus Garage
Jlliili}-^— : (19Jy7)

$135 00 FURNISHED Single, o"^ bedrni,

w-w white carpeting drapes E'« »P^

piiances Utilities, patio car port Call after

3 30 GR 4 9042 U^ Jy n

3 BEDROOM Beverly Glen Available July

1 Befo-e 1 00 pm after 4 00 Mr Howard 474-

3870
'"JV2,

J House for Sale 21

WEST LOS Angeles 12808 ndianapons St 3

bedrooms large family room l y_*^*[^^
538 950 Open house Sundays For ap

po.ptmfint.gvftnings479l71?
(2lJy 16;

.

REDECORATED- BrenfiyOOd 2 bedrm 1J/2_-

tjath fireplace drapev- «»'P«^', ,,"?*', ^V/
-?|rd rum unf urn 825 6242 472 1944.21 Jy 16^

OLD Bel A.r 3 bdrm 3 baths Pool Fan-

tastic view $79 000 Sands Realtors 476^^ ^^..

6 -J 6 4

NICELY furnished room Gir can work tit

exchange for rent 472 5024 (26Jy7)

PRIVATE and separate room and bath for

responsible student Near campu* $95/mo
472 2580 „ \ (26Jy2)

$8 50 WEEK targe room, large efotet

Pleasant, quiet surroundings Near Santa
Mon. ca freeway 938 9246 (26Jy9)

STRAIGHT male student, rustic hou*t,

kitchen privileges 560 Garage. 10 mm frorVi

campus 836 6730. eve* (26Jy7; '

FEVALE Grad Student— K.ngsiX^ bdrm
cath Kitchen privileges opposite campus
Gorgeous view $7$ 473 3374tve* (26Jy2)

BEAUTIFUL quiCt. private lath. uTiliTlff.

linens t^9^9 Morning* 451-0*04. Ivening*
477 9811 (26 Jy 3)

67 VW Bug xint cond New tire* and
shocks $800 789 0241 I29jyl6)

62 COMET 4 door automatic heater radio

good tires low mileage immaculate m
ter.or $250 271 09g9 (29 Jy 7)

63 PORSCHE N*w tngiflt Day •35'7245

Eve 545 i$i' (30 Jy 3)

CAMPER 63 international Harvester Metro
Rebu't eng.ne New Tires Kitchen
facilities. Stereo $i. 500 firm- 459 u|9 (39 Jy.,

1954 MGTF Excellent cond Need to *eii to

pay for boat Call Ste«t Sherry 833 4Sli (39

Jv .2)

55 PORSCHE Coupe New Custom paint

Runs good Must sen Barga>n $75C or offer

9|1 073' 29 Jy 2. •

69 BS^ o-i Victor Good condition for

strtet/dirt $500 best offer Call )95 0M4
mgnt* ^__ OO Jv >)

AHV par p«rR,ng '70 Hariey Davit
Lerr«go Excellent condition 1200 be«t

offer Can 39l 0240 (30 Jv I J)

69 BMW R 60 US 600CC Strong fast

dependable German dri«e*haft bike
$•00 offer Call Pete 398 7J05 (K J> 13)

'«7 HONDA S90 only 4500 milt*, great
cenditioq $150. •30-3144. 10 AM 10 PM, (10

J* 2i

r

HONDA CL 850 l4tS/be*t YAMAHA ISO

YR2 C 2400 m. Cherry 5550/be*t Alan 479

9|C* 479 9195 ( 30 Jy 9)

70 HONDA CB1-
offer Call 651 3029

') mil, $375. or b«*f
(30Jy 7)

411 Kelton Ave
479 8144

(off Gayley)
(17QT«)

VAlibU Woman to share i bdrm beach
^* >9$ pt r mo Call Mary Ann, 456 6322 (19

P""- roommate two bdrm turn apt
-»7 50 utilities Color tv patio piano NearUCLA 473 3523. (19Jy9)

LUXURIOUS beach. 3 bdrm/2 baths
Furnished, air cond , pool, available now til

Aug Eves, 393 8347 '
( JV ^'

sno 5115 FURNISHED singles, pool,

carpets, drapes, near UCLA, transportation

1402 Pontius 477 5\t4, 273 8351 (17Jy2)

400 BUILDING ^ ^
1 2 Bedrooms, furnisheo

laeal for year round living

Heated pool, private patio,

parking; Air Cond.

41SGayley at Veteran
478 17:

sub.

,'^^'^'^ATE for two bdrm furn apt 597 50,

I'^l'cW
^'*>'' '^- P«^'0 P'*"0 ***»'' UCLA,

•
j^ "" (19Jy9)

hif,^^^^ Roommate Share .luge two
3*/7^ **"> »>«'h »pt Palm*, quiet Prefer

^^^
^^ 13^14 21 ^

(19Jy7)

^•^^!^1, '*'*"'C* «P' own room Furn.

rAlVu ::• ""»««» 70 Sept 9 $62 50/ mon,

attST luxury by SHARING LARGE
fi.IJltS^'^^ CLEAN SINGLES POOL,
•7. .?«^^*^*^^'*^'SE 641625 LANDFAIR
*^'**«^ (19QTR)-

BRENTWOOD- On a knoll view P''"'*cv^

A 2 1 2 formal dming. bOiM m kitchen Ri ,f^,

826 7626, morns, eves. lV_Ji_^.

138 000 IMMACULATE 2 bdrms 2 baths,

den. i.v.ngroom. pnvac. Of Benedict

Canvon Contact Femma 826 4685 iVJf2:

OUlET comfortable room for grad student

or Med student 393 9109 (24Jy2j

575 OUiET girl Bel Air Panoramic '•ew

Private entrance, share bath Pooi break

fait privileges 783 out 24Jy3")

PR I VATE room and bath for rent in Private

Home Be^er'*"00d »rta Transportation

necessaff Phone 437 57! J 34 Jy 2;

-, 99 JAufos for Sale 29
\/ House 10 bhare ^^ —

zttttTTpThTy iiww^w w
7j OBEL Station /<«9on Must sen *'9'^'*

NEED somewhere to dve this summer'

snare house private room m •'Change for

babysitting 636 323? '22Jrl*

7: OBEL Vtat.on /.agon ^^^Vt'l.tV'oJ
condition" ^'3006r Best or. ce Ve8 9378 i^

rKOPESbiOS. ^ dis^er tatio' g

g tj Ttf» T< t. f tBM

—

t y ping Tr '•'^i-'roir

guaranteed No bargain hunter* reference*
479 1144. 477 «M2 (ISQTRj

S700 and UP
rental, large,
6021.

2 bdrm. available now summer
patio, pool 11*01 Gorham 826

\'^ , C *•** *hare i bdrm. 2 bath with one
\^' Augost bay 425 6739 n.ght. 478

it ,.„ _ '^^ " (19Jy9)

'BEDROOM o/»n room $80 National and
^^'eriand Call MiHe either 380 2644orVE7
• '^ fl9Jy3)

$63 MONTHLY Roommate to »hare house

w^h 2 g.ris W LA 473 4354 ' 'Jv'3'

COMMUNE tcp Be*er.» Gien for friendi»

folks learning i.v.nt together to -nake it

better 986 7i63 '"•'''*

WANT responiibie roomrrates to i*^»'f

B'^ntwood house be ng redecorated Owf»

'00"- ^retergrads i79 $988 82: 3048_ i2Jr

/f-*-^

A-1

F B6 E uOAN CAPS
F B E E T r

6'.

warranty
- r s CAR SER ^'iCE

j*t Dealers Price

A AUTO SIRVICE
795> i/an Nuyi Bivd

aero** from G M Plant

Ca' l»- TfS li Hour*

J Room and Board..7. *^
i5 CHEVY pane' trwcw for sale very goo
cond t.on / Bevt 0»*er Can R#y»ponO I"'!

3:6: ^2«j*:

LARGE apt on beach. 15 mm campus trwn

room seo sharp sat Over 21 pref d Bob. 3t6

9064 (17 Jy 7)

^«MALE Ownbdr
^^ *auna. maid

m , bath Share with two
590 mo 137 5083 after

(19 Jy 7

p,' f,^ ' '>t grad underO'

t'o SC- :)! t, pa--* ng

S Bentiey 272 4736

iOie 4C:

24 Jy 30

-47 OATSUN sport* 1600 mileage 31 OOO
Hard canvas tops Eiceiient condition
©.-.ner lea/ing Can i2C29i3 (29jy2.

-70 PlAT 850 sport coupe SOOO mile*., like

new private party 837 9343 51400 (2«Jyl3)

4S VW.-3(if»f 'COnd tune up new eatractor
pamt Must sell $450'Offer 834 4447
George <39 jy 3)

44 MOB F'bergias* hardtop and convertible
top $850 best offer 392 9551 'or 766 9209, '29

Jv '3
- — ^1^ ^ - ! ^— - ^
59 CORVETTI (Classic engine '963 337

HT wh<tt e«;:enent condition $i 3*0 best

Leaving for Europe 477 itit >39jy^3/

44 DATSUN 4 dr *t.cti new Clutch mu»t
sen $77$ o'fer Pr pty 475 3344eve* '39 Jy
3.
— •"

67 PONTlAC Grand Pf.i full POwer air

condit.onnq eiectrc window* iQw mieage
Te" 392 6 T8 ' J» Jr iJ

69 VW .tug 5000 mile* new ^^ffrW'i
radio !'4C0 offer* 390 7473 <39Jy3j

-

63 TR i. $«$o 6: MBf n:s tape ar con
o tc*' e«ce*ient $8'$ 6$$ 4$3} eve* 65)

'>9Jy3.

•*. tu5*% i-»->' ca good m.its am Pm
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CAIVIPUS Concerts:

What's On:
-Johana Harris, featured pianist will P^^^T"?

*^

the Summer Faculty Recital, to be held
f 8:»

P;"J-

Wednesday. July 7, in Schoenberg HaU Auditonum

Tickets available at Concert Ticket Office. 10851

LeConte Ave.; UCLA ^P^'^.^'j^i^ZJr
Schoenberg Hall Box Office the night of the per-

formance. General admission: $2. students. |1.

-Annie Baily, sponsored by the Committee on Fine

Arts Productions in cooperation with the department

of dance, wiU present a dance concert at 8:30 p.m.

July 9 10, 11 in the dance department's Laboratory

ThwitCT in the Women's Gym, Studio 208. Tickets are

available at the UCLA Ticket office. 10851 LeConte

Ave. General admission: $1.50, students $1.

Exhibits:
—The **Wyclnankl-PoU8h Folk Decoupage," or cut-

out designs, produced by artist Magdelena Gilinsky.

will be on display at the International Student

Center, at 1023 Hilgard Ave., from now through July

12.

—The Annual UCLA Student Design and Pictorial

Exhibition, featuring painUngs. sculpture, desi^

graphics, ceramics and textiles. The display will

conUnue through July 25 at the UCLA Art Gallery.

Hours are Monday through Friday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

URA Clubs:
—Today
The Tennis Club— 2-4 pm, on the Sout^Courts.

The Hatha Yoga Club — noon, in the Women's Gym
200.

The Judo Club— 1-3 : 30 pm, in Mac B 146.

The Karate Club — 5-7 pm, in the Women's Gym 200.

TheKenpoClub— nooii,inMacB146. ^

—Sunday
.

The Aman Folk Ensemble — 2 pm, m the Women's

Gym 122. 106, 200.

The Karate Club— 10 am, in the Men's Gym 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club — 10 am. in the Women's

Gym 200.

The Cricket Club— 10 am, on the South Field.

Lectures:
—Eleanor Rolston will lead a discussion on the novel

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," by Ken Kesey

at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday, in the Tea Room, Bullock's

Westwood, 10861 Weybum Ave. Tickets on sale at the

door.

Et cetera:
—A workshop in reading and study skills for students

here and others in the fieWs of English, linguisUcs

and English as a second language, or those preparing

for a teaching career, wiU be offered by UCLA Ex-

tension starting at 9 a.m. Tuesday, in Room 2325,

Graduate School of Business Administration. Frank

L. Christ will conduct classes Monday through

Thursday. For further information call ex 54684

'^-Auditions for the production of Aristophanes' "The

Birds", sponsored by "The Common Cause", will be

held at 1 p.m. today, back of the Women's Gym.

—Integreal Yoga will meet at 4 p.m. every Monday

and Thursday in the Women's Gym courtyards until

the end of second Summer session.

—The Ovcrpopula^'®" Information Center will be

open from 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. every Monday

throughout the summer in Ackerman Union 2412 to

offer information and referrals on overpopulation,

contraception, legal abortion and venereal disease

—The Visitor's Center will hold tours of central

campus at 1:30 p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday throughout the

summer. The tours are free and open to the public

Hospital director appointed

\

SWORD PLAY—"The Sword of Doom" and "Kill!/' diroctod by Kohachi

Okamoto, will b« shown at 8 p.m. Sunday, In Melnltz Hall 14«9, by the

Film Screening Coop. Admitsion $1.50 at the door.

Movie Cancellation

Tlie Ero§ FUm Society* production of 'Tlie Big Sleep" and "Public

Enemy" will not be shown this week-f^pd as scheduled.

John R. Moore has been appointed executive

associate director of the Hospital and Chnics here, it

was announced today.

Moore comes to UCLA from University Hospital in

San Diego, where he has been administrator since

1967

He received his B.A. and MA. degrees in hospital

administration from \5C Berkeley, and took ad-

vanced graduate studies in public health ad-

ministration at Stanford and Northwestern UniverJf

sities. -...-.. •

^
From 1964-67 he served as Washington, D.C.,

representative of the University of California and

from 1961-64 was assistant coordinator for medical

and health sciences for the statewide UC system. He

has also served as a medical and health coordinator

specialist and consultant to Japan and several

Central and South American nations.

•if* .
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^rpi;im'5i'i^^ Child health care pre-paymeht

'6
Student officials buy CHCPP may face phase-out

=«»^

I
S

:*

"parlong with SLC fees

Three Student Legislative Council (SLC) officers, Lamar Lyons,

Clinton Burch and Rhonda Abrams, have purchased summer
parking permits with funds from SLC miscellaneous expense ac-

counts which are funded by student registration fees.

ASUCLA Controller Jason Reed confirmed the expenditures.

However, he said they do not violate any University guidelines.

"Miscellaneous funds are discretionary as long as they are^pent

in a manna* consistent with the Chancellor's guidelines," he said.

Guidelines

The chancellor's guidelines state:

— Funds may be expanded for programs and purposes directly

related to the University and for the beneficial interest of the

student body.
— Expenditures shall not be in violation of law and shall be

consistent with University-wide policies and canipus regulations.

— Funds may not be given to or expanded by persons or

organizations not under the direct control and management of the

ASUCLA or other official unit of the university.

^^ Funds may not be expanded either directly or indirectly for

i

:?

A partisan political purposes.

According to Steve Halpem, University Policies Commission

student representative and SLC Vice President, buying parking

permits with student funds does not violate any written regulation

in the SLC by laws.

Opinion

.V
•v

^

The possible phase-out of the Child Care Pre-

payment Plan (CHCPP) may be announced at a
meeting July 13 originally called by Chancellor

Charles E. Young to discuss the program's future.

Fearing such an action, Steve Halpem, a student

representative to the University Policies Com--
mission (UPC) has called for an emergency meeting

of the body later this week to see if such action can be

deterred.

. Questions concerning CHCPP were not brought to

anyone connected with the program, according to

CHCPP coordinator Linda {klcKown who said she had

not been contacted by anyone who was considering

thC^possible discontinuation.

CHCPP is a comprehensive pre-lpaid plan which

offers preventive and curative care in an out and in-

patient settings for childreja of students here.

The program, which bnegan in the 1970 Spring

Quarter with the approval of the UC Board of

Regents, was designed to be self-supporting and

provide a broad range of pediatric services includjog

diagnostic and treatment services, laboratory

studies, x-ray and speciality services, 24-hour

emergency services, telephone consultation and

extensive hospitalization benefits.

However, after oneyear of ope-ration CHCPP found

itself facing a $8,000 deficit and with no money to

continue operating through next year.

According to McKown, the deficit is the result of

two problems ; families who signed up for only one

i
i

"Miscellaneous funds are up to each individual to do with as he

pleases. There is no violation, it is just a matter of opinion how the

money is spent," he said.

"Miscellaneous funds can be used for just about anything,"

Lamar Lyons, undergraduate student body president said at a

Board of Control (BOC) meeting June 29.

Rhonda Abrams, educational pohcies commissioner, said

miscellaneous funds are used at the commissioner's discretion.

Reed said there is no record of any summer parking permits

purchased with student funds last year. He also said there have

;? been no permits for the regular school year ordered to this date.

1 Paid I

:•:! No faculty or staff members have their parking permits paid for
:^

iv by the University. "I don't know of anyone who has free parking. I »
:S know I get hit for it," Gene Wilhelm, UPC executive secreUry said, g
g: Sandy Hammer, ASUCLA personnel officer, said no employee,

|
4 inchiding the executive director, have their permits paid by the

|
1:5 association. '_

i
^

•X

I
v.

i
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quarter and a CHCPP nolicy which allowed parents

with children who have ..istories of chronic illness to

subscril)e''to the plan.

Parents were forced to discontinue their mem-

bership because of economic factors or dropped out

after one quarts because they beheved their child

was healthy However, next year this will not occur,

according to McKown who said financial problems

could be rectified by esUblishing monthly paymenU

through a* bank x,

Last quarter the Graduate Student Association

(GSA) allocated $500 to CHCPP which was set aside

for scholarships for those families which could not

afford to pay the base fee Student Legislative

Council (SLC) also voted some money for 'the

program, but following a meeting with Chancellor

Charles E Young who said he would continue to

support the plan, the action allocation money was

rescinded

Dr Charlotte Nuenuinn, anittant profopsor of

pediatrics^and originator of the plan, said hospital

administration 'was * 'skeptical" about the idea

because of the small enrollment and "adverse

selection of conditions" which cause only parents

.with unhealthy children to sub8crik)e

She said CHCPP was a pilot program the first year

and did not expect to break even—however, it ex-

ceeded the $20,000 hospital endowment which the

hospital provided as a contigency fund.

"We learned a lot the first year and we see how we
can now cut costs and still give good service." she

said
Dr Baldwin C Lamson, director of hospitii *^ .d

clinics, said in a letter to Chancellor Young dated

June 1, "In spite of my longstanding interest in

piloting pre-payment contracts 1 cannot
recommend to you that this plan k)e continued"^

because the plan is not economically feasible at this

time.

Early laat'Spr^ng Q*. >, Lamson directed CH-

CPP, which charges $30 a quarter for one child. $80

for two and $90 for three or more children, to close

enrollment which had reached 300. - ^
Uhlike Neumann who subscribes to the theory that

double enrollment will enable the program to con-

tinue because statistically there will be an increased

number of healthy children. Lamson said "If we

provide twice the amount of patient service we will

lose twice as much money as long as the plan does

not generate enough money per person" to meet

Hospital and Clinic charges.

Although 40 per cent of the enrollees had "severe

problems" which prevented CHCPP from breaking

even, according to McKown, if a broad base ol

enrollees were admitted — possibly including em
ployes and faculty children — and an effort were

made to make all parents aware of the program, not

only those with severely ill children would seek out

CHCPP membership

Parents make appointments for their children
—

"

unless it is an emergency — through CHCPP who is

then billed.

Although their financial sUitus is causing some

skepticism. Neumann said most people's opposition

toCHCPP IS philosophical She said people tend to be

afraid of socialized medicine "and the University is

reluctant to get into servjces"

Professors honor Kaufman
By Robin Sanders

DB SUff Writer

^'Ifi^noMhad one fault it was that he didn't know
how to turn people down," John Perry, a member of

ihe philosophy department here said in reference to

the death of professor Arnold Kaufman.
Kaufman, on his way to attend a political

philosophy workshop in Salt Lake City, Utah died on

June 6 in a mid air colhsion over the San Gabriel

Mountains which killed 49 persons.

Kaufman joined the faculty here in the fall of 1969

after serving for 14 years on the faculty of the

University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. While at

Michigan, Kaufman worked on studies in political

philosophy and became what John Bennet, a

member of the philosophy department and a former

student of Kaufman, described as "one of j^e leading

American poliUcal philosophers
"

A self-styled "radical-liberal," he wrote ex-

tensively dh problems of liberal democracy and

^blished a book enUtled "The Radical Liberal."

Kaufman was involved in numerous political ac

^'V'ties in the democratic party and in the student

movement

^hile at Michigan, Kaufman organized the first

^each-ins" against the Vietnam war in 1966 and
helped organize the "Dump Johnson" movement in

^ Arbor His anti-war activities brought him into

*^*<*e CQttlact with many student groups. "He

believed in a lot of the kinds of activities that some

radicals were engaged in but spoke out against

violence," Bennet said

Here. Kaufman headed local 1990 of the American

p^ederation of Teachers which, according to Bennet,

doubled in size under his leadership While he was

president. Kaufman organized a faculty strike

committee which parUcipated in general strike

against the war in Indochina in May of 1970. "The

strike was the only period in which the faculty

seemed to find themselves as a force and Arnold had

a lot to do with that," Perry said.

Both Bennet and Perry described Kaufman as a

popular teacher who demanded gpod work from his

students "He didn't allow demands on his Ume to

interfer with teaching." Benet said
^ ^ ,^

During a memonal convocation held at the Faculty

Center on June 18. Montegomery Furth. chairman of

the department last year. said. "No one was more

dedicated in \^s service to the students at all leveU ol

advancement (than Kaufman)
"

Kaufmans death was the second in the philosophy

department this year Richard MonUgue a l«?ic

professor, died m his apartment earlier th.b t.

The arrest of Angela Davis brings to three th«

number "' • '^^ mnmhrrs the departn^ent has lost.

.rr,^,r . „ ^ promising program m

-.r- 1

-1

K

•I

philosophy here." Perry said

Kaufman leaves behind a wife. BeUy and two

children

Arnold Kaufman /

rewpw'
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•wv CONTESTANTS WANTED
for T.V. Game Show

Guys and Gals between the ages of 17 and 25

Please contact Miss Perth between

10 A.M. and 5 P.M. weekdays at

(213)849-7674

- NO SAG. AFTRA. EQUfTY MEMBERS -

?2^Jli^'

SABA SABA DAY
Tanzania Independence Celebration

' - with
^~*

The Dynamic Soul Band

Saturday, July 10 at 8:30 p.m.

''^
Beautiful people and fantastic party for everyon.

at the ISC, 1 023 Hilgard

(2 blocks south of La Moncha)

.^i*^..i.'«; Admisston: 51 .00 includes

refreshments.

m

4

our Arrow shirts
^x

^ore really

two-lor-the-money shirts

^

7.00 to 11.00

They look good being casual -and they look

great with a tie, for those moments you find

yourself in need of wearing one (or even If

you just feel like wearing a tie!) They are

great shirts-in cut, color and design. Come

see them. Your choice: short or long sleeves.

r

uca
stiKtoffvts' store
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Law prof studies Soviet trials I Harris practices in kitchen

MrH, b l*v#l. ocfc#rmon uokhj. ox^ // • i

moo-thurt 7:45o.m.-7:30p.m.; fri 7:45a.m. 1:00p.m.

ctoc«d sat may 29 through rnon may 31

By Andrew M«»«

DB SUff Writer

One of the major black leaders

in Angela Davis' defense has been

championing the cause of the

Soviet Jews.

Henry W. McGee, a law

professor and co-chairman of the

Faculty for Angela Davis here,

recently returned from a 10-day

trip to the Soviet Union. There he

articulated the concern of non-

Jews for the Jewish people per-

secuted in that Communist

country.

McGee had gone partly for his

interest in Soviet political life and

in politically motivated trials. In

addition, colleagues, the World

Union of Jewish Students, and

other Jewish groups had asked

him to look into the trial of Ruth

Alexandrovich, a Jew and a 23-

year-old Latvian nurse accused of

anti-Soviet activity and recently

imprisoned for a one-year sen-

tence by a Riga court.

Subversive

.' Alexandrovich, whose mother

had emigrated from the USSR and

had also asked for McGee's help,

was one of four Jews in the Lat-

vian capital! allegedly accused of ^
distributing subversive literature, it

All four were convicted.

Though McGee was prevented

from attending the secret trial by

Soviet authorities, he felt his

accomplishment in Russia was to

articulate thte concern for Jews in

the PS§R by non-Jews in the West.

He said his role in the Angela

Davis case gave him credibility,

since the black philosophy

professor is both an official and a

popular hero in the Soviet Union.

He said it is the belief of Jewish

groups here that his intercession

may have influenced the

relatively mild one-year sentence

given to Ruth Alexandrovich.

McGee plans to do further

research in the area of politically

motivated trials, and is con-

sidering applying to Soviet

McGee articulates

non-Jew concern

for Russian Jews

authorities to observe future trials

in Odessa and other cities.

Fails

After failing to get to the

Alexandrovich trial, McGee was

nevertheless allowed to speak

with two Soviet Jews, one a

woman lawyer and the other an

art historian.

**I would prefer to call them

Jews who are members of the

Latvian establishment. . They

felt many Jews in Russia were

being victimized by people whose

-primary interest was Israel

rather than the Jews themselves.

They took «ort of a tempest in a-

teapot attitude. They made light

of it to some extent," McGee said.

After speaking with these Jews,

McGee went to Leningrad where

he made contact with a young Jew

at the city's only synagogue. The

Jew, who refused to speak unless

both men were constantly walking

through the city, spoke of the

penalties inflicted upon Jews who

seek to emigrate from the USSR.

McGee said these Jews are in "a

kind of limbo state," where no

guarantee of escape exists, and

where there is a constant official

harassment: loss o^ jobs, \oss of

apartments in a country notorious

for its housing shortages.

Insight

Henry McGee

After working with the Angela

Davis case, McGee said the Soviet

trip gave him insight into the

problems of the U.S: and of the

repressive tendencies here.

"Political repression is a very

real force in American political

life today. With respect to

freedom of the press—in the

Soviet Union it doesn't exist.

There are many people who would

limit the freedom of the press

here. . .What strikes you most

about the United SUtes and the

Soyiet Union is their similarities

rather than their dif-

ferences. . The difference is

there's still freedom to struggle

here," McGee said.

• OfflCIAL NOTICES •

FROM: Dean of StudenU

TO ALL STUDENTS- STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE

R4>rauiie of »cvere budgetary restraints and Inflation, the health care

.e^c^IvaUaSIe without charge through the Student Health S«^ice

!Sl be sharply curtaUed from those originally planned as described

^ page2^^59 of the 1971-72 UCLA G«ieral Catalog Most s«v c«

will continue to be available, but many of them will be on a fee-for-

^Ice basis. Students who make use of the UCLA Hospital Emergency

^m wUl be responsible for the first $7.50 of the fee, instead of the

first $5.00 as stated in the Catalog.

''"'''"^U'JrrENlSiNCE PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS FOR ALL
NEW. ReTeNTERING & TRANSFER STUDENTS

Concerning Entrance Physical Evaluations, please disregard pages

36-37 of the General Catalog. Personal appearance at the time of en-

trance Is no longer required except for a few special categories. In-

stead new and re-entering students will receive new Instructions and

Physical Evaluation forms with their registration packets. Anyone not

receiving a form should request one by calling (213) 825-2251.

summer fcs^^^"^^^"" ^^
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• Sp««ch Problems
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University of Wisconsin Ph.D.. 14 years teaching Speech

Psychology and General bemoatics. Private Instruction.

wiuiii L iisiew. riJ.
1225 Westwood Boulevord 477-2953 for oppointmont
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By Geoff Manasse

DB SUff Reporter

The everyday housewife? In a

soft-spoken, sympathetic voice

she describes the thrill of hearing

her 11 month old grandson call her

"Na-Na." She proudly talks of her

son Danny's wedding (one of her

five children (ages 14-27). She

swims in her Pacific Pahsades

backyard pool, does the cooking

and the laundry, and plays piano

in the kitchen. All very

everyday—right?

It would be if the above weren't

describing only part of the life of

world renowned concert pianist,

teacher, and lecturer, Johana

Harris. Her "mad*' schedule

includes teaching on the UCLA
faculty, teaching for the UCLA
University Extension, traveling

once a month to teach in Fresno, -

Stockton, and Modesto, holding

master classes throt^ghout the

country, and playing for

numerous benefit concerts.

On Wednesday night, at 8:30

p.m., July 7th, in Schoenberg Hall,

Johana Harris will sit at a nine

foot ebony Baldwin SDIO grand

piano to play several short solo

works in a faculty recital. Playing

-at the request of Mr. Robert Haas,

chairman of the music depart-

ment, she will
*

'kick-off " her

master class being held by the

University Extension from July

12-23. Her students, who come

from all over the world, will

receive complimentary tickets to

the concert. At that time she will

play works by Bach, Schubert,

Debussy, Ravel, and her husband,

American composer, Roy Harris.

Now 58^ Ms. Harris made her

debiit as a child prodigy at the age

of six. She graduated from the

Canadian Conservatory at 10; was

admitted to Julliard Graduate

School at 12. At 15 years old she

was the youngest instructor in

Julliard history; at 17 she was
featured in CBS Sunday night

programs; At twenty she won a

scholarship at the Hochschule in

Berlin, and she was married two

years later. She is also an

esteemed radio and recording

artist with RCA Victor, Columbia,

MGM, Capital, and Contemporary
"Records.

Ms. Harris has recorded the

complete Beethoven Piano Series

for the United States State

Department International
Broadcasting, and has recently

recorded the Roy Harris Piano

Quintet and his Piano and Violin

Sonata on the Contemporary
label. She will soon be recording

the complete Debussy works.

Potter's Studio
11656 OLYMPIC, WIA

• Classes • Memberships
--«

coll: 477-7757 Anytime

Be fitted by Expfiftft.

Bra ond OirdI*

Sp«<iolti«s

G«7 1773

AANKAMfttCAtO
MASTa CHAtCE

VAUOATEO fAMNMG
WnHFUtCHASf

931 WESTWOOO BlVD . WESTWOOO VtllAGC

SEPrs
GIANT SUBMARINE

OB photo by Gooff Monaftso
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Manny's Barbers

When you say, "take just a liMe bit off/' we take

just a little bit off.

1091 1 Kinross Ave.

• antique jewelry - contemporary jewelry -» trench bikinis ^
I/)
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A LA MODE
'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093Vi BROXTON AVENUE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE i

CR 9-8204 '" '[
'^-'"^

o
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- jewelry imports from trance, moroccu, >,weden, india. grecce •

DO YOU READ FAST ENOUGH ?

READ ING DEVELOt^ENT SYSTEMS

READING IS A MECHANICAL SKILL.

IT IS LEARNED BEHAVIOR. ANY

ONE WHO WANTS TO LEARN TO

SPEED READ CAN' ' I

R EAD ING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

ATTEND THE 7 LESSONS IN SEQUENCE

DO YOUR HOMEWORK DAILY AND WE

GUARANTEE TO TRIPLE YOUR READ

ING SCORE* OR GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY

BACK.
. COMBINATION OF SPEED AND COMPREHENSION

READING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

FREE MINI LESSON
AT 1067GAYLEY WESTWOOD. CAl

NEVER ON WEDNESDAY
• THURSDAY JULYS 8 00 F M

FRIDAY JUi;.Y 9 8 00 P M

10 00 AM• SATURDAY JULY 10

LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER

FOR JULY'S CLA

CALL 9339171 FOR FURTHER "^""'^"MATION
i viw*^3rESS* -

10968 Le Conte. Westwood

witli this coupon

15C discount

«»M«>1l4>lla<IM.~- .. ..Y'

^

On Any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE
J good thru S*pt. 15

' 'Si

r

Live in a Suite
at LaMancha

I
p.

a good alternative to dorms and apartments

n three bedrooms, full bath, living room,

refrigerator

tH carpeted, air conditioned, maid service

n ill meals prepared

i_j privacy when you want it, recreation and

social activities

:. t

i
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PersDectivesm United States education
l_w___ 1^

g^ Lawrence K. Marsh

TUi IB ikr Ant »Mt •# • t«« by La

^

Since the cod ol World War II. the United States has been

and wiU continue to be. for better or for worse, a major

world power ^ # -^ w-.-«
Many Americans from that tmie on have found theni-

selves increasii^ly in contact with naUom and peoples of

the Eastern hemisphere, primarily as a result of improved

communication and transportation.

As a result of this increased contact, a more m-

temationaliied educational curriculum has been in-

troduced in universibes and public school systems

throughout the United States on a limited scale In addition,

the Peace Corps and foreign student exchange programs m
-the United States have met with some degree o^ success.

= Still there are many Americans who fed that theu-

country can afford to be the blindfolded policeman of the

world and that despite the American ascendance to world

power it is not necessary to learn about the naUons and

peoples whose lives we so deeply affect by our acUons, both

in political and non-political spheres

Background

Such an attitude can be linked to one's educational

background, primarily because of ignorance of many

centuries of foreign civilizaUons which haVe made our own

civilization possible.

The scientific inventions, the cultural achievemente and

even the phUosophical thought of countries in the Eastern

hemisphere have contributed much to the basis of Western

t^ f>

civilization; yet we w Americans are on the whole very

much Johnnys-come-lately in realizing this fact .

School boy WstonT""
*

All too often, a typical schoolboy world history couree will

CO something Uke this: Western civilization got its obscure

beginnings in ouUandish places like Egypt and

Mesopotamia, where after a short existence it lapsed badi

into barbarism and paganism untU it became semi-civilized

in the hands of the ancient Hebrews in Israel.

Greeks come

Then came the Greeks, who combined their culture with

the Judaeo^hristian tradiUons to produce the true Western

civilization. ^
Then along came the Romans, who took this Western

civUization to Central and Western Europe where it

flourished many centuries before coming to Amenca to

reach its goWen zenith in us. the only mie Uych-bearers oC

world civilization.

And the story goes on, there were Umes when Western

civilization was threatened by hordes of godless pagans.

The Huns, the Mongols, the Turks, the Avars and the

Norsemen - all in their turn - threatened to stamp o^t

Western civilization.
.

But happily, God was on our side and gave us His Divine

Power, and so the pagans were all fortunately repulsed.

,

Exaggerated

This picture of worid history instruction may be

somewhat exaggerated, but in aU too many instances it is

not altogether false.

^he International Student Center will husi its

on
4tb annual PING-PONG TOURNAMENT

Fridayv July 9th at 5:00 p.m. If you are inter-

ested in this event, drop by the Center and

Certainly the Judaeo-Christian civilizations of the world

cannot be discredited as valuable contributors to the

civilized work! ; but it must be realized that many aspects of

Western culture come from the East.

For example, many familiar themes of the three great

monotheistic religions of the world (i.e. Judaism,

Christianity and Islam) are all to be found in

Zoroastrianism, an ancient Iranian religion. Even if Moses

lived before Zoroaster, this would not necessarily exclude

possible contributions d Zoroastrian religious thinking to

the Judaic traditions.

West owes East

Even in various aspects of material culture, the West

owes much to the East It was the Chinese who invented

gunpowder and the rocket; it was the Chinese who invented

.paper money. One of^e earliest introductions of paper

money to Western Asia (and ultimately to the Occident)

was by the Mongols who invaded Persia and the Arab

countries in the I3th century. And there are historical

records which prove that the notion of a bank check or

promissory note goes back to the era of the Persian

Achamenid empire.

These are just few of many examples of Eastern con-

tribution to Western civihzation, and it is not the case that

in saving the world from sin and sorrow in the 20th century,

the United States is introducing new ideas to the Eastern

Hemisphere. ^

Fll I SUN 1:36 - .,n. . . ll:M

JIHES FEIFFEffS

sign-up.

International Student Center

1023 Hilgord Avenue - Westwood - 477-4587

Mute Write

<v.

The
Saffron

Robe
Boutique

1 108 Gayley Ave., Westv/ood 477-7203

326 N. La Cienega 659-0708

Hours. 10-6 Tues.. Wed.. Thurs.. Sot. 10-9 Men & Fri; closed Sun.

"h with Uttlt UmUn', Bavti Ivy's

Tfctattr Nnr prttfictiM ins a wtokai

•tffi.Mkts WAVES. aiiMtlistil

LilCIITa...lirKtw Bwy's H«plt

ntftrstaK tfet play m Mil as Afti

Artiii's trtliMl ii HY. ati- ftr•-
lay its sfvtral Itvils af eaaitfy

^^mlnSuUivan. Lji. TIMES

CENTURY CITY PlAYHOUSt
lOSOt WIST PJCO Q'^Q_01J00

0m -suA/p^v^ o^j.^

CU2 we need letters and columns

( 10-65 margins please

)

new! organic drinlcs

and salts

lor .health

food freaks

1K)R YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus of any out-of-print store, we stock 50,000

titles, new and old. all subjects. Browsable — buyable.

Needham Book Fii _

11613 San Vicente Blvd. 826-6533

- Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or beacfiwagon -

opple juke—straight from "Pti^adise (Cal.) Heinke's superior quality apple juice made from

mountain grown. rip0, sound fruits- unfiltered, no sugar, no water, no preservatives.

One quart, 59<

Vifo-Vege Sea Solt-by Angelan, the originol. Oceon salts, celery, parsely, alfalfa, lettuce.

turn^ leaf, carrot leaf, beet tops, fjarlic, onion, spinoch, sea wrack, kelp, water-cress.

4 oi.. 564

Gayelord Mauser's Spike-salt plus 26 piquant spices, herbs ood exotic flavors -good for

hype on everything but ice cream.

3 oz. 894

Oayelord Mauser's Vege-Sal-AII purpose seasoning soft, vegettsed with »4 row dehydrated

vegetables, soybean extract, sea greens ond yeast concentrate. '
•

4 ot.. 55<

Students' store

APM^PROFIT MAKING
ORGANIZATION

ion SHOMO lUY Ortr HOM us tiCMSh
1 tv buying tn bulk, kaapmg •»«• oxarttapd tow by flHninoling )K« fancy itora. snd

by •atwig ««ry liM« our««t««a. tl«« if] «nix a>« cu< iKut potting •normout iovingt

on to yow

2 Ail pfollH tro>n )S« kW* of m«rcHondit« go rigKl inio our pockaN Vou o<« nc*

Mppctmg Hm> doton »«cuii»M m Now York oHtcm

1 W«CX3rslOlb«l>0«*in Ktghprawuratolo*.

4 AJI p'oduc«t«o'dKo««>K«

(ornvlot* porti and klbo«

fwo'onroo >ro<n >Ko >nonv

toctwrar

5 OaHing whol\ou won) ond
nood >\ mco wnporlonl to

^ Ition toll>ng o (yHOfn

6 Vow con co«na mIo ono
<i ow' ••wo* ond |uit took

orownd WhpM^ a »«to»

mon broo'lvng down you'

as
ucia

^

conlecttons. b level, ackerman union 825-77

U

open r . nnrtnv fr idoy 8 3<> n m -tj -
-' v. c l >—

. v<
*3 kardon

j

4SW^lB«f|

PU/S

Two oi' kuH>*'**>Of> booiitK«4l tp«<ili»M

I xt Price $300 00 COMPlETfSVSTCM NOW SI 97.00

CM
I. »0(»K
«lrfC»«rry

^«nkC«^* A*

3371 S Ovortond A.*

lor

VAMNVni
Cor^o tn Altoy

d»J6» Von »^4uT« •^^
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Tenure for administrators?
bditor:

In preparation for the day on

which the University of California

will become a democracy would it

not be wise for long-time ad-

ministrators to have tenure

posiUons like those^joyed by

senior faculty memtie!^

Once this reform \s ac-

complished administrators would

enjoy positions of security. Froni

their ranks and from the ranks of

the tenured faculty would come

candidates for chancellor. Each

UC chancellor would be elected by

majority vote of his campus body

politic which consists of faculty,

Students, staff and admin-

istrators. This democratically

elected- chancellor would then sit

on the Board of Regents. Seated

on the Board, each campus
chancellor could to some extent

free the University of California

from outside political control. The

chancellor could thus play a much

larger role in implementing

policies favored by the UC
campus communities.

John Key
Campus

' Bicycles
editor:

Little do I wish to denigrate the

efforts of the Bicycle Lobby but

rpaders should be cautioned

against a too literal acceptance of

the claims made on its behalf:
-"'

Bicycling does not reduce smog
levels during the jmost noxiuos

periods. These are the very times

when^ traffic is heavy and each

bike will slow down cars.

Every moment an automobile

engine runs and every ac-

celeration to pass contributes to

smog, and each application of

brakes contributes to particulate \

matter concehtrations, notably

asbestos particles.

It is often suggested that

cyclists should be concerned with

the width of drain grids, etc. on

the edge of the roadway, with the

implication that bicycles do not

belong in the middle of the lane.

That is a very dangerous practice,

cars will attempt to rip by about 3

inches away from a cycle on the

edge of a lane.

It is far better practice to make
them follow until they can pull into

the next lane or you have a long

stretch of open parking lane.,^

Cycling saves little money.
Bikes are easy to steal and there

are many determined thieves. I

lost one at UCLA that way and the

police lost some man-days
processing the creep who stole my

second (and present) vehicle at

UCLA. Both were locked with the

strongest cable lock 1 could find at

standard bike racks. Stronger
racks could be produced but
taxpayers apparently prefer to

kmy police and asphalt regardless
of actual cost.

Cycling in LA is definitely

unhealthy, especially in the
summer and near freeways. I

found in the past that I would have
sniffles and a headache, and
would be extremely hot and tired

for 30-45 minutes after the 2-mile

ride from my apartment to UCLA.
A couple of days ago, however, I

pedaled hard all the way and
arrived refreshed, even during

heavy traffic on a bad day My gas
mask was ordered through Frank
Steen of Earth Action Council at a

reduced group rate, and I suppose

he would be willing to send

another group order.

It's also useful just to recover

from smog-induced drowsiness or

headaches anytime and should be

standard equipment for freeway

driving. Thanks, Frank.

George K. Tuckerll

L ibiration
« ;

Editor:

Moving on the third week of the

iirst summer session we find

ourselves, onfce again, in the grip

of the day-to=day boredom of day-

to-day classes. Cramming a

quarter's worth of work (which is

really a condensed semester) into

six weeks is such fun!

Even though you may not know
it, there is more to Westwood than

books, classes and three-dollar

movies. One group of particular

interest to those of you who would

rathfer be human than humanoid is

the Westwood Liberation Front.

The Westwooj^ Liberation Front

is a community organization

whose purpose is to serve the

people of the community. During

the regular school year, the group

sponsored events ranging from

showings of movies ("Don't Bank

on Amerika" is a dynamite flick),

to a community garden, to a food

cooperative, to free rock n roll

concerts. People are researching

the possibility of a tenants union

(and to think what you're paying

now are "low" summer rates).

To sum it up, the Westwood

Liberation Front is involvwl in.

building alternative institutions.

Alternatives to what? To the most

decadent society the world has

ever scene.

We would like to get more things

together this summer. If you want
to help and get involved, come to a

food conspiracy meeting (every

Tuesday nite at 7:30 at 663 Gayley
(OX house)).

CONTACT LENSES
Xi

FIHED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
REFIHEO Opfom«*ri$/

Westwood Village '0^59 Weybum Ave

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR9 2ni
1^

^ S^'

"'PIAZA

SUITE'

IS NEIL

SIMON'S

LATEST

GIFT TO

HOLLYWOOD!
- CHARLES CHAMPLIN, LA Times

lll()uinil||llTNAII

-Th>NglL SIMON Pl«y

n\

^
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.^ k.

ilJUIIIEEii JAMMA IeE
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•#!»¥ 7 i z :'C . -, • 8 20 • 10:20 P M

5^., a!,':: Show Fri. Sat. & UtL t2-?0 AM l

-
I I

David Sacks

Westwood ! iberation Front

SANTA MONICA
1 40 1 SANTA MONICA MALL

Corner Santa Montco Biwd

Opei Daily 9 30 < 30 - Mil ni Fri 1 30 9 Sm 105

1000 wffsrwooo ilvd.
Corn«r W«»rwood and W«yburn

Opii DaUy 1 30 tiO lO-Mti AFri OMtfl 00

wi Acciri

MIRACLE MILE
5473 WIlSHIKf BtVD.
B«tw«*n Dunimuir and Co<Kran

Daily EiCMt Sii4«y 9 S 30

HOLLYWOOD
6340 HOLLYWOOD 11VO.

Hollywood Blvd at Ivor

Daily 9:30 9-SaL 9 301 30- Sm. 104 30

COSMETIC
PUFFS
79c Value

Now ONLY

Tortilla

Chips
Delicious, Crispy, Crunchy

Regular or Toco Flavor

33
MM«aBiHlMMMeH4lipiPn^^HW)«W«^^

re'Me, eosy, mo<ip'n i^i' "kji^

No hanging Holdi two qoart«.

Choo»« Pink, b\v. Mint, Lilac

or Gold.

$4.95 Value

099

5»/i-Oi.

bag
39c Value 23i
RAZOR
BLADES

49cDoubit Idyt
Pkg. of 7

R«fl. Of

c

Stion Cold Cretm Y ,,

Dry Skin ClMPMr ^^

special get-acquainted prices!

BEAUTY
ESSENTIALS

by DOROTHY GRAY

8 or. Biret (R*0. 1) 00)

NOW *2.00
12o> •<zt»intg.$6.50)

^ NOW ^3.50

INJECTOR BUDIS

Pkf. of 9

Rtt.$1.1S 77

Wonderful »«ving» on the Skin Car* favorrtw women rely

on to keep t»teir complex'tont clean, clear and amooth.

Select the Cleanser best suited to your skin type

- at special savings now.

Save your face
and

Save $2.00 too

Moisture Petals*
LIQUlOMOlSTUF^tZ^

byOuBARRY

Polluttd air. Over heoted
,

roomi. Wind. Sun. How dof

your %kin toke It? fight boo
wifh DuBarry'* liquid moittur-

ii9f. A rich, non greoiy /otion

that ttandi guard ogomit dry-

n«i», Wear It ur^dmr mak^vp in

fhe morning. Wear ff fo bed iJf

nighf. Moittvrm Peto/i. you

cou/dn'f oik for o genf/er pro-

fee for . . . (f'l hypo-o//ergenk.

rM.>^"„

HI RiTf DRUGS

VORY SOAP
PERSONAL SIZI BARS

4/26'
»ninim»'<

DISCOUNT COU»'ON

HI RITI DRUGS

# i »!. » »

Concentrete

5 01. Tobe
Sl.SfVoloe

k '<

:„^.l.

ii TAMPAX
•feter
•fWff

Rox ot 40
$1.93 Veto*

i3

r i

pias^c

7 01. Box '^

*%c Valve
mr ?

, > \\: iv. i, V

CICAN
" ) L*«r-

AllPwri

Gieot 20

^ Bottl«
'jn̂ .^ 79c VoUe

SOAKS OUT STAIM

,t.ijt «,j...jm itififcilii* <WWi«*«'

f)||^l.|Ri

fe.,>..'.t..iMik--<'

I
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UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads

AOVf KTISING OFFlCf S

KtrcklM««H«inil

Vfor So/«. 10 V STvics Offered,. H VTu»orm3~:^^^ V^pfs. - furnished. U

PayaW* in •dv«nc*

OCAOLIWE !•:>•• •«

THE 0»My »r¥»ii §•»•» *«•" M»PP»^ *• **•

Uf>iv«rsitv •! C»l»««rni«» »^ '«*.•*' ,?fl
dUcrimination aM fMrtUrt clattHijJ

•dv«rtitHt« *«fvic« will 1*^ **^"!2r!
•vaiUMc f •nrmf «»*•. »•» •"•'^Jf^
»MM»<II« »• *<!»<•«» -^ oH«ri«f |ob»,

d*»crim.»»*»•» on «»• b«»«» • '^•^•' f^J^

mt Univtrtitv IHK «!• ASUCLA & Dally

Irwin h*» i#i»t*t»««ttd any ol tM »afw»ca«

Dr.veln Pt»o«« Wi^tOt' (IOJyi»i

All 4X %p9»kf%. walwut cabinet r««. UM.

re,u.ar t«), now »l» SCOJCM TAPEJW
DoTyOter on T" rtolt BRANONEW noi

Ct«lorVtJdH.tapa,tJ "••ch '^o'^ pa»»word

1731

KtiMER stereo system, Garrard

; 0*.«s.ona.*ch.n9... Aqu.r.us sp**'.ers •

S43>/3H»»yO

J Farout Stereos, »»onaWe Color Ty^AII one

year old. under ^.arranty Most *•••
JJ' J>J»'

4S4Jt32
OOJyU^

J Etthhainmenf ••••••••••••••

VOUMGRAOS dance. Friday, ^^^J^\\^'
too Hilvard. teator.n9 Gladys Bucket

5^sr«TMan.G.rlttl OO.Guyst. 2> (2Jv*'

CATALINA Holiday Cotta«o» Oaily/We^ly

special Hermesa Motel. p»»on# Ava«on 747;

Boh M* Avalon. t07M. (JOTR)

Y Hofp Wanfo(i......M ^

JAN & OEAN 1 female modoli wrtli »o«« hair

tor »n album 472 7744 U5$2 P*rli Lane

Circia, ••< Atf .
OJyw)

SCUBATANK, certified, 72 cu H . S«"f*|»^®

«,ith J valve, boot, pad., ^^»^*]'^^ * }l\^

vest t» i2> 0014, »24 4U4 (lOJyU)

TfWY square Buclwer told watch Jin

tftrcO^n^eable straps) 140 00. ««> »»'*"^*

c*ral be^s,;n$ T)0^7J 5^M ('0''V^>
• J fc' fc T*i^i | j y*nin^.. .^

~

GIBSON Hollow body elec 9»*^*r '^^ lU'
A AM^, Wah Wah, Fuii *'••.•

. 'f;:
0341

(lOJyU)

DRIVING Sci»ooi $»»0 hr "Road Safety

s?nce .f2l State Credential '»*"7 »I»„*,

443 •7SJ
(11 oik;

y TrOV6i..... '.''

GIRL wants same to travel m Europe. Leave

August Call 322 4Wt^ ''^•'^^'

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and »|»M

EUROPE Many departures (including one

"•^** FpoMsns
€ALL; Flight Chairman (213) •3^^2401, 424t

Overland Ave , Dept A , Culver City

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-

"fenced Univ Prof Positive r^olU .nv

Ham Easy conversational jneiDa*! (trial

473 24f2
*'***

/ Typing 15

LARGE apt. on beach, IS min. campus. Own
room S«0, share-SM. Ovor 21 pref'd. Bob, 3t«

>044 (17Jy7)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

TYPING — legal documenti, theses,

everything IBM Composer available. Have

car Call Alison, 874-7972, *• p.m. (ISJyM)

THESIS, other misc typing done P'^»'"P»'V;

^Piectric (Pica Courier) typewriter Near

campui Mrs. R,ta Sohoiow, 398 »a»0 ( 15 Jy

20)

TYPING— Editing. Term papers, ritsumes,

letters, theses. IBM English grads

Pica/Elite. Kay-Nancy 124 7472 dSOtr.)

FEMALES Needed - Psychology E«

per iment 2 sessions. I 3/4 hrs. total. « 00 No

Psychology maiors 3t3-4»45^ (J Jy W)

FULL TIME sieretarv/0«l Pr*4»v '•'•''»

with young stockbrohers Pleasant at-

mosp«>ere interesting involving worn *•©

mtr UJV«)

UHER 4000 Report S taperecorder,

microphone, genuine leather cast,

rechargeable batteries $175. Eves, 3t3-

8341^
,

nnjvvu

BICYCLE Peuf««t custom PXIO 10-speed.

2$" frame. $1S0. Ask for Joe at 4$2-«»25,

days <'OJy^>

SIAMESE kittens Clean ft lovable • price no

obiect to good home Call 7*1 41»4. (lPJy»)

EUROPE Discount flights. Also lsr*el,

Africa, ind.^ 40% <»";, '"^'^"ronTa'c"
Charter fh^ts Student rO. cards^ Contact

EASC. 323 N Beverly Or , Bev. «'''»'"

902)0 274*293 (13UIKJ

1O07 broarton,wwrtwood

Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/London/LA $258

WILL trade Underwood standard typewriter

(S250new) for good electric gu'lar Call Skip,

391 015$.

TYPIST, expert. Statistical, charts, legal,

technical, psychiatric, '^S* '

•^f*"'?!"' ^'['P.

papti-i. the^s. musical WLA tM-MlS. ( 14

Jy ')

QME WAY FLi&MIi—

TYPIST- Theses, dissertations, books,

termpapers Specialty math and technical

typing Accurate, rapid service 7*1 5SW. (15

S 9)

TYPING fast and accurate. Reports,

manuals, theses, correspondence. Call 479-

*291 or 343-7245. (15Jy7)

Furn 1 and dens, i bdrms. / singles

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg , maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Keiton Ave. (oft Gayley)
479 1144 (17QTR)

SUBLET July-August: spacious one-bdrm
and den, walk UCLA. $1*0 a month. 451 QM7
anytime (17 Jy 7)

LUXURIOUS beach. 3 bdrm/2 baths.

Furnished, air cond., pool, available now til

Aug. Eves, 393 13*7. ( Jy 7)

400BUILD>NG
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond. -_^,

—

415 Gayley at Veteran
478 1731

FLUTE Artley, silver, excellent condition.

$70. A«er*PM. 473-3931. (IOJv7)

ADVENT MMel 100 Dolby noise supressor,

brand new, $22*. Call Sandy, 274 1270 a«er

*00PM. —r .- ^ (lOJy7^

LON/LA
LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA

$148

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

RABBI'S Wife noeds mother's helper. Call

413 3114 (3JyM)

DECISION making eiperlment. interesting

/ involving One hour, $1 $0 Can win $20 00

ReysterMliFraniHal i (3Jy20)

PERSONALITY Test Bring '"V ^
,r,end FM 35«». t 2:30. $2 50 each, through

Juiyt.
iJjy"

COMPLETE Stereo system. Roberts AM-

FM, line speakers. BSR record changer^ List

$300. sacrifice S145 Never w*«|-„gL«*
sound. 731^207 (10QTR)

Balvysitter Tuesday af»d Thursday a»ten»oon

4 30 to 8 00 P M Own transportation n—r
Century City $53 4483 beginning July *. ( »Jy

7)

FREE Rent in e«change for "House sitting"

month ol August Bel Air 825^)485 (3Jy1*)

WANT to make $300 a week? ***^Tr*.?^
womenneedednow! call 7*9 59*4 (3Jy11)

COLLEGE Girl. First grader needs you all

summer 2/3 afternoons Some Saturday

•ves Car necessary WLA, 472 9929 after 2(3

Jy 131

BABYSITTER Our home Enperienced girl

with no children Thursdays, 8 AM.-* PM.
H 2$hr Westwood. near bus, 475 1077. (3Jy

13)

y Services Offered. »

»

^fcj REFRIGERATORS

acu.H.as4owas4.t$/mo.
' (wiltiyr. lease)

. ixu. ft Models Also Available

CALL POLAR LEASING 47i-3*91

DRAFT Counseling. Le«al — Medic —
Psychologic. Miami, Fla. 305/t91-373*. (11 Jy

23)

TEACH basic skilH necessary for personally

fulfilling, successful college education.

Experience university teaching liberal arts

-

jositive results. 451 ^•41 moms. (lUylO)

Julys
Aug 6

Aug 24

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

More flights available on Walt List. All

flights limited to UC students, staff, ex

tension and registered Alumiji. Members.

Also Headquarters For *

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays

in Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

X TIWTT 8TUDKNT ntAVBL*UINI CHARTER FLIGHTS
1007 brazton,wB0twood

TE LE : 477- 1 1 1 1 or 473-4443

GENERAL academic/busmess style. IBM
electric Professional/accurate. 8 yrs. ex-

perience Santa Monica area, 399 2009. (15

QTR) . I

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,

guidance, IBM typing. Satisfaction

guaranteed No bargain hunters, references.

479 8144. 477 *382. (15 QTR)

DISSERTATIONS -proposals, first and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports. Best

references Editor typist. 393-9109. (15 0TRJ--

$J/»ir plus ION of sales Supervised field

work 12 7 pm BMMUMe 475 1221, 47$ 5044 9

am 8p

oppoIrtunity
For Girls 21 35 yrs

Have FUN A earn liberal expense allowance

Accompany eligible men touring the city

(1in 46 V>3471 hrs 1 9 pm 7 days

'professional photography
economically priced, specialiiing in Wed-
dings A Portfolios Phone Gene Goldstein,

4*0 0000 Elite Photography. (llJv20)

GERMAN tutoring by qualified instructor

with classroom experience. Phil Buttoli*

397 S355 (11 A5)

PART Time Opportunity: Represent
meaningful consumer services, non-prollt

organiiation rich rewards for efforts. In-

formation and/or application, phone:
Califorinia Consumers Club, 274 8984. ( 3 Jy 9)

FLORISTRY Become a professional florist

Convenient evening classes. West View

Floral School, phone 477 2429. 11515 Santa

Monica Bfvd, WLA. . (lUyU)

NEED new clothes? Professional seam
stress, dresses, pants, tops, men's shirts,

alterations Alternoonsor eves. 837-1784. (11

Jy 9)

EUROPE Israel. One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISCA, 1 1*87 San Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., 90049.

82*5**9 (13 QTR)

JET to EUROPE

Aug.>2*/ Sept. 2* LON/AMST $2*9

Sept. 2 0"« ^*y *° AMST $13*

and many other flights

Indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure date
and call Prof. P. Bkntler UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc., 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Beverly Hills, 277-5200 or 679-31 1 1

.

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts.

Experienced. Weekends, daily 5-9, 828-

1142. (ISQTR)^

V Wanted.. 16

WANTED to rent: 2 bdrm house, Topanga
Canyon, beginning Aug., Sept. References.

825 2*0*. betw.9 4. (14Jv >

WANTED: Now, Graduate student and
family share 3 bedroom house, Venice near

beach SlOO/mo. 821 8229 d* Jy 7)

^ Apfs, - Furnished. 17

$140. ATTRACTIVE well-furnished large 1

bdrm. front apt. Separate garage, laundry

2324-33rd Street. Santa Monica. *55 33*0 for

appointment. (17Jyi3)

"^^TmPuTtOWE RS "

BACHELORS SINGLES
2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH

HEATED POOL -PATIO .

Deposits now for summer/fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

. Mr. LyncruGR5-5584.

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS.
Singles accommodate two. One bedrooms
accommodate three ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR AIR
C094D., block campus. Pool, sundecks,

garage *25 Landfair. 479 5404. (17 QTR)

^Apts. - Unfurnished 18

10 Mins UCLA Newer 2 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths,

carpeting, drapes, exceptionally cool Great

landlord. 839 1*97 <^»-^y'*>

$235 3 »ORMS,^-4^ baths, jedecorated,

spacious, patio. 1/2 block Wilshire near

Westgate. 1237 Armacost apt. 2. BR 9-

1257. n%Ji9)

JIEACH Apartment - 7 bdrnsc, 2 baths, built^

ins, carpets/drapes, $245. $45/mo reduction

for light management. 277-5548, 3^9-4153. ( 18

Jy 7)

^Aph. to Share '9

SUMMER girl Share/one. Walk campus.

$75 Huge place. Available now! Cathy, 474-

1759, days 825 21*1 (19Jy7)

GIRL Roommate wanted, deluxe 2 bd-2 bath

Ac, pool, bale. $150 1409 Midvale 473-2537. ( 19

Jy 20)

01 RL wanted to share large apt. with

working girl, 25, in WLA/ Santa Monica. Call

Buffie, 937 4270, days. t'^-<y^>

) OR 2 females share large 2 bdrm
townhouse, pool. Start August Day. 472 8927

GR* 15*5. (^9J)f^(i)

GIRL to share one bedroom furnished

SAO/mon in Santa Monica. Lome 392 9953 or

39*9812. (19Jyl6)

$110 $250. SPACIOUS 2 bdrm., 2 bath.

Bachelor apts., near facilities. Available

June 15. 645 **30. ' (17Jy7)

MALE Share 2 bedroom apartment,

Brentwood, Short drive to campus, food, bus

and near services. 826 1585 (19Jy7)

FEMALE roommate. Share 2 bdrm. 2 bath

with one. Furn. $87/mo. for summer. 477

9*12,477-9247 (19Jyl4)

4 ROOMS spacious apart. $180. Garage -

many closets. 512 3/4 Veteran Ave. EX 4-

8193, adults only (17Jy7)

FEMALE CHAD share large furnished 2

bedroom apt w/1. $75./mo. available now

Melissa 477-5401 (iyjy20)

SEPARATE room, bath, entrance, large

beautiful ocean view apt. 454-8544. ( 19 Jy 13)

FEMALE students needed to participate in

sociological experiment $2 session (1 1/2-2

hrs) Esther, 479 8835. (3Jy7)

You are |ust the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
$45 per month while helping others.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Suite 210

or
Call 4780051 12-7 p.m., MF

LEARN hypnosis Lose weight, improve
your grades, quit smoking. Call Dr. Emits at

823 3910 now ('' Jy13>

VOICE singing speaking. Group or

private. Brochure. GR 2 71*9 before 9:30

AM or alter 9 :30 PM. (11Jy7)

3 ONE-WAY. Charter Flight tickets. London
toL.A, Sept.lO.CallX5l22l. (13 Jy U)

LONDON—LA Jet ticket $125.00 Departs

London August ninth Ken Kantor, 849-3911

Days, *54-1490 Nights. (13Jy1*)

EROX

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

o»mplcto

CoPMiig Service
FLASH! ^ ^F $2U^ trai

1 A ^ JW

472-6412

$332 R T Fares
LA/EUROPE/ LA
DAILY 747 FLIGHTS

1 Year Validity - No min. stay
•Age 15 25

Tom.CampviRop. 823-1963

^ IAisce\laneous ••••••••••••••

KARATE: Self-defense development.
Beginners: 7 8 Mon/Wed, 10 11 Sat WLA
Karate School, USO SawTelle, WLA
Student rate - no contract visitors welcome
(member: Japan Karate Assn/AII America
Karate Federation. (ilJy7)

EUROPE Charters Several scl*edules from
$250 roundtrip, $150 one way Coordinator
Professor Margaret Paal, 247 Roycroft,

Long Beach 9gM3, 213 43« 2179 (13Jy9)

FREE 2 beautiful striped tiger cats, 1 yr.

old. spayed, have shots, well-mannered with
children 398-0935 after 4 p.m. (5 Jy 7)

V For Rent

FURNISHED psychiatrist Psychologist
office Beverly Hills Medical BIdg Five days
orless No lease. CR4-3033. (Jyi3)

— — - - - — III- ''^ '

ATTRACTIVE Housing available in in-

tegrated Crtnshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw
Neighbors for h«M%#/Api »nfo 29*.32ft:
wkndt, 292 5175 (7 QTR)

y Kides unered 8

DRIVING East - CMca««. PtHla, N V .

Harford Lv. 8/10 . 1/1$. Call 471 $$2S (ans.
serv. , 1^ t^t

y Rides Wonfod 9

AUTO and motorcycle insurance for

students and empioyees. Call Allan Sobel.

781 5S27 . 873 5815. eves., 783 3$»9 (11 Jy9 )

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rates

RCA models Free delivery free »^^'«*; "
hr phone y49li9 (IIQTR)

Information and Referrals

For

birth control abortion

, venereal disease tre«tni*ent

vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation litera««re

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

nnday IP 2

A, -an Union 1412

stwoeni I un

i«r«^ Miv day by scheduled atrlin*

•tiWi Fares from all maior US cititt

ilmcl LA) from f1H roundtrip.

s%urailpas>es. Student Railpasset.
Insurance. Car Purchase, Londpp
Accommodations, Tours. lO Cards.

free European Maps * literature Ni
passengers/Currency converters

"Student Travel Headquarters"

AIS FLIGHTS

$210 2 bdrm. 2 bath. $isa 1 bdrm. Near
transportation 1328 Barry Ave. 479-«142. (17

Jy 13)

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE -S50
Deposits now for summer /tall

MRS. KAY - GR3-17B8, GR3.0524

ONE and two bdrms., pool Reduced sum-
mer, also Fall rentals now. S18 GlAnrock
Ave. 477 n«.'- (17Jy27)

555 LEVERING
smiles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westvirood

GR7 2144

NEED 2 girls. Share large one bdrm Prefer

non smoker. 5 min. walk campus Garage^

473-5753. {^9Jijn
' ' ~

i.

MALIftU. Woman to share 1 'x*'^'",, •***#*;

«

apt $95 per mo. Call Mary Ann. 45**322 (19

GIRL roommate two bdrm turn apt.

$97 50, utilities Color tv, patio, P'»"« ';**'[

UCLA, 473 3523. ^I^Jy^)

ROOMMATE for two bdrm. furn apt. ^^T^Q.

utilities. Color tv, patio, piano. Near UCLA,

4733523. - (19Jy9|

FEMALE Roommate: Share huge two

bdrm, two bath apt. Palms, quiet. P"^*'*^

24/over. 839 1*21. (19Jyn

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING «-ARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL,
SUNDECKS, GARAGE. *41-*25 LANDFAIR.
479 5404. (19 0TR)

2 FEMALES share 2 bdrm, 2 bath with one

Start August Day, 825 *739, night, 478

1703.
U^JV"

FEMALE. Own bdrm., bath. Share with two

Pool, sauna, maid $90 mo. 837 5083 after

«rO«, (l»Jy7)

SUMMER apt Female roommate ^*"'*^

Brentwood Your own room. Pool
**J

"^°.

Call Marcia, 472-*4M. '
(l9JyM

DESPERATE* Girl share 1 bdrm f"/"'*^**^

apt 1 block from campus, parking y^ *''.

.3118 JjZjUJ

Near Veteran Ave. (17 QTR) y Fof Sub-JoOSO

I

SCLF-MYrMOSlS Classes Vm can learn to

eliminate cramm.n^ and recall and release

material studied vrt JJ* li FW dailT Ttt

QTR)

ns* Santa Memca Wvd
* t A 900*9 274-I742

it/ltoilt. east Santa MaiiiCa/ OaUcnyi

-..i!.STji,,«a^,|i

FROM Car son, 9 '• clack class, bafh
sessions, have permit, shall drive your

^ W» «^UIV********************** •W

.^uarante*- ^. K.tOQ rniivs Unive«s*i

M«grs tn^ 1 ng Corp. IMSI W Jet

fcrson Blvd . Culver City. 8M •$*$. 87*^

t$4$ liOJyU)

MODERN OAHCt CLASS INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE. 4/28 8/19 MARIE
MARCHOWSKY. SOLOIST MARTHA
GRAHAM CO 1112 PENNSYLVANIA. S»4.

nataoo 47* Ji29 ^ illi!j**

AUTO Insurance too high? Students anc
•mpioyees call Robert W Rhe<» 839 7270 or

C^estaH T«*evlav i» PM Saturday 2 4 PM
lIudinTi $2 Call tor broclHire The Gro«p
CoMlar,4$*MM (ttOTR)

^ luronng••••••••••••••••••••••• IH

^ERMmN male native spealier. eKper'ienced
tutor, all levels, reasonable rates Call 828
4870 (I4jyl*)

FRENCH —French: Evper Parisienne
t>orn tutor Grammar, conv accent spec DU
3 92*1 (Ujnit)

PWRSIAN . beginnmg class cotoquia
language taught tttrewgh linguistic method
V Ida 714 AM 4M«( collect) nights (UJyf)

/OO and UP 2 bdrm. available now summer
rental, large, patia, pool. 11*01 Gorttam, 82*
6028 (17 Jy9j^

'" " ^aliTtoucla
spacious — modern

bachelors
singles— bdrms

rteduced summer rates
Reservations for Fall accepted

OI^FICE: SU Landfair, 477-8?90

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles A i Bedrooms
Pao( ^ynd^rl» A 'a jndry

.....->. „.._-. ...^..>._*. .m>,i rales
Ai vc *or •*1l

$4* GLEN i.-^ * "' L^NOFAIR

LARGE garage apt Single
««<»•"*„,'"' J, 1;

Aug 15 $90 total' Friendly •'"»*P*IV jv i*)
*771

OLJV

AUGUST 1 Sept 20 4 bdrm. w"'*"*?
custom hillside. Woodland Hills. >*w«

Professor Baum, 825-4331, days «
JV '•"

'lOBLET ju.^ ».o9usf turn. Spacious I

bdrm and d«n apt walk UCLA $l*0/month.

4$1.0887 (SLJy7)

JULY • August, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, air con

ditioned dishwasher, parking, negoTiai"

rent W Hollywood, day 825 3931. e^" ' *%'.

0380. Carol (SLJy^'

y Hoi/$e for Renf ...>«..>—»jO

FURNISHED House 'Lease) $500^^*

bedrooms, convenient beautiful •o**'?'"

excellent schools, available August i. •>

7770. (''' "'* •'

2 BEDROOM house furnished *'*V""
Available now. Near bus line on ^fy'^'j

..^ Ave GL 1

HVednesday. July 7. 1971 UClA Sunr^nner Bruin . 7

What's On:
Tickets:
—Summer Faculty Recital, featuring pianist

Johana Harris, to be hfeld at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow, in

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium. Tickets available at

Concert Ticket Office^ 10851 LeConte Ave., UCLA
dept. of music, Schoenberg Hall and at the

Schoenberg Hall Box Office before the performance.

General admission: $2; students $1.

riA Master's Dance program, featuring Annie

Baily, will be presented at 8:30 p.m. Friday,

Saturday and Sunday, in the Women's Gym. Tickets

available at UCLA Ticket Office, 10851 LeConte Ave.,

General admission: $1.50, students $1.

Xectures: . . __
—Reverand Ann Davies, s{)ritiual leader, temple

of Tarot and Holy Qabalah, will speak on "Tarot," at

7:30 p.m. today, in Social Welfare 147. Tickets

available at the door.

—Charles W. Doak, United Ministries University

Pastor, will speaic on "The Myth of the Objective

Consciousness," at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow, in the Tea

Room, Bullock's Westwood, 10861 Weyburn Ave.

Tickets available at the door.

eluding Erna Berger and the Berlin State OrcheSffi;
will be shown at 10:30a.m. and 1 :30 pm Saturday, in

the Espquire Theater, 2670 Colorado Blvd.,

Pasadena. The film will be repeated at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. Sunday in the Plaza Theater, 1067

Glendon Ave, Westwoiod. Tickets on sale at the door.

Et cetera:

Exhibits:

—A workshop in reading and study slulls for

students hi&re and others in the fields of English,

Unguistics and English as a sedbnd language,, or

those preparing for a teaching career, will be offered

by UCLA Extension started at 9 a.m. yesterday, in

Room ^25, Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration. Frank L. Christ will conduct classes

Monday through Thursday. For further information

-call ext. 54684.

—The Overpopulation Information Center will be

open from 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. every Monday
throughout the summer in Ackerman Union 2412 to

offer information and referrals on overpopulation,

contraception, legal abortion and venereal disease.

—The Visitor's Center will hold tours of central

campus at 1:30 p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday throughout the

summer. The tours are free and open to the public.

*.H

N

M

—The "Wycinanki-Polish Folk Decoupage." or

cutout designs, produced by artist Magdelena

Gilinsky, will be on display at the Internationa]

Student Center, at 1023 Hilgard Ave., from now

through July 12.

—The Annual UCLA Student Design and Pictorial

Exhibition, featuring paintings, sculpture, design

graphics, ceramics and textiles. The display will

continue through July 25 at the UCLA Art Gallery.

Hours are Monday through Friday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Films:
—'•8 1/2," directed by Felini, and spgiisored by

URA clubs:

Hedonics, will be shown at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. Friday

and Saturday, in Social Welfare 147.

—"The Marriage of Glgaro,** with soloists in-

Today
The Integral Yoga Club — 4 pm, on the Women's
Gym Green.

The Judo Club — 3:30-5 pm, in Memorial Activities

Center B 146.

The Hatha Yoga Club— 5-7 pm, in the Women's Gym
200.

The Kenpo Club — noon, in Memorial Activities

Center B 146.

Tomorrow
The Indoor Soccer Club — 7-10 pm, in the Women's

Gym 200. ^
'

''•'"

The Women'^Karate Club — 5-6 pm, in the Women's

Gym 200.

The Rung Fu Club — 3-5 pm, in the Women's Gym
200.

DANCE CONCERT—"Oott" from "Innings and Outings/'

choreographed by Annit Baiky, and priorw^ by B«th BagnoM and

Robert SmalL all students here, will be presented at 1:30 p.m. Friday,

Saturday and Sunday, In the Women's Gym, Studio 20e. Tickets available

at the UCLA^Ticket Office, 10851 LeConte Ave. Genaral^admltsion: $1.50,

students %\.
"^

PLEASE HELP
Community Services Resource Center

For more information on any of these volunteer positions see Cathy Hanan after 1 p.m. In

Kerckhoff.Hall 309 or call 825-7368 after 1 p.m. Monday thr^gh Friday.

1

e •

I

Community Need

The Free School is looking for volunteers to

teach classes in anything—either academic,

vocational, craft—you name it.

A 19-year-old black youth needs help in t>aslc

reading skills — although a high school

graduate he cannot read.

Requirements

-^Transportation and teaching ability

Ability to teach reading; transportation

Hollywood.

ISC seeks volunteers

for English program
The International Student Center needs volunteers to participate In Its

English Conversation Program, according to Betty Marble, English

Conversation Coordinator.
" "The Center offers conversation classes to foreign students, resident

f^rergners and visitors to' the Las Angeles community whoae nr^othar

tongue is not English," Ms. Marble said. "The resident foreigners Include

Mexican Americans, Chinese Americans and other nationality groups."

English Conversation classes are small and emphasize Individual

attention, according to Ms. AAarble. "In the classes the Instructors may

concentrate on any kind of sub|ect — current politics, fashion, sports —
and flcllltate communication between all members of the group. It's a

rewarding thing to see people from so many different countries find a

common language In which to shar^ ideas and feelings, and to share In

The friendships that develop." Ms. Marble said. "Classes are offered

weekdays from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.," she added.

The classes are taught by community volunteers whose native

language is English. During the summer vacation period there Is a need

for students, staff and faculty to supplement these volunteers, according

to Ms. Marble. "Help for even two hours per week would be so ap

predated," she said. --vr
Interested parties are asked to contact tt>e Internatlortal Student

Center. 1023 Hilgard Avenue, at 477 4S87,

.j-fy. -

to

Do you"live in Burbank? A big brother is

needed for a 16-year-old boy who lives there.

Male with

someone.

Interest In being a companion to

l:S:S:.:«S5.5*^^

DB has free coffee
• r

^ House for Sale 21

WEST Los Angeles 12WS Indianapolis St. 3

bedrooms large family room I 3/4 baths
S38.950. Open house Sundays. For ap-

pomtment Evenings 47? 1712 (21 Jy.1*)

R^DECORATEO, Brentwood 2 bedrm 1 1/2

bath, fireplace, drapes, carpets, mo-care
yard, furn/unfurn 82S «242. 472 1944(21 Jy 1*)

OWD Bel Air. 3 bdrm. 3 baths. Pool. Fan
tastic view. $79,000. Sands Realtors, 47*
«4«4. (Jy30)

BRENTWOOD On a knoll view privacy, 3

& 2 1/2 formal dinmg, built in kitchen. Rl'tr,

826 7*26, morns, •¥••, :. UlJy fL

y House fo Share 22

SANTA Monica. Yer own room, »*5 00 mo.
Pets welcome, yard 39S 4M0, anytime. (22 Jy
20)

J Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help... iS

MALE Room only, fantastic view, pool,

eichanqe one hour daily "©""^o;",,.

bachelors homedO AM 3 PM) 657 1576.(25

y/Aulas for Sale 29 y/Aufos lor Sale 29 >/Autos for Sale ...29

FOREIGN student private room, bath/

board Bachelor's house tenms court/

swimming pool, exchange yard/house work

weekdays. 473 S221, nights weekends, 7M

0760
(2JjyiJ»

'70 FIAT 150 sport coupo, 5000 miles, Ilk*

new. private party 137 9J43, »1*00. (M Jy U)

MUSTANG 1970 - Power steering, disc

brakes, auio trans , radio, runs great r- Can

LOUIS 27S 7721 anytiiv* '*'^_!.'

AUSTIN Cooper S 127KC •carte*. b«l./

polished, mod head A manifold, racing cam,

competition suspension, twin fuel pumps,

lines, roll bar. mag wheels, sun roof,

custom interior, 4 spkrs A bucket seat

S2295/0lfer 241 4075 «itO». (29 Jy 30)

'65 MGB whit*, hard A soft tops, wire

wheels, radio Good cond , must sell,

SlOOO/otfer 825 0014. t26 4M4 (29Jyl*)

*9 TOlVOTA Corolla low milage e«c»llent

c6nd Must sell $nOO/offer 825 4700 275

5804 eves (29JyU)

196S CORVAIR Corsa. Light blue

veriible Stick/4 carbs New
(lywhtel 53*5 477 5401

con
Vad

(29 jy 20)
" '• n

SALARY, separate apt, board eichange p

child care after school, supper physician

anddaughter(ll) 27S0678 (25Ag26) ^r*

MOTHER'S Aid eichanged for meals,

private room, bath/entrance ''oo'/,^*"'"*

Salary 520 week 771 9n6 <»-'y^_'

NEED somewhere to live this summer?
Share house, private room m exchange for

babysitting 836 3237. ^ .
<22Jy1*)

563 MONTHLY Roommate to share house
>*'th 2 girls WLA, 473 4354. (Jy 13)

COMMUNE top Beverly Glen for friendly
folks learning, living togettter to make it

^tter 906 7443 (27Jv9)

)/Room and Board 24

^ALC student grad/undergrad meals, walk

^ school, pool, tv, parking Reasonable 400
5 Bcntlev 272 473* (24jyM)

J Room for RenI 2o

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

*^'
, 4000 Mil*

^rfy i I ~<^ N* • warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

I AUTO SERVICE
957 Van Nuys Blvd
OSS from G M Plant

ROOM .M private »<>">* P^'V'****;
"*'"****

mcluded Available now VW C*" "*.
,

tS64

NICELY furnished room Girl can work in

exchange for rent 47 2 5024 l7iJ)f7)

S8 50 WEEK large room, '«;.9* /;**•;.

Pleasant, qu.et surround-ngs **•»'.^•"I't
Mon.ca freeway f3« 924* ^2<Uly9)

STRAIGHT male student, rustic houM,

kitchen privileges, 5*0 Garage 10 mih f^om

A-1 '

• • across ITQWrt \» rn rtmttt ^
Call 894 7075 24 Hours ^

'*0 MBZ IM t7S0.

radio, new battery
9052 evos.

T
aint traniportation fm
perfect mech cond tn

(29 Jy 7)

MORGA>4 67 "plo\ »". wire wlieelt. 19000

miles Original own., r cellent cond 52850

4S4 990* (29Jy1*)

'^
EUROPEAN DELIVERY

VOLVO—MG
Save on car rental •»» •«*' "•»»¥ hore take

delivery m Europe Plan' Direct shipment

Also arranged Financing i^yailabfe

It I 0445,870*928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 WBshinqton Blvd.

«7 vw Bug xim cono: Hm tiret and
shocks 5800 789 4241. (29 jy 1*1

4) TRIUMPH TR4. convertible new top.

ronsv^m M50 alter *pm 47J J91I (29Jy7»

Cycles, Scoolers

For Sale • ^u

Ma'RLEV tSI50 1971 cw«t*«« M»»»«, M«f.
> hioned Mssv bars 51.000/ or t*lie

P4rments Tom 479 2*42 (10Jy2Jl

To HONDA MOCL. hofmet B rack. t«tra

dean « 700 miles 5575 Pn prty ,
*54

2727 (>OJyl*»

rAMAMAJiOR i ''« Vtrrtow miieago

E.t4.|l»ni cond 5550 (27* 1154 days) (275

lllleves/wkends) .
(tOiy U)

WHY pay parking TO Haft*v Davis

L*rrego E«c*ll*nt conditton, 5200. best

offer Call 391 0248 (JUyU)

69 BMW R *0 US. 600CC StrOfif, tOtt,

dependable German driveshaft btht

S800 olter Call Pet*. 398 7305 ( JO Jy 1J»

TR4 6S white low mileage hardtop. Pirellis,

wooden steering wheel immac cond . 5095

Eves J93M*7^ (WJy 11)

TRIUMPH 67 Spitfire O'drive. am/fm
radio Mictseiins. new tonneau well m»in
tamed 5900 455 19M (IfJyM)

62 COMET 4door.autonnatit.lit*lor. radio,

good tires low mileage immacutate m
tenor 5 250 271 0989 '29 Jy 7)

HONDA Ct JSO i4Bt/BO»t YAMAHA 188

YR2C 2*00 mi Cherry. 5550/best Alan, 4Tt

980* 4 79 9195 —

"

( JO Jy 9)

70 HONDA. CB1T5, *.I00 mi». U«. or bO*t

offer Call*5» 3029 (30 Jy 7)

campus 834 *7W rv»»<l

,:.;.;.)«i
-:^

^Aulas for Sale ^V
' »

:ond.t^«i 4 door . perfect Q»tU>'_^ >J1

Exchanged for Help.. 25 u c.ncolh cnn^o... fuju-.i-^^^F.^

DOwer air conn « ooor iujw ">'
»

*4 VOLVO Sport Bl»544 lacellent con

dition Engine rebuilt. New brakes perfect

5700 Ca'l*** '•*! ,
*^' ^^ "

•9 VW Bug. automatic, new lire* »hock»

Eicellent condition 5i*00/ofters Call ah^r *

PM 914 1770 _!i?_:^'J
-=- a II C >*OW

(29 Jv7)

** MGB Fiberglass hardtop af«d convertibte

top 5850/besl offer J92 9S»t (or 7*4 9«09) (29

OLDS *8 Cutlass 2 dr vmyl top. new tires

iRtcowd .BMt offer J92 11*1 (29Jy20)

7 Bicycler

i) TRIUMPH uonww t
-

ST50. 877 0*38^7*5

'fMALE private rm. bath and small
">***€ f for katoysittiitg iv^ dishes Walk to

•«hool 2/9 1401 (25 Jy 20)

power

'** DATSUM 4 #r , sfKli, now dirtch, mint

sell 5775/offer Pr /ofv 475 3344 eves (29 Jv

45 MUSTANG Hi performonco, *%9 , 350

GT EguipRed. good mileage immoci»**9o

Make offer «r7 ft4i7 eves (29Jy7)

59 CORVET^' «\sici engine 1943 327.

HT white. •' condition. 51290/best

Leaving for Europe 477 4444 (29 Jy 11)

CAMPER *7 Cfievy sleeps *0ur low rml»s

very ciean slov* s.W. BUiM Ihl WH «•

fer/il99i Days 825 ?741 mpMs 194 0392 (29

TO AUSTIN Am.r.ca. good miles. AM/FM
rfl«(o CofI 2M J9M after 5 only 51400 Hurry
up' (29Jv9)

—BtKeCOLOGY
( A New C6n<ept)

PEUr.FOT STEYR

Specialty 10 Speeds

11416 Wilshire (near Sa«VK

71 IV77

:t>
v> • • It III •• ** •«);<*«••
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UCLA Summer Bruin

Matzdorf high jump record spurs U.S. win
^M ' M _'

. ..^ . r !.;» r.r*K nJo^A finish nian has Dlaced second mnp

By Doag Kelly ting the Final 220 yards, to defeat

DB Sports Writer F rank Shorter, and decided not to

BERKELEY-Pat Matzdorf try to double
^ ^ ku.

was the hero but he certainly As it was, Prefontaine had his

:^n'Uhe^!?y o^ ^ tl^^ilS hands full without Sharafyetdinov

SUtes ralhed from an early one- in the field. -It was a hard race

point deficit to defeat the Soviet harder than I thought, he

Union, 12^^110, ill Ihe 10th renewal commented,
^^^y^'^^f^^

of the USA USSR track and field ^"^'^^^^^^T^^^^^l.TZ
meet at Edwards SUdium in

Berkeley.

Matzdorf, 21, a math major at

the University of Wisconsin,

added insult to injury to the

Russians as he high jumped 7-

6-1/4, breaking Russian Valehy

Brumel's 7-&-3/4, set in this same
competition in Moscow in 1963

going to try and work together for

two and a half miles, but by the

sixth or seventh lap, I felt bad.

With a mile to go, I saw the

Russian (Vladimir Afonins) still

there and all of a sudden, I felt

better." Prefontaine's time was

13:30.4.

Steve admitted that the lack of

^•11% ^

Pat'sprevious best was 7-2, and world recogniUon rankles hun a

he finished fifth in the NCAA bit7butindicated^itmay be^onlyA

meet, so he came to Berkeley temporary proWem. '*I know my

relatively unheralded. Most of the

22,000 in attendance had their eyes

on Reynaldo Brown and the ^
Russian jumpers as the event got

under way. •

Matzdorf quickly got their at-

tention, however, when he leaped

7-4 1/2 to break the American

record set by Dick Fosbury in the

1968 Olympics. By now, he was the

only man left in the competition,

and after narrowly missing on his

first two tries, cleared the bar at 7-

6 1/2, and then lay in the pit as the

bar wobbled precariously, but did

not fall The capacity crowd then

roared its approval.

Still in shock afterwards,

Matzdorf allowed as how he never

really thought about the world

record. '*All I wanted to do this

year was show steady im-

provement," he said. *i felt so

good at 7-4 1/2 I didn't want to

stop. On my first two misses at 7-6

1/4, I thought Gee, I had the

height. I was actually frightened

for coming that close. ' My big goal

now is to make the Olympic

team."
' Though Matzdorf*s ac-

complishment stole the show, the

Yanks came through in other

areas as well. Steve Prefontaine,

University of Oregon distance

ace, set an American record with

a victory in the 5,000 meters and
avenged one of his rare losses,

suffered at the hands of the

Russians in Leningrad a year ago.

He wasn't entirely satisfied with

his triumph, however.

"I was disappointed that Rashid

Sharafyetdinov didn't run," the

blond sophomore said.

Sharafyetdinov bested Prefon-

taine in the 5,000 last year and Pre
was anxious for revenge, but it

wasn't to be. Sharafyetdinov ran

the 10,000 meters Friday, sprirt-

some of his contemporaries. "But

when I heard Liquori and Ryun

were going to Europe, I figured I'd

stay here and be with my friends

who lost with me last year." The

high jump record? "Yeah, it

turned me on. That was quite an

achievement. Yes, Til train for

the Olympks in Oiis distance. I

hope I can improve as much this

year as I have in the last two or

three. If so, I'll be a factor."

Former Bruin star Russ Hodge

won the decathlon with 7,698

points, but he too wasn't

especially pleased with his per-

formance. "I feel fine and it was

nice to win, however, I'm not very

happy with myself—about 400 or

50(1points^ unhappiness. I would

like to say that I did not perform

excuses for his fifth-place finish,

but added he didn't know when or

how often he would be competing

in the future. The Boston

hematologist arrived in Berkeley

at 11:30 p.m. the day before the

meet after moving his medical

practice from Baltimore. "I plan

to continue to run, but cannot

continue to compete in as many
races as I would like because my
job takes precedence."

Defies AAU
Meriwether did do, though,

what few have been able to ac-

complish and that is defy the

AAU. The doctor stuck with his

usual track uniform of white T-

shirt and gold trunks, held up by

suspenders, the same suit he has

worn sincere t)egan competing a^

\

^
THE RECORD!—University of Wisconsin high

jumper Pat MatzdoH clears 7-4 1/4 in the high jump,

setting a new world record at the USA—USSR track

meet over the weekend at Edwards Stadium in

Berkeley. Matzdorf had a previous best of 7-2/ ttien

cleared 7-4 1/4 to break the American record before

soaring ta the record height in his third and final

Photo courtesy Nick P«tors. B«rk«l«v Gaiette

attempt. He broke the existing record of 7-5 3/4, set

by Russia's Valeriy Brumel in 19M. Ttie United

States men rallied for a 126-110 win over the

Russians, although the Soviet women topped the

American gals, 76>60. Crowd of over 22,000 watched

the action.

age has a lot to do with my non-

recognition abroad, but if I start

running 13:20's or 13:16's, they'll

recognize me. Tve improved
seven or eight seconds in the 5,000

over the past year, and I'm sure I

can improve just as much this

year."

Record or win?

Was he running for the record?

"No, I was going for a win more
than a record. We (the U.S.)

needed the points, and I'm not a

loser at heart. This is my third

time against the Russians, and
they say the third time is the

charm."
Pre admitted he almost passed

up the meet to go to Europe, as did

well in all throwing events, except

the javelin and I was pleased the

most with my high jump (career

high of 6-3) " Hodge*s ne*t stop is

the Pan American Games in Cali,

Columbia later this month.

Although the United States

came roaring back on the second

day of the meet, the first day's

totals left the Americans in a state

of depression.

First, Valeriy Borzov won the

100 meters for the second year in a

row in 10.5, defeating Dr. Delano

Meriwether, Jim Green, Lennox
Miller and Don Quarrie in the

process. Meriwether, who ran a

wind-aided 9.0 at the AAU meet
the week before, refused to make

year ago. The AAU had requested

him to wear the conventional red,

white, and blue U.S. uniform.

Secondly, the Soviet Union took

one-two in the 1,500 meters,

Valeriy Panteley winning in

3:43.2. Had Liquori and Ryun been

on hand, the event probably would

have been an American sweep.

San Diego State's Arnie

Robinson won the long jump
Saturday, soaring 25-10 3/4 to nose

out Russian Igor Ter-Ovanesyan,

from whom Robinson says he's

learned a lot. "You learn a lot just

by watching him," Arnie said,

"because he is one of the best

technicians around.'* Ter-

Ovanesyan, a three-time Olym-

pian, has placed second nme
different times in USA-USSR
meets.

"All of my jumps were terrible

except one, but I thought if I could

win I could consider myself a

world-class ;^umper," Robinson

went on. "I got on stride that one

jump. Technique-wise, it wasn't

that good, but the wind helped. I

can adjust to favoring wind under

the allowable, but everything else

is difficult."

use relay team
The fans in Berkeley got a

preview at what may be the

fastest 440 relay team in the world

next year as USC's Willie Deckard

and Don Quarrie were featured in

the 200 meters, Quarrie winning in

20J- Quarrie, Deckard, Edesel _
Garrison (leadoff man on the

victorious 1,600 meter relay

team), and Leon Brown will run

together and set their sights on the

world 440 mark of 38.6 held by

some pretty fair Troy athletes

including Lennox Miller, Earl

McCullough and O.J. Simpson.

Quarrie, incidentally, ran for

Jamaica and the World All-Stars

and has defeated Deckard in three

220's and one relay.

In women's competition, Doris

Brown of Seattle set an American

record with her 4:14.6 in the 1,500

meters, but it was only good

enough for second place behind

Russia's Tam'ara Pangelova, who

set a meet record in 4:13.8.

Willye White, a veteran of four

Olympics and winner of two silver

medals, won the long jump with a

21-4 leap and then reflected on the

U.S.-Russian meets. She is the

only woman to compete in all 10

meets.

"These meets are not as in-

teresting as they once were.

Maybe it's me because I'm getting

older. I continue competing

because I feel I can win a medal in

the Olympics. Russia's women
are better off t)ecause they have

the competition. All the better

athletes are in Europe and they

have several meets against each

otheJL**. The Americans had^

another problem as well, ac-

cording to Willye. "We're ac-

customed to competing on Tartan

and then they bring us here to a

dirt track," she said.

The United States men now hold

an 8-2 edge over the Russians in

the series which dates back to

1958. The soviet women have won

nine out of ten from the American

gals. Ironically, the combined

men's and women's scores found

the two nations tying at 174-all.

t
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AvoiUibl* tor ^umnn«r

$4.00 plus tax

AH lOSA Kl*k^«i*«r

•octariology 107 - Rodford
2 . toini

100 Niib«*

ISO MwrpWy
EdiK^iMini . n««i«r

Hn»«ry 7t Yvf««N

PpIMcoI Sci«nc« 2 • MwtWi
Mi**esl Sci«K« 121 Manin
Psychoiogy 41 • WidMtM
P*yc»«olooy 110 - Cmr4m
PvycKology 125 Hoitrnuw
^•ycHologv 1SS - Konow**

For odditional courses

call or '-—
-
- ^

10851 LINDBROOKDR. \
bik N WU»Klr»-l % BIV E W»»rwood|^

Un Happening Gostronomique feoHirtts

AN EVENINGOF AUTHENTIC JAMAICAN CUISINE
on Sunday. July 1 1 Ot 7:30 p.m. 6uest of Honor will ^be the

well-known Jamaican John "Fred"ClarluDinner: $5 per person

International Sh>d«nt Center 1023 Hilgard Ave. Westwood 477 4587

900 Hilgard Avenue

474-1531

No Sweat, Foreign Student!

We will ship your personort eHects bock to yoiK home with

protessioiVJf Bftlcienty . . . qt cHorggs tH^ won '

t-hurt-

%.4TKV 740 Ti401

HiLLEL COUINCiL

DANCE
July 10 8:45

Members $1.00

Non-members $2.00

URC Auditorium

San Diego Shakespeare Festival

$4.25 for the matinee of Taming of the Shrew

Meet at Hillel at 9 a.m. in the Upper Lounge

Bring your sack lunches, and money for dinner

afterwords if you would like to stay.

Pl«as« xT^m your reservations l>y WKfn*sday~ \

"

iolv2] 474.1531

If you can possibly drive let us know.

*1'IK^ /f'Slf'-
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Young discusses undercover agents
By David Lees

DB Staff Writer

Chancellor Charles E. Young expressed approval 06cS llO SIQIIITICQiIX
Tuesday of the use of undercover police agents on the ^
University campus provided "they are used for legitimate

police activities.

Young also said his attempts to obtain written guidelines

from the Los Angeles Police Department concerning the

use of undercover agents "have been singularly un-

successful" and he accused the LAPD of "stalling."

"If there are ireasons for the use of undercover police

operatives in the general public, and I think there probably

^re provided there are reasonable guidelines for that use,

then I think there are reasonable grounds for them being on

the University campus," Young said during a press con-

ference with the Daily Bruin.

Narcotics

He cited the investigation of narcotics law violations,

theft, and "the ring type of crime, where you're trying to

find out exactly how something is operating" as examples

of legitimate police activities which require the utilization

of undercover police officers.

secret force here

ISRAELI DANCING ',

Every Wednesday night 7:30

^He^dded "Idon't think, however, that undercover police

should be running around finding out what people think.

While there is a feeling that there are large numbers of

undercover agents on campus, I certainly don't see any

evidence of any significant use of undercover agents on the

campus," Young said.

He added "We've been trying for the last nine months to

obtain the LAPD operations manual which deals with the

use of undercover agents, and we've been singularly un-

successful in those efforts. They stall: first the Chief is out

of town, then he comes back and someone else is out of

town, then they say that they're rewriting the manual and

we'll get those guidelines as soon as the manual is

rewritten."

PiMte ky Tvm GalvlB

Charles E. Young

Commenting on the possible phase-out of the Child Health

Care Prepayment Plan (CHCPP) Young said "I would like

to continue the program, and we're having a meeting next

week to discuss the future of the program ; but all the advice

III gel will probably recommend that it be discontinued"

CHCPP. which wat established as a self supporting

program to provide pediatric care for children of students

here, faces an $8000 deficit and has no funds to continue

operations for anolher year.

"We didn't expect the program to break even, but we

vvSbre surprised at the deficit." Young said.

"I'm prepared to sMbsidiie the program if there are m-

dications that it has at least a 50-50 chance of breaking even

by next year If it doesn't look as if t»\ere will be any chance

of Ihe program breaking even, then" you're Ulking about

funding it one more year and having it fold at the end of that

year Under those eondibons, we might as well discontinue

the program this year," he said. - ---^^^^^^^— *

Weybum

Responding to speculation that UCLA may buy Weybum
Hall, Young told the Daily Bruin, "It's not feasible at this

time to acquire Weyburn.

"We <^ant use it for student housing — that's what it was

used for and it didn't work out — and in order to meet our

requirements for office space, we'd have to gut the

building, so I can't see us acquirwg the property," he said.

Young said he is "glad " the University does not presently

possess more housing.

"You can't predict the type of living experience students

willwant — some of the other campuses are screaming for

more money for more housing, but I think we need some

time to look at what the needs of students may be I'd hate

to make it mandatory for students to reside in student

housing units simply because these units had to byxaid for

by the University."

In other areas. Young said he believes the proposed

appointment of Dean of Students Byron Atkinson as

-assistant vice chancellor for student services constitutes an

"advisory appointment to the office of the vice chancellor

for student services, and therefore vice chancellor (for

student services Norman) Miller should be allowed

flexibility in that appointment"

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Friday, July 9, 1971
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PSYCHE PROBER -Thelma Moss, assistant professor of psychok)gy

»>«re and a medical psychok>gist, has performed several •xp«rimenis

which have convinced her of ESP's axistence. She is currently using

Kirlian photography for research.

%

Summer draft counseling offered

Summer (fraft cotHRHlfngls offered from 7 pm to 9 pan. Monday ''

thrr.Mrtv.'rv..^.,^... ;^ t ... c.K.^i '7114 rntiTT^rlific fof conscicnuous

..._-,,_. .^ _^ ^. ,_ _.,.^ .^,,,,^ .,, . y Studdrtg with

problems concerning resei^e or acUve military obligations should

s^ the counselor on Monday nights

By Andrew Most
DBSUff Writer

How does one measure E.S.P. or confirm its

existence?

Thelma Moss, an assistont professor in psychology^

and a medical psychologist at the Neuropsychiatric

Institute (NPl) here, has been studying the elusive

and controversial phenomenon for the last five years

by bringing scientific methods to her research.

One of her research tools is a random generator.

Placing it on a table, she invites a person to indicate

what light will flash by pressing a button at random.

Some people consistently press the right button more

than 25 percent of the time and according to Moss,

their scores are "significantly above chance."

Haunted

This kind of result is one reason why Moss is

convinced "there is such a phenomenon as ESP

She has researched haunted houses. long-disUnce

KSP .
dreams and telepathy, and other para-

psychological phenomena, and is now working with

Kiriian photography

This photographic technique is a Soviet-developed

method in which subjects are placed in an elec-

tromagnetic force fieW before their pictures are

snapped Several such pictures line one of her office

walls shots of a coin, a leaf, and of fingerpnnts On

"all the pholographi, A Whitish aura, or corona.

surrounds the object: —

—

^^

- L..

i%5

^ -^^\

can

M<»8 noted the Soviets claim Kirlian p^

indicate diseases in organisms Uuuugri

She added that such pbotography is part of a

general interest in para-psychology in the Soviet

Union, an interest that makag the USSR a major

center of ESP research in the owrld Moss called the

j^esearch "A reaction to the fact there that God is

^ead People there are looking for unique, strange^

phenomena."

Moss, who has been studying ESP since she

received her doctorate here in 1966. has seen C
tremendous expansion of research into the field in

the last five years, citing research done in Canada

and the United States and some work at other UC
campuses Some of the fields of reseitrch include out

of-the-body expenenc«i (where a person is conscious

of being "out " of his j^hysical body and in another

place), trance like states, psychics, and healing

Fraud

Resistance to the acceptance of E S P 's existence

persists, she noted and there have been charges of

fraud, collusion, and misinterpreUtion of sUtisUcs

She said. "We've lived for the past 7.500 years on

such a materialistic level that if something can't be

measured, can't be weighed, it doesn't exist"

Moss attributed the upsurge of general interest in

E $ P^ in the last few years partly to the use of

psychedelic drugs, which "seem to influence para

psychological phenomrha" She said dr-'o^ '»^tr.n

lead people to explore their own eorv..

through other modes, such as meditation an - , 4^.
n,,,,.. .r.' in .rtifirinl wnv of ffrtttnff therr The

i 1U>

recording of the aura She believes the force it

records may be similar to psychic forces.

meditates daily, said

(Continued on Page 3)
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LIVE AT
MANCllA

now accepting applications for Fall, 1971

maid service Q prepared meals D general maintenance

Qtaunrtfv tacltttli -site recreation Q parking

n location next lo campus D student affairs staff Q refrigerators

meeting and study space

i please visit us and see for yourself

<»aQ Hiigard Avenue
(213) 475-5831

i

Orientation program set

for foreign students
A «x week orienUtion program for 80 to 100 foreign students arriving in

IJsS^August 1 wiU be conducted here by the IntemaUonal Student

^tV(^), according to MaxweU D. Epstein, ISG executive director

The program was established to help foreign students face language

and cultural problems encountered the few quarters m school. When they

have finished the program, the students are able to devote ^mse ves

more fully to thejr academic work with less adjustment difficulties.

Epstein said.
" ""'^

One of the highlights of the program will be a five day homestay period

Each student wiU spend August 20-25 Uving with an American family and

parUcipating in the regular family routine, according to Homestay

Coordinator Paula Smith.

"We don't want the students to be treated as special guests. ''We would

like them to parUcipate in famUy life as it really is, and become closely

acquainted in an unofficial way with people in the community ,

"

^mith

uiilir

Thus far 10 families have volunteered, according to Smith Any

families interested in participating in the program should contact Smith

at 477-4587.

After their five day homestay period, the students wiU live at La

ManchaMost of the foreign students will be attendmgUC campuses and

-over half will be studying at UCLA," Smith said.

This orientation program for foreign students originated in Santa

Barbara under the direction of EpsteuT^^When he transferred down here,

he brought the program with him," she said.

Prof discusses ESR . .

(Continued from Page 4^

Moss was originally an actress and writer. After getUng her B.A^ in

drama from the Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1»39, she worked in

motion pictures, television and tiieater, and wrote feature and

educational films and television scripts. One of her screen plays was

The Detective," starring Alec Guinness. '

Moss shuns the '^occult" image and notes tiiat 80 per cent of tiie people

who claimed to have psychic experiences were emotionally disturbed.

Yet her research continues. Of mind-to-mind telepatiiy she says, It s

like the early days of radio, where there's a lot of static. We haven't

eliminated the static." ''

University Bicycles
SAi-es - Expert repairs
RENTALS - 9A.Oa^A DAY

OPEN 7 DAYS 9-8

1714 WESTWOOD BLVD.

WESTWOOD
PHONE 475-3370

CONTESTANTS WANTED
for TV.' Game Show

Guys and Gals between the ages of 17 and 25

Please contact Miss Perth between

10 A.M. and 5 P.M. weekdays at

(213)849-7674

- NO SAG, AFTftA, EQUffY MEMBERS -

wu.:id^
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Deborah Ashln
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Todd Carter
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Unsigned editorials represent a nnaiority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns
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an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin EHjtorial position. All other

'columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boor-"
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EdiUir:

This is a letter of ttianks to the

Italian Department Right now
where it stands for ttie foreign

language requirement, if a person
is gotng to graduate over tlie

summer session, one may petition

to waive one or two of ttje

language requirement courses

But, if a person needs three

language courses waived, they

must get a letter from one of ttie

language profiessors you have
had, certifying that you do not

have a proficiency in foreign

"J
•

M

language.

So off I go to ttie Italian

department to try to locate a

teacher I had in 1969. After

making many-phone ealls, which
the department made for me, to

locate a person ttiat seemed
impossible to find or rtiayt)e non-

existent.

But he was found, and he

rememl)ered my difficulty and
wrote the letter, so I could

graduate over the Summer
Session. After this happened 1

began to wonder how many
departments in this very
BUREAUCRATIC UNIVERSITY,
would spend all morning and part

nB Editorial:

Pig stymie
- According to Chancellor Gharies B. Young, efforts 4^,\'™ "i

"'''"^ '''''''''*' ''"'*

to obtain the operations manual of the Los Angeles

Police Department pertaining to the policies for the

utilization of undercover police agents have been
unsuccessful because of stalling actions by the

LAPD.
The 1970 Annual Report of the LAPD states

'^Nothing is more challenging than being a policeman

in a free society ..."

We agree that the challenge of police work in any

society is a difficult task. However, it is antithetical

to the idea of a free society that undercover of an afternoon, to sincerely help a

operatives be placed among its citizens without the
f^^"^^^JJ)^

""^
^^i!l?"

'*'** "®^

publication of the rules for the deployment of those
' """ """""

agents, or the rationale for their activities.

The Daily Bruin has consistently fought against

any use of undercover agents on this campus ; but we
of course recognize that undercover operatives are

present here.

We wonder what the LAPD is trying to hide from

members of the public, when a request from the

chancellor of the largest educational institution in

Los Angeles has been stalled for nine months in his

attempts to get a straight answer to some basic

questions.

cck «C

S**«** Ni^^Kf. yATTIC T-SKat^ii «^v#^«

Ws^l^iR^v. n^x^^M i

HiLLEL COUNCIL
DANCE

July 10 8:45

Meqjbef i $ 1 .00

Non-members $2.00

URC Audiforluni

900 Hiipard Avenue

474-1531
.Mi

San Diego Shakespeare Festival
^—

$4.25 for the matinee of Taming of the Shrew

AAeet at Hillel at 9 a.n\. in the Upper Lounge

Bring your sack lunches, and money for dinner

afterwards if you would like to stay.

P1*as« mckm your r«««rvation» by W*dn«»doy

Jvly21 474-153Y

If you can possibly dfive let us know.

ISRAELI DANCIMG
Every Wednesday night 7:30

cs xs

very many.
So thaniis very, very much to

the Italian Department for your

much needed help

Richard Barr

Senior, Economics

IS Mir
I

yiir piir |

esiiclilly I

yiir letlirs
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'Own Your Own'

1 Bedroom

FREE
Stoves and

Refrigerators

INCLUDES

As Low As $400.00 Down - MODEL UNITS ON DISPLAY

BEAUTIFUL
PARK-LIKE
SURROUNDINGS ..

SPACIOUS LAWNS

Wa^e disposal

Garage & Laundry Room
Maintenance & Repair

NEW
WalMo-Wall Carpet

Traverse Drapes
Tub EnclosOfe

Sofa Bed

OPEN HDl'^E daily
Equity Specibiiy .ian Inc.

5779 Clemson Street

Between Jefferson and Rodeo in the

3500 block of south Lo C ienegg • -

LA. 90016 ^ ' '
'

MN EFITS FOR
Income Tax Payers

K you own a condominium

apartment, you migKt have

qualified for hundreds of

dollars a year savings on

your INCOME TAX RE.

FUND.

I

CHILDREN WELCOME!
***** *

.
.
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LetterstotheEditor.

• OffICIAL NOTICES •

't^LL STUDENTS- STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE

» ^ .^^..^ K»H««4Arv rMtraiots •nd Inflation, the mmIa care

!2ir^ !^«5^ «^llS^ lrom^lh«>»e origlnaUy planned a* described
wlU be •^^ !??2riftfl^ UCLA G«eral Catalog. Mo«t service*

^u^^Z ^/^ ttvmaBbilbl^ti^y^f them will be on a fe^or-^
4!? K^J^ Z^J^lho^^tuJ^^L UCLA Hospital Eai««2:

E^lr iSr^be^SiflJl^STthe" flr- S7.50 of the fee, U«tead of the

fim $5.00 m» Hated In the Catatof.

"'^^'^AW^^E^miANCE PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS FOR ALL —

^

^^^^^JtS^TEfmicl TRANSFER STUDENTS

Concerning Entrance Phy.kal Evaluations, please difr««^f<* Pf*"
IMrS^th? toial CatJog. Permoaal appearance at the time of en

htie ta n^ \^^ r^red except for a few ap«ial categorlea. to-

iSS new and ^«t^i studenU will receive new Inrtruction. and

JSi.J'EvSfalSn fonS with thHr
-«j-J*^," "'S^^tisl""'"

reodving a form shoald requ«t one by calling (213) 825-2251.

Leaving the Left centsless

For years now the ultra-Left has

been financed by well-meaning,

unsuspecting Americans. Al*long

last those same Americans are

beginning to realize that they have

been underwriting their own

destruction. The money has been

^m
OVER 10,000 OF EMI

t

HIS&HER5
-'

BELLS-FLARES-JEANS.- ETC.

FAMOUS BRANDS -AT DISCOUNT.

BLUE JEANS $5.50: WIDE BELTS $ 1 .50

BRUSHED DENIMS $5.00: FAR OUT SHIRTS $6.00

FLARES $4.50: OVERALLS $7.00

GENERAL PANTS CO. OF HOLLYWOOD
1 700 N. Western at Hollywood Blvd.

465-0646 9-8 Week Days Closed Sunday

PfETORNING BY POPULAR REQUEST

Like spoiled children whose

daddy has stopped all charge

accounts and has lifted the keys to

the automobiles, the leftists who

are finding themselves without

financial support are lashing out

at those who, they believe, are

responsible for their em-

barrassment. J. Edgar Hoover is,

of course, one of their targets.

After a speech on October 29,

1962, to the national convention of

the American Legion, Las Vegas,

Nevada, on the dangers of

Communism, in which Hoover

condemned most severely

Americans "of the extreme Left

who endeavor to minimize the real

danger of Communism," John E.

oogan wrote an article on Mr.

Hoover's speech which appeared

in the newspaper, Our Sunday

Visitor.

The journalist wrote that the

FBI director condemned
especially certain "grossly

irresponsible elements — a

shocking number of whom have

depended for their very existence,

upon tax-exempt funcb."

One of the officers of such a tax-

exempt fund had loudly assailed

Mr. Hoover, calling him a

professional * 'spy-swatter," and

t

^

1

ATTENTION
^EWERS!
The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrome
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
^0 MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

1 006 Broxton 477-0880

diagonolly across from WestwoodVilloge

Th»otr>. hREE 7" Tolon ztpp»r/Sl soU

Direct

Assistance

Facility

fJoy:n» Prob!i,ms?
D.A.F. has peer counseling for YOU on: DRUGS

describing him as little more

respecUble than a ToonerviUe

cop.

Coogan pointed out, and it is still

true, that billions of dollars in tax-

exempt funds, producing hun-

dreds of millions annually, "are

too tempting not to attract the

Leftiste The Institute of Pacific

Relations is a never to be

forgotten proof of their successful

operation."

The newspaper article further

stated that Henry Ford II had

himself charged that the (Ford)

Fund for the Republic (frequently

described as un-American) has

made some bad decisions in the

expenditure of its millions.

'

It is Mr. Hoover's job to

'snoop." We do not hear any

complaints from the 'ieft" about

the self-appointed snoopers of the

Anti-Defamation League or the

Civil Liberties Union!

Loca'ted at La Mancha Dorm SCHOOL
LONELINESS

930 Hilgard

MON THURS. 8 PM - 2 AM

PEOPLE

FRI & SAT. 8 PM - 2 AM

I see negros who have forgotten

they are niggers first. I see
blackskinned white Americans
who have forgotten the Panthers,-

Watts, Angela Davis, and even the

BSU, as people who created a

sense of Blacknes.
I see UCLA negros headed by

their chief Tom, C.Z. Wilson, and
his black' bootlick, Winston Doby.
who have joined hands and nappy
heads to t)ecome flunkies in

mouthing the words of their whft^^

masters. And worst of all, I see

very few Blacks fighting against

these castrated negros.

Finally, I see myself leaving

this sad home of the negro, never

finding an answer to my questionf
what ever happened to the Black

Movement?

McGregor
SRHIph. PdiSci

Patricia K Fawcett H BFtZ UUXXS

Blacks
Editor:

What ever happened to the

Black Movement? I see negro

students breaking their ass to

pimp and style, trying to look so,

so, good.

I see the disgusting patent

,

leather shoes, $1(X) leather coats,

and bjlack copies of Hugh Hefner's

style of playboys. I see

revolutionary rhetoric coming
from the seats of new sports cars,

and Black fists of power adorned

with diamond rings.

I see sick blackskinned negros

chase after the materialistic

goodies that white people use as

their symbols of success. I see

clean, slick, shucken n' jivin

negros sticking their feet up the

asses of the poor niggers they still

call "Brother."

I see a black campus newspaper
that doesn't do shit. A do nothing

paper that refuses to talk^bout
the problems of blacks at UCLA,
or anyplace else^

! see a black newspaper called

NOMMO that thinks Blackness is

the ultimate goal of Black people,

while refusing to fight for the

freedom to l)ecome a free race of

people. I see NOMMO staffed by
more Tom's of the intelligent,

acadenuc, educated mold of all

those who have traded their

Blackness for money.

Editor:

In the June 25, 1971 issue of the

UCLA summer Bruin a rejrfy fron\

the Hertz Corporation concerning

discrfminatory practices was
published. In the interest of fair

play, I think it necessary to point

out certain discrepancies which

appeared in that letter.

The letter states t|iat *t it is

not the policy the the Hertz Corp

to have a discriminatory attitude

towards anyone regarding his

mode of dress, appearance . . .as

we rent vehicles to all people who
qualify." Yet, the manager of the

Westwood office of Hertz stated

"To be frank with you^ she (Miss

Hughes) didn't rent you the car

because you looked like a hippie

and we have many problems with

these people." This statement was

heard not only by myself but also

two of my associates.

The information required^4)y

Hertz to determine if I "qualified"

was whether or not I had a credit

card. Upon answering no, I was

informed that I could not_ rent a

car and was given no other

alternative.

Finally, I did not want to give

the impression that I blamed Miss

Hughes for the incident, nor make

her a scapegoat l)ecause it is still

my belief that she was simply

follovring company policy.

Humberto Bracbo, M.D.

^luf
\ .

Some Critics Can't IbII Sodomy
from a Hole in the Ground. -

t

This is d scene from DRIVE. HE SAID, the nxwt
controversial film at this year s Cannes Film Festival

Some critics referred to it as sodomy.

See it and decide for yourself

••One of the finest films

of tt>e year It sets a

new standard of

sexual frankr>ess for

the American cinema.

A must see!"—scn6\w

U^

"Karen Black will

protabty win the

Explicit Orgasm
Scene Oscar

next springf
—JUO<TMCRiST

NvwVbrk Uagmn*

JACKNCHOLSON

muMTi^iiMffMAiOMio^LMnpniwcEOBM tmanvam *om torn miwimM

tijfT^rw

••' *<^ -J; .;L-'.^,k,-.-«t9l,

> WfSTWOOO tivo • WfSTWOOO
474-7t«« • }77 M76 ]
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hole <rf reason "AU speech is Interrogative?" aaks
James Lee Byers 'What?" says the Brentwood
matron out for an afternoon oi art
Through a forest primeval, glowing tubular

plexiglas trees in crazy incadescent colors, to a
miniature Yellowstone. All the tourists faithfully

attending a performance of old faithful, ingeniously
engineered in pure unadulterated mud by Robert
Rauschenberg Don't miss Tony Smith's cardboard
cave on the way, or the spaced-out environment of

FridOY. Jv»Y».^»y^ UCLA Siimmer Bruin S
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The 'Hair' Around

'Tom Paine'

Technology in Art

by Julie Lepick

<

by Beverly Gray
x<.

Karlheinz Stockhausen needed a small airfield,

sixteen outdoor speakers, and, among other things, a

few helium balloons filled with colored gas: "Some

are 1200 feet long: they make wonderful

movements." Christo would have erected a "5600

cubic meter package," wrapping the California coast

in plastic, a project where "the Museum's activities

go beyond the usual Museum space." Edible books

and a salvo of rockets fired above the Pacific were

also proposed in a collaboration of practicing artists

and corporate technology. The "Art and

Technology" program, begun in 1967 by the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art, has involved nearly

eighty artists and thirty-seven American cor-

porations. Nineteen projects that survived con-

ceptual and financial limitations are currently on

exhibit at the Museum in a "never to be repeated"

show continuing through August 29.

Beginning on the plaza with Claes Oldenburg's

Giant Icebag. Amusing, but ho-hum, another exhibit

of concept-art, the giant icebag in question being

spiritually akin to the revolving donut doWn the

street, or the pie-in-the-sky Big Boy.

Then you pay your money (55^ for student-types,

cheaper than a trip to Disneyland) and enter Andy

Warhol's plastic rainforest of three-dimensional

daisy images seen through showers of water; a bit of

a bathroom for the Medallion Home; still rational.

The the "100 most important questions of 1969"

make you stop and think and pretty soon you've

stopped thinking. As Rod Serling used to say, you've

entered the twilight zone, made it into the en-

vironment of the show, fallen down Alice's rabbit

UJ>-^,^*^^

mirrors and illusion created by Rol)ert Whitman, the

trippiest experience this side of a chemical.

The people become part of the environment. Little

boys running through: "Let's go in the other spook

house." And you enter into Boyd Mefferd's en-

vironment, strobe-lights and darkness, where you

Hair brought a new kind of

theatre to the attention of the

American public, in that play

individual stars were less im-

portant than tight-knit ensemble

work, improvisation was
featured, and music, rather thaA

story line, was the thread which

held an evening together This

sort of theatre is far from new; it

dates back to Brecht's Berliner

Ensemble and even contain^

elements of commedU deirart'e.

In recent years, drama as an

ensemble effort has been stressed

by the Living Theatre back East

and the Company Theatre locally.

But of course Hair was the, great

popularizer. It created an

audience for an improvisational

musical play. Now, in the Com-
pany's own playhouse, the Bur-

bage Theatre Company presents

samtneK
BRum .icon

become the media for the work, creating your own

after-images. If strobe-light's not enough, go up-

stairs to an eerily-beautiful spatial sculpture created

from mirrors and laser-t)eams by Rockne Krebs

Lichtenstein is there, too, providing a moving

comic-strip of death by water, an exploration of the

tri-level sky-earth-water universe where the un-

"•^
,i>

,-ir-

M

dulating horizon-line is sure to evoke memories of

mal de mer, if not outright sea-sickness. There's a

prismatic monolithic column and a retrospective

look at the Industrial Revolution through R.B. Kitij's

Lives of the Engineers, there's excerpts from ZAP

comics, there's mathematics and mud-pies, there's

something for everyone at the LA. County Museum,

as they say. Or as one girl said in the midst of it all,

"You haven't been to Disneyland yet. That's a fun

place to go." But the Museum's even better.

Tom Paine, a sort of son of Halr

with some major differences.

One justification for comparing

Tom Paine with Hair lies in the

name Tom O'Horgan. He was the

highly inventive director who
gave Hair its inventive fluidity.

For Tom Paine, which like Hair

began its life off-Broadway,
O'Horgan wrote the musical

score. And like Hair. Tom Painc is

a musical which belongs to its

chorus line Katharine Hepburn

can carry Coco on her own two

.shoulders, but Tom Ptlp«
demands a dozen talented per-

formers who can sing, dance, and

act any role required of them.

-The Burbage players amply fill

the bill They are a well-

disciplined group and seldom

falter as they run a theatrical

gamut. Their musical capabilities

are manifold But the play itself is

another matter Purporting to tell

of Paine's lonely role as a

champion of lik)erty, it ends as the

same old rebel-nuirtyr play so

very common of late. This is not

fatal in itself but the script is far

too ragged to sustain our interest

Some of its scenes spoofing the

pomposity of eighteenth century

court life are highly diverting. But

there is also much too nriuch tribal

moaning and screaming and
floorpounding ancf heavy
breathing—all of these things tend

to drown out the lines which might

explain what in the world is going

on And why we should care!

One more novelty introduced by

Hair was its "love me" aspect.

For perhaps the first time

anywhere, the Hair performers

-broke down the **sacred" barrier

between their roles and their

personal selves. This is why they

l)ecame the first actors in recent

niemory to appear naked: they

were stripping away theatrical as

well as social convention to prove

their intrinsic honesty. "Look at

us," they were saying, "We're

young, we're beautiful, we're

opening our souls to You." This

ultimate reaching over the

footlights is one big difference

between Hair and the Brechtian

theatre Brecht's actors always

subordinated themselves to the

play's idea But in Hair there is no

idea outside of the actors ; the play

. is simply a celebration of their

way of life.

Tom Paine is at base meant as

an idea play, but somewhere
~ along the line it turned into a "love

me" evening No, the actors didn't

take their clothes off, but they do

try other ways of showing what

great people they are underneath.

The script nuikes the jolly stupid

caricatures of European royalty

much more interesting than Tom
Paine and his beliefs. The
audience would far rather see

colorful villains than a pallid hero,

and so theatrical "cuteness" is

allowed free rein.

But the Burbage players go

even farther by interjecting

scenes where they drop their role-

playing entirely in order to giggle

and chat with the spectators and

with each other. They may be

proving that they are Real People,

but we would rather they

remained actors By breaking out

of character they destroy all

illusions of the eighteenth century

and land us with a thud t>ack in the

here and now Theatre is founded

on illusion, Coleridge's "willing

suspension of disbelief." In Hair

the bursting of reality through the

illusion is justifiat)le since the

actors are so very similar to their

roles In Tom Paine, however, it

just doesn't work.

As in last fall's production of

Full, the Burbage players have

proved that they are worth wat-

ching. Sal Romeo's direction

contains some strong moments
and Joanne Kurman, Richard

Hundley. Mary Burkin, and
William Snare (in the thankless

role of Tom Paine) are par-

Otularly deft at characterization.

Most imporUnt, the Burbage

troupe is willing to experiement

with new and difficult material.

But in Tom Palae the results of all

of this talent are only sporadically

rewarding

'One' is Not Enough
by Jeff Schultz

^

1 would like to have seen Inner City Repertory's One Is a

Crowd a second time before making a final decision as to

whether the play's success was due more to Beah Richards'

talents as actress than her writing ability This was my
initial reaction and 1 have a strong suspicion it would only

be bolstered by another viewing. Of course Miss Richards'

gifts as a performer are reason enough to see almost any

play lucky enough to be graced by her presence. But since

One U a Crowd itself is at issue, it becomes necessary to

judge it on its merits alone, Beah Richards not

withstanding.

JThis isn't easy, for unfortunately, on the basis of this

producUon, there is not enough evidence to say whether or

not the play ultimately fails Miss Richards' supporUng

players range from poor to competent, lea^ '^

^WHflcrable burden of carrying the brunt oi Uic cvminK r-:

her own shoulders She is a strong woman, but within limits,

and there are moments when matters threaten to fall apart

completely.

One is a Crowd deals with a black woman who has

become highly successful as an entertainer, but whose

success has only served to mask a gnawing and all-

encompassing hatred towards a white Southerner

responsible for the lynching of her brother As the play

progresses she plots her revenge, culminating in the final

scene when she entices the Southerner—who makes no

connection between the woman and her brother—into her

home. .

Much of the play is wntten in verse, a puzzling choice

There are moments when it enhances the proceedings, but

more often than not it creates a comphcatecj netting of

florid language which must be cut through before one can

begin to understand the situation. There are also some

mexplicabfe scenes A mock Greek chorus "commentary"

on what has hitherto transpired towards the end is pointleM

and vague Even Miss Richards' towering presence (she is

offstage at the time) could not, I think, rescue this scene

Perhaps in a better production, with actors com-

ninmrnttns! Mi^*^ R'chards rather than working against her,

..^ .^. ... .d spring to life as it does a very few

times at Inner City. There is a great deal of potential

here—in the deUcate interplay of characters (particularly

the relationship between the woman and her ex-lover), in

*^T*
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trap laid for hini, and in Ihc fiacau- ig

whole, most of the evening's plei*»Mi^ ii^ ui

temptation of what might have been.
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SUPPC«T YOUR LOCAL GUNFK5HTER

WATERLOO

fcSO

leiirlf Ciiii
^205 Norrti Com>n Ortv^^-

B^^Hy HiUs (a» WiUh«r«)

275-5244

SUMMER OF '42

aN«M ^ G«Y Or

Qukk Qtitz Every Tuesday Night

PACtFlCS

leierlflllls
WiUKir* Blvd. ol Conon Dr.

1 bik Eos* ol B«v*Hy Dr.

271-1121

'oiSrlAri* 2 oc«*«my o^ortit

'Rcb«nNUc»«Hf« SoroKMiiM io*«n

RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

TonigM at %:30 p.m • Good

Ireilwiil I

2524 WilsKir«

(ol 26»h St.)

Sanfa Monka
829-3366 ^

PRETTY MAIDS^'aLL IN A ROW

PERFEa FRIDAY
Stanley Bokar & Urwie Andr*M

Wwmkxt of tS« Boay SfM»cK«o.

iviy ? fiwv 13 at 12 midwigM

iriiiwiii
2524 WiUhir*

(ol 26fK St.)

Santa Monica
829-3366

iriii
Wattwood Villogi

Gil 7-2487

SHAFT

VILLAIN
wilK RicKord BwrKxi

INVASION Of THE BOGY SNATCMWS
iwly f ftwv 13 «» »2 midwighl

Mpn. & Tww. 2 for I for UCLA ShtdmnH

HARRY KELLERMAN
Doily 2:10. 4:10:6:10, 8:10, 10:10

Fridoy, Soturtloy midnight show 1Z10

Holly^vood

ceiter
1451 N. Lm Palnwt

atSum«t
464.9f21 $i»»do««t«»o

ERNIE PINTOFF's

DYNAMrTE CHICKEN
witK Poul KroMnor, Richio Fryor, ACE Trvdung Co..

LMw*y trvco, iowi too*. SKo>no-no. Loooord Cotton

• & 10 p.i«i. plwt mtd. Fri. Soil.

ciiiriii liii
Sunset N*or Vin«

Holly¥M>od

466-3401

Hurry! Ends Sunday I

SONG OF NORWAY (G>

Mon tfirw Fri 1:90 & 8-.30; Sol, Svn 1:30, 5:00 & 8:30

W«d . . /*Blu« Wat«r, White D«ath"

III yir
5036 W Pico

WE 5-6424

"OWlSTHEPUSSYCAr
ond

"PRETTY MAIDS ALL IN A ROW"
$1 lor Adulh - Eiuk TuMdoy

lirlii
LoBreo at M«lros«

WE 4.2944

INVESTIGATION OF A CITIZEN

LIHLE MURDERS

Ends Tuesday
SI lor adwlta w/Hm od (Good on ono Itdiol ooty)

iriiili
9000 Sunset Blvd.

(Eost ol Dohony)
frmm Porting in BIdg.

273-2266

GIMME SHELTER
Rolling Stonos

LET IT BE
- Tho Booties

iiiiiwiii riciiic
Hollym>od Blvd.

Neor Cohuengo
466-5211

Sieve McQueen. . ,Rocing Thrillsl

Sunwnor't biggoat HiM

LE AAANS (G)

Owlv « 12:10, 2:M, 4:M. 6:30, t:30, 10:30 p.m.

LIS FIIIZ
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-2169

Harry Langdon Festival
Fri. "lONO PANTS"
Sol. "THE STRONG MAN"
Sun "HAUEiUJAK TM A tUM"
Mon THECHASEr'

Stan* Wad. Tod Brownino's "FREAKS"

^

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

.ANDROMEDA STRAIN

COLOSSUS: THE FORBIN PROIECT

Co«l. dolly 1M p.m.

;i»ica II

1332 2nd Streef

Sonto Monico
45 1 -8686

Itrooli Film

Doily 2: IS. 4:40. 7KX>. f:90

LUPO
AIm»

DALIAH FOLK DANCE FESTIVAL
SlwH Wod Oiwiov't -SVOOO.OOO OUOT'

ila
Sic Hill

r9036

Will hire Bhrd.

Beverly t4iiU (at Doheny)
274-6869

ANNA KARENINA
Grfle Gorbo > Frederidi March

Ar>ir>iA v-MKi jlic^

Oreto Gorbo + Morie Dressier

Hot'So'Cheap Virills

by Vicki Hadsady (and friends}

F*1I MS
Because iiMstsd^nce ticuon fUms concentrate on

story above everythingetee. roost of them are pretty

dull viewing But there are a few science fiction films^

directed by men who know that a good story doesn t

automatically make a good film.

One such film is Invasieii el the Body Snatchere,

and one such director is Dan Siegel. The Body

Soatcbers is energeUcally directed in a go-for-broke

style which was later to enhance Siegel's cnme

films But beyond that, the story is successful too,

because Uke the best of that genre, it is just barely

plausible, yet it also contains some defUy handled

symboUsm which has even more to do with universal-

human values than science and fiction. ~:zr^

—S. Berkowltx

ifc Gartx) series continues at the Music Hail with

Anna Kareniiia and Aana Christy. Marx Brothers

buffs might check out Day at the Races^and Night at

the Opera at the Cine-Cienega. I>ylan freaks will not*

Dee't Look Back is screening with Monterey Fop at

the Tiffany. Gimme Shelter is billed with Let it Be at

the Granada.

Bear. Seals and Crofts and Sweet Pain appear

through Sunday Barry Melton and the Fish, England

Dan and John Ford Coley open at the Bear Tuesday.

Taj Mahal will close Sunday at the Ash Grove,

followed by Blues Power's Albert King and Alice^

Stewart. The Dillards are the current act at the Ice

House, closing Sunday. John Stewart opens Tuesday.

Disneyland's attempt at the rock concert biz was
questionable, unless you like the semi-soulful

teenvbopper music provided by the undistinctive

Friends of Distinction, whos^ last performances are

at 8 and 11 tonight. In an atternpt-terhire an age group

that digs more than Dumbo, the Disneyland people

have scheduled a number of performers, some of

whom show more promise than the Friends; these

include Gary Puckett and the Union Gap (opening

Monday), Freda Payne, Tommy Roe, Little Anthony

and the Imperials, the New Seekers and Bill Medley.

(The Supremes have been tentatively scheduled for

iter this month.)

-3B-t- h.

^zr.^*. LiX.JL- ^

tKIUJ ortuvcners TY I « *

Brentwood Twin Theaters today and tomorrow at

midnight and Sunday through Tuesday at 11 (ap-

proximately) The price? Just 99 cents.

On campus, Hedonics is showing FeUini's 8 1/2 at 7

and 10 tonight and tomorrow in Social Welfare 147.

Masaki Kobayashi's HarakiH (Japanese Utle:

Seppuku) starring Tatsuya Nakadai, will screen at 8

Sunday in Melnitz 1409.

Dynamite Chicken ends Tuesday at the Hollywood

Center Theater Void Where Prohibited By Law, an

underground TV satire continues at the Vacuum

Theater.

Kuroneko is the midnight show at the Plaza

tonight. The opera series continues 'there at 10:30

a.m. Sunday with Boris Gedunov. The Westwood

Film Society will screen Carnival in Flanders

tomorrow and Sunday. The soccer film, World at

Their Feet, reprises at the Monica I tomorrow and

Sunday and at the Los Feliz Tuesday.

Currently running at the Los Feliz is a Harry

Langdon festival. It closes Tuesday, and Wednesday

begins the show we've all been waiting for, Tod

Browning's Freaks along with Dementia and Dali's

Un Chien Andalou. ;:..

If you*re in the mood for slapstick, the Silent Movie

is showing a collection of shorts by Laurel and

Hardy, Chaplin, Langdon, Sennett and the like.

...j.i.-.^,

Qnema

'Bunny O'Hare'
M..i.

What would Bowie and Keechie
be like if they had somehow
surviv<^ that motorcourt ambush
in 1949 and were alive todays Or
more to the point, what kinds of

movies ^would t>e made by .

alienated Fifties directors like

Nictwias Ray, Joseph H. Lewis or

Sam Fuller if they had somehow
held together their careers and
sanities and were able to direct a
picture in the 1970s — the Dark
Ages of motion pictures'^ For the

most part an American-
International cheapie
programmer. Bunny O'Hare
makes a small attempt to answer
these questions The movie is as
much the story of Gerd Oswald, a
neat Fifties stvtist mM adrift in

Ihg bixlies will. ^ a-

society that they turn back the

clock twenty years to those

anguished days of High Sierra,

Gun Crazy and They Live by Night

and lake to the road as lovers-on-

the-run bankrobbers.

Bearing throughout the AIP
stamp of mediocrity — from
Movielab color to shoddy editing

to the more sinister and telltale

signs of direct interference such
as John Astin's credit as 'Creative

Consultant" and Salvatore
Billitteri's as Tost-Production
Supervisor" — Bunny 0*Hare
obviously contains only moments
of Oswald's personality and in-

terest in the project But these

days, moments are enough. Aside
from one fast lateral tracking shot
and four fade-outs — to remind us
that Gerd Oswald really did direct
thf* TJtrtiTrr OruTitrt'c Ir.cnirrvt

MUSIC ^
Last weekend the not-so-Young Rascals unveiled

their new seven-piece group at the Aquarius taa^

minimum of cheers. The seven elements were

burdened with too much percussion and had trouble

cohering, failing to be stimulating despite their

obvious solo talents. Although "People Gotta Be

Free" proved to be a sufficient closing number, other

hits, "Groovin* " and **How Can I Be Sure," fared

worse, as the group seemed disposed to run through

the first tune in a boogaloo beat, and the second in 3/4

time.
—Harold Bronson

The one and only rock concert this weekend stars

the one and only Alice Cooper, with Black 06^

Arkansas and Savage Grace at theJ>ong Beach

Auditorium Sunday. If you prefer quan^ty to quality,

wait 'til next weekend when you'll have the Car-

penters^ Buddy Miles, Isaac Hayes and Emerson,

Lake aJid Palmer, Humble Pie and Edgar Winter to

chose from..

Vicki Carr and the Alvin Alley American Dance

Theater close Sunday at the Greek, followed by Burt

Bacharach and the Establishment.

The classical scene this week is a busy one The

Concertante Ensemble will give a free concert at 1

Sunday at the County Museum of Natitfal History

There will be a Baroque and Rococo concert

featuring flute and harpsichord at 2 : 30 Sunday at The

Egg and The Eye.

The L.A. Philharmonic will present an evening of

Strauss, A Night in Vienna, tomorrow; an evening of

Beethoven on Tuesday, a Bach Mini-Marathon with-

Moog (^artet Wednesday (admission $1); and an

evening of Mozart on Thursday.

In a quick review of the clubs: Rosebud (including

Judy Henski) and Marian Segal close at the

Troubador Sunday followed by Janis Ian and rBob

Gibison. Jackie Lomax and Grin are at the Whisky

through Sunday, and Black Oak Arkansas open

Wednesday. Gabor Szabo continues at Shelly's.

Pollution and Redwood continue at the Bitter End

West through Sunday; Flash Cadillac and Harvest

open there Wednesday. The Main Ingredient closes

tomorrow at P.J.'s.

Redeye and Max are at the Beach House, with

Canned Heat coming Wednesday and Thursday

Jackson Browne and John David Souther are at

McCabe's this weekend, while down at the Golden

of 1970's brand names and in

stitutions — student protests,

Coors beer, Coca-Cola, Food Giant

markets, drive-in han^burger

sUnds, and a flashing-neon-signed

Bank of New Mexico — as the

backdrop for the surrealistic

comedy.
In one incredible sequence

Davis and Borgnine make their

getaway dressed as hippies riding

a triumph motorcycle pursued by

police through the aisles of a

Montgomery Ward department

store. Yet in the midst of this

ridiculous chaos there are scenes

of feeling and nostalgia in the

Davis-Borgnine relationship the

aging couple spending their first

night alone together, Borgnine

painfully extracUng a bullet from

Davis's arm, and the final image^

of the two escaping from and

rejecting twentieth century

America to begin a new lite

together.
—Nick Peterson

Fayard Nicholas will give an open dance class on
Sunday only at the Ruth St. Denis Theatre, 3433
Cahuenga beginning at 4.

On campus there will be a. dance concart today
Ihroi^h Sunday at 8 30 in Women's Gym Studio 206.

ART
,
There's little art in the artifacts displayed in the

Egg and the Eye's latest exhibition, "Craftsmen of

the Southwest," and one is left with the plain fact that
it's not the most exciting show in town. Ten artists

from Texas, New Mexico, and Oxnard, California are
represented Works range from Wilcke Smith's
sticheries in a style reminiscent of EUirly Oc-
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THEATRE
The west coast premiere of The Gods Sit Back by

Halsted Welles will be staged under the direction of

Michael Gordon with actors Guy Stockwell and

Edward Binns joining the Summer Session faculty to

work with the students in this new play dealing with

environmental concerns.

The play will be performed in the Little Theater of

Macgowan Hall July 16 through 31.

lonesco's The Lesson and Checkov's The Boor open

at the Santa Monica Playhouse tonight.

Riverside Drive is playing at Theatre Rapport;

Don't Drink the Water is at the Morgan Theatre.

Theatercraft Playhouse features Everything is in the

Garden.

The Scorpio Rising Theatre has Chiaroscuro and

Keep TighUy Closed in a Cool Dry PUce today and

tomorrow, and It's Called the Sugar Plum and The

Indian Wants the Bronx on Sunday.

The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-ln4he-Moon

Marigolds ends tomorrow at the Huntington Hart-

ford. The Odyssey Theater is presenting The Serpent

tonight and Threepenny Opera tomorrow. Venice

Free Theatre continues to present Fish On Thursday.

DANCE
Kabuki Dance and Music will be featured at the

Wilshire Ebell tortiorrow at 8.

TO JUIllL 5UpllllSUll!llltU (lUlkn-

colored experiments in the same media by Maxine
McClendon. Federica A. Armejo's chess-table is

interesting design and good craftsmanship, but most

of the jewelry on display is conventional arlsy-

craftsy with a touch of Taxco.

The show is salvaged by WiUiam Wilhelmi's magic

ceramics which make a trip to the Egg and the Eye
worth the effort, even if the thought of omlettes

doesn't elici^ an overwhelmingly enthusiastic

response. Clouds, mountains, rainbows, forests, and

little white monsters out of Yucatan are metamor-
phosized into clay constructions, a set of Rococco

variations on a theme by Peter Max. If you're

looking for a man to do a miniature Taj Majal

doubling as a sugarbowl, Wilhelini's your man. It's

nice to see some really original ceramics.

-Julie Lepirk

Andy Warhol graphics are on exhibit at Multiples

LA. Inc., 810 N. La Cienega through Thursday.

'Drive, He Said'

» Agent for H.A.R.M. ) in ten years,
as it IS the tale of Bette Davis and
Ernest Borgnine as two sixty-

by a bizarre visual style
reminiscent of Red Line 7M0 and
Jerry Lewis, with the garishness

WaTdfTing Jack Nicholsons

Drive. He Said is like listemng to a

jseemingly articulate orator^ ana

then at the end of the speecti m
being able to figure out what nas

y-u^t, cniri if nn\thing at all. l^

iv ^satisfactory

theme v 1 require ventur4flg

into the farthest reaches oi

generalization and coming up ^

'

something like "the futility of

trying to adjust to this frustrating

world", or another, equally
vague.

The reason for this vagueness
is, paradoxically, specifics.

Because Nicholson overindulges
himself in every separate part of

the film, the parts are never
united to make any sort of

thematic statement. The film is

extremely expHcit, and not only in

the sexual sense of the word. To be
sure, the seic scenes aren't for the

easily offended, but the ex-

pHcitness goes far beyond that

Nicholson's penchant for details

goes throughout the film, from a
shrewdly observed basketball
game to an adventure in a biology
lab in which the camera gives
scaped lizards, snakes and
spiders so much loving attention
that they almost steal the whole
film Since this specificity tends to

further diversify the individual
segments of the film, certain
segments begin to take on an air of
the absurd. Although a few in-

stances are intentional. Drive. He
^id often comes perilously close
to being a huge, unwitting dadaist
joke.

^'hen dealing with symbolic
"material and a difficult theme, it's

aesthetic suicide to direct the
•when<5e^ attention downward
toward literal, and therefore
secondary- matters^—, And
^"chcason dc^ yimg.

they find themselves. Admittedly,

those aspects of the film are

handled well enough (one

highlight is Bruce Dem's por-

trayal of a college basketball

coach), and in fact, most of the

film, like the hypothetical orator's

speech, is quite interesting to

watch. But again, like the speech,

there's much less than meets the

ear ... or eye.

—Stan Berkowltx

Anderson Tapes'

\»

predominance to his characters,
^ir unusual interrelationships
***! the bizarre situations in which

The best genre films usually

transcend their own genres, going

t)eyond conventions and finally

creating something of universal

significance Those films which

remain within the confines of the

genre, however, can also be

rewarding, provided they give us

at least some glimpse as to why

that genre came into existence in

the first place One such film is

The Anderson Tapes Though it

makes no pretences, and in fact

has no reason to make any, the

film is nevertheless an exciting

and engaging crime thriller — not

a masterpiece, but much better

than most.

The film deals with the attempt

"by a group of criminals to rob all

the rooms in a small but well-

stocked New York apartment

house. Led by an ex-con named

ment of losers: a senile old man, a

psychopathic gunman, a mincing

antique dealer, an out of work

getaway driver and a few other

equally charming types. It is these

characters, along with the other

cameos, that provide something

usually missing from most films

of this genre: human interest

which goes beyond the storyline's

skeleUl requirements. In one

hilarious scene, for example, a

cloddish prison psychiatrist

inadvertantly shows why prisons

will probably never be places of

reform Later, a mistreated wife

begs the theives to kill her

husband.

-The film's main motif, elec-

Nillllll
10925 Lindbrook Drivi

4792866

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
SKow riff»M 7:1$. 4<2S, 4:2S. tzIS. 10:3S

Mi4 Slww Fri. $^ ot I2:1S

Briiitil
7425 Sunsa«

876-0212

TK« C«ww— Ammrd Wif»n«r

TRISTANA

PRETTY MAIdTaU IN A ROW
SlUOpar p«rion witti Ihia qi 1W>y. hi 9—< »<* l'*!

INI riciiic
- 7554 B«vorly Blvd.

g WE 8-7070 ' -^

MEPHISTO WALTZ

tronic surveillance, is, however,

somewhat less successful.

Although it IS generally used in a

light and humorous manner by

director Sidney Lumet, it

sometimes comes across as cheap

and contrived, especially when a

convenient "bug" brings about

the plot's last twist The greatest

objection to the surveillance

theme is that it is emphasized «t

the expense of everything else

that has changed since 1960, the

first year of Duke's incarceration

Not only is Duke never aware of

any of those phone Ups, hidden

recorders and monitors; he never

jOUtUS^V^ 'az«i by any of the

more visible and striking dif-

ferences between 1960 and 1970

I. . .i.rfw ..If tn imrtrr^tnnrl wtnv

ROSEMARY'S BABY I

Fr*« PcM'king

Duke Anderson (Sean Lonnery;

the gang is no set of super-

criminals, but rather, an assort-

>IJV_II 1^ ivii-v

Mje film
—«.B

$1 AdfTMMioM »«r 1 p*r«o«« wIlK Mm
worry. wo« yood Sot Nigttf)

PACIFIC'S

Piiuies
Hollywood at Vin«
469-7161 12:45

On* MWm U Mitttng-

T«vo coll girl* li« d«odl

ion* Fondo • Donotd Sw*Kw^CM«d

KLUTE (R)

in color

Doily ei 1:90. 9:4S, 6:00. 8: IS, 10:S0

M

PACIFIC:S

ricwood
Pico Naor Westwood
272-8239

B«lt« Davis and Ernatt Borgnino

Sanior Cittzant' Cycl* Action

BUNNY O'rifXRE (GP)

1100. 2:00. 4:00. 4:00. aOO. 10:00 p m

* -ii

riizi
Wasfwood Villoga

GR 70097
TR 9-9077

Joon Lowit Trinli9<to«i* in

Barlolucci't

THE CONFORMIST (R)
SHvUJwIy 14

irsK* ftrown't "ON ANY SUNDAY"

Fri 7/9 midniehr: KUIONHO"

Hint
1045 BroKton

I

WaftW<K>od Village

BR 2-0501

DUSTY AND SWEETS McGEE
1:15, 3:00, 4:40. 6:30, 8:20, 10:15

Malinaat Sat. Sun. Mon. Only

Comint: F««or Fon^ TNI HMR> MANO*

sunt Miiii
61 1 N. FairfcK

OL 3-2389

$1.00

Orooviwi Movi* in To«ml

6IANT LAFF SHOW
LAUREL & HARDY

CHAPtIN - lARRY SEMON
MACK SENNEH - HOUOINI SERIAL

III! II irii
La Brao ot Ninth

WE 4-2342

tWx>ugK July 13

DODESKA-DEN

Vllllll
961 Broxton

Watlwood
478-0576

PLAZA SUITE (GP)

Doily 2:^, 4:20. 6:20. 8:20. 10:20

Mi^ii* SI«o« M » 12:)0

't^**^

Now HvowfH Utrtdmf

miirivi
8162 Malrosa Ava.

OL3-2070

TAJ MAHAL
and

JOHNr4Y "GUfTAr' WATSON
Coming n«Hl iwly II- It t

ALBERT KING 1

GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

TONITE!

lizzirrl's
9039 SunMl
CR3^6<>06

BERRIES • ORANGE

iroimiiir
9081 Santa Monico Blvd.

LA
2766168

ROSEBUD
(FoolwriMf Ut^ HonAol

and MARIAN SEGAL
Nm&. JANIS IAN ,

Vacyom
428 N. La Br«o

Hollywood

I 9379233

»¥!

VOID WHERE (TEO BY LAW
TV

ff* Parkina Vol* Or.n4« K S«Midn A^n 'i iM ii" »3 *0
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Manny's Barbers

When yoo »ay, "take jort a lifrte bit off." we take

^u$t a little bit^.

1091 1 Kinross Ave

Fresh Water

No Sweat, Foreign StudenU

We will sh,p your personol eHects bock .o yoor home with

profesiionol eHicienCy -" chorges Ihot woo I hurl yoo.

Call Us Now;

749.7491

••mNXIOV -

«rill<4nown brond*

MID-NITE REVIVAL
\ I

ONLY 99<t
INVASION OF THE

BODY SNATCHERS

s

I

By Don Sagal July 9 thru July 13 at 12:00

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
'^^

Wilshire - 26th Santa Monica 'B79-3368

*
' ^

'-•iifUllfi

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W*stwood n«ar Pko

From Pashami h Pidt/es

LA CREPE
1064 OlwMion Ave 476^37
Op«n7Doy» 11:30-1 AM

lOSSPECIALfTIESOF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES" & "OMELEHES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunchsi 50&$i 75

lOSM bndbrook Dr dinner $3.25 & $4.25

474.0W«-WWVinaq«

LITTLE CAESARS PIZZA

Don't Drink The Water" at the

Morgan Theater, is very en-

tertaining, and just plain fun. It

combines hard-working acto^
with a somewhat , funny (but

rather poorly written) script,

includes decent direction, and

comes out with a suprisingly well-

done production for a community

theater.

True communitS' theater can be

an extremely tricky thing to

produce effectively. It is, just as

the name implies, plays acted,

produced, and directed by non-

professional, amateur ar-

tists—simply members of the

neigliJ)erfing community. As such,

It has its weak points. Being

relatively inexperienced, the

actors sometimes commit inex-

cusable blunders, such as rushed

lines, insufficent projection, loss

of characterization, and so forth.

The direction, too, can suffer

when a back is turned to the

audience or the stage is left im-

FRI I SUN 8:30 • SAT 8 t 1030

JBIES FEIFFEffS

iWhite House
^1

10974 UCoo*«
(l«Cont«arOoyl«v)

For 30 min d*iiv«ry

477-2006

McDonalds town house
1118 WMtwoodMvd
478-9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

Kl ATI IPP' ^ REALM Goorm«» v*g«iarian Dinners, Salads. &

Orlf:kvl?Jrorit«J5Sr^ Sandwkh-. Hem. of the lamou.

S«n.^- On the Sirip. »«.brt "Notor* Boroer, " Soya Bean Soup ond
8264
Horper & SwMtiar - 6S^44M Hon«y Ice Creom speciaHies.

13423 WiltKireSlvd

LA 826-9310

EVERY TUES. AFTER 9 P.M.

Any Pixza $1.60

IW/'fif WHERE BEER IS SHU ONLY 254/MUG
fAJU illsK CM Tim* MoviM
doy<«y & Wvybwrii 478-0788 .^ ^-^

SEPI'S GIANT SUBMARINE
10948 U CoMe 478-037S

i«»w«*«^8roBto« & Ooyloy

Giant Submarine Sandwich

Open Doily 11-11

WE DELIVER

"Jb witli tittli Mtrtn'. Oifi^ •wy's

TlMsttr Ntw prttfiCtiMi kas a wkkii

ttf|f . mHis waves, aii Mt iist if

UMiaiTU..0irKt8r Hq't pMtlt

Niwstaiii tiM play as wall as Al^a

Arkia's arifiul is N.Y. aii- ftr aa-
alai its safaral lavals af caaaiy

i« SKILLHIUY!"
-DanS^van, Lui. TIMES

m. i SUN

CFNTURYCITY PlAYHOUSt

balanced. One of the largest

drawbacks to community theater

is the usual unavailability of

adequate staging facilities; the

plays often are produced in

abandoned post offices or high

school auditoriums.

The Morgan Theater, however,

has pretty well overcome these

problems. The acting is, for the

most part, very professional. The

actors easily carry this play along

at the fast-moving, well-timed

pace that it was obviously in-

tended to sustain. Although the

director, Evans Davis, toned

downed some characters, that

should have been played more

fully, the overall direction is

perfectly acceptable. For-

tunately, the Morgan Theater is

one of the most beautiful and

comfortable community theaters

I have ever attended. Combining

an immense stage with an
" acoustically flawless seating

area, it would be the envy of many
semi-professional theaters. Built,

entirely by volunteer workers in

1966, it achieves quality unheard

of on amateur stages.

Woody Allen, the author of
*

'Don't Drink The Water, " may be

a great comedian, but he really

suffers as a playwright. The play

is cliche-ridden, corny, has an

extremely predictable plot, and is

so dated as to make it nearly

obsolete. The cast does a fine job

in overcoming this ever-present

handicap, however.

"Don't Drink The Water" deals

with an American family, the

typical stereotyped "tourists,"

trapped in a U.S. embassy
somewhere behind the iron cur-

tain. The Russians are

threatening to throw them in jail

in revenge for a Communist spy

apprehended in the United States.

The head of the embassy a^ the

time of the crisis is the inex-

perienced son of the regular

ambassador, and, in his bum-
bhng-but-loveable" ways, tries to

work out the family's escape.

Richard Wyand, as Axel Magee,

the son of Ambassador Magee
(Jim Oliphant), is effective in his

role as the constantly failing

young diplomat, trying to keep

things under control, but suc-

ceeding only in fouling them up.

His part is pleasantly com-

plemented by the steady presence

of Tom Ater as the "Holy

Houdini," Father Drobney. John

—

Nicholas, who portrays the

Russian bad guy, Krojack, was

unfortunately very wooden. He .„

should learn not to plant himself in

the middle of the stage so much in

his attempt to be an effective

"tough" Conmiunist policeman

One of the most enjoyable and,

most impressively, well-timed

comedy performances I have ever

enjoyed on any stage is given by

Jim Nagar, as Walter Hollander,

the father of the imprisoned

family. He suits the part of the

overbearing, loud-mouthed (and

shirted) tourist perfectly and

delivers a shining, hilarious

performance. His mere presence

on stage gives a noticeable uplift

to the ensuing action. His wife,

Ma?ion Hollander, (Francine

Witkin^ does a fine supporting job,

regulating in a scatter-brained

fashion the actions of her brood.

Catherine Worthington, as their

daughter, Susan Hollander,

should put a lot more life into her

role. However, when playing

opposite her father, she too had

her good moments.

Altogether, the play is very

enjoyable and quite good for a

community effort. It is really

sumnier entertainment at its

best—funny, non-taxing, and

delightfully informal. "Don't

Drink The Water" will be running

through July 10 on weekends

Friday nights, for students, are

only $1.50. At that price and the

great amount of entertainment

received, this play can't be beat.

— Mark Osterstock

Titi siiiM
MUVC^

REDEYE-MAX july9&io

•vENlcr

CANNED HEAT Juiyi4&i5

lift i(8M- ft f^iiAK-x: HB** thIWK

TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Soles

Formol Weor
lieivWilskireBUd.
W.L.A. 477^588

FEDERICO
FELLINI'S

Hedonics presents

A prototypo to Joltot of tho SptrlH and Satyrkon •«> iH
vl%u«l lantftcopot. • \n %t«nd% •« Folllnl't fin««t ttim In

a brtlllani parq^vfltiiLcn p^Kioq Ftiltni tftpktt • kind of,

lorlc «•!phanta%mogorlc toanct at a movi* diracto^
(Mostroianni) turnt himsalf in«t<}« out tor all to »•• in

inr>«g«, visual ingonuity. tubtloty ol poco. ft^rtfonic

hunrtof , it approact>«t porfoctK>n

TT

Soc. Welfare 147

with

^^Aarcello Mostroionni

Claudia Cardinale

Anouk Aimee

DONAHON REQUESTED
Screening at 7:00 & 9:30

FrI., July9
Sat., July 10

.^.^i-

i

Musicon
Leo Kottke
Underground hero Leo KoUke

just had his first album on a major

label released. Hub cfibrt, en-

Utled MadUark (Capitol ST 682),

foUofars three earlier albums on

such well known lat>els as Oblivion

and Takoma. New features in-

cluded on parts of this album are

Leo's wmce^^ an electric t>ackup

band.
Leo's moootoiie voice, which he

'

himself has described as sounding

like geese farts on a muggy day, is

really not that bad and in fact

adds appreciably to his loose

stoiy-telling concert style. On
record it adds variety and greatly

enhances the record's com-
mercial potential in view of the

fact that instrumentals don't get a

lot of air play these days.

The k)ackup t>and features Roy
Estrada (ex-Mother) and Larry

Taylor (Canned Heat) on basses,

Kenny Buttery ( Area Code 615 and

Bob Dylan) on drums, as well as

others. Needless to say, this is

competent t>ack up, yet I think

ttiat musically it is extraneous and

adds Uttle to the album except for

that good old commercial
potential. To me, this was proven

at his recent Troubador ap-

pearance where he was without

backup and did most of the tunes

on this album with great success.
~ Highlighting the siihiim are

several short numl)ers featuring

Leo alone on 6 and 12 string

acoustic guitar. His style is a

cross between the regaesque blues

picking of John Fahey, who co-

roduced this album, and

bluegrass picking The result is a
relaxing music to which you could
sit down with a bottle of wine and
listen all night long Do it.

—Bob Lynn

Helen Reddy
Best known for tier tiit single

from Jesus Christ, Superstar,
Helen Reddy is a young lady with
a delicate, yet vibrant voice which
conveys a great deal of emotion
On her album, l Don't Know How
to Love Him (O^pitol ST 762) she
has chosen witty eJ^ellent musical
taste, to perform compositions by
such respected writers as Van
Morrison, Leon Russell, Tim
Hardin, Graham Nash, and Mac
Davis The album is competently
produced, and orchestrated in-

telligently, letting the singer
remain ttie focal point. But even
with all of these positive factors on
its side, I Don't Know How to Love
Him doesn't succeed — something
vital is absent.

Thp nuiin fault of the album is,

simply, lack of originality. The
most tasteful and stirring

arrangement of, for example.
"Fire and Rain" is just not going
to make it today (Thankfully,

Miss Reddy passed this one by).

An imitation of anytliing can
never l>e more ttian ttiat unless an
additional quality is interjected.

In music, interpretation of others'

compositions can be creative, but

it is difficult, especially today

when so many exceptional singer-

songwriters atx)und. Helen Reddy
attempts to use emotion as the

additional quality in her in-

terpretation. In Russell's "A Song

For You," and Nash's "Our
House," her vocal emotionalism

The
Saffron Robe

is halving a Clearance Sale

at

I 108 Gayley Ave.

477-7203

326 N. La Cienega

above Beverly Blvd

659-0708°

10-6 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat.

1 0-9 Mon. & Fri.

Closed Sunday

1

TICKETS GO OM SALE MONDAY

^^ \H CONCEffr ®

VVIIH DALLAS lATlWK, rMUL n»^rv.>lS,

CALVIN "FUZZY" SAMUELS

INI aauaPMS Hoans
fm- 1; ^ I '"'; 8PM

RjJblUM. i|!|£:S3u:
n. « 5i. V* 50. W 5*

p
,
So Cal Mmtc Co^^.,...- — e. JM. y r \j, mm

637 50 Htll, ail Mutual AfefKtfs. Ticlietron »no «i

•11 S*«rt. I«ay t;o . Broadway and BuMocli J 5Tnr#*

'

For information call 0« 3 1300

mmmmt^iLsmm

does complete ttie songs, ano
makes both t)ecome personal
statements However, the

remaining songs on the altHim do
not develop into anything more
ttian stiallow imitations of other

artist's fine performances.
Helen's over use of "emotion"
destroys any belief the listener

might have had in her sincerity.

1 Don't Know How to Love Him.
because of its lack o( creativity

and relatively few sparks of

originality, is a dull,

alb^m —Marsha Necheles

Friday. Ju ly ^>^^ UCLA Sumnier Broln f
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AvailabU for Svnfwnar

$4.00 ptut fax

An lOSA . Ktoir^owor

Boctariology 107 - Radford

CconfMnict 2 • Boird

Economics 100 - Niibol

EeorKMnk* 180 - MurpKy
Edocctfion 112 - Kioclor

HMory 7B - Yornoll

Political Scionco 2 - MoHin
PolHicol Scioftco 121 - MorHn

^ Nychology 41 • Widion*

$ Psychology 110 Cardor

Psychology 12S • Horimon

Psychology 19S - Kanowso

For additional courses

coil or come in

TuM, Thors & Fri 10.30 »o 1 :30

5 rotfSlllNDBROOKDR.
^(1 bIkN Wilshiro-I 'ABIk E Westwood)!^

,«
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OWERFUL
FECTIVE RETELL!
OF THE CLASSIC

RiSON TALE .\ I
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man, QKie Magaiin
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FAlilS
What goes on in prison

is a crime.
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wapg^iiip.7f<'i-feffcti i?,'ir.iNi||i

'^n^M^^^^M^iiM^-' gpppiapigasSSw&lfc
:iftdaaitiMa*iUM;^i^^^

AOVCKTISINC OFFICII y FOf MWI •• J- Jja^^
^ Aph. - Furnished. 17

K«rckli^H«N1ia

XUMHMd »d¥»f Mti'-^ r*t«

F*V«M« in atfv««K«

OCAOLINC It-.Mam

Fo»HtSH€0 r>y<«»**»»*^» '•*''i****T?'*!

ATTRACTIVE H>w*i»< awa^Ufc^t •• •«

tefrated Cr»n*li»w ••i«*"» «•'•* •'••

Convenient to everrm.«l Call C^*!^'-
Ne.«hiMKt for l»o«»*«/ap« rt»#» "^iT?
wk«d* W SIM (70TW

TELEVISION rental Spe<»al UCLA r«»**;

RCA m«4en Free de4.»erv tree i^^^J*"^
J*

hf piM— IT! rV (HOT*)

AUTO and motorcycle insurance »or

students and efn^lovees. Call Allan *•••*'

7H SS27 171 MIS. eves 7M 35i» (11Jv»)

THE OaMy •mifi t«vM HHI

Ui>ivor»ltv •« California's policy

discrimination and tHoroloro cla«sm*d
advortisiA« sorvKO will

avaMaMo H a»v— •»• ^ ^

howsint »• »twdo«ts or oH«riii«

dUcriwioaioi mi >tM basis o« race, color.

ro«i«to«i. national origin or ancestry MollMr

tt.0 Uoivorsity iior ttio ASUCLA A Daily

Brwin IMS mvostitatod any o« tlio sorvicos

oftorod here

swppon to tiio^
foro^\la<sifi«4 y RJOSS 0nBf90,»»»^——^' Q

MODERN DANCE CLASS INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE i/Jll/lf ***"'fMARCHOMSKY SOLOIST MARTHA
GSTAMAMCO jnj PENNSYLVANIA SM
mVMt 47|-3m (HJyM)

DRIVE my AWH •• Lh»N|. ••^»*»'*
ff

environs Late Joly Co«.M«t»»»»"
M3 1M4 •»'- ^ REFRIGERATORS

-*—IXWm-.« lour• •S/mo.

DRIVING East — C»»ica90. Ptiila. NY.
Harttord. Lv »/l« •/»» Call 47J $$2$ (ans

rv.)
(iJyJt)

V Church Services guides VHanted—««»»••—

WESTWOOD Friends moetinf (Oualiors).

Silent worship. S«»n , n am. ^niv YWCA.

S74 Mil9ard. Visitors welcome 477 TJM.

ycnferloinnienf ••.•••••••—• a

MACICK Inc needs tour now musicians tor

club work etc Call n*-77l$ Will roturn

cai^i.
"•'y*^

YOUNGRAOS danco. Friday. T/t/TI. •:*»

*M Hil«ard, leatwrin* Gladys Ruchet •

RoostorAAan Girls SIM. GvySSI.3S (2Jvf)

-t
FROM Carson. » o clock ctass.

sessions, have pwmit. sftall *^»>^

Itouse Call 3^5213^. 19 Jy^^

NEW Vorb middio July will sbare e«

p*«ises/«rWUif Scott tteoras. *S4 Terrace

Rd . San •orna«ine (fJyW)

(witbyr. loMO)

S CO. tt. Models Also Ayoilabtt

CALL POLAR LEASING 47t 34»1

GERMAN tutoring by ^oatified instructor

witti classroom exporicnce Ptiil Buttol^

3*7 S3SS (HAS)

PROFESSIONAL pbetoflraptiy
economically pricod, spccialitin« in Wed-
dinns A Portfolios. Ptwnc Gene Goldstein,

Elite Ptwlov^aptav. (tiJv2t)

>^for Salt.. 10

FLORISTRY Secome a protetsional florist

. Convenient evening classes We*» Vioui

Floral School. p*»one 477 242». n$l5 Santa

Monica Blvd. WLA ( " JV >*>

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, lacuity fnd »»«"^^^^
EUROPE : Many departures ("»<»«><»"»«•"•*

-^** FROM»12$
CALL Fli9tit Chairman (213) •3t-2«C1. 424«

Overland Ave.. Oept A.. Culver City

GIRL wants same to travel m ^"foP*; i-**^!

August call 322 4»0t JJSJjJj

OKTOBERFEST youth tour LA to Am
sterdam. Munich. Zurich 3 >*««*»- V,'?^''
S7W 714 544^17*5.213 t3»i$tO (13Jy»)

JET to EUROPE

Aug 24/ Sept. 24 LON/AMST S24t

$ep|. 2 OneWaytoAMST S134

and many ottier flights

iwlicate YOUR CHOICE of departure date

and call Prof P Bentler UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc , t§75 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Beverly Hills, 277 5200 or 179 31 1 1

.

CATALINA Holiday Cottoges Oaiiy/Wo^ly

special Hern>osa Hotel, p»»one A**^JlV
BftJi 444 Avalon, »0704 (20TR)

VW Engines Transmissions, parts »n^
e»pert service ttiereof Complete engines

guiranteed 2 years. 24.000 •"•»«. ,""'^*^"'

Mfgrs Engineering Corp. »•«'
J* ^

lerson Blvd . Culver City. »34^S4$. 170^

•S4S.
uojyioi

NEED
stress, dresses
alterations After
Jy *>

? Professional seam-
pants. tops, men's shirts.

IS or eves. 137 1704 (11

y/Help Wanfed..••••••••••••a

GARAGJ^^iale Sat A $un All day. IJW

Saitair iSnAust sell everything. Great

b«vs.
Iiojyri

BE licotMed pilot by fall. Siwiplo, minimal
cost Licensed instructor, oum piano . 4-0

p.m 90*1745 (llJylJ)

m
PUBLISHERS Representative. KHrt. part

time or summer position if you Hbe

publish. ng/virriting/boohltores plus in^

teresting people Liberal Arts »»*^«>»"f
best Enpehses and commission. Need car.

Send guaiilications Camaro Publishing, Bo«

tO4J0- LA fOOOf .
(JJy23)

MUST setl TV. flO. 477-4444. (lOJyfl VTirovaL^. ••»••••••••••••••••« 13

ELECTRIC mimoograpb A.B. Dich m Xl«t.

cond , near new Must sell »m. Pb<N»eW
•234 (lOJyM)

40 WATT KLH FM Storoo

cond $200 or offor. 477-4Jtf

.

Very
(10J13)

OPPORUNITY for adventurous young
female Cycle ride to Mexico City. Acapuico,

minimal luggage, leaving approx. July 10-12

Cat! Jim 024^34B0 (l3JyO>

»l/hr plus 10% of sales Supervised field

work 12 7 pm BondablO. 47HW0. 47S-$044 »

a m Op.m ^^

NEW. ywrtb-oriontod paper ••^..»»^«?2I
to sell ads High commission Call «/•-'•

lor info. <'JV»>

HI

I 1

SECRETARY PosiViop ro^lros collego

backgroond (degree preferred) and
secretarial experience. Typing 4$ wpm.
Sborttiand 10 wpm US citiionship required.

An equal opportunity employer. Call Mrs.

Bonnie Butler. 393 0411. The Rand Cor

poration. 1700 Main St.. Santa Monica. (3Jy

9J

POLLY want a cracherT Talking Mynab
bird best offer . Call Bob alter 4. 395-7329. ( 10

AUSTRALIA? Expert data sw^ictfs by

licensed firm Send for free listing. A.P.I.S..

Oept. DB i.PO Box 55047. Sherman Oaks,

Xa. 91403. (lOJyU)

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel.

Africa, India. 40% off. Intra European
charter fliglits. Student ID. cards. Contact

EASC. 323 N. Beverly Dr.. Bcv. Hills. Ca.

90210 274^4293. (13QTR)

UNIgSSP^ ^^"^^^RTKR FXJOHTiS

CARHOPS Wanted, induire at Tiny Naylors

Drive in. Ptwne 174-9007. (lOJyU)

WANTED: 10 Sal*»podp»e full or pMi-time

or largest advertising company on West

Coast. Commission plus bonuses. Call West

Coast promotion 213 305-4444. or writo

%1405W.9thSt..LA9001S. iiJ^tn)

SOMEONE to fronscribe and type from

cassette recordings. Wanted immediatefy.

Call Genie, 213-93J-1S44^ .. (3Jy13)

ON Campus... wo need someone with good
typing and knowledge of the campus to work
JO hrs/week permanently Good benefits,

regular increoses. 025- 2991. (>JV^»>

JAN A DEAN 3 female models with long hair

tor an album. 472 7744. 14552 Park Lane

Circle. Ml Air. (3Jv20)

AR 4X speakers, walnut cabinet reg. S4t.

now S49. Shure M 91E phono cartridge

regular S50. now $19 SCOTCH TAPE 1000'

polyester on 7" reels. BRAND NEW — not

used or studio tape. $2.95 each. For password
and directions call 039-2214. 434-0901 or 901

1731. (10Jv9)

1O07

Sept S-Oct 3 LA/LandMi/LA $2S8

FISHER stereo system. Garrard
Professional changer. Aquarius speakers -

Hst, $542 Asking «2»5 »eew m boxes. 7t»

S435/103.^70. (lOOTR)

Au9 4

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept ir

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

FEMALES Needed — Psychology Ex-

periment 3 sessions. 1 3/4 hrs. total. $3.00 No
Psychology maiors 393 494$. (3JyM)

You are iust the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
|4S per month while helping otbors.

Come in to lOOl Gayley, Suite 310

or , .

Call 470-0051 12-7 p.m., M-F

2 Farout Stereos, Portable Color TV. All

year old, under warranty Must sell 392-7049."

454 3032 (lOJyUl
^ f-

SCUBATANK, certified. 71 cu. ft.. Scubapro
with J valve, boot, pack, regulator A life

vest. $90. 025-0014, 024 4044 . ( 10 Jy 14)

GIBSON: Hollow body efec. guitar (ES-125)

A AMP, Wah Wah. PUtl . $2M. . . • 7B9-

•0241. (lOJyU)

SeptU
DEC It

LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

UHER 4000 Report S taperecorder,
microphone, genuine leather caso,
rechargeable batteries. SI75. Eves. 393-

lj^7
V-/ m 4v ni

SIAMESE kittens Clean A lovable - price no

obiect to good home Call 741 -41H. (10Jy9)

More flights available on Wait List. All

llights limited to UC students, staff, ex-

tension and registered Alumni Members.

Also Headquarters f^or

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters
STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

open 1/2 Day Sauturdays
In Westwood. Broxton at Weyburn

i^Lf.^ ^iDllmmmifm

J'

I

FULL-TIME secretary/Gal Friday. Work
with young stockbrokers. Pleasant at-

mosphere Interesting involving work. 400-

M10. t>iV»>

RAa^A^ Wife needs mother's helper Call

473 3114 (I JyX )

DECISION making experiment. Interesting

/ Involving One hour. $1.S0. Can win $20.00

Register 0411 Frani Hall. (3 Jv 20)

PERSONALITY Test, tring any close

friend. FH 3S00. 9-2:30. $2.S0 each, through

juiyr nJr*)

OPPORTUNITY
ForGirls21-3Syrs.

Have FUN A Earn liberal expense

allowance Accompany eligible men
to«*rlng ttM city

.

(313) 441-3478 Hrs. 1-9 p.m.. 7 days

WANT to moke $300 a week? Salesmen or

women needed now) Call 749-S944. (3Jyi3)

COLLEGE Oin First grader needs you all

summer - 2/3 afternoons Some Saturday
evei Car necessary WLA, 472-9929 after 2.(3

Jy 13)

BABYSITTER Our home Experienced girl

with no children Thursdays. • AM^ PM.
$l.25hr. Westwood. near bus, 475)077. (SJy
13)

PART Time Opportunity: Represent
meaningful consumer services, non-profit

.ec^aaiiatton rich rewards lor efforts. In-

formation and/or application, phone:
Caiiforinia Consumers Club. 274 0904 < 3 Jy 9)

COMPLETE Stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM, f .ne speakers. BSR record changer. List

$300. sacrifice $145. H*yt^ used. Great

sound 721-0207 (lOOTR)

y Services Offered. 1

1

INTRO Group processes, awareness,
Gestalt Tuesday 10 PM. Saturday 2 4 PM.
Students $2 Call for brochure. Tl»e Group
Center, 454-3030. «11QTR)

AUTO Insurance toe high? Students and
employees call Robert W. Rhee 039-7270 or

1709793 (1'QTR)

LEARN hypnosis Lose weight, improve
your grades, quit smoking Call Dr. Emits at

I23 3910now . (11Jyl3)

UNISYS
1007

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

EUROPE Israel One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European stu<*ent charter flights. Contact:

ISC A. 11U7 San Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., 90049.

024^5449,_____„_-_,... (13QTR)

2 ONE WAY Charter Flight tickets. London
toL.A.Sept. 10. Call X51221. (UJyU)

LONDON—LA Jet ticket $135.00 Departs
London August ninth Ken Kantor, 049-3911

Days. 454 1490 Nights (13Jy14)

FLASH!

tiiwr-nw -^

$333 RT Fares*
LA/EUROPE/ LA
DAILY 747 FLIGHTS

I Year Validity - No min. stay
*AgeiS-25

''^•m. Campui Rep. 823-1943

DRAFT CounselidV,' Le«ai — Modlgr^
Psychologic. Miami, Fla. 30S/091-0734. (11 Jy

I

»•'

TEACH basic skills necessary lor personalty

fulMlmg, successful college education.
Experience university teaching liberal arts

positive results, 4)) 0040 morns (H Jy 20)

V losf and Found..,^^.^^ 4

Information and Referrals

For

birth control abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligatioaM

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

onday if 2

A. <an Union 3413

LOST Foundations o< EducattOR. DuR
but I need it Please call 457 4217 , 44Jv9l

7--7 """
sponsored by S L C itwdonr run

/ni.>v^t7ifunwU3 ..•••••••••••

FRCt: yddf cHalce ol cute kiWods. C«M
Buddy. 035 3490 or 034 4733 ($Jy33)

DRIVING School $9 90 br. "Rj

Since mo- state ^—»--•'*'
^,,,otri

44) 0755 *' ^'^'

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes
^tT, '!2,TJlJlII

.limmate crammmg m^ f^'ii'S.I, '

"

material studied 474 3350 1 ^ FM daily

OTR)

(11

7 luforing M
EXPERIENCED tutor in math and physics.

$3 hr. 307^204. (14Jy23)

EUROPE Charters. Several sctiodwies trow
$250 roundtrip, $150 one way. Coordinator
Professor Margaret Paal, 247 Roy croft.

Long Beach 90003. 213 430 2179. (13Jy9)

: n-

'i'4.ur«pe^ Africa' *sia ^tndia/i*ra*» ',.-;

;. Student ii»«bt» and alerters
/ NY Europe weekly Ne age limit
?\ ,,

.

'

,

Euroec an* d*» ^y sttit-dwied airlino

^, Youth P»rt\ rom <»0 m«,of US CitiO*

dnci LA( ifor" V190 roundtr.p '
.,.

-'"Cwraitpi**'"*- » S*ja*-nt Ki:ip*\\t\, '

i<><.ufan<«t Car Purchast- .London:
' Accommodations toars lO Card*,

lei 9^*<i'*- Eurap<>an Maps A literature fa
p«s.%»nq"rv Currency tonver'ters

Student travel Hradquartfrs"

AIS FLIGHTS

wt»s» ^itn^t Monita Blvd
L A 90049 374 014}

M 2 bi« cast Sante Me^ica- Oonenyi

GERMAN male native speaker, experienced

tutor, all levels, reasonable rates. Call 020-

a70. ilAJylAJ

FRENCH:— French: Exper. Pansienne
born tutor Grammar, conv. acceftt spec. 0\}

3 9243 (UJnII)

PERSIAN beginning class coloquial

language, taught through linguistic metttod.

Vida, 7 14-030-43044 collect) nights. ()4Jy9)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam Easy conversational method (trial)

473 2492. ()4QTR)

• typing •••••••••••••••••••••••-15

TYPING — legal documents, theses,
everything. IBM Composer available. Have
car. Call Alison, 074-7972, 4-0 p.m. ( IS Jy 20)

THESIS. ott»er misc. typing done promptly.

S«lectric (Pica-Courier) typewriter. Near
campus. Mrs. Rita Sokolow, 390-9000. ( IS Jy

20)

TYPING—Editing. Term papers, resumes,

letters, theses. IBM. English gr»d$.

Pica/Elite. Kay—Nancy 034-7473 ( 1$ Qtr)

WILL trade Underwood standard typewriter

($250 new) for good electric guitar. Call Skip.

3910155. .

TYPIST, expert. Statistical, charts, legal,

tochnical. psychiatric, MSS.. resumes, term

papers, theses, musical. WLA. 030-0425. ( IS

Jy 9)

TYPIST— Tlieses, dissertations, books,

termpapers Specialty math and technical

typing Accurate, rapid service 7*1-5500. (1$

S 9) _^
GENERAL academic/business style. IBM
electric. Professional/accurate. yrs. ex-

perience. Santa Monica »e». 399 2009. ( 15

QTR)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,

guidance. IBM typing. Satislaction

guaranteed. No bargain hunters, references.

479 0144.477-4302. ('SQTR)

DISSERTATIONS -proposals, first and final

drafts, theses; seminar reports. Best
references Editor typist 393 9109. (15 OTR)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts.

E xperienced. Weekends, daily 5-9. OM
lur >^15 0TR)

V Wanfed•••••••••••••••«•••••••• 16

ATTRACTIVE owe bdrm. and garage.
Partly turn, near Wilshire A Westwood.
Adults, reasonable, phone 474 0072. (I7jy3)

APARTMENT«or ronton Landfair, 470-4404

Furnished. (17Jy9)

iOSGAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TOSHARE $50
Deposits now for summer /fall

MRS. KAY GR3-1788, GR3-0524

$125 SINGLE cottage utilities paid, close to

UCLA A Village. Eves, (except FRi, July 9).

474 3009.
^ (17JY13)

555LEVERING
1 Bedroom ~

WANTED to rent: 2 bdrm house. Toponga
Canyon, beginning Aug.. Sept. References.
025 2404, betw. 9-4. (liJv )

^ Aph. ~ Furnished..^... [7

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Sujrnmer Rentals

Singles - 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644 and 650 Landfa ir

270-3014 and 477 2197

if no answer, call 476-3578.

ENJOY SUMMER OR '^-^•-" AT
TRACTIVE—<L^-A44 • " CNTS.
Singles accommodate two une Dedrooms
accommodate three ONE BEDROOM AND
OEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR AIR
COND.. block campus Pool, sundecks,
garage. 435 Landfair. 479- 5404 (17 QTR)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Deposits now for summer/tall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard
Lynch, GR5 5584.

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/ Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

Singles
21

Families OK
Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7-2144
H9*r Veteran Ave. (17 OTR)

NEXT TO CAMPUS. REDUCED SUMMER
RENTALS, SINGLES 1 BEDROOMS with

Garage and Sundeck. 444 and 450 Landfair,

270-3014 and 477-2197 if no answer, call 474-

3570. (17Jy9)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles

Fireplace. Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North pf Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley) ^^^ "

479 0144 (17 QTR)

SI40 ATTRACTIVE well furnished large l

bdrm. front apt Separate garage, laundry
2324 33rd Street. Santa Monica 455 3340 for

appointment. (17Jvl3)

4oobuiLding
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478 1 735

.

S200 and UP. 2 bdrm, available now summer
rental, large, patio, pool. 11401 Gorham 124-

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS— MODERN

BACHELORS . ___
SINGLES— BDRMS

*ff\

—\

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477-8990

ONE and two bdrms., pool. Reduced sum
mer, also Fall rentals npw. S10 Glenrock
i^ve. 477 9245. , _ . (17Jy27)

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles & 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA A Westwood

Reserve now reduced summer rates

Also reserve for P«'' ^^ -

540 GLENROCK & 543 LANDFAIR

/Apfs. - Unfurnished 18

10 Mins. UCLA. Newer 2 bdrm.. 1-J<? ^*^*;
carpeting, drapes, exceptionally coo1_ Greai

landlord 039 1697 0% Jj ^i)

S235 3 BDRMS, 2 baths, redecorated,

spacious, patio. 1/2 block Wilshire near

Westgate. 1237 Armacost apt 2. BR 9- --——-

1257. (liJyt) I

^Aph. fo Shore W~
MALE share sf»ac. 2 bdrm. studio, >*»'•« «
campus. SS4/mO. 477-4094 eves. ( »» Jv "'

SECLUDED two bdrm. apt. near campus
Trees. lireplace. good neighbors. Own room

SI 17.S0( female), 477 -43)4. / (19Jy23)

FEMALE Share spacious one-bdrm. and den

apt. with same-for July and August. Walk

UCLA, own room SS5/month. 4S1 Oil/

anytime. - ('»Jy»>

GIRL Roommate wanted, deluxe 2 bd 2 bath^

Ac, pool, bale. SISO 1409 Midvale 473 2537 ( 19

Jy 20)

GIRL wanted to share large apt wittj

working girl, 25, in WLA/ Santa Monica. Call

Buffie, 937 4270, days ^9 Jyt)

l dH 2 females share large 2 bdrm.
townhouse, pool. Start August Day 472 0927,

GR4 154S __n9_Jv_M>

GIRL to Share one bedroom ""»•»*»*;

.S40/mon in Santa Monica. Lorrie J*'™ ®

,

.394 9012. (ITJy'*'

FEMALE roommate Share 2 bdfm. 2 bath

with one Furn. S07/mo. for summer. 477

9412.477-9247 (19Jy1*)

FEMALE GRAD share large furnished J

bedroom apt w/1. t7S./nf»o. available now^

Melissa 477 5401 (l9Jy20 )

GIRL roommate two bdrm. *"'"• *P'

597 50. utilities Color tv, patio. P'****,- 7 ,)
UCLA. 473 3523 (19Jy"

ROOMMATE for tv»o bdrm furn 'P*,
**7,'J'

otftttlet color rv, batm, piano ^ear uci.^

473-3S23.
<'^-'^^'

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES »^OOL

SUNDECKS.GARAOE 441 425 LANDFAIR
479 5404 tJ90TR)_

I 1. 1 i: ,1^'ir.^

i^;>0 J bdVm J toatti SIM . bdrm Near
transportation -):• Barry Ayr «79 0142 (17

J FEMALES share 2 bdrm. 1 bath with on*

Start August. Day, •25-47J9. night. •'•^

1703 (19Jy"

— u.

Bruin fan hshind the scenes?

He's Benchman Dave Dexter

^fjj^^^ji

The Bomb Shelter

By George Morgan
DB Sports Writer

Located in a small room in a

hidden-away comer of the athletic

department offices is the home of

the Bruin Bench. Unknown to a

majority of the students at UCLA,

this group of about 1000 Bruin fans

helps support athletics through

financial contributions for grant-

in-aids, summer jobs for needy

athletes, and ticket purchases for

the various UCLA sporting events.

First organized in 1949 by the

late UCLA director of athletics

Wilbur Johns, the Bench has

grown from its original 11

members to the present size.

Although UCLA alumni fill most

of the membership, the Bench's

ranks are filled with many fans

whose only ties to the Univereity.-

come on the athletic fields. Pebple

migrate to the Los Angeles area

from all over the country and, in

so doing, lose contact with the

areas they have left. In fact, hiany

UCLA and USC rooters have little

or nothing to do with either

university.

To these ardent fans, alumni or

not, the ''Bench*' provides an

outlet for their enthusiasm and

participation.

One prominent Bench member
is Dave I>exter. Originally from

Kansas City, Dexter went to the

University of Missouri journalism

school and began work as a cub

reporter in his home city. A
tremendous interest in music

movecl him on to Chicago, then

New York where he worked for

Downbeat, a musical trade paper.

Dexter came to Los Angeles with

Jimmy Dorsey and has been here

ever since.

Working at Capital Records

with only five other employees.

Dexter found himself repulsed by

the general attitude of USC
followers, and started supporting

the Bruins. But, like many, his

knowledge of the Bruin Bench's

existence was nonexistent.

Within the next few years, Dave
discovered the Bench and joined

His contributions remained minor
for the most part up until five

years ago, when he became editor
of the newsletter. At this point, his

association with the athletic

department became nK>re com-
plex.

His responsibility as editor and
his background as a newspaper
reporter on the one hand, coupled
with loyalty to the UCLA athletic

program on the other, made ob-

jectivity sometimes hard to 6b-

tain. But setting his goal so as tcT

report those items not found in the

local papers, but of interest to

Bench members, he reached a
medium in between.

Dexter relaizes this is still a

problem, as he mentioned in a

recent interview.

"1 usually get two or three

'poison pen' letters a year from
enraged readers, as well as some
critical comments from J.I)^

(athletic director Morgan)."

Working with Bench secretary

Mrs. Doris Bissell. Dexter tries

not to l)e controversial. He at-

tempts to promote the athletic

programs, but when problems
arise, he does criticize and
comment as he feels necessary. In

this month's issue, for example,

he offers support for recently

-

attacked baseball coach Art
Reichle, and questions the spirit d
the newly-elected head yell

leader. Bob Elias.

Dexter is always looking toward

the future of the Bench. He says he

is never satisfied with tHe most

recent issue of his Benchwarn^err
always looking for new angles and
stories. He also feels that the old

problem of a lack of publicity has

kept the Bench from reaching its

maximum potential.. If >t can

overcome some of the obstacles,

Dexter feels, Bruin Bench
membership could be increased to

5,000.

Doug Kely
'\£

Special Olympics set

for Track Stadium
Rafer Johnson, along with 1400 athletes will arri'tr* at the Track

Stadium today for the Western Special Olympics. Rafer, however, won't

be competing and no world records will be set.
—

*

What makes the 1400 young athletes and the event "special" is that aH

participants are retarded.

'It's been proven time and again that a youngster who is retarded and

has a chance to participate in these athletics will try a httle harder off the

field," said Johnson, UCLA's Olympic decathlon champion.

Prehminary events take place today. Saturday, starting at 1:00, the

final events for gold, silver, and bronze medals will be conducted.

This meet is the culmination of the Special Olympics program for 1971.

Over 35,000 menUlly retarded athletes throughout the sUte of California

have competed in local and area meets to be eligible for this compeUtion

In addition to the standard track and field events, swimming com-

pjBtition will also be held both days

In addition to the compeUtion, clinics will be conducted Saturday by

Olympic and professional athletes including Johnson, the Lakers' Wilt

Chamberlain, former UCLA trackman C.K. Yang and members of the

NCAA champion USC baseball team.

The Special Olympics was started in 1968 by the Joseph P. Kennedy

Foundation its purpose to provide retarded children with a physical

fitness program. In three years, over 200,000 mentally retarded athletes

have taken part in various athletic endeavors.
, .«i-« ri — Sieve W^**"

No doubt track ari6 field fans will talk for a long time afcfout Pat Mati-

dort's record 7 6 1/4 high jump last weekend at the USA USSR meet In

Berkeley. No doubt, too, that track buffs also noted with special Interest

the 5.000 meter victory by Oregon's Steve Prefontalne. Only a sophonr^ore,

Prefontaine Is quite possibly America's top distance hope for the 1972

Munich Olympics.
*^, 4k

There were other outstanding achlevenf>ents as well, tnit one ttiing that

especially struck me had little to do with the competition Itself, but a lot to

do with the spH-lt of the nr>eet Itself.

Just prior to Saturday's final event, athletes from the United States,

Russian, and World All Star teams took part In an Impressive, flag^

waving processton around the Edwards Stadium track, to the cheers of

the capacity crowd. _^,.^a.
For one moment, fleeting though It may have been, national co^Hcfs

meant nothing. Americans and Russians walked armln-armas the crowd

roared, and for some reason I felt a swell of pride rise up Inside nr>e. Hert^

weV^ athletes from the' two strongest nations on the gloBC #ach ofteri

openly antagonistic of the other, joining ranks. Winning and losing

suddenly became very unimportant. The past two days had seen the best

athletes in the world competing against each other In an aura of friend-

liness, good will, and brotherhood. Now that the events were over, It was

a truly great feeling to watch these world class performers give an

example that others nrUghtlollosftfjrhs whole world might be a little better

off for It. .
"

—

Although i:m glad that the Amateur Athletic Union, under the direction

of Jack Kelly, is beginning to take a more forward looking position on key

issues. I was rather dismayed at the pettiness the AAU displayed when It

"requested" Dr. Delano Meriwether to wear the conventional USA

uniform, and not his regular outfit of white Tshlrt and gold trunks, held

up by a pair of suspenders.

The point may seem a trivial one, but It points out the problem that both

the.NCAA and AAU have faced for some time now: a tendency to let the

big problems slide by while amplifying Incidents such as this.

What difference would It have nr>ade If Dr. Meriwether wore his own

uniform? Absolutely none. I'm glad that the good doctor decided he'd

wear his own uniform regardless of what anyone said. I'm all for tt>e USA

uniform. It looks very nice, Is well made, and certainly shows .Qtf

America's colors well.
»a^ i w*

But if a guy wants to wear his own, why stop him. Dr. Merlwetf>er

wasn't protesting anything. He simply wanted to wear the suit with which

he had made his reputation.

Perhaps if the governing bodies worried more about the more Im-

portant issues and less about Incidents such as this, amateur athletics

might be In a little better state.
• • • • • ' • •

As mentioned, Kelly has done quite a bit as AAU president to update an

organization that, at best, didn't always think positively. His suggestion

that professional athletes In one sport be allowed to compete as anr>aleurs

in another is very sound. There's no reason that ahO. J. "Simpson, for

example, shouldn't be allowed to run track If he wants to simply because

he is a professional football player.

I hope that Kelly's proposal conr^s to pass sonr>eday soon, though I m
not overly optimistic. Can you Imagine, say a year or fwo from now, a 440

relay team of Fred Kuller, Earl AAcCullough, O.J. Simpson and Lennox

Miller (provided McCullough and Simpson could get Into condition for

track) against the upcoming USC quartet of Don Oarrle, Willie Deckard,

Edesel Garrison, and Leon Brown? One may need a lire hoee to water

Ar....r. the track If this dream race e v^r came off

UCLA Summer Bruin Classified

V*pl,. ta Skor. 19 •fk»...l.a»r. a s/MI,. fo, Sol* 29 ^M» for Sofo- « >l'^"^^';^'^

SEPARATE room, bath, entrance, lar«e

beautiful ocean view apt. 4S4-IS44. ( 19 Jy 13)

MALlSU. Wontan to share 1 bdrm. beach
apt. Sf5 per mo. CaII Mary Ann, 4S4-4322. ( If

NEED somewhere to live thi» tvmmf?
Share house, private room ttt eichange tor

babys.tt.nfl 134 3337 (M JV '*>

'70 FIAT ISO sport coupe, »««0 mHei, iik9

new.private party 137 f343. tIMO (7t Jy 13)

^ For Sub-lease

FEMALE needs roommate share larfe

house Sherman Oakt, separate studio

S»3/mo 7M 32S4a»terl. (23 J 33)

'47 FORD Super van. Rebuilt trans, a/e.

windows.bi« Runs fine. tl3S0/best offer. tU-
4733 eves. (2»Jy23)

FOR August, 3 bdrm house fwrmshed, beach
walking distance, S2M rent. Call 454-1017

morns, eves. ($LJv23)

LARGE garage apt. Single student. July 1

Aug IS. S90 total! Friendly atmosphere 12*
6771 (SLJvU)

AUGUST 1 Sept. 20. 4 bdrm. furnished
custom hillside. Woodland Hills. t400.

Professor Baum,t2S 4331, days ( Jy 13)

JULY August, 2 bdrm. 2 bath, air con

ditioned, dishwasher, parhmg, negotiate

rent W Hollywood, day-125 3931, eves., 457

03M, Carol (SLJy»)

V House for Renf ...^ 20
•»t,

HOUSE for rent, furn two bdrm -one bath,

near Beverly Hills, »7S week Approximately
• I to? 27,4 3710. (20 Jy 231

FURNlSHrO House (Lease) S$00 4

bedrooms, convenient beautiful location,

excellent schools, available August l, 454

7270 (TOJvl*)

J House for Sale 21

WEST Los Angaries i2aot Indianapolis St 3

bedrooms large farhily room 1 3/4 baths
S3« 9S0 Open house Swodays. For ap-

pointment Evenings 47V 1713 (21 Jy. '•)

REDECORATED Brentwood 2 bedrm 1 1/2

baJh. fireplace, drapes, carpets, mo-care
yard, furn/unlurn 125 4342, 472 l»44(21 Jy U)

OLD Bel Air 3 bdrm 3 baths Pool Fan
tastic View 579,000 Sands Realtors. 474
44*4 (Jy30)

SANTA Monica Ver own room, 5*5 00 mo
Pets wetco«ii*, yard W5-4«40.a«yt.me <23 Jy

20 >
.

.^

COMMUNE top Beverly Glen for friendly

folks learning, hving together to niake it

bettB^t^4^ 122J*9J

Jftootn and Board.. 24

MALE student gradundergrad meals, walk

to school, pool, lv. parking Reasonable «00

S Bentley 272 4734 (24 J y 30)

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help,., 25

MAcE Room only tantastic view. poo«

e, change one hour da.ly *^''''*;r^[^,^.

bache lor shome ( 10 AM 1 PM) 457 1574 (25

FOREIGN student private room bath^

board Bachelor s ho»ne tenn.s cou-^'

sw.mm.ng pool, exchange yard house wor*

weekdays 473 5221 n.ghts weekends. 7W
0740

(i> J» "'

•47 TRIUMPH Spitfire, R/H, wire wheels.

27.000 miles, xint. txtras, MtUt offer. 125

7115 (John) 347 1171. (29Jv9)

1944 TRIUMPH Herald 1300 convertable
Lew mileage, excellent condition
throughout S475 Call 024 3304 anytime (39

Jy 9)

44 LINCOLN Continental Beautiful, Full

power, air cond . 4dbor >13»0 HO S 0000. (29

49 TOYOTA Corolla low milage excellent

cond Must sell snOO/oKer 025 4700 275

5104 evf >.

30

(39 Jy 14)

'U SIMCA. 4-deor sadan. Good tran

sportation 5390 Must sail. 471-1174. 29 J

y

yviLLYS Wagon. '59 4 cycl . new clut

ch. valves Two wheal drive, overdrive

Sturdy 474 3303 (»9Jv9)

'41 BONNEVILLI Pontiac Ixceilent
condition 4 door, perfect. Call 4M 1043 ny

•42 CHEV VO, 1/2 ton pick up 0' Bad Clean,

new clutch, 5750 474 5M5. (39Jy9)

'49 VW Sedan, mint cond, with radio Best

offer, call 024 7303. (WJy <>'

•42 FORO Oalaxie Auto trans , PS PB, air.

radio, good tires battery, xInt cond 52>0

391JS41. i'*i!i'

VW 41 Bug FM AM radto, gcdd cond

5900/best Leaving the country 474 3414. 473

2701 (29Jy14»

•54 CORVETTE (classic) engme 1943 327,

MT */h.te excellent condition, 51290/best

Leaving tor Europe. 4 7.T
4444 i29 Jy 13)

43 OLDSMOBILE, dynamic 00 Good cond

power auto , radio, 5250/offer (ZHU 000)

479 3575 eves (29 Jy 23)

SALARY, separate apt board

child cari after school supper

and daughter ( n I 275 0471

exchange
physician
(25 Ag2«)

1445 CORVAtR Corsa Light blue con

vertibie Stick '« carbs New engine bad

flywheel 5245 477 5401 t>»'<y ^P '

• S '/GB white hard B soft tops, wire

#rheeis radio Good cond must sell,

S^OOO offer 035 0014. 124 4»44 (39Jyl4)

;,—
MORGAN 47 'plus 4", wire wheats. 19000

miles Original owner excellent cond 52150

454 9904 (29 Jy 14)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

Save on car rental !••»» ©^"^ "Buy here take
delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment
also arranged Financing available

19) 0445. 17,0 4921

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Wasf nqton Blvd.

HARLEf SSISO 1971 custom pamf seat,

cushioned tissy bars ^i 0(^o or take
p^ayments Tom 479 2442 30 Jy 23)

A4MGB ass hardtop and CO' le

top 5150 b«wtbMer 392 9551 (or 744 9ib9« I 29

OL D-5 *• C
(int cond

70 SUZUKI 1» cc Bfifv OH mffa* *•!•*?!•

5375 cash call jMn. 373^17 (30Jy9>

•47 FALCON good cond New transmission,

valvs. stick Leaving country. »"''»'*•••.'*•*,

5450 474 2451 (ITJyill

TRI Bonn. 70 3,700 fflf Xlirt «»7^ '•''•-•f
best Offer Call 374 «eM Must sail (JOJylJ)

^—

•

44 LAMBRETf A 150 CC. runs good Must

sell Helmet 5125 394 7J4« '>••» »"'

To K AWASAK I Samuf • ISO C<. OWO HM, Q—4
cond Call after 30 pm 443 1700, S439 (M
Jy 13) .

.

47 VW Bug. XInt cond Ntw ttras and

shocks 5000 719 0241 (39Jyl4l

'70 HONDA 350CL, helmet B rack, extra

ctean 4 700miles 5575 Pn prty . 454

2727 • (>0Jv14l

yAMAMA350R 5 •»97«' Very »ow mileage

Excellent cond 5550 (374 1 154 days) (7'5

IJII avas/wkandsi ,

l30Jv>4)

WHY pay parking '70 Harley Davis
"Lrrrrgo Excellent condition 12O0 best

offer Call 391 0240 (SOJyU)

49 BMW R 40 US 400CC. Strong, fast,

dependable Q^rman driveshaft bike
VIOO offer Call Pete. 390 7305 (30 Jy 131

lotiass 2 dr ^inyi top new tires.

best offer 392 M4l (39 Jy 20)

K01ft>A CL 350 5405/baSt YAMAHA 350

YRJC 2400 m. Cherry, 5550/best Alan. 479

9104 479 9395 ' 30 JV >

1949 HONDA 350 jtC Xtnt cond 3300 milas

5550 455 2544 (30 Jy9)

MOTHER S AMI •«">*''«*^ '•'.,!"!! I

private room, bath/entrance »*••;'•""'*,

Salary 530 weeti 271-977*.^ iUJt^)

BRENTWOOD On a knoll view privacy. 3

-=* » »«^ tormat dmrttg. bvttt mRt9c9»en Rf^r
034 7434. morns, eves. ^ (2IJy9)

PEV^ALE prvate rm bath '"^ »"•••'

salary for 0aBy%t^">^ and «»'*'»»V .^•''' *•

school 279 1401
.25Jy 7C-

^ Room for Renf *t)

*4 OAT5UN 4 dr sfick nrw clutch mu»»

veil S775 ofler Pr oty 475 3344eves .(29 J,

MMSTAJ4C 1970 r- Power staaring, disc

brakes auto trans radio runs great - Cat'

Lou.s. 275 7721 anytine '^ ^V^'

.'•USTlN America godd miles, AM/FM
. G Call 255 2904 after 5 only 51400 Hurr»

(29Jy9)up

MALIBU Canyon renovated one bdrm.
cottage on smogfree view. Acre Corral. 35

ROO^•
mciudec
701

e r»ome pf'»ieges. utilft»as

now 500 Call 274 1544 t»4 Jy

1. :t

TR4 45 write tow mileage hardtop. Pirellis.

en stee' "" ^•«-»' 'r^n^^c cond 5495.

iVes 393 •) '?'» Jv tlT^-

TRlUMPH '47 Spitfire Odrivt, am/fm
' ' Micheiins new ^^nntty wall mam

H k»n(t KS IfM < 29 Jy 20i

CAMPER 47 Chevy sleeps fovr lew mites,,

<*rv clean stove sink , built ins. best of^

• ».'-S»995 Days 025 2743 nights 394 0392 (29

f wt e lOmN CAM5
PRif TOWING

•v *0C)'j Mile

• OLKSWA&t'. ( AP SEP VICE
Discounted Beto<*> D«-«>«rs Pnc*

7 Bicycles aaaao«aoo*a*,oaaaaae«*a

^1 A 1 AUTOSERVICB
:;- ...-•.... p. . i

(.*•< 49'i )vU 4* Hours

^mL.

BIKeCOLOGY
( A New Concept I

PEUGEOT STEYR
Salts *>' " Brentwood

5o' > Speeds

1161* Wilshire (near San Vicente)

——; -~"«7i ^^T^
-^—

—

-«^V-

5

'1 !S3

'<;;

wtEt< ***-9*

)/ House h Share — 22

W3 M094THLV RaMvimate to sliare ho«se
With 2 girls WLA, 473 4354 (JyU)

' iJTrov-- — —

*

' ^ '"L*

, 9 34 9244 OO JyOJ

OUIET attractive room ^''^^^^^W'^Vf**

fammt% eve* !i* 47w

t «?^<^'^ B carB5 bAL
#4 vOLvO Sp
rtiiion—Cngirta ;

polished moo need B man* ng cam -. t^

">— oetitton suspension, t^^ pumps
roll bar tfiag wheets, sunroof «« yw

. •om interior 4 spkrft 4 Bucket seat Exc<-t
..i offer 241 407 5 nite« ' (39Jy30) pM

lit JVOI

Bug automatic new tires shoe us
-ondition 5 1400- oftors. CaM »n*r 4

( 29 J V 9

1
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^ Master's candidate
performs this weekend

By G«off Manaste
DB Staff Reporttr

How cool could you be? Annie Bailey. 23 year old nnaster's candidate In

choreography Is very excited.

What is there to be excited about? Come to the University's Dance

Department Laboratory, Women's Gym, Studio 208, 8:30 p.m., on July 9,

10, or 11 and find out. Ms. Bailey will be offering a dance concert entitled

"Innings and Other Outings" as partial fulfillment of the requirement for

a Master's Degree in Dance.

Other advanced students In dance will also perform In tt>e program, but

in the 25 minutes after the intermission, four Bailey choreographed

numbers will Include a duet, a solo, and two sextets.

The duet, to be perfornr>ed by Llsbeth Bagnold and Robert Smally, will

be accompanied by a flute and piano number written fqr.the dance by

Richard Russel of the dance department faculty. The number is entitled

"Couplets."

The first sextet, 'The Odds of Six: A Game of Chance," will be per

-formed by Barbara Ball, Ann Cowling Susan Hunt, Marlene Therkelsent;_

MImi Klelnhall, and Margaret Schuette. In this number each dancer has

a die which they roll In order to discover which of five pre-number

assigned tasks they will perform. (A dancer's roll of six on the die means
the dancer chooses one of tt>e other five numbers.). In this way, tt>e whole

performance never comes out quite tt>e same.
Annie Bailey will perform her own solo, "Solllloquy," which Is set to ttie

second movement of Mozarfs Flute Quartet In D Maior, K2a5.

The ott>er sextet, "Innings," will be performed by Barbara Ball,

Sharonjean Leeds, Kathy Herrman, Karen Goodman, AAelody'Sniith, and
Gail Walton, which took from February to May to choreograph.

Ms. Bailey will be finishing her two years in tt>e College of Fine Arts

here which started for her in the fall of 1949. She did her undergraduate

work at Mary Washington College in Virginia.

Ms. Bailey has much praise for the dance program here, and especially

the new Graduate Dance Center which Is a winter addition to the

graduate school. __^_

(TICKETS)

—A Master's Dance pro-am. featuring Aimie

Baily. will be presented at 8:30 p.m. Friday,

Saturday and Sunday, in the Women*s Gym Tickets

available at UCLA Ticket Office, 10851 LeConte Ave.,

General admission: $1.50, students |1.

—The "Wycinanki-Pdish Folk Decoupage. ' or

cutout designs, produced by artist Magdelena

Gilinsky. will be on display at the International

Student Center, at 1023 Hilgard Ave., from now

through July 12.

—The Annual UCLA Student Design and Pictorial

Exhibition, featuring paintings, sculpture, design

graphics, ceramics and textiles. The display will

continue through July 25 at the UCLA Art Gallery.

Hours are Monday ttetnigh Friday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

TFTLMS) ^
—"g 1/2/* directed by Fellini, and sponsored by

Hedonics. will be shown at 7 p.m and 9:30 p.m.

Friday and Saturday, in Social Welfare 147. I>QnaUoo

asked at the door.

—"The Marriage of Figaro," with soloists in-

cluding Ema Berger and the Berlin State Orchestra,

will be shown at 10:30 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m. Saturday, in

the Esquire Theater, 2670 Colorado Blvd.,

Pasadena. The film will be repeated at 10:30 a.m.

and 1:30 p.m. Sunday in the Plara Theater, 1067

Glendon Ave., Westwoqd. Tictets on sale at the door.

—'•Carnival in Flanders," starring Francoise

Rosay and Louis Jouvet will be shown at 7 and 9:30

p m Saturday, and 2:30 and 7 p.m. Sunday at the

Westwood Film Society, 1730 Westwood Blvd. Best

foreign film of 1936, with French dialogue and

English subtitles. Admission for UCLA staff and

students: $1 50.

SEMINARS
~

-T^"

Ranjit K. Chandra, MD., of the Department of

Pediatrics, All-India Institute, New Delhi; will speak

on "Immunocompetence in Malnutrition," at 4 p.m.

July 15, at Center for Health Sciences Foom 43-106.

This seminar is being sponsored by Dr. John Fahey,

department chairman, medical microbiology and

immunology. For further information call ex 56568.

MEETINGS ^^
Christian Science Organization —-^dpr"*

-. f

p.m Monday. Ackerman Union 3517.

Kundalini Yoga, (Yoga of Awareness), will hold

their meetings at 2:30 p.m. every Monday and

Thursday in courtyard behind the Women's Gym,
commencing on the 12th and continuing until the end

of second summer session.

Muslim students — 1-3 p.m. today, in Ackerman

Union 3517

Charter Flights — 12-3 p.m. tomorrow, in Acker-

man Union Grand Ballroom.

ET CETERA
—The Overpopulation Information Center will be

open from 10 a.m. -2: 30 p.m. every Monday _
throughout the summer in Ackerman Union 2412 to

offer information and referrals on overpopulation,

contraception, legal atwrtion and venereal disease.

—The Visitor's Center will hold tours of central

campus at 1:30 p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesdiay and Friday throughout the ^

summer. The tours are free and open to the public.

URACLUBS ^"
^

Today, July f

The Judo Club — 1-3:30 pm, in Memorial Activities

Center B 146.

The Tennis Club— 2-4 pm, on the South Courts.

The Hatha Yoga Club — noon, in the Women*s Gym
200.

The Karate Club — S-7 pm, in the Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club — noon, in Memorial Activities

Center B 146.

Sunday, July 11

The Aman Folk Ensemble— 2-lOjttP.m the Women's

Gym 122, 105, 200.
^^^^^

The Indoor Soccer Club — 10 am, in the Women's—
Gym 200.

The Karate Club— 10 an*; in the Men's Gym 200. ^ ,

The Cricket Club— 10 am, on the South Field. —
.

)

Monday. July 12

The Judo Club — 3:30-5 pm, in Memorial Activities

Center B 146.
"" -

" _
The Kendo Club — 5-7 pm, in the Women's Gym 200.

The Hatha Yoga Club — 5-7 pm, in the Men's Gym
102.

The Kenpo Club — noon, in Memorial Activities

Center B 146.

The Integral Yoga Qub — 4 pm, on the Women's

Child cafe center^

needs volunteers "^^^ ''*'*' M

The ASUCLA Child Care
Center needs six to eight

students on work-study to help

care for children this summer.
Students should apply at

Kerckhoff Hall 201. telephone

ex. 52991. The center alto needs

volunteer workers who would

enjoy helping to care for

children.

»<ff"
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What's On deadline

noon four days

prior to publication.

/

WHEN I SAY JUMP, I MEAN JUMP— "• 1/2/' directed by Felllnl, will

be shown at 7 «fidf :10 p.m., Friday and Saturday, in Social WeHare 147.

NEEO I CM?
>Slud«nl« - For a tmoll i— I con g**

'you o cor Ims iHon whol«Mil« blu*-

^book prkM from o VWto o El Dorado

dlr«criv from th« Lot AngvlM Auto-

mobil* Auction h«ld vvary TuMdoy

fpr outSorli«d d«olftrt only. You will

attend or»d »•!•€» Ih« cor you wont

and b« pr^M«nt at tK« bidding which

con go hurdradt of dollort b«<ow Blu*-

[book prlcot Coll Sh«rry at 879 3282

or 473-0933 ond «av»! '
'

(

July 9 KURONEKO
Two lady vampires take out

their vengeance on samurias.

Bizarre.

jy,yl4 WEEKEND
Godard's blood stained
n«;<t;!^^(t on bourgeois

V ,,.. nation.

July 23 THE KILLERS
Siegel's 'black' gangster
.... .-.^. with Ronald R
Lee Marvin

It-

World War IWo
W€l8ju8t
ending.

VK>rIdU^r
Murphy
is about
to begin.

P.l». w»N Hrtit IV Ui/<'v ^Si"^^*^!',

PETER O^TO
^ t,

. > ' ^ * t

.M9(> akWrWXJ

Am
u. '^Ml

PiL^A I 4 Ml*«^i «-..

»

SIAN PHILLIPS • PHILIPPE NOIRET....

HORST JANSON ,--:r:r-?.^!?r
''^^^

AYATES-DEELEY PRODUCTION
IV 'K MAH IXELFY .i««cloO t»y Ft T LR YAT E

S

[GP1->^^:^^ ^VKNAViStON* IN COLPP
'^'^''JJJJJJ

NOW SNOWINGT
•<**

'^'-
., , ,.

< ' '''•' ' OBTB

VAUGHN FAMOUS

FOR PRICE

SALE
^augRn^s famous 2 for 1 PRICE
Clearance Sale. Suits. sportcoaU,
slnrks, and sweaters now 2 for 1

prue Bring a friend and make a

ileal

SUITS
Sold nationally A S^^^
at 89 50 Now A for07
SPORTI OATS
Sold nationally O MLl^%
at 69 50 Now A torO JT

50

50

195 Sw»at«rt . . sold
nationally at 15.95

Flar« Joans sold
nationally to 9.95

»5»«each

2 .0. «r*

^?—
7^^^^^ ^^^ ^^W ^^P ^^WF ^ ^^^^ ^^^W

•-AT BATHER GATE
llSlom in t!»« W«t

6tt 5 0*tv«

J LA^
623-33)0

Ptcki Live Oak i
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r.^iiifnrnia Tomorrow Plan
v

State's environment in danger
"California is beset by Urge and worsening threaU

to the natiiTP' environment, to the strength of its

ciUes, and to the security and well-being of its

people," according to Alfred HeUer, president of the

Q^htomia Tomorrow Plan, who recenUy spoke at the

School of Architecture and Urban Planning.

The event was the Lob Angeles Conference on the

"California Tomorrow Plan: Issues and Next-

Steps " which was organized and sponsored by

Harvey S. Perloff , dean of the School of Architecture

and Urban Planning here. The conference was at-

tended by approximately 45 people represenUng

'business, labor, professional, civic and government

groups, in addiUon to students and faculty from this

campus.
'~~

The purpose of the conference was to put the

fragments of California together to create a better

life-style and a better envoronment. The discussions

at the conference revolved around the multi-faceted

problems associated with making a plan of this

magnitude workable and feasible.

The theme emphasized the best way to reconcile

many of these conflicting approaches to land use,

development, and planning, as well as en-

vironmental quality, use of resources, over-

populationand employment in the community and

state.

John W. Abbott, executive secretary of the

California Tomorrow Plan said he hoped this

meeting, the latest since an April conference held in

San Francisco, would bring together the different

views from the various groups in attendance to

^akJ Advert isei

create a comprehensive method for implementing

this still evolving plan and create addiUonal ide^^ to

be added to the present plan.

This is a plan of involvement for the whole

commiSity. It is an evolving ciUzen's plan, not just a

plan from the eUte for the eUte," Perloff.
agreeing

with Abbolt, said about the constanUy evolving plan.

Heller who iniUated the planning effort, said. It

is in the state's best interest to attempt to deal with

its problems in a comprehensive, systemaUc way

through the planning process - and with the aid of a

plan for the future of the state."

Some people involved with the plan also believe the

political structure which exists today is not only

ineffectual but also irrelevant to today's ciUes and

the'way they operate. Pe'rloff said, "Our political

structure is lousy," and what is needed is a coaliUon

of the smaller isolated factions which now exist

totally exclusive from each other.

This coalition would help plan an overview ap-

proach, taking into account labor, environment,

housing, and every life factor which can not and must

not be considered mutually exclusive from the main

four ideas.

These ideas or policies are: developmg a

framework for settlement; esUblishing new patterns

of consumption; guaranteeing economic sufficiency,

and political participation.

The conference hoped to accomplish visible^and

meaningful actions to implement its plan and wanted

to emphasize that the California Tomorrow Plan is

not just another study of a growing and yet unsolved

problem. ^^^^^

Oft plMto — Sunny Nora Sullivan

TOMORROW—Harvey S. PerloH, dean of «»• School of Architecture and

Urban Planning (left) discusses the "California Tomorrow Ptan: Issues

and Next-Steps" which dealt with problems facing Calif. Alfrwl Heller

(certter>, president o« the plan, also spoke.

HYPNOSIS FOR SIIIDEN1&

MIDNITE REVIVAL

Orson W«H«

• B«Hor grodot
• Sp««ch Probloms
V Orols

/

1

• Smoking
• Tonsion
• Porsonol Gooli

University of Wisconsin Ph.D.. 14 yeors teaching Speech

Psychology and Generol bemoptics. Private Instruction.

wiiiiii i iistif . ri.i.

1225 Wottwood Boulevard 477-2953 for oppoinlmont

MARATSADE

Only 99'!

ucia
summer

David G. Lees, Editor-ln-Chlef7:^

July 16, If, 18

at 12

BRENTWOOD i r^lN THEATER

Wilshire - 26th Santa Monica

829-3368
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INTERNATIONAL ^*^^^::

FILM SERIES
Summer Schedule

JULY 14 THE PROFESSIONALS - with Claudia

Cardinale, Burt Lancaster

JULY 71 CASINO ROYALE - With Woody
Allen. Ursula Andress, David Niven,

& Peter Sellers

JULY 28 TO SIR WITH LOVE - with Sidney

Poitier - ,

Every Wednesday, 8:00 ji.tfl., ftd odmtsslon charge

^fomotionol Shidonf Contor 1023 Hilgard Ave.
^

Westwood. 477-4587

^'^'^^^ 5<t<

SEE IT! TASTE IT!

HEAR IT! FEEL IT!

UVING^IS A WHOLE LOT NICER A1

yx ^ MTi^CiUTl ^,^^. "^r
\^-

We ore Now Accepting Applications for Fall, 197^1

J

Allows for one bad quarter
Tuesday, July 13, tt71 UCLA Summer Bruin 1

Honots program changed
A new application requirement in the honors

program for admission in the program has been

announced by Robert W. Dent, dean of the honors

program.

He said the Executive Committee of ttie College of

Letters and Science approved the following ctiange in

March: **A student in the College may apply for

admission to this program, on forms supplied by the

Office of the Dean, after having completed 36 or

more graded units in consecutive quarters with a

grade-point average for those quarters of not less

than 3.25. Continued superior academic achievement

is requisite for remaining in the program."

Students are still eUglble to apply for admission in

the honors program '*after having completed 16 or

i

„__jnore graded units at UCLA with a cumulative gr^4e-

point average not less thap 3.25," which was the

original and sole requiremi^iit.

"The new ctiange will allow students here who
have had one t>ad quarter in which they mened up
their grades to have a chance to apply for the

program. It's for those students who have had a
gpod, strong, recent academic record. ' Dent said.

He hopes the new change will allow more students

into ttie honors program, which averages 3,000 to

3t^ students annually He considers one of the

advantages of the program as providing readier

access to counseling and avoiding long lines at the

College of Letters and Science windows.
The Executive Committee also approved the

provision '*that those students failing radically to

meet Honors standards fbr several consecutive

quarters may be removed from Honors at the

discretion of the Dean." ^ r

UC tuition increases this fall

Undergraduate and graduate students here can

expect an increase in their educational fees this fall

quarter. The educational fee will increase by $50 for

undergraduates and $60 for graduates.

The registration fee will remain at $100 for both

graduates and undergraduates. The new educational

fee will now be $100 for undergraduates and $120 for

graduates. Undergraduates will also have to pa^ the

Student Union fee of $4 and the ASUCLA membership

fee of $4.50, bringing total fees to $208.50 per quarter.

Graduate studehts' educational fee will jump from
$60 to $120, but the Graduate Students Association

(GSA) fee will remain at $3 which brings the total

quarterly fees to $223 for resident graduate students.

Nonresident students' tuition fee will rise to $500

per quarter, reflecting a $100 increase. Un-

dergraduate and graduate students must also pay

$206.50 and $223 respectively.

Winter quarter the application fee for new students

will increase from $10 to $20.

New teaching

internship now

available for fall

A new kind of internship ex-

perience will be available for

undergraduate students here in

fall quarter, according to William

G. Thomas, dean of Office of

Educational Career Services

(OECS).

The program will consist of

individualized instruction in the

use of practical educational media

and field experience in a local

private educational institution. It

also provides a continuous and

evolving counseling relationship

with aij. OECS advisor to discuss

the internship experience in terms

of the student's personal direc-

tion, career exploration and the

total educational experience.

The internship will last one

quarter, with the opportunity for

the student to continue for ad-

ditional quarters either in the

same setting, or to select a dif-

ferent type of educational ex-

perience during each quarter of

participation. Academic credit

can be arranged on an individual

basis through 199 course offerings,

according to Thomas.
Those interested in par-

ticipating in the Private School

Internship Program should
contact Eric Bruck, Moore Hall

220.

SoCam on sale KH 112

UPC supports concept

of child health care plan

By Steve Ataiswortk
-^ DBSUff Writer

... ^ «...

,

The University Policies CommiaiMO (UPC) las| Thnradiy

inianimously passed a recommendation wYUch supports tp ctaicept • pre-

payment plan for child health tare and urges Chancellor Charlet E.

Young "to take whatever action feasible to continue such a plan"

The recommendation was passed after discussion of the Chikl Health

Care Pre-payment Plan (CHCCP) which is scheduled to be reviewed

today byChancellor Young at a meeting with administrators and CHCPP
representatives Stev^Halpem, a student represenUtive to UPC. called

Thursdays meeting iodiacms CHCCP with UPC before Young meeU to

review it.

The motion does not support the specific CHCPP plan now in operation

but supports the concept of a child care pre-payment plan, according to

UPC executive secretary Gene Wilhelm. He said UPC did not want to ask

Young to support CHCPP, but rather a plan like CHCPP with any

modifications Young beUeves are beneficial.

During the discussion, UPC members said they did not have adequate

information to make specific recommendatioai to Young. However,

Halpem said he believed UPC was in the petition to recommend the

program be continued. James Hobson, vice chancellor of administration,

said it was impossible for UPC to know whether CHCPP is a fmancially

leasible plan without complete information.

"To make that kind of a decision without the facts is iiiiapoMlMl on

our part . . . I see no reason why this iasue should come to UPC at this

time," Hobson said. ~
"I think it is impossible to evaluate CHCPP at this Ume." Prof. Ruaaell

R. O'Neill, UPC chairman, said.

Clinton Burch, a student representative to UPC. said UPC could sttp-

pori the concept of CHCPP and asked that information obuined from the

meeUng today be transfered to UPC before Young Ukes any action.

However, no motion was made on this point.

The UPC members asked Hobson, who will chair today's nneeting, to

convey their concern for CHCPP to the Chancellor O'Neill asked Hobaon

if he would allow a UPC member to observe the meeting and It was

afireed a representative could attend.

^<^'i

tmesr pmces bhru!
1 2 to 1 Power Zoom

by

MOVIE CAMERA

Canon

MIRANDA SENSOREX
F 1.8

^^ SUPER SHARP CANON PI 8 LtNS

i^ 5 TO 1 POWER ZOOM

V i^ THROUGH THE LENS VIEWING &

PXUSING
i> AUTO eoS ELECTRtC EYE

CANON ^
AUTO ZOOM

518 (86CS;

SUPER 8

MOVIE

CAMERA

v^ FULLY AUTOMATIC OPERATION

x^ SLOW MOTION FEATURE

^ USEABLE WITH FIMOSOUNO'

SYSTEM
\^ MIGROPRISM FOCUSHG
^ MANUAL OVERRIDE

i^ USES EASY LOAD SUPER 8

CARTROGE
> GUARANTEED BY

BELL & HOWELL

^S^ -V.

OFF MFG. LIST

PRICE $22995

ON CAMERA W/CASE

»> TOP RATED>SlNaE LENS REFLEX CAMERA

^ SHARP AUTO MIRANDA 50mm f 1.8 LENS

»^ BEHIND THE LENS SPOT MEIER LOCATED ON THE M«ROR

IX INTERCHANGEABLE VIEWPINOER PERMITTING UNLIMITED

VERSATILITY FOR ALL PHOTOGRAPH^: REQUREMENTS-

iX BRIGHT AND QUICK FOCUSWG

v^ FULLY INTERCHANGEABLE LENS SYSTEM WITH OVER 1500

, LENSES TO CHOOSE FROM

IX OPEN APERTURE REAOWGS

^ SAVE n 1
2"

Off Mff. litt of (2I2.4S w/c«M

DIIUXC CAM

r

IMC CASf

Mod* fn < OMi^ it JC'.ii "

jnd t*u M«,; Inl ».liJ'>

1.«X f III COWVWTft
L0H

l.rjrws fnfo '' '-"• "••

Cdmor.i I' f'v
'•

fc.iiiofi not i-

f,r4..0 lOi IJ»' 'it

li; rfCltuM. M!'J.

•.*SX WlOf <0«VI>T»

It-n'i. no

COMPLETE MOVIE PACKAGE (12 to 1 ZOO^
LIST $454.80 SPEC. $269.95

SoM only w/c«f«: vM $10.00

BONUS WITH PURCHASE OF CAMERA
RECHARGEABLE STROBE VIVITAR

0f 2X Tel»c0«»»rlrrCwide NwNiber 44

Re« $29.00 $<

\ i. * *

1 1 656 OLYMPIC. WLA
i :ta

Closses • Memberships

VALIDATED

IN REAR
WE ACCEPT
_TRAD1S

NOTE:
PAIKINC LOT SALE

IT lUtT 75

II AM TO 2 P

M

LAYAWAYS

\

• Gallery

coll: 477-7757 Anytime

^ 927 WE
*,*-4. *70 C014* 477-Q^AQ

r HOURS: DAILY 9 IM « 6 PM MONDAY 9 AM !• 9 PM CLOUD SUNDAY MASTER CHAR&L BANKAMCHICAm)
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Foreign Language Perspective

By Lawrence K- Marsh

David G. Lees

Eklitor-in-Chief

Todd Carter

Managing Editor

Ken Peterson

Editorial Director

'"I*-*

^x-

,4i
1

Deborah Ashin

City Editor

Onilgned edltorlols represent o majority opinion of the Doily

Bruio Editorial Boord. The Doily Broin Sounding Boord columns

or. open to [esponsible groups or individuals who w,sh to voice

on opinion cJntrory to o Doily Bruin E^itorial position All o he

colu-Tins. cartoons, and letters represent the opinion ofthe outhor

ond do not necessarily reflect the views of the editoriol boor>^
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(dis)Services
Through some process of reasoning known only to

the directors of the Parking "Service" here, parking

lots are not accessible on Sundays without a permit

or one dollar entrance fee.
.^ j . ^u^

Their enlightened policy has resulted m the

ridiculous picture of completely empty parking lots

guarded by orange-and-white gates. ParWng lote are

ugly enough; at least they should be utihzed

M^ettever possible by as many people as

Mother "Service". tBe good ol' tater^ted-m-

students ASUCLA Food "Service" is selling deviled

eggs for 35 cents for one egg. The price of eggs at one

local market is approximately 39 cents per dozen.

The Devil may not Work cheap, but a rip off s a np

off. The Terrace Room lines are clogged during the

ten o'clock morning rush here, and we think that with

the tremendous profit ASUCLA is making on eggs,

they could hire some more people . . .

^ Tki. u (M* irr^d Bart of • two part arUclc by
X ( ¥jMtm'% mtUiy^^ y_.^!!!Sr!rL iLe AcMrtiBe^ ol Near
% LawreiKre Marab. a ira<««»« ^"^ * *** •'••nm^ "

Eaateni LaaftMCn w^ LU«ral«r«.)

*
As a result of the American fiasco in IndoChina,

some thoughtful Americans are ^^i^^"^^^.
K. not only alwut that particular confhct but abou

i basic concepts on which the policy was based. Yet

®
there are sUU far too few Americans who are

wiUing to accept the fact that we cannot construct

a whole new social order for other naUons.

One of the amazing assumptions of previous and

present American foreign poUcy is thftLhowever

ignorant we may be of the history, economic

problems, ideological backgrounds and socio-

poliUcal aspirations of the Afr^hAsian world, w«

still have the ulUmate knowledge of what is best

for the rest of the world. Such a dangerous

assumption wiU surely lead this country into

further sUcky situations like Indochina if the

public does not gain improved access to in-

formation about foreign countries, not only from

newspapers but from firsthand travel expenence

j'j

as well. y"
Info

Free coffee

at the DB!

In particular, access to foreign languages will

help considerably to expand the possible range of

information one may examine and analyse. In the

end, for better or for worse, only other nations can

decide for theipselves what is best for Uiem. But

the lesson of the Indochina war is that we must

also be able to judge for ourselves wisely and

ratiowilly whether or not it is in our national in-

terest to assist other nations in attaining their own

goals.

One could even argue that we must be able to

judge whether it is In the interest of other nations

that we help them attain their own goals, however

well-meaning we may be. Neither tot^

isolationism nor continuance of the role of world

policeman answers the question, for we must as a

nation gain the wisdom to respond properiy to

individual situations as they demand.

In no way does this mean that the United States

should have no guiding principles in foreign af-

fairs; rather, it is responsibility for making these

critical decisions is left to some vague entity

called
• 'government'^ the American citizenry will

have sacrificed an unconscionably large portion of

its democratic freedoms.

Luxury

Even beyond the realm of world politics, there is

a justification for internationally oriented

education. Far from being a **luxury we can

scarcely afford", an international plane of in-

vestigation into many purely academic areas

could be justified very stix)ngly on grounds of

integral necessity While it is true that scientists

and scholars in foreign countries sometimes write

about their work in English, sometimes they do

not.

In any case, it is just as important to read about

the contributions of foreign colleagues to any

given academic field as it is to read about con-

tributions from domestic sources. Certain foreign

nations have been extremely prolific in certain

academic areas, and as a result have produced

many scholarly writings on these subjects, in their

own native languages as well as in English.

Japan, for example, is making fast progress in

medical science and related fields. Hungary also
,^

has produced biological scientists at a far greater -x

per centage of its population than has most other §.

nations. Denmark has produced many good ^
scientists in the past, Niels Bohr being the most

JJ

prominent example. Both Denmark and Hungary
^J

have likewise produced many fine linguists. -^
""^

lirt I
So the list could go on indefinitely to substantiate «

the unusually brilliant contributions of prominent g
foreign scholars to various academic fiekls. To

^
remain ignorant of their great contributions is a

:|

luxury this nation can scarcely afford. :|

At this point, there is occasion to comment on
g:

U-aditional foreign language requirements in *

American universities. Certainly there are many
|

great contributions to all areas, of academic

concern which are written in French, German,

Spanish or Russian. However, the points

previously made indicate tiiat there is every

reason not to be hide-bound to tradition.

If a student finds a knowledge of Hungarian,

Finnish, Danish or Japanese relevant and ex-

tremely useful to his given field, there should be no

reason why any of these languages, for example,

should not be able to be substituted for more

traditional languages. Most importanUy, since

departmental chairmen are usually more famUiar

with a given academic discipline than are

university administrators, tiie wisest course of

action is to gove the power to determine foreign

language requirements to individual departments, ^
abolish all standardized exams and expand the g
choice of languages for individual students. g

Tailored
'*

To be sure, there should be no total foreign
^

language requirement abolition except in those
^j

fields to which minimal or no foreign contributions
^

have been made. Butrequirements should always
^:

be flexible and tailored to the interests of in- »

dividual and specific discipline

The UCLA Department of Theater Arts

in coop^rotion wHh th« UCLA Summer SMtion and

. TIm CommiH«« on Fin* Arti ProducHont

Tk« WmI Coott PfMnittre

THE GODS
SIT BACK
By Hols««l W«U«»

WITH PROFESSIONALS ON FACULTY:

GUY STOCKWELL
EDWARD BINNS
MICHAEL GORDON, director

July 16 through July 31

Th# \Mm ThMior MocOowon Hdl
PoHormonc* 8:30 (Sundoy 7:30)

(Dork on Monday and Tuotdoy)

1

900 Hilgard Avenue

474-1531

San Diego Shakespeare Festival -^
$4.25 for the matinee of Taming of the Shrevy/

Meet at Hillel at 9 a.m. in the Upper Lounge

Bring your sack lunches, ond money for dinner —__

—

afterwards if you v^ould like to stay.

Pfoota rnoko your rosorvotions by Wbdnosdoy July 21 474-1531

H you can possibly drive let us know.

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR ANEW
GENERATION OF INCREDIBLE APES!

Iutters to the Editor
Tufd«y, July 13. 1*71 UCLA Summer Bruin S

Frustrating future for transfer grad students
Editor:

The tieight of anger and

frustration is no time to comment

on anytliing let alone the cause of

such feelings. However, since

anger and frustration seem to be

occupational hazards for a UCLA
student, it is pointless to wait for a

clamer moment.
This isjny second quarter as a

graduate student at UCLA after

transferring from an institution

out of state. For the past five or

six months, I have been trying to

obtain certain Information and -

advice on matters which I feel are

Jjnportant in helping me to plan

my future program of study.

According to department rules,

I must choose an advisor and two

other faculty members to make up

an MA committee no later than

the third week of the second

quarter of study. Could someone

tell me how to accomplish this feat

when it is impossible to get barely

more than the time of day out of

faculty members?

I have tried haphazardly

sticking pins in a list of the history

department faculty but that's not

too successful. The direct ap-

proach doesn't work either

because even where office hours

are observed, there's still that

invisible sign —"Do Not Disturb

During Office Hours" — which

seems to grow ever brighter with

every second spent in a faculty

member's office

. To those whom I have disttirbed

during this interval between lunch

and check-out time or between

check-in timcT and lunch, I

apologize. To those whom I have

dragged from important personal

business or other pressing, non-

office related duties I also

apologize.

The only other possibility is the

'*I have a question and god-

dammit, I want it answered" or

**What do you nriean, you have to

leaye; yoiir office hour isn't over

fot another 45 minutes" approach,

but since there seems to be an

excessive sensitivity to personal

contact anyway, that probably

wouldn't go over too well.

If such attitudes are a subtle

way of saying "Go back to where

you came from", or "Wait until

I've seen you around for four

years before you Iwther me", it

should be made perfectly clear so

no more time will be wasted

Such discouragement could be

construed, by those who do not

have endless patience and are not

sufficiently obsequious, as an

invitation to make the first year

the terminal year. If thfe is the
intention, congratulations! It may^
just be successful.

Based on conclusions reached
during these two quarters, 1 offer

transfer students the following

advice: Go home!

Ann J. Graham
Graduate, History

Un-Junk
(Editor's note: This letter is in

response to Marshall Cason's

tetter in the Daily Bruin of June
29.)

Dear Mr. Cason:

Your letter in the Bruin under

the heading "Jesus Forum (and

against um)" was "too much"!!

I would like to believe that you

are misinformed and have the

wrong concepts and information.

There is a big difference — as

much as night from day — bet-

ween those who turn on to Jesus

and those who turn on or "off"

drugs.
,

Granted, "Religion is the opiate

of the people." And pfeople who
are fed on a diet of religion do

need rehabilitation. But not so

those who turri on to the Living

Christ and His living church.

Jesus, Himself, abou^ 2000 years

ago sought to do away with

religion. Religion is phoney,

hypocritical and money hungry

and starves the people — but not

so the Christ. Read all about Him

— before you judge! And do meet

His people — those who have been

turned on to Life — the life

Abundant by His Life.

I would be most delighted to

introduce you to many of my
friends who have been turned on

to Jesus away from drugs and
they could teU you the difference.

When a man starts loving his

wife, taking care of his children,

faces reality, becomes a blessing

to mankind and becomes mentally

sound because of Jesus, then

Jesus is surely worthwhile and
real.

-^-Outside of Christ and outside of

Christ's expression on earth which

is His Boby, there is confusion,

darkness, evil, depression,

despondancy, murder, and just

plain heU. And religion is not the

answer.

A former police officer who is

now planning to work with young

boys who are in trouble t)ecause of

drugs, etc., told me that 90 per

cent of the kids whq turn to Jesus

are healed permanently of their

drug habit, and that those who
don't seldom make the grade.

I challenge you to open to Jesus

and be real — at least tell Him
that He is not real. And come and

visit'US at 1101 Elden. You'll see

and taste the difference.

1 dare you to come — come for

three weeks. You wtll never be the

same . . .Really!!

May^<iod forgive by Christ and

come into and make you a

blessing to all around
MUford Brenneman

Ecology
SLmlt AssenMy speakrr Bak Mwr«iU cm-
rtmlag AuHnMyMM Z'Bm-m** AB ItM •<
Mv«tU-« rompHlng AB 2SSI )

Dear Mr. Morettl.

Your work from the youth

perspective has been exceUent

But your bill, AB 2551, does not

show the same vision of govern-

ment that Mr Z'Bergs bill, AB
1066. puts forth. In fact, although

your bill has t)een derived from

the same source document as the

Z'Berg bill, your bill is the weal^er

by far.

AB 1056 has drawn heavy youth

support Support which would be

forthcoming to you if your bill is

substantially strengthened. The

groups which have given their

support to Z'Berg' s bill are:

The Calif. F^ederatlon of Young

Democrats

The Student Environmental
Confederation of California, a

confederation of over 50 student

groups on . campus, |-state and

university, throughout the state.

The Student Body (President's

Council of the iJnlversity of

California, who directed their

legislative advocate, Richard J

Twohy. to support the Z'Berg bill

It is the only bill outside of the

educational arena that the SBPC
has advocated

1 have read your bill, and I am
disa|$pointed that you do not

provide for citizen stand^ in

court to sue, state planning

(beyond the ineffectual Office of

Planning and Research), or

governmental structure con-

cerning land use. pesticides, noiae

and radiation.

In addition, your En-

vironmental Board would only be

directed to know about projects oi

potential environmental impact.

Z'Bergs legislation provides for

approval authority. ^^
1 personally hope tRjR^^W wH!"^

take the same attitude to en-

vironmental problems that you

expressed regarding the oil

depletion allowance: if not this

year, next year; if not next year,

the year after that We need a

strong hand in state govemnnent

for the improvement of the en-

vironment. >

Mr. Z'Bergs bill will be heard

before Ways and Means tomorrow

( July 14 ) . I beUeve that you should

suppori its passage. Your bill wiU

be heard before The En-

vironmental Quality Committee

the next day I have arranged to

be present at both hearings I hope

that I do not have to testify against

your bill ^^^.^ BRKSTOFF
Office of Environmental Studies

Assoc. Director

«

Available for Summer
$4.p0 plus tax

Art ibSA . lQ*inbou«r

Bacteriology 107 - Radford

Economics 2 - Boird

Economic* 100 - Niibal

Economkt 180 - MurpKy

E&KOtfr>n 112 • Kiotlor

History 7B • Yornoli

Political Science 2 • Morlin

Political Science 121 - Mortin

Psychology 41 - Widieni

Psychology 110 - Corder

Pcychology 125 - Hortmon

Psychology 135 - Konouse

For additional courses

call or come in

Tues. Thurs& Fri 10:30 to 1:30

it

M€»fOIICYCLE
^PORTAND
THE HEN WHO

I -r

A FILN BY BRUCE BROWN WHO MADE *ENOLE$S SUMMER'

If 10851 LINDBROOK DR.
*

M(] bIkN Wilshire- 1 '/i BIk. E Westwood)|^
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By Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee

WITH PROFESSIONALS ON FACULTY:

HOWARD DUFF
ROBERT E. LEE. director

July 22 through July 31

The Rolph Freud Playhouse, Mocgowon Hall

Performances 8:30 (Sunday 7:30)

J/**' ^
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Tickets Available at the Kerckhoff HolL AAocgov/on Holl,

artd Concert Ticket Box Offices Students only $1 .00
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CONTACT LENSES
PITTED DR- ALFRED R. BECKER
REFIHED Opiomeirlii

W*stwood Villoge 10959 W»yburn Av.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 1

1
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University Bicycles
Sai-KS - Expert repairs
Rentals - »A.C>0 a Day

OPEN 7 DAYS 9-8 •-

17U WESTWOODBLVD.
WESTWOOD
PHONE 475-3370

=^^i,w»^ifci:Si,trm-

—

The
Saffron

Robe

-::'!^.. L..,_.
.*.:
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v^
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BoufiQue

I 108 Gayley Ave., Westwood 477-7203'

326 N. Lq Cienega 659-0708

Hours: 10-6 lues.. Wed.. Thurs.. Sol. 10-9 Mon & FrI; closed Sun.

Students' store

uca

1.75

THE TOPANGA CENTER
FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

presents:

An Audience Participation Event with:

ADNAN MOHAMMED ELSARHAN and dancers

DERVISH DANCES AND^UFISM
Saturday, July 17, 8:30 p.m. $2.50 donation

University Religious Coitl., 900 Hilgard, Westwood
A.««^^^^^«^«^^^^^ ^^*^^*^.^^«.-.-.^.^„. * ^ ^ * * " "»*

The Health Department
(a new organic food restaurant)

11321 SANTA MONICA^BLVD:' W.L.A.

2 doors down frort* Papa Bach

open Tues - Saf 473-9080

Free Music on the Weekend

Direct

Assistance

Facility

JETFUGHTS
<l ^'> Ij^ -J> • ^ - <M* ^H

STUDY LAW NOW
• Be An Attorney
• Or Attorney's Assistant

LEY COLLEGE oi

14 00

[fd., Imma •' 9^^

gifts, b level, odiermon union. 825-77U
(just south of bruin walk)

open mon-fri 8:30-5:00

STUDENTS
ACCEPTED

% . - 60 units

:^^ liiofk. or o^*^

23 and pass •xom.

• GRADUATES rsc«ive U-B ©^

JO O qualify for Calif. Bor Exom

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS - SUMMER & FALL

- MANY FLIGHTS TO CHOOSE FROM -

Thammgf>aftpf<tottudma.tteultr.mft
m^loym tnd their immtditn trnnriy

FOR SCHEDULES. CALL or WRITE

r:;one (415) 392 !513

MAii-JOOAy wo9ijnmMjyw^Sir2V^2>S^--

CHARTER FLIGHTS
.995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94100
'^^•*»4 m«M m« informatlon'on flif^tft

A0t. no:

^'t :^m mk nU 9H eHI^ t
:3m^

Havinn Problems^
D AF has peer counseling for YOU on. DRUGS

DRAR

Located at La Mancha Dorm fSK^Miiecc
'P" level Room 231 LONELINESS

EEi

««

VviU iliiyurcr

MON & THURS 8 PM - 2 AM Ftt & SAT: 8 PM - 2 AM

.^*vr:
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lluinni Association presents awards
24 students here received awards for academic

excellence presented by the Alumni Association, it

was announced l>y Stephen C. Taylor, LLB, Chair-

man ol the Alumni Graduate Awards Program.

The students, who earned their advanced degrees

in June, will receive bronxe medalUons and $50.00

and $100.00 stipends for Raster's and Doctoral

degrees, respecUvely.

The awardees are:

—Darrock F. Young, MBA <rf West Los Angeles

and Richard A. Samuelson, PhD of Palo Alto, from

the graduate School of Management
—Raymond E. Armstrong, DDS of Livermore,

School of Dentistry.

—Karen Hill Frye, MA, of Los Angeles and Ed-

ward F. O'Connor, PhD^ formerly GSA President

are now working in Princeton at the Ekhicational

Testing Center, from the School of Education.

—Laurence D. Rubin, JD, of West Los Ajogi^l^s,

former Daily Bruin sports editor, Law School.

—John A. Broadwin, MLS, of Menlo Park, School

of Library Service.

—James Henry Johnson, PhD, West Los Angeles,

in the department of anatomy and Edward F.

Donovan, MD School of Medicine.

—James Gregory Nash, MS of West Los Alleles
and Fred C Marshall. Ill, PhD of Arcadia, School of

Engmeermg and Applied Science.

—In the College of Letters and Science, the

humanities division has chosen Bobby John
Chamberlain, MA, of Los Angeles and Susan
Schibanoff, PhD, of Santa Monica from the depart-

-ments of Spanish and English, respectively.

—From the Life Sciences, recipients are Daniel

Essin, MS in evolutionary biology, of West Los
Angeles, and pavid J. Mayer, PtiD of Santa Monica,
in psychology.'

—In the Physical Sciences Thomas Francis Keyes,
PhD, chemistry of West Los Angeles.

Baha Ungh and Hart o« mwH fey OmM MawWW

t"

—Marilee Rhein, MN, of West Los Angeles, School

of Nursing.

—Barbara Ann Cdoley, DPH, of Beverly Hills,

School of PubUc Health.

—Grace Bumiell, MSW, from Los Angetes, School

of Social Welfare.

}

-From the Social Sciences, John Howe, MA, of

San Francisco and Bert A. Hall, PhD, of Long Beach,
history department.

> ^TheCoUege «f^ Fine Arts has selected ,JUlen-

Brooks Pann, MFA, of Santa Monica, department of

art and Daniel Kessner, PhD, of Los Angeles,

department of music.

—The School of Architecture and Urban Planning

has chosen Elzequiel Gutierrez, Jr., MA, of Los

Angeles. ^ i -;__ .

Alumni Committees representing the professional

schools assisted in the interviewing and selection of

candidates in those schools. Otheiwise, selection was
made entirely by the deans and department chair-

men, baaed on faculty recoounendatioos.

PLEASE HELP
Community Services Resource Center

For more Information oo any of these volunteer positions see Cathy Hanan after 1 p.

Kerckhoff Hall 309 or 0^11 825-7368 after 1 p.m. Monday through Frlc^y.

I. In

Community Need

The Free School Is looking for volunteers to

teach classes In anyttiing—either academic,

vocational, craft—you name it.

A 19 year-old t)lack youth needs help In k>aslc

rAdlng skills — atthougH' a high school'

graduate he cannot read.

Do you live In Burbank? A big brother Is

needed for a 16-year-old boy who lives there.

All you need for this volunteer position Is a

desire to talk. A doctor from Hungary wants

to Improve his pronunciation through English

conversation.

Tie Line Is a community newsletter with its

headquarters In Santa Monka. Volunteers

are needed to help type the newsletter on an

X.B.M. Electric Composer. •

Can. you tutor a teen-age girl in 9th grade

math, history, English? This is a paid

position.

Do you commute to school from Hollywood or

South Central Los Angeles? Bring a rider with

you. The American Cancer Society is looking

for drivers who can bring cancer patients to

the UCLA Medical Center for treatment.

Volunteers are needed to work with Ex -Helps

youth drop- in house in Santa Monica. Group

counseling, telephone counseling, or drug

counseling experience needed.

Students are needed with an interest in

working on an environmental magazine.

Requirements

Transportation and teaching ability

Ability to teach reading; transpotiation to

Hollywood.
.

\

^le withrHnterest in being a companion to

someone.
/'

Ability to speak good English. '

Typing ability; transportation to W.L.A.

Transportation to Canoga Park; tutoring

skills. .

A car.

Transportation to Santa Monica.

Interest in ecology and journalism.

•;•;'.'

Helpline

825-7646
f ^

Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Gtr<^l«

Specialties

n
G9L7 \772

SANKAMHiCAtO
MAST El CHAIGI

VALIDATED PAIKING
WTTMPUtCMASf

NEED t CM?
> Sludttnta - Fof o tmoll f•• I con o«t

^irou a cor Im« thon whol*«ol« blu*-

[booli prkw from o VWto a El Dorodo
diracHy from »<• Lot Ang»l*t Au«o-

'"KjblU Auction h«ld •v«ry Tj««doy

for outhortzad d«ol«rt only. Yq^ will

y ond Mlacf *>• cor you wont
,--- ~

a p riMWT a \¥m bkk^ i r^^ wfi*t »»

.con go Kurtdr«d« of doltort b«io«« Blu*-

ibook pricot. Coll SK«rry ol 879 3282

Of 473-0933 and miv«< ! !

931 WESTWOOD BiVD .
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

FOR'YOUR best buy IN BOOKS
-JiT

Closest to compus of ony out-ol-priot stor.. w stock 50.000

titles, new ond old. all subjects. Browsoble - buyobla

N«#dhpfn Sook Find#rt

Kundalini Yoga
Having trouble concentrating on

getting good grades? What you

need »re leasom in Kundalini

Yoga being offered by the Ex-

perimental College on Mondays
and Thursdays having started

yesterday. The casual ckaaea will

be offered in the courtyard in t>ack

of the Women's Gym at 2:30 p.m.

r

Baba Singh, 24 year old grad

student in Slavic languagea and

instructor said that the three goals

of the yoga course will be to tone

the body, learn meditation as a

guide to spiritual practice, and

develope the ability to con-

centrate. Some instruction in

natural foods cookery will also t>e

offered by Hari. Singh's fiancee.

The course will be offered again

in the Fall by the University

Extension. There will also be a

modified program in the Ex-

perimental College without

requirements.

XyTA. IBfTBl^BiArnOBrJIkl^
<*M t •>'*«• %>•••• i»k-

No Sweat Foreign
We will ship' your personol effects bock lo your home with

professionol efficiency . ot chorget thot won't hurt you

Call Os Now:
749-7491

w tan 230V
^^liOMMof

• antique jewelry • contemporary jewelry - trench bikinis •

o
7

X
3

A LA MODE I
3

'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093VJ BROXTON AVENUE

WESTWOOD VIllACt

GR 9-8204

f^ »
-•'

• jewelry imports from trance, morocco. Sweden, indta, greece .V

.0

^ '(li.9Jhii

'/I
'Pj

^̂'

LATIN FIESTA^
Saturday, July 17, at 1023 Hilgard Ave.

-3:30-9:00 p.m. dennonstratlons of dance steps

-9:00 p.nr>. donee party begins

-refreshments provided, ndmlsslon free

at the INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER

DIVINE LIGHT MISSION
guest Lecturer

Tuesday. 7:00 p.m.

no odmiition cKarg<
4..'

ot tK« ln««rnotiof>ol Sfud«M Center

1023 m%mr4 Avanw* Wii>.»o«d. 477'4St7^

SEPrs
6IANT SOBMAIIINE

I'r
' ?^.n^.T*.:cTto^pu. by buy b.>o,b,ochwo,on-

10968 Le Conte. Westwood

with this coupon

discount

On Any Giant S«pi

SUBMARINE
good ^SwM Sopl.

f5
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I
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T
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UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads
AOVCRTISIM6 O^riCCS Y tO€ jwtC «.»«««»»« »— '' ~~~

ffi.

Ktal

(WJ77)

TELEVISION I till. Spactai UCLA ra«rs

•CA watlt FrM«H(v«rv *r— t*r»ic» M

CALL Ooc AlMCt«t*« if rMf
«iHCkhr

OCAOCIME M.ltA^ 4 477taM
t'«7

riLOT MtFt AM-^M

gull iwjii— ^mmftrwm !> *. "'t •»" *
(•rmati** abstract*^ Rrofesnaaai

MwtfaMce •win #ikv«natia«» a«d papers

Persaaai atleMtoii a» e«pi«rie«c« ••

477-«a44 (nJ27)

V riW6l'tPlflfll6llf X

GERMAN twtarait ^ «i»aM»«d rt»stnKiar

witk ciatireain e«p*r*«ce P»»«l »«#«••»*

Jf7SJ$$ MIASl

PROFESSIONAL photegrapliv
,.»caiiv pTKed. *p«<»aiii»»« •« i*e^-

A Pwt«ai*a« PNaoe G«tie Ga*Pste«,

El»«* appy (11 Jv M)

WESFLO RECORD SHOP

PLORISTRY Bece«n« a prafetMonal flarnf
- Ca««e«ieAt e<rfr<>ii»9 c»a4»« We*t V»ew
^Mraf Sdwol. pU%nt 477 247* 11 SIS Santa

BlvP. WLA <njy1«)

CATALiNA
wpeoai H<
•• *4«^^ mt%^

V C4«t*prt. Oa^y/WB—»y

A»aia« 7<7

.

OOTR)
nSM Santa Mv«. (atCPltor) WLA

BE l*ccm«d ptlat by fall. Stmplc. miiiiNial

ca»t L»ce«i*d iMstrwctar, awn plana »-*

pm W 17*5 (11 Jy13)

GR»-23n

^Mp Wanled.

RccarPi tapes-* tracks
Casvfftes «ie«<i»saccessaries

••••«••«• #
PIANO

ttMita (JJM)

LAWSON style

fttrai prtat •« beipe I

17)

kMI.
ftlM.477 7Ua (MJ

RECEPTIONIST ft la«al tr4

jtf i~t4mint ta aH*ca Manapcr. Tyi

SHIMS rmm»f9d Salary ape* MS4 «ni.it*«^t

•ivP . PiaWiaan Saf«e. •evcrty MiMs la

lerviews Maa Fr» .>«p-S:«pja. <>i27»

STENORETTE- Embassy Ma«a(. AH ac-

cessaries KKiaPad Xint ca«i. tiy—t^i. 4S4cessarm i«c..i.~
(|«J17»

REFRIGERATORS

I CM. tt. as law as 4.tS/ina.

(wttbyr.laasc)

S c«. M MaPHs Alsa AvailaMa

CALL POLAR LEASING 47*^3491

PUBLISHERS Rapri iaatittiw

tiMe er sammer pas«t«a rf yaa in

p«b<«sM«iif/writiii9/baaiistare*s piws h

fcrestiMff peapte Liberal Arts

best EKpe<»ses aaP ca«i"»»s*«a«

ScttP p»atH>catia»s C»marm Pab«*s«Ma«, Pa*

«P41t.CAfWP» (JiyJa>

PREEIER.Saars7lca Wtratttass

years, alivt caaP. STTS/aHv
3

14;

(It J 77) w irC7VW»—••»••»«»»•»•»••»»•

•

13

iJ/Hr p«M •#% alsaftas SapervrteP HeM
wark 17 7 p«a. BaMPaPIC. 47S 17M, 47S sa44 ',

aJB.-tp-m.

WANTED y SaletptupH ia<l f ^•^^'^
lar larpest aPvertisinf campaay aa West

Caast Cawiaiiftswa plas bawwsas Call West

CaasI pramatiaM aiVIM iH i. f write

%I4PSW »WlSI..LAttlS. ili^m

SOMEONE H traascr.be tm^ type *fm
cassette recarPmps WaaiaP iM«i»Piit««y

Call Gefiie. 71vni 1*44 . ^ (JiyH.

typtaf aaP knawlePpe a( tbe canipas ta wark

Jt brs/weak permaaa«rtty Goad benefits.

jiauiinatriiiTi **T **" (Jiyil)

Vpr Eapiaes Traasmissians. parts aP4

eiMTf servKe tbereaf. Campitta a«#iaa»

««*ranteea 2 years 74M» miles. Wn«far»al

Mtprs Ei»pineerin« Corp ia451 W JH-

tcrsan PlvP-. Cwtver City. UO-tMS, f7a

•MS ^ (WJyi*)

ELCCTRtC
cand . n«»r
nu

pb At. OHM m Xtat.

Mast sell. SI2S. PttMtt 474-

(i«JyM)

M WATT KLH FM Staraa anit. Vary paatf

cand SIM eraHar 477-43t9. (IPJS)

JAN ft OE AN ) female madels witb lan« Hair

far M albwm 477 7744 USS} Park Lane
Circle. Bel Av (Siyli)

POLLY want a cracker? Talkmp Myaab
bN^d best affar CaU Bbb aMar «. m-7n«. (1«

Jy M)
:

AUSTRALIA? Eapart data services by

Itcamad firm SaPP far free listing. A.P.I.S..

Dcpt. OB l.PO Bas SSa47, V-erman Oaks,

Ca fi4P3 < '• Jy \*>

CARHOPS Wanted Inpwirc at Tiny Naylars

Drive in. Pbanc 174 9M7. (l»JyU)

JET to EUROPE
Au9 24/ Sept. 24 LON/AMST S149

S«p( 2 OneWaytoAMST SIM

and many atber ffifbts

indicate YOUR CHOICE of Pepartvre date
and call f>raf P. Bentler UCLA c/c Sierra
Travel Inc., Vt7S Santa Manica Blvd..
Beverly Hills. 777 S7M ar f7y-3ni.

FEMALES NaaPad — Psy^batafy Ci
periment 2 sessians. 1 l/tbrs fatal SS.M tie

Psycbalapy m«tors 7t) 4*«S (IJyM)

You are just the type

we're lodiing for. -

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
S4S per mantb wbile belpmt attiers

> M ta 1M1 Gayley. SaftrUt
or

Call 47ftats) 17-7 p.m.. M F

RABBI'S Wife
473 jn«

's balper . CaM
OJyM)

DECISION mpliiPB aaparlmiwt . i

invoivtAf One bear, Sl.M. Can wm t39.M.~

Rr^ister Mil From Hall (UvM)

fr \

OPPORTUHIX^;

Far Oirts 11 3S yr%.

Have FUN ft Earn liberal expense

•Howanca Accampany aliptble man
taartafttMCity.

FISHER steraa rystem. Garrard
Professional cttanper, Apaarias speakers -

list. SS42 Askin9 S7VS New in boxes 773

S43S/7t3tV7« (10OTR)

I Farowt Stereos, Portable Color TV. All one
year old. under warranty Mast sail 9t2-7M9,
4V4iPt7 ntJyU)——^1

—

~
7*» T::r.

SCUBATANK. certified, r ca. ft., Scwl»ipra
witb J valve, beat. pack, repuiator ft life

vfSt.Sft ns^tU, •74-4«44. (1«Jyl4)

GIBSON Hollow body elec guitar (ES12S)
ft AMP. \Mah Wah, Fwii S7M . 7«f-

t741 (1* Jy 14)

UNER 4M« Reports taparacarder,
micrepfione. genuine leather case,
recharpeabie batteries tl7S Eves, lt3-

§24}. fte iw lit

COMPLETE stereo system Rabarts AM-
FM, line speakers, BSR recard cbaapar. Liii^

SIM. sacrilicc SI4S. Htvr used. Grea*

Sa^pd 721 0707 dOOTR'

y Services Offered......,, 11

INTRO Graup pracesses, awareness.
GestaH Tuesday • 10 PM Saturday 2-4 PM.
Students t2 Call for broctiure The Group
Center. 4S4 3a30. (IIQTR)

E'UROPE Discount Hipbts. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% oM. I ntrii European
charter Hipfrta Hfttvdent I.O. Cards. Contact
EASC, 373 N Beverly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.

0210 274-*7t3. (13QTR)

T TTWTT 8TUIJENT TRAVKL*
IjINI CHARTER FXJGHTS
1O07 brcgrtop, %wiwood

Sept S-Ocf 3 LA/ljanrtan/LA $25t

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

DEC 18

ONE WAY FLIGHTS

LA/LOW
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

S148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

(ttli d^l.lATt Hrs 1-tp.m.. 7Ppys • autO insurance loo high? Students ancwmt a^r* .'
employees call Robert W Rhee 030 7270o«
07097*3. (HQTIIJ-

WANT to moke S3M a week* Salesmen ar

inaw! Call74t S044. (3Jyl3)
LEARN hypnosis Lose weight, improve
your prades. quit smoking. Call Dr. Emits at

023 3910 now. (njy13)
COLLEGE Girl First grader needs you all

summer 2/3 afternaans Same Saturday
eves Car necessary WLA. 473 OtTO after 2.(3

Jy 13)

BABYSITTER Oar tiame. aparianced fin
witb no children Thursdays. AM.4 PM
Si.lSbr. Wastwaad, near bas. 47S 1077. (3Jy
131

XERO
Coniplcfc

op\ni^ Scrv

^KH 121

-More flights available on Wait List. All

flights limited to UC students, staff, ex-

tension and registered Alumni Members.v

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT IDCARD
Intra- Europe Charters
STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays
In Westwood. Broxton at Weyburn

UJ^grLTDKNTTRAVKl
1O07

T E LE : 477- 1 1 1 1 or 473-4443

.RTER FLI<

yMiKelkineous..

^>z ^z

...«....«.••

FRKI: yaar cliaice af 4 cwta kittens. Call

Baddy. 07S 7400 ar 034-4713. (SJy73)

DRAFT Caansaltng. Legal — Medk —
Psychalogic. Miami. Fla. 30S/0f 1-3734. (11 Jy

EUROPE Israel. One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-
European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA. 1 1*07 San Vicente Blvd. «4, L. A., 90049.

024 S449 (130TR)

LONDON—LA Jet ticket tITS.M Departs
London August ninth Ken Kantor, 049-3911

Days. 4S4M90 Nights. (13JyU)

2))

^forRenf,..•.....•..«...•«.•••.

FURNISHED psychiatrist Psycbalagist
office Beverly Hills Medical BIdg Five days
or less Nolaase CR4 2023 (>¥ »3)

AtTRACTiVE Hausing available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.
Canvenient to everything Call Crenshaw
Neighbars far haase/apt into 29* 7790;

wknds. 7t3 S17S (7QTR)

TEACH basic skills necessary for personally
tullillin^. successful college education.
Experience university teaching liberal arts -

positive results 4S» 0040 morns (H Jy 20)

f^c

FLASH!

y Rides Offered, 8

Omvt Nsy auto to Lincoln. Nebraska mt-^
environs Late July Campensation
RopatiaMe 303 1*04. JO

Information and Referrals

For

birth control abortion
venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at --*'

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

-nday IC 2

A an Uniwn74Y7

spoiikorod by SLCstuPem tun

S332 R T Fares*
LA/EUROPE/ LA

' OAILY 747 FLIGHTS

1 Year Validity Ho min. stay
'Age IS 2S

Tam. Campvi Pop 823-19*3

y Travel...........».».••».••••.« 13

STUDENT FLIGHTS
CanipasRep far iSCA, SOFA. EASC,
VICEROY. ANGLO AMERICAN
EAST OR WEST COAST TO EUROPE &

BEYOND
IF ITS AVAILABLE. We can petit

"

7903 Ca4ie#[^ «|ti^ . Berkeley. Ca. 94705

14I5J 04J tOS7. (41S) S4f »»9S

2 ONE WAY Charter FligM tiCKttS.

to LA. Sept 10 Call X51771. ^ OJJyl*)

8thANNUAL
JETCHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE Many departures (incl«*di«igane

ways) '•

FR0MSI2S
CALL Flight Chairman: (213)039-2401,4240

Overland Ave . Dept. A.. Culver City

^ ApH. - Furnished. 17
>*.

FURN Singles bach from tiio Pooi
utilities paid 2 Mock UCLA. SJO Glenrocn
479 9901 (17 J 27)

"SOSGAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE $50
Deposits naw far sammer/lall

MRS. KAY GR3 1788, GR3 0S24

BACHELOR apt for one. S05 OMpth. Utii.t.e?
paid Snare bath. Closjt^ OCLAtran
sportat .on 478 §924. GL 14080 (17jy27

I

^^j..j^^iJ,'inii

ORIVIIOO laot - Cbicapa. Phila. N v ,

Hartford Lv 0/10 0/1$ Call 473 SS2S <ans

^^v ) ^^^^^^^^^^1^

^ ftldes Tfonted*** V

NCW Tarb mmmo Jaly wiN sbare oi
fsoenves/drivinq Scott Baaras. 4S4 Terrace

Rd . San Bernadino (9 Jv 7t'

DRIVING Sdiaal.
Since 1970' State
443 OMJ -^--s^

SELF MYVMO^S-f
eliminate uji/^' /

material siwci /

QTR)

SO^'br. "Road
:riMential Pen«i

i^tsas Vaa can
V «nd recoil and

Road Safety
Penny Bros

(110TR)

can learn to

«nd recall and release
• ISO 1 « PM AmU 1 11

VSefvJce$ OflmmL. II

^^ I vf JOlO**..........*.••#«•.••n
}' X V leaded alabaster windaw. SIOO Call

ll^fl^ |tS449S Aftfr 4p m 47% «49S 4 t« J 101

^_ _.^s iWTt
%UMN\LH tOO**"»t */20 0/1t

MAPCHOWSKV. SOLOIST
CPAHAM CO
B7« MOe «» «>

MAUIE
MAfTHA

Vtit pVnnsylvania % M
r« I" * tOl

''"itirppt.-' Africa/ Asia / India/ itraei
; t^lianf ftiphts and Charters

Jfvfiln^'Swope weekly No age limit

.

jiurape t^f da« by teheduied airima
Yavth Fares from all m.nor US Cities

& dnci LAj Irom *1H rovndtrip

(
tura»ip**^*>- Stwdtnt Pa>«pa%ses.

' insurance Car f wrcnase Loni
;.^' Accommudatien« Toutv lO Cards
(*:;;

.IJH free 1 ur ope an Mapi> A Siteratwrt fp
^; pa*s«'ngerv Currency converters

f:
Student travel tteadquarters'

AIS FLIGHTS

L A P0009 374 Otij
"

i • abtk east Santa Mantca^ Oabpnyk

-* --*-*.M^—i Pt JL__X_JL_

J lutorlng. 14

FRENCH French Experienced Parisieitne

barn tutor. Grammar, conv acxent spec. DU
3-9143. (14 J 13)

EXPERIENCED tutor in math and physics.

S3br. 307 4204. (14Jy23)

GERMAN male native speaker, experienced
tutor, all levels, reasonable rates. Call 020-

4070. (14JyU)

FRENCH:—French: Exper. Parisienne
born tutor. Grammar, canv. accent spec. DU
3 92*3. (MJnlO)

555 LEVERING
Singles 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7 2144
Near Veteran Ave. (I7 0TR)

ATTRACTIVE one bdrm and garage
Partly turn, n*»r Wilsbire A WeslwqftCL.
Adults, reasonable, pftone 4740072 ( 17 jy

j'

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex
periaoced Uniw. Praf. Pos4t«we resulU any

exam. Easy conversational metf»od (trial)

473 2492 (14 0TR)

ALL kinds Of tvp»ag. Reasonable rates, closa

to campus, fast service. Call 472-A421. (IS J

27)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, i bdrms. / singles
Fireplace, Ige. heated paol. elevator, pvte
patio, air conditioning, lovely street Quiet
bidq , maid available North ol Wilshire.
convenient to fwys.

411 Keiton Ave (oHGayleyl
479 014#' (17 QTR)

S140. ATTRACTIVE well furnished large 1

bdrm front apt Separa,te garage, lauq^dry
2324 }3rd Street
appointment

Santa Monica. iSS 3340 «or

(17 Jy U)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,

guidance, IBM typing Satisfaction

guaranteed. No bargain hunters, references.

479-1144,477^302. dSOTR)
- ' - -

DISSERTATIONS proposals, first and final

drafts ; theses, seminar reports. Best
references Editor typist. 393-9109. (IS QTR)

400BUILD*NG
1 and 2 Bedi^ooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

RUTH tttesos, term papers, manuscripts.

Experienced Weekends, daily S-9, 020-

lur (ISQTR)

TYPfNG — legal documents, 'heses,
?verything. IBM Composer availabi' Have
car . Call Alison. 174-7972, 0-0 p.m. ( IS Jy 20)

THESIS, attier misc. typing done promptly
Selectric ( Pica Courier) typewriter. Neai
campus. Mrs. R ita Sokolow, 390-9000. (1 5 Jy
20)

4]^ Gayley at Veteran
478^735^

"^ walITto^ucla
spacious — modern

BACHELORS
SINGLES— BDRMS

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477 8990

TYPING—Editing. Term papers, resumes
letters, theses IBM. English grads
Pica/Elite. Kay—Nancy 024 7472 (ISQtr )

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books,
termpapers. Specialty math and technical
typing. Accurate, rapid service 741-SSOO. ( 15

S 9)

GENERAL academic/business style. IBM
electric. Prolessional/accMrate. yrs. ex-

perience. Santa Monica area. 399-2009. (15
r»Ti» I

V Wani94. 16

ONE and two bdrms., pool Reduced sum
mer. also Fall rentals now. SIO^ Glenrock
Ave.477-924S. (17Jy27)

GLENFAIRTERRACE

Singles & 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

^M»\k to UCLA & Westwood
iTeiSR^enow reduced summerrate?

Also reserve for Fall

S40GLENROCKA543LANDFAIR

WANTED to rehf: 2

Canyon, beginninb
025 260*. betw.9.4. \

bdrm howse. Topanga
Sept. References.

(14Jv 1

MOTHER Studying clttld development seeks
creative work in beautrfpl home, 394-2400 - A
pm. \ (UJ27)

-V
GRAD couple seeks unfurh. 2-bdrm. ap-
t/t>ouse: canyons, hills, glen 0/), uitder S200.
025 1927. \ (UJU)

^ Apfs. - Furnished 17
FREE ona month stay until Sept. 1, 1972.

Single cottage utilities paid, linens, blankets,
dishes, 3 blocks to UCLA/Village. S12S. 474-

3009. (17 J 14)

NEXTTOCAMPUS
Reduced Summer Rentals

Singles - 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644 and 650 Landfair
270-3014 and 477-2197

ifnoansv^er, call 476-3578.
^i»<-^^>a^^**i^^K*>^l**^^k«^^»««^baMHB«i^iM«^^Ba

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS.
Singles accommodate two. One bedrooms
accommodate three ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATE S FOUR AIR
COND . Irtack campus Pool, sundecks,
garage 475 Landfair 47S 5404 (170TR)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO. 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Oapaiits now for iumiar/*aN

10t24 LindbrMk af Hilgard
Lyncti, GR5 5S«4

633 GAYLEY
5 Min. watk Campus

S.nglps/Sharedapt Heated Pool.
Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

4736412

^Aph.- Unfurnished 18

S235 3 bdrms 2 baths, redecorated

spacious, patio. i/2 block Witshire, neai

Westgate 1237 Armacost«2 BR ( 1257 (18

Jy 27»

10 Mins. UCLA. Newer 2 bdrm., 1 1^2 battis,

carpeting, drapes, exceptionally cool Great

landlord. 039 1697. (18Jyl6)

Y Apfs. fo Snore /^

MALE, share Ige 2 bdrm. furn. apt m S^Ta
Monica SSS/mo. Call 392-4710 anytime ( 17

Jy 13)

MALE-share spac. 2 bdrm. studio, walk to

tampus.SS«/mo. 477-4094 eves. (19J13)

FEMALE share spacious one bdrm and den

apt with same for July and August Walk
UCLA, own room. tSS/month. Call Diana.

4S1 0007 anytime. (it^rm

FEMALE Share ^newly furn.. modern
spacious one bdrm. apt. 0/min. campus:
S 7 7. SO Sylvia. 074-9724 eves. ( 19 J 27

)

ROOMATE Wanted own room, nicely furn.,

walk to campus. Under S9S. 907 1281 (19 J 13)

WALK campus, share Irge 2 bdrms with 1

grad female Garage S92 50 Eves ,
«73

9041. ' t'^-*'^ '

FEMALE Roommate Irg one bdrm for

summer with one Walk to campus. Call

Cathy. 473 1409. (19 J 14)

MALE share spac 2 bdrm studio. «'*'•',
^'J

campus, SS4/mo. 477 4094 eves. C^JV '^'

SECLUDED two bdrm apt near campus

Trees. fireplace, good neighbors Own room

Sll7.50(lemale), 4774334. <'»-'>" '

GIRL Roommate wanted, deluxe 2 bd 2 bath^

Ac, pool, bale S150 1409 Midvale 473 2537 (it

Jy 20)

' OR 2 females share large 3 bdrm
•<5//nhouse, pool Start August Day 472 8V27,

OP*!, ^A' (19 Jv 20 i

GIRL to share one bedroom
"^"'\'^!;f

S40/mon1h Spnta Monica Lome 392 ""°;
194 9112 (19 Jy '•'

FEMALE roommate Share 2 bdrm 2 bat><

with one Furn. S07/mo. for summer *fy

»*'2, 477 9347 (19Jyl4)

FEMALE" GRAOshare large fUrhlshed 2

hpdroom apt vw/i S75 /mo available now
(19Jy20)

TuMday. July 13« 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin 1
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Whafs On:
Tickets: Exhibits:

— "The Gods Sit Back/' written by Halstead

Welles, directed by Michael Gordon, with actors Guy
Stockwell and Edward Binns and summer workshop

students will be presented at 8:30 p.m. commencing

Friday and 7:M p.m. Sunday In AAacGowan Little

Theater. Tickets available at all UCLA Box Offices.

General Admission. S2.50, students y.

— The Annual UCLA Student Design and Pictorial

Exhibition, featuring paintings* sculpture, design

graphics, ceramics and textiles. The display will

continue through July 25 at the UCLA Art Gallery.

Hours are Monday ttifough Friday, 11 a.m^toSp.m..

S<9turday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. ^^

Music:

m Meetings:

r
)

Fiddle Contest,

throughout the
— nth Annual Topanga Banjo

featuring Instrumentalists from
Southland with continuous music in open air setting;

picnicking and prizes for contest winners, will be

held from 10a.m. to 6 p.m., Sunday at the Recreation

Center, m De Neve Circle. Tickets available only at

Center on day of event. General Admission; adults,

18 65. $2.00; 12 17 and over 45, $1.00; under 12, 50<.

and babes in arms free. Ranking also free.

— Kundallnl Yoga, (Yoga of Awareness), will hold

their meetings at 2.» p.m. every Monday and

Thursday in courtyard behind the Women's Gym
until the end of second summer session.

— Women's Studies Program wilt hold a nr>eeting

for all interested women at 5 p.m. tomorrow In tt^e

Ackerman Union WOnr^en's Lounge.
- Women's Study Program will hold a meeting to

organize consciousness raising groups for women
wh<?want to teach courses in the program and other

interested women at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in tt»e

Ackerman Union Won>en's Lounge. VI

Seminars: URA clubs:

— Ranjit K. Chandra, MD., of the Department of

Pediatrics, All India Institute, New Delhi, will speak

on "Immunocompetence in Malnutrition." at 4 p.m.

Thursday at Center for Health Sciences Room 43 105.

This seminar is being sponsored by Dr. John Fahey,

department chairman, medical microbiology and

immunology. ^or further Information call ex 565^.

Et cetera:
— The Overpopulation Information Center will be

open from 10 a.m. -2: 30 p.m. every AAonday

throughout the summer In Ackerman Union 2412 to

offer information and referrals on overpopulation,

contraception, legal abortion and venereal disease.

— The Visitor's Center will hold tours of central

campus at 1:M p.m. from /^urphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday throughout the

summer. The tours are free and open to the public.

— A Master's Lecture- Demonstration, featuring

Kathy Herrman, will be presented at 8:30 p.m..

Wednesday, July 21 In the Dance Laboratory,

Women's Gym, Studio 208. Free.

Today. July 13

— The Conservation Club — 7:» p.m., in Acker-

man Union 2412.

— The Karate Club — 5-7 p.m., in the Women's

Gym 200.

— The Fishing Club — noon. In the Men's Gym 201.

— The Sailing Club — 5: 30 p.m., at the UCLA dock,

Marina del Rey.

Tomorrow. July 14

— The Judo Club — 3:30 5 p m . in Memorial Ac-

tivities Center B 146.

— The Hatha Yoga Club— 5-7 p.m.. In the Women's

Gym 200. • • *" ^
. «_^.«

— The Kenpo Club — noon. In Memorial Activities

Center B 146.

Thursday. July 15

— The Indoor Soccer Club — 7 10 p.m.. In the

Women's Gym 200.

— The Women's Karate Club — 5-6 p.m.. In ttie

Women's Gym 200.

— The Kung Fu Club — 3 5 p.m.. In the Won>en's

Gym 200.
"

— The Integral Yoga Club — 4:00 p.m.. on the

Women's Gym Green.

CHILD CARE CENTER NEEDS HELP - There Is a need for six to eight

students on work-study to help care for children this »"";•«•''JJ"^
should apply at Kerckhoff Hall 201, ex 52?91. The center also need*

volunteers wtw enjoy helping to care lor children.

DB has

free

coffee
•ia

ISCleadership training program set

An international Leadership Training Program is being offered to 16

foreign studente who are interested in developing their potentials and

capabilities for leadership. A laboratory experience will provide the

means for interpersonal growth using the techniques of effecUve self-

expression, self examination, listening, and responding to confronUUorL

All interacUons will happen within the group situation Developing the^

specific techniques is the essence of interpersonal growth, and resulU tn

maximunfi self-expression and efficiency

Interested students should pick-up an information sheet at ine in-

ternational Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Avenue (2 blocks from La

Mancha ) . The program wiU begin Thursday. July 15 for eight wr

For further information call 477-4587

!

/

y Apb. to Shoro....—

•

'7

SEPARATE room, botti, entrMict, larv*

beautiful ocean view apt. 4S4tS44. ( If Jy 13)

^ For Sub-lease

-^OR Awfust. 3 ^rm. hovs* furnished, beach
waikinQ distance, tlM rent. Call 4S4-1017
morns , eves. ( SL Jy 23)

LARGE 9ara«« apt. - Single student. July 1-

Au« IS. SfO total! Frtondly atmosphere. t24-

4771. (SLJvU)

AUGUST 1 • Sopt. M. 4 bdrm. furnishod
custom hillside. Woodland Hills. i4«0.
Professor Mwm, 115-4331. days. ( Jy )3)

^ House for Itenf .»»>..>..... 20

S400 Mo BRENTWOOD. 2 bdrm den. L»e
liv rm., L9e enclosed yard. 7 car VarajH
near shops. 714) 444-4174 (MJyl')

• Ho«$e to Shore ... 22 ^ Room for Ron* 26 >/4»tos for Sale ..29

MARE Brentwood house. Own room^Bein»

edecorated, furn 120 30a. t^^^^^)

1 bdrm MOUSE to sh. Have fwn room,

good location in Santa Monica, "\*«,^:
«S40.

*""'

M3 MONTMLY. Roommate to »»»•'• '»*»yjf

with J girls. WLA. 473 4354. ^''^ '"

NEED somewhere to live this sommerT

Share house, private room in •"Changt tor

babvsitt.ng. 13^3237 (22 Jy U)

ROOM in private home; privilogos, uftlj^'M

included Avail now MO Call 174 15M (2* Jy

20)

QUIET attractive room, hitchen priviU

SAOutiiitis Male student, ••'•••'•.'"*"

campus Eves . §34^730 (J4Jy23)

^Auhs for Sale 29

TR4 4S white, low mtioage, hardtop, Pireiits,-

wooden steering wheel, immac cond , 5t»$.

Eves, 193 1347 (2tJv13)

TRIUMPH '47 Spitfire Odrive, am/fm
radio, Michclint. new toineau, well mam
talned 5900 4SS I9S0 (29Jy20)

J Cycles, Scoolers

fOr jOie^f •»»»»»»•*

r IS

( t
'

30

'70 HONDA CB3M. less than

very well S4M Andy 4)9 3494

miles Runs
(M JY7)

FEMALE needs roommate »»•[• J"^
house Sherman OaHs, »^'»«*

, /•J^,
$93/mo 700 3254 a«er I. (22 J 23)

SANTA Monica Yer •*«;••:"'
.JSi'JiJ'jV

Pets welcome, yard 39$ 4040, anytime. (23 Jy

'44 OPEL Raiiye, needs new home, ewner

leaving, very good cond , R/M, »>•»*•"•!.'

393 3419. _______
•47 BMW 1400, sunroof, low mileage,

mechanically perfect, recent '"••^
/"f^f.-

new rad.als, tn00^47i^$$4r^ _____
'44 OLDS Toronado Oefuiie, air-<.oml.»

M.chelin X tires, 44000 miles, •".^*T?f;
$1400. Call 713 1549 (39J14>

HOUSE tor reM. furn. two bdrm. -one bath,

near Beverly Hills. $7$ week. Appromimately
• I to 9 9 374 3710. (20 Jy23 )

FURNISHED House (Lease) $500.-4

bedrooms, convenient beautiful location,

CKcellent scttools. available August 1. 4$4-

2270. (20Jy 14)

^' House for Sale.*....•..•*•• 21

WEST Los lUigefes 13000 Indianapolis St. 3

bedrooms large family room 1 3/4 batlM
»1«.9$0 Open house Sundays. For ap-
pointment Evenings 479 1712 (21 Jy 14)

REDECORATED, Brentwood 2 hedrm 1 1/2

bath, fireplace, drapes, carpets, mo-c»re

j>ard. furn/unfurn 025 4242. 472 1944(21 Jv 14)

OLD Bel Air. 3 bdrm 3 baths. Peof. Fan-
lastic view. $79,000. Sands Realtors, 474^

(Jyio)

JRoom and board 24

MMjT^iT^^grad/bndergrad m^^
to school, pool, tv, parking.

«"»«»^-J'J^ !!?

S Bentley 273 4734 (24 Jy »)

J Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Ha<p... 25

ISS WEEK, eip Mather's »»»^^'»^« *" *

:l,ildren under I Must dr.ve/sw.m July 15-

Sept. 1$ 454-4341
(2>J'»»

'49 TOYOTA Corotta-low miltage, !«. cowd

Must sell • speed trans $900 "5 4700, 275-

S004eves. (29 J 14)

MORGAN 47 "plus 4", wtre •'^' ••••

miles Original owner e>cellent c»«««^ »"7^,
4S4 9904 (29Jy14)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

save on car rental «•<«» o**^ Buy »»^«
•Jj*

delivery in Europe Plan" Direct sMpmem
also arranged Financing availabfo.

191 044$, • 70 4971

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Wathinqton Blvd.

MARLEY SS3$0 197' custom paint, seat,

cushioned stssy b«rt $1,000/ or lake

payments Tom 479 2443 (IOJy33)

'70 SUZUKI $0, I Slid . $331 including helmet

Days. 03$ 4044, eves. 399 3444 (WJD)

TRI Bonn, 70 3,700 mi XInf eond Sl,2$« or

besto«i>r Call 374 40$4 Must sell (MJy}!)

'44 LAMBRITTA ISO CC. runs

sell Helmet $13$ 394 7340

Must
(30Jv33)

•;OKAWASAKlSamun J$Oc<,4700mi Good

cond Call after! 30 pm 443 1700. 542$ (30

Jy i3>^
;

47 VW Bug, Xlnt cond New tires and

shocks $000 709 0341 (39Jyl4)

•70 FIAT 0$0 sport coupe. $000 miles, like

new, private party 037 9343, $1400 (39 Jy 13)

*7 FORD Super van RefcuOt trans, a/c.

^.ndows.b.g Runs line * "«•/«»••!!:',«,̂ ,
*7>3 eves

<^''^"'

«9 VW Sedan «lnt cond, with
'^•f***-

••*
offer, call 024^ 7 302 (29Jyll)

'44 MGB Fiberglass haro ' j and convertibfe

top li$0/bes» oUer 393 9JM (or 7*4 920^) (39

OLDS '40 Cutlass 2 dr., vinyl tip, new tires,

ulntcond, best offer 392 1141 (39Jy30)

'70 HONDA JSOCL helmet A rack, e^f^a

Cle«n 4 700 miles S47J Pn prty 4$4

37J; l30Jyl4)

YAMAHA )WR i 1970 ' Very low. mileage

t«te»»en»cor>d »$J0 (2'* »'»* days) (37$

1311 eves/wkends) (JO Jy »o>

WHY'~'pi7 parking 70 «•"•».«>•;:'
'Lerrego" Excellent condition, ino. oest

olfer Call 391 0240 (30Jy 131

49 BMW R 40 US. 400ct, Strong, fast.

dependabit Gtrman dnveshaft bthe

nor .,««,, Call Ptte. )tl 7)0$ ( 30 Jy 13>

'42 FORO OafaiiW; Aula, tr an*., ^••^•' Jj^'

radio good tires, battery, «l»»t co*id^»2S0^

3912543. (20 J 23)

FOREIGN student P^'^***/***"' ^/
board Bachelor s house tennis court/

^'mm.ng Pool- e-change yard^osjW^»|,

weekdays, 473 5221, nights weekends

0740

700^

(2$Jy 13)

VW '40 Bug ^M AM radio. _

S900/best Leaving the country *'*->»•• *"
270L

il^^V^^i

$9 CORVETTE (classic) •"••"•, JJ^VJ"
MT, white enceiient condition *'290/best

Leaving for Europe, 477^444 (29 Jy 13)

toad c«id A' 1

FREE LOAN CARS
FRf I TOWING

4000 Mile

vOl»<$WAGENCAR 51Ry»Cl
Discounted Below Dealers Price

At AU'^O $ERViCE
79)7 V«n Nwyt B)vd

across front C M Plant

Call 094 707) 74 Hours

^ 0fcyCi9s

"BIKeC0L7>GY
I A New Concept)

PEUGEOT STEYR

>JI4 ; bdrm
ranspoci»i-A.^
Jv 13)

bath si$4 1 bdrm H«»r
"6 Barry AwF 479 0)43 (17

T^. ^uaUPV 6V SHABIMi LaP©c
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL
SUNDECKS. GARAGE. 441 425 LANDFAIR
479 5404 (19 QTR'

MALtBO Canyon renovated
cottage on smogfree vieW. Acre Corral, 35

m.r 955 (21Jy13»

~^ House to Share..<^.——22

l^ttlVATE BDRM . cool. g«Mf. Me OMthre
•••use. B*r B O. patio. n*or UCLA, bus,
parkii»4.S75 475 4751 (73 J 27)

rZ! ^ «.Ai ABV seoarate apt, board eKChange
^'^

'n'd^faVe Xr 'schooT supper physican

~« ^t^uohter ( in 275 0471 (2$Ag24)
4nd daughter (

>alafy tof ttiPY^"'"^ *'^
(t

school 279 I^IL

44 LINCOLN Co«t,A.ntal •••'T'J'^^*'"
Jower . air cond 4 door >)3>0 HO 5 OOOO (29

»9*5 COtVAiR Corsa Light bfue con

vertible Stick/4 carbs New engine, bad

flywheel $24$ 477 5401. (20Jv 30)

AUSTiti Cooper $ I275cc B carOs bat/

polished, mod head A manifold, racing cam
competition suspension, twin fuel pumps
i.fi-s roll bar mag wtieels. sunroof.

CMsrom interior 4 spkrs A bucket Sfat

Saies/Service m
Soecialty lO Speeds

114U Wilshirt (near San Vicente)

473 )»77

523''i/oMer 241 4075 n ft)

mOiimL .4m»

»i MGB white hard soft tops wire

r«#te—6nd tanrt —ouill—HIL.

.yew, Scooters

For Sale »

m

••••••• »oo •••••• 30

tiogg/oi'er 02500)4 0244044 (29 Jy 14)

MALE
exchange

Room only •*"V»*"5:i!j!Ljir*
hour daily housework

;rc;::rs.i;ne.).AM3PM)457i$74(2$
44 DATSUN 4 dr , stKk. new dutch, must

^ell $77$/offe^ Pr /otv 47$ 3344 eves (29 Jv

47 Falcon good cond New transmission

vaf'vs, stick Leaving country, must sell now

MVO 474 245) (39 Jy 23)
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n UCLA Swrnrmr Brulo

Gordon directs play opening Wednesday

By Jan Br«MMb»ai
StaH

Director Michael Gordon hat had to watt 26 years

for the second prodixrtion of his frierKl Halsted

Welles' play. The Gods Sit Back.

The first and only production of the play was in tt«

summer of 1945 in Rhode Island. Since then, although

ihe play was known, it has been considered un

commercial.

Both' before and after that one production, Gordon

has worked as a director. Fresh with an MFA from

Yale, where he first met Welles, he began his career

in 1932 as a "hoofer" before starting to direct. He

spent time with the Group Tt^aater and director Lat

Strasburg. Then his hears directing on Broadway

became interspersed with years in California

directing films.

Although he misaed tt^e tt^aater because "certain

aspects of ttw working process in theater are n>ore

rewarding ttwn in films," he has. for tt>e past 12

years, directed mainly cinen^a and sonr>e telavWon.

Among his tilnns, which he describes as popular

money successas. are Pillow Talk and The Im

possible Years. His Broadway credlH include The

Male Anln\al, Honr>e of the Brave and The Tender

Trap. . X.

However, Gordon kept renr^embering The Gods Sit

Back and its vivid affect on him, and in spite of his

conviction of the play's continuing timeliness, efforts

to get it produced were wittwut success. Ttien last

summer he started lecturing in tt>e theater arts

department here. He became acquainted with and

involved in the department. When asked to direct a

play this sumnrwr. he said yes, provisionally. The

provision was that the play be The Gods Sit Back.

Henry Goodman, vice chairnrtan of tt>e ttieater *rts

department agreed and the second production of The

Gods Sit Back will start tomorrow at MacGowen Hall

Little Theater.

The story concerns a struggle in h*ew York City in

lt32 tt^t at tt>e tinr>e seemed virtually hopeless. The

outcome of the struggle Is sonr>ething that today we

take completely for granted. -^^

Gordon, who refuses to divulge more information

about the plot, says, "thenr^tically. the play states

that if what IS commonplace for us today was for our

great ^randpM-ents an impossible dream, then by

extension that which is today an impossible dream

could become commonplace for our great grand

children."

Gordon will teach playwnting this coming year m
the theater arts departnr^ent here.

iSC to get new look

The Internaumal Student Center wiU have a gennl clean-up and

repair day on Saturday July 24. according to Martin McCarthy, assistant

director of the Center.

••We hooe interested foreign students and other constant users and

fnendsof^ Center will join us to lift the old girl's face." McCarthy said

"We'U be doing fairly simple repair jobs^pnming plants. roU paint jobs

soackling things like that. We'U begin anwnd 10 •-».. take a break for

fi^ch^enfand then end the day^
Center for swinaming and a picnic."

The staff members of the Foreign Student Office and the International

Student Center will all work on the cksan-up project, according to Mc

earthy . and they wiU provide the pothick picnic dinngr.

All interested students are encouraged to wear old clothes, bnng sack

lunches, and join the fun at the International Student Center. 1023 Hilgard

Avenue.

«

foreign student wins

set of encyclopedias

Lightening never strikes twice in the same place, but luck seems to be

hovering aroimd Edward Twum-Akwabpah, Ghanaian graduate student

in Speech Communication, in unusually large auMMints. 250 people en

tered the Student Store drawing between June 21-25. and Mr. Twum

Akwaboah triumphed in the Sweepstakes to win a new edition ol the 24

volume Encyckjpedia Britannica. Last fall he woo a class ring m a

similar drawing.
~

Married with one chiki. BIr. Twum-Akwaboah plans to return to the

University of Ghana, after completing his Master's here, to train

teachers for high school and smaller college there.

Summer Bruin

• OfflCIAL NOTICES •

PBOM: Dean of fltadi _,^^
TO ALL STUDENTS- STUDENT HEALTH SEEVICE

MTvkes avaflabke wlllKHit ckarse through the Stttdeai HeaMfc t^in^

JSu^ .karply wtatted from thoee ort«ln«Uy pl«««« •V*^^*^

wttl'cithu.e to be mymilmb^ but '^J'f^^^^
wUl be onjiJe^lor-

mtrvin baate. fHartrali who make use of the UCLA Hoaplnl wmu urnry

K«r wlUbe rcapoaal^le for tlie fl«t $7.50 o# the fee, tailed of the

flral $5.00 M fliatcd In the Cataloc.

''^A"lx"KiTILANCE PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS FOE AlL
new! Reentering & transfer students

CoBCcrntaM Enb^ance Phyakal Evaluations, pleaae <U^Jfrd pacca

3eJ7 of the General Cataloc Personal appearance at (he tfMeoff «-

traarc to no loncer r«|alred except for a few apcciaJ tawsortea, u-

flIcAd new and reentering eludents will receive new uMt'acnrai ana

Pkyikal Bralaatton for«i with their rcgiHratlon pack^ AbT^m not
^^^ almS^ald fweit one hy calUna (213) SZ5-225L

Southern

Campus sfiff

on sale-KH 112

L •-^""iiii^aSii fc
- - .

. , r iTW'^'- — k- ««B II.'' ' -I -IT

TJ^fiHBp

III Keixklioff Hail on Brvin Wolk - room 1 21

Get your notes, projects, whatever, organized and

copied quickly and thoroughly. Open 8 o.m.- 5 p.m

(Over 100 copies are just 4C each.)

jprinting & duplicating

needs your help-

twice a week

see Todd Carter,

KH 110

DAMC.IIO.G

iiaill

iifith

- « I litis picture?

+

footn 121 kardiNoH holl. 82S>2S15
o{?«" rrcnaoy thfos^^qr "•aav S.^'i

(For answer see page 2)
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also bClJS/ bagS/ Kair ftotxiies, etc
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come visit o«r neca inatc«»s«M€ locabon:

deer m tkc all«!l behind JeonsVfc<t«'COTitk*<ro

IIIO GAYLEt AVc. WESTWOOO • H73 9«**9
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itPdxJ Advertisement)

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CENTER FOR UCLA

840 Hilgard Ave. 474-50 15

DANCE, LIVE BAND 8:30 p.m.

Saturday, July 1 7

AAASS EVERY CLASS DAY AT 12:05 PM
SUNDAY MASS€S. 9& 1 1 AM; 6: 1 5 & 7:30 PM

THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY 9 to ^30

and 7:30 to 9:30 PM on T. - W. - Th^ ^ i^

?:a'jtf^'' ^^s^O^
^*

i^^:^^
LATIN AMERICAN— FIESTA
Saturday. July 17, ql 1023 Hilgard Av«.

-8:30-9:00 p.m. demonstrations of dance steps

-9:00 p.m. donee party b'egins.

Refreshments provided, admission free.

at the

INTERNATIONAL STUDEISiT CENTER

1023 Hilgdrd Ave.

Westwood, 477-4587 %

f^ip^3^
y^iy.

'4-

-SLy

\0'
UCOiAK/RECORD CENTER

V23 Broocion of Le Conte, Westwood

PHONE: GR-80446 OPEN DAILY 10-9:45 Fri C Sat tjll 10:45

Su0^10-6

TREMENDOUS
^^SALE!

J
* ' '

" ^4
/

(These Prices Effective Until Further Notice)

ON ALL LP's

POP-ROCK-FOLK
JAZZ & CLASSICAL!

L

REG. SCHWANN
CAT. PRICE \

X98 '

REG. SCHWANN
CAT. PRI(5E

4.98

REB. SCHWANN
CAT. PRICE
5.98

REG. SCHWANN
CAT PRICE

6.98

Now Only 1^79

Ww Only 2.99

Now Only 3.59
I

Now Only 4.19

__ Plus

Sale On Our Complete

Stock 8 Track Cart-

ridges & Cassettes

REG SCHWANN
CAT. PRICE
6.98

Now Only 4.8^

I'-

t.

ftEG SCHWANN
CAT. PRICE

7.98

Now Only 5.v^J

I
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Park now parking lot
By Deborah Ashin

"They paved paradi9€ and put up a parking lot. ."

Joni Mitchell

It really wasn't a park. Just several weathered

pine trees, unkempt foliage, a wooden bench and

various creatures^-opossums, squirrels—but it was

an oasis from the cement and glass skyscrapere.

Now it's a parking lot, complete with black asphalt

and white lines, but few cars ever park there.

It isn't anyone's fault and yet it's everyone s.

A sizable parking deficit existed, accroding to

parking services manager Sally Meisenholder, as

3500-4000 students were on a waiting list for a slot to

deposit their car when they came to campus.
*

In fall of 1969 Parking Review Board—composed of

undergraduate and graduate students who were

appointed by their respective student body

presidents—recommended several areas for parking

lot expansion, including the^'park" at Wilshire Blvd.

and Veteran Ave. which was to become an annex tg

parking lot 32.

In late November of 1970, 162 new parking spaces

were thus available for occupancy at $18 per quarter

($9 less than regular parking permits because of the

distance to campus). Meisenholder, who estimated

the cost of conversion at $2 3,000 which w^ paid by

parking revenue funds, said convertingihe lot was a

response to "student pressure."

A lawyer whose office in the Federal Building on

Wilshire Blvd. overlooks the lot, wrote the following

letter to the Daily Bruin last quarter, "For a number

of years, UCLA has a park located on the comer of

Wilshire and Veteran, across the street from the

Veteran's Cemetary. This park contained scores of

rabbits and squirrels; I personally saw two opossum

in this small green area. Students use the area as

picnic grounds, Frisbe throwing and everything else

you do on real grass.

"A while ago this park was destroyed; it is mnra
black asphalt parking lot. With sadness I have ob-

served this parking lot for several months, today is

typical. There are only two cars in this lot. In truth in

fact, the new parking lot was not needed and isjiot

now being used." <^ ^

Meisenholder agrees the lot is not utilized—"The

lot did quite well the first quarter,' she said.

However, the demand fell off because of budgetary

pro^)lems, the completion of parking structure.two

which alleviated the need for faculty parking and a

drop in staff from the freeze on filling vacancies in

departments which also decreased the need, ac-

cording to Meisenholder.

"There was a need at the time and students chose

to have parking rather than trees. There were

beautiful pine trees and it broke our hearts to chop

them down—and now it's two late," she said. "I

guess we goofed."
w^^
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NEED t CM?
Students - For a small fee I con get

you o cor less ihan wholesale blue-

book prkes from a VWto o E! Dorodo

'directfy from the Los Angeles Auto-

' mobile Auction held every Tuesday

for outhorlzed dealers only. You will

attend and select the car you want

|.and be present at the bidding v<rhich

can go hundreds of dollars below Blue

I

book prices. Coll Sherry at 879-3282

or 473-0933 ondsove! ! !

Fll & SUN 1:31 • SAT I ft 11:30

JUIES FEIFFEffS

MuteHouHe

Lm&t is a Wholi Lot llicir at La Manclia

carpets air conditioning h«atod swimming pool

saunas recreatk)n lounge exercise room
co-ed floors suites with living rooms • refrigerators

open visitation * excellent food (all you can eat)

meeting facilities study areas activity program
and entertainment color TV adjacent to campus

Come on over and see for yourwhl

93t Hilgard Av«nMC, (213) 47S-5t31
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Luciiiiio viscoiitrs

'Death m Venice",

sensuality as

Destruction

II Jiiet irslil

!

i

l:,^^i:ii.v »-.Ja--JiJ t '-^ 'J—-^-"-^Wt^

"Forlorn! the very word is like

a bell/ To toll me back from thee

to my sole self!/ Adieu! the fancy

cannot cheat so well/ As she is

fam'd todo, deceiving elf./ Adieu!

adieu! thy plaintive anthem
fades/ Past the near meadows,

over the still stream,/ Up the hill-

side; and now 'tis buried deep/ In

the next valley-glades: Was it a

vision, or a wakingdream?/ Fled
' is that music: —Do I wake or
*^ sleep?" (Keats) Obsession is

undoubtedly one of the more
universal themes in art. The
death-defying love of Orpheus for

Eurydice, of Pygmalion for his

stone Galatea, Lycius for Lamia,

Heathcliff for Cathy, the Unknown
Prince for Turandot, or Scottie for

Madeleine exemplifies the brand

of all-encompassing **madness"

which has attracted artist after

artist — including most recently

director Luchino Visconti and

much jearlier writer Thomas
"^ann.

Death in Venice was originally a

novella by Mann which like so

much of his work betrayed his

fascination for decay, perversion,

the futile attempts of intellectuals

to live in a world of their own
creation, and, of course, ob-

session. Characters like Tristan of

the story of the same name or the™

cripple of "LitUe Herr Fried-

mann" epitomize the Mann hero
— one who insulates himself

behind the walls of "culture" and

art but is finally destroyed by his

exposure to a "sensually "real"

beauty much more enthralling

than any he could create or

imagine. Von Aschenbach — the

artist-hero of Death in Venice— is

such a character. Wearied and

depressed, he travels to Venice for

relaxation. While there he falls in

love with a handsome young boy

who seems to fit and even surpass

his conceptions of ideal beauty.

Though he has tried to live his life

and create his art in affirmation of

spirituality and idealism, he finds

his attraction to this boy much
more than that. In his awakening

to sensuality, he dies.

In Visconti 's film version of this

masterpiece, he again combines

the elements which have served

him so well in his other brilliant

literary adaptations — namely

White Nights and The Leopard As

he had with Dostoievski and di

Lampedusa, Visconti evidences a

marvelous understanding of, and

empathy with, Mann Like the

great German author, Visconti is

also drawn to decadence and

decay (in fact much of the per-

versity of The Damned was based

on Mann's Puddcnbrooks) The

long tracking and panning shots

over the indolence and subsurface

decadence of Venice and its

teraction with their surroundings.

But. in theu- best works, it is only a

temporary detachment for these

men. for eventually the objects of

their sympathies and iden-

tifications become clear. As in

The Leopard, which begins with

detached inspection of a fading

aristocracy and ends with com-

plete identification. Von
Aschenbach becomes the

dramatic magnet for Vltconti's

and our enK>tions (as, indeed, he

was for Mann)
One of ^Visconti 's most ad-

mirable cinematic talents is his

abihty to transfer the literary

hero's inner monologues or

thoughts and the narrator's

description of them into purely

visual terms. Most of Visconti's

films have very little dialogue,

and this is especially true of Death

( the only significant conversation

appearing in the flashbacks where

audience into each shot. The

plasticity of his images and the

subtle modeling of charac-

terizations through telling

reactions (e.g. Von Aschenbach's

claustrophobic distaste for and

fear of a crowd of boys in an

elevator, his displeasure with the

indolence of the tourists and the

schmaltzy music of the hotel

lobby) splendidly mark all of

Visconti's films. The final long (in

time and distance) shots on the

beach as Von 4schenbach's ob-

iciminn with the young boy finally

leads him to adopt the artificiality

of the city and people around him

( the new face the l>arber paints on

him resembles a death mask more

than a return to youthful beauty)

are even better examples of this

director's artistry. As the young

boy seems to merge into the

limitless sea, Von Aschenbach

dies there on the beach — doonied

wealthy tourists (with the city's"

painted and whitewashed walls

being matched in artificiality by

the painted faces of its guests) is

the perfect visual equivalent for

Mann's detailed descriptions.

Further, the detachment from his

characters which Mann can at

times affect is another trademark

he and Visconti share. Both

establish a definite milieu ( in this

case Venice at the turn of the

century) and then observe, at a

distance, their characters in in-

-Von Aschenbachs idealistic ar-

tistic conceptions are neatly

established). In dispensing with

dialogue and narration Visconti

strives to convey his meanings

through composition, attention to

detail within a shot, and the

measured reactions of his

characters to their milieu. And,

for this reason, his films are

usually very slow-paced. Like

Dreyer at his best or Von Stem-

berg always, Visconti's work

demands immersion by the

by his own sensuality and aborted

rebirth into the world of the

senses

Visconti's life-long connection

with the opera and indeed all

kinds of music has been com
mented on many times l>efore. But

m I>eath in Venice it is par

ticularly important One of the

major changes from the novel to

the film was Visconti's decision to

make Von Aschenbach a com-

pboer rather than a ^Ivritcr and to

model the composer after Gustav

Mahler Like the Von Aschenbach

of the film, Mahler also strove for

the creation of perfectly balanced,

cerbral music. But his Romantic.

Wagnerian roots always broke

through (fortunately) to ckwd his

music with rich tonality and

emotional sensuousness. To
emphasize this dichotomy most

poetically Visconti uses Mahler's

own music (among others) to

great effect. The final death scene

on the beach is played against the

composer's emotional yet

spiritually yearning 'Fifth

Symphony" (once again cap-

sulizing Von Aschenl>ach'8 own
ambivalent position) The lullaby-

like song the old woman sings

earlier presages the hero's at-

tempted rebirth The Viennese

schmaltz of the hotel music

raptures the light-headed,

decadent milieu of these tourists.

And finally the bawdy and sen

timenUl street songs represent

the kincJ of honesty and vulgarity

Von Aschenbach fears.

It would be interesting to ponder

why this year has produced three|r

films of uneiqualled visual merit

and dramatic impact with very

similar themes — namely Ken
Russell's The l^luslc Lovers,

Kurosawa's Dode«'Ka-den, and

Visconti's Death In Venlcr All

three deal with people blinded by

obsession ^ and frantically

dedicated to worlds of their own
creation a world which
ultimately causes their downfall

It is as if these disparate artists

were inspired by the same
"Muse;" as if they were trying to

give warning and advice to these

sensitive and creative misfits who
are reborn in every generation as

alienated from the world as their

predecessors ^

E. L. & P.

Every Song Conjures a Picture
by Suzan

The eruption of sound that kicks open Emerson, Lake and

Palmer's latest. Tardus (CoUUion SD 9900) announces a no-

tickle policy of pounding music that osscilates between

psychic frenzy and self-revelation. ELP operates on a

delicate balance that holds itself in musical check between

the spacy. never-in-this-world instnimenUtion and the

poetic super-realism of Greg Lake's lyrics. These two

elements combine to keep ELP hovering just above the

earth, instead of flying out into orbit or smashing into the

infernal pit of self-indulgence.

It is difficiilt to conceptualize where and how this music

comes it it is so far removed from the range of

common musical experience. The only way to cope with

ELP is to formulate some sort of visual picture ^J^
their music represents. This is where the Tarkus, the red-

eyed armadillo/tank on the album's cover, fits in as an

easily accessible image of the rumbling, pclUng percussion

that thematically unifies the album.

Piecing together the science ficUon circus of the innwr

cover is weU worthy of a loaded gambol ELPs "sound-

track "

is sufficienUy apocalyptic to issue ^^m the Tartia,

which was hatched from a volcano belching globuUr drops

of nre4)lood. The Tarkus proceeds to encounter several

sinister half-animal, haU-mechanical monsters unUl he is

mortaUv 8h"n^ ^y " human-faced scorpion-hon who leaves

or
him to roll back into the sea. PUying over

drama makes mimical sense of •Batlietieia

"Aqaaurkus" which conjures strange vtoions of Royai

Gherkins marching through the nether '

ne Ready
The blending of instruments (bass, electic and acousUc

guitars, drunis, every imaginable keyboard and Moog

synthesizer) is so complete that it is someUmes difficult to

separate the physical origins of the sound. This complete

meshing of vibrations could sould like mush if done by less

skilled musicians ELPs prowess, however, is their ability

to mix, whirl and blend their sound without pulverizing it to

ignominity.

Instead of just whacking the piano strings with UtUe

mallets, Keith Emerson's percussive keyboard artistry has

capsulizcd an entire orchestra by taking exotic, if

calculated risks on the Moog Drummer Carl Palmer's

sUcatto punctuation co|ild be compared to the popping

sound of a high powered air gun. volleying crescendoes of

percussive rhythms which can either fragnwint or unify the

musical statements

GuiUrist/lyricist/producer Greg Lake write* m an ex-

panded Moody Blues tradiUon The lyrics go far beyond

triviality to the more profoundy visionary perspective in

images of cosmic consciousne« Lake explores the realm

of man's metaphysical quest and suggests that the answers

all lie within the human psyche. ^ -"-

Getting cat^ht up (and consequently brought down) by

the ncverending search for self recurs as the lyrtcal theme

of the albimi Perhaps the best example of Lake's musical

approach to life is "The Only Way (Hymn)" which inchides

an eene mesmerizing Bach toccaU and »aanie» both faith

.„ .-.,.«. ^...iv ^.-ui Gix! !i condiid« with the rty>ut>o" that

inner-directjon, not

to live is by 3rour own

„^^^^^ ._, the "way of the Word." The com

ll^tioii foojies on a pnmitive. energetic bais nm that

sounds much like Stravinsky's "Rite of Spnng" This has

the effect of bringing the listener's spirits back up after

ripping asunder every ancient precept that our society hat

kMised Itself upon

This masterful control of mood makes an abrupt

aboutface by concluding the side with the posiUve assertion

that rock and roll forever will stand. ELP launches into

Are You Ready Eddy-^' (alias "Rock Me Baby") with aU

the gusto that behooves a first generation rock song. The

overall effect is climactic, combining the ingredients of a

first generation song, performed by a second generation

rock group with a third generation orienUtion

For all the hght hearted Py«^« ' *;?^**^*1* *f^^
visionary gleams perpetrated "t>

Palmer's Tarktts. the final taste is that oi a p» a necuu

capable of inetjriatmg the soul

4 ,
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Hiimcoui>a
900 Hiigar<l Aveniw

474-1531

San Diego Shakespeare Festival

$4 25 for the matinee of Toming of the Shrew

Meet of Hillel at 9 a.m. in the Upper Lounge

Bring your sack lunches, and money for dinner

afterwards if you would like to stay.

p,^. mok. your r..^-.ion. by V««ln«3-y J«ly 21 *74.1531

H yoo con possibly drive let us linow.

No Sweat Foreign Student!

We will ship your person ol effects bock to your home wi th

professional efficiency .
'. at charges ihot won't hurt you.

Call Us Now:

749-7491

»«»«N220V
eippl»onc«« of

•»«H-4no«rn brands

part be alleviated th» September when a

retrospective of between 60 and 80 of Ford's movies

IS presented at the Encore Theatre.

The only other small legacy ol John Ford's career

which remains for those unlucky enough to find

themselves growing up today are the films made by

those members of Ford's stock jcompany of actors,

friends and technicians who continue to make movies

in the Ford tradition. The Sixties have seen several

such films, most of them produced by Michael ( son of

John) Wayne, directed by Andrew (son of Victor)

McLaglen and acted by the Duke and as many Ford

bit players as can be assembled. Unfortunately, the

good intentions of such projects far exceed the

Ulents of their directors, and the results have ranged

from the sometimes-beautiful The Undefeated to the

inane McUntock and Chlsum. Big Jake is happily

one of the best of these imitations of the Master, with

John Wayne delivering hnes out of The Searchers

and reunited with Maureen O'Hara in a recreation of

the sexual relationship which evolved through The

Quiet Man, Rio Grande and Whigs of Eagles, and*

featuring not only the Ford old-timers — Harry

Carey Jr, Bruce Cabot, Hank Warden, et. at. — but a

. .^ 41 I r^.^A whole new generaUon of Ford players: Ethan

*Rln l3kP**l8lB MDOBI rOrO' Wayne, Chns Mitchum. and a mature pat Wayne

In j^aio Rio,

thcY P«Y *o ••«

a nian kill a bull

kttl

t, • -»•( JT-
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KIRK
*^^"®''^ ~" JOHNNY

CASH
'AGUNnGirr'

JANE AL£)(A^€tR KAREN BLACK |5VFVA11C>€,ALVAREZ| It«r« fCSENTHAc

"^;?r:j(Ht4YCASM P^«*AfCNALDlUerr**HAflaDJ*CK bloom ^^HAHOlDJAOcaOOM
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As the Ughts come up at the end of Seven Women.

there is an ominous and chiUing sensaUon that, hiore

than merely the end of a great fUm, it is the end of the

greatest of fihn careers^the end of one man's fifty

years of consummate movie-making, and of a career

which may one day help give an otherwise fatuous

twentieth century whatever meaning it might

ultimately hold for those who will look back on it. In

the five years since the release of Seven Women.

John Ford has been unable to realize any of his

several feature projects. And now. with the word last

month that Ford's Vietnam documentray (which he

directed in l967-« on location in Vietnam) has been

withdrawn from its scheduled release by the U.S.

Information Agency and will never be seen, and with

director's own on-and-off declarations of retirement,

it appears that John Ford has indeed made his last

film. The despondency created by this news can in

Aside from some imcertaTh zdoffl shots at the

beginning and an excessive amount of gore and

senseless violence. Big Jake is solidly and lovingly

directed by George Sherman and beautifully

photographed by WiUiam Clotheir on Durango

locations. 4it is interesting to note that for all their

self-conscious imitation, both McLaglen and Sher-

man have such reverence for Ford that they would

never shoot in Monument Valley.) With Maureen

O'Hara made young again in soft-focus photography.

Richard Boone as a villain almost worthy of Walter

Brennan in My Darling Oementine or Charles

Kemper in Wagonmaster, and some great shoot-outs,

Big Jake is not only a must-see for desolate Ford-

freaks but a very good western.

—Nick Peterson

A seminar on IB) CHINA will be held at the INT6RNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER,

1023 Hilgard Ave. on August 10, 11. & 12. Positions are still open for, students

interested in helping to plan and develop ponels. topics, and pubrnci*^ fof! ufther

intormation coll 477-4587. or drop by to the next open meeting on Tuesdoy. Joly

19th at 5:00 p.m.

Lost weeR for the POLISH AITT EXHSCTby WlAGOAllNA GIUNSW at the tnternotionol

Student Center

tkrmti pmNOW PLAYING S!.^8«as,\a!

P^^^S^^'^T,

VAUGHN FAMOUS

FOR
-•*

PRICE

^4

Witti Rod Stewart,

Kenny Jones, Ronnie Lane,

Ian McLagen I Ron Wood
>tC»AL GUtST STARS

3XUMP1IC
AND

fM. JULY 30 8 p M_

IC*!!: BEACH ARENA
Ml ttats rtstr^i $i.SO, 5.50. 4.S0'$3 50

Available it lon« Be.ch Areiw Bm yfict yid by "«»' ortfe;.

Walllcli'i Music City Store*. So C#t ihn»c Ce
.
W7 S Hill

WKl all Mutual Afenc^t.
^^^ -'(213)437 225S

SALE
Vaughn's famous « for 1 PRICE
Clearance Sale. Suits, sportcoats,

slacks, and sweaters now 2 fo* 1

price. Bring a friend and make a

deal.

GR. 7-

Dwrnood Needles -^ Recording Tope

MON. AND FRI T0 9P.M.

SLITS
Sold nationally

at 89 50. Now 2u.89
50

SPORTCOATS
Sold nationally O J^O^^
at 69.50. Now JL forw7

Kentucky Blue Grass

FRI NIGHTS

"Finger Pickin' Christians'

..sold

nationally to 34.50

Sporlcoate sold
nationally at 49.50

iftS2 for 49

2 for H9^

Sw«alOfs . . . sold
nationally at 15.95

Flare Smrnn sold

nationally to 9.95

*5*'each

2.0, *7^

mr^Hh Uwy—mr MiM't 9Mor
c«« mr

ItSlom M the Wot

AT SATHER GATE-* 611 S Oltve

62»-33l8

^•^f X Mil
•'
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DIXIELAND

NEW ORLEANS JAZZ

SAT NIGHTS

ST. JAMES INFIRMERY

5530 NA/hite Oak Ave.

ENCINO 8819221

:****^

TH« WmI Coott Promior«

THE GODS
SIT BACK
bf Holfliwi W«it«

OPENtr:G TONIGHT
• > IX l^t^ t- I.-1-- m

-» » — • «*

WITH PROFESSIONALS
GUY STOCKWELL '

Tickets Available at

the KerckhofF Hall, Macgowan Hall,

and Concert Ticket Box Offices

fcriormonco 8:30 (Suntloy 7:30)

{Omk on Mondoy and Ivmdvf]

EDWARD BINNS
MICHAEL GORDON, director

\

TELEPHONE 825-2581 FOR RESERVATI0M<;

«..

Friday. July U. mi UCLA Summer Bnjtn S

Getting to Know 'Carnal Knowledge'

Carnal Knowledge portrays the k>attle between the sexes

as someone like T. Grace Atkinson might envision it. That

this tract against middle aged American male chauvinism

could have been created by two middle-aged American

males (i,e. director Mike Nichols and writer Jules Feiffer)

would seem to indicate one of two things: that the gen-

tlemen in question were merely trying to capitalize on the

widespread sympathy for women's lib by presenting male

characters that confirm the worst suspicions of the most

militant feminists, or were attempting to purge themselves

of personal guilt complexes in the grand old white lit>eral

*'mea culpa" style. (I do not rule out an unhealthy com-

bination of the two possibihties either).

For whatever reasons, the two have come up with a

sledgehammer indictment of the American males's at-

titude toward and treatment of women, which, for all its

earnestness, is rarely convincing. Few could argue with the

iMisic premises of the film, i.e. that some American men see

women merely as sexual objects, that such men have a

paranoiac fear of "t)ecoming involved," and that they are

fundamentally incapable of relating to women as people.

But the filmmakers have so obviously stacked the deck

against their men by making them the most prideful,

arrogant, and just plain naive creatures imaginable, that it

is quite impossible to summon up the kind of rage that the

film tries so desperately to extract from us.

The story involves two college roommates of the 1940's,

one a slick operator type (Jack Nicholson) and the other a

more sensitive, but as it turns out, equally misguided soul

(Art Garfunkel) who are vying for the same girl (Candice

Bergen) . She loves the operator but marries the gentler one

because she's afraid to hurt his feelings. This story ends

abruptly, and we then rejoin the men some years later as

they enter middle age. Garfunkel, a staid physician, has

become desperately bored with the marriage and is seeking

out extra-marital adventures. (He finally settles on an 18

year old flower child who tells him t)eautiful things about

himself ). Nicholson has gone through a depressing series of

brief affairs and is becoming increasingly concerned with

his virility when he meets a voluptuous hustler type (Ann-

Margret) who renews his faith in his masculinity but who

eventually forces him into an unhappy, short-lived

marriage. In the last sequence of the film we see him with a

prostitute (a dishearteningly brief and unworthy cameo

rble for the gifted Rita Moreno) who arouses him by feeding

him rehearsed lines about his abUity to dominate and even

abuse women. —

—

by Evelyn Renold

r

The main faults of Carnal Knowledge can be traced to the

heavy-handed dialogue Feiffer has written, and the

basically humorless, inhimian characters he has drawn.

Garfunkel's thickheadedness is just impossible to bear no

matter how naive and out of touch with reality he's sup-

posed to he At one point early on he expresses his reluc^

tance to convince the girl to sleep with him on the grounds

that there would bfe nothing in it for her, since she wasn't

going to k)e paid to do it.
.

- -

The film improves slightly and in the seciSSTKalf there

are at least two sequences which work splendidly. In the

first, Ann-Margret suggests that she move In with

Nicholson; panic-striken, he conce^ds that it's not

necessarify a bad idea, as long as^ they both fully un-

derstand the ground rules. ("I've seen many a business

deal crumble because the partners didn't understand the

ground rules," he cautions her. ) She smiles at him lovingly

and calls him a prick.

In a later scene, after the relationship has begun to

deteriorate, the two quietly argue about who should go out

-to get beer. Eventually she offers, and then asks him if he'll

walk with her. "Then I may as well go myself," he replies

exasperated, completely missing her delicate attempt to

smooth things over. Both these scenes have a telling,

carefully observed quality which most of this abrasive,

unfeeling film lacks.

What is particularly annoying is that the women of the

film are almost hifcteful enough to jusUfy the abuse they

receive at the hands of the men Whether or not this is in-

tentional, it is practically impossible to determine The

Candic« B«rgen character is very poorly defined and th*

actress seems to have been left to her own devices to flesh

out the part. Miss Bergen, contorting her mouth and noM
most unattractively, and speaking in an unnaturally high-

pitched squeaky voice creates the same basically coy and

insipid child/woman she has created in several of her

previous films, which may or may not be what the film-

makers intended Ann-Margrefs hustler, although she is

suspiciously similar in concept to the Karen Black

character in Five Ka»y Pieces is clearly the moat sym-

pathetic person in the film, and the only one who seems to

poasasa genuine emotions. However, because the character

IS so slovenly, ishe spends most of her daytime hours

sleeping) and because she is so neurotically dependent on

Nicholson's affection, it is possible to understand, at least to

some extent, his fear of becoming ensnared by her. The

only other woman in the film is a sleek sophisticated bitch

whom Garfunkel takes up with and whom Nicholson

propositions. She quickly proves herself to be the

caricature-like emtxxiiment of all of Nicholson's fantasies

about 'ball busting " women.

A less intense and. yes, a more adroit director might have

made the lopsidedness of the film less obvious, perhaps by

glossing over or diverting our attention from what is most

ponderous Instead, Nichols labors over everything, and in

several instances, by having the characters make long

speeches directly to the camera in ck)se-up. actually in-

tersifies our concentration on what is being said. Too. I

think Nichols has allowed Nicholson a little too much

freedom in his performance. Nicholson is indispuUbly an

inventive, naturally expressive actor, but he needs to be

restrained occasionally; here, he wallows in his temper

tantrums almost to the point of looking as though he's en-

joying himself. Through his -histrionics, he seems to make
,

his character even more of a villain than Feiffer intended.

It is not really the bleakness of the world view in Carnal

Knowledge that is being questioned here. The film is not as

bleak as it might be. since it at least seems to atUck only

one generation of American males. Some (rf the points made

in the film about marriages being based largely on sexual

attraction, about the difficulty If not impossibiUty oT

susUinihg love relationships over a period of time may

have more universal validity than the filmmakers have

dared to suggest. But if these theories have some ap-

plication for all people In all generations, they are cerUinly

not true in any absolute sense either (Men may marry for

sex but how often do they fully dmlt that to themselves?)

In the last analysis, human relationships are a lot more

intricate, (or maybe just incomprehensible) than Mike

NichoU? and Jules Feiffer would have us believe.

^^
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aCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

Graham Nash
I f irsi realted how dominant a part of the »«";« ^ral^m Ni^ ^^

when I saw the band p-^rform Dear Eio^'* «^%^^^^^^
some spring afternoon in 1968 Rhythm guitarist Nash sang the s<«g

?Xmg l^d singer Allan Clarke's role to that of backup vocalist and

^Sne beal^ A year later Graham spUt from the^^ ^d
eventually formed Crosby, SUUs. and Nash My heart skipped a be^^

when I heard people spouUng things like .
"Nash was wntmgUu^

foialhs of the Homes' songs but only receivmg one-third of the cre^t.

•Gosh •'
I thoi«ht, *'will this mean the demise of the HoUies? Mucn w

the surprise of myself and others, the Hollies proved quite capableof

carrying on without old Graham by recording one << their three D«l

albums. He AtaH Heavy. He's My BroUicr. Naah meanwhile accumulated

nlhooB of quarters, became a member of rock's elite clan, and proved

that he wa« not the genius people thought him. Indeed, do you remember

Nash stomping around Pauley Pavillion's make-shift sUge a year and a

half ago. strumming two chords on his unamplified acousUc guitar to no

one's pleasure but his own?
...

*^ ^ ^ i

Most of the arrangements, performances, and songs on his debut solo

album. Song for Beginners (Atlantic SD 7294),' are decidedly average.

Most of the tunes are mundane and presumably relate Graham's love

trials with sweetheart Joni MitcheU. "Sleep Song, " which inspires yawns

more than anything else, is a typical example, and is written in stream-

„4>f-consciousness style: "When you were asleep/ I was kissing your

forehead/ You gave a frown/ So I kissed you again/ You started waking
" On this Lp Nash's poetry is as inconsistent as his voice.

"Man in the Mirror," "Better Days, ' and "Be Yourself " all reveal his

fixation with mirrors. Perhaps Nash summed up his lyrical involvement

in Uiis album adequately when he sang, "I reaUy don't have much to

say."

"Military Madness" and "Chicago" are the two standouts. The former

is an anti-war ditty whose "The army had my father/ And my mother was

having me" couplet reminds one of John Lennon's "Mother you had me/

But 1 never had you. " "Chicago" is the familiar politically conscious

piece that was on the live album. "We can change the world" Nash tells

us.

Songs ftor Begtain^rs is a nice, pleasant, innocuous album, but despite

its unquesUonably mediocrity, Crosby, Stills. Nash, and Young fans wiU

cherish this album against their bosoms like they did all the other solo

Lps, and they are already tripping over one another on their way into the

record stores to pick it up. Some sixteen year olds, however, will probably

build a summer of meaningful memories on it.

I i^Harold Bronson

nameating than the previous one
Trip appears even less original th^J
more distinctive passages were cri

If presied. I would nominate the l^ii

of the year (actually, I can't recall

With the same cunning directn

exemplary fashion to devastate

Khachaturian's Sabre Dance into

transform de Falla's Ritual Fire

Bach's Air oo the G Siring into jazz

Hendricks tune This Here cannot

Dutch maniacs. They rely on a basij

havoc, flavored tantalizingly with

Saint-Saens' Daiise Macabre is ct

sense the composer intended. If there

dreary section must subject the d

concoction. As for their rendenngs

Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue, the

appropriate invectives ( feel free

couldn't do them proper injustice.

Plus, serves as a model of how
musical substance and construct ai|

transitional material — and raun

Alas, I must despair of putting

lousy flying saucer. Any suggest!

1
Ekseption

I

FILMS
Akira Kurosawa's Seven

Samurai will be shown in its

original uncut three and one-half

hour form at 8 p.m. Sunday ^,in

Melnitz 1409. Hie Magnificent

Seven was based on this film, but

Samurai films are usually much
better when set on their home
grounds . . . and this is THE
Samurai film.

The Encore is featuring Vin-

cente Minnelli's great musical.

The Band Wagon, starring Fred
Astaire, Cyd Charisse and Oscar
Levant, along with Annie Get
Your Gun.
At the Brentwood Twin

Theatres this weekend is Bank
Dick with W.C. Fields (today

through Sunday) and End of the

Road with Stacy Keach and
James Earl Jones screens
Monday and Tuesday. The mid-

night shows today and Saturday

and the U f>.m. show Sunday-
Tuesday are 99 cents.

Jean Luc Godard's Weekend is

the midnight show at the Plaza

today The opera lariea there

continues with Die FledermaM at

10:30 a.m. Sunday.

The Primrose Path starring

Clara Bow is showing with
Chaplin's The Advmiaircr at the

Silent Movie Theater. More
Chapiin is featured in the Charlie

Chaplin Film Festival at the

Westwood Film Society. AMcrled
shorts will screen tonHxrow a^
Tke Great Dictator screena

and Dracula. The theater will

begin a "salute to Samuel Gold-

wyn" starting Wednesday with

Guys and Dolls starring Frank
Sinatra and Marlon Brando, and

The Secret Ufe of Walter Mitty

with Danny Kaye.
MUSIC
One of the biggies in oldtime

rocknrolldom none other than Ch-

cuk Berry, will be appearing at 9

p.m. Monday at Papa Joe's in

Redondo Beach. How often do you

get a chance to hear a real live

legend?
' For more contemporary rock

.̂>«— *!••

Sunday.
Cine-Cienega is now showing the

original version of Frankenstela

fans Emerson, Lake and Palmer
(see the review of Tarkus on page
3), Humble Pie and Edgar Winter
are at the San Diego SporU Arena
tomorrow and at the Bowl on
Monday.
Sugarcane karris, Harvey

Mendel. George Smith Blues
Band, Mojave Honey and Havana
Moon are all on the hill at a H!»r»of»

concert ! t^.. ^. .^ _.

„-•
'
»'

Monte Legion Stadium. (Be there
or be you-know-what.)
Buddy Miles. Long John Baldry,

in fact. In retrospective, Time

Eve it credit for — some of the

itright from the earlier release.

ni as the most revolting record

.earing a more disgusting disc).

before, Ekseption proceeds in

good compositions. They turn

ijer for a carnival side-show,

into a freaky Jewish caper, boil

Ih Even the Bobby Timmons-J.

I

the destructive powers of these

^ of insipid jazz to wreak their

"castanets. What they do with

jy macabre, but hardly in the

I
Hell, th^ tormentors in the most

to repeated hearings of this vile

Beethoven's 5th Symphony and

^r is invited to invoke his own

Jrrow my copy). Pm afraid I

their sole original cut, Uttle X
iminate anything approaching

ire composition on nothing but

iterial at that,

to good use. It even made a

—^Derrick Henry

'/

ning from the Grand Ennui. ' Nesmith then sings several predictable love
songs m his "Joanne" voice, quickly becoming his trademark To finish
the side Michael places the brilUant "Nevada Fighter," a 45 rpm'er with
perfectly done instrumental tracks and a shnek of an organ solo copped
from 'Love the One You're With " and Mr Stills. The song, although
lyrically obscure, is one of Michael's most accessable musical pieces.
Still missing from Nesmith's recordings, however, is the legendary
"Different Drum," which brought Miss Ronstadt to our attention.

^ The second side of Nevada Fighter is an excellent blend of songs that
programs smoothly across the record The opener, "Texas Morning."
carries the best vocal Nesmith has ever dehvered on record, and his

delicate treatment is complemented by the First National Band's
arrangement. "Texas Morning" is representative of Nesmith's final

mastery of production technique — everything is balanced perfectly,
unlike moments on the first two albums "Tumbling Tumbleweeds" is

handled straight and the band rescues the oldster from being merely a
nostalgia piece. "Red" Rhodes gets in some lazy but impressive steel

guitar work, and the song's conclusion leads into a Clapton/Whitlock
song, "I Looked Away," opening with James Burton's dobro. After a
deceptively simple rendition of that Uttle number (with excellent acoustic

and electric guitar work) comes a very popular tune right now, Nilsson/

Martin's "Rainmaker." Nesmith, thank God, arranges it uniquely and
uses the band for some descriptive effects, including a scorching guitar

crackle at the line "Call down the lightning by a mystical name."
Rounding out the side is a "Red" Rhodes composition entitled "Rene,"
which takes a minute and a half to create a peaceful mood which
dissolves into a beautiful faint celeste tinkle to end the diic.

Unlike many artists, Mike Nesmith continues to grow and learn things

as he creates. His latest album is just one more step toward a complete

sound which in the future will contain less of the chaff and more of the

wheat of The First National Band
—Maifk Lcviton
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and lo«oiiftd luM«<i

^ MRS. POLIFAX SPY
|i;AdmtM»OM lor 1 porMn «r<lK Him

tarry, net food S^ Ni>M
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Hollywood at Vine
469-7161 12:45
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KLUTE (R) • U

Jerry Lee Lewis

in color

Doily Ol 1:30. 3t4S. 4:00. •:I3, 10:90

Thinking perhaps that my vitriolic review of Beggar Julia's Time Trip

last February could have been induced by indigestion or an unresponsive

sexual partner, Phihps Records has tried to assuage my sensitive ears by

sending an earlier release by Ekseption. Sorry. I can't recall what I ate or

how I slept the night before listening to that now-classic document of

megalomania, but I do know that this initial release proves no less

i

Mike Nesmith
Mike NiBsmith is about as nonco

about his music's derivation, w

Monkees, country-western music or

swer with his stock recitation — '

Springs."

Whatever it is that Nesnuth thi

LSP-4497) is the third album of i

deliberately divided the LP into one

side of outside material, apparently

the mixing of the first two albums

with "Grand Ennui," containing in a

among them "Well I reached in my

that was never one secohd behind/

1

the Southern taladega had won for

countess I was with bent dver with a

knee/ I knew I'd lost the light and I

as a person can be. Ask him

le thinks music is going, the

thing else and he's likely to an-

In't know, man, I live in Palm

fs doing, Nevada Fighter (RCA
the best yet. Nesmith has

of Nesmith originals and one

Michael was unsatisfied with

one (the Nesmith side) begins

2:07 some memorable lyrics,

ket.and I pulled out the Omega
the horse that I was runnin' at

twenty-second time/ then the

and put a jeweled hand on my
Imoving through the night/ run-

Wowie Zowie, Jerry Lee Lewis is at the Legion Stadium tonight; better

shine up nly high heeled sneekers and get my flat top adjusted (heavy on

the grease and keep the fenders long) Just to be on the safe side I'll get

my kakhis pressed and shine my chopped 39 Ford as well. Nostalgia, eh?

Well those days are gone forever, but many of those good old good ones

can be found on Monster (SUN-124) by Jerry Lee Lewis.

This collection of great rock and roll tunes was recorded back in the

good old days before Jerry Lee was dethroned as crown prince of rock

and roll by the guardians of public decency who considered his marriage

to his 14 year old cousin to be an affront to pu^c morality and therefore

banned his voice from radio.
'^ ' "^

Personally, however, I rather enjoy pubhc indecency and few oc-

curences in the 50's were 'more indecent than Jerry Lee rocking and

stomping away on stage, ringing and playing such songs as "Good Golly

Miss Molly " and "Pink Pedal Pushers." If you dig the lame versions of

Jerry Lee's songs done by that jive cat Elton John, then you should dig

the originals even better. Be there or be square and get this album which

also includes "Jailhouse Rock," "Be Bop a Lula " and "Don't Be Cruel
'

—Bob Lynn
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Not-SO'Chel Thrills

by Vicki Hmady

and Jo Jo Gunne are at the Santa

Monica Civic Sunday, and Isaac

Hayes and his all star show ap-

pear at the Forum also on Sunday

Probably the best musical of

fering nearby this week<>nd

(besides Ben7, Harris and EL
and P., perhaps) is the do-it-

yourself kind at the Uth Annual

Topanga Banjo Fiddle Contest

from 10-6 Sunday at the Rec

Center right here on campus.

Bring a picnic lunch and enjoy

If you prefer Muzak in the real

there's the Carpenters at the Bowl

tonight, appe^ing with Hamilton.

Joe Frank and Reynolds, and Burt

Bacharach at the Greek (ap-

pearing with the Establishment)

through Sunday. Good ol' Glen

Campbell, All-American Country

Boy, opens at the Greek with Anne

Murray and Jerry Reed on

Monday.
At Magic Mountain Frank

Gorshin and Scoey MitcheU close

Stmday. Speaking of old AH

American Country Boys, Pat

Boone opens there Monday.

At Disneyland, tonight's the last

night to catch Gary Puckett and

the Union Gap. Freda Payne

opens Monday.
At the clubs: Albert King

demonstrates Blues Power at the

Ash Grove through Sunday

Sugarcane Harris and JB Hutto

open Tuesday.

Janis Ian and Bob Gibson are at

the Troubador through Sunday,

followed by Jo Mama and Dan

Hicks and his Hot Licks. Terry

Gibbs is at the Brass Ring Sunday

John Stewart, Ron Coden and Eric

Cohen are appearing at the Ice

Hmisr throtiffh Sunday Chuck

^ y Crickett and

morrow. Gabor Szabo continues

Shelly 's through this weekend;
hil Woods and his European
hythm Machine open there

uesday. Kenny Burrell is at the

ighthouse right now, to be

)llowed by Yusef Lateef on

i
.JS..XA..:

i

Gabe Kaplan open Tuesday

McCabe's features Rick Ruskin

and Steve Ferguson today and

ruesday. Carmen McRae opens at

J s Tuesday.
Flash Cadillac, a Sha-Na-Na

ype group, is at the Bitter End
Vest with Harvest, Earl Scruggs
pens Wednesday. At the Beach
louse Pacific Gas and Electric
Ind (Jeronimo Black appear today
[nd tomorrow; Haven Rhode is

^ere Sunday; and Charlie
lusselwhite comes in Wednesday
f^d Thursday.
At the Golden Bear is Barry
Helton and the Fish, England
^an, and John Ford Coley
irough Sunday, followed by Mike
poomfiekl opening Tuesday.
Black Oak Arkansas are
jrronzing the Whisky through
inday. The group can be
cognized by its contrived stage
"^nce, music consisting of

' chords played to death by
Tive musicians and wrung

^rcilessly by the growling lead
''"ger. and an Atlantic album
'^''cn inchided a brilliant solo
rformance by their rhythm
tarist urinating into a bucket.

Sweathog and Crowbar open

Tuesday.

Tomorrow begins Isla Vista's

First Annual Music Festival and

Craft Faire, if you're heading up

that way.

Closer to home, don't forget the

free concerts every Saturday on

the beach at the end of Rose Ave.

in Venice.

The classical scene is pretty

depressing. The L.A. Philhar-

monic presents a Rogers and

Hammerstein Night at the Bowl

tomorrow. Andre Previn conducts

the Phil in a program of

•Romantic Favorites" Tuesday

and in a "Music Odyssey"

Thursday which will include

music from "2001: Space

Odyssey." —
There's a free piano reciUl at 4

p.m. Sunday at the Inner City

Theatrd.

ART
The Committee of the Arts to

Free Angela Davis is sponsoring

an International Art Auction of

works exhibited at UCLA at 2 p.m.

Sunday at 1760 S. La Cienega.

Proceeds go to the Angela Davis

Defense Fun^.

An exhibit of erotic photographs

by Raffaelli opens at Photosphere

Monday. Graphics, suites by Dali

are on display at the Ken

Iwamasa Comara Gallery, 8475

Melrose Place.

Nine sculptural studies of

Balzac by Rodin are on exhibit in

the Ahmanson Gallery at the LA.

County Art Museum Prints from

Georges Roualt's Passion series

are now at the Pasadena Art

Museum.

Finally, if you have relatives

visiting from the Midwest, there's

the annual Pageant of the Masters

at the Laguna Beach Festival of

the Arts. They'll probably enjoy it

THEATRR
Summer theatre at UCLA

begins tonight with the opening of

The Gods Sit Back by Halsted

Welles, directed by Michael

Gorden The play features Guy
Stockwell and Eward Binns along

with the summer workshop
company, and runs through July

31 in Macgowan Hall Little

Theatre
Opening Thursday is The

Gang's All Here in Macgowan
Hall Freud Playhouse. This show

was written by Jerome Lawrence

and Robert E. Lee, is directed by

Lee, and features Howard Duff

and the summer company.

Minus One opens tonight at

Theater Today. 800 N El Centro.

Angela is Happening continues at

the Embassy Theatre through

next weekend One is a Crowd is at

the Inner City Theatre through

July 30. Hello Dolly ckises at the

Shrine tomorrow.

Improvisational theater hves,

with The Synergy Trust tomorrow

at the Sal Ponti Theatre, 1835

Hyperion in Silverlake Cabaret

Concertheater, 1314 N Wilton

Place, presents three free one-act

plays today and tomorrow.

The Watts Writers Workshop is

currently presenting Native Son

The Horseshoe Theatre houses

weekend performances of One

Teaspoon Salt The Elevator and

The Balloon Stiot will be heU
tonight at the Theatre of the Arts

1611 N. Foirkn

Ol 3-2389

$1.00

Orooviost Movio in Town!

CLARA BOW
"THE PRIMROSE PATH"

CHARLIE CHAPUN'S 'The Adventurer"

HOUDINI SERIAL THRILLER

THE HUNTED SAMURAI
IlllO L3 IrBl 2nd Feature

SWINDLER MEETS SWINDLER

Through Aug. 3

La Breq at Ninth

WE 4-2342

Vlliiie
961 Broicton

Westwood
478-0576
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TONITE! ~
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9039 SuoMt
CR3-6606
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TRAIN
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JET CHARTER FLIGHTS - SUMMER & FALL

- MANY FLIGHTS TO CHOOSE FROM -

FOR SCHEDULES, CALL or WRITE

Phone (415) 392-8513

charteVflights
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94100
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__ Apt. no: ^
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JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W*ttwood nmar Pko

From Posfromi to Pkkles

LA CREPE
lOM GI«i»ao«i Av« 478-0437

0«>«n7Doy» 11:30-1 AM

105 SPECIALrriES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES " & "OMELEnES

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch $i so & $1.75

lOiM Imdbrook Or

474-OWa-WWVaiaq.
DINNER $3.25 & S4.25
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World War Murphy and others disasters

Remember in 9MU ham excitingly everyttaag

was going until suddenly you were f«"«^
Jf P*|V^

with about five minutes d phooy characW

devekipment in that scene tjetween McQiic» and

Jackie Baaet by the freeway? Dciigncdto «ho^J»

BulhU's insensiUvity and imperviouaiieBB towar*

the more viotent aspects of his job, all it really did

was point 14) the shortcomings of a director who IS as

weak in the portrayal ol human nature and

moUvation as he is. strong in high-powered actkm.

Mmfky** War. Peter Yates latest film, o^ers new

evidence to support this contenUoo.
^

Why this picture was even made is something of a

puzzlement. 1971 not seeming to be the best year for

World War II adventures. Murpky's War is the story

of a BriUsh soldier who is the sote survivor of a ship

atucked and destroyed by a German submanne. As

he sees his frien* go down all around him he vows

revenge on the sub and its crew, a promise he carries

ft
:''.''J.:~K.''

^aV T
1*

r

out almost sii«lchande<ly. Although the war has

officially ended. Murphy presses on until the job is

done, his penonal vendetU bUnd to history and the

rules of peacetime conduct.

This is a highly immoral film, one which justifies

the ulUmate mass kUling at each step along the way

Far from approaching Murphy as a psychotic, th^

script makes him out to be playful, wacky, and

lovably eccentric. We are asked to mikily disapprove

of his actions while at the same tinae understand

them in the sort of way that means condonation

Wl\at few scenes there are of the Germans them

selves aboard the trapped submarine serve more to

heighten suspense than generate any real concern

for their fate. Mnrphy's War comes very close to

those Saturday matinee war pictures we used to

cheer at whenever the bad guys were annihilated.

Besides any questions of morality raised by

Murphy's War, it's still a badly made fUm. As

mentioned, Yates has an excellent feel for action,

and there are some scenes here utilizing aerial

photography that are really impressive. However,

once he starts in on his story line, with its fuzzy

motivation and contrived love interest, he lets the

film become a bore.

The performances are all good, O'Toole's

especially, although why he decided to take this role

rs a mystei7 Why, also, did the distinguished French

actor Philippe Noiret decide to contribute his

talents'' Had the cast and director of Murphy's War

not been as respectable as they are the film could be

easily dismissed, for its merits are little indeed.

—Jeff Schultz

(Faid Adv«rtn«>m»nt)
iFrl^Y, Mi 16, 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin f
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TheLesson' and The Boor'- Strange Bedfellows

lonesco's The Lesson and

Chekov's The Boor are old

theatrical chestnuU. Innovative

once upon a time, today they can

hardly be considered a real

challenge to either actor or

audience. But as presented at the

Santa Monica Playhouse, they are

safe, sane crowdi-pleasers which

have a certain comfortable charm

to recommend them.

They also make, surprisingly,

jnffit jnteresting bedfellows. The

1ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHDCK
Westwood's newest,fobric shop

is open for business. Feotu/ing:

Fobrics

Trims

Buttons

.^„.*^,Mocrome

Supplies

efc.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.

1006Broxton 477-0880

diooonolfy ocro»$from Wwtwood Villog

Th»olf. F^REE 7" Tplon iipper/$ salrj

Boor, by the nineteenth-century

Rus^an master of charac-

terfzation, is a broad romantic

farce, TThe cniel, ironic hilarity of

TTie Lessoo, on the other hand,

reminds us that the Rum^ian-
French lonesco laid the cor-

nerstone for theatre of the absurd.

But despite their difference of

mood and tone, both plays deal

with two-person relationships

which begin at one emotional pole

and end at the other.

The Boor begins in anger and

ends with the first stirrings of

love. At the play's opening, the

brash Smirnoff and the lady

whose late husband owed him

money are virtual enemies. By the

final blackout, however, the

tender passions have supplanted

lall thought of the debt.

In The Lessen, which cap be

considered to prove Pope's advice

,
that "a little learning is a

dangerous thing," the bright and

self-confident student is reduced

to a whimpering animal while the

meek professor changes before

our eyes to a vicious tyrant.

These on-stage metamorphoses

require skilled actors. Evelyn

Rudie, as haughty Russian grande

dame and youthful schoolgirl, is

««»Mtt*«MMMMI

MID-NITE REVIVAL

MARAT SADE
Only 990

: July 16& 17af 12midnHe - July 18 11:30 pm

i BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

I WiUhire - 26fK Santa Monica 829-3368
^••••t«M*« ».t.«mm««»i«t it.«».t»itMM miimi «i» »««>»»« "

quite competent but is all too

clearly performing.

Ted Roter, who produced,

directed and starred in the plays,

is well-known in Santa Monica for

a large variety of comic

characterizations; the audience

on preview-night was filled with

Rpter-roosters. The broad humor

favored by the Roter the director

is well-suited to ttie flamboyance

of Roter the actor, and he handles

the gimmickry of his roles with

ease.

Rick Davis, the supporting

actor is both plays, is an overly

caricatured Luka in The Boor As

an androgynous Marie in The

Lesson, however, his skirted and

mustached presence heightens the

play's absurdity and yet also

contributes a very real note of

menace..

It might be added that the Nazi

aspects of The" Lesson, while

suggested in the original script.

are over-emphasized in this

production. If the play is seen

merely as an allegorical ren-

dering of the Nazi mentality it

becomes much too pat a vehicle.

In reality, lonesco is exploring'

various forms of aggression,

notably that locked into an

educational system which

demands thc;^ inculcation of

mindless fornililae. But the slant

chosen by the Santa Monica

Playhouse troupe should not

detract from an evening that.

although not profound, provides

good summer entertainment.

—Beverly Gray
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LTTTLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 UCen»«
(UConlw ^ Ooylav)

For 30 mm dwirvary

477-2006

McDonalds town house
nit WMfwoodMvA
47t.n43

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

NATURE'S REALM Ooiirm«« v«g«iarion Dinners. Salads. &
Orgonic V«««larion iMlaurotH SondwkK*$. Hon>« of tK« fonXMJt

•aM Swnt«i - On »K« Sirip. fwirt "Nohir* Buraer," Soya B«an Soup and
Hmrpm & S»««ta«r - 65^-a42A Moo«y k« Cr^om sp#ciaHiM.

' 1142J WiltKir* tlvd

LA tl* 9110

. . . A Special Wholesale Warehouse . . .

CSEAandSTUrSNT
GRC'JP DISCOUNT PU^'CHASE PLAN

TIRES^ BATTERIES * SHOCK ABSORBERS
ARRANGEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE AT CAPITOL TIRES SALES/WAREHOUSES. INC FOR DISCOUNTS UP TO 50% OR MORE OFF AAANUFACTURERS AVERAGE LIST PRICES

.INDICATED ON THE PRICING SCHEDULE BELOW, ON MOST NEW TIRES PIUS WHOLESALE PRICES ON CAPITOL S QUALITY AUTOMOTIVE BATTERIES AND E I RIDE SHOCK I

ABSORBERS ( MFD i GUARANTEED BY MONROE)
|

NOW. TO BETTER SERVE THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY TWO NEW WAREHOUSES AT 1 3208 S FIGUEROA ST LA AND 20^0 HOWELL ST . ANAHEIM IN ADDITION

fro 4623 BRAZIL ST., LA. AND OTHERS THROUGHOUT CALIFORNIA AND ONE IN PORTLAND, OREGON
IpRESENT your CSEA or STUDENT BODY CARD TO MAKE PURCHASES AT ANY WAREHOUSE ALL ARE OPEN 8am to 7 pm WEEKDAYS AND 8am to 5 pm SATURDAYS

RETAIN THIS PRICING SCHEDULE FOR FUTURE USE.
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toad kotard and workataotkip guoronroa

IM mtcontr
or

ttNITH IE MAI4S SS WlOf TIACK-

(775-14)

(825 14»

(775 15)

(825-15)

lw« ply ayto* lnblliM—roitod «ki

F78 14

G78 14

F78 15

G78-15

66.50
6975
66 50
69.80

21.95
22 84
21.75
22.90

2 44

2.60

2 40
2 60

AUTOMOTIVE BATTBRMES

650 13

700 13

C78 14

E78 14

F78 14

G78 14

H78 14

J78-14
560 15

E78 15

F78 15

G78 15

H78. 15

J78 15

K78 15
"178 15

(695

(735
(775
(825
(855

(885

14)

14)

14)

14)

14)

14)

(735-15)

(775 15)

(825 15)

(855-15)

(885 15)

(900 15)

(915 15)

37 65
39 00
37 65
4300
45 50
48.05
50 50
5630
37.65
4365
45 50
48 05
50.50
52 90
56 30
5805

wbbar — Owwd
III. wkir* <

1 78
1 96
1 94
2.04

2 17
233
253
284
1 75
208
2.19

2 36
-2.57

293
287
296

lADIAL nr TItfS KM AMftlCAN,
ANO IMrOCTfD CAtS

COMPACT'

800 165-
800 16 5

8 75 16 5

9 50 165
10 16 5
10 165
10 165
12 165
12 16 5

6
8

8

10
6
8
10

8

10

63 00
73 25

8290
102 40
80 50
91 65
10682
105 75

115 50

32 97
37 77
42 8S
59^90

44 92
48 75
63.89
6483
72.tl

I

COMMItOAl NYION COtO IX TIACTION MUO A »IOW

19.72
19.98

19.80
20.96
21.87
22.90
2395
2473
18.75
20.96
22.80
23.70

24.ft0

25 74
25.90
2685

RADIAL 8EITED 2 f 4 Slim Lmo Whilo Twb«l«si 2 ply polyoslor

cord body plus 4 plios rayon b«lti 6 ply lr*od 40,000 mil«

tr»ad wot, wdrlirnofiftilp and rood hoxord gwarant»«

MMfl

185R 13

ER78 14

FR78 14

G|78 U
HR78 14
ftR78 15

FR78 15

GR78 15
•HI^F8*t5

JR78 15

L878 15

or

(700 13)

(735 14)

(775 14)

(825 14)

(855 14)

(600/735 15)

(775 15)

(815/825 15)

(845/855 15)

(900/855 15)

1919-IJ)

70 15

7260
7680
83.85
87 25
7480
78 70
84 30
88 65
91 40
94.73

COMPACT SIZES—WMITEWAU

(AAADE BY THE WORLD S LARGEST -REPLACEMENT
8ATTERY AAANUFACTURER)

HEAVY OUTY—Equal »o or bettor tt»on moot original oqoipmont

batt*ri««. 42-morttft %%ryic* gwarant*«. Th*«« siio* fit most 12

volt Amorican and foreign cars.

2INITM SNOW POWtO—OTNACOO MITIO (Mid by

m il

EVERY TUES. AFTER 9 P.AA.

Any PazoSV.60
.£:.

PIKKA
pAI.AfF WHERE BEER IS STILL ONLY 25</MUG

OM Tim* MoviM

fSEPrS GIANT SUBMARINE GionI Submorin* Sond^^kh

wr DEUVER

24C 42 MomKs
29NF
22f - - "

^4F

60
53
42-VW -

SUPER HEAVY DUTY—

I

Equal lo moot PrenoiuMi

TH.

24

29NF
22f
24F

60
27
27f

29 95
29.95

29 95
2995
29.95

29.95

3295

oAdur
ttCOUMI
MtO
15.95

15.95

15,95
15.95

15.95
15.95

16.95

liratrooa I

C78 14

E78 14

F78 14

G78 14

H78 14

J78 14

F78 15

G78 J5
H78 15

J78 15

178 15

«{,,«vwaN—road koiord a»d »«rka»w»
Saibarlino—A di*ii>«<« •>

(695r14)

(735 14)

(775 14)

(825 14)

(855 141

(885 14)

(775 15)

(825-15)

(855 15)

(885 15)

(915 15)

5560
58 75
59 55
61 85
65 60
68 45
59 55
61 85
6560
6845
7260

ZINITM WINTft Oflf THAO (Mid by S«.ba.l.«.e—

A

=or cars looded wilti high drain extras

LabeH 60 MOf^TH SERVICE GUARAN
F«« 4-^y Oywace

woftui— ikty (warawM*
cord. rvWIaii, •*••• « bla<l toad buord Md

22.92
23.95
2483
25.90
26 9»
28.65
2485
25.90
2693
28 65
29 95

Di*»<«a

k

2 15
237
254
269
2-9i..

3 05
262
280
301
3 12

3 27

155SR
165SR
175SR
165SR
155SR
165SR

13
13

13

14

15

15

(560 13)

(590/600 13)

(640/650 13)

(590/600 14)

(560 15)

(590 15)

40.55
4395
45 50
44 35
44 00
4535

COMPACT SIZES—8LACKWAII

145SR 13

155SR 13

T65Sri3
175SR 13

14558 14

155SR 14

165SR 14

I75SR 14

t85St 14

155SR 15

165SR 15

(550 131

(560-13)

(590/600 13)

(640/650 13)

(520 14)

(560 14)

(590/600 14)

(640/630 14)

(700 14)

(560 15)

(590 15)

3300
34 00
3700
40 00
36 00
39 00
41.00
41 50
4200
3800
41 00

24.99
2790
29.90
31.96
33.85
38.93

29,90
31.96
3385
3J.90
37 85

TUtElESS

25.90
26.8S
2897
2795
27.98
29.84

TU8fliSS

21.95
22.89
34.98
2669
23.85
21.91

25.92
2693
27 90
33.94
2697

2 10

2U
58
82
11

52
58
84
47
33
46

2

2

3

2

2

2

3
3
3

670 15

70O-V4-
600 16

650 16

700 16

750 16

700 17

750 17

6
6
6

6
6

8

8

8

51 25

62.25
55 68
57 80
65 50
7990
7rtO
98 65

2182
2471
21 90
2485
27 65
37 80
38 75
43.90

3 32
367
4 08

500|

4 78
I

517.
6 04

[

• 63f
I_ I

277l
3 28t
2 64

I

2 96
,

3 30 1

4 19
I

4 44 1

500
J

Dl

lOM OMU tma nrt-i«iM ci* -'*^"«*'
I

800 16 5

800 16 5

10 16 5

10 165
12 I6l5

12 16 5

6

8

6

8

10

65 75

69 95
84 75

98 90

J05J0
115 7i

34 85
41 62
47 84
93 96
67 15
7690

3 45.
3 70

i

4 55 I

4 96
I

^•76
J

682*
1 57
1.65

202
1 76
1 72
I 86

1 35
1.41.

1.78

1 77
1 34

1^2
1 85
1 94
202
1 63
1 92

MDUSTttAi - •OAT TlAIUl NYLON COiO

400/480 8

••400/480 8

400/480 12

••400/480 12

••570/500 8

530/450 12

••530/450 ir

4
4
4

4

6
4

14 59
16 80
)9 65
23 15

24 60
25 90
79^4

4¥i
8.69
930
10.60
10.80
10 93
t*.49

60 Mofstht 39 80
39 80
39 80
39 80
39 80
42 95
42.95

19.95

19.95

19.95

19.95
19 95
21.95
21.95

650
700
735
775

13

13

14
14

HEAVY IXITY 6-VOiT Wet Chorge. 36 mon»f» guororttee

I 36 MofilKs 21 95
191 VW • 22 95

NO TtADC IEOUI8E0.

12.93

13.95

825 14

855 14

885 14

560 15

775 15

825 15

855 15

915 15

3580
38 00
3805
39 20
4205
44.70
54 50
3565
39 20
42 0^
44 70
54 50

)«.90
17.96
1893
19 89
20.95
22.93
23.85
1692
19 84
21 94
23.71

24.98

1.78

1 96
2 04
2 17

233
253
284
1 75
219
2 35
253
2 96

UMOUS1N8 • AMMMAMOi i^Y HtAVT
OMTY WHiraWAUU-MYlON

890
890

15

15 Mud/Snow
112 95
12530

37 95
39 99

380
380

OTHER WEST COAST
LOCATIONS

SACRAMENTO (95814)

1831 2nd ST of S

PH. <91*) 443-2526

CAFfTOtf NO TIMi IMNI TM8 OUAIANTff

N

H ba«t<fy h faand «i««ecii*e ond win wot hold o ctKifge

(1) Nd yplncmmif wfltun 96 doyo of pvrdkooe

|21 Aft«v 90 4oy». CAPlKX w» r^ptaem *• lAw«nr. ^*^
'—9 • pw laiu MMOwnt booed •• *• «*"*»•' • '•"**••

wtMl («»id»il krto ttw purcKoM pcice EXAMPLE If o

42-4MMIIII h^tmty. c««fwa $15 95, foitt in 20 iMxyttts.

you get « nt/m beWery for $7.60.

-t-^-b. .
—

E-Z RIDE SHOCK ABSORBERS

\U^

'

1

'"
I- J^'^'l^ llpTt24ll««HT«rqr I

nll^r-?;

(MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BT MONROE)

STANOARO DUTY-€ice«ds onfiMl mHJpMBHt fMiJ
244MO^iw»e or 24^iiioirtli pufartee—$4iO e»ch—

4

$17jOO.

HEAVY DUTY—Wetime ftt^rmtee—•$ lonf as

yow car $6.90 eadi - 4 lor $2(jOO.

EXTRA HEAVY OUTY-U«ti*e luarantee—as loiif as foo

•vn your car $S.90 eodi - 4 for $34 00

ROAOMASTER LEVELING UNIT R)R OVERtOADS^ro«t a^

rear-304«Miii»t |i»araiHoe-$14J5

WOtiCMANSHIP ANO MATBBAl — M wiy Hr» ••id l»v

CopHtl ««Ma ^iv^ defMitt Id n u itw iiiih lp

dvnAg nmfHi»2i%9* trettd •••», » *dB be

•f tkmt*. faWewk beyowd 25% •«

placod on IM ba«k of. tre«d «*••«,

<I»«M |Kie« (PWt PJ.T.)

ROAD HAlAtO—A«y fwlype IfciM •com
Ofd« «dR be replo ct d •«• dM b«Mh •<

•• *• pwcfcoie p#ke (PW« P IT)

NO TIMf UM4T ¥nAa GUAtANT»—C^p*M
iHe •riginol puf

c

*>»—T wiM fe<erre M
be give*! p»o re#« eiwdit on •
e*tOM prWe (P»u« ^ I T ) probata o#» t«»e fc»it

IXAMfll II o 120 00 I'tre wMt o 30.000

MiK>edi ot 15.000 eMle«. ««e oet o

iio oo piu« r.i.T. .

SAN JOSE (95112)
1760 ROGERS AVENUE
PH (408) 287-9112

gue#ow»eei

PN 17131 740-4350

OAKLAND AREA (94577)
2059 WILLIAMS STREET

SAN LEANDRO
PM. (415) 351-8434

SAN FRANCISCO (94103)
JOl SO. VAN NESS AVENUE

PH. (415) 621-2336

I

52}
61 I

76
I

901
1 07

}
t 04 I

143
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

. I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

4-

I

I

I

I

I

\

I

lOS ^
'000611

PM (2131 5J2-1671

ANAMflM (^•061 SAN DttGO (92110)
5433 CAINfS STtfIT

9U (714i 291.fm

PORTLAND (97202)
904 5f DIVISION STREET

PM. (503) 233-2431

y^>H AND CAMY ftlCtS Mmmting. ftotoodwg
fjitm% nibtod l>

ht

,.«
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Review

Small turnout at Harris concert

Friday, Jwiy U. 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin

n

m

ADVERTISING OFFICES

KerckMMHalinl
Phon« ns 2321

ClaMi***<l «dw«rti»in9 r»ttt

inwrtion* »S 00

Payabit in advanct

DEADLINE IO:)Oa.m

^o t*l*plM>n« or4f*

The fially •ruin 9«v»» «" tupport to tin

dUcriminat.on and thtrtlort cja»»ifia«

•dv*nt»in9 »«rv.ce will not b« madt

•vailablt to anyont wl»o, m •"<»^*^'n«

housing to »tudont» or oftorin« |ob»,

discnmmatts on tt>t ba»i» o<r»ce. color,

rtli9*on, national or.gin o^ •""»V a. 0.1!!
tl» university nor the ASUCLA A Daily

Brum has investigated any of tho »arwicti

offered here.

V Church Services

^fAlscellaneou 5 V Services OHered,,^,,,^ V
^''"^^i:

FREE voor choice of 4 cute mttem. Call

Buddy,82S 34»»or 836 6713 (5Jy23)

J Forwent

VWESTWOOD Friends nr»eeting (Quakers),

Silent v»«orship. Son , H am., Univ YWCA,

5/4 Hilgard. Visitori welcome. 472 7f50.

^Announcemenfs

MOTIVATED Women wantod! Malp rt-

organii* Twin Pines cooperative living

IrolpJU Hilgard. Call Jao«t. 474.»l3t.( A Jy

30)

ATTRACTIVE Mousing available m in-

tiarat«d Crenshaw Baldwin Mills area

Convenient to everything Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for hoose/apt mfo "*^;y;
wknds. 2?2 S17<

n^T^

J Rides Offered "

DRIVING East - Ctiicago, Ptiila, N.Y.,

S^rtford Lv 8/10 1/15 Call *" »2S (anv

serv )
^^^^^^^__^_i2jyj^

^ Rides Wanfed ^

NEW Yofl. . middle -""V *'*»•»*••';%•":

penses/driving Scott Booras, 454 Terrac*

Rd , San Bernadino {y jy m

DRAFT Counseling Legal — '^•*'*5.
.

?sycholog" Miami' Fl. 305/8^1 373*. (11 JV

231 ^ — —
CI OBISTRY Become a professional florist

Convenient evening classes. West View

P.o°a. Sclol, phone 477 242t "515 Santa

vionicaBi/i VVLA. '"•'^ '*'

INTRO Group processes. »*'»^,«"*»»'

Gesiait Tuesday 8 10 PM Saturday 2 4 PM.

Students S2 Call for brochure The Group

Center. 45* 3030 <"°^'*'

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes. You can learn to

eliminate cramming and recall and release

material studied. 474 3350 i * PM. daily. (
1

1

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE Many departures (including one

ways)
FROMSI25 ^,^.

CALL Flight Chairman- (213) 83*^2401, 4248

Overland Ave , Dopt A , Culver City

MODERN DANCE CLASS INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE, */"^8/19 MARIE
MARCMOWSKY, SOLOIST MARTHA
GRAHAM CO 3112 »*ENNSYLVANI A, S M
828 9000 478 332r {}\JyV>>

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

UCA models Free delivery free ^e/v'"^^*

hr phone 774 9119 (HQTR)

TT^TT STUDENT TRAVEL •

XJNl CHARTER FLIGHTS
1007 broorton, westwood

Sept 5-Oct^ LA/London/LA $258

/ Apfs, - Furnished. 17

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Deposits now for summer /fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5 5584.

^y

>/ For Sale.

DRIVING School,

since 1928". State

4*3 8755

St.W hf.
Credential.

'Road Safety
Penny Bros.

(IIQTR)

W
r X 5' leaded alabaster window, »100 Call

Nona XSM95after*pm. 475 4425 (10 J 20)

GIBSON Mollow twdy eloc. guitar <ES 125)

& AMP, Wah Wah, Fun "®*
/,o

.
,4)

0241.
liwar>V

7 EnlerlalnmenL..•••••••••••
, i •— -

VACATION Rental Crestline Lake Gregory

private family cabin or big lodge »or 9roup

(213) 22l-*Mf .

U_>1'

CATALINA Monday Cottages. ^•^^''^^^'^J^\'*

Box *4* Avalon, 90704 ^IMM

Y Help Wonfed ^

MALE undergrads Psychology •uparlmenl,

« m^ns can ?.rn up to »$.7$. Rt«l.t.r •^r.n.

Hall4S37. _^ •
»*-*»*•'

OIRL to ciMn
weekly. Tait. 473

apt and do
I3f7.

light laundry
(3Jy20)

pmperieNCEO tap teacl»ar nt«d#d for

1M3.
/^ ^^»*T«#

SI Is liiaftl Excellent wag«s for part timo

work. Unique marketing and distribution

program. *5*-0992. (3Jy30)

YOUNO entertainment papar "••**

someone to sell ads. Migh comtjiission Call

478 1990 for information. (* ^Y '*'

555 WEEK, exp. MottMT't l»«lp«r l»va ipt. 4

children under 8. Must drive/swim. July 15-

Sept. 15. *54 42*1. < J ^*>

OIRLS only P»V«*« •*V*. today. *'(]* "T'^J

Starts every 1/2 hr, 10 a.m. 3 p.m. ^^ '"'

(new bidg). Plaase coma. (JjyiaJ

NEEDED Experienced footballers for

expansion team semi-pro level. CItuck

BertoUha, 390 S371 after 7 :30 p.m. (3 Jy U)

CARMOP5 Wanted inquire at Tiny Nayiort

Drive In. Phone 87* 9007.

AKAI M 10 (Roberts tooX) recorder, Sansuj

RA 500 reverb pioneer »*»- SO turntable, »U

»42S/»ell *>DaratalY. Evas.. 3933427. (10,»y

FURNITURE Moving, must sail.

Naugahyde couch/bed, T?*^?,*"/,,
'^***'

table, chairs, ott»er items. 477^7*7, 477

,yjj t iw J Y '*

Cassettes or records
Don't choose one and loose the

••«"^f»
of the other, and don't get an inexpensive

record player just to g«t a cheap cassette

deck GET BOTH
A Miracord 750 automatic turntaWa
with base, dust cover and cartridge,

and a Merman Kardon CAD 4 ca^safta

dack.B«t»« for only S197 .

Get both high quality units for •

what you would expect to pay for «
eitltaron^ alone.

UNIVERSITY STEREO
WLA 839 221* Valley 981-1731

Long Beach 434 0981 ^ _^

UNDERWATER Camera, Nikonos 35 rnm,

19T2. "•^

* TRACK Panasonic home record/playback

deck, 8 trek. Craig fir mount stereo w/FM
multiplex Call Rick, **3 39ll (days); eves.,

8MSai4. (10Jy30)

Information and Referrals

F»r_ ;

birth control • atwrtion

venereal disease treatment
'Vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

onday 10-2

A -an Union 3412

sponsored by S.L.Cstodent run

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

DEC 18

ONE WAY FLICMII

LA/LON "

LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

CALL Documentation Associates if you need

information gathered quickly and com
petently. Documents retrieved or in-

formation abstracted. Professional

assistance with dissertations and papers.

Personal attention by experience in-

form atton specialist* 477*044.1 (11J27)

*—I""** j' -^ J- ' . -J'7K i2ft»ltL. v"! ,

More flights available on Wait List. All

flights limited to UC students, staff, ex-

tension and registered Alumni Memt>ers.

Also Headquarters For

INTL ST4M)ENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purctiases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays

In Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

T TKTT STUDENT TRAVEL*UINXCHARTER FLIGHTS
1007

TELE: 477-< 1 1 1 or 473-4443

I » i i i i,^il 1

^ lUFOrtDQ************************ '^

EXf^ERT tutoring in Math/PI»yslcs by grad

sttfd. w/MS in physics. M*-49l 1 . ( 14 Jy 30)

EXPERIENCED tutor in math and physics.

$3 hr. 387*28*. (14Jy23)

N„UTO Insurance too high? StMdents and

employees call Robert W. Rhee 839-7270 oi

870 9793. (11QTR)

GERMAN male native speaker, experienced
tutor, all levels, reasonable rates. Call S2S-

4870. (14Jy1*)

MUST sell immediately! Double siie Sim_

Sons beautyrest
•^I'll"*^'*?"?^'''' J?,**,

walnut headboard, toottoqard. «"-•?";*":
07*71. 1-

^
IBM Executive electric typewriter, nearly

new, xint. cond. Moving, must sacrifice

»400/offer.Werk.MS-00l4;home.i2*-
4i*4 .

" n9J27)

PILOT MiFi AM-FM tuner Garrard record

player 15" University 3 way speaker/

cabinet. Priced to sell. 77*-*491. (10 J 27)

MOTHER of two will care for one Child Mon.-

Fri. French child welcome. 393 0877. (11 Jy

20)

REFRIGERATORS

2 cu. H. as low as 4.IS/mo.

(with yr. lease)

5 cu. ft. ^Aodels Also AvailaWd
"^

CALL POLAR LEASING 4n-349>

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN. Ex
perienced Univ. Prof. f»ositive results any

exam. Easy conversational metluKl (trial)

473-2492. ^^^_f14QTR)

^ lypino •••••••••••••••••••••••••• '^

TYPING SERVICE, RESUMES,
TERM PAPERS ^^-

PIANO Accompanist wanted for sinfit

occasion in August 825 019*. (3 J U)
' •>»»

\—:
—

:

!

RECEPTIONIST A legal trainees. Potential

advancement to office manager. Typing

skills required. Salary open. 9454 Whilshire

Blvd., Penthouse Suite, Beverly Hills. In-

terviews: Mon.Fri , 2:00-5:00 p.m. (1J17)

^0% DISCOUNT
^f Onour already low, discounted, prUet
m (with valid student I D)

V^ WES

V Trove/, 13

2 ONEWAY Charter Flight tickets. London
toL.A.,$ept.l0.CallX51221. (13Jy14)

PHOTOCOPIES
FAST A EFFICIENT SERVICE

REASONABLE RATES

Andrews Enterprises

4903 W. Pico Boulevard
Tel: 931-1739

BACHELOR apt. lor one, 585 month, utilities

paid Share bath Close UCLAlran
sporlation 478 8924, GL 1 408* (^1 7 J y 27

)

"*^"^
NEXT TO CAMPUS

Reduced Summer Rentals

Singles - 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644 and 650 Landfair

270-3014 and 477-2197 '

if no answer, ca ll 476-3S78._

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS
Singles accommodate two One bedrooms

accommodate three ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR AIR
COND , block campus. Pool, sundecks,

garage. *25 Landfair. 479 5404. ( iTQTRj

633GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473-6412

FURN. singles t>ach. from SI 10. Pool,

utilities paid. 2 block UCLA, 530 Glenrock,

479 9981. (17 J 27)

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles & 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood
Reserve now-reduced summer rates

Also reserve for Fall

540 GLENROCK & 543 LANDFAIR

TWO Bdrm. apt. on Vehice canals near

beach. Jufy 15-Aug. 15. $150. John, 39*- .^

3374. (17Jy30)

'"* ""''^alkto'ucla'
spacious— modern

bachelors
singles — bdrms

reducedsummer rates
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477-8990

ONE Bdrm. apt. to sublet from July 25-Sept.

10. Brentwood. S230 plus deposit. 82* 4349. (17

Jy 20)
•

555 LEVERING
Singles - l Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2I44

By Derrick Henry
DB Staff Reporter

Johana Harris, after a cursory

glance at her program for her

evening's Schoenberg Hall faculty

recital, decided the selection of

pieces was too academic, and

informed the smallish audience

that she would be making
wholesale changes, since, after

all, music should be fun. Un-

fortunately, her idea of fun failed

to coincide with my own — or,

judging from the anguished faces,

that of the other listeners.

Harris boasts art ample
technique, a flamboyant concert

personality, and on this occasion,

a beautifully resonant, rich,

plangent (though brittle in the

upper register) Baldwin piano to

convey her musical thoughts. But
her approach is eccentric in the

extreme. She pounded through
three of Schubert's '*Opus 90

Impromptus " as if Jthey were
Rachmaninoff. Her lavishly

colored, athletic, vigorously
dynamic readings of three Bach
organ "Chorale Preludes " proved
undeniably exciting and effective

— but not on Bach's own terms.

She applied erratic rhythms and
ponderous tempi to excerpts from
Ravel's "Valses Nobles et Sen-

timentales" and "Le Tombeau de

HOWARD DUFF— summer theater facualty member, will appear as the

President of the United States in the "Gang's All Here/' opening at 8:30

p.m. Thursday, in the Ralph Freud Playhouse in MacGowan Hall.

Couperin' stretching phrases out

of shape as if they were taffy

Debussy fared better. His music
absorbed Harris' rhapsodic,
evocative approach much more '

readily than the previous selec-

tions. Thus her playing, while still

somewhat hyperbolic, proyffd
quite sensitive to Debussy's
sensuous language — her in-

terpretation of The Girl With the

Flaxen Hair" even exhibited
admirable restraint.

In her typically casual fashion,

Harris offered her farewell

curtsies and walked offstage, only

to discover she had inadvertantly

forgotten to perform the

program's final work, a group of

five "American Ballads" by her

husband, Roy Harris. No matter.

What remained of the audience

graciously reassembled and
listened to a convincing reading of

these facile, mildly dissonant, yet

eminently palatable
arrangements.

I counted no less than five

errors in the program, mostly

misspellings. Some overly

anxious compiler evidently didn't

look carefully enough at his

musical encyclopedia. For in-

stance, J.S. Bach's lifespan was
erroneously cited as 1735-1782.

Sorry, but those are the years of

his son, Johann Christian. The old

man's dates should read 1685-1750.

Really now, -couldn't we hope for

more accurate information in the

future?

art auction
.1

Works donated by artists

Internatienal will be auctioned

at 2 p.m. Sunday at the Craft

Gallery. 1760 South LaHenega.
with all proceeds going to

Angela Davis' legal defense.

"THE GREAT DICTATOR/' Starring Charlie Chaplin, will be shown

with "Shoulder Arms" (original music) at 7 and 9:30 p.m. tomorrow and

at 2:30 and 7 p.m. Sunday at ttit Westwood Film Society, 1730 Westwood

Blvd. Admission: students and staff Si. 50.

ISC Oilers two lours
A tour to Laguna Arts Festival and Pageant of the Masters will be of-

fered by the International Student Center on Saturday, July I7th. SoRM
180 artists and craftsmen will display their creations in the beautiful tree-

dotted, hill-encircled Irvine Bowl Park.

The tour will also include tickets to the PAGEANT QF THE MASTERS
in which you will see smooth-flowing presentation of art masterpieces

mostly paintings & sculptures — with living models posed and coetunned

exactly as the creators of the original works showed them.

Cost of the tour will be $4 50 which includes tj;ansportation & tickets to

the Pageant. For further information drop by the Center at 1083 Hilgard

or call 477-4587.

San Francisco

This tour provides accommodations at the Regent Hotel for 3 nights, all

transportation, and miscellaneous toll fee and entrance fees Participant

must pay for all his own meals and entertainment Cost: $30 50%

deposit required with reservation at the International Student Center by

July 20. Tour will highlight trips to Solvang. Union Square. Podesta

Baldocchi, Chinatown. Fisherman's Wharf, Ghirardelli Square, rides in

the cabl^ car, the San Francisco Art Museum. Sausalito. etc For further

info call us at 4774587. or drop by the Center at 1023 Hilgard

i

'v.;m

Submit special events notices

two days before publication.

UCLA Summer Bruin Classified
39*f!l

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

WESFLO RECORD SHOP STUDENT FLIGHTS A-

PUSLISMERS R»prt»entatlve XInt. part

time or summer position it you like

riublishinfl/wntinQ/boohstore* plui In-

eresttng people. Liberal Arts background

best. Expenses and commission. Need car.

Send qualifications Camaro PuWishiftg' ^*
»04W, LAtooof OJyM)

WANTED: 10 Sal«speopie-lull or part-t«n»t-

or largest advertising company on We»t

Coast. Commission plus bonuses. Call We»t

Coast promotion }I3 3tS Ma, or write

%l*0$W tthSt ,LA»001$. (IJyM)

%l/\\r. plus )0% of salet. Supervkted ftelo

work 17 7 pm Bondable. 47S-t220, 47SS044 1

a.m.lp.m. ___^

JAN * DC AN 3 female modats wlt«« loni Itair

for an album. 473-7744. USSa Park Lane
Circle, telAir. (IJyM)

FEMALES Needed — Ptycltolo9V Ex
periment. 3 sessions, 1-3/4 hrs. total. S3.00 No
PsyctMlogy majors. 393-4f4S. (SJyM)

You are just th« type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
S4S per montlt wttile ttelping otiiers.

Come in to 1001 Gayley, Swite 310

or

Call 47I-00S1 13-7 p.m., M-F

11SS4 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Colby) WLA

GR 8-2311

Records-tapes-a tracks
Cassettes-needles-accessories

LAWSON style loveseat. xlnt. cond., voM
floral print on beige linen, »1$«. 473-7444. ( 10 J

37)

Campus Rep. for : ISCA, SOFA, EASC,
VICEROY. ANGLO AMERICAN. -^
EAST OR WEST COAST t6 EUROPE li

BEYOND
"IF IT'S AVAILABLE, We cain «et it."

3903 College Ave., Berkeley, Ca/t47e5
(41S) 043 U57. (415) S4* TiffS

WATTS Secretairal Serwice-29»-3l35. Expert

work on botti IBM Composer A IBM Selec-.

trie. Thesis, essay*, and manuscripts-by tho

hoMr». (1S$»)

TERM papers/term paper assistance. Any
subiect. By grads. S20-40. 473-943«/394-13S4

aftf 5. <'»''Y^>

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates, close

to campus, fast service. Call 472-«421 . ( IS Jm

STENORETTE Embassy model. All ac-

cessories included. Xlnt. cond. •3S^>4t3. 454^

n44. (»•-»">

EUROPE Israel. One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student cttarter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 1 1407 San Vicente Blvd. 14, L.A., M049.
834S44V (13QTR)

FREEZER, Sears 31 cu. ft. frostless, under J

years, xlnt cond. »32$/offer. Work, I2>-«014.

jymet34 4<»t.,
09JV)

VW Engines Transmissions, p^rts and
expert service titereof. Complete engines

guaranteed 2 years. 34,000 miles. Universal

Mtgrs. Engineering Corp., 10451 W. Jef-

ferson Blvd., Culver City, M4-M4S, tTO-

•545. (lOJyU)

LONDON—LA Jet ticket

London August ninth Ken
Days; 454 14^ Nights.

$135.00 Departs
Kantor, 049 3911

(13 Jy 14)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,
guidance, IBM typing. Satisfaction
guaranteed. No bargain hunters, references.

47t-0144. 477-43a2. (ISQTR)

DlSSERTATlONS-proposkls, first and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports. Best
references. Editor-typist. 3t3-9109. <15QTR)

BE^ACH Apt. sublet Aug., Venice, 3 rms., &

kitchen, bath, porch. Gil, 3?4 1387 before 9

a.m. (l7Jy30)

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte^

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley)
479.8144

(WQIK)

ELECTRIC mimeograph-A.B. Dick *n Xlnt.

cond , near new Must sell. S125. Phone 474-

•3)4. (1«JV2J>

40 WATT KLH FM Stereo unit.

co««d.S300 or otter 477 4)09.

Very
(10 1X3)

RABBI'S Wilo needs motlior's helpor. Coll

473)114. <)Jv>0 )

DECISION making experiment InteresNog

1 involving One hour, ti M Can win 430.00.

Register 1411 Frani Hall Oiv

AUSTRALIA? Export data sorvlcos l»y

lKe«»sod firm SoAd for free listing A PI S.,

De»« DB IPO Box 55*47 Sh«-rman Oaks.

Ca 91401 (10Jv14>

FISHER Stereo system, Garrard
Pro*v%vion«l changer. Aquarius vpeakers
list 5543 Asking 5395. New in boxes 733
5435 '303 0970.

"* (10OTR)

OPPORTUNITY
For Girls 31 is yrs

Have FUN A Earn liberal exyewse

allowance Accompany elifiMe n»en

touring the city.

(31)1 4A1-3478 Hrs 1 9pm .7davs

^ Losi and Found...^^....- 4

LOST Black wallet. "C. Ryton. Ploate if^aM
pepers to address en license, keep monoy. (4
Jv 70) .

-•

REWARD! LoM Male S«omese. 4.04I eooik

Thwrs. eve July 0th, n—r women's fymn
Call 559 4557 (4Jv)0)

7 Farout Stereos, Portable Color TV All

year old. under worranty M«*4t sell 393-7049,

454 30)3 _ (lOJy 14)

JET to EUROPE

Aug. 34/ Sept 34 LON/AMST $349

3ept. 3 OneWaytoAMST 5134

and many otfier flights

Indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure date
and call Prof. P Bentfer UCLA c/o Sierra
Travel Inc., 907S Santa Monica Blvd..

Beverly Hills, 277 5300 or 179 3111.

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India 40% off. Intra European
charter flights Student ID. cards. Contact

EASC. 333 N Beverly Dr., Bov. Hills, Ca.

90310 374 6"""^ f^"* QTR)

SCUBATANK. certified. 73 cu. tt., Scut>apro
with .' valve boot, pack, regulator A life

vest 590,115-00)4, 134 4444. (10Jy'4)

c6MPL4tE steroo system. Roborn AM
FM. fine speakers. BSR record changer Lisi

5)00, sacrifice 5145 Ht'vr used Great
sound 7>1 0307 (10OTR)

y Services Offered........ '

'

»

GERMAN tutoring by gualtfied instructor

with classroom experience Phil »wW«'p»»

397 5355 *"^»^

KMOI-feSSlONAL phQ'ot' •
J.**

V

PconomicattY #r»<eO speciaUiing in wed
dings A PorMotios Phone Gene Goldstein

440 0000 fllte Photo«r«r»-
'

1 K 70

'

% X
luililling. suci college educai.on
I . .

r vpt s.ty leaching liberal am
«M ">««• morns (njy30.

«*iir«d«/l^tric«/Asi« /l«d»*/lird«t

*$f^m «i«M% »»»« Chdrters.

I fiv euro0ev»t«lilv *4oat«uti»«. ;

S iWoRe any d«v by schedwiod-airliiit^ YouWt Faros from alt maior US tn.itt

i^ (ihtl i-A) Irom 5190 roundtnp

iuraii|ia%^«« Student RaiipastetM/

imurance. Car P«ichast, Londjil*

Accommodat%o*»% "^ow* »0 Car^s,,

Free EurOfMan Mops A ifterafort Id
.passengrrs Currency converters

Sfudpnt Travel Headqv*''**'
5''

AIS FLIGHTS

90U Santa Monica Btvd
L A 90049 374«7«}

ii'lbtk east f«nio Mtonici" Dottony)

Jlfc^, Jt
_ J...-,- Mjfc». -waft.„- -~ Mit,. -- I**, ^mm .Jm.- M i»-

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts.
Experienced. Weekends, daily 5-9, OSO-

1143. (15QTR)

TYPING — legal documents, theses,
everything. IBM Composer available. Have
car. Call Alison. 074-7972, 4-« p.m. ( IS Jy 30)

THESIS, other misc. typiog done promptly.
Selectric (Pica-Couner) typewriter. Near
campus. Mrs. Rita Sokolow, 39I-9080. (15 Jy
20)

TYPING—Editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM. English grads.
Pica/Elite. Kay—Nancy 834-7473 ( 15 Qtr.)

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books,
termpapers. Specialty math and technical
typing Accurate, rapid service 741-55S0. ( 15

S 9)

GENERAL academic/business style IBM
electric Professional/accurate • yrs. ex-

perience Santa Monica area, 399 3009. ( IS
r>TOi

"LSAT " Help ••!! A high score is needed
on this test Please call, 443 9440 ( 14 Jy )•)

WANTED to rent 3 bdrm house, Topanga
Canyon, beginning Sept References.

(14Jv )

5150 ONE Bdrm., S9S single, also «>«c»»e'<»r

575. Utilities included, pet OK (Palms)-. *m
0749. (17Jy30)

• _

1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478 17:

,*^

^Apts. h Share J 9 V House for Renf 20

ONE and two bdrms., pool. Reduced sum^

mer, also Fall rentals now. 518 Glenrock

Ave. 477 9345. (17 Jy 37)

^^05 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

APTS^JO SHARE $50

Deposits niow for summer/fall

MRS.-KAY - GR3-1788, GR3 0524

FEMALE GRAD-share large furnished 3

bedroom apt w/1. 575./mo. available now.
Melissa 477 5401

'

- (i9JyaO)

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES. POOL,
SUNDECKS. GARAGE. 441-435 LANDFAIR.
479 5404. (19 QTR)

FEMALE roommate. Share 3 bdrm. 3 bath
,,with one. Furn. 587/mo. for summer. 477-
^ 9412, 477-9247 (19Jy14)*

ROOMMATE wanted : Own room in spacious
turn. 2 bdrm. Walk to campus. Under 595.

917 12»1 (19Jyl4)

3 GIRLS share Irg. room, bath. Aug. Pets
OK, Security building. 585 each. 839 4542, 537-

3901X533. (19Jy30)

ISRAELI Student to share one bdrm. apt. 570
each Near campus. Call Zeev, 474-1495. ( 19

Jy 30)

FEMALE share spacious one-bdrm. and den
apt. with same-for July and August. Walk
UCLA, own room. 555/month. Call Diana,
451-0887 anytime. (19Jy14)

FEMALE: Share newly furn.. modern
spacious one bdrm. apt. 8/min. campus.
577.50 Sylvia, 834-9724 eves. ( 19 J 37)

- ~~- . .^j ^
^

—

: '-

WALK Campus,~s1iare Irge. 3 bdrms. with 1

grad. female. Garage. 192.50. Eves., 473-

9041.
I

(19 J 27 J

FEMALE Roommate-trg. one bdrnri. for
)ui7ij]Der with one. Walk to campus. Call
Cathy, 473- 1409. (19 J14)

^ALE-share spac. 3 bdrm. studio,-- walk to
campus, 5S4/mo. 477 4894 eves. ( 19 Jy 19)

5400 Mo BRENTWOOD. 3 bdrm. dOA. Udt
liv. rm., Lge enclosed yard: i car garage
near shops. 714) 444 4876. (30Jy37)

HOUSE for rent, furn. two bdrm. -one bath,

near Beverly Hills, Approximately
8 I to 9-9 -274-3710. -- (20Jy33)

/ Room and Board

Exchanged for Help... 25

SA'LARY, separate apt, board. Child w_ •

after s^^hool, supper Physician/daughter.

( n ) Car necessary 375 0478. ( 25 Au 34)

/Aufos lor Sale 29 y^Aulas tor Sale p.. 29

'41 OPEL Rallye, needs new tiome. owner
leaving, very good cond., R/H, best offer,

J92 J4I9 (39 J 77)

«7 BMW 1400, sunroof. liow mileage,

machanically perfect, recent maior tuneup,
new radials, 51 100 475 5543. (39 J 37)

47 FORD Galaxie Auto trans , PS.PB. air,

radio, good tires, battery, alnt cond 5350
7«l 2541 (39 J 3)1

FURNISHED Mouse (Lease) 5500. 4

bedrooms, convenient beautiful location,

excellent schools, available Au9ust 1, 454

2270 (20Jy14)

^ House for Sale 21

WEST Los Angeles 12808 Indianapolis St. 3

bedrooms large family room 1 3/4 baths

S38,9S0 Open house Sundays. For ap-

pointment Evenings 479 1712 (21 Jy 14)

REDECORATED, Brentwood 2 bedrm I 1/3

bath, fireplace, drapes, carpets, mo care

yard, furn/unfurn 825 4243, 4731944(21 Jy 14)

MODERN custom 2 bdrm home 5 min
from campus. Privacy. 534,500. Low down
Phone 478 3519. (21Jy30)

MALE Room only, fantastic view, pool

exchange one hour daily housework
bachelor's home (10 AM 3 PM) 657 1576 (2-

J Roon) for RenI 26

ROOM in private home, 3 g»rU, pr"^'|»«^'

utilities included. Avail now
1544

64 DATSDN 1400 Roadster, ilnt

sell 51,400 )9 1 4843 after 4p m
cond Must

( 39 J V JO )

64 LINCOLN
power. 4ir cond .

'67 OPEL Kadett,
Howard 455 7166

r 5li5«

18.000 mi

..jfilul full

HO 5 4001 (3*

5;00 Call
(79 Jy 70)

'57 MGA Totally rebuilt engine, clutch,

brakes New Pnelli radials Roll Bar COi.
Hint mech, performance handle Leaving,
must sell Sacrifice 4475 474 5442 139 J y 14)

Cycles, Scooters

ror jOtv. ..».»...»».. i\ti.. 30
tires, battery,

(29 Jy 10)

QUlET attractive room, kitchen privileges

560 utilitis Male student, garage 10 mm
campus Eves ,836 6710 (24Jy3»

VW '59. good, new braiies
5115 can TT*. 1^,, ^11,, over 52ifl.Jl$.All4.

(34Jy30) „
'67 FALCON good cond New transmission,

vaivs, stick Leaving country, must sell now
474 3451. _ (W

69 KAWASAKi Mach III Super fast, smooth
and.d«p4-ndabit 5690 or best otter Vic 4«f

wn. ( M J

»

69 BRIOOE5T0WC IM cc

ong miles. Lie 897549

5unday^4350. .— .

dual twin \Mi
Call 839 1538.

(M Jy 14)

Room fa Share

67 VW
\hoclis

Bug,
5400

Xlnt cond
789 0341

New fires

(29

and

OLD Bel Air 3 bdrm 3 baths Pool Fan
tastic view 579,000 Sands Realtors, 474

6464 (Jy30)

^ House fa Share 22
— * —

FEMALE Share Irge., 2 bdrm. house, SM
with one Pref grad 592 50 includes util 479

4421 ext. 223, 392 4728 after 5p.m (22 Jy20)

PRIVATE BDRM., cool. quii!f. uso entire

house. Bar BO, patio, near UCLA, bus,

parking, 575. 475-4751. (22 J 27)

ROOMMATE Beverly Olon, share with

grad, own room 5125 or share, call Miklos,

474 0048, insist! <2^ J)' ')

yjAutos for Sale ; ..29

'48 FORD Cortina 2 dr., automatic, xlnt 1-

owner Must sell 5750/best 457 7929, 451

0201
,

( JV»»

-44 PONTIAC OHC Group, 4 cylinder ^ne
owner Beautiful blue, xlnt 5495 bought
wagon 478 1142 (29 Jy 16)

61 VW perfect cond Sunroof New tirks,

brakes, carb h«>«f1itn«r, generator 5435

Call 837 lOlt '79 Jy I6»

TRIUMPH 67 Spitlirv Qdriv*. *m/fm
radio, Michelins. new lonneau, well mam
tamed 5900 455 1988 ^ - (29Jy20)

^^CLUDED two bdrm. apt. near campus.
Trees, fireplace, good neigbt>Qrs. Own room
)i17.50(female). 477-4334. (I9jy23)

SHARE Brentwood ttouse. Own/'OOtn
redecorated, turn 120)048

**illB
(22 J 27)

67 MUSTANG «tnt cond , low mileage, an

epnd . disc brakes, ©'• P"* owner 51117

474 lin •
*- (39 Jy 20)

GIRL Roommate wanted, deluxe 7 txi 2 bath.
Ac, pool, bale 5150 1409 Midvale 473 2537 (19
Jy 20)

J bdrm HOUSE to share Have own roo^
good location m Santa N|pnica, 574 50 390.

4540 (22J14J

'67 VW Fastback, leaving country, low

mileage 51.100 Call 475 1770 after 5 p m (39

Jy }«)

1 OR 2 females share large 3 bdrm
|5}?'nhouse, pool Start August Day 473 8927.

(19 Jy 20)OR 6 1545

Canyon, beginning
825 7406, betw 9 4

MOTHER StodytngcHild development seeks
creative viforh m beautiful home, 194 2408 4
F-f flAJ97l(UJ27)

-wL.

GRAD couple se«ks vn*\trn 3 bdrm ap
t/tioose canyons, hills, glen 4/1. under 5300
835 1937 ^UATk^

</ Ap)j. - Furniihed 17
. - .- .^^ —rrr-r- -cr=v -Trr;: ngpt . 1 , r9 r7
Sing«e cottage utilities paid, linens, blankets,
dishes, 1 Mocks to UCLA/Villagc 4135. 474-
*•* 117 J 14)

^Apfs. - Unfurnished '8

$335. 3 BDRMS , 2 baths, redecorated,

spacious, patto. i/2 block Wilshire, near

Westgate 1337 Armacost *3, BR 9-1257. ( 18 Jy

10)

S27S BYRb built charm. Full sea view,

fireplace. 1 bdrm and den. Utilities Privacy
394 7829. S.M. (18Jy30)

10 Mins UCLA Newer 3 bdrm., 1 1/3 baths,

carpeting, drapes, exceptionally cool Great

landlord |39 1697 (18Jy1*'

^Apfs. h Share ^9

GIRL to share one bedroom furnished
540/mon in Santa Monica Lome 192 9951 or
396 9412 (19Jyl4)

J' ^ for Sub-lease

FOR August 1 So^. 1, one bdrm -r«iilTSt3S.
Call after 5, 479 7180, Westwood »rf. (SL Jy

POR August 3 bdrm. house furnished, beach
walking distance, 5350 rent Call 454 1017
morris. eves (SLJy33)

LAROE ntr^q'y apt Single stvdent. July 1

Aug 15 590 total' Friendly atmospf>ere 824"1 »5L lv 14)

NEED somewhere to live this summer*
Share house, private room m exchange lor

babysitting 834 3337 (22 Jy )«}

FEMALE needs roommate share large

house Sherman Oaks, separate studio.

593/mo. 788 335»ofter I. (23 J 23)

SANTA Monica Yer own room. 545 00 mo.

Pets welcome yard 195 4440 anytime (22 Jy

^Room and Board 24
• - , I

MALE student grad underqr ad meals, walk

to school pool, tv parhmq Reasonable 400

'42 VW, 5200 Big wheels
ash for O C ,479 91*0

engine needs work,
(29 Jy 30)

VW '64 Bus. AM FM rebuilt engine 5,000

miles ago 51900 4M 111? or i«< 77S9 (79 Jy

20)

'58 MGA new top/radais engine needs
rebuilding Make offer 478 4142,339 3141 (29

Jy lOi

63 VW, reliable.^ geotf-^und .
new tir«i

radio 5450 or ItWSt Otter 191 4721 (free

puppy

)

MORGAN 6> "plus 4", wire wheels, 19000

miles Original owner excollent cond 53850

454 9906 (39Jyl6)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VQUyO—MG

Save on car rental ^•' our-^yy heretak*
delivery m Europe P i " Direct shipment

also »rr»nq9a Fmanimg availalMO.

1«l t>44S 170 6931

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

OLDS 68 Cutlass 3 dr , vinyl top, new tires

Mint cond best offer 393 1161 f79jy30

66 .OLDS Toronado Delw«e air tend
v.icnelin X tires, 64000 m,i»\ »lnt cond
M400 Call 781 1549 (39 J 141

'f FORD Super ^»n Rebui'
big Runs fine 51250/btvt b)i»f 116

'79 Jy 21)

HARlFV 55)50 1971 custom pami seal.

(1^ 1 \i\\v bars 51.000/ or take
prf torn 47* 2442 < 10 Jy 31)

70 HONDA CB)50, less than 4000 miles Runs
very well 5450 Andy 659 2494 (30 J 37)

64 tAMBRETTA 150 c(. runs good Must
M-il M»"-"' «'?* ••* "«n ')0Jy23)

/O HONUA j','jCL hitmrt & ram, eetra
(lean 4 /OC m.Irt SS7S Pri prty 654

f'.l£|

~^M

iin (10 Jy 141

r AM AM A )*0 R 5 i*;0' Very low mileage
» .fi-lli-nl -ond S^^0 (7UH54day%l (275

ljil«^cs Mkindv'; llOJyift)

'~k

V Bicycles

'""BlTceCOLOGY
4 A New Concept)

PEUGEOT STEYR
Saies'Seryice m Brentwood

Soectafty 10 5p**ds

1 1616 Wilshire fneair San Vicente*

47»T^n

—

f 79 J » M /

S Bentley 272 4716 (24 Jy lOi

VW 64 Bug FM AM faO<o

5900. best Leaving the country
3701

900O tond
476 3414. 473

(39 Jy 14)

FEMALE Lrg two bdrm.
through 8/38 July paid,
August. 477 483S.

near UCLA now

only WW tr
(19 Jy 3fi'

^1

Room and Board

Exchanged lor Help.. 25

64 VW Squarebacb new tires and brakes
new upholstery, engine recently overhauled
5825 914 9647, 271 4019 (39JyM)

'.3—

c

^OLKSWAQtN CAR SERVICE
D'scounteb Below Dealers Pr,i.-

A^
A I AUTOSERVICE

_ I
^9J7 Van Nwys Blvd

arrossfromGM Plant
Can 194 7075 24 Hourt

1945 CORVAIR Corsa Li

vertibU Stick. 4 carbs. New
luwhcei «2»5 *ri 5*0i

blue con
engine bad

(29Jy20)
AUSTIN
PQ'sntd

Cooper s r
mod n»ad 4 '

^«55 WALk UCLA. 3 bdrms , 3 baths,
playroom B't ms, carpets, drapes. Prestige
<ornt:r> 149 5445 fTOJylO)

SALARY separate apt board
hild f

' ol supper

rfnd d.« v6/l

eictiang*
pnysician
(25 Ag24)

-45 MCi. white, fxard * tott

wheels adio Good cohd
S10O0 otter 175 0014 126 4444

toptp%. Wirt
uit sell,

'>9iv 14)

tompetit.on suspension lA.n fut (<umps
• -1.-^ rfy>> ti»' mag wheels, sun root.

1 spius A bucket seat
o.lr« I 2« Jy 20i'

r-f-
..

1
^m^^HM..
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n UCLA Summer Bro|n Friday, July U, t»7l

Whafs On
Tickets:
—"The Gods Sit Badt/' written

by Halsted WeHs, directed by

Micheai Gordon, with actors Guy

Stocicweli and Edward Binns and

summer workshop students will

be |>resented tonight and continue

through July 31, in AAacGowan

LiHie Theater. Times: 8: 30 p.m.

Wednesday through Saturday,

7:30p.m. Sundays with house dark

Mondays and Tuesdays. Tickets

available at all UCLA Box offices.

General admission: $2.50,

Students SI.

—"The Gang's Ail Here/'

written by Lawerence and Lee,

directed by Robert Lee, featuring

Howard Duff, a summer theater

facualty member, will open at

8 » p.m. Thursday, July 22, in the

Ralph Freud Playhouse,

MacGowan Hall and continue

through July 31. Times: 8:» p.m.

Wednesdays through Saturdays,

7 30 p.m. Sunday, vi^ith house dark

Monday and Tuesday. Tickets

available at all UCLA Box Offices.

General admission $2.50, students

$1.

universe, will be held from 7:»

9:45 p.m , Monday in Social

Welfare Room 147 Tickets

available at door

—Eleanor Rolston will lead a

discussion on if\e works of Kurt

Vonnegut, Jr. from 9: 30-1 1 a.m. in

the Tea Room, Bulk>ck's West

wood, 10861 Weyburn Ave. Tldcets

available at door

Exhibits:
—The Annual UCLA Student

Design and Pictorial Exhibitioa,

featuring paintings, sculpture,

design graphics, ceramics and

textiles. The display will continue

through July 25 at tt^e UCLA Art

Gallery Hours are Monday
through Friday, H a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Saturday and Sorxlay, 1 p.m. to 5

p.m. »

Etcetera:
—The Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open

from 10 a.m. 2:30 p.m. every

Monday throughout tt>e sumnr\er

in Ackerman Union 2412 to offer

information and referrals on

overpopulation, contraception.

legal abortion and venereal

disease.

—The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1:30

p.m from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the sumnr>er. The tours

;»r«. free and open to tt>e pU)lic.

—ISC to get new look with help

of interested students. Wear oW
clothes, bring willing hands to

help with painting, spackling,

pruning Starts at 10 a.m.

Saturday, July 24, at 1023 Hilgard

Ave. Bring sack lufKh and swim

suits. Center will provide potiuck

picnic dinner at Rec Center when

work done for the day.

Meetings:

Films:
—"Seven Samurai," Akira

Kurosawa's film. In its uncut

three and one-half hour, original

version, will be shown at 8 p.m. on

Sunday in Melnitz Hall 1409.

Music:
—11th Annual Topanga Baitio

Fiddle Contest, featuring In

strumentalists from throughout

the Southland with continuous

music in open air setting; pic-

nicking and prizes for contest

winners, will be held from 10 a.m.

to 6 p.m., Sunday at the

Recreation Center, 111 De Neve
Circle. Tickets available only at

Center on day of event. General

Admission; adults, 18-65. $2.00, 12

12 and over 45, $1 .00; under 12, S0<,

and_babes in arnns free. Parking

also free.

Lectures:
—"Mythical and Scientific

Basis of Divination," a panel

discussion on occult ways of un-

derstanding man and the

Today, July U
Programs and Activities— IQ

a.m. 1 p.m., Ackerman Union
2408.

Muslim Students— 1-3 p.m.,
Ackerman Union 2517.

Monday, July 19

Prograrns and Activities— 9-11

a.m., Ackernr^an Union 2408.

Overpopulation Center— lO a.m
2:20 p.m., Ackerni«n Union 2412.

Christian Science Organization—
12-1 p.m., Ackerman Union 3517.

KundalinI Yoga— 2:30-4 p.m./
Women's Gym courtyard.

URA Clubs:
Today „__ _rr
The Judo Club — 1-3:30 p.m., In

AAenruM-ial Activities Center B 146.

The Tennis Club— 2-4 p.m., on the

South Courts.

The Hatha Yoga Club — noon, in

the Women's Gym 200.

The Karate Club — 5-7 jr. m., in th^
Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club—==t. noon, .in.

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

Sunday, July 18

The Aman Folk Ensemble — 2-10

p.m., inltie Women's Gym 122,

105, 200.

The Indoor Soccer Club — 10 a.m.,

In the Won>en's Gym 200.

The Karate Club — 10 a.m., in the

The Karate Club — 10 a.m., in the

Men's Gym 200. . / ^
The Cricket Club— 10 a.m., on the

South Field.

Monday, July 19

The Judo Club — 3:X-5 p.m., in

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Kendo ClOb — 5-7 p.m., in the

Women's Gym 200. — —
The Hatha Yoga Club — 5-7 p.m.,

in the AAefv's Gym 102. v ^_
The Kenpo Club — noon, in

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

The Indetral Yoga Club — 4 p.m.,

on the Women's Gym Green.

'?^S7'fi*'^?X?^^ ^flfMliilf '"^i^^l^^ |i,:;'Fj!i!(;iA;--'i:''vi,,.'' en'*-."/-*

-KATHY HERRMAN—will present a Master's lee— . _ L

tore-demonstration at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday, July 21, In ttie Women's Gym, Studio Wt.

DB Photo by G«oH ManatM

Questions -

^—-Anyone?
Students here often have

questions about this campus. If

you have a question and need an

answer, submit it to the DB
Question Box, at Kerckhoff Hall

110 and we will attempt to find

the answer. -—r—

^mOAY MIDNIGNT'N

4-
July U

weCKBND
4kidard'ft Wood ttainod

en bourgcoift c ivilitation

July 23
THIKILLSRS

Si«9««'» 'b«ack' o«no«t«r thriller

with Ronald Roagan, Le«AA«rvin

July 30

FAMOUS aHITtSH HOAROIt
S wpematural talev th*»trangMt

y«rn—anutty vantriloqut»t whobacomat
iaaiousot his back talking dummy

OVER 10,000 OF EMI

HIS & HERS

BELLS - FLARES - JEANS,- ETC.

FAMOUS BRANDS -AT DISCOUNT.
BLUE JEANS $5.50; WIDE BELTS $1 .50

BRUSHED DENIMS $5.00: FAR OUT SHIRTS $6.00

FLARES $4.50: OVERALLS $7.00

COMMfTTEE ON FINE ABTS PtOOUCTIONS MESEfMTS

FRANKZAPPA
^hT mothers of invention^ ' '.'

1

r'!-.-

*

t

FaNhoalSci«n<4l21 MUrlM #
41 . WiAmm ^
110 C«r^«r ^

FaycSalefv 123 • HbiIiumii Jl
raycKo»«av IIS gwmwa S
For odkiittonal courses ^
call or come in "k

10851 LINDBROOK DR. $
Mi
_^ :^ ^ .'f

i^'
)fy~

SIAN PHILUF>S PHILIPPE NOIRET...
HORSTJANSON rj!::r^j:^lVi^i^'^'
AYATES-DEELEY PRODUCTION
pKiduc<»dto»k>»CHAEL DLL I tV ^ortntiuy PE T^R YATES
l^^«W m.^m^m X oAM^UlUIStnt^ fSlCOlOR-APwiwrtrMOl

2nd ACTION-PACKED WEEK!

mmm
D*«ty 12 iO • ^ iO • « JU

* 10 • • JO . 10 30 PM

PAULEY PAVILION
UCLA • SAT, AUG. 7 * 8:30 P.M

RESERVED SEATS. $5, $4. $3
t

PRODUCED BY THE MERIIN COMPANY AND THE KPPC FM DJs

r*-*

I

SPECIAL PRICES FOR UCLA STUDENTS
$1 discoortt on 1.000 tKkatt in aoch price ronge go on

sale todqy at KarckhoW Holl Tkkat OHica (UCLA 70/7!

pKolo ID or summar tassion Rag CorvJ Raquirad. Limit

2 for aocKO)

0*11, o i:> • B li • ic IS ri«
U\ im 7 I»«4 4%*« 1S»I li'lO IS

:<>'

AVAILABLE SOON

THE MOTHERS LIVE AT THE
FILLMORE EAST. JUNE 1971

On «arra/R«|>riaa - MS 2042

ucia
summer - '

i>.,ig^>iiiH>ilW>»*i|" *«*"
J

'
'

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA Tuesday, July 30, 1971

UCLA to reach 27.000

Plan outlines UC
SAN FRANCISCO—Total UC enrollment is ex-

pected to reach 139,500 by 1980—an increase of 27,000

students over 1971-72—according to a preliminary

report on the 1971-80 growth plan for the University of

California presented last Friday at the UC Regents',

_meeting.

This campus will see an estimated increase of 2100

students in the next decade, bringing the total

enrollment here to 27,000: 18,000 undergraduates and

9,400 graduates.

The growth plan, a study compiled by a 23 member
Growth Plan Task Force—composed of UC ad-

ministrators, chancellors, professors and students

appointed by UC President Charles J. Hitch, is not

final and will be submitted by Hitch to the Board of

±Regents for approval this February.
^

..^

A revision of the "Plan for Controlled Growth of

the University of California to 1976 and Beyond,"

adopted by the Regents in 1966, the new plan is

based on a series Of principles, assumptions and

constraints derived from State and University

policies and on informal judgements by hthe

University Community"—which accounts for it's

non-specific terms.

Described as "a sketch, not a blueprint," by task

force member Professor R.T. Wedding, "it should be

considered as a model to guide, but not rigorously

define the future." i

i Demographic daU from the 1970 California census

suggests that undergraduate enrollment will con-

tinue to rise subsUntially during the 1970's to a peak

in 1980, "after which they will decline somewhat

during the 1980's before resuming a slow upward

trend," according^ the report.

Graduate enrollments have been allocated to the

campuses in a manner which would provide for the

planned expansion ci existing professional schools

and for the establishment of several new

The Task force, whose membership includes

Xhancellor Charles E Young and Matt Mazer,

former facilities commissioner and present director

of the Student Fund here, predicts UC undergraduate

enrollments to range between 104.000 and 107,000 and

graduate enrollment (including students in

professional schools, such as medical and dental) to

range from 32.000 to 36.000.

Total enrollment allocations to this campus and UC
Berkeley 'are somew hat higher than the enrollment

ceihngi presently approved by the Regents in

order to make use of physical facilities already

existing. . ./' the report states.

The growth plan does not discuss the University's

programs in the health sciences, since these are

treated in a separate 10-year planning document.

The report cites as "an important "^a»umption

^sic to the growth plan" the necessity for resoiirces

to be provided "by the people of the SUte through

their representatives to permit the University to

provide education at all levelsf^hich will- be com-

mensurate in quality with present University

standards."

The increasing number of students projected by

the growth plan will require substadtial support from

the SUte of California. The report warns, "If the

condition of the economy or the wishes of the public

with respect to the support of higher education

should make it impossible to obUin the needed ad-

ditional funds, then the University must reduce its

admissions in order to protect the quality ci

education provided to all those enrolled.

UC financial aidincreased
By David Lees

DB Staff Writer

/

SAN* FRAN<^ISCO—The -UC Student Body

Presidents' Council (SBPC) scored an apparent

victory here last Friday when the UC Board of

Regents approved a $3.7 million augmentation of

financial aid funds.

In two actions, the Regents voted to assign $1

million in University funds, and approved Regent

William CoblenU's moUort to re-assign $2.7 million of

earmarked monies from construction of health

sciences buildings to financial aid.

Although the $1 million allocation was put op the

agenda of the Regents' meeting in advance of the

appearance of SBPC, Coblentz offered his motion

during the discussion which followed the SBF*C

presentation

"During a fifteen-minute presentation before the

Regents, the SBPC speakers used sUtistics and

personal tesUments in their effort to obtain ad-

ditional financial aid funds

LaMar Lyons, undergraduate student body

president here, told the Regents. "If the University

wishes to continue its committment to quality

education and student welfare, then I would strongly

suggest that it increase its financial aid support

"As student body president of UGLA and as a

receiver of financial aid along with a vast number of

students who confTpnse my consUtuency, 1 know first

(Continued on Page 2)

>

Legislature asked to

override Reagan veto

By I>eborah Ashin

DB Staff Writer

Gov. RonaTd^Reagan's alleged strangle-hold over the UC Board

of Regents was temporarily broken last Friday when they voted 12-

6 to .'urgently ' request the Legislature to override Reagan's veto

and restore the $13 million he hacked from the UC budget

Although Reagan did not lose his composure during the heated

debate between himself and fellow Regents, his senate of humor

reflected his true feelings when he suggested a censure motion

should be made against the person who failed to carry through 2

p m l)omb threat

The following Regents, including the Governor voted against the

motion: Allen Grant, president of the SUte Board of Agriculture.

Catherine Hearst, John Lawrence. Regents' chairman William

French Smith and Dean A Watkins Regent Edwin Carter ab-

sUined. ^_

P̂oIUeneiii "

Prior to the motion calling for the overriding of Reagan's $1S

million blue penciling. Regent Watkins presented a substitute

motion which reaffirmed the Regents' previous budget request. He

termed it "more polite " as it avoided menUoning Reagan

Regent William Roth, who proposed the other motion, branded

Watkins' motion a "motherhood motion that lets everyone* off the

hook." and Regent Norton Simon asked Assembly Speaker Robert

Moretti. ah'ex^iifficio'Iltfgent. if there was a difference betwfe^h the

two niotions. '

"'"' """

"You bet there is.
' Moretti replied and said he would vote for

Roth's motion.

Reagan then criUcized several Regents for what he termed "self

service Ulk " He said, "No one has faced the obvious fact that a

vote for either motion is a vote to increase the Uxes of the people of

California " He suggested the Regents ask the citizens of this sUte

if they would like a hike in their Uxei.

Taxen

Simon accused Reagan of mishandling the economics of the sUte

by allowing "big business and the wealthy " UxadvanUges.

Reagan snapped that it would Uke too long to explain the Ux

situation and budget to Simon, a multi-millionaire industrialist,

who responded. "Yes. Governor, I know nothing about

economics."

Roth said last year the Board was "unwilling to take their

responsibility as Regents seriously "which damaged their position

^^in relation to the citizens of California and the University com-

tmunity — "we are theoretically part of the community," he la id.

-__ Polltlci

He added. "We have a responsibility to fight for what wc feel the

University needs and not just go along with the political leadership

of the sUte ^ that is not our function the last two years we

were swayed by practical political judgements and lost our

legitimacy in governance of the University
"

Katherine Hearst, who rarely votes opposite the governor, said

she opposed Roth's motion because 'the University is suppose to

sUy out of politics " and asking the I^egislature to veto Reagan's

budget was too political However, she supported the motion "in

spirit."
, w r.

The vote on Watkins' substitute motion was 16 to 1 with Reagan

voting no and Regents Simon and Moretti absUining The vote on

Roths stronger motion was then Uken.

Regents adopt conf/ict of interest policy
SAN FRANCISCO-A Conflict-of-interest policy aimed at

preventing th^ UC Board of Regents from using the

University for personal gain was overwhelmingly adopted

by the Board last Friday.

Lauded both as "tough " and criticized as "minimal," the -

new policy, which was designed to help Regents "avoid

actual or possjble conflicts-of-interest." stemmed from an

investigation by the State Auditor General into the ac

tivities of three Regents

Regent Norton Simon had criticized William French

Smith for his dual role as Regent and attorney for the Irvine

Company, which does business with the University's Irvine

Campus. Smith, who is chairman of the Board, is ajso Gov

Honald Reagan's private lawyer.

Regent Edward W Carter has been undfr/»re for ^^f^
fiis position as a member of the Board of Directors of the

'Irvine Foundation and for his alleged conflict with the

"Japanese Gardens here — he donated the gardens in 1965

and has been cnticized because he and his wife live m the

Bel Air mansion above the gardens Ux free.

While Regent Edwin Pauley has come under fire for

having top University administrators set up a holding

corporation which gave him subsUntial Ux deductions

~
All three Regents have denied an> conflict-of-interest and

said they did not vote on items wh«f«:4we might have

existed

^The new policy requires a Regent to "disclose to the

Board the existence of any personal financuil interest

which he has m any matter coming before the Board of

Regents or its committees

It also requires him to "Refrain from any participation in

the consideration of or voting on the matter, and. if the

consideration is in executive session, (the Regent) shall

absent himself from the meeting"

The policy also prohibits Regente. except UC President^

(liarles J Hitch, from receiving any salary «s com-

pensation for his services to the Umversity

Siro^jn — a multi-millionaire who is director of Northern

Pacific Railway Co and Crucible Steel, owner of Hunt

Wesson Foods. Inc . Canada Dry and Wakefield Seafoods,

and Director of McCall Corp and Talent Assoc Ltd
.

-

charged the auditors general report "has been smothered"

w^ adde<H.he has been threatened for discussing the con-

flict-of-interest issue.

"1 was threatened that if I carried this matter any further

I had threats made fo me and I think that this Board is

just going through a lot of white wash stuff that won't mean

a damn thing when It is all over," he said.

R^i^ent Fred Dutton. an advisor to '^ohn F Kennedy,

called the resolution as "minimal a conflict-ol-interert

policy as there can be. " while Smith, at Thursday's meeting

of the board's Finance ( ommittee which fir^

motion, called the guideUnes "a tougher confuci of iuleresT

phcy than any I know of
"
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HillS. COJMCL
900 Hiigard A^ fcnuc Regents increase aid

474^1531

San Diego Shakespeare Festival

14 25 ^or the matinee of Toming of the Shrew

Meet at Hillel at 9 a.m. in the Upper Lounge

Bring your sack lunches, and money for dmner

afterwards if you would like to stay

^ u wu^n^wiav July 21 474-1531
»•«• fndkm your r#s«rvahont by \Wwin«*<Kiy Juiy

It yovj con possiDly drive let us know

i-
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A LA MODE
'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093V2 BROXTON AVENUt ^
WESTVVOOD VILLAGE

CR 9-8204
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(Continued from Page 1)

hand of the economic pinch caused by ^^^^"^'"T^
of fmancial aid. and as an e'cter^>7^J^^
economically deprived community I ^«^.

^^J^^^^
of students being forced ^^ jr ^r.^^^^^^^
because of the expense incurred in paymg for a

University education," Lyons said

Nora Hickman, student bodyjnce-presic^nt at

Berkeley, told the Board she has been ta^ng 20 to K

units per quarter and working to support her three

rhildrfn m order to complete
^^^̂ -^^^'^^^:,

years. Addressing Gov. Ronald Reagan, Hickman

Lid -I would Uke to ask the Governor how he

Sfies his sutement of two weeks ago that ev«^

student should be able to
^f«»^^/" .^A^^ ^^^^^

regardless of their financial situation with the fact

Ihft he blue-pencUed financial aid to us .
I for one, am

sick of having to prove myself again and again

Regent Fred Dutton blasted his feUow Regents for

what he called an -all talk and no action" sUnce on

'"i'ti^l'^ll be starting, and we'U conUnue to

dodge the issue, and these students will have no

money to attend the University," Dutton added

Regent William Forbes told the Board "We are not

efKperiencing a blue-pencil of, for example, EOP

( Educational Opportunity Program )
funds: the sUte

of California has never approved funding for that

^
During a one-hour strategy conference, members

of SBPC decided a 'personal presentation" to the

Board would serve as the most useful tacUc
:
despite

protests from Pat Moore, student body vice-

president at Irvine who said, "Are we trying to get

increased financial aid or embarass the Governor *> I

think we should concentrate on getting that money '

'

The SBPC activities initially focused on Assembly

Bill 2759, which, if passed would provide $6,200,230 to

the Regents for financial aid programs.

Steve Williamson, a student at UC Davis who acts

as advisor to SBPC. told the Daily Bruin "We are

quite concerned with AB 2759, but the direct ap-

proach lo the Regents was about the only thing we

could do, because we need a lot of that financial aid

money now." "^

&S amed

• jewelry .mports from trance. mor6cC0, Sweden, mdia, Rreece •

i^".
STUDY LAW NOW

• Be An Attorney

• Or Attorney's Assistant

SAN FRANCISCO-William D.

McElroy, director of the National

Science Foundation, was

unanimously named chancellor of

UC San Diego, last Friday by the

UC Board of Regents.

"Several months ago, 1 reported

the c^mdidate must be acceptable

to the campus, the Regents and to

me" UC President Charles J.

summer j^^V^^a^M^II \l

Hitch said in making the an- David G. Lees, Editor-in-Chief

nouncement. "I think we have

done it," he said.
Tuesday, July 20, 1971

NtED li CUR?
#-«:•

TRANSFER
STUDENTS
ACCEPTED

*v
"

I • REQUIREMENTS — 60 units

' Accr«lit«d Colt«Q« work or ovtr

23 ood poM •xom.

• GRADUATES rtcttvj UB or

JD O qiKjIify for Calif. Bor Exam.

Students - For a small fee I coo get

>you o cor less than wholesale blue-

-book prke* from a VWto a El Dorodo

'directly from the Los Angeles Auto-

• mobile Auction held every Tuesday

Uor Authorized dealers only. You will

ottend and select the car you want

ood be present at the bidding whtch

'

con go hundreds of dollars below Blue-

Ibook prices. Coll Sherry ot 879 3282

or 473 0933 and save! '
'

McElroy, 54, will assume his

new $44,000 a year post in

January.

The new chancellor, who

received his B.A. from SUnford,

MA from Reed and Ph.D. from

Princeton, hasja strong scientific

background and will be Tri (5harge

of the 6,000 student campus.

McElroy suceeds William J.

McGill, who last year was riained

president of Columbia University.

Herbert F. York has been acting

chancellor in the interim.

"The vote was unanimous,

which is no easy thing," Regents'

chairman William French

reported.
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Faculty needs to organize
EditMr:

For the second year in a row,

faculty members at UCLA and

elsewhere in the state system

have l)een denied a 5 per cent

"cost-of-living" adjustment. In a

time of rapid inflation, real wages

of faculty members are being cut.

The same is true of staff personnel

and students, upon whom tuition

increases and reduced scholar-

ship aid are about to take a heavy

toU.

Last year, when the first in-

crease was denied, it clearly was

a reprisal for the Cambodia strike

activities of Spring 1970.

University officials intimated that

a salary increase would be for-

thcoming in exchange for *a

tightening of the screws on

grading, experimental education,

and political dissent. This

academic year was the quietest

since the Free Speech Movement

of 1964. Yet the administration has

proven impotent to come up with

even a token improvement in

wages, and the Governor talks

atxHit a speed-up, even doubling

the teaching load; faculty-student

ratios are getting worse — that

means even less individual at-

tention and even more large

lecture classes.
j

The message is clear: faculty

members cannot rely upon the

paterrtialism of the ^nivfer^

administration to defend their

interests. The vice or virtue of

administrators is not at issue.

Their position as creatures of the

Regents, and thus indirectly of the

Governor, makes it impossible for

them to be vigorous advocates of

faculty interests. They will be

advocates only if they are subject

to pressure.

The same is true of the

Academic Senate, which is

.dominated by a conservative

group, contains administrators in

its ranks, is ponderous in' its

procedures, and depends upon the

Regents for its mandate and its

funds. .^ .

The only soIiiUon'^is the in-

dependent organization of the

faculty. Such an organization

needs financial and legal in-

dependence. Ekjually it needs

independence from the myths of

professionalism— that to fight for

one's interests and for control

over the conditions of one's work

and life is somehow illegitimate or

undignified. And it needs aUies,

specifically in the labor

movement. In Berkeley, for

example, the support of the

Alameda County Labor Council

has frequently helped to win

victories for campus unions.

Unionization of the faculty is

necessary. The question is no

longer whether, Ixit when and
how Already there are signs that

the administration and Senate

eUte are preparing to try to push

unionization in the direction of a

"tame" organization Paul Zin-

ner, the new head of the statewide

Academic Senate, in a recent Los

Angeles Times interview, made
threatening noises about

unionization, but hinted at af-

filiation with the California SUte
Employees Association rather

than the American Federation of

Teachers. 'Z^^
Yet only the AFT is affiliated

with organized lalwr. It is the AFT
that has paved the way with a

collective bargaining agreement

at the City University of New York

making that university one of the

highest-paying institutions in the

country, attracting scholars from

all over the nation. It is the AFT
that has always stood for in-/

dependent militant action, j^ot for

political games and do-

nothingism.

The University Council of the

AFT has locals on all the cam-

puses of the University; in-

dependent, democratic, locally-

led, active locals, committed to an

active defense of faculty interests

and to alliances with all other
• groups of employees, students and

taxpayers in defense of economic

demands, working conditions, and

the liberty to think, write and

create that are all necessary parts

of the life of a great university.

We welcome the particiipation of

all academic and professional

staff who are outraged by the

SoCam on sale

KHn2

Governor's policy and want to

make a start at fighUng for

themselves.

UCLA Faculty VnUm
(AFTLocall99t)

Submitted by David G. Epstein

Police spies

Editor.

UCLA professor Hayden White

of the history department testified

in Sacramento last week in behalf

of a b«ll that would outlaw the use

of police spies on university and

state college campuses.

The bill. AB-1843, was in-

troduced by Assemblyman Miller

of Berkeley, and is being pushed

by the University Council of the

American Federation of

Teachers, which includes the

Faculty Union here, and the

United Professors of California,

-the AFT affiliate in the SUte

College system.

White's testimony was before

the Criminal Justice committee,

where the bill is beUeved to have a

good chance of passage. Three

representatives of police

organizations and the SUte At-

torney General s office testified

against the bill.

In addition to legislative action,

the American Civil Liberties

Union is eantemplating a Ux
payer's suit against the practice

of using undercover agents on

campuses. This suit will probably

be introduced some time this fall.

UCLA Faculty Unioa

(AFT Local!ttO)

Submitted by David G. Epsieia
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Votes

In a surprising move Friday, the UC Board of

Regents urged the Legislature to override Governor

Regan's veto of the proposed budget for the

University.

For the first time in too many years, the Regents

have asserted a measure of independance from

Reagan, and have acted in the interests of the

University rather than in the image of the Governor.

An analysis of the possible effects of such a move

oh future actions by the^ Regents is not relevant at

this time; the most important aspect of the vote is

that it calls for financial reUef for the University

immediately. •

At least for the present, the Board refuses to be

swayed by the hypocritical concern of non-taxpayer

Reagan for higher taxes for Califomians for

educational support.
—^-^—_

-

We urge the Legislature to seriously consider the

Regents' request, for the call for a veto override

cannot have been easy for some membere of the

Board to make, and a request for funds from the

Regents cannot be ignored.
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Extraterritorial: Papers on Literature and the Language

Revolution by George Steiner (Atheneum: 17.96)

The anthropology vogue is sure to peak eventually, even

jf only when meddling ethnologists have unwittingly made
everyone everywhere just like us — and when it does,

linguistics will surely be where it's at. Extricated from

some of its bafflingly esoteric complexities, tran-

sformational grammar is the heady stuff of which

academic fads are made. Already anyone with access to

John Lyons' cute little haute vulgarisation of Chomsky in

the modish series of Fontana Modem Masters paperbacks

can easily appear as one of the gnostic. Soon, sandwiched

between Sani-Flush ads, young Noam — a Kantian-

rationalist-anarchist-philosopher and occasional linguist

who can match McLuhan eclecticism for catchy eclec-

ticism — will trade quips with Dick Cavett. B.F. Skinner

will demand equal:^me. I can see it all now.

Until then, while it is still riot utterly naive to speak of the

Chomsky-Fodor-Katz-Postal philosophies of mind and

language as scientific theories and not as cult ideologies, we

can cull some very significant insights into certain

problems in philosophy, psychology, and social science

from the "Chomsky revolution" and its infrastructure,

structuralism. But the urge to publicize remains, for among

the giants of structuralism— Claude Levi-Strauss and Jean

Piaget being the others — Chomsky is along in realizing the

truly frightening political and social implications of, and in

intuiting the power of structuralism as a radical antidote to,

positivism and scientism. Chomsky's self-styled

rationalism is one of the few credible defenses against

creeping ^haviorism and cultural relativism, against

Hebbian accounts of consciousness, against the in-

creasingly powerful notion that man is nothing more than a

genetically and socially programmed machine, and against

the ferave New World of operant conditioning, behavior_

modification, and cultural engineering that is already upon

us.

Others — most notably Arthur Koestler, Joseph Wood

Krutch, Dostoyevsky in Notes From Underground and

Huxley in Brave New World- have realized that our notions

of what it means to be human, our concepts of freedom and

moral responsibility, of authenticity and the autonomy oi

the individual, are threatened by the materialisUc deter-

minism, reductionist assumptions and mechanistic models

with which scientists tend to approach their fellow "naked

apes." But the responses of Koestler and the rest have not

generally been adequate. B6th Dostoyevsky and Krutch are

atavistic Christians and therfore hard to take seriously.

Huxley realized that the behaviorist's Utopia is one in which

everyone is happy because everyone is trained from birth to

want to do what society wants them to do; as blissful (if

chilling) a vision as that is hard to argue against, at least as

far as happiness is taken as a good, and Huxley's main

complaint seems to have been that the Brave New World

leaves no room for moral heroism. But as Skinner rephed,

heroism is only possible where there is evil to be fought.

Only structuralism, armed with hard empirical evidence,

credibly asserts that not everything in man is culturally

relative or genetically programmed and that not

everything in man is merely a slightly more complex

development of qualities present in animals. Only struc-

turalism can seriously suggest the existence of innate ideas

and of something (language for Chomsky, myths for Levi-

Strauss)' which must be true of all men and which

distinguishes human beings from everything else in the

world. Only structuralism asserts that the number of

possible modes of human organization is not indefinite, and

that, most importantly, since man has an innate and unique

nature, some modes of organization are better — better not

in the behavlorist sense of more efficient, but in the sense of

being truer to our nature — than others. Though Chomsky

has not yet written much that would clarify the relationship

between his politics and bus linguisUcs, there clearly is a

relationship, and, judging from a few things he has said, he

is aware of it.

George Steiner is an immensely learned scholar, a FeUow

at Cambridge and author of Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky. The

Death of Tragedy, and Language and Silence, whose

current consuming interest is language and

multilingualism, and whose approach is broadly in-

terdisciplinary in the best sense. Among the ten previously

published essays that make up Extraterritorial are a look

at the significance of multilingualism in the works of

Nabokov, Borges. and Beckett, a piece on the paradoxical

depth, and triviality of chess, a rtieful counterpoint to

McLukanism on the degradation of the print dogma, and a

paper suggesting that the puzzling confluence of madness

and great artistry in CeUne can be viewed as a case in

which "words had become a substitute for reality."

Of greatest interest are the two crucial essays on

Chomsky and structural linguistics, and the paper on recent

developments in the biological sciences that concludes the

book Tn "Thr I^anffiiace Animal" Steiner applies a

_^ . ^ LS in philoyjphy, literary

criticism, psych. ^_ and politics. On philosophy he

Positivisi
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suggests thftt. "No metaphysic is speechlefls, none escapes

from its 6wn vernacular into some realm of pure material

evidence. . . Philosophy Is mata-language. a kind of

discourse about the possibilities and nature of common or,

as the case may be, special discourse" Thus WittgaHtein*!

famous description of philosophic activity as "speech

therapy," is consonant with Lacan's claim that the "means

of psychoanalysis are those of speech its domain is that

of concrete discourse " Or as Steiner himself says,

"Psychoanalysis is a matter of words — words heard,

glossed, stumbled over, exchanged." Similarly with

literary criticism: "Being words about already existent

words, a discourse on modes of discourse already

established, the propositions of the critic form a meta-

language." Some of his observations on language and

politics are especially interesting While toUlitarian

regimes re-define words, "often in a deUberate, grotesque

reversal of normal meanings," our own commercial society

achieves a comparable effect simply with vacuous white-

sliced Langendorf lan over abund^ce: "MilUons of words

tide over us with no intent of clear meaning . As a result,

expressive modes have been grossly inflated. Jheir

discriminatory precision, their graphic, verifiable content

have been eroded to a public smoothness. The percentage of

cliche, of language-tags shared by all and lived by none, has

risen steadily." With the degradation of language comes

the degradation of being, as a cliche language makes for

chche people: "It is, today, increasingly difficult to 'be

oneself,' to carve out for one's idiom, physical style, and

habits of sensibility an untypical terrain. Under the piston-

stroke of the mass-media, of open and subliminal ad-

vertisement, even our dreams have grown more uniform.

Like our bread, much of our manner of being comes pre-

pakaged."
In "Tongues of Men" Steiner offers some criticisms, most

quite trivial and/or wrong-headed, of Chomsky's work.

Chomsky's replies are included here, as are Steiner s

rtejoinders, most bf them concessions to Chomsky's

ineluctable logic.

A clue to the link between Chomsky's linguistics and

politics is suggested in his reply to Steiner's criticism that

Chomsky's positing of innate grammatical deep structures

makes for, a theory as mechanistic, deterministic, and

totalitarian as that of his behaviorist opponent, B F.

Skinner. Chomsky's reply is revealing: "A radical

humanism should develop within a theory of the 'human

essence' that involves innate structures of mind. So it

seems to me I think, incidentally, that Bakunin (for one)

was sadly in error ort this point, and that much of modem
ideology is also enormously confused, in its rather

thoughtless association at reaction with nativism,

progressive ideology with empiricism." Steiner collapses:

"Chomsky's refutation of this point seems to me entirely -

fightH had misinterpreted him."
~~

The juxtaposition of Steiner's and Chomsky's prose

makes for interesting comparisons Steiner's interest in

language is ultimately literary, but his style has none of the

quiescent elegance we have come to expect from English

critics since Leavis On the contrary, he is at times frantic,

excessive, and even, as someone else has said, a bit

hysterical. But Chomsky's prose is cooU clear, and in-

vigorating. He restores one's faith in reason, in argument,

and, most appropriately, in language. -
Steiner has not entirely grasped the intellectual and

moral challenge that science presents, but he has made •

start He is by no means alarmist when he states, "With the

development of surgical transplants, the very definition of

personal existence, of a mortal, untranslatable self, grows

perplexing With heart transplanU a fact, and surgical

transfers of the brain definitely conceivable, the l/yov

distinction thrtxigh which the language-animal entered on

history is no longer selfevident." Indeed, when a

behavioral psychologist can seriously claim that, "No one

owns his own personality Your ego, or individuality, was

forced on you by your genetic constitution and by the

society into which you were bom," mankind is clearly

facing nothing less than the utter self alienation of

Dostoyevsky s underground man In the coming era of

abortions, cloning, artificial insemination, and cultural

engineering, the old liberal notions of the sacredness and

autonomy of the individual — upon which is based whatever ^

eroded morals we sUll possess~ will surely crumble.

It is imperative that we find viable alternatives to

positivism and scientism Phenomenology may be one,

Norman Mailer's current anti technocracy romanticism

another, but Chomsky and structuralism wre more

credible Still, though Steiner wants to believe ( as do 1
)
that

Chomsky has the answers, he has his doubts ( as do 1)

There is need for a full treatment of all these issues. Here

Steiner has onle sketched some of the answers Ungulftics

may provide One would wish the relatively trivial literary

essays had been excluded and the enUrety of this

provscativc and immensely erudite work given over to the

crucial moral significance both of the bio-geneUc and

psychological revolutions and of Chomsky's response to the

nn^itivt^t nnrt rf»r1tir! ioni«5 1 assumptions of those

. ........ - ^ LrrritorUl wouM nMike

a good beginning of an even more Interesting and

significant work

«»»
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Biography on Fitzgeralds

By Marilyn Willison \

This SMr ol Pmradisc by Sara

May field (Delacoarte Press:

For readers who are fascinated

by the erratic lives d Zelda and

Scott Fitzgerald a new volume has

just been published with a more

personal point of reference than

the biographies published

hitherto.

Sara Mayfield, a veteran

journalist, has compiled her

memories of the Fitzgeralds in a

book that deals with both Scott

and Zelda. Exiles From Paradise

is a startling book in its variance

from what has commonly been

accepted about the Fitzgeralds It

is not a scholarly book and lacks

the sophistication and /research

present in Nancy Milford's Zelda.

Its value lies chiefly in its in-

consistencies with the other

Fitzgerald biographies.

—Mayfield is a di^ppointin^

author is many respects. The most

irritating of her stylistic

peculiarities lies in her blatant

provinciality. We are never

allowed toTorget that Zelda was a

'•Confederate" while Scott was a

••Yankee". Her tendency to

prolong the Civil War on a per-

sonal basis becomes somewhat

heavy-handed. Mayfield, who
grew up with Zelda in Mon-

tgomery, Alabama, takes special

pains to illustrate the superiority

etc. etc. over that of the

•Yankees" At her first meeting

with Scott she was negatively

impressed with his account of

distant relatives who had been

war veterans Had they been

Confederate veterans her reaction

would have been quite different.

This provinciality extends

throughout the book and is ite

deepest flaw. ^

H^ayfield strongly identifies

with Zelda and projects criticism

of Zelda onto herself. Using this

basis she paints a beautiful pic-

ture of Zelda, but one that is too

good to believe. Few people, if

any, are devoid of flaws. But

Mayfield would have us see Zelda

as a sweet, charming, fun-loving,

mistreated, innocent pawn on

Scott's chessboard. Mayfield is

probably writing of Zelda as she

thinks of her — not as she was.

We see Scott aB a bad influence

on Zelda, a drunkard, an

egomaniac, a wife-beater, a bad

friend, a boor — in short, a hand-

some villain, while Zelda is the

unsuspecting recipient of un-

deserved and unwarranted

wrongdoing Mayfield's per-

ception is severly hampered by

her lack of objectivity and, con-

sequently, the book suffers.

The volume is also hurt by the

apparent Jack of qualified proof-

reading, the author's syntax is

of their city, manners, dress, etc. . both peculiar and repititious. One

of her most over-used word^ is

••sinister" -Xused especially in

connection with anecdotes about

Hemingway's Paris days).

Another glaring example of

mangled English comes when she

described a visit to Zelda and the

surprising fact the "Zelda had

fallen off to eighty-nine pounds".

The weight, not Zelda. had fallen

off.

The final criticism of the

author's style is a personal one.

Mayfield repreatedly insits upon

informing the reader about her

own activities in a manner that

reduces Zelda and Scott to mere

vehicles, eg A conversation

between Zelda and Sara at a Paris

cafe is relayed in dialogue form in

.

the book. Zekla, we learn, is

lovely, well-dressed, but is losing

her sparkle of youth. Sara, we

learn, has just divorced her

husband, has just received an

exciting journalistic assignment,

1* too busy to dine with the Fit-

zgeralds, etc.

The inconsistencies mentioned

earlier provide interesting food

for thought. Both Mayfield and the

other Fitzgerald biographers

(primarily Tumbull and Milford)

have a source for their material.

Mayfield's is personal ex-

perience: the others' is in-

formation derived from research.

There are at least five major

points of contention between

i

oH d«partm«nl. o l«v«l. odi»rman union. 825-771 \

open mondoy through fridoy 900 o.m.-5:00 p.m.

Mayfield and the others—all of

which will be discussed herein.

The first difference that is

apparent is the different in-

terpretation of Zelda's youth

given by her biographers.

Mayfield portrays her young days

in Montgomery as being filled

with harmless fun and ordinary

pleasures. We are asked to believe

that Zelda was a cheerful ex-

trovert who was loved by all and

had a harmless flair for the

daring.

Other readings, however, hint at

reckless pastimes that

foresha'dTJwed Zelda's later

mental instability. One of her

more frequently mentioned stunts

Ukes place in Europe where Zelda

insisted on diving from higher and

higher cliffs until her life was

clearly in danger. Her madcap

adventures were always in the

h6pe of finding some new thrill or

more genuine happiness. She

seemed sated as early as her mid-

twenties. ,

Mayfield amplifies the discord

between Zelda and Hemingway.

From her account, it appears that

Scott was being dragged down by

Hemingway and that Zelda tried

to save him from the hurt he later

felt. Mayfield paints one of the

most gruesome and distasteful

portraits of Hemingway this

reviewer has ever seen.

An interesting piece of '•gossip"

that Mayfield passes along is in

direct contradiction with

Milford's research. Milford, in her

biography of Zelda, writes that the

Fitzgeralds tried to have another

child while in Europe but that

Zelda couldn't seem to get

pregnant. She writes of their

disappointment due to the fact

that they had wanted a son in

addition to Scottie.

Mayfield, however, claims that

Zelda had several abortions in

Europe—which Scott covered up

Zelda was not the homey type

Wherever the Fitzgerald's lived

before, they could afford domestic

help, their home was a wreck

Zelda neither cooked, nor cleaned

nor aspired to do either. Her main
concern when Scottie was bom
was that she wasn't a boy, that she

should not be both beautiful and

intelligent, and that Zelda had so

much weight to lose. Scottie was ,„

very attached to her father, for it

was Scott who took the real in

terest in what Scottie would grov^

up to be.

Mayfield goes into elaborate

detail to describe the poverty in

Scott's early life and during his

literary nadir. It's as if the more

bleakly he is portrayed, the less

the reader will think of him and

the better of Zelda. Mayfield

niisses her mark. The Fitzgerald

fan tends to avoid any villainy on

either part (even though there is

ample to be found) and prefers to

agree, with Scott, that they

destroyed each other. And that's

where the pathos lies.

The most disturbing of

Mayfield's contentions is that

Zelda was actually always quite

stable but that Scott was

•deranged." She asserts that he

had her committed to save

himself the humihation of a

divorce or bad publicity. Sup-

posedly egged on by Hemingway.

Scott began to see that Zelda could

be crazy and that he would be able

to work much better if he did not

have to contend with her each day.

Zelda, without money or the

means to earn any, was, ac-

cording to Mayfield, as trapped as

the damsels in medieval castles

The author pleads a strong case

for this surprising opinion, but it is

one that few scholars will chose to

agree with.

Mayfield's strongest argument

of the book—because it is based on

logic rather than her terribly

for by using various physical biased subjectivity—is the fact

ailments to explain her hospital

visits. We have no way of knowing

whose version is true but I find

Mayfield's version more
plausible.

•ft» ••children issue" can be

continued in yet another con-

tradiction. Mayfield never

mentions the slightest possibility

of a less-than-perfect relationship

between Zelda and Scottie, her

daughter. But from evidence in

Scottie's letters, Milford's book

and Fitzgerald's writing it is hard

to agree with her conclusion.

that Scott wrote very little, if

anything, of true merit either

l)efore or after he was with Zelda

He needed her to shape and lend

credence to his writing and

without her the quality suffered

This Side of Paradise should be

in the form of a memoir or a

journal but not a biography. It

lacks the stylistic polish, the

fairness and the coherence needed

to piece together a person's life

While worth reading, it will never

rank as a top-notch piece of

literature about the Fitzgeralds

•«*bi

California v

Dreaming

By

Julie

Lepick
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_Book News
On August 13, Doubleday will publish IBSEN: A BIOGRAPHY by

Michael Meyer, a major biography of the most influential playwright

since Shakespeare, by a man whose translations of Ibsen's plays have

been hailed as definitive.

Michael Meyer's book, the most complete biography of Ibsen ever

attempted, re-evaluates the man and his work in the light of new material

recently discovered. In addition to being the story of his life as journalist,

poet theater director, radical, published but unproduced dramatist, and

finally controversial international figure, IBSEN : A BIOGRAPHY is the

study of Ibsen's plays in the context of his developing personality and

thought and of their impact and reception throughout the world from

Ibsen's time to the present day, when recent successful productions of <

•Hedda Gabler" and "A Doll's House " highlighted the New York and

London theatre seasons. Letters and other writings reveal Ibsen's in-

.fluence on James Joyce, Freud, Yeats, Shaw and others. Sixty

illustrations, including portraits, caricatures, cartoons and pages of

original manuscripts highlight the text. ''

Michael Meyer is well known as a translator of -i)0th Ibsen and Strind-

berg, and his translations of the later won him the Gold Medal of the

Swedish Academy. His translation was used in the smash hit Ingmar

Bergman London production of "Hedda Gabler," ih 1970-71. He is the

author of a novel. The End of the Corridor; a play. The Ortolan; and

several radio and television dramas He divides his time between London

and Stockholm.

Farrar Straus k Giroux has announced the pubhcation next summer of the American edition ot

Alexander Solzhenitsyns latest-and prol>ably finest novel. AtGLST Itl4.

InMr Solzhenitsyn saften»rordtoAi;c;i;STl»l4hesays; . :„ ,o^ ^^^„ i «,..
The aeneral design revealed «n the first part of the novel came to me m l«M when I was

"fimshing high school Up to the present lime 1 have never <levjated from 't;^^'^^,'^^^^^ " ^
chief artistic design of my life I have been diverted to other books only by the peculiarities of my

career and richness of contemporary impressions
• .

, , , , , ,»,;. ,^^ ™.rn«« ahH
I have continued to prepare myself and gather material solely for thw onf.P^W*

^"J
already it is almost too late My own life and creative imagination are no^ sufficient for this

twenty year work, and contemporary witnesses of these events have almost all dieo

Al'Gl'ST I»I4 is at present banned from publication in the Soviet Lnion
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A Native Son of Hie Gol^ea W«l
by James D. Houtton < OUl Press. IS.K >

Initially, the very verbosity of James D Houston's

latest novel. A Native Son of Ike GoMen West seems

loandicale that it's just what the jacket blurb says it

IS. another in the contmuing senes of twoks con-

cerning youthful anti-heroes with improbable

names — Hoklen Caulfield. Gnonos PsppwIopQulis,

and now. Hooper DunUp, "a guitar player, a surfer.

a big eater, a bad sailor, a (k^ft-doclger, a college

dropout "etc. Only the Ipcal colour has chttBfed;

instead of the E:ast-coast prep-school scene or your

average midwestem college town, it's Hawaii, and

were off-shore at Sunset Beach waiting with Hooper

for the waves to come. And they come Once you pick

up the rhythm of these waves, what had promised to

be another eixiless summer on the roAd turns out to

be an intrigumg literary odyssey o< proverbiably

epic proportions

—Ttiefocat point of the central narrative s a

deteriorating roonung house in HoMltthi. run by one

Jackson Broome, a crazy old man not Ct^te as run-

down as iiis propeily Enter Hooper, through the

door. Enter Jonas Vandermeer. through the window

Enter Goldie. California surfer-chick wth a father

who doesn't mind paying airfare to and from the

Mainland for his hung-up daughter — hungup on

Jonas, who's hung-up on the Perfect Wave and

''saving himself" for his surfboard And among a few

other assorted psychok)gical oddities, enter Nona the

Woman of Your Dreams, descended from

generations of regal Polynesians Nona and Hooper

make it, and that's important , but what is even more

important are the^ succeeding waves of tinw and

journeys that have culminated in the life of this

- Hooper Dunlap. this "native son of the golden west"

Houston's book is a study of trips and voyages The

central voyage is the journey of a youthful hero.

Hooper But his is only one among countless

voyages; his is both a culminabon and a t)eginning

Behind him are the voyages of ancestors, of peoples

moving eastward from Mongolia through the

1971 UCLA Summer Brutn 7

Aleutians to Cherokee territory in Oklahoma, and of

a senes of grand-fathers and great grand fathers

and many-times-great grandfathers voyaging across

the seas from Ei^land to Ireland to America, always

OMmi^west. We see parallels, revertxrations. inter

cumectioos: all of human existence is reduced to a

single inNnihor . the Jma-ney;

Stylistically. Houston owes something to Joyce

< James, that is) and perhaps something more to

SanU Cruz, where the author is one of a growing

number of writers in the area, suggesting the

possibiUty of a new literary renaissance (We've had

New York, we've had North Beach. Now SanU
Cna**). Proae is periodic; the i>arrative episodic

The whole novel is carefully held together by means

of vert>al echoes, parallel narrative material, and the

two central unages mentioned above, the Journey

and the sea The style is expenmental enough to be

interesting. N-et comprehensible The subject is

comprehensive in scope, to say the least. In the

present. Houston continually discovers an expanded

concept of time past and Ume future

It is f^ without good reason that the author credits

Hart Crane with •Overseeing the entire production,"

for A Native Soa is quite a fine example of what they

call "local coter " If you're a native Califomian.

vou'U understand. If not. then it's no use even trying.

Althoi«h a great deal of the action Ukes pUce in

Hawaii tand if you've been there you'll recognize the

sweat and the aloha-shirU). the -California feeUng"

IS everywhere apparent. In fact, one wonders if a

rKMvCaiifomian would grasp all of the deUils. par-

ticularly the final apocalyptic fade-out as another

journey begins, up Highway 99 past all those 'Mc-

Dihiers BiirionBurgers" and Uncle John's Pancake

Parlours ' we ve all grown to know and to despise.

The rtovel is not without faulU. Those who aren't

particularly turned on to surfing might find isome of

the passages tedious and vertx)se. And as has been

si^gested. if you're not a Califomian, you may miss

a lot.

t. >-'ig

*s.

pentagon
papers

paperback, 2.25
Novs/ that rt'i all out. it's all in paperback - and here we are.

together, at last.

"Only a free and unrestrained press can effectively expose

deception in government. -. .In my view. The New York Times

and the Washington Pos>y3nd othpr nf^w'.naoers should be

commended for serving "tlwparp^.^ ...v. .^^ .J^ng Faihe -' >

clearly." -From Hugo L Black's concurring opinion. SupfemeCpuri.

•«^

students' store
i* »

I. .»«

a
books, b l«v»l, odkmrtnon union, 825-771

1

open mondov through tr^doy 8 30 a m 5 00 p m
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Before any European came to Lo6 Angeles this was

a land of oak and sycamore forests and J^n^^f^
thickets The land was laced with streams and lakes

and sheltered by a chmate whose lugubnousn^ w

known to us all. The people who lived here Uved in

harmony with each other, and they shaped theu- lives

to the land instead of shaping the land into something

it did not want to be.

The people whom I speak of are known to history as

the Gabrielino Indians (the name denves from the

San Gabriel Mission). The Gabrielinos occupied a

territory that includes all of the present City of Los

Angeles and a litUe bit beyond. The lives of these

people are perhaps most admirable to present day

Angelenos because of the symbiotic relationship

these people had with their environment.

The Indians were described as being an industrious

people, but only to the point that it was nec^ry to

secure the vital elements of life. They did what they

had to do, and no more. They disturbed the land very

little and the land rewarded them. There was no need

for agriculture since they could gather or hunt all

they needed.
Myth

The following myth gives us a good idea as to their

feelings about man and nature It is about a Coyote

(a creature considered to be like man) and is related

to us in the words of an early setUer named Hugo

Reid'

"A Coyote which, like all th^ rest of his kin, con-

sidered himself as the most austere animal on the

face of the earth, not even excepting man him-

self, came one day to the margin of a small river.

Looking over the bank, on seeing the water run so

slow, he addressed it in a cunning manner, 'What

say you to a race?' 'Agreed to,' answered the

water very calmly. The Coyote ran at full speed

. along the bank until he could hardly stand from

fatigue and on looking oyer the bank saw the

water running smoothly on."

"He walked off with his tail between his legs and

had something to reflect upon for many 9. day

afterwards."

In keeping with their custom of doing no more, than

necessary they wore no clothes except when weather

and circumstance required, and except for the

women who wore a skin around their middle.

Flowers were the favorite adornment and the women

often wore them in their hair or in strands around

their txxlies;

There are no monuments or great buildings to

remember these people by because their housing was

also the minimaLneeded for weU-being, consisting of

thatched huts made of sticks. When a hut became too

dirty to live in it could be abandoned and destroyed

and a new one built nearby.

Pastimes

Their favorite pastimes were bathing and

luxeriating in t^ sun. A daily bath was an inflexible

rule of life. Althoi^h they worked to secure pleasure,

pain was considered a vital part of life. To endure

pain was a good experience. Hunters often prepared

themselves by lying in hills of red ants.

In their dealings with each other they had simple

customs for containing conflict. Though they were

sometimes capable of extreme chielty towards

people of other nationalities, the Gabrielinos seldom

harmed or abused each other. Robbery was non-

existent ^nd murder was rare. Arguments between

tribes were required to be arbitered by the chiefs of

chiefs of the tribes or by a neutral chief. Long-term

feuds were earned out through elaborate dances in

which the hated parties were cursed and reviled as

vehemently as possible. But no harm was done.

That some of these happy people once settled the

grounds on which the University now stands seems

likely. The streams that once ran through campus,

particularly through the area of the gym fields and

Pauley Pavilion, would have been very attracUve.

The high ground nearby, where the dorms now stand,

or in the area of the Sculpture Garden are just the

sort of spots that Gabrielinos would have liked.

VOlage

Some of the larger viUages are in fact weU-known

today. In Pacific Palisades near the end of Sunset

Boulevard there was a village named Kuruvangna.

Where Topanga Canyon meets the ocean was the

village of Topangna. And of course in downtown Los

Angeles was the famous Yangna. The greatest

concentrations of population were at the mouths of

the Los Angeles River, then at present day Marina

Del Rey , and the San Gabriel River at San Pedro.

The eventual fate of the Gabrielinos is one of the

sorriest chapters in California history. The early

Spaniards considered them to be of extremely low

intelligence. This low estimation was continued^

through succeeding generations and the Indians

were treated accordingly. As a result they were

decimated as a people and they live on today mainly

in the mixed blood of their Mexican-American

descendents.

Jhe irony of history is that the things that so many

of us yearn for today such as peace and a union with

nature may have been most nearly reached with a

dead people who once walked where we walk now
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s:. V *•<'•* ^•'^•*'
I

QAIVING E»«t — CiMCAtP. ^*«»A. N.y«

SJrXd L». •/»• •/1». CA»'
*^»^",Vjy*»)

s*fv )

JET to EUROPE

A«*9 2*/ Sept M LON/AM$T «*«

S^ 2 Oi>e Way lo AMST tlW

andt.niAny ottior flights

indtcatc YOUR CHOICE of tfoparture date

and <;all Prof. P. Bentlor UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc. ft7$ Santa Monica Blvd..

B«verly,H*Ms. 377 S2M or Wt 31 1

1

LA to London.
Oaye. 344 0707.

way. July 2*. »"$ Call

(13JV20)

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS.
SiMQles accommodate two. One bedrooms
accommodate three. ONE BEDROOM AND
OEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR. AIR
COND.. Mock campus Pool, swndecks.
9ara9e.«7SLsndfair 47t-S404. (I7QTR)

"campus TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

7 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Deposits now for summer/fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GRS-SS84.

V Rides Wonled!»•»•••••••••••

ENCOUNTER AND
"'•^'J/^i^JGROUPS Tuesday 7 10 P »" • ^^1°°"

IaRTH institute for ''tRSONAL

GROWTH Call »34S44S. CAA>I

MOTIVATED women wanted! Help re

*^--«r Tw.n P.nes co-^.tive .v.»f

.72* Hil«ard Call Janet. 474-»1Jt.{A Jy

ft-i

NEW Yprfc m4*«e Jely w.M share ei

SSTes/drlvif sett B-ras. *S* Terrace

Rd , San Bernadtne {fJlfJH

Y Fof joie»»»»»»"—»*»*»»"*** '^

S100 Call

(10 J20>

MODERN DANCE CLASS '^TENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE, *^^V"^t*^"'5MARCHOWSKY. SOLOIST ^^AARTHA
GRAHAM CO 3112 PENNSYLVANIA, SM
tTOfOOO 47^333». <''-*V*'

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA metfels Free delivery free »««^'C«; "
hr ohene274»tit (llOTR)

CHAPTER. LA Pans, one way, Ao«ost 27,

$no Contact the Education Abroad

/program. UC Santa Barbara,m 2304. CU A

r X 5' leaded alabaster wii

Mena XS4405 after 4 p m 47>^2>.

DRIVING Scliool. SO.OO »»r. "R^M" Sjfety

since l»2t" State Credential. Penny Bros.

443-07S$. <" Q'**'

AUTO Insurance too hi^? $ft»de#its and

employees call Rotoerl W. RJiee 030 7270 or

170^3. (IIQTR)

TLASH! 2R.T Fares* ^$332 R.T. Fares*
LA/EUROPE/ LA
DAILY 747 FLIGHTS

-if^

^EnfeHbinmenf....•••••••••• ^

FEMALE SMider eiperienced. immedteH
bookings. 900d appearance Knowtedge or

musicJi23J?5iJ??*^ Ll*l'

VACATION Rental-Cresttine-LAke Qyoponf

private family cabtn or b*« ledpe ^
•'•J^

(213)221-'**« '* *''

AKAl M-10 (ReBorts •••X>»^««**^' *****5I

RA SdO r*^H^ pieneer PL SO ti*rntab4e, all

»425/sefi separately. Eves.. >n-3427 ( lO Jy

JO)

l«M «»ec«rtive eldctric typewriter, »f^^
lint ctm€.. Nleving. mest sacrt«c«

l/otfer Work. WShOOM , heme. 02*-
^^ ^ ^^

#
} Year Valtdfty Me min. stay

•A«elS'2S
Tom, Campwi Rep. 823-1963

BACHELOR apt. for one. SOS month, utilities

paid Share bath. Close UCLA/tran-
vportation 470 0»24, GL 1 4004^ (17 Jy 27)

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Summer Rentals

Shingles - 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644 and 650 Landfair

270-3014 and 477-2197

if no answer, call 476-3578.

CATALINA Holiday Canapes. Daily/Weekly

special. Hernrwsa HotOf, pfcene Avalon 747;

Boi 444 Awalon, t0704 (2 0TR)

Y Help 1Yonfed*.*« ••••••••••• ^^

%1/hr 4tf*t% 10% of sales »«^^^.i?t
work 1?7 pm BendaMe. 47^1210. 47S-5B44 «

a.m. -0 p.m. -

FULL/part'time Flexible hrs. piv« y^'
iociatty edityino Call Rich, '^^^^.f??!
tryint- . ll_lf

FEMALE students needed to participate »•

Mcielopical eipenment $2 sessiMi <) '^:'^

hfs)/'47y 003S '*^"

MALI underprads. PsyclMlefy e«perimeHt

4S mins Can earn up te »j;7$ Ropister Fraw
NalMS37. (3JVJ0

PILOT HiFi AM FM fw»er GMTArd re<»rd

player 1$" University 3 way speaker/

caPinet Priced lo seM. n4-*o»*. (to J 27)

REFRIGERATORS
jL• icp'.1*"piiiif'»»4.0S/mo.

(with yr. lease)

See. ftiModels Also Available

CALL POLAR LEASING 4T»-34f01

ONE and two bdrms.. pool. Reduced sum-
mer, also Fall rentals now. 510 Glenrock

Ave. 47702*5. (17Jy27)

^ luhring - '^ ^
ONE bdrm apt to sublet for 7 weeks.

Brentwood Si SO plus deposit 024 4349 (17 Jy

70)

EXPERT tutorinp in Math/Physics by prad

stud. w/MS in physics. M^-AOn. (I4jy3i) 633GAYLEY

10% DISCOUNT V Trove/. . [3

EXPERIENCED tutor in math and P|»y»»«»-

S3hr. 307 4204.
(14Jy23l

FRENCH SPANISH - ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ Prof. *^»»'^e :"«;•» ^rn
eiam tasy conversational '"•*»»«<• J^TI^

J

473-2402.
(leuiKj

S Min. walk Campus
Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473-6412

OIRL to clean apt.

weekly.Tele 473 3207

Of« our already lew, disceewtoH . prices

(with valid sfwtfent ID)

WESFLO RECORD SHOP

1 1SS4 SPNta Mppica Blvd. («t Cdl»y ) WLA

GR 8-2311

Records-tapes-O tracks
Cassettes^*ee0et-acces«pries _

LAWSON style loveseat. Kint cond-. p»l<

floralTriirt on be«pe IMmp, S150. 472 7444. ( 10 J

27)

(ijyst)

EXPERIENCED tap teacher

established dance studio. Call 472 2414 er 4S0-
-' (3 Jy 20)

STENORETTE e"»bassy model. All •€•

cessories included Xlnt c«Nl. •t*^,',^

SI is herel E«collent wapes ler part-time

work Unique marketinf and distr»b«tien

pro«ram.4S4^ft2. {i Ji »•

CARHOP> Wanted inpuire at TlRy^Naytdrs

Drive In Pttone 074 0007 '- -

FREEZER, Sears 21 cu. ft •'^••»»'?;ri?f.'
years, «lnt cond »22$/offer. Work, 125^^4;
he«»e •24-4aMu .^ , <lV.?ll

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE Many departures (inclMdinp one

^''^'
FROM»125

CALL: Flipht Oiairman: (213) »3»-2^''<**«

Overland Ave.. Dept A., Culver City

SE E K I NG Ireesprited girl companion, back-

packifiq thru Hiph Sierra, Sept. W»-'/»«

beioreO 30a m 474 2001 Chris. jUAi)

'"'^
STUDENT FLIGHTS

Campus Rep for: ISCA, SOFA, EASC,
VICEROY, ANGLO AMERICAN.
EAST OR WEST COAST TO EUROPE 4

BEYOND
"IF IT'S AVAILABLE, We canpet it."

2t03 Collepe Ave., Berkeley, Ca. 04705

(415) •4J-11$7. (4151 SOO-tttS "

^Typing 15
FURN. singles bach, from $110. Pool,

utilities paid. 2 Meek UCLA, 530 Glenrock,

479 WOl. (17 J 27)

JOAN' and EDITH - IBM - term papers,

Iheses, miscellaneous. Pick up & «»*'J^^Y;

JOAN. 392 0420 EDITH, 033 2*03 dSSO)

T^PItlG SERVICE. RESUMES,
TERM PAPERS
PHOtO COPIES

FAST& EFFICIENT SERVICE
REASONABLE RATES

Andrews Enterprises

4903 W. Pico Boulevard

Tel: 931-1739

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles A 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA & Westwood
Reserve now-reduced summer rates

Also reserve for Fall

S40GL^NROCK A 543 LANDFAIR

WATTS Secretairal $ervice.2t»-3135. Expert

work on both IBM Composer & IBM Selec-

tnc Thesis, essays, and manuscripts-by the

hours. -" ". _ .

tlSSO)

ELE-CTRIC mimeograph A B Dick in Xlnt.

cond.. near ntm Must sell »12$ Pf»«« *'«-

0234^ -. (IOJy23)

RECEPTIONIST A legal trainees. Potential

advancement to ofVce manager Typing

skills required Salary open. 0454 Wtiilshire

Blvd., Penttwuse Suite, Beverly Hills. I|»-.

tervlews: Men. Fri , 2:0g-$:00p.m. (3JW)

«0 WATT KLH FM Stereo unit. Very good

cond. »2t0 er offer. 477 -43«0. (10 J 23)

PUBLISHERS Representative. Xmt. part

time or summer position if yeu like

pobhshing/writing/bookstores plus in-

teresting people Liberal Arts «>»c*t^^>«^

best Expenses and comm»«s#en Need cat.

Send quallficatigps Camaro '«"•**""•' "i"
00430, LA OgOtO. (3Jy2J)

WANTED: 10 Salespeople full or part time-

tor largest advertising company on wesi

Coast Commission plus bonuses. Call wesi

Ceast promotion 2l»^3W^*a. O', T'"'
Aioyw ythSt.LAooois t^^v'"

JAN A DEAN 3 female models with long hair

•or PR •nwn 472 7744 14SS2 Park Lane

Orclg,Bdl-A^ (3JyW)

FEMALES Neodod - ^V^^^t-"JL
pariment 2 sessions, 13/4 hrs. tPtel »3«»»*»

Psychelegy maiors. 203-4045. (> JV «'

You are iust the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

045 per n>onth while helping ott»ers.

Cemoiiito lOOl Oayley, Suite 210

©r

Call 470^0051 127 p.m., M-F

FISHER slereo system, Garrard
Professional changer, Aquarius speakers

list. 5542 Asking »2t5. New in »>oxes^72y

5435/2030070 ' (^OQTR)

COMPLETE stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM, fine speakers, BSR record changer. UsI
UOO. sacrifice S145. Never »»*f4.,Oreat

sound 721 0207 TI»QTR)

V Services OHtrad 1

1

JAZZ Piano styles, private instruction,

cttord progressions, voicings. improvisatton.

Mer b Mickman, 442-4502. ( 12-0 p.m.) ( 1

1

LADY BARTENDERS
^ WANTED

New legislation creates urgent need. Doors
opened by women's lib to nation's most
glamorous and lucrative pf^ession Rusty 'i

school ol Bartending unaMvto fill demands
by top ttotel A restaurants.

Be first Call »4ow Low Rates Easy Terms
477 4401

f 2401 S Sepulveda Blvd

EUROPE Israel. One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISCA, 1 1407 San Vicente Blvd. 14, L.A., 00040.

024-5440 (UOTR)

UNIS!iSgS5?SiS?fe"
""1007

Sept 5-Oct J~CA/London/L* ""^fM»

ALL kinds of typing. R*««^•?![*;:»!**' ^,*J?1

to campOs, fast service. Call 472^21. ( 15 J

27) ,

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,

guidance, IBM typing Satisfaction

guaranteed. No bargain hunters. •e»e';e"«**

;79.1t44, 477-43t2. <'^Q^"'

DISSERTATIONS -proposals, first and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports. Best

references. Editor typist. 303-0100. (15QTR)

TWO Bdrm. apt. on Venice canals near

beach. July 15 Aug. 15. $150. John, 304

3374.
(i/jyj«<

" -" "wAliTTO uclX
SPACIOUS— MODERN

BACHELORS
SINGLES— BDRMS

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477-8990

RUTH theses, term papers, rn9mncrtp*%.

Experienced Weekends, daltyj . 02t-

1142.
(isaiKi

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

SeptU
DEC 18

Q^P.tlAY FLIGHTS

LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

TYPING — legal documents, theses,

everything. IBM Composer available. Have

car. Call Alison. 074-7072, 4-0 p.m. (IS Jy 20)

THESIS. tttKfer misc. typing done promptly

Selectric (Pica-Courier) typewriter. Near

campus. Mrs. Rita Sokolow. 300 9000. (ISJy

20)

GERMAN tutoring by qealified instructor

with classroom enperience. Phil Buttolph

307 5355. <»'AS)

RABBI'S Wife
473-3114. «

mpttier's helppr. Call
(3Jy20)

DECISION making experiment Interesting

/ involving One hour, tl SO Can win 120.00

Register 0411 Frani Hall <J JV 20)

OPPORTUNITY
For Otrts 21 35 yrs

lOave FUN A Cam Hberal expense

Accompany eligible men
touring ttte city.

(21J) 441-3478 Hrs. 10 p.m., 7 day*

V losf and found, -••• 4

tOST~Black wallet. %. Ryien. Please mail

papers to address on license, keep money. (0

Jv^lO)

JICWAROt Lest I Male Siamese. Last see«

Thurs eee July 0th. m—r women's gymn
Call 553 45Sr l*JyM)

JmisceUanoous .... 5

Vf PY allectionatr longhaired terrier type

male dog needs home with adults Ui-9007

dav\ 190 1017 4>vvs (5Jy30)
« —

FREE your choice el 4 CdH Wm^s can

Buddy. 025 2490 or 034 4733

PROFESSIONAL photo graph>
economically priced, specialixing in Wed
dings A Portfolio* Phone Gene (Goldstein

4404)000. Elite PtMtography. - (llJv20)

TEACH basic skills necessary for personally

'ullilling. successful college education.

Experience university teaching liberal arts -

positive results, 451 0041 morns (H Jy 20)

TERM papersy^erm paper assistance. Any
subiect By grads S20-40. 473 0430/304 1354

after 5 (iiJy30)

More flights available on Wait List. All

flights limited to UC students, staH. ex-

tension and registered Alumni Members.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays

in Westwood. Broxton «t Weyburn

T TIWTT 8TVPHNT TR^VKLeUXNX CHARTER FLIOHTS
wen broortootN—

i

wood

T E LE : 477-111 1 or 473-4443

TYPING—Editing. Term papers, resumes,

letters, theses. IBM. English grads.

Pica/Elite. Kay—Nancy §24-7472 ( 1$ Qtr.)

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, tiooks,

termpapers Specialty math and technical

typing. Accurate, rppfd service 741-5500. (15

S 9) - —

-

GENERAL academic/business style. IBM
electric Prolessional/accurate. yrs. ex-

^rience Santa Monica area, 399 2000. (15

QTR)

"LSAT " - Help Im A high score is needed

on this test. Please call, 042 0440. ( U Jy 30)

BEACH Apt. sublet Aug., Venice, 3 rms

kitchen, bath, porch. G.I. ^*
'"'^^'^^^jo;

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn. 1 and dens, l bdrnts. / singles

Fireplace, Ige heated POO«. *«*vator, p v e^

patio, air conditioning, lovely
^^^^^ils^" e

bidg , maid available. Horth of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

41 1 Kelton Ave. (off Gayley
j -^

,

479-0144 J 111

SISO ONE Bdrm., $05 single. •«»
^J"^Vt"'

V5. Utilities included, pet OK <'*»'";;;,'/^\_
0749. w

400BUILD!NG .

1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

4l5Gayley at Veteran
478-173!

SELF-HYPNOSIS Qasses. You can learn te

eliminate cramming and recall and release

material studied. 474-1150 1 4 PM. daily ( 1

1

QTR)

EUROPE Discount flights Alsolsrael.

Africa, India 40% oM. lntra-«uiop«ai»

charter flights S»«*«»« "-O 5*'^'*V. f
»"**5*

EASC. 12J N Beverly Dr . Bev Mills. Ca^

f02 10 274 4293 Lii^lz

WANTED to reht: 2 bdrm house, Topanga
Canyon, t>eginning Sept. References.

02S 2404, betw. 9-4. (MJ^t )

MOTHER Studying child development seeks

creative work in beautiful tiome, 304-2400 - *

pm (UJ27)

Information and Referrals

For

birth control abortion

venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday lO 2

Ackerman Union 1412

Student run

•ljkvf#

n-mm
1&.-1 ii..^"..

MOTHER of tv»o will care lor

Fri. French ciMid welcome. 39J-OO/r

20> . ^

(11 Jv

CALL Documentation Associates HyO«
•ntormatton o,i«h^< i-ft quif*1y •*•

I

4721 (tree puppy. —rn :. - prtrntl V

«;"tVnc%" w.4"^di;Urt.,H>ns ' .o"-" V.;-;
•personal ..».«..•" */ "•^""ISt'j J?,
tormatton specialists 477^044 uw«»i

Ifirope/ftfrlcAAAsiA /tntfta/lsrael

^^riurepe weekly No Afe limit. ^

iMmnie »m tf4v »»v scheduled •irimt
|

,r!lf)Mm»^»"»» *"»»" ••' •"•••f US Citi«» I

^^ipfl. LA) trom 5ie0 roundtnp.

i'ipr».ip»*»*i- Student RailpatseO...

I||ii«inir*nce Car Purchase, Lon«VR
|rjMa»«»*•***••"*• Tours 10 c*f«».,,_

K'^i^ev. European Maps A literature t*"/-

rp*ss#»g«?rs Currency tonvetoes. .

m-- ,

-^'"
!

fc; :'Student Travel Meadpuartert" {

AIS FLIGHTS

««S4 Sihta Menica tlvd

fiWlMli. epst ipnlA Meik««/ Oplnwy *

Aph. - Furnished 17

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

IBddroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
'^alk UCLA A westwood

GR7 2144
H9»r Voteran Ave. ( 17 OTH)

BACHELOR Brentwood, airy, utilities m
eluded, on bus line, bicycle distance, com
lortabie 124 4424, eves. 025 0107., days (17 A
S)

''

505 GAYLEY
Across from uykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE S50
ftpr>vmmer t^H

NEXT to campus ^'"9""' °"*
'^J'^'^tV

garage/sundeck. 444 A 650 «-and(a r 270

3014,477 2197.
M/«>J'

/Apfs. - Unfvrnhhed.,^^2:J^
SlTl^LE Venice. 1 1/2 block beach^ S05/mo

occupy now or Aug. 1 North L.te skyl.te,

can be studio 394 4404 MO^JV^'

SJ35 3 BDRMS.. 2 baths,
''•^*"''V!?;

spacious, patio. 1/2 Week Wilsh.re near

vwestgate. I2i7 Armacost #2, BR 9-1257. (10 JV

M)

5275 BYRD built charm. Full sea view.

fireplace. 1 bdrm and den. Utiliti** Privacy

394 7029. SM. (lOJV^v

y Apfs. lo ^tare .^^^Jy
GIRL- 2 bdrm apt , S77 ea.. plus ";•'?•"
garden. WLA area. 020-»»04 eves. ^

^^9a^

FEMALE own room in huge ort9b6rm*P^
Share v./sa«se-..)«alk UCLA, V.Haoe

Sacrifice S55 a month through Aug 3'*' "
0007. ___1__1JL_-

SHARE turn., unique. iP*<^'«"^.*PV21fi?7$'
g.rls Close to campus. 550 monthly ^,1 * 5)
5310. .. ' .__

studio

.

(1»MALE share spai 2 bdrm turn

walk 10 campus S54/mo 477 4094 eves

Jy 20)

Lrp. two bdrm.
through 0/20. July paid,

August. 477 4020^

„«,r UCLA no*

only 5•^» *0T

(19 Jy 30)

MRS. KAY GR3^1788, GR3 0524

ENJOY I
y SHARING LARGE

»TT HAC1 >^ -v^ >N SI N fi l FS PO^"-

,

Tuesday. Ju ly 20, 197 1 UCLA Summer Bruto H
.SSV.*.'.'.

.-.%•; Free cornputer
i Kveryone is welcome to attend the free classes presented by the UCLA Computer CTub -^ enrollment

;^§: IS by attending the first class session. All classes will begin the week of July 19.

'.V

<I..\SS

K»sK ri./i

h\^ and TIMK

N\»HineMla\N
. k>-*l . m p in

CX>l'RSKS

M%-

IKMIM

Malh Siimce
MMWA

ISSTMHTORS

I . Kay
inailberf

•:•:•:• KtHiimaiwded «ip«ci«lly lor bcginnen

>X*:' inaiheniaiical knowledge assumed

lta»k FtmTKW IV Tuesdays
7 M9 *) P m

A high JevH lanfUAie with Applkratkmo in vAiied nddi No previous sciontifk or

Ihrk KnldMath Sfiencr
4aiinA

Also (or beginners Awidely used high levH languAge with scientific and ongineenng applicAions

Ha»k \H«»rmbler

Inlrrmrdiair »nd
\d\«mrd Tl./i .

I'roKnin)

IHh uinrntation

ri./:MO >\orlishop

IVtelter Hall

VMU-
Tucsdays ^

7 Hi 9 ;«i p m
IHM US 3SU Assembly Isnguaie

>i> p m
Among ihe logics lo Ik* covvkxed wjll be (ties and bssgd Uprsge

n)ui>.i..>^ H«»eller Hall

7 ;»«» 9 M) p n\ 5*40

IhK'ltri Hull

.S44(»

II

Hruce Dane

IlliUg PintAT

1^

•:%v

iiick lireer

A bAsic i'vurste in the dix^umentation o( programs

Salvjrdavs.

1(1 (H) N(N>n

l^teller Hall
!»44H ^r~~-—

|fc)\*ard (ioldm

HOWARD DUFF — Opening at 8:30 p.m. Thursday at the Ralph Freud

Playhouse in MacGowan Hail, in "The Gang's All Here." Tickets

available at all UCLA Box Offices. General admission: $2.50, students $1.

\ hUnk stl-ucture m«chme<>nented lAnguage

Fttr more information, feel free to stop by or call ex 55879

•.V."

•..V.T.!.!.

'

'.SS

Xjit ITT
5UNOECKS, GARAGE 441 43$ LANDPA'K
470-S404. ,(19 0TK)

'Parientation' set

for new students

Parents of students entering UCLA this fall are being invited to join

them in a newly-expanded orientation program covering every phase of

university life. •

Entitled '"Parientation," the two-day sessions are designed to give

them a better understanding of the problems encountered by students,

according to Dean Everett Wells, who is in charge of the program.

Parents will be offered the opportunity of attending typical college

classes to familiarize themselves with the level and methods of in-

struction.

Pre-enroUment in classes will be available to student attending the

counseling and workshop meetings, which open July 19. Two-day sessions

for both students and parents are scheduled for Monday-Tuesday and

Thursday-Friday throughout the summer unUl September 24. Fee for the

self-supporting program is $23.50 per individual and includes six meals

and an overnight stay in Hershey Hall.

Special one-day session for students only will be offered on Wed-

nesdays, and one-day sessions for parents, alumni or represenUtives of

the business community will be held on three Sundays, August 1 and 22

and September 12. The one-da? sessions include two meals, and the

charge is $12.

At the end of each two-day meeting, there will be swimming in the

campus Canyon Recreation Center and a wrap-up session. ___. .

Enrollment in classes for both sessions are sUU open to interested

parents and students. For further information call ex 57020 or come m
person to Social Welfare 263A.

PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND — Opens at

8:30 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, In Royce Hair
Program will include a tributt to Louis ^Schmo"

Armstrong. ^

Summer
JAph. te Shore ....,„^^. 19 J House for Sale.u„..^2L=^A"toi for Sale 29^^ >/Autos for Sale.... 29 y/Autos for Sale........,,^

FEMALE GRAD Share large furnished 2

beilroom apt w/1. S7S /mo available now.
Melissa 477 S4D1

.

(19 JV 20)

3 GIRLS share \rq room, bath Aug Pet!

OK, Security building. S85 each 839-4S42, 537

3»01 X 532. (1fJv30)

ISRAELI Student to share one bdrm. apt $70

each Near campus. Call Zeev 474 14^5 ( l»

Jy 20)

BRENTWOOD 4 bdrrn 3 '4 baths,

tjtautiful surroundings, creeh, fireplace,

country living, 10 mm UCl^ 120 3115,

= 48,000 7 (21 AS)
- -^-^

MODERN custom 2 bdrm home 5 mm
from campus Privacy *34,S00 Low down.

Phone 478 3519 (21Jy30)

FEMALE: Sh»re nawly Vum n>odtrr.

spacious one bdrm apt. I/mm. campus
$77 50 Sylvia, 826 »724eves. <" J 27)

MALE-share spac. 2 bdrm. studio; walk to

xampos, $$4/mo.477-4l»4eve$. (l»Jyi»)

'^tCLUDEO Two l>drm. apt near campus.
^Tf'ees.fireplace, good neighbors. Own room
ni7 50(female), 477 4334 (19 Jy 23)

GIRL Roommate wanted, deluxe 2 bd-2 bath

Ac, pool, balj; S150 1409 Midvaie 473 2537. (
1'

Jy 20) J-
-

1 OR 2 females share large 2 bdrm
townhouse, pool. Start Au9«*t, Day. 472 8927

GR 6 15*S (19 Jy K

y for Sublease

FOR August 1 $t|«» 1. one bdrm. -rant $135

Call after 5, 479-71tO, Westwood area ( $L Jy

23)

I'
——1—

FOR August, 3 bdrm house furnishad. beach
wallting distance. $250 rent Call 4$4 1017

morns, aws ' ^L Jy 71t

OLD Bel Air 3 bdrm 3 baths. Pool Fan
lasfic view $79,000 Sands Realtors, 474

4464 (Jy30)

yHouieio Share 22

FEMALE Share Irge , 2 bdrm house, SM
with one Pref grad $92 $0 includes util. 47»-

1421 eit 223, 392 47Mjatter Sp.m. (22Jy20 )

PRIVATE BDRM , cool, quiet, use entire

house. Bar B O, pjtto, r\t»r UCLA, bus,

parking, $7$ 475 4751. -^
(33 J 27)

SHARE Brentwood house Own room. Bamg
redecorated, furn 820 3048 (22 J 27j

FEMALE" n««ds roommate share large

house Sherman Oaks, separate studio

$»3/mo 7tt^«9«aft#r4. . 422J23)

40 CMEV impaia good cond $150 or ba»t

offei'.Pat. 825 2484. days, or 824 2814 eves

29 Jy 70 ,
-'" , .

VW '69 »int cona mMFM radio $1300,824

n82 363ADO (29Jy20)

VW '64 good transportation, 54,000 miiti,

leedslittle work $350 V» ^J«2. OR J 074 (29

Jy 201

68 DODGE Coronet 4 dr, auto trans .
PS,

nt-w tires and shocKi 5?9i 479 7550 after

4^ '29AI3)

ALFARomf'O 6? Duetto Spyder , nint cond ,

rfpamted original red Must sell this weeh
$1650 287 8581 (29 Jy 20)

'/ D LEAVING Country Mustang '67. vinyl

toD imDfcabli' SI J9i Phone 479 $124 (29 Jy

'62 MERCURY Comet, automatic, new
-a'-'

'- -'-ai good cond $250 Leaving

lu' I 451 5078 ^ 29 Jy 20)

67 VW Bug. Xlnt cond. NawT tires and
shocks $800 7H -024 1. (29

63 MGB Mint cond.. new paint $$50 397

4237 after 4pm (39Jy20)

'67 FALCON good cond New transmission,

vaivs stick Leaving country, must sell now
476 24H (29

TRIUMPH '47 Spitfire O'tfriv*. am/fm
radio. Michelins, riew toi^ntau. well mam
tamed $900 4$$ itM (29JyM)

'67 OPEL Kadett, 18.000 mi , $700 Call

Howard, 45$ 2)««. (29Jv20l IM

SANTA Monica Ver own room, $45 00 mo
Petswelcomf ,.T-f! '^' !«<S'> anytime (22Jy

J Room and Board 24

tAf^^C student grad/undergrad meals, *««il«

to school, pool, tv. parking Reasonable 400

S Bentley 272 4714 '24 J/ lOy

Room and Board

^ -. _- Exchanged for Help.. 25

.LARGt i DOfnn nousf' in S.'F VaUay. $300

Available Sept l Prefer lad«ilty/staff 744

l«77 (20 AS)

$440 Mo BRENTWOOD 2 bdrm d«n Lge
liv rm . Lgf «-n<ri'»'.«'d yard 2 car garage
near shops 7I4|64'. «%74 (20 J y 27}

HOU'ir for rent, isirn two bdrm. -one bath,

n> 'ly Hills. Appro»imately
ti ; ;, ?? 174 3 7 1 .

<i»rfV ii »

SALARY separate apt. bdard Chifd care

after school supper Pt\ysiCian/daughter

(11) Car necessary 275 0678 (25Au26)

J Room lor Renf ............. 26

'67 VW. $200 Big wt»»«i«. «9i«a naads work,

asK lor O C 479 9180 (29 Jy 10)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

Save on car r'a^tal «"»' our-^yy here take

delivery m Europe Plan" Direct shipment

also arranged Financing available

19) 044 S 870 6978

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

'48 FORD Cortina 2 dr . automatic, ulnt i

)wn*r Must sell $7$«/best 457 7929, 4$i

J201 ( JyJo>

MERCEDES «ent 220S 'i* ra«taro«, >lnt

cond tns'de'out Must sell Bait offer

Leaving country 47$ 3144 (29A5t

70 VW Bug 17000 milts Xlnt mtch cond
Leaving country $l475/offer Call 834

1019 (29 A 5)

'47 MUSTANG «int cond , low mileage, air

cond , disc brakes, ong pnv owner $1187

ilk Tin (29 Jy 20)

«/ vW f-«iiij«tK itaving country, lew

mileage $i.iOO Call 47$ 1770 after $ p m (29

Jy 10)

VW 48 Bus. AM FM rebuilt engine 5,000

m.le\aQ0 $1900 45M813 or 194 7259 (29 Jy

20

$8 MGA new top '•dials, engine needs

rebwftttrn^ Mafieoff' «;| 4i4/ 17? 3141 (39

Jy 30)

-42 FORD Galame Auto trant , PS,pB, air,

radio good tires, battery, nWt cond $250^

J91 35n "9 J 33)

OLDS 48 Cutlass 3 dr . vifiyl

lint cond , t>«st offer 192 1141

n«w iiret,

(29 Jy 30)

Cycles, Scoofers

for Sale. 30
«« HONDA 150 »lnt cond Must sell

Hiimi-t $400 (Pat), 825 2484. days, or 824

3814eve% '" ' ^1 •

Mil.

' < 61 great tr«n%porlaiion Must
Her 47-4-00' 1 eyev Avh for

rMA $)

*» HSA 350 rebuilt Dec 19/0 $3$0 Pt\one
Hi Vi«6, 474 9383 or 4»« 9J5* h-ivween 7 9

pm ()0Jv70)

fti Xlnt
(M A$)

64 VW Squareback, naw tirtt and brakas,

new upholstery, engirt* recently overhauled

\83$ 934 9447, 371 4039 (29 Jy 30)

194$ CORVAIR Corsa Ligtit blue con
vertibie Stick /4 carbs New engine, bad
llywh*el.$2AS.477 S40I. (29JvaO)

'48 OPEL Rallye. needs new home, owner
leaving, very good cond . R/H. best offer,

392 1419 (29 J 27)

47 BMW 1400. sunroof low mileaga.

mtchan»caiiv perfect, recant maior twneue,

new radials. $1100 475 5542 (29J37)

68 DATSUN 1600 Roadster, aim 'cond Must
sell $i,4M 191 4M2aflar^0 m (29jyM)

68 HONDA 105 Scrambler,
cond 471 7l94eves

HARLEY SSI$0 1971 tttstom pamt. seat,

cushioned sissy bars $i 000 «>' ,•••'•

payments Tom 479 2442 llOJyU)

70 HONDA CB350, less tt»an 4000 miles Runs

very well $450 Andy 459 2494 ( K) J 27)

44 LAMBRiTTA 150 t< fwns good Mu»l

veil Helmet $12$ 194 7140 * (lOJyJJ)

ROOM in priyate Home. 2 girl*; privile«e4

utilities included Avail now $115 Call 274

-rj»«

67 FORO Super van Heto^itt fran«, a/<.

windows, big R ur.s fine $i258/best offer 834

4733 eves. <»JyaJ)

lU iy 201— —-—

-

ai '

.- <im.

$4$$ WALI^ UCLA, 1 bdrms 2 baths

playroom B"» ms. carpets, drapes. Pre*f»*«

corner' 719 5045 (20JyM-

OUiET attractive room itjtChtft p*' '*•••'.

SMotititts Male student garage '»
'"•J;

campus Eves 814 4730 (24Jy231

cempetitiofi suspension, twin tuei pumps,

lipes roll bar mag wheels, sunroof,

custom ^fer.ow 4 spkrs A bucket seat

V2295/Offef 241 407$nites (»>*»»

VW '59, good, new orairet. tire*, battery,

iwstoffer over$2$« 199 $$84 (29Jy>8)

f-BCE LOAN CAKS
FBCt TQWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

volk$wac«m'car SERVICC
Dace Price

— -.-•- e7n 79$T Van Nuys Blvd
across from G M Plant
Call 894 7075 34 Hours

V -*^
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Kathy Herrman

Kathy Herrman to perform Wednesday

Choreography, its methods and

nuances, will be explained by

Kathy Herrman, 24 year old

master's candidate In dance, in a

one hour lecture demonstration to

be held at 8:X tomorrow in the

Dance Laboratory, Women's Gym
208* The program entitled "Ap
proaches to Choreography" will

try to give a picture of behind the

scenes operations in and through

the presentation- of im-

provisations, studies, and dances.

After a verbal Introduction and
-explanation the Improvisations

and studies will be performed by

Antoinette Scinocca, Margaret
Schuette, Karen Schmidt, Cindl

Pinney, and Ronnie Brosterman^

all dance students. The im-

provisatlons are structured so

that the dancers will be respon

ding to the tonal qualities of in

struments; a ratchet, a bass

drum, and washers hung on a

cloth.

The studies, miniature dances

centering around one motive, will

be visually stimulated. Black, red

and green will be the motivation in

two of these, and the other two will

be design trio and a Paul Klee

Study performed by Betzl Roe.

As a summary of the learning

experience, the end of the

program will feature five dances

choreographed by young artists.

Kathy Herrman will perform a

dance in three movements at this

point in the program, the music
for which will be provided by
Richard Russel, a summer school

lecturer in the dance department.

tierrman got her B.A. from the

University of Oregon in Eugene,

Oregon, and she plans to teach

dance in the fall at Riverside City

College.
'

'

" '^'"'"

1

Questions

Anyone?

What's On
Tickets: Exhibits:
— "The Gods Sit Back," written

by Halsted Wells, directed by

Michael- Gordon, with actors Guy

Stockwell and Edward Binns and

summer workshop students will

be presented tonight and continue

through July 31, in AAacGowan

Little Theater. Times: 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday through Saturday,

7 : 30 p.m . Sundays with house dark

Mondays and Tuesdays. Tickets

available at all UCLA Box offices.

General Admission: $2.50,

Students $1.

— 'The Gang's All Here/'

written by Lawerence and Lee,

directed by Robert Lee, featuring

Howard Duff, a summer theater

faculty member, will open at 8:30

p.m. Thursday, July 22, in the

Ralph Freud Playhouse,

AAacGowan Hall and continue

through July 31. Times: 8:30 p.m.

Wednesdays through Satrudays,

7 30 p.m. Sunday, with house dark

Monday and Tuesday. Tickets

available at all UCLA Box Offices.

General admission $2.50, students

$1.

— Preservation Hall Jazz Band,

with DeDe Pierce, trumpet; Billie

Pierce, piano and vocals; Josiah

"Cie" Frazier, drums; Willie

Humphrey, Clarinet; "Big Jim"

Robinson, trombone; and Allan

Jaffee, tuba, in an evening of jazz

by the greatest of the original New
Orleans Jazz bands, will be

presented at 8: » p.m. Friday and

Saturday in Royce Hall. Tickets

available at the Concert Ticket

Office, 10851 LeConte Ave.

General admission: $4, $3.50,

$2.75, $2.25. Students $1.50.

The Annual UCLA Student

Design and Pictorial Exhibition,

featuring paintings, sculpture,

design graphics, ceramics and

textiles. The display will continue

through July 25 at the UCLA Art

Gallery. Hours are Monday
through Friday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5

p.m.
— 2,000 years of Encyctopedias.

Outstanding examples of the

development of encyclopedias in

the West, will be on display at the

University Research Library

from now through Septemk)er 24.

Hours: Mondays Thursdays 7:45

a.m. 10 p.m.; Fridays 7:45 a.m. -5

p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m. -5 p.m.;

Sundays closed.

Et cetera:

Films:
— "The Communist World"

.(Europe), 60 years of films (1910-

70) on Russia, Soviet Union,

Czech., Poland, Hungry, E.

Germany, Romania, Yugoslavia,

etc., will be shown at 7-12 p.m.,

Saturday and 2-7 p.m., Sunday, by

the Westwood Film Society, 1730

Westwood Blvd. Admission $2 per

day.
— "Die Fledermaus," with

artists of the Vienna Opera Ballet

from 10: X to 1:M p.mr, Saturday

at the Esquire Theater, 2670

Colorado Blvd., , Pasadena; and

from 10:M 1:M p.m., Sunday, at

the Plaza Theater, 1067 Glendon

Ave., Westwood. Tickets available

at the door.

Lectures:

Students here often have
questions about this campus. If

you have a question and need an

ansHer, submit it to the DB
|

Question Box. at Kerckhoff Hall
|

110 ^nd we will attempt to find
|

the answer. '

I

I -^ I

•"PUZASIHTF
IS NEIL SIMON'S

LATEST GIFT TO

HOLLYWOODl"

—^ Eleanor Rotston wHI lead a

discussion on the works of Kurt

Vonnegut, Jr. from 9:30 11 a.m.

today in the Tea Room, Bullock's

Westwood, 10861 Weyburn Ave.

Tickets available at door.

,— Charles W. Doak, United

Ministries University Paster, will

conduct a lecture on *'The

Southern California Experience/'

at 9 : 30 a .m . , Thursday , at the Tea
Room, Bullock's Westwood, 10861

Weyburn Ave., Tickets available

at door

- CHARLES CHAMPIIN. L A Tim«s
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— The Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open

from 10 a.m,-2:30 p.m. every

Monday throughout the summer
in Ackerman Union 2412 to offer

information and referrals on

overpopulation, contraception,-

legal abortion and venereal

disease.
— The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1:X

p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours

are free and open to the public.

— ISC to get new look with help

of interested students. Wear old

clothes, bring willing hands to

help with painting, spackling,

pruning. Starts at 10 a.m.

Saturday, July 24, at 1023 Hilgard

Ave. Bring sack lunch and swim
suits. Center will provide potluck

picnic dinner at Rec Center when
work done for the day.

ISC Tours
July 22 25 (Thursday through

Sunday)
San Francisco Tour — $30 in

eludes accommodations, tran-

sportation and misc. fe^s.;^eparts

7/22 at 8:00 a.m.- returns 7/25 at

8:00 p.m.; 18 maximum; deadline

for sign up 7/20.

August 1, Sunday.

Lytle Creek Hiking Trip — $2 for

students ijBcludes transportation

and $1,000 insurance coverage; 10

maximum; departs 7:45 a.m.-

returns evening; deadlihne 7/31.

— English Conversation Classes

will "bp held from 11 a.m. 1 p.m.,

Monday through Friday, July 26-

30, at the International Student
Center. 1023 Hilgard Ave. Anyone
interested in improving their

English language ability is en
couraged to attend. Volunteers to

teach classes are still being

sought. If interested in helping

others to increase their tanguage-
ability call 477 4587.

URA clubs:
Today, July 20

The Conservation Club — 7:30

p.m., in Ackerman Union 2412.

The Karate Club — 5-7 pm, in the

Women's Gym 200.

The Fishing Club — noon, in the

Men's^Gym 201.

Tomorrow, July 21

The Hatha Yoga Club — 5-7 pm, in

the Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club — noon, in

Memorial Activities Center B 146

Thursday, Jdly 22

The Indoor Soccer Club — 7 10 pm,
in the Women's Gym 200.

The Women's Karate Club — 5 6

pm, in the Women's Gym 200.

The Kung Fu Club — 3-5 pm, in the

Women's Gym 200.

The Integral Yoga Club — 4 pm,
on the Women's Gym Green.

The FIgui'e Skating Club — 8 pm,

at the Santa AAonIca Ice Capades

Chalet.

The Mountaineers — noon, on the

lawn. North-west corner of Moore
Hall.

Pacifica

Octet to play

An open air classical music

concert featuring the Pacififca

Octet will be held at 2:30 p.m
,

Sunday at the Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center, 111 De Neve

Circle.

Food Conspiracy

to meet tonight

The Westwood Food Con-

spiracy will meet at 7:30 p.m.

today at the OX House, 6«3

(;ayley Ave. All welcome. ,

DO YOU SUFFER FROM SATURDAYITIS
The answer to this remedy would be to drop by the International

Student Center for an informal RECORD DANCE. Take 1 dosage

of foreign students, 2 tablespoons of fun & music - result

ahelluvagoodtime. Saturday, July 24th at 8:30 p.m. Admission 25C

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER 1023 Hilgard Ave. 477 4587

ONE-WAY
' CHARTERS

[AUGUST 6

|aUGUST-27
SEPTEMBER 6

SEPTEMBER 12

[DECEMBER IS
'V**^—- «».—

-

LA/LONDON
LA/AMSTERDAM
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON
•LONDON/LA

$148*

$143

$123:

$1235

$1455
•

Eligibility limited to University of Caliiornia stu-r

i dents, faculty, employees. Alumni Association-^

{members plus immediate families. -^^-.-^

UNI
• inry? liroictori- los anp^l 90924 •

Tele: (213) 477-1111 or 473-4443

In Westwood Village Above Mario's 5

Board 'sacrificing' UC

Mueller chastizes Regents
By
DB Surr Writer

SAN FRANCISCO—Political pressures should not

affect the UC Board o^ Regents' governance of this

University, Addison Mueller, law professor here said

last Friday to the Regents in his farewell address as

chairman of the Statewide Academic Senate.

it is one thing to adjust as best one can to reduced

funding forced upon the University. It is quite

another thing to acquiesce' in reduced funding in

response to — perhaps even in anticipation of —
political pressures.

G«f«iu AAurrit

Addison Mueller

•Offering the University as a sacrifice to provide

funds for other State Programs is not the role of a

Regent and any such sacrifice is for the Governor

and the legislature to make — they do not need the

Regents' help/' he said.

'I also submit that what I have seen happening

here can no longer be passed off as only a brief ac-

commodation to temporary financial stringencies.

Cliches about belt tightening and trimming off the fat

cannot be used forever to cloak a policy of altering

the character of this public University — a move to

transform it from an institution of international

distinction to a place geared merely to provide in-

struction of adequate t>ut undistinguished quality,"

he said.

Mueller, who has been chairman of the University--

wide F^acuity for 10 months, said the Senate's year

has been one of "hard reappraisal of educational

goals, of sensible adjustment to difficult social and

economic problems, and of sincere accommodation
to t,he legitimate claims of our students for a greater

voice in the processes of their education." He added,

It has not been an easy year, but in the above

respects it has been a good year, and I am proud to

have had a part in it."

However, he said, in terms of our relations

with and responses from you. the Regents, it has not

been a good year. Now I shall speak bluntly, for I

believe the situation requires that I do I trust that

you will understand that what I am about to say has

nothing to do with my personal feelings toward you,

for my feelings are of the warmest.

"One of the fewrewards of this tankless job which I

now turn over to Paul Zmner has been the op-

portunity it has provided to associate with you. And I

trust that you will also recognize that what I am
about to say is said more in sorroVv that in anger,

though 1 will not deny that there is also some anger

involved."

Quoting from a statement he made when he took

office last September. Mueller said, "1 believe that

only in an atmosphere of complete candor can we —
Regents, administrators, students, faculty, and the

elected representatives of the people of California

together — solve our present problertis We must, in

short, begin to talk with each other instead of at each

other, and 1, for one, will make every attempt in the

•-year ahead to do so." _
(Continued on Page 2)
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Population, zoning, parks

Hearing to discuss Westwoo
Westwood's growth f^-r-\y^ next 20 years will be the

issue at a City Planni..c3C^\,mmission public hearing

August 5 at the American Legion Hall, 14541 Sylvan

St. in Van Nuys.

Proposed zoning to guide or reduce the Westwood

population will be a key topic, in addition to other

related issues as transportation, parks and^

recreation and other community services. One major

proposal provides for a two-thirds reduction in the

commercial building area that developers can erect

in Westwood Village The proposal would mean
smaller buildings, less office staff and less traffic in

the Village.

Other zoning proposals provide for a residential

population ceiling of 66,000 in all of Westwood by 1990.

At present there are 40,000 residents in the area.

Other proposals include the building of an ad-

ditional off-ramp extension from the San Diego

Freeway to this campus, several street widenings

and the creation of a rapid transit system within

Westwood Village.

Several community members have expressed

concern over the hearing's location at the Van Nuys

American Legion Hall. Dori Pye, president of the

Westwood Village Chamber of Commerce; Neil

Jacoby, a Westwood homeowner and business ad-

ministration professor here and Mrs. Bernard

Shapiro, a homeowner; were community members

polled who preferred a Westwood hearing site.

At a recent City Planning Commission meeting,

several members oC the Commission sympathised

with the idea that such hearingMlwuld be held in the

communities to which they pertain They said it

would be too expensive^^or the commission to^d all

such hearings in the communities they serve as there

are over 30 communities like Westwood. -

--
.

-

All the Westwood proposals are part of the com-

prehensive Westwood Community Plan, an 18-page

document developed in collaboration between the

Los Angeles City Planning Department and the

Westwood community. The City Planning Com-
mission hearings tms August will be the fourth stage

in a multi-stage process which may culminate with

the passage of actual city zoning ordinances by the

L.A. City Council.

Originally, an initial plan was created jointly by

the City Planning Department and an advisory board

of Westwood citizens chosen by Councilman Edmund

Ekielman That plan went before six pubhc hearings

last January, and for the last several months has

been reviewed by city staff department heads.

Copies of the plan are available from the Com-

munity Plans Unit 11, Rm 605 H, LA City Hall, or

from the WestLA District Planning Office, Rm. 206,

1650 Purdue Ave.

Weyburn Conversion

discussed at [rearing

Weyburn Hall, the privately owned dormitory which declared

t>arikruptcy last May, may be converted into a retirement center,

medical building or a private college, according, to Weyburn Hall

Corporation appraiser Samual Jonas.

Suggestions for uses of the 12-story building were presented by

the Weyburn Hall Corporation last week during a t)ankruptcy

hearing United States bankruptcy referee, Ronald Walker, or-

dered the bankrupt corporatipn to file a plan for the disposition of

its assets by August 18

Man charged with campus rape

^ i-ll WCSUWUUU >^iXJ.ci

An 18-year-old non-student male arrested Tuesday

by the campus police has been charged with raping a

female student last Saturday. He was also charged

with attempting to rape two female employees of the

University Tuesday, it was reported by the campus

police.

Alvin Rey Presley, whose address is listed as 2514

Santa Ana Blvd., Los Angeles, was taken into

. ..t Student was raped at 10:40 pm last Satiirday

«n the vicinity of parking lot 1 and the south tennis

courts Both employees were accosted in the area

between Dykstra and Sproul Halls within 20 minutes

of each other at 7 40 and 8 am last Tuesday It was

in this area that campus^ officers arrested Presley,

after all three victims had given police identical

descriptions of their assailan t.

The victims reported that in all three incidenU

their assailant threatened them with a gun and also

took money from the purses of two of them

__Camnu5 Police Chief Boyd Lynn said similar

cnr en reported recently in the West Los

Ang» irea He added these are the first incidents

of this kind reported on campus in over six months

Jonas reported to the court that he had appraised the property at

$4,737,505. Jonas, who favors the "old-folks dorm" or private

college approach, ruled out the medical -professional building

concept because of the expense required to completely remodel the

structure's interior.

Joseph R Donovan, appraiser for the insurance company,
valued the building and its improvements at a much lower sum —
$3,100,000 Donovan told the cou/t. "Weyburn Hall is ir'classic

example of a one purpose kniilding. No thought was ever given as to

alternate uses of the structure Because so many changes will have

to be made, I can't see an investor paying very much more than my
appraisal.

"Probably the most major problem that faces the sale of this

P property is the lack of parking space There are only spaces for IM

^ cars in the subterranean lot. and that falls way short of the required

p parking for a 12-story building. A garage will have to be built

^ nearby, and that requires a change in the cUx^COM^Qi'jy^* area,"

Donovan said

Jonas said, however, that the Westwood Planmng Commission

favors the medical building concept and would be favorably

% disposed to changing IhCL^om'^S for it. The retirement center would

require no zoning change. «

The plans are being investigated by the Weyburn Hall Cor-

poration and the Amencan International Insurance Company,

Which will receive revenue from
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Muelier's farewell. . .

(Continued from Page 1)

However, he said, this hoped-for communication has not taken

pUce "At Regents' meetings I have spoken not as one enUUed to

participate but at your sufferance. You have been most generous

in permitting me and my Vice-Chairman to speak whenever we

have asked for such permission, Init there is a difference between

making sUtements to you and discussing matters with you as a

recognized member ol the group.

Early in the year I asked for a place at your Ubie as the one

represenUtive of the 7,000 member faculty - not to vote, but

merely to be able to participate freely in discussion. That request

was denied. This persisUng failure barrier to full and easy com-

munication between faculty and RegenU is one so easily removed

— and the removal in my opinion would be so fruitful - that I urge

you to reconsider your position," he said.

Next Mueller spoke out in dismay "over the manner in which

you as a body charged with the responsibility of trustees have in-

terpreted that responsibility For I have watched the thrust of your

deliberations turn from maintaining the corpus of your tr^s^^^J^

- a great and proud University - to accommodating its needs to

the demands of other SUte "interests.

He also said the message the faculty is now getting "a" too

clearly* is that in California, educational greatness in a public

university is to be regarded as a low priority luxury item instead of

^ an essenUal element of the SUte's superiority.

**The end product of that attitude is easy to visualize - it is a

University with campuses, and a large number of teachers and

tens of thousands of students. In that sense there will always be a

University of California. But it will not be the University of

California which we have for sc many years known and cherished

and been honored to serve," he said.

Mueller concluded, "Despite the fact that the faculty's morale is

now dangerously low — and no wonder — I submit that it still is

prepared to make every effort - to give every support - to prevent

this sorry consequence. We look to you, the Regents, for leadership

in this effort. Give us that leadership."

State sales tax added here
State sales lax lias been added to the ASUCLA

Food Service menu, but students will be able to avoid

the tax by showing an ID card.

-Under the sUte law, meals serv^ to students on

campus are exempt from sales tax,'; according o

ASUCLA Controller Jason Reed. Ai>UCLA is

obligated to collect the Ux from everyone else, he

"^Checking student IDs satisfies the State Board of

Equalization - the agency which collecU the sUte

sales tax - that the correct amount of Ux is being

collected, according to Reed.

Prior to July 1. ASUCLA had been paying the sales

Ux out of its own pocket rather than coUecUng the

Ux from its non-student customers.

•Based on an estimate that non-students pur-

Major campaign to begin

chased 10-15 per cent of our food, this amounted to

only a few thousand dollars a year," Reed said. But a

new survey that showed 30 percent of ASUCLA s

customers are non-students and consideration of last

year's food service loss forced ASUCLA to abandon

this policy.

However, Reed said some problems exist. "We

have had numerous complaints about slowdonws in

the lines while ID's are being checked, but if our

customers will cooperate by placing their cards on

their trayS where the checkers can see them, we

should be able to speed up our service."

ASUCLA will accept any bona-fide student ID,

according to Reed, but the checkers are more

familiar with the student photo ID and the

registration card.
**'

Child Center needs funds

DB has- free coffee

A Child Care Center fund

raising campaign with a goal of

$50,000 has been announced by

Helen Gates, member of the

center's Board of Governance and'

chairman of the campaign.

"It is anticipated that the

<:enter will incur an operating

deficit^of about $25,000 during its

first full year of operation. Beyond

that, there are a few remaining

capiUl expenditure needs, such as

additional equipment, furniture,

an adjacent playground outdoors,

and further decoration of

classrooms," Gates said in the

fund raising report.
, ^

Private contributions are ex-

pected to constitute the most

significant portion of the summer
solicitation, according to Gates.

The names of all donors of gifts

of $50 or more will be noted on a

Founders' Honor Roll which will

be mounted and displayed in the

Center. In addition, there will be a

special reception and tour of the

Center for all supporters ($50-

$499), Patrons (500-$999),

Founders ($1,000 or more) and

Members of the Honorary Board

of Trustees, Gates said.

A major personal gift campaign

will-also be waged. It is designed

to approach a small number of

Southern California citizens who

have the capacity and willingness

to donate substantial con-

tributions to the Center. Keith

Schiller, former undergraduate

student body president, is the

project coordinator. —-.

Foundation soliciUtion will be

coordinated with the personal

gifts campaign. Gates is the

pr^oject coordinator of this

campaign.
Les Rosen, Student Legislative

Council (SLC) general

represenUtive, will be the project

NEED I CM?
Students - For a small fe« I can get

you o car less than wholesale blue-

book prices from a VWto o El Dorado

directly from the Los Angeles Auto-

mobile Auction held every Tuesday

for authorized dealers only. You will

attend and select the car you wont

and be present at the bidding which

con go hundreds of dollars below Blue-

book prices Call Sherry of 879 3282

or 473-0933 bnd rovef • I

director of the Westwood
Chamber of Commerce
solicitation. Gates anticipates

$1,060 in revenue.

Rosen will also oversee a coin

box soliciUtion. The boxes will be

placed in retail stores,

restaurants, and offices in

Westwood and on campus.

Gates said several special fund

raising events will be held, among

them a marionette show and a

wine and cheese party.
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SoCom on sale KH 1 12

PAmm LOT SALE

SUNDAY JULY 25

10 AM -2 PM
Don't miss the great bargains we

have- available on lOO's of Photo

& HiFi products. There will be so

many products that we can't begin

to list them. Prices are way below

Mfg's original cost. ^

You must see for yourself!

9^7 W
477-9569

' Villoqe

J
272-5214
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Existentialism: creating a science of man

( Etf«tor't lWt«: M«r«u«rlt« K«rs wMiis in Nic ScliMl •! ArdiiMctvr* Mr* )

•'We are the hollow men
We are the stuffed men
Leaning together

Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!

Shape without form, shade without color,

Paralyzed force, gesture without motion. . /^^

Those prophetic words of T.S Eliot, as early as 1925 ring

even truer in our world today. This article will not be an

attempt to define or elucidate on the prevalent philosophic

or psychological schools of thought, but rather an attempt

to shake us up just a little, to make us just a little bit more

aware of the ''Anguished Cry" sensitive pfeople carry within

them today. - particularly the younger generations, bom in

an era, in which the inadequacy and irrelevancy of values

and apporaches to man, are so acutely evident.

When RoUo May, existential psychologist, therapist, and'

prolific writer, uses the term "science of man," he does not

mean a dissection of elements, a study of the so^alled

norms of "psychopathology" and 'normality." ^

What he does mean is an attitude, an approach to man

and mode of existence that would better answer his needs to

function as a totality, with a core that is unique to him, a

core that represents that which is central to his "^If-hood."

The existential approach is not an avoidance of

"anguish," but rather a confronUtion of realities. An ap-

proach whereby each man finds his own particular, or even

soK:alled peculiar realities.

Abraham H. Maslow makes an interesting point when he

says "What we call normal now is really the

psychopathology of the average,*' and that "existential

studies of authentic living, reveal it as a sickness, widely

shared.'*

Just take the Johns on our campus, sad specimens of the

human species (as their female counterparts.) Those

Johns, populating our campus, shells of humanity,

clustered in groups of other shells of similar species, or

walking as if in a caUtonic sUte (more accurately

described as lonely stupor.) What of them? ? ? Has it

occured to anyone, that although presumably breathing.

By l\4arguerite Kors

they are somehow not quite alive, and that while their

briefcaseseeem so well stuffed with significant material, or

should 1 say matter, and their list of units and credentials in

the computer factory ol our administration are conaielently

increasing in "valor." and I do not mean "value". ..they

themselves are full of "HOLES
"

Oh, I do not mean holes, like the mouth, or the ears, which

are there only as evidence of the fact that they will know

when to proceed with their own barrage of words when

yours is over Or the other holes, for whatever ends used in

this society I mean the holes that Frederick S Perls,

speaks of - the holes within the sad "human" on this earth

THE HOLES OF OUR LIVES, the unfinished

situations, the impaases that prevent our growth toward an

alive, authentic existence

A rose, is a rose, is a rose, but a piece of ass. is not a

piece of ass. a piece of ass " Nor is a unique individual, just

like the next unique individual, just like the next Unique

individual, i.e. like the socially prescribed norm of the sad

so^alled "normality
"

He is rather the man who has the nerve to have a set of

values, because they make sense to him as a person. He is

the man who fills the holes in himself and in his life, with

experiences that are meaningful to him as a unique human

being He has somewhere on the way stopped filling them

with (not to ignore the girls) 'sugar, spice and

everything nice," and whatever the corollary is for the

male species.

His holes he fills with real authentic experiences And

when he says yes he means yes. and when he says no he

means that too. He is willing to dare, he is willing to risk.

Kierkegaard again and again reiterates the fact that

"freedom always involves potenUal anxiety, that to venture

causes anxiety, but not to venture is to lose one's self And

to venture in the highest sense is precisely to be conscious of

one's self, and ones self is definitely not the so^alled

"PRESCRIBED NORM "

Our empty Johns and their female counter-parts on

campus and elsewhere need that courage to be.

"AH beings have the need and possibility of going out

from their centeredness to participate in other beings,"

says RoUo May. and although participating always involves

risk, "refusing to go out, holding back in rigidity resulte in

living in narrowed and shrunken world spac^, where

growth and development are blocked"

Otherwise, as Otto Rank expreiees so well, he fincto

himself as "the artiste manque " Ke is missing the mar-

velous possibility to experience himself and others fully. He

IS stifling the center of himself.

Why fear of being rebuffed.

unwanted
When all of us by the same needs

haunted. ^
The wonder of response,

an ample, vibrant mirth

Reward to an alternative of hurt

To this Id stretch beyond,

cause I have laid my faith in men.

not demons.

Thus from my cup of joy at times I'll drink.

At others gladly lavish „

M Kors, 1969

If you feel "ALONE" and you have the feeling that you

are "NOBODY." and that "NO ONE REALLY KNOWS
YOUR NAME." try something aside from clustering in

empty shelled groups, aside from lone^self striving toward

some professional ends, Iry something called being "you,"

filling the "HOLES OF YOUR LIFE " with something

called "YOU," and maybe somewhere in the process, you

may even be able to scramble up a little bit of LOVE
Once again Kierkegaard emphasixes the fact ahat

freedom is "continually communicating, and that the

concentric circles of the widening and deepening '"SELF"
_

involve at the same time expanding circles of meaningful

relations with one's feUowmen." And Imean meaningful It

is being fond of. it is loving and caring not as a way of

getting some temporary comfort, or a piece of anonymous

ass It is a mature person's choice, a conscious affirmation,

of your "FEELING SELF '

"Self aware participation is necessary loving, and

acceptng love, if the experience is to yield full satisfaction."

says Rollo May And shells cannot love, nor live, nor can

. they have a NAME
At this point I find it necessary to insert a rather exv

tensive quote from the same author, which is most relevant

to th? core of the whole dilemma discussed in this article. It

tells us how it is, and what the significance of life is all

about Otherwise, it presents us with a new "SCIENCE OF

^^^ — (ConUnued on Page 4)
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•AUGUST 27

•SEPTEMBER 6

•SEPTEMBER 12

{DECEMBER 15

LA/LONDON
LA/AMSTERDAM
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

$148

$143

$123
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•Eligibility limited to University of California stu-

: dents, faculty, employees, Alumni Association

-.Vnembers plus immediate 4amilies. .,
.
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•w nwnr student travel •

XJNl CHARTER FLIGHTS
1007 broxton, los angeles 90024

I Tele: (213) 477-1111 or 473-4443
^

Tn Westwood Village Above Mario s •
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AUBREY BEARDSLEY
THE NEOPHYTE
BY JOHN RENN MCDONALD
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- ARCHER WINSTEN.
NY Post

"
'PLAZA SUITF

IS HEIL SIMON'S

LATEST an TO

HOLLYWOODl"
- CHARLES CHAMPIIN, L A Times

A RACY ROMP THROUGH PURGATORY
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CATHERINE BURNS

BILL CALLOWAY
DAVID DUKES

SHARON CANS
HAROLD OBLONG
ROBERT ROVIN

LEON RUSSOM
LOUISE SOREL

CLYDE VENTUftA

PAUL WINFIELD

DIRECTED BY

MICHAEL MONTEL

CENTER THEATRE GROUP

NEW THEATRE EOR NOW
AUG. 6 & 7 MARK TAPER FORUM

$1.75 STUDENT TICKETS

ON SALE NOW
KERCKHOFF HALL TICKET OFFICE

By Afrongameol o« the SlodenI Committee for the Art» ^^
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By Ronald M. Schwartz, M.D.

We are ready if you are! This column will be a regular feature of

the Daily Bruin, and we hope to answer any and all questions from

readers regarding health matters or the Student Health Service

(SHS) Questions or comments may be directed to me at the SHS

and need not be signed.

Answers may not represent the thinking of all staff members, but

an attempt wiU be made to quote whom we consider to be the most

reliable resource person in the field under discussion. Personal

replies by mail may also be requested.

Since we have no letters as yet, how about a rundown on

eligibility? We serve three main categories of sti^ents during the

summer: ^^ ri ^,
Summer Session students who have paid the optional $15/session

fee are eligible for limited service, mostly for acute conditions

Continuing undergraduates and graduate students, who have

purchased the special $33/summer policy through SHS, are

eligible for their usual and customary care.

Continuing undergraduates and graduate students who have not

purchased any summer coverage at SHS may receive care on a

fee-for-service basis.

The best way of determing your eligibility, the availability of

services, and their C08t,rif any, is to call the SHS at 825-6031. We are

open a-5, Monday through Friday.

An additional service, available in summer to continuing

students and spouMS is our Conception Counselling and Education

Clinic (CCEC). Any student interested in learning about and/or

obtaining methods of birth control should call 825-5850 for full

particulars.
""" ~~"

That covers just a few of the most commonly asked questions.

But there must be a lot more. How about some letters?

Zunacy
Editor:

Although f come from Los

Angeles, I went to another campus

rather than UCLA and I'm glad of

it.

After waiting five minutes to

take the elevator to the Student

Store, I gave up and took the

stairs. I found my way barred at

the B floor by a sign reading "NO
ENTRANCE, use elevators." I

waited ten more minutes to get the

next elevator.

On my way back up, I stopped at

the "Operations Office" to

enquire about the blocked

stairway. The people there in-

sisted that the way was not

blocked and showed me that I

could open the door and go in

anyway.
1 later stopped at the sandwich

bar for a coke. I walked in despite

the fact it was closed, remem-

bering the '*N0 ENTRANCE"
sign. Employees there, however,

informed me that it really was

closed.

I appeal to those at UCLA who

are still sane to combat this

dangerous situation before you too

succumb to it.

Carl Neiburger

Graduate of Revelle College,

UCSD

O
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Science of man . .

.

(Continued Irpm Page 3)

"Encounters in human beings are always to a greater or lesser extent

anxiety-creating as well as joy-creating Genuine encounter with another

person always shakes our self world relationship, where our security of

the moment before is thrown into question, we are opened, made ten-

tative for an instant - shall we risk ourselves, take the chance to be

enriched by this new relationship, or shall we brace ourselves, throw up a

stockade hold out the other person, and miss the nuances of his per

ceptions'feeUngs, intenUon? Encounter is always a potentially creative

experience; it normally should ensue in the expanding of consciousness

the enrichment of the self."

If you follow this road, you may find that you belong less to the group as

such Yet infinitely more to the "human species." You wiU have begun

the long, arduous, often painful, but positively rewarding breakthrough

toward the new science of man.

Those of my readers who decide to respond to this article by the due

process of "mind-fucking" (purely literary term, as used by Frederick S

Perls, MD Ph.D., i.e. meaning circular rationalizing), I suggest avoiding

such a process and attempting instead to respond in the most authentic

manner possible, since inteUectual "bullshit" is "passe." (Once again,

literary term, by author of earlier expressive very much to-the-point

terminology).

It is not only "passe" but full of holes, and we do not need any more

holes. What we do need is something to fill the gut, something that makes

it possible to say I am I and you are you, and. . .

I do my thing, and you do your thing.

I am not in this world to live up to your expectations

And you are not in this world to live up to mine

You are you and I am I,

And if by chance we find each other,

It's beautiful.

Frederick S. Perls

-1,^,^-^x^ t '" i—Wii "iwr'** r. r

SPOKfAiill
THE MEN WliCr
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ANY
SUNDAY
A FILM BYBRUCE BROWN
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A film from Cinema 5 Rated

Exclusive Engagement Now Playing, Plaza Westwood
Daily V45 3:20, 5:10, 6:50. 8:40. 10;30 P M Midnight Show Friday & Saturday

1067 GLENOON-WEST LOS AHGELES-GR >0097

MUNTINOTON HARTFORD THfiATRE
n

OPENS SATURDAY, JULY SI
LOW PRICE PREVIEWS WED., THUR., FRI., JULY 28, 29, 30, 8:30

"...BETTER THAN 'HAIR'"
I w 1

"THE MOST PROVOCATIVE AND ENTERTAINING PRO-

DUCTION OF ITS TYPE WE'VE EVER SEEN ! . . . OPENED

TO AN ECSTATIC, CHEERING AUDIENCE! "

- SAW FWANCISCO EXAMIMEW

"IRRESISTIBLE SINGERS, DANCERS AND* MIMES . . THE

WHOLE BUNCH IS CHARMING!"
- PAINE KNICKERBOCKER, S.F. CHRONICLE

"THE MOST FRESHLY CAPTIVATING, ORIGINAL, BRIL-

LIANT AND MARVELOUS MUSICAL REVUETO APPEAR

IN MONTHSl " -HAYWARD DAILY REVIEW

NOW ACCEPTING FALL APPLICATIONS FOR STUDENTS AHENDING UCLA

PRESENT I.D. AT BOX OFFICE "^ ^CVUE
FOR STUDENT DISCOUNT

TICKETS NOW AT BOX OFFICE, MAIL AND^AGENCIES

[Tow PRICE PREVIEWS: $6.00, J5 00. J4.00. $3.00^

MOM. THRU TNU. EVES. 8:30: ORCH i LOSE 7.50; MEQ 6.50. S.50. 1.SO

FRI. & SAT. EVES. 8:30: ORCH & LOSE 8.S0; MEZZ 7.50. 6.50. 5.50

WED. & SAT. MATS. 2:30: ORCH 6 LOCE 6.50; MEn 6.00. 5.00. 4.00

MAKE CNICK PAYAILE TO HARTfOM TNEATRE. ENCLOSE SELF AtORESSED ENV

" POR PAtYlIS PHONI OtOUf SALIS DIPARTMINT 441-4444

VISIT TNE PUYERS' RAR ON TNE MEZZANINE OPEN 1 NOUR BEFORE CURTAIN TIME

rr

One of rockdom's most

outrageous groups is the In-

credible String Band. If you've

ever had the opportunity to see

theae minstrels live, on-stage, as

they dance and mime their way

through an amazing collage of

~aMimilated musical styles, you'll

quite agree with this assessment.

The l)ulk of credit for this array of

multi-hued entertainment goes to

Mike Heron and Robin

-ilVilliamson, two of the String

Band's most volatile performers.

Between them, they have penned

their way through ten albums, and

now Heron has taken a temporary

leave to produce a solo effort,

SmUlag Men with Bad
flepaUtknii ^ —.

.

. Heron's reflections on that

album, and a variety of othe^

concerns can be found in the

following interview.

s JW: Yoo and Robin do most of the

wrftttng. How do you account for

the great diversity of styles found

llierelB?

-MH: "Actually,- F really don't

know. When I was a child I had no

music about me at all. The house

we lived in had a piano in it, but no

one even knew how to play it. You

see, its really not that hard to

assimilate all that music, all one

has to be is interested in it, and it

all sort of comes out that way."

JW: Would you say it was a

coosckMS effort — a part of the

Creative Process?

RW: '*rd like to say something

about that. About the creative

process and all. Lets say, that you

see a rock and you think to

yourself "I'd like to pick up that

rock." So you go over to it, stick

out your arm and take it up. Now,

just before you voiced that con-

scious desire to pick up that rock,

before you even thought to

yourself 'I am going to move my
hand* that's where the creative

process is — from behind the

consciousness."

JW: Can you point out specific

influences of which you are

CODSClOUS?

MH: "Indian music is one, like

Ravi Shankar. You see, it's easy

for me to tell you now about the

influences IhaM had five years

ago. But I couldn't tell you who my
influences are now. At the

moment I could tell you that

Dylan affected me greaUy, but at

the lime i probably wouid tuive

flatly denied it"

JW: Judging from your album

covers and your lyrics and from

hear-say, it would seem that you

are involved with the occult in a

minor way. and that all of you in

the String Band are involved with

Scientology in a major way. Has

this affected your music at all?

MH: "My personal religion is that

everyone has amazing
capabilities. And in fact, that

everyone is God-like That's

basis of my religion. Con-

sequently, anything that en-

courages that beUef, or validates

the fact that people are truly that

amazing, would encourage my
behef.

"About the other things you

mentioned. Robin has interests in

the occult, and I have interests in

Eastern religions. But as I say,

they are interest^, not beliefs. You

also mentioned '"Hw Invocation."

Well, that song was not writen

about spirits and gods, actually it

was written about nature.

l>h«»tos b> Kurt Ingham

II uicicci unv place that's a

shining example of 20th century

Southern California, it's the Santa

Monica Civic Auditorium
Ux-ated up the street from a

fri»eway off-ramp, and down the

street from the beginnings of

Wiishire Boulevard, the Civic

screams "I'm modem " at anyone

who approaches. Inside, it's all in

place, too, with security cops

wearing peace symbol jackets

skulking in and around the banks

of amplifiers.

About once a year, the Southern

Californians who participate in

filling the place for rock concerts

every Saturday get a little uneasy

Robin Williamson. Mike Heron,

Licorice and Malcolm, com-
prising the Incredible String

Band, float out on stage There are

nervous audience half-jokes atmut

the stage levitating and

speculation about the presence of

ghosts, as the ethereal ensemble

lives up to its name and plays anct

'performs increably. But, apart

to write atxHit expenencej* whiv:h

tall short of being transcendental

However Mike Heron, with the

release o( his solo offenng Smiling

Mrn With Bad Reputations. singS.

writes, and flawlessly presents

music which deals throughout

most of the album with human
expenence. Heron's allegorical

way with words is still very much
in evidence on the altHim. but the

focus is on the human rather than

the cosmic.
^^

"As for my religious precepts, I

am a believer in Scientology. Its

basic premise is that man should

fulfill himself to the utmost. And

it has affected my musicianship in

that I used to be quite withdrawn
— paranoid, as a result of my one

time association with drugs. But

now when I perform, I pl^ for the

audience as I would for myself.

JW: What motivated you to do a

•olo rock album?
MH: "It was a lot of fun. I used to

play with a lot of rock groups,

mostly Luiknowns, and I've always

wanted to do a rock album. But I

never really had the material.

Fi^iWly, I feot it together with my
producer and we went ahead and

^ did it. Basically, I used material

that wasn't suitable for The String

(Continued on Page 1 1

)

from the music, most people

remember one thing about ISB:

they «eem to be of another

imiverse; or at least another time.

They 4i»e. guitar riffs and drum
Bolos once in awhile on stage and

on record, but they shatter most

known patterns of rhythmic and

vocal phrasing when they jam,

and "far out," bad as it sounds, is

the only description that fits

Heron gnd Williamson made ai\

attempt with the group's last two

releases to bring ISB to earth, but

the listening audience was only

mortf firmly convinced that the

members of ISB were not quite

your usual spatio-temporal

human beings ISB deals with the

infinite, with evolution, with

Everything, but they never seem

He gets right down to it. too. as

the lead off cut on the album is

"Call Me Diamond" a good ol'

dynamite horn number, complete

with cracking alto sax and
steamroller bridges between the

verses and chorus Herons skill at

rocking out is further underscored

by the hard rock masterpiece

Warm Heart Pastry" on side

two. "Pastry" — on which Heron

receives an assist froin the Who
..masquerading rather tran-

sparently as "Tommy and the

Bijoux" — is interesting because

it's one of the only put-down songs

anyone in ISB has ever written In

a fashion quite unlike ISB. Heron

cuts into people "drinking my
wine, dropping your ash on my
noor"

But the album isn't all funk and

lead ^juitar. as Heron provides an

upbeat chant clue to It All with his

Spirit BeautifiJ " and reaches

into timelessness to relate a love

story in "Beautiful Stranger "

The best cut on the album is

perhaps "Flowers of the Forest.
"

a composition that is musically

fragile yet powerful, and tends to

stay with you longer than the flat

out rave-ups.

Perhaps the only flaw in the

record lies in the spotty listening it

will probably receive ISB fans

will possibly be taken aback by

cuts like "Call Me Diamond" and
" Warm Heart Pastry." while

those that bought the albimi for

those cuts and lacked a Knowledge

of ISB may wonder at "Beautiful

Stranger " However, that con

trast. while it may cause some
disappointments, ultimately

itfVMTo make Heron's albunf

more enduring.

a Tarty' of Violence
f

The Hunting Party is an *R' rated western with lots of

violence. It is, in fact, a film about violence. I was,

nonetheless, horrified to see United Artists advertising it as

"The most savage and brutal film since Soldier Blue." This

sort of crass exploitation is not only demeaning to the film,

but will doubtlessly repel a significant portion of the

audience Let it be understood at the outset that The

Hunting Party is a barbaric film which does not sit well on

the civilized stomach However, unless you are hopelessly

squeamish, you should not fail to appreciate the powerfully

graphic impact of this very vital film

The plot is based on the not new, but always sUrtling

conception of man as the hunted animal rather than the

hunter There have been other stories based on this idea,

but usually there is only one hunter and one hunted, and the

hunter always gives the hunted some advantage which

allows him to escape in the end In The Hunting Party no

advantage is given the quarry, and the hunter is more m
terested in the kill than the hunt Gene Hackmafh, as ran

Cher Brandt Ruger. is the sadistic hunter, who with a small

group of friends sets out after Frank Calder ^ Oliver Reed)

and his band of hired guns who have abducted his wife

(Candice Bergen) — though she is more the excuse than the

reason for the hunt. What makes the situation more than

* another outlaw-posse shoot-out is the fact that the hunters

all have rifles which can kill a man from the incredible

distance of about half a mile. Thus, the hunters can swoop

down on their human prey unawares, and while safely out of

range themselves, shoot them down m cold blood

The major accomplishment of Tlie Hunting Party is its^ _ „^._..../_. Coldor's

by Jeanne Grandilli

some primitive, instinctual need, whether hunger, thirst,

sex or aggression What the camera has captured so well is

the psychology of these men — their crude, unbridled

personalities - man as he is without the refinement of

civilization

is more than a little absurd, and finally, I think, existential

The emphasis on man's animalism, the instgmfieance of

life, the implications of the futility of civilization, and the

pointed senselessness of the hunt itself all definitely add up

to an existential statement which is not articulated m the

dialogue, but evident m the action.
•V *

,^*? '^^ ''•' ;*

Evocation ol a gui-lcvel reality
'^

men. in particular — are almost exi.iu.si.ti> lu jnotivated -^

their every impulse stemming from the need to satisfy

( ontrasting .muii ^ij - .th this primitive life style is Frank

(alder's aspiration to improve himself Believe it or not. he

has actually abducted Ruger s wife so that she could teach

him to read < Calder having misUken her for a school

tparh^" Th.i*. while his men are trying to rape the woman

jnd her husband is Irving to kill ihem ail. Calder is literally

dead set on learnmg the alphabet The irony of the situMion

As you might expect, the violence is especially heavy, to

the point of .seeming overdone The screen seems constantly

to be erupting with bl(X)d. and bullets and torn flesh But as

gruesome and rep<*llent as these scenes are. they are also

extremely effective Perhaps it's simply the "fascination of

the abomination." or the sUrk w^er of seeing lively,

animated human Ixxlies suddenly d^d and disfigured, or

maybe it's the way in which an almost idyllic mood is

created with music and photography, and then when least

exptTted. abruptly shattered

Although Calder and Mrs Ruger became acquainted

under the most uncongenial of conditions abduction and

rape they, nonetheless, become romantically involved

Oliver Ret»ds h(»avy .sensuality complements well Miss

Bergen's blond femininity, and their love interest provides

a welcome counterpoint to the film's brutality All three

leads give excellent periormances. but it is Cene Hackman

as ^he very convincing and menacing psychopath, who is

largely responsible for generating and sustaining the film's

\ery palpable ten.sion and stjspense

Watching The Hunting Party is like being temporarily

.
jolted out of the tame rut of civilization From the very first

scene one is carried along wincing and ng uruier an all-

out assault on the s4*nsibilities But somehov* the shocks and

jolts I r as jt^rtuine. am! ^ -- -^—
- -

*-

realizing that deep down, human iiaiuii. u Mioc^in^

A
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Music by: Colm Gallagher and

Jimmy Shivnen
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"TREMENDOUSr
_ Arch*' Win»»«n New Yori Pot'

*'n REAUY SOARSr
- Howard Stv>th. V.I/og» Vo.c«

A RECORD OF A PHENOMENAL
^ MOMENT IN TIML**

'COCKER MESMERIZES HIS AUDIENCE."
— frank H lib*tmon. Merold Ejiommer

"ONE OF THE BEST CONCERT FILMS SO FAR."
^"^* ^^ ^ V.nc.nf Conby New York r./n«f

'. s"rv J gf j-tm^. ' .̂^A'^'
by Julie Lepick

Don't let Kenneth Hahn, Warren Dom, and their

Ma^ Pranksters down at the County Board erf

SuV^isore fool you. "The Trial of the CatonsvJle

^^'^^^nJ a polemical play. Revolutionary.

Sbe, but not potemic; for revolution, as Fath^

Daniel Berrigan remind^ us. means change. In this

^i^any^e of theatre that attempU something

m^lhanTnU an evening wf ;'*"!!!L,^"^„^
show" is revolutionary: a catalyst of fear and

nUV catharsis, change. And the audience that eft

fhe Mark Taper Forum after a recent preview

mltinee had, i^, been visibly affected by a quiet

revolution of the spint,
, ,i^ „i„v «,»<!

Father Berrigans original version of the ptoy was

presented last year in the "New Theatre for Now

series moved to New York, and returned to L<k

Angeles lightened by Saul Levitt;s adaptat'on-^

Fafher Berrigans literary activ.ti«5 have b^n

iudiciously curuiled in the interests of the SUte

duringhis sojurn in jail. Stylistically, what emerges

is a sort of theatre verite; the techmques of

documenUry film have been transferred to the

stage Director Gordon Davidson keeps the pace up,

juxtaposing crt«s-secUons of the biographies and

philos^hies of the nine individuals united by a single

deci^ moment: the burning of 378 draft fU« in

CatonsviUe. Maryland. Ed FUnders. as Father

"Charley's Aunt"

Charley's Aunt? They've dug

her up again? Yes, that ancient

farce about mistaken identity has

been resurrected for the ump-

teenth time. And a superlative

production by the South Coast

_,—Bepertory convinces even the

skeptics that there's plenty of life

in the old lady yet.

Like Oscar Wilde's The Im-

portance of Being Earnctt.

Charley's Aunt depends on a

Junatic plot and a bevy of oddly

assorted characters played off

against the decorum of Victorian

England. Lacking Wildc'«

inimitable verbal wit, it makes do

with the old man-in -lady*s cVothes

routine. No innuendos here; this is

an innocent show, written long

before the days when we learned

to giggle smugly at homoaexual

implications It's simply that

Someone has got to pUy Charley's

missing aunt so that there wUl be

a chapcrone.pr«««* ""^^^ ^^
Kitty and Miss Amy come to tea.

That Son^eone turns out to be

young Lofd Fancourt Babberlcy

and he has quite a time

masquerading as Donna Lucia

D'Alvadorei, "from Brazil —
where the nuts come Jrom" He

Darnel himself provides the connecting link - a

blend of Jerry Rubin's talents as a Borscht-belt

comedian and BiU Buckley's acerbic eloquence._

Adnfittedly, the tempo lags towards the end; we

seem to reach an emoUonal chmax but sUll have to

hear each attorney's Final plea. The sudden tran-

sition from rapid-fire dialogue to long blocks of legal

rhetoric is jarring. Yet much of the cenU-al problem

is embedded in this anticlimax; perhaps it will

tighten up with added performance.

If the dramatic technique is contemporary, the

issues involved reach back to medieval English -

conflicts of civil and canonical law; and further - to

an individual's confrontation with discrepancies

between personal conscience and society's laws.

What is remarkable about Berrigan s play is that the

audience actually gets involved in a genuine way

None of this ''participational theatre business; the

issues are those we face each time we turn on the

evening news or open the morning P^P^^^At one

'
point in the performance, a resounding Right on^

fVom the left. Later, concurring app^use from the

St supports the legal Process. Polarities, not

polemics; parallel lines of approach that are l)oth

^ight" in what remains of our moral sense But

Father Berrigan is naive- and joyfuUy optimistic -

fo^ ul^te that -leap of faith" that wUl aUow us to

res^e the conflict of the war, of individual con-

science and of legal/ social conscience. It is a cry forS - spiritual acUon. The rest is - not silence -

but perhaps gleams of a way out.

past efforts. These have included

the local premiere of America.

Hurrah! and also Mother Earth

an original rock musical which

will soon be arriving^ at the

Huntington Hartford after a

triumphant run in San Francisco

RecenUy the SCR was cited by the

Los Angeles drama critics' circle

for its contribution to the local

theatre scene.

Founded six years ago, the

South Coast Repertory now boasts

its own attractive theatre and

about seventy loyal membere.

Unlike most other troupes which

have achieved popularity of late.

these performers do not limit

themselves to new and avant-

garde material. They do enjoy

launching new plays, of course,

but it is refreshing to see a

company wiUing to Uckle.-M

rrsANOfviNO
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by Beverly Gray

bounces about the stage in an

ancient black gown, enjoying the

freedoms implicit in his new role.

He kisses the girls, hits amorous

gentlemen with his fan, leap-frogs

over the furniture, pours tea into a

top hat— and no one would dream

of questioning the dear old lady's

behavior. Of course the real aunt

eventually turns up to unscramble

the situation. But not until

everyone is paired off for a

happily-ever-after finale.

This production conceals the

creaking joints of the oki plot by

not giving us time to notice them.

The evenmg gallops by at

breakneck speed, much like a

Marx Brothers movie. "Auntie's"

gymnastics are a wonder to

behold, he has as many ups and

downs as a yoyo. The other

members of tl\e bright young cast

are also adept at the sort of

sleight-of-hand byplay that keeps

an audience in stiches.

Many a Los Angeles theatre-

goer is unaware of the South Coast

Repertory because it is located

out in Costa Mesa, in the hin-

terlands of Orange County.
Critics, however, have been loud

in their acclaim for the group's

classics along with the modems.

The 1971-2 season will feature.

along with some tantalizing

premieres, Chekov's fragile

masterpiece, Uncle Vanya.

From Charley's Aunt to Uncle

Vanya is a long hop, but given this

company's evident dextenty }l
could be a most successful one

And the long hop to Costa Mesa

isn't really so formidable either^

Plan to spend the day at Newport

Beach, buy a frozen banana at the

place where they were invented.

and in the evening watch

Charley's Aunt kick up her heels

Jolly good show^

Coming: FLYING BURRfTO BROTHERS

Cinema
Friday. July 23. 1»71 UCLA Summer Bruin 7

More the Road
The descendants of Wyatt and Billy are upon us in full tensive and highly sophisticated use of hebcopter-mounted

force, and if they are less controversial than those two cameras Also adding his charisma to the proceedings is

legendary easy riders, they, are also a lot less interesting noted motorcyclist Steve McQueen playing himself for a

Two cases in point are Two Lane Black Top and On Any change and seeming not at all different from any of his

Sunday, guaranteed to offend neither long hairs nor red other screen roles. The only other famous personality in the

neck and to provide a pleasant evening if seen in the right film is Brown himself doing the narration,

frame of mind.
. ^ „ , ^. A-xn. -, Dialogue's no problem in Two-Lane Black Top, Top billed

On Any Sunday is Bruce Brown s new Him. and wUh ite
j^^^^^^^aylor has about two scenes with dialogue, and

interest in motorcycles, it s not
^^Z^^."),^^;^^^^^^^^ about that many facial expressions But at least the

writer- director- producer- editor- photographer- narrator s ^ ^^' ^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^is real self, and co
last film. THe E»^>««. S"™'"^- ^^e

^;i'!!:«:^*^^^^^^ star Warren Oat^ does enough hilarious mugging to make
about 99 per cent of bikedom »;fy^»^/^?P^^^^ up for the rest of the casts acUng (or non-acUng) Ulents.

Angels being excluded), suffering slighUy from a lack o ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
continuing characters and more important, an absence of -^

.
.

overriding purpose (there's nothing in Sunday that

-^
"W
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-
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corresponds to the search for the "perfect wave")

The film's most sensational moments are the incredible

them, and they make their livings by street racing and drag

racing the car. At the beginning of the film, they take off

across the country for nowhere in particular (The lack of

purpose in modem life? Maybe, but it would be a shame to

give too many pretentions to so simple a film

)

The appeal of taking a ride in a car comes from sights to

be seen and interesting people to be met. Two-Lane Black

Top has exactly that appeal, so it's best to see it in a

leisurely manner, unencumbered by worries, and expecting

no more than the joys of a pleasant ride. One of those joys is

the performance of Warren Oates as a GTO driver who's

also meandering across the country, picking up hitchhiker

after hitchhiker and telling each of them a completely

different life story. He soon meets up with Taylor, Wilson

and a girl they've picked up. and a cross country race "for

the pinks" is soon set up. However, the race's on-again-off-

again nature provides room for plenty of enjoyable side

trips — no dire predictions about the fate of America or

anything like that, just a few dents on the good old

American competitive spirit.

The films ending is gimmicky and as such ^'nte of-

fensive — possibly proving that the destination of a trip is

far less important than the trip itself In the case of Two-

Lane Black Top. getting there is a lot more than half the

fun.
—sun Berkowlii

i

Scandalous Walt
Scandalous John is the first Walt Disney movie to have

Scandalous John. JJlayed to unprincipled perfection by

Brian Keith, is a modem day Don Quixote Like his Spanish

predecessor he lives in a world of his own hallucination

Quixote, however, was a dreamer, and lived in the

imaginary world of his books, while Scandalous John is an

active man who debberately shuns the present and prefers

to live in his own exciUng, Indian fighting past. Once a

prosperous rancher, he helped out his less fortunate neigh-

bors until he himself was mined When land-developers Ury

to force him off his land he decides to raise money by Uking

his cattle herd (consisting of one steer) on a trail drive to

market Alfonro Arau as Poco accompanies him on the

drive, and playing Sancho Panra to Scandalous John's

Quixote, he all but steals the show The film follows them on

the drive, and, as might be expected, they ^oive some very

unusual. Quixote-type adventures

In general, the Quixofc format serves the films purpose

quite well When Scandalous John comes upon a group oi

Hell's Angels he misUkenly rescues a frowsy damsel whom

he imagines to be in distress His action is ludicrous, but not

more ludicrous than the Hell's Angels And craiy or not.

when he enters Waterbag. a westem town and commercial

tourist trap, he sUnds out strangely as the only real person

in town In scenes like these, the present is reflected in an

unflattering and revealing light, and the film scores its best

points.

stunts that some of the riders execute and the equally in- social significance Heretofore. Disney filnris have been

credible accidents which befall them. Throughout the film, created in perfect social vacuums, avoiding the rea worid

riders are doing things like falling off their bikes while and existing in their own kind of Disneyland unreality. The

traveling at over a hundred miles an hour (the same thing Barefoot Executive attempted a sa^mc slam at television

as jumping out of your car at that speed) and then, un- but was n^.to be taken seriously Scandalous John still

believably getting up and walking away. Even when they resembles the archetypal Disney movie more than

don't get up right away, they're quick to return to the track anything else (there's still something unreal about it), but it

after sawing off their casts and somehow propping them- does acknowledge the 20th century, and it does try seriously

selves UD for the next race to say something about our social problems The film has a

The cross country races seem to be somewhat less number of weak spots, but on the whole it 4S successful,

dangerous, but they are made exciting by Brown's ex- enjoyable and very affecting

Unfortunately, the scenes are not allowed to speak for

themselves, and the films worst weakness is its

overabundance of philosophical dialogue Scandalous John

IS given far too many rambling soliloquies, and since they

are more or less mumbled into his beard, they are very

easy not to listen to He also has an overly solicitous

granddaughter iMichele Carey), and she. too, has a ten-

dency to stare off into space and mn off at the mouth

Entirely unnecessary to the film is Miss Carey's per

functory romance with the son (Richard Lenz) of her

grandfather's worst enemy If Disney is going to make

serious films they should leave Cinderella and the Pri»^ce

out of It Scandalous John has an unhappy ending, but It is

so extremely effective, that although it was sometimes

hard to follow what Scandalous John said, there is finally no

mistaking what he meant
—Jeanne Grandllll

4ii
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Ch^^ Thrills in Long Beach
People's art makes the Big

Time in Long Beach. The town

that brought you John Lennon's

drawings of Yoko (banned

elsewhere, including London) is

now proud to present Art from the

Comix, an eclectic collection of

work by several California car-

toon artists, currently on display

at the Long Beach Museum of Art

(2300 E. Ocean Blvd.) through

August 15. It's a gathering of all

those books you've grown to know

and love at the Free Press

Bookstore, Zap Comix and Yellow

Dog, safely preserved under glass

for your veiwing pleasure. Mr.

Natural is there, courtesy of artist

Robert Crumb, and so is loveable

Ignore Goldberg and her girl

commandos. Crumb — you'll

remember his album cover for

Big Brother — also contributed

two inexplicable French posters,

push-pinned to the museum walls."

Up against the wall, posters!

Speaking of posters, remember

the days when they were free for

the asking at the Fillmore? Now,

you can see announcements of old

Pinnacle concerts and bills from

the Avalon when U still existed,

executed in the style of Posl-Art-

Nouveau-Psychedelic Pop by

Rick Griffin and Victor Moscoso.

Sometimes they collaborate,

sometimes go their own way. The

colors arc brilliartt, the designs

intricate, and if you're old enough

or young enough to remember

1%7, the nostalgia is a trip.

Moscoso is also represented by

Silk Screen, a literal silk-screen

(the technique) on a retell silk

screen (the medium), billowing

- tjlack.and white yin/yang
""

Th his ^ of drawings for

Man from Utopia (he's a real

nowhere man) Griffin combines

far-out physics with mysticism for

the millions. His content suggesU

Einstein; stylistically he's closer

to eariy Walt Disney The jux-

taposition of mind-bending theory

with mind-blowing form

what else can youIS —

— far out, man.say?-

Amusing, as well.

Those of you familiar with the

birth pangs and continuing perils

of KPPC will enjoy a reU-ospec

live look at the sUtion's history,

created by Neon Park (oc-

casionally known as Martin

Muller) His Radio Comix
reminds us that the people in

Pasadena are doing their best to

make "every day April Fools

Day '
'

" Even Miss Outrageous

Nevada makes it as an esoteric

drawing that's sooo LA But

Neon's most truely outrageous

work is Chemical Wedding,

manipulating those famous

symbols for you know what, fruits

of the Freudian age Mickey

Mouse performs untold acts from

a funky Kama Sutra, while we are

Heavy, reminded that If the Devil don't

get ya then the Angels will '

•

"

Neon's obviously been spending

y-t

*^rav««-*mNW*M%ni',
A.v-w '-f

his spare time with Betty Boop at

the midnight movies and diverting

himself with M C Escher

The problem of providing an

intellectual and aesthetic

justification for this show raises a

few problems Certainly, this is

popular art. people's art,

American art. but whether it

provides an "aesthetic ex

perience" is "quite ~ « different
•

question That it does provide

some sort of experience goes

without saying, however A
pleasant aftern<x)n of free fun

Don't be afraid to laugh Enjoy the

show That at least should make
the trip to Umg Beach worth your

lime: --^uHe lepick
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SUMMBt OF '42

15140

454-5525

Suns«t Blvd.

lOVEIS AND OTH^l STRANGERS
«•

icierif Ciiii
SUMMER OF '42

205 Nort»« Canon Driv«

B«v«rty HMb (at WiJ»h.r«l q jj^ q^j^ f^^^ TuBsdoy Night
275-5244

Oi^lAPACIFIC'S

Kli'jL! at Canon D. RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

1 bNi Eott o< Bovoriy Dr.
^^ ^ ^^ ^^ . ©o^ ..^ ^

27M12I ^^ -

iriitiHl I

2524 WaftKira-x„
|c#26H> $«.)_.

Sonto Monka
829-3366

SUMMER OF '42

*••—'*-^<^,ir.rA^»

FOOLS
Oo»y

THAT MAN FtOM HO

irHliiil II

2524 Wilthir*

(ot 26th SI.)

Santa Monica

829-3366

LE MANS (G)

TWELVE CHAIRS
D«ly

irili
W««twood Vifloga

G« 7-2487

HARRY KEUERMAN
Doily 2:10. 4:16, 6:10, 8:10, 10:10

Fridoy, Soturdoy midnight fKow 12:10

Hollywood

ceiier
1451 N.lmMmot
otSomot
464-992)

ChoHi* Chapliffi't

THE GREAT DICTATOR

016:00, 8:00, 10:00, 12:00 p.m.

Cliiriii III!
Suntot Noor Vino

Hollywood
466-3401

Doily ^ 12:00. 2d». 4:00. 6:00. »:00, 10K» ^.m

S^«ciai Mi^fMgM Show Fridov * S^vr6ay

BLUE WATER, WHHE DEATH (G)

Mon-Eoting Shark Huntl

Nothing lilio it ovor bolorod filnr>odI

III Mir
5036 W Pico

WE $.6424 ~

MASH
INVESTIGATION OF A CITIZEN

Academy Amor6 •••« Foreign Film

D«lyal7pm .. Mohn** Sol. & S«Ht.

SI for A^lta-Endt Twwdoy

Coming Soon: SUMMEt Of '42 ond lOV€

lirlii
LoBroa at AAolroto

WE 4-2944

OWL & THE PUSSYCAT " .

Goorg* S«gai hotitra S«r*iMM«d

WOMEN IN LOVE
•o»| Actros* G(«nao Jod^n

OoAy at 7 p m. Mo* So* & Soo. End* TwM^oy

SI lor odolto^/HM M (Good o«i o»« Ik^ol o««ly)

liraiali
9000 Suntot Blvd

(Costol Dohony)

Froo Parking in BIdg.

273-2266

Woody Allon Fun Foitivol

BANANAS

TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN

H 11 m^^ •if>lfll>
Cor Frooksl Bo»t ot Rood Pilm»!

nliiyWIII nunc two-lane blacktop (R)
Hollywood Blvd.Hollywood
Noor Cohuongo
466-5211

US FIIIZ
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood '-

NO 4-21 69

Doily « 1 2:K). 2:30.4.90.

6cJ0.tJ0. 10-40 p.m.

loon-Lewi* Trtf

THE CONFORMIST
V««* Mowlond and Stmon* S«gnor«|

THE CONFESSION

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Str«

Sonto Monica
451-8686

Ends Tuotdoy

ANDROMEDA STRAIN

COLOSSUS: THE FORBIN PROJECT
pjo.

MlllCI II

1332 2nd Stroot

Sonto Monica
451-8686

2 Ditnoy Fomily HiH

$1,000,000 DUCK.

THE BAREFOOT EXECUTIVE
Cool Oody 1«)

MislG Hall

THE DEVILS
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Heads,Hands&Feet
A double album « an anibilia» ""^t^^^i*^

esublished artists, let aJpoenew gnMi^ bi« 11^

Urge amounts o( materUl thnugh the y««« m«t

Slhem have been membef* ct minor English

^^ though these sports are frotn England, their

A-LrcairXnce .s great * «-«»^J^i^„^. lUi-. »- Feet .Cap.tol SV^«f«»J:"^
a nnticeafale liking for Amenca s Western Me styie

^«i,2a • « the teUy. and Saturday afternoon

mantuiee cowtwy thrillers at the^^™ JV^^^^^
absurd if you think about it ^^^^y^.^J^
common top^tted umbrella-toting E'*^** snobby

I say Jero, 1 don't believe there's ^^^^^lu
thishamletforthetwoofuschaps '"Dandy andall

^^yway. Heads Hands and Feet are able to carry it

off quite weU indeed. Take my favorite on the album

for mstance: -Everybody's HustUn^ an

unasMMDing bit of country funk sung by baMatChas

Hodges in a lazy Johnny Cash drawl that smacks of

alltbe authority of John Wayne. I don't know how he

does it-you cant even tell that he's from BnUm. The

peppy "Country Boy" reveals bluegrass and jug

band influences .. .^

Hodges only handles a couple lead vocals, Albert

Lee a few more, and Tony Colton the majonl^

Colton is best on the slower, more middle-of - the-

road affairs where he sounds like a cross between

one of the Moody Blues and Engelbert Humperdinck..^

On the more uptempo numbers the urgent rasp of l^s

voice is less impressive. The -giwp harmomes, I

might add, are nothing short/of heavenly.

Although the sextet are versatile and cohere very

well, their arrangements are inconsistently

lackluster and occasionally too complex. A good

chunk of the cuts are listenable and have that lasUng

quality yet the group lackF any catchy matenal that

is disUiiguishable from the rest. All of the selections

are originals, and the band might benefit in the

future by getting a hold of sojae stronger M>ngs from

outside the group. 7^
—Harold Bronspn

Orville Stoeber
Whoever Orville Stoeber is, or where he has been,

or what he has done previously, he surely wiU not

remain in total obscurity for long. The release of his

debut album presents Stoeber as an exciting new

singer songwriter characterized by such things, as

_
^ and imagination. Songs foj

73103) ks definitely "an album that many canng peopi^j

cared about Good taste is the most obvious

characteristic of the album, with an emphasis on

simplicity in tone, arrangement, and producUoo

Even the allMim cover is surprisingly artistic
. and far

from the usual promotion hype employed on many

debut records But. Soags is, after aU, the creation o(

the artist himself, the enigmatic Orville Stoeber

Stoeber as vocalist and guitarist, is joined by

Harry Palmer on guitar and Ray Barrett on piano

and organ As a result of the few instruments used,

the accompaniment is arresting in its simplicty and

lack of overpowenng orchestration. The music itself

IS a combination of folk, jazz, l>lues, rock, country,

and you name it. Diversity here means something for

everyone. As a vocalist, Stoeber has a beautiful

voice, with a phrasing style similar to Kenny Rankin,

and the sensitivity of Harry Nilsson.

Stoel)er's songs cover a variety of themes, from the

gracious lady of '^Seventh Avenue " to two e e

ciunmings' poems set to music, "Open His Head

and "Where's Jack Was." "Like An Ocean is a

mood painting of the blues and feeling down when

"the windows are shuttered, the gutters are clut

tered/ with streamers from someone's parade

We've all been there, but through the clarity of

images, now we can see where we've been 'Cin

cinnati" concerns the loneliness of a father for his

departed son, in which the father is no longer angry,

but sadly mellow ("It's been lonely, here m Cii^

in his graVe if permitted to hear those atrocities!).

Now it applits with equal fervor to the events taking

place at Hollywood Bowl on the eve of Wednesday,

July 14 for, Beethoven's marathon t)eing seven

months^ne, the Bowl served as the setting for a five

hour mini-marathon of music by that even older

master, Johann Sebastian Bach, soon to be followed

by Mozart and American Music extravaganza on

August 9th and 18th.

When I entered the Bowl at 5:00, the garden boxes,

excepting the press seats, were virtually filled. All

manner of people, chicano and black, high class and

low, dressed and un were rushing to chairs, or if

already settled, gabbing away merrily. Many had

obviously never before experienced the luxury of a

box seat. Kids, young and old, floated bubbles across

the open air with delightful insouciance. And the

food! Booze was flowing, appetizers appetizing,

more substantial sustenance wafting its myriad,

invariably appealing scents to my too-long deprived

nostrils. Imieed, despite the plethora of viands in my
own company, I felt tempted to wander around

ampling the wares of my fellow gluttons.

A good start. But doubts remained as to the con-

Juct of this fledgling audience. They were un-

bunded. If anything, the crowd of 8000 proved more

ell-mannered, more assiduous than the

gregriously rude group typifying Hollywood Bowl

[concerts . Even my eight year old sister, a notorious

irock devotee, remained attentive and enthusiastic

til the combination of Stardust and wine rendered

her dormant and agreeably lumpy in my in-

creasingly benumbed lap.

Ah yes, the music! As in all undertakings of this

nature, the results were variable. A chronological

rundown: Stuart Fox contributed a nicely tran-

sparent, dynamically subtle guitar transcription of

the Prelude and Fugue in D for lute. 15 year old

.
. _ Endre Balough struggled valiantiy to project the

Do/^K IV/1 ini -I\/l ?1 rathnni essentially intellectual delights of the A Minor

DdUl I IVIII II IViai ail '^"1 j^nata for Unaccompanied Violin. Bess Karp sup-

plied a pleasing, if hardly excititig traversal of the

Concerto In F in the Italian Style on a UCLA harp-

sichord. Nathaniel Rosen offered a thoughtful, chilly.

cinnati;/ but I'm glad/ he's been doin' 6 K / Im sad

he's been so far away").

Orville Stoeber's Songs is more than a fine debut

album— it is a discovery. If you are at all Interested

or curious, listen to Songs, and make a discovery
'

your own. ' -^Marsha Neche

Roll over, Beethoven. That familiar phrase once

pertained to flimsy attempts at swinging the classics

(for Beethoven would undoubtedly have rolled over

mtonationally insecure reading of the Suite No. C la D
for Solo Cello. The Fred Werner Moog Quartet

provided a hokey, sadistically amusing arrangement

of the 3rd Brandenburg Concerto, and more
straightforward interpretations of various shorter

works.

So far, so dull Things improved considerably when
pianist Stephen Bishop furnished a wonderfully

direct, immensely penetrating account of the ParilU

No. 4 in D. But the evening's real hero was Lukas

Foss, the ubiquitous composer, conductor, pianist,

and savoir. He fulfilled the latter three functions

admirably His wit, though perhaps coy, was in-

variably engaging And with due deference to my
colleague Martin Bemheimer, 1 found his conducting

and pianism above reproach. True, Foss neglected

such significant stylistic considerations as double-

dotting and ornamentation. True, he utilized a piano

for the 5th Branderburg when a harpsichord (and a

good one) was readily available — and thoroughly

audible. That is deplorable.

But the extraordinary vitality and dynamism of

the music-making amply compensated. The Bran-

denburg's Nos. 1.4, and 5. the Concerto In D Minor

for Two Violins and Strings, and the C oncerto In D
Minor for Keyboard and Strings received readings

that were crisply inflected, sharply profiled,

exhilarating. Yet they were fully attune to Bach's

genUer moments. Rarely have I heard mtjre assured

playing from the Philharmonic members (despite

being subject to the vagaries of the Great Outdoors)

.

Indeed, those listeners recalling the drab Lawrence

Foster directed performance of the 1st Brandenburg

last spring will keenly appreciate the difference.

Foss' enactment of his dual conductor-pianist duties

during the Keyboard (an anachronism for harp-

sichord) Concerto proved a marvel — how he

managed to conduct with his left hand yet

simultaneously provide such responsive, subtle, even

sensuous pianism with his right hand escapes me.

Besides, he is one of the few conductors I can watch

without becoming queasy — his athletic style is a

true pleasure to view —, and he is the first am-

bidexterous director in my experience!

Bess Karp provided a discreet harpsichord con-

tinue in the orchestral works. And the UCLA A

Capella Choir (actually a summer pick-up group

assembled several days earher) coped ably enough

with the demands of five <;horales — but their clear,

nicely balanced, vigorous singing of the moving

C antata No. 4 hardly proved equal to Bach's depths.

Prior to entering Hollywood Bowl I was feeling

gloomy and depressed — even more so than usual.

Six hours later, I left, somewhat weary perhaps, wiUi

a warm glow. It was that kind of an evening.
^

—Derrick Henry
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HohSo-Cheap Thrills

by Vicki Hadsady

^'•Thi^week we'll send our reputation out on a limb and reicommend a

film we haven't seen. The fUm is The KUlers and we feel that, considenng

what the movie has going for it. we're playing it pretty safe. Not to be

confused with a 1948 Burt Lancaster starrer by the same name, the

version showing midnight tonight at the Plaza Theater (or the nearby

Regent, depending on the caprices of tiie management) will be a 1964

film, which is not based on the Hemingway short story.

The film was directed by action director extraordinaire, Don Siegel

(The Lineup. Madigan. Coogan's Bluff) and it stars Lee Marvin and

Angle Dickinson (who were later to team up again in Point Blank) and

also in his most recent, (but hopefully, not last) fUm role, Ronald

Reapan Reagan plays a ganglord who holds some money out on Marvm.

We don't know what Reagan's fate is, but rumor has it that although The

Killers originated as a made-for-TV film, it was rejected by network

executives because it was too violent. Admission is $1.50 and if you don't
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Laurel and Hardy at the Silent

At the Brentwood Twin Theater

Rio at midnight tonight and tomo

Wrath at 11 Monday and Tuesdaj

A SUr Is Bom, starnng Judy^

D'Antan Cinematheque /Club.

MUSIC ; ,i

The concert scene is pretty u

John Mayall and Ocean at the i

Jazz Band at Royce today ana

Diego Sports Arena Sunday

This Wednesday July 28. those

headline a concert at the Santa
.^

'

are Ballin' Jack and Help Look

these pages any day now^

Glen CampbeU, Anne Murr^^

Fo

Theater.

99 cent show are That Man From
and at 11 Sunday, and Grapes of

id, will screen through Sunday at

ita Monica.

weekend. There's Steppenwolf ,

I

tonight and the Preservation Hall

l^row. Niel Diamond is at the San

m Airplane boys. Hot Tuna will

Civic Auditorium. Also on the bill

jview of Hot Tuna's new album on

'erry Reed close at the Greek

Lateef is at the Lighthouse Eari Scruggs and Country Gazette are

currently at the Bitter End West. Guy Carawan and Frank Hamilton are

at McCabe's" tonight and tomorrow.

Jo Mama and Dan Hicks and His Hot Licks are at the Troubador

through Sunday, followed by Linda RonsUdt The Ice House features

Chuck Mitchell, Jimmy Crickett and Gabe Kaplan through Sunday, Tinri

Morgan returns for theumpteentii time Tuesday with Barry Gorden and

Gabe Kaplan Mike Bloomfield is at the Golden Bear through Sunday,

followed by Elvin Bishop. The Dillards will be at the Four Muses in San

Clemente through Sunday.

Classical fare is headed by "In time and Not," a multimedia prograni

"^ith music, film, dance, and what have you related to the Art and

Technology exhibit, at 8:30 at the Leo S. Bing Theatre at the LA County

Art Museum. J^ ^ ^ . . j .- u *

The LA Phil presents "The Great Americans :
Copland and Gershwin at

the Bowl tomorrow night, arias from French and Italian operas Tuesday,

a Family Picnic Concert (general admission $1) on Wednesday, and

selections from Stravinsky, Tchaikovsky and Hoist on Thursday

The armsti-ong String Quartet will play at 2 tomorrow at the l^ng

Beach Art Museum. The 2 p.m Sunday concert at The Egg and The Eye

make it, you just might have a little accident.

This week the Cine^lienega Theater kicks off its Samuel Goldwyn

Festival with Guys and Dolls and The Secret Ufe of Walter Mltty. These

two fine musicals are part of a series of the famous producer's films

which will run at the theater until October. Tune in next week for a more

comprehensive guide to the series. ,,.»>» 4u

The opera series continues at 10:30 Sunday morning at the Plaza with

1^ Forca del Destino. . i_ j- »,^ u u j r^ u
Two "new wave " swordfight films, C^oyokfai, directed by Hideo Gosha

and sUrring TaUuya Nakadai, and AnsaUu, directed by Masahiro

Shinoda and starring Tetsuru Tambi, will screen at 8 Sunday in Mehiitz

1409

The Animation Society will sponsor a Marx Brothers Film Festival this

weekend at URC (that's on the comer of Hilgard and LeConte). At 7:30

and 10 today are Room Servlceand A Night In Casablanca ; at 7:30 and 10

tomorrow are Love Happy and Duck Soap; at 7:30 Sunday all four films

will be shown Donation is $1.

The Westwood Film Society will screen The rommunUt WnrM fnn

I difff-rent films covering sixty yp _^ ,,^,_._ _

The program runs from 7-midnight tomorrow and 2-7 Sunday
Tht Soul ©( the Beast. sUrring Madge Bellamy, Cullen Landis and

Noah Beery, is currenUy showing with comedies of Theda Bara and

«:-3" "'
•

J

Friday. July 23. 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin f

^ m
Sunday, to be followed by Bi"

Pat Boone (and famih '

co"i''^

followed by the New Chnsi)

a -'""s'-'^g^
In a quick review of tne

^^

currenUy at the Ash GpV^ .

Shelly's features Phil ^^ood5 an

1 lears ana ihelma Houston.

u^u Sunday at Magic Mountain,

and Homer and Jethro. Freda

Crowbar are at the Whiskey.

tiiropcan Rhythm Machine; Vusef

features four actors reading poeti-y from the British Isles and a narp

sichord interlude.
. ^, n t a«

The Center Theatre Group will present "Jade Flower Palace An

Evening of Classical Chinese Music and Verse " at 8 Monday at the Mark

Taper Forum.
ART r

Art From Comix, a series of poster and contemporary comic bo<* art

and metal sculpture by Juan Luis Bunuel just opened at the Long Beach

Museum of Art
• » - „ w^

Form and the Inner Eye, an exhibition of sensory scu^^pUire. is at the

Vincent and Maru Price Gallery, East LA Junior Colle^. Toys and

Things by Shigeo Fukuda continues at the Junior Art Center, 4814

Hollywood Blvd

™Two pUys awaU your chocing on campus THe G«U Sit R.ck continue,

at tte Hacgowan Hall UtUe Theater and The G..,'. AU Her., bued on

tl?.S convention and elecUon o< Warren a H.rd««. which ju.t

opened Both ptays continue lhroi«h next ""f^ .^ ,,_,^.,^^

Preview performances of the ecology musical Mother F»H

opens next Saturday ) will be held beginning Wednesday at reducea v --

at the Huntington Hartford.

Nailoiii
10925 Lindbrooli Dnv(

4792866

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
SSo« TimM 2:2S. 4:2S. 4:2S. •:!$. 10:2S

MM StiowFri Ut. «il2:lS

irliitil BANANAS
7425 S«n»«» "* ®~" '"

876^212 irrTLE MURDERS
S\ AdmiHHMi t<K lpw*>««iM.rt«i.»y»<H. iSofr,. »ot good S^ itiaW

rii Piciirc
7554 Bovorly Blvd.

WE 8-7070
Froo Forking

TORA TORA TORAI

VANISHING POINT

SI /MmtMion »or 1 pmrutn with thi* coMyow

—rry. no» 9ood Sa> NifKt)

PACIFIC'S

riiiiiis
Hollywood of Vino
469-7161 12:45

On* Mon m MtMiny—
Two coll gtH* li« 4«odl

J«m« fondo • Oonold SwtKwIon^

KLUTI (R)
in color

Doily ol 1:30. 3:45. 4:00. ttlS. 10:30

PACIFIC'S

ri»iii
Pico Noor WottviKKxJ

272-8239

Don't Soo H Alonol

WILLARD (GP)
—^

Doily ot 12:00. 2:00.4:00.

6:00. 8:00. 10:00. 12 midntgKl

riizi
Wott«iK>od Villogo

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

rvco Brown's

ON ANY SUNDAY
DoMy 1:45. 3:». 5: 10. 4:50, 8:40. 10:30

Sol. DMnigH« SItow

Fri 7/23 WUdnigKl: Ronald R*agon .n TMI K^V

llllli
1045 BroKton

I

Wothwood ViUogo

BR 2-0501

A tuiry o4 rool poof»l« mUh o vory Mwvy problom - ctrvg*!

DUSTY AND SWEETS McGEE

Cofning: Fo»«r f•ndo "TMI MKIIO HAND

Orooviott IIAov)* »n Townl

tllllt UOVll ThomotH.lnco Thrill or

rnNFo?" "SOUL OF THE BEASr
OL 3-2389 THETA BARA - LAUREL & HARDY

$1 .00 CHARLIE CHAPLIN - HOUDINI SERIAL THRILLER

lilo La irei

La Broo at Ninth

WE 4-2342

THE HUNTED SAMURAI
2nd Foofuro

SWINDLER />AEETS SWINDLER

Through Aug. 3

viiiige-
961 Broxton

Woftwood
478-0576

PLAZA SUITE (GP)

Doily 2:20. 4:20. 6:20. 8:20. 10:20

Asloroie
8162 Molroso Av<

OL3-2070

r4ow tKrougK Sun^oy

DON "SUGERCANE" HARRIS
w/Harvoy AAondol f^ Poul Logot

J.B. HuHo"& HIS HAWKS

Coming next: MUDDY WATERS

GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

V TONITE!

leizzirn
''039 SunMt
CR3-6606
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TRAIN

BEAUDRY EXPRESS
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John Mayall: erowth irom Good ots

• GOODVIiL3

c-^^^ • GOOOTTKjftiC

K)^5 PICO .A;
i aocK LAST or MAY OCX yC'

SS

Edilor s Note: John MayaU and

MOie — bin nol all — ol his friends

appear tonight in concert at the

Forum)

John Mavail. unlike other

musicians, hasn't suffered

through the misfortune of having

certain of his hand^members take

off never to be seen again. Ap-

parenUy, John has kept ubs on all

of his erstwhile cronies from his

start as a British Blues Star to the

pr«ent And now, with a nwst

prestigious array of disciples to

call on, Mayall has created an

album that is by far his most

succinct effort to bring together

all of the talents and musical

idiosyncrasies that he has had at

his disposal

Among the luminaries who

contribute their talents to the

overall blues/ jazz sound of

MayalKs Back to the Roots

(Polydor 25-3002) are (see if you

can read 'em using but a single

breath) Don "Sugarcane" Harris,

Eric Clapton, Larry Taylor, Paul

come visit our neuJ inoccefsaWc locafion:

detr m n,e allea behind JeansWe<t4-Unt«*H^
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Lagos, Johnny Almond, Harvey

Mandel, Keef Hartley, Mick

Tayjor, Jerry McGee and Steve

Thompson. (Wheeew!)

As diverse as this mighty roster

of musicians may be, and as far

reaching as Mayall's selection of

material is, John has still

^..anaged to forge these com-

ponents into his typically mellow ».

smoolhlx rounded musical for-

mat. ^'

ir Jacob wiesei

this type o£ Ulent coUage is

•AccidenUl Suicide, which is a

liipe about. . weU,rm sure that

you can guess.

In approaching this album, it

seems that Johns '^measage"

tunes are the most blatant.

-Groupie Girl." **Accidental

Suicide," "Marriage Madness,

•Prisons of the Road" and "Mr.

Censor Man" are fraught with

typically Mayallish lyrics which

have ai tendency to reach out and

grab you by the shirt collar with

their less than subUe content Of

the tunes listed above, "Groupie

Girl" is the most outrageous. Sung

over clinking-glass, Whisky-a-go-

go bar type noises, it lends the

astute listener invaluable insight

into the psyches of groupies and

Mayall's attitude about them.

Another one of these hear-me-

out tunes is a zinger tiUed

"Marriage Madness" which is a

musical tribute to bachetors lib.

The lyrics of this ditty are only

outshined by a most expressive

sax line by Almond and the high,

clear-noted guitar riffs of Mick

Taylor.

Moving away from Mayall's

proslytizing, we find a tune that

sort of sticks to the roof of your

brain. Titled "Television Eyes."

its an ambling song that moons

over lost love with such well in-

tentioned lyrics as "How can I

turn you off, when you don't even

turn me on?" The highpoint of

"Television Eyes" is its con-

clusion which a genUy musical

fade-out followed by a not so

gentle fade-in of the conglomorate

voices of Ralph WiUiams, Chick

Lambert and Fletcher Jones at

their car-hawking best.

For you Romantics out there,

there fs "Dream with Me." It's a

late night soothy with flute/guitar

duet' that drifts lazily along un-

derneath John's whispy, ethereal

vocals. '

Outside of the usual message

and blues tunes, there is a

sprinkling of rather up-tempo

rockers that are a comfortable

buffer between Mayall's low slung

blues and somewhat spacey jazz

things. Among the more potent of

these is "Full Speed Ahead

'

which is characterized by mouth

harp and a lot of "chica-chica
"

Rather than focusing on one

musical element and playing it to

death, Mayall has broadened his

vision to include samplings of all

his past and present styles — an

arrangement which allows all of

the individuals on the album an ^

opportunity to do what they do

best. Johnny Almond, Sugarcane

Harris and Eric Clapton deliver
^^

the most noteworthy per-

formances. ...^
^;

—Cosmically, it's not an alburn?^

that will shake the annals of rock*-

history
j^
regardless of the stellar

line-up. But for Mayall it's a very

fine, easy-to-listen-to offering. —
Curiously, one wonders what

Mayall will do next after so

successfully outdoing everyone,

including himself, with the

already overused * 'Friends'

'

format. Perhaps the next thing

that we get from John will be

another solo album. But it

remains to be see (or heard).

w ••
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JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
WMtwood n«dr Pico

From Paskaml to P»ck/e$

Part of the cre^lor this goes to

Mayall's ability to pick-apd choose

just the right musicians to do the

very best with the material aj^

hand. In other words, one will not"

find Clapton and Taylor battling it

out in the midst of a tune where

only one guitarist would suffice.

On the other hand, John has

penned several tunes for the

express purpose of employing

several guitarists at once who will

complement, rather than hinder,

one another. A prime example of
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Theater

^Angela'
The one problem with pohticizing in any medium is

the fact that it usually only reaches the people who

already agree with what it preaches. Those in need of

a liCtle broadmindedness reject most opportunities to

achieve it. Such is the case with Elvie Davis' Angela

Is Happening at the Embassy Aud. (M7 Grand

downtown) through the 27th.

Angela is, quite simply, a fairly well conceived and

executed theatrical experience which attempts to

invoke the history of repression of blacks in America

as part of Angela Davis' contemporary defense. The

polemic runs high for sure, but so does a good sense

of history, and energetic staging works to the ad-

vantage of the moral confrontation the play tries to

reach with the audience.

The entire theatre is used as a large courtroom,

with judge, Angela and a jury on the stage and the

audience as the gallery. During the two hour-plus

presentation, various major characters of American

black and revolutionary history appear unexpectedly

in the audience to give
* 'testimony " Several such

characters prove to be excellent updatings of the

originals and the acting is more than occasionally

very good (WUliam Marshall as FYederick Douglass,

Michael Shack as John Brown and Earl Sinclair as

Malcolm X. to name a few).

Radio Friday. July 23. 1»71 UCLA Summar Bruin 11

KPSA

The typical Angela audience, a biixture of blacks,

young white adults and a very few older whites,

responds as well as could be expected to a program

which occasionally bewilders them by surrounding

and involving them in its action. But those who might

learn something critical from this effort are no doubt

staying away in droves. As theater of political

confrontation, Angela is Happening is a more than

worthy attempt, but commercial success or no, the

Embassy run is only an extended string of open

rehearsals ; if they ever get it onto the PTA circuit on

an unannounced basis, it might do some tangible

good.
J.B.

Ĥeron, continued
(Continued from Page 5)

Band. Also, I just fancied doing

something different.

"Originally it started off as a

••me" album. I wrote most of the

tunes, and I knew what I wanted.

Then after a while, when I wasn't

entirely caught up in what 1 was

playing, I decided to use the tunes

as a springboard. So I brought in

some friends who hopefully would

really enjoy doing it with me. On

the album you'll find Peter

Townsend and Keith Moon, who

are very nice in their own sort of

way.
••So I provided Townsend with a

"Vehicle that he Could really get off

on. I used him on the album,

because it was a conscious at-

tempt to make a rock album.

Something a bit more com-

mercial, so as to reach more

people. And I hadn't intended to

_ keep to one particular style, so the

fact that I wrote all of the songs is

the only cohesive factor on the

You've got your own FM station now. honey. KBBI.

the folksy, fundamentalist outpost guarding the right

end of the dial at 107.5 MHz, has suddenly been

converted into KPSA, coincidentally enough by the

airline with a similar name The resulting schedule

of *Music Only for a Woman" shows just how far

American wonumhood has come since Dotty Dish-

water was sent to her room after being caught fid-

dling with hubby's Marantz lOB

The omnipresent ads heralding the takeoff of this

overweight bird pronuse hours of music "taking you

to the inner space where you keep your hopes and

dreams." However, the actual product has an an-

noying tendency to alternate the expected super-

market Muzak with tremulous male crooners

shooting down such mainstays of the peroxide set as

••Small World. Isn't It?" Since any female with the

colossal lack of imagination to go for this freeze-

dried kak probably has no dreams outside of the new

Blue Chip Stamp catalog, KPSA helpfully dispenaet

nifty little prepackaged ones, tastelessly vended in

meat counter fashion by Jacques Wilson, their

lobotomized Poet Laureate. Samples like, "Now

you're alone by the sea. . . as the words you wrote in

the sand disappear forever, " give some idea of the

depth of committment involved Such are the dreams

of the everyday housewife, provided she can bear to

miss ••The Secret Storm."

The immense male chauvinism implicit in this

type of promotion doesn't bother this masculine

reviewer half as much as the mannef in which

creeping commercialism is irreversibly plasticizing

and homogenizing the once delightfully funky FM
band from one end to the other The true FM fancier

must begin to feel like a hip Venice resident watclung

those weedlike thickets of rich men's boat masts

spread inexorably northward from Washington Blvd

The magnificent classical outlet KCBH tell to the

bulldozers last year, and now such KBBI favorites as

"The Organ Loft" and "Concert of the Air" are

^ting the same end. PSA may be no stranger to

the airwaysTbut they've sure crashed this time.

—Hugh Stegman

album, U, back to back with— —-.— — Heron's rock and roll offering,

Smiling Men with Bad
Reputations. In whatever extreme

one chooses to admire the work of

these smiling men, one comes

away wholly satisfied. And
mystified as to their reported

"bad reputations."
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a
album.
"Another reason that I did

rock album was that I thought it

was a kind of rock that wasn't

happening. It was a type of music

that I knew I couldn't go pick up a

record and hear. So now I've

provided myself with one.*'

JW: Have you ever had any

formal poetic training, or any

poetic influences?

MH: "Personally, I would deny

being a poet. I'm not too much
interested in poetry, basically

because poets never write about

anything that interests me per-

sonally." .
-———

—

JW: But the lyiicn tliat are printed

on your albums stand up very well

as poetic offerings.

MH : You can call me a poet if you

like. But the only reason I

reprinted the lyrics was so that

people wouldn't confuse the things

I say. But not for poetic reasons."

A truly incredible experience is

to play The String Band's last

mt Jk/VAfKJ O^l)/

tmim
* W(< IT/WW^mm^^Wmm^- -T-^
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Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

THE
PACIFICAOCTET

$352.00
and a love of life

r

takas ycu rouna rrip

to Copenhagen-
and Scandinavia.—

0t^-

New SAS youth fore.

in concert

Performing

the Schub^ Octet

Sunday, Jw 25,

2:30 p.m. ^

Sunset Canyon

kecreation Center"

/

H you're 12-25 years old, you're on. To Copen

hagen. OrOslo. Or Stockholm.

You'll get a confirmed reservation on p regu

larly scheduled Vikiryg 747B or DCS Jet

Stay overseos os short as you like, or as long

as a year. See everything. With SAS. you c<^n

land in one Scondinavian city, and take oH for

home frorn another*.

Of course, one of the greatest things about

our new youth fore to ^candinovio is Copen-

hagen, wher<* love ol I'tfo is a woy of life.

And nov»/, you ton stay in CJopenhogen for as

little OS five Kroner (70<) a night in a govern-

nient sponsored tent camp; or tenKroner (SI 35)

a night in a youth hostel (Including breokfast.

Danish style} ^-

So come. Copenhogen - and Scondinovio -

is waiting for your Just book through your travel

agent Or se# b"s, SAS. right now

Remember Lots of airffnes hove youth fores

But SAS has Copenhagen.
•Fare slightly higher through July 25

.:>#

SCMJVtfiMtVAAf 4i^iJ^£S

The spirit of Scandine
8929 Wilshire Boulevard. Beverly Hills 9021 )

607 South Olive Sfrpet, Los Angeles 90014

_ \.. 9-ft<snn or <S55-8600
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YOU'RE CRAZY
TO FLYACHARTERWHEN TWA

CAN 6ETYOU THERE ^
FOR ABOUT THE SAME PRICE.

;
.-

TT

f >.

As long as the charters were '

saving you money, you put up with

all kinds of inconveniences.

You never knew if the plane was

going to leave on time, or whether it

would leave at all. Once you boarded

the plane, 9 out of 10 times, you

found yourself in an overcrowded

situation, or stuck on a stopoven

somewhere in Iceland. And when you
finally got where you were going to,

you had to return to the States the

same day as the whole group.

This summer, with the new youth

fares, TWA can get you there for

about the same price as the charters,

but without any of t^ problems or

restrictions.

'You can fly to Europe for as little

as $341 round trip and return to the

States anytime^you want to within

the j^ear:

- You'll get the same seat ancL__
service any full-paying coach

passenger is entitled to. And you can

make a reservation to most places

7 days before the flight, without

having to join any special group or

paying '
" ^~

Because

United States, you can also get there

from any one of 39 different cities.

And with our Youth Passport Card

(for anyone 12 through 21), you'll get

1/3 off on all domestic flights, on a

standby basis.

Once you get to Europe, TWA's

Getaway Program can help you keep

on saving money.

For $1 apiece, you can buy one of

our Getaway Guides to 19 major

cities, and get all kinds of useful tips

for eating, sleeping and drinking, as

put togetherby Arthur Frommer,

the same man who did "Europe on

$5 a Day'.'

If you want to carry as httle cash
'

as possible, you can use our Getaway

Card. With it, you can charge airfare,

hotels, meals and cars and then tgike

up to two years to pay. When you

show us your TWA ticket, you can also

_use the card to cash checks inTWA
ticket offices around the world.

In other words, you'll get more

value on TWA. In the air and on the

ground.
For reservations, or more

information, call TWA or your travel

agent.

r^
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325 underprivilegedyoungsters

here for summer sports meet LtiMmi;^
trCCIAL ftUCST STAI

By Doug Kelly

DB Sports

Every morning, a new world

-

opens to 325 underprivileged

children, thanks to UCLA and the

NCAA National Youth Summer
Sports Program.

Now in its third year, the

program has been adopted by 111

NCAA schools, each for the

benefit of impoverished children

living in areas near the university.

According to local director

Dennis Storer, the original

program concept was for ^ach

school to serve those youngsters,

aged 10 to 15, in its surrounding

area. Storer, however, re-directed

the approach as far as UCLA was

concerned.
*^~

As a result, children from five

different areas (Watts, Pico-

Union, Baldwin Hills, Mar Vista,

and Venice-Ocean Park-Santa

Monica) converge on campus

each morning at 9:15 for three

hours of athletic and cultural

instruction. —

-

Storer's philosophy on the

program is governed partly by
- UCLA's location, one factor which

influenced him to include children

from many different areas.

"As this is a state university, we
can help out on a broiad spectrum.

We're not surrounded by poverty

areas, so s^e have tojgo out and get

these kidfe.

•The kids benefit most from

their association with the

university, staff, and facilities.

We try to instill in them that when

they're here, this is their campus

as well." .

Although "athletics comprises

the main portion of the program,

Sterer points out that it is not the

.only point of emphasis. "It's not

simply a question of the kids

returning home as better

athletes," he says. "That's a part

of it, but it is not the whole."

. Storer and associates Buzz
Thayer and Bob Bonds ( t)rother of

the San Francisco outfielder)

have divided the children into 15

separate groups, each headed by

one of 20 available counselors,

affording, Storer says, a degree of

immediate control. Each coun-

selor is free to structure his group

as he sees fit. "We try not to be too

stringent on the groups.

Flexibihty is the key."

The children participate in a

different sport (basketball,

football, instructional swimming,

track and field, soccer, volleyball,

Softball, weight-lifting, or gym-

:nastics) each day. Then everyone

takes to the pool for recreation

swimming. If one group is slated

for instructional swimming, the

regular swimming time may be

used for a tour of campus or other

activity.

All this leads up to what Storer

-^terms "the highlight of the day,"

lunch at Dykstra Hall. Each child

may have as much to eat as he

wishes, and Storer noted the

amazement on the children's

faces when they found they could

draw as much ice cream as they

wanted.

Many past and present UCLA
athletes are on the instruction and

counseling staff. Assistant fresh-

man coach Jim Nielsen and

varsity hopefuls Greg Lee and

Hank Babcock direct the

basketball phase. Reggie

Robinson helps with track, and he,

Art Sims, and Alex Mucino offer

football instruction. Jan Svendsen

is in charge of women's track and

field, while Terry Scott heads the

soccer, with help from Hugh
McCra^ken.

Olympic gold medalist Donna

deVarona. assisted by Suzy Jones,

Sydnee Arth, and Jack Novak

coordinates the swimming in

struction. Other counselors in-

clude former basketballer Fre<j|,

Warren, Skip Neibauer, Nikki

Collins, Kathy Thompson, and

gymnastics coach Art Shurlock.

"This is a particularly good

sUff, " Storer says. "Some of the

younger ones have never been in

the program before, but they are

tremendously enthusiastic."

Dennis notes with pride that

each year has been better than the

preceding one. This sumnier,

children from as far away as 30

miles are being taken care of. 60%

of the children are black, but there

are many Chicano, Oriental, and

white youths as well.

There have been a few

problems, a major difficulty being

transportation. *'Our biggest

problem, " Storer sa>'S, "is getting

325 kids on five buses to arrive

here in a five-minute period."

jMiaN
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ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open fof -business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Mocrome
Supplies

etc

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

1006 Broxton 477-0880

diagonolly ocro»»trom W««twood Villoge

Th^qtre H<EE 7" Tglon fipp«f/Sl sola

DO YOU HAVE

FAT EARS?
EXERCISE THEM TODAY

Pioixieen Tx-700
AM/FM STEREO TUNER
MANUAL AND PRESET TUNING

PIONEER SA-700
120 WATT STEREO AMP
35 WATTS R.M.S. PER CHAN.

SOUND RESEARCH 1500's
15 INCH 4 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEAA

SOLID WALNUT CABINET
FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE .

$39700
lor COMPLETE SYSTEM

WEST LA LONOfttACH VALLEY
1378 So Overland 2;2S t P«c C*t Hwv 442* 1 4 v«n Nwy*

(|U»»W) ofSMFwv) (OldHou»tOi\f».C.MJ ^Q^r^9• >nAi\9)f)

839 n\6 434 09t1 '•' '">

rs^

i J'. B I

V\tUL *

SCOTCH
TAPE

' 1800 f OCT MHCM REEL
I'Oi VENTER
NLW TAPE IN
.LAIFD BOXES

NO MINIMUM QUANT

IBTT'EIR
••J** »-,«»». ^••»•

^No'Sweat, Foreign Student?—-
We will ship your personal effects bock to your home with

professionol efficiency . . . at charges that won'tjiyrt you.

I

Call Us Mow:

749-7491

w* t«ll 220V
oppiioncM ol

w«ll-lmown brand*

«»y^^^^'vr<

The UCLA Department of Theater Arft

in cooperation with fh« UCLA Somm«r Sottion and

_,^ \ Th« Committ»« on Fin« Arft Productions

Ihm W#«t Coost Prmmff prmtmnH

With Rod Stewart,

Kenny Jones, Ronnie Lane,

Ian McLagen & Ron Wood
• SflClAL GUEST STARS

^ ^^

:« fc

Li* is i

» %\ innfl R^^'-h Ar»na Rni Office and by m»ll order.

W„„ch , iisr/c Co. 637 SHIM

For mform

fWSS 1*'^,*''?Sf^!^^!!il!iEi

THE GODS
SIT BACK^^
By HolttMl WdlM

WITH PROFESSIONALS ON FACULTY:

GUY STOCKWELL
EDWARD BINNS

THIS WEEK

IN MACGOWAN HAU^^

/C,"

n

MICHAEL GORDON, director
if- K

July 23»Kr<M»0»tiuly 31

TH« LittU Th«at«r MocG^won Hall

P*Hormonc« 8:30 (Sunday 7:30)

(Dark on Monday and'Tuoftdoy)

Politics. . .Pooplo. . .Politicians.

By J«rom« Lovvronc* and Robert E. Lo#

WITH PROFESSIONALS ON FACULTY

HOWARD DUFF
ROBERT E. LEE. c(irector

July 23t»voM9K Jwly 11 _^ ^

The Rolphf rood PloyKoute. Mocgowoii HoM*

Perlocmoncot 8:30<$unday 7:30)

Tickets Avoilohle at the Kerckhoff Hall, Macqowan Hall,

and Concert Ticket Box Offices Studentsonly $1 .00

TELEPHONE 825 2581 FOR RESERVATIONS
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AOVCKTISIMO O^FICCt

K«rckiw«f NaN 111

•S-X221

^H^ Wofrfed«»> «»» 3 ^ S^rvkes Offered... M V frovel.

IS

DCADUNC1«:lt«M.

Mountain Resort PositkKW at

Sequoia National Park

;>

THE Oaily »rw«i« »»»•» HHI

di»cnmi«atiaa a«« thtrtfora clattifijj

atfv«rti»inf *arv»ca w*" ••• *!.4J!22!
availaM* to aaroiia •*•' 'V.*"*\T^
Ii04istn9 • »t»#dj«tf tr oMarM* laaj*

«iscrifn»n«lM Mt^^h* ba»i» ol raca. cayr.

ra«i«MKt. natiawal ••^•^^J??? j. oSS
flM Un.vtr»*ty aar ma A»*^^ *?*2
•ruin »M« my»«t»»atad aay a* tha tarvKai

aHarad hart.

JO* oa#artu«it.a» * Fr»d Harvey. •*«•

wrvice. haM*«*i*«p.n«, va»e4 «*•
i,*...

eacratia*i% •" b«»uti»ui S«^«oi» »«< »••;
Canyaa National ParH* w«til tfca last

Seytambar.

HOUSE Smar ; w«»*la yaa »r* •w«V
***U!1!'

retarafKf* |»<tjl LLU»-li»

WANTED Babysitftw »a Wast^waad araa.

pro«e*»»a«ai, »mpafia«cad UCLA »twdam.

.vj. 7W.a—•- rate*. J.«K.. 4lt^^

^^ ^^^

^i

V Church Services

WESTWOOO Fria«»dt in*«ti»»« '0«akac»),

Saent worslMp. S«#« . n • m , «"'! TJ'^^^-
J74 Hil«ard Visitor* welcome *77 rfM

^ Announcemenis

A c**H wa«a •» paKJ. plus board c_ ^_^
Unskilled iolw pay *JU P^ •''*L***

•'*•^•

plws »ull board and room Mi9»»«r pay far

e a penanced workers

Ado«v at Placement OH»ce tor interview*

wTtJ; Bob Cbwrlev on WdwesdoV •warn.nf.

Julylttn.

Fred Harvey, Inc. is an Equal

Opportunity Employer

EUROPE israa*. Oi»a way, roond trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

^urot>*»n student charier fli«tits Contact:

ISCA. \\U1 San Vicente Blvd. #4. LA.. 1«04y

•24SM9. (13 OTIC)

8t»i ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE: Many departures (including one

"'''' FROMS12$
CALL Fli9bt Chairman: (213) Slt-J^Ol, 4241

Overland Ave., Oept A., Culver City

DlSSERTATlONS-proposals, first and final

drafts, theses, seminar reports. Best
references. Editor -typist. 393-91<»9. (1SQTR)

RUTH theses, farm papers, manuscripts.
Experienced. Weekends, daily S-Y. 121

IU2. (1SQTR)

FREE Oevelapmentai testing for ' V'
*

''J
J^H^TIII^ call UCLA MS 2W3 (A A

111 ^__: .

iNCOUNTCR AND "HSIJIVITY
/-orkiiP^ Tuesday ' '• p m., r^tv\**~^

^;2Vh' INSmu'TE FOR '•t«*ONAL

GROWTH Call»J4-$44$
<AASI

^ Losf and Found...—••••••• **

REWARD* Last Male Siamese. Last saan

Thurs eve July Wh, near women's «yrnn

CallSS3«SS7
(4jywi

JAZZ Piano styles, private instroctloir,

chord progressions, voicmgs, improvisation.

Herb M.ckman. 442 4507 (H^pm ) (H

LADY BARTENDERS
WANTED

New legislation creates urgent need. Doors

opened by women's lib to nation's most

glamorous and lucrative profession BTUsty's

school of Bartending unable to fill demands
jy top ftotel A restaurants

Be first Call Now Low Rates Easy Terms

477 44SI

2401 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa. India «% off. Intra European

charter flights. Student ID. cards. Contact

EASC, 323 N Beverly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.

»02 10 276*293 (13QTR)

JOAN and EDITH IBM term papers,
theses, miscellaneous Pick up & delivery.

JOAN, 392 8*20 EDITH, 933 2993. (1$S9)

TYPING— Editing. Term papers, resumes
letters, theses. IBM. English grads
Pica/Elite. Kay—Nancy •2*-7472 (l $ Qtr )

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books,

termpapers Specialty math and technical

typing. Accurate, rapid service 7*tSSt0. (IS

S 9) .

GENERAL academic/business styir." IBM
electric. Professional/accurate. 8 yrs. ex-

perience. Santa Monica area, 399-2009. ( is

QTR)

'!;aa*»6satMi ^^^fip^.wW*^^ ^

PPSf^^li^vPipil^^ '^TW'ii't^TT^'lTTr'I'lWTTW

What's On
(ContlBiicd from Page IC)

Et cetera:

lie BiiiiyS-lill Here'

Friday, JMtY23« If71 UCLASirmnrier Bruin 15

lee directs play at Maceowan Hall

'—The Visitor's Center will hold tours of central campus at 1:30 p.m.,

from Mruphy Hall 1215 every Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours are free artfl open to the public.

—English Conversation Classes will be held from 11 a.m.-l p.m.,

Monday through Friday, July 26-M, at the International Student Center.

1023 Hilgard Ave. Anyone interested in improving their English language

ability is encouraged to attend. Volunteers to teach classes are still being

sought. If interested in helping others to increase their language ability

call 477 4587.

ISC Tours

STUDENT TRAVEL* ^^^^^

Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/Loi»don/LA $258
"LSAT " • Help !M! A hifih score is needied

on tt>is test. Please call, M2 94M. ( U Jy 30)

Sunday. August 1 I' . \

—Lytle Creek Hiking Trip— $2 for students includes transportation ana

$1,000 insurance coverage. 10 maximum; departs 7:45 a.m. -returns

evening; deadline 7/31.

Saturday, August 7
. ^ ,, ,^ lo

Disneyland— $8 includes transportation, admission jpd 15 rides; 18

maximum; departs 10:00 a.m. returns 10:00 p.m.; 8/5^eadline.

Sunday, August 8 ^ * «

—Japanese Gardens— $5 includes transportation and entrance Tee;

departs 10:00a.m. returns 7:00 p.m.; 20 maximum; 8/6deadllne.

OHfWXAY FLIGHTS

^HAlscellaneous >̂•••••••••••

MATivATCD wamtw wairtad! Help re

•^^\« TW-.TSs ca^p^.ti>;. •;;•••

T2*Hrt»ard Call Jai»a«.*»*^"J« <A«»V

J»1-471\ l*rt

5

FRE€. hawsaBraliaii, la«i«liairfd kittans. twc

bfack t«« ti^er striked. Mead faod hoMes^

Caii*sS2SM. » isjyJi)

J EfitaHoiniFidnf..—...*— *•

FEMALE fi»H^ •"»*'*r^*lJSSjrI;
book.n9s. taad appearance Xaawtadj* o

•nusKj23J?ar.Bob^ -Sl±2]

VAtATiOM Rttrtai CresHliia-Lalia ©r^fjry;

, family cab«n or b«« ladte »«^ fraap-

GENTLE female An«ora cat. ^Int./-

chiidren Must 9«ve a*i»ay or pound Call anar

S;473 4M« (SJV»I

(1 S9)private
(213)221

CATALINA Holiday Cattatas. Omity/^M^y

^,.1 Hermosa Hotel P«»o«e Avalaa
J47.

Baa *4« Avalan, mf%*

FREE your chaice at * cute »*^*,j^"
Buddy. •ir24ftar •34-4733. .

(SJV">

DISCOVER yourselt: Haf»dwritii»9 •"•'V»i»;
tree information Send '»*'X»«- •^^•^*'

^,^f
W.Mtan. Bo« 213. CulVOf Ctty. 9»230. (SAW)

(20TR) y For Rent ..^..^»»»——••»««

^Help IVonfad•••••••••«•••••

^
DEC I SlOM making eiperiment •••'•^•J*
/ involving. One haur. »> S« Can win S»Jt.

Re«ister MH Frani Halt. **^

FEMALE students needed to participate in

sacH»«o«.cal e.periment. »2 sassMKi. (1/2^2

l,rs).4r9M3S <»^"

STUDENTS, INTERNS, or

RESIDENTS
Mear by Infertility Oinic would •*»«•»••"•"

additional semen donors Many of »P^*"'t"*

r!f, only b. used for
^•^•'^I'S^''^^^^Men wf»o are R»> ne«at.vt. or •«

JJ^»«"7'
Spanish and Black »>*<:«««'^««"^' »»*'l'i'fL*Z*
requested Please p»»one 477 4745 and ask for

Mrs. Bfoder for details.

SALES TRAINEE Heavy canstructlan

equipment rental firm is seeking ar

a99ressive, young, unencumbered man ta

loin our tfiree year on tt»e iob sales traminf

proaram Must be wen 9*"«>o««.«<l ••»^ passass

900d Mies personality Extensive travel

<ea««»*red. Please send resume to R "•*»*•

POBOX47S44. Century City, Cal.9«47 (3 A
12) ^
RECEPTIONIST A Ia9«l trainees. Typing

required Salary apan. Bavarly Hills Law
Suite 27t1Mt (JJV27)

ATTRACTIVE Ha«sif»« available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area.

convenient to everytl»ing. Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for *l»ouse/apt. into. ^"^'
wknds. 292 $I7S. jlglfj.

^ftide$ Wonfed^...^..—."^
NEW York middle
penses/driving. Scott

Rd.,San Bernadino

July-will share ak-

Booras, 4S4 Terrace
(9 Jy 23)

y§ 9 Of jOi©»»«««»»»»«««»»»»»»«"»« '*'

CORONADO oniocular 4-ob|ective

microscope Barbells lOO lbs. Scuba gear

tank, regulator, wet soil. efc. 473-72*7. ( 10 J

27) ^ L___- -

FOR Sale Double bed. Irg. wooden dash, 7

foot sofa, picnic table, 4^awer dresser eU
Call Mary, •24-»4Sa after 4. (l«Jy30)

GUITARS new classical gultdfrs^ Rftall »or

S140. a«ly »4$. Call Paul at 392-4243. (IftA 12)

J LOVABLE AtgHan »»a«mdt naad naw homa^

Blue brindle male and female »«^« •*«"

Oftar . 4?i-733». . .
(10^1^)

GERMAN tutoring by qualified
"»»«';Vf/*'

with classroom experience. Phil •^«lf
39753SS <'^^^>

.ii^
— — -

TERM papers/term paper assistance. Any

subject By grads. $»-40 *7»-»*»y.»»*
'J51

afters. (UJjM)

CALL Oocumerrtation Associates it yau na^
informatK»n gathered quickly •"<•"•"
oetently Documents retrieved or in-

formatron .bstracted
'*;;««"XV

assistance with dissertations and P«P^*
Personal attention by •"P*'^'*""

, J"*
tJmatian specialists. 477.4»44. (UJ^T)

Information and Referrals -

For

birth control abortion

venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday 10-2

Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S.L.C. Student run

DRAFT Counseling. Legal — ^^•<*'^.
.

Psychologic. Miami, F
I
^. 305/091 3734. (11 Jy

23)

INTRO Group processes, awareness,

GestaH. Tuesday HO PM. Saturday 2-4 PM.
Students »2. Call for brochure. T1>e Group

Center. 4S4-3030. t'^Q''<>

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes. You can learn ta

elim.inate cramming and recall and release

matWal studied. 474 3350 i^ PM. daily. (H
QTR)

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

DEC 18

LA/l-ON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

More flights available on Wait List. All

flights limited to UC students, staff, ex-

tensian and registered Alumni Members.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Ctiarters

STUDENTRAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays

In Westwoad, Broxton at Weyburn

MXn bixxztoo,wMrtwood

TELE: 477-1111 or 473-4443

MOTHER Studying child development seeks
creative work in t>eautiful home, 394-2401 - 4

p.m. (14 J 27)

^ ApH. - Furnished 17

S89 BACHELOR: Walk UCLA and West

wood Ouiet^ over garage. Fng., hot plate,

parking. 709-5O4S. <'7 A12)

S100 BACHELOR. Westwood, utilities, pool.

No lease. Wilshire West 10990 Wilshife

corner Veteran 478 3234 or 474-4429 ( 17 A 12)

555 LEVERING
Singles • 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
WHIk UCLA a Westwood

GR7-2)44

Meetings:
Today, July 23

^-^

[Hlay, July 23 ^ , ii^x««
-Campus Programs and Activities - 10 a.m.-l p.m., Ackerman Union

2408.

-Muslim Students -1-3 p.m., in Ackerman Union 3517.

Tomorrow, July 24 ii«j««
-Campus Programs and Activities - 10 a.m.-l p.m., Ackerman Union

2408.

Monday July 26 ^ . n,.!,^
Overpopulation Information Center - 10 a.m.- 2:30 p.m., Ackerman Union

Christian Science Organization noon. Ackerman Union 3517

By Steve Tunick

DB SUff Reporter

Ttie most dramatic thing ttial

tiappens in ttie United SUtes is the

Presidential nominating con-

vention " These are the words of

Robert E. Lee, co-author and

director of "The Gang's All

Here," which opened last night at

the Ralph Freud Playhouw in

MacGowen Hall. The team of

Robert Lee and Jerome Lawrence

have also written **T^e Night

Thoreau Spent In Jail," which was

staged here last year, as well as

'Inherit the Wind." and "Auntie

Mame."

Howard Duff, renowned actor

and director has joined the theater

arts staff for the summer to star

as the President of the United

Slates in a cast comprising both

professionals and students

"Gang" is loosely based on the

rise of Warren G. Harding from a

genial Senator from Ohio to an

easy going but wholly in-

competrnt President. To give the

authors freedom to change some

events in to heightening their

dramatic impact the names of the

characters were changed In the

play the President's name is

Griffith P Hastings, though the

close connection with the

ctiaracter portrayed and Warren

G. Harding is obvious. Rather

than a documentary on the

Harding administration. Lee

hopes "Gang" is an illustration of

the "Ringling Bros., Barnum &

Bailey method of choosing

Presidents.' that still exists

today The products of this

method are nfien nominated for

the presidency, having neittier the

ambition or talent required by Che

office.

The play deals with the two

presidental nominating con-

ventions that occur simul-

taneously One is the convention

everyone sees and the other is the

one in the smoke filled back rooms

where the real decisions are

made

l^ee said, the play is centered on

Harding as his administration was

perhaps one of the best examples

of the corrupUon and decay tRat-

has o<tcurred in our govemnient

as a consequence of the present

nominating procedures

URA clubs:

Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

STUDENT cftarter to London, July 30.

Private party. Also tlight to Israel. Will sell

either or both Sacrilice Call collect, 714 327

0775, Friday eves-Sunday. Monday on 271-'

6S11. JMJyfii)

BACHELOR Brentwood, airy, utilities inr

eluded, on bus line, bicycle distance, com

lortable 826 4424,^eves,»2S0l87,davv (17 A

5> __ M — -

sioSGAYLEY
Across trom Dykstra

- KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE S50

Deposits now tor summer/fall

MRS. KAY GRM7M, GR3.05J4

,-t_

MODERN DANCE CLASS - INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE, 4/2t-l/l». MARIE
MARCHOWSKY, SOLOIST MARTHA
GRAHAM CO 3112 PENNSYLVANIA. $.M.

t2t^»000 47^332». (JMJyJt)^

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA ntodels. Free delivery free service. M
hr. phone 274-fl If. (It QTR)

JET to EUROPE

^^^9. 24/ Sept. 2« LON/AMST »2*»

Sept. 2 OoeWaytoAMST »134

and many ottiar fligltts

Indicift YOUR CHOICE of departure data
and call Prof. P. Bentler UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc., tl7S Santa Monica Blvd.,

Beverly Hills, 277 S200 or 179-31 1 1

.

H50, WALK UCLA Vill

Spacious. Single. Fir

persons. 473 0201.

laoe
^4

Quiet, secluded

|«ce. Suitable M
(17 A 12)

"y^

OIRLS plaasant phone warti. Oaad hra.

Earn »l.*$i2 per hour. Commissions ana

bonuses Brln« your friends. Call and apply

immediately. 4y7.17M.4?»-77»t. (I A 11)

SUBJECTS of psyctt. eKperlment. Avera9a

S3 lor 1 1/2l»rs. $i9nupRm.at»Ma4«a».(lJV
23)

PENTAX lens, super Taliuman wide anjta

IS mm f 3.5 Flawless cond VM (4a%

savings) . Pt.. m^m. n9Jvi1)

STEREO headphones as law as SS.tS.

Microphones from »2 »5 Auto »PM>«»rs

SS/pair Hook up cables PA Systems Really

low prices Eves and ^''^•^*,,^J^'*7S
Import Center, 1714 Westwood 474-aa$. ()•

A U)

FURNITURE movin«, must sell. Bads,

dinm« set, convertibfe sofa, tf****^*-
^'.^7i

etC.I25 2M4.t217t4t. (t«Jyl7)

DRIVING Schaal. $t.n hr. "Road Sala^Y

.since ItM". M»tt Credential. »»•«"> <"!•»;

443^7$S. (n QTRT

AUTO Insuramia tea hlfht Students and

employees call ftabart W. Rhea M»-'*J« ••

t7pf7»3. (11 QTR)

CHARTER. LA Pans, one way, August 27,

$130 Contact the Education Abroad
Program, UC Santa Barbara, »41-23»4. (13 A

VENICE guest cottage with own bathroom,

entrance. Use of 2 story Spanish rnam house,

TV, kitchen, patio, nice people "O/'^'o"'?,

392 5515 after* p.m. iwa'^'

633GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

URA CLUB MEETINGS - Today, July 23

—The Tennis Club - 2-4 pm, on the South Courts.

—The Hatha Yoga Club noon. Women's Gym 200.

—The Karate Club Gym 200.

URA CLUB MEETINGS Sunday, July 24

-j-The Aman Folk Ensemble 2 10 pm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

J-The Karate Club 10 am. Men's Gym 200.

.—The Cricket Club 10 am, on the South Field.

Monday, July 19

—The Kendo Club 5-7 pm. Women's Gym 200.

-The Hatha Yoga Club-5 7 pm. Men's Gym 102.

—The Kenpo Club noon, Macgowan B 146.

WATCH THAT DUCK, IT MIGHT BE DANGEROUS
— Marx Brothers will star in four films starting at

7-30 p m today •nd irunning through Sunday. Fpr

times and price ste "What's On" column.

UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads

^ 3——7~..".». 1 « '42 FORD Gala«it Auto trans , PS, PB, air t; FALCON goad cond Mew trUnsmissia

^
YOUNG Doctor needs vary pratly t*rt la

caok meal once a weak in exchange for meal.

Call 37V 7M3. (3 A 12)

MALE undariratf«. ^syehalaiv aKparlmanl.

4S mm* Can earn up ta »$.T$ Ragiitar Frani

Hall4SS7. (»JVW.

CARHOPS Wanted. Inquire at Tiny Naytart

Drive In. rt»anat74-»007.

SI \% l»arai B.callant *»«t»J^. •'SilS!
wark unique marltatlnf and «»»»»^^5?
pra«ram 4S4^m2 ^ ^_\

You art lust tt»€typ«

we're looking for.

RCOULAR PLAVMA DONORS

MS 9Mt monttt while I»alpin9 ott»er»

Came in to lOOi Gaylay. Suite 210

Call 471 00$t tl-7 p.m., MF

PUBLISHERS Hepretentative XInt part

hme or »ommer petition •! you Hkt

publi»hin9/writin«/booh»tort» plu» in-

terettin, people LH>er.l Art* «»«M;^7«f
%f%\ Eipentet and commi»»ion Neeo car.

S«nd qualifications Camaro PuWl»l»in9. Box

mK, LAfO00r_ __!ii!^
WANTED: \% Salatpeopte full or part time-

for larfett advertising -ompany on Weit

Coast Commission plus bonuses Call West

Coast promotion 713 3*S 4444. or write

%«40SW ntlSt ,LA»0«l$ (3Jy23»

AKAI Ml* (Rabarti •••X)re<arder, Sansui

RA SOO reverb pianaar PL SO tvrntaMe. alf

»42S/»aM yparately. Eve*., 3»»-J4l7. ( \% Jy

»> ^ .

ISM Executive electric typawrltar. "MflV
new, xInt. cond Movinq, must sacrltlca

MO«/otter Work, MS-OOU ; »»ome. Sli-

REFRIGERATORS
it 2cu.«.aslawas4.ts/ma.

(witttyr. lease)

S cu. n. Modals Alsa AvaitaMa

CALL POLAR LEASING 47S-34f 1

FLASH!
$332 R.T. Fares*
LA/EUROPE/ LA
DAILY 747 FLIGHTS

t Year Validitv • f*a min. stay
•A9«t^ 2$

Tom, Campu. Rep. 823-1963

473-6412

FURN. singles bach, •^o"' *'"*._f^^J
utilities paid. 2 block UCLA, S30 Glenrock,

479 99ai.
|WJ/'»

GLENFAIR TERRACE

V ^Tfr49\......••••••••••••••••••••t 13

Singles A I Bedroonis_ Pool, iundeck a laundry

Walk to UCLA * ^":;'*f,*',-.es
Reserve now-reduced »"";'"*'^ '*^^^

Also reserve for »*''.,„
$40 GLENROCK A $0 LANDFAIR

ENJOY SUMMER OR ^-O'^GER AT-

TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS.
Singles accommodate two One bedrooms

accommodate three ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR AIR

CONb.; block campus Pool, -sondectwr

«arafle.425Landfair 479 5404. (17 QTR)

BACHELORS SINGLES
2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH

HEATED POOL- PATIO
Deposits r»ow tor summer/tall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch. GR5-5S84.

GIRL qrad share Ig 2 bdrm., 2 bath turn.

Close campus Pool, laundry 477
(19 A 12)

apt
7S22.

SECLUDED two bdrm. apt. Pk*%r campus.
Trees,fireplace, good neighbors. Own room-

SlU.SOdemale) , 477^334. .
(19Jy23)

SHARE forn , unique, spacious apt with 7

qirts Close to campus iSO monthly Call 475

5310. <" A5)

Lrg two bdrm.. near UCLA nov

through 8/2t July paid, only
*fj.*«^ ??^

Augu st. 477 4121, Lllil*'

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL,

SUNDECKS, GARAGE 441-42$ LAffOF AIR

479-S404.
(1TU1KI

PILOT MIFl AM-FM tuner Garrard record

player 15" University 3 way speaker/-

cabinet. Priced to sell. 774-4491. (10 J 27)

STUDENT FLIGHTS

10% DISCOUNT
On our already low, discounted, prices

(with valid student ID)

WESFLO RECORD SHOP

1 1 SS4 Santa Manica Blvd . ( at Calby ) WLA

GR 8-2311

Records tapes -9 tracks
Cassattes -needles-accessor ies

Campus Rep for: ISCA, SOFA, EASC,
VICEROY, ANGLO AMERICAN.
EAST OR WEST COAST TO EUROPE 4

BEYOND
"IF IT'S AVAILABLE, We can get it."

2903 College Ave., Berkeley, Ca. 9470S '

(415)»43-1t$7, (415) $49-199$

MUST sell round-trip ticket to n:y. Augus'
21 Sept. 4. S12S. Call 723-4M4. (13 A 12)

^ iiifonnQ*»»**«*««**«»**««*****v '^

EXPERT tutoring in Math/Physics by grad

stud. w/MS in physics. •24-4911. (14JyM)

EXPERIENCED tutor in math and physics.

$3hr.317.4204. (14Jy23)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex
perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam. Easy conversational method (trial)

473 2492. (14 QTR)

FEMALE Travel companion 22 plus wanted

to see Europe w/same. •34 1 154, late af

ternoonsor eves. (13Jy27)

SEEKING treesprited girl companion, back

packing thru High Sierra, Sept Mt 1990

beforp 8 1^ a m «T« ?S0' CHns (13 A 5)

y Typing «•«••••••••••••••••••••••* 15

EXPERT typing, dissertations, term
papers whatever 70C page Henri, <S* •^S?

be^e4pm (l5Jy23)

TWO Bdrm apt. on Venice canals near

beach. July 1$ Aug. 1$. »)S0. John, 394
^^^

3374.

WALK TO UCLA
SPACIOUS— MODERN

BACHELORS
SINGLES- BDRMS

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES

Reservations for FaM accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair^477J2^

Venice, 3 rms ,
*

394 1347 before »

(17 Jy 30)

BACHELOR apt. far one. »•$ month, utilities

paid Share bath Close UCLA/tran
sportation. 470-0924, GL 1^ ^^^^11

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Sumnrter Rentals

Singles - 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

444 and 6S0 Landfair

270-3014 and 477-2197

if no answer, <all 474-3578.

y For Sub-/eo$a

ONE bdrm apt tv^niWat for 7 weeks

Brentwpod. $1 50.pl w*_0eposit. 124-4349

BRENTWOOD by owner, 200 S Bundy, 2

odrm . I 1/2 bath 2 Fireplaces Lovely

corner. $47,500 472 7$4^ <»' ^ »»>

OLD Bel J^ir. 3 bdrm J baths Pool Fan
tastic view.S79,000. Sands Realtors, 474

4444
' —^'y »>

^ House to Shore -.... 22
--#— , ,1

SHARE 3bdrm house, own room nearby in

Santa Monica Available August i st S74 $0

J90 6540 (22Jy2J)

HIP Single girl grad for large house, near

beach, huge gaMlen, private room, cats 394

0397 (22Jy23)

ROOMMATE wanted pleasant J l»drmr

house near beach Share with grad couple

Own bdrm 392 5422. ^[22 AJ2)

PRIVATE BDRM., coal, qulat. use entire

house. Bar BO, patio, near UCLA, bus,

aarking,$7$ 47$-47$1. (22 J 27)

'42 FORD Calaiit Auto trans , PS,PB, air

radio, good tires, battery, ulnt. cond »2$0

391 254) " J "•

-64 FORD 4 dr , Vi, awtomafic. ulnt cond

Iravinq country, must sell »iOO EX 1

47 FALCON toad cond New trVnsmissiaii.

vaivs, sticli LeaviAf cauntry. must sell naw.
47424$!. - <W

ro5«
(30 Jy 2i»

;o VW Bug. 17000 milts XInt mech cond

I laving country Sl475/ofler C#ll 174

40„ (29A$I

FURNISHED 1 bdrm $14$, WLA near

campus. TV. linens, dishes. 13 mos. beg.

Aug 1 395 0392. ($Jy27)

ONE and two bdrms.. pool. Reduced sum-

mer, also Fall rentals ftaw. $)• ^••"''*^*

Ave. 4779245 (17Jy27)

I HOUSE for Aug 1 Sept 1, 3 bdrm., 2 baths

$150, Hollywood area 443 4119. (SJy23>

FOR August 1 Sept 1, •"• ^»" :1»^.V jl
Call aMer 5, 479 7100, Westwood tf. (SL Jy

M)

FOR August, 3 bdrm house furnished, beach

walking distance, $2$0 rent Call 4$4-)0l7

morns, eves. (SLJyM)

BEACH Apt sublet Aug ,

kitchen, bath, porch. Gil

a.m

JAoh.-Unfumi^ed.— 18 .
/ « i on^ —TT . >w>»rh J House tor Rem iU

1 *«H 1 noQM 1/2 block to Venice beach ^ "^^

LAWSON style tovttaat. Hint. cand.. BbM
tiaral print on beige linan. IISO. 472 7444. ( )• J

27)

STENORETTE Embassy medal. Alt ac

cessories included XInt cand. M$-04«2. 4$4^

(to J 17)

,jj.'f- OPPORTUNITY

Far Olrls«)l$ yrs.

Have PUN A Earn liberal eipeaaa

•llewanca. Accompany ellgiMe men
taarlRftMctty.

FREEIER. Sears 21 CM. ft. frastless, under I

years, tint cond t22S/af«ar. Wark. «S^i*'
heme §24 4444 O0JX7)

ELECTRIC mmmgrtph A.B. *>•«*!" **?!
cond . near naw. Mast saM. SIM. P««^ «;
0234 (tOJyUI

(213) 441-347t Mrs 19pm.. 7 days ^__

$• WATT KLM FM ttaraa wmtt ^•nr e^
,:end smaraioar 4T?43a9 (tOJn»

i«. ».«••!.

Europe '^Alfita/ Asia /»nd»a/lsraei

student flights and Charters^

MV Europe weekly No age limit

Europf any day by schtduied airline

Youth FarF*^ •^0'" *" mator US cities

!

I.ncl LA; trom V'90 roundtnp

,„,^,,o*vsrs StvOtnt Ra.ipasses,

f^ Im. Car Purchase. London

';c7om-U*»'— tours iD Cards

'il frrti feurop^an Maps » literature ta

; p«v^»«g•'^ Currency cof>vefters

Stud* nt Travel Headquarters
•

ALL kinds ot typing Reasonable rates, clasa

to campus, fast service Call 472 0421
.

(1$ J

27)

TYPING ms, technical, thesas, papers,

whatever Selectric (plus symbols)
SOC/page. Terry, 4$7 1204 ( 'A 12)

TYPING SERVICE. RESUMES.
TERM PAPERS
PHOTOCOPIES

FAST A EFFICIENT SERVICE
REASONABLE RATES

Andrews Enterprises

4903 W. Pico Boulevard
Tel: 931 173?

THE VILLAGER
Color and C*iarm

,i„ales
Furn 1 and dens,

1 ^^Zl.»tfi P^^^
Fireplace, Ige heated PO«'' *'«^*:?[' gy.et
patio, air conditioning, lovely

'^'^^.^..^e
bidg , maid available North of Wiisnir

convenient to fwys.

411 Kelton Ave.(oHGayi«Vi .j.^)

479 0144 J ^
^

,—

$1$0 ONE Bdrm., SOS slnfla.
•'•J,;^,f*4yi-

$7$. Utilities included, pat OK
'''•'jYf

j' jo
0749

sj/hr plus 10% at sales Sapervised ttett

.^rt, o 7 MB. BandaMe 47$ 1220. 47$ $044 \

FISHER starea sysfaw». ••T^'*
Professional chancer, A^Mrius •f^^^
ivi SS47 Asking 0104. New la ba«e» r»

'0
(10 QTR)
A '^'^ FLIGHTS

WATTS Sacrefairal Service-209-3OS ticpart
work on both IBM Composer A IBM Selec
trie Tt»es«s, assays, aitd mamiscripts-by the
hours. (1$S9)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished

Ideal for year round living

Heated pool, private patio, suD

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
47»-17:

a.m. op.m
Ol

FULL/part time Fle««b»e hrs, pays weM
sociaMv Mlifvino Call Rich. 392 0244. Xeag

trymo <SA|)

COMPLtTB ^19^^ sv'tam Ra^arrs y;^
FM. fine sRaahars. *SR recard c*««aer List

SMO, sacrifice »»4$. H*var
711 -0007.'

Great
(lOOTR)

«A«,ik ^.inta Monca Bivd
I. A »0049 174 0747

u : btti ' ast Santa Monica^ Oaheny)

Cn-Jt: . m WfcL iil» -—S- -

PROFESSiQMAL flUiortolion re -.
guidance, IBM typing Satisfaction
guaranteed No bargain hunters, references
479 0144, 477^)11. (IS QTR)

NEXT to campus Singles. »"• "^^^y^

garage/sundeck 444 A 4$0 «-andfa r ^'v
^

3014. 477 219>.
*

2 and 3 BDRM 1/2 block to Venice beach

Dishwasher, built ins, intercom, *"^ *"",

deck 394iB432 (10 A 12)

y Apfs. to Sfiore ......-— '9

WLA girl has cat Wants ^••'""'••!,^»«1'
$70 down, $10$ month. J»2 ""•*'?*

^'J';
043$.

*'^^"

FEMALE own room m huge one bdrm apt

share w/same Walk UCLA, Village^

Sacrifice $$$/month through Aug 3r «»

0M7. (19Jy23)

BEACH apt , lrg furn , single, carpets,

drapes, bu.it ms, balcony. P*^"'"?' "•••»;•»

oa.d $14$ 399 4400. <»-*» '^ )

LARGE $ bdrm house m SF Valley $300

Available Sept i. Prefer •«»'"v /»•» '*^^

1977 (20 A$)

SHARE Brentwood house. Own ream, aainf
redecorated, furn. 010 304t. (MJ27)

FEMALE needs roommate share large

house Sherman Oaks, separate studia

$93/mo 700 32S4aHerl. (22 J 22)

yKoom and Board 24

MALE student grad/undergrad meals, walk
to scftool, pool. tv. parking ReasooaMe 400

S Bentley 777 4734 (2«Jy30)

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.. 25

•44 MUSTANG V^iint cond law mileafe,

convortible Li-aving country $9$0 074 437J

aite< $ 02i 44)7 dav <"^ "*

'44 DATSUN 1400 roadster conversable,

roilbar radio, heater, gpod engine, must
sacrifice $700 070 »«*1 (29JyJ3)

49 XKE Jaguar 7 plus 3 wire wheels, U.OOO

miles. Hint Air R/H. baby blue $4,000 Call

4$1 0201or 4$7 7929 (29 A 12)

'$$ CHEVY Station wagon New trans , r9»r

end, tires. Engine needs rebuilding Best

offer 37) 1)4$ (29 A 12)

VW '4$ BUG, lint, cond, new upholstery,

clean, orange $109$ or best 470 I7|*. 07$

')901eiit$l (29JvJ7)

'44 VW K»rm»nn Ghia canv Good cond. $)00

equity payoff $400 Interested contact Bill,

479 914$. <»tjy 27)

ALFA Romeo 4/ Spyder. Porche brown,
new Perrellies )9,000 mi $2,000 279 302$,

772 7414 :i (29 A 12)

"»•

'42VW, $200 Cig wheels »nqm« needs warh.'
ask .forO C .479 9100 (lOJyM)

'$0 MGA new too/radiais

rebuilding Mak
top/radiais, engine n»44\

e Offer 470 4142, 129 ]I41 (^9

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

Save on car rental «•• •vr-^^^ heretahR
delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipmaaO

•« so arranged F»n«n<m« available

191.044$, 07O 4920
"

COUGAR 47. Bint cond St4, Engine 709

radio, $1100 or best effer 0)4 7$$4 (79 Jy 23)

MUSTANG ^40 hardtop, »»19$ White/black
Original owner A I cond Auto trans

power slearH^. OHM) 1.
,

<29Jy 23)

'44 VW Sguareback, new tires and brakes.
new uptMl^tery, engine recently overhauled
$03$ 934-9407, 271 403V. (29JyJ0)

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Wasliington Blvd.

40 FORD Cortina 7 dr , automatic, aint. 1-

owner Musf sell •7$0/best 4$7 7929, ^4^).

0201 ( JV»»

MERCEDES Bern 220S $9 restored. alMt

cond mside/out Must sell Best effer

Leaving ceuf^try 47$ 2344 (29 AS)

47 FORD Super van Rebuilt trans, a/c,

windows,big Runs fme »)3S0/best otter 030

4733 eves (29Jy23)

Cycles, Scoolers

For Sale, »»»••*•••• 30

'40 OPEL Rallye, needs new home, owner
leaving, very gaad cand , R/H, best effer.

393 3419 (29 J 27)

12s c< LAMBRETTA. goad mech^ ci

must sell Rack mtrrf 'Helmet. $110/

Frank. 024 3400 <30Jy37)

SALARY, separfte apt. board Child care

after school, supper Physician/daughter,^

(11). Car necessary, 27$ 0^70.
''»«A"1a»(2$ Au 24)'

WANTED female rdommata 22 plus ta share

2 bdrm apt w/same Jan, 030 10$4 eves, 030-

9S27mess - (l.9Jy27)

»4f« Mo BRENTWOOD 2 bdrm den Lge

liv rm , Lge enclosed yard 2 car garage

•»earshaps. 714) 444 4074 (20Jv27)

HOUSE for rent, furn. tvro bdrm, -one bath,

near Beverly Hills, ^^^^*^,*^V^x
01 ta 9-9 • 374.}7tO. (20Jy23)

PLEASANT private room, bath, walking
distance campus plus salary Child care.

light duties (housekeeper employed)
Available Sept 279 24$$. (21 A 13)

GIRL 2 bdrm apt . $77 ea plus util , nice

garden. WLA draa^lO $004 eves ( 19 A $)

FEMALE share apt own roomf/bath $110/

Own room $07 $0 Near beach Santa Monica,

392 0t97 (19 A 12)

04SSWALK UCLA. 3 bdrms, '*•••»'
playroom Bit ins. carpaH, drapes, Prastlja

corner' 709 $04$ (20Jy30)

GIRL Wanted E»change room beard for

helping yourtg mother Own ream, bath, TV,

near campus 277 1441 jHAM)

QUAINT, small, guest haasa, paal ,
ivrn i

Philasaphv couple $7$. plus 2 •'*,.V,T.
Matianaf'RoberUn- ti4 *aOO (2$Jv23) A-I,

y House forSak 21 y ^^^^ fo^ g^t . 26 " " "

47 BMW 1400, sunroof, lew mileage,

mechanically perfect, recent maiar tuneup,

nev»radials,$n00 47$ $$42 (29Jf7)

'M DATSUN 1000 Roadster, iint. cand Must
sail. $1,400 391 4042 after 4 p.m. (>OJy»)

VW $9 gaod, new brakes, tires, battery.

best offtr..ever $2$0 399 $$04 ( 29 jy 10)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLK$WAOeNCAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dea«ers Price

A 1 AUTOSCRVICB
79$) Van Nuv» •'*<*

cross from OM Plant

(Call 094 707} 34 Hours

40 HARLEV Davdson PapiOo 171 cc Law
miltage rvn\ «er y «wtll Htlmft 47) 7)47 ( )§

Jy 27)

HONDA $90 '40 great transportation Must
sell $i$0/offer 474 0011 eves Ask lor

Pet^r flOA 9»

40 HONDA 30$ Scrambler 0400 mi XInt

cond 47) 7)94 eves (IOA$)
;

r i' -III

HARLEY SS)$o I97I custom paint, seat,

cushianed tissy bars $1 000/ •* talia

payments Tom 479 2001 (30JyW

'70HONOACB)$0 less titan 4000 miles RWW
vary well $4$0 AAdy 439.3«94 (30Jt7)

'44 LAMBRETTA 1M CC. rant _

sell Helmet $12$ 304-7Mt. OOJyn)

2 GIRLS share Irg room, bath Aug POts

OK, Security buifding. tt$ each 039 4$42. $37-

1901 X $32 (19JyJ0)

BRENTWOOD « bdrm . 1 3/4 baths,

beautiful surrou»»di«gs, creak, fireplace,

country living, 10 n. ". UCLA. 020 311$,

$40.

M O LEAVING Country Mwslar>g 47, vinyl

lop .mpecaWe.JLW Pt»ane. 479 »I24 (29 Jy

(21 AS)

OUfET at«rac9ive ream, ktfchaa priviN

$40 utiiitis Male student, garage 10 mm
campus Eves ,034-4730 f)4Jv23)

3)1

47 VW Bug, XlfH ca«d New t»res and

shacks $000 709 0241 (20

FEMALE: Share aaarty htm.
s#ac*aws one bdrm apt 0/min. ^^f^fj*;
S77 $OSylv.a, 024^9724 eves

MODERN custom 2 bdrm neme J fw^km.

(19 J 17)

trom campus Privacy $34, $00 Law
4?0-)S19 (2IJyJi)

ROOM in Irafernity tnrpaf" *aa* ^ ''TT"

Private bath Kitchen privileges Male «r

female 474 91)4 (24Jy23)

'47 VW #astb«ck, leavihf ^6uMr, WH
mileage $1100 Call 47$ 1770 alter $p m (19

Jy 30)
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New Orleans Jazz

n Preservation Hall ^j^^^rg q„.
to perform here

By Geoff Manasse
DBSUffReparter

i4t.
'. J Mil

.

i

.-sr;ja:s»STX»7r^ -

il^

"Its a good thing to hear them whUe they are stiU around. They're

By way of that dubious recommendation. Paul Tanner professor of

jazz here, announced the coming of the Preservation Hall Jazz to h^

cUss. They will be here at 8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday m Royce Hall.

So I managed to get down to the UC Riverside gymnasium Wedn«day

night to hear traditional New Orleans style jazz After all. old and from

the South it has to have some sort of automatic charm, right?

Having never been in New Orleans, 1 conjured up pictures of old men

Dlaying in back of slummy tenemenU under a hot and sticky summer suir

It was hot and sUcky alright, which I feel might have dampened some of

the audience reacUons. but there they were. Just about everyone m the

500 bleachered and folding chaired crowd had on a smile and couldn t stop

their feet from tapping. f ,- ^ .w Att^^l.^ j«

The charismatic stage presence of the men belied the difference m

their ages. From the 36 year tuba player and manager of Pr«ervation

Hall. Allan Jaffe. to the 80 year old trombonist, "Big Jim Robmson al

seven of them seemed to be having a good Ume that the audience couldn t

help but have a great Ume also.

Mothers felt that they had to hold their children because the at-

mosphere was remarkedly relaxed. The band played on a stage of nsers

covered with turning fans and instrument cases at the end of the half-lit

gym The doors were opened to the night in order to aid the cu-culation of

air. but to a few members of the audience, this was an inviUtion to be-bop

in and out while the band played.
w u i ^

DeDe* Pierce, the blind trumpet player of the group, had to be helped

on stage before he and 'Cie' Frazier on drums, Sing' MiUer on piano,

Jaffe on tuba, and Frank Demond on banjo could lead into their first

number Breaking through the applause for DeDe's' solo cante Big Jolly

Willie Humphrey from out back of the gym, marching on the sUge with a

swinging clarinet. After Willie, "Big Jim" Robinson bounced on the stage

playing powerful trombone, and everyone was digging the music so

much, you could feel the floor shake.

The wind musicians all puffed their cheeks which is a technique I was

scolded about when I learned tuba in Los Angeles Junior High School. But

this was for authenticity, so the band dried their brows with white han-

dkerchiefs during "HeUo Dolly". The Louie Armstrong presence was

complete in the animated song of Pierce except for the line, "this is the

De', Dolly." Poor diction or no teeth made it a httle hard to undersUnd,

but a second verse in French was mixed with scat.

The group was unbelievably "tight," which is a musicians' term

meaning that they played together. And nothing seemed contrived or cut

and dry. You knew they were improvising so that4t sounded a little dif-

ferent each time.

"1 scream, you scream, they all scream for ice cream. Rah! Rah!

Rah! " Those words sang by DeDe' and Billy Pierce in harmony made

me want to scream for ice cream. Frazier showed us his flow, lyrical T-

bone which broke Into a jump and a dance on the stage.

A little later came the intermission, which provided a chance for the

audience to fraternize and cool off. Unfortunately this also cooled the

emotional pitch which was aided by a bit of crass commercialism —
hawking stereo Preservation Hall albums from the stage at $5 a shot.

After the break the oerformance dragged a bit to end with, of all things,

the funeral dirge, "Just a Closer Walk With Thee ' Humphrey played a

soft and smokey sounding clarinet solo only to have his performance

marred by an out of tune tuba The slow walk pace lifted into a rejoicing

march which brought all the lost spirits back. Frazier had a far-out drum

-solo, a heavy base drum beat ; characteristic of traditional Dixieland.

I was a bit surprised to see the band play "The Saints Go Marching In'*

right after a standing ovation, but everyone else around me rather ex-

pected it. Over half the crowd joined in the march around the gym behind

the band, freaking to the old favorite.

Tickets:
—Preservation Hall Jazz Band, with DcDe Pierce,

trumpet; Billie Pierce, piano and vocals; Joslah

"Cie" Frazier, drums; Willie Humphrey, Clarinet;

"Big Jim" Robinson, tromk)one; and Allan Jaffee,

tuba, in an evening of jazz by the greatest of the

original New Orleans Jazz bands, will be presented

at a 30 p.m. Friday and Saturday in Royce Hall.

Tickets available at the Concert Ticket Office, 10851

LeConte Ave. General admission : S4, $3.50, $2.75.

Students $1.50.
. . ^ .., ..

—"The Gods Sit Back," written by Halsted Wells,

directed by AAichael Gordon, with actors Guy Stock

well and Edward Binns and summer workshop

students will be presented tonight and continue

through July 31, in /SAacGowan Little Theater.

Times. 8:30p,m. Wednesday through Saturday,. 7: 30

p m Sundays with house dark Mondays and

Tuesdays. Tickets available at all UCLA Box Offices.

General Admission. $2.50, Students $1.

—"The Gang's All Here," written by Lawrence

and Lee, directed by Robert Lee, featuring Howard

Duff, a summer theater faculty member, will open at

8:» p.m. Thursday, July 22, in the Ralph Freud

Playhouse, MacGowan Hall and continue through

July 31. Times: 8:M p.m. Wednesdays through

Saturdays. 7:30 p.m. Sunday, with house dark

Monday and Tuesday. Tickets available at all UCLA
Box Offices. General admission $2.50, students $1.

—Zappa and The Mothers of Invention jn only Los

Angeles appearance this year, will be held at 8:30

p.m., Saturday, August 7. at Pauley Pavllllon.

Reserved tickets available at all UCLA Box Offices.

General admission: $5, $4, $3. Student tickets

available at Kerckhoff Hall 140, at 4, $3, $2.

—"The Neophyte/' will be presented by the New

Theatre for Now at 8 p.m., August 6-7, at the Mark

Taper Forum/ Tickets available at Kerckhoff Ticket

Office, KH 140. Student Admission $1.75.

— "The Commonist World", (Europe), 60 years of

films (1910 70) on Russia, Soviet Union, Czech,,

Poland, Hungary, E. Germany, Romania.

Yugoslavia, etc., will be shown at 7-12 p.m., Sunday,

by the Westwood Film Society, 1730 Westwood Blvd

Admission $1.75 per day.

—"Die Fledermaus," with artists of \he Vienna

Opera Ballet from 10:30 to 1:30 p.m., Saturday at the

Esquire Theater, 2670 Colorado Blvd., Pa^dena;

and from 10:M 1:» p.m., Sunday, at the Raza

Theater, 1067 Glendon Ave., Westwood. Tickets

available at the door.

Seminars:
—D.M. Brown, Chemical Lakxjratorles, Cambridge

University. England, will present a seminar entitled:

"Some Biologically Important Aspects of Pyrimidine

Chemistry," at 1:30 p.m. today in Young Hall 3083.

—Dr. W. Byrd of the Walter and Eliza Hall In

stitute of Medical Research, Victoria, Australia, will

speak on "Humoral Reconstitution of the Thymic

Dependent Immune Responses/' at 4 p.m. Monday,

July 26, in Central Health Sciences 43-105. The

program 1s being sponsored by the department of

medical microbiology and immunology with Yoko

Mullen as Host. For further information, call EX
55661 or EX 5654-1.

Lectures:
—Eleanor Rolston will lead a discussion on

Thomas Berger's "Little Big Man," at 8:30 a.m.

Tuesday in the Tea Room, Bui lick's Westwood, 10861

Weyburn Ave. Tickets available at the door.

Exhibits:

Music:
•*•>»*, •'•

,

—The Univei'sity Chorus and an instrumental

ensemble, under the direction of George Packer, will

preform "Summer Noon Concert/' at noon, Thur-

sday, in Schoenbcfrg Hall Auditorium. Features of

the concert will be "Vexllla Regis Prodeunt," by

Palestrina;"Te Deum K. 141," by Mozart; Ham-
merschmidts "Holy Is the Lord;" Schumann's

"Nord Oder Sud;" "Ecco Mormorar L'Onde," by

Monteverdi; and Stravinsky's "The Dove Descen-

ding Breaks the Air."

—The Pacilica Octet will present an outdoor

concert of classical music at 2:30 p.m. Sunday at the

Sunday Canyon Recreation Center, 111 De Neve

Circle.

Films:

—A "Marx Brothers Fikn Festival/' will be

presented by the Animation Society at 7:30 p.m.

tonight, tomorrow and Sunday In tt»e University

Religious Conference BIdg., 900 Hllgard Ave.

Schedules: TONIGHT, "Room,Service," at 7:» &
10 p.m.; "Love Happy," at 7:30 & 10 p.m.; "Duck

Soup," at 8:45 & 11:15 p.m.; Sunday, all tour films

will be shown starting at 7:» p.m. Donation at ttie

door^ $1.

—2000 years of Encycloi)edia$. Outstanding

examples of the development of encyclopedias in the

West, will be on display at the University Research

Library from now through September 24. Hours:

Mondays-Thursdays 7:45 a.m. -10 p.m.; Fridays 7:45

a.m. -5 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m. -5p.m.; Sundays

—The Annual UCLA Student Design and Pictorial

Exhibtion,featuring paintings, sculpture, design

graphics, ceramics and textiles. The'display will

continue through July 25 at the UCLA Art Gallery

Hours are Monday through Friday, 11, a.m. to 5 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Et cetera:
—ISC to get new look with help of interested

students . Wear, old clothes, bring willing hands to

help with painting, spackling, pruning. Starts at 10

a.m. Saturday, July 24, at 1023 Hllgard Ave. Bring

sack lunch and swim suits. Center will fTrovide

potluck picnic dinner at Rec Center when work done

for tt>e day.

—The Overpopulation Information Center will \)e

open from 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. every Monday

throughout the summer In Ackerman Union 2412 to

offer information and referrals on overpopulation,

contraception, legal abortion and venereal disease.

(Continued on Page 15)
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Man and sewage

The Gods Sit Back'

Mil

By Apdy Moss
DB Staff Writer

It may take more than poor

hygiene and a travelling germ to

create a plague. Playwright
Halsted Welles mixed in self-

interest and narrow-mindednesB,

and re-ignited New York's 1832

cholera epidemic in his historical

play. 'The Gods Sit Back."
Now running through July 31 at

Macgowan Hall's Little Theater,

the play is partly about the fight to

build a clean, sewered water

supply for New York Now a

mundane urban system, sewers

were then a visionary's dream, an

alderman's tax nightmare, and
the one vital defense against

cholera. According to the play, the

city did build its sewers, after

cholera (which thrives in t>ad

»^ of the\' t% k s\.9* \ (\'k r1 \ K ' I rvr\A ,^i( rTr\ I \^

Directed by the professional

Michael Gordon and including

verteran actors Edward Binns

and Guy Stockwell, the play

dramatizes the friction that

sfowed down the sewer con-

struction.

Slanitation workers feared

they'd lose their jobs as

scavengers; an alderman worried

abbut the high taxes he'd have to

mflict to build the system, upland

dwellers were reluctant to spend

tax money on flatland sewers, an

influential shipping magnate
(Binns) was concerned only with

steam power, retirement, and his

daughter's marriage; an

idealistic doctor (Stockwell) was

mvloved only with his research.

Many o( the principals come to

their senses too late, when a social

.vr..Kiorn becomes personal

li

The Summer Theater

Workshop, a unique dolUboration

of student and professional talent,

is putting on the production

The Worksho|)'s production is

energetic and ambitions, the

staging is excellent Ttie pUy's

main fault is its diffi

Mixing many personal and social

conflicts, the playwright didn't

clearly define any of them. He
didn't seem to carve out deep

enough motivations for a number

of his characters, and several

good individual performances

kept the play from stilting itself

In additon to Binns and Stockwell,

Pat van Hartesveldt'^^Jocelyn and

Ray Buktenica's Izzy y^ere well

performed.

X>espite its flaws, the play is a

worthwhile contemporary
statement (though first per-

formed 25 years ago)

Whether its audiences draw
hopeful or pessimistic parallels to

the current environmental jor

social crises is unimportant New
York did get its sewers, and every
small and large gesture o{ social

concern brought that goal closer.

Likewise did the narrow gestures

oC selfishness impede its progress.

Every action counted They'll

count as well in our own survival.

too

A rt auction for Angela successful

LIBERTfiD PRRP
nncELn onuis:!

$8000 raised for legaldefense

K !N; €1 I. I l» \ It I II % II

Bv Sunnie-Norah SuUlvan

DB Staff Keporter

The most successful rally for

Angela Davis attracted only 200

people, but raised over $8,000.

The International Art Auction

for Adigela Davis, sponsored July

18 by ttw Artists Committee to

Free Angela Davis, presented

over 129 paintings, prints,

drawings and sculptures donated

by artists of international fame

All proceeds from the auction,

which was heW at the Craft

Gallery on La Ciehega, will be

used to pay for Davis' legal

defense

Govanna Zamtwni, co-chairman

of the Artists Committee, said.

We were somewhat discouraged

at the onset of the auction,

because it seemed that there were

only a few art bollectors
,

there — but later during the

auction the people who really

cared about Angela arrived and

started bidding These people

were not artists, or art patrons,

but they merely wanted to help the

committee"
Law Professor here Henry

McGee said, The auction served

a purpose other than just raising

funds for her defense It brought

together people, basically non-art

oriented, who really care atxxit

Angela as a human being, not as a

cause, a symbol, or an easy

vehicle to uiM in ^airing their

^"P^ (Continued on Pajte 3)
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SLC funds legalgroup, |

uc budget battle

vti%?x?S9t^^

awaits Regentalreaction
Cal Advocates — a non-profit public interest law firm organized by

students here which requires RegenUl approval to operate — was

loaned $943 by Student Legislative Council (SLC) last week.

SLC stipulated, however, that only $454 be given to the group now and

the remainder of the money earmarked for Cal-Advocates < Citizen-

Action Law Advocates) "when and if" the group is approved by the UL

Board of Regents in September.

Les Rosen, SLC general represenUtive who has been working with the

group, emphasized Cal Advocates is "not legal aid, but a means to protect

the whole societv
'*

The SLC loan was described as a 'shakey investment" by Student

Educational Policies Commissioner Rhonda Abrams because CouncU

will not get any money returned if the Regents or students -^ in

referendum - fail to approve Cal Advocates However, Rosen said the

risk is worth "the fanUstic program" that could be esUblished.

Impact

Cal Advocates will only bring suits, such as class suiU, that have an

impact on a large group of people, as opposed to just one individual

plantiff or defendant," according to a sUtement from the group It plans

to concentrate on environmenUl protecUon. consumer problems and civil

rights. .

Rosen explained Cal Advocates here will operate independently from

the Cal Advocates at UC Berkeley, although a committee will be

esUblished to coordinate the efforts of the two groups

I>ebis -Jii'

Cal Advocates must use $387 of their $943 to repay debU they incurred

while esUblishing the organization Several SLC members voiced con-

cern that they were paying for previous debU; however, Rosen said SLC

had previously supported Cal Advocates in principle and "their debts are

not irresponsible." ^ ,

Ron Brutoco, a graduate of the law school here who is helping Cal

Advocates, told SLC members that even if the Regents fail to give the

group approval, efforts will be made "to continue to have a corporation

run by students"
Karl oi the money earmarh-cu u^ jl-v ^

(Continued on Pa^e 2)
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By Susie HaUgo
DB Staff Writer

Telephone campaigns urging Republican

legislators to override Governor Ronald Reagan's

bliie-penciling of the University of Calffomia
'

budget are being waged, here and at other UC
campuses.
A two-thirds majority of the Senate is needed to

approve a motion — which is expected to be voted

on this week — to override the $60 million UC
budget vetoes Reagan made three weeks ago In

order for this motion to pass, at least six

Republican Senators must vote for it. according to

Ives Rosen, Student Legislative Council (SLC)

general representative

He is coordinating efforts in a telephone cam-

paign to urge Republican Rot>ert Stevens of the

25th district to vote for the override.

Stevens

SUte Senator Stevens' distinct stretches along

the coast from the county line at Ventura to

Portuguese Bend, including UCLA. Santa Monica,

El Segundo and PaloS^Verdes

People don't realize what effect a few phone

calls will have on Stevens, who may go for the

overmde if he believes his constituents are behind

him ' Rosen said "Stevens' telephone numbers

are (213) 473-2147 and <916) 445-4711," he added

"This is an opportunity for people to help

I

themselves We stand for the first tin>e since

I

Reagan was elected to break his strangle hold on

I
the University." Rosen added

However. Phylliss Taylor, a field secreUry in

Los Apgelcs for Stevens said, "Senator Stevens is

not wavering because I h^ve no information which

would indicate that a budget override vote will

rrmir up before the end of the session in October

He has made no comment on the override"

Tom Norminton, undergraduate student body

president here in 1909-70, is working in

Berkeley, on telephone campaigns for other

Republicans who may vote to override Reagan's

veto. He said there is no need to contact any

Democrats as they will all vote for the override.

Reagan's vetoes affect three major areas of tt>e

UC system : the operating budget, faculty salaries,

and capital outlay

The legislature appropriated $348 8 million for

the operating budget Reagan blue-penciled $117

million from that amount This could mean here

University research will be impaired, larger class

offerings and less faculty, shorter library hours

and fewer new books and no state funds for

Educational Opportunities Program (EOP>

Rosen said

Salary

Reagan vetoed the entire $18 million the

l>egislature appropriated for faculty salary in-^

creases There has been no increase for faculty

salaries in the last two years and the University

has dropped in professor's salary from being in

the* lop 10 to the 40th. according to a Los Angeles

Times article early this year

CapiUl outlay is the third area affected by

vetoes The $32 2 million appropriated by the

U»gi8lature for new buildings was completely

vetoed by the Governor The University needs new

medical schools and cannot now get the funds to

build them, according to Norminton

Two weeks ago. in an unprecedented move, ttie

I niversity of California RegenU asked the

Ix'gislature to overpde Reagan's veto and restore

lh«Mr original budget request

-if
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Kerckhoff renovation beg

LA
'Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093V2 BROXTON AVENUE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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STUDY LAW NOW
• Be An, Attorney

• Or Attorney's Assistont

Kerckhoff Hall, the gothic building located next to

Ackerman Union, is being reroodcted to confirm to

modem fire safety standards. Originally binlt as the

student union here, Kerckhoff now serves primarily

as an office building for student government;

ASUCLA and the AluiShi AssociaUon.

* To provide room for the new construction, the

Housing Service was moved into offices in the

basement of CampbeU Hall and the Campus

Programs and Activities Office was shifted into the

old housing office on the first floor of Kerckhoff.

The renovation program-estimated by ASUCLA

Ct)ntroller Jason Reed to cost over $90,000-wiU

proceed m three phases; construction of a new

stairwell in the east end of the building, enclosing the

existing stairwell with fire walls and doors to seal it

off from the corridors and remodeling the Kerckhoff

third, fourth and fifth fioor corridors to prevent fires

from spreading into them from the offices.

•If a fire started in one of the offices it could

spread to the corridor and then to tAe unenclosed

stairway^, according to ASUCLA Operations

Manager David Lowenstein. He cites the recent

Ponet Square Hotel fire, in which 30 people died, as a

tragic example of this hazard.

The danger in Kerckhoff Hall is compounded

because there is ikjw only one stairwell to the up-

stairs floors. This would cause much undesired

congestion during a fire.

One hundred thousand dollars from the Ackerman

Union Maintenance Reserves has been allocated by

the ASUCLA Board of Control to pay for the project

The maintenance reserves, a legal requirement of

the loans covering Ackerman Union, are supported

by allocations from registration fees.
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(Continued from Page 1)

MON. AND FRI. TO 9 P.M

referendum here which will ask students if they approve of Cal Advocates

^^^^il m§{ ri 1^^^^^ 3"^ *^ ^^^ would be willing to pay an additional $1 .50 per quarter in their

J^""H5z!3li. 1 RilforcJlno Tone incidental fees to support it. If the increase occurs, students who do not

Diomond Needles ^ Kecording lope
^^^^^ ^^ Advocates would be able to get their money returned.

Students will only have to fund Cal Advocates for three years i It will

then become self-supporting because "when Cal Advocates wins law suits

it has brought, or has reached an out of court settlement, the defendants

will be forced to pay sjo much in damages," according to a Cal Advocate

statement.
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This Is required reading if you're planning to stick around

this world for Q while. The shock of change Is o current so

powerful today that it shrivels our roots, shifts our values, and

overturns our institutions. It is important to look at

char>ge closely, as Future Shock does.^o avoid a massive

odoptationol breakdown. And the future's not far off.
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Come in and sign up for drawing

$100 in gift certificates

given away absolutely free.

— No purchase necessary. —

Woftf & Warp Fabrics
%%l k#'In th« Viflog«'

Qng b lock east of Westvynnd Blvd.

One block north of Wilshire Blvd.

AT 10853 LIND8POOK DRIVE - PHONE 473-5282

Art auction a success
(Continued from Page 1)

McGee is also a member of ihe UCLA Committee to Free Angela, which

he says, "has never accomplished anything ol the magnitude these ar-

tists. Jack Youngerman and David A. De Siqueirw, for insUnce, have

effected through their concerned efforts And it introduced art to people

who might have otherwise never been attracted to this type of culture."

The Artists Committee to Free Angela Davis also expressed personal

concern for Angela and is trying to rectify 'the imbalance through the

distribution of factual information on her case." Ingrid Bremis, co-

chairman of the Committee of Artists to Free AngeU, said in her in-

troductory statement to the auction participants.

Priskw

Before the bidding opened, co-host William Marhsall Said the priaoo

rules forbid giving Angela any letters, some from Italy. Germany, and

South America, expressing the artists concern for her

— "However, I relayed to her the jist of the arUsts letters, which may

eventually get to her after censorhsip by prison officials She is grateful,

too for what we are doing here — and I hope you wiU keep m mind that

the works of art are being sold below value, to encourage any amount you

can contribute to Angela," Marshall said, before introducing Claire Loeb^

Claire Loeb. art program director from radio sUtion KPFK, started

the bidding, periodically renunding the audience that "the art is reaUy

free, but you are helping Angela — so please be generous. ."

Loeb, contributed $1,800 by purchasing an original abstract in gouache

by Sam Francis.
. ^ u c

One dramatic bid resulted from the auctioning of an oil painUng by ^
Mannheim entiUed "I hate my Mother" bringing in a contribution of

$4,500. The losing bidder stood up, turned to the winner and said: "I not

only hate my mother, but now I hate you."

The disappointment was displayed more in fun than scorn ^"^^
winning bidder stood up and bowed with sympathy for the losing bidder.

•No one realty loses here," the woman said to the others. "Angela is

where people lose, and they don't just lose a painUng, either."

Tuwday. July 27J971
UCLA Summer Bruin >

Girls Have A
Secret Weapon
-PROTECT YOURSEIF-

WITHOUT USING VIOLENT METHODS

-STATtSTlCS SHOW-
THAI ALMOST 20a«»WOMEN WERE
VIOLENTLY ASSAUL TE O LAST YEAR

70.000 IN LOS ANGELES ALONE

-IF YOU ARE 20 NOW-
TME ODDS ARE ONE IN 2$ THAT YOM
WILL BE ATTACKED THIS YEAR

-USE YOUR SECRET WEAPON-
THISMETHODHAS

NEVER BEEN TAUGHT
BEFORE BY ANYONE IN AMERICA

-FIRST LESSON FREE-

CALL 466-2603
Mon.-Sat. 1-8 P.M.

LYTLI CREaC HRCI
August 1 Sundoy ^^^x:^^s>^

Meet at the Inter notional Student Center. I023"::^^^^

Hilqord Ave. at 7:^5 o.m. for passengers and ^
rides. An eosy. shady hiVe crossing many. creek beds

ond good boulder hopping. Bring lunch and insect re

pellent! Good boots recommended, so is^ warm jacket.

Hike will be a good 3'/^ miles Cost will be $2 tor students,

which includ es insurance coveroge

WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIE of th« ISC

To Sir With Lov«with Sidney Poitier. Admission tree. Film

begins at 8:00 p.m. ^^.^ .^. .,,,

-WNG PONG AWARDS will be preseriifi»ar^'^ ^
^v-O^^ ^urTRg HARPY HOUR on Friday, July

lOth at the ISC Come join us for rx-

cltement'ond refreshments!

.?•
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WAH IS A WHAT?
And how many kinds are there?

Retirements
Twenty academic careers here will come to a close this month with the

retirement of faculty members from active teaching careers at the

University. - : . r^, * c«u.wxi

They are Kathryn L. Argabrite. University ElemenUry School

demonstration teacher; Dr. Joseph S. Beggs, professor of engineering

and applied science; Dr. Benedict Cassen, professor of biophysics; Dr.

Melville Dalton, professor of sociology; Dr Gladys A. Emerson

professor of nutrition; Dr. John Field, professor of physiology and

medical history; Dr. Hugh J. Gray, emeritus professor of theater arU;

Dr. Leo Grebler, emeritus professor of urban land economics; and Ln-

Milton E. Hahn, professor of psychology

Others are, Dr. Victor E. Hall, emeritus professor of physiology;

Jorgen Holmboe, professor of meteorology; Dr. Leon Howard, professor

of English; William W. Johnson, professor of journalism; Dr. Raymond

L Libby, professor of radiology; Dr. Lynne C. Monroe, professor of

education; Dr Leo G. Riglet. professor of radiology in residence; Dr

Franklin P. Rolfe, Dean, CoU^ge of letters and Sciences and emeritus

professor of English; Dr. George M. Savage, professor of theater «r^

Dr. H. Arthur Steiner,professoro! political science; and Dr. Lawrence t.

Vredevoe, professor of education.
^
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AM/FM Stereo Receiver with

built In Automatic Record

Changer
90 Watts - IdB

70 Watts - 1 HF

36 Watts RMS
Plus

Two 8 inch 2 way speaker sys

terns

$197.00

Do your headphones reach to

your

BATHROOM
Don't miss out on one of the

finer things in life. Get a 25

foot, coiled, headphone exten

sion cord. Only \

$1.50

NOT CHEAPI

Just inexpensive

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

RECORD CHANGER
(Base, cartridge. onddustcover

included)

TWO BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS

.564.00

1^1
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Humanities Building
I

named for Dean Rolph

The Humanities Building here was renamed Franklin P Rolph x

Hall in honor of the recently retired dean of the College of Letters
^.

and Science. The building houses the English department, where
^.

Rolph taught for 29 years, and other departments in the ^:

humanities, for which he was divisional dean from 1947 to 1%1
j|

The decision to name the building for Dean Rolph was made on g
the recommendation of both student and faculty groups, according

to ChanceUor Charles E. Young who made the announcement last

g Wednesday S

A.UBREY BEARDSLEY
THE NEOPHYTE

T"

BY JOHN RENIN MCDONALD

A RACY ROMP THROUGH PURGATORY

I
^yONEWAY I

I
JET CHARTERS |

•AUGUST 6

•AUGUST 27

•SEPTEMBER 6

•SEPTEMBER 12

{DECEMBER 15

LA/LONDON
LA/AMSTERDAM
LA/I.ONDON '

LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

$148;

%\A'i\

$123

:

$123

$145

•Eligibility limited to University of Galilorm^ stu-j

4dents, facuUy. employees, Alumni Association.

•members plus immediate families. %
• •

• -r TTWTX STUDENT TRAVEL* •

• UNI CHARTER FLIGHTS I

\ 1007 broxton, los angeles 90924 •

—•-

i
U

Tele: (213) 477 1 1 1 1 or 473-4443

In Westwo^H Village Above Mario _s

WITH

CATHERINE BURNS

BILL CALLOWAY
DAVID DUKES

SHARON CANS
HAROLD OBLONG
ROBERT ROVIN

LEON RUSSOM
LOUISE SOREL
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EDITORIAL
David G. Lees
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Deborah Ashin

City Editor

Todd Carter

Managing Editor

Ken Peterson

Editorial Director
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Help
Governor Ronald Reagan^s veto of the

University of California budget is not an

abstract governmental action which effects

the University in a limited, depart-

mentalized fashion: faculty and students

and staff are all effected by that veto. The

disastrous realities which the Governor's

action pose for the UC system are well-

known to anyone concerned with higher

education in California ; even the Board of

Regents have called for a budget override.

The first step in a reversal of the veto will

take place on Wednesday in the State

Senate. We haVe asked the Senate, and we

ask that body once more, to respect the

Regents' historic request and override the

veto of the UC budgpt. More specifically, we

urge the State Senator from the 25th district

(Westwood) Robert ^tevens7 tovote in favor

of the budget override. Members of the

University community can help the efforts

to obtain a workable budget for UC by

writing or _lelei*ioittng Senator Steven's

office at the State Capitol and offering their

views on the proposed override.

CENTER
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GROUP
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• WilUam Glover .

Scott Hylartds

Norman Lloyd

Diana Webster

. Helene Winstoh
Jane Wyatt
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L etter to Reagan on EOP
'Editor's rote: The following Is an open letter

from the Student Body Presidents* CouncU to

Governor Reagan concerning his veto of funds for

the Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) at

UC. Currently the program has a budget of some

19 million of which $2.5 million comes from ap-

portioned and voted student fees.) —- -—
iftear Governor Reagan:

The Student Body Presidents of the University

of California wish to express our bitter disap-

pointment at your refusal to allow any sUte

support for EOP programs at UC in this year s

budiget.

We are disturbed at several of your budget cuts,

including elimination of cost-of-living increases

for faculty who in the main are doing a fine Job —
but your actions on our EOP programs are, we

think, the unkindest cut of all.

THERE IS NO QUESTION OF
DISAGREEMENT ON THE VALUE OF EOP
PROGRAMS. Our EOP effort is a success by

every standard tested. The 92 per cent academic

success figure has proven that academic support

programs, properly supervised, can truly open the

doors to achievement for those willing to try. Last

year, in a law that you yourself signed, EOP
programs were stated to be "a necessary and vital

segment of higher education (which) must be

supported with adequate financial assistance."

And we students, as you know, are taking $2.5

million from our pockets each year to keep that

program going in the face of your veto of any state

assistance whatsoever.

I

I

NOR IS IT MERELY A QUESTION OF COST.

EOP does cost more at the University than at

other state institutions; the main reason is that, at

the University, these students are enabled to live

as well as study in an academic environment; and

the record shows this works. In addition, you well

know that the failure of state support would mean

nearly racially separate institutions of higher

education in California — if it were not for our own

voluntary efforts to develop alternative fvinds.

But we are nearly at an end of our ability, from

voluntary and fee and other sources of con-

tribution, to help this program grow as it should.

Its very success has encouraged many more

applicants to press actively for a chance to

achieve: there are now 6,147 new applicants for

Fall Quarter (jm unmet need of $13.4 million),

nearly all of whom will have to be turned away

because you have not allowed a penny of state help

to come to our program in spite of repeated

legislation sponsored by Democrats and

Republicans alike.

AND NEITHER IS THERE A QUESTION OF
OUR WILLINGNESS TO WORK THROUGH
CHANNELS. Our biggest disappointment is that

this year we students have followed every

suggestion you've made for the proper way to

advance this and our other concerns through

established means; andstillyou turn us down flat.

We've organized q>ur student associations;

we've passed the word to you and the Legislature

in letters, in public testimony, and in person;

we've applied some of our summer-earned student

fees and opened a full-time office in Sacramento

as an alternative to the street activity you so often

condemn; but how can encourage our feUow

students toward constructive action when our best

efforts are rejected as they reach your office?

We are beginning to think the baste issue is

whether you, as Governor and as President of the

Board of Regents, are willing to show some of the

backbone you call for among University leaders in

protecting and strengthening this very vulnerable

institution in our society. Will the political temp-

tation to slash critical programs in the name of

alleged economy sUnd in the way of the

courageous leadership you could provide, or in the

way of your promise that young people can find

response for their acts of citizenship within the

System?

For our part, we will continue at this time to try

to reaob you through established channels and to

be a model for the kind of acUvity you say you

support, advancing legislation, petitioning our

officials, working as long as we can quietly and

civilly to promote responsible public decisions.

We know you, too, will have an additional op-

portunity to build trust and respect for public

office in the near future. Assembly Bill No. 2759

(Bagley, Lewis, Sieroty, Karabian, Meade), a

bipartisan sponsored measure to provide half of

the unmet need for EOP, will soon be heard in

committee and, we hope, find its way to your desk.

We look forward to the continued gracious counsel

of your Education Advisor, Dr. Alex Sherriffs, and

will be working in the ways you encourage to help

this vital matter become law.

:

r

We support strongly the very first point of your

Veceqit4y proposed ''Student Bill of Rights," that

"Regardless of their economic status, students

should have an opportunity to continue their

education to the maximum of their ability and

interest." That promise needs actualizing; we

hope you will move in this direction with

Executive support for AB 2759 when it comes

before you.
Kevhi Collins

President, Davis
^ Steve Chadima
President. Irvine

Roberto Garcia

President. Santa Barbara

Frank Heymlng
President. Riverside

Gary Hublak

Exec. Dlr., San Francisco

Paul Kaufman
President. San Diego

Lamar Lyons

President, UCLA
\ Larry Seldman

President, Berkeley
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Kenn Guernsey Ef^'*

Prof develops new ceramic brick
By Kenn Guernsey
DB Staff Writer

A versatile brick-like

building material has

been developed by an
engineering professor

here by combining two

unlikely ingredients

:

glass bottles and cow
dung.
The foamed ceramic,

which looks like volcanic

pumice, is as strong as

brick, but only about one-

fifth as heavy, according

to John Mackenzie, its

creator.

*'The material can be

used for any number of

purposes. It is an ex-

cellent noise and heat

insulator, it's im-
permeable to water and
gas, doesn't burn or

smell, and it can be

painted, pigmented when
formed, drilled, sawed,

glued and nailed,'

Mackenzie said.

By varying the

manufacturing process

densities of from 0.1 to 2.0

,
grams per cubic cen-

timeter can be produced,

so that the foamed bricks

will either float or sink in

water, he said.

Mackenzie calls his

product **Ecolite",

**Eeo" for ecology, since

the bricks are made from

recycled materials, and

**lite" for the Ught wieght

of the final product.

The project started

near^^ four months ago,

when an Imperial Valley

rancher told Mackenzie

Uses bottles, cow dung
he needed help with a

gigantic waste disposal

problem.
**He told me the

average cow produces

one ton of dried dung per

year, that's one million

tons per year in

California. Farmers
don't use the dung
because commercial
fertilizer is much more
efficient, and they can't

burn it because it causes

too much air pollution,"

Mackenzie said.

Mackenzie asked the

rancher to send him a

small sample of the dried

dung for testing. **The

next thing I knew, 10

pounds of the stuff

arrived at my office,

which created quite a

storage problem," he
said.

Experiments showed
that the dung, when
properly treated,
produced a gas when
heated. Mackenzie
heated a mixture of

treated dung and finely

powedered glass until the

glass melted. The gas

produced by the dung

formed pockets in the

molten glass which, after

cooling, gave the har-

dened substance a porous
'a.

texture.

**The^ honeycomb
construction cuts down
on the wieght, but the

glass bricks keep their

structural strength just

as if they were solid,"

Gene—^iriterr" an
engineering student who
worked on the project,

said.

Ecolite is the perfect

solution to the growing

concern over glass

pollution, according to

Mackenzie. Only about

one per cent of the 50

million glass bottles used

each week in California

are recycled, he said.

The demand for glass

which might result from
commercial production

of Ecolite could raise the

recycling percentage
significantly, even to the

point where government
incentives might be of-

fered to encourage
consumers to leave old

bottlea^eside their trash

can^r for recycling

companies to collect,

Mackenzie said.

The manufacturing
process is not affected by

metal rings or paper

labels on bottles which

have hampered other

glass recycling attempts.

A representative of the

Glass Con t airier
Manufacturing Institute

who witnessed the

process called it the most
promising recycle route

for glass yet cUscovered.

Mackenzie thinks the

most promising of

Ecolite's potential ap-

plications is low cost,

prefabricated housing

He has already been

approached by a firm

which builds (juch

structures.

**0f course its

possibilities are almost

unlimited. Its light

weight, impermeability

and fire resistance make
it an excellent roofing

material, its strength and
insulating qualities make
it suitable for walls, and
its acoustic qualities

make it useful for ceiling

tile," he said.

Among many other

possible uses for l>is

product, Mackenzie lists

water pipes, lightweight

containers, cork, flower

pots, and replacing

cinder blocks and bricks.

He has received letters

frorn many companies
interested in using

Ecolite.

Preliminary cost

estimates show Ecolite to

be abovjt one-seventh as

expensive as similar,

commercially produced,

material. Ecohte costs

about two to three cents

per pound, compared to

seventeen cents for

commercial foamed
glass with non-recycled

ingredients.

**We really save money
on our raw materials.

Recycled glass is about

$15 a ton now, and with

increased demand the

price could easily go

down to $10, and we can

get all the cow dung we
need for free,"

Mackenzie said.

One obstacle which
Ecolite manufacturers

must overcome 'i$- that

large quantities of glass

lx)ttles and cow dung are

not usually available in

the same place.

However, Mackenzie
said, this can easily be

solved by processing

each component where it

is readily available and
shipping both to a

common manufacturing

plant.
* Eventually a builder

or hardware dealer will

be able to buy a bag of

treated dung and a bag of

powdered glass and
produce Ecolite

whatever shape
wieght he needs.

foaming process is

simple and doesn't

require expensive
machinery," t^e said.

Mackenzie's Ecolite

research was^unded by a

grant from the Pitt-

sburgh Plate Glass In-

dustries Foundation. He
is seeking an additional

grant to study uses for

cow dung and recycled

glass by themselves.

Dri^ dung can be used

as paint pigment and

colorant for auto tires,

whUe powdered, glass

may i)e useful in road

building, he said.
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r New biomedical cyclotron at medical

center to aid in disease diagnosis

Engineer Horace Neely watches cyclotron control panal.
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1 108 Gayley Ave. Westwood 477-7203

326 N. La Clenega 659-0708
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By Mark Rubin

DB SUff Writer

A new biomedical cyclotron was

completed last month at the

medical center here, only the fifth

such device to be installed iii a US

hospital.

The atomic particle accelerator

will produce short-lived

radioactive isotopes for use in the

medical center, and will be used

for medical research, according

to chief engineer Horace Neely.

Almost all atoms of importance

to the body Mve radicftactive

counterparts which can be

produced in the cyclotron, ac-

cording to Norman MacDonald,

professor of radiology, who helped

supervise the planning and

development of the cyclotron.

Produce "tracers** ^
Doctors inject patienir with

small amounts of these

radioactively tagged atoms and

use them as "tracers" to study

body processes.

Some of the most important

radioactive tracers must be ad-

ministered within five to 30

minutes after they are made
because of their short lives. The
new cyclotron will make these

short-lived isotopes available to

patients in the medical center.

Cancer treatment

Besides their diagnostic uses,

tracers are employed in the

treatment of various types of

.cancer. One treatment of this type

involves the injection of

radioactive Iodine 131 for thyroid

cancer. All iodine in the body goes

to the thyroid, so all of the

radioactivity is concentrated

there. This destroys the cancer

without subjecting the patient's

entire body to a heavy radiation

dosage.

Early tests show the cyclotron is

more efficient than expected,

according to Neely. "Some
modifications during construction

have made it a better instrument

than we originally requested," he
said

m
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Uvi's for gals

Long, lean and low . . . flared

just enough to slide easily over

boots. Styled just right for

the female bod. And we've got em in

great colors and fabrics.

Got great tops, too.

Come see, now.

Levi's for gals —

Students' store
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The $340,000 cost of the

cyclotron was provided by the

Atomic Energy Commission,

while the building which houses it

was funded by the University at a

cost of $305,000.

Only five other hospital

associated cyclotrons are in

operation in the world. One is in

England, while the other four are

owned by US hospitals.

A cyclotron is a device which

accelerates atomic particles to a

high speed, and then smashes

them into, a_^argei (usually a

stable atom) placed in their path.

Since the direction of the particles

is controlled by a magnetic field,

only electrically charged particles

such as protons and positive ions

can be used.

Because speeding up a particle,

gives it kinetic energy, the idea is

to speed the particle up as fast as

possible. This way when it is

smashed into the target it will

contain enough energy to cause a

nuclear reaction.

The nuclear reaction changes

the target atom into a radioactive

isotope. The specific isotope

produced depends on the particle

energies and the original target

composition.

Reactors

Before cyclotrons were in

operation, medical isotopes were

produced in nuclear reactors.

Isotopes obtained in this manner
had the disadvantage of having
long half-lives, on the order of

days and weeks ^

When these tracers were given

to a patient he had to be allowed to

"cool off" for a long period after

the tracer was given This
hampered medical activities, and
placed the patient in danger by

subjecting him to internal

radiation for long periods of time.

This trouble is not encountered
when isotopes are produced in a

cyclotron. With this type of

machine, the radioactive material

manufactured has a much shorter

half-life.

Oxygen-15 is an example of this

With a half-life of two jnin^tes, it

could never have been used by the

medical center here before the

building of the cyclotron because

the time required to obtain it from

any other lat)oratory would have

rendered it useless. With the new
cyclotron, located at the south

side of the medical complex, the

material can be rushed directly to

the hospital for immediate use.

The biomedical cyclotron was a

joint project of the Laboratory of

NuclearMedicine and Radiation

Biology and the Department of

Radiology. Participation is ex-

pected from several MedicaP
School departments to fully ex-

plore its capabilities.
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Chemist Stan Wakakua examines "hot box" where radioactive isotopes

are handled.
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Entomologists study roaches.
By Susie HaUgo
DB Staff Writer

Cockroaches and yellow jackets

provide perennial problems for

pegple everywhere. But three

entomologists (people who study--

insects) here have been resear-i

ching convenient methods of

exterminating these insects, and

think they have come up with the

solutions.

Boric acid powder will control

c6ckroach infestations in homes

and other buildings, according to

a study by Walter Ebeling,

professor of entomology, Donald

A. Reierson, laboratory

technician, and Robert E.

Wagner, associate specialist.

[Soignee notes

Physicis
A team of five physicists from

this campus returned last May
after spending over seven months

in Russia studying sub-nuclear

particles.

The group, which included four

physics professors and one

graduate student, used the world's

largest particle accelerator, at the

Institute of High Energy Physics

in Serpukhov, to attempt to

measure the radius of the pion,

one of the basic building blocks of

matter^

,

The scientists are now using the

computer here to analyze the

massive experimental data they

compiled.

*

'So far, everything looks quite

encourag.ing, and we hope to have

the size of the pion by August,"

Darrell Drickey, leader of the

team, said. "If our experiment

succeeds, it will represent the first

measurement of the size of an

unstable particle," he added.

"At five cents a pound (when

twught in large quantities), twric

acid powder provides a cheap and

effective means of exterminating

cockroaches," Reierson said.

Non-toxic

Et)eling said when boric acid is

handled properly, it is not highly

toxic to humans. He added that

boric acid does not decompose
rapidly and is effective as long as

it is left in place.

He suggested the powder be

placed where the cockroaches

spend most of their time, usually

in dark, hidden areas such as

behind refrigerators, ranges,

sinks, in walls, under cabinets,

closets, and bookcases.

One to two pounds of the powder

are ntHHled for an apartment and

two to four pounds ^or an average-

sized house, according to Ebeling.

Tested

Reierson said the effectivenew

of the boric acid powder was
tested in homes, apartments,

restaurants, grocery stores,

hotels and hospitals, among
numerous other structures,

during the mid and late 1960's

He said the married students

housing complex, apartments,

and fraternities around campus
have had problems with

cockroaches which were solved

with the use of the boric acid

powder.

Boric acid kills the cockroaches

slowly, but has less tendency than

dy in USSR

The pion, believecl to

main ingredient of the

be the

"glue"

which holds atoms together, has a

lifespan measured in billionths of

a second.
v'"

The American-Soviet project is

the first of jfs kind to be negotiated

by the Atomic Energy Com-

mission on a country-to-country

basis. A reciprocal visit of

Russian scientists to the US has

been planned.

Joining Drickey in Serpukhov

were professors Edgar Dally,

Arthur Liberman and Paul

Shepard, and graduate student

John Tompikins.

$1 million grant
The School of Medicine here has

received a million-dollar grant

from the National Cancer In-

stitute to study the body's natural

resistance to cancer in an effort to

develop new methods for

preventing malignant tumors.

Many people develop tumors at

some point in their Hves, but in

most cases the tumors are

rejected by the body's immune
response, according to Donald

Morton, professor of surgery and

director of the project.

Researchers will work on

methods to identify and correct

the immune system defect which

allows tumors, to become
malignant

Other investigators will analyze

serial chest x-rays to measure the

rate of growth of tumors, while

another aspect of the project will

emphasize enhancement of the^

patient's immune response as an
* aid to surgery.

The three ;:y ear
multidisciplinary project will

involve joint seminars t)etween

chnicians and ^asic scientists,

including surgeons, canCer

chemotherapists, immunologists,

virologsts and biochemists.

"Through this we hope to arrive

at a better scientific un-

derstanding of the cancer

process," Morton said

Engineering 11^

methods among diverse fields is

being offered by the School of

Engineering this fall.

•Patterns of Prob|gm Solving"

(Engr. 11). created by Professor

Moshe Rubinstein, will discuss the

tools, concepts, and philosophies

underlying the formulation and

solution of problems relevant to

society and technology.

The course has been offered

twice so far. with roughly 30

enrolled the first time and 60 the

next. Rubinstein was con-

templating expanding the class

from one to two sections but is now

being restrained by budget cuts.

Tentatively, Engineering 11 will

be offered from 3 to 5 p m on

Tuesdays and Thursdays For

additional information, contact

the Engineering Systems

rx^partment. Boelter 7629. ext.

57731.

other insecticides to drive the '

mseits to previously uninfested

parts of a building, according, to

the study The insects are kilfed

by living near and eating the in-

secticide

Wagner and Reierson have
studied yellow jacket control for

the last ten years They pointed

out the predominant ground*

nesting yellow jacket in Southern

California as the Vespula pen-

sylvanica These insects are

responsible for thousands of stings

every year.

Invading

Reierson said the insects are a

big problem to construction

workers, men on fire lines in the

mountains, and families who live

in yellow jacket nesting areas. He
cited several instances of families

leaving their homes each summer
because of invading yellow

jackets

The reason why Tapia Park in

Malibu Canyon is virtually

deserted by people in mid-

summer, is because of the

tliousands of yellow jackets which

nest there." Reierson said

Wagner and Reierson tested

jackets
several yellow jacket baiti

(poisons) which were made ci

fish-flavor^ cat food, a chemical

attractant, ^Md an insecticide call

mirex
Caaclusions

The two men tested this bait at

several home sites in an isolated

canvon Their conchisions and

recommendations were

batting should be delayed

until the yellow jackets are just

l)eginmng to bother man
-as many bait stations (con-

tainers holding the poison) as are

available should be concentrated

at the periphery of the property to

be protected Maximum
recommended distance between

itations IS 200 meters

bait consisting of fish-flavored

cat food with one per cent mirex

should be used

—bait in stations, if left in place.

will continue to supress any

yellow jacket activity, since the

bait will remain acceptable for

extended periods .

Reierson said he and Wagner

are experimenting with chemicals

to replace mirex, which is a

patented insecticide ^^^

Bo fitteii by Fxpi'rts

Bra and ,Gifdl«

Sp«<iolti«t

G«7 1773

BANKAMEIlCAtD
MASIil CHAtCf

VAIIOATID fAtKING
WITH rUtC HAS!

931 WESTWOOD BlVD WESTWOOD VltlAGE

I NHTEIXl NfA.1 lONA.

We

No Sweat Foreign Student}

will ship youf pe^«ronal eHecK boek lo your home with-

protessionol eHifiency at charges that won't hutt you.

-yrt^^gjtaN iwVWM*

A course emphasizing tHe

commonality of problem solving

sr«Dur RiA ^11*

/gi!)Gi\DSgie(L KJ^gsmm^

:

1 o
]»!_>

OUY^ 2.1

Call Us Now:

749.7491

It tail 220V

bror«4i«'

^"'P^

^Msm^^^^'-'^.
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"^^tu>'

^U'*4HI I % '*." n if il

jtuM'Mjl-f i i.

n-l T J .

'^ i ft tfjj

« .,. .-drBfe'jlftfj.ij- J tSlJil^ J-t,
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PER G0PY1

in KcrckhoH Hall on Bruin WoHi - room 121

Gef .yot>f^-^iotes, projects, whofever organized ond

copied quickly ond thoroughly. Open 8 a.m.- 5 p,m

(Over 100 copies are just 4< eoch.)

printing & duplicating

room 121 l«<feM( heM. «*•»»
op«n mondav »hfoo9H fridoy JOO o.m.-5:00 p;m
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Tuesday^ July 27. 1971
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Hii
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CONTACTIENSIS
FITTED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER

REFinED Optometrisi

^ W,»tv.ood Vni39> 10959 Weyfaurn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 1

1

^

WISTWOOO
1076 G4«f>doo Ay. 477 0529

MVMtv mas
9012 W.l^.r. Slvd 275 7523

9643 Sonio J^ornco Hvd 274-75i9

iONO IIACN
114 W. Irt St. ^ 436 9689

lOS ANOCIfS
VbhwiiI a WlMiir*

3274 W 6th St

SI 06 Wilthir* Blvd

Htm Im Ci*M*««

_4646 W Pico Blvd

9049 Sunft Blvd

386 4200

931 1455

655 8810

278 4028

JET FUGHTS
%

EUROPE n 35.
IIONDON) (ONE WAY)

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS - SUMMER & FALL

- MANY FLIGHTS TO CHOOSE FROM -

Th0s» fhgha 9ft op*»» » students. fBcutty, staff

employees and Their immcdiste farruly

FOR SCHEDULES, CALL Of WRITE

Phone (415) 392-8513

CHARTe'r FLIGHTS ^
996 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 941UU

fhMM n»*»l »»»• infortpalion on (lifhU -

Addr«t«:

PtiOO« NO: _
Apt. No;.

%CUV, St»t« A Zip Cod«: #

UCLA COMMITTEE ON FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

a THE MOTHEBS OF HVENTION
s,-.. -J

#i|

t it If
i

i

'(;W:p'

:?^' ^1S««^

;.je!>v-y:

I t:.

,'4*ti'f -A~,

UCLA •&Jil'.9^'''C.7 •8:30

tale ot KerckhoH Hall Ticket 0«ke
SPECIAL PRICES FOR UCLA STUDENTS:

%\ discount on 1.000 ticket* In eoch prke ronge ore on
. ^ „ . » in\

(UCLA 70/71 photo ID or tummer session Reg Card required. Lin^W 2 tickets per ID)

RESERVED SEATS: $5. $4. $3

PRODUCED BY JT^PC FM DISK JOCKEYS AND THE MERLIN COMPANY

AVAILABLE SOON:

THE /MOTHERS IIVE AT THE flUmORi EAST, JUNE 1971

C ^ .EPRI$I ' MS 2042

Letters

col. praised
FMitor:

Hearty congratulations to

Richard Boyle for his article in the

Daily Bruin on May 27, 1971.

In the article, "Creating Con-

trollable Citizens," Richard

pointed out that the present

grading system is actually
*

'social

control" rather than an effective

method of indicating one's degree

of education.

This is something many people

have **felt inherently" for many

years but somehow were unable to

express with such clarity.

This 'social control" is imposed

on us by a goal-oriented society

and, as such, is self perpetuating.

According to books on how to best

obtain a goal oriented attitude,

such as Psycho Cybernetics, the

idea is to set a specific goal and

then do what you have to in order

to accomplish that goal.

One of the problems with this is

that people often substitute one

^oal for another or their "sub-

goals" take precedence over their

main goal.

As Richard pointed out, a

student may substitute "getting

good grades" for getting an

adequate education.

Another problem with goal

setting, as it pertains to students,

is that students are oft^ "looking

to find themselves" and fnay not

DB poltoy on

columnsjetters
1—The Dally Bruin reserves the

right to edit and selectively

publish all columils and Letters to

the Editor submitted to the

Editorial Directors. The E:ditorial

Directors are under no obligation

to publish any submitted
. material; legally contemptuous or

libelous opinions will not be ac-

cepted, although fair represen-

tation will be presented on all

issues where possible.

2—Columns and letters do not

represent Editorial Board policy.

3—All materials must be sub-

mitted with a written signature;

names can be withheld upon

request. Group statements must

also include a signature of author

or person submitting the article.

4—All columns and letters must

be typed triple spaced with 10-65

margins.

NEtDj mi
Students — For a small fee I con get

'you a car less than wholesdie blue-«-

'book prices from o VWto a El Dorodo

[directly from the Los Angeles Auto-

' mobile Auction held every Tuesdoy

for authorized dealers only. You will

attend ond select the car you wont

I and be present at the bidding which

can go hundreds ai dollars below Blue-

,book prices. Coll Sherry of 879-3282

or 4 73-0933 ond save! '
'

know what goals to set. This only

serves to perpetuate substitution

And finally, due to some
possible emotional disturbance,

an individual may not care how
the goal is obtained. Thus you

have your "cheaters" in school

and your "Hitlers" in society

This does not mean that cheating

in school is as bad as genocide but

it does show that goal-setting is

not always a proper educational

indication.

So, what's the alternative? One
possible alternative is to sub-

stitute a "general direction" for a

"specific goal." In other words a

man in society might set the

general direction of having a good

home, a reasonable sized family

and a good position in the business

world in lieu of setting the specific

goal of having a $100,000 hom^, a
wife and two kids and becoming a

millionaire. _, ^
In school, a student could set a

general direction of obtaining an

education in the field of

mathematics in lieu of setting the

specific goal of becoming a

professor of math.

This does not suggest that our

man in society will not become a

millionaire, it just eleminates the

inflexability of a specific goal and

allows the individual to change his

values without changing his

general direction. Nor does it

suggest that our student will never

become a math professor, it just

allows the student to follow that

portion of math in which he fincls

the most satisfaction.

Another benefit of general

direction is a student is able to see

that a genera] education is more

relevant to general direction than

a Specific goal and theSte so called

"worthless" classes he has to

attend are not so worthless after

all.

But how does one indicate the

rate of progress or the amount of

education one is gaining? This

would be achieved by using two

very pertinent thermometers. The *

first is the student himself Does

the student have a sense of ac-

complishment? Does he feel he

has made sufficient strides
•^ toWard personal acievement. In

this sense the student should be

able to "grade himself" and his

"grade" should carry a great deal

of weight.

The second "thermometer"
should be that of the students

ability to apply his education

practically, for this is the way he

will be appraised by employers

and associates the rest of his life

Practical application is something

the colleges and universities have

somewhat avoided in the past

However, with the advent of large

trade schools, the need for it is

becoming all too apparent. \

Ben Besse

Sr. Draftsman, Physical Plant,

ii

F?

-jj*g^ i^-ARCHER WINSTEN.
NY Post

"'PLAZA SUITF

ISNllLSIMOirS

LATEST GIFT TO

HOLLYWOODI"
- CHARLES CHAMPIIN. L A TWrm *
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Go on ego trip, aid

someone new .

^1

(Continued from Page 11)

from a frightening experience to

an exciting experience for the new
students by the presence of a

fellow student willing to help him

and be his 'first frtend,' she added.

Responsibilities

First friends will t>e responsible

for imparting needed information

to the new students. "In addition

to the natural friendship groups of

a 'first friend' and his five new
student friends, we'll be offering

information, health care for

student and family, and cultural

and recreational opportunities.

New foreign students will have

what is to someone who takes this

environment for granted an

amazing variety of questions

concerning leases, student health,

free clinics, etc. When you think

about it, their questions are very

similar similar to ones we
probably all had when we first left

our parental homes but they're

compounded by cultual dif-

ferences and language dif-

ficulties." Lewis said.

Basic requirements for first

friends are the practical

knowledge of the campus that

most students have acquired and

an interest in helping in

ternational students adjust to

academic and American life. "We
are looking for an equal numljer of

continuing foreign and American

students to be first friends.

Friends will work du^-lng part of

the program in pairs of one

foreign first friend with one

American first friend. We feel

each will have unique con-

tributions to make to the orien-

tation of a new foreign student

-

the familiarity with things

American an American might

have, and tt^ ability to identify

with the plight of a new foreigner

that a foreign student might ha."

Lewis said. "First friend positions

are voluntary and entail a com
mitment of approximately four

training sessions, the four -day on

campus program, an option to

participate in the two-day
mountain retreat, and whatever

commitments arise for the fall

quarter, the year, a lifetime -

whatever. t>etween first friends

and their new friends. Lodging in

Rieber Hall will be available for

half the first friends during the

four day on campus program;

however residing in the dorm is

not a requirenrwnt," she said.

Past Experiences

"From past experience with the

Interprep program, students who
act as peer counselors find lasting

rewards In the relationships

formed during the program and in

the richness of intercultural ex-

periences." Lewis said. "This

year we've added the week end

mountain retreat specifically to

facilitate the making of friend

ships In a relaxed, scenic,

recreational environment. I'm

anticipating even a richer ex-

perience for new students and

first friends alike than in any past

programs."
Interested students are asked to

contact AAarsha Lewis at the

Foreign Student Office, Social

Welfar^e 297 or the International

Student Center. 1023 Hllgard Ave.

for an Interview.

Hear ye . .

Hear ye
llequifernen^^or submission

of copy to the campus events

schedule during the second

session of summer school are as

follows

:

- all regularly scheduled

events are to be submitted one

week in advance of date that

event is to be published, and to

be in the DB office by noon

Friday for publication in

following Thursday's paper.

- ail special or unscheduled

events are to be in the DB office

no later than noon three days in

advance of pubhcation (Mon-

day).

Submit all copies triple

spaced with margins set at 10-

65, including pictures if

possible.—' ^-

Potter's Studio
11656 OLYMPIC. WLA

• Closses • Memberships

_ • Gollery

call: 477-7757 Anytime

DO YOU HAVE

FAT EARS?
EXERCISE THEM TODAY

PIONEER TX-700
AM/FM STEREO TUNER
MANUAL AND PRE-SET TUNING

PIONEER' SA-700
. 120 WATT STEREO AMP
35 WATTS R.M.S. PER CHAN.

SOUND RESEARCH 1500's
1 5 INCH 4 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEAA

SOLID WALNUT CABINET

FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE

Tuesday, July 27. 1971 UCLA Summer Bniin f

COPIES my\
riiii
or S'A I U"

11 OR MORE 4.
INSTANTLY PRINTED |C

IMn] At Mkhaels

es

91 S WMtwood 477-4129

FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus ol any out-of-print store, we stock 50.000

titles, new and old. all sublects. Browsobia - buyable.
I

N9*dhom Book Findort

11613 Scm Vk»nt« Blvd. 826-^533

- Just 5 minutes from campus by bus. bike or beochwogon -

X The ewD '

op- €iP;'pt

.

is Ch€ l5€QlNN|N<i OF F€.

)
blNNCR

r Live eHteRrAlNM€Nt

iii^VA^IONS: ' 21? 27l»^i

tlQhr-oN

-**;,'

.-Vja^
'-,, v^tf

»iiii«iwimmirp**»g'i»i»wyfti

WEST LA MUSIC

SALE
1

2 Dayf Only - Fri. & So*. July 30-3

1

\

We arqkp^esently overstocked With the finest selection of guitars, drums, band instrurr^ents.

amplifiers and sound systems available. In addition, we have just finished remodeling qt

our West'l A location. In honor of the occasion, all our merchandise will be pnced bra-

zenly low from 10% to 70% off. fc^r two days only^ To prove to yo^^ that we have the Jowest

prices ahd the higheit quality merchandise.' come visit us at our giont sale July 30 and

31 . We can sell you a giant, cheap.

Hmrm arm jost o Uw •xompl*t from our ouHlandtng s*l«cfion

of n«w and us«d initrum«nt». All tol« i««mt orm cov*r«d by

W«tf LA. Musk's •xclutiv* llMime guoronl**. Trod«s or* w»L

com«, and if you ••• something you lik*. ol l»of« put a d«.

posit on it to mak« tur* you got it.
-^

ITEM

Yamah«FG ISO

Marttn D tt

Git>«on C I

$39700
lor COMPLETE SYSTEM

WEST LA LONG BEACH VALLEY
3378 So Ov.ri«od 2725 E P.C Cst Hwy **?*

'J
Van Nuys

ju»tv> o«SMFwy) (OKJ MoO*eon PC H ) (Garage .n A M*y)

•3f«>4 AUOny fSl 1731

lu;

c^iM>,

SCOTCH
TAPE

(•00 FOOT ; INCH REEL
POLYESTER
NEW TAPE IN

^ " " EACH

NO MINIMUM OUANT

Ovatton Ballad««r

Dobro
Guild D 44

Tamora P W
Conga DrofT>5

P«arl Drum Set

SiAnd#<MC VI

-Vp*}lura I600FP

OuikJ 35

S«aod«t S *0

Bagpiper
Bar>|Ot, Cia»»ic Guitart

Pubitc AddraM Sv%tami
Guitar Ca»M
Guitar Slrir>g%

• r'^ INSTRUMENTS
'y 335

w>d«rArr>p
^,lto*orl SG Jr

Slmgertaod Drurrtx

r LoraeObo*
f ertd^ Jaguar
RicKanbackar )2

Lwdwig Drums
f> ib»dn Mcfaody Makar

DBcnmoN
V oik Guitar

% nlk Guitar

Ciafttic Guitar

Folk Guitar

Biu«« Guitar

Folk Guitar

Cia%ftic Guitar

F ibargla%»

Cnmptata S«t

p A Miicar

F lamanco Guitar

•Folk Guitar

«Guitar Amp
Importad

AliSiiai
Arty Brand

feiactnc Guitar

B/«

E>' ,oitar

Complatt Sat

Par fact
Electric Guitar.

Eiactnc Guitar

E w

LIST

SIM
375

105

245

344

42«

420

135

212

499

170

424

350

\1

SAii ftlCE

490

5«S

}«0

500

;oo

472

414

710

290

17f

\n

33f

249

7»

1>9

«H
\2t

179

47f

125

rom 29

frorp 3t*

7

75% off

U9
U9
tat

• . . 24f

2»f

, 'W
\19

25f

WEST L.A. MUSIC
n345^nta MonicoBI 479^898

West Los Angeles 477-8802

Waal a4 tK« Son Oiafa fftmmf)

Wa occapt, AmafKon Coth. ftoM Amartcord. Moaiacchorga Ioy A Woyt. MoniWy

Poymar^'* '"^ Tfoda irt* • />

Opon Doily 12^. Sot. 10-6

k
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AOVERTISINC OFFICES

KtrckhoffHainU
Phont •IS-}}})

Uwords »1.Wd.y,4con»tcof.vt

Payablt in advanct

DEADLIMEIOiMa m.

No ttl*0hon« Qrd^%

THE Dally Brum 9*v«» ««ll tupporl lO fn«

Uitlvtrsitv o« C»li«c>rni»'» policy o« «^^
dltcrlmination and thtrtfora cl«»»ltl««

advtniting wrvlct will not ^^"\^
availaMt to anyono who. In ••^<«'"«

l«ousin« to »tudont» or ottorin* |oO».

dUcrlminatts on tho basis of rac: coior.

rtll«lon. notional or.«ln ©^ •"«•»^V A^
ttM Unlvorslty nor t»»« ASUCLA ft Daily

Bruin has inwostlgotod any ot tho sorvlcts

oftorod horo.

^Announcements

Y Help Wonted «^

Sobiect* for Psvch ««por««nent A^*!;»»J» *}

OPPORTUNITY
ForO^rlsJl 35yr»

Have FUN ft Earn liberal t^pf***

.Howance Accompany el.g.bU men

toonn« the city.

(2.3) 441-3478 Mrs. If p.m.. 7 days

yc Voc Ofl-r-^ II ^Irovel '3 V ^P^ - Furnished 17

y OerVlCeS WnmOO » »

J* ^ enjoy SUMMER OR LONGER - AT

IS YOUR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AGED
SON BORED' CALL WALT. JOHNSONS
BOYSCLUBCAMP 819 «I9I. 477 3133 (HA
19)

'

__.

lAZZ Miano 4tyl»s. priwatf instruction.

Choi d progressions, vQiCinqs, improvisation.
Ml rbM.ckman. 442 4502 M29pm» d'
OTR)

GERMAN tutoring by ««"*"*'«^
.'"»*';";J,*?I

v^.tn classroom experience l?h.l Buttoiph

3*7 $355.
(11 AS)

S2/hr plus lOS 0» "'•*, *"^^'VfsiV

?

work 12 7 pm BondaWo. 475 12M. «7$ $04* t

:^".%r,';:r.5.*riv»','^»j,^t

EUROPE Israel One way, round trip

student travel discounts SOFA inter

European student charter flights Contact:

ISC A has; San Vicente Blvd. -4, LA., 90049.

824 SM9 (13QTR)

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE : Many departures (including one

ways)
FROM$125

CALL Flight Chairman: (213) »3? 2401, 424$

Overland ^ve., Dept. A.. Culver City

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER - AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS
Singles accommodate two. One bedrooms
accommodate three ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR AIR
COND , block campus. Pool, sundecks.

garage. *2S Landlair. 479-S404. (17 qtr)

V lost ond Found...!••••••••••

REWARD* Lost: Male Siamese. Last seen

?hurs eve July Ith, near somen's gymn^

Call 553 4557. (4 Jy W)

FREE Developmental testing for 2 1/2-5 1/2

month old infants Call UCLA 825 2893. (A A

12)

ENCOUNTER AND SENSITIVITY
GROUPS Tuesday 7 10 p m., MIDDLE
EARTH INSTITUTE FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH Call 934 544$. (A A5)

yj Ntiscelhneous
n\.m\ (roo poppy)

CALL Documentation Associates if you nood

information gathered quicfcly •''<*^ «»";

oetently Documents retrieved or in-

formation abstracted P^o««»'«"»'

assistance with dissertations and papers

Personal attention by •>'P«'''*?5f
'"

formation specialists 477 4044. (H J ">

Information and Referrals

For

MOTIVATED women wanted! Help re-

organiie Twin Pinas co-operative living

group, 724 Hilgard Call Janet, 474-t13l.( A Jy

30)

J Enteftoinwent ., ^

DISCOVER yourself Handwriting analysis^

tree information Send name.
«<**»^«"a ,Vf

J.ntnn Bo> 213, Culver Cty, 90230. (SA12)

^ For Rent,

FEMALE Singer experienced
"".ThJ?- „

bookings, good appearance Knowledge of

music. «23 29 40, Bob .

ATTRACTIVE Housing ,
•^••••Wo '"

'J'
tearated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Vi'vement to everything Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for house/apt into. 294-2298.

birth control - abortion

venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday 10 2

Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S.L.C Student run

(2 AS)

VACATION Rental CrestllnoLake Gregory

private family cabin or big lodge «or group

(213)221 4$49. _LL_ll'

CATALINA Holiday Cottagos. Daily/Weekly

special Hermosa Hotel, phone Avalon
J47^^

Box 444 Avalon, 90704.

V For Sole.«•••••«•••••••••••••* 10

INTRO Group processes, awareness,
Gestalt. Tuesday i-iO PM. Saturday 2-4 PM.
Students S2. Call for brochure. The Group
Center, 4S4 3030. (11 QTR)

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. A0»o o«. Intra European

charter flights Student ID. cards. Contact

EuSC. 323 N. Beverly Dr., Bev. Hills, Ca.

90210.274 4293. (13 QTR)

^"^
TtiTdenTfughts

Campus Rep. for: ISCA. SOFA, EASC,
-.VICEROY, ANGLO AMERICAN.
EAST OR WEST COAST TO EUROPE ft

BEYOND
"IF IT'S AVAILABLE, We can get it."

2903 College Ave., Berkeley, Ca. 94705

(415)843-1857,(415) 549 1995

CHAWTER, LA Pans, one way, August 27,

^130 Coaiact the Education Abroad
Program, UC Santa Barbara, 941 2394. (13 A

5)

JET to EUROPE

ONE and two bdrms.. pool. Reduced sum
mer, also Fall rentals now. 518 Glenrock

Ave. 477-9245. <l7Jv2 7)

BACHELOR apt for one, $85 month, utilities

paid. Share bath Close UCLA/tran
sportation. 478 8924, GL 1 4084. ( 17 Jy 27)

"^
NEXT TO CAMPUS

Reduced Summer Rentals

Singles • 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644 and 650 Landfair
270-3014 and 4772197

if no ansvver^ calU76-3S78.

SlOO BACHELOR Westwood, utilities, pool

'1^0 le*«>- -.Wilshire West 10990 Wilshire

corner Veteran 478 3236 or 474 6429 ( 17 A i:i

555 LEVERING
Singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
FamiilasOK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA ft Westwood

GR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

(20TR)

^H«lp Wanted!•••••••••••••••

FRE«HMAN or sophomore male. Part time

during school, lull tinse during vacations.

Westwood Sporting Goods. 10945 Weyburn

Ave (3 A 19)

GIRL Personable, responsible, stylish. Part

Time Car Necessary Good Opportunity.

273 3313 Leave name, number for Andrea

Maiur. ,.(3Jy27)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring a close friend

« 50 each or 2 hours credit. 9 00 2 30 FH
3580 (3 A 19)

DECISION malting experiment. Inttrestlng

/ involving. One hour, SI.SO. Can win $20.00.

Register 8411 Frani HaW. <3Jv *

FEMALE students needed to P»'-»'C«P»»« '^

sociologicalexpenment $2 session. i]y\*
hrs), 479 8835 (3A5J

SALES TRAINEE Heavy construction

equipment rental firm is seeking an

aggressive, young, unencumbered man to

loin our three year on the iob sales training

program Must be well groomed and possess

good sales personality E«tensive travel

required Please send resume to R Reiss,

PO Box 47544, Century <;ity. Cat. 90047 (3 A

12)

"s7uDENTS,TnTERNS. or

residents
Near by Infertility Clinic would like to obtain

additional semen donors Many of specimens

will only be used for laboratory research

Men who are Rh negative, or of Oriental,

Spanish and Black background, particularly

requested Please phone 473 4057 and ask for

Mrs Broder for details

RECEPTIONIST ft logal trainees. Typing

required. Salary open. Beverly Mills Law
Suite 278 1888. (3Jy27)

GIRLS pleasant phone work. Good hrs.

Earn S1.4S S2 per hour. Commissions and

bonuses Bring your friends Call and apply

immediately 477 1784,478 7741. (3 A 12)

PAIR Stereo spe*|»ers Rosewood "»»•"•*

Danish made, small «>oo\"2^,V,'b ,„ wT
cellentsoondSSO 825 1077,931 9737 (10 Jy30T

DOUBLE bed - matress. »»- ^P/'^^:,';'^,;

One year old. one owner ^ $20 ""
'J*;";/;

Palms -

NIKKORMAT FTN Body, $100; Nikkon F

Body SI 20; Nikkor 50 mm Lens Fl-4, $fO;

Sun Zoom Lens 85 210 mm, F 4 8, SM, Braun

F 650 Flash S60 Sony Cassette R««>'^'i«^

n»A,S40Tong. 825 3457 (t0Jy30)

Do your stereo headphones

reach out to your garden, or

EVEN TO YOUR BATHROOM, FOR THAT
MATTER* Don't miss out on the finer things

in life Coiled headphone extension cords 25

fpet SI SO each Koss headphones $19,70.

Complete system $44 University Stereo 839

2214,434 0981.9811731. (10Jy27)

PENT AX lens. Suffer Takumar wide angle

J5 mm f 35 Flawless cpnd $60 (40%

savings) Ph. 392 8408

FISHER stereo system, Garrard
Professional changer, Aquarius speakers-

list. $542 Asking $295 New in bo«e». 723-

5435/283-8970. <*0Q'''^

COMPLETE stereo system. Roberts AM-

F M, fme speakers. BSR record changer .
List

S300, sacrifice $145. Never «»•<»•, «L**
sound. 721 0207. <'°°''*'

CORONADO uniocular 4 objective

microscope Barbells 100 lbs Scuba gear,

tank, regulator, wet suit, etc. 473 7247. ()0 J

27)

2 LOVABLE Afghan hounds need new home.
Blue brindle male and female have adult

shots Offer 478 7118 dO A 12)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes You can learn to

eliminate cramming and recall and release

materialstudied 474 3350 1 4 PM. daily. (11

-^Tfki^

MODERN DANCE CLASS INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE, 6/28 8/19. MARIE
MARCHOWSKY, SOLOIST MARTHA
GRAHAM CO 3112 PENNSYLVANIA, S.M.

828 9000.478 3329. d' JV 30)

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA models Free deftvery - free service. 24

hr phone 2749119. -(11, QTR)

DRIVING School. $9 90 hr. "Road Safety

since 1928". State Credential. Peony Bros.

443 875S. .
(11 QTR)

Aug. 24/ Sept. 24 LON/AMST S249

Sept. 2 OneWaytoAMST S134

and many other flights

Indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure date

and call Prof. P. Bentler UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc., 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Beverly Hills. 277-5200 or 879-31 1 1

.

^ Tutoring '4

ORE, LSAT, Oth^r College test preparation.

Indiv instruction. Academic Guidance
Service. 820 So. Robertson. 657 4390, ( 14 Qtr)

AUTO Insurance too high? Students and
employees call Robert W Rhee 839 7270 or

870 9793 ^ (11 QTR)

EXPERT tutoring in Math/Physics by «rad

stud. w/MS in physics. 824-4911. (14 Jy 30)

BACHELOR Brentwood, airy, utilities m
eluded, on bus line, bicycle distance, com
fortable 826 4424, eves; 825 0187, days ( U A

&)

Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE $50

Deposits now for summer /fall

MRS. KAY -GR^imGR3 0524^

S1S0, WALK UCLA Village. Quiet, secluded

Spacious Single. Fireplace. Suitable 12

persons. 473i 0201. <'^ I^JIL.

VENICE guest Cottage with own bathroom,

entrance Use of 2 story Spanish mam house

TV, kitchen, patio, nice people S80 month

392 SSlSalter 9 p.m. tl7Al2)

y Trove/ ./., 13

FRENCH SPANISH • ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any

exam Easy conversational method (trial)

473 2492. (14 QTR)

YOUNG man wishes traveling com-
panion(s) for northern lourney in Aug. 472

1371 ..-.. (13Jy27)

DISCOUNT travel Europe, Israel, India.

Iran M C C 8685 Wilshire Blvd Beverly

Hills Call 659 4281 (13 A 19)

1O07 broorton,wwilwood

Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/LOndon/LA $258

y Typing 15

633GAYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus r—--;

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473-6412

O^^PW/^y FLIGHTS

GUITARS new classical guitars Retail for

S140, only $45 Ca ll Paul at 392 4243 ( 10 A 12)

FOR Sale Double bed, Irg wooden desk, 7

loot sofa, picnic table, 6 drawer dresser, etc.

Call Mary, 824 8453 after 4. ( 10 Jy 30)

YOUNG Doctor needs ^•u pretty girl to

cooK meal once a week in exchange lor meal.

Call 379 7083. (3 A 12)

MALE undergrods Psychology eiiperlment,

45 mins. Can earn up to $5.7$. Register Frani

Hall 4537. (3Jy30)

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

DEC 18

LA/LON
LA/«*MS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

CARHOPS Wanted. Inquire at Tiny Naylors

Drive In. Phone 174-9007.

STEREO headphones as low as $5.*$.

Microphones Irom $2 95. Auto speakers

SS/pair Hook up cables PA Systems Really

low prices Eves and weekends Electronic

Import Center, 1714 Westwood 474 8485. (10

A 12)

More flights available on Walt List. All

flights limited to UC students, staff, ex-

tension and registered Alumni Members.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Quirters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto PurchasesX

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays

in Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

SI IS here! Excellent wages for part time

work Unique marketing and distribution

program. 454 0992. (3Jv30)

You are lust the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
$45 per month while helping others.

Come in to lOOl Oayley , Suite 210

or

Call 478-0051 12-7 p.m.. M-F

FULL/part time Flexible hrs, pays well,

socially edifyiini Call Rich, 392 8244 Keep

trying. ~ (3 A$)

Mountaih Resort Positions at

Sequoia National Park

Job opportunities in Fred Harvey, Inc. food

service, housekeeping, sales and other

oprrattons in t>eautiful Sequoia and Kings
Canyon National Parks until the last week of

Si'plrmbiT

A cash wage is paid, plus board and lodg^g
Un%kinpd lObs pay $214 per average moi\th.

plu<. full board and room Higher pay for

ixp«'riencod workers

FURNITURE moving, must sett. Beds.

dining set. convertible sofa, chairs, dishes,

etc 825 2824,821 7148, (10Jy27)

UKAI M-10 (Roberts OOOX) recorder, Sansui

RA 500 reverb pioneer PL-SO turntable, all

S425/seJI separately. Eves.', 393 3427. (10 Jy

3«» __^ .

IBM Executive tiactric typewriter, nearly

new, xint cond. Moving, must sacrifice

$400/of fer Work , 825-00 1 4 ; home, 824-

(10 J 27)

PILOT HIFi AM-FM tuner Oarrard record

player 15" University 3 way speaker/-

cabinet Price*! to sell 774 4491 (10 J 27)

10% DISCOUNT

Apply at P1.»

with Bob Ch>j

July 78th

Officr for interviews
M W^dneiday morning.

On our already low. discounted, prices

dwith valid student ID)

WESFLORECORDSHOP
nsS4 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Colby) WLA

GR8 2311

Records tapes 8 tracks
C assettes-needles accessories

LAWSON style loveseat, iflnt. ce<td.. goM
neral prtnt on beige linen, $150 472 7444 ( 10 J

27)

T TTWTT grUPENrf TRAVEL*UISL CHARTER FLIOHTB
1007 bronctoo,wi—twood
TEL E : 477- 1 1 1 1 or 473-4443

MUST sell round trip ticket to N.Y August
78 Srpt 4 $125 Call 723 4044 (13 A 12)

f EMALE Travel companion 22 plus wanted
to SCO E.uropp w same 838 18S4. late af

tcrnoonsor eves (13Jy27)

SEE KING ircesprited girl companion, back
pacKinq thru High Sierra Sept 828 1990

bt fore 8 30 am 474 7801 Chris. (13 A 5)

^|kirtC»/iil^ /IlKltB/ltrMi

jNitwMlilY. tig at* HMiil.

» my i«y By scltMiwittf airUiN)
|i»rt« trgm atl maior US citiM

ViM' trom StfO toimtftrip.

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates, close

to campus, fast service. Call 472-8421. (15 J

27)

TYPING ms, technical, theses, papers,

whatever. Selectric (plus symbols).
50c/page Terry, 457 1204 ( > A 12)

j^*r TYPING SERVICE, RESUMES.
TERM PAPERS
PHOTOCOPIES

FAST& EFFICIENT SERVICE
REASONABLE RATES

Andrews Enterprises

4903 W. Pico Boulevard

Tel: 931-1739

WATTS Secretairai Sorvlce-299-313S. Expert
work on both IBM Composer & IBM Selec-

tric. Thesis, essays, and manuscripts-by the

hours. (1$S9)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,
guidance, IBM typing. Satisfaction
guaranteed. No bargain hunters, references.
479-8144.477-4382. (15 QTR)

DlSSERTATlONS-proposais, fir>t and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports. Best
references. Editor -typist. 393-9109. ( 15 QTR)

RUTH - theses, term papers, manuscripts.
Experienced. Weekends, daily 5-9, 828-

1142. (15QTR)
.4

JOAN and EDITH IBM term papers,
theses, miscellaneous. Pick up & delivery.
JOAN. 392 8620 E DITH, 933-2993. (15S9)

FURN. singles bach, from $110 Pool,

utilities paid. 2 block UCLA, 530 Glenrock,

479-9981. (17 J 27)

GLENFAIR TERRACE

Singles & 1 Bedrooms
Pool, sundeck & laundry

Walk to UCLA 1 Westwood
Reierverow recrticed summer rates

Also reserve for Fall ''^

540 GLENROCf: & 543 LANDFAIR

TWO Bdrm. apt, on Venice canals near

beach. July 15-Au^. 15. $150. John, 396-

3374.
U/JJfJ"'

"•^'^'^TlTTto'ucla'
spacious — modern

bachelors -^^

-

singles— bdrms
reducedsummer rates

Reservations for Eftii accepted

>FFICE^516 Land«airv477_8990

TYPING—Editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM. English grads.
Pica/Elite. Kay— Nancy 824 7472 ( 15 Qtr.)

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books,

termpapers. Specialty math and technical

typing. Accurate, rapid service 741-5580. (15

S 9)

GENERAL academic/business Style. IBM
electric. Professional/accurate. 8 yrs. ex-

perience. Santa Monica area. 399-2009. . (15

QTR)

a • I I

LSAT " Help !!M A high score is needed
on this test. Please call, 842 9440. (14 Jy 30)

n .

'n ',_.

MOTHER Studying child development seeks
creative work in beautiful home. 394-2408 4

pm (14J27)

ill

BEACH Apt. s«bl^tMig!!>enice, 3 rms^^ &

kitchen, bath, porch. Gil. 3'»^"7 befo^re^t

a.m. ,

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, i bdrms. ^
J'"^';^

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pv e^

patio a.r conditioning, lovely ^'[^^ . 9^^ 'J
bidg., maid available. North of W.lsh.ce,

convenient to fwys.

411 Keiton Ave. (off Gayley)

479 8144 ^" ^^^

5150 ONE Bdrm.. S95 single. »'*«>, ^'f^'"/
$7$. Utilities included, pet OK <

P*'"^.^''
jq,

0749.
\.fiJy

400"BUrLDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnishea.

Ideal lor year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sob.

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran

^ ^ _ ^ H^JJ,?^ ^ ^.^M-

NEXT to campus Singles, one Mrm^
qarage/sundeck 444 & 650 '-*"''

i',*)'^ ,j,

Be a 'first friend'

Interprep seeks counselors

Tues<toy, July 27, 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin 11

By Marsha Lewis

Interprep, the orientation program for UCLA's

newly entering foreign students, needs continuing

foreign and American students to be counselors in

the program, according to Marsha Lewis. Interprep

CO director.

Interprep will be held September 21 24 on campus

and 25 26 at a mountain camp. The program Is free of

charge to the students. The program's "after ef

fects" follow up sessions, parties, etc. will continue

through out the fall quarter.

"To explain Interprep, let me give you a setting."

Lewis said. "Picture yourself as a new student here.

You've just left your family and friends for a location

thousands of miles from your home Add to fhls

description the fact that this is only your second day

in the United States. Your first experience with

scenic Los Angeles was at the smog ridden In

ternational Airport and you find those four years of

English you took didn't prepare you for 'Anr>erican;'

Then you find that many Americans, even students,

may view foreign students as helpless or childlike

individuals or as other spokes In the mass wheel

different enough that It's easier just to befriend

American more like themselves."

^ -"The question then becomes, what can American

and foreign students who are here do to help make

tt>e arrival of the new International student a warm
personal experience, one that will help him adjust

more quickly to our life style and academic com
munity?" Lewis asks.

Programs
"This year we have a four day on campus program

and a two day week end retreat to help neyv foreign

students become oriented to Los Angeles and

campus. " Lewis said. "We have sort of a two

pronged approach. One prong is the necessary first

friendships. The other is the necessary first In

formation about the campus and community. We
think continuing foreign and American students as

counselors can provide both."

Counselors In the program will be called 'first

friends," according to Lewis. "'Each first friend will

be given the names of approximately five Incoming

students. He will be given the address of each of the

students so that he can send a letter to each,

welcoming them to campus andjntroducing himself.

During the orientation program he will have a

chance to meet his new friends for the first time and

help them settle in to the University. Two first

friends and their 10 new students will form a group

for part of the orientation program." Lewis said.

"Those first few days in this country can be changed

(Continued on Page 9)
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PLEASE HELP

I
" Community Services Resource Center-

I For more Information on any of these volunteer positions see Cathy Hanan after 1 p.m. In

Kerckhoff Hall 309 or call 825 7368after 1 p.m. AAonday through Friday.

Community Need

The Free School is looking for volunteers to

teach classes In anything—either academic,

vocational, craft—you name It.

A 19 year old black youth needs help in basic

reading skills — although, a high school

graduate he cannot read.

Do you live in Burbank? A big brother Is

needed for a 16-year old boy who lives there.
If

All you need for this volunteer position Is a

desire to talk. A doctor from Hungary wants

to improve his pronunciation through English

conversation.

Requirements

Transportation aml^achlng ability

Ability to teach reading; transportation to

Hollywood.

AAale with interest In being a companion to

someone.

Ability to speak good English.

s.
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QUIT NIBBLING AND KISS ME-"Blood and Sand." starring Rudolph

Valentino with Lila Lee and Nita NaML will be presented at 7:30 p.m., f

p m and 10:30 p.m.. Friday July 30. •n6 Friday August 4. at the Westj

wood Film Theater, 1730 Westwood Blvd. Admission for staff and

students: $1 75. ^^^_^__^^_^_^—
What's On deadline

noon four dayspriof to publication.

Room ond Boord JAutos for Siile 29 ^Autos lor Sols 29

FEMALE Share 2 bdrm apt. Own room
S75/mo Santa Monica 3^3045 Partially

(urnistted.

WLA girl has cat Wants roommate Sept. 1,

^70 down. 5105 month 392 7117, 834 U14, 3*1

6435 C^AH)

WANTED lomale roommate It plus to share

2 bdrm apt w/samc Jan. 838 1856 ewes . ISi

?537mcss (1»JvJ7)

GIRL 7 bdrm apt , $77 ea., ptus util., nice

garden WLA area, 878 5M4 eves (1»A5)

BEACH apt , Ir9 turn., single, carp«ts,

drapes, built ms, tMlceny. parhing, utilities

paid 5165 3t9 4408 (JOJy 77)

LARGE 5 bdrm house in S F Valley tJOO

Available Sept i Preter laculty/stalt 744^

1f77 (70 AS)

GIRL Wantod Enchanfle room, board tor

helping young mother Own room, »»am, TV,

near campus 777 1441 (75 A 17)

FEMALE share apt own room/bath 5110/

Own room 587 50 Near beach Santa Momca
J?7 8897 <" A 17:

3 BDRM apt to Share Venice Own room
545/ -no 399 7344 (19Jy30)

NEED two males/ share 3 bdrm apt with

same 575 each Available immediately

WLA 874 4114 C 19 Jy 301

MALE roommate .wanted »85/mo, near

campus..Friendly student Mdg 473 3784. ( 19

Jy 30)

M55 WALK UCLA, 1 bdrms , 7 baths,

playroom Bit ms. carpots, drapos,
»*»^»»'»J«

corner- 789 5045 (lOJviO)

J House for Sole.... 21

BRENTWOOD by owner, Ttt S Buftdy. 7

bdrm 1 1/J bath 7 Fireplaces Lovoly

corner 547,500 472 7545. (71 A 17)

y Room for Rent •••••••••••••• 26

ROOM in private ttom»> UJilitlts, homo
orivileoes 580 PhoP* 774^1544 av«ilabl« Aw9
Vjt (74 A 19)

'47 BMW 1400, sunroof, low mllt«B«.

mechanically porlect, recont maior tunowp,

n«wradials,illOO 47SSS«a. (79 J 77)

FREE LOAN CARS
FRie TOWINO

4000 Milt

_ Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Bolow Doalors Prlco

A I AUTOSBRVICI
7957 ym** Nwys Blvd

across Irom G M Plant
Call 894 7075 74 Hours

'58 MGA new top/radials, enfino noo4i

rebuilding Make otter 478 4147,379 7141 (71

Jy 30)

1970 new HONDA CL 3)0. 1700 mi, MOO. incl.

case hardened chain/lock 874 381) after

S (TfJyIi)

A-1

43 VW s^waraback. very good cond ligm
«reen well maintained Or 741)7, 477 0)91 (]9

Jv 30) _
-48 OPEL Rallyt, noo4» now homo, ownor
leaving, vory good co«itf.. R^M, best oftor.

192 MIf. (79 J 77)

OLD Bel Air 3 bdrm 3 baths. Pool. Fan-

tastic view )79.000 Sands Realtors. 474-

(JtM)

BRENTWOOD 4 bdrm. 1 3/4 baths,

b<'.iutilul surroundings, creeli. ttreplace,

country living. 10 mm UCLA 870 3115,

518,000 .(71A5)

LOVELY 7 bdrm, 1 1/7 bath apt w/ 7 girls.

Furn , own bdrm 477 7793 after 5p m ( 19 A

5)

MODERN custom 7 bdrm home 5 mHt

from campus Privacy t34,500 Low down
Phone 478 3519 (7lJyli)

MOTHER S helper Live m Private room
Parttimehclp Some salary 834 0173 THJy
77)

7 GIRLS share Irg room, bath Aug Pets

OK, Security building 585 each 839 4547, 537-

yn\ X 537. (l9JyH)

FEMALE Share newly furn modern
spacious one bdrm apt. 8/min campvs.
$77 50 Sylvia. 074-9774 evet. . (19 J 17)

GIRL grad share Ig 3 »>drm , 7 bath furn

apt Close campus Pool, laundry 477

7877. (19 A 12)

— ^ House to Share ............ 22

LOVELY room close trans ,
Kitchen,

laundry priv Grad student female )40 /mo
475 4475 "* * '"

^Autos lor Lease 29A

SUMMER encbange English medical i

student would like to rent car, desperAlo

colonial Day 875 7141 Station )4 — J_
B,,n (Lease Jy 10)

^Autos lor So/e....4...1 29

1970 VW Bos Nice 70,000 mi Factory

camper bed 57,450 Call 778 5453, ent TO) Of

876 7734 <WJV>« >

1971 DATSUN 740Z, automatic, air, mags,

6000 mi, orange 874 3813 after 5 00

Sacrifice' < Jv'®'

47 AUSTIN HEALY SPRITE AM radio,

tonneau cover. Leaymg country )77)/best

otter 457 «S3| (29 J y 37)

S^PARJU 140 Lat4 '49 Stereo, Radials,

U^ib^lttr John, 47#8 174 (Mii»t s

0)
\ a;..

Mii»t sell by Aug
(TVlyan

VW '59, good, now brakes, tlrOft, battery,

bestefferover )a)0. 399 ))«4. (29Jy3t)

MERCEDES Bern 770S 59 restored, "Int.

cond inside /out Must sell/ Best otter.

Leaving country 475 7344 (79A)|

'47VW, SIM Big wheels. e«»g*w wood* wrh.
ash (or O C ,479 9180 (79Jy30)

'48 FORO Cortina 7 dr , automatic, alnt I

owner Must sell )7)0/bost 4)7 7t39. 4SI-

0701 ( Jy »•)

Cycles, Scooters

For Salei.....^..... » 3
'49 HONDA 350 cc scram filrremely clean.

Int cond Starter, mtrrors, two heimet%.

i400 Call 774 7)41. (ItJvXf)

ROOMMATE wanted pleasant 7 bdrm
house near beach Sh»re with grad couple

Own bdrm 397)477 (77 A 17)

PRIVATE BDRM cool, quiet, use errtire

house. Bar B O. pi04«o. near UCLA, bvs,

parking, 7)47)47)1 (22 J 77)

V" lAililDIti; Student K*<iM»>f»f
jNNlBif Cm PlirchAftt. LewlMi
i«i^Mi«<inBft$. tgwrs ID C«r«».

VApts. - Furnished. 17 ^/^^^^ _ y„forn«/ied ' 8

HO BACHELOR Walk UCLA and West- -^ "

1 TTTTTmn '<!'

i.rg. two bdrm., noor UCLA-
through 8/78 July paid, only )87 50 tor

August 477 4838 ( 19 Jy 30)

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL.
SUNDECKS, GARAGE 441 435 LANDFAIR.
479)404 (ttOTR)

SHARE Brentwood hoMse Own room Being

redecorated, turn 820 3048 (22 J 27)

^Rooni and Board....— 24

INTERNATIONAL Scout 47, 7 wheel drive

perl cond ,5500 Private party, CR )

3738 il^Jrnt

48 FIAT sports spider Very «lnt cond 74,500

m. Leavmgstafo.5).090. Evgi 478 4351, 392

,01 f
^ T Jf ^ („ A 19)

... - I i
)

'70 MGB Mustard AM- FM, wires, etc 17k,
beautiful cond 57350/offer 398 7473 (29Jy3t)

1969 FIREBIRD 74.000 mi. Air, Automatic
PoMer steer/ Brakes, 350 engine. Vinyl top

175 0394 454 9944 (29 A 19)

SI

-MM
9944

All «c

(10 J 77)

Frod Harvey. Inc. is an Equal

Opportunity Employer
FREEZER, Seai'«2lcu. tt trostless. under 3

yrars itnt cond )775/ofter Work, 82)0014;
I\omr8]«4044 ( 10 i 37)

JPftt SttrdptMi Mips * littrattirt fd'

?JifBl*«tor«/Cttr*'»f»cy converttr*.

|. ;rSfi»««<it Travtl K»«d4|w«rttrs

AIS FLIGHTS

ftS« Sdfita Mofttcd tivd

.

i. A «0M« 374tT42
tVtiWi. tdot Sdfita M«ni«d/ Oghtnyi

80 BACHELOR Walk UCLA and West-
wood Ouiet over garage Frig . hot plate,
;;,ir)<nq ;«9 S06S ( 17 A 12)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, t 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO

i » P . *f ^— .* * » * ^ —'M—M--—'^

Deposits now tor summer/tail

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard
Mr. Lynch, GR5-55W.

LARGE one bedroom apt. ^'^^/r? ,.42 of

Brockton .4. WLA Bus Service 824 •«.,
j^,

4 76 1 178
!

?75 Byrd built charm Full
^^f.-'^u'

.replace I bdrm and den. W»'''''*\
,[77]0)

)9i 7829 S M ___

? And 3 BDRM 1/7 block to Venice bt^jj

Oishw,«sh(r, built ms. intercom ^ "^° ^ .
,,

SPACIOUS 1 bdrm two bath apt H*»r ISC

Foreign students preferred Call 474 1741

y For Sub-lease

ONE iHlrm apt to subtet for 7

Ventwood 5l50plvs deposrt 874 4349

OACH J98 g4j;

BRENTWOOD 7

lit, rm.. L9C ciKtwrt t**^«*

-< ^^ic^3i!r'>M

n»Mr shOffS. 714) 04«-«d70.

Lge
car garage

rTfTTT

MALE Student gr ad/undergrad meals, walk

to school pool tw ptarking Reasonable 400

S Bentley 772 4734 (74Jy30»

y Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.. 25

5ALARY, separate apt. Board Child can
aMer scttoot. sopper Physician/daughter
(in Car necessary 77)-0«7| (75Au7i

65 MUSTANG V 8 automatic, rebuilt

engine Xint cond 5750/t>est otter 478 1780.

478 5337 (79 A 19)

«t ALFA ROMERA beautiful Rare 1300

^pydrr convertible Xlftt COnd Day 794 )40#.

n.tr 87) 0'*rj < 79 Jy 27)

70 VW Bug, 17000 miles xint mech co«id.

Leaving country S)47)/ofter Call 874
1019 '' (7t^* S)

'07 VW fatthack, loavlnf country,

mltea«o SI.IOO Call 47)- 1770 after )pm (29

Jy 30)

66 MUSTANG , ktitt cand., tow mileofie,

convertil>le Leaving country 59)0 876 4373

^Iter 5 875 4417day (79 A 17)

69 XKE Jaguar 7 p«u» 7 wire wtteots, 14,0M
miles, alnt Air, R/H, baby blue t4.i00 Call

651 0701 or 457 7979 (79 A 12)

'55 CHEVY Station wagon New trans f»r
end, tires, Engmt needs rebuilding Best

oHer 773 1345 ( 79 A 13)

VW 45 BUG, lint cond. new upltolstery,

clean, orange 51095 or best 478 )734, 87).

)90leBt)l (79Jy7»)
1

66 VW Karmann Ghia conv Good cond, ) 300

equity payoff V400 Interested contact Bill,

<;« 9165 (79 Jy 27)

ALFA Romeo 67 Spyder, Porche Brown,
new Perrelhes. 39.t00 mi )7,0M 779 307>

272 7416 (29 A 12)

'70 HONDA CB3)0, less than
vory wall. MM. Andy 4)0 2404

miles Rmm
(30 J 27)

VINCENT Black Shadow )9)7 Xint con4
throvghout Asking tlOOO Soe to appreciate
392 7)09 Steve ( 30 Jy 3i»

'70 SU2UKI 3)0 II. Xint cond New fr tire

Rack, helmet ))2) Call Shahram 479

6877 (3tAI9)

12) cc LAMBRETTA, good mech c«

must sell Rack mirror Helmet. )1I0/
Prank 824 3400 (30Jy77)

'48 HARLEY Davidson Ra
,1^1 iieage. runs very well Hel

Jy 27)

. 13) cc Law
473 7«*;.tJB

HONDA S90 40. great transportation Mwsl
sril Si)0/ofter 474 0011 eves Ask tor

Piter tie A s»

64 HONDA 105 ScramMor.
lOnd 473 7>t4»wes

mi XMM.
(30 A)|

44 PONT GF air all power n*w brakes

5450 653 9)54 ask tor Robert After 5 (79 Jy

69 B)A motorcycle 441 Victor Xint cond
«null sell, leaving country OR 7 4157, 473

05«< (30Jv30)

771

T
FURNISHED 1 bdrm )U) WLA near

campus. TV linens, diihes 13 mos beg

Awg 1 395 8397 (S Jy 27)

PL g AStW T prtyltf »BdWt bJ 'h m i -r :--

d.*i«rice campws plus salary Child care.
-K« duties (howsekreper employed)

ijbie Sept 3?9 215S (15 A r2)

'47 RALCON good cand ONw transmission.

valvs. stick Leaving country, must sell now,
47a. 74) I (20

,a DATSUN tooo Raadtte^ «int cand Matt
sell ) 1.400 391 4002 otter 6P m (29Jy30)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

"^ y Bicycfes •••••••••••••••••«••••

Save on car rental «•••• ••''"Buy bore take

delivery in Europe Plan ' Direct shipment
• ISO arfn^9^ Financing available

i«l 0445 870 6938

Ut^rvERSlTY BtCYCLIS. 1714 Wost
Sales eapert repairs. Rentals V4 oo/day.

'open 6 days 10 8 475 1)70 (BicyclosSO)

'44 VW S^uareback, now tires and brakes.
new upholstery engine recently overhauled
5825 9)4 9647.2714039 (79Jy30)

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd # *

.*««»»*••«•* '•#»'

;4i5^
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Lectures:

II

—Eleanor Rolstpn will lead a

discussion on Thomas Berqer's

"Little Bi9 Man," at 8:30 a.m.

today in the Tea Room, BuIIocIq's

Westwood, 10861 Weyburn Ave.

Ticl^ets available at the door.

—Charles W. Doalc, United

Ministries University Pastor, will

lead a discussion on "Eastern

Religion in Western Culture," at

9:30 a.m. Thursday in the Tea

Room, Bullock's-Westwood, 10861

Weyburn Ave. Tickets available

at the door. *

7:45 a.m. — returns

deadline 7/31.

Saturday, August 7

evening

\

— Disneyland—$8 includes
transportation, admission and 15

rides; 18 maximum; departs 10 00

a.m. — returns 10:00 p.m. 8/5

deadline.

Sunday, August 8

—Japanese Gardens—$5 m
eludes transportation and en

trance fee; departs 10:00 a.m. —
returns 7:00 p.m.; 20 maximum,-
8/6 deadline.

ucia
summer
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Exhibits:
Meetings:

Friday. July 30. 1*71

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

UNIVERSITY CnuKUS—The only a capella piece

ever written by Stravinsky will open and close a

concert presented by tKe University Chorus at noon

Thursday in the Schoenberg Hall auditorium.

Directed by George Packer, the 40 member chorus

accompanied by an instrumental ensemble will sing

a program of choral music dating from the

Renaissance perid to the present.

Tickets:

On:
Students SI

—"The Gods Sit Back," written

by Halsted Wells, directed by

Michael Gordon, with actors Guy
Stockwell and Edward Binns and

summer workshop students will

be presented tonight and continue

through July 31, In AAacGowan
Little Theater. Times: 8:30 p.m.,

Wednesday through Saturday.

7:Xp.m. Sundays with house dark

Mondays and Tuesdays. Tickets

available at all UCLA Box Offices.

General Admission: $2.50,

—Zappa and The Mothers of

Invention in only Los Angeles

appearance this year, will be held

at 8:» p.m., Saturday, August 7,

at Pauley Pavllllon. Reserved

tickets available at all UCLA Box

Offices. General admission: $5,

$4, $3. Student tickets available at

Kerckhoff Hall 140, at $4, $3, $2.

Films
—"Moana of the South Seas"

will be sli)8yvn at 7 8, 9:X p.m.

Saturday and 2: 30 & 7 p.m.

Sunday, by the Westwood Film

Society, 1730 Westwood Blvd.

Admission: staff and students,

$1.75.

—"La Forza del Destino," with

orchestra and chorus of the Rome
Opera House, will be shown from

10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Saturday at

the Esquire Theater, 2670

Colorado Blvd., Pasadena; and

frbm 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Sunday at the Plaza Theater, 1067

Glendon Ave., Westwood. Tickets

available at the door.

—A photographic display by

Stephen Schimmel will start

Sunday and continue through

August 21 at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave.

—2000 years of Encyclopedias.

Outstanding examples of the

development of encyclopedias in

the West, will be on display at the

University Research Library

from now through September 24.

Hours: Mondays Thursdays 7:45

a.m. 10 p.m.; Fridays 7:45 a.m. 5

p m.; Saturdays 9 a.m. -5 p.m.;

Sundays closed.

Et cetera:
—English Conversation Classes

will be held from 11 a.m.-l p.m.,

Monday through Friday, July 26-

30, at the International Student

Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave. Anyone

interested in improving their

English langua^ ability is en-

couraged to attend. Volunteers to

teach classes are still being

sought. If interested In helping

others to increase their language

ability call 477-4587.

—ISC Ping Pong Tourney
winners will be presented with

trophies at 6 p.m. Friday at the

International Student Center, 1023

Hilgard Ave.

ISC Tours
Sunday, August 1

—Lytle Creek Hiking Trip—$2
for' students includes tran-

sportation and $1,000 insurance

coverage; 10 maximum; departs

Committee memt)ers for the

China Seminar will meet at 7 p.m.

Thursday at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave

—ISC Drama Workshop for

amateur productions is being

organized and will meet at 6 30

p.m. Wednesday at the In

ternational Student Center, 1023

Hilgard Ave. New original one

acts are sbught for producttorr;

—

URA clubs:
Today, July 27

The Conservation Club—7:30 pm?
Ackerman Union 2412.

The Karate Club— 5 7 pm,

Women's Gym 200.

The Fishing Club—noon, Men's

Gym 201.

The Sailing Club—7 pm. Acker

man Union Women's Lounge.

Tomorrow, July 28

The Hattia Yoga CLub—5-7 pm,

Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club—rioon, Memorial

Activities Center B 146,

Thursday, July 29

The Indoor Soccer Club—7-10 pm,

Women's Gym 200.

The Women's Karate Club—56
pm. Women's Gym 200.

The Kung Fu Club—3 5 pm,

Women's Gym 200.

The Integral Yoga Club—4 pm,

Women's Gym Green.

The Figure Skating Club—8 pm,

Santa Monica Ice Capades Chalet.

The Mountaineers—noon, Nor

thwest Corner of • Moore Hall

Lawn.

Straight talk time. Dial 870-7263 Wednesday!

^j(
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David
Brown
Compton

High

Senior

9:05am
with Communicator
Michael Jackson

Ken
Levine
UCLA

Psychology

Major

1:05pm
with Communicator

Marv Gray

Balak
Loyola U
English &
Philosophy

Major

6:10pm
'with Communicator

Ken Minyard

Debeta
Wheaton
Centennial

High

Senior

9:05pm
witti Communicator

Hilly Rose

Lou
Balak

use student
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Parole Bd.

Employee
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Speak your piece! Discuss! Question!

You'll en|oy exchanging ideas, and hearing

the fresh opinions and views of KABC'S
youthful guest co-communicators.

KABC R H'^f J i

4
Where Todays News Makes Conversation

Help clear legal bottleneck

Students work with
By Mark Rubin

IB SUff Writer

A program allowing student interns here to work

with the SanU Monica Judicial district in bbteining

pre-trial releases for misdemeanor defendants, has

proven successful, according to one John Sander, an

intern in the program.

Through the work of the interns, people charged

with misdemeanors are being released from jail

before their trials without the necessity of posting

bail.

The program was established last September by

students in the School of Public Administration here

because only such a program existed for felpny

defendants. The intern program was set up as part of

the public service curriculum, in conjunction with

the Santa Monica courts

Work
Sanders, said, "UntU they began last September

almost no people held on misdemeanor charges were

released from pre-trial detention without posting

t>a;

Sanders added The courts were tbo busy to in-

vestigate each individual case regarding the merits

of releasing the prisoner without bond. However once

the student interns were involved they took over the

task of invesUgating ihe backgrounds of the defen

dants."
' '^

The interns take the information which the

defendant supplies to the court, and then check into

its accuracy. '

FoUowing the checking procedure the intern then

recommends t(^ the court whether the defendent

should or should not be released.

""As part of their criteria, the intern finds data on

how long the subject lived in Los Angeles county, his

UPG staff electi

employment record, number of relatives in the area

and references as to his "stability in the community"

to help determine the final recommendation Ac-

cording to Sanders, financial background is not used

in formulating the recommendations.

Relate

Sanders believes the program is important

because the students can relate to and gain the

confidence of the prisoners they work with. Sanders

said career people in the police departments and the

courts can become "desensitized" after working, in

the same environment for many years and therefore

they have trouble relating to the people with whom

they must deal. "Students do not have this problem,"

according to Sanders, and therefore work more ^-

fectively with those people they contact.

While the main job of the interns is to recommend

on pre-trial release for people who plead not guilty,

they also, when requested to by the judge, compile

information and make suggestions regarding

possible probation. Since September, the 10 poeople

interviewed for possible probation were all granted

probation.

Statistics

Over the past year, the interns dealt with 76

araignments. Of these 55 pleaded not guilty and were

interviewed by the interns regarding their release.

The interns recommended to the court that 51

'prisoners be released until their trial After con-^

sidenng the intern's reports, the judge ordered the

release of 48 of the prisoners pending their trial.

- Sanders said the interns beOeve the Santa Mom
courts have given them a great deal of assistance iii

carrying out their work. He said the justices are

"liberal concerned individuals who are anxious ta

hear suggestions for strengthening the judicial

processes."

Law school -VA
program cancelled

By MelUsa Axelrod

DB SUff Reporter

A pilot ombudsman program run by second and third year law

students here at the West Los Angeles Veterans Administration

Center was canceUed last month after a year and a half d
operations.

The project, which was esUblished winter quarter. 1970. was

headed by John Bauman. associate dean of the law school here and

included two to three students per quarter working as "sort ol

neutral agenU to help out in any way they saw fit." according t*

Alexander C. Rosen, who directed the program s evaluation.

The plan was cancelled in Washington. DC. b^ Donald E.

Jphnson. administrator of the national VA office there. Baumaa

said the project had been, "just an experiment The agreement

with the Veterans Administration was that It would terminate op

June 30 They stuck to that agreement
"

Bauman said the Administration fell the UCLA group had been

duplicatmg the services of other veterans organiiations and the

Red Cross

According to Rosen there was "s6me overlap" but the pragrUB

was providing "a different kind of assistance than other
^S^'^^l^^'

Bauman abosaid. "They weren't dupUcating but providing needed

services," amd Baumen added.'ln any case the need is so greet

that there is no question of duplication
"

Rosen was concerned that the program was dropped before the

evaluation was completed "We were sUll collaUng the daU." he

said and thus far the general belief was that the program was ef-

fective.

Vlger

AccOT-ding to Rosen, the veteran administration, wp4;d "ratlur

have agencies handle the problems than yoqng vigorous UCLA law

students." ^ ^
. ^.

He said the students were weU liked by the veterans and the

employees of the sUndard care center, which is a ' half-way houee

for indigent veterans." he said. Located adjacent to the Brentwood

and Wadsworth hospiUls, it houses about 200 veterans in barrack-

like quarters.
,

Preliminary results of the evaluation showed 99 percent approval

from those veterans,who had used the service, and M P^rgfat

support from those who had not. according to a Los Angeles Timet

report

"^ ^f.......^....
••:^u:

• 1 % >*»
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Mail ballots for the University Policies Com-

mission (UPC) sUff represenUtive run-off elecUon

must be received by Aug. 6, according to Eugene

Wilhelm, UPC executive secretary.

The following six candidates are vying for the

three available staff representative positions: Susan

Berger, Secretary II, engineering; Benme D.

Dudley, staff research associate, anatomy; Jack J.

Hillery, senior assistant administrator, physical

plant; Marjorie B. Johansen, assistant to the

director of Summer Sessions; Frances McQuade,

assistant to the dean, School of Law; Eleanor

Wesson, coordinator, volunteer services.

Wilhelm said the UPC stoff elections, "Are the

most important move made by the Umyersity to

expand the base of campus government."

He said of the 9000 University employees here, only

1800 ballots were cast in the primary elecUon.

However, he said response thus far to the run *off

elections, which began July 23, indicates a better

voter turn-out is expected.

Several ASUCLA employees have complained

there are no candidates repres.-^nting ASUCLA in the

run-off election, because all lost in the ASUCLA
representatives primary election According to one

ASUCLA Secretary, it is futile to vote in the run-off

s

because ASUCLA is not represented.

According to Wilhelm, the 250 ASUCLA employe

received ballots and it is their fault for not uniting to

support one candidate However, he said this does

not mean they will have no-gepresenUtion on UPC

because sUff problems th^hout the campus are

similar and the UPC non-academic representative

will be responsive to all sUff , regardless of whether

they are employed by the University or ASUCLA.

Student stabbed at dorm
One student was sUbbed and another beaten with chains at 1:15 am

yesterday in the Dykstra Hrll parking lot

Paul Norman Hiley was hospiUlized with stab wounds in his abdomen

and Fernando Swarez was Uken to the Medical Center here but was latv

released after treatment for mulUple head wounds suffered m the attack.

Both vicUms are residents of TheU DelU Chi fraternity and were at-

tending a party at the fraternity house at 547 Gayley Ave.

A spokesman for the fraternity, OC Cwler, said the a«aiUntoi-

about 20 to 25 persons - came to the house and began throwmg t)eer

bottles into the pool . ..

"When the guys in the house went out to the front yard we were greeted

by these guys SUnding in karate^type stances, loaded <*oj^^"j

weapons They obviously had a preconceived notion of having a fight, be

said

University Police officer Ueutenent Bill Collins said the poiice have no

suspects in the case as of yet.

GSA establishes mobile health clinic

By Janet Klein

DB SUff Reporter

A mobile health clinic project here was established to

serve Mexican-American migrant farm J^o^kers or-

phanages and poverty communities, according to Elliot

Schlang, Graduate Student Association (GSA) social

welfare vice-president.

'

The project, which was established last month, will use a

mobile unit consisting of two dental chairs, a dental X ray

unit, a dark room, and medical examination room It wiU be

manned by dental and medical students, and faculty of both

schools, according to Schlang.

Tho ripntnl n^noct of the unit will provide immediate

nination area will be used for

Schlang said the advantage of a mobile health clini^ is

thai it is not Uraited to a fixed location It will service areas

which do not have near-by clinics and which otherwise

receive inadequate dental and medical care.

Educate - 1

He added the unit will also serve an educational purpose

m not only educating medical and denUl studenU but also

auxiliary health personal, siich as nurses. denUl hygenists.

and various health technicians.

GSA has alloted $500 to employ three graduate students

this summer to work on developing the mobile clinic The

amount has been increased to $2500 because of the work-

study program

physicals, electrocardiograms, pap smears and various

laboratory tests which will enable eariy disewe detection

and appropriate referrals. ^ ^

uan Le^a xXih u y^ai I i* 1 I t 4a

Mazer, director of'the Student Fund, soliciting funds from

private cooperations iind government organizations such as

Health Education and Welfare to help fdnd the unit

Money

In iU one year existence the Student Fund has raised over

$45 000 in corporate contribuUons for various community

service projects Schlang said he and Maier believe the

clinic's merits will enable adequate funds to be raised with

little difficulty. ^
The two otheiTstudents working on the project are

researching the operation of exisUng mobile clinics and are

negotiating with manufacturers for the "best cUnic for the

best price
"

.
.

Al present UC San FrMidtco has four naobile dental

clinics cosUng $W 000 a piece funded entirely by private

sources ^ ,*^ * .w^
schlang said he Is aiming for between $50-100.000 for the

..n.t h. wants He said "If UCSF can dig up^MJ^
four clinics. UCLA should have little difficulty m oouiriDr

funds for one unit
"

m
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No Sweat Foreign Student!

We will ship your per&or.a: etfects bock 4o your Home w\1^

profevsionof e«icier>rv at charges that wont hurt you

Call Us Now:

749-7491

•«II220V

-=5

A-^2^1?^r,

Featorifii KIMSIMMONDS
SPtClAL GUtST STAU

^FRIDAY MIDNIGHT
.. FAMOUS BRITISH HORROR

ivjptrrrm*vfi t«ic& Tti« strangest

^rrv— • nutty ventrilcX|ut»t MmdbeCOmcS

\Mymim
20 8PM SMTXMNIMCnK

All M«tt reterveO S6 $!>. M
Av»H«ble at all Walltch's Music City Stores,

So Cal Music Co . 637 So HHI and all Mutual A«enciet,

and S. M. Ci¥»c Box Oftke 093-»Wl)

(1 t)v »

VOU'RE A BIG BOYMOW
t 'anc'S r Coppola's h.iaf.ooi

punchy ujur* teatLirir>g a wild &
•wonderful c»st tnciuiJing Julte Harris

as Miss Thirtg
August 13

ANGELSCYCLEFILM
Roger Corman's social comment

' or »^ I Id. lawless motorcycle treaKs
^riownat 1966 Venice &

Edmburgn Film Festivals

I 1067 GlRndpn Am. Wwtwood Vil.

t7»-9077 or 477-0098

PLAZA THEATER

WEST LA. MUSIC

GIANT SALE
2 Days Only - Fri. & Sot. July 30-31

We ore presently overstocked with the finest selection of guitars, drums, band instruments,

amplifiers, and sound systems available. In addition, Hf/e have just finished remodeling at

our West L.A. location. In honor of the occasion, all our merchandise will be priced bra-

zenly Ipw from 10%"to 70% off, for two days only. To prove to you that we hdve ttie lowest

prices »ond the highest quality, merchandise, come visit us at our giont sole July 30 and

31 . We con sell you a giant, cheap

H«r« are just o few excNiipl«t from our outstorKling selection

of new and used instruments. All sale items are covered by
West LA. Music's exclusive lifetime guarantee. Trades are wel-

come, and if you see something you like, at least put a de-

posit on it to make sure you get it.1-::^::

—

ITEM DBCimON LIST

11

Yamaha FO itO ^ Fo^h Guitar

Martin Dtl Folk Guitar

Gibson C » Classic Guitar

Ovation Ball adeer Fotli Guitar

Oobro Blues Guitar
Guild D 44 • Guitar

ramors P 50 S'C Guitar

Cor>ga Or\jrn\ ( 'bergiass

PCArl Drum S«t CfjmpieteSei
Siandei MC VI "T* A M.ier
Ventura 1600FP Flamenco Guitar
Guild O 3S f n\u. Guitar
^landel S 60 Guitar Amp
Bagpipes .. Imported
Baniov. C<awt< G«»tars

Guitar Casts All Sues
Guitar Stnngt Any Brand
USED lNST«<iM€NTV

Gibson ESnS Eiectnc Guitar
Fendar Amp Rassm«n
Oitoson SO ^ ^ Electric Guitar
Slin9arlan« Drums Complete Set
f LcjreeOboe Perfect

' '<tfer Jaguar Fiectnc Gvttar
^ < i>er>t>acker »^ » Guitar

I 'J0m>^ Drums 1 ' -eSet

0'to«6n Melody f^^titr t '»'<iric Guitar

WEST L.A. MUSIC
1 1 345 Sonto AAonico Bl 479-6898

West los Angeles 477-8802

(1 Waal •§ H^ »« !>*««• fr—mmf\

Wa oc^apt Am^fkoo CosK. ftooV Amackord. Motta^horga. Loy A Woy,. Monthly

Poymantt, ond troda lr»
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Public Administration

program director lauded
By Robin Saadert

DB SUrr Writer

Enersl Englebeit. director of the Public Administration program here.

has recetvedthe Claren A DylLStra Award for outatandmg service in the

fieid of public adminitration.

Durmchis three years as director of the program, Englebert and his

staff have designed curriculum and internship programs for both

graduate and undergraduate students interested m pubUc and civil

service »

The program has made an effort over the years to attract students from

minonty communiUes who are interested m becommg mvolved in

various community services programs EngkAcrt said approximately 50

percent of those students now involved in the pubhc administration here

are minority students.
Management

"Students who have graduated from the program have moved into

important positions in city management, health, community develop-

ment, the Department of Human Resourses Development (HRD), and

international relaUons," Englebert said.

For those students from minority areas, the program provides an

opportunity to return to their own communities with new Imowledge and

to help with programs of special interest to those areas, according to

Englebert "Some are concerned about going back to their communities,

others wish to take their knowledge and move on the larger scene

(national government),** he said.
. o .

To help further minority interest in the program the Amencan Society

for Public Administration (ASPaI has given money for scholarships in

the field of urban administration. "We are the only place in the West to be

selected for an ASPA grant and one of eleven college in the country

receiving such support," Englebert said.

Room •';'•

Although there are no plans for future expansion, Englebert said he

should like more students to enter, the field of pubhc administration

"There is always room for more well-trained people in government

service," he said.
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"I'm going down to the gra\^yQrd

Gonna' dig me up some bones

They }usi nxight be yours now
Or they just might be my own"

"I'm just a normal boy! The audience is really nuts. A

very strange phenomenon occurs whenever we perform.

Alice starts the madness, but soon the audience gets tuned

into it and then they each carry it to their own personal

extremes. Pretty soon, the audience is like Hellzapoppin
*'

Did you enjoy the gig at l^ng Beach?

"It was a great gig. I hadn't realized that there was so

much energy in Los Angeles The last time we were in LA.

we did a gig at the Brass Ring. We performed for two truck

drivers and a dog

"But 1 particularly enjoyed this concert because there

was a nice riot at the end. We always go for that end riot. It

shows us that it was a successful show People go to con-

certs to get excited. And when we do a good job, the con-

certs end up in a good natured riot. But the one we had the

other night got fucked-up because of those goon football

players.
'•

"What really got to them was the money thing. I really

dig it. Whenever there is someone in the audience that 1

don't like — a bouncer perhaps — 1 just drop a few dollars

around him ind let the audience finish him off. Money

brings out the^Sasic primitive instinct."

Speaking of which, there were some rumors going around

al>out a stunt that you and Salvador Dali were going to pull

off.

"D^li had this great idea. He wanted to suffocate a pig in

a bathtub, and use a giant Woodstock-like PA system to

broadcast the sounds out over the audience. And maybe

have our guiUrist play moog accompaniment to the

squealing."

Where else do you get your inspirations?

"From watching a lot oT television. I dig 1 Love Lucy and

Leave it to Beaver. And I really dig horror flicks, like The

Haunting. Invasion of the Body Snatchers and The Creature

from the Black Lagoon . oooh, I had to walk out of that

one The only problem with these films is that a lot of them

are too fake. I would really like to see some blood once in a

while."

"The queens are out dancin', but now they're not funny

Cause one of them's walk in' away with your sonny"

"We've got a pretty healthy groupiescene going for us. At

first the chickies were afraid of us. But after a while they

. realised that we weren't that sexually violent."

"I'm just a normal boy!

"If I were offstage what I am onstage. I would have been

dead a long time ago. Alice onsUge is a cunty, arrogant

bitch. She's really dbnoxious. And at the same Ume the

music is really tough and raunchy behind her. So she can be

tough and arrogant. If we went onstage and acted humble,

we'd look really silly. We wouldn't have that power thai

w^'ve got. The audience respects us —that power." >^

"Have you got the time to find out

who I really am"

"We're sUU outrageous, but people don't walk out on us

any more. They start out really estranged, expecting a

chick or a folk singer. Then I come out and they wonder is

this what I paid five dollars to see? But before long they're

really loving it. By the end, they're screaming hit us with

something else. They're just a bunch of masochists."
^_ If it hadn't been for Frank Zappa, who signefl you on his

label, do you think that your fate might have been dif-

ferent?
i. 41

"Yeah Frank unlocked a lot of doors for us, mosUy

around the time that we did our first album. It was chaotic.

At that time we were working at a level where we wanted to

see how complicated we could get. Even Frank would listen

to our stuff and say, 'Now wai^ a piinute. even the Mothers

couldn't learn that song.' It was a great comphment. Frank

and I are still friends, but we no longer have any business

dealings together."

Would you attribute the public s sudden accepUnce of

you to the decadence to which America has succumbed over

the past 5 years?
t- r>

~

"At the start, people used to say go see Alice Cooper,

they're a goof. But then 'I'm Eighteen' came out. It was a

1970's 'My Generation'. The SUtement for the streamlined

seventies. It was Umely and it sounded totally different.

Even I can relate to it and I'm 23. 1 wish I could say I was 18

'The times really are strange now. Every once m a while,

we get picketed by Women's Lib. They think were

threatening their masculinity. Sometimes they throw bras

at us as an insult. But the funny thing is a lot of them have,

phone numbers written inside- 38D, call me any^jme.

"They used to throw jeUy beans at the Beatl^, they throw

bras at us. Now there's a social comment. We were going to

collect all that stuftand dump it on an audience .

Speaking of which, what happened to the chickens?

'Actually, we never really killed any chickens - Dut

nobody believes me. What happened was that we were

doing an outdoor concert with the Mothers, and the sUge

was right underneath a veranda.

•Anyway, in the middle of the set I saw this chicken

walking aroupd on the stage, which I thought was pretty

cute. So I thought to myself, if I take this chicken and throw

V it into the air, it'll fly away - not realizing that chickens

can't fly
. .^.

.

"So I picked up the bird and threw it up in the aw. ngm

into the overhang and it plopped back down with a broken

neck. I felt really shitty about it, so I threw it into tne

audience. The crowd tore it to pieces.

"The very next day Frank^c« ^ ^

mratins the Man from the Miss

Interview by Jacok Wiesel

•'I need a boat and 1 need a train

I need a butler and a trip to Spain

I need everything the world owes me"

"We're really hitting at the right lime There seems to be

a lull in the music industry right now There's no electncity^

All the groups now are trying to get sophisticated And

when you do that, your audience gets sophisticated and

bored So here we come along and blow everybody's mind

with our madness Music is our basic thing The theatncs is

icing on the cake."
•.

. .TryiTig to hitch a ride in a Cadillac"

"We're going to be doing a film for Warner Brothers. It'll

be called The Great Medicine Ball and it'll be Doug Ker-

shaw, B.B King, Stoneground and us. It should be good It's

going to be done by the same guys who did Woodstock.

Wadley and Weintrob"
"What's keeping us apart isn't selfishness

what's keeping us together isn't love"

"Its nice to be back in LA for a while. We lived here for 4

years. First in Venice, then we lived in Watts where we

shared a house with the Chambers Brothers And then we

lived up in the hills for a while. We all sUll live together,

even though each of us h^s enough bread to live by them-

selves. It keeps the communication tight"

msm

^ 1 1U U > v/ y
._ rts

Are you in as much cpntrol of the music as you seem to

be**

•'Well there really isn*t'that much improvisation going

on It's all pretty much choreographed. At the same timejf

anyone gets lost- we do play pretty loud sometimc^^they

can look at me, and judging from my position onsUge,

figure out where they're supposed to be. It s hard to make

mistakes when there's that much control And with me as a

focal point, things sUy pretty tight. ^-
u . n.^

"ThVmusic is very orchestrated We'll Uke a bsBS line

for instance, double it with a lead line, double it agaiifwith

drums and by then, its so strong that it really hits you. We

like to use bass, lead guitar and piano as lead instrument

and throw in the rhythm guitar as a sort of counterpoint.

"Second Coming " is almost mathematical in its con-

struction. Some of the stuff is copped from Bach but it all

comes out sounding like ballsy rock."

"We still got a long way to go"

-On Love It to Death, we built a concept in the studio. We

created an image and then formulated the music around it

Consequently, the music sounds a bit more rational, but the

lyrics are just as bizarre as ever

"We've already begun to organize the next album. We re

in a pre-production period which involves getting it all

ironed out in the studio first. It should be ^nteresUng. We re

experimenting with a lot of far out ideas We ^^ thinking of

opening the album with "Indian Love Call.

Would you say that you are more outrageous now than

before** j

"We were more bizarre as the Spidere That was during

our horror show period. In fact we were really awful I used

to go onstage so drunk that 1 couldn't walk. 1 d w^r a pink

clown's suit, and I'd let the boys play the weir^t rngsic

they could come up with One night we did the theme from

the Patty Duke Show, Here's patty who's lived »n Berkeley

Square
* over some really thunderous rock. People

would usually start to walk out"

•Took eighteen years to get this far ^

•Now everything is set up for us Once you esUblish

yourselves as outrageous, you could pidl anything o^

We re notorious, or should 1 say infamous Even the rumors

that people sUrt about us only help to build our image

"oWof the great things that we heard about ourse ves

was that at a concert in Louisiana we took a giant weather

h.iw^n and filled it full of earthworm.s 'Then 1 cam -

our next album You see, the jacket will have this com-

pressed air gizmo in it and when you open it up. it SP[^
feathers all over vou Can you imagine all those l^^^
opening up that album and getting hit m the face with a

bunch of feathers? I can hear them now ' that fucking

Cooper
Did your appearance on that TV special. Mid summer

Kock Festival, help you at all?

"No it never really helped us I thought it was awful. The

sound was terrible, and it was the first time that we had

ever done Black Ju-Ju' That pineapple upside^lown cake

really saved us. 1 was going to cream the guy who threw it

at me until f realized how much fun it was to pUy with

squished up cake balls
"

"What have I got, that makes you want to love me?"

"What's really incredible is the press coverage that

we've been getting from a lot of the straight media. For

example. Women^s Wear Daily is going to do a fashion

spread on me 1 guess that when you're trying to make a

legitimate statement, and we are. that its legitimate for all

levels of society, from top to bottom

"When you think about it. the straight coverage that

we've been getting on a national level will do everybody a

lot of good Think about it. A housewife in Oshkosh,

Michigan is driving along and she sees a freak hitchhiking

who looks a lot like me Instead of vomitting. she flashes on

WWD which she reads like a bible, and maybe she'U think

that this kid really isn't so bad. Maybe shell even give him

a ride It's like breaking the ice.

"A real mindblower is that we're going to be doing the

Virginia Graham Show This scout called me up to sound

me out, and he says Virginia will probably sUrt out hosUle.

but after a while she'll warm up to you. She'll maybe even

become a groupie for you
'

, . ^ »u 4

"Now wouldn't it be a gas if 1 could tell all my friends that

1 balled Virginia Graham Boy, is my mom ever gonna flip

when she sees me on the tul)e."

The continuing saga 01

.

The day following the interview, Alice and the boys were

scheduled to make their appearance on the legendary

Graham show - "She couldn't ask me anything that I

couldn't answer " Having been invited by Alice, my friends

and I made our way down to the studio and took our places

m line whereupon we were forced to wait an addiUonal

hour beyond the scheduled Ume - T^ue to techmcal

problems."
, ,

But the punchline is that due to the ignorance, and low-

slung menUlity of the dupes that are supposed to usher the

crowds, we never made it inside for this ™»'"^^j«^^

moment Instead, throngs of unthi^iking. geriatric rednecks

barged through the opened doors as though the fountainof

youth lay beyx)nd Although the negligance on the part ofTV

5's inept staff kept us out. 1 hear tell that Virginia and the

crowds in attendance got more then they bargained for.

^

Conclusion

.

To celebrate Alice's success, and tocap off a fine week in

L A a party was held at the Ambassador Hotel for an Ahce

Cooiier, the hotel people thinking that this was going to be a

debutante's c6ming out party. What they got instead was a

Fellmiesque version of a Bar Mitzvah.

The Cockettes, San Francisco's lovliest queens, doubled

I
as cigarette girls- "Cigars, cigarettes, vaseline?" GoriUa-

suited fiendies and mafiosa types were in attendance The

prestigious guest list included Kichard Chamberlain. Andy

Warhol and Rod McKuen, not to menUon the nation's worst

strolling Bar Mitzvah band (they wouldn't even pUy The

Anniversary Waltz ) Oh yes, there was TV Mama a three

hundred pound topless vocalist- "She may be TV Mama to

you, but she's TV dinner to me "

l^ter on in the evening, a six foot high birthday cake wag

wheeled in. and Alice's rousing BasUlle Day re^^^V^.;
4w!

Marseillaise resonated through the elegant walte of the

Hotel During the last chorus. Miss Mercy id GTO fame)

erupted from the cake, showenng those near her with icing.

Meanwhile Alice and the boys changed from tuxedos into

something a little more comforUWe. and round^out the

evening with an abbreviated set of musical madness.

All of this, just to prove conclusively that Alice is justa

"normal boy
! " And to this day. the sUff at the AmbaMador

has been unable to find a Miss Alice Cooper in any of their

social registers. Maybe tomorrow

I

•f

Ul 1 uHey Cooper, you ve oeen on tlie rosa - "" s ^ ""i'STl^t i^h^ rt with a Bun covering the enUre auaience wliii w
that yoX* a ehicken. bit its throat open, and sucked out sh^ "

*eh,.nf"s ihaTwe' ve never been in Louisiana

its blood •

I nearly puked at that one And ever s.nce. we ve T^*!^^!;,'^^'"/„'^|,';^
,
*

effect Like weve got thi. idea for

been notorious chicken killers."

I'***
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'The Hellstrom Chronicle

You are jort
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fnm an iirC" ofMtod dhrcnaon u> your

-^ ^^Uyirf aBd aboot to treat yourself to

thf otiaitlv sMM <rf an odiout swarming BUtk Sabbat o( scutuing

pine out >n the Peaples Sequou fort«t you might »**«'y,**^^
UJ«|f to tmrebeen elected today's target for nK»qu.to aena^

^«n«ven Or pertaps the»* are just anU in yoir pants. In any event, do

JT^IlvVlhrpl^^-Dib- that the little buggm are out U, get you?

The likeWiood that they are provided injiratoite^^

,u41«r— CW-ide. a David L Wolper P™*f«»- «""^ ,^ f"*^
the Insect The fitei itself if a fascinating <*°curo«"^""?°l^J^^^ of the anunal kingdom that should afford «»wJe«We v^«ng

«^~H u> cub scaST^icienc* rtudents. ''-•-^^^^^^^^^^
nSSTgardenm «m1 p«cticaUy aU -Iks ofbfe «^ the most

squeamish of co»rards beset with the mlw n -heebie jeeoies.

For ninety minutes, skiWul cloee-up cinematography tclkmt a cast of

•aneaa ••••army ants. n,O^M» mayflies, 3,000,000 African termites

and so 0^ licording those everything you-wanted-to-know-about-msects-

but-were-afraid to-loucMhem type of visuai anecdotes so popular in

luiior hi biology daas and Disney Uving deaerts. Whereas such a

LductionTdJpefident i^iii the dryer aspects of technical reswrd^

^^become just another mishmash of arid details, a«»tete succee^

in Its pirposw largely due to M peculiar manner of presentation, as
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On Any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE
good tlvu Sapt. 15
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hosted by a lovable, weirdo-lanatic alarmist, one Dr Nib Hellsttwn

^ft^ HeUstrom character narrates our Uttle study withall the

eo™«rt tranqmUity of an entomic bomb He accentuat« in dramat.c

S^Sthe toul efficiency of the msect species venus the uiadequacies

ofb^sanie» with obvious gusto. With all his rti«r mannerisms of

^Id^^SnJous obse«io« he comes off like a plausiMe «>mbu>||bon of

Tl^ Day. Nighfs Victor Spinettes neurotic dirartor and the one^

^JISjScXt breathe on me, Adrian."). HeUstrom asMres us

^'l^lt.^m^ buggy friends will <~tlart »jU in •the

^^ol Ignorance
•• He is also prone to pepper h» dialecbcs, when

^Sig tolhTcreatures' grandiose social structare with «ch agitprop

«^Where there is no intelligence, there « no stupidipr. CommenUng

onMans innate fear of insects, Hellstrom shows us select footage of an

^ih«ruc Cwe^grade-Z •horror" Kck depicOng screunmg victims

b^T^vJLr^bTs^ dude in a giant bug suit. All Uie whUe. the gocxiS smiriLS fondly at this plight. It is with equal rehsh that he pUces

Srantulas and other ugly terrors in the uwuspecting fruit bins of a

Sm^kHji^Mo sel the housewife shoppers' candid«imera reac

tiom You-UlikethisfeUowHellstrom:behasSUrQuality^

As for the main actors of the Chronicle, you re bound to have your

favourites, be they the 100,000,000 or so itinerant locusts the clever driver

ante that devour, piranha like, everything in their path^ or the swkictive

temptress. Miss Black Widow Spider, supergroupie of aU Ume, who has a

litUe surprise waiting for her lover at the end of their affair. My own fav^

raves were the highly existential mayflies which last but one day and.

unequipped for any life funcUon, their purpose is to just hye.

Filmically. The Hellstrom CHrooicle is edited suberbly with debcate

balance between the action-packed speedier sequences and those that

require slower scrutiny There are also some fairly expUcit X-rated

scenes of bugged-out lovers humping away in the moonhght. Jazz-

composer Lalo Schiffrins musical score ranges from the politely

futuristic to the humorous, as when harpsichord coimterpoint ac

companies an industrious spiders construction of a web. All m all you can

anticipate enjoyable entertainment fare of good clean fun And be sure to

Uke notice of the audience as folks emerge from the theatre, brushing off

imagined flies and ... —Heather Harris

'What's the Matter w^h Helen?'

What's TTie Matter With Helen?

is a 'B' rate murder mystery and

horror show starring Shelley

Winters, Dek)bie Reytiolds and

Dennis Weaver. It asks almost the

same question as Whatever

Happened to Baby Jane? but is

neither so good nor so scary. It is,

however, sufficiently en-

tertaining, and might even mildly

frighten you.

-in the beginning, we are shown

some old black and white footage

of Franklin^ and Eleanor

Roosevelt, and then continuing in

black and white, we see and hear

reports of a murdered woman. I

was just thinking to myself "tha\>

mmsgrnmrnmrn^k
"7#.Sff,1

really kjiead woman," when I

noticed Shelley Winters and '

Debbie Reynolds being hustled

through the milling crowd and into—

a taxi. :
—

. __ii,-

Miss Winters as Helen Hifi and

Miss Reynolds as Adelle Bruckner

.

are not the murderers — their

sons are. But we never hear one

more thing about the lads, except

that they absolutely refuse to ^

write their motpers, and no

wonder, since the murder was

meant to be a matricide by proxy.

When the ladies start getting

threatening phone calls, they

(C^ntinacd oo Page 5)
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TO: STUDENTS AT UCLA

Wtu REASONS FOR LIVING AT LA MANCHA

M LOCATION: You will llv« o» tU •<ig« of campus just o f«w minut«$ wolk from

^ACCO^AMODATIONS: You may hov« a single, doubU, tripU, or rKr««-b«droom

wUm, Our »ol»» b«droomt clinter oroond a cenfrol livingroom ond both and ar» air

condl»loo»d, carpeted, qoi«t, and w«ll fumlihed. Suites, doubles, ond.friples

hove reftigero^ors

.

A FOOD: You will always hove a choice of two or three main dishes ot eoch meal

Occluding steok once a week.) You hove unlimited seconds (except ste<* night.

;

Service is quick and convenient buffet style in a carpeted dining room.

^LIVING STYLE; The community is co-educotionol ond each student's living spoce It ^
fVtpected at his own home. Each person con choose the combinotion of privacy arid

Involvement that suits his or her needs.

^ RECREATION: There Is o swimming pool, sauna, rec room with billiards ond ping pong,

color television, pin boll machines, weekend trips, porties, dances, movies, concerts,

lectures and a lot of disorganized fun.

^ STAFF: A professionol Student Affairs Director ond StudibwfStofW ore ovoilc^le to oMitt

residents In using available resources for solving persorvsl or educc^iorxil pro4>le«m.

Group counseling is usually ovoiloble in tU residence hoU. The staff provide* progrorB

(mUtance to thf community.

0COST: The"rate» for occommodotions, '

f of all recreotionol and s4ippoct tervicet

ond prepored meals begin <0 $135.00 a mon»^ in September for the triple room. You

might sove o few dollon by living in a dormitory, but you would locr.rice "^J^*"*"^^

and fun . You could sove o few more doltoa by living in on aportment but
^•J**^*-^'

the hours of cooking, shopping, m^ cleeeO^. Wl>y not get the odvontoges of both and

eliminote the problem^?
. ..^

• J k^A^^^kn 930 Hllo<»^ Avenue, Lo« Ar^gelet,
What to DO: write for o brochure: Lo Moncho, VJU "•'«*^ „ ^
Callfomlo W)?4 or coif us ot (213) 475-5831 or com. over to see u. ond tolV the

pMpl« «4io live Kere.

Lo fAoncho IS now ocoptlng opplirotions <or Foil. 1«?7I

,„ „,l(,;^«,, AVISUI • lt)S ANGlllS. CA ™v«

GRE LSAT ATGSB
MCAT DAT SAT

YOU R FUTURE AWAITS THE TEST
1 Preparation tor tests required tor admission to Post »raA»ate scttools

2 Six Session Courses - Small Groups ^ w,;^^
3 voluminous study material tOr home study prepared by «perH in oecn t»eia

STANLEY H., KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTEi^
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Musicon
UFO
UFO's first album ( Rare Elarth RS S24) is decidely

average, but the group have a lot going for them :
like

feeling for some raucous toe-tapping rock and roll,

and a bassist and drummer who are quite exciting

Most of the cuts are vapid, but on Eddie Cochrane's

"C'mon Everybody" and a couple of others, the band

makes use of the thundering boogaloo beat of the

Blue Cheer "Summertime Blues" coupled with

slashing guitar chords and arrangements not unlike

the Who's updated version of that oldie.

The group are plagued by recording problems,

primarily the drummer's cymbols which often

reproduce to a distorted Tizz." Arrangements for

the most part are pretty unimaginative, especially

on "Who Do You Love, " a self-indulgent seven-

minute orgasm.

Contrary to advanced word, UFOtn^ neither a far-

out nor a spaced-out group. Artistically they offer

little, and instead rely on visceral impact, in the

Grand Funk Railroad tradition. Maturation is one

thing, but from this recording UFO show no in-

dications of the kind of budding intelligence that

would normally give hope of progress.

—Harold Bronson

Tin Tin ^ ^
Take the Bee Gees, deplete that combo to a duo,

rock them up a bit, and you have Tin Tin, who are

songwriters Steve Kipner and Steve Groves by

naifte. Stev© and Steve play guitars, bass, and

keyboards, sing in distinct Manchester harmony —
somewhat of a cross between the Bee Gees and

Hollies— and write some extraordinarily catchy and

- unarguable good songs on Tin Tin ( Atco SD 33-350).

They're not bubblegum, just commercial.

Highlights: "Toast and Marmalade for Tea," the

pretty, innocuous hit single which commences with

some quavering guitar that, at first exposure, leads

- one to believe that the record is warpejl; "Family

Tree," a nice tune similar in theme to folky Alan

Sherman's ( remember him? ) "Sara Jackman". She

Said Ride." a fast-pacer with lines like "another day.

another night, another room/Another woman in my
bed" that tend to indicate that these charmers are

not as innocent as their Bee Gee nr>entors seem By

the way. Bee Gee Maurice Gibb (he's the bearded

one) produced the album. Close to half the cuts are

near knockouts Start your morning off right; listen

lo them during breakfast, you know, with your toast

and marmalade and tea.

Friday. July »,1W

I

UCLA Summer Bruin $

Marvin Gaye
-H.B.

"I'd like to first give thanks to God for giving me
the strength and faculties to do this album." With

these remarks, Marvin Gaye introduces his latest

effort, "What's Going On" (Tamla TS 310) which

marks a change of pace from Gaye's old-style love

ballads.

Gaye's album conUins songs which reflect his

deep belief in God and his concern with the problems

of society. The songs do not reject good music for the

sake of getting a message across as so many "social

commenUry ' efforts tend to do Instead. Gaye (who

wrote lyrics for all of the tracts) has put together

some beautiful pieces which help form a soft and

mellow album. >

Marvin Gaye has asked questions about things

which have been bothering him — questions about

race, war, ecology — and has written songs which

wonder out loud about what's happening to the world

The overriding theme in each selection is better

understanding through faith in God and love for one's

fellow man — Utopian perhaps but sincere.

Gaye's quiet protest is not an outright con

demnation of anyone and is often very subtle, but

sometimes Gaye's lyrics lash out in «harp pointed

blows, contrasting to the overall gentleness of the

alburn The song "Infier City Blues" is an example of

"
this and it sums up most of the predominant themes

in Gaye's album.
—Robin Sanders

Helen .

(Continued from Fage 4)

decide to move to California,

where Adelle opens a dance

studio. Adelle is prosperous and

well-adjsusted and falls in love
.

with Dennis Weaver. Helen,

however, (who was a religious nut

to begin with) continues to brood

about the past and becomes in-

creasingly guilt-ridden, jumpy

and paranoid. About a third of the

way through she gets an un-

mistakable psychotic gleam in her -

eye, and it's appj^rent that she'll

eventually go off the deep end.

After that it's all more predictable

than suspenseful.

There's nothing original about

the filni, and in spooking the

audience, it relies on all the old

standard techniques: suspicious

men gliding around in the

shadows, doors ^ left carelessly

'"open and unlocked, and people

startling other people by suddenly

appearing out of nowhere (Boo).

-Actually, the film is to be

congratulated for not featuring a

^. thunder storm and for not

resorting to dark halls and can-_

^ dies (although it was raining the

night they dragged a body out of

the house).

For the rest of the movie, there

is a lot of blood, and Debbie

Reynolds doing some nifty dance

numbers.

—Jeanne Grandllli
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Ali MacBraw • Ryan Neal _^ ,
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John Mariey 4Ray Milland f
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6th Smash Week at a Selected Theatre or Drive^n near ,o«!

CAFITOl CItndalt 243-4261

UNITCI AiTIITI Pawdent Ml 5171

UNITED MTItTS Torrfact 325-4232

MIKtHM UMtW 'xllim

LOYOLA We»tch«»ttr 776 1410

WILtMlRC Santa Monica 394 0216

CtCtT Loni Beac^ 424 1619

LIDO Los Angeles 652-8087 UJl. CINENU 1 Rlv«r»l(i« 6«9 6022

COLOEN fiATt EAit LA. 269-8186

ORIENTAL Hollywood 876-0212

CLINTON Hollywood 467 9101

SNERMAN Sharman Oahi 784 9911

AIRfORT Sapulveda 892 1181

ART MOVIE Woodland Hill* 863-8835

ALNAMMA Ajhambra 282-6136

FAtNION laUARE 1 i 2 La Habra 691-0633

VILLA Oranca 639 0066

WEtCOVE CINEMA 2 Wtat Covina 338 5574

COVINA Drivtin 1 Covina 331-5233

MT VERHON Or-I" San Bernardino 885-1731

1 ONE-WAY
\

JET CHARTERS 1

AUGUST 6

AUGUST 27

SEPTEMBER 6

SEPTEMBER 12

DECEMBER 15

LA/LONDON
LA/AMSTERDAM
LA/LONDON
LA/LONDON
LONDON/LA

:

$148*

$143$
$123j
$123?
$14S|

^ il

^••'•vf:

Eligibility limited to University of ;Galifornia stu-|

dents, iaculty. enfployees, Alumnr Association,

members plus immediate tamilies.' }

X TT^TTSTUDENT TRAVEL • •

XJWI CHARTER FLIGHTS t

IDOTbroxton.losangeles J>0024 ^

Tele: (213) 477-1 n^&r 473-4443

m Westn^ood Village^Above^ Marions

Events at ISC

this week:
ISC Ping Pong trophies c^Nvarded Friday,

July 30 at 6:00 p.m. Come' for Happy

Hour first to put you in the right State of

mind.

FAREWELL PARTY for DOWNHOME Res-

taurant on Saturday, July 31 beginning

8:00 p.m. Music, bands and old friends.

Opening RECEPTION onh'e Stephen

Schimmel Photographic Display Sunday,

August ) from 2:00-5:00 p.m.

VOLLYBALL with interr^ational teams every

Monday at the sond courts by Pauley

Pavillion at 7:00 p.m. New faCes Welcome!

lemember:
International Includes Americans.

ISC - 1023 Hilgard Avenue
^^ (2 blocks South of La Mancha)

X . ^yflu*

^-.i^-
•**ir-k

"™* t^^iip^i^ft

Avaikibl* for Summer
$4.00 plus fax

kctwiology 107 - Radford

Eaowmiol oird
ec«fto«»«c* 100 - Nt«b««

Economic* 180 - Mwrphf
UtfCOltrMinl - Ki«aor

Hbtory T\ - Yarfi«H

Polikai Scionc* 2 - Mortwi

MMcai Scionco 121 Mor^n

PtycKology 41 - Widioo*

PtycHology 1 10 - Cord«r

^•ycKology 125 - Morlmon

rvycKology 135 - tonovm

For additional courses

call or come in

Tmo*. Ttwrtg. Fri 10:30 to ISO

*

SALE FLARE SLACKS,
1/2 PRICE ALL SIZES

SUMMER & WINTER
OUTER JACKETS

UP TO Ml OFF

BODY SHIRTS
FROM $6.88

SUITS & SPORTCOATS
DRASTICALLY REDUCED

5wiHframS40/Sf>orkooHlr©mS18 ^

AHo -• irxrw . I tl A a. I I

tl«ftoo 871 5515 Cootinooo* fro*n 12:45 pm
5 10851 LINDBROOKDR. it

Ml\ btk N Wilfh,,.- 1 'A BH. E. Wettwood*

10955 W«yburn Av«nu« Open every ntte till V:4U r.ii\.

Ineirt to FoK VtiJIoge Theoter) Sot. till 6 P.M.

W«»wooil 477-4254
^^^^^^^ .^^.^^ ^ ^^^ ^.^ ^^^., ^^^^, j^„^,^

..al.
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Hot' So-Cheap Thrills

I..

i

iiy
15140 Sunft«t Blvd.

Poc. Pdisod**

454 -5525

Woo^y Alan's

BANANAS

ZEPPEUN
wtth Michoat York and Bk« Somm«r

liftrlf cam
205 North Canon Driv«

BovoHy Hills (ol WiUMr*)

2755244

SUMMER OF '42

«iHl^«lMMf«r CXN««II * Gory GrimM

Quick Quiz Every Tuesday Night

TonigM ol 8:30 p.m. • Good ••<*• o*«*?*»j«

[f>AClFlC'S Oi^lArwn 1 ocod-my «ii«rardt

ICVtrll nils
l«b«H MilckiHn SoroKMil- John MilU

WiUKir. Blvd. Of Conon Dr RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

1 blk East of BovsHy Dr.

|

,?7M121

iriitiiil I

2524 Wilshir*

(ol 26fh St.)

Sonto Monka
829-3366

SUMMER OF :42.
Plus

Jo*on Robordt in

FOOLS
M^in«« Doily

Midnisht Fri Sol $un.: iiUY WOO 99<

ireitiiil II

2524 Wilshir*
(of 26th St.) ^^ ,

Sonto Monko
829^366 t T

SlovoMkQuoon

LE MANS (G)
Also

f.
LITTLE BIG MAN witKOwstlnHoHmon

^^^ ' fri. Sol. Sun. Midnight: BlUY BUOO 99<

Irili
Wostwood Villog(

GR 72487

_ HARRY KEUERMAN
Doily 2:«). 4:10. 6:10, 8:10, 10:10

Soturdoy midnight show 12:10

jL

Hollywood

Ceiter
1451 N. LmPolnrKM

olSuns«t

Chorlie Chaplin's

THE GREAT DIOATOR

016:00, 8:00, 10:00, 12:00 p.m.

tliiriii Don
Sunsot Noor Vino

ll
Hollywood ~

J 466-3401

DoUy ol 12:00. 2:00. 4:00. 6:00. 8:00. 10:00 p.m.

Spociol MidnigM Show Fridoy Soturdoy

BLUE WATER, WHITE DEATH (G)

Mon-Corting Shark Hunt! ^

Nothing liko it ovor bofforod filmodJ

I
III Mir
5036 WL Pko
WE 5-6424

$1,000,000 DUCK
ond Slovo McQwoon

LE MANS
AdwItsSl.OO

Coming Soon: SUMMER OF '42 ond LOVE STORY

FIVE EASY PIECES

WHERE'S POPPA
lirlii
LoBroa at Molroso

WE 4-2944 SI for odulta w/thi« od (Good on ono tidi«l only)

N«« AMroction: LOVE STORY/ COMING SOON: Swmmor of '42

iriiada :~

9000 Sunsot Blvd.

(East olDohony)
Froo Periling in Bldg.

273-2266

LE MANS
with Stovo McQuoon

LIHLE BIG MAN
with Dustin Hoffman

HllllWOOII PiClllC
Hollywood Blvd.

Noor Cohuongo
466-5211

FINAL WEEKSt Bost of Rood Films!

TWO-LANE BLACKTOP (R)

Daily 0112:90. 2:30. 4:30,

4.30.8:30. 10:30 pm.

lOSFtllZ
1822 N. Vormont
Hollywood
NO 4-2169

/•on-lovit Trintignonf in

THE CONFORMIST
Yv«« Monlond ond Simon* Signorol

THE CONFESSION
Start. Aug. 4 W C FIEIDS FESTIVAl

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Stroot

Sonto Monica
45 1 -^686

WILLY WONKA &
THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY

CoHit RoboH Rodnita's

MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN
Caal. iaity L-M

Mmlca II

1332 2nd Stroot

Sonto Monica
451-8686

2 Disnoy Family Hit.

$1,000,000 DUCK

THE BAREFOOT EXECUTIVE
COTlMlva:CO

I fft

IC Hill

i ^w. Wilthif BWd.

THE DEVILS

with Vonossa Rodgrovo.

Oliver Rood

vorly Hills (at Dohony)

274 6869 EXaUSIVE ENGAG5MFNT

MUSIC
This very night the inimiUbie

Rod Stewart and Faces will ap^

pear with Deep Purple and

Southern Comfort at the Long

Beach Arena The Faces have

always provided knockout con-

certs in Southern California, and if

it weren't for the equally

inimiUble (or maybe even more

inimiUble) Miss Ronstadt who's

now at the Troubadour, they

would win our weekly re<;om-

mendation flat-out. As things

stand, we have to suggest that you

catch both acts, satisfaction

guaranteed.

Nearer home, at the Palladium

tonight, is a quadruple bill headed

by Mandrill along with Paul

Humphrey and his Cool Aid

Chemists Corroboree and

Cherokee. If your tastes are less

contemporary or you're in the

mood to dance to some good ol'

rockn'roU music. Chuck Berry, Bo

Diddley, Gene Vincent, the

Coasters and the Penguins will be

; at the Palladium tomorrow in a

Return to the Roots concert. Or

you can go to both concerts.

Procol Harum is at the San

Diego Sports Arena tomorrow

with Quicksilver. If you're the

patient type you can wait 'til Aug.

10 and 11 when they'll be at the

Santa Monica Civic.

Canned Heat, John Lee Hooker

and Southwind will be on hand a

little later in the week, appearing

Wednesday at the Santa Monica

Civic and Thursday at the Long

Beach Auditorium.

CONCERTS p
Wowie Zo^ie baby they're so

neat. They, being Blood Sweat and

T^ars, the originators of the jazz

rock sound, who are playing at the

Greek Theater with Thelma
Houston through Sunday:

Don't get intimidated by the

word jazz, since anything bearing

any resemblance to jazz is saved

for the end of the show so that

those who are annoyed by it can

leave. For the bulk of the sMbw the

band is content to play all of their

old hits nearly note for note off of

their albums. The only major

improvisations on these numbers

were done by David Clayton-

Thomas who came up with some

erotic shaking of his chubby hips

pounded out some of the heaviest

cow bell work to be heard in the

Greek in weeks and knocked

everybody out with his Gibson

Flying Vee guitar on **Goin' Down

Gambling."
The band finally loosened up on

•Smiling Phases" which was

highlighted by Jim Fielder bass

solo Fielder played his ass off all

night long and is the one un-

derrated member of a generally

overrated band.

BS and T are really tight, put on

a good show and all the

fashionable people saw them open

at the Greek but still, the whole

event seemed rather sterile and

overworked. Engelbert Hum-
perkinck opens Monday with Jack

Wakefield and The 3 Degrees.

—Bob Lynn

As we mentioned earlier,

there's good news on the club

scene this week, and it's called

Linda Ronstadt. If you don't go

anywhere else this weekend, go to

the Troubador and hear her sing a

version of 'Rescue Me" that far

outclasses the original. Linda's

one artist who has to be seen live

to be really appreciated; her

albums haven't had the quality to

indicate how good she really is.

Her act has gotten consistently

better over the years, in style,

stage presence and song selection.

Her Voice, of course, is always

great, and we like her dimples just

the way they are. Unfortunately,

she'll only be at the club through

Sonday — so get in Une nou

Cannonball Adderley opens

Tuesday.
More good news at the clubs

includes Muddy Waters at the Ash

Grove, to be followed by Lightnin

Hopkins.

At the Bitter End West are Eric

Anderson and We Five through

Sunday. Dick <iregory opens

Wednesday. •The Ice House

features the legendary Tim

Morgan, along with Gabe Kaplan

and Barry Gordon (everybody s

favorite little kid from \

Thousand Clowns). We Five. Ken

Greenwald and Michael Johnson

open Tuesday.

Bernie Pearl, George Smith and

Redwood are at McCat)e's tonight

and tomorrow. Elvin Bishol and

Gideon are currently at the

Golden Bear. War, Uncle Tom and

Jimmy Witherspoon are at the

Whisky through Sunday, with

Fanny and Poe appearing Monday

and Tuesday, and Elvin Bishop

and Daddy Cool opening Wed

nesday.

Yusef Lateef is at The

Lighthouse, with Young FT^lt

Unlimited opening Tuesday

Shelly's features Phil Woods and

his European Rhythm Machine,

followed by Circle opening

Tuesday. The Supremes and

Tommy Roe are at Disneyland

Out at Magic Mountain are the

New Christy Minstrels; Barbara

McNair and Jerry Van Dyke open

Morjday. Grass Roots and Fat

Chance will appear in special 10

p.m. concerts Tuesday through

Thursday.

"Who Are the People?" a rock

cantata tracing the roots of gospel

rock to the present, will be

presented at "9 today and

tomorrow at The Factory.

The L.A. Philharmonic will

present *'An * Evening with
" Mancini" tomorrow at the Bowl

Tuesday's program will feature

works by Berlioz, Rachmaninoff

and Brahms. On Thursday the

Phil will perform works by

Mendelssohn, Chopin and Franck

There will be a piano recital by

Charles Gould and Ericka Zador

tomorrow at the Long Beach

Museum of Art.

FILM
The tale of the Cine-Cienega is a

depressing one. The theatre was

built last year as an outlet for

first-run Avco-Embassy product,

but since Avco-Embassy didn't

come forward with any first-run

product, the theatre fell on im-

mediate hard times. So the execs

Avco-Embassy decided that

ing the fifty or so weeks of the

ar when they wouldn't be

leding the theatre, they'd turn it

,.r to some enterprizing young

inager/film buff and give him

fe rein to make the Cine-

enega profiUble. So Franklin

rbach arrived, mounted an

Icellent Kurosawa mini-

irospective, and turned the

^atre into an instant art-house

ccess, whereupon he booked a

jtival of dreary and oft-seen

jssian silent "classics" and lost

shirt. WeU, if we can't be an

house, we can at least become

old-movies-house, so the C -C,

IS Urbach, has now declared

[elf the second Encore, with

[erything but free Hawaiian

inch in the lobby.

^vco-Embassy's answer to the

icore's fanUsUc deals with Fox

A MGM is a package of Sam

lldwyn movies which began last

lek with Mankiewicz's Guys and

[lis To his credit, it must be

jitted that Goldwyn did

Juce two of Howard Hawks's

lor films. Ball o| Fire and A

,g Is Born, as well as Ford's

le Hurricane and William

.ler's The Little Foxes, all of

[ich will comprise the highUghts

the series, particularly if A

Ing Is Born is shown in color, as

Ivertised. However, be warned

Jt the print of Guys and Dolls

L showing is a TV dupe, the

figinal Cinemascope scanned to

the flat TV format. And the

[llowing titles qp the series will

shown in 16 mm: The Pride of

[e Yankees, The Hurricane,

)dsworth. Stella Dallas. The

-)ldwyn Follies. The rest are 35

(m I strongly recommend that.

More venturing into the Cine-

[enega during the next few

)nths, one be sure to inquire

)ut the quality of the print being

lown.

Here is a list of Gdrdwyn

tares to be shown. Dates will be

mounced.

le Westerner (Wyler) and The

>al Glory (Henry Hathaway)

le Bishop's Wife (Henry Koste)

Id Ball of Fire (Hawks)

ms Christian Andersen (Charles

|dor) and They Shall Have Music

Archie Mayo)
[uthering Heights (Wyler) and

lese Three (Wyler)

le Pride of the Yankees tSam

food) and The Hurricane (Ford)

le Little Foxes (Wyler) and

ad End (Wyler)

k)dsworth (Wyler) and Stella^

Dallas (King Vidor)

The Goldwyn Follldi (George

Marshall) and The Kid From
Spain iLeoMcCarey)
The Best Years of Our Lives

(Wylei-)

Raffles (Wood) and The Devil to

Pay (George Fitzmaurice)

Up in Arms (Elliot Nugent) and
Roman Scandals (Frank Tuttle)

My Foolish Heart (Mark Robson)

and Dark Angel (Sidney Franklin)

The Princess and the Pirate

(David Butler) and They Got Me
Covered (Bu^nr)

Ram any particular school of critical theory down someone's throat for

a long enough period of time and sooner or later you will render him

impervious to alternative approaches. The field of art, so diverse and

varied is the last place one would expect to find a dogmatic mind, yet it is

here perhaps more than anywhere else (with the notable exception of

politics) where doctrinaire assurance obfuscates any sort of sanity in

appraisal. In the end critics cheat only themselves. A steadfast

adherance to a single aesthetic can be dangerous if, as in the case about

to be discussed, it dictates condemnation of a work which — although

meriting derision in the context of one man's framework — may well

have no business being judged that way, may indeed have very genuine

assets when considered in some larger light.

Subtlety as an artistic device can be sublime. When handled well, its

gossamer clues can elucidate the enigmatic, at the same time involving

the audience by dint of forcing them to work out solutions. Handled badly

the results can turn into pseudo-intellectualism, pretentiousness,

boredom. There is no reason why the opposite should not be true as well,

which is to say there is no reason why the immediately obvious cannot

also be an effective and unobjectionable tool in the hands of a craftsman.

Pertiapt the reason such a tactic meets with disapproval nowadays is

bccaiMC it it usually employed so incompetently. Indeed, it is not even

employed, but merely the instincitive reaction of an insensitive mind

when faced with the job of creation. Used correctly it involves the

ddtberate and conscious control of elements which systematically
' elimimtct •nything that might be puzzling to the mind so that the work in

question hat free rein to assault the emotions.

Baudelaire once remarked "I have often thought that if Jtsus Christ

were to appear today in the dock of the accused, there would be some
attorney who would show that the case against him was strengthened by

the recurrence of his offenses." So too with director Ken Russell (no

Messianic correlations intended) Russell laid the groundwork of his

aesthetic as long ago as Billion Dollar Brain (and further) . He believes in

what he is doing. And yet each new addition to the Russell oeuvre is met
with shouts of dismay, as though he had no right to add insult to injury, to

compound the grievous error of making films in the manner he thinks
best.

An Advocacy HThe Devils'

11 jmi m.
raison d'etre for the film itself He

charges of noveUsUc rape and his

predating Russell's films is a willinJ

carried to its logical extreme and

Lawrence's Women In Love has only

J

actual events in the life of Tchaikov

have only a peripheral influence on
I

le understandable outrage, the

1 perversion. Implicit in ap-

to allow artistic hcense to be

ond. The result is that D.H.

ted an idea for a film, and the

•r seventeenth-century Loudun

Music Lovers and The Devils

1 \Ml

The I>evils is Russ^i's fifth feature film, his third wherein he has
utilized all the elements which characterize him as a highly uniqu
director Russell's pictures are immediate, meant to be experienced i

:he theatre and 6nly in the theatre Great issues are not raised — n
cosmic questions posed — only an attempt at toUl emotional

'^nt an atfpmnt that ic ciw*/<Ac.<ir.ti ...w^. ^-..i. . «._ ^.^

in

no
in-

^WiMm««#^ ^&--
•IMMt'i'V ^ '•^ fc4» >-«»***'* **^"'*

/?!'.-5" -*^f^?.^ ^.^ '^. successful when one accepts thp rnn-
vtutiori:. Inherent in Kusseu s virtuosity. There are those who decry the
director s style as getting in the way of his subject —"— ^ -"^ •

miss thp noint hie ct\/lA w^^.^..^^. »w.n. .....wi *. ... _ ... ...
entire

> DB photo — Sac Cochran

A Song Is Born (Hawks) and

Wonder Man (Bruce Hum-

^^^"^^-—-Nick Peterson

Captain Movies presents the

Fourth Annual Film-makers Film

Festival at 8 tonwrrow at the

Inner City Theatre, there will be

live entertainment between

shows; admission is $1.50.

The Animatfon Society is

screening W.C. Fields shorts at

7 : 30, Marx Brothers films. Horse -

feathers at 8:45 and Coconuts at

10, and Chaplin film. City Lights

at 11:40, today through Sunday at

URC, 900 Hilgard, Donation $1.

The Superstars, filmed concert

performances of the Stones, Jimi

Hendrix, Joe Cocker, OUs Red-

ding, Ten Years After, Traffic and

Eric Burden, opens Thursday at

the Aquarius.

The midnight show at the Plaza

tonight is Dead of Night, a series

director s style as getting in the way of his subject matter Such people
_

miss the point. hi$ style becomes the subject matter, is indeed the endre

U-' n

of Tive^ British horror stories. The

opera^ series concludes at 10:30

a.m. Sunday with Eugene Onegin.

The midnight show today through

Sunday at the Brentwood Twin

Theaters is Billy Bodd.

Night and Fog (Nuit et

Bruillard) and Moana off the

South Seas will screen this

weekend at the Westwood Film

Society, 1730 Westwood Blvd.

There will be a special showing

there of The Great DIcUtor,

Shoulder Arms and newsreels at 7

Wednesday and Thursday for

UCLA staff and students A W.C
Fields festival begins Wednesday

at the Los Fehz with Million^

Dollar Legs and It's a Gift.

The Great Walti and San

Francisco (with Jeannette

MacDonald warbling amidst the

ruins) is at the Encore. Blood and

Sand of Valentino fame is at the

Silent Movie Theatre. If you

missed it all those times it's been

shown or want to see it again.

Freaks will screen this week with

Fellini's 8 1/2 at Loews Century

and at the Four Star.

Coming Aug 7 is "Hollywood

Movie Night in the Fabulous 20's"

at the Hollywood High Auditorium

featuring Gaylord Carter on the

organ. Admission is $1.50 at the 2

p.m. show and $2 50 at the 8 p.m.

show.
DANCE
The Valentina Oumansky

Dramatic Dance Ensemble with

Fayard Nicholas will perform at 8

-today through Sunday at the Ruth

St Denis Theatre in North

Hollywood.

THEATER
Mother Earth, the eco-rock

musical, opens tomorrow at the

Huntington Hartford. Ex-Mls»

Copper Queen on a Set of Pills and

The People vs. Ranchmen open

this weekend at the Scorpio Rising

Theatre.

Tomorrow is the closing date for

both campus productions, The

(;ods Sit Back and The Gangs All

Here, at the Macgowan theaters.

The Show Must Go On, twelve

one-act plays, is at the Evergreen

Theater, Actors Equity Workshop,

this weekend. Rope is at the Ac-

tors' Theati-ecraft Playhouse, 7445

1/4 Sunset, Dark of the Moon by

the Santa Monica Theater Guild,

is at the Morgan Theatre, 2627

Pico; Black l^eather Roses from

Sadie Maes Happy Dreams is at

the Comedia 2, 130 S. La Brea —
all three programs are held

weekends only.

-VFN
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respectively All three films are celebrations of the medium first and

foremost, narrative considerations Uking a necessary back seat^

Is this responsible filmmaking'' WeU, no, not really - not m terms of

lasting workTof art. But responsibihty, like good Uste ^«"
i;;^^

awfully tedious, and it is nice to know that as long as Ken Russell is

abound, g^ old-fashioned egregiousness will be executed with an elan

and technical finesse that equals anyone working in films toda>^

Russell is the first director since the Antomom of Red Desert who can

soarkTon^oversy strictly by means of the way he puts his filnris together,

t Grant^ the^^^ always much clucking from shocked moraliste when a

newSi picture appears, due to his fascination for the grotesque as

wen aHome oMhe more bizarre aspects of sex, but among senou.

Tri Ics the charges leveled are usually of a ^^'-^^^^^^^^,^
take D easure in having their egos gratified by the ability to decipher

^mereSe matter in, say. a Bergman film are at a loss when con-

??ome^w'th Russell's cards onrfhe-table style of direcUon. They fee

he^r intol igences are being Suited. This is sheer nonsense. I

presupposes without evidence an attempt (on R"«f"« P*^^^
^troSon. In reality the man's greatest crime « that he almost

^^r^ririrnf:xreption. Dealing with the amazing events

su^LS an hysterical witch hunt in ^venteenthjentury France, the

ilmTfers'RusJu ample opportunity t^indulge boUj his an^our^"

tasi^s Although^the director has reU.ned
^:i^^J'^f^^'^^^

thP visuals here Sre decidely different from The Musk Lovers While the

aL film a^^^^^ a kaleidoscope of brilliant colors T1,e Devil.'

cameraman Da^ Watkin (Catch-22) has used black and white, par^

tSy white, to tremendous dramatic advanUge. It offers a sharp and

direct cL^^^^ the bright red of the blood being conUnuously shed

sSakmgS Uvely , this is a very egotisUcal film. i«^ Uiat^verything in

it aSy^tributes towards the director's purpose^Only one par

tcularn^ te as an indication of what is meant here. Russell has

ofr.h^rhnser; good actors for his roles, but the performances he

eli^ Cfrlt:m\'rr?are^^
- themselves which is ^tby

TJTns to sav they are inadequate, merely accessory. Vanessa

R^'a ve" s one7thl ffnest actres^ to ever have graced the screen, yet

Thlrfi'no reason why Glenda Jackson,, too. could not have pUyed the

"^Butlo'lunhe'r^i^^ T1.e Devil, would be to merely rep«it the

.e^ alizaUon^ I have Tade about all of RusseD's work I^tit be said,

filTmlTl^e l>evlls IS as good a film as can possibly be without being a

rk ^aVrNS^s bas'hing anybodys head in to li,e it for ai^ythmg

^ than It IS .
but what it is - m 'ts v iUl.t y . _

dazzle - is a film capable of putting tack Inu. ui<

citement that long ago disappeared

iiOVlv3 3 Jv/v " t.ttr t*

I f ^. --

all
«iK. .1*

Niileiii
10925 Lindbrooli Drivo

4792866

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE

Show Tirno* 2:». 42*. » ^^ • »*• »^»
Mtd Show Fri W at 12; IS

orliilil

tywt O'No^ - All MlcOr«w km

LOVE STORY
'pl«i«

87W)^5"* ROYAL HUNT OF THE SUN

$1 Aamittion «or 1 porton wi»K »Ki« coupon (Sornr. »0« QM^ *^ "*•**>

Pil Picllic
7554 Bovorly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Froo Forking

TORA TORA TORAI

VANISHING POINT
$1 AamiMton lor 1 por«on witK »*«• coMpon

•orry. f«o* 900^ Sol NigWl)

'aa

—fer

PACIFIC'S

riitiies
Hollywood at Vino

469-7161 1^^5

LAST 5 DAYS
Jon* fonda • Donold SwtK«Hon4

KLUTE (R)
in color

Doily f« 1:30. 3:4S. 6:00. •:!$. 10.30

PACIFIC'S

ricwooii
Pico Noor Wostwood
272-8239

Midnight Show NighHyl

WILLARD (GP)

Doily^ot 12:00. 2:00, 4:00.

6:00. 8:00. 10:00. 12 midnigh*

riizi
Woftwood Villogo

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

Brvc* Srown't

ON ANY SUNDAY
toiky 1:45. 3:20. 5:10. 4:50. 8:40. 1^30

Prl 7/30 MidnigKh MfTlSM HOitOt CLASSIC

leieii
1045 BroKton

Wostwood Villogo

BR 2-0501

A Vtory ol rod poo^Wfch o vary Koov y^li»imf> - dr^*i

DUSTY AND SWEETS McGEE

Commv: P-l-r FonAi TMI H«K) HAND

Siieii Movie
611 N. Fairfax

OL 3-2389

$1.00

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
-BLOOD & SAND"

CHARLIE CHAPLIN- HOUDINI SERIAL

r

lolo ti irei

La Broa at Nii^h

WE 4.2342

THE HAUNTED SAMURAJ
2nd Foaturo

SWINDLER MEETS SWINDLER
Through Aug. 3

VIIIII8
961 Broxton

Wostwood
478-0576

PLAZA 5UtTE (GP)

Doily 2:20. 4:20. 6:20. 8:20. 10:20

Now throtigk Swn^oy

Ulirivi IVIUDDY WATERS
8162Molroft« Av4

OL3-2070

Coming Noxt Aug. 6-15

LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS

iM

GO TO MOVIE OR CLUB

TONITE!

Sizzirrl's
9039 SunMt
CRa-6606

GROOVE COMPANY
TRAIN

FREIGHT TRAIN

irouhadour
9081 Sonto Monico 81 vd

LA
276 6168

TWoogKAtit 1

Linda Ronstadt
with STEVE MARTIN

Um^ CANNONtAU ADOBKY

UN0«K>tOUN0 n/i

^ninm void where prohibited by law]
idllUUin ^^

A KiUr^. i«hr. irf n*N-^ TV

428 N. La Broo 'c»*h^ ^ - ^'>^* ^^'^ ^"^ ••^

HnJIvwood H^^ - • 00& lOOO FMpW. ^^^^J^V^
Froo Fwiinf. Soil OrinI*. & 50
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FUGHTS

Friday. Juty 3D. Wjk

EUROPE ^35
(LONDON) -- (ONE WIT)

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS - SUMMER & FALL

- WANY FLIGHTS TO CHOOSE FROWI -

rtmm titffm te opm* to mu^mnx, imcuttv, U9fl

0«f^io^0» and thetr tmmtdtstc immilv

FOR SCHEDULES, CALL or WR

Phone 14151 392-85
\

MAIl. TOOAV FO« FHEC FuiCMT •••fO^JS^J'StL———— -
J^^^^^.^^ _* ^^L^^^ ^^_ ^^^ ^^^ ^^m ^^» *^» ^^" ^^* •^^ ^"^ ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^

CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94100

PMAhS ni*ii H* »nto«»n#t»Of» Of» Mn»»l* -

N«m«: .—..^— —

Haden-Bartkowski passing d

highlights Shrine game tonight

It

V

Two top-notch quarterback*

with 118 career touchdown pastes

>)etween them highlight tonight!

North-South Shnne all-star game

at the Coliseum Kic^ioff is 8:30

p.m with opening ccremomes

beginning an hour earlier

Directing the South attack is

Pat Haden, 6-0 and 170 pounds

from Bishop Amat High Haden

holds every GIF Southern Section

passing record in a three-year

career which saw him complete

527 of 85<) passes for 7,633 yards, a

62.2% completion average and 82,

yes 82. touchdowns

Countenng for the North is

Steve Bartkowski, a three-sport

performer ( basketball and

baseball are the others) at

Buchser High in Santa Clara

Bartkowski. 6-4 and 215 pounds,

threw for 3,l(fe yards and 36 touch-

downs in his junior and senior

seasons at Buchser

Both Haden and Bartkowski are

considered deadly accurate

passers, and each will see a lot of

the other in the coming years.

Haden is enrolling at USC this fall

while Bartkowski has cast his lot

with Califpmia.

Had«n s prime target tonight

wilf beJohn McKay, Jr , son of the

USC coach, who, along with Pat,

was Co-CIF Player-of-the-Year.

Having teamed with Haden three

FOREIGN STUDENTS
L«t us ship your personal

•ffects home. We are spe-

cialists in international
pockoging ondsKippirtg. We
also sell appliances lor 220
VolH.

PACIFIC-KING
1215 W. 6th ST.

LOS ANGELES 17

4829862

SOITHEIP
BCD3Y EN

They re in love-in Needle Park

^"^ kirr\
INN

M ^^'NOd'^dKlllYWINN pcoducedbvlXJ.^WuhjiiNV 'i.rprtwibyJtRRYSCHAIZBtRd

tNt»a««A •« trl «!»«•• AtV*

„,y 2 00. 4 00. 6 00. t«). to 00 8«t. Mtdtty>t ^o<,
LZHZj

years, it's no surprise that young

McKay holds ail the CIK receivjng

records He scored 48 touchdown!.

Bartkowski has a bevy of

talented receivers Right end

Eddie King of Fresno's Bullard

High scored 10 touchdowns last

falU Bound for the University of

Washington, King will play left

corner on defense and also handle

the placement chores.

Steve Oliver of Leigh High in

San Jose injured a shoulder early

in practice, but has healed suf-

ficiently and will play tonight at

left end A good blocker at 6-3 and

205. he caught 12 TD passes as a

senior and is headed for

California, one of nine Nor-

thernei^s going to Berkeley.

An additional threat out of the

backfield is left halfback Jim

Wilkey A Santa Rosa product,

Wilkey tallied nine touchdowns

last year and will attend Stanford

this fall

Ball carriers for The North are

Ted Roberson at right half and

Charles Anderson at fullback

Roberson is from Elast Baker

sfleld and ran for 19 TDs a season

ago He'll play at USC. Anderson,

a future Washington State Cougar,

scored 14 times for Seaside High

He's 6-1 and 195 pounds.

The South s key runner is

Bonita's Allen Carter, prep Ail-

American and AU-CIF 3-A per-

former Allen scored 33 TDs and

10 extra points from his tailback

spot. Although heavily recruited

by several schools, he chose USC
UCLA grabbed Garth Wise, the

6-0, 165-pound right half from

Huntington Beach. He was third-

team All-CIF 4-A and played

quarter back in hif^ school.
(Conttnued on Page 9)
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OB photo by MarK Rubm

AIM AND FIRE —.North quarterback Steve Bartkowski fires a pass

during workouts for tonight's North-South Shrine game at the Coliseum.

North trained here while Sooth practiced at USC. KickoH this evenina is

«:30 p.m. Tickets are $5, $3/ afid $1.50. . -^ ^

The Health Department
(a new organic food xestaurant)

,

1 1321 SANTA MONICA BLVD. W.LA. '

2 doors down from Papa Bach

open Tues - Sat 473-9080

Free Music on the Weekend

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«stwood near Pico

From Pash-ami fo Pickles

LA CR9E
I0t4 GUm4o« Avo 476-0437

0^mm7t>mf njO-l AM

105 SPECIALITIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
'^CREPES" & -^OMELEnES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch $i.50 & Si.75

loeM boA^rook Dc DINNER S3.25 & S4.25
474.0946- WW ViH««

UHLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 U Cofito

iUCoM* ^ G«yl«y|

^•r 30 mm. dmkhtmry

477-2006

McDonalds TOWN HOUSE
11U WooKKtod SW
478.9141

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

NATURE'S REALM Gourm«« v«g«tarian Dinners. Salods, &
Ogontc Vof^orMMi l«*l«Mran» Sondwich^i. Hom« ol th« fomOUS
!?** ^/V ~^ **** ^* **'"* **'^<^''« Bura»r," Soya B«an Soup and

•^ " **^**26 Money k« Cr*om specioHiM.

13423 Wikt^otlvd
LA n».f2IO

EVERY tUES. AFTER 9 P.M.

Any Pizza $1.60

PIZEA
PALACE
•y*^ & W»y^<»rw 47a.4>7M

t
WHERE BEER IS STILL ONLY 25</MUG

a QU Tim* Mov|«*

SEPI'S GIANT SUBMARINE
I09M L« CoMo 478-037)
ft«K»«*n iroKfon & Ooyl«y

Giant Submarine Sandwich

Op«t Doily nil

WE DELIVER

mofe Shrine game.

.

.

(Continued from Faife 8)

Larry Mushinskie is the fullback An excellent placekicker us well as

runner, Mushinskie scored 27 touchdowns and 42 PAT's at Temple City

High. He's taking his skills to Nebraska

Both offensive lines are good sized. Tackle-to-tackle for the North are

Joel Cockerell (M, 235, California), Steve Lard (6-2, 210, UC Davis), Dan

Upton (6-5, 225, Arizona), Ron Pritchard (6-2, 206, Arizona State), and

Setoga Setoga (6-2, 230, California).

Hopeful of providing good protection for Haden are Mike Gilbert (6^3,

215, UCLA), Craig Mortensen (5-11, 218, BYU), Bob Hansen (5-11. 190, Cal

Lutheran), Grant Gelker (6-0, 220, Colorado) and Steve Richardson (6-1,

235, BYU)'.

With passers like Haden and Bartkowski, pass defense is a prime

necessity for both clubs. The North secondary has Wilkey and King in

addition to Concord's Dave Cargo and Stockton's Willard Harrell, a

future UOP Tiger. Deferiffing for the South are Bob Laidlaw (Stanford)

and Mike Owens (UCLA) at the comers, with Rick Ellwood (Colorado)

and Marvin Cobb (USC) at the safeties.

Quickness and agility mark both defensive hnes. For the North, Tom

Duzanica (SanU Clara) and Joe DeRosa (California) are the ends, Pat

Micco (Cal) and Jim SartKSanU Clara) the Uckles, with Jim Davis and

Mike McGillis, both bound for Berkeley, at linebacker. Art Kuehn

(UCLA) is the middle guard.

South ends are Lonnie Graffell (Arizona State) and George Markulis.

The tackles are Gelker and Gilbert, with Forrie Martin (Stonford) and

Gus Menendez (USC) the linebackers and Tim Pickett the middle guard.

Friday. July 30* 1^71 UCLA Summer Bfuin »
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South

Name, College

John McKay, Jr., USC
Mike Gilbert, UCLA
Craig Mortensen, BYU
Bob Hansen, Cal Lutheran

Grant Gelker, Colo. ~

Steve Richardson, BY U ?

Ed Hovdey, Colo. St.

Pat Maden, USC
Allen Carter, USC
Garth Wise, UCLA
Larry Mushinskie, Nelpraska

North

Name, College

LE Steve Oliver, Cal

LT Joel Cockerell, Cal

LG Steve Lard, UC Davis

c . Dan Upton, Ariz.

RG Ron Pritchard, Und.

RT Setoga Setoga, Cal

RE Eddie King, Wash.

QB Steve Bartkowski, Cal

LH Jim Wilkey, Stanford

RH Ted Roberson, use
FB Charles Anderson, WSU

i

it

I

%mi)Siim-»x(^!^i'X--X'ei-»»»^^

edia quiilejin sale
''-%

The 1971 UCLA football media

guide '\i now on sale in the Student

Store. This 88-page brochure

features articles on new head

coach Pepper Rodgers, his staff,

and all UCLA players plus the

complete all-time listing of UCLA
football records. Added highlights

include a rundown on all ten Bruin

opponents this fall, a recap of

UCLA's six Rose Bowl ap-

pearances, and a special two-page

section of notable Rodgefsisms.

The price is $1.50.

Gary's Wonders, winners of 43

consecutive games, took the

summer session All-University

basketball championship with a

40-24 victory over the Dropouts.

Bob Goss copped the men's

singles tennis crown with a 6-0, 3-

6, 8-6 win over Jeff Kelleher Bob

then teamed with Darlene

Hammond to take the coed tennis

doubles title.

Singups for men's softball will

be taken August 4 at 3:00 p.m. in

Men's Gym 103.

bagSyhffiS
come vi^vF^r neu> i»»occ«rt«WI« locabon.

deer m tke «ll««>«^.i«J ^^^^*,t^!T*
1110 GAUet AVe. WESTWOOO • M75 9SM9

NEED II SU?
... V

Student* - Fof o imoll \— I con g«l

^you o cor l«tt iKon wKoi«»al« biu*-

[book prk«» from o VWlo o El Dorodo

'directly froni th« Lot Ang«U» Aofo

[moblU Auction K«ld •v^ry Tu««doy

[for outhorized deoUr* only. Yoo will

c*\mn6 ond »«l«d th« cor you won!

|ond b« pr»t»nl ol lh« bidding which

con 90 hundf ed* ol dollors b«low Blu*

^book pricM Call Sherry o» 879 3282

>r 473 0933 and »ove' '
'

"FIRST CLASS
ADVENTURE
MOYIEI
— L.A. fAee Press
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PvWTxxxit Pictures Presents
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TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Salts

Formal Wtar
n«1« WIUIiir«tU«l.
W.i.A. 477-«f••

^i I

] /

• $•• it lik« H was •

Ed HARRIS - Bill RAAASAY
original fiteatrtproductton

'*A Hollywood Movi« Night

In Th« Fabulous 20'
s"

in person — lamod organiit

GAYLORD CARTER
classic &
pop concert

old time
latf sin9 along

on the silant screen

RUDOLPH VALENTINO'S
"Blood Mnii Sand"

accompanied by Gaylord Carter

ONE DAY ONLY
SATURDAY AUG. 7th

Hollywood High School

t

mat. at ^
»l 50

not reserved — come early

evt. at I

$2.se

# 0«cv\c€Conitf

?
ViincmJUj VJ-)H4 ;« Student

^^=^""^

cck. iC

SK." Nia»»+- •ATTIC T-SK.^U *v*rt.«Wl< now

WAH IS A WHAT?
And how many kinds are there?

harman kafdon
|

AM/FM Stereo Receiver with

built in AutorTiatic Record

Changer r—

—

90 Watts - IdB

70 Wotts - 1 HF
36 Watts RMS

/f>lu6

Two 8 inch 2 way speaker sys-

tems
*

$197.00

Do your headphones feacKf^

your

BATHROOM
Don't miss out on one of the

finer things in life. Get a 25

foot, coiled, headphone exten

sion cord. Only

$1.50

NOT CHEAPI

Just inexpensive ^^-

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

RECORD CHANG»
(Base, cartridge, onddust cover

included)

TWO BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS

$64.00

WCSTL.A.
3371 So Overland

(iufttfto of SM Fwy)
•39 7214

VALLIV
4*2* 3/4 ven Nwy»
(GareoeinAllry)

n\ 1731

LOMO •ACM
i/i4E ^•c C»t Mwy
(OidHou««on^ C M )

4)4«lt1

Ky

SIAN PHILLIPS PH|i^PE NOIRETjr,

HORSTJANSON ST^^'-J^^
AYATES-DEELEYPBODUCTIC^ ^ -^

o,«uc«IwMCHAEL DEELtY *««>»» PETER VATEb

4tllACTfON-PACKEDWEEK!

Daily 1? 30 • 2 30 • 4 30

4:30 • §30 • 10 30 PM S«t S«« 2 15*4 l5-» I5»i 15M0IJ

my orron^ament o< tha Student Committeelor the Ar1»)

%^''^-^r' :.'l'
^ 'TtTTHi-.JJI^n :»4St.

ilpiU '•^-'f
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p«y«M« in advAfic*
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3JJI S«wt*U» Reward »20 P»b»o M»r1.f» W^

2SI7 A <<«*» ^i

Thor* tw. July •«». »»••'
^'•'"•"'f^yy'^J,

TMI D«My ftrwin ftvM tvH MtppTt tw tiM

U«Mv«rutv •« C*l»«orn««'4 polky o« now-

«tscrtfnt«iati«n •nd thtrtfert cl«»»i(t*^

•#v«ctKM»« MTvic* will fwt tod mddd
•vaiUMd •• dwydfid wta, in dHdrdlnf

>t<M»iM H tttftfdMH dr oH*rift« ^dbft.

«Hcr ii*i«i»d1«« dn flM b«sU of rac*. color,

rditfidw. n«t»d«i«l drifin or ancottry Horttidr

MM University nmr tM ASUCLA A Daily

•rwta hat tnvMtifdtdd any of tit* MrviCdt

/Announcomenfs

^Miscellaneous

~~t9}-4nv (ffod puppy'

DISCOVER your*«W Mandwrttmg anatv»i»:

trff .n»orm»tiOfl Send name, addresi, 3130

Vinton. Box 21 J. Culver City, »0230 (iA 12)

y For Renf

FREE Developnienfal to«tin9 for 2 »/'> '^
mo«»Ho»4inlams.C«IIUCUA«$3M3 (A A

eWCOUWTfR AWO SENSITIVITY
CROUPS Tyetday MO pm , MIDDLE
EA«TH INSTITUTE FOR PERSONAL
OROWTM Call»34 S44i <AA5)

MOTlVATBOu mtn%n wantadi Malp rd-

ortaniie Twin PInat cooperative l»v»n«

flrd4*p. 73* Htl«ard Call Janet. 474 t13t ( A Jy

V Church Services

WE STWOOD Frier»d» meeting (Quaker*),

Silent worship. Sun , H am, Univ^YWCA,
S74 Hilgard Vi»ttor» welcome. 472-;»$0.

^ Enteriainment

FEMALE SHi9«r experienced. Immediate
book in«t, good appearance. Knowledg* o'

mwsic. 133 2940, Bob. .

(aA4)

VACATION Rental Cre«tlM»e Lake Oregory-

private family cabin or btS *«^9* *or group-

(311)331 a4t. ., <' *^'

CATALINA Holiday Cottages Dally/Wodkly

social Mermo*a Motel, pitone Avalon 747;

Son *44 Avalon, t0704 (3 0TR)

^tMp Wanlfd. 3

Limited CHILD CARE room, board plut

%i% . traiH furni»Ddd tf nodded. M^rjWy () A
s) •

''"";.

LAW STUDENT WANTED TO LOOK OP
LAW CASES WHEN CONVENIENT
S3 Sd/HOUR PHONE BEFORE I AM OR
AFTCHS »^M.M7-«gi«. —__< »*»*'

MOTHER'S Helpor Live in M F 1 girl afd ».

Pac»iicPalt*ad«,c*llaHer Jpm.4i4 0U3 (3

A SI ,

BABYSITTfR Mddddd pdTt tt«M <l

fleaiBNl). •• twd yOdr old Call 47S-*4J»,

We«tLA (3 AM)

FRESHMAN dr tdpMomore mdld. fart-time
dwrifig tchddl, Iwti lime during vacatl«««
Wettwood Sporting &ood», ims WdyB4»rfi
Ave „. «JA»»)
-*-^

: ^/ ' " ""

SMir plwft lt% df idtdft SdfM^VHdd ^tdld

Wvrk 13 7 p<n BdildaMe 47S tTM, 47S-SB44 9

a.M.-Op.m. •

PERSONALITY Tdtl. BrIilB d ddtd, IflWld.

'

S3.Sd eacti or 3 hd4N-t cradlt. 9:gg-l:M. FH
3SBI (I A 19)

PCMALC »tMd<wt> wMdid «• MrtlciB«»d \m

tectologicai e«pertment 13 *e*»»dw. (1 1/3-1

hrt). 47* tMS^ t>^»

SALES TRAINBI Nddvy CdRttrvctldil

e^vipment rerttal firm i» »oek»«»g ad
aggret%ive. rating. wnofKumberad man to

loin our three year on ttto |ob »ala« tralfrtng

program Mvtt be well groomed and po«»os»

gaod idles personality Bxten»«ve travel

required Please sand resume Id R Reiss,

PO Bdi *7»«4, Cdntwry City, Cat *dd47 (3 A
13)

STUDENTS, INTERNS, or

RESIDENTS
Near by infertility Clinic wo4*ld like to obtain

addittdnal semen donors. Many of specimens
will only be usod for laboratory research.

Men wt»o •r* Rh negative, or of Oriental.

S#an**** •'^O Black background, particularly

requested Please phone 47) 4057 and ask for

Mrs. Brodor for ddtdiU

VOUNO Ooctdr
cook meal once a
Call 379 7g9)

••••••••••••••••

ATTRACTIVE Housing available m in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for house/apt mlo.
39*^i'»'

,.knd»,"292 $17S ' (7 0TR)

J Rides Offered,.,•»•>•••••— o

DRIVE a *9 Cougar to New York City. Gas
Paid C«II»70 4IJ5 ..

.,(IA2*)

y^ Rides Wanled..••••••••••••• r

DAILY ride needed E.ves UCLA to Echo

Park Can pay for gas Donna J»4-4942. (9Jy

VFot Sale. fO

APPLIANCES—O A M gas r»n9: $$0,

Large 2 ddof rclng, SiOO, large desk, t20, 14

in.fdn.M)-2i7* (^•'>y^>

RUMMAGE sale — We're reaving for good

Everything in the house must go. Many
bargains/iHvch funky ionk. Call 4*5 7M2 for

more info. (10 A 5)

PIONEER multi-amp compact stereo

vvstem. 1 yr. old, SSOO new, only 5350. Call

iyrm. (IojvM)

MOVING — House*»old items for sale, desks,

playpen, camping, etc. itturday only. 712

Woodruff Ave 475 5431. -^^lO-ly M)

MAHOGANY four piece bddrdom set, no

mattress, $1Sd.#0 Three chests drawer?
»i5.0©,eacli — iiH*<ellandous, 939-4334. ()0J>

30)

MAMIYA sot TL, 5«mm T 2.0. 70 330mm;,
loom, Xtras 5200 Epiptwne 13 string elec.

guitar/shell cave, 5150 '70 Honda CB350 —
Kint SSdO/best. R ick 4701990. (10 A

LAWN Sate Saturday *2r Veteran. Beairtifut

Antiques, other things, interesting, useful

and/or cheap. (lOJy30)

PA4R Stereo speakers Rosdwddd caMnet
Danish made, small brf»kcase siie. Eh-

crltent sound »5« 025^<^7^ 931 9737 ( 10 Jy 30)

NIKKORMAT FTN Body, SlOd; Nihkon F

Body 5»?« Nikkor 50 mm Lens Fl-4. iOO,

Sun Zoom Lens 15 210 mm, F 4.0, 540, Braun

F 450 Flash, 540, Sony Cassette Recorder

11«A,S4« Tdng,l2S14S7 (lOJyJi:

FISHER stereo system, Garrard
Professional chancer, Aquarius speakers •

list, 5543 Asking 5295. New in boxes. 723-

5435/2t3t97» (10OTR)

COMPLETE stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM, tine speakers, BSR record changer. List

5100, sacrifice 5145. Never used. Great
SO4ind.721-g307. (lOQTR)

3 LOVABLE Afghan hounds need new home
Blue brindle male and female have aduH
vhots Offer. 471 7131. (10A12;

GUITARS- nd%lr classical guitars. Retail for

5l*«,dnlvS4S. Call Paul at 392-4241. (10 A 12)

FOR Sale. Double bed, Irg. wooden desk, 7-

loot sofa, picnic table, 4-drawer tfrtsser, etc.

Call Mary, 034 1453 after 4.

OmLf- pHasdiH pHowa work. Oood hrs.

Earn 51.45 53 per hour Commissions and
tinuiti Bring your mends. CaM dnd apply

iMIMddiately 477 1704,470 7741., (lAll)

. very pretty girl to

ineHChange for meal.
(3A13)

MALC undergr ads Fsychology OHporlment,

eSmins Can earn up to 55. 75 Resistor Frani
MOII4S37. (3Jy30)

CARHOPS Wanted Inquire at Tiny Naylors

Orwe in. FlMne 074 9007

MOTHER of two will care for your child/

children Mon Fri, French child ^**^om9.

tl H lidrei cellent wages tor portUmo
work ,\Jni^%f marketing d«td distribution

profram 454 0992. (3Jy30)

You art lust tn« typt
wt'r«lookif>gfor.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
445 per month while helping ottvers.

Come ill to 1001 Oayley. Suite 210

or
Call 4y»-gtSI IM iJIlM MUF

STERIO headphones at Idw as S5.9S.
Microphones from 53.95. Auto speakers
ss/pair Hook u^ cables. PA Systems. Really
low prices. Eves, and weekends. Electronic
import Confer, 1714 Westwood- 474-t4t5. ( 10

' '— ^^^ . I .— .1 ^ »!MM* I.

AKAI M 10 (Roberts 000 X) recorder, Sansui
RA 500 reverb pioneer PL-SO turntable, all

542S/seli separately. Eves., 1911427. ( 10 Jy
10)

^Services Offered........ II

JAZZ Piano stylos, privoto testrucMoli,
chord progressions, voicings, improvtsalion
HerbMickman. 442 4502(13 «p m ) m
OTR) ^^
GERMAN twioring by qiMlMlod
with classroom e»»enoyKe.
)»' S15S.

(11 AS)

Pregnancy A Problem
Free Immediate Confidential

Counseling and Referral

Phone or in Person

The Guidance Center

(213) 475-0644

^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^ ^

CALL Documentation Associates i* you need

mlo gathered quickly A competently
Documents retrieved or mfo abstracted.

Professional assistance w/ dissertations and

papers Personal attention by empenenced
.nto specialists 477 4044 d A 24)

IS YOUR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AGED
SON BORED' CALL WALT, JOHNSON'S
BOYS CLUB CAMP, •39.i191, 477 3113. ( II A
19)

INTRO Group processes, awari
Gestalt Tuesday » 10 PM Saturday 2-4

Students 52 Call for brochure. The
Center, 454 3010. (11QT«)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes You can learn to

eliminate cramming and recall and release

material studied. 474 3350 1-4 PM. daily. ("
OTR)

PROf^ESSQR All d^'ve yo/or car td Chicajo

af*-a Leave Aog u A^eston Bo« 374 Joe

Westwood Plata. LA (llJyw>

JET San Franc.sco to Seattle, 540 Open

ticket Weston Bo« 374. 300 Westwood Plan

L A (13 Jy 30>-

EUROPE Israel. One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter

European student charter flights Contact

ISC A, 11407 San Vicente Blvd •4. L.A.. 90049.

S24 5449 (11QTR)

8th ANNUAL
JETCHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staH

E U ROPE : Many departures ( including one-

ways)
FROM512S

CALL Flight Chairman: (213) •39-3401, 4240

Overland Ave , Deaf A.. Culver City

y rumoring..... .— M
FRENCH-French; Experienced Parisienn*

born tutor. Grammar, conv. accent spec. DU
3-9243 (14Jy30)

GRE, LSAT, Ott»er Colleqe test preparation.

Indiv instruction Academic Guidance
Service. 020 So. Robertson. 457 4390. (14Qtr)

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rates.

RCA models. Free dehvery free service. 24

nr phone 274-9119. (tlQTR)

DRIVING Sct«ool. 59.90 hr "Road Safety

since 1971" State Credential. Penny Bros
443-4755 (11 OTR)

EXPERT tutoring in Math/Physics by grad

stud w/MS in physics. §24-4911; (14 Jy 10)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex-

perienced Univ. Prof. Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational mett»od (trial)

473 2492. (14 OTR)

AUTO Insurance too ht«h? Students and
employees call Robert W. Itlioc 019-7270 or

170 9793. (11 OTR)
/Typing 15

y Travel. ....13

piSCOUNT travel. Europe. Israel. India,

Iran. M C C 0405 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly

Hills. Call 459 4201 (13 A 19)

lOOT

Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/London/LA $258

ONEWAY FLIGHTS

^og4 LA/LON
Aog 27 LA/AMSf
Sept 6 . LA/LON
Sept 11 n-A/LON
Sept 16 LON/LA
DEC 18 LON/LA

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

More flights available on Wait List. AH
flights limited to UC students, staff, ex-

tension aiMJ registered Alumni Membdrs.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays
In Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

TTKTTgTUOBKT TRAVEL*UrNXCHARTER FLIOHTis
1O07 broorton,wBMtwuud
T E LE : 477- 1 1 1 1 or 473-4443

MUST sell round trip ticket to N.Y. August
20 Sept. 4. 5125. Call 723-4044. (>1 A 12)

CHARTER, LA- Paris, one way, August 27,
S130 Contact the Education Abroad
Program, UC Santa Barbara. 941-2194. ( 11 A
5)

RUTH - theses, term papers, manuscripts.

Experienced. Weekends, daily S-9, tlB-

lUr (1SQTR)

TYPING ms, technical, tfsesds, papers,
whatever. Selectnc (plus symbols).
50C /page. Terry, 457 1204. ( »A12)

TYPING SERVICE, RESUMES. .

TERM PAPERS
PHOTOCOPIES

FAST& EFFICIENT SERVICE
REASONABLE RATES

Andrews Enterprises

4903 W. Pico Boulevard
Tel: 931-1739

WATTS Secretairal Service 299-11 IS. Expert
work on both IBM Composer A IBM Selec-

tric. Thesis, essays, and manuscripts-by ttid

hdur^. 0»S»>

PROFESSIONAL dissertation Editing,
guidance, IBM typing. Satisfaction
guaranteed. No bargain hunters, referencdft.
479-1144, 477-4M2. ( IS QTK)

DISSERTAJiONS proposals, first and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports. Best
references. Editor -typist. 191-9109. (15 OTR

)

JOAN and EDITH IBM - term papers,
theses, miscellaneous. Pick up & delivery.

JOAN, 392-8420. EDITH, 933-2993. (1SS9)

TYPING— Editing. Term papers, resumes.
letters, theses. IBM. English grads
Pica/Elite. Kay—Nancy 824-7472 ( IS Otr.)

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books,
termpapers. Specialty math and technical
typing. Accurate, rapid service 741-5580. ( 15

S 9)

GENERAL academic/business style. IBM
electric. Professional/accurate. 8 yrs. ex-
perience. Santa Monica area, 399-2009. (IS
QTR)

V Wanfed........................ 16

"LSAT " • Help ! ! ! ! A h*«h scdTd is nddddd
on this test. Please call, M2-944d. (UJyjg)

a«aiaiaiaBB««ia««* ^ Apfs. - FumisHed. 17

JET to EUROPE
Aug. 24/ Sd9«. 1*

Upt. 2

L.OM/AMST
W*y «d AMST

cuRorc
A«r*ca,

BASC, m «
etlig TTAdrni

4349

•* iapdrsi^re Bald
UCL> c/d Sidrra

Atwd
ur 091111

Also rsrael,
N intra-Buropean
I.O cards Contact

iirty Or . Bev Hills, Ca.
(11QTR)

S09 BACHELOR: Walk UC1.A and West
wood Quiet, over garage. Frig., ftot plate,
parking '89 S04S (17 A 12)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS -SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL ^ PATIO
Ooposits now for summer/fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard
Mr. Lynch, GR5-5584.

89^ WALK UCLA Quiet bach., hot plate,
reHFig, parking. 789-5045 ( 17 A 24)

TERM papers/term
subiect By grads. IIB^
after 5

Inl^ormation and

Pdr

venereal
vasdctomlds

FULL/p«rt time Fleiible hrs. pays weft,
socially edilyinf Call Rich. 39} 8344 Keep
frying (3Ati

m na

OPPORTUNITX
Far Ofrts 21 IS yrs.

Have F UN A Earn liberal dxponee

allowantt arfw>aM>v etflbte men

M«iM««ra9urd

•t

OVtR POPULATION
INPOKMATION CINTRR

MWndav 10 1

A<kermanOn*o« 2411

sponsored by S L C Student run

rSC :, os^rited g*rt compan'ton. back-
apxog «i#w M«^ Sterra Sept 828 1990

i»«ope/Africa'A%ia /India/ Israel
Mudeni ttiglits and Charters.

HV Europe weekly Noafelimil.

Vdufh Pares from all maior US citidt
'^ (met LA) ffom 5190 roundtrip.

luraiipasses. Student Ratipassts,
insurance. Car Purchase, LonBgii
Accommodatidns. Tours lO CdffH.

7,-. "

l^- Fre» European Maps A literature fg
/ ,a«ssen«ers/Currency converters.

A '-

Student Travel Headquarters"

^ Apfs. - Furnished 17

483 GAYLCV »i»mn»er rates Large fjm
bdrm Util pa*d. Walk campus S'6C ms
Bachelor aiit also available 477 49lt ma
ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS
Singles accomn»odate tv»o One bedroc •

accommodate three. ONE BEDROOM and
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR. AiR
COND., Mock campus Pool, sundeck^
garage.42SLandfair 479 5404 (17 0TP

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Summer Rentals

Singles 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644 and 650 La ndfair
270-3014 and 477-2197

if no answer, call 476-3578

SIOO BACHELOR Westwood. utilities poc

No lease Wilshire West 10990 Wiisr- '

corner Veteran 478 3234 or 474 6«7« '^A

575 Utilities included, pet OK (Palms). 474-
•'^ (17JylO)

touring tt»e city.

(2IS» 441-3471 Hrs 19pm .idoys

_^__^_^ r-r.~- -' INTENSIVE
SUMMER COURSE. •/i4 4/ It MARIE
LabCHOWSKY. SOrOlST MARTHA
aRA»4AM CO 1112 PENNSYLVANIA. SM
fl! em 470129 (lUvlOl

AtS FLIGHTS
#<%«.« •«•>•« •««..... «»• .*

LA 90g«9 274-«742
1 1/ J btb. east Sant* aapihca/ OtBgnyi

'' * « I » -1 I I. Ill I

Second Summer

Session

5128 00 BEVERLY Hills. Sing. modM-n Ige,
sunny, pnv bale. Full kitchen A bath, lots of
closets. OL 11222. . (17Jy]0)

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.
Ideal for year round living.
Heated pool, private patio, sub.
parking. Air Cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
47B-J7:

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens. 1 bdrms / singles
Fireplace, Ige heated pool, elevator, pvte
patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Ouiet
bidg

, maid available North ol Wilshire,
convenient to fwys.

r-KiHonfivP (offGayleyt
I17QTR)

SSSLEVERir^G
1

J

Families OK
Pod Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

^R7-2144
Near Veteran Av*. (170TRi

'"' ELOR Brentwood, airy, utilities m
1 MX J. on bus line, bicycle distance, com
lortable 824 4424, eves. 825 0187. days. (17 A
5)

SUMMER BRUIN
V

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE -$50
Deposits now for summer/fall

MRS. KAY GR3-1788, GR3 0524

5150, WALK UCLA-Villa9e. Ouiet. secluded
Spacious Sirtgle. Fireplace. Suitable ^ }

persons 4710201 (HAlTr-

r:r-—— —.<

VENICE guest cottage with a^n bafrrroom
entrance. Useol 2 story Spanish mam houv«
TV, ltitct»en, patio, nice people. 580/ month
192 5S 15 after 9 p.m. _ _(^^^'^

633 gayley"
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

4n4M12

TWO Bdrm. apt. on Venice canals near

beach. July IS-Aug. IS. SISO. 4phn. 194

1174. (17Jv30«

'"" "" ^ALKTOUCLA
SPACIOUS— MODERN

BACHELORS
SINGLES— BDRMS

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477 899a

Published Thursday
<.

* *k

^

Only r

^nUL-.A-^-

-^-
P

mPcy*'

BEACH Apt. sublet Aug., Venice, 3 rms , A
kitchen, bath, porch. Gil, 394 1387 before 9

a.m. (l7Jv30)

^Aph.- Unfurnished. 18

10 MINUTES to UCLA S140. Newer 1 bdrm,

carpets, drapes, stove, refng. Great Lan

diord. 819 1497 (18 A 24)

5248.00 BEVERLY Hills. 2 plus bdrms , 11/2

bath. Studio, disposal, carpet, drap«s
children, pets. Hr. Beverly Hills School OL
3 3222. (18JV30)

Y Apfs. to Shore .,.........••* >/

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES. POOL,
SUNDECKS. GARAGE. 441-425 LANDFAIR.
479-5404. (19 QTR)

•RoomonrfBoord 24 ^Aufos for Sal.—..29 VAutos for So/e........... 29 ^'^^'^'^^^^

FEMALE Roommate. Share 1 bdrm apt

w/two. Santa Monica. SSS/mo. August,

September. 199 011V (\^ ^i)

BACHELOR apt. S90/mo.. hot plate, retrlg..

priv bath Call 479 9914, 555 Gayley Aye. ( 19 A
24)

MALE Student grad/undergrad meals, walk

to school, pool, tv, parking. Reasonable. 400

S. Bentley 272 4714. ( 24 Jy 18)

jRoom and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.. 25

1949 AUSTIN HEALEY Sprite Mark IV

11,000 mi, AM/EM, S1100.00 750-4505 days,

445 1347 eves (29 A 24)

VW '59, 9ddd. new bralids. ••^'. iff^,'
best offer over $250 199 »a4. (29Jvl«)

5275 Byrd built charm. Full sea view,

fireplace 1 bdrm andd«n. Utilities. Pnvatv
194-7829. SM. <10Jy^0'

2 and 3 BDRM 1/2 block to Venice beach
Dishwasher, built-ins, intercom, and sun

deck 396 8432. (18AJ2J

GIRL needed Share 2 bdrm Brentwood

studio apt w/same. Rent 5112.50. Call Jen.

820 4444. (19 A 24)

^Aph. h Share.............* 19

GIRL grad share Ig. 2 bdrm., 2 bath turn

apt Close campus. Pool, laundnt-*''—s-rsv-
7822. (19 A in

"•
: Lrg. two bdrm., n^ar UCLA-now

through 8/28. July paid, only 587 50 tor

August. 47?.4t21. .

(19Jy30)

GIRL 2 bdrm apt., ST7 ea., plus util., mce
garden WLA area. 828 5884 eves (19 A 51

ROOMMATE needed to share rent for apt in

Santa Monica Call Dave 393 2911. ( 19 A 5)

GIRL- lite dutie«—no babysitting; private

room/ bath in friendly home. Walk campus

OR 2-2159 {2i^2»l

STUDENT wanted to help with house aitd

children in eichange for room »'»<<^!^*''?;

Must have car 452 7711 (2SA5)

'M DATSUN 1400 Roadster, mm. cond. Must

sell.Si.400 191 4842 after 4 p.m. (19^vJg»

-44 DATSU*N, good cond **<»^*7»»
?1»,V

—must sell soon, leaving town. Call **•''••

939 8235 _^ i!l^^-*'

44 VW bug, sunroof, new brakes. SSOO. Eves.

823 1191. _ (29JylO)

44 VW Squareback, »»ew tires and brakes,

new upholstery, engine recently overhauled.

5825 914 9a7, 2^1 4019 (IfJylO)

1942 CORVAIR MON2A convertible. 4

speed 150 M P turbocharged engine. Rear

ttabiliier bar added 5250/best oMer 274

4211 ' i79^2»l
'

1948 TRIUMPH TR250, radlals, AM/PM.
luggage rack, new tuned eihaust, tonnoau.

after 5 pm 474 0417 ligjylO)

INTERNATIONAL Scout 42, 2 wheel drive,

pert cond ,5500 Pr IV dfe party, CR 5

3738
(29JylO)

ror oale, ;•••••••••• */(/

YAMAHA '70 R 5, 150CC Runs and runs and
runs and runs 5550 Call 445 7lt2. (HJyM)

49 YAMAHA 105 CC. 4400 mtles XInt cond
Eatras, helmets 5445 825 4229 or 278

0445 (10A5)

BSA 441 Victor, '70,

Besfoffer, 192 1141

miles, dirt/ttrtdf.
(MA 24)

t970 new HQNOA CL )W WOO m., 5400, ind

ca>e hardened chain/lock 824 Ml) after

5. _ __ 1 i

^ For Sub-lease

FEMALE wanted Ige 2 bdrm . 2 ba\b ^Pj

Quiet Palms. 5100 838 1001 __
SPACIOUS 1 bdrm. two bath apt Near iSC

Foreign students preferred *^*"k*
, ,!

atternoons, evenings. (19JyJ0^

WLA girl has cat. Wants •'oommate Sept i

S70down, S105 month. 392 7117; •'* '^,*^
,j,

FURNISHED 2-bdrm. 2 bath, 4 mi. UCLA,
pool, no children. sa7S/mo., Auy,.l5 .thru

Winter qtr 838 8942, 825 5825 (»» AS)

y House for Renf -— 20

LARGE 5 bdrm house m S F Valley 5100

Available Sept l Preter faculty/slalt 744

1977. (20A5)

GIRL Wanted Exchange room, boar*" •'

helping young mother Own room,
»>«<J.

TV,

near campus. 277 1441. ' _
WANTi^D Boy or Girl. Rm/bd plus lor

household help, babysitting 9 yr old. 277

FIAT 1949, 124 coupe XInt New radial tires,

radio Leaving cduntry Best offer. 471 8458,

375 5473 129 A 24)

44 CHEVY Nova, ulnt, 4 eyl.. dutd., pwr.

steering, R/H, 5150/Be«t. Must sell 454

I9J4 ( 29 A 24)

54J9 (25 A 24.

SALARY, separate apt, board. Child care

after school, supper Physician/daughter

( 1 1 ) . Car necessary. 27S-0478. (25Au 24)

PLEASANT private room, bath! walking

distance campus plus salary Child care,

liqht duties (housekeeper employed)
Available Sept 7T> 245$

1941 FORD FAlCOn..^ 2 dr.,

5250 OL 5 782>. -
trans, car.

129 A 241

(25 A 12)

VW Bug 1944 XInt cond — like new New
tires, brakes, low mileage Must sell. Call

274 1088 (29 A 5)

OPEL Kaddett '45 (German) XInt cend., 2

dr : leaving country 5475/offer Evr 397

7»1f. (29 A 24)

•47 VW Fastbacb, idaving country, Idje

mileage 51,100 Call 47Sl770after5p.m (29

Jy M)

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

"vOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Otscdunfed Below Dealers t*rt**

A I AUTO SERVICE
7957 Van Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant
* Call 194 7075 24 Hours

VINCENT Black Shadow 1952 XInt cond
throughout Asking 51800 See to appreciate

J»2 ;$0t Steve ( M Jy M)

'

'*'i<i'

70 SUZUKI 350 II, XInt cond New r9»r tire

Rath helmet 5525 Call Shahram 479

48?^ [
M A 19)

HONDA S90 '48. great transportation Must
sell. MVO/offer 474 0011 eves Ask lor

Peter ..
IMA 41

M MOMOA 105 Sc«*mblar^ 8400 mi XInt

tond «7)7394eves (K A 5)

S

4415

FEMALE Share apt own room/bath 5110/

Own room 587 50 Near beach Santa '^o"'^*'

392 8897 (19 A 12)

5455-WALK UCLA. 1 bdrms , 2 -baths,

playroom BH ins, carpets, drapes. Prestige

arn^r' T 89 5045. (^OjJyjO)

^ House for Sole ......•••••r
2'

BRENTWOOD by owner. 200 S Bundy, 2

bdrm .11/2 bath 2 Fireplaces Lovely

.S47,S00.472-7»45. (11 A 12)

y nopni for Rent *w
,

1^ .

FURNISHED quiet. private entrance,

room bath female grad »»"<»»"',P7*V'^i
very short waJll. campus GR« «•»' (24JyJO)

BOOM in private home Utilities home

privileges 580 Phone 274 1544 available Aug

J
. ( 24 A It)

3 BDRM apt. to Share. Venice. Own roo-^

54$/mo 199 2144. (19Jy3«

OLD Bel Art-. 1 bdrm 3 baths Pool Fao
lastlc view $79,800 Sands ttealtors. 474-

(JyM)

LOVELY room close trans .
Kitchen,

laondry pr.v Grad Student (emaie
J^J ;^"JJ|

47S •J42S

NEED two males/ share 3 bdrm apt '*'•

same 575 each. Available immediaiei

WLA 824 4114. 09Xy 3C

MALE rodmmate wanted 58S/mo, near

campus. Friendly student bIdg. 473 1214

Jy 30)

LOVELY 2 bdrm, 1 1/^ bath apt wX 2 «»"*^

Furn .own bdrm. 477-7291 after 5 p.m. ('"*

S)

2 GIRLS share lrg room, bath Aug Pe»»

OK, Secur ity building 58S each 819 444 2 >2..

MODERN custom 2 bdrm home 5 mm /*n A
^^ "T^,*^**'

*"*'"
^7iu,n:—^Aulos lor Lease 29A

rr^edicalSUMMER e.change English

itudent would like to rent car desperate

colonial Day |7S "41 Station 54.

mixiu. ( i9 jy w

^ House fo Sfiore 22

JROOMMATE wanted pleasant 2 bdrm
bouse near beach Share with grad cpuplc.

OwnMrArt 392 5422 (22AV2>

FEMALE share Ige 2 bdrm town hous''

w/one Pool, parking. 511^ 50 Call «72 8927

fiR4 154t ill^ '*/

Bp"
(Lease Jy Ml

43 BUG Sunrooi radio, Bddd mech cond.

Best otter Call 392 8474 (29JyMI

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

Save on car rental *'»» •"'^ "Buy here take

delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipment

also •rrmt^if^. Financing available

1910445.170 4928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

43 VW squareback very good cond light

qreen «mII maintained t»r 24152, 472 050,1429

Jy JC)

48 FIAT sports spider Very ilnt cond 2«.5O0

jni Leaving state. 51.000. Eves 478 4351, 192

Ton (29 A 19)

1971 DATSUN 240Z Litomatic, air. mags.
4000 mi oran«e 424 381) after 5 00
Sacrifice* ( Jy 30)

49 BSA motorcycle 441 Victor XInt cond
must sell, leavmg country 0J» 2 4i5I 47j

0501 (lOJyMt

ym Ofcvcies ••••••••••••••••••••••

1970 VW Bus Nice 20,000 mi. Factory
ramper bed 52.450 Call 278 5451, eat 201 or

874 3234 ._ (29JylO)

UNIVERSltV BICYCLES 1714 Westwood
Sales, •pert repairs. Rentals 54 00/day.

open4days lO 8<475 3370 (Bicycles S9),

'48 FORD Cortina- 2 dr. automatic, ilnf. 1-

owner Must seH t7iO/best 457 7979. 4^1
0201 ( JyM)

44 MUSTANG lint cond low mtteage.
convertible Leaving country 5950 824 4171
after 5 825 4417 day (29 A 12)

49 XKE Jaguar 2 plus 2 wire wheels, 14,000

piiles. aint Air, R/H baby blue 54.800 Call

451 0201 or.4S7 7929 (29A(2)

55 CHEVY Station wagon New trans . fr
end. t.res. Ehgme needs rebuilding Best
oM»r 273 1145 (29 A »J>

ALFA Romeo 47 Spyder, Porche broMn,
new Perrellies 19,000 mi 52.000 279 M2)
272 7414 (29 A 12)

SUMMER BRUIN

\.

^ Aufos for Sale ^'

4} VW Conv Family pet for 9 yrs. Xim.

cond Biaupunkt radio Best offer to good

home 825 4594 (day) 935 3754 (eves I 129.A

1949 FIREBIRD 24000 mi, Air. Automatic.
Po««er steer' Brakes, 150 engine. Vinyl top
,,..,..... -.,4 (29 A 19)

S4 MGA new top/radials •**•*"?,^?^.
rebuild. n, V»ak«olter 478 4142, 129 2141 <29

j y M»

'47 FALCON good cond H9(m transmission,
vaivs stick Leaving country, must sell now

4J4.3451 (.21

0, nwtitt'^Q V 8, automatic, rebuilt
fn9>f\9 Xint cond 5 750 best otter 478 *7M
«7| 511} (29 A 19]

Isso^d on

THURSDAYS ONLY

Second Sunmer

NEXT to campus Singles, one bdrm<
g.ir«9e/sundeck 444 4 450 Landfair.

(12A11)

FEMALE Share 1 bdrm apt Own room
57S/mo Santa Momca 394 3045 Partniiy

lurmshed

-^ S^ •70MGB Viustard AM FM wires etc I7li.,

beautiful cond SJlJO o't'r 791 747J (29 jy M)
4; VW 5200 Bigwt\eefs.
ash for O C 479 9180

engine needs work.
' (29JyM)

70 VW Bug. 17000 miles xtnt mech cond
L*-..^in^ vountry 51475/effer Call 824
40 '• <>*«»

"""HiiiMii'^il
f^WT-lKSTTI^'^"
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Duff in 'Gang's All Here'

What On
Tickets:

By lafTyGarwta

DB

v«i nroent vour o«to a guard, take a seat with your delegation, ard

J„rKS^^rS midSeo* a boutenw. Pre.k»eoti«l-nom.natin«

^«.uU^19»s As placard, rise around you and a band snakes

STnT^ste!^cLrnJ^^ to settle on a candidate so you c«.

all go home.

Thus does the Summer Theater Workshop's production »>«:« of "The

GaS'i l^Herer Jerome Lawmice and Robert E. Lee's indictment of

the S«venbon system, involve the audience from the ^P^^^;**^ '

The Summer Theater production, presented through ^omcfT^vcT^

Ralph Freud PUyhouse. MacGowan Hall, i* ciirected by V^^^J^'J^;
and inchides among its cast profe-toals Howard Duff^nd Larry Thor.

^Tw^m thTHarding Wa. ^Tht Gmigs AU Here
'
shows how a

na^e^^^^^ can be pushed throi^h a ck^dlocked con-

IS2h^ the basisof his charm (-He has what people vote for. argueaa

much trustm the corrupt cronies that engineered his victory.

Though the comipUon of the Harding Cabinet and the destnicUon of

«S. the manure weU documented, the P|«y::j»^8^%^Vl^/"
^^tJi by giving only glimpses of what goes on behind the President s

'SrS? w^nings' from^oyal aide. The audience can tl^n watch

SePresidSt as he deceives himself by refusing to believe anything bad

about his "friends/^- A—
Howard Duff is thoroughly believable first as the back-slapping and

later as the tormented Harding. He gives texture and mdiyiduality to his

part, qualities that a few of the amateur charactenzations lack.

For example. Devorah Joseph plays her role as the President's

domineering wife as the stereotype that it almo8t4S.

And Alan Jeffrey.-as an eager young crony, gives too obvious an m-

terpretation to his part He hops around a lot and strikes wide^yed poses,

but does not seem like an individual human being.

At least one student, though, manages to handle a difficult part m an

exacting way Steven Renier. in his role as the President's aide, manages

to seem righteous without being self-righteous. And that's not easy.

—"The Gang's All Here/'

directed by Robert Lee, featuring

Howard Duff, will be played

tonight and tomorrow at 8:» P m.

in the Ralph Freud Playhouse,

MacGowan Hall. Tickets

available at all UCLA Box Offices.

General admission $2.50, students

—"The Gods Sit Back/'

directed by Michael Gordon,

featuring Guy Stockwell and

Edward Binns will be played

tonight and tomorrow at 8.30 p.m.

in the MacGowan Little Theater.

Tickets available at all UCLA Box

Offices. General admission $2.50,

students $1.

Films-
—"Blood and Sand," starring

Rudolph Valentino with Li la Lee

and NIta Naldi, will be shown at

7.30 p.m.; 9 p.m.; 10:» pm.
tonight and next Friday (Aug. 6),

at the Westwood Film Theater,

1730 Westwood Blvd. Admission

for staff and students: $1.75.

—"A Weekend of Film

Classics/' will be shown at 7 p.m.

and 9:30 p.m. tomorrow and ^t

2: 30 p.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday by the

Westwood Film Society, 1730

Westwood Blvd. Admission staff

and students $1.50.

—Comic Film Festival to be

Whars On deadline

noon four days prior to puBTTcaflon^

^ PREsr ^

.

%..

tPfCIU ftOCST STAR

SPENKIMinS I PHIR JAMESON

I2 NIGHTSTUES.AU6. 10* WED.AUG.II 8 P.M.

All seals reserved *b $S $4
Availtbit at all Wailich'a Music City Mores,

So. Gal Music Co., 637 So. Hill and all Mutual Afencies,

and S. M. Civic Box Office (393-9961)

hw ( n\« I K I
\ssn(

Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

Presents

Crestwood Woodwind

and Piano Quintet

in concert

Sunday, August 1, 2:30 p.m,

held this weekend al he
University Religious Conference

BIdg . 900 Hilgard Ave. Donation

of $1 at the door. Schedule: W.C.

Fields, 7 classic shorts, 7.30 p.m.;

AAarx Bros. Horsefeathers, 8 45

p m.. Cocoanuts, 10 p.m.; Charlie

Chaplin. City Lights, 11:40 p.m.

Sponsored by the Animation Club^

—"The Great Dictator/' and

"Shoulder Arms/' will be

pres^ted In a special showing for

UCLA staff, students, and guests

at 7 p.m. Wednesday and Thur

sday at the Westwood Film

Society, 1730 WeshA/ood Blvd.

General Admission: $1.50.

p.m. Uiixn Murphy Hall 1215 every

AAonday, Wednesjlay and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours

AT^ free and open to the public

—The University Credit Union
Office has moved from its

Westwood Plaza address to the

trailer site on parking lot one.

Persons with valid parking per.

mits may park in lot one when
conducting business with the

Union.

ISC Tours

Seminars:
—"Photo Emission Electron

Microscopy and Its Apllication/'

will be held by Dr. L. Wegmann,

Balzers Corp.. Principality of

Liechtenstein, at 3 p.m. AAonday in

Boelter Hall 8500. Sponsored by

the AAaterials Department.

—"Air Curtains: Patient

Isolation Systems and the Dif-

fusion of Particles Across a Plane

Turbulent Jet/' will be held by

Gerard P. Lilly, graduate student,

at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in Boeter

Hall 8500. Sponsored by the

Energy and Kinetics Department.

£t cetera.
,, , - . HI Kr>M —Tt»e Ctestwood Woodwind and

^ —The Visitor's Center will hold '"^^ ^

tours of central campus at 1:30 (ConUnuedonPagein

Sunday, August 1

—Lytle Creek Hiking Trip—$2
for students includes tran

sportatlon and $1,000 insurance

coverage; 10 maximum; departs

7:45 a.m. -returns evening;

deadline 7/31.

Saturday, August 7

—Disneyland—$8 includes

transportation, admission and 15

rides; 18 maximum; departs 10.00

a.m. — returns 10:00 p.m. 8/5

deadline. "^^ ^
Sunday, August 8 .

—Japanese Gardens—$5 in

eludes transportation and en-

trance fee; departs 10:00 a.m. -
returns 7:00 p.m.; 20 maximum;
8/6 deadline.

Music:

sSiT

•^'*\ •«* *^P
T*^*-f^

-,JU. - ,. .,.| .<y; ..
^.''.'„r.4y

I

THAT'sTGIRLT^omk^imiii^ festival to beheld Donation of $1 at the door. For further info see Films,

this weekend starting at 7:30 p.m. at the University in WHAT'S ON.

Religious Conference BIdg., 900 Hilgafd Ave. ., ^
-<<,•>
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We Kleen Your Clothes _
While You Sun Bathe

_ KLEENCO CLEANERS
AVAMBLE 1 101 GAYLEY (Corner of Kinross & Goyley) 477-5566

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

WE GIVE
BLUE CHIP

STAMPS

•1
ONi COUfON Pft PorsoN

THIS COUPON GOOD fOR

25% OFF
on ANY SINGLE ORDER OF
PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

AT REG. PRICE

1 DAY SERVICE NO EXTRA CHARGE

»2 ONE COUPON Kt P(|>ON
THIS COUPON GOOD

ONE DRESS SHIRT LAUNDERED

Tkit

E>p<rM«/IS/71 (EXCEn
nwtt otcompony ••v<om4ng ord«. SAT )

FREE

3 ONE COUPON P€l PERSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

1 UCLA SWEATER CLEANED
AND BLOCKED

FREE

with an ord*r of 5 or niK>re

1 DAY SERVICE
HANGER OR BOX
NO EXTRA CHARGE

bpwm a/15/71

Tliit coupon fvwict occofnpony irvcofning orai

wi^K claoning

or«l«rolSSOO

Recreation Center
conjunction with any o«K*r discount

h^irm $/15/7i
Ttii* c««*f»««i mtM* «r«-of»xvor»y trvrrtming ord*r

#4 ONE COUPON PEHPOrSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
OfF
OF
REGULAR PftlCt

on any Suede or leather

GARMENT CLEANED AND

REFINISHED
htpWm i/15/71

TKit coupon mus* occorapony ifvcoming o*'"**'

Computer customers here

spindled in card charge
By Rick KwM
DB SUff Writer

Of the over 30 million IBM cards used here last year, about 21.5 million

were distributed free by the Campu^^Computing Network (CCN) — but,

many were used off-campus, forcing the network to charge on-campus

users for the cards.

CCN users must now purchase their cards from ASUCLA vending

machmes which resemble food vending machines, at 25 cents. While

boxes of cards bought directly.from IBM cost $1.82 per 2000, the vending

machine equivalent is $4 per 2000.

According to Barry Beckerman, assistant to the director of CCN, boU>

CCN staff and users believed people from private companies and persons

not associated with this campus were using the network cards He cited

one case of cards with the CCN logo being found in a Santa Monica barber

shop as advertising material.
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CCN has recently been suffering financial pains, he said Last May.

funding was decreased and CCN officials predicted that intramural use

would have to be cut off on May 20 Emergency noUces were circulated

explaining the situation, and top priority intramural uae "^f^^J^ ^
classes in computing or studente whoac June grackiation depended on

computer use.

Cards which were previously distributed free to CCN must nofw be

purchased at the ASUCLA vending machines or through the campus

* ^ storehouse with departmenUl account numbers

11

a >» ^

M5'

.*•'
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Various sources inside and outside CCN claim there was a greal

wasUge of cards and the new method will prevent people who keypunch

S k cards from being careless and wasteful.

Director of vending services Charlea Cert^si had originally planned to

sell cards for 12.5 cents per 125 cards However, the added cosU of

- transportation, packaging, paying for the machines (about 1600 a piece)

and filling the machines has doubled that figure.

Any commissions above operating coaU wiU go to ASUCLA. according

tt) decals placed on the machinea.
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Westwood food

conspiracy operates

collective market
By Tim Llvermore

DB SUff Reporter

Students here can buy any quanUty of ripe, fresh produce without

paymg store managers, truckers, cashiers and boxboys ^^
The Westwood Food Conspiracy, which operates frem the TneU

Chi Fraternity (OX House). 663 Gayley Ave., between Strathmore

and 1^ Conte is a collective market which bypa«ea the middleman

and the supermarket.

The market, a service of the Westwood Liberation Front,

originated at the beginning of the spring quarter, and ii ctoiigned to

-J. offer alternatives to sUndard village busineiaea and activities and

i eventually to form an economically viable counter-culture, ac

% cording to a Westwood Liberation Front spokesman,

g Peak membership in the conspiracy Ust quarter was 40 Now»
% to 30 assemble each week to order, wrap and bag their vegeUMea.

*: fruiU juices. nuU and cheese. A suggested membership fee of ».

: originally esUblished to set up capiUl for the ^^"l P*^<^|*^ ^^
i offsets transportation expenses and deficits cauaed when the

onspiracy must buy a larger quanUty than ordered.

Ordering and general meeUngs are held at 7:30 p.m^ every

I uesday Karly Wednesday morning a few * Conspirators bargain

. at the Terminal and OntralMarkets in l>o8 Angeles and buy nght

i off the trucks from the growers Between 5 am and 7 am. the

I market is open, all products selling at coat

I About 40 to 50 conspiracies" operate in the San Franciaco^area.

I where each usually plays a part in the political life at the neigh-

i borhood. AllhcHigh Westwood's is not affiliated with any po^i ica

i croup 'We are going to try to integrate some form of political

ivity into it." Cheryl Steele, a charter member, said

Juices and some of the food ordered are organic, though the Duik

is not However, if and when the Core^piracy acquirea more buying

j)ower. It will stock cut rale organic foods, meat, fish and dry

C(M>d.S
. ^ .

V But to keep from dissolving, the Weatwood Food Conspiracy must

I grow And according to Steel, 'llisimporUntfor thecommunUy to

I be aware of the conspiracy They could save.40 to 60 per c«it on

S food"
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STUDY LAW NOW

Thursday, August 5, 1^71

• Be An AHorney '

• O*- Attorney's Assistant

>7ir5

TRANSFER
STUDENTS
ACCEPTED

# REQUIREMENTS — 60 i*Ht»

Acer«iH«i O>«*0« ^«>«Hc or Ov»f

23 and pa» «»am.

• GRADUATES rveww LL§ or

JD & qioJffy fef Colrf. Bor Exom

ii

t

SEPrs
GIANT SOBMARINE

10968 Le Conte, Westwood

with this coupon

f

discount

On Any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE
• good thru S«pt. 15

MOfOKCVCil
Stf^RT ilNI>
THE MEM WHO
- fHHEOM-^^

ANY

A

HI':

if^'/J-C .

A tMm from Clo«m« 5 R«t«d 10)

Exclus»v« En9«g«m#nt Now Raying, Plaza Waatvirood

Daily 145 3 20. S 10. 6 50 8 40 10 00 P M

1067 CLEMOON-WEST LOS IM6ELES-6R T-0097
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Computer likes literature
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By Hob Rom
DB SUff Reporter

In an age when the sciences and humanities

regard each other with some hostility, it is unusual

to find a man with a foot in both camps. It is even

more unusual to find a man who is perfecUy

comfortable in this position.

Yet Vinton Adams Daring, proiessor of English

and Computer Applications in Literature there,

suffers no strain from divided loyalty. The

computer can do great things for humanists,

Dearing said "It's a useful tool, like the pnnUng

press or typewriter
"

Dearing cited the University Press edition of

Dryden as evidence of the computer's usefulness

to the humanities. "The enUre text is being

prepared by computer, " he said of the ongoing

project.

"We're comparing all the printings done during

Dryden's lifetime. We're looking for significant

variants in spelling, punctuation and so on. Our

object is to determine what Dryden actually in-

tended, " he said.

^ IBM

Ordinarily, the comparisons would require

many man-hours of eye-blearing work, but, in this

case, a computer does the comparing. First, typed

copies of the various texts are transferred onto

IBM cards. "We use a key punch machine that

translates the words into computer language,"

Dearing explained.

The cards are then run through the computer,

which issues a "print-out" — a sheet of paper

roughly one foot by two— duly noting any variants

among the texts.

"The main advantage of the computer is

rapidity and accuracy," he said. When asked how

much time it saves he replied "Practically all of

it.

Dearing became interested in computer ap-

plications to literature "about ten years ago, when

I was senior textual editor on the Dryden project I

knew it would be a long hard job when I took it, but

somehow you never look far enough ahead."

Literature

1^w^

Since few people had even considered applying

computers to literature, Dearing was compelled to |
learn about computers in a business school course. ;$

i had to keep thinking about how I could transfer $
the techniques to the study of literature," he |
recalled. vij

•I**

The situation is quite different today. In the ^:

syllabus for his graduate course in computer^?

programming for literary students (English 203), •?

Dearing mentions perhaps two-dozen computer-
:J

aided projects in literary scholarship, and ob- :^

serves these few are "hardly indicative of the |
work already undertaken and published

"

:|

Iv

The subjects explored intlude ^tylistics,
^

metrics, rhetoric, explication and interpretation, 5;

biography, literary history and even exploratory

work in "types of evaluation."

Of the last, Dearing stated, "When used as a tool

of criticism a computer can only compare the

evidence for a value judgment with the user's

scale of values ... the computer will not destroy

differences of opinion of the legitimate sort that

lend charm to existence." However, he is looking

forward to the day when computers will write

poetry. "They already draw pictures and compose

music, "but writing poetry is much harder. The

amount of information required for the

manipulation of words is enormous. For instance,

how do you teach a computer to recognize a

cliche?"

>&

«

«

Bio-Dynamics talk
Organic gardening guru H;H. Koepf, head of the

school of Bio-Dynamic Agriculture and Earth

Sciences at Amerson College in Sussex, England will

speak next Tuesday on such issues as "Reawakening

Awareness of Nature" and "Hypomagesaemia."

Koepf will lead a seminar from 10 a.m. to noon at

the International Student Center, 1023 So. Hilgard,

and a lecture and discussion will begin at 8 p.m. at

the University Religious Conference Bldg., 900 So.

Hilgard.

Donations for each event, which are being jointly

sponsored by the International Student Center here,

Pierce College Foundation and the Anthtoposophical

Society will be $1.

According to Pat Kessler, a member of the An-

throposophical Society, the Bio-Dynamic approach is

based on a comprehensive study of the in-

terrelationships of the living organisms and

processes that comprize the ecological system

An introduction to Bio-Dynamics by Ehrenfried E^

Pfeiffer describes Bio-Dynamics as "working with

the energies which create and maintain life." Ac-

cording to Rudolph Steiner who founded Bio-

Dynamics in 1922, it "is more than just another

organic method. It stands for a truly scientific way of

producing humus."

Former administrator here dies
Leo P. Delsasso. a leading acoustician and a former professor

and administrator here, died July 2S in Germany after collapsing in

a Frankfurt railway station. He was 75 years old.

Dr. Delsasso served as associate dean of the Graduate Division

here from 1958 to 1959. and as chairman of the physics department

from 1959 to 1963. He was best known for his studies in underwater

sound detection and in acoustical design and measureniants for

concert halls.

AltlMagh he officially retired from the UCLA faculty In 19<3, he

continued his research and played a ma|or role in the acoustical

design of mnsk and theatre buildings here.

He Is snrvived by his wife. Mary, of 695 Hanley Way. West Los

Angeles; a nephew and two sisters.
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Dope on Dope
Thursday. Auguil i. »7\ UCLA Summar Bruin

Marijuana use on campus
The UCLA Longitudinal Marijuana Study

:

First Year

Method

Ten percent of the undergraduate student body

was randomly and representatively selected from

the enrollment Ust by computer A 662 item

questionnaire was directly mailed to the selected

respondents along with a return envelop and self-

addressed postcard bearing the respondent's name.

When the questionnaire was completed, the

respondent mailed both it and the postcard

simulUneously, enabling us to identify non-

respondents while keeping the questionnaires

anonymous. We received a total of 1400 question-

naires, 64 per cent of the total sample, and 480

students voluntarily identified themselves for fur-

ther study by writing a dollar bill serial number on

their questionnaire, then calling Dr Brill's office and

leaving their name and number for our stoff to call

back. Every fourth volunteer was randomly selected

for further study, including psychiatric interview.

Non-respondents wer matched with respondents on

all characteristics determinable from school

records, and were sent an anonymous postcard

which most returned, giving their marijuana (M)

use. No differences between respondents and non-

respondents on any dimension were found. The

profile of M use for volunteers also almost matched

for the total sample! A double-check of responses

against school records showed our respondents were

accurate in reporting gpa, etc., so that we have

confidence in the candidness of the self-report data.

This year another, shorter questionnaire was sent

all those previously surveyed, and 10 per cent of the

freshman class was randomly selected and sent the

first year form. The first year form focuses on dif-

ferences in 13 areas of psychosocial adapUtion ds a

function of M use. The second year is more con-

cerned with differences or changes in life styles,

beliefs, and values correlated with M use.

The first year of the study is reported in

"Marijuana Use and Psychosocial Adaptation" by

Joel Simon Hochman, M.D. and Norman Q. BHll,

M D It was read to the American Psychiatnc

Association on May 5, 197JU^
and is pendmg

publication in the American Journal of Psychiatry.

An abstract is being prepared for mailing to

respondents in the study.

RESULTS. 1. DRUG USE
For analysis, three categories of M use were

defined: (DM non-use. defined as use less than 10

times in ihe past year. This category includes 65.5

per cent of UCLA students; those who have never

used M (47.8 per cent), those who have just ex-

perimented, and those who have quit ( 17.7 per cent)

;

(2) occasional M use, use from a minimjim of 10 to 80

times in the past year to a maximum of two tim^s a

week for up to three years ( 26 per cent of UCLA ) ;
( 3

)

^'^chronic use. use to the present of from three or more

times a week up to daily for two years, or three or

more times a week for three or more years (8.5 per

cent of UCLA students).

by R. L. Christie
Of those students who have tried M (52.2 per cent)

,

40 per cent had used M more than 50 times; 3 per cent

use it daily, 14 per cent several or more times a week,

29 per cent several or more times a month, 32 per

cent less frequently, and 21 per cent no longer use it.

The chronic user began smoking M at a mean age

of 16 5. while the mean age for all M users' intitiation

to M is 18. This suggests personality and social

factors are present which differentially motivate

early initiation and continued use. We do not know

what patterns of increase or decrease in con-

sumption will occur on the part of those Just begin-

ning or experijnenting with M use; this is one thing

the study intends to find out»by following subjects

over time.

The questionnaire asked for use ot other drugs than

M We found that drug use among college un-

dergraduates is extensive, the use of all drugs is

associated with M use, particularly if it is chronic,

and the use of all drugs other than M is transitory

PER CENT OF USE EVER
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DRUG
Hallucinogens:

Mescaline

LSD
Hashis|;i

Psilocybin

DMT.DET
STP,DOM
Narcotics: (addictive)

Heroin

Barbiturates

Cocaine

Codeine

Opium
Others:

Amphetamines
Amyl Nitrite

Glue
Tranquilizers

Alcohol 2

2The question an-

swered was: ex-

cluding holidays,

how often do you

drink more than 5

drinks in one three

hour period? The
percentages are for

There was no statistically significant relationship

between M use and regular use of any other drug. As

a whole, it was concluded that other drug use is not

causally related to M use but rather accompanies it.

It appears that personalities that allqw such ex-

perimenUtion fall ^long a gradient of increasing

willingness for such experience. As individuals are

more willing to more frequently experience M in

toxication they are also more willing to try other

drugs. They do not continue to experiment, and data

from diir chronic M smoker studies also indicates

that use of other drugs topers off with age
(Continued on Page 4)
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Letters

Parking troubles in Lot 2
Kdiior:

I think some improvement

should be made in the number two

parking lot across the street from

the Geology Building. I couldn't

find my car in the lot yesterday,

and I met another student in

similar circumstances. It seems

to me that the stalls should

numbered for identification or

colored by floor: red for floor 1^^

yellow for floor 2, green for floor 3,

etc.

Another complaint I would like

to register against the parking lot

is the ambiguity of finding the

exit. I've met other students in

similar circumstances here also.

All the directions you have in the

#r--"

lot are up, down, and driveway
These terms are meaningless

to

me. I want to find the exit.

I suggest a green line be painted

with proper signs identifying the

line as leading to the exit. In place

of signs merely stating up and
down or driveway, I suggest yoy
have signs posted indicating tb

which level the driveway is

.Reading or to the exit.

A visiting student or a returning

graduate student would also

appreciate a floor plan of the

parking lot. It would help alleviate

the terribly confusing arrange-

ment which now exists.

Samuel M. Rosen

Grad Education

Grass

^ "f^^U

SoCam on sole

(Continued from Page 3)

A parallel to alcohol may be

drawn here. Many of us

remember our introduction to

alcohol in our teens, and the

juvenile drunks, parties, etc.

After a certain number of

hangovers and regurgitations,

some of our cbhorts began

drinking regularly, some to ex-

cess, some to moderiation, and

others became teetotalers. For

marijuana, also, individual

personalities seem to seek their

own level of use, ranging from

^hronic intoxication to non-use,

with the bulk being quite

moderate. *
.

^

In our sample, 78 per cent of the

non-users said they intended to try

M in the future, and only 1 per cent

expressed the opinion that M had

undesirable effects of major

consequence. This may reflect the

fact that general experien^fce with

and exposure to M users has led to

a general view that there are no

drug problems. . .there are only

people problems and drug symp-

toms.

TO BE CONTINUEI>: NEXT - M
USE AND SCHOOL PER-
FORMANCE
If you have received a

questionnaire from the

longitudianal marijuana research

study, but have not returned it,

please complete it" and mail it

back. We have about 50 per cent of

those mailed in May-June
returned. If you are a respondent

and wt^d like to volunteer for

individual study — whether you

smoke M or not — call 82-5821

and leave your name and

smoke M or not — call 825-5821

and leave your name and

(preferably) a daytime number so

participation as a subject,

whoever you are, call as above.
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"Panic in Needle Park'- Siiot

in tiieArm for Dope H/lovies

By Evelyn Renold

It would take a trusting (and

probably naive) soul indeed not to

question the integrity of a film

about heroin addiction released in

the wake of a massive media

campaign which has succeeded in

transforming the phenomenon

from a point of minor or passing

concern into a major public issue.

In the space of a very few months

heroin addiction has captured the

attention and provoked the

curiosity of the American public;

the studio bloodhounds, picking up

the scent in record time, are now

unleashing a spate of new dope

films.

r:_.geyond this, a film about heroin

has got to be suspect because of

Hollywood's past track record in

dealing with moral and

socialproblems. Sex deviates,

homosexuals, and the few dope

addicts who surfaced from lime to

time, usually ended up repenting

and going absolutely straight or

dying terrible deaths to atone for

their sins. (Man With the Golden

Arm, Hatful of Rain, and The

Sergeant are a few fUms that

come to mind in this regard).

All of which is by way of in-

troduction to an extraordinary

new film about heroin addiction.

The Panic in Needle Park, which

in its straightforwardness and

unflinching honesty defies all

reasonable expectations and

explanations. Written by the

immensely gifted essayist and

novelist Joan Didion (Slouching

Towards Bethlehem. Play It As it

L^ys) and her writer/husband

John Gregory Dunne (The

Studio), and directed by Jerry

Schatzberg (Puzzle of a Downfall

Child) The Panic in Needle Park

achieves a striking balance and

symmetry: on the one hand it

never for a moment lapses into

moralizing, and on the other, it

firmly resists what is perhapsj^^he

greater temptation -^ to

romanticize and glamourize the

existential life style of its addict

-^protagonists. The him does not in

any sense inflate the howors of

drug addiction or atteAipt to

titillate the audience with

grotesqueries — but by the same

token there is no effort to soft

ped^l the nature and con

sequences of addiction

The story revolves around the

relationship between a young

street hustling junkie named
Bobby and Helen, the girl he

befriends, a refugee from a

comfortable home in the Midwest.

Their terrain consists of a few

blocks on the Upper West Side of

Manhatten, the hub of which is a

small traffic island dubbed

"Needle Park" by the local ad-

dicts who congregate there.

Director Schatzberg, whose

unsuccessful first film was vir-

tually a textbook of modem
stylistic cliches, has directed

Needle Park with great restraint

and good taste. He has achieved a

remarkably authentic,
documentary-like aura in his film

and has derived sensitive,

beautifully controlled per-

formances from his principals,

both of whom are making their

screen debuts here The terse

elliptical prose style which Miss

Didion has used so effectively in

her other work is very much in

evidence here — the dialogue is

sparse, but every word which is

uttered counts. Also, Miss Didion

and her husband have done an

and Helen buy on an idyllic outing

in the country drowns on the

ferryboat back to the city.) While

there are a numk^ of highly

charged moments in the film —
Helen shooting up for the first

time, Bobby O. D ing. Helen

turning Bobby in to the police —
the writers try io avoid showing us

only the hysterical highs (hterally

and figuratively) in Bobby and

Helen's lives. What they show us

instead is their day to day

existence, their quiet, earnest

struggle to survive. Typical of this

Critics have jumped on Thr

Panic in Needle Park for its

failure to provide sufficient

motivations for its characters,

and I think that this is in part a

valid objection We know enough

about Bobby; he has grown up on

the streets and has been in trouble

with the police since the age of 11.

Heroin addiction seems a logical

extension of his past experience.

All we know about Helen though is

that she ran away from a home in

the Midwest with a big green lawn

and a tjaby brother; we long for

admirable job of mastering junkie

jargon, no small accomplishment

considering the failure of so many

of the so called "youth" films to

capture thie basics of student or

freak dialect Most importantly

perhaps, they have created

credible, unsentimental situations

in which their characters can

interact. (Their one misstep is an

unforgiveably maudlin sequence

in which a small dog which Bobby

approach is the final sequence in

which the estranged couple meet

on the street immediately after

Bobby is released from jail, and

walk away together silently and

unsmilingly, presumably to pick

up where they left off Aside frdm

being more realistic, this kind of

unresolved (and yet satisfying)

conclusion is ultimately more

depressing than a bravura

dramatic finish could have been

some more concrete justification

for her turning to heroin Yet. in

spite of the fact^ that the film

would undeniably have profited

from some fleshing out of the

Helen character, I strongly

suspect that the omission(s) were

intentional I think the film

makers wanted to suggest that the

addiction phenomenon is not

reducable to any kind of pat

formula, and that large numbers

!

of people acquire the habit for no

more compelling reason than a

general sense of txNpedom and

restlessness. That may be

oversimphfying matters some,

but the case histories of heroin

users which have appeared in

abundance in newspapers and

magazines seem to bear this out.

About the only otner snort-

coming one might justifiably point

to is the film's derivativencM. Ai

has been widely observed. Al

Pacino's Bobby both in conception

and execution is too ck)ae to

Dustin Hoffman's Ratso Hizzo for

comfort . the basic framework of

the film also bears somewhat of a

resemblance to that of Midnight

Cowbay. Too. one catches traces

from Traih here and there, but

none striking enough to be

bothersome

1 suspect Nerdlf Park Will be

hurt by the fact that it was

preceded by the cooly received

Dusty and Swerts MCGee and by

the fact that it is being promoted

in the.- most imbecilic and

irrelevant manner imaginable

KhkI bless Bobby and Helen,

they're m love in^Needle Park)

Mores the pity Nerdle Park

would be a great accomplishment

under any circumstances, but

given the peculiar pressures and

tensions which the filmmakers

must have had to contend with, it

IS nothing short of an amazing

achievement.

Slapping 'The Hired Hand'

i
^y Jeanne Grand////

i

4

1
The Hired Hand is Peter F'onda's new movie in which he

=»*•*

sUrs and also makes his directorial debut A kind of 1

Easy Rider on horseback, it can best be described as a

message western with the accent heavily, of obscurely, on

message Fonda chose the western format specifically

because he feels, "Westerns are the way we Amencans tell

our fairy tales and parables" At any rate, it's the way

Fonda tells his. and The Hired Hand is. indeed, more

parable than movie.

m an Ambitious attempt to explore the fundamentals of

the human situation and human relationships. Fonda has

reduced his movie to its simplest form possible plot, action

and dialogue have been boiled down until nothing remains
,

but the supposed underiying symbols and ntuals. bucti

drastic simplification immediately creates a problem for

the film maker because it cuts down on acUon. and a film

with little acUon is in grave danger of becoming stagnant.

The film s shoruge of action is made to seem even shorter

. by the simplified dialogue, which is always brief and terse

and often ridiculously trite or chche. When Fonda s young

friertd Dan. is shot down, he writhes on the Hoor screaming

.nolher. mother" If il hadn't been so dreadful, it would

have been laughable

The dialogue is made to seem even more dumbly

monosvllab^ 1^- the long stretches of silence between

"rdTl^^^ing which the camera invariably tracks in for a

hghi close up • the r,bvious idea being that one mutely

suffering countenance is worth mofe than a thousand ar-

ticlte words I must say. Peter Fohda has certMoly got

hs mo^^^ mastered, and displays a true ««i.us

where silence is concerned It s truly amazing that he is

able to maintain the same dead pan expression throughou

the entire movie without once showing the least flicker of

emotion
fltT

Fonda piavs a iin-u < .
<"•• "-c: •

who having abandoned his wife seven. arlier to go in

Larch of his idemity. suddenly realizes that his place is

l)ack on the old dirt farm homestead Returning home with

his trail buddy iWarreifi Dates) in tow. he is reunited with

his wife < Verna Bloom ) who is ten years older than him and

looks like the onginal earth mother After seven rough

years on her own. she is undersUndably callous and bitter,

and rumor has it that her "hired hands" do more than help

around the farm Nonetheless, things get more or less back

to normal in the family until Dates is captured by the

sadisUc man who killed Dan. and Fonda has to decide

whether or not to rescue him All this happens rather

casually and under Fonda's direction the whole film is

excessively low key Warren Dates, like r>ennis Hopper and

Jack Nicholson before him, steals the show from the non-

vital Fonda
. i ^

As director, Fonda has concentrated • to the exclusion of

almost everything else) on his visuals, and has achieved

quite a few collages of beautiful effects He uses still shots

and montages, and 1 remember one frame of complete

while an^ another of complete black All thiS is just great,

and so is the guitar strumming accompanimenf. |>"1 ^
fortunately, it cannotcompcnsate for a bad script and a dull

inovie

f

^ K
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Us a litti€ aiier len p.m. and the

predominanUy high-scftod sur-

fing audience begins to fidget and

make bird noises Three freaks

finish making the rounds of the

» amplifiers and exit as Procol

Harum shuffles on-sUge. After a

short-period of inaudible mur-

murings, the first piercing note of

"Shine on Brightly" crackles out

-of the Hiwatt sound system. As

Gary Brooker leans forward, to

sing, the sounds of feedback,

whining and distortion fill the hall,

which looks like a reconverted

bowling alley.

Hardly an auspicious beginning

for the second concert of the first

American t<pr^ of the "recon-

stituted" Procol Harum. In the

wake of the latest departure,

Robin Trower, the group decided

to return to the instrumentation

that initially launched them-to the

top of the pops. Lanky, gawky

David Ball, looking and acting

much like former Fairport

Convention guitarist Richard

Thompson, as he grins shyly in the

shadows of the sUge when not

playing, and bass guitarist Alan

Cartwright, looking for all the
' world like Alan Adale, have nicely

learned their parts and join

regular Harumites Chris Copping,

B. J. Wilson and Brooker on what

seems to be a return to their

formative days.

Despite initial sound problems,

Procol Harum succeeded in

performing two sets of amazingly

diversified and well-played music.
~~^ Brooker drew out such early tunes

as 'She Wandered Through the

Garden Fence" and "Magdalene"

and mixed them easily with

current works like "Power
Failure" and "Simple Sister."

What made the performance so

thoroughly satisfying was the

ability of the group to capture the

style of their earlier works and

still blast the audience off their

feet with some mighty good rock

n' roll.

In addition to an excellent

**A Salty Dog", a terrifying 15

minute version of "In Held 'Twas

In 1", the band offered some of

former organist Mathew Fisher's

better compositions; "Pilgrim's

Progress" and "Repent
Walpurgis." The latter soilg is

how expanded to a frightening 12

minutes by the inclusion of an

extensive addition to Gary

Brooker's piano break.

While Ball renuiined reserved

most of the evening, he did show

flashes of excellence in "In Held

Twas in I" and "Repent

Walpurgis". He hasn't developed

to the point where he has Trower's

distinctive style, but he is capable

of providing the counterpoint

necessary to most of the group's

music. And though Wilson turned

in some superb, if less than

conventional, rock drummiilg and

Copping and Cartwright have

successfully adapted to their roles

in the group, it is Brooker who

remains the real fixture. Poun-

ding on the keyboard, his feet

stomping away in time, his voice

\ remains one of the best in rock

today. Everytime you expect him

to have reached the limits of his

range, he reaches yet another

octave with amazing control.

Hopefully, those interested in_

Procol Harum 's blend of serene,

conventionally beautiful music

and raunching, screaming

musical psychoses will be at the

Santa Monica Civic on Aqgust 10

and/or 11 for the groups- L. A.

appearances.
-^-t.

^Martin Rips

MUSIC
Other concerts to help you make

it through th^'Week until Harum
time include: Canned Heat with

John Lee Hooker and Southwind

at the Long Beach Auditorium

today; Grateful Dead and New
Riders of the Purple Sage at the

Palladium in a special extra show

at 8 tonight and at 8 tomorrow

night; the Fifth Dimension and

Chase at the Bowl tomorrow

night; the Fifth Dimension and

Chase at the Bowl tonwrrow; and,

best of all, Frank Zappa and the

Mothers of Invention at 8:30

Saturday in Pauley" PavilHion.

(Reserved seat tickets are still

available at the Concert Ticket

Office on Le Conte.)

Engelbert Humperdinck, the

darling of Leisure World, con-

tinues through Sunday at the

Greek with Jack Wakefield and
The Three Degrees. Dionne
Warwicke opens Monday with

David Steinberg and
Drinkard Ensemble
Supremes close tomorrow
Disneyland and Little AntU
and the Imperials open Monda*
they sing their oldies, it

,

even be worth venturing

Orange County.

Barbara McNair and Jerry v

Dyke continue through Sundaj

Magic Mountain, with the

Fqlklorico de Mexico
Monday.
Barbara McNair puts gn

short, fast-moving show
vaguely appreciative audi

cotton-candy and kids in tow

McNair's repertoire inclui

Bacharach and top forty

rendered with a medicum of

Second billed Jerry Van
drunkenly stumbles through

silly comedy and banjo act,

sort of performer you'd expect

find at a high school assembly

concludes by hamming-up a

Hot' ^^eap Thrills

House features We Five Ken

Greenwald and Michael Johnson

through Sunday, with Denny

Brooks, Larry Wilde and Jeffrey

Icomanor opening Tuesday

Lightnin' Hopkins will be at the

I

Ash Grove in an extended stay

beginning tomorrow. The Bitter

End West currently features Dick

Gregory, with SUnley Myron

Handelman opening Wednesday.

iFlLM
Legend has it that Tchaikovsky,

Iwhile composing Eugene Onegin,

[experienced on of those rare

[moments when nature imiUtes

art Like the hero of his opera, he

received an unsolicited love-

letter. Unlike the hero, he took the

Iwoman up on it, with unhappy

Iresults. Not to say that Onegin's

fictional decision proved more

felicitous, but — Tchaikovsky's

[own peculiar dilemna not-

withstanding — his fate still

makes a strong case for ceding

ufyi'"

X, {.A»H*'<~" '~-~

Westwood Film Society offers a

special showing of Tlie Great

Dictator and Shoulder Armi for

UCLA sUff and students only

tonight; Blood and Sand will

screen tomorrow night, and ten

hours of a "Roaring Twenties

Film Festival" will screen over

the weekend Th»» address is 1730

Westwood Blvd.

The midnight show at the Plaia

tomorrow is You're a Big Boy

Now. The midnight show at the

Brentwood Twin Theaters

tomorrow through Sunday is

Kwai-dan.

The Silent Movie Theater

currently features a collection of

comedy films by Chaplin. Fatty

Arbuckle, Mack Sennett and

Laurel and Hardy Top Hat is a

D'AnUn Cinematheque/Club. 9055

Santa Monica Blvd.

The Los Febz just started

another W C Fields Film

Festival Million Dollar Legs amd
It's a Gift will screen through

Tuesday, followed by My Little

Chickadee and TiUie and Gus.

There will be a Hollywood

Movie Night and the Twenties

with Gaylord Carter at the organ

and the film Blood and Sand at 2

and 8 Saturday at Hollywood

High

If all these old movies bore you,

there's a film called Superstar at

the Acftlarius opening tonight. It

features concert performances of

the Stones, Jimi Hendrix. Traffic,

Otis Redding and many others

'i*T

jync ol Mule Train ~ a

asi%

Mick Abrahams
Mick Abrahams has had a hard time of it in rock biz. He was one of the

original members of Jethro Tull before Ian Anderson and the other

memkjers of the band decided two super-blown egos were too much to

handle, and since Anderson was building a madman reputation and was
actually the group's primary mainstay, Abrahams got the boot. Not one

"Who liked l)eing raken for granted, Abrahams angrily formed another

group named Blodwyn Pig After two semi-impressive albums with that

congregation, Abrahams was thrown out of his own group! Mick, I figure,

must t)e one hard personage to get along with

.

'•

With this twofold rejection behind him, what else could Mick do but

record a solo album'' Mick Abrahams ( A & M SP 4312) finds Mick backed
by three members of his new group, called The Mick Abrahams Band so
everyone will get the point this tinae. To further grind home the point that
Mick is the undisputed, immovable ruler of this group, he has chosen his
backup men to do just that — back him up — and nothing more. As a
result. Abrahams goes crazy soloing on this LP, while the other group
members have nary a chance to show off. The band plays tightly to
produce some fairly good music, but Abrahams is not enough of a talent
on guitar or vocals (or something) to make anything except another solo
altMim.'

There are probably three dozen or so guitarists in rock today who play
as well as Mick, that is, full of sound and fury and signifying nothing.
^^^^^"*^y M'g>t shows himself to be more than that, however, laying in
>*>••»'• iKwboogle-rocK solos, doing excepUonally well on a Blodwyn-Pig-
type number called "Why Do You Do Me This Way" and a fifteen minute
potpourri titled cleverly enough '^Sewons." On the latter organist Bob
Sargeanl makes an attempt at sofoing and numages to produce the

act," he says, "for the kids

—ToddC

Grass Roots and Fat C

will appear in a special 10 p

"^concert today, while Ch!ase

the same Saturday and Sum

Today's concert by the L

Phil at the Bowl features works

Mendelssohn, Chopin and Frand

Saturday's fare is a "Tchaikov

SpecUcular"; and Tuesday

- Phil will play works j?^
Bai

Bruch, and Beethoven

There will be a harp, nute

viola concert at 3 Saturday at

Long Beach Art Museum, and

concert featuring clarinet at

Sunday at the Pasadena

Museum. A classical recitalffl

lute, guitar, voice and gamba

be at The Egg and the Eye at 2

Sunday, student admission $1

A look at some of the clubs]

Cannonball Adderly is at

Troubador with Cheech an^ Che

through Sunday; Johnny Riv<

opens Tuesday. Elvin Bishop aj

Daddy Cool are at the Whr

with Chase coming in Men

Circle is currently at Shell\J

Tony Williams' Ufetime

Tuesday.
Jim Kweskin and Thomas

Suzanne will be at McCabej

tomorrow and Saturday The

conventional riffs for a few minu

(and this time, unsatisfactory

on the album is an acoustic dittiM

titles Abrahams finds for his c()B

minutes of delightful melody anfl-

'

The work undoubtedly started]

those buggers" they can t throw

feeling Mick's own Personam)

members of the rock and roll trav

two gigs he'll ever have

Ike an(d Tina
Ahh, not another iive" alburri

mg more alive or appropriate

Carnagie Hall concert on a ne

"What You Hear Is What ^ou

package has enough favnr:f»^ so

irraiioiiaiiy lu luiiiaimv^^ impulse.

The semi-didactic hope of con-

veying this idea to an audience

carried Tchaikovsky on to com-

pletion of Onegin in the face of his

own disillusionment; and a good

portion of that ambience has been

translated into the compulsive,

almost pre-destined actions of his

I

personnages. For all the tortured,

pseudo-formal grandeur of his

music, the brittle melodic

Romanticism of the waltz motif i?r

i

the somber malevolent chords of

the duel, .Onegin remains an in-

itimate opera, a character piece

radically different in tone and

power from the epic tableaux of

Boris Godunov or Prince Igor.

As such it seems most perfectly

suited, among Russian grand

opera, to a film adaptation, least

likely to suffer under the over-

bearing intimacy of ctose-ups and

with its doomed air appropriately

tranfused into travelling shots

[among ballroom choruses and

through the open countryside. At

points, such as the final medium

I

close shots which physically

separate Onegin and Tatiana, the

camera can also add a dimension

of tragic reality not possible on

stage.

Eugene Onegin is the last

program in UCLA Extension's

ereupon Mick re-enters for more
ics. Oddly enough, the best cut

of Change" (notice the original

)ns) during which we hear a few

^tring slide guitar work.

an ambitious project to "show
;k around any more, but I have a

i, coupled with those of other

[have screwed him out of the best

—Mark Leviton

^? But never was the live record-

|e case of the Ike and Tina Turner

Artists double platter release,

)y, is it ever. This impressive
it anyone's fancy, plus more than

Opera on Film series, screening

this Saturday at 10:30 at the

Esquire theater in Pasadena and
Sunday, 10:30, at the Regent in

Westwood. (A note of warning: the

wise will make inquiries about the

aspect ratio in which the print is to

t)e shown. It was shot in a tightly

composed ir33 : 1 and projection at

standard wide-screen 1.85 plus

framing for the sut>-titles can have

the disconcerting effect of cutting

off faces at the nose in close-ups

and loping off heads entirely in the

long shots.)

This Friday the County Museum
of Art t)egins rf seven week
program of the films of Frank

Capra Made up almost ex-

<^lusively of Capra' s thirties

product (eleven of the fourteen

features to l)e shown), it is not so

much a survey of Capra's career

as of the unique, t)rash, post-

* Depression brand of movie pipe-

dreaming of which he l)ecame

undisputed master in the years

between the Crash and Pearl

Harbor Not that Capra doesn't

have his somber moments — Lost

Horizon. The Miracle Woman.
BitterTea of General Yen. and the

sub-surface populist seethings of

Meet John Doe would qualify

there. But for the most part, in the

averted tragedies of Mr. Deeds or

It's a Wonderful Life (an arch

Capra title), his pictures extend

the notions t)f the vigor and

relevance of the common man
muddling through to an optimistic

high which has never been

equalled in American movies.

(And possibly never will be:

witness the fizzle of Capra's own

1959 Hole in the Head with "high

apple-pie in the sky hopes")

Lady for a Day (1933) and it

Happened One Night (1934) sUrt

the cycle in the midst of it all. By

the tinie the former film was

made Capra had already per-

fected the naturalistic lighting

which^was to shine unobtrusively

through all his pictures and the

invisible (if not inadvisable)

editing style that made con-

temporary cutting look jarring in

comparison. The other Capra

faculty, for off-hand wisecrack

( delivered in wrinkled deadpan by

Ned Sparks in Lady for a Day)

and bright patter, was crysUlized

perf^tly in It Happened One

Night, around now classic how-to-

do-it bits on preparing for bed

(shoes before trousers), donut

dunking (limp wrist), and hitch-

hiking (Clark Gable's thumb
versus Claudette Colbert's thigh)

More examples of Capra's in-

dividual and occasionally rugged

humanism in the following weeks:

Mr. Deeds goes to Town (August

13), Lost Horizon (August 20), You

Can't; Take It with You (August

27), Mr. Smith Goes to ,

Washington (September 3), Meet

John Doe (September 10). and

Platinum Blonde (September 17).

Friday at 8:30; student tickets,
'

$1.50. General $2 00
—Alain Silver

liberal taste of the kind of furious energy generated by a typicaUke-Tina

^^''The ^oXTp^oduction, handled with tender loving care by Ike

Turner himself, is of remarkable quality Only an occasional, forgivab^

microphone pop mars the resonant tone of the concert T^^^^""f ?^

course is just gravy, part of the mood this
'^^f^^^'^'^l^^}^^^^

over a near hour of wild, entertaining music is the ^o»o>^'n« ,^ •."^'^«;.

then a couple of competent standards by the Ikettes. "Piece of My Heart

and "Everyday People." Some nice rock numbers just to get things

warmed up. momentum roUing. Then ^^e avalanche b^nswUh the

-welcome for the hardest workin' young lady in rock today- (that s fk)

hype) Tina Turner", who rips into (too bad we can t see her dance^

although Its rumored that their next album wU have an an""f^..^j^

, nip ofTina gyrating) "Doin' the Tina Turner" and a truncated Swec^

' sL Music" with the audience providing loud P^rcu^.on accenU^me

-Hi vails" then Tina goes to work with "Ooh Poo Pah Doo" Side two

bSir^ w th a hLvy veilion of "Honky Tonk Woman " (if Tinaisn't then

SyT catch your breath dunng "A U)ve Like Yours Don't Come

Knockin" where Ike distinguishes himself with guitar «nf vocals then

blast out with a twcMmcore shot of the eas^jodgh- ^»^;'^"r^.P(^^
Mary, which carries over to side three Then, for those who »»k« . tte

blues there's "I Smell Trouble." 'Ike's Tune," l'^^ ^»^ »^^l
Ike) then the Sylvester Stewart classic, "I Want To Take You Higher.

S^^four IS a mimmoth Otis Redding tribute with "I've Been I^vm You

Too Long" replete with Tinas entire, uncut, orgasmic, cosmic sucking

<:4Kiiipnrp and the finale with Respect
" .....

"^^way. I guess you could call it a b^t' of Ue and Tina allHuri. buU

ran t rcn^ember when anything Ike
J'^^^^'^J^^ ^

•brtt.' Let it suffice to say, then that W nai ^—"— --• . .,. ..n-nK

more than you get with most, period
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THEATER

One is a Crowd with^ Beah

Richards continues at the Inner

City until September 12.

Aubrey Btirdsley. the

Neophyte just opened at the Mark

Taper Forum, presented by the

Center Theatre Group. Preview

performances for Boys In the

Band begin tomorrow at the Ivar

Theater. The play opens Aug. 16.

Venice Is, a "mixed media rock

musical' will be at Venice

Pavillion through Saturday and

again Wednesday through next

Saturday Admission is $2.

DANCE

Ballet Classique, a free dance

concert, will be held at 8:30

tomorrow in the open air theater

at S^ta Monica College.

Jose Molina and Bailes

Espanoles open Tuesday at the

Lindy Opera House

miiiiii
10925 Lir>dbrooliDriv(

4792866

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE

SKowTMnM i25. 4:23. ^M. §:IS. 10:25

Mid SIlow Fri S4tf o» 12:15

Irliitil
7425 Sunsot

876^212

tyon O'NmI - Mi MkOrmv W»

LOVE STORY

THE YOUNG GRADUATES
f } AdmtMion \w \ p«r»o« wi«K tKi* (Sorry, ito* good Sol m^>^^

rii riciiic
7554 Bovorly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Froo Parking

X3 r* i 141

1

—8Uan FIndelle

Woody Alan's

BANANAS
LOVERS & OTHER STRANGERS

$1 AdmiMion *or \ por«o»i wJ»K tKk

•orry. fMl good Sol NigKi)

PACIFIC'S

riitiies
Hollywood of Vino

469-71^1 I^^5

Worron BooHy • Jolio Christio

McCABE & MRS. MILLER (R)

Doily ol 1:30. 3:45. 6:00. S 15. 10:30

^

PACIFIC'S

ricwiii
Pico Noor Wostwood
272-8239 -

^

Doily a« 12:00. 2:00. 4:Q0. 600. 8:00, 10:00 p m

MidnigM Show Friday and Saturday

' WILLARD" (GP)

fliZI
Woftwood Villogo

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077

rwc* Brown's

ON ANY SUNDAY
Doily 1:45. 3 20. 5: 10. 6 50 »:40. 10:30

Fri 8^ Midn.gKl^ VIUAOI OF TM€ DAMNED

IIISIl
1045 BroKton

WothMood Village

BR 2-0501

Two ol »K« yoor't bo«« Kiomo fjction fil««M

The Andromeda Strain
CoKit

Colossus: The Forbin Project

Coming: P«tor Fondo THE HitED HAND'

siieii MlVil
611 N. Foirfax

Ol 3-2389

$1.00

OiOOVIEST MOVIE IN TOWNI

Giant LoH Show

LAUREL & HARDY
FATTY ARBUCKLE & MABEL NORAAAND

CHARLEY CHASE
CHARLIE CHAPLIN- HOUDINI SERIAL

111! LI irei
LffBroa at Ninth

WE 4-2342

.
' n*»t •M«7p(i.

,

Aug. 6- 17

VAMPIRE DOLL

TAHOOED SWORDSWOMAN

t-

Vliiiie
961 Broxton

Woftwood
478^0576

Goorgo C. Scott in ^

THE LAST RUN (GP)

'ihowtMno* 2: 1 5. 4: 1 5. 6: 1 5, 8: 15,

10:15 Fri Sot Midnig^i SKow

"•Av»»' V

.._HTNIN'
HOPKINS

Now throvgK Swndoy

Uliriie
8162 Molro»o Avo. '

i^% ©"^nimob^CX -^^,--
OL3-2070 eom.ng N*rf A^g 17 22 CLARENCE WHITC

THE COUNTIY GAZETTE

GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

TONITE!

Bizzirrl's
9039 Sunsal

CR3-6606

b€rries

TRAIN

FAT SO
'———^—

:

*~~"
Tivoug^ Awg 6

iroibadoir CANNONBALL ADDERLE'
9081 Santa MonicoBlvd CHEECH AND CHONG
LA
276 6168 NEXT JOHNNY RIVERS

— " —~'^.
UNDeK>tOUNP TV!

vacuum ^0'° WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW|

428 N to Broa

937-9233

C«<«KK>n Im - Workf. lorg.^ \^i#or 8od

Froofor4«ng. Sol* Ori
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Be fitted by Experts

Bfa ond Girdle

Specialties

GR 7-1773

BANKAMCttCAtO
MAST« CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING

WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BiVD WESTWOOD VILLAGE

4'

fr-«

Lance Freed - Promotion Manager ofA&M Records

groduote of UCLA in Psych will be of the International Student

Center. 1023 Hilgord Ave. to speak on. American nnusic, the

'

diHerences. and similarities of folk, rock, and blues. On Thursday.

August 5, 7:30 p.m.

^i^A P^^s^f^r

SANTA MONICA CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Thursday & FHday, Aogast 12 U 13 8:00 PJI.

Tickets: $6., 5.. 4. at the Box Office, Wallichs Music City A

Mutual « Liberty Ticltet Agencies. By Mail, enciose checit A

sett-addressed, stamped envelope to

8. M. Civic B6x Office. 1855 Main St., 90401.

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«stwood n«ar Pko

From Pasframi h Pickles

LA CREPE
1064 G(«ndo« Av« 478-0437

Op«n 7 Doy* 11.30- 1 AM

105 SPECIALfTIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
''CREPES" & "OMELEHES"

LE FOYER DE FllANCE lunch s i.so & Si.75

108S8 umkrook Dr dinner S3.25 & S4.25
474-0948- WW Villoq.

LIHLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 UCorIi*

(l«Con»«ai Ooylay)

For 30 min d«liv*ry

477-2006

McDonalds town house
1118 WMtwoodBlvd
478-9343

1 YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

NATURE'S REALM Gourmet vegefarion Dinners. Salods. &
OgonK Vagslarion Rattaurant SondwicKeS. HomS ol the foorkOUS

8264 Sun««« - Qn »«• S»rip. *mui ''Notute Burger," Soya Bean Soup and
Horp«r & SiM*Mi«' *- 656^8426 Honey ke*<5ream specialties.

FQQl^FIZIA
13423 WiUh«r«8lvd

LA. 826-9210

EVERY TUES. AFTER 9 P.M

Any Pixxa SI .60

iiui^^i u.

oWlfc e WHERE BEER IS STIll ONLY 25</MUG

Qoyilt& Waybwrw 47e 07&e

SEPrS GIANT SUBMARINE
^, .« - Cor.«» 478-0375

Giant Submarine Sandwich

op««« Doitv n-tt

Johnny Otis Live at Monterey
By Deborah Gobble

There is a certain spirit to old time, rockin' R & B

jazz that seems to demand a live performance in

order to survive. When recorded, the joy that

sparked and inspired the traditional blues

progressions, the presence of sweating heads and

bursting veins and responding bodies no longer pr-

meates the sound; unless the musicianship is suf^

ficiently brilliant, the play-back of the real thing

fades into background rhythm.

Johnny Otis and his assemblage of smiling singers

and players came out onto the open stoge at Mon-

terey on a sunny afternoon. The crowd was all warm

and nice from one another and the wine and the dope,

and everybody rocked around and roared for an hour

or so. Still all smiles, Johnny put it all down on tope

and released a personal souvenir of the occasion:

complete with all the artists', homey pictures,

hyperbolic praise and history in the captions ;
and the

noise of th6 crowd, all groovin to The Johnny Otis

Show Live at Monterey! (Epic EG 30473)

The group is a bit top-heavy wjjth jolly singers. Roy

Brown rolls thru ''Good Rockin' Tonight," husky but

mightier and higher than the other slow/fast, boogie

or blues bastions of R & B, the smoky voiced Roy

Milton, the slow and easy Joe Turner, and Delmar

Evans, Johnny's duet partner and a less emphatic,

younger version of the old timers.

Put being an old-timer is a privilege and an honor

in this line. Many of them sing out their piece and

then answer with their instrument. Pee Wee Crayton

with his guitar, Ivory Joe Hunter with the keyboard,

and Eddie Cleanhead Vinson on his alto sax. Of these,

Eddie shines as more than just one of the happy

family; his clear old man's tender voice pours over

his words ( '*They call me Mr. Cleanhead, because

my head is bald/. With the stuff that I've gol^ I don 't

need no hair at all'*). ^
T^'^'-

^

The female singers, good blues mommas both of

them, lifted the ton with more of the same

progressions, but a higher key of sex and intensity.

Margie Evans is not a Tina, but wild and good in her

own way in "Margie's Boogie"; Little Esther, now a

bit older and wiser and billed as Esther, gives forth

some good honey husky blues, "Blowtop", "T Bone",

and IJelly JeUy".

Of the instrumental offerings, Gene Connors

deserved and received the most acclaim for his

"Treacher's Blues." in which h^ carries the trom-

bone past the mundane realms of Professor Shuggie

Otis, Johnny's boy and the youngest (and most

progressive jazz-wise) of the show, played his guitar

on the day after Hendrix's death, and though they

might have borne some similarities in their lanky

wild-haired looks, Shuggie's playing seemed im-

mature and unlntense in 'The Time Machine." His

pace and playing picked up in his "Boogie, " but he

came across as not quite ripe as a performing

guitarist. .^^ij

The Johnny Otis Show was not the only event at the

1970 Monterey Jazz Festival. Nor was it, in the eyes

of some, the best. It was cerUinly not "Historic", as

the album jacket proclaims. But it was a pleasant,

sunny, rolling afternoon: a congenial gathering of

jazz men and women who knew and loved what they

were doing. It was a sunny afternoon. The record

itself is, however, a bit shaded by the absence of the

nesh and core of good R & B — if you've got nov^ne

to drink or friends and neighbors to move with you,

your listening pleasure might well say at least a.

little. They were Live at Monterey, but they're jazz

people, not recording artists. On Epic, they seem to

be a bit removed and nowhere near as fun. It's like

listening to a party someone's throwing on the next

block. '\

CONTACT LENSES
PITTED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER

REFITTED ^^ Opfomehist

Westwood Vlil^e 1 0959 Weyburn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 1
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- antique jewelry • contemporary jewelry • freach bikinis •

I
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A LA mode;
Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093Vj BROXTON AVENUE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CR 9-8204

o

3

n
3

I

O

o

- jewelf> impofb uom Jrante, morocco. Sweden, ir^dia, greece -•

The identities of Mogan David

and crew, are at best, mysterious

Rumor has it that the group, after

over sixty major personnel

changes, has emerged as: Mogan
^

David himself, famous poodle

beater in fashionable Beverlv

Hills; Frank "Punk" Winters,

wanted in four sUtes for stuffing

crushed pretzels up a minor s

nostrils without a permit, on lead

sumak; Larry "No Legs

Kweskin, former holder of the

world's record for consecutive

electrocutions of major pop stars

handling electronics and per

cussion; Weazel Ocarina, bass

player, who joined the group aft^r

blowing a sensitive business deal

involving groundhogs, vibrators,

a toothpaste heiress, and a

(Continued on Page 9)

w t

Tonight Only yii::^^^sx^'^f^^^ ju.:^

HON "SUGERGANE" HARRIS Fri. 8, Sat

'^«»'4 •^Jmiivamm&»ti^m%'-<iiMii wr"

Persuasions
There is a stock idea of what a

cappella singers go through

before they hit the big time, just

as there is a stock idea of what a

blues singer does for thirty years

before he's accepted The Per

suasions fit into the a cappella

mold perfectly — they began

singing in elementary school and

church choirs, went on to abortive

attempts at stardom with groups

like The Genies, The Echoes, The

Shufflers and The Dehnonts, and

finally ended up in the same group

through mutual friendships

However trite the stories may be,

it is lucky for us things worked out

as they did, because their second

album, We Came to Play (Capitol

ST-791) is great music.

Since tiie entire sound is so

dependent
J
on harmony and one

poorly sung note destroys a whole

chord, a cappella singing

demands perfect vocal control,

and the Persuasions have

mastered their voices. They each

have the capacity to sing clearly,

sensitively and with an expert feel

for rhythm and balance. The

vocals are unflinchingly loyal to a—^cappelli technique while

remaining free in spirit. Without

the obvious enthusiasm the group

has for its art, the arrangements
— could get rather stale, but each

number is shaped so lovingly that

sameness is eliminated

None of the group meml)ers is a

songwriter, so choice of outside

material plays an important part

in the sound of the group. The

songs are perfect showcases for

the mastery Of tenors Jesse

Russell and Jayotis Washington,

bass Jimmy Hayes, lead Jerry

Lawson and baritone Herl)ert

Rhoad. Such delightful ditties as

Curtis Mayfi«ld'Sv immortal

"Gypsy Woman," Elmer Bern-

stein's "Walk on the Wild Side,"

Goffin-King's "Another Night

with the Boys" and Sam Cooke's

"Chain Gang" are performed.

Each cut is done with infinite

care, so although the resulting

album is under thirty minutes

long, it yields more polished work

than other groups can muster in

five albums. The professionalism

of the Persuasions is astounding,

and still evades over-slickness,

because everything is so

inherently honest.

Rave, rave, rave. The Per-

suasions are the best vocal group

the country, they make the

THE EXOTIC FILMGOER
Thursday. Augusts. 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin f

Not'So 'fractured

flickers _

tP«td Adv»nmwint)

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CENTER FOR UCLA

840 Hilgard Ave. 474-501

5

^AASS EVERY CLASS DAY AT 12:05 PM

SUNDAY MASSES: 9& I 1 AM; 6: 1 5 & 7:30 PM

THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY 9 to 1:30

and 7:30 to 9 30 PM on T. W. Th

I by Salvator R. Tarnmoor-.

in

harmonies of Beach Boys, the

Holhes or CSN&Y a lot less im-

pressive — and they've come to

P**y —Mark Leviton

More Winos - . .

(Continued from Page 8)

quarter-pound of Wilno salanfi;

Simon Soenser, who writes all the

group's songs in Petrachan sonnet

form, and Laurence Cutworm

Mendoza II; -whoee virtuosity on

lead guitar led noted critic Ralph

Bushwack to rave "Adequate

someday may learn . . . special,

pointless . . . overdone. . talent

"Nose Job," the only outside

material ever recorded by the

grtkip, can only be described as a

very excellent satire/serious

piece, with the group squeezing

out the last juices from this

quickly aging classic. Billboard^-

may never list it in the Hot 100, but

that doesn't mean it's not good.

The flip side is less satisfying,

but the lyrical mention of

sauerkraut makes it a must for

our citizens of German or

Austrian extraction, if not for

canker sore lovers of all ages

—Mark Leviton

The difference between silent movies and talkies is far greater than the

absence or presence of sound would suggest When Al Jolson's tinny voice

crackled from the Vitaphone discs accompanying The Jaii Singer, an

entire medium of expression was doomed to extinction within four years.

Oh, we are occasionally reminded of the silent cinema whenever we tune

in on "Fractured Flickers," go out for a pizza, or view a ragged 8mm
print of a Charlie Chaplin film run through the projector at the wrong

speed. But most of us are oblivious to^vhat we are missing and what our

fickle grandparents have forgotten.

For those who are curious, there is a place where nothing but silent

movies are shown six nights a week. The seats are hard and un-

comfortable, the canned music grates against the eardrums like a rasp,

and the image on the screen is not so clear as it was half a century

ago — but what the SILENT MOVIE theater shows is the genuine arUcle

in its infinite variety. Along with the Gish Sisters, Valentino and Chaplin

are the inane exploits of Billy Bevan and Larry Semon; the alternating

hilarity and banality of an old Tarzan serial; and endless series of two-

reel comedies sUrring dogs, goats, monkeys and whatever; the primitive

shenanigans of Felix the Cat and Mutt n' Jeff; and the great soul of that

most reluctant of outlaws, William S. Hart.

Admittedly, some few of the films are in a deplorable condition, but

these are more than made up for by the unexpected sharpn^M and

luminosity of the theater's prints of films like Under Two Flags. -Garden

of Eden and Seventh Heaven. For virtually all of the pictures shown at the

Silent Movie belong to the extensive private collection of John Hampton

and his wife, who run the theater as a shrine to an art they have

materially aided in reviving.

A typical program might consist of a feature (they ran from forty to a

hundred minutes in those days); a chapter from a serial starring Harry

Houdini or Pearl White; a cartoon with the inimiUble Farmer AUaUa;

the obligatory Chaplin one- or two-reeler; and one or more comedy short

subjects sUrring people whose names have vanished from the history

books if they were ever there to begin with. Of late, a number of theaters

in Los Angeles have begun to show an occasional silent feature - with

varying degrees of success - but they have not been able to match the

staggering diversity of an average Silent Movie program And no one

could match the price of admission - $1 for all seats at all times.

This all smacks a htUe of idolatry, as do most of the pieces written

about this unique theater. But where else can one so completely divest

himself of present cares and indulge on a voyage of discovery into a past

that springs into being whole and entire on a blank screen? Though

cerUin of the scenes may be unintenUonally funny with the sea-change

that mores"^have undergone, the expressions on some of those soulful

faces will continue to haunt men Until thfe Tdst^oot of film has passed the

gate of the last projector. And when that will have happened, so much

trace will have disappeared from the world that its loss will be perceived

no more than that of a hair falling from our heads in the midst of slumber.

hOOO New Behavioral Science Boqks

50% Off List ^
We have just gotten in iniportont new titles In Psycl^olog^.

Urban Studies. Sociology ond Political Science with many., many

mor^ in Block History, Literature and Americana It will poy

you to drop in and browse

Needham Book6hop
1 1613 San Vicente near Bar rington ^

826-6533
open Monday Saturday 1 0A.M. 6P M.

ooso 6elts. bogj/ hginOgg^^ ^^^*

come visit our t\tf^ inatcef$«W€ locotion:

deer in tke alltM ttUind Jea«sWe<t4-Un1%*N^>

1110 GAYUY A«. WESTWOOD • H73 9^9_

Hl,,f... .Mi ''.%

Fll t SUN in • MI 1 1

JUIES FEIFFERS

White He

«

TiMattr Nm prt#ictiti Imi a vicfeti

t4|i MittWmS. airfMtiistfl

liMfiNTEl llfHttf IWT'i H«i|t

Mitntairf tfet f\H at vtM M AM
Irtli'iirtiitaliaM md-fmrn-
ilai its itvtral tt«tlt it ctatiy

- Pan duUivan, Lj4 TIMES

Coffee Crusade

keeps perking

"~| Potter's Studio

I

I 1656 OLYMPIC. WLA:

I

• Classes • Memberships
• Gallery

CFM
rsi»f «uj

coll: 477-7757 Anytime

V

OA///

•M*«MI

MIDNITE REVIVAL

KWAIDAN
Four kslas <A th« Supernohjral

Only 990
August 6, 7, 8 at midnigttf

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

I

i

/-

: Wilthir* - 26fK Santa Monica 829-3368 j
I ....v:;.'*!!'.':* Tx:,.:. » ^ '^

American BJ7^SoJ^CIintc?HMlth S«rvtc«

HAIR TRANSPLANTATION - DERMABRASION

SKIN DISEASES. TUMORS & ALLERGIES- ACNE

>HONE OR MAIL
Los Ai»«*l*« City

(213) 774 MOO
LA. County

5203 LakewooO Bi

Lakewood907l2
(213) S31 7420

OraiHH Cotrnty
(7612 Beach Blvd
Huntington Beach
(7U) **'> «M4

bermatologic Health Service H«OMt«atko«t

'VmeTTcan DeMTiatolo^v Clinic* Mtalth Service

I 5203 Lakevifood Blvd., Laltewoodmn
\ _ Hair Transplantation— information * rn«tn>ctlom

I
_ ADCH5 Information
— Other— Specify

ilame

JUr\niiu Dr\uo. 1

MALES

Sexual Research

Study Needs

Subjects

~>r50 / session.

Session }'. ?0- 40 min.

It t<

,

fissions.

Sign up 2244A Franz Hall

or icoll 652-3 116

SCAN A PAD will lei you take o

vocolion iKit summer We'll »okelf»e

worry out o* ftrxjing on opoftmeni

now or <or the coming scHoot yeor We
represent over 40,000 unils on the

Wesiside o* Town ond the Volley One

stop lo SCAN A PAD is oil you need

moke W« »t>«" g'^« i^ everything

thai f Its" your spec ifKoti'ons and you rent

on oporlmenl. Even more mleresling,

our fee IS only SlO-ond $5 Is refunded

wKen you rem onythtng we retcommend

CMrreniavoilabilii<*sS85 up Coll u|

now or refotn Ihis od unlil you ore

reody to moVe your n««t move

15445 y^r>\\jrQ Blvd

986 6406

l0SM6iie
Mb// U ¥Mf

NsTALMmfMm
, ATTMCU

LOCATIOHS OHiY

11941 WilshireBlvd • Sultel

477 1221 •

WtSTWOOO
t076 Gtanrfen A»«

9012 W.I«K^« Btvd

9443 Ve««*o A^-wco Bl^d

114 W IK S*

Virwi- ft

3274 W 4l*i S<

snmnpno

S10* >M>K9h<n ftlvd

Mm* U OiwiM
ft64« W f<e ftlw^

t04« k/M«e« Bi«<<

477 tiin

17i 7523

274 75H

4)6 «6t9

3t« 4200
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M5 BBIO

77t 402t
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

K*rckheHH«IMn

Cl«»»i«»^ ••*•• *'»"*• '•**!.«.

DEAOLIME1* »•••»»

No

7 Help WonJed..-.. 3 V Services OHered^,^^^^

tMl 0«»V »r«««» §*»•* *»" »*»fP^ •JJ*

tfUcrimination aM tMrtlort cl«»»»f»tj

M»y.rtl.liif »^vl<« w«l «•! ««^*j;

GARAGE apt aHractiwc I ^'":,.!!^/
?*nl«rn. .lichen/ ut.l

'-••^nr/SclHy

includ.n, v*l«ry lor laM
""•/f"*!^„

m.n.»er..l help to parent w/J c*^ '«»7^

Leave me« f JJ W1 '••• collect <2'J>
$2)

WANTED »»by».tt.r »t..4y Tues .nd Frj

DRIVER «nd/or ch.ldc.re ''•'•"^ JT^*
Children V.cn.ty W.lvh.re/ ,H'«y»J^,„
salary Start Sopt Leo^e •"•}» »"

•^!\*^J''
collect (21J) 4S* 2U2. Mo»». "J """P'^'A^
0010

*
-

F EMALES «•«•<« P»VCh tKper 7 *•»*•«"»•

I 3/4 hrs Total SI 00 No p»ych '"•••",'7:

.'5

^ Announcem enis
V losf ond Found,.. ••••••••••

FREE Developmental testing »' ' '/' *
'^

Untho^.nUnt» CM UCLA SIS 2WJ. <AA

U) » _!___

ENCOUNTER ^ AND * « »< *
'J '^IT ];GROUPS Toe*d*y » >0 P »" „^'^1°2a7

EARTH INSTITUTE FOR 'PERSONAL

GROWTH Call»M5«4S (AA>r

lf4» GOLD Yamaha 2$« Ei»duro lie »»*02<

stolen on July » from lot at Eng.neermfl I

and We*tv»ood Rev^ard for mfo Leave me»»

for L Mccracken at ext S2M4 or
^''^Jf**

eve*

^Miscellaneous

V Church Services

DISCOVER yowrMlf :
Handwriting •"•'V''*;,

free mlormation Send name, addres*. MW
Vinton, ftOK 21 J, Culver City. WJIO ($ A 12)

wrSTWOOO Fntnd* moetinf
^<^»*\^*l

Silent worship. Sun . W am, ""•!;• ;rj'C^'

$;4 Hilfard Visitor* welcome 472 7f»o. y For Rent

^Enlerkiinmenl.. ••••«•••••••

DANCE Fri, Aufl U,m M.lgard, «»*•
^"J-

• M pm r DonAlt»nSI. <'^'V

FEMALE Singer e«pori*n<o*
*'".'!!J^*!^

boomngv good appearance •<n»*^«^.*;

m«wc. MJ 2^40. Bob. ^'^^'

VACATION Rental Cre»tt»»e-L»ltt Ortforv-

private family cabin or bia^d«e ^ VOmJ;
(2lJ)22iaa» ^* <> *»

— —*""

CATALINA Holiday Cottage* Oaily/Wtetely

*pecial Hermosa Hotel, phone Avale*» 747;

ftoK *44 Avalon, »07M. (JOTR)

^He/p Wonlad..... 3

PARTTIME Mew divi*»o«, maior *oft drinli

CO ha* opening* for *everal intelligent

young men Mu*t be n*»*. i»«^»f"*^\
Parttime hour* full time pay Sound good?

Call me for more information W.R Thorpe

277 77JI. ,^. .

ii^H

SINGLE WHITE MALES OVER JO Human
relation*hip* roMArch protect CR * '•^'_

Ml** Stem. ^ >«.. I'*''

MALE Undergrad* Earn '^'•VJr/?t"i'?i
psych. OKper Sign wp ^''•«»« ><•*' **^^ '

' ^ *'

OiRt to baby*it a few morning* a
^••'J •

^•'}

after »pm 474 OJSS. *___
GRADUATE Stt^lent nieeds married couples

«yho lived together prior to .'"•"'•»•
.'f;

research proiect 2S1 2)01 (CalUCollect) 224

Mt« IJ«>»

ATTRACTIVE Hotfsing available In in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Hill* area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
Neighbor* for' house/apt. ln#o. »f*-22tl;

wknds, 292 SI7S (7QTR)

y Rides Offered!••••••••••••••• 8

RIDERS WANTED: EAST COAST. Share

coit and driving Leave anytime around

Aug 20 Call ioan at 7l«-f$7$^ C^>'

DRIVE a Cougar to New York City. Gas
Paid Call •7041$$ (•A2*)

TENNIS - I »1> looh.ng lor

player* who can play during the week^ Can

Bob 47e»u$^Leavem e**age. f." *i^'

JAzTT.ano styles, private 'n*»f"^t.on.

chord progression*, vo.cmg* jmprov.»ation.

Hiror/.ckman 4«2 4$02 (12»pm )
("

QTR) ,

GERMAN tutoring by Q***''*'*^
'"i*';*'^J^T

with cla**room experience Ph.l Butto^^

Jf7 $3$S.
"' ^ii

MOTHER of two will care for iovr ctM\6/

Jl^Jren vS,n.Fri, French child welcome^

39J0877

Pregnancy A Problem
Free Immediate Confidential

Counseling and Referral

Phone or in Person

The Guidance Center

(213)475-0644

AUTO ln*urance too high? Students and

^Jloyee* call Robert W. Rhee •3;',
"« ^^

Information and Referrals

For

birth control • abortion

venereal di*ease treatment

vasectomie* tubal hgatiohs

overpopulation literature

.
.•.

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday 10 2

Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S L C Student run

IS YOUR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AGED
SON BORED? CALL WALT, JOHNSONS
BOYS CLUB CAMP, 839 8191. 477 3133. (HA
19) ,_ :

INTRO Group processes, •^«;«''*»*'

Gestalt. Tuesday t-lO P*^
^•^"•^^••yJJ^^'f-

Student* $2. Call for brochure. The Group

Center, 4$« 3030. (UQTR)

Jrovel ^..«.*«»»«**»""*
"

N^EEO rider fWi^owyJ.netb DC » N^Y^

Aug 26 Sept 12 Ray 470 1$li ext >ti.

y Apis. - Furnished.

U)

JET to EUROPE

Aug 24/ sept 24 >-ON/AM5T «•»

Sept 2
OneWaytoAMST »'!

and many other flights

indicate YOUR CHOICE o»**P*f"/•!•;;
and call Prof P Bentler UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc , 9175 Santa Monica Blvd..

Beverly Hills, 277 $200 or 179 3111.

483 GAYLEY Summer rates. Large turn 1

bdrm , util paid, walk to campus. Sl40/mo
Bachelor apt also available 477 4939 (17 a
24>

LIVE AT THE BEACM IN SANTA MONICA
Brand new modern \bdrm.furn. apt*

Perfect to share for 2 people

Rent* S18$ 23$ per month, per apt

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patio* & Balconie*-Ocean view
Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St., $M 392 $$73

204$ Fourth St., SM . 393 $$$4

2311 Fourth St.. SM 392 $404

snO-S240. SPACIOUS Bach, and 2 bdrm, 2

bath apt Quiet. Patio. Bus, shopping. 645

6430 (17S2)

EUROPE Discount fliflhts Also Israel.

Ifhca, India. 40*. off. "'^^•^"/•PfA"
Charter flight* S*"*^^ rl^^i HiSs J^
EASC. 323 N Beverly Dr., Bev. HHI*. "•
90210 274 4293.

(UWT"'

XJNIgffiS
1O07

Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/London/LA S258

PRIVATE pafid. garden, w/kitchen, furn.

*ingle, until, paid, nr Hollywood Bowl

hill*ide,S11$, 1313114. (17 S2)

CAMPUS TOWERS
/BACHELORS SINGLES

7 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO
Deposits now for summer/fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-S584.

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

DEC 18

OWE WA^ P'^'GMTS

LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

More flights available on Wait List. All

flights limited to UC students, *»•»'•*-

tension and registered Alumni Members.

^ Also Headquarters For

,89 00 WALK UCLA. Quiet bach., hot plate,

Vefng, parking 709 $04$ (17 A 26)

400BUILD!NG
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gay ley at Veteran
478^7;

S89 BACHELOR: Walk UCLA and West

wood Quiet, over garage. Frig., hot plate,

parking. 789 $04$. (17 A 12)

V Rides Wonted....•••••••••••

DRIVE your car to East Coast, N.Y., Wash.,

DC , will pay gas. Leaving around 8-20.

Mark82$ 4071 Of 479-9131. (9 AS)

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes You can learn to

eliminate cramming and '^e«:*''»"f.
,''•'••*!

material studied 4r4.33$0 14 PM. daily. (H

QTR) ::_-

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA rates.

RCA models Free delivery free """V".
24

hr phone 274 9119. <''Q^'**

Vfor Sale

GARAGE Sale August 7, 8, 9. 9 $. 3J2$

'Sepulveda Color TV $80, Hou*eware, fur

niture 391 M$9. (10A$)

DRIVING School. $9.90 hr "Road SafMy

s.nce 1928". State Credential P*""/, ^IP':

443 87$$. Ill WiKi

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra Europe Ctiarters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays

In Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

1O07

TELE: 477- 1 1 1 1 or 473-4443

y Iravel. 13

DISCOUNT travel. Europe, Israel, India,

Iran M C C 848$ Wilshire Blvd. Beverly

Hills. Call 4$9 4281 (13 A 19)

MUST *eM 1-4 one way ticket* La* Vega* to

Wa*hington DC. Auguit t4th. Call 931.-

4294 . (13A^12)

S2/hr piu* 10% of sales. »«t>«''*»»^ "Vt
work 12 7 pm Bondabfe. 47$-1220, 475-S044 9

a.m.-8p^ ____^

MOTHER'S Helper Live In M-F 1 girl ago 9,

Pacific Palisades, call aHer $pm 4S4 8143.(3

A $» '

MICROSCOPE, Bausch a Lomb lOom MB
133 3 obiectives, illuminator, mech stage,

cover Mint S37$ 482 31 10.
HO A 12)

CONTENTS Of apt. lijcluding couch, chairs,

beds, clothe*, book*. 318$ Sepulveda #3, Aug.

14, 1$; 10 4. (10 A 12)

BABYSITTER needed part »«;• /•^"Z*
fle«ible), (fun two year old Call •jj™'

^f>—\v ^f. . ... . . -_
V

' isRESHl^AN of sophomore male Part-time

during jchooi;' full time during vacations.

Westwood Sporting Goods, 1094$ ^•V^"'"
Ave *^^_'

OPPORTUNITY
ForOtrltai-SSyrs.

Have PUN 4 Earn llboral OHponM

allowince. Accompany eligible men

I
touring the city.

(lU) 441-3478 Mrs 19 p.m.. 7 day*

^AR OUT decoupages on sale. Pictures,

photographs, art prints also custom
decoupage on favorite picture/ print. Sat. •

Sun. Aug 7 8, 1200 400 pm, 11$1$ Ohio, 473-

3904. - 110 AS)

TWO women'* dacron filled nylon *leeping

bag* $9 ea Two man waterproof tent. $12.

399 2448 ( tOA-S)

WANTED: Surfboard, good brand,
r^a*onably new *fyle, around 4'4", 823-4027,

call eve* after 8 8. (10A$)

ZENITH TV S$0, top cond. Shi clothes, other

-«lothes, almost brand new, suit guy 180 lt>s.,

4-0. Leaving country. 472 2404. ( 10 A $)

PERSONALITY Test. Bring a close friend.

S3.$0 each or 2 hours credit. 9:00-2:30. FM
3$00. (J A 19)

FEMALE students needed to participate In

sociological enperiment. S2 *e**ion. (V 1/2-2,

hrs), 479^3$. (1A8.—

"

SALES TRAINEE Heavy construction

equipment rental firm is seeking an

ag9re**i"e. young, unencumbered man to

ioin our three year on tt^ |0b *ale* training

program. Must be well groomed and posses*

good *aie* per*onality. fiMtensive travel

required Plea*c *end re*ume to R. Reiss,

PO k<i* 47$44, Century City, Cal. 90047. (3 A
19)

STUDENTS, INTERNS, or

RESIDENTS
Near-by tnfertility Clinic virould like to obtain

additiona: semen donor*. Many of *pecimen*

will only ^ u*»d for laboratory re*earch

Men who are Rh negative, or of Oriental,

Spanl*h and Black background, particularly

requ«»*t'-«t Ptea*e phone 473 40$7 and ath for

Mrs llrodpr for detail*

GIRLS- plea»ant p^one work. Good hr*.

Earn $14$ $2 per hour Commi**iont and
bonu*e* Bring your friend*. Call and apply
immediately 477 1704,478 7741. ^ (3 A 12)

'young Doctor need* very pretty girl to

cooi« meal once a week in exchange tor meal.

Call 379 708J (3 A 12)

You are iust tne type

we're looking for.

•BOULAR PLASMA DONORS
$4$ por month while helping other*

Come m to lOOi Gayioy. Suite 210

or

Call 470 00S1 11-7 p.m.. M-F

TV Packard Bell 21" S2S. vacuum cleaner

Hoover, new $1$; stereo, portable. Singer

S3S. 479-M2S. (10 AS)

COMPLETE stereo *ystem. Pioneer multi-

amp, Rint cond. Asking $3$0. Call U$-7802. ( 10

A S)

DINING table,- round, white, pedestal. $

swivel, arm chairs. $12$. 00 Gold lamp $20.00.

749.2978 eves.- (10S2)

EUROPE - Israel. One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:

ISCA, 11487 San Vicente Blvd. 14, L.A.. 90049.

824 5449 (13 QTR)

8tti ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

. For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE: Many departures (including one-

ways)
FR0M$12$

CALL: Flight Chairman: (213)839-2401,4240

Overland Ave., Oept. A., Culver City

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles

Fireplace, Ige. heafed pool, elevator, pvte

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to Iwys. _
^llKeltonAve.(oflGaylev)

479-8144
(17aiK)

NEXT to carinpus. Singles, one bdrm*.

qarage/iundeck. 444 & 4$0 Landfair,
^ (17A13,

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Summer Rentals

Singles - 1 Bedrooms
Witti garage and sundeck

644 and 650 Landfair
270-3014 and 477-2197

if no answer, call 476-3578.
^»«^M«i

SI 00 BACHELO*. WestwJBOd, util.ities, pool.

No lease Wilshire West ii)??() Wilshire

corner Veteran 478 3234 or 474 4429. (M A 12)

J Tuhring •••••••••••••••• 14

FRCNOI bY einwri^c^d native teacher.

Conversation, graftW«ar, literature, diction.

Coaching for all exams. 39$-4402. ( 14 S 2)

GRE, LSAT, Other College test preparation

Indiv. instruction. Academic Guidance
Service. 820 So. Robertson. 4$7-4390. ( 14 Qtr)

555 LEVERING
singles - 1 Bedroom

2 Bodroom
Families OK

Pool • Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144
Noar Veteran Ave. (17QTR,

FRENCH SPANISH - ITALIAN: Ex-
perienced Univ. Prof Positive results any
exam. Easy conversational method (trial)

473-2492. (14 QTR)

/Typing •••••••••••••••••••••••••• f5

RUMMAG£ sale — We're leaving for good.
Everything m the house mu*t go. Many
bargain*/much funky |unk. Call 44$-7882 for
moreinfo^^ (10 A 5)

MAMIYA $00 TL, $Omm F 2.0, 70-230mm
loom. Xtra* $200.Epiphone 12-ttring elec.
guitar/shell case, S1$0 '70 Honda CB3$0 —
xlnt$$00/be*t Rick 4781990 ( 10 A

FISHER stereo ty*tem, Garrard
Professional changer, Aquarius speakers -

list, $$43 Asking $39$. New In boxes. 723-

$43$/383 8970. (10QTR)<

COMPLETE stereo system Roberts AM-
FM, fine speaker*. BSR record changer. List
S300. sacrifice t14S. Never u*ed. Oreat
*ound. 721^207. (lOQTII)

2 LOVABLE Afghan houncjs noed new home.
Blur brindie male and female t^vc adult
shot* Offer 470 7338. (10 A 12,

GUITARS new clossf^al fwltars. Retail tor

Si40,only$4$. Call Paul at 392 4)48. (10 A 32)

y ^ -^

FOR S«i4^fDouble bed, Irg. wooden desk, 7-

»oot so' ' .v-j -<>. table, 4 drawer dresser, etc

Call M. 1 i4Sl after*

T TTVTT STUDENTUXNX TRAVEL*
1007 broxton, los ans^les

In Wootwood, phone 47 3-444 3

MUST sell round trip ticket to N.Y August
^28 Sept. 4. $12$. Call 723 4044. (13 A 12)

CHARTER, LA Paris, one way, August 27,

$130 Contact the Education Abroad
Program, UC ianta Barbara, 941 2394. (13 A

SEEKING Ireesprited girl companion, back
packing thru High Sierra, Sept 828 1990

before 8 30 a.m. 47* 3801. Chris. ( 13 A $)

" TYPING, editing done pronV^tly. Selectric
typewriter (pica- Courier). Near campus.
Rita SokolOW, 390 9800. (ISA 12)

(

EXPERT Thesis typing, 8 yrs. exp., IBM
Exec. Typewriter, $Oc/page, guaranteed
accuracy, Linda. 020-2043. (1SS2)

- RUTH - theses, term papers, manuscripts.
Experienced. Weekends, daily S-9, 020-

1142. (15 QTR)

TYPING ms, technical, theses, papers,
whatever. Selectric (plus symbols).
SOc/page. Terry, 4$7 1204. ( '« A 12)

WATTS Secretairal Service-299-3139. Expert
work on tMth IBM Composer A IBM Selec
trie.' Thesis, essays, and manuscripts-by ttH

hOMfS. (1SS9)

; PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,
guidance, IBM typing. Satisfaction
guaranteed No bargain hunters, references.

BACHELOR Brentwood, airy, utilities in

eluded, on bus line, bicycle distance, com-
fortable. 824 4424, eves ; 82$-0187, days. ( 17 A
$) _ . _ _

^* ' 505 GAYLEY ]^
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS —

APTS. TO SHARE -S50
Deposits now for summer/fall

MRS. KAY - GRJ-1788, GR3 0524

VENICE guest cottage with own bathroom,

entrance Use of 2 story Spanish main house,

TV, kitchen, patio, nice people. $80/month.

303-SSI»aft«r9p.m. (17 A 12)

479-0144, 477-4M2. (1SQTR)

633 GAYLEY —
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473-6412 .

483 GAYLEY summer rates. Large furn. 1

bdrm util paid Walk campus $l40/mo
(Bachoior apt. also available. 477 4939 ( 17 A

I t i

^W tOUK «1SI r^y

Amq. 2t Sept. 6

: i
D'^^E'^TATIONS proposals, first and final

irfn't <t'-«Hs, theses; seminar reports. Best_ ..-.--, ,.s.. .,.,-, .eports. Best
references. Editor typi*t. 303-9109. (ISQTR)

Ifl

STEREO headphones a» »Ow as SS.9S

^^.crophone* from SI 9$ Auto »peakers

ss p*t» Hook up cable* PA $¥*•»«* •»eally

lo>N pr.t** Eve* and weekend* E>»V*"!^
import Center, 171* Westwood 474 0*0$ (10

y ServicM OHered., II

socially edifying. Call Rich. 1910344 KO«p
trying t3A$)

CALL Oocumenfation A**o<iates it vouneed
,nln n.'»»h»'r^rt n»"<»««v A compettntly

r tnto ab*tracted
.V cll**e^ta^,on^ awO

ttaoer* H»r»on«i *n*«»i»on bv experienced

r«to\pec.al.*t* 4»; 4044 (irAJi)

)
giimope/Afrifa/Asta /|nd«a/lsraei

Student flights and Charters.

NY Europe Meekly No age limit.

Europe anv day by schirduled airline

Youth Fare', iiom all maior US cities

(inci 'ip4»4 from S190 roundtrip.

— Car ailpasse*. Student Railpasses,
• Insurance, Car Purchase Lon<

Accommodftions, Tour* ID Car

"0' wrem European Maps A litcratvre to
passengprs.r .»rrency converters.

'Student Travel Headquarters"

AIS FLIGHTS

90$4 Santa Monica Blvd.

,. .^. t A 90009 a7M»41

JOAN and EOITM : IBM term papecs,
these*. mi*cellaneou* Pick up A delivery
JOAN, 3920420. EOITM, 933-2993. (ISS9)

TYPING—Editing. Term papers, resumes,
letteri, theses IBM English grads.
Pica/Elite. Kay—Nancy 824-7471 ( 1$ Qtr.)

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books.
termpaper% Specialty math apd technical
typing Accurate, rapid service 741 $$00. (1$

OENPRAL academic/business style. IBM
electric Professtonal/accurate 8 yrs ex-
periencc. Santa M&mca area 399 2009
/\ T L> ,

yrs. ex-
(IS

WALKTOUCL
SPACIOUS— MOD

BACHELORS
SINGLES— BDRMS

REDUCEDSUMMER RATES
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 5U Landfair, 477 8990

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS
Singles accommodate two. One bedroom*
accommodate titree. ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR AIR
COND., block campus. Pool, sundeck*
garage. 42S Landfair. 479S404. (17 QTR)

StSO WALK UCLA Village Quiet, secluded

'sSpacious SiOgle. Fireplace. Suitable '
'

person* 473 0201, (l7A1_2j^

V Wonted 16 ^Aph. - Unhmished. /8

...__ ij^^. ^n\ quHT n«u*e/apt- TT.,, <fwv»i nou*e/api
^ lor babysitting, gardening et* 39$ 2820
>pon*ibile. refereiKe* (14 A 12)

AMJ. .- ^ ._ 7 barn *R|
$300 to niin campus. Call Ann 82$ $73$ ( '• A

What's On . .

.

(CaaUBttcd from Page 12)

—Tt»e University Credit Union

Office has moved from its West-

v^ood Plaza address to the trailer

site on parking lot one. Persons

with valid parking permits may
park In lot one when conducting

business with the Union.

ISC Tours
Saturday, August 7
— Disneyland- $8 includes

transportatlofi, admission and 15

rides; 18 maximum; departs 10:00

p.m. 8/5 deadline.

Sunday, August 8

-^JapaneseVillage — $5 in-

cludes transportation and en-

trance fee; departs 10.00 a.m. —
returns 7:00 p.m.; 20 maximum;
8/6 dead I me.

Meetings:
—Westwood Food Conspiracy

will meet at 7: 30 p.m., Tuesday, at

OX House, 663 Gayley Ave.

Dance:
— International-Come-As-You-

Are dance to records, sponsored

by the International Mudent
Center, will be held at 8 p.m.,

Saturday, at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave.

Admission free.

URA clubs:

Today, August 5

The Indoor Soccer Club — 7 10

pm, Women's Gym 200.

The Women's Karate Club — 5-5

pm, Women's Gym 200.

The Kung Fu Club — 3 5 pm;
Women's Gym 200.
' The Integral Yoga Club — 4 pm.
Women's Gym Green.

Ttie Figure Skating Club — 8

pm, Santa Monica Ice Capades
Chalet.

The Mountaineers — noon.
Northwest Corner of Moore Hall

Lawn.

Tomorrow, August 6 ^

—The Tennis Club— 2-4pm on

the South Courts

—The Hatha Yoga Club — noon.

Women's Gym 200.

—The Karate Club — Gym 200.

Sunday, August 8

—The Aman Folk Ensemble 2 10

pm, Women's Gym 122, 105, 200.

—The Karate Club — 10 am,
AAen's Gym 200. »-

—The Cricket C^ub — 10 am, on

the South Field.

Monday, August 9

—The Kendo Club — 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

—The Hatha Yoga Club — 5-7

pm, Men's Gym 102.

—The Kenpo Club — noon,

Macgowan B 145.

Tuesday, August 10

The Conservation Club — 7:30

pm, A(:kerman Union 2412.

The Karate Club — 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

The Fishing Club — noon, Men's
Gym 201.

The Sailing Club — 7 pm,
Ackerman Union Women's
Lounge.

~~ ^^^~^"

Wednesday, August 11

The Hatha Yoga Club — 5-7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club — noon.

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

Hear ye . . 1

Hear ye
Requirements for submission

of copy to the campus events

schedule^ .during the second

session of summer school are as

follows

:

all regularly scheduled

events are to be submitted one

wi»ek in advance of date that

event is to be published, and to

\ye in the DB office by noon

Friday for publication in

following Thursday's paper

all special or unscheduled

events arc to t>e in the DB office

no later than noon three days in

advance of publication (Mon-

day)

Submit all copies triple

spaced with margins set at 10-

H5. including pictures if

possible.

Thursday, AuQust 5, 1971 UCLA Sumn^or Bruin 11

GAY 20'S MADCAPS — Film Festival of tht 20'$ to be shown this

weekend by Audio Visual World, at 1732 Westwood Blvd. For time and

price see What's On column.

mmer

Bruin

needs your

help*-

see

Todd Garter.

KH 110

^f=^E se/\,

>/t

^ring KlMSIMMONDS
SPLCIW. cuts! STAR

"^
Avatlablie at all Walllchs Music City Stfllti.

So. Cal Mustc Co.. 637 So Hill and ••> 5*"<»^' ^•'^<^'**

and S. M. Civic Boi QHkt (393 9961)

I'nicliMiil hW I MM IKI X^^^IM

/Aph. - Unfurnished. 18 7 For Sub-lease

BEAUTIFUL 2 bdrm. beach apt, Marina.

S3J5. Call M3 0OiO7T*5-74a$. (HAS)
SUBLET lurn, 1 bdrm, apt., court. Santa

Monica. S130 »/l 12/1$. Nawly r#don«. «?7- t

ini,l2l3S12. (SlAS)

BRENTWOOd 7 bdrin^ ? bath. Rafrig.,

range, oven, disposal, parkins. COol. $JJ$.

»$4 Barrioflton. •24-5743. (liAS)

10 MIflUTES to UCLA $140. Newer 1 l^rm.
carpets, drapes, stove, refrifl. Great Lan-

dlord. •39-1*97 (1»A2»)

7 and J BDRM 1/2 block to Venice beach.
Dishvvastier, built-ins, intercom, and sun-

deck. 396 8432. (ISA 12)

y Apfs. io Shortf •••••••••••••• /y

FEMALE wanted. Ige 2 bdrm., 2 bath apt.

Quiet. Palms. $100. 138 1001. (19 AS)

FURNISHED 2 bdrm, 2-bath, 4 mi. UCLA,
pool, no children, S275/mo , Aug 15 thru

Winter qtr 838 89*2, 825 $825 (Sl A 5)

J House for Ronf......^..... 20
j^ J

2 BDRM house, lorn $l90/mo. Available

now. Nr bus line on Federal. OL 1-4084, 478-

8924. (7C^

LARGE house, 3 i>drms, 2 baths, walking to

university. Call after 5 pm, GR'4-3877. (30 A
5)

Room and Board

Exchanged for Help.. 25

SALARY feamie: general housekeeping,
assist lamily (girls 5, 9 boys 2, 8). Walk
UCLA. LI schedule preferred. Begtn immed^
continue Fall 279 141$. (]SA$)

^Auhs for So/a.^.^.^.... 29 y^Auhs for So/e.......: .29^
#1

yut k'l^M'**^
,
fyt ,r,»^Jt«-^»~ ,-• -

Limited CHILD CARE: room, board plus

S5V. , trans furnished il needed. 834 2897 ( A
$)

GIRL 2 bdrm. apt., $77 ea., plus util., nice

..gaMten.WLA area, •2«$SS4 eves. (19.A5)

TOPANGA cyn apt.- need person share
large 3 bdrm. Own room/ $^3.$0. 455-2140.

Sept. 1st. ^___ (19S2)

FEMALE 25 w/dog needs 2 bdrm apt to

share w/ female. •34-4233 eve. (19 AS)

GIRL to share 2 bdrm. 21 plus. Own room.
Garage $87.50. 25 Thornton, Venice 394-5827

eves. (19 SI)

FEMALE grad share Ige, sunny 1 bdrm. $8S
' West Hollywood. 454-0147 after 10 pm . ( 19 A

LARGE 5 bdrm house in S.F. Valley. $300

Available Sept. 1. Prefer faculty/staff 744

„;; (20A5)

y House for So/e. ............ 21

BY owner. Brentwood, 2 bdrm, fireplace.

Xint location, neighborhood 10 min. frtfm

UCLA. $33,000, 820 3115. , (21 $2)

BRENTWOOD, Sunset Veteran, 3 bdrm, 2

•bath, patio, fireplace, carpet/ drape. Quiet

St. sidewalks. 474 4«94. (21 S 2)

ONE person to share 3 bdrm, 2 bath w/2.

Built ins, air-conditioning S48.00/mo. 839-

5120. (19 $2)

BEAT the high cost of housing Call 475 USI.
ROOM MATE FINDERS. 2288 Westwood -

Suite 208. (19S9)

UCLA Graduate students needs rmte to

share $135.00 apt and utils in WLA. Call 824-

$945. (19 A 5)

LARGE 2 bdrm. furn! right off campus.
Prefer grad/prof student. $95. Call Howard
473 4738. (19 A 5)

483 GAYLEY: Female share large furn. 1

bdrm apt., Util. paid. Walk to campus 477-

4939 ( 19S2) .

GIRL grad share Ig. 2 t>drm., 2 l>ath lilf».

apt. Close campus Pool, laundry. 477

7822 (19 A 12)

WLA qirl has cat Wants roommate Sept. 1,

S70do\Mh. S105 month 3»2-7M7t*34 1216, 391

*43S ' (19 A 12)

FEMALE share apt. own room/bath. $110/

Own room S87 50 Near biach Santa Monica,
392-8897. (19 A 12)

UNIQUE 3 bdrm home designed by Gregory

Am Wall to wall carpet, built ms, beautiful

yard on quiet tree lined street. 15 min by

surface streets to UCLA. Mar Vista area. By
owner 533,950 391 8089 (21 A 5)

BRENTWOOD by owner, 200 S Bundt, 2

bdrm , » 1/2 bath 2 Fireplaces Lovely

-orncr $47,500 47? 75*5 (21AT2)

T

y House fo Share—...!i; 22

3 BDRM Venice house/ 2 Ige workrooms •

darkroom, frontyard With grad art student

821 1483 Available Sept SI25 00 (22 A 5)

ROOMMATE wanted pleasant 2 l>drm.

house near beach 5hare with grad couple.

Own bdrm 19? S427 (22 A 12)

-tei»- .

...,.
.

.;
—

FEMALE Share Ige 7 bdrm town house
w/one Pool, parhmg. SIU 50 Call 477 8927,

OR 4 1545. (22 A 19)

^Room and Board ....,.»... 24

SALARY, separate «pt, board. CHIId care
after school, supper. Physician/daughter
( 1 1 ) . Car necessary. 2754!478. _ (21 fw 24)

PLEASANT private room, battt, walking
distance campus plus salary Child care,

light duties (housekevper employed)
Av.iTTableSept 379 2455 (25 A 12)

y Room for RenI 26

PRIVATE home. Utilities, tiome privileges

S80 With meals $140/mon 24* 1544, avail.

Aug 1st (24 Alt!

SUMMER Bargain: Quiet, attractive rm In

Canyon, plus u>e ol patio . kitchen privileges

No deposit, no least $85 00/ mo 12 min. to

UCLA 271 1344 ,(24A5)

Rootn fo Share •••

FEMALE roommate — re«^ of summer.
maybe fall, $$•/ mo Beside campus on
Gayley Kathy 477 4422 after i 00 (27 A 12)

^Aulas for Sale. 29

I9«8 CORTINA GT XInt cond . new tires, 4

S#d., $875 call 789—

1

ei* 4y4SH9. < AS)

'44 OLDS Cutlass Conv aute if%n% . r/h,

WW. $9«0 Call collect (^5> 447 2392 (39 S 2)
•

_<.
'

I
-

•

.
I ll ' •

'

*4 VW Sg Back S«ptf H.tM mi.. !«•
transp FMS4Mcash 379 74*1 (fO^A tt>

MORRIS Mini Cooper S last 47 Grey 22,000

miles Good cond SI408. Priv party TLH
71 J* 477 n94 (29 S 2)

eatras Mvit sell

( 29 A 5

1

«; v\M bug itnt cond
best offer 479 8l5)»vts

i««« FORD Falcon. 7 dr good trans car

S250 OL 5 7823 (29 A 24)

45 DODGE Coronet, convert , auto , pwr.,

air, new battery, two new tiras, xInt., $850,

473 4017
,

I
/ (29 AH)

'4^ DATSUN 4 dr sedan rod, ratfto, heater,

v*r^ economical 25 mi/gai Dependable
SS9S op 82* 578* (29 A S)

1970 MAVERICK 4 spd , stltk ShiM, pwr
tter , alntcond ,lowfh4 $11$0, c4ll 380

982$ (29 AS)

5UNBEAM Alpine 19*4 XInt, law miles.-.

new rear window must sell $323 Call 824 „

8981 ^^ (
WAS)

•9 ALFA Romeo Spyder . rare 1l»8 Blue

Conv top Shape Ong owne¥ . beautiful,

51895 29*5400 (29 SI)

«SENGLISH Ford Cortina delui 1*08 XInt,

r/h, auto pr/pty Light blue $900. 93$ 7875

eves (29 A 5)

*5 CHEVY Nova 4 cyl Bint cond , »ns«de/out

New tires, battery 5725/offer 479 4825 (29 A
5)

54 CHEVY BelAir. 73,M8 ml. Like new,
rebuilt trans , v 84dr Runs Weill 478

787*. J
(»9At)^

19*2 CORVAIR MONZA wnVortlM^ 4-

speed. 150 H P turbocharged engine Rear

stabiiiier bar added S25«/best offer 274

„,, (29A247-

FREE LOANCAR$
FREE TOWING

*OeO Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

1A t AUTOSERVICB
7957 >^Mn Nuys Blvd

across from G M Plant
Call 894 7075 24 Hours

VW Bug 19** XInt cond like

nres'^braiirs. law-mtleage Must s#*4'-€att~-.

7 74 1088 "I 79 A 5)

OPEL Kaddett '*J (Oermanl XInt cond , 2

dr leaving country S47i/offer Eve 197

'91* ( 29 A 24)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

Save en car rental with eut "Buy here take
delivery in Europe Plan" Direct shipmewt
•Ise arranged Financing availaMe

-1910445,878 4978

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

*8 FIAT sports spider Very alnt cond 24. 500

mi Leaving state SI 000 Eves 478 *>$l. 392

7011 OS A 19)

*7 VW Conv Family pel Ipr » yrs XInt

conO . Biaupunkl radio BmI offer to good
tiome 825 *594 ( da y ) . 915 17 $4 ( eves ) ( 29 A
51

.„^.-..^.»^- _

Cycles, Scooters

f or ^wio* •••..........M»» 30

. 7 jr*r^^ -r

low mileage,
S950 82* *371

( 79 A 17)

4* MUSTANG . alnt cond .

convertible Leaving country
alter 5 825 **17 day

»• XKE Jaguar 2 plus 7 ^"re wheels; l*.(

m»les. Int Air. R/H ba^ tjiue S4.880 Call

45J 0701or *57_7929 (19 A 12).

* HONDA 450 Custom paint pipes,

tiandlebars. siSsy. Iront end 5000 mi S775 .

eves 478 J*OI ..^. '• A 51

Kf WA5AXI, new lOOE. lOOcc Traliboss ten
speed, won it. unused. $100 below dealer
price *45 717) IMA 5)

YAMAHA ISOcc 70 current model alnt

cond rack and helmet included $550/offer
Call **5 7887 (MAS)

19** HONDA M5 ' scrambler Ugly Runs
like new Must sell $22$ or best offer 479
9M7 ^ ^( M A S)

T .

DEPENDABLE transp cars A«tO trans, all

, r^n good. Sl»_$2«0 Cash only «ti 2'M
eves/wknds. (29 »f)

« — I
•

VW *4 rebuilt eng. *S under warranty, alnt

cond, $*98/ best olfer, leaving country 391

•459 <»*»»

TR 4A '44. Red w/whita conv. top. overdrive,

newtire».ClutCh,S117$.474 ITdt. 1" fWAS)

55 CHEVY Station wagon New trans

end tires. Engine needs rebuilding

offer 273 1145

re»f
Best

(29 AI2)

CRFAT Cycle 7i 5uiuki 500 New May '71

2000 milts 5750 (SISOott list) 195 4017 (MA
5)

LOVELY 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 batti apt w/ 2 girts.

Furn , own bdrm 477-7293 after 5 p.m. ( 19 A
i)

EtlJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL,
SUNDECKS, GARAGE 441*25 LANDFAIR.
479 5404 (19 QTR)

FEMALE Roommate. Share 3 bdrm apt
w/two Santa Monica. $$5/mo. August.
September ]f? om (19 A 5)

BACHELOR apt 590/mo.. hot plate; retrig.,

priv bath Call 479 991*, 555 Gayley Ave ( 19 A
2*1

GIRL needMl Share 2 **<*IP
Brentwood

studio apt w/ same Rent Slf2 50 Call Jen,
870 4444 ( ' A 2*)

5)

;

ROOMMAT t
S,inl.t Monif ^

ded to share rent for apt in

Ml Dave Wl 7^11 f 19 A 5)

MALE Student grad/ undergrad Meals,

walk to school, pool, TV, parking
Reasonable 400 Bentley 272 473* (24S9)

J
Room and Board

^ Exchanged for Help.^ 25

GIRL Wanted ^»cty»n^ room, board for

helping young mother Own room, batf», TV,

near campus 277 1441 . ^
OSAIW

WANTED Boy or Girl Rm/bd plus fo«

household help. babysittiAf 9 yr o*d 277

5459 _j_ ^__ <"^?*'

STUDENT wanted to help with house and

children »n eachange for room and board

M«vt have car <52 7711 (25AJ)

K^hyviHino private

CHEVY, II i2 iiPl Wag less than *0,000 mi,

gd shape Leaving lyuntry Oomimc 825

ALFA Romeo 47 Spyder Porche bro^i.

nvw Perrellies. 39,000 mi $2,0«8 279 Mii

272 741* - "** '«'

19*9 FIREBIRD 2*.000 mi. Air Automatic.

Power sie4<'/ Brakes. 150 engine. Vmyl top

• 25 0194 454 9944 < 29 A It)

*« fAMAHA M5 cc 4400 miles XInt c4

Calras helmets $4*5 825 4229 er 278 ,

0445 (MAS)

B5A 441 Victor' 70 4000 'miles dirt/streot.
best Oiler Ifl II*) ( M A 24)

1542 (29A$)

59 CHEVY impala
aHer 4 pm 222 74«4,

transp $t$0 Call

1 29 AS)

'«5 MUSTANG V 8 automatic. rebuHt

LfCntnof- XInt cond 5750/best offer 478 1780,
' ^ (29 4 If I

If 70, new HONDA CL Mfi. 12M mi. $4M, MKl.

case hardened Cham/tack 824 MH after

BUICK Special 55, $99, call •2S-1S42 or J92

4727, ask for Reiner (29 A 5)

'*4 BUiCtC Skylark Eaceflent maintenance

2 Door Cpe Eves or weekend days 7»4 9419

t995Best ,

«»*$)
1—==?-—t- '

—

:

1978 MUSTANG, air icond , pwr steorHif ,. •

cyl . alnt coi«8 , beautiful interior 478

527* . ^-_.
- • C»^A»

»9 DATSUN 510. li.eao miles. 4^ , atr-. aute,

new radiaJs Ii495/best 454 1954 eves (29A
5)

'7o VW Bug 17000 miles XInt mech cond

i4>.»«44M»c«untry $i475/atfer Call 824
40i« ,

i>9A 51

FIAT 19*9, 124 coupe XInt New rad«al ttres.

radio Leaving country Best offer 4718458.

175 5471 (If Al*)

** DATSUN good cond S*00/best offer

must sell soon leaving town Call *•* 8778.

'f 39 8215 (29 A 2*

I

19*9 AUSTIN HEALEV Sprite Mark IV

11.000 mi. AM FM SIMOOO >50 *505 days

*45 1147 eves (29 A 24)

?: SUZUKI JiO II Mint cond
t(4(ir helmet 5525 Call Shahram 479

*8n

Vt !: -

Pvter

4 grea*
»M 00

*8 MONOA M>5 ScramMec.
cond 4M 7194 eves

(MAI9)

oriation Must
Ask lor

(W* SI

m« )tfht

(M A5)

V Bicycles

room/ bath m inendiy home Walk campus
^ n .< 1 1 ca ( 25 A 2*OR 7 7159

1950 l»LYMOUTH lastbach 5

eng . aiM mnip iwooyunati 47,

J812, (29 A 51

*4 CHEVY Nova ilni • c»i 'auto

R H IJso/ftesi Must sell iU
pwr

Mjtfr^ng
if54

U'

(29 A 2*1
open *aavs 10-8. 47> at* iBKyc»esS9)

m
}i
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Japanese Gardens
by Susie HaUgo
DBSUff Writer

The Japanese Gardens here

were donated to the University by

Kegent Kdward W Carter in 1965

and has since been an object of

controversy.

Carter's donation has been

criticized by some as being more

of a benefit to him than UCLA
because Catter and his wife live in

the Bel-Air mansion above the

gardens tax-free Others have

said the property and mansion

( both of which UCLA is free to do

anything with upon Carter's

death) are worth a fortune and the

University has profited greatly by

the donation

Politics and controversy aside,

the gardens are a beautiful sanc-

tuary for students, faculty. sUff

and the public. f

A sense of clam envelopes the

visitor as he or she walks through

the main gate of the Japanese

Gardens located in the Bel-Air

hills across Sunset Blvd from

campus.
The creators of 9iegardens» Mn

and Mrs Gordon Guibersoh,

traveled thousands of miles and

devoted months to planning in

order to achieve authenticity in

i \

dearance Sale

Reductions 20-50% and more
at

The
Saffron Robe

1 1 08 Gayley Ave.

477-7203

U)-6 Tuet., Wed., Thurs., Sai

iO-9Mon.&Fri.

Closed Sunday

^^^^S

^nlKi*

f

=^5^

i^ccpin^ ^ith 1400 years of

Japanese tradition.

Bnlliantly colored flowers are

>hunned in preference to

predominately green plants^

Thus, except for a few seasonal

Dkioms, a restful mood m hues of

green is created

Quiet IS slightly undermiped by

the genUe flowing sounds of

ponds, wash basins, and a

Hawaiian waterfall Stepping

stones imported from Japan form

a path throughout the moun-

tainside located gardens. Thc-

path first leads to a pond filled

with Japanese koi or carp fish

Visitors gather around the pond

hynotized by the back and forth

swimming motion of the fish.

Throughout the gardens are

bridges, waterfalls, a tea house, a

moon-viewing deck, a barbecue

terrace with bonsai (dwarf) trees,

a bath house and a family shrine.

The visitor emerges from the

gardens calm and so relaxed he

has forgotten his problems.

The g^dens are open only two

days aiteek. Tuesday from 10

a.m to 1 p.m. and Wednesday

from noon to 3 p.m. Admission is

free but visitors miist first obtain

reservation from the Visitors

Center or by calling EX^^74. No

food, smoking or children under

eight are permitted within the

grounds.

What's On:
Tickets: _ ^
—"Zappa and the Mothers of

Invention/' 8: » p.m. - Saturday,

at Pauley Pavillion. Reserved

tickets available at all UCLA Box

Offices. General admissions: $5,

S4, $3. Student tickets: U, $3. S2.

Films-

—"Blood and Sand," starring

Rudolph Valentino with Lila Lee

and Nita Naldi, will be shown at

7 30 p.m.; 9 p.m.; 10:30 p.m.

Friday at the Westwood Film

Theater, 1730 WesNvood Blvd.

Admission for staff and shjdents:

—"The Great Dictator/' and

"^hoolder Arms/' will be

presented in a special showing for

UCLA staff, students, and guests

at 7 p.m. tonight at the Westwood

Film Society, 1730 Westwood

Blvd. General Admission: $1.50.

—"The Roaring Twenties^ IWO-

1929/' a weekend f^lm-festival of

newsreels, comedies,
documentaries of the 1920's (10

hours of different films) will

screen from 7 p.m. to midnight,

Saturday; and 2-7 p.m. Sunday, at

the Audiovisual World School of

Living History, 1730 Westwood

Blvd. General admission: staff

specialists in organic foods ano
farming from 10 12 npon,
Tuesday, at tt^e Interrietonal

Student Center, 1023 S. Hilgard,

and from 2-4 p.m., Tuesday, at the

University Religious Conference

Building, 900 S. Hilgard. There
will also be a lecture and
discussion at 8 p.m., Tuesday at

the University Religious Con
ference Building. Donation at The

door for each event. $i.

"Enzymatic Disruption of

Lymphocyte Receptors" will be

held by Dr. Robert Ashmen,
National Institute for Medical

Research, Mill Hill, London, at 4

p.m. on Wednesday in CHS 43 105.

This seminar is being sponsored

by Dr. John Fahey, Chairman,

Department of Medical

Microbiology and Immunology

For further info, call ^X_i656a.

summer
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Thursday. August 12. 1971

BOC ruksmMrbeishDp, chiKcare center i3

ExHibits:
—A. photographic display by

Stephen Schimmel will start

Suhday and continue through

August 21 at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave

—2000 years off Encyclopedias.

Outstanding examples ot the

development of encyclopedias in

the West, will be on display at the

University Research Library

from now thrugh September 24.

Hours: Mondays — Thursdays

7:i5 a.m.'— 5 p.m.; Saturdays 9

a.nn. — 5 p.m.; Sundays closed

i-tj.and students $1.75.

Seminars:
— BKjr-^Dynamics: Organic

Farming Methods will be lead by

Dr. H. H. Koepf of the School of

Bio Dynamic Agriculture and

Earth Sciences, Emerson, Eng-

land, in conjunction with local

Et cetera:
—The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1 30

p.m.fronri Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout tt>e sumnr>er. The tours

are free and open to the public.

(Continued on Page 11)

UCLA COMMITTEE ON FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

^

Create a jail cell.

i

We've done it.

Not because we like prisons, bgt because people live in

them and we design for people.

We're a college called Parsons School of Design, part

of a University c^led The New School for Social Research.

Our student^and faculty worked with the city to design

the cell blocksnn the new Women's House of Detention,

here In New York.

In fact, we have an entire program devoted to Urban
Design, part of our Department of Environmental Design.

It's taug^ t)y professionals who are truly concerned with

social, cultural, and ecological design problems.
Our students have designed drug treatnjpnt centers,

mental hospitals, zoos, parole offices, slum renovation

projects and an awful lot of private homes. ~

If you're Interested in this sort of design, or virtually

any other, write to us now. Classes t)egin September 9th.

•^k'-'^-.

•'(h-: Ŝ3r

The ASUCLA Barbershop was

rescued last Thursday when the

ASUCLA Board of Control (BOC)

reversed its earlier decision to

close the shop on Sept. 1. The

barbershop will continue to

operate from its current Kerkoff

Hall location.

The new pdlicy says "the

barbershop should stay open until

its contribution to ^pro/it is

significantly lower than other

uses" and virtually guarantees
~ the barbershop will survive as-

long as its sales volume does not

dramatically decline.

Reconsideration of the closing

was moved by Peter tolos, a

BOC member representing the

Graduate Student
' Association(GSA), so "we coujd

act on the basis of real fact and
~ with the aid of advice from the

real world."

The major reasons for the

reprieve of the shop were:

— rommiinity support for the

to ASUcLa and BOC members
by students, faculty and staff.

— Comments by. Head Barber

Julius Jackson and others that

blacks can not get afro or

naturals in the West\yood-West L.

A. area.

— A report by ASUCLA Project

Manager Gary Welirle which

indicated no alternative use for

the space would provide more
revenue ttian the l)arl)ershop, and

the procedure fpr assessing

overhead costs t6- the shop — a

major cause oV its losses —
"makes it virtually impossible

for the barbershop to break

even." *

In a related matter,-^e kx)ard

approved new rates for the

barbershop of $2.00 for students,

$2 50 for faculty and staff, and a

one-time' introductory rate of

$1.00 for incoming freshmen. The

new lower rates, which will take

effect only if ASUCLA can get

clearance from the state agency

ttiat sets minimum k)art)ering

I

\

shop as demonstrated by a large

number of protest letters written

rates, are designed to attract

more student into the stiop.

°4^

Ti

A motion to close the Child

Care Center fall quarter if $35,000

could not be raised by Septeml)er

15 was defeated last Thursday by

the ASUCLA Board of Control

(BOC). 1

The Sept. 15 deadline proposed

by ASUCLA Executive Director

Donald Findley, was amended by

Lamar Lyons. BOC chairman

and undeijgraduate student body

president who said, "1 don't think

the center should be closed on the

basis of a fund raising period of

only one month."

The ~aiTWwJment notifies ttie

center's Board of Governance

that BOC W/ill consider closing the

center if ' it cannot raise a

minimum of $35,000 before Nov

15, 1971 The money is needed to

offset a planned deficit for the

cent<^ and to buy needed capital

equipment.-

BOC a4«o approved-*- 1»71-'72

^ChUd Care Center budget which.

- if the fund raising effort

succeeds - should allow im-

proved center operations at the

same rates as last year. The

budget calls for $15,000 rn

physical improvements including

a playground as well as an in-

crease in the number of paid

professional teac tiers.

In anothen action. BOC failed to

approve a $2,500 loan to refurnish

the Health Sciences Student

Lounge

Although the board was able to

"get assurances from Bill Lascota,

chairman of the health sciences

council* that the lounge would be

t)pen to all students, they could ,

find no way to guarantee the loan

without approval by the

Graduate Student Association 7

Senate and thus voted the

proposal down

Lascota then told the txiard, "It

is ridiculous to have an
association for graduate students

who are here all year and yet

doesn't begin to operate until

^-:-) / I

ii
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To discus! 'Non-violent Revolution',
fffffffiffssfe-

Harris, Lakey to speak h

David Harris arid George Lakey

will speak on "Non-violent

Revolution: Two Activists speak"

at noon Wednesday, August 18, in

the Ackerman Union Grand
Ballroom under the auspices of

the International Students Center.

An informal dinner and

discussion will Y)e given for Harris

and Lakey, Wednesday evening,

according to Cydny Rothe, a

graduate student in social

welfare, who is organizing the

event. Interested persons are

asked to leave their names with

Rothe at .the Foreign Studei

Office, 825|l68L -

Harris, former student Body

president of Stanford University,

co-founded the resistance

movement in 1967 by refusing

induction into the US Army. He
returned in March of this year

after serving a 20-month prison

term for his non-compliance. He is

author of the book "Goliath."

•735^
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\W« have optnmgs, but we also havf st«nteftf». It yM art • titMltr ituiim, »*/ "JT,
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410 CMt 54 Str««t. Nnr VoHi. N.Y. 10022.
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UCLA STUDENTS ONLY:
$1 off reserved sect prices at Pauley box office

7 PM Saturday
RESERVH) SEATS: $5. $4. $3

PRODUCED BY KPPC fM DISK JOCKEYS AND THE MERLIN COMPANY

StatttNBpCoit

I
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AVAILABLE SOON:

THf MOTHERS LIVE AT THE HUMORE EAST, JUNE 1971

ON BIZARRE/REPRISE • MS 2042

Correction
The Summer Brnin

erroneously reported last week

that new computer card ven-

ding machines in the Campus
Computing Network are owned

hy ASUCLA and 'any com-

missions above operating costs

would go to ASUCLA."
Stickers on the machines

read, "Tliis machine is owned

and operated by UCLA. Com-
missions go to ASUCLA."
ASUCLA Executive Director

IHHiald Findley said ASUCLA
has no financial intere&t in the

4

machines.
The machines are operated

by the vending service of the

Auxiliary and Services Kn-

terprises here; however, no

contract on these card-vending

machines exists between the

\ ending service and ASUCLA.

George Lakey, one of the

principal founders of training non- .

violent techniques of social action,

taught at the Martin Luther King

Jr. School of Social Change in

Pennsylvania, from 1965-69.

Recently returned from touring

Europe where he "oi^anized non-

violent training and action groups,

he now serves" as co^xecutive

secretary of a Quaker Action

Group^ which sent Medical sup-

plie^/fo Vietnamese villagers. He
author of the book,

^Sociological Mechanisms of Non-

violent Action."- - .^

•/•

Harris and Lakey will speak as

part of a newly-emerging institute

for the study of non-violence here.

Last year, a credit course offefred

here by the Council on

Educational Development
(C.^^.D. ) was given which focused

on non-violent responses to social

conflicts. According to Rothe, Ihe

course examined both the theory

and the practice of non-violence,

exploring contemporary
movements to effect change and

studying non-violent alternatives.

Participants clarified their own

positions on methods of social

change, while the course exposed

them to role-play, simulation,

films, lectures, readings and

discussions Since completing the

course, the participants have

become dispersed as leaders of

social action organizations, and

Rothe said the base on which to

train and teach non violence at

UCLA needs revitalization

"We feel it is very imporUnt to

keep the ^tudy of npn violence

alive so that it becomes a creative

force in our community, not just in

(Hir local community. bUt m our

intefnational community, as

well." Rothe said
•

that conflict will never be

^tbolished, but that we can find

new, non-violent methods for

resolving conflict at all levels

(personal, interpersonal, national

and international)."

The institute would be a training

ground to establish a peaceful

world community with people

committed to ethical principles

corpmon to all civilizations Rothe

said it would be international in

scope, "using the unique cultural

perspectives of foreign students to

bring together peoples of different

nationalities and faiths to study in

complete equality

"Individuals would learn to

react creatively in the face of

fear-arousing crisis situations.

Another aspect of the envisioned

institute would be field projects in

social change related to the in-

dividual's area of interest," she

said

Interested people could train,

work, and evaluate their ex-

periences with one another. In

addition to a campus community

network intricately involved in the

study of non violence, a national

network would also exist to study

the causes and cultural re-

inforcements for violence Rothe

said departments of Peace are

"springing" up on college cam-

puses across the country.

"A world committed to non-

violence, to the spirit of creation

rather than destruction will

happen only if the individual

people in that world are deeply

committed We are just beginning

to really understand and study the

sources of conflict, and without

enormous dedication we may
never know what it means to live

in peace with one another The

institute provides a structure

_ ^;jh;ji jLiiii h ^i ran support Qoe

One more vote

needed to override

Reagan veto

• >

i

»

y.

I

By Deborah Aihln

DB Staff Writer

The battle to override Gov. Ronald Reagan's blue penciling of the

UC budget continues in Sacramento where only one more vote is

needed in the SUte Senate for a victory -^

Telephone, letter and telegram campaigns urging Republican

:§ legislators to vote for the override are being waged here and at all

i' other UC campuses, according to Tom Norminton. undergraduate

I student body president here in 1969-1970 and organizer ^of

l Berkeley's campaign.

». He said a two^lhlrds vote of the 40 senators is needed and thus far,

% all 21 Democrats and five Republican legislators are definite votes.

% Norminton said the "swing vote " is resUng with three Republican

'ii! senator^ Robert Stevens, whose district includes UCLA, C.W.

% BurgeneTof San Diego and Robert Lagomarsino of SanU Barbara.

I Les Rosen. Student Legislative Council (SLC) general

i representative and organizer of the campaign on this c#ippus. said

•?: Stevens (whose diatrict stretches along Ventura to PQrtu|uese

% Bend, including UHJ^. SanU Monica, El Scgundo and Pales

% Verdes) is the most likely Republican to vote for the veto. He said

:v Stevens is up for re-elecUon in 1972 and "if he deprives the UCLA

i community of cerUin benefite, 1 hope the voters will deprive him <rf

>>; his Senate seat"

i
f.

I"

f

»

•X

%

She added, the study of non

violence v'Ukes as a starting point

J 1 1<_H I IV I ' ' '
effect

Although Steven's has not said he will vote for the veto motion —
which will not be brought to the floor until a positive vote is certain,

according to Norminton - both Rosen and Norminton agreed the

:? telegram campaign (over 500 were sent) and letter campaign (Sao

v: letters' were personally delivered to Stevens in Sacramento by

ij Steveft (Jertsman. president of the UC Alumni Association) proved
|:

'4. the UC system can mobilize S
:| (Continued on Pace 2)

UPC staff reps elected

Jack Hillary a^ senior assisunt administrator in the physical plant.

Frances McQuade. assistant to the dean in the School d Law, and

Kleanor Wasson. coordinator for volunteer services have ^^^^^^•
the Urst I'niversity Policies Commission (UPC) sUff reprevenUtivcs.

Approximately 17 1900 ballots were cast in the run^f elecUon in which

\\i' ihlrif uositions Ttillary received 1575r...

non violent change." Rothe said.
VOIC&, ARyuauc. iJ-^i aiiu "o.-v.-.- f I I

,
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1 UCLA Summer Bfu>n ^^1'^^^y
Program includes lectures, seminars

'^

(Continued from Page 1)

Norminton said if the moUon. which can be t>rought to U^ fl^^

flnnr leaders Donald Grusksy (R-Santa Cniz) or Walter SUern (1>-

SX^^d" ^aTioved it would then go to the State A^mbly^^

approval whire "chances for its approval are even better A two-

thirds majority is required for it to pass.

Last month the UC Board of Regent*, in an ""P";^^^'"^^^
asked the Legislature to override Reagan's veto and restore tiieu-

original budget requests

If Reagan's veto is not overriden by the ^^^^yF'^^^J^^,
arLT^iihe University will be affected: the operating budget,

faculty salaries and capital outlay.

:!:r''wShnc^X"o'^ld impair Unive^i^
|

?^arch increase the size of clasM* and decrease the number of *S shorten library hours and po«ibly eUrm™.te sUte funds

|
for the Educational OpportuniUes Program (tOJ').

g

Reagan vetoed the enUre $18 million the LegisUture ap- |
« propriated for faculty salary increases. UC profewor saUn^tave

g
1 dropped from the top 10 to 40th place on a national level because

|
'i there has been no increases in the last two years. »
7v '-'««*'--

, - 55

I The Governor also vetoed the $32.3 miUion allotted for capital
|

teen Post help
By Susie HaUgo
DBSUff Writer

•mTeen Post Leadership Program here helps

n^rnrstudents •understand wh.- ^^ -J
pohtical power lies" and '

<:°"''"""'<^2,^^o'!;bT«
Suier ethnic groups," accordmg to Tony Rodgers.

administraUve assistant to the program.

Teen P«t, a non-profit organization which deaU

with minority youths, is in its third consecuUve

summer program. ——
1

g» outlay. ' ' , J»

CONTKUiMSIL^
DR. ALFRED R. BECKER adjusted

Optofne*ri$f POLISHEDFITTED

REFITTED ^

W«stwood Village 10959 W«ybor*i Av«. GR 9-21 1

1

Be fitted by Experts

Bro and Girdle

Specialties

GR 7-1773

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING

WITH PURCHASE

4 W£^TWQQD BLVD.. WfeSTWO^^
k < ii I Ik /^ F A

v-%

HetkeH \

TUXEDO SHOP
Rentals & Sales

Formol Wear

W.LJL 477-0S«t

Funded by an Health. Education and Welfare

Department (HEW) grant, the program is spon-

soring 100 male high school students and graduates

in a campus-based seven-week program of lectur^,

seminars, group discussions, field trips communiy

projects, karate workshops and films dealing with

ethnic cultures, according to Rodgers.

Lectures and seminars include "Asians' in

America," "The Coming of the Black Movement,

-The Black Psyche," "Espejos Chicanos and

•Politics and the Minority Community. Wilson

Riles state superintendant of education, will speak

to the group of the "AltemaUves to the Educational

System" August 16.

Evaluate

Rodgers said the program, sponsored here by vice

chancellor of academic programs C. Z. Wilson and

the Afro-American Study Center, provides minority

youths with an opportunity to ''evaluate situations

and take appropriate action, an alternative from

solving a situation by throwing rocks and w>tUes^

He also said the" program improves many (rf the

students' reading capacity and self-discipUne.

Participants are given a $55 weekly sUpend.

Many of these students can work in the summer

instead of joining^ our program. The pay is one

netivation for them^a^oixx us. Many send their pay:

home to their families," Rodgers said.

Edward Smith, a graduate of Washington High

School in Los Angeles, is parUcipating in the

* it

program for the second year. He will attend school

here in the fall under the Educational Opportunities

Program (EOP).
Aware

•*The program makes a person aware of where he

is at in his mind.'He becomes involved with other

Third World minorities. The situation is different and

more lenient than high school, a person can g.et more

out of it," Smith said.

Carlos Luna is a graduate of Banning High School

in Wilmington, who is also in his second year in the

program, and will attend Carleton College in Min-

nesota in the fall said:

**I came here with basic ideas in my mind about

other minorities, but they were jumbled up The

program provided me a chance to get my mind

straight."

A senior at Fremont High in Los Angeles, Greg

Chambers applied to the program because it "deals

with other Third World group?" He said people

should be more politically involved.

Leadership

"Many people get the idea that the leadership

program deals with revolutionary change. It doesn't

deal with military tatics it deals with change in a

non-violent way."

Los Angeles High S cbool senior Darryl Ishi ap-

plied o the program to **hear and learn of other

cultures, and now I've become more aware of what's

happening." He is planning on going on to college

although he is unsure of where as yet.

Rodgers cited the ethnic breakdown of the

program as "45 black, 45 chicano, 10 Asian

Americans and a few Indians and Caucasians " He

said students who wish to join the program for a

second year may not be accepted because of the

many who have not participateti in the program.

Rodgers said 500 students applied for the 100

—openings tnrthe^rogram this year.

Next year's program may go co-ed, but Rodgers

cited financial reasons why it might not. Costs would

increaseJor new counselors and housing, he said

Discussions \
films scheduled

Seminar on Chi

1 «?» ' "'".

FRIDAY THE 13TH
Midmght Horror Show
"THE CABINET OF DR. CALGARr*

The Grandad of All Horror Films

Starring Conrad Veldt-Made in 1919

Pi^* "BLOOD OF DRACULA'S CASTLE"
Filmed in Color

cvntr HH.LS

DOORS OPEN AT 1 1 :45 PM
AU SEATS $1.50

'Mf-raNaoa

LATE SUMMER
Leather Workshops

•4

ore now open for enrollment al-^-^-r

where

custom sondals, purses, belts, buckles and

other sundry goods are mode with the finest leathers;

IN WHICH
you will learn to design and

make your own sandals, bpgs, belts, etc.

To Find Out About These

Amazing Trippy Workshops

call Factotun. at 478-7297 or come In!

A three-day seminar on China

will be held at 7 : 30 p.m. August 17,

18, 19 at the International Student

Center (ISC). Special guests have

been invited to discuss the "Sino-

American Relations: Past and

Future" and selected films on

China will be shofwn.

On Tuesday the 17th, Mario

Machado, newsman for CBS-TV,

will begin the seminar with his

accounts of the Communist
takeover in China. Christopher

Salter, professor in geography

here, will deal with the non-

diplomatic, non-commercial goals

of the Sino-American relations.

A panc^lt with representatives

from the Chinese Student

Association, the Ameficart

Friends Servi|^Qo^'»*tu'e, ISC,

and graduateTStudents in Asian

-'Studies will begin the preUminary

questioning. They will alsor

moderate questions from the

audience.

On Wednesday, two fihns are

scheduled to be screened. ''Inside

Red China," the first," -4

producedJay a German team for

CBS in 1967. The second film,

"East Is Red," was made by the

People's Republic of China in 1968.

_ On Thursday, Dennis Ray,

professor in political science at

California State Los Angeles, will

discuss the significance and in-

terpretations of Maoist thoughts

within the framework of the Sino-

American relations. H. Arthur

Steiner, now retired from the

political science department here,

is recognized by the U.S. govern-

ment as a specialist in Asian

politics. His presentation will deal

with the social and political im-

plications of the new Sino-

American relations. The panel

will again moderate questions.

Free admission tickets should

be obtained before the seminars at

the ISC reception desk. Space is

planned
limited, and admission will go to

ticket holders first. Refreshments

wiH^be ' provided with the

assistance of the Chinese Student

Association. The International

Student Center is located at 1023

Hilgard Avenue (2 blocks south of

La Mancha). For further in-

formation call 825-3384.
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IThe Doctor's Bag

By Ronald M. Schwartz. M.D.

(Kdllor's note: <Jue«tlons or commenU should be sent to I*. Schwirti at Ike

Health Service. No name need be inclnded. and he will reply either IhroMgh Ibis colapa ar

m a personal rep»> by mall. If requested.) '"

Venezuelan Equine Encephalomyelitis

At present, there is no vaccine available for humans against this

disease. The best precaution is to avoid being in areas infested with

mosquitoes, but if you are, use a reliable repellent and try to keep

well covered. - - . ,.

Fortunately, if humans contract VEEM, the disease is usually

mild, with symptoms not unlike other vague flu-hke Hlnesses, and

the incidence is not very high.

Eat As Much and Lose Weight?

Would that we could! However, any successful weight-reducUon

diet must include a calorie cut-back.

Vitamins may be advised as supplements to diets, but I have

found no significant evidence that Vitamin B6 alone will cause

weight reduction. Sorry. ,

^

Hepatitis and Homosexuals

Infectious Hepatitis may not be more prevalent in homosexuals

^iue to their particlar brand of sexuaUctivity, but perhaps due to

frequency and diversity of close contacts. (I could find no statistics

to bear this out.) ^

The spread is usually from anus to oral cavity. This may occur

sexually directly or indirecUy, or through toilet and Uble ex-

posure!'^ Immunization or amelioration with gamma globulin is

usually advised when there has been such significant exposure.

Venereal Disease in Women
Unfortunately, the majority of womenM75-ao%) do not know

when they have either gonorrhea or syphilis. The sore (chartcfe) of

syphilis is painless, and often within the vaginal lips. Gonorrhea in

women usually does not cause the significant pain and discharge

noted in men.
. *u k

The only answer to the current VD epidemic, other than ab-

stinence, is the condom. It is the only method of contraception

effective against VD. If multiple partners are involved, condoms

should be used regardless of the presence of another contracepUve

method. "t^
"^

^ ..

Although, so far, the act of contraception is the woman s

responsibility in most cases, active prevenUon of venereal disease

is the man'* ^ ^ j »

Condoms are available at $2/dozen to registered students^

presentation of their registration cards at the SHS pharmacy They

are also available through CCEC (Conception Counseling and

Education Clinic). „
Remember, 'Protect Your Lover, Wear a Rubber

4
I

I

I

GLORIA ReYNOIi>S

and the GONGA DRUMS

will be at the Inlernationol Student Center, 1023 Hilgard

Avenue, W. LA. on Saturday, August 21 from 9 to 12

p.m. Admission 50C, includes refreshments.

Charity Dance for Pakistani Refugees

sponsored by the International Students for Aid to East

Pakistani Refugees will be held Saturday A"9"^'
J^^

°'

: the Internotionol Studer.t Canter, 1023 H'lgo'd Ave from

9-12 p.m. Donee will feature "The Revrvol Don«t.ons o

$2 per person are being asked for the dance. Prof.ts w.M

be sent through the International Red Cross m Geneva

to aid the refugees.

. K.*«^ »n^ TlOs is Ibe »ec«^ In • sertw •! Mtlcl« •• IW
mariiMM re»eurcb at 1 1 LA »M *»M "

Î IL^^T^ m n
UM^e fM4lii«s have been re»wtc4 b% J>. Hm^mm. M.D

Nwman O Bril. M D . sentnrthe pmicrt. vHU
l>ep«rtaM«t •!

tlirtstie is a
Reseireli

Psycbinlr>
>ear »r
• ibe

( Uie HenkliX
insM^pa

«nd> tbis jrcnr

bi Uie
It LA

a

CATAUNA TRIP

sporl&ored by the Internationot Student Center will be held

f^om August 14-15. Trip will cOst $22. this includes boot

- fare, taxi fare, landing fee. and five ^«^'^' ^^ P«;^o"^

l\ -maximum; departs 8/14 at 8:00 a.m. returns 8/15 at 8:00

'

1 p.m; deadline for sign,ups 8/12. For further .Rformat.on

•^j^call 477-4587. ^

"^~

J^, ^

.N^\ International Student Cen

\\ >*> V 1023 Hilgard Ave.,

The t'CLA il Marijuana StMd^:

Year

Our representative sample of the undergraduate

UCLA student body showed no significant difference

in the academic performance in either high school or

college of users and non-users ci marijuana (M),

even among the daily users M.

—To the extent that a reUtiooship between gradc^

point average and M consumption existed, it was a

positive one. This appears to be due to junior and

senior M users having higher percentages o(

"straight A" grade averages This may result from

the fact that, prior to 1968 (when many of the junior

and senior users were introduced to M) college use^

was largely confined to a rather sophisticated, af-

fluent, arts-and-humanities-major, white Uberal

middle-class segment of youth. After 1968 M use

permeated the teenage as well as coUege cultures,

and this typology is nofw extinct.

Thus, the juniors and seniors who are chronic an^

occasional M users are more often those students

whose backgrounds would predict the capacity to get

good grades in coUege.

This finding casts light on the widely held

hypothesis that M use resulU in amotivation: the

individual becomes lazy, procrastinates constantly,

and shows poor ahiJity to forego short term for long

term goals and gratification Our results show no

support for it M users did neither better nor worse

than non-users, regardless of frequency or duration

of M use.

We found no differences between M users and non-

users in the numbers of probations, suspensions,

disciplinary^ actions, or expulsions. We did find that a

higher percenU^e of chronic users than non-users

intended to go on to graduate school in a doctoral

program (18 vs 11 per cent) They should feel at

home in graduate school; informal surveys indicate

higher rates of M incidence^monggraduate students

than among undergraduates _.,/^;. ^

There were no differences between M users and

non-users with regard to 1 ) number of changes in

major. 2) number of changes in colleges, and 3)

number of colleges attended There was a significant

difference between chronic M users and non-users in

regard to the number of interruptions in coUege

study Chronic CSfers more frequently dropped out of

school one or more times, but returned to perform aS

well or better than non-users.

Our sample does not include anyone who dropped

out and stayed out. and we are vigorously following

all itepondents in our onginal sample as they leave

UCLA, for-whatever reason, in order to resolve this

shortcoming
Forty per cent of all students sUted that they had a

•significant amount" or "great derfl" of difficulty in

deciding their career goals M users had no q|ore

difficulty than non-smokers.

As a function cf college major, M use varied

considerably (see Uble below) The largest in-

cidence of P.! use occurred among art majors (56 per

cent) and the smallest *mong pre-nursing students

(9 per cent). Twenty per cent of the physical

education majors were M smokers. Ttie greatest

incidence occurred, in order, among art, music.

by R. L. Christie
theater arts, psychology, poliUcal science. English^

humanities and social science. The highest incidence

of chronic usage occurred among social scientists^,

political scientists, and psychologists. It would ap-,

pear that social scientists hesitate in sUrting. but

tend to go "all the way" when they've made their

commitment.
INCIDENCE OF MARIJUANA USE

BY FIELD OF STUDY
PKRCENTAdES

NON-USE OCCASIONAL CHRONIC

Art

Business Admin.
Engineering

Enghsh
Humanities

Languages
Law
Pre-med or Dental

Pre-nursing

Music
Physical Educ
Physical Sciences

or Math
Political Science

Psychology

Social Science

Theater Arts

Undecided

44

6S

58

63

72

78

74

91

50

80

76

57

56

68

54

87

47

25

14

36

29

20

22

21

9

38

10

16

28

34

24

33

22

8

10

4r
6

9

8

#0
12

10

8

15

10

8

13

10

Jhe finding that M use is not related at all to school

performance has been replicated at the University of

New York at Stony Brook, and similar ^»uU&jjb%
tamed from our studies of chronic users outside the

college population ( to be reported in a later column),

in respect to their career performance in the

workaday world Theae findings contrast with

numerous earlier articles reporting cases of

amotivation
* —>—-

Upon examination, however, what might be

viewed as 'amotivation" has Wn seen amofig a

specific class'of user\fdund lurking in Free Clinics,

county hospiUls. and the like These individuals are

also heavy users of other drugs on a frequent basis,

and may most accurately be viewed as a highly self-

selected^Type^jf drug user, nut as a marijuana uaar^

per se One should wonder if these individuals would

not have constituted a marginal adjustment segment

of our society regardless of which, if any. drugs they

used w ui.

What the Longitudinal Study shows is that highly

achievementmoUvated. largely middle^lass per-

sons of higher-than-average intelligence, who are

maintaining enrollment in UCLA, ihow no effect on

school achievement as a function of M use. This

indicates that M is not, by lt»elf, a destroyer of

achievement motivation.

Unlike the patterns of other societies, such as in

India, where M has been tradiUonally used by th©^

lowest. Iea»t producUve classes, in the West the

drug IS commonly used by our most achievement-

oriented classes These individuals are in no com-

parable to M users in other societies. '"'iw

Since the Longitudinal Study, with others, gives

strong evidence that the individual's original

motivation and enculturation has great influence on

the effect of M use on achievement. gr«at caution

must be used in attempting to generallie the ex-

perience of other cultures with marijuana use to our

own.

NEXT WEEK: BACKGROUNDS AND FAMILIES

TAKE A FRIEND TO EUROPE

t̂

477-4587

A

We can adapt all

your appliances for

tise overseoft . . . and

move you there too.

For fa$t, friendly

advice and reliable

service ca

ALTA
INTERNATIONAL

(213) 749-7491

220-V oppiiancM, also
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mh^thanks ASUCLA child care center
lwt\J^''^^'^ , _._^... ..,u:i^ «h^ made i' ces - she was adamaht am

f
Editor:

I would like to express my

gratitude to those who have been

instrumental in establishing the

ASUCLA child care center. I have

a year-and-a-half old boy and ^^
are a

* 'single-parent family"

Before the center, there was no

facility available that offered

child care for children that young.

^t the time the center opened, 1

was holding two jobs and writmg

my dissertation and my
babysitter was leaving! You can't

imagine how ungluing it can be to

have a baby sitter leave when you

are a working mother. It means

you have to gamble your time,

your money and your child to

some extent dn another un-

familiar face.
;

.

1 was lucky The center could

accomodate Brett. He loves it and

we can afford it and depend on it.

He has friends and adult attenUon,

and best of all, it's close enough so

that I can check on him if I feel

like it The center has Uken a

tremendous worry off my mind. I

wonder how we managed without

It Thanks to all concerned,

Judy Stevens

Post-grafl. psychology

. DECS, again
(Kditor's note: Thte letter is

directed towards Sylvia T. Mason.

bagSy hair_8o2Jifis, etc

.

come visit ouV neuJ inacc^fsoWc locdtVon:

d€Cf iri tke alleq \^€Wifs6 JeansV^^t^CofitWo

tlio 6AYUY hit. WESTV/OOO • 473 9^9

GRE LSAT ATGSB
MCAT DAT

YOUR FUTURE AWAITS THE TEST ..
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t ^iM SeMion Courses Small Groups ^ . ^»Li^
\ Volum"~sstuSvmater.al for horr^stu«»v prepared by eKP^^^

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER

For information about classot in tho Lot An«olo» Area call (^Ij) LI i'\Oj\j

^ftmt otl.ce NYC s.nce 1f3< - affiltotet .n toston. Pt>.ladelplna^Wa>hing^^
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Clearance Sale

Reductions 20-50% and more
at

The "

Saffron Robe
f-T
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li08 Gayley Ave.

477-7203

10-6 Tues., Wed., Thur's.. Sat

10-9 Mon. &Fri. :

author of a previously published

letter attacking the Office of

Educational Career Services

(Daily Bruin. May 28).)

Dear Ms. Mason:

A friend just showed me your

article on OECS of May 28. 1 hope,

although this is the end of the

quarter, you are still able to see

this letter and use it. I never send

anonymous anythings, but m this

-^se since I have used and am

using the Placement Service to

find a JC job, I am forced mto

anonymity.

I welcomed your article wiUi a

kind of joy, if I can call it tha\ I

too have had encounters with M^
Sandra Hangley, Community

College ''counsellor." I was so

stunned by hef behaviour, her

grossly unfair reaction to me, her

hesitancy in accepting me that I

almost gave up the idea of finding

a community college job, (and I

have a good record as a teacher).

I, too, have an AB and MA from

UCLA. ^
I

For a good twefnty minutes of

our interview, I had to sit in front

of her desk while she made

private, personal telephone calls.

1 had to sit, squirming un-

comforubiy, while she made
^

date to meet someone in such and

such bar. such and such table,

-yes, its a great place," etc. When

she deigned to recognize me, in

the twenty minutes, I learned of a

weekend trip she was planning,

her plans for packing her suitcase,

etc. I was subject to inane, in-

sulting questions, and scrutiny

which was anything but

"professional."

She was actually worried that I

had made contacts with coUges on

my own, ''You have to go through

me," she told me. She bragged of

her abilities, then told me to take

notes while she gave me some

monotone instructions on how to

apply, what todo int)rder to follow

her specific procedures, etc. .
.

The worst, though, was thatr

although I have years of a good

teaching record and good,

references, she insisted on

chosing, herself, those people I

could use, refusing to let me know

abbut any college jobs until I sent

a reference to the one person who
disliked*'innovative"teachers-an

administratorwho thou^t I was a

danger to traditional educational

values. I had sufficient referen

ces — she was adamaht ana
made me feel as though she and I

were in an adversary con-

frontation, rather than a

placement interview from my
benevolent university.

The whole experience, was in its

own way, terrifying and certainly

depressing. She was so unfriendly

,

so rude and superior, I figured 1

might as well give up the idea of a

teaching job at college. I hap-

pened, yesterday, to talk to a

friend who i&^ doctoral canc^date

in my department, I mentioned

Hangley, and she related her own

horror story of rudeness and

prolonged, irrelevant telephone

conversations.

Thanks for your explanation

about Placement being a service

we pay for; I never thought of it

that way, and I, too, was con

vinced I was getting a good free

service (good until I met Hangley,

that is.)

I hope during the summer or

Fall quarter you can continue

your outstanding journalistic

efforts to expose the anti-student,

anti-teacher, anti-person

placement service.

NameWitheld

Destruction of the family
^^^___Bv_Patri£ia_K. Fawcetl

In each meaning of the word, is the family

almost completely destroyed? Are we headed

towards a gigantic one-vs^orld Commune?

Oiir nation, in the family of nations, does she

have her honour and integrity? Does Mother

Russia? What about La BeUe France, and the once

great British Empire?
Our economic family businesses have disap-

peared. The close-knit relationship between

employer and employee built the American giants

of industry. Who bought them out? Why?

And now the primary unit of society, the family,

is disappearing. Is this natural? Is this progress?

It was not natural, and it certainly was not

progress in Russia and China. It was a very dif-

ficult problem to destroy the family in the latter

two countries. It took millions of murders.

UN HAPPENING GASTRONOMIQUE
features

an Evening of Authentic Ethiopian Cuisine
with Dr. Loo Kuper, Director of Africon Studies Center ood-Dr. Atthur L. Smith.

Director of Block Studies Center as guests of honor. Sunday, August 22, 7;J0 p m.

ot the Internationol Student Center. 1023 Hilgord Ave, for further infortr^otion coll *

•i \

r
!

Closed Sunday

It lias been easier in the United States of

America. In our case, we are young and our roots

are not as deep. Drugs, suicide, and despair have

taken the place of mass murders.

Hamish Eraser Writing in his British publication

Approaches, calls it "An International AnU-

Family Conspiracy." Fraser citbs Marxism,

FVeemasonry, and American and British

Humanist Socities as conspirators against th<*>%

family by means of divorce, birth control, and

abortion. The purpose of sex education in schools

is, of course, he says, to promote birth control by

means of the "pill" and abortion.

Fraser^uggests that we read The Neophiiiacs

by ChristSpher Booker, who was the first editor of

Private Eye and also a script writer for This Is

The Week That W«s. Booker says:

"From 1955 onwards, four powerful for-

ces — four groups. between them were going

to create almost all the atmosphere, the crises and

the changes in the England of the next ten year-

s. . we shall single out a comparativelv small

number of people, only about two hundred in all,

who t)etween them symbolished the revolution

that took place in English life between IdSS and the

late Sixties. . .

..• *,.••

'*.
. .The irtfluence of the New Oxford Group in

^
itself over the England of the next ten years was to }

be incalculable! Above all because of their role in
J

the glamorous world of 'communications,' of the

theatre, journalism, television, films. Indeed it

was here above all that their role was j,
" — ;n

promoting England's revolution, as it wefe

vicariously, through their control over the com-

munications industry. '. .it was they who were to

act as the public relations officers, the midwives

of the New England. It was they who, as directors,

critics and commentators, through the respec-

Uble Sunday newspapers, the glossy magazines,

the colour supplements, were above all to promote ^

the cult of youth, of dynamism, of sexual freedom, j
of lower-class vitality. And like the Athenians who *

were ever eager to acclaim 'some new thing,' it
J

was they who would most truly be worthy of i

description as neophiliacs." ' ^
And on our side of the Atlantic the same forces

are at work. In 1969, Triumph magazine made a

stiidy of sex education in the classroom. i;hey

concluded with the following:

"The movement for sex education expresses an

ideology that denies on principle the authentic

sense of liberal education, of human sexuality, of,

man's nature and mode of historical existence;

and seeks to make of sex a vehicle for a

revolutionary change of society, of truth, of man

himself. There is little new in this ideology, or in

sex being made a major part of revolutionary^

speculation. Indeed, the sex education-

contraception movement bears the distinctive

character of one of the oldest ideologies in Western

history — Manicheanism. . .

"the contraceptionist — or the Manichean -

sees creation itself as evil. Sex educators could

hardly be more explicit in attributing the 'huge.

crushing evils confronting man to new life. While

it lacks the literary refinement of early

Manichean symbols, Mary Calderone s

description of procreation as an epidemic — a

disease — could hardly catch more poignanUy

the Manichean's sense of estrangement from

created reality

J'
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'Love Machine' Story
by Ivan Webster

Running down Ttie Last Run^
by A fain Silver

The rrfdio spots promise something "in the

tradition of Hemingway and Bogart." That

questionable synthesis can only suggest To Have and

Have Not, foggy harbors and foggier felons, Bogart

and Bacall staging kissing games and lighting each

other's cigarettes, good, clean, 'forties style

foreplay. But it's quite a ways from those pleasant

antics in a steamy Caribbean port (a Warners

soundstage) to The Last Rjin, through some Por-

tugese hills (somewhere in Spain); and lost along

that way is most of the style, cleanhness, and

goodness.

Still, the loss is not a geographic problem. The

basic difficulty is that the premise is such a thin one.

The main character is discovered sitting around in a

fit of eminently existential moroseness, feeling like

Eliot's Gerontion for the world to see : "Here I am, an

old man in dry month being read to by a boy, waiting

for rain ..." And if that appears insufficient reason

for malaise add the factihatJiissonJs dead and the*

wife has left him. Then just let him wander about in

his T-shirt trying to suck in his overhanging belly and

looking discontent.

With all that for motivation Harry Garmes

(George C. Scott) takes a job ferrying a hired killer,

across the border - just to see if he can still cut the

mustard or some such — and ends uj> running frcjm

the inevitable syndicate ^**These are the big boys")

gunsels who keep springing from the ground like

Spanish corn. All that sounds fine, on paper; but

what the film uses for filler are things like a couple of

sequences of Garmes being one with his car, a

supercharged BMW sports coupe (which as his

passenger will later point out, is not exacUy an in.

conspicuous choice for one in his line of work), while

lyrical music surges on the track. He also has a

philosophical chat with the goodjhearted local whore

about the dullness of reUred living and at one point

mumbles a few words on last chances and having to

do it right into an empty confessional.

With scenes like this it is understandable (if not

excusable) why Scott spends a lot of Ume squinUng

and gritting his teeth. Perhaps the underlying irony

of the picture is that the killer, Ricard (played with a

perputual grin by Tony Musante), helps make Scott's

character seem even less vital^ His nostalgia is for

the good old gangland days cultivated though thirties

movies and obscure monuments ("Those guys had

style . . . ever been to Chicago? I'd like to go there.

see Deeni^ O'Bannion's flower shop and the St

Valentine's Day garage '). nOt for lost wives and

children When he gets a girl in bed he's not un-

certain atwut what to do; Garmes on the other hand

may point to his wrist watch and try to explain to her

how "that's the enemy" Ricard survives because he

enjoys his work (his terse observation aft^r killing

two men and watching Garmes blow up their car.

eyes bright and smiling, is "That was great!),

because mostly he likes living. In Uutological con-

trast, Garmes doesn't because he doesn't

Ultimately The Last Run fails because, unlike the

Chicago ganglords, it doesn't huve style. Or rather it

has too many, being alternately a racing movie

(quick cuts of hands down shifting, bodies swaying

around turns, wheels skidding with pursuing vehicles

visible in the background), a character piece (long

Imagine my dismay when i

found myself not just disliking,

but heartily mistrusting the new
Columbia release. The Love
Machine, almtet from the very

start It s not that I wasn't ready

to go along with the film's over-

worked, tawdry little moral: that

stone men like the protagonist.

Robin Stone, end up out in the cold

because they're cold inside. As a

moral premise for a film that's

more than acceptable But the

moviemakers (director Jack
Haley. Jr and scriptwriter

^muel Taylor) are as cold and

manipulative as their subject.

This movie is stone striking stone

from start to finish — is this any

way to light a fire''

I kept waiting for the world of

highpower network television to

take over the filrp and create

some excitement, but in their

uncritical contempt for what
they're portraying. Haley and

Taylor reveal little more than a

one-sided, defensive and com-

pletely unsupported faith in their

own project — this movie It's as

though -they're hoping we'll

harbor dreadful doubts about

Robin Stone and his friends, but

not about them and theirs. Hence

the Hollywood sequences in

Robin's story are particularly

grotesque and outdated, and lend

the whole movie a motheaten

Machine will have you 8«8gUig

it's so openly contrived. And iievw*

has a title told so much — it's this

year's lx>ve Story, but with all its

nuts and bolts showing
^

As Robin Stone. John PhOlip

Law gives quite a dull per-

formance, but in an inane part it's

hard to fault him entirely. Dyan
Cannon as Judith Austin is the

most sorely misused figure,

having at mometils just the right

note of untried but genuine vitality

that should have been the movie's

very subject It's at best a chancy

performance, that needed a lot

more around it to go up against If

more had been asked of Robert

Ryan as Gregory Austin pertiaps

Miss Cannon wouldn't have been

so stranded Jackie Cooper
deserves credit for his strong

portrayal of a weak but cunning^

man. Danton Miller, the network

climt)er And Shecky Greene Is

supnsingly beUevable and funny

as Christie Lane, the tiresome

nightclub comic who makes it big

on the little screen

But the giveaway comes in

David Hemmings' canny,

(>arQdying performance as Jerry,

the ultimate fag fashion

photographer and the part which

on paper must have looked like the

worst m the film Yet Hemmings
walks away with the picture

t)ecause his work sits astride The

Love Machine's creaking

mechanics tind shows all too

eloarlv wimt the res t of t he movie

in

c "'%

Lwo-shots of serious discussion), and a crime picture

(guns going off, red perforations and bodies buckling

at the knees) Location shooting or grainy night-for

night photography simply won't carry or compensate

for the unevenness of the film's narrative line,

particularly when the filmmakers have over-

burdened with hollow "meaningfulness " a genre that

is far from lightweight in iU own right, a genre that

demands more cohesion than the sight of exploding

gats or the sound of squealing brakes.

In the end the characters just drift wearily waiUng

for the conclusion, which is one of those that can only

have come to a screenwriter standing alone in his

bathroom in the middle of a hot summer night after

swallowing too tnoch-iced tea in the afternoon. To

wit: "A high angle medium shot of Garmes lying on

the beach fills the Panavision frame with his twit

ching body. Up in the street his abondoned car is

throbbing A hand reaches in and twists the igniUon

key Itstops Cut: Garmes stops. End Utle. Nobody is

twitching but the audience"

teeling when it's suppos^ to be

about corruption in a new
medium, namely television.

In short, this movie reveals

more about bad movies and bad
*

moviemaking than its makers

could possibly have understood.

Surprisingly enough, in its

aggressive manipulation it

resembles nothing so much as last

year's Love Story Calculation

about what an audience will feel

and can be led to feel Ukes the

place of feeling. You know your

response even before you have it,

and you're supposed to enjoy that

knowledge whether you're en-

joying the movie or pot. U>ve

Story's responses were «& stupidly

laid out that the only honest way to

react was to giggle The Love

is up to Jerry isn't even a clifth^^^,^^

anymore, he's so dated ( The Boys

in the Band wouldn't even have let

him into the party). And Hem-

mings plays it m a carefully dated

( which isn' t the same as outdated

)

I950's style, complete with curling

lisp, timid mince and suggestively

hoodtHl eyebrows It's a trashy but

true performance, because it goes

for broke cQnipletely in terms ci

Its own outragea^8 style He and

Cooper share the movie's best

scene, in which that style is

working for all it's worth —
they're discussing business, but

they make it purr like a business

proposition in a beautifully

recognizable sense.

If only the rest of the movie had

used Hemmings' good judgment

and kidded the material a bit (if

anybody's hnaterial badly needs

kidding, it's Jacqueline Susanns).

The lx>ve Machine wouldn't have

the misfortune of going around tKfe

way It does now — making a

monkey, wjench of itself.

•» -Ai
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Mother Earth': Ecology

li

It becomes more and more apparent that Hair gave Uie

musical theatre a new kind of tonic. And this is not merely

because it introduced rock music to the Amencan sUge.

but also because of the changes it wrought on the old revue

format. Hair, fundamentally, gave us the revue that cares,

that confronts social issues in the age-old style of

vaudeville. Interestingly, this Hair-style has rubbed off

even on highly EsUblishmentarian productions A case

m point is the current civic light opera season at the Music

Center While Coco and Knickerbocker Holiday fell nat on

their creaky plots, the intelligent and witty Company

scored by adapting the looser structure of the revue to its

own needs.

Meanwhile, fresh crops of Hair are springing up all over

town as earnest young players set out to make the world a

better place through music. The Burbage Theatre s Tom

Paine, which depends upon musical ensemble and

vaudevillian blackouts, has some of the charactensUcs of

the breed The Venice Free Theatre and other local groups

give us more of the same; And now at the Hartford we have

Mother Earth, brainchild of the South Coast Repertory^

Mother P:arth closelv resembles Hair in that it too sets the

revue to rock in order to make a big. beautiful point Here

the point IS ecology - that the earth's resources have been

abused too long This is a heavy topic, and in tackling it the

creators often fall back .upon the soft cushion o* "air s

precedent Just as Ragni. Rado and company traded upon

the eloniipnro of Shakespeare ("What a Piece of Work is

_, h hafwws from Shelley 'Ozyman-

dias"). And the cosmic affirmative note of the 'Sail uh,

^weet Universe " finale is strongly reminiscent of Hair »

equally cosmic, equally affirmative "Let the Sunshine In.

by

Beverly Gray

In fact, tunes, lyrics, choreography and even the cast of

Mother Earth seem highly familiar; you could swear

you've seen it all before
4 ^

But, happily. Mother Earth is not a mere rehash of its

eariier counterpart While less emotionally, stirring than

Hair it is a more intelligent show, dedicated to a cause of

genuine importance Mother Earth is strongest when with

doomsday humor it brings forth grim visions of the future

We see love controlled by population police and gas masks

accepted -as fashion We see billboards whose job it is to

block off the Grand Canyon from the curious eyes of

sightseei^ Grimmest (and funniest) of all, there is the

jovial MC urging participation in a giant televised

Killathon - we can do our partiotic duty through

selective suicide" Meanwhile, the powerful meissage of

an overtaxed physical environment is quietly underscored

by stunning photographic projections

But ultimately the impact wears thin Part of the problem

lies in the potshot approach to the earths woes I^estruction

of wild life, over population, air pollution, test tube babies,

radioactive fallout, littenng. desrespect for the aged,

disposal of waste matenals. the tyranny of the

automobile - these are a few of the base^ touched in the

„ ^ / .u ..r^.r^.i Tf i,.iilH y^-' TTinrr rffrvttvr DPfhaDS,

Entertainment?
the lyrics And. most important, we begin to get the uneasy

feeling that the performers aren't entirely serious about

-- ^*' their grievances They are undeniably ulented. and fun to

watch as they cavort about the sUge But genuine eco-nuts'»

Part of the point of a "revue that cares" is that we are

allowed, even encouraged, to identify the actors with the

roles they play But these kids seem to be enterUiners first,

crusaders second Hopefully this complaint is unfounded,

but It does linger in the mind after the curUin falls and we

vail return to our parking-lot and freeway worW
' CerUmly, Mother Fjirth must be resjjected as a show

founded on good intentions It should be stTMWd, however.

that the good cause doesn't always make for good theatrer-

Mother Earth might be termed a compromise between

mc»ssage and amusement Its pleasant mmghng of theatre

and cause is., as least, a partial triumph

I

4 -^

t

a single more graspable v. ..

Technically, thr masic is too loud and we miss many of
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Dim Prospects For 'Dark of the Moon'

Well, they cant all be gems And the Morgan Theater s

latest production, Dark Of TT»e Moon, .s certain^ no

diamond in the rough. It has its "'omen^^J^i^^

fortunately, it never really recovers from its cnpphng iacK

of acUng talent and proper pacmg.

Dark of the Moonis a rather corny story; of a witch boy

transformed mto a mortal and sent to hve aniong U^

villagers of a nameless Smokey Mountaire
^^**',.ku

marries a God-feaniTTOTnF^ gal and the pr«^tabte

troubles begin Actually, the real troubles begm when the

curtain opens Alan Gifford. as John Human, the witch boy,

seems just too wooden for a part which carries such an

important emotional message Likewise. Patricia Smith as

his doomed spouse. Barbara Allen, never creates a full or

believable character Together, they ^^il to dehver the

emotionally binding performances demanded of the leading

characters.

The accompanying performances gwen by the towns-

neoDle are comparably mediocre. A few. such as Uncle

^elfcue and^^^ Metcalf ,
played by Rot^rt Hansen and

M^ry^ou SulKvan, weit. refreshing bright spots in the

oblivion, but their «mall roles confined their influence. The

only truly enjoyable performance in the play was the

marvelous characterization of Preacher Haggler by Gary

Rogers. His overwhelming sUge presence and great voice

are the real saving graces of the play.
. « .^

Either the director. Gene Warech, was too busy trying to

improve the acting and didn't have Ume to direct the show

properly, or he needs to learn about stage imbalance in a

scene When all the actors are on one side of the stage the

SUge is imbalanced. The audience tends to focus all their

attention on the full side, which now appears craniped, ana

the empty side is suddenly a big ugly void. This em-

barrassing situation occurs repeatedly in Dark of the Moon

when the actors congregate around one main character who

IS not center stage. Just leaving a few behind to help fill out

the void would improve things immensely.

by Mark Osterstock

Dark of the Moon needs to pick up its feet; it drags them

too much to avoid the ensuing tedium. The country ballads

are drawn out to their full extent, leaving the audience with

nothing to watch until the end of the song, whereupon the

action resumes. It would be different if, as in a musical, the

songs told a story or helped develop the plot, but hearing

"Down In The Valley'or "On Top Of Old Smoky" sung to

an out-of-tune guitar doesn't do anything but bore me. The

play by itself is long enoUgh; throwing these long ballads

with their very questionable function on top of it does little

for the show. \

This play, like so many others of similar content,

demands total emotional involvement on the part of every

character Without it, the play becomes technical and*

wholly unbelievable. This, unfortunately, is the cause of the

demise of Dark of the Moon. Its unconvincing charac

terizations and frustratingly slow pace drag this play into a

ciep»>^ frnm which sadlv. it never returns.
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aUf itt tataral lavals af caaaii
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Potter's Studio
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• Classes • Memberships
• Gallery

coll: V7.7757 Anytime
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LAST TWO' DAYS

. . J

SoCam on sole ^H 1 12
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, ^^^^^ ENDS i

FANTASTIC

$ $ $ SAVERS

EARN

%^.60
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%mk

GIFTS AND
SPORTSWEAR

—

^

• hot weather clothes — special prices

• cool weather clothes — plan ahead

• gifts and accessories

• come browse — we're very handy!

as
uc

students* store

iT

sporHweor. b level, odremKin union, 825-771

1

open mondoy through fridoy 8 30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

-•« '

OPIW DAIIY f^, FtlOAY NIGHTS Till 9, S«fNDAV 113

Clieii
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The Crook' anil me Red Tenr: lyifiiiy liii^ UUIIillOilUUilUII UU|l

im siai Berkowltz
A pseudosophisticate is, among

ottier ttiings, someone who is

inordinately concerned with

sophistication. Not exactly a

desirable thing to be, but since

there are so many
pseudosophisticates around, I'll

offer them one recommendation

and one warning: they'll probably

think The Crook is really cute, and

they'll probably hate The Red

Tent. All of which is a shame

because, except for the fact that

The Red Tent is unsophisticated —
gloriously unsophisticated by

today's warped standards, it is far

superior to The Crook, both in its

aspirations and its execution.

The reason you've probably

heard such good things about

Claude Lelouch's The Crook, is

that the film's cheery, somewhat

unexpected ending tends to make

its viewer forget the myriad

faults which precede it: uneven

tone, interminable stretches of

boring and unfunny dialogue,

clumsy exposition and, in places.

W
unimaginative direction.

At the core of the story, there is

a rather unique kidnap plot

( although praise for its uniqueness

should, rumor has it, be given to

the would-be kidnapper from

whonr <L,elouch is said to have

bought the idea.) Naturally, the

crime is complicated by the

vagaries of human nature. But

instead of molding these

ingredients into an interesting

crime film Lelouch just toys with

them, taking everything none too

seriously.

It's usually nice to see film-

makers who are willing to be

irreverent toward conventions,

but when th^ irreverence has no

more purpose than to provide just

a little light-hearted en-

tertainment, then the director

better make sure that he's

providing enough of that com-

modity, and that he's not con-

fusing simple disinterest for the

light touch.

As long as an artist remains

disinterested enough in his own
work, he won't have to worry

about it being labeled un-

sophisticated. But with The Red

Tent's commitment to something

as unfashionable as romanticism

comes charges of lack oT

sophistication. So what? The Red

Tent was made as an adventure

film — an intelligent adventure

film at Ihat — and, especially

because of their romanticism,

adventure films just don't appeal

to your average pseudo-

sophisticates

That's their loss. Besides being

visually' and emotionally

exhilarating. The Red Tent tries

to analyze those very qualities in

sequences in which an Arctic

explorer conjures the ghosts of

people he's met during his

conquest of the pole, and discusses

with them the rationale for ex-

ploration and morality of some of

his decisions. These scenes give a

thoughful,ihird dimension to the

film, and by showing the ex-

plorer's gnawing self-doubts, they

also give added depth to some of

scenes are essentially concrete

presentations of abstractions,

they have a strong fantasy

element which is not "ift keeping

with the straight forward

narrative, but nevertheless,

curiously appropriate to the

romantic tone.

That's not to say that anything

is lacking in the flashback

narrative, because there isn't.

The fihn makes beautiful use of

the awesome vastness of the

Arctic, and_as if the natural

wonders weren't enough, the film

also presents some man-made

wonders which date from the

; beginning of the century: zep-

pelins, biplanes, ice-breakers,

short-wave radio, and many
others. In one sequence, a Russian

amateur radio operator who's

been instrumental in locating the

stranded explorers is himself

stranded on a massive

drawbridge, and in another, Roald

""Blows IHl MIHP
ofAUWHOseenr
•?^ Knight Magazine

"A BOLD AND DARING WORK! ... A fantastic

theatre experience!" — L'Express, Pans

•THE BRAVERY OF ITS THEME is equalled by the

excellence of its presentation." — L'Uomo. Rome

"ALL-NUDE HUMAN. RIGHTS PLEA ...Wins a round

for spontaneous love of all kinds!"— L. A. Times

'W THEATRE TODAY
MO MOUTH El CfMTtO AVf HOUrWOflO

in attecittitn witk

FiANK miER •I* OAl TURNER,
prtstntt

ttit American prtmitra
of <\

the distinguished American Entry at'

Worid Theatre Festival in France
'^

—3 i^

^
mi

AIR

CONDITIONED!
V

% >

Amundsen (Sean Connery ) is seen

calmly contemplating his own
imminent death while walking

through the smashed hull of a

gigantic zeppelin.

Combining a great deal of action

with its magnificent settings and

machine^, the film is successful

as a simple adventure film. In the
'

tradition of the Russians, who co-

produced the flm. The Red Tent

also rdmantici2(&s ,its numerous

heroes — but even beyond that,

the film provides an intelligent,

emotionally ' satisfying rationale

for such hero worsip. This kind of

thing is all too rare in these anti-

heroic times, thanks in part to

films like The truck, but The Red

Tent makes it more than

palatable

//

STUDENT
PREVIEWS
AUG. 20, 21,

MARK
TAPER
FORUM

«ji...

•^%,

FRI. EVES. 8:30 "SIT. ?:Ofl 1 10.30 SUH. mi. o.ou

nCMTS MIOfFW HO, 2 9191 IICKtTMW. WMHi* IK«TT WtllCltS

T*"

• OfFIClAi NOTICES •

FROM: Dettn of students
. ^^

TO ALL STUDENTS- STIIDKNT HEALTH SERVICE

Because of severe budgHary rortralnts
J
"d Inflation

\»r J;^"**;^'^^
serxices available without charge through the Student Health Service

will he sharpK curtaUeil from those originally planned »h deikrrlbed

m^^ paKt* 57 59 of the 1971 72 UCLA General Catalog Most service

will continue to be available, byt many of them will be on a fee4or-

Ter urbttsls. Students who make use of the UCLA Hospital ^'^»rrgency

Room wUI be roiponslble for the flnrt $7.50 of the fee. Instead of the

flrjit $5.00 as stated In the Catalog. —

FROM: Dean ,>f Student. ^ k:VALUATIONS FOR ALL
NEW RfrVENTERING & TRANSFER STUDENTS

Concerning Entrance Physical Evaluations, please dteregard pages

36-37 of the General Catftlpg. Personal appearance at the time of en-

trance Is no longer required except for a few special categories. In^

Htead! new and rtenterlng student, will recHve new Instrudlom. and

Physical Evaluation forms with their
^«f,}»*'*^» l^S^,*!^"^,^"^**"*'

"**^

receiving a form should requwt one by calling (21 J) S2.V^^»I.

FROM: OfflceofliivIronmental Health and SafHy

^ UCIA Policy Rftlnfing fo Dogs on Compus

ADOPTED FEffRUARY 17. 1970

The IJCLA campus follows the Intent of the City of Los AngHes

"I^ash Law" ordinance 77.000. section 53.06.2.:
*-

U Dogs may not be brought onto Campus except when: ^^
A, Secured to a leash or chain no more thanjilx ieri long, the othCT

end of which Is regained by a persoit, or ^ ^
B. Securely confined In a vehicle.

2. I>ogs may not be tethered on Campus, .... • •

3. Dogs are not permitted In any Campus Bulldinu even though leashed

except for:

A. Seelng-eye dogs serving their owners.

B. Animals Involved in authorized research, and

C. Special circumstances (If such circumstances .« V**' ."P^^ *ff1!!r
val must be obtained through the Environmental HeaHh artd Safrty

4. Dogs must have valid dog licenses as evidence of current rabies

vaccinations. . ,, .
, , . u^«„

5. Dogs on Campus in violation of this policy are subject to being

picked up and turned over to the jClty Pound. C)wn|hrs of such lmp«Mind«l

dogs may make arrangements directly with 'the Pnund for recovery of

their dogs. '

CENTER

THEATRE

GROUP.

presents

BERNARD
SHAW's

J
"t

//
^.-ys

'^T-vif*'*-''

Directed by

EDV/ARD PARONb

w ith

22

Ivor Borry

David Birney

BIythe Danner

Richard Dreyfuss

William Glover

,Scott Hyjfjnds

Normon Lloyd

Diono, Webster

Helen'e Winston

Jane Wydtt

$2 TICKETS

ON SALE

JULY 27

KERCKHOFF
TICKET

OFFICE

t«y affOng«m«nl ct *hm Stud«n» C./mm^M»* <o« «»»• At t»)

1^
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15140 Sunt«« Blvd.

Poc. Polisodes

454-5525

LE MANS (G)
S*«v« McQu««n

Ptu«

inriE BIG AAAN

.

Dustin HoNmon. ^<»y« Dwnoowoy

Conf. from 7 p.m.

lefcriicnoi
summer of -42

205 r4oHh Canon Driv*

B«v*Hy Hiiu (of WiUW^t Quick Quiz Every Tuesday NigW
775.5244

PACIFIC'S OiJylArun 2ocad«myowordt

iilPiV mils »ob.rlMiRhum Soroh Mil« JpIw, Mill.

5f"!.L" ol Conon Dr RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP!

1 blk Eoit ol B#V«rly Dr. Men . T«^ . Thur. .
Fri 8:30: W^ 2^00 > 8:30

27 1 .n 2 1 Sat 1 :00. 5:00. 9:30: S«n. 2:00 - 7:30 pm.

IPIltmilll I
^^^* ^**"' nightmares end. VWIard begins!

2524 Wilshire WILLARD
(at 26th St.)

Sbnto Monica M.-.n.- Do.ly

829-3366 ^___________

iriiiviil ir

2524 Wilshire

(at 26th St.)

Sonta Monica
829-3366

The Beautiful Musical '

SONG OF NORWAY
Fridoy and Saturday at 12 midnijiKt

THE KING OF HEARTS by D«Broca

Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

HARRY KELLERMAN

Doily 2: 10, 4: 10, 6:10,6:10, 10:10

Saturday 'midnight show 12:10

Hollywood

iieiltr ,

1451 N.losPolmos

at Sunset
464-9921

Ctwrlie-Choplin's k ,

THE GREAT DOATOR

al6:00, 8:00, 10:00, 12:00 p.m.

tliiriii liie
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood
466-3401

DaUy at 12:00. 2:00. 4:00. 6:00. «:00. 10:00 p.m.

Spaciol MidnigKt Sho^ Fridoy * Sotorday

BLUE WATER, WHITE DEATH (G)

Man- Eating Stiqrk Hunt!

Nothing like it ever before filmed!

Ill Mir
5036 W Pko
WE 5-6424

Bunuel's

TRISTANA
Franz Kafka's

THE CASTLE

lirlii
LoBfeo at Melrose

WE 4-2944

Fellini's

SATYRJCON
'

* Truffaufs

THE WILD CHILD
$1 lor odulta «•/*»•• ad (Good on ono tkk^ only)

iriiida
9000 Sunset Blvd.

(East of Doheny)
Free Parking in BIdg,

273-2266

Call theatre lor program

.,.:v>J

Hiiiiwioii raciiic
Hollywood Blvd.

Near Cohuengo
466-5211

Thursday is last day for

TWaLANE BLACKTOP (R)

Friday: BILLY JACK (GP)

Doily 12:45 • 3:15 • 5:30 • 8:00 • 10:15

T

RPli;T:;;'--T5'-tiJ';f-'*ir

LOS Flllz
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood

NO 4-2169

W.C FIELDS in

MY LrniE CHICKADEE

and T1UIE & GUS

Endt Tuoftdoy

Miiica I

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451-8686

Jon* Fonda • Donold Suth«rlarMl

Kl,UTE

Kiri Doogloi and Foy« Duoowoy

THE ARRANGEMENT
Csnl doilr 11:45 iNOS TUESDAY

MlliCi II

1332 2nd Str«et

Sonta Monica
451 8686

WIllY WONKA &

THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY

MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN,

mil
THE DEVILS

^\y yjnnm^^a Redgrave,

I
9036 '\o»*i»hi«« Bivd^

- "^eveHy Hills (at Doheny>

I
ii/4-6869

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEME?^

T-.gjr-!ariwiwri»fe»''aM'A«:iyi«it^i<l&w7'» ;«***/»*-«. -,-^iK^- '•^-i

•r^

Not-So\eap Thrills
stellations and Ttie Dhnkard
with Jo Mama
At Magic Mountain is Ballet

Mel Torme and Larry Static

Curb Congregation through

Saturday
The LA. Phil will ^'present

i

WagTier tonight. La Traviau «^
Tuesday and an All American
marathon. The latter will irvc

a light show, singers, debaters

Other classical fare mc lucks

at the Long Beach' Art M
Monday at the Inner City

At the clubs: Stanley Myron.

End West through Sunday, w
Wednesday. Johnny Rivers is

Carlin, to be followed by the Ni

At the Whisky are i^uicksiJ

,

Sunday; Buddy Miles and Osibis4

through next Thursday Tony

Bellson will be at the Brass Ring

Donte's features Tern GibU

Saturday. Fat City String Band ,

the same two days. At Chicagi

^^.Tl^l2X^Z'^:^^l ^.irJ'.Tv= M..m ana

^The w";;:^ nlT^iety, 1730 Westwood is showing sixty years of

films from the Orient Saturday and Sunday. There w.U be ten hours of

film and admission is $2 each day.
,

The W C Fields FesOval conUnues at the Los Fehz with My JJtUe

T^a^hsrWie Vrni Gui. Wednesday starts 11,*. Bank Dick aed

^

^ThloAnta?".':!^^^^^^^
screen On the To^ a music^

sJ'ring Gene KeUy. Fra^ Sinatra Ann MiUer and Vera-EUen among

others, beginning today through Suklay^
r.„Miii.'c M.d» for Love

At the Silent Movie Theater this week is DeMille s Made for Lov^

screening with Chaplin's Police. Silent comedies are featured at tl«

pJlm^ Hecrealion Center 2950 Overland, tomorrow beginning at 7:45.

?KoS incUes fUrlis of Mack Sennett, Gloria Swanson. Wallace

Beery, Harold Uoyd and Laurel and Hardy.
o m ;. tK„

•

Kihg of Hearts, starring Alan Bates and Genevieve Bujold^ tte

midnight show at the Brentwood Twin Theaters this weekend. The 39 cent

show at the Tiffany is Woodstock and Gimme Shelter.

The Frank Capra festival continues tomorrow at the L.A. Camty Ari

Museum with Mr. Deeds Goes to Town and The Bitter Tea of General

Yen. >

MUSIC
After three weeks of fine offerings featuring the likes (rf AJice Cooper,

Rod Stewart, and Procol Harum, the local concert scene had nowhere to

go but downhill, and this week's concert schedule proves it. It all begirt

with Rod McKu^n at the Santa Monica Civic tonight and tomorrow night,

and ends with Stephen Stills at the Forum Tuesday (See the review of his

second album in this section.)
. ^ . . ^ e ^*

In between and further from home, there's Black Oak Arkansas, Sweet

Pain and Albert CoUins at the Long Beach Auditorium Saturday; the

Steve Miller Band, Crazy Horse, Sugarcane Harris, Harvey Mandel and

Paul Lagos at the San Diego Community Coi?course tomorrow; Stills at

*lhe San Diego Sports Arena Sunday. '. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
There's a free rock concert from 11-5 Sunday at Arcadia Park featunng

LGeronimo
Black and Dust.

^ ^ ^ .,w nn^ n ^
Dionne Warwicke i?; at the Greek through Sunday with The Con-

/

le Carole King opens Wednesday

ico through Monday, followed by

Is Berry Farm features the Mike

and the Roy Clark Show opening

•am of Beethoven, Brahms and

rly Sills Saturday, Wagner Night

Concert at its Wednesday mini-

by Ives, Cage and Eastman with

r sundry attractions.

lific Quartet concert at 2 Saturday

the Song of Earth Chorale at 8

n and Santa Fe are at the Bitter

Eliran and Moccasin opening

at the Troubadour with George

Dirt Band.

_^nger Servite tonight through

nday; Osibisa continues Tuesday

Lifetime is at Shelly's. Louie

iw and Saturday.

chubby Jackson tomorrow and

ry McCaslin will be at McCabe's

rground Rockwell will appear

rZSir.

through Sunday, with G^moffli

Denny Brooks, Jonathon Moor

House through Sunday. Bellani

and Walt ConUey open Tuesda'

Ligtitnin' Hopkins Review

Sam Hopkins, the Texas bl

till Sunday the 15th, with the Ui

grey his blues— thesmoothe^*

opening Wednesday. ^.

iffrey Comanor will be atlheTce

merville, Richmond Shepard

« Lightnin', is at the Ash Grove
ned atmosphere there failing to

in try blues to l)e found.

White rock audicntc:: ha%e
^

"few years and even C apio

cannot complicate his blues^

heal, possessed of magic as ^

of his years ago sadden him
^^

his electrified acousUcwhic"^

please don't go." All tfiat s c

corner days in Houston n
avoid it." Lightnin ^f

>^^^^

surance company - dov^ n u
^^

his experience passes jo> i

-^

there is wisdom there Ugn
.

^sy rap on women and e

Charlie ' He massages a ^^

were you
'

singly hip to Lightnin' the past

les, their energy misplaced,
' His voice wiU cut you, then

he caused a one-eyed woman
mbers. His fingers gently rape

Lightnin's own voice, "Baby
older Lightnin' since street

tand trouble, that's why you

te farm — which is not an in-

ears back and Ihe living flow of

to an audience. If you want,

n. His quicksilver smile and
little boy's warning to "Mr.

else — I wouldn't miss him if I

,"" jr-T^r> C^
Clarence White* and Th

open Tuesday.

^ -^- ^^ f i...

^t^i%"

ART
The LA. County Art Museum will open a permanent gallery of African

Art on Tuesday. Santa Barbara Art Museum is featuring an exhibit erf

Masters of the West, including works b'y Remington and Russell. "-' ' -^

The U.N. Center in Westwood Village is displaying West African ar-

tifacts, ritual and fetish objects.

THEATER
Silhouettes, currently at the Gallery Theater, 8825 Sante Monica, is not

a great play, but for good summer entertainment you '-ant do much

better. The story involves an aging lady who copes with her advancing

years by taking on a young hustler-lover, who is^umb but beautiful. In

return for her support and a place to stay he "services " her when she

[needs it, a humiliating but basically quite gratifying expenence. The

lady's best friends are two homosexuals, one who deals with himself and

the world by assuming a titanium-hard exterior and conUnually uttenng

funny bitchy one-Uners. The other is childlike and feminine^ resigned to

his status as lower-class citizen. The only other character in th* play is a

much younger girl living in the woman's home. Childish, immature, she

is lost in a nether world of neurotics.

This is a study of pathetic types, of outcasts bound together by mutual

exclusion from the bland, everyday world. Their interacUons can be

hysterical (in the technical sense), amusing vicious, depressing

Silhouettes works ideally in the Horseshoe-shaped Gallery Theatre, and if

the actors' deliberate rapport with the audience (including bowls of

pretzels passed around from row to row during the play) seems like a

fairly unsubtle trick, it is no matter. The performances are uniformly

good and the play sufficienUy full of catchy dialogue to deliver a good

solid evening*6; (Entertainment. ^ ^ .
-- -

One is a Crowd continues at the Ihnbr City Theater. At 11 :45, after the

regular performances. The Monkey's Paw, a scary one-act, will be

presented tomorrow and Saturday. Admission is 99 cents. Remember,

ghoulies and ghosUes, tomorrow's Friday the Thirteenth.

Preview performances of Major Barbara begin Saturday at reduced

prices at the Mark Taper Forum Boys in the Band opens Monday at the

Ivar
* Nehemiah Persoff will present his Alelchem Sliolem - Sholem

Aleichem at the Oxford Theater, 1089 N Oxford. Black Leather Rose

from Sadie Maes Happy Dreams continues at Comedia II. Free per

formancess are given tomorrow through Sunday. ....
,. . . j.

Matinee performances of Pinocchio by life-size manonettes will be heW

beginning Monday at the Greek Theater. Venice Is, a mixed-media rock

musical ends Saturday at Venice Pavillion. Performances are at 8 every

night and admission is $2. -^—"
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NlllQIil
10925 lindbrookDrivi

4792866

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE

»rim«* 2:23. 4:23.4:23. 1:15. 10:23

Mtd SKowFri S« «l 12:13

oniitii WHAT'S THE MAHER WITH HELEN

87lori2 VALDEZ IS COMING
SI AdmiMion Kk I p«r*on wiH* t»«M cowpoA iSorry, mo* %OfoA S«* n«»tfl

rii PlClllC
7554 B«v*rly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Fr«« Parking

ANDROMEDA STRAIN

RED SKY AT MORNING
t1 Adm«M*on lor 1 p*r«o<« wi»K »liM cou«hh«

%imrT<f, ad good Sol Nig.**)

PACIFIC'S

Piitaies
Hollyvyood of Vin«

469-7161 12:45

Worran B«atty • Julia Chrifti«

AAcCABE & MRS MILLER (R)

Doily ol I 30. 3:4S. 6:00. 8 15. 10:30

PACIPIC'S

PICWIOl
Pico N#or W«ftwood
272^239

'WILLARD" (GP)
Qoily 1244 * 4:30 • 8:30 (brtro ffx, Sd 12 mid)

HOUSE tWAT DRIPPED BlOOD JCP)

Plazi
W«ftwood Villog*

GR 7-0097

TR 99077

ON ANY SUNDAY
Owly 1.^. 3:20. |;^0:«r80. 8 40. 1030

F„ 8/6 MKin^hr. VIUAO* Qf THi OAMNEp

liieil
1045 BroKion

WMtwood Villoga

BR 2-0501

Two ol tKo yo<v't b««( KiofKoiicttoo Mnw

The Androm^a Strain
CoM

Colossus: The Forbin Projeci
End* TwMdoy

NEXT WfONfSDAV: Pdor>o«do THE Mtt» HAND'

'~
^

G«OOVIE$T MOVIE IN TOWNI
^

Sllllt Mb ViB ^^" ^ D^'Mille's Egyptian Adventure Hit

611 N.Tairlox Uokk. Joy - "MADt FOR tOVt'

OL 3-2389 Chorli. Chaplin 'POUCF' - HOUDINI SERIAL

SI.op
'
« . 1

r i

TOlO LI irii

La Br*a of 1^\tA\\

WE 4-2342

Aug 6-17^
«*.ri nt-afci-ruct^.-.^.^',^^,." ~~^-

VAMPIRE DOU
TAHOOED SWORDSWOMAN

Vllliie
961 Broxton

Wattwood
478-0576

G*orga C. ScoH in

THE LAST RUN (GP)

SKo«»timoi 2: 1 S. 4 1 3. 6: 13.81 3.

10:13 >ri • Sot MMln«e»« $Ko«*

h4ow through Swndoy

Asmrive
8162 M*lr<M« Av«.

OL3-2070

lltGHTNIN' HOPKINS
plus GERONIMO BLACK

«>m.f<( N«rt Av« \in tMI COONTtlf OAZfni

./l|>Kiol r>M( itan CIA»INCI WMM 4 fAI ClOUO

GO TO A MOVIE OR

TONITE!

CLUB

fiizzirrrs
9039 Sunsal

CR3-6606

BERRIES

TRAiN

STAYNES

TVoMgK A4«9 IS

iromailoir JOHNNY RIVERS
yU81 Santo Monico Blvd. "^

LA GEORGE CARLIN
276 6168 N«irt: NHty GriWy Dirt Bood

• 1^

-rr

ill

428 N. La Br<

V4 4-J I VJ XAi/'^tf'^^

UNOfROtOUNO tVI

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAWI

G<«h*oo tm - W#rW« Lorgoal W^ar 8«d

Ni«M»y fli 800 «. lOrOO ri« v^* •M^^ '^ ^ ^
Froo^wWia. Vrf»Py »»**.& ^'«» '" 30
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Kris Kristofferson

it

•tv

"He's a poet/ JJes a picker/

He's a prophet ' are lines from a

new Kristofferson song "The

Pilgnm — Chapter 33," dedicated

to some of his closest friends,

talented musicians like Jerry Jeff

Walker. Paul Siel)el and Ramblin'

Jack Elliot. The lines equally suit

Kristofferson himself, with one

addition: Kris^ Kristofferson is

also a storyteller. His com

po6ition$^are short stories in song,

characterizations through

melody The merging of literature

^nd music is his special quality,

illustrated t6 its best advantage

yet in Kristofferson's new release,

The Silver Tongued Devil and I

(Monument Z 30679).

Kristofferson is best known for

•Me and Bobby McGee," "Sunday

Morning Coming Down,'/ and
a lso a storyteller. His com- iyictiimiib v.w......fe .

-

1,000 New Behavioral Science, fdoks

50% Off List

We hove just gotten frs'' importahl new titles m Psychology.

Urbon Studlev Sociology and Political Science with many, many

more m Black History, Literature and Americana. It will pay

you to drop in and browse

Needham Book Shop
11613 Son Vicente near Borrington

826-6533

open Monday-Saturday 1 QAM 6PM

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CENTER FOR UCLA

840 Hilgard Ave. 474-5015' ->^

AAASS EVERY CLASS DAY AT 12:05 PM

•-V

SUNDAY MASSES: 9& 11 AM; 6: 1 5 & 7:30 PM

THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY 9 to 1:3U

7:30 to 9:30 PM on T. - W. - Uv
an(

Help Me Make it Through the

Night" all songs succeMluUy

recorded by other performers

The material on the new album

has the decided advantage of

Ijemg freshly presented as total

Kristofferson creations. The inan

luuyws better than anyone etoe

what his songs mean, and con-

sequenUy. he can do the songs

credit vocaUy His gruff, raunchy

voice, sometimes meUow. and

sometimes mean, is just another

extension of tiie story he is teUmg

He has Uken the traditional

country sound, combined it with

folk music and molded it into

something palatable for those

turned off by country music. The

accompaniment on the album is

performed by the very best

musicians, and is perfect in its

unobtr usi veness and
professionalism.

The mellow side of Kristof-

ferson is apparent in two ballads.

Loving Her was Easier (Than

Anything TU Ever do Again),"

and "When I Loved Her" are

initially, and obviously, love

song3, but in a somewhat different

tradition. Honesty and simpUcity

of emotion carry along the songs,

and the use of understatemnt

supplies the Uiith. It is not sen-

timental drivel when Kris sings of

'

the love and the loneUnesss he has

exprienced. In 'Loving Her was

Easier," he writes, ''Waking in

the morning to the feeling of her

fingers on my skin/ Wiping out the

traces of the people and the places

that I've been/ Teaching me that

yesterday was something that I

never thought of trying/ Talking of

tomorrow and the money, love and

time we had to spend."

Like Neil Young songs, snatches

of Kristofferson's lyrics stay in

one's mind, occasionally causing

one to marvel at the man's

ingenuity. Cases in point are two

songs in Kris's mean tradition,

(not exactiy mean, but kind of

bad) "Th^ Pilgrim — Chapter 33"

and "The Taker." "The Pilgrim"-

is the story of a loser, a man who

is constantly searching, and more

often than not, forgetting just

what the search was for. The poet,

the prophet, the pilgrim are all the

same man, someone who is "A
walking contradiction/ Partly

truth and partly fiction/ Talpng

every wrong direction on his

lonely way back home," and "all

he ever gets is older and around."

The story couldn't be more clearly

developed or improved upon in a

novel. "The Taker" is another

character in Kris' imagination,

but who lives all the same. The

man here is after young ladies,

and he will do about anything to

get them. The clever lyrics jump
back and forth between what the

character is saying, and actually

meaning. ("He's a getter, he'll get

her/ by gettin' her into the world

she's been hungerin' for," and

"He's a lead^. and he'U lead her/

across pretty bridges he's plan

ning to burn") The song IS ad-

ditionally highlighted with an

uptempo, souths Uie-border kind

ofbeat. and a nice duet with Joan

Baex.

The son^ mentiooed by no

means comprise tiie best of the

album, but tiiey are personal

favorites of mine. It is an album of

favorites waiting to be choeen. it

is also an album of stories, songs,

• fun and pain. LasUy, it is an im-

portant album in the sense of its

attempt to get a little country soul

into all of us, through the able,

invalual)le, and delightful

assistance of Kris Kristofferson.

—Marsha Neeheles

As is so often recumngly evident an observation when scanning the

career of almost any given participant in Uie entertainment industry
,
its

funny what commercial success can do to people. Particularly with

musicians in Uie rock and roU pUe. it seems that increasingly few can

maintain tiie driving excitement of dedicated determination Uiat was

most likely tiie impetiis to said rise to succes^ in the first place.

Let's take tiie case of a nice sandy-haired Soutiiem boy from Dallas,

TPxas who after many frustrating set-backs, finally became Rich and

Fam^e^to record solo albums. To be sp^ific. let's take tiie case

of Stephen Stills 2 (Atiantic SD-7206). Hopefully we are all aware that

years ago tills artist as a fledgling second lead guitarist named Stevie

was filling tiie Buffalo Springfield repetoire witii some fairly hot dus^

rockers. Four-part harmony and Woodstock later, we find our redoub-

table Capricorn lad giving us his Soul tiupugh overproduced solo ef-

forts studded aplenty witii some formidable name-<h^per trophy items

This newest baby, SS2 represents, witii a few exceptions, more of the

^From tiie beginning SS2 has several distinct handicaps retarding it. For

one tiie inside lyrics are such a color-blindness test eyesore as to require

theiV reprinting on an outer jacket decal. Worse still "^^^^J^s^^^X
barrassingly blatant diyision of quality from one half of tiie album to the

otiier Put simply, Side Two is godawful. Regardless of your pohtical

stance you'U find tiiis pathetic collection of long-winded neo-hip ecolo-

pedantry as undistinguished as it is unconvincing. The musicians strain

toreach new cosmic levels of tedious overplaying while Stills doesn t help

matters by writing essentially joHnny-one-note songs. Even punctuated

by the current radio pick-hit "Marianne" and tiie slightiy less ungainly

"Singin' Call," Side Two basically remains unlistenable.

What tiien, are we left witii on tiie otiier half to be considered? WeU,

-Change Partners" isn't a bacUdea. '-'Notiiing To Do But Today is a

parody of tiie Memphis sound that happens to work. '^Know You Got lo

Run "

is derivative but pleasant, and tiie rest of tiie numbers ought not to

infuriate you any more than would falling asleep in a warm bath

If all you Stephen Stills entiiusiasts are into paying full pnce for half ot

an album, fine. But don't you tiiink it somewhat sad tiiat tiiis is all he can

do after providing tiie world witii at least one musical legend by way oi

his interaction witii a bunch of crazy Canadian drop-outs who found the

^Jreat Unknown beyond Los Angeles rather unappreciative until too late

And now, ecce steUum, behold t^ie star. The pattern. The loss of per

spective. '*»'

-^l

Buried in tiie album somewhere is a Une tiiat goes, "Talk about your

searching, weU I think it's all for show." Witii tiiis ghmmer of hon^t self^

evaluation, perhaps we can anticipate a more worthy direction for our

sold-out searcher. Perhaps not: he'll probably remember tiiat ne€

Stephen Stills again. —Heather Harris

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W4thMOod n«ar Pko

From PQ%fTQfr\\ \o Pkhles

MAISON
LA CREPI
lOM GI«i»^o« Aw« 47ft.0437

Qp^oyPoyi 11.30- 1 AM

105 SPECIALfTIES OF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
"CREPES " & "OMELEHES '

AN EVENING OF AUTHENTIC ETHNIC SONGS

35 countries — 26 ianguoges

mindblower . . . EtKrvtc-wise you don't find

them more so than the -Song of Earth Chorale."

- Son Francisco ChronkU

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch $i 50 & $1.75

loesa undbrook Or dinner $3.25 & $4.25

474-0W8-WW Vaian^

LITTLE CAESARS PIZZA Fpr so mw, d^,.^

10974 U Con«« 477*2006
(L«Conl« ctf Goylay)

MCDONALD'S TOWN HOUSE
ins WMtwoodilviL
478-9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

^ ATljpg' J REALM Gourmet vegetarian Dinners. Satodf. &

OgooK v«Q««or.on R«t«ouran« SandwlcKes. Home oJ the fomous

1 82M Sunt«i - On ih. Str.p, tw«; "Nature Burger. " Soya Bean Soup and
^ Hcirp«r & S«i»«*i«r - 656^426 Hooey ke Cream speciaHie*

8 P.M- MONDAY AUG. 16

INNER 1615

CITY W. WASHINGTON
THEATRE (at Vermont)

for ticket information, coll 735-1581, 477-7270

$3.50. $2.50. students $1 .50

^-^mmimm

if nm
^^ it Ml//

12433 WiUKirstlvd

LA 826.9210

EVERY TUES AFTER 9 P.

M

AnyPixza$r60

WHERE BEER IS STILL ONLY 25</MUG

P
rs GIANT SUBMARINE

't>8 I* CoM« 478-0875
( rt— !•.-

OionI Submarine Sondwkh

WEDEUVER

cSSotvtd ^eUt^d^n -

"A dozzimg array of voices Absolutely

superb." — Ooklor^d Trtbune
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A4T1IM CHAM

^ AT TrtESE

^ LOCATIONS ONLY

1076 GUodon Av« 47F-83^ ;

MVntY MIILS .'.

9012 Wilth.f. Wvd 275 75/J

9643 Sonio V.ooico Blvd ?74 758<?

114 W Ut S» 436 968V

LOS ANOIMS
V*nMMt A WIUMr«
3274 W 6th St 386 4200

^W8w"^Vi8PW8»w rj t t

5106 Wil»h.r« Blvd '3' ''•^'

8646 W P.co Blvd 65^ "^'^

^^Ts?^. ».vH
:^278.40:B
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Barry Gordon
It is always a little sad to see a

new musician exhibit definite

potential which is overshadowed

by lack of artisbc control. Such

disappointment exists in the case

of Barry Gordon, multi-talented

actor (A Thousand Clowns)

turned singer-songwriter, and his

debut album, Pieces of Time
(Capitol ST-806). Artistic control,

in this case, should have been

Gordon's demand so that he might

have selected musical

arrangements to complement,

rather than to destroy, the mood
and melody of his songs. Th^

arrangements that were used turn

an album of sensitive songs into a

pseudo-emotional bombardment

of orchestration, sound effects,

and noise.

Barry Gordon has a wonderfully

strong voice, reminiscent of early

Phil Ochs, vibratto and all. As an

actor, he has a deep sense of in-

volvement' with his songs, and a

gift for expressing complex
emotions in a simple way. Two

songs, "Conversations" and
•Wonders Why" ilhistrate GoTr
don's talent in Jhia direction.

'Conversations** is a man's one-

sided monologue with his lover,

encompassiP" ^ '^ '^- ^^^^inning

and end of ttie relationship. The
hesitation^ hopefulness, and
eventual deception art movingly

portrayed. "Wonders Why"
concerns the eternal questions

which haunt a small boy, a young
man. and an old num. It would be

unfair to quote portions of the

song, i^ It is a unified total picture

of maturation.

That Barry Gordon has

potential is evidenced by his deftMit

live performance at the Ice House

m Pasadena Performing with

acoustic guitar only, Gordon
showed eloquence in his

presentation of his songs. As a

performer, his acting l>ackground

and time will give him the added

confidence and polish he needs to

be successful. As a singer-

songwriter, he certainly has the

talent to become a major artist.

Hopefully. Pieces of Time will be

a lesson lo Gordon, and to others

who fail to perceive that artistic

control, in reg^ to production

and arrangement, can make an

album memorable or just'

disappointing.

—Marsha Neeheles
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Letter from A|iroad

i
i

i

(Ed. note: This is the first in a series of letters

designed to keep you informed as to the European

entertainment scene and also to serve as a guide

for late summer travellers. Those who don't

foresee a trip in the near future can eat their

hearts out..

Some research for this article was prepared by

Debbie Reinberg.)

It's just as well that Inost Americans do not

come to Northern Europe looking for hot night life

and rock n' roll thrills. The* spots to which

Americans gravitate, Amsterdam and

Copenhagen, are similar enough to home to

produce a sense of cultural deja-vu, if not mild

orientation. Night life in Oslo transcends

discussion.
;_ ^

Amsterdam has become home to an in-

ternational cadre of freaks, and has become

fabled as the best psychedelic event since the good

old days in Haight Ashbury . Unfortunately, just as

we all made it to the Haight too late, so the

discerning travellers this year find Amsterdam

beginning to decay. The stories are about what it

was like Mast year — the year before," when the

dealers weren't pushing flour instead of cocaine,

when you could sleep free in the town square, and

when the two drug clubs were wide <^n to hash,

acid and good music. This year the visitor will fin^J

himself hustled awake by the Amsterdam cops. He

will find one of the two clubs transformed into an

expensive hang-put for meditation buffs, and that

the one remaining club. Paradise, has begun a

slow downhill slide. Remember the Shrine

Auditorium of three or four years ago? Remember

the first days of the Fillmore West? The old

Paradiso, the legend says, maintained the same

tradition. Today Paradiso carries the same

psychedelic banner, but the flag droops slightly —
the habitues are a little tougher, the dealers (now

theoretically forbidden) are more aggressive and

less reliable. But the hall remains filled with

happy hippy trippies of all nationalities.

There are other places to go outside the strictly

drug scene, chiefly the student clubs and the

discotheques. The Lido, run by a Dutch student

association, was typical of both Amsterdam and

Copenhagen. If Paradiso is a throwback to the old

psychedelic era, the Udo is strictly from the days

of the high school sock hop and sports night.

Carefully dressed students buy beer and dance

with the single tourists The band plays com-

petently, but the lyrics of their songs are of the

"Heavens above/you're my love " genre. Most of

the Americans sit rather uncomfortably in the

corners, or leave early.

True discotheques of the European variety do

not exist in Los Angeles any more; the closest

comparison is with the^ld Factory, though it was

much too elitist for the European student variety.

Revolution, in Copenhagen, is a disco in the classic

Torn;, with three floors for dancing and oc-

casionally a band with a name like "Califorma

Gold " Frequented by both Danes and tourists, the

crowd is young and on the whole free of obnoxious

drunks because the beer is too expensive.

About drugs, it must be conceded that the

situation in Amsterdam is truly unique. All the

stories about smoking and selling hash right out in

thejir^t are true, and it is simply assumed that

anyone in the vicinity turns on. Almost everything

but marijuana is available, including otherwise

exotic drugs like opium In Denmark there is

much talk about drugs but more circumspection,

although business seems to be picking up as the

summer progresses. Outside Revolution there was

a lone speed peddler, but inside a fair amount of

hash and speed could be had if not openly con-

sumed. Students are occasionally reminded that

drugs are not welcome, but the point is not em-

phasized. In Oslo fifteen hippies hang out by the

King's palace and sell each other hash.

Norway is at least ten, maybe fifteen years

behind the rest of Northern Europe, and not only is

the male hair style Early Elvis but drinking is the

chief sport Liquor sales stop at 11 p.m.

It is likely that by the end of the summer the

sheer size of the American invasion will close the

cultural time lag somewhat. Other effects of the

massive American presence remain to be seen

With drugs, mere economics would seem to in-

dicate the introduction of harder, more profiUble

drugs. ( In Amsterdam the rumor is that the Mafia

had already introduced heroin. ) Perhaps the in-

troduction of speed, previously almost uAknown, is

a token of the future. Perhaps the nostalgia for the

Amsterdam that was "last year" will become a

nostalgia for the ''old Copenhagen" and,

ultimat^y, for the "bld'^ Europe. Since the same

social pressures which produced the American

drug and music cultures do not exist here, the

effects of the American inundation are impossible

to forsee. But it seems clear that the Americans

who came to enjoy — almost ex-
||

ploitatively — the relative freedom of the 1
European scene will leave some kind of significant 1
wake, destructive or not, behind them a

^
— Peggy

HOW

IN

KPIiRIMENT
SCAN-A-PAD wiU l«t «ou tok*a

¥0<olion fhi» iomm-»» W#'ll loh* th«

worry out o* lir>ding on oportmwnl

now or lor )h« coming kKooI y«ar We
r«pr«»«nl ov«r 40.0(X) unjti a*^th*

'-'^

W«%|$»d« <T* Town and fh« Vollay, On«

stop »o SCAN A PAD •» oil you nf»d

'iiok« W« fh«n Qiv« you •v«rythin4-

ihpt U\% your «p«crt»tolioo» or>d you r#nl

an Qpoflment Ev»n more ir>ler«»ling,

our te« ii only J 10 ond Si> t\V«*und«d

wh«n you rentony thing w«r»ccornrn#nd

Current avotlabtllti«*S85 up Coll u»

now or retain thi» od until you or*

reody 'o moke your^ptait mdve

€i

.10 Ml.

f5445 Venturd Blvd

986 6406

1194 ifshire Blvd.

4771221'
Suite 1
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^ ANGELSCYCLE FILM

Roger Cor man's social comment on wild,

lawless motorcycle tr*aks Shown at

196* Venice& Edinburgh F ilm Festivals

August X>

THE T AM I SHOW ( tf*4)

I? rnusical romps Lesley Gore, »< oil ir*g

Stones. James Brown & The F lames, The
Beach Boys. Chuck Berry, plus others

August 77

MARX BROS. COMEDY (19)3)

LeoMcCarey's genius tor cometJy casts

<*itty Growcho as corrupt i9»d«r ot

Fre«<tonia An absurd tare eon wars

Information and Referrals
> -^-. for

birth control • abortion

venereal disease treatment

vasectomies • tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION

INFORMATION CENTER
.412

T SUITS •

fIILISAU PIICIS

ORIT 5U

•43

1.1
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CHiiei or I
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5

basketball's greatest contest

r*

owaown

of superstars

friday-august 13
K/

. 7:00 pm

Pauley pavilion

fox one game only

"Can former MSC Allstar Bill Hewitt

hope to handle his Detroit Pistons team-

mate, UCLA's incomprable forward,

Curtis Rower'

Can use's seven footer, Ron Taylor/

New York Nets possibly put qway Bruin

NCAA Star Steve Pattersoi^/Clevelqnd

Cavaliers?"

"Or, for that matter, can anyoneonthe

use Allstar lineup — including Ji

Marsh/Portland Trailblazers and John

Block/San Diego Rockets — Conceivably

contain all-time great "Super" Sidney

Wicksr'

Plan to be at Pauley for this special one gameL_matchup. Be there

to watch John Wooden lead UCLA's greatest superstars against

SC's best ballplayers.Seefrhis classic cross-town rivalry take on aew

excitement ais UCLA and USC pro basketball superstars return to

Pauley for thfs single game benefit. All proceeds v/ill provide job

opporfumtiesfor more than .500 South Los Angeles youngsters

>

«t^.

'^

r^_

through the UCLA Alumni Association Community Service Program.

It's a new chance for the kids — and a chance you'll never get again.

Tic^f*ts: $5^reserved. $3 general admission. $1 juniors (under 12)."

Available at the UCLA Athletic Ticket Office and all Southern Cali-

fornia Ticketron outlets. All donations tax deductible.
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What's On
Thursday. August 12, 1971 UCLA Summer Bruin 13

Dance
— "The Birds" by Aristophanes

will be presented by the Piccolo

Theater at 6: 30 p.m. tonight at the

base of Janss Steps. No admission

charge. The play is being spon

sored by the Student Legislative

Council of UCLA
ISC Tours

Saturday & Sunday, August 14 &

15

—Cataiina Trip — $22. includes

boat fare, taxi fare, landing fee,

and 5 meals; departs 8 a.m.

Saturday, returns 8 p.m. Sunday;

22 maximum; deadline August 12.

Saturday & Sunday, August 21 &

22

—San Diego Trip — $26. ^in-

cludes transportation, ac-

commodations. Shakespeare

Festival tickets to "Taming of the

Stirew." entrance to San Juan

Capistrano. Sea World, Zoo. naval

ship and lunch; departs 8 a.m.

Saturday. returns Sunday

evening; 18 nr^axlmum; deadline

August 18.

Wednesday, August 25

— City HallTour-

Tentative — .50< covers tran-

sportation; departs 9:15 a.m.,

returns 3 p.m.; 25 maximum;
check with ISC receptionist to

confirm.

Friday, August 27

—Harbor Tour tentavie — .50<

covers transportation; departs 10

a.m., returns 6 p.rn.; 25

maximum; check with ISC

receptionist to confirm.

Saturday, August 28

— Huntington Library and

Gardens -^ $1.50, lnclu<tes

transportation and picnic lunch;

departs 12: M p.m.. returns 5:30

p.m.; 18 maximum? deadline

August 26.

Sunday, August 29

— Busch Gardens — $2.25,

includes transportation, parking

and entrance; departs 1 p.m.,

returns 5 p.m.; 18 maximum;
deadline August 27.

Exhibits:

— A photographic display by

Stephen Schimmel will start

Sunday and continue through

August 21 at the International

Student Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave.

— 2000 years of Enclopedias.

^Outstanding example^ of the

development of encyclc^iedias in

the West, will be on display at the

University Research Library

from now through Septemt>er 24.

Hours: Mondays — Thursdays

7:45 a.m. — 5 p.m.; Saturdays 9

a.m. — 5 p.m.; Sundays closed.

IT"
vpij^_-ifi

iî ^ii>^^^''---'ti»'-^ - î^'

Seminars:

— "Non-Violent Revolution: Two
Activists Speak" will be lead by

David Harris and George

Lakey at 12 noon on Wednesday.

August 18, in the Grand Ballroom,

Ackerman Union. Sponsored by

Foreign Student Office.

— "China," three day seminar

with guest speakers Mario

Machado, Christopher Salter,

Dennis Ray and H. Authur Stelner

will be held at 7: M p.m. August 17,

18 and 19, at the International

Student Student Center. 1023

Hilgard Ave. Admission free.

Et cetera:
— The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1 30

p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours

are free and open to tt>e public

— Tt>€ University Credit Union
Office has moved from its

Westwood Plaza address to' the

trailer site on* parking lot one.

Persons with valid parking per

mits may park in lot one when
conducting business with the

Union.
— The Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open
from 10 a.m. 2:30 p.m. every

Monday throughout the summer
in Ackerman Union 2412 to oUer~-

information and referrals on
overpopulation, contraception;

legal abortion and venereal

disease.

Meetings

:

Tomorrow, August 13

— Muslim Students — 1 pm.

Ackerman Union 3517,

Monday, August U
— Christian Science Organization

— noon, Ackerman Union 3517.'

Tuesday, August 17

— Westwood Food Co op — 7:30

pm. OX House. 633 Gaytey Ave.

— Programs and Activities —
1:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

URA Clubs:
Today, August 12

The Indoor Soccer Club — 7 10

pm, Women's Gym 200.

The Women's Karate Club — 5-5

• pm, Women's Gym 200.
^

The Kung Fu Club — 3-5 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

The Integral Yoga Club — 4 pm,

Women's Gym Green.

The Figure Skating Club — 8

pm, Santa Monica \te Capades

Chalet. /
The Mountaineers — nofeh.

Northwest Corner of Moore Hall

Lawn.
Tomorrow, August 13

—The Tennis Club — 2 4 pm on

,,...ttie South Courts
— —The Hatha Yoga Club — noon.

Women's Gym 200.

—The Karate Club — Gym 200.

Sunday, August 15

—The Aman Folk Ensemble 2-10

pm, Women's Gym 122. 105, 200.

-The.: ICarate Club — 10 anr».

., Men's'feym.20a-_
—The Cricket Club— 10 am. on

the South Field.

Monday. August 16

—The Kendo Club — 5-7 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

---The Hatha Yoga Club — 5-7

pm, Men's Gym 102.

—The Konpo Club — noon.

Macgowan B 145.

Tuesday, August 17

The Conversation Club — 7:»

?^n, Ackerman Union 2412.

Karate Club — 5 7 pm,

Women^l^'Ci^ 200.

, The Flshlng16*vib — noon, Men's

Gym 201.

The Sailing Club ^>v^ pm,

Ackerman Union Woi

Lounge.
Wednesday. August 18

The Hatha Yoga Club — 5-7 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

• The Kenpo Club — hoon,

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

^0liPONi

iMIieY's
HkfO Ht^fI CENTER

mi WftfUwMl ttvd.

Diamond Needles Recording lope
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SUMMER
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827 S Vermont. 381 7038
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MID-NITE REVIVAL

THE KING OF HEARTS
Only 990
August 13, 14

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER

Wilshire - 26tti. Santo Monica 829-3368
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STUDY LAW NOW
,

• Be An Attorney

• Or Attorney's Assistont

^ '

.-f j;ivr ' - > !'- mniimi.
!

MSB-VftLLEY COLLEGE o*
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TRANSFER |
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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COSMETIC
PUFFS

Triple Silt,

•r tt*t.

79c Value

Now ONLY

Senolcol INa Iu ra I

VcuelabU' Laxalivt

***^ff5

granules
8 0( Con

$5 50 Volu.

Tablets
50»

\7 75 Volo«

99

$159

**••%•••*••••********
* * «r • • "•-^ • •

FREK 2 oz.

SAMPLER

lonoN

bonne bell

bonus
ao.. -^BB

''5J""'*-«r^ Helps <l«o« *ti'" pi

A2o/
PlosiK Tfiol

& TrovH SJie

with IIt^

regulor

8 o; boMlf
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' )r ri)'»
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Vi«ar*Mn

Fo'molA W0\
»

JfVJ t»»i

T

' * T.r>*rAP«utK OpM*Snil
I*

I*

I*

• High Potency Multivitamins
• witti Added Minerals
• Buy 100 get 50 FREE'

i» ^ Value* to

[V 17 89

or Optilets M»
" Therapeutic •

Vitamin
Formula with I

Minerals •

50 Free •

with IQP •

t

Your Choice •

*> 99 :

BTinTf HI HIT( DRUGS

BRECK

SHAMPOO
Hmrmmi. Dry

or Oily

l$oi. Glottic

S2 15 Value

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RITi DRUGS

•L»}iit/M

10 Copsvlts

$1.69 Volut

P*r C*iitiMW«Mt|

•thH •« C«l4t

••4 N«yf*v*r

Bl RiTf DRUGS

MICRIN

MOUTHWASH
litrs Strowftk ^ M.^
3] •!. Mttlt

S2.29 Volvt

HI
P^

it „.?;

/

IMMI 1
MK I ; mm M' Rt 1 Mi 'J tMM M( l|

DISCOUNT COUPON

Bl RiTf DRUGS

JERGENS "'^1 Black Flag Ant

I^VRoacti KillerExtro Dry
Skin Formula

DISCOUNT COUPON

ITI DRUGS

VITAUS^ .
DRY CONTROt^

With lAYCCm

1 •!. A«r«»*l

fmr M«N'f
Hair

i $1.49 Silt
u w

iSCOUNT COUPO SCOUNT COUPO

P*-'-'*-^-

I
l" r-

i
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[••I

-
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^^ 67 Volwe
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AOVKRTISINO OFFICiS

Kcrckhotf H*ll 112

Phe«t«: tis-zni

ISwordt II JO-y »«^»?»*«'^*^'

OfADLIMt If :!•••»»

/Help VVoirfad.. ^. 3 ^ Servkes OHered. .Jj

TMl 0«Hv •ruin fivw h»H »«ffP^»*JJ*
Unlvvrftitv •« CalHornia't policy on oo*-

aUcrTmiJ.tlon .nd th.r.for. cl..»t»»jj

•voiloblo to onyono •^'J? jJ!**^S?
Novftin* to ttudomt or oHor»«j

»jjj.

d»»crHnlnot*» on tl»o l>o»»t o« '•«•' «2^
r«tifflon, national •'»•»? Vo?^!^ A oSK
ttt« Unlvorsity nor tho ASUCLA AD^
»rwln »»at InwMtlfatod any o« tt»o «orvlco«

oflorofl liofO-

GARAGE 09* Ottractivo 2 *^"V:. '"T;/
n/wn*urn , liitc»»*n/ »*til Moar Miffcla«d/|

W.lthire Childlesi couple/ Uwdont/ »<"•)',

including volary ©< full timt hout««»oia

managerial help to parent w/4 children

Leave me»s.fJ3»Wi call collect (2'>» *>*,

2142 Moss. W$ Rimpau. Cafllt (JW <

DRIVER a#^/or chiMcare Farowt •''*

children Vicmity Wilshire/ Miflilawd

salary Start Sept Leave me*» 9l%-n9\ can

collect (2»J) 4S42U2 Mo»», 33$ Rimpau, Ca

t002«.
»'**'

A BEAUTY. W Lo* Angeles. l2tN In^

dianapoiis St , 3 bdrms. If tamily rm. 1 ^n

Mttis. open Sunday*, »37.»S0. e»e». 47»

1712.
(iiAwi

^Announcemenls

FEMALE^ needed psych e«per J sessions,

13/4 hrs Total »J 00 Mo psych mators WJ-

4f4$ (3 $21

LOST contact loi»»o» *m li#rt fei«M ca*o-

Campus or Westwood Thurs l/S/yi- John **$

27M, IIS 1143 (4 A 12)

PROBLEM pre«nancv? Valloy aroa Frto

into on your alternatives, referrals to jkoI

lM«p. )«}^2IS. tllSV)

CALL Documentation Associates if you need

into gathered quickly A competently.

Documents retrieved or info abstracted.

ProiesMonal assistance w/ dissertations and

papers Personal attention by e«perienced

into specialists 477^044 niA^i.*

if0vei****««*«******************* **

NEED rider flying own plane to OX * N,Y

Aug 2* Sept 12 Ray*70 ISISext $«1i ('3^

12>

MUST sell round trip ticket to ^ Y Augus

79 Sept 6 SI2$. Call 723 40*4 ( >3 A 12)

locn

I ••••••••••••••••••••«,„,,

TYPING Ms, technical, theses, paperj
vwnatever Selectric (plus symbols) u
c/pa««. Terry *S7 1204. dSSt)

TYPING, editing done promptly. Selectric
typewriter (pica Courier). Near campus
Rita Sokolow, 39$ »4«0. (ISA 12)

(11 A 24)
Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/London/LA S258

RENT FURNITURE
STUDENT DISCOUNT RATES

LOW AS SS PER WEEK
FOR 3 ROOMS

J?_-

NEED or have apt to
^J'^^'bSSJSJa^*!.

sharing our business Call
«00*fJ*V,-:

FINOERS47$S431
(An>Tl

yMfscd/looeoMS »«»»«•••»«»«•

FREE Oivolopmontalfwtingfor 2 1/as
'/J

month old infants Call UCLA 12$ 2W3 ( A A

V Church Services

Fxoo pBppm to goo
i. SItopHord/collie mii
47*4

Coll t2i-4g3 1/340^

(iAI21

DISCOVf it V«wrse«f H»m^mrifm9 ams»rs*i
free information Send ftame. address. IBM
Vinton Boi 213. Culver City. M2M (5 A 12)

WE STWOOD Friends meeting tO****^*^

Silent worship, Sun , ii * m , ""'IJ-y^^^'
$74 Hilgard Visitors welcome. 477-7T»e

^ForRenl^,

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

SeptU
DEC 18

y^ Enferiainmenl •••••)>•••••^ 2

ATTRACTIVE Ho^mng avatloB»e M i»^

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwia Hills area.>

Convenient to everytfcing. Call

Neighbors f»K hou*e/aj*. laio

wtinds, 7t2 SI7S (TQTR )'^

IMtENI FURNITURE

WLA .

Call 47ft-9Bil4

14713 OanardSt
Van Nuys
CaMTBISlM

DANCE Fri,Ai,g 13, »OOMilgard,l.ve band
, . ^-- ,

. 30 pm^ DonotMH.si. (2 A. 2) y ijy^ Ofhred^«»»»««»«> 8
Charge/BowltAmortCTd

^mimm^t—*

VACATION Rental Crestline Lake Gregory

prrvate family cabin or big lodge tor griwp^

(213) 221 404f. '* *^'

^ATALINA Holiday Cottages. Daily/Weekly

RIDERS WANTED ^AST COAST. Share

cost and driving Leave anytime are«*nd Aug

special Hermosa Hotel, phone Avalon 747,

Bo/*44Avalon,»0704 (2QTR)

/Help Wanled..•••••••••••••.

GIRL seeks same to share driving/espcntos

New York—«ndof Awg Joan Greenbcrg 44S

31**. -^ ,
(•All)

DRIVE a 49 Cougar to New York City. Gas
Paid Call 170 4)SS (0 A24)

GIRL Friday Typing, P^* ,r»rj; Jj?l
thand preferred not required 3 4 »»"

«»J'JJ:
Arrange 455 9490 • ^

*

BOOKKEEPER— 3 hrs am oM^
"**''J*I!?

Sats Acct/Rec A Pay to
•'^**'*''y,'???f

477 3$il (Mrs. Morr^*>^ __lll_^
MOTHER'S helper rot- S yr old handlcappod

boy, 1 Ipm.M If Must drive 459-2043. (3S9)

for Sale...•••••••••••••••••••• ' V

^
NEEDED: an easy to get 'along witli. lii-,

SDirtng tutor for Chem Placement

E nam- will pay I Call Sutie 47"'»
'***1*iJipm • (3 A 19)

ENTERTAINMENT paper noods iomoone
to sell ads Paid salary plus comnf»l»»ion.

Call 470-1990 for info. (3$f)

FURNITURE: $o»a. »4oiivwood bod, oa»v

chair, coffee table, mirrored bureau,

vacuum cleaner. Otc. 473 71 10. ( 10 A M)
'

^ r-TTT '
;

FURNITURE :^Double bed w/ maplf fraiti*,

day bed. Both xint cond Mary 024-0453 after-

- -- ^ „ .

<'»^
>

GARAGE Sale Sat. Aug. 14. 3172 Sawtefle.

Refrig, stove, bed, dressers, rug, couch,

dining rm tatMe, many smaller items. 3ft-

24*3. . (10 A 12)

JAZZ PianoAstyles, private nstruction,

chord progressions, voicmgs, lm^'oylsatlon.

HerbMickman, 442 4502. (12 9 pm ) (11

QTRi
. > , ^t

Pregnancy A Problem
free Immediate Confidential

Counseling and Referral

Ptwne or in Person

The Guidance Center

(213) 4750644
'

AUTO Insurance too high? Students and
employees call Robert W. RiMO •)9-7270 or

070 9793. _.(11QTR)

(UT/flExcltlng and % rewarding part-time.

Car n»C/For more infO call Don 457-0171. (3 A
12)

STEREO, Kenwood KA-4000, Kenwpod KT-

7000 JBL Lancer lOl's, SOSO.OO (S135O.00

new). Paul 025-)020. (lOAIl)

SHAKLEE Products, organic food sup-

plements, cleaners, skincare Mrs. Retineki

475 5302. Part-fulf time distributorships

avail. ,
(J,A.12) v

Mg^/iMCi^ovecMAV: Must seifbdrm sot, color

TV, couch, chairs, dinette, refrig, stove,

dishwasher, other l^usehold items. 711

Woodruff Ave. 475-5*2T. (10 A 11)

Information and Referrals

For

birth control al>ortloo

venereal disease treatmenf-*=^:=^

vasectomies - tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMIkTION CENTER

Monday 10 2

^ Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S.L.C. Student run

DESK plus I chairs—S25; ruir—$5. Both xint

cond. Call 451-0302 botw 10-10. (10 A 12)

SINGLE WHITE MALES OVER 10. Human
relationships research protect. CR 4-420$ -

Miss Sttin.

KLEPPER Kayak, 2 soator
Sails, tar carrier. Qcean,
t299. 453-23O7/4«4-3700y

tvlly oqvippod.
rivers, rapids.

(10 A 11)

IS YOUR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AGED
SON BORED? CALL WALT, JOHNSON'S
BOYS CLUB CAMP, 039 0191, 477-3133. t >1 A
19)

GIRL to babysit a few mornings a week. Call

after 4 pm. 4740355. (3 A 11)
BRITANNIC'S "Gr«at Books of the Western
World " Complete set, new. Dorothy 043-

1343/240-44M after S. (10 A 11)

»l/hr. plus 10% of sales. SupOrvltod field

work 11 7 pm. Bondable. 475-1110, 475-1*44 9

a.m. -0 p.m.

BABYSITTER needed part time (hours
flexible), iun two-year old. Coll 475-S419,

West LA. ' ^ (lAlO)
• —

-

FRESHMAN or sophomore male. Part-time

during school, full-time during vacations.

Westwood Sporting Goods, 10945 Weytourn
Ave (1A19)

INTRO Group processes, awareness,
Gestalf. Tuesday HO PM. Saturday 2-4 PM.
Studenti S2. Call for brochure. Tho Group
CentOr, 454 3030. * (110TR)

BRAND now elect typewriter Smith Corona
1 10, nm^T used best offer Call 4SS-014). ( 10 A
1?)

SELF-HYPNOSIS Classes. You can learn to

eliminate cramming and recall and reloose

material studied. 474-3150 1-4 PM. daily. ( 1

1

QTR)

OPPORTUNITY
PorOinftll-)Svr%.

Have FUN 4 Cam IIMral oxpofiM

allowance. Accompany ollglWo man
' tgurffig tho city.

(113) 441-147t irs.i-Op.m..?d«y»

PERSONALITY Test. Bring a close friend.

$2.50 each or 1 hours credit. 9:00-l:M. FM
3S00. (|A1ft

SALES TRAINEE Heavy constructia*
equipmem rental firm is seeking an
aggressive, young, unencumbered man te

loin our three year on tt«e job sales training

program. Must be well groomed and peMess
good sales personality. KKtensive travel

reguired. r>lease send resume to R i^oHo.

PO Bom 47544, Century City, Cal. 90007 (I A
12)

STUDENTS, INTERNS, or

RESIDENTS
Near by Infertility Clinic v»ould like te ohtoMi
additional semen donors Many of sgiOcimens
will only ue used for laltoratory research
Men wlto are Rh negative, or of Orie«Mal,
Spanish and Black background, particularty
reqvesled Please phone 471-40S7
Mrs Broder for details.

TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA ratot.

RCA models. Free delivery - free service. 14

hr phone 174 9119. (11 QTR)

DRIVING Scttool 09.90 hr. "Rood Safety

since 1910". State Credential. Penny Bros.
4434755 (11 QTR)

MICROSCOPE, Bausch A Lamb loom MB
133. 3 ehloctives. iltwminater, mech stage,

COver.Mint.5375 401 3110. (10 A 12)

' CONTENTS of apt, iMClwding cowch, ctiairs,

iMds. clethes. books 3105 Sepulveda #3, A«g.
U, 15; 10-4. (10 A 11)

V Trove/.»•••••••••••••••••••••••••f 13

YOSEMITE. Valley of tlie glaciers. Older
grad student driving up to stay 1 week about
Sept 1. Take I . passongor. Coll 470-7S00.

Leove number. (13 A 19)

MAMIVA 500 TL. 50mm F 2 0. TO-lJOmm
loom Xtras 1200 Eptphene 13-striAg elec.

guitar /shell case. 5150 '70 Honda CB390 —
hlf 5500/best RKk 4701990. (10 A

BUY my soot - London Charter flight.

'Depart LA Aug 17, rot Sopt. 19. Substantial
redwctiop. 451-4104. (13 A 11)

OtNiMG taMo. rpwhd. e^lOo, podootai. 5

swivel, arm ct»a«rs $125.00 Gold lamp 010.00.

740 Itto eves (to SI)

FISHIR' Stereo system. Oorraro
P r eHnional chonger. Afgnoriws spoekers
l*«l. 05*1 AsAMig 0105. How »• bo«os. 7l»,

54H/1>3-d»70 (•QY*)

COMPLETE storoe syttom. Rohorts AM-
FM fMie spookers. BSR record changer List

0100 sacrihce »14». Mmw ^'^?l«2iVl
7ii.oao7. ^rwoTR)

DISCOUNT travel. Europe, Israel, India.
Iran M C C 0405 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly
Hills Call 459 4201 pi A 11)

I* ^1 - ^. — M^ .1 l^^.^^^

MUST se«l 1-4 one way tickets Las Vegas to
Wastungton D C August 14th. Call 931

'

4204 (13 A 11)

GIRLS, picasam phone work Good hrs
Earn SI 45 SI per hour Commissions and
bonuses Bring your friends Catt and apply
immediatelv.477- 1704. 470-7701. (> A 12)

YOUNG Doctor needs very pretty g^ to
eook meal once a week in exchange for meal
Call 179 7003 (I A II)

You art {ust tnt type

w^'rvtookinffor.

RiduLAM H.AfMA OOOKMS-

7 LOVABLE Afghan
Blue bri««e male and female have

khets Otter 470 71M _1____
GUITARS new classical foftors^ RotaM t^

5140. only 04S COW P04»l •^^**^ jH h Mi

STERCO l&OMlphones os low os 15 95

MKrophonoTTomW 95 Auto M»ookers

SS/poThSiup cables ^^ ^'•'2*,JI:^;L
»^%c.ces Eves ••-*'•!!?::*;,^SJ^T^ImportCenter 1714 westwood 474-0005 (»0

A 111

V Services Offw^eit•••«••• 1)

TRACK cortrldgos r

records, topes, or voices

103 1031.

01 recording
(1IS9>

'»,,_^w^* ^Vv ^^^^^W^^W ^^^g"^w w^^^^^^^^^J
'

^'Cagne in to >00» Gayloy, SnWo 1»0

rjr.ence Theses. OissortatlOhS. hOO«s

^v«t/week»*»d» 474 0700 M ) ( •

Cnirhg4$S1 11 7p.m..'0A-P
bOrTORAL canDidat. -> -•\^^--!m-^

22^«!^caZ b. at ne< as typing e .perienceg

STtTi^SiO 445»m (list)

i^ 28le»l. 4

,'iurofMR. Africa Asia India Israel
SfM#i«>nt flights and Charters

i «|Y iuropv M'(e<>kly No aqc limit

iih .Cur^iK anv d*¥ b> sc^•duk•d atfiine <

'^ louth fiiti', irom ^tt maiif US cities
j;' «»ncl LA( torn $i*o foondtnp

I" insurance Car Pur<hii'>i LonOon
r A<(ommoClations Tours iD Cartfs.

^;|| Frrr CiiiOfx^an Maps A literature tS
fii" passrnqirv Cuff«>ncy tc .lorters

{6 • student Travti Hoadguaners"

AIS FLIGHTS

•Ois Santa Mon<ca Bl«d
t A <>IM>«« iij atj-*

t? Jb»k *ast Santa Mon.ta" Dohenyi

«f I A--JI I I ».x.i i:^

^'J%

QHptlAY FLIGHTS

LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
L0r4/LA

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

More flights available on Wait List. All

flights limited to UC students, staff, ex-

tension and registered Alumni Members.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra-Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/1 Day Sau^ordays

..in Westwood, BroKton at Weyburn

UINXCHARTER FL.IOHTS
11007

TELE: 477-1111 or 4Z;|-4443

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel,

Africa, India. 40% «tf. Intra-European

EXPERT Thesis typing, 8 yrs. exp
, ibm

Exec. T^rpewriter, 50c/page, guaranteed
accuracy, Linda. 030 2043. OSS 2)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscnpfj
Experienced. Weekends, daily S-9, 828
•142. OSOTR)

TYPING ms. technical, theses, papers,
whatever Selectric (plus symbolsL
SOc/pago Terry, 457 1204. ( . a 12)

WATTS Secretairal Service-299-3ns. Expert
work on both IBM Composer A IBM Selec-
tric. Thesis, essays, and manuscripts by the
hours. (15 St)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,
guidance, >BM typing. Satisfactibri
guaranroed. NtTjbargain hunters, references
479-0144,477-4301. (15 QTR)

TYPING—Editing. Term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM. English grads.
>ica/Elite. Kay—Nancy 024-7472 (lS(Jtr.)

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, bool<$,

termpapers. Specialty math and technical

typing Accurate, rapid service 741 5580 (15

S 9)

GENERAL academic/business style IBM
electric. Professional/accurate. 8 yrs ex

perience. Santa Moaica area, 399 2009. (is

QTR)
^

DISSERTATIONS-proposals, first and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports. Best
references. Editor -typist. 393-9109. ( 15 QTR)

^ ——ft——^ .

MARRIED coupl^ seeks quest house/apt.
exch for babysitting, gardening ets. 395 2820.

Responsibile, references. (16 A 12)

5tiart»r flights. Student I.D. cards. Contact ; • _

JET to EUROPE

Aug. 14/ Sept. 24 LON/AMST U49
Sept. 2 OneWaytoAMST SJ34

^nd many other flights *

Indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure date

and call P^of. P. Bentler UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc., 9075 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Beverly Hills, 277 S200 or 879-31 1 1

.

WALK to UCLA. Singles, 1 bdrms, sundecic,

-garages reduced summer rates. 444 and 650

Landfair. . .
tUSt)

fj- -—
10 MINUTES to UCLA XNewer 1 bdrm,

carpets, drapes, stove, refrig. Great Lan-

didrd. 839 1497 — — —i ^ '—^^'

BE^ LOCATION-ACROSS UCLA

ALL UtilIITIES FREE

COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS

S210for3
$225 & S260 for 4

70SGaylev 479-8500

483 GAYLEY Summer rates. Large lurn i

bdrm., util. paid, walk to campus. Sl60/mo

Bachelor apt. also available. 477 4939. ( 17 A

24)

"liTeTt THE BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
BrancHiew modern 1 bdrm furn. apts

Perfect to share for 2 people

Rents S185 235 per month, per apt

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios A Balconies Ocean view

Walk to beach Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St., SM 392 5573

2045 Fourth St., SM 392 5554

23VJ Fourth St.. SM ... 3925484

S110$24(i. SPACIOUS Bach, and 2 bdrm, 2

l>ath apt. Quiet. Patio. Bus, shopping 645

4430 ("S'>

T TKTT STUDENTUrNX TRAVEL*
1007 broxton.los anseles

In Uootvood, phone 473-444 3

PRIVATE patio, garden, w/kitchen, furn

single, until paid, nr Hollywood Bowl

hillside, S115, 851 3114. <'^^''

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS-SINGLES

7 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL- PATIO
Deposits »»ow for |u»tiinof/•"

10824 Lirtdbrook at Hilgard^

i

S89 BACHELOR: Walk UCLA
wood. Ouiet. over garage. Frig

parkmg 789 5045

and West

, hot plate.

(17 A12)

• '

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE : Many departures (including one-
ways)

FROMS12S
CALL: Fllgitt Chairman. (313) 030-2401, 4240
Overland Ave., Oept. A., Culver City

EUROPE Israel. One way, rownd trip
student travel discounts. SOFA inter
European student charter tliglits. Contact.
ISCA. 11407 San Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., 90049.
024^5440 n3QTR>

Y Juhring...••••••••••••••••••••a \4

^RCMCH by ovperienced native teacher.
Conversation, grammar, literature, diction.
Coaching for all exams. 395-4402. ( 14 S 2)

GRt LSAT, Other College test preparation.
indiv instruction Academic Guidance
Service. 820 So Robertson. 4S7-4afO. (UQtr)

FRENCH SPANISH ITALIAN: Ex
penenced Univ Prof. r*ositive results any
exam Easy conversational metttod (trial)
4717492. '14 QTR)

I
THE VILLAGER

Color and Charm ,;_.

Furn. 1 and dons. 1 bdrms. / »«n9'«*

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pv '

patio, air conditioning, lovely
^^f^^I ..h^re

bidg , ma.d available North of Wilshire

convenient to fwys.

4nKeltonAve.(offGayiey)
479-0144

^^"^

^'

NEXT to campus. Singles, one bdrr"

garagc/sundeck 644 A 450 '-*"*'**p'^ ,j'

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Summer Rentals

Singles - 1 Bedrooms
With garage and fundeck

644 and 650 Landfair
270-3014 and 477-2197

if no answer, call476-3S7j

y typing ••••••••••••••••••••• 15

ities, pf<^
I WilshV
9. (17Al\

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rales. Fast
tervice. Call 473-0421. fiSSO)

. 1 ! (—

.

;.

TYPING S0( a page. IBM Selectric, quick
service, carbon rii>(M>n Please call 474-

HOS (IS A 12:

TYPINC-Editing Term papers, resumos.
letters, theses IBM English grads
P.C»/Etite Nancy 472 4143, Kay 074 ?4>2 {\i
Otr )

S100 BACHELOR. Westwood, util

No lease Wilshire West 10990
corner Veteran 478 3234 or 474-4429. (

VENICE guest cottage with own bathroom,

entranci> Use of J story Spanish mam house.

TV, kitchen, patio. Aice people. »00/mootn

392 4515 after 9 p.m. M^r -

633 GAYLEY
5 Mill, walk Campus

SinglM/Sharedapt. Heated Pool

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

(JOAN ano EOITH IBM term papers,
theses, miscellaneous Pick up A delivery
^OAN 192 0420 EDITH, 933 2993 (1SS9)

473-6412

Concert review

Zappa, fun for all
There was something odd about

seeing street theatre right outside

that amazing concrete edifice and

hall of l>asketball stardom, Pauly

Pavilion, but the youth culture

hawkers fit right in. The mime

outside the door gave a good show,

but the Frank Zappa inside

provided little more than zippy-do

nothing-better-to-do-on-Saturday-

night entertainment.

I could get ticked off about being

forced to take my camera out to

my car, or even the rudeness of

blue and gold ushering staff, but

those people who rush in and out of

the center aisle, detracted from

the whole mood of the concert.

After all, the Pavilion staff's in-

sistance on clearing the fire

hazard and the little children,

quitely . walking back to their

seats, seemed to embarass even

Zappa, judging from his pleas to

the audience.

What Zappa did, though, was

entertaining. Most thinking people

enjoy hearing demagogues

satarized, and Zappa hit

traditional targets of the left or

center, and made up some new

6hes. But everything criticized

was safe^ in front of a dope

smoking crowd.

Some of us found the song about

—God, who w^s bored with knowing

everything that was going to

happen, really funny. Some modes

of transportation investigated in

•Billy the Mountain" showed an

inventive imagination. Who would

think to cover their legs with

honey to have the attracted fhes

fly them across country *» One can

imagine what an exciting trip that

would t>e.

However, though the jokes were

bright, the music was trite. It

sounded like the music was

thrown together as sort of a

Thursday. August \2.\91\

necessary tiarmony exercise for a

class, or in this case, a concert

All in all. the people that played

their cat and mouse games with

the ushers and those who were

stoned iji their seats, which

probably includes everyone else,

seemcKi to be having a good time,

and that's all that's really im

portant.

UCLA Sumnr>«f Bruin 15

Correction

It was erroneously reported in

the DB (AuguHt S) that Regent

Kduard W. Carter and hit wife

live in the Bel-Air manftion

above the Japanese gardeni

•tax-free." It has since bees

acertained that Carter pay*

property Uxe» yearly in acceM

of 15.000.

PLEASE HELP '

Community Services Resource Center

For more Information on any of these volunteer p^ltlons see Cathy Hanan after
1
pm

Kerckhoff Hall 309 or call 825 7368after 1 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Community Need

in

r si

The Free School Is looking for volunteers to

teach classes in anything—either academic,

vocational, craft—you name it

A 19 yesr old black youth needs help In bask

reading skills - although a high school

graduate he cannot read.

Do you live in Burbank? A big brother Is

needed for a W year old boy who lives there.

All you need for this volunteer position Is a

desire to talk. A doctor from Hungary wants

to improve his pronunciation through English

conversation.
""1 ^

Tie Line Is a cq^imunlty newsletter with Its

headquarters in Santa AAonlca. Volunteers

are r\ee^ie6 to help type the newsletter on an

I.B M. Electric Composer

Requirements
«r

Transportation and teaching ability

Ability to teach reading; transportation to

Hollywood

^Aale with interest In being a companion to

someone.

Ability to speak good English.

ir.-.i'i i .." >

Typing ability; transportation to W.L,A.

^ V ^ph. - Furni$hed..I;.« 17 ^Apte. to Shore ....^ » »».••• 19

^^^^^^^^^^ oi J Ai.i^t $^r ^U 99 JAufos for So/e......r«^.... 29
J House to Shore 22 y A*^tos for :>aie zy y ,.. .

^ . - . . /-...t ,, , . . .inl 4 tvl AUt* . 0«

S105 00 WAt-K UCLA—Village Bachelor

Quiet. Secluded. Available immediately 473-

0201 (WA12)

BACHELOR apt lor one. Si5/mo Utilities

pd Share bath Close UCLA/transportation.

4781914, GL 140»*. (17S»)

555 LEVERING
^iniglts - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool Elevator Laundry
Walk UCLA & Westwood

GR7-2144

WLAgirihascat W*"** '•^T,.^,^-^
*

S70doln. SlOSmonlh 3»J 7117. M*^ *•
^J',

4435^ 2;J2

^AALE, 17. looking lor "";»»*»
'J' * ''7*

U

share apt and expense* Call •^•*
|*;^^V»*'

.B«<Aie. **

NEED or have apt to shar«? *«*•"•»!
sharing our business Call ""O^MATC

F I ND ERS47S^U31 _^^ ''"*^'

PLEASANT Surroondin9S Oarate spact

•vail Walfc to campus Beat the rush '^o*«

m novo. 477 7tn OfSf)

Near Veteran Ave. (170TR)

siSi FUR^JISMED 1 biflrm. A4ults. Leas*. ^

1144$ Mayfield, Brentvi<ood Near bus. Morn,

eve 824 1293 (17 A 12)

MALE share 2 bdrm. WLA apt .
6mM^

dui.es. w/3 others S$l 25/ mo. plws
"|«'^*'J

J270. -'V -
(i^Aut

GIRL to Share 2 bdrm 2l plus Own room^

Garage S87 SO J5 Thornton Venice 394 5827

eves.

S175—UP 1 and 2 bdrrn,' pool, vi^alk UCLA.
Also fall leases S18Glenrock 473 9245. (17 S

^ "^
"5105 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE $50

ONE person to shire 3 bdrm^ 2 bath w/2

Bu.lt .ns. air conditioning S48.00/mo ^8W
SUO. '

483 GAYLEY Female share lar«e furn^ '

bdrm apt ut.l pa.d Wall, to campus 477^

4939
tlV»4»

ROOMMATE wanted—pleasant 2 bdrm.

house n*»r beach Share with frad couple.

WwfTbdrm^ 192 5422 ;
(21 A 12)

FEMALE share !• 2 fc**"^"*
•.T"!, **2J?,*

V. o«e Pool parkin,, 5117 50 Call
f^^'
f

"

GR4'S45 (23 A 19)

^Room ond Board 24

WOMEN-Room A board, S270/qtr. Apply

now ipf fall. TwM» Pmas. 724 Milfard 474

9138.".' • " -^~ (28»*>

MALE student grad/ »indergrad Meals,

walk to school pool. TV. parking

R ea sonabte 4ff? ^•"^'y 21^im^m ^'* ^m

J
Room and Board

^ Exchanged tor Help.. 2^

Deposits now for summer*/fall

MRS KAY - GR3-1788, GR3 0524

SiSO, WALKUCLA Village Quiet, secluded

Spacious Single. Fireplace Suitable 12
persons 473 0201. (17A12JL

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, priva^^ patio, sob.

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gay ley at Veteran •

478-173*

GIRL grad sl»ar. I«. 2 bdrm 2 bath lurn apt

Close campus Pool, laundry 477 7822 (i»»

12) ^

FEMALE Share ^pt. own
:«f"»(J*2rJ.'cl

Own room St7 50 Hear beach Santa Mon.ca.

192-tW?.
*

BACHELOR apt S90'moTBOt »»••••• '*^.**-'

puvbath call 479-^14.555 Gay ley^ve (19 A

14J
'" —^•—

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING l-fRO*
ATTPACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL.

JJioECKS Parage 441425 landfair^

479 5404 J"*""'

BOARD separate guest '<^7„ »>'"* •'T?''

salary tor part time care o '0 /'•'?, *»«V

Must drive Connie. 275 9785 (» ^ <»> _

WRITER I needs part time babysitter in

e.change »or room /board O.rl P'»*«"*J,
Can Mrs ChHI 273 4352/278 4700. ^ (2$J

9)

S40 MALE companion for convaie*<ant

coronary roomV board 5 days own car

m.leate reference «7f 7435/ 473 3741 (25A

12)

„Xyilt wanted Enchange room, •>*«^«' *»'

helping young mother Own r -m. «>*»»»•/*;

near jampus 2^' '44i (25A12)

J For Sub-lease
^: -V^:- -n—'

(17 A

483 GAYLEY summer rates. Large furn. I

bdrm .mil paid Walk campus 5U0/mo
Bachelor apt also available 477 4939

"" — waliTt^ucla'
' spacious — modern
,: bachelors

"^ singles— bdrms
reducedsummer rates
Reservations for Fall accepted

OFFICE: 516 Landfair, 477 8990

FUNKY A garage apt Aug tS^Oct Ij^W
total- Friendly atmosphere—near ucl«^

8244773.
***•

LARGE 1 bdrm WLA ^ '"•n »« «f'",<^/,*'
lea se «rom Sept 5i00/mo 479 53*1 (Sb A 12)

^ House for l?enl...^^>.«... 20

2 BDRM house 'urn si9«/mo Avaifafila

novv Nr bus line oo Federal GL i 4084 47|

8974 '"^'^

WANTED Bov or Girl Rm'bd plus for

household help babysitting 9 yr old '"

i4i«
(25 A i*)

GIRL I'te ay«<ei no babysittmg private

^oom- «« ^ lr»»«d»y home. Walk tampus

GR 2 ^'^9 . .
(^>* '̂

SAUkRY separate apt board Child care

Jftir s^tio^r*^ supper Phys.cian/daughter

( n ) Car nfstSMr V 2' 5 047*

43 FORD Galame concert Good trao

sportation 5 150, 782 9519/747 9522 (2f A Ol

-

1947 DODGE Dart Like brand new 22.000

miles Kin^ cond Roberta 825 2421 (days)

398 7J42 (eves) (2T1T)

70 TRIUMPH Spitfire 14,000 milts »'>•«•'

t>est oiler 344 4342 .*»' "„
43 CHRYSLER Newport Sedan superb

condition -lull maintenance records 5350

Pr party 820 2828 •''* "'

44 SAAB 850 Monte Carlo. "Int cond, rebuilt

eng good radiais. 5850 Must sell 478 5853 (29

A »2)

47 BUICK Spectal convert, 575 Call Jjjl
'f*^

4470/U8 2281 '
»*»•'«>

58 VW BUS SEATS 12 good condifion 5400

cash 270 3014. alter 4 pm/.weei»end« (29 S 9)

70 VW GHI A- Beauty' 14,000 fnile*.

yyarranty 51 995 874 3282 (29S9>

1959 MERCEDES 220S, 4 door »>'•'»'•
"J"!

cond Asking 5700 391 0830 (29A13)

VW 41 bu« w/rad»o Perfect mech con .

clean Test drive 5500/ best 984

4044 eves *"

OPEL Kadett 48 i«lnt 4^*^-24000. fp,)ltl On I*

5850 553 1204
(2»»i«»

42 CHEVY II Stat wag gd shape '•*>""•

Country Call Oom.n.«.^»^411-»»42. eve 474

1485 ^
"

J
.

48 AUSTIN America "inf cond .
••"/"»'

rfijTo auto trans . 2 new tires ••»».,».•;,

44 CMtvT Nova •ml. 4 cyl ,
auto, pwf

stvc.ing H M s 350 Best Must sell »>•
.

m* (jv«w»
.—*

—

—

-

45 CHEV conv One owner alnt cond 5775

Alters 30 and weekends 451 3571 (29 S 9)

1*41 FORD Falcon. 2 dr good trans car

S250 OL 5 7823 (29 A 241

OPFL Kaddett 45 (German) Xint cond 3

dr leaving country 5475/offer Ive 397

Mff , (29 A 241

If*^̂̂ .ii-TT

^
-'«

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG -,;^—

•

Save on car rental with out "Buy here-»«»ia

delivery m Europe Plan" 0»re<t Wilpmoni

also Brfn99^ Financing available

141 0445.870 4928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11701 Wastiington Blvd.

ALFA Homio »' Spyder Porch* f^f*.
n«'v» Pfff «-l(ii>\ 14 000 mi S2 OOO 279Jt.S

372 7414 J"^^
1444 FIREBIRD 24 000 mi Air automatic,

power steer brakes 150 engine vinyl top

825 0394/454 9444 (29 A 19*

iMUSTANO V « ^u'omatu rebuilt enfMO.
intconfd S750/besloMer 478 1780/4J8

SUP (29 A 19)

295 3403
(29S9I

(2SAw24>

PLEASANT private room, bath, (^aihing

distance campus plus salary Child care,

i.qht duties (houselieeper •'"P'»1'«^'

Available Sept 279 2455 (25 A 12)

J Room for Renf 26

OOICT confoftable rm for •'•*»•*!•*;?* ?^
med student Kitchen privileges 393 9109 (24

S 9)

^«%VATE ,»omi "Vfiiitios.
•»*7/,2;*''7,V,

s]N With meals Si40/mon 274 15*4. avail

Aug 5 • ?> <

tm ^ House for Sale «•--.. 21 *> ^Room fo Shore..

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT-

TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS
Singles accommodate two One «>«*^«<»'"»

accommodate three ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR AIR
COMO . block campus. Pool, »«"»<*•<''»''

garage 425 Landfair 479 5404 (17 0TR)

^Aph. - Unhmisf^ed. 18

>1 Mid 3 BDRM. 1/2 *••<» »o Ve*»*<e bO*c^
OMiwasher, t>uift-ins. intercom, and awd

sufHlerh T'911 ii«ir (18 A 121

m^—^-r^- - ^I^MBIM—lifc

^Apis, fo Snare .«•• iV

BRENTWOOOGien Cf^arming 2 bdrm , s»p

dining, glassed sunporch. fireplace Ne^s
paint .nsM»e S«ll loasa (w/a^) **«-^ '

(7I4)442 2M5. (21 AW)

BY owner Brentwood 2 bdrm. fireplpce

Btnf location, neighbor t»ood 10 mm from

UCLA sn.tM.nBIII) C2IS13

••••«••••••

fEMALE roommate - rest of summer
maybe tail 550/ mo Beside campus oi

Gayley Katf»v 477 4422 aftfr 5 00 (27 A 12)

JAufos for Sale ...29

BRENTWOOD Sunset Veteran 3 bdrm 2

bath patio (.replace carpet/ drape Ouief

St sidewafks 474-aB0«^ <'*»»' '

BRENTWOOD by ownor, 2«0 S Bundy t

bd, m 1 1 /2 ba»f» 2 Fireplaces Lovefy
-,„-, t^ruyi 477 7S45 121 A wi

*»*<•

CHtVY 19^4 Be« Air HT SS Auto PS Vt XInt

transportation <lean SUSorofler 457

,^4 (If A 12)

48 VW auto . sunroof Good cond
*'«JJ

•**

8l83eves __j
(jvmui

.::i*5 DODGE Coronet, convert , ^wto .
pwf

air new battery, two --^ '•'** •«* • :*^:
473 40 n — •-

^
(29A-»ft---

t

DEPENDABLE tradsp cars Auto I rail s. all

run go9d 5150 5*0 Cash only •/•''M
eves/v»knds 1_ _
-44 OLDS Cutlass Conv auto *'**** -'/^
WW 5900 Call <Ollec1(805l 447 2292 (29S2)

44 VW So Back Super 90.000 *"•••''•

transp FM54S0cash 179 7441 •*'*''

MORRIS Mini Cooper S last 47 Grey 22 OOC

miles Good cond 5)400 Pr.v P«'»* \'-*

7134 472 7794 ' '^ * *'

49 ALFA Romeo Spyder .
rare 1100 Blue

Conv top shape Ong owner *>••"'•«'

S189i 394 5400. "^ * '^

nj CORVAIR MONZA converfiWO. «-

solid 150 M P lurbocharged engine Rear

sfab.f.ier bar added 5250/best oiler 274

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTO SERVICE
795^ yf> Nuys Blvd

cross Irom G M Plant

Call 894 7075 24 Hours

FIAT -*»*
i,'

*

radio Leaving
175 547)

44 OATS'
must M"

4)9 82)^

Kint New radial trres.

S^est otter 47 3 8458.

' Ofler

t4*7'8
'

.39 A 24)

194* AUSTIN HEALEY Sprite Mark IV

nOOOm, AMFM 51J00 00 750 4505 days

445 1347 e«» (29 A24»

•48Hf T sports spider Very elnt elind'-24,500

m. Le4v.no state 51000 Eves4»t435i 393
".. *^^'f29A\f|

Cycles, Scoolers

^ For Sale......:. 30 v Ci

ee KAWASAKI 150 int cond »4»0. IBM
miles 821 mS 4 74 2 304 < » * »>

350 cc Yamaha 23 000 mi Runs
best of^pr CatI 820 40-70 alter 4 pm

5400 or

tlBMI

HONDA 50 KInt cond. low mileafe 1947

model 5120 Call 473 1792 eves (JOAt»t

1945 HONDA 90S 4500 mi Orodf ^t**

sportation' Moving must sell 5150 or otter

83; 1318/825 4252 flBAUl

MUST SELL 1949 ymmsht J54 KInt cond.

Milv I'OO m.le*' Tools helmet 474 9044.

T:d (ltAU>

BSA 441 Victor. "70.

best Offer. 2*2 1141

miles d»rt/stroet

(MA 241

70 SUZUKI 150 II ilnl cond Near roor tIrO

Rack helmet S5J5 Call SHahf am 479

.,, ()0A19)

M " I across Irom OM Plant 7 OL^^Im^
Call 894 7075 34 Hours ^ OfCjrCIvS ..••••••••.•••••

^B ^^0^^5 ^^ ^^ . _..» _^^A .MA

c drive to

OtStl
^Ho^'- 'o Sf}are —

8B IMOLISH ford Cortina Doly« !*•• Xmt.

R/H auto Pr/p*v Lifhtbluo.5900 925-

7075 ,
()9A'^>

M CHEVY •otMr, V4 4dr LiliO now, roBt#«H

irads nooo m.ios Rons woUt »J»;^«

44 MUSTANG "Int cond 'o* mileato

convertible Leaving country 5950 •* J^J
after 5 825 4437 day _^_J__J
4» XKE Jaguar 3 i^ius 2 wire wHoeis. 14.000

r^ ,,s . H baby bf»e 54 000 Call
(29 A 121

University bicycles. 1214

Sales eaport repairs. Rentals »4/doy. Of

4da»sl0 8 475 3374 (BiCTClos 5 91

GIRL
stvdio apt
820 4444

snore 2 Bdrm »rentwoo<l

same Rent-*1I2 50 Call Jen.
I 1« A 741

3 BDRM Venice house/'2 lor^o workrooms

darhroom front yd With frad art student

A»j.i Sept 5125121 ia2 C22A1II
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Photographic Art

Schimmel exhibit now showing

i

^uii,.-.,;^i|
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i
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By Rick Kwan
DB SUff Writer

Landscape and humanity adorn the walls of the

International Student Center (ISC) here. These

works, from scattered parts of the world, are the

photographic compositions of Stephen Schimmel,

who himself is a frequent visitor to the ISC. The

works, in both color and black-and-white, wiU be on

display until August 28.

There is nothing especially fancy^or far-oiH about

his photography What is striking about it if ite

simplicity and reality It is not filled with the mon-

tages and other special effects photographers often

use tocreate their works Schimmel, in his search for

composition antl subject matter, simply portrays

what is there L "'^-^

Breadth of scope

His photographs reflect a taste for the in-

ternational. Schimmel, who has traveled abroad

extensively, portrays his humanity not only in

diverse costumes, but dresses them in diverse ages

"IMSIDE CHINA and JAPAN: The 1930'$ UP TO THE PRESENT" -
Documentary^Film Festival of rare, authentic fihns; screening starts

Saturday: 7:00 pm to Midnight; continues Sunday: 2;00 pm to 7:00 pm,

Audio Visual World School of Living History, 1730 Westwood Blvd.

r«duc«txale UCLA staff & students $1.75.

Cou »

America — a Landscape

from infancy to gravestone The exhibit transcends

boundaries of nationality, age, and setting. Thus, the

only things the viewer can be sure of are that the

photos were taken sometime within eternity and are

limited to locations on the earth.

There is humanity in its greatest innocence in

works such as "Unwilling Portrait !' His work also

includes powerful themes such as "Master Race"

and "America the Beautiful.
t»

Stephen Schimmel was bom in New York City in

1940 His interest in photography developed when his

father gave him his first good camera, at age 13, to

use on a trip the two took to Central America.

Inspiration

His father had been an amateur photographer for

several years. Having this for influence and in-

spiration, Stephen became obsessed with a spirit

tireless motivating hfm toward photographic

possibilities of artistic or human interest.

By the late 1960s, .Schimmel's style emerged Ht
wanted to capture human feelings of all kinds and

project them in either a landscape or human scene.

Diversity

Now in his early 30's, Schimmel was the official

photographer for the International Fair at the ISC,

last April. The opportunity provided him a fantastic

variety of subject matter, color, design, and pattern.

Anxious to be shot, the participants modeling

costumes of many different countries provided many
opportunities for portrait shots. Some of these are on

display in the exhibit.

fo r I nterprep_.
Interviews are being held every day for the next two weeks for coun

selor positions with Interprep, the foreign student orientation program,

according to Marsha Lewis, Interprep co-director.

Interprep will be held September 21-24 on campus and on the 25th 26th

at a mountain camp. The program is free of charge to the students

Follow-up meetings, discussions, parties, etc., Will continue throughout

the fall quarter. -
'

> •

^'~""' ^""
"

'Interprep is a program intended to give newly entering foreigiv

students an adequate orientation to the new setting they're entering, and

to give them an opportunity to form relationships with fellow students -
both other new students and student counselors," Lewis said. "It is our

feeling that continuing American and foreign students wilfjie the best

counselors' for new foreign students. Americans have the unique con-

tribution to make to the program of having been raised in the American

environment and thus having familiarity with qjl the things that are so

new to the entering foreigner. Foreign students have the unique con-

tribution of identifying with the new students' questions and feelings

Those first few days in this country can be changed from a frightening

experience to an exciting experience for the new student by the presence

of a fellow student wiUing to help him arid be his first friend in Los

Angeles," Lewis said. '
,.,

Counselors in the program will be called "first friends," according to

Lewis. "Elach first friend will be given the names of 5^10 new ^dents foF

whom he will act as counselor-friend-information giver. The name first

friend connotes Exactly what we want the program to be all about.

Anyone interested in such a position with Interpret should contact

Marsha Lewis in the Foreign Student Office, 825-1681, or the International

Student Center, 477-4587, for ah appointment orfurther information.

ISC drama club
1 3̂ae«-

Dance for refugees to be held Saturday

to hold auditions
Auditions are being held Tuesday through Friday at 7:00 pm and

Saturday at 1:00 p.m. for an original one-act play 'The Suspect." Per-

formances are scheduled for early October at ISC. The male leading

character looks late 30's, weak and suspicious; the female lead looks 18.

naive yet intuitive. All drama majors are welcpme to read.

Future productions are now being planned'for American and foreign

participation. Sponsored by the ISC prama Club. For more information

call 474-7190 or 825-3384.
' ~

- antique jewelry • contemporary lewelry *• frenchy bikinis -

Pictures of the East Pakistani

refugees need no description. All

one can do is ask. **Why? " Vic-

tims of nightmarish disaster —
flood, earthquake, and civil war —
millions have fled to an already

over-populated India. The Indian

government has set up refugee

camps, ^ut has been' able to

provide iSltle food or care.

'r.jsr_

A gathering ot International

Students for Aid to East Pakistani

Refugees (ISAEPR) was recently

formed here to raise money as

quickly a» possible ^fas a

humanitarian effort. From the

start, the ISAEPR stressed they

would advocate neither side of the

civil war. Their concern would

principally be the human hves

that could be saved.

Soon after its organization, the

group began planning a charity

dance at' the International

Students Center. Planned heavily

with aid from the Chinese

Students Assoc laiion here, it will

be held on August 14, from 9 to 12

p.m. for all interested UCLA (and
other) students.

The dance will feature "The
Revival" a six-man Japanese-
American group which will play

music of both nationalities.

Donations of $2 per person are
being asked at the door. Fhrofits

from the dance will be sent

through the International Red
Cross, in Geneva, to aid the

refugees
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'Boutique Extraordinaire'
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SEWERS!
The YARD SCHHCK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

buttons

Mocrome
Supplies

©c. ^.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES TSU CAN AFFORD

1006 Broxton 477-0880

dioQonaily ocro»»<rom W^^twood Villog*

jewelry imports from france, morocco, Sweden, india, greece •

,-..*iiM«iiR^;>biili^/- ' --.rwMfSf ii;;**'*'

^' ' ^csJL^ ^*t\^^ '^ Student

^ ^1
>»0 '
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TONIGHT & TOMORROW. 8 00 P M.
TickeU: S6.. 5.. 4. at the Box OHice. Wallichs Music City A
Mutual & Liberty Ticket Agencies. By M^il, enclose check A

self-addressed. $tarr'T>'^'i ""^oiopc to
i S. M. Civic Box Office, 1 ^ > m St., 90401

.
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'dntal care

i;

Whiteriver, Arizona — The

women here cover their mouths

when they smile or refuse to smile

altogether to hide the gaps in their

teeth. The children constantly eat

sweets and drink Coke, but seldom

brush their teeth. A 63 year old

woman without teeth has lived on

pancakes and bananas for 15

years. A 25 year old woman who

looks 40 and hiis five children has

only 16 teeth left and all of them

are carious.

Seventy percent of all the people

over 20 on the Fort Apache Indian

Reservation in Whiteriver,

Arizona need either partial or

coinplete dentures. In Los

Angeles, on^ seven or eighty

percent of the people in the same

age group need the work.

Two dentists from the the Public

Health Service treat only the

children under 16 here because

they only have the limfe to try and

preserve original teeth. Each

dentist can treat only 800 people

each year, but there are a,000

White Mountain Apache Indians

on the reservation.

„ After working on a project in the

area last summer, John Davidson,

a student in the DenUl School here

and Project Director, set in

motion a chain of events which

has brought 150 UCLA dental

students and over 100 dental

technicians, assisUnts, faculty

and wives to Whiteriver. i

Services

Thes<^ people and a half dozen

school rooms in an elementary

school comprise the UCLA DenUl

Project which has been in

operation since June 14.

The project provides a variety

of dental services, from making

dentures to distributing tooth

brushes and oral hygiene in-

formation. This summer the

students are treating the people

who need care most and as a

result, have been concentrating on

providing dentures for the Indians

Hwtth few or no teeth.

Over 200 sets of complete

dentures have been made this

^ summer, which according to one

of the students, " ... is a hell of a

lot of work." About 350 patients

have been treated and Davidson

estimated they have provided

over a half million dollars worth of

services.

The Indians are charged $5 for a

complete set of dentures, an

operation that would cost $750 in

I>os Angeles The payment is

imporUnt because the Indians are

not made to feel as if they are

being given a gift The Indians

are receiving a service and are

paying for it. We want them to use

it," Davidson said

Location

The ifFort Apache Indian

Reservation is located jn South

Central Arizona and encompasses

1,^,37^^ acres of wooded and

mountain area It is the home and

nrnrw^rtv nf thr WhltP MfHintain

Of the 150 dental students wl

have been to Whiteriver, 25 to 30

are there at any one time. They

have spent their vacations there,

some have spent the whole

summer. They receive University

credit for their, work, but they

must pay tuition, by Regental

decision, to receive credit and be

covered by malpractise )iR'

surance.

;^ach student has provided 'his

own transporUtion and pays $9 a

«reek for food. They live in two

ormatories donated by a local

lumber company and the Apache

tribe. The students receive no pay

for their work.

"The people up here are great,

really great. Everyone here is

Uking a loss of one kind or

another, either in -or money

or both," Art Solomon , a UCLA
student, said.

$10,000

The Dental Project has run on a

budgft of $10,000 this year, all

raised from donation. The

Graduate Students Association

here (GSAi allocated $1,000 and

the Health Science Council

donated $500. The S.S. White

corporation donated the use of

$10,000 worth of X-ray equipment

which they shipped assembled.

The Co-Dental Lab donated over

$3,500 in supplies and the South-

west Timber Company of Arizona

donated a dormatory in McNary,

a town 25 miles from Whiteriver

The Apache Tribe donated the

use of the elementary school,

cafeteria and the East Fork

Lutheran Mission which is used as

a dormatory for married couples

Additional funds were raised from

donations of $5 and $10 at a Ume.

It is the first UCLA project of its

kind that was conceived, planned

and run by students. In the past,

according to Davidson, projects

have been set up by faculty and

sUffed with students. "This is the

first project run by students and

staffed with faculty.

"We're going to try and keep it

student run. but that means a lot

of work for the students. ' he said

Benefits

The studenU themselves e?c-

pressed the benefit and the im

portance of the project They said

they have gfln^d invaluable

experience because they have had

the opportunity to do operations

and procedures many times in

stead of the limited number of

limes allowed at the DenUl

Students here

aid Apache tribe

ire

the reservation
^^cHooT

three faculty members are

working with the students at all

times, answering questions and

demonstrating techniqiies The

student to faculty ratio is about

eight to one in "Whiteriver while it

is twelve to one at ^ the DenUl

School.

"It's really good experience

These guys have helped me a lot

because they have different

techniques and ways of doing

things that have helped me At

school, you only get to do a

procedure so many times, and this

is really nice," a denUl technician

from Orange Coast College said

She heard about the project at her

school and decided to come up to

help

The students have come from

several schools other than UCLA. ,

Pacific Coast College, Riverside

City College, Los Angeles City

College. Orange Coast College and

North Valley Occupational Center

have all been «reprii»ented in

.vrHit^river One girt, an art major

from San Feman*) Valley SUte

College, came to Whiteriver

because she ' wanted to be on

an Indian reservation
"

Krenh air

She came up with one of the

i;CLA students and sUyed to help
''^

with the work l told them rd

clean the restrooms. anythinj^ So

they said I could come up It s just

fanUstic here, if you dig fresh air

Compared to LA its like heaven

I just wish I had come up in

June. Id love to spend a whole

summer here " Fran Mullin said

n... f..,K.ritv havp rome tO

central town of

and houses the tribal headquar

ters

V* I I I I T 1 I

^ .^« tcty

to help, some werr curious

it's a chance to do something

different, to pracUse dentistry

under differejit conditions than

those in Los Angeles. You can

practise in LA. and learn as

much, but the need for you is

greater out here. It's a chance to

get out of the city and I thought it

was a neat idea. I've never seen

an Indian before," Brian Sibbald,

the student second in command,

said. ^...^„,

But once there, the studenU

have found a tough work schedule

iand a great need for their service

Davidson said of the the 350

patients they have seen, 95 per-

cent needed partial or complete

d<'nture8.

Dentures

The average work day sUrts at

9am when the first block of

patients is scheduled A student

sees his f>atient every day if

possible until the work i* com
pleted A set of dentures Ukes six'

visits After the morning block of'

patients, lunch is served in the

( afeterta at the elementary

school. Then the afternoon block

of patienU is seen When the

patients are gone, the students do

any lab work they have left until 6

or 7 p m
In lh<' lab. the students make the

dentures and Ihcy can be jeen

working with the plaster and wax

ahd chemicals most of the day

One student said, despite the

makeshift, adapted conditions, he

IS making dentures far better than

thiisc he made in Uis AngeU'S

They also woric consUnUy with reasons Some thought it ^ould ^
a f^cuUy member. An average of a good vacation some just wanted

()ne student said they are forced

to "Get into it
" while at

Whiteriver They are in a prac-

tical situation where they have a

patient waiting and there is no one

else to do the work.

Solomon said he felt much more

needed, much more fulfilled

working on the reservation than in

the city He along with many of

the others, ^is already thinking

about next summer.

i(;raiiiiM$e

The Indians seldblii ei

their gratitude because they are

very shy and reserved But

y»vpral of * the students have

developed ver>' good relationships

vMth their patients and have been

able to j^o visit them at their

homes on the reservation

Many Indians ddn't have cars

and miist arrange a ride to

Whiteriver f)r they walk When

sonu^one walks seven or eigfet

miles ever> day and is on timft

every day you know they ap^

preciatr what vou're doing for,

thi' tn - "- J

( Continued oa Page IX)
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African writer visits campus /\/CAA determine

By Sumiie-Nora Sttllivan

DB^SUff Writer

Because most of the 2.5 million

residents "of Freetown in Sierra

Leone. Africa are re-settled

slaves, they "value freedom more

than people in states or countries

other than Sierra Leone," ac-

cording to Dwight Neale, a free-

lance journalist from Freetown

who was visiting this campus as

part of a journalism tour spon-

sored by the State Department

and coodinated by the World

Affairs Council.

But just as freedom of the press

is important, so is the "extension"

of that freedom into all areas:

"Knowledge or the freedom to

know can be inhibited by

omission, which is not the same as

supression but it often ac-

complishes the same end," Neale

said.

He said the preoccupation with

freedom may stem from the

relatively recent achievment of

sovereignty by Sierra Leone.

Before its independence, iii IWIT
Sierra Leone, along with Gambia,'

Nigeria and the Gold Coast, were

Mu»ic C«nt»r Preientotionj

The tpectoculof AMAN Folk Eniemble

100 mognifictrttly co»tuin«d dancer*

tingert and muticiont

BALKAN • MIDDLE EASTERN •

AFRICAN MUSIC and DANCE

SfFTEMft^R 10 through SEFTEAMIER \1

4 Exciting P«rformof^c*s

EVENINGS
Ml SIfT !»••<» '^.

SAT SEH 11 o«« 30

$4 SO S 50 4.60 a.50

AAATINEfS
SAT SEfT n ond

SUN SfrT 13 at 2.30

»$.7$ 4.7»v««75 1.7S

MUSICCINUK
OAHNWJSON

ml MKi

TICKETS NOW o» The Mw»ic C«nf»r/A«to

Clwb ol S C /All Moiwal A9«nci«»/$ C

Mutu Co . 637 SoMfK Mill/,WolJ.<h»lib«rty,

INKMIMATION 626-7211

concerned,' is the diminishing

freedom of the press. The only

"free" newspaper left in

Freetown is the Unity, an in-

dependent with a circulation of

21,000. \

Thus far, the paper has survived

confiscation and three changes in

government because it represents

the people's best interest — not

the government's, according to

Neale. The government

publication is the Daily Mail,

strictly a propaganda newspaper,

devoted to perpetrating govern-

ment ideas.

"*It only has a circulation of

18,000; it's less popular than the

Unity since it doesn't appeal to the

people's ideas," Neale, \Kau) is the

former editor of the Unity, said. In

addition to editing the Unity.

Neale published a weekly

newspaper, the Sunday Standard.

Two other papers, published by

the two political parties, promote

the mutually exclusive but biased

views. The Unity, however, is the

only paper which exists without

censorship from the governments

— but, Neale says, *'it is losing

ground all the time."

Neale has been in journalism

since his graduation from the

London School of Journalism in

^. t. .^.v. ^w.^w,. Z~^^^^. He later attended the Ghana

The one problem which ddes Institute of Journalism for 3

exist and with which Neale is nrionths in 1969.

British possessions on the west

coast.

'*It is important. I think, for

people to know about other

cultures beside their own, and if

newspapers or other media aren't

giving the coverage — how are

people going to be aware?" ac-

cording to Neale, who also said

freedom of the press has to be

ubiquitous, not narrowly isolated.

He said he was amazed by the

Americans' ignorance and lack of

awareness of all countries, not

just the African nations. 'Very

few people here speak other

languages, yet the official

language in Freetown is English,"

Neale, who speaks fluent Enghsh

as well as three of the native

languages, said.

"Since the papers in the U.S. are

better equipped for production

and newsgathering, they should

have a wider scope of covenige.

Neale, a free lance writer for

the Associated Press, Newsweek

^^and the BBC, is touring 25 states to

._.study American journalism. He

wants to improve and advance the

journalism in Freetown, which

has a population of 2,5 million

_ people and a comparatively high

standard of living. Their state was

the first predominantly black,

republic nation and although there

are about 3,000 causasions, no
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By Doug Kelly «—
DB Sports Editor

KANSAS CITY — National CoUegiate Athletic Association?

(NCAAJ officials here are Ught-lipped about the elibibihty status of i^;

UCLA football-track star James McAllister which will be con- 1
sidered \i the NCAA Council naeeting which opens this morning in |
San Francisco. \ |;

McAllister was declared ineligible for both sports last June when
\

it was discovered he had taken the college entrance examination 'i

illegally. Although he successfully passed the test, the NCAA took i

away his eligibility because he had taken the exam on a date not i

sanctioned by the NCAA.
^

«

Athletic Director here J.D. Morgan appealed the ineligibility
g

ruling, and his appeal wiU be decided by the 18-member NCAA t

Council, which is composed of athletic officials, university
|

professors and academic department heads from around the ^
country.

Coorts

McAllister's case will be acted upon Saturday, the final day of the ^

three-day session! If he loses and is declared ineligible, there is a |
strong possibihty McAlister will take his case to the courts on the

:

j

grounds that his constitutional rights have been violated. %

Should the NCAA stick to its present decision, McAlister could :|

\ seek a court injunction enjoining UCLA from the NCAA ruling

i

If the case does go to court, the athletic department here would ^
I Ise caught in the middle of the controversy. Ostensibly, as a NCAA

[ member institution, it is expected to follow the rulings of that body, jx

\ However, if McAlister were to lose the appeal, and obtain an in- %

\
junction, and UCLA does not allow him to play, it would be evading S

the terms of the court order. x;

Decision

There is, however, strong speculation that regardless of the jx

NCAA, decision^ UCLA will permit McAlister to play the 1971 :$"

season. Fall football practice opens Saturday.-^ r-—
-I

This campus faces an additional crisis. If McAlister were not |
allowed to play, the Bruins could face severe difficulty in the future

|
in trying tp recruit black athletes.

McAlister,will be in San Francisco as the Council convent, but

he will not be allowed to attend the meeting that decided his fate.

The Council session is closed to all persons, inchiding the media.
|

McAlister wiU be accompanied tp the Bay Area by Ted Baer, his |
personal advisor.

The Council will vote tomorrow15rf a piiioposal which would limit |
monetary aid only to those athletes who are in financial need. The

|
motion is expected to pass, and if so, wpuld gp tP a general vpte at X;

the NCAA convention in January. ?:

*

I
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This

Weekend at ISC

5i^'
\^^.'

^ridoy - Happy Hour of 5:00 p.m. Join us for wine7

cheese and good intornotioffKil company!

8:00 p.m. Folk dancing. Fun for pros end

novices.

Sahjrday - 9:00 p.m. CONGA DRUMS . . . feohiring

,
Gloria Reynolds dancing tho rhythmk Af ri

can stops. 50^ admission includes refresn-

monts and this authentic African entertairv

mont.

Saturday - 2:00 p.m. A day excursion to Li' I Tokyo for the

NISEI WEEK FESTIVAL Fostivol activities irv

cludo displays, arts and crafts, carnival, Tea

Coromony, and Ondo dancing. $1.50 cos^-

Sunday - Authentic ETHIOPIAN DINNER planned for 7:30

p.m. >Mno, hors d'oouvros, special guosts ol

honor, goumoet food", and atmosphoro moke it

a very special evening. $5 ;

- • • son or $2

for shidonH. Must R.S.VlP. .

Sahirdoy ond - Tour to SAN DIEGO - Visit includes such

sights OS Son Juan Copistrono Mission,

Soo World, Son Diogo Zoo, tickets to Shako-

's **Taming of tt>o Shrew" ond over-

night stay at Grant Holol. Total cost only

$26 per person. Must sign-up at ISC.

The International Student Center is at

1023 Hllgard Avenue . . . two blocks

south of Lo Moncho
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pB Editorial

Fair play?
»

The NCAA opens Its convention today In San

Francisco. Among the Items on the agenda Is the

final determination of the collegiate elllglblllty of

UCLA football and track star James McAlister.

McAlister was declared Ineligible for participation

in the two sports in June when It was learned that he

took a college entrance examination on a date not

acceptable to the NCAA fpr testing purposes.

At first gal nee, McAlister's sin does not appear to

t>e serious. He was scheduled to take the exam on a

NCAA-sanctioned date, but neglected to bring his

entrance slip with him. Thus he was told to take the

exam at th^ext available opportunity at the urging

ot UCLA athletic officials.

The athletic department should have known the

"next available" date was not acceptable to the

NCAA. Yet McAlister took the test anyway and Is

now paying the price tor following their direction.

—-.We teel that McAlister should not pay the price

alone. He was onl/tollowing the instructions of those

in whom he felt he could trust. However thus far

McAlister is the only paying for It.

The NCAA Council, in its decision, will determine

the career of a brilliant athlete. Should it not reverse

the earlier decision, McAlister wHt probably be

forced to leave UCLA, too young for professional

football and ineligible for further Intercollegiate

competitlpn.

VVe believe the NCAA should restore McAllster's

eligibility Immediately. At the same time, we do not

expect the NCAA to let UCLA escape punlshement.

UCLA, from the athletic department to AAurphy Hall,

is responsible for the error. Not James AAcAllster.

In restoring McAllster's eligibility, the Clouncll

would place the blame where it is due; on UCLA, we

feel It Is better that UCLA be declared ineligible for

the Rose Bowl op lose Its share of television revenue

than see James McAllster's collegiate career

destroyed.

UCLA has enjoyed much athletic success in recent

years and has always been ready to accept tribute tor

it. It must now be iyst as ready to accept the tuH

consequences of it? error.

'V
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MARIJUANA USE ANDPERSONAL-
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

Age. Sex and Race

The incidence of frequent use <rf marijuana (Mi fdl

off strikingly in individuals older than 22. with peak

usage in the 19-20 group. This reflects the fact that

widespread M us^ is a relatively recent phenoniMWO.

Studies oC the incidence of M use in urban high

schools indicate that it continues to increase, so that

three years hence the incidence among 22 year-olds

will probably be higher.

Females are less often M users, constituting 35 per

cent of the chronic use group and 46 per center d the

occasional use group

38 per cent of all whites used M. while only 21 per

cent of black and 10 per cent of orienUl UCLA

studenU did Students of Latin extracUon used M
with a frequency comparable to that of whites.

Growing up: Placr and RcllgkHi

Individuals who grew up in suburban areas were

chronic users twice as often as individuals who grew

up in urban or rural areas (10 vs 5 per cent) The

location in which the individual had lived since age 18

was not significant, and length of residence in the U»
Angeles areas was unrelated to M use

Religion appeared to be related to M use in several

ways. Jews were over-represented in the chronic

user group.M smokers more often did not follow the

religion in which they were raised and more often

became involved in non- traditional religions.

Of the Protestants and Catholics who smoked M
chronically, only one-sixteenth and one-third,

respectively, continued their reUgious idenUfication.

Jews who chronically smoked M did not give up their

identification, probably reflecting the fact that being

Jewish is more an ethnic than a religious id^
tification today

The frequency of religious practice was much Maa

among M smokers; twenty per cent of the non-

smokers attended a religious service once or more a

weel^ while only 6 per cent of theM smokers dicL^

—

Parenii

Concering th^fathers of M smokers, factors which

had no signiffAince were: father's ciUxenatiip.

whether the father was alive, father's educaUon and

occupation, father having the same religion As the

respondent, fathers use of tobacco, and father's ime

of all drugs except alcohol and illicit drugs The

fathecls^use of alcohol and father's uae of M were

both significantly (p leas than OOU correlate with

the respondent's use of M The father beinjj alcoholic,

however, was not significantly reUled to his child s

M use.

Concerning the niothers of M smokers, factori

which were significantly (p less than OOU carr^a^

to child's M use werfe* mother's use ol alcohol,

tobacco, sleeping medications, pep P^. ** «"

hashish SimiUr findings have been reported in a

survey conducted in Lincoln County, N.Y. Use of

alcohol and tobacco by the mother cannot be In-

terpreted^s a causative factor, however, as 50 per

cent of the M smokers had no such parental history.

• Divorce, socio-econonuc sUtus ol the family, and

having step-parents was not r^ted to M uae, -

By inference it appears that peer preasure U far

more important to acculturation into M uae than

family influence during childhood - with a single

major exception The use ol consciouaaaai altering

subsUnces by the mother, and to a leaser extent by

by R. L. Christie

the father, may lead to a set for such use by their

children.

Size of family was not significant, nor was reported

sibling nvalry and dinonance Smoking ol tobacco

by the oldest two siblings was aigiiificant (p leaa than

OOU. as waa tht UM ol M. hMhIah. barbituratea,

amphetamines, and hallucinogens by okler sibUnfi.

This and other studies indicate that, if one child ta a

family uses M. the other chUdren are likely to uae

drugs
Home Sweet HeMe

^

Although threre was no relationship Uatwacin

reported family diSMBance and M uae. and 50 per

cent of all studenU left home to go to school. 28 per

cent of M smokers left homt to get away from their

parents and live on their own as opposed to 10 per

cent of non-smokers who gave this as their prime

motivation for moving out

Peers vs. ParenU . A Specialatiea

Although the longitudinal study casU little light on

this question with only one year's operation

analyzed, a general review of the literature on both

M uae and on radicalism provides grounds for in-

teresting speculation.

Before 1968. both M users and radicals in coUege-

age populations Urgely dispUyed the^ime syn-_

drome of traits in (1 believe* Kenniston's terms,

they were chiliken of affluence." having politically

liberal, highly edoeated, weB-olf parents ameof

whom Jews were over-represented Since 1988 no

large stu<|y has been able to find this relation^j^^p for

either M smokers or radicals. One of th« best was

Daniel Yankelovich's 1989 represenUtive survey ol

campuses across the United Statea

In 1970, Christie and his associates did s study on

hTgh school StudenU in a remote suburb outside the

New York commuting fringe on Long Island, the 8ttr

being selected bediuae of the wide diversity of racea.

immigranU, religions, and socio-economic sUtus

found there T^iat study showed that 30 per cent ol

students enleHag high school could be dassed as

"radical" in their philosophy and the tactics ol social

change advocated, and the correlation between

political beliefs of parents and offspring, or any other

family variable whatsoever, was almost exacUy

lero The same flgure. 30 per cent, repr«ented thr-

portion of entenng freshmen at Columbia University

who could be classed as radical with the same teat

instrument in 1989.

These are clues to what appears to be a general

pattern: increasingly, junior high and high school

are becoming the main locus of acculturation into a

peer culture which carries themes ol both M use and

ra^^an political philosophy We do not mean to

suggest that the two are related except in sharing the

same vehicle, the youth culture. It seems that sone

individuals acculturate to one theme, sonae to the

other, and some to both; we are fathering daU on

this at present.

It is therefore our hypothesis that, as poUniation

across age 140 seems tb-p main dividing ageMn our

society increwes. the peer group (the **us*' of "us vir

them") becomes so strong a socializing agent d
values and life style for youth that the effect ol

parwtal i4>brli^ng is being "washed out," at least

in reapect to political views, drug use. and sexual

behavior As the kw^tialinal study continues, in

. troducmg 10 per centd each freahnun claas into the

sample. daU to test this hypothesis will become

avaUabie. Many other studies on this <*"•*» •^

being done or planned. — ^'^

NEXT WEEK: LEGAL. MILITARY. MARITAL,
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By Ronald M. Schwartz, M.D.
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•Unwanted" Pregnancy

First, it WqMld seem advisable to consult your

own physician or agencies such as PUnned

Parenthood. Zero Population Growth, etc to help

you decide whether or not you really want an

abortion and explain to you other alternatives^

If your decision is that vr>u do. you may be

referred to any number of ^ 4^,>hysicians that will

perform the procedure at accredited hflspitals

Of course. studenU nriay receive such counsehng

and referrals through Student Health Service,.

The California law is relatively liberal con

ceming abortions, although not what we might

consider ideal. Perhaps the ideal law is no law.

but a patient physician decision.* You should have

) problem getting an abortion performed legally

1 the first 20 weeks, but I urge you ^ act mm.

ince each day brings with it more complications

nd risk And as soon as this is over, please

ASUCLA Spsnssred Health Insarance

Unfortunately, this policy has two imporUnt

limiUtions One is that it will not cover physician s

charges The other is that it is •$25 00 deductible
"

Therefore, for studenU not eligible for "free" care

during the summer, it U of little or no value for

usual SHS out patient services. (See Daily Bruin.

7/23ni for a discussion of eligibility *

However, the policy has very definite vahie. and

deUils should be obUined through ASUCLA

Prrgnancv Testing ^ ,. i

SHS performs a simple urine te^ It is only

reliable when done on the very first morning &

specimen, in any clean container. deUvered tous

prior to 8 30 AM. Monday through Friday The

accuracy is about 96% when done at or alter about

4 weeks of pregnancy However, there are other

confirmatory histoncal facts, physical signs and

symptoms, and Uboratory testo
ad risk And as soon as this IS over. ^^Z^^' '"^^;:''^;:;{^^^^^^^Ui in this diagnosis and—ber to consult similar sources '^^^^^^ J^^^ 7^,1: ^^^^^ mattT^SSitely

Tv..t..ntahlr.» confidential
t-fd
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WATER BEDS

Losing the great outdoors
Rdiior:

^ There

827 S. Vermont. 38 1 7038 ^^^
Von Nuyt: SQE

7122 Van Nuys Blvd.. 944-9461
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FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to compM» if ony tut-of-prlnt store, we stoct 50.000

titles, new bnd old. all subjects. Browsoble - bu.yable.

'\

fte^dhcMii Book Findors

11^13 Soil Vk^nt- Wva. 826^33

-Just 5 minutes from <;ompus by bus. biU or beochwogon -

you are, good people,

sitting by the Grand Canyon, in

the Lake Mead Recreation Center,

in Zion National Park, or any

other part of the Four Comers

Region of the Southwest, where

Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New

Mexico and Nevada come

together. Slowly the smog rolls in

on you.

Or you are sitting on the shores

of Lake PoweU, one of our great

recreational lakes, and two power

plants belching smog and soot

blacken the sky around you.

Smokestacks stare you in the face.

Well, folks, not to be outdone by

all of Los Angeles County or New

York City the six proposed Four

Comers power plants will produce

more sulphur oxides, more
nitrogen oxides and more ash,

soot ai^d other particulate matter

per day.

itKaKi Advertisement)'

UNIVERSIT^CATHOLIC
—.CENTER FOR UCLA^
840 Hilgord Ave 474 -50 1

5

MASS EVERY CLASS DAY AT 12:05 PM,
(>

SUNDAY MASSES: 9& 1 1 AM; 6:15 & 7:30 PhA .^

THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY 9^0 V:30

and 7:30 to 930 PM on T - W, - Th.

f
T

^tprllO
01 1so beirSi bags^ hair Boodies^ ere

.

comt visit our neui inaccefsoMc location:
deer in tkc alka ^cUind JeansWe^f^^Conl^iMro

1110 6AYLEY A«. WESTWOOO • 473 95^9
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TRANSFER
STUDENTS
ACCEPTED

• REQUIREMENTS — 40 units

Aooroonso wmwo* wotk or owr
83 ond pOM «xofn.

• GRADUATES i«ctN« LLB m
JO & qualify for Colif. Bor Exam.

This is the refuge of clean air

where we go to "get away from it

all." This is where there are 28

National Monuments, six National

Parks, and the sacred religious -

shrines of the Navajo and Hopi

IndTans.

What is It all for? More elec-

tricity for more expansion for

more tract houses, for more in-

dustrial development for moi*iP*^

neon and more urban sprawl.

Plans call for at least six power /

plants, three strip mines, an 80 ,

mile coal-hauling railroad cutting

across Navajo land, a 273 mile

slurry pipeline, again cutting

across Navajo and Hopi ' lands:,

and the necessary wires, lines and

roads.

There were no public hearings,

no |>re-construction an-

nouncements, no Jmpartial
studies on resources or alter-

natives. The Federal Power
Commission received no report.

Two of the plants are already

built. The one at Farmington, New
Mexico, produces 350 TONS per
DAY of fly ash and soot — more
than produced by all sources in

Los Angeles and New York City

combined. Emmission controls

ordered by the State of New
Mexico will not alter tW^overalll
picture: more pollution produced
by the 6 power plants than from
LA or NYC.

|

^The lease permitting the

digging for coal by the Peabody
Coal Co. at Black Mesa, the

middle of the Hopi and Navajo
lands, was pushed upon the Hopi
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs

and its Tribal Council. The
removal of water from Black
Mesa for the coal slurry pipeline

may have detrimental effect^ on
farming and grazing.

What is it all leading to? Parks
that smell of industry? Power

plants in National Monuments:

These ar? but symptoms of a

mass-consumption waste-oriented

society that will just have to reach

its equilibrium: less electric tooth

brushes, less neon, less

civilization. While we need also to

treat the CAUSE, let us now treat

the symptom:
WRITE A LETTER and tell

them that you are outraged at the

Four Corners Projects.

Senator Henry Jackson,

Chairman — Senate Interior

Committee, Senate Office

Building, Washington, DC.
20510.

The Honorable Rogers C.

Morton, Secretary of the In-

terior, Interior Office

Headquarters, Washington,

DC. 20240.

Mr. John N. Nassikas,

Chairman-Federal Power
Commission, 441 *'G" Street,

N.W., Washington. D.C. 20426.

You can send a copy of this

letter. Do it this week, if you can

still see through the smog.

,

. : Serena Friedman

Hurts
Editor:

Hurting people's feelings seems

to be all right. Not justly so, but all

right heacuse it was done
unknowingly. Oh sure, a law was
not broken and one can't be held

accountable for hurting other

people's feelings.

Everyone says, if I know I was
hurting someone's feelings, I

wouldn't have done so — a quick

justification with hindsight.

Just a little foresight can
prevent people from booming
''grave diggers" of other people's

feelings. Hurting other people's

feelings, whether or not in-

tentionally still hurts, just the

same.
How many times have we heard

people say, how sensitive they

are? More times than we Hke to

remember. Why? Those very
people who espoused their sen-

sitivity are insensitive when
dealing with other people different

than themselves. It is sad, but
true?

I must add, hurting other people

is e&sy because they are
anonymous and usually referred

to as "them". The lack of iden-

tification justifies hurting other

people's feelings.

We all try very hard not to hurt

our friends' feelings. But funny as
it may seem, we are strangers

when we meet. That is, I didn't

mean to hurt your feelings, and if I

did, I didn't know ^t. That's
commendable, butliow does the

person feel whom you hurt? The
pain is just as severe and besides,
you're supposed to be my friend
not a stranger.

What about those people whn
always say, some people are J
too sensitive. WeU. you \^
almost^ anything you say or domay hurt their feelings. So yon
avoid these people like the plague
Have you ever stopped to think
you are just as sensitive as thojt
other people? I know, that's dif

ferent and anyway, those people
are different.

Difference makes 'them" over
sensitive. Difference makes other
people more prone to over
sensitivity. Like, why can't these

people be like us — sensitive and
not overly so.

The question can be raised tha

if time was allotted to considering

other people's feelings befon
interacting, there wouldn't be

time left to do what one has to do
Perhaps, but people take

precedence over things to do

Things to do can be put off until

tomorrow. Oh, I know this goes

against efficiency, but who needs

it? However, hurting sonieones

feelings can't be recalled and

made right. I know, people often

try to undo the hurt; but somehow
or other, hurt feelings cannot l)e

erased, only am^lio^ated to a

certain degree.

I hope— naivete so pervasive

-

that people take care, before

plunging al}ead, to consider, if

only momentarily other people's

feelings. V^
Roy Moore

' * Senior^Sociology

No Hart
Editor:

'^

The following is quoted ver-

batim from "California

Dreaming," by Julie Lepick

(Daily Bruin, July 20).

•*It is not without good reason

that the author credits Hart Crane

with 'overseeing the entire

production,' for A Native Son is

quite a fine example of what they

call 'local color.' If you're a native

Califomian, you'll understand. If

not, then it's no use even trying."

Dne hardly kiiows who to

blame!! Is it the faculty, which

teaches with such ineptitude that

learning becomes impossible? Is

it Miss Lepick, who has slept

through al^ her Lit classes (but

sUU fefels t^e urge to be a WnteD?

Is it Governor Reagan, who has

degraded the quality of education

to such a point? Or /is it, perhaps,

only a proof-readei^< editor?) with

a penchant fw misguided good

intentions?

If you can teU the difference

between Bret Harte and Hart

Crane, you'll understand. If not,

then it's no use even trying.

VirginU Parry Cruie

Graduate, School of Management

Tou are in Esquire's

:, f

Here's a super 21 -page report on the -v
^

campus scene. Get the new, modern size y^
Esquire and read about you and your school.

Don't mitt

Cooling It—The Americaniztition of
tl ^ ollege Campus 71 -72"

Plut
^~

A special 30-page
Pull-out guide to everything:
movies, t>ooks, lectures, rock, pop, jazz and
folk concerts, comics, records, sports, and
underground papers. -

Everything will be happening (with or without
you) on campuses all over the country.

don't mitt Super September
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Peter Fonda high among those who want to use

cinema art to express a feeling about life."

Peter r,i
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'McCabe and Mrs, Miller'
*\

-.f Jr

J West .^ and the Western
<»h

m:

Bleary-eyed, oWivious. totally surrendered tothe blissful lethargy that

is an opium high. Juhe ChrisUe looks out on the h'ttle town of Pretbyterian

Church at the end of McCabe and Mrs. MlUer. A woman of the world,

organizer and operator of an efficient, beautifully appointed, and highly

profitable hoiee of scarlet pleasures, she has been an oddly dviUxing

influence on this speck of stumbling society in the awesome Northwest.

Baths have become a bothersome yet necessary ritual to those detirout of

sampling the fesidents of the red lanterned mansion But nobody balks;

the baths are taken. A(id it is a tribute to Mrs. Miller's imposing pressnce

that she can refine sex, that most basic of instincts, to the point where an

•vening's lay—thoi«h a lay be all it is—is looked forward to as a gentle

pause in the violent and dirty business of carving up a country.

Frostbitten, half-dead, almost totally swallowed up by the blinding

whiteness of a furious blizzard, Warren Beatty fights the good fight to a

Pyrrhic victory at the end of McCabe and Mrs. MlUer. His situation is far

less comfortable than that of his female counterpart; he will be dead by

the time the final credit leaves the screen. And what's just as bad, we

know that the powers of darkness—the monolithic, mulU-tenUcled, all-

encompassing leviathans of business, Business, BUSINESS!—frustrated

for the moment, will nevertheless return shortly, picking up where they

left off But McCabe is not a bitter man, and if he dies with a smile on his

face, it is because he can look back on a Ume. however brief, when a town

ahd some people and a whole lot of something hard to define that almost

made America great did make Presbyterian Church a damned fine place

to live.
^~~

Review by

Jeff Schultz

-4, •

•

This is an amazing film, one whose mufti-leveled cjtceUences deserve

repeated viewings Its look and tone are distincUy not t^J« •"

American picture, much less one from a major studio Yet Robert Alt

man-who has managed to become one of only a handful of direct" in

this country who totally dominate their works—has here fashioned a

small wonder There is no question that McCabr and Mr«. Miller stems

right Crom the American experience; it is. after all, a Western. But it is a

Western viewed with the inteUectual reUcence of a man who both knows

and fears his own violence. Altman's film conUins no slam bang, stops

out shoot-em ups These tactics are much too gross for histastes. He has
^

worked a minor miracle in simultaneously ridding his^film of many of the

deficiencies that have held the Western back as a genre, while retaining

the basic Western structure by his use of easily recogmzable course

markers along the way to keep the audience locked into the penod^ ( It s

easy to pick out the good guys from the bad guys; the plot buUds

suspensefully to a final confrontation.^

With the advent of the "adult W^tem^' a debate has sprung up as to

whether or not this genre tan validly tackle questions o* social and

philosophical import. Advocates point to Peckinpah s The Wild Bunch

and emphatically say yes. Others cite Peter Fondas The Hired Hand and

deliver an equally emphatic no Both are right by dint of the examples

chosen but those who would negate the theory are bound to lose sooner or

later thfeir arguments dissolving each time there is an tnteUigent ad

dition to the ranks. The richness of McCabe and Mrs. MUler stenris from

the many ways in which it offers satisfacUon Magnificent to watch, the

acting flawless. Altman's film creates iU own world then blossoms within

those confines. _ _

^^..1..

Julie ChrisUe and Warren Beatty have never been better my ad-

miration for their performances coming from their not doing sUr turns^

This is true ensemble playing. McCabe and Mrs Miller reacUng to and

with each other and the inhabitants ol Presbyterian Church with a

remarkable ease and empathy. But it is director Altman who deserve

ultimate credit, for this fine evocation of a Ume gone, forgotten, and

beauUfully reinterpreted.

summenmm
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four; Music, The Mafia and More

(Edltor^s Note: The Summer Bruin and Icon t«"ie "o

responsibility for the veracity of any aUegatloiii In this

article which perUin to organlwd crime ^ role In popular

musl^. All quotes have been reproduced accurately, but we

cannot be responsible? for their content.)^
.^ \ „^a.^*'

In the early 1960's the Chambers Brothers first^gafted

attenUon as a rocked-up gospel group. Then came Time

HasCome Today" in 1968 and the groups sound c^nged to

a sdrt of rocked^up soul Other experimente foUowed

culminaUng with their current album. New Generation, ana

an orchestrated popish sound. Lester Chamber, lead

singer and cowbeU player, speculated as to future changes;

"I think we're going back to a gospel sound agam-not

exacUy like some of the earlier stuff (boy. I sure like » lot

^
the things we did then)-but a different, more evolved

gospel sound. We really don't know what our next. album

be like though We'll probably record it after w U)ur to

Japan and Africa-were really looking forward to that

one— in August."

TSw Chambers Brothers had just returned from a suc-

cessful tour of Hawaii They were lying around their Los

Angeles motel room-empty cans qf Manischewitz chicken

soup scattered here. Pearl. Hot Buttered Soul and Cham-

bers Brothers albums stacked neatly there-awaiting .the

arrival of the already hour late Greyhound bus that was to

them the two hundred miles north to Sar

TheW came and Brothers, managers, gtw^^ic^. ann

hangers-on boarded for Uie four hour journey As sand-

wiches and beer were passed up and down the aisles. I nici

b/ Harold Bronson
one of the new members of the group, drummer Arthur

Ramsey. Curly haired Brian Kecnan had been the

group's drummer for seven years, but he left inMarch to

Dursue a career as a studio musician primarily because he

^t became fed up wiUi traveling Arthur, on the other

hand, loves the traveling and, while with the Air Force he

managed to romp through most of Westwri Europe He •

been drumming since the age of two. and before meeUng

the Brothers through muUial frieods. he was a vacuum

cleaner salesman Also new to the group Is Daniel Z«j-

.zebulon. conga player extraordinare. who used to pUy with

Richie Havens, among others. ^1^^
As Uie bus driver searches for the campus of the college

where the concert is going to Uke pUce. Lestw
••fP^J"

*

back seat next to the plasUc basket of beer Unhke toihe

esUblished artitU, the Brothers continue to ^
tour ex^

tensively and have pUyed many of the large fesUvaU One

Brother who wishes to renuiin anonynrious <»^";»«».^

•When the rock fesUvals first started, they '''«^^'^«*

well and came off okay But then the Mafia »tsfted buying

into these things, and even reguUr concerts, and ««^"^
as a front They didn't even care about the musk: ^^
of their influential position, they often to^J^^^^
group, and were able to use this trsvebng setup as a cov«^

io transport lUegal drugs, like cocaine, around the country

from one city to another." ^ u *. • .*.^**h Ki«
As we arrive, blues singer Danny Cox ha. just »tsrted lus

set We are ushered to a waiting cubicle with dn^VJ^^^

food, and then we make our way to the
«>^'i*""^

•«^
room The concert is sold-oul-six

^^^^'^^/''^.^ZmI^
spinted cheers the Brothers Uke the mfke^t stage

Jo^expenencing some difficulty when he finds out that

SngXTfeet. even *»»«htly causes theiu^u^^
boots to bend a little making the microphone rock s^
wtrdly back and ^ ^
band runs througn Furiy ann r;,^ *

(Contim igelO)
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Potters Studio
1 1656 OLYMPIC, WLA

Classes • Memberships
• Gallery

call: 477-/757 Anytime

Be fitted by Kxperts

Bra ond Girdle

Specialties

GR7-1773
BANKAMEtiCAaO
MASTEt CHARGE

^AllDATtOPAtKING
WVITH PURCHASE

931 uuccTwnnn Bl VD WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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MIDNITE REVIVAL i
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THE END OF THE ROAD
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Only 990
Aug. 20. 21
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Wainwri
On a Peter Max sheet we

listened to Loudon Wainwright

Ill's second try at fame. It was

Loudon's Motel Bluei."

"Chronologically / ^now

you're young

But when you kissed me in

the club you hit my tongue

I'H write a song for you and

put it on my next LP
Come up to my motel room

and sleep with me."

We figured, "Another singer-

songwriter," and pursed our lips.

His voice seemed to draw at-

tention by virtue of its lonely,

intense, almost neurotic quality.

His "reality" was ever-apparent,

though it kind of disturbed us as

we lay as one in perfect harmony.

"That's not the greatest voice in

the world," we decided and

hastily slunk back into our dream.

But the voice continued.

"There's a bible in the

drawer, don't be

afraid. .
."

"Good line, " but could his lone-

guitar arrangements match up

with those of Paul Simon, or the

late Beatjes? We squirmed to find

a better position. The voice didn't

stop.

". . .Never mind those

desk clerk scowls

I'll buy you breakfast,

^they'll (hink you're my
wife

Come up to my motel room
and save my life."

All eyes focused on the plastic

disc spinning there so Certainly on

the Sony. "Usten," the words

seemed to rocket out of our

mouths, "Loudon Wainwright is

not the greatest songwriter in the

world."

Granted.

Hadn't Bobby Scott given us

"Little Green Apples" and
"Honey"? Didn't Paul McCartney
get up one morning and play a few

notes on the piano which turned

out to be "Yesterday"? John

Liennon sure wrote some great

stuff, though I can't come up with

any just new.

"And DYLAN (I forgot). BOB
DYLAN. What a Ulent. "Don't

Think Twice. It's Alright."

"Blowin' in the Wind." mm-
m . . ."A Hard Rain's A-Gonna
Fall," "Masters of War," "HatUe
Carroll," "The Times They Are A-

Changin' "... "I'U, Be Your
Baby Tonight"
"Face it, Loudon What's-His-

Name is not and never wiU be the

greatest singer in the world."

-^—

$2 TICKETS

ON SALE
JULY 27

KERCKHOFF
TICKET

OFFICF

^^3it5S?^' .:Jr"'ti-

(By arrang*m«n» at »h« Student Commil1»« for lK« Aiti)

BlV^^'

\
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Wainwright, like Dylan, his

early counterpart and teacher,

couples brilliant insight into

social, sexual, and family

problems with a knack for

musical stylings. His second

Atlantic release is^called "Album

H" (SD 8291).

Those who used to applaud

Dylan's old style will now have to

retune their ears to really feel at

home with the new "prophet."

Admittedly, a first listen to the

album will come as a bit of a

surprise, partly because of its

radical format — a single guitar

on eleven of the twelve cuts ac-J

companies Loudon's yearning

"Hey— come — and— listen— to

— meV voice.

But once you have dismissed in

your mind the need for a singer to

sound Garfunkel-sweet, then

you're ready for Wainwright. His

songs are personal,

autobiographical, proud, praising

and indicting and seem to draw
from his own admitted unhap-

piness.

1 ,

'7 know I'm unhappy
I know things aren't right

For instance last week
- 7 got drunk every night

I know that I'm angry
I know I'm afraid

I rarely make love

I mostly get laid."

—"J Know I'm Unhappy"

His candor reVels throughout

the album though in fact it's his

vividly earthy quality which is the

major force. Ironically, it's this

very quality, as seen in poets such

as Dylan and Leonard Cohen,

which will offend and seem to

threaten the lifelines of many as

conservative ear.

With a child's perception, he

laminates the fears, the hopes, the

desperation, and the release of a

struggling individual caught in a

playpen which is too big, too

structured, too new. Listen to "Be

Cai:eful. There's a Baby in the

House." - t—

r

Out of the at times nightmarish

word-play comes the Wainwright

humor. "Me and My Friend the

Cat" is a fantastical head trip

amongst friends. It has lines such

as "We were sitting at speeds/

known only to a few/ incredible

distance/ we travelled us two/ if

only you'd l)een there. .
:"

All of .a sudden, like a boU of

lightning, a sound of terror woke

us from our dream and brought us

to our senses. _; .,

The sleepers had to squint

their eyes

As morning passed from

night I

—

^

That was no ray of sun-

shine ,
"

That wa« Wainwright
' Mitch Corber

Wfif Can Change the World j-^7^

with your help — we need volunteers to research scripts on

social problems — we ore o group of concerned people trying to

use the medio to stir up action — coll & we'll telTyou more -

we're called ERTIA. 276-6458 ask for Vilckl. 879-1505 as for Lisa

Ingmar Bergman^s
firstEnf^ishlanguage motion picture.starring .

EUionQould,BibiAndersson,MaxvonSydoiv

The Touch"
,.,r

Presented by ABC Pictures Corp
A sub^idKjry ol tKe Ameficon

j
r- , I Disfnboted by

Bfcxidcosttoq rompon.es. loc \^^*^'
\ Cio^omo Rejeosmq

Mon. ttiru Fri 6 00 •

Sat. 4 Sun 1.30- 345* 6
Eitra! Fri. t, sat. 1

jYO W !

8:60* 10:15 PM" " : - 10:15 PM
2 •: M!a':is:!»t J7I nn ' «'• "••

|mu$icon|
Tbundtoy. Auflu*t 19. 1971 UCLA Sommer 3rvln ?
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Bob Gibson
It is widely accepted in folk music circles that Pete Seeger, Woody

Guthrie, and Bob Gibson are the major contributors to and influences on

American folk music. Guthrie is gone now, Seeger is happily sUU going

strong, and Gibson has returned from an eight year hiatus with a new

recording, Bob Gibson (Capitol ST-742).

It is disappointing and mildly embarrassing to "discover" a musical

legend almost fifteen years too late. Gibson's heyday in the late

fifties and early sixties came too early for many of us to remember at all.

Now years later, Gibson has returned with an album of songs written by

himself Lightfoot, Hamilton Camp, and Dylan. If you've never heard

Gibson,' he sounds exacUy like early PhU Ochs (check out Ochs' first

NEEBIICU?
^Slud«nt« - Foe o wnoll »•• I con g««

*yoo o coc \m% »»wn whol«ftol« blo»-

Ibook pfk*« rom o VWto o El Dorodo

I

directly from »h« Lo» Ang«»«« Ao»o^

^m(^il« Aucllon K«W •v»rv lo»tdoy

I

(or outKorU«d d#ol«r» only You wUI

aM»nd ond »•!•€» th« cor yoo ¥»ont

and b« pr«««nl ol th« bidding whkH

con go hundr^s o» doUor* b«low Blu*

lb6ok pricM 'OiH SK«rry ot 879-J^82

.or 473-0933 QfMiwv.' '
'

lUXIOOSHOr
Rtntalt t Salts

FemMl W««r

/

three albums - the similarity is incredible*. But, Oibson came brfore

Ochs and before all the other performers and musicians who have been

vitally innuenced by Mm. The fact to keep in mind is thaUGibson is the

innovator, while the others are the admiring imitators Tiie album, itself,

is good, but not excitingly good or overpoweringly dynamic. G'b«>n.s own

compositions, "Fog Horn" and "Easy Now" are m the G.bson tradid^ton

clea^and simply organized and performed. DyUn s J"st ^Ae «

wTman" and "A Hard ,Rains A Gonna Fall" work weU, but the

unoriginal arrangements cause one to wish that other less recorded

Ks^gs had b^n chosen Ughtfoofs "For Lovin' Me" « given a new

r^atment with Gibson and Camp singing vocals (In theW^ Gibson and

Camo were a folk duo>. The besUong on the «lbum is calted About

W" written by Camp and performed by Gibson. It is a lovely flowing

ballad, sung with deep feeUng: "Time's the loom on which we weave/ Th?

.

fabric of our destiny/ The sacred loom on which we hang our Iw^/ Eadi

one wears a new design/ We sew a straight or crooked hne/ The garm^t

we Will wear eternally." Perhaps Gibson is especially successful with this

song, as he obviously knows only too well *hat chang^
""I*.X^"rfe

Th^ past is one thing, and Uhs pr^nt qiute «"'>";era"Vk^^7
unavoidable questions to be posed. What position can G-bson take today^

in our age of brilliant yoqng singer-songwriters? Can a legend con-

tin^nroeress improve? As yet, these questions are unanswerable The

nr^S^^yT the major factor i" deciding Gibson s future

W^teve^he ouicome, Uie album has at least acquainted us with Gibson

and his Ulent. no small feat.
_^,„h. Nechele.

ready lor release hnd their ap-

pearance at the Whisky signaled

their Los Angeles debut.--

• <j

Crowbar
It was a usual night at the

Whisky-A-Go<;o AIL the usual

freaks were there, acting out their

teenage Satyricon on the dance

fioor. Nearly everyone in the

place had come to see Sweathog,

Frosty - of - the - sweaty - hand's

group, but the second group.

Crowbar, was the one in which 1

was interested. There had been

intriguing stories circulating

about Crowbar's expertise as^a

rock and roll and rhythm and

blues band, and about how they

formerly had backed up Ronnie

Hawkins in Canada, following in

the Band's footsteps They had

appeared on ^ne album with a

personage called the King Biscuit

Boy, but their first genuine album

as a group entity was just about

From the moment they walked

on sUge it was pretty clear that

Crowbar was a collection of rock

and rollers with a bent toward

mild oddities. The organist, Jozef

Chirowski, had the glassy-eyed

look of a psychopath about to

feloniously attack his instrument.

Kelly Jay, the piano player (to

call him a "pianist" in this

rollicking context would be

ludicrous), stomped his large

frime around the stage, alter-

nating between clutching the mike

like a little toy and nearly kicking

over the piano The lead guiUrist,

known only as "The Ghetto," went

into crjazy fits of slide guitar,

(Continued on Page 10 >
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5 NOT A FUM TO SEE ALONB

WILLARD
15146 Sunt** Blvd.

PcK. PdisodM
454-5525

in*

HOUSE THAT DRIPPED BLOOD (GP)

leiirly caioi

205 NoHh Canon Drive

BeveHy Hills (dl Wilshire)

275-5244

SUMMER OF '42

wflK i«MMf«r OfUM * Gory Orimm

Quick Quiz Every Tuesday Night

PACIFIC'S

liiiNy Rills
Wilshire Blvd. at Canon Or

1 blk Eott ol Bovorly Dr.

2711121

RYAN'S DAUGHTER (GP)

Men.. !•••.. Thiir*.. Fri. 8:30; W«d. 2K» > ©cSO

S^. 1:00. 5:00. 9-30: S«n 100 ^ 7:30 p m

•niNMAN. WfTTBHNG & ZlOa*

Irtiiffiil I

2524 Wilshire

(at 26th St.)

Santo Monica
829-3366

Jane Fonda and Donald Suthorland

KLUTE

David Diven

THE STATUE

iriiifni II

2524 WilsKire
(at 26th St.)

Santa Monica
829.3366

The Beautiful Musical

SONG OF NORWAY

irili
Westwood Village

GR 7-2487

aoily com. from 12:30

Solwrdoy and Swndoy ol 12 ntidnighl

END Of TH€ tOAO

GREAT MEDICINE
BALL CARAVAN (R)

Doily 2:10, 4:10, 6:10. 8:10, 10:10

Fri. ^ Sot. mid. 1^10

I

f m

Hollywood

6'eiier .,
1451 N.LosMf
ot Sunset ^

464-9921

EROTIC FILM FESTIVAL
itm&AHMMcK«ir«

RECKLESS CLAUDIA
^obobly *«»• boat odwH fUfm m «K» U.S."

• — KAtBOY
i> 11:4S a.fii. — Lost (liow ttSd'fJT.ivi.

ciiiriii iiii
Sunset Neor Vine

H6lly¥i^ood

466-3401

IMly ol 12:00. 100. 4:00, 6:00. f:00. lOKX) p.m.

vSpociol MidnigK»~SKow Fridoy * SoKtrrfoy

BLUE WATER, WHITE DEATH (G)

Man- Eating Shark Huntl

Nothing like it ever filmed before!

Ill Mir
5036 W P'ko

WE 5-6424

Skolloy WmiI

WHArS THE AAAnER WITH HEIEN

THEVILUIN
Rklwrd BwfioA

Nwt AMrodton: ANOtOMB>A STIAIN
Comity Soon: RoMollifM-t tISi Of LOUIS XIV

Fell ini s

lirlii
LoBreo at Melrose
WE 4-2944

SATYRICON
Trulfoufs

THE WILD CHILD
SI lor odwlN m/tk» od {Good on ono »m^«> only}

Nort AMroction: KlUT|/ Cotmit^ Soonc LOVE STOtV

iraiidi
9000 Sunset Blvd.

(EostolDoheny)
Free Forking in BIdg.

273-2266

AlwiArUn

ciATCH 22

OH WHAT A LOVELY WAR

I •

liiiiwiii'riciiic
Hollywoad Blvd.

Near Cohuengo
466-5211

A Violent Man & A Gentle Wbmon

BILLY JACK (GP)

Ooilv 12:45 • 3:15 • 1:30 • •.-00 • 10:15

Li:Fillz
1822 N. Vermont
Hollyvvood

NO 4-2169

W.C. FIELDS in

THE BANK DICK

NEVER GIVE A SUCKR
AN EVEN BREAK

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
4518686

RYAN'S DAUGHTER
•

Mon. - Thurs. Cont. from 1:45

Fri. - Sun. Cont. from 12:45

MOIICI II

1332 2nd iStreet

Sonto Monica
451-86S6

MISIC Hill
'>036 WiUhircBlvd.

PLAZA SUITE

THE ODD COUPLE
Conl. from 1:30 Doily

t

!B*v*Hy Hills (ot Doheny)
1^4-6869

THE DEVILS
with Vonosso Redgrov*.

Olivr R»od

EXaUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

(t(«teM(|S«S*f.,

I
- Ill's ,irt-

,f.

J0
saj

Dinipnd

4
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MUSIC
Ttie mid summer doldrums

evident in the concert scene last

we€k seem to have passed, and

this week there's something for

everybody. (Well, almost

everybody — folk freaks will

have to wait for Judy Collins.)

Tonight the Chambers Brothers,

Eddie Maddad and Canyon will be

at Papa Joe's (236 N. Harbor Dr.)

in Redondo Beach. Shows are at 8

and 11, and there's an age limit of

21.

Tomorrow night Savoy Brown,

Redbone and Atomic Rooster will

be at the Santa Monica Civic. Led

Zeppelin will be at the Forum
Saturday and Sunday.

Carole King, as everyone
knows, will be «t the Greek

through Saturday with Jo Mama.
It's probiably impossible to get in

unless you join the hill and tree

. people. Neil Diamond and Odetta

open at the Greek Monday.
Tom Jones will be at the Forum

tomorrow for the benefit of the

mothers and grandmothers of

Southern California, with Pat

Henry, The Blossoms, and Jeff

Storage's Universe. Sunday night

the grade school crowd will get

their chance, when the Jackson
Five appear at the Bowl. As I said,

something for everybody.

The LA. Phil presents Handel's

Messiah tonight, a Gilbert and
Sullivan spectacular Satiu*day,

and works by Ravel, Liszt and
Kodaly on Tuesday. ^ ^
—-At the clubs: Clarence White is

at the Ash Grove through Sunday
with The Country Gazette, a
bluegrass group which includes

Herb Pederson of the Dillards,

Roger Bush of the Kentucky
Colonels, Kenny Wirtz and Byron
Berline, tite fiddle champion who
played with Linda Ronstadt at the

Odetta

Troubador, the Burritos on

campus last spring and lots of

other good people in the past

Tuesday through nejt Saturday

there Vill be benefit perlormances

by various theater ensembles to

raise money to free the members
of the Living Theater recently

jailed in Brazil. Participants

include members of the Firesign

Theater, Burbage Theater,

Company Theater, Odyssey
Theater Ensemble and .others

from the Living Theater.

Freda Payne opens at PJ's

tonight and continues through

Aug. 28. Tony Wilham's Lifetime

is at Shelly's, followed by the Joe

Henderson Sextet on Tuesday.

Bob Baxter and Rick Epping will

appear with Steve Gilette at

McCabe's tomorrow and Satur-

day. Jim Silvers and the Wild

Bunch will be at The Other Side,

3015 Ocean Front Walk, in Venice

tomorrow and Saturday.

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band will

be at the Troubadour with Artie

and Happy Traum through
Sunday; Donny Hathaway and Ian

Matthews open Tuesday. Hoyt
Axton is at the Golden Bear
through Sunday, followed by
Hedge and Donna on Tuesday.

Tonight's the last night for the

highly acclaimed African gr(>up,

Osibisa who are at the Whisky by
way of an enthusiastically
received ELiropean tour; Pacific.

Gas and Electric open tomorrow.
Ron Eliran and,Moccasin are

^currently at the Bitter EiW West,
to be followed by Big Black and
Barry Gordon. Tlie Ice House
features Belland and Somerville,

Richmond Shepard and Walt
Conley. Gabor Szabo will tje^at

Donte's tomorrow and Saturday.
A quick look at the amusement

parks: The New Seekers will be at

^^" -^ \i(tp Thri/ls
Disneyland beginning

Morvday
Knotts are Sammi

Smiui

^ Mountain
has MiTorme and Larry Storch th

'

Sunday, followed by k
Williams and Homer and ^^

W C; Fiekis festival con-

Saturday and'iheh wTn-- at the Lo6 Felix. TVeBwA

Sunday.\,S Et^^l^^ and Never Give . S.cker a.

Torme and Larry Storch
Sunday, followed by ^

Break run through Tuesday;

ng Wednesday are Tke Maa

Tonight is the last of thi^

.

night concerts by Rick Nels*
Finally, the Watts W

Festival continues thrZ
Sunday at Will Rogers 2
There are band concerts u
and tomorrow at 8 and jazz
certs at 8 tomorrow and SaturS
at Shrine Auditorium. The Uda
will feature Miles

Daviil
Thelonius Monk, Carl Tjader 2
others.

'FILMS
The Animation Society

present a "History of the Avail
gard and Pop Cartoon, mi-\%\
tomorrow through Sunday at 7 J
at the University ReligiJ
Conference, 900 Hilgard Donatw
is $1.50 for five and one-half how
of continuous cartoons

Tomorrow midnight at riiJ

Plaza is the T—A—M— l Sho\

1964 overgrown Shindig featun^l

the .Stones, Chuck Berry. tJi

Miracles, Jan and D^an, Jama]

Brown, Billy J. Kramer and

Supremes.

Carole

King

'V*

'

^^r^^ll^

The World of Abbot and Costflii

opens tonight at D Antan

Cinematheque. The Capra fUffl

series continues at the County Art

Museum's Bing theattf

tomorrow with Lost Horizon anfl

Here Comes the Groom. ^
Silent Movie features a Valenunj

memorial with Isle of Love anfl

Second Fiddle.

e Flyiag Trapeie and Yea

Cheat aa HeMSt Mas. At the

re are Cenpalilsn and

Lovers. The
res WHtlwrliig lUi M̂m and

e Three. Two Silent thriUen

^t the Bijou: CaMaet ef Dr.

^ari and The Maa froai

tond. which stars Harry

ni. Tomorrow and Saturday

its there'll be a magirian at

ter for extra thrills.

ATERS
uld Hindi Boe^ Ue te Yea?,

es of three one acts with a

len's Lib theme, is at the

green Stage, 5060 Fountain,

ay through Sunday this

end and next. Moiher Earth

at the Huntington Hartford

rrow, and School for Wives

Monday
^ndide opens Saturday at the

othy Chandler Pavillion;

ckerbocker Holiday closes

lorrow. The puppet show,

chio. ctoses its series of

inee performances at the

on Sunday,

ah Richards' Oae is a Crowd

inues at the Inner City

ater with Monkey's Paw
wing in an 11:45 p.m. show

lorrow and Saturday night.

L.A. Interchange present a

ic revue every Wednesday at

the Factory, 665 La Peer.

Celebrity Center through

28 is Cominanication through

and Jan. Fridays at 11 p.m.

r Key-Out Players present at

t^r^ show; Sundays at 8 Poetry by
' " ndlelight is also free.

" Vincent is at Theater Rapport,

- i 1/2 S. Vermont Fridays-

|-t^days. Ten Nights ia a par
^ %)ni is at the Masquers, 17«5 N

amore Thursdays-Saturdays.

IS is at the Three Arts Theater,

3 Santa Monica, Friday s-

idays.

T
n exhibit featmring Edward G.

ingston's architecturaLfur-

e and Stephen White's lah-

opens Monday at The Egg
The Eye, 5814^Wilshire.

apestries are on exhibit at the

anson Gallery, County Art

urn ; Worid War I posters are

isplay at the Orlando Gallery,

Ventura Blvd. in Encino.

t the Santa Barbara Art

are eighteenth-century

lean wooden cotored sciilp-

by Juan Badia and Bejamin

ano, two artists from Tijuana.^

re's a graphics group exhibit

he Margo Leavin Gallery, 812

Robertson,, featuring works by

Dine, Hockney, Levee,

ma and Warhol.
""

NCE
he Anta Dance Theater

tival will Continue through

day with free performances

ry night at the Pilgrimage

eater in Hollywood. Jose

lina's Bailes E^spanoles ck)ses

day at the Lindy Opera House.

It must be about time to review

television scene, if for no other

ison than to warn everybody

>ut a brand new program called

leadshop' showing every week-

at 6 on channel 52. There's

>bably nothing worse than a TV
tram which has pretentions of

hng a superhip, far out, elx-

lence aimed foV an audience of

^aks.

[)oug Cox was "this week's

Id, on Headshop .
" His per

ming guests included Melanie,

Dog Night, Iron Butterfly,

inny and The Fifth Dinjension

>o all lipsanc one song each. Cox

lerviewed Gary Usher. Byrd-

ffiliate and co-author of "409"

hth Brian Wilson, filmmakers

r^.verdale and Joseph
.,^M »V^i. nijnr^crrr of

»s hip t)ecause he did one in-

-lew on a watert)cd.) Oh yes.
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10925 Lindbrook Driv

4792866

the show was also big on "mon-

tages — playing a record and

flashing on posters, street scenes,

moon scenes, etc. There were at

least four within the hour.

Cox encouraged viewers to

write in their opinions of the show,

which may be a death wish on his

part. 1 can't imagine anyone over

junior-high age watching it, on the

basis of Monday's show. But

perhaps it'll improve. It will have

a lot of chances to do so — the

series is set for 13 weeks. For the
""

curious: today's guest is Mike

Nesmi^h; Friday, the Krishna

consciousness people.

Elsewhere on the tube, Henry

VIII takes on his fourth wife at

9j«0 Sunday pn channel 2; the

series has been vei^y interesting-

and very well-done so far. Old

scary flicks are featured on "Wide

Scream Theater, " weekdays at 7

on channel 5. (The series so far

has been mostly a Lon Chaney

festival ) Of course Seymour is

still holding down the fort Or

whatever at 11 on Saturdays. -

"Beautiful and Now" is a series

6f seven programs taped in Watts

which began Monday; it runs

every day this week at 10:30 on ^
channel 5, "Boboquivari," a jazz

series, is oh at 8:30 on Wed-

nesdays and Fridays on channel

28. This week stars Roberta

Flack.

Don't forget "Rocky and His

Friends" at 3 every day on

channel 13.

If you're reduced to watching

the tube tonight, keep in mind

"Good Vibrations from Central

Park' ' at 9 : 30 on channel 7 , fc^ Ike

and Tina Turner, the Beach Boys,

Carly Simon, Kate Taylor and Boz

Scaggs Tomorrow night there's

The Wrong Box at 9 on 2. It's a

strange little film with a Peter

Sellers sequence that makes it all

worth while, r.
,^^t^*»\m\M\M*

VFN

irliitil
7425 Suntet

876-0212

t1 JUmiMtowior 1 p

'WILLARD"
^

8BELLSTQU
«iH« Him c«i»yw (S«r?y. M« fM^ %m M«kit

rii riciiic
7554 Beverly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

frmm Porking

ANDROMEDA STRAIN

RED SKY AT MORNING

^m

PACIFIC'S

Piiliie:
Hollywood ol Vine
469-7161 12:45

Worren Beolty • ^vlie Christie

AAcCABE & MRS. MILLER (R)

0««y Ol 1.90. ):4S. M». tIS. lOtSO

PACIFIC'S

ricwiif
Pico Neor We»H»«>od

THE TOUCH (R)

-Hit first in Enplishl

272-8239
IAm.'^rMOIt%:00. 10:15 <ftrtr« 111S mM. FrL)

Sfll..SMn. ):)0. 3:4S. «:00. tOO. 10:15 (klrc 1115 fM^ W|

riizi
WetfviKXKJ Vitloge

OR 7-0097

TR 99077

rvc* Srown'i

ON ANY SUNDAY
|

DoMy I:4S. 1:30, 5:10. 430. tieO. »0r3

Fri a/6 Mklnigh^ VIUAOI Of THf DAMNED

llllll
1045 BroKfon

Wettwood Villoae

BR 2-0501

Po««r Fondo't

THE HIRED HAND

Slim Miiii
611 N. FoirfcH

CX 3-2389 \
$1.00 •» i i

OtOOVICST MOVIC IN TOWM

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
'THEISLEOFLOVF'

Mary Atfor 'Second Fiddle

'

Chaplin & SennoH Comedies

III! II Irii
Lo Breo of Ninth

WE 4-2342

Ends Aug. 24 o^

VAMPIRE DOU
TAnOOED SWORDSWOMAN

r"%

Vliiiie
9^1 Broxfon

Westwood
478-0576

Oeorg* C. ScoM in

THE LAST RUN (GP)

5How«.mM 115. 4111 6:15. 1:15.

10:15 Fri. « Sal MMnifM SIm»«

-. '5s

Asliriii
8162 Mel rose Ave.

013-2070

New »W««*g»i Sw»«^

THE COUNTRY^GAZETTE

CLARENCE WHITE (of the Byrds)

& PAT CLOUO

GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

TONITE! ..

eizzarri's
9039 5un»««

CR 3-6606
f,

BERRIES

TRAIN
CORROBBEE
CHEYENNE

iromamir
9081 Santo MonkoBlvd.
tA
2766168

E_ T>^OM9»» A«#t. 22

Nitty Gritty Dirt B^nd

ARTIE & I^APPY TRAUM
NEXT OONNY HATHAWAY

0»<lr«tn»i>Y Hiiyl LA FrM ^M.

^aCIIUP' VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW
428 N. lo Breo uNOOMtOUNO rvt

^^JX^Z^ V^iw* TliM $M#. •!•& 10' ^ «•• - ^

^37-9233 Fc^ Pn^^ SeH Of,^ 9. l^mA* u oo

ITT' ' *'ll'ffir'^^»*fi'"-
^"^^'

v'
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CONTACT LENSES
DR. ALFRED R. BECKER adjusted

/ Ophmefrisf POLISHED

^ W>«fwood Village V ^ 09^9 Weyburn Av.

FinED
REFITTED

GR 9-21 11

GRE LSAT ATGSB
MCAT DAT SAT

YOU R FUTURE AWAUS THE TEST

1 Prtp«r«t.oo for tests r«qu.r«J for •dmi»*.oo to Post gr»<»o«te scttools

2 Six Session Courses Small Gr<*jps _^,.. .«^,.h*4»*il
3 voluminous study material for home-^io^rtrrepared by experts meactifiew

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER

For infermatwiabaut classes in the Los AAfeles Area call l^lo) L./o'iUJ\J

Home office NVC since itM - affiliates m laston. Pfnlade(pMe> Was«Hiifto«i. Dtrett

\
\

^

^4n

•f^

A 0«cr\ceConits

SVi«« N

_VX-

^ATTIC T

BLtWinft

fwo locot'tons in Hollywood

TEPPPD

4- f

464 9 Melbourne Avenue
1 (at North Vermont)

.

Los Angeles. California v9002

7

Telephone: 666-91 17
K

5151 Hollywood Boulevard

(at Corner of Winona) #9^
Los Angeles, Calitbrnia 90028

Telephone: 660-9800

• SoOQSQOQg ®(i iriJQ§]Dl]g]ffl[oJ \!m&

'
If, 1

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
W«st¥tfood n«ar Pko

From Pasfrtfmi h Pkkles

MAISON
LA CREPI
IOM GlafMton Ave 47B-04?7

Open7 0<iyt 11:30-1 AM

105 spEciALrriES or
AUTHE^4TIC FRENCH
'^CREPES" & "OMELEHES"

LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunch $i so & $1.75

10SM Lindbrooii Or DINNER $3.25 & $4.25
474.4948- WW Villaae

^^ff^-'rr

UniE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 UConte
(LaConfe al Ooyley)

For 30 m'm% d*livalhr

477-2006

McDonalds town house
1 118 Weetwood Mva.
474.9343^

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

Crowbar
r

(Continued from P»ge 7)

made his guitar talk and jumped

around The other members

(drummer Sonnie Bernardi,

guiUrist Rheal Lanthier and bass

player Roly Greenway) were

equally exuberant and played

with the others in a tight bombmg

pattern. Crowbar appeared to be a

flash of lightning which

threatened to burn down the

Whisky into a gyrating pile of

dismembered limbs. Although the

group was incredibly forceful, had

great material to romp with,

played like crazy men and

managed to put across individual

identities (a real feat with all the

faceless folks in the biz> they

received meager applause. Even

during their second set (after

Sweathog's particular series of

arguments for deafness^ when

they became so frenzied as to

build a three man piggyback out

of Jay, Greenway and "Ghetto"

and yank the last bit of rhythmic

intensity from their songs, the

crowd barely acknowledged the

effort. But for a few. Crowbar was

a religious experience. Almost.

Bad Manors — Crowbar's

Golden Hits Volume One
(Paramount PAS 6007) is a

raunchy rock and boogie album

which includes ten cuts of varying

material firmly anchored around

a single base of intent — to rock

your ass off Crowbar is such a

bulldozer that they grab the

material and run off with it full

speed, tearing through both sides

of the album stopping at last for a

slower gospel number which is the

disc's only weak point. Until then

there are all sorts of good things,

especially "Oh What a Feeling,'*^

song Roly Greenway has loads of

"fun singing, and also the best

stomper in the repetoire, "Murder

in the First Degree," which
" makes Leon Russell's usual fare

as exciting \as a l>owl of Rice

Krispies in warm milk. It is hard

to describe what goes on here —
either you feel it or you don't I

suppose. But you owe it to yourself

to give Crowbar a chance to

overwhelm you with their en-

thusiasm and super musicianship.

Emotionally and otherwise this is

a very satisfying production.

—Mark Leviton

England Dan S

John Ford Coley

"/ have always wanted to

live \
On a country farm

All the people in the city

Don't know what they're

missin'

Green fields and clear blue

Matters

And time to go fishin'."

^"Mud and Stone"

The production on England Dan

and John Ford Coley (A&M
SIM305) (if you're into produc-

tion) is so very fine that this

album would enliven any elevator.

Listening to England Dan and

partner you'd think that flowers

are stai blooming in Peoria, you'd

swear ipother just asked you to

chop some hickoiy for the shed;

and finally, your turtle forgave

you for missing his 12:00 feeding.

In other words, these guys

sound just too nice.

A pair of country boys who
recently hit the formula with their

smash single "New Jersey," Dan
and Coley ace now trying to cash

in on big album profits.

But why the titl^, "England Dan^
and John Ford Coley"? Okay, it's

fine (it's simple). But why not

"Blue Sky"? or "YeUow Sun"? Or
"Blue Sky/ YeUow Sun/ Green
Pastures"? Or the plaintive "I

Think of You When the Corn
Dies"? -

They are farmlwys, mama.
To give an idea of their down-

home finger-lickin' flavor, listen,

to what a friend said on the liner

note*. "Their melodies and lyric,
are uncluttered and reflect tW
simple objective viewpoiU
stemming from their living

in
quite secluded areas of Texas
where none of the MetropoUtan
Hassle could affect their ouUook
on the world around them."

(It sounds like a euphemism
for

being blind to the world
altogether.

)

And when they say,

"I'll build my home out of
mud and 8tone

Back where the mountain
ia high

With voices like a melody
Sings in perfect harmony
Whistling high up in the

trees

It's calling me,"

who could ever doubt their sin-

cerity? - ,»—.

But back to reality. This farm-

plow sentiment is so shallow and
easy-to-take as to be take-it-or-

leave-it. "Mud and Stone" — city

boy wants to go country. "Lady
Rose" ) boy thinks about flower

giri. "TeU Her HeUo" - boy

touchingly remembers girl. "New
Jersey" — travails on the road

and a longing for home. "I'm

Home" — I'm home but 1 don't

know if I like it. "Miss Me" - An

are-you-happy-I'm-home? feong

"Elysian Fields" — I'm happy

I'm home, but are you happy*?

"Winning Side" — is about losing.

"Swamp River" — it's a strange

home, but I love it. and "Ask the

Rain" — a young boy ages; then

thinks. '_
^ .

All in all the boys've made a

comfortable, though dreadfully

simplified; ablum. Their sen-

timentality and happy/ sad of-

ferings reflect some of the typical

works of the later Mamas and

Papas, Bread, and the realm of

country music in general

However, to the watery-eyed

crowd who run through drawers of

hankies while watching old

movies and kitty births, may you

listen to and enjoy "England Dan

and John Ford Coley."

-t-Mitch Corber

Cliilers Bms •

NATURE'S REALM Gourmet v«g«tarian Dinners. Salads, &
OrgonK Vag«(orion R««»aur<wtt Sandwkh»$. Hom« ol the fomous
B264^na«( - On tK* S*rip. httu* '^Nofitre Buroer," SoyCi Bean Soup and
iHorpar & $w««ti«f^ - 6S6-8426 Honey Ice Creom specialties.

(Continuedfrom Page 5)

The audience response is

overwhelming, surpassing
reactions to Sly and the Family
Stone, Led Zeppelin, or even
Rolling Stones concerts. The
group knows just what to give the

audience, relying on call-and-

response participation for most of

the second half of the set. A
learfld, hysterical girl succeeds in

making it Onto the stage, th-

warting a}l efforts to remove her.

The band hits the familiar
chords of "To Love Somebody,"
and Joseph, dressed in his
burgundy stove-pipes, reminds

one of Bee Gee Barry Gibb. In-

deed, all of the Brothers are

frillily attired (including the

familiar floppy hats), except for

Arthur who seems content as long

as his pants remain pinned at the

knee, allowing his legs more
freedom for th^ pedals.

The frazzled crowd screams and
stomps for more and a
fulminating "Time" becomes the
encore. After an hour spent back
in the locker room, we depart in

our Greyhound. Although tired,

most of the travelers appear
satisfied and congenial. Lester is

content, but at one time things
didn't go so well; "We were
touring at a college in Georgia.
The people there hadn't had a

concert for nine months. I guess

they came to listen because that's

what they did. It was really

strange-^we couldn't get them on

their feet. Then at the end, after

we had left the stage, they

realized what had happened and

started screaming and clapping

•for an encore. We didn't give them

one though. Most of the concerts

are like tonight's."

Upon our return to the motel.

the Brothers head for their rooms.

and everyone leaves for his

respective abode, feeling quj^e

gratified in knowing that what

ever direction they take in the

future the Chambers Brothers are

currently one band that hasnt

forgotten how to rock.

FQCEl#PIIIA
12423 WiltHirallvd

LA S26 9210

EVERY TUES. AFTER 9 P.M
Any Pizza $1.60

PIXZA
P4LACE
Ooytay & W«y^vrn 47||-07§«l

WHERE BEER IS STIll 0NIY25</MUG
X>ldTim«Movi«

3tPrS GiAN^ SuBMARiNt
WHA l« Con** 478-037)

Giam Submarine Sandwich
Op*n Doiiy 1 M )

. WE DELIVER

Cinema
ThMrtd«y> AuQu»t 19. if71 UCLA SumnMT Bruin tl

'Jud', or How Bad Wars Make Bad Movies
by Jeanne Grandilli

Unlike a lot of movies today

which seek to exploit and shock an

audience, J«d was supposedly

made with the best of intentions:

the desire to probe and explore the

situation of the Viet Nam veteran

who finds himself displaced in

society. There is certainly nothing

wrong with main""? tnniral films

problem which the film meant to

deal with: the plight of the young
war vetenin who returns home
t)attle-9carred and weary and gets

no appreciation and often, just the

opposite. One of the k)etter movies
made for television last year was
The Ballad of Andy Crocker which

dealt with this same problem, and
very successfully. In watching it I

realized the true tragedy of Andy
Crocker's plight, felt that he

really had been ostracized by the

war, and sympathized with him
completely. In watching Jud I

didn't feel that his situation was
peculiar only to displaced war
veterans. Anyone can hang
around Sunset, meet a lot of bizrre

characters and get depressed

about human imperfection. Jud is

als^ far from t)eing a completely

sympathetic character. Rather

than making an active effort to

rise above his miserable situation

and make a new life for hinwelf,

Jud reacts in a very immature

manner: feehng that people "owe

him. " he continues to brood about

their ingraUtude, and is unwilling

to make any further personal

contributions until he is paid back

in full Thus, if people treat Jud

coldly, he treats them icily. When

a very troubled acquaintance

comes to Jud with his problems,

Jud can't be bothered—I mean,

he's got enough problems of his

own, right?

If Jud himself doesn't turn you

off, the rest of the film will. There

really is no storyline, and.we are

simply allowed the unpleasant

experience of sharing some of

Juds more unpleasant ex-

periences Claudia Jennings, the

Playmate of the Year, makes her

acting debut (which comists of

exactly one scene with clothes and

one scene without^, but even she

cannot cheer up our brooding

hero.

At its d&bu^sc^eening, Jiid went

over with a resounding thud of

ominous, appUuselen silence. As

the lights went up a sister of one of

the film's cottars was heard to

mutter. "God, that was a bad

movie!" Except to put "in

credibly" before bad. 1 coutdn't

have phrased it better myself.

about loday's problems, but I do

think they are totally without

interest or merit when genuine

concern for the problem is not a

primary reason for making the

film. Unfortunately, if Jud's in-

tentions are sincere, they are ..

never realized on screen. Through

ba^ic ineptitude and remarkable

insensitivity, Jud fails completely

in its efforts to generate sympathy

and concern for the Viet Nam
veteran.

The film is about a Viet Nam
war veteran (Joseph Kaufman^

who returns to civiUzation (the

Sunset Strip) and gets a bad case

of sociai-alienation-blues. He

moves into^tfie^askrding-house of

his weird uncle which is full of

weird people, and wonders
• basically yvhy everyone is7 so

weird. No one seems to appreciate

the fact that he's been out fighting

a war. This, supposedly, is the

, r - - 1,

"^ v'

'k.
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OU> TIME MOVIES

4, CARTOONS
SHOWN DAILY

HIEIIMIKn

478-0788
#•*• ••••••c#a#«^>«>

1^^^
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The West\A«)od Village Branch

of Bank of America is

at 1099 Westwood Boulevard.

/

,- r^^\

^-J^

tf..-,That's handv But it's not the only advantage to banking wtth-as. ->

For one thing the Westv^d Village Branch now has a student relations oH.cer whose

prime purpose's to help you with any banking or financial problems that may come up.

Then there are our checking accounts. We have four of them, so you have a cho.ce^

Tenp^n* for instance, lets you write checks for only 15« apiece. Statements come ,ust

once eve'ry 3 months. Xnd. you'll be able to get the scenic checks that make the scene^

Anothe7good thing ia the way we handle^your checking account when you leave school

'^Y^fSTc^nVa^ve a°z"ero balance and you won't have a penny's maintenance charge.

And^ou won'Ihave to open a new account come fall. Or, because Bank of America has

mo'eTaSs than any'bank in California, there's probably one in your homeJown.

YouVbe able to transfer the balance In your UCLA branch to your home branch

"0netsrS:irput Lme'Tx^a hours in your banking day. we have walk-up window

service from 9 to 5 Monday through Thursday and 9 to 6 on Fridays.

Westwood Village Branch

1 099 Westwood Boulevard

BANKOFAMERICA
for the businessd Ivfig

dS" " * " ~ ~ —-.. — — .
. At>QCi«t on ' M»mbT

^ --
.*Cr-rt'«L'r^^r'i?|«ri!t^»fiiyS5 ^l5»5^»^Wtlli^V'^;:^;^fTPOf«j'fp2^i^^^
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Students here aid Indians . .

.

(Continued from Pa|ce 1)

"Many of the women and even some of the younger

girls cover their faces when they smile or refuse to

smile altogether because they have l)een without

teeth for so long. It's almost a custom. But it is

wonderful to see them smile with their new teeth, it

makes such a difference. We gave them something to

smile with," Davidson said.

Many of the Indians have done beadwork and given

it to their doctors in gratitude. The tribe threw a

party one night for the doctors and cooked them

Apache food.

Our people are very shy, but very grateful. They

may not come out and say 'Hey, thanks a lot,' but

they thank you in their own way," Solomon said.

But there have been problems getting the Indians

to come into the clinic. According to one girl, "A

generation ago. these Indians would never have

allowed their children to come into a clinic because it

is against their tribal religion. They would have gone

to a medicine man. But now, the Indians can no

longer ignore the white man's ways; when they get a

headache, they get aspirin at the store."

However, 90 percent of, the patients this summer
have been women. "The men are hanging back to see

what happens, and only now (at the end of the

summer) are Some of the men starting to come in,"

Davidson said.

The Indians are struggling with the problem of

maintaining their tribal culture in a modern world.

Some of the older women are trying to preserve the

traditional arts and crafts, but much of it is dying.

The choice seems to be between maintaining their

culture and living more hygenic lives, and as one

student said "Many of the Indians are confused,

they're just not sure what's happening."

The Indians are using the clinic, however, and four

of the tribal medicine men have received complete

dentures Alrfiady, l(to people have been screened for

treatment next summer - ;- "t-^

The Dental Project is now preparing to Close down

for the summer In the last week, no new patients wiU

be seen and only th»se already treated will be seen

for the last time. '^

The need for the clinic has become even more

evident in the last weeks, for doctors are beginning to

refuse patients and tell them to wait until next

summer. One 19 year old girl who has "just beautiful

teeth ' according to her doctor, needs two cavities in

her front teeth filled. If she cannot be treated this

summer by the Dental Project, the nearest dentist is

50 miles away and will charge $75. She wiU have to

wait because, as Sibbald said, "We only have two

chairs. Two chairs for 30 doctors. It's criminal.

"If we had five chairs, we could do twice as much.

If we had ten chairs ..." he said rather wistfully.

Despite the need, at the end of summer the DenUl

Project will become an elementary school again and

the California license plates will disappear from the

town. There will be only two dentists for 8,000 people

again.

But the commitment has been made. Some of the

students will be returning for a week during the

school year to check on patients treated this summer

and the clinic will be reopened next summer.

Several of the students Ulked about the need for a

permanent clinic which eventually would be taken

over by the Apache tribe. That, however, is years

away In the meantime, the Dental Project is in the

process of training 10 Apache girls as chairside

assistants in the hopes they can help relieve the

problem. Attempts, such as distributing tooth-

brushes and oral hygiene information, have been

made at starting an oral hygiene program for the

children.

"We're doing an impossible job, and so is the

Public Health Service* We've got to maximize our

efforts so that we see the most amount of people and

provide the most amount of care. It's impossible, and

eventually, the Tribe must take over. . . Biit we'll be

back next summer," one student said.

Forget^rything

about h

Now tkoro is

ThoHadTottt/'

' •«>MII MIHatt

A FRANCO CRISTALDI PRODUCTION

SEAN CONNERY
•
CLAUDIA CAROWALE • HARDY KRUGER [PETER FINCH «(Ui>NflWe

NOIV 8H01VIN0!
OAIIT: 12:00 • 2:ia> 4:20 ••;30- 8 4S- 1100PM

•ST^gT
ON HOCLYWOOO
nm— MMM4t.*M0 463-32S3

HOW

TO FIND

IN

IPIRIMENT
SCAN-A-PAD will let you take a

vocation this summer. We'll take the

worry out o< finding an apartment

now or for the coming school year. We
represent oyer 40,000 units on the

Westside of Town and the Valley. One >

stop to ^CAN-A-PAD is all you need
moke We then give you everything

that fU> your specifications and you rent

an apartment. Even more interesting,

our fee is only SjO and $5 is refunded

when ypu rent anything vi^ereccommend.

Current availabilities S85 up, Coll u«

now or-retoin this ad until you are

ready to moke your next move.

15445 Ventura Blvd

986-6406

11941 WilshireBlvd. • Suite 1

477-1221 •

Special Deal For

STUDENTS*ONLY
HARMON KARDON SYSTEM
AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER

f

BLACKOUT DIAL
POVy/ERFUL 90 WATTS (36 R M S )

BSR RECORD CHANGER
PICKERING CARTRIDGE

KOSS HEADPHONES
LIST $30.00
VOLUME CONTROLS

$19 70

$167
HEADPHONE EXTENSION

25' COILED CORD

$1 SO

WISTL.A.
UTtSo Overland

(iu«lK> o( SM Fwy)
U«»)4

^^Y**'*'*^ LOMOSKACN
4*H 3/4 Van Nuv% 277S E P»< C%t Hwv
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"The Indians are struggling

with the problem of maintaining
their tribal culture in a modern
world. The choice seems to be
between maintaining their

culture and living more hygenic
lives, and as one student said,

'AAany of the kii^ians are con-

fused, they'rcT }ust not sure

what's happening.' "

-«^rj4v-^' -•'

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTia
Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open lor business. Featuring:

Fobrics

Trims

Buttons

fAocrome
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
lO MEET YOU« NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

\ 006 Broxton 477-0880

dw^onolly ocro«fromW«tNi«oodVillag« I

MAIIX tllOS COMIDY ( inj)

L«oMc Car•¥»«•*>•«»«' com«<»vc«»»»
Witty Cr(H>cbO«« corrupt l««d«r of

FrMdoniA An absurd tarct on «r«r%

Soptombor 3

WHITI ZOMtll i«n
Botttr tt\on "OroculA." ftoto LuqoaI

gloofuily v«nomou«or>dovtl PHft
Laurel mndHfU't MurdOf Cl

Manny's Barbers

Wh«n you soy. "tak# jutt a littl* bit oH/' w# tak«

iust ajHti^ bit ofl.

*'Angelo is bock"

10911 Kinross Ave. 477 9207
tm»

;Ui5 tteijpinino Go»tfonom*qu«" PIttStNij

on evening of authentic Bhiopion Cuisim

SUNDAY, AtiOUST 22 7:30 P.M.

$5 par parton

S2 tludantt

MUSTRSVP ISC

1023 Hilgord Ava 477 4S87

4 <>!»'- >- ^m~

,^||^«*^

tP %-v-

-r

-l-^^

SDBMARINE
10968 Le Conle. Westwood

with this coupon

For an explanation of what Julie Christie is doing Ir^

this photo, see pagH^j ^or J«^* Schultz's review of

McCabeand Mrs. Miller. For an explanation of what

this picture is doing on this page, see Summer Bruin

AAanaging Editor, Todd Carter.

discount

On Any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE
good thru S«pl. 15

M

«-..«,

- » ".*; .^T*

•^*a/

W»<»t>4

Ckarance Sale
—• t.

1

4-

1

Reductions 20-50% and more

The
Saffron Robe

1 1 08 Gay ley Ave.
477-7203

10-6 Tues., Wed., Thors., Sat,

10-9 AAon. & Fri.

i

Closed Sunday

•-

V

*B10WS THB MIHP
0fAu WHOsunr
— Knight Magazine

"A BOLD AND DARING WORK! ... A fantastic

theatre experience!" — L' Express, Pans

"THE BRAVERY OF ITS THEME is equalled by the

excellence of its presentation."*— L'Uomo. Rome

•ALLNUDE HUMAN, RIGHTS PLEA... Wins a round

for spontaneous love of all kinds!" '— L. A. Times

THEATRE TODAY

PtANK KLIU tM OAl TUtWM
prtMVtt

.L^

TAKE A FRIEND tO EUROPE

AIR

CONDITIONED!

dstiiguislMd AmericaH Eatry ny
WoridTlieatre Festival in Frgce

•"
;t|.

rli

iSpS

!.

FW WES 830 SiT.i 3i***-3i*^^ oim.ttto. ^-^

TCREH MMmCE MO. 2 9191 TCHnW. PTIAiirt UttTT AttCKS.

We con adopt all

your appliances for

use overseas . . . and

move you there too.

For fast, friendly

.advice and reliable

scHrvice coll

ALTA
INTERNATIO.4^-

(213) 749-7491

220-V appliances, also

transfonii«rs and

• adapters.

Flower Street. Los Angeles, Calif. 90015

i

^1
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AOVCRTItlNO OFFICII

KtrckhoH Hall 112

HMni

Vffolp Wanted••••••••••••••• 3 ,^ Services OfferaJ........ " V Trove/.,««»•«•••••••••#.••••••• /^ ^# lyPfflfl—.••••••••••y.»»*»««» u

1$word» H.JOday. 5eon»«cutlvt

ln«*rtion» - »$00
PayaM* in atfvanca

OEADLINC 10:Ma.m

No t«t«»hon« ortfart

tMl Dally irwln §*•• «» WPP**^ '•*)*•

,Uf»*vtr»»ty o« California* /»••««>. o**."*!*:

dlicrimlnation and thtrtfara cla»»l»iad

,advartJ»l«9 »arvict will nat • "V»J2
^vkilatola to anyona w«io. In •"•'^"«
Housino to »t»dont» or oHorinfl lot**,

dUcriminatos on tHo Ha*!* o« f»««'
'J*^

rolif»on, national orl»ln ^^ •"«?»V /^•|2K
Ihd Univortity nor tM ASUCLA * D^
ftrwin hat invtttltatod any o» tl»o tdryicat

oNorod lioro.

BARMAID afternoon*, 90 OMp »»^
^f^'Vi^

place 474 $747. ^
(1A1«)

ADORESSCRS neodod Momewo»^Mr» earn

to Si$0 For info send lie and stamped, ad

dressed envelope to Box 12213, O*'""]^'''*'

Fonda »M1 (JAaai

DRIVER and/or childcare. Parent w/4

chrtdfen Vicinity Wils»».re/ ."'jlJJ*'^.,;
salary Start $opt Loawamoss «33 »2tt call

collect (213) 4W 21*2 Moss. 33$ Rimpau, Ca

0020 {iiJf

GARAGE apt attractive 2 Mrm, »««'»/^«*''

turn, hitchen/ util Near Mi«hland/ Wilshire.

CItitdless couple/ student/ faculty Including

salary for full tinrie house»»old managerial

help to parent w/4 children. Leave mess »33^

f2»T call collect (213) 4S4 2U2 • Mo»*. 3J$

Rimpau, Ca»0020 <J5_

DOCTORAL CANOIOATES-Oissertation
ed.t.ng can be as nee as typing E«per»enc»d

editor, EngPhO *$ 12$ _11_-
PHOBLEM pregnancy? Valley area. Free

mlo on your alternatives, referrals »© im^o

help 363 021s »" *"

Information and Referrals

For

birtti control abortion

venereal disease treatment

vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday 10 2

Aclterman Union 2412

YOSEMITE Older grad engineer drtvtwg wp^

or one week about Sept 1 Take P*******^,

47« 7$M (13 A 20).

UNISS^^Sf&Sif-^*

UTH - tlwtes. tor

ExperioMcgd iMc««i

Mil

_ _- ripts

(ISQTR)

^AnnQ^ncwnenfs
^ Lost and found. 4 sponsored by SLC student run

1O07

Sept 5-Oct 3 LA/Londow/LA

LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

$2St

TYPIST— Tl»es«. dissertations, boohs.
termpapers. Specialty math and technical
'typing Accurate, rapi4 service 7*1 $sao f|«
S 9>

"

GENERAL acaatfliic/bustness style IBM
•Metric Profess<o««al/aceurate • yrs. ei
'pcrieiKC Santa Monica area, )t*-2gg9. (is

QTR)

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

DEC 18

S14t

$143

$123

$123

$14t

$ia

Dl SSE RTAT lOWS-prapasals. first and final

drafts, theses; seminar reports Best
• retere«Kes Editor tva«st.)«^*l«« (l$OTRT

Y Wanted. 16

OUT o« BODY eKpenence and self hypnosis.

FREE ciasi—anthropologist Santa Monica

EKperMnentai College. WLA Thursday

evenings. Call t; 00 f: 00 12* 4244 (Ann. St)

NEED or have apt to J**"^*' ^"^?! '"l'

Tharing our business Call ^OOMI^^TB
FINDERS 47$,|*3L

(An_S12

V Chvtch Services

LOST 0/3. Dark gray, newt male cat vie.

Ashton Shelby Answers "Smohey". ««7»f^

47$ ut; '^*^'

REWARD to anyone Hnov»4ng *'»»»*^«»^«**

o» grey briefcase (or contents of) which is

missing from ichool of Dentistry. 2nd »=lr

Call 02$ *2f2 No questions asked. (4A1TJ

^tAlsceHaneous

WESTWOOD Friends* meeting (Quakers),

Silent worship, Sun., 11 a.m.. U"*)*,^.^^*'
$74 Hilgard Visitors welcome. 472-7fS0.

^ Enfeiioinn^ent •• ^

THE W»THis*n Singers present "Songs of

Many Moods" Sat , 1/21, • pm. El «»»»cpn

school, in 77 Overland Ave at Sawtelle,

Culver City (2 A It)

FREE to country home Handsome male

shepherd gentle watchdog 4$4 7m.($Aiy)

s*0 MALE companion for convalescent

coronary - room/board - $ f«V»..T, '^j"
car ^ mileage - reference - ^^'^JJ^iei
374) '**

'

C AL L Documentation Associates if you need

lolo .|.ithcrcd quickly A competently.

Documrnts retrieved or info abstracted^
' prolrss.on^l assistance w/ dissertations and

.papois Personal attention by experienced

mlo specialists 477 *044. (11 A2*)
>

RENT FURKI1DRE
STUDENT DISCOUNT RATES

LOW AS $$ PER WEEK
FOR 3 ROOMS

VACATION Rental CrestlinoLake Gregory

private lamily cabin or big lodge for group-

(213) 221 *i4t <* **>

CATALINA Ho'te Cottages D^fty/Woekly

tpecial Mermosa Motel, ptwne ^"•^^l^J
Box *4* Avalon, t0704 (2 QTR)

FOR ADOPTION— 1 yr. male mixed Terrier

trained, loveable found 2 wks. ••O' "**^*

loving ne¥wt»ome.47^J»30: ($Alt)

1 ror (Con* ••••••••••••••••••••••• '

ATTRACTIVE Mousing available in In-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Mills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for t>ouse/apt.. info. 2»*-22fl;

wknds, 292 $175 (7PTP1

More flights available on Wait List. AM

flights limited to UC s*"**^'*'
Jl*!*;

""

tension and Togistered Alumni Members.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purctiases

Open 1/2 Day Sautwrdays

in Westwood, Broxton at Weyb^mi

1O07

TELE: 4771111 or 473-4443

Employed. refiaMe. single girt seeks

small house m canyOM ee near beach 47$

1012/470^ $4«4 (UAIt)

J Apfs, - Furnished 17

S1$$ FURN I DArm. Adults No pets. 1144$

Mayf«eM,3rentw«od. near bus 12* %tn\. (17

A »> —;.

BEST LOCATION-ACROSS UCLA

ALL UTILITIES FREE

COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIWS

S210|prl V
'"* *

$33$ A $2*0 for 4
"

70$ Gayley 470 tsao

413 GAYi-EY Swnmer rates Large turn i

bdrm . ufil paid, walk to campus $l40/mo

Bachelor apt also available 477 4tJ?. ( 17 A

36) -- ,

y Help Wonted > ^
. — *

CHILDCARE/ Light hsekping Eng

speak.ng Car M-F 730 4 30 »•"»• *^",
Begin Sept. i Roforonees »JO/wk. 4S4.7m. (3

A It) ^.2—-^.^—
ItlLLSiDE View houso — pool Offered S#pt.~

2 1$ Return for caretaking — 10 mm campus

02$ lOtI 7M-tt|7. i A If)

TEACHER upper elementary grades.^

Outstanding, experienced Must be receptive

to challenge of working with brigftt children.

Full time Beg Sept. Pvt School ^•»|,L.^-

4742ta. <'*^'

y Ridw Offered. •ft*********** 8
U-RENT FURNITURE

EUROPE - Discount flights. ^«o Israal.

Africa. India. *0% off Intra Euro»»ean

cr i'fr flights Student ID. cards. Contact

E .C, 323 N Beverly Dr., Bev HiMs, Ca.

0210. 27*-*2»3. "~-^- .- __^I>QT«>

JET to EUROPE

LIVE AT THE BEACH IN SANTAMONICA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm turn apts.

Per tect to share for 2 people

Rents s is$ 23$ per montti. per apt

Pool Subterraaoan garage Etevator
Private patios & B^alconies Ocean view.

Walk to beaclJ Near Freeway ^ •-

iggiFoorthSt.SM 302 $$73 ^
JMl Fourth St , SM 3t2 S5S*

2311 Fourth St . SM 302 $*•*
i^t-

(CobtiBtted from Page 14)

7:45 a.m. — 5 p.m.; Saturdays 9

3 IP, — 5 p.m.; Sundays closed.

Et cetera:
—The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of central campus at 1:X

p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

/SAonday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the sumnr>er. The tours

are free and open to the public.

—The University Credit Union

Office has moved from its

WestwoofJ Plaza address to the_
trailer sfte on parking lot or>e.

Persons with valid parking per

mits may park in lot one when
conducting business with the

Union.

—The Overpopulation In-

formation Center will be open

from 10 a.m.-2:M p.m. every

Monday throughout the summer
in Ackerman Union 2412 to offer

Information and referrals on'

overpopulation, contraception;

legal abortion and venereal

disease.

ISG lours:
Wednesday, August 25

—City Hall Tour—tentative—5(k
covers tf*ansportation; departs

9:V5 a.m., returns 3 p.m.; 25

maximum; check with ISC

receptionist to confirm.

Friday, August 27

—Harbor Tour—50^ covers

transportation; departs 10 a.m.,

— r.eturns 6 p.m., 25 maximumj
check with ISC receptionist to

confirm.

Saturday, August 28

—Huntington Library and

Gardens — $1.50, includes
transportation and picnic lunch;

departs 12. M p.m., returns o:»
p.m.; 18 maximum; deadline
August 26.

Sunday, August 29

—Busch Gardens — $2.25, in-

cludes transportation, parking
and entrance; departs 1 p.m.,

returns 5 p.m.; 18 maximum;
deadline August 27.

Meetings:
Tomorrow, August 2Q——Mu^irm Students

Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, Auguit 23

— Christian Science
Organization, noon, Ackerman
Union 3517.

Tuesday, August 24

—Westwood Food Coop — 7:30

pm, OX House, 633 Gayley Ave.

—Programs and Activities —
1:30 pm, Ackerman Union 2408.

URA Clubs:
Today, August 19

The Indoor Soccer Club — 7-10

pm. Women's Gym 200.

The Women's Karate Club — Sf6

pm, Women's Gym 200.

The Kung Fu Club — 3 5 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

The Integral Yoga Club — 4 phr>.

Women's Gym Green.

The Figure Skating Club — 8

pm, Santa Monica Ice Capades

Chalet.

The Mountaineers — noon,

Northwest Corner of „Mpore Hall

Lawn.
Tomorrow, August 20

—The Tennis Club — 2-4 pm on

the South Courts.

—The Hatha Yoga Club — noon.

Women's Gym 200.

-The Karate Club — Gym 200.

Sunday, August 21

—The Aman Folk Ensemble 2 10

pm. Women's Gym 122. 105. 200.

—The Karate Club — 10 am.

Men's Gym 200.

—The Cricket Club — 10 am. on

the South Field.

Monday, August 23
^

—The Kendo Club — 5-7 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

—The Hatha Yoga Club — S-7

'pm ,"Mert's Gym 20Cr. "

—The Kenpo Club — noon.

Tuesday, August 24 --.

The Conversation Club — 7:30

pm. Ackerman Union 2412.

The Karate Club — 5 7 pm.

Women's Gym 200.

The Fishing Club noon. Men's

Gym 200p
The Sailing Club — 5 pm, UCLA

boathouse, racing and and bar

becue. Bring your own food

Wednesday, August 25

The Hatha Yoga Club — 5-7 pm,

Women's Gym 200.

The Kenpo Club — noon,

Memorial Activities Center B 146.

Christian Science students

to attend meeting at Boston
More ttian 5,000 young Chnstian Scienttiti from tome 1 .100 cugagM yd

universiues in 30 countnes. with faculty and other advifton i(i|MiMinnnC

some 500 ChnsUnn Science college organuaUoro. are expected lojttend

the ninth Biennial Chnatian Science College Organiiation Meettng in

Boston, to be held Ai^uat »-». at the Christian Science Center
, _

Attending from the Lo6 Angeles area wiU be apprewmalely 450 tMOte
representing nearly every coUege and junior coUagt inchiding twwily

students from UCLA

'-The theme -BUT %^HAT OF OtRSELVES OUR TIMES AND

OBLIGATIONS?" wiU be explored in workahops. panels, and plenary

session covering such topics as drug abuae, women's Uberation ecology,

population control, war. racism identity, marriage, and spintual healing.

Special speakers will be John Hushes, editor d The Christian Science

Monitor. David Sleeper, member at The Board of Directors, and Carl

Well, editor of The Journal. Sentinel and Herald publications

Local transportation committees are being formed to work out

arrangements for chartered flights and bus trips, from many points

throughout the country.

'Please Help' service expanded

«Ln

QlSa QSa (=9BU(S

m2]3(;3 (SdM^b^

. The Community Services

Kesource Center (Please Help i

has been expanded to provide

volunteer opportunities for

students in established com
munity projects and agencies.

The newly expanded program,

according to coordinator Mana
Klena Yepes, will include

placement opportunities in con

sumer protection. welfare

assistance, drug, addiction and

educatonal programs under the

direction of the Community
— Services Commission ^s Well at

ojlher Student LegislatiVe Councff

Commissions and programs

Previously, the Resource Center

rierved ^s a link between people

who called to request a volunteer

and a pool of volunteer students

Because of her broad ex-

perience in community work.

Yepes will also recruit positions

from offcampus agencies in order

to provide students with a wider

choice of volunteer experiences

from which to select ()f her role

as a liaison, she says, "The Center

will channel student manpower

and resources into community

action programs and will provide

students with the etiance to* be

active in off-campus agencji«s.

HIDERS WANTED: EAST COAST, $^•^t

driving and co»t. Lve around 1/1$. Call Joan

<» toona>po»ibla.at7M9S7S.
(»AI9)

NEED Ritfers to Chicago. $hart 9»» •"<»

driving Leaving August 31st. Call 474-VOJJ

374 AIM (davA) ,

ilM iTi

DRIVE a *» CdUflWrta N<w York City. Ga»

Paid Call B70 41J5. (lAl*)

1101 Westwood Bl.

WLA
Call 47IMM

14733 omiardSi.
Van Nuys

Call^7l7 S330

- <i^/'c«^ 4A LON/AMST %U9 SIlO S240. SPACIOUS B«<h and J bdrm. J

Aug.li/Stpd.H LOM/AJJ5T » ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ shopping 44$

5*pt. 1 . 0«o Way fo Ai¥»> 1 »•- ^
ii7S2)

Master CI*»rg«/S«i»*iAmorlcard

V For Sale.!••••••••••••••••••••• 10

PARKING Attendants needed to park cars

en weekend mgtits during t»»e »«»»««' V**!,

477 4W1 (JA'TI

TV Packard Sell mahogany cabinet iViM:

Jterw port . good cond $35.00; $»n9l. »^
HO.OO. 47? 4«2$ (10AITI

SINGERS, Musicians, Actors, daneefs

audition lor Pinky Positive A Rock f^w**"

Comedy Call Jim 47fOS3» (3 AH)

FEDERALLY AUTMORIZtO
MARIJUANA eX'^ERIMENT Healthy

males non users f^n6 experienced
"J«;iiL\.!

tmokert needed* 11 years up
0^«**«<r

students, professionals/ faculty Vr^9rr94.

Pay aqd benefit*. •«-00»4. 1 5 p.m., M F. (3 »

WILL sell new. unused encyclopedia

Britannica. i»7i edition, cost reasonable ai»C

negotiable. Edward y 7 Of4*. {\Oin

DINING table, round, white. P«*««'«I- * •

iwtvel, arm chairs. »U$.0O Gold •••"P ***-^,-

749 }t7l eves. (10*1)

WATERBED. king siie.wlth wood frame on

pedestal. pad^Hner 7M 5i*t after S. ( 10 A if)

MALI i»rt thwe stock A « •2- /»*^J
Barry's Liquor, mil W. Olympic. No

beards, longhair Start! 10/Hr. (.J>»»

ATTENTION WOMEN! I «or« l»»
demonstrating and soiling skin care and

make up prodwcts. Earn
2f!L-. ••!-!-

cemissien Per details, appointment. PWone

Manning Beauty Supply »t-»4a. (>AM>

LAST week in U.S. Sacrifice stove, refrlg.

washer, dryer, bdrm set. household items^

7U Woodruff Ave»475 S411. <"^ '

GOLF CLUBS - pro model - complete sjrt

- four woods - nine irons - •«<*;*^?

condition -037 11 »4. <^*^'^'

IS YOUR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AGED
SON BORED? CALL WALT, JOHNSON'S
BOYS CLUB CAMP, tSfOlfl/WJ-SUS. (11 A^^

l f>
,

'. • --I . ..

JAZZ Piano styles, private Instruction,

chord progressions, voicings, improvisation.

Herb Mickman, 442 4502. (I2fpm) (llQtr.)

Pregnancy A Problem
free Immediate Confidential

Counseling and Referral

Phone or in Person

The Guidance Center

(213) 475-0444

AUTO Insurance too high? St«»^«™*« ••»*

employees call Robert W. Rhee •»-'»;••;
|70-f7f3. (IIQTRI

p and many otl«er flights

Indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure dote

and call Prof. P. Beotler UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc., ft75 Santa Monica Blvd.,

>So<»orly HiiU« 227 5200 or i7f-2in.

SEXY tops - o•^»«"^^•VJ^ tli^
campor shells, all colors lust SWf

. ^J^J^
lUf MikelMlft* (itAiTl

TEACHERS E«perlenced only MusJc and

^yMCAi.«luA*!»on, part-time. Pvt. School.

West LA Beg. Sept. 4y»-Ha. <»»*'

SALESGIRLS—Full A port time, •>o eii-

perlence We train, fast advancement Ja

Inanagemen*^7t3 3Mt <***>

SmP COUNSatORS Mofe
J
fW^ o»jr

21-part time Sl.og/hr CaH4yi-nS4. KIA ifl

FEMALES needed psych eiiper. 1 sottlont..

11/4 hrs. Total M.OO. He psych
•"•»«^;f*:

4»4S. ^
,

,

- *"^'

OPPORTUNITY
ForOlrlt21-MVT«.

Have FUN A Sam liberal expofiM

altewance . Accompany el lglb«e men

1,
towrlngttioclty.

(213) 4413471 Hr».ifp.m..?dayt

PERSONAUTV Test. SriPfl a clMO friend.

12.50 each or 1.ho«frs croMf. •••* = *•• 7**

3Si6 (3 A If)

INTRO Group processes, ••'•^•"•"'
GestaH Tuesday HO PM. Saturday i^^
Students 52. Call lor brochure. The Group

Center, 454-3030. _ QIQTR)

S^F-HYPNOSIS Classes. You can leoni to

eliminate cramming and t^***'* •"*.;•*••••

material studied. 474-3350 M PM. dally, (n

Amost new Concord 1/2'
»V»t^p'"Ji

condition at 40% original c»»t VTR (Mod

filo); VTR Monitor /Receiver (Modi
MiTfOO) ; Auto Closed C'^««;,^.Sr%*^
I MTC12) Microphone. Tr»FjJ' ^ape.

Cleaner Kit. Manuals *"••/
everything - cash, terms or BX ^Ult^^'
,,%142. ask for BIH Wells ( <• ^^>

FURNITURE: Double bed w/ maple frame,

day bed Both wlnt cond. Mary I24-04S3 after

DRIVING School. •••
•»r-

since mi". Stafrf CrodontlAl,

441-tt5S.

'Rood Safety
Bros.

(11 QTR)

V Travel..»•••••••••••••••••••••••

PRIVATE patio. 9*rden, w/kitcl»en, lurn

single, until paid, nr HoHywood Bowl,

. hillside. 5115. Ml nU. (17 57)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES^

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PAT]P ^

>. Degttits new for »«»mmer/falL

''

I0t24 Lindbrook at Hilgard
^

Mr. Lynch, GR$-5S84.

UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads
^ Apts. - Furnished. 17 ^ Apts. to Share >••«»»'»>»«— 29^ /Room and Board JAutoa lor So/«........„.„29 VAwteJ for Salt „...:... 29

,S -

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER • AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS
Singles accommodate two. One bedr^ooms

accommodate three. ONE BEDROOM AND
DEN ACCOMMODATES FOUR. AIR
COND., bfock campus. Pool, sundecks,

gM^age.4|S Landfalr. 47f 5404. ( 17 QTR)

TWO bdrm apt in Santa Monica'to share w/1

Steve 3f3 1704. (If A If)

Exchanged for Help.. 25

MAR VISTA share ? bdrm torn apt w/1 med
student »72/mo Call before 2 pm Glen Jf ^-

0f21. 820-327*.
' <1f Sf)

-•A-

^

SIM 00 furmshed very attractive large 4

rooms 1 bedroom Sb»tt«r». separate dmette^

tJ2 So H«rp«- Ave. near 3rd St LOs ^"9^'"

4SS 3340.
^*' *''

—

THE VILLAGER
Color and Osorm

Fum. 1 Mid dMt. 1 B^rmv /^w***""

Firep*ace. ^ BoaMB 9»^' •^^VZ !!^l
•affair <S»ditlinlRi. lPv««V »tre«4 Ouiei

mT iMM ovaHaMe. North of Wilshire.

conveMioM to twyt.

41 1 KoMOP A»0. (oH ©•V»«vy -g

,

$175—UP. 1 tfnd 2 t»drm, pool, walk UCLA.
Also fall leases. S18 Glenrock 473 9265. ( 17 S

f)

WORKING grad needs rmmte
modern, turn, 2 bdrm, 2 bath apt

Polly 3f3 4190 anytime.

spacious,
SM S100
(If A If)

NEXT te CMPPOT. StPfies. t

garage/sundock. «44 4 AS* Londfotr

13)

ms.,
(17 A

^^— 400BUtLD!NG^^
1 and* 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal fpr year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-17:

BACHELOR apt for one. $05/mo. Utilities

pd. Share bath. Close UCLA/transportatlon.
47t-tf24/GL 1-4004. ( 17 S f

!

MALE. 22, looking for compatible girl to

share apt and expenses. CaJI eves 55f 1514.

Bern.e (If A If)

y For Sub-lease

FEMALE studentt private rm, board each

housekeeping doctor's home nr UCLA Call

47;.u7o. .-....'::.-. i««»)

MARRIED couple seeks gueslHotfte/ opt

eKch^ gardening, tutoring, meaningful
childcare. Responsible, references. Jf3-3fta.

373424t. ^__
<««»>

BOARD, sep guest rm, plus salary for part

time care ol b*v 10 Must drive. We supply

car Connie 275 9715 (25 A If)

WRITER needs part time babysitter In

exchange for room/board Girl preferred

Call Mrw Chill 273 4352/::! 4700. ( 25 S f

)

CMEVY Nova ru«*» great 44

After 5pm. Coll Ty 3ff 4BM.

im* S535
(If Alf)

42 FALCON XInt transport. n^MPe M«»«t

veil immed S««t otter CAll 470 1045/477

77oe (29 A If)

VW 70. low mileage.^ro# LOOving country
51405. 024 40 If . (lfAl4»

54 CHEVY Bof Air HT. OUfO.

73.000 mi, new p«int' Runs welt r 470 7070 (20

A If) -t

»*«e AUSTIN MEACEV Sprite M*rk IV

LOMmi, AM/^M 51)00 7^ 454) days , 449

7f«es (2fAU)

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO-MG^ ^

Save on cor rental with out "Buy here take
delivery «n Ewre#e Plan" DirlKt utipm^nt
aiee arranged Financing available

»ft 0445. •7»492r

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11301 Washington Blvd.

1940 CHEVV Impala RAH H9m brakes.

very clean. run» vmoothly Paul 07V flM
SMO.OO. • -, ^ -' ,

llf Alfl
45 CHEV cenv One e«^f« ilnt COnd t1J%.
mttrr s W a<^ weekends 45 r 357 1 (TfSf)

SEPT 1 Jin 1 lurn, 1 bdrm, pool. UCLA
area $140/mo. after 4, 47f-02S7. <SIAIf)

.
— - — ~

FUNKY Garage apt single person t/20

10/1 590 total! Friendly atmosphere 024-

4771. (SI A IT}

FRESHMAN or soph molo. Port time during

school, full time during vacations Westwood

Sperting Goods. l0f4S Weyburn Aye. (3 A if)

BABYSITTER needeB part time (I

flenlble), tun two year old. Call *'»-»*«'•

West LA (3 AH)

You are lust ttw type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

t4S por month v»hile he«p«pg others

come m H lOOi Gayley. Suite HO
or

Coll 4fO-OgS1 117 p."».. **-'

5VMR PHIS \rL;i^^„tTir'':^JS!^
ww^k 11. 7 pm BOIldOiH - «»S-»1». 475 S0*« V

• m t p m ^

SINGLE WHITE MALES OVER ». Humon
relationship* f*search prefect. CR ^J^ ;

Miss Stem "**'

FISHER stereo system. Garrard
Professional changer, Ag^rius speakers

list. 5542 Asking SlfS. N#«w In ^"W- '"
5435/2»3-tf70 (10 QTR)

COMPLETE Stereo system. Roberts AM-

PM. fine speakers, BSR record changer. List

$300. sacrifice 5145 Nev»r used. Groat

WUIHl 721^207 (10 QTR)

J SeryKOs OHered........ 1

1

LICENSED ctiMdcoro. MoHier w/hofpor will

babysit her home an« time. Fenced
playground, toy*, games, moyles much fun

and love' Evelyn J97 0f44. (11 Sf)

DROP-IN encounter group evory Toot. I

pm. 53 tiarting Sept. 7; GestoN Orepin
Group every Wed . pm. ft5 starting Sept IS.

Fri nite lecture discut%ton% on centemp
probt of living led by Hugh Whisler. Ph.D.,

Humanittic Psych Center. 10500 Santa'

Monica Blvd.. 474 IfOO. (USf) '— ?—:—

—

EDITING 10 yrs academK/prof e«p
Theses, dissertations, beokt Eves/wiiends

474t7gg. (iiSf>

EUROPE loraol. One *»• ?V»»^ '•f
student travel discounts. 50f^ 'Jltf-
European student charter Hlghfs. Contact:

ISCA. ii«» San Vicente Blvd. #4, l-f 'fOJJf •

|2«.$Mf. (11QTR)

8tli ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, foculty and staff

EUROPE : Many departures ( including ono-

*'*^*
, PltOMS12S

CALL: Flight Chairman: (213) 03f-2401, 414o

Overland Ave.. Dopt. A., Culver City

YOSEMITE Valley of the glociers. Older

gr.id student driving up to stay 1 »'»«^ *•»«"

Sept 1 Take i passenger. Call
JJJ'iJf

Leave num tier * (13 A If)

TTMT STUDENTUINl TRAVEL*
loot Uraxtan, los anceles

In Vooti»oo4. phone 473-4443 I

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Summer Rentals

— Smgles- 1 Bedrooms
Witt* 9«ra«e and sundecit

«44 and 4S0 Landfalr

270-3014 and 4n-21»7

if no answer, call 47^3S78.

yAph.- Unfurnished...... 18 yi/HouseJorRent^.^.^^^^

\- VENICE. Huge two bedroom S2?S.,.-t three

bedroom 5245. Dishwasher, intercom,
3f4-0*32. ( lO Sf)

5375 00 Best climate, school system and

residential area on West Coast^ModernlMd 3

bdrmsor2bdrmsAden, 11/2 baths Walk to

elem, junior high school everything^ Mr^.

SiaboEX3 0753.EX3 0251. (20 A 19)

yApfs. to Shard .............. r?

OWN rm in 2 bdrm. S75. 7 min. drive to

campus. 47t-2*7f. Keep trying. (IfSf)
J House for Sale............

y luhring...

FRENCH—SPANISH—ITALIAN: e«-
perieiiced Univ prof. Positive results any
.exam. Easy conversational metbod (trial)

'473 24f}. H«Olr.»

'gRE. LSAT. otfter college test preparation.

Indiv. instructiOD. Academic Guidance
Service. 020 So Rolb^son. *S7-4)fO. ( 14

<

DISCOUNT travel. Europe. •»»•''
,

Iran M C C 04»5 WHehire Blvd Beverly

Mills. Call 45f «7«^ (13 A If)

. *liiiJ!ffl!«i!!8te.'fil

^iw*pt/At' •«*/**»• ^ !««••' »w»«^' ..s

ystudent tug**** *•«» Charters ^
;';|i|¥nEu»op«? 'A'p^kiy. No a%» limit. " v

*^||i^opc *i»r !*««> 5v \chtdwied airline
.

ifouth Fares trom ad major US cities

tmcl LA) Irom SifO roundtr«p

turailpo^s'-^ Student Ratlpasses! >

lHVurance Car Purch4se. f'Mon
;
Accommodations , Tour, to Card*.

rte.' furopean Mops A Uterature to

passpnu. » s Cta) > «.ncy converters

FRENCH by eHper lencod native
Conversation, grammar, literature, diction.

Coaching for aWekams. 3f5-*402. (MS 2)

TYPING Ms. technical. tBif*o». papers.

v><hatever. Selectric (plus symbols)
50c/page.yerTy 457 1204 jMi^)

EXPERT Ttie«»» typing. I yrs eiiipor . IBM
Ekoc TVpevrriter. 50c/pbge. guaranteed

accuracy. Linda. 010-M41. (1SS2)

VERY large one bedrvoan. Pets, children

-««N»m* $140 1231 Euclid. SM. ^^\\?l
"

Wilshire 304 314*.
(17>ti

WALK to UCLA Singles. 1 bdrms. i**"*^^: —
garages reduced summer rates. 444 «n^ •>» '

Landfatr. V'^ r,^
'

633 GAYLEY -
$ Min. walk Campus^

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

471-4412

10 MINUTES to UCLA Newer i ^^f^^

carpets, drapes, stove, refrig <^'^**;
'J,

diord. tlf-IOtr. (17 A 741

555 LEVERING
1

GIRL needed Share 2 bdrm ^ren^vio€>d

studio apt w/ same Rent—5112.50. Call Jen,

020 4444 • (If A 24)

1FEMALE to share with same, a ig turn

bdrm apt. Westwood. S07.50. 47f 47*3.

24)
! .. \

: J^^Jr

BY OWNER-20 mlo. to UCLA-$F Valley^

Lovely 3 bdrm, lam, huge den. Wt ms, ulnl

location. Reduced, to ^'^'^J.^'J^^W^
sale 5% on Cheaper than rent 340 315f

.
(21

A If ) ,
- .

(If A^

MALE: Shar% large
month. Quiet location
f 0.4 1000 Evenings.

furnished single. 575

Walk to campus. Jeff:

(If A If)

.<*

MALE: SHARE EXTREMELY LARGE,
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM APART
MENT. QUIET LOCATION WALK.^ CAM
PUS. SECURITY BUILSWNGr AIR CON
DITIONED. SHAG CARPETS, DISH
WASHER. ETC VERY LUXURIOUS 1175

MONTH f/I ON DON SOROI^I^ MO
0043 • •

'
' <'f A If)

delivery.
(tSS'g)

ENTtPTAiNi^ENT paper needs somt

ta%rn adv P*«d salary plus commission tail

4niHtlocinl^ <*»^*-

MOTHEP'S help4Pr ter 5 yr old tkOndtf

boy.lOpm.MF Must drive 45f 2043 (3

TRACK cortrldges retaped w/ your own
records. t»oes. or voices t? Sf) pr^ rprrtrftlng

f)

TELEVISION r»Mtal Special UCLa r«t«t
RCA madels Pr^9 deUvery - free eervico. 14
hr p4ieneff4f1l«. (IIOTR)

Student Travt Hcadguartitr**'
4

AtS FLIGHTS

•054 Santa Monica Btvd

(I'abik i7*t« Santa Mon«c«' Doh*ny»

T^^T'T. ic:,.:i[ I T n ,.!-,,. I.

JOAN ahd^DITH-IBM Hrm
theses, grtisc^faneovs. Pick u^ ai

iJOlMI. If2-MM. EDITH. fM-mS.

TYPING—Editing, term papers, resumes,
.letters, theses. IBM. English grads
Pica/Elite Nancy. 472 4143 . Kay, 130^

7472 CISCWr.)

ALL kinds o« typing ReosonaMo rate*. Fast

service Call 472 0421. (i»S()

WATTS Secretairal Sorvico-2n-313S. Export
work Oh both IBM Coanpgoor 4 IBM ie**^'

trie. Thesis, essays, and MMMHcripts-By IBo
Hours. (tSSg)

1
^MMWOtOK
Slovafor

WMkUCLAA
GR 7-2 144

Veteran Aug. (17 QTR)

4B3 OAYLEY—summer rates Large turn i

rm Util patd Walk campus 5i*0/mo

tcbeter apt, also avail. 4y?-4f30. i'^^"!

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

A DTC 'rr^ CU A D C . J59

MALE* aefisltype seeks same. Separate

bdrms an(l 1/2 cat each. 03f «753. Mitch.

(IV A If)

FEMALE student or me^ share Ige duplex*

garden apt. priv ent 3 Mks UCLA Ann BR 2

USf , 477-5f3f

.

(l^^<»)

403 GAYLEY Female iti»r^ large turn 1

bdrm apt. util paid. Walk to campus. 477-

- '

ONE person to s»»are 3 bdrm 2 bath w/l.

Built ins, air conditioning 540/mo. 03f-

Sim ., (»»»)

GIRL
Gar

I share 2*

$•7.50. 25

I. 21 plus Own
Thnrnton, Venice T»4 5«7.

(1fS2)

PLEASANT Surroundings Garage space
avail Will^tacampus Beat ttte rush - move
•n now 477 7f II (If Sf)

BACittSOR apt W/mm. !»*• P«o«o. ^^**'
priv bath Call 47f ff)4 555 Gayley Ave. fif

AM)

NEED er have apt «e sfcaret itudent apt

sAarmg our business Call ROOMMATE
FINDERS 475 0411 (IfSf)

^aranleed No '

47f-0144. 477 -43A2. (UOTE) MRS. KAY GRMTtt, GR3-0524
ENJOY LUXUMY BY SHAPING LAKOe
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL,
SUNDECKS, GARAGE 441^25 LANDFAIR.
.47V V404 (If QTR)

WESTWOOD nr UCLA 3 tidrm B den A
family rm Formal dme. Pool. 57f,500 Sands

Realtors 474 4444. .
,

(21 Sf)

ON Sunset Blvd . But m Bry»^o«f ^*'^.

Built in kitch, move m condition 3 'x*^'"*' ^

baths, d«?n, formal dming •'"'."""•«•

wooded grounds, view, privacy *",500 by

owner GR 2 0502
. _L

BRENTWOOD 7 bdrm A den Nice yard

Near Sunset A UCLA 541,500 Fred Sands

Realtors 474 4444 _
BRENTWOOD, Sun«et*Veteran. 3 bdrm. 2

bath, patio, fireplace, carpet /drape Quiet

St sidewalks. 474-4if4.
''*^''

B.Y owner Brentwood 2 bdrm flroploce.

XInt location, neighborhood lO min^ from

UCLA 533,000. 170 3115 «'' » '»

^ House to Share ............ 22

ROOMMATE wanted to rent 2 bdrm.

splitlevel house m the Glen 5112 St/mo Lynn

77f 23f2 nites, 451 0701 days. (" A 24)

FEMALE sh*re Igc 7 bdrm town ho\.'.»

w/onc Pool, pa»k»nq snr 50 C*M «77 •*";

GR 4 1545 fWAIf)
__.* —.i

-—

^

LARGE yard, garden Santa Monica near

beach, bus, freeway Prefer frad own .^em

5f7.5«)f4 3501 (22 A If)

^Jtoom and Board .^...— 24^

^Ot^kH Room a board Sj;o/qt» ^.r t

^w tor fan Tw.n Pmes, 72* »*''•*'«;/';:

fllO
tJ«> »

FEMALE babysitter: priv. rm. botB. TV,

Walking dist. campus Salary Scfiool ego

children 020 400r <**>

SEPARATE private 1 l/7,rin apt. Beverty

Mills, eiich lor house chores, child care, 27>

225S. (2SA1f)

550/MONTH female student Olvercee/ 2

young girls, household chores, nr beoch,

need trans, phone OSf-3l3r US S f

)

^ — - — - - - — -

SALARY, separate apt, beard Child care

aHer school, supper Physician/daughter

( 11 ) Car necessary 275 047t ( 25 A 24)

GIRL—lite duties—no bobysittlng. privoto

room/bath in friendly home. Walk campus
GR2 2l5f (»AH>

WANTED Boy or girl Rm/bd HHTs for

household help, babysitting f yr. eld 277

M5» (25 A 24)

y Rooni tor Rent....... a6

ROOM, (outside ent:) prefer student that

goes home weekends Nice neighborhood

5M00 EX5-0743.GL4fe5f (24%»f),

OUIE T. confortable ftn tot gr»d student or

nicd student. )<'»'^h«'n priwilspes If 1 f lOf (24.

S f

)

p^ivAlC honu- Ultiitirs nomi- privileges

iiO ...III illcdlS ^l*0'mon 774 1S44 avail

Aug I (24 S 2)

yAutos for Sale ^.. 29

42 FORD Falcon - must sell

condition Clean. Ao*l«t1gr.WlioB. (»A.
If)

|f«* MUSTANG Vmyl fop. 0«r.

R/M OMCoMontcond ns^Sl.

— Vnow tires.
^

r^.

tires.

(>f AM)

Cycles, Scooters

TR4 IRS 47 wire wheels e«cei ^ . .,
clutch must sell Make otter If0-4f 11 (IfSf)

44 AUSTIN Heoley JOOO MK III., WW. od .

\ r h radials , leaving town best ottOr Stexre L

•25 405f . 473 5»74 ^(2f A If

)

•42 VALIANT 4 door automatic reomy
transportation car at vert lew »'»*•'*-
2270 flfAlfJ

FREE LOANCARS
FREE TOWING

4000 M«ie

^_^
WorraPty

^VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Pnte

A^
A I AUT05ERVICB

_ I ;»57 van Nwys Blvd
~ * across Irom C M Plant

Call 004 7075 24 Hours

150CC YAMAHA 23.000 ml Runt fOOd MBt
ar best after Call 451 54f4 after poo. (MSfC

HONDA 40 150 Scrambler RebUtlt eng
eatras good cOnd . 5475 or best otter eves
27f I057__ tlOAtf)

TRi 4503onneviOe 4" chop cwstom tank etc

0.000 mi 5725 Coll Ty evenings Iff 4045 (30 A
If) '' -

'00 HONDA CB450 4.ogg milet. A 1

mechantcai ttartor honi shocks. sisSy.

ra«a S400/o4lo( 277 5«f4 (M A If >

^USrlA'

BSA 441 VKtor. '70.

best offer. If2 1141

miles. d»rt/street.

(30 A 24)
v l.|^

74 5U/UKI )M II alMt conO N»ar roar tire
Ra<k hrimvt »jJi Call 5h«hram 4;f
•077 ._. 4MA If)

— — - «%rw»« w"- ^ •-- - '— •-- .

Call 004 7075 24 Hours ^ / g^^/
9B ^B vB ^B HB ^^" ^^e ^^> ^^ ^^v w ' es ••••••••••••••••••••••

if41 FORD truck, step yf^-'iu/ built in

cam|>er, ready to live in, 5050, 173-01)4 (30 A
If)

tf44 VW Camper XInt cond MP«t flf^t Call

If2 0f30 - (2fA1f)
'-'— '-• r

45 CORVAlR. Clean good cond 5205 or best

offer 47f^30 or 45) 1314. (2fAlf)

40 AUSTIN America «>nt cond . am/fm
radio, auto trans . 2 new tires Best offer

2f5 14«l
*^ (2f Sf>

If4 1 FOIN) .Falcon.- 1 dr . good trons cor

5250 0L5 7t21 (2f A24)

4f ALFA Romeo tpydof; forg ^100 Blue

Conv tgp shape Orig owner heawtifv*

iiifj 2f4 5400 (7f 5 II

MORRIS Mini cooper S lost 47 Oroy 22.000

miles Good cond 51400 Priv party TLK
7134.4727204 (2fS2)

„ - *- « ~

'44 OL OS Cutlass Co*<v auto trans r/h. ww.
5fOO Call collect 100> I 44 7 72f 2 I If S.2»

A

OEPENDAgLE tre*»sp cars Awtg trans. aW
run good 5150 5200 . Cos* only, 470 2110

evrs/wnends ' (IfSf)

UNIVBRSiTV BICYCLES. 1714 Westwood
Vales, eaport r»p4irs. Rentots. 54/dav. open
4 days 1C I 175 1^0 iBicvctes S fL

?,25-7m
;o VW GHIA g««wiT
warranty 5 iff5 07f 3202

tf.ggg miiem.
(IfSf)

If 70 VOLVO 143. 1f,tgO miles. 02)00. llS S415

days 454 4224 eves (2fA24)

4f FIAT 050 Spider orange must sell SiiOO

or best offer call 475 10t4. (IfAlf)

07 rover' TC 2000 White, alnt cend. Leaving

Ceuntry Sacrifice 51250 or best offer 475

10g4 (JfAlf)

70 TRIUMPH Sp«tttre 14.gig Rf

best offer 344-A>«a.

idpi sisgg or

\ (WSf)

50 VW BUS seats 17

770 3014. aner 4 pm/
- cash
«>.(tf Sf)

FIAT IfOf. 124 coope XInt, now n
raoto Leaving country Best otter 473-

•45«/I75»47>. . \ IIOAIO)1
re4f OATSUN logo Blue. 27.000 mi. two tpps

wlnt fond Sacrifice 51550/ best offer. Jf4
""^

• 175 (2fSf)

44 CMEVY Nova alnt. 4 cyl

steering. R'M 5 150 /best offer Must sell 454

If54, (2fA34^

^ rim T".^ ; ^^ . ^^ • OOlttAT sports sp«der Very ^Int cond M.tOO
*• ' •*?? ?rt!*!T?f'.J?^i s^; £3' m.Leaviiit »?•»•»'^« i Jv» «7t 4l5t/fe7
acces.. 5 call 025 4711 e«t. tf. 0350/ best ^-.^:t» '.

, (leAifi
- (2f Alf) '-il- i -^^—

If4« FIREBIRD 24.000 mi Air, automatic,
power steer /brakes. 350 ongtne vMiyl top

025 03f4/454 ff44 (If A If

)

MALE student grad/undergr*d Meals, walk

to school, pod. TV. parhioe Reasonable 400

Bentlev 772 4734 (24 Sf)

'MUSTANG V • automatic. r«Puitf enginr
>int(ond S7S0/t>r\t offer 474i7aO/47t
1332 (TfAlf)

OPEL Kaddeft '45 (German) Alnt UMd . 2

dr leavmg country M75/e«ter Eve )f7

rflf (lfA34l

1047 coRVAiB MONIB tgnTtr^'»*t
\p»#d 150 HP «ur
stab<iit»f hsr
4211

mg«*w 9»Mr
525A/best o4fer. 274

(2«AM>

rMffAK^^ \ J

,...«.

\

^Je^
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WHEN I WAS YOUR AGE WE
WOULDN'T SAY A THING LIKE
THAT — George Bernard Sliaw's

''Maior Barbara'' will be performed

by the Center Theater Group at 8 p.m.

tomorrow, Saturday and Sunday at

^he Mark Taper Forum. Student

preview tickets are available at the

Kerckhoff Hall Ticket OHice(KH 140J

at $2.
~^

HQRIZONTAX.
1. One of the
UtUe
Women

4. Honor card

7.Brid«:e
triumph

11. Table
extender -

13. Hebrew
letter

14. Ireland

15. laland east

of Java
16. Chemical

suffix

17. Fissure or

cavity
18. Actor

McQueen
20. Poker stake

22. Tree
24. Bridge

holding:

28. Walked
heavily

32. Mountain
chain

33. Hindu
queen

34. Narrow
inlet

36. Certain
paintings

37. Utopian
39. Chatter

idly

41. Native of

Trier
43. Russian

community
44. German

river

46. Erate, et al.

50. Indo-
Chinese
language

53. Bridge ab-
breviation

55. Venus
de

56. Single
bridge
round

57. Mr.
Whitney

58. Word in

bridge
69. Chalic««
60.Hearteor

diamonds
61. VIP in Aaia

VERTIGAL
1. Vestmente
2. The kernel,

3. American
locksmith

4. Philippine
Negrito

5. Town In

Galilee

^^ 6. Occurrence
7. Grand slam

contract

Answer on

page 15

8. Norwegian
tateaman

9.0nanis
XO. Phrygian

lunar god
12. Bid^

bridge
19. Old times

(archaic)
21. Oolong
23. Malde
25. Entrance
26. Monk's

room
27. Being
28. Punctilious

person
29. To load
30. Strong

blow
31. Short swim
35. Fortify
38. Young boy
40. Goal
42. At no Ume
45. of

EHeven
47. Country

in Asia
48. Lohengrin's

bride

49. Tolerable
50. The urial

51. Shem's
:. brother
Miscellany
Cover^

WKat
Films

fin
. —"History of the Av«fit-bordo

mid Pop Cjrtoon Fostival^' will be
shown at 7:X pm tomorrow,

r^^turday and Sunday at tt>e

University Religious Conference
BIdg.. 900 Hilgard Ave. Donation

at tt>e door: Si .SO.

Semtnars: >^—"Compofients of AttMitHB^
will be discussed by Dr Mtfcfwel

Posner, University of Oregon, at 4

pm Monday in Franz Hall 1M0.
This seminar is being sponsored

by the aepartn>ent of psychdogy.
For further information call

XS2916.

—"Expression of Cell Surface

Antigens on Mouse Lympoid and
PUsma Cell Tumors" will be
discussed by Dr. Robert Hyman,
Postdoctoral Fellow, Salk In-

stitute, at 4 pm on Wednesday in

„CHS 43^105. This seminar is tJeing^

sponsored by tt>e department of

medical microbiology and im-

munology. For further In-

lormationfcall x56568.

Exhibits:
^A photographic display by

Steplten Sctiimmel will continue

through August at the In-

ternational Student Center, 1023

Hilgard Ave.

—2000 years of Encyclopaedias,

outstanding examples of the
developnr>ent of encyclopedias in

the West, will be on display at the

University Research Library
fi"om now through Septemt)er 24.

Hours. Mondays — Thursdays

(Continued on. Page 15)
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trsphica by Norm SdModkr

To play or not to play
W^

The National Collegiate Attiletlc

Association Council (NCAA), in two

separate decisions last weekend in San

Francisco, reduced the ineligibility of UCXA
football aad track star James McAlister

from three years to just one and placed UC

Berkeley on "indefinite probation* *
for i>B

refusal to declare (ootbaU player Itaac

Curtis ineligible.

The two cases are because this c^pus

had complied with the NCAA ruUng in early

June and had declared McAlister ineligible.

UCLA's action at the Council meeting m San

Francisco was a voluntary appeal, (by

UCLA athletic director J. t). Morgan and

faculty representative Tom Jacobs) at-

tempting to reduce or eUminate the period

of ineligibUity for McAlister. ^

CaUfornia. on the other hand, was notified

last November of Curtis' ineligibility but did

not declare him ineUgible until the NCAA

Track and Field Championships two months

ago. As a result of Cal's inacUon, the NCAA

Infractions Committee conducted a long

investigation and recommended .the in-

definile probaUon penalty to the Council.

Although the NCAA may rule an in-

dividual ineligible, it does not declare the

athlete ineligible. The insUtuUon does the

actual declaration; then, if the institution

refuses to comply with the NCAA's ruUng.

the institution is punished. This happened to

Cal and will happen to this campus if it

refuses to comply with NCAA ruling and

permiU McAlister to play football.

However, UCLA declared McAlister

ineligible in June arid thus its appeal at San

Francisco was, at the same time, an implicit

acceptance of the ineligbility ruling and an

attempt to lower or eliminate the penalty on

McAlister.
* / nn a

It appears doubtful at this point if UCLA

Wage-price

By Doag Kelly and John Sandbrook

DBSUffWrilers

will reverse lU poslUon on McAliater's

ineligibility, especially since it received a

basically favorable ruling at San Franciaco

Two rules applied to the McAlister cate.

[th conUined in Official Interpretation 100

NCAA ByTJiWs:

U ".
. . if he (the athlete) practices or

participates in intercollegiate athletics

whUe inehgible, the member institution is

obligated to charge him with a penality of

one varsity season of eUgibility for each

season of inehgible practice or p«i:ticipatioii

»» — '-

r^ News analysis

2r* if he receives financial aid based in

some degree upon his athleUc ability while

ineligible, the insUtution is required to

declare the young man ineligible for in-

tercollegiate competition .1 ." (that is,

permanently ineligibieJ.

According to Warren Brown, assisUnt

execuUve director of the NCAA, UCLA was

not aware that McAlister was inehgible

(because -he took his schoUuitk: aptitude test

ona non-national testing day) unUl June and

cat»equently. while UCLA did administer

financial aid to McAlister, it did not do so

with the knowledge that he was ineligible

Thus UCLA was rescued from having to

declare McAlister permancnUy ineligible

and was only obligated. In the eyes of the

Council, to follow the firs^ NCAA ruUngHJhe

year loss of eligibility

At the same time, UCLA was rescued

from having to declare four other athletes

Ineligible who had recdved Education

Opportunity Program (EOP) and EducaUon

Opportunity Grant (EOG) aid this year as

freshmen: Charles Herring. Kermit

Johnson, Edward O'Bannon and Eugene

By Detwrah Ashin

DB Staff SUff Writer

Whether or not you agile with

President Nixon's recent wage

price freeze, if you are a student

one thing is certain: your

pocketbook probably will not be

drastically affected by the^

President's new economic

policies ^
Rumors that Westwood Ian

dlord's who charge 'special low

summer rates" will be forced to

keep the reduced rents fall

quarter are false, as ar^ op-

timistic speculations that the

freeze wiU prevent UC tuiUon

from increasing

A.r«presenUtive from the Of-

fice of Economic Preparedness

(OEP* - an agency selected to

...,,.^o*»^ thp ^xr\ijr- price freeie

ficial generaf policy" concerning

summer renUls is if 'definite

summer and winter rates have

been previously established"

rents can be increased, but not in

excess of last year's rates

He said the pobcy could possibly

change as "no written policy has

yet been established by

Washington
"

Although the Student Body

PreSidente CouncU (SBPO an^

Graduate Student Association ,

representatives Tuesday ex

pressed their "dismay and

disappointment at the inequiUble

treatment of students under

President Nixon's wage price

frecie," UC President Charles J.

Hitch, in a memo to all UC
chancellors. adv4«^ the

Umversity to comply with federal

resuUtioos.

"Prices everywhere else are

frozen, but Students ar " '^^'

parents are singled oui w ^^

this exemption for one element of

our economy." the SBPC said

about a pohcy which states tuition

and fee increases sctfeduled to

begin in September will take ef-

fect if they w'n^' nnounced t)efore

the Aug. 15 ix^ruM dale The UC
Board of HegenU increased the

education fees m February. 19«

Condemning the "cynicism and

hypocnsy of Presklent Nixon and

his Democratic Treasury

SecreUry John Connelly/* the

Council warned "the harm to

unwealthy students who will have

to defer their schooling - and to

the getieral moral of a group

which suffers constant selecUve

descnmination — may reflect

Itself on many levels"

The SBPC urged the UC
KegenU to defer tt^e increased fW
wbich was established in

t.-..v,,..,.., , of yvrxs until related

Jones, once again, the CouncU Wl*ar«l

UCLA had dispensed this aid without the

knowledge that it coukl not be distributed to

athletes who "predicted" less UMn a IJOO

grade point averafs as had been done for

these four athletes. „ ^^*
At Berkeley, however. ChMierito-Aabert

Qpwker. who repUced Roger Heyns last

month, announced &inday Cal wouW use

Isaac Curtis this year and the other athlelss

in quesUon. Bowker and other Cal officlaU

mainuin the error in the Curds case was

done by the institution and not by the in-

dividual - thus, the instituUon will bear the

blame. ^.^ . ^ t

At the Council m^eUng In^n Franclaco

last Saturday. Cal was placed on "indefinite

probation", with the probation period

lastir« one year past Cal's declaration of the

ineligibility of Isaac Curtis. The NCAA give

Cal a choice either declare C^irUs ineligHlls

now and suffer only one year of probatioo or

permit him to pUy the next two yesrt and

suffer three years of probation -^-

Cif\ apparently has chosen the lattsr

couise. which will exclude their par

ticipaUon in th* Rose Bowrl or any NCAA

civmpionship evenU for the nsit three

yeare and NCAA television contrscU for

the 1972 and 1973 football seasons.

( However, the television ban does not apply

to local or conference televisiOD.

As harsh as that might seem. Cal Is nst

Ukir« the matter sitUng dc«vn. According to

Berkeley officiaU. Cal disputss the NCAA

interpreUtion of the 1 600 rule before it was

clcariy outlined this past April 15. Cal has

taken the posiUon that, even though Curtis

did not Uke his apUtude test and thus did not

predict a 1.600 as an entering freshman in

1909. he was ineligible only as a (reshroaA.

(ioailnuedonPagetl

feet students
credits for those who have had to

pay the higher fee wliile their

wjges remained froxen."

A Treasury Department

spokesman said nK)st tuition in-

creases were announced months

ago. bills have already been sent

out and many stixienls have made

advanitre payments

A special discussion ab«it the

ramifications of the wage-price

freeze, sponsored by UC Ex-

tension and the Graduate School

of Management, will begin at 9 30

am tomorrow in the Royce Hall

Auditorium

Senator William Proxmire.

chairman of the Joint

Congressional Economic Com-

mittee, several economists and a

White House spokesman wiU be

pi^aeftt. Ttie program, to t)e

moderated by Dean Harold

Williams of the School oT

Management, will cost 110

s'^rc<^v.:5rs^.^-e'v« ^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^ ^^
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ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fabric shop

is open for business. Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Buttons

Macrome
Supplies

etc.

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU -CAN AFFORD.

1 006 Broxton 477-0880

diagonally ocroMfrom Wwfwood Villoge

tol*.

§••• ^•••••^^•••#

-iTaP

Thursday, AugustM^_i9n

f^
tf^f

'^,
VT"^J

FRIDAY i¥uyr«ivHT^
August 27

MARX BROS COMEDY (1»33)

Leo Mc Carey's gen.u* lor comedy cas«

witty Groocho as corrupt teaoer of

r reedonia An absurd farce on wars

September 3

WHITE ZOMBIE 1*33

Better than Dracola, " Bela Lugosi

gleefully vepe«»otjs and evil. Plos

L.^urei and Hardy Murder Case

SATURDAY September

4

THE ENDLESS SUMMER
Bruce Brown s ("On Any Sunday") docc

menfary on world itlnery o« 2 profes

sional surfers Dazzling photography

1067 GlOTtdDn Ave. Wttiwood Vil

1I79-9077 Of 477-0098

wiKn^

Potter's Studio
1 1656 OLYMPIC. WLA

• Classes • Memberihips
• Gollery

coll: 477-/757 Anytime

/

JVCAA rules on McAHs
i

(Continued from Page 1)
,0-0^^ „^

Curtis achieved above a L600 GPA »« 19«^70^
Berkeley officials believe the NCAA rules in effect

before April 15. 1971 could be interpreted to^^
athlete who did not take the aptitude test but who did

above 1.600 work his first year would be eligible as a

sophomore. That is Cal's poeiUon, one hoUy con-

tested by the NCAA. - .* ^ , u
However the issue is presently unclear. If Cal has

discovered new evidence in the case, it can appeal to

the CouncU for reconsideraUon. aherwise, ac-

cording to Tom Hansen of the NCAA, Cal can appeal

to the enUre NCAA convenUon in January,

something which has never been attempted. .

Before January, however, the 1971 Pacific-Eight

football season begins Unlike the NCAA, the Pac-8

has no central enforcement procedures, and Cal s

status in the upcoming football season is also un-

clear. Wiles HaUock, who assumed the position of

Executive Diredor of the Pac-« just last month, has

called a meeUng for next week to discuss Cal's m-

tentions to play Curtis in 1971.

~ If UCLA were to foUow Cal's lead and announce its

intentions of playing James McAlister in 1971, the

Pac-8 could have an immense problem on its hands,

but the possibility of that happening is minute. For

insUnce, whUe Cal stands to lose hundreds of

thousands of dollars in television money, that loss

would be offset by a new source of athletic revenue at

Cal : it was reported in Tuesday's Los Angeles limes

that Berkeley received $80,000 from the Los Angeles

Rams-Oakland Raiders game in Cal's Memorial

Stadium last Saturday. UCLA would Ukewise sUnd

to lose hundreds of thousands of dollars if the NCAA
imposed a similar penalty with no way of qftsetting

that loss.
"^^"*'"

*

Also, of course, UCLA has won eight NCAA utles

the last two years while Cal has won only the 1^70

NCAA track title and the 1968 gymnastics title in

recent years.

Chancellor Charles E Young has been out of town

and unavailable for comment. Morgan, who skillfully

handled UCLA's appeal at San Francisco, has been

in contect with Young, but to date po decision has

been announced. It is expected, however. thatUCLA

will abide by the NCAA ruling and not play McAlister

in 1971-72. hoping to save his remaining two years of

eligibility for 19^52-73 and 1973-74.

McAlister himself couW not be reached for com-
ment, but television station KABC reported Tuesday

it had talked with McAlister that day and that he

would sit out this year, stay at UCLA, run in a few

indoor track meets and play foott>all next year.

McAlister reportedly also said he would not take

legal action because it would jeopardize the school.

(Since UCLA has to perform the actual declaration of

ineligibility, legal action on McAlister's behalf

presumably would come against UCLA and not the

NCAA.)

WITHOUT JAMES — With James McAlister

probably out for the if71-72 season, due to an

ineligibility ruling by the NCAA, the Bruin ground

game will B« hard pressed even more this season.

The Bruin football team continues its two^-day

workouts on Spa uMing Field, looking ahead to Its

September 11 opener against Pittsburgh in the

Coliseum.

nHtsSn

i^

I • SAT 1 1 <

MES FEIFFER'S

MuteHoune

ucia
summer

^^^
«i ,1 mMri

"As witi tittit Mwtftri', ItfM %mf%
Tfetattr Nt« prtAKtiM his a wicM
•4ft...Mkts WAVES. aitfMtiistrt

UimifTni...lirKt8r tarys Htpit
Mitntaai tlM play as vtll as Alli

Arliii't arigiMl ii M. ani- f«M-
•law its tafaralliiVils if caaaii

• --DanSMltivan, Lji. TIMES
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Manny's Barbers

When you say, ''take just a liffie bit off," we fake

just a little bit off.
'"

"Ange/o /s bocic" V}.. ./

1091 1 Kinross Ave. 477-?207

^

nuniy/uftifl***^

International Student Center
Happenings

Thursdays

Fridays

Saturdays

to help main-

inter-

to

Sundays

•I

Tuesday

Wbdn«sday

111

-Spanish Convvrsotion — 8:00 p.m. An open conversation class

tain Spanish speaking abilities.

-Non-Violence waokly ••minar, $Y.X)0 with dinner from 6:00-8:00 p.m.

-Happy Hour -5:00-6:00 p.m. "A Jug of wine, a loaf of breSd. ' " the

notional way to meet new friends ond begin the weekend.

-Folli Dancing — 8:00 p.m. Professional talents or nov fees are welcome
participate in this form of dance expression.

-August 28, Tour to Huntington LK>rary & Gardens — Tour will take you
through the worlds greatest collections of rare books and rr^onu scripts, not to

mention paintings, sculptures, tapestries, and period furniture. $1.50 will

pay for transport and a picnic lunch. Call the Center for furter information.
-Bridge Class 6:00-10:00 p.m. Rubber bridge. -r^.to 4 rhotches. . .more les-

sons. . .We don't care how good or bod you are. Come to the iSC and we
promise you a good time with your favorite game.
-Contonese clouee for beginners. 9:00 a.m.

WGUST 29. Tour to Busch Gardens - a I 7^^ acre park which offers boat
trips and bird shows amid a lush tropical setting of lagoons, waterfalls, exo-
tic flowers and palms, also tasting areas ore scattered around for your
pleasure. S2.25 for trip, entrance.

-GemKin Qosset — Improve your conversational abilities in a small group
atmosphere. 7:00 p.m.

-Educcrtional Abroad Program Seminar - 7:30 for poople who are going
abroad, or who have been abroad, and foreign students
-French dosses - A good opportunity to supplement your beginning French
doss op compus. 7:00 p.m. J
^Wednesday Nite Film Series for September 1st. . .PANIC French film with
English sub titles. 8:00 p.m. free.

i'
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letters to the Editor

Dope errors fixed
EdiUir.

There were two ernita m the

second article on the UCLA
Longitudinal Marijuana Study.

iU The correct percentage oi

engineering majors who are

chronic M smokers is 4%, not 12%.

(2) The greatest incidence of

chronic M smoking was among
political science, psychology, and

scoial science majors only in

gross numbers, not percentage of

majors.

Some readers have questioned

our ordering of majors by in-

cidence of M consumption; this

ranking was done by combining

occasional and chronic smokers,

and is correct as printed if you

rank order the percentage of non-

users from lowest to highest.

We apologize for the confusion

resulting from these statements

appearing out of their original

context because of condensation

for Dally Bruin publication.

Dr. Hochman and I would like to

invite comments and questions

from DB readers, both on the

columns and on psychoactive

drugs and drug experiences in

general.

Theyinay be submitted care of

the Daily Bruin, and those of

general interest will be answered

in print.

R.L. Christie

R<>«earch Associate

"i

library alone carried off each
night to the University -in-

cinerators. Surely some ol that

paper could be recycled if only a
system was established wliereby

the paper could get to a recycling

plant.

This obviously is just a faint

glimmer of an idea. Where to get

money to lease a trailer, the exact
sort of paper that could be used,

the details of transporting

wastepaper from the library to the

trailer and all similar essential

questions are going to have to k>e

answered t>efore implementation.

But, people I've talked to are

interested even in the sketchy

proposal and seem eager to have
some form of recycling on campus
implemented quiddy.

Rachel Malkin
'i^

OECS in

Ecology

Editor:

Perhaps the anaesthetic

.

nonecological park-turned-

paridng-lot pictured on the front

page (Daily Bruin, July 16) could

be recycled toward more positive

use.

Briefly, here's the plan: Let us

solicite or petition for a ton-trailer

to be stationed in the seldom used

lot, to be used as a recepticle for

recycleable waste paper.

As a library staff member I see

mountains of paper from the

Editor:

Like Sylvia T. Mason and

"Name Witheld" (Summer Bruin,

August V2, 197U I, too, have had

encounters with Ms. Sandra

Hangley. Unlike them, however, 1

twive found her courteous and very

helpful. Also, she has taken the

trouble to see me on occasion

when I have had an urgent

problem without an appointment,

despite her tight schedule. _
While I did not see Ms. Mason's ^

letter, 1 can say that I did not

recognize Ms. Hangley in Name .

Witheld's.

Mark D. Levine

Grad. Anthropology

HOW
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Muttc C«nter Presentations

Tiie spectacular AAAAN Folk Ensemble

100 magnificently costumed dancers

singers onjd musicians

BALKAN • MIDDLE EASTERN •

AFRICAN MUSIC and DANCE

SEPTIMBER 10 through SEPTEMBER 12

4 Exciting Performances
EVENINGS
FRI SEPT I0an4l

SAT SEfT n ortao
SAS0 5.SO4.S0S.S0

MATINEES
I

SAT SEPT 11 ond
SUN SEn 13 at2M'
$S.7S 4.7S 3.7S 'l.rS

OAHMANSON
illlMKI

nCKETS NOW at Th« M«$ic Center/ Auto

CJwb of S. C./AII Mwtool Aoenei't/S C

Mujic Co . 637 South Hill/ Wollich* liberty

INFORMATION: 62»-7211

SCAN A PAD willlet you toke a

vocation this summer We'll take the

worry out o< finding on oportment

now or for the coming school year We

represent over 40.000 units on the

Wests.de o< Town ar^ the Volley One

stop tp SCAN A PSD is oil you need

.fioke We '^i«" 9'^® V°" everything-

that fits'youf sp'6uf KLOtions and you rent

on apartment Even mdre interesting,

our fee is orily SI and S5 is refunded
,

when yourentonythingwereccommend

Cuff ent avo.labilit.es S85 up Coll.us

npw Of retain this od until you ore

rbody to moke your next move,

I 5445 Ventura Blvd.

986 6406

I 1941 Wilshire Bfvd • Suite 1

477 1221
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SANTA MONICA
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' Corner Westwood ond Weyburn
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Theworld's longest,

cheapest,peanut,beer.

andoutif •:•

film festival.

Sept.1-5.

'ff.""""" yi«^-

vt'* •

outrageously long nights

_ of the greatest filnn classics

uncut and uninterrupted. 6 hpurs

a night of unending nnadness.

All at the ridiculously low price of

It all happens under the stars in Universal

Studios' Outdoor Amphitheater. Wednesday,

September 1 thru Sunday, September 5. -

8:00^m 'till 2:00 am.

And much, much more!

Wednesday, Sept. 1 - Horror Night

Frankenstein (Boris Karloff)

Dracula (Bela Lugosi)

The Wolf Man (Bela Lugosi)

The Invisible Man (Claude Rains)

Doctor Cyclops (Albert Dekker)

Thursday, Sept. 2-Marx Brot. plus 1

Monkey Business

Horse Feathers

Duck Soup

The Cocoanuts

Presenting Charlie Chaplin

Friday, Sept. 3 -Classics Night

The Virginian (Gary Cooper)

Shadow Of A Dout>t (Alfred Hitchcock)

You Can't Cheat An Honest Man (Fields)

All Quiet On The Western Front (Ayers)

Saturday, Sept. 4- W. C. Flalds

Mississippi

if I Had A Million

You're Telling Me
International House
Million Dollar Legs

Sunday, Sapt. S- Comedy Potpourri

Buck Privates (Abbott & Costello)

Road To Zanzibar (Crosby/Hope)

The Big Broadcast of 1938 (W C Fields)

I'm No Angel (Mae West/Cary Grant)

All the

peanuts you
can swallow.

Hot dogs 35c.

Suds
and wine

50c.

^eal thing

Kids under

12 Free!

Parking 50c. Dress warmly.

« Special C<ynt>«n«lton Pric*

Any 3 ri»ghl8 - %2. All 5 nights - (3

Awaili^« at box oltid<
-?

' > '-'rTw T"i? *iy*T> u^j iTi^ nITl
J

Phon* 977^121

• If71 Un.v«rM' City Studio*. Inc

\
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'Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. The Daily Bruin Sounding Board columns

are open to responsible groups or individuals who wish to voice

an opinion contrary to a Daily Bruin Editorial position. All other

columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial boor^J
DB Editorial

America
An item for your 1984 Is Already Here file comes

from the office of Assemblyman Charles J. Conrad

(R-Sherman Oaks) who says **if groups cannot

peacefully demonstrate without defacihg property,

then the Legislature should give serious thought to

forbidding such activities."

Conrad went on to complain "I feel particularly

strongly about these occurrences (of violence)

because for many years I have been a member of the

Executive Committee of the YMCA Youth and

Government program. Students in the Youth and

Government program learn awareness for par-

'ticipation in the elective process. Annually a model

Legislature is planned for this group to give them

firsthand experience of the State Legislature's actual

process. This past year the group was denied use of

the Assembly Chamber because it was felt damage

would result. It is grossly unfair to penalize these

young people to learn about government, yet allow

vandalism by other groups ..."

Americans who »e exercising their right to frer

speech and free assembly also learn about the

governmental process — but unlike the future

Legislators who flock to the YMCA program, the

demonstrator often has his/ her lesson in civics

literally pounded into the skull. All of us have a right

to speak and to protest, all of us in America have a

right to observe how the local and federal govern-

ments react to protest — these "actual processes"

give perhaps a clearer picture of America than

Legislature seminars.

Like the pyromaniac who eagerly helps firenien

extinguish a blaze which he started earUer, Conrad is

accomplishing a larger and more destructive van-

dalism than any group of protestors. To search for

excuses to ban legitimate expressions of opinion

which may run counter to the prevailing mode of

political thought, is an act which is truly anti-

American.

NEED IIm
Students - For a tmall fee i OJn get

Vou a cor less than wholesomilue-

•book prices from a VWto oil Dorado

* directly from the Los Angetes AMtc>

|mc*>ile Auction held every Tuesday

I

for outhoriied dealers only. You will

„ 'end and sffect the car you want

Jund>be present ot the bidding wh.cti

3 can go hundreds of dollars below Blue

Jbook prlcM. .Coll Sherry.ot 879 3282

473.-0933 Qi^d.so^'e' ' ' i^

SAtfS& smKi

1581 WMt4iood Blvd.

TM^MSy^^

STUDY LAW NOW
• Be An Attorney

• Or Attorney's Assistant

VALUEV mim. oi

.^dL TRANSFER I

STUDENTS
f

ACCEPTED

r(*a*iM,«n»,i*ii*.iJi#ar.*«W-''-' ^•r'Hwmf^''^^-*''

REQUIREMENTS — 60 un.t*

- <• work or ov«r
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The creation of a literary world-

gone-mad, whether for the pur-

pose of satire, social comment,

humor or to shovy the absurdity of

the human condition, is a theme

which has intrigued authors for a

long time. Twentieth-century

writers and artists are especially

interested in showing human and

institutional chaos in a fictional

world for various intents. But

whether you be Woody Allen,'

Samuel Beckett, Claes Oldenburg,
^

John Barth, Joseph HeUer, the

Marx Brothers, Franz Kafka or

Ken Kesey you must decide how to

draw the brand of insanity you

want. Will it be exaggeration, the

use ofgalloping incongruities, or

the creation of events which

although absurd create a very

real terror for the characters and

the reader?

For TTie Onion Eaters, J.P.

Donleavy has chosen to use ab-

surdity of plot action and cir-

cumstance for his main tool, but

chooses also.a writing style which

enhances the mindless goings-on

by being impressionistic, blunt

and decimated. Donleavy,

through the iise of fragmented

sentences and sensual, half-seen

images, builds a world-gone-mad

seen through a haze — a screen

through which the reader must

perceive Donleavy's characters'

realities. Good examples of this

technique may be found in the

initial paragraphs of the novel:

"At a black door up three stone steps this

grey coated guant figure looks east and west

along the quays To the slate roof tops aad

chimney pots puffing smoke over the city^

Where a shaft of sunlight spreads. gUstena and

disappears.

"Push open the door Go down this dark

corridor and If^ock under a sign Enquires

Face moist, toes and hands cold Damp
seeping through my gloves."

-•mil .11^

And like a Cubist painter,

Donleavy uses simultaneous

perspectives — he is likely to

change from narrative to first

person without warning, as in the

quoted portion above, having his

main character appear from two

vistas. The continual shift in

viewpoint provides an added

complement to what devices

Donleavy already has in use.

J. P. Donleavy

Donleavy's novel breaks down,

however, because of a pronounced

lack of purpose. Unlike Joseph

BY Mark Levlliii

Heller, who used^ absurdity to

point out satirically what was

wrong with this nuin's air force In

war in Catch-22, Donleavy barely

uses satire at all. His madness is

unfocused and diffuses In no

particular direction. If he is trying

to say that life has no direction,

that is a fine idea (aside from

being overworked) , fit for perhaps

100 pages standing by itself, but

Tttt Onion Eaters runs over 300

pages. To support the ** no-

direction" idea for that long other

themes must come in strongly, or

other supportive devices must be

used But Donleavy unfortunately

places his faith in too little. The

author is only satirical when

dealing peripherally with the Irtish

separatist movement and» in one

scene, with religious confession.

There may be other ideas floating

around, but they are neither made

very clear nor very profound.

There is not enough grist here for

"the mill.

^ The plot, although moderately

amusing at first fades into

repetition and further lowers the

book's value. The story line deals

with Clayton Claw Cleaver

Gementine, descended from the

noble line of Qementine of the

Three Glands (so named because

the males <tf ^e family possess

three testicl^ each), who has

inherited his gr^at-aunt's

dilapidated casUe in Ireland He

feels that moving in will perhaps

improve his health (he Is just out

of a hospital where the nurse

proscribed and exectited fellatio

a^a part of his cure) and besides,

Gementine's penniless. He moves

in and finds several scrvanU

willing to work for free in homage

to their late boss. Clementine's

aunt, and that his credit with the

merchants is unlinuted However,

he can never enjoy his castle

(falling apart as it is. with the

dungeons below flooded with the

nearby ocean tides and a water

monster living below, periodically

devouring those unfortunates who

manage to fall through the rotten

floarboards over his l**""),

because a steady flow of 'guests"

arrive — autos out of gas, friends

of friends of those looking for

petrol, passing tourisU — and

their takeover of the premises is

the book's focal point These are

not ordinary guests who invade,

but the kind who keep live

poisonous snakes in adjoining

rooms, drill for minerals in the

sitting room, eat onions, attack

each others spouses, steal wine

and food. brew strong

aphrodisiacs and laxatives. sUrt

fights with animals and destroy

Clementines property He

struggles to maintain his sanity as

his unwanted boarders and

lecherous servants (actually,

nearly everyone in the novel has

their share of sexual conquests)

run rampant and when caught at

something injurious to the owner,

protest that they humbly did not

want to disturb their. gracious and

generous host The menagerie

grows to about 14 major

characters (including Efconwald.

an odd scientist, Lead Kindly

Light, a religious fanatic and

lecher, and the MacFuggers, an

outrageous couple who are

Oenfientine's neighbors) and part

way through the novel they tend to

tose their separate identities;

although each of them have their

(yi/n perversions and oddities,

they all become jokes that wear

out too soon The zoo, while oc-

casionally brilliantly amusing,

fails because ot an eventual lack

of variety and repetition of action.

The events continue without

much development except that

which shows the characters doing

progressively more destructive

things, which becomes boring

quickly. Clementine finalfy gets

rid of most of them, but only after

his castle is almost totally burnt

out by a badly placed hotfoot in his

absence. The lack of final

resolution in the story is totally in

step with the rest of the book, an<|,^

equally as unsatisfying. ,
"^

Donleavy's humor is charac

terized throughout by dull and

obsessive jokes about farts,

fornication and bowel moyemenit

(all of which intrigue the

characters far more than they

intrigue this readerTT and the

oiitrageousness follows the path fd

most things in the book by

wearing out quickly Slowly but

surely this literature delenorat«s

in many ways, until the reader

realizes whatever interest the

first few chapters had was based

on novelty, a novelty not matched

by the remainder of the book The

project may have had enough

subsUnce for a briefer piece,

which reminds one of the Ambrose

Bierce definition of the noun

•novel" in his I>evlft Dtctlonary:

"A short story padded," which is

just how The Onion Esteri

ultimately appears.

Good Taste and Other AnaiChiomsms

Esquire'i What Every Young Man Should Know, reilWd

editkm. by the editors of Esquire magaibie (Bernard Oels

Associates, $8.>S)

A booic like Esquires What Every Y6uBg Man Should

Know pcses a few interesting questions : are manners wortJi

having' are they even worth luiowing about? and rmally
,

is

a book which tries to deal with such a subject worth-whUe

.

The book cove.^ a wide variety of ccocems^ f^-^"

iJ"*!^
to cars tocollege. but it falls "»\ *»>«"'» 'f^°?,'^^
Granted, the book is only a coUecUon

<^^«"y!!*°J"*,^
great merit) and articles from Ewinlre dating from as far

l^k aT iS^. but the books overall onenUUons^ms t« be

about ten years behind the Umes in those f^eas m«t at

fected by change: lifestyles. It ^o"""* «'^«"^?;^,^
the book is for the younger boys ^hpf^P^^^

"^h toe
been affected by the new "«'y'«'^^;!»^^'Se^
book starts in junior high, it «"«'."«*'' "T^^'^M^bi^s
the way to finding a job. Even U .t were^y^J^^^;,
what about the problems that high <«•»»' ^^'^ "'

currenUy running into: drugs, venereal <»»»e««; »"<! ""^

wanted pregnancy? Should Esquire's young "^"J^Y!
serious ••gW trouble", the book adv«es h.m 1°^^ -^-^^

man-t<>n^n with his father - nothing more And shaUd^

wonder*bput heroins addictive P"VerUes- ^e s
^^^

*tat

to do for' a hangover (wait it out* V D_ a Pjf^^,V^
cloiest that the book comes (anatomically* is a di.-^ n

^wSt^ yolTng man should do for a hernia ( see a doctor*

.

Other Udbits include how to behave at formaPdlnners,

debutante balls, weddings, expens ~^" '"

like, and what accessories go with vsnal col .. ""^^"'Z
explained in prose «»piaausly simiUr ^J^at employedm

By Stan BerkoWitz

Reagan Guide to Dating," is The College' Dating Plan^

which, coincidentally. places petUng at t*«^'««;/~ «,™
behavior scale for college girls - and you should only do it

if you're going steady or you've given her your fraternity

pin.

Its passages like the last one that are especially harmful,

because they encourage naive readers to be governed by

rules which have no pUce in the relationships of sensible

people. The book described in detail what should be done on

Fhe first date, the second, the third, and so on. but to follow

such hollow forms ( any forms, even today's being hollow^ is

utteriy fooUsh, and not worthy of a thinking human being^

That's not to say that such forms aren't at least worth

knowing Indeed, it's impossible to relate to someone who

follows them (however briefly* if you are not at ewit

acquainted with the rules. Though the quaint customs

d^ribed in the book are on the wane, that's no mdicaUon

that all puch preformed channels of human behavior have

been rejected (although most proponents of thft new

morality would claim Ifey'toVC*.
- J,.

But the boook completely ignores the new folkways: How

do you teU your parents that you're hving with your

girlfriend-What ,s pot party etiquette'' How do V^ 8<> ?^^
finding an:abortionisf> and when he's found, who should

pay the girl or the galUnt young man- The answers to

S»e qu^Uons are almost as much a"iatter of strict

guidelines as the old answer to the quesUon of whetheror

not nice girls should kiss on the first dale But none of these

new guidelines are dealt with by the book

.^hy-^ l: )l y lust negUgence. birt the oth^
^^ ^ J"

reason is pr^ rxla, that the authors know exacuy >*

going on today but wish to condemn it by ignonng it One ..

the few articles that gives some chie to ^^^^J^*"'*^
sUnd is one which tells of the gnk»ome results of not taklnr

a bath for 30 days ( the book recomewids at least one a day

,

and one before important social engagements^ Other than

that the book wisely (if that is iU intcnUon* avoMs

meaningful comment on any of the significant soclologkad

developmenU of the last ten years There are a number of

interesUng and often witty essays on things like masculine

liberation, sophisticated' men. eggheads, polygamy and

marriage by authors like Arthur Schlesinger J»;^^«7*

Mannes. Faye Emerson, Paul Gallico, and Theodor Reik.

but most of the material is less than informative, and often

just plain frivolous, even if it is of a more sophisUcated tone

than the rest of the book

The reason for this material's inchision might be the

alleged desire of the book to accentuate the positive, rather

than condemn what it feels is the negaUve Th*^- ™^'*«;

than saying that dope and promiscuity are bad (and

thereby losing considerable credibility among its readers^

the book instead depicte a lifestyle devoid of those two

thin^ The reason that this approach fails is thst much of

the material is hlatanOy and laughably <i«t«|. fn<* »^ »
because of this factor that the book loses all credibility

As it stands, the book should provide pleasant nosUlf^

for reacUonaries who find both humor and sadoMS m the

passing of such insbtutions as the tea party, the debuUnta

bajl and also neckUes, Uble manners, dance floor cour-

tesy the custon of sUnding when a Udy enters the room,

ladies, and U»Uy, gentlemen All those institutions have

been replacec^ by others, but the reader might compare

those which we had then to those that we have now. and

...^u offer a (ew unkind words- *bout the effect «

't>'
«»8taa BerkowiU

\f
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Wflit DiMiay't

PINOCCHIO

i^'Si-" WIUY WONKA JhE CHOCOIATE FAGOR^

454-5525 sr,:r?r«-irr-^

jeiirly Ciiei

205 North Canon Driv*

BcvoHy HilU (ol WiliMV^o)

275-5244

SUMMER OF '42

witli lmM»m VN»M * Gory OrifiM

PACIFIC'S

liiirli Nllis

UNMAN, WmERING, & ZIGO
Mon-Fri 6.S0, 8:30, 10:30 p.m.

Sol. 4 $««. 12:30, 2:30, 4:30. 6:30, 8:30. 10:30 p m.

mMr. Blvd. ol Conon Dr.
^q^,^ ,^ „oUR (MON. THRU FRi.)

1 bik Eo«t of B«v«Hy Dr.

^7M 1 21
6-6:30 p.m.

^ _

Iriiiiiifi
2524 Wilthir*

(at 26th St.)

Sonto Monico —
I 829^366

I 2524 WiUhir«

I
(ot 26th St.)

I Scwita Monica

I JB2^366

Jan« fondo and DonoW Sutherland

KLUTE

David Div«n

THE STATUE^

iruiffiil 11

OwsHn HuHiwow

WHO IS HARRY KELLERMAN
fht9 Mm Wayn* in

BIG JAKE
Inipltf Show Fri. * Sol. Jan« Fo««d« in BAMAftBIA 99<

A Case

for

Incom-

GREAT MEDICINE

Irill BALL CARAVAN (R)

Wottwood Villog* ^.. ^.,q ^,yQ ,q.,o p.m.
OR 7-2487 5^ ; j^^ motinooi Fri. & Sot. mid. 12:10

/*

^ii^

Hol|y«»ood

'1451 N. Las Palmo*

at Suntot
464-9921

EROTIC FILM FESTIVAL
Jim&ArfAAi*ch«ir»

RECKLESS CLAUDIA
"Probably tK« b*** oduh fUnM in tb« U.S."

PIAYBOY

P^«M ol 11:45 o.m. - lost show 9:30 p.m.^

tlliriii III!
Suntot N«ar Vina.

HollyviKKKl

466-3401

(MIy ol 12:00. 2:00. 4:00. 6:00, 8:00. 10:00 p.n».

^Spociol MidnigKl Show Fridoy * Salwrckiy

BLUE WATER, WHITE DEATH (6)

Man-Eotin9 Shork Huntl

Nothing lilia H ovor ffitmod boloral

III Mir
5Q^6 VI Pko
Wi 5-6424

LAURENCE OF ARABIA

MAROONED
N«rt AMroc^ion: HAZA SUITI

Coming Soom SUMMBI OF '42

lirlii
LoBraa at Molrota

WE 42944

LOVE STORY
D.K immrmtf't

VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY
CmIkO Sxm: ANMOMCOA STIAIN/ SUMMM OF 43

Iriiili
^^dbO Suntot Blvd.

(Eaitof Dohonyr
Frao Forking in BIdg.

273-2266

SHAR

POINT BLANK

Hiiiiwiii Picnic
Hollywood Blvd.

Noor Cahuango
466-5211

A Violont Man, A Gonlla Womon
& Thair 'Troodom" School. .

BILLY JACK |GP)

Dttily 12:45 • 3:15 • 5:3O^*«:00 • 1Q:15

L» FIIIZ
1802 N. Varmont
Hollywood
N0 4.2169

W.C. FIELDS in

THE MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE

YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN HONEST MAN

>?"ICIJ
1332 2nd Straot

Sonto Monica
451-8686

David Loon't Acodomy Award Winnor

RYAN'S DAUGHTER
Mon. . Tlwr«. 1:45. 4t45, 8:00
fri. S«« Swn 12:45. 3:45. 7:00. 10:00

1^*1:..

\332 2nd Str««t

Santa Monica
451 8686

2 WoMor M^Imm Com«*y HlH

PLAZA SUITE

THE ODD COUPLE
Conl. Irami'1;30 Doily

^•;; 1G Han

f 9036 WiUhir* Blvd

THE DEVILS
with Von»sso R>dgrov,

PORTRAIT OF JUNG: ^^
lUustrpted Biography by Gerhard
WeU*. (Herder and Herder. Cloth

16.95. paper. $2.95)

Sigi Fr^udgot stuck with IrviM
Stone whose anal-retentive te^
denotes produced a fictional

biography of epic proportions,
if

not epic grandeur. But Carl

Gustav Jung certainly deserved a
better biographer than Gerhard
Wehr. If brevity be the soul of wit
and perspicacity, Wehr's Portrait

of Jung should compare favorably

with Stone's tome. Besides, Wehr
is dedicated to the truth, the whole ''

truth, and nothing but. Or so he

claims. Let's let our roving

reporter on the Swiss psychiatric

scene speak for himself: it is

quite a formidable task to convey

some impression of a doctrine

possessing the volume, the

profundity, and the range of

subject matter which is to be

found in the work of C. G. Jung. No
author can do justice even by the

authentic reproduction of

definitions and descriptions by

Jung himself." Right on, Gerhard.

You should know. You obviously

weren't quite up to that for-

_jnidable task yourself^
'—

rz

The subtitle of this fiasco is "An

Illustrated Biography". Con-

sidering the book's rather steep

paperback price, at least the

pictures give you something for

aooey Not terribly weD

led into the text, a photo o£

irith hi* family in Swit-

or the numerous

:tions from his own books

ye as a visual com-

jn. The layout is nice, and

are a minimum of

iphical errors. But the text

alas, that's quite another

tail of JvaS could serve as a

to the writing of high

research papers,

lore variety. Every

, cliche is there. The bulk

ferial are quotations cribbed

Jung himself, strung

jr by loo^e connective

>s. A typical paragraph

of an introductory sen-

^H not conceal the

a that Freud had
-" followed by

^-^^TwT.oCt quoUtions.

hclPf -^ cloying. Par-

Hy painful are the clever" rhetorical questions,

I,ns
on the introductory

>nt, VHow are the per-

es of psychology and

n related?'* this time

r~ I by twelve lines of direct

^on. If anyone's getting

3s off this product, it should

Bollingen Foundation, not

rd Wehr, or his translator or

)lisher.

M; ^v'-

cr

Tlie White Majority edited by Lwilse Kapp Howe (Randoin House: |1.»5)

Anyone editing a reader about the social, poUtidal, and economic lives

ol most Americans is attempting a task as difficult as cleaning the

- Aegean stables. It is next to Impossible to sweep into one lump category

all whites who are neither rich nor poor. Yet, in onh — ^ges, the book

"The White Majority " is a commendable attempt to do what cannot oe

(the term "The White Majority" is not to be confused with*The SUent

Majority." The latter is a strictly political term introduced by that man m
the White House to muster support for his Indochina policies. Since that

support has dwindled, the latter term has virtually disappeared. >?

The book is edited by one unidentified Louise Kapp Howe, who I suspecf

is a sociologist. Writing with a sense of urgency, Howe's main objective is

to warn the reader of the danger that the white majority ''won't be

warned in time against the threat of social repression being waged in

their name."
That someone has to inform the white majority about this threat

smacks of the same patronizing attitude toward the common man which

Howe and several contributors attack. At the risk of sounding patronizing

myself, much of the book is written in sociological parlance and intended

for academic circles. Even if the white majori^ had to be warned,

someone else will have to warn them.

A second and more important goal is better fulfilled, namely, to give

the reader a chance **to learn more about the people who comprise the

majority of the country." The white majority is predominately working

class (another patronizing sociological term but I know of no substitute).

As Howe points out, many intellectuals and professionals are out Q(,touch

with the reahty of the white majority. The book does a ffee job in

dispelling some of the myths, generalizations, and stereotypes of the

^

Pertiaps— we auggsst this with

Uttle conviction— the guilt for the

stylistic quality, or lack thereof,

rests on Wehr's tranaiator, W. A.

Hargreaves. He cannot, however,

be blamed for the content; Wehr
remains responsible for the crass

conceptualizations, the facile

generalizations, jumI the flaccid

overgeneralizations that
characterize his book. Fur-

thermore, this product is billed as

a biography. Sure enough, we
have a conventional — very

conventional — biographical:

**C:arl Gustav Jung died in 1961, at

the age of eighty-five' the actual

biographical information is scant

indeed. Wehr seems, rather, to set

out to provide a sort of Michelin

guide to the man's thought and

writings. Unhappily, he can't see

the forest for the trees. His in-

tellectual rigour is questionable,

and the level of scholarship he

employs is hopelessly sopho-

nnoric, despite the one-hundred

and -ninety-six footnotes, which do

nothing more than identify the

sources for those 196 quotations

The originaljU. quotient ic

nonexistent, and even naive

ingenuity seems to be lacking

Weh^ transforms a rich and

fascinating subject into dreadfully

dull reading experience. ^

The real culprit responsible for

foisting this package on the public

is the puMi^lMr. Herdar

Herder. PaHrait «f Mmg Is bol

one item in a new series of

paperbacks "For Today's Critical

OneratioiL" Loosely translated,

that means doMloiB oa the latest

"in" topics for cocktaU con-

versation Guides for the would-be

nouveau-hip-intelligensia. Other

titles include Artificial Paradise,

"Charles Baudelaire's vliioiiary

writings on hashish and wine .",

or Problematic Maa. an

"enlightening portrayal of

"human uneasiness' and modem
anguish." In the same format as

Portrait af Jaag are books dealing

with Hesse "the new hem of

youth " — and De Sade, "the man
wtK) gave sex a bad name." It all

reeks of Madison Avenue; cor-

porate co-option of genuinely

important intellectual con-

siderations

Jung remains one of the majOr

figures H twentieth-century

thought. His theories of

psychoanalysis and in particular,

his extensive work in comparative

mythology, are only now being

granted the attention and respect

that they deserve, due primarily^

^fo the efforts of the BoUingen

Foundation. Finally, criticism of

Wehr's biography must rest on the

simple fact that such a -book as

this is a great disservice to it's

subject -^

ft

white working class. An appreciation of the heterogeneity of American

workers is inevitable after reading the book.
„ ^ , i^

The book is especially written for the self-proclaimed inteUectuals who

are to the left-of-center and are quite often found in chairs *« weUas

behind the podium in college classrooms While associating with their

causes and sympathizing with the plight of the '^^^"^^•Pi^^P^^;
they often practice what one contributor terms a "respecUble bigotiy

toward tiie American working class.
*««..:„« ^.»

. The plight of the non-whites and the poor m Amenca Is d^^^*"*; y«

life is not that rosy for many of Uie American woridng cUss^ "The myth of

th^S^laJworicer is kin to the Negro of foUdore who 'lives m Ihe

S^TbS^ drives a big new Cadillac ' He's there, all nght, but his nm^

te^are grossly exaggerated, " writes Brendan Sexton, one of Uie con-

^uto^.'Another cr^butor writes: "Abouthalf of Amencan famiU«

ai^ above the poverty Une but below the adequacy level. This group

n^U^^p^no^afflS^nt, composed not only of bluecoUar workers but

also of many white-collar woriLers, is hurting ^^i negle^ ^
Many of Uie white majority are working their asses off. «ten on

alSng^and monotonous jobs, to support timr
^^'^^^^^Jl"l

^

govSnt. They are struggUng to make ends "^^'
^^^[f^^^^

^e backbone of the American economy. Many are frustrated^ fearful,

^ f^l p^tically left out and ignored in our affluent societyClearly, a

"working class hero" isn't somefhmg to be.
^ .^ .

Tte SLyilLmselves are for the most part inter«iting and often m-

s.gh^^Lt are written by social
^^^^^•''rii^'^^'^^n Z

iournalists plus a token black auto worker and a Uberated ^o^VJ*
K!:n™nVrromapedtintotheeveryd.yUv«^Amen«i>w
- their life styles, attitudes, and poUtical ouUooks - to "» ^"^
strategies used by poliUcians to woo their votes.^ ^G«-«-

Ni.

War Games by James Park Sloan

(HoaghtOB Mifflin. |4.95)

Great War J^ovels of the Past
have, as a rule, been based on

Great Wars of the Past. The
working hypothesis has been: if

war is hel^ it's sure one bell of a
way to go. This great aTld glorious

masculine exercise has served to

separate the men from the boys,

as well as separating a good
number of them from wives,

mothers, spinster aimts, and the

girl they leift behind. But say you
take a war that doesn't get the

Goodhousekeeping Seal of Ap-
proval in the Great and Glorious

division, say, a dirty little war
somewhere in Southeast Asia —
Viet Nam, for example. If the

hypothesis holds, it's not apt to

inspire another of those famous
tales of derring-do's and doh't's.

This isn't ^)Yoy or Dunkirk, and all

is far from quiet on the western
front.

War Games, a first novel by
James Park Sloan, is the con-

temporary alternative to A
Karew^H toArms. All Quiet on the

(at DoK«ny)
Oliver R*«d

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

bemused account of the ap-

pearances and realities of a

modem, undeclared war in the

jungles of Viet Nam. The
narrator, a 2a-year-old Harvard
drop-out, sets out with all his

traditional values in tact; he is off

to find his manhood in the military

mode. War, he insists — citing no
less an authority than Socrates, is

*'a part of liberal education."

Besides, it will be a fine op-

portunity to gather material for

"the great war novel about Viet

Nam". To this purpose; our man
in Viet Nam has t)een boning up on
the genre, and has derived
alternative outlines. All he needs
are a few personal experiences in

combat and a bit of local color fill

it out.

The irony is immediately im-

phcit, however. Our man in Viet

Nam has been packed off to

Korea; despite his specific request

for combat duty in the real war. If

honest volunteering doesn't make
it, the only alternative is to play

the milit , .. e By means of

Western Front, or any other

example of that peculiar genre,

the "war novel". It is a p^ • • ly

managing to secure lifej

dental care for himself ano

teeth along the way, tlia

Armed Forces rules

regulations. ,

Irony and paradox: promo'

and purple hearts hang on

you know, not who .vou ve "

A fixed ration of casuaiuescil

official reports: three-toone

our favor, of course Even a

case of syphilis turns out tc

noUiing more exotic than

throat. Toothache, not gio'

deeds of arms, becom^

central focus of the novel r>

war. proves to be a stup^^

ache, annoying, not ei

depressing, not inspmng

Author Sloan ,
a 26^>

,

Viet Nam veteran with a

from Harvard, writes in an

^ going, sparse s^le Tt^e

rather like reading a J^

listening to ^n oral act

experiences - conversa

understated. Sloan concen

on the mundane, pai^-.,

aggravating details^o ^
life, when he does focu |

monopoly; this isn't Waterioo and

it bears little resemblance to

Wellington's victory. In fact, the

novel shares a few of the same

faults as the war. It lapses at

times into tedium, a fragmented,

surrealistic reality. The con-

versational nwde, the repeated

ironic witticisms, tend to wash the

narrative to army issue drab,

instead of Uncle-Sam-red white-

and-blue.

On the whole, the book hangs

together, if the edges are a bit

indistinct. You might say it hangs

together on the basis of our anti-

hero's teeth, which provide the

central narrative foci, along with

philosophy and social disease. It's

not a novel for everyone, and it's

specific contemporanity
guarantees that it's not S novel for

all time. It might serve some valid

political purposes, though One is

left with the suspicioft that not all

the absurdity is stricUy fictional

Sloan niled in his prefab narrative

outline with a few personal ex

periences and local color of his

...... \ r^:.-*.- i;t<u> war novel about

f
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several carefully calculated
political maneuvers, our narrator

finally makes U to the action —

coiT^b^t, it is g"^- ^^s no'

seless. Viet Nam becorn^^

more than a sUleniatP^ R^

firths r.<' VJItlV IIVl•^

Julie I^plck

•^...,
:
r=r;-;i^" .;„- VI . -y-- V ,..N

irliiiil
7425 Sun»«t

8764)212
$1 Ur 1

KLUTE

PERFEa FRIDAY
(Svn. mt f* ** om**

mriciiic
7554 B«veHy BM.
WE B-7070
ff% Porking

ANDROMEDA STRAIN

RED SKY AT MORNING
SI AimiMior tw I M'Mfi «*•> ••«• <

PACIFIC'S

riitiiis

469-7161 l^^

Worr#n BeoWy • Julie Chriifie

McCABE & MRS. MILLER (R)

Otjily # 1:10. S>4S. 4c00. t: 1 S. lOtM p.m.

PACIFIC'S

ricwiii

Iff^mar Bergman's

THE TOUCH (R) • CoW
-HU First in EnqlithI

Pko H%fM W««tW00d ^^ ^,i 4:00. *«. 10:15 [fHirm. 12:15 ^. f^U

272-8239 s^uVh. i so. S:45>:00. StOO. iO:i5(»<r« 1115^4^

riizi
Waalwood Villoge

0*74)097
1*9-9077

ON ANY^IUNDAY
OoJiy r>il73:». MO. fcJO, MO. lOtSO

M i/27 My..%l# MASK SSOS COMlD.t CIASSK:

lllfll

'OM««f »K«

Ptttor Fonda's

1045 BroKfton

Westwood Village

BB 24)501

THE HIRED HAND
Wb«M«r*: 4(45. i:55. lOkSO

W 4 $«" 115. 1:00. 4:50. *.45. 1^5. lOlO

Slim Mini
611 N. Foirliar

013-2389
$1.00

OiOOVIIST MOVIHN TOWN!—
-OIANT LAFF SHOW

LAUREL& HARDY _^
CHAPUN - BEN TUBPTN

"^

MACK SENNCTT - BIUY BEVAN

• Aug. 25-31

111! II Ini KING KONG v». GODZILLA

Lo Broa ot Ninth ^^- ''^

WE 4-2342 DESTROY ALL MONSTERS

Vllllll
961 Broxton

WotNvood
478-0576

G*org« C. ScoM in

THE^lAST RUN (GP)

$ho-H.m#«a:15.4:l5>15. • 15.

10:IS S«l t*iM^H 5Ko«

IthlPIII FREE THE LIVING THEATER

8162 M^ro.. 'j;;^»j;;j;^x:rz-!!:n:r
°^"''''

N«.A.,»> w» EL MUNDO CrtlCANO

GO TO A WIOVIE OR CLUB

TONITEl

iizarrl's
9039 Sonwt

CI(3-*6CX>

TRAIN
CHEYENNE
TOBOKEN

Tror^Nir
^

9081 So
LA
276 6168

nlo Mlonico 81

Denny Hathaway

Ian Matthews

Nwt: John Denver

VaCBII VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW
428 N. Lo Broo uno«0«oumo tv?

/
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In response W President Nixon's plea to hold down

prkes, we've complied - but in oOr own way. We'r^^.

going lorther, and positively slashing »hem.

Gotta, fall qvorter stuff is looming all ov*ro». -

This group gf text books were ord«red lor post qoorter*,

and nobody bought them (lor various germane reasons)

- and the publishers won't take th(^ JKick. Some

could still be used lor classes, depending on

instructors, so they're really great buys.

1 11. i.aii»iiiiJuuu~ i >i»iiiii»*JuiJ
""""'"'"'^""""""'""""'"""""""'""

y'

USED BOOKS FROM
BUY-BACK WINDOW
Some of these are required texts, some are returns

: , fi^om students' individual libraries. Neat way to buMd

up your own library, and save some bread.

CHEAP! AS PRICED
umHHlAAAAK^n

Thursday, August 26

Friday, August 27

Monday, August 30

Tuesday, August 31

^

TnfyHVHHHiHlT
GRAB-BAG

GENERAL BOOKS
Art books • Fiction • Research • Pop

stuff • Books selected from general

interest groups. Loads of books to

pow through here ~ seethem all!

PRICES ARE CUT AS

MUCH AS 80%-HONEST

S-

V

nnww"""" •••:»•.'••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.••

^ iri'J^if' ''

Students store
M^

uea :z
I

,

~..4-.

•^

books, b level, ockerman union, 825-771 1

open monday through fridoy. frorn 8:30 a.m. to 5:O0 p.m

V
Tl^ «l H M*II H *l> M| l»4»»>MM»MtfllHU.| -rrr .M*-

GRE iest

dates set
Educational Testing Service

announced today ttiat un-

dergraduates and others

preparing to go to graduate school

may take the Graduate Record

Examinations GRE on any of six

different test dates during the

current academic year.

The first testing date for the

GRE is October 23, 1971 Scores

from this test will k)e reported to

the graduate schools around

December 1. Students planning to

register for the October test date

are advised that applications

received by ETS after October 5

will incur a $3.50 late registration

fee. After October 8, there is no

guarantee that applications for

the October test date can be

processed.

The other five test dates are

December 11, 1971, January 15.

February 26, April 22, and June 17,

1972. Equivalent late fee and

registration deadlines apply to

these dates. Choice (rf test dates

should • be determined by the

requirements of graduate schools

or fellowships to which one is

applying. Scores are usually

reported to graduate schools five

weeks after a test date.

The GRE inchides an Aptitude

Test of general scholastic ability

and Advanced Tests measuring

achievement in 19 major fiekis ^
study. Full details and

registration forms for the GRE
are contained in the 1971-72 GRE
Infodmatton Bulletin. The Bulletin

also contains forms and in-

structions for requesting tran-

script service on GRE scores

already op file with ETS. This

booklet is available on most

campuses or may be ordered

from: Educational Testing Ser-

vice, Box 955, Princeton, New

^Jersey 08540; Educational Testing

Service, 1947 Center Street,

Berkeley, California 94704;

Educational Testing Service, 960

Grove StrSet, Evanston, Illinois

60201.

Thursday, August 26. )971 U^LA DAILY BRUIN f
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MIO-NITE REVIVAL

BARBARELLA
W#H i«n« f

Only 990
Aug. 27. 28

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATK |

Wilthir* - 26«K Sonki Monico 829-3368 J

i^rHaiO Advert iMTioent

I

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CENTER FOR UCLA

840 Hilgard Ayji 474-5015

MASS EVERY CLASS DAY AT 12:05 PM

SUNDAY MASSES: 9& 1 I AM. 615 & 7 30 PM-

,

THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY 9 to 1 30

7:30 to 9:30 PM on T. - W. - Th
J

antique jewelry -> contemporary jewelry • French b.k.n.s v

3

LA
Boutique Extraordinaire'

1093VJ BROXTON AVtNUt

WESTWOOD VILIACE

OR 9 8204

I

T3

O

jewelry imports from (ranci , morocco. Sweden, md.a. greete .

1

DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE? - "Kind Mt-rH .ml Comets Aljc Guin-

ness pUys eight rt»i*s in this hilarious British comedy; ^»«» T*^^^/^^
^ck PaU.- Charlos Dickon's satlr. of !•«)

^r:^'^:^ZlT.^^1^^
and* 30pm Saturday and at 2.30 and 7 pm Sunday at '^^^VlT^.vlT
^loty^nM Westwood Blvd. Gonoral admission staH and studonU S1.50.

r '- '"

Be fitted by Experts

Bro ond Girdle

Spe<ia*^ies

OR 7 1773

BANKAMEttCARD
MASTER CMA«GE

VALIDATED PARKING
WiTHFUtCMASI

931 WP^TWOOD BlVD .
WESTVyOOD VILLAGE

Questions

Anyone?

students here often have

questions abovt this campus. If

you have a question and need an

answer, submit it to the DB
Question Box, at Kerckhoff Hall

110 and we will attempt to find

the answer.

MCAT
YOURfUTURE AWAITS THE TEST

STANLEY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER

^1^_ ^ ..(213)2731890

you're
curious
al>out
terror...

[^p].JX.nr::i- C,Oior a Paramoon,* Hn^iu.e ifl^^i I

CXCXUeiVC fNOAOfMiWT

Now Playing! r^^^^a
Monday thru FfidJy 6;30 • 830 • 1030 PM /

WWMIWW

V

Saturday A Sunday 12 30-230
4.30 . 6 30 • 8 30 • 10 30 PM

^— -.auirnJi
•» ._ _

l

.1

\.
n

TAKE A FRIEND TO EUROPE

We can adapt al

your appliances for

use overseas.. rand

move you there too.

For fast, friendly

advice and reliable

service colt

ALTA

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
Wostwood noor Pko *

from Pashami to Pidilas

MAISON
LA CRiPi
10M OSmndon Av« 47S.04J7

Ob^7Dt» n >0-t AM

105 SPECIAimESOF
AUTHENTIC FRENCH
-CREPES' & 'OMElEnES'

LP FOYER DE FRANCE lunchsi so&si 75

.oiM uil - DINNER S3 25 & S4.25

LITTLE CX:;:SARS PIZZA
L

—**
10974 UCo»*t« ^7

a«C*n»« al Ooylnl ..

f er 10 »•«

477-21

INTERNATIONAL
(213) 749-7491

220-V appliances, <t'*o

transformers and

adapters.

McDonalds town house
ni8 W—<»>>od itv^

471.9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

NATURE'S REALM t-;rK«-»rrol^t"Cnir;^'-

,Mo,p,r /t »««^.r - hU>^26 Honov ko Croom >pocioHi«s.

11423 WikK»r«Slvd

LA iis^aio _^_____

1 "k^

EVERY TUES AFTER 9 P.M."

Any Paxo S 1 60

Uirrr ^ WHERE BEER IS STILL ONLY 25</MUG
PALACE _ (MTm^m^^m
GV»y & W»y^<#/w 47t.07M"' -^

1834 S Flower Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90015
SEPI'S GIANT SUBAAARINE

Gianf Submorina SondwicK

T WEOEUVER

I -.m

"T—-K-

F-^l
•^

•«J



rfufJ^iK^-'-

Iit3>i,i;it i >, .

ft>. »

f!<w:JSrv';<ir(*«-'' 'MiiMftfeafct^

l^^gygl^t^RlpGSiniSg^^

BHP^HIWIW^wW'Wira

m

VJU

^»».^
ADVERTISING OFFICES

K»rcliho«f HAll n>

OEAOLlMf »«:3t«*-

NoWtpfcOW (

>^He\p Wanfed 3 V Services Offered........ l[
y Trove/.'.

DRIVER *iHl/or ch«ldc»r». Parent •»/«

children v.cmitv Wilihire/ Highland •

vAUrv Start Sep! Leave me*i »J3»W1 call

coiletf Oil) 4S4 lUJ MOM. "S
'*""'**'i c ,^

0070 (35 2)

BABYSITTER needed P*'1 JJ5**
<»»«»"

i<>».l>*e) tun two year old call 47$ S42f

,

Wevt LA (1 A34)

THE Daily »rwia f«v« hM Mippan *••!•
i , . J r _J

Ui».ver*.tv o« Cal.»ori.»a » ^^^^•^^.^ J /o$f 000 rOUfKl...
dlicnminat.on and tHerefort clatsitljj ^ t-v ^

advtflising *efvKe will not
^m-!!2Z

•vctlaMc to aiiy«»e *>*»•• .»* J?*^?!?
Howtln* to stMdowt* or •ffw;^

»JJ*
d,»cr.m.nat« oo tHo ba».» ol ^•' fjj^
re4i«»on. n«tio«»al ortfin or ancettry J***^
Jhe Un.ver*.ty nor mo ASUCLA A DaUy

Brum h«» .nvost»»atod any o« the *orvico*

ottorod Horc

••••«»••••

LOST »/J Oarti fray. •»•« •"•'• "' *•*

Ast«»on Sl»eitey Answer* "Smoliey" Reward
4IMMT t«Sf)

DOCTORAL CANDlDATES-DJSSertatlon

cd.t.nq c-n be as nee a* typ.nq EMpenenced

editor, EngPttD M^ 9125 __l_il!_i!'

PROBLEM pregnancy? Valley area Fr,ee

,n«o on voor »lternat.ve» '*'^'^'^ '*»«>»/?;

help J4J09IS ^'"^^

Information and Referrals

For

birll* control abortion

venereal disease treatment

vasectomies tubal ligations

overpopulation literature

^ t^isceHaneous..............

^ hf\f\o\if>cen\eT\\%

FREE Beavtihil Mack persian kitten *b a

loving person 474*7 It. ($A2*)

OUT ol BODY experience aiHf $oW tty^noili

FREE class anthropologist Santa, Monica

E.pef.m<ntal College. WLA Thursday

evenings Call » 00 I 00 M* 4244 (Ann S»)

~
sfiare? Si«#dent a^
Call ROOMMATE

(AnS»)

ADORABLE Kitten to good twme Free MS
20M, •SonlyMI tSfl (5 A 2*)

NEED or have a«ft to

vharmg our business

FINDERS47SMI1

y For RenL•••••••••••••••••••••

V 0\\irc\\ Services

ATTRACTIVE Mousing available in in-

tegrated Crenshaw Baldwin Mills area.

Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw

Neighbors for bouse/apt Into. ^n-lTW,

wknds. 2*2 $17$ (7 0TR)

WESTWOOD Friends meeting (Ouakors),

Silent worship. Sun , n a m , Umv jyj'CA,

S74 Hilgard Visitors welcome 472 7950.

J Rides Offered....*.*..****Sll

at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday lO 2

Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by S L.C student run

CALL Documentation Associates il you need

.n(o gathered quickly A competently

Documents retrieved or info abstracted,

vprotessional assistance w/ dissertations and

papers Personal attention by experienced

info specialists 477 044. (11 Aa*)

REHI FURNI1URE
STUDENT DISCOUNT RATES

LOW AS S5 PER WEEK
FOR 1 ROOMS

8tti ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staff

EUROPE: Many departures (including one-

ways)
FROMS13S

CALL Flight Chairman: (213) Mt-JaOl, 424i

Overland Ave , Dept A., Culver City

YOSEMITE Older grad engineer driving up

lor one week about Sept 1 Take passenger

JTI.7«0 — — J^'*^''ii

JET to EUROPE

Aug 2*/?ept.24 »-o':|/^'yi5"; "?
Sept. 2 OneWaytoAMST »134

and many other flights

Indicate YOUR CMOICE of departure date

and call Prof P Bentler UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel Inc., »«75 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Beverly Mills, 277S200 d^ 879-311 1

.

y Enferfoinnienf *** *

VAC
rrivi
})))22l *•««

VACATION Rowtal CrwWl^ Lake Qrofdry

rivate family cabin or big lodge Utt fjtmi^^

M
i i.'

I a^

CATALINA Moiiday Cottages. Oaily/Weokly

speciaK Mermosa Motel, phone Avalon 747;

BOX aai Avalon, t0704. (2QTR>

Y ne\^ Wonled. ***** 3

RECEPTIONIST & legal tralnoos. Typing

re<|. Salary opoti. ••¥ Milll Law *«••,"•-
IMS. "»•»

RIDERS wanted : to travel to NY Stale ( prob

Syracuse U) Will take 1 week, tour Sar

Francisco, various nat parks using U Maul

Camping out most of time to cot expensos s<

will be cheaper. Split expenses. Lving Sept.

4 Bruce Tworoger (USC) 744^»4»3 or loavc

name/ phone numl)er. (tAl*)

DRIVE a *« Cougar to Now York City. Gas
faid Call 870 415) (lA?*)

Y Rides iVonfed.....».*******. V

RIDE w««^ »• ©^'•"^'-•'.•r**'-*y_J!!

317-MU.
will share gas. Cowtact "Roona'

(t A2«)
j_

PART-TIME salesmen wanted. Aftortioons.

Sept -Oct. Sporting VMdt. Most have car.

|)4-«0M. daily 9 S. ""
, :„ (3AM>

CHILD CARE my home-'$ days—lat. Playa

dot Roy . Mrs. Arganla, aftor « pm. ni-

lOSJ. (3S1>

RIDC waiitod to $«n iFrancisco. Labor Day
woobend. call Georgi ov»« ffcopt Mon

t\ii. (9 A 24)

.li- i ,

^ lOi «MJIO.. .......************• V
AR—Acoustic Roioarch TlO watts r.m.i

amp., warranty. Cost $J$0 now, must soil

A.s.A.P.^^FFER. Dave 4«4-«3t9 ovo*. ( !• A
'mi

ADVERTISING wmow or flrtt S1.7S/lir

gifarantoe plus commissions and hanoft

doing pleasant totophono work from owr

oftice. immadiatgoponings for evos Mon-Fri
4 4S9:M:^orm. apply SM SM Blvd.. fMl.
391-9105. (JSJ)

U-RENT FURNITURE

1M1 Westwood Bl. 14733 Oiftiard St.

WLA -^ Van Nuys
Ca1l47t-0tS4 Call 787 5330

t
'

Mastor Chprge/BankAmericard

JAZZ Piatto styles, private instruction,

ctKKd progressions, voicings, improvisation.

MerbMickman,442 4S02. (12 9pm) (liOtr.»

J Apis. - Furnished 17

WALK TO UCuT^
SPACIOUS MODERN SINGLES

BEDROOM ARTS
RENTINGOFFICE
S16LANDFAIR#i

2 BEDROOM 2 baths, S250.00 spacious, at
tractive new building Responsible tenantt
only. 1817 Federal EX50360 (-nst)

BACMELORS Apt for one person only -$70— utilities paid — share bath WLA near
UCLAGL1408A. (us?)

i85.00 month — 1-room furnished apartment
Bel Air utilities paid. Call 476 2176 After s 00

or weekends. ()7A2t)

BESTLOCAT. -.>* ACROSS UCLA

ALLUTILITIESFREE

COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS

S210for 3

-^ S225&5260for 4

TOSGayley 479 8580

DRESSER B«^, boautifui, wainwt, w/for
mica top ium cash. Call llona 47S-24S9

after 4 pm (18AU:

2 PROFESSIONAL Tapo Recorders xint

cond , priced right. Call for details 277-4327.

You'll tM surprised. (10 A 24)

V Trovel.#......•*.....************• 13

CMARTE R flight ticfcef to-'London Sopt. Mi
S1(M 825 1143 or 475 4391. (13A24)

You are just the type

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
S45 per month wttilo helping ottior*.

Come in to 1881 Myloy. Suite 218

Call 478-8051 12-7 p.m.. M-F

MUSIC TEACMER Exporionced only —
port-timo, Pvt. School. West LA Bog. Sopt.

47».Ma. ^ .
<»»»>

»2/MR plus 10% o» salos. Soporvisod field

work 12 7 pm Bondablc. 475 1320. 475-5044 9

a.m. 8 p.m.

SINGLE WMITE MALES OVER JO. Muman
relationships research protect. CR 4-4205

Miss Stein (3S2)

MIDE-A-BED Couch S120, Storoo, S40, Round
Coffee Table, $20, Girl's Biko, $10, Bricks B
shelves. 39 1^2t. (^0A24)

:: '—rf'——'

WILL sell new, unused cncyclepodia
Britannica, 1971 edition, cost reasonable anc
negotiable. Edward 39t-0944. ( 10 S 9;

DINING table, round, white, pedestal. 5

swivel, arm chairs ^'75 00 Gold lamp $20.00.

749 2978 eves (IDS 2)

.\
i

I

i ^'

EUROPE Israel. One way, round trip

student travel discounts. SOFA inter-

European student charter flights. Contact:
ISCA, 1 1487 S#n Viipente Blvd. 14, L.A., 90049.

824 5449,. ' 'C.^J; (13QTR)

T TXTTSTUDENT TRAVKL*UINXCHABTER FXJCHT8
1O07

. U^A' j'^"^s

^1iW

ENTERTAINMENT papor nodtfs aemi
to self ads Paid salary plus commission Call

478 1990 lor «xUt. (3S9)

MEMORY ifemporliiiont— $110— 40 minutes
w«r«r« Prefer non-psych maiors. NatlYO
spoabors of english only. Sign-up FH 2S34 B
or cafi eves 55)9907/278-0445. (3 SI)

WAUC and food dog diMly 3 Mocks from
camfMis. Discuss pay. After 5 p.m. 4n<
4832. (3 AH)

^*nS*2l*!!* 'L

' ^P^ 5-Oct 3 LA/London/LA $258

FISMER stereo syslemx Garrard
Professional changer, Aquarius speakers -

list, $542. Asking $295. New in boxes. 723-

5435/283-8970.
"' (10OTR)

ONE-WAY FLIGHTS

Aug^6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Sept 12

Sept 16

DEC 18

LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA '":

$148

$143

$123

$123

$148

$148

STUDENT sublocU wantod t

1 mariluana study.
All ranges of exporionco

'never" to dallv. MS-4997.

r fotforalty

Prof fresh/

I3S91

FEDERALLY AUTHOR'l2ED
MARIJUANA EXPERIMENT Healthy
males non users and experienced mariiuana
smokers needed 21 years up. Griduate
students, professionals/ faculty preferred.
Pay and benefits. 825 0094, 1 5^.m.. M-F. (3 S

; "stoSTMALE part time stoat B citfh. Apply
Barry's Liauor. 11151 W. Olymptc. No
beards, longhair Start 2. |0/t«r. (3S9)
' *^—

.

'

ATTENTION WOMEN^ ! Earn $ $ $

demonstrating and selling skin care and
make up products Earn )0N to 48%
remission For details, appointment. Pt|pno
V^anning Beauty Supply 478 8448. ( 3 A 24)

COMPLETE stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM, fine speakers, BSR record changer. List

5)00, sacrifice $145. f««ver used. Groat
sound 721-0207. (10QTR)

y Services Offered........ 1

1

TAPE RECORDER TURNTAeLE CLINIC
Cleaning, adiustmont. minor repair.

GREAT SUMMER SPECIAL $7.50 Call 277-

4327. . . .

' ^ <">»)

LICENSED childcare Mother w/helper will

babysit her home any time. Ferifed
playground, toys, games, movies - much fun
and love* Evelyn 397-0944. (11S9)

:: . «*, J—
EDITING 18 yrs acadoAttd/prof exp
Theses, dissertations, books Evos/wHends
474 8790. .. MIS 9)

SALESGIRLS- Full B part time. MO on-

P • We tram, fast advancoment to

I. >ncnt 703 M30 (3S9)

• TRACK cartridges retaped w/ your own
records, tapes, gr voicev $2.50 per rocording
393 2931. — (II S 9)

TELEVISION rental Special UCLA rates.

RCA models. Free delivery froo service. 24
"(tlOTR)hr phono 214 91 19.

,»--

More flights available on Waif List. All
flights limited to UC students, staff, ex-
tension and registered Alumni Members.

u*.
'

• Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
'— Intra- Europe Charters

STUDENT RAIL
"''^'- Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdar^rf
In Westwood, Broxton at Weyburn

1007 lKxaEton«WMr«vood

:;^
*^ TELE^477-1,n^l or 473-4443

EUROPE Discount flights. Also Israel.
Alnca, India *0N. off Intra European
''wi^'''^*'** Student ID cards. Contact
EPf€^23 N Beverly Dr., Bev Hills, Ca.

n 1 QT D 1

FEMACifS needed psycb expor. 2 sessions.

1 3/4 hrs. Total $3.00. f4o psych nsaiors. 393-

4945. (3 SI)

OPPORTUNITY

For Girls 21-3S yrs. *

Have FUN A Cam Htooral exponso

lanco. Accompany eligible men
towrlngttkocity.

(1i». 4^1-3478 Mrs 19pm .7days

Pregnancy A Problem
Free Imir^ediate Confidential

Counseling and Referral ***'

PfH>f>€-or in Persoh
I

The Guidance Center

(2U) 475 0644

AUTO Insurance too high? Students am
employe*^ call Robert W Rhoe 839-7270 or
870-9793. (110TR>

ly

!

T

ADDRESSERS needed Homeworbers earn
to siiO For info send )5c and stamped, ad
dressed envelope to Bo« >1)13. Gainesville
Forida 32401. (3 AH)

GAilAGE apt attractive 3 bdrm. turn/ on
• wf n. liitchrn/ wtil. Near Highland/ Wilshire
I '•Ifll^^^ rttttf^m' <»M<t»wl/ •»«-Mlty inrltMlIno

al

«r»i c«<t loiivi) (}k-il'45«^iUi M«%s. 33S
O.mtxMu CaVOOtO (3S2)

INTRO Group processes. AWarentsv
Gestalt Tuesday • 10 pm Saturday 2-4 pm
Students SJ Call for brochure Tl»e Orouo
Center. 454 3030. (IIQTRJ

SELF HYPNOSIS Classes You can learn to
eliminate cramming and recall and reloose
material \tuOied. 4743350 1-4 PM. daily. (11

.lMro#o/Africa/Asia /India/israel

; Stwtftnf tlifltts *nd Charter'.
^ fit Europe weekly. No age limit.

r
twropo any day by scheduled ait irno
Youtti Fares from all maior US citios

M«€t. LA) from 5190 roundtnp

.Curailpasses, Student Railpasses,
I'lfli^urance. Car Purchase Lontlon
* Accommodations Tours iD Cards.

I free European Maps A literature to
pa$vengers/Currencv converters

student Travel Headquarters"

AIS FLIGHTS

ORIVINO
..nc» IWi-
143 87S5

KtHWl. » 90 hr ^.
State CredonHal. Penny Bros.

(11QTR)

^:::" 90Sft Santa Mor-.ica t*ivd

r 4'^1tHii east Santa Monica/ Oohenyi

-..l»-T:^^„„ .. ,B >——-P.-.. WL-.-.-Jl- -^

^msmam-

t

483 GAYLEY Summer rates. Large (urn I

bdrm , util. paid, walk to campus tij60/mo

Bachelor apt also available. 477 49}9 ( 17 a
24)

LIVE AT THE BEACH IN SANTA V\0N1CA
Brand new modern 1 bdrm. furn aptv

Perfect to share for 2 people

Rents $185 235 par month, per apt

Pool Subterranean garage Elevator

Private patios A Balconies Ocean view

Walk to beach-Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St , SM
204S Fourth St., SM
2311 Fourth St ,SM

$110 $340.

bath apt
4430

SPACIOUS Bach.
Quiet. Patio. Bus,

392 5S7J

392 SS44

397 S6S«

and 2 bdrm, }

shoppin9/'64S-

(17S2)

TTTVTT STUDENTUXNX TRAVEL*
1007 broxton, loe an«eles

In WeaCwobd, phone 473-444 3

,
:

y Tutoring'•••••••••••••••••••••••a 14

FRENCH—$PANI$H--4TALIAN: Em-
perienced Univ. prof. l»osltlve results any
exam Easy conversational mottMMi (trial).

4732492. i\4Wr.)

GRE, LSAT, offtor collo«e tost preparation.

Indiv instruction. Academic Guidance
Service. 820 So. Robertson. 4S7-439C. ( 14 Qtr .)

4.,. FRENCH by exp. native toachor. ^Con-

versation, grammar, literature, diction.

Coaching for all exams. 39S-4402. (14S2);^..
-HP'

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
H EATED POOL - PAJK)

> Deposits now for summer/fal l

l 10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GRSiS84.

-5150.00 furnished ye«'y attractive large 4

rooms 1 bedroom Shutters, separate dinette:

132 So. Harper Ave. near 3rd St. Los Angeles

455-3340. est)

j
THE VILLAGER

Color and Charm
Forn._1 and derts, i bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, e'^^^'o; P); «:

patio, air conditioning, lovely ^fee^. Qu«el

bidg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys.

4iiKeltonAvo.(offGayiey)
479-8144

(HOTK'

y Typing •••••••ft***************** 15
^ -,_„

TYPING, IBM, editing, theses, dissor
tations, equations, languages. Neat, ac-
curate. Virginia, 839-3889. (1SS2)

TYPING Professional, all kinds. Eloc/pica.
Prompt. Reasonable 82t-34S0. ( 1 S A 24)

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Summer Rentals

Singles - 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644and650Landfair
270-3014 and 477-2197

ifrtoanswerr call 476-3578.

VERY large one bedroom Pe>»' '^'^

J"",
welcome $140. 1232 Euclid, SM South

J
WilShtro. 394:3140.

'"*"

TYPING Ms, todwical, ttwsot.
whatever. Solectric (plus symbols).
50C/page. Terry 4S7 1204. (1SS9)

WALK to UCLA Singles, 1 bdrms, i«n«««^

garages reduced summer rates 444 4"° •>•

LMidfair.
'"*''

E)(PERT Tbdsis typing. 8 yrs. axpor.. IBM
Exec Typewriter, 50c/page. guarantood
accuraeik Linda. 824-2843. , (1SS2)

i33«AYLEY * f *-

4 in<JOAN ind EDtTH—IBM--torm papors,
theses, miscellaneous. Picb up and delivery.
JOAN, 392 0420 EDITH.>33-2993. (1SS9)

TYPING— Editing, term papers, resumes,
letters, theses. IBM, English grads.
Pica/Ehte. f^ancy, 472-4143; Kay, 824
7472 (IS Qtr.)

5 Mm. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473-6412

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonablo rates. Fast
service Calf 472 8421 (IS SO
WATTS Secretairal Sorvice-299-313S. Export
work on both IBM Composer A IBM Setec
trie. Thesis, essays, and manuscripts-by the
hours. P'S*)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation editing,
guidance. IBM typing. Satisfaction
guaranteed. No bargain hunters, references.
479-8144.477-4382. (IS QTR)

10 MINUTES tg UCLA
carpets, drapes', stove, refng

diord 839 1697

Newer i bdrm.
Great U"-

(17 A 24)

555 LEVERING
kinglos - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
FamiHosOK

Pool Elevator - Laundry
V/alk UCLA A Westwood

OR7-2144
Noar Veteran Ave. (I70TR)

EXPERT Thesis typing. 8 yrs. expor.. IBM
Exec. Typewriter, 'SOc/ page, ^uorantood
accuracy. Linda. 828-2843. (1SS9)

[tP'ST— Theses, dissertations, iKtoks.^
termpapers Specialty math and. technical'
typing Accurate, rapid service 741 SS80. ( 1$
S 9) '.

' '

'

' !'•• ' - -

GENERAL academic/business style. IBM
electric Professional/accurate. 8 yrs. ex-
perience Santa Monica area. 399-2009. (is
QTR)

,.483 GAYLEY-summer rOtes Large 'un^

bdrm Util. paid Walk campus ^l*"/:.,

Bacttelor apt. also avail. 477 4939 ( 17 a "

DISSERTATIONS- proposals, first and final
drafts; theses; seminar reports. Best
references. Editor typist. 393-9109. (ISQTR)

RUTH theses, term papers, manuscripts
F ,jM»rUr»rf^ Weekends, daily S-9, 820-

(ISQTRi
,--,»iT<EJJ._,..i

y iVonfod ••••••••••• 16

BUYlVlb firls used clotliinf . Clotfios CiMOt,
5115 Overland. Culver City Eves/Sats 393
3S82 eves. Will pick up ( 14 S 9)

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER AT

TRACTIVE CLEAN A'*'^'*\'^^^l«\
Singles accommodate two One bedrooms

accommodate three. ONE BEDROOM AND

OEN ACCOMMODATES ^OUR AIk

COND., block campus. Pool, i""'*!^'**

garage. 425 Landfair. 479-S404. (I7a<«

505 GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES
BEDROOMS

ARTS. TO SHARE $50

Doposits now tor summer/fall

MRS. KAY -GR3-1788,GR3 0574

rib

urn

•r'««

PRIVATE pat»o. gardor.
"'^'"^f'l!, ro^-mI.

single, until paM, nr Hollywood w
hillside.SllS. 8S1 3114 ^
$17V-UP 1 and 7 bdrm. pool, walk "»-^*

*Also tall leases 5i8Glonrock 473 92*5 ("'
9)

What's On
Icontinoed from Page 12)

RA Clubs:
Today/ August 26

_-Tt>e Indoor Soccer Club — 7-10

>m. Women's Gym 200.

—The Women's Karate Club —
-6 pm. Women's Gym 200.

—The Kung Fu Club — 3-5 pm,

/omen's Gym 200. ^

—The Integral Yoga Club — 4

Ipm, Women's Gym Green.

I
—Tt>e Figure Skating Club — 8

pm. Santa Monica Ice Capades

Ichalet.

—The Mountaineers — noon,

Northwest Corner ot Moore Hall

[Lawn.
Tomorrow, August 27

—The Tennis Club — 2-4 pm on

Itbe South Courts.

—The Kenpo Club — noon,

I

Memorial Activities Center B146.

—The Hatha Yoga dfob — noon,

[women's Gym 200.

—The Karate Club — Gym 200.

[Sunday, August 2?

—The Aman Folk Ensemble 2-10

Ipm, Women's Gym 122, 105. 200.

—The Karate Club — 10 am,

,
Men's Gym 200.

—The Cricket Club — 10 am, on

[the South Field.

—The Indoor Soccer Club — 10

lam, Women's Gym 200.

Monday, August 30

—The Kendo Club — 5 7 pm,
Women's Gym 200.

—The Hatha Yoga Qjjub — 5-7

pm , Men's Gym 200.

—The Kenpo Club — noon,

—The Integral Yoga Club —4
pm, on Women's Gym Green.

Tuesday, August 31

—Tt>e Conversation Club -* 7:30

pm, Ackerman Unfon 2412.

—The Karate Club — 5-7 pfn,

WomenV>Gym 200.

—The "Fishing Club — noon,

AAen's Gym 200.

—The Sailing Club — 5 pm,

UCLA boathouse, racing and
barbeque. Bring your own food.

Wednesday, September 1

—The Hatha Voga Club — 5-7

pm, Women's Gym 200.

—The Kenpo Club — noon,

Memorial Activities Center B146.

SlQSll^ UQldl^ CSiSlS!

tsuiiisii^ [^asia

lEJldQQ Qld N/'Alt^

0&9S1 HOMQ HaaH

Bengali
I

benefit

dinner
The International Students

for Aid to East Pakistani

Refugees and ttie American

League of Bangladesh will hold

a Bengali benefit dinner at 4:30

pm, Saturday, in the University

Religious Conference Bklg., tOO

Hilgard Ave.
Representatives from the

Bangladesh government will be

present to answer any questions

or to explain ttMir situatioi^ to

any interested person.

Donations: minimum $3.50

per person. Admission cards

are available at the In-

ternational Student Center, 1023

Hilgard Ave. or at the door.

For further information

please call: 245 2709, 475-2944,

321 5587, 254-5288, 223-4098 or

223-8013.

Soufhern

Campus still

onsale-KH 112

Thursday, August!*, 1^71 UCLA DAILY BRUIN I1

-.<^

2000 YEARS OF ENCYCLOPAEDIAS - one of many encyclof>aedla

display at the University Research Library. For hours of viewing

What's On column. ^__

fBr your best buy in books

Closest to compu* oi ony^ out of print store, we slock 60.000

titleis^ new and old. all $ub|ects Browsoble - buyable

N««dham Book

V1613 San Vicente Blvd.
826-6533

-Just 5 rT.inut«s Irom camptis by bos. >lkij or beochwagon

MALES

Sexual Research

Study Needs

Subieds

$1.50 / session.

Sessioh is 20-40 m in.

It,takes 20 sessions.

Sign-t*p 2244A Franz Hal

or cair 652-3116.

827 S. Vermont, 381-7038

Von Nuys;

7 122 Van Nuys Blvd.. 944-9461

Redondo Beach:

258 Harbor Dr.,^376:4668

SUMMER
SPECIAL

WATER BEDS

*^ FtAME

Largest Selection Framgti

KINO
SIZE

low-Price Previews Start Satr-n 7:30 & 10:15

Sunday Matinee 3 p.nn. & 8r3Q

Prev. Aug. 28. 29. Sept. 3. 4. 5 - ALL SEATS $3

•i Opens TKursdoy. Sept. 9

' Jean-Paul Sartre's \^

"DIRTY HANDS
("Les Mains Sales") I

GALLERY THEATRE
-37—83?5Sa'nla Monica BTvdr. fies f/^^ 04'.

»t

{^^^^•'* •^•*^*^^^^^^^ "^ ^^^^^^^^^!^^^^^^^!r J D^^^ Ur Qmni 26 JAufos for Sale..,.. 29

JApH.- furnished 17 ^ApH. to Shore 19 V House to Shore 22 V Room for R.nt.............. ^6 i

S200 OCEAN Av«. SM, fMr 3 Mrm*, prIV;

b.th rm lor mtch«n. Solt.bl. 3 9.r *• 3f3-

3181.

400 BUILDING
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furmsned.

Ideal for year round living.

Heated pool, private patio, sub.

parking. Air Cond.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-173r

rviMAiie to *h«r« v»i»»i »*m«. • »1 •H'^" 2
^rmVprw.»twood.MT.>0.47r4743 d* A

2*) .

apt v«/3 «.rn W.lk to c.mput
'*5'J"/

"/
9311

VITM4.,

BACHELOR apt for one. SI$/mo. UtilitiM

pd Shfr'-e^batJ'^lose UCLA/transport.t.oj^

478 8924/GL1-40e«. ^'^^ '

^Apf$.- Unfurnished 18

BEAUTIFUL country ttfting largo 2 «>drm_,

dost to UCLA, shopping, »«*»<>«";. V,a»
>kav.»200.473-54W. (18 A 24)

124$. BYRD BUILT 1 bdrm, dan. »"njjj!;

Wood burning firoplact. Full *»»;';t^.

UtiMtias, privacy. }f4.7ilf. *'"^'

1 BEDROOM, S140.00, spacious, modarn.

caroets drapas, stova, rafngtrator.

ResSJnV*l. tan^anu only. 1117 F—^-'
VJ,

EXS0340.
"**

»i40 00 2 badrooms - naar Pico May Co. '0

mm. to UCLA ava.l.Sapt. 1st. 837-7338. (II A

34)

GIRL wantad to »»>•-••?;»•? ««^ *"
n, A mI

to camous Call Gwan 473 97^l____J2!_Aj*j

GIRL neads girl
.^orT.'itii^^'air'cH.''

Baact>-1 1/2 bins, from »>«««'»-^7,;
i",;;

S4S-735S ^Zl—^-^
BACHELOR apt in/mo. Hot plata, rtfrli..

pnv batti C.II47V^U. $5$ Oaylay Ava. (H

A 14) _ ]^ •__
'

call Catherine 39* 3045 ^

FAR OUT im* i bdrm housa naads gU^i

r44"4 rionthly Hth St A S M. 828-J087 (ji A

24) .

ROOMMATE. Share ^/ coopla, *•»•*'•

10/1, pleasant, SM »rea naar
«»«»«J'

"'

utu.tlas included 3n-77»t. (M A 24)

in 3- bedroom house

Call 828 1J8J »74.J0 a
(22 A 34)

KAVE, own room
Avii<a1bUu.i«pt. 1

month. *• u

2 GIRLS have large dupla« m Westwood.

Need third roommate Friwate «>ath Call

eves 474.8S4S '"»•)

SHARE w/famala student ovar 21. •••"yj'
Clean, ne\. carpeted. Walk to »«hool »75

Nancy 345|22» (19A24)

j[Roo(n and Boord 24

V.OMEN Room A board, ^^^^^^ /^[^
nov. .or <..l Tw.n P.nc* 734 •^•*^,'> l',*,

9^^r
^__;

' . .

MALE -.tudent qrad uod#rqrad MeaU, walk

to school pool. TV.parH.n, « •a sonsm, 400

BentU'v 273 4/3* (J4Sf»

y Fir Sub-lease
Room and Board

COMFORTABLi private bdrm/bath
separate Irom house for responsible person

Hear campus. lf$/month. 473-3StO. (14 A Ja)

PRIVATE bdrm , bath. den. separate en

irance/garage 0'v'"F'«°<».*r!r^,/I •!»
Beverly MilU.»8$/mo«thCR4.3>tS (a4A2«)

QUIET, comfortable rm ••^ tf»<« •w^ent or

med student Kitchen pnvilegal 3*3 »lOf (34

^^PRrvATt hpma Utintias, home privHagaa -

$80 Withmeais»i40/mo 274 1144, avail Aug.
« 1 JB mil

^Aufos for Sale at
,«S9 AUSTIN MEALEY *»»'•;•

^^•"' J J'

n OOOm. AM/FM,S1300 '>«*»"«»•*!
A^*.

1347 eves l^* '

\970 VOLVO 142. 18.000 mila*. »JJ*«.
•p.*^'J

d<iv* 4J4 *J24eves (7*Aie>

VW ;0 low mileage red Leaving cg««trr

MJtV 874 4019
(19AJ4I

, . • < • - "
"

in» MUSTANG V.nyl top *.r n»w tires,

irrK"e«te»«ent <f*4^ »3S^4»? inA2^)

THi IRS^*7 wire wheels •<*I. «**'f,.'!VI
c.otch mu%t %etl Make oHer J94 491

1 ( 29 S 9)

•9FIAT8JCSpdr %12«0 7M 7»JJ. (WAU)

ar^UHtfAM Aip«»»a canvart .^
auto

trans , wire wheals. Al, orlfinai •••»•'•'

1M8.AHtr4 U9I. '.^ «'**''

t9*i CMivV impal'a cdn^ettiWa autamatic

r.im tond.tK»n.S7M>.00 392 '"• »' •'^ ^ ,^,
0341 '

,

•

s,
—

•
'

i7»» DATSUN 1400 Blue 27 000 m. 'wa top*,

.im cond SACnfita |1 »>•/ best etfr *U 0^7M

• at 32 V . / "_'

stereo vinyl tag

Trade car ak and
(29 AM)

1970 1/9 FIRE BIRD 3S0

Sacrifice - best offer

cash 473 2701

4$CMBVV Nova «l»»t «*«*-«"»'^/l5r*/^'?
"•II must sell S4JS/ bast Offej 479.aaS. (It A

J4I *-

49 TRIUMFH SBittire kMW Cd*^ Mko mm
J'h "ow tiras.'b.autitui »'»»•' •^ /•'

478»3ai..
"• T (39 AM)

..——y>v

*TUOl<r~AI»Tr-»il5 00 Sherman Oak*.

Wrm ?t turn Sublet 91 to .131 783^
^^^

7923.

jKOOm unu WVW.u
t,o,«h mu%t%e.l Mane oHer 394 4911 (29S9I

^ Exchanged for Help.. 25 «

-

^Z^ZZ
" """"

BRENTWOOD- 1 bdrm N Wllshire_ New

Plush - a/cond. all elect P»t'0 •<«/";*' J^m - 11737 Kiowa- M4.(»©5 (^»^^*>

VENICE Huge two bedroom S225 -^^'^
be«<room S245 D.shwasher.^ rntercom

sundeck 1/2 block beach 396 8432 (1« S 9)

Y Apfs. U) Share .»»»«»« >y

GIRL needed Share 2
*>f^"J •'•';!T?f

studio apt w/ same. Rent-»112 W Call Jan

8204444. ,

tiT »ww

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING t-AROE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES POOL,

SUNDECKS. GARAGE 441-42$ LANDFAIR.
479.5404. (19 0TR)

JHouse for Rent 20

ZJ:^^^. canyon »"J«^l.f';r'M*min
bdrm, library Lge V*/** ^- .h!«.d 2 7rs
UCLA Furn ;^3$ Prof going -broad ^rr
454 4890. I ,

2 BDRM'itou^ir'naar b*ach Vanka area.

very dean Ige kitch »200/mo Jim 3t2
^

3S7r

WANT Female roommate »»Pl«» *»J*I!J
bedrm apt w/same 838 1854/ •" ""

X^,?!
only, keep trying ( i it a /ei

PLEASANT »u*>roundings Garage space

•vaU, Walk to campus Boat the '«»»» ,,yj;*
m»H>W. 477-7911. -

483 GAYLEY Femato »h«ra lar»e turn »

tirm apt. ut.l paid walk to campus^47r

«<j»

ONE person »• •^^^ » ^tT/ml *JJJ
"^^

Bwilt .ns. a.r conditioning »4i/mo
'YitSa)

il30 ^^^____ .

GIRL io snar» 2 •driii'Triu* «>•"
^TJIJ

Gara,* 587 5« 25 TI«.r«ton, Vomce 394 »»^

eveV

MAR VISTA share 2 bdrm lurnaplw/lm^
Mudt-rrt S72/mo Call before J pm <i'*" ?»'

0921.820 3274 '
'^*^'

2 BEDROOM, separate bathroom/ entrance

-~ ocean v.ew - Malibu 29 min. "^LA C**

•v*\ 4*4 S44 .t

. ^^«lroom ^ '^'^'^"lll^'J
nrarxi-mpus Shopping bus 7 ^"^""rrT;^.
S*7 so «77 441* '"* '"'

J House for,So/a .......;:rrr_?i _;

B^ENTWOOoTsi^f veteran, 3 Mrm, 2

Jath, patio, fireplace, carpet/drape Ouie

St. Sidewalks. 474-4894 ., _JJlLl'

"ocation. neighborhood 10 mm from UCLAi

5MTgO.»0 3"> !i_' -'

UN LEMBO di paradiso in nSalio • •^^J!?!
F?r an 'vestment or to '*-. m C^rce

location north of >^"*'»';« ^ jWsi FrTcl

^000 Down 520,000 Owner riesw^^^^

WESTMOOO w WCLA IBtfrw * djn»
fam.lyrm Formal d.na Fpp* »T».«^^ »»?^
Realtors 4 74-4444.

''^*^'

Dr7^unset Blvd But-4n •7*'**^J^"'\
Bu.M .n kitch . move in cond 3 bdrms .J

baths d*« formal dm.n, ^'"„,«;^•'«^

wooded grounds, view. pr.vasV »",«* *^,

.^r,»r GR2J5gi.
<><»'>

2 BORM HOME 5 minutJf from ^•'^
\uS^ low down open wkends 15 Pt«n.

478 3519
^

,„H,*ooo .^j*" »,«; ,-- ,';;|.
Npar Sunset 4 UCLA >*'.y^ nite)
realtors 474 4444 IJ'»"

GIRL wanted rm/bd plus Salary »»» •«b for

babysitting Friv rm, walk campus 179

1032. (25 A 24)

-' » • .„ ...

GAAAOI^ »pt pfu* boar^'ln aichanfa for

child-care 12 hrs weekly Super good deal

Girl preferred Phone Mrs. Craig, 478-H4I

after 4

540 MALE companion far convalescent

coronary room t>oafd .^ d*ys - own
car mileage rrlj-n-nc*- 479 2435/473

l'\i - .
'•

FEMALf students private rm board ench

rvousekeeptnq doctor's »»ome nr UCLA Call

\47 7|B470 >_"***_*

MAefitko- couple seeks gueSthou»e/apf

eitch qardening tutoring, 4«#»nr»TVTul

-thiidcare Responsible, references 393 3983.

J7pj48 (35S9)

FREE LOANCARS
FREE TOWING

4000 Mile
Warranty

VOLKSWAGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A 1 AUTOSERVKE
;957 y»n Nuys Blvd

tross from G M Plant

Call 894 7075 34 Hours
A-1.

48 AUSTIN America Hint cond ,-,am/tfHcond

rodio7auto trans , 2 new tires B

}9»34«3

iest offer

(n»9)

71 OATJIUN ligg On warranty M m>f. m9€
money Meke offer •*•*• •^•*»*»

•*f„ ^ ^,
4405 ' itf^Ul

AIR Conditioned Chovy II '43
I**""

'*».

auto, new t.r.s. rodio* »i>0 each M*^**^

58 PORSCHE Conv Fine shepo 51354 or best

ol^er JIY 483 4*4 4494 O*^**'

44 CORVATR Monio. 4l,tgg mllP*. * ••*-

'

new tires, eng very good 5335 394-443 1( 39 A

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO—MG

Save on car rental wttti aut "Buy horo take

delivery in Europe PUn" Ofroct sAipmont
also arranged Financing avatlaMo

lei 0445. 870*928^ WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Wastiington Blvd.

WRITER needs part time babysitter •n

• icnange lor room/board Gir'

CailNAis Chill J7J 4352 '278 4700.

d

FL'AALE babysitter priv rm bath TV^

W.V(h.ng ai%t campus Salary School age

H.tdf.n^'i "JO ' "'

' 550/WONTM lemaie siudeni Divorcee/ i

yOur>q QiVls noosehold chores r\r l>each.

". . 1 1f ar^v.phone <J9 J'J' (25S9)

>«lAR^' separate ap*. board Child care

alter school suppe' Phyv.cian/dawghftr

H) Car necessary 1/5 0478 i2SA34)

1441 FORD Falcon 2 dr good tran* €»r

5250 OL S 78J3 ". * (29 A 341

MORRIS M.hf coop S lost 47 Grey 22,000

X.les Good rond - >440 ^r.v l^*''^* /«-«
f T'134 47M244

, .

44 0LDS Cutl«TlC»n» autp "•"•^^/^-'T^,
SV'jO Call collect f 804 »*47,23»3 J/^A—

"OEFtNOABLEtransp cars A"'**
"•"^i*^

run 90od 5150 5200 Ca»h only •/^»'M

eveS'wHends ^\ IJV>vi

r« VW OHIA *tavty' '»400 »"i'»»^

wa/ranty 51995 879 3282 >9»tl
- 'r

TO TRIUMPH S^*ire 1 4 004 •"•••»
*'»f««'

iMtl offer 344 4^42 tlli

»t ALFA Romeo Spyder rare < )00 Blue

Conv tap Shape Or.g owner beautiful.

Vi|45 244,5400 ( JV s il

Cycles, Scoolers

ror jole. •••.••••* «/(/

t^. ^ ^.
J54CC VAMAHA 23.000 mi Runs good V40g

or b«st offer Call 451 5494 after 4 pm (34*9»

BSA 141 Victor ^0

beslot«»r 1*7 '*•'

mile*. d«rt'^4treet
< l« A 24

1

"f
"lUS sea«s \J 900<»^'>"<1

*M»f 4 pf'i wliends

C4*b
I29S9)

7 Bicycles X••««*«MMlii********fM*

GIRL lite duties -Ko babysitting private

rooHs bath m tnendty home Waih campu*
OR 2^159 (MAM)

;\?

/WANTED BOy or* girl Rm^bd 0<us for

ioos»hoid help b4bysiti.nq • yr old 777

,;s» (25A24)

FIAT 1949 124'coupe^,Alnt now r4dl4l tiroo.

radio Leaving coujntry Best offer 473

1J58
175.-*f78

129 4 741

UNivfcwSlTY tiCVCLit t7t4 lAfeetwood

Sales e« pert repairs, rentals M/day_apon 4

days 10 8 475 3170 I»»«yct4«lt»

• , HP*/
AM*' ">

-r o*ner •'" cor-d V775

...nds4*1 35^ Te^9»

v^CTHER'S Hofp* Live »n fffv
7J. f•;*

lime help Some salary 8U017J (3SA34)

YOUNG woman to care for us
*^**]J**':

Cindy after schoAl ^r,^ rm rx^ **^ •]

cetera icbbta 1917371. eves (25 A 34)

t: CMEVV Nova •nt 4 cyi aula, pwr

T.'iog t/M. 5350 best offer Must sell 454

OPCL Kaddrit 4S (Oerman) Xint cond . 1.

dr . leaving country »47S/4t»er i**^**'
r«t4 (29A241

4 . tu"/*
^ BOARD, sep guait rm pfu* *4l4ry for ort

iim8,.t.rf ^ *>^i? ^^** ''"^* ^!, - -
car Sir7 840 Z^ "^ - "

«*; f r u . - •• «/* con»eriibie '

.-
. () >i

,

"ar^rd e^O'ise

1,1. r b«' Jdd^O S25C best oMe/
. Lil-

le I

Ik

/
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CRQgWOJgI> - - - By £ii{swig jfe/^

What's
Concert:
—The Summtr Colltglom

Mttsicum under the direction of

BessXarp, will present a program

of Renaissance, Baroque and 20th

Century music at noon Tuesday,

Septemt>er 9, in Schoenberg Hall

1200.

Featured on the program will be

a group of Renaissance songs and

dances played on early In-

struments and denrwnstrated by a

group of dancers; J.S. Bach's

"Second Brandenburg Concerto;"

and Hans Martin LInde's

"Caprlcdo."
The concert Is frtt/ and the

pubtic Is cordially Invited to

tend.

Exhibits:
—A photographic display by

Stephen Schimmel will continue

through August at the In-

ternational Student Center, 1023

Hilgard Ave. ^,
—2000 years of Eneyclopaedias,

outstanding examples of the

deMClopment of encyclopedias in

the West, Willi be on display at the

University Research Library

from now through September 24.

Hours: Mondays — Thursdays

7:45 a.m. — 5 p.m.; Saturdaysr 9

A.m. — 5 p.m.; Sundays closed.

Et cetera:
—The Visitor's Center will hold

tdurt of central campos at 1:30

p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours

are free atvd"open to the public.

—The University Credit Union

Office has moved from its

Westwood Plaza address to the

trailer site on parking lot one.

Persons with valid parking v^
mits may park in lot one when

conducting business with the

Union.
— The Overpopulation In-

formation Centor will be open

from 10 a.m. 2:30 p.m. every

Monday throughout tt^ summer
in Ackerman Union 2412 to offer

information and referrals on

overpopulation, cbntraception;

legal abortion and venereal

disease. *,

,

ISC tours:
Tomorrow. August Yh

—Harbor Tour — 50< covers

transportation; depart* ip a,^.i

returns 6 p.m.; ^25 Vhaxlmum;

check with ISC receptionist tg.,

confirm, <
Saturday, August 21

-^Huntington Library and

Gardens — $1.50 Includes tran-

sportation and picnic lunch;

departs 12:30 p.m.; returns 5:30

p.m.; 18 maximum; deadline

August 26.

Sunday « August 29

^Busch Gardens — $2.25 In-

cludes transportation, parking

and entrance; departs T p.m.;

returns 5 p.m.; 18 maximum;
deadline August 27.

Saturday, September 11

—QueeivMary and Ports O'Call

— $3.50 covers transportation and

parking; departs iaa.m.; returns

5 p.m.; 18 maximum; deadline

September 9.

Weekend, $epttmt>er 17, 18, 19 ^

—Big Sur ~ $30. Includes

transportation, accommodation,

Montery Jazz Festival tickets.

entrance to Hearst Castle and

misc., 2 lunches; departs Friday 8

am.; returns late Sunday; 18

maxlrrjum; deadline September

15.

Saturday, September 25

—Disneyland — $8. Includes

transportation, admission, 15

ticket ride book; departs 10 a.m.;

returns 10 p.m.; 18 maximum;
deadline September T^
Sunday, September 24

—Japanese Village — >5. In-

cludes transportation and en-

trance; deports 10 a.m.; returns 5

p.m.; 18 maximum; deadline

'September 24.

Thursday, September 30

^Greek Ttieater ^^ "Ike and

Tina Turner" — $4.75 Includes

transportation, tickets and

parking; departs 7 p.m., returns

midnight; 18 maximum; deadline

September 28.

Saturday & Sunday, October 9, 10

—Catalina Trip — $22. Includes

boat fare, taxi fare, landing fee

and 5 meals; departs 8 a.m.

Saturday; returns 8 p.m. Sunday;

22 maximum; deadline October 6.

HOIUZONTAI«
1. Labor
5.Tat«r
9. Article

12. French
river

IS. Bibllc&l

weed
14. Vandal
15. Famoufl for

htB Essay*

IT. Amper-
sand

18. Auto ac-

ceaaory

19. TlneaUea

aoundB
24. Office need

25. Scent

2fi. Private
utterances

50. SaUor
51. Charteris

character
32. Rodent
SS. Site of 1914

batUe
35. Step
36. Unruly

child

57. An Indo-
Iranian

58. Actor
Charles

40 St. PhtUp

42. Blunder
43. Author of

Nana
48. Commotion
49. Hindu

queen
50. Pitcher
51. Weight

unit

53. Portleo
5S.InstaUin

office

VERTICAL
1. Jones

2. Rio de—

^

3. HosUlry
4. BpisUe
5. Agitate
6. Senate
employee

7. Decorative
vessel

8. Most
profound

9. He
wrote
VtmUy
Fair

10. He wrote

Adhem,

Answer on

page 11

Av*rmc« tlHM •t ••laltoa : SI mIbsUs

11. Concludei
16. Sloths
20. Viper
21. Roster
22. Jewish

month
23. He wrote

ChUde
Harold

24. Loud
noises

26. Need
27. Hasten
28. Biblical

term of

reproach
19. English

gun
31. Entrappert
84. Before
35. Awards
37. Land

measure
38.

GeneraUon
39. Order (L.)

40. Spanish
boy

41. Charles
Lamb

44. Picture

border
45. Be in debt
46. Meadow
47. Skill

Meetings:
Tomorrow, August 27

—Mi>»Wm Students — 1 pfO.

Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, August 30

— Christian Sclehce
Organization, noon,' Ackerman
Union 3517.

^Tuesday, August 31

—Westwood Food Co op — 7:30

pm, OX House, 633 Gayley Ave.

r'-^Programs and Activities —
1:30 pm, Ackerman Unkm 2406.

(Continued on Page 1 1

)

CASTING
For original one-act "The Suspect" to be staged at ISC in early

October. Looking lor LEADING MALE - late 20's to look older;

fatherly; at times suspicious looting; weak. For audition call

474-7190 or 477- 4587.

Owyt
21 mi

Call Club For Special Program This We^k

OirU

IS

tltf) SiPM

ffWWW ^ ;• i tBMBL_JBJ

special forstudents
REPRINT FREE
What are some American
companies and associa-

tions doing about our
environment? A special

advertising section in this

month's Reader's Digest

gives many of the an-

swers. Get a free reprint,

by writing /
P.O. Box 5905
GrandCentral Station

New York. N.Y. 10017

Super Summer Sale

FREE
• • • * • >••••••

M lb. Organic Carrots (with this ad)

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •'•••••^••••••••••••••*********

Samples - Vit. C (Rose Hips - 300 mg.

Chewoble) .-: ;

Special Price - $ 1 .69 for 1 00 tabs

FREE

flf-

sEPrs
:;i c'jBMiiiiiNE

10968 Le Conte. Westwood

rjfjri'r^ l Ib. Bananas with purchase
i r\CiCi Granola Cereals :^^

(Juicy organic pears only 19C lb.(limit 4 lbs. per custon^^^

'••-•f

-

with this coupon

SAMPLE FRESH JUICE from our
\Jnique Health Restaurant

vitamin E - Natural Mixed Tocopherols 100 units $1 ^69;

100 caps; 400 units $2.99, 50 caps.

Yeast- hi potency only $1.89 Ib.

\

I

I

AV discount

On Any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE

MiTi r»

im: t\\

iirii Til 1010 Broxton Ave.

Westwood Village

479-7333|

>sMmvSMiis^iiM^MvimiimtmmJi^ P?!^ip3Bf|™f^lR?!Fipl^^ wfvrTfl,rat^iBlWw™BO^wfc*aW"raB*wi

I .

" . 1.

ucia
summer

( V

I

-N

C\

'f <s

^

3i=5a)fe,.

." ,..jm-^:je*

-f

f^#N'(^

X

XI
'*: f ;

v

fj^^},

'A
M

MAor i»w •
'

'^ • %.:
..v-« 1«,
'1

f •

^

. .\

h ^-^ '
• I'

.
,,

T reinemberall thosFlOOO'nif hours

that I spent in grade^ school watching th§^ cjock

waiting for recess or lunch or to go home.^

Waiting: for anything but school.

My teachers could easily have ridden with Jesse James

for all the time they stole from me.

v.-
t

.., - r

^ ..

\ ^

good thru Sttpt. 15 U\
*^' 'ife --^i' -i^ --'' ^- **i----.f h^-r -'^

Richard Brautigan
.. .1..

.t—J-
/'

ff.

..
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Women's-Studies Prog here

In r«spone to women's newly-voiced needs, a *<>">«"»

StudirPnogram has been formed here. Approximately

one hundred studente, faculty, and "O"''"'^'^, *"^'

ployees, as weU as community women, »'^%P''f^""\,^:

volved according to one of the organizers, Eyaleon HiU^

••Traditionally the admission of female studenU into

uJ^U-llis^hW learning has been litUe more than lip

service paid to the principle of equal education In a

S^i^wnere the faculty is still di^.f°Pf"""^.'^^

make the presence of women has not altered standard

:^*m^ cil^cula, which coald J-tifiably be ojUed

•men's studies. ' Female students are permitted to study

the thoughU and actions of men throughout history but

certainly not to quesUon the conspicuous abscence of their

own sex
- -Such underestimation of women's capaciUes destroys

their self-esteem and discourages them from contributing

to the mainstream of society. However it is becoming in-

creasingly difficult for women to ignore the misogyny

inherent in our culture. A new women's consciousness is

demanding that all facets of our society be analysed

crHically and creatively ftom a feminist point of view,'

according to a press release from the studies program^^^

It is this oerspecUve that the Women's Studies Program

r ^ ' —^ ^r-

has adopted in the variety of its course offerings^
^^"^*l•no

feminists, the courses will broaden women s understanding

of the historical psychological, legal, and socio^onomic

forces that have shaped their condition.

m accordance with these goals, a Proposal for Women s

Studies has been submitted to the Council on Educational

Development, a University committee which funds in-

novative curricula. The nine courses projected for the

academic year 1971-72 include:

In accordance with these goals, a Proposal for Women's

Studies has been submitted to the Council on Educational

Development, a University committee which funds in-

novative curricula. The nine courses projected for th^

academic year 1971-72 include:

—The Psychology of Women
—Relationships Between Men and Women in American

Society

—The Feminist Movement in America (19th and 20th

centuries)

—Sex and Politics: The Impace of Sex on Uses of Power

-Identity Through Expression: A Reading and Com-

* position Course for Women
—Women and Capitalism

—Eighteenth Century Fcmimsm (J

—Encounter RenTch in Women's
—Theoretical floots of Sexism
The courses will foster iioii-e«iip

learning and investigate new modds of sociai

that may well replace the autboritariaa
"

characterizes all our institutions today.

'The value of Women's Studies lies nol only in

academic knowledge but in contnbuiias to the

tification of women as a class. TbtisuDeta^M^^^^
program will depend on women's ladenlaBdng tiat t^
problems they all share justify their bemg unit^

than remaining fragmented and dippcrsed ^jjto

society. Consequently, the Program pledges its st^p^tii

the struggles of working class and minsnty vooiei fm
whom higher education has been the ieasi availabie,''m
said.

To facilitate its administration the

center with offices and Ubraries open to

groups both from the campus and the commisuty.

then, all interested are invited to attend Wancn's '

meetings at 5 p.m. each Wednesday in the Women's

of Ackerman Union. Study groups, com"^

sessions and task forces are also open to

wiO

\m

' 1'

Here are books thai gpHa go - because Fall Quarter

stuff Is looming all over us, and we must make room.

Included are text books ordered for past quarters

that nobody bought (for various reasons) and the

publishers won't take them back. Some could still be

used for classes, depending on instructors, so they're

really good buys. k:

•^

ODDS'N'ENDS BOOKS
all n«w, tom« t«xts

20% OFF

•;,

USED BOOKS FROM
BUY BACK WINDOW

art'books • fiction^
—-4

reseorch * pop •

pricas CMt up to 80% ^ hon^tt!

i

Students' store

booln, b l«v*l. ock^rmpn union. 825-7711

open monday through frttfoy. 8:30 a.m. -5:00 p m.

Case dismissed against former editors

Misdemeanor charges against two fonner UCLA Daily Bnmi

stemming from an allegedly ohscene picture paMUwd is tke May 21.m
issue of the DB were dismissed Monday in L«8 Asgdcs

Deputy City Attorney Edward A. SchlotmasuM Im asked fv

of the charges on instructions from his supcrivi, wte had ciackidcd t

would be difficult to prove the picture oteccHi^ accarfing u tlbe L«

Angeles Times.

. John T. Parker and Joseph Hymson '#ere arrested Jaae S. l»7l «
(trhargeift of imblishing obscenity nearly twa weeks aflcr.^jdfllliT.

depicting apparent' copulatian an a graveyard, was

ucia
summer .̂r

y

David G. Lees, Editor-in-Chief

Thursday, August 26* 1971

Published Tuesday and Friday during ttia first SuMWr Session, exctr

during holiday periods, by the Communicatioas Baard af Mm AssodalH

Students of UCLA, 306 Westwood Plaza, Los Angelas, Cagfomta, fWK
Copyright 1971 by the Communications Board of tlia Associated StadHti

of UCLA,

Jean Luc-Godard's

"Wind from
the East"

at San Fernando Vttliey State

ENGINEERING 100 TICKETS
Fri & Sot. Sept. 3 & 4 $ 1 .00 students

8 & 10:30 P.M. $1.50 general

FOR TnFO: 885-3093

Pre-Surtax Prices
SANKYO DIGITAL CLOCK

«-»^ 17.95 $13.95

MAMIYA SEKOR 500OTL
f2.0 w/cosa

PANASONIC RO 209

ACOC $39.95

VlVITAR TOWXJT

$119.95
WITH AD

;f^, ^* ARGUS

I

I

I

I

i

t

$19 95 j

I
.W»T-

>€GI>^
^15.00

WITH AD

HEcrmcEVf
INSTAMATIC
OUTin . ^^^

r.

\
C-60 CASSETTfS *9«

COiOt PtOCHSS»<G 99<

126FmM> 12 CX^ y^ \

I

-»r

I

4^^

I
927 iitssiwood Blvd. - Wesiwood Vitloge

HOUtSc MONDAY 9-9
TUESOAY-SAT 9-6

MASTf #* :?OE

BANKAManCAtD
LAYAWAYS

&1IAOC

.^J
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Bangia Desh benefit held
**Yaliya is Pakistan's Lincoln,**

said a placard on one side of

HOgard Avenue. '^Eight Million

Refugees -WHY? * asked a

pl^c^tl on the opposite side of the

street. Placid Westwood was

witnHBV a demonstration.

it^-a—Jaced around a benefit

(pMHT iMited at the University

^eligiotts Conference by the

.American League of Bangia Desh

and the International Students for

Ai4 to East Pakistan Refugees.

West Pakistani students took the

occasion to express their support

for the Yahya Khan government,

while members ol the two groups

which had organized the dinner

piutestcd against the genocide in

East Pakistan and the supply of

U.S. arms to the military

govenmient in West Pakistan.

Speaking to atwut 300 people

alter the dinner, the ambassador-

designate of Bangia Oesh (East

Pakistan) to the U.S., Mr. Sidr.

(iique, stressed that his country

wanted neither arms nor in-

terfefence from another country.

All he appealed for was that

siqiport of the West Pakistani

government, particularly in the

form of American arms ship-

jnents, should be stopped im-

%eSately.
Mr. Muhith, formerly a senior

member of the Pakistani embassy

in Washington, who has defected

to the Bangia Desh government,

traced the developments which

have culminated in the current

bteodslied in East Pakistan. The

people in the east (Bengalis),

although constituting a majority,

had consistently been short-

changed economically and

politically by the Punjabis of the

west. Thus, when Pakistan's first

free elections ( since the formation

of that country in 1947) brought in

a majority for the Elast Pakistani

leadership, the military govern-

ment which had earlier promised

a "peaceful transition to civiUan

rule" unleashed its troops in the

east, arrested the Prime Minister-

elect and began rughlessly to

suppress the Bengalis of East

Pakistan The result — hundreds

of thousands dead, eight million

refugees pushed into India and the

threat of a famine which could

affect 25 million people over the

next few months.

Professor Stanley Wolpert,

former chairman of the depart-

ment of history at UCLA, strongly

criticized current U.S. policy of

supplying arms to West Pakistan.

He expressed amazement at the

"audacity" of the West Pakistani

demonstrators' cdniparison of

Yahya Khan with Lincoln Sup-

port for the East Pakistani cause

was also expressed by Professor

Lipsky of Cal SUte Long Beach.

The meeting concluded with a

movie showing the jubilation of

the East Pakistanis before the

troops came in and the death and

destruction that followed.
,

Pradeep Kakltar

Recycling
Editor:

This is in answer to Mi^ Rachel

Malkin's letter (Daify Bruin,

August 26) on recycling of paper

at UCLA. -'^

Recycling is easy to tSlk about,

but, as Miss Malkin probably

realizes, is not easy to implement

economically. The market for

recycled paper fluctuates over a

The Doctor's Bag
By Ronald M. Schwartz^M.D.

Mrd School Rejection ^ '

'
* ., • .«»^

Possession of good grades alone is not a passport for entry into

most medical schools. Criteria vary with individual institutions,

but generally also include non-academic, as well a^academic,

performance.
,.

^ «u„,«,„/^„

To find out the exact reason (s)for your rejection, perhaps you

.hould write to the Admissions Committees of ^he fchools in

question. They might also inform you of the advisability of reap-

plying in the future.

Crahs and Intercourse u «

Either type ( human or animal ) can louse up a relationship but we

speak here of Tediculosis Pubis, the litUe bugger that abides in

innumerable crotches.
:

However, the spread is not only through intercourse, bu com-

monly via blankets, toilet seats, etc. The organism can drop of
f
one

person and onto another and make two nends ^^ f^^^^^e^.

Treatment is simple, quickly successful, and available at Student

Health Service.

wide range — from no market at

all. to a market yielding only

marginal profit. This is especially

true for low-grade (short fiber)

papers such as newsprint and

cardboard The costs of collecting,

segregating, and transporting

paper therefore often exceed the

resale value of that paper, even

when the market is good.

Right now the university does

recycle a small percentage of the

computer tab cards used on

campus These cards have a high

resale value due to the length of

the fillers from which they are

made. When re-pulped, these

cards ^ make excellent raw
material for lower grades of

paper. But there are problems

even with computer card

recycling because the cards often

become widely distributed during

Use ( and thus harder to collect at a

central location).

In order to promote recycling of

paper products, the Office of

EJnvironmental- Studies
(ASUCLA) is directing its efforts

towards improvi^ng the market

situation by making input into

legislation (eg., AB 2168, AB 2912,

SB 1270, SB 1269) which would

then revise government paper

contracts to requite a percenUge

of recycled paper (see Dally

Bruin, May 10)

Until the market is more con-

stant, or until an economical

means of collecting, segregating,

and transporting large quantittiS

of materials can be found, it will

be difficult for the university, or

students of thp university , to keep

a "break-even" paper recycling «w^

program in operation.

Fpr further information, please

contact the Office of En-

vironmental Studies, Kerckhoff

Hall 409, 825-2820

ChrU FulUb

Grad. Environmental Science

STUDY LAW NOW
1

• Be An Attorney

• Or Attorney's Assistant

i

. i'.' '..

TRANSFER
STUDENTS
ACCEPTED

J Accf«dit«d Cot\%om wof4c or cv«f

^.fyf'J^ 23 ond pot» •xom.

• GRADUATES r»c«<va LLS m
JD & qiiollfy kH CoUf. Bar Exam.

...4*-

Ti

SCAN A PAD wtll !•« voo<»aV« Q

voca(>on lhi» »umm«i W«'ll lok« lK«

woiry oyt ol linding on cH)a«»n>«nl

no*>/ Of lot «h« coming uKool y»of W«
tepte»«nl ovei 40.000 unilypn lh«

WeiUide ol Tov»n OrVd th« Voll»v On«

stop lo SCAN A PAD •% oil you rrmmd

inaVe We then give yon •vWTythtng

that filk yooi 4pe<i»KOlion» and you r«n»

an aporfrnent Ev»n mot* tn»ft«»»ing,

"our Ue »% only $10 om< SVttri^lundjj^

whet^yoJr '^ -.-..Hiomm«nd

Cum. .1.1 ,1 . Coll u*
*

nti. od iH^hl yov) ote

ready o nrykesyoor nmi mow«/_____^

15445 Ventura Blvd-V

9866406 *•

11941 Wilshir* Blvd • Suite I

! 477 »??i

scnnnPiiD

•f 4

w

III uliii!**'!* "

lRiP«r^DNIGHT>v
i»i?pi«mb«f J 1

WHITE ZOMBIK »n2 I

Brilcr than DfaculA. Bel« Lugo*.
|

ijipHuily venomous «nd evil P\J^ I

Laorel and Hardy ».Aurder Caie I

SAfOfeDAV September 4 I

THE ENDLESS $UMMF» , I

Bruce Brown's ("On Any Sunday") doCo I

menlaryonworlditinery of Jprofe* I

sional surfer* 0»iii«ng photography I

September iO

LUCMiNO v«$coH%i <;las»ic

Patho*. cpmedy, br ulAl violi*»»t« m story

ot wifltow and five sons who migrate to

Milan, Italy Wjnner 24 fe»tiv»t eward*

\W ntfttMl by Kx|X'ris

Bra on<i Gtrdl*

Sp«rtplti«%

GII7 1773

BANKAMEItCAltD
MASTtI CMAtGI

V AlioAlio rAMINO
WiTMfUtCMASI

931 WESTWOOD BlVD WESTWOOD VILiAGe

1067 Q»m%d^ Ai»«. »>wtwoo< Vil

t7t-t077 or 477-OOM

MID-NITE REVIVAL

Masgue ol the Red Dean
§y loger Cormon

Only 990
S«pt 3. 4

BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER%-«aj

: WiUhir. - 26fh. Sonhi Monka 829-3368
a ^..^.^ »«"««*« ...»..»«»^

BIG DOIN'S FOR THE BRUINS

Save yourself Some Bread at

KLEENGO CLEANERSs??ss. KLEENCO CLEANtKS Sfc"^^

iJSUeii iini«tyigYICo,...folKinro..8.Govlwl 477-5564 ""^
^r^TTTT I M*t ONt COUPON ft* fat»ON

I
ONE COUPON r«t rorsoN

.antique. ,^elrv-xCon.empo,arv .eweiry - frencb-b-K'"'^ ^K^

I

8
00

E

LA
-•^Boutique Extraordinaire'

*• -"^^1093V2 BROXTON AVENUE .

WESTWOOO VILLAGE

CR 9-8204

- ,ewri,v imports (rom franc. . Wiorocco, Sweden, mdu, greece - 1

25^ OFF
on ANY SINGLE r:ER OF
PROFESSIONAL i^kV CLEANING

AT REG. PRICE

I DAY SERVICE NO EXTRA CHARGE
fc^egf/12/71 (fXCfTT

TIm roMnrt~ mo*l oc<to»wp***^ '•*^••"••'• •'••'

ONE COUPON rW PBTSON

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR ,__

1 UCLA SWEATER CLEANED

AND BLOCKED
^ •%^^ "^ cf««n*«if^^ T T ^^^ ol $5 00

ONI COUPON rfi rttso^*

THIS COUPCX^ GOOD
ONE DRESS SHIRT LAUNDERED

• 1 -
'

^ wUh on ordor ol 5 or mor«

1 DAY SERVICE
J HANGER OR BOX

^^^- fsio EXTRA CHARGE

TKi« coupon nf»oy not b« \t%m6 in

»4

20%

.zx.

ONf COUPON r« forsoNt.

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
Off
Of
fOOUUIMlCf

on any Suede or leotHer

GARMENT CLEANED AND

REFINISHED

rk^. TWt C4

:.':'|,»<r^» :.w^- .":^y'^*.* M .

^"
.'a. !;^ .t i

':''
,.<»tM.i*i m^^iM^i^s:jmi!m^''^MW^i(j^~^mmm-f^ri

jipf.Jl'Wwf^t*^'*:';-^
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WNASONKTjSnSSLI

tapeW^&rder

104

$«IM tt«t«, r«<»H •iii>

•i.T/'^o' *'''*••*.•!!!

iATTItY OrilATIO
F»ll r««f« <T«»*»*

$39.95 ^%^595
Valu«

srss^^

£
""w/i •IH^ f

4P*4d Adv«rtiMni«alJ

i'\ ^ ^i-TM^

i 1 •

PANASONIC
POCKET SIZE, AM/FM
^ PORTABLE RADIO
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p^mhmr. V*r«i«r Twiiia^.

v*l«Mi« <«iitr*l. Afts*rt*4i

c»l*r«. S*li4 St«««. €•«»••
^itk 9-v*lt lMtt«ry, ••r^

^l»*«»« aNrf carrying c«»«

'& ». sn

. panasonic
*'fm/am digital

CLOCK RADIO
U«N«*« "Chlr^" Al.r-i. a4-l.#-r

tlM«r. Ai»f#w«tU .li-f"-** »•'•,

tkwmk: m^mlmmfmd

S^irf ttat* In M««k
•r w«ilt« witli. silver

triM. .^^^^
ft4995^fiy5
Volu* m^^^ N«. 70ai

REMINGTON
HOT COMB'
Dryer/Styier

lM«litiy««rli«lrit«YP«t.

T«i|Mt c«wlklit mni mm-

[r«ly »•¥•». SttU f««»*^ •«'

llMir, fm9t wWfc I •••P-l"

lc*iiibt mmd knt*k.

$18.8S

VflllPt

HI-INTENSITY

LAMP
Do«bU.."$ur«-Kool" Hi-

lnt«nftity S»io<i« fOtot«»

for WM in d««ir9d posi-

tion. 7 powtion »li^

switch. Hi9« ••>** ^"•"

mit. 12" eh»^»«»« fUxibU

$8.9S
Volu*

SANTA MONICA
1401 SANTA MONICA MALL

Corner Sontd Monico Blvd^

^P-
..^ui lA^ ii-ii>. «< Fri §:3I^S-Sii 1^5

LOS ANGELES
429 NORTH FAIRFAX

Nvxt to Contors

Opii Daily iti SM.-S:3li:3l

MIRACLE MILE
5472 WILSHIRi BLVD.
Between Dunswuir and Cochran

Daily Eictjt SatiayM 30

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
1000 WffSTWOOO BLVD.

Corner Wo»twood and W.yburn

Opei Daily 1:31 ta8:3D-Clm<SM<ay

HOLLYWOOD
6340 NOLirWOOO BLVD

Hollywood Blvd. ot Ivor

Daily S:3n-Sat8:3M:3i-SM. 1M3I

Wf ACCEPT

PANASONIC
AM CLOCK RADIO

Soli4 t*«to mm%im—r94 with foil

ftlBO Cl*<k. t«t it •« •otOMfltic ond

woko op to tho tooo^ of Mosic.

Polls in distent •
woll as l*c«ii •*•-

tions. AssPrtorf
Colors.

$24.9S Value

17" 6
«*aiaA**'

iot«

t-rv

SQUIBB WILL PAY YOU ^
$2.00 TO TRY A ^

BROXODENT I

ELCCTRICTOOTHBtUSH A
in Zippered

"^

Travel Case

WIREBOUND

NOTEBOOK
8Vi-ll - 54 Count

t

Asst, Color*

49c Vplu*

Notebook Filler

PAPER
3 hole-abb ct.

49'

3 ring,

\ inch,

Blue

Canvas

Handi-Clip Binder

$1.19 Vol.

FLAIRI
by PAPER MATE

porous nylon

point- 12 colors

49c Vok»o -

$19.75
Value

1 Moil in

cowpon
from stpro

I

9«* ^2 00

Our«^99
Price»

Your Cost

99

I
Pee Chee

PORTFOUOS

Tins

OowWo wing with

worticol pockots

for SV^xll pop*r

PENS
Assortod
Colors

19c
Value

VINYL
BINDER

Floxible, Duroblo,

Tough - BWxll

POLY
TUFF
BINDER

Asst. Colors

89c Voiue

CARTER'S TRIM TIP

HI-LIGHTER

Folt tip with
bright, soe-thru

yellow ink — no

nood to undbrlino

/juk

Kifuiness

lmt€int Hairsetter

fry Clairol

I

20 roody to

uso curlors

I

in ossortod
[sisos. Plug in

for instant
uso. ' i

Medol K-20

$18.99
Value

I .-r

LAMP
FLUORESCENT BULB,

PUSHBUnON SWITCH,
ADJUSTABLE HEICvHT.

BLACK AND SILVER

$16.95 Valu«
Mioo SAVE $7.00

flMEX WATCHES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

HAIRCURLER
WITH BEAUTIFYING MIST

: B« ready to comb out in 2-5 minutes

: after setting Model 70 comes with

: 20 assorted siie curlers

$27.S«

Value -*>r'-,l

>••••••••

PANASONIC ELE
PENCIL

SHARPENER

12"

.^^«•r

Automatic. Light geos

on whon PorKil is Sharp.

$18.95 Value ,

, ..(Xs^Vii-* • . • • •
,'»•••*•••••

)••••••••

tf -V

lATEST STYUS

95
ELECTtiC

00

mterPik
ICIoons wKoro your toothbrush can't

\
rooch. 1 200 lots •! wotor por mirtuto

icloon botwoon your tooth ond

mossogo your gunw ot tho somo timo.

"^R.9 1799
$26.95 I #

iwATIR PIK

ORAL IRRIGATING APPUANCI Rot. Sl^ ts

HI H\U DHUGS

#oooo«o*»ww"»»»---- - ^»

^^Happy Fare*'

WRIST WATCH
nmUf il»e •^•« •»«•• ••»»» X»»*'^"«<«' <*»l<b»-

Mooi.hlo«> >rlUm ^kapp^ fa**" ,«|leH lhro«*fc

broMM-iooed fo-r. l«rloe*« b«"d- » ••" •••
•ooM^o aa^ rklWrro. ^99

SI4.es VaiaiP #

sciiicR STYiiiiGDm
Stylos, grooms ond drios your hair with o full

ptvfwstonoi looli at homo.

J \ $9.

ATTACHE CASE
Hoavy duty vinyl ovor sturdy wood fromo. Hoovy

chip-boord top and bottom. Nick.l plotod herd

war*. Plottic hondU. 18" long Block, brown or

95 Value

I • • « • • •

#39Sfw<
•SMfw

$22.98
iVah

MedotST 99

^^viJue _

••••••••••••' !••••••••

The Most Wanted Pen In The World

CDOSS CHIOIME GOlO

peSI 5- 8"
\ LIFiTIME OUARANTEt - SITS fROM $10.00

exercise sandals
SchoU Exercise Sandals with

the exclusive toe-crip. They

ahepe up your legs, while they

comfort your feet. In Hat or

rmi—d h—l. In rmd or bon9
•trmp.

.

812.95
ValMe

Barefoot

•«

mCATE
MOUTHWASH

ll-ot.

Plestk

$1.29
Site

ate ^^?.

U«n

)

$in 2 w

^_ All forpas*

^ lO-oi- i9r

$1.69 Siie

i.7S-«x.

FoMily Tobo

$1.09 Size

I

Mfl i

DISCOUNT

,» 1 T, *

»« kt UNT COUPO

\ t

rliiliiisi sw

PAII: '"s^W
'

ty MMiliocs af Aaacia^

SaStraag.ytt f^ **^

40 TokUts «r ;_#'

$i.oovoi««%ir Jr
i«N1 7

Uf

• r ^-*

I s^ \ JERtitHb

' SOAP

W''A:

Sin I

UNT COUi
-GSl

'

S-Vfer'S'lifl

Miseries

Jin 7 nee

OUNT COUP
:-»^r3;;

:?*
iSi'r'C.

#*'-

iliSsi#iife i":

It's latiaa

MiM
Mik Sitt

ISc Voloo

^ '-^s^fW*-'

•*H^«

Mfl 7 IMS ^TTT I

-• «*
OUNT COUP

^opor Staia

toaioviag
Ciaat'Sii*

21-ai. Cop
90c Valao

5tf» 7 nas %ff' «

^5=ti

^i

NAPKINS

Oocorator '"^ ":;

40 Ct. - '^'

fM «W 7 «• M" •
.

RUGS5

LOTION
# NEW! 15-ei.

ill
Plastic tattUW with Disee«»*('

^ PHIS(

, rt/""

Aati •actortot

Slila Cloaossr

K.^l- '^fc

i

13 M Valit*

liuiiiiiLAtl

ACIAL TIS^llF I

Vi'"l^i^'
4lSi,i^

IP I Ply

»t%.

Asst. Calar^

iri^ 1 ' iM4r ^l'

.aiS?^

Cee
SI.If Siie i

• ay M»T I

ilBSSEJtBM MnariMI

me Shootout; 'Doc & 'lawmaB': Tiie eood, me Bad & The Awtui

II Uii lirliiliz

With the alleged death of the good old fashioned western,

present day filmmakers seem unable to guide that

voierable genre into viable new channels — or for that

matter, even k>ack into the old channels. Doc is Frank

Perry's new film and it purports to show that those objects

of our childhood admiration, Wyatt EUu^) and Doc Holliday

were really cheap crooks. This may very well be true, but if

a filmmaker sets out with this premiae, he should con-

vincingly prove that contentioD, and once he does, he has to

deal with a more fundamental problem: overcoming the

difficulty in using the movies to degkNrify something. The

old westerns were so great because the movies seem to lend

themselves to glorifying their subject matter. See another

Wyatt Earp-Doc Holliday film, John Ford's My Darling

Trite as it is, the romantic theme is noi Doc's problem.

More the problem is Perry's clumsy filmmaking; acenea

that go nowhere and end in what seems like the middle,

molasses pacing, and motivationless characters. Worst of

all, instead of being consistently ultra-naturalistic in order

to deglamourize the west. Perry also occasionally tries to

superimpose present day pohtical concerns. The political

material makes a biting comment on the current scene but

in the context of the entire film, it is a jolting, senialiws

detour that leads up a dead end Thus, Wyatt Earp is

presented as a consummate politician, shaking hands and

kissing babies at a k>arbeque, and later making a speech

after the shoot out at the O.K. Corrall, storting by saying

"Let me make this clear." I wish we didn't have any Mr.

Perry to kick around any more. **

Michael Winner is content to let the old forms sUnd; in

his new film. Lawman, men are sUU men and women are

still whores-with-hearts of gold. Burt Lancaster is the man

this time and his grim resolution sets him closer to samurai

heroes than to traditional western sheriffs. Indeed, the final

that citywide doiJble hills shoulAi't be ignored the way they

currently are. Tlie SImoUniI is pUying with another hi^r
worthwhile film called Foel'i Parade and together the two

films consUlute the kind of double bill that '^^r.' rgo^^

used to regard as par for the course. With spevuu luw rates

on admission at neighborhood thoaten it makes sense to

see bills like this in order to encourage more of the same.

The Shooloat has no contemporary concerns, and might

just as easily have been made thu-ty years ago And that's

fortunate because the western is one thing to which UiM

and progress have not been too kind. Although the atory d
the lough gunfighter ( Peck ) , the child who may or may not

be his dai«hter ( Dawn Lyn ), and the gunfIghter's desire to

sammeK
BRum icon

Clementine, for confirmation ol Uiis. ttui aon i bet u oefore

Doc. or you will be mightily discouraged about the future of

the cinema. ^^ ,-.. . . „^

Actually, Perry's attempt to deglamonze the West is so

^
clumsy that the film never even comes within sight of any

problems inherent in the medium. FiVe or six years ago.

Perry's film would have had an appropriately shocking

effect, what with Doc (Stacy Keach) spitting out blood aU

the time and his whore^witii-a-heart-of-gold girlfriend

Katie Elder (Faye Dunnaway) making crude jokes about

eating beans and breaking wind, and Doc's long visits to an

opium den. But having come to expect that kind of candor,

audiences will no longer be shocked- by that kind of thmg^

Besides that. Perry uses all the old western cbchesfand not

for irony.

'How far to Tombstone?"

"Who wants to know?"

"I do
"

And then there's a romantic interlude in the saloon when

Doc and Katie have tl>e fioor to themselves for a walti^

Katie, like any other whore with a heart of gold, wanU to

setUe down and have kids, but Doc has to choose between

that and killing people and guess what he chogses.

shootout, with a westertHStyle harakiri owes more to

Kurosawa than Ford But for most of ti^e film, the debt is

pitifully small.

The story is nothing special, although it might have

proved to have been at least serviceable, had Winner either

known or cared what he was doing. Lancaster rides into

town looking for tiie men who shot up his own town. One of

those men happens to be the town boss, (Lee J Cobb) who

tries to bribe Lancaster into forgetting about the whole

thing He knows that gunplay just doesn't make it anymore.

Lancaster of course, doesn't take kindly, to that overture

and to the end, he insists oo slowly but surely bringing

everyone to justice. Very slowly and not so surely

Lancaster's character, liHe most of the others, is a

iamiliar and predictable st&eotype. For this character s

Single purposed sense of justice to work, it's imporUnt for

him to fencounter plenty of unjust people and lots of in-

justices In the absence of an eventful story line and for-

midable villains, the sheriff is revealed for what he really

is a dull cardboard character.

As I said before though, the story could have been

marginally useful. Us Winner's direction that's the real

problem. Perhaps knowing what kind of material he had.

Winner unwisely chooses to try to keep the film moving by

keeping his camera and zoom lens moving all the time. But

this shooting style does not enhance the content; it over-

whelms it The unnecessary zoom and tracking shots draw

so much attention to themselves that Uiey serve to distance

the viewers from the characters and the story. And that s

the last thing Lawman needs While Uie visual style is in-

teresting at first, Winner's energetic camerawork alone

can't sustain interest for the majority of the film s W
minutes.

To end on an optimistic note, there's The Shootout, which

stars Gregory Peck and is directed by Henry Hathaway^

Unfortunately, the film might not even be abound by th^

time you read this, since it was rushed out on the bottom of

a double biU and given no advance screenings Not tha the

film deserves first run hoopla (even if it is a lot better than

half the stuff that gets the treatment nowadays), ilsjust

avenge an old crime bears much resemblance to

ilathaway's last hit film True OrH. The Shootout can stand

firmly on iU own merits Hathaway '& pacing of the entire

•films is remarkably fast, especially in view of the fact that

much of the film concentrates on the potentially dull

I haracter development scenes between Peck and young Miss

Lyn To everyone's credit, the littie girl is no cloying

juvenile, but rather a spunky, intelligent waif, while Peck iS

his usual stoic self

Throughout most of the film. Peck and the girl skirmish

with three hired killers who have been hired to U-ail him by

the man he's seeking to kill The three killers are unbridled

sadists and compunctionless killers who provide much of

the film's conflict In one long, but very tense scene, the

killers encounter Peck and Miss Lyn at a farmhouse owned

by a widow and her son The outlaws proceed to terrorise

the occupanto of the house and amuse Ihemaelves by doing

things like shooting holes in the ceiling and blasting cups off

the children's heads In short, the killers provide the other

half of the kind of good-bad dichotomy (and iU resdUng

tension and excitement) that is lacking in
^-^^J^^^*]^*'*"

"^
Maybe the westerns' funeral should be postponed.

'Medicine Ball Caravan': A Real Fool's Parade?
by Heather Harris

__...._-.;—r-

Medicine Ball Caravan is the sort of « >" ,t^ '"^P^ »J^*^^
spectrum of responses: lobby-loitenng. pity

";^, '^„^^^llirituS
fUm ihdustry, snooty indifference or a ^w" y^"^yrf;W«^^l^^
introspection for two hours. Chances are

y'^"7«»",'^J^^J"^'f^have
though'Hf you are among U,e n^b«^or^evot«.^a^^^^^^^

s:r?a"^ure^Tt^°'W-: " -T €«'^ "^^^
tudience but the above would trundle mto such « vemur«

^^J^;^^^
of you that qualify, the following is merely intended to save you some

time. .

.~. .u . „.,., Kui WMt Coast lonithaired boys and girls cro«8
- This IS the story: over 150 west ^-o"" '""*'"

,„. h.,«« and Ue-dye
the American prairie in Conestoga G-^y^"^^..^^'Zj ir^t
wigwams spreading their coUecUve karma, ,""»'=^«^i^'S
cultural identification crises from here to

^f'^^l'^^'TZTl^^^^i
Northern radio guru is host, Milan Melvin is 'e««*«'^,'^ "^

'^^.^T^>^v
Gravy iseveryonesravc^^^^oo^-^-^^

T1H= mm persUtt In being so "-rtn«Jy d«iv.Uve o*^^^
syndrome_that its -Wei^^ence f- t;^e m«|h^woHj intenn.^-^

^ >ect. credibility, i >

i/fact'^m T Warner Brothen doled out

rinancUl salvation to the quixotic gambit
; - ^ ,L !^. .wTown

•n« Arms for this included the filming ' ne o< the cc- rq,. oi-b

— _ rin.>M~ /-.f r-»ni^f» ni

. .16

publicity hungry lewr acta along with the C««v«ns footage. aU oj

* S sLewhZl repudiate, the alleged total sincerity o( a hype^le-

.ispiration.

A variation upon thi. theme fumiahe. ">«.'"'" ^'^^ri^^^
liar ht^light»-a cOofronUtion between the JoUy Medicuie Baltera

a..u ihe bellicose Antioch peace radicals, an amuiing «^'*V'»^
leaves you breathless in anUcipation, wondering who i. on which ^<te.fs

,1 is raiher hard to distinguish one from the other jn the «^"»"'"«
'"•^J^

David Heel makes a giiest appearance as his usual °«'"°»«r*"J"i!
valiant Ball pacifist defending hi. own and his C'WPwy »>»"<» **""*

tl«t he only drew his knife o^cejo ch.«! Peel around the sUge. AU

marvelous fun. of course

«K

"
ii

i

The only other mentionaWe aspect, a. you -"'Sht haVe guessed^would

be Miss Ahce Cooper and the boys, fUunling th«r-,julus. mojos or

whatever in full happy biiarre t

If youSave never had th* privilege to *>»«»» A"<*C°«V«r'V^»

.nceLt.o«. Medicine Ball Caravan might prove
'^•"2^'J^'Jd

bother repUcing Mr Port-0 San with •" "''^'y •'"'^'"V^'^^lX
fowpoke. faceless crowds with faceles. individual., » •j*'*^ ?"^
l.lm^ker with a French director wh«e ^'^j^^'^'t^^^
narenUv minimal' If ywi have wen H)»rt screen technique.. Jwit tave

^ men^« youve been through it all before The only o"- *h°,'»^

r^T. par'ticuUr variation of the Gr«^"^^^^^

^

m,ffh» nossibly benefit from the P«:H)effve thereby
•"|''»_~J^

.vho might nfftpoMiMy bt Inclined to vtwfth.
_^

of their own accord" l«««i^. t>>«y <« •" he out waw.u,* uKJSF r^^^ar

wfcHction filmic epic to«* wBittw or not you are a >«ilue.

•-%-
• I I .; I I

^^irtWiri*-
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Not Smilin'

iiy
15140 Suns«tBlvd

Poc. PolitodM
454-5525

WHO IS HARRY KEUERMAN

LIGHT AT EDGE OF WORLD
AdwHt SI OQ; Chadr«« 75« TM««-Fri 4:»0-7 pm

ofid Sat. S«m. Mon. 1:00-5:00 pm

leif riy caioi

205 NoHh Canon Driv*

B«v«Hy Hilli (oi Wilshir*)

275-5244

SUAAMER OF '42

with J«inil«r aN^ill Gary 6rim«

PACIFIC'S

liiirli llils

UNAAAN, WrnERING, & ZIGO
TM«.-Fn*:30. S:30, 10:30 p m
loimo.. 12:30. 2:30. 4:30. 6:30. 8:30. 10:30 p.m.

TJit^'ljt^'^rS"
°' "A'GA'N -^ "OUR (MON. THRU FRI.)

jl7].1121
6-6:30 p.m.

Iriiiffiil I

2524 Wilthir*

(at 26th St.)

Sonto Monka
829-3366

Jan« Fondo and Donold Sutherland

KLOTE

David Div«n

THE STATUE
MklnigWW & $«• MASQUt Of IHt tg) PtAIM **i

iriitffiil
2S24 WiJshir*

(at 26th St.)

Sonta Monica

T\
Dwatin Hofimofi

WHO IS HARRY KELLERAAAN
plw« John Woyn* m

BIG JAKE
MUnigl* Fri & Sol MASQUE OF THE IB) DEATH 9«<

irili
Wath^vood Village

Off 7-2487

SUMMER OF '42 (R)

PETULA

Opoh W#aldayt at 6:45. Wookondt at 12:45

HoUywfood

teller
1451 N. Lot Po\wm
olSwntat
464.9921

EROTIC FILM FESTIVAL
Jim & Arl M««cK«ll't

RECKLESS CLAUDIA
"Proboitly tK* bM« odwH Hlim in tk« US'

PLAYBOY

Op«« at 1 1 :45 o.m. - Lost show 9:30 p.m.

liiiriii iiii
Sunset Near Vine

Hollywood
466-3401

My ol 12:00. 2:00. 4:00. 6:00. 8:00. 10:00 p.m.

Spociol MidnigKl SKow Fridoy > Sohirdoy

BLUE WATER, WHITE DEATH (G)

Man- Eating Shark Hunt!

Nothing lilie it ever filmed belor#l

lil Mir
6036 W Pko
WE 5-6424

SUMMER OF '42

THE MUSIC LOVERS
Nad AMrocNoo: koMvlM'i nSE OF lOUR XIV

TniHavrt THE WHO CHHB

||.|gi
LOVE STORY

oBrJoJlM^ra.. VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY
WE 4-2944 <

fc«ttTua«day

Nflrt Attraction: WHiARD/Coming Soon: BunwoTt TtlSTANA

firiiidi
9000 Sunset 0lvd.

(Eostol Doheny)
Free Parking in BIdg.

273-2266

Andy Warhol's

FLESH

LONESOMf COWBOYS

Hiiiiwtii Picnic
Hollywood Blvd.

Neor Cohuengo
466-5211

A Violent Man, A Gentle Woman
& Their "Freedom" School. . .

BIUY JACK (GPy

Doily 12:4S • 3:1S • 5:30 • 8:00 • 10:15

LIS FlIIZ
1822 N. Vermont
. oilywood
NO 4-2169

WX. FIELDS in

POPPY
THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY

Worf. TmHovT* "%U> ami iOAlO"
Ako "dAHC* KNa^ - '

'^

MlllCI I

1332 2nd Str

Son* - *• hico

451-8686

David Lean's Academy Aword Winni

RYAN'S DAUGHTER
Toa».TIwrs. 1:4S. 4^4S. tKX)
Pri Si«. Son. Mon 13:4S. 3:45. 7:00. lOKX)

MlltCI 11

1 332 2nd Street

Santo Monica
451 8686

2 ^RFoitoc WSrttnoM tontooy Na>

PLAZA SUITE
THE ODD COUPLE

jConl. from 1:30 Doily

W«d ••!« CONFOIMISr' -THE CONFISSION"

MISIC Hill

I

91036 WiUKTrTTBI^^

. veHy Hills (at Doheny)

THE DEVILS
with Vonessa Redgrave,

Oliver ReecT

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
'Vi*«»"

^u ^^^^ u timp in some arUsts' careers when they simply burn
There ^mes «/^"^^^j^^^ cash. it happened to Sly Stone, and

[^ wi:^'"etd^n^^^^^^ it happen to them if their latestLp, Whojs

L^.i^^ DL 79182). is any indication. As musicians the Who are as

r^Vs^y ever were it's jiit that their previous slashing enthusiasm

LT^n sup7^te^ by refined techniques and an overaU mellownes..

^ass^jZ EntwisUe stonds out instrumentally as his former per-

cS styi^ ha^ developed into a more fluid style. On the other stick,S Mo<Ki, whose drumming is stUl energetic, is cmly a shadow of his

former self (witness Happy Jack's -Cobwebs and Strange )

Fncourafiinidy Who's Next also reveals the group to be m ex-

perir^3S^ of sorts. On -Won't Get Fooled Again." a three^chord

riker that stands up well over its eight-androne-half minutes, Town-

shend pl^s strangely captivating staccato notes on hisj^R^^yn*

thesizer "Baba O'Riley " features a continuous Upe loop of speeded-up

acousUc guitar notes which are punctuated by piano chords. ''Bargain,

a fine rocker in the "Acid Queen" tradition, incorporates some con-

trasUng genUe. acousUc moments. Entwistle's own My Wiie

showcases John on brass, piano, and vocals (which are undisUnguished

when compared to the deep, throaty '•Boris the Spider" wheeze that we

have pretty much come to expect from him.)

Vocalist Roger Daltry turns in another fine performance, enutting

powerfully gritty howls on "Won't Get Fooled Again." and a qmte

beautiful, tender vocal on "Song Is Over." which reminds one of Arthur

Garfunkel's "Frank Uoyd Wright." ^

Townshend's lyrics are only adequate where before they were scln-

tiUating and refreshing. No more does he write 8J*fh
^ceUen^ljoi^^

the ones featured in "Substitute," "Pinball Wizard." "Tattoo." It s Not

True " and so many others. Instead we're stuck with lines that approach

triteiiess. "I don't need to fight to prove I'm right/I don't need to be

forgiven," or "No one knows what it^s like to be the bad man, sad man,"

and how many times have you heard "constitution" rhymed with

'^revolution"? By any means it's not a bad album, but when one recalls

the truly superb stuff of past Who albums, this one hardly seems worth

the bother. > .,^—Harc^dBronsoo
«?.

' Audience
T-

"Indian Summer," one of the catchiest singles ever heard on this earth

(right up there with the Bonzos' "Urban Spaceman'* antfBadfinger's "No

Matter What"), is a product of an English band known as Audience, and

their first release in the SUtes is an album entitled House on the Hill

(Elektra EKS-7#100), and an infectious little darlin' it is too. The group's

lineup is slightly unorthodox— Howard Werth on guitar and vocals, Tony

Connor on drums, Trevor Williams on bass and Keith Gemmell on tenor

sax, clarinet and ^te. The aligj^lment produces a very full Mund under

the watchful eye of producer Gus Dudgeon, and the texture is

manipulated in a wholly original way; In fact, the ^^x::^ $or Audience is

original. There are never even glimpses of sameness oil the disc, and

each of the solo portions shdws that the members are 4iell-bent on

producing something more than the usual hack instrumental work.

The threesome of Williams, Werth and GemmeU accounts for all th«

material on the Lp, and they succeed in producing Varied songs, each

with little twists, clever nuknces and a real feeling for fuh, all of which

make the album, even in its heaviest moments, a pleasure to the ear. The

platter begins with the aforementioned "Indian Summer" complete with

its neat httle tenor sax figure between lines and proceeds into "You're

Feliz. Easy Street and Charley's

Aunt, starring Charlie Chaplin

and Sidney Chaplin respectively,

are at the Silent Movie. At the

Bijou are Hie Great American
Broadcast and Goodbye My
Fancy.

The Capra retrospective con-

tinues at the County Art
Museum's Bing Theater at 8:30

tomorrow with Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington and The Miracle
Woman. The Toho La Brea con-

cludes its monster film festival

with Destroy All Monsters,
showing with Dogorah Saturday
and Sunday, and with The Youth
and His Amulet. (Toshiro Mifune)
Monday and Tuesday. Mark of

Zorro and Black Pirate are at the

Hollywood Center.

Universal Studios is holding an
outdoor film festival 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
nightly through Sunday, with $1

admission, $.50 parking and all the

peanuts you can eat for free.

Today's program is Marx
Brothers Wus One; Classics Night
is tomorrow, with a W.C. Fields
festival set for Saturday, and
Comedy Potpourri for Sunday.

Fll^
On campps this weekend, the

Animation Society will screen 1184

(at 7), Animal Farm (at 8:30),

Metropolis (at 9:45) and
Mechanics of the Brain (at 11:30)

tomorrow. Saturday and Sunday
at URC on Hilgard. Donation is

Si »i .,

The midnight show at the Plam V

Zombie;
show is

Endless
nostalgic

*«*= *<:'•; •'^~!^-.*«»;

tomorrow is While
Saturday's midnight
Bruce Brown's The
Summer, for all you
exsurfers out there.

The Cine-Cienega is showing the

best of their current series this

week, with The Little Foxes
( Bette Davis and Herbert Mar*
shall) and Dead End (Humphrey
** '\rt and Sylvia Sydney).

ihe W.C. FieMs fesUval con
eludes ttiis week with V and
The Old F«' ned Way ai ine Los

Sn Triventlv^
^^reminiscent of Van Morrison

involvement with what he'sb!
evident that bassist Willian?^
frenzied strings of notes as the^
another perfecUy whittled

tuntGemmeU on clarinet and saxaw,
riffs for the verse. Gemmelu
with each second — no worxir
him as a minor saviour. We-
London Philharmonic for h-
"RaviQle," which is astoundm*'
of out and out rock and pop-?]
other good cuts are the title

Qute solos (the latter emploj
"Nancy," a Ught number wfc

suitor. ri'

Audience has two other alt™
there with Jackson Heights and

1

groups. Rumor has it that theyi

this year with the Eastern Fa
December, which should givei

deluge your local radio station
\

nickels and dimes for a copy of i

.umber with a vocid heavily

,ice quality but in the singer's

rds the end it becMMt quite

laniac, laying in some half-

wit. "Jackdaw" follows and is

t with two driving solos ftrom

ot^er of those super Audience

aag« to send new messages

from England are glorifying

ith several meml)crs of tlie

jntal classical guitar piece,

serious — even in this context

jire men of many talents. Two

story with excellent drum and

jy used ring modulator), and

a farmer's daughter and her

Jngland and have been touring

jch Way. the two Nice splinter

lake appearances by the end of

October and the Who tour in

needed exposure. Until then,

its for their stuff and save your

leHiU- — MarkLevitoB

MUS
JoMama
The members of the group Jo

kind of distinctive identity for

threw them together as a pot;

l)ack. But, up to now, they've

competent back-up group, on

Larky (bassist) and Danny "K

fated
"*

'City" group, and

association runs deep.

With their second album J ii

in establishing their new identi

part, boasting several fine cuts,

thwhile experimentation number

it all. there are two things dis

at a jazz-rock hybrid sound and

petite mamma Abigale Haness

The jazz-rock sound is'an

dividual talents of the group s

they'd "get it together " jis an

when you wish there was better

talent to on this album.

The l)est number on the altwm

vocal, guitar and organ (Ralph

I

exchange progression. In a

electric guitar during his rif!

/e been seeking to project some

ives ever since circumstances

band at the Factory a while

^ed primarily as Carole King's

ileases.and in concert. Charles

rtchmar were with her in the ill-

^en Carole's husband, so the

the group taices a hesitant step

Ibum is lukewarm for tlie most

amount Qf dead space, a wor-

^inch of hype. But in the midst of

lo Mama" : a refreshing attempt

ig-grizzly voice of lead vocalist,

vehicle for highlighting the in-

but there are times you wish

cture. There are also the tiimes

laterial for theni to apply their

, "Keep On Truckin" where the

tt) mesh cleanly in a bubbling

krtchmar demonstrates a glib

lumber's title, it also seems like

Hot" Sowap Thrills

^ >

I

r-:..

. A .-^t ' A 'r «- ft
,

It.

lit '%
(Sis' \ "^i

'i^
,1
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MUSIC

On the concert scene, the Steve

Miller Band . wiU be at i^

Palladium tomorrow ^'"^ /Ti

Scaggs and Stoneground U y^u H
heading out towards San be

nardino, the Ike and Tina Turn^

Review will be at the Swing

Auditoriuni out there v^JM

Geronimo Slack and Little Feai

There's a Stone Free Labor uay

Concert from 9-9 Sunday at

J^
Playa del Rey^ Beach. Rock, jaa

classical and folk groups *"

perform. .^ .„rt

Roberta>ack and ^^uin^

Jones arjPlo^ the Greek throug,

SundaXfollowed by Elton Jo^

with Nigel Olsson ar\& ^

Murray. .. ,(

Sonny and Cher open tonig^^^.

Magic Mountain with ^^^^ \

Bergen. Leshe Uggams and b
1

Medley are at Disneyland m

Jo Mama is trying to pick up where Janis Joplin left off, reUUng to un-

derground cartoon king R. Oumb. The second number, "Back On The

Street Again" is not the Sunshine Company classic but anojher Kort-

chmar piece (he wrote sw of the album's 11 pieces with wavering

results), a pleasant song which demonstrates a slightly annoying pen-

chant of his. to sour Abigale's singing with some falsetto harmony But

it's still one of the better pieces on the album Then there is "Smackwater

Jack" a standard which is always solid, but at this point it has been over-

recoi^lMd, with the former versions being better. Ite preeence on this

collection seems like an attempt to cash in a bit on Carole King's current

radioactivity, but here the ctose relationship defeats ite own purpose.

Actually, Kortchmar's own guitar arrangement was a lot more in-

teresting in the 'Tapestry " version of the song. But for those who can't

get enough of the King syndrome, this "Smackwater" will please as

much as any other. Kortchmar's '3 A.M. In LA." is an interesting,

somewhat experimental piece, starting with an atmospheric collage of

disonant instrumenUtion, subsiding to a moody jazz-style vocal by Miss

Haness "Love Is Blind " with ite early Motown harmony arrangemente is

just an "okay" piece, as is "If I Had A BUlion DolUrs." Both pieces are

by Kortchmar, and if these don't demonstrate his material running thin,

'My Long Time " and "Have You Ever Been To Pittsburgh," two gar-

bage numbers, c^tainly do. The two remaining songs are "good enough''

versions of songs done before, "Sho' Enough To Drive Me Wild" and

"Sweet and Low," and I guess if you liked these before, the Jo Mam*

version will^ork for you^On "Sweet and Low," Abigale Haness does a

good Anita 0't)ay imiUtion.
, ,_ ^ . .r* - ..

'
Usted oh the liner credite, is a "background vocals by Carole King,

which seems to be th^re for the pure exploiUUon of the name. ^ctuaUy

Abigale Haness's voice is superior to Carole's, and overdubs of hers^

would have sufficed. And, really, you can't ever distinguish Carote s

voice in the background But, a name is a name is a name, so it is there

Anyway altiiough J Is For Jump is far from being perfect, it is at least

a hop in ufie right direction. The group has a lot of potential, but neecte

further seasoning and better material. If J Is For Jump « indeed a trend

in naming their albums, finding words for the rest o'^^
>«f^"^^/^

Mama, they could be quite a group by the time they get to the first a,

say A is for Abigale?
-.gUnuFWeDe

nciuae uoo Crosby, Fatha

|ines, Dizzy Gillespie, and the

orld's Greatest Jazz Band of

nk Lawson and Bob Haggart.

The LA. Phil will present "Der

nkavalier " and Schubert's

hfintshed Symphony*' tonight

the Bowl; Saturday's program
II feature Strausi' "Die
edermaus" and Tuesday's
ogram will include works by

orak, Liszt and Stravinsky.

At the clubs: Herbie Hancock
II be at the Bitter End West

rough Monday. At the Ice House

e Belland.and Somerville

iroughout Sunday, followed by

sey Anderson Gabor Szabo is

the Lighthouse.

Clara Ward and her singers

n at PJ's today. John Denver

d Fat City are at the

oubadour through Sunday,

lowed by Randy Newman
ledge and Donna are currently at

Golden Bear with England

Sunday, Hook Foot opens Wed-

nesday. Shelly 's is featuring the

Joe Henderson Sextet through

Tuesday, to be followed by

Bobby Hutcherson-Harold Land

Quintet. The Blue MitcheU Quintet

are at Donte's tonight, with Willie

Bobo appearing tomorrow and

Saturday, j

THEATt! ^
At the Ash^Grove this week

(through Sunday) is El Mundo

Chicano, a program celebrating

Chicano culture with poets,

speakers, theater groups, fitftis,

music — traditional and rock —
and. art. Proceeds will go to tiie

Biltmore Five Defense Fund and

to the Mechicano Art Center.

The Company Theater will give

two benefit performances for Uie

James Joyce Memorial Liquid

Theater, at 7:30 Monday and

Tuesday. Tickete are $10 and

proceeds go to the Living Theater

Defense Ftmd.

One is a Crowd continues at the

Inner City Theater, expanding to

f^o caste and two performances

nighUy The 5 : 45 performance will

feature a new cast and reduced

ticket price (99cente); the regular

8:30 performance will continue

with Beah Richards and ret^^ilar

week SiarllMg ..^'^'^"'r'.^ and John Ford Coley
Disneyland will be

^^'^'^f^' erslTony Joe White and The Ides of

^11 That Jazz"
^^^'"'f^, ^.i larch are at the Whisky through

during the week-long event W i

Nlllllll
10925 Lindbrool^Privo

4?9-2866

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE

Show TMnM X2S. 4 23. * 2S. i:IS. 1023

Mid SIwwFm S^ otlXIS

irliilil
7425 Sunsot

876>02n

KLUTE

PERFEO FRIDAY
f1 AdmUt»«nlor I (S«^. »Ml

ticket prices. Also, at the Inner

Ctty, The Monkey's Paw will

continue indefinitely, with per

formances at 11 45 Fridays and
' Saturdays with 99 cent admission

ART

Sand works by John Schroeder

and Connie Zehr are on exhibit at

the Brand Library Art Center, 161

Mountain, in Glendale At the

Downey Art Museum are

nineteenth century California

paintings and a photo exhibit on

"The Vanishing Farm." The

museum is located at 10419 Rives.

... "Portraite Old and New" are on

display at the Long Beach Art

Museum, 2300 Ocean Ave.

Woodcute of fifteenth and six-

teenth century Europe are on

display at the Zetiin and Ver

Brugge Gallery, slS N La

Cienega

DANCE

A Chinese acrobatics and

dancing revue will be held at ihe

Embassy Auditorium at 7:30

today and tomorrow The Glenn

Standifer Dancers will perform at

Fiesta Hall, Plummer Park in i

Hollywood, at 8 tomorrow and

Saturday

pii riciiic
7554 Bovorly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Froo Parking

PLAZA SUITE

^iNDERSONTAPES

PACIFIC'S

riiiiie:
Hollyvtfood of Vino

469-7161 12:45

"SOUL TO SOUL" (G)
Doilv ol 2:00. 3:00. •: 13. & H :>0 p.m.

H.. HOT ROD ACTION (G)
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llllll
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t

THE HIRED HAND
Wb«M^« 6:4). •:3S. lOtM

Sfll< i'Un.: 113. 3.-00. 4:30. 4:43. M». 10-.JO

OROOVrfST MOVIf IN T6WNI

Sllllt Mllll
611 N. Fairfax

OLa-2389
-|1.00

W«r«#« ^vnniMt M^iM:

CHARLIE CHAPLINS
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CHiCANO PROGRAM
Next: T-BONE WALKER
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^tHaid Advertisement)

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CENTER FOR UCLA

840 Hilgard Ave. 474 50 1

5

MASS EVERY CLASS DAY AT 12:05 PM

SUNDAY MASSES: 9& 11 AM; 6: 1 5 & 7:30 PM

THE CENTER IS OPEN EV^Y CLASS DAY 9 to h^Q

and 7:30 tp 9:30 PM on T. - W Tk
II ^

'K?.'.:

—

\

.?

r ftoodies, etc

_

come visit our nenJ ioocccfsoWlc locafion:

IIIO GAYLEY AVE. WESTWtX)D • 475 9^9

Bargain Previews Tomorrow & Sunday 8:30; Sot 7.30 & 10:15

-- All Seats $3.00
Marion McCorgo prM«nts

Jeon-Poul SofftlTs Masler|>iece ol Politicpl passions

J1

.»^,« , A».

"DIRTY HANDS
(•'Los Moins Sales")

STARRING TED ROTERA RICK MOSES
Guest Star Morion AAcCorgo, directed by Ted Roler

GALLERY THEATRE
8325 Santa Monica Blvd. Res.: 654 0456

\
-

^'m

SQUARE DANCE
Beginner Class Starts

Sept. 13, 20 & 27

Eoch Monday 8-10:30 p.m.

Sonta Monico Bay Woman's Club

1210 4tK St. (a» WlJshlr'e. SM) -

Couples/Singles with Partners

Donation $3 per couple each lesson Info. 451-0876

f*

JUNIOR'S RESTAURANT
WMtwood nmor Pko

MAlSON
LA CRB»i
10M Olwxion Ave 4784)437

OV»en7 0oyt 11:30- I AM

105 sPECtiALrriES of
AUTHEhiTIC FRENCH
XREPtS" & "OMELEHES"

m LE FOYER DE FRANCE lunchsi 50&si 75

loesa uodbrook Dr DINNER $3.25 & $4.25^'

4744>94S-WWVillaBe
J

LTTTLE CAESARS PIZZA
10974 LeCoffte

{l«Cof»»« at Qgytey)

McDonalds townHouse

For 30 min detivery

477-2006
4=^

ins WMtwoodMvd
478-9343

YOU DESERVE
A BREAK TODAY

m
NATURE'S REALM Gourmet v^g^^rion pinners. Solpds. &
Orgonic Vegetorion tettouront SondwiCh^f. Hom« O* the tanf>OuS

1

8264 Sooiei - On iKe S«rip. twait '^Nature Buraer," Soya Bean Soup end
^Harper & Swe«li«r - 656-8426 Hon«Y k* Creom ^>•cioHi•S.

T: "I' .^"S
'

! > '

.>"• TIF

12423 WiUhireSlvd

tA 82^9110

jmu
_«.;..-..-._ __

Ptf.r

EVERY TUES ARER yKwl

'

Any Piua $1.60 •: -H
'

i
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/
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Transcontinental Soul
Happy and ArUe Traum are two veteran folkfreaks

whose latest album, Double-Back (Capitol ST-799),

has just been released. During thei» first visit to Los

Angeles (for an engagement at the Troubador), I

spoke to them in the ConUnental Hyatt House coffee

shop about their music, ambitions and pasts. Happy

Traum, the eldest brother, is author of several guitar

technique books and edited the national folk

magazine Sing Out! for several years Happy,

perhaps reflecting his age and his wife-and-three-

children family, seems to be the most setUed of the

brothers. *'I m not really interested in becoming a

superstar," Happy said. **rd just like to make

enough money to support my family and play some

good music." Artie Traum, who has been in and out

of several groups over the years, including work with

Blues Project member Danny Kalb, seems to feel the

act in constant transition, and appears more

restless than his older sibling — he remarked to the

Traum's bass player Tony Brown, "When we get

back home I'd like to rehearse and get a whole new

thing together again, .
." Artie's first child just

arrived, and that may tend to tone down his activity

slightly, but for a while at least he is the prime force

behind tl^ act.

Horne for the Traum boys is Woodstock, New York,

where they enjoy more than cordial relationships

with members of the Band, Bob Dylan and other

musicians like guitarist Bill Keith and singer Maria

Muldaur. Happy and Artie are certainly influenced

by their contemporai-y musical buddies (in fact the

team of Robertson-Danko contributed an original

song to the initial Traum LP, "Goin' Down to See

Bessie"), but they also draw from o'lder American

folk music like that of Doc Watson and Mississippi

John Hurt. The brothers even expressed an interest

in modem jazz (Artie's solos on guitar are definitely

jazzy in feel and structure) and Bulgarian folk

music. Altjough the Traums (and their, fellow per-

formers Tony Brown and pianist Eric Kaz) are more

than adequate (and usually outstanding)

songwriters, and their albums are full of original

compiositfons, ,
they lean in their stage act on

traditional foll^tunes like ' -Cocaine Blues,
'

' and more
modem things like gOodtime hoedow;^, blues and

. folksy messages. Their concert act is constructed on

a loose enough basis to stave off showbiz appeal and

substitute a more plain-folks, friendly approach.

When they work, Artie is likely to clown with his

Dylan imitation or introduce songs with wandering

monologues — funny, but completely unrepeatable

since they are totally spontaneous.

Although Double-Back uses^everal extra studio

musicians ( 'We tried to get the Band to record the

album with us, but Rick Danko was busy and there

were other complications. That certainly woufd have
helped our sales," said Happy), the live act us^ pnly

two additional niiusicians, and no drummer. Happy
explained that the transportation h#ss)e for a
drummer was one consideration, but he alsO felt that

using a drummer live would project a whole different

thing. Artie confessed that he wouldn't mind looking

for a drummer who doubled on say, fiddle, so the

band could still stop and do a non-drum song easily.

Actually, the Trauma do not lack drive and
momentum—they rock enough to make a drumset
superfluous anyway.

Prom the material thus far recorded, it is evident
that Artie Traum is the better songwriter of the two.
He is especially good when dealing with "social
issues" and the ways in which people interact in

some of their worst moments. His pictures of aimless
living and misery in "Scavengers" ("This one he lost

his nerves of steel and found his deepest fears/ This

one he lost his heart of gold and found a heart of

tears") and his story description of a real life villain

(a man named Crego who virtually enslaved workers

in his brutal buffalo-massacre racket in the South

west) in "Jacksboro," rank as two of his best songs

But my favorite Artie Traum tune is over three years

old and stems from an old Steve Soles-Artie Traum
Eric Kaz group called Bear. The song, which appears

in a newer version on the first H&A Traum album,
is

"The Hungry Dogs of New Mexico" and it juxtapo^
people and animals in an irresistable, if depressing

fashion. Artie is also quite good when working with

lighter songs (at least melodically if not lyrically)

by Ivan Webster

The new Cinerama release So«l u SmI is a

lieartening, dazzling film so full to the brim with its

own special vitality that the best way to talk about it

seems to be to just tell people where it's playing, and

plead with them to go see it.

It's not a perfect documentary by any means, and

the subject it tackles, a group ci Black American

entertainers on a soul sojourn to Afnca, in this case,

Ghana, is frightfully slippery^.— fraught with

emotional and social perils.

But Soul to So«l makes it over these perils, handily.

like "Handful of Love" or "Double-Back" which,

oddly enough, does not appear on the album of the

same name, but is part of the concert show. "Double-

Back" may very well be the Traum's new single.

backed perhaps by "Bye Bye Love"— "Maybe

they'll play it just for a joke anc} make it a hit" said

Happy when I suggested releasing the Everly classic

for the B-side. ^

Happy Traum has only three tunes on Double-

Back, one of them co-written with Artie, and they are

notably different in character from Artie's work

"Brother Thomas" contains questions about God and

one man's place in God's world, and "Love Song to a

Girl in an Old Photograph" is a good, sad lament

which is extremely sensitive; Artie could not have

written it. It is not that one brother is more sensitive

but rather that their characters are sensitive in

different ways — Artie to stark scenes of human

bruUlity and Happy to private peaceful reflections

Both in their own ways contribute tb the whole,

making Double-Back and the Traums in concert

equal joys, both, quite worthy of your attention.

J

CONTACT LENSES
FfHED DR. ALFRED R. BECKER
REFinED Opfomehrisi

^ Woitwood Villoge 10959 Weyburn Avo.

ADJUSTED
POUCHED
GR 9-2111

Crossword

Answer

It immerses the viewer in a world of feeUng and

faces, and lets him freely soak up the sweat and the

joy coming out of them.

And that's about aU it attempU, really. Social irony

and psychological quesUons are largely left dangling

where they were before the movie began. But a very

special Black American to Black African com-

munication takes place. The only question is, can an

audience see that communication without knowing

what toiook for?

You dan find it, for instance, in Tina Turner's face.

The aggressive, authoritoUve Tina seems taken

aback at the sight of Africa, struck by its

strangeness, but compeUed to look and look agam^
^
She's looking for something, we finally realize, and

when early in the film, she sees a group of Ghanaian

dancers hit a recognizable rtiythm the smJe

spreading across her face says it aU. Contact. Soul to

soul. '^

This is a movie about faces. That's where at least

half its drama and charged life reside. It's about how

Black people look at one another and see - them

selves.

For me the most marvekais moment (aside from

ail the shots of Ike and Tina) comes when Wilson

Pickett begins to wail "The Midnight Hour" and the

African audience responds not just to his blackness

but to his (What else to call it? ) Americanness. Their

dancing takes on that special American street style,

the confident straight shoulders and the proud,

angular strut. You realize that that dimension is new

to them. What they see and are responding to is that

extra layer of American brashness added to their

rhythms. And what the American entertainers are so

delighted to see is those gorgeous rhythms still

throbbing in the Africans, as solid as roots growing in

^ ks! Hpme.

There are lapses, it must be noted in the film's

documentary structure. We sometimes don't know

where we are, why a particular location has

changed, or (in the case of a local wedding, followed

by a glimpse of a local funeral) why certain events

have been included at all A visit to a slave bastle on

the coast is well-photographed but still seems Ucked

on and messagey. (Though during this episode,

Roberta Flack sings beautifully on the soundtrack,

betteri than in her brief sUge appearance where

'Gone Away" gets lost, in the Ghanai^wind.)

But the overall quality of both the music and the

film is excellent, so good one can sit back and watch

the wonder of faces seeing and reacting to one

another, strange food and strong habit collidir»g

against one another. There is real food for the soul in

the Staple Singers' superb gospel renditions, and in

the Les McCann, Eddie Harris musical segments.

The latter segments encompass a delightful vignette

about an astonishing vvitchdoctof, rhythmist, and

stage itiagician named Amoa Aza^igio, And to wit-

ness the old yet new-^ound enthusiasm the Voices of

Eastliarlem put into their work before an African

audience is to see first hand what the word "culture"

"
really means. "Afro-American" rings in your ears

like a drumbeat as you come out of the theater. But,

finally: 1 don't think there are any words for the kind

of exchange that happened between artist and

audience in this film. You have to se€| it to beheve it.

Happily Soul to Soul is short on words and heavy on

visual insight. As a document of social values in

operation, I know of nothing that can touch it.

Ot course, part of the time the film isn't about an

exchange of values at all, but about the difficulties of

finding and properly recording the moment of ex-

change The came^:a'wanders: a family scene here,

an embarrassed American laugh there, a shock of

recognition over"here, a look of wonderment and fear

*

over there. At moments there seems to be no design

to the shots or to the editing - most of the tran-

sitional, "dramatic" editing looks painfully ^con-

trived It's clear director Denis Sanders and his crew

of cameramen and editors don't always know they're

looking for.

It's just that they do know it when they see jt. The

beautiful part is that they obviously trusted theU-

Black subjects enough to follow their emotional lead.

There's a ^nse of fear and longing in the camera

work.of not knowing what to expect. Sanders and his

crew are nonetheless unafraid to look what hits them

in the face. That is the real, the lasting achievement

of Soul to Soul . It is an imperfect yet permanenUy

important contribution to Black cultural history.

Manny's Barbers
When you say, ''take just a little bit off/' we take

^
just a little bit off.

.
^ '/Angela is back"

1091 1 Kihross Ave 477 9207

« 'IGf? Mi?

POLLUTION & BCrJES

icon

See it and you' U know something tiiat can no longer

be doubted: black face has looked at brown in the

steady light of day and each has liked - really liked

- what it saw If you can dig that, you can dig Soul to

itCi.iJI-'dV'

Coming - RH)EYE ^

Vk HIM Mil H|A

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
September 3 & 4
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ATTENTION
SEWERS!

The YARD SCHTICK

Westwood's newest fobric shop

is open for business Featuring:

Fabrics

Trims

Bu**oos

AAocrame
Supplies
«»<:'

OUR GOAL
TQ MEET YOUR NEEDS AT

PRICES YOU CAN APFOOO

Participants needed for small group discus-

sion of students' acac^emic interests and

needs Lunch will be provided. If interested^

please call Beth at 825-54^3. (regular UCLA

students only)
I

-X- students only)

" AUUAUIUU^ &
itNADULTERAUDSEX^ '

Joe Dallesandro
IN

Andv Warhors

Y TIMfS

PUJS 1M PtATUtE

1006 Broxton ^Tl-ij^v^
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or I££
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NO ONE UNDER 18 YRS ADMrTTED
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DANCE EXERCISE
Glosses start Sept

Santo Monica

2.00 per Kr. lesson

Adults

Children

D«bbiorTrvdi399>M17

NEll Fil aUY IIBI!

We'll help you find those elusive titles, either

from our huge stock, or through our fast. eHicient seorch

service. Drop in and see us today

NEEDHAM BOOK FINDERS

1 1613 SAN VICENTE (posl VA Hospihil) 826-6533

..4
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SUMMER
SPECIAL

WATER BEDS
95

827 S Verrnu-it. 381-7038
^,,^

Von Nuys: .:" sai
7\:2 \/on Nuys Blvd .

Q44 946 I

Redondo BoocK: * c i a- -. C^^.^^^
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Introducing
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637 So

All •••!» r«««rv»d $4. . _ ^ , r^
AviilabU »t all Wiinch* Mutic City Storti. ^ 0«i. Mutk Co
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GIANI SUBMARINE

10968 Le Conte. Wostwood

with this coupon

-T^

discount

On Any Giant Sepi

SUBMARINE
good thru Sept. 15

4
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All Bikinis Now $6.99

I 108 Goytey Avenue
477 7203

326\ N La Cien^o
above Beverly Blvd
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ADVERTISING OFFICES

KcrckiwH HAll in --
Phone: nS-lM'

Cl**»«'»^ »tfyerflw«« r****
^_

OEAOLtNC If :»•»»»

N* uuplioin ardors

.-. - .*M^ ^...^v.Mtf .•^ AUTO inMfrAHCC ••• iMffc' S'****^ "^ *t«de«f lr«««

THE 0«»ly *»«•* #**•» •*• «••••'* •• ••
iUfiiv»f-vtv o^ C»\>*orni»i policy •• ^'^
ditcr.mmat.on and fh»r«for« clA»»»»»2

a4v«ni*»»»« »«rv»« »»•»• •*• *• "*•••

avAilaMt to onyono
hevsi09 »o »to*tot»

dfscnminotot on m» bM4» o« roco.

rti>9*on. n»t.o«»« ori«4« or ntcottry • ^^
fli Uf..vOf*.ty i»or tteo ASUCLA »_^**
»ruin hot invotl»««tod awy s* t^*

•n*rcd Itorc

^Annouocemenh

FREWCM TEACHER E
"ff*^

'•""*»

o«iv-p«rt Tim* P<n vchooi *'**'-•
-"tJ,

Sept 4;» 7IM ***^'

PARKING Atto«idAirt» wonted C*^
•****^,f

pa, Pieose QAM mwiHP** n am. «"^\

MOTHERS Helper—4 hr* /3 **][V]T^
Salary open T«»o ciwWroa ••^ '

Botoert*o« Oi»mpK *SJ Itn- '**"

GRADUATE ttwtwt m creo»iw« '"''•'*•••'

iPwrmoliwn to c**'**^*** "^ owtteor

Ropffi. boord voUry •• •••••* Molifco

re*reo« M»*»»io»»car Pfcow e <S4 ?tS4 (IS

AUTO lllS*ro«»ce ••O ^^'^^.^^STSto .r
employe coll «06.-t W Rlxo «»^^^;^

TELEVISION rentAl Special UCLA r«t«

RCA moOClT Freo dettwory tree sorvic* M
hr ,hBrT " (HOTR)

LtCCMSEO ciMMcarc MOfctr W/»ey w«lt

babT\<t »»er l»ome o«y time Fe«»ceO

p,«,9ro««»d toyt. «ofi«e« movio* nnuch ton

and .o»e • E •*!>•• I»7 0»** (t1$»>

EUROPE •»'»«' Ono woy, ro«i»d H»P

student trowel discounts SOFA '««[
Ewropeon student ctjorter flights Contact

ISCA, no? San Vicente Blvd $4. »- f,;!J*Y,
%Ui4^ (UOTKJ

JET to EUROPE

EXPERT Thosit typinf. • yrs. expor., IBM
Eiec Typewriter, sac/ »>—, ffuaranteed

accuracy. Linda. I2t 2»43. (1SS9,

Au«a*/SeptJ4 »-0»!it^*^
j^, 2

OneWaytaAMST
S2««
SIM

Yypi5T_ Tnc»e«. di»sortati«»», books,

termpapers Spociolty ni>oth and technical

typing. Accural*, rapid service 741 SS«. (1$

S <)
''

OlSSERtATlONS -proposals, first and final

drafts; theses; seminar reports Best

references Editor typi$>. Jt3flW. (15QTR)

;t::i,,7-?:i^V;.;. '
..

••ANTED—cu«e tri««*y girl for recep

f.o«Mst mt^ i««M MtliHipit position

Be«c«^ly H.MS area Call OSI-43M dSV)

JA
s:? OH?

HifHts

indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure date

and call Prof P »eo»ter UCLA c/o Sierra

Travel inc •75 Santa MMiica Blvd..

Beverly Hills, J77 IJMor ly*HH

^/ vr OriiwU •••••••••••••••••••••••« 10

BUYiNo ^iris uMd clottttng. Clothes Closet

51 7S Overland, Culver City. Eves/Sats 393

3S«2 eves Will pick up. (US 9)

m^mm^^^^^^^^^ J /^pf^ _ furtiished....... 17
— ^ :^ — — Ai«A iwael. w • —

OUT of BODY eaporMmce and seH

FREE class ai itlif apologist Santa MonKa
E.oenmentai College WLA Tb»r»da»

evenings Calif_•»_»_•• «**»*« (A— S t^

sharing our »«»**nrss v«" ..w

FINDERS 07* f«l'

-S days—• «•»•
, Pt9cr4pmm

OSl)
CHILD CARE my
del Rev >^v Ar^

t#S)

ENTERTAINMENT paper needs

tpsetiads Patd saiar* plus commission ca"

47»»f~*— —*• fJ>»'

(AaSf)
(3Sf)

V Church Services

SAL CSCIRLV- Foil A part time »*• •^
^(^^ ,*,• »r«.n last advancement »
m*..._ ^*1 J4*

OPPORTUNITY

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES—Dissertation

editing can be as nee as typing E«per«en<ed
editor Eng PhD US 9I2S (11 St)

RENT FURNITURE
STUDENT DISCOUNT RATES

LOW... :,PERWEEK
FOR 3ROO.MV ;

EUROPE Discopnt fttfhn. Also Israel.

Africa. India ••% oH
•"•'*^"/***f'I

Charier fl.ghts Student ID cards^ Contact

EASC. 123 N Beverly Dr . Bev «'•»* C*

««2)f 274^2f3 (I3QTR)

•i'^

^

WESTWOQO Friends ffeeting <0^^r*»
S.lent worship. S»m . Ham. Un.v ^^A.
S74 Hilgard Visitors wefcome 472 TtSf

"REtURN"
your Spring '71

PROFESSOR
AND COURSE

EVALUATION
SURVEY GAf^DS

with your ^air7l

Registration ,~

^Materials

(PLEASE)_

^cfifeTKiififliefii »..•••«•••••• A

VACATION Rental CrestlNie Lalw Gregory

pri«a»e faniHy cabMi or b*f lodge *^ 9^^
nmni-fff. <* *^*

CATALINA Holiday Cottages. Oaily-'^ee^'y

\pKiai Hermoia Hotel, phone Avalon 747,

Bo«*44Avalon,tf7g4 (JOTR)

„ ... _. .
- • - —^"^^

'
™ '™

"

•ROTHKRVSISTERS ftfll/pan time Op
partwnities available to mtrodwce In Black

Amorica Almanac to
,
young poeplt. Sam

SIM per «»eek/wp. Call Linda for ap
p«*ntme«t 4S3-2SM. If am 3 pm <3St)

WAMTCD respentibie UCLA emplpyee
w/spouse. manage U WLA unfurn apts. If

mm campus Swbstantial rent concession on
beautiful tbdrm patio apt. fT^^TB' (3S3)

MEMORY Eiperiment— 11.«•—<•«» imrtes

work. Prefer non psycb maters. Native

speakers of cnglish only. Sign up FH 2i>4 B
•rcaMgwgt.SSl^fft7/X7»4MS. USf)

For G«rts 21P15 yrs.

Have FUN B Earn liberal ck|

allowance Accoowpany eligiMe men
teertngtiwcitv.

(313) 441-3478 Hrs If g-"t .'<*Y»

GARAGE apt attractive J bdrm, f«rn/ pn-

furn kitche*!/ util Near Highland/ Wilshire

Childless couple/ student/ faculty including

salary for tut! time twusetiofd managerial

help to pareni w/4 children Leave mess ?13

02*1 call collect (213) 4S4 2142 • Moss, 13$

Rimpau Ca«0f2f "CJ$2»

^ losi and Foond...^^.*—• ^
—*„_-,—..—» — '

LOST 1/3 Oar* gray, netH male cat imCj

Ashton Shelby Answers "Swobey".
«««»f^*

47S I4f7 (4Sf)

U-RENT FURNITURE

'IJtl Westweed
Wla

"
Call 471-9tS«

"\T<733 oinardSt
VanNwys

Call 7f7-S33f

yMfscefianeoc/s ••••••••••••••

LOV^ABLE kdtgnt need ^ ..,,»
S$3$2*fafter$ ff. Allday weelien4s (5 $2)

dig ^_^
loreign £-
intrigue'' •.

secrets'
sanctirary'

STAI
MOTEL

1452 tincoln blvd., santa monica

^ ror icenf «»•••••>••»••»•»•»•*•••
'

ATTRACTIVE Housing available in in

tegratpd Crenshiw Baldwin Hills area.

,Cor>veo>ent to everything Call Crenshaw
Neighbors lor ho«fse/apl. info. Jt*-2»ft;

wbnds. 202 SI7> (JfiTB)

Master Cbarge/BankAmerfeard

DRIVING School. $*• l»r. /'Road Safety

since It2f' State Credential Penny Bros.

443 •75$ J^IL^I^
EDITING !• yr» •^•^•*^^^^I!1
Theses dissertations, beofis Eves/whends

474 |70f '"*^ '

PROBLEM pregnancy? Valley area. Free

info on your alternatives, referrals to prof

.tielp UJ071$ <
' ^ S y

j^

Information and Referrals

For

birlti control abortion

vetiereal disease treatment
wasectpmies tubal ligations

overpopulation Uterature

'at

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

^ Monday if 2

Ackerman Union 2412

sponsored by SLC Student run

I TRACK cartridges retaped w/ your own
records, tapes, er voices $2.$t per recording

Jt3 2t3l (list)

I BDRM APT Adults Furnished Sunn,
kitchen $ I $$/month. Bus to school. 124- <.

S793 (17S2!

555 LEVERING
>«wflet - 1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Families OK

Pool - Elevator - Laundry
Walk UCLA A Westwood

GR7 2144

Ht»r Veteran Ave. (17QTR)

$l3S2-llOOM l>ach, duplex. Beautifully furn

white carpeting, electrical appliances
Carport - patio utilities. 474-9042. (17S9)

WALK TO UCLA
T

SPACIOUS MODERN SINGLES^
BEDROOM APTS ' ^

>-

RENTINGOFFICE:""
SULANDFAIR^I

2 BEDROOM 2 baths, S250.00 spacious, at

tractive new btfilding. Responsible tenants^

only. lfT7 Federal EX50340. (17S9V

Musicon

Nick Drake
The merger of jaiz and folk

techniques is illustrated in the

debut album of a young English-

nian. Nick Drake. (Capitol SMAS-

9307). The songs, all >vritten by

Drake, combine jazz phrasing and

syncopation with light melodies

and simple ballads. It doesn't

usually work; the effect is often

one of tedium due to the length of

many of the songs

Drake has a highly distinctive

voice, a mellow, slightly throaty,

bass. The main difficulty with his

voice, and with' the album as a

whole, is the inaudibility of

Drake's lyrics. Whether this is oue

to his accent or to an error in

recording, it is still very distur-

bing to be ufiable to catch the

words. In acid rock, the words are

often inaudible — but in folk

music, the words are vital. And,

unfortunately, «o lyric sheet is

included with the album in order

to rectify the problem.

The songs themselves seem

nice "Nice" is hardly a

descriptive term, espe<;jally when

applied to music, but, s&ice it's

impossible to know what Drake is

saying . . well, the choice of

words seems justified. An ex-

ception is "One of These Things

First," a song that is quickly

paced, highlighted by the piano

woiV«rPaul Harris, and audible

^j^s^t's such a pleasant sur-

prise w understand Drake, that

Ihe song not only immediately

emerges as the best on the album,

but a^asterpiece as well. ( It isn't

«3^ii Theater

'School for Wives'
by Mark Osterstock

double-takes, bellylaughs.
— are required

of course, it's just the shock).

Critical perspectives on Drake

are muddled, as muddled as the

album is. However, if you like

"nice" music, or you don't un-

derstand English anyway, Nick

Drake may be just what you're

looking for. •

— Marsha Necheles

School For Wlvet. currently

playing at the Huntiafloii Hart-

ford, is. vkithout a doubt, one ol the

most thoroughly enjoyable and
entertaining plays that I have had
the pleasure of viewing. Director

Stephen Porter is to be lauded for

successfully integrating such
elements as acting quality, gx^t
script material, and his own
ability in t>ringing to full life the

masterpiece of Moliere.

One thing is sure regarding

Brian Bedford: he is the star of

the production and neithec you nor

he ever forget it. His portrayal of

Arnolphe, the overbearing,

righteous noblenum, is extremely

well polished ^nd timed

thr^Mghout, from the broadest

gestin-e down to the slightest voCal

inflection. Perhaps it is this

quality that gives his periormance

an aura of cocky self-assuredness,

almost to the point of

patronization Whatever it may
be, he constantly plays directly to

the audience, putting aside his

fellow actors for a few moments
while he enthralls the viewers

with his incredibly versatile facial

expressions, then returns to the

world of the play. ^
It is, however, quite easy to

understand wl^y Mr. Bedford won

a Tony award for this charac-

terization. His sense of comedy

timing, so important in a play of

this nature, is impeccable. All the

essential qualities of comedy —

deadpans, et al

again and again by Arnolphe; and

each time it is a pleaaure to watch

him perform them. No one but he

could disguise a slanderous

description of his wife-to-be as a

sneeze- **ah BITCH!"
Likewise, Joan van Ark. as

his relu<nan\ fiimcee" Agnes

delivers a shiint^ performance. 1

was absolutely convinced of her

naivete and probably Just as

surprised as Arnolphe to learn of

her secret lovemaking

Toge^ther. the pair carry the

play nlfr"- at the exact light,

hilarii^o t>ace the author surely

intended it to have.

The performances deUvered by

the supporting actors are

similarly well done. David Dukes,

as Horace, the sUrry-eyed suitor,

has some good comedy moments

while strutting the stage in thigh

boots and a horribly overstuffed

shirt. The household servants.

Georgette and Alain. (Peggy

Cooper and James Greene) are

great, using a not-too-effective

deadpan to. hide their

wrongdoings. *^

To translate French verse into

English, all the while keeping it

coherent, rhyming, and rhyth-

mical for more than two .hours'

worth of play is np small feat, and

Richar^iy^ilbur'^ translation of

i!»chool For Wlve« has all these

qualities plus one extra: a skillful

retention of the courtly 17th

century manner of speech

throughout Although a little

difficult to get used to at the outset

of the pUy. the rhymed ftowing

speech eventually provei ex-

tremely pleasant and easily

listensble.

If School For Wives seems to be

played a little tongue-in^heek.

I'm sure this 19 because it really is

played that way. Every time

Brian Bedford mugs for the

audience, it is not hard to see the

twinkle in his eye. nor in anyone

else's for that matter. The entire

play is there solely for en-

tertainment — no strings,

messages, morals, or motives

attached No doubt it is this fact

that makes this production of

School For Wives so delightfully

enjoyable Moliere including

everything: a captivating

opening, a thickening plot, a

slightly more than implausible

denouement, and best of all, a

happy ending. Everyone wants to

be captured by and believe in a""

story like School For WIvet ,
with

this cast and direction, everyone

can?

T TVTT STUDENTiJXNX TRAVEL*
1007 broxtbn, lob aJageles

1 In Westwood, phone 473-444 3 I

w.
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BACHELORS ApV *^ <>«• P«'«>n 0"'V — *^0

— utilities paid — sbare bath. WLA near

UCLAGL1-40M. (17 S 9)

BEST LOCATION-ACROSS
UCLA,^

^ULLUTILrriESFREE
COMFORTABLE
ACCOMODATIONS

1310 for 3

$7}S&SlMtor4
"%^*- 70S Gaylev 479 tSM

SI35 AMO up Beautiful lurn, urxjjjrn

Reasonable Large svwirhming pbtol. patio

n*l7Gorham Ave , Brentwood. (17S2)

LIVE AT THE BEACH IN SANT<VMONICA^>
Brand new modem 1 bdrm. turn. apts.

Per»e<;t to share tor 2 peolMe

Rents HIS 73S per month, per apt.

Pool SuWerranean garage Elevator

Private patios 4 Balconies Ocean view ^_
Walk to beach- Near Freeway

UCLA Summer Bruin Classified Ads

V Aph. - Furnished. 17 ,/Apls. to Share ...... /9 /Hows* to ^hare 22

7007 Fourth St.. $M
704 S Fourth St., SM
7311 Fourth St , SM

JAZZ PMna »fyt«, privata tPstrwctiPB.

ct»ord progresstons, votCtwgs. tmprovisatiow

Herb Mickmaw. 447 4S02. 1 II 9 pm ) (11 Qtr.)

SnOS740
bath apt
M30

SPACIOUS Bach.
Ouiet. Patio. Bus

3W5573
n*r55S*
-3t3 SM«

and 3 t>drm, 3

shopping. 44 J-

(17S7)

VRidas Offered—»»»»««••*••• 8
,— m

CHARTER flight ticket to

$100 475 1143 or 47S 4391

Sept 4.

(t3S2)

^ luforing. »•••••••••••••••••••••* 14

KECEPTIONIST 4 legal trainoes Typing
fm. Salary 9mtn. Bav HHU Law S«rta. 27t-

tSg. »»)
ADVERTISING womaw gr fMis Sl.7t/1ir

pipft cammt»4l«g|> And

DRIVING EAST—Denver, Dgl Mgl»a».

Miftneapolis New car Leave abo*rt S^-
*,

17 4 4000. RtCk Kati (•51)

otfic*. Immediate openitigs lor eves Mon-Prl
4:4S9 JO Perm apply St* SM Bhrd , tnt.
If>-9tg5 (SS))

You are just tl»e typo

we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS

44$ parWin <»»*»• htlR lM •»»•«?•

V Rides Wonfed. 9

GIRL m Seal Beach naods daily r.de h> ucla

begmnmg fall guarter. Share e«pen»es^4J0^

VFot Sole.i»»»»»«••»»»••—•»•»« 10

Coma MlH !••» Gaylov. $«MH »»
ar

Call *7%m\y 13 7 g.w» .
**^

ROBERTS Pro recordar-«t9$ or best o#for

BAC Pro recorder—$17$ or hoU otter. Call

or dotails-great b«>y 377^37. (10SJI

8ttl ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and staH

EUROPE : Many departures ( includti|g one

ways)
FROM $12$

CALL : Flight Chairman : (312) tM-14t1. 4240

Overlaitd Avo.. Oopt. A.. Cvlvar Crty

MUST SELL! Oneway ticket on Uni charter

to London. Sept 13 $90 Call 904 04«9. (13S9)

XJNIfSSS^SkJI^S!!^

FRENCH — SPANISH— ITALIAN : Em-
penenced Univ prof Positive results any

> eiran»»' Easy convarsatianal mettiod (trial).

473r3493. (UOtr.)
»

GRE. LSAT. other catloge tatt preparation.
indiv instruction Academic Guidance
Service 020 So Rthtrt iaw. 4S7-43gC. (14 Qtr.)

FRENCH by exp. native teacher. Con-
versation, grammar, literature, diction.
Coacfting for all exams. 39S 4403. (14 S3)

CAMPUS TOWERS
BACHELORS-SINGLES

2 BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL PATIO .

-

Deposits now lor summer/!alt ^,

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lynch, GR5-JS84.

$175—UP. 1 and 3 bdrm, pool, walk UCLA.
1^ Alto fall lca40ft.SUOlanrock473-924S. (17 S

v»> .

PRIVATE patio, gardan, w/hltchaa, furn.

single, until, paid, nr Hollywgod Bowl,

hillside. $115, iSi-aiU. (17 S3)

sioSGAYLFv
Across from Dykstra

KITCHENETTES SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS. TO SHARE -$50

Deposits now for summer/fall

MRS. KAY GR3-1788, GR3-0524

.WANT female, share her 3 bdrm. or look,

around 25. 395 3303. Keep trying, I teach. ( 19

S 9)

483 GAYLEV Fomala Mtara large H»rn »

bdrm apt, ut.i. paid. Walk to campus. 477

4Wt ( 19 » II

ONE person to share 3 bdrm. 3 bath w/3.

Built ins. air conditioning. $4«/mo.. 019

5170
''^*''

GIRL to share 2 bdrm. 21 R««»» O^!!/???;

Garage $07 $0 2$ Tharnlan. Vanict J^*«"
eves «'*
— a ^

2 BEDROOM, separate bathroom/ entrance

— ocean view — Malibu 30 min. UCLA Call

eves 4S4IS44. (19S9)

.A

^Typing •••••••••••••••••••••••••a 15

LAROB TV. laavipg catMrtry. S4S. •^/•t 47^

0479. (10S3y

77^ lOOrj

IC TKACHCR E9»oria»cad aptv —
time. Pvt. Schaat. Kl»a«t LA. Bag. lapt.

(1S9)

MUSIC
part
474 20M

MALE pari time stock A Clark Apply

Barry's Ltgwor in$l W Olymp«c No
rdS.laMghair $«»r1 J 14/1*r (1S9»

ADMIRAL caiar TV tV Mar now. wgrh»

perfectly. $3$0 Lang boot 10, $100 •«•«»' »»i

clothing la ba« a#»ar4. 472 24g4. if 12)

WILL ieM new, wnasad "aneyciopadia
BnUnnica. 1971 editian. cost reavon«blt and

negotiabte Edward 297 -0944 (1«M)

Sept S-Oct 3 LA/Landap/LA S2S8

CAMPUS vicinity- 7 trtks away Papers,
dtssertattons Fa«t, accurate, neat. Ex-
perienced T^m—473 0031. <1SS0>

TYPING, IBM, editing, tlietas. di^sar
totions. eguations, languages. Naaf, ac-

curate Virginia, 139 3009. (1SS2)

$150 00 furnished very attractive large 4

rooms 1 bedroom Shutters, separate dinette

117 So Harper Ave. nvr 3rd St Los Angeles

4SS 3340 .,,!-^^—

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

Furn 1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles

Fireplace, Ige heated pool, elevator, pvte^

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Qute'

bidg., maid available North 9f Wilshire,

convenient to twys. _^

4iilC«ltonAve. (o«f Gayiey)
47^1144

(17Q1K'

SJ75 HOLLYWOOD Hills—4 bdrm., .2 baths

,plus 2 bdrm. gwast trailer, agent, fee, 471-

7791. {"$9)

SiA WEST Los Angelas, 1 bdrm. duplex

garage, will furnish. Agent, fee, 471-7791. (17

$9) ^

$200 OCEAN Ave, SM, rear 3 bdrms, priw

bath, rm for kitchen Suit^bte 3 girts. 393-

3181. T ("*>

400 BUILD!NG ^

1 and 2 Bodrooms, furnished

Ideal for year round living

Heated pool, private patio, sub

parking. Air Cortd.

415 Gayley at Veteran
478-173

NEED gay woman to s^are 3 tMlnfi. fpm.

duplex w/ same. $$0/mo., pets ok *5«-

,1049. (19 5 2)

WALK campus, share 7 bgrms with grad

female Garage. $93.50. Smarting Oct. 1.

Eves, 473 9041 (19 S3) WM

OWN room m 3 bdrm. house. itUI avatlaMa,
move in today »/4-50 838 1385. aWer 4.

2 GIRLS have large duplei m Westwood.
Need third raammala. Priyata bath. Call

eves. 474-4541$^^—-^ (32S9)

IfOUSE in Laurel Canyan; S7S/ m: Rralgff

chickand/ar musician. 347 1827. Stuarl. (22 S

7)

^Room and Boards— . 24

GIRLS dorm contract *9f %•*• Dopasit

already paid Call Becky 479 9194 or Nellie

$49 1904. (MS 9)

MALE student grad/undergf ad Meals, walk

to sctiool. pool. TV parking Reasonable 40a

Bentley,l77 47U ^ (74 $9)

WOMEN Room A board. $370/gtr Apply

now «0f tall Twin P<nr^ »74 Hilgard 474

^Roofn for Renf •^ 26

\
1 SLfEPlNC rm,' WLA. Federal Ave

S37 $0/mo GL 1 4004. «>»*>

$8 50/WEEK large room, large closat Cross

yentillalion. quiet surroundings Near
freeway 938 9244 (HS2)

^— i

COMFORTABLE private bdrm. /bath

separate from house for responsible person

Near campus $95/month 477 7500

y Room IVanfM.**«A.n****** 28
.=— II

'

»
'

I

RELIABLE foreign student seeks room/
board eachanged for ligW duties Adem, 474-

9207 (»H'

^Autos lor Soh 29

^Aufos for Sahi,^ 29
i -.—- i

vw 44 bUG Leaving cauntry, must sail

Xint In and out New clutch $740 8)8
4715 (lOtl)

DODGE Dart ^47, 4 gggr; alrcandttiaaihg

stick shilt. radio. $3,000 miles new tires

Must sell, moving Nearest otter $1000 OR 3

i7$9 - (KS2)

EUROPEAN DELIV€RY
VOLVO—MG

Save 9n i.»T rental with out "Buy bare-taha
delivery In Europe Plan" Direct shipmatff
alsa arranged. Pinancing available

Wt 044), 170 4928

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Washington Blvd.

1944 MUSTANG convert V8 709 c tns R/H
$725 Must sell, leaving country 82$ 1900 ar

874 7072. tIfSlI

"female roommate to share 2 bdrm, f»ica

lapt with same. $75/month. Santa Monica.

Call Catherine 394 304$ ( 19 S 9)

^ House hrRenf.•»•••••»•••• 20

1 BDRM small house, furn, *"*'''»»•• ^^^,'
Federal Ave. GL1-4g04. (20 $9)

7 BDRM house near beach Venice •r9U.

Very clean Ige kitch. $700/mo Jim 393

3578 ^^^^-^^

Room and Board

^ Exchanged lor Help., li
^

FEMALE student—private room, bath, TV,-^

exchange for ttousekeepmg, little sitting.

Student teacl»er's t»ome Children 11, 14, 1$ 1

bik Sunset bus n»»r campus Prater home
by 3 afternoons 474 7931 (25S2)

GiRL-rlight duties in friandly hg^a. Privata •

room/bath Walk to campus (No babysit

ting) 473 7159 (25S9)

1941 THUNDIRBIRD canv , lint

.iaaving cauntry, $4$0/bast •tit «y« 'J-
•>??.> \

lt9%l)

ioog FORD Fairiane »ll» Oreat trad.

s-runs part Fantastic Igr •rtlsls. T*
students Jayne, 474^ 190^_ <>»'>

•4$ CONVERT K9rm»tm Oftia ••^••' ^jj<*
tap) Good cond , $050 192 M21 wr OITTOTJ

(morns, eves )'
.

'

COUOAR '47 auto., »*r. vinyl tap, •forgo,

33,000 miles, ulttt Leaving cd«»*»»»^V *'*',

I90-S029 (29 » J)

47 TRIUMPH 7 tops New tires , twneup
clutch, otiterwise really great cend«tia«i.

Sacrifice (need the bread) 874-1272 110 SI)

.RUNKY '40 Rambler needs lave and a lot g<

work.j»7l 821 4479, attar Manday < (20 SI)

'44 BUG Nevw rebuilt eng Goad tiros,

brakes, trans bu* clutch $8$0/ best offer

3918531. <^>'>

BACHELOR apt »or one. $t$/mo. Utilities

pd Share bath: Close UCLA/transportation
478 8924/GL 1 4004 (17 S 9)

VERY larg* one
welcome $140. 1232

Wilshire. 204-21M.
EtfCHd,

Pets,

SM
children
South of

(17S9)

OWE WAY FLIGHTS

FEMALES needed psych »»pe» 7 sass*a»».

» 3/4 iHs Tatai $3 00 Na psych maiars 193

(]S2)

* l.,,,/~'.v(. lEMORY EaporiMMfd — $U0— 00 minafas

rk Prater non^y<9» "»«»*^t^ ^i!j*^
spppkers Ol OMglish aniy *«^-^ '»«

'VJ,!
oTcaM evas. »$>«0g7/ ITB^att^ O S2J

DRIVER and^ii cbWdcara. Paiawo w/4
ctkitdren VtCMMty W»l«li4ra/ Hig^and -

salary Stort Sept Leavumess 923 9291 call

ct 1213) 4$4 2143 Mass. US RMnpao. Ca
: USD

-U 1

.STUDENT sablacts wanted imr

mari|«a«a study. Prat trosb/

ranges ol •perlaMce needed trsM
'tadaM«.gU-i322. (2S9)

PEOERALLY aUTMORltED
MARIJUANA EXPERIMCMT Mea««»y

( mates non users and eapenenced mari|u«n«
71 years up Graduate

'' stua<-Mts oro#oss««naU lacutty preterred
Pay and be«e«««s 43% 00^4 i \ p m M F ( 3 S

t

M«ss Vt«««. (i S II

FISHER Stereo system, GarrarO
Protesdamal cttanger, Aquarius speakers
list, $543 Asking $20$. Naw m boaes 773

$42$/ 203 0970. (HQTR)

COMPLETE steraa system. ReBerts AM-
F M, fine speakers. BSR record cHanger List

siao. sacrifice ti4s H9vm wsad. Groat
sound 7214207

^^

(If QTR)

DiNiMC tabta, rewnd. wHifle, pedestal $

swivel, arm chairs $12S.00OaM lamp $20 00
749 3970 evPt DOS 21

^ Senfkm OHered M
TAPE RECORDER TURNTABLI CLINIC
Cleaning, avtustment. miner repair.
OREAT SUMMER SPECIAL S7.$0 Call 277

4227 (1IS3)

SELF HYPNOSIS Oassas >Nw can loam to

c4i«»in«te cramming and recall awd release

motor lai stadud 474.i3Sg 1-4 POft- daMy. (it

OTR)

processes ewarei

illOTR)

Aug 6

Aug 27

Sept 6

Septn
Sept 1«

DEC It

LA/LON
LA/AMS
LA/LON
LA/LON
LON/LA
LON/LA

$14t

$143

$123

$173

sia
S148

TYPING Ms. tadmicai, ftiasas. .pbpars,

whatever Selectric (plus symbals).
$0C /page Tarry 447 1204 (IS SO)

EXPERT Thesis typing. 8 yrseaper , IBM
Eiec Typewriter. SOc/page, guaranteed
accuracy Linda. 024 2g41. .

OSSI)

Mare flights available on Wait List Ail

fligMs limited to UC stodants. staff, ei
tension and, registered AhNnni Membars.

JOAN and EDITH—IBM—term papers,
titeses. miscelianeaas. Pick up and dalivery:
JOAN. 397 0430 €DITH. 932-2992. (1SS9)

TYPING—tdiiing. tarm papers, resumes,
letters, tkeses. IBM." English grads.
Pica/Elite Nancy. 472 4142; Kay. 824
T477 (ISOIr.)

NEXT TO CAMPUS
iReduced Summer Rentals

Singles ^ 1'Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644 and 650 Landfair
270-3014 and 477-2197

if no answer, call 476-3S78.

WALK to UCLA Singles, t bdrMS. sundeck,

garages reduced summer rates. 444 and 450

(1759)

i

/Apfs. - Unfurnished. 18

1 BEDROOM. $140.00, spacious, modern,

carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator.

Responsible tenants only 1I17 Federal Aye

EX50340. ^. (11>9)

^ House for Sole ....••..••••• 2i

PRl^VACY My study averlooki a refreshing

secluded pool m a tropical large patio set^

t.nq Beautiful day and night Ouiet retreat

vet very near shopping centers, schools and

freeway (75 minutes to OtLA) • i plu* J '"

Woodland Hills Lov»er 550s 51000 cash to

buyer Great for creative P»<»P«*- *",

tert,».nm.nt 148 834J (31S71

MALE — ream a n I y — a n t a s 1 1 c

view— paol—one hour daily housework
Bachelars aRl. 4S7 tS74(IOaiw2pa>il (ISS2)

GARAGE apt plus board m eachange Hr
child care 17 hrs weekly Super good deal

Girl preferred PtHwe Mrs Craig, 478 1141

aHer 4
^ ' . . . jfc -

FEMAll Itabysittef pi'» rm. bath ly.

W.itk.ng n.\t campus Vai«r y Sct»ooi age

ch.idnn tJH lior -. <»>

TR4 IRS 47 ^trr wheels t»cel cd»»d new

clutch muffseil Make otfer|94 49 II (79S9»

M AUSTIN America tHH cand.. •^^2*
rldie. auto trans , I new tires •• -fTr,
7953403 S (29S9)

MORRIS Mint cooper $ last 47 Grey 2l,fit

m.le% Good cond H400 t^r,^ party TLK
7IM 477 7794 (29S2)

LEAVING ttie country, selling 1043 Valiant
Xtnt cond . low mileao« t)50 or best otter

398 4174 (29 t 2)

VW Fastback. 1944 Very gaad .fonOifion
New clutch and new guaranteed tngtna.
Sacrifice $000 >94 7090 (2tS9)

1944 CORVBTTt Atfta trans, lad air.

power steering, brakes. w*odaws Best aHor
After 4 9)4 4140 (29Sfi

40 tR Spitfire—like new aim cadd. R/N.
new top low mileage Best otter 478 I22S (20
$ 7)

1949 DATSUN 1400 Blue, 77.000 mi, two taps,

aint cand Sacrifice $1550/ best etter 4U 0704

fit 171 (29S9)

S* AlfA Pomro $pva«f r^rt I MO Blue
Conv top \hape Or>g owner beautiful
5)89) 794 )400 179 $ 7)

1^1

VENICE Huge two bedroom 577^ — three

bedroom $745 Dishwasher, •n'«',^*'",'

sundeck 1/7 block beach 394 8437 (18 59)

5745 BYRD BUILT 1 bdrm , den, sundeck.

Wood burning fireplace Full ^••^'•r'.

Utilities, privacy. 394 7829 ( '•511)

PRIMtLutverCltyarea Large3bdrni and

11/4 baths, large backyard
Culver City schools By

t3lS3)

convert den,
^(th covered patio

owner-837 90S l or S59 7501

f E '

hoo
47; 4*'«

ivdentV private rm.
:iq doctor % t»ome nr

board each
UCLA Call

(35S9)

45 CHEV coov One'^oimner aInt cond $77$ /• I C a

After 5 30 a^ weekends 45 1 3571 (39S9) / LyCieS, jCOOferS

1944 FIAT Spytl'

)«4 lUS
•ops mu*» *»ll $117$

;9 5 7J

RANCHO PARK-by owner 3 bdrms ,
buiM

.„v breakfast area Large "»•••*; .r**"
'Much ^torage, rumpus room anacneo

Mid )0'S 475 4343

tc

(3IS9)

5175 SAMTA MONICA. 3 bdrfi., near SMCC.
agent, fee, 470-7791. ^

(US 9)

$550 HOLLYWOOD—groups or students, I

bdrm., '4 Baths, an 3 acres, agent, fee, 471

7791. ^ (18S9)

•••••••••••• 19

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe ClMrters

STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purctiases

1/2 Day Saatardays
BroMtaa at Wi ybarm

ALL kinds e4 typMig ReasatiaMe rates Fast
service Call 472^421. dSSO

WATTS Sacratairal Sarvica-200-11 2S Eapart
work on betn IBM Campaaar A ItM Salac

trK Thesis, eisays. and maM*scrip«i-by IBa
(tSSO)

633 GAYLEY
A.

PROFE>SiONAL diksertation editing,
guidance. IBM typing. Satislactian
(waranteed H* bargain hunters, retorencos.
4T94144.4n^JBI. (1SOTR)

'^

1D07

turn Ibesas. term MP««^ manuscripn.

E.p.r«nced Weakends. daily 5^9, 12^

1142.
I'JWiwi

GENERAL acadlimic/basappss stytr ibm'^
tW<lf.c PrWHHBIiriCgitrale I yrs .-.

porience Soma Mapica area . 399 7009 n%
IP- ?. 4lii OTRi

^S Min. walk Campus
Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool

Deposits accepted Pall Quarter

473-6412

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER - AT
TRACTIVE CLEAN APARTMENTS
Singles accammadato twa. One bedrooms
accammodate three. ONE BEDROOM AND
DEH ACCCA&AAOUATS.S. FOUg. AIR
COND deckl,

4U.LaMlfair. 479 5404. ii/OTR)

^Aph.fo Share..

6NJOY LUXURY BY SHARING »-A"G^
Attractive clean singles pool,
sundecksgarage 441 475landfair
479S4a4 (T9 0tR)

WRITER MUSICIAN has $135 one bedroom
C.C apt to share Mitch Corber 0394753. (19

S3)
L :r " '

S^ACtOtlS tfttctten, bdrm. Walk school

Clean, overlooks campus. Avail now $48 33^

furn (Marcia) 477 5773, (message) 474

4094 ( 19 S 31

NEED or have apt to share* Student apt

sharing our businese Call ROOMMATE

BR ENTWOOD, S«n*««^»»!:??;,i^'jJ„

J

bath, patio, 1,r«P«*«' "'P**^*'****.,?^ ?I
St sidewalks 474 4094 .f •"

*J^»

'^T^m^TTrentwood 3 b4rm, •'•<^«" •«[•?*

location, neighborhood 10 iti." "om UCLA
$33,000,820 3115 .

» " >
J^^"

UN LEMBO di paradise ir meiio a la cjtta'

For an investment or to live m Choj^*

location north of ^"**"'« ^ ^f^ '"
p'kI

Monica 7 houses on a lot ^ '**,/'! *

$77,000 Down $30,000 Owner '•••^« [*'

4447
(7lSi»

MARRIED couple see»i% guesthouse^ *P*

e.th gardening tutor. ng '"••"'*'•' "'

ch.idcare Responsible references »"'
j;'i 4J44 1 7$$ VI

WRITER n. ids Qtrl 1>mt Oat)r^'»'er »*»

exhangt lor roomboafd drl p rterred

Call Mrs Chill 773 4353/378 4700 (75 $9)

4) BUiCK Special «^*4ton wagon, 3 seats,

qoodtransp $750 or otter WO 9014 (2fS2)
t

.Urn

SiO f/ONTM «.

younq qiris ^

n«-idtrjin\ phone ••S9 )<)'

Divorcee •

s nr beach.
)75S»I

WE5TMOOD nr UCLA
tamily rm Formal dine

A Realtars 474 4444

bdrm A dan B
$79. MO Sands

(2IS9)

ON Sunset Blvd But m Brentwood P*rii

BuiHm k.tch . move m cond J bdrm% J

baths den, formal d.nfng ^'"„»"**'«^

wooded grounds, view, privacy *";^.**
4$47 '*' *"

PINDERS47S 0431 ( 19S9)

owner CH 2

7 BDRM HOME
SJ4.SO0 low down
474 }SI9

J minutes from
' Opefi wkends i

campus
S Pttone
I21S9)

J Room lor RenI m 26

STUDIO room workspace for Ortlst in

pleasant Santa Monica house tyr beach 292

$427 Makeofler (24S9)

$7$ PRIVATE rm/entrance. private tkome A
bath Kitchen pr-^. •-•»-» »«.fh.n walkirvg

distance 474 9047 (24 S 9)

LOVELY rm. tiome of women designer

pifio \ep bath hitch pcrvileges female

arad vtudrnt or stati member $70 00 CR 4

1444 (24S9>

OUIET comfortable rm tor grad student or

m«d student K itrh»n priviiroi^^ 3939109 (24

S 91

H4t5 SUNBEAM Alpine convert auto

trlns wire wheels. Al, original ownor 901

Ijb Attaf,4 440$. a; ( 29 S 7i

FREE UOANCARS
FREE TOWING '

4004 Mile

_ \Marranty

vOLKS/^AGEN CAR SERVICE
Discounted Below Dealers Price

A^ A 1 AUTOSERVICE
_ 1 ;»iJ van Nuv* Blvd
~ across from GM Plant

Call 094 707$ 74

49 TRIUMPH $00 CC trop^y ^•^•r used m
dirt $49$. mm. Ml 3$07 ' t^ ^ 7)

tVst MONOA ISO Must sell 5k von ••

ftvtf S)$0 tirm Atter4pm 4;s 10 $ )i

.V HONDA CB lyo iCim cond. Itot Nwilgo

S47S or offer Call RegeT'fje 0404 (StS2)

<948 HONDA 35C Scrahibler Must^ 447$.

)44 8145 i 30 S 21

I50cc YAMAHA 71 000 mi Owns good S4gg
9t br%> o**rr '«ii 4)t 5494 atttr 4 pm ( 30 S 9)

i

• » across from G w\ piani i •»• <
Call 094 707$ 74 Hours y OfCVCfeS ••••••••••*d••••••••«•

DEPENDABLE transp cars *»«*•"•"*,•''

run good *I50$700 COsh only •/»>'»•

rvrs Wkends , _ I»t5 9(

•?0 ffclUMPM Spit«ir«> 14 000 miles, $i$00 er

brsloffir 344 4147 (20S9)

UNIVERSITY BICYCLIS. 1714 West
Sales eapert repairs . rentals. $4/day. open 4

dav< IQ-r 47S 1170 (BKI^ClfSStl

70 VW G'>4iA Beauty
t»»tr»frty $1095(079 1707

14,000 miiet
I 39 $ 9

1

$0 VW BUS-4eat^ 17 gaod r-j^fi

770 10*4 aMrr 4 p«<i'«»tkand-

cash
(20t9»

44 OLDS Cutlass .Conv^ auie^ trans r/h, ww
$9gO Call collect riOSi 447 77f]^ IJt » 2'

/iw< AK^I^
I

WA IT V I ^ T A .tuif

'.lu<l« nt >/>/mo C.iil-tw iif

00>» 07t) 1^7*

; TMi rm t urn . ii^t w
' •>m C'

< IV

iiu i .•i I ^A^Arin 7 bdrm A den Nice yard

a UCLA $41. $00 Freo s

PRIVATE home Utilities, home privileges GIVE AWAY.- 1949 Cutless' Oldsmot^e
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Thursday. S^f^t^'nhT 2. 1971

Collegium Musicum concert set

By Rick FiiMter«

DB Staff

The Collegium Musicum under

the direction of Bess Karp will

present a program at noon.

Thursday. September 9. In

Schoenberg Hall 1200 featuring

the "Second Brandenburg Con-

certo" by Bach and Hans-Martin

LInde's "Caprlccio/' The event Is

free to all studenH. An added

attraction will be a group of

dancers who will perform

Renaissance pieces In their

original form.

A small group of vocalists will

also be performing Renaissance

songs as part of the program.

Leonard Rymery, a graduate

student here, has assisted with

rehearsing the sIngersJ The

vocalists will perform both a

cappelta and with Instrumental

assistance.

The Collegium Musicum Is a

group of performing In-

strumentalists and ypcalists who
have a special interest in music of

the early period, usually prior to

1AS0 and ordinarily not accessible.

The Colleglvn^ Musicum is open

to all students, hia|ors and non-

Wh?t

Thajors who have experience with

early instruments. Karp said an

Important goal of the Collegium Is

to bring, such shidents together to

share In the sheer enjoyment of

playing. While the shjdents are

learning about early styles, they

also meet to prepare music for an

audience. Usually one program

per quarter Is prepared

performance.
Many Instruments are featured

in the Collegium including organ,

recorder, lute, violin and gamba,

a fretted predecessor to the violin

with six strings.

Karp, who plays the harp-

sichord, sees a recent revival of

Interest in early music. She said.

"In general people see an Interest

in the possibilities for freshness of

approach and sound. The harp-

sichord Is used in all kinds of new

music Including rock 'n roll and

jazz . . . People too. are probably

wanting to get back to earlier

things."

Karp also said that In early

music there Is much room 4or

Improvisation of the melodic llpe-

and tempo. Unlike Romantic

period pieces where the composer

has everything spelled out for the

performer, the early pieces

enable the Individual to add his

own creative elen>ents. Such an

approach can be likened to con-

temporary jazz players.

Thus people Interested In jazz

might find similar elements of

interest in the performance of

early music.

Karp, who Is directing the

Collegium's performance next

week, will return to her regular

position as Instructress of harp-

sichord for the fail session.

Frederick Hamnwnd, professor of

music here, who regularly con-

ducts this course will return in t|ie

fail.

O
, Film:

On
Exhibits:

— "Futuristic Film Festival,"

will show a group of films starting

at 7 p.m. Friday, Saturday and

Sunday, in the University

Religious Conference Bldg.. 900

Hllgard Ave. Donations at the

door: $1. Program: "1984" - 7

p.m.; "Animal Farm" — 8:»
p.m.; "Metropolis" — 9:45 p.m.;

and "Mechanics of the Brain" —
11:M p.m.

Meetings:
— Women's Studies Program

will meet at 5 p.m.. Wednesday,

September 8, in Klnsey Hall 36i^^

This Is a general meeting which

will occur every other Wed
nesday.

Tomorrow, September I

—Muslim Students — 1 pm,
Ackerman Union 3517.

Monday, September «

— Christian Science
Organization, noon, Ackerman
Union 3517.

Tuesda^, September 7

—Westwood Food Co op — 7:30

pm. OX House. 633 Gay ley Avf,

—Programs and Activities —
1:30 pm,^Ackerman Union 2408.

—A photographic display by

Stephen ScWfhimel will continue

through August at the In-

ternational Student Center, 1023

Hllgard Ave.

—2000 years of Encyctopaedias,

outstanding examples of the

develdpment of encyclopedias In

the West, will be on display at the

University Research Library

from now through September 24.

Hours: Mondays — Thursdays

7:45 a.ni. — 5 p.m.; Saturdays 9

a.m. — 5 p.m.; Sundays closed.

Et ra:

—The Visitor's Center will hold

tours of~central campus at 1:30

p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday

throughout the summer. The tours

are free and open to the public.

ISC tours: '

Saturday r Septembar 11

—Queen Mary and Port^ O'Call

— $3.50 covers transportation and

parking; departs 10 a.m.; returns

5 p.nrf.;i 18 maximum; deadline

Septemlier 9.

Weekend, September 17, 18, 19

—Big Sur — $30. includes

transportation, accommodation,

Montery Jazz Festival tickets,

entrance to Hearst Castle and

misc., 2 lunches; departs Friday 8

a.m.; returns late Sunday; 18

maximum; deadline September

15.

Saturday, September 25

—Disneyland — $8. Includes

transportation, admission, 15

ticket ride book; departs 10 a.m.^

returns 10 p.m.; 18 maximum;
deadline September 23.

^

Sunday, September 24

—Japanese Village — $5. In-

cludes transportation and en-

trance; departs 10 a.m.; returns '5

p.m.; 18 maximum; deadline

September 24.

Thursday, September 30

—Greek Theater — "Ike and

Tina Turner" — $4.75 Includes

transportation, tickets and
parking; departs 7 p.m., return*

midnight; 18 maximum; deadline

September 28.

Saturday & Sunday, October 9, 10

—Catalina Trip — $22. Includes

boat fare, taxi 'fare, landing fee

and 5 nrteals; departs 8 ^.m.

Saturday; returns 8 p.m. Sunday;

22 maximum; deadline Octobe^6.

URA Clubs:
Today, September 2

HiLLEL COUNCIL

HIGH HOLY DAYS

Potter's Studro
n6S6 OLYMPIC. WtA

• Clqssft^ * Member. .^.

• SaJjer^

4* 7-# 757 Anytime

14 Paid Adv*i-tis«fn«nt)

900 Hllgard Aven«

474-1531

ROSH HASHANAH - Sept. 20 & 2

1

"- Sept. 29YOM KIPPUR

sJreative and Troditlonol Services conducted by

Robhi Levy ond Rabbi Berner.

Tickets available to students and faculty mennbers at

the Hlllel Office.

CROSSWORD 'By Eugene Sbtffer

HORIZONTAl.
1. Acid
5. Early

veaael

8. Pub
specialtieji

12. Vehicle

IS. Color
14. Affection

15. Advance
by degn^«es

17. Blow
18. Wan
19.Aspecta
ZL Grains
Si. Crude

metal
25. Elapee
28. Dwelllnir

SO. DoM
S3. Nocturnal

taird

Penaltiea
— Ijt

QalUenne
36. Hebrew

priest

37. Tropical
shrub of

mimosa
family

SS. Kind of

cheese
39. Common

yalue

41. Play
the
lead

43. Trim
46. Pokes
50.Ck>dof

war
61. Famous in

history

54. Marsh
55. Greek

letter

56. Incarnation
of Vishnu

57. Remuner-
ates

58. Snake

59. Snow
vehicle

VERTICAL
1. None tale

2. Pronoun
3. Mormon

state

4. Cowboy
shows

5. E«xclama-
tion

6. Worn
groove

7. Retain
8. Church

part

9, Unfastened
10. Bacchana-

lian cry
U. Hardens
16.F«ninine

.nsine
20. Garden

tools

f^ Answer on

page 8

•f •l«tl«s

2;i^ Carols
28. American

author
26. Pointed

tOMOl

27. Crafty
29. Substance
Sl.XKg»
32. Water

barrier
34. Shoot
88.iastakes
40.Gbiirch

parts
42. likely
4S.Miolst
44. Operatic

mdody
48. Mother of

Romulus
andRamus

47.VertMa
48. Small coin

49. A saurel

S2. Pronoun
58. Weaken

~Ttw Indoor Soccer Club — MO
pm. Women's Gym 200.

'—The Women's Karate Club —
5-4 pm. Women's Gym 200.

—The Kung Fu Club — 3-5 pm,
Won>en's Gym 200.

—The Integral Yoga Club — 4

^im, Women's Gym Green.

—The Figure Skating Club — 8

pm, Santa Monica Ice Capades

Chalet.

—Tbe Mcxjntalneers — noon.

Northwest Corner of Moore Hall

Lawn.
Tomorrow, September 3

-^The Tennis Ckib — 2-4 pm,qn
he South Courts.

—The Kenpo Club — noon.

Memorial Activities Center B146.

—The Hatha Yoga GhJb— noon.

Women's Gym 200.

—The Karate Club — Gym 200.

Sunday, September S

—The Aman Folk Ensemble 2-10

Women's Gym. 122. 105, 200.pm.
—The Karate

Men's Gym 200.

Club — 10 am.

—The Cricket Club — 10 am, on

the South Field.

' .^The Indoor Soccer Club — 10

am, Women's Gym 200.

Monday, September 6

—The Hatha Yoga Club ^ 5-7

pm, Wonfwi's Gym 200.

—The Kenpo Club — noon,

Memorial Activities Center B146.

—the Integral Yoga Club — 4

pm, on Women's Gym Green.

Tuesday, September 7

—The Conversatidh Club — 7:30

pm, Ackerman Union 2412.

—The Karate Club — 5-7 pm,

Women's Gym 200. > ]
—The Fishing Club — no<^'

Men's Gym 200. —-= •;

—The Sailing Oub — 5 pm,

UCLA boathouse, racl/ig and

barbeque. Bring your own food.

Wednesday, September 8

— The Hatha Yoga Club — 5 7

pm, Men's Gym 200. —- -
— The Kenpo Club — noon — m

the AAemorial Activities Center B

146.
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GOOD NIGHT. DAVID- This marks the end of the Summer Bruin issue on September 28. In the n^e.ntime. Peace. No new. te good

for 1971. The Daily Bruin will return with a mammoth registration news.

summer
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Child Care Center fights for continuance
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The Child Care Center here is

one of the few University

programs which was once a

platfohn issue during the 1970

campus strike yet receives the

personal support of Governor

Ronald Reagan, and a large

segment of the University com-

munity according to Keith

Schiller, undergraduate student

body president here last year, who

is fund raising coordinator for the

center.

Established last April, the^

Associated Students (ASUCLA)

Child Care Center serves over 120

children of University students,

staff, and faculty, Ho>*ever, the

f^es the parents pay and volun-

tary
^^
assistance cannot meet all

budgietary needs.

According to Pamela BHer,

chairman of the Center's Board of

Goverance, There is a desperate

need for quality child care on

campus. Private donations are

needed to meet the growth

requirements that our fees can not^

cover." The center receives no

Univcarsity funds or Ux monies for

its operation.

To assist in the fund raising, an
ti«r.«r-',rv nrwoT-rf rtf Tni«;tprs waS

Susan E.

C«»nnr

Young, w. 'H-

rharles E Young; Don

director of the Alumni

Association; Hannah Carter, wife

of Regent Edvivard Carter; David

Fife, manager of th6 ViUage

branch of Bank of America and

Mrs William Keene, wife of Judge

Keene.
TLC

Fife decided to help when he

saw the "tender loving care that

the children received." Fife said

•Although I'm/iot a supporter of

child care in general as I believe

children need parenUl guidance, 1

see the need for persons to be

educated or to keep off welfare

rolls. That's where there is a real

Carter said she is impressed by

the calaber of the staff and their

dedication to the children "I

believe the center will assist the

future development pf the

children," she said

"WitlKHJt the assisUnce of the

Honorary Board of Trustees, we

could not hope to me^t our $50,000

fund raising goal," Brier said The

Honorary Board members

suggested individuals to be ap-

proached for donations

Personal letters were written to

encourage contributions and Brier

said, "The Honorary Board

members spend their evenings

writing pcr»onal*notes
"

Several strategies have

imphmented to raise fundi. Oyj

3,000 Academic Senate members

and administrators have received

appeals This September the

14,000 faculty and staff on campus

will be approached. BrtCl- hopes

the campus community will

contribute $5,000 to the center.

From the first limited mailer,
^

over $1,800 has been received.

•We're encouraged, " Brier said

Exposure

Brier believes, 'There i*

greater need to give the center

cxpsure on the campus The ma»
mailings should help to inform the

campus of the program." A

large public appeal is being

planned for the Washington UCLA
football game at the end of Oc-

tober "They are planning to do

card stunts to highlight our fund

raising appeal and give the center

greater exposure." Brier added

However, the center is in

serious financial condition Brier

said. "We incurred, an operating

budget deficile and we need funds

foi- badly needed capitol im

provements." The Board of

Control (BOC) position is tifat the

center will have to cVwe if $35,000

IS not raised "by the end of

November."
r'anar4lv

located at the extreme south end

<rf the campus near the in

tersection of Le Contc and Gayley

Avenues, said this ^>«ek a

capacity load of children has been

attended to throughout the

summer sessions Attendance of

•part time • children brings the

daily total to approximately HO
The Child Care Center is open

from 6:45 am to 5:30 p.m. every

weekday.
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Dorm staffs

face lay-3ffs
A cut in the budget of OMs eampui rertdence^^^ Tt'tl!?

38 »Uf( layoff*, it was announced ye»lerday by John R Kro|il.

manager of auxiliary and service enterpriset, , __^
Based on the current numbet Of cootracU signed for (all. Ux"'

will be more than 350 vacancies in the halls this >«" »^ "^
Followmg a program devised by the management, the «mucu«>

of later coSu r. «curring at all levels, and ^^^y-^]^"^^
management personnel, 14 housekeeping »""• '« '~^„r^
workers, two accounlmg personiiel,vend two central m««««H»

"^^iuff reductions are nec«sary if we are to avo|d r«jj»ni

.sludenl rates," Kropt «iid -The '"-'"8/'";;'="',"^^X^
maintam the quality of student life in the halU at "» P~«t^r;
and we believe it will be pcjisibte to give proper service to the

r-sidenu in spite of the reducUoK in stalT ^^
The personnel dcpak-tment here is rnaking every e"°rt to P^ce

IheTair^ cmpk^in new y^ ort-the amipus, acconiil^ to

Assistejit P'A-sonnel Manager Chartee J Seret. p.^-. .

Seret has as-signed three employment repi tmmUAw**.
^'^-f'j^

Scr^. Ignaco A Soto, and James K Yee^ ""r"7J?'r"„
p^yes a^Jd attempt to place them before they are laid off or m

subeequent nwmihs.

—r- nitr^wtr' *""

• *
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Diomond Needles > Recording Tape

MON AND FRt TO 9 P M

mipmqmtn
LUCHfNO VISCONTI CLASSIC

Pathos, comedy, brutal vk>lenca in story
of widow and five sor>s who migrate to

Milan, Italy. Winnar 26 fasth/al awardv

September 17

THE WILD BUNCH
A group of aging, honr>eless desperadoes
m fruitless search of one last robbery

are portrtfyad in this wildest of Westerns

September 34
BONNIE ANDCLYDE

' Two tnfanr>ous, real life wrongos who rod
oui of Texas dur ing the Depression,
killing, plundering for fun and profit

0)QMO77 Of 4T7-00M

mmkj¥um
Vi»..l

ATTENTION
SEWERS!

IS your fhing unusual?

Fabrics

Trims

Macrame
supplies

etc.

YOU MUST SEE

the YARD SCHTICK

We cater to ttudent budgets.

Our prices wholesole& below.

It's true! Ask nny friend.

ll006Broxton 477^880
diagonally ocrofsYcom

WestwQod Villoge Theatre.

JjiV "*rf~ (,

Be fitted by Experts

Bra and Girdle

Spe<i0lties

GR7 1773

BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

VALIDATED PARKING
WITH PURCHASE

931 WESTWOOD BIVO . WESTWOOD VILIAOE

I

^iMi

MID-NITE REVIVAL^

DANGER DIABOLIK
Dk9^94i>y. A^vio Bovo (A Fontoay Like Borborella)

Only 99(
SEPT10&11

f BRENTWOOD TWIN THEATER
Wilshire - 26tK Santa Monica 829-3368

s

ilh

^Manny's Barbers

Wh^n you say, ''take just a little bit off/' we take

—bL4ust a little bit off.
"—

^ . ''Angelo isbacr*

1091 r Kinross Ave. 477 9207 a

Pj""^ I*

«nifc-^^

if
'^' I

FOR YOUR BEST BUY IN BOOKS

Closest to campus of any out-of-print store, we stock 50,000

titles, new and old, all subjects. Browsable — buygble.

Needhom Book Finders

11613 Son Vicente Blvd. 826-6533

- Just 5 minutes from campus by bus, bike or beachwagon —

t SUMMER
SPECIAL

Water beds
4P-AC MAHRESS «-»-_
less *»AD IJQ95
III LiN|R iig

r

LA:

8?7Sr Vermnnt. 38l-;038 ^,_
y/art Nuys: .. jqi
7i.jV., Nuysulvd.. 944-94M
Redondo Beach:

- . # i . ^
258 Harbor Dr.. 3/6 4668 Lorg^st beiectioi>^rames

nH«id Advert^em*nf>i

/

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CENTER FOR UCLA

840 Hilgard Ave. 474-5015

AAASS EVERY CLASS DAY AT 12:05 PM
fi

4i» i»»i [|»ii

SUNDAY MASSES: 9& 11 AM. 6: 1 5 & 7:30 PM
THE CENTER IS OPEN EVERY CLASS DAY'9 to 1.30

0to9 30 r T W - Th

^^^^'^^i9fiSimi9Si>X.t;t;>::::

Tbunctoy. S»yiNmbf ». mi

n/ews analysis

Conference heldon freeze

11 Cohen forced to quit post
g^^j^^ open season

UCLA DAILY B^RUIN I

(Editor's noie: The toUowing news analysis deals

with a poorly pubUciied conference on Nixon's

wage and pricf freeie held August 27 In Royce

Hall. Featured speaker at the conference was Sen.

William Proxmire (D-Wisconsin). Richard Balier

is a Ph.D. candidate in the Graduate School of

Business Administration here.)

By Riehard Balier

DBSUff Reporter

Pres. Nixon can be called many things, but one

thing he can never be called is "non-

controversial." From HayneswortH and Carswell,

through Cambodia, Vietnam, Red China and now

the economy, Nixon has cdnsistently been a source

of amazement, surprise and confusion.

It is heartening to note, the Nixon policies have

begun to take on a more statesman like quality,

which, politically motivated though they may be,

are a rehef from the tragi-comedy of the last few

years.

The latest Nixon extravaganza centers on what

may well be the central issue of the 1972

Presidential campaign — the nation's economy. If

all goes well he may have pulled off a major

political coup, stealing most of the thunder away

from his Democratic opponents.

The last two weeks l?ave seen the stock market

soar and opinion-poll Americans expressing gut

level reactions nearing three to one in favor of the

President's new policies; The new economic focus

to the political scene has opened the door again to

a not-so-new Democratic Presidential hopeful.

Sen. William Proxmire, from Wisconsin.:, -

Sen, Proxmire is chairman of the Joint

Economic Committee in the Congress and is well

known as an economist.

Sen. Proxrtire was the main speaker at a

conference on the new economic policies held

recently in Royce Hall. The conference -was

hastily organized by Dean Harold Williams of the

Graduate School Managemerit and members of

the Business Forecasting Project here in an effort

to explain the Nixon bombshell to members of the

Los Angeles business community.
High price

The admission fee was highly frozen at $10 per

person. Students, consumers and laborers were
not in high attendance. Nevertheless, over 400

people were wilUng to pay $10 on short notice in

order to hear something which they hoped would

help them to make some sense out of the new
economic world we have all suddenly been thrown

into.

Participants in the panel discussion included

Sen. Proxmire; Albert Casey, president of

V,
V.

%

i

I

i

%

theTimes-Mirror Company; Nathaniel Gold-

finger, national research director, AFL-CIO; Neil

Jacoby, professor and former deao. Graduate

School of Management, UCLA, formerly a

member of the President's Council of Economic |
Advisers; Victor Palmieri, president, Penn- y^,

sylvania Company; Leo Ryan, vice-president ^=

international. Union Bank; Robert Williams, g
professor and head UCLA Business Forecasting %
Project, Graduate School of Management, UCLA; %
and Wayne Hoffman, Flying Tiger Airlines. g
Williams served as the moderator of a series of ^

speeches by each of the pane) members in turn
''

CriUcal I
Proxmire, Goldfinger and Palmieri were

critical of the President's program to the extent

that they felt it; basically wi}l not work, yet they

were in favor 6t the effort by the President to do

something about the sagging economy.

Goldfinger could be characterized as holding a

minority position on the panel. He was highly

critical of the Administration's policies. Labor

leaders are aware tjiat in many respects they hold

the President over a barrel. The new economic

policies will not work without t^e cooperation of

labor. As of yet, labor is not willing to play the

game until the rules are more favorable to their

side.

«

ft

«
sV» %

* Goldfinger believes the freeze on wages will be

terribly effective, due to control by employers.

However, he said the price freeze will not be at all

effective due to the difficulty of policing.

Palmieri characterized the new economic :^

policies as "Ad-Hoc decision making run wild." iji

He said that this is the same type df decision |
making which the Johnson Administration used 16

jjj

prolyl us deeper into the morass of Vietnam, and
|

would perhaps have as dire consequences. ^
There was no consensus among the panel "^

members as to what the consequences of the new ;^

economic policies would be. As in the past, it :^

appears that the individual citizen is powerless to g
affect decisions which intimately concern his daily ?:

Ufe. ', ^ %

Teacher exam
4'

"Seniors preparing to teacTT

school may take the National

Teacher Examinations on any of

the four following test dates an-

nounced by Elducational Testing

Service: Nov. 13. 1971, and Jan. 29.

April 8. and July 15. 1972.

The tests will be given at nearly

500 locations throughout the
United States. ETS said.

Results of the National Teacher
Examinations are used by many
large school districts as one of

several factors in the sele^ion of

new teachers and by several

states for certification or licensing

of teachers. Some colleges also

require all seniors preparing .to

teach to take the examinations.

ucia
summer

David' G. Lees/ EdItor-ln-Chlef

Thursday, September?, 1971
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ok the peace movement

will speak at lEO BAECK TEMPLE. 1 300 N. Sopulvoda Blvd.

Sunday evening, September 26th, 1971 at 8:30
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OPEN^TOMORROW
Music Center ^resentotions

The ipectaculor AMAN Folk Ensemble

100 magnificently co$luli*ecJ doncen

singers ond musicians

BALKAN • MIDDUE EASTERN •

AFRICAN MUSIQond DANCE
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Sometime before the end ol September, Bob Cohen will reai^ either his

position as chairman of the Associated Students' Speakers Program or as

Mieral manager of UCLA-TV. In doing so, Cohen will be complying with

a Communication Board edict which accompanied his June appointment

to head UCLA-TV.

According to Vice Chancellor Norman P. MiUer, a Communications

goard member, the board did not feel Cohen could handle both posts at

once especially during the school year. He also noted Cohen had in-

dicated he would resign the Speakers Program chairmanship in the fall.

Although Cohen indicated that at present he has no plans to fight this

decision, he did express his reluctance to resign either post.

"I feel that I have the expertise to run bQth programs, and to run them

better than anyone else. It would be difficult, though, to chair both of the

programs during the year," Cohen said. He noted his assistants would be

able to carry much of the program's load, as they did for two weeks this

summer when Colien was sick with mononucleosis.

*'There are about six assistants in the Speakers Program so the

program can carry on efficiently even if Bob cant participate full time,"

said Gave Ehas, brother of last year's Speakers Program chairman and

an assistant to Cohen.

"Bob has more knowledge about the program than anyone else, but I

know about 80-90 per cent of what's going on," Elias said. He added that

Cohen was working four or five hours a day on both the Speakers

Program and the TV station before his iUness.

Cohen took on Iwth positions in June, his appointment as UCLA-TV

general manager following that as Speakers Program chairman by two

weeks. He does not feel he acted unfairly to either program by taking the

TV appointment knowing he would have to resign one post in the fall.

'*I feel without a doubt both programs Were run at an optimum level

this summer. I have chosen capable and excellent assistants who also

work weU with me," he said.

"I took both programs on because of my interest in and knowledge ot

them 1 had spent a year in the Speakers Program, and, with Bob Elias

built it into one of the best programs on campus. I gr^ to love the

program, and felt a strong emotional attachment for it; -r-^

"In the case of the TV station, I was one of the people responsible for

forming the sUtion. I beUeve I am the best qualified person to be general

manager, along with Martin Rips. Rips is a grad student, though, and

might not want to head the sUtion for another year," Cohen said. Rips

was general manager of UCLA-TV l^t year. ^ ^
I "At the Ume I was appointed to head the TV station, it could have folded

at any Ume during the summer, so I didn't feel I was cheating either

Droja-am by accepting the chairmanship of bpth," Cohen said.

Cohen also doesn't feel he perhaps cheated another person out of the

chairmanship of either program by waiting unt^ fall to resign one of the

^"^"TT^re are just so many qualified people around to run the programs

And because I have such qualified assisUnts, I don't bebeve either

program will be hiflt by my resignation," Cohen said.

Saturday vs. Pittsburgh
By De«g Kelly

DB SporU Wrtler

The answers to a k>t of quMtkMM
about UCLA's football chances

this fall will start coming
Saturday night as Pepper Rodgert

makes his Bruin head coaching

debut against Pittsburgh.

Coliseum kickoff time is 7 : 30 p .m .

,

a half hour earlier than in the

past.

The No. 1 question mark. X)f

course, is quartert>ack. Dennis

Dummit and his aerial wiiardry

are gone, and in his place are two

junior college transfers, Mike

FforAs and Clay Gallagher.

Rodgers is undecided as to a

starter, and both will likely see a

good deal of playing time against

the Panthers. Gallagher is con-

sidered the better ball-handler;

Flores the more accurate passer.

On offense, the Bruins will start

an experienced eleven, outside of

quarterback. Ail-American center

candidate Dave Dalby heads the

line, flanked by lettermen Greg

Pearman and Bruce Walton at the

tackles. Randy Gaschler and'

Brian Goodman at the guards,

Bob Christiansen at tight end, and

Terry Venioy at split end. Mike

Clayton, who had an excellent

spring practice, is the flanker,

with Marv Kendricks and Gary

Campbell the running t)acks.

'Rodgers considers defense

UCLA's biggest strength. He has

two promising rookie ends in Cal

Peteraon and Fred McNeUl. Craig

CampbeU and Ed Galigher return

at tad^e with two-year letterman

Mike Pavich at middle guard The

linebackers, both veU, are Bob

Pifferini and Greg Snyder

The Bruins also play at home •

\fceek from Saturday. Sept 18, at

1 : 50 p.m. against the University of

Texas. Students should have their

orange rooters tickets and enter

throi«h Gate 23

ec
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Prof Evaluation Survey

CONTACTJJMSIi
FITTED

REFITTED

WeshMOod Villoge

DR ALFRED R. BECKER

10959 Weyborn Ave.

ADJUSTED
POLISHED

GR 9-21 1 1 «

Pre-Surtax Prices

SANKYO DIGITAL CLOCK

Reg 17 9S $13.95

MAMIYA SEKOR 500DTI

12.0 w/coie VIVfTARlCR-007

AM^M
fORTAaLE

$119.95
WITH AD

3*-.<i ARGUS
, 1*1^ CAREFREE

$19.95
WITH AD

PIECTRIC EYE

iSTAMAHC

$15.00
WITH AO

C4A CASSEHES 6^
COiOR PROCESSING ?<
ia6PiiM> 12 EXP y^

927 W C% 4 TV-
' yJ^ — Vl tiJr^ 4>VC ¥ 4 i iOy

Pools closed
Both Pauley Pavilion and the

Sunset Canyon Rec Center pool

will l)e closed most of this month

for repairs.

Pauley will be closed through

September 36 for annual main-

tenance repairs.

The Sunset Canyon pool will be

closed anywhere from four to six

wo^ks, according to milnager Bob

Koss. .

The Women's Gym pool win be

opdned dai^y for coed swimming

from 10 a.m. io* p.m. The Men's

Gym pool will be opened as usual

for cfiSed swimming ^ron* iV •"*•;

to I p.m. Mondays through

Fridays only.

.'/ ^

m

-«J?I

"AUDACIOUS &
"ADULTERATED SEX" nr^mk

joe DalleSondro
IN

Andy WarhQl's

fUJS 2na FEAHJRE fSlO ONE UND^R 18 YRS ADMIHED

AIDT WARHOL'S LOIESOU COWBOYS
fIfUS' NEWREDUCB) PRICE

Stwd**^ «/l

•«far« 7 pm (Mon-Fri)

S2 00
SI 50

SI 00

<!•

Xerox copying

5<^ per page
last service ...

8'/?xir' loose sheeH

only, please

Get clear, iharp coplei of your

claff notef. project*, whatever

yotf need/ right here on

campus - over 100 copies

are just 4< each!

*^t-h\

\heres o betier way to live

MOVE TO THE

U.C..L.A.

Residence

Halls

no more cooking

clean facilities

recreation equip,

roommate provided

Call 825^358
for an application

^'y.

J

-*

m i wedding

invitations

'^.....^.,

You'll find extensive choices

of beautiful- invitations in

our catalogue - even copperplate

engraving! Or-if you wish.

moke your own design, and

we'll priVit it for you.

t
^ ^- trcKlittonal or

i custoovdesigned

-N

printing & duplicating

TUESDAY SAT 94

MASTBTCHAtGE
<^ \ .- o **«rsi " ARO

WESUY
&nuu>E

uca
I ~

121 k#rckholl hall. 825-06 11 .
-d. 258

mondoy through fndoy^, 800 5 00
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EDTTDRIAL BOARD

Letters to the Editor

Sinister designs on E. Pakistan

David G.

EditoriiKChief

ToddCftrter

Deborah Ashin

City Editor

^ KeoPe<«rMD

Jf
Editorial Diredpr

Unsigned editoriols represent o mo)ori> opinion U]f >tie DdU>

Bruin Editorlol Boord The Doily Bru- Socfvimg Bootd columns

are open to responsible groups of 0>dt\ »duQli wKo wish to voke

on opinion controry to O Doily Bruin EHitonol postioo All other

columns, cortoons. ood l^er^ repr esemt the opinKjr -***-^ outhor

and do not necessorily relHed tK« vi^^-? c* the ^ . ^^i boor^

«

I
t.

^ T>fl|i»T «€ RM^/ACO. . . V6mt UOCAL ?D^t9^

PLMT OUST WkX> ^ UITTL€ 'HUCLCAP. NcxiOCMTT !

P'^ CHASSIDIC WARMTH & SPIRIT

TICKETS & RESERVATIONS

M»

(EdiUr't iMCe: TIm following

letter it tai rcspanc to a letter by

Pradeep Kakkar widcli appeared

bi last week's Svmmcr Bmki)

Editor:

May I ask Mr. Kakkar as to

where wetne Indian sympathies

when the East Pakistani had to

face the disasterous tragedy of

cyck»e last year? Doet he think

that the people of East Pakistan

are not aware of the fact that the

Indians have built the Farraka

Baragge just to divert the supply

of canal waters from East

Pakistan? /

The truth is that his Indian

leaders have looked over East

Pakistan with much greed and

sinister designs. Acharya J.B.

Kirplani in an interview with the

•Hindu" (Ajmer) on Aug. 28, 1950,

said **The goverhment should

follow an iron policy to deal with

the question of Eas^ Pakistan.

This may as well lead us into such

circumstances where we may
have to resort to military action.

Even an Indian leader like

Pandit Nehru has said to a

Washington Post correspondent

on December 21, 1962, "Con-

federation remains bur ultimate

goal:"

All such measures and
statements do not seem ^i be
i^lated, temporary expedients,

of^even mere pricks by a

leadership piqued by the new ^

scheme of things, b^ as was to be

'

confirmed by the subsequent
events and by the continuation of

this hostile posture, correlated,

integral links in'^ pre-mediated

conspiracy to cripple and thwart

the estabhstiment of Pakistan as,

a viable and independent nation.

She assisted Sheikh Mujib by aU

her means to openly launch a

Separatist movement in East

Pakistan, and agitated the people

to, make "independent BaugU
Desh."

Following its armed misad-

venture in East Pakistan, India

has changed its tactics and is now

highlighting the so-called influx of

refugees and telling the world that

the internal affairs of Pakistan

have quickly become the problem

of India herself. Such hue and cry

over 'refugees' from East

Pakistan was in fact to gather

some food for the famine-stricken

people of West Bengal (India).

America has commendably
refused (p join some of her

western allies in their alignment

with New Delhi's arrant jingoisna-

over the issue of -either the East

Pakistani "refug/ees" in India or

over the fake and phoney "Bangla

Desh." On the contrary, th^e U.S.

has taken a balanced view in

deciding to honour her com-
mittments for military supplies

contracted before March this

year. »

In spite of the Congress
resolution to the contrary, the U.S.

President cannot but follow the

logic of his Administration's

assesment of the recent events in

East Pakistan — which is quite

variant to that of such Indophiles

as Sen. EMward Kennedy — and

k

waive the temporary ban on aid to

Pakistan.

India follows the propoganda
line that the "refugees" are a
"burden" on her and She has gone
out of her way to seek in-

temational assistance for this.

Yet by. her deliberate policies

and actions. She has barred these

unfortunate victims of her
machiavellian maneuvers from
all possible routes of their return

to East Pakistan. The routes are
already choked up with heavy
concentration of Indian troops —
who have taken special care to

keep the border tense and alive

through continuous shelling of

Pakistani areas.

They have also unabashedly
admitted to training thousands ci

"Bangla Desh" saboteurs and to

directing and helping their un-

productive and aimless acts

within East Pakistan. That is why
India has turned down U Thant'S'

proposal for the posting of U.N.

observers oa bpth side o| the

border — to facilitate the

"refugees" return and to contain

the deteriorating border situation.

Nowi the question arises: if India

is insisting on perpetuating the-

problem the U.S. aid seeks to

eUminate, why should the U.S. be

expected to finance such a

chauvinist's adventure or, more

directly, why should the American

tax-payers pay for the idiosyn-

cracies and follies of the little

Hitlers in New Delhi?

«

Will Mr. Kakkar please reply*?

Shahid Zaheer

(Paid Advertisement)

SPEND
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HASHANA
wriH

WnHOUT

CHABAD HOUSE
741 GAYLEY AVENUE

Seticoth: "

• Sept. 1 1 - 1:00 AM * ^

Rosh Hashana:

Sept. 19,.- 6:30 PM
Sept. 20&21 - 10:00 AM-6:30 PM

477-8647

^is&MiS&mmimii *"^»t«tt«fe:;<!»afeHtoi*

<^^

)Kn IntercontinentcH Soccer Tournament is b*ing

plonned for Jonuary 1972. Imam* arm nowhrnrng^^

formed occording lo continent. All notional iti«s,

including American, arm invited to sign-up now and
arrange their practice schedule.

Sahirday/ Sept. 1] - CKISES IN EAST PAKISTAN - A sym-

posium presented by the Internafionol Students

r For Aid To The Eost Paldstoni Refugees. Outstand-
^ ing professors will be giving presentations repre-

senting both view-points and o recent film on the

rflugees will be screened. Admission free by

ticket ONLY-obtainable in odvance ot ISC recep-

tion desk.

ART EXHIBIT - Pen and Ink Drawing of English Country- >^

sides and Medieval Reproductions by Margaret
Slater ore featured this nwnth.

Upcoming Tours

Saturday, Sept. 1 1 ~ Hove you yet seen the famous
luxury liner, the Queen Mary? or the Ports CCcdl? Plan

to go before ttte school yeor locks you indoors. A visit

has been scheduled from ISC to leave at 10:00 a.m. Sign-

up by Friday.

Sept. 17, 18, 19 - The nK>st beautiful sites in Calif,

and the exciting enterloinment of the AAonterey Jazz Festi-

vol ore a port of the BIG SUR TRIP. $30 for 3 days includes
tickets accomodations, tronsportotion, Hearst Castle en-

h'once and two lunches. Onty ISC con nMke it so cheopl
Sign-up at ISC reception desk.

•FREE COFFEE ALWAYS AVAILABIL Stop off to or from -^

classes for tlws ntomeiit to relax and en^oy.
, i.

270-3303 479-9-1^2

.,;-i:-tr:vi-|i;'»i^*;&siif' :.";T -'*'(' fV^-fiet**!!*;!?
' ;^S!'iVi,,:*' ite'll'-iiSftJIi

ISC - 1023 Hilgard Av^nu^

2 blocks South of La Monchq

TKurtdey. Sefilttibef 9. i?n UCLA r^Aii V 0??IIIM C

^^J(S^;pr'S;^

'Seven Minutes'

That Shook

The World
by Lowell Peterson

WhMe most of tiis contemporaries were fondling their long

zoom lenses, Russ Meyer spent the last decade developing a

pure and classical visual style achieved entirely through

editing And with The Seven Minutes, Meyer may prove to

he the Eisenstein of the seventies. Produced, directed,

photographed and edited by Meyer (despite screen credits

to the contrary ) , the fUm is an astounding stylistic tour-de-

force in which no shot lasts longer than a few seconds, and

in which (except for compositionally static trucking shots of

characters walking or driving) the camera m6ves only once

in the entire fihn (in one inexplicable pan from a candlabra

to a piano). Uke Eisenstein, Meyer intercuts to establish

relationships between otherwise unconnected actions.

InteresUngly, Meyer's ideas and themes are also close to

those of Eisenstein (i.e.: the expose of bourgeois poUtical

manipulation and moral hypocrisy, etc), but rather than

make his points with dreary poUUcal f^etoric, Meyer uses

his cutting as absurd comedy. Thus, wher^ Eisenstem

would make a text-book-intellectual point by cutting from a

grotesque closeup of a pig-like factory owner to a shot of

U-oopTshooting at helpless workers or somethmg, Meyer

cuts from a screaming hard-hat to a screammg rock-and-

roll singer gives his audience a laugh, and at the same time

expresL an idea much more interesting than Eisenstem s

simplistic rhetoric.

I

What many of the story-oriented movie critics have been

unable to understand about Meyer is his abusrdly cynical

attitude towards ideas that obviously mean something to

him At the end of Cherry. Harry and R«quel. Beyond tke

Valley of the Dolls, and other Meyer picture* there are

ridiculous narrations explfidning the "moral of the story.

all played for cynical comedy, and yet obviously expre»ing

Meyer's own genuine feelings toward his work Tbe Seven

Minutes concerns a theme of obvious significance toji

former producer of nudie pictures r- ceniorship -- and

Wayne Maunder as the young attorney gives >mpM«on«l

speeches against tl^ venomous politicians who Pf«*^«
art as obscenity. And yet Meyer wiU cut from tlje noWe

Maunder, sincerely voicing the director's own feelings, to

an absurd joke at his character's expense (such as the cut

from Maunder in closeup solemnly talking to his secretary

from his elegant car-phone to a loog^hpt showing hun

speeding along in a red VW). \^t^^ ^,^ .^
The argument against Eisenstein that the bad guys are

tonly cardboard characters cannot be leveled at Meyer.

k)ecause in his films all the characters are "di^^^^f
J^^,^

dimensional spokesmen in Meyer's half<yniad/hair

serious morality plays. In The Seven Wlnuies he even,.,

reduces himself to that level with a Pi'^n?^^^
through a pornographic movie studio. It must also be noted

in this context Uiat Uie stilted performance^ ^^*^^.ff"^^^

be Meyer's trademark somehow worii perfectiy withm t^

bizarre framework of The Seven Mtaiite.. I'^*^^'

Meyer's seeming disinterest in the quality of bis P«-
^

formances is symptomatic of both his force as • vta^

storyteller and his laxity as a complete directorJt wouW

seem that Meyer, in approaching the shooting o^ »"
In-

dividual sequence, is so concerned with lU ultimate vmuU

impact in Oie finished fUm that such '^"-^»'^A^^^"^^
the scene as acting are of nO imporUnce Whether or vci

these priorities are conscious (Meyer himself hW ep

pressed his complete satisfaction witii the^^P^'^'^^^
he ehciU) is ummportant. as is the ^^^o".

.?^,;^,^
Meyer's complete eschewance of any

«f
P;>^^»^^^

aesthetic qualities of his movies is just a ^^^^^^
putK)n for the benefit of his auteur ^n^^r'^f;J *" *",

dication that, having no idea of what he is doing, ti^ man U

simply an instinctual storyteUer the S*^*"^^^^ 'Pf*^
el^^Jntiy for Meyer even if Meyer does notch^^
in his own behalf. "Never tr^st^ artist, trust Uie taie^

'"^n7tL foregoing elements of the Meyer^^^
seen in his other, less ambitious movies. >^\^"^^
^e^^ven Minutes is the austerity' of its v^ual "tylejU^im

hke T^e Seven Minute, cuts to the very he^t and theory of

movie-makii*. With Eisenstein. one's •«»?y«^r**J*,.^
peeudo-intellectual political conception behii.u the films

^haps blinds one to the strengths and UmiUtions of tht

visual style With Meyer. suchbUies (i e .
towards the b^

acting or incomprehenaiWe comic Intentions) are le« of a

problem. At iU best (namely in a rape sequence) tt« cut-

ung style U superb, and this viewer was held »Pe^»^oimd

during the entire film^H)y the intensity and •u^aclty of the

images, but though interertiiig and very ^i"*. M*)^
/jy^J

could ne™- he gMt because iU very style UmiU H ao. A

compar. ^tween Meyer andSam Fulk^. a dire ^ ^ith

similar ideas, makes clear the UmiUtions of Meyers

)nnettiod. ^..,^«^»k-*p
Both directors use action^riented genres to exp«« mj'

peculiarly Old World concepU of morality But fV^^*
cutting is generally function^ rather tiian expreaaive. and

it Is Fuller's moving camera and compositions wtjich ^^

esUblUh the kinds of relationships Meyer creates sotely

through cutting In China Gate, for example the •^Pf^^
relationship which dominates the fUm is expreaaea luc-

cincUy m one deep focus CinemjScope »»«\ «l^"y
Sullivan in long shot framed by Angie I>»<;»^»"*^/^*^3

in closeup The equivalent in a Meyer fihn is the political

theeting m THe Seven Minute, which i^tercuU Jay C
Flippen and PhQfp Carey dlacussmg the «vil» «
pron^aphy with 'Baby DoU" Shawn Devereaux danctag

* l^dWin the background Each director makes his point

with images rather than words, and* ^^at separate, the

good director from the great director is not on^y U^ act

Uiat..ruller's idea is expressed more economically, but that

the shot itself is aesthtrtlcally beautiful There is very little

of visual beauty in Meyer's ima^ea. The exception in Seven

Minute, is the incredible rape sequence, in ^"^^^ Me>^r s

editing begins to approach the complexity of HM^^^
With the rape in The Seven Minute.. Meyer progreasea

beyond hi^ usual intercutting (here betwewi «*»e™l*J^
shoU of an dtgasmic Wolfman Jack domg his t^"^
mto a controlled and rivetting audiencemvolvenieiUm the

chaotic violence reminiscent of cerUin scene, in
J^^^o

The Bird, and Stranger, on • Train, at least to the extent

that powerful emotional and visceral re«»naea are ebcit«l

solely through editing and sound
. .u- ni«

This diacuialon may seem overly serious when the nhn^

maker himseU has no pretensions to art •"<» do«n t even

seem to Uke his own ideas seriously But Tbe Seven

^n^te. represenu such a striking and tbought^^ov^

stylistic experiment that, as such, if only as *" edltmg

explrimenis^ to any that Eisenstein attempted, Che

movie is an ak^ute must-see.

Jlecreatins-(J^lb7€nglanb toiti) SUan Caplor anb Banbo^m
Studente cf fo&tore will teU you

that tiie songs of a culture often let

historians knoyv quite a bit about

liow the people Mved, and "oral

tradition** keeps much of the

information truthful, even if it

aeems overly romantic to the

modern mind. American folk

music does not go back far enough

to really count as history, but the

English have a folk heritage tiiat

goes back centuries and yields all

sorts oT^fascinating information

for - attuned to tbe period

when the British Isles were more

quaint and colorful than they are

now Every so often American

folk singeis discover the worid of

English traditional music and

incorporate it into their acts (like

Peter, Paul and Mary's versions

o( 'Three Ravens" and "A-

SiouTin'" or Tom Paxton's ori^nal

tune "Wish I Had a Troubador").

But by far the most successful

players of traditional British

music and/or composers,, o|

original songs on the andertt

nrmrinlpf? have been Uie English

.^^^ ^_^ ^ Convention

has U d t'nouble group in

this fteW (atong with their myriad

,.,,_,. „„.. M,/-. • Southern

./they b>^ no means have a

monopoly going, as noted by two

recent releases of ipusic from

Old England by Allan Tajrlor and

a gr'oup called Dando Shaft.

Allan Taytor is not another

member of tiie (in)famouB Taykr

family, but rather an Englishman

whose American debut albjun^

Sometime. (United Artists UAS-

5529) is one of Uie most pleasam

experiences in the genre^

, Although Taylor
is st^-ongly aid«l

by Fairporters Dave Mattadw,

Dave Pegg and Dave Swarbnck,

,t is still primarily his own album,

since the main features are his

guiUr and voice. And what a voice

he has! Pertiaps it is Uie music he

bpiWarfelebiton

sings Uiat makes AlUn sound Ifte
"

he's Uving in Uie, sixteenth cen-

tury. neverUideia, )iis voice is

distinctively suiteH t^ Uie type of

miiatc he performs.

Ttie disc's twelve tunes are

ample prod Uiat English folk has

produced some immortal muttc

and Uiat it continues to tnapire

modern ccmpoaers. Tony Cox has

arrai^ed and produced Uie album

with sensitivity and restraint, and

his orchestrated introduction for

"Searching for Lambs.'' em

ploying flute and bassoon_

prominenUy. seU the stage

perfectiy «6r Uie traditional song.

Taylor has fun with two other

story son^. one recounting the

Uie of the Pied Piper of HamMn

with authentic sounding use of

Umbounne, viobn and fhite. and

the other teling Uie secret story of

ttie birth of Robin Hood in the

tame witty manner ttiat marks

oOier bailada of that ilk (see

^'Matty Groves" or '*The

Deserter " from Fairpoct Con-

ventions Uege and Uef). Of

course there is U« ineh^ton of a

' of U« SM and of leave-

taau^ '"Our CapUin Cried All

Haada," «»iich tella of saUors

iMving Uieir loyed ones to fight a
"W far away for 'strangtrs.

On^ of the maidens Uments her

loss and •rils the others of her

dlstnttt of men by warning "So

- »»„*-
-^''"'1*i;,4

girls If you dioulifTove/kive oae

each other" While Uie backup

work of Pegg. Swarhrick and

Mattacks is superb wtienever it is

used. Uie real shining light is an

instrumental by Taylor called \

'Tudor Pep." Which begina aa a

slow dance with ace fiddler

Swarbnck Uking a lead double-

tracked, and developa into a faM
jig-^Wart)rlck ripping it up using

his two parti conU-apuntally until

the dance ends lustily

Dando Staft is an EngUili r^oup

formed m September of !«• in

-Coventi7 UnUke Fairport Con

vention thiy have always been

strictly anacoustkr band, and they

even shun uaing a drummar

(instead the rtiythm ia ah^ya

supphed by either cocgaa ^
ubla) And although Falrpart kit

the .ervicw of Uieir female aini»

Sandy Demv, Dando Shaft haa

only recenOy added a girl sing«\

Pplly Bolton Their Utest LP. and

first in Amenca 1 believe, is

named after Uie group a

the RCA Neon caUlogue number

of r4E5 The group has

members, and aB the

cowntten by everyone

\

%

(CMtteaedanl^et)
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PLAZA SUITE

15140 Suns«t Blvd.

Poc. PdiftodM

454 5525

WHO IS HARRY KELLERMAN

SI 4-^30-7:00 r
1 rOO-5:00 pm.

leurir cam
205 NoHh CoTKyi Driv*

B«v«Hy Hills (dl WiUkir*)

275-5244

SUMMER OF 42

immtim aN«iH ^ Ovy Or

->*>

PACIFIC'S

iifiriy mis
UNMAN, WIHERING, & ZIGO

H^m^tH-MO. MO. lOtM p m
' ta^^M. lUO. ^W. 4:M, feM. «J0. lOJO pm.

Tti'tl.^jtr^.
'^^ »*»«A.N 'A HOU« ,MON. THW F«t)

271-1121 6^30 p.m.

iriiiiiil I

2524 Wilthir*

(ot 26fh St.)

Santa Monkq
829-3366

Jona Fonda ond Donald SuthoHond

KLUTE
Dovid Nivon

THE STATUE ^

iriiifiil
2524 WiUtiir*
(at^6thSt)

SoJflta Monica

JB2ij366

PLAZA SUITE
Wwfi ^Mbltaf MottfKMi

PETULA
friiUt OANCa OlMiOUK

irlli
Woftwood Viliag«

Gft 7-2487

. L

BEEN DOWN SO LONG IT

lOpKS UKE UP TO ME
2:10.4:10/6:10,8:10. 10:10

Frt & Sot. Midnight

Hollyv^od

CMier
1451 K. Los Polmos

otSumol
444.tf2t

EROTIC FILM FESTIVAL
jim & An Mi«cK«irr '• s

RECKLESS CLAUDIA
"frob^My fK« bMf odvH filim in tK* U . S."

)

PIAYBOY

0|M«* «* 1 1:45 o.m. - Lost show 9:30 p.m.

Cliiriii liii
Suns«t Noor Vin«

Hollywood
4664401

CMiy at 12:00. ^00. 4:00, 6:00. 8:00. 10:00 p.m

Sp«eial Midnight SKow Friday -*- Soturdoy

BLUE WATER, WHITE DEATH (G|

Man- Eating Skork l^ntl _
Nothing like it ovor filmed bol6f»t

III Mir
S036 \M Pko
WE5-M24

SUMMER OF '42

THE MUSIC LOVERS
N«rt: lAmfOF ALOlStS/Z

THf CONFOtMISTAHE COT

lirlii
LoBroo at Molroso
WE4-2944

Luis Bunuof t

TRISTANA
Ingmar BorgnrKin't

PASSION OF ANNA

Iraiili
9(X)0 Sunsot Blvd.

(EostolDohony)
Froo Parking in BIdg.

^3-7266

Andy Warhol's

FLESH

LONESOME COWBOYS

NllilWHl Pittlit
Hollywood Blvd.

Near Cohuenga
466-5211

A Violent Man. A Gentle Woman
«rXhfir "Freedom" 5ctK>ol.

BILLY JACK (Q!^ ^

Oa^ 12:45 • 3:15 • 5:30 • 8:00 • 10;15

-^

LIS FlIIZ
1822 N. Vermont
Hollywood
NO 4-21 69

BED and BOARD
Eric tahmor'a

CLAIRE'S RNEE

IllliCI I

1332 2nd Street

Sonto Monica
451-8686

David lean's Academy Award Winner

..RYAN'S DAUGHTER
W«d. & TKwr*. 1:45. 4e45. 8KX>
fri. S^. & Smm 12:45. 3:45. 7:00. 10:00
M«i& Twos 7:00. lOeOD

. frici n
332 2nd Street

. >onta Monica
I 4518686

Jean Louis Trintignont

THE CONFORMIST
htt Monlond & Simpn* Sig' -

THE CONFESSION
ir*

'?!f Hill

J6 Wilthir* Blvd.

THE DEVILS
with Vonesso Redgrov.

Once upon a time, on the cdvw

of the first Mothers of Invention

album. Freak Out. there was a

quote from a prominent

promotion executive, who said

that he'd hke to clean up the

Mothers and that with a little help,

they couW become as big as the

Turtles. Weil, it's six years later

and the Mothers have sort of

become the Ttrtles. Bassist Jim

Pons and angers Mark Volman

and Howard Kaylan are all Turtle

alumni, and with Frank Zappa,

Don Preston, Ian Underwood, Bob

Harris and Aynsley Dunbar they

makeup the current Mothers, as

represented on their newest

releast Mothers—Filmore East.

June 1971 (Bizarre*Reprise MS-

2024) . And, being a live recording,

the record-shows why the band is

the best performing group in

America.
The opcnhtg cut is "Little House

„.

I Used to Live In," which may bet

found in its entire splendor on

Burnt Weeny Sandwich. The
twenty or so time changes keep

the listener guessing as to where

the piece will go next, and there

are plenty of light melodies and

counterpoints, all excellehtly

played of course. "Little House"

is also one of Zappa's best har-

mony pieces, employing brilliant

work with piano and guitar to

jump from theme to theme. The

work is analogous in its brilliance

to another Zappa instrumental

represented on the disc, "Peaches

En Regalia," replete with newly

added vokre parts for Nfark and

Howie.

The buk of the album is taken

up with a project which seems to

grow each time it is heard

—

Zappa's monumental "200

Motels." The whole work shouki

emerge on a United Artists double

record set with the movie around

November; but presented on this

album is only the part dealing

with Howard's character's at-

tempt to get a reluctaht semi-

groupie up to his Holiday Inn

Motel room. Encountering the giri

and her hairlipped dyke girlfriend

(played respectively by Mark
Volman and Jim Pons) at a New
York City hotspot, Kaylan moves

in for the kill, but as narrator

Zappa cautions, "These girls

wouldn't let just anybody spew on

their vital parts/they want a guy

from a gnmp with a big hit single

on the charts." Not only that, but

it is necessary that the male has a

*'dick that's a monster," Kaylar^

performs, in mock operatic

1.^..

'Adrift'
The first image is of water fowl ascending, grainy white fragments

detaching themselves from treetops. Then water itself, waves and eddies,

and the stillness that bespeaks a deep current. The Danube is blue^ bu^

hardly Straussian — unnoticed, in any case, by the fisherman in the dark
hat with the folded down brim, more intent on getting through the tangle
of nets that have l)een hung out to dry

.

Adrift is suspiciously simple in its beginnings, hardly more omiiidts
than those nets haphazardly strung by the shoal or the distant flapping
sound of the birds' wings. Even inside the house where a boy reads to a
sleeping woman, there is at least a semblance of normalcy. Only the
vague definitions of perspective — a zoom forward coupled with a
travelling back distorting the world seen through a window by a wall
clock, and a sudden shallowness oi focus — suggest what the film's actual
concerns are to be. For the title, "Adrift," has another referent than that
of the noveLfrom which it derives ( "Something is Adrift in the Water'*) —
time. In it, the underlying metaphor of people, or rather of a person, fixedi
to one place— a riverbank— while the world floats by is extended. Janos,
the fisherman, is fastened to one instant, the center of a temporal
maelstrom while flurries of images swirl about, planes of time divide and
coalg^ce.

All of this occurs in a consciously allegorical manner. The man's very
trade, taking life from a river, is what precipitates his encounter with
Anada, the cb-owning naiad, whose name is not a name. From this source
all the illusionary elements are ordered to underscore Janos' mythic
posture, to make him a searcher, an inquirer into the nature of events,
and simultaneously to contras^ with his real occupation in a real world, to
create a tension between therti Surrounded by his "typical" family — a
good-hearted, simple wife; a grumbling father-in-law mourning after lost
youth; a vaguely malcontent son — Janos leads a peaceful, almost
somnolent existence, but the girl with the strange name is thrust into it to
undermine its stability and question its values.

'

But the fUrn is only partially built on this interplay, or on the short,
recurring sets of images (Anada trimming the oil lamp, the riverboat
passing at evening). There is also a framing device: the three "wise
men" ( three rivermen who meet Janos iiPa tavern). Their questioning of
Janos around a fire by the glistening gray water allows for a kind of
running commentary on the distended events. The purpose appears to be
to guide the viewer, along with Janos, through all that happens in order to
clarify douUs and confusions But the fluid panning sheCs across their
knowing expressions, the forced irony of having the stutterer (the one
most poorly equipped to communicate) remark on Anadas iUusive
nature, seem incompletely integrated.

Perhaps the archetypes are top shallow, the "wise men's" questions a

ly Hills (at DoKeny)

y

Oliver Reed

tXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
iijW»-*W%*-*|>W*.-*?*^..(}^^,«W'tos»-«-^

little too pointed; perhaps the stutterer lihgers too to r > just what
Anada is. For while that consideration is cenU-al to the picture — the two
major disjunctions occur after Janos' first meeting with her (in film
time

)
by the well wheel, and in the rapid zoom back from him on the river

shouting her name— what makes it central l'^ •>•-> vvhat the viewer or the

declamaUon, a section
"Bwana Dik," i„ which hTnounces his endow menu
singing "My dick is a
stcf—give me your heart/i^v

isaHarley;youkicl^niosL
Following Kaylan's pleadimj^d
the duo drive over to his
there is an odd Zappa mte
type piece caUed "Latex
Beef," which may or may
have anything to do with the ^

Motels" story. The groupies,
exhorted to bow down before
latex solar beef (and who
what that is?) and. after one
Zappa's most heroic, soar
inspired n^lodies is heard
refrain "talkin' bout

yc
hemorrhokis, baby. '

After "Willie the Pimp." win
shows onoe again why Zappa
among the top five guitarists

rock, the story continues. Dui
the last part of the section,

MUS
titled "Do You Uke My
Car?", Howie hears of vario

perversions whrch thrill the

groupie and he goes crazy

lust while the Mothers musica^l

climax behind him. (During |[

sexual agony How(e goes intoil

funny, though barely audili^|

version of Alvin Lee doing "G(i

Home"). In order to win tkj

female it is ultimately necessai||

for Howard to sing ^is big ti

record, and the band launches ii

"Happy Together," with everyc

singing akxig. After Frank Zappil

mentions the closing of thel

Fillmore (saying he thinks Bifll

Graham will "get into som^thingl

better") the group performs thr«|

encores, starting with "Lones

Electric Turkey," which featural

Don Preston playing a mini-mooi

stutterer believe or suspect AnaA

regard. In fact, the entire film at

view (the scene of his discover)

example, consists almost entirely i

shots of her from his point of view,

growing obsession) ; moreover,

"

of the narrative exposition is

perience. This is fully exemplifie

forward toward the house, it isu

The actual process involved haVi<j

projection of the house onto a

proximates the fictional charact

world of unfixed, unreal dimer

cordingly, there can be no otherj

reorientation fail because the worli'

own nets, then cast him adrift hasi

him the ahcient principle of Hera"

same rivers; for fresh waters arei

/

,)lo that has his own rambling

^evboard style stamped on it, and

Un ^ the aforen^entioned

peaches En Regalia," and

nally a *owbiz joke. "Tears

egan to Fall."

The fairly recent arrival of the

urtle members has changed the

.lothers' character considerably

they are k)ecoming much more

ocally oriented just when it

ppeared that Zappa was moving

.eavily into a Hot RaU in-

trumental phase, but that's fine,

aylan and Vohnan are the two

inest actors on the rock stage

ight now, and Howie's hominess

Is infinitely more convincing than

ven Alice Cooper's insanity. The

Mothers more tharftver seem to

epresent a mixture of styles —
he latest slightly more pop

riented but just as satisfying.

—Mark Leviton

uffal(0Nickel

ug Band
The UCLA year of '70-71 was all

ie brighter because of two

fampus visits of the Buffalo

kickel Jug Band. The band not

Inly played music even ygwr

Mother wouWn't remember, but

ley dressed the part, and a

iotley-k)oking crew they were.

tonjuring up images that' some

[ad forgotten, the Buffalo Nickel

lug Band was a total joy, even on

Ine occask)n in Royce Quad when

[hey operated without any sound -

^uipment. On that day, Lester

ssed out some advertisements

ibout the group's album, and for

iree months or so, that was the

i, but what Jano^ feels in that

[with shots from Janos' point of
"^

ia undressing and bathing, for

je shots of Janos intercut with

"first person" rendering of his

fa 1 indirectness— the "drift" — ,

subjectivization of Janos' ex-

of the final shots : as Janos runs

)ly "travelling back" from him.

ictor run in place before a rear

md that process accurately ap-

mna. He is an object caught in a

eyond his physical control. Ac-

for Janos — His attempts^ At

has caught him like a fish in his

ense,^ ruthlessly demonstrated to

|**You cannot step twice into the

)wing in upon you.
'

'

Alain Sliver

end of that until recently, when I

finally managed to grab a copy
The record, l)earing the group's

name and catak)gued as Happy
Tiger (HT-1018), is only slightly

less than one wouki expect. 'Hie

vocals are mixed too softly in

places, which makes catching the

witty words a little difficult, but

the playkig, togethernes, >nd
humor are still there. They do the

lovely ^'Honokilu Moon, " with

Lester reprodiKing note for note

his famous gargling solo,

"Cocaine Habit," in which
everybody takes a whiff on
everybody else, "Separation
Blues," "Taint What You Do (Its

the Way That Cha Do It )," and the

fast lamentation known as "CJood

Old Days," each with the ac-

curacy and fun of the live per-

formances. However, since many
of the Jug jBand's songs are just a

little over a minute when they

play them Uve, there is con-

siderable instrumental padding on

the disc, which gets to" be

somewhat of a drag, considering

the album is hardly a paragon of

length to begin with. But what the

heck. If you enjoyed them when

they were on campus you'll no

doubt love the album, because

you'll remember the way the folks

looked. If you've never seen them^

you can fill in the details in your

own fantasies. The goodtime '

musicals enough to put you in the

mpod. t —Mark Leviton

Siren
Siren have been able to do

something few other groups have

:

make the blues interesting to

listen to, adding a dash of humor

along the way (There are many of

us who fed that because of

structural limitations and a pre-

disposition ot performers to

adhere to the traditional, the blues

are just downright boring!) Siren

\s built around vocalist/guitarist

Kevin, Coyne who sings like he

must bea short man with a stuffed

nose and a too-tight shirt collar.

Coyne tries unsuccessfully to

sound like the possessed black

blues shouter, hut his un-

cultivated, comical voice evokes

smiles more than anything else,

especially when he alKHits the

customary "Oh yeahs."

Although they can generally be

described as blues rockers. Siren

also delve into other areas on

Siren (Dandelion D9-104) : "Ze-

Ze-Ze-Ze' is a joyous, frantic

Danny and the Juniors-t^pe

rocker that brings to mind visions

of the Bowery Boys running

around chasing each other in a

hectic, all-in-fun pace. "Get Right

Church'' is a Fred McDowell
country-blues, while "Rock Me
Baby " is a B.B. King city-blues

(both done well). Also on the

album are ballads ("And I

Wonder "), drones ("Asylum"),

and on their new album, Strange

Locomotkm, (Electra EKS 79087)

a couple of Broadway i^h pop

tunes ("Lillian " and "I'm AU
Aching," the latter of which the

Carpenters would do well to make
haste in covering).

Unlike other blues derivitvc

rock combos, like Ten Years

After, Siren don't have their lead

guitar waihng away at full

volume. In fact, one element that

adds to their refreshing quality is

their frequent use of an acoustic

guitar as the lead instrument. The

arrangements are mostly simple,

but despite that, thegroup is able

to extend "Fetch Me My Womrin"

to, nearly eight minutes with no

loss of interest.^ .

The Rolling Stones and Animals

were very blues-rooted on v^eir

first few albums, but then they

realized how limited this ap-

proach was and they explored

various other avejiues. If Siren

follows the pattern, perhaps they

can come up with some com-

mercial knockout material worthy

of top forty hits and success;
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PLAZA SUITE
>

'

WKtiM n^M^S«l|

rii Piciiic
7554 B«v«rly Blvd.

WE 8-7070

Fr«« Forking

PLAZA SUITE

ANDERSON TAPES

PACIFIC'S

riittiis
Hollywood of Vina

469-7161 12:45

^4*4 ^^

t«b«r»« Fl«di • Smtwnu • fc« & TW»o l%tmm

"SOUL TO SOUL" (G)

""' BIG DOU HOUSE (R)

« XIO. 4:00. *M r-m.

PACtQC'S

ricwjii
Pico N«or Wa»«>*»ood

272-8239

,,>>-"'

—Harold Bronson I

The caverhous setting of the poolhoUse echoing with its hollow splashes

and faceless shouts, tunneled with its hallways and closets of unforeseen

cortents provides ample ground for a somewhat surrea exploration. Are

you ready for poison green wall paint that actually matches the

nropriTtrL- imitation cfshmere sweater, only that one of 0^ two w.ll be

Sredl^ith something red and drippy? Or « P^-^f^j'^'^^^t
S^yphus that overturns with every stroke cutting to a l^"' ? '="^«^V^

daCe"' According to the latest Danish Adult Educational thnUer. does

rSg in the frfezer section of the refridgerator qfWy »"« »*

•

fr R d'" Why is Jane Asher a closet bitch? Is puppy love for the birds?

ThiL^ls a wierd. movie, yes. Amaze your friends by teUing hem you ve

seen it and refusing to offer one explanative comn,ent «t»"|^^'^y^^
„^^,^

y]

MoreJ\/lovies

ep End'
Despite its punctiliously attentivcj

by a Pohsh director, Jerzy Skolimo^

no doubt by now off and running^'

laugh)" land, his is a name youd

you're among those meticulous ic

sUnt recall of every tricky picayii

Roman Polanski's co-script writer

i

as meticulous as Skolimowski hir

settling little eyecatchers and un(

of a movie. If odd tidbits of visual

comedy are your cuppa tea. proci

Some might view "Deep End'

nostalgia bent towards the oWconc

insertion of modish discothequ<'

f
Asher, onetime pop paramour^'

drearier aspect of English worfongj

swimming pool, and two of its

trayed by John Moulder Brown

sexual awakening lets his infatuaj

develop into a pathetic albeit coOT

removed should not balk at the um

what might have happened to th^^

fantasies had been unleashed ev

i.

The acting remains credible

Brown just might be, one fe;

adolescent on the sexual thrt^

girl, essentially the same perto

Dominque Sanda in the ^^^^^^

seems to have patiently outli^ ^^

as a remarkably deft actress n a

It is interesUng to note that '^notn

frumpy, homy customer, wai^ "

Tf-

ish motif, Deep End is a new film

Alright, pretentious auteur fans,

h yes, didn't he do. . . (hesiUnt

lave readily encountered unless

juided) enough to command in-

itpicking trivia such as who was
life in the Water. In fact few are

/hen it comes to assembling un-

^ollections into one strange brew
jery and British-flavoured tragi-

pepraved Summer ©f *« with the

^f Swinging London, thanks to the

""nd the presence of Miss Jane

itself actually concerns a far

life, the public bath-house and

[ees therein. A 15-year-old (por-

^ on his own and on the brink of

for (Coy co-attendant Miss Asher

rsuit. Thoae not yet too entirely

ig consequences when mindful of

unrequited frustrations if these

|f so graphically.

gs of absurdity. John Moulder

^ypecaat as groping young

N,,ly fixated with cniel older

quired for hh *''»^ »^ve. with

^On campus the Animation Society wdl screen <^"/*" «' '^^'••^^.^

and 10 toiWrow and Saturday at URC on Hilgard At the I^Fehz th^

week are Truffaut's Bed and Board and Rohmers Claire's Knee^The

^^nt Movie Theater is featuring Merry-Co-Round (by Von Stroheim)

andlmTy Oldfield's Race for a ^^^^-JThe Capra retrospecU^^^

al the County Art Museum's Ring Theater with Meet John »oe ana

LericanTa'dnesL tomorrow ni^t ; Sept 17 ace If. • Wo«A.r^«l LU^

anT Platinum Blonde. The miSnight show at the PUia tonight «

^^onb s Rocco and His Brothers, midnight Sept 17 is THe WUd Bunch

ai^mli^Tl^t 24 is Bonnie and Clyde. Dead Ringer, jtamng Bette

DaviranTHiuS^cock's Strangers on a Train are featured at the Bij^

Genesis III a program of nine experimental fihns wfll be shown at the

Cinema 'hL^^^ D'AntalTcinematheque wiU screen No Man of

Her Own^ark Gable and CamleLombani) and Big Broadcart ton^ht.

xhnr rn]p

klling for emnn^w^ ^^

|ver I>iana Df-nt, ^ '«;> 0/^-

herself

enics.

s as a

(re

;.
'!.

THE TOUCH (R) •Color
..J'-- .His First in Enqli«hl

M4M.PH ft'bo' S 00. 10:15 |fc»r« 12:15 mi^ '''

'

3^-%^ l;«0. *45. 6:00. iOO. 10; 15 (12:15 m.^ S^&fcmlJ

«

«

PIIZI
W*sfwoodVillag«

GR 7-0097

TR 9-9077 • "^

I t I I IIHWL "

•rue* trowM'f - -\ ~T

ON ANY SUNDAY
OaMv 1:4$. »:», »:I0. 4:»0. •:40. 10-.»0

•CA

M. t/io tf^m^' »QCCO ANDm iaoTMtts

THE HIREP HAND
Co4i<Mf aiwt ti»i ttf*

THE BEGUILED
/f ^

llllll
1045'BrQKlon r

WMtviK>od Villoga

i»R 2-0501

GROOVIEST MOVIE IN TOWNI gRlC VON STROHEIM'S

tilml llBViR '^MERRY-GaROUND
oil Bit miifli wMh Mary PKtIbUvNormon Karry

61 1 N. FoirkDc MABEl NORMAND in
Ot 3-2389

$1.00

nil LI irit
La Br*o at Ninth

WE 4-2342

Ch^lw & 5«ftnf C««nWt^

Siipt.9 28 _

INN OF EVIL

viiiiie
961 Broxton

W«s»wood
478-0576
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THE LAST RUN (GP)
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GO TO A MOVIE OR CLUB

TONITE!
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tf/^ Brother and Co.

Janis is gone, but Big Brother and the Holding

Company have kept up together as a fourman group.

They've got a new feniale singer in Kathy McDonald,

some brass, and a lot of guest artists helping out on

their latest album for Columbia Records, How Hard

It U (C 30738). The album boogies along with some

really good spots, and Big Brother has taken an

important step toward regaining a widespread

audience for their San Francisco sound.

Probably the last thing the group would want a

reviewer to do would be to compare the current

group's sound with that of the past. But I think it's

ineviUble. People will wonder "how do they sound

without her?" The most obvious and significant

consideration is the new sound on vocals. It was

mentioned that they've got a new female singer, but

don't let that throw you. She sings lead on one tune,

'*Black Widow Spider", and backup on a couple of

others. But that's it Most of the vocals are done by

Sam Andrew or keyboard session man Mike Fin-

negan. Nick Gravenites sings lead on his song.

•*Buried Alive in the Blues'\ The vocals are pretty

crude and the harmonies sofik^times sloppy, but

everything sounds spontaneous and real. Almost all

More Theater
Dirty Hands. Sartre's political-

conscience play, is playing

weekends at the Gallery Theater.

Night Gamci (including Tke One
St4»ry House. Springs of a Lamb,
and The Pawn) play weekends at

Lincoln Center West, 5228

Fountain, Hollywood. The Hunuui

Thynday> September?. 1971

the material on the album sounds like first

second-Uke live studio work.

Big Brother has apparenUy compensated for their

relative lac^ of vocal disUnction with production

woj[k emphasizing bass and percussion throughout

with an occasional spotlight on the brass or lead

guiUr. In addition, Uie'last song on each side is

totally instrumenUl They're both rafher weird, and

not at all typical Big Brother material. The last band

on side one is a little two-minute fiUer, seemingly

stuck in to meet production deadlines. It's called

**Last Band on Side One". Side twos finale is called

"Promise Her Anything but Give Her Arpeggio" It's

nice and toe-Upping at times—the sort of music that

brings to mind a high-heeled gypsy dancing on your

Uble in a dark cellar by candlelight while all the

drunks laugh and clap along, shout "right on" and

miss the beat.
'

Most of the album, however, is Frisco festival

^ More Music

—music, raunchy and crude at times but honest and

sensual. Lyrics are simple; tljey're about women and

love and, of course, the blues.

If you liked the cooking behind Janis in the past,

there's no reason you can't get into it again. Some of

the material may be cursory and crude, but How
Mard it Is is certainly no stiff for a new Big Brother

Etherise

T

Two in a 6ed opens tonight at

the Emba«y Theater. The Merry
Wives of Windsor is being per-

formed through tomorrow at the

Shakespeare Society of America,

1131 Alta Loma Rd. Harvey opens

Monday at the Huntington Hart-

ford. The Burba^e Theater
Company opens lonesco's Exit the

VoiceandlheUttleFriday Night
; King next * Thursday at the

Lady are at the Board Theater|^ Company Theater 'The production

8451 Melrose Place in West will run Thursdays through
Hollywood on weekends. Saturdays.

• OfFKIAL NOTlCeS •

FROM: Campus Facilities Development & Management
^ LOCKER CLEARANCE NOTfCE

8hident lockers tasued from Murphy Hall, the Custodian Head^^
quarters, or the Gymnasiums must be cleared by 5 p.m. Friday, Sept-
tember 10th, 197L Failure to remove the lock and/or contents will

result in a $5.00 service fee.

Students may reclaim personlai belongings after September 20th, 1971,
by paying the service fee at the Cashier's Window in Murphy Hall (Ad-
miniatrallon Building) and presenting the Cashier's receipt and proper
identiflcatlon to the Lost and Found Department in the Pfayskal Plant
Building at 601 Westwood Plaza. -
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—BUI Pique

Inner Qty Theater will host a

Fiesta de los Teatros beginning

next Thursday through Sept. 26.

Sept. 16-18, h&jos del Sol present

Ultimate Pendejada; Sept. 19-22,

Teatro Mestizo presents The
Macho Bag; Sept. 23-26, El Teatro

Campesino presents a program of

new works

Tomorrow night Chicago will be

at the Bowl, Canned Heat at the

San Deigo Sports Arena. Elton

John is currently at the GreA
with Dee Murray and Nigel Olsson

through Sunday ; Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles will

open Monday with the Four Tops,

for oldtime Motown fans like me.

Sonny and Cher continue at Magic

Mountain through Sunday with

Edgar Bergen. There wiU be a

benefit concert for barrio youth,

at 6:30 tomorrow at East L.A.

College Stadium. Perfornlers

include Canned Heat, Southwind

and Geronfhio Black.

Other concerts to keep in mind
imtil school starts again include:

Joy of Cooking, Leo Kottke and
Joyous I ' at the Santa Monica
Civic next Thursday, James
Taylor at the Bowl Sept. 18; Black

Sabbath and Sweathog at the Long
Beach arena Sept. 25; Jesus

Christ Superstar at theBowl Sept.

24, 25; Moody Blues USA Tour at

the Forum Sept. 28, and Sly and
the Family Stone with Rare Earth

at the Forum .Oct. 1.

In a quick look at this week's
offering from the clubs: Ran(K
Newman and Ian Matthews ar^ at
the Troubadour through Sunday
followed by BUI Withers. Casey
Anderson is at the Ice House
through Sunday; followed by the
Dillards; Tim Morgan returns (as
usual) Sept. 21, and We 5 open
Sept. 28. Jazz fans might note that

Les McCann is at the York Club
(7210 S. Western) through Sept 20

to be followed by Eddy Harris. T-

Bone Walker is at the Ash Grove
the Dillards are currently at the

Golden Bear. Hook Foot continues

at the Whisky through Sunday;
Freddie King and Bronco open
Wednesday. At McCabe's
tomorrow and Satuday are
Michael Hollander and Harold
Oblong; Sept. 17, 18 Heritage

String Band, Curt Bouterse and
Kentucky Faith; Sept. 24, 25

Floating House Band and Kajsa

Ohman.
For classical-type people, the

L.A. Phil gives its final two

concerts at the Bowl. Tonight's,

program, "AtmospheresJn Sight

and Sound," includes w^orks by

De'bussy, Bach and Proksfieff

(the latter two with Lorin

Hollander) with film projections.

Saturday's Pops Spectacular will

feature "Orpheus in the Un-

derworld," **Sorcerer's Ap-

prentice/' works by Liszt and

Franck with Andre Watts, and a

fireworks show. Fuchs Memorial

Concert offers an opera program

at the Wilshire Ebell at 8:30

tomorrow . Players de Camera
will give a free concert at 4:30

Sunday at the Municipal Art

Gallery, Barnsdall Park.

In dance, the Aman Folk En-

semble will perform Balkan,

Middle East and African ethnib

dances tomorrow through Sunday

at the Ahmanson.

—V.F.N.

(0lbe Cnslanb
( Continued from Page 5

)

Especially expressive and robust is mandol^
player andlead singer Martin Jenkins, who manages
to sustain quite a bit of the album by his virtuosity.

The other singers and players are equally adept at

shewing their enthusiasm through their instruments
and voices, and the result is a greet record of ancient
and contemporary sources coming together. Unlike
Taykr's material, Daqdo Shaft's is entirely original,

and that's aD the more reason to be delisted with
how authentic it sounds. A fine combination is found
in "Whispering Ned, " which concerns itself with a
youthful tiipper while bein^ mekxiically out of the
past—"Whispering Ned hasia magical bed where hfe

bead freaked out at night/You couki see him rise up
into the skies/and down the wind went WlMspiering
Ned./He could ride on a breeze high above the
trees/at a turn of his mind he could travel where he
pleased."

The entire album is evocative of the past while still

being connected to the present. Songs like "Kalyope

Driver" ("Kalyope driver wait for me time is shc^rt

but I have to see/If there's anyone else that I can

bring/For I've a song to sing!") and "Waves Ujjcn

the Ether" remind one of the reason for folk music's

existence—as an outlet for the moments of joy and

sorrow in bfe. Since the average citizen in Chaucer's

or Shakespeare's England .was in a pretty unstable

situation, it is easy to see why English folk music

contains such a wealth of range and intensity. Ob-

viously some of the English tradition was absorbed in

America, but since the Civil War, our music has been

increasingly more our own, losing the older feebfig

progressively and taking on our own Woody Guthrie-

type indivklualism. It is lucky that folks like Fair-

port, Allan Taylor, Dando Shaft and the Incredible

String Band still find it worthwhile to search the

rural EIngMsh heritage for gems to send over to the

Colonies. /

Ji^ESr COAST PREMIERE
OFF BROADWAY'S MADCAP COMEDY HIT!

ORTON'S
10 FIND

Ml

'i^^TOUsiy ff"»y...vn2UHe!"
—CLIVE BARNES, N.Y. TIMES

r
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.-3 •^ PREVIEWS START SEPT. 17
i STUDENT DISCOUNT

with this od
A XU^-*^. "' w/Si/ver Sfage/nc. P 'tafion

IPUIMENl
SCAh4-A-PAD wJll lefyou tokeo

' 'wocatioA »KU »omm«f . We'll take il^e

worry out ci finding on opiii^tmeot .

now Of for th«4:oming school year We

'-represent oyer 40.000 units on the

Westtide o< Town ond the Valley One

slop lo SCAN A PAD is oil you need

moke. We then give you everythmg

that (its yoof spec ifkot ions ond you ^e^^'

on opdrtm^nt. Even more interesting,

our t^e IS only SIO and Sb is refunded

wfien you rent onything we reccommend

Coiieni ovOilobJlilies S85 op CoH us

now oi • 'ftoin this od enfi! you ore

reody to make your next move.

15445 Ventura Blvd.

986-6406

11941 Wilshire Blvd. • Suite I

477-1221

i~
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'Maior Bamara". weiiare or wanaFe ?

II linrii ini

The morality of the munitions maker would seem a

timely subject these days. And, as the battle over

welfare reform rages in our state capital, we are all

naturally concerned with the moral implications of

public charity. Thesf thorny issues were tackkd

back in 1906 in George Bernard Shaw's Major Bar-

bara. And now a gratifying revival at the Mark

Taper Forum proves that the Shavian wit and

passionate moral honesty can still challenge an

audience. \

|

Shaw's plays delight in puncturing the platitudes of

the sentimentalist. In Major Barbara Undershaft of

tl^ Salvation Army, Shaw presents the dedicated

young do-gooder, the Christian soldier triumphantly

leading the deserving poor into Heaven. No

hypocrite, Baitwira is filled with the radiance of

youth, love and moral certainty. But there is more

than one serpent in her garden. First of all, her

••deserving poor" are reatiy.^like PygmaUon's AIfy

DooliUe, members of the undeserving poor. With the

shrewdnes bom of poverty, they see through the

Salvationist's bribe of bread and Heaven; taking the

bribe, they privately treat Heaven as an upper-ctoss

luxury item. Moral scruples are aU very weU for

those yfho can afford tfiem.

To Barbara's disgust, it appears that the Salvation

Army itself caimot afford moral scruples either TTie

only money available to continue the Army s

programof good works comes from irhmoral sources

— the whiAey disUller and the armament maker

trying to buy their way into Heaven. To niake

matters even more difficult, the immoral ar-

maments man is none other than Barbara's father.

Andrew Undershaft, the richest munitions maker

in Europe, is Shaw's answer to the dewy-eyea

ideaist. His personal motto is •'Unashamed ,
andhe

refuses to condemn his own product «» somervow

necessary but "wrong." For Undershaft. the

greatest wrong, the greatest crime »s/o^^[^y "/,

has known poverty first-hand as his daughter has -^

not, and he far prefers a comfortable life on earth to

all the future rewards of paradise.

Undershaft is a Machiavel in the purest sense

Although he gleefully cackles over the success dtm

newest bombs, he is not an evil genius Rather, he »

the Machiavellian pragmatist - bombs for mm
mean money , and money means esca pe from the toui

stench of the poor It is part of his pragmatism that-

his workere, too, share in the general prosperity of

the Undershaft Munitions Works Well paid. houMd.

and clothed, they are decent, contented, and loyal

church-goers. As respectable members of the

middle-class, removed from the rigors of a hand-lo^

mouth existence, they can afford the moral code

which Barbaras indigents scorn. Undershaft suc-

ceeds where Bart>ara fails because while she

grapples with souls he saves bodies. But then, Un-

dershaft's guns bk)w up bodies too.

And so the play becomes a battle of moral

priorities. Cau^t in the crossfire between Bart)arB'8

passionate ideals and Undershaft's dollars^nd sense

realism stands Adolphus Cusins, scholar and poet It

is he, as fiance of Bart>ara and potential heir to her

father's cannonworks, who must make the ukimate

choice between this world and the next

This decision is not as clear-cut as it might seem.

While largely indifferent to the lures of' money,

Cusins is at heart a Dionysian spirit fascinated by

the raw power of the munitions arsenal. Like the

Nietzschean Superman which Shaw admired and

adapted, Cusins would like to thrust himself beyond

good and evil, and into the intoxicating realms of the

gods And the sublime Apollonian order of Un-

dershaft's little kingdom complements the crude

energy of the Dionysian. To be the successor of

Undershaft is, for Cusins, to be Nietzsche's spiritual

^Strong-Man who, fusing Dionysus and Apdio,

dominates Europe and the world. Shaw seems to tell

us that it is the poet who cjtfi best handle this role.

But Shaw's play leaves us with several unan-

swered question. Clearly Cusins' gods are more

dynamic concepts than Barbara's God, but won't

they too be swallowed up by the blurt demands qf the

war machine? Is Shaw's faith in the poet as

philosopher-k^g ji^tified? Is Cusins capabte of

making the transition to Machiavellian Prince

without losing the compassionate sensitivity of the

artist?
I

F>art of the confusion stems from the fact that in

Major Barbara Shaw does not practice what he has

always preached As a counterweight lo the moral

simple-mindedness of the Salvation Army he

proclaims his failh in the armies of the night

generaUed by an all-powerful but, benevolent

capiUhst. In truth, Shaw distrusted the inequities of

the capitalistic system; his answer was a rational

Fabian socialism. He did not believe, any more than

the audience does, in the beauUful paternal kin-

dliness of Undershaft toward his underlings. The

Undershaft Munitions Works i? a Utopia and

therefore cannot be taken seriously. Jl is merely part

of a complex inteUectual exercise in which the

irrepressible Shaw turns the worid upside down. No

wonder that audiences leave the theatre in heated

argument. Shaw has stacked the deck.againsii^,

II

When this iswnci. u.« i- said and done, however, it-Js a-

pleasure to see a play worth arguing about. For all of

Shaw's trickery and the diabolical neatness of his

conclusions, he has brought up issues which are as

pressing today as they were in 1905. It i». h^^^^^J;

unfortunate that some W-ight mind at the Music

Center decided to capitalize on this •'universality.

For the one major flaw in the current producUon is

the decision to do each of the play's four acts in the

style of a different epoch. Thus we begin in 1971 with

midiskirts and Danish modem, two scenes laterthe

drawing room is a flapper-filled salon of the 1920 s^

and the concluding scene finds the characters atUred

in the flounces of Shaw's own penod.

The idea is ingenious but it simply doesn't work

The audience, knowing the play's action Ukes p^ace

over a span of perhaps three days, is undersUndalrfy

confused Further, Shaw's pUy does not need to be

bolstered by this sort of a sleight-of-hand. And while

Major Barbara does indeed ^^^^e a meamng for

-^every era. Shaw prided himself on the abiBty to

capture the concrete realities of his own day and age

Charies Lomax's dreadful slang, for instance^ docs

not make sense if lifted out of iU context The ptoy

transcends iU time to give meaning to oure. but the

audience shouW be trusted to make this mertal

connection for itself.

OPENS TONIGHT 8:30
FrI & Sun 8:30. Sat & Sun 7:30 & i 0: 1
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Students SS-Oft^
mmrimn McCarf* prmti^

J«on Poul Sortf« » Mo»»«»pt«c« o» PolWkcol pa»»ion»

"DIRTY HANDS"
•(•'Les Mains Sple«")

STARRING TED ROTER & RICK MOSES
Gu«»» SiQf Mof ton NVCof go. dif •€•<! by T»d Ro»»f

OAUCTY THEATRE

8325 Santo Momco Blvd Res.: 654 0456

SQUARE DANGE-
Beginner Class Storts

Sept. 13. 20 & 27

Each Monday $-10:30 p.m.

Sanfq *^nica Bay Woman's Club

1210 4th Si. (at Wilshire. SM)

Couples/Singles with Partners
.c,nR76

Donation $3 per couple each lesson Into. 451 Ob/6

0<»-

STUDY LAW NOW
• Be A^ Attorney

• Or Altorney's Assistant

J

TRANSFER
STUDENTS
ACCEPTED

^'^-.M'^KiU

• RIQUIREAAEffTS — 60 \mtf%

\car«lM Colleoe M»wk er «fver

23 ood poet •xom.
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& quellfy *o€ ColU, Ber Exam.

^Fm«*«.^
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G
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with this coupon
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^Announcements

"Hnm"
yourSpring '71

PROFESSOR
AND COURSE

EVALUATION
SURVEY CARDS

with your FilfTtv

Registration

Materials

(PLEASE)

y^Chwxh Servkes

WESTWOOD Frionds maotin« (Q<i^liars),

Silant worship. Sun., 11 A.m., Uaiv. YWCA,
S74 Hil««rd. Victors wotcoma. 472-7tM.

I

^Enferiainment,
^T

VA(iATION llo«ital-CrotlHlio-Lako Oroeory-
privata family caMN f M9 lotft* Hr roup
OI>»ni-4Mf. (2 St)

CATALINA Holiday Cotta«os. Oaily/Waohly
spocial. Hormosa Hotol, plMNio Avalon 747;
•ox «4« Avalon, 90704. (3QTR)

^Mp Wanted. 3

MATURE marriod cowpio assist apt
manager for rodwcod rant noar campus,
maintonanct, axparianca raqotrod. 47)-M43
aftar Sunday. OS 9)-~ «

—

GRADUATE studont in croativo writin9 or
lournalism to coilalwrato witti author.
Room, board, salary in wroodod Malibu
ratraat.Musttiavt^ar. PtMM>a4S4-2tS4. (3S

CAMPUS iab — Daily ftruin advortisin«
offict, S-7 hrs daily during publication yr.

only. Must bo txporioncod (asp. statistical)

typist; accounting knowlodgo holpful. 112

K.H., Ext. S2221, lOM 1 OOM-F. (3S9>

MEDICAL STUOENTsT^^^
INTERNS,

GRAD SCIENCE STUDENTS
or RESIDENT MDs ONLY.
Noarby Infortllity Clinic would lika to

obtain additional samon donors. Many of

spocimons will only bo usod for laboratory
roscarctt. Man wtfo aro Rh nogatiii>o or
Spanisli and Black background par-.-
tkularly raquostad. Plaasa phono 477-474}.
and ask lab for dotails.

SNAICLEE OlSTRiaUTGRS nafdod full or
part timt. Organic, bladagradabia claaning'
products, food supplomonts boauty aids. No
invostmont—wt train. )9t-9 1 37 ; 3tg-3244. ( 3 s
I

DRIVING iab for school
attarnoons. t2.M/tM-.
ro9Uirod.472-77S1.

yr. Tuos/TtMirs
driving racord

(3S9)

TYFiNG/oditoriai/rosaarch work for
ecology magaiin* Good work, good folks,
loosa onvironmont. Call EQM M»sn9>
»**rty. (3S9)

INOLISN. spaoch maior - balp boy It
vocabulary noto taking, communication $s
hour 179 0744 Walk UCLA. (3S9)

•ROTrfERS-SlSTERS full/part tima. Op-
Rbrtonitios availabla to Mitroduco In Black
^"t^riUO/^nimnMc to yowig paopla. Earn
%\n ^r wook/up. Call Linda tor ap
pphrtwiawt 4S1-M4B. l> am-l pm. ()S9)

MEMORY Exporimont — tl.M— 40minutos
work Profor non psych ma|ors. Natlva
spaakors af anglish only. Sign-up FH 2S3< B
or caU ovos. SS)-9947/ 27t-044S. (IS 9)

RECEPTIONIST ft logal trainaot. Typing
r9^. Salary apon. Bov Hills Law Sulfa. 274-
»••• (3S9)
4 ii' '

Yoti are fust ttie type
we're looking for.

REGULAR PLASMA DONORS
»4$ por month whiio fioiping othofs.

, Com* in to 1441 Gayloy. Sulfa 214
or

Call 474-44St 11.7 i

MALE o«rt lim» ttocli /A dark Applf
(Barry't Lt^uof \nsi h GlympK tHo

longhair Start I Jl4/t»r (1S9)

STUDENT swbiocts, iiantod tor

OMpportod mari^uaWa ttvey Pro4 h^sh/
toph All rmn^x of txportottco noodod from

lu«oav.444-M97. faS9)

'^Help MTanfad••••••«•••••••• 3 y/Servkes Offered.....r.. ^l {
>/ Travel. 13

] ^ Apis, - furnished,. Jjl

PCDERALLY AUTHORHeO
MARIJUANA EXPERIMENT Hoalthy

males non u»»r» and eaporioncod wruvn*
smokers noodod Ji years up Graduate

students. profoss»onals/ faculty preferred^

Pay and benefits 42$ 0094. i »^ m ,M-F.(3S
9)

NEED ar have apt H share? Studawt apt

sharing our bwsinots. Call ROOMMATE*
FINDERS 47S-44)I. < S9)

GIRL, part or full timo housework, walk to

campus »17$/hr 279 2121; 474-2953 (3S9)

FRENCH TEACHER Experiencod
only—part time. Pvt. school. West LA. Bog.
Sept . 474 3444. (3S9)

WANTED—cote friendly girl for recep-
tionist and light bookkeeping position.

Beverly Hills area. Call 457 4200. (3S9)

ENTERTAINMENT paper needs someone
to sell ads Paid salary plus commission. Call

474 1990 for info (3S9)

AUTO Insurance too highf- Students and

employees call Rabert W. Rhoe 4J9 7274 ot

,

4749793 mOTR)
TELEVISION rental. Special UCLA ratos.

'

RCA models. Free delivery - free service. 24

hr. phone 274 91 19. (liqTR)

LICENSED childcarc. Mother w/lielpor will

babysit her fiome any time. Fenced
playground, toys, games, movies much fun

EUROPE - Israol. Dim way, rptmtf trip

student travel discounts. SOFA Intor-

European studont cttartor flights. Contact:,
ISCA, 1 1M7 San Vicente Blvd. #4. L.A., ft04f . ,

424^5449. (I3QTR)

«nd love! Evelyn 397 0944 (11S9)

SALESGIRLS— Full ft part, time, no ex
prnencp We tram, fast advancement to

m,«na9( mint 713 34)4.
y

(3S9)

OPPORTUNITY

8th ANNUAL
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

For students, faculty and 4taff

EUROPE : Many dpRprtttres (including ooo-

ways)
FROM 4125 ^^

CALL Flight Chairman: (213) M»-^J?''
*'*•

Overland Ave., Oopt. A., Culver City

EUROPE Discount fti«hts. Also Israel,

Africa. ind«a. 44% •H. Intra-Europoan

charier fl.«hts Student ID. cards. Contact

EASC WJ N Beverly Dr.. Bov. Hills, C«.

*02I4 37*4393 (I3 0TR)

For Girts 21-15 yrs.

Have FUN ft Earn liberal exp4Jnse

allowance. Accompany eligible men
touring ttie city.

()19) 441-3478 Hrs. 1-9 p.m., 7 days

V Lost ond Found. 4
"—- » . y - , -I —

LOST 4/2. Dark gray, nout male- cat vie.

Ashton Shelby. Answers "Sntokey". Reward
475 1497 (4S9)

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES— Dissertation
editing C/On be as nee as typing. Experienced
editor, Eng. PhD: 445-9125. (IIS9)

^ '
•*

INTRO Group processes, awareness,
Gestalt Tuesday 4 10 PM. Saturday 3-4 PM.
Students $3 Call for brochure. The Group
Center, 454-3030. (I1QTR)

DRIVING School. Sf.H hr. "Roa<i Safety
since 1924": State Credential. Penny Bros.
443-47Sy / (1IQTR)
-.'' S —^i^^^^''^-i i^.=—

EDITING II yrs academic/prof exp.

Theses, dissertations, books. Eves/wkends
474 4790. (11 S9)

y For Renf

ATTRACTIVE Housing availabla in in<,

tegrated Crenshaw-Baldwin Hills area.
Convenient to everything. Call Crenshaw
'Neighbors for house/apt. info. 294-2294;

iwkndS, 2925175. (70TR )

,PROBLEM pregnancy? V4lley •f, Free
info on your alternatives, referrals to prof

help. 343 0215 (11 S9)

MOBILE school. 14 children, 4, 5. 4 graders,
3 teachers, bus, WLA, SM, Bev Hills.

Curriculum: envifonment, problem solving,

thinking skillj^i^ips: museums, industries,

nature. Tuition $1100/ year. 474-5724, 425-

4419. (IIS 9)

y Rides Offered, •«•«•••; o

COMPANION wanted to drive to Montreal
9/11; return approx 10/9. Share expensei.
474-4775. 4 p.m. ' (4S9)

4 TRACK cartridges retapod w/ your own
records, tapes, or voices. 52.50 per recording
393 2931. .. (11 S9)

JAZZ Piano styles, private instruction,

chord progressions, voicings, improvisation.

Herb Mickman, 442-4542. (12-9 pm). dlOtr.)

^ Rides Wanfed. 9 ^ j^g^^j 13

TTMT STUDENTUrNX TRAVEL*
1007 broxton, los angeles

In Wastnrdod, phone 473-4443

NEED daily ride from Victory-Coldwater
•r9» (Valley) to UCLA. Will pay expenses.
Len«re, 479-4274. (*S9)
---^. • —— ^^^^^

..
—

GlfrC in Seal Beach needs dally ri^e to uclaT'

beginning (all quarter. Share expenses. 430-

19793 (9S9)

ONE WAY London/LA Sept. 14. Best offer.

825 4577. (13Sf>

.»1

'--'————--- V^'^'nS-••••••••••••••••••••• 14

^'for Sale.. W
DUALITY king site bed—4130. Worth 5240
Still in wrapper. 391-4111. (10S9)

MUST sell air conditioner with brand new
compressor. Suitable for VW. Call 347-

4414. (10S9)

GREAT books: Complete set - 74 vol. XInt.
cond ( New S450) 5250/ offer. 391-7414. (14S9)

WILL sell new, unused encyclopedia
Britannica, 1971 edition, cost reasohable and
negotiable Edward 397 0944. (10S9)

FISHER stereo system, Garrard
Professional changer, Aquarius speakers -

list, 5542. Asking 5295. New in boxes. 723-
5435/243 4974, (lOOTR)

COMPLETE Stereo system. Roberts AM-
FM, fine speakers, BSR record changer. List
5300, sacrifi<;e 5145. Never used. Great
sound. 721 0207. (10QTR)

y Servkes Offered........^ 1

1

OUT Of BODY eKpcnence and' self hypnosis.
iFREE class—anthropologist Santa Monica
lExperimental College, WLA. Thursday
evenings Call 9:04 1:40 424-4244. ( S9)

Information and Referrals

r=. For
• /.

birth control - abortion
,venereal disease treatment
vasectomies tubal ligations
overpopulation literature

OVERPOPULATION
INFORMATION CENTER

Monday 10 2

Ackerman Union 2413

) sponsored by S.L.C. student run

JET to EUROPE
Aug. 24/ SeiM. M < LON/AMST $249

Sept. 3 OneWaytoAMST S134

and nvMiy ether Nifhts

Indicate YOUR CHOICE of departure iMte
and call Prof P Benttor UCLA c/o Siefil
Travel Inc., 9475 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, 277-5244 or 479-31 1 1

.

MUST SELL! One-way ticket on Uni-charter
to London, Sept 12.590. Caim4-44t9. (13S9)

T TTWTT gTUDBNT TRAVEL*UIN1 CHAirrKR^FLIOHTS
1O07 biXBKlon,iwift nwood

^

Sept S-Oct 3 LA/London/LA $258

., :_j2i

ONEWAY FLIGHTS

FRENCH—SPANISH—ITALIA41: Ex-
perienced Univ. prof. Positive results any
•nam. Easy conversational method (trial).
473-24*2. (14 0tr.)^

-U^
i GRE. LSAT, oMior collo«o tott preparation.
I indiv. instruction. Academic Guidance
\ Service. 420 So. Robertir>n. 4S7-4390. ( 14 Qtr.)

/ typing •••••••••••••••••••••••••« 75

CAMPUS vicinity—2 biks. away. Papers,
dissertations. Fast, accurate, neat. Ex-
perienced. Tom—473-0031 (1SS9)

TYPING Ms, tochnical, thMias, p»p*rt.
whatever, ielectric (plus symbols).
54c/#aeo. Tarry 4S7-1244. (1SS9)

JOAN and EDITH—IBM—term papers,
theses, miscellaneous. Pick up and delivery.
JOAN, 392 4424. EDITH, 933-2993. (1SS9)

TY,PINO—Editing, tof'm papers, resumes,
letters, theses, IBM, English grads.
Pica/Elite. Nancy, 472-4143; Kay, 424-
H72. (IS Qtr.)

Aug 6 LA/LON il48
Aug 27 LA/AMS $143
Sept« LA/LON $123
Sept 12 LA/LON $123
SeptU LON/LA* $148

DEC 18 LON/LA $148

SELF-HYPNOSIS Classes. You con loarnv^
eliminate cramming and recall and release
materiel studied. 474-3354 1-4 PM. daily. (11

OTR)

REIIT FIINIIUIE
, STUDENT DISCOUNT RATES

LOW ASSS PER WEEK
FOR) ROOMS

More flights available on Walt List. All
flights limited to UC students, staH, ex-
tension and registered Alumni Members.

Also Headquarters For

INTL STUDENT ID CARD
Intra- Europe Charters
STUDENT RAIL
Auto Purchases

Open 1/2 Day Sauturdays
In Westwood, Broxton ot Weyburn

lOCn broartop,i»iMt i¥ood

TE LE :
477. 1 1 1 1 or 473-4443

ALL kinds of typing. Reasonable rates. Fast
service. Call 472-4421. (15$()

1
WATTS Secretairal Service-29f-313S. Export

,

work on both IBM Composer ft IBM Selec-
tric. Thesis, essays, and manuscripfs-by the
hours. (1SS9)

PROFESSIONAL dissertation edUing,
guidance, IBM typing. Satisfaction
guaranteed. No bargain hunters, rgforoncos.
479-4144,477-4342. (IS QTR)

RUTH - theses, term papers, manuscripts.
Experienced. Weekends, daily S-9, 42t-
''*^ (15QTR1

GENERAL academic/business style. IBM
electric. Professional/accurate. 4 yrs. ex-
perience. Santa Monica area, 399-2009. ( ii
(QTR)

EXPEIJT Thesis typino. yrs. expOr., IBM
Exec. Typewriter. 54c/ page, guaranteed
loccuracy. Linda, 424-2443. (15 59)

TYPIST— Theses, dissertations, books,
termpapers Specialty math and technical
typing Accuroto, rap«d service 741-SS04. ( IS

DISSERTATIONS proposals, first and final
draftrr theses; seminar reports. Best
fefereftce4,Editor typist. 391-9109. (ISQTj^

*~~:i^.

^ IVonM..'•*•«*••••••••••»••••«« 16
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U41ENT FURNITURE
1341 Westwood Bl

WLA
Call474-4fU

14733 UanardSt
VanNuys
CaM 747 5334

S)/HR p4w\ 19^ of votoi luperviso^ NOW
work I] 7 pm. Bandabfe 47s 1320. 47|.9404 9

am. 4 R.an.

Master

twri»pe Atnc* Asia india Israel
-Student flights and Charter^

,- tJV Euioptf *fvk(y No age limit

Etfrfcsc any 'iAi b, .cbvrtoiod a^rimc
,,

Youth Fares itom ,iu ma^or US cities
. iinct LAi rr.ni V190 'ountftnp

Eur«(tp*ssfs S»ucl»:"i R,i'ip<tsses.
ffi;.u'r4nii> C*» Purcha!»»> London

5^^
AccommoOdt.onv Too". ID Cards

II rcf Eu'oix'ar \«ap> & literature to
pass«>nqfrs Currency convprt^is

/

^udi'fit Tra^t I Hoaobuartc.-s

A!S FLIGHTS

'.'!« Sanfa Vonic.! Bl vd

' ; Ijiii rt>.» Sa^ra Von ca Donvn»

1 r

?.V7i'*^ •*^* '**^ clothing. Clothes ClMot.
5175 Overland, Culver City Eves/Sats. 393-
3542 eves. Will pick up. (14S9)

JU. '

WEEKEND companion: Mole 44 plus well
read, intellectual, artistic interests, good
driver, trips, ttieatre, etc. 274-4290. ( 14 S 44 i———P^—P ij

y ApH. " Furnished 17

5244 OCEAfil Ave, SM, roar 3 bdrms. priv
bath, rm for kitctien. Suitable 3 girls 393-

11!L
-

(17S9)

SUBLET fall quarter: 1 bdrm furnished
house. Brntwd. Fireplace, patio, etc. 424-4344
(eves).5139/nio. (17S9)

4t7S-UP 1 o«d 2 b«b^m. pool, walk UCLA
JJso fail looses 514 Glonrock 473 914$. lTi\

ENJOY SUMMER OR LONGER . AT-TRACTIVE CIPAM ae>ADT^c>4Yf
" ' om»

OEN ACCOMMODATES '^ AinCOND, Mock camp«. p.o4. sunMis.
42S LMdIair. 4n>f4B4. (17 OTR)

•Jw

^7

/
»i;*!-'^«";, . ^^.

ONEbdrm,onob8th,air cond., gar ot i.«.-

555 LEVERING
^f^Bido • I Sadroom

-'^ Famllias OK
PoU - Elavator - Laundry
Walk UCLA ft Westwood

OR7-2144
Near Veteran Ave. I'QTR)

5135 2.ROOM bach, duplex Beaum^JiTTT
wfiito carpeting, electrical appi.aVc;Carport ^atio^^ utilities. 474-9042 (,75,',

WALK TO UCLA
SPACrOUS MODERN SINGLES

BEDROOM ARTS
RENTINGOFFICE
516LANDFAIR/^1

2 BEDROOM 2 baths, 5250.04 spacious, at
tractive new building ResponsiWe tenants
only 1417-Federal EX50340. (17 St)

BACHELORS Apt. for one person only — $70— utilities paid — share bath WLA near
UCLA GL1 4044 (UStJ

BEST LOCATION-ACROSS
UCLA

ALL UTILITIES FREE
COMFORTABLE
ACCOMODATIONS

4214 lor 3

5225 ft 1244 for A-. -^
705 Gayl«y«4rl'^5l0'

kU .j;...«!r»>l-*-f -t^V

10 MINUTES to UCLA. Newer 1 bdrm in-

cludes carpeting, drapes, dishes, linens, TV,
Hi Fi. 439-1497. (17 5 9)

LIVE AT THE BEACH IN SANTA MONICA
tirand new mo0om 1 bdrm. turn. apts.

I>erfect to share for 2 people

Rents 51tS-23S por month, per apt.

Pool-Subterranean garage-Elevator
Private patios ft Balconiet-^Ocean view

Walk te beach-Near Freeway

2002 Fourth St.

2045 Fourth St.

2311 Fourth St.

SM
SM
iS. mm

3925573
392 5554

392-5444

1 B/R, sleeps 3; A/C, pool, patio; vyalli

UCLA, children OK; 195/mon; 479-0107. (17 S

9)

CAMPUSf TOWERS
BACHELORS -SINGLES
BEDRM STUDIO, 1 1/2 BATH
HEATED POOL -PATIO
Deposits now for summer /fall

10824 Lindbrook at Hilgard

Mr. Lyncl),GR5-5584.

51S000 burnished very attractive large 4

rooms I bedroom Shutters, separate dmette
132 So Harper Ave. near 3rd St. Los Angeles
55 3340. (17 S»)

Furn

THE VILLAGER
Color and Charm

1 and dens, 1 bdrms. / singles.

Fireplace, Ige. heated pool, elevator, pvte.

patio, air conditioning, lovely street. Quiet

bldg., maid available. North of Wilshire,

convenient to fwys. - •=-
.,

411 Kelton Ave. (off GayfeyT , ^__,
479-4144 (17 QTR)

VERY large one
welcome. 5144. 1X32
Wilshire. 394-3140.

EuclM,
Pets, children

SM. South Of

(17S9)

NEXT TO CAMPUS
Reduced Summer Rentals
~ Singles - 1 Bedrooms
With garage and sundeck

644 and 6S0 Landfair
270-3014 and 477-2197

if no answer, call 476-3578.

WALK to UCLA. Singfos. t bdrms, sundeck,
garages reduced summer rates. 444 and 450

633 6AYLEY
5 Min. walk Campus

Singles/Shared apt. Heated Pool.

Deposits accepted Fall Quarter

473-6412

BACHELOR apt for one. 445/mo Utilities

.pd Share bath. Clooe UCLA/transportat ion.

474 4924/GL 14004. - ilL* '

t

505GAYLEY
Across from Dykstra

KITCHtNETTES-SINGLES-
BEDROOMS

APTS, TO SHARE -$50
Deposits now for s^mer/fall

MRS. KAY - GR3-178S, GR3-0524

.5375 HOLLYWOOD HiN4-4 btfrm., 2 baths
plus 2 bdrm. guest tralMr, agent, fee, 474-

7791. , (17 S 9)

tl34 WEST Las AwB4t4S, 1 bdrm. duplex
garage, will furnish. ABont, fee, 474 7791 (17
S 9)

^^

400BUILD!NG
1 and 2 Bedrooms, furnished.

Ideal for year round living.

ate oatio,. sub.
I. ^A^.

41SGa_yleyaty«taran
47H735

Bangladesh position

explained to students
ByDIUpDttiU

His Excellency Mr. M.R. Siddiqui, the Ambassador of Bangladesh

(formerly East Pakistan) to U.S.A. and Canada and Mr. A.M.A. Muhith,

the former Economic CounseUor of the Pakistan Emk>assy at Washington

D.€ who transferred his allegiance to the Government of BangUdeah,
^

acidressed a meeUng on August 31 , at Bunche Hall.

Siddiqui gave a k)ackground of the atrocious and indiscriminate killings

of one million people of Bangladesh by the West Pakistani army. In ad-

dition 8 million Bengalis had to flee to the safety to India leaving theu-

homes. _ , . . , j j

Sidiqdi also pointed out that Sheik Mujib, the Bangladesh leader and

who was referred to by the Pakistani dicUtor Yahya Khan as the future

Prime Minister of Pakistan is being tried secreUy with an assumed

oredetermined verdict of death. Yahya Khan had already declared that

bv October *7i Sheik Mujib who had won 167 out of 169 seats in

Bangladesh, of a total of 313 seats in the National Assembly would not be

alive u
- Siddiqui appealed to the inteUigentsia of this country to raise theu-

voice in condemnation of the brutal reckless dicUtorship of Yahya Khan,

bv writing letters to their President, Senators and Congressmen. — . ^ -

The Ambassador also traced the history of the economic and political

exploitation of Bangladesh by West Pakistan during the course of the last

23 years.

Muhith the economic advisor to the embassy of Bangladesh elaboratwj.

on the pr^pect of a famine being faced by 30 million people out of a totid

noDulation of75 million in Bangladesh. H^ pointed out that givmg relief

Sirouffh the Pakistan Government which does not control the countryside

would be strengthening the West Pakistani army who were using food as

a tool to compel surrender by the people of Bangladesh^

- Muhith suggested that distribution of food supphes should be Uken over

bv the U N or other non-partisan organizations and should be done by an

airdrop Muhith also urged the U.S. Government to come out with open

condemnation of the repressive regime of Yahya Khan,

^e meeUng was pr^ided over by SUnley A. WoVrt. chairman,

history department, here. Several other members of the faculty were also

present, with other students.
^^ .
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.00 YEARS OF ENCYCLOPAEDiAE - Some ol tij. Monday^ ^•-^^'j;^ V,)^^^
^ "^ ^'^"^^

many encyctopaedia on display at tt»e University a.m. to 5 p.m. Closed Sunday

Research Litwary. ttirough September 24. Hours:

Klipper to offer

film \\

Beginning this fall Donald

KUpper will again present a film

program sponsored by the UCLA
extension center The course

''American and European

Cultural Aspirations of ttie 20th

Century as Reflected in Authentic

Films of the period", will attempt

to teach students the language of

films. This IS to assure that people

watching films of a certain period

will be able to gain the most from

them.

In his coilrse. Extension

422 U 3). Wipper uses actual films

of the periods he is discussing The

year sequence will be divided into

three seasons, with the fall

quarter covering 1900 through 1920

with winter and spring q^iartert to

include up to the 1980'«.

Ttw extension courae will meet

in two sections, one on Wednesday

and the other on Thursday sUr-

ting on Sept 22. For information on

this course, and on a similar one

open to the gttieral public on

Saturdays, contact Donald

Klipper of the Audio-Visual World

School of Living History at 475-

3033

. Crossword

Answer

'It::- —T'-"?-

DailyBruin

y
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Ads Get Results

Room and Board
JAph.- Unfurnished 18 ^House for Renf..... 20.^ y s^mnn^ (t^r Hmlo 25^ ^ ,7dr^ smll house, lorn, SliS/mo. WLaT jm^nqed tOf 1«!P--^-
«^A^Ycn*«r.R«n*ar UCLA: 2b4rm opt or Federal Ave GL 14044. (MSt) ctudIht TO LIVE IN NlW» ItfVCKLWANTED to ronf noor UCLA: 2 btfrm opt or

guest ftouse for small European family. 7 yr

old girl and small dog. $200 250/month 344

1943 (eves.) 42$-4S45 (days) t'l*^'

10 MINUTES to UCLA. Newer ^ »>««rm.^l 1/2

baths, shag carpeting, drapes. Alwaysrcool.

439 14»7.
(ii>Ti

ONE bdrm, unforn, carpet, stove, •••^*«-'

National & Robertsoh area. $11 J/ '"**•
^ j^jNational & Robertson

1744

\ BDRM small house, furn, $li$/mo. WLA,
Federal Ave GL 14044^ (MS»)

2 BDRM house • noor boocti • Vo«ko arofu

Very clean Ige kitch $240/mo Jim 302

3574 (24S4)

^ House for Sole 21

i BDRM, 1 3/4 bath J34,$00_ '2^ down

OViot, 439 0432 ; 3440 Westwood aivd (21 S 9)

J Boom for Rani 26 VAu»o» for SaU... 29
'

' aJ« "- ^ I—^

STUOVHT IP LIVE IN M11«^ifVB«LY
MILLS Mei#i PRIVATE "OOM. BATM.

TV LjGMT HOUSCMOLD DUTIES •^•t
SIT 12 YR OLD GIRL MUST HAVE OWN
CAR SALARY PLUS WE WILL PAY YOUR
MONTHLY CAR PAYMENTS 27T mi Of

271 1174 (2JSf»

GIRL, houseworh and «»»••<<•'•;
'^^f, '"-•f^

out. walk to campus Salary «'**"'«•»
7232 "** '

ROOM .« prjvato home, mtcfion pc •*•!#•» or

$144 per month «ith meals P»owo 214-1444.

m: PttlVATl rm/ofl*raiKO, private hbme A

bath Kitchen privite^os. within woiking

distance 474 t04] '1** '

OUIIT. comfortable rm for Bro4 Otwdont or

mo« stwtfont Kitction pcivHo^ot. 141 4149 (24

S 9)

1 BEDROOM, 1140 00, spacious, modern,

carpets, dr4p4^, stove, refrigerator

Respoos.bfe tenant* o«ly. 1417 P****^*"
^V*

EXM340. («4>T1

VENICE. Huge two bedroom $225 — three

bedroom $345 Dishwasher, intercom,

sundeck. 1/2 block beach, 394-4432. (14 S 9)

7 BDRM HOME 5 minutes from "^PJJ*^
$34,500, low down. Open wkends '>;»*?•
474 3519. '--- M'»^'

RANCHO PARK—by owner 3 bdrms., built

ms. Tireahfast area Large utility roo*"

Much storage, rumpus room •<*«|^, '•

garage. Mid 30* 47S-4343. ^ (21 S9).

FEMALE room and board t«chan^ l»g*»W

hoosework/babysilt.ng private '"•'

bath/TV Ne.rUCLA 474 4314 (2$S9I ^Aufos for Sole..* 29

EUROPEAN DELIVERY
VOLVO~MG

Save on cor rontol with o«f "•••V fcofo folio

dehvery tn Boropo Plan" Ofroct thtpmonf

also arraoBod Financing availobto

V91 444$. 174 4914

WEST SIDE IMPORTS
11201 Wafthin^ton Blvd.

VW f^astback lil^ v»fy good condition.

New (iwtch and new guaranteed ef»B«no.

Sacrifice $444 394 7094 (l9Sfl

HAPPY family needs liap#v rtodent Room,
board salary for babysitting. cf»ores. H04KS

ilOAiblc 47*$S$4 (MS9)

1944 SAAB 1 cylin^Of -J cycle. Micheline X

•ires Good to«d.t«on $104 cash ^*}J**Y.
before 14. 15 434 9734 (1949)

__ - — • - <»'--• '

' ' '

»»» OATSUN i»i<i Blue 77 444 mf. two
int cond

•It )ii

$UN I4*i Blue 27 444 mi two fOM.
Sac

r

tfite »'*»4' b»»t offer 4U4>44
()9S9)

$17$ SANTA MONICA, 2 bdrm., near SMCC,
agent, foe, 474-7791. (14 5 9)

WESTWOOD nr "CLA 3BBrrn * dgUt
family rm Format dino. Foof »79.J44.S*nd»

Realtors. 474 4444 (11 S9)

. ^^

$550 HOLLYWOOD—groups or students, 4

bdrm., 4 baths, on 2 acres, agent, fee, 474-

7791. (14S9)

y Apfs. to Shore '7

ENJOY LUXURY BY SHARING LARGE
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN SINGLES. f»OOL,

SUNOECKS, OARAOC. 441-42$ LANDFAIR
4795444. (19 OTR)

BRENTWOOD - 3 bdrm, 2 bath. «>»"••«»

Childrens paradise $44,000^ Agent Mrs

Browne IJ* 5477 Eves 472 2202

SHARE house, private room, m OMCt»onB4

for babysitting J scf»oolage children need

male or female student 7 M 4 34 am, 1-4 pm
Optional v#l4rY lor additional help

Marianne 255 51$1. o«1. 444 days •»
"J'

eves - (25S91

DUNE b«*«BV fcd^. **•""". !!r'/*.*i«
Leov«n«xo«m«rv 477 4143. oftor $ pgt. ,(.W S f

)

•41 BUICK Speciol. rodio automotic Irons ,

new battery. generator , •••*
nr»s $»04/best offer Leove Bert noto m
•^1 ffO S 9)

Cycles, Scoolers

30

-4*^-1

NEED or tiovo apt to *»^*^JJ}I^M
sharing our b«4iiio«t Coil «OOMM#Jl
FINDERS 475 4431

^ ______
MAR VISTA share 2 bdrm f^irn apt w/1 mod
student $72/mO Call before 2 pm Glen 391

09}r. 120 327* ('^S9)

dfRL share fur l bdrm fie «t to campus,
|i*iJ building, pool. $117 5d 473 0112 after 4

pm. 4 (19$9)

BRENTWOOD 2 bdrm B don. Nice ydrtf.

Near Sunset & UCLA $41,500 Fred Sands

Realtors. 47* 4444 (21 S 9)

^ House to Share 22

FXPLORING alternotives? Commune top

lever ly Glen m large well kept ho*"* •%»!»

foMho people. 94* 74*3 <"S9)

ONE female to share 2 bdrm/l bath apt,

Brntwd. 424-2447. Brad student preferred.

.>77 50. . .V (19S9)

GIRL 21 plus. 2 bdrm.. Own room, TV, piano,

patio, $97.50 furn , t%9»T campus 473-3533. ( 19

S 9)

WANT female, share htr 2 bdrm. or look,

around 25. 395 3342 Keep trying, I teach. (If
S 9)

NEEDED 7 or 3 girls to share house forSoU

qtr Call Cathy eves 944 5100 '_"^_

I GIRLS Wve lorte dupfon in ^»J*'^:i^ third roommate Private ^^^ ^^\*^\
»ves 474 45*5 —

,

.,^J MM

JRoom and BoorOt>»>.»»»«« 24

Women Best i^ousing «»•*'' »""r'y-.'"*;7
innow Tw.n.pmos ^oop '^^ ^''**\\A^1.
9134 '

GIRLS dorm^'co^tt for sale Deposit

already paid Call »ecky l79 919* or Nell*e

549 1904
(J4>T»

FEMALE Rm/bd for BoBy»m*nB/ •BfcJ

housework Pleasant JW'^^^vnd''^
,
,.'^

campus Pnv rm/bath 474 4991 (2$ S9)

-Oi R L ttght duties m frtontffy honjo ^^•^
room /bath Walk to campus (No ••«JV»^,
t.ngi 472 2149 .,

(2$»»»

.
— -^ "

I
'

GARAGE apt plus board m •*«»•«;••'•*

child care 13 hrs weekly *»^'
••'f--*?*'

Oirl preferred Phone Mrs CraiB. 474. 1141

FEMALL baby**49or prt*
•'"•••fj^: 32L

W^ihino d.H campus Salary School a«e

children 475 UTO ^'2*

FFMALEviudents private rm. board eicli

houvfueep.ng doctor s home m WCCA CaM

477 4474 *?**.'

MARRICO couple %••» »uest»»«u»e^ •^^
f.ch ,arden;ng tut.r.og

'^••"'"•'V
Ch.ldcare Responsible refe*enc4s »'*';•'

37 J 4244 ,

(25 $V)

WRITER needs part t.me bobyt»»tor fn

e^cnan^* lof room 'board C»ri pfHerred

Cat* Mrs CA»a 271 i^il/^in «'44 :xi"*li

S50 MONTH ietna»o studeot Otvorcoo/ 2

youno O-rlS ho»«%«»»olO Choc«S f^r bOOCh.

need traov phon# 459 111' I25S9J

1949 nONDA 1$4 Scrambler, must soU; »»»•

iirm 47$ 1291 .
(JBSfl

CMEV Bticayno. 1442. low mttoogo. superb

conditio** $125 Must sell Sept ^*P*jy
4445

• y^**'

1971 VEGA camback 4 %p6 air. r/h. s#ocl«l

suspension. e««f a wide tires Call •"•' •
^"J,

$$1 l$4l.
119%9)

44 BUO now brakes, tires, custom interior

Run4<iaf $n$4 4144494 Ask for .^.^
Derrick

(291Y1

47 SUZUkLl 144 Good cond , Must solll 4144 or

best offeF^ Call lU 4420 J.*.*-L'

150CC YAMAHA ^^^•m,mf,m
orbestoHer Call *51 M94 after * pm (14S9)

VW BUS convortod candor 1941 •••«•»<

*««g .Int tires, body, dutch $*75 Offer

LeOvi«»g country Mark 721 4542/110 9444. (29

S «lt, '

•45 CONVERT Karmann Ofcia '«^'**
^f*,f*,^

^, G«»d cond $4.4 192 $422 or *57 747

(morns eves »
(7f4Vi

^ Bicycles ••••••••^••••*

STYCR J* girls bik* $'1$.

•*•«••••

)04« after 4 pm
Inf cond 2T4-

IBS9)

UNIVERSITY BtCYCLtS, 1714 Weetii MJ
Sales. eMpert repairs ,

re«itols. **^***'?f*f/
days 10 4 47$ 1374 (BKyt»04»o

*\i&

TBI iRS 47 Wire wtieelS 4«C0« '•^^'T*;"
Clutch must soil Make oHOrJH 4911 (2^S9)

2 BEDROOM, separate bathroom/ entronco
— ocean view Maiibu 70 mm ^CLA Call

•VOS 454 4544 (19 5 9)

FEMALE roof^mato to share 2 bdrm ,
nice

apt witt^ame $75/month Santa Monica
Call Catlfl4in* If* 1045 (19S9)

•^ -- —n-- ' iH^HVHBBBH

J House for Renl...j..— 20
-5 •*—•

—

^

^2 BORM/2 bath, don. H*»r Brentwood
Country Mart, Year loose $425 Large yard
191.1977 <3<S9i

last : 3444 Wslwd
(2>St)

KAIROS — LA.
Residence program iivmg at a Growth

Center near UCLA

Be involved in humanistic

psyctiology movement and

community living.

Call CHARLOTTE 9 1 vj. i»95 4254 (roo«n

and board) plus reductions .n iwo fii shops '24^

*/AL€ Modem ^rad "'»<»•'«'?*.*^'**iS
toschooi pool TV park.no ^••*^'^[\^.
Bentley 272 4714 (24»»i

VVOMEN Room A board S274'Otr AppIV

oo* (or lail Twin PrneS »24 Hilgard 474
* I s 9

)

_iri:i y Room for RenI 26

1 SLEEPING rm. WLA, Foaorof Avo.

437 54/mo GL » 444* *^***

5100 FURMlSHEO rm m
Moman kitchen pnv, TV. WOlk

477 4453 eves. . \

re*ou4 oprr
mpus.
(US*)

s#Ae*ouf
itk to CO

*4 AUSTIN America gint cond. am/fm

radio auto trans 2 no*i tires ••»«••'
295 1441 *," * ''

4$ CMav conv One own" •"•^ co«d $77$

At90C$ 14 and weekends *S' 4»n ."**>

FREE LOAN CARS
FREE TOWINO

4444 MItO
>• WorrAdty

^OLK^vyaOEN CAR «iRVlCi
Otscovnted Below pollers Price

A A I AUTOSERVICi
'«5t y»n NwyS BUd

jcf OSS •'»"> G M Pi*"'

Call ••4 7075 1« Hou
A-1

FURNISHED room house pr'vrt^ges for

responwble na^stf lovng person Topanga

Canyon near OCOOn }43 47l4eve$ 114 5 9)

LARGE turn rOom unon/^ kitchen prlV^^m

prtvhomo 575/RIO.

M4

i«nv*«' •»v»»^" w~ • '
---

^.~Z. ^ -"-(I4S4)

STUDIO room «o«ii4»0<0 ^A •^•*. !*»

pleasant Santa MonKa house •r'Woc* »2
5422 Make Offer 'M^*'

-ftr-.-^ PST

LOVELY, spacious 1 bdrm
y S^er«nan Oaks Fireplace.

$3$0/mein. 435 $479

home IP

• 20 S9t :9J. .X.

lCwKCV rm Mm4 I

MikO s«#. l^th kitch

•rod
1

-^— — "

privileges

stuaont or Staft member S7«

lemaie
* CR *

( 2* S t

OEPfNOABLt fransp cars Auto trans, all

fwn. pood SiCtJOe Cast* only •'T*''*
t^r\ wkefids ^W
74 TRIUMPH Sp<t«ire i4 444 miles *'*•••'

pestettor 144 *M7 I 29 5 9)

19 VW o4"A Beauty 14.440 nsttos.

«4r.anty S»t95 479 124* 129 5 91

S4 VW iluS seat* '2 BOOd <«na . c«*J
274 14'« •« P"' **•"*** livsv
' I

I
,

"
'

•444' CORVETTf Au»o trans 'act air.

power steering br»*** -ni"-* h«st alter

«»«»r • 9U4I44 * ^
*

BE sure to

^uruwii .
ESta«?W»piBW! ti*^MHft£a!»sj*seft «*'

'

^- -^i
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What's On:
Film :

•f Paradis*" by

Marcef Cartel wi«l be shwm by

the Animation Society at 7 and 10

p.m., Friday and Saturday, at the

University R^AtgkMS Conference

Btdg., 900 Hilgard Ave:

at the door: $1

Symposium :

—"Crisis iir' feast Pakistan"

will he held at l 30 p.m., Satur-

day, at ttte international Student

Center, 1023 Hilgard Ave Par

ticipants will be: Ross N. Berkes,

USC; Ronald Britto, UCLA;
Damodar Sar Desai, UCLA;
Richard Sisson, UCLA; Stanley

Wolpet, UCLA; and Mebibbrs of

the Diplomatic Corps For
reservations call 477-4507.

Drug Center :

It
—Venice Drug

Center will hold an open
from Septemt)er y^r9 for al^ in-

terested persons. '^ 100 vWta
Ptace, Venice. For further in

fornr>ation call 392-7773.

A

^r

m
Exhibits:

-f^
--n:

A

It'

— "Eight Pa i a 1 1 r •

Printmakers/' an exhi^Hkin of

recent vvorks by Los Angales
artists, will be on display at ttw

Grunwald Graphic Arts Foun-

dation in the Otckson Art Center
Print Gallery from Septentberiv
ttnrough October 31. The exhibit

will be open to ttw public free^
ct^rge, from nam to 5 p.m..

Tuesday ttnrough Friday and from

1 to 5 p.m.. Sundays. The Galleries

9r9 cksed Monday and Saturday.
—"Jeaa Arp AcqufSttions" and

"MaMa Paster Exliibition/' will

be shomrn concurrently at the

UCLA Art Galleries, Dickson Art

Center from September 21

iiliyroMQh October 31. The exhibits

j^ill be open to tt>e public free of

cttarge. from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Tuesday through Friday and from

1 loSp.m.. Sundays. The Galleries

j&n ck»ed Monday and Saturday.

—A phodographic display by

Stsplnn Schimmel will continue

at the International Student
Center. 1023 l^ilgard Ave

lOOf yaars of Encyclopaedias,

outstanding examples of the

deveippment of encyclopedias in

ttie \Mest, will be on display at the

University Research Library
from now through September 24.

Hours: Mondays — Thursdays
7r^ a.mr-^ 5 p.m.; Saturdays 9

ajn —^5 p.m«; Sundays closed.
- J -

Et <;etera:

—the Visitor's Center will hold

taurs af central campus at 1:X
p.m. from Murphy Hall 1215 every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday

ttwDuglKx/t thesufnnr>er. The tours

free and open to fhe public.

5 p.m.; 18 maxlitium; deadline

September 9.

Weekend, September 17. IS. 19

—Big Sur — S30. includes

transportation, accommodation,

AAontery Jazl Fi^tlval tickets,

entrance to Hearst Castle and

nrrtsc, 2 lunches; departs Friday 8

am ; returns late Sunday; 18

maximum; deadline September

15.

Saturday, September 25

—Disneyland — $8. Includes

transportation, admission, 15

ticket ride book; departs 10 a.m.;

returns 10 p.m.; 18 maximum;
deadline September 23.^

Sunday, September 26

—Japanese Village — S5. in-

cludes transportation and en-

trance; departs 10 a.m.; returns 5

p.m.; 18 maximum; deadline

September 24.

Thursday. September 30

—Greek Theater — "Ike and
Tina Turner" — S4.75 includel^

transportation, tickets and
parking; departs 7 p.m., returns

midnight; 18 maximum; deadline

September 28.

Saturday & Sunday, October 9, 10

—Catalina Trip -n. S22. includes

boat fare, taxi fare, landing fee

and 5 meals; departs 8 a.m.

Saturday; returns 8 p.m. SOnday;
22 maximum; deadline October 6.

Meetings:

ISC tours:

Satvr^fy. September 11

Quetw Mary and Ports CCall
— $3.50 covers transportation and
pilfking; departs 10 am.; returns

—Tt>e first fall quarter fencing

team meeting wtH be held at 4

p.m., Friday, Sept. 24. Pauley
Paviljion 145. For further in-

formation contact coach Mel
North, 451 3719.

\

\

\

.^>

i-i-

m-

«

COLLEGIUM MUStCUM — Under
Bess Karp W«ll

ctM>rus. diiaceNand stri nged 14th

V*

^-

m

j^yy* •* ** '"*^' ^^^^ '" Sc^^owberg Hall 1200. Everyore
welcome.

(Paid Adve.tisefn«nt)l

HILLEL COUVCt
yiK) Hilgard Avenu*

474.X531

Potters Studio
11656 dYMPlC. //lA

'**"'*l.

• Closs**^ • ^^ " "^^^ *»r sKlpi

+rJ^ —
:k^'

coll: 47Z-/7S7 Anytii^t

^4«GH HOLY DAYS-

ROSH HASHANAH

YOM KIPPUR

- Sept. 20 & 2

1

- Sept. 29

v-reotive and Traditionol Ser'vices conducted by.
Rabbi Levy and Rabbi Berner.

Tickets available to students and faculty members at
the Hlllel Office.

CROSSWORD"' ByEugeneSht^ 4

HOUZONTAL. 45. Tidy VEBTICAL
l.caUneae 40. culpa 1. Biblical

lauce 47 . Bounder wildemeas

4. Separates 49 . lU 2. Poem
9. Dress coin flower 3. Ehrergreen

e^ta is 4. Pared

12. Fish the 5. Irritated

13. A preskleiit yucca^* 6. The law

of Germany 54.Service- thing

U.French man's 7. To step

odn address 8. Made
15. The Garden 55.Large fashion-

State 56 . Solemn able

17. Skin tumor promise 9. Not
18.HichnoU 57 . Female in

19. Fish sauce swan need

tl. Gasped 58 . Ingress of coal

24. Leave 59. Alongincr 10. Frost

27. American
humorist

28. MoUture
JO. One giving

medicine
31. SUtches
33. Setter
35. French city Answe r on
36. FamiUar

salutation

38. Bitter
vetch page 11

40. Latvian
* coin
41 Love

affairs
^

43. Bowling
lanes A\•rerase tiaM •! Mlsttoa : M misu

^1 SUn. for
one

16. Fast
plane

20 Epic poetry
«lOnce

"Pelled

baahaw.
32. Revoke, at

a legacy
23. Home of

U.S. Coast
Guard
Academy

25. Kind of

race
26. Jogs •>

29. An
anatheina

32. Turnabout
fixed point

34. It's taug^ht

in school
37. A fruit

39. Icy
42. Strict

44. Slack
47. Ueadwear
48. Simian
50. Moist
51. English or

Japanese
52. Disease of

sheep
53. Possess

12

15

21

21

31

36

41

16

18

23

13

28

32

54

51

33

31 38

R2

55

58

50

19

24

8

30

3^

43

46

39

20

14

n

3S

44

10 II

25. 2h

56
>^^"

59

5! 52 55

Clasises in clinical tecfinology

Four programs In clinical technology wilt be offered in the fail com

mencing September 16, in the local area. "Newer Methods In Clinical

Biochemistry I;" to be taught by Eugene N Garcia, Medical Education

Consultant, from 7: 30 9: 30 p.m., Tuesdays, September 21 — November 23

in Bunche Hall 3153, UCLA. F««t S50. Credits: 2 units (quarter system )

"Medical Mycology: Diagnostic Techniques;" to be taught by Dexter

H. Howard, department medical microbiology and Immunology, frqm 9

a.m. — 12 n., Saturdays, Ottober 9 — November 20 at the Center for the

Health Sciences 43-105, UCLA. Fee: $75. Credits: 2 units (quarter

system.) \

"Medical Microbiology/' to be taught by Ruth L. Russel, department of

mecrobioiogy, California State College at Long Beach, and Lalchbir

Singh, Chief Microbiologist, Hospital of the Good Samaritan, from 4 10

pm, Wednesdays, September 22 — December 15, at California State

College at Long Beachfpee: $75. Credits: 4 units (quarter system.)

"General Survey in Biochemistry: Selected Topics in Biochemistry

11;" to be taughlby Eugene N. Garcia, AAedical Education Consultant,

from 7-10 p.m., Thursdays, September 16-November 18, at the

Auditorium, Pomona Valley ComtYHinify Hospital, 1798 N. Garvey,

Pomorwi. Fee: $60. Credits: 3 units (quarter system.)

THE
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